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A FRIEND writes us to be informed whether
the pope is a fool or a rascal. Personally, he
is neither. But he is the head of the most
knavish, despotic, cruel, selfish, tricky, and
brutal organization in the world. His only
companion is the czar of Russia, the head of
the other branch of the Catholic church.
DURING the recent floods in Japan, 2,419
persons were killed and 155 were wounded;
90,000 were deprived of the necessaries of
life; 50,000 houses were swept away or ren.
dered uninhabitable; 150,000 acres of agricultural land with their crops were laid waste;
6,000 bridges were carried away, and hundreds of miles of roads were destroyed. The
Lord doesn't seem to care much for the
heathen.
THK New York Truth asks: "If & faith
curist prefers to take the chances of prayer
and laying on of hands, instead of the equal
uncertainty of drugs, has he not the right to
use his own judgment and to suffer or prosper thereby, so long as the experiment is tried
by his free consent and not forced upon
him ?" and goes on to say : " Whether a seer
be clad in foul sheepskin and diet on ordure
in Judea, or wears an old shawl and a shiny
silk dress and livs on fried fish in Sixth
avenue, matters not-their pretensions are
the same-to foretell events. Whether a
healer trusts in calomel or prayer-the e:lfect
of both being mere guess-work-is surely .not
a matter for courts of justice to decide. The
only question should be one of free will. ;No
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one should be forced to take physic, whether
spiritual or material." That is all right
enough when only the faith curist's own life
is at stake, but what shall be done when the
faithist neglects his child and allows it to die
in obedience to the "will of God," when
human aid could save its life? Murders must
be prevented, if possible, and punished if
committed, not only when the deed is done
by brutal force, but also when it is done by
brutally religious neglect.
THB Brazi!ian correspondent of the .Hail
and Express of this city writes from Sao
Paulo : "It is said that in a few days will be
decreed civil marriage, the secularization of
the cemeteries, the separation of' church and
state, and that the Catholic priests now pald
by ihe state will continue for life to receive
their salaries. Manifestations, processions,
Vi11as a republica, the singing of the Marseillaise, continue. Corporations, companies
of ladies, come from neighboring cities to wait
on the government. The most unposing was
the procession of the factories. Five thousand men, women, and children of dllferent
nationalities, the Italians outnumbering them
all, with fiags, lanterns, and torches, marched
through the streets accompanied by several
music bands. A Positivist lawyer was chosen
to make the speech, and he proclaimed his
Positivist proclivities and announced that the
philosophy of the republic was the Positiv
philosophy of Comte. The name of God is
never mentioned in any of the proclamations
and decrees issued by either the central or
state .governments, and no allusion is made
of the hand of providence in bringing about
the peaceful change of. form of government.
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Men are exalted as high as possible, and the
prospects are that the religious atmosphere
will be more or less that of France. Benjamin
Constant, the secretary of war, of French descent, is an ardent Positivist, and, being in a
high position, will find many followers."
THB (Jhinese Rect»"der of Shanghai contains
a paper on the " Life and Writings of the
God of Literature." This being, it appears,
lived through seventeen different lives as
scholar and official, although the records of
only nine lives now exist, the remaining eight
never having been preserved. In his own
person he completed the perfection of the
three religions of China. One of his works
contains a chapter on gkosts and men, of
which the following is the substance : "A
ghost is the corrupt part of man, and man is
the pure part of a ghost. A. man can be a
ghost, and a ghost can be a man. The man
and the ghost are mutually related;
why separate man and ghost? The ghost
becomes a man ; then man must become a
ghost. If a man does not become a ghost he
will surely be able to perfect manhood. It is
difficult for a ghost to become a man, because it has fallen to ghostkood, and because
it has lost manhood. A man is a ghost; a
ghost is a man; but all men are not ghosts,
neither is every ghost a man." This is about
as lucid and reasonable as the recent Episcopalian discussion on the ridiculous question
of whether the holy ghost proceeds from the
son as well as from the father.
G:&oRGB SHUFELDT has been figuring up for
the Sun's readers an approximate estimate of
the population of hell. He finds : "In round
numbers the earth has a population of 1,300-,

000,000, of whom 300,000,000 are professed
Christians, the other 1,000,000,000 being Mohammedans, Buddhists, Jews, pagans, and
heathen. The whole race was condemned to
eternal punishment for the sin of Adam. This
was the fall of man, from which there was
and is no redemption save through the death
of Christ. Biblical chronology give the earth
a period of 6,000 years. From Adam's time
to Christ was 4,000 years, during which period
no human souls were saved. The population
may then hav averaged 1,000,000,000.
Three gen~rations, or 8,000,000,000, pass
away in each century. Forty centuries,
therefore, consigned 120,000,000,000 of men
to eternal fire, and, for all we know, they are
there now. In the 1,900 years which hav
elapsed since the birth of Christ 57,000,000,000
more of human beings hav lived and died. If
all the Christians, nominal and real, who hav
ever lived on the face of the earth hav been
saved, they would not number more than
eighteen thousand millions. Now, if we deduct this latter number from the grand total
of one hundred and seventy-seven thousand
millions, we find one hundred and fifty-nine
thousand millions of souls who are suffering
the torments of hellfire, as against the eight.
een thousand millions who hav escaped. But
this is not the whole truth. Nobody believes
that more than ten per cent of the professed
Christians are saved. Calvinists themselvs
say that the elect are few. If this is a fact,
heaven contains but eighteen hundred mill•
ions, against a population in hell of one hun.
dred and seventy.five thousand millions."
But what a horrible scheme of theology it Is
that thus crowds a place of eternal tor·
mentl
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~ommnnitntions.
was Abraham Lincoln a Christian !
CHAPTER XII.-CONOLUDED.
TESTIMONY oF FRIENDS AND AcQUAINTANCES OF LINCOLN
WHO KNEW HIM IN ILLINOIS.

Mr. Murdoch states that in connection. with this
incident Lincoln was charged "-with turnmg sacred
subjects into ridicule," and he apologizes for and
attempts to palliate this levity. But almost d~ily
Lincoln indulged in jokes at the expense of the B1bl~
and Christianity, many of them t~n .fo!d. mo~e ~acrt
ler:rious in their character than thts trlfhng m01dent
related by Mr. Murdoc~. If the sc~upulous_ly pious
considered this simple Jest, uttered lD the mtdst of _a
mixed crowd irreverent, what would hav been thetr
horror could'they bav listened to some of his remarks
made when alone with a skeptical boon companion 1
With Christians and with strangers he was generally
guarded in his speech, lest he should giv offense;
but with his unbelieving friends, up to the end of
his career, his keenest shafts of wit were not infrequently aimed at the religion of his day. This shows
that the popular faith had no more sacredness for
Lincoln, the president, in Washington, than it ~ad
for Lincoln, the farmer's boy, who mocked and mtmicked it in Indiana, or Lincoln, the lawyer, who
scoffed at it and argued against it in Illinois.
Maunsell B. Field.
Mr. Field who had met nearly all the noted characters of hi~ day, both of Europe and America, in his
"Memories of Many Men," has this. significant sentence respecting Lincoln:
Mr. Lincoln was entirely deficient in what tlle phrenologists
call re1Jerence [veneration].
Tilis made it easy for him to emancipate himself
from the slavery of priestcraft and become and
remain a Freethinker. Ptofessor Beall, one of the
ablest of living phrenological writers, says:
No man can "enj )y religion," as the Methodists express
it, unless he has well developed veneration and wonder (The
Brain and the Bible, p. 109).
All those who rebel against any form of government which
in childhood they were taught to revere, must of necessity
do so in opposition to the faculty of veneration. Thus it is
obvious that the less one possesses of the conservativ restraining faculties, the more easily he becomes a rebel or an infidel
to that which his reason condemns. On the other hand, the
profoundly conscientious and reverential man, who sincerely
regards unbelief as a sin, of course instinctivly antagonizes
every skeptical tllought, and i!! thus. likely to remain a slave
to the religion learned at his mother's knee (Ibid, p. 228).
Mr. Field also relates the following anecdote of
L1ncoln:
I was once in M.r. Lincoln's company when a sectarian
controversy arose. He himself looked very grave, and made
no ob3ervation until all tlle others had finished what tlley
had to say. Then witll a twinkle of tlle eye, he remarked
that he preferred the Episcopalians to every other sect,
because they are equally indifferent to a man's religion and
his politics.
Bar.riet Beecher Stowe.
The noted author of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" had
savaral interviews with the president. She wrote an
article on him which has been cited in proof of his
"deeply religious nature." Bdt if her words prove
. anything, they prove that he was not an evangelical
Christian. They are as follows:
But Almighty God has granted to him that clearness of
vision which he give to the true-hearted, and enabled him to
set his honest foot in that promised land of freedom which is
to be tlle patrimony of all men, black and white;. and from
henceforth nations shall rise up and call him blessed. We
believe he has ne1Jer m'lde any religious profession, but we see
evidence that in passing through this dreadful national crisis
he has been forced by the very anguish of the struggle to
look upward, where any rational creature must look for support. No man in this agony has suffered more and deeper,
albeit with a dry, weary, patient pain, that seemed to some
like insensibility. " Whichever way it ends," ke said to the
writer, "I hav the impression that I shan't last long after it's
over" (Every-Day Life of Lincoln, pp. 575, 576).
Mrs. Stowe was herself an orthodox Christian
communicant, but her store of good sense was too
great to allow her to inflict her religious notions
upon the unbelieving president, and, as a consequence,
she did not see him rush out of the room with a
Bible under his arm to-1 was going to say-pray
God to deliver him from an intolerable nuisance.
That the mighty burden which pressed upon Lincoln made him a sadder and a more serious man at
Washington than he had been before is true. Christians are always mistaking sadness for penitence and
seriousness for piety, and so they claim that he experienced a change of heart.
Bon. :J obn P. lJsber.
Christians and Theists are wont to speak of Lincoln's constant and firm reliance upon God. But it
is a little remarkable that in the preparation of his
greatest work be did not rely upon God. In the
supreme moments of his life he forgot God. Dr.
Barrows says :
When he wrote his immortal Proclamation he invoked
upon it . . , "the gracious favor of Almighty God."
When he wrote his immortal Proclamation be had
no thought of God. Judge Usher, a member of his
cabinet, tells us how God came to be invoked:

In the preparation of the final Proclam~tion of Emancip~
tion of January 1, 1863, Mr. Lincoln m~ntfested g~eat_~ohm
tui'l~. He had his original draft printed and furmshed each
member of his cabinet with a copy, with the request that
each should examin, criticise, and suggest. any fa~en~~nt~
that occurred to them. At the next meetmg o e ca me
Mr. Chase said: " This paper is of the litmo~t importancereater than any state paper _ever made by t~IB gover_nme~t.
paper of so much importance, and involvmg the liberties
of 80 many people, ought, I thin~, to mak~ ~om~ ~ef~rence
to Deity I do not observe anythmg of the kmd 1D It. Mr.
Lincoln "said: "No; I overlooked it. ~ome reference to
Deity must be inserted. Mr. Chase, wont you ~ake a draft
of what you think ought to be in9erted ?" Mr. Ohase prom·sed to do so and at the next meeting presented the follow~ng : "And ~pon this Act, sincerel.y believed t<? ~e an act of
justice warranted by the Con~titut10n upon mih_tary necessity, I invoke the considerate JUdgmen~ <?f mankmd 9:nd the
gracious favor of Almighty God" (Reminiscences of Lmcoln,
pp. 91, 92).
Frederick Douglas.
Abraham Lincoln believed in a supreme being, but
be did not believe in the God of Christians.. The
Gocil of Christians was to him the most htdeous
monster that the imagination of man had ever conceived. There were two doctrine t~ught in connection with this deity which he espeCially abborred-:the doctrin of endless punish~:nent, and the doctrm
of vicarious atonement. That the innocent s~oul.d
suffer for the guilty-that God should permtt bts
sinless son to be put to a cruel death to atone for the
sins of wicked men-was to him an act of the most
infamous injustice. His whole nature rebelled
against the idea. Frederick Douglas narratel!l an i~
cident which while it bas no direct r~ference to tbts
theological doctrin, yet tends to disclose his a~hor
rence of the idea. Mr. Douglas was engaged m recruiting colored troops and visited the president for·
the purpose of securing from him a pledge t~~t colored soldiers would be allowed the ea~e pnvileges
accorded white soldiers. As the Confederate government bad declared that they would be treated as insurgents, be also urged .upon him the necessity of
retaliating, if colored prtsoners were put to death.
But to the latter proposition Lincoln would not
listen. Mr. D.Jliglas says:
I shall never forget the benignant ~xpressi~n of. his face,
the tearful look of his eye and the qmver of his vmce, when
he. deprecated a resort to reta!iatory ~easures. He said he
could not take men out· and kill them 1D cold blood for what
was done by others. If he could get hold_ of the persons
who were guilty of killing the colored prisoners In cold
blood the case would be different, but he ~ld not kill the
inno~t for the guilty" (Reminiscences of Lmcoln, pp. 188,
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Bon. 'Varren Chase.
In 1888, I received· a letter from Warren Chase
pertaining to Lin~oln's ~eligio~s belief: Mr. Cba~e
was acquainted wtth Lmcoln lD Washington. Hts
letter bas been m;slaid, but I recall the principal
points in it, which are as follows: 1. Llnco~n was not
a believer in Christianity; 2. He was much mterested
in the phenomena of Spiritualism.
Bon. A • .Y. Grover.
A. J. Grover, a life-long reformer, an old-time
Abolitionist, an able advocate of human liberty, and
a personal friend and admirer of Lincoln, in a letter
written April13, 1888, sends me the following as his
testimony:
Mr. Lincoln was not a religious man in the church sense·
He was an Agnostic. He did not believe in the Bible as the
infallible word of God. He believed that nature is God's
word, given to all men in a universal language which is
equally accessible to all, if all a!e equally inte!lig_ent .. That
this great lesson, God's word In his works, IB mfimt, and
that men hav only learned a very little of it, and hav yet the
most to learn. That tlle religions of all ages and peoples are
only very feeble and imperfect attempts to solve the great
problems involved in nature and her laws. Mr. Lincoln
heartily disliked the narrow and silly pretensions of the
church and priesthood who now falsely claim him, as they
do Washin~ton, Franklin, and others.
I knew Mr. Lincoln from the Douglas campaign in Illinois
in 1858 until his death, and I never heard him on any occasion use a single pious expression in the sense of th... church
-not a word that indicated that he believed in the church
theology. But I hav heard him use many expressions that
indicated that he did not know much, or pretend to know
much. and had no settled convictions concerning the great
questions that theology deals so flippantly with, and pretends to know all about. And I know of my own knowledge that the claim the church now sets up that he was a
Christian is false-as false as it is in regard to Washington.
Writing to me again under date of Jan. 12, 1889,
Mr. Grover sa:ys:
I knew Mr. Lincoln in Illinois and in Washington. I was
iil the War office, for a time, in a department which had
charge of the President's books, so-called. I met him
in passing between,.the White House and the buildings then
occupied by the, War Department, almost every day. I
often had to go to Mr. Stanton's office, and hav often seen
Mr. Lincoln there. I frequently had to go to the White
House to see him. r.t was known to all of his acquaintances
that he was a Liberal or Rationalist.
Nicolay and Hay's "Llfd of Lincoln.''
As Colonel Lamon's "Life" covers but a part of
Lincoln's career, and as Mr. Herndon's "Life" deals
more with his private life than with his public history, the biography of Lincoln that is likely to be
accepted as the standard authority, is the work written by his private secretaries, Col. John G. Nicolay
and Col. John Hay, which for the past two years has
been appearing in the Oentury .Magazine. The publication of this work bas at the present writing not
been completed, but in the chapter on " Lincoln and
the Churches," which appeared in the Oentury for
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August, 1889, the. religious pha$e .of Li.ncoln:s character bas been presented~ In dea~mg wtth thts question the authors hav carefully avotded the rock upon
which Lamon's "Life" was wr~ck~d, and a~ the
same time bav refrained from repeatmg .the misrepresentations of Holland and Arnol~. They d? not
offend the church by openly declarmg that Lmcoln
was an Infidel · neither do they outrage truth by
asserting that he was a Christian. They a:ffir~ that
during the latter years of his life he. re~ogmzed . a
"superior power," but they do n_ot mt1mate that
be recognized Jesus Christ as thts. power, or a!ly
part of it, nor thr.t be accepted the Btble.as a specud
revelation of this power. In the followmg .passage
they impliedly deny both his alleged Atbetsm and
his alleged orthodoxy:
We hav no purpose of attemiJting to formulate his cree~;
we question if he himself ever ilid so. There hav bee~ BWI!t
witnesses who judging from expressions uttered m his
callow youth hav called him an atheist, and othe~s who,
with the mosi laudable intentions, hav remembered Improbable conversations which they bring forward t~ prove at
once his ortllodoxy and their own intimacy with him.
As it is not claimed that Lincoln was an Atheist,
especially during the last years of his life, the above
can very properly be brought forward in suppo~t ?f
the negativ of this question. In the last clause 1t 18
intend~:~d by the authors to administe~ a sarcastic !ebuke to such witnesses as Brooks, Willets, and Vmcent, as well as deny the truthfulness of their statements.
:Jud~c :James ltl. Nelson.
The last and in some respects the most important
of our Washington witnesses is Judge James M.
Nelson. Judge Nelson, for many years! bas. been a
resident of New York, but he formerly hved m Kentucky and Illinois Lincoln's nativ and adopted states.
He is a son of Thomas Pope Nelson, a distinguished
member of Congress from Kentucky, and the first
United States minister to Turkey. His great-grandfather was Thomas Nelson, Jr., a signer of the Declaration of Independence from VirRinia. He was
long and intimately acquainted with Lincoln, both in
Illinois and Washington. About the close of 1886, ,
or early in 1887, Judge Nelson published his "Rem- ·
iniscences of Abraham Lincoln" in the Louisville,
Ky., Times. In reference to :~;lincoln's religious
opinions, he says:
In religion, Mr. Lincoln was about of the same belief. t..B
Bob Ingersoll and there is no account of his ever havmg
changed. H~ went to church a few times witll his family
while he was President, but so far as I hav been able to find
out he remained an unbeliever.
"Mr. Lincoln in his younger days wrote a book,"
says Judge Nelson, "in which he endeavored to
prove the fallacy of the plan of salvation and the
divinity ofChrist."
I hav yet another passage from Judge Nelson's
"Reminiscences " to present, a passage whi?h, more
than anything else in this volume, perhaps, lB calculated to provoke the wrath of Christian claimants.
To lend an air of plausibility to their claims these
claimants are continually citing expreesions of a
seemingly semi-pious character occasionally to be
met with in his speeches and state papers. These
expressions, in a measure accounted for by Mr.
Herndon, Colonel Lamon, and others, are still further
explained by a revelation from his own lips. Judge
Nelson says :
I asked him once about his fervent Thanksgiving message
and twitted him with being an unbeliever in what was published. "Oh," said he, " that is some of Seward's nonsenee,
and it pleases the fools."
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Germany.
A newspaper of Washington, D. C., in its issue of
the 15 ~h ult., contained the following extract from
Belva Lockwood's lecture at the Methodist church:
" Germany's idea of education," she said, "is to make
good fighters. Everybody there drinks beer and the students
still figkt duels. It might be said that some of the Ger'?lans
are beer barrels in the morning and barrels of bee:r at mg~t.
The punishment for violating the rules of some of the somal
clubs is frequently a se.nt~nce to drink beer till the c~airman
give the drinker permiSSIOn to stop. Students convicted pf
fighting duels are confined in solitary cells, where they hav
to sit on what seemed to be the hardest of hard-wood chairs."
Ag an American citizen of German birth, I beg
leave to state the following in answer to this article:
It is true that w~ne and beer are the principal social
beverages in Germany, yet the Germans, both in
Europe and in other parts of the world, wherever
they may liv, consider avoidance of drunkenness as a
matter of self-respect. The assertion branding some
of the Germans as beer barrels in the morning and
as barrels of beer at night, is as gratuitous an insult
as an assertion would be labeling some of the AngloAmericans as whisky bottles in the morning and
bottles of whisky at night. As stated, the Germans
in Europe drink beer, physically to be benefited
thereby. Yet that is not their sole employment or
only occupation. They are also engaged in other
pursuits. It is a well-known fact that the German
nation bas helped and is constantly helping to promote civilization as much as any other nation on the
globe, the American people. not excepted.
As the lady having delivered the lecture referred
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to, was a late candidate for president of the United
States, the following remarks may be added in this
respect.
The women of Germany are as amiable, as intelligent, and in the performance of their household
d ti
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u es as IU u ' as e women o
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a es
of America. Promoting the welfare and the happiness of the men there, they are, of course, honored
arid respected by the latter. Family life, the basis
of human society, is nowhere truer than in the Ger·
man fatherland. It is a sad fact that, p.olitt'cally,
"'
Garmany is not a free country. Yet, also to the
· German people, the hour of freedom will strike some
day-the sooner, the better. When tbat happy
event will hav occurred, the women of the Garman
fatherland will doubtless not clamor for "woman
suffrage." They will doubtless see that the electiv
franchise involves both the privilege to vote for, and
the duty to hold, public office. They will doubtless
be aware of the fact that, on the whole, the duties of
a married woman, imposed upon her by nature, are
incompatible with the duti€a of a public electiv
office; and that the fundamental law or laws-the
national constitution and the state constitutions-of
a free country, cannot pay any special attention
either to young and old maida, or to widows and
divorced women. Modesty, women's noblest virtue,
will doubtless teach them not to look down upon the
male portion of the German nation as upon imbecils unable to attend to the public affairs of their
country. Modesty doubtless will also prevent them
from insisting upon it that the ship of state of the
German republic shall be steered by female hands, in
order to be in safe hands.
J. G. HERTWIG.
Washington, .D. 0., Dec. 10, 1889.

'l'he Riclt Man and Lazarus.
Christians are never tired of representing their
God Jesus as the very quintessence of gentleness,
patience, sympathy, and mercy, as "full of the milk
of human kindness." "Did he not," ask the Christians, "voluntarily v&cate a position equal in grandeur and sublimity to that occupied by his almighty
father in order to take upon himself the consequences
of human frailty and sin, and to suffer in his own
person the punishment due to the poor family of
Adam T" "I don't know," answers the Agnostic.
"If he did, however, he was kinder than his father,
who must hav been an implacable monster to ever
dream of inflicting upon humanity everlasting suffering for the petty offense committed by a very ancient
ancestor." This clRim of Christ's gentleness and
mercy can only be sustained by a complete and wilful blindness to the grosser and meaner sides of his
character. He was very passionate and, when
thoroughly aroused, very ill-mannered and brutal.
At the tender age of twelve years he broke the fifth
commandment, and told his anxious and loving par. ents to mind their own business and allow him to
wander in a strange city at his own sweet will. On
one occasion he cursed a fig. tree because it did not
bear ·fruit immediately on his approach toward it.
If it had been the time for figs and none were on
when he was hungry, thirsty, and weary, one can
sympathize with him in his disappointment, but to
curse it-to wither it-when it was true to the very
laws which he, as almighty God, had given it, was
an act of childish petulance and folly, and reminds
one of the silly boy who kicked the wheelbarrow be. cause he fell over it. On another occasion he let
loose a lot of devils and permitted them to get, by
some mysterious means, into a herd of swine. These
pigs became so spiritualized that they hurled themselva into the sea. Although the " cattle on a thousand hills are his" he never made any Gompensation
to t.he poor owner of these "unclean beasts."
..
Whilst these incidents cast a liltle side light on
~.the alleged perfectness and uniform gentleness of
. ~Christ's character, the teachings of the parable of
'\~' the rich man and Lazarus " prove him to be devoid
''·of every humane sentiment.
:: M. Renan, in his "Life of Christ," points out that
<·";:Christ's early ministry was amongst the poor, and in
(" .. '~order to popularize his mission he emphasized the
'·. ) ideas that rich men were necessarily bad, and that
. poor men might be very good; that whilst a rich
j man might enjoy an immunity f;·om earthly cares he
would suffer for it in the "world to come," and that
't' whilst a poor man might endure, "for a brief season,"
. "' "all the ills which flesh. is heir to," he would enjoy
"\--. Y in the "world to come" everlasting rest. Such
~ . teaching as this was bound to hav a great influence
on a people who had long been in political bondage,
:!I' and it is to be remembered that Syria was then pay-· ing one-third of its annual produce in taxes (Draper).
;;;: There is no doubt that the distribution d wealth
~ aftecta, in a grea~ measure, social conditions, and,
where that distribution ia inequitable, the different
classes, into which society is conventionally divided,
contract habits and modes of life corresponding to
their economical state-the rich resort to oppression,
and the poor, first, to submission, then to revolt.
But to say that the rich man shall be damned eternally, and the poor man-the beggar-blessed eternallris monstrous.
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There are eight distinct doctrine laid down in this
parable (Luke xvi, 19-31). What are they ?
(a) That the rich man went to hell because he was rich
(verses 22, 23).
·
(b) That the poor man went into Abraham's bowm bP.cause he was poor (verses 22, 23).
(c) That the inhabitants of hell can see the inhabitants of
heaven (verse 23).
(d) That the inhabitants of heaven can bear the wails of
agony of the damned (verse 25).
(e) That Abraham, as a type of the settlers in heaven,
has lost all pity and is deaf to the cry of suffering (verse 25).
(f) That the gulf between heaven and heJI cannot be
bridged, and that the efficacy of Christ's atonement does
not reach unto the devil's kingdom (verse 26).
(g) That there is more kinaness in a damned creature's
heart
than in the purified soul of a saint (verse 28 )·
(h) That the ambiguous words of Moses and the prophets
are more convincing than the message of a special ambassador from heaven itself (verse 31).
.
No doubt the "D. D's." would object to this Jit.
eral interpretation of the parable and would try to
read into it some meaning corresponding to the the·
ology of their particular cl\urch. Would not thit~,
however, be very presumptuous T Nay, further,
would they"not be endangering their souls thereby~
For it is written-Rev. xxii, 18, 19-" If any man.
shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him
the plagues that are written in this book; and if any
man shall take away from the words of the book of
this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of
the book of life, and out of the holy city and from
the things which are written in this book."
It is, therefore, clear beyond all question and dispute that the doctrine taught in this parable are an
essential part of Christianity, to doubt which is to
insure everlasting damnation. A bishop of the English church is reported to hav said at a church convention that Christian:ty is wholly inapplicable to
human society, and any attempt to arrange society
on such a basis must end disastrously. The bishop
is true in his statement but false in his life. Honesty and Christianity are incompatible. Every Christian has his "mental reservations," but he consoles
himself that these "reservations do not extend to
essentials." All these things go to show that man is
always better than his creed, and if he had no creed
at all he would be a better and truer man.
Christians hav an inward belief and an outward
practice. The one should be the counterpart of the
other, whereas in reality they hav very little in common. The ancients had what they called esoteric
and exoteric principles. The former were for the
initiated and firm friends of the philosophical master, while the latter were intended for the general
public. Perhaps ·Jesus Christ meant to inculcl\te
this division of ethical principlet~, but overlooked it
from the pressure of other business.
Christians do not believe in the moral guilt attaching to the possession of riches, and it is pretty certain that Christ did not. The parable of the talents
clearly proves that Christ not only commended the
accumulation of wealth, but advised ur,ury as a good
method when no other means were possible. The
two men in the parable who made one hundred per
cent on the money lent them were invited "to ~;nter
into the joy of their lord." But the man who was
afraid lest he might lose his master's money in some
rash speculation and therefore hid it in the earth,
was despoiled of what he had and "cast into outtr
darkness ; there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth."
The doctrine taught in (c) and (d) above referred to, are too horrible to characterize. Every
professing Christian knows that such doctrine
are revolting to his own nature, and yet he subscribes
to churches and institutions which embody such doctrine in their constitutions. It is not enough to say
that Christ taught another doctrin on some other
occasion. If Christ taught contradictory principles
he is inerely a ranting pedagog, misleading the ignorant and disguatin~ the informed. Lst any man, refined or brutal, reflect for a moment on what is implied in this doctrin of hell and heaven, and he will
instantly banish it from his mind as the expression of
some almighty tiger delighting in the agony and unutterable torture of its prey. What parent can witness, unconcernedly, the suffering of his child"?
Among the millions of fathers what an infinitesimal
portion neglE>ct their families! There hav been many
women utterly depraved in the eyes of the law and
of society, but who hav never been false to the instincts of maternity. How close is the tie that unites
mother and child! How deep is the affection of
father and son ! And yet these bonds may be broken
in the world to come-the son suffering the torments
of hell with his father smilingly looking on from the
serene and beautiful "city of God." If Christians
would allow their humanity to assert itself, they
would revolt against such a system of "divine government," and declare their intentions to establish a
republic if hell were not abolished as an institution.
The Bible says, "The prayer of a righteous man
naileth much." Then in the name of kindness and
love let every righteous Christian go down on his
knees and ask God to blot out hell.
It is a little unfortunate that Christ should hav
given Abraham as the type of heaven's inhabitants.
Abraham may hav been the father of the faithful, but
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he was, according to the records, 8 terrible liar. Hia
refusal, however, to send Lazarus to cool the parched
tongue of a suffering sinner was quite in keeping
with his treatment of his mistress Hagar, a few centuries previous. One would be inclined to believe,
from the glowing descriptions which preachers of the
gospel giv of heaven, that every resident therein was
pure and holy, that the conditions of heaven-life
were such as to produce in the saved ones every possible vir~ue, and that their occupations were confined
t 1 'f . G d .. t .
o g Ol'l ymg o , mmts enng to .the desires of the
saints, and singing praises. This is no doubt what
Christians would like, but the parable shows that
after centuries of residence in heaven Abraham waa
the same hardened wretch and cruel coward. Milton
says, "A mind in its own place can make a hell of
heaven, a heaven of hell;" so it will not be difficult
to estimate the prevailing moralihy of the place where
Abraham is the typical citizen.
Every Christian is ashamed of the doctrin of
"eternal torments;" He finds it difficult to reconcile
such a belief with the idea of a merciful God, but
comforts his soul with the thought that it does not
matter to him, as he has made "his calling and alection sure." God's grace is sufficient for him, but
when once the dark river is crossed his doom is·
sealed. Christ made an infinit atonement, but tl:.e
devil is all-powerful in hell. There is no denying the
fact that Christ taught the doctrin of eternal tormenta, and he who denies it is an Infidel, no matter
how cleverly he may hide its brutality.
Strange as it may appear, there is one truly human
sentiment in this parable, and Christ puts it in the
mouth of Lhe rich man. Even in his agony and auffering the rich man did not forget his brethren. He
bad five, and although their company might hav
been somewhat of a solace he. prefers to suffer alone.
"Well," says he," if Laz!Arus cannot con:.e here, send
him to my brethren, lest they, too, come into this
place of torment." No, no, no. Old Abraham is
obdurate, and coolly refers " tb.e brethren" to
"Moses and the prophets."
It is to be regretted that the parable ends at this
interesting stage. It is, however, not for poor frail
mortals to say how much truth God shall reveal, but
how nice it would hav been to hear Abraham quoting
Moats and the prophets ! Clearly the rich man
did not believe that the "ancients" had said much
about the subject, for it is to oa inferred that he
lapsed into eternal silence. Abraham did not wish
to refer the brethren to his own biography, and in
this he displayed commendable modesty.
How blessed is the reflection that these dcctrinf
cannot be true! How happy is the man whose head
and mind are no longer Ctushed by such barbarous
chaine ! He craves not heaven, he fears not hell.
He knows that earth-life can be made bright and
glorious by the diffusion of knowledge and the practice of virtue, and that by deeds of kindness and
love he may win an immortality in the hearts of. his
fellows.
H. Ro\',LEY.
THE questions which presented themselvs to the
acuter minds of a hundred years ago, were present
to the acuter minds who lived hundreds of. years
before that. . . . Bttt the church had known
how to deal with intellectual insurgents, from Abelard
in the twelfth cEintury, down to Bruno and Vanini in
the seventeenth. They were isolated, and for the
moat part submissiv; and if they were not, the arm
of the church was very long, and her grasp mortal.
. . . They [the thinkers] could hav taught Europe
earlier than the church allowed it to learn, that the
sun does not go around the earth, and that it is the
earth that goes round the ~:;un. . . . After the
middle of the last century the inf!urrection against
the pretensions of the church, and against the doctrine of Christianity, was marked in one of its moat
important phases by a new, and more significant
feature. . . . It was an advance both in knowledge and in moral motiv. . . . The philosophical movement was represented by Diderot [leading
the Encyclopedist circle.] . ·. . Broadly stated,
the great central moral of it was this: that human
nature is good, that the world is capable of being
made a desirable abiding-place, and that the evil of
the world is the fruit of bad education and bad
institutions. This cheerful doctrin now strikes· on
the ear as a comii,l.onplaca and a truism. A hundred
years ago in France it was a wonderful gospel, and
the beginning of a new dispensation. . . . Iuto
what fresh and unwelcome sunlight it brought the
articles of the old theology. . . . Every social
improvement since has been the outcome of that new
doctrin in one form or another. . . . The teaching of the church paints men as fallen and depraved.
The deadly chagrin with which churchmen saw the
new fabric rising was very natural. . . . The
new secular knowledge clashed at a thousand pointE',
alike in letter and spirit, with the old sacred lore.
. . . A hundred years ago this percPption was
vague and indefinit, but there was an unmistakable
apprehension that the Catholic idea of womanhood
was no more adequate to the facts of life, than
Catholic views about science, or popery, or labor, or
political order and authority.-Morley.
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class of argnments assailing this char~cter and these
precepts will be little needed by Freethmkers combating this order of men. A little farther al~ng _in civilA recent article in THE TRUTH SEEKER drew from
Dr. Foote the following: "I am free to say that the
ization as in more educated and refined drstrrcts, and
cities ~e find less said about Old Testament achievecriticism offered in the last TRUTH SEEKER by Mr. J.
H. Burnham strikes me a.e an exhibition of pernicious
ment~ in science and Jehovah's formidableness as a
partisanship with an .lmll88essarily str.ong !lavor of
fighting-man. Here we find Christ the c~ntral
vituperation." If this has any meanmg, It has a
figure. Sometimes his supernatural aspect Is re"flavor," not of "vituperation," but certainly of pregarded, and sometimes his human and m!lral. Go a
varioation. · "Pernicious partisanship" is mjlimingstep farther and his supernatural aspect IB found to
less in any possible connection with my article.
be regarded less and his human and moral aspect more.
Again, the doctor remarks, "What I object to in the
Each of these three classes requires a different set
Burnham criticism is the imputation of base motive
of arguments for its conversion. Argll:ments ~equ!re
to those who voted for Article 4." This is a concluto be directed, with the first, agamst scumtific
sion that in no way is deducible from my article. I
blunders and barbarous inhumanity; with the second,
said not a word about the fourth article nor those
against miracles, the reliability __ of the gospels, and
who voted for it. It is useless to cant in this way,
the like. With the third, a new order of arguments
for it will not divert the candid reader from the issue
is
called for.
Christ.
which I made in that article. Such claptrap is not
It is to the exhibition of a few, among the order
dignified. It is not the words of the constitut~on
There is reason to believe that the conception of of arguments last-mentioned, that the remainder of
that are in discussion. It is the attitude in which Christ will be the chief conception in the Christian this article will be devoted.
the last congress placed itself that merits the use of religion during the time of that religion's further
The class of men who wish to giv Christ the position,
the terms I used; and I am willing to submit to the continuance. Especially, the conception of Christ as ideal man and moral teacher, of which we hav spoken,
Freethinkers of the country, the friends of the cause, as a great moral teacher, as an ideal of nobleness is composed partly of advanced clergymen, and
personally classed under the American Secular Union. and gentleness. This has not always been so. At partly of timid or ill-judging Rationalists who hope
That the doctor or anyone else at that congress had times the figure of Christ has been one of comparativ thus to reconcile Christians to their rejection of the
any base motiv, I am not prepared to say. That insignificance, while that of Jehovah has been the rest of the faith. To both we say that their position
they intended the in'evitable implications I do not say. prominent one. And besides this, the Virgin and is illogical, absurd, and harmful.
But I do say that no deeper disgrace could be heaped behind her an uncounted rabble of saints hav during
The first point we make against the position is,
upon the cause for which our dead heroes fought certain periods diverted to themselvs a great part of that even if Christ's morality were perfect, it is so
than the contempt shown in the last congress. No the total amount of Christian devotion. But this is intimately bound up with supernaturalism that we
deeper humiliation could be inflicted upon the real changing. Devotion to the Virgin and saints has can never promulgate it without at the same time
friends of human emancipation from the cruel super- been relegated to the background by the rise of forwarding the influence of that supernaturalism,
stition of religion than was inflicted upon them in Protestantism. And devotion to the bloody and and thus doing far more harm than good. Those
the recent congress. There was a manifest disregard abominable Jehovah fades, and must fade, as the who hav come to reject the supernaturalism must
of all that has been done, and those that hav done it, refining influence of civilization advances. A little recognize, and might as well recognize now as later,
and the way in which it was done. The services of all further along, we find civilization also repudiating or that the natural and moral part that they wished to
men and women who hav borne the burden and heat neglecting the supernatural element in the conception keep has been spoiled fo! all practical ~se by ~he
of the day were ignored entirely, while strangers to of Christ, leaving remaining as the central idea a circumstance of its havmg been assoCiated With
our cause, ignorant of the first principles of our conception of a sublime man, a moral teacher things hurtful and dangerous; and that if they want
cause, and ministers of the Lord Jesus Christ were and ideal for our imitation.
to teach morality they must go for their teachers to
invited to do the work of the congress. The natural,
.OI course, this movement is in different stages of some of the much better instructors whose teachinevitable enemies of all that is fundamental even in progress in different localities. In the more be- ings hav been good and safe throughout.
the reformed constitution of the Union can never step nighted Catholic countries minds require a form of
The second point we make against the position is
on our rostrum without culpable mental reservation, religion suited to their low stage of development, a that, apart from the just-mentioned fault of being
forced to silence as to their true sentiment.
polytheism, and there the Virgin and saints high and bound up with dangerous supernatural theories,
A platform which excludes God from any rights· in low make Christianity virtually a polytheistic religion. Christ's character and conduct considered as forming
the government of nations-can ministers stand on Minds there hav been unable to receive abstract an ideal, and his teachings as a moral founder, are,
such a platform, and command the respect of the conceptions, but are rather on the plane that requires even in themselvs, not good, but are most strongly
clergymen of the Christian church? It is impossible. image-worship, and so eminence has been attained by calculated to produce evil.
They are unworthy of a place in the pulpits of Chris- those deities moat suitable for representation by
In the holding up of Christ's general conduct as an
tendom. They must know that in the event of the images, that is, Christ, the Virgin, and the saints. ideal for all to imitate, there is ascribed to him
success of Secularism the Sabbath and chaplaincies In Protestant countries minds hav got a little beyond a heroic and superhuman patience and fortitude.
and God and the voice of the church will be left out. idols and ceremonies, and hav made some approach Nothing could be more false. The very opposit
A prominent clergyman who had seen the invitation to the conception of one universal substance pervad- is true. Countless persons hav borne tortures
out inviting Christians to attend said to me: "I won- ing and maintaining all nature. That is, they are and death in uncomplaining silence. Christ bewailed
der if you think that we are fools. We cannot stand gradually being led up to the Spencerian concep- his approaching crucifixion in agonies of fear, sweaton your platform. We cannot cooperate with your tion of one universal Unknowable Energy. But in ing " as it were great drops of blood." On. the cross
aims without treason to Christianity or writing our- the main their minds hav been unable to throw off he weakly broke down and reproached his father,
selva _down idiots. Aid to cast off our own rights- the tendency to personify. And during the continu- dying with upbraidings that the father had forsaken
the idea is preposterous. No one hut a Judas could ~tnce of these Protestants in the practice of represent- him. Nothing could be more irreconcilable with the
do so." It is this Union policy that will drive a hun- ing to themaelvs this Energy by some personal form, language preachers bestow on him than his conduct
dred away from the cause where it will draw one to it is notable that they hav not chosen for that per- as it actually is recorded. The two are precisely
it. Such a compromise as that of the last Congress sonal form the figure of Christ, as the Catholics did, antithetical, and nothing could produce such an outwill ruin the cause. And it will be needless to say, but hav instead manifested a preference for that of rageous perversion of statement but a system where
"You tied our hands." It is the tying of your own Jehovah. The cause of this different choice seems every~hing is confusion and extravagance-falsehood
hands that we complain of. And then one thing to be as follows. It was naturally the more stern truth, and truth falsehood. And yet Christ is supmore. It is this constant tinkering that is costing and combativ of the subjects of the papacy that first posed to hav been a God, and supe~at~rally upheld.
the cause dearly. At Cassadaga we had the promis threw off its yoke; and as naturally were these stern
Christ cursed a fig-tree so that It Withered away,
of a "new deal." We had it-and it cost us three- and combativ persons attracted rather to the stern upon having his anger raised by its not bearing figs
fourths of our strength. It is tinker and doctor, and and combativ Jehovah than to the gentler Christ. out of season. Is not this the conduct of a lunatic
hence it has come to pass tht at the last doctoring The traditions of these generations hav been handed from bedlam! Is it the conduct of a sane man! Is
which the cause received at the last congress nothing, down among their descendants, influencing their it actually wished that we go about doing such things
comparativly, but the doctors is left-which I believe character; and these descendants hav besides been now ! What would be thought of us if we should?
is the usual case.
continually compelled to maintain their independence Then what is meant when it is said that "we should
The doctor is real kind in giving us the real inter- of the papacy by the most desperate efforts and un- try to lift ourselvs to the ennobling standard of that
pretation of the constitution, its purposes and ainls; der the most overwhelming persecutions. Conse- perfect life, whose beauty, now stripped of the perand with the assurance that " he [Mr. Burnham] will quently their spirit assumed more and more a fierce versions of a crude theology, comes down to us across
at once know whether he is for them or not, an.d I and harsh cast ; they found a parallel to their case in the ages with" so and so, and so and soT Is anywish that Mr. Burnham might join with us in so that of the persecuted rulers of Israel whom Jeho- thing meant, or nothing! Would.not the very perthinking." This is quite fatherly. If not, we are vah fought for; they eagerly searched the Old Tes- sons exhorting us to do such pueril and senseless
told, Mr. Burnham may go out of the Union as an tament to develop the parallel in every little detail; things be the first to commit us to a madhouse if we
enemy of the cause, and we will grant him the lib- and the result has been their according to the Old went out on the highway and tried to do them toerty to organize a society under some such title " as Testament nearly the whole of their attention and to morrow ? Or do they mean that we should imitate
the Clerical Ku-Klux-Klan, the Anti.Superatition Jehovah nearly the whole of their worship. But not this, but certain others of his. acts! But when
Zouaves, the Secular Up-and-At-'Em Cohorts." This now civilization has risen, and wherever its refining we fix upon those certain others, and show that they
is really a very kind act, and very considerate of the sentiments hav obtained there is recoil from the re- are equally foolish or harmful, will they not refer us
doctor. But I am greatly gratified that in the event volting character of the Jewish Gad. He is dropped, back to this again ? Do they actually mean anything
that I should be thus allowed to do, under the sanc- and Christ brought forward. And, as we said, in at all?
tion of his holiness, I should not need to go far in those few spots where civilization has reached its
It is useless to say that Christ taught forgivness.
search of a suitable leader. Judging by the popish highest pitch a still further advance is made. In He sometimes enjoined it, but as he continually bro~e
tenden~ies which the doctor has shown in this article such spots the highly cultivated mind is unable to into reviling and ·anger himself, and damned his
. in review and the flippancy with which he writes bring itself to accept the supernatural at all, and the enemies to everlasting torment, we can only say that
fatherly encyclicals and issues bulls, he would make sole remaining object of devotion is Christ in his the tatal of his influence must be generativ of rea pope for any of the new organizations which he character of moral teacher.
vengefulness. It is to be remembered that in. the
suggests-as good, I presume, as the average pope.
So Freethinkers in arguing against Christianity Old Testament there is not an intimation that man's
" If you think as we do." That is the rub. That will find that religion defended from varying stand- errors will be visited with an eternal punishment.
is what Liberals will not do. They are not at pres- points. If they liv in a remote and benighted In the Old Testament, inflictions are of this world
ent in want of a pope. But doubtless this will be- country district they will hav to do with harsh and only, and the weary, mistaken, tempted mortal at
come a necessity in the near future if we can repeat ungentle elders who still think Genesis good science, last sleeps the sleep of peace. It is in the New
the last congress a few times. But the closing pon- are full of the unpronounceable names of ancient Testament, it is in the utterances of Jesus Ohrist,
tifical bull is worthy of a place in history. "Now Jewish gentlemen, still talk of those detestable crimi- that we first come upon the announcement of eternal
we are off on another tack, which at least has the nals called God's favorite as moral models, and call retribution. The plain truth is that Christ suggested
merit of being business-like, and the advantage of down vengeance on Rationalistic heads in the language that we forgiv our enemies, while he went on glutting
being piloted by officers who hav made a success of of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Such men are little at- his revenge on his own. This is more shameful than
other affairs in this world "-with the implication tracted by the character and precepts of Christ. The the course, at least consistent, of some rough man
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that they will make a success in ano~her ~or~d.
This implication may account for the clerical digmty
of the last congress. "And the leisure to giv a large
share of their time and attention to engineering the
work of the Union." It is fortunate that the Union
now has such officers-with the implication that it
never had such before. It looks to me that we hav
had men equally competent with the modest men who
now speak with authority. It was once said of 0. S.
Fowler that he said in a lecture, "There are but
three great men in America-one is Daniel Webster,
the other is Henry Clay, and modesty forbids me to
name the third." There are but three great men now
-the two divines who did the speaking for the last
congress, and our great, eminent, worthy Dr. Foote,
Jr.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
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who if severe on his antagonists at least is satisfied
that others should be the same toward theirs. It is
the course of any scoundrel who wants others to be
very meek and giv him all the more room to go on
slaughtering himself. In this, as in many other
things, the Ohristian religion has got everything precisely the reverse of what it really is. The most
prodigious example of unforgiving, insatiable, fiendlike revengefulness the world has ever seen, is exhibited as an example of the opposit character of
forgivness.
Equally unfounded is the representation that
Christ proposed to confer peace upon mankind. He
expressly states that he came to bring "not peace,
but a l!lword." Elsewhere he directs that "he that
bath no sword, let him sell his garments and buy one."
Christ's inculcation of non~resistance to evil, and
of obedience to the established powers, has done incomputable harm. This doctrin has ever been the
favorit. one of tyrants. Where the scriptures came
from, no one knows ; but it will not be rash to conjecture that this doctrin, at least, was written to
order for some despot. The only cases in which we
should submit to injuries are those in which we may
expect thereby to touch the feelings of the injurers
-in which more good than ill will result. And we
should not hav been counseled to obey the powers of
government whether they are right or wrong. They
should be obeyed only when they are right, not when
they are wrong.
The best way to determin the fitness of a moral code
for human guidance is to observe its practical effects
as it actually has operated. Such observation of the
effects of Christ's moral code, when it was universally
adopted and acted on in the Dark Ages, shows that
it is probably the worst that has ever misled and debased mankind. All that is original with Jesus-the
backbone of his system of religion-is harsh and infamous. His gentle precepts, the Golden Rule, the
patient words and noble acts ascribed to him, are
copied from the words and acts of other "saviors "
and credit for his "pure morality," his "perfect life:"
and all the noble qualities with which he has been
endowed by idealists and sentimentalists should be
transferred to them.

Evolution and Revol11tion in the Church.
All of my paternal, maternal, and fraternal rela·
tivs, as far back as the illustrious Jonathan Edwards,
who was the great-grandfather of my mother, were
loyal to the church and to the Presbyterian creed,
so far as it was practicable for them to assent and
believe. Yet I do not remember of one who did not
entertaJn grave doubts concerning many articles of
the creed. They tried, and I tried, sincerely and
earnestly not only to assent to the creed when we
united with the church, but to believe every article
of faith. But we never could believe the dogmas. I
hav been stoker and porter, usher and bell-ringer,
trustee, clerk and deacon, precentor and sermon
reader, Bible-class expounder and superintendent of
Sabbath-schools, all at one and the same time for
many .years. And I hav been connected, during my
residence in different states, with eight different
Presbyterian or Congregational churches, and my
name, ten years ago, showed on a church record that
my standing was valid and regular. Whether my
name has been erased from that record I do not
know, neither do I care, even enough to make
inquiry. I think that I am pretty familiar with the
"ins and outs" of the Presbyterian church. I
learned long ago that the essential difference between the Congregational and the Presbyterian
church is this : Whenever a member was to be disciplined for heresy or any offense, the session, deacons,
elders, and minister adjudged the accused to be innocent or guilty; and if found guilty they took a rope
and hanged the unfortunate victim.
But, in the Congregational church (in which the
entire church had a voice), they let a convicted person tab a rope and hang himself. That constitutes
the essential difference between the two churches.
Well, the Presbyterian church, having but few
Bibles, evolved a little book called, "The Presbyterian Confession of Faith," made up of portions of
the Bible, accompanied with brief paragraphs ex·
planatory ef the creed of the church, according to
the Bible. After the church had evolved a standard
for their belief, in the form of the Confession of
Faith, many of the clergy and elders in the church
began to interpret the Bible by the Confession of
Faith. By and by a revision of the Bible seemed to
be eminently important. So, a revision was evolved,
which was the most disastrous blow to the divine
inspiration of the Bible, thah was ever given to that
book. Now, the great majority of the clergy and
laity, also, hav lost faith in the divine authentici~Y. of
the holy scripture, so that many want the revision
revised; and some want a revised creed, or confession of faith, while others want to allow the Confession of Faith to remain unchanged; and they demand
that a new creed (a new Confession of Faith) be prepared, in which all the dogmas and odious and unbelievable doctrine shall be omitted. Many clergymen
and many more laymen desire to take the Bible, only,
as the creed of the church. The clergy hav evolved

so fa!" in practice and precepts, that they no longer
preach but very few of the fundamental doctrine laid
down in the Confession of Faith. Rev. Theo. L.
~uyler, one of the leading clergy of Brooklyn, L. I.,
wrote, recently, in the New York Evangelist, that
" he would as soon cut off his right hand, as to
preach the doctrin of election to unbelievers." The
church hav evolved different tenets until they hav
nearly revolved to the condition of the world when
there was no Bible. Very few of the clergy and
nearly all intelligent laymen hav lost faith in the
divine authenticity of the holy scripture. Evolution
Ess E. TEE.
has wrought a revolution.
Orange, N.J.

Freethonght in Sweden.
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there will be enough of the "varmint" left for the
good of the people.
Weak-kneed Liberals, remember, the harder the
blows the sooner you kill.
JOHN PECK.

Rather Severe upon George Chainey:From the London Freethinker.

The attitude of the press toward Secularism is a
noteworthy sign of the humbug of " free and impartial journalism." The leaders of Freethought in
England may lecture to thousands of people, and
organize societies, and hold important conferences,
but the press is practically mum. Mr. Bradlaugh is
treated as an eminent politician, but as a Secular
leader he is simply regarded as non-existent. Yet if
Mrs. Besant turns Theosophist, the papers that were
silent about her Atheism will giv her paragraphs and
articles; and if a half-demented person like George
Cbainey visits England as a convert from Freethought to moonshine, a paper like the Pall Mall
Gazette will giv him half a column of small type, as
though his eccentric wanderings made him an important personage.
According to the P.M. G., "Professor Chainey
[what is he professor of!] at one time was one of the
leading Secularist lecturers in the United States, and
has spent the most activ years of his life in combating all revealed religion and damonstrating the absurdity of the religious creeds accepted by mankind."
The P. M. G. adds that his " lecturing at South
Place Institute upon 'Revelation Revealed' is the
transatlantic sequel of the remarkable development
through which Mrs. Besant has passed in this country."
We do not envy Mrs. Besant's feelings on reading
this sentence. It must be galling to find herself
classed with a man regarded as a crank by the American Freethinkers who still remember him. The P.
M. G. does not appear to know that George Chainey's
"version"-the reader can add con and per at discretion-is so far from being the " sequel" of Mrs.
Besant's that it preceded hers by several years.
He was only a short time a Secularist lecturer. The
work was hard and the remuneration slender, and he
was naturally flighty, so he fell into Spiritualism, and
went off to Australia, where he did not achieve a great
success. Some incidents of his migration we prefer
to pass over in silence. Our opinion is that George
Chainey is hardly a responsible being. The P. M. G.
gravely reports that " the interior of his head be~
comes red-hot," and in this condition he "sees vis·
ions." Very likely. They are many such cases in
Colney Hatch.
Some time ago George Chainey was seeking
enough money to take him to Palestine, where he
was to be the recipient of a new revelation. It is a
pity the philanthropic editor of the P. M. G. does
not write a check for the amount, and pack this
" remarkable man " off to J erusall.:lm or Jericho.

Our Swedish brethren certainly deserve success in
their battle against superstition. The resolution and
activity displayed by them is surprising to an American accustomed to the indifference shown by the
greater number of Freethinkers in this country.
From his prison on Longholman, Victor Leonstrand speaks the words of cheer and advice to his
followers and, best of all, his advices are followed.
His vigorous and thoughtful writings, his own and
his followers' open defiance of orthodox prohibition,
issued by a hypocritiG government; the brotherly
feeling and restless activity of the Freethinkers at
large, hav aroused both press and people as well as
the clergy. The Swedish press is divided into
two hostil camps; one containing Oogens Nyheter,
.Aftonbladet, Fadernestaudet, Socialdemohraten.
:frbeteifez tak~~ the Liberal s!de and has succeeded
m l!lakmg Utdlskarne .the subJect of general conve~
s_atiOn. The protest .tssued November 3d by Utihska Samfu~det agamst th~ imprisonment of V.
Lennstrand lB yet the. q~eshon of the day. The
crow~ and clergy are ktck~g, but the bag of p~og
ress tied to t~ese mules will soon make them .txred
of such exerCise. The anger of the clergy ts sc.
~reat that it has forgotten. to be "wise as serpents_;"
1 ~ has thrown the mask aside. In ~lf~borl{ the prmCipal cle!gY!D80 declares that pubhc hbrart~s ~xert a
destruc~IV mfluence, an_d from the pulpit m the
Trondb]em cathedral Bishop Laache expresses the
wish "that there never had existed a printing-press."
The local society in Stockholm has a Sundayschool, which is attended by over sixty children,
while the ladies of the same society hav formed a
sewing society and are at present very busy with
preparations for a Utiliska Christmas hazar. The
society at large holds its business meetings every
Wednesday, while Sunday evenings are given over
to lectures and discussions, which now and then are
followed by a soiree and dance; yet our friends do not
stop here. Almost every Swede ii! a born vocalist,
hence a Utiliska singing society is under organization, and soon will the mind-elevating tones from a
large choir sound through the new rooms in TunnelSearching for More Spirits.
garten informing the merry Stockholmers that the
Swedish Freethinkers are not alone alive but also
A short time ago the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
cheerful, in spite of their having no thoughts of hell said:
to console themselvs with. A prosperous New Year
We noticed by a. letter from Lyman C. Howe in the Spi1·itual Instructor, that Medium Reid obtains messages on
to our Swedish brethren.
G. N.

An Odorous Nugget With a Moral.
A farmer's wife had cooped a brood of young
chickens in the woodshed, and at night the motherhen gave warning that an enemy had invaded her
household. The wife informed the husband, who
took a light and proceeded to investigate the cause
of the trouble. He found that one of those little
four-footed animals, so well known among farmers
by its noiseless squat and peculiar smell, was making
a supper of one of the chickens. He took a long
pole which the boys had used to thrash nuts from
the trees, and began to pommel the intruder. The
wife began to plead for mercy.
"There, there, don't pound the life entirely out of
the poor brute."
But he made the blows fall quick and hard until,
it is safe t.o say, it was the last chicken-supper
that the peddler of "sweet scents" ever got. The
next day there was a peculiar odor about the house
better imagined than described. The sense of smell
was a little too acute to hav the air in and about the
house agreeable. The wife, with thumb and :finger
clasped upon her nose, said, " Something must be
done; there is no living in this house."
" Wife," replied the husband, " I thought there
would be as much of the 'varmint' left as you would
desire, even if I did pound the life out of it."
MORAL.

If the farmer and his wife had begun to fight
about the best method of protecting the brood, the
skunk would hav got away with the rest of the chickens. Every blow which has a tendency to weaken
the church and the influence of the clergy upon the
minds of the people is needed-let it come down
with a strong arm. Instead of disputing among ourselva as to proper methods, let every man use his
own weapon in his own way, but keep the blows falling. If a concert of action can be effected, all the
better. With the heaviest blows we can strike,
singly or combined, either by ridicule or reason,

slates from the other world, as well as answers to letters.
And if Mr. Howe is to be believed, Mr. Reid is a phenomenal
slate-writer, for he says that all Mr. Reid's demonstrations
given in public are under "absolute fraud-proof conditions,"
and that to private sitters he says, "Bring your own slates,
privately marked and fastened as you like, screwed, nailed,
riveted, or tied as snugly as you please, and keep them in
your own hands, and under these conditions the slates are
filled with messages." If Mr. Reid can do all that Mr. Howe
claims for him, the next time he comes east we should like
to ha.v him giv Mr. McArthur and the Editor of THE TRUTH
BEEKER a. sitting.

Mr. Reid in the last number of the Spi1·itual Instructor replies:
We take you at your word, Bro. Macdonald, and will see
that Mr. McArthur and yourself will ha.v an opportunity of investigating slate-writing at the earliest opportunity. Of one
thing I am convinced, and that is, if the phenomena are produced in your presence, you are gentlemen enough to
acknowledge the fact, and that is more than some persous
who claim to be Spiritualists ha.v backbone enough
to do.
THE Herald a.t Bertrand, Neb., says: "In Indiana a. seCtion hand repaired a. broken rail and averted a. disaster. The
work was done on Sunday and the section hand was fined
for desecrating the Sabbath. It seems hardly possible that
in this land of freedom and this age of enlightenment there
are persons narrow-minded enough to bring about a thing of
this kind, but there are. The same inquisitorial spirit that
burnt heretics and witches at the stake in the dark ages of
bigotry and superstition is still alive to some extent."
FRANCis V. KING, a. member of New York's legislature, has
announced his intention of finding out how much state
money given to religious schools is used to support churches.
He says: " I expect to introduce ~ resol~tion c~lling on the
several institutions in this state whwh are In receipt of public
moneys and which ha.v charge of juvenil delinquents or
other children, to report to ~he assembly th~ d~sp~sition of
the children after being received into such mstitutwns, the
character of the instruction followed, expenses of the institution the amounts received from the state treasury and
many 'other details. I am told that m~ny institutio';ls receive
a.s&istance from the state and a.ppropna.te that portion of the
state funds which they·do not use to the support of their
churches. I am also informed that from the manner in
which the annual reports are drawn up it is impossible in all
instances to trace the application of the state money appro.
priated for such purvoses,"

•
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forgeries, so that nothing should be read, if.'posaible,
except what they furnished.
They forged apocryphal books; for example the
Easebius's Ecclesiastical Hfstory-Is It a Mod- "Clementines" (containing the story of Clement of
ern Forgery1
Rome), the "Preaching of Pater," and the "Pastor
of Hermas."
Eusebius quotes from the ".Apology" of Tertullian
S:>metimes there were more than one fabricator of
an account of the persecution of Christians in Bithynia, which Tartullian himself quotes from the corre- the same work, the last one taking it up after the
apondence between Pliny the Younger and the em- death of the former and imitating his style and argupsror Trajan. There are nine books of the letters of ment. Thus there were two, three, or more writers
p,iny, all copied and selected by himself, with none of the same work in one age.
of the replies thereto, and a tenth book containing
The amount of work done was not, however, so
the letters of Pliny and Traj !l.n. If Pliny wrote the very great. The writings of all the Greek and Latin
letters in the first nine books he was a literary cox- fath~rs do not. exceed .in quantity wh~t Luther and
comb; if he wrote the letters to Trajan he was a Calnn and their asso.matea produced lD fifty years.
sophomoric aaphead.
The works of Augustme do not exceed those of AlIn regard to the latter aeries the translator Mel- phonso. Tostado or Albert Ie Grande. There were
moth says:
·In t~e siXteenth century many learned men in Italy,
and 1f those bad united in a common purpose, how
They are of a style and character extremely diff<Jrent from
k th
those in the preceding collection; whence eome critics hav many wor 8 ey could hav produced in Greek and
injudiciousiy inferred that they are the production of another L1tin, in prose and poetry, far superior to those of
hom d.
Augustine and Ambrose, or any of the rest; for in
F!ve years ago we dissected these Jettera and recent t-imes we hav had writers who could vie with
adducad cogent reasons for rf'j acting them as for- Cicero and Virgil.
gerie.s. We then supposed that they were fabricated
Clement of Alexandria, Euaebius of C:cwgarea (auabout the end of the second century. This belief thor of "E"clesiastical History"), Theodoretus of
was based on the quotations from them by Tertul- Syria, and Justin of R'Jme, all had the same library
lian, who is su'Pposed to hav written his "Apology" for they praise the same authors and repeat the sam~
before AD 220. But now we hav little doubt that fables. So also with the rest.
that "Apology" was written as late as the fifteenth
Their style of writing is similar, indicating one
century, in which case the letters of Pliny and Tra- age. At first they wrote apologies, epistles, treatises
jan are also modern f~b1·ications.
against heretics, and homilies; afterward coromentaThe L1t.in D:ctionsry we used at school was A1ns- ries an? studies of. the earlier fathers, and lastly,
worth'll- It has not the word Ohristus nor Chris- tbeologi_cal summanes and commentaries on summatianw; in the L-~tin part; but in the ·part which give rie.s. The author's name was sometimes wanting,
the L'ltin equh·alents of E aglish words we fi ud thi'!: bemg purposely suppressed, so that in a later age
A Christian, *il Chri 9 tianm.
the work could be ascribed to some great name.
Gl!?·istiani•m or Gh?'istianity, *ll Oaristianismm.
Not only did tbey write on parchment-, but on
Gltristmas, *II C~risti natalil1m festum.
leaden plates And we hav had recent imitators of
What do these asteris~s mean! L'3t Ainsworth this. About the year 1599 a manuscript in Arabic
answer:
was cited as found in a cave near Granada, and
*Before a word shows it to be of Greek extraction.
s.:tested by ~- Petro De Castro, archbishop of t.hat
II Before a word denotes that it is bad, or used only by writ- City. It con tamed ·many fables concerning the infant
ers of an inferior class.
savior (the "Arabic Gospel of the Infancy'')- These
Now the words Ohristus and Ohristianos are- used leaden plates were, after many yearEI, examined at
by Tacitus, Snetoniua, Pliny the Younger1 Tertul- RJme, in the pontificate of Alexander VII. (1655-7)
!ian; sud all the succeeding L'ltin fathers. But the an~ c~ndemned as apocryphal. There are many of
"Aunals of Tacitus," in which Christ us occur 9 was ~his kmd of leaden sheets eaid to hav been deposited
forged by Poggio Bracciolini in the fifteenth 'cent- m the tombs of the saints, with the names either of
~ry, who was also the finder of the works of Tertul- princes or consuls inscribed upon them.
False
han.
inscriptions are also found on tombstones.
Unctus is the L-'!.tin for Ohristos, and would hav
As in our own time the J ansenists, who are heirs
been so transl&ted by a Latin echolar of the second of the former impiety, write elegantly in the GalEe
cantury or of any later time. We read about Philip vernacular, so in the fourteenth ceLtury t,bO!>A who
the Fai.r, Che.rles the lhld, and other French kinas wrote tb" hFat L'ltin gave us Cicero, Vtrgil's 1E le'd
with epHhets sufli:!:ed to their names- but ho"w L'lctantiu · (~he ''Christian Cicero"), and other ailsb3urd it would ba to write their names 'in English thors m·cst noted for elegant writing. But .they
PJJ.ilip the Bel sud Charles the ChauiJe 1
' took care to hav their own lucubrations appear under
h not the use of the words Ohristus and Oh 1·is- those great names, because by concealing themselvs
tianus sufficient evidence of the modem fabrication ~hey had no fear of the powers that be, and, by givof aU the ancient writ~ngs, Christian and pag~n in mg pret~nded ~uthority, they could fortify their
which those words occur! And since Eusebius Athel!lm m all t1me past. In the use of the names
quotes with approval those spurious Latin works of Virgil, Cicero, Plutarch, and others they were
does it not necessarily follow that his '· Etlclesiastical mor~ ~esirous of propagating their impiety than of
History" is also a modern forgery T
acqmrmg hme.
The system of forgery, s!>ys Fat,her Hardouin was
Such is the argument of one of the most learned
meditated and begun in the reign of P.ililip Aug~stua Jesuits that ever Jived. For publishing some of
(1180-~223); _was more fully developed under Philip these opinions he Was.! condemned and debarred from
the Fair (128o-1314), and Valesius (1328-1350). and promotion in. the church. But he lived nineteen
continued through a period of one hundred and' fifty years longer, and just before his death in 1729 he
years. Th.e gang of forgers had alphabets of all wr?te a little. volume reiterating his f~rmer vi~ws.
age~ and m _every language, especially Greek and Th1~ ':as pubhsh~d in L:>ndon in 1766, but being in
L>tm; also mks and parchments of all a~es, and in L1.tm 1t has remawed practically a sealed book until I
so~~ ins~an.~es. the fraud is made apparent by t,he trans_Iated porti.ons ofit for THE TnUTH SEEKER in 1858.
stnkmg Bimuar~ty of the !etters to those of old ·New
With a mythical messiah for a corner-stone and 8
Testamen~ codiCes, showmg a plain imitation, 88 if fabricat~d.histo~y for~ superstructure, how long can
~on~ by the same haud. It was necessary for these the Christian ed1fice withstand the assaults of critical
ImpiOus _forgers to produce very many books 80 as science!
ANTIOHRIS'r.
to make It. appear that unwritten tradition is opposed
to the anCient records. And by a multitude of volMy Opinion •
um~a they hoped to rend~r the fraud less easy of deDur.ing hislori~ times hundreds of gods hav been
tection. As many w~rks m L!!.tin, so many in Greek worshlped_, and hundreds of men hav had divine
were necessary, lest It should be suspected that it h.onors pa1d to them. Many animals, and even repwa~ al~ do~e in. the ~atin quarter. And they made tils, hav been made the cbjects of adoration.
a distr1b~t10n hke this =. To Greece they gave Greg- . These gods hav been real or imaginary. If imagory. ~az1anzen and C:arysostora; to Cappadocia, ~nary! the c~ances are a hundred to one that all are
Basil.lUS and Greg~ry Nyssenus; to the Elst, The- Imagmary, Including the father, son, and the other
odosms _and Eusebn~s; to Egypt, Clement, Origen, fellow. If these gods hav all been real there can be
AthanasiUs, and Cynl; to Italy, Ambrose Leo and no Bafety unless we worship them alL '
Gregory; to Palestii!.e and Syria, Justin a~d Cy~il of
~n the name cf these gods thousands of human
D~~ascus; t~ Cyprus, Epiphanius; to Africa, Terbe1?gs hav been sacrificed. In the name of these
t?lhan, Cypr11m, Optatus, Augustine, and l!'ulgen- gods thousands of human beings hav been enslaved
tiuB; and to other parts m~:~y more.
plun~ered, and tortured. In the name oi these god~
It was necessary to hav so many volumes of his- t?e highway of_progress has been hedged up, institut~ry, so man~ of councils, and so many of other tions of learmng hav been suppressed, the most
~mds ; to fabriCate so many decretal a, canons, definicruel wa~s ~av been waged, and the most inhuman
tiOns, for_~s of prayer, histories, controversies, etc. tortu~es mfltcted. Mental development and human
These wntmgs were continued through all the ages, eq11ahty hav never been pleasing to the gods. They
lest the fraud of one age should be suspected. So hav always. been partial to prieatcraft and kingcraft
the_ work was divided into ages, with the parts and to their own peculiar people and e e · · t 11'
'
n mieB o a
a~sii?n~d to each, and thus the pretenied doctrin and the rest.
dismphn grew up by degrees..
Can it be shown that the gods of the ancients were
The lying. ra~cala did not cease their work, but of any benefit to the people~ Is it not about tiine
~ept on f~bncatmg false monuments of the former to let them go; they never hav, and never can do
times. They meant to cover the world with their any good. As far as history informs ua there n~ver

g[ommnnications.
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was a time when the gods proved a benefit to the
people. On the contrary, the earth has been saturated with human gore, because those engaged in
wars bav believed that they were carrying out tbe
will of some imaginary god or gods. Wars hav been
waged by one nation, and millions slain, because they
believed that another nation were enemies to God
and that he was pleased with the slaughter. Hundreds hav been killed for saying something which
oft'tmded a believer in some fancied tenant of the
skies. As long as men spend half their time in
thinking about the gods, and tu"n over half they
produce to forward some object in the interest of the
gods, we shall grope on in ignorance and poverty.
The gods will undoubtedly die hard, but die they
will sooner or later, and good and wise men will rejoice when they lose their imaginary power. When
the gods are forgotten the top-root of superstition
will wither. The thoughts of men will then be
turned to the welfare of each other, and then we
shall begin to understand, as never before, the capabilities of the human mind, and the bights to which
man can ascend. The gods mm do without us as
soon as we outgrow our ignora.nco so as to know that
we can do without them.
In ancient times, when gods were as plenty as
blackberries, I hav no doubt that the people imagined that the gods were doing something for their
benefit, and that blessings were showered down upon
them which were regarded as coming directly from
the gods.
I saw a woman who had been confined to her bed
for fourteen years. Every few minutes during my
stay I heard the ejaculation, "How good God is to
me!'' · Could a greater absurdity be imagined 1 And
yet I hsv no doubt of the woman's honesty. All
must admit that her helplessness for fourteen years
was a queer manifestation of God's goodness.
Some of the most devout people hav been the most
unfortunate, and hav suffered the most. Some
tyrannical wretches and public plunderers hav fared
the best.
The above considerations should a!ltisfy every intelligent mind that there is no overruling providence
-that there is no intelligence directing the affairs of
this world above the human-that the cases where
people think there is divine interposition are in every
instance imaginary.
Every day brings news of some church edifice
being burnt or blown down or struck with lightning.
Occasionally we hear of a disaster at sea, and a part
of the people on board the vessel are saved and a
part lost. But no one can form a just estimate of
the ones lost or saved by their being good or bad.
God strikes down a good man as readily as a bad one.
He whacks away at a church with as much gusto as
he does at a gambling-house.
We hav some unmitigated rogues and rapscallions
who seem to be highly favored and liv to an extreme
old age. When, if a missionary or some noted
evangelist is favored in the same way, his good fortune is attributed to an overruling providence. How
long will it take for the pious pachyderms to learn
that God does not carry on any business in this
WDrld!
The mud brought up all along the line of the
Atlantic telegraph cable was found to be composed
almost entirely of the remains of microscopic animals.
Chalk is mainly made up of minute shells. In making
a single figure upon a blackboard, thousands of these
little shells are crushed. Millions and trillions of
these animals must hav been brought into existence,
and other millions died, in a second of time. They
were doubtless capable of enjoyment and suffering,
and died of age or pain and disease like other animals.
Where there is life there must be pain and pleasure
according to the organization of the animal.
A portion of the animals are defenseless and are
the prey and the natural food of other animals. Man
slays millions of animals every year because their existence is detrimental to his happiness. He slays
other millions for food.
Portions of different countries hav been devastated
by fire and flood, epidemics and famin, earthquakes,
volcanoes, and tornadoes. Thousands through superstition hav been sacrificed to the gods. The numbers
which hav been slain in foolish and cruel wars cannot
be enumerated. Millions hav been imprisoned and
tortured and put to death to gratify the whims of
some fanatic or tyrant. Without exception all life is
subject to disease and death. At the best throughout the animal and vegetable kingdom there is a constant struggle for existence.
.
Where is the loving-kindness of the supreme
manager which the Christian talks so much about T
Do the foregoing facta show forth his mercy which
" endureth forever ~, . If he is posseseed of all power
and all knowledge and" his mercy endureth forever,"
every phase of existence should afford pleasurable
emotions.
These facta come home to every intelligent mind
and show that the l&ws of nature are the only supreme
ruler-that they are blind to consequences-unmoved
by entreaty and as heartless as a stone. There is no
God to hav anything to do with the affairs of earthall is subject to iniiexible law.
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In ancient times when these laws were less under- 'Northwest West and Southwest to ascertain the in their children. Nor does it seem to hav enter€d
stood, the people ha? a multiplicity of gods. The facts as they the~ existed, and afterward published the thoughts of many vary respectable people that a
gods hav decreased m numbers as these laws bav the result of his investigations in a book entitled virtuous, proud, high-minded character is our highbeen studied and interpreted: When they are fully "Land and Labor in the United States."
' est end and aim. People mistake reputation for
und~rstood the go?s will vamsb. .
.
It cannot be said that a precise answer is given by character. Reputation is what others say of us;
. D1d. God supermte'!-d the cr~at10n of each ammal Mr. Moody to exactly the question put by your cor- character is what we really are. Reputation may be
m a piece o! chalk whiC~ ~ccupied a .shell B? small respondent, 1\B the largest farms mentioned are attained by shrewd hypocrisy. Character has a more
that th~ high~st magntfymg power IB reqmred to owned by corporations rather than by individuals; enduring basis, and scorns pretense and sham!'.
enlarge It sufficiently for the human eye to take cog- but the facts given are all in the line of thought in- Character is of slow growth and is enduring. Repunizance of it! Then . think of moun~ains of chalk dicated by him.
tation, fame, leadership, may be " obtained with?Ompo~ed of these mmute shells. DJd ~od spe~k
I quote from the Bulletin: "Space will allow us out merit, and lost without a crime."
m~o exu!lten~e separately each one of the miCroscopic to giv only a very brief synopsis of Mr. Moodfs ac.
The sermon and the Sunday-school teach next to
ammals which compose the mud of thousands of count of the farms he saw and the system on which nothing of the building up of character nor its value.
sq~are miles of the ?cean's bed~ And did be appoint they were operated, and the profit that was made by These are occupied with" saving" people from somea time for each to d~e? If he d.Id he has been a busy operating them on a large scale, which, in the wheat- thing not clearly defined. The teachings of the
God, and I would~ t be surprised. to hear any day growing districts at that time, paid, in some instances, street are that success is always right. The teachthat he has struck m favor of the eight.bour system. between forty and fifty per cent on the investment ings of commerce are, mainly, "Don't get found out
For what purpose ~id God create all of those after allt.wing twenty·five per cent for wear and tea; unless you beat the other fellow." The bar teaches
great uncouth ammals m the early ages of the world 1 of teams implements and harness and ten per cent that lawyers may honorably lie and bribe and bully
These great scaly, slimy monsters were unlike any on capit~l.
'
'
witnesses--if hired and paid for so doing--and that
" Mr. Moody tells us that, in the wheat and small scoundrelly acts, if done for a client, are highly
animals k~own since man's advent on the earth.
They certamly could not hav been created for man's grain,growing districts of Minnesota and Dakota, proper and professionally commendable. And states~arms were common which were operated by super- man (Lord, what a misnomer!) and politiciam; may
benefit.
. .
.
The Chnsttan will tell you that God created them mtendent and foreman the same as factories and mills lie, slander, bribe, and steal ballots for party success,
for his own glory.. Well,. I would say it was a great of corporations. Since the time be was on the ground and yet remain "honorable gentlemen," and be
waste of r~w ;'llat~rml t.o httle purpose. It must hav many of these farms hav been .merged into syndi- cheered when they appear in public.
afforded him mfimt dehght to see some of these mon- cates. We will giv a few of them as an illustration.
The press--the newspaper--is as indifferent and as
sters splash in and dart through the water and others He tells us of the Cass farm 6 355 Beres · the quiet on all occasions as if injustice, fraud, rascality,
drag their slimy lengths through the mud. Perhaps Cheney farm, 5.200 · tbe Grandi~ f~rm 40 ooo'· the and lying were unknown vices. Crime is not crime
it wa.s a diversion to him while he was taking his Grandin brothers' farm, 30,000; the Thompso~ and till the offender has not only bean found out, but
noonmg. .
.
Shuman, 1 300; Thompson ·and Kendall farm, "bas been proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt."
Why dtd God create the centipede, tarantula, rat- 4. 400; the Rock Co. Farming Co.'s farm 21 000. The religious press forgets to teach morals, and
tlesnake, and millions of flies and poisonous insects In some of these farms he found as much 'as 6 000 spends its £fforts on theology and the spread of secto bite and sting and torment and kill us? Why acres in wheat and small grain. Further on in the tarian teaching among the heathen.
bring a tiger into existence to tear and worry other grazing country of Kl\nsas and Colorado be found
parents
Teachers in our common schools as wall
anim~ls as well as human beings!
the Allen and Butler farm of 27,000 acres: and Cap- turn children and youths over to the church and
Is It not strange that a God of mercy, who has a tain King's farm of 150,000 acrt's under fence and Sunday-schools for instruction in morals. Everyone
tender regard for his children more than an earthly 200 000 acres unfenced. We could go on and giv a shirks. Good manners can hardly be taught without
pnent can hav, should cause an earthquake to turn column of similar farms.. But what we hav cited including morals to a considerable extent, yet teachR great city like Lisbon topsy-turvy and sacrifice shows conclusivly that Mr. Darbyshire is in error ers in their institutes contend that they ought not to
hundreds of human lives, the innocent with the when he says that the syndicates do not want the be required to teach either morals or manners.
guilty.? Where is his "loving-kindness," where the land.
Colleges as wall as rchools fail to giv moral instruc"infinit marcy," where the" watchful eye of the good.
"The facts are, corporations and companies are tion. Their curriculums now rarely mention moral
shepherd 1"
gobbling up the land as fast as they can, and will philosophy or ethics. This was not so once. For
Did you ever stand in the forest and see tlie leaves attack the older settled states as soon as they can this reason colleges influence character much I( ss
fall in autumn 1 One comes down with a spiral mo- bear down the price of land; they will then be able than they did fifty years ago.
The book in question will be a new departure, ar;d
tion, like the motion of the screw to a propeller as it to buy it at their own figures, at sheriff sales and
ought to be welcomed.
spins in the water; another pursues a zigzag course foreclosures, as we will show further
About in 1840, whE>n the Bible was quoted for and
in its descent; another glides first to the right, then
"It is not only our home syndicates and speculators
to the left, like a thin piece of iron sinking in the water; who are after the land, but another dangerous ale- against slavery, one E. R. Tyler wrote a pamphlet of
another sails away in the breeze without turn or mant-the foreign or alien landowner. In order to perhaps forty pages entitled, ''Slavery a Malum in
flutter, like a piece of clapboard gliding down the show what they are doing in tbe way of getting poe- Se" (a wrong in itself). It was a most able and ample
currant. Though they fall as fast as snowflakes, no session of our land, we will append a partial list of showing that there was no side nor nock nor corner
of slavery that was not wrong. It was clear in its
two fall just alike.
the foreign landowners:
statements and iron-linked in its logic, but was in all
Now let us watch that one coming down with a
AorP•.
syndicate, No.1 (in Texas) .. " ........... ,..... 4 500 000 respect fair toward the slaveholder, yet it left him no
spiral motion that we may get it and examin it. English
English syndicate, No. 2 (in Texas) ..................... 3 000 000
We find that it bas a long, heavy stem which kept Sir Edward Reid, K.O.B. (in Florida) .................. 2 000,000. ground to stand on. But it expressly discarded all
the head of the leaf down. The blade is twisted English syndicate, headed by S. Phil potts ............ 1.800 000 attempts to sustain its purpose by referpnca to tbs
somewhat like an auger, and that is the cause of the C. B. Land Co. of London, bv marquis of Twedale L750 000 Bible. That book was not mentioned except in the
spiral motion. Thera is a reason why avery leaf falls Phillips, Marshall & Co.; of London ............. " ..... 1 300 000 preface. It relied solely on reason ard justice to
A German syndicate ...... " .................................. 1,100 OCO defend the right of avery human being to liberty and
just as it does.
Anglo-American syndicate, headed by Mr. Rogers,
.
If you throw up a handful of feathers in· the wind,
. of London............................................... 71i0 000 equality before the law, and upon the same weapons
they will not all perform the same evolutions. One An English company (in Mississippi)................... 700.000 to attack slavery. It was a valuable contribution to
may light near by, another is carried far away; Duke of Sutherland ....... :................................... 425,000 antislavery literature, and appealed to a class of minds
British Land and Mortgage Co............................ 320 000 that the Bible could not reach.
scarcely two will describe the same curves or light in Captain
Whaley, M.P. for Peterboro, Eng............ 310.000
Now, it strikes me that a bock of moral instruction
the same place.
Missouri Land Co., Edinburgh, Scotland............. 300 000
Does God direct the falling of every leaf 1 Does Hon. Robert Tennant, of London........................ 230 000 can be written which shall be plain, simple, and
be direct the course of avery feather in the wind, of Scotch Land Co., Dundee, Scotland ............... :..... 247 600 interesting to children and youths and young men
every piece of driftwood that is carried hither and Lord Dunmore................................................. 100 000 and woman which shall teach the elements of moral·
Lord Houghton.................................................
130.000 ity, and not appeal in any way to the Bible for state,
thither by wind and currant T Some day we shall Lord Duuraven. ........................ .................. ......
flO 000
The bast literature may be
learn that in air, earth, and ocean there is a cause .for English Land Co. (in Florida)............................
50,000 ment or authorHy.
50 000 pressed into service to furnish illustrations and ineverything being what it is, and ·as it is. As fast as English Land Co., by Benjamin Newgas.. ............
50,000 struction. Stories and anecdotes may be related
we understand the natural the supernatural will dis An English capitalist (in Arkansas).....................
Albert Peel, Leicestershire, Eng.........................
10 000 which will serve to impress its teachings on the
appear. · In past centuries good or. evil spirits were Sir
John Leester Kaye, Yorkshire. Eng................
5 OCO
supposed to be behind every phenomenon. As we George Grant, London, Eng. (in Kansas)............. lCO.OOO mind. Fables will always be atiractiv and useful.
Those who bad the good fortune to read in that dry
hav been lifted out of the quagmire of superstition An English syndicate, represented by Close Bros.
(in WiEconsin) ........................................ . 110 000 and stilted old book, the English Reader, compiled
the spirits hav been retired from activ service.
·
Scotch company (in California) ......... " ............ . 140 000 by Lindley Murray, rarely ever forgot the invaluable
Few at the present day believe that smallpox, yel- A
M. Ellerhawser, of Nova Scotia (West Virginia) .. . 600,000 te11cbings it contained. The Quakers held on to it
low fever, or cholera is the work of evil spirits. In A Scotch syndicate (in Florida) ........................ .. 500.030
time of battle we no longer sacrifice human beings in A. Boysen, DanisQ consul at Milwaukee .............. .
50,000 till thirty years ago as a text- book of moral instruction in schools. And I know of several copies
order to enlist the spirits and induce them to turo Missouri Land and Loan Security Co., of Edinburgh, Scotland....................................... 165.000 choicely kept and highly prized by gray-headed old
the tide of battle in our favor.
English syndicate (in Florida)............................
59,000 man. It was an eminently unsectarian religious book,
And so as we study the laws of nature and come
to understand them more fully and perfectly, we
Total. .................................. " ............ 20,941,(60 but its teachings were pure and noble. More than
one young man owed his best aspirations to its teachshall see a reason for everything, miracles will cease,
I hope that the information given in the article ing. It is full of materials for the proposed new
and the gods will disappear forever.
JoHN PEcK.
quoted from the Bulletin will prove sati8factory to work, and is all new to the present generation.
Naples, N. Y.
your correspondent. It certainly mentions some
But the book must contain clear dEfinitions, and
--------~~-------vary large farms; if there are any larger ones, I hav use· accurate language. It should not apply the
The Ownership of Land.
never heard of them.
RuTH BnETTELr,.
opprobrious "Pithet " Infidel" to a doubter, but to
Several weeks ago one of the subscribers, a Mr.
man who are knowingly unfaithful to an understood
McMullan, of Dodgeville, Wis., asked, " What man
duty· nor should it apply that term of reproach
The New Book of Morals.
in America owns the most land, and how much
"Atheist" to any who merely do not believe in God,
Since it is a settled fact that we are to hav a book but to those only who deny his existence. Liberals
does he own 1" I bav examined every paper which
bas appeared since that time for an answer to the which will teach morals \\ ithout basing its instruc- are very unwise in using these terms as they do.
above question, but without seeing any. My own tion upon the Bible, I feel greatly encouraged. This These words are used by the pulpit to slander and
opinion is that the man who owns the largest quan- is of prime importance, for it is everywhere asked, deny all who oppose them, They are used to slander
tity of land will be very desirous of keeping quiet On what would you rely to teach youths morale, if Thomas Paine who did "believe in one God only,"
about it; but it is vary important that avery man not on the Bible 1 It does not seem to hav entered and to belie C~lonal Ingersoll, who is simply not yet
and woman in the country should use every effort to into the understanding of men that the first lesson convinced there is a God or a future axiAtence--who
find out what is being done with the land which be- in morals must come from the examples of parents, if:', in short, an Agnostic.
LEvr NoR'.rH.
longs to all. Some time ago I read an article in the and such comments npon conduct in early childhood
FENELON, a celebrated French clergyman and
American Grange Bttlletin, of Cincinnati, in the as will impress children with the difference between
course of which occurred a quotation from an ac- right and wrong-the praise of right actions and writer of the seventeenth century, discouraged the
count given by Mr. W. Goodwin Moody, who, in condemnation of wrong--nor that the duty of parents acquisition of knowledge by woman.--See Hallam's
18831 made a tour of invastiga~ion through the is never ·done until virtuous character is established Lit. of Europe.
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Faith in the Bible Dying Ont.
The Christians are placed in a bad position by two
legal happenings here and hereabouts recently. The
first is the refusal of a Christian jury to believe
human testimony as to supernatural. events-as in
the case of Mrs. Wells, the Spiritualist medium, on
which we commented at the time to the very great
satisfaction of our Spiritualist friends at Adelphi
HalL But the jury with that obtuseness which runs
parallel with jury trials, the twelve good men and
true who refused to credit or even to consider a
dozen times more evidence than can be brought
to support the occurrences related in the New Testament, did not see how hard a blow they struck
at revelation. With the present knowledge of the
world, the Christian religion could not bel established
in the nineteenth century.
Another legal blow at Christianity is the imprisonment of Edward Larssen, of Brooklyn, the faithcurist who refused to administer the medicin prefcribed for his dying daughter. When the physician
asked him why he did not giv the medicin to the
child, who was suffering from diphtheria, he replied :

to believe Mrs. Wells's witnesses knew that supernatural events are beyond human experience, and
Judge Tighe knew, too, that whatever is done for
the sick must be done by human agency. The time
when men thought it creditable to believe a thing
because it was impossible has passed.
These and the further one that men very commonly talk one way and act another, are the reasons,
dear brother, why there is no· Christian faith. Did
you never hear of hypocrisy, conscious and uncon.
scioust

A New Organization to Protect Onr Schools.

The Protestant organization erstwhile known as
the " Central Committee for Protecting and PerSATURDAY,
JANUARY 4, 1890.
petuating the Separation of Church and State," with
headquarters in the Bible House, has now widened
SUBSCRIP.riON BATES.
its scope and got itself incorporated under the laws
Single subsenption in advance .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , , 00
of
this state as the" National League for the ProtecOne subscriptio:ra two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
6 00
tion of American Institutions." Roman Catholics
Two new subscribers ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one rewill please govern themselvs accordingly.
mittance .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 00
The only good the old organization ever did was
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
700
to
help defeat the Freedom of Worship bill in the
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
"
It's
God's
child,
and
he
will
take
care
of
it.
If
he
wants
legislature.
The bill was in the interests of that
remittance ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8 60
it, he will take it."
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
large portion of the pope's :tlock which in early youth
remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 00
To the judge who also asked him his reason for his spends its days in Reformatories and in old age
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
neglect he gave substantially the same reason. There- graduates to the Penitentiaries. This considerable
upon, in sentencing him to a year's imprisonment, portion of the Roman Catholic population consider
RIU.D IN THE
Judge Tighe said:
-or rather their spiritual (and sometimes eiU'thly)
" It is a singular thing that in this nineteenth century there fathers consider-it a hardship and a persecution
are men with such a foolish belief as you and your society that they should not hav rooms in the reformatories
hav."
THE ILLUSTRATED ARTICLE ON THE
and prisons set apart for their exclusiv use and fitted
We do not know whether or not Judge Tighe ia a up with their peculiar paraphernalia of worship.
Christian, but he has certainly added the weight of The Freedom of Worship bill was designed for their
his offi"ial influence to a renunciation of the script- relief in the matter; and it will no doubt be vigorures. The nineteenth century will hav none of the Olisly pressed at Albany this winter, for a great many
sacred revelations of the first or second centuries ! good Catholics still get into jail, their peculiarity in
Yet there is no plainer command in the whole Bible this respect seeming to maintain a parallel with their
than that which enjoins a reliance upon religion in increase in numbers and growth in grace. The new
sickness. The Epistle of James, fifth chapter, 14th Protestant organization can probably be depended
and 15th verses, reads :
upon to oppose the bill now as of yore.
The main object of the new League, however, is
" Is any sick ai:nong you ? Let him call for the elders of
the church, and let them pray ove1 him, anointing him with said to be to secure amendments to the constitutions
Protecting tke Exercise of the Reformed Religion.-" Nan- oil in the name of the Lord; and the prayer of faith shall
ning Koppesoon was brought to the torture-room, stretched save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up ; and if he hav of every state in the Union which will prohibit the
upon the rack, while a large earthen vessel, made for the
appropriation by the state of any money for sectarian
purpose, wa!! placed, inverted, upon his naked body. A committed sins, they shall be forgiven him."
As almost every state has at present such
schools.
number of rats were introduced under this cover, and hot
By hiR sentencing Larssen, Judge Tighe has procoals were heaped upon the vessel, till the rats, rendered
provision in its organic law, which is evaded by votfurious by the heat, gnawed into the very bowels of. the~r nounced f •ith in God's word to be criminal. What- ing money only to general religious schools, as in
victim, in their agony to escape. The holes thus torn In hrs ever may be his professions, it is evident that he has
New York, or openly disregarded, as in Illinois in
bleeding flesh were filled with red-hot coals."-Motley's_
"Rise of the Dutch Republic." See TRUTH S:&BKKR ANNUAL no belief at all that divine commands were ever the instance of the St. Mary's Training School in
for 1890, page 95.
meant to be obeyed, or to be regarded as oiber than
Chicago, the formation of the League seems supereSend 25 cents for a copy of the Annual; and please the " foolish belief " of certain writers. Christianity rogatory so far as this work is concerned. Unless
is being stabbed deeply in the house of its friends.
renew your subscription to The Truth Seeker•.
the demand is made that no public money shall be
·As our poetical relativ on the Pacific coast sings:
given to any religious school, there is no reform
New Year's Greeting.
" There is no Christian faith :
possible.
A Happy New Year to all oar subscribers.
A man may say all increase is of God,
But this work we imagin is secondary to another
The same to all who borrow the paper to read.
But he who plants not seed beneath the clod
purpose,
which all real American citizens can heartily
Reaps barren sod.
To our contributors-what should we do without
applaud.
As stated by Hjalmer H. Boyesen, prothem !-to our contemporaries-poetical and humor"That man who hastes, when clouds are in the sky,
fessor of German at Columbia College, to a Press
ous Freethought / sage and venerable Investigator/
To house his grain, knows that no God on high
reporter, one purpose of the League is to prevent
Will keep it dry.
procrustean Liberty/ ghostly .Banner of Light/
appropriation
of money to parochial schools. On
chaotic Liberty and Fair Play/ anarchical Twen" The mariner seeks heaven's aid no more,
this
subject
he
said: " The common schools are
tieth Oentury / metaphysical Open Oourt / disquisiBut life preservers, when the breakers roar
.
which
foreigners and the sons of
those
through
On
leeward
shore.
tional Freethinkers' Magazine/ genial Ironclad
foreigners
should
pass
in
order to become good AmerAge/ gentle Independent Pulpit/ youthful Truth/
" 'The wind is tempered,' says the ChristiaR seer,
ican citizens, and we feel that the appropriation of
Yet prudent herdsmen scarce are known to shear
revolving Freidenker / phantom-like New ideal/
state or national funds for the purpose of suataining
At fall of year.
ponderous Secular Thought-to one and all a happy
the
parochial schools would serve, instead of making
,
and a prosperous New Year.
" We go to rest with prayer when day is o'er,
those
who attend them American citizens, to raise up
But seldom lock our sense in sleep before
To the ministers and churches greeting : May you
a
second
or third generation of foreigners in our
We've
locked
the
door.
think less of money, and more of humanity. May
midst,
who
would be just as ignorant of American
the Methodists reform and become chaste; may the
" Believers rear their temples high and broad,
institutions, and just as devoid of the true American
And then attach, not having trust in God,
Presbyterians revise their creed; may the EpiscopaA lightning rod.
feeling, as their ancestors, the emigrants, were. Look
lians find out with certainty whether the Nicene
at Canada. It is afflicted with the Catholic parochial
creed means that the Holy Ghost came from the son
" And who has read of flaming holocaust,~
school
system and the result is that there are two
Nor
noted,
touching
churches
that
were
lost,
or the father, or both, or neither; may the Baptists
'
Insured
for
cost.'
distinct
nationalities, each hostil to the other, which
immerse or sprinkle with equal result; may the Uniinstead of cooperating antagonize each other in all
" Whoever for another day prepares,
tarians go lip to heaven or come down to earth ; may
And guards 'gainst danger coming unawares,
public movements. There is no fundamental feeling
the Adventists be allowed to Iiv without persecution
God's word forswears.
of nationality, and the result is there are two distinct
from other Christians; may the Roman Catholics
peoples,
the French Canadians and the E.cglish
"
He
rises
from
his
knees
wllen
prayers
are
said,
keep out of jail, and their priests out of our schools
prayed,
And,
shunning
heaven
to
whom
he
The pernicious parochial school system
Canadians.
and government ; ~ay all the rest of the sects beSeeks human aid.
is responsible for the fact that Canada is not a nation.
come enlightened !
'' There is no Christian faith;
In this country, the Irish, Germans, and ScandiTo the National Reform Association and the Sabbath
· Men with their lips may trust a God on high,
navians are desiroas of schools of their own. If this
Union, Disaster; to the Secular Union, Success.
And by their every act their word deny,
were permitted, in two or three generations we would
To Holy John Wanamaker, respect when he conI know not why."
hav
Irish-Americans, German-Americans, and Scandiducts his department for the people ; contempt when
But we can tell George why, and he should make navian-Americans instead of American-Americans.
he conducts it in the interest of his religion.
a note of it. The reason why men hav no faith is In regard to the question of religious education
To President HIU'rison, peace; the politicians are
because they know too much. They know that to in the schools, no sentiment either for or against has
avenging his Thanksgiving song of praise.
reap they must sow; that plowing is surer to bring been expressed by the members of our organization.
To all other good people : May they subscribe to reward than praying, and that planting is the only
I presume that there are members in our league who
TBB TRUTH SEEXEB.
prophecy likely to be ful1ille<1. The jury who refused are opposed to the reading of the Bible in the public
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schools and some who favor it, but that question can
be postponed for future coneid~ration. Our sole
object now is the protection of the common school
system from its enemies."
Mr. Boyeeen, we believe, is a Freethinker, and no
doubt hie sentiments toward the Bible in the schools
are honorable to him and fair toward other people.
We wish we could think the same of the other organizers of the League. But the names given to the
public as incorporated are those of men prominent in
the work of the Evangelical Alliance and Protestant
churches, and there is grave reason to fear that
behind their interest in the public schools is a hope
that Protestantism can through them be built up on
the ruins of Catholicism. But be this as it may, the
League will find plenty of opportunity to do the
public a eervioe in opposing Romaniem, and, with
Boyeeen, we can leave the question whether it is
a real simon-pure American organization or an appendage to the cohorts laboring for Senator Blair's
Educational bill, to future consideration.

In the State of VVashington.
We imagin that the lawmakers of the new state
of Washington will find out before the session of the
legislature closes that there are Freethinkers in their
state as well as Christiane. Many of them we hav
reason to believe are themeelve Freethinkers, and the
knowledge they are acquiring that thousands of their
constituents share their sentiments will materially
aid them in resisting the aggreeeiv, selfish, and unjust
demands of the church. From three sources, by
book, by picture, and by letter, the lawmakers hav
been urged to do their duty, preserve their constitution, and do justice. THE TRUTH SEEKER has sent
each member of the legislature a copy of a pamphlet
showing the absurdity of Sunday laws. Mr. George
Bowman, of Seattle, has had a picture made by Heston showing the injustice of exempting church property from taxation, to which are appended the proteste of many prominent men against such exemption, and of which five thousand copies hav been
distributed, not only to the members of the Wash·
ington legislature but to the members of all
other legislatures of which he could obtain the memb·,rRbip list, and to prominent men in the state and
tfJ all leading ministers. Next, or perhaps first, the
Walla Walla Liberal Club has furnished all the Liberals of the state that it has been able to reach with
two circulars, to be by them dated and signed and
sent to their members. The first is this :
" ............................ ., WASHINGTON, 1889,
"To THE BoN ............................................. ·
"Olympia, Washington.
"DBAB SIR: As a member of your constituency, I would
earnestly request that you oppose and use your best e~deav
orll to defeat all legislation that may be introduced In the
house or senate seeking to exempt church property from
taxation, also all Sunday observance legislation, and would
further ask your unqualified support and advocacy for the
maintenance of our public school system, and refusal to be
.a party to the appropriation of the public f~nds to the sup.
port of any sectarian school or for any sectarian pur~ose.
"Feeling assured that the justice of my requests will meet
your favorable consideration, I remain,
"Sincerely yours,

"
"I would respectfully ref~;·~~·A.~;i~i~·i:s~·~~i~~~·i1'~~d·i2
of our constitution."

This is a good circular, though it would hav been
better had the word "sectarian" been written "religious." n is easy enough to avoid the c~ar~e of
appropriat.ing money to sectarian ~r denommatiOnal
schools while just as flagrantly domg the taxpayers
injueti~e by voting money to uneectarian but Christian schools. The other circular is as follows:
"Dec. 19, 1889.
"MY DEAR SIR: I would call your at.tention to ~he un~on of
powerful church organizations and their avowed mtent10n to
influence legislation exempting church property from taxation and to enforce rigid Sunday observance.
"These organizations are not laboring to secure or defend
their rights, but to destroy the rights of others. They desire
to effect union of church and state.
"To exempt any property from taxation is to increase the
taxes on property not exempt.
.
"The fall elections testified that the people .w.IIl resent all
attempts to enforce Sunday or any other religious observances.
"Your friends are confident you will oppose and vote
against every and all church or class legislation, so palpably
unjust and contrary to our republican form ~f g?~er~ment.
"The recent action in regard to 'chaplams md1cates a
disposition to ignore the constitution in the i?terests of
priestcraft. This must not be. I cal~ your attentiOn to Article 1 Sections 11 and 12, of the constitution.
' "Confident of your compliance, and that•your concurrence

9

will secure the continued hearty support of your friends and ing order we hav been trying to devise ways and means by
greatly increase their number, I remain,
which to secure Rev. Dr. Crafts as our state field secretary
for at least part of the year, and we hav been in correspond"Yours for reason, right, and truth,
ence with him to this end. But we hav failed. At our
"
" ' Keep church and state forever separate.' "
meeting this afternoon the effort was abandoned. Our next
We call special attention to these circulars and plan is to call two or three of the best available California
efforts because they are good examples to be followed laborers into the field and endeavor to leaven the entire state
with Sabbath truth. What may be done will depend someeverywhere wherever there is a Liberal. By using what upon the character of the report of our finance comsuch methode Liberals can concentrate their e:fforte mittee at our next meeting. It is hard to be hopeful, so few
and every individual protest will be utilized. No good people see in the awful and increasing Sabbath deselocal organization is required. If there is but one cration any cause for alarm. Whether we will ever again
Liberal in a town that one Liberal ce.n make himself hav any kind of a law in favor of any kind of a Sabbath is
doubtful, and I suppose that for this lamentable state
known and hie influence felt. Every Liberal cannot very
of affairs very much is due to the liquor power, presumably
do as much as Mr. Bowman has done, but he can at the most potent power in the state."

..............................

least write to his repreeentativ and utter hie remonstrance against the practical union of church and
state now obtaining almost everywhere.
On January 28th, 29th, and 30hh instant, there will
be held at Seattle, in Turn Hall, a state convention
of Liberals at which the issues of tax exemption
and the religious observance of Sunday will be made
prominent and protested against. The Walla Walla
Liberal Club, which is the activ force in calling the
convention, has received enthusiastic response from
all parte of the state urging organization and promising support. Delegates hav been numerously appointed, and there is no doubt that the convention
will be large and influential and hav some e:ffect in
shaping legislation. Dr. A. W. Calder is secretary
of the club, and Liberals in Washington are requested to communicate with him at Walla Walla.

Activ Liberals ; Discouraged Sabbatarians.
The California Liberal Union has issued a call for
a state convention to be held at San Francisco January 25th and 26th, at Union Square Hall, 421 Poet
street, for the purpose of discussing the issues forced
upon the people by ecclesiastical e!::"~~~h~e~te.
The chief issue upon which action is demanded iii
resisting the attempts of the church to procure the
enactment of a Sunday law. The American Sabbath
Association of California has "resolved to proceed at
once with a vigorous and well-directed campaign to
restore, by state legislation, the weekly day of rest to
its proper position."
The fact that although California has no Sunday
law, the weekly day of rest is unanimously observed
by the Californians and used to the beet advantage
for obtaining healthful rest and recreation-each individual doing what seems good for himself and hie
beet girl-has no weight with the pious fanatics of
the state. They propose, if they can, to compel the
people to go to church, or at least to abstain from
going anywhere else, and to listen to a sermon and
sacred music, or to pass the day in complete idleness.
Last year the California Liberals held a convention,
and not only talked but worked against the Sabbath
Association. That practical good resulted from their
efforts we now find acknowledged by the Sabbatariane themeelvs. In the Ohristian Statesman of
December 19hh, N. R. Johnson, of Oakland, one of
the prominent members of the Association, ~omplaine
as follows. The letter is so cheering to the friends
of liberty that we print it en·~ire:
"EDITORS CHRIBTIAN STATESMAN: Optimist or pessimist?
That's the question. I wish you would send some of your
optimistic National Reform district secretaries out to California and let them try their hand at Sabbath Reform among
these people who don't believe in any law except the law of
liberty to do as you please.
.
"At my last writing I hoped to be able ere this to communicate something very encouraging as to the progrees of
our ~abbath cause in this state, but in common with others I
hav been disappointed. Ever since the state convention,
held while Dr. Wilbur Crafts was here, when a large executiv committee was appointed, the interest in the cause has
seemed to be growing less. I am not sure that I see the
philosophy of it, but I fear that it is partly the result of the
agreement to leave out of view the divine authority and the
religious feature of the reform-to .work onl~ for a,' Civil
~unday law' in the interests of labonng humamty, to Ign?!e
the claims of the moral law of God, to ask a law securing
rest to the weary laborer, and not to demand a law in obedience to him who commands, Remember the Sabbath day to
keep it holy. To use the 'left arm,' the civil side, only, and
let the pulpits use the 'right arm,' the religious side, as Dr.
Crafts everywhere urges, was, and is, a very popular idea in
California when Secularism is on the throne. Whether the
absence of a Sabbath law and the prevalence of Sabbath
desecration, together with the general apathy of the masses,
tends to induce carelessness on the part of the ministers and
Christian people may not be certain, but it is manifest that,
unless there can be awakened more earnestness and a heartier
cooperation on the part of church-members, it will be a long
time before California will hav any S"'bbath law or any better Sabbath observance.
"Ever since our e~ecutiv committee got into good work-

That's a good letter; we like it, and its r~ading
give us great hope. It is evident that the people of
California see through the shallow hypocrisy of the
Sabbatariane who, under cloak of a "civil Sunday,"
are endeavoring to obtain a religious Sunday. The
civil Sunday they already hav, witheut any law, and
by general consent. There is no danger of its being
taken away from them; but if a religious Sunday is
created by statute, the liberty of the people will be
taken away. But it would be better a thousand times
that some individuals should pursue their vocations
on Sunday than to hav the liberty of one man infringed. No set of men can force labor on three
hundred and sixty-five days in the year, law or no
law; the whole world would revolt. But when the
Sabbatarians can control the government, we know
from experience just what they will do, and the people submit because they are fooled into believing it
to be God's will. Lock at New England, in the
smaller cities and in the towns, where the church
people rule! The communities rest under a pall
one-seventh of the time. The men hav to thrust their
fishing-rode down their trousers-lege and walk stiffkneed to get out of town to the brooks, or congregliiitdi. :""me armory or clubroom and fill themeelvs
full of nicotine v .• .,:'nor rum obtained by the way of
the back door of the''chuo-,,.~~~e~ Even Sunday papers are unknown, or smuggled' llu .. -LJ.'._:zht train
and sold by a boy with the drooping manner
~
sneak thief. Siinday law11, when enforced, hav a direct and decided immoral eff"'ot; when not enforced
they are of course useless, besides creating disgust toward all laws. n is because we hav eo many useless,
unjust, tyrannical, and partial laws, that thousands of
people are now crying out against the state as the
source of more evil than it restrain!!. And of all the
needless and tyrannical laws on the statute-books of
all the eta tee, none are eo grossly invasiv of personal
liberty, eo detrimental to the prosperity of a community, eo prolific in breeding hypocrisy and general
discontent, as the Sunday laws. They are the con·
centra ted eeeenc& of selfishness and despotic meanness. The clergy advocate them because they cannot
get a congregation when the people hav perfect freedom to go elsewhere; they contend for them to
maintain the aecendency of their superstition; and
they will fight for them-by proxy-because they
know, as Parker Pillsbury said, that with the going
of the Sunday laws will go their reverend and holy
eelve.

in

o: ·

The Pictures.
Still the letters come upon the subject of the illustrations in THE TnuTH SEEKER, and still the great
majority are in favor of their continuance, but still
the new subscribers sent, although numerous, fall
far short of the number necessary to enable us to
continue them.
As eo many are interested in the subject, af\ the
matter is very important, and as it takes eo many
days to hear from our friends, scattered as they are
over the country from Maine to California, and from
Washington to Texas, we cannot settle the question
at once· and eo continue the pictures into the New
Year, h~ping earnestly that the responses will enable
us to continue them through the other fifty-one weeks,
and 'way into dim futurity.
There is no need of our presenting the good an~
bad pointe of the matter. The writers of the "Let·
tere from Friends" hav done that fully. As the
presiding officers of parliamentary bodies announce,
The Question is now before the House.
.
d b th
THE workingmen of Melbourne, Austra1Ia! 1e . y e
Secularists are determined to hav the Free L1brary m that
'ty open dn Sunday. To this end, they assemble before the
~~ilding every Sunday, remaining there for a while and then
adjourning to a vacant lot where they are address~d by
several speakers. About two thousand people were In the
, proces~ion on a recent Sunday.
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but here if you are not a church-member and a Democrat
you are nobody. They rather boast of the solid South, and
when it comes to church matters it is solid ignorance. In
regard to the Exposition, whichever city will open it to
FoRT LEWIS, CoL., Dec. 19, 1889.
visitors on Sunday, that is the place; and if we are not
MR. EDITOR : Please find herein postal note for $1.50, advanced that far, why, dispense with it.
to pay for the ensuing half year. By all means keep the
Yours fraternally,
JOHN H. HASLAM.
pictures up and the monkey, too.
JAMES MoDoNALD.

J,ttitrs Jrott( Jlritnds.

VINELAND, KA.N., Dec. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find money order for $16
to be credited to four renewals and four new subscribers.
Hoping the pictures will be continued in Tm; TRUTH BEEKER,
I remain,
Respectfully,
J. A. PEARsoN.

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Dec. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: My time is not up, but being fifty. two to. day
I will celebrate the event by inclosing $5 for ·two years
ahead, $1 for the Secular Union, and twenty-five cents for
the ANNUAL. As to the illustrations, while I believe the
pro's are in the majority ten to one, I would suggest a compromise, a respectful concession to the feelings of the anti's,
by modifying the objectionable features, making the characters less grotesque, etc.
S. H. SHEPHERD.

BuTLER, PA., Dec. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: A friend of mine says he will subscribe provided you continue to publish the cartoons, which I .hope
you will, as I do not think Mr. Heston can make a design
MURRA.Y, IDA.., Dec. 15, 1889.
ridiculous enough to compare with the Bible.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money order for $3 60 for
Very truly yours,
J. 0. FULLERTOlf.
which you will renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER
for another year, and for the balance send the "FieldPEDEE, Wrs., Dec. 17, 1889.
Ingersoll Discussion." I see that some donot like the pictMR. EDITOR : I am of the opinion that the pictures are ures in THE TRUTH BEEKER, but, for my part, I think they
of more harm than good to the paper. As for myself, I are good and are doing more good than harm. Let every
would rather hav the paper without them. Run the paper one say whether they like them or not, and go according to
to suit you, and as long as it is run in the same rut that it the ma.jority.
Yours with respect,
J. A. ERVIN.
has been since the start at Paris you can count in
DAN BROBST.
ALBION, IDA., Dec. 13, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find fifty cents, for which
FLoRENOE, CoL., Dec. 19, 1889.
please send me two copies of the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL, and
MR. EDITOR : Finding that I am in arrears I herewith in- two copies of your catalog of Freethought books.
clo~e post. office order for $5.25. Please apply the $5 on my
I am sorry to hear that you may be compelled to disconsubecription, and send me the ANNUAL for 1890. I, too, hav tinue the pictures. I would rather pay fitty cents a year
great respect for the opinions of James Parton, but must more for the paper than miss having them. I will do my
;ay that I should be sorry to see the pictures discontinited. very best to get you some new subscribers. HopiiJg you can
Yours very truly,
ORANGE WHITE.
continue the paper as it is, I am,
Very respectfully,
LEE K. MOORE.
MARIETTA, 0., Dec. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to protest against dropping the pictRosooE, ME., Dec. 13, 1889.
ures from THE TRUTH SEEKER, as they do more good and
MR. EDITOR: I consider the communication of James
came more people to stop and think than half a dozen of our Parton in THE TRUTH BEEKER of December 7th an insult
best and ablest writers can. I am willing to pay more for to the patrons of your paper. He says that people who like
THE TRUTH SEEKER per year, if necessary, to hav the pictures the picturiS8·LLllght to be religious-that they are capable of
continued.
Yours for liberty,
DR. OGDEN.
nothing better. Now, I am bound to believe that he is religious, judging by what experience I hav had in the past, for I
CARBONADo, WAsH., Dec. 16, 1889.
find that all the religious people that I hav shown the said
MR. EDITOR : Having noticed your appeal to subscribers in pictures were like him ; that is, they did not like them. Giv
arrears and knowing that my time expired in September, I me the pictures, by all means.
A. J. HoLMEs.
bast en to comply by forwarding you a post. office order for $2.
I like the cartoons very much, but will not kick if their
PoRT HoPE, Dec. 17, 1889.
place is filled with reading matter. You are the boss.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order for $5.25,
GRIFF LLOYD.
Yours for progress,
to pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER for the years 1890 and 1891,
and the odd twenty-five cents for the "Agnostic Annual,"
WooDsTooK, VT., Dec. 19, 1889.
which please acknowledge. The illustrations in the paper
MR. EDITOR: I send you $6.25, for the TRUTH SEEKER are good, and it was the pictures that induced me to again
ANNUAL, for THE TRUTH BEEKER another year $3, and for commence taking the paper; but very likely Mr. J;'arton is
'Mr. Heston $3. I do not want the pictures to stop if it does about half right with respect to the general effect of them.
hurt the orthodox feeling to know such things are told in the I did not try to get an additional subscriber, but think two
Bible. I presume they are ignorant that there are such years in advance will be about as good as if I had.
stories written there. Keep Utem a-going; they may know
Very truly,
JoHN HELM.
something by this.
JoHN D. PowERs.
HALLOWELL, ME., Dec. 19, 1889.
WAsHINGToN, D. C., Dec. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to pay for the continMR. EDITOR: Can you not get up a ,Jarge sep~rate issue of uance of THE TRUTH SEEKER to my address. I hope to be
the cartoon, "When Womanhood Awakes," m your last able to subscribe again when the time arrives. Do not leave
issue? I am willing to take $5 worth of copies to distribute out the cartoons; better leave out half the reading. They
among my lady friends. If you retain the heading above preach more than words. THE TRUTH BEEKER, and other
the picture, it will be an excellent advertisment for your
Liberal papers, are opening the eyes of all except Catholics;
paper. I s)lould think it would be better to hav nothing on they are too numb to comprehend anything above the brutes
APOSTLE.
the back of the picture.
I fear they may get the power and ruin the country. With
best wishes for your prosperity, I am,
MoDoNALD'E' MILL, GA., Dec. 17, 1889.
A Liberal Spiritualist,
EMELINE A. PRESOOTT.
MR. EDITOR : The Truth Seeker Company will please forward me one of the last week's issues of THK TRUTH SEEKER,
GRANTFORK, ILL., Dec. 20, 1889.
as I lost my last week's paper before I got to read it. I do
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3 for another year's
not want to lose a single number. Tell Mr. Heston I hav a subscription. I cannot do without it any more. Everyone
boy two weeks old named for him. I admire his illustrations in the family is eager to get it first when the mail comes.
very much. You will also find inclosed fifteen cents for Those pictures are immense and good. Do not drop the
"Bible Contradictions."
W. D. WisEMAN.
pictures, otherwise I might drop the paper. If some of our
HENDERSON, MINN., Dec. 16, 289.
MR. EDITOR: Looking on the tab I find that I am late
already in paying for my subscription in advance. Here is
post-office order for $3.25. Send the ANNUAL. Do not stop
the cartoons. I am sorry I cannot send you a new subscriber from this bigoted place, but the walls of my office
are covered with Heston's witty sketches. This is the only
way I hav found to show to my patients the ridiculous side
H. J. SElGNEURET, M.D.
of their Holy Queer.
LA PLATTE, N. M., Dec. 14, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Noticing your appeal for funds and the
response of .Mr. Parton in reply, I would say that the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER are at least the biggest ;half in
putting my paper around among people who never read one.
1 notice the pictures catch their attention first, then they are
induced to read the paper, and people who at first would
scarcely notice the paper, come now to my house to borrow
them.
GEORGE H. EVERSOLE.
CALHOUN, ARK., Dec. 20, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Yon will find inclosed $3.25 to pay for THE
TRUTH S&EKER and a copy of the ANNUAL for the year 1890.
For me to suggest to you how to conduct THE TRUTH BEEKER
would be impertinence in me. But please let me say I do
not think the pictures add any value to the paper. They
" repel" probably "more than they attract."
I should be more tilan pleased to send you a subscriber,

Li.beral friends do object to them somewhat, the pictures are
all too true and founded on facts, and anything that is true
should not be denied. Please find also twenty-five cents for
a TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL. Wishing you success, I remain,
Fraternally yours,
ANTON J. KRAFr.

subscribers. I kee]f'my papers on file and some months ago
I had a good Baptist call on me. I took down a lot of papers
and showed him the pictures, and it did not kill or even
make him mad. Some time after I saw him he told me he
had come to the conclusion that the church had caused more
bloodshed than any other one thing.
T. N. SHERMAN.
STERLING, KA.N., Dec. 16, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please find money order for $6 to renew my
subscription, and for one extra copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER
to my address to help out the pictures. Do not glv up Heston and his pictures if you can help it. Also the TRUTH
BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890.
Our population, about twenty-five hundred, has eleven
ministers to support, with a secretary for the Young Men's
Christian Association at $40 per month, also a Young
Women's Christian Association attachment to the same. It
is my opinion that Kansas has more carpet-bag ministers·
than any other spot on earth.
I. W. GooDsON.
SNoWVILLE, VA., Dec. 19, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I am so anxious the pictures should remain
a fixture in THE TRUTH BEEKER that I am doing all I can to
help along. I hav not yet obtained a subscriber, but I shall
keep trying and think I will succeed. Meanwhile I hav sent
on for books-$15 in money in advance-so as not to lose
my chance of helping. THE TRUTH BBEKER without. the
pictures would lose half its value for me. They are objectlessons that impress for life. I hope every reader will ~end
sc>mething, or buy some books and help in some way. Do
not wait, but do it now. We can double the income of the
paper if we only determin we will. ELMINA D. Sr.ENKER.
CoALVILLE, UTAH, Dec. 1!l, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find a postal note worth
$3 25, to renew my subst·ription for THE TRUTH BEEKER and
TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL. If you cannot make the paper a
financial success with the cartoons, would it not be a failure
without them? I find the young are more interested in THE
TRUTH BEEKER pictures than in any other pictures I receive.
They seem to hav the desired effect of impressing a disregard
to what is called the sacred teachings of the Bible aud the
Christian religion.
I hav tried to get new subscribers for your paper, and
shall renew my efforts in your behalf, providing the illustrations are continued.
THOMAS J. WELOH.
BuTLER, IND., Dec. 17, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Seeing in the last few issues that you would
discontinue the pictures unless the circulation of the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER was increased I started out to do a little
missionary work. By all means keep Heston at work, and I
will do all in my power to get subscribers for the best paper
in America. There are only a few genuin Liberals in this
vicinity, but we never falter. Now and then we get into a
discussion with a sky-pilot, but we generally do him up, with
his old musty, ancient, mythical creed. Inclosed find $7,
for which send THE TRUTH BEEKBR to three new subscribers
for one year. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
JoHN SAUVEL.
BARRE, MASs., Dec. 24, 1889.
MR. EriiTOR : I ·am deeply interested in the discussion over
the cartoons, and will add my feeble testimony in their favor,
and will hereafter contribute something for their continuance.
While I can appreciate the opinions and feelings of those
who are opposed to them, because they fear the resentment
and ostracism of their Christian friends and neighbors, I hav
no admiration for the truckling cowardice that cannot bear
the sneers and holy indignation of the enemies of science,
and the worshipers of tradition, myth, and superstition.
Suppose Bruno and the scientific martyrs of old had exercised the same selfish policy, where would hav been the
civilization of to-day, with all its inventions, improvement,
art, and philosophy? Again I plead for the cartoons, and a
liberal compensation to the ingenious artist and sincere FreeELLA E. GIBSON.
thinker, Watson Heston.
WABASHA, MINN., Dec.18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for two years' subscription, the old expiring on the 20th inst., and I do not
want to miss a copy, as I am getting them bound, making a
handsome, as well as most entertaining, book.
I am glad to notice the favor with which that notable feature, the pictures, are received by the majority of the answers
published. They should be continued if for no other purpose than to hold up the image 0f the Bible's teachings to
those who will not read, but still see the absurdity in the
pictures, Without wishing to be forward, yet believing it
would be agreeable to every subscriber, I would suggest that.
in some number in the coming new year, you would giv us
a galaxy in the way of portraits of the leading champions or
Freethonght, provided such a thing can. be done without inconvenience to yourselvs.
W. H. HrNERLAND.

CrNOINNATI, 0., Dec. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I see some controversy as regards to your
pictures in the paper. I am well pleased with them, but as
I am only a new subscriber I do not wish to dictate, but I
will be one of one hundred who will giv $100 for King
James's Bible, from Genesis to Revelation, with three or four
small pictures on each page, as circumstances admit, none
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 20, 1889.
to be immoral or too vulgar ; I will giv $100 for such a
MR. EDITOR : For several numbers past in THE TRUTH
Bible. Why hav we not the same right as the Christians?
They hav pictures of the Bible. I think it would be a great BEEKER an inquiry has been progressing, "Was Abraham
benefit toward reforming the world if they were scattered Lincoln a Christian?" The fact that he was not a Christian
in the proper acceptation of the word I think is pretty well
over it. Inclosed find $2 for books.
L. E. ALLEN.
established, although all that is practically good in the term
hl:l practiced. But a still greater enormity confronts the
B1i!AGVILLE, MAss., Dec. 18, 188!).
bigoted Christian when he is told that Mr. Lincoln was not
MR. EDITOR: I like the paper very much, but did not real- afraid and did look into the subject of Spiritualism. Meeting
ize to what an exten; until I missed one copy. Now to show my old friend Mr. John B. Conklin, the noted public medium,
that I am· in favor of Heston's cartoons being continued, one day in the street unexpectedly, he remarked, "I hav just
please find check inclosed for two new subscribers. If every. returned from Washington, from Uncle Abe's, where we had
one would do a little wor~ the circulation of THE TRUTH at the White House several private sittings. What effect the
S~EKER mi~ht be .d~ubled m two months. So far from the intelligence has had upon him I don't lmow; but in leaving
prctures bemg anmJury, they are a great help in getting new I he took me by the !!and and rcmarltcd, 'Mr; Conklin, any
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time you are this way consider yourself a welcome guest at
my house.'" I do not know whether Conklin ever went to
Washington again; but I hav heard other mediums hav.
Keep right on with Brother Heston. There is nothing like
pictorial literature.
Yours truly,
DAviD BRuoa:.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 21, 1889
Mn. EorroR: I inclose $2 ; please send me the TRUTH
BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, and credit me with the balance on
my subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER.
I see that there is a great difference of opinion about the
pictures. I am decidedly in favor of them. I think they
are what is needed. How would it do to put the pictures
on a ·separate page, so that those persons who do not want
pictures can cut them out without destroying the reading matter? I think the Bible pictures on the back of the
paper are very good. I would like to hav a collection of
them in book form. I alw:J.ys giv my paper away after I
read it. Sometimes I am sorry. to part with the pictures,
but do not want to· mutilate the paper or I would cut them
out and put them in a scrapbook. With best wishes for
your success,
Yours truly,
GEoRGE NAILOR.
LisBoN, IA., Dec. 22, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: I am very sorry to learn that ther~ are
thoughts of discontinuing the cartoons of THE TRUTH BEEKER,
for I think that they are doing much good. They attract
the attention of many who would otherwise not notice the
paper, thus furnishing food for thought and awakening an
interest in the subjects discussed in the editorials and communications contained within. Such interest being once
aroused, it is not difficult to retain it, considering the excellence of the matter the paper contains and the importance of
each subject to the welfare of the human race. The cartoons
are missionaries, and I hope to see them continued, and inclose order for $1 to aid in their perpetuation. If, however,
tJi!e thing proves impossible, the money may be used in whatever wa.y you deem best for the advancement of the cause of
Freethought. Yours, with great hopes for the triumph of
Truth,
A. LAURIE BAILOR.
BnAOKE'ITVILLE, TEx., Dec. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: At your invitation permit me to say a word
or two in behalf of the illustrations that appear in your
paper. For my part they are half the paper to nie, and I
look for the pictures as expectantly as I do for the pa.per
itself. In my humble opinion, the cuts are an evidence of
advancement, and you certainly do not wish to turn back.
We can look a few years in the past, when wood-cuts were
a novelty, and only a few weeklies and a few costly magazines produced them at all. Now we find them in nearly all
our dailies. Nothing can be so well told otherwise as by an
illustration. The architect produces his drawings, the
@culptor has his model, the sky with its millions of stars is a
picture, and nature has told us nothing of herself or her laws
except what we hav gathered from her many shapes, forms,
and colors. Now as THE TRUTH BEEKER and its contributors
rank among the foremost in reasoning and in advancement,
I see no reason why Mr. Heston should not be given an opportunity of showing up to the world, in the best possible
manner the absurdities of the Christian religion.
'
Respectfully,
SAM Monm.
PITTSFIELD, lLL.,·Dec. 17, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : The pro and con opinions of your readers
regarding Heston's cartoons are read by me with interest. I
am sure the pictures hav increased the circulation and sale of
THE TRUTH BEEKER ; and I could in support of this claim
"several tales unfold." Any Christian who could be "repelled," as Mr. Parton puts it, by these splendid objectlessons, can never be converted to Liberalism, for they are of
the dyed-in-wool order. Mr. Heston, I believe, strives to
make each picture a lesson, and I think he succeeds admirably. In the postscript to a letter I received from him,
dated July 1st, he says: "I am always glad to get any items
or suggestions of this kind, for it is a constant grind and a
tiresome task to twist subjects into such shape that they will
hav point enough to teach a lesson. I assure you I hav no
picnic to keep THE TRUTH SEEKER supplied. There aie
many subjects I would like to sketch, but cannot well do so
and avoid making them offensiv to the timid ones, and must
drop them altogether."
E. D. HwKs.
TAOOMA, WAsH., Dec. 17, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal note for $3.25 for
one year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER (twenty-five
cents for the ANNUAL), as my subscription expired on the
15th inst., and I hope we can keep Brother Heston in the
field as his illustrations are doing a great good. Those who
would not read the paper will look at the pictures, and it has
a telling effect. I will here pledge myself to send at least
one new subscriber or $2 in cash by the 15th 'of January, and
if each subscriber will contribute his or her mite, we can
keep the old hero at work.
Now brothers, let us hear from you I I am also· glad to
hear f;om Brother Winter again. Brother Peck's articles
hav the right ring; they strike right from the shoulder.
Theology is right or it is wrong. The ?ooner the tr~th
is demonstrated the better • .Hew to the lme; let the chips
fall where they may. We hav a fair footing here in Washington, and intend to keep it. Respectfully yours for truth
and justice,
J. N. NEwMAN.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 25, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : A merry Christmas. Brother Peck is after
the Spiritualists. As you hav published his invitations and
requests I, as a Spiritualist, re?pond for.his gra.tification,.and
out of courtesy to him for the mterest he takes m the subJect.
I could hav said plainer, harsher things, but. wlll leaye that
!or others, Perhaps you will indulge him and your Spiritual
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their decrees. And thus they make a religion and call it
divine.
I do not say there are no good persons who belong to the
church. I believe there are. But the church did not make
them good.
The church is a tissue of falsehoods. My trip in the Old
World last summer strengthened my faith that the decay of
old systems of religion of different kinds, and of the most
nonsensical stripe, is evidence of its human invention.
It is not necessary for the church to teach falsehood in
order to cause people to do right. In my judgment the love
and beauty of doing right ought to be incentiv enough to induce the human race to do right.
For inclosed money send " Giordano Bruno: His Life,
GLANFORD, 0NT., Dec. 19, 1889.
Works, Martyrdom, Pot'trait, and Monument," and credit
Mn. EDITOR: Just a few words anent the pictures in THE the rest on my subscriplion.
Cm!BTER BEDELL.
TRUTH BEEKER. I think promptness in paying for your paper shows a good trait in a man's character. Your noble
BoZEMAN, MoNT., Dec. 13, 1889.
paper should be paid for in advance, religion or no religion.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav always considered it the business of
We should allow liberty of taste. I think the pictures are the editor of a paper to conduct its publication to suit himimmense. · I used, when a boy, to be better pleased with an self. I .hav never expected or desired it conducted in a way
illustrated Bible than with one without the pictures, but to suit all my fastidious notions; wishing, in the main, only
then they left a holy horror in the mind. Now, Watson Hes- for a live publication with an editor with a backbone and
ton's are complete. They show the absurdities at a glance. nerve to fearlessly say what he thinks and state all the facts
What could show the Calvinistic creed better than "The so far as known, without regard to whetber it will please me
Glory of Predestination" in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Novem- or not. However, since you hav called on your subscribers
ber 30th?
for an expression of opinion with reference to the picture
0 thou who in the heavens dost dwell,
department, I will reluctantly answer to the call. So far as
Who as it pleA.ses best thysel',
my experience goes, I do not believe " the pictures repel
Sends one to heaven and ten to hell,
more than they attract;" neither do I believe "people who
A' for thy glory,
And no for A.ny good or ill
like them ought to be relig-ious; they are capable of nothing
They've done before thee.
better"-even if the declaration does come from high authorThen, the history of Samson is grand. So was the history ity. Certainly Mr. Parton has a perfect right to the expresof Jonah. Heston is a Hogarth. Now, for me to get a uew sion of his opinion about pictures or any other subject. But
subscriber for your paper is beyond my power, as I liv in a in this particular instance his manner of expression certainly
hot-bed of orthodoxy. I once lent a few copies to a friend is objectionable and no doubt many Liberals will feel themto read, but during my friend's absence his wife committed selva aggrieved. It is always with aorrow I read harsh words
the whole lot to the stove. But, am willing to pay $3 50 for of Liberals when engaged in discussion. I discover that
my next year's paper on March 8, 1890. And I shall pay in men can much more readily divest themselvs of the superstiadvance. I sha.ll not keep you sending your paper till my tion of Christianity than of its pernicious effect8, and when
account reaches the sum of $6. Mr. Parton has, like Sam- we still see it clinging to a good man like Mr. Parton in dogson, stirred a bumblebees' nest. With wishes to friends in matic language of an offensiv character, all the more striking
Universal Mental Li.berty, I remain,
JoaN MoCLEMONT.
is the evidence of the tenacity of its lamentable effects.
Were you aiming to giv your paper a lofty aristocratic tone,
HowARD, N.Y., Nov. 15, 1889.
suited to aristocratic circles of society-such a one as was a
Mn. EDITOR: I think that every Freethinker or friend of
few yea.rs ag<>, and now is no more-cartoons, I think, would
mental liberty should as much as expre~s his opinion or bebe out of place. But if the paper is intended for the great
lief, both public and private, in regard to Christianity and
mass of readers of every shade of thought and desire, then,
morality, or anything that will tend to break the bands of
in my opinion, they will not "repel more than they attract."
mental slavery. Christianity does and ever has claimed
Why is it that our great political newspapers resort to carmorality as its right-hand bower and twin sister, and I see
toons during a political campaign if they are pf such a repelthat some of your correspondents accept the idea. But
Jant nature? Is it not that their use is thought the more
Christianity and morality hav no connection. They do not
effectiv method of reaching the magses? So far as I am conbelong in the same pew. One is a principle of thought, accerned, conduct your p1per to snit yourself. Then you will
tion, and deed; the other is simply faith, and a belief in
hav the consolation of knowing there is one man in this wide
Jesus Christ as the son of God and supreme ruler, his cruciworld pleased. Whatc>er may be the fate of the cartoons,
fixion and resurrection. Or for a more full and explicit ex- THE TRUTH SEEKER will still be good enough for me, and I
planation, I will designate two persons as B and C for in- shall not trouble its Editor with directions how to run it. I •
stance. B is honest, charitable, truthful, good, and just in am well aware that you only wanted my vote, but you see
every particular-in fact, never was known to do a wrong you hav got plenty more at the same time. s~nd catalog of
thing in all his life. C may be right to the reverse, a liar, a books.
THOMAS BunK.
thief, a robber, and a murderer, and say he candidly and
sincerely believes on Jesus Christ the son of God and suBREATHEDSVILLE, MD., Dec. 21, 1889.
preme ruler, and his crucifixion and resurrection: B may
Mn. EDITOR: I herewith inclose a check payable to you or
say he does not believe one word of it; it is· all a sham and order, of $5 75, for the following: Seventy-five cents is due
a farce. C is the Christian and B is not. For the truthful- you for forwarding twice hst January Heien Gardener's
ness of the above statement I simply ask, Was there ever a " Men, Women, and .Gods," and TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I
recognized strictly moral person whose morality rested sim- sold the two extra copies and now return you the cash. The
ply on a belief in one particular thing, regardless of acts or $5 is a renewal of my subscription, which expires on "Jan.
deeds?
14 1890 for one year, and a new subscriber for one year.
Hundreds of millions of dollars are used annually to sup- A~ to pi~tures or no pictures, you are in a better position to
port what we may call nothing. How much better it would decide than I am, and I simply ask you to do your duty in
be if a part, at least, could be used to support schools of this matter to the best interests of the cause, the same as I
scientific studies. We hav been taught hundreds if not thou- shall try, though they are favotits and firot eumined iu my
sands of years about gods, heaven, and hell, and mansions family.
in the skies. Is there a person on earth that can say he
While it seems unwise to offend Christians where we can
knows one jot more about that nothing-or something, if he do as much good with their good will, yet in my opinion we
may as well surrender at once as let them dictate our line of
wishes to call it-than his father or grandfather did?
A word about the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I defense. True, they hav now, in fact, as an intelligent body
would say continue them by all means, if it can be afforded. of men and women, abandoned the geography, astronomy,
In short, Mr. Carlton Rice in last week's TRUTH SEEKER and medical profession of the Bible, and there is hope of still
further enlightenment just as soon as all become aware of
covers the whole ground of my full sentiment.
W. C. BrsHoP.
their situation. They and their children now study and believe in the same geography as ours bdo, and tbuse the bsame
NORTH BENTON, 0 ., N ov. 28, 1889.
d
Mn. EDITOR: According to President Harrison this is a almanacs and astronomies as we do, ecame ey are ase
national holiday. Our pious brethren tried to celebrate the upon demonstra•ed facts, and send for the. same order of
day at North Benton. The different churches united to make physicians when sick as we do. Does not this show that we
a show. They chose the smallest church in the village for are very much alike after all in our acts, if some profess to
their exercises, and imported a D.D. from Mount Union to believe different? And how do you think these ronest men
officiate. With their united effort they succeeded in about and women-for I know they are honest-wil feel when
one.quarter filling the house, an d the h earers were t h ree they realize their inconsistency; that they, with
h dall their
t
parts women. I hav seen several theological revolutions in honesty, }lav lived a lying life in reality toP1ease t e evo ees
these parts within the last fifty-five years. Slavery was jus- of the religion of the Dark Ages?
In Case there should be a better life beyond this, would it
tified. Infant damnation was preached. Rumsellers were
I be a good preparation for it to liv a regul~r liar here,. as all
J'ustified; the bulk of the deacons belonged tod that class.
· ·
do who say they believe all between the hds of the Bible to
heard deacons .testify in a debate with other enominat.lons be true? "Will they say they believe a t!Jing to be true and
that infant damnation was never preached in the Presbyterian
L
church. I hav heard church-members perjure themselvs in then always act as those who believe. it a lie?
et us. try t?
·
courts of justice and commit subornation of perJury
to be true if possible with ourselvs. With us onr most m.tel.hdf
screen themselvs and their fellow-Christians. Two church- gent and successful, as well as mora 1• men are very m I members that affirmed in North Benton were hanged on ac- ferent about church matters, except that :V hehn' P.re~s<d dby
11
count of murder. And in fact, nearly all the crimes known the Continual beggars of the chnrcll they stL bc 1p m
tl m or
d ber
to the l&ws of the land hav been practiced by church- to please them and the church, 80 as not to e .ou awe
Y
burch. for do not forget it, the church allll persecutes
•
· th D k A
members. No wonder they want a redeemer to dump their th e c
ges.
t th · ex'ent of her power the same as m e &r
sins on every few days.
Ao de l~ng as she stands on such lying foundations as I hav
I Bee that the Presbyterian church in their late conference hn as h. docs she can't a ffor d t o h ear b oth BI'd es of th e
h stand upon truth only.
hav come to the conclusion that infants of unbelievers hav 8 owu 8 ~
•
1
· appom
· t ed t h ree of th eir
· numb er t o questiOn hke a 11 peop
o yours
gone to heaven, and they
R ew
tfully
JoHN M. GnoH.
espec
'
revise their creed and strike out the objectionable part of '

readers with the perusal of it. Peck and Winter and others
are hard on the Spiritualists, and their course will never convert or enlighten them. We want the gulf bridged over that
keeps them so wide apart and hostil.
You ask for an opinion of the pictures. I scarcely hav
one to giv. They do not hurt me. They are vivid and luminous and will move the minds of readers, especially the more
stolid, the young, and the humorous. The Bible illustrations
are so good that Bible worshipers ought to welcome them.
Sunday-school teachers could find nothing more effectiv in
fixing Bible stories in the mind and memory of children.
They all excite my risibles hugely, but I will not vote, not
knowing how to vote wisely.
T. E •. LoNGSHORE.
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amusing of these curiosities of language are
on the bills of fare.
One item that appeared almost daily was
Jlditdd. b1J MIBs SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall "garden eggs." We studied over this for a
RivBf", Ma88., to U~liom all Oommunioatfonsfor time, and finally, out of curiosity, we ordered
some. It turned out to be egg plant.
this OornM" should be 86nt.
Another puzzle was " papas en camisas."
A " camlsa" means in ordinary speech a
" Between the dark and the daylighi,
night-shirt or the jacket of a pajama, and the
When the night is beginning to lower,
Qomes a. pause in the de.y's ocoupa.tions
natural inference seemed to be that we had
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
landed among a set of cannibals, who were
serving up somebody's papa in his nightshirt.
Five Cents a Drink.
But "papas " in SpfU!ish means potatoes,
Five cents a drink ! does anyone think
That that is rei\lly the price of a drink?
and this mysterious article of food proved to
"Five cents a glass!'' I hear you say.
be nothing more dreadful than steamed pota"Why, that isn't very much to pay,"
toes with the skins, or jackets, on.
·
Ah, no, indeed ! •tis a very small sum
A cantaloupe is called a" melone," and the
You are passing over 'twixt finger and thumb;
word as pronounced sounds very much like
And if that were all you gave away
It wouldn't be very much to pay l
the name of a numerous and highly respected
The price of a drink? Let him decide
Irish family. It made us laugh to call for a
Who has his courage lost and his pride.
"maloney," and we thought it still more
And lies a groveling heap of clay,
amusing
when we heard a woman's bonnet
Not far removed from a beast to-day.
called "begorra."
The price of a drink ! let that one tell
Who sleeps to-night in a murderer's cell.
But there are queerer things than this in
Hovor and virtue, love and truth,
~
the Spanish language. The pupil of the eye,
All the glory and pride of youth,
for example, is" the little girl of the eye,"
Hopes of manhood, the we"lth of fame,
and the nostrils-not quite so poetical a subHigh endeavor and noble aim:
These are the treasures thrown away
ject-are " the windows of the nose."
As the price of a drink from day to day.
The " dado " is the finger, and the thumb
The price of a drink ! If you want to know
is "la dado pulgar." "Pulga" means flea,
What some are willing to pay for it, go
and the thumb therefore is the " flea linger"
Through that wretched tenement over there,
-a fact which illustrates one of the principal
With dingy windows and broken stair.
There poverty dwells with her hungry brood, occup~tions of the people.
Wild-eyed creatures for lack of food;
There shame in a corner crouches low ;
Correspondence.
There violence deals its cruel blow;
And innocent ones are thus accursed
CAMPTOWN, PA., Dec. 1, 1889.
To pay the price of another one's thirst.
Miss WIXON: We all read the Children's
Corner, and think it is doing much good. I
"Five cents a glass!" Oh, if that were all,
hav written a conversation which I had with
The sacrifice would indeed be small !
Georgie-aged twelve-which you can make
But the money's worth is the least amount
We pay; and whoever will keep 11n account
use of if you think it is suitable for the CorWill learn the terrible waste and blight
ner.
Yours for truth, AnDm M. REED.
That follows that ruinous appetite.
~·Five cents a !!lass!" Does anYone think
GALVESTON, TEx., Dec. 14, 1889.
That that is really the price of a drink?
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter.
I will be eight years old on the 26th of this
month. I hav been going to school for six
Objects Personified.
months. I am in the First Reader and arithGeorgie : "Mamma, how did Uncle Bam metic. My father takes THE TRUTH BEEKER,
get his position at Washington?"
and I like to look at the pictures.
Your little friend, Roliii:ET E. PALMs.
Mamma: " His position l Do you think
Uncle Sam a real p.erson ?"
ORANGE CITY, IA., Dec. 16, 1889.
Georgie : "Why, yes; havn•t I seen his
D&AR MIBS WIXON: I was pleased to see
picture? He is an oldish man that is boss, my first letter in THE TRUTH BuxER.
isn't he?"
I hav the mumps, and I hav to stay in the
Mamma: "Well, he has had his one hun- house. I do not like to stay in the house.
dredth birthday celebrated . thirteen years I would not care if I did not hav to lie down.
I hav a little cousin three _years old; she Is
ago last Fourth of July, but his portrait rep- as naughty as ten other children. I hav been
resents him as in middle age. He is but an down sick three days-it is mumps. Mumps
imaginary person, possessing U. B. for his ini- are everywhere. My jawe look as big as the
tials, which means United States, sometimes chaps of a hog. I looked at myself yesterpersonified as Uncle Bam, sometimes as day and I had to laugh.
Yours,
FEKDDIK DE LEsPINAssK.
Brother Jonathan; just as England is designated as John Bull.
EAGLB H.A.RBOR, WASH., Dec. 7, 1889.
"Objects are often personified in poetry,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: This afternoon I will
as' Mother Earth,' 'Father Time,' etc. Love, write a letter for the Children's Corner. I go
Joy, Hope and Fear, Good and Evil, hav to school and study the Third Reader and the
often been pictured as persons. The quality speller. I am seven years old. We hav a
very tiny baby that can only sit on the floor.
of goodness all admire. In poetry·, admi- If I see this in the paper I will write again
ration would be intensified as worship and some time. My papa takes the paper, and has
good become God. Pious people hav changed been taking it for a long time.- My grandpa
the pronunciation to Gawd, with a capital takes it also. I am not very tall for my age.
letter as extra-sacred, to distinguish their We hav a little bird; it is yellow on its back
and stomach. My brothers are very little, all
worship from the profane ones who call upon except Clatie ; he is a very big boy. C. B.
goodness or god, simply to make their words Reynolds lectured in the school-house last
seem more emphatic.
week, and my papa and mamma and
" Objects personified often seem real to the grandpa went to hear him; it was grand.
Good-bye,
IERNE WILLIAlls.
ignorant-so much so that laws hav been
passed with penalties attached as a punishHAY SPRINGs, NEB., Dec. 15, 1889.
ment to those who 'take the name of God in
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav written to THE
vain'-which should mean when God does TRUTH BEKKER but twice. I am twelve
not notice or answer the call. And it is my years old to-day. I hav just written to the
private opinion publicly expressed, that no Nonconformist. Mrs. V. Vincent says she
one can prove an answer ever has been given. wants the children to write a lett-er to the
Nonconjormi<t before Christmas. I see so
Appeals to goodness in the human heart hav many boys and girls that want other boys and
been answered ad infinitum.
girls to correspond with them. I will write
" In olden times, when books were scarce to any boy or girl that will write to me. I
and learning was possible only to the few, hav not been absent or tardy this or last term
writing was believed to be inspiration of of school. We hav had three months and
three weeks of school, and will hav one more
good, as it undoubtedly was, until dishonest week this term. We will ha v two weeks' vapeople played on the fears of ignorance by cation after this week. We liv a half mile
making them believe the unreal to be true out of town. I hope this will not hav to go
to the wastebasket. I hav two brothers and
and derived revenue from their fears."
one sister. I will close for this time.
In that golden age, all the
Yours respectfully,
JUDGE M. MINER.
Wealth of the East
Was brought in exchange for the
WHEELING, W.VA., Dec. 14, 1889.
Prayers of the priest;
DEAR Miss WixON: It has been quite a
The priests were lords, lived
Happy and well ;
while since I wrote for the Corner. I like to
And sinners were prayed for and
read the little pieces in the Corner. I am
Kept out of hell.
glad to say I am a Liberal. I was preoent at
CHo.: When the world becomes wise,
a Liberal meeting. Pa made a speech. I
And the fools are all dead,
will be glad when I get big; then I will make
We'll quit preaching lies
speeches, too. I was going to Sunday-school
And work for our bread.
and I soon got tired of doctrins heard there,
A.M. REED.
and I do not like to go to school and hav the
teacher pray. Pa teaches us at home. We
Caraccas Spanish.
learn more at home. than going to school. I
A correspondent of the Chicago News writes hav two sisters. Their ages are fourteen and
seven. My oldest sister keeps house for us.
rom Caraccas detailing some of his laugh- I hav ne mother. Mr. Remsburg lectured
able experiences with the Spanish language here last evening to a small but intelligentas it is there spoken. Some of the most looking audience. His subject was "False

Claims of the Church." I liked his lecture WHAT KIND OF A. MA.N CLA.Rii
very well. I guess the church folks did not
BRADEN IS.
like it. My sisters and my pa were there.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Pa is going to write for another speaker to
Price, 10 cents.
come some time this winter. We ought to
keep the Liberal ball rolling. If we do not,
COMMON SE;NBE
what little freedom we hav will be takeR
away from us. Pais secretary of the Secular GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISR
Union which has just been started here. If
BY J, L. BAilXER.
some of the Liberal boys ap.d girls will write Price, 85 cents.
Address this office.
to me, I will answer. Good-bye.
ORLO INGERSOLL No11:.
INFLUENCE OF
38 Thirtv-tlfth at.rPet.
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By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Prio~, 25 cents.
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• 15 cents.
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Price, JO cents.
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Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar.
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BY 0. B. WHITFORD.
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Price, 25 cents.
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25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
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Freethought Story
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By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
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The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
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Ohildren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Baw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 centlo
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Price,
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Relief Prlntln;- Plates
We oa.n recommend the three prooes11es operated
by this Ootp]l&I!Y.
Their ZINO ETOHINGB for oheru> and ooa.rse
newspaper work, and their. MOBS-TYPE process,
by which enll"ta.vings are made direot from photogr&QhBJ.. as well as their MOBS PROOEBB OF
PHOTu-ENGRAVING, are all superior to a.ny
other like methods.
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58~ Pearl St., New York.

The Individualist.
A LIBERAL Al'D REFORM JOURNALo ADVOCA'I:ING
SOCIAL BEGEl'EllATION AND INDUSTRIAL
EMANOIPATI )N,
Devoted to the rational exposition of the philos·
ophy of Freedom, mental, moral, and physical;
social, industrial, and sexual. Oommands the
pens of the best writers in America on these subjects. Sixteen pallea. $2 per year. Tria.lanbsorip·
tion three months, 50 cents. Each yearly subscriber will receive "'copy of Mr. tltna.rt's booki
"Natural Rights, NR.tnral Liberty, and Natura
Law," Address F. Q, STUART, Editor and Prollrietor, 18GB Blake street, Denver, Ool.

The Agn1Jstio Annual

THIRD EDITION.

J, E. Clark, Los Angelos.

BIBLE MYTHS)
AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

'

A

Clemparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and Mlraeles with thOle
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,
90NSIDERING .ALSO THEm ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITII

NUMEROUS ILLUSTBA.TIONB,

FOR 1890.
Edited by CHA.RLES WA.TTS,
CONTENTS,
Ag_nosticism and Immortality, .... Samnel Laing.
A Bonnet, ................ ·.............. Jose~h Ellis.
Who Was Moses? .. H. J. Hardwicke, M.D., JI'.R.O.S.
The Oomfort of Agnosticism ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Oredible 1... 0onsta.nce 0. W. Naden.
The Oontest Between Agnosticism and Theology,
John Wilaon, M.A.
Above: A Poem ................... W. Stewart Ross.
The Evolution of the Agnostic Idea,
R. Bithell, B So .• Ph.D.
.
The New Fatalism ........................ B. Rossell.
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a. God.
F. J.Gonld.
A Poem ........................... w. B. McTaggart.
The Free Expression of Opinions .. G. F. Underhill.
Fragments ......................... William Ma.ccall.
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this o:fll.ce.

TRY•SQUARE;
on,
The Church of Practical Religion.

[Heathen illustration o.ftk Temptafiqn,]

The Bundehesh (a sacred book ofthe Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law ; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions.'' But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpe_nt, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
~nd gave _them fru~t ?f ~ W<;>nderful tree, which .imparted
rmmortal1ty. Evrl mclmatlons then entered theu hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Conse.
quently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined, They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.60.
Sent post-paid by the

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.

TRtJTH SEEKER,

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a.
ohnroh without superstition, and its success.
Unole Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human oonoern, religions, pelitica.l, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
gua.ge, and easily understood. T"nere is just sn:fll.oient na.rrativ about it to interest the reade1· and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
l!'or sa.le at this o:fll.ce. Prioe, 11.00.

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable
onslaughts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

Twentieth .Century.
DEVOTED TO

Secular Religion and Social :Begeneration,
HUGH 0. PENTEOOBT, EDITOR,
It contains. besides crisp and )JOinted editorials

and contribntions from a corps of able writers, the
Sunday addresses of the editor before Unity congrega.tion,
It is the only so-called "Liberal "paper that advocates radical Mooia.l regeneration.
Its columns are open to the absolutely free disonssion of all religions and economic theories.
Sixteen pages. Issned weekly. Annual subscription, $2. ,.-Sample Oopies Free. All snbscribers
will receive a copy of Mr, Pentecost's book," What
I Believe." Address :
TWENTIETH OENTURY PUBLISHING 00,,
No.4 WARREN BT,,NEW YoRK.

OBt
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
BOOKS ON MEDIC.AL .AND SOCI.A.lt
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent The Boston Post sa.ys : ."This book a.ctnalb
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n
SUBJECTS:
to
keep
onr
memories
in
good
workshows
ns
how
ohnrohes and Young Hen's
ing oondition and repair them when out of order.'
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
Christian AssociaPrice
by
ma.il
$1.
MON
SENSE.
BY
Dr, E. B. Foote. In one h11-nd·
tion,
some 12mo volume of nearly 11!JOO pages, fnlly
BY RICH. B. WEST.BBOO!t, D.D., LL.D.
illustrated, Oloth, 8,25-in English or German.
A new chel!oJI edition at only 1.5P.
Price $1,
Address TRK TlltrrH Su:Jt:u,
BOIENOE IN STORY· or Sammy Tnbbs, the
BY M. L. HoLBBOOJ:, M.D.
Bo~Doctor, a.ndBponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 ea.oh, or $5
Gadefl's Lad!I'B Bool: says: "We giv our cordial
THE
approbation to this work. The information it per set ; or :live volumes in one for $2,
conta.insismostim_porta.nt,a.nd,wea.refullyoon· SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The ftfth
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. vinced, reliable." Price by mail. $1.
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re.
SEXUAL. PHYSIOLOCY oipes.
A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
HISTORY.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN. By Dr, Foote. 25 cents,
Oa.refnlly revised edition, with 111 illnstra.tions. BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam•
By WINWOOD READE.
The most perfect book for men and women ever phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Baoteria.
It is rea.lly a. remarkable book, In whioh 'llniver- published. 110.000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illus- in their Rela.tion to Disease,"representin_g the germ
theory, advocating personal and pnblic hygiene
sa.l history is " boil&d down " with surprising trated oata.log free.
and opposinll" vs.ccina.tion; "Health in the Bun·
skill.-[Literary World.
beam!" considerinE the blue-glass cure-of value
'ion turn over his pages with a. fascination sim·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington In Their Sa.nita.ry and Phyalololrioa.l Bela. tiona to sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce:nts each.
Irving.-[lnter-Ooea.n,
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets), "The Law
and in Their Bearing on the~odnoing
His historyha.s a. oontinult;r, a. rllsh~a. carrying
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 pag:I cloth
of Ohildren of Finer Hea.lth and
power_~. which reminds ns strikingly or Gibbon.Greater Ability,
~~~~'ci~ht'~~~:~~Y.t'~:L~~r~¥~~~dit~:.. ~;
[New Haven Palla.di'IIJD,
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
BY H. L. HOLBBOOII:t M.D.
first chapter, is a. masterpiece of historical writHuman Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
The &mmttlfc ..tmertcan says : "This work Is E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;. • GeneratiOn before Re!fen•
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Ma.oa.ula.y.
soientifio,. sober, clean, and wo~hy of conscien- era.tion.!" by Dr. E. Jj, Foote, Jr. 1.JO cents; • Re·
-[Penn Monthly.
tious cons1dera.t1Gn by every possible parent, and ports OI Conventions and Parlor .llleetinl!'B during
Eighth edition. Extra. oloth.12mo. 543Pp,,$1. 75. particularly by the young." $1.
188ll," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Institute of Heredity,Ma;r__29, 1888," 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,,
EATING FOR STRENGTH;
· AddreBI
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.
on,
FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoB!t,
TRK
The New York Herald says: "Dr. Holbrook's
book Ia a.monll" the very best of its kind."
The Home ana Garden says : "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a.
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every da.:r in providing !or a. family, besides in·
A OOLLEOTION Oll'
creasing health, strength, and longevity.'' $1,
Original and Selected Hymns
Address TRK TBtrrH BuKER Oo:~
28 La.fa.ye~ Pla.oe, L'i8W York.
(Words and Music)

AN EXPOS~

Parturition Without Pain.

Marriage and Parentage ..

Cosmian Hymn Book,

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home,
COMPILED BY

L, ·H., WASHB1JRN,
PmoB,
$1.50.
:Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe. New York.

LOOKING BA.CKW.A.RD
By Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
It Is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new llll"ht will find in it sa.tlsfa.otion
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
The &Pl}ea.l is always made to a. man's reason,
a.nd to h1s noblest sentiments: nover to his selfishnesa.-[Bostoo Post.
A sn~fgestion of a. reR.lly practicable and fea.sl•
ble soma.lsta.te greatly in a.dva.noe of the present,
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rioh In its forecast ox
a.otna.l possibillties.-[Boston Traveler,
12mo, oloth, $1.110; paper. GOo.
Addreaa THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

FAITH S REASON·

A oonoise a.ooonnt of the Ohristla.n Religion, and
of a.ll the Prominent Religions
before a.n,d since Ohristia.nity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSBY R. STBVBNS.
A popularized aooonnt of Oriental religions.
with many apt quotations from the sa.ored books
of the East. Nowhere else oa.n so much knowledge of what is genera.lly unknown be obtained
n auoh compa.ot form.-[Litera.rY Review.
Extraoloth.ll!mo, 441 pp,, S1.50.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING oonolnsiyly that there wa.s no Ohrist
oruoified nuder Pontius Pila.t.e_, but that the
real Jesus, the Illegitimate son of m.a.ry by Joseph
Pander a., wa.a stoned and hanged f~r sorcery about
75 years B.C. Oloth. 446 pages, wtth full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.110. For sa.le at this
o:fll.ce.

P

Similar a.dvertlsments from unreliable praotl·
tloners ha.v been frequently assailed &nd exposed
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands foremost in
his profession, and it is safe to trust him. Bains
11 st&noh LIBERAL is fur )her proof of his relia.bll·

lty.-Nattonal

vtew.

BLA.SPHEJIY AND THE BIBLE. The Liberty of Printing, and Reply
BY C. B. RBYNOLDS.
Frioe. G cents.

BY HURLBUT and WAIUDLUit
l'rioe,ID cents.
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thereof, and when so paid, whether in ad.
vance or otherwise, the same may be recovered back by whoever shall first sue for the
same.
Sec. 6. That labor or service performed and
In this SPries are WPllrepresented the writings of
rendered on the first da,Y of the week, in con. DABWINt BPENOFRt HUXLEY, TYNDALLt PBOOTOB,
OLIFFOBD
and otner loaders of thought 1 n our
sequen.ce of accident, disaster, or unavoidable time, at 50 to
75 pm• cent. lower than wual prices.
delay in making the regular connections upon
We have the Library bound in Oomplete Bets, as
postal routes and routes of travel and trans- follows:
portation, the preservation of perishable and
OLD STYLE.-In this stYle the volumes average
exposed property, and the regular and neces- 640 pages 8 vo, and are arranged thus :
sary transportation and delivery of articles of Vol
I.
Nos. 1-a fVol. VI.
60-70.
"· n.
" 13-24 " vrr. Nos.
" n.so.
food in condition for healthy use, and such
"
nr.
"
2!\-36.
" VIII.
''
H-91.
1
transportation for short distance from one
"
IV
" 87 48
"
IX.
" 9 -103.
. state, district, or territory into any other state,
49-59.
"
X.
" 104-111.
Oloth, plain edge;, $2 vol. (Sepm·atelv o1· in sets.)
district, or territory as by local laws shall be
Half
seal,
marble
edges,
ill.
7
.>
vol.
(In
seu.
onl!l.)
declared to be necessary for the public good,
NEW STYLE.-Nos. 1 to 111 inclusive. are bound in
shall not be deemed violations of this act,
nor shall the provisions of this act be con. tS vola., averaging 492 pages each, 8vo, thus :
ed to prohibit or to sanction labor on Oloth, extra\ r!Jd edges, $1.75 per vol. $22 75 per set.
s t ru
. . .
. .
Half seal. puun edges, 2. 25
"
29 25 . "
Sunday, by mdtvtduals who consCientiOusly 1 Halfseal,marbleedges, ~50
"
~2.50 "
believe iri and observe any other day than HlfMor., marble edges, 2.75
"
33.75 "
Sunday as the Sabbath or a day.of religious .
_In sets onl!l.
.
worship, provided such labor be not done to
All of the followmg are octavo, cloth.
: the disturbance of others.
WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXL"EY.
'
Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; &
Describing a State of Tltings in Concor· The Origin of SpeciPs. 2 books in 1 vol. .76
dia, Kan.
ThePhysicalBasls ofLife&other Essays.
Fmm tl!e czoud Count!/ Blat!e.
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated.
· Animal
2 books
in 1 vol. .
• other
• E8says.
•
• .76
Th e proh 1'b't'
1 ton pee1ers so note d f or th e1r
Automatism,
and
zeal, last week got out their scalping-knives Technical Education, and other Essays.
and whetted up the steel. They said that
71i
'b't'
h ld
·
d t
2 books in 1 vol.
.
proh1 1 ton s ou once m!'re raise a us ,
WORKS BY OHA.RL"ES DA.RWIN.
and show the Blade and alltts crew, the prohi's deep disgust. They jumped on poor· old Origin or. Species by Means of N~tural
Benny because that he was down, and said
:Selectwn; o:, the PreservatiOn. of
they'd J'ail the poor old man and do the thing.
Favore~ Races1n the Struggle for .L1fe.
.
.
New editiOn from the latest Eng. edttlon,
up brown. They sent the sheriff after him at I
wi+-h a-ddittons and corrections.
.
1.25
breaking of the day. He went to get his Descent or Man, and Selection in Rela ·
overcoat -and now he's far away. [Groans .
tjon to t'lex With illustr~tiona. New edimingled with ttars.] They searched. the .
t10n rev1sed "nd angmtJn ed. T"
• h UO
caravansery in every hole and nook but in Formation. of Vegetable Mo!d hroug
·
d
a1 h
'th
ht
the Action of Worm~, with Observathe cistern an the co , t ey never
oug
t'
on their Habits. With illustrations. .7a
to look. T.bey placed a guard around the 1:
Ions
__
house, they watched both night and day, but i Charles Darwin: His Life and Work.
the fog closed in around them--and Benny !
By Grant Allen.
.75
went away. [Slow music in minor key.] i
SELECT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN.
The " boys are ge~ting thirsty, the to.wn .is ! The Evolutionist at Large;
getting 4r.f•. the pigs are .all a.sq~eahng m l'ignettes from Nature; and
the prohibitiOn sty, and 1mprecauons loud, l'orcJ and Energy: A Theory of Dyand deep are heard on every hand, from :
namics 3 books in 1 vol.
•
•
1.00
parc~ing prohibition throats, against. t~e' WATEU, ELECTRIOHY, AND LIGHT. DY
smelling ban~. A cry of dreadful angmsh IS
PROFESSOU TYNDALL.
raised by mght and day, from those who
f
in Cl d
d R'
cannot aet .their budge since Benny went Forms o Water
on s an
IVErs,
,..G
·
1
J
Ice anrt Gl>t.c1era. 19tilu•t.ratwns.
away. [ roans, stghs, and sat water.
Lessons in Electl'icity. 60 illustrations.
Six Lectures 011 Light. Illustrated.
1.00
3 books in 1 vol •.
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER.
The Data of Ethics.
•
•
.
• .oo
A. Mellloir of Obristian·and Extra-OhristianExpe- .l:tlucatio11: Intellectual, Moral, and Physical· and
rience.
Ptogress: Its Law and Cause. With
By NATIIANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS.
other DiPquisit.ioM. 2 books in 1 vol.
• .75
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism 'Tilie Genesis of Science.
;md Oa.tbolicism, from the vantage.ground of an l'he
Factors of Organic Evolution.
intimate pet11onal experience with the two SYB·
2 books in 1 vol. •
.75
tems. It deala the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of in:llicting.-[Oritical Re- oELEOT WORKS OF RIOJ;IA.RD A. PROCWR,
view.
F.R.A..S.
Oloth; 12mo, S1. 75.
Ught Science for Leisure Hours.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Familiar Essays 011 Scientific Subjects.
Hereditary 'lraits, and other Essays.
LIFE OF
.Miscellaneous Essays.
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays.
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscellaneous Essays.
MODEBN IMI'l'ATION OF CHB.IS'l',
6 books in 1 vol. .
• 1.50
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. SELEOT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON OLIF·
FORD, F.R.A.:!.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Seeing and 'l'hi11kin~.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Ort!er ot 'l'he Scientific Hasts of Morals, and

The Humboldt library of Science.

A New Creed.
A group of theologians met
To modernize their creed,
Which held that black is white, and yet
Had satisfied their need.
Their great-grandfathers learned it on
Their great-grandmothers' knees,
About predestination and
Electoral decrees.
In language more ambi11uous
Than Latin upside down,
.
It taught that some are born to sin,
And some to wear the orown.
These learned theologians fought,
Disputed,·argued long;
And each one held that he was right,
And all the rest were wrong.
They all admitted that the creed
Was s3mewhat out of date,
Bnt still they were not all agreed
.Tnst what to renovate.
Bat when their work was finished qnite,
Their creed did nothing lack;
For where it once read "black is white,"
It now reads " wbite is black."
-E.

Pran~<;

Ltntaber ·in Puck,

Senator Blair's Snntlay Rest Bill.
In the United States Senate, December 9,
1889, Mr. Blair introduced the following bill,
. which was read twice and referred to the
committee on education and labor, of which
Mr. Blair is chairman :
A bill to s-ecure to the people the privilege
of rest and of religious worship, free from
disturbance bv others, on the first day of the
week.
•
Be it enacted by the Senate and Honse of
Representative of the United . States of
America in Congress assembled, That no
person or corporation, or agent, s':rvant, ?r
employee of any person or corporation, or In
the service of the United States in time of
peace, except in the necessary enforcerrentof
the laws, shall perform, or authorize to be
performed, any secular work. labur, or business to the disturbance of others, works of
necessity and mercy and humanity excepted;
nor shall any person engage in any play,
game, or amusement or recreation to the disturbance of others on tr e first day of the
week, commonly known as Sunday, or during any part thereof, in any territory, district,
vessel, or place subject to the exclusiv juris.
diction of the United States; nor shall it be
lawful for any person or corporation to receive pay for labor or service performed or
rendered in violation of this section.
Sec. 2. T.bat no mails or mail matter shall
hereafter be transported in time of peace over
any land postal route, nor shall any mail
matter be collected, assorted. handled, or delivered during any part of the first day of the
week; provided, that whenever any letter
shall relate to a work of necessity or mercy,
or shall COECern the health, life, or decease of
any p orson, and the fact shall be plainly
state:l upon the face of the envelope containing the same, the postmaster-general shall
provide for the transportation of such letter
or letters in packages separate from other
mail matter, and shall make regulations for
the delivery thereof, the same having been
received at the place of destination before the
said first day of the week, during such
limited portion of the day as shall best suit
the public convenience and least interfere
with the due observance of the day as one of
worship and rest; and provided further, that
when there shall hav been an interruption in
the due and regular transmission of the mails,
it shall be lawful to so far examin the same
when delivered as to ascertain if there be
such matter therein for Ia wful deli very on the
first day of the week.
Sec. 3. That the prosecution of commerce
between the states, and with the Indian tribes,
the same not being work of necessity, mercy,
or humanil.i', by the transportation of persons
or property by land or water in such a way
as to interftre with or disturb the people in
the enjoyment of the first day of the week, or
any portion thereof, as a day of rest from labor, the same not being labor of necessity,
mercy, or humanity, or its observance as a
day of religious worship, is hereby prohibited,
and any person or corporation, or the agent,
servant, or employee of any person or corpo.
ration, who shall willfully violate this section
shall be punished by a fine of not less than
ten nor more than one thousand dollars, and
no service performed in the prosecution of
such prohibited commerce shall be lawful,
nor shall any compensation be recoverable or
be paid for the same.
Sec. 4. That all military and naval drills
musters, and parades, not in the time of acti~
service or immediate preparation therefor, of
soldiers, sailors, marines, or cadets of the
United States on the first day of the week,
except assemblies for the due and orderly
observance of religious worship, are hereby
prohibited, nor shall any unnecessary labor
be performed or permitted in the military or
naval service of the United States on the first
day of the week,
Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful to pay or
to receive payment or wages in any manner
for service rendered or for labor performed or
for the transportation of p.flrsons or of property in violation of the provisions of this act,
nor shall any action lie for the recovery
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HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Continue!!).
Current JUscussions in Science; and
Scientific Aspect of Some l'amiliar
'filings. By W. M. Williams, F.C.t;.
2 books in 1 vol. • • • • • • .74
'Ihe Black Death. An Account of the
Great Pestilence of the 14th Oentury; and
The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages.
Bv J. F. C. lleoker,M.D. 2 books in 1 vol. .76
The ·Naturalist on the Biver Amazon.
A Record of AdventureP, Habits of
Animals, Sketches of Brazilian and Indian
Llfe and Aspects of Nature Under the
Equator, during Eleven Years of Travel,
by HenrY Walter B~ttes. F.L.S., Aesis. Bee.
to the Rcyal Geo~rra.pbical Society of
Emdand.
.
.
• . . . • .711
The Rise an dEarly Constitution of Uni·
versities, with a Survey of Medieval
Education. BY S. B. Laurie, LL.D.,
Professor of the Institutes and History· f .
Education in the UniversitY of Edinhurllh ••75
TJ1e Religions of the Ancient World,
includlllg Egypt, AssYria and Babvlonia,
Persia, India, Phoonioia, Etruria, Greece,
Rome. BY George Rawlinson. M.A.,
Oamden Professor of Aycient History,
OxfordJ and Oanon of Uanterbury, author or "The Origin of Nations," "The
Five Great Monarchies," etc.
• • • .75
Fetic1lism: A Contribution to Anthropology and the History of Religion. By
)t'rit.z Schultze. Translated from ~he
German bv J. ~·itzger~tld, M A.
. • .711
Money and the Mechanism ofExcllange.
By w. H•anJey Jevons, M.A., F.R.tl., Pro·
fessor of Logio and Political Economy in
the Owens Oolleqe. Ma11ohester. • • .75
On tlte Study of Words. By Richard
Ohenevix 'l'rench, D.D., Archbishop of
Dublin. . • • • • • • • .7~
Tl1e Dawn of History: An Introduction
to Pre-Riatoric Btndr_. Edited by 0.
F. KearY, M.A., of the British Museum.d .75
Geological Sketches at Home an
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D.,
F R.S , Director-General of the Geological
Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland. • .7~
Illusions: A Psychological Stud,Y• By
James Bully, Author of "Sensation and
Int-uition,"" Pe~siroism," etc. • • • .75
T1te Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II.J
Bv Sir John Lnbhonk, B •rt 2partein 1. .75
English Past and Present. (Parts I.
and II.) By Richard Obenevix Trench.
• • . •
.75
2 narts in 1, Oom nlete.
'file Story of Creation. A Plain Account
of Evolution. BY Edward C!odd, F.R.A.S.
.7~
Over 8J Ill us.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York.
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HEBREW MYTHOLOCY;
OR,

The Rationale of the Bible.
8vo,

By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D.
613pp.,
.•

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY

I

~e

World's Sages, Thinkers~ and
Reformers. The Biographuis oi

three hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians), from the time of }fenu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. · Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

TheCbampionsofthe Chm·cb; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
.

The Gods and Religions of .A..ncient
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs

a full account of all the gods the nations
Conditions of Mental Development, and
of the earth hav worshiped, including
• 75 Cents.
other EsaaYP.
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
liiJ" This book waa suppressed by the first .Amer. The Um&een Universe, and the PhiloiloChrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
Ph"" of the Pnre Sci~ncea.
ican publiaher. .JBJ
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
Cosmic Emotion : Also the Teachings
the religious systems of the world, includof Science.
THE TRUT.R SEEKER CO.,
ing Judai'lm, Mohammedanism, and Chris5 books in 1 vol.
• 1.25
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
tiP.nity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
SELEOT WORKS OF ED\V. OLODD, F.R.A.S.
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
The Childhood of Ueligion.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
The Birth and Growth of Myth.
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
'l.'he Childhood of the World.
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
• 1.00
DEVIL~
:~booksinlvol.
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
AND
SELEOT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT,
OTHER BIOGRAPillOAL SKETOHES AND EssAYs. I Translate!! from tl!e French btl J. Fltzueraza, M.A. Supernatural. Religi~n- An. inquiry
into the reality of divme revelat10n. DeThe Diseases of Memory.
BY 0 HABLEB BBADLA.UGII.
The Diseases of the V\ ill.
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustlv
With Portrait and Autobiography.
The Diseases of Personality.
work on the claims of supernaturalism
Extra cloth, gold ba.ck and side stamp. 12mo,
3 books in 1 vo!.
1.00
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus
260 pp,, $1.25.
TH"E MILKY WAY.
Professor of the London University. l ,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leaf!· er, $5.0G;
Address THE 18
TRUTH
BEEKER
00.
'"h
Lafayette
Pl .. NewYork.
.1. e
on d ers 0 f the Heavens • 32 L.''•'us.
•
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
By OamiliA FlaD>mR.rioo.
The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
K>tlleY Miller, M.A.
The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena,
Including The Age of Reason, Examinaitll Oondition. By Nathan T. Oan, LL.D·
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Pora books in 1 vol.
•
•
•
• 1.00
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
trait, and Monument.
POLITIOAL SOIENOE.
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
With a complete list of the .American subscribers Physics and Politics. An ap~lication
The Religion of Deism, Commo:a Sense,
to the fund for the erection of the monttment.
of the principles of Natura.! l:!ctence to
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
Political Society. By Walter Bagebot,
whole r· ,_ ·eded by the Life of Paine, and
on thor of "ThA Enu. Oon•t,it.nt.ion," and
BY
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON, History ot the Science of Politics. By
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN 1
KARL BLIND,
gilt edges, $4. 50.
THE L!ND QUEfUION.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
The History of ! andholdi11g in Eng·
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fC! a dollar.
A.nalysis
of Religious Belief. An
lantl. By Joseph F1sher,F.R.l-l..8.;and
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Historical Sketch of the JJistribution
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vxsof Land in England. By William
OOUNT AMBERLEY, SOD of the late Lord
.75
Lloyd .Birbeok, M.A.. 2 books in 1 vol.
T ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
MIBOEL LAN EO US.
Uomplete from the London edition. 745
The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledge- The Mystery of Matter, and The Philosvages, ~VQ. In ~loth, $3.0,0;
hammer Logic unsurpassed." svo, 833pp.,
ophY
of
l!.!nfl
..
q.nc"';
a.n•~
silk cloth, $3.
-_,.. ..
The Essential Nature of Religion. By
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
.T. •\llansnn Picton. 2 books in 1 vol.
.75
The foregoing volume~ are called " Tha
goes not PO far to sustain Spiritualism as ta Science and Crime; and
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to.
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny
and Poetry, with other Essays.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy Science
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be
Bv
Andrew
Wilson,
F.R.S.E.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
2 books in 1 vol.
• • •
;75 deducted from the prioe of eaoh.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 1
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Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
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THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OB,

TBJI:

Principles of Secularism.
A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

. BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Reli&ion and the Significance
of its Bise aDd Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Natur~·· "Household Remedies," "The
roison Problem, or the Oause
and the Cure of Intemperance," e\o., etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social snbjeots,-[Oin,
Com, Gazette.
moth, 19mo, S4.0pp;, $1.
Addrellll THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. The Secret of the East,
BY HELEN H, CARDENER,

Intr<idnctioi!l by
BOBEB!l' G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, moth, 1.00; Paper, 110 'lents.
1:'/i.e Trade Supplied at l:JpecW,Z IJisow,nts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-engravin,!rB of Miss.Ga.~dener a.re for sa.le
a.t this oflioe, Pnoe, 40o,; 'l'.'ith a.ntoa:raph, 110 otB.

THE STRUGGLE
:roB

Re1igiousand Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every a.ge to aequire greater political
liberty ; a.lso vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wron_gs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of sla.very in this conntry1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThronghontJ
the work is replete with astonndin_g facts ano
weighty a.rgnments which cannot fa.il io interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
moth, 12mo., 188pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
Steel engra.vinii'B of this celebrated naturalist;
9x111. inches, snitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for llll cents. j,ddress THE TBUTB BEEKER.

u
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BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In ;vonr meetings, to make them lively and intere&tlng. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BooK contains songs
by the best. po~;~ts, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hill!!lY recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Panon, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
a.nd, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price.
l&oents.
Address 'llHE TRUTH BuB:RB Co

NOW KEADY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLLFor Her Daily Bread 1B the story ot two young
girls a.nd a. r.onnger brother who were lett parentless, with little money, fair education, a.nd much
oonra.ge, to make their way through the world by
going to Chioa.go. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the ma.in, a history of a. working girl's life and experience i.n the oity.of Chicago
amon(r bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits, It is lust such a. story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioD
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signift.cance of its
Bise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OBWALD.
Price, $1.00.

'

For sale at this office.

t

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
For the benefit o! our readers who preserve their J?&pera
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
, with the heading of THI!l
hTBUTH BEEKER printed in
J. ,g_old letters on the outside.
-~This binder allows the openperfectly fiat. It also allows the
i g_,
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any pa.rt of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mlill.!_postp_~ for t1,
Address THE TRu·nt BEEKEBJ
tf
28La.fayette P1., New York.

SAKYA BUDDHA.

These notices are for the benefit of LiberU;,Zs
who may be vihiting the places where these socutfes m·e located. Lccal SEcular Uni071s and
]f reetlwught l:!ocietitB metting regularly can
ha'll their gatllllrings ad'llerti.std here free by for
warding the neceMary infwmation.

The ll.a.anhattan Liberal Vlub,N~Y.
Meets every Friday avenine, a.t 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 111th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

BrookiJn Pllilosophle!al Assocla•
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.m:., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Libera.! League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and eooial questione. Seats free and
everybody welcome,

Philadelphia Liberal

Lea~ue

2:J7

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .. at 2 :30 a.nd 7 :30 P.:H. for lectures a.nd
free discussions on religions and social questions
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beekerpnblioationsa.lwa.yson hand at ohea.p ratEs.
Virtue."

A Versified, .A!l!lotated Narrativ of his Life and
'l'eachings.

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book ha.s been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. -The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and ma.nr SJ1iritna.list papers and lecturers ha.v spoken h1ghJ.y of
the book.
·
Extra. Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
liS La.fa.:irette Pl.,New York.

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

111gersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from October to June) at
2:45 P.llt,, at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

<:hica;;o Secular Union
Meets everY Bnnday evening at 7:80 P.:H., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Btra.ngers frol!l abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first a.nd third Sundays, a.t 2
An Exposition of the True Meaninll' of .this Char. ~unday and the Sabbath. " A law P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
regulatin~; huma.n conduct on the Sabbath is cultivation are invited. MAlllUB HEIGHToN, Bee.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mytholan impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
·
ogy."
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.

HORACE mrSEAVERQ R 0 M A N I S M,
COMPILED BY

NEW EDiTION.

:New Edition, ReVise§ tmd Enlarged,

OB

DANCER AHEAD.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Akron, 0., Freethou;;ht Union.

The Akron Freethonght Union meets every
Articles of the Christian church are thirty. SundaY afternoon in the Hall of Cramer's Block
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. South Howard street, at 3 o'clock.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kil :grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- Tile .Minneapolil!l Secular Union
take a orusa.de of one against the Colorado Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
This volume comprises some of the abl~st a.nd The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
ave.,Rooms12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
best editorials written by 1\lr- Beaver dprma: the
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
pa.st forty-ftve years. It ~~ neatly prmted .on
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres,; LEHOY BEBBIEB,Seo,
this Republic.
cream-white paper, bound 1n cloth, a.nd con tams
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 Ellzur WrJ;;ht Secular Union
a fine likeness of the venerable ed1tor of the
lnveattuator. Ev.ery Libera.! should ~a.v this book
Price, 5 cents.
By
A..
J.
GROVER.
Ot Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sunin his home. It 18 now ready for delivery.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents. days of eaoh month at Independent Church, at
Price, $1.00.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
A.M. Free disanssilm on a.ll Liberal anbjeots.
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 10:30
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEKER and Investi·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Was Jesus lnsane1 Price, 10 cents. gator are solicited.
R. G.l:lmTH, Oor. Sea.

L. K. WASHBURN.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OB,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

The Modern Science hsaJist.

The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

D.

Vleveland,

o.,

Secular Union

meets every Sunday evening a.t 7:30, at room 29
OitY Hall, for lectures and free discussions on re
tigions and social subjects. The public cordially
invited.

Ten Cents Each.
J.
SHAW'S P .A:MPHLETS.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, a.nd
~hilosophy,
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
TJIOJ!{PBON.
The Bible-Wit at Is IU A pam2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
phlet containing eight oha.pter.s in refnti[Ltjon
a.nd infinence. By Bev• .JoHN W. CHADWIOK.
of the assumption that the Bible 18 a. d1vme The Walla Walla Llbtral Club
3, BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
book of Pure t\tonll'ht, and correct in all its 1Meets every Snnda.y a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Army
,..ow suns a.nd worlds come into being. BY
utterances. Pr1ce, 25 cents.
, ha.ll, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Mr. GAliBET P. BEBVIBS.
Stu.dies In ~~~~ology. A cle~r exp<?S1· Science Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Origina
4, EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
t10n
of
the
biblical.
story
of
map.
s
creatiOn
and Selected Readings and Poems. A la.rge va.l
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES,
and curse, theologically denommated "the
.
.
.
fall." Price, 10 cents.
·
nabla library 1s at the serv10e of members and
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
·
begins. By Mr. WILLIAl!l PoTTs.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a friends, c . .B. BuNoLDs, Pre11.; A. W. CALDER, Sec
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
SOCIAL WE.ALT H,
negativ and aflirmativ standpoint, showing I
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
w~;tiHsnotandwhat it is. Prioe,5cents. '
DDAMONOS.
Tlw. Bole Factora and Ezact Ratios in the
BAYJ!{OND ..
7 THE DESCENT OF MAN : His orildn, antiqAogttirMMnt and Apportionment.
1 •
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fa.ir
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: It.s nature a.nd deIn order to giv my Libera.! friends throughout
By J, K, INGALLS.
velonment By Dr. :HOBERT G. EccLEs.
the United Bta.tes a.n opportnnit;v to examin, testl
a.nd compare my goods a.nd prices with those o
$1.00, 9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. ByJAl!{ESA.SnLPrice, Vloth,
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pif ce of
By L. F.EUERBAVH.
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
10. E"~O~UTION OF THEOLOGY. By z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
Translated from the Germa.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,; cash in fnll will be refunded any time within one
year from !Ia.te of purchasing if goods. are n!>t
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
• 50 ots.
entirely sat1sfa.otory. No other dealer will do 1t
G. JANES
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im- None will sell as cheap, Carrying a. large stock
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C.
being an expert, close buyer, aad doing bminess
PARSHALL
. moral,-E'.I:tt·act.
AND
on smallest possible expen11e, yon will posit1vl:p-f
13. EVOLUTION AS RRLATED 'rO RELIGIOUS
Address
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
Co,
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing o
'l'HOUGHT. By JOHN w OI!ADWIOX.
TWli:LVB 0TBJI:R DIB(lOURSBS Oi' REASON.
me Diamond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600, for
14.. PHILO><OPHY I)F EVOLUTION. By STARR
$400:
Pms, Rmgs, Eardrops, Studs, Hair OrnaBtl 0. B. J.I'ROTHINGH.AM.
JIOYT NICHOLS.
Argument by R. G. In~rt:rsoll
ments, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
15. THE EF"ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
Extra. cloth, 12mo, 238PP·• $1,
t200,
for
$HO; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
IN THB
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
$100. tor $70; do,, worth $80, for $60; do .• worth
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER llO.
SAVAGE.
$60,
for
$45;
do., wort.h $40, for $30; do., worth $30,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
for $22; do. ,"worth $20, for $15. Yon can wear these
118 La.fa.yette Pla.oe. Naw York.
goods daily for one year, It will not cost ~on a.
l!'OB
cent. If in the mean t1me yon are not satl6fied
that the goods are better and ch~aJ?er than sold
.AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
u BLASPHEMY,"
elsewhere return and get your cafh m.fnll.
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
BY D. M. BBN.IIRTT.
Selections sent to responuble pa.rt1es on ap
At Morristown, New Jersey.
prova.l: to a.ny banking-house or C.O.D.,privilege
CONTAINING
Price.
StenooraplileaiZ!I repor1ea. ana retltBea btl the au- of examination.
.
thor.
Tables, Buies, Praotioa.l Hints, .and Hist.m::ioal
'l'te "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
THE
Sketches, for Farmers, Meohamos, Ml)-chtmsts,
Handsome 8vo, 86 pp,, bea.ntifnl type, fine paper.
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Pnbho GenerPrice, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
sixteen jewels, finelY adjnsteq to heat and coldi
$2 per dozen.
a.lly, with
patent regulator, Breqnet ha1r-spr1ng, t;>eant1fn
double-paneled dial. and all modern 1mproyeh
Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams
Perfect, a.nd no watch will compet~ WI~
menta.
2e LafaYette Pl., New York
it 1 In silverine oa.se, $lt; in fon~-onnoe com Bll
Illustrating some of the more Important Comparver
case,
$23.t0; five-ounce, $25; a1x-onnoeJ $27. ~n
a.tiv Statistics of the World.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
open face. be•t filled gold case, $27: <bnnti!JJI"• $.'13,
More Information for Less Money tha.n has
HISTORY
do.,
Louis
XIV., $35. In fourteen carat sohd gofdif,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Anaever been offered.
OJ' THB
$50 to $150· Bent prepaid, a.nd cash refunded
lyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "SpirONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT not sa.ti&factoli~o WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, llL
itualism Bntitained," etc.., eto,
For $50 worth of" Cold Fa.ots" boiled down in a
Ot'Europe.
Nutshell,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Established 1857.
The latest a.nd best work of a.n ahalytio thinker,
Revised
Edition-S
vols-Price, p,
THE
who is gifted with those rare powers tha.t render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the By JOHN WILLIAM DBAPEB, M.D .. LL.D. THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD
CHAIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: ordinary
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowes
mind. The book contains many ideas
THEIB
plane."
that will be new to the .world and prodnotiv of
Prl<'e, 10 cents.
Crimes and Persecutions.
good in fnrnishinc food for thought, We trust it
svo, 1,119pp, Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, will hav tho immense distribution it so riohl? A Compend of the Natural Laws of IndusLITERATURE OF THE INS.A~H
merits.-[The American Idea..
&ilt edges, 14.110.
trial Production and Exchange.
BY F. R. MARVIN.
BY D. M. BENNEI"r.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
BY J. K. !NGALLB.
5 cents.
Price.
~Hlii T~UtH BEEKER CO.,
l'rice,
Iilii centl.
A.ddrelll THE TRUTH SEEKER.
18 La.fa.yette Place, New York,
Containing 148 Prol!_ositions
With References to the most Plain a.nd Striking
Belf-Contra.diotions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a copy for read_y reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price onl:r 25 oen ts.
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.., WORLD'S

SAGES, THINKERS, COD& AND RELICIONS
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND IODERN TillES.

'II

ftms of flhongltt.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philol!Ophers, y 0 1 1 Gi.
·
· d b B il • Teachers, Skeptics Innovators Fonnders of
VB a. Full Aooonnt of all the Gods, in·
• :
PEACE is the'virtue of civilization; war is ita
IF Portugal revo1ts, mspire
Y raz , .
New Schools of Thonght, Eminent Soleneluding Jehovah, ~a.ta.n, the Holy Q'hoat,
crime.- Victor HttQo.
Spain may follow, and like disturbances may 1j
tiats, etc. (who were not Ohriatia.na),
Jeans Ohnat, Virgm Mary, ~nd the Bible.
· G
d·
from the time of Menu to the pressvo, 885pp, Vol. II. Deaor1bea Fully a.11
As the barbarism of the present old govern·
succeed ID ermany an throughout Europe.
ent. svo, 1,075pp,, oloth, $8;"
the Beligioua Systems of the ~orld,
menta expires, the moral condition of nations,
leather, $4; mor, &'• e ,$4 50
Bvo,957pp, Oloth,$8per vol., the
THII: neighborhood of Reading, Pa., is over- 1
BY D M BE·""'.,..,.TT' • •
2 vola., $5; )eatner, $7; mowith respect to each other, will be changed. Man
'th
f b
1
· 1
• • .a.u'""' •
roooo, g1lt ed!les, $8.
will not be brought up with the savage idea of
run WI an ar?"y ? . urg are, who are s.up- i
THE TRUTH SEEKER OO.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
considering his species as enemies, because the
posed to hav their lair m the Welsh moun tams. ·
28 La.fa.yeUe Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH U l! 11 ER ( (l
accident of birth gave the individuals existence in
THK Pan-American deleonntriea distinguished by
different namea.-Patne.
egateshavleft.
r-------~-~~~~~--~~--~~~~~~~--~~--~~~~~~----------:~~~~~~~~~~~~
ITs chief Ideas {t.e., the
GLADSTONE'S eightieth
chief ideas of Buckle's
birthday was celebrated
"History of Oivilization ")
on the 30th ult.
are: ••• 7. That human
progress has been due, not
BY a cave-in at Angel's
to moral agencies, which
Camp, Calaveras county,
are stationary, and which
Cal., on the 22d ult., six
balance one another in such
a manner that their infinteen men were irrecoverenoe is unfelt over any lon&'
ably buried alive.
period, but to intellectual
HENRY GRADY, the oraactivity, which has been
constantly varying and adtor and editor, and rising
vancing : "The actions of
young favorit of the
individuals are greatly
Southern people, died on
affected by their moral feel.
the 23d ult. at Atlanta.
inga and passions ; bn t
these beina antagonlatio,
AT Plains, Pu., on the
to the passions and feelin1r1
27th ult., land over a
of other iadividnals, are
balanced by them, so that
mine sunk several feet,
their effect is, In the ~rreat
wrecking a church, a paraverage of human affairs,
sonage, an d s e v e r a
nowhere to be seen, and the
houses.
total actions of mankind,
considered aa a whole, are
IN co nfiicts between
left to be regulated by the
London strikers and po.
total knowledae of which
mankind 11 poaaes•ed."lice, serious injuries hav
Bnctlolopeaia Brllanntca.
been inflicted, and many
THB people perish for the
offenders hav been senlack of knowledge. Nothtenced to imprisonment.
ing but eduoa.tlon-soientifio education-can benefit
IN an Italian Catholic
mankind. We must find
church at Jersey City,
out the laws of nature and
N.J., at the close of mass
conform to them.-Inaeron the 25th ult., two men
so!l.
engaged in a fight in
I PLEAD that humanity
which one was cut, perhas been a real gainer from
haps fatally, with a razor.
skepticism, and that the
gradual and growing rejec"LOOKING BAOKW ARD"
SAMSON'S GREAT JAWBONE FEAT.
tion of Christianity-like
has fallen fiat in England.
the rejection of the faiths
And
Samson
said,
With
the
jawbone
of
an
ass,
heaps
upon
heaps,
with
the
jaw
of
an
ass
hav
I
slain
a
wh!oh preceded it-has, in
In New England, howthousand men.-Judges xv, 16.
fact, added, and will add, to
ever, its popularity inman's bappineaa and wellcreases, and one mercantil
being. I maintain that, in
house give copies with its sales.
physics, science ia the outcome of skepticism, and
that general progress is impossible without skepRUFFIANLY political factions are distracting
ticism on matters of religion. I mean by reli~:ion
Oklahoma.
every form of belief which accepts or asserts the
aupernatural.-Bradlauah.
THE pope has received a bequest of £680,000
BP AIN has progressed In the arts and sciences,
from Baron Lilienthal.
in all that tends to enrich and ennoble a nation,
ON Christmas and the day following a great
in the precise proportion that she has lost faith In
windstorm did much damage in the East.
the Oatholio church. This may be aaid of every
other nation in Christendom. Torquemada II
AN attempt to break jail at Kingston, Ont.,
dead; Oastelar is alive. The dungeons of the Inon the 24th ult. resulted in the escape of five
quisition are empty, and a little liaht has penetrated the clouds and mists-not much, but a
convicts.
little. Spain is not yet clothed and in her right
CuLVER, the juryman that prevented the
mind. A few years ago the cholera visited Madrid
Cronin jury convicting more of the accused,
and other cities. Physicians were mobbed. Processions of s~inta carried the hoat through the
and giving those convicted severer punish.
streets for the purpose of staying the plaaue. The
ment, is the object of execration.
-ANDstreet& were not cleaned ; the sewers were filled.
Lxvr MAYBERRY, of Carlisle, Pa., who had
Filth and faith, old partners, reigned supreme.
The church," eminent for its sanctity," atcod in
been growing crazy over religion, on Christmas
the light and cast ita shadow on the ignorant and
morning proclaimed himself the " son of
the prostrate. The church, in its "inexhaustible
man," and attempted to kill his father and
fruitfulness in all good things," allowed ita chilother relative with an ax.
dren to perish thronll"h ignorance, and used the
diseases it had produced as an instrumentality to
AT Attleboro, Mass., the nine. year-old
further enslave its votaries and its viotima.-lnaerdaughter of the Rev. Chas. Pinney is ill of
so!l.
typhoid fever, and refused medicin by her
IF you consult our doctors they will not fail to
<E. M. 290.)
displaY tbe antiquitY of their dootrin, which baa
father, who says he is "willing to leave the
always upheld itself in spite of the continual atwhole matter in the hands of the Lord."
+UJITI)+ ILLU$TR7i. TI Oil$.+
tacks of heretics, wicked men, and Infidels, and
THK sneezing influenza, called" La Grippe,"
in spite of pagan perdeoution. You hav too good
an understanding not to perceive that the anCON'J:'::E:N'J:'S.
that broke out in St. Petersburg, has extended
tiquity of an opinion proves nothing in its favor.
through Europe and appeared in America.
PAGE.
If antiquity were a proof of truth, Ohriatianity
PAGE.
It has caused many deaths, mostly in Paris.
Calendar for x8go,
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, would be forced to giv way to Judaism, whLh for
5
69
It is said that it is not fatal in itself, but
the same reason must yield to the religion of the
Freethought in the United States,x88g, 17
The Priest,
70
EII"YPtiana
and Ohaldeans, that ia to say, to idolaexposes the system to pneumonia, peritonitis,
The Supernatural World,
7I
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
try which was long anterior to Moses. It was
The
Reformation,
etc.
Remsburg
73
believed for thousands of years that the sun
Future Terrors,
77
SHoOTING affrays over race hav occurred at
turned round the earth. which remained stationThe Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
The Inventions of Science and the
ary; and yet it is not the less true that the sun
T. B. \Vakeman,
Jessup, Ga.; Barnesville, Ga.; Augusta, Ga.;
Inventions of Christianity. Illusis fixed, and that the earth turns round the sun.Clarksville, Tenn.; Nashville, Tenn.; Shelby,
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
trated,
D•Holbaol&.
79
(Saladin),
Miss.; Pott's Camp, Miss., and Charleston,
THE Mohammedan proves the divine m!aaion of
Freethought Journals in the United
S. C. At the former place the whole neighRecord of the Spanish Inquisition,
his apostle by appealing to the marvelous propaStates,
96
borhood is in arms and troops hav been disgation of the faith. If the argument Ia good ill
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
In Sea:ch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
the month of a Oatholio, is it not aood In the
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
patched. Later dispatches state that at
44
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pentemonth of a Moslem 1-InQerloll.
Columbia, S.C., on the 27th a mob of white
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
THEOLOGY has never served to any purpose, but
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
men took from the jail eight suspected negro
the distracting of men, and sometimes of whole
Gardener,
45
murderers and shot them.
states.- Voltatre.
ORTHODoX ministers do not add to tha sum of
IT is said that our deferring to recognize
knowledge. They produce nothing.-Inaersozz.
the new government in Brazil will encourage
A PREDISPOSITION toward the miraculous is the
the monarchists to attempt an armed struggle.
oha.raoteriat1o of allaem!-oivilized nations.-Leolcll•
Count D'Eu, Dom Pedro's son.in-law, is in
NEW YORK:
THE fathers of the church were utterly incapable
Europe trying to raise aid in reerecling the
of examining a question of faot. They were all
empire. The provisional government exbelievers in the mira.ouloua. The same is true of
the apostle&. If St. John was the author of the
plains that it cut off the larger grant of money
ApocalYpse, he was undoubtedly Insane. If Polyto Dom Pedro because he and his adherents
carp said the thinaa attributed to him by Oatholio
changed from a policy of acquiescence to one
writers, he wall certainly in the condition of hll
master. • • • All the fathers were !nfinitly
of contest. It also defenrls itFelf against
credulous. Every one of them believed. not only
charges of design in delaying elections, and
In the miracles said to hav been wrought by
of aspirations toward usurpation in general.
Ohriat, by the apostles, and by other Ohritt!an
The wife of the ex-emperor died at Oporto,
but every one of them believed in the Paaan m
aolea.-Inaersoll,
Portugal, on the 28th ult.
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JJol~s and ~lippings.

A BRIGHT and interesting six-year-old girl
A CHRISTIAN paper makes complaint against' Christian religion.'' The paper inquires:
:• a system. of public ?ducatio~, inaugurated i "Whither are we drifting? Is an Agnostic in Boston bas been the cause of a philological
~n a large city, where~ m the higher grade of. mode of thinking to invade our schools and discussion somewhat wider than most sixA BAD case of wickedness is reported from mstruction, the pup~ls were taught at the ' preoccupy the youthful mind against the only year-olds generally arouse •. She persists in
Alabama. A Methodist minister arrested for public expense to dissect cats, to accept in religion which has a right to liv? The friends using the terms one-th, two-th and three-th
instead of first, second, and third, and whe~
passing counterfeit money avers that l:l.e got toto Bain's psychology, and to despise the: of Christ should look into these matters.''
r-m..,.,;...,.,..,.,..·,.-n
her elders try to convince
it out of the contribution
her of her error she shuts
box. If his tale is true,
them up with the retort
there are some particuthat it is just as proper
larly miserable sinners in
to say one-th as to say
his congregation. He
fourth, fifth, or sixth.
says that seven out of
Boston folk want to
eight silver dollars in the
know
if the child is not
box were counterfeit.
more right than wrong.
Evidently a contribution
They think our language
box working on the
is not properly clear, and
nickel-in-the-slot princithat absurdities are tolple and rejecting spurierated from a conservaous ·coin will hav to
tiv notion that 'it would
be adopted in this unbe harmful to eradicate
f o r tun a t e minister's
them.
church.
SINOR 1800 the populaRELIGIOUS jealousy in
tion of Europe has just
India between Hindoos
doubled itself. Then 1he
and Mohammedans is
population was 175,000,said to be fit to involve
000; in 1830, 216,000,the entire country in war
000 ; in 1860, 289,000,the moment the British
000; in 1880, 331,000,authority should be with000 ; in 1888, 350,000,drawn. Lately a Mussul000.
man procession to celeBrLL NYB, the humorbrate a convert was atist, thus describes his
tacked with great fury,
early experience as a
and some fatalities were
school. teacher: " It is a
the result.
tough experience for a
WRITING on the late
boy of eighteen or ninerevival among Richmond
teen to enter the schoolnegroes, a correspondent
room for the first time
of a New York paper
and read a chapter from
says : " The average
the Bible, as I was exSoutherner will tell the
pected to do. I had not
investigator that he can
been accustomed to read
not discern any improveevery morning aloud
ment in the moral nature
from the scriptures, and
of the negro who has
so I was embarrassed.
gone through this process
Besides, I did not use
of conversion, except that
good taste in the selecthe act of dancing is retion. I did not know it
garded as sure to result
until it was too late. I
in eternal damnation. A
thought that the Old
Richmond sergeant of
Testament would be
police standing on the
more interesting to the
corner at midnight when
children than the New,
the vast black throng
and so struck some matwas moving by during
ters of history there, told
one of these periods of
in terse, rugged, realistic
conversion, expressed a
language, which
atprevalent idea in a curitracted more attention
from the school than I
ous way when he said,
' The very roosters on
had expected. I thought
it would get better as I
this street know when a
moved on, but it did not,
nigger is getting converted, and they don't
and so I tried another
dare to crow as long as
selection. Several large
the church is open.' But
girls giggled, and ceased
in the cities there is,
to agitate their gum, as
among the better inI struck into the second
formed of the black race,
selection. It was hardly
a small and growing class
the thing for a school
whose morality is on the
reading, and so I omitted
increase, and who are
the most of it."
slowly drifting away
AN Englishman has
from the superstitions of
bought the contents of
their race.''
the royal castle of N uREPLYING to a corre- .
remberg, containing the
spondent who asks inmost complete collection
formation on the condiof Instruments of torture
tion of the working
extant, costing $6,000 in
TWO WAYS OF DEALING WITH THE TIGER.
classes in the fourteenth
all. There is a library
and seventeenth cent
was
THE
French
government
will
enforce
the
I
of
3
000 volumes, giving the history of crime
eases
were
terribly
prevalent.
There
uries, the Sun says, among other things :
" There were, early in the fourteenth cent- almost no money; what there was the Jews legal penalty against three hundred priests· and torture for many centuries.
ury, no roads and no wheeled vehicles; the held at cent per cent interest and more. In ' convicted of violation of the law prohibiting
1285, in a single small village in Norfolk, I clergy from ~eddling with elections.
IN Macedenia, where everyon_e IB either a
peasants, who either paid a money rent for
there were twelve murders, sixteen burglaries,
1 fanatical ~hristian. or a f~natical Mohamtheir lands and were ' free ' or did service for
five fatal fights, .live suicides ; and in 1284 i THE list of English publications the pro- : medan, brigandage IB now nfe, aud no fewer
them and were 'villeins,' lived in stone huts
there had been twelve executions. The life j' hibition of whose sales has been decreed by\ than two hund.re~ persons hav been murder.ed
without windows or chimneys. There was
was much harder than we can imagin.'' It the imperial censorship in Russia has just; and robbed Within ~ few weeks. Two briglittle salt, no sugar ; honey was the only
should be recollected that the time described been printed in London. It includes Inger-; ands named Sh_akrr and Osman, each of
sweetener. The food was almost entirely
was the time of Christianity's greatest fn.l soli's " Social Salvation" and his " House-l whom has comlllltted more than twenty murmeat; the people, from the king down, fiuence.
1 hold of Faith.''
. ders, are terrorizin~ the country.
seldom changed their clothes, and skin dis.
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In addition to the above, I cull from the sam9
The al'ticle in the " Britannica" was written by his
private secretary, Colonel Nicolay. In this article work the following brief extracts:
He lived in a remarkably formativ and progressiv period,
his religion is brie1ly summed up in the following
and was in all matters fully abreast with his time. As a
words:
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian t
truthful thinker, he greatly excelled any of the statesmen of
His [Lincoln's] nature was deeply religious, but he be- liis day,
CHAPTER XIII.
longed to no denomination: he had faith in the eternal
Lincoln, like Socrates, was a man so natural, so thoughtjustice and boundless mercy of Providence ; and made the ful, rational, and sagacious, that he clearly saw that the popOTHER TESTIMONY AND OPINIONS.
golden
rule
of
Christ
his
practical
creed
(Am.
Ed.,
vol.
xiv,
ular traditional theology of his day and age was not religion.
New York World-Boston Globe-Manford's Magazine- p. 669).
The truth is, this great champion of. freedom was ·.m~1ch
Chambers's :Encyclopeilia-Encyclopedia BritannicaThis statement at first glance presents a Christian more original and Pagan, than conventiOnal and Christian.
World's Sages-Every-Day Life ·Of Lincoln-Cyrus 0.
Love
of goodness in every thinp; makes Socrates the central
Poole-A Citizen of 8pringfield-Henry Walker-R. C. appearance, and the reader is liable to infer that the
Adams-Edward Eggleston-Rev. Robert Collyer-Rev. writer aims to state that Lincoln was a Christian. figure of the classic ages. Mr. Lincoln's love of, and loyalty
to, truth, to liberty and goodness, render his name equally
j, Lloyd Jones-Rev. J. W. Chadwick.
But he does not. He aims to state in the least illustrious in modern times.
The matter selected for this chapter is of a miscel- o:ffensiv manner possible that he was not-that he
A Citizen of Springfield.
laneous nature, consisting of the statements of those was simply a Deist. A person may bav a " deeply
A gentleman residing in Springfield, Ill., who was
who, for the most part, are not known to hav been religious" nature, and not be a Christian. He may intimately acquainted with Lincoin from the time he
personally· acquainted with Lincoln. It embraces hav "faith in the eternal justice and boundless located in that city up to the time he removed to
the opinions of. journalists, encyclopedists, biogra- mercy of providence," and yet hav no faith whatever Washington, a period of nearly twenty-five years, in
phers, and others. If their words cannot be accepted in Christianity. He may make "the golden rule of a letter dated Aug. 20, 1887, writes as follows:
as the testimony of competent witnesses, they may Christ [or· Confucius] his practical creed," and at the
I will say in ·regard to Mr. Lincoln's religious views that
at .least be regarded as the verdict of honest jurors.
same t.ime wholly reject the dogma of Christ's divin- he was not orthodox in his belief, unless he changed after he
New York World.
ity. The above statement is substantially true as left Springfield. He was heterodox-did not believe in the
divinity of Christ-in short was a freethinker. Now I do
In theN sw York -world, :fifteen years ago, appeared applied to Lincoln, and it would be equally true if not
want to be brought into public notice in this matter.
applied to that prince of Infidels, Thomas Paine.
the following :
In deference to this writer's request his name is
His
nature
wae
deeply
religious;
he
had
faith
in
the
Wbiie it may fairly be said that l'rir. Lincoln entertained
many Christian sentiments, it cannot be said that he was justice and mercy of providence; and he, too, made omitted, and this omission destroys, to a great extent,
the value of his testimony. It is inserted not behimself a Christian in faith or practice. He was no disciple the Golden Rule his practical creed.
cause it adds any particular weight to the evidence
or Jesus of Nazareth. He did not believe in his divinity ~nd
The \Vorld's Saget.
was not a member of his church.
already adduced, but as a specimen of a very large
In "The World's S3ges," Mr. Bennett writes as amount of evidence of the same character that must
He was at first a writing Infidel of the school of Paine and
Volney, and afterward a talking Infidel of the school of follows concerning Lincoln's belief:
be withheld simply because the persons writing or
Parker and Channing.
Upon the subject of religious belief there is some diversity interviewed shrink from publicity. A chapter, yes, a
Alluding to the friendly attitude he assumed of claims. All his friends and acquaintances readily admit
toward the church and Christianity during the war, that in early manhood and middle age he was an unbeliever, volume, of this anonymous testimony might be given.
or a Deist. In fact, he wrote a book or pamphlet vindicating At least a hundred personal friends of Lincoln, living
this article concludes:
in and about Springfield, privately and confidentially
If the churches had grown cold-if the Christians had this view. His most intimate friends that knew him best,
taken a stand aloof-that instant the Union would hav per- claim that his opinions underwent no change in this respect; assert that he was an Infidel, but will not permit
ished. Mr. L\ncoln regulated his religious manifestations while a certain number of Christians hav, since his death, their names to be used. Twenty years ago a majority
accordingly. He declared frequently that he would do any ... undertaken to make out that be had become a convert to of them would not hav objected to their statements
thing to save the Union, and among the many thin~s he did Christianity (World's Sages, p. 773).
When the contradictory character of the evidence is taken being published; but the relentless war waged by
was the partial concealment of his individual religious opin .
ions. Is this a blot upon his fame? Or shall we all agree into consideration, together with the fact that his nearest the church against those who hav publicly certified
and most intimate friends would be most likely the ones to to the facts, has sealed their lips.
that it was a conscientious and patriotic sacrifice?
know of Mr. Lincoln's change, had any such taken place, the
Henry Walker.
Bo!>ton Globe.
uncredibility of the asserted change is easily appreciated
I now present to the reader another citizen of
As an evidence of Li.ncoln's piety, we are often (Ibid., p. 774).
Abraham Lincoln was eminently an honest and good man, Springfield, one who is not afraid to publicly exreferred to a picture to be seen in nearly every
these excellent qualities in his character certainly did press an honest opinion. Mr. Henry Walker, who
Northern home, where Lincoln, with his son Tad, is and
not proceed from any faith or confidence in Christian or has resided in that city for many years, writes as
supposed to be represented as reverentially poring pagan dogmas. He was one of nature's true noblemen,
over the pages of the Bible. The p;cture is well whose good acts and whose commendable conduct did not follows concerning Lincoln's religious belief:
After inquiring of those who were intimate and familiar
calculated to deceive.
Its history, however, has arise from any supposed fealty to antiquated errors and
with him, I arrived at the conclusion that he was a Deist,often been explained, and its apparently religious superstitions (lb., p. 775). ·
certainly not a Christian, unless he became one during his
The E"ery-Day Life of Lincoln.
character shown to be quite secular. The Boston
residence at the White House.
In the Emancipation Proclamation appears the folGlobe, in a recent issue, says:
There is a rumor current here th'!t he once wrote an antiThe pretty little story about the picture of President Lin- lowing paragraph, which contains the only allusion Christian p!lmphlet, but his friends persuaded him not to
publish it.
coln and his son Tad readinp; the Bible is now corrected for to deity to be found in this immortal document :
the one hundredth time. .The Bible was Photographer
Mr. W al1rer was not personally acquainted with
And upon this act, sincerely believed to be a.n act of jusBrad}'S picture album, which the president was examining tice, warranted by the Constitution, upon military necessity, Lincoln. His conclusion is simply based upon the
with his son while some ladies stood by. The artist begged I invoke the consii:lerate judgment of mankind and the graiuforma.tion obtained from those who were acquainted
the president to remain quiet and the picture was taken. cious favor of almighty God.
with him. His statement, like the preceding one, is
The truth is better than fiction, even if its recital con:ll.icts
The appearance of the above paragraph in the introduced not so much because of any especial
with a pleasing theory.
Proclamation is thus accounted for in " The Every- value attaching to it as mere testimony, but because
l!lan:rord's Magazine,
Day Life of Lincoln," and agrees with Judge Ushe;'s it fairly represents the common sentiment of those
There is one Christian publication that has had
account of it :
who hav investigated this subject, and particularly
the fairness to admit the truth respecting Lincoln's
is stated that Mr. Lincoln gave the most earnest study those who are on familiar terms with Lincoln's old
belief. .Manford's Magazine, a religious periodical to It
the composition of the Emancipation Proclamation. He
published in Chicago, in its number for January, realized, as he afterward said, that the proclamation was the associates in Illinois. The knowledge of our anony1869. contained the following:
central act of his administration, and the great event of the mous witness was shared by Dr. Smith and Mr.
That Mr. Lincoln was a believer in the Christian religion, Nineteenth Century. When the document was completed, a Arnold, and is shared by Mr. Edwards; the opinion
printed copy of it was placed in the hands of each member expressed by Mr. Walker was the opinion privately
as understood by the so-called orthodox sects of the day, I of
the Cabinet, and criticisms and suggestions were invited. entertained by Dr. Holland, it is the opinion priam compelled most emphatically to deny: that is, if I can
put faith in the statemeuts of his most intimate friends in this Mr. Chase remarked: " This paper is of the utmost impor- vately entertained by Mr. Bateman, Y~'S, and unquesgreater than any state paper ever made by this Govcity [Springfield]. All of them with whom I hav conversed tance,
on this subject, agree in indorsing the statements of Mr. ernment. A paper of so much importance, and involving tionably the c>pinion privately entertained by Mr.
the liberties of so many people, ought, I think, to make Reed himself.
Herndon. Indeed, many of them unreservedly call him some
reference to Deity. I do not observe anything of the
an Infidel;
Allen Tllorndlkc Rice.
kind in it" (Every-Day Life of Lincoln, pp. 549, 550).
The evidence on this subject is sufficient, the
. The lamented Allen Thorndike Rice, whose brilliant
The amendment suggested was allowed by the editorial management of the North American Rewriter says, to place " the name of Lincoln by the
side of Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, and [Ethan] president, and Mr. Chase requested to supply the view has p'aoed this periodical in the front rank of
Allen, of Revolutionary notoriety, as Rationalists · words he defired to be inserted. The paragraph American magazines, in his Introduction to the
besides being in company with D'Alembert, tb~ quoted was accordingly prepared by him and in- "Reminiscences of Lincoln," says:
great aiathem~~:ti~ian, Diderot, the geometrician, poet, cluded in the proclamation. This fact is also adThe Western settlers had no respect for English tradiand metaphysiCian; also with Voltaire Hume Gib- mitted by Holland in his "Life of Lincoln" (p. 401). tions, whether of Church or of State. Accustomed all their
Cyrus 0. Poole.
lives to grapple with nature face to face, they thought and
bon, and Darwin."
'
'
I quote next from a monograph on "The Relig- they spoke, with all the ·boldness of unrestrained sincerity,
· Rsferring to the Infidel book, written by Lincoln
on every topic o! human interest or of sacred memory, withthe writer says :
' ious Convictions of Abraham Lincoln," written by out the slightest recognition of any right of external authorThis work was subsequently thrown in l'rlr. Lincoln's face Cyrus 0. Poole. Referring to Arnold's and Hol- ity to impose restrictions, or even to be heard in protest
against their intellectual independence. As their life develwhile he was stumping this district for Congress against the land's biographies of .Lincoln, Mr. Poole says:
celeb~ated Method1st P!eacher, ~ev. Peter .cartwright. But
Most sectarians now think, write, and act as if they had a oped the utmost independence of creed and individuality, he
:Mr. Lmcoln never publicly or pnvately demed its authorship copyright to apply " Christian " to every thing good and whose originality was the most fearless and self-contained
or the sentiments expressed therein. Nor was he known t~ God-like about this President; yet no one presumed to call was chief among them. Among such a people, blood of
their blood and bone of their bone, differing from them only
change his religious views any, to the latest period of his him a Christian until after his death.
life:
It may be a soul.saving process like the ancient one of in stature, Abraham Lincoln arose to rule the American
Pope Gregory in the sixth century. It is related that one people with a more than kingly power, and received from
The article concludes with these truthful words:
was meditating on an anecdote of the Pagan Em- them a. more than feudal loyalty.
day
Mr. Lincoln was too good a man to be a Pharisee· too perorheTragan's
having turned back, when at the head of his
So eager is the church lor proofs of Lincoln's
great a man to be a sectarian; and too charitable a man to be legions on his way to battle, to render justice to a poor widow
piety that the most incredible anonymous story in
a bigot.
who :flung herself at his horse's feet. It seemed to Gregory
Chambers'>~ Enc}'clopedia.
that the soul of a prince so good could not be forever lost, support of this claim is readily accepted and pub. Alden's American edition of "Chambers's Encyclo- Pagan though he was; and he prayed for him, till a voice lished by the religious press as authentic history •
pedia," one of the most popular as well as one of the declared Tragan to hav been saved through his intercession. By this means the masses hav gradually come to
And thus, through the prayer of a Christian Pope, a Pagan regard Lincoln as a devout Christian. It is evident
most reliable of encyclopedias, says :
of the first, was materialized into a Christian in the sixth
He [Lincoln] was never a member of a church; he is century, and was, of course, transferred from hell to heaven. that Mr. R\ce had these fabulous tales in mind when
believt:d to hav had philosophical doubts of the divinity of Now behold how a modern politician [Arnold] can play be wrote the following:
Christ, and of the inspiration of the scriptures, as these are theologian in Christianizing Abraham Lincoln.
Story after story and trait after trait, as varying in value
commonly stated in the system of doctrine called evangelical.
There is now hope for Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, as in authenticity, has been added to the Lincolnia, until at
In early life he read Volney and Paine, and wrote an esAay and Thomas Jefferson, as well as the chieftains, Red Jacket, last the name of the great war President has come to be a
in which he agreed with their conclusions. Of modern Tecumseh, and Black Hawk.
· biographic lodestone, attracting without distinction or disthinkers he was thought to agree nearest with Theodore
crimination both the true and the false.
Respecting
Lincoln's
message
to
his
dying
fe.ther,
Parker (Art. Lincoln, Abraham).
Robert C. Adams.
Mr. Poole, himself a firm believer in the doctrin of
Eneyclopt!dia Britannica.
The noted author, Capt. Robert C. Adams, of
immortality, says :
·
By whom the article on Lincoln in "Chambers's
This prophetic affirmation of a continued existence, is the Montreal, Can., says:
Encyclopedia" was written, whether by one of Lin- only written evidence of his views on this momentous quesIt is significant that in political revolution it is the Free.
coln's personal friends, or by a s.tranger, I know not. tion that can be found.
thinker who is usually the leader. Franklin, Paine, Jeifer.
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son, Washington, were the chief founders of the American certainly the three mightiest in these later times, would all be nearly six thousand years before they were born, with
Republic, and Lincoln presided at its second birth. Mazzini disfranchised by the proposed amendment.
no power to do good, and with nothing to expect but
and Garibaldi are the heroes of United Italy; Rousseau, Voltaire, and Victor Hugo hav been the chief inspirers of DemoLincoln could not hav taken the oath of otlice had such a a "fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indigcratic France (The New Ideal).
nation," when the " loving and meek Jesus" " shall
clause been in the Constitution.
be revealed from heaven in :flaming fire, taking venRev. Edward E;;Ieston.
J 0Jil( E. REMSBURG.
geance on them that know not God and obey not the
When Lincoln went to New York in the winter of
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
gospel "-the infamous gospel, based upon measures
1860, to deliverhis Cooper Institute address, he had
contradictory to fact and every principle of common
occasion to remain over Sunday in that city. At the
Heathen or Christian-Which !
justice. The effect of this doctrin on man is most
suggestion of a friend, he visited the famous Five
Doctor Livingstone, the great African explorer and lamentable,
as the history of Christianity proves.
8
Points, and attended
Sunday. school where the Christian missionary, informs us that tribes in can- Teach a man he is innately vile, without any power to
spawn of New York's worst inhabitants to the nuro- tral Africa "hav such a nice sense of J"ustice that do right, and he will never try to do right. In the
bar of several hundred were assembled. Importuned h
for 8 speech, he made 8 few remarks to the children, t ey never encroach on the territory of each other." next place, he is promised a release from his " already
and the fact was published in the papers. The idea Also that no man iii! afraid of being cheated, and that condoned" condition, not on his own merit, but
of this Infidel politician addressing a Sunday-school no man is cheated. That no precautions are taken through the merit of another. This deadens every
to prevent theft and robbery, and that no theft and impulse for r~ght doing. He fully believes that his
was so ludicrous that it caused much merriment robberies are committed. Such is the moral status vices and crimes actually render him an object of
among his friends at Springfield. When he returned of 8 people whom our Am. erican Christians are try- deep solicitude with his heavenly father, while the
home one of them, probably Colonel Matheny, called ·
t
r
H
"II
a1
on him to learn what it all meant. The conversation mg 0 evange Ize.
ow WI the mor standing of ninety-nine other fellows who hav ever walked upChristian nations compare with these heathens of right and practiced virtue, are scarcely objects of
that followed, including Lincoln's explanation of the Africa~ Does history prove that their sense of jus- notice at the heavenly court, where the angels franticRffair, is thus related by the noted preacher and tice has been so nice that they never encroached on ally shout themselvs hoarse over some old reprobate
author, Edward Eggleston :
each other's territory Y From the third century, when who made a halt in his depraved career simply beHe started for "Old Abe's" office; but bursting open the bloody Constantine emblazoned the cruel emblem cause he was afraid of being scorched by hell-fire.
the door impulsivly, found a stranger .ill conversation with
Mr. Lincoln. He turned to retrace his '!llt!ps, when Lincoln of the cross on his battle flags, and nations were Then it further encourages and consoles these old
called out," Jim I What do you want?" "Nothing." "Yes, converted by the sword, and converts baptized with eleventh-hour converts to learn from the "blessed
you do; come back." After some entr~aty Jim approached daggers at their throats, from this horrible epoch in word of God" that Noah, Lot, Judah, Jacob, Moses,
Mr. Lincoln, and reJllarked, with a twinkle in his eye," Well, the history of the world up to the present time, Joshua, Samuel, David, Solomon, and a score of other
Abe, I see you hav been making a speech to Sunday-school Christian nations hav never manifested the least malefactors, perpetrated falsehood, theft, robbery,
children. What's the matter?" "Sit down, Jim, and I'll tell
you all about it." And with that Lincoln J?Ut his feet on the sense of justice toward each other; but banditti-like adultery, rape, incest, and murder, without in the
stove, and began: " ' When Sunday mornmg came, I didn't hav ever plundered and pillaged their weaker neigh- least degree forfeiting the favor of the Bible God, or
know exactly what to do. Washburne asked me where I bore, and not only appropriated their land and disqualifying themselvs to be men after his c.wn
was going. I told him I had nowhere to go; and he r.ro-. property, but in many instances treated them with heart.
posed to take me down to the Five Points Sunday"schoo , to h
I
show me something worth seeing. I was very much inter- t e most re entless cruelty, according to the examples
Now it is evident that an acceptance of these docested by what I saw. Presently, Mr. Pease came up and and commands of their Bible, and by the authority trine as true, is virtually licensing evil-disposed perspoke to Mr. Washburne, who introduced me. Mr. Pease of "Thus sayeth the Lord of hosts." Bloody, heart- sons ·to commit crime. Many well-disposed people
wanted us to speak. Washburne spoke, and then I was less, and cruel conquest has been the means which with good moral hereditary antecedents, find enough
t"
h
d t d t
bt · th ·
urged to speak. I told them I did not know anything about Ch · t"
riB IBn na IOns
av B op e
o o BID
air of heathen morality in the Bible to encourage them
talking to Sunday-schools, but Mr. Pease said many of the
children were friendless and homeless, and that a few wJ)rds neighbors' lands and property, and they adhere in walking uprightly, and are not particularly damaged
would do them good. Washburne said I must talk. And strictly to the principle that might makes right. by the doctrine above referred to. They are in the
so I rose to speak; but I tell you, Jim, I didn't know what History proves that Christianity has been the dire church because it is respectable in the eyes of the
to say. I remembered that Mr. Pease said that they were
f th
d
II d"d T 1
homeless and friendless, and I thought of the time when I scourge 0
e ages, an we
I
B mage say: world, and because their ancestors were Christians,
had been pinched by terrible poverty. And so I told them "A red line runs through church history for near and on account of the social advantages it affords.
that I had been poor; that I remembered when my toes nineteen hundred years-a line of blood; not by They read in the Bible that " God is love," but never
stuck out through my broken shoes in winter; when my hundreds of thousands, but by millions, we count the realize that when he is represented as kind and
arms were out at the elbows; when I shivered with the cold. slain." And yet the church with such a record- merciful once, he is represented as a vengeanceAnd I told them there was only one rule. That was, always the curse of mankind, is industriously begging funds gorged monster a hundred times. The bent of their
do the very best you can. I told them that I had always
tried to do the very best I could; and that, if they would to send a set of pestilent, lazy, worthless missionaries natures being good, they would act uprightly in the
follow that rule, they would get along somehow. That was to Africa, to pervert and deprave its justice-loving church or out of it, Bible or no Bible. But it is the
about what I said" (Every-Day Life of Lincoln, pp. 322, 323). people by the propagation of one of the most loath- great mass of evil-doers, men and women who are
The foregoing is significant. Lincoln was not an some syatems of theology ever inflicted on the under the influence of their appetites and passions,
advocate of Sunday-schoolS'. He hRd probably never human race. Then remember these heathen African and whose inherited impulses are bad, it is this class
visited one before. As generally conducted, he re- people never committed theft and robbery, and that, that the total-depravity and Jesus-paid-it-all docgarded them as simply nurseries of superstition. too, in the absence of all law to prevent it. How is trine license to do evil. It includes all our prison
He could not indorse the religious ideas taught in i~ in our own Christian country of churches 1 Here convicts, in fact or in prospect. These Christian
them, and he was not there that day to antagonize we hav endless enactments punishing offenders t.heories are pernicious in their influence on all men
them. As a consequence, this ready talker-this man against the right of life and property with fire, im- and women who believe them, and hav not intellectwho had been making speeches all his life-was, for prisonment, and death, yet so strong is the tendency ual and moral brain sufficient to properly direct and
the first time, at a loss to know what to say. He of our people to crime, that with all these fearful safely guard the indulgence of their appetites and
could not talk to them about the Bible-he could penalt.ies, theft, arson, robbery, and murder are rife in passions. And from this class all our vast army of
not tell them that " it is the best gift which God our land. What is the matter! I answer, only the criminals is recruited. The man or woman who
has given to man ''-that "all the good from the legitimate working of the laws of cause and effect. inherits sufficient moral brain to restrain and presavior of the world is communicated to us through Church theology governs the masses. This is the vent excessiv indulgence of the animal propensities,
thia book" -that "but for this book we could not trouble. Our penitentiary here contains within its is on safe moral ground, in the church or out of it.
know right from wrong'' -he could not tell them walls, exclusiv of those leased out to owners of coal The only danger with this class is, that a blind behow Jesus had died for little children, and all this, mines, over eight hundred convicts, and ninety-eight lief in religious dogmas may result in fanaticism,
because he did not believe it. But he obeyed his hundredths of them are believers in the Christians' against which pure motive are no safegaard. Freeown life-long rule, did the best he could under the Bible, and when they committed the crime for which man, of Pocasset, who murdered his child, a la
embarrassing circumstances, and gave them a little they are now suffering they no doubt felt consoled Jephthah, was no doubt a man of lilonest convictions,
wholesome advice entirely free from the usual Sun- t.hat "Jesus paid it all."
but meditating on the Bible and its horrible teachday-school cant.
0 that we could utterly abolish Christianity from ing so perverted his moral sense that he c?olly m~Ir
Rev. Robert Collyer.
the minds of men, and substitute in its stead such dered his innocent little girl under the ImpressiOn
Robert Collyer states that Lincoln, just before he African morality as Livingstone describes ! But we that such an act was highly pleasing to the God of
was elected president, visited the office of the Chi- are ever confronted with the self-evident fact that Abraham and Jephthah, whom he worshiped.
cago 1 ribune, and picking up a volume of Theodore effects are infallibly true to their producing causes,
While I would counsel a kindly spirit toward the
Parker's writings, turned to Dr. Ray and remarked: and from this source we can alone reasonably expect unfortunate victims of the Ch:istian superstition, I
"I think that I stand about where that man stands." relief. The Africans referred to are simply children would at the same time wage an open, aggressiv
Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones.
of nature, and their minde hav &ever been warped war on their degrading superstition. We get no
The Rev. J. Lloyd Jones, one of Chicago's most and depraved by the pernicious teachings of the credit for advocating .coltlpromise measu~es. In
·
h d · All s 18 Bible and church theology. The whole stream of fact, there is no compromise-ground, not an mch, be. ·
eloquent d Ivmes, m 8 sermon preac e m
ou
human life in Christendom has been turned out of tween Secularism and orthodoxy, or truth and error,
church, Dec. 9, 1888, gave utterance to the followits
natural channel by the influence of. church super- and as it would be unwise to sow wheat in a jimpson
ing:
stition.
The Christian's idea of a God as set forth and dogfennel lot expect:.Ug it to germinate and maAre there not thousands who hav loved virtue who did not
accept Jesus Christ in any supernatural or miraculous fash- in the Bible, would virtually shame a devil-worshiper. ture a crop, so likewise would it be useless and union who if they knew· of him at all knew of hin1 only as No description of grizzly ghost, fiend, imp, or devil wise to try to instil Liberal ideas in a mind pervert.ed
the' Nazarine peasant-the man Jesus? Such was Abraham in the record of Scandinavia's hell is half so remorse- and filled with the hideous and loathsome theories
Lincoln the tender prophet of the gospel of good will upon 1
1 d
It"
a th h
t of J h
h
earth· Charles Sumner, the great apostle of human liberty; ess, crue • an revo mg 8 e c arac er
e ova of orthodoxy. First let us rid the soil of noxious
Gerrit Smith, the St. John· of political refc>rm; William El- as set forth in the Bible. A belief in such a God vegetation by the vigorous use of grubbing-hoe and
lery Channing, our sainted preacher; Theodore Parker, the cannot but hav a brutalizing effect on the human driving plowshare, and then B?W our profitable
American Luther, hurling his defiance at the devils of big- kind. They are not only taught to believe in this grain. As a safety measure AmeriCa must be Secuotry. John Stuart Mill and Harriet Martineau-yes, to take God, who is a " God of battles," a "man. of war," larized, and it will take heroic measures and great
an e~treme case, the genial and over-satirical Robert G. In- whose " arrows are drunk with blood," and whose sacrifice to do it. Let us be half as loyal to truth
gersoll are among those who love goodness and foster noh
bility though they hav no clear vision into futurity and con- " sword devours flesh," who declares that e would and liberty as the church is t~. error and slave.ry, and
fess n'o other lordship in him of Nazareth save the dignity of " sprinkle the blood of his creatures on his raiment," the victory is won. A tractarian system ramified so
aim and tenderness of life.
and " stain all his vesture red," e.nd who pronounced, as to reach every state and county in ~he Union
Rev. Jolm W. Cbadwlck.
"Cursed is he that keepeth back his sword from would hasten the coming day. Men will read a
In an address delivered in Tremont Temple, Boa- blood," and commanded his chosen people to butcher tract in private, when t~ey would. not dare be seen
ton May 30, 1872, the Rev. John W. Chadwick, of babes ("little ones"), and "rip up the mothe1·s ;"and at a public lecture on L1be~al. topics. Hundreds of
Br~c·klyn, N. Y., referring to the proposed religious who crowned his deific infamy by consigning the us hav been working on th1B hne for year~, but only
amendment to the Constitution of the United States, truest and noblest of his earthly children to a never- an organized force can expect to ~a~qmsh a well
said :
ending hell of torment-! repeat, the Christians are disciplined and equipped and ever VIgilant enemy.
WARREN SMITH.
Of the six men who hav done most to make America the not only taught to believe in this deific monster, but
wonder and the joy Bhe is to all of us, not one could be the they are given a big send-off in a criminal direction
Nashville, 1'enn., Nov. 28, 1889.
citizen of a government so constituted; for Washington and by being made to believe that they themselvs are
Franklin and Jefferson, certainly the three mightiest leaders "children of wrath sold under sin;" condemned cuiCHRISTIANITY diminishes the influence of woman.
in our early history, were heretics in their day, Deists, as
men t~alled them; and Garrison and Lincoln and Sumner, prits guilty of the awful offense of eating an apple -.l{eander, Hist. of the Ohu1·ch.
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what the Secular Union is organized for.
San Jose, Oal.
R. H. ScmvARTZ.

The Reason Why.

We are astounded when we think of the thousands
who hav been tortured and put to death because
they were unable to fashion their minds according
to the common mold prescribed by Christians.
CoRRESPONDING SEcBET.A.RY, Ida 0. Craddock, 1707 Oxford street,
We almost hold our breath when we think that
Philadelohia, Pa.
TREASURER, F. 0. Mende, • 1814 Greene street, Philadelphia, Pa. the minds of men could be so warped that they
really believed that those who differed from them
merited death by the most cruel means which could
The Secular Union's Monthly Report.
inflicted.
be
The following contributions to the American
We are struck dumb when we think that so intelliSecular Union hav been received during the mo·nth gent a man as Jonathan Edwards was could say that
of December, 1889 :
he could rejoice to see his wife and children and
Peter S. Garney, Hudson, N.Y., by J. A. Smith ....... $5 00
John Turner, Philadelphia, Pa ................................. 20 00 dearest friends in hell if God willed it, and held that
Joseph Wenzel, Wayland, :Mich ............................... 100 God would consign all to everlasting punishment
Newark Liberal League........................................... 10 00 who did not believe the same dogma.
Wm. Trumble, Lincoln, Neb.................................... 5 00
But it is all easy when we consider the influences
0. Child, :Moline, Ill. (two remittances of $5 each) .... 10 00 under which the minds of men were shaped.
A Friend............................................................... 50 00
First, they were taught to believe that one of the
Clemens P. Berylson, Purdy's Station, N.Y.............. 1 00
Wm. C. Smith, S. Corinth, N.Y .............................. 15 67 most inconsistent books ever written was written by
Phil. A. Derr, Creston, Ia............... ......................... 5 00 the fingers of God.
.
Second, that God was most pleased when the barTotal ....................................... 122 67
barous practices commanded in that book were carF. C. MENDE, Treasurer A. S. U.
ried out.
Third, that an eternity of bliss awaited those who
An Open Lett!'r to Mr. Burnham.
were instrumental in enforcing those commands.
DEAR Sm: You and I hav both been ministers and
Fourth, that there is nothing of importance attachwe know how common it is to assume and assert ing to this life, but that our chief concern is to secure
without proof. You say that in the congress of the that blissful abode " not made with hands, eternal in
American Secular Union held in Philadelphia "no the heaven," regardless of consequences here.
deeper disgrace could be heaped on the cause . . .
Every intelligent person must see that when docthan the contempt shown in the last congress." You trine so terrible in their consequences are thoroughly
further say, "There was a manifest disregard of all believed, and become fixed in the mind as eternal
that has been done and those that hav done it and truths, the ignorance and brutality of the Dark Ages,
the way in which it was done. The services of all men and the superstition in New England times, must be
and women who hav borne the heat and burden were the result. That as long as the black cloud of Chrisignored entirely, while strangers to our cause, igno- tianity hangs over the minds of the people, this
rant of the first principles of our cause, and ministers world must be a "wilderness of woe," as the Chrisof the Lord Jesus Christ, were invited to do the tian declares it to be. "He that believeth and is
work of the congress."
baptized shall be saved." Only think of it. This is
Now, the truth of this I flatly deny and call upon an unconditional promis. The pains of hell and the
you for the proof.
joys of heaven are made to hinge upon belief. No
1. Dr. McGlynn and Rev. Mr. Savage took no part matter what is done in this life, this promis (to the
in " the work of the congress," though the latter Christian) secures a claim to heaven which no power
was one of the founders of the National Liberal •an annul.
League in 1876, and the former was an avowed advoWhen a man .believes that this world is of little
cate of secular schools before the American Secular importance, and that the mistakes, mishaps, and willUnion was born! Was Mr. Wakeman of no account, ful designs of men are of no consequence, what kind
and was it nothing that Mr. Washburn was only pre- of a man must he be!
vented by sickness from speaking! Moreover, there
Is it any wonder that our prisons are filled with
were more than a half dozen speeches made by Lucy Christians, and that so many get a send-off to their
Oolman, Susan Wixon, Harry Hoover, Mr. Charles- heavenly home from the hangman's sca:ftold ! Alworth, Jay Chaapel, A. C. Cotton, and last, not least, though a man may murder his own family and
by Messrs. Chamberlain, Kirschner, and Dr. E. B. plunder his neighbors, and be guilty of rape, arson,
and treason, although his sins may be like mountains
Foote, Jr.
Was this to "ignore entirely" all good and faith- and as black as night, belief and baptism are all that
is required to pass him through the celestial gates
ful Liberals ?
2. I now call upon Mr. Burnham to point out one and make him a fit companion for Talmage, "Holy
single item in the amended constitution of the Amer- John," Jesus Christ & Co.
ican Secular Union, inconsistent or at variance with
With a firm belief that this life is of little consethe National Liberal League, or the constitution of quence-that the great concern of life is the herethe American Secular Union as it stood before the after-with the fullest assurance that the way is
Philadelphia congress. I also call upon him to point opened f-or him to be eternally happy, so that there
out anything that was said or done by the congress can be no mistake, must not such a man be naturally
in Philadelphia to justify the charges he has made careless in regard to his acts in this life T There is
against it. Now, Mr. Burnham, "no beating about a being held out to him, and he is told that he can
the bush"-no quibbling, but come right down to and may shift all the consequences of his crimes
honest work and answer categorically these ques- upon this being. No matter how long or how deeply
tions!
R. B. WEsTBROOK,
he had sinned, the blood of the savior cancels it all
President American Secular Union.
if he only believes and is baptized. That there is a
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 3, 1890.
way for a man to escape the consequences of his acts,
is the most dangerous doctrin ever taught. It is
Less Carping.
like offering a premium on crime, and all goad men
From F'reethought.
should repudiate such teaching.
Let me say a word to Liberals. Are we Secularists,
Those who sincerely believe the Bible hav lost
or hobbyists, which' I consider all this harsh criti- their senses and are beyond the reach of reason.
cism in our ranks regarding others' opinions and Such men are not only a danger to themselvs, but
their various shades of belief, whatever they may be, are a dangerous element in society.
as absolutely detrimental to Freethought and Secular
The tendency of a system of religion which teaches
work. What belief others entertain is no one's that men may do wrong and then shift the responsibusiness so long as they fulfill their duties as Secular- bility on an innocent party is to produce a class of
ists by favoring and supporting Secular work. A human sneaks-too mean to be anything but Christrue Liberal should be employed in better work than tiana.
flinging sarcasm at those who entertain views differWill such teaching ever elevate the race T Is it
ent from his. All such clashing creates dissension in not a bid on crime and ignorance-a ball and chain
our Secular work and retards the progress of the on the leg of progress ? Will such teaching hav a
Union. The question is not as to what you believe, tendency to lead men up to independent thought and
but what are you willing to do for Secular work (the heroic actions ?
welfare of the human r.ace) and !be American Secular
Every man ought to be taught to condtict himself
Union! All who wish to promote these objects and as if the eye of the whole world was upon him, and
help support the Nine Demands (which is the work as if the welfare of the world hung upon every act.
of the American Secular Union), count them in, and Beware of a:ray system of religion which degrades our
stop this clashing and brewing dissension in regard common manhood. Every man is degraded when he
to what opinions others entertain. It has no busi- is led to believe that there is a way for him to escape
ness in our Secular Union, or in our separate Secular the consequences of wrong-doing.
work. Let us rise above it; then there will be no
"He that believeth not shall be damned." This
such word as fail. President Westbrook has well passage of the New Testament assumes that belief is
said : " If the movement for secularizing the state is a matter of choice, a creature of the will. Absurdity
kept on the narrow basis advocated by some of our elephantidce!
friends, it would take ten thousand years." It would
Ask Professor Holden if he can choose to believe
be well for many Secularists to memorize the letter that the earth is flat. Ask Oolonel Ingersoll if he

can will or choose to believe in the justice of eternal
punishment. Ask the mathematician if he can choose
to believe that two and two make five.
The folly and outrageous injustice of this passage
of the New Testament will be made to appear when
it is proposed to send Professor Holden to hell hecause he cannot believe the earth to be flat ; to roast
Colonel Ingersoll eternally because he cannot see the
justice of punishing one eternally for tbe sins com·
mit ted in this short life; to make a mathematician
the companion of Old Nick because he cannot belit>ve
that the relation of numbers is a farce; to compel
the beggar to be an eternal tramp in hell bect~use be
cannot believe that his half-dozen pennies !lte so
many doubloons.
I sit quiet and silent, and something seems to
awell within me with almost explosiv power because
I can find no language to picture the terrible consequences of such teaching. The consequences are
known only to the students of history.
Is it any wonder that Christians hav cut out the
hearts of helpless women who did not believe, when
to them it was certain that God was only waiting to
roast them in hell!
" Believe" an...d be saved. " Doubt" and " be
damned." Douers are dangerous. You can believe
if you will. If you go to hell it is your own fault.
0 my tender-footed brother Liberals, are you not
afraid that somebody will be " shocked " if such
consummate folly is held up to ridicule! Is it our
duty to handle such holy nonsense gingerly and
touch it only with velvet! 0 ye generation of invertebrates, hasten to get Heston's neck into a bootJOHN PEcK.
jack. He may " shock" somebody.

Christmas and Other Slush.
Said ex- Governor Long of Massachusetts, in Boston, Sunday evening, Dacember 15th, in eulogizing
" The Pilgrim Fathers," " I do not believe in looking
upon them as a set of ascetics, ecclesiastical fanatics. . . . They came to found a New England home
of freedom to worship God."
Yes; freedom for themselvs and death for all
others who could not conform to their narrow bigotry. Hear him again : "They were not persecutors."
Well, if they were not, they soon became such.
The Pilgrims landing in Plymouth Dec. 20, 1620,
a~d driving Roger Williams from their colony in
Boston only sixteen years afterward for the crime of
being a Baptist, looks as if they were not persecutors!
Who put Quakers to death and hanged witches in New
England T Was it Infidels! Did the Indians persecute and kill the whites, or vice versa? Why will
our orators, historians, and preachers thus falsify
history~ Away with it!
Rev. H. Price Collier, of Brooklyn, N.Y., said on
the same evening in Kings Chapel, Bvstcr.: "When
we want what Gcd wants then prayer is answered."
Just so, if we admit God to be fate. We hav only
to ascertain what will be, then pray for that, and
God will hear and answer every time. "It is just
because the law is inexorable," said he, "that we can
pray to be adjusted to it. When Jesus prayed, 'Let
this cup pass from me,' that was what God himself did
not want. Therefore he was crucified and had to
adjust himself to the law. If Jesus had only thought
of this before he prayed, he would not hav had to
pray at all, since God does as he pleases and never
changes his laws for one of us," says Mr. Collier.
Indeed, he does not, and that shows the foolishness
of prayer. Form good resolutions in your own
strength, then keep them, and you will be better off
than though you howled to all the gods in the
universe.
There was enough Christmas slush poured out in
the Boston churches alone to hav made truth of a lie
if it had been p<..ssible. I only asked myself, Can
these men believe what they are saying-that a boy
was born, as they pretend, eighteen hundred and
eighty-nine years ago, in whom, if we believe, we
shall be saved from a roasting caldron after we are
dead T 0 cant and hypocrisy! Ye hav much to
atone for, or else ignorance, stupid ignorance, is at
fault. Can it be that Unitarians are thus ignorant!
Said Rev. E. A. Horton : " The founders of the
Puritan church were governed mainly by reason,
righteousness, and reverence." I should say, in
view of their zeal, they were governed by fanaticism,
bigotry, and revenge; possibly ignorance lying at
the bottom of the whole delusion and error.
Said President Baldwin, of the Christian Union,
"What holy and cheerful associations cluster around
the Christmas season, which celebrates the birth of
Christ 1" Well may he say " celebrates," for he must
know that no such person or god was born on that
day, or ever lived.
Said F. G. Peabody, D.D., in Kings Chapel, "The
three great sins which stand against the progress of
a higher life, are faithlessness, restlessness, and selfishness." I should say they were dishonesty, intemperance and immoralities of all kinds, with ignorance
as the basis.
Rev. Brooke Hereford, of Arlington street church,
believes in being " of good cheer," so he tells his
hearers, " I don't say that one may not go throught
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the world without religion and still keep honest and
kind, but the simple, sweet religion is such a help,"
etc. Of course it is; now it has become popular, itwill buy off almost any crime; but how was it when
Jesus and his twelve had not where to lay their
heads?
At Trinity church Rev. Philips Brooks, D.D., spoke
of the Christian type of glory as being different from
other types of glory; as if you could hav a Christian
sunset, or a religious river or mountain ! He dilated
on "the brutal arrogance of wealth" just as if hie
church and himself was no\; a wealthy corporation
and he its owner or proprietor! He was sure the
millennium would come, some time. Why should we
complain of its delay-" we were in such a hurry and
God could wait so long?" Yes, God could wait four
thousand years before furnishing a dear savior, with
millions dropping into a burning hell, and why need
man be in such a hurry ~ Why could not he wait
when he was the fellow to be burnt !
The church of the Immaculate Conception, of the
Jesuit fathers; the cathedral of the Holy Cross;
the church of the Advent, and all other Roman Catholic societies in Boston, as elsewhere, come in for
their share of holy slush with t~ daughter, the
Protestant renegade from the holy mother church.
And who shall say, with all their cumbrous rites and
ceremonies, that they hav less Bible authority for
their disgusting flummel'ies than the Protestants T
Both go to the same Bible, both believe in and pray
to the same J esua-God; both believe in the same
hereafter, with alight variations; both equally condemn heretics outside of their respectiv ch)lrchea;
both sing with equal gusto:

tion, and an earnest purpose ·to effect real, practical
organization.
Now is the time for aQtion-"now is the accepted
time, now is the day of salvation." Salvation from
the despotism and tyranny of prieetcraft, from misrepresentation, denunciation, hate, and ostracism.
By the memory of the noble, brave hearts that auf.
fered so much to secure for us the liberty we do
enjoy, let us prove worthy of the priceless heritage
of freedom. Let us unite in self-sacrificing endeavors
to secure freedom for our children and earn the plaudits of the world through all com:ing time, and,
by our zeal and self-sacrifice, insure the eternal
elevation of the "flag above the cross."
c. B. REYNOLDS.

Another Christian Forgery.
The latest Christian forgery is a pretended proclamation of President George Washington "given
under my (his) hand and seal at the city of New
York, the 3d day of October, in the year of Olir Lord
1789," appointing "Thursday the 26th day of November next " as a day of Thanksgiving. It appeared in
the Boston Herald, with the following editorial preface:
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What is the use of Universalists and Probationists harping on the pleasantness, or unpleasantness,
of such a doctrin; as though if we found it pleasant
we could make it true, or, if unpleasant, make it untrue 1 We hear people talk about believing this or
that doctrin, or disbelieving the other, as if it were
nothing but a question of choosing a novel. There
is very little solid reason displayed on either side.
But, to my mind, the very fact-the moat patent fRCt
of all human life-that not only justice, but infinit
perfection, cannot accomplish its work in one such
brief stage as a human life, entirely disproves the
existence of hell, and seta the absurdity of belief in
damnation, eternal or otherwise, in a very clear light.
If God has all eternity to reach perfection in, man
has it, too. Either they both bav it, or neither haa
it. Any God there is, must be just, since, without
justice, he would not be God. If there is no God,
of course the hell and damnation business falls to the
ground in that case also. And all the miracles in
the world, and all the old Jew books that ever were
penned, would not shake my belief on this matter,
any more than in the laws of geometry. BEDROCK.

Piling up the Persecutions.

Just one hundred years ago next Thursday was observed
DEAR MR. E. M. MACDONALD: Mr. Lennstrand is now
onr first national Thanksgiving day, its date being Thursday
by Suea Horii.bt in Stockholm, sentenced to six
the 26:h day of November, 1789.

The ironclad Infidel of Indianapolis, never suspecting the gushing proclamation to be a forgery, has
reprinted it, with a lame apology for "the father of
his country, G. W."
_
The pious forger ought to hav ascertained that the
26th day of November, 1789, was not Thursday but
Friday.
For in the royal David's town,
AN ARITHMETICAL DETECTIV.
David's son is now come down
To abide;
Mr. W. E. Brown says that according to an
In this babe the savior see,
"Excelsior Perpetual Almanac" February 17, 1800,
And the ticl.ings glad shall be
was
Sunday. If the Almanac says so it i8 wrong. I
Spread far and wide.
hav a quick and certain method of ascertaining the
Barre, Mass., Dec. 26, 1889. ELLA E. GIBSON.
day of the week for any date this side of Anno Domini 0. I clipped the "Arithmetical Curiosity" from a
newspaper Dec. 31, 1882. It was credited to A. G.
'l'he Taxed and the Untaxed.
Palmer in the Terre Haute Gazette.
One of the most able and successful business men
The change in the calendar deducting ten days,
and earnest Libe1·als of Washington, is George M. was made by the pope in 1582.
BuRR.
Boman, of Seattle, member of the central executiv
committee for the convention to effect practical organMax Muller on Bnddhism.
ization of the Liberals of Washington, to convene at
During
the
stay of Prof. Max Muller in Glasgow,
Seattle, January 28th, 29th, and 30th. Realizing the
need of prompt sction to defeat the subtle schemes where he gave a aeries of lectures, a dinner W_!'S given
of the combined church organizations, and that in his honor. On this occasion the profesaor related
delays are dangeroufl, he has anticipated some of the the following incident: "Some years ago a Japanese
work of the organization. He commissioned Mr. gentlemaD, who w..as embassador at Washington,
He!,'! ton to design a cartoon to show moat forcibly the called at my home at Oxford to hav a half hour's
gross injustice of exempting church pt·operty from conversation. I was just then eating my breakfast;
taxation, under the title of "Taxed and Untaxed." still I received him. What did he wish~ 'You are
acquainted with all religions,' said he. 'I myself am
And most ably has Mr. Heston filled the order.
Then compiling "Words of Wisdom," from the an educated man and consequently in need of none,
most distinguished statesmen and churchmen, he has but our~ people in Japan may well want one. Tell
had five thousand copies printed as leaflets, and me now, what religion shall we adopt T Pray, do
I am helping in the good work by distributing them not mention Christianity, for you know Christianity
throughout the whole state, Mr. Boman paying all in Japan is too much mixed with politics, and the
Christiana hav proved themaelvs to be very dangerthe coat.
Mr. Boman desires that every Liberal in the state ous citizens, yes, even traitors. Consequently, there
of Washington shall be supplied free with a sufficient can be ·no talk about Christianity; but any other
number of copies to send one to each member of the religion you please to mention I will recommend.'
"I answered: 'Your honor, you hav already a
legislature from their precinct; and to supply copies
to all intelligent Christian friends who will so send very good religion in Japan; you hav Buddhism.
Try for once to be sincere Buddhists; not outwardly
them.
E ~ch leaflet should hav written on it the name and only-not in ceremonies. Try to become what
Buddha desired you should be. If you then should
address of the sender.
Wherever Liberals can induce friends, not avowed come to England, please call and let me know the
Liberals, to judiciously circulate copies of the leaflet results you bav gained.' "-Fritankaren.
among Christians, they can be supplied, postpaid, by
That Damnation Bnsiness.
writing me the number of leaflets they require.
There is no word in the leaflet that can offend ChrisWhen one complains, in the presence of a "betian!!, no intimation of ita emanating from an Infidel liever," of the inequalities of human existence, the
source. Yet it is a wonderful educator, a grand various bitter wrongs which hav no redress in this
thought- provoker.
world, he is apt to be confidently aaaurecil that there
Mr. Boman, during the constitutional convention is a better, where all will be righted. God, we are
at Olympia, had handsome photograph copies made told, requires eternity to perfect his justice in.
of the cartoon originally published in THE TRuTH
On the other hand, it is being continually dinned
SEEKER of the title, "Taxed and Untaxed," and into our ears that, at death, man passes to final
mailed a copy to every member of the convention, judgment, after which his state of weal or woe is
and it had a powerful influence in defeating the unchangeable.
church organizations in their endeavor to engraft ex·
Now, is this fair! God is supposed to be a11-wiae
emption from taxation of all church property in the and all-powerful. Yet his government here is so
constitution.
disgraced by every species of wrong and confusion,
Now, with every member of the legislature deluged as to amount to no government at all, but his apolowith this new " Cartoon Leaflet," signed by voters of gists claim for him the full benefit of a doubtful
their reapectiv precincts (a gentle hint that, if they future, which would avail the devil just as well;
fail to work and vote for right and justice, those while poor man, who really requires more time to
vo.ters will fail to work and vote for them next elec- "learn the ropes" upon which his all depends, not
tion), and with the more intelligent Christiana thus being acquainted with ·" the nature of tbinga" as
educated on the facts, the victory for right and jus- God has been from all time, is allowed only just
time enough to get his eyes open, before he is
tice is insured.
If one man can thus accomplish so great and grand damned for stumbling over obstacles this almighty
a work, what may we not effect when all the Liberals tyrant has pitched h;m among.
.
of this young giant state of Washington are effsctMark you, were this poor man given another show,
ivly organized? It would hav been impossible to send his conduct would, no doubt, show improvement, if
the leaflets throughout the state only for the initia- not even yet perfection. But, no, this brutal tyrant
tiv work done by the Walla Walla Liberal Club to- makes unspeakable consequences hang on the instanward organization. They obtained a list of names and taneous correct solution of the riddle which he has
addresses of all the Liberals of the state.
been ages on ages constructing by a mere unprepared
'!'here is great enthusiRsm in regard to the conven- infant.

months' imprisonment for blasphemy. This is only
one of the three remaining undecided prosecutions.
The months hav been doubled now and also the
gc;ometrical progression preferred. ·By that rate the
merciful authorities intend most likely the nnt time
to add a year. Within a day or two, I am removing
to Stockholm, to be able to work to more purpose
for Fritankdren.
Our feelings are lacerated on account of the sufferings of Mr. Lennatrand, but we are not depressed;
it will rather invigorate our engrgy.
CAPT. OTTO THOMSON.
Eskilstuna, Sweden, Dec. 19, 1889.
JAMES VINoENT, Sn., makes a rather lame exposition of his
attack through the United States court npon Medium Reid.
Mr. Reid advertised to answer letters for $1. Mr. Vincent
sent thirty.five cents, and further endeavored to seduce Mr.
Reid from the path of virtue by holding ont an implied
promis of advertising patronage. Not obtaining a dollar's
worth of deception for thirty-five cents he laid the case before Holy John, who had Reid indicted for fraudulent nse of
the mails. From Vincent's own standpoint he had no excuse for his action. Believine; that spirits can communicate
with men, he admits that Reid may be one of those through
whom snch communications are made. That to his qnes.
tions no answer was returned is nothing against Reid, for all
Spiritualists believe that the spirits cannot be orcl.ered up at ·
all time8, and the failure to obtain an answer may therefore
be the fault of the spirits and not of Reid. Mr. Reid prob.
ably pnt in thirty-five cents' worth of effort, and so considered that he had earned the money. Mr. Vincent now
to defend his mean little action blossoms ont as a full-fledged
believer in governmental protection, and reasons about as
brightly as would a man who should sue a saloonkeeper for
selling him liquor to get drunk npon. His mind seems not
to be strong enough to grasp the idea that if he had kept his
money in his pocket Reid could not hav swindled him; but
he must hav the government step in to prevent him from
making a fool of himself. Bnt if Mr. Reid should resort to
the tu quoque style of answering Mr. Vincent, the latter
gentleman might himself be pnt in the prisoner's dock. Mr.
Vincent advertises, and sends the advertisment through the
mail that he has answered the questions, " If a man die
shall' he liv again, and if so, how are disembodied spirits
occupied?" in his book. Now, Mr. Vincent can bring no
more proof that he knows anything about the other world
than can Mr. Reid. And a jury would giv no more credence
to Mr. Vincent's claim than they would to Mr. Reid's: So if
some one should send thirty-five per cent of Mr. Vmcent's
price for his hnmbng book to the office of Ch1·istna, and
failed to get the book or any satisfactory evidence about the
other world the disappointed individual could as fairly go
to Holy John and get Mr. Vincent indicted for fraudulent
use of the mails as Mr. Vincent went to him in the case
against Reid. The editor of Christna fails to see that these
things are solely matters between two individuals, with
which the general government has no business. And Mr.
Vincent may liv to regret his advocacy of moral supervision
of newspaper advertisment~ and books, for he proposes to
write a book which he has been warned will come under
Comstock's notice. If he should, and Comstock gets after
him he will wish that he himself had never got after Reid.
Bnt 'u he makes his book so that Comstock cannot get him
indicted for sending it through the mails, then is he fraudulently advertiRing it by allowing the impression to go ont that
it will be a trifle"" off color," and thereby be brings himself
under the statute which he has applied to Reid. Mr. Vincent seems to be an irresponsible and unreasoning person.
THE Catholic church authorities of Ontario recently found
another way of :fleecing their :flocks. They purchased a bell
for a church at Billing's Bridge, and after It was hung set
apart a day for blessing it. When the bell had been blessed
and before the dismissal of the congregation, the ceremony
was concluded by the ring~ng of the bell, first by the a~ch
bishop and clergy and then by members.of the congre~at10n,
each ring being accompanied by an offering from the nngers.
Bow many dollars they pi~ked_ up in this way_ does not
appear, but the bogns contnbntions of t.~e archbi.shop and
clergy probably led a good many laymen mto makmg heavy
donations.
THE program of ~heNews~k Liberal League for the remaining Sundays of th1s month IS as follows: Sunday, 12th, Dr.
A1ex. Wilder, of Newark, subject, "Cremation;," Su~day,
19th, Mrs. Dr. Hnldah Gnnn, of New York, subJect, The
()hinese Question·" Sunday, 26th, John R. Charlesworth, of
New York snbje~t, "Supernaturalism and Morality." The
League m~ets at its hall, Market and Halsey streets, at
3P.M.
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Religious Feeling.

It is generally supposed, and vigorously asserted

by theologians, that man is separated from other
vertebrate animals principally by his being possessed
of religious feeling. That the assertion is entirelv
unfounded we propose to show in this paper.
•
According to theology a human being consists of
a body and an immortal soul, while according to
science all beings endowed with a nervous system
.are composed of body and mind. The latter is again
divided into two proximate components, feelings and
the relations between feelings, of which the former
are separated into two classes, peripherally initiated
feelings, or sensations, and centrally initiated feelings,
or emotions.
. But while the mental life of the invertebrates and
lower vertebrates is as yet almost unknown to us,
such is far from being the case with higher vertebrates, including man. From .innumerable observationa made in physiology, psychology, and anatomy
we bav by comparison and induction established as a
scientific truth, that the difference in mental development existing between lower and higher animals is
one of degree, not one of kind. The scientific
demonstration of this truth caused an astonishing
progress in psychology, which from being a part of
philosophy has become a natural science, and as such
founded on observation and classification of, and induction from, natural events.
_
Ourselvs and our environments, near or remote,
we are conscious of only through impressions made
upon various parts of our nervous system, but just
as the sensations arise all, directly or indirectly, from
physical causes, so the ultimate result of mental
activity is invariably a succession of physical phenomena, which make themselvs manifested in a muscular activity that give birth to physical events.
It is a well-known fact that when one is subject to
a very activ cerebral excitement, no matter whether
this is caused by the multiform impressions resulting
from both conscious and unconscious complex-reflex
nervous _action, as, for instance, in case where a man
is proposing and until he receives the lady's answer,
after which a return to the normal state gradually
takes place, or whether the excitement is caused by
intense study of one or another object, there is a
corresponding increase of vascular action, and a
larger quantity of blood passes during a de:finit time
through certain parts of the vascular system. I say
" certain parts." It is only in those arteries and
veins which are connected with blood-su.pply of sucha part or parts as perform the extra labor that an
increase is noted. Thus during sleep, whether natural or artificial, the volume of the brain decreases,
while that of the members, especially the forearm,
increases, and vice versa in waking condition. Hence
we can safely conclude, what furthermore has been
demonstrated by several eminent scientists, that
the increase and decrease of a certain part or parts
of an animal body is due respectivly to the expansion
and contraction of blood-vessels.
Now, every exertion, muscular or mental, requires
the expenditure of a certain amount of vital energy,
which is rendered by existing tissues, to the rebuilding of which the vascular system furnishes the
necessary material, but if the general vitality is so
low that the necessary amount of constructiv agents
cannot be furnished, or if the exertion is so prolonged that the expenditure continues to exceed the
income for a certain time, then the member containing the seat of activity becomes tired, and the general lowering will by repeated mental exertion result
at last in amnesia. Thus we see, that not alone all
menial actions-hence, of course, religious feeling
and emotion-are directly or iJ!directly due to physical causes and result in physical events, but also that
the sustaining force, the life·giving principle, without which existence is impossible, is likewise dependent upon physical phenomena and composed of
physical elements, as albumen, chlorides of sodium
and potassium, protogen, phosphate of potash, etc.
Hence it follows that no such thing as mental life,
mental activity, as a part distinct from and independent of material causes, is possible. Consequently
matter is the alpha and omega, the :first and last, as
well as the very essence, of existence.
" This may all be true," I bear some Christians
exclaim," but religious feelings are not of the ordinary kind. They are the very essence of God made
manifest to us through the Holy Ghost. Amen!"
Is the Christian right T I fortunately being an Infidel, my belief does not alone prevent me, but in
fact cempels me, to investigate; hence it is my duty
to inquire into the truth of every statement that
comes in the form of authoritativ assertion, whether
emanating from natural or supernatural beings. I
ask the question, What is religious feeling T Not
caring for a Christian, a non-scientific, explanation,
we turn for information to more reliable authorities,
and receive the answer that religious feeling is in
cultivated beings of a very complex nature, and that
. to seek its ultimate components we must leave the
human species and inquire into the mental life of
other vertebrate species.
H has been asserted by men like Comte, Darwin,
and Herbert Spencer that animals are capable of
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fetichistic notions, and :finally demonstrated by Prof.
Tito Vignoli that all vertebrates do hav fetichistic
ideas. The latter statement may be new to some of
my readers, therefore it will be necessary to dwell on
this point for a short time at least.
According to statements made by travelers and
missionaries, the fundamental trait of religions believed in by savage tribes is that they work upon the
mind of the believer almost solely by arousing his
fear and dread. Furthermore, we know that the
proximate sources of these religions are partly of
astral and meteorological character, partly due to the
double meaning of words, to man's tendency to
attribute a consciousness like his own to all things, to
the universal existence of worship of the dead, and to
echoes, visions, dreams, and shadows. So much
being admitted, we hav yet to answer the question,
what cause.s man to attribute personality to all these
objects T
Animals as well as men communicate witbeach
other and their environments through their senseEI,
and they, like us, can perceive and do know the
difference between animate and inanimate objects.
Yet it must not be supposed that the latter are by
the animal regarded as disconnected with his life
governed by natural laws. Far from it. They lacking the analytical faculty, both " the actual and inanimate thing is," says Vignoli, "presented to it [the
animal] only by the intrinsic, peculiar, personal, and
psychical quality of the animal itself," hence every
object, fact, and phenomenon of nature is by the
animal vivified and animated. That is, it becomes a
live being endowed with will and power. This being
the case, we can easily understand how under certain
circumstances even the most tame and gentle
animal or bird will hav an attack of feru." when
any unwonted object or noise suddenly appears
within its vision or hearing.
After reading Vignoli's excellent essay(" Myth and
Science," International Scientific Series, Vol. xl), I
resolved a year ago last summer to inquire personally
into the sam~ subje~t. I will, h~wever, not . tax the
rea?er's paiienc~ With enumeratmg m~ various experrments, bu~ Will confine myself to a BI~gle one: I
was at that tune owner of a hound, which received
his dailfmeals served upon a d~k-bro~n plate. One
day! did not fee~ the dog until evenmg, when, after
heatmg .the_ plate 1n the oven, I ~pened the door and
called h1m m. He proceeded With more than usual
activity to the plate,_ burnt his. nose and one. paw,
gave a !elp, and r~tu:e~. I trted to coa-x; him to
r~new his meal, but m vam; nor. would he smce th~t
il~e eat from the ~bove-meniton?d plate.. It IS
evid~nt t~at he associated the burnmg. s~nsatiO~ felt
by him Wiih t~e dar~-brown pl.ate, ascriJ;>~g to It the
power of hurtmg hun, but this suppos1t1on _presuppos~s ~hat he ~hr~ug~ t~e external. rfflection and
proJectiOn of biB mtr~n.BIC and se~t1ent f!'culty regard_ed the pl&te as a hvmg and aqtmg subJect.
Thus we see that in the persons of ani.ID.e.ls is
found a belief in the existence of will and consciousness in inanimate objects and phenomena.• And this
·belief is exactly the same as the one possessed by
savage man, and it is only in virtue of his greater
intelligence, his power of speech, and his ability of
retaining the personality of the object in his memory
-whereby it becomes the cause of hopes and fears so
long as he livs-that he, man, is capable of modifying, enlarging, and grouping the results of his mental activity and thus creating a religion.
When man had arrived at that standpoint of mental development which enabled him through his
anthropomorphistic and anthropopathic tendencies to
endow every physical object with personality and
make it subject to human joys and passions, he naturally sought to appease by prayers and offerings
such object, or god, who, as he imagined, was evil or
destructiv in his manifestations. And thus was laid
the foundation of religious worship, which therefore
is nothing but a simple recognizance of some power
external to the individual. But the extension of this
recognizance not being strictly defined, it follows
that it is subject to oscillations. The extent is determined in every particular age by the opinion of each
individual believer, yet at the same time it is externally subject to the interests, hence guidance, of certain classes or persons.
Now, in this recognizance of a supernatural being
of undefined power and obscure characteristics lies
the curse of religious feeling. It is this dread of him
or it that has caused every religious persecution;
that has directed and yet does direct the hostility of
the believer in supernatural religion against science
and her votaries. It is it which exterminated the
Moors in Spain; which stripped naked the beautiful
Hypatia and swung Peter the Reader's club. It is it
that applied the fagot on occasion of every Auto-ddfe / that sent thousands of innocent women to the
stake for witchcraft. And it is it which gave birth to
the eruelties of the duke of Alva, to the massacre of
St. Bartholomew, and to the Thirty Years' War.
Hence, it can truthfully be asserted that when Christian religious feeling reaches a certain, and a not very
great, intensity, it becomes decidedly negativ, purely
destructiv.
But even in animals and savage man the religious
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feeling is not made up of fear solely. There are
other natural factors, principally social instincts.
'fo the dog's love of his master's approbation, to his
shame when caught in an unlawful act, we hav a parallel in man's regard for the supposed wishes of his
particular deity, and in the esteem in which he holds
the good opinions of his fellow-men, and his shame
and repentance. In fact, it can be said that what the
deity is to man, the master is to the dog, and that the
attitude of dog toward dog is like that of a savage to
his fellow-beings. It cannot be denied that there is a
vast difference between the moral and religious feeling
of a cultivated Christian and those of a dog. But this
is solely due to the greater mental development of
the former, and it cannot be disputed that the difference is greater between an educated, rational Caucasian and a member of certain savage tribes, than
between the latter and a dog. The claim that man
is the only animal capable of having a moral sense
or conscience is, I think, untenable. We know that
other animals are in possession of a distinct selfconsciousness and are capable of reflection; and it is
this latter characteristic which constitutes the
principal component of conscience. This moral
sense becomes in time, through the belief in the iDfluence of a supernatural being, to be associated with
the religious feeling, and, like this, is supposed to
emanate from the deity in some, to the believer,
always mysterious way. It is to this infusion of natural morality into religion that is due the powerful
hold of the latter over the views even of intelligent
people: And yet it is proved by daily experience
that morality is in no WI\Y dependent upon religious
belief. And what is more, we hav ample and trustworthy evidence that among the Lepchas, Dhimals,
and other kindred tribes who possess no belief in a
rmprems, beneficent spirit-who hav no heaven, no
hell, but with whom death ends all-is found a ''singular forgiving of injuries," pure morals, and a love of
truth, the equal of which no nation since its embrace
of Christianity has ever possessed.
The most prominent feature of the Christian religion is its demand for complete submission to the
will and wishes of the deity. Hence ever since the
time of Christ Jesus it bas been "Nevertheless not
my will, but thine, be done." The anti-social ~bar
acter of this sentiment I hav already pointed out,
and I will therefore confine myself to its influence
on the mental state of the individual.
In rational beings consciousness is only a succession of nervous shocks, which, following each other
at a very rapid speed, are continually changing in
intensity, and thus, by their unlike modes, producing
the unlikeness among feelings. But the rationality
is not of the same degree in all beings. In some
persons the feelings, emotions, and passions are dec;dedly predominant, this principally among the fair
sex. In others, reason has considerable power, and
it naturally follows that those of the :first-mentioned
class are most susceptible to such impressions as appeal to their emotional nature. Now, supernatural
religion does appeal solely to the emotions of the
individual; never, sinCE! the truth of its assertions
~1mnot be demonstrated, to his reason. Hence, inasmuch as we know that the exercise of a certain, in
this case already highly developed, faculty, increases
its strength, and at the same time, by its greater demand for nutrition, deprives other parts of it, which
thereby are, at least for a time, arrested in their natural development, it is evident that the menial equilibrium becomes lost, and will and conscience are
rendered comparativly weak when contrasted with
instincts, desires, and passions. The individual has
become a hysteric. And I do assert, and without
fear of contradiction, that nine out of every ten fervent Christians are hysterical subjects. Follow me
to the nearest camp-meeting or revival s.nd you will
not fail to perceive at least one individual whose upturned face shines with rapturous joy. She neither
hears nor sees her surrounding fellow-worshipers.
Touch her, she does not feel it. She went to the
meeting that she might discover the road to heaven,
and now she is on. one of the many paths that lead to
the lunatic asylum.
While in ecstasy we see only the result of impaired
will, we hav in hallucinations a primary state of dissolution of personality. In a normal state there exists a correspondence between the mind and the external world. In hallucinations this correspondence
does not exist ; it is destroyed by the distortion and
dislocation of certain elements of consciousness,
which thereby become objectiv and endowed with
independent existence. The Christian hallucinate
hears, sees, and feels the presence of one or another
heavenly being. Before leaving the subject, I will
mention a certain abnormal mental state which I
find has been only slightly noted. This state, which
I will call " partial hallucination," we frequently
meet with, and always in persons of apparently good
mental health. The primary cause of this state is, I
am sure, physical.
The partial hallucinate is remarkable for her love
for Jesus. Whence this great, this unnatural love!
There is in every person a certain amount of affection,
which, when caused by circumstances not to follow
its natural outlet, will seek some :Q.ew ohan:p.el, whieh,
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if ~he individual is emotional, will be an imaginary
bemg, who forthwith becomes an idealized reproduction of the original but unattainable object. Christianity fqrnisbes two excellent subjects round which
affections can be misplaced, Christ Jesus and the
Virgin. Look around and you will see that such
extreme lovers of Christ and Mary are found in the
ranks neither of happy wives nor of happy mothers,
but in girls that suffer from disappointment in love;
nor among men that glory in the name of husband
or father, nor among students or well-educated persons, but among soft-minded young men, among
members of the Young Men's Christian Association.
This idealistic love will affect the nervous system.
Mental disorders will follow. The nerve tubes and
cells will undergo a process of degeneration, causing
at last the latter to disappear. In short, the unhappy individual will become a sufferer from progresaiv amnesia.
Yea, the ways of the Lord are many and wonderful.
Then, be bas many other paths over which he sends
his worshipers to the lunatic asylum as thanks for
their devotion to and love for him. I might point
out several such; for instance, the one that is found
in the relation of crime to insanity, but space will
not permit it. Yet before closing this essay it will
be necessary, in order to know the full extent of our
heavenly father's love, to see bow the religious feelings of parents influence the mental state of their
progeny.
Any person acquainted with the laws of heredity
knows that through direct heredity any trait, physical or mental, can be transmitted from parent to
child, and that through reversional heredity, or
atavism, a child can resemble a remote ancestor, or
even a distant member of a collateral branch.
We hav seen bow religion, by increasing the
strength of the emotional faculties, lowers the general intelligence and very frequently produces, as a
perusal of the daily newspapers proves, even insanity.
Now, there is a time, which begins at the appearance
of the first mental disorder and ends when the person
is discovered to be insane, during which be is at full
liberty. The person can marry and bav children,
and, owing to the strong sexual appetite which is an
eminent characteristic of idiots, there will probably
be many of them. Hence the evil is increased.
Then, these children will all possess the ~erm of the
same s:ffi.iction the parent suffers from. It may come
to light soon, but seldom does before middle age is
reached, and they bav bad the chance to transmit
the same germ. Sometimes the germ may be latent,
and the mental disorder first appear in the third
generation, and then, perhaps, since it is liable to
transformation, in a different form. Co11vulsions,
for instance, may become hysteria.
Is there no remedy whereby this evil can be exterminated! Can we not isolate, and perhaps destroy,
those brain-cells which are the seat of religious feeling ? I think not. Even if we could destroy such
cells, new ones would be built right away. The
germ is in the organization of the person. Then,
religious feeling is not a simple but a very complex
feeling, and to put an end to its existence we would
bav to rearrange and redistribute the different
states of consciousness, which is an imposaibility.
But we can, by giving our children a scientific
education, by keeping them outside the influence
of religion, by teaching them ethics in place of
theological morality, at least arrest the development
of the religious sentiment and perhaps direct their
hopes, their love, and their energies in other, and to
mankind more profitable, channels. And let our
own lives be in conformity with the dictates of
reason and the laws of nature, for on physical health
GusTAVE NELSON.
depends mental development.
Forestport, N. Y.
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that this faith or " these ideas are grand enough to
The Clergy at the Secular Union Congress.
mske every good man wish them true." Then whv,
I hav wsited some time to see· the discussion
the Spiritualist asks, do you want to take this com- of the movements of the American Secular Union.
fort, these grand ideas, from us, and leave us with- In THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 30th is an article
out all that consolation they afford?
by Mr. J. H. Burnham, who uses some very strong
Believers in popular grades of spiritualism in the and unnecessary language in describing the actions
church and out of it cherish their "grand ideas" and of the Congress. Arguments are desirable and deindulge in them at interludes to mitigate their sor- bate is necessary, but epithets and ribaldry are
rows in passing through "this vale of tears."
neither.
There are many fanciful and ingenioul!l forms and
The gentlemen-clergymen, if you please-who
types of spiritualism. They are offshoots and spu- spoke on the platform of the American Secu]ar
rious developments, spots, or morbid outgrowths Union, supported the movement by their addresses,
from the o_ne original philosophic root.
oratory, power, preserce, influence, and ability. I
The fervid imagination of priest and prophet, of should like Mr. Burnham to demonstrate wherein this
bigot and enthusiast, of the " spiritual" guides and was " bowing and cringing at the feet of clerical
religious leaders r f the ignorant multitudes, hav impudence." Then think of "a call formulated in the
invented and are responsible for all the spiritual terms of distress." Is not ecclesiasticism and church
folly and absurdities that beleaguer and. bewilder power distressingly apparent T Is not the exemption
society.
of church property distressingly common ! Is not
That there is one real and true 11piritualism which, the power of the Catholic priesthood in suppressing
in its primitiv simplicity, is formulated, believed, our public schools distressingly apparent! And
and taught by the philosophers and wise men of all has not the apathy of the Liberals been a disnations, is an undoubted truth. It is one of the post- tressing circumstance! There are people who are
ulates of science and philosophy that nothing in pleased to call themselvs Christians who bav
nature is lost-that the forms of matter change only; opinions of their own, believe in church taxation,
that the properties, endowments, or vital forces that in keeping religion ou.t of the public schools, and take
animate it are innate, and by conservation of energy the liberty of differing with the minister and the
cannot perish but are immortal and reproduced in Bible, and are honest, and are therefore desirable in
new forms of life. So that in the death and dissolu- helping to giv our cause momentum.
tion of the body there is really nothing lost either
Mr. Burnham's idea seems to be that the American
of the matter or of the vital force or spirit that ani· Secular Union is in existence for the destruction of
mated it and was manifested through it. The phys- the Christian religion and superstition. I hope this
ical, mental, and moral influence of a living being is is not so, but I also hope that this will eventually be
impressed indelibly and eternally on existences. accomplished by different societies and means. Mr.
They may not be specifically recognized, nevertheless Burnham also shows some signs of hero-worship in
they remain in some measure and are working them- his reference to "our honored dead." The dead hav
selva out, often so definitly in offspring, in attitudes, no vote in the Congress of the American Secular
p.ostures, modes of thought and feeling, of habits of Union-although they hav labored well, and accomaction and conduct, as to bring vividly in view the plished much in their way.
life or spirit of the deceased parent. So that we can
Mr. Charlesworth bas a very good article in THE
truly say that the spirit of the parent is preeent TRUTH SEEKER of December 14th. He "apparently"
impressing the rffspring.
understands the policy and objects of the American
While the corporeal form passes away, or is trans- Secular Union, but he wants the Union to be a religmuted, and is forever gone from the outward vision. ious iconoclast, and :light the Christian religion and
the accumulated wealth of spiritual power inherited, obliterate it with all its appurtenances. Then. be
as transmitted from a succession of ancestors, is supposes a committee composed of " Christians and
preserved and bequeathed as a legacy from genera· Secularists," "a Secular member rises to propose
tion to generation eternally. This immortal, spirit- that a portion of the Union's funds shall be employed
ual legncy is not the inheritance of the one family for the Extension of Secularism, and as a means
alone, but ramifies in snd permeates 80ciety in to such end be advises to send about the United
a degree that is limitless. In this sense the epirit of States individuals whose business it should be to do all
man not only livs, but is immortal. In this sense the in their power to expose the errors of Christianity
spirit of a deceased person is recogniz~d as being and establish the truths of Secularism." That memptesent with us.·
ber should be promptly sat on. I should vote against
When thrown into an abnormal state by surren- his proposition, and it would be the duty of each
dering our will or self-assertion to the influence or member to do so, or vice versa.
to the conditions, we bear, see, and feel many strange
Ml". Charlesworth defines a Christian, but I fear he
manifestations.
could find few that would acquiesce to his ideas as to
In the foregoing Brother Peck may see that I am what constituted a Christian. He must remember
a. Spiritualist, but I am not going to gratify him by that people are no longer the slaves and automatons
telling him "where it (the spirit.) is locatrd; whether they once were, and that some refuse to be kept in
in the brain or nerves or heart or stomsch." Neither an orthodox strait-jacket; are honest, courageous,
will I tell him" whence did it. come." Nor will I an- and pleased to define themselvs Christians. There
Ewer any of his taunting, trifling, impertinent ques- are others that believe the church bas a good intions. If any other Spiritualist feels it is his duty fluence over its ignorant members, who do not call
to desc~nd to such a task, if be does not implicate tbemselvs Christians. This class is by no means
me, I will not interfere. But if Brother Peck and small, but never forget that the struggling poor must
intelligent Spiritualists would engage in the task of help pay the taxes of the churches.
purifying Spiritualism of all its spurious elements,
.
D. c. WISMER.
its corruptions, of the falsehoods and follies .that hav
To Liberal Women.
been engrafted on to it, that hav made it a misnomer
NATIONAL LIBERAL WOMEN's SUFFRAGE ASSOCIATION.
and monstrosity, they would do humanity an invaluArrangements hav been perfected for organizing a
able service.
We owe the crude, empirical, personificatory theo- Women's Liberal Association of a national character.
1. Women's political enfranchisement progresses
ries of Spiritualism, not to the Jews, but to the Greekf:l.
Their literature is charged with demons, gods, ghosts, slowly because women of the present national
and spirits. Our language, literature, theology, and societies hav ceased to take advance steps-are in
religion bav largely been derived from them. They fact retrograding. This conservativ tendency, noh11d abcut all the learning, the wisdom, and civil- ticeable for some time, bas at last reached a point
To Any Infidel.
where a new and advance society should be inauization in ·Europe at one period.
J obn Peck, like many other believers and unbeWe are indebted to them for much that we retain gurated. Its needs are imperativ.
2. The efforts made by Catholics and Protestants
lievers, seems to bav rather gross, vulgar, and sensu- that is sacred to us because of its antiquity. Our
ous ideas of Spiritualism. But such conditions of New Testament is the source and authority for much alike-the Christian party in politics-to unite
mind are nothing new or disappointing, for the that is called Spiritualism. We derived this litera- church and state by means of legislation and amendmasses of the people are and always bav been in that ture from them. They honestly put into this record ments to the federal Constitution, are proof of an
the prevailing faith of the more ignorant Greek impending crisis in political affairs, which needs expredicament.
I presume Brother Peck knows better, or is not so writers, to adapt it to the undeveloped minds and su- treme watchfulness on the part of Radicals to preignorant as he affects, but for the purposes of inquiry perstitious fears of our barbarian European ancestors. vent the destruction of such liberty as we now
and discussion assumes this attitude to perplex and We bav this as our sacred literature. Shall we believe, possess. One of the most efficient aids of _this par~y,
the Women's Christian Temperance Umon, at Its
worry this· sincere but deluded and misguided class or be damned!
The church is built on this Greek faith, as taught recent Chicago convention adopted resolutions inof honest believers.
He is rather severe, if not cruel, in putting their in " holy writ." Modern Spiritualism is but a modi- dorsing the "God in the Constitution " plan.
faith to f'!uch rigid tests, by asking them such tough fied, yet faithful, offspring of this ancient mother of · Many women of the W or~an's ChristiaD; Temperand knotty questions, when be knows they cannot our holy religion. Why should we ridicule or criti- ranee Union we believe to be Ignorant of tbemtent10ns
answer them, and thus driving them mercilessly to cise them for their fidelity to this holy faith trans- of the leaders and should be warned of the danger
the walland leaving them there helpless and defense- mitted from their fathers' The more divided the of their cours~ to free institutions, and to all liberty
.
believers, the more discussion. If we will giv them both political and religious.
less.
For these and similar reasons, women mterested
Brother Peck was, no doubt, at one period of his time they will expose and explode each other's errors
life a believer or follower of some sort of spiritual- and rectify tbemselvs. Let us enlighten them and in the purposes mentione~ ~e invited t.o unit~ in a
ism. He bas bad a very fortunate childhood if he not torment them with such exacting demands. They national society, whose mttial conventiOn wtll be
escaped all lessons and influences of this kind. And bav not been taught to answer such questions, and held in Washington, D. C:, Feb: 24, ~5, 1890.. .
Persons in sympathy with .this O~JeCt are. mv!ted
it should make him the more charitable and tender they feel it irreverent to ask them. All this mythtoward those who became victims of the spirits and ological Spiritualism commends itself to the faith, to correspond with me. I wtll recetve contnbut10ns
not to the reason and intelligence. Brother Peck, do in furtherance of the movement. Editors are invited
cannot rid tbemselvs of their beliefs.
to notice this announ~~(lpt.
May I remind _him ~bat no one ?f. us is who~ly not ask us too much. Giv us a rest.
_,.li'ayetteyiUe, N. ¥;
}\{A TILDA JOSLYN GAG~~
T. :m. Lo~qsHqRE.
respo:p.r:~iblfl for bts behef or unbeheL T He 1\dnuta
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THE REASONS

Why Hugh 0. Pentecost left the C~urch.
Send 25 cents for a copy of the Annual; and please
renew your subscription to The Truth Seeker.

The Pictures.
Those who hav sent lists of subscribers to aid in
defraying the expenses of the pictures will find their
communications printed in the" Letters from Friends,"
either in this issue of the paper or in forthcoming
issues as soon as space permits. As yet the number
sent falls very far below the number necesl!lary, but
our friends are doing well, and if the names continue
to come for a few more weeks as numerously as they
hav during the past week we shall be able to keep
Mr. Heston's pen busy and provide him something
to eat three times a day.
In addition to the new subscribers sent, we find
pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of the subjoined sums as donations to ".help continue the
pictures:"
Arthur I. Flint ........••
E. N. Dunckel............
F. D. Wright.............
A. Laurie Sailor.........
Samuel Gray. .. . . . . .. .•••
Newton Whitehead....
C. C. Johnson............
J. W. Storrs...............
M. Fell......................
Mrs. T. 8. Olds..........
John D. Powers.........

$1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
1
2
3

00
00
00
00
00
15
00
00
00
00
00

L. Magenheimer......••.
D. M. Angus.............
William Hart.............
L. W. Tatus...............
Fred Koezly.. .. . . . . . •• . . .
Thomas Knight..........
J. R. Perry................
R. E. George.............
R. Butterfield ...•........•
John Kane................
J. Mahara..................

$1 00
50
3 00
1 00
2 00
50
1 00
50
20 00
1 75
1 00

Mr. W. L. Johnson and Mr. L. DaWitt Griswold
each promis $3 over the subscription price if the
pictures are maintained. Our old friend, R. Butterfield, in)ending his bright silver note, says:
"8AORAMENTo, CAL,, Dec. 30, 1889.
" DEAR Sms : I am sorry to learn that the Truth Seeker
Company are so much in need of help to enable them to
carry on the work of publishing THE TRUTH BEEKER. It
would be a great backset to the ca.uee of Liberalism if the
journal is discontinued. There would be great rejoicing in
the orthodox camp over the death of their greatest enemy.
I do not believe the friends of Freethought will allow THE
TRUTH BEKKER to die for want of proper nourishment.
"I will be one of five hundred to donate $20 per year unti
the company can stand alone. Inclosed find $20, silver note,
to support THE TRUTH BEEKER and Heston's pictures.
"Yours truly,
R. BuTTERFIELD."

Our friend De Lespinasse, of Orange City, Iowa,
sends us $5 and says :
"In the begging line you are N. G.-[which we hav
learned from our Devil means 'no good']. You had better
hire old Putnam for three months. He knows how to get
hold of the shekels."

We congratulate our esteemed contemporary upon
the possession of so valuable a faculty ; but if he is
so successful he will probably not hire himself out.
And as to his being old, we warn Dr. De Lespinasse
that for intimating such a thing he will be obliged
to flee the wrath to come when youthful Mr. Putnam
wends his way eastward. Thirdly, we are not beg·
ging. When Mr. Heston was engaged, two years
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ago, we said that without a larger number of subscribers the additional expense would be greater than
the paper could bear. The first year, our friends
gave us the necessary increase. The second year
efforts slackened, and the burden fell upon the paper.
Unable to stand it, we simply ask our friends what
they will do about it. The Cause is theirs as well as
ours. The pictures are an effectiv weapon in fighting
for that cause ; if they desire to continue its use, it
is but a slight thing for five hundred of the many
thousands of readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to obtain
an additional subscriber. Many, as the 'responses
show, can obtain four or five. We are not begging
at all, but simply furnishing value for money received.
Hera is some more encouragement. The author
of " Try-Square," a book advertised on page 29 of
this issue of THE TRUTH SE!!:KEB1 makes this generous
offer:

Lord's day" the penalty whereof was death, should
be called by Mr. Crafts the banner state. This title
to infamous fame has been achieved by reducing
Sunday work on the railroads, though even in that
the state has fallen far behind the desires of the
Sabbath Union people. Mr. Crafts says:

" For railroad purposes in Connecticut legislators hav decided that not twenty. four hours, but a sacred seven, half on
each side of noon, shall constitute the rest day. Freight
trains, with certain needless exceptions, are forbidden from
sunrise to sunset, but such trains as may be worked by
'mercy and necessity,' the railroad commissioners may permit on Sabbath morning, and so milk trains and newspaper
trains are allowed, on the ground, I suppose, that ii is as
·necessary for men to hav their scandals fresh as for babies to
hav fresh milk. Even Connecticut's star, you perceive, does
not shine with unclouded light, but there is at least circumstantial evidence that the Sabbath is not there surrendered
in the fact that they are able to defend, .year after year, the
ten thousand railroad men from whom even their imperfect
" I notice that the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER wants law struck the iron chains of their Sunday slavery."
500 new subscribers immediately. To assist in obtaining
Connecticut, therefore, may be said to hold her
them, I hereby tender to the Truth Seeker Company five own in hypocrisy as well as in bigotry ; for if Sunday
hundred copies of the book called 'Try-Square, or the
Church of Practical Religion,' to be given as premiums to, or should be observed at all as a sacred day, every
for, new subscribers, who subscribe and pay the regular moment, of it should be regarded. There can be no
price for THE TRUTH BEEKER for one year, within sixty days compromise in the matter.
from the first announcement of the offer in THE TRUTH
In Boston, the chief work of the Sabbath Union
BEKKER. One copy of the book to be given to every volun- has been in elosing saloons. In New York, "one
teer subscriber, and one to every old subscriber who proimportant victory for Sabbath reform," says Mr.
cures a new one at the regular price pf $3."

Crafts, " is the recent payment to the Metropolitan
Museum of the $400,000 appropriated to it by the
state legil!llature which struck out a condition that it
should open on Sunday-a condition which the
mayor, attempting to swell into a whole legislature,
restored on his own authority, but, after much bulldozing of the trustees, has had to drop at last. It
is to be hoped that he and other mayors will cease
their attempts to veto state laws." One reason why
Mr. Crafts's party won this is because the mover in
the Sunday opening agitation is rather tired of
fighting this battle alone. If the people are not
willing to continue the war, they can stay out of the
museums on Sundays. We regret to note, too, that
the friend of Sunday opening in our state senate will
not be there this session. The only other victory in
this city over which Mr. Crafts ean crow, is the tricky
success of the Sabbatarians of the Fifth avenue stage
line, but this is somewhat lessened, though Mr.
Crafts fails to mention it, by the attitude of the city
authorities who refuse to allow Mr. Shepard to
charge ten cents fare unless he runs his stages on
Sundays.
In Pennsylvania the bigots are triumphant in the
three greatest cities-Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and
Scranton. In Philadelphia Wanamakerism rules; in
Pittsburgh, the Law and Order League-a band of
conspirators against freedom-are successful, and in
Scranton, Mr. William E. Dodge has influenced the
D. L. & W. railroad to withdraw Sunday trains. The
Pennsylvania road, too, and the Vanderbilt lines hav
withdrawn some Sunday trains. On the latter road,
-------4HH.------and probably on the former, the men are made to do
.The Sabbath Union's Report.
It is said that Colonel Ingersoll once said that seven days' work in six for six days' pay. Upon this
when he undertook the conduct of a law case he matter of Sunday observance by railroads Mr. Crafts
cared less to know what his client could prove than comments:
" It will be appropriate to meation here, thouglJ. belonging
he did to know what the other fellow could prove.
to the whole country, as one of the pleasant surprises of the
Understanding that, he was ready for business. As year, a group of confessions from sixty-five railroad officials.
we believe Colonel Ingersoll to posl!less great com- In response to a list of questions, these presidents, superinmon. sense as well as great oratorical gifts, the state- tendents, managers, and other high officials of the railroads,
ments made in the "advance sheets of addresses on with only nine exceptions, admit that there is 'more Sunday
the civil Sabbath, by Rev. Wilbur F. Crafts, secretary work done by the railroads than is necessary;' that the work
could be 'lessened without loss either to the roads or to the
of the American Sabbath Union," will probably be public;' that 'the railroad work now done in seven days
learned with interest, and with some glee, by the could be done in six '-some would make exceptions for
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. With interest, to perishable freight and live stock. Many of them believe
know what the other fellow has done; and with ' the work could be done better in six days than !n seven,
because of the better condition of the engineers and other
glee, because he hasn't done more.
employees.' Best of all, thirty-one declare that there is no
"No other year of the last twenty-five," begins real obstacle to ' the complete suspension of inter. state SunMr. Crafts, " has seen so many petitions against day trains.' The answers of most of these indicate that they
Sunday work, the organization of so many Sabbath see no obstacle to stopping all Sunday trains. One railroad
associations, the fighting of so many brave battles president concisely proclaims the remedy for this needless
against Sunday saloons, the winning of ·so many Sunday work : ' The only way is to hav a special act of Conmaking it a general law.' Many of these officials hav
victories under the banner inscribed, 'The Barber's gress
signed the petitions for such a law. Here certainly are sevSunday,' the writing of so many articles and letters, eral wonders. It is a grateful surprise to many that the railand the utterance of so many fearless addresses and road officials are not generally to join with the Infidels and
sermons, in behalf of this imperiled day, as the year saloonists and Sunday papers and Seventh Day Adventists in
now about to close. This is the Annus Mirabilis, resisting the plea of the workingmen for a Sunday rest law."
But, on the whole, the best Sabbath-keeping secthe year of wonders, in Sabbath reform-and in
Sabbath breaking also." Of course the Christians tion of the country is found by Mr. Crafts to be
are with Mr. Crafts in his crusade against American along the Atlantic coast, from Delaware to Missisliberty, and with their aid he has done a good deal sippi. This, however, is as natural as the bigotry
of practical work toward enslaving the people to the of Connecticut. That portion of the country is the
churches. It is natural that Connecticut, which least developed, the least enterprising, and we had
once enacted a law againat the " profanation of the almost written the least civilized. But it is certainly
This is a valuable offer. The book is handsomely
bound in cloth, and sells for $1. It is worthy of the
good opinion and patronage of Liberals, and we
warmly urge our friends to avail themselvs of the
offered premium within the next sixty days-to March
11th. The aim of the book is to encourage organization of Liberals. The author (who desires to remain
in seclusion) sees the vast power wielded by the
churches, due to their perfect organization, reaching
into every neighborhood; and he sees also a nearly
equal number of people of Liberal tendencies nearly
without power or influence for lack of such organization. In his book he seeks to encourage and show
the way to organization. There is enough of narrativ
in the book to giv the readers a personal acquaintance
with the characters depicted, and cause them to
follow the attempt to found a church without superstition with more than a critical interest. We hope
to be able to use the five hundred copies as the
author wishes within the next sixty days.
We thank Mr. Butterfield heartily for his munificent
gift. If we had such a fund as his proposal would afford, what a rattling of the dry bones of orthodoxy we
could cause ! May the other 499 be speedily found !
And thanking, also, the author of " Try-Square," and
the other friends whose exertions hav added to our
subscription list, and whose generosity has helped
materially in our need, we ask all patrons and goodwishers to consider some one of the methods of aid
suggested in this brief statement and do for us what
they can do best.
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the most conservativ part of the land in social customs, and the most backward in progress except
Arkansas. Georgia is the banner state of persecution
of small Christian sects. The negroes are lazy and
naturally incline to rest days. That these statements
are true, is shown by Mr. Crafts's addition to his remarks, of this : " Railroads, with the aid of the United
States mails, are making ugly breaches in the wall
of Sabbath rest, and the 'New South's' manufacturing. attracti~n~ bring new perils with new gains,
wh1ch make 1t 1mportant for the friends of the Sabbath there to organize more thoroughly for its
defense." Progress, commerce, manufactures, are
great displacers of old religious and social notions
and the " sacredness" of Sunday must go with th~
rest.
The part which Mr. Harrison and Mr. Wanamaker
haT taken in the work of the Sabbath Union is introduced by the Union's secretary with these words:
"Thank God, if we hav not a Sabbath-keeping Congress, we hav at least a Sabbath-keeping president
and cabinet.'' Mr. Harrison's share of glory was
earned by this order to the army :
"The president, commander-in-chief of the army and
navy, desires and enjoins the orderly observance of the Sabbath by the officers and men in the military and naval service. The importance for man and beast of the prescribed
weekly rest, the sacred rights of Christian soldiers and sailors, a becoming deference to the best sentiment of a Christian people and a due regard for the divine will, demand that
Sunday labor in the army and navy be reduced to the measure of strict necessity."

Mr. Crafts finds things equally bad. "New York,"
he says, " like Massachusetts, has left her mangled
Sunday law through another year unhealed. Worse
than the crimes against equity in its exceptions is
the absurdity of its penalty. If the half friends of
the Sabbath ~rote the ' amendments,' surely the outand-out enemtes wrote the penalty, which is equivalent to permission. Superintendent Murray told
me how the hatters' clerks tried to close up the hat
stores in their own protection. One of them bought
a five-dollar silk hat as evidence. The seller was
convicted and fined the full penalty, two dollars.
He had made more than. that on the hat. I spent
the first Sabbath of the year and another since investig.ating N~w York streets: and there is scar~ely
any kmd of toll or traffic that I did not find in progress somewhere. I started out to write down a list
of the places open, but found it would be easier to
make a record of the places closed." Mr. Crafts
would probably like to see Connecticut's old-time
penalty for profaning the Lord's day attached to
New York's Sunday law. But he never will. New
York is going ahead in this matter, not backward
T.oronto is no example for this city, and tlie Sabbath
b1gots will hold it up in vain. It is safe to wager a
thousand to one that Toronto will run horse-cars on
Sunday before New York complies with the Union's
demand and discontinues the practice.
Texas, too, is a bad place for Sabbatarians, though
the Galveston News did advocate the shutting up of
o'ther businesses, to its own profit. The state givs
the cities the power to regulate their own affairs on
Sundays, and in Dallas alone, where a city ordinance
closes business houses from 9 A.M. to 4: P.M on Sundays, Mr. Crafts counted twenty-nine kinds of business going on as usual. But out West, the country
is going to the devil in this matter of Sunday observance even faster (according to Mr. Crafts) than Texas
or New England. In Montana common labor is not
forbidden. In Portland, Oregon, we are told, the
heathen Chinese sell all kinds of provisions on the
rest day, but the parallel American street is more
heathen still in opening all its saloons. In Sacramento five-sixths of the shopkeepers on the principal
street do seven days' work for six days' profits. San
Francisco (in this respect like New York) allows even
its ten-cent shows to corrupt the youth on Sunday.
California has also been " the headquarters of the
attack upon the Sabbath."
Thus the Sabbath Union's secretary sums up the
pros and cons of his case for Sabbatarian bigotry,
and finds that "with all that is hopeful there is much
tci alarm" the Union, the self-constituted guardian
of the rest of the world. And we may perhaps turn
his statement around and say that while there is
much that is hopeful for the defenders of liberty to
read, there is much to alarm them. The churches
are rallying in a desperate effort to reenact that
puritan legislation which made the clergy the most
influential men of the town, and to hav it enforced,
and in too many instances they hav succeeded or will
succeed. To enforce it, they will find a more difficult matter in enlightened communities; but the
mere presence of such laws on the statute books is a
menace and a danger to the communities. Under
them, at any time, bigots and fanatics can cause an
infinit amount of cruel injustice to be done. Better
it is that the laws now on the books should be repaaled; we do not want any law forbidding the people to use Sunday as may best please them.

Mr. Wanamaker's task has been to" reform" the
mail distribution. "He has emancipated," so says
this report, "not a few from the Sunday slavery by
the four reductions he has already made-in the department, on Star routes, on pleasure routes, 1md in the
money order division-and will doubtless do much
more in this line; ·but, in any case, law will be
needed if only to make his reforms outlast his own
term. In his report to Congress, which contains
two pages on 'Sunday Mails' (pp. 23, 24:), he plainly
intimates that reductions of Sunday work in the
post-offices will be very difficult and very slight so
long as the railroads are required to dump their
loads of mail into the offices on the Sabbath as on
other days."
These two latter eminent gentlemen are also willing to aid the Sabbath Union in procuring a Sunday
law for the District of Columbia. At present there
is none, which, says the Union, " puts the capital,
with France and California, outside the pale of
Christian civilization."
The Union also :finds encouragement in the
resolution of the Baltimore lay congress, the corporation of the Women's
,.,.,.. Christian Temperance Union'
and the action of ·church cauncils, conferences, synods, presbyteries, and individual ministers in different parts of the country. In some cities local fanatics hav done great damage to the business interests
of the places, and infringed on the liberties of the
citizens, by closing all places of amusement and
business, and Mr. Crafts rejoices thereat. The
Union itself is now organized in twenty-one states,
besides city and county associations, and three more
states hav taken the preliminary steps for organization.
On the other hand, the Union has found many discouraging obstacles to its work. New England,
which from its ancestral bigotry and religious cruelty
Mr. Crafts expects to lead in his work, is not a unit
on the question of Sunday observance. The point
he makes "is that New England is in peril from
A. New Women's Association.
Sunday work and Sunday dissipation, and is doing
next to nothing to save itself or the country from
The notice in another column signed by Mrs.
this danger. It seems to be sliding in its sleep, Gage, calling a convention in Washington to organize
waiting to be waked up by a smashup at the foot of a National Liberal Women's Suffrage Association,
the hill, like Cincinnati. In Sabbath reform, New must be welcome indeed to the thousands of Liberal
England is slowly retreating, while the Central states women in this country who hav worked for equal
are charging the foe. The only conference of min- suffrage.
For several years the women's suffrage movement
isters, so far as I know, that has declined to indorse
the petition to Congress against Sunday trains and has suffered from its practical capture by the church,
Sunday mails is the 'New England conference.' and the half-hearted support it has consequently
Massachusetts passes by on the other side, indiffer- . obtained even by those who were supposed to be the
ent to the wounds indicted on her Sabbath law, champions of sexual equality at the ballot-box. It is
which, not long ago, fell among thieves, who mangled not so very many years ago that a woman who
it and stripped it, in the interest of greed and lust, thought herself qualified to vote, and said so, was
and left it more than half dead because every drop denounced by the church as a heretic and revolutionof equity had flowed out of it. It forbids the poor ist, an upsetter of the divine economy of nature, and
to open their penny shops on the Sabbath, but au- a contemner of that glorious apostle who wanted
thorizes the railroad millionaires to sell their tickets wives to submit to and obey their husbands in all
and keep their employees at work.''
things. We can well remember the time when to
Turning to what are called the '' MiddlE! stfttest advooRte wom1u1 suffrage was thought to be only one

degree less sinful than to agree with Thomas Paine.
" Short-haired women and long-haired men" was the
mildest term of obloquy and derision applied to the
preachers of equal rights. Like the Abolitionists,
they were spit upon and derided; called crazy, out
of their sphere, heretics, and vain babblers. The
church passed .them by, and silently ostracized and
practically excommunicated them. They and their
works were of the devil, and consequently were disturbers to the saints, who knew all things and had
got the world running aright.
But shortly a change came. When the war was
over and the slaves free, there never was a Northern
Christian who had not been an Abolitionist at least
as far back as the last century. So when the woman
suffragists won the public ear, and woman was
slowly but surely obtaining her rightful equal position, the church changed its attitude. From the
meanest and bitterest enemy of woman suffrage, the
church began to crawl toward the position of perpetual friend to woman's claim. It saw that through
woman suffrage it could more fully enslave the
divine but deluded half of the race. The clergy
then began to attend suffrage meetings, pray for the
leaders, and offer to assist the work. Taking advantage of the average woman's piety, the church made
rapid progress in swallowing the movement. Church
organizations multiplied, and they all posed as the
would-be saviors of woman. The Women's Christian Temperance Union voted a suffrage plank into
its rules, not because, as Frances Willard herself
said, it was really in favor of equal rights but because
through the votes of women it could accomplish its
real purpose. The church hopes by the aid of
women to put God into the Constitution, the Christian religion into all statutes, state and national, enforce blasphemy laws, obtain a national constitutional amendment prohibiting liquor making and
drinking, and to do other arbitrary and tyrannical
things for the greater glory of God and the financial
and theocratic welfare of his saints on earth. At
the international women's council h~ld in Washington in March, 1888, the female tools of the church
had things nearly their own way. Had it not been
for Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Mrs. Gage, Helen Gardener, Mrs. Scatcherd, Mrs. Dilke, and Mrs. Fassett,
of England, and Judge Waite's wife, and a few others,
the women suffrage movement would hav been committed to prohibition, God-in-the-Constitution, and
other Christian schemes. As it was, Frances Willard
managed to prevent all heretical utterances from
reaching the public, the meetings were opened with
prayer, hymns were printed in the official program,
and every Infidel woman orator was asked to suppress
her heresy and not wound the feelings of her religious sister. It was at this meeting, we imagin,
that the Liberal women found out that their suffrage
movement was being used to foist legalized Christianity upon the country, and it was there, too, that
the revolt which induces the present call for a congress begun.
It will be recollected that at the close of the
council, a meeting was called at the instance of Mrs.
Stanton, Helen Gardener, Mrs. Dilke, and Mrs.
Scatcherd, and was attended by about thirty of the
ablest of the delegates who objected to making the
movement a tail to the kite of the church. The
sentiment of that supplementary meeting was directly opposed to Miss Willard's Methodist schemes,
and the necessity was seen· of separating the church
from the movement, if woman's liberty was to be
gained. The congress to be held next month is the
indirect result of that supplementary meeting.
In the interest of political and religious liberty,
as well as of woman suffrage, the Radical women of
the country ought to attend the Washiagton congress.

The Literature Fund.
Since the last acknowledgment we hav received the
following amounts for the Literature Fund:
J. Loveland ..•..............•..•.....•.•........•.......••
Almond Owen...........................................
JudgeS. Brewer........................................
Thomas Knight.........................................
Previously acknowledged ............................

$6 75
1 00
5 00
4 50
29 75 $~7 00

There is r&mple opportunity to use money sent for
this fund. Montana and North Dakota legislatures
hav not as yet been labored with on the Sunday
question, and our national legislature must also hav
a little light on the duties of government toward
popular education. Report of work done with the
money in band will be given in a week or two.
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future. Which fact has just begun to crawl through the
TAOOMA, WASH., 'Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I read an article on your pictures, which I skulls of the Presbyterians, all on account of the outside
Yours truly,
HENRY ALLEN.
should hate to see discontinued, and I am willb:ig to help by pressure.
P.S.-Please send two ANNUALS.
H. A.
sending you money for another paper to be sent to a friend.
LISBON, lA., Dec. 29, 1889.
For my part, I had almost as soon go without the papers as
LIBERAL, Mo., Dec. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I am pleased with the paper ; hav no fault to hav the pictures left out of them. I would rather see two
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $10 25 to pay for THE TRUTH
find and no suggestions to make. I would like to see the more, or even one on each page.
W. D. RoBERTSON.
BEEKER one year, with the pictures, to the herein-named percartoons continued.
HENRY SAILOR.
MlDDLB FALLS, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1890.
sons. The twenty-five cents is for a TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL.
DEB MoiNl!B, lA., Dec. 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed $2 please extend my sub- Now, if all the old subscribers to THE TRUTH BEEKER will do
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6.25-$5for THE TRUTH scription to THE TRUTH BEEKER eight months. Since there as much to increase its circulation as I hav done-and it is
SBBKER two years more, and $1 to help pay for the pictures is so much voting pro 6t con the cartoons, why not issue but little-! think we shall hav THE TRUTH BEEKER illusone more year. I do not want them stopped. I consider them in a supplement form each week, as many other jour- trated for another year at least. A prosperous and happy
SAMUEL GRAY.
them the best part of the paper.
nals do, and thus please both parties P Let those ordering New Year to all the TRUTH BEEKER band.
the supplement pay extra for it, say $3 50 or $4 per annum.
Your steadfast friend,
G. W. BALDWIN.
SALMON CITY, IDA., Dec. 24, 1889.
Yours faithfully,
D. Louis BoDGE.
MR. EDITOR : I send you herewith $5-2.50 to renew my
CoHOl!B, N.Y., Dec. 23, 1889.
own subscription and $2.50 for my friend, a new subscriber.
GEORGETOWN, CoL., Dec. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please forward me by express the bound
Your illustrations are all that can be expected. Go on with
MR. EDITOR: As I cannot obtain a new subscriber, and not volume of THE TRUTH SEEKER of 1888, and your ANNUAL if
the good work.
L. C. GEl!RTBON.
wishing the pictures discontinued, I inclose $2 toward TEE published. I see you contemplate discontinuing your pict~
TRUTH SERKBR. I would willingly make it more, but can ures of Bible scenes. This I am sorry to see, for in my expeMoNTAGUE, TEx., Dec. 29, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Another year has gone, and now I sit down not. Our opinion of the pictures is they are splendid object- rience they do more good to the Liberal cause, and better
to send you one mite for THE TRUTH BEEKJ!R six months, lessons and convey much at a glance. A great deal would be enable the average mind to take in the situation, and hav a
better effect, than all the articles in your paper together •.
and the ANNUAL, and twenty-five cents toward the pictures. lost by not having them.
·Yours in favor of the pictures,
MRs. T. S. Ow.
They are excellent in showing the absurdity of the stories
We like them, and hope you will be able to keep them in.
related in the Bible. Please send us your catalog of books.
Yours truly,
GEo. W. CARPENTER.
Dec. 26, 1889.
Yours, etc.,
D. MoELwAIN.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10, for which please send the
BozEMAN, MoNT , Dec. 26, 1889.
HEBER CITY, Dec. 18, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : In the letter I wrote you the other day about TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL, 25 cents; "The New God," 10
MR. EDITOR : I was somewhat alarmed when I read your
the pictures, I forgot to say that I shall send you some new cents; Ingersoll's Defense of Reynolds, 50 cents; "Prose
subscribers. I could send you one now, but think, by wait- Poems and Selections," Ingersoll, $2 50; Paine's" Age of art.icle concerniug the pictures, and not agreeing with Mr.
Reason," $1.50. Use the balance for pictures in THE TRUTH James Parton, I induced a young Liberal friend and neighing till I can see further, I can send two more.
bor of mine to subscribe for the good old paper. I hav read
BEEKER.
NEWTON WHITEHEAD, M.D.
Respectfully,
THOMAS BuRKE.
THE TRUTH BEEKER about eleven years and I like it better
PEERYBVILLE, PA., Dec. 23, 1889.
JANESVILLE, Dec. 29, 1889.
and better all the time, and I would be very sorry to hav
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $4-$3 to pay for THE TRUTH you discontinue the pictures, as I think the space they take
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $10-$3 to pay for THE TRUTH
Sl!EKER for 1890, 25 cents for the ANNUAL for 1890. The BEEKER for another year, seventy-five cents for three TRUTH up is well filled. Hoping you will get the number of subbalance of $6.75 place to the credit of the Literature Fund. SEEKER ANNuALs, the other twenty-five cents to go to help to scdbers you ask for, I remain,
I hope to benefit some Christian heathen. Continue the keep up the pictures. Some of your readers would like
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, ANDREW LINDSAY.
them stopped to please some of their Christian neighbors.
pictures good and strong.
Yours,
I. LoVELAND.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Dec. 26, 1889.
It would please them a good deal better to stop THE TRUTH
WELLSLEY, MAss., Dec. 26, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me two copies of the TRUTH
BEEKER, pictures and all.
ANDREW BEVERIDGE.
MR. EDITOR : Please enter tlie name of Sherman F. Denton
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, five copies of Ingersoll's "Gods,"
FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Dec. 21, 1889.
on your subscription list to THE TRUTH BEEKER for one year
and six copies of Remsburg's "Bible Moral~," and place the
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please· find $6.25, the $6 for the balance of the inclosed $5 in the Free Distribution Fund.
from present date and charge to my account, it being my
contribution to the fund for continuing the cartoons, if you paper and twenty-five cents for the ANNuAL. Go on with
I hav heretofore expressed my appreciation of the labors
the pictures. They do lots of good, by calling attention to of Mr. Heston, and with all respect for the opinions of those
find that you can continue them.
much Bible matter that would never be read by a great many estimable gentlemen, Mr. Parton, H. Clay Luse, and a few
ELIZABETH M. F. DENTON.
folks if they did not see the pictures. But do as you think others, I see no good reason to change my opinion of their
'rowNBHEND, VT., Dec. 25, 1889.
best. I shall not stop my paper on account of pictures.
usefulness. With pictures or without them, I want THE
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $3.25 for THE TRUTH BEEKER and
Truly yours,
B. W. CoNANT.
TRUTH SEEKER while I liv.
ALMOND OwEN.
the ANNUAL. I vote for the pictures, and will giv an extra
FoRT
CusTER,
MoNT.,
Dec.
19,
1889.
dollar or two rather than hav them stopped. I would giv
Dec. 29, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty. five cent!!, for which
more for a Bible illustrated by Heston than any book I know
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THK TRUTH SEEKER a long time,
the
TRUTH
SEEKER
ANNuAL
for
1890.
I
would
that
send
me
of.
REv. W. E. SoOTT.
and take great interest in reading it, and in its success. As
I could send you a new subscriber as a vote in favor of the
regards the pictures, I don't think they help our cause much.
MIDLAND, MIOH., Dec. 17, 1889.
pictures in THE TRUTH BERKBR. I find that with the great
As for myself they are all right, but others don't look on
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find draft of $5.25. Credit majority of our common people ridicule and sarcasm is a
them in the same light. · My folks will not look at the paper
me the $5 on subscription and send the ANNUAL when ready. more effectiv weapon than argument, and that your pictures
of late, and I think the pictures are the cause. The cuts are
I would vote no! on continuing illustrations. I think they carry a more convincing argument than all of the paper's
rather rough, and might be improved without any more exact detrimentally to the interests of the paper by preventing solid reasoning. I hope to be able to send you a subscriber
pense. I would like to see something that I could show to
many from subscribing.
BTOEL E. DRAN.
before long.
Fraternally,
RosBEAU Hxss.
my friends and children. I am now very backward about
showing them to my friends or to strangeiB, for I don't wish
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Dec. 24, 1889.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Dec. 27, 1889.
A reader,
CRAB. BomB.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.25-the $1 to apply on THE
MR. EDITOR: Pleased find inclosed draft for $8. 25. Please to offend any.
TRUTH SEEKER, which I cannot do without, and twenty-five renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for two years
HAY SPRINGs, NEB., Dec. 24, 1889.
cents for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNuAL for 1890. Keep up the and send THE TR11TH BEEKER to a new subscriber (name inMR. EDITOR : People in this new country are too poor to
pictures if possible. I will try my best to get one or more closed) for one year, and please send me copy of the TRUTH
subscribers. But we liv in a hell-fire town here.
BBBKER ANNUAL. I am decidedly in favor of the continuance dictate in regard to the pictures. I hav read THE TRUTH
JoHN R. CoATS.
of the pictures, and trust that every subscriber who ie in SEEKER ever since it started, and it has always suited me best
favor of the pictures will manifest his pleasure by at least of any paper in the world. I will take it either with or without pictures. I inclose a few names of Freethinkers at RushGooDLAND, INn., Dec. 27, 1889.
securing one new subscriber for the paper.
ville, Neb., that are able, and I think willing, to subscribe, if
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.25 to renew subscripRespectfully yours,
FRANK W. GRE .. VEB.
they are not now on your books.
tion and for the ANNUAL. I hav been trying to get you a
TRANSFER, PA., Dec. 31, 1889.
I wish you would write to S. Stout, of Axtell, Kan., and
subscriber or two, and hope to succeed yet. When I do so
MR. EDITOR: We must hav the cartoons, by all means. get his statement of the Catholic trouble there and publish
you may record my vote most emphatically in. favor of the
The powerful weapon of ridicule which Heston so·skilfully the same, as I am informed that it is not between Protestant
pictures. They are a holy terror.
C. L. JAOOBB.
E. W. MINER.
uses strikes terror where it rightly belongs. If you who Christians and Catholics.
want the cartoons discontinued, hav any of the filthy orthoNoRTH BEND, PA., Dec. 2, 1889.
PHILADELPHIA, p A. 1 Dec. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been busy and hav had no time to get doxy still clinging to you, if you will only hold the .fort a
MR. EDITOR : After reading the comments on Heston and
the new subscriber, but, pictures or no pictures, I want THE little longer the dawn of truth will come, striking conviction
TRUTH SEEKER for 1890. Therefore please find inclosed that they are a grand success. Hurrah for Heston. Please his pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 28th, I think your
$3.50 for the paper and the ANNUaL and the "Agnostic find $1 to help the good cause along. We will soon send friends should be divided into four classes. The first consists of a few goody-good folks who hav not been weaned
you several new subscribers to the "Grand Old Paper."
Annual." Alsn$1 to prove that I vote for the pictures.
from their Christian pap and cannot endure Heston's pictures
M. FELL.
Yours, etc.,
F. D. WRIGHT.
in any form, and therefore want THE TRUTH SEEKER pure
BoULDER, CoL., Dec. 24, 1889.
and straight, without any illustrations whatever. The secPREBOOTT, KAN., Dec. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Please find $6-$3 for my own renewal and ond class consists of those who want the illustrations because
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $1.25 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and
ANNUAL. I shall be very sorry to see the pictures discon- $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER 'to a new subscriber. Please eount they like them and therefore want them continued no mattinued, as I sincerely believe they are doing more good than two votes for the cartoons. I hav filled my part of the con- ter whether they increase the circulation of the paper or not.
harm. I think Mr. Parton has got the cart before the horse. tract for the pictures, and hope all the other subscribers will The third class consists of very many who like Heston and
I shall use my best efforts to get a new subscriber, but hav do as well, or better. I would rather pay $4 a year for the enjoy his illustrations very much, and yet honestly and conpaper than do without Heston's splendid productions. I scientiously believe that they do the general cause more
not much prospect of success.
G. W. DENISON.
renew my suggestion that the cartoons should be placed in a harm than good and tend to prevent the circulation of THE
volume with sufficient explanations. It would be the best TRUTH BEEKER among the very class it ought to reach. The
FRIEND, NEB., Dec. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6-$3 for my own renewal, Freethought missionary in the world. If so published put fourth class is the publishers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who
believe in Heston and his works and want to continue the
Joe. WoLFF.
and $3 for a new subscriber. I send the last name to aid the me down for a copy at $10.
illustrations if they can be properly compensated for the expictures. Yes, I am in favor of. them. Those who are
tra expense. Now, I would suggest a plan which, if adopted,
CLEAR CREEK, N. Y., Dec. 23, 1889.
repelled by them would not read anything on the subject,
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5.25-twenty.five I believe would harmonize and satisfy all four classes.
and it would take a great deal to make things so plain as the
cents for the ANNUAL, $5 to renew my subscription and for ·It is this. Add to the present TRU'l'H BEEKER an outside
pictures do.
J. W. GILBERT.
a new subscription to THE TRUTH BEBKER. I am in favor of cover that could be easily removed and on that cover put all
LYONs, N. Y., Dec. 80, 1889.
keeping the pictures going. I hav no fear that the pictures the illustrations you like and such reading as may seem apMR. EDITOR: Inclosed pleaee find $5 to pay my subscrip- will shock the Christians' feelings, if reading the description propriate to the illustrations, and call that covP.r a suppletion for THE TRUTH SBRKBR two years in advance. I am of them in the Bible does not. They would not dare to take ment, and charge $4 per year for THB TRUTH SBEKBR and
now seventy-six years old ; hav taken THE TRUTH SEBKER THE TRUTH SEEKER with the illustrations into the Young the supplement, or $3 for the paper without the supplement.
fourteen years, and could not now get along very well with- Men's Christian Association rooms, and show up what the This looks to me as if it would do away with all objections
out it. I think it is one of the best Liberal papers published. ungodly Freethinkers are doing, for fear it would increase from all classes and enable your friends to deal out THE
As far as the pictures are concerned, I am in favor of them, if.s circulation, and thin their ranks, by showing that the TRUTH SEEKER either in mild doses or strong ones, as the
as I think they speak louder than words. I also inclose God that took a part in those Bible scenes is not the God of case requires. Wishing you abundant success in whatever
B, REDFIELD •.
twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL for 1890. C. B. TuoKER.
to-day, and that the God of to-4ay is ~ot the God of thll way you put it, I remain,

J.ttitrs

JtDtl(

Jlritnds.

XH.E TRUTH. SEEK.ER, JANUA..l:tY
PKNAOOoK, N. H., Dec. 26, 1889,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for which you will
send us your ANNUAL for 1890, and use the balance for the
cause. I wish it were much more. I hope to order some
books Ia ter. . I ha v been able to p;et but one subscriber, but
shall continue to try. As regards the pictures, when they
first came out we regretted it, as we thought they miglrt giv
offense, as all our neighbors are more or less orthodox. But
I am p1ea~ed to say I am heartily in their favor now, and
think ~hem very instructiv. They attract where nothing
else wrll. Surely our great and corrupt political parties
would not support cartoons did they not. I admire Heston's
tact in presenting them. His last speaks volumes. If
woman could but wake from her long sleep, what a revolution it would make l She will surely do so. It must come.
But it "has been a long, long time on the way." Yes, we
are in favor of the pictures, but however you do, will not
complain, so long as we can hav the dear old TRUTH BEKKER,
We must save her if we would cherish the memory of her
brave founder. How dear he is to all our hearts l We still
miss him and feel our great. loss. All these years he has
been gone from among us.
Hoping all the TRUTH BEKKER family wh~ can will be
prompt and aid you at this time, and thus :pla)~ you on the
footing you deserve, I am,
MRs. J. E. MARDEN.
Sincerely thine,

11, 18SO.

1891, the $2 for pictures and two TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALs.
THB TRUTH BEKKER without the pictures would be like the
play_ ~f "Hamlet" with Hamlet left out. In your search for
a_spmt, do not waste your time in looking through the precmct of any so-called Liberals who think that your earnest
and honest call for funds dishonestly withheld was a joke.
Franklin said, " If you know how to spend less than you get
you hav the 'philosopher's stone."' CHARLES C. JoHNSON.
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toward none, with charity for all, and with firmness in the
right," I wish you all a happy New Year.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.

SHERIDAN, PA., Dec. 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: As it is your desire to hav a vote from your
subscribers on the picture question, and your further wish
that such vote should hav a financial basis, so that it may be
duly counted and recorded, I hasten to cast my ballot in
favor of the cartoons, and in order that I may not be disfran.
CARTHAGE, Mo., Dec. 24, 1839.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for F. Oswald's chised, or hav such vote annulled by a returning board, on
"Secret of the East" and "The Bible of Nature."
account of non-payment of tax, I do hereby back up the
I am decidedly for- the pictures; they do, by far, more same by inclosed check for my own and five new subscriptions
good than our weak-kneed friends believe, who are afraid to to THE TRUTH BEKKER, to commence with the new year-in
hur~ the feelings of a class of our fellow-beings who are not other words, six votes in favor of the illustrations. I enterafrard at all to say of us publicly that we Freethinkers are tain the opinion that the result of the vote, after being duly
lacking in morality, etc. Those excellent pictures are for us canvassed, will be as overwhelmingly opposed to such prohiand ours and not for them, and they need not look at them bition as it was in our state last summer on the other prohiif they do not like them, or if they hurt their tender and re- bition question of wet and dry. Some few may think that
fined feeling.
Mr. Heston's pictures carry with them a certain vulgarity
Remsburg is very good, and I think a great deal of him that shocks the fine sensibilities of the pious believer. I dare
and his work and worth, but why so much and so lengthy say could, or should many of the Bible acts be portrayed in
about Lincoln? Experience &nd living among the people real life as they existed in ancient times, such ~eeming caricahas settle~ long ago the fact that a man who does not belong tures would be severely dealt with by Mr. Comstock, regardto a church is no Christian, whether he is an Atheist or De. less of the vote on the subject.
ist. But our present president-and that after one hundred
As they hav been given heretofore, they are, in my opinyears of political and religious liberty under a Constitution ion, rather the paintings of an optimist than those of a pessiADRIAN, MioH., Jan. 1, 1890.
framed by Freethinkers-is a Christian in the full sense of mist. They compliment rather than vulgarize. If some one
MR. EDITOR: The array of testimony in favor of continuthe word-every inch a Christian. I do not say, every inch would picturize the whole Bible in true pantomimic scenes,
ing the illustrations of THE TRUTH BEKKER is overwhelming. a man.
I apprehend that Mr. Wanamaker would seriously object to
They are a chapter of themselvs, more potent than words.
My opinion is, we must stand firm on our principles and hav such a picture-boo~ carried in the mails, h"Jwever
They help reveal the absurdity, the grotesque fallacies, of
make not the least compromise with any church. We must instructiv and entertaining it would be. Mr. Stanley may
Bible characters. They are more instructiv than voluminous even avoid the appearance of a compromise. I am not in
write volumes descriptiv of natural scenery in Africa; depict
writing. I sent over to the superintendent of our Baptist favor of admitting and welcoming men who played a con- graphically the wild landscape and its inhabitants; yet a few
Sunday-school the copy with the cartoon of "The Glory of spicuous part in the Catholic church, then left it, and still photographs of such scenery and pE.>ople will giv a truer and
Predestination." I wrote on the margin, "Look on this, you hav not been severely punished by that church as renegade. more enduring impression upon the mind than whole chap.
superstitious frauds." On the other side were Samson and I want a whole man, not half a man, and no other ought to ters of words. Picture-scenes ~u will remember long after;
his girl. He was mad, but said he was only grieved. He be in our ranks than whole men.
word-scenes are forgotten.
lied ; he was so mad he sweat and writhed. He reminded
We were taught when young, and probably some of us
With the best wishes for the welfare of the grand old
me of a sign I saw over a turning-shop. It read,·" All sorts TRUTH BEKKER,
hav read in the Bible, that Samson killed a lion, and we hav
A. z.
of twisting and turning done here." He was bothered for
forgotten all about it since; but the Heston illustration of it
words to express his indignation. He was surprised, he
will remain.
ELMmA, N.Y., Dec. 31, 1889.
said. He did not think· I would insult him and the people
MR. EDITOR : Owing to pressing business matters I hav
It would not be true to represent the ancients in full dress
of God so. "My dear sir," I replied, "has that not been not sent in niy warmest approval of continuing the pintures. a..za.mode-that is, according to the prevailing fashion of our
your doctrin, and that of all orthodox creeds-infant dam- I do most emphatically desire a continuation of the cartoons. time. Neither would it be advisable to depict Isaiah and the
nation? Is not the illustration beautifully and correctly rep- What! to discontinue them now, after the slimy, blood- Egyptian prisoners and captiva in the garb that the Lord
resentativ of your doctrin ?" He replied, "Not in the light thirsting old church has just commenced to feel their deathly commanded (lsa. xx). It cannot be denied that the Heston
you present it." I said, "My poor, deluded friend, can you sting? I say no, one thousand times no. We cannot and characters, as represented, are at least comfortably clad with
better illustrate the truth l"' He allowed I was lost, and left will not submit to their displacement.
the fashionable sackcloth, and in addition large, commodious
me still clinging to my sinful ways. Keep up the pictures.
Since the noble TRUTH BEEKER came to New York city she shoes.
Those of the Liberals who depreciate the cartoons are shaky, has been a death-dealing weapon to the church, but believe
This is, indeed, more than could be said of the origina.
and still a little fearful of Old Split-hoof, and the other fel- me when I tell you the '' house of God" never felt THE TRUTH garb of the autochthons of the garden of Eden. If he were
low without horns and spear-tail. Do not let up. The last BEEKER's severe castigation so tremendously as.she has felt to draw the general features, or physique, in restoration of
TRUTH BKBKKR cartoons are sublime. The front page is it since the illustrations were brought ont, with all their the Neanderthal man, my Liberal friend, Mr. Parton, would
prophetic.
0. 8. BARRETT.
telling onslaughts against the worst system of religion that possibly hav more reason to object, notwithstanding that it
e'l'er cursed the beautiful green earth. I well know the would even then hardly be a true representation of early
CLINTON, lA., Dec. 28, 1889.
pictures are a mightily severe rebuke agaimt the L"Jrd's man, according to science.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a post-office order for hosts, but they are not one-tenth part as condemnatory as
But enough on this picture question. In regard to the
$10. I hope it will be in season to do some good.
the wicked old harlot merits. As Mr. Bennett has truthfully subscribers I send you, I will say, generally, that they are
We are about to organize a society here. I find a great said, "You cannot put it too hard when dealing with the all good, intelligent, hard-working Liberals. They are a
many folks here that seem to be ready for organization. It Bible." And this old relic is the very scorpion from which leaven that permeates and elevi\tes the dough of society in
came about by a gentleman asking me if I did not think a the church derived her tyranny, her diabolical cursedness, which they move.
Secular society could· be made successful. So we hav had her uneclip~ed, downright meanness, her contemptible selfishMr. Will R. Ibach, of Newmanstown, Lebanon county,
one preliminary, he and I, and intend to make a move early ness. I would one thousand times rather h&v the smallpox, Pa., is a born Liberal, well versed in the study of astronomy
in January. My friend is not an Infidel of the same kind as black-tongue, or yellow fever enter my house than hav this -makes the astronomical calculations for nearly every alma
myself. H<l seems to be a Deist, and tells me he never took galling, sickening nightmare darken my earthly habitation. nac in this pan-American continent, successor to L. J. Ibach
much stock in orthodoxy, and never any at all in trinitarian- I do mean just what I say, and not for all the gold in earth now deceased. He does not recognize a catechism of porten
iBm. And that is just where his and my early education was would I ever again recognize her in any form whatever. In tous catastrophes or epicycles in his calculations, or believe
very much different, as I was brought up in the tight-laced, the words of John Peck, I am "on the war-path," and I in a Joshua's interference with the apparent motions of the
hidebound Scotch Presbyterianism. But I hav got grandly carry a dirk and tomahawk and with these mustered sun or moon; nor in the dial of time moving backward; nor
over it now. I will let you know occasionally what success instruments of warfare 1 propose to take the church's scalp in stars falling to the earth, etc. He is a believer in the veriwe make, and shall perhaps be able to " seduce" some to clean off. Every day of my life I see so very much decep- fied Newton tables rather than in the quatJi Bible astronomy
subscribe for THE TRUTH BEEKER. I remember that you tion, duplicity, hypocrisy, and lack of noble manhood with of Ptolemy. He .is also a professional teacher, givs lessons
told me last winter that I was your only subscriber here. Christians-well knowing it is nothing but their religion, in instrumental music; an extraordinary good violinist and a
Well, if I am, I am not the only one that reads your paper. Bible, and church that make them so, for certainly they can self-made man. F. G. Reed, another working Liberal" from
There are many of my shopmates who are just as fond of not possibly be so by nature-that I hav nothing but the ut- his youth up," has a few days ago killed a fatted porker
reading it as I am, and I can p!ck out three or four who hav most contempt for the church, Christianity, and all their weighing eight hundred and forty-six pounds, and he chalgot badly bitten within the last three years. It is very affiliations. Not for one moment would I trust my life in lenges his brother Liberals generally, and that class who
pleasinp; to me to let them hav THE TRUTH BEKKER, Investi- her hands had she the power to destroy it, for the murderous "love their enemies" particularly, to beat him. It would,
gator, Ji'reetlwught, and Twentietlt Century, besides any of old wretch once tried ~o crush my life out and steal my in my opinion, hav taken a legion of those peculiar Gadarene.
my books. And I hav the finest selection of good books of many years' hard-earned property when I was lying pros- spirits to fully possess this large animal, so as to put it
any I know, and keep adding from time to time. With the trated upon a sick-bed, not expected to liv. Oh, could the squarely on the run.
best wishes of tp.e season to all, I remain,
In connection with this matter I will state that there are
s\ory be here fully divulged, it would make every TRUTH
Fraternally,
JAMES A. GREENHILL.
BEKKER subscriber cry out against the discontinuance of the still some persons here who confess their belief in the demopictures, and this cry coming from them would be accom- niacal possession of the lunatic, deaf, dumb, cataleptic,
panied with either a new subscriber or the corresponding insane, etc.
MILFORD, 11-lAI:lS., Dec. 27, 1889.
Nor need we be surprised when such a high divine as
MR. EDITOR : I keep no files of THE TRUTH BEKKER, feeling cash value. Put me down at once $3 to be paid when
that more good will be accomplished by sending the papers needed to defray the burden of a continuation of the glorious Henry Wace, D.D., says he does-in his controversy with T.
away, and knowing that you hav had several subscribers illustrations. This means business. My "promis to pay" H. Huxley on this matter last summer. Neither need we
from so doing. I utilize them a month and more by showing means cash. Just call for it and it will be forthcoming. wonder at the credulity of the laity, when we read the
the pictures to friends and reading the paper also, then send You hav never yet found me a milk-and-water Liberal, but reported explanations and apologies of Dr. Talmage on the
the most of them to Florida. My friend sends them to New always "up and dressed" for action, to strike when needed. "r"b or side" question, and Jonah in the whale's mouth epiHampshire, and they are returned to Florida again. My let- I am to~day supporting the Liberal cause in all directions, sode. The question arises right here: If one rib of the man
ters always praise the pictures. Why should anyone say and hav for twelve years, when I first" gave my heart to -according to the Bible, or a piece of Adam's side, accordthat I ought to be religious? The pictures by their vivid the Lord." I hav supported three or four Liberal papers, ing to Talmage-is equal to one woman, what is the whole of
demonstration af the efftcts of being religious show the and always paid for them in advance, too. It grieves me the man equal to? Some theological mathematician or metaabsurdity of such a statement. The old Romans said of their sadly to see occasionally in THE TRUTH SEKKII:R very courte- physician of the Talmagerean persuasion Mormonized a little
worst enemy, "May he outliv all his friends." It was con- ous, but neqessarily urgent, requests for delinquent subscrib- in his thoughts may solve this intricate problem and in the
sidered an awful punishment to outliv friends, but it is far ers to pay up their arre&rages. It should be beneath the wisdom of Solomon answer: Seven hundred wives and three
preferable to being religious, when we realize its true signifi- dignity of any Liberal worthy of the name to take a paper hundred concubines. We further conclude from the forecance. History shows plainly that· religious people hav a and not promptly pay for it. It must be this kind of milk- going that if the word rib does not mean rib, the word "fall"
stronp; penchant for preventing their enemies from outliving and-water Liberals:who are afraid the pictures "will offend does not mean "fall." And we question logically: If rib
their friends. I hav not obtained a subscril:l(Jr, but a friend Christians," and would like to hav them discontinued, to does not mean rib (Talmage) and "fall " does not mean
gave me a dollar for the pictures, saying, "If the pictures which I and every other Liberal worthy the name are utterly "fall" (science), what is the value of "atonement?"
Without presuming to giv further pointers to the clergy
are not continued, giv the dollar to Heston." I send one opposed. T0 -forego the pictures now would be a victory
also. I cannot send you a check to pay up my subscription. for the church and a disintegration on the part of Liberalism on this last question, I will conclude these few desultory
It is a position to be avoided, and is not considered as a hin- over which the church would rejoice. Let the good work remarks by stating that I hav some prospects, in the near
drance to being religious. Inclosed find check for $5.50 to go on, ·and let us all as good Liberals renew our efforts for future of raising more votes for the illustrations.
,
Yours cordially,
RI(liiARD :j:,K(lHJ'4BR.
~ll gl~s~es, " with, mali(}e
pay for THE TRUTH S!I:KKKR from Jan. 1, 189~; to .Jan. t, tQ.e yel\r gf ~S~O. Liberal~
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THE '.l'RUTH. SEEKER JANUARY 11, 1890.
water in wine, the superintendent asking
questions relating to the lessons. " What did
Jesus do at Cana ?" "Turn water into
wine." " What did they then do ?" " All
got drunk," shouted little Barney. For once
a well-filled house of godly teachers and
scholars roared with laughter. The above
was told me by an eye-witness and one who
il!! a member of the church.w~l8h.

lldited. bf Miss Su!WI H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri•w, Maas., to t11lwm all Oommunicat!ons for
thi8 Oornt!f' should lM s~t.

the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes e. pause in the de.y•s occuPations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

"Be~een

w. w.

When and Where to Say "Please."

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.·
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.
Price, $1.

Creed of Christendom,

Its Foundation Contmsted with its Snporstructure.
Correspondence.
By W. R. GRgG,
HAMILTON, ONT., Dec. 21, 1889.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.
DBAR Ml:BS Wu:oN: I take great pleasure
in reading the Children's Corner, and my papa
has given me " The Story Hour" as a Christmas ~!ft. I am eight years old, and go to the
pubhc school. I am in the third grade. I SPIRIIUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY~
hav no brother nor sister. I will close my
By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and
letter. I wish you and all little FreethinkR.EV. W. F. PARKE!! (Chris.).
ers a Happy New Year. From,
Price, paper, 50 centH; cloth, 75 cent,:.
Your Liberal friend, LIZZIB PARKER.

Brotherly Kindness.
meet them oft upon Broadway,
Two strong and stalwart men ;
Each in his walk betraying well
The city's denizen ;
Linked arm in arm theY move along
Like those of kindred mind,
Bound by the tie of brotherhood;
And one of them is blind.
The other's gaze is swift and keen ;
And glancing far and wide,
Wbate•er he sees he quick imparts
To the brother at his side,
Who listens with an eager ear,
And questions as he goes;
While on his face the lovely light
Of cheerful patience glows.
Tbe favored one the simple scenes
Upon the way will mark,
And paint them vividly for him
To whom the world is dark,
And beggars not himself at all,
But doubles his delight,
By sharing thus his benefits
With one deprived of sight.
In wisdom both together grow ;
But he with curtained gaze
A calmer judgment, riPer thongQ.t,
And firmer will betraYs;
•
So each upon the other leans,
And kind assistance lende,
Brothers by every tie of blood,
And loving, lifelong friends.
Their heads are graY, and they hav walked
This way for years and years,
Linked arm in arm; and strangers oft
Hav gazed on them with tears;
And they hav shown throughout their lives,
As sometimes mortals can,
The meaning of true brotherhood,
The angelic side of man.

Brain and the Bible.

WHICH:

MoLINE, ILL., Dec. 80, 1889.
HEBREW MYTHOLOCY;
DEAR Miss WIXON: I attended the Moline
OR,
American Baptist church of this city the
The
Rationale
of the Bible. ·
other Sunday. The preacher preached about
the prodigal son. He made some very ugly Holy Scriptmes Tmat ofNatuml Phonomemt Only.
BY MILTON WOOLEY, M.D.
remarks about Paine and Ingersoll. He comSvo, 613pp.,
$2.60.
pared Paine's " Age of Reason " and Ingersoll's lectures to the husks that the pigs fed on.
He said that " Ths>mas Paine had given the
' Age of Reason ' to a man. The man came
ACCOUNT OF TilE
to Paine at his deathbed. Paine asked him
what he had done with it and he said he burnt
Christian and All Prominent Relip;ions Before
it, whereupon Paine said, 'I wish everyand Since Clnist. Extract fro~n Su.cred
body had done the same.' " He also said
Books of the East.
that Paine said, "M:y works are nothing but
By H. R. STEYEN'S.
Price, 81.50.
trash." I do not believe it.
I am eleven years old. My father wrote to Nature's Revelations of Character.
Lennstrand, Stockholm. I will close my letter
Physiognomy Illustrated.
with a wish of Happy New Year to you.
JUSTA BINDGBli:N.
By JosEPH SrMMS, MD.
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments
.
and feature~.
WALTH4.M, l'IIABS., Jan. 1, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My father takes THE 260 woodcuts. 81·o, 650pp., cloth, S:l: leather,
TRUTH BEEKER and we all like the pictures,
$-l; morocco, gilt edges, $!.50.
and lots of people will look at them that will
not read the paper; but we think that even
the pictures set them to thinking. I am
His Character and Doctrines.
thirteen years old, being born in SanFrancisco,
Cal., the centennial year, and the best of all,
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief."
on the 11th day of August, Robert G.
By VISCOUNr AMBERLEY.
Ingersoll's birthday. This makes my father
Pdper, 25 cents : cloth, 50 cents.
ana mother happy, for we all love the noble
Ingersoll. I attend the public school, and my
teacher is very religious and feels very bad REVELATIONS OF .ANTICHRIST.
'PROVING
because I don't go to church or Sundayschool ; but we hope she will liv to eee her Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
mistake. We had rather drive out into the
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent·
country and breathe the good fresh air on
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
Sunday, and hear the birds sing and enjoy
before the Christian Era.
the beauties of nature. Hoping to see this in
Full index, HGpp.,
:31.50.
the grand old TRUTH Suxn, for it is my
first attempt, and wishing you all a Happy
New Year, I remain, Your Freethinker friend, 'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.
AN
CHARLES SUMNER PAGE.
Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.
BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE.
By A. H. O'DONOGHUE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Price,
SL
Prioe, IS cents.

Faith and Reason.

The Chemistry of Leaves.
"Probably not one person in a thousand
knows why leaves chaBge their color in the
fall," remarked an eminent botanist the other
day. " The common and old-fashioned idea
is that all this red and golden glory we see
now is cause:i by the frosts. A. true and scientific explanation of the causes of the coloring of leaves would necessitate a long and
intricate discussion. Stated briefly and in
proper language the causes are these : The
green matter in the tissue of a leaf is composed of two colors, red and blue. When the
sap ceases to flow in the fall and the natural
growth of the tree ceases, oxidation of the
tissue takes place. Under certain conditions
the green of the leaf changes to red ; under
different conditions it takes on a yellow or
brown tint. This difference in color is due
to the difference in combination of the original
constituents of the green tissue and to the
varying conditions of climate, exposure, and
soil. A dry, cold climate produces more
brilliant foliage than one that is damp and
warm.. This is the reason that our American
autumns are so much more gorgeous than
those of England. There are several things
about leaves that even science cannot explain.
For instance, why one of two trees growing_
side by side, of the same age and having the
same exposure, should take on a brilliant red
in the fall, and the other should tum yellow ;
or why one branch of a tree should be highly
colored and the rest of the tree hav only a yellow tint, are questions that it is as impossible
to answer as why one member of a family
should be perfectly healthy and another
sickly. Maples and oaks hav the brightest
colors."

H you please, it will please me to tell your
little readers, and some of the bigger ones,
how to rightly use the word please.
Please is a contracted or short way of saying place at ease. To make a request prefaced with a " please" is to ask a service on
the condition that the person to whom the
request is preferred is pleased to grant it.
To say " please" when asking a favor of
some one is usually supposed to be the polite
thing to do, and many persons consider it
discourteous not to, accounting the neglect
as a sign that the one who asks thinks that
the one asked is bound to giv.
In fact, to say," Do me this favor, if you
please," is to express a doubt on the part of
the asker of the graciousness or easy disposition of the one asked, while not to speak may
imply confidence in the friend's good will ;
therefore the word " please " had better not
be used unless the ones asked may properly
be supposed to understand that the asker has
some reason to feel certain of their pleasure.
It is always out of order to say " please"
to anyone who is under obligation to obey a
requirement, as a servant or contractor, a
merchant or landlord, etc., who are bargained
with and paid for their labor and attention,
because such persons should fulfill their
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
orders, whether it pleau them to do so or not,
"Now, Flossie," said the fashionable
"nd they must logically be supposed to be
pleased to surrender what they are paid for. mother, " it is time for you to say your
prayer." "Who shall I pray for?" "For
JOHN P. GUILD.
papa and the baby and all of us." "And
Fido?" "Yes, if you choose." "Mamma."
A Little Girl Infiuenced a King,
'' Who shall I put first?
Tim ROYAL RULER OF BELGIUM GRANTS A PHIL· '' Well, dear?"
Fido or the baby?"
ADELPHIA. OHILD'S APPEAL.
A little five-year-old girl came home yesterIn August, 1883, Frank S. Moore, of Philadelphia, a sailor on the steamer Rhineland, day from school, which sh6 has only been
attending a few days, and her mother asked
of the Red Star line, deserted his ship, after
the captain had refused him leave of absence, her what she had been doing. " Writin' M's
for the purpose of hastening to the bedside of an~ shake awful," was the child's reply,
a dying sister. After the death of his relativ which meant that a long course of M's in a
he shipped on the Waesland, of the same copy-book had tried her nerves. "Well,
line, under an assumed name. Six years after how do you make an M?" her mother asked.
his identity was disclosed by a fellow-seaman ".Oh, you go up a hill and down a hill, up a
hill and down a hill, and stay there."
while the vessel was in Antwerp, and he was
Little Johnnie: "Let's play stage robber.
seized by the Belgian authorities and thrown
You come along and I'll spring out with a
into a dungeon. Since that time all the repistol and take away everything you've got."
sources of diplomacy hav been exhausted in
an effort to secure the man's release, but Little Jimmie: "But we havn't got no pistol
nor nuth'n like a stage. Tell you what;
nothing availed until the latter part of June
when you come along I'll get you ta sign a
last, when Bessie Keirn, a little niece of
paper and then I can rob you just the same
Moore, wrote this letter to the king:
without a pistol." " All right, we'll play
To LEOPOLD Ill., KING OF BELGIUM, ANT- 'Loan Agent,' if you like it better."
WERP, Your Majesty: I am only a little girl
I send you the following .anecdote of a fivethirteen years old, and I hope you will
pardon me for writing to you when you hear year-old youngster which you can probably
incorporate in your little ones' sayings : The
all.
My uncle, Frank S. Moore, is now in the Sunday-school lesson was Jesus turniPg
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MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
:l76pp., 81.

By J. ALBERGER.
Soiled copie~, 50 cts. and '15 ct:;.
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ACCOUNT
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Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cent e.
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A Summary of the Arguments against
Christianity.
Price, clot!J, 50 cents.
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AFEW WORDSABOUTtheDEVIL.

CASE AGA.lNs·r THE CHURCH.

LOUISealfRECoHETIEe Sierr~s.
TheLaureate
OriginalCanada.)
Blue-Beard.
(Poet

MACDONALD.
Price reduced to $1.

BY l!'BEDEBmA

404 pages.

With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold baok and side stamp. 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
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NATHA.NIEL VA.I7GH!.N.
.A Radical Nc'IJtl of Marked Ability.
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Price,
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('3pir.).
15
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ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. !NGA.LLS.
Price,
25 cents.

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane."
Price, 10 cents.

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
By F. R. MARviN.
II cents.
Price,
For &Jl of the above bookl address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
JB Lafa:YIIUI> l'l.,lllewYor•·
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ENGLA.ND is preparing a monster reception
The Church of Practical Religion.
to Stanley.
BY REPORTER.
A N&w Nihilistic plot against the czar has
This is the hlstor:v of an attempt to found a
been discovered.
church without superstition, and its success.
AT Flower's Cove, Newfoundland, 130 Uncle Job Sa-wyer, the pastor, having established
families are starving.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
ON the 3d hundreds were hurt by the fall
of a building at a bull-fight in Mexico.
ENGLA.ND and Portugal are almost on the
point of war in their quarrel over territory in
Africa.

of human concern, reliKtous, pelitical, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian.
guage, and easily understood, There is iust sufti·
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
io hla mind.
l!'or sale ai ibis oftice. Price, •1.00.

BRAZIL will expel the envoy from Russia
Agents for the 1'rnth tjeeker.
because of that nation's refusal to recognize
C.u.IlrOBllla.
the republic.
I. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
ON the 6th bills were introduced in Con- J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
gress subsidizing shipping by paying liber- Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., Ban
ally for postal service.
Francisco.
D&LA.WAR.K capitalists hav organized a com- Rich~rdson Bros., 213 Grant ave., Ban Fran
ClSCO.
pany with $1,250,000 capital, to build an
CANADA.
industrial city at Piedmont, Ala.
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.B •.
THR.K.K carloads of Pinkerton detectivs
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-J Yonge st., Toronto.
went last week to Watson, Pa., where trouble James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
was feared from striking miners.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Tm: boys' section of a paupers' school at Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. B.
London burnt on the night of the 31st nit.,
COLORADO,
and twenty-six sleeping youths perished.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA.
AT a logging camp on the Tennessee, in
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
Kentucky, four men, supposed drunk, were
IDAHO.
burnt in their cabin on the night of the 2d.
4.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIII.
T:a:E people of Sherman county, Kan., ask
Post-o1Hce News Co., lOS Adams st., Chicago.
aid. A blizzard caught them unprepared for E. A.. Btevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
winter. Their houses are but shells, and
Chicago.
their crops were often a failure.
G. E. Wilson, 80S State street, and Brentano
.
Bros., Chicago.
IN the trial at Eberfeld, Germany, of J. W. Howe, 56 B. Halstead st., C!!!~g'>.
ninety-one Socialists on the charge of belongINDUJII'A,
ing to a secret society and conspiring to dis- J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
turb the peace, forty-seven were convicted.
LOUISIANA.
CoMMITTBBB in several Western states are AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
considering means to relieve destitute farmIU.&SAOBUSBTTS.
ers in parts of North Dakota, where crops Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
hav failed several yearR 1 and all is mortgaged. Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
GLADSTONB in expresaing his concurrence
lllCHI&Alll.
in Andrew Carnegie's views on the duties of A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
wealth, suggests the additional use of riches 8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 188 B. Division St., Grand Rapids.
that they be given to build churches and Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
cathedrals.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Mrss Luoy WoHBLB, of Raleigh, N. C., Horace Haynes, Leslie.
JllSSOUBI.
committed suicide by shooting on the 80th Phlllip Roeder, 822 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
ult. She had been deranged by religion, and E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
spent a great deal of her time reading the Lang & CO., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBRASKA..
Bible and praying.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
HENRY ADAMS, an Alabama man who has
NBW YOBJt,
just served a two months' sentence in jail for Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
making moonshine whisky, is so pious that Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
he refuses to take an oath necessary to his H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
liberation, saying the Bible commands him to Morris ABh, 120 Broadway, New York.
swear not at all, and so he remains in prison. .M. B. Edinger, 1248 Third ave., New York.
THB pope complained again, at his consis- L. Jonas, ABtor House, New York.
tory of the 31st nit., of that "insult to the J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
church," "the demonstration in honor of J.VandenBroeck,397Bleeckerst.,NewYork.
Giordano Bruno." He also denounced the New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
new law of Italy regarding charitable trusts,
which nullifies bequests for masses and simi- B. J . ..King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
omo.
1ar purposes.
John Jacques, Akron.
THB Federation of Labor has requested the N. Hexter, 803 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
views of 500 eminent men on its proposed VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
eight-hour day, and of the 100 opinions thus J. R. Hawley, 164 Vin~~st., Cincinnati.
OBBEI()JI,
far given, most are favorable, it being B. 1!'. Hyland, Corvallill.
deemed that more leisure is required by the C. H. Wilcox, Pottland.
workingman to keep in touch with nine-'
PBNNSYLVANU.
teenth century civilization.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 7~ Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Lo~ord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
THB catarrhal influenza called the grip is W.l!'. BchaiJe, 8,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
causing much illness and some deaths through- J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
out Europe and in most cities in America.
TBNN118SBB.
London has 10,000 cases. In New York city Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
seyeral thousand are ill with it, and the
Tli:Z:AS.
deaths in the city from all diseases for the r... Andruss, Denison.
twenty-four hours preceding this writing were r. Theo. Col wick, Norse.
207, which is double the usual rate.
H. B. Kratz, 806 Houston st., Fort Worth.

.

UTAH.

AT High Prairie, Kan., a revival has greatly
excited the people, and crazed several. On
the night of the 2d neighbors of Frank and
Minnie Boland, brother and sister, found
them dancing about a fire built on the Jloor
of their house, almost nude, and singing
religions songs. They refused to put out the
fire, Minnie saying the Lord had made it.

Tames Ashman, Bait Lake City.
W. 1!'. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
'ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
I'Ienry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBBRITOBY.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
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BIBLE MYTHS;
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

tumparison of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with thosCI
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
QONSIDERING ALSO
WrrH

~'HEIR

ORIGIN AND MEANING,

NU!l!EROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

[Heathen Illustratio1l of the Temptation.]

The Bttndehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in tlfeir actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Conse~
quently they feU, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE" MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, a.bout 600 l?a.ges. l?rice, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

HOW TO

THE

Strengthen the Memory
on

'

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
'

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVJGR8.4L
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
It is really a remarkable book, in which 11DiverThe Boston Post says : "This book actuallY
shows us how to keep our memories in good work- sal history is " boiled down" with surprising
ins; condition and repair them when out of order." skill.-[Litera.ry World.
"You turn over his pages with a fascination simPrice by mail $1.
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
Irving.:-[Inter-Ocea.n.
His history has a continuity,_& rash" a carrying
power.J.. which reminds us strikingly or Gibbon.BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
[New Haven Palladium.
Godet/'B Laav•s Booli: says: "We giv our cordial The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
approbation to this work. The information it first chaPter, is a masterpiece of historical writcontains is most imJJorta.nt, and, we are fully con- ing, He has a. style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
vinced, reliable." !'rice by mail, $1.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12m.o,l543pp.,$1.75.
SEXUAL PHY810LOCY
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette PI •• New York.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Oare!nllY revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllusTRB
trated oa ta.log free.

Parturition Without Pain.

Marriage and Parentage.

Cosmian Hymn Book,

In Their Banitanr and Physiologjcal Relations
A OOLLEOTlON OF
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
Original and Selected Hymns
BY M. L. HOLBROOXt M.D.
(Words and Music)
The SotenttiiO Amerwan says : "This work is For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
scienti11.c, sober, clean, and worthy of conscienFor Schools and the Home.
tious consideratian by every possible parent, and
particularly by the young." $1.

COMPILED BY
L. K. WASHBVBN.

EATING FOR STRENGTH;
ORt
FOOD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTB: AND WORK.
The New York Heraza says : "Dr. Holbrook's
book ill amonK the very best of its kind."
The Home ana Garaen says: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in.
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SBimER Oo~l
28 Lafayeite Place, .l'lew York.

PBIOR,

$1.50.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

The Individualist.·

A LIBERAL AND REFORM JOUl\NAL, ADVOCATING
SOCIAL REGENERATION AND INDUSTRIAL
EMANCIPATION•
Devoted to the rational exposition of the Philosophy of Freedom, mental, moral, and physical;
social, industrial, and sexual. Oommands the
pens of the best writers in America on these sub·
jects. Sixteen pages. $2 per year. Trial subscrip·
liN&LAND.
tion
three months, 50 cents. Each yearly sub·
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, scriber
will receive a oopr of Mr. Stuart's bookj
London.
"Natural Right~!.~. Natura Liberty, and Natura
THB Boston Committee of One Hundred Progresslv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., Lon- Law." Address Jr. Q. STUART, Editor and Provrietor. 1863 Blake street. Denver. Ool.

has complained that the school board, in c. B~~~e:.:s~Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTRALIA.
anxiety to avoid offending Catholics, has
adopted in place of Swinton's History a work, Mrs. J. Had11.eld, PIU'k st., Sydney, N.B. W.
Anderson's Manual of General History, that W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
omits to convey proper knowledge on OathNBW zBALAliiD.
olic deeds of the past. Anderson owns that 4.. D. Willis, Wanganui.
his desire to keep Catholics from parochial WHAT KIND OF A MAN CLA.R.K
schools rendered him cautious to" tread very
BRADEN IS.
lightly over the slippery stones of ecclesiasBY B. F. UNDBRWOOD.
Prioe, 10 centa.
tical history."

Al3 a Means for the Production of

Relief Printing Plates
We can recommend the three processes operated
by this Oom_l!a~.
Their ZINO ETOffiNGS for chei!I! and coarse
newspaver work, and their MOSS-TYPE process,
by which enKravings are made direot from photogral!bs as well as tbeir MOSS PROOEBS OF
PHOT0.:ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
MOSS ENGRAVING 00.,
5811 Pearl St., New York.

Similar advertisments from unreliable practitioners hav been frequently assailed and exposed
by the press, but D):'. ;Fellows stands foremoa~ in
h1s profession, and 1t 1s safe to trust him. Bel~JI
a. stanch LIBERAL is fur,her proof of his rellabU·
ity.-NattonaZ Vteto.
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l!otlrg.
A Contribution to the Celibacy
Controversy.
I.

XANTIPPE.
I•d like to know if Socrates,
Before he fell upon his knees
To fair Xantippe, reallY knew
That she was such a horrid shrew,
Or if she forced herself to please.
Some say he left a life of ease
To school himself by her disease
To bear the worst the world could do;
I'd like to know.
For if he married her as the1e
Pretend, aware how she could tease,
Ought we not call him boldest too
As well as wisest 1 What say yon 1
Didn't he rival Heronles,
I'd like to know 1

n.

KIIADEEJA.
Mohammed loved Khadeeja well
From marriage feast to burial,
Though he was Young and she was old
And he was anythin~t but cold,
From what the true believers tell.
He made the Koran let him dwell
With many wives when death befell
This first. What charm then could she hold
Mohammed loved 1
•Twas this-she felt the prophet's spell
When all the world was infidel;
She bade his failing heart be bold ;
Bhe watched while angel words were told,
And Islam lauds the sentinel
Mohammed loved.
-LouisBtlrose, Jr., in Open Court.

Unless otherwise specified, all publicatiom
noticed here can be had of Tm: TRUTH SxxKKR
COMPANY, at the prices nam~d.
The intereet in the North American RetJitw
for January centers in the discussion on free
trade by Mr. Gladstone of England and Mr.
Blaine, .secretary of state for this country.
The "duel," as it is called, occupies fiftyfour pages, and further contributions on the
same subject are promised. The remaining
contents of the Re'Diew are above the average
in interest.
The Society for Political Educhtion, with
headquarters at 330 Pearl street, New York,
has issued a pamphlet (price 25 cents) containing " Questions for Debate in Politics
and Economics. with Subjects for Essays,
and Terms for Definition." Hints to writers
and debaters are given, with a form of constitution and by-laws for debating clubs.
The pamphlet cove_rs the groundwork of
politics and economics, and states its pressing
questions with point.
. The Rev. Charles Watt, Baptist minister,
and Mr. Wallace Nelson, Freethought lecturer, hav been hammering each other in the
columns of the Gympie Mi1-ror, Queensland,
and the Liberator Company, of Melbourne,
Australia, hav reprinted the debate in tract
form. The minister got the worst of it and
became abusiv, whereupon Mr. Nelson closed
the discussion, which was about "Creation
or Evolution." Mr. Nelson is an able writer
on the subject, and endeavors to make the
scientific explanation of the world's growth
plafn to all. Price, 10 cents.
John Peck writes: " I hav received a pamphlet written by Walter Hague, entitled,
'Death Ends All.' The philnsophy and
statements in this pamphlet will doubtless
startle many. ·Whether his positions are well
taken is not for me to J~ay. But my own experience makes me know beyond a doubt
that some of his statements are correct. I
am much interested in the pamphlet because
it is to quite an extent on a line with my own
th_ought ~nd exi?erience. ¥en of speculativ
mmds will be Interested In the pamphlet
whatever their opinions may be. And I think
I will confer a favor upon most thinkers by
calling attention to it. I should hav noticed
it before, but hav been too busy to do so. It
is published by R. Staley & Co., 315 Wood
street, Pittsburgh, Pa., where I presume it
may be obtained for ten or fifteen cents."
One of the most unique business calimdars
for 1890 is the Columbia Bicycle Calendar and
Stand, issued by the Pope Mfg. Co., of Boston, Mass. It is in the form of a pad of 366
leaves, 5Jt by 2! inches, one for each day of
the year, and one for the entire year. A good
portion of each leaf is blank for memoranda.
The portable stand, which holds the pad,
contains pen-rack and pencil-holder. Upon
each slip appear quotations pertaining · to
cycling and typewriting, calculated to seduce
the unwary and wealthy into buying a bicycle
or typewriting machine. The same company
also issue a pamphlet on" Highway Improvement," being an address by Col. Albert A.
Pope before the Carriage Builders' National
A~sociation at Syracuse, N.Y., last October.
Mr. Pope desires better roads throughout the
country so that more people can use bicycles,
and consequently improve his trade. This is

what the philosophers call enlightened selfish- abstract authority. Treatment of criminalsness, to which Mr. Spencer traces about all the morally diseased-should be reformatory
and.curativ, not revengeful and sciolistic.
the progress of the world.
One of the most interesting and useful
The sixteen-page and colored-covered num- chapters of the book is that treating capital
ber of the London Freethinker is full to the and labor, and the changed conditions in this
brim of blasphemy, both textual and picto- country which .hav precipitated what the
rial. The humor of the articles is AmericSD, economists call a conflict between them.
the style of the pictures is French. Mr. Land monopoly he finds to be the great cause
Foote and Mr. Wheeler are the leading writ- of poverty, though not at present pressing
ers, and they are helped by G. L. Mackenzie heavily upon this country. Other causes are
and some others who evidently prefer not to the misuse of legislativ power, which robs
be known. The articles are, Satan and one man to enrich another, and the oppresMichael, Deity Interviewed, Religious Idiots, sions and overbearing arrogances of the
Babyhood of Christ, Ninnies of Nineveh, wealthy. The remedy he thinks is in educaLast Will of Jahveb, Barnum Outrivaled, tion, and cooperation, affording a more just
and selected jokes. For poetry there is the distribution of labor's products, and by
Three Wise Men, Holy Young Workingmen, which Anarchy, or Communism, or Socialism
Good God Almighty 0, In Galilee. The pict- shall be avoided.
ures are. An Old Christmas, A V;rgin's
Judge Green is not a violent agitator, nor a
Family, Leading Them Oo, Christian God- conservativ monopolist, and his book is all the
head, Creation and Fall (twelve sketches). more valuable for students of social economHoly Arson, Obeying the Bible, Samson and ics and social ills. The price is not given,
Sandow Eclipsed, Castles in the Air, Cui"ious but should not be over $2.
Twins, Raising the Wind. The publication
can be obtained of R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter
street, London, E.C., England, for 10 cents.
Mr. Arthur B. Moss announces that he will
shortly issue a volume on " The Bible anli
Evolution." No doubt the readers of his
articles on that topic which hav appeared in
THK TRUTH BEEKER will be glad to purchase
the volume, which can be done for $1. The
contents of the book are : Genesis and Astronomy, Genesis and Biology, Old Testament
Myths, Unhistorical Character of the o:d
Testament; Bible Morality, Bible Miracles,
Miracles Incredible, Bible Poetry, Conclusion.
In a circular aiiDeuncing the publication of
the volume, his publ}shers, Messrs. Watts &
Co., say: "For the past fifteen years Mr.
Moss has ·faithfully served the Freethought
cause-often 'without money and without
price.' His aim has been to strengthen and
consolidate the great party with whic4
his name is identified, and to further all
movements having for their object the social
and moral progress of the nation. Thought
of self has never influenced him, and he has
neither solicited nor accepted financial assistance, all his publications being issued at his
own risk. His forthcoming work is probably
his most ambitious, as it is certainly his most
expensiv undertaking; and his publishers
venture now to invite those who appreciate
Mr. Moss's labors on behalf of intellectual
freedom to subscribe for a certain number of
copies of his book, or to in any other way
assist in its production." Orders for the volume may be sent here, and will be filled as
soon as the book is received from- London.
"Crime: Its Nature, Causes, Treatment,
and Prevention," is the title of a subatantial
and well- printed volume written by Sanford
M. Green, late judge of the supreme and
circuit courts ot Michigan, and published by
the J. B. Lippincott Company of Philadelphia. The leading ideas in this book, Judge
Green explains, were held and set forth by
him many years ago in giving instructions to
juries in the trial of criminal cases during his
thirty-five years of experience on the bench.
No one· dissented from his view that crime is
a moral diseage, and that juries were like
unto a council of physicians to prescribe
proper treatment for the patient. These
views Judge Green now expands into a series
of essays in which he reinforces these views
and considers the pathology of crime from
all points.
The judge is one of those big-hearted, levelheaded, Liberal-minded men who once in a
while, and to the great surprise of the honest
citizen, are .found on the bench. The average
judge is either a conservativ who regards a
statute as a fetich, precedent as the Almighty,
and common law as precedent's infallible apostle, or else heisapolitician elevated to the position to serve the other politicians who put him
there. Mr. Green is neither of these; he is
a philosopher now that he has retired from
activ duty, and what is more, he was a moral.
izer as well as judge when in power. His
book is one of those rare productions on
economics nowadays which do not advocate Socialism, or Atkinsonism, which is
the philosophy of getting rich by saving pennies through economies of which the average
American is utterly incapable.
In considering the nature of crime, the author of this book is not limited to what the
law treats as such, but includes within the
meaning of that term all wrongs committed
against persons and property, public health,
justice, decency, and morality. The. causes
of crime he finds in heredity, environment,
intemperance, ignorance, idleness, avarice,
cnpidity, personal ambition, and a conflict
between labor and capital, the result of waich
is injustice. His method of preventing crime
is to remove the causes by education and a
system of profit-sharing which shall giv to
lab:>r its just proportion of what it produces.
In the mean time, until the race has advanced
to that point in political economy, crime
should be treated as a moral dieease, and
criminals placed under the care of moral doetors, who shall hold their patient in their
hospital until he is cured, and not according
to some determinate sentence by a judge who
may be deceived into being too lenient or too
severe. For young criminals especially, indeterminate sentences, with kind treatment
and moral suasion and without too many iron
doors and too much harsh disciplin, are advocated. The judge proceeds entirely upon
humanitarian grounds, and discards the
Christian idea of punishment for violating

THE
NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8sorstary; of th6 American 86(l'Ular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THII TBUTH Blllllltli!B 0oMPA!11'.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Wa.s Jesus an Impostor? A deba.te between tho
l:lootch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthnr
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modera
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Da.rwin. 5 cts. BocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. ChristianitY a Degraaing Rel!gion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith a.nd the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
BPinoza.. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Fa.vorits,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and H!!.PPiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Bon!.
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts; Design and
Natnral Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. 5 cts.
Address Wa.tts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.O•• Lon ion, En II".
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Giordano Bruno.
His Life, Works, Wort", Martyrdom, Portrait, and Monument.
With a complete list of§the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies f( ·· a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

1

ROME~ REASON
A. Memoir of Ohriatian and Extr&-OhristianExpe·

rience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATKBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
;md Oa.tholiciBm, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two sntems. It deall the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infl.icting.-[Oritical Review.
Oloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

LIFE OF

Davidson:
''The Gladstone" Joshua
MODE:BN IMITATION OF CH:BIST,
on Earth and his Communism.
L.A::tv.1:P As to hisBYLifeMRS.
E. LYNN LINTON,
Js

the··flne~t 1a.mp
~~ves It pure,

fR the worlrl. It

Moft, bt•illiant
wltite lightof8:iclmllle power.

Purer and bnghter tlJ:lll )!n!i

light; softer than electric light,

-more cheerful than either.
.A JJiarvelou11 light from, ordinarJJ
kerosene oil J

Seeing is Believing;

A "wonderful lamp" It is
Indeed. Never needs trlmm~

tng, never smokes nor breaks

chimneys, never "smells of
tlH!

oil;" no gnmmlng up, no

leaks. no sputtcrin~. no climb·
:ng ofthP. flame. no annoyance
of anv kind, and

explode.

cannot

And besides ull
these llfi.vantnges it gives a
clear, white ti,'lht, 10 to20
times the ~17.(! nrul brilliancy of

Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in
Creatton.

araer or

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
W This book was suppressed by the first A mer.
ican publisher•.a
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Ana]yzed. "For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed." Svo, 888pp.,
silk cloth, $8.
~piritualism Sustained. This work
The Gladstone Extension Study Lamp,
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
for ClerA"ymen. Editors, College fitudents. Teachers, Proshow that Christians are inconsistent in deny
fessors, Physician:; nu<l other professional men.
ing the a.lleged truths of that philosophy
Oloth, 12mo, 2411pp., $1.
Tile Gludstone B~tnqnet I.~tmps.
'l'he Gladstone Piuuo Lamps.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
am1 onlvwry house lamp/ Finish-

ed in cltber llras:J, Nickel,
Gold or Antique

Bronze~

Also

Send for price list. Ringle lantp.c; nt whfJ7eRn1P. prir~. hoxc<l
and sent by express. ~GCt onr prices. ··seei11y 1"s believing."

GLADSTONE LAMP CO.,

10 E~&st 14th 1St., New York..

'rHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL,
Price, 25 Cents.
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THE

Bi~lo

New Edition, Bevisd und Enlarired

of Nature'
'

OR, THE

"·'':Principles of Secularism.
A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD
' '
.AU:thor of " Tl!e Secrl)t pf the East, or the Oriain
. of the Oht;istll~n Belie19n and t.he Significance·
, · ofits,BIBe and Decline,>• "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat.
ur'21'' "Household Remedies," u The
ro1son Problem, or the Oauae
and the Oure of Intemperance," etc., eto.
·Felix L. Oawalq is a well-known and vigorons
wriOo ter on scientific and social subjects -[Oin.
m. Gazette.
·
Oloth, llkno, :HOpp,, $1.

Addr11811 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

MEN, WOMEN & GOD.S.
- •v HELEN H. CARDENER,

T h S k Traots.
rnt ee er

NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. 'When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them .around among your neighbors, ·or
leave them m hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
THE STRUGGLE
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth,
40
off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
J'OB
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
In which theauthorahowatherepeatedattempte are out of print.
~f men of every age to aequire greater political
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
Bbertyf; alao VIgorously attacks the very f oundao1on o the religion of evezy age; dwelling at
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail29 PaineHallDedication. Underwood ........ 5
ing the account of slavery in this country1 calli
31 God and God-Houses......................... 2
the a~tention of thi]lkb?.g men and women to the
positiOn of womankind m America. ThroughoutJ 35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
thE! work is replete with astoun~g facts ano
37 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D.D.... 2
weiBhty arguments which cannot fail io interest
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ...... 2
the minds of this age.
"
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam ......... ,... 1
By THEO. 0. BPENOEB.
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
Oloth, ll!mo., 138pp,, Price 75 cents.
4 7 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race ... , 3
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... 5
211 Lafa3 ette Place, New York.
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.
62 The Jews and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
6 t Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
,For Her Daily Bread 1B the story or two young G:i ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D. 2
g~rla a~d a r.ounger brother who were left parentless, With little money, fair education, and much 67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2 ....... 5
oo~ge, to Jllake their waY through the world by
'TO Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
g_omg tO Oh,lCI!-gO, The au~horis alao the heroin. '11 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
;r'he J).arra~Iv Is, in the .mam, a history of a work'13 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
InK gul's hfe and expenence in the city of Ohicago
among bluff business l)len, kind hearted folks, '14 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
and disreputable hypocnts. It is just such a story 'T 5 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and wnatever he admires 76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioD 77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bcnnett.......... 5
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Sypher. 2
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB,
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
8:3 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meanin~~: of this Ohar. 84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil· 89 Logie of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol- 90 Btblo-Mania. Otto Cordates.......... ...... 2
ogy."
Paper, avo, 25 cents.
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............ 5
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
OB
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ................ 2
100 !40th Anniversary of Paine's Birthday.... 5
DANCER AHEAD.
102 1'he Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic 101 J~volntion of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
103 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro..... 2
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
lOG Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Unbethis Republic.
Jicwers. Bennett............................ 2
101 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... 5
By A. J. GROVER.
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... J
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
Price, paper, 25 cents.
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage .......... 2
Address TBE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
11:: Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
11 -1 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The ·wanders ofPrayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett ............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
Ten Oents Each.
11 D The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
1. HERBERT BPENOEB: His life, writings, and 120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
I!hilo~ophy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF 121 Ingersoll'sReviewofhisReviewers ......... 3
THOMPI'ON.
2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works, 122 ·world's Great Heligious. Bennett.......... 10
and influence. By Rev . .foHN W. CHADWIOK. 12:: Pttine Vindicated. Ingersoll and "Ob3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
server" ........................................ 10
• ow suns and worlds come into being. BY 5~-L Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
Mr. GARRET P. BKBVISB.
12:i German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
12G Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Ungeology, BY Dr. LEWIS G. JANEB.
derwood ...................................... -.. 10
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM POTTs.
130 1'he gthics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 1341'alks with the Emngelists .................. · 5
of zoological evolution. BY De. BossiTKB 13'1 Christian LO\'e. C. L. James ............... 3
HAYMOND
7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq- DS Science ofthc Bible.•Tohn Jasper.......... 2
140 Astra-Theology ................................. 5
uity, growth. BY Prof. E. D. OOPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de- 141 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
velopment By Dr. ROBERT G. EccLEs.
142 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
9. EVOLUTION 0 I!' BOOIETY. BY JAllms A. SKIL- 14:l Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkms............... 2
ToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY 148 WhenDidPan!LiYe? Scholasticus .......... 2
BAJIII'BON.
1~0 Age of Simms.................................. 3
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWIS 115 If Yon Take A way my Religion? What
G. JANES
Will YouGivcMeinstead. Martin .... 10
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN O.
150 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
PARsHALL
13. EVOLUTION AS BJllLATED 'TO RELIGIOUS
\Vakeman ..................................... 10
THOUGHT. 'Bl_JOHN W. OuADWICX.
14. l'HILO-lOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARB 131 What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5
lii2 A Remarkable Book. Douglas ............ 2
HOYT NIOHOLB,
15. THE EFii'EOTS OF EVOLUTION 0~ THR 153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
OOMING (JIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J. 155 Co-opcmtioil Society's Hedcemer............ 2
SAVAGE.
156 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00.,
li>S The Fool's Creed............................... 1
ll8 Lafayette Place. New York.
!59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5
AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 160 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3
161 PI'Otestant Persecutions,..................... 3
BY D. M. BENBBTT.
162 Eigh \hand Last Letter from Ludlow Street
10 cents.
Price.
.Tail. Bennett.... , ........................... 10
16-L Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2
Introduction by
BOBEB'il.'. G. INGEBBOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 t.lente.
TM
Supplied at I:Jpec€al Discqum,ta.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB,
211 Lafayette Place. New York.
lthhisoto-engravin,II'S of llfis11 Gardener are for sale
a.
om.ce. Price, 400.; with a.utoJn"aph, 50 ota.
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
Steel enara'rinaa of this celebrated naturalist.
lilxl& .inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 115 cents. '-ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

u

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LmEBAL HYMN·Boox contains aonga
by the beat poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hill!l:r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
P~n. Wrurht, Green, Underwoo~,Mrs. Blenker,
and,mdeed, by all who hav exammed it. Prica
Ill cents.
Address 'l\HE TBUTH SERXEB Oo

.NOW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OJ!'

HORACE SEAVER. ROMAN ISM,
COMPILED BY

L. K. W.ASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver durinllr the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
crea.m-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtpator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivezy.

Price, $1.00.
Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OR,.

A Key to Bible Investigation.
Oontaining 148 PrOJl.O&itions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Oontradictiona of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. J AOOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a COI!Y for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconocla.st ever published.
Price onlY 115 cents.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
T7U Boll Factor• and llMDt Ratios in the
AcguiNfM'Ilt and Appt»'tionment.

BJ J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

81.00.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND

TWBLVB 0THBR DISOOURBBS Oll' RBASON.

Btl 0. B. PB.OTHINGH.AM.
Extra cloth, ll!mo, 238pp,, $1.
Addres1
THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Bketohea1 for Farmers, Mechanics, Machinists,
Merchants,
Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams

The Modarn Science bsaJist.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

Illustrating some of the more Important Oomparativ Statistics of the World.
BY JO:ijN R. KELSO, A.M.,
More Information for Less Money than has
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Anaever been offered.
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," " SpirONLY TWENTY-FIVE OENTB
itualism Sustained," ett.., etc.
For $50 worth of " Oold Fa.cts " boiled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
The latest and beBt work of an analytic thinker,
THE
who is gifted with thoae rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: ordinarY
mind. The book contains many idea11
THEm
that will be new to the world and productiv of
Crimes and Persecutions.
good in furnishinK food for thou~rht. We trust it
8vo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, will hav tho immense distribution it so richJ.v
merita.-[The American Idea.
ailt edges, 14.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Oloth, ll!mo, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Adlkea1
THE
TBUTH BEEKEB.
118 Lafayette Place, New York.

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
l Hereditary Transmission.

Prof,

Els-

Uttrg, M.D..................................... 5

~Evolution:

Homogeneous to Hetcrogcucous. Underwood .........................
·1 Literature of the Insane. :Marvin..........
5 Responsibility of Sex. }.Irs. Chase, M.D...
G Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll......
7 Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D..........
8 How MarsupialAnimalsPropagate..........
n The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske ..........
l 0 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures.......................................
ll Ts AmcricaNewWorld? Dawson .........
12 l•~volution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................
l:l Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium .........................

ltiir See

note at head of column.
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These notiC88 a.re for the benefit of Libei-aZs
who may be visiting the places where these societies are located. Local Becula.r Unions and
lfreethought Societies meeting regularly can
hav their gatherings advertised herefres by forwa.rding tlte n8C88sary information.

The 1U anhattan Liberal Clnb, N.Y.
Meets every FridaY evenin2:, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions, The public cordially invited.

BrookiJn Pllilosopbical Assocla·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, BrooklYn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

The Newark Liberal Lear;ue
Meets everY SundaY afternaon at 3 o'clock ~t
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
at .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Se~ts free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Leajtue 2:i7
meets every Sunday in Indu~trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .• at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.H. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seekerpublications alwaYs on hand at cheap r~tes.

Inr;ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from October to June} at
2:45P.M., at Paine 'Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

£llicar;o Secular linion
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society oC Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.t 2
P.M., at the town ·hall. All friends of huma.n
Cultivation are invited. 111ABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

Akron, 0., Freethour;bt Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday afternoon in the Hall of Oramer's Block
South Howard street, at 3 o'clock.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOlllllEBtPres.; LEROY BERRIER, Sec.

Ellzur Wrir;ht Secular linton
Ot Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun-

days of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THX T.I!UTH BEEXEB and Investtaator are solicited.
B. G. 8MITH, Cor. Sec.

Cleveland,

o.,

Secular linton

meets everY SundaY evening at 7:30, at room 29,
Oity Hall, for lectures and free discussions on religious and social aubiects. The public cordially
inVited •.

The '\Valla '\Valla Libtral Club
Meets everY SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Soiunce Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDs, Pres.; A.W. 0ALDEB, Sec.

DIAMONDS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, teat1
and compare my goods and Prices with those or
other diamond merchants, I will sell anY piece of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract thst
cash in full will be refunded anY time within one
year from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisfactory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as cheap. Oarrying a laree stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business
on smallest possible expenae, you will positivly
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrqps, worth $600. lor
$400; P1ns, Rmga, EardrOPit Studs, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $30lf, for $200; do., worth
S200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do.• worth
$60, for $45; do,, worth $40, for $80; do., worth $30,
for $22; do, worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
goods dil.ily for one year, It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean time you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and cheaper than sold
elaewhere return and l'et your cash in full.
Selections sent to responsible parties on approval; to any banking·house or O.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'he

11

Otto Wettstein" Watch,

sixteen jewela, finely adjusted to heat and cold,
I!~tent regulator 1 Brequet hair-spring, beautiful
double-paneled aial. and all modern improvements. Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it 1 In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver case, $23.W; :five-ounce, $25; six. ounce, $27. In
open face. be•t filled gold oase, W; hunting, $l!8;
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gotd.
$50 to $150. Bent prepil.id, and cash refunded if
not satisfactol)lf.ro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Dl.
Established 1857.

Essenoe of Religion.
By L. FEliEBBACH.

Translated from the Germa.n. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cta.
6
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im10 moral.-Bxtl'aot.
Addresa THE Tauo:rs: SE:UEB Oo.
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THE truest service a man can do his ~onntrY Torqnemada was a prodnot of the Bible. Philip rational beings ought to think, nothing can
is to on bias his mind, as much as possible, be- of Spain and the dnke of Alva. were produced by appear more ridionlons and absnrd, exolnsiv of
all moral reflections, than to be at the expense of
tween the rival powers.-Swirt.
the Bible.-InuersoiZ.
building navies, lUling them with men, and then
Tm: Bible llrodnced the ohnroh of Rome, and l IF men will permit themselvs to think, as hanling them into the ocean, to try which can
sink each other fastest.
Peace, which costs nothing,
is attended with inflnitly
more advantage than anY
victory with all its expense.
Bot this, thongh it best
answers the purpose of
nations, does not that of
court government-s, whose
habitual policy is pretense
for taxation, places and
offioes.-T!Wmas Patne.

ftms oflfhonght.
YEAB after year we find
each new attempt to stifle
the expression o! opinion
received with an increased
iodignatioa, the sympathies
of the people immediately
enlisted on behalf of the
oppressed teacher, and the
work which is the oMeot of
condemnation elevated in
pnblio esteem often to a
de~r:ree that is far greater
than it deserves. Year after
year the conviction becomes
more ~r:eneral, that a provisional abnegation of the
opinions of the past and a
resolute and unflinching
impartialitY are amon1r: the
highest dnties of the inquirer, and that he who
shrinks from snob a research is at least morally
bonnd to abstain from condemninlr: the opinions of
his neighbor.-:-Leckt/.
WHEN armies are organ.
ized in modern civilization,
the very strongest and best
are aeleoted, and the sol·
diers of the world are gath·
ered from their homes in
the ·prime of manhood and
lnsty health. If there is
one deformed, if there is
one maimed, if there is one
weaker of intellect, he is
left at home to oontinne the
stock, while the stron1r: and
eonrageons are selected to
be destroyed. In organized
warfare the processes of
natural selection are reversed : the fittest to liv are
killed, the fittest to die are
preserved; and in the grand
average the weak, PhYaically, mentallY, and morally,
are selected to become the
propagators of the raoe.J. w. Powell.

ALL forces are oorrelativ
-that is, they can be
changed from one kind into
another. For instance, heat
may be converted into work,
work into electricity, electricity into magnetism or
lilrht, and light maybe converted back into heat, electricity, magnetism, work,
etc. The same being trne
of all kinds of force. Hence
it is claimed that as thought
and will are bot sublimated
kinds of force, they are subject to the same principle
As one of the products of
life, namely heat, can in its
torn be made to contribute
to the support of life, ao it
follows that as mind can
oanse motion, the motion of
or~~:ans of certain form and
t(nality oan reprodnoe mind.
If the correlation of forces
be true, and if mind and
life are forces, other forces
can, onder proper oironm •
stances, prodnoe life and
mind aa readily as life and
mind oan prodnoe tbe other
foroes.-C. L. Hasl:ell.

SAMSON PLAYETH A JOKE ON THE GAZITES.
And Samson lay till midnight, and arose at midnight, and took the doors of the gate of the city, and the two posts,
and went away with them, bar and all, and put them upon his shoulders, and carried them up to the top of a hill that
is before Rebron.-J udges xvi, 3.

OF all the reli~r:ions that
hav been produced by the
e~r:otism, the malice, the
ignorance and ambition of
man, Preab:rterianilm is the
most hideons.-Inuersol!.
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WOMAN'S

Jlotts and Qllippings.
Tux Peter's Pence for 1889 yielded to the
pope $30,000 less than in 1888. The legacies
bequeathed to the pope during the year
amounted to $800,000.
Tux Rev. Francis Byng, one of Queen
Victoria's chaplains, has suddenly left London. It was thought at first that his flight
was due to the Cleveland street scandal, but
it now turns out that he got into debt through
disastrous betting.
AccoRDING to Hoffman's, the official directory of the Roman Catholics, there are in this
country 8,463 Catholic clergymen, 7,420
churches, 2,718 stations, 1,539 chapels, 202
orphan asylums, 30 theological seminaries,
120 colleges, 632 academies, 3,209 parochial
schools, with an attendance of 654,838 children, and a total Roman Catholic population
of 8,301,367.
I TOLD the people at Rutland, said Dr. McGlynn recently, that among the enemies of
the public schools were both Protestant and
Catholic clergymen. Some of the Protestant
bigots want to get pretty much the whole of
their religion into the public schools on the
ground that there is nothing sectarian in it,
against the wishes of Jews and Agnostics and
Roman Catholics.
SA.Ys the Heln·ew Jou1·nal: "To giv state
grants to Catholic parochial schools means
eventually to giv the same privileges to every
Christian sect, to Hebrews, to Mormon~, and
to Atheists. This would then be but the beginning of further state recognition of sep.
arate religions. Where would it end P It
would end in that religion possessing the
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greatest numbers eventually controling the
state. This is the tendency of state-endowed
parochial schools. It must be nipped in the
bud or the United States will be as Jesuit
ridden as Canada is now."
Tux Freeman's Journal complains: "The
march of intellect has caused religion to be
looked upon as superstition unworthy of the
consideration of the nineteenth century men,
grandsons of the great revolutionists, and its
practices as pusillanimous spectacles good
enough to satisfy the esthetic cravings of
women and children, but totally unfit to
occupy the time of the esprits forts of the
present work-a-day world."
THE numbers of cloisters and mo:aks in
Spain hav increased with astounding rapidity
of late years. Spain now has 29,220 monks,
and 20,000 nuns in 1,330 cloisters and 179
orders. In Barcelona alone there are 163
cloisters for women. In the last fourteen
years the number of monks in Spain has been
sextupled and the number of nuns has been
doubled. This growth, if accurately reported,
must inevitably lead to the confiscation of
church property within a few years. Untaxed,
and added to by tricking of the people into
making enormous gifts, church property becomes too enormous to be allowed to remain
in the hands of its owners-they practically
own the whole country. This has been the
experience of almost all countries.
IN his address at a consistory, December
30th, the pope referred to the Italian government as striving to detach the people from
the church. He demanded the restoration of
the temporal power, but not, he said, from
human motivs. It was his right, and he was
required to preserve it intact and transmit it
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to his successor as one of the inalienable
treasures of the Chri11tian faith. He alluded
to the new penal code as an attack on the
liberty of the clergy, and said an additional
injury was about to be inflicted on the church
in the passage of the bill respecting charitable trusts. This was a fresh step in the endeavor to E'fface every vestige of religion
from civil institutions. By this law all pious
establishments were to be suppressed or
transferred, especially those for the dowering
of girls without portions, those regarding
girls entering convents, and those by which
it was provided that masses should be said
for the souls of the dead. Priests were excluded from the benefits of charitable institutions, and women were admitted to such
benefits.
THK Sabbatarians all over the country are
activ. In Philadelphia they are moving to
close the cigar stores on Sunday, and Wanamaker's tool in the post-office, Mr. Field, has
discontinued several Sunday collections ot
the mail. In Atlanta, Ga., they are endeavoring to close '' sacred " concerts. In Cleveland, 0 .. their crusade is against about every.
thing. In Newark, N. J., and Omaha, Neb.,
the saloons are the object of attack. In
Minneapolis it is the theaters, and in Denver,
Col., it is stores in general. The Sabbath
Union publishes this call to the faithful :
"Let the fr;ends of law and order every.
where stand firm. The most desperate at.
tempts are being made by the enemies of the
Sabbath to obstruct legislation, and thus to
make odious all measures adopted to protect
the day against lawlessness." In Chicago,
the fanatics are also hard at work, but are
opposed by the Personal Rights League,

which is preparing to make an activ campaign
in opposition to Sunday closing in that city.
Ward clubs will be formed with this purpose
in view, and their efforts will probably culminate next spring in the endeavor to elect
candidates who will nullify the Sunday closing ordinances of Chicago.
THE latest news from the communistic
colony of Topolobampo, in Sinaloa, Mex., is
given by C. C. Remley, who has returned to
San Francisco. He was induced to join the
colony by representations of the ideal life
which was to be enjoyed at Topolobampo.
Remley joined a party from Kansas City lust
·year, and took his family, and supplies sufficient for a two years' stay. He remain
four months, leaving last November. H t
says the colonists now number about one
hundred and ten, mostly old men and womenwho hav become so embittered by their disap,
pointment that they are hard to liv with. If
these people had means to leave there would
not be twenty remaining at the place, but
having put their money in the general fund,
they can get nothing back. All are paid for
work in time checks, which cannot be
cashed, because the directors say there are no
funds. Remley says some of the land owned
by the colony is good, but the colonists persist in planting eastern seed, and they hav
thus regularly lost. their crops. The regular
diet of the colonists is black-eyed beans and
corn bread three times a day, and most of
them are too poor to buy any meat, He pro.
nounced most of the statements in the Credit
Foncier, the official newspaper organ, to be
falsehoods, as the colony has nothing to offer
to new members but hard work and poor
food.
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Letters on the Land .Question~
HERBERT SPENCER, FREDERICK GREENWOOD, PROFESSOR
HUXLEY, SIR LOUIS MALLET, AND JOHN LAIDLER.
The following letters, reprinted from the London
Tlmes of recent date (Nov. 7-15, 1889), are of
great interest, says t-he editor of the Popular .Science
J.1fonthly, on account of the light they throw upon
some of the more important aspects of the question
of land nationalization, and on the problems of Socie.iism in general.
l\ffi, SPENCER's FIRST LETTER.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES, .Sir: During
the interview between Mr. Morley and some of his
constituents, reported in your issue of the 5th inst.,
I was referred to as having set forth certain opinions
respecting land· ownership.* Fearing that, if Ire·
msfn silenii, many will suppose I hav said things
which I hsv not said, I find it needful to say somethiiJg in explanation.
Already within these few years I hav twice pointed
out that these opinions (made to appear by those
who hav circulated them widely different from what
they really are, by the omission of accompanying
opinions) were set forth in my first- work, published
forty years sgo ; and that, for the last tweive or fifteen years, I hav refrained from issuing new editions
of that work and hav interdicted translations, because,
though I still adhere to its general principles, I dissent from some of the deductions.
The work referred to-" Social Statics "-was intended to be a system of political ethics-absolute
political ethics, or that which ought to be, as distinguished from relativ political ethics, or that which
is at present the nearesi; practicable approach to it.
The conclusion reached concerning land-ownership
was reached while seeking for a valid basis for the
right of property: the basis assigned by Locke appearing to me invalid. It was argued that a satisfactory ethical warrant for private ownership could
arise only by contract between the community, as
original owner of the inhabited area, and individual
members, who became tenants, agreeing to pay
certs.in portions of the produce, or its equivalent in
money, in consideration of recognized claims to the
rest. And in the course of the argument it was
pointed out that such a view of land-ownership is
congruous with existing legal theory and practice;
~ince in law every landowner is held to be a tenant
of the Crown-that is, of the community, and since,
in practice, the supreme right of the community is
asserted by every act of Parliament which, with a
view to public advantage, directly or by proxy takes
possession of land after making due compensation.
.· All this was said in the belief that the questions
raised were not likely to come to the front in our
:time or for many generations; but, assuming that
they would some time come to the front, it wss said
that, supposing the community should assert overtly
the supreme right which is now tacitly asserted, the
business of compensation of land-owners would be a
complicated one:
BY

One that perhaps cannot be settled in a strictly equitable
manner. . . • Most of our present land-owners are men
who hav, either mediately or immediately, either by their own
acts or by the acts of their ancestors, given for their estates
Equivalents of honestly earned wealth, believing that they
were investing their savings in a legitimate manner. To
justly estimate and liquidate the claims of such is one of the
most intricate problems society will one day hav to solve.

To make the position I then took quite clear, it is
needful to add that, as shown in a succeeding chapter, the insistence on this doctrin, in virtue of which
" the right of property obtains a legitimate foundation," had. for one of its motivs the exclusion of
Socialism and Commuaism, to which I was then as
profoundly averse as I am now.
Investigations made during recent years into the
various forms of social organization, while writing

*Ext1·act from the Morley Interview. Mr. Laidler said
their method of dealing with the land would be that the
preEent owners should hold it for their time, and that it
s110uld revert back to the state. They remembered that Mr.
Her but Spencer had said that the land had been taken by
force and by fraud. That gentleman had also said that to
right one wrong it takes another.
Mr. Morley.-Has Mr. Spencer said this?
Mr. Laidler.-Yes; we all know.
:Mr. Morley.-You are aware that he has recalled some of
the things he has laid down?
Mr. Laidler.-If he has stated truth and recalled it, the
truth will prevail.
Mr. Morley.-Do you include houses?
Mr. La!dler.-We include land, not houses. In houses
there is labor, but in land there is not.
Mr. Morley.-Not?
Mr. Laidler.-There may be labor exerted in land, but as
far as the labor is in the land we believe it ought to belong to
the laborer. As the land has been obtained by the method I
hav named-by force and fraud, as Spencer says-we contend
that the land ought to be taken back by the community and
handed over to the municipalities and county councils to be
sued in such democratic manner as the people may elect those
bodies for.
Mr. Morley.-! cannot think that what is commonly
called nationalization of the land is anything but what it was
called the other day-either robbery or folly. I hav really
no more to say on that subject.
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the "Principles of Sociology," hav in part confirmed
and in part changed the views published in 1850.
Perhaps I may be allowed space for quoting from
"Political Institutions" a paragraph showing the revised conclusions arrived at :
At first sight it seems fairly inferable that the absolute
ownership of land by private persons must be the ultimate
state which industrialism brings about. But though indus.
trialism has thus far tended to individualize possession of
Jand while individualizing all other possession, it may be
doubted whether the final stage is at present reached. Ownership established by force does not stand on the same footing as ownership established by contract; and though multiplied sales and purchases, treating the two ownerships in
the same way, hav tacitly assimilated them, the assimilation
may eventually be denied. The analogy furnished by assumed rights of possession. over- human beings helps us to
recognize this possibility. For, while prisoners of war, taken
by force and held as-property in a vague way (being at first
much on a footing with other members of a household), were
reduced more definitly to the form of property when the buying and,selling of slaves became general; and, while it might
centuries ago hav been thence inferred that the ownership
of man by man was an ownership in course of being permanently established, yet we see that a later stage of civilization, reversing this process, has destroyed ownership of
man by man. Similarly, at a stage still more advanced, it
may be that private ownership of land will di~appear. As
that primitiv freedom of the individual which existed before
war established coerciv institutions and personal slavery
comes to be reestablished as militancy declines, so it seems
possible that the primitiv ownership of land by the community, which, with the development of coerciv institutions,
lapsed in large measure or-wholly into private ownership,
will be revived as industrialism further develops. The
regime of contract, at present so far extended that the right
_of property in movables is recognized only as having arisen
by exchange of services or products under agreements, or by
gift from those who had acquired it under such agreements,
may be further extended so far that the products of th_e soil
:will be recognized as property only by virtue of agreements
between individuals as tenants and the communit.y as landowner. Even now, among ourselvs, private ownership of
land is not absolute. In legal theory land-owners are dinctly
or indirectly tenants of the crown (which in our day is equivalent to the state, or, in other words, the community); and
the community from time to time resumes possession after
making due compensation. Perhaps the right of the community to the land, thus tacitly asserted, will in time to
come be overtly asserted and acted upon after making full
allowance for the accumulated value artificially given. • • •
There is reason to suspect that, while private possession of
things produced by labor will grow even more definit and
sacred than at- present, the inhabited area, which cannot be
produced by labor, .will eventually be distinguished as something which may not be privately possessed. As the individual, primitivly owner of himself, partially or wholly loses
ownership of himself during. the militant regime, but gradually resumes it as th~ indus~rial regime deve)ops, so possibly
the communal _propnetorshtp of land, partially or wholly
merged in the ownership of dominant men during evolution
of the militant type, will be resumed as the industrial type
becomes fully evolved (pp. 643-646).
_

The use of the words " possible," "possibly," and
" perhaps" in the above extracts flhows that I hav no
positiv opinion as to what may hereafter take place.
The reason for this state of hesitancy is that I can
not see my way toward reconciliation of the ethiual
requirements with the politico-economical requirements. _On the one hand, a condition of things
under which the owner of, say, the Scilly Isles might
make tenancy of his land conditional upon professing a certain creed or adopting preseribed h&bits of
life, giving notice to quit to any who did not submit,
is ethically indefensible. On the other hand,
"nationalization of the land," effected after compensation for the artificial value given by cultivation,
amounting to the greater part of its value, would entail, in the shape of interest on the required purchasemoney, as great a sum as is now paid in rent, and indeed a greater, considering the respectiv rates of
interest on landed property and other property. Add
to which, there is no reason to think that the substituted form of administration would be better than
the existing form of administration. The belief that
land would be better managed by public officials than
it ia by private owners is a very wild belief.
What the remote future may bring forth there is
no saying; but with a humanity anything like that
we now know, the implied reorganization would be
disastrous.
I am, etc.,
HERBERT SPENCER.
MR GREENWOOD'S LETTER.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES, Sir : Mr. Herbert
Spencer's letter in the Times of to-day carries with
it a heavy lesson to political philosophers. They are
taught to remember that this is an age of popular
education, as well as of social unrest ; that their
books are read not only by students like themeelvs,
who often find their chief interest in a display of
intellectual subtlety or athleticism, but by thousands
of men who are evH on the alert for warranted
theories of social reform that will better their condition. And if such theories should happen to be illconsidered before publication, or unaccompanied by
a strong and clear recital of whatever reasons are
fatal to their applicaiion in this work-a- day world
the mischief they may do is enormous. Ho~
clearly Mr. Spencer must see this now. And how
sorry he must be for having so terribly misled not
Mr. Laidler and the Labor party of Newcastle ~lone
-that is not imaginable-but many other poor men
also who habitually hang on the authority of great
men like himself.
It was when Mr. Morley was so delicately heckled
at Newcastle that a member of the Labor party depu-

tation asked him what he thought about the nationalization of the land. Mr. Morley demurred. Mr.
Laidler said the Labor party had its own plan.
" They remembered that Mr. Herbert- Spencer had
said that the land had been taken by force and fraud;
that gentleman had also said that to right one wrong
it takes another." "Why," replies Mr. Morley, "has
he said this!" "We all know he has," rejoins Mr.
Laidler. " But you are aware that he has recalled
some of the things he has laid down?" "Yes," rejoins Mr. Laidler; "but if he has stated truth and
recalled _it the truth will prevail." There we are.
This little bit of conversation is precious beyond
many pages of "absolute political ethics," judged by
the standard of usefulness.; and it will be nsli'ful to
nobody so much as to writers like Mr. Herbert
Spencer.
.
For what has he to say to it all? He says that
the opinions quoted by Mr. Laidler were set forth
forty years 11go in a work "intended to be a system
of absolute political ethics; or that which ought to
be, as distinguished from relativ political ethics, or
that which is at present. the nearest pt·actical approach to it." These opinions were accompanied by
others which forbid the interpretation sometimes put
upon them. But yet, on reflection, they satisfied Mr.
Spencer so little, he thought t.hem so little guarded
or corrected by those other opinions of his, that for
the last fifteen years he has not allowed the book
that contained them to appear in any language.
" Though I still adhere to its general principles, I
diE~sent from some of the deductions "-those, perhaps, which Mr. Laidler regards as truth once uttered
and never to be recalled. Besides, what Mr. Spencer
said on this subject "was said in the belief that the
questions raised w~rre not likely to come to the front
m our time or for many generations ;" and it did include the statement that, if the community took the
land, the necessary business of compensation would
be a complicated one. " To justly estimate and
liquidate the claims" of our present landowners "is
one of the most intricate problems society one day
will hav to solve." Since " Social Statics " was published, however, Mr. Spencer has come to revised
conclusions ; and these he now sets forth in the
Tirnes. Permit me to quote a few sentences from
this statement :
Though industrialism has thus far tended to individualize
possel!sion of land, while individualizing all otJaer possessions,
it may be doubted whether the final stage is at present
reached. , Ownership established by force does not stand on
the same footing as ownership established by contract; and
though multiplied sales and purchases treating the two
ownerships in the same way hav tacitly assimilated them, the
assimilativn may eventually be denied. • • • 'l'bere is
reason to suspect that, while private possession of things
produced by labor will grow even more definit and sacred
than at present, the inhabited area, which cannot be produced
by labor, will eventually be distinguished as something which
may not be privately possessed. • • • Possibly the communal proprietorship of land, partially or wholly merged in
the ownership of dominant men during evolution . of the
militant type, will be resumed as the industrial type becomes
fully evolved.

After quoting these and similar passages from his
revised opinions, Mr. Spencer makes the following
observations: "The use of the words 'possible,'
'possibly,' and ' perhaps,' in the above extracts shows
that I hav no positiv opinion as to what may hereafter take place." But of this Mr. Spencer feels sure:
Nationalize the land on righteous principles of compensation, and the interest on the purchase money
would exceed the sum now paid in rent. Moreover,
it is a "wild belief" that the land would be better
managed-i.e., more profitably managed-by public
officials than by private owners. "With a humanity
anything like that we now know, the implied reorganization would be disastrous."
Well, we hav only to do with the humanity that
we now know; and being what it is, surely Mr.
Spencer should hav taken pains from the beginning
to consider its manifold weaknesses and temptations.
Yet still he repeats that the individual ownership of
land was established by force, the assertion that Mr.
Laidler and the Labor party of Newcastle stand
upon. While, as for his perhapses and possiblies,
they are in fact expressions of doubt as to whether
the community will or will not resume ownership of
the land, but they are not necessarily to be taken in
that sense, and any Mr. Laidler might be forgiven if
he saw in them a suggestion of the right thing to do,
or a prophecy the fulfillment of which it would not
be wrong to precipitate. All the more reasonably
might he think so when he sees that in these same
revised conclusions Mr. Spencer likens the acquisition
of property in land by individuals to the old-time
'' ownership of man by man." "The ownership of
land was established by force ;" it originated in robbery; at the root it is robbery still. That is the
point for Mr. Laidler; and, writing for humanity as
we know it, and as the next generation is likely to
know it, it is a pity that Mr. Spencer did not guard
at once and in the strongest way against the probable uee that humanity, as we know it, would ·make
of the as'!lertion. The possible resumption of the
land by some totally different generation of humanity,
one that we know not of, should not hav been committed to print as the righting of a wrong, without
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the clearest warning that, till that generation comes,
My friend Mr. Spencer is, I am sure, the last per- ditions approximate to family or patriarchal life the
land nationalization must be an exceeding great folly, son willingly to abet this tendency. But I am afraid evil is mitigated; but in a large and complex society,
amounting to absolute disaster. For the good of that, in spite of all Mr. Spencer's disclaimers, the. to vest the property of the soil in tba state, i.e., in a
humanity, that was always the most important point next time Mr. Morley visits his constituents his per- central government, removed, as it must be, from all
to insist upon. It is to be feared that some thou- tinacious "heckler" will insist that, Biter all, the personal contact with individuals-is to throw upon
sands of Latdlers will not think so much of it now. younger and the older philosopher are not disagreed it the paramount obligation of either regulating the
So much does it become political philosophers to be in principle; and that the difference of "footing" increase of population or of providing food and
careful. Some medicine are also poisons; such medi- between ownership primarily based on force and shelter for increasing numbers by progressiv inroads
cine should nevr.1r bt> issued over the counter· to any other ownership cannot be cured by tfil.ux of time, upon the accumulated capital of the country-in
and every purchaser without a warning label; and and justifies the state now, or at any future period, short, upon the net product, which is the only source
this I hope I may say without seeming disrespect for in dealing differently with the two.
of a progressiv civilization. The first of these alterIn Ireland confiscation is justified by the appeal native cannot be better described than in the words
Mr. Herbert Spencer.
Your obedient servant, :F'Rl!'DERICK GREENWooD.
to wrongs inflicted a century ago; in England the of Bastiat:
PROFESSOR HUXLEY's LETTER.
theorems of "absolt1te political ethics" are in danger
Ce serait creer le plus faillible, le plus universel, le plus
To THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES Sir: I hav read with of being employed to make _this generation of land- immediat, le plus inquisitorial, le plus insupportable, et
fort heureusement, le plus impossible, de taus les
very great intHest the ''heckling" of Mr. Morley, owners responsible for the misdeeds of William the disons,
despotismes que jamais cervelle de pacha ou de mufti ait pu
the letters of Mr. Spencer and of Mr. Greenwood, Conqueror and his followers.
consevoir. *
and your editorial comments on this triangular duel.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
The second course could only lead to the gradual
But, if I may speak in the name of that not inccinT. H. HUXLEY.
pauperization and ultimate bankruptcy of any counsiderab1e number of persons to whom absolute ethics
SIR L. MALLET's LETTER.
try which had the folly to embark in it. Such an
and a priori politics are alike stumbling-blocks, perTo THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES, Sir : Mr. Frederick experiment would be only comparable to that of a
mit me, borrowing a phrase which a learned judge Greenwood's letter, and the leading azticle in the vast jpint-stock company in which all comers were
bas immortalized, to say that "You bav not helped Times of to day, on Mr. Herbert Spencer's recent entitled to shares without paying for them.
us much."
The distinction drawn by Mr. Herbert Spencer, in
letter upon this subject, leave little more to be said
Let me explain the nature of the further help we on several aspects of the question, but there are one common with the late Mr. Mill, between private
r~q uire by putting a case which is not altogether
or two points upon which I should be glad of an property in land and private property in things proimaginary:
duced by labor, is one which I believe to bav no ecoopportunity of adding a few remarks.
A score of years ago A. B. bought a piece of land;
The passage in the "Political Institutions" quoted nomic justification whatever. It ignores the fundahe paid the price asked by the vender, and 1\Il ~be by Mr. Herbert Spencer has been long familiar to mental principle on which the institution of private
conditions required by the law were fulfilled in the the students of his writings, and to some of them, property is grounded-viz., that a due relation
transference of ownership. The transr.ction was as who, like myself, are among his sincere admirers, between demand and supply can be maintained in
much a free contract as if A. B. had gone to market bas always been a subject of surprise and regret.
no other way consistently with personal freedom.
and bought a cabbage. At the time that A. B.
From this point of view the fact that the supply
The whole extract should be read, but to save your
handed over his money he believed that tbe state space I confine myself to the concluding sentenceP., of land is practically limited, and that it is, therefore,
was a copartner in the contract, in so far that it which are enough for my purpose:
s, natural monopoly, renders it not less but more
undertook to maintain his rights of ownership
·necessary
that it should be allowed to be the subject
There is reason to suspect that while private possession of
against everything and everybody who should at- things
produced by labor will grow even more definit and of private appropriation.
tempt to invade them, except an act of the legisia- sacred than at present, the inhabited area, which cannot be
Sir Henry Maine has summed up the whole questure, or the orders of the commanding officer in war produced by labor, will eventually be distinguished as some- tion in a few words, which cannot be too often
thing
which
may
not
be
privately
possessPd.
As
tt
e
inditime, or a police officer legally authorized. A. B.
primitivly owner of himself, partially or wholly loses repeated.
has gone on paying his taxes to the state all theE!e vidual,
There are two sets of motive, and two only, by which the
ownership
of himself during the militant regime, but graduyears, in the full conviction that the state contracted, ally resumes
it as the industrial regime develops; so, possi- great bulk of the materials of human subsistence and comamong other things, to afford him the protection bly, the communal proprietorship of land, partially or wholly fort hav hitherto been produced and reproduced. One has
merged in the ownership of dominant men during evolution led to the cultivation of the Northern states of the American
thus dffined.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific; the other had a conA. B.'s lawyers assured him that the title to the of the militant type, will be resumed as the industrial type Union
siderable share in bringing about the agricultural and iNdusland was perfectly good. This means that, for sev- becomes fully evolved.
trial progress of the Southern states, and in old days it proThe analogy here s11ggested between the owner- duced the wonderful prosperity of Peru under the Incas.
eral centuries at least, neither force nor fraud has
intervened, but that the land .bas passed from owner ship of man by other men, or slavery, and the pri- One system is economical competition, the other consists in
the daily task, perhaps fairly and kindly allotted, but ento owner by free contract. At the same time, A. B., vate ownership of land, with the inference drawn forced
by the prison or the scourge. So far as we hav any
who is somewhat pedantic in the matter of historical from it, that as the first has been abolished in civil- experience to teach us, we are driven to the conclusion that
ized
countries
the
second
may
possibly
share
its
fate,
accuracy, admits that, for anything he knows to the
every society of men must adopt one svstem or the other, or
it will pass through penury to starvation (Popular Governcontrary, in the reign of King John biB bit of land bas always appeared to me essentially fallacious.
The prin<'iple of private property, so far as the ment).
may bav belonged to Cedric the Saxon; and that
I bav the honor to be, sir,
possibly tbe son of that worthy thane, after the quar- term is applicable to human beings, bas not in their
Your obedient servant.,
Lours MALLET.
rel with Rowena, related by a historian of later case been abolished-on the contrary, it has been
date than Scott, may bav taken forcible possession signally vindicated.
MR. SPENCER'S SECOND LETTER.
The dasiruction of slavery asserted the right of
of it, and, in virtue of his favor at court, kept it for
To THE EDITOR oF THE TIMES, Sir: As Professor
every man to property in himself, while prohibiting Huxley admits that his friend A. B.'s title to his plot
himself and his descendants.
Now, my friends and myself, having no better the ownership of man by other men, both individu- of land is qualified by the right of the state to disguides than common morality and common sense, ally and collectivly. It was the restitution of a right possess him if ~t sees well-as, by implication, be
are of opinion that, supposing Ivanhoe to hav be- of property from a wrongful to a rightful owner. admits that all landowners bold their land subject
haved in this scandalous fashion, the fact makes not In order to render Mr. Spencer's analogy applicable, to the supreme ownership of the state, that is, the
the smallest difference in justice or in equity to the it seems to me that the right of ownership in one community-as he contends that any force or fraud
title of A. B ; and that, if it did, the state, which man by another, instead of being abolished alto- by which land was taken in early days does not affect
has contracted to defend A. B.'s title without the gether, should hav been transferred,_ as _it. is proposed the titles of existing owners, and a fortiori does not
least reference to such antiquarian contingencies, to do in the case of land, from the md1v1dual to the liffect the superior title of the community-and as,
would commit a gross fraud if it broke its contract state.
consequently, be admits that the community, as suBut, however this may be, it seems clear that the preme owner with a still valid title, may resume
on any such flimsy pretenses.
The right to compensation is not in question; principle which includes the ownership of one man possession if it thinks well, he seems to me to leave
what we deny is the right to disturb A. B. on such a by another, rests upon the same grounds as that the question standing very much where it stood; and
which includes private property in land, viz., that the since he, as I suppose, agrees with me that any such
ground.
It would appear, however, that there is some bet- ge<1eral interests of society are best promoted by resumntion, should a misjudgment lead to it, ought
to be accompanied by due compensation for all artiter guidance than that of common morality and com- personal freedom.
There seems to be sufficient evidence that com- ficial value given to land, I do not see in what remon sense; "absolute political ethics " is an infallible indicator of what we ought to do-whether the pulsory labor is less productiv than free. labor,_ snd if spect we ·disagree on the land question. I p~ss,
this is so we may conclude, even settmg aside all therefore, to hie comments on absolute pohtiCal
act.ion indicated is possible or impossible.
Now, what we want is this very light as to what considerations of humanity or morality, that the in- ethics.
we ought to do in such a concrete case as that I hav terests of society are better promoted by free labor
"Your treatment is quite at variance with physiological
mentioned. The dictum that" ownership established or property in one's self, than by slavery or property principles," would probably. be the criticism _passed by a
modern practitioner on the dotngs of a San grad~, If w~ suppl?se
by force does not stand on the same footing as in others.
one to hav survived. "Oh, bother your physiOlogiCal pnnis
usually
admitted,
but
it
is
necessary
to
This
ownership established by contract," I mast repeat
ciples," might be the reply. "I hav got t~ cure this disease,
" does not help us." Construed strictly, it is a mere insist upon what is always forgotten by those who and my experience tells me that bleedmg and frequent
truism; construed broadly, it may cover Mr. Laid- declaim against private property in lan~-:-tbat this draughts of hot water are needed." "~ell," woul~ be the
last institution also is an essential condition of per- rejoinder "if you do not kill your patient, you will at any
ler's view.
greatly retard his recovery, as you would probably be
What we want to know is this:· According to "ab- sonal freedom, as by no other means short of coer- rate
aware had you read Professor Huxley's' Lessons on Elementsolute political ethics," has A. B. a moral as well as a cion can 1\ due relation be maintained between de- ary Physiol0gy.• and the mure elaborate books on the submand and supply.
ject which medical students hav to master."
legal right to his land or not'
Whoever holds the land hol~s that which, being
If he bas not., how does " absolute political ethics "
This imaginary conversation will sufficiently sugdeduce his title to compensation! And, if he bas, limited in extent (the only assumption on which the gest that, before there can be rational treatment of a
question
arises),
imposes
on
its
possessor
the
funchow does "absolute political ethics" deduce the
disordered state of the bodily functions, there must be
tion and duty, which be is bound in the inter~s~ of a conception of what constit~tes _their or~ered stat~:
state's right to disturb him?
No question is rRised here as to the right of the society no leas than his own, to perform, of restnctmg knowing what is abnormal Imphes knowmg what IS
state to deal with A. B.'s land or anything else he an und~e pressure on the soil, whether for agricult- normal. That Prof. Huxley recognizes this truth is,
possesses on grounds of public utility or necessity; ural or urban purposes, whether for food or shelter, I supppse, proved by the inc~usion ?f physiology in
nor do we want to know what may be done by the by the increasing wants of the population.
that course of medical educatwn which he advocates-.
If the family is the economic unit, this object may If be says that abandonment of the Sangrado treatwisdom or the folly of future generations. "Absolute
political ethics" should be independent of time a~d be .,ffected by the exercise of the personal responsi- ment was due, not to the teachings of physiology,
space; and it ought to be able to tell us whether, w bility and authority of its bead in regulating supply, but to knowledge empirically gained, then I reply
foro conscientim, A. B., if be continue to bold his and by a gradual augmtmtation o~ ~rice and rent. in that if he expands t~is statement so as t_o _cover all
land under the circumstances supposed, is an honest restraining demand. When the hmits of productwn improvements in mediCal treatment be sUICidally reor supply are reached, any ~dditio~al populat!on
man or a receiver of stolen goods.
I intervene in this discussion most unwillingly, must migrate or be supported, If possible, by chanty. --;n-;ould be to create the most fallible, the most univerBut whenever the economic unit is extf'ndfd so as sal the most autocratic, the most inquisitorial, the most
but I hav long been of opinion that the great political evil of our time is the attt=!mpt to sanction to include a whole community, this personal respon- ins~pportable, and Jet us say-very h.appily-the most impossible of all despotisma that ever bram of pacha or of mufti
popular acts of injustice by antiqu'\rian and specula- sibility, and with it personal liberty, dtssppears. In may
hav conceived.
a
small
district
(a
village
or
canton)
where
the
contiv arguments.
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jeds the teaching of physiological principles as I sought to back up my position by quoting the ninth
chapter of" Social Statics," by Mr. Herbert Spencer,
useless.
Without insisting upon that analogy between a and I certainly thought I had a good case when I
society and an organism which results from the inter- found on my side the most distinguished authority
dependence of parts performing different functions- of our time. To my great surprise I now find that
though I beJieye he recognizes this-! think he will in the letters which he has addressed to you, Mr.
admit that conception of a social state as disordered Herbert Spencer appears to be very anxious to repuimplies conception of an ordered social state. We diate the doctrine which he preached so eloquently
may fairly assume that, in these modern days at in 1850. Now, although it is a common thing for
le~tst, all legislation aims at a better ; and the con- the politician of to-day to repudiate principles and
cept.ion of a better is not possible without concep- deductions which he formerly warmly espoused and
tion of a best. If there is rejoicing because certain to adopt others which he once energetically condiseases hav been diminished by precautions enforced, demned, one does not expect the same vacillation on
the implied ideal is a state in which these diseases the part of a distinguished philosopher like Mr. Herhav been extinguished. If particular measures are bert Spencer. I find it difficult to understand his
applauded because they hav decreased criminality, position, which seems to be this-that while adher_the implication is that the absence of all crime is a ing to his general principles he abandons certain
desideratum. .Hence, however much a politician may deductions therefrom. Now, to my mind, the ninth
pooh-pooh social ideals, he cannot take steps toward chapter of "Social Statics" which deals with "The
bettering the social state without tacitly entertaining right to the use of the earth," seems as true, as logthem. And though he may regard absolute political ical, and Bl! unanswerable an argument in favor of
ethics as an airy vision, he makes bit by bit ref~rence the nationalization of the land as it doubtless
to it in everythirlg he does. I simply differ from him appeared to Mr. Spencer on the day it was written.
in contending for a consistent and avowed reference, Lat us trace the course of his argument through the
instead of an inconsistent and unacknowledged refer- ten sections of which the chapter is composed:
ence.
1. Given a race of ~sings having like claims to
Even without any such strain on the imagination pursue the objects of their desires, and a world into
as me.y be required to conceive a community consist- which such beings are similarly born, it unavoidably
ing entirely of honest and honorable men-even with- follows that they hav equal rights to the use of this
out asking whether there is not a set of definit limits world. Conversely, it is manifest that no one, or
to individual actions which such men would severally part of them, may use the earth in sut~h a way as to
insist upon and respect-even without asserting that prevent the rest from similarly using it.
these limits must, in the nature of things, result
2. Equity, therefore, does not permit property in
when men hav severally to carry on their lives in land. O;;herwise, landless men might equitably be
proximity with one another, I should hav thought it expelled from the earth altogether.
sufficiently clear that our system of justice, by inter3. We find yet further reason to deny the rectitude
dicting murder, assault, theft, libel, etc., recognizes of property in land. Violence, fraud, the prerogativ
the existence of such limits and the necessity for of force, the claims of superior cunning, these are
maintaining them ; and I should hav thought it the sources to which titles may be traced. Could
manifest enough that there must exist an elaborate valid claims thus be constituted! Hardly. If not,
system of limits or restraints on conduct, by con- what becomes of the pretensions of all subsequent
formity to which citizens may cooperate without holders of estates so obtained?
dissension. Such a system, deduced as it may be
4. Not only hav present land tenures an indefensifrom the primary conditions to be fulfilled, is what I ble origin, but it is impossible to discover any mode
mean by absolute political ethics. The complaint of in which land can become private property. CultiProfessor Huxley that absolute political ethics does not vation cannot giv a legitimate title.
show us what to do in each concrete esse seems to
5. Why not agree to a fair subdivision of the land!
be much like the complaint of a medical practitioner Until we can demonstrate that men born after a
who should speak slightingly of physiological gener- certain date should be doomed to slavery, we must
alizations because they did not tell him the right consider no such allotment permissible.
dressing for a wound or how best to deal with vari6. Either men hav a right to make the soil private
cose veins. I cannot here explain further, but any property or they hav not. No compromise is possible.
one who does not understand me may find the mat- If they hav such a right, then the duke of Sutherland
ter discussed at length in a chapter on " Absolute and may justifiably banish Highlanders to make room for
Ralativ Ethics" contained in the "Data of Ethics." sheep-walks.
It appears to me somewhat anomalous that Professor
7. After all, nobody does implicitly believe in landHuxley, who is not simply a biologist but is familiar lordism. If a canal, a railway, or a turnpike road is
with science at large, and who must recognize the to be made, we do not scruple to seize just as many
reign of law on every hand, should tacitly assume acres as may be requisit. If we decide that the
that there exists one group of lawless phenomena claims of individual ownership must giv way, then we
-social phenomena. For if they are not lawless- imply that the right of the nation at large to the soil
if there are any natural laws traceable throughout is supreme.
them, then our aim should be to ascertain these and
8. To what does this doctrin, that man are equally
conform with them, well knowing that non-conformity entitled to the use of the earth, lead? Instead of
will inevitably bring penalties. Not taking this view, being in the possession of individuals, the country
.however, it would seem as though Professor Huxley would be held by the great corporate body-society.
agrees with the mass of "practical" politicians, who Instead of leasing his acres from an isolated pro.think that every legislativ measure is to be decided prietor, the farmer would lease them from the nation.
by estimation of probabilities unguided by a priori Clearly, on such a system, the earth might be inclosed,
conclusions. Well, had they habitually succeeded, occupied, and cultivated in entire subordination to
one might not wonder that they should habitually the law of equal freedom.
ridicule abstract principles; but the astounding
9. No doubt great difficulties must attend the
accumulation of failures might hav been expected to resumption, by mankind at large, of their rights to
cause less confidence in empirical methods. Of the the soil. The question of compensation to existing
18,110 public acts passed between 20 Henry III. and proprietors is a complicated one-one that perhaps
the e!ld of 1872, Mr. Janson, vice-president of the cannot be settled in a strictly equitable :manner. But
Law Society, estimates that four-fifths hav been there are others besides the landed class to be conwholly or partially repealed, and that in the years sidered. The rights of the many are in abeyance.
1870-1872 there ware repealed 3,532 acts, of which To deprive others of their rights to the use of the
2,759 were totally repealed. Further, I myself earth is to commit a crime inferior only in wickedfound, on examining the books for 1881-1883, that ness to the crime of taking away their lives or perin those years there had been repealed 650 acts be- sonal liberties.
longing to the present reign, besides many of
10. The right of each man to the use of the earth,
preceding reigns. Remembering that acts which are limited only by the like rights of his fellow-men, is
repealed hav been doing mischief, which means loss, immediately deducible from the law of equal freetrouble, pain to great numbers-remembering, thus, dom. The maintenance of this right necessarily forthe enormous amount of suffering which this helter- bids private property in land. The theory of the coskeltar legislation has inflicted for generations and heirship of all men to the soil is consistent with the
for centuries, I think it would not be amiss to ask highest civilization, and, however difficult it may be
whether better guidance may not be had, even to embody that theory in fact, equity sternly comthough it should come from absolute political ethics. mands it to be done.
I regret that neither space nor health will permit
In the foregoing digest, beyond one or two conme to discuss any of the questions raised by Sir necting words, the language is that of Mr. Herbert
Louis Mallet. And here, indeed, I find myself com- Spencer himself. Does it not constitute an unanpelled to desist altogether. In so far as I am swerable argument in favor of the nationalization of
concerned, the controversy must end with this the land? If the author would permit it to be reletter.
I am, etc.,
HERBERT SPENCER.
printed, what an admirable tract the ninth chapter
1
MR. LAIDLER B LETTER.
of "Social Statics" would be for the propagation of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES, Sir: As one of the Socialistic principles ! But he now seems to repudidepute.tion of members of the Newcastle Labor ate the offspring of his own genius! We hav, howElectoral Organization who recently waited upon aver, a right to ask that, instead of a vague repudiaMr. John Morley, M.P., to ascertain his opinions on tion in general terms, Mr. Herbert Spencer should
certain political and social topics, I was intrusted by tell us specifically what deductions he has abandoned
my fellow-members of the delegation with the ques- and why he has abandoned them. We might then
tion of the nationalization of the land, and this sub- endeavor to answer his answers to his own proposiject I discussed with Mr. Morley. In doing so, I tions.
Yours,
JoHN LAIDLER, Bricklayer.

What to Do and How.
Mr. Burnham's article in. THE TRUTH SEEKER of
January 4th, appeared at a time when I was in "tha
grip" of a foe compelling all my attention, when Mr.
Burnham's allegation of popish tendencies in me wa\1
not a sufficient counter-irritent to attract much notice.
A second reading of his article now only tempts me
to a few brief remarks upon it. As to my charge
that his articles exhibit "pernicious pal'tisanship,"
which he repels as impossible, I simply affirm that
his second presents even better evidence of it than
his first. My statement that the present officers of
the American Secular Union hav made a success of
other affairs in this world, he says, implies "that
they will make a success in another world," when he
well knows that the real implication intended was
that it was fair to expect that theil· business abilities
would enable them to manage the affairs of the Union
successfully. . Again he twists my words unfairly to
make them imply that the Union had never before
had so efficient officers, when it is easy to see that I
laid stress on their leisure and opportunity to do
good service, and in this comment I necessarily
meant to indicate only the three executiv officers, and
not to include myself-having little spare time to
devote to American Secular Union work.
I really think the Union never had abler officers
than Wakeman, Leland and Palmer, but they had
not the leisure to giv it much time, and the Union
was not then paying for all of one person's time.
Mr. Burnham dubs me pope because I gave" the
real interpretation of the constitution, its purposes
and aims." He would hav used his time and space
to better advantage than by putting unwarranted
implications to my words, if he had shown wherein
my interpretation of the constitution, etc., was incorrect. Now, let him either prove me wrong or say
whether he is for or against the objects stated. •
In Freethought of January 4th, Mr. W. F. Jamieson comments on " The Scope of Conventions," and
writes as follows:
Now the question is, Should the call be made broader, or
the convention narrower? lf the Secular congress and state
Secular Unions exist for the "sole purpose" of Secularizing
the state, then I think there is urgent necessity for Liberals
all over the United States to organize Liberty lodges. When
sufficiently numerous in a county, say four lodges, to hold
re~ular quarterly assemblie3 at various points in the county.
When there are six counties organized call a state Liberty
lodge. When there are fifteen, or even a dozen, state lodges,
call a national Liberty lodge. The state lodges to meet once
a year, the national once in three years. Such societies
would strengthen the Secular congress and etate Secular
Unions. The calls of all Liberty lodges should be as free as
liberty, fraternal as humanity; the discussions should exclude no question appertaining to the welfare of the race,
should include all subjects covered by science.

That is a good suggestion, which ought some time
to materialize-the sooner the better-but in the
mean time the local branch organizations of the
American Secular Union can serve as Liberty lodges,
and be so named, if the locals prefer.
The American Secular Union has not proposed to
hamper or limit the purposes and work of locals.
They are even advised and urged to keep up the
interest of regular meetings by discussions on all
lines of radical, political, and social reforms. They
hav all the year round to devote to any variety of
debates that may entertain the members, and serve
to keep them a-coming to meetings, but there are
three reasons why this cannot now be the policy of
national conventions of the American Secular Union:
first, because of the limitations of its constitution,
second, the limitations of time, and third, because it
is the best policy in any society organized for action
-not merely for debate-to take hold of but a few
practical things at a time. Our local Liberal clubs,
leagues, or lodges may be run mainly for entertainment or instruction, and as occasion offers effect some
useful reform in Secularization or any line of Radical
work at home, but our national conventions ought as
far as possible to be centers and occasions for concentrated effort to do something, or for laying the
plans for doing something, to promote the stated objects of the American Secular Union, and as we grow
in strength and wealth and ability to undertake a
greater variety of rsform work, we can expand the
purposes of the American Secular Union, or organize
other national conventions for practical work in other
directions.
Secular Thought prints the constitution of the
Secular Society of Des Moines, Ia., as follows:
1. To combat the inherent superstition of all religions ;
to oppose intemperance, lawlessness, polygamy, frr.e love,
and Anarchy; to uphold the light of science and to encourage investigation, advocating at all times the supremacy of
reason. 2. To destroy nothing that is good, but to pall the
weeds ant! uproot only such trees as bear poisonous fruit.
3. To disseminate knowledge; to teach the purest morality
both by precept and example; to discourage war, bloodshed,
and unjust persecution ; to annul the aggressiv movement of
any sect or people, ant! to oppose by rational appeal any
spirit hostil to the well-being of the human race. 4 To
labor assiduously for the accomplishment of the Nine Demands of Liberalism as adopted by the American Secular
Union.

Other local societies may favor Anarchy or Socialism, and some may prefer a broader or narrower platform than that adopted in Des Moines-many being
directly opposed to others in certain points-bu. all
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that indorse the Nine Demands of the American Sec- agate's certificate" when purchasing ticket. The also in the power of the Great Whore of Babylon to
ular Union can help Liberalism and Secularism by same reduction is promised on the Hunt system.
raise hell generally when its confessional is attacked.
"laboring assiduously" to support ita officers and ita
We hav plenty of good material in Washington if
Amtell, Kan., Jan. 6, 1890.
work.
E. B. FooTE, JR.
it can only be utilized, and it is to be hoped that can
be done through a practical organization.
A New Sabbath Observance Argument.
Mr. George M. Boman is doing a vast deal of
Truth Needs No Bolstering.
The people of Lansing and vicinity, Michigan,
good, practical work, and Liberalism can always find
_ Your paper is called THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
him employment, and no opportunity is let go by hav been subject to a special divine favor in the form
of a letter the original of which is multiplied through
This is a modest name. It does not claim to bav default by that earnest worker.
the truth, but to be seeking for it.
In closing let me appeal to every Liberal in W aah- the assistance of a demoniac machine known under
I would be a truth seeker. I bav sought after it ington to aid in the necessary and important work th~ name of printing-press, and numerous copies of
for many years. I constantly bear the voices of of state organization, and if you cannot attend the satd letter are spread among the faithful. Our commany minds, who say, "Lo here," and "Lo there, convention, do what you can for the cause in a finan- pliments are due to ita divine author for his correct
t.his is tpe truth!'' I reach out my hands and grasp cial way. Those desiring to send money to aid in German, and to G. H. Boppe, editor of the Freiit, as a verity ; but soon it palls on my senses, and in the work can address the same to P. Wickstrom, denlcer, on behalf of ourselvs and our fellow-beingr>,
my hands crumbles to dust. I look about me into treasurer, corner of ·Eighth and Columbia streets, for the great service he has rendered us in preserving this rare object, and for the present and future
this selfish man built world and ask, Who is there in Seattle, Wash., or,
R. J. WILSON,
happiness
of mankind so valuable a document, from
all this monopoly of wealth and position that stands
Secretary State Central Committee.
oblivion. The title of the divine message is:
on ,tenable ground and may not hav both wealth
Post-offioe box 816, Seattle, Wash.
LETTER FROY HEAVEN,
and position swept away from. them by the
seen, written in golden letters in the air", and sent to us
incoming tide? In short, what is the reality, the
through the assistance of god's angel Michael- To whomsubstance, of our lives 1 The Talmagean Christian The 'l'rue Story of the Religious Riot at Ax- soever that copies this letter he will bow himself, but turn
tell, Kan.
away from those who despise it.
says, "Look to Christ, he will guide you unto all
Whosoever works on Sunday is damned. I, Jesus Christ,
One Rev. J. G. White, of Stanford, Ill., struck our
truth." THE TRUTH SEEKER says, "This is nonsense;
you, therefore, not to work on Sunday, but to proceed
we don't believe in your Christianity; it isn't large town and hit it hard last October, but we still liv, enjoin
to church and pray with devotion, yet not with painted face,
enough to take in all nations and people!!." Away move, and hav a being. He came of his own accord, nor wearing expensiv lace, ribbons, or fashionable neck orn8.with professors of religions and builders of magnifi- and billed the town to lecture in the Presbyterian ments, neither with bangs nor false, braided hair. All of
cent cathedrals while there are homeless wanderer!!, church, on" Romanism Not of God." He delivered these giv birth to vanity and pride. From your riches you
shall, with humble heart, donate to the poor. Believe, this
the first lecture October 22d, and announced that the letter
and children left alone either to beg or starve !
is sent from me, that you do not continue to liv like an
next
night
he
would
lecture
on
"Auricular
Confession
As our minds develop, we are no longer satisfied
irrational animal. You hav six days of the week-in these
to be followers of traditions or man-made theories. Exposed," at the Methodist Episcopal church, to you shall do your work, but the seventh day, being Sunday,
We _ask the bigot and dogmatist to allow us freedom men only, and billed the town himself the next day. you shall keep holy. If you neglect to do so, I will send war,
famin, and epidemics, and punish you with those
to seek for truth in our own way. And what we ask But said lecture did not materialize. The Hibernians starvation,
ca,lamities I sent over the Egyptians in the time of Moses,
for we must cheerfully grant to others, and it is e. sent couriers out and brought in their full force, making you fiee from the land. I, Jesus Christ, command
stubborn fact which can never be set aside that ridi- about fifty men, and early in the evening of said lect- you also not to work too long on Saturdays, that you be able
cule and sarcasm hav neither reason or logic, and ure they met at the Hibernian hall and organized for to get up early and attend church in due time-this to everyone, old or young, that you may possess devotional spirit
therefore do not win souls to the love of truth. the purpose of breaking up said lecture. The Meth- and
repent of your sins, so that they may be forgiven you.
When we love our fellow-man as ourselva we shall odist Episcopal church was well filled with the peo- Struggle not for possession of silver and gold. Do no evil
care little what his belief is ; we shall see in him ple of the town and country. The speaker was with my property; yet, above all, avoid pride, also such
only a brother like ourselva. If we knew he is ready to commence his lecture, when the mob marched wishes and desires as are of the fiesh, they being the cursed
that goes to hell. Still, remember I created you and can
hampered by error and superstition we will not tear straight from the hall to the Methodist Episcopal road
save
you.
Do nobody harm with your tongue. Do not rechurch;
and
about
half
of
them
entered
the
church.
the cloak off too hastily, but warm him so with the
joice!when thy neighbor suffers, but take compassion on him.
sunshine of our better humanity and help him with The speaker bad just commenced his lecture, when, You, children, honor your father and mother, then it will go
our deeds of love and kindness that he will know it by a given signal from their leader, the riot com- well with you. Whosoever does not believe and keep these
is far better to liv the truth than to be a mere specu- menced. And it was pandemonium from that on. commandments is eternally lost and damned. Also, leave
that terrible swearing; he that does not will be called to
lator about subjects which can be of no use to us in Pistols, clubs, and ahillalehs were flourished in a off
severe account, and the anger of God will now and ever be
manner
to
make
an
Infidel
think
there
was
a
surethis or any stage of existence.
over him. I, Jesus Christ, hav written this letter in my own
Let us hav no putting down of stakes, and glorify- enough bell, and that right here on earth, and that hand. Whosoever speaks against it or will not believe in it
ing any ism. We are as yet but only a little way up too in the Methodist Episcopal church-just what and who departs from me shall be given neither happiness
nor blessings. Whosoever has a copy of this letter shall in.
the mount of investigation. Let us not go so hastily they hav always preached, but never so forcibly form
another person of it; if he does not, he shall be excluded
demonstrated.
The
mob
sang"
J
obn
Brown's
Body,"
as to lose sight of the landmarks here and there along
from the Christian church and from my forgivness. And
and
hollaed,
"Rata
!
rata!"
"
To
bell
witb.
the
law
!"
are your sins even so many as the sand in the ocean, as the
the road. They may be of use to us when we reach
the top, and the full glare of truth dawns upon us. " Pull him out !" " Kill him !" Some of the audience grass of the field, and the stars in the heaven, yet they shall
forgiven if you show earnest repentance. Believe what
They will serve as plummet and rule, and the details were knocked down, some fell down between the be
the letter says. He that believes it not shall die and suffer
will be necessary to show how each part goes to seats, and others jumped out at the windows, and pain il;l hell. Whosoever has this letter in the house or carthe mob shouted, "Hurrah for ould Ireland." It ries it about his or her person shall be protected from lightmake the grand com posit whole. SARA E. HERVEY.
made me think of bleeding Kansas and the uproar ning as well as fire and water. Keep, therefore, these my
Onset, Mass.
along about 1858-1860. The mayor of the town and commandments which I send to you through my angel
a small force of resolute men stood between the Michael.
The Washington Convention.
Brethren in unbelief, let each and every one of us
speaker and the mob and stopped them, preventing
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Long them from getting the speaker. The seats were get a copy of this heavenly patent-preservativ, believe
ere this time the readers of your splendid paper broken and the dear old Bible was trampled under- it, show it, and do not lose it.
know what is being done in Washington for the foot. Oh, my! but the brethren did feel so bad about
cause of mental liberty.
Correction and Explanation.
it ; they said something about desecrating the holy
Brother C. B. Reynolds is working with a will to book of God.
I made a mistake by numbering the days of the
put Freethought in keen fighting trim to meet the
The mayor then told the mob if they would leave week wrong. George Washington did appoint
insidious foe of progress and reform, viz, orthodoxy. there should not be any lecture that night. The Thursday, Nov. 26, 1789, as a day of thanksgiving.
In his communication which appeared in a recent mob then returned to their hall and commenced And again, Jan. 1, 1795, to giv thanks to the " Grsat
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER be has set forth the building a bonfire to enthuse over their success, but RuleJ' of Nations," especially for suppressing the
aims and objects of the leading Liberals of Washing- the priest stopped them. Oh, how beautiful is the whisky rebellion. But there was no repetition of
ton, and what they hope to gain by organization, Christian religion, where the brethren dwell in love that kind of foolishness until the Infidel president,
much mora fully than I could ever hope to do so. and·peace together! "For we know we bav passed Abe Lincoln, came in.
I will be brief.
from death unto life, because we love the brethren."
Bruno's martyrdom was Feb. 17, 1600, which wss
As secretary of the state central committee I The next day the citizens met in mass meeting to Thursday. But Feb. 17, 1600, old style, was Feb.
wish to urge the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER into consider the situation, the mayor presiding. After 6, new style, which was Sunday. The new style was
activ and earnest work in behalf of our coming con- mature deliberation it was resolved to call the Rev. adopted in Italy in 1582, but in England not until
vention. Now is the t.ime, and we hope all the be- Mr. White back and hav the lecture, not so much for 1751.
BURR.
lievers in the Nine Demands will be prompt in send- the lecture, but to see if we lived in a free country.
The Brotherhood of Moralists.
ing aid to the central committee so that success may The mayor was authorized by the convention to see
be guaranteed, and the flag kept above the cross in that order was maintained at all hazards, the citizens
The following is a report of the work done in
the grand new state of Washington.
pledging themaelva to stand by him. He organized December by the propaganda committee of the
The hall has been secured and a splendid program a strong police force and sent for a company of the Brotherhood of Moralists at Hannibal, Mo.:
arranged, and all who can attend will be richly re- state militia at Marysville, distance twenty-four
SECRETARY'S RBPORT.
warded, as we expect to hav some of the moat elo- miles. Mr. White was notified and came the day Number of members at last report .............................. 785
quent men and women in the West address the con- before the lecture, and was guarded at the hotel all Enroled since last report........................................... 17
night by order of the mayor.
vention.
Total. ....................................................... 802
Over eight hundred letters hav been sent out to
At the hour of the lecture Mayor Sitler with his
Those enroled this month are from Missouri, Illinois,
Liberals all over the state, and it is the hope of the police force and a company of state militia marched Kansas, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Colorado,
F. H. RAu, Sec.
committee to see a large and enthusiastic attendance to the town hall. There was a large audience, many and California.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
coming from adjacent towns. The lecture was deon Jan. 28, 29, 30, 1890.
Balance from last month ........................................... $6 45
Delegates are earnestly requested to assemble at livered, and one long to be remembered, especially Received from L. R. Titus and J. A. Melton, each $1... 2 00
Freed's hall on Ninth street, between Olive and Pine by the Catholics. The rioters will be brought before From Daniel Cook, L. M. Stanley, and D. C. Wisner,
each 10 cents.................................................. 30
streets (the elMtric street-cars run within a few steps our next term of court, sitting in February, to answer
of the hall), on Tuesday morning, January 28bh, at the charge of riot and conspiracy. The confession
Total ....................................................... 8 75
business is a very tender plant, and must be guarded Mailing constitutions,
l:l:30, sharp.
etc.......................................... 2 00
at
all
hazards.
It
is
strange,
if
the
priest
can
pardon
The sessions of the convention will be held at 9:30
Balance ... ...... .. ... .... ... ... ... ...... ...... 6 75
A.M. and 2 PM. each day. Banner pre!!entation and sins, that he should object to having it made public.
A. R. AYRES, Treas.
address by Ex-Senator R. Winsor at 3:30P.M., Tues- Perhaps the Infidels would take a few job-lots. I
day. Evenings devoted to public lectures. An ad- do not know that the Protestant confession is much
CoNTRARY to our usual custom, we call attention to
improvement on the Catholic, for we can just confess
mirable and moat attractiv program.
the
advertiament of Mr. P. H. Foster, the Long
All coming over the Northern Pacific railroad will to God through Jesus Christ all by ourselvs in our
purchase regular tickets and ask for certificates for little closet, and nobody will ever know it except Island nurseryman. We do this because Mr. Foster
delegates to the "W aahington convention of Secular- Christ, and he is dead and dead men tell no tales. is a Freethinker who has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER
ists at Seattle." Such certificates, when signed by So take the confession as taught by the orthodox for many years, and whom we believe to be an honest
C. B. Reynolds at the convention, entitle bearers to churches, and no wonder so many are jerked to Jesus and reliable man. Our friends who want anything
return tickets for one-fifth fare. Be sure to get "del. at the end of a rope. If you believe in God, believe in his line will do wen to writ~ to biq~,.
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~ommnnications.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian t
CHAPTER XIV.
EVIDENCE

GATHERED
FROM
LINCOLN'S
SPEECHES, AND CONVERSATIONS.

LETTERS,

The Bible and Christianity-Christ's Divinity-Future Rewards and Punishments-Freedom of Mind-FatalismProvidence-Lines in Copy-book-Parker-Paine-Opposition of Church-Rebukes Christians-ProfanityTemperance Reform-Golden Rule.

The testimony of eighty witnesses will now be
supplemented by evidence from the tongue and pen
of Lincoln himself. The greater port,ion of what he
wrote and uttered against Christianity hae perished;
but enough has been preserved to demonstrate, even
in the absence of other evidence, that he was not a
Christian. From his letters, speeches, and recorded
conversations, the following radical sentiments hav
been extracted.
NotwithstRnding.the efforts of Holland and Bateman ~o prove that Lincoln was a believer in Christianity, it is admitted that in his conversation with
Bateman he said :

I am approached with the most opposit opinions and adWhat is to be will be, ~tnd no prayers of ours can arrest
vice, and by religious men who are certain t.hey represent
the decree (Statement of Mrs. Lincoln).
the divine will. . . • I hope it will not be irrevermt in
In a speech on Kansas, delivered in 1856, he used me
to say, that if it be probable that Gud· would reveal his
the following words in regard to providence :
will to others, on a point so connected with my dut.y, it
Friends, I agree with you in providence ; but I believe in might be supposed he would reveal it directly to me (Relig·
the providence of the most men, the largest purse, and the ions Convictions of Abraham Lincoln).
longest cannon.
Equally pertinent, and, indeed, similar, was his

The writer has in his possession, among others of
Lincoln's papers, a leaf from his copybook, tattered
and yellow from age, on which, just sixty-six years
ago, Lincoln, a school-boy of fourteen, wrote the following characteristic lines :

language to a pious lady, a Friend, who came as
God's agent to instruot him what to do:

I hav neither time nor disposition to enter into discussion
with the Frienn, and end this occasion by suggesting for her
COJ?Sideration the question, whether, if it be true that the
Lord has appointed me [~he claimPd that he had] to do the
Abraham Lincoln, his hand and pen ;
work she bas indicated, 1t is not probable that he would hav
He will be good, but God knows when.
communicated knowledge of the fRet to me as well as to her
If by good he meant pious, the prophecy was (Every-day Life of Lincoln, pp. 536, 537)?
·

never fulfilled.
He steadily prohibited his generals from meddling
But a short time before he was elected president,
with the religious affairs of those residing within the
he said to Dr. Ray :
limits of their respectiv departments, and ali the
I think that I stand about where that man [Theodore
same time counseled them not to permit the pretended
Parker] stands (Statement of Rev. Robert Collyer).
sanctity of the church to shield offt3nders from
The author whose writings exerted the greatest justice.
influence upon Lincoln's mind, in a theological way,
In a letter to General Curtis, censuring the prowas Thomas Paine. Ah ! that potential "Age of vost-marshal
of St. Louis for interfering with church
Reason !" Criticise it as you may, no one evE>r yet mstters, he writes :
carefully perused its pages and then honestly affirmed
The United States Government must not undertake to run
that the Bible is the infallible word of God. Hernthe churches. When an individual in a church, or out of it,
I am not a Christian (Holland's Life of Lincoln, pp. 236, don and others declare that Paine was a part of becomes dangerous to the public interest he must be checked.
237).
Lincc..ln from 1834 till his death. To a friend he
In an order reJating to a church in Memphis,
When his Christian friends at Petersburg inter- said:
issued May 13, 1864, he said:
fered to prevent his proposed duel with Shields and
I never tire of reading Paine (Statement of James Tuttle).
If there be no military need for the building, leave it
told him that it was contrary to the teachings of the
In the later years of his life, when the subj>~ot of alone,
neither putting any one in or out of it, except on findBible and Christianity, he remarked:
religion was mentioned, with a knowing smile, be was ing some one preaching or pra!'ticing treason, in which case
The Bible is not my book, nor Christianity my profession wont to remark :
lay bands upon him, just as if he were doing the same thing
(Letter of W. Perkins).

'

While at Washington, in alet.ter to his old friend,
Judge Wakefield, written in 1862, in answer te inquiries respecting his belief and the expressed hope
that he had become convinced of the truth of Christianity, he replied as follows :

It will not do to investigate the subject of religion too in any other building.
closely, as it is apt to lead to Infidelity (Manford's Magazine).
During the war his attention was called to the

It has been stated that Lincoln was opposed in
his political campaigns on account of his disbelief.
This is confirmed by a letter he wrote t.o Martin M.
Morris, of Petersburg, Ill., March 26, 1843. In this
My earlier views of the unsoundness of the Christian letter, he says:
scheme of salvation and the human origin of the scriptures

hav become clearer and stronger with advancing years and I
see no reason for thinking I shall ever change them.

In a discussion touching upon- the paternity of
Jesus, he said :
There must hav been sexual intercourse between man and
woman, and not between God and his daughter.

There was, too, the strangest combination of churchinfluence against me. Baker is a Campbellite; and therefore, as I suppose, with few exceptions, got all that church.
My wife has some relative in the Presbyterian churches. and
some with the Episcopal churches; and therefore, wherever
it would tell, I was set down as either the one or the other,
while it was everywhere contended that no Christian ought
to go for me, because I belonged to no church-was suspected
of being a Deist. . . . Those influences levied a tax of
a considerable per cent upon my strength throughout the
religious controversy (Lamon's Life of Lincoln, p. 271).

The R.bove words were uttered in the presence of
Mr. Green Carruthers aJ!d Mr. W. A. Browning, of
Springfield.
Lincoln contended that Jesus was either the son
He never changed his opinions, and the church
· of Joseph and Mary, or the illegitimate son of Mary. never ceased to oppose him. In the Bateman interIn a conversation with his friend, Mr. E. H. view, seventeen years later, he was compelled to note
Wood, of Springfield, concerning the doctrin of end- its relent 1ess intolerance:
less punishment, he said:
Here are twenty-three ministers of different denominations,
There is no hell.

notoriously bad character of army chaplains. He
expressed his contempt for them, and fot orthodox
preachers generally, by relating the following story:
Once, in Springlield, I was going off on a short journey,
and reached the depot a little ahead of time. Leaning
aga\nst the fence just outsirle the depot was a little darky
boy, whom I knew, named Dick, busily digging with his toe
in a mud-puddle. As I came up, I said, '·Dick, what are
you about?" "Making a church,'' said he. "A church"?"
said I; "what do you mean?" "Why, yes." said Dick
pointing with his toe, " don't you see? there is the shape of
it; there's the steps and front door-here's'the pews, wnere
the foll;s set-and there's the pulpit." "Yes. I ;.ee," said I,
"but why don't you make a minister?" "Law~," answered
Dick, with a e:rin," Ihain't got mud enough!" (Anecdotes of
Lincoln, p. 86).

The most highly aristocratic church in Washington is St. John's Episcopal church. So very aristocratic is it that applicants for membership deem it
necessary to giv references rePpecting their social
standing in the community. The New York Star
and all of them are against me but three; and here are a relates the following joke which Lincoln once perpegreat many prominent members of the churches, a very trated at the expense of this church:

In regard to this subject he often observed:
large majoritv of whom are against me (Holland's Life of
One day during the war a young officer called on him to
If God be a just God, all will be saved or none (Manford's Lincoln, p. 236).
secure an appointment in the army, and brought with him
Magazine).
For thirty years the church endeavored to crush letters of recommendation signed by the F. F. V.'s in the
The orthodox idea of God-a God that creates him, but when in spite of her malignant opposition, District of Columbia. There had been no application for
poor, fallible beings, and then forever damns them he achieved a glorious immortality, this same church, office before President Lincoln so strongly supported by the
for failing to believe whst it is impossible for.thein to hide the mediocrity of her devotees, attempts to aristocracy, and, turning to the young man he sain he would
giv him the appointment and handed him back the papers.
to believe-he abhorred. The Golden Rule was his steal his deathless name.
"Don't you want to place the papers on file?" asked the
moral standard, and by this standard he measured
In a speech delivered in Springfield, in 1857, offi·'e-seeker. "I suppo~ed that was the custom." "Yes.
not only the conduct of man, but of God himself. alluding to the negro, he said :
that is the custom," said President Lincoln, " but you had
Like the irrepressible Dr. T. L. Brown, he wanted
All the powers of the earth seem rapidly combining against better take them with you, as you might want to join St.
God to " damn others as he would be dsmned him- him. Mammon is after him, . . . and the theology of John's church."
D.d Lincoln ever use profane language T If he
. self." He delighted to repflat the epitaph of the old the day is fast joining in the cry (Lincoln Memorial Album,
p. 100).
did, this fact will afford no evidence to Freethinkers
Kickapoo Indian, Johnnie Kongapod:
The theology of the day was orthodox Chris!Janity.
" In this sentence," says Mr. Herndon, " he in!:ended
to bit Christianity a left-handed blow, and a hard
one."
In his second inaugural address, referring to the
Lincoln trought that God ought at least to be as
contending Christian elements in the civil war, he
merciful as a respectable savage.
Many contend that the doctrin of future rewards says:
~oth read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and
and punishments, even if untrue, has a restraining
influence upon the masses of mankind. That Lin- each invokes his aid against the other.
What a commentary upon the hypocritical assumpcoln did not share this fallacious opinion, is shown
by the following extract from an address delivered tion that Christians possess an infallible moral standard, is contained in the above words!
in Springfield in 1842:
The "Lincoln Memorial Album" pretends to giv
Pleasures to be enjoyed, or pains to be endured, after we
shall be dead and gone, are but little regarded. . • • the second inaugural complete, but omits the words
There ia something so ludicrous, in promises of good or quoted. As this address comes almost immediately
threats of evil, a great way off, as to render the whole ~ub after his reputed speech to the "Illinois clergyman,"
ject with which they are connected, easily turned 'into ridi~ule. "Better lay down that spade you're stealing, Paddy- the editor probably noticed alack of harmony between
If you don't, you'll p1y for it at the day of judgment." "Be the two, and thought that the retention of these
the powers, if ye'll credit me so long I'll take another" heretical words would cast suspicion upon the genu(Lincoln Memorial Album, p. 91).
·
inness of that remarkable confession. The " MemoCommenting upon the question of one's returning rial Album" is a meritorious work, but had Mr.
and communicating with his friends after death he Oldroyd manifested as great a desire to present the
observed :
·
'
genuin utterances of Lincoln as the apocryphal, its
It is a doubtful question whether we ever get anywhere value would hav been enhanced. The unmutilated
to get back (Statement of E. H. Wood).
version of the last inaugural may he found in
An observation which he repeatedly made, was the Holland's "Life of LiLcoln," pp. 503, 504; Arnold's
following:
"Life of Lincoln," pp, 403, 404; Arnolct's " Lin~oln
No man has a freedom of mind (Testimony of W. H. and Slavery," pp. 625-627; and" The Every-day Life
Herndon).
of Lincoln," pp. 681, 682.
No president, probably, was ever so much annoyed
His fatalistic notions are confirmed by his own
by the clergy as Lincoln. The war produced an inwords:
I hav all my life been a fatalist. What is to be will be; creased religious fervor, and theological tramps innuor, rather, I hav found all my life, as Hamlet says,.
merable, usually labeled "D.D.," visited the White
House, each with a mission to perform and a precious
"There's a divinity that shape~ our ends,
Rough~ hew them how we will"
morsel of advice to offer. In the following caustic
(Every-Day Life of Lincoln, p. 198).
words, he expresses his contempt for their officiousness:
The following was a favorit maxim with him :
Here lies poor Johnnie Kongapod;
Hav mercy on him, gracious God,
As he would do if he were God
And you were Johnnie Kongapod.

that he was a disbeliever in Christianity. Freethinkers are as free from this vice, if vice it be, as Christians. Very pious persons, however, such as Lincoln is represented to hav been by his Christian
biographers, are very careful about their use of profane words. Christ commanded his followers to
pray in private and bade them swear not at all.
Devout Christians usually pray in public and swear in
private. Lincoln was but little addicted to profanity, but if he had occasion to use a word of this
character he did not go to his closet to use it. In a
business letter to a friend, he said :
A d - d hawk-billed Yankee is hpre besetting me at every
turn (Lamon's Life of Lincoln, p. 316).

In a letter to Speed, concerning an alleged murder
case, he wrote:
Hart, the little drayman thst hauled Molly home once ·
said it was too damned bad to hav so much trouble and n~
hanging (Ibid., p. 321).

For the sake of pleasing the "fools," he attached
his signature to "the pious nonsense of Seward."
With equal readiness he indorsed the profane nonsense (?) of Stanton. The patriotic Lonjoy had
devieed a military schPooe which he believed would
prove beneficial to the Union cause, and obtained an
order from the president for its execution. He took
the order to Stanton, but all that ever resulted from
it, was the following spirited colloquy:
"Did Lincoln giv you an order of that kind?" said Stanton. "He did, sir." "Then he is a d - d fool" said the
irate Secretary. "Do you mean to Blly the pre~ident is a
d - d fool?" a~ked Lovejoy, in amazement. "Yes, sir, if
he gave you such an order as that." The bewildered Illinoisan betook himself at once to the President and related
the result of his conference. "Did Stanton ~ay 1 was a
d · - d fool?" asked Lincoln at the close of the recital
"He did. sir, and repeated it." After a moment's pause'
and looking up, the President said: "If Stanton said I wa~
a d--d fool, then I must be one, for he is nearly always
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right,. and generally says what he means" (Every-Day Life their axes to the root of Christianity ; for thus men will be enthusiastic attachment. . .
Previous .to his
of Lmcoln, pp. 483, 484).
apt to reason upon what they hav advanced. If the text departure for France, Lafayette visited Frederickshas
noUhat
authenticity,
clearness,
and
precision
which
are
At a cabinet meeting, in 1863, when a conflict
burg expressly for the purpose of making his adieus
· between the president and Congress regarding the necessary to establish it as a divine and a certain rule of faith to the mother of Washington."
practice ; and it the tradition of the church from the
admission of certain representative from loyal dis- and
first ages of it till the days of "Luther and Calvin, has been
When he, accompanied by one of her grandsons,
tricts of the South, which he favored, was threat- corrupted itself, and has served to corrupt the faith and approached the house, he observed an aged lady
ened, he turned to Secretary Chase, and exclaimed : practice of Christians; there remains at this time no standard working in the adjoining garden. She wore a dress
at all of Christianity. By consequence either this religion
There it is, sir. I am to be bullied by Congress, am I? was
not oril;(inally of divine institution, or else God has not of home manufacture, and a plain straw bonnet.
If I do I'll be d--d I
·
provided effectually for preserving the genuin purity of it, "There, sir," said the boy, "is my grandmother."
When Lincoln visited New Orleans he attended a ?.nd the gates of hell hav prevailed, in contradiction to his She received her distinguished guest with great
.
.
slave sale. A beautiful girl, almost white, was placed promis, against the church.
I hav read somewhere, perhaps in the works of St. Jerome, cordiality, and with her usual frank simplicity of
upon the auction block and exposed to the grossest
that this rather justifies the opinion of those who think it address.
indignities. As he turned to leave, boiling with impossible
to fix any certain chronology on that of the Bible; . "Ah, marquis," she exclaimed, "you see an old
indignation, he exclaimed :
and this opinion will be justified still better, to the under- woman; but, come, I can make you ·welcome to my
By God, if I ever get a chance to hit that institution, I standing of every man that considers how grossly the Jews poor dwelling without the parade of changing my
blunder whenever they meddle with chronology.
will hit it hard ·I
'fhe resurrection of letters was a fatal period: the Christian dress."
Thirty years after the chance came. He struck system
The marquis poured forth glowing encomiums
has been attacked, and wounded too, very severely
the blow-a mortal one.
since that time.
of his former chief and friend, to which Mary only
Like most Freethinkers, Lincoln was a genuin
When interrogated as to why he had never united replied, " I am not surprised at what George has
reformer. The antislavery reform was not the only with any church, he replied :
done, for he was always a good boy."
reform that enlisted his support. At an early day
When starting to assume the duties of the presiWhen you show me a church based on the Golden Rule
he espoused the temperance cause. When the as its only creed, then I will unite with it.
dency, he went to bid a last farewell to his aged
church was the ally of intemperance as it was of
He never joined a church, because of all the Chris- mother; " he wept long, with bowed head, over the
slavery-when, to use his own words; ''From the tian sects, not one could show such a creed. The wasted form of his revered and much-loved parent."
sideboard of the parson down to the ragged pocket Golden Rule-conceding to others the same rights he The mother, even in the last trying hour, was calm
of the houseless loafer intoxicating liquor was oon- claimed for himself-was, however, the very corner- and.bsroic, and urged her son to "pursue the path
stlmtly found,'' he was laboring and lecturing in stone of Freethought, and hence be remained a Free- in which public duty summoned him to depart."
behalf of the Washingtonian movement. With the thinker.
Mary Washington retained her mental faculties
J OHM E. REMSBURG.
fervor of an enthusiast, he exclaims in true· Free·
unimpaired till death. She died in 1789 in her
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
thought language :
eighty-third year. In 1833 a monument was erected
Happy day, when, all appetites controled, all passions
to her memory with the inscription, "Mary, the
Eminent Women.
subdued, all matter subjugated, mind, all-conquering mind,
Mother of Washington." For the facts in the Rbove
M A R Y W A S H I N G T 0 N.
shall liv and move, the monarch of the world 1 Gloriou2
While the Father of our Country has been eu~o sketch I am indebted to Professor Cottinger's "Rosa,
consummation! Bail, fall of fury I Reig11, of Reaso11,, all
gized and almost deified by one and all, few realize the Educating Mother," a truly interesting work.
hail! (Lincoln Memorial Album, p. 96).
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
To sumptuary laws and to the denunciatory meth- that it was to his mother he owed all that he became.
ods so common among orthodox Christians to-day, Few knew that he was indebted to this wise, sensible,
and intelligent woman for his grand and sterling
J. P. Smith's Letter.
he was, however, strenuously opposed: He says :
qualities.
.
It is not much in the nature of man to be driven to any.
A
f · t
I hav received a Jetter from J. P. Smith, of Oneida
thing; still hiss to be driven about that which is exclusivly
In this age of male supremacy, mericans all o
realize all they owe to woman, and especially to the county, in which be propounds a question which he
his own business (Ibid, p. 86).
When the conduct of men is designed to be influenced, mother of Washington. Mary Washington was left desires me to answer through the columns of THE
persuasion, kind. unassuming persuasion, should ever be a widow in 1743. She had :five children,. of whom TRUTH SEEKER. And as the letter is very sho1·t I
adopted (lb., P· 87).
George was the eldest, and he was only eleven years will giv it entire:
His nephew, Mr. Hall, informed me that Lincoln old when his father died.
Brother Peck: I am a reader of THll: TRUTH 8EEKRR and
once made it cost a meddlesome clergyman, of Coles
The mother took full charge of the education, consequently a sincere inquirer after truth. I hav somehow
county, eighty dollars for seizing and destroying a training, and rearing of the children. She was truly imbibed the idea that there is not a particle of matter, light
air not excepted, that is not in a compound
q uar t of wh 1'sk y, va1ue d a t t we1ve an d a h a lf oen t s, a remarkable woman. Firm, self-reliant, and con- and
· ancondition.
Now, inasmuch as an eterna1 compound IS
ubsur d'1ty,
and belonging to a relativ of .theirs.
staut of purpose, she achieved wonders.
. there must hav been a time in the eternity of the past when
In this chapter I wish to present some radical
To the children she was a ·companion, counselor, this compounding commenced. Now, the information I
thopghts, not from the pen of Lincoln himself, but and friend, all in one. She encouraged them to be- want is this: Did those primordial elements when in their
which in the original text from which they are taken come mentally, physically, and morally wise. They simple· elementary condition possess within themselvs the
· tak b
f h'
1 M D W
inherent principle of intelligence?
bear unmts a le signs o IB approva ·
r. · · were stimulated by her to athletic as well as intellectIntelligence exists, and the dictum of science is, and a true
C. Shattuck, an old and respected merchant of Way- ual exercise. She .taught them the value of industry one, that something cannot proceed from nothing. Please
land, Mich., has in his possession a book. which be- and application, and made them see the true worth of inform me through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
longed to Lincoln. Its history is as .follows. Shodly labor, as a means to independence, respectability, and
Very respectfully yours,
J. P. SMITH.
after Lincoln's election to the presidency a young man well·doing.
.
·.
In answer I would say I do not profess to be au
from Springfield, Ill., and a relativ or intimate
While she exacted implicit obedience from her adept in the solid sciences. And I hav been a little
acquaintance of Lincoln's, came to board with Mr. children and maintained a strict domestic discip1in, chary in regard to metaphysical discussion since
Shattuck, who then resided in Kalamazoo. L:>oking she was genuinly kind, cheerful, and sympathetio.
I heard the story of the two Scotchmen: "Sandy,
over the contents of his trunk one day the young
Her own self-denial and self-control was one of the what is this they mean by metaphysics¥" "Weal,"
man picked up a book and at the same time best of examples for the children, causing each to replied the other, "when one ohiel tries to tell
remarked: "That book belongs to Abe Lincoln. I work for the general aood of all.
another ohiel something that be don't naw anything
forgot to return it to hin;t before ieaving Springfield.
From his mother Washington learned those habits aboot himsel', that's what they calls metsphysi5s."
It is his favorit book, and I must not fail to return of application, industry, and regularity for which be
So the best I can do is to answer Brother Smith
it." Mr. Shattuck exprsssing a desire to peruse the was 80 noted in after life, e.nd to her he was indebted in a plain, every-day, common-sense way. We can
work, it was handed to him, and the young man for his habits of temperance and activity, which not conceive of intelligence existing away out in
being soon after unexpectedly called away, it was made him so physic~lly strong and robust a man.
empty space.
forgotten. ·It proved to be a volume of the writings
The beautiful love of truth, which was a part of his
It is. the theory of scientists that the matter comof Lord· Bolingbroke, the great English Infidel. On very nature, was built up in him by his mother's posing our solar system was once diffused through
a fly-leaf was the signature of Abraham Lincoln. In example and continually reiterated counsels. Truth space as impalpable haze.
•
the work certain passages which seem to hav espe· was taught to her children as the most priceless of
Now, to my mind intelligence in this "haze" is
oially impressed Lincoln are marked with a pencil and all the virtues, and it became .to Washington the just as unthinkable as it would be in empty space.
in a manner peculiar to him. The following are the guiding star of his life.
There was a time when there was no animal life
passages he marked, which I hav copied from the
When he was fourteen he wanted to go to sea, but on this planet. The idea of intelligence at tbat time
book, and which evidently received his unqualified his wise mother persuaded him to relinquish his involves as great an absurdity as the idea of intaiiiindorsemPnt:
project and become an engineer, which employment genes existing in. empty space. He~ce w~ se.em t?
Abb~die says in his famous book, that the gospel of St. was finally merged into that of commander of the be irresistibly drtven to the conclusiOn that mtelhMatthew is cited by Clemens bishop of Rome, a disciple of colonies.
genoa is the result of animal ~ife. Or, if you prefer
the apostles; that Barnabas cites it in his epistle; that IgWhen the intelligence of the svccessful passage of it the result of nerve and bram force.
natius and Polycarp receive it; and that the same fathers,
'If this nebulous " haze " possessed the " inherent
that giv testimony for }'latthew, giv it likewise for Mark. the Delaware by Washington and his brave companNav your lordship will find, I believe, that the present bishop ions in arms was communicated to his mother she principles" of life, I would regard intelligence as a
of London, in his third pastoral letter, speaks to the same received the tidings with placid self-possession, but sequence.
effect. I will not trouble you nor myself with any more
t
t
h
t'
t · d
1 · t'
Allow me to put the answer in another form. Atinstances of the same kind. Let this, which occurred to me in rela ion
sue por wns as con ame eu ogis 10
t b
as I was writing, suffice. It may well suffice; for I presume allusions to her son, she simply remarked that" George. cording to the bes~ informati?n th~t I am,a.ble o .o the fact advanced by the minister and the bishop is a mistake. appeared to hav deserved well of his country for s~oh tain our moon lS eomethmg hke a desolatiOn.
If the fathers of the first century do mention s9me passages signal .services," snd ·added: "But, my good su~, Th;re is neither water, atmosphere, nor animal life
that are agreeable to what we read in our evangelists, will it here is too much flattery; still, George will not forget there. I cannot say that the moon was nob once the
follow that these fathers had the same gospels before
I h
t
ht h'
h
'll
t f
t abode of intelligent beings, but there are none there
them? ..To say so is a manifest abuse of history, and quite the lessons
av aug
1m- e Wl no orge
inexcuAable in writers that knew, or should hav known, that himself. though he is the subject of so much praise." now.
·
these fathers made use of other gospels, wherein such pasThe citizens of Fredericksburg celebrated the
Assuming this as a fact, can it be. s~id_, w.ithout
sages might .be contained, or they might be preserved in un- arrival of Washington and his suite by a splendid ball, outraging common sense, that there IB mtelhgenca
written tradition. Besides which I could almost venture to at which Mary Washington was specially invited. in the moon to-day' This may be regarded as a
affirm tliat these fathers of the first century do not expressly
t' th
t d
moonshine argument, but it is candid and honest and
name the gospels we hav of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. All was eager suspense un 11
ere en ere , unanWriters of the Roman religion hav attempted to show, nounoed and unattended, the mother of Washington helps me out with my idea.
. .
that the text of the holy writ is on many accounts insufficient on the arm of her son.
I know that I am not as much mchned to follow
to be the sole criterion of orthodoxy: I apprehend too that
Hushed was each noisy tone and whispered word, out a course of reasoning through devious paths, as
they hav shown it. Sure I am that experience, from the first
. 't
d
J:r
t d
th
I am to 3·ump at, what seem to me to be, common
promulgation of Christianity to this hour, shows abundantly as with quiet d1gm Y an . unauec e grace
ey
with how much ease and success the most opposit, the most slowly advanced.
.
sense conclusions.
extravagant, na)' the most impious opinions, and the most
AU hastened to approach them, the European
I will say, in short, that I regard that handful of
contradictory faiths, may be founded on the same text; and officers to be presented to the ·mother of their belayed matter-that wonderful intellectual battery-~no~~
plausibly defended by the same authority. Writers of the
- ld f . d 8
· hb ·
d
t as the human brain, as the source of human mtel.l
reformed religion hav erected their batteries against tradition; commander, and O
rlen • neig Ors, an acq.uam ·
f · t ll'
'th
and the only difficulty they had to encounter in this enter- anoes to tender their compliments and oongratula- gencil. I can no more conceive 0 . 10 6 Jgence WI ·
prise lay in leveling and pointing their cannon so as to avoid tiona.
'
out brain; than I can conceive of motion withou;
dem~lishing, in one. common n.~~. the traditions they retain, _ ".Washington to the last moments of his m.other .matter. Nothing would make me feel more grateful
and_ those.· they reJect. · E11ch s1de has been .employed to ielded to h will with the most implicit obedtenoe than to hav the error pointed ont if I am in mistake.
weaken the cause and explode·tl).e system of his adversary; ·Y
er
.
'
M l N. y
J N PEC:P:
and, whilst they hav been so employed, they hav jointly laid . and felt for her person the highest respect and most
ap es, · ·
o:a.
'·

°
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In the Trulh Seeker Annual for 1890
MR. JOHN E. REMSBURG
Offends in a way of which hitherto he has not been suspected. He writes a Love Poem, which his wife has read,
called

FADED FLOWERS.
· Send 25 cents for a copy of the Annual; and please
renew your subscription to The Truth Seeker.
WE shall print next week an article on the amendment to our national Constitution proposed by Senaior Blair, which pledges the nation to maintain in
•ll our states common schools in which shall be
taught the principles of the Christian religion. Thil!l
amendment has been reintroduced in this Congress
by the same individual. The article which we shall
print is by an American Christian missionary stationed on the island of Tahite, and he give his fellow-Christians some unanswerable reasons why such
a law is impossible of enforcement without making a
union of church and state, which is repugnant to
every Amerioan principle.

The Pictures.
• The number~of new subscribers necessary to continue the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER is being
slowly obtained, and if more of our friends will exert
tbemselvs to this end the full number will, we now
think, be forthcoming. To last Tuesday, on which
day the paper is sent to press eaah week, we had re.
ceived one hundred and twenty-five additions to our
list on this account. These hav practically come in
within three weeks.
In addition, we acknowledged last week donations
to the amount of $50.40. This sum is now enlarged
by the following :
Joseph lihody ....................................................... $1 00
A. A. Bell, M.D.................................................... 1 00
H." Cellar............................................................... 1 00
Andrew Willard.................................................... 1 00
C. S. Tremaine ... .. ............. ......... ............... ... ... ......
50
A. G. Church......................................................... 1 00
Charles McArthur.................................................. 5 00
~eorge Geer. ... ...... ...... ......... ... ...... ... .... ....... ...... .... 1 50
Mabel Tarbell. . .. .... .. ... .... ......... .. ....... ... ..... ............. 2 00
A. Schell............................................................... 5 00
Making $69.40, which is substantial encouragement, and for which we return hearty thanks. In
the "Letters from Friends" will be found, also,
words of cheer, and some of criticism, for both sides
are to be heard, and their words of wisdom taken to
"heart and pondered upon. As before, the opponents
of the pietures are in a "hopeless minority," which,
eoneidering the fact that they can hardly be expected
to back up their opinians with new subscribers obtained, and that consequently it is easier for them to
vote effectivly than for the others, is evidence that
but few, comparativly, indor11e the view of Friend
;farton.

S.EE.KE~
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The Minister and the Doubter.
The Rev. John Graham, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has found a doubter in town, one who has been giving him some pretty hard nuts to c~ack, as may be
seen by his vain attempts to break the shells. The
doubter is a subs~riber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, as all
doubters ought to be, and he sends us Mr. Graham's
sermon in reply to the arguments, facts, and reasoning he has advanced to the reverend gentleman.
There are only three parographs in the sermon with
anything in them-and there is not much in these.
This is the first :
"Let us state that you doubt the divinity of God. But
every motion of the earth believes in God ; and it is no mere
poetical idea that sees upon the everlasting hills the golden
wheel-tracks of God's chariot. The idea of God is no mere
sentiment. The whole universe is wrought into order by the
power of the divine one. There are two things by which
one may recognize heaven, says a French philosopher, the
firmament above him and the earth beneath him. The
growth of a little flower, the painting of a butterfly's wing,
often reveals to a doubter the truth of the divine supervision
of the universe."
But what sort of an answer is that to the honest
doubts of an Agnostic! " Every motion of the earth
believes in God." The deuce it does ! Where is the
evidence for such an oratorical assertion T Will Mr.
Graham lead that Grand Rapids doubter out upon
the " everlasting hills " and show him a golden
wheel track T and when he has found it, will he please
say how he knows it to be a wheeltrack T If the idea
of God is no mere sentiment, let us hav the facts
which nrove his existence. One fact will do; just
one. Will he point to us a flood, or a famin, or a
pestilence, as aRch proof T Can he show us a little
flower growing and, blossoming without air and earth
and water and sunlight ? Can he show us a painted
butterfly without a pedigree T Can he hold before
us anything that is not the result of natural laws
and of natural causes to prove the existence of one
more powerful than law T When he does, then will
he be entitled to claim that he has begun to :find
some evidence of his God. Let ul!l hav one fact as
evidence that God can "perform the unusual," before we let our hair turn white with fear of him.
The second paragraph, in which our preacher attemptl!l to argue with the doubter, is this:
11
But vo:l R.~ of Jesus Christ? Does he liv and move among
us to. day? In answering the first of these questions men
hav grown old. I might stand by the side of Christ this
moment, and he would be unchanged. He did not need
to go through the usual round of human experience to reach
truth. It came to him through his own God-head. In his
own words, he was as his father sent him. Jesus Christ in
no sense allied himself with the great teachers of that or any
other age. He had none of the tricks of modern reformers,
but he taught as one having authority. There is no middle
ground. Christ was divine, or he was not. H he is not
what he claimed to be, then every agony he suffered was
deserved. Let us face this fundamental question. H he is
what he claims to be then he commands the worship of all.
I lead you up to the doctrin of human conversion. His own
words, prophetic as they were, marked his divinity. The
coming of the Pentecost is a proof of the man, Christ Jesus.
Similar testimony has come down the ages, and Luther,
Bunyan, and Wesley are witnesses to the truth of his divinity. In this century there are thousands upon thousands of
those who believe, and each for a different reason."
Is it possible that there is one man alive who can
imagin for a moment there is any serious sense in
such oratory as that ? And yet it is heard from
thousands of pulpits, and called " reasoning "heaven save the mark ! " It came to him through
his own Godhead." Is there 'in that sentence any
intelligible information? Does it mean anything ?
If so, what is it? What is a Godhead? Is every
one who proclaims himself one sent by God (what is
God !) to be accepted at his own estimate T Then
why not take Mohammed, or that other impostor,
Schweinfurth, for our savior! Their credentials are
as good as Christ's-just as good-just the same.
It is begging the question to say Christ deserved
what he got if he was not as represented. The reverse of the assertion is more nearly true. If he
was divine he could hav saved himself from his ignominious fate; being human, he was executed as any
other alleged seditious person would hav been-as
the Anarchists were, for instance, in Chicago. "If he
was what he claims to be then he commands the
worship of all." Aye, aye; IF he was what he
claims to be (or what the ministers claim him to hav
been) then worship away ; but giv us some little
eTidence to show that he was a Christ T His words
are no better than Schweinfurth's in proof of his
claim. :Prove your pentecost ; prove that the events
related in the second chapter of Acts did really oc-
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cur. Tell who wrote Acts; say when he or she wrote
it ; show it to be something besides an emanation
from a disordered or dishonest human brain. What
did Luther know about Christ ! Did he throw an
inkstand at him, too! What sort of testimony did
the drunken tinker Bunyan giv from his prison cell !
Where did Wesley find his proof for Christ's divinity! Let us hav common sense on this matter, and
not rodomontade. People believe in Christ because
they hav been trained to, as the Mohammedans believe in Mohammed, the Buddhists in Buddha, the
Confucians in Confucius, and not because of convincing evidence of the " divine mission" of these individuals.
Again, Mr. Graham says to the doubter:
" Let me take up for a moment the question of the supernatural. Life means freedom of action, power, and will. If
I am not an animal, if this world is not my cradle and my
grave; if beyond me are worlds contrqjed by law, it is not
difficult for :me to believe in the supernatural. If I deny it,
who am I to set up my little judgment against the evidences
of this great truth ? To deny the supernatural is the last act
of the imbecility and the ignorance of human egotism. The
men who tell us that God cannot perform the unusual are
but .a little handful during the last eighteen centuries. I
think men will hesitate long before they exchange the teachings of Wordsworth, Tennyson, and Shakspere for those of
Huxley, Darwin, and Spencer. Science, too, is on the side
of the church, and I should be loth to giv up my faith in
Galileo and Milton. Herbert Spencer is not the only scientist
the world has seen."
This is more unsatisfactory, if possible, than the
others. There is no freedom of action, no freedom
of power, no freedom of the will. Man does as he
must, as he is influenced to do by his heredity, his
environment, and the forces or evidences which act
upon his brain. Man knows nothing beyond phenomena; he cannot conceive of anything which human
experience has not shaped for him. The brain is but
a mirror; if there is nothing before it there is no
reflection. Man, therefore, cannot conceive the supernatural. When he tries, he but give it shapes that
the race has seen. He makes his God a man, as the
most powerful and intelligent of known organisms ;
his angels are young women, because young women
please him best ; his heaven is filled with gems and
gold, for the same reason ; his hell is a red-hot place
of torment, because a furnace is his utmost conception of uncomfortableness. To affirm the supernatural " is the last act of the imbecility and the ignorance of human egotism." Worlds controled by natural law deny the supernatural, for the supernatural
is that which theologically diseased brains conceive
to be above law, and occurring wholly by the arbitrary
act of some irresponsible, conflicting, inconsistent
but omnipotent authority. But if there be a supernatural, man has not yet arrived at that point of
development where he can say what it is. Miraclel!l
do not occur among intelligent people.
To say that science is on the side of the church is
to flatly contradict fact. Mr. Graham's faith in
Galileo is heresy to what was once ortho'dox Christianity, and what would still be orthodox Christianity if the church had not been enlightened, in
spite of herself, by that science which she has ever
opposed. The church was wrong and Galileo was
right; but if that places science on the side of the
church, language has no meaning and words are
coined only to deceive.
What astonishes us most, in this answer to a
doubter, is that any man, with even a theological
seminary education, should imagin that he had solved
a single one of the many problems which present
themselvs to a man studying the Christian religion.
To it we may very appropriately apply the words of
Antonio's friend, changing the locality and the person
spoken· of : " Graham speaks an infinit deal of nothing, more than any man in all Michigan : his reasons
are as two grains of wheat hid in two bushels of
chaff; you shall seek all day ere you find them, and
when you hav them they are not worth the search."
And yet he has done as well as any minister
could do.

The Probation Doctrin.
At last we hav the real reason why the orthodox
churchmen are so strongly opposed to the doctrin of
probation after death, which some tender-hearted
Christians would apply to the heathen, to the great and
cooling comfort of those dusky pagans. Dr. Storrs,
in the Independent, says: "I do not believe that any
mil!lsionary society will ever be organized, or certainly
will be long and eft'ectivly maintained, in which this
speculation becomes a controling practical force,"
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That is to say, if this doctrin becomes a dogma there
will be no incentiv to spend money to convert the
heathen and consequently the missionary business
will languish.
And certainly this view seems reasonable. The
probation doctrin, as Dr. Storrs says, justifiss the
expectation that if men do not hear the gospel in
this life they will hav a vastly more extended space
for repentance in the ages beyond, with the added
advantage of an "immediate exhibition" of Christ,
and that consequently the heathen will remark to
the missionaries, "If you are convinced that chances
for repentance are reserved for my people, in unlimited futures beyond the grave, why not leave us
to enjoy the pleasant sins in which we delight, and
of which we shall hav opportunity to repent when
temptations are removed, and when he of whom you
speak appears, in the large by and by 1"
That Dr. Storrs is, in this, logical and clear, is
plain enough. If the probation doctrin be true, the
heathen are much better off without a knowledge of
the gospel, as they are now without the presence of
the missionaries. Instead of a lifetime they would
hav an eternity in which to repent ; and hav, besides,
for their example and as proof of the claims of the
gospel, the " exhibition" of Christ himself, instead
of only the dubious word of the preachers. That
the people who support the missionaries would not
see this point, and consequently refrain from giving
to the Missionary Society, is too much to hope. The
only thing for the clergy to do, therefore, is to hold
on to the damnation doctrin, or as Dr. Storrs puts it,
" the present responsibility and condemnation of
the hef!othen, as set forth with just and appalling emphasis in the New Testament." Clinging to this, as
to the cross, the church can appeal for funds to convert the heathen-which she spends on herself.
To a Rationalist, however, this creedal hairsplitting
and repairing of theological mechanism seems ridiculous. Before the oooupauts of hell are selected, it
would be well to show that there is such a place.
The dog baying the moon was a sensible brute, so
far as results from his efforts were concerned, compued with the disputatious doctors of divinity who are
ondeavoring to dispose of corner lots in eternity to the
fioa'lcial advantage of themselvs while here on earth.

The Church and Her Poor.
Led by an Episcopalian monk some bedeviled
workingmen in this city hav formed the " Church
Association for the Advancement of the Interests of
Labor," which they call the Cail, and the first _thing
the Association did at its first meeting last week was
to pass this resolution :
"Resolved: That all buildings consecrated as parish
churches or chapels to the worship of God should be open
free to all his children, and that no seats should be sold for
any service."

Whab good will that doT How many free seats in
a church does it require to raise a man's wages, or to
lower the price of provisions T How many to provide additional work for him T Are free seats in
churches going to. improve the filthy tenements in
which he is now obliged to liv T Would free seats in
Trinity church, for instance, rebuild the tumble-down
houses from which that church draws hundreds of
thousands of dollars income from the wage-earner?
or would free seats in the chapels belonging to it
squelch the liquor-selling on its property T
This il!l another way in which the monk, known as
Father Huntington, proposes to abolish poverty:
"Let us," he said, "try to bring Christ and God
down to earth and to show the people, not the commercial, political-economy Christ of the present, not
a financial God, but the old living God, and Christ
the mechanic."
Suppose they do bring down the two fancies
known as the " old living God" and " Christ the
mechanic" what then T Didn't the "old living God"
first pron~unce the curse of labor on the race T Didn't
'' Christ the mechanic" preach submission to the
powers ordained of God, and declare that the poor
should be here always? Why, then, are the poor believers in these two alleged personalities rebelling T
Let them be contented and enjoy their divine poverty or put their religion aside, and demand justice,
inet~ad of the beggarly charity of sitting in cu~b
ioned pews paid for by those who hav grown r1ch
from others' labor.
·
Still another brilliant way of abolishing poverty :
A richly dressed woman said she bad asked to attend
th~ JJ!.flflting as a representativ Qf t~e Ql~as supposed

1 ~.

to be opposed to most of those present. "I want
to ask you to remember," she said, " that our hearts
beat the same as yours do, and that way down in the
bottom of our natures all of us in one way or another
acknowledge the brotherhood of man. We ponder
over how to reach you: solve the problem by coming to us."
We should like to see workingmen coming to the
Episcopalian " us !" Let the occupants of Trinity's
tenements form a procession and go to the front door
of any one of the trustees of that corporation, and
see what the footman would say to them! Let them
go to Bishop Potter, he is one of " us." Let them
troop up to the fretted marble-fronted see house just
opposit this office, and find out whether they would
go up or down the marble steps! We will promis
to sit in our front window and report the occurrence
if they will do it.
It shows to what a depth the church has degraded
the poor of its congregations, when we find them
asking for free seats in a chapel instead of demanding a restitution of the millions of which it has
robbed them. The man of to-day who thinks that in
charity is to be found any remedy for the misery of
the race is a medieval relic that the museums should
secure and niche alongside their mummies.

To the Anarchists and Socialists.
The editor of the Twentieth Oentury says:
" All I ask of the church is to take off her mask, to cease
pretending to be the poor man's friend, to come out equarely
and boldly and say that she and her religion are dependent
upon legal thieves for success, and, therefore, must stand in
with the thieves. But she will never take off the mask. She
is an organized hypocrit. And I am sorry to be obliged to
say there are some Liberal Leagues that, in the matter of
social reform, bear a very striking resemblance to her."

Does Mr. Pentecost mean to say that because the
members of some Liberal Leagues see more important work to do than calling names, those
Leagues are organized hypocrite T
And isn't it about time for the Anarchists and
Socialists to cease abusing the Liberals because the
latter do not agree with them in all things! For
decency's sake, good gentlemen, allow us liberty
to hold our own opinions without being subjected to
abuse ! We do not rail at you; we are perfectly
willing that you should hav one or a million opinions, and we giv you a fair and candid hearing on
any of them, and, if convinced that you are right,
say so. And if we do not happen to believe that
"there should be no remedy for disorder," as Mr.
Pentecost thinks, or because we do not see that the
complete submergence of our individuality in some
" national army of industry," as the disciples cf
Bellamy preach, would be best for the world, why
should we be called organized hypocrite T
The Socialists hav their organizations, and,
strangely enough, so hav the Anarchists. But let a
Liberal go into one of their meetings and tell them
they should confine their reforms to showing that
Christianity is false, and that it is useless to attempt
to advance social reforms until the clutch of the
church is torn from the throat of humanity, and at
once the Socialists or Anarchists raise the cry of
"No religious discussion ! This is ari organization
for the abolition of poverty; the advancement of the
race; the elevation of the downtrodden," and so on
and so forth. But when the Liberals meet, then
comes the Anarchi.et and Socialist, and because he is
not denied a hearing, because the Liberals are liberal,
he spreads himself all over the platform, occupies
all the time, and abuses the members of the society
because they cannot see that his hobby is the allimportant and exclusiv topic of the day. This has
been done in more than one Liberal League or Secular Union, and has broken up not a few. Our social
reformers should reform themselvs in this regard.
There are a good many Liberals who are neither
Socialists nor Anarchists; there are a good many
Socialists and Anarchists who are not Liberals.
There are, also, a good many Liberals, Socialists, and
Anarchists who are all three, or think they are. We
do not deny integrity of purpose, honesty of conviction nor sincerity of motiv to the social agitators.
The~ mean well; they should be listened to wit~ respect, and not denounced as bigots ~nd organ1zed
hypocrite. But if we do not agree w1th t?em t!!h~ll
we be Tilified' Let every man act upon his convictions. On things settled, let. us hav unity. On
things not settled, free diversity. But in all things,
let us hav charity.

1t:S~O.
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Chaplains and Sunday Laws in Washington.
An item in the Seattle Press, Washington, states
that a memorial to the legislature asking that chaplains be appointed for the senate and house, and that
the daily session of each be opened with prayer, is
being circulated all over the state. In Seattle the
memorial was read in several of the churches two
weeks ago, and " adopted by a rising vote."
Touching the matter, a member of the house of
representative of Washington writes us: "In both
houses we open our sessions without prayer. You
will notice in Section 11, Article 1, of the constitution,
that it forbids the use of public money for religious
worship or ercercise. It was in the word exercise
that we caught them on the cpaplain question."
So it seems that without a change in the constitution of Washington the memorialists cannot succeed
in their miserable attempt to giv their religion a state
indorsement, and so make practical what all American citizens deny in theory-the union of the two.
This abolition of prayer in Washington sets that
state forth as a star of magnificent brilliancy in the
crown of Liberty. Justice in this matter is at last
done in one state of the Union.
Regarding a ·Sunday law for the state our friend
in the legislature says: "A majority of both houses
are really Freethinkers, blilt many of them are also
politicians ancil would make no break that would hurt
their politics; but yet I am in hopes, and encouraged
to think that I can get through a Sunday law that
will be quite liberal. I am convinced that the majority of the members would prefer none, but for policy's sake will hav to hav something."
Comment on that state of things is almost superfluous. Yet, to stiffen up the backbones of our Liberal friends in the Washington legislature we would
respectfully ask them to look at California, with no
Sunday law, and yet with prosperous politicians
enough to govern the state somehow ! Why cannot
not only Washington but all the new states follow
the example of their golden sister'
And there is another point the legislators of Washington should not entirely overlook. It is· barely
possible that by e;&tJting a Sunday la :;v they may lose
more friends th!.l.n they would if they did not enact
one. Liberalism is coming to the front out there ;
it is rapidly being organized; and it is too much for
sapient lawmakers to expect that L1berals will for.
ever submit to the injustice imposed on them by
tools of the church and go on voting for men who
disregard their rights and are too cow&rdly even to
express their own real sentiments. We had looked
for more nobility of character, a greater breadth of
thought, something larger, in the men of the great
Northwest, than is pictured in our correspondent's
letter.

The Literature Fund.
The Literature Fund has been increased during
the past week by the following sums :
J. Bird .......•............••...••....•.•..........••.•..•... $1 00
Samuel Cohen............................................ 1 00
w. L. Johnson...... ..••..•..•.•...••..........•. ..•.... 50 $2 50
Previously acknowledged...................

47 00

With the help of this fund we are going to send
our American missionary's argument against Blair's
proposed amendment to our Constitution, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of next week, to our national lawmakers. They are getting so much religion from
Wanamaker and his friends that a little antidote for
the poison is necessary to save their minds from
death.
THE comments of J. E. O'Brien, owner of the buildings in
upper New York, for working whereupon ou Sunday six
laborers were arrested recently, are significant. In answer
to our inquiry as to what punishment was inflict~d on the
men, he writes: "None, as it was a case of necesSI!Y, but I
had a great deal of bother w~th it. I :vent on theu bol!ds
d had to sign my name thirty-two times; the men twice
:~ch. Red tape! Lawyers! I Humbug!!! Refo~m !_I!!."
Substitute the word Ministers for lawyers, and Mr. 0 Bnen Is
not greatly wro_n=g_._ _ _.....__ _ _ __
THE beggars of Rome hav been taking lesso_ns from the
priests, who keep weeping virgins, and tap their la~hrymal
glands for so much a tap-turn on the hydran.t, as It were.
One of the most noted fountains in Rom~ Is a stat~e of
N tune in a shell drawn by sea horses gmded by Tntons.
L:peud has it th;t if the tr.a veler drinks ?f this fountain
on 1he last night of his st_ay tn Rome he will surely re~urn
some day to the Eter~al City, and if !J.e drops a penny mto
the basin making a wish, the latter wll~ <:ome trne. ~most
any night during the season that o!le VISits the fountain one
will find a party following out the ttme-honl!red custom, and
in the shadows, but ready to come forth t~e ms:ant the party
leaves, are the Roman beggars ready to JUmp mto the water
after the penny.
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yet, to get the necessary accreditation of my vote-a new era of man and can grant or reject them. And farther,
whether they are willing or not, if sufficient evidence of the
subscriber.
Yours, as ever,
D. R. WoLLISON.
above alleged fact is produced it will force conviction. I
McKEESPORT, PA.., Jan. 2, 1890.
would like to see In THE TRUTH SH:H:KER frequent calls made
LoousT CoRNEB, 0., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $6 for your paper for on T. Dewitt Talmage and others for the absolute proof that
MB. EDITOR: Find inclosed money for the TRUTH BEEKER one year. I send a new subscriber. If all would do this, you there is a God who can and does answer prayer.
ANNUAL. Don't discontinue the pictures. CHAS. 0. HAYs.
would hav a boom. Wishing you a great and successful
J. N. BROWN.
year in the grand work you are doing, hoping that this paper
CRAWFORD's QUARRY, MroH., Dec. 27, 1889.
LA.NOABTEll, Wis., Dec. 80, 1889.
will increase in power and glory till its rays of truth will
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1.50 for six months' cover this fair land, 'I remain, Your sincere friend and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 25 for my subscripsubscription. My vote is for the pictures to continue.
tion and the ANNUAL for 1890. I hav been waiting in hope
brother,
JosEPH PLA.TTENBURG.
Respectfully,
P. BITTNER.
to obtain a new subscriber. I am almost eighty years old,
WILBER, NEB., Dec. 81, 1889.
and cannot read much any more, but still I feel I cannot do
DusHORE, PA., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $11 and list of truth seekers for the without the paper, for there are so many others that enjoy
MR. EDITOR : I inclose check for $10.25 for benefit, in
year 1890. . It is the best I could do, under the shadow of five it. I hav taken the paper so many years that to do without
general, of TBE TRUTH BEEKER, and twenty-five cents for
churches, in a village of fifteen hundred inhabitants. There it would be a great sacrifice on my part. The paper that
the ANNUAL.
Yours truly,
W. WHITTIOK.
are mariy niore in a transition state who will ripen up for came first, years ago, was very small, only one sheet, and now
1891-all the result of Jamieson's and Remsburg's and THE to see such a large paper is very pleasing. About the pictWYOMING, lA., Dec. 24, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $5.25-$3 on my subscrip- TRUTH BEEKER's efforts. I am authorized to vote for the ures it does not make any difference, for the paper is as much
H. KILGORE.
pleasure to me without them. I would like to help obtion for 1890, $1 for " Spiritualism Sustained" by Colonel pictures for all the inclosed names.
tain some new subscribers, but am too old and cannot do
Kelso, $1 for the pictures, and twenty-five cents for the
CLINTON, Mo., Dec. 81, 1889.
much going about.
Respectfully,
JAOOB NA.THAN.
ANNUAL for 1890.
ABr-'ER KIMBALL.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find a renewal of my subscription to
THE TRuTH BEEKER and twenty-five cents for the TRUTH
OKETO, KA.N., Jan. 1, 290.
MoRELAND, MoNT., Dec. 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I forgot, when I wrote you last week, to
ME. EDITOR : Inclosed find money order for renewal and BEBKER ANNUAL .. I am heartily in favor of continuing the
two new subscribers, with three solid votes for the pictures. pictures of Mr. Heston. They speak volumes, and for good, remit for the ANNUAL. Please find inclosed twenty-five cents
I hav a credit at your office for forty cents, for which send and reach a class of persons that nothing else will touch, and and forward me the same. Mr. Editor, I am with the majormake an impression that is lasting and for good. As an ity of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers. I want you to continue
me the ANNUAL, and any pamphlet for the remainder.
encouragement to you for that purpose, I will try and send the pictures. Those who find fault with them as being too
S. W; SwETLAND.
you a new subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER. S. E. PRIOR.
hard on exposing the Bible must hav a little bit of religion
ADRIAN, MioH., Dec. 31, 1889.
lurking about their skirts, etc. Just as soon as you drop the
B.ALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 2, 1890.
ME. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3 25 for- THE TRUTH BEEKER
pictures out of THE TRUTH SEEKER you will lose lots of old
MR. EDITOR: I send you $5 for two subscriptions-one to subacribers. The pictures are a lesson iu themselvs. There
and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I hope the pictures.will
be continued. Children learn somethicg on the last page they myself, the other to the address inclosed. We both go for is more instruction to be got out of studying them than there
the pictures, because they are truthful representations of the would be if the space was filled up by anything else.
Yours truly,
A. TAYLOR.
will not forget soon.
old fabulous stories which ought to be held up to view and
I am trying to get two or three of my neighbors to subFoRT BILL, I. T., Dec. 20, 1889.
execrated by all. people. I should like a fine, large picture
scribe. They will soon. I hav two volumes of THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I hav the pleasure to forward herewith $5- for framing of the "Ghosts' Pilgrimage " that appeared two
BEEKER. I am going to get them bound in book form.
$3 for my subscription, $1 50 for the book named, and fifty weeks ago. I hav the promis of five subscribers. Three
JAMES BIGHAM.
cents toward continuing 1be grand illustrations of Heston. In are secured, and I am waiting for two more. No Liberal
my opmlon they are very liieetiv and striking.
ought to be afraid of the pictures.
E. LIV.I!ZEY.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Dec. 26, 1859.
CHARLEs L. DE Runro.
!'IR. ED1TOB : Inclosed please fi11d $5, which is for
CLINTON, Dec. 30, 1889.
two subscriptions for one year, one for myself and one for
ELK RAPIDS, MIOH., Dec. 21, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I could not very well do without my TRUTH t.he subscriber below-named. I hav one dear old TRUTH
ME. EDIToR : Inclosed find Sl.J b.cription and fifty cents for SEEKER. I should be very sorry to see the pictures removed
SE:&KER come to me every week, and I find I must hav
two copil!s of the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. May from the paper, as I believe picture ridicule teaches in a
another one to lend out or giv away and the other to keep
your pictures still continue, as they tend to show the ridic- great many cases where sound logic fails. By all means let
on file. I cannot keep in my head all they contain, so I
ulousness of what is claimed to be an inspired volume.
us hav the pictures. Please find inclosed $3.50 and extend keep them to refer to. If there is one hope I hav more than
ALEX. CAMPBELL.
my subscription for one year. I am more than willing to another, it is that you will be able to continue with the pictpay fifty cents extra for the pictures. When I reach Tacoma ures. They are the.cream of my life. I shall probably hav
ELM 8PRIJ\Gs, Amr., Dec. 22, 289.
I am resolved to get one or more subscribers for THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I hav failed so far to get a new subocriber. BEEKER, which is i.nlpossible in this religious, superstitious another subscriber or two for you in a little while. I like
the music of the AmHican Secular Union, and am going to
Mr. Heston's pictures or illustrations aregll right, in the right town.
- D. M. ANGus, M.D.
start a Union here shortly or know the reason why.
place; at the right time. I want you to send me the ANNUAL
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, W. G. MoRGAN.
for 290, and always remember me as a life-member of the
CosUMNEB, CAL., Dec. 25, 1889.
TRUTH BEEKER family.
J. W. DAY.
MR ..EDITOR: To many thoughtful minds the pictures do
SIDNEY, 0., Jan. 5, 1890.
seem rude and crude, and in one sense of the word Mr.
CEREsoo, MIOH.,.Jan:.r2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav sent you five new subscribers, but it
James Parton is right. But the !act remains that 'the greater
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5-fifty cents to continue the part of mankind gather more from one ludicrous picture was some time ago. I enjoy the pictures, even if they are
pictures, and $4.50 to go toward furnishing documents to than from a volume of logical matter. By all means retain not of a very high order artistically. They do not shock me
· Congress in opposition to the Sunday laws. I hav entered the pictures if practicable, for there are some so constituted in the least, but they do shock some, and on the whole I
my eJghty.fifth year, so roy time here must be short.
that they can only be reached by ridicule. Happy New believe the paper would do more good for the cause of freeYours in the bonds of Humanity,
THos. KNIGHT.
Year to all contributors, and most especially to Mr. John dom without the pictures; but I believe, too, that you would
Peck, whose contributions hav the genuin ring. Send the lose some readers by abandoning them.
NEw LANOABTER, KAN., Dec. 24, 1889.
A. good plan to recruit Freethinkers is for the Freethinkers
W. C. SHELDON.
MR. EDITOR: I write to renew my subscription· to THE ANNUAL for 1890.
of a town to pqy for a Liberal paper to the public library.
TRUTH SEEK:Im. I could dispense with any of my other paDALLAS, Amr., Dec. 7,.1889.
THE TRUTH BEEKER would be better for this purpose were it
pers better than I could with it; in fact, I could not think of
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money for which please send not illustrated. The writer has followed this plan and is
trying to do without it. I hope you may be able to continue the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, and giv me credit with highly pleased with the result, one Roman Catholic being
the cartoons. ·
Respectfully,
J. H. JoNEs.
balance. I will do my best to get another subscriber for THE among the recruits. A paper without illustrations was
TRUTH SEEKER. I think you are mistaken when you say selected.
EMORY P. ROBINSON.
GREENWOOD, N.Y., Dec. 26, 1890.
some Liberals are so deficient in honesty that they never pay
IPAVA, ILL., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to hav you keep up the pictures for their paper when you trust them. I think they are the
MR. EDITOR: For the good of humanity, the promotion of
if you can, for I like to show them to my Christian friends same kind of Liberals that get so highly offended at Heston's
and see them squirm. I would like to get a new subscriber, pictures. I believe that a genuin Liberal is hCinest, and I mental liberty, the growth of reason, the elevation of our_
- but cannot. Too much superstition. I inclose money for know that anyone that just leaned a little toward Liberal- noble women, the extension of Freethought, and the in·the ANNUAL, and other books as named.
R. L. A.r.voRD.
ism could not help but be more than delighted with Heston's creased circulation of THE TRUTH BEEKER, let the pictures
be continued. They are the spice and the seasoning. We
pictures.
Yours fraternally,
C. C. MuRPHEY.
FoUNTAIN, CoL., Dec. 27, 1889.
like our bread buttered and our meat salted. It is those who
RoOHEBTER, MIOH., Dec. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that you want
would like to see our bread fall "butter-side down" and our
MR. EDITon: Inclosed please find $5, one half for renewal, salt stolen that dislike the cartoons. Many men and women
more subscribers in order to be able to continue the pictures
in it, in which I hope you will succeed, as I know they are and the other for a new subscriber. Also I send twenty.ftve look and laugh at the pictures that hav not time to read.
one of the best features of the paper to most people. I in- cents for the ANNUAL. With reference to THE TRUTH SEEKER Then, again, we bind them into a book, making a beautiful
close $10-$5 for two eubscriptions, and the rest for books. pictures, I would simply state, if some prominent Catholic pictorial edition that is very attractiv to children, from which
or Protestant journal should take to "illustrating" its pages they will learn many useful lessons by asking questions about
Yours fraternally,
U.K. LooK.
with, say caricatures of Ingersoll \'Oith a fool's cap on, ad- the pictures. We must educate the children to think before
BAN J oBE, Dec. 26, 1889.
dressing a group of drunken rowdies, or Thomas Paine with the crawlers from the slime-pits poison their young minds.
ME. EDIToR: I inclose $4-$3 for a renewal of my sub- a huge, pimpled nose, sitting at a table loaded with whisky Send me one dollar's worth of TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALS.
scription, which does not expire until April; the balance, bottles writing manuscript for "The Age of Reason," or
Yours truly,
C. B. RANDOLPH.
$1, is a contribution to help retain the pictures. The last, Voltaire on a bed in death agonies praying for the salvation
December 21st, representing Christianity as a dead ass, is of his poor soul, I should not consider such very convincing
DIVIDE, MONT., Jan. 4, 1890.
worth a year's subscription. In the mean time I shall keep arguments, but rather a confession of want of better ones~
MR. EDITOR: I like THE TRUTH BEEKER. It battles nobly
hustling for subscribers.
Yours,
L. R. Tinrs.
·
Yours truly,
C. H. GREENE.
for the truth. It is true knowledge, correct education, that
the world needs. To believe what is not a fact is of no profit
AYER, MAss., Jan. 2, 1890.
BRoNsToN, KY., Jan. 1, 1890.
or benefit to man, woman, or child.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.25 for two subscripOne word about the illustrations in THE TRU'l'H BERKEl!.
Without THE .TRUTH BEEKER the literature of. the world
would be incomplete. Without Ingersoll, where is the intel- tions for THE TRUTH BEEKER and one ANNUAL for 1890. I They are just the thing. They present in definit shape the
lectual giant to vanquish every attacking foe? The greatest fear that we are going to hav trouble in the family over the old superstitions that Christians believe, or profess to beInfidels (?) hav been the greatest blessing to the world. The pictures. Some of the pil:tures do good and some do harm. lieve. When they see the illustration the old idea is so ridicYou cannot please everybody. Be your own judge of which ulous it makes them overflow with anger. H.ight here I
church's harness is all breaching-good at holding back.
would be the better for mental freedom, pictures or no pict- will remark, it is man .that is angry with man for his belief;
ELIJAH MYRIOK.
ures. For my part, I vote to discontinue all the bad pict- the gods are not angry with man for an honest belief. My
HAMMONTON, N. J., Dec. 24, 1889.
urea and continue the good. It might be that the first page Liberal friends, I would say to you all, it is your early_ eduMR. EDITOR: I notice that my time is nearly out for your would afford ample room for all the good pictures. And cation that still lingers in the mind-your old Sunday.school
excellent paper to visit ua, so please find inclosed $3 25. then again, It might.be that one really good picture once a tales that still linger with you. Mr. Heston has the true idea.
Twenty. five cents is for the ANNUAL. If you are willing, I month, that would show up the absurdity of some passage He cannot illustrate the old Bible stories so !.I'B to make them
propose you giv me credit for the paper eight months, as of scripture, would be still. better. Let us at least not call more ridiculous than they really are. My experience in
that will take to a time when we may hav received from our each other names about the pictures.
showing the pictures has been this: In one family where I
crop again. The $1 is for you to use to the best of your
I believe it to be. a matter of fact that there is not a sensl- hav lived, when I would get my TRUTH BEEKER there would
judgment in spreading truth. I wish we were able to make ble man or woman oil earth but is perfectly willing to believe be no rest until the wrapper was torn off and the pictures
it ten. I am oil the side of the cartoons, but hav failed, as I that there is a personal god somewhere who hears the pray- were examined, All my friends tharlook at my paper agre1;1

l,tittrs Jront Jlritnds.
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that the pictures take the cake. For myself, I will say, I
full of it. F. W. Peabody, of your city, through the last proposes to do. I do think he has mapped out a good camstudy the illustrations first, and they are good.
Issue, ~ays, ''If Mr. Heston's pictures are to continue, my paign, and hope he will be successful. Let's giv him a
Yours for a fact,
J. B. THoMSoN.
subscnption will cease on the 1st of January next." If Mr. chance, and help him all we can, and convince the people
Peabody is a Liberal in the full sense of the terin he must that there is something more in Liberalism than mere talk.
ST. NroHOLAB, PA., Dec. 31, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I see by my son's paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER, admit that he was a little hasty or unthoughtf~l in the Fo):' that .is what a great many people in this part are beginthat in order to enable you to continue the weekly illustra- remark. However, I inclose $3 to fill the vacuum should it ning to think, and I must confess I had almost come to that
ENOOH WIOKERSHAJII.
tions in it you must hav an increased list of subscribers, occur, for which please send your paper to the gentleman conclusion myself.
1\'M. HART.
therefore I forward my subscription, as one not wishing to whose address is inclosed.
EuREKA, CAL., Dec. 17, 289.
see the illustrations disappear, for I think they form one of
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read Mr. J. Parton's letter ia THE
Jan.
1,
1890.
the best features of it or any other paper"'""""but more especially
MR. EDITOR : I cannot agree with Friend Parton on the TRUTH SEEKER of December 7th in regard to the pictures.
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as it is advocating and disseminating
He writes! " People who like them ought to be religious.
"truths of a cause," as well as showing up the folly, hideous- pictures. I admire the cartoons. They are splendid. They They are capable of nothing better." Were those sentences
speak
for.
themselvs.
'fhey
show
a
great
deal
of
superstiness, and absurdity of what is termed Christianity and
tion and ignorance in the so-called inspired word of God. written in a fit of insanity, or has Mr. Parton arrived at his
religion. And these cartoons of THE TRUTH SEEKER, appearNo,
Friend Parton, it is far more honorable to be a man than second childhood? No man of sound mind could write such
ing weekly, hav an effect that the whole paper written could
to be a Christian. Christians hav persecuted to the exact nonsense. Mr. Parton is likely one of those weeping philosnot produce, and are the means of enlightening many that
ophers who consider it a crime to joke and laugh and look at
would not take the trouble or time to read up, but more extent of their power, and always will. They are the invent- the bright side of nature, but he is far from the mark when
ors and makers of instruments of torture, dungeon and
especially to read such a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER. I
chain, rack and thumbscrew, and the Holy Inquisition. The. he sets himself up as a model for other people. If he does
send you also t wen ty~fi ve cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
only instrument that now remains is-slander. I hav been for not like the pictures he could hav said so without giving
R. B. PLATT.
the last two days trying to solicit subscribers, but all that I such ridiculous reasons for it. I am confident R. G. Ingerget is slander. "No, I would not read that paper if I had soll would not write to you in that strain. The pictures, no
ORANGE CITY, lA.., Dec. 30, 1881t
MR. EDITOR : According to my way of looking at things, time to read it." But they can find plenty of time to slander doubt, repel many Christians who, but for them, might read
Liberalism had better throw up the sponge. In your edito- the sacred dust of Thomas Paine. Sunday the 15th the THE TRUTH BEEKER, and on til at account they may more or
rials you claim that your subsc•iptions are not paid. If that Baptist pope preached his farewell sermon,· and in the course less. retard its circulation,. but to say that those who like
is so, it is no more nor less than stealing, and any Liberal of his sermon he referred to Ingersoll's Oration on Roscoe them are only fit to be religious, is sheer nonsense. I am in
that will read a paper and not pay for it belongs rather to the Conkling, saying that Ingersoll said that he did admit that love with the pictures illustrating the Bible; and I hav
shady side of the community. It seems all the Liberal there was a place after death. That rang through the preserved every one of them. The pictures on the front page
hav less value :to me, except the one where, the tigers are
papers go a-begging, except the Twentieth Century, and after village like a thunderbolt. "Ingersoll has weakened!"
I hope the cartoons will continue, and that subscribers howling at the statue of Bruno, which I ha.v had mounted
THE TRUTH SEEKER has come around I expect the other
and framed. What a pity that Liberals who hav acquired
every day. Taking the American Secular Union in consider- will not wait to be dunned for their subscription.
fame in the prime of life, should ruin their good names in
WILLIAM A. BENNETT.
ation, I hav spent over $300 this year in the movement,
old .age by becoming dogmatic I Mr. Parton says by inferwhich for a poor man is sufficient. However, inclosed find
DENVER,
lA.,
Jan.
1,
290.
ence, that anyone who disbelieves or derides the Bible is
$5. I can spare no large amount, but will remit more in
MR. EDITOR.: You ask about the pict1;1res. Don't, "for capable of nothing better than to be a Christian.
the course of the year.
God's salre," let that aw!u) Heston make pictures in your
Elmina writes in response to an article in which some
Leave the pictures off. They are nice for us, but do harm
paper. Why, the one with Samson running down three heroes had been praised : " Had those heroes no mothers?
to the propaganda, for a good many fools that would read
hundred foxes is awful. I had_ to hide my paper and read it It is to the mothers the praise belongs."· Why not stretch
the paper throw it down as quick as they see the illustrations.
behind the barn by moonlight for fear my great-great-grand- that reasoning a little farther and ask, Had those mothers no
DE LEBPINABBE.
mother mij!;ht see it. She would feel awful if she should see fathers? By going far enough we would find that all praise
it. If my Christian neighbor should see it, I fear be might belongs to Adam. It grieves me when I see remarks like
CHARLES CITY, 1.&., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In regard to the pictures, I say, for one, let feel awful, too, and maybe stick up his nose at it. Do not these from the pens of those I had learned to respect.
I think the writings of J. H. Wood, of Detroit, Mich.,
them be continued, and here is $1 for their continuation. put those awful pictures in your paper. They make the
And if you will put them in book form, count on me for on~ Catholics feel awful, and the Presbyterians, Methodists, and totally erroneous. But enough of this, lest an avalanche
descend upon my head, and I, who fear neither God nor
number and probably more. I am getting pretty well along Baptists, and an awful lot of other folks.
"For Christ's sake " do not let that " quarter of a bushel" devil, may be worsted by some weak-minded mortal.
on the journey of life-was born May 4, 1824-but
Fraternally yours,
RoBERT GuNTHER.
while I can raise a dollar to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER, I write any more letters in your paper; they make some folks
feel
awful.
Do
not
let
that
latter-day
saint
John
(E.
Remsshall take it. I hav raised tliree boys and one girl, and they
ST. JoHNs, ILL., Dec. 5, 1889.
will compare with any children of any member of the burg) prove that A. Lincoln was no Christian ; he makes
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find money for $25 worth
churches of this city, and I never sent them to any Sunday- thousands feel b. wful. Do not let Miss Wixon entice the
school. I hav taken the grand old TRUTH SEEKER since it rising generation away from " our lord and savior Jesus of books and pamphlets, and in addition to that amount
was first published by D. M. Bennett, and shall continue as Christ;" it makes many feel awful. In fine, do not print the subscription price of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER for
long as I liv. I say, let us hav the pictures and no let-up on that awful TRUTH SEEKER any more (though my subscription two years to Mr. Thomas Goddard and myself-a copy to
them. And if all who sanction them will send a dollar, or bas another year to run), for it makes the Christian world each address &s at p~esent. I hav been taking and perusing
what they can, to help keep them going, they need not stop, feel awfully awful, for fear it will put hell out and throw THE TRUTH BEEKER f.>r fifteen years last September. I hav
but get larger. Why, it was the pictures in Harpers' that heaven in the shade. Don't, don't! you awful sinner; and read it from some time in the spring previous to that
did as much to suppress the Rebellion as every paper that was besides, ladies who write "Mrs." before their own names, period. when our dear old Brother Bennett edited it at
say don't. But send me your ALMANAO for 1890 if there are Paris, Til. I am now at the age of fifty.eight, after bepublished during the war.
JoHN MAHABA.
not too many awful pictures in it.
M. FARRINGTON.
ing a believer in Christianity from the age capable of acceptPHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 1, 1890.
ing any religious doctrin. up to the age of twenty-one, when
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3.25 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
FoRT WAYNE, IND., Dec. 27, 1889.
I joined the Baptist church and affiliated with the same from
and ANl\U.A.L. Though I cannot send you a new subscriber,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4.25 to apply on my 1852 to 1867,.at that time diecarding the dogma of endless
'I will venture to giv you my opinion of the pictures. I paper and for the ANNUAL for 1890. I hav been trying to hell torment, and, in consequence of getting rid of this barthink them an effectiv means of openi.Bg the eyes of Chris- get some Ijew subscribers. About the pictures, I think they barous belief, was summarily excommunicated. After
tians to the absurdities of the Bible. They are far more do a vast good, and especially with the young; and it is groveling along in Universalism for some three years, and
true to nature than the ones we commonly see of Bible char- through the young we must expect to do the largest amount by a close study of the Bible, being convinced that it was
acters, arrayed in robes of bright blue, yellow, scarlet, and of good. Some may object to those illustrations, thinking not a book calculated to elevate the human family to a
purple. As a matter of fact they were doubtless a dirty, they repel rather than attract. This may be so in some cases, proper status of civilizat.ion, I finally evolved into the light
greasy, sorry-looking set, bearing a close resemblance to the but in the majority of cases they create mirth, and I tell you, and life of Liberalism, and can say that I hav derived more
figures presented by Mr. Heston. My only regret is that the a good hearty laugh is dreaded by. a simon-pure Christian knowledge, and consequently more pleasure, from reading
pictures are s:> far behind the times in the way of artistic worse than the devil. Then another thing. Heston's ridiC- THE TRUTH BERKBR than I ever did from reading the Bible,
execution. The very Christians who hold the old Jews of ulous pictures of Bible persons are of such a nature that to or the theological works I ever read, which were many, durthe Bible in such reverence, and who are so loyal to Jesus see them once forever dispels that vail that theologians hav ing all my life. I do not feel at this late day that I can well
the Jew, would not to-day eat at the same table or associate so long held over the features of these old Bible heroes, and afford to do without the mental sustenance I gain from the
in any manner with a Jew. It is only dead Jews that they once that vail is turned away and they behold the malignant perusal of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which has become such a
adore. The living ones they despise. As I am not a Jew, and savage features beneath, as in the case of Moore's Vailed welcome guest and a household necessity. In regard to the
you will not-think that these observations spring from per- Prophet, instead of reverence there will be abhorrence. discontent we see from some of our good brothers and sisThere has been a great amount of good done in this world ters: I certainly do greatly admire Brother Burnham and
sonal feelings.
WILLIAM KWUl!ZEL, M.D.
by ridicule. That great Christian scourge of burning people Sister Severance. I hav learned to look on them as noble
NEw YoRK, Jan. 4, 1890.
for witches in Salem, Conn., was stopped by a laughable workers in Liberalism. I am sorry they can see no good in
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry to read that there are some of circumstance that made the affair so ridiculous that those our endeavoring, as much as in us lies, to elevate those who
your readers who object to Mr. Heston's cartoons. It can pious old heathens could not proceed any further. I hav tpP. are struggling toward the pinnacle of universal mental freenot but hurt his feelings. He is a real genius by the way hi&tory of this incident written in rhyme by a friend, and dom, such as Dr. McGlynn, who is so near out of purgatory,
he shows up the absurdities of the Bible stories. Wherein thinking that perhaps tl~e many readers of the grand old and also Chadwick, Savage, an'd Clifford, who are yet a few
exists the difference between his cartoons and Puck's and TRUTH SEEKER would like to read it, I will send the pam- strata below McGlynn, but, nevertheless, hav aspirations
Judge's, which are well appreciated, except that the latter phlet containing that and other poems to you, and if desired and need little more leaven to resurrect them to kingdom
are colored? That the pictures repel some persons is simply you may print it for the benefit of your readers.
come (I mean to stand erect in Liberalism). To accelerate
an excuse. The same person will repel THB TRUTH SEEKER
this nothing could be more beneficial than to come in conJ. S. FRosT.
without any pictures. But I know most such persons will
tact with such characters as compose our annual congress.
look at these pictures, after all, when not seen by anyone.
When I read the proceedings ll.t first, I caught myself taking
GREBN HILL, 0., Dec. 29, 289.
As most people, especially the Christians, are thoughtless
:MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find renewal. You may put exception to having exponents of Christianity aiding us in
readers of their Bibles, to them these stories never appeared me down for one of your ANNUALS for 290. I think I will be • ur efforts to emancipate ourselvs from religious tyranny,
so ridiculous as they·really are and show to the eye. Would able to get two or three to join with me when they are ready. but, on a·more mature thought, I found myself on the side
not an increase of fifty cents to the price of subscription I tried hard to get some to join witll me in my renewal, but of charity. I now see no compromise with error in the n;~at
cover the cost thereof ? I for my part would be willing to failed. I would like to hav the pictures continued. I think ter whatever. The case, as I now look at it, is similar to
pay the increase rather than miss these cartoons. Inclosed they are splendid, and undoubtedly doing good work. I that incident in the life of the noble philanthropist, Thomas
please find $2 for picture account.
FRED. KoEZLY.
would like to contribute something to their support. I will Paine, when he jeopardized his life in the effort to save the
hav the paper either with or without the pictures. I would king. His idea was to destroy priestcraft and kingcraft,
like to contribute something to tile general fund to help our but to preserve the life of both king and priest. In like
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Dec. 81, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: If the illustrations can be kept up without new president in the work he has mapped out. I think he manner we shall never regret doing all we can to save as many
loss to the company, I am in favor of their continuance. A. means business. I think some hav been too harsh: in their Christians as possible while we are engaged in demolishing
W. Shatford, in his objections to a part of the pictures, in criticism. What he proposes to do is in my judgment all their superstition, and building on its ruins truth and justice.
the last issue, says, " I do not see any sense in them." Of right. I know that Putnam, Remsburg, et al, are doing good to all men, women, and children. I hope the individuality
course there is no sense in them, because they are founded work in the lecture field. What we want now is to come of those who are controling the Secular Union is of such
upon Bible nonsense, which fact by the pictures becomes up in the rear with petitions to our legislatures and Congress strength that they will lose nothing in their endeavor to lift .
plain at a glance. Ridicule is about the only argument that demanding of them legislation in favor of. some one or more those who are struggling to free t.bemselvs from the inconsistcan be wielded against the position of a bigoted Christian of the Nine Demands. And we want to take such fellows as . ent doctrine of the chmch. Wishing all may work together
with any effect. The Christian class cannot consistently the trustees of Girard College and play the mischief with for good, I bid the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER_ farewell
Fraternally,
W111. A. THOMPSON.
object to ridicule, as their leaders pra«?ti9~ it1 a~d their Uible them with the law. All this, and more, President Westbrook for a while.
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Hd.it«l bf Miss SuSAN H. Wn:oN, Fall
Ri'fM", .1fa88., to whom all Oommunicationsjor
this ODNWf" shtmld. b~ unt.

"Between the dark and the dayllgM,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a. pause in the day'S occuPations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

An Arab Saying.
Remember, three things come not back ;
The arrow sent upon its trackIt will not swerve, it will not stay
Its speed; it flies to wound or slaY.
The spoken word, so soon forgot
By thee; but it has perished not :
In other hearts 'tis living still,
And doing work for good or ill.
And the lost opportunity,
That cometh back no more to thee.
In vain thou weepest, in vain dost yearn,
Those three will nevermore return.

Story of a Fly.
CHAPTER l.
Once upon a time there was a little fly.
This fly had lots of brothers and sisters and
his name was Quick. One day, when he and
his brothers and sisters were playing together,
Quick and one of his brothers disagreed
about dividing some sugar they had stolen.
Quick thought he ought to divide the sugar
because he was the youngest, and Spry (that
was the name of the other brother) thought
he ought to divide the sugar because he was
he oldest. All of Quick's brothers and sisters joined in with Spry because they did not
like Quick very well. "Well," buzzed out
Quick, for he was quick-tempered, " if you
don't let me divide the sugar, I'll go and get
some more of my own, and bring it back, and
I'll not giv you any either." "We don't care
for the old sugar, do we ?" This was addressed to the othets by the oldest fly. "No,
we-don't," buzzed out all the flies at once,
'and, what's more, we can get all the sugar
we want without his help." "I may be gone
for months, maybe years, and may never come
back. I may get drowned in an ocean of
milk; I may get wounded; I may commit
suicide; I may get burnt up in a stove; you
may never see me again. Shall I go?" said
Quick. "We don't care a straw whether you
go or not," snapped out some of the flies.
"Of course we don't," said all the rest.
It was planned that he should start off early
next morning, and although he got up early
and was brave he hated to go and leave his
brothers and sisters. When he stopped by
he gate to bid them good-bye, the other flies
urned their backs on him and said, '' Go on,
we don't care to see you stop before you get
hundreds of miles away."
This made Quick secretly cry, but he put
on a brave face and flew away.
CHAPTER II.
Quick flew on until he came to a large
white house. "Here," said he, " I can get
lots of sugar." There was a very kind-looking woman washing dishes as he went in.
But alas, alas I he had no more got in the
house when that kind-faced mistress drove
him and a shower of other flies out of the
door. This made Quick mad, to be driven out
so soon, so he made up his mind to go aroUnd
to the front door and see if he could not get
in there. When he got there he saw to his
great delight that- there was a little girl in
front of the door feeding sugar to a big dog.
'Now," thought he, "is my time." But he
had no more than lit on the sugar than the
dog snapped at poor Quick and barely missed
him, and he flew away with a torn wing. He
did not try again there, and after that he was
not so bold and more sensible. His next adventure was to come near getting drowned.
The way of it was this : One day he was flying along, and looking in at an open window
he saw a pan of milk and, what he thought,
thick cream on top. "Here," thought he, "1
can get a good drink of milk, for I am very
thirsty." So in he flew and lit in the middle
of the pan. But he had no more than lit before the cream gave way, for the milk had
just been milked that morning, and that was
about 10 o'clock J..M. How he got out of the
milk he never knew, but in about two minutes he was on the clean windowsill drying
his poor wet wings and body. At last he
was dry and sat there a few minutes to look
around at things, and then he flew away
again.
CHAPTER

III.

Quick got some sugar at last, and I will tell
you how he got it. One day he was flying
along and lit upon a screen door and saw a
little girl's face sadly puckered up in the act

of crying. Every now and then she would
look down upon her feet, so Quick looked
down also, and then he saw she had dropped
some sugar, and he thought, "No wonder
she was about to cry."
Pretty soon a young girl about fifteen years
old came to see what the matter was with the
"Pet." When she saw the sugar on the floor
she took the broom and dust-pan and swept
it up and threw it out of the door. And that
is where Quick got the sugar. The "Pet"
got more sugar and was happy.
Quick lost no time in gathering up the
sugar and started home with it. One day as
he was flying along on his journey he dropped
it in some long grass. He had to hunt a long
time, but at last he found it, and was very
glad, for he thought he would hav to go and
hunt for more. He picked it up and flew on
with it. It was early in the morning and he
expected to get home that same night, but a
storm overtook him and the wind blew very
hard. When the storm came he was at the
edge of a small river and was afraid to fly
across it for fear of getting blown into the
water. He knew he would not get home if
he did not go on, so he concluded to go along
the bank and hunt for a bridge. He started
off and was flying along slowly when he flew
against another fly, and to his great surprise
he saw that the fly that be had flown against
was Spry, his brother. They were very glad
to see each other; although Quick was proud,
he cried, but Spry told him to dry his tears
and to come along the bank a little farther
and they would come to a bridge where they
could cross and get home without delay. He
said that his brothers and sisters had. got uneasy about him and had sent him out to l<>ok
for him. They reached the bridge and crossed
over in safety.
CHAPTER IV.
As they were flying along our hero flew
into some brush, and before Spry had time to
tum around he saw his beloved brother lying
on the ground senseless. As soon as he realized the situation he lit by the side of Quick
and at one glance saw that he had fainted
away. Spry lost no time in bringing some
water from a brook near by, when Quick
recovered from his fainting, but he said that
one of his legs pained him dreadfully. When
Spry looked at it he saw that he had broken
it, and that he would hav to go to a fly's
house near by and get help. He asked Quick
if he was afraid to stay alone for a minute or
two. Quick said very faintly, "No." His
leg pained him so he could hardly breathe.
Spry flew off as fast as he could, and when
he got there he told his business and asked if
they had a saw. They said they had. He
asked them to get it and he would saw off
a willow leaf and make a litter of it. When
they got back to Quick he lay so still they
thought he was dead, but when Spry spoke
he opened his eyes, nodded his head, and then
shut them again. Spry proceeded at once to
fix the litter. He knew that if he could g~t
him on it and get the help of two or three
other flies he could get home, and then he
would go and get their old family doctor and
Quick would be able to :fly around the room
in a few days.
Spry spoke his thoughts and they all
agreed, and in less time than it takes to tell
it they were home.
Spry had sent a messenger before them, so
the family were not taken by surprise. They
had sent for the doctor as soon as they got the
meseage, so he attended to Quick's leg as soon
as he arrived. He was better in fi week so
he could move in bed. Not till then did he
tell his adventures, and he never went off
after any more sugar, for he never had any
occasion to, and he never was selfish any
more. When they offered him sugar to divide
he would refuse, saying, " No, I do not wisl.t
to divide any more sugar." The sugar he
got, he dropped when he flew against the
brush. These experiences were a lesson to
Quick, and I think he was never selfish again.
Rocltester, .Minn.
L&AFFIR CLARK.

Babylon Nursery.

laziness, but, notwithstanding all opposition,
they were married and set up housekeeping.
Soon destitution and want were about all that
WE CAN SUPPLY
Our Friends and the Public with Everything
seemed visible for future days.
g!'OWn in suoh an inst.itutiol!.
_ Eli had no visible means of support, but
spent his time sitting on a stump or block, This is the t.ime to make contracts for some of our
BEAUTCFUL TREES and SHRUBS.
whittling out a circle he struck with an old
of all Bizes on hand. Youny
compass or sawing off bits of wood from some A full assortment
~toclc a sveciaUv.
dead trees, and thus, day after day, his time Our STOOK is FIRST-CLASS and our PRICES
was spent, and the general opinion was he
a.reJ.OW.
was crazy. Want pressed ao bard in the We have made arrangements with several forhome that the wife, by urgent entreaty of her eign and American seedling !P'owers, by which
friends, had about made up her mind to re- means we can supply all nurserymen. florists, and
at wholesale or r~t.•1-il.
turn to her parents' home, when the fruits of large Planters
Address
P. H. FOST!l R,
Eli's whittling and sawing materialized in the
BABYLON, L, I., N.Y.
first wooden clock ever made in America, and,
I believe, in any country. It was readily
sold to a neighbor for $30 and paid for in
AND
pork, flour, potatoes, other family necessities,
and a little money, with which he bought
tools to facilitate his work in fqrther proseAN EXPOSE
cution of clock-making. Another and anperversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
other was made and sold readily as soon as Of the
bequest to Philadelphia. by t!:l!l Ohristian
churches and Young .lll.en•s
completed. The foot-lathe and small circular
Ohristia.n Associasaws were added, then men were employed,
tion.
clocks more rapidly made and eagerly sought
By RIOH. Bo WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
after, and Eli Terry began to accumulate. Price $1.
In the mean time he had made application
for letters patent upon his clock, and about CODS AND RELICIONS
1802 or 1803 built a small shop and commenced improving on his clock and construc- ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
I. Give a Full Account of all the Gods, intion of machinery and tools, and the founda. Vol.
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
tion for a vast fortune was made which
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Bvo, 835p~. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
materialized in after years. Notwithstanding
the Reludous Systems of the World. 1 :._-:;·
Bvo, 957pp. Oloth, $8 per vol.; the ·
his unbounded benevolence, he became very
2 vola., $5; lea.tlJPr, $7; morich. He died about 1845, at the advanced
rocco, gilt edll'eR, f8,
age of eighty-five years, beloved and reBY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
spected by all who knew him, leaving a large
family of grown-up boys and a number of
grandsons, all very wealthy and all living in
Terryville, Conn., controling nearly all the
wealth of the place, which was invested in BY Milton WoollQY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Oareer of Jesus Ohrist."
large manufactories for clocks and locks. It
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
is worthy of note that not one Terry is left in -IPs.
xiv, 1·
that region and all their interests and invest. Ohildren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
menta hav scattered and gone into other,
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
1
hands.
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The First Wooden Clock.
E. A. Fenn, in the Allegan, Mich., Jowrnal, says:
LIFE OF
About the year 1800, there lived a sort
of indolent, thriftless, unpromising young
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Porman by the name of Eli Terry. His birthMODE:BN
IMITATION
OF
CHRIST,.
trait, and Monument.
place was the same as mine, Plymouth, Conn.
As
to
his
Life
on
Earth
and
his
Communism.
With
a
complete
list of the American subscribers
He sought the hand and heart of a Miss
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
to the fund for tho erection of the monument.
Warner, and was bitterly opposed by her
friends on account of his inability to support Author of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Oraer of
BY
her. Miss Warner was either a sister or a
Creatton.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, TII01fAS DAVIDSON
cousin of the late Mrs. Friend Ives, an old
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - 75 Cents.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN, · KARL BLIND,
resident of Gun Plains, and grandmother of: W Thi8 book was suppressed by the fl;rst Amer- ,
LYDIA R. CHASELeon and Fred Chichester. The Warners!
, ican publisher•.J8t
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fc a dollar.
were of solld old Puritan stock and despised
THE TRUT.H SEEKER CO.
Address THE TRUTH Sllll!J:B:ER QQ,

Joshua Davidson:

Giordano Bruno.
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LEo Xlii. says he will not· quit Rome as The Church of Practical Religion.
long as he can cling to the Vatican.
BY REPORTER.
ITALY h~s enacted a law depriving the clergy This is the historY of an attempt to found a
of all influence over charitable institutions.
church without superstition, and its success.

Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established

IN the Senate on the 8~h Mr. Morgan pro- his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
posed the emigration of the negroes to Africa. of human concern, religious, pelitical, and otherAT Berne, Switzerland, military are parading the streets to prevent a riot by striking
printers.
FRA.NOEJ is considering the reundertaking of
work on the Panama canal, and hopes to finish it in two years.
IT is reported that Portuguese hav hauled
down British flags on steamers in Africa, and
·
trouble is looked for.
ST. PA.UL's Episcopal church at Norwalk,
Conn., is having a sad quarrel over insulting
anonymous letters sent by its members to its
pastor.
THE island of Malta, in the Mediterranean,
aud the Balearic isles near Spain in the same
sea, are severally proposed as asylums for
the pope.
DELRGA.TIONS from New York and Chicago
on the 11th presented to Congress their respectiv claims to possessing the Fair, and
that body will soon decide.
A HEAVY storm did much damage in Great
Britain on the 5~h inst. A Catholic paper
takes pains to report that the Protestant
church at Birr, Ireland, was struck and badly
injured by lightning.

wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufli.
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the troth is being broughi
to his mind.
For sale "t this office. Price, Sl.OO.
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BIBLE MYTHS;
AND THEIR PARALLELS l N OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING
~mparison

A

of the Old and New Testament niyths and Mirades with thust
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,,
.
.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRA.TIONS.
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Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
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Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., Ban Fran
cisco.
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T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.B.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge at., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. B.
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J. G. Jenkins, 4(){) Arapahoe st., Denver.
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Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
ID.&.RO.
A.. Erwin, Murray.
·ILLINOII!I.
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. Stevens, 558 West Madison st., Room 1,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C~::ag'>.
INDIAN.&..
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
IUSBAORUSBTTS.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.

A NA.KED man was caught running through
Prospect park, Brooklyn, on the 13th, stabbing himself with shears. He said the Lord
had commanded it. " Where do you liv ?"
was asked. "In heaven."
THE young brother of the Catholic murderer McElvaine who is awaiting execution,
has been taken before the court for disobedience to his father, and sent to the Catholic
Protectory, that he may be told that whatJIOOHIG.6.1!1.
ever he does will be forgiven by Christ, and A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
3. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
he be installed in heaven.
Chas. Bach, 138 B. Division St., Grand Rapids.
ENEMIES of the new order of things in '\wan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Brazil declare that the government is not a Herman Reif, 94 GrMiot ave., Detroit.
republic, and has not developed one repub- Horace Haynes, Leslie.
KIBSOURI.
lican institution; that it is composed of self- Phillii> Roeder, 822
Olive st., St. Louis.
appointed men, and is a military dictatorship E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
pure and simple. To this, however, the op- Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.
posit side makes what seems to be a satisfacEaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
tory defense.'
NBW YORK.
AT 3:30 on the morning of the 9th, women Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
in a house beside the wall being built for Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
the Throop avenue Presbyterian church, H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Brooklyn, were alarmed by hearing the wall &!orris
Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
crack in the high wind. They dressed and &I. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
intended to leave, but concluded to remain, L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
and at 4:30 they and their children were pray- J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
ing in fear at some unusually terrific blasts,
when the wall fell and crushed the house, J. Van den Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York,
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
killing two person9 and injuring several.
York.
ON the 12th severe storms prevailed in the d. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.
West. A tornado damaged St. Louis, wreckJohn Jacques, Akron.
ing two churches among other buildings ; ~. Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
three persons were killed and several injured. VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
At Brooklyn, a suburb of St. Louie, two J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
churches were completely ruined. Through Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
OBBGONo
Illinois, Kansas, and Nebraska a blizzard did
B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.
much harm. Mississippi also suffered from C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
a wing of the storm. The Lord crowned his
PBNNSYLVANU.
disapproval of churches by blowing down Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
two at Sardis, Miss.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
THE grip continues destructiv throughout J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
TBNNBSSBB.
Europe, and in the eastern part of this cCluntry and in Chicago. New York city deaths Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
last week were 1,424, double the usual num- D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBX.&.S.
ber. In Paris physicians noted that the grip G. Andruss, Denison.
affected the temperate more than the intem- r. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
perate, and advised alcoholic drinks. The I:I. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.
result was that in three days 1,500 persons
were arrested in the streets for drunkenness, James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
of whom 1,200 claimed to be simply following ;ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
treatment for the influenza.
CJ:enry Booth, Stockton.
WASiliNGTON TBBBrTOBY.
Mrss FLORENCE GILLESPIE, of Chattanooga,
otine Bros., Walla Walla.
Tenn., three months ago was pronounced to W. Wedeken, Montesano.
hav consumption, but evidently had some
BNGLA.ND.
years to liv, helped by the comforts of a Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
wealthy home. Some Christian Science rela.
tivs, however, carried her to Boston and Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
forced upon her a remarkable treatment, con- C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
sisting in waking early, working hard, and
AUSTRALIA.
believing her disease imaginary. She died a Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.B.W.
few days ago. She had been obliged to get W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NBW ZBALAND.
her own meals the day before she died, and
A. D. Willis, Wan~anui.
was left alone that night. She said she could
not understand Christian Science at all, but BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE.
was trying her beat to be obedient to her
BY c. B. REYNOLDS.
aunt.
l'rioe, 11 oents.

-

of the Temptatton.]
The Bundeheslz (a sacred book ofthe Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law ; to be pure in their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in their actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
BIBLE MYTHS shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.
[Heathen Illustratio1t

l Vol. Bvo. ,. cloth, about 600 :Pages. :Price, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the
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Strengthen the Memory

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
'

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

o:a,
HISTORY.
NATURAL AND SOmNTIFIO METHODS OF
By
WINWOOD
READE.
NEVER FORGETTING.
It is really a. remarkable book, in which BniverThe Boston Pas& says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good work· sa.l histocy is "boilod down " with surprising
.
.
.
.
ing condition and repair them when out of order.' skill.-[Literary World.
!on turn over his pages w1th a. fa.scmat1on SimPrice by mail $1.
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving,-[Inter-Oooan.
His history has a continnit;y, a. rash. a. carrying
power.~..which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.BY M. L. HoLBBOOit, M.D.
[New 11a.ven Palladium.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
Gode!/'B Ladfi'B Booll: sa.r.: " We gjv our cordial
approbation to this wor • The information it first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writcontains is most im_portant, and, we are fully con- ing, He has a stYle that reminds us of Maoaul&Y.
-[Penn MonthlY.
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, l:imo, 543pp., $1. 75.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
AND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTERmB OF MAN.
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illns·
THB
tra.ted catalog free.

Parturition Without Pain.

Marriage and Parentage.

Cosmian Hymn Book,

In Their SanitarY and Physiolo~cal Relations
A OOLLEOTION OF
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
Original and Selected Hymns
BY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
( Wm-d3 and Music)
The SctenttllO AmeriCan san : " This work is For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
scientific, sober, clean, and wo~hy of conscien·
For Schools an~ the Home.
tious oonsideratien by evecy POSSible parent, and
particularlY by the young," $1,

EA. TING FOR STRENGTH;
o:a,
FOOD A.ND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRK.
The New York Heraza san: "Dr. Holbrook's
book ill amon~ the very best of its kind."
Tbe Home ana Garden says: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food which maY save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a. family, besides increasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address TB:E T:auTH S:u:KER Oo~l
28 La.fa.ye~ Place, .lllew York.

COMPILED

BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
PBIOB,
$1.50.
:AddreSI THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
2B Lafayette Place, New York.

As a Means for the Production of

Relief Printing Plates
We can recommend the three proces11es operated
by this Oo]Il~a.n;r,.
Their ZINO ETOHINGB for cheap and coarse
newspaper work, and their MOBS-TYPE process,
by which en~rravings are made dirMt from photograpbsJ.. as well as their MOSS PROOESB OF
PROTu-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
other like methods.
Address
MOSS ENGRAVING 00.,
58!> Pearl St., New York.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
Tile Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapter_s in ~efut~t~on
of the assumption t.hat the Bible 1~ a. diVlpe
book of pure thought, and correct 1n all 1ts
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies in Tlleolo,;y. A clear exposi-

tion of the biblical story of man's creation
Similar a.dvertisments from unreliable prP.Ctiand cn111e 1 theologicallY denominated "the tioners
hav been frequently assailed and expos~d
fa.ll." Price, 10 cents,
by the press, but Dr. Fellows stands f!lremos~ lD
Liberalism. Treati_ng the subject fro~ a biB profession, and it is safe to trust h1m. Bema
negativ and aflirmat1v. s~andpo~il't, shoWing a. sta.nch LIBERAL is furaher proof of his relia.bil·
what it is not and what 1t 1s. Pnce, 5 cents. ity.-Nat«mal Vtet.o.
tf
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c. ADAMS, President of Montreal The Location and Topography of the Gar. 144 MoRAL, THEOLOGIOAL, HISTORY<lAL, AND
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SPEOULATIVE PROPilbiTIONS.
den of Eden t> Fact.
"Travels in F"ith from TraP•icP, J5 cents.
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
dition to Reason,"
and
$5,000 RE W.4.RD.
SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.
·"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
B:r IBRA.EL W. GROH, Author of ''Is the God
A compendium of scientific and critical lor!'.
Book of the Gene··at.ion of Jesus. First Trans.
of I~~rael the True God T"
B eat handbook for introducing the general
from the Hebrew Original Story or Jesus.
Paper, 10 cents.
re ade,. to the principles and dat.a on Which R~Price. 15 cents.
ti onalism iii baaed.
PaPer, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents.
SHELLEY AS A PHILOSOPHER AND
:REFO:R.MI':R,
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Paper, Svo, 50 cent.s : cloth, 75.
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BY WILLIAM HA.RT.
By D. M. BENNETr.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.
Price,
50 cents.
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From The Truth Beeker, July 11, 1885.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
B ENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
17:1:24 in. 6 for soc., 12 for 50~., 23 for $1, 100 for $8.
OF
Jesua the Lord G •d, Crea'or of Heaven and
Earth."
THE BIBLE.
JOHN'S· WAY. Radical Domestic
By D. M. BENNETT and REv. MR. TEED.
Story. 15 cents. By Mrp. E. D. Blenker.
PROPOSiriON8, Theological, Moral, Histor1oal, and Speculative, each proved a!Paper, 30 cents.
firruaoivelY aud negatively b:v quotations from
scripture, with< ·n \ comment; embudymg the most
pa.lpable and ••riking- se!f.coutradictioni of the
FOR
I so-called iuopired word of God.
By W. H. Bunu. 7~ pqgee. Price, 15 cents.
BETWEEN
By MRs. E. D. SLENXER,
DANIEL THE DREAMER.
ANNIJI: BES!NT AND REV. A. HATOH.Um
Board~, 41 cents.
BY A. HoLYOAXE.
ON
Price,
10 cents.
Je sus of Nazg,reth a Historical Cbara,oter, and the
Influence of Christial'Jity.
AMENDMENT AND BTATE PEB.·
Price. 25 cents.
Specimen of The Bible. Esther. WIT!I T!IEOLOGIOALSDNALITY.
BY A. HoLYOAXE.
By Joseph E. Peck.
Price,
io cents.
Pap., 25o.
OomParing the Bible's B~•t 'l'eachings and Bayings with thosq of Pnilosoohers who
Acts of The Apostles. A Farce.
Lived previous to Bible
IS~!
BY A. HoLYOAXR.
Authors.
FROM A MA7'ERTALISTIC S7·ANDPrice,
10 cents.
By G. C. DARLING.
POINT.
Paper,
50 cents.
Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.
BY B'. F. UNDERWOOD.
BY A. HoLYOAXE.
Price, 10 cents,
10 oents.
Price.
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A PLEA FOR ATHEISM
BY CHARLES BRADLA.UGH.
Price. 10 cents.

Between a Christian Mis·
GOLDEN :MEAN in Temperance Dialogue
sionary
and
a Chinese Mandarin.
and Religion.
Plice, 10 cents.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
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INSPIR!.TION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BunToN.
Price, 10 cente.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWA.RD FOR CRIME.
By
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B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Priae, 1~cents.

·CRRISTIANITY f1·om a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTORICAL STUDP.OIN1',
By W. N. MoLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.

RELIGION of OOM~!IfON SENSE.
By Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent•.

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply to N. Y. 0)'!erver.

R. G. INGERSOLL,

By

With "ROMA.N CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

And Other Lttctnres.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
Paper, 51 cents; cloth, $1.

AND

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES.
As TO NEW HALL CoNVENT.
And a Few Words on Auricular Confession.
Pric~, 10 cents.

POSifiV•Sr CALENDAR.

Each day and month of the year being name d
after the great benebctors of the race,
whose portra1ts are Jfiven. Instltnted by Aug. Comte.
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Price,
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On the Labor Question.
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These notices atre {rYI' the benefit of Liberals
who mfly be visiting the places where these socie
tres are loeated. Lt·c•t Beculatr Unions and
"reethought Societies me. tin_q regularly can
hav their gatherings adverti.sed here free by for
warding the necessary information.

The ll.i.anhattan Liberal Club,N.Y
Meets every_ Friday eveninll, at 8 o'clock1 at Gar
man Ma.aon10 Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lectures and discussions. The pnbliccordiallyinvited.

Brooklsn Pl•ilosophlcal Associa·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity J"Ooms, Bedford avenue and
"'ontb ~d •treat. Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lec;nres.

The Nc:wark ll..iberal League
Meets &VAry Bnnday •fternoon at 3 o'clock at
LlbPral Lea!'ne Ball, 177 Haloey st., cor, Market
st ... ~ewark, N.J. Lec.nres and discussions on
rehg10ns &lla social qn~stions. Beats free and
everybody w.,Jcome.

p

hiladelphia Liberal Leai;'ne 2:i'f

meets every Sunday in lndn•trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts.• Rot 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religion• and social QUestion•
Ablespeaker~mterest the ..ndienoe. N.B.-'!'rnth
Seekerpnblioationsalwayson handatoheaprates

Ingersoll !tieculur Sodcty, Boston,
Me~>tR

every Snndll.v (from October" to June) at
2:45P.M., at Pama Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

t;hlca;-o St>cular Union
Meets ev~rY "''"'da:r evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera Ht.nse, 558 We11t Madison street.
Lectures
ll.nd deb ..tes. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.
-------------------

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.

Meets semi-monihly, ftrst and third Sundays, at2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Akron, 0., Freethought Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets everY
Sunday afternoon in the Ball of Cramer's Block,
South Howard street, at 3 o'clock.

The Itlinneapolts Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M", at 412 Nicollet
&v_e.,Rooms12and 14,E&stman block, Mmn~apolis 1
Minn. J.F.MACOliiBER.Pres.; LEROY BEBBIEB,Sec.

Elizur Wright Secu•ar Union
Ot Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun-

days of eaah month a_t Independent Church, at
10 30 A.M. Free disCnssJon on all Liberalsnbjects.
Subscriptions to" THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investi·
gator are soliaited.
R. G. bMITn, Cor. Sec.

Cleveland,

o.,

Secular Union

meets every Sunday evening at 7:30. at room 29,
(JitY Hall, for lectures and free discussions on religions and social subjects. The public cordially
mnted.

'l'he Walla Walla Liberal Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha..ll, Mam street, Walla. \Valla,_ Washington.
SCience Lect.nres.-Free D1scusswns.-Original
and Se!PC~ed Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

DaAMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test1
and compare my goods and prices With those or
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pioce of
Diam!Jnd Jew.elry, accompanied by contract ths.t
oasb m full will be refunded any time within one
yeo.r from date of purchasing if goods are not
entirely satisraotory. No other dealer will do it.
None will sell as obeap. Carrying a" large stock,
being an expert, close buyer. and doing business
on smallest possible expense, you will positivly
save twenty to thirtY per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Ea.rdrops, worth $600, for
$400; Pms, Rmgs, lc;arrlrops, Studs, Hair Ornaments, Pend&nts, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
$200, for $140; do., worth U50, for $110; do., worth
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $o0; do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth MO. for $80; do., worth $30,
for $>!2; do , worth. f20, for $15. ll on can wear these
goods da.i)Y for one ye&r. It will not cost yon a
cent. If 1n the mean ttme yon are not satisfied
that the goods axe better and cheaper than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash in full.
Sele~tions sent to responsible parties on approval; to any banking-house or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'be "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

sixteen jewels, ftnelv adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regulator 1 Breqnet hair-sPring, beautiful
double-paneled aial. and all modern improvements Perfect, and no watch will compete with
it I In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce coin silver case, $23.EO; 1ive-on11ce, $25; six ounce, $27. In
open ~aoe. be•t filltd gold oase, $27; hnnti!lg• $.18;
do., Loui~ XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid gold.
$50
to $ 50. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
not satlofaotorY.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
Established 1857.
lJltl'g, M.D .........•.. ···•·•
5
2 EYolution; Homop:eneous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ......................... 3
't Literature of the Insane. 1farvin.......... 5
5 Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
By L. FEUERB&CH.
G Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
7 Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3 Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
8 How Marsupial .Animals Propagate.......... 2
50 ots.
fl 'rho Unseen World. Prof. J. Frske .......... l 0
The truth-teller Is ill-mannered, therefore im.
10 The l~volution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10 moral.-Eztmct.
AddreBA THE TRUTH BEEXEB 00.
11 TsAmcricaNewWorld? Dawson ......... lO
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. s. Brigham, M.D........................ 5 Th Libe ty of Pr"nti
dR I
1:! Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crnmbfor the
e
r
I
ng, an ep Y
:Modern Symposium ...................... _... 10
BY HURLBUT and WAllDIAiro
Prioe, 10 cents.
l8r See note at head of column.
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throw the beneficent views of the eternal. This
bad and perverse being they call Satan, the devil,
1 and the· evil one. By the aid of this ~maginary
· being they hav been enabled to resolve all their

WHEN it shall be said in
any country in the world,
MY poor are happy : neither
ignorance nor distress is to
be found among them; my
iails are empty of prii!oners,
my streets of beggars ; the
aged are not in want, the
tBxes are not oppressiv :
the rational world is my
friend, because I am the
friend of its happiness:
when these things can be
said, then may that country
boast of its constitution and
its go~ernment.-Patne,
lli this world we never
will be perfectly oiv'lized
as long as a ·gallows OaE ts
its shadow upon the earth.
As long as there is a penitentiary, within the walls of
which a. human being is
immured, we are not a perfeatly civilized people. We
will never be perfectly civilized until we do away
with crime. And ret, according to the Christian
religion, God is to hav an
eternal penitentiarJ ; he is
to be an everlasting jailor,
an everlasting turnkey, a
warden of an infinit dungeon, and he is going to
keep prisoners there forever, not for the purpose of
reforming them-because
they are never going to get
any better, only worse-but
for the purpose of purposeleES punishment.-Ingerw!l.
IN the impossibility of
reconciling the continual
disorders of which the world
is the theater, with the purpose of a deity replete with
goodness, they bav trumped
up a destructiv genius, imbued with wickedness, who
conspires to render men
miserable, and to over-

I

I

difficulties; :vet theY could not foreBftl that this riably makes God the author of sin.-lJ'HoliJaCll.
invention, which went to annihilate or abridge
A GoD that cannot me.ke a son\ that is not
the power of deity, was a syEtem filled with Palpa I otally depraved, I respectfully suggest should
" e contradictions. In every shift, the priest inva · 1 etire from the businesa.-Inuel"soll.
EQUAI,LY uuoreatab'r,
'
quall:v indelible, 'equallY
•mperishable, tqnallY immortal as Matter is the
Faroe bound up with it.
i::United in infl.nit amount to
~the infl.nit mass of Matter,
· in most intimate unioR
therewith, and like matter,
it runs in an unrestiug
never-ending oirole and
emerges from each mode or
union exactly the same in
amount as when it entered
it. As it iB an indubitable
fact that Matter oan be
neither newly created nor
annihilated,
but on 1:v
changed in form, so must it
be aeoepted as an absolutely
oerta.i n experien oe that
there is not a single in·
stance in which a force has
been bronaht out of nothing nor reduced to nothing,
in other wo1 ds born nor
annihilated. In all oases in
which forces make their
appearance they oan be
traced ba.ok again to their
sources-that is, it oan be
shown out of what other
forces or energies a given
amount of force has bee11
o b t a i n e d directly c r
through
transmutation~.
This transmutation doea
not proceed arbitrarily, but
a3oording to definit Equivalents or weight-numbers,
so that the minutest
amount of force oan no
more be lost than the ll:linutest amount of matter in
the transformation ot ma.tter.-Buc7mer.
SAMSON LOSETH HIS STRENGTH.
IT is the crowning glory
of our century to hav demAnd she made him sleep upon her knees ; and she called for a man, and she caused him to shave off the seven locks
onstrated the indEstructiof his head; and she began to afilict him, and his strength went from him. And she said, The Philistines be upon thee,
bility and the eternal PerSamson. And he awoke out of his sleep, and said, I will go out, as at other times before, and shake myself. And he
sistence of foroe.-Inqe;·.

I

wist not that the Lord was departed from him.-Judges xvi, 19, 20.
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IJlotts and tflippinns.
OWING to a lack of funds the " publication
of documents of the American Sabbath Union
for 1890 ''has been postponed. Good ! May
the Lord keep the Sabbatarians poor-for of
course it is all the Lord's doings.
THK papal encyclical is published. It is a
lengthy document. It insists upon the duty
of Catholics to follow papal doctrine with
absolute faith and condemns those who profees Catholicism while discussing and criticising acts of the chur~h.
THE local Sunday bill for the District of
Columbia was presented in the House of
Representative by Representativ Breckinridge, of Kentucky. The speaker referred it
to the committee on education and labor,
but by request it was afterward referred to
the committee on the District of Columbia.
THK fifth nativ Indian congress met in Bombay on Dec. 26th. Two thousand delegates
were present, a few of them being women.
On the same day there was a meeting of Mohammedans, presided over by the kasi, the
chief officer of the Mussulman community,
and a resolution was passed declaring the
Mohammedans to be opposed to the Indian
national congress.
THK 'foronto Maa says that the superiority
of the public school over the separate school
in Canada is made apparent by the results of
the recent high school ent~ance examinations
at Kingston. From the public schools sixtyone candidates went up, of which number
fifty-two passed. From the separate schools
Qnly eight candidates were sent up, and of

these but one passed. Archbishop Cleary
should learn from this record what it is that
makes ambitious Roman Catholic parents
restiv under the clerical rule to which the
separate schools are submitted.
THK value of exempted property in Montreal reached in 1888 lhe grand total of $19,131,920. Of this amount over $5,000,000
related to Roman Catholic benevolent (not
church) property. A very strong feeling is
undoubtedly beginning to assert itself, says
Secular Tltougltt, both in Ontario and Quebec
against the system. Says a contemporary :
" It is time that a change should be introduced. These exemptions are not in keeping
with the requirements and progress of the
age, and we hope that the necessity of doing
away with them will make itself so strongly
felt that opposition to the abolition of a very
large proportion of them will no longer be
raised."
THKRK is a visible decline of the anti-Semitic
spirit in Europe, says the Jewish Times. The
latest proof of this is the dissolution of the
German National Union, of Vienna, on the
grounds that its anti-Semitic agitation disturbs
public order and tranquillity. The emperor
of Austria has on several occasions commanded the authorities to protect his Jewish
subjects when endangered, and the legislation of the empire has been favorable toward
them. In France the attempt of the author
of a notorious anti-Semitic book to raise a
storm of indignation against French Israelites
has been a sad failure. The Jewish citizens
of the republic exert a powerful influence on
the destinies of the nation, and the efforts of
:.>igots and fanatics fail in diminishing it. Enlightened France of to-day will not disgrace

herself by inaugurating a crusade against the
Jewish citizens who hav done and are doing
so much to increase her prosperity and power.
In Germany the Stoecker gang hav almost
gone out of sight, and we hear only occasional
wails from their anti-Semitic citadels.
A JxwiBH woman in Philadelphia made
complaint recently before a magistrate that
she had been taken by her husband before a
rabbi and constrained to accede to a decree
of divorce under the Hebrew law. The
couple had lived together for fourteen years,
and the husband's only motiv for his course
was that he desired to marry their servantgirl, Dora Goldbeck, with whom he aad
already been living on terms of ·intimacy.
He offered his wife $600 and some furniture
if she would agree to a separation, and by
threats forced her to consent. Then he
married the girl, and the latter subsequently
refused the legitimate wife access to her husband's house. A Hebrew lawyer of this city
states that the custom of granting divorces
without regard to the laws of the commonwealth prevails especially among the Russian
Jews, of whom large numbers hav in recent
years emigrated to America. In Russia the
rabbis are granted legal jurisdiction over this
subject, and when they come to this cou11try
the rabbis still continue to exercise this jurisdiction, not considering the difference between the Russian government and our own.
The decree is written in Hebrew and a copy
given to each of the parties, who suppose it
to be a valid and absolute divorce. In consequence there are many bigamous marriages
and large numbers of illegitimate children
among these ignorant Hebrews. T.b.ese Jews
are very much like other religionists, espe-

cially the Roman Catholics and the Mormons;
they put their religion above their allegiance
to civil law.
THK Ottawa correspondent of the Herald
writes : " There is. probably a good deal of
racial antipathy and religious bigotry in the
agitation which the Jesuit estates bill created
in the populous and wealthy province of
Ontario, but there is no denying the fact that
the agitation is led by men who are both able
and moderate, and they can certainly point
to serious and objectionable political facts to
justify their position. While the law recognizes and encourages the perpetuation of two
languages in the Dominion and while tithecollecting by process of law is permitted in
Quebec and Roman Catholics are allowed
state-aided schools in Ontario distinct from
the general public schools, there never will be
peace, and until all citizens, irrespectiv of
creed or nationality, are put on the same
footing before the law the Dominion will continually be torn by factional and sectional
hatred. The situation is a peculiar one.
Both political parties are fearful of offending
the people of the French province, who are
far readier to desert party at the dictates of
their political, but still more of their spiritual
leaders than their English con(rerea are. The
church can make or unmake politicians in
Quebec. The representation of that province
of sixty-five members in Parliament can at
any moment be solidified in defense of her
peculiar institutions. The English-speaking
representative, on the other hand, seem prepared to sacrifice the country itself in the
interests of party. Thus it is that Quebecand when I say Quebec I might as well say
the hierarchy-virtually rules the Dominion."
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fommunications.

tament a clear, positiv statement as to what consti- the class involved. They might agree to hav the
tutes the doctrin of Christ! Or I will put it in this children taught simply that the dead will be raised;
shape as a proposition thus : The principles of the but it will not do for a thinking youngster to ask
doctrin
of Christ, i.e., " the principles of the Chris- many questions on the subject, or the teacher will
The Proposed Educational Amendment to the
tian religion," are plainly stated and clearly enu- tell him that it is one of the " mysteries of the kingNation·al Constitution.
merated by one who claimed that the doctrin which dom" that he must not pry into. Can they agree as
In your paper of April 20th, which I hav just had he taught was revealed to him by the author of to "eternal judgment?" Well, they never hav as
the opportunity of perUI~ing, I notice your logical Christianity himself, and that he did not learn it yet. Oh, but we can all unite on one principle ! they
and sensible reply to Mr. J. M. Brown, of Texas, in from anyone else (Gal. i, 11, 12). Now, if I prove cry. Indeed, and what is that 1 Why, we can all
reference to the Blair Educational Amendment bill, this point, i.e., that this individual clearly states teach" repentance" alike. We can hav the children
and, while your arguments against its adoption are what the principles of the doctrin of Christ in the taught not to lie, steal, kill, swear, etc. Very true,
solid and reasonable, I would desire, with your per- Christian religion are, then does it not follow that but could not all that be taught under the head of
mission, to enter my protest on another ground. I these things must be taught in the public schools "virtue and morality," and not simply as a" principle
will quote, however, an argument of yours as the providing Congress shall enact a law requiring that of the Christian religion?"
Of course in these arguments I leave out the
basis of my remarks. You say, "But well inten- that shall become, in due form, the law of the land!
tioned people will find, if this amendment ever be- So that when the proposed constitutional (or rather Romanists, whom it is intended by these reformers to
comes law, that the less does not include the greater, the unconstitutional) amendment is adopted, the fol- taboo entirely. In fact, that tl~ey are "had in mind"
and that the ceremonials of the Christian religion lowing principles of Christianity must be taught. is as plainly to be seen as that they want the Chriswould shortly follow the introduction into our schools Now what are they? I will quote from Paul's letter tian religion taught. The amendment, in fact, is the
of its principles. Tailing on after the principles to the Hebrews (vi, 1, 2): "Therefore leaving child of "Orange" parentage. It originated with
would come the doctrine, tenets, beliefs, and observ- the principles of the doctrin of Ghrist, let us the most pronounced of Rome's enemies. Suppose
ances, without which Christianity is but a skeleton go on to perfection, not laying again the foundation it prevails-i.e., becomes a national law? It would
of no great beauty or vitality." Permit me to say of repentance from dead works of faith toward God mean that the Roman Catholic faith shall not be
to you, and to, perhaps, nine-tenths of the advocates of the doctrin of baptis.m, and of the laying on of taught in any form or degree in the public schools?
of this unconstitutional amendment, called the Na- hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of eter- The "principles " of the Roman church are not contional Reform party, that Christianity cannot be nal judgment."
.
·
sidered to be the " principles of the Christian religtaught separately from, or independent of, its docNot only does Paul call these "the principles of ion " by these so-called reformers. The Romanists
trius and observances. It is the doctrin and observ- the doctrin of Christ," but he repeats the idea by comprehend it fully. Yet they could favor the bill,
ances thst constitute it Christianity, in contradis- exhorting the Hebrews to not "lay again the founda- and why? Because, first, they understand that it
tinction to paganism, Judaism, Mohammedanism, etc. tion" of that doctrin, which he enumerates as (1) will lead to a rescinding of the second article of the
The real principles of the Christian religion are the repentance, (2) faith, (3) baptism, (4) laying on of Constitution, which they want badly to be taken out
doctrins and observances. It is utterly impossible hands, (5) resurrection of the dead, (6) eternal judg- of the way. Second, they confidently expect, and
to teach the principles without teaching doctrine ment. Now, I submit to every professed believer in they boastingly declare, that the time will soon come
and obBervances, or, as I would prefer to call them, Cliristianity (and to every Freethinker who will ad- when they will be in the majority in every school
the ordinances. You cannot teach the principles of mit the simple proposition that the teachings of district in the country. They expect to control the
mathematics, or the science of arithmetic, without Christ, and his duly commissioned ambassadors, school boards and elect the teachers in the public
teaching numeration, addition, subtraction, multipli- should be considered Christianity if anything should schools everywhere, and these, being Roman Catholics,
cation, and division, etc. These are the fundamental be) that these six principles at least must be taught will teach what they consider to be the " principles
principles of the science: and without them it is not, in the public schools, if the Blair amendment suc- of the Christian religion;" or, in other words, the
and cannot be called, the science of arithmetic. Nor ceeds. I will now select but one of these principles Catholic religion. Can it be prevented under the
can you separate man from his skin, muscles, nerves, to call attention to a matter of extreme difficulty that amendment T In one way only, and that is by Conarteries, bones, etc. It is his peculiar form, constit- will arise hereafter among the school-teachers in their gress clearly and plainly declaring what shall be
uent p11.rts, and organism that constitute him the efforts to carry out the law. I refer to " baptism." taught, and no mere nor less, as "the Christian religparticular species of animal that he is. I know full That it is preeminently a first principle of the doc- ion." And it wiJl then hav to go farther, and say
well that nine-tenths of the clergy of to-day suppose trin of Christ, I will now briefly show by stating, that such and such things shall not be taught. In
that they can teach Christianity without teaching 1. That John the Baptist taught it, claiming that other words, it must positivly formulate a creed.
dochin and ordinances, but I contend that it is the God sent him to do it. 2. Christ demanded bap- And when that is done that creed will be the national
peculiar doctrin, and the particular ordinances, that tism of John and was baptized by him ; declaring it religion, in spite of fate. It will be !)S complete a
constitute it Christianity, and not Buddhism. It to be his duty. 3. Christ commanded his apostles union of church and state as ever existed. The
makes no difference in the present argument whether to go and teach all nations, and to baptize them. Romanist can giv the measure a hearty support even
the principles,. or, in other words, the dootrin and 4. They taught that it was necessary (in connection now, when its Presbyterian" hom" is clearly seen by
ordinances, of the Christian religion, are, by the with repentance) for remission of sins. 5. They them, although supposed to be indiscernible to
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, considered unreason- even re-baptized those who had not been properly Roman eyes. I say it can and will help the thing
able, absurd, or impracticable, or even impossible instructed, or who had been baptized by some unau- along. Because, when the creed, although Presbyand positivly false. I am contending simply that thorized person. 6. They taught that it was essen- terian now and aimed against that of Rome, is once
the " principles" of the Christian religion and its tial to salvation (See Matt. iii, entire; xxviii, 19; formed and a national religion is once made, not only
doctrins and ordinances are one and inseparable. Acts ii, 38; xxii, 16; xix, 3-5; 1 Peter iii, 20, 21). possible but an accomplished fact, the Romanists
As you intimate, or, in substance, assert, "without Having seen the importance of this ordinance, can expect ere long to be .in so strong a majority that
them it is but a skeleton."
we not discover that it at least must be taught in the they can alter the creed and make it strictly a Roman
It is dead or inert as a skeleton, but I can hardly public schools T But behold, Christians (!) can never Catholic one. But again : if no creed is adopted by
call it a skeleton, for that has a form and an organi- agree as to the mode of its application. At least Congress, then each teacher must be allowed to teach
zation so far, while Christianity, without its princi- two millions in the United States will insist that his or her conception of the principles of the Christian
ples, i.e., its doctrin and ordinances, is not at all baptism can be performed by immersion only, and is religion, and this leaves the Romanist a free swing
discernible, it does not exist in any recognizable to be administered to adults only, and to children old to teach, of course, what his master at Rome defines
shape. Now, in order to sustain my position, I will enough to understand its signification, design, and as the " Christian religion." But says one, the
assume, what you will admit to be reasonable and effects.
Romanists are in the minority as yet, and may be for
prop,.r, that we must appeal to the Bible, particularly
About four million others insist that sprinkling a years to come. Very true, and in view of that fact,
the New Testament, as the rule of evidence in de- few drops of water on the head is valid baptism, now let us see what move that church will make on
termining what Christianity proper is. I should be and that babies can receive the ordinance as well as this National Reformers' chessboard.
ashamed to concede that what has· been claimed as adults.
Now, mark it well. If they do not assist the conChristianity by the church of Rome and others,
The two million immersionists will not now send stitutional amendment on the foregoing ground, they
is the Christianity of the New Testament.
their children to Sunday-schools where sprinkling is will not oppose it, for this reason, viz.: If a religion
I should be forced into the rankest Infidelity if I taught, nor will they fellowship at the_ "Lord's different to theirs is to be taught in the schools, and
was compelled to believe, and to indorse, the cruel, table" those w.ho hav not been immersed, so impor- theirs condemned and opposed, and they be forbidden
bigoted, bloodthirsty, and devilish system of relig- tant do they consider the mode to be. Will these by law to teach their faith in the public schools, they
ion thr.t exhibited itself in the Inquisition, on people-who, by the way, are quite prominent in this well know that they will then bav the most reasonBartholomew Eve, and also in England, in Massachu- amendment business-submit to the teaching of able of grounds to withdraw their children from the
setts, and elsewhere, where men and women hav been sprinkling as one of the principles of the Christian public schools and to establish independent and
burnt, strangled, shot, imprisoned, whipped, and religion in the public schools! They never will. denominational schools, and that they will be justiexiled for the exercise of religious or secular views Will the sprinklers submit to the teaching of immer- fied in refusing to support the public schools, and· if
differing from the church holding the reins of gov- sion as the only true or scriptural baptism ? By no compelled by law to support them, that they could
ernment at the time.
means. What then! Why, either that both posi- justly claim a division of the school fund, and that on
I mean the New Testament Christianity which it is tions, contradictory and irreconcilable as they are, these positions they would hav the sympathy and
proposed to hav taught in the public schools in the must be impressed on the minds of the children, support of all the Liberals in the country, and indeed
United States. All that we can know, or at least all creating in them a spirit of discord and confusion, the sympathy of every lover of fair play and equare
that these so-caUed National Reformers can know, ef doubt and unbelief, or a compromise must be reached dealing in the country, even those who dislike the
what constitutes the u principles of the Christian re- in which baptism must be left out of the list of "prin- doctrins and hate the course of that politico-religio
ligion," must be gathered from the teachings of the ciples of the Christian religion." Can that be done? body. Now, it is evident, to every true American at
author of the system, and which system is explained Can they agree any better on the subject of "faith?" least, that no religion, save that of "doing unto others
in a book, or in a series of books, which it is claimed Not at all. Can they agree on the "laying on of as ye would that they should do to you," should be
were written by men who were personal hearers of hands T" Why, bless your heart, Mr. Editor, there allowed in the public schools. I do not know whether
what he taught, and were eye-witnesses of his ex- is scarcely a denomination that believes or practices aLyone else thinks as I do, but I assume three posiample, or his practice, of the principles taught by it except in the act of ordination ; whereas, in the tions : first, either that the public school system
him. What he taught, what he did, and what he days of Peter and Paul it was practiced in connection should be abolished entirely, and all left to educommanded his immediate followers, or, disciples, to with the reception of the Holy Spirit (Acts viii, 15- cate their children as they can and as they please ;
teach and to practice, must be called the " Christian 19"; xix, 6). And Christ taught it as essential to the or, second, that every parent or guardian of a child
religion," and nothing else is entitled to the designa- healing of the sick, and the apostles practiced it for should be compelled by law to send the child to the
tion, or has a right to claim to be Christianity. ·
that purpose. Will these six million Protestants free public schools, and that in these schools there
I doubt if there is a Protestant or Catholic to be ordain by the voice of an ecumenical council that this should be no religion taught in any form whatever.
found anywhere who will not admit that the doctrin principle of the doctrin of Christ shall be taught in Third, that inasmuch as a majority of the people of
of Jesus Christ is the soul, or life, or energy, and the the public schools when they do not preach it in the t.he United States seem to desire the simple reading
foundation of the "Christian religion." Or who will pulpit or teach it in their Sunday-schools or practice of the Bible, a committee of five representativ men be
claim that there is such a thing as the Christian re- it in their churches? It is not to be expect~d for a appointed from the Protestant churches, and a like
ligion separate from1 and independent of the doc- moment.
number from the Catholics, and from the Jews, and
trin of Christ?
'
Can they agree as to the resurrection of the dead ? from the Freethinkers, and Spiritualists, who should
Well, then, I inquire, can we find in the New Tea- They do not now as to the time nor the manner nor make a selection of chapters which could be read
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with interest and profit to the children, and which practiced to-day, and God's spirit really dwelt in the talk is cheap and amounts to very little without
would not teach anything except " virtue and moral- hearts of professed Christiam.s, these good fruits action. We must assault the bulwarks of injustice;
ity." However, I cannot see what necessity there is would be seen on earth, viz., "Love, joy, peace, long- we must raid the temples of superstition and ask
for any scripture reading, or any religious exercises, suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and what right they hav under the COJJ.Btitution and laws
to be employed in the public schools. Christian temperance." A Christian of olden times· said, "The of our state, and of the United States, to claim
parents certainly can giv their children sufficient servant of the Lord must not strive, but be gentle exemption from taxes. We acknowledge this to be
religious instruction at home, or they can get it in unto all men; apt to teach; patient, in meekness a free country; the Christians can erect their' tem·
the Sunday-school. · The children of Infidels or instructing those who oppose themselvs; if God plea; the Mohammedan his mosque; the Chinaman
pagans will not be benefited, as these Reformers perchance should giv·them repentance to acknowl- his joss-house; the Israelite his synagog; the pagan
design should be the case, for the simple reason that edging of the truth." But what are the professed his temple to worship his deity through themedium
their parents, who disbelieve the Bible, will counter- Christians of to-day seeking to do 1 Trying to of the sun or his god Buddha. They all hav their
act the teachings learned at school, and they will do unite the church and state, and to reenact the scenes rights under the Constitution, but there are no exempit " out of spite." I mean that if their children are of the Middle Ages, when a religious political power, tions granted any of them from the payment of taxes
compelled to listen to what they believe to be fabrica- ferocious as a wild beast, and figurativly represented in our Constitution, and none of these institutions
tions, they will make greater efforts to teach their as such, ignorant, hot-blooded, and with bitter hatred having the protection of the state and government
children to disbelieve the Bible, and thus prevent toward those who were said to be in error, burnt hav the right to claim any exemption from taxes.
them from being deceived, as they think.
and beheaded, fed to wild beasts, starved to death, The Constitution explicitly declares that no man
The Jews would take especial pains to teach their and tortured in every form strong men and delicate shall be compelled to support any church or any
children at home that Jesus Christ was an impostor, women, because they did not and could not conscien- form of religion whatever. He is free to worship
and not the true messiah, if they knew that scripture tiously believe as the power did. These people are where he pleases, either in Christ.ian or other
was being daily read in the schools, designed to ex- doing their best, if not to resurrect that beast, to churches, or in the "great temple of nature," the
hibit their blindness and unbelief in the matter to make an image or likeness of him. I am not an Ad- house not made with hands, but whose maker and
their children. Pride of opinion, and a spirit of ventist, but seem to hav quite good grounds for sup- builder is the god of heaven. I speak reverently
resentment for having an offensiv faith taught their posing that persecution will come from this so-cailed and with emotion.
children against their will, and because their children National Reform movement. I believe that the spirit
It is written, the foxes hav holes, the birds in the
would be led to look upon them with distrust and of persecution as bitter as ever animated Rome dwells air hav nests, but the son of man hath not where to
suspicion, because of their supposed blindnes!! and in the bosom of many of that party to-day, and when lay his head ! Shall we then be compelled to pay
folly; would cause them to make special effort to Romanism and Protestantism unite to force the ob- taxes to support these costly sectarian edifices,
cause their children to close their ears and steel servance of Sunday as a day of rest and religious wor- erected by the wealthy people of our land, and tax
their hearts against the teaching of the Bible ; ship, the two horns of the beast of Revelation xiii may the poor and lowly habitations of men to keep them
whereas if it was not read at all, the children in mul- be developed. The chief obstacle that stands in the up! Why, gentlemen, it is base injustice, and we
titudes of cases would hear nothing said against the way of this Antichristian movement developing a should demand that it shall cease, and that they be
book at home. I claim to be 8 minister of the gospel. murderous propensity, is, that it may fear a tit-for- compelled to pay their full share of taxes, according
as taught eighteen hundred years ago. I believe in tat movement on the part of a numerous body who to their value, as other property is assessed and taxed.
primitiv Christianity, or the doctrin of Christ, as do not profess to walk by the law of Christ, that This first-then hunt for the personal wealth of the
taught by himself and his apostles, and therefore I teaches non-resistance. But, however, this Anti- other millions that hav slipped through our assessors
am not a pagan, nor an Infidel, nor a Romanist. christian combination may persecute with bonds end without being assessed or taxed. Let justice be the
Now, I know that if either of these systems were imprisonments those who will not resist it, and boy- rallying cry of this association.
taught in the public schools by authority of the law cott those whom it may fear to lay its bands upon.
I contend that there is no justice in any kind of
-8B it is now proposed to teach modern adulterated
I will close with calling your attention to a exemptions; besides, exemption is a positiv injury to
or milk-and-water Christianity-! say, I know what prediction by Joseph Smith, the so-celled Mormon all religion. It detracts from its influence and conI would do : and that is, I would take every oppor- prophet. You may take it for what you consider it. firms ·all that are not connected with its temple
tunity, and adopt every lawful measure, in my power worth, however. He predicted that a time would worship in their resolves tci hav nothing to do with a
to counteract what I would consider pernicious teach- come when a civil war would rage in the United system that neglects to pay the state for the
ings; and I would prepare my children's minds to States, when men would lift their swords against protection it receives.
withstand the errors taught at school, and I would their neighbors, not as in the conflict between North
Besides, the history of the civilized world teaches
counsel the children to not listep to what was being and South, but a war between neighbors, such as that power in a church is danger to the state ; wealth
taught, or at least to disbelieve what they heard.
could occur between religious bigots and Free- in a church is poverty for the people, and privileges
I concede the same right to the Infidel, the pagan, thinkers, or between Catholics and Protestants.
for the church are wrong and injustice to the masses.
the Romanist, and everybody else who would honBut I hope that the friends of liberty of thought, And so our fathers evidently thought when they
estly think that I did not teach the truth if I should speech, and religious conscience CJan retain th~:.ir free- formed our wise laws divorcing church and state.
teach what I consider to be the true faith in the dom by the ballot, and not be called upon to defend They had seen the evil results, many of them havi:ug
public school. If these National Reformers teach it with the bullet; but I feel confident if they are fled 'from the tyranny and oppression of these institheir children at home as they should do, if they not vigilant and activ, they may be forced to decide tutions, resolved to free mankind in this new counreally believe what they profess and desire their chil- the question at the point of the sword yet. "Ehernal try from the burdens imposed in the old. I feel
dren to so believe, they should be content with that vigilance is the price of liberty." Do not trust any impelled to express myself strongly on this point.
and let other people teach their children their faith. church with political power, for if so, the rights of You behold your bill of rights and state constitution
And if any parents are not capable of teaching their others will surely hav to suffer. I represent sn un- violated, as well as the Constitution of the United
children at home and yet want them taught in any usually liberal body, but I would not trust the reins States ; you behold the greed for power which this
of the many ways called Christian, let them select of government in ita hands ; and I am sure I would exemption encourages. Vast institutions and propthe form they prefer, and send their children to the not put them in the hands of others, who hav exhib- erty are taken up by this hierarchy, and this dead
hand already counts its wealth by millions in this
Sunday-school or that particular form of faith. I do ited an intolerant spirit in this and other lands.
fair land. And shall it go on without paying taxes ?
not see but that every principle of the Christian rePapeete, Tahiti.
T. W. SMITH,
Next we may hav the Cromwellian cry, "That the
ligion can be fully explained to the understanding of
An American Missionary.
earth is the inheritance of the saints," and with
any intelligent child in three months of weekly tsachEqual Taxation.
power to enforce it, the liberties of our people will
ing at the Sunday-school, and it therefore does not
require an every-day teaching for years in the public AN ADDRESS WRITTEN FOR THE TAXPAYERS' ASSOCIATION OF be gone. This is DO fiction j things are tending in
this direction ; history repeats itself ; the greed for
schools. The whole scheme is sectarian, blind, intolBALTIMORE CITY.
erant, foolish, and un-Christlike. The movement is
My object in speaking before you this evening is power is the same, and by the course pursued we are
unchristian and anti-American. There is no Christ to urge upon this association some practical methods playing into the hands of this power. Although.
in the matter at all. If Jesus Christ was on earth whereby every citizen shall bear his just proportion their institutions are exempt, and although they
to-day and was permitted to hav a voice in the mat- of taxes, and eschew exemptions of every character, stand in the attitude of mendicants, they hav the insolence or audacity, or both, to claim a part of the
ter he would repudiate the movement from first to except the property owned by the state.
Gentlemen, we hav bad enough of beating around money <llOllected by taxation, which they do not pay,
last, unless he has radically changed since he de·
clared that his kingdom was not of this world, i.e., the bush on this subj-ect of taxation ; now let us to further their own objects, and at the same time
it was not a worldly or political government. Of come boldly up to the work and show that we mean they demand exemption from taxation, thereby becourse these people believe that they are inspired by business. I am informed by a gentleman who has coming beneficiaries of the state and leeches of the
the H~ly Ghost in this matter. They think they are had much experience in assessing property in this public purse. Every man has the undoubted right
doing God's service and are honoring the Lord Jesus city and county; and has given the subject much to entertain his opinion in regard to this world or
Christ, but they are sadly mistaken in all these thought throughout our state, that the burden of the next, but he should. do so at his own expense
thoughts. They simply "know not what they do." taxation rests on leas than one-half of our citizens- and not at the cost of those who differ with him.
They will not win a soul from Infidelity by the move- that is to say, if the millions of property exempted, We hav a secular government, and the divine master
ment, but they will increase its numbers a~d intensify and the other millions not returned, were assessed instructed his disciples to render unto Crnsar the
its power and influence tenfold. They wtll create a and taxed, our taxes would be far less than half of things that belong to Crnsar. And so we say taxes
apirit of bitterness, yea, of hatred, towsrd Christian- what they now are, both in the city and throughout are Crnsar's. They belong to the state, and common
ity as understood commonly to-day, that will spread the state. I hav no doubt of the truth of this, and honesty and justice to the state and its people defar and wide among the rising generation. In fact, it only requires a little thought and a little looking mand that they should be collected and psid by all
I honestly believe that it will lead to a reenactment into the matter to see this in all its glaring injustice. the institutions and corporations in the land And
Gentlemen, the' time has come for action. And I this is what I contend for. Ohher phases of this
of the scenes that were witnessed in France one hunwant to urge this action here to-night, that justice question hav been discussed and enlarged upon, this
dred years ago.
These parsons who by their Sunday Rest bill, may be done to us all in this tax-ridden city and only approached cautiously by two or three members
and Constitutional Educational amendment, etc., are state. If our legislators are so blind to the rights of of this association.
Gentlemen, I know that there are abler minds
endeavoring to force their paganized and papalized our people "through political corruption" (as one
Christianity down unwilling throats, in order to fill writer has said) on this subject, as to favor class than my own in this association, more accustomed to
their empty churches on Sunday, will discover when legislation by giving these exemptions the sanction oratory and debate, and ~B well, or, ~erbaps, better
it is too late that they will hav no churches to fill. of the law, then let us raise a fund to carry our posted on this special subJect of taxat10n. But hav
And many of them will perish in their burning edi- grievances into our courts, and perhaps up to the you the courage of your convictions 1 I .hear many
of you say that all of this property of whtch I speak
fices or I mistake greatly the temper of the higher courts of the United States.
A sad picture indeed· we hav before us, if our ought to be assessed and pay it~ ta:x;es, and yet you
hundreds of thousands of liberty-loving men
of America. But I wish to ask one favor of the legislators are to become the tools of craft and cun- adopt no measures to accomphsh 1t; you seem to
readers of your paper, and that is, I entreat them ning, by imposing these inequalities of taxation stand aghast. Is the fortress impregna~le, that Y!lU
not to think for a moment that the spirit of God has upon us, and by not giving the people relief when fear to scale its walls T When your rtghts are minspired this movement; or that the gospel of Jesus and where it exists. And you all say it do~:~s exist; vaded do you fear to resist the wrong and assert the
Christ could ever lead to intolerance, persecution, or you all complain of the inequality of taxation ; you right 1 You ask for lower taxes and an increase of
worldly-mindedness, arrogance and t-ride. If that maintain that some are paying double what they the taxable basis, and how can this be accomplished
gospel, or primitiv Christianity, was taught and should pay and others comparativly nothing! But unless we bring in all exempted property and stop
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I want it understood that I am not making these
this class and privilege legislation' You may lecture here till doomsday; it all amounts to nothing remarks in tbe prejudice of any religion. I advocate,
without action. We must appeal to the courts and however, the religion of humanity ; dogmatic religion
hav these exemption acts declared invalid, and when is another matter ; yet I accord the right to all to
baeked by the pub1ic sentiment of a vast majority of advocate their views and religious tenets, as ws!l a!l
our people, the victory over this injustice will be ac- the .Agnostic, who does not pretend to know about
complished-" a government of the people for the that which is not known. And we ask again that
people." We claim not a government for a privileged they shall be made to pay their taxes to the stat~ or
class; not only the secular, but the divine lawgiver, municipality that protects them in all their varied
also, says to the church : Pay your taxes. As I hav views and beliefs.
The churches must take their place "in the world
said, when the great master was applied to by his
disciples, he said : "Render unto Cresar the things the same as other institutions; that is, on their merits,
that are Cresar's." That is to say of churches, Al- and be subject to the same criticisms by an enlightthough you hav dedicated them to me, the taxes are ened and intelligent people. The days of unquesCre3ar's. They belong to the state. Churches be- tioned childish belief are over. If we are told a foollong to the material realm, not to the spiritual ; they ish story that contravenes the known laws of nature,
are temples built with panda wherein he declares he and all the experience and observation of mankind,
dwelleth not. No good, valid reason can be given we deny it ; we ask for the truth, and want it, as
why churches should be exempted. They are all founded" on the rock of ages," which is the great and
erected to further the interests and objects of sects; enduring temple of seience, established by scientific
all sectarian in their character; many of them :fine research and the experience of the race.
ELIAS LIVEZEY.
and costly for ease and comfort of their members,
and to accommodate private persons in their own
A Look at Politics.
peculiar views, with which the state declares it has
The capitulation of our new president to the pope
nothing to do, yet leaves all free to think as they
choose. And when the mind is divested of all super- of Rome, following so soon after the disgraceful
stition and reason, and experience and observation be- tosdying of Grover Cleveland to the great Italian
come the guide, you will see more clearly the rela- fraud, ought to admonish the American people that
tions these exempted institutions and corporations the corrupt politicians are bartering away their inheritance to an avowed enemy of a free press, free
bear to the state.
Suppose any of them was raided by a freak of speech, free thought, and our free common schools
public sentiment (or otherwise a mob), by the free for the education of the masses-all of which are
play of freemen's spirits, as our lamented Henry palladiums of our civil and religious liberties, guarWinter DaYis said when Knownothingism alarmingly anteed by a republican form of government.
When H;}rrison was nominated by the votes of Jim
.prevailed here in Baltimore, and this class of prOJ?·
erty was injured or destroyed ; what would be the Blaine's friends a fsar spread over the country that
consequence 1 I tell you, they would muster some in caqe of Harrison's election Blaine would manipuof you learned attorneys forthwith in their service, late the wires for the interests of the Roman Cathand claim heavy damages from the state and get olic church. This just and reasonable fear arose
them, although they stand in the attitude of bene· from the fact that Blaine had the confidence of the
:ficiaries to the state and pay no taxes, and contribute Jesuits, by which he made inroads into the Catholic
nothing to support the state for the protection they vote in 1884. Hence it was but natural to fear that
claim. Think of it. Suppose you should go to a -in case of Harrison's election the pope's influence
fire insurance company after you had sustained a loss might ·become as potent in dictating the administraby fire, and claim insurance when you had never tion of public affairs as it had been under Cleveland.
paid the premium; or to a life insurance agent, when And it is even so. The pope's minions are getting
you had never taken out a policy. These companies in their work in a way that brings "blessings" from
very justly would laugh at you, and probably say Rome. Under the circumstances it is more deeply
you were insane or a foo]. Yet this is precisely the humiliating than the pitiful, obsequious toadying of
attitude of these exempted institutions to the state Cleveland, because Cleveland had never masqueraded
or municipality where they are located, claiming pro- before the country in the cloak of extra Protestant
tection without contrieuting a cent to support the holiness.
civil power that protects them. . And shall we conCleveland invited two original Catholics into his
tinue to be the dupes of these institutions that pay cabinet, and banded the whole machinery of the govno taxes for the benefits and protection they receive. ernment over to the pope's agents, by allowing the
I say here to-night they should be outlawed or com- various departments in Washington to be :filled up
pelled to pay their full share of taxes, according to with the pope's spies; and to a very great extent they
the value of the property, to the state or municipal- are there yet, and will stay. Cleveland sent a "jubiity that protects them. We must be in earnest in lee" present to the pope, and, in every way except
this matter of exemptions, and not submit to let physically, he crawled on his belly to kiss the pope's
these corporations and institutions usurp prerogative toe, in the name of the people of the United States.
and claim that to which they are not entitled by any He sent a government vessel to greet and escort to
fair and honest view of the case.
our shores the pope's Italian priest, sent to deliver a
Gentlemen, if any exemptions should be allowed, hat to Cardinal Gibbons. He allowed Atkins, his
the order of things should be exactly reversed ; commissioner of Indian affairs, to farm out the Indian
. progress is the order of the day ; new ideas and children of the reservations to Catholic schools, und6lr
methods are coming to the front, and justly too. The pretense of "education," and opened the treasury
religion of humanity in place of dogma and creed and vaults and shoveled out the public money with a free
the Thirty-nine Articles, and if any property should band, to pay for having the young Indians crammed
be exempted, it should be the poor man's home. I with catechism and taught how to count their beads
repeat it, the poor man's home; a home that is sup- and say " Hail Mary " according to program. He
ported by daily toil. Exempt every four to six room attended the laying of the corner·stone of a great
house occupied and O'!ned by its occupant · in the papal university at Washington to teach the rising
city of Paris, in France, all houses where the rental generation that our public schools are cesspools of
does not excee!l one hundred dollars are exempted; iniquity not fit for educating the American youth-and
and there are over twenty-four thousand houses to teach them that they must be obedient to the
occupied by the poorer class exempted. Encourage a church, and take their politics, as well as their rep.oor man to save his little earnings and get a home, ligion, from Rome. And to teach also, in the lanand when he gets it, let him know that it is his · guage of the pope, that "the pope by divine right
that its humble portals are sacred and debarred fro~ hath supreme power over the whole world, both in
the rapacious tax-gatherer; that he is not obliged to ecclesiastical and civil affairs." He having thus sold
pay out of his scanty earnings to support scheming out to the pope for Catholic votes to reelect himself to
politicians, rich corporations, and costly church edi- office, it was quite natural that the St. Louis Demofices and other institutions. We must not hav the cratic convention should be run by the pope's tools,
humble home sacrificed to any of these. We need to and hence it was not strange that the temporary
help men to get. ~omes; we need to supply human chairman was a Catholic, the permanent chairman a
wants and necess1bes. Behold what they are doing Catholic, the man who placed Cleveland in nominafor the race. See how the people are being cheated tion for reelection a Catholic, the man to second the
and defrauded into support of churches by their being nomination a Catholic, the man to propose "Old Banexempted from taxation. And with men out of work · dana" Thurman for vice-president a Catholic, and a
with women toiling at twenty-five cents a day or less~ Catholic priest to open the show with prayer-in
children half fed and half clothed these l~xuriou~ fact, everything was Roman Catholic at that conveninstitutions abound as public burdens on many of tion, which was too much of a dose for the American
our citizens.
people, and resulted in the election of General HarHappily for the race, the light of science and rison-only to wear Cleveland's papal mantle, and bet~th is onward; we must not despair; the oppres- tray the patriotic, loyal sentiment of the nation by a
SIOns on the human race (brought about by these sycophancy that is disappointing and alarming.
very institutions I hav- arraigned) are being lifted.
When the papal university was ready to be dediFrance, Italy, and Brazil are casting off this incubus cated, Harrison led his cabinet to the banquet-room
that has hitherto oppressed them, and a gleam of te see the pope's representativ occupy the seat of
light is .s~id t~ be shedding its rays on that benighted, honor at the right of the pope's Cardinal Gibbons,
superstitiOn-ridden country, Spain, that under Mo- while he-Harrison-was made to play second
hammedan rule many centuries ago was the beauty :fiddler to "his holiness's" show. Then to further
and pride of the nations, and may she come forth teach the papal doctrin that all kingdoms and rulers
under the banner of freedom and toleration and join are subordinate and subject to the pope, the :first
her sister republics, and those of the world.
toast was to honor the pope, and then the church

and. the bishops; and :finally" Our country" took the
refuse drippings of the papal banquet. And the
president and cabinet, and nation, merely bowed to ·
the snub and studied insult; with all due reverence
to " his holiness."
Recently, when Harrison sent his appointment of
Gen~.<ral Morgan as commissioner of Indian affairs to
tha Senate for confirmation, the Senate laid the matter over until General Morgan could apologize or
make explanation to pacify the pope's tools who had
:filed objections to the confirmation on account of
some duty performed not in the interests of the
"holy Catholic church." If the United States Senate
does not submit to a Catholic bulldozing, and refuse to
confirm Harrison's appointment, it will do better and
different from what it did in 1885, when it was bulldozed to confirm Cleveland's appointment of a graduate from a whisky saloon in this city as Indian
agent at the Green Bay agency in this country, and
who is retained in office by Harrison against the interests and protests of the Indians and the public,
because a Romish bishop forbids his removal-and
this against overwhelming evidence that he ought to
be removed, and the wish of the interior and Indian
departments for his removal. It is a rank and clear
case of capitulation to the pope. It involves the
theft of a public Indian school, with a large patronage turned over body and boots to the pope for the
propaganda of pagan superstitions and idol-worshiping ceremonies ; besides over $15,000 a year to a
private Catholic school from the public treasury, besides spoliation of poor " Lo" in many other ways.
" Look well to the West" as well as the East,
especially the four new states, where papal votes
were promised to elect administration candidates in
exchange for whatever the pope's tools may demand.
When an extra session of Congress was talked up in
the fore part of 1889, there was fear that the small
margin then in sight would not be sufficient to
organize and control both branches of Congress if
an extra session was called before the four new states
elected their quota. It was at this crisis that the
Catholic bishops saw the opportunity to suggest
that the Catholic vote might be handled to change
both branches of Congress to Democratic. Thi.s
only illustrates the Jesuit cunning and intrigue that
is constantly threatening our institutions through
the corrnpt office-seeking politicians in both parties.
This game worked iu the four new states, notwithstanding, with the possible exception of Montana,
all had been strongly Republican in spite of the
Catholic vote cast against the party, which counted
for nothing under a bishop's threat, and the great
anxiety to make a sure. thing of the coming elections.
Thus Jesuit diplomacy secured a new grip on the
"powers that be."
Let the people of the new states, as well as all
others, keep a sharp eye open for the working of the
papal machine-especially as to Indian agents and
other points touching the pope's interests, and they
may discover how they hav been sold out to the
pope.
This being but a brief showing of the country's
relation to the papal power by the betrayal of trading, corrupt political demagogs, is it not time for the
people to begin to seriously consider a remedy!
And what remedy is in sight but Ior the patriotism
of the nation to organize a new party-a voting
party-to admonish the traders in Catholic votes that
other votes may be necessary to secure office!
There may not be enough who consider principles of
more value than party to elect their ticket on the
:first trial. But if such a party could show a "balance-of-power vote" the traders would pay some
deference to principles in selecting candidates, and
be more cautious in selling out the country for Catholic votes. The infamy of this traffic in the two
past presidential elections has originated numerous
secret and semi-secret patriotic organizations, all of
which ought to become an organic union to save the
country from the impending danger of papal intent
and influence to destroy our common schools and
undermine our civil and religious liberties. Let us
prepare for 1892.
W. S. Woon.
Shawano, Wis., Jan. 15, 1890.

Which is the To-be-Damned Party 1
As the season approaches when the occupants of
the orthodox pulpit deem it necessary to pour out
an extra tirade of defamation and misrepresentation
on Thomas Paine and Freethinkers generally, consigning them all to hell and eternal damnation, I
thought it might be well to investigate the matter a
little and see if they are not damning the wrong
party. When we ask them by what authority they
consign us to such uncomfortable quarters, they
refer us to Mark xvi, 16: "He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned." Fortunately, the next two verses
very kindly tell us how we may know who possesses
this "saving faith." "And these signs shall follow
them that believe: In my name shall they cast out
devils; they shall speak with new tongues; they
shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly
thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on
the sick and they shall recover." Now, mark the
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language. " These signs shall follow them that hav thy coat also. From him that taketh away thy perhaps were in their place centuries ago when peobelieve." These results are not restricted to any class, goods, ask them not again." So the early Chdatians pie used to walk barefooted to Rome, for "catechutime, place,. sex, or race, but apply to one as much as took joyfully the spoiling of their goods. These men schools," homes for "exposed infants," "outfit
another, and absolutely and unqualifiedly to each teachings necessarily consigned the Christian to pov- for nuns," etc,!
·
and every one that believes. Now, is there a Chris- erty, with heaven as .compensation, while tha rich
It is naturally very disagreeable for the church,
tian in Christendom who can do any of these things T man's wealth was balanced by hell. But our D,D.'s whose stomach could so nicely accommodate and
Can Talmage or Moody or Spurgeon or Sam Jones tell us that Jesus did not mean what he said; To digest the Opere Pie, to see such large sums of money
handle cobras or drink strychnine with impunity 1 say that he used language in a sense contrary to its applied to help the poor and all kinils of charitable
Of course not. Well, if there is not a professed plain, natural signification, knowing and designing institutions.
Christ,ian on earth whose faith is followed by any that honest hearers and readers should be misled by
of these signs, it is clear that they do not possess the it, is to call him an unscrupulous deceiver, which we
Poetry in Law.
genuin article of faith; and, whatever may await the cannot allow. We are compelled, then, as honest
Last
week
Colonel
Ingersoll was defending s man
rest of mankind, they will certainly be damned.
men, if we accept the record at all, to regard Chriat
Christ, in his Sermon on the Mount, Matthew v-vii as an honest, earnest reformer, whose teachings in a breach of promis case. Here are some of the
bite of poetry that appear in his address to the
and Luke vi, explains very clearly the principles on plainly antagonized, and were understood to antag- little
which· he will judge mankind. At the close of this onize, nearly evely accepted and popular theory and jury:
When a man gets to a point where he'll lie, there isn't
sermon he says : " Whosoever heareth these sayings practice, both secular and religious, of his time, fo1·
of mine and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise which he and his followers were hated, despised, and mnch choice of subjects.
must take it for granted that men of ordinary sense
man who built his house upon a rock; and the rain persecuted by t.he sanctimonious, pious priests and doYou
not act like extraordinary fools.
descended and the floods came, and the winds blew hypocrita of his day, just as Bruno, Paine, Bennett,
I'll go as far as anyOJae to whip naked through the world
and beat upon that house and it fell not, for it was and millions of others hav been bated, persecuted, the man who deceives a good, pure, and confiding woman.
A marriage without love is immoral. I don't car~ how
founded upon a rock. And everyone that heareth and despised by the same class of pioua priests and
many forms you go through, I don't care if all the churches
these sayings of mine and doeth them not, shall be hypocrite of Jatar timell.
in the world, united beneath the dome of heaven, filling all
likened unto a foolish man who built his house upon
How appropriate it would seem on the final day the air with incense, pronounce them wedded, if that sweet
the sand ; and the rain descended," etc. And it fell, for your garrulous Brooklyn preacher, when be finds perfume called love does not arise there is no marriage.
The woman who marries a man because he is rich, for a
etc. According to orthodoxy, he thBt hears and himself relegated to the left hand among the goats,
title, or for office, place, or power, is not a virtuous woman,
does shall be saved, and he that hears and does not as he and his class most certainly will be if these say- and
the man who marries a woman for any such reason is
shall be damned. What, then, are those sayitgs ~ ings of Christ are correct, to expostulate in the lan- z:ot a virtuous man, but a contemptible wretch.
One of them is: "Swear not at all; but let your guage Christ said such men would use, and say,
She knew that he could obtain a divorce only by perjury
communication be yea, yea, and nay, nay; for what- "Lord, Lord, hav I not prophesied [preached] in thy and fraud, yet she was willing to marry him, and be divorced
by papers and perjuries, and not by facts.
soever is more than these cometh of evil." I hav nama, and in thy name cast out devils, and in thy only
Epithets are so cheap that you can make money on lies at
been astonished at the fact that nearly every ortho- name done many wonderful works 1 Did we not Jay fifty cents a hundred,
dox Christian whom I hav heard testifying in the one cornerstone of our Tabernacle on Christ, and anPeople who are fond of music are sometimes dangerous.
There is no evidence that her heart was ever quickened
courts of Pennsylvania, where they had the choice of other on God T Did I not most publicly and frepart as much as it would hav been by the
one-hundredth
the simple affirmation, which Christ approved, or the quently declare that I was a friend of God and sudden appearance
of a mouse.
oath, which he most positivly forbade, deliberately Christ!" And for Christ to answer, "Why call ye
If I got such love letters as hers, I'd keep 'em until sumtook the oath. Another saying is: "Ye hav heard me Lord, Lord, and do not the things that I say ? mer and then carry 'em in my pockets hot days.
Oh, what an orator ls love I What honeyed words run
that it hath been said, an eye for an eye," etc. "But You hav eliminated from my teachings every unpopI say unto you, that ye resist not evil; but whoso- ular, self-denying principle, so that instead of being over the rose of his lips l
When another commits a fault, it is a great dead tree half
ever shall smite you on the right cheek turn to him poor, hated, and persecuted as I was, and as I said decayed,
bare a:nd hideous, but when we do it ourselvs, oh,
tl::e other also." Did you ever know of an orthodox you would be if you faithfully preached and prac- my God! think of the reasons, climbing around it like a.
Christian who obeyed that saying' I never did, but ticed my gospel, you were rich, loved, and honored thousand clinging vines, covering with soft loveliness every
often hav I heard them denounce the Ladds, Ballous, by the world. In defiance of my commands you branch and twig, turning it into a beautiful object.
His love letters are sincere and good; who would hav
and Garrisons, who did do it, as Infidels and fools. swore, you struck back, you hated and killed your thought
there was so much blood in the old man?
As these same sayings were a "stumbling-block to enemies. Like the Pharisees and hypocrits of t.he
She was coldly and placidly correct, as correct as a crystal
the Jews and to the Greeks foolishness," so they olden time against whom I denounced the damnation pane upon a frosted window.
I think any woman in the world is repaid for an ordinary
are at least equally so to the modern Christian. of hell, you make long public prayers and make osof promis by being taken to hear Wagner's music,
Ao-ain, he says : " Love your enemies; do good to tentatious display of your religion and godliness at breach
"Tristan," that Mississippi of melody, flowing deep and
th~m that hate you," etc. Do the Christian nations every opportunity, and even wished to parade them strong, with hundreds of little tributaries bursting over the.
obey these sayings~ Let the ten or twelve million before the world in your country's Constitution. rocks into flowers of foam.
Every heart is like a theater in one respect; there are cersoldiers who stand ready drilled and equipped with Instead of not laying up treasure on earth and
tain effects produced, but you don't want everyone to see
the most destructiv weapons that Christian ingenuity preaching my gospel freely to the :poor, yoa made all
the ropes and pulleys.
can invent, waiting to sweep each other from the face merchandise of what you falsely ca11ed my gospel,
of the earth and wrest from each other their prop selling it to the rich, and amassing a princely fortune
Lectures and .Meetings.
erty, answer. Let the $25,000,000,000 of war debt by the sacrilegious fraud. When I told you to take
W. F, JAMIESON gave five lectures in Milford, Neb,, in a
of Christendom answer. They do not, either as no thought for the morrow, you insured your prop
nations or individuals, obey them, or admit their erty and your life. You dishonored me by justifying, pretty little opera house. S. A. St. Cyr and Mr. Schaff manobligations to obey them. So, too, with the saying, in my name, slavery, war, and every popular abomi aged the course. Several ladies and a professor of the
" When thou prayest thou shalt not be as the hypo- nation. You persuaded yourself and your followere school asked many questions, which added much interest
the meetings. Mr. Jamieson will deliver lectures in
crite are, for they Jove to pray standing in the syna- that the broad road that the Pharisees trod to hell to
again January 19th and 26th, and February 2d,
gogs and in the corners of the streets; . . . put was the narrow path that led to heaven, thus insur Seward
Address at Seward, Neb.
thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and ing a common destruction. Therefore, depart Yfl
J, E, Ra:MsBURG is now making a tour through the West.
whsn thou hast shut thy door pray," etc. This com- cursed into everlasting fire prepared for the devil
mand, also, the leaders of the Christian world treat and hie angels." And there, in sorrow, ~e l£&ve The followil g is a Jist of his appointments:
with unqualified contempt, and like their prototypes, them. Peace to their ashes. And this answers the Burlingame, Kan,,,,., .. ,, •.. ,, .. ,., .. , , .•. ,Wed,, Jan, 29,
Emporia, Kan,,,.,,., .. ,.• ,•• ,.,.,.,.,.,.,., •. ,.Thur_., Jan. 30.
the Pharisees and hypocrite of the older time, parade question at the head of this article.
Halstead, Kan,.,.,,,,.,,,.,,.,., •• ,,,,.,,.,FrJ., Jan. 31.
w. w. WALKER, Leon
their religion, their long public prayers and their
Kan,,,,,.,,,, ... ,,,, ... ,.• ,.,., ..• ,, .• ,,.,Sat, Feb, L
Ca1thage, Mo.,.,,,,.,,,.,,,, ... ,,,Sun,, Mon,, Feb. 2, 3.
charities, before the world, and do it even more offen1'he Catholic Church as Administrator.
Bentonville Ark,,, .•. ,, .• ,., .. ,,,,,, .. ,,.,., .• Tues., Feb, 4.
sivly and disgustingly than did those old-time AntiSave a writer to Ne1tes Freireligioses Sonntags Rogers, Ark, ..•••.. ,,,.,,.,,, ... ,., •• , """"""Wed,, Feb. 5,
christian hypocrite.
Poplar Bluff, Mo,,, .. , ... ,,, .... ,.. , ..•.. , ••..•..... Fri., Feb. 7.
Again, Jesus says: "Lay not up for yourselvs Blatt, Magdeburg, Germany: The Italian govern· Dexter City, Mo.,,,, .. ,,,.,.,.,,.,,,.,,Sat., Sun., Feb, 8, 9.
treasure on earth." "Ye cannot serve God and ment stirred up a real waspneat when it undertook St. Louis, Mo, .• ,, ... ,•.... ,•.. ,.,., .•. ,•. ,•... ,.,.,.,Mon,, Feb. 10.
mammon." "Therefore I say unto you, take no the reform of charity institutions (Opere Pie), The Highland and Grant Forks, Ill., Tues., Wed,, Thur., Fri.,
Sat,, Sun,, Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.
thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye clerical party raised a tremendous noise over the auCanton, Mo. ,., .• ,...• ,... Mon., Tues., Wed,, Feb. 17, 18, 19.
shall drink, nor yet for your body, what ye shall put dacious meddling with the church's administrativ Savannah,
Mo .•• ,,.,.,.,,., .•. , , .. ,•.. , ...... ,.,.,Thur., Feb, 20,
on." "Behold the fowls of the air, for they sow not, affairs. It failed, however, to scare the government,
When Mr. Remsburg has filled these engagements he will
neither do they reap, nor gather into barns, yet your and a bill regulating the use of "the Opere Pie funds make a trip through Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, and
heavenly father feedeth them. Are ye not much introduced in the Italian cham bar, has already passfd Arkansas.
better than they'" "And why take thought for the point of general debate. This bill aims
raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field, how they et the useful application of money left by philanTHE combined influence of the Jewish writings [Old
grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin, and yet I thropic people, and which, in the course of centuries, Testament] snd of that ascetio feeling which treated
say unto you, that even Solomon in all his glory, has become an enormous capital, the interest of woman as the chief source of temptation to man,
wns not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore if God which (one hundred and fifty million lires) is now·a- caused her degradation. . . . In the writings of
so clothe the grass of the field," etc,, " shall he not days principally devoted to all other objects than the fathers woman was represented as the door of
much more clothe you, 0 ye of little faith!" "There- that of helping the poor, which was the intention of hell as the' mother of all human ills. She should be
fore," he repeats, " take no thought, for aft~r !'ll these the testators, it passing down to the mysterious depths ash~med at the very thought that she is a woman,
things do the gentiles seek." Thus he enJoms pov- of coffers belonging to church and cloister, or into She should liv in continual penance, on account of the
erty on his followers. He said of himself that he the never-filled pocket-b_ooka of clerical lldministra curse she has brought into the world. She should
was poorer than the foxes and the birds, not having tors. Twice before did Depretis attempt a reform be ashamed of her dress, and eapeciaily ashamed of
" where to lay his head," and that ''the disciple was and useful application of tbeae absolutely lost riches, her beauty.-Lecky.
not above his master "-it was "enough that he be but it was reserved for the never-failing courage of
as his master." He said, "Blessed are the poor, for Crispi to undertake and ·successfully finish the inTHE French government, about the middle of the
theirs is the kingdom of heaven," and" Woe unto vestigation of this case, i~ whi~h. not o, few politic~ans
eighteenth
century, seems. to ~av re~che? th_e mat';ll"of
importance
are
finan01ally
mtarested,
and
agamst
you that are rich, for ye hav received your consolaity of ita wickednese, allowmg tf not mstlgatmgrehgtion!' "It is easier for a camel to go through a which the Vatican raised a storm of petitions.
What has the investigation brought forth, in spite ious peraecu tiona of ao infamous a nature that they
needle'a eye, than for a rich man to enter the kingwould not be believed if they were not attested by
dom of heaven." When the rich man died, he went of the Vatican's cry of pain at baing "robbed" of its documents of the courts in which the sentences were
to bell though nothing is charged against him but beat financial sources in Italy 1 That of those one passed.-Buck__
le_._ _ _,....._ _ _ __
his we~ltb. While the poor, penniless beggar wont hundred and fifty million Jires which every year flow
directly to heaven, his poverty seeming to save him. into the religious institution over two-thirds are
TAKING the care of people's lives out of their own
The '' yonng roan in the gospel" lacked but one applied to churches, cloisters, costs of administration, hand<' and relieving them from the consequences cf
thing of getting to heaven, and that was pove~ty. He Peter's pence, etc,, while of t.he Eest on~y a small p~r their ~wn acts saps the very foundation of the selfwas good kind and lovable, but be was rtch, and centage is really used for works of chartty. There ~s, respect and 'self-control which are the essent~sl
therefore 'bad t~ be damned. In harmony with this for instance, every year set apart in the books-m conditions both of individual prosperity and of som~ l
idea were the commands : " Giv to everyone that the books, understand-thousands r.nd thousands of
asketh you. If they take away thy cioak, let them lires for the m~i.lltenance of pilgrima' hospitals whicb virtue.-MiU,
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Jeffrey, Dr. McNeall, Charles McGrew, J. L. Morrell, l Christian. 6. I~ none of the lea~ing eul~gies P.roW. Perkins, H. K. Magie, James Tuttle, Leonard nounced upon his character, at the .txme of biB demise,
Volk, Col..F. S. Rutherford, E. H. Wood, Dr. J. J. is it affirmed that be a~cepted Chnat.
. .
It is stated that du~mg the last years of. his l~fe
Thomson, A. J. Grover, Judge Nelson, and others.
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian l
I affirmed that he did not change his belief Lincoln held substantxally the same. theologxcal opin·
after leaving Illinois-that he was not converted to ions held by Theodore Park?r. His own words are,
CHAPTER XV.
Christianity at Washington-that he died an un- referring to Parker: "I ~?Ink that I. stand about
RECAPITULATION AND CONCLUSION,
Character of Christian Testimony-Summary of Evidence believer. In con:tirmation of this I hav presented where that man stands. . Where d1d Theodo~e
Adduced in Proof of Lincoln's Unbelief-Douglas an the testimony of his wife, .Mary Linco}n ; of his Pa~~er st~d ? The followmg extracts from hxs
Unbeliever-Theodore· Parker's Theology-Fallacy of private secretary, Colonel Nicolay ; of hxs executor, wr1tmgs wxll show:
Claims Respecting Lincoln's Reputed Conversion-His Judge Davis; of his biographer, Colonel Lamon;
To obtain a knowledge of duty, a man is not sent away,
Invocation!! of Deity-His Alleged Regard for the Sab. llnd of his intimate associates, Geo. W. Julian, J obn outsi.de of bimsel!, to ancient d?cumeut~; fo~ the onl,r ru!e
bath-The Church and Hypocrisy-Lincoln's Religion. B
Alley Schuyler Colfax Hugh McCulloch A. J. of fatth and pra~tice, the W?rd, ts very mgh htm, even m his
·
'
p· tt J d ' N 1
d th '
heart, and by th1s word he Is to try all documents.
In the prosecution of this inquiry, the testimony Grover,
Donn 1a .' u ge . e son, an. 0 era.. .
There is no intercessor, angel, mediator, between IU';'D and
of one hundred witnesses has been presented. The
Many of these wxtness~s Blmply testxfy to biB dxs- God; for man can speak and God hear, each for htmself.
testimony of twenty of these witnEsses is to the belief in the Christian system as a whole without He requires no advocate to plead for men.
.
effect that Lincoln was a Christian; the testimony of reference to his particular views concerning its
Manly, n~tural. religion-it is not joining t.he. church; it.ls
· d' 'd 1 t
t
Every statement of his unbelief not to behev~ .m .a cree~-~ebrew, ~hrls~Ian, Cat.hohc,
eighty is to the effect that be. was not.
.
lD lVl ua
ene. B.
Protestant, Tnnitartan, Umtartan, Nothinganan. It IS not
Of those who bav testified m support of the c]axm as
presented m Cbapt~r V has, however, be~n to .keep Sunday idle; to attend meeting; to be wet with
that Lincoln was a Christian, ten admit that during substantiated by the testimony of one or more wxt- water; to read the Bible; to offer prayers in words; to take
a part of his life he was a disbeliever in Christianity, neeses.
bread and wine in the ~eeting-bouse; love a scapegoat
Thst he did not believe in the Christian deity, Jesus, or any other theolog1cal claptrap.
while not one of the remaining ten disputes the fact.
If he never changed his belief then he died an unbe· that he even held Agnostic and Atheistic views, at
If Lincoln was known to be a Freethinker, ib may
liever. Did he change his belief and become a con- times, is proved by the testimony of W. H. Herndon, be asked why this fact was not more generally pubvert to Christianity' It devolves upon those who Colonel Matheny, Judge Nelson, Jesse K. Dnbois, lished and urged against him during the president~al
affirm that he did to prove it. Hav they done this 1 and D. W. Wilder.
campaign of 1860. The answer is easy. His chxef
They hsv not. Their attempts bav been in every
That he was an Agnostic in regard to the immor- opponent, Douglas, was himself a Freet.hinker.
instance pitiable failures. The unreasonable and tality of the soul is attested by E. H. Wood, Judge Stephen A. Douglas, like Abraham Lincoln, died an
con:tlicting character of the testimony adduced refutes Nelson, and W. H. Herndon.
unbeliever. Like Washington, he declined the servitself. .When was he converted! No less than five
That he did not believe that the, Bible is the word ices of a clergyman in his last hours. The followdifferent dates hav been assigned. One witness of God is affirmed by Colonel Lamon, John T. Stuart, ing is an extract froro a monograph on "The Deathstates that it was in 1848; one, that it was in 1858 ; Judge Matheny, W. H. Herndon, Jesse W. Fell, bed of Douglas," published in the Boston Budget:
another, that it was in 1862; another, that it was in Dennis Hanks, W. Perkins, Colonel Rutherford, and
When Stephen A. Douglas lay stricken with death at ChiJuly, 1863, and still another, that it was in Novem- Chambers' Encyclopedia.
·
cago, his wife, who was a devout Roman Catholic, sent for
ber, 1863,
That he did not believe that Jesus Christ was the Bishop Duggan, who asked whether he had ever been bapThe remarkable character of the statements son of God is affirmed by Colonel Lamon, W. H. tized according to the rites of any church. "Never," replied
Douglas. "Do you desire to hav mass said after the
recorded in Chapter !-remarkable when compared H ern d on, J esse W · F e11 • C0 Ione1 M ath eny, J 0 h n T · Mr.
ordinances of the holy Catholic church ?" inquired the
with the statements given in the preceding ten chap- Stuart, Jas. W. Keys, Judge Nelson, D. W. Wilder, bishop. "No, sir!" answered Douglas; "when 1 do I will
ters, and not less remarkable when compared with Green Carruthers, Colonel Rutherford, Rev. J. Lloyd communicate with you fi:eely."
each other-may be variously accounted for. A part Jones, Chambers' Encyclopedia, and the New York
The bishop withdrew, but the next day Mrs. Douglas
sent for him again, and, going to the bedside, he said: "Mr.
oi them are based upon a false premia, an erroneous World.
you know your own condition fully, and in view of
conception of what the term Christian means ; a
T hat he d'xd not believe in a special creation the Douglas,
your dissolution do you desire the ceremony of extreme
portion of them are merely the expressions of beliefs statements of Mr. Herndon clearly prove.
unction to be performed?" "No I" replied the dying man,
unsupported by actual .knowledge; while a not inconTbut he accepted the theory of Evolution, so far "I hav no time to discuss these things now."
siderable share of them are the statements of those as this theory had been developed in the "Vestiges
The bishop left the room, and Mr. Rhodes, who was in
who hav knowingly and deliberately borne false wit- of Creation " and other writings of his dey, is at- attendance, said : '' Do you know the clergymen of this city?"
"Nearly
every one of them." "Do you wish to hav either
ness. These witnesses comprise: 1. Those who do tested by the same witness.
or any of them call to see you to converse on religious topics?"
not know what constitutes a Christian-who C6nThat he did not admit the possibility of miracles "No, I thank you," was the decided answer.
found Christianity with morality-who affirm that be is confirmed by the statement of Jesse W. Fell, W.
Among America~s most eminent statesmen none
was a Christian simply because he waa a moral man. Perkins, Dennis Hanks, and Mr. Herndon.
probably ever possessed a more logical mind than
2. Those who do not know what his religious views
That h.e rejected the Christian doctrin of total or Lincoln. Judge Davis says: "His mind was logical
were, but who infer that he was a Christian because inherent depravity, William McMeely and Jesse W. and direct." James G. Blaine says: "His logic was
others hav declared that he was, and because of the
5
ffirm.
severe and faultless." GeorgeS. Boutwell says: "He
frequent allusions to deity that occur in his speeches Fell
Tb'l.t he repudiated the doctrin of vicarious stone- takes rank with the first logicians and orators of
and state papers. 3. Those who know that he was ment i~ sustained by the testimony of Jesse W. Fell, every age." In his funeral oration at Springfield,
not a Christian, but who believe it to be right and Joshua F. Speed, W. Perkins, and Colonel Lamon.
B'18h s·
'd
proper to lie for the glory of Christianity and the
That he condemned the doot:i:in of forgivness for
op xmpson sax :
• G
1 W 1d
d Mr H
d b tb t t'f
If you ask me on what mental characteristic his greatness
profit of its priests.
i. er an
· ern 11 0
es 1 Y·
rested, I answer, on a quick and ready perception of facts;
The testimony advanced in support of the claim of BlD,Thatenera
he opposed the doctrin of future rewards on a memory unusually tenacious and retentiv ; and on a
Lincoln's Christianity is, for the most part, the testi- and punishments, Wm. H. Hannah, E. H. Wood, A. logical turn of mind, which followed sternly and unwavermony of orthodox Christians-a majority of them Jeffrey, Jesse W. Fell, and .Manford's Magazine all ingly every link in the chain of thought on every subject he
orthodox clergymen. Dr. Holland, the chief of ~hese testify.
was called to investigate.
Christian claimants, says: "The fact is a matter of
That he denied tl;te freedom of the will, Mr. HernLincoln was once called to investigate the subject
history that he never exposed his own religious lifs don explicitly affirms.
of Christianity. He "followed sternly and unwaverto those who had no sympathy with it." This, so
That be did not believe in the efficacy of prayer is ingly every link in the chain of thought " suggested
far as the later years of his life are concerned, is fully established by the evidence of Mrs. Lincoln, by this subject, and the result was its rejection by
substantially true; and this very fact precludes the Mr. Herndon, and Dr. Gardner.
him.
possibility of these witnesses being able to state
That he was a disciple of Thomas Paine and TheoIf be was subsequently converted to Christianity,
from personal knowledge what his religious views dore Parker is shown by the evidence of Colonel it was only after a reexamination and a thorough and
were.
Lamon, W. H. Herndon, James Tuttle, Jesse W. exbaustiv investigation of its claims. This his
In. refutation of this claim, I hav presented the Fell, Dr. Ray, Robert Collyer, the New York World, friends positivly state never took place, and the cirtestimony of those who were nearest to Lincoln in and Chambers' Encyclopedia.
cumstances associated with each and every period
the confidential relations of life. I bav presented
That he wrote a book against Christianity is sus- assigned for his reputed conversion confirm their
the testimony of his wife, the testimony of his step- tained by the testimony of Colonel Matheny, Judge statements. In 1848 he was a member of Congress,
mother, the testimony of his step-sister, the testi- Nelson, W. H. Herndon, Colonel Lamon, Hanford's his mind absorbed with the noveltiell, the duties, and
mony of his cousin, the testimony of his nephew, .Magazine, and Chambers' Encyclopedia.
the aspirations that usually attend a first term in
the testimony of his three law partners, the testiThat Lincoln did not believe in the inspiration of that important capacit.y. In 1858, and for years premony of two members of his cabinet, the testimony the scriptures, that be did not believe in the divin- ceding and following, the great political questions of
of his private secretary, the tesi;imony of his exec- ity of Christ, that be did not believe in the freedom the day occupied his mind. He was engaged in a
utor, the testimony of four of his biographers, and of the will, that he did not believe in future rewards mortal struggle with one of the most powerful intelthe testimony of many more of his most intimate and punishments, that he did not believe in the effi- lectuel athletes of his time. He was contending with
friends, both in Illinois and at W asbington.
cacy of prayer, that he was, in short, a disbeliever in Douglas for a prize, and that prize was the presiThat he was not an orthodox Christian, as claimed, Christianity, is also attested by the evidence cited dency. He must be ever on the alert. He must
is attested by nearly all of the eighty witnesses from his own recorded words.
crush his antagonist or his antagonist would crush
whose testimony has been given; that he was not in
In. connection with this controversy the signifi- him. Think of Lincoln sitting down in the very
any sense of the term a Cbristia:a, is proved by the canoe of the following facts cannot be overlooked: crisis of this con:tlict and engaging in the study of
testimony of a majority of them.
1. Notwithstanding the strong temptation to credit theology l In 1862, and 1863, the other years asI affirmed that he was not religious in his youth- Lincoln to the popular faith; a majority of his biog- signed for his conversion, be was in the midst of the
that he was I! skeptic in Indiana. In proof of this I raphers hav either declared that he was not a Chris- great Rebellion, all his thoughts and all his energies
hav adduced the testimony of his step-mother, Sarah tian, or bav refrained from affirming that be was. enlisted in the mighty task of saving the Union.
Lincoln; his step- sister, Matilda Moore; his cousin, 2. The secular press, fearing to offend the church,
That Lincoln was a Freethinker in Illinois, that be
Dennis F. Hanks; his nephew, J obn Hall; his law bas generally been silent regarding the question. was for a time a zealous propagandist of his faith,
partner, W. H. Herndon, and his biographer, Col. When it has ventured to express an opinion, however, that be was instrumental in making unbelievers of
Ward H. Lamon.
it has been to concede his unbelief. 3. The leading many of his associates, it is useless to deny. If he
I affirmed that he was an Infidel or Freethinker encyclopedias, such as the Britannica, Chambers', New was afterward converted to Christianity, his friends
during the thirty years that he resided in Illinois. American, etc., hav either admitted that he was a were ignorant of his conversion. He failed to notify
In support of this I hav given the testimony of Freethinker, or hav made no reference to his relig- them of his previous mistake and warn them of their
Colonel Lamon, W. H. Herndon, M&j. John T. ious belief. 4. In the Lincoln Memorial Album impending danger. If it could bo shown that he reStuart, Col. James H. Matheny, Dr. C. H. Ray, W. appear two hundred tributes to Lincoln, the greater nounced his former views and became a Christian,
H. Hannah, James W. Keys, Jesse W. Fell, Judge portion of them from the pens of Christians. In but this fact would be one of the most damaging arguDavid Davis, Wm. McNeely, Mr. Lyman, Wm. G. two of these two hundred tributes is it claimed that menta against Christianity that could be advanced.
Green, Joshua F. Speed, Green Carruthers, Squire Lincoln was a believer in Christianity. 5. The As a Freethinker, he was one of the most tender and
Perkins, Judge Gillespie, John Decamp, James "Reminiscences of Lincoln" contain thirty-three humane of men, ever solicitous for the welfare of his
Gorley, Dr. Wm. Jayne, Jesse K. Dubois, Judge articles on Lincoln, written by as many distinguished fellow· beings. Did Christianity t.rsnsform him into
Logan, Leonard Swett, W. H. T. Wakefield, D. W. men who were acquainted with him. In not a single a eelfish, heartless being who coolly disregarded even
Wilder, Dr. B. F. Gardner, J. K. Vandemark, A. instance in this work, is it asserted that he was a the eternRl welfare of his best Rnd dearest friends?

~ommnnications.
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Think of a man directing a friend to take a road
which he afterward discovers leads to certain death,
and then not. lifting a finger of warning to save him
from destruction, when it is in hie power to do so!
The Freethinker will require no other evidence to
convince him that Lincoln died a disbeliever than
the fact that he once fully investigated this subject
and proclaimed himself an Infidel. The mere skeptic who has no settled convictions-who has never
examined the evidences against historical Christianity-may become a sincere believer in the Christian
religion. The confirmed Freethinker never can,
albeit a Thomas Cooper, a Joseph Barker, and a
George Chainey may profess to. As Col. Thomas
Wentworth Higginson happily expresses it: "You
may take the robin's egg from the nest in yonder
tree, and so near is the bird to being hatched you
may crack it with the edge of your nail, and the bird
is free. But all your power, and all your patient
fidelity, and all the mucilage and sticking-plaster you
can put on it, will never get that birdling back into
that little egg again. So complete is the sense of
satisfaction, such is the feeling of freedom, which
comes from ,once finding yourself, not merely out of
these little sectarian names, but out of the name of
the larger and grander sect, which is Christjanity,
that you will find when the egg is once broken, the
bird is free forever."
From the church steward's standpoint, there is
nothing so desirable as the early conversion of one
who is destined to become rich. From the evangelist's point of view, there is nothing like the deathbed_repentance of one who bas become great. Had
the bullet of the assassin not immediately destroyed
consciousness, all these stories that we hav heard
about Lincoln's conversion-the Edwards story, the
Smith story, the Brooks story, the Willets story, the
Vinton story, and the story of the Illinois clergyman
-would never hav been invented. Instead of these
we would hav the story of some domestic, or some
intruding priest who saw him during his dying hours.
Aaron Burr was kinder to the church than John
Wilkes Booth.
But whatever the religious opinions of Lincoln
were when he died, whether he had changed his belief or not; in view of the fact that he never thought
enough of the church to unite with it, the frantic
effor-ts of clergymen arid church-members to claim
him seem quite uncalled for, if not ridiculous.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Woman at the Fore.
The Liberal, Freethinking women cf the United
States, under the leadership of Matilda Jocelyn
Gage, propose to hold a suffrage co~vention in Willard's Hall, Washington, D. C., on the 24th and 25~h
of February, 1890.
This is a movement in the right direotiO'n. It has
always been evident to my mind that " liberty, equality, and fraternity" could never be truly engrafted
on the body politic of this country until the women
awoke to the fact that they could never get any rights
from God. Having guaranteed them. none in his
"book," he is not under any moral obligation to
amend the or~inal text to suit the convenience of
the cause of "original sin." It is curious that
womankind hav not discovered this before. But
Talmage says they owe what liberty they bav to the
Bible, and of course Talma,;e knows. That they
hav "waited patiently about" for more liberty to be
interpreted out of the original text of God's word
has not been surprising, considering the amount of
"faith" that most women hav in men and gods.
Now that they are getting to hav faith in themselvs,
there is some hope for them and hope for the world
as well. For men, women, and children must all rise
or fall together in the crisis of life. Theology and
politics separate them but nature does not; and
nature has long ago proved herself to be the stronger
in the affairs of life. Whenever nature takes her
place as the supreme ruler and God shares the fate
of the cruf-god that Aaron made, the world will take
a wonderful stride forward. It seems that this good
time is coming sooner than was expected.
This convention looks as if the women are tired of
the old r6girne, and mean to look out for themselvs
on the solid basis of natural rights. In "fighting it
out on this line" they will be sure to win. But they
"will not fight their battles alone." "The just God
who rules in the affairs of men" having failed them,
they will find plenty of just men to take his place.
And one live, honest, brave, liberty-loving man is
worth a skyful of such gods as the God of Abraham, and Moses, and Lot, and the jolly old boys of
patriarchal days.
Let all the women of America who are free from
the yoke of superstition and priestcraft take a note
of this coming convention. Let as many as can be
there. Let them go prepared to inaugurate a "long
pull, a strong pull, and a pull all together," not for
women alone, but for the whole family-united
humanity under one banner of "liberty, equruity,
and fraternity," with "liberty, science, and humanity" for their motto. And may I be tb11re to see.
San Diego 1 (J(~l., Jan. 5, 1890. MARY A. WaiTE.

UJlle and Abuse of the Bible.
.A Kentuckl/ Corre111>onaent of the Woman's Journal.

In studying the Bible I simply pursue the course
that all church theologians take in studying the
Bibles of rival religions, and look out for the bad as
well as the good. The great majority of unlearned
Christians study their Bible-if we may judge from
their own admissions-purely to find everything
inspired and consequently good. To the Bibles of
other ne.tions they deny all inspiration, and hence
find everything bad.
·
My desire is to win the average Christian to a
more critical and just method of study, even though,
in this attempt, I run the risk of shocking him by
exposing the wickedness of Peter or Paul, or by laying bare the uncertainties which all scholarly
theologians acknowledge hang about the names of
the biblical writers, the dates of their writings, and
the reliability of what has come down to us as their
utterances. It is the abuse of the Bible by its
blind worshipers that I oppose, not its lawful use ;
and it is its abuse which first led men to teach
Christian women that the fable of Eve had any
bearing on their religion. It can be proved to be an
innovation, hotly contested upon its introduction into
the church. The first Hebrew scholar the church
ever had-the learned Jerome-pronounced it a
"myth." Clement called it an "allegory." No
scholarly Jew ever believed it, as it is now taught,
as an article of faith. Christ never made even the
faintest allusion to it. Long after his death it was
born of ignorance, and has since been nourished by
superstition. Now, with the revival of learning
amongst theologians, it is again unhesitatingly pronounced "a myth, whose origin is lost in the night
of the remotest ages" (Lenormant).
Modern churchmen do not even pretend to prove
that this story was originally J swish, nor that it is
an article of faith to believe. Moses wrote it f on the
contrary, even the most conservativ admit that there
is no certainty at all about it. I will prove this by
quotations from Dr. Daniel D. Wheden, for nearly
thirty years editor of the Methodist Review, whose
orthodoxy was never brought to trial by his church.
Writing of the resul~s of modern study of the
Bible be says :
Evangelical scholarship has very generally concluded that
Genesis is largely made up of pre-Mosaic documents. . • .
Now, whether the primitiv documents of which scholars
decide that Genesis or any other book was made up were
originally inspired at all, ornot, is not so important• • • .
The text is mainly human, and in what proportion the human
and divine are mingled is a problem not wholly soluble. We
know that the text, as it stands, is, in many cases, incorrect;
we are often unable to be sure of the perfect accuracy of the
historic statements. . . . We hav inherited from ultraProtestant Puritanism, perhap3, too mechanical a biblical
theory.

Now, it is just this "mechanical theory" which, I
believe, still keeps women in slavish submission in
the church, the state, and the home; which hinders
their noblest work in their own country, and hampers
their usefulness abroad. The Hindoo woman, in
perplexity at the contrast between our preaching and
our practice, says: "You offer me an 'infallible'
book which commands me, as the law of God, to obey
my husband ; but my husband commands me not to
accept your book. How can I do both!" If she is
an intelligent Hindoo, she knows that while, in her
own country, many women, from remote ages, hav
been eligible as rulers, and hav reigned gloriously
over large provinces, in America it is considered a
subject of ridicule even to mention the possibility of
a woman's filling the position of governor of a state
or president of the nation ; and this fact stares her
in the face, while she knows also that ''the heathens"
in China are proud of the long and glorious reign of
their late empress, a remarkable woman. Although
(as a result of having as few opportunities for education e.s do the thousands of illiterate women in our
own partly civilized sections of country) few Hindoo
women hav the opportunity to look on " our seamy
side," yet many of them know as well as we do that
it is a common sight (or was until lately) to see
women and dogs yoked together, in the streets, drawing small carts, in Christian Germany, or wor~ing
with men down in the coal-mines, in Christian England. It is ignorance everywhere that makes woman
au easy victim; there is no strength without freedom,
just as there is no power without knowledge. It is
a sorrowful and amszing thing to hear a follower of
Christ, in this enlightened. age, quoting Peter as authority for woman-that very Peter who, according
to history, was the most shameful moral coward of
the ages, and yet, after his lie, told with cursing and
swearing (see Matthew, Mark, Luke), presumed
to turn round and call woman " the weaker vessel."
The example of Sara is the inspiration which the
Mormon husband holds up before his wife to induce
her, too, to acknowledge him as " lord" and giv him
another wife, "even as Sara," etc. And we who uphold Abraham are helping to fix more firmly the yoke
on our Mormon sisters' necks. For where is the
consistency of glorying in Sara's obedience to her
lord, and yet condemning the Mormon woman
who can prove to us that Christian Peter still praised
Sari\ for it1 thl\t :raul ip.dm:sed all womanly submis-
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sion to husbands, and that no direct reference to her
case in the New Testament taught that polygamy
was a sin 1 Only those who set ·aside all other authority than Christ's Golden Rule can consistently
oppolile Mormonism and the subjection of the wife in
Christendom.
This is a matter in which we women must judge
for ourselvs, not pin our faith on our "preacher,"
who has no other sources of information than such
as are open to us. " Seek and ye shall find kneck
and it shall be opened to. you," meant, at the'time it
was uttered," There are two kinds of knowledge, one
of which cannot but be hidden from all those who
are not interested enough to search for it personally."
It was one of the earliest bishops of the Chi'ist!an
church who, mistaking this utterance, taught that
there was one kind of instruction for "women and
children and the simple," and another for pl:ilosopbers. The trouble with some women-f might
truly say with the mass of women-is that they confound the inner kernel of religion with the hul"ks of
tradition which obscure it. Christ said: "Ya shall
know the truth, and the truth shall mske you free,"
but the average clergyman says: "Ye shall know
what I choose to make you believe, and thus I can
hold the reins and keep you out of the vestry, or
turn you out of my conference." But who shall ssy
whether it is Olir indifference and want of thought,
or their love of power, which is most to b}ame ~
They are the sons of women at whose knee, from
their earliest childhood, they absorbed the te<?.ching
of Peter and Paul, which has been for eighteen hundred years so much more alluring to men than the
teaching of Jesus.
The time is· ripe for a Luther among women to
complete the task only begun three hundred years
ago ; to follow his bold example in deciding what to
accept and what reject. Every agitation of belief in
old creeds is followed by an intellectual revivr.l which
prepares the way for a purer faith and a nobler freedom. It is want of faith in the highest that makes
timid souls cling to beggarly husks. How mm we
hope to hav the masses of American women even
know the meaning of the word "freedom," while
they are content to sit "like dumb, driven cattle,"
and hear some inexperienced youth, fresh from a
theologice.l seminary, preach sermons to them about
woman's bad example in bringing sin into the world 1
Not four years ago, in the largest and wealthiest
church in a populous Southern city, I heard such a
one, who took his text from Ecclesiastes, to the effect
that among a thousand he found one good man aud
not one good woman ! This text he spun out for an
hour by a description of Adam's original perfection,
snd wound up by Eve's utter depravity, for whose
sin we were yet enduring sin, toil, and woe. Coming
out of church I questioned many women as to their
opinion. Not one thought of resenting the insult.
Not one but said, "However contrary to reason or
jHstice, I accept it !"
I believe the greatest mental &nd moral repairing
the world has ever seen is to result from tho womanly
believers of the Golden Rule, who " prove" Peter
and "try" Paul, and courageously proclaim to the
world in what they, as teachers, are found to be
wanting. The Bibles of every nation contain lofty
conceptions of one supreme God; all he.v the commandments; all bav even that "latest and beatThou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." It is not
Bibles that are lacking. It is a mental awakening of
women themselvs, by which mothers will first learn
and then teach their children that this long-neglected
"neighbor" is woman. Until that time, will still
continue what Sir Charles Lubbock calla "the remarkable subordination of the wife to the husband
which is so characteristic of marriage, snd so curiously inconsistent with all of our avowed ideas," and
the anomaly of an autocracy of sex calling itself a
republic.
IT was a significant prudence of many of the lay
Catholics, who were accustomed to insist that their
priest should take a concubine for the protection of
the families of the parishioners. . . . It can
hardly be questioned that the extrema frequenc~ of
illicit connections among the clergy, tended durmg
many centuries most activly to lower the moral tone
of the laity. . . . An impure chastity was
fostered which continually looked upon marriage in
its coarsest light. . . . Another injurious consequence, resulting, in a great measure, f:r:om asceticism, .
was a tendency to depreciate extremely the charaeter
and the position of woman.-Lecky.
THERE hav been abundance of people, in all ages of
Christianity, who tried . . . ~~ convert. us into a
sort of Christian Mussulmans, w1oh the Bible for a
Koran, prohibiting all improvement; and great _has
been their power, and many hav had to sacrifice
their lives in resisting them. But they hav been resisted and the resistance has made us whs.t we are,
and w'm yet make us what we are to be.-JWill.
WILKINsoN says among no ancient people had woman such influence and liberty as among the ancient
Egyptians.-.Buckle,
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The Pictures.
We hav received during the past week fifty-six new
subscribers in response to our solicitations. The
senders will find their words of encouragement in
the " Letters from Friends" either in the current
issue or in the paper next week. we are deeply
grateful for this aid, and shall not soon forget the
friendly efforts which hav gained it. The number of
new subscribers sent on account of the pictures is
now one hundred and eighty-one.
Donations of the following sums to continue the
pictures are also gratefully acknowledged :

O. T. ~fb'.!~ags~l~~~~~~.~.~~~.. ~~.~~.~~~~.. ~~~~~~$~~t 8~
• JANUARY 25, 1890. Elijah Myrick....................................................... 15 00
00
C. Randall
...................................... ·····················
E.
Chope.............................................................
75
SUBSCRIP.riON BATES.
Morris Johnson.................................................... 1 00
Single subsenption in advance............................. . '8 00 H. Schmidt ......................................................... · 1 00
One subscrlptiou. two years, in advance ................. . 6 00 Mark Rowe.......................................................... 1 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... • 6 00 Agnosticus................ ........ ............ ........... ............ 5 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereC. R. Leonhauser..................................................
75
mittance ....................................................... · 6 00 D. C. Jenkins....................................................... 1 00
65
Harry S. Beasley................................................ . .
One subscription with two new subscnbers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 700 H. Tyler..............................................................
50
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
F. S. Ganter ........................... ······························ 2 00
75
remittance ............. ·· ..... ·· ··· ·· ·· ········ ··· ··· ·· ··· ···· 8 60 Jay F. Haldeman.................. ...............................
Fred Busch..........................................................
75
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
10 00 C. K. Phelps ...... ··················································
50
remittance
........
··
...
·
·····
·
·
·
········
····
·
···
····
·······
···
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
John Morse .................................... ······················ 2 35
with one remittance.
Making $113.40 received on .this account, and
equal to about forty-be new subscribers, at the aver.A Symposium on Liberalism.
A short time ago we said this to more than thirty age of the club rates. A continuance of these efforts
Liberal writers: There 'bas been a great deal of talk by our friends for a few weeks more will, we feel
assured, result in sufficient increase to our list to
at various times and by a good many of the leading
enable us to hav illustrations for the remainder of
Liberals about the Positiv or Constructiv side of
the year.
Liberalism. It is stated that there is an Affirmativ
In connection with the subject we would again
as well as a N egativ philosophy connected with the call attention to the g~.nerous. offer made b.y the
Freethought movement; and that Liberals should author of "Try· Square, to this effect: Copies of
build a religion or philosophy or system of morality, the book to be given as premiums to, or for, ;ew
as well as destroy the system founded on supersti- subscribers who pay the regular price of $3 for oHE·
TRUTH SEEKER one year, before March 11th.
ne
tion and supernaturalism.
copy of the book to be given to every volunteer new
We want to obtain, therefore, for publication in subscriber, and one l;o every old subscriber who proTBE TRUTH SEEKER the opinion of all the best-known cures a new one at the regular price of $3. The
writers for Liberalism on this subject. To do this price of the book by itself is $1. Regarding this
book Mrs. E. D. Slenker writes:
we put the matter thus:
" DEAR FRmNDs : I see THE TRUTH BEEX1m has been preIs there an Atfirmativ, Positiv, Oonstructiv side
sented with ' Try-Square' as a premium for subscribers. I
to Freethought?
want to tell you I hav read the book and like it splendidly.
It is so Jnteresting one wants to read it all at one time. It is
If not, the reason why?
If there be, in what, in your opinion, does it con- as good as a novel and as full of truth as need be. You will
be sure of a bonanza if you get this as a surplus to your subsist, and in what should it consist?
scription to T1m TRUTH S:DXER. I hope every volume will
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 8th we shall be called for in short order.
" I feel personally grateful to the author for his generous
begin the publication of the replies. We hav donation
on behalf of our precious pictures. If you only
received answers from
knew how good the book really is I know every copy would
be called for in short order.
ELKINA DRAKE BLENKER."
Capt. Robert C. Adams, R. B. West brook,
President of the American
Presiitent of the Oanadian
Since
the
o:ffer
was
made
in THE TnuTH SEEKER of
Secular Union.
Secular Union.
hav
availed
themselvs of the
January
11th,
several
George
E.
Macdonald,
F. M. Holland,
Editor of J:i'reetll.ougll.t.
Author of "The Reign of
and
hav
received
the
book.
We
hope that the
terms,
the Stoics."
H. 0. Pentecost,
balance
of
the
five
hundred
copies
will
be called for
Editor
of
the
Twentieth
Cent- J. H. Burnham,
Urt/.
March
11th.
The
author
has
printed
his book
before
E. 0. Walker,
Susan H. Wixon,
for the good it will do Liberalism, and not for pecuEditor of Fair Pla'fl.
Editor of THE TRUTH SEEK·
En·s" Obildren's Oorner."
Lucy N. Colman,
niary profit to himself.
Samuel P. Putnam,
Parker Pillsbury,
This is the state of affairs at the present time ; let
President of the California
W. F. Jamieson,
Liberal Union and Editor of not the efforts slacken till the victory is won.
SATURDAY,

Freetll.ought.

And hav been promised replies by Thaddeus
B. Wakeman; C. B. Reynolds; W. Stewart Ross,
Editor of the London Agnostic Journal/ G. W.
Foote, Editor of the London Freethinker/ Charles
Watts, Editor of Secular Thought;" J. E. Remsburg,
John Peck, and others.
We believe this expression of opinion on this subject will be one on the most valuable and interesting
contributions ever made to the literature of Freethought, and may mark the beginning of a new era
in the development of the mental world.
Every Liberal should read this symposium and
circulate it around the neighborhood for the enlight. enment of his neighbors.
Tms issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER will go to several
hundred Liberals who are not now subscribers. We
call their special attention to the offer of "TrySquare " as a premium for them to send in their
subscriptions now.
This issue will also be sent to every national
Senator and Rapresentativ in Congress, and we
earnestly hope each one will read the article by the
American missionary on Senator Blair's proposed
educational amendment to our national Constitution.

Religion in the Schools.
The Presbyterian Union, of this city, at a public
meeting a few days since discussed this question:
"To what extent, if any, should religion be taught in
the public schools !" There was, of course, the puritanical advocate, in the person of Rev. Josiah Strong,
corresponding secretary of the Evangelical Alliance,
but what probably surprised a majority of the people of the city when they read the report of the proceedings of the meeting the next morning, was Dr.
Howard Crosby's attitude. That eminent Presbyterian placed himself squarely upon the Freethinkers'
platform, that morality is not a part of religion, that
morality can and should be taught without teaching
religion, and that religion should not be taught in
the public schools at all.
Dr. Strong denounced the Catholic purpose to
divide the school funds, and denied that the public
schools are now Protestant. Speaking of the complaints made by Freethinkers (he called us Secularists), he said that the separation of church and state
is well enough, but it does not necessarily involve
the disregard of religion. He urged that it can be
no violation of anybody's right when undenominational religion is taught, and this, he claimed, is all
the religion that is taught-the great fundamental
doctrin common to all monotheistic religions; that

all the religion taught in the school is necessary to
make good moral training and instruction; that
morality cannot be secured except by the sanction of
religion; that the state has the right to take one
man's money to educate the child of another only on
the theory that the ignorant child is a danger to the
state.
Dr. Strong, evidently, is not a competent collector
of facts, and, besides, is a strange reasoner. The
very secit of which he is a member has a committee
whose duty it is to endeavor to thrust Christianity
upori the public schools, ana to hav it legally taught
in all public institutions of learning that (1) there is
a personal God, that (2) each soul (the existence of a
soul is assumed) is responsible to this God, that (3)
this soul is immortal, that (4) there is a future state
of reward and punishment, that (5) the Ten Commandments are of divine authority, that (6) the Ser•
mon on the Mount is equally authoritativ, as given
by the son of God, equal part of the trinity, and
the savior of the world. If this be not the bedrock
basis of Protestantism, Mr. Strong will greatly
oblige" by stating what is. And furthermore, this
committee upon investigation found that subs tantially these doctrine are now taught in a large proportion of the schools of this state. Mr. Strong
knows further, if he knows anything about the
schools of this city, that the Protestant religion is
taught at the "assemblies " before the regular
school hours, and that the teachers would transfer
those exercises to the regular school hours were it
not that the state department has ruled against it.
The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER knows whereof he
writes, for he has had a controversy with a schoolteacher on this very question, and but a few weeks
0 refused the solicitation of a teacher to allow his
:ild to attend one of the "assemblies." The separation of church and state logically necessitates the
exclusion of all religion from the schools, and is to
that extent a disregard of it ; and it certainly is a
violation of the rights of any objecting parent when
teachers insist (as one once did with us) upon the
attendance of his child upon religious services.
The Rev. Dr. Greer, D.D., rector of St. Bartholomew's, followed Dr. Strong. Dr. Greer possesses
more logical ability than Dr. Strong. He questioned
the practicability of a complete observance of the
American doctrin of the separation of church and
state in any scheme of teaching religion in the
schools without dogma. He could not conceive of a
church without doctrin. He insisted that religion
cannot be introduced into the public school unless
it is doctrinal in the sense of being definit and precise, and he would like to know what are the doctrine
in which all the churches agree. He was not alarmed
at the talk about godless schools. He could not see
that it was any objection to a school of painting or
bookkeeping that it was godless.
The Rev. D. G. Wylie had less sense than Dr.
Greer, though he correctly described the controversy
as triangular-between the Secularists, the Catholics,
and the religious unsectarians, as those call themselvs
who under the guise of unsectarianism are seeking
to engraft upon the schools the greater sectarianism
of their particular superstition. Mr. Wylie made
the absurd assertion that "it is no mixture of church
and state to recognize Christian morality in the
schools."
Then came the Rev. Howard Crosby, at once the
strictest Presbyterian, the ablest man, and the most
logical reasoner in that sect in this city. He said:
"We hav got into an educational craze in this matter,
and the way to get out of it is to limit the work of
the state to where it belongs. We should no more
expect to teach religion in the public schools than to
teach it in a mechanic's institute for the learning of
a technical trade. We hav many excellent organizations for benevolent work that are not concerned
with the subject of religion. Are these benevolent
institutions Atheistic or irreligious? I believe it is
not the business of the stat~ to teach religion. It is
the business of the church. Before the state can
teach religion it must get a little religion itself. Of
course if we are to hav religion taught by the state
in this democratic country, we shall hav it taught by
the local government. What kind of a religion shall
we get from the aldermen? The moment we go one
step beyond what is the proper limit of a public
school that moment we giv each sect a right to claim
that ita dogma shall be taught. The only safe way
is not to teach any. We invite the people of all
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creeds and nationalities here, and we hav no right to I Cairoli and Crispi, power has fallen into the hands of
tax them to propagate our religious notions. It is the advanced Radicals, and the legislature has shown
not true that there is no difference between reli~ion itself as violently anti-clerical as is the Atheistic seeand morality. I say there is a practical difference. tion of the French Republicans. No candid observer
It is, for instance, a moral teaching to teach that of the recent trend of things in Italy doubts that the
there are three sins against man, namely, violence, law of papal guarantees is regarded by the Radical
falsehood, and uncleanliness. To teach children that majority of the present legislature as a dead letter,
these are wrong will not offend anyone. We cannot and that if Leo XIII. should now signify a willinggo further without teaching religion. But we can ness to accept its provisions, he would be informed
go that far without offending anyone in his religion. by Signor Crispi that his acquiescence came too late.
The state has no right to go further than to teach The independence of the Vatican, which is still theothe simplest branches of education. The whole cur- retically acknowledged, has in practice been so narriculum can be gone through with in three years, rowed that little remains to do but to deny to forand when we limit public education to that, we shall eign ambassadors all access to the person of the
solve this problem, which has been agitating, and is pontiff. The Radicals, apparently, will not be satisagitating u.s, and will continue to agitate us. We fied until they hav degraded the pope from the headmust learn that in our public schools we must recog- ship of Catholic Christendom to the position of an
nize the rights of all."
Italian Metropolitan."
Dr.. Crosby answers the Rev. Mr. Wylie most
The solicitude for the government, to which refereffecttvly, ~nd also. Senator Blair and those who ence has been made, is evoked by the pretended fear
advocate hts educat10nal amendment to our national that the kingdom cannot survive the church. If
~onstitution. The state cannot possibly teach what King Humbert, they say, " has any loyal supporters,
1t does not define. The state must judge what is they ought to see that the interests of the Savoyard
true and what false :.;eligion, it must pronounce with dynasty are seriously imperiled through the course
authority of law what is to be taught, and then we pursued by the anti-clerical majority of the chamber.
shall hav an established religion, if not an established The blows, which are now leveled not only at the
c~urch: To sing Christian hymns, to read the Chris- dignity and influence of the pope, but at the numbers
ttan Btble, to teach that hell and heaven are real and resources of the clergy, are obviously meant to
places for the souls of men and women, is sectarian- shake the hold of the Catholic religion upon the
ism even between the liberal and orthodqx Christian masses of the Italian people. In any event these
1ects, and as regards the Freethinker it is outrag- hostil demonstrations on the part of the legislature
eons. Mr. Crosby is to be congratulated upon the cannot but be detrimental to the house of Savoy. If
clearness of his vision, and the friends of seculariza- they fail to alienate the bulk of the Italian populatio& are also to be congratulated upon their new and tion from their ancient faith and traditional religious
powerful ally.
teachers, resentment and indignation will lead faithful Catholics to welcome any external or internal
The Church and the GoTernment in Italy.
movement against the existing regime. If the antiThere is, just now, gr~at solicitude on the part of clericals succeed in weaning the great body of Italians
the American Catholics for the government of Italy. from Catholicism, the result will not be Protestantism,
They seem to think that the Lord will take revenge which in contemporary Europe makes no converts,
upon it for the enactment of the " Pious Works " but Atheistic Socialism. What has taken place in
bill, which removes the administration of the " Opere France and Germany will be witnessed in the Italian
Pie" from: clerical to secular hands. The Opere Pie peninsula. The continental workingman, who in our
are immense funds accumulated through centurieP, day abjures Catholicism, does not become a follower
f4iving a yearly income of $27,000,000, which should of !J11ther or Calvin, but of Karl Marx. The author
be entirely appropriated for benevolent purposes to of ' Das Kapital,' unlike the reformers of the sixthe needy people at large. An inquiry made by the teenth century, assents to no compromise with
government has proved that the clergy who hav the princes, and is not more hostil to the altar than to
upper hand in this administration do not use the the throne. It was Bismarck's recognition of the
whole of the income for the right purpose, but use fact that Socialism is the alternativ to Catholicism
it to benefit those people who follow them blindly. that caused him to abandon the Kulturkampf. ·It is
In other words, they use this money, as they do all strange that Signor Crispi, who professes devoted
fonds in their hands, to advance their own interests. loyalty to King Humbert, and who studies so· careThe Pious Works bill, which has been carried through fully the conduct of the German chancellor, should
the Chamber of Deputies, is alleged by a journal in not hav profited by this lesson. He should, one
activ sympathy with the Romanists to hav the two- would think, perceive that in Italy, as in Germany,
fold aim of depleting the ranks of the clergy and of whatever may be the ups:bot of a duel between the
depriving them of this lever of influence which they civil power and religion, the cause of monarchy is
hitherto hav wielded in the capacity of almsgivers. sure to suffer. But perhaps Signor Orispi renders
The bill will withdraw the funds of the charitable only lip-service to his sovereign. An avowed Atheist,
confraternities, which number about nine thousand, an ardent admirer of Mazzini, and an ex-Garibaldian,
from the ecclesiastical hands by which they hav been he would scarcely be expected to deeply deplore the
administered and turn them over to boards chosen by prospectiv advent of an Italian republic."
the municipalities. Priests are expressly made inNo doubt all this may be true. It is in any event
eligible for membership in these boards. As each of the revealing of what, to Americans, and especially
these confraternities has up to this time had its to American Freethinkers, is welcome intelligence.
chaplain who acted as almoner, some nine thousand The altar and the throne hav both been ever inimical
of the minor Italian clergy will be stripped of their to the welfare of the people. If in their struggle
stipends at a stroke, and whatever gratitude the poor with each other they are both destroyed there is
may henceforth feel for assistance rendered from cause for nothing but congratulations. The Free
eleemosynary funds will be gained or expected by thinkers of France hav made that country a republic,
as the Freethinkers of America founded our own relay officialEI and not by the priesthood.
The enactment of this bill, thinks the journal public, and the latest work of political and religious
quoted, threatens not only the security and dignity heresy is the republic of Brazil. And Castelar in
of the pope, but the very existence of the Catholic Spain, Bradlaugh in England, Crispi in Italy, all
religion in Italy. This, it seems to us, is admitting working for freedom of mind and body, and all Freeat once that the adherence to the church of a large thinkers-what does not the world owe to the hereclass of Italians depends upon their being bought tics!
The very fact that the stability of kingdom deby the church, and forms in itself a very good argument for removing from the church the power to pends upon the retention of superstition and the
bribe the poor. Aud if religion shall suffer from the power of the church to keep people ignorant and
removal of the cause of corruption, so much the contented in their ignorance, is sufficient reason why
worse for religion. Any religion that must depend the church should be deprived of that power. Beupon fraud and force for its continuance ought to go tween Roman Catholicism and the Socialism of Karl
down. And the Catholic religion is an admirable in- Marx giv us the Socialism. The Socialists, ,at least,
are trying to help the people, to improve the condi-,
stance in point.
The bill, however, is looked at in another way by tiona of life, and to cultivate the reasoning faculties.
sympathizers with the Catholics. It is, they say, but The church is doing just the opposit of these. But
a continuation of the policy of starving the church we fancy the fear expressed proceeds rather from a
into submission· to the civil government. "Under desire to oppose the Pious Works bill than from a
the successiv ministrie!J pf ~q~ !l~·Garibpldians, re~l belief that the alleged evils pictured would fol-

low the downfall of Catholicism. France is referred
to as a bad example, and one which Italy should refuse to follow. But while Radical France is Atheistic, and the government is anti-clerical, France as a
country is not Socialistic. The republicans rule, n!>t
the followers of Karl Marx. The men in high office
are mainly Freethinkers, avowed and open, some of
them Atheists; the policy of the government is human not ecclesiastical, yet France is .fairly prosperous, and certainly in no danger of a social revolution.
And is there any record of any country which has
not bettered itself by establishing a republic?
As the church goes down the people come up.
This is the lesson of history.

A Tridunm as a Prophylactic.
The Catholic archbishop of Oregon proposes that
his state, or at least the Roman Catholics of his
state, shall be exempt from the grip of la grippe,
and to accomplish this has ordered a triduum, or
three days' service. This is the way this curer of
souls doctors the grip :
"Let us confess that we are sinners, and that the many
blasphemies and other crimes deserve severe punishment.
Let us beg of the sinless, immaculate mother of our Lord
Jesus whose intercession is so powerful to pray her d~vine
son that Oregon may be spared from this scourge. We
therefore order that on the Sunday following the reception
of this circular, the respectiv pastors shall read this letter
during the holy mass, and invite the people to attend the services of a triduum which shall begin on the following Monday. During the triduum we order the divine sacrifice of
the masa to be at a convenient hour in the morning. In the
evening at a suitable hour, let the rosary be recited, the devout way of the cross be made, and all ending with benediction of the blessed sacrament.
"We order thl!.t from the receipt of this circular until further orders, the reverend clergy will add in the holy mass
the collect from the Missa Votiva, pro vitanda m01·talitate,
and recite after the mass with the people, one Our father and
Hail Mary."

It will be interesting to learn what effect this
method of treatment will hav on the disease, which
here in the East yields not to quinine, aconite, or
prayer. And if it once gets a good start in Oregon
we fear that even if the Hail [Marys be doubled the
people's boMs >'ill ache and that they will sneeze
and cough and hke to their beds just as though the
archbishop bad said nothing, What if the archbishop himself should catch it ! Tw~ priests in this
city hav died from it.
Why Mr. l'eutecost Became an Auatchist.
The following extract from a letter just received givs us
the first inkling of the reason why our esteemed contemporary shunted off on to the sidetrack of Anarchy:
MroH. NoLL: Jan: 12: 90.
DKAR SIR: I address myself respectivily on your inviting
of your advertisement, what I find in the 20 Century. and I
hav been writing 20 :vears along and lately to the 20 Century
and liberty and Individualism But seems are aversed to my
writing and put postal stamps in the letters to send reply
back on the manuscrips also the Standard But no sign of
acceptance and wrote even from 10 months backward nigh
every week and the only reference made by the Twenty Century was when he said ''I hav learned that valuable ideas
sometimes come from very obscure persons who cannot
spell well or put their sentence, together g:a.mm.atically •: and
did not print them. And with my wntmg made him a
anarchist and admonished him to take first the beam out of
his own eyes and then could he clearly see to take out the
mote.
If we had received a letter like that" nigh every week"
for ten months there is no telling what impossible visions we
might now see, Mr. Pentecost is hereby exonerated from
all blame for his Anarchy,
--------~.--------

THK Cleveland Lwdtr and He1•ald relates these stories of
the rapacity of the priests of that city: "The priest of a
Bohemian church called on a Catholic servant-girl who is
employed on East Madison a~enue and demand~d a contribution for his church. She said she would contnbute a dollar, although she did not feel that she could spare it, as she
needed clothes for winter, She went to her room and
returned with a $5 bill, which she asked the priest to change
for ber. He put the bill in his pocket and started away.
She protested that she must hav the four dol!ars in c.hange
back as she needed it to buy shoes, The pnest was mexorable: He said that she ought to giv $5-that, in short, ~he
must giv it, even if she had to go wi.thout sh~es, Saymg
which he walked away with the $5, bemg notbmg less than
a common thief so far as the $4 is concerned. Of course
the girl will not prosecute the thi~f, because of ~he abjectness
of the servitude in which she IS under to. hi?I· He may
invent some punishment for her becaus~ the mmdent has got
into print. Another East End servant-p;.trl h.ad but twocen:s
with her one Sunday to put in the contributiOn plate. This
fact was noted and she was told that the next week she must
contribute $1 to make up for thi~ small amount. Of cours~
she did so, although she was obllged to borrow the money.
THR TRUTH SKKKKB CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
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Jttitrs Jront. Jlritnds.

ANNUAL. As we could not get any subscribers, the best we
could do is to send you our subscriptions for two years in
advance. By all means continue the pictures, if you can
without too much loss.
0. CooLIDGE.

YUAOHIOHAM, B. C., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.25 for my Bible for another
FoRRESTON, ILL., Jan. 2, 1890.
year, and the ANNUAL. ·Keep up the pictures by all means.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $6, for which send THE TRUTH
·
·
R. M. MoRRISON.
BEEKER two years, two ANNUALS, and two copies "Bible
Morals," by Remsburg. Continue the cartoons. I think
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Jan. 6, 1890.
they are all right. Many of them are very good. I will do
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1.25-$1 toward the pictures what I can to increase the circulation of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
H. CELLER.
C. E. NroonEMUs.
BELLE PLAINE, IA., Jan. 1, 1890.
SA.N JosE, CAL., Dec. 27, 1889.
MR. Emro~: I inclose money for two renewals and two
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25, for which please send
ANNUALS. Do not stop the pictures.
0. P. HosMER.
THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1890. And use $1 for the illustra-

at the paper at all. I expected to hav two new subscribers
by this time, but at the last moment they refused because
their wives made such a fuss. Inclosed find $3.25 for the
paper and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
J. G. BurroN.
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Jan. 6, E.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $10.50 to be applied to
three renewals and two ANNUALS, and $1 of it to work heretofore performed on illustrations of THE TRUTH BEEKER .by
Watson Heston. As I cannot get a new subscriber, I do the
next best thing. I am in favor of the cartoons not only on
the first page but on the last page as well. If the pictures
should be continued, you can count on me for another dollar or a new subscriber at my next renewal.
Very truly yours,
ANDREW WILLARD.

tion fund, to enable you to keep the pictures in THE TRUTH
STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I will hav THE TRUTH BEEKER, pictures or BEEKER, by all means. I think it is the easiest way to convince people of the folly of Christianity. I send twenty-five
no pictures, but vote for the pictures.
H. BERNHARD.
L. MAGENHEiliiER.
cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
FLoRA, INn., Jan. 2, 1890.
ATLANTA, GA., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5.20 for renewal and books
MR. EDITOR: Herewith I hand you $7.50 for my subnamed. I vote, continue.the cartoons.
JoHN BARNARD;
scription and to pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER one year to the
YATES CITY, ILL., Jan. 1, 1890.
new subscriber whose name and address I send you. Please
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3.25 for renewal of THE TRUTH send me the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for this year. I like the
SEEKER and the ANNuAL. I can get along with or without pictures by Mr. Heston. It affords me pleasure to assure
pictures.
C. L. RoBERTS.
you that Freethought is steadily advancing and growing in
the South.
OsoAR P.ARKER.
CoALPORT, PA., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.25-$1 for THE
HORTON, Jan. 1, 290.
TRUTH SEEKER four months, $1 in support of the cartoons,
MR. EDITOR: I tried to get you a new subscriber, but
and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
Joe. RHODY.
failed on account of hard times, but will do the next best
thing by sending you a "V" for THE TRUTH BEEKER and
LEoN, KAN., Jan. 3, E.M 290.
books. As for the pictures, keep Heston employed, Mr.
.1\iR. EDITOR: Send the ANNUAL. Hold the illustrations if Parton notwithstanding. Mr. Parton probably has done a
possible, though several correspondents kick nearly as bad good deal for Freethought, but that should not license him
as the proverbial kicker on which Christ rode.
to be insulting.
Yours for truth,
J. W. Soorr.
H. B. MILKS.
.
SEYMOUR, INn., Jan. 6, 1890.
BosTON, MAss., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $12 for renewal, the ANNUAL, and
MR. EDITOR: I will send $1 to help on the pictures, which books according to inclosed list. As for me and my house,
are· immense. What a fertil brain the artist must hav to we vote for the pictures, with improvements. We would
catch on to all the subjects of the day to illustrate!
take THE TRUTH BEEKER pictures or no pictures, but not
B. D. FR.lNOIB.
without the editorials. The answer to the Indfpendent is
worth a year's subscription to THE TRUTH BEEKER. Long liv
BAN BERNARDINO, CAL., Dec. 21, 1889.
it
and its Editor.
JosEPH KLING.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed money for the paper and the
ANNuAL. The Mormons and Catholics will hav to be disfranAvooA, N.Y., Jan. 6, 1890.
chised before the government can become Liberal.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money for subscription and the
J onN BoTToMs.
ANNuAL. I would prefer to hav the pictures in the paper,

BARTLEY, NEB., Dec. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : As the cash down commands a vote on the
pictures, here is·'&urs, $3.75-$3 for subscription another
year, t:wenty.five· cents for the ANNUAL for 1890, and fifty
cents for the pictures. Mr. R. A. Smiley's views are minethat the cartoons are more valuable than more space devoted
to longer articles sometimes. I became first acquainted with
James Parton when a child, reading his interesting and instructiv biographical sketches in the Youth's Companion, and
though his opinions are highly respected, we beg leave to
differ with him in regard to the pictures.
MRs. R. E. GEORGE.
Respectfully yours,

GoRDON, NBB., Dec. 30, 1889.
GLEN FALLS, N.Y., Dec. 30, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for $10.50-$5 to apply
MR. EDITOR : I think it would be far better to devote the
on my subscription and the balance for the ANNUALS for
1889 and 1890, and other books. I like the pictures, and will space occupied by the pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER to a
do my best to get a new subscriber. I think I can send you discussion of ways and means of providing the people with
cheaper Gods. We do not need to resort to the methods of
one or two before long.
C. W. SMITH.
our greatest enemy, the Roman Catholic church, to support
CLYDE, MroH., Jan. 7, 1890.
our cause. · The hanging up of some dead Jew, in Heston's
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed money for THE TRUTH BEEKER style, contains. no argument of the justice of our cause.
and two .ANNuus. If you hav any leaflets for free distribu- Giv us more argument and less trash.
IsAAO LEwiS.
tion, send. I will dispose of them. Continue the pictures.
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Dec. 30, 1889.
When Samson is through, giv us Lot's wife, but never the old
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken the paper for the year, and must
WM. T. HEDDEN.
fellow and the girls.
say that it is the finest paper I ever read. I hope the pictures
AsHLAND, ORE., Dec. 27, 1889.
will continue. Long life to Watson Reston. It is certain
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10.25 for renewals of that the pictures do more good than they do hurt, as I can
myself and friend to the good old TRUTH BEEKER and for the induce people to look at them who otherwise would not look

Sr. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please ftnd money for renewal,
books, and the ANNUAL, and $1 for the Literature Fund. I
see that Mr. John Peck and I had the same experiences
about horse-kicks. Mr. Peck's writing just fits my brain.
Mr. J. Bird wants some proofs of the rotundity of the
earth. Does he not see the sun rise and set? The shadow
of the earth on the moon is round, when there is an
eclipse. If we travel east or west we shall come back to the
same place. In the frigid zones, one part of the summer the
sun does not set at all, but seems to go around above the
horizon. Is that not proof? If not, what is.
Mr. J. H. Wood wants no taxation of any kind. He wants
the government to issue greenback money. But greenbacks
are not money. They are notes that must be paid by taxation, like everything. Taxation is nee~lll!!&.rf to J?a:r ~overn.

HowARD, KAN., Jan. 7,·290.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find renewal, and two new names
for a continuance of pictures. I do not want to see the pictures go, as I can keep the paper in the shop where I am at
work and by showing the pictures can get some interested.
This is a hot-bed of orthodoxy, but by a continuance of the
Bame medicin in the future as in the past I think some good
may come out of it. Hoping you will get enough new subscribers to keep the pictures in, I remain,
Yours in Universal Mental Liberty,
F. BTALLBMI'l'H.

BoRANTON, PA., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. In return send all the
TRUTH BEEKER ANNu.us from 1884 to 1888, and two for 1890.
I hav feared that I should hav to giv up reading entirely. I
hav only glanced at THE TRUTH SEEKER for the past three
years, but I hav let others read it and kept it on file. I hav
been with THE TRUTH BEEKER from its commencement, and
with the Boston In-oe~Jtigator thirty-eight years, and my interest in tke cause has never abated in the least. And if my
financial ballast was heavy enough I would furnish something
that would "make Rome howl," as the saying goes.
but
as
I
am
not
in
financial
circumstances
to
warrant
conDAvis, ILL., Jan. 3, 1890.
J. F. GREEN.
tributing
anything
in
shape
of
"In
God
we
trust,"
I
will
not
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.25, to apply on my
vote
to
hav
them
in
or
out,
although
I
profess
to
be
a
memsubscription and for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL. I would
ELK GROVE, CAL., Dec. 28, 1889.
like to contribute something toward keeping up the pictures ber of the house. Keep THE TRUTH BEEKER afloat, cartoons
MR. EDITOR: Your urgent request to delinquent subscribor not.
SILAS HALLOOK.
in the paper, but cannot afford it at present.
E. CLARK.
ers reminds me that more than a year ago I ordered THE
TRUTH
BEEKER sent to the herein-named friend. Be kind
PARKDALE, ToRONTO, Dec. 31, 1889.
Mr. UNION, Jan. 3, 1890.
enough to tell me whether she has renewed. If not, I will,
MR.
EDITOR
:
Inclosed
please
find
$2
on
account
for
THE
MR. EDITOR: Renew the two subscriptions and send two
I am making a great effort to send you some new names
ANNuALs. Do not drop the pictures. I can get more sub- TRUTH BEEKER, except for one ANNuAL for 1890. I hope you soon. This month I hav mailed twenty-four packages of
scribers with them than I can without them. I will send will not discontinue the pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER. If TRUTH SEEKERS to as many persons ; hav written six letters
the number of new subscribers do not come up to your wish
you a new subscriber.
JosEPH FrrzPATRIOK.
just at the present time, why, there is no doubt but in a in your interest, and hav received the promis of one name.
little time you will hav no reason to complain on that ac- If I do not send a half dozen names within the next two
S. 0TBELIO, N.Y., Dec. 29, 289.
months, I shall be greatly disappointed. I say, stick to the
MR. EDITOR: I hav been very anxious for weeks to learn count.
Yours truly,
I. D. GREAVES.
pictures if you can possibly afford it. Bend ANNUALS to the
what you had to eay about your "independent slate-writHAVANA, ILL., Jan. 2, 1890.
addresses inclosed.
J. H. ATKINS.
ing" experience, so I will add twenty-five cents for the TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.25 for subscription
BEEKER ANNUAL, which has it.
MRs. MARY PEOK.
WEBTMtNBTER, CAL., Dec. 26, 289.
of THE TRUTH BEEKER for two years and twenty-five cents
MR. EDITOR: I feel a little disappointed in not getting a
for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. I am a little late to pay in
CATES, INn., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.50, for which please con- advance, but I thought it would better enable you to keep new subscriber. Most likely I can send you a little money
tinue my subscription and send the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL on with Mr. Heston's pictures. I think they do a great for a few books in place of a subscriber, though I do not infor 1890, and also please send the eame to the additional ad- deal of good. They are just the thing to call Christians' at- tend to giv up inquiry among those where there ia the least
prospect. As I become more acquainted, chances will imtention, and they will get· to read the paper.
dress inclosed. We want the pictures to keep going.
prove. December 16th I sent for the ANNUAL-what one I
Truly yours,
G. H. HoLZGRAFE.
Yours truly,
JoHN H. VAN SroKLE.
may not hav said through carelessness, but you might guess
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Dec. 26, E.M. 289.
it was the last one, as I expect to hav all the TRUTH BEEKER
HunsoN, Wis., Jan. 2, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I hope I am not too late in casting my vote ANNUALS in the future as long as I liv. Those of the past
MR. En:'IOR : I should not like to see the illustrations discontinued. I think I can send you one or two new sub- for continuing the pictures in our paper. But you know are in my house with my books. Continue THE TRUTH
scribers by the first of February. You may send me two how slowly the mills of Liberalism are grinding. Please BEEKER pictures by Heaton by all means.
LTJKE WM. GALLUP.
copies of the ANNUAL. Yours truly,
CHARLES HANSON.
find inclosed the names of three new subscribers, with the
cash so essential to finding and spreading the truth to the
J';lARBHFffiLD, ORE., Dec. 17, 1889.
MANOHEBTER, Mo., Jhn. 1, 1890.
millions of mentally enslaved human beings in this so-much:
·MR. EDITOR : I cannot think of doing without the paper. boasted-of free country. Do not forget the ANNUAL.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $5.45-$3 for THE
Its contents furnish an indispensable brain food. I hav been
TRUTH BEEKER and $2.45 for the books named. I hav never
A. MANSON.
trying to get a new subscriber to join me, but so far hav
taken THE TRUTH BEEKER by mail yet, but hav bought it
failed. Wishing you great success, and that the pictures
A!!TOR, FLA., Dec. 31, 1889.
from a newsdealer from time to time. It will be cheaper fo~
may continue, I am,
Yours truly,
W. A. GILMORE.
MR. EDITOR; Inclosed please find $5 to renew my sub- me and better for you to get it regularly by mail. I am
scription for TIIE TRUTH BEEKER, the best paper in the greatly pleased with Heston's cartoons, and would be sorry
LEXINGTON, KY., Jan. 10, 1890.
country. Bend me the ANNUAL and apply the balance to the to see them discontinued. With the great mass of mankind,
MR. EDITOR: Do not discontirme the pictures by any pictures or Watson Heston. Long may he liv. I cannot find they are more effectiv than a labored argument. Ridicule is
means. They are just what nine-tenths of the Liberals like. a new subscriber here. I gave them my papers to read, I a powt,rful weapon, and is more dangerous to false pretenses
And Liberals patronize the paper, not the orthodox element, gave them pamphlets, and talked to them-all was of no use. than argument, and in your battle with superstition you can
I am sure. It is not expected that the pictures are to I am willing to pay fifty cents more for the paper to keep the not afford to lay aside any of your wtapons.
catch the orthodox eye.
W. H. TYREE.
pictures.
Yours very truly,
JOHN KANE.
C. W. CAINES.
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ment expenses. Greenbacks are notes that hav to be paid those ungodly pictures," and he evim relishes them, although
TBns, MroH., Jan. 9,-.1890.
as well as other notes.
CHARLES LAMBERT.
they are driving daggers at the superstition and nonsense he
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed cash for the TRUTH -BEEKER
was taught from childhood, and after a while he may want ANNuAL for 1890. We hav sent you new subscribers in the
CENTRAL CITY, Jan. 5, 1890.
J. R. P:S:BBY.
past, and will do so in future as opportunity presents. My
MR. EDITOR : Great men will make great blunders, is the to subscribe for it so as to see them all..
vote on the illustrations is, let them come. They._are good
old saying, and it repeats itself so often. Is it possible that
FoRESTPORT, N. Y., Jan. 1, 1890.
object-lessons. They are ideas clothed or materialized. As
James Parton is going back on us? I think he will be sorry
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5, for which you will send one of
for his utterances against the pictures, like Grover Cleveland your binders, also a copy of the ANNUAL, and apply the bal- to the bad effect on Christians, I hav this to say. I am a
with his free trade doctrin. I hav a family of six children, ance on subscription. I would send· a new subscriber If I Spiritualist, and we invite all critics who hav investigated
and THE TRUTH Sll:li:KBR, which is the best of all periodicals, could-not for the sake of continuing the pictures, for I modern Spiritualism to point out its weak points. We are
reaches me every Sunday, and is indeed a welcome visitor. think they do more harm than good, especially those on the ready to drop it when it is found unsound. Now, I contend
One of my children made the remark the other day that Mr. last page. Those wretched cartoons are the first part that that when there is put forth any creed· or statement for genHeston " forgot the monkey," so you see even " the children meet the eye, and to most people they convey an impression eral acceptance by the people that is an insult to known fact,
cry for it." And therefore the vote cast in my family is by that the whole thing is rude, vulgar, and obscene, both such as are a thousand and one Bible stories said to be the
word of God, the people hav a perfect right to investigate or
acclamation for Watson Heston and plenty of pictures.
inside and outside. The same opinion is very apt to be ex- criticise in any way best suited to attract a reasoning mind.
Yours for pictures by all means,
A. S. BLEYER.
tended to the person offering the paper, and all are con- Now, when the Bible says God will not show his face but
demned and rejected together without trial or examination. will condescend to show his back, it awfikens all.the mirthCOLUMBUS, 0., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : .ApropoB the pictures. lllustrate alternate I know I hav found it so with parties who were very far fulness in the nature of anyone who is not filled with sunumbers, or as many as you can afford. Those in favor from being zealous defenders of church or creed, and who I perstition. Do Christians go around on tip.toe for fear of
verily believe would hav read the paper and found some- hurting the feelings of all classes who do not indorse their
could not expect more, while Mother Grundy could use the
thing in it to approve and admire had they not been repelled religion? Not much. Do Bible-believers in their public
blanks for missionary work without making rubicund the old
and disgusted at the very outset. I hope you will get those ministrations giv liberty to investigators to ask questions?
lady's cheek of modesty. But the cartoons are mild com.
five hundred extra subscribers, and many more with them, Emphatically, no. They well know their dogmas cannot
pared with the idiocy which they are intended to caricature,
but I say again it would be easier to get them if the pictures stand the test of common sense. There is no better way to
and it is only false modesty that objects to them. Let the
were abolished.
JEREMIAH O'BRIBN.
reform a drunkard than to show him his picture in all its
phantom of immodesty and Imbecility" cover its eyeless sockhideousness. All people of the present day can know about
ets with its fieshless hands and fade forever from the imagi.
MADisoN, GA., Jan. 6, 1890.
nations of men." Wishing that you may grow fatin laughing
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5; apply $3 to renewal, $1 to the Bible is to take it just as it reads (and that is bad enough),
at the different whims of your subscribers; I am for THE the cartoon fund, and the balance to sending ANNuALs. I and, considering its claim of divinity, make it a subject of
TRUTH BEEKER, pictures or no pictures. . •J. J. BURDGE.
think Heston's delineations are fine-too good to be lost. ridicule. So let it come. I hav no great admiration for
Every picture is an instructiv chapter in the history of the weak-kneed Liberals. The fact is, they are not more than
GILMAN, ILL., Jan. 2, 1890.
past, and some are that in the history of the present and half converted from orthodoxy. I am utterly opposed to
MR, EDITOR :·Inclosed please find $5.25 for renewal, books,
future •. If a man does not love picture-writing, it is a mis- false pretenses. This wheedling Christians into our ranks
and the ANNUAL. I am doubtful as to the illustrations.
fortune to him. For much of our fine poetry and prose are by mixing superstition of the past with practical common
Often, when requesting a pious neighbor to read some article
picture-writing, and could be portrayed more plainly in car- sense of the present day, is unfair. I detest a lie, even if it
that strikes me as being particularly good, one look at the
toons. To keep the delineations of Mr. Heston alive in THE is adorned with gray hairs. Come off the fence, let us be on
pictures and he will hand it back to me with the remark,
L. B. BUBDIOK.
TRUTH SEEKEB is the easiest thing in the world. The way is one side or the other.
"That is all I want of that." Still, I like them, and am well
this : in addition to your subscription let every lover of the
content to let you manage that business. We hav six
pictures do as I hav done-plank down $1 for the fund, and
EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK., Jan. 9, 1890.
churches and five saloons in this place, population twelve
if this is not suffi.cient, add annually $2 to the fund. And I
MR. EDITOR: In sending a renewal of my subscription, I
hundred, and as I take no stock in either I am lonesome, as
for one will annually contribute $5 for the same purpose had not seen your article calling for expression of opinion
there are,no other places of amusement. I hav just finished
rather than lose a picture from one number. I know ChriS- on Mr. Heston's cartoons. If I had, I should hav inclosed
readiBg Herndon's " Life of Lincoln," and think it the best
tians do not like them, because they make the truth too plain. a '' V" instead of a three, for two years. As it is, I now
history I ever read. It tells the truth.
H. C. MosHER.
Take the drawings out of the Scientific .American or HMpers' send you $2, which, with the ~3 sent, makes the $5 for two
Weekly and their value would be very much lessened. Now, years. I had rather hav got you another subscriber. I find
CARTHAGE, Mo., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I for one protest against Mr. Parton's idea of subscribers to Tm: TRUTH BEEKER, think on .this thing and a few that would subscribe, but canno( afford it, and others
A. A. BELL, M.D.
disposing of the pictures. I say, keep them in. They are act promptly.
that cannot hav manliness to face the current of religious
the life of your paper, and are doing good work. I think
superstition. I make it a rule to read the paper I take and
PO!tT HuRoN, Mron., Jan. 8, 1890.
hand it over to such as will read.
anyone who fails to see the good they are doing for the cause
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed pleas~ find the money for two subWe ha.v here a simon-pure dudish Baptist minister. I hav
of Infidelity bad better go back to the church and pray a lit- scribers. I am a Spiritualist, and know that we liv after the
tle while longer, for to him the ninth day has not yet come.
been told by many that in one of his late sermons he dechange styled death. All things are composed of spirit and
He should be allowed longer time to get his eyes open. As matter, and the pictu~s are the spirit of your journal, and clared that the moral man was the worst one we hav among
to the art displayed 'in the pictures, no one expects steel when they cease, your sheet will be a stranger to my house- us. I notice in our courts we hav criminals that are Christians arraign eel and convicted for almost every felonious act.
engravings. And a.s to the vulgarity in them, anyone kickhold. I must deny Mrs. Foster's assertions that the picturi,!S
ing from that View-point had better read the old part of the "are vile and shocking." Whenever truth becomes offensiv If the minister is not a liar, would it not be better for Chris-.
Bible and compare notes. Mr. Heston need not expect to to any person that individual should join the church, as this tians to influence our legislators o enact a law ~king it a
please all. Christ, even, did not, and all Christians say he fraud has blighted the progress of earth's children for ages felony to do good, love mercy, ac~ ustly, etc., at the same
was perfect ; which is much more than we claim for Brother under the plea that " we dare not let our offspring see or time repealing all laws that would p· ~r>:Eh 11 Christian for a
Heston. Inclosed find remittance for the Am!UAL for 1890. know the truth." The same howl was made about Thomas present violation of law? Let the laws be so they Cln
be enforced only against the disbeliever or one not a memYours fraternally,
MRs. GEo. W. KooNTZ.
Paine's book, " The Age of Reason." There has bee? no
ber of any Christian denomination. For all powers that be
picture or cartoon in your paper that has been offensrv to
BIG SPRINGs, TEx., Jan. 6, 1890.
are of God, and God will surely protect his own followers.
decency
or
taste,
unless
the
Christians
admit
that
their
?nMR. EDITOR : The pictures suit me first-rate.· True, a
Let the disbeliever and him that does not show his belief by
Christian cannot be induced to read the paper when he sees spired word of God is a fraud on the people. The notrce the roll of the church be amenable only to the laws made by
a picture of that kind. Like an American by Limburger you publish from a church organ shows that the spirit. is at man.
cheese-the smell keeps him from eating, but it tastes better work, and will bring the foolish out of the mud of rp;noI myself am pleased with the pictures. I think Mr. Hesthan it smells. TBB TRUTH SEEKER will not make many con- rance. I earnestly ask that each reader of THE TRUTH ton aims to giv a correct expression from the Bible as he
BEEKII:ll:
will
get
one
or
two
subscribers
and
forward
tlie
cash
verts, but it is " awful good readin' " for old soldiers in the
understands it. To do him justice, we are bound by all
heretical camp, and mainly they are the ones to please. The for the same and all who are in arrears pay up at once, and rules of fairness to suppose so. What if a few should differ
,
"h
1
't
,
o y wn , with him in the conception of some? Are Christians agreed
man who subscribes and pays for his paper needs to be thus by all means keep up the cartoons on
served first, the Christian afterward. Please your patrons. as they are doing more to destroy the church than one hun- on their owri book ? Has not this very discord been the
W. E. LEONARD.
The school-house and kistory will make all the Infidels the dred volumes of books could do.
cause of so many Christian den om nations? Does anyone
country needs if patronized. THE TRUTH SEEKER is for my
suppose that the pictures given by Christians of Christ are
EuGENE, ORE., Dec. 30, 1889.
private enjoy~ent "on the side." It is not too radical. It
ME. EDITOR: Hoping to get new subscribers I hav delayed anything like the Jew they worship as a God? They may
cannot well convert anyone, but does its good in confirming my renewal too long. Herewith I remit $3.50 for renewal, not be thankful, and hate ·Mr. Heston for furnishing them.
and comforting him who is already firm in the faith. May and for the ANNUAL and Ingersoll's "Defense of Reynolds." Is that any worse than hating the Jews that furnished them
you succeed.
A VETERAN.
1 also send money and name of a new subscriber. THE a God? Some write they are coarse. Let such but revert
TRUTH SEEKII:R is good enough for me with or without the back to the history of the times of these enactments and see
MADISONVILLE, KY., Dec. 24, 1889.
But I think that the cartoons make a valuable if they really do not flatter. Could the pictures of some be
pictures.
MR. EDITOR: By all means keep Heston's cartoons before
supplement.
I can never get done laughing at many of made more horrifying than the performance? The one repthe people. I hav been eager to see his picture of the Lord
resenting the burning of Bruno may offend some Catholics,
"hen he got into such a rage, and Moses cooled him do~n them. They furnish an impressiv panorama of those mon- but if it does it is pleasing to the Protestants. A picture
strous
phages
of
imposture
and
revolting
absurdity
which
so quick by reminding him that the Egyptians would hear rt,
portraying the burning of Michael Bervetus under the govand they would tell the Canaanites, and they would poke the church h~s so long protected under the mask of " sacred" ernment of John Calvin may offend Presbyterians and all
fun at him (Num. xiv, 13-20) I He acknowle~ges that he faith and fiction. Suppose some of the pulpit-jugglers may followers of John Calvin. If it does, it is to the gratification
would hav played the devil and smashed thmgs, but he be shocked into their holy colic of indignation, and that some of other Protestants and to the great delight of the Catho"feared the wrath of the enemy" lest they would say," The of the yawning superetitious dreamers should be startled by lics. If the pictures giv offense to most Christians, it is not
Lord hath not done all this" (Deut. xxxii, 26, 27) I 1 hav the Heston logic, can they elude the challenge and the awak- because they do not represent the truth, but because they
beeR thinking for some time of writing some articles for THE ening of their normal intuition of reason and fact? As one do. The taking of offense is but an acknowledgment of
TRUTH BEEKER, setting forth some of the lies, exaggerations, gun, or class of guns, may not reach all the theological owls, conscious guilt. How could a cartoon eliciting in a Chriscontradictions incredible and inconsistent yarns, false 1 am more than willing for Heston to blaze away. It appears tian a sense of shame for the cause he adheres to be otherto me that the field is wide, various, and needy enough to
prophecies, eic., of the holy Bible, but hav ne~er got
wise than productiv of good? I hav heard Christians sing :
giv
room and work for all.
at it as yet. I think I will send one along soon. I mclose
Asha.med of J&auu Jnst as soon
The theocracy are still making. adroit use of all arts in
twenty-five cents for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL.
Ashamed of midnight and of noon.
order to gull and enslave the people. They still hav a painYours respectfully,
CoLEBY A. SMITH.
If these people are in truth not ashamed of their religion,
ful hankering after the good old fashions. These selfinspired oracles of divine wind want to yet extend and main- why should they be offended at a truthful representation of
WILKESBARRE, PA., Jan. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $4. Bend me the tain their absolute power over heaven, earth, and hell. They it? How could they be conscientious in their faith and be
paper for one year and the ANNUAL. The seventy-five cents want to renew the terrors of the Dark Ages so that the church offended at a correct representation of a picture? Is a disyou may apply to the production of the pictures. I hav for can again confiscate all the wealth and learning of the world, believer in Christianity offended by being called an Infidel,
years sent my subscription one year at a time instead of $5 and waste all on the shrines of fabulous gods, saints, and and would a picture representing his non-acceptance ef the
for two years. I thought the half dollar would aid in the saviors, and the koly clergy control it all, under the supre~e miraculous, etc., be offensiv to him? Should a drunkard
illustrations which are very cutting and shocking to those authority of the gracious old Bible Inquisition. Oh, yes, rn that really believes that drunkenness is righ~, be ·offended at
who fear th~ truths they lay open. It is true that many of that sad day of priestly triumph the modern Brunos would a cartoon representing. a drunkard as he rs when drunk?
the Bible pictures are more laughable than instructiv, but hav to bleed and writhe and roast. But our multitudes of And would you withhold such cartoons simply because they
you will please to remember what trashy subjects Heston has good and honest people, who hav for ages received the here~ would giv offense to that class that so debase themselvs?
to work on. My opinion is, giv us the pictures by all means, itary taint of reEgious insanity, must be restored to therr These pictures cause many to refer to the book, read on the
for those who will not read Ingersoll or anybody else will normal reason. For this w.e work and hope, for friend or subject cartooned, and to ponder and think. Might not this
get a shock of mirth or ridicule when they look or Heston's foe that we and they may enjoy the blessings of a truly re- lead to investigation? And if it did, we know with what
ret~ult,
JOEL HAYES.
J, C. SNon(JBASS,
work. One friend wlll call P99~~io!lall;r 1\llQ. ~!l~uire 1' about publican government,
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lldit«l. br IIIss, BuBAB H. WxxoJ.II, Jl'all
Biwr, .Jftl88., to wlaom all Vommv.nlcatfonsfor
this OON&M' 8hov.ld 1M BM&t.

" Between Dle darlt and Dle dayl.igM,
When Dle night ill beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in Dle d&Y'I oooupatiolll
That ialmown as. the Ohildren•a Hour."

Light· and Airy.
A BOY'S FIBBT TBOU8BliS.
A man may r.rille to the loftiest station
And hearken to words that are IIPOken in praise,
Be ohosen to fill a high plaoe in the nation,
And favored and honored in numerous ways;
But none of the gifts whioh in manhood hav
songkt him
So filled np his beinll with wonderful joy;
Or bright dreams of thtn~~:s yet to be ever brought
him.
As the first pair of trousers he wore when a boy.
When a boy's ktlted skirts are no longer deemed
proper,
The babies who wear them must then stand
uide;
He·s grown all at onoe to a wonderful whopper,
And small fry must by his decisions abide.
He feels he is one ef the lords of creation,
And straightway prooeed1 all his rights to enjoy.
There·s nothing oan bring snob a great transformation
As the first pair of trousers we wore when a boy.
-CIItcago Herala.

No tiel'.
Some three months ago two prizes of $5
each were offered in the Corner, ORe for the
best essay on Moraiity, and the other for the
best short story relating to some scientific
subject. So few responses hav been received,
we hav decided to extend the time to March
15th.
The design of these prizes is to stimulate
thought. Look over back numbers of the
Coiner to October 1st and note the conditions of the offer. Do not think you are not
able to compete, but try; do your best.
En. C. C.

"How a Toad Undressed Itself."
A roar of laughter from the backyard
reused Mrs. Lee from her afternoon nap with
a start that set her head to aching very viOlently. She had lain down to try and sleep
off a disagreeable headache and was peacefully restin! on the sofa in her cool and darkened parlor, lost to everything around her in
a quiet sleep, when her children startled her
with their merry laughter.
"Oh, dear," she thought, as she pressed
her hands to her throbbing temples, ''I shall go
wild if this headache doesn't leave me soon."
And she closed her eyes to try and sleep
again, when the children's merriment took
extra force and the laughter changed to a
scream which sounded as if it might be made
to scare away a troop of Indian braves, in
war paint and scalping-knife, that was swooping down on them from some secret ambush.
"Rest is impossible," she sighed, " with
such a noisy group of children at play so
near the house." And she rose languidly and
threw open the blinds of the window that
opened toward the garden. The children all
stood in a circle watching something on the
ground, and the screams of laughter told too
well that they had found something unusual,
and Mrs. Lee stepped out on the porch, half
forgetting her headache in the wonder and
excitement of the moment.
'' 0 mamma!" cried little Ollie, as she saw
her mother watching them from the porch
where she was standing. "Come here and
see what we hav found !"
''Do come, mamma," cried all the children
in chorus, as they clapped t)leir hands and
shouted again at the top of their voices.
•' Hush, children;" said Mrs. Lee, as she
came slowly down the walk. "You are
making too much n'oise. You will excite the
curiosity of the whole neighborhood if you
are not more quiet."
"You wlll laugh, too," cried Willie, in his
. boisterous way, "when you see what this
toad is doing." And they made room for her
in the circle.
Mrs. Lee came upon the scene just in time
to see the toad giv ita laat swallow and then
hop away.
" That is really amusing, children, and out
of the ordinary run of a toad's conduct, but I
guess I shall not laugh Tery heartily," said
Mrs. Lee, though she could not help but
smile at the crestfallen appearance of the
children who stood around in blank amazement.
" Could a toad cause all this noise by
merely swallowing as if it had been eating,

then hop away to find something else it might
devour?" said their mother.
"Oh, mamma, the toad undressed itself,"
said Willie, " and it was the funniest sight I
ever saw."
Just then another large toad attracted their
attention, a few feet away, which acted so
oddly that they watched it to see what it
would do.
He appeared sluggish and began to· press
his elbows against his sides, and rub downward. After a few smart rubs his ekin
began to burst open straight along his back ;
but he kept on rubbing until he had worked
all his skin into folds on his sides and hips,
then grasping one hind leg with both his
hands he hauled off one leg of his pants the
same as anybody would, then stripped the
other hind leg in the same manner. He then
took his cast-off article forward between his
forelegs into his mouth and swallowed it ;
then, by raising and lowering his head, swallowing as his head came down, he stripped off
the skin underneath until he came to his forelegs, then grasping one of these with his opposit hand, by considerable pulling stripped
off the skin, and by a slight motion of the
head and all the while swallowing he drew it
from the neck and swallowed the whole.
As the toad hopped away after undressing
itself, Mrs. Lee laughed heartily with the
children, who almost shrieked with merriment.
ADELAIDE RANDALL.
Civil War Generals-Where They Were
Born.
·
It is a fact worthy of note that the leading
Federal generals of the late war were nativs
of Ohio, and some of the leading Confederates
were native of Virginia. Among the famous
Union leaders who were born in Ohio may be
proudly mentioned Grant, Sherman, Sheridan,
McPherson, McDowell, McCook, Rosecrans,
Buell, Garfield, Hepburn, Gillmore, Custer,
Weitzel, and Schenck. Among the Union
generals that New York produced, are Halleck, Kearney, Schofield, Sickles, Doubleday,
Ellsworth, Warren, King, Slocum, Wool, and
Wadsworth. Pennsylvania gave us McClellan,
Hancock, McCall, Franklin, and Geary. Massachusetts came to our aid with Hooker,
Stevens, Stone, Whipple, and Lander. New
Hampshire produced Ben Butler and Fitz
John Porter. From Kentucky came Oglesby,
McClernand,
Mitchel, Pope, Anderson,
and Buford. Virginia furnished us with
Thomas and Newton. Connecticut threw
in Terry, Sedgwick, Lyon, and Birge.
Maine added Howard and Berry. Indiana
comes to the front with Burnside, Milroy,
Miller, and Lew W R.llace. Logan was born in
Illinois, Hawley in North Carolina, Kilpatrick in· New Jersey, Hazen in Vermont,
Hunter in District of Columbia, and Sykes in
Delaware.
Among the Confederate generals who were
born in Virginia are Lee, Hill, Stonewall
Jackson, Magruder, Joe Johnston, Edward
Johnson, J. E. B. Stuart, Early, Price, Floyd,
Rodes, :rtlahone, and Ashby. Kentucky gave
the Confederacy Buckner, Albert Sydney
Johnston, and Hood. Georgia produced
Hardee and Gordon. The Carolinas added
Longstreet, Bragg, and Polk. Ewell was
born in the District of Columbia, Pemberton
in Pennsylvania, Van Dorn in MiBBissippi,
Bushrod R. Johnson in Ohio, and Beauregard
in Louisiana.
Among the Federal naval heroes are Worden and Wilkes, who were born in New York,
Porter in Pennsylvania, Farragut in Tennessee, Foote in Connecticut, and Dupont in
New Jersey.
Some of the Union generals were born in
foreign countries. Meagher and Shields were
born in Ireland, Meade in Spain, and Sigel in
Bavaria. For the above statistics I am indebted to Chambers' Encyclopedia, which
contains short sketches of the lives of most
of the generals.
GEo. E. REMSBURG.

ing impatiently for the. book. At last he
asked:
'' Nell, why don't you bring it?"
" Bring what, sir ?"
"The book I wanted."
"You did not say you wanted me to get
it," said the girl in a demure voice; "you
asked me if I could reach it."
"Nellie," said the father, as a smile made
his mustache tremble, " get that book like a
good girl and bring it here to me."
"Now you're talking sense, pop; I'll hav
the book in a jiffy," and she whisked off
after it, while the father sighed over the de.
generacy of the times.

A Very Humane Little Boy.
Little 8--, four years old, was taken to
church one day, and in the course of the service, it gradually dawned upon him that the
attention of the congregation was ·centered,
not upon himself, but upon the clergyman,
who was unobservant of 8--. He felt the
neglect keenly. He exhibited signs of restlessness, sighed most wearily, and finally
attracted the attention of a lady sitting directly behind him, who leaned over and
whispered:
"What is the matter, 8--?"
" Oh !" he replied, "I can think of so many
things to do so much better than this."

Demom·at, Des Moines Advocate, Chicago
Times, Youtlt'B Companion, and TnE TRUTH
BEEKER. I read the stories in all these papers
every week. Yours truly, JENNIE GIGRAY.
MouND CITY, Jan. 3, 1890.
Miss SusAN WixoN, Dea1· Friend: You may
be surprised to hear from me. I hav not
written for so Ion~. I wrote about my kitten
the last time. Well, I want to tell the little
folks of the Corner the fate of my poor pussy.
There are but two Infidels in the small town
in which I liv. My father is one of them.
The rest are all Methodists. My kitty went
out to catch a mouse one day. Well, it got
some poison and died. The Christians are
very " good " around here. They poisoned
my cat because it was mine, and I, they said,
was an Infidel. Now, I will tell you abou
my dog I spoke about in the last letter I wrote
Well, they got away with him, but not in the
same way. There was a nice little Christian
boy took a notion into his head that he would
like a dog pretty well, so he coaxed him off
one day. So I hav not got any pets now
and cannot keep them either. I felt very bad
when my kitten died.
I hav not any more to say, but to bid you
good-bye.
JENNIE SnuoK.
VERSAILLES, INn., Dec., 1889.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav been teach
ing school at Napoleon, Ind., and am spend·
in~ several days with my parents at sister's,
I thought I would prepare an essay on the
subject of "Morality" for the Corner, as I
am under the required age. I hope it will
prove acceptable, and I also hope that my
many friends of the Corner will likewise send
in their compositions 80 that we may hav
quite a variety to interest all, and I should be
pleased to read the opinions of others on the
same subject. It is an extremely difficult
subject, and affords abundant means for
thought. It includes numerous points which
demand minute attention-in fact, the more
thought and study we giv the subject the
more there is to be learned, and too much
thought cannot be given it. My sister sends
two poems for the Corner, if suitable.
Well, as I do not wish to take up too much
valuable space, I will close, wishing all a
happy and prosperous new year.
Your friend,
LEONORA 8TOOKINGER.

It Botheretl Her.
The Rev. Dr. Chamberlain, of Brooklyn,
told a laughable story in the course of his
address before the Evangelical Alliance. He
said that a little Brooklyn girl returned home
from Sunday-school '' in a state of mind " because she had heard there that Jesus was
a Jew. Sh& appealed to her mother for
a confirmation of the report.
"Yes, my dear, Jesus was a Jew," said
her mother.
'' Well, mamma, he was the son of God,
was he not?"
"Yes, tny dear."
"Well," said the little one, "I don't see
WHEELING, W.VA., Jan. 2, 1890.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I do not see as many
how it ever happened that Jesus was a Jew,
letters in the Corner as there ought to be. I
when God himself is a Presbyterian."
don't see why the girls and boys don't write
sometimes there being only one contributor.
Correspondence.
The last time I wrote for the Corner I invited
some of the Liberal girle and boys to write to
OAK MILLS, KAN., Jan. 4, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I send a short poem me. The result of my mvitation is that I bav
for the Corner, and, as I expect I bother you two little lady correspondents, and I am proud
with so many contributions, I will not write of them. If there are others that wish to write
more soon. I was glad tohearthat vou were to me I will gladly answer. I like to write
elected a member of the Fall River school letters and it is by practice that we become
board, and I congratulate you upon your good composers. 1 hav a few house plants
I like flowers. I hav to do the housework
success.
and attend to my flowers, write for the Cor
Your true friend,
GEo. J. REMBBUEG.
ner, answer my correspondence, and write
essays to read in the Secular Union. I also
RooKVILLE, InA., Jan. 4, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My father has taken hav to study books. All this keeps me so
THE TRUTH BEEKER for six years. I like to busy that I don't get time enough to play as
read the Children's Corner. We hav about a little girl like me ought. I suppose I am
six inches of snow in the valley, but on the about the smallest housekeeper in town, for I
mountains around us it is very deep. I and don't weigh eighty pounds. But the best
my brother and sister are going to school. goods are usually done up in small packages
We hav two miles to go. Father or Brother it is said. Good-bye. EMMA ADELLE NoB.
Frank takes us in the sled. When the weather
is good we hav to walk. Our school will be
out in two weeks.
Your friend,
w. A. CARLTON.

Babylon Nursery
WE CAN SUPPLY

WHEELING, W. Va, Jan. 2, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would write
for the Corner. You would better stir up the
Liberal girls and boys. I like to see the Corner
interesting. My sister writes for the Corner.
My pa writes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
also the Investigator and the Better Way. I
like to write for the Corner. I should like to
correspond with some of the boys. We hav
a hard time getting a hall for our Secular
Union. I hope we shall get settled some time.
We hav twenty-nine members. I hope we
shall get a hall full. I like liberty. Every
man that likes liberty ought to belong to a
Secular Union. The church people are try.
ing to make everybody observe Sunday as
they may say. I don't like it. If I wish to
go out in the backyard to play marbles on
Sunday it is nobody's business. I had twJ
little rabbits, and they died. I shall get some
more some time. I like rabbits, they are
such mild, peaceable animals. I think I will
close.
Good bye,
0RLO I. NoB.

Our Friends and the Publio with Everything
grown in snoh an institution.
This is the time to make oontraots for some of our
BEAUTIFUL TREES and SHRUBS.
A. full assortment of all sizes on hand. Young
stock a svectalt!/.

Our BTOOK is FIBST-OLA.BB and our PBIOEB
are LOW.
We have made arrangements with several for
eign and American seedling growers, by whloh
means we oan supply all nurserymen, fiorists, and
large planters at wholesale or retail.
Address
P. H. FOSTER,
BABYLON, L, I., N.Y.

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.

AN EXPOSt
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnifioen
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
Education.
OsoEou., I~., Jan. 7, 1890.
ohnrohes and Young Men's
Ohristian AssociaA Detroit father has undertaken.& little
Miss SusAN WIXON, Dear Friend: Considtion.
educational venture with his own children, erable time has elapsed since I hav addressed
By BIOH. B· WEBTBliOOK, D.D., LL.D.
and he is trying to make them giv up slang, a letter to the Corner. I will now try to Prioe $1.
Address THE TBUTH SBEKBll.
write a few words to the Children's Corner.
-the use of ambiguous terms of speech, and I hav been reading your "Visit to Philadelother peculiarities affected by the youth of phia." I think it is very nice. I should like
the day. Yesterday he asked his fourteen- to go and make a visit there myself. There
By Edward Bellamy,
year-old daughter where a certain book was. must be many granrl buildings there. I am
"I havn't an idea, papa I" answered the going to aak papa if he will send for the Au thor of " Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
young lady.
"Story Hour" or the "Apples of Gold" for
It is a thonght-brl)eding_ boolr,_, an!! all who are
me. Our school was out two weeks ago.
to receive new hghtwill fin~ in rtsattsfaotlon
"I didn't ask you for ideas," said the fa- The teacher gave U!l large prize cards and fr6e
and inRpiration.-[New York Trrbnne.
ther sternly : " just answer my question. treated to candy on the last day of school.
The apJ.leal is alwaYs made to a man's reason
Where is that book ?"
For Christmas I got a gold ring, my brother &nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Bosto-n
"On the top shelf in the book case," re- Pearl got a suit of clothes and a box of check- A suggestion of Post.
a really praotioable and feasi·
cited the girl like a parrot.
ere, my brother Willie got a toy horse and ble sooial state ~~:reatly in advance of the present.
·
boy. We all got nuts and candy. I hav a The romantic narratlv is rioh In its forecast of
" Can you reach it?"
little baby sister. She is three and a half aotnal possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, oloth, $1.110; paper, IIOo.
"Yes, sir."
months old. I read the Children's Corner
There was a Ion~ silence, the father wait-. every week, We take the Osceola Homestead
Address TB~ t~V'J;'~ B.E~~Jll:tl QO,
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TRY•SQUARE;

THIRD EDITION.
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IN Westphalia, Germany, the miners' strike 'rhe Church of Practical Religion.
for eight hours and incre&Eed pay is spreadBY REPORTER.
ing.
This is ~he history of an attempt to found a
Snv.RRAL officers of the czar'd guard hav church Without superstition, and its suooes8.
committed suicide to escape arrest for Nihil- Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, haVing established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
ist plotting.
o~ human concern, religious, pelitioal, and otherTHR governor of New Hampshire seems Wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan.
about to make a determined attempt to en. guage, and easily understood. There is lust sum.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
force the Prohibition law_ of that state.
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
·
to his mind.
TnR Second Colored church of Hackensack,
at
this
omoe.
Price, 11.00.
Por
sale
N.J., wa8 the scene of a free ftght on the
17th, and the law has taken the matter in
Agents for the 'fruth Seeker.
hand.
O.A.Llli'OBlllU.
·
TRR other day Exhorter W eyler of the 1. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Lutheran church at York, Pa., fell dead in J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
the pulpit at finishing a prayer, no doubt by Estate of ~- C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
visitation of God.
Franmsco.
A MAN named John Derkins is the latest Riche:rdson Bros., 213 Grant ave.·, San Fran
ClSCO.
victim of religious mania in New York. His
OANADA.
case grew so bad that he was sent to the T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st. Halifax
asylum, and has died.
N. S.
'
'
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
ON account of the establishment of Mormon James
Foster, Weiland, Ont.
settlements in the Canadian Northwest, the R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Canadian legislature will pass a more pointed Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
law against polygamy.
TnR winter on the Atlantic coast has been
unexampled in mildness. It wasJ:)onjectured
that the course of the Gulf Stream had
changed, but this supposition is disproved.
WALKER BLA1NR, son of Secretary Blaine,
died on the 15th of pneumonia following the
grip. He was aged thirty-five. As he was
able and trusted, his loss is a severe blow to
his father.
THR grand jury of Onondaga county, N.
Y., recommend suppression and punishment
of Christian Science and faith cure healers.
These people hav been the cause of several
deaths there.
TRR Pittsburgh Builders' Exchange, composed of master builders and lumbermen, has
declared against the eight-hour movement,
and purposes to join the National Builders'
Association and obtain its cooperation in the
contest.

OOLOBADO.

6l.

BIBLE MYTHS;
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
lJEING A

(Jtmparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and llllraeles with .thOH
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
QONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

j

.!

'"

[Heatltln Illustrati01t oftk Temptation.]

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans:

The Bundehesh (a sacred book of the Persians,) states that
Ahuramazda after creating the first man and woman, Mashya
and Mashyana, bade them "to be humble of heart; to observe
the law; to be pure jn their thoughts, pure in their speech,
pure in the:r actions." But an evil demon came to them in
the form of a Serpent, sent by Ahriman, the prince of devils,
and gave them fruit of a wonderful tree, which imparted
immortality. Evil inclinations then entered their hearts,
and all their moral excellence was destroyed.
Consequently they fell, and forfeited the eternal happiness for
which they were destined. They killed beasts, and clothed
themselves in their skins.
, BIBLE MYTHS· shows this to be the origin of the Hebrew
story.
·

KA.l!S.A.OBUSBTTS.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.50.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapal10e st., Denver.
:B'LOBIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
ID.A.HO.

A.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. Stevens, 558 West Madison st., Room 1,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C~::ag'>.
IBDUN.A..

1. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.

Sent post-paid by the
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IIIOHI&.lli.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
HOW TO
THE
3. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 188 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
THR Senate committee on territories will 3wan & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
. OB,
.
HISTORY.
defer considering the admission of Idaho till Herman Rei!, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
NATURAL .AND SOIENTIFIO METHODS 01'
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
the Supreme Court has decided the appeal
NEVER FORGETTING.
By WINWOOD READE.•.
KISSOUBI.
taken to it by Mormons against the anti- Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
The Boston Post s&YB: "This book actually It is really a remarkable book, in w'ldoh 1miverpolygamy provision adopted by the Idaho E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
shows us how to keep our memories in good work- sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
ing condition and repair them when out of order." skill.-[Literary World.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
constitutional convention.
ion turn over his pages with a faaoination sim·
Price by mailS1.
NBBB.A.SXA.
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Goon is looked for from the proposals of Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
..,-[ln ter-Ooean.
Irving
Pain~
His history has a continuit;y•. a rash~& carrying
the International American Congress to subNBW YOBX.
power_,_
which reminds us strikingly OI Gibbon.BY .II[. L. HoLBBOOI, .M.D.
mit all differences between American powers Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
[New J:l.&ven Palladium.
The
sketoh
of early Egyptian history, in the
Burnton
&
Co.,
92
Fourth
ave.,
New
York.
IJodefJ's
La41/'B
Bool:
says:
"We
giv
our
cordial
to arbitration. And it is urged that, should
first ·chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writH. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York. approbation to this work. The information it ing,
He has a style ih&i reminds ns of .Macaulay.
arbitration fail and war ensue, there shall be H.
contains
is
most
im.PQrtant,
and,
we
are
fnlly conCohn, 320 West st., New York.
-[Penn Monthly.
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
no annexation of conquered territory. Thus Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, Ulmo, Mllpp., 11.75.
the Monroe doctrin, that no conquest of ter- M:. B. Edinger, 1248 Third ave., New York.
SEXUAL PHY810LOCY
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ritory neighboring to us be allowed from L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
28 Lafaniie Pl •• New York.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE JIIYSTERIEB 01!' liiAN.
J.
H.
Russell,
cor.
Fulton
and
Nassau.
st,
Oarefnlly revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
without, is supplemented by this condemnaThe
most
perfect
book
for
men
and
women
ever
New
York.
tion of conquest from within.
published. 150,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllusTRR
J. Vanden Broeck, 897 Bleecker st., New York. trated
catalog free.
ENGLAND continues to insist that Portugal New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
Marriage and Parentage.
vacate the disputed African territories, and
st., Albany.
has sent war-ships to enforce her demand. :l. J. King. 179 So. Pearl
In
Their Sanitary and Physiolo~oal Relations
OHIO.
A COLLECTION OF
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
Portugal bases her claim upon the discovery John Jacques, Akron.
of <Jhildren of Piner Health and
Greater Ability.
of the lands two hundred years before Eng- ~- Hexter, 808 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Original and Selected Hymns
Br .II[. L. HoLBBOOI, lii.U.
land. But England holds that she has for- VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
(Words and Jf'IUic)
feited her rights by neglect. In Lisbon the J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
The Sbtent1fl0 .AmeriCan S&YB : "This work iJ For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
Sydney.
scientific, sober, olean, and worthy of conscienBritish embassy has been attacked, and mobs Emory P. Robinson,
For Schools and the Dome.
tious oonsideratian by every posSible parent, aD.d
OBBQON.
particularly by the young." 11.
are parading the streets shouting, "Down B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.
COIIIPILED BY
with England I" Catholic organs in this C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
EATING FOR STRENGTH;
L. K. WASHB11RN.
PBNNSYLV.A.NI.A..
country and everywhere are supporting PorOR,
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil&. FooD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRK.
PBIOB,
$1.50.
tugal's claim.
George Lon.ldord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
The New York Heraza B&YB: "Dr. Holbrook's
Addrell
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
CO.,
ON the 13th tornadoes swept from Missouri W. F. Schaile, 8, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh. book is among the very best of its kind."
28 Lafayette Pl&oe, New York.
The HO'I7Ul ana Garaen says : "A study of this
across Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio to New J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
TBNNBSSBB.
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
York. Houses were wrecked and lives lost
Wm. B. Fisher, 831 N. Cherry st., Nashville. every day in providing !or· a family, besides inin many places. Deaths resulted, at St. D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Louis, 3; Olney, Ill., 1; Rochester, N.Y.,
Address T!IE TRUTH BDDR Co~l
TBX.A.S.
211 Lafaye*'e Place, .L'Iew York.
1; Syracuse, N. Y., 1. Also, a tornado at L. Andruss, Denison.
Clinton, Ky., demolished 55 houses, killing r. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
AS a Means for the Production of
st., Fort Worth.
10 persons and injuring 58. A blizzard rav- H. S. Kratz, 806 Houston
UT.A.H.
Relief Printing Plates
aged Kansas and Nebraska, stopping trains fames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
We can recommend the three prooesse1 operated
bl"Jhis Oo_w.]Jai!L.
with snow, and leaving people in the former W. F. Re_ybould, Salt Lake City.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for ohel!l! and ooarae
state now exposed to starvation. The Lord 'ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
newspaper work, and their MOBS-TYPE process,
by which engravings are made direot from pbotodid not neglect to destroy as many Christian Henry Booth, Stockton.
graphsJ.. as well as their liiOBB PROOEBB 01!'
WASHINGTON TBHRITOBY.
churches as possible.
PHOTu-ENGRAVING, are all superior to any
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
other like methods. Address
·
IT is still disputed whether the new govern- W. Wedeken, Montesano.
JIIOBB ENGRAVING cq_,_,
53b Pearl Bt., .L'IewYork,
BN&L.A.ND.
ment of Brazil is of honest intention. The
question· has entered our political party Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Oourt, Fleet street,
London.
J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
strife, as the Republican administration has Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., Loncautiously deferred recognition of the new
don, E. C.
The Bible-What Is It Y A pamrule, and Democrats blame the hesitation. C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
phlet containing eight ohapter.s in ~futat!on
AUSTRALIA.
of the assumption that the B1ble 1s a divme
It is s~id that a military mutiny, in which
book of pure thought, and correct in all it1
one hundred insurgents were shot, has taken Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S. W.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
·place at Rio. Liberals in politics everywhere
Studies In Theolor;y. A clear exposiNBW ZBALAND.
tion of the biblical story of man's creation ~r &dvertimlentl from 'IIDreHable practidesire to think the best of the provisional A.. D. Willis, ·wanganui.
and curse, theologicallY denominated "the tioners
hav been frequently assailed and exposed
government, but cannot help wishing it would
f&!l." Price, 10 cents.
by the press, but Dr. Fellows at&nds foremost in
giv a more satisfactory explanation of its BLASPHEMY" AND THE BIBLE. Liberalism. Treating the subject frol!l a his profession, and it is l&fe to trn1t him. BeinJI
negativ and amrmativ stand.PO!nt, shoWing a 1tanoh LIBBBAL is further proof of his roliab,l·
postponement of the promised popular elecBY c. B. REYNOLDS.
what it is not and what it ill. Price, 5 oent1. ity,-Na:umaz vcew.
Price, 0 oenta.
tion.
if

Strengthen the Memory, ~!!~!N~~u~~F ~:n!:R~~·

Parturition Without

Cosmian Hymn Book,
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Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of
Christianity.
Frauds of the Churchmen of' the Second Century
Exposed.
By GEORGE BEBER.
Price, $2.
12mo, 400pp.,

.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

MATERIAliSM AID CRIME. BURGfSS-UNDERWOOO Of~ATE
ON CHRISTIANITY.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 cents.

.AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
Bg W. S. BELL.

A Compendium of Universal History.
By WINWOOD READE.
Sixth edition, 544pp.,
- $1.75.

COMMON SENSE,
By THOMAS PAINE.

Paper, 12mo, 15 cents,

419pp., $1.50.

PHILOSOPHY of SPffiiTUALISM

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM.

AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANU..
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
Oloth,
50 cents.

.A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral
Philosophy of the Present Century.
By GIAC0110 BARZELLOTTI 1
By VOLTAIRE.
Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence.
Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of
ical terms.
Price, $1.50.
Price, 85 cents.

POCKET THEOLOGY.

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.
A Confession.
By D.-I.VID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS.
.Authorized translation from sixth German edition
by Mathilde Blind.
$1.50.
Price,

HEA.LTH HINTS TO WOMEN.
Important Information for All, and " Danish
Cure." With Portrait.
Price, $1.50.
By M)IE. W. ScHOTT.

The Legends of the Patriarchs and
Prophets.

iheolo~r-

Discourses of Advanced Thought.
By 0. B. FROTH:L--.GHAM and FELIX ADLER.
Price, $1.

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE.
And Remarkable Divorce Cases.
By PHILANTH.ROPUS.
Price, $1.
446pp.

- . . .

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
· Spiritualism Compared.
By MoSES HuLL.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $L

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY
A:rs"D OTHER pAPERS.
Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality.
Price, 75 cents.
By JOSIE 0PPENHElli.

SIXTEEN

SAVIORS OR NONE.

By KERSEY GRAVES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns, aud Recitations.
For Or~nizing Booietiea: for M:uriages, Fnner.
als, aming of Infant~. Obituaries, Epits.pbs, eto. Also 525 L\beral and
Spiritualistic Hvmns for
t;ocia.l and Various
Public 03casions.
Price, 75 cents.
lSmo, 550pp.

Auricular Confession and Nnnneries.
By W. HoGAN.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents.

- . . -

For all of the above book11 a.ddre1111
THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
IS Lafa:veUe Pl., .ll(ewYorll:.

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS.
!Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of
Obristianith. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
cents ; clot , 75.

.

Have We a Bnpematnral, Inspired, Miraculous o:a, PosrriviST 0ALENDAB. Brief Exposition of
Religion 1
the Oomtean System.
Paper, 15 cents ; oloth, 50.
By E. E. GUILD.
Paper, 20 cents ; cloth, SO cents.

PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

Eight Scientific Tracts.

Ancient Egyptia.n Otvilizatlon and Hebrew Narraiive in Genesis aDd ExodniL
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others •.
Price, 20 cents.

Rttional Communism.

EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.

EPIDEMIC

DELUSIONS.

By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

Essay on Miraoles.
By DAVID HUME.
Price, 10 cents.

THE PREBBNT AND FUTURE REPUBLIC OF
Nowrn: AKII:RIOA..
Advocates associate life and employment as a prevsntive of vice, crirne, poverty, etc.
By A OAPITALIIIT.
l'aper, 498pp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.

ESSAYS
AND LECTURES
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Relation of Witchct:aft to Religion.

Father, Son, and Holy .Ghost.

By A. a. L'Y ALL.
Prica, 10 cents•

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QVESTION.
BiDr•. Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradl&ngh
and Annie Besant.
15 cents.

TRUTH. A Poem. . By E. N. Kingsle:r. 10 cents.

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor M~Y Attain Oornfort and Independ.
ence.ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents •

. .

Religion of Inhumanity.
Wiih a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FREDEBIO HARBISON.
Price. 15 cents.

RELIGION:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted.
· By George T. Bandies,
With

Exceptions to the Character of
Chrht aw a Gentleman.
By W. T. Purviance.
2S cents.

IMAGE BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

SABBATH BREAKINC,;
By JOHN .E, REMSBU-RG.
Price, 25 cents.

Pric~,

SEMITIC

Paper, 800pp., 60 cents; cloth, $1.
By T. E. Lol!IGSHonE.
5o., soc. per doz., 115 for $1.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.
By PROF. JoHN FisKE.
Price, 10 cents.

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
By ANNIE BESA.NT.
Price, 10 oentP.

GOTTLIEB: HIS LIFE.

St. Matthew Before the Court
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
FoR Tllll: CRIME oF FoRGERY.

WITH
Theological Amendment and State· Personality.
By .T OS. E. PECK.
Priee,
25 cents .

.

By L. L. DAWSON .
10 cents.

RELIGIOUS POSITITISM;

In 4 colors, 22:x:2 8. Heavy plate paper.
Price, 50 cents.

SOUL PROBLEMS.

Price,

Supernatural Religion.

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett

With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte.
By CALVIN BLANCHARD.
. - . 40 cents.
Paper,

AMERICA THE NEW WORLD1

PRO AND CON OF

Six Lectures.
Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolerllo!!.~e.
'
By C. SOTHERAN.
Washington an Unbeliever.
8vo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Je1ferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pa;>., 25 cents ; per doz., 40.
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts.

Lithograph of Bennett Monument.

L~

i.e., Bloody Bacri:tloes and Burnt Offerings.
By the Very Rev. Evan Davies, Arch-Druid of
Great Britain.
Price,
15 cents,

By S. BARING.GOULD.
QUESTION SETTLED.
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Bible.-[Congregationalist.
By MOBEB HULL.
Price, $1.50.
Price, 60 cents.

RADICAL PULPIT.

By B. F. UNDEJIWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.

ECCE DIABOLUS.
PRIESTLY CELIBACY FXPOSED. Jehovah-Worship
and Devil-Worshin IdenticalBy &v. G. T. Fox, M.A.
111 cents.

By BECULABIST.
10 cents.

GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Inclndina: Allah, Jebovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Vi•gin Mary, Bible.
By D. :M. BENNETT.
<From Vol. II." Gods and Religions.")
838pp ., pap., 60 c.: clo., $1.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
.
18 Lafayette Pl., New York.

EVIIJE~OE.

Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. o. A. BurBY OAPr. B. 0. ADAMS.
.gess, Pres. of N. W. Christian Univ.
" One of the cheapest and best books on the snb·
.Paper, 188pp., 50 cts.: clo., 8~•
ject."
Paper, 111 cents.

Written in 1776.
Price,
111 cents.
MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
bl:xoRTALITY oF ITs ELBMBNTB.
SCRIPTURE SPECULATION&.
Crimes and Cruelties of
By A. 8. de Pellegrini.
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Mari,
.
.
Paper,
111
cents.
Christianity.
Judaism.
By H. B. STEVENS•.

EVOLUTION:
A. SUMMARY OF

A Romance o! Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
By B. P.PuTNAM.
Price, 25 cents.

Heathens of the Heath.
RADICAL

Advancement'S Soienoe
The Belfast Address.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles ·on Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 cents

AGE OF
REA SO N.
INVESTIGATION OF
TRUE AND FABULOUS THEOLOGy.
BrJ THOMAS PAINE•

Paper, 8m, H2 pages, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1
With EXAMINATION OF THE PRoPHECIES, pap. 40c.

ALAMONTADA,
THE GALLEY SLAV E.
BY J. H. D. ZBCHOKXJI.
"A philosophical romance."
Paper, 25 cents •

LIFE OF JESUs.

HIB CHARA.OTER A.ND DooTR1N.
Being a chapter from "AnalYsis of Religions Belief."
By VISCOUNT AliillEBLE't.
Paper, Svo, 170pp,, 25 cents.

Answers to Christian Questl ons
and Arguments.

By D. M. BENNETT.
Paper, 146pp., 25 cents.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

MA.RIA MONK,
CONVENT .MYSTERIES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

GHOST OF ST. JOH NS.
By JII. BAl!cocx.

Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION OF HUMAN! TY
better than

ETERNAL PUNISHME NT.
By M. BABoocx.
Price, 10 cents.

ROARING liON 01 THf TRA CK.
By M. BAl!cocx.
Price, 10 cents.

ROl!IANCE.

By WM. McDoNNELL.
IIOOpp., paper, 80 cents.

SUPERS.TITION :

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.

"BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., 3:Jc.; clo., 50.
THE

LOGIC OF DEAT£-1,
OR,
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TO DIE?
By J. G. HoLYOAK E.
Price, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,

BELIGION OF
By M. Bucocx.
Price, 15 cents.

Why Don't God Kill the Devi I~
By M, BAl!cocx.
Price, 25 cente.

s.

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIM
A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, 25 cents.

DEDUCED FROM

Tm: PRINCIPLE OF FREETBOUGHT.
By G. J, HoLYOAKE·
Price, 5 cents.

Seoular Resl)onsibility
By G. J. AOLYOAK.E.
Price, II cents.

GE N'ESIS I, II:
BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GB.OTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Godly Women of the Bible.

JESUS CHRIST:
His LIFE,
T.EAOHINGS, and IMPERFEOTIO N8.
By W, B. BELL.
Price, ll5 cents.

RESURRECTION of JESUs·.

CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
By w. s. BELL.
Price, 10 cents.
FIRST EPISTLE of

BENNE'I'T, Apostle, to TRUTH SEEKERS.

By D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 10 cents.
A History of
ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE lN THE BIBLE.
GODS OF SUPERSTITION
BY
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth OentnrY.
By D. M. BEl!ll!IETT,
Pap., 50o.: clo., 75.
Price, 8 cents.
For all of the above books address
'J'HE TBUTH BEEKEB 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

For all of the above books address
THE 'l'RUTH I:IEEKEB 00.,
ill LafayeUe Pl .. New York.
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Tr"G.th Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-Thesc tracts arc especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary docu.
ments. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
lcuve them in hotels, places of public assembly,
· etc. 'l'o ullow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 off· on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of dis~ount is given on these tmcts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are on t of print.
22
23
29
31
35

Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
God and God.Houses ......................... 2
Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
3~ Short Sermon. R<lv. Theologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z ....... 2
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam .... ,....... 1
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
4~ Cmclty&Crcdulityof the Human Race .... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. B. K Guild.......... 5
52 Marples-Umlenvood Dc!Jate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers ....... ~..... 2
54 Open Lctt.cr to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... · 5
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2
62 'l'lw Jew~ and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2
6~ Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2 ....... 5
~0 Vicarious Atonement.
J. S. Lyon.......... 3
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
~ 3 Foundations.
John Syphers................ 2
~4 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
~5 An Hour with tho Devil. Bennett .......... 10
76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bcnnett.......... 5
81 Hereafter, or tho Half· way House. Sypher. 2
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
sa Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
84 Mootly on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
90 B1blo-Mania. Otto Cordates................ 2
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood ......... 1
!l± 'l'he New Raven. Will Cooper ............ 5
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. B. D. Slenker ... .. ..... .... .. 2
100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
10± Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
105 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro..... · 2
106 Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Unbe·
lievers. Bennett............................ 2
107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
J l 0 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l
1ll Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The ·wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston ............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
121 Ingersoll's Review ofhis Reviewers......... 3
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 Gorman Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
13± 'l'alks with the Evangelists.................. 5
l:l7 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
l:lS Scieucc of tho Bi!Jle. ,Tolm Jasper.......... 2
l•W Astra-Theology ................................. 5
141 Intidclitv. I-I. W. Beecher.................. 2
142 Synopsis of Alllteligions. Saxon.......... 10
H:l Chang W au Ho. l~li Perkins............... 2
1•18 WhenDidPaulLive? Scholasticus .......... 2
1•19 Age of Simms.................................. 3
l •15 H You Take Away my Religion? What
Will You Give :Me Instead. :Martin .... 10
IriO Tho Liberty of Printing. Hurl!Jut and
\Vakenmn ..................................... 10
151 What is tho Bi!Jlc? M. W. H ............. 5
152 A Remarka!Jle Book. Douglas............ 2
JG:l Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
1ii5 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
15G Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
HiS The Fool's Creed................................ 1
159 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5
J GO Subbath O!Jscrvance. Coleman............ 3
J Gl Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
162 Bighth and Lust Letter from Ludlow Street
,Tuil. Bennett................................ 10
1G4 Biblcimpeuched. Chapman ................ 2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.

Prof. Elsburg, M.D .....................................
2 Evolution: Homogeneous to Hetoroge·
neous. Underwood.........................
4 I,iterature of tho Insane. Marvin..........
5 Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D...
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll......
~ Dcuth. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D..........
8 llow Marsupial Animals Propagate..........
!l 'l'he Unseen W arid. Prof. J. Fiske ..........
0 Tho Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
.
Lectures.......................................
l l IsAmcricaNewWorld? Dawson ..........
12 Bvolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................
13 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium .........................
~

See note at head of column.
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BrookiJn Pltilosophieal Assocla·
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The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League
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meets every SundaY in lndu&trial Hall, Broad &nd
Wood sts.. at,2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social QUestionP
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Akron, 0., Freethought Union.
The Akron Freethought Union meets every
Sunday afternoon in the Hall of Cramer's Block,
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Tile Minneapolis Secular Union
THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,

THE SAFEST CREED,
0

AND

TwELVE 0THBR DISOOURSBS Oll' REASON.
B!l 0, B. JI'ROTHlNGHAM.

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Sustained," etll., etc.

Extra cloth, 12mo, 288pp., Sl.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The

Mo~ern

Science Essayist;

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
Ten Cents Each.
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv of 1. HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and
l!.hiloPophy, By Mr. DANmL GREENLEAF
good in furnishinA" food for thOUII'ht, We trust it
THOMPSON.
will hav the immense distribution i~ so riahl,v
2.
CHARLES
ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works;
merits.-[The American Idea.
and influence. By Rev •.JoHN W. CHADWICK.
3.
BOLAR
AND
PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
OlQth, 12mo, $1.
o-ow suns and worlds come into being, BY
Mr. GABBET P. SERVISS.
Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
THE.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS,
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
RAYMOND.
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and development. By Dr. l!OBERT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.BKIL-

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR1 THE

TON.

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C.
PARSHALL.
A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION 13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT.
By JoHN W. CHADWICK.
of the FUTURE.
14. PHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR
BoYT NICHOLS.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
15. THE EF"'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MrNoT J.
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Orill'in
SAVAGE.
of the Christian Belill'ion and the Significance
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ofits Rise a:cd Decline," "Physioa.l Edu28 La.fayette Place, ~ew York.
cation, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure,•' "Household Remedies," r. The
Poison Problem, or the Oauae
and the Cure of Intemperance," e\c,, eta.
Steel enll'ravin~rs of this celebrated naturalist.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous ~x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
writer on scientific and social subjeats.-[Cin.
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Oom. Gazette.

Principles of Secularism.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Cloth, limo, :HOpp,, $1.

u

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.

New Edition, Be'fised Wid Enlarired.

USB THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
liEN, WOMEN & GODS. estmg.
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter·
THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
BY HILEN H. CARDENER,

by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hill!!l:y recommended hy Messrs .. W&keman,
Introduction by
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
ROBER[' G. INGERSOLL.
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price.
Ill cents.
.Address '.r.HB TRUTH B:uKBB Oo
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, GO 13enta.
TM T~ Supplied at I:Jpedal Discqu/nt8.
THE
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
iil8 Lafayette Place, New York.
uHAMPioNs
oF
THE cHuRcH:
Photo-engraTina"s of Misa Gardener are for sale
THEm
at this ofliae. l'rice, 40o.; l!!ith autovaph, GO eta.

THE
NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
s~

of the Ammcan s~Zar Union.

Price 10 cents.
Address 'l'BB 'l'BtlTB SBBUB OoKPAlft.

Crimes and Persecutions.

Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBJIR,Pres.; LEROY BEBlUER,Sea

Eltznr Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
days of eaoh month at Independent Church, a
10:80 A.M. Free dioaussilln on all Liberal subjects
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and lnvestt
gator are solicited.
R. G. I:!MITH, Cor. Bee.

Cleveland,

o.,

Secular Union

meets every Sunday evening at 7:80, at room 29
Oity Hall, for lectures and free discussions on re
ligious and social subjects. The public cordiallY
invited.

The Walla Walla Libtral Club
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Wa.sbington.
Science Leotures.-Free Disaussions.-Origina.
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sea

Freedom Club, New York,
·Meets at 144 Waverly Place, every Thursday
evening. aumis~ion free. Debates on social
topics.

DaAMONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv mY Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test 1
a.nd compare my goods and prices with those or
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi~ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompanied by contract that
oa.s'h in full will be refunded any time within one
year from !late of purchasing if goods. are npt
entirely satrsfaotory, No other dealer wrll do rt.
None will sell as cheap. OarrYing a,large s~ok,
being an expert, close buyer. and domg busmess
on sma.llest possible expense, you will positivlyf
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing o
roe Diamond Pins and EardrQps, worth $600, !or
$400; Pms, Rmgs, Ea.rdrops, l:>tuds, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $300, for $200; do., worth
!200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do .• worth
$60, for $45; do., worth MO. for $80: do., worth $80,
for $22; do., worth $20, for $15. You can wear these
goods daily for one year. It will not cost you a
cent. If in the mean t1me you are not satisfied
that the goods are better and ahea{!er than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash 1n full.
Selections sent to responsible parties on ap
proval; to anY ba.nking,house or O.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'rbe "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelY a.djusteq to b,ea.t and ~ld 1
patent regulator, ,Brequet harr-sPrmg, )?eautifiU
double-paneled dial, and all mpdern rroproye
ments. Perfect, and no watch will coropet~ wr~h
it 1 In silverine aa.se, $19; in foll!-ounoe com sliver case, $23.~0; five-ounce, $25: BJx.onnce1 $27. In
open face. be•t filled gold case, $'.17 ; huntrpg, $38;
do., Louis XIV., $85. In.fourteen carat solid gol~.
$50 to $150. Bent prepard, and ca.sh refunded if
not satisfactob¥ro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
Established 1857.

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBACH.

Bvo, 1,11\lpP. Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,,
llilt edges, $4,50.
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
BY D. M. BENNETT.
moral.-.B'xt!'aot,
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address 'l':B:B TRUTH SEBXBB Oo.
.IS Lafa:vette Place, New York.
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ftms of ~hongltl.

===================
IN exact proportion as

THE frightful text, "He that believes shall be
sa.ved, and he'that believeth not shall be damned,''
has covered the earth with blood. It has filled
the heart with arrogance, orueltr, and murder.
'
·

I

nations advance in oiviliza·
tion, the accounts of miraoles taking place among
tkem become rarer and
rarer, until at last they en·
tirely oease.-Leo:tv.
THE French Revolution
has enommurioa.ted the
church from the power of
working mira.oles i shs has
not been able, with the assistanoe of all her saints,
to work one miracle since
the Revolution began; and
aa she never stood in greater
need than now, we may,
without the aid of divina·
tion, eonclnde that all her
former miraolea were tricks
and lies.-Patne.

I

I

It has caused the religious wars; bound hun- imprisoned the mind l filled the world with ignodredB of tho us. ands to the stake; founded inqu!-~ ranee; persecuted the lovers of wisdom i b_uilt the
eitions; filled dungeons; invented instruments of monasteries and convents i made happmess a
torture; taught the mother to hate her child; crime, investigat:" on a sin, and self-reliance a
blasphemy. It haspoitoned
the springs of learning;
misdirected the energies of
the world; filled all oountries with want ; housed the
people in hovels; fed them
with fam!n; and but for
the efforts of a. few bra. ve
Infidels it would ha.v taken
the world ba.ok to the mid·
night of barbarism, and
left the heavens without a.

star.-Inqersozz.
THE calamities with which
the world is aftlioted, are
the result of the ignorance
of man, and not of the interferenoe of God.-Buolcle.
TAKE theology from the
w or 1 d, and the money
wasted on snperatition will
do away with want.-IngerBoll.

ALWAYS treated as a slave,
man has contracted the
vioesof a slave.-D'Hol!lac11.

A BELIC!ION that makes a
man cruel, persecuting,
and intolerant, is a bad
religion for sooiety.-Dr.

AB long as the majority
of men will cringe to the
very earth before some
petty prince or king, what
must be the infinit abieotness of their little souls in
the presence of their supposed creator and God?Ingersoll.
IT must never be forgotten that not the most
monstrous of Christian
superstitions, not the moat
grotesque of Christian miracles, not the most inhn·
man of Christian dogmas,
fail to find their prototype in the books of the
Old Testament and the
New. Kings and popes,
witch-finders and miracle·
mongers, may all plead
their cause in words taken
from that medle~ of doonm e n t s .-Westminster Rr'llieW.

Tllomcu Cooper.

Fon thirty years Europe
was one vast battle-field,
and the war was produced
by the Bible. The revocation of the edict of Nantes
was produced by the 1aored
scriptures. The I n s t r n •
menta of torture-the pincers, the thumbscrew•• the
racks, were prodnoed by
the word of God. The
Quakers of New En~:Iand
were whipped and bnl'llt by
the Bible-their children
were stolen by the Bible.
The slave-ship had for its
sa.ila the leaves of the Bible.
Slavery Wll.l upheld in the
United States by the Bible.
The Bible was the auction·
blook.-Ingersoll.

SAMSON TEARETH DOWN THE WIGWAM.
And Samson said, Let me die with the Philistines. And he bowed himself with all his might ; and the house fell
upon the lords, and upon all the people that were therein : so the dead which he slew at his death were more than
they which he slew in his life.-Judges xvi, 80.
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HOLY FAMILY-SUPERSTITION AND SOME OF

and flippinns.

IT is said in Washington that Representativ
Randall's alliance with the Presbyterian
church was brought about through the influence of Postmaster-General Wanamaker.
Wanamaker and Randall hav long been
friends, and the former has been a constant
caller at Mr. Randall's house of late. There
was a rumor at one time that Mr. Randall
would become a Catholic.

can't be used for anything but the public
schools, and not very much of it is allowed
to go there, only a part of the annual income
being available, so jealously has the state
constitution guarded its sacredness. 1tleantime it is piling up every year, and the commissioners are at their wits' end to find an investment for. it. If the jury convened in the
Reynolds case is a fair sample of New Jersey
enlightenment, it would not be a bad idea to
spend the fund on education.

A MINRR in Rhonoda named David Davis is
just now an interesting subject for medical
doctors and doctors of divinity, says the Sun.
He was a victim of the terrible explosion of
Pen-y-Craig in 1880. He was bedridden for
four years, recovered sufficiently to be able
to go about, but was completely deaf and
dumb. His doctor hit upon a novel plan to
restore his hearing. He was placed by the
side of a big gun during target practice. After
the sixth shot his hearing came suddenly
back to him, but he remained dumb. The
other day one of his companions said someSIGNOR CRIBPI, the premier of Italy, has thing to him that put him in a towering paswon immortality at a bound: The Italian sion, and his speech returned in a flood of
government, which has a monopoly of the profanity.
cigar-making industry of Italy, has ordered
that a new brand of cigars be called "The
TALMAGE visited Gladstone at Hawarden
Crispi." So says the World. Another heretic last week, and the dispatch recording the
has been similarly immortalized, and that is event says they talked politics and religion.
Colonel Ingersoll. The story goes that the On the latter question Gladstone is reported
manufacturer sent him a box of the cigars to hav said: "Talk about questions of the
called " Our Bob," that he passed them over day, there is but one question, and that is
to his wife's brother-in-law, who in turn gave the gospel. It can and will correct everythem to the butler. What the butler did with thing needing correction. All men at the
them is not known.
head of great movements are Christian men.
NEw JERSEY has a school fund of $4,000,- During the many years I was in the cabinet
000, and doesn't know what to do with it. It I wae brought into 1\SSociation with sixty
THE "star of Bethlehem," which ancient
people made so much fuss about when the
child Jesus was born, will be visible this year
-its seventh appearance. It comes once in
three hundred and fifteen years, and is of
wondrous brilliancy for about three weeks.
So the Christ significance, says the Banner of
Light, that has absorbed the pious mind so
long, at last is dissipated by astronomy, and
thus far, superstition is relegated to obscurity.

HER CHILDREN.

master minds, and all but five of them were
Christians. My only hope for the world is in
bringing the human mind into contact with
divine revelation." The Grand Old Man
seems to be suffering from theological pessimism.
THE way the Russian minister of the interior
moves against an unsympathetic journal can
be seen from a ministerial order which has
just been issued, to the following effect :
"Whereas the European Messenger in a whole
series of articles conducts itself in no other
way than in a spirit of condemnation of the
most important acts of the government, and
that the articles of M. Solevieff, published in
that periodical, entitled, ' The History of
Russian Conscience,' and containing exasperating criticisms directed against the Russian
church and state, in their historical development, inculcate false ideas on the subject and
shake respect for the principles of their
foundation and for the principles of Russian
nationality in general, the minister of the
interior announces a first warning to the editor of the European Messenger in the person
of the actual state councillor, Michael Staeoolevich."
THE church Prohibitionists hav found a
boomerang in their bill now before the South
Dakota legislature. A dispatch from Pierre
says: "A petition of Bishop W. H. Hare, of
Sioux Falls, head of the Episcopal church in
Dakota, was presented in both branches of
the legislature yesterday, and caused considerable excitement, especially in the lobby of
Prohibitionists. Bishop Hare emphatically
protests against the adoption of the prohibition bill now before the legislature, which
has every prospect of becoming a law, stat-

ing that it is too stringent in its provisions
and stricter than there is any call for. Bishop
Hare says the bill even interferes between the
state and church, because it prohibits the use
of wine for sacramental purposes. The
bishop cites the Bible and other authorities
to show that the use of fermented wine for
sacramental purposes is right. He therefore
prays that the Prohibition bill may not become a law, or, at least, that this obnoxious
feature be stricken out. The pending bill is
said to be the most stringent prohibition
measure ever drawn up."
"CRIMRB AGAINST CRIMINALS," WaS the subject of Colonel Ingersoll's address before the
state Bar Association at Albany yesterday.
During his address a fellow-lawyer committed
the crime of annoying him by talking, and
the colonel promptly crushed him. He told
in the course of his remarks of the futil attempts to keep down vice by punishment, and
declared that criminals should not be robbed,
humiliated, or degraded, but should be treated
with kindness and shown that the prison was
a real reformatory. He said that convicts
should be paid for their labor while in prison,
declared that the tendency of the death
penalty was to prevent conviction, and added :
"The death penalty inflicted by the government is a perpetual excuse for mobs." He
also said that tenements and fiats and rented
lands are the enemies of civilization ; that
ignorance, filth, and poverty are the missionaries of crime, and that so long as dishonorable success outranks honest effort, so long
as society bows and cringes before the great
thieves, there would be little ones enough to
till the jails- The colonel's radical views will
probably set people to thinking.- World.
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Not to morality: Infidels to morality are too wise to profession in which, too often, Injustice is a purpled
train with them."
Dives sitting at a bounteous board, and Justice, a
It is not claimed that Lincoln was wholly free ragged Lazarus lying at the gate-be never wavered
from a belief in the supernatural. He possessed in in his loyalty to truth and honesty. Engaged in a
Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian~
some respects a simple, childlike nature, and carried ju!lt cause, he was one of tb!l most p_owerful advoCHAPTER XV.-CoNCLUDED.
with him through life some of the superstitions of cates that ever addressed a JUd~e or JUry; engaged
RECAPITULATION AND CoNcLUSION.
childhood. But the dogmas of Christianity were in an unjust cause, he was .the weakest member of
The opinion of a writer, previously quoted in this not among them: these he had e:amined and his bar. In fact, he could not be induced to plead a
work, is that the bitter war waged against the per- discarded.
cause in which be did not see some element of justice,
sons who hav declared that Lincoln was not a
As a proof of Lincoln's regard for Christian insti- . even though the technicalities of }aw insured success.
Christian arises, not from a belief that they hav tutions, great prominence is given to his proclama- T_o one who }lad_ sought his serv10es_ an~ bad stated
stated what is false, but from a consciousness that tion to the army enjoining the observance of the h1s case, he rephed: "Yes, I can wm It ; but there
they hav " demolished an empty shrine that was Sabbath. This document givs expression to senti- are some things legally right that are not morally
profitable to many, and broken a painted idol that menta regarding the sanctity of the Christian Sab- right; this is one; I cannot take your case." He was
might hav served for a god." It is strange how bath that Lincoln personally did not entertain. It once employed to defend a person accused of murder.
Christians tend toward fetichism. Not satisfied with was issued just prior to the close of the war, when As the trial progressed, it became apparent to him
three Gods, they must canonize and deify men and victory was assured a:ad the work of the army nearly that his client bad done the deed. Turning to his
make ssints and demi-gods. They hav already dei- completed, to appease the clamor of the clergy who associate cc.unsel, with a look of disappointment and
fied three Americans-Washington, Grant, and Lin- demanded it, and was drafted, not by Lincoln, but pain. he said: "Swett, the man is guilty; you defend
coln-and what is remarkable, in each instance they by some pious Sabbatarian. Lincoln himself attached him; I cannot." On another occasion, when he dishsv selected an unbeliever-an Infidel. It is said no more sanctity to Sunday than to other days. _.He covered that his client had grossly imposed upon his
that men hav stolen the livery of heaven in which to worked on Sunday himself. In Springfield his l::Sun- confidence and instituted an unjust suit, he left the
serve the devil; but it seems hardly consistent with days were frequently spent in preparing cases for court: room, and when the bailiff called for him, he
the pretensions of the church that she should be court. In company with his boys he often passed answered : " Tell Judge Treat that I can't come ; I
compelled to appropriate the beadroll of Infidelity the entire day making excursions into the country or hav to wash my hands."
in order to make her appear respectable.
rambling through the woods that skirted the SanIn youth, the meanest creature found in him a
Lincoln's speeches and state papers contain many gamon. He seldom went to church either in Spring- friend, and if need be, a defender. He wrote essays
allusions to deity. As Colonel L&mon observes, field or Washington, the claims of some of his Ohris- and made speeches against cruelty to animals, and
" These were easy, and not inconsistent with his re- tian biographers to the contrary notwithstanding. sought to impress upon his playmates' minds the
li6ious notions." But it is a mistake to attribute all Previous to his nomination, in 1860, we find him sit- sacredness of life. The same tender regard for the
the deistic expressions that appear in his state papers ting for a bust on Sunday in preference to attending weak and the unfortunate characterized his manhood.
to him. Just how much of this was the work of his church. On the Sunday immediately following his While riding through a forest once with a party of
private secretaries, bow much of it was " Seward's nomination an artist was busy with him, molding his friends, he saw a brood of young birds on the ground
nonsense," or how much of it was . suggested by bands and taking negative for a statue. The draft which a storm had blown from their nest. He disChase and other cabinet ministers, can never be of the preliminary Proclamation of Emancipation mounted from his horse, and after a laborious search,
determined. It is significant, however, that in those was finished on Sunday. The last Sunday of his life found the nest and placed the birdlings snugly in
documents of least importance, those which he would was spent, not in studying the scriptures, but in their little home. When he reached his companions,
most likely leave to his secretaries or other officials reading his beloved Shakspere.
and was chided by them for his delay, he said: " I
to draft, these expressions are chiefly to be found.
It was stated by friends of Lincoln that he gener- could not hav slept to-night if I had not given those
In his debates with Douglas, and in his other great ally refrained from giving publicity to his religious birds to their mother."
political speeches delivered in Illinois, he seldom opinions while in public life because of their unpopuIn the social relations of life, he was a most exemrefers to deity. In his carefully prepared Cooper larity. In answer to this the Christian claimant plary man. He was a devoted husband, an indulgent
Institute address, that model of political addresses, retorts: "If this be true then be was a hypocrit." father, an obliging neighbor, and a faithful friend.
the nsme of deity does not once occur. In his First But let us be honest. Nearly every person enter- Mrs. Colonel Chapman, a lady who lived for a time
Inaugural Address, he refers to God, and makes a tains opinions which he does not deem it discreet or in his family, pays this tribute to his private life:
complimentary reference to Christianity intended to necessary to make public. You, my Christian friend, " He was all that a husband, father, and neighbor
conciliate the church and gain for his administration entertain doubts and heresies concerning your creed should be, kind and affectionate to his wife and child,
its support in the coming struggle with the South. which you keep a secret or disclose only to your and very pleasant to all around him. Never did I
One par~tgraph of the Second Inaugural contains most intimate associates. If you, in private life, and bear him utter an unkind word." " His devotion to
allusions to deity and quotations from the Bible; but not dependent upon the public, hide your unpopular wife and children," says George W- Julian, "was as
in this address he makes no recognition of Christ or thoughts from the world, can you consistently blame abiding and unbounded as his love of country."
Christianity. Even his quotations from the Bible Lincoln for his silence when the fate of a nation
The strong attachment always manifested by him
are made in a guarded manner which clearly indicates depended upon him and the alienation even of a few for his friends has often been remarked. Rich and
that he did nat believe in its divinity. In the pre- bigots might turn the scale against him? A Chris- poor, great and bumble, all were equally dear to him
liminary Proclamation of Emancipation, which was tian general does not hesitate to deceive the enemy and alike the recipients of his regard and love. The
drafted by himself, tl::e name of deity does not ap- or withhold his plans even from his own soldiers. prince he treated like a man, the humblest man he
pear. In the final P1·oclamation, an acknowlertg- Again, the clergy are forever advising and entreating treated like a prince. Nothing in his career exhibits
ment of God was inserted only at the urgent request men not to publish their doubts and heresies. Is it the greatness anq nobleness of his character in a
of Secretary Chase The Emancipation Proclama- consistent in them to condemn a man for following loftier degree than the cordial and unaffected manner
tion, with the possible exception of the Declaration their advice'
in which, at Washington, in the midst of wealth, and
of Independence and the Constitution of the-United
The church should learn to respect honesty herself splendor, and refinement, he was accustomed to
States, is the most important political document before she charges others with dishonesty. It is the receive and entertain the plain, uncultured friends of
ever issued in America. He knew that this was the shame of Christianity that men hav been obliged to other days.
crowning act of his career, that it would place him conceal their honest convictions in order to escape
A giant in stature, and a lion in strength and
among the immortals. In the preparation of this ostracism and persecution. When the church herself courage, be possessed the gentleness of a child and
work he expended much thought and labor, and it becomes honest enough to tolerate and respect the the tenderness of a woman. The sufferings, even of
was his desire that it should be iree from religious honest opinions of those who cannot conscientiously a stranger, would fill his eyes with tears, and the
verbiage. In that masterpiece of eloquence, the accept her creed, then will it be time !or her to charge death of a friend would overwhelm him. In his
Gettysburg oration, the name of God occurs but once, Lincoln with hypocrisy for having partially withheld tenth year his mother died, and .for a time his heart
while not the remotest reference to Christianity or his unpopular views from religious ruffians. It does was desolate and be could not be consoled In his
even immortality appe~:<.rs. When we take into con- not evince a want of honesty, nor even a lack of fifteenth year his only sister, a lovely, frsgil flower,
sideration the fact that this l).ddress was made at the moral courage, to flee from a tiger or avoid a skunk. just blooming into womanhood, drooped and died,
dedication of a eemetery, the significance of this
This effort to prove that Lincoln was not a Chris- and life seemed purposeless to him again. Of his
omission cannot be overlooked. This speech was tian will be condemned by many as an attempt to four children, two died while be was living-Eddie,
the product of Lincoln's own mind, free from the fasten a stain upon this great man's character. But a fair-haired babe, and his beloved Willie. When
suggestions and emendations of others, and the oc- the demonstration and perpetuation of this fact will death took these his sorrow was unutterable. The
casion was too sacred to indulge in pious cant in which only add to his greatness. It will show that he was untimely death of his young friend, the gallant Colohe did not believe.
in advance of his generation. The fame of Abraham nel Ellsworth, at Alexandria, and the death of his
The clergy parade Lincoln's recognitions of a Lincoln belongs not to this age alone but will endure life-long friend, the lamented Edwin F. Baker, at
supreme being as a triumphant refutation of the for all time. The popular faith is transient and Ball's Bluff, were blows that staggered him. At the
claim that he was an Infidel. Yet, at the same time mus~ perish. It is unpopular now to reject Chris- death of his good friend, Bowlin Greene, he was
they do not hesitate to denounce as Infidels, Paine and tianity, but the day is fast approaching when to chosen to deliver a funeral address. When the hour
Voltaire, when they know, or ought to know, that two believe in its dogmas will be considered an evidence arrived, and he stepped forward to perform the
more profound and reverential believers in God never of human weakness. To perpetuate the claim that sacred task, his eyes fell upon the coffin of his dead
lived and wrote than Paine and Voltaire.
Lincoln was a Christian, is to perpetuate an idea friend and for a time he stood transfixed-helpless
If Infidelity and Atheism were synonymous terms that in a future age will lessen the luster of his name.. and speechless. The only tribute he could pay was
it would be difficult to maintain thst Lincoln durIt will be urged by some that the intent and pur- the tribute of his tears. When be turned for the
ing the last years of his life at least, was an !~fidel. pose of this work is solely to promote the interests last time from the bedside of the beautiful Ann RutBut Infidelity and .t\.theism are not synonymous of Freethought. But it is not. I advocate no cause ledge, his betrothed, it was with a broken heart and
terms. An Atheist is an Infidel, but an Infidel is not that requires the prestige of a great name to make it a mind dethroned. " Oh ! I can never be reconciled
necessarily an Atheist. A Presbyterian is a Chris- respectable. The cause that requires the indorse- to bav the snow, the rain, and the storm beat upon
tian, but all Christians al'e not Presbyterians. ment of the great to sustain it is not worthy to sur- her grave," was the pitiiul burden of his plaint for
Christians themselvs coined the word Infidel and vive. I hav prosecuted this investigation, not in the weeks. Reason after a time returned, but his wonted
they bav used it to denote a disbeliever in Christian- interest of any belief or creed, but in the interest of gladness never; and down through all those eventity. A disbelief or denial of Christianity is not truth; and truth is certainly as high as any creed, ful years to that fatal April night when his own sweet
necessarily a denial of God. Christians, many of even if that creed be true.
lifeblood slowly oozed away, beneath that sparkling
t~em,. regar~ the t~rm as _odious a!ld as carrying
To do good was Lincoln's religion. To liv an surface of feigned mirth drift13d the memory and the
W1th 1t the 1dea of 1mmorahty, notwithstanding the honest, manly life-to add to the sum of human agonies of that great grief.
most intelligent and the most highly moral class in happiness-to make the world better for his having
He was the most magnanimous of men. !Villiam
Christendom are these so-called Infidels. "Who are lived-this was the aspiration of his life and the H. Seward, his chief opponent for the presidential
to day's Infidels~, says the Rev. William Channing essence of his faith.
nomination, be made the premier of his cabinet.
Gannett. He answers : "Very many of the brightUpon his rugged honesty, I need not dwell. The Secretary Chase became his political, if not his perest minds, the warmest hearts, the most loyal con- sobriquet of "Honest Abe" was early won by him sonal, enemy. Yet, recognizing his fitness for the
sciences, the most zealous seekers after God, the and never lost. In his profession-a profession in place, he waived all personal grievances. and apmost honest tellers of what they find-yes, end the whicb, too often, cunning and deceit, falsehood and pointed him to the exalted position of chief justice
most successful finders. Infidels to what are they? dishonesty, are the means, and robbery the end-a . of the United States, the highest gift within the
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power of a president to bestow. During his professional career he was sent to Cincinnati to assist Edwin M. Stanton in an important legal case. The
grim Stanton had never met this plain, Western
lawyer before, and displeased at his uncouth appearance, and apparent lack of ability, treated him so discourteously that Lincoln's self-respect compelled him
to practically withdraw from the ·case. It was a
brutal affront, too poignant for him ever to forget,
but not to forgiv, and linked together on one of the
most momentous pages of history stand the names
of Lincoln and Stanton, an enduring witness to hia
sublime magnanimity.
The murder of this loving savior of our Union was
a disastrous blow, not to the victorious North alone,
but to the vanquished South as well. Could he hav
lived, the b!llm of his great, kindly nature would hav
quickly healed the nation's wounds. At the commencement of the conflict, in pleading tones, he said:
"We are not enemies, but friends." And at its close,
notwithstanding all the cruel, bitter anguiah he had
endured during those four long years of fratricidal
strife, " With malice toward none; with charity for
all," be died, and many a brave Confederate deplored
The deep damnation of his taking off.

When Stonewall Jackson died, be paid a touching
tribute to his gallantry, and said: ''.Let us forget
his errors over his fresh·made grave." In the dark
ness of night, on a bloody field of the Peninsula, he
bent beside the prostrate form of ·a dying soldier of
the South, and while the hot tears rolled down his
furrowed cheeks, soothed him with words of tenderest sympathy, and, by the dim rays of a lantern, took
down from his lips a message to his mother, and sent
it by a flag of truce into the enemies' lines to be
transmitted to his home.
The narration of hie many deeds of kindness and
mercy wnile at Washington would fill a volume. He
loved to rescue an erring soldier boy from the jaws
of death and ~II a mother's eyes with tears of joy.
He loved to dispel the clouds of sorrow from a wife's
sad heart and warm it with the sunshine of happiness. He loved to take the child of poverty ~pon
his knee and plant within its little breast the seeds
of confidence and hope.
Glorious apostle of humanity I When shall we
look upon his like again! so honest, so truthful, so
just, so charitable, so loving, so merciful! · Law
·was his God, justice his creed, and liberty his he~~>ven.
If he sinned, mercy prompted him. In the presence
of such a man, and in the presence of such a religion,
how contemptible your puny theologians and their
narrow creeds appear !
Born in the cabin of a Western wild, dying in a
nation's capital, its honored chief, enshrined in the
hearts of an admiring world, Abraham Lincoln stands
to day the gentlest, purest, noblest character in human history. Millenniums may pass away, unnumbered generations come and go, creeds rise and fall,
but the divine faith of freedom's martyr, a faith based
upon immutable law, eternal justice, universal liberty, a faith formulated not in perishable words, but
in immortal deeds, will liv on through all the years
to come, a torch of hope to every son of toil.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Crimes Against Criminals.
In this brief address the object is to suggest, there
being no time to present arguments at length. The
subject has been chosen for the reason that it is one
that should interest the legal profession, because that
profession to a certain extent controls and shapes the
legislation of our country and fixes definitly the
scope and meaning of all laws.
Lawyers ought to be foremost in legislativ and
judicial reJorm, and of all men they should understand the philosophy of mind, the co.uses of human
action, and the real science of government.
It has been said that the three pests of a community are : A priest without charity, a doctor without knowledge, and a lawyer without a sense of
justice.
I.

All nations seem to hav had supreme confidence in
the deterrent power of threatened and inflicted pain.
They bav regarded punishment as the shortest road
to reformation. Imprisonment, torture, death, constituted a trinity under whose protection society
might feel secure.
In addition to these, nations hav relied on confiscation and degradation, on maimings, whippings,
brandings, and exposures to public ridicule and contempt. Connected with the court of justice was the
chamber of torture. The ingenuity of man was
exhausted in the construction of instruments tho.t
would surely reach the most sensitiv nerve. All this
was done in the interest of civilization.;_for the protection of virtue and the well-being of states. Curiously enough, the fact is that, no matter how severe
the punishments were, the crimes increased.
It was found that the penalty of death made little
difference. Thieves and highwaymen, heretics and
blasphemers, went on their way. It was then thought
necessary to add to this penalty of death, and consequently the convicted were tortured in every con-

ceivable way before execution. They were broken
on the wheel-their joints dislocated on the rack.
;t'hey were s?spended by their legs and arms, while
1m~ense weights were placed upon their breastt;J.
The1r flesh was burnt and torn with hot irons.
They were roasted at slow fires. They were buried
alive, given to wild beasts; molten lead was poured
in their ears-their eyelids were cut off and the
wretches placed with their faces toward the sunothers were securely bound, so that they could move
neither hand nor foot, and over their stomachs were
placed inverted bowls ; under these bowls rats were
confined; on top of the bowls were heaped coals of
fire, so that the rats in their efforts to escape would
gnaw into the bowels of the victims. They were
staked out on the sands of the sea, to be drowned by
the slowly rising tide-and every means by which
human nature can be overcome slowly, painfully, and
terribly, were conceived and carried into execution.
And yet the number of so-called criminals increased.
For petty offenses men were degraded-given to
the mer.cy of the rabble. Their ears were cut off,
their nostrils slit, their foreheads branded. They
were tied to the tails of carts and flogged from one
town to another. And yet, in spite of all, the poor
wretches obstinately refused to become good and
useful citizens.
Degradation has been thoroughly tried, with its
msimings and brandings, and the result was that
those who inflicted the punishments became as
degraded as their victims.
·
Only a few years ago there were more than two
hundred offenses in Great Britain punishable by
death. The gallows-tree bore fruit through all the
year, and the hangman was the busiest official in the
kingdom-but the criminals increased.
Crimes were committed to punish crimes, and
crimes were committed to prevent crimes. The world
has been filled with prisons and dungeons, with
chains and whips, with crosses and gibbets, with
thumbscrews and racks, with hangmen and headsmen
-and yet these fdghtful means and instrumentalities
and crimes hav accomplished little for the preservation of property or life. It is safe to say that governments hav committed far more crimes than they
hav prevented.
Why is it that men will suffer and risk so much
for the sake of stealing T Why will they accept
degradation and punishment and infamy as their portion? Some will answer this question by an appeal
to the dogma oi original sin ; others by saying that
millions of men and women are under the control of
fiends-that they are actually possessed by devils;
and others will declare that all these people act from
choice-that they are possessed of free willa, of intelligence-that they know and appreciate consequences, and that., in spite of all, they deliberately
prefer a life of crime.
II.

Hav we not advanced far enough intellectually to
deny the existence of chance? Are we not satisfied.
now that back of every act and thought and dream
and fancy is an efficient cause 1 Is anything, or can
anything, be produced that is not necessarily produced? Can the fatherless and motherless exist?
Is there not a connection between all events, and is
not every act related to all other acts T Is it not
possible, is it not probable, is it not true, that the
actions of all men are determined by countless causes
over which they hav no positiv control!
Certain it is that men do not prefer unhappiness
to joy. It can hardly .be said that man intends
permanently to injure himself, and that he does
what he does in order that he may liv a life of
misery. On the other hand, we must take it for
granted that man endeavors to better his own condition,
and seeks, although by mistaken ways, his own wellbeing. The poorest man would like to be rich-the
sick desire health-and no sane man wishes to win
the contempt and hatred of hie fellow-men. Every
human being prefers liberty to imprisonment.
Are the brains of criminals exactly .like the brains
of honest men T Hav criminals the same ambitions,
the same standards of happiness or of well-being T
If a difference exists in the brain, will that, in part,
aacount for the difference in character ! Is there
anything in heredity? Are vices as carefully transmitted by natlire as virtues? Does each man in
some degree bear burdens imposed by ancestors T
We know that diseases of flesh and blood are transmitted-that the child . is the heir of physical
deformity. Are diseases of the brain-are deformities of the soul, of the mind, also transmitted?
We not only admit, but we assert, that in the
physical world there are causes and effect.s. We
insist that there is and can be no effect without an
efficient cause. When anything happens in that
world, we are satisfied that it was naturally and
necessarily produced. The causes may be obscure,
but we as implicitly believe in their existence as when
we know positivly what they are. In the physical
world we hav taken the ground that there is nothing
miraculous-that everything is natural-~nd if we
cannot explain it, we account for our inability to explain by our own ignorance. Is it not possible, is it
not probable, that what is true in the physical world
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is equally true in the realm of mind-in that strange
world of passion and desire ? Is it possible that
thoughts, or desires, or passions are the children of
chance, born of nothing 1 Oan we conceive of N othing as a force, or as a cause' If, then, there is bebind every thought and desire and passion an efficient
cause, we can, in part at least, accouut for the actions
of men.
A certain man under certain conditions acts in a
certain way. There are certain temptations that he,
with his !;>rain, with his experience, with his intelligence, with his surroundings, cannot withstand. He
is irresistibly led to do, or impelled to do, certain
things; and there are other things that he cannot
do. If we change tbe conditions of this man, hie
actions wiil be changed. Develop his mind, giv him
new subjects of thought, and you change the man;
and the man bein'g changed, it follows as a necessity
that his conduct will be different.
In civilized countries the struggle for existence ia
severe-the .competition far sharper than in savage
li\nds. The consequence is that there are many failures. These failures lack, it may be, opportunity or
brain or moral force or industry or something without which, under the circumstances, success is impossible. Certain lines of conduct are called legal,
and certain others criminal, and the men who fail in
one line may be driven to the other. How do we
know that it is possible for all people to be honest 1
Are we certain that all people can tell the truth! Is
it possible for all men to be generous or candid or
courageous ~
I am perfectly satisfied that there are millions of
people incapable of committing certain crimes, and it
may be true that there are millions of others incapable of practicing certain virtues. We do not blame
a man because he is not a sculptor, a poet, a painter,
or a statesman. We say he bas not the genius. Are
we certain that it does not require genius to be good T
Where is the man with intelligence enough to take
into consideration the circumstances of each individual case? Who bas the mental balance with which
to weigh the forces of heredity, of want, of temptation, and who can analyze with certainty the mysterious motions of the brain 1 Where and what are the
sources of vice and virtue T In what obscure and
shadowy recesses of the brain are passions born!
And what is it that for the moment destroys the
sense of right and wrong 1 Who knows to what extent reason becomes the prisoner of passion-of some
st.range and wild desire, the seeds of which were
sown, it may be, thousands of years ago in the breast
of some savage? To what extent do antecedents and
surroundings affect the moral sense?
Is it not possible that the tyranny of governments,
the injustice of nations, the fierceness of what is
called the Je.w, produce in the individual a tendency
in the same direction 1 Is it not true that the citizen is apt to imitate his nation! Society degrades
its enemies-the individual seeks to degrade his.
Society plunders its enemies, and now and then a
citizen has the desire to plunder his. Society kills
its enemies, and possibly sows in the heart of some
citizen the seeds of murder.
·
III.

Is it not true that the criminal is a natural product,
and that soeiety unconsciously produces these children of vice T Can we not safely take another step,
and say that the criminal is a victim, as the diseased
and insane and deformed are victims! We do net
think of punishivg a man because he is sftl.icted with
dieease-our deaire is to fisd a cure. We send him,
not to the penitentiary, but to the hospital, to an
asylum. We do thiB because we recognize the fact
that disease is naturally produced-that it is inherited
from parents, or the reE>ult of unconscious negligence,
or it may be of recklessness-but instead of punishing, we pity. If there are diseases of the mind, of
the brain, as there are diseases of the body, and if
these diseases of the mind, these deformities of the
brain, produce, and necessarily produce, what we
call vice, why should we punish the criminal, and
pity those who are physically diseased~
Socrates, in some respe~ts at least one cf the wise
est of men, said: "It is strange that you should not
be angry when you meet a man with an ill-conditioned body, and yet be vexed when you encounter
one with an ill-copditioned souL"
We know that there are deformed bodies, and we
are equally certain that there are deformed minds.
Of course, society has the right to protect itself,
no matter whether the persons who attack its wellbeing are responsible or not, no matter whether they
are sick in mind or deformed in brain. The right of
self-defense exists, not only in the individual, but in
society. The great question is, How sbsll this right
of self-defense be exercised T What spirit shall be
in the nation or in society-the spirit of revenge, a
desire to degrade and punish and destroy, or a spirit
born of the recognition of the fact that criminals are
victims T
The world has thoroughly tried confiscation,
degradation, imprisonment, torture, and death, and
thus far the world bas failed. In this connection I
call your attention to the following statiatics gath·
ered in our own country:
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In 1850, we had 23,000.000 of people, and between J
six and sev~n thousand prisoners.
.
All will admit that the industrious must be proIn 1860, <>1 000 000 of people and 1~,000 pr~sonere. tected. In this world it is necessary to work. Labor
In 1870, 38,000.000 of paople and 3~ 000 pr~sonere. is the foundation of all prosperity. Larceny is the
In 1880, 50,000:000 of people and 5t:!O~O pnaoners. enemy of industry. Society has the right to protect
. It ?JlllY be cu.riOus to n?te the relat10n between itself. The question ie, Has it the right to punish?
.
-has it the right to degrade !-or should it endeavor
msamty, paupenam, and crlm~:
. In 1850, there ~ere 15,000 msane; m 1860, 24,000; to reform the convict?
m 1870, 3!,000; m 1880, 9~ 0~0.
A man is taken to the penitentiary. He is clad in
. Ill: the l~ght of the~e sta~IstiCs, we are not s.ucoeed- the garments of a convict. He is degrad€d-he loses
mg m do~g away w1t~ cr1me. There were m 1880 his name-he is designated by a number. He is no
58,000 .Prisoners, and m the same.year 57,000 home- longer treated as a human being-he becomes the
elave of the state. Nothing is done for his improveless ~hlldren! and 66,000 paupers m almshouses.
Is 1t poas1ble that we must go to the same causes ment-nothing for his reformation. He is driven
for these effects T
like a beast of burden ; robbed of his labor; leased,
1
"·
it may be, by the state to a contractor, who gets out
There is also another aide to ~his question. A of his hands, out of his muscles, out of his poor brain,
punishment that degrades the punished will degrade all the toil that he can. He is not allowed to speak
the man who inflicts the punishme:at, and will degrade with a fellow-prisoner. At night he is alone in his
the government that procures the infliction. The cell. The relations that should exist between men
whipping-post pollutes, not only the whipped, but are destroyed. He is a convict. He is no longer
the whipper, and not only the whipper, but the com- worthy to associate even with his keepets. The
munity at large. Wherever its shadow falls it jailor is immensely his superior, and the man who
degrades.
turns the key upon him at night regards himself, in
If, then, there is no reforming power in degrada comparison, as a model of honesty, of virtue and
tion-no deterrent power-for the reason that the manhood. The convict is pavement on which those
degradation of the criminal degrades the community, who watch him walk. He remains for the time of
and in this way produces more criminals, then the his sentence, and when that expires be goes forth a
next question is, Whether there is any reforming branded man. He is given money enougJ?. to pay
power in torture? The trouble with this is that it his fare back to the place from whence be came.
hardens and degrades to the last degree the minisWhat is the condit.ion of this man 1 Oan he get
ters of the law. Those who are not affected by the employment? Not if be honestly states who be is
agonies of the bad will in a little time care no~bing and where be bas been. The first thing be does is
for the sufferings of the good. There seems to be a to deny his personality, to assume a name. He
little of the wild beast in men-a something that is endeavors by telling falsehoods to lay the foundation
fascinated by suffering and that delights in inflicting for future good conduct. The average man does
pain. When a government tortures it is in the same not wish to em.ploy an ex-convict, because the
state of mind that the criminal was when be com- average man bas no confidence in the reforming
mitted his crime. It requires as much malice in power of the penitentiary. He believes that the
those who execute the law to torture a criminal as it convict who comes out is worse than the convict who
did in the criminal to torture and kill his victim. went in. He knows that in the penitentiary the
The one was a crime by a person, the other by a heart of this man has been hardened-that be has
nation.
be3n subjected to the torture of perpetual bumiliaThere is something in injustice, in cruelty, that tion-tbat be bas been treated like a ferocious beast;
tends to defeat itself. There were never as many and 80 be believes that this ex-convict baa in his
traitors in England as when the traitor was drawn heart hatred for society, that be feels be bas been
and quartered-when be was tortured in every pos- degraded and robbed. Under these circumstances,
aible way-when his limbs, torn and bleeding, were what avenue is open to the ex-convict ? If be changes
given to the fury of mobs or exhibited pierced by his name, there will be some detectiv, some officer of
pikes or bung in chains. These frightful punish- the law, some meddlesome wretch, who will betray
mente produced intense -hatred of the government, bisaecret. He is then discharged. He seeks employand traitors continued to increase until they became ment again, and be must seek it by again telling what
powerful enough to decide what treason was and who is not true. He is again detected, and again disthe traitors were and to iDflict the same torments on charged. And finally be becomes convin"ed that be
others.
cannot liv as an honest man. He naturally drifts
·
·
·
back into the society of those who bav bad a like ex.
The other day I was asked these questions: "Has perience; and the result is that in a little while be
there been as much heroism displayed for the right again stands in the dock, charged with the commission
as for the wrong? Has virtue bad as many martyrs of another crime. Again be is sent to the penitenas vice!"
· the end. He feels that his day is
tiary-and this 1s
For hundreds of years the world bas endeavored done, that the future has only degradation for him.
to destroy the good by force. The expression of
honest thought was regarded as the greatest of
VI.
crimes. Dungeons were filled by the noblest and
Why
should
the
state
take without compensation
the best, and the blood of the braves~ was shed by
the sword or consumed by flame. It was impossible the labor of these men, and why should they, after
to destroy the longing in the heart of m&D for liberty having been imprisoned for years, be turned out
and truth. Ia it not possible that brute force and without the means of support! Would it not be
cruelty and revenge, imprisonment, torture, and death far better, far more economical, to pay these men for
are as impotent to do away with vice as to destroy their labor, to lay aside their e&rnings from day to
day, from month to month, and from year to yearvirtue?
to put their money at interest, so tbat when the conTo me it bas always been a mystery how the vict is released after five years of imprisonment be
average man, knowing something of the weakness of will hav several hundred dollars of his own-not
human nature, something of the temptations to which merely money enough to pay his way back to the
be himself bas been exposed-remembering the evil place from which be was sent, but enough to make
of his life, the things he would bav done had there it possible for him to commence business on his own
·been op,portDllity, bad be absolutely known that dis- account, enough to keep the wolf of crime from the
covery would be impossible-should hav feelings of door of his heart.
Suppose the convict comes out with five hundred
hatred toward the imprisoned.
Ia it possible that the average man assaults the dollars. This would be to most of that class a fortcriminal in a spirit of self· defense? Does he wish to une. It would form a breastwork, a fortress, behind
convince his neighbors that the evil thought and im- which the man could fight temptation. This would
pulse were n_ever in his mind! Are his words'' a giv him food and raiment, enable him to go to some
shield that be uses to protect himself from suspicion' other state or country where he could redeem himFor my part, I sympathize sincerely with all failures self. If this was done, thousands of convicts would
with the victims of society, with those who ha; feel under immense obligation to the government.
fallen, with the imprisoned, with the hopeless, with They would think of the penitentiary as the place in
t~osewho bav bee~ stained by verdicts of guilty, and which they were saved-in which they were redeemed
Wtth those who m the moment of passion bav -and they would feel that the verdict of guilty rescued them from the abyss of crime. Under these
destroyed, as with a blow, the future of their lives.
How perilous, after all, is the state of man ! It is circumstances, the law would appear beneficent, and
the work of a life to build a great and splendid the heart of the poor convict, instead of being filled
character. It is the work of a moment to destroy it with malice, would overflow with gratitude. He
utterly, from turret to foundation-stone. How cruel would see the propriety of the course pursued by
the government. He would recognize and feel and
hypocrisy is !
experience the benefits of his course, and the result
v.
Is there any remedy ' Oan anything be done for would be good, not only to him, but to the Lation
the reformation of the criminal 1 He should be as well.
VII.
treated with kindness. Every right should be given
him, consistent with the safety of society. He
There are, however, men who pursue crime as a
should neither be degraded nor robbed. The vocation-as a profession__..:men who bav been constate should set the highest and noblest example. victed again and again, and who still persist in using.
The powerful should never be cruel, and in the the liberty of intervals to prey upon the rights of
breast of the supreme there should be no desire for others. What shall be done with these men and
revenge.
women!
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Put one tbouaand hardened thiens on an islandcompel them to produce what they eat and use-and
I am almost certain that a large majority would be
opposed to theft. Those who worked would not
permit those who did not to steal the result of their
labor. In other words, self-preservation would be
the dominant idea, and these men would instantly
look upon the idlers as the enemies of their society.
Such a community would be self-supporting. Let
women of the same class be put by t.hemselvs. Keep
the sexes absolutely apart. Those who are beyond
the power of reformation should not bav the liberty
to reproduce tbemselvs. Those who cannot be
reached by kindness-by justice-those who under
no circumstances are willing to do their share, should
be separated. They should dwell apart, and dying,
should leave no heirs.
What shall be done with the slayers of their fellowmen-with murderers! Shall the nation take life!
It bas been contended that the death penalty
detl'rs others-that it has far more terror than imprisonment for life. What is the effect of the example set by a nation ! Ia not the tendency to harden
and degrade not only those who ivfl;ct and those
who witness, but the entire community as well !
A few years ago a man was banged in Alexandrio,
Virginia. One who witnessed t.be execution, on that
very day, murdered a pedlar in the Smithsonian
grounds at Washington. He was tried and executed,
and one who witnessed his banging went home, and
on the same day murdered his wife.
The tendency of the extreme penalty is to prevent
conviction. In the presence of death it is easy for a
jury to find a doubt. Technicalities become important, and absurdities, touched with mercy, hav the
appearance for a moment of being natural and logical.
Honest and conscientious men dread a final and
irrevocable step. If the penalty were imprisonment
for life, the jury would feel that if any mistake were
made it could be rectified; but where the penalty is
death a mistake is fatal.· A conscientious man takes
into consideration the defects of human nature-the
uncertainty of testimony, and the countless shadows
that dim and darken the understanding, and refuses
to find a verdict that, if wrong, cannot be righted.
The death penalty, inflicted by the government, is
a perpetual excuse for mobs.
VIII.

If we are to change the conduct of men, we must

change their conditions. Extreme poverty and crime
go band in band. Destitution multiplies temptations and destroys the finer feelings. The bodies
and souls of men are apt to be clad in like garments.
If the body is covered with rags, the soul is generally
in the same condition. Self-respect is gone-the
man looks down-be bas neither hope nor courage.
He becomes sinister-be envies the prosperousbates the fortunate, and despises himself.

.
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We need not repeat the failures of the Old World.
To divide lands among successful generals, or among
favorite of the crown, to giv vast estates for
services rendered in war, is no worse than to allow
men of great wealth to purchase and bold vast tracts
of land. The result is precisely the same-that is to
say, a nation composed of a few landlords and of
many tenants-the tenants resorting from time to
time to mob violence, and the landlords depending
upon a standing army. The property of no man,
however, should be taken for either private or public
use without just compensation and in accordance
with law. There is in the state what is known as
the right of eminent domain. The state reserves to
itself the power to take the land of any private
citizen for a public use, paying to that private
citizen a just compensation to be leglllly ascertained. When a corporation wishes to build a
railway, it exercises this right of eminent domain,
and where the owner of land refuses to sell a right of
way, or land for the establishment of stations or
shops, and the corporation proceeds to condemn the
land to ascertain its value, and when the amount
thus ascertained is paid, the property vests in the
corporation. This power is exercised because in the
estimation of the people the ccnstruction of a railway
is a public good.
I believe that this power should be exercised in
another direction. It will be well, as it seems to me,
for the legislature to fix the amount of land that a
private citizen may own, that will not be subject to
be taken for the use of which I am about to speak.
The amount to be thus held will depend upon many
local circumstances, to be decided by each state for
itself. Let me suppose that the amount of land that
may be held by a farmer for cultivation bas been
fixed at one hundred and sixty acres-and suppose
that A bas several thousand acres. B wishes to buy
one hundred and sixty acres or less of this land, for
the purpose of making himself a home. A refuses
to sell. Now, I believe that the law should be so
that B can invoke this right of eminent domain, and
file his petition, bav the case brought before a jury,
or before commissioners, who shall bear the evidence
and determin the nlue, and on the payment of the
amount the land shall belong to B.
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I would extend the same law to lots and houses in
cities and villages-the object being to fill our country
with the owners of homes, so that every child shall
hav a fireside, every father and mother a roof, provided they hav the intelligence, the energy, and the
industry to acquire the necessary means.
Tenements and flats and rented land are, in my
judgment, the enemies of civilization. They make
the rich richer and the poor poorer. They put a
few in palaces, but they put many in prisons.
IX.

No one places a higher value upon the free school
than I do; and no one takes greater pride in the
prosperity of our colleges and universities. But at
the same tima, much that is called education simply
unfits men sucoessfuhy to .fight the battle of life.
Thousands are to-day studying things that will be of
exceedingly little importance to them or to others.
Much valuable time is wasted in studying languages
that long ago were dead, and histories in which
there is no truth.
There was an idea in the olden time-and it is not
yet dead-that whoever was educated ought not to
work; that he should use his head and not his hands.
Graduates were ashamed to be found engaged in
manual labor, in plowing fields, in sowing or in gathering grain. To this manly kind of independence
they preferred the garret and the precarious existence of an unappreciated poet, borrowing their
money from their friends and their ideas from the
dead. The educated regarded the useful as degrading-they were wiliing to stain their souls to keep
their hands white.
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under a belief that man can do right under all circumstances-that his conduct is absolutely under his
cont~ol,_ and t~at his will is a pilot that can, in spite
?f ~mds ~nd tides, reach any port desired. All this
IS, m my Judgment, a mistake. It is a denial of the
integrity of nature. It is based upon the supernatural _and miraculous, and as. long as this mistake
remams the corner-stone of criminal jurisprudence
reformation will be impossible.
We must take into consideration the nature of man
-:-t~e ~acts of mind-the power of temptation-the
hmitatiOns of the intellect-the force of habit-the
r?sult of heredity-the power of passion-the domination of ~ant-the diseases of the brain-the tyranny
of appetite-the cruelty of conditions-the results of
associatio:r.-the effects of poverty and wealth, of
helplessness and power.
Until these subtle things are understood-until
we know ~hat man, in spite of all, can certainly pursue t~e h1ghway of the right, society should not impovensh and degrade, should not chain and kill,
those who, after all, may be the helpless victims of
unknown. causes that are deaf and blind.
We kno~ something of ourselve-of the average
man-of ~Is thoughts, passions, fears, and aspirations
-aome~hm15 ~f. his sorrows and his joys, his weak
nes_s, h1s habihty to fall-something of what he
resists-the struggles, the victories and the failures
of his life. We know something of the tides and
c?rre_nts of the mysterious sea-something of the
01rcmts of the wayward winds-but we do not know
where the wild storms are born that wreck and rend.
Neither do we know in what strange realm the mists
and clouds are formed that dim and darken all the
heaven of the mind, nor from whence comes the tempest of the brain in which the will to do, sudden as
the lightning's flash, seizes and holds the man until
the dreadful deed is done that leaves a curse upon
the soul.
We do not know. Our ignorance should make us
hesitate. Our weakness should make us merciful.
I cannot more fittingly close this address than by
quoting the prayer of the Buddhist : " I pray thee to
hav pity on the vicious-thou hast already bad pity
on the virtuous by making thsm so."
R. G. INGERSOLL.

In all the schools children should be taught to
work in wood and iron, to understand the construction and use of machinery, to become acquainted
~ith the great forces that man is using to do his work.
The present system of education teaches names,
not things. It i.e as though we should spend years in
learning the names of cards, without playing a game.
In this way boys would learn their aptitudeswould ascertain what they were fitted for-wh~~ot
they could do. It would not be a guess or an
experiment, but a demonBtration. Education should
increase a boy's chances for getting a living. The
real good of it is to get food and roof and raiment,
opportunity to develop the mind and the body and The Coming Convention of Liberal Women.
There is a movement on foot to assemble the promliv a full and ample life.
The more real education, the less crime-and the inent Liberal women of the country in Washington,
on February 24~h and 25th, in a convention to be
more homes, the fewer prisons.
held for purposes of organization.
:s:.
The hour is eminently ripe for such a movement.
The fear of punishment may deter some, the fear
of exposure others; but there is no real reforming For some time past our orthodox brethren and sispower in fear or punishment. Men cannot be tor- ters-especially the sisters-not satisfied with their
tured into greatness, into goodness. All this, as I legitimate churchly works of mercy and peace, and
said before, has been thoroughly tried. The idea the right (inherent in every human being) to moral
that punishment was the only relief, found its limit, suasion, hav assumed an aggressiv position, and are
its infinit, in the old doctrin of eternal pain; but the seeking to cram their religious opinions by main
believers in that dogma stated distinctly that the force down the throats of those who differ with them.
victims never would be, and never could be, reformed. By a resolution of the late Chicago convention, the
As men become civilized they become capable of Women's Christian Temperance Union women degreater pain and of greater joy. To the extent that clared that Christ should be recognized in our laws
the average man is capable of enjoying or suffering, as the king of nations, and by this and by similar
to that extent he has sympathy with others. The utterances, they hav placed themselvs in line with
average man, the more enlightened he becomes, the the American Sabbath Union, with the advocates of
more apt he is to put himself in the place of another. the Blair and Breckenridge bills, and, in short, with
He thinks of his prisoner, of his employee, of his all the various branches of that Gad-in-the-Constitutenant-and he even thinks beyond these: he thinks tion party who are planning to destroy the cornerof the community at large. As man becomes civil- stone of our republic-i.e., religious liberty.
When the women of a community hav been once
ized he takes more and more into consideration circumstances and conditions. He gradually los«?s faith roused t·o concerted action upon any moral question,
in the old ideas and theories that every man can do their success is usually but a matter of time. Unas he wills, and in the place of the word "wills " he like men, they are not, as a rule, held in check by
puts the word" must." The time comes to the intel- business or political considerations. The training of
ligent man when in the place of punishments he centuries, which has stimulated the feminin emothinks of consequences, results-that is to say, not tional nature out of all proportion to its intellectual,
something inflicted by some other power, bv.t some· has also compelled it to seek an outlet along higher
thing necessarily growing out of what is done. The levels only. The result is, that, when once it preclearer men perceive the consequences of actions, the cipitates itself from these high tablelands upon the
bettor they will be. Behind consequences we place brutality, the immorality, or other wickedness along
no personal will, and consequently do not regard the lower levels, it does so with an appalling and
them as inflictions or punishments. Consequences, well-nigh irresistible torrent that sweeps everything
no matter bow severe they may be, create in the before it. We hav a striking example in this same
mind no feeling of resentment, no desire for revenge. Women's Christian Temperance movement, which is
We do not feel bitterly toward the fire because it now sweeping over our country in an ever-deepening
burns, or the frost that freezes, or the flood that flood. One by one t:&e old bulwarks of intemperance
overwhelms, or the sell that drowns-because we totter and fall before our eyes, and it looks just now
attribute to these things no motive, good or bad. as though every saloon, with its baleful influence,
So, when through t.he development of the intellect were doomed to final submersion and overthrow by
man perceives not only the nature but the absolute the raging waters.
But, alas I the flood does not cease here. Mingled
certainty of consequences, he refrains from certain
actions, and this may be called reformation through with this torrent of righteous indignation are powerthe intellect-and surely there is no better reforms· ful currents of church fanaticism, which already
tion than this. Some may be, and probably millions threaten the very foundations of religious liberty
hav been, reformed through kindt;~ess, through grati- upon which our republic rests-currents which are
tude-made better in the sunlight of abarity. In making themselvs felt by the unconscious help of the
the atmosphere of kindness the seeds of virtue burst flood of philanthropy along whose channel they run.
It is against such fanaticism as this, that the
into bud and flower. Cruelty, tyranny, brute force,
do not and cannot by any possibility better the heart Liberal women of the country are called to organize
of man. He who is forced upon his knees has the in February. And it is to be hoped that our thoughtful and broad-minded women everywhere will respond
attitude, but never the feeling, of prayer.
to this call, in so far as they are able.
The time has come when the irregular, guerrilla
XI.
All the penAlti.es, ~ll the puni~:~hmoll!s, are in.dioted warfare of Liberals muf:lt be replaced by cooperation
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and disciplin, if any really effectiv battle is to be
waged against ecclesiastical aggression. Liberal
Leagues and Radical clubs are all well enough, as
far as they go. They cultivate the intellectual aide
of Liberalism, and furnish a place of exchange for
progressiv thought. But, as to influencing the
emotional nature of the community in favor of Liberalism, they are almost useless.
We can learn a lesson from our orthodox brethren
in this matter. What has been the secret of their
success T
Certainly not their numerical strength, as compared
with the numbers of non-churchgoers. The most
hopeful among them admit that but a small minority
of the older business men are activ sympathizers;
that but from seven to ten per cent of the young men
in a community are church-members; and that but
from fifteen to seventeen per cent of young men ever
see the inside of a church. The majority of the
mature male population are non-churchgoers. The
main dependence of the orthodox church is upon its
women; there being, according to a recent speech by
Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop before the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, but one man to four or six
women at the regular church services, and but one
man to fourteen or fifteen women at prayer-meetings.
The reason for this predominance of women over men
in church work probably lies in what we hav indicated
above-that the training of women through long
centuries has compelled an emotional outlet along
higher levels only. But, whatever the cause, the fact
is indisputable that it is the women who hav carried
on both the philanthropy and the devoteeism-in
short, the emotional work-of the orthodox church.
And of late years, since its women hav learned organization and business methods, the church has advanced
with giant strides. Like the Democratic party in
politics, these orthodox women " vote solidly." And
they work solidly, too, each woman doing her level
best for the church she believes in-be that best little
or much-and acting with her fellow-women under
some accredited leader. Under this leadership, they
get up tea-parties, tableaux, fairs, and entertainments
of various kinds, and work like Trojans, well content
if they" make" but a very few dollars above the general
expenses ; they sell tickets, distribute circulate and
tracts, besiege rich people until the purse-strings are
loosened, organize "lend-a-hand" clubs among the
boys and girls, and keep the young men and women
going at some sort of delightful social coadjutorship
which shall finally bring in money or recruits for
" the caust>." It is little wonder that all this energy,
this faithfulness in detail work, this organization
under competent leadership, should win so many
orthodox successes.
Compared with their sisters in the church, what
are our Liberal women doing' Almost nothing.
It is high time that women outside of orthodoxy
awakened to the sense of their powers, as hav already
their sisters within the pale of the church. It is
high time that they realized the mission to which
they are called in this nineteenth century, and which
they alone can accomplish-the carrying of the
human race not alone upward, as their orthodox sisters are seeking to do, buh forward to the broader
sweep and clearer outlook of Liberalism.
It is for this purpose that the convention of Liberal women is called in February. And it is to be
hoped that every one of our women will do her best
to help along that purpose.
Whether the convention will elect to organize
independently of previous societies, or to form an
auxiliary branch of some one of those already activ,
remains to be seen. The auxiliary plan has much in
its favor; and, if this meet with the convention's
approval, it seems as though the American Secular
U uion might confidently expect to be the one with
which our Liberal women would hasten to ally themselva. The American Secular Union has three things
especially to commend itself as a rallying-point for
the new society:
.
1. The nine principles which it advocates, and
which are lineal descendants of the famous Nine
Demands of Secularism.
2. That "non-partisan clause" in its constitution,
whereby it "welcomes all persons, of whatever faith
or party, to its membership, on the basis of ' no
union of church and state.'"
3. Its article on "Local Auxiliary Societies," which
states that such organizations " shall be absolutely
independent in the administration of their affairs,"
and that " the effect of their charters shall be simply
to unite them in cordial fellowship and efficient
cooperation of the freest kind with the American
Secular Union and with other local societies."
IDA C. CRADDOCK, Cor. Sacy. A. S. U.
THE Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia_will celebrate Paine's birthday on Sunda.f., February 2d, mstead of
January 29th. Mr. Longford wr1t~s that. good talent ~nd
music hav been secured, and that Liberals m and near Philadelphia 'are cordially invited.

-----

THE Manhattan Lib(lral Club will be addressed on Friday
evening January 31st, by Prof. Thomas W. Organ, on the
"Fallacies of Modern Liberalism Concerning Prohibition."
The Liberals of the city are invited to attend, learn what are
their fallacies, and reform.their ways.
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f!lommunications.
The Origin of Christmas.*
The word " Christmas" contains in itself evidence
of its derivation from the liturgical nomenclature of
Romish sacerdotalism. Christ-mas-the mass of
Christ-that peculiar priestly hocus- pocus under
which it is said that the eucharistic wafer is transubstantiated into the body of Jesus, the Christ,
The institution of this mass is accredited to Pope
Telesphorus, in the second Christian century. At
first it was what the almanac calls a "moveable
feast," like Good Friday and Easter, end was often
confounded with the Epiphany, and was celebrated
by the eastern churches in April and May. In the
fourth century Pope Julius I. ordered an investigation into the particular date of the birth of Jesus,
and the result of this inquiry was the conclusion that
he was born the 25bh of December.
It is hardly neces3ary to say that this is a matter
of mere arbitrary conjecture, as nothing is certainly
known concerning the day or even the year of the
birth of Jesus. Among celebrated Christian writers
one hundred and thirty-three different opinions hav
been expressed as to the time of the so-called nativity, and the latest conclusion of the best scholarship
is that nothing is certainly known on this subject,
and that the chronology of the first four hundred
years of the Christian era is unreliable, sa no permanent or trustworthy records were kept.
The first intimation that we hav that there was
anything uncommon in the birth of JES'JB, is found
in the epistle of Ignatius, bishop of Autioeh, who
lived in the early part of the second century (A.D.
107). Modern history give an account of a most extraordinary epistolary correspondence between this
bishop and the Virgin Mary, though it detracts
somewhat from its claim to ~enuinnesr< that these
letters were first published in Paris in 1495.
The gospels ascribed to Matthew and Luke alone
teach the doctrin of the divine parentage and miraculous birth of Jesus, and as they were first known
between the years 170 and 180, of course the story
of Ignatius was of earlier date. It is a sug-gestiv
fact that Ignatius presided in Antioch, of Syria, and
that province was imbued with the religious ideas of
the Persians, who held that Zoroaster, their great
prophet, had been immaculately conceived by a ray
of the divine reason, and that Mithra, their incarnated
deity, was miraculously begotten and born of a virgin
mother.
It must not be supposed, as has been intim!!fed,
that the church of Rome, in fixing the 25:h of December as the time for celebrating the birth of Jesus,
did so because she had reliable information as to
this date. She must hav had some other reaf!on for
fixing her Christmas festivities at this particular
time. And now it is right to recognize the well. established fact that at the precise time in each year
corresponding with the 25th day of the 12;h_month,
from the earliest periods of which history givs any
account, all nations hav bean accustomed to hold fes·l;ivities very similar to the Christmas rites of the
Romish church. So far from the truth is the idea
that celebrations now known as Christmas holida:vs
are less than nineteen hundred years old, similar; if
not identical celebrations were held thousands of
yea.r!l before the infant Moses was rescued from the
ark of bulrushes, or the young child of Mary received "gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh."
In Buddhistic temples, before the dawn of consecutiv chronology, on Hindco plains on the 25th of
December, thousands and thousands of years ago,
festivities similar to our modern Christmas were celebrated. .Houses were illuminated and made bright
with gilt paper and gay colors, and garlands of ever-green and flowers ware seen in every direction, while
friends congratulated each other with good wishes,
and presents were exchanged among friends and relative.
·
In the Chinese sacred books we bav similar accounts of the most gorgeous celebrations held on the
25th day of the twelfth month.
Celebrations still more imposing were held on the
25th day oi December among the ancient Persians,
long, long before the sorrowful times when the Hebrew captiva sat by the rivers of Babylon and
mingled their tears with the turgid waters, " and
wept as they remembered Zion !"
Festivities in honor of Osiris nnd Isis, and their
son Horus, wera celebrated in Egypt, long before
the emigration of Joseph and Jacob, and when the
Pyramids were young, and that too on the 25th of
December.
It would take up all the time allotted to this paper
to giv even a brief notice of the oriental nations of
antiquity who celebrated (from pre-historic times)
the 25th of December, with religious and social ceremonies. more or less magnificent and g6rgeous
-runnmg down through the Bacchanalian festivities
*A lecture delivered before Friendshin Liberal League,
Philadelphia, Dec. 29, 1889. By Dr. R. B. Westbrook.
Published by request.
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of Greece and the Saturnalia of pagan Rome, until
after and since the commencement of the Christian
era.
Now the questions come up, in every rational mind,
what was the origin of these winter festivities, and
why were they uniformly observed on the 25t.h day
of the twelfth month T There must hav been some
common understanding among these remote peoples
-some reason upon which the custom was bast:d.
Some light will pour in upon this subject when we
consider the fact, that these celebrations were a'll
held in commemoration of the alleged birth of a
divine man, having a supernatural father and a human virgin mother. Sakia and Christna, and other
Indian incarnations, all had virgin mothers, and so
had the hero-gods of Egypt, Persia, Greece, Rome,
Thibet, and Mexico. The virgin mother of the
savior of the Druids, more than two thousand years
ago, bad a crown of twelve stars upon her head, and
her foot was placed upon the head of e. serpent,, and
. he same devices are found engraved in the stone
cave temples of India, made thousands of years ago.
What does it all mean ? What is the real source of
these uniform legends, which place the birth of a
god on the 25th of Dacember, and make them all so
much alike ~
These questions can only be answered in the study
of comparativ religions. A large class of learned
writers favor the hypothesis that all systems of theology, ancient and modern, are suggestions of the
phenomena of physical nature, postulated by poets
and philosophers long before the Christian era.
Primitiv peoples, leading pastoral lives in the open
air by night and day, were very naturally first led to
worship the sun, and to trace his relations to other
celestial orbs. As intelligence increased, and some
men excelled others, the contemplativ few came to
regard the sun as the best emblem of the creativ,
animating, fecundating spirit of the universe, while
the many could only see the material emblsm. Jt
was the habit of the oriental mind to personify almost everything. It veiled all lessons in allegory,
and draped all knowledge with symbols. It invented mythic stories and poetic and fantastic tales,
which, though known to be fanciful by the philosophers, came to be regarded by the common people
as historical truths.
The rule was to personify the sun under the form
of a benefactor to mankind, and to narrate his annual
career as a moral and philosophic tale. The Persian
Magians accounted to the populace for the introduction of evil into the world by a fable of a serpent
tempting the first woman to pluck a forbidden applt'.
This ac\ as the apple ripens late in autumn, was of
course f ,uowed by the prevalence of winter, with
darkness and cold-the kingdom of the evil principle
-and necessitated the adoption of clothing. '],'he
mischiel thus brought about could only be remedied
by the agency of the sun, which they identified with
the principle of good .
The day assigned to the birth of the sun-gods of
all ancient religions was the same as thst assigned
by the church to Christmas. The shortest day being
December 21st, the birth of Christ is put on the 25th,
the first day that shows any elongation; while the
lowest point, which might excite doubt, is assigned
to the doubting apostle, Thomas.
The rule in the calendar is to dedicate to some
saint the day of the sun's entry into a new sign;
and, as pointed out by St. Augustine in his sermon
on the nativity of St. John, the saying of the Baptist
herald of the sun that is to be-" He must increase,
but I must decrease "-procured for him his place
in the calendar as lord of the waning year, for his
festival is held June 24th, the last day of the summer solstice, and that from which the days begin to
decrease.
The point here to be made is this: that the
Roman breviary, and in short the calendars of all
ritualistic churches, are based upon the Astronomical religion of the ancient pagaus, and that Christmas is no exception to this rule. Take a. catalog
of all the festivals and saints'-daya of Romanism and
Episcopacy, and with no other guide than a common
almanac, you may get a hint as to the origin of every
one of them.
The facts as herein stated are not a recent discovery, much less a modern invention, as they were
acknowledged by poets, philosophers, and historians
in olden times, and by none more distinctly than by
the early Christian flilthers. Pages in proof might
be filled with quotations from Tertullian, Justin,
Jerome, Augustin a, and scores of other writers, some
of whom distinctly admit that the pagans derived
their theology from the fables of tha Solar worship,
Tedullian conveniently disposing of the fact that
in many things the heathen anticipated the dogmas
of Christian theology, by saying that the devil
introduced and taught them to forestall the religion
of Christ, strangely ignoring the fact that the Jews
knew nothing of devils or angels until after their
captivity among the Mithraic worshipers of the
sun-god in Babylon.
The streaming rays of the sun's glory in paintings
around the heads of the Hindoo Christna, the
Grecian Apollo, and of the Catholic J eaus, are very
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suggestiv of the sun-worship, and our modern
churches show their ignorance and folly by the
prominence they giv it in their decorations and
symbols. The intelligent observer sees evidence of
the sun and fire worship, as also of the serpent and
phallic worship, on every hand among Christians,
especially in the Catholic churches, and wonders at
the prevailing ignorance and superstition. The
decorations of Obristmas and Easter, with their
special services, all point to the Solar worship, while
the May-pole, the hot cross-buns, the mystic horseshoe, and even church steeples, if properly understood,
would bring the blush of shame to modest cheeks.
Almost everybody knows, in our day, that Catholic
priestly robes are all of pagan origin, but it is not so
generally known that t.he "shf\11-belly" coat of our
worthy Quakers was borrowed from the Cbaldean
priestfl, who wore a head-gear and garments representing the body of a fish-doRbtless suggested by
the Zodiacal sign "Pisces," the Fishes.
Nothing can be said against the good-cheer and
merry-making of the Christmas holidays, but we
should not allow the priestly powers to palm them
upon the world for what they are not. It is well to
study the gospels, and with them, the Biblas of the
ages-the religions of all nations and peoples-but
we must discriminate between legend and history,
between dogma and doctrin. . . . Here, if nowhere else, the fact may be emphasized, that our
modem Christmas is a Christian feast of pagan
parentage.
Gibbon in his "Decline and Fall," says: "The
Roman Christians, ignorant of the real time of the
birth of Jesus, fixed the solemn feati val on the 25th
of Dc:cember, the winter solstice when the pagans
annually celebrate the birth of the sun."
St. Chrysostom. who lived in the last years of the
fourth century (390), referring to the pagan festival
of December 25th, says: " On this day also, the birth
of Christ was lately :fixed at Rome, ia order that
whilst the heathen were busy with their profane
ceremonies the Christians might perform their holy
rites undisturbed. All ecclesiastical historians know
how St. Gregory and other hierophants of the third
and fourth centuries, were instrumental in changing
pagan festivals into Christian holidays, ss they said :
·'for the express purpose of drawing the heathen to
the religion of Christ." They always met pagans
more than half-way, and in their well-meant catholicism, only succeeded in drifting themselvs into a
semi-paganism, instead of alluring the heathen into
Christianity. . . .
Well, Christmas has come and gone ! The sun has
passed the crisis ! and poetically may be said to hav
had a new birth. The days are getting longer and
brighter, and soon the perfume of vernal flowers will
float upon the winds. We bav had our Christmas
trees, and evergreens, in defiance of the wrath of
Father Tertullian, who, seventeen hundred years
ago, denounced them as "gross idolatry"-but few
of us hav thought of the mistletoe of the ancient
Druids, or the foliage of laurel, myrtle, and ivy with
which ancient pagans sought to entice their sylvan
deities from the forests to their household firesides.

.
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It is a. significant fact that all the principal claims
made by Jesus of Nazareth for himself~ or by others
for him, hacl been made for or by se11eral other personages long before the time that he is saicl to hav
lived in Palestine. Let us carefully examin this
matter. One of the first points emphasized in connection with the advent of Jesus, is the claim that it
was in exact fulfillment of ancient p1·ophecy. Certain Christian writers claim that there are t1oo hundred prophecies in the Old Testament relating to
Jesus, while certain eminent German and English
scholurs deny that there is even one, which does not
admit of a morEl rational application. The quotationa from Old Testament prophecies in the goppels
are, to say the least, unfortunate, and rather suggest
the hypothesis that certain things, if done at all,
were done to make the history fit the prediction.
But if Jesus was the subject of prophecy, so were the
Indian Christna and several other alleged divine incarnations, and their worshipers claimed that they were
born in exact fulfillment of prophecy found in their
ancient scriptures. It would require too much space
to quote in extenso. The Vedas are full of prophecies relating to coming incarnations, and so are the
Chinese sacred books. Even Zoroaster, who lived
570 B c., prophesied: "A virgin shall conceive and
bear a son, and a star shall appear blazing at midday
to announce his appearance." "Where you behold
the star," said he, "follow it whithersoever it leads
you. Adore the mysterious child, offering him gifts
with profound humility. He is, indeed, the almighty
word which created the heavenR. He is, indeed,
your lord and everlasting king" (History of Idolatry,
Faber, vol. 2, p. 92). It was believed that this prophecy was fulfilled by the advent of the Persian god
J osa. It was common among the ancients to presage the birth of a god by the appearance of a mysterious star, and for astronomers to hasten to
adore the new-born deity and prel'!ent him gifts.
Greece, Rome, Arabia, and even Mexico were all
familiar with messianic prophecies. Bishop Hawes
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says that " the idea that God should in some extra- wandered away from their parents,· and became ob- never fought a mental struggle, never anEJwered a
ordinary manner visit and dwell with men is found jects of anxiety and search to anxious mothers. Both question-FreethinkGrs who never hav worked out
in a thousand forms among ancient heathen." The preached a celebrated sermon, ~orought numerous for tbemselvs a real conviction. When the physical
birth of Buddha, like the birth of Jesus, was and very similar miracles, were hated and opposed by powers decrease and thoughts become feeble, then
announced in the heavens by an asterim on the the priests of their day, and both suffered premature the old myths of hell and last judgment e!haily overhorizon which is singularly called the "Messianic violent deaths, at about the same age, and then arose power their weak minds and call forth & fear of a
Star." When Christna was born his star was from the dead. These parallels might be given to an something, a belief in which they never h!W been
pointed out by Nared, a great astronomer.
indefinit extent, as they appear in "Asiatic Re- entirely free from. A battle which they ought to
The birth of every East Indian avatar was an- searches," by Sir William Jones, Upham's "History bav fought long ago, dawns first now, hence even
swered by celestial signs. Even the Jews hav simi- and Doctrin of Buddhism," Hardy's "Manual of they die wit.h their doubts in darkness.
lar traditions regarding Moses and Abraham. Canon Buddhism," and numerous other ancient and modern
Far oth10rwise it is with him who h~.;R a real, a
Farrar admits in his "Life of Christ" that the writings on this subject, and the parallel facts pre- sound conviction; he can die in peace. Doubt has
Greeks and Romans always held this idea of the sented by these authorities are admitted by the most its own intrinsic value, which never must be lcmder·birth and death of great men being presaged by distinguished Christian writers not a few It is ad- rated, but in doubt must no one remain that wishes
mysterious stars, and Tacitus affirms this regard- mitted by the ablest theologians of the orthodox to die in peace. Man must liv out his doubts. It is
ing the dethronement of Nero. All candid theolo- schools that miracles are indispensable to establish not enough, during our whole life, to seek the tru!h;
gians admit that this doctrin of the announcement the claim of a special supernatural revelation, and man must find her, must possess her. Man must be
of the birth of extraordinary persons by the appear- great reliance is made upon the miracles credit€d convinced tbst he holds the truth. Therefore nobody
ance of stars was a universal belief among ancient to the Christian Christ, and yet we find other saviors is invulnerable unlass he has to his own full satispeoples. Luke is the only evangelist that records and heroes credited not only with the same miracles, faction answered the gr'2at questions.
the fact that the birth of Jesus was attended with substantially, but with a larger number of even more
VICTOR E. LENNSTRAND.
the songs of angels from the heavenly world. And wonderful miracles. It would be easy to fill a large
there is good reason for believing that this professed volume of the allegea miracles of Buddha and
.Mr. Burnham to Mr. Westhrook.
compiler drew his information from the apocryphal Christna, and Prof. Max Muller affirms that the
MR. R. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D., .Dear Sir:
gospel called Protevangelion. But there is nothing Buddhistic miracles " surpass in wonderfulness the
novel in this idea, for the same thing had long been miracles of all other religions.'' Zoroaster, Bochia, On the first reading of your open letter to me I
recorded of Ohristna at his birth-that " the quarters Osiris, Isis, and Horus all wrought miracles, even the thought that I would not notice it. But on second
of the horizon were irradiate with joy." That "the raising of the dead. Ser&pis, Marduk, Bacchus, reading thereof, the conviction was forced upon me
spirits and nymphs of heaven danced and sang and Esculapius, and Apollonius did the same, and the that " the _powers that be are ordained of God.'' . I
at 'midnight' the clouds emitted low, pleasing early Christian fathers admitted the reality of her, then dare not refuse obedience to your official command.
sounds, and poured down rain of :flowers.'' It is miracles, but very conveniently attributed them to Allow me to say that your "flat deni&l" looks sickly
only necessary here to state that similar demonstra- the devil. In short, it may safely be affirmed, that and sad in the presence of the facts. " Ministers of
tions are alleged to hav attended the advent of other more wonderful and better authenticated accounts of the gospel were invited to do the work of the conHindoo saviors, and also of Confucius, of Osiris, of Ap- miracles are given of numerous other persons, both be- gress." - These are my words. Had you known anyollonius, of Apollo, of Hercules, andEscalapius. It is fore and after the Christian Christ, than are thing about the work of the National Liberal League,
certainly very singular that all the circumstances con- given of his miracles in the gospels. The Greeks were at its yearly sessions, and those that hav been held
nected with the birth of Jesus are recorded of several accustomed to say, "Miracles for fools," and the since the name was changed, you would know that
other persons long before. Christna was cradled Romans shrewdly said, "The common people like to the work of the congress was something more than
among sh~>pherds, to whom his birth was first an- be deceived-deceived let them be," and even i:.he tinkering and doctoring, although we at times had
nounced, and the prophet Nared visited his father and Christian father, St. Chrysostom declared that " Mir- enough of this. The men and women invited to and
mother and declared the child to hav been of divine de- acles are proper only to excite sluggish and vuigar billed for the congress did the work of the cougreas.
scent. An aged hermit named Asita, like Simeon of minds, men of sense hav no occasion for them." The This work in the main was the public addresses
the gospel, visited the infant Buddha and predicted modern theological idea of proving the record by the delivered on the rostrum. The work was one of
wonderful things of his life and mission, and wept miracle, sn4 the miracle by the record, has become education-instruction in the principles of Liberalism.
because be was too old to see the day. Not only too transparent for even the most credulous. The The speakers did the work of the congress until the
was the infant Christna adored by the shepherds and voluminous modern writer, Rev. Albert Barnes, ad- election of the officers for the ensuing year demanded
magi, but he was presented with "gifts" of "sandal- mits in his "Lectures on the Evidences of Christian- attention, and then the congress elected them-not by
wood and perfumes," very like " frankincense and ity" that if there is any difference between the evi- a prearrangement which excluded the hard and iried
myrrh," and be was also presented with gifts of dence of sorcery and witchcraft, and gospel miracles, workers of Liberalism, and selected inexperienced
strangers to do the work; and thereby enabled the
"cost.ly jewels ar.;d precious substances," very like it ia in favor of the former.
president to say to the world, in the most undemo"gold." Substantially the same things are recorded
cratic terms sent out to the world, "I em eurprised
of l'ditbras the Persian savior, of Socrste&, and many
In regard to the Jesus of Christianity, we know at finding myself in the presidential chair again with
of the Grecian and Roman demigod~?. It would little or nothing. He is not mentioned by contem- a secretary and trea.surer of 'my own selection.'"
require all our space and time to present in detail all poraneous historians, for the first century of his This is certainly changing the method of former
the parallel incidents recorded of Cb1·iatna and other alleged existence. Even his professed biographers
avatars and the Jesus of our gospels. It must suf- giv no account of his life from twelve to thirty years of congresses.
You invited ministers to do this work, in violation
fice to say, that these incidents are too numerous and age. It is very doubtful whether such a manns Mat- of all former methods in our annual meetings, to the
circumstantial to be mere coincidences.
thew ever lived. His is not a Jewish name, but Mat- exclusion of men and women that had borne the
King Cansa was jealous of the infant Christna, thu was the name of the registrar of certain Egyptian heat and burden of the day, aside from Mr. Wakaand ordered a general slaughter of the infants, under annals. The books of Matthew and Mark were man · and I think he must hav felt himself a stranger.
a certain age, and in a certain district, just as Herod probably compiled by some persons now un- It is 'true that several Liberals happened to be there
did when Jesus was born; and as Joseph and Mary known, from the same documents, in the city of -unbilled t.hough they were-and the congress
were warned in a dream to :flee into Egypt to Alexandria. Matthew and Luke alone mention the indeed would ha.v been a sorry conc2rn if they bad
save the youug child's life, so the foster father of supernatursl birth of Jesus, and there is good reason not been there. But the proof of my chsrges you
Christna was warned of danger by a " heavenly for believing that the first three chapters of Matthew still demand. Your entire method, from tbe first to
voice" and be was taken to Mathura, and Canon were interpolated in the second or third century for the present, is in demonstration of t~e tr~th,of that of
Farr~r speaking of the sojourn of Joseph, Mary, and a purpose, while Luke does not claim to be anything which you complain. Your confesr:non 1s, • my own
the infant Jesus in Egypt, writes: "Ancient le~ends but a compilation. But since all the incidents con- choice," and the expression of that choice was in such a
say that they remained_ two years absent from Pales- nected with the life of.Jesus, are recorded of Christna way as· to ignore those that were there that were
tine and lived at Matareeb a few miles northeast of snd other Indian avatars, long before the alleged workers and had experience far longer in our cause.
Cairo." This seems to be the same legend, but the birth of Jesus, we naturally come to the conclusion, Hundrsds of the Liberals of this country in silence
one regarding Christna is sculptured upon the rocks that his life (if be existed at all) was largely myth- look on while the blushes of shame cover their faces
and temnles of India, while contemporary history ical. Certainly no such man ss Jesus !f!Ver existed. from deep humiliation on acc<?unt oi the attitude of
makes n~ mention of the slaughter of the innocents I emphasize the word such. There were many men the last congres~:~. No beatmg around the bush,
by Herod and further embarrassment arises from named Jesus. Josephus mentions eleven. The doctor. Lst the facts apeak for themselvf.!. Had
the fact that Herod was not king at that time, as the Jesus of Christmas is largely idea!, so that we hav the president seen fit ~o ch~ose as :workers , vettaxing under Qairinus did not take place under the been celebrating the life of a mythical savior, on the erans in the cause of L1berahsm-sucn were a~ the
reign of Herod, he having been dead for six or seven very day of the birth of the old sun-gods. Let us congress-no doubt we would hav experience where
years. It would be easy to present more than a no longer worship doll babies, but relegste Santa· we havinexperience now. No. "Mychoice" was not
score of instances in which persons who came to be Glaus and Oris. Oringle to the bats and the moles of for those that bad euch a record. Is it not true that
regarded as demigods and heroes had been obliged superstitioP.
you at the first were displt>ased with both our public
to :flee from the wrath of the reigning monarch at
speakers and our papers, and that the :flag of our
Who Dies in Misery ?
their birth as it is also recorded of the infant Jesus.
country should be above the cr?ss, the. emblem of
Fmm F'ritankaren.
In all cou~tries of olden times the reigning monarch
superstition~ Such a state of feelmg readily .a~counts
It is always the Christian who never has taken for the method which you hav chosen, w.uwh has
has generally been jealous of some mysterious child,
whose parents or care-takers were obliged to hide time and care to see to his mental house, whose be- placed the last congress i~ th~ position of ":bich I
him away in some s~fe resor.t. The long fa~t and lief is undermined. Look out, see that the founda- complain. I charge you, su, w1th no wrong mtent,
temptation of Jesus lll the wilderness, found m the tion is really sound ; and if not, build a ne_w beli.ef yet this does not justify your ruet~od. I ~nd_ no
gospel "according" to Matthew, bav numerous par- on a better foundation. Doubt always mamfests It- fault with the clerical gentlemen whiCh you nmted
allels in the experience of other messiahs, even in self in the depths of the human mind, but it seldom instead of the able workers of past congressee. And
minor details. The fast generally, as in the case of comes to the surface without being thoughtlessly I bl\v no fault to find with the "cffiJ_er~ of m~
Moses, the Ninevites and Jesus, lasted forty days, suppressed. Man loves peace; he considers her, in choice." They are not to blame for the1r. mexp~_n
but that of Buddha continued forty-seven days, and the days of physical health, to be of greatest impor- ence in our work. I think, ther~f?re, _t~at_the •nn~re
in his weakness aud attenuation of body, he was tance, and therefore he gets afraid when death comes. method which you hav chosen lS xn vw.~twn of tne
tempted by Mara, the prince of evil, who promised Then, on this occasion, it is that doubt darts forward method of former congresses, and in n.most every
him all the kingdoms of the earth, " universal empire," and inquires into the great questions cf truth; but, particular confirms the t.ruth of my charge.
on certain conditions, but like Jesus he said, "Avaunt. alas, there is not thought enough to answer these
Saginmo Oity, Jan. 14. ·
J. H. BuRNHAM.
Get thee away from me." After the temptation and questions; the thoughts are too weak to fight
triumph both Buddha and Jesus were ministered unto out a battle which calls for both time and strength.
ST. GnEGORY THE GnEA'r descri):>es the vi~tue of a
The Christian dies with his doubts in darkness.
by visiting angels.
But the same is also the case with the Freethinkei'S priest, who through motiv~ of _PI~ty. had d1scarded
Zoroaster the founder of the Persian religion, had
his wife. . . . Their w1vee, m 1m~enae numbers,
a similar experience with the devil, o~ which there are whose free thoughts consist in that they do not th!nk were drivfm forth with hatred and w1th scorn. . .
many detailed reports. Both Chr1stna and Jesus at all-individuals who pride themselvs on be1!lg Pope Urban II. gave license to the nobles to reduce
were precocious boys, disputing with doctors and Freethinkers but who never troubled themselvs w1th to slavery the wives of priests who refused to abandon
astonishing their teachers with their learning, which such a thing 'as inquiry into the truth-Freethinkers
had not been acquired in the usual way; and both who never hav doubted, never studied, never inquired, them.-Lecky.
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A Symposium on Liberalism.
A short time ago we said this to more than thirty
Liberal writers: "There has been a great deal of talk
at various times and by a good many of the leading
Liberals about the Positiv or Constructiv side of
Liberalism. It is stated that there is an Affirmativ
as well as a Negativ philosophy connected with the
Freethought movement; and that Liberals should
build a religion or philosophy or system of morality,
as well as destroy the system founded on superstition and supernaturalism.
"We want to obtain, therefore, for publication in
THE TRUTH SEEKER the opinion of all the best-known
writers for Liberalism on this subject. To do this
we put the matter thus:
"Is there an .Atfirrnativ, Positiv, Oonstructiv sicle
to Freethought?
"lf not, the reason 1ohy?
"If there be, in what, in your opinion, cloes it consist, ana in what shoula it consist JP"
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 8th we shall
begin the publication of the replies. We hav
· received answers from
Saladin,
L. K. Washburn,
Editor of the London Agnos·
Editor of the Invesligator.
E. B. Foote, Jr.,
tie Journal.
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
Direr.t.or of the American
Liberal Lecturer.
Bemllar Uoion.
Ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds, Capt. Robert C. Adams,
Liberal Lecturer.
Presiilent of the Oanadian
R. B. west brook,
Secular Union.
President of the American F. M. Holland,
Secular Union.
Author of "The Reign of
George E. Macdonald,
the Stoics."
Editor of FreethOught.
Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham,
H. 0. Pentecost,
Liberal Lecturer.
Editor of the Twentieth Cent- E. C Walker,
urv.
Editor of Fair Pla'IJ.
Susan H. Wixon,
Lucy N. Colman,
An Antislavery Apostle.
. l!l~litor of THE TBUTH SEEKEB"S Children's Oorner."
Parker Pillsbury,
Samuel P. Putnam,
An Antislavery Apostle
President of the Oa.lifornia W F J ·
·
Liberal Union and Editor of
. . am1eson,
F'reethought.
Liberal Lecturer.
And hav been promised replies from Charles Watts,
Editor of Secular Thought/ G. W. Foote, Editor of
the London Freethinker/ J. E. Remsburg, John
Peck, and others.
The synthesising of the Symposiam will be perfor~ed by THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN, scientist, philosopher, and lawyer. His contribution will be a review
of the others, with riders of his own, to appear in
the issue following the completion of the publication
of the replies.
We believe this expression of opinion on this subject will be one of the most valuable and interesting
contributions ever made to the literature of Free. thought, and may mark the beginning of a new era
in the development of the mental world.
Every Liberal should read this symposium and
circulate it around the neighborhood for the enlightenment of his neighbors.

The Pictures.
We hav received twenty-eight new subscribers
during the past week on the picture account. This
is a serious falling off from last week, but is not, we
hope, an indication that Mr. Heston's friends hav
slackened their efforts. The total to date of new
subscribers is two hundred and nine, besides the donations, additions to which hav been received as follows within the past seven days :
Wm. Johnson ............ $1 00 Geo. Collins............... 1 00
W. P. Brooks, M.D.... 1 00 A. Sloney..................
50
J. Cretors.................. 2 75 Wm. M. Bunce.......... 1 00
H. L. Warren............ 1 00 John McUlemont........
50
L. J. Tibbals..............
50 Susan Reichester.. .. .. .
50
J. M. Jean................. 1 00 James McDonald........ 1 00
B. Sugenheimer.........
25
Making $125.40 in all. We wish that all our
friends would speak a good word for the paper, if
convenient, and hand a copy of it to some Liberal
friend who may be a possible subscriber. To induce
those to whom the paper may be given for this purpose to subscribe, we repeat the offer of " Try
Square" as a premium, namely : Copies of the book
to be given as premiums to, or for, new subscribers
who pay the regular price of $3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year, before March 11th. One copy of
the book to be given to every volunteer new subscriber, and one to every old subscriber who procures a new one at the regular price of $3. The
price of the book by itself is $1.
By calling the attention of possible subscribers to
the foregoing offer, perhaps their action may be hastened.

Chaplains in the Army.
It seems that Secretary of War Proctor must be
added to the list of pietists in this administration
who are endeavoring to make their official position
abound to the glory of God and the Protestant
church.
There are now thirty post chaplains in the army,
authorized by the act of March 2, 1849, and four
regimental chaplains, one for each of the colored
regiments, authorized by the act of July 28, 1866.
These thirty-four officers rank as captains of infantry
with pay varying from $125 ,f;o $175 per month
according to length of service. But there are over
one hundred army posts in the country, and consequently some of them are without chaplains. In his
first annual report Secretary Proctor says:
"There are at present one hundred and fourteen posts, so
that a large number of soldiers are compelled to be without
religious instruction. In view of the policy of the department to concentrate the troops in larger posts, this evil will
rapidly diminish. It is to be regretted, however, that of the
several duties devolving upon the government for the education and improvement of ita soldiers this moat essential element of all should be even temporarily neglected.
"It would be impossible at this time to say what changes,
if any, will be permanently needed. In the present transitory etate, therefore, I would only recommend that the department be empowered to provide for religious instruction at
posts where there is no chaplain, -by the temporary employment of clergymen, and that an appropriation be made for
that purpose."
God and an appropriation ! is the rallying cry for
the churches, whose prophet is the secretary of war.
Where in the Constitution is laid upon the general government the duty of providing religion for
the soldier or for anybody else T Let us hav the
place pointed out, that no mistake may be made
about this " most essential element."
For several years since the close of the war the
churches hav been clamoring for a reorganization of
the army chaplaincies, reorganization in this case
meaning an increase of clerical leeches upon the
already overdrained taxpayers. Under the shadow
of the well-known holiness of this administration, the
churches hav become emboldened to procure the
introduction in Congress of several bills having for
their object the advancement of religious interests.
A sample one of these is described in a dispatch
from Washington to a daily paper. It proposes a
graded corps, to consist of twenty senior chaplains,
thirty chaplains, and fifty assistant chaplains, having
the pay and allowance respectivly of major, captain,
and first lieutenant of infantry. To their names on
the register would be added their religious denominations, which is not the practice now. The chaplains now on the activ list would be transferred to this
corps, with their past service counting for the purposes of the act. Promotion would be by seniority,
and for any original appointment to the lowest grade,
that of assistant chaplain, the president would convene an examining board to be composed of the comI

mander of the post needing a chaplain and four members of the corps of chaplains, who should be as far
as practicable of the same religious denomination as
the c~mdidate, or of a denomination assimilating to
it. Similar boards would be assembled for examination prior to promotion, and no appointment or promotion would be lawful except on the recommendation of the majority of such a board. A further provision on that measure is that every candidate for
appointment as assistant chaplain must be under
twenty-eight years of age, sound mentally and phys.
ically and well qualified for his duties. He would
be eligible to the grade of chaplain after five years'
service.
The enactment of such a law as this measure outlines would be a fine thing for the churches, and
would be one of the next best things to the establishment of the Christian religion and the state support
of preachers. Following it, every ship in the navy
would be weighted with a "Holy Joe," amd why
should not every post-office and every custom house
hav one too, and each internal revenue district!
Why not throw the Constitution overboard, and say
that as it does not please the churchel!l it is of no
value!
General Schofield, of the army, however, is not so
sure that the proposed reorganization of the chaplaincies into military corps would meet with the
approval of the army itself. According to him .the
army is not particularly anxious to be made religious. He writes to Senator Plumb of Kansas:
" DEAR SENATOR: In reply to your indorsement upon the
letter of Chaplain Nave, dated December 31st, I am not prepared to say what would be the best course to adopt for the
much to be desired improvement in the moral and religious
instruction and care of the army. This subject is beset with
difficulties which do not exist in respect to any other branch
of military administration. If the officers and men of the
army belonged to any one religious denomination, whose
principles and code of conduct were officially recognized and
approved by the government, the subject would be greatly
simplified. Under the conditions now existing a corps of
chaplains belonging to many d1verse denominations would
be like a medical corps or an engineer corps composed of
the adherents to as many diverse theories upon the science
of medicin or engineering.
" In all other things the war department prescribes an
exact code by which all in the army are to be instructed and
governed, but in religion and morals the department must
allow to all in the army the freedom guaranteed by the fundamental principles of our government to all who are under
the dominion of its laws, exercising only such restraint in
respect to moral conduct as is sanctioned by the common
consent of the good people of the United States. There is
therefore very little field for the performance of official religious services in the army, and great danger of doing more
harm than good by any attempt to exercise military control
or influence over religious matters.
"The American citizen, soldier no less than civilian, instinctivly rebels against any attempt to regulate his religious
conduct by civil or military authority.
"After much and careful study of this subject my impression is that the best policy would be to leave the various
garrisons in the army free to select religious ministers of
the r own choice, as other communities in this country do,
the action of Congress to be limited to supplying the necessary money to pay for their services, and that of the war department to regulating the mode of their selection, etc. In
this manner a large proportion of the troops, if not all, could
hav the services of their own faith, at least a part of the
time, which they do not now_
" Our system of army chaplains is an attempt to follow
the custom of foreign countries, where one religion, and
only one, is recognized and supported by the governmenta system not at all applicable to our institutions. Our military legislation has never yet recognized the principles of
religious liberty by providing the soldier at remote frontier
stations with the rellgious services which he craves and
needs. On the contrary, such remote garrisons are provided
with a chaplain in whose religious opinions and modo of
worship the great majority of the troops do not believe.
Yet wonder is expressed that so little interest is manifested
in religious services at the military posts. Giv the army religious liberty and assist the men to obtain the religious ministrations of which they feel the need, and there will be the
same interest in religion in the army as elsewhere.
"But I am not committed to any theory, and will cordially favor and promote any means which may be thought
best by which the moral and religious condition of the army
may be improved."
If the general's suggestions are heeded, the soldiers would probably choose no chaplain. To be
drawn up in line on Sunday and compelled to listen
to a prosy preacher is just what, above all things,
the soldier dislikes to do. He would much rather
spend the time in quarters playing checkers. And
to force him to listen to "divine services," as the
preachers' efforts are called, is to rob him of his
American manhood.
The only fair, as it is the only constitutional way,
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is to employ no chaplains, but let such soldiers as this country menaces some of our dearest rights and privA:N article may be very good, but if sent to us unaccomdesire the labor of a preacher hire him and pay him ileges. Notes of warning hav come to us from many of the panied by name and address of writer, it will not be used.
foremost statesmen and thinkers as to what we may expect Correspondents may remain unknown to the public if they
as they do their bootblacks.

A Doctor of Divinity, the Lord, and Brazil.
A doctor of divinity of East Northfield, Mass.,
writes to the Independent concerning Brazil and its
affairs. He thinks the republic has come to stay,
~ecausethe foundations hav been solidifying through
a century. The builders hav been heretical philosophers, scholars, men of affairs, and by their labo1·s
the repubHc "is now a pyramid standing on its base,
not on its apex." Nevertheless, he says, "there are
signs of impatience which put in jeopardy the exodus
of the Republic. These are natural and may retard
the march ; but Brazil can no more go back than the
Israelites could hav gone back into Egypt. Before
she can thoroughly organize and possess the land of
promis, she will hav to contend with factions who
will lust after the onions and leeks of the old monarchy, and her leaders will hav need of the wisdom
ol Moses. Will they take it ?" And then he givs
an undecided world this wonderful paragraph:
"Just here is their peril. Many of them are Positivists.
They are wiser than Moses; wise above what is written.
Thus far there has been no recognition of God or his wonderful providence, which is, nevertheless, manifestly guiding or
using them. If· the pressure of great responsibilities drives
them to him, they will be honored to complete the work they
hav begun; if not the work will go on without them. Brazil
is predestined by the ruler of nations to go forward under
the principles of free government to a grand, a glorious
future. Amen."

It seems rational to us, that if these Positivists
hav got along so far without God they can go the
rest of the way without him. To call him in now
would make him one of those eleventh-hour fellows,
who get around along toward quitting time, but want
to draw a full day's pay, and would be derogatory to
his reputation as an artisan.
But just see the self-debasement of the Christians
in this paragraph. They will not allow that man
does or can do anything. How does this doctor of
divinity know that God has been guiding the Bra.zilhn Positivists? How does he know that Brazil is
p~'ldestined by God to go forward as a free country?
Tne good sometimes die young. What he should
hav said is that if the people of Brazil are sufficiently from under the domination of the priests, if
they know how to govern themselvs, if they thoroughly believe in a government of, for, and by
the people, if they believe that the right of government comes from the consent of the governed and
not from God, if they are willing to do the best they
can-profit by experience and correct mistakes-if
they are ready to work for their own welfare and
their own material progress on the human and not
on the superhuman plane, if they possess the spirit
of liberty, and are willing to grant to others all the
rights they claim for themselvs-if they believe and
can do all thes&, then there is no doubt that Brazil
will go forward under the principles of free government to a grand, a glorious future.
But there is no God needed, and it is not possible
for him to do anything at all in the matter.

should it ever gain the ascendency, and yet we hav the spectacle of Protestant preachers and laymen, some of them the
descendants of Huguenots, glorifying a Romish cardinal and
encouraging the extension of the spiritual despotism he rep.
resents. Had the circumstances been reversed, Romanists
would hav been conspicuous by" their absence.
" I contend that Protestants are sacrificing their history
and are putting contempt upon their martyr dead and are
stultifying their former testimony and are sweeping the
ground from under their feet as to mission work in Romish
lands and are imperiling the future of their country by thus
favoring Romish pretension and progress.''

Mr: Thompson writes at a white heat, and his
brethren are much exercised over his words. With
their usual craftiness the Catholics say nothing, but
watch with interest the war which they hope will
more widely separate the "heretics," as they call the
Protestants.
Nevertheless, Mr. Thompson is right. The miscegenation which a few misguided Protestants are
laboring to bring about between Romanism and
Protestantism will be, if accomplished, productiv of
but one thing-the absorption of the Protestant conservative. The lamb may lie down with the lion, but
the lamb will be under cover and invisible. A year
or two ago many orthodox Protestants took sides
with the Roman Catholics on the school question.
The Sabbath Union has made much of Cardinal Gibbons's letter approving its Sunday law petition. The
Baltimore lay council of Catholics adopted a resolution in which occur these significan~ words: "There
are many Christian issues in which Catholics could
come together with non-Catholics and shape civil
legislation for the public weal." There is no doubt,
then, that many of the fanatical Protestants would
like to see a unification of the two sects, but they
should ponder well over Mr. Thompson's warning
ere they take the indissoluble vow. Rome never gets
left in a bargain; For years the two seats hav united
in this state to plunder the taxpayers, but the Roman
Catholics hav always borne off the lion's share of the
booty, and but a few months ago they nearly succeeded in an attempt to capture a Protestant church
built on one corner of a block of land, the remainder
of the block being occupied by a Romish institution,
which desired it all. The two sects had stolen the block
jointly, and it was a fight for the spoils, the Prot.
estants winning only by paying for the land. It was
a clear case of rogues falling out and honest menthe taxpayers-getting their dues. The papists can
yet giv the Calvinists lessons in larceny.
And as it was in the matter of this church so will it
be in any alliance between the two sects. Rome has
more experience in intrigue, and is shrewder and
more unscrupulous than her imitator. She is cozening the Protestants now to win regpectability;
she knows the American people hav always looked at
her askance, as a suspicious character, and she desires
first of all social recognition, then equality, and alliance; winning that through the greed of some
Protestants, the complaisance of others, the indifference of the masses-then look out for her !

The Literature Fund.

The Protestants and the Catholics.

Since the last acknowledgment we hav received
Cardinal Gibbons went down to Charleston, S. C., these sums for the Literatnre Fund :
last week to lay the cornerstone of a new cathedral Charles N. Wheeler .................................... $ 40
25
in that city. He was taken on an excursion around 13. Sugenheimer.........................................
Henry Walker...........................................
45
the harbor, and given also a public reception. At Susan
Reichester.......................................
25
the dedication services several Protestant clergymen William Long............................................ 1 7o
and a Jewish rabbi occupied seats on the platform W. J. Ribley............................................. 1 00
Previously acknowledged........................ 49 50 $53 60
beside the cardinal and the other priests who conExpended in sending marked copies of THK
ducted the services.
TRUTH SKKKKR to all national senators
The Rev. Mr. Thompson, of a Presbyterian church
and representative in Congress ........... 14 46
of the city, did not like this, and has published a letPreviously expended ............................... 32 63 47 09
ter condemning the conduct of his fellow-ProtestIt givs us pleasure to record that the missionary
ante. He says:
"The presence of these Protestants was doubtless intended spirit is spt·eading. One of North Dakota's promionly as a courtesy, but it was more-it was a virtu-al indorse- nent men, $ided by his friende, has sent a copy of
ment of those proceedings, and a godspeed to t-he gigantic Remsburg's "Sabbath Breaking" to each law-maker
ecclesiastical organization that conducted them. It is the of North Dakota> one hundred and sixteen in all. He
boast of that church that it is the only church of God. The did it, he said, to educate the legislators, and to help
cardinal sald as much yesterday. It brands all others as
heretics. A former bishop of Charleston declared, 'Within influence their action on the Sunday-law penalty bills
thirty years the Protestant heresy will come to an end.' It now before them for action. It would be a good
claims for itself temporal and spiritual supremacy. It tol- thing for Liberalism if a man like him could be found
erates those who differ from it only where it has not the in every state of the Union.
power to enforce its claims. Its spirit has undergone no
change since those days when it gave its order for and sang
its Te Deum over the wholesale, indiscriminate slaughter of
helpless Protestants.
" Its fundamental principles are antagonistic to our government and its most cherished institutions~ Jt~ growth in

MR. GUBTAVK NKLBON, our correspondent for Forestport,
N. Y., has, through the Utica papers, challenged the clergymen
of the vicinity to discuss the fundamental basis of the Christian religion from a historical and philosophical standpoint.
To date, Mr. Nelson ie disappointed in obtain!ng an opponent.

desire, though even that seems unnecessary, but not to the
Editor.
NOBTH DAKOTA has already enacted a Sunday law. We
hav not seen its provisions, but the penalty for violating it is
a fine of one do).lar. Since its enactment the Christians hav
introduced two bills increasing the penalty. Our information
is that the new bills are not likely to pass the House.
THll: Milwaukee preachers declare that Sunday papers are
iniquitous, and will eventually call down upon the publishera the vengeance of God. We fancy, though, that if the
publishers are not punished till the Lord does it their immunity will be of long duration. It isn't God, but the fanatics, that make the trouble.
Wil: print this week a portion of Colonel Ingersoll's address before the New York State Bar Association, at
A,lbany, January 20th. Advance proof-sheets hav been kindly
furnished us for this purpose by c. P. Farrell, Colonel Ingersoll's publisher, who will print the full address in an elegant
pamphlet, retailing for 10 cents. Orders may be addressed
to this office. The address is crammed full of common
sense, humanity, love of justice, kindness. Men will be
made better by reading it ; every warden and keeper in
every prison ought to read it; and la wm!l.kers should take
it seriously to heart.
THK Cltristian Statesman says of Colonel Ingersoll's article
on "God in the Constitution:" "The bold Atheism which it
inculcates, and on which the writer rests his opposition to
religious acknowledgment in political constitutions, will
create a powerful revulsion of feeling in favor of the National
Reform movement. Under his logic, all American citizens
who believe in God, in a providence which rules the nations,
and a moral government which holds them responsible to the
moral law, must be in favor of the acknowledgment of God
in the fundamental law of the nation. If for no other reason
it is needed. in order to assure the world that Mr. Ingersoll's
theory is not the theory of the American people." The reasoning ability of the Christians is remarkable!
THK New York Presbytery spent last week in discussing
the proposed revision of the Confession of Faith. They
split non-existent theological hairs as vehemently as though
they were discussing facts. In commenting upon the sections
dealing with predestination Cine of the revision advocates
exclaimfd: "You are congenitally damned. You were
damned before you were born. God hated us while we
were in our. mother's womb. ThBt is preterition." And he
added: "If I felt ob'iged to preach that doctrin I would
tear my Geneva gown into shreds and rip my bands into
rags before the coming Sabbath, and my elders and my deacons and all my membership would stand by me." If predestination means that sort of preterition, predestination
ought to go. And while it is going, it might as well take
the rest of the Confession with it.
IN accepting the nomination for national Senator from the
Democratic caucus of the Ohio legislature, Calvin S. Brice
said: "I know and acknowledge my inability to fill that
high office to my own satisfaction. My ideal of it was
formed in the exciting period of politics between 18o4 and
1864, when my mind took up those political questions. I
think I hav a high ideal within me, as any of my friends and
associates in northwestern Ohio know. And I hope,
gentlemen, that I can in some measure carry out that ideal
which I then formed of free thought, free speech, and free
action, as much of each as is consistent with glving t<,e same
amount to everyone else in the commonwealth. This is the
sum of my democracy: No more legislation than is necessary
to accomplish this purpose. By this principle I try every
question presented to me, and whether the issue be a
temporary one, or whether it be a protracted one, by it I know
I can teet the place where I can stand, and where, it seems
to me, the Democracy ought to be." We hope Mr. Brice
will not conceal these sentiments when on the floor of the
Senate.
THK National Secular Society of England has voted $12 to
help provide food for Victor _Lennstrand, the Swedish Freethought martyr, and decided to appeal to the Freethinkers of
Great Britain for further assistance for their Swedish brethren. Mr. Lennstrand, as Capt. Otto Thomson has informed
THK TRUTH SKKKKR's readers, is serving two terms of three
months' imprisonment and one of six, and, as other sentences
are pending, it is possible that he will be doomed to linger
for two years in the place which Swedish Christianity
reserves for bold and honest skeptics. Fortunately Mr.
Lennstrand is in good spirits. He is provided with writing
materials, and is contributing to his journal, the Fritiinkaren
(Freethinker). Captain Otto Thomson has left his home and
gone to Stockholm for the purpose of conducting the p~per
during his friend's imprisonment, and he will keep the· fia.g
flying or fall beneath it. The darker side of the matter JB
this says the Louden Freethinker: The Swedish Freethinkers
are ~oor and they are overwhelmed by the difficulty of ma~n
taining the paper which does not yet pay its way, and providing Mr. Lennstra~d with decent food during his incarceration.
Of course it scarcely need be said that prison fare in Sweden
is very hard and might seriously injure a delicate-bred gentleman. A Swedish prisoners' fund is therefore open and
subscrit:-tions are urgently requested. They can be sent to
Mr. R. Forder, 28 Stonecutter street, E.C., London, Eng.
American Freethinkers who desire also to aid call send by
international post-office order to the same address.
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NEw HAVEN, OoNN., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I vote for the pictures. OLIVER GARDNER.
PRINOETON, MINN., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose twenty-five cents for the 1890
ANNUAL. I vote for the cartoons.
J. C. HATOH.
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Jan. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I send money for two years' subscription and
the ANNUAL, and desire the pictures.
H. CsABll:.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1. Send me one copy of the
ANNUAL for 1890, and use the balance toward the pictures.
FRED Busos.
:MoNTEZUMA, N.Y., Jan. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed money for subscription,
ANNUAL, and books. As to pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER,
I vote with Parton.
CsAB. TRAVER.
GREENE, N. Y., Jan. 2, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I. inclose money for renewal, ANNUAL, and
books named. About the pictures, do as you "dar.a please,''
I say.
GEo. W. TILLOTSON.
CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : By all means keep up the illustrations. It
was an illustration of the Bible geography which I saw a few
months ago that gave me the impetus to offer a mite.
L. S. CooPER.
Respectfully,

sure of a subscriber by the time I renew my subscription, I thinks I am trying to lead him to the devil. The Christians
will try to raise at least $1 for the continuance of the car- think THE TRUTH BEEKER emanated from the father of lies
toons.
·
G. W. DRAKE.
(but what he ever lied about they do not know).
A. BEBT.
VIENNA, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $1 ; you may send
BERRYVILLE, ILL., Jan. 15, 1890.
me two ANNUALS, and keep the fifty cents fur the pictures.
MR. EDITOR: I say, Go on, Mr. Heston, and do not stop
Yours,
C. S. TREMAIN.
until you illustrate the whole Bible. As my wife is a Christian, we frequently hav ministers stop with us. I hand
. TERRELL, TEX., Jan. 6, 1890.
them THE TRUTH SEEKER. They look at the illustrations,
MR. EDITOR: You will herein find fifty cents, for which and it is a splendid way to draw them into a discussion. We
please send me "For Her Daily Bread," and "Blasphemy," cannot do without the pictures. My whole family, and
Colonel Ingersoll's Defense of Mr. Reynolds. Many wishes neighbors, are interested in them. I will try to get a new
for the imccess of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and continuance of subscriber.
D. M. GADDEY.
the pictures.
Respectfully,
T. C. Guss.
RAT;~DOLPH, N.Y., Dec. 30, 1889.
NAPLES, N. Y., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3.25 to pay for another year's pasMR. EDITOR : After a three moBths' trial, I find THE TRUTH sage and the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. You ask each
SEEKER to be satisfactory, and I do not calcule.te to hav my
subscriber's opinion of the propriety of continuing the illusname canceled. As to the pictures, I assure you that you trations, and also intimate that there must be forthcoming
cannot occupy the space to better advantage. 'fhey cernew subscribers or the extra expense of the illustrations can
tainly attract more than they repel. Find inclosed $5 for not be borne. Well, I for one should regret very much to
my subscription and one new subscriber.
M. M. WILEY.
hav them discontinued, but I find it next to impossible to get
new subscribers. Be assured I wish the paper abundant
STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for about subscribers to insure the continuation of the illustrations.
JoaN HAMMOND.
eight years. I do not know that I like the last number any Heston is a mascot to the paper.
better than the first. It is like riding on & good railroad that
SILVERTON, CoL., Jan. 4, 1890. ·
makes thirty-five or forty miles an hour. It is going in my
MR. EDITOR: I am going to get you a new subscriber soon.
direction, and will get there. I will vote for the pictures, I sent you a new one when I renewed my subscription to
and inclose $3 for one dozen ANNUALS for 1890. A. YORK
THE TRUTH BEEKER, about a month since, but we are all

HUNTINGDoN, P. Q., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader now for one_ year of
your very interesting and instructiv paper, and am much
HUDSON, 0., Jan. 14, 1890.
pleased with the pictures of Mr. Heston's. It is impossible
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed post-office order for $4.25-$3 to obtain any subscribers in this goodly land. You might
for THE TRUTH SEEKER another year, twenty-five cents for just as well try to get the devil to bathe in holy water. Long
the ANNuAL, and $1 to continue illustrations.
may you liv to spread the truth through the columns of the
Yours,
MoRRIS JoHNsoN.
good old TRUTH BEEKER.
GEo. CALDWELL.

anxious to hav the pictures continue, so I will try to get
another. I wish to ask sister Lettie Foster, of Custer City,
Pa., if she keeps the illustrations in THE TRUTH SEEKER hid
from her children, what does she do with her Bible? I would
like to ask the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER if there is any
verse in the Bible that could not be transferred to a postal
card and sent through the mails without being considered
unlawful.
MRs. P. FIBBER.

IDAHO SPRINGS, CoL., Jan. 13, 1890.
DELAV.AN, MINN., Jan. 16, 1890.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $3.25 for THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10-$5 for two years' subBEEKER. Also one copy of the ANNuAL. We are in hopes scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and for the following books :
you will be able to continue the cartoons, by all means.
Paine's complete works, "Looking Backward," TRUTH
Yours truly,
J. R. RroHARDB.
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, and others on inclosed list. While
the vote is being taken on the cartoons I want to cast my
OsoEOLA, PA., Jan. 15, 1890.
vote in favor of continuing them, and hope you will get all
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $3.50-$3 are to
the support needed.
Yours truly,
JAMES GEDDES.
renew my subscription. The fifty cents are to pay for the
pictures if you continue them. If you do not continue the
GRANT FoRK, ILL., Jan. 5, 290.
pictures, you can use the fifty cents where it will do the
MR. EDITOR: I hav held my peace concerning the cartoons
Freethought cause the most good.
H. TYLER.
in your paper, hoping I might get a subscriber, but hav thus
far failed. My opinion concurs with that of the majority
BEREA, 0., Jan. 11, 1890.
of your patrons, i.e., that the pictures ate a great help in
MR. EDITOR: Send me the ANNUAL and books named. If
propagandism, especially among the children. And as the
any money remains to my credit after the above bill, you
other literature is above and beyond the appreciation of the
may use it for what you think will best promote our cause.
orthodox, you can lose nothing from the pictures, if they
I hope the illustrations will be kept up, and I shall do the
are abhorrent to their reverential minds.
best I can to increase the circulation.
A. E. SMITS.
Ex-REv. J. N. MAXEY.
AMBoY, In., Jan. 17, 1890.
WBITE Br.uFF, TENN., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1 as a donation for
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find my subscription. And right
continuation of pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER. I am not
here I want to say, giv me the pictures. If you cannot
able to get any new subscribers, but would be willing to pay
hav the papers with the pictures please giv me the pictures
$1 per year extra rather than eee the pictures discontinued.
in a separate package, for they are the best thing in the
I must hav them, and the monkey too.
C. RANDALL.
United States to convince the Christian of the error of his
ways. I could write all day in favor of Heston's illustraEMMETSBURG, lA., Jan. 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find four subscribers. Also send tions, but I cannot see why it should be necessary to eay
me the ANNUAL and the books named. We all vote for a anything. They speak for themselvs to a person of good
B. P. JoNES.
continuation of the pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER. I wish taste.
I could send you more subscribers, but we are few at presHooKFORD, Jan. 4, 1890.
ent in this part of the world. But we hope to grow.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money for subscription,
Yours truly,
C. E. CosooN.
the ANNUAL, and books named. About the pictures-! hav

CmoAGo, ILL., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I see many of your readers are expressing
themselvs in regard to Mr. Heston's pictures in your paper.
Allow me to add my indorsement of them. I believe they
do more good than any lengthy article written by the best
writer in the land. Heston I think the best part of your
paper, to start people to thinking for themselvs. Many that
would discard an article on Freethought hav looked upon
one of his pictures and found in them enough to start their
minds in the right direction. Keep them in your paper, by
all means.
Your!!, etc.,
J. W. BuTTERFIELD.

MoNCTON, N. B., Jan. 11, 1890.
!<lR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $1 25, for which please send
me THE TRUTH SEEKER for four months and the TRUTB
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. The illustrations which you publish hav largely contributed in making me a subscriber. Do
not withdraw them.
Gxo. F. FAIR.
RosEDALE PLANTATION, LA., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. ED.'IOR: I am trying to do my utmost to help our
cause along. I believe I succeed in doing so by getting you
a new subscriber every year. One paper is to go to my old
address and the other to Rodney, with the ANNUAL inclosed.
Hoping all Liberals will do their best, I remain,
A subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER forever,
EMILE GNEDON.

never liked them. I would not pay a cent to keep them. I
hav never felt like finding fault if the majority want them.
I do not need them to convince me of all the nonsense there
is in the Bible. But if others do, I can bear with them. I
hav sometimes felt that it might prevent some from taking
the paper that otherwise would. Perhaps I am mistaken. I
hope so.
MRs. S. B. MILLER.

BLACK CREEK, 0., Jan. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is a welcome visitor at
our house. I do not know how we could do without it.
" God in the Constitution," by Col. R. G. Ingersoll, should
be read by every school boy and girl in the United States,
and " Beculariz~tion of the Church," by Robert C. Adams,
is too good to be missed. We want to hear from John Peck
as often as possible. Heston, keep up the pictures. There
PonT HURoN, Mwa., Jan. 13, 1889.
is a volume in them. Some people understand better by
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2-$1.50 to renew for pictures than by reading.
ELLEN TsoMAB.
six months, and fifty cents for two ANNUALS for 1890. I hav
0BAWKEE, KAN., Jan. 7, 290.
not been able to get a subscriber yet, but will say, Keep the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find seventy-five centspictures going. I cannot feel very tender-footed when I
read how the churches hav dealt with the feelings of Free- twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL for 1890, and fifty cents to
help continue Heston's pictures. I should like to make it
thinkers, and what they please to call Infidels.
$50, but I am over seventy years old and I think I am dying.
T. BALKWELL.
I hav taken your paper for seven or eight years, and always
paid in advance, and seem to like it better with every numSPRINGFIELD, Wis., Jan. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is eeventy.five cents for which send ber. It is my intention after getting my body cremated and
me the ANNUAL for 1890; the balance please use toward de- paying all expenses, to send you something to help continue
D. B. JoNRB.
fraying the expense of the cartoons. I hav been trying to Friend Heston's cartoons.
. get a new sub~criber, but hav failed so far. I hav a splendid
VIsoHER's FERRY, N.Y., Jan. 6,1890.
scrap-book of Heston's cartoons, nicely arran12:ed to enterMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the
tain my clerical friends with.
C. K. PHELPS.
ANNUAL. About the pictures, I like them first-rate. I think
BozRMAN, MoNT., Jan. 3, 290.
that jawbone picture is worth vastly more than all the $50
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for the ANNUAL and hell-fire sermons that hav ever been preached. But as for
the herein-named pamphlets. I am in favor of the pictures. getting a new subscriber, you might a_s well ask me to climb
I hope you will be able to continue them. If I cannot make up to the moon. If I ask anyone to just read iny paper, he

BTAPLEB, MINN., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: "Money is what talks." Let $1 of the
amonnt inclosed " talk for" the pictures; for the remainder
send the ANNUAL for 1890. "Get a new artist" indeed! I
presume Mr. Crow would get one who would picture Samson in nineteenth-century clothes-picture him stealing honey
from the bees without retaliation on their part. I know a
man who considers the pictures " vile " and said the paper
ought to be suppressed. This man was unfortunate in his
youth. . He suffered a stroke of orthodox infiuenc-a that
resulted in intellectual suppression-a species of mental la
grippe.
D. c. JENKINS.
NEWMANSTOWN, PA., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty.five cents for the TRUTH
BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. In reading my first number of
your paper I came to the following conclusion : I! all my
neighbors and friends could be induced to read literature of
the kind publisaed in TBE TRUTH BEEKER, how soon would
ignorance and superstition vanish! I would also state that,
as much as I hav seen of the pictur~s, I must say I do like
them, for they are the very object-teachers we must hav to
remind those believers without seeing. I know by experience that the most successful teaching is that through
objects, as it will leave a lasting mental image.
WILL B. IBACH.
GARNETT, KAN., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inciosed please find $1.150 for continuation of
the Liberal's Bible, the grand old TRUTH BEEKER. I think
that doing without the pictures now would be a great deal
like doing without "salt on our tater." It might go down
perhaps without, but it goes down a great deal better with,
the pictures. I look upon them as just the thing to represent in their true and proper light the Munchausen stories
contained in the Bible. They never were a truth, and are
not a truth now; and why treat with solemnity an absurdity
which is only fit to be laughed at by sensible people? As
soon as I can I will respond in such a way as to more fully
express my preference for thfl pictures. CHARLES GREGG.
DrxrE, TEX., Jan. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The great question at issue seems to be the
continuance or discontinuance of the pictures. I shall giv
my word as well as an old subscriber. As to myself, I consider them a necessity. Their execution would not stand a
W or! d's Exhibition at Paris or anywhere, but it is their meaning or expression that I consider useful, and In some few
instances even attractiv. I know also that whenever I see
my friends at Brackettsville, it is the pictures which are overhauled before we enjoy ourselvs otherwise .
Is there anything more imposing and important to a citizen of the United States than the expression in the picture
of No.1, Vol. XVII, Jan. 4, 1890, "What Uncle Bam should
do?" If he does not do it the consequences will be fear!ul,
and may terminate in a destruction of our great republic
whose only enemy worth while considering is the priest o~
any denomination.
A.L:aERT Ttl"Rf.llj,
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NARRows, FLA., Jan. 16, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : I see my time is up to-day, and knowing
that it takes money to run a. business successfully, I inclose
my check for a. " V " to pay for THE TRUTH BEEKER. By all
. means keep up the illustrations, if for no other purpose than
to reach the rising generation. Pictures and children ha.v
an affinity and it is the children we want to educate and
start aright. All else will follow in due time. I want to see
THE TRUTH SEEKER a. success financially, and I ha.v often
thought, Why not devote more space to commercial a.dver.
tisments and derive an income from that source? Church
periodicals do it more or less. Why not THE TRu'rH BEEKER?
L. B .. DAWBON.
PAXToN, ILL., Jan. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see that some of our friends are not in
favor of Mr. Heston's pictures. But I, for one, am in favor
of the pictures. I think they are just the thing to ha.v in the
paper. Our friend makes the proposition of having an extra.
sheet to the paper, and having that illustrated. It would be
very well. And let those that wanted the pictures pay
extra. for them, and those that do not want them pay for the
paper only. I, for one, am in favor of that way. And, oh!
how well I would like. to ha.v an illustrated Bible by Mr.
Heston. If he will illustrate one and ha.v it published, I will
take a. copy and do all I ca.n.to sell copies for him, for I
think it would be grand. If Mr. Heston makes the Bible, I
will ha.v one if it costs me $100.
A. G. NEWKIRK.
SMITHVILLE FLATS, N.Y., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5, all for yourself
and the pictures. I see nothing objectionable in them, as
they generally represent both sides of the subject. Suppose
our civil courts closed up business after one side of the evidence is given, and the judge, or jury, or justice should
bring in t.he decision. I insist that we know nothing of our
own side until we are acquainted with the opposit. It is a.
beautiful religion that cannot see itself in picture. It is also
a. beautiful spirit that wishes to crush out the sciences and
institute bigotry instead. "The tree is known by its fruit."
We shall tell them all by the vote they cast in the coming
contests now, or soon to come, before the people. I also inclose stamps to pay for the ANNUAL. MABEL M. TARBRLL.
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3.25 for subscription
and the ANNUAL. As for the pictures-they are admired
very much by the family, and so often dra. w forth the exclamation from some one, "Oh I the genius of that Heston!"
If I am allowed to cast a. vote, I should say, continue them
if possible. But I would suggest that the last-page picture
be made to look more genteel, not so cheap-looking-the
people not so out of proportion, and not with such hideous
f. a~ures. I think so much of THE TRUTH BEEKER, I wish
all who giv it a. glance to be favorably impressed with it.
Tl·e mbjects that those pictures are made to show up are so
absurd and ridiculous, they will look bad enough when
made to look tMir best.
MRs. F. I. BIRD.
SAN ANTONIO, TEx., Jan. 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclc.sed please find $5 for two subscriptions.
We ha.v been occasional readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER, but
we intend to cast our votes on the cartoon question. We are
decidedly in favor of their continuation, and you may put us
down as two more of the five hundred. Some good Christians might feel offended at Heston's conception of Jehovah
and Moses and his kinsfolks, but I seriously question whether
Elijah would ha.v dealt as leniently with the gods of the
prophets of Baal as THE TRUTH BEEKER art st has with that
old bald-headed myth, Jehovah. When I handed some of
your papers to friends for perusal they invariably studied
over both of the cartoons and searched among the inside
pages for more. I could persuade but very few to read the
pamphlets, but the pictures a.l ways absorbed interest, which
was very often transferred to the articles in the pa. per.
OTTO PRAEGER.
Respectfully yours,
OGDEN, UTAH, Jan. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $4 for subscription and books.
Now I want to say something about the cartoons, but fear I
cannot do them justice. I am satisfied they are a. power in
support of the principles THE TRUTH SEEKER desires to sustain. They reproduce the wonders of the Bible in their true
significance-that is, that they are legends of the long past
based in ignorance and superstition, and sustained by tradition, and finally selected by Bible compilers and crafty
priests to sustain their Bible God idea., and keep the people
in ignorance. What really is the object of those pictures?
Are they to make light of holy things, divine performances,
set forth to represent J ehova.h as the God of the universe?
Are they to mock and ridicule sacred things? No. These
pictures are calculated to produce the opposit effect. They
teach lessons of intelligence and wisdom ; they arrest the
progress of such blasphemous and absurd representations of
an all-powel'ful and all-mighty intelligence, as the Christian
clergy would ha.v us accept of their God and his works.
Now. I am in for the pictures. Tho paper will lose much
by their absence. I think if they were put in book form,
with or without writing or explanation, they would sell.
Everyone in favor of them would take a. copy. Some would
take more. I will ha.v a. half dozen, and the book-stands
would sell them fast.
JoHN A. JosT.
LAKE CITY, !A., Jan. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed pay for your ANNUAL.
I say, yes, by all means let us ha.v the pictures. And since
it is but one step from the sublime to the ridiculous, let us
ha.v both sides, for many times the mind is more vividly impressed by the ridiculous than in any other '\ffl.Y· I will send

an extra. dollar for Mr. Heston. I am extremely sorry you
ha.v a. few readers so refined they cannot bear the light. I
expect it is the naked truth they cannot bear. Poor things,
they ought to unite with Tony Comstock and suppress anything so nude. I feel almost sorry for one lady and one
gentleman whose refined sensibilities are so shocked by
Heston's "horrid pictures." I think them entirely too-too
for this world; they had better climb a. tree. But since they
acknowledge it is only a. very few-the most refined, of course
-that would notice the bad work, why should they make
such loud complaint? How you are to get a. nice, refined
picture from a. nasty, lying subject, is more than I can comprehend. I expect that Mr. Heston has not received onefourth of what he ought to ha.v ha.ti for his work. I ha.v
given once or twice to the picture fund, and should ha.v done
much more. But I will not find fault in order to settle the
bill. I know nearer home Mr. Heston is thought to hav an
uncommonly fertil brain and fine artistic taste.
J. L. ToMPKINS.
CERYL, NEB., Jan. _3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
I do not agree with Mr. James Parton's opinion in regard to
the pictures. If THE TRUTH SEEKER is to be shorn of every.
thing that repels, or is distasteful to, Christians, it might as
well be turned into a. Clwistian .Advocate a.t once. It makes
no difference how repugnant they may be to a. certain class.
They go right to the point at one~, and tell the truth before
a. person can help it. The cartoons are so many periodical
lessons that are forced upon every Bible-believer that picks
up the paper. I ha.v never had a. person object to becoming
a. subscriber on this account. The absurdity of reverencing
such tales as Heston portrays-sometimes with the sharpest
ridicule-becomes apparent at once. Some Christians ha.v
to be shocked to set them to thinking. It is surprising how
ignorant many Bible-believers are in regard to the contents
of that ancient volume, and how quick they may be made
to lose their reverence. I ha.v the promis of one or two
new subscribers, and if one of them is not forthcoming soon
I will contribute $1 to continue Mr. Heston's work on THE
TRUTH BEEKER. The pictures are efficient in expoEing the
absurd stories of the Holy Queer. They are sure to start a.
discussion when exposed to view in a. crowd.
I ha.v always been an admirer of Mr. Burnham,· and was
sorry to see his harsh criticism on the congress proceedings
and its officers. I know of many nominal Christians that
are in favor of the total separation of church and state,
church taxation, and opposed to the Bible in the public
schools, and I believe if these questions are ever brought
out they will be with us-to say nothing of Spiritualists,
Jews, and Adventists.
Hoping the pic~ure agitation will stimulate your patrons
to greater efforts to increase your circulation, I remain,
Yours,
HENRY J. OLMSTEAD.
ERIB, 0., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am the only outspoken Freethinker in this
neighborhood. I do not aim to be a. fanatic, but when they
attack me I giv them my ideas. I circulate all my pa.pEU"B,
and am making many skeptics. I ha.v some books, and as
soon as 1 get through with them I circulate them. If I was
able I would build a. hall in our little town. There are some
in the neighborhood that say they will help presently.
What about the pictures? There are five of us in the family-three children going to school. It is not natural for
children to read papers, you know, but when "they see those
pictures they want to know what they mean. Then it is ex.
pla.ined to them that they are to represent the way they used
to do in heathen times when they were ignorant of science.
My little folks dote on them. I ha.v often thought how I
would love to hav had the advantage of Freethought litera..
ture when I was young. I would not teach Freethought to
my children if I thought it was wrong. If they grow up in
this belief it is worth more to them than anything else I can
do for them. As for my part, I like the pictures very much.
My wife always takes great pride in showing them to Christians when she gets a. chance. You see there is no chance
for a. quarrel about our religion in the family. So you see
we count one for the pictures. We will send you some
money to help pay the cost of the pictures.
About twelve years ago a. good man here went insane on
religion. He went to his nearest neighbor and almost used
him up. He claimed he was Christ. He cut himself in his
craze. On his deathbed, when he was rational, he claimed
the cause was Bible-reading. I helped to take him. He
said when he approached me and two other men after night
that he would kill every devil of us. That was about the
time I began reading Freethought. You know that was a.
pretty good case to begin with.
G. W. PEIROE.
KNIGHT's FERRY, CAL., Jan. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I received your sample copy of THE TRUTH
BEEKER of November 30th, and send you $5. I already take
so many Liberal papers-more than I can read-that I send
you the $5 to be credited to your extension fund. You can
send two copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER anywhere you
think they will do the most good. Your sample copy illustrates the infamous doctrin of predestination, and alone is
worth a. year's subscription of THE TRUTH BEEKER. I sincerely hope the continued prosperity of your valuable paper.
You may like to read the appended account of the doings of
your Liberal friends :
The P1·ess and I{nickerbooke1' some time since announced
t.ha.t Mr. Abraham Schell, of this city, whose residence is at
Knight's Ferry, CaL, would celebrate his golden wedding
there on December 5th. We see now by the Modesto .News
that the event took place, and that paper devotes nearly a.
column to it. There were about eighty guests present.
The i!.!t«)rior of the handsome home wa,s made unusually at-
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tractiv by the elegant and tasteful decorations. On entering
the parlor, visitors were met with a. handsom~ floral piece,
arranged to form the figures " 1839-1889," skilfully executed
with evergreens and white and gold chrysanthemums.
The grounds are always inviting and a.ttra.ctiv, but they
were rendered doubly so at night by the illuminations from
vari-colored lanterns. 'fhe banquet was a. sumptuous one.
There was music of several kinds. The Knight's Ferry band
rendered eome exceptionally fine airs. A noticeable and
praiseworthy feature was a. cornet solo by the leader, who
was accompanied on the piano by Miss Nellie Church. Mr.
Schell, also, delighted those present by a. splendid solo on
the flute. a.ccompmied on the piano by Miss Church. The
entire affair was rendered all the more enjoyable by the absence of ceremony, general sociability and enjoyment being
the order of the da.v.
The Press an·d Knickerbocker heartily congratulates Mr.
and Mrs. Schell upon their long association in wedded bliss,
and also on the consummation of this happy event.
ABRAHAM SoRELL.
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Jan. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: You ask for expressions from subscribers
whether Mr. Heston's pictures shall or shall not be continued
in THE TRUTH BEEKER. I would answer by first asking, What
is the principal object of THE TRUTH BEEKER? Is it to convert Mr. Parton, myself, and hundreds of other old-time
Freethinkers to a. b.elief in the principles so ably advocated
therein-to redeeln those who need not redemption, the
"ninety.nine who are already safe within the fold?" Or is it
to rescue the one, or many, "lost sheep" who know not the
truth, that is taught in these pictures far better than by page
upon page of good, sound reading-matter-never read by
them? For if you do not know, I do, that it is almost impossible to get the most liberal-minded amongst them to read
anything that is not in accord with their religious belief.
But a. picture is quite another affair. Who amongst us will
not look at a. caricature, whether for or against us? Does
not the popularity of Puck, Judge, Life, etc., rest almost
entirely on the caricatures contained therein ? And was not
the most formidable weapon used to the destruction of the
Tweed ring of your city a. few years ago the admirable caricatures of Na.st? Among the common, every-day people
there is nothing which strikes with more force and effect in
politics than the caricatures indulged in 80 freely during our
political campaigns. Such baing the case in politics, why
should it not hold equally true in religion, Mr. Parton to the
contrary notwithstanding? I will leave it to any live subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER if, when at the post- office;
on his way home ; in the shop, factory ; upon the street, or
wherever he may be, he shows these pictures, they will not
create an impression, which may at first be unfavorable, but
the everlasting curiosity of this Yankee nation gets the
upper hand and the final result will be a. desire to see what
the "durned fools ha.v to picture, anyhow," till eventually
something drops onto the curiosity-seeker's mind too heavy
to get away from acd he begins to cogitate the picture in
his mind, when, if his common sense is allowed the least
show in the world, you obtain another subscriber to the old
TRUTH BEEKER, probably without his reading one continuous
page of its contents. Inclosed find price of the ANNUAL,
which please send me, and whenever called upon by the
adoption of the cover, that additional fifty cents shall be
forthcoming.
D. D. LAKE.
DETROIT, MIOH., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: If criticisms of Watson Heston's cartoons as
they appear in THE TRUTH BEEKER are in order, allow me to
say I think them grand and more instructiv and convincing
to the ignorant Christian fanatic, when taken in connection
with the verbatim quotations from the so-called word of God,
than all the written or editorial arguments and reasoning
which could be brought to bear on their priest-ridden and
benighted intellects. Voltaire, Volney, Paine, and hosts of
other great and learned men, ha.v tried the force of good
sound sense, argument, and reason, adducing proof upon
proof to any intelligent mind of the many inconsistent, false,
and ridiculous statements contained in the Jew's and Christian's holy Bible, and of the folly of its claims of divine
origin and authorship. And still millions of human beings,
who are otherwise fairly intelligent, are misguided and
deluded into a. belief in the divine authenticity of the writings contained in that old book of fable, mythology, history,
debauchery, and crime, and are to-day wallowing in the
mire and slime of superstition ·and ignorance at the feet of
their meek and lowly Jesus, singing:
Oh, to be nothing, nothing,
Only to lie at his feet !

Robert G. Ingersoll, being a powerful orator and fluent
writer, recognizes the superior power of ridicule over argument in battling with the soldiers of the cross. This is the
reason why he is the modern Samson in slaying the Christian
Philistines in debate and lecture. While his weapon is not
the jawbone of an ass, still it is a. jaw which, when engaged
in hurling ridicule into the ranks of the enemy, makes a.
slaughter in the Christian ranks even greater than that
recorded slaughter the ancient Samson made on the Philistines.
Heston is using the same weapon, ridicule, as applied in
picture literature, and is doing a. noble work. Therefore let
the good work continue, until the great multitude of Christian devotees shall commence to investigate the dogmas of
the Christian religion. For the moment they commence a
thorough investigation, they commence to say good-bye to
the yoke of the crafty, greedy, rapacious, heartless, hypocritical, inhuman sharks whom they ha.v served so long and
who ha.v lorded it over them under the name of popes,
priests, pastors, and preachers. I also will giv $100 for one
copy of King Ja.!lles's varsion of the Bible illustrated with
Heston's cartoons, as specified by L. E. Allen in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of Janu!Lry 4th.
W. D. SMITH.
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called "Little Mac." Gen. George H. Thomas "I axed yo' ob w.hat denomination de chile
was called" The Rock of Chickamauga" be- war," repeated the minister, a little severely.
cause of his courage and firmness in that The parents looked at each other in evident
PoRTUGAL has yielded to England in the
.lldited bji MISs Sus.u; H. Wrxol!l, Fall bloody battle. Gen. Joseph Hooker was confusion for a moment, then the father
Ri•IJ!', .Ma88., to 0lwm all Oommunlca.tion8for admiringly called "Fighting Joe," a name stammered out, "!-we-doesn't know what quarrel over African territory.
which needs no explanation. Gen. W. S. yo' mean by denomination, sah." "Huh,
tll.i8 (]Of"Mr should lJ6 sr.&t.
RussiA has banished thfrty.three persons,
Hancock was called 11 The White Horseman yo' don't!" replied the preacher scornfully.
mostly Polish and German nobles.
11
Well,
den,
I'll
simplify
it
'cordin'
to
yo'
of Gettysburg," because he rode a large white
" Between the dark a.nd the day!igh\,
AT Guthrie claim-jumping has caused dishorse in that famous battle. Gen. William ign'ance so yo' kin understand it; am de
When the night is beginning to lower,
turbances that it r€qu!red troops to quiet.
Oomes a. pause in the dr.y's ooonpations
T. Sherman is admiringly called 11 Uncle chile a boy or a gal chile ?"
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
Nice young man (lecturing the dear little
TnoMAB HILL, D.D., was providentially
Billy." Gen. Philip H. Sheridan was called
"Little Phil." Gen. John A. Logan was boys and girls in Sunday-school): "No:w, stricken with paralysis while preaching at
called 11 The Black Eagle of Illinois." Gen. dear children, is there any of you who would Highlands, Mass., on the 19th ult.
Making Believe.
Kilpatrick
was called 11 Kill." Salmon P. like to ask me a question about what I hav
Do :ron ever play at mflking believe?
NELLIE BLY, sent around the globe by the
Chase was commonly called 11 Old Green- been trying, in my poor way, to tell you? New York World, made the unprecedented
•Tis the merriest play I know,
With the power a magic Bpel! to weave
Well,
the
little
boy
in
the
back
row-you
backs" during the war, when he was secrerecord of 72 days, 6 hours, 11 minutes.
However the wind may blow.
tary of the treasury, because he established need not snap your fingers, little boy, I see
JF Portugal revolts, inspired by Brazil,
!( you•ve only a simple cotton gown,
our present system of national currency. you. What question would you like to aak,
A little the worse for wear,
Daniel W. Voorhees, the noted United States my son?" Nice little boy: "Say, is dis Spain may follow, and like disturbances may
Jnst make believe that in all the town
succeed in Germany and throughout Europe.
Senator, is often called" The Tall Sycamore jawin' go in' ter last all day ?"
There Isn't a dress so fair.
The name Jimmy Eaton is not very comof the Wabash" because his tall figure and
THE neighborhood of Reading, Pa., is overInstead of faded and scanty folds,
long limbs are strongly characteristic of the mon-not nearly so common as John Smith, run with an army of burglars, who are sup.
Yon maY fancy it rustling silk,
tall sycamore tree, which is common to his for instance-but after reading the following posed to hav their lair in~he Welsh mountA warp that lneter -of moonlight holds,
And a woof that is white a• milk.
home on the Wabash. Jame~ G. Blaine is story one cannot think that the boy Jimmy ains.
Yon maY "make believe" with a bit of bread admiringly called "The Plumed Knight." Eaton is to be found almost anywhere.
ON the 22d_ ult. an infant of thirteen days,
And a ~np of water ponrsd,
·
Colonel Ingersoll gave him the name, in his Some readers of the Companion may know son of W. Wreechinski, of New York clt.y,
That yon sit with ease at a roYal spread,
great speech during the Blaine-Cleveland not only such a boy, but such a man. A died from circumcision performed by Habbi
No lack at the festal board.
campaign. Samuel J. Tilden, because of his schoolmaster was placed over a new school. Aaron.
The people who "make believe" aright
talents, was styled 11 The Sage of Greys tone." His ambition was roused; he wanted to make
Shorten the longest day;
BoULA.NGIBTl' created such a scene of disWilliam B. Allison, the noted United States that the very best gchool that ever was. He
Brighten the gloomiest hours with light,
order in the French chamber the other day
And langh their trouble away.
Senator, was, in his school-days, called 11 Big- pondered a good while and concluded that the
that troops were called in to remove their
Eyed Bill." Among the noted American best way to get at his object was to rouse a
ll•s alwaYS foolish to sigh and shirk ;
leader.
If anything must be done,
authors are: John G. Whittier, known as the spirit of self-respect and self-improvement in
With an earnest purpose turn the work
THE Polish church war at Wilkeabarre, Pa.,
"Bachelor Poet;" John G. Saxe, sometimes the pupils. So one day he talked to them ear.
To "make believe" of fnn.
styled 11 The American Hood," because his neatly, and finally he said, thinking he had culminated in a riot at a funeral on the 20th
And if on!~ yon try this" make believe,·•
productions resemble those of the great poet made the Bubject very plain to t.hem all : ult., and several constables were required to
The cheeriest play I know,
Hood. Walt Whitman is known as 11 The "Now, boys, I believe there is just one way restore peace.
You'll find that a magic spell •twill weave
Good Gray Poet," and the name is indeed to do this thing. If each of you will make
AT Buffalo, N.Y., last Sunday, a fight took
However the wind may blow.
up his mind to mend one boy's faults, the place in the Polish Roman Catholic church
very appropriate.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
-Jfj".', S011(JJ(81'o
whole school will be improved in a very short between factions in the congregation for and
time." ''All right, sir," spoke up little against the priest, that was quelled only by
Nicknames of Noted Americans.
Feeding a Boy.
It is worth something to know what it Jimmy Eaton, who had been very much in- a squad of police.
Benjamin Franklin, for some time, con11
ducted a publication called " Poor Richard's costs to feed a boy fairly well. During the terested in the discussion ; I'll mend Jack
COMPLAINTS having been made to Mayor
Wyeth.''-Youth's
Companion.
Almanac," and he was afterward called investigations made by the Record of the
Odell of Newburg, N. Y., of the crying of
" Poor Richard." John Randolph was called operations of the Squeers syndicate orphan
Sunday newspapers on the streets and before
Correspondence.
the " Political Meteor" of Congress, because schools it was shown that, taking their own
open church doors, he has ordered rigid en.
HoME
CITY,
KAN.,
Jan.
19,
1890.
of his tall, slender form, his shrill voice, and somewhat doubtful figures, the coat was
MIBB SUBA.N H. WixoN, JJear Friend: I go forcement of the law against all who disturb
his long, b(ny fingers. George Washington about four cents a meal. But the syndicate to school and my studies are reading, spelling, the quiet of the day.
is everywhere known as the" Father of his orphans were not well fed.
and arithmetic. My tutor's name is Ernest
THE London News says that Turkey will
Dr. McKinnon, the superintendent of the Ranoe, and I like him very well. I hav one
Country." John Adams was styled, "The
demand, through her minister, of the United
brother
and
one
sister.
I
was
nine
years
old
Colossus of the Continental CongreEB." The Mimico Industrial school in Canada, has fur.
States government that it suppress the SO'ltr.
name explains itself. Thomas Jefferson was nished the Toronto .Mail with an interesting on the 19th of December. This is my first
writing.
Respectfully yours,
hantag, an Armenian paper printed in the
called "The Sage of Monticello," because of statement on the subject. There are one hun_
OTTo VoGLER.
United States but circulated in Armenia,
his many talents. John Quincy Adams was dred and eight boys in the school who are
which advocates Armenian independence.
JoBDA.N, MINN., Jan. 13, 1890.
known as " Old Man Eloquent" because of kept in gocd bodily health, and whose subDB:AR
MIBB
WrxoN:
I
thought
I
would
sistence
is
bought
in
a
wholesale
way
that
AN eminent friend of the papacy reports
his ability in debate during his old age.
write a few lines, for the first time. My from Rome that the pope's advisers are urg.
Andrew Jackson was everywhere known as would somewhat cheapen the cost as com- grandma
has taken THR TRUTH BEEKER for
"Old Hickory." I cannot recall the origin pared with ordinary household expenditure. five years. My papa is dead, and my mamma ing him to declare for woman suffrage, as
of the name at present. Martin Van Buren, The boys hav all they wish to eat, and the is not at home. I liv with my grandma and " woman in Europe is the main prop of the
because of his shy, cunning ways, was called superintendent's accounts, not being compli- grandpa. I hav a doll as big as a live baby. church, and to enfranchise her would place
"The Fox of Kinderhook." William Henry cated by expenses for subsistence for other It has a lounge big enough for me to lie on. the Freethinker everywhere in a minority."
It has a bed, too. Two of my aunts are living
Harrison was called "Old Tip," because of persons, furnish valuable data not otherwise at
THE Quebec legislature has enacted that
home, and one uncle. We had a Christmas
his bravery in the battle of Tippecanoe. reauily obtainable. The following statement tree. I got a chair and a trunk. This is all one hundred acres of land be given each
shows
the
average
weekly
expenditure
per
Zachariah Taylor was the hero of the Mexican
I can write to-day. I hope to see my letter head of a family of twelve children. The
in print.
Your little friend,
war, and the soldiers admiringly called him boy:
Roman Catholic French Canadians are already
MINNIE TAYLOR.
Cents.
"Old Rough and Ready," because of his
multiplying fast enough, without this induceFlour ....................................... ..
18
brave, determined spirit. James Buchanan Oatmeal and other meaL .............. .
ment, to make a plenty of trouble in the
ORANGE CITY, IA., Jan. 12, 1890.
!
was not married, consequently he was called Barley and beans....................... ..
1
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would write future. Many couples now hav fifteen to
:r
the "Bachelor President." Abraham Lincoln Rice, sago, etc .......................... .
8 4-10 a few lines to the Children's Corner. This is twenty children.
2 310 a dreadfully religious town. They hav had
had several nicknames, but the most appro- Coffee, cocoa, and tea ................ ..
MR. STEAD, the London editor, writes from
7 3-10 prayer. meeting htre for a whole week. I am
priate one, the one that always clung to him, Sugar and sirups ........................ .
Salt, pepper, and other condiments
~oing to school and hope to pass through it Italy that he is " officially authorized to de.
was "Honest Abe." Gen. U. S. Grant, also, Fresh fruits ................................ .
by the end of this year's term. We hav a clare that the pope is utterly and absolutely
had several. His mother called him "Use- Fruits preserved and dried .......... ..
few Liberals in this town. I am fifteen years opposed to any attack being made upon Italy
t
less Grant" because he was so dull and un- Fresh meat and fish .................... ..
17-2-10 of age and an orphan. My mother died when
1 810 I was about three years old aBd my father for the purpose of restoring his temporal
handy when a boy. He was sometimes Meat and fish cured .................... ..
81-10 when I was about six years old. I am stay. power by force of arms." But we may sup.
called "The Galena Tanner," because his Butter and cheese ....................... .
Other provisions ......................... .
3 210 ing with my brother, who is a doctor. I take pose Leo's secret wishes to be quite other.trade at Galena, Ill., was that of a tanner. Vegetables ................................. .
care of his horses, four in all. They are all wise. And to condemn such action is to re.
24
His schoolmates at West Point called him Milk .......................................... . 14
fat and sleek and very gentle. We:!, I think fleet upon the conduct of Pius IX. in 1849,
"Uncle Sam," and after the capture of Fort
this is enough for the first time, so I will
and innumerable other predecessors.
Tot!!.l ................................. $1.07 3-10 close.
- Donelson he was known as "Unconditional
Yours truly,
HENRY DE LEBPIN~BE.
The cost of food, as above given, does not
Surrender Grant." James A. Garfield was
DoM PEDRO still declines to abdicate. He
called the" Tow Boy," because he was en- include the expense of preparing it, or iz:cisays he will return to his people as emperor,
TusoA.LOOBA, ALA., Jan. 10, 290.
gaged in towing a boat on Erie canal. Grover dental expenditure for superintendence, etc.
DEAR MIBB WIXON: It has been a Ion~~: as president, or as private citizen. He thinks
Cleveland has such names as" Old Veto," But the average disbursement is astonishingly time since I wrote to THE TRUTH BEEKER. I the new government will be permanent unless
"Old Grover," "Decoration Day Fisher," small. So far as subsistence goes, to raise a do not get it to read now, as I am away at an attempt to erect a military dictatorship is
school, but I miss it very much. I am just made. He says the revolution arose solely
and others. Benjamin Harrison is sometimes boy is not more costly than to raise a pig.
home from church. I do not want to go. I from the slaveholders' vow to revenge themc'l.lled ''Young Tippecanoe." And now
hav to. It makes me so mad to hear the
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
g.)ing back to revolutionary times, Gen.
preacher talk about the Infidel when I cannot selva on him if he helped to free their slaves.
11
Minister (to boy with a long pole): "I help myself. I wish that some Liberal lect. Castelar, the famous Freethinker and statesIsrael Putnam was called Old Put.'' Gen.
Marion had two nicknames, " The Bayard of hope you are not going fishing in the creek on urer would come down here, for I am so anx. man of Spain, censures Dom Pedro, and says
the South," and "The Swamp Fox." Gen. this beautiful Sabbath day?" Boy (emphat. ions for the spread of Freethought. The that the ex-emperor while gaining by display
Anthony Wayne, because of his high temper ically): 11 No, sir, I am not." 11 That's right Christians are working on their side as hard much credit for Liberalism, had very little.
as they can. I am the only Liberal girl here
and daring bravery, was called 11 Mad An- -you're a good boy. Here's a nickel." that I know of, and I shall remain so as long
TnE reapportionment of presidential elec.
thony." The great orator and statesman (After the minister's departure.) "Golly l as I liv.
tors to follow this year's census will add new
Your Liberal friend,
FLoRENOE WARD.
Henry Clay was called " The Silver-tongued If he'd a~ked me wuz 1 goin' fishing in the
electors as follows: Alabama 2, Arkansas 2,
[Florence is one who will be firm and true California 1, Colorado 1, Georgia 2, Indiana
Orator" because of his eloquence in speech, mill-pond he'd had me sure."
While loading sugar on our boat on Sun- to her principles of right and justice wherever 1, Iowa 1, Kansas 2, Kentucky 1, Louisiana
and he was also styled "The Great Pacificator" because he brought forth so many bills. day recently at a Louisiana plantation, some she is. She thus becomes a helper in the 1, Maryland 1, Minnesota 3, Miasissippi 1,
Stephen A. Douglass was known as "The of the passengers strolled back toward the cause of Liberal truth. We hope to hear Missouri 4, Nebraska 3, New Jersey 1, New
Little Giant," because of his short, heavy settlement, and went into a church just as a from her often.-ED. C. C.]
York 1, North Carolina 2, Ohio 2, Penney}.
form. He was what one could appropriately couple had taken their child in for baptism.
vania 1, Texas 2, and Wisconsin 1. The four
term a" big little-man.'' Among the officers The old colored preacher, noticing the large
THE
new states wlll probably hav 14 electoral
of the civil war may be mentioned : Gen. crowd of white visitors, extended them a
votes, South Dakota 4, Washington 4, Mon.
Robert E. Lee, who was familiarly called cordial welcome, and asked all to be seated ; CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: tana 3, and North Dakota 3. Thus the South
TIIEIE
"Uncle Robert." Gen. Thomas J. Jackson then, turniiJg to the couple before him,
will gain 17 electors, the West 25, the Middle
Crimes and Persecutions.
was best known by the name " Stonewall asked: 11 Ob what denomination am dis
states
3, and the Pacific states 4. New Eng.
avo,
l,lliiPP.
Oloth,
$8;
leather,
$4;
moroooo,
Jackson," which he received at the battle of chile?" 11 Sah ?" said the young father, eviland will lose 1. ~ew York will retain thl)
gilt edges, $4.50.
Bull Run. Gen. Geo. B. McClellan was dently perplexed by the word denomination.
deciding pQwer,
BY D. M. BENNETT,
~
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FREE

CODS AND RELJCIONS
ANCIENT AND MODERN TillES.
Vol. I. GiVII a Full Account of all the God!!, including Jehovah, Satan, the HolY Ghost,
Jeaus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the. Bible.
Svo, B35PJ!· Vol. II. Describes FullY all
the Religious SYstems of the World.
Bvo, 957pp, Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leatner. $7; morocco, gilt edges, $B.
BY D· M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TO ALL

In order to quickly introduce the celebrated English Dr. Scott's Electric Porous
Plaster to the readers of this paper, the
Pall Mall Electric Association, of London, make the following liberal offer

COOD FOR 60 DAYS

Giordano Bruno.

~-nu-r FIRST ASK FOR THE- DON'T
PLASTERS Ill YOUR DRUG STORE DELAY

His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Portrait, and Monument.

I

With a complete list of the .American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.

Single copies 15 cents; ten copies f( ~a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

and if you cannot get them remit $I.OO
and you will receive four of these·famous
Electric Plasters by mail, postpaid, to·
gether with a pair of OR. SCOTT'S GENUINE ELECTRIC INSOLES FREE and a
copy of that valuable Book, the Doctor's
Story. Cutthlsadv't outand keep itto remind you

ON THE WOHD GOD.

EVERY DRUGGIST Wilt

BY
GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE,
THOMAS DAVIDSON
KARL BLIND,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
LYDIA R. CHASE.

B.r Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There ia no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and foola speak the truth.-[O!d Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RETURN THE MONEY

IF IT FAILS, SO WILL WE.

It seems hardly worth while to call attention of old-time radical thinkers to
" Plain Home Talk," since probably most of them are familiar with it. Yet there
may be some such who hav lost or loaned their copies of the work and who would
be glad to get a new copy of the latest revised edition. To the younger generations
of Liberals and to recent converts to Freethought literature "Plain Home Talk" is a
book that offers much of interest in the line of radical thought on marriage and social
relations, besides much very valuable instruction concerning physiology, hygiene, and
what it is well for everyone to know concerning disease, its causes, prevention, and
treatment.- Truth Seeker.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW
An about the human body,in hcalthanddisease.nature•ssecrcts revealed.
How Uje is perpetuated,health m·aintained, diseaseinduced.deathdelayell,

How to ?narry your o1vn mate, and transmit'wealth of health to posterity!.
Reacl the most popular. c01nprehensive and usejut book treating OJ
JJlEDlCA.L, SOCIAL AND SEX.UA.L SCIENCE.

which Dr. Eadon declares to be "pnceless in value. new, startling
anll very instructive." The latest edition is more complete and val·
ual>le Than ever. having been re-written in important parts. It contmus .AN APPENDLX of great practical utility made up of
OYER 200 PRESCRIPTIONS OR RECIPES

For Acute and Uhronlc Disorders Common to Adults and Children,

a complete table ol pot sons anu tne1r antHiotes (!rom highest author.
itie''· illustrated directionH for resuscitating the tlrownell (prepared
for Health Boards), and hygienic rules for care of infants; also
~HUGI:'V

OF LIFE AND DEVEI.OPMENT OF M"I.N,

tr:1eing the embrvo from conception. through all stages to birth,

Il!u~trated by

Over 20 Beautiful Colored LithO;:;I'RJ)hs,

line plate paper, such as are to be found only Ill high pnced, 1mmedical wor1:s; anu to !llustrate the anatomy, and relative
positions of important parts. each book is also embellished with
THREEELF.GANTCHROMOCHARTSof,'I'rALORGAXS.

$1.50, by mail; ciroular.~fi·ee; agents wantea.
Murray Hill Pub, Co., 129 E. 28th St., N.Y.
ONE "PLAIN HoME TALK " FBER to any one likely to make a good agent, and who sends
$3.00 for two books; we will send one more free, or three altogether.

Agents for the Truth 8ee.ker.
CJ..Lili'OBNI£o

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
CANADA.

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.S.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., TJronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Donver.
FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jack,omville.
IDAHO.

H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Van den Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
.
S. J • .King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
omo.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 808 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st •• Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
E~ory P. Robinson, Sydney.
.

OBKGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNBYLVANIA..

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
w. F. Bchaae, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.

LIFE OF.

Joshua Davtdson:
:MODE:BN I:MITA 'l'ION OF O'Ell.IS'l',
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.

oB,

'

The Church of Practical Religion.

BY REPORTER.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
This is the history of an attempt to found ,a
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or church without superstition, and its success.
creation.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
of human concern, religious, :pelitioal, and other·
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
&"' This book waa IIUJY.frressed by the first Amer- guage, and easily understood. There is lust snffi·
ican publisher •.,B
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
to his mind.
l!'or sale at this ofll.ce. _Price, 11.00.

R QMA N IS M
OB

DANCER AHEAD.

'RO~IE ~REASON

A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
Cannot be & Good Citizen of
Aver;!' critical analysis of both Protestantism
this Republic.
i.nd C&tholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate :personal experience with the two s.YB·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows wh1ch
By A. :J. GROVER.
pure logic is capable of infiioting.-[Critical Beview.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

NOW READY.

Col. Kelso's Works.

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

The Bible A.naJyzed. " For Sledge-

OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILKD BY

L. K. W .A..SHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the abl~st and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver dunn~t the
past forty-five years. It }s neatly printed .on
cream-white :pa:per, bound m cloth, ap.d conta1ns
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. Ev~ry Liberal should l!av this book
in his home. It IB now ready for delivery.

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

svo, 833pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophY.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

POINTERS:

In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK contains BOngs
by the best poets, adapted to well· known tunes.
It is hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
:!15 oentB.
Address 'llHE TRUTH BEEKER Oo

A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

CONTAINING
ILLINOIS.
Tables,
Rules,
Practical
Hints, .and His~OJjcal
T:BNNBSSBll.
Sketches, for Farmers, MeohanlcB, Ml!-OhlDIBts,
Post-offi.ce News Co., 103 Adams sL., Chicago.
Wm.
B.
Fisher,
331
N.
Cherry
st.,
Nashville.
Merchants,
Housekeepers.
and the Public Gener·
E. A. Stevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
ally, with
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Chicago.
TKXA.S.
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Diagrams
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, a:1d Brentano
L. Andruss, Denison.
lllustrating some of the more lmpcrtant Com:parBros., Chicago.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
ativ Statistics of the World.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C!:.:~ag'>.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
More Information for Less Money than hae
INDu.NA.
UTAH.
ever been offered.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dun1dr'!.
For $50 worth of" Cold Filets" boiled down in a
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City,
LOUISIANA.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. John A. Jost, Ogden.
llenry Booth, Stockton.
KASSA.CRUSBTTB.
W ABHINGTON TBBKITOBY,
BIBLE INQUIRER;
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
8tine
Bros.,
Walla WallaOB,
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
BNQLA.ND.
Containing 148 Prop_ositions
.lliCIDGA.N.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, With References to the most Plain and Striking
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
Belf·Ocn
tradiotions of the so-called
London.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Ins:pired Scriptures.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., LonChas. Bach, 188 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
BY A. JACOBSON.
don, E. C. ·
Swan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave .. netroit.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Every Liberal needs a copy f~r.ready.refere~o\).
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
AUSTRALIA.
As a pamphlet to loan to OhriBtian ~rlends, 1t IB
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, P~rk st., Sydney, N.B.W. the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever publlshed.
lli880UBI.
Price onlY 25 cents.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Lnuis.
NKW ZBALA.NDE. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
A. D. Willis, Wan11:anui.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBBABK.A.
Tl&' So!' FacfQra and .Ea:act Ratios in t"M
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
The Career of Jesus Christ.
Aoquir~t and AppO'I'tionment.
NBW YORK.
An Exposition of the True Meanin~t of this Ohar·
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
By J. K. INGALLS.
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew M:rtholBurnton & Co., 9~ Fourth ave., New York.
tl.OO.
OKf•"
raper,
svo,
~5
oent"'
Price,
~loth,
ll. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York,
A. Erwin, Murray.

TRY•SQUARE·

Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable
onelo.ughts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which aniver•
sal history is "boilod down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
.
.
.
.
Ion turn over his pages ~1th a rasClnati<!n stm·
ilar to that experienced l1l readmg Wash1ngton
Irving.-[Inter-Ooean.
.
Eis history has a oontinnit_;y,,a rlish~a 9arrYing
power,~, which reminds ns strikingly or Glbbon.[New ttaven Palladium.
.
.
.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian JJ,Istot:Y• 1D t!J.e
first chapter, is a masterpiece of h1stonoal writ·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,,$1.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
2R L ..f».vAttA Pl.. N~w York.

THE SAFEST CRE·ED,
AND

TWKLVE 0THKB DISOOUBSRS OF R:&:ASON.
BTJ 0, B. l!ROTHINGH.AH.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 288pp., $1.

Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,
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D. lL BENNETT'S WORKS.

TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRAR'V,
'"'he World's Sages,
Reformers. The

Thinkers~

and

Biographies oJ
throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers andphilosophers (who "'ere not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1, 075 pages,
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "TheWodd's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.QO; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

ADDRESS THE TRUTH

SEEKER

OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,075 pages,Svo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs The Gods and Religrous of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
a full account of all the gods the ·nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin 1lfary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, including Judaiqm, Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry
into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMA..c-.,, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leat.1 er, $5.0C
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.
Including The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r "·eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo,
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco:
gilt edges, $4.50.

Analysis of Religious Belief.

AL

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIScoUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Uomplete from the London edition. 745
vages, avo. In cloth, $3.o,o;
.

-_.

The foregoing volume,; are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR SALE AT

THE

TRUTH

SEEKER

Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; iu
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

Embracing In,
ftuence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
, eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spirituiflism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6Q
cents; cloth, Sl.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific }laterialism: Its JUeaniug
and Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a }Iatelialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
·paine the Po_ ~deal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts.
logical.

Scientific and Theo20 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four

nights' debate between B. F'. UNDERWooD
and Rev. JoHN MAlu>LES. Fully reported.
l'aper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents. _

JNGEKSOLL

Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
F~eethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pa~tes. Price. $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. :Setwee~
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

What Ubjections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MA.rn, divid'ed ·into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nol'
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion_
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his missio11
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETr affirms; MA.rn denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETr.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

L:terrogatories to Jehovah.

Being
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewis1
Godship upon a great variety of subjects
Paper. 50 .::ents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters.

'\i

CANAD.l.,

Civil Rights , Speech
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
With Speech of HON. FREDERIOK DOUGLASS
Price, 1o cents.
_____.::...:..::.:..::.:.~==------·

Ingersoll Catecbised.
ANSWERS TO

QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF

Franciscan.

San

Price, 3 cents; per doz., 30 cents.

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION
Discussion between

COL. R • .:l. INCERSOLL, Hon. Frederic R
Oondert, and ~x-Guv. !::Stewart L. Wood·
ford. Before the Nineteenth
Century Olnb.
Price,
10 cents.

ORTHODOXY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELuPMENr.
By G. F. RINEHART.
ll5 aenta.

AMBERLEY'S LIFE OF JESUS.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, an d Lectnres. 700 pages.

I

Reply t.o Archbishop Lynch,
By A. PRINGLE.
Price,
15 cents.

HEBREW MYTHOL.OCY;

Physiognomy illustrated.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
By JosEPH SwMs, M.D.
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Individual traits indicated by the temperaments
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
and !Baturea.
Mary, and the Bible. To. the latter 230 260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3: leather,
pages are devoted, showing that book to
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.
His Character and Doctrines.
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined historically
From the "Analysis of Religious Belief."
and critica.lly. It is thought to be the
By 'VISCOUNT A:MBERLEY.
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
.
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
·
Price, $1.50.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
OF

JEAN Abstract
MESLIER.
of.
Paper, price, 25 cents.

=~~~:T:,:Nr':~~:.~.~~:~,u:~.:T,: LovE vENJU REs
Tiberins, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Panl died
before the Christian Era.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.

THEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.

Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY
A No!Jel With an Ajfidavit.

"And they were naked and not ashamed" (Gen
ii, 2~).
16 fnll-page French-Art Illustrations. Beautifully
Illustrated Covers.
12mo, 2~6 pages, paper, 25 cents ; boards, 50.

AN
Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration MANN!.
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.
By A. H. O'DoxoGHUE.
Price,
$1.

NATHI\NIEL V 1\IJGHI\N.
.A Radical Novtl of Marked .Ability.
BY

404 pages.

FREDERIKA MACDONALD•
Price reduced to $1.

AFEW WORDSAEOUTtheDEVIL.
AND
0THRR BIOGRAPffiOAL SKETOHBB AND EBBA YS.

By CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and AutobiographY.
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.

CONVENT MYSTERIES.

MONKSancl1HEIR MAIDENS.
Paper, 50 Cents; cloth, 75.

M
T ,
N
odern hinkel', O, 2·

The Moat Advanced Speculations in Philosophy
Science, Sociology, and Religion.
160pp., pap., 150 t'enta; ·

MOTHER of H'!RLOTS.
PO.i'ERY DISSECTED,
By WM. HoGAN (25 years a confessing priest).
Paper. ou cents ; cloth. 75

MONKS, POPES, AND THEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
376pp., $1.

By J. ALBERGER.
Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts.

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS.

NEW ENGLAND
AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE
A HUMOROUS LECTURE.
By Geo. E. Macdon ..ld.
Price, ·
10 cents.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ ancl Vicegerents of GJd.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

CASE AGAlNSl' THE CHURCH.

Our Forefathers' Ideas of Hell.
Price, 5 cents.

NIBBLE AT JOHN FISKE'S CRUMB FOR
THE MODERN SYMPOSIUM.
Price, 10 cents.

A Summary of the Arguments against
Christianity.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

ORIGIN OF

THE CHRIS
fiA N BIBLE
By 0. B. WHITFORD.

First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv·
ing many church incidents and his evolu.
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Facloth, 75 cents.

Price, 25 cen ta.
NEW DISPENSATION. The. OUTCAST. Freethought Story
By D. W. HULL (9pir.).

The Bock -:f Chronicles of the Pil·
grims in the Land of Yahweh:

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY.

rhe First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers_

RIGHTS OF MAN.

also the Epistle of Bennett the Apo'stle tu
the '2i·r'·h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

10 cents.

Religions of the World.
Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four The10Great
cents.
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Priof', 25 cents.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
'fiial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
Christianity and Materialism. 15
cents.

CHRISTIAHIIY OH CIVILIZATION

WHICH:

Faith and Reason.

By J, L. BAllXEB.
Address this office

INFLUENCE OF

letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

A

10 cents.

Price, 85 cents.

SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY~
By :MoSES HULL (Spir.) and
REV'. W. F. PARKER (Chris.).
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Rationale of the Bible.
A series of
Over 700 page~ Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atnral Phenomen~t Only.
By MILTON WOOLEY, :M.D.
$2.50.
Bvo, 613pp.,
Truth Seeker in Europe. A serie5
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' ConACCOUNT OF THE
gress held. at Brussels, to which 1\'Ir. Ben.
Christian and All Prominent Religions Before
nett was a delegate, followed by a deand Since Christ. Extract from Sacred
scription of what he saw in England.
Books of the East.
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
By H. R. STEVExS.
Price, $1.50.
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.
Nature's Revelations of Character.

BENNETT.

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISH

Crefd of Christendom.

OR,

D. M.

COMMON SENSE

Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure.
By W. R. GREG.
Complete in l Yol., l2mo, 399pp., $1.50.
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Truth Seeker Traots.
NoTE.-Thcse tracts arc especially intended
for distribution as Free thought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for bool;s, please. add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when recmved,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels places of public assembly,
etc. 1'oallow much to be done in this way with
1\ little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth 20 off; on five dollars' worth,
40 off· on ten' dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of dis~ount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
31 God and God-Houses.......................... 2
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
37 Short Sermon. RG:v. Theologicus, D.D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z....... 2
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
4 7 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race.... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. K E. Guild.......... 5
52 Marples- Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2
62 The Jews and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D. 2
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. .A.. Godman....... 2
73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
'15 .A.n Honr with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett.......... 5
81 Hereafter, or the Half· way House. Sypher. 2
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
8,1 .Moody on Hell. Rev. J. P. Hopps. ...... .. 2
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
90 B1blo-Mania. Otto Cordates................ 2
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............ 5
96 Ichabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. B. D. Slenker................ 2
100 140th.Anniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
105 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro..... 2
106 Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Unbe·
lievers. Bennett............................ 2
107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
121 Ingersoll's Review of his Reviewers......... 3
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and '' Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tolm Jasper.......... 2
140 Astro-Theology ................................. 5
141 Jnlidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
142 Synopsis of All Religiohs. Saxon .......... I 0
1<13 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins............... 2
148 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.... ...... 2
r49 .Age of Shams .................................. 3
145 If You Take A way my Religion? What
Will Yon Give Mo Instead. :Martin .... 10
100 The Liberty of Printing. Hnrllmt and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
151 What is the Bible? M. W. II •...•.......• 5
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Con,vay............ 5
155 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
156 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
158 The Fool's Creed............................... 1
159 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5
I GO Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3
161 Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
.
1 G2 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett................................ 10
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... 5
2 Evolution: Homogeneous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ......................... 3
4 J,iterature of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
5 HesponsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, lLD ... 3
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
7 Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 'l'he Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
10 'l'he Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson ......... 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. S. Brigham, M.D ........................ 5
13 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium ......................... 10
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ful not to do so. Without the devil, God would nal pu.uishment, would be the most unhappy or who were bxternal to his faith were destined to
out a sorry figure at best.- VoUaire.
the most unfeeling of mankind. No possible eternal fire. No truly humane m"n oould avoirl
prospect of individual bliss could reconcile a truly wishing, that rath~r than this should be tha OM'•
HE wlo most full:r realized tbo doctrins of eter- humane man • • • to tbe thought that those he and all others should sleep the sleep of anni·
hilation,-Leolcy,
b the love of eart.h is
not the love of heaven, if
those we love here are to be
Reparated frC>m tH there,
then I want eternal sleep.-

THE only law which can
~overn a free stste. mu•t
be discotoerea; it must b~
drawn from t118 whole of
.<CiM1ce Mid art, not "enacted;" human law can no
wore ba enacted than can
physical hw.-Ca!oin B!an·

Inaersozz.

A NATION under a well
reg tt 1ate d government,
should permit none to remain uninstructed. It is
monarchical and arlstooratical governments only that
·require ignorance for their
support.-Patne.
LIBERTY cannot be preserved without a general
knowledge among the people.-Danie! Webste?·,
THERE are many marvels
-but there is no greater
marvel than mg,n,-Sop1woles.

rlwra.

HUMBOLDT came to the
conclusion that the source
of man's unhappiness is his
ignorance of nature.-Inqerso!!.
THE reasoning by which
persecution was justified
was unanswerable if the assumptions of the theologians were granted. If it was
true that a heretic was the
cause of inflicting eternal
pain upon his neighbors as
well as upon himself, the
faot would jaoti!y any
means necessary to prevent
snob a result. From the
scientific point of view,
however, the persecution
of heretics is most immoral.
-Jolin Wilso11.
As long as a church deems
a certain belief essential to
salvation, just so long it
will kill and burn if it has
the power.-Ingersol!.
BY placing to S~tan's &e•
count all the evil in the
world, the priests exculpate
the deity of nothing, The
invention of the devil does
not remedy the difficulty;
on the contrary, it but entangles the priests more
and more.-D'Hol!Jaci'l..
THE devil is the main prop
of the church. God, with a
single word, could annihilate him, but is very care-
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MAN alone is and shall be
our god.-Feum•bach.
HuMANrrY is the only religion, -Inaersoll.
0APAOITY
conscioUS·
ness mmt lie dormant in
the existonoe of the atoms ;
otherwise our braln. which
is a group of atoms, could
not possess oonsoiousness.
-Mermert.
THERE is in our mind
nothing that bas not been
in our senses.-Moleso11ott.
TaB intelligence of the
brute shows itself in jnst
the same way as that of
man. It is impossible to
prove the exiatenoe of an
Essential difference between
instinct and reason; whatever difference exists is but
one of degree.-Kra1imer.
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WORSE?

THERE is an agitation in Paris in favor of Sundays ago and broke his leg. The Rev.
THE lords of the admiralty hav just officially
reprimanded an engineer cadet, who, when giving to women engaged in business the Mr. Dace heard of the accident and in his
asked, "How would you proceed to get right that men similarly engaged hav-to Sunday evening sermon said: "Here we hav
THE London authorities hav put a stop to steam up?" replied: "Tighten your funnel vote in the choice of judges before whom a striking example of the retribution following
the holding of lotteries for the benefit of char- stays and regulate your funnel drafts, then come for settlement matters of commercial the violation of the Sabbath. If Mr. Roach
litigation. The scheme is advocated by many had been at church he would not hav broken
itable institutions, which hav heretofore been look up to our father, and say, 'I am ready
of the leading French politicians, who refuse his leg." The following Sunday, as the Rev.
winked at when quietly conducted.
to go home it the boiler front comes out.'"
to be frightened by the idea that this will be Mr. Dace was ascending the steps of the pulAN indication of the spread of English as a
AoooBDING to tho Rev. Dr. T. A. Fernley, only an entering wedge for universal female pit, he trod on a piece of orange peel dropped
language is given by the fact that it has just of Philadelphia, there are in that city two suiirage.
by a child of the Sunday.school, slipped, fell,
been chosen for use in the recording of impor- hundred and eighty-three Personal Liberty
and broke his leg. The next issue of the
tant treaty engagements between Russia and Leagues, representing thirty-five thousancl
I ONOE said to a zealous Christian-natu- Waterspout contained the following : " Here
China.
men, who will next autumn show their hand rally a good, kind-hearted woman, an Equal we hav a striking instance of the retribution
BISHOP HOGAN, and several Catholic news- in politics and send men to Harrisburg tore- Suffragist and advocate of Sunday laws- ·that waits on self-appointed censorship. It
paper organa, pronounce the population esti- peal the laws protecting the American Sab- writes Lillie D. White in Fair Play: "The the Rev. Mr. Dace had been fishing he would
trend qf this religious sentiment supported not hav broken his leg."
mate of the Catholic Directory imperfect, and bath.
think there are 13,000,000 Catholics in the
MB. BRADLAUGH is on his way home, very by legal enactments is toward enforcing attendance at church; would you favor such a
THE Pearl of Days laments : " Hoboken is
Union.
much improved in health and spirits, says the law?" "Why, yes," she said, "until they keeping up its old reputation for Sabbath
THis is what the Reporters' Maganne ~Eng- London Fr~thinker of January 19th. He would attend willingly." Really, the cold desecration. Fifty or sixty years ago it was
land) says: "It you want to make journalism will meet the members of the National Secu- chUla ran down my back, and visions-of racks, impossible to hold a Sunday evening service
pay, hav nothing whatever to do with any of lar Society at the Hall of Science, London, thumbscrews, and hot pincers floated before in the old school-house (for there was no
the religious papers if you can help it, as the on Sunday, February 16th, and giv a full me.
church there then) until the last day boat had
majority of them pay very niggardly, whilst statement of his reasons for resigning the
left the ferry for New York. The Elysian
one or two are downright frauds."
presidency. Th" meeting will elect Mr.
Field attracted crowds from this city, who
AT a recent meeting of the Photographic
"neither feared God nor regarded man."
TALMAGE, when in the East, was forced to Bradlaugh's successor.
Society of Geneva, Switzerland, Professor H.
gl.v his testimony to the devoutness of MoTHERE is a very trite old saying, says the Fol presented a paper on resemblances in Ball-playing, quoit-pitching, and other noisy
hammedans. He says that not one in a hun- Concordia, Kan., B{,Q,(U, which it is to be married couples. According to the British games were practiced under the windows of
dred thousand Christians would venture in ·hoped will not lose its force in the pre~ent Journal of Plwtography, he stated that, out the little place of worship, and there was no
public places to demonstrate his religious controversy between Catholics and Protest- of seventy-eight young couples photographed law and no one to prevent the annoyances.
faith in the manners castomary to the follow- ants concerning the Indian schools. It is that for the purpose of his investigations, he found Now Sunday theatricals are not only permitted, but as the Argus of January 27th
ers of the false prophet.
" when thieves fall out honest men get their that in twenty-four cases the resemblance in
says : " The police never lift a hand to cry a
THE TRUTH SBBKER of February -8th is to dues." It has been a " fat take" for those the personal appearance of the husband and halt. Not they. The only movement noticegiv a symposium. It has solicited the opin- churches, this Indian school busineas; has wife was greater than that of brother and able on their part is a lowering and raising
ions of a number of Liberals as to the poaitiv furnished many an" easy sit" for lazy clergy- sister, in thirty cases it was equally great, of the upper left eyelid. More than this, tte
and constructiv side of Freethought. Any men, and who hav pocketed millions of the and in only twenty-four was there a total law seems even to be assaulted by its very
Liberal can giv an opinion. What the cause people's money under the pretense of edu- absence of resemblance.
servants, for a policeman is on duty at
needs is fifty millions of dollars wisely ex- eating the Indians, when the chief thing done
Jacobs's theater, Sunday, at both performTmc
Rev.
Mr.
Roach,
editor
of
the
Windpended in sledgehammers to knock theology's was to draw the salary. A million dollars a
sor Wukly Waterspout, went fishing a few ances, to preserve order."
head oil and Jehovah's.-Ironclad .Ag~.
:ear is thus squandered.

lfotts and

~lippinns.
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ever~and that nery bad action has evil consequ_ences, thousand years old~~ bea~en above it where J eh9.y~h

and ·be~_f!:~~~ruit. The_ Fre(Sth·
als&_ I!~.~~!~B
:tl)$ ev€ry Qt&j."muSJ!:be~: · ··e __
~ell ·q~:.lu~
a:C-t,lons--tJ!At' ~ mu4't _I
s,i;Land'·-~'hat
DESTltUCTIVE, CONSTRUCTIVE, OR BOTH¥ he ca~Jj.Qtb'e' j!J-stifi. · · -,,,ess oti_, ano~~er,
~~ a for ,~
.....
or d ai.u.ue
· e w1
,ps of a
er. .
"
Is Freethpugllt a System of NPgation Solely, or a
There iutif[~not. .siS. and.~ t is ~: T~j
Constructive Pllilosotllty amllle in itsPlf to
Fteethi~k~t knows tha~ all the priests and cardinals
relllace Religion 1
and popes know nothing of the aupernatural~they
R. G INGERSOLL.
R B. WESTBROOK.
know nothing about gods or angels or beavens·or
R. 0 . .ADAMS.
E. B. FooTE, Jn.
bellE~nothing about inspired booka or Holy Ghosts,
SALADIN (W.Stewart R:>ss). L, K. WASHBURN.
or incarnations or atonements. He knows .that all
H. 0. PENTECOST.
GEORGE E. MACDONALD.
this is superstition pure and simple_._ He lq1ows__also
SusAN H. WrxoN.
E. 0. WALKER.
that thPse people~from pope to priest, from bishop
[fhe views of other noted writers will be given in two to parson:, do not t~e elighte~lf ~ood in_ t~is w?rld-that they Jile upon tbe labor of others-that they
following issues.]
earn nothing tbemselves~that they contribute nothIs tlu;re an A_tfirmative, Positive, Constructive side to F?·ee- ing toward the happiness, or the well-beiEg, or the
thoughtf!
wealth, of mankind. He knows that they trade and
If not, th~ reason why?
lj there be, in what, in your opinion, does it consist, and i·n traffic in ignorance a~d fear, that they make merch~
w.~at sh?'ltld it consist ?
dise of hope and gr1ef~!U!d he also knows that m
every religion the priest in'~ists-()n five things; F~rs~:
CoLONEL RoBERT G. INGERSoLL:
There is a God; Second: He_, bas made known his
"Is there an affirmative, positive, constructive side will · Third: He bas seleol&a me to explain this
mes~age · Fourth: We will now take up a collection,
toF.reethought T''
The objacb of the Freethinker is to ascertain the and Fifth: Those who fail to subscribe will certainly
truth~the conditions of well-being~to the end that be damned.
this life will be made of v&lue. This is the affirmative,
The positive side of Fteetbougbt is to find out the
positive, and consbructive side.
truth~the facts of nature~to the end that we may
Without liberty there is no such thing as real hap- take advantage of those truths, of those factr-for
piness. There may be the contentment of the slave the purpose of feeding and clothing and educating
~of one who is glad that he has passed the day mankind.
wHhout a be11ting~one who iB happy because he has
In the firat place, we wish to find that which will
had enough to eat-but the highest possible idea of lenghhen human Jife~tbat whi$ will prevent or kill
happiness exists only with freedom.
diaease;_that which will dci 'away with pain~that
AU religiom systems enslave the mind. Certain which will preserve or·give us health.
things are demanded-Jeit:lin things must be beWe also want to go in partnership with these
lieved~cert!\in things must be done-and the man forces of nature, to the end that we may be well fed
who becomes the subject or servant of this supereti- and clotbed~that we may have good houses that protion must give up all idea of individuality or hope of tfct us from beat snd cold. .And beyond thisintellectual growth snd progress.
bsyo~d these simple necessitieE-there are still wants
The religionist informs UE! that there is somewhere and aspirations, and free thought will give us the
in the univer<!e an orthodox God, who is endeavoring highest possible in art~tbe most wonderful and
to govern the world, and who for this purpose resorts· thrilling in music-the greatEst paintings, the most
to famine and :flood, to earthquake and pestilence- marvelous sculpture-in other words, free thought
and who, as a last resort., gets up a revival of relig- will develop the brain to its utmost capacity. ·Free
ion. That is called "affirmative and positive."
thought is the mother of art and science, of morality
The man of sense knows that no such God exists, _and bsppines£1.
and thereupon be affirms that the orthodox dvctrine
It is charged by the worshipers of the Jewish myth,
is infinitely ab3urd. This is called a" negation." But that we destroy, tl:at we do not build.
to my mind it is an affirmation, and is a part of the
What have we destroyed T We have destroyed the
positive side of Freethought.
idea that a monster created and governs this world
A man who compals this deity to abdicate- hie ~the declaration that a God of infinite mercy and
throne renders a vash and splendid service to the compassion upheld slavery and polygamy and comhuman race.
mimded the destruction of men, women, and babEs.
As long as men believe in tyranny in heaven they We have destroyed the idea that this monster created
will practice tyranny on earth. Most people are a few of his children for eternal joy, and the vast
exceedingly imitative, and nothing is so gratifying to majority for everlaating pain. We have destroyed
the average orthodox man as to be like his God.
the infinite absurdity that salvation depends upon
These same Christisn!l tell us that nearly everybody belief, that investigation is dangerous, and that the
is to be punished forever, while a few fortunate C~ris- torch of reason lights only the way to hell. We have
tians w)lo were elec~ed and selected billions of ages taken a grinning devil from every grave, and the
before the world was created, are to be happy. curse from death~and in the place of these dogmas,
This they call "the tidings of great joy." The of thEse infamies, we have put that which is natural
Freethinker denounces this doctrine as infamous and that which commends itlielf to the heart and
beyond the power of words to express. He says, brain.
and says clearly, that a God who would create a
Instead of loving God,- we love each other. Inhuman baing knowing that that being was to be eter- stead of the religion of the sky-the religion of this
nally miserable, must of necessity be an infinite fiend. world-the religion of the familJ~the love of busThe. free man, into whose brain the serpent of band for wife, of wife for hueband~the love of all
superstition bas not crept, knows that the dogma of for children. So that now the rlllal religion is: Let
eternal pain is an infinite falsehood. He also knows us live for each other; let us live for this world; with~ if the dogma be true-that every decent human out regard for the· past and without fear for the
being should hate, with every drop of his blood, the future. Let us use our faculties and our powers for
creator of the universe. He also knows~if he the benefit of ourselves and othHr-knowiDg that if
knows anything-that no decent human being could there be another world, the same philosophy that
be happy in heaven with a majority of the human gives us joy here will make us happy there.
·
race in bell. He knows that a mother could not
Nothing can be more absurd than the idea that we
enjoy the society of Christ with her children in per- can do something to ple·ase or displease an infinite
dition; and if she could, be knows that such a baing. If our thoughts and actions can less~n or
mother is simply a wild beast. The free man knows increase the happiness of God, then to that £oxtent
that the angelic hosts, under such circumstances, God is the slave and victim of Iri~n.
·
could not enjoy themselves unless they had the hearts
The energies of the world have been wasted in the
of boa constrictors.
se?vice of a phantom-millions of priests have lived
It will thus be seen that there is an affirmative, a on the industry of others and no Effort bas been
positive, a constructive side to Freethought. What is spared to prevent the intellectual freedom of roanthe positive ,;ide!
kind.'
First. A denial of all orthodox falsehoods-an
We know if we know anything that supernatural
exposure of all superstitions. This is simply clear- religion has no foundation except falsehood and mising the ground, to the end that seeds of value may take. To expoee these falseboodr-~o correct tbE>se
be planted. It is necessary, first, to fell the trees, to mietaker-'o build the fabric of civilization on the
destroy the poisonous vines, to drive out the wild foundation of demonstrated truth-is the task of the
beasts. Then comes another phase~anotber kind Freethinker. To destroy guideboards that point in
of work. The Freethinker knows that the universe the wrong direction-to correct charts that lure to
is natural~that there is no room, even in infinite reef and wreck~to drive the fiend of feat' from the
space, for the miraculous, for the impossible. The mind-to protect the cradle from the serpent of auFreethinker knows, or feels that he knows, that perstition and dispel the darkness of ignorl)nce with
there is no sovereign of the universe who, like some the sun of sciencE:-is the task of the Freethinker.
petty king or tyrant, delights in showing his authorTo ascertain the limitations of the mind, the conity. He feels that al1 in the universe are conditioned ditions of happiEJ.esE~to do away with poverty and
beings, and that only those are happy who live in crime-with cathedrals and prisonE~with popes and
accordance with the conditions of happiness, and pauperr~with kings and tdavee~witb the selfisbr eos
that this fact or truth or philosophy embraces all of the fortunate few and the sufferings of the many
men and all Gods-if there be Gods.
~is the tafk of the Freethinker.
The positive side is this: That c,very good action
What constructive work bas been done by the
bas good conseqaences~that it bfars good fruit for- church! Christianity gave us a flat world a few

dwells ilnd· ~ bell belo_w ~~- wh~~e most pe9J.l~e:"'~ll
.dwell: Christianity took the ground that a cer~atn
belief was neijessluy to salvatio~ &J,14 that tuiir belief
· w!l~ f.ar b~t~_ef and of more importli'ri~e: than th~ pr~ctice. (lf
. all the. virtues. It became t'h,e ene~y
. of JD•
val{~ig,atio~dbe bitit:&r and relentJ«:l~s fJe d reason
arid the liberty d thought. It committed every
crime·1urd practiced· every~ cruelty in the propagation
of its creed. It drew the sword egainst the freedom
of the world. It established schools and universities
for the preservation of ignorance. It claimed to have
within its keeping the source and standard of all
truth. If the church bad succeeded the sciences
could not have existed.
Free thought has giVen us all that we have of value.
It has been the grtJat constructive force. It is the
only discoverer, and every science is its child.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
THE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN SECULAR

UNION:

Not this o1· that, but this and that.

Yea, of course there is an affirmative side to Free- ·
thought, else it would not be worthy of an existence.
Direct denial is ia fact a form of affirmation. If we
deny the snpernatural we affirm the natural, but if
we affirm the material we do not necessarily deny
the spiritual, as spirit may exist within matter, may
be a property of matter, may exist in matter eo ethereal as not to be perceptible to the ordinary senses,
cr subject to the laws of matter in its grosser forms,
or for aught we know m~y exist independent of matter. Indeed, this was in part the doettine of Bruno,
who said, "A spirit exists in all things, and no body
is so small but it contains a part of the divine substance within itself, by which it is ar.imated ;'' and
Haeckel has E-Xpressed the opinion that " all matter
:in a certain sense is alive." I am in favor of an aggressive policy. We should r:ot cfase to vigorously
deny certain fa1se allegations of modern theologians,
but we should be rEady with our reasons for denying
them. We should assert a positive system of morality, with the reasons for it. For everything that we
tear down, we Ehould furnish some substitutP. But
the work of construction must necessarily be preceded by the work of destruction. I believe in "destructive criticism" for this very reaeon. Let me
illu~;~trate. I flatly deny the story in Genesis of the
fall Of man. But I do not merely deny. I show
that this story came down in certain books of comparativ!=!ly modern date, and that it was cur~ent among
many oriental nations long before Gene~iil was written, and that the cuneiform table.s of Assyria prove
that it was well known to that people two thoutiar.d
jears before the· time that Moses is said to haveliv~d.
It also appears t.hat it wss regarded as a fable among
them, end not as the history of a real t-ransaction.
The Jews were captive in Baby Ion and leArned the
story of Eden there, and then claimed that they long
ago received it as a special . revelation! But <&(the
other writings of the Old Testament do not coiifiUn
any reference'to Adam and the fall, it is certain from
this and other circumstances that it was not known
to them previous to the captivity. Now the entire
" redemptive scheme" of modern theology is founded
upon the fall, and as that is a myth all that depends
upon it must be mythical. So with regard to the
origin of man. We not only deny that in the morning of a certain day there was no man, and that in
the afternoon he stood up in the majesty of his manhood, full grown and bearded ; but we affirm and
show hozo be was created by successive evolutions,
from t_he lower forms, which took millions of years,
and that his present imperf6Ctions show but partial
developments, which are to be overcome in the natural course of events.
It is easy to build up a system of Ethics, founded
upon science and reason, which cannot fail to command the attention of the thoughtful. We ought to
do it. There is undoubtedly a positive and constructive side to Freethought. We take things as
they are known to exist, and we construct a theory
of the universe. The first principle is, that all
things &re governed by law; which is universal, and
uniform. To be in harmony with the laws of the
universe is man's chief good. This is what may be
called Natural Religion. Let not the Freethinking
reader be startled at this word "religion." I know
that it bas been perverted to such vile uses that one
almost detests it. But nevertheless it is something
reaL Even Professor Tyndall says: "The facts of
religious feeling are to me as certain as the facts of
physics." " The world will have religion of some
kind." "You who have eecaped from these religioi!s
into the high and dry light of intellect may deride
them, but in doing so you deride accidents of form
merely, and fail to toueh the immovable basis of the
religious sentiment in the nature of man. To yield
this sentiment reasonable satisfaction is the problem
of problems at this hour." Renan, also, writes thus:
"All the symbols which serve to give shape to the
religicus sediment are imperfect, and their fate iEI,
to be one after another rejecttd. But nothing is
more remote from the truth than the dream of tho~:e
who seek to imagine a perfected humanity without religion." "Devotion is as natural as egoism to a true-
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born man. The organ·zation of devotion is religion.
Let no one hope, therefore, to dispm se with religion
or religious associations. Each progression of modern society will rend&r this want more imperioue."
The common acceptation of the word religion is
bondage-" to bind back." It was not thus understood until Lactantius so used it in the fourth century-for a theological reason. Cicero did not so use
it four hundred years before, and he may be supposed to have been master of his own vernacular.
He used it in the sense of scruple-a natU?·al obligation wholly irrespective of the gods. It is the
great fact of duty, of oughtness. It consists in an
earnest endeavor to realize ideal excellence and to
transform it into character. Against every vice
t.here is a reason and in favor of every virtue there
are many reasons. These have no regard for eny supernatural person. Right is right, and wrong is
wrong~always, everywhere, and forever! To seek
one and rej 9Ct the other is Natural Religion. This
Freethinkers ou~ht, in every possible way, to teach
and practice. Yes, practice. This is the most po
tent argument. Wherever it is possible, meetings
should be held for the purpose. Music should be
invoked. The "Cosmian Hymn Book," or something
like it, should be used. It is to be hoped that the
Manual for which the American Secu1ar Union has
offered the $1 000 prize, will prove eminently helpful
in this regard. We need it in our families. What
are Freethinkers doing to instruct the children of
the land-their mon children T We have a system of
morality, and should actively teach it, from the rostrum, and through the press. Would it not be wise
for us to organize, and adopt something like the
plans of the Ehhical Culturists, wHh improvements?
Let us have Sunday-schools for the proper instruc
tion of both children and adults. Can we do better
than aecept what has come to be known as the
Golden Rule T It is preeminently natural, and does
not claim to be "revelation," having bean uttered in
various forms quite as explicit and beautiful as in
the so-called Sermon on the Mount, by divers persons seven centuries before. We have no time to dispute about the question of ape1·sonal God or a future state. The world is given to" Bibleolatry." Let
us show that we need no Bible-or rather, that we
need them all, just as we need the science of geology, to show how things have been developed, how
things have grown out of one another and been modified by circumstances. Lat us break every image,
and do all the good we can, to all the persons we
can, and as long as we can ! Let us adopt as our
motto, "In things proved, Unity; in whatsoever
can be doubted, Free Diversity; in things not
trenching upon others' rights, Liberty; in all things,
Charity."
R. B. WESTBROOK.
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who control armies for conquest abroad and to en- all other minds, as fast as possible, from the binding
force submission at home to the powers that be · the limitations of the supernatural creeds; but here it is
priests, who co~trol the minas of the people' and possible for the Freethinker to take the stand that
mduce them to hve for God and heaven instead of for this is enough, that when the weeds are pulled out
man and earth. All who are successfully engaged in the crop of truth will have full opportunity to grow
cor s hruction are practicing the Freethought princi- and produce its best results, and that there is no
ples-liberty of free inquiry and reliance upon necessity of building up a religion, philosophy, or
natural cauaes. This is the mission of Freethought, system of morality, since these are bound to grow; ,
to teach men these constructive methods. As an develop, or evolute into the best forms when all hinorg~nization. it need not enter upon the application dranees to the free operation of the human mind
of Its teaehmgs any further than is necessary for shall have been removed. This may be regarded as a
their illustration. To the individuals who have legitimate idea and consistent position for an earnest
secured the tools may be left the undertakings that Freethinker, and there is plenty for him to do prewill benefit society. The province of the organization paring the way for Freethought by clearing away
is to see that all men have the right tools and to the tangled underbrush of superstition and felling
induce them to discard the implements of prayer and the darkening forests of supernaturalism which are
praise and replace them with the instruments of eo industriously fostered by the prevailing creeds,
learning and labor. The man who sees another sects, churches of to-day; but there are others
trying to saw wood with a hammer, and persuades among Freethinkers with minds of a poaitive and
him to lay aside his hammer and use a saw, although constructive order, and they are not content with
he has destroyed belief in the hammer, is aiding pioneer clearing work-they are impatient to erect
construction. So a Freethinker who induces a man new structures for the abode of man in the spaces
to cease dependence upon God's help and use his already cleared. Some build fantastic air castles,
own right arm and his knowledge of natural forces some sketch plans for things " as they should be,"
is in every sense a constructionist. The cry of some lay the foundation for things that are likely to be.
destructiveness is raised by those who, having no
In reply to the last question my idea is that pracresource in argument, find abuse to be their only tical constructive Freethought work to-day is that
weapon. This preaching of the natural principles which looks toward bettering the state of mankind
of the construction ol human society is the grandest on earth, in worldly ways, with reference to this life
work that can be engaged in. It W01Jld be a great only, and which is based upon what science has
mistake if Fraethought societies turned their atten- already revealed of man's place in nature. For intion to founding schools and colleges and charitable stance, having outgrown the superstition that disi._titutions, save here and there, as a type of what is eases are inflicted upon men by a capricious or angry
needed. The want of these things is ~enerally felt God, and learning instead that they are largely the
and they are sure to be supplied. What is most result of personal vices and avoidable causes, we are
desirable is to inspire men with the enthusiasm for ready to begin the construction of a positive science
humanity and teach them the methods of conferring of " preventive medicine." Learning that vicarious
benefits. To do this involves the destruction of "the atonement is an impossibility, physically at any rate,
works of the devil," among which Christian supersti- and observing that it is a scientific verity that the
tion holds high rank, but the aim of the destroyer is sins of the fathers are visited upon the children, we
affirmative, positive, and constructive. He always puts can begin to study how to improve the heritage of
POmething better in the place of what he pulls down. the coming generatione..-how to begin to remodel
Reason and common sense are always substituted mankind, constructively and radically, by the science
of homo-culture. Recognizing that our only certain
for belief in miracles.
A great revival is called for in this positive work- hope of immortality is in the perpetuation of ourthe destruction of Christianity and construction of selves in the bast products of our thought and best
Rationalism. Why will not men consecrate them- seed of our bodies, the generation of children of
selves as preachers of mental freedom? Why will mind and of body that shall be " fit to survivq,"
not men of means contribute to the spread of rational we have the greatest incentive to acquire and apply all
literature T Where is there a more constructive work available science to the construction and reconstructhan that of the " Literature Fund " of THE TRUTH tion of body, mind, character, soul-all the mortal
SEEKER, which sends pamphlets to all the legislators and immortal principles that may rightfully apperE. B. FooTE, JR.
of a new state ? Let Secular Unions do all they can tain to perfect humanity.
to secure reforms, but let Freethought continue its
- - "AGNOSTIO JOURNAL
.
THE EDITOR OF THE LONDON
:"
holy mission of proclaiming the principles upon
Freethought undoubtedly has an Affirmative, Posiwhich all human raforms must proceed. This is the
most important work of all. Every Freethinker tive, or Constructive side. Strictly speakitig, this is
TBE PRESIDENT OF THE CANADIAN SEOULAR UNION: should see that his town has an organized center for the only side it has. Destruction and Negation do
To the question, "Ie there an affirmative, positive, speaking their ideas and circulating their literature; not constitute a side to Freethought, they simply
constructive side to Freethought ?" I answer, There and every man of wealth, who has been emancipated represent a phase of its operation while i~ energizes
is no other side. The whole essence of Freethought from superstitiov, should feel that his first duty is to toward positive expression. There is so much bondis the expression of the assured, absolute, productive free the mind of his fellow-men from the blighting thought, so much quasi-thinking in carefully preprinciple of mental liberty; the principle which has curse of supernatural belief. A rich Freethinker scri.bed limits, so much mental subserviency to conbeen the cause of all the past progress of human who was appealed to for funds for the propagandist ventionalism, sacerdotalism, and dogma that, accisociety and is the onlymeans of its future advance- work of a society, declined, saying: " I doubt if any dentally, Freethought has to plunge into the task of
ment. Every step in the onward march of humanity good is done in that way. The men engaged in this Negatiou and Destruction, and the impugning of old
has been owing to the excursion of the mind of man work are seldom calculated to gain new adherents. fables preparatory to the formulating of new facts.
beyond the sphere of "revealed" or authoritative They are g~nerally too vituperative. And the same To such an extent is this the case that, to the superstatement. It is bscausa someone has thought in may be said of their newspapers, which are never, I ficial observer, the aggressive and vandalistic aspect
contrariety to received opinions or in advance of imaginE', self-supporting. The growth of liberal of Freethought is the only aspect. One unacquainted
accepted knowledge that improvement has taken views in .religious matters is a steady, silent one- with the nature of military operations on observing
place. The destruction that attends the Freethought not much affected by argument and only retarded by !ill army day after day toiling through a dense forest,
avowal is simply an incident in its constructive work. abuse." No wonder that papers liU!guish and good here felling trees, there blasting rocks, might imagine
No man is accused as a destroyer because he is men cannot be supported in the lecture field when that the felling of trees and the blasting of rollks,
demolishing old buildings, preparatory to using the such indifference exists among those who possess the simple destruction, was the mission of the campaign.
But the trees are felled and the rocks are blasted
site for imprcvdd structures or more useful purposes. means to flood the country with light.
.
Nor is the policy a destructive one which is leveling
To sum up and condense my answer, I would say: only because they lie on the line of march and in the
the medieval hovels of superstition in order to Freethought in its essence is the affirmation that the path to an ulterior purpose. The forest pierced, the
erect the palace of Reason.
world is eontroled by natural laws and that man's river is reached and construction commences-ponWhen a railway is being built, no one brings the welfare depends upon the knowledge of these laws, toon bridges are erected, s~vages inimical to civilizacharge of destructiveness against the contractor, who which is only to be gained by the inquiry that pro- tion are overcome, and the region opened up as an
tunnels the mountains and levels the hills; unless ceeds from mental liberty. The duty of Freethinkers arena for the triumph of commerce, peace, art, and
this railing accusation is brought by the woodchucks is to proclaim these truths, which of necessity mush. literature. So it is with Freethought. Its ultimate
whose holes are annihilated. No friend of progress destroy the dogmas of theology and supernatural mission is not the destruction of priestly imposture;
can denounce the Freethought cause for its removal religion. But the object is not destruction; it is the it is the construction of popular enlightenment.
of obstacles to the advance of mental freedom; it uplifting of humanity, which is only possible by the But, before the enlightenment can be effected the
will be only those whos9 vested interests or private removal of the superstitions that oppress it and by priestcraft must be destroyed-the trees of dogma
tastes are interfered with who will raise the cry of giving it the principle and power of self-help. To must be felled, the rocks of superstition shattered.
reproach, or else those who consider that the wood- this positive, constructive work reason calls every The state of mind must be induced which alone can
make Freethought possible. An atmosphere must
chuck holes of ignorance are better for mankind than Liberal.
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
be created in which science and philosophy oan
the pathway of science.
Montreal.
breathe before a spirit can be inspired which will
The only principle of constructi.on successfully
practiced by mankind in modern times is the Free- AN AMERIOAN SEOULAR UNION DIRECTOR'S OPINIONS: make the mental serf dare to be free and acquire the
In answer to the first question, " Is there an affirm- faculty by which evidence is weighed and opinion
thought idea of naturalism. We read that formerly,
divine revelations told men· how to make tabernacles, ative, pasitive. constructive side of Free thought T" one arrived at. Dagon must be broken .bef.ore any ot~er
arks, temples, priests' clothes, and other things not can only say Yes, for to say No, is to ignore the lar~e god is placed on his throne. Crmgmg creduhty
strictly essential to human welfare; and when over- amount of Freethought literature that is devoted to must be trampled to death bef?re t~e cano~s o~ critpowering forces besieged cities they were dispersed this side of it; but had the first question been, " Is icism can be established. Faith with all Its mterby angels or other supernatural visltations. But in there necessarily a constructive side of Freethought ?'' ested myrmidons must be relegated to their legitilatter days none of these things happen. It is those there would have been more clance for difference of mate sphere before Reason with ~er devotees _can
who study and labor for the discovery and applica- opinion, and more occasion to say something in reply make effective appeal to the consCience of mankmd.
tion of natural forces who gain achievements. There to the second question, "If not, the reason why !" Some of the most closely cherished prejudices of the
When a mind has shaken itself free of the shackles race require to be ruptured before you can persu~de
is no well-au~henticated statement of any result from
dependence on a guidance superior to man's knowl- of superstition and come out into the " open" of men to give up their fetters of spiritual bondage. to
Freethought, the dominant thought is apt to be the be beaten into the keen swords that take possessiOn
edge.
The persons engaged in destruction are the kings, importance (and some will feel the duty) of freeing of the realm of mental liberty. In this the domain
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of bond-thought, Freethought has to root up the
weeds before it can plant the roses. The upas of
superstition has to be torn up by the roots before
the tree of knowledge can flouris)l where it grew.
But the ultimate aim of the Freethinker is to plant
the tree of knowledge, not to tear up the upas. It
js because the Freethinker's earnest purpose is Construction that his first duty is Destruction.
SALADIN.
THE EDITOR OF THE " INVESTIGATOR:"
There is, in my opinion, a ·constructive side to
F.reethought. It consists in its intelligence. Free
thought is an intellectual movement. Its object is
to find the truth and to state the truth. It necessarily antagonizes what is false and erroneous.
Freethought is a moral movement also. All true
morality rests upon a right understanding of human
nature, and of man's relation to his fellow-man. So
far as facts are constructive, so far as knowledge and
truth are constructive-Freethought has a constructive side.
I do not deny, however, that much of the work of
Liberalism is destructive. It stands opposed to
Christianity as a religious system and as an organized church.
The Fraethought movement, in its antagonism to
the religion of the day, resembles .the Antislavery
movement in its opposition to chattel slavery. It
fights the wrong ; it denounces the evil; it seeks to
destroy the false, but it lifts no hand against what is
right, what is good, what is true. Theology is slavery
of the mind. Liberals are working to emancipate
man from theological bondage. Before this emancipation can be secured all religious systems must be
overthrown. I believe that our most important work
is done when we free man. He must then do something. Out of liberty, out of knowledge, come the
true opportunities of life. A free man is a better
man than a slave; an educated man is a better man
than an ignoramus. In giving freedom to the mind
-the freedom that comes from enlightenment, from
a knowledge of facts-we increase the intellectual
and moral power of man.
Liberalism in its affirmation of human rights
implies also human duties. All morality depends
upon a proper respect of one's self and of others.
F.J:.eethought has no mission beyond the earth. It
stands for all that is good here; it champions the
home, it defends the fireside, it protects the weak.
Thought and labor that aim to make man better,
wiser, and truer are affirmative, positive, and constructive.
L. K. WASHBURN.
THE E~ITOR OF THE "TWENTIETH CENTURY :"
There is certainly a constructive work for L1beralism to do; but it can only be accomplished by the
adoption of new ideas of morality.. Christian morality and Liberal morality are essentially different.
Liberalism does not suppose the existence of a God
who has personal relations to men. Hence it ie
absurd for them to think of conscience as the "voice
of God." Liberalism does not suppose the supernatural origin of man. Hence we cannot reasonably
BiY that conscience is innate. We must take the
position that we learn right and wrong just as we
learn all other things that we know-by observation
and experience.
Liberalism cannot say that there is an abstract
rule of right and wrong imposed upon us from
beyond the range of human experience and to which
human conduct must conform. We must come to
the conclusion that whatever promotes the happiness
of the individual in association with other individuals
is right and whatever destroys that happines11 is
wrong. By happiness I mean, of course, that course
of conduct or that form of enjoyment that leaves no
regret. As our idea of happiness more and ·more
approaches what we mean by welfare our standard of
right and wrong will grow clearer and higher.
For a man living alone there can be no right or
wrong. And as two or more men live together longer
and longer they will discover how to avoid rubbing
up against each other disagreeably or injuriously.
And right will consist in not doing injuries of any
kind o:rae to another, and wrong will consist in doing
injuries one to another.
The simple rule of right and wrong that I have
shted, and that is now so well understood by Liberals, is the basis of an exceedingly better system of
morals than Christianity has given the world. Christianity declares that right is what is according to the
will of God, and the theologians proceed to say what
the will of God is, and it sometililes turns out to be
something quite fiendish. But under the Liberal
rule of right and wrong no personal injury of any
kind could be done to anyone under the pretext
that it is right.
When a Liberal wishes to know what'is right he
has but to sit down with himself and decide what
course will yield the most permanent self-satisfaction;
what course he will look back over with the most
pleasure to himself. If he can discover that he
knows what he should do.
The moral motive power of Liberalism is to please

and respect one's self. A low and coarse nature will
doubtless go very wrong under such a motive power,
but such a nature goes wrong under any system of
morals. But there will always be many persons
who, in seeking to do that which contributes to their
highest happiness, \\ill show to others what is the
beauty of cleanness, gentleness, and consideration
for others, for we can only be perfectly happy when
everybody else is.
HuGH 0. PENTECOST.

scatter, to be immediately replaced by new and more
substantial ones.
What is being destroyed! Nothing but error,
prejudice, falsehood, dissimulation, dishonesty, fraud,
stupidity-in a word, ignorance, that, and nothing
more. That which cannot be proved, which has no
foundation in fact, that which binds and enslaves,
that which prevents men and women from the exercise of reason and judgment, ought to go, will go.
No power c-an hold or keep it from its just doom.
THE EDITOR OF "FREETHOUGHT:"
That which delegates to another the power of thinkThere are a number of objections which have been ing for one, or a number of intelligent beings, has no
urged against Freethought so persistently that even place, should have none, in a world of thought and
Freethinkers are at last beginning to inquire whether, mental freedom.
Every person must do his own thinking, must
after all, they may not be valid and worthy of serious
consideration. I suppose that every Freethinker has think freely, truly, energetically, if he would be
been assured by some Christian acquaintance: "If { saved.
Saved from what!
believed as you do I would commit murder, arson,
and theft-since there is no future punishment."
From ignorance, from the blunders that arise from
Every Materialist is familiar with that other-world lack of knowledge, from the lack of power to apply
clincher: "If I believed that death ends all, I should knowledge.
Hence, there must exist an affirmative, constructive,
commit suicide at once." We know, of course, that
persons who reject the theory of future punishments positive side to Freethought It must be, in order
commit fewer crimes than those who acGept it, and to show the contrast to that which is, or shall be,
we know also that the believers in s future life cling destroyed and put aside, and because it will be a
as tenaciou!lly to this as though it were the conven- demand of the future. People have a right to ask of
tiona! straw at which drowning men are said to catch. the iconoclast who demolishes idols and fetiches,
These objections, therefore, really amount to no What have you to offer in place of these things you
more than the agitation of the air neces!lary to their take away! What will you substitute for this that
utterance; and of the same value I regard the other you call untrue and unreal T
objection that "Freethought is a mere negation."
Of course there is the truth for falsehood, right
It is one of the trinity of theological chestnut~.
for wrong, health for disease, hope and happiness
A few years ago, in 1885, I believe, I prepared an or pain and unhappiness.
article on " The Affirmations of Liberalism," which
But the human heart craves all these and somewas published as an editorial in THE TRUTH SEEKER, thing more.
and afterward used as part of a campaign document
It reaches forward to grasp some philosophy of
by the secretary of the National Liberal League. In life and its myriad uses-some teaching that shall
that article it was set forth that:
crystallize around this present life and lift it to a
Liberalism affirms the supremQ9y of the human pedestal hitherto unknown-some lofty purpose that
reason.
shall fill and thrill all with a new and glorious
It affirms the right of free thinking.
enthusiasm. It looks for a motive which shall lead
It affirms that the universe is governed by immu- to work, not for the benefit of eelf, but for the good
of all-an altruistic faith.
table natural law.
It affirms that our duty is to ourselves and other
But, it may be said, when Truth supplants Falsehuman beings.
hood, is not that sufficient T No. There must be
It affirms evolution as a fundamental truth.
demonstration of truths, elucidation of the principles
It affirms that the good in human nature overbal· that are actual and eternal.
ances the evil, and that the natural tendency of huFrom the ashes of the ruins of the old will arise
manity is toward mental and moral improvement.
new temples responsive to the call of the emanciIt affirms the equality of all citizens before the law, pated.
regardless of religious belief or unbelief.
It was right that the destroyers should come first
It affirms the supreme importance of scientific and be many. We should never forget that out of
knowledge as contrasted with blind faith and super- the rubbililh ltnd debris they have brought new truths
stitious guesswork.
to the surface, and made them gleam and sparkle in
Liberalism affirms the superiority of intellectual the white light of wisdom and intelligence.
conquest over brute force; that is, it prefers the
The New is to take the place of tlle Old. True.
Liberal Club to the policeman's club as a method of. But it must be fashioned into shapeliness, comely in
producing conviction.
form nnd attractive to all.
It affirms that, for present purposes, a world in
Beautiful temples will grow into graceful proporthe hand ia worth two in the skies.
tiona, and will glow with all the graces that culture
In a word, Liberalism affirms every demonstrated and art can bestow or genius originate.
truth.
These temples should bP, will be, attractive in
I would therefore maintain that there is "an architecture, in music, painting, statuary.
Affirmative, Pol;!itive, Constructive side to Free·
Why should not the akill and intellect of the centthought," which consists and should consist in the fore- uries contribute to the pleasure of all! Why should
going affirmations, and others that may be regarded as not this life be the recipient of eve'ry grace and
consequent. Every fact furnishes a plank in its plat- image of beauty that the mind can conceive! There
form of principles. The negations of Liberalism are is no reason why.
So there will be upreared in every town and village
merely local and incidental, and are due to the fact that
the Christian world has set up a body of doctrine which academies, halls of science, schools, not only to be
it is palming off upon the credulous as truth, and opened one day in the week, but whose doors shall
endeavoring to enforce upon the intelligent as divine swing wide open eve'ry day. The adornments will
law.
symbolize facts in nature, and the heroes of scienAs a physician is destructive as touching the disease tific truths in marble and bronze will occupy the
and constructive as touching the patient, so Liberal- places held so long by " saints " and " apostles."
ism is negative in its attitude toward the useless, and Copernicus, Galileo, Hypatia, Bruno, and all the hosts
affirmative toward that which is worthy of preserva- of inventors, reformers, and martyrs of science will
tion.
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
occupy the places long denied them.
Said Wendell Phillips once, in passing a beautiful
THE EDITOR OF "THE TRUTH SEEKER'S, CHILDREN'S church and beholding the figures in the stained
CORNER:
glass of the sanctury, "The apostles are outside, not
Is there an affirmative, positive, constructive side inside."
.
to Freethought 1
The real apostles have always been on the outside.
In my opinion there is such a side. The very fact
What will be taught in the new schools, whose pilthat it is desirable to destroy present systems would lars will be Knowledge, Wisdom, Truth, and Light?
indicate that there is a better one yet to come. That What but the vital issues ?-how to make life truer
there are minds filled with loathing and disgust at nobler, healthier, and happier-the virtues what
the contemplation of some established rules, customs, they are and how to practice them-how t~ make
faiths, is proof that a superior ideal exists in the daily living sweet, serene, pure, and clean-how to
realm of thought and wisdom, which can and ought make grand old earth an Eden of loveliness and harto be made real. So surely as calm follows storm ; monious, healthful delight.
sunshine, showers ; dawn the night, so shall there
Look abroad ! See the abodes of crime, misery,
appear in the future a brighter side to the dull cloud want, woe, wretchedness, pollution-see the foul
that has shadowed the horizon of man so long. It is disgraceful blots everywhere, speaking plainer th~
the very kernel hidden in the desire that leads men words of man's abuse and misuse of life-see the
to break down and destroy existing systems. It is asylums, the jails, penitentiaries, the homes for the
the materialization of the innate longing in the hearts blind, the deaf, the incurables. Note the bloated
of humanitarians, the longing for something better face, the leering eyes, the slavering mouth the stagthan has been known, that goes forth to shatter the geri~g st!'lps of the intemperate, t~e lustf~l gaze of
old fabrics, already rotten with age and many cumber- the hbertme, the vacant look and g1bbering tones of
some weights.
the idiotic. Behold insanity, inanity, and pauperism
We remove a tattered garment to array ourselves everywhere-the gallows upreared in a civilized land
in better robes. We put aside the old and substitute -women bound and fettered without equal political
the new. We leave the dil~pidated house for a better rights, crushed, trampled upon, humiliated enslaved.
and more comfortable one. Old conditions fade and
Is there not, in sight of these things, ne~essity for
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new teaching ? Is there not work for the constructionists ready and waiting for their hands !
The old teaching has been, How ehall we die properly! The new doctrine shall be, How to live rightly
and truly.
SusAN H. WIXoN
THE EDITOR OF "FAIR PLAY:"
We must· tear down-must we also build P

A denial is the opposite side of an affirmation-an
affirmation is the opposite side of a denial. With
every denial of a falsehood goes the affirmation of its
displacing truth, or what the denier CQnceives to be
a truth. As I look at this question, it is impossible
for any roan to seriously deny the truth, justice, or
utility of a given statement, institution, or thing
without having in his mind the conception of some~
thing more credible, just, or useful. The affirmation
is there, in thought, before the denial. Whoever attempts to reason with his neighbor in support of his
own denial of the historical accuracy, equity, or usefulness of a book, organization, or utensil, is compelled to affirm something. When we deny that the
capricious will of a God, or god-roan, rules the
cosmos, this denial is logically and necessarily accompanied in thought by the affirmation of our beliefs regarding what, for want of a better name we
call "natural law "-universal and unchange~ble.
Before we can understandingly deny that the state
creates rights we must realize that rights, human
rights, have their origin in the conditions of human
existence.
Oae answer, then, to the first question of the
Editor of this journal is, There is an affirmative side
to Freetllought, accompanying, complementary, and
inseparably associated with the negative side. The
iconoclast, whose hammer crushes the rotten rocks
and the leering idols in the temple of superstition,
builds nobly in the foundation stories of the fairer
and freer temple of an ascending humanity. From
this point of view it is readily seen that we are constanUy building a system of morality, that a new
philosophy is slowly but surely growing, that a new
religion, if religion you may choose to call it, is
evolving from the disintegrating concepts of the old,
and the discoveries and prophecies of science.
Is this, then, all that we have to do? Need we to
apeak, write, and print, only? Is all our work to be
with tongues, pens, and types ? Oan a system of
theology, false in fact and pernicious in morals, rule
the world for centuries and not make itself part and
parcel of the laws, institutions, and customs of the
peoples ! Oan the most systematic trampling of
liberty, the most deliberate denial of justice, wholesale crucifixion of the best and tenderest impulses
of human nature, and a very revelry of cruelty, last
for a millennium and a half and not transmit to us a
legacy of laws, institutions, and social customs which
are despotic, anti-natural, and cruel! If the theories
of our ancestors, which we of to-day combat, were
erroneous, and if they lessened the sum of human
happiness, as they did; what shall we say of the
statutes and customs in which those ancestors embodied those false beliefs, of the superstructure of
institutions which they built upon that insecure
foundation ! Are we rational if we harbor the hope
that we can discredit the theories, but leave the
customs and laws in which we find them crystallized,
intact? How can anyone believe that we can tear
out the foundation and yet leave the superstructure
as it stands now ?
It seems to me that the above questions answer
themselves. That it must be apparent to all clearthinking men and women that when the misleading
and invasion-inciting creeds are eliminated. the laws
and social powers which alone make them dangerous
in this age, will go out with them. So long as the
old authoritarian systems remain we may be sure
that the old authoritarian beliefs have not lost their
hold upon our race. If we do not recognize them in
the creeds professed by the tyrants of our time it is
simply because they do not appear in the old forms,
and we lack the power of clear and close analysis.
We have not vision acute enough to pierce the artful
disguise in which our ancient enemy hath enrobe_d
his wolfish body and veiled his hyena face.
The Freethinker affirms the right of private judgment, the right of each to examine and chooee for
him or herself, according to the light that each sees.
The true Freethinker, then, will as zealously dsfend
the right of one to differ from him as of another to
agree with him. From thsse fundamental postulates
it logically follows that no Freethinker who understands why he is a Freethinker will in any manner
countenance any scheme which, in means or end,
violates this principle of equal liberty, of personal
choice, and individual responsibility. ThereforE>, he
will aid all possible in such constructive reforms as,
according to time, place, and means at hand, he
deems of immediate importance. Of the most necessary of these, as I estimate them, may be enumer~~:

-

1. The substitution of voluntary for compulsory
methods of raising money for "public," that is, common uses. Of course, no argument is needed in
order to make it clear to Freethinkers t,hat when
one's earnings are taken without his consent, are

ta_ken for any purpoae which he does not regard as
~1se, necessa!y, or just, he is robbed, and the princwle of the rlght of private judgment is violated in
h1s person. Under this head would come these
·
·
'
among other, changes:
(a) Free schools, i.e., schools which are supported
by thos~ who d~sire them, and in which are taught
those thmgs wh10h those who support them wish to
have taught.
(b) Free mails, i.e., the mails to be carried by any
person or persons who may wish to engage in such
work, and wbo can secure the necessary vatronage.
(c) Free trade, i.e., trade free from alf trammels
of tariffs, occupation taxes, license taxes, taxes upon
products, and all other legalized thievings.
2. The establishment of a system of equitable land
tenur!'l, unde~ which each person shall be free to apply h1s facult1es to any portion of the earth's surface
not already occupied and personally used by another.
3. The practical abrogation of all statutes intended
or having the effect to create a government or other
monopoly of money, and the establishment of a free
mutual, banking system.
'
4. The principle of private judgment, of personal
choice, and individual responsibility, to be applied
in the department of sex relations as fearlessly and
fully as in those of religion, taxation, education,
transmission of intelligence, commerce land-holding
and issuance of the medium of exchange.
'
5. The formation of co9perative manufacturing
and distributing associations.
.· Th~re is yery much other ~onstructive and saving
work 1D wh1ch we, as Freethmkers, can engage with
peculiar fitness, bearing in mind the basic principles
of our philosophy. The rational, scientific. humane
treatment of the unfortunates whom we call " criminals ·~ is a matter of vast importance. Theoretically
we repudiate the anti-natural dogma of "free will,"
but when we have to do with criminals I am afraid
that most of us are as orthodox as the orthodox
themselves. And in the treatment of the sick there
is need for more science, greater trust in nature's
healing powers, less statute law, less empiricism.
We should earnestly strive to prevent needless suffering in the preparAtion of our supplies of animal
food. The wanton defltruction of birds is another
cruel wrong that loudly calls for constructive work
in the way of the proper education of the young.
But lack of space and time prevents further particulariz~tion in this division of the subject.
In conclusion, permit me to emphasize the argument advanced in support of the declaration that we
shall never rid humanity of the pernicious creeds so
long as we conserve· the bad laws, invasive customs,
and stifling institutions which had their origin in or
have been strengthened by those creeds, and which,
in turn, give them nearly all the power for harm
which they to-day possess. Here is room for all the
constructive work of which we are capa.bl.e.
E. C. WALKER.

Is Catholicism Losing or Gaining Ground 1

few days later he prophesies that the great majority
of the population of New England will soon become
Roman Catholics, ruled by the priest and not the
minister. And this priestly rule, he thinks, is "the
noblest labor in which a man can engage."
Perhaps it would hav been a fortunate circumstance
if the manuscript of that second attempt of the
editor of the Sun to "lead the way to heaven" had
been devoured by the office cat.
When you see an editorial guideboard pointing
two opposit ways to heaven you won't trust the skypilot in that sanctum any more than his priestly
brother in the pulpit.
Butm.
A. Parting Word to .Mr. Burnham.
DEAR Sm : I am glad that you hav no fault to fi.r:.d,
in your last letter, with the amended constitution of
the American Secular Union. We can now go on and
'' be happy yet !" As to the other matters complained
of, I put in the lawyer's plea of "confession aud
avoidance." I did not invite speakers from a distance
because we had no money to pay their expenses.
Liberals who were present at the congress UJere invited and did apeak. Yes, the secretary and treasurer were my " choice." I declined the presidency,
but finally said, if you force it upon me you must giv
me these offieers in Philadelphia. I am not ashamed
of this. It is to my methods that you object. Only
two persons hav made known their objections in this
regard, while scores hav written approvingly. Yes,
I was at first (and at last too) displeased with sorne
of our public speakers and papers, and said so. I
w~;s not pleased with the cut of the "flag above the
cross," on our letter-heading, as I never unnecessarily
offend those whom I desire to influence. But the
inventor of that design served a notice on us through
his lawyers that he claimed a copyright; and threatened us with a lawsuit if we continued to use it !
This settled that question. Now, Mr. Burnham," let
us hav peace !" If you understood what my reasons
were for the ''methods" I adopted, you would commend, instead of carping.
R. B. WESTBROOK.
Philadelphia, Pa , Feb. 1, 1890.

Contributions to the American Secular Union
for January.
Abraham Schell, Knight's Ferry, Cal.. .................... $15 00
Talcott Ralph Burrows, Chatham, N. Y...... ............ 5 00
John and Jacob Neusale, Hamburgh, N.Y............. 2 00
Francis and Ruth Brettell, Rochester, N.Y............. 2 00
Mrs. Josephine Duane, New York City................... 5 00
Carl Neumann, Locust Dale, Pennsylvania.............. 5 00
John Jaqn,es, Akron, 0.......................................... 2 00
John D.Powers, Woodstock, Vt............................ 10 00
Anton J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill ....................... ~······· 3 00
Thomas Goddard, St. Johns, Ill.. .................... :....... 6 00
W. D. Fisher, Attleboro Falls, Mass........................ 10 00
Ethical Secular Society of Golden, Ia., by R. N.
Howe (for auxiliary society literature)........... 5 00
Total. ................................................ $70 00
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer (per I. C. C.).

Lectures and .Meetings.

W. F. JAMIESON has a call for a course of lectures in CorEditor Charles A. Dana, of the New York Sun, is rectionville, Iowa. Now that he has closed his engagements
as unsafe a religious pilot ss any of the rest of the in Nebraska for this year, he may be addressed for lectures
doctors of divinity. He warns the clergy that " In- and debates at Des Moines, Iowa.

fidelity is more dangerous to the church than ever
before,'' and indorses the despairing statement made
before the recent Catholic congress in Baltimore by
Dr. Richard H. Clarke, of New York city, that the
Catholic church in this country has lost much more
by the falling away of Catholic immigrants from
their ancestral faith than it has gained by conversions.
"Some hav thought," said Dr. Clarke, "that we hav
lost more than half our immigrant population or
their descendants;" and the editor of the Sun thinks
the estimate is not exaggerated.
But quite a different judgment is expressed in the
Sun a few days later; descanting on the great change
in the character of the population of New England
the editor says :

THE lecture program of the Brooklyn Philosophical Association for February is as follows: February 9th, Dr. A.
Wilder on 11 Serpent Symbols;" February 16th, Van Buren
Denslow, LL.D., on 11 Population and Wages;" February
23d, Miss Helen H. Gardener, on 11 Vicarious Atonement."
These lectures are followed by discussion. Lecture at 3 P.M.
at Fraternity Rooms, Bedf:>rd avenue and South Second
street. Twenty-third street ferry from New York.
MR. S.D. MooRE, of Adrian, Mich., now at Yipsilanti,
Mich., contemplates making a trip through Kansas into ~is
souri, as far as Liberal, starting about March 1st., and desues
to know if any Freethinking friends on the route "will open
the way" for him to hav Liberal meetings with them. " I
will be glad," he says, "to do all the good I can and as little
harm as possible· and besides making a little acquaintance
with strangers th'at I had never met with and getting a few
names for THE TRUTH BEEKER, and by selling a few pamphlets, tracts, and books, I might in this wa! be a little help
to others as well as in the social way they might be a help to
me." Mr. Moore asks for no pay. His address is Forest
Avenue Sanitarium, Yipailsnti, Mich.

There is no doubt that the time is rapidly approaching
when the great majority of the population of New England
will be of foreign blood, Irish and French Canadians more
especially, and nearly all of it Roman Catholic. These
foreigners are coming to take up the abandoned farm and to
work the mills, and as they are so much more prolific, they
will swamp out the old stock, so far, at least, as numbers go.
They wm also wipe away old traditions and introduce new,
and will establish, are already establishing, a new moral and
religious tone and new social customs and demands. The
IT will hardly be believed that when sulphuric ether
priest and not the minister will exercise the spiritual power was :first used to lessen the pam's of childbirth, it wa_s
and we shall hav another New England from top to bottom.

When Mr. Dana was entertained at a banquet in
Rome by the faculty and students of the North
American College, he said he never in his life felt so
deeply moved, and to the applauding students he
said that they were " preparing themselva to occupy
the highest stations to which man can attain in this
world ; for surely the noblest labor in which man
can engage is to teach the way to heaven and to lead
the way." And now we see how Doctor Dana attempts " to lead the way." First he warns the
clergy that Infidelity is more dangerous to the
church than ever before, and says that Catholicism is
losing much more by the falling away of its immigrants than it is gaining by conversions, and then a

objected to as" a profane attempt to abrogate the pnmeval curse pronounced upon woman." . · · The
injury which the t.heological principle has done to the
world is immense. It has prevented men from studying the laws of nature.-Buckle.

IN the middle of the sixteenth century the majority
of the clergy were nearly illiterate, an~ many of
them addicted to drunkenness and low v1ces.-Hal·
lam, Oonst. Hist. of Eng.

....----

~-~

EVERY established fact ~hich is too bad to admit of
any other defen_se_, is alw~ys presented to us as an
injunction of rehg10n.-M~U.
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~ommtmications.
Why I Am NOT an Agnostic.
An Agnostic is one who is in doubt concerning
tlle existence of a God. But, to be candid, I am
compelled to say that I am no more in doubt concerning such a hypothesis than I am in doubt concerning devils, dragons, and other chimeras. An
infinit good being is precisely as great an impossibility
as an infinit bad being, a heaven as absolutely impossible as a hell.
I not only believe, but I know, there is no Godsimply because I do not know there is one. Neither
does anyone else know that there is one. No one
ever has proved it, no one does now or ever can
prove it. God himself-if there were one-has not
proved and does not now prove it. There is absolutely no evidence, directly or indirectly; no logic,
reason, sense, or analogy, to prove it.
If there were a God, I should know it, because I
hav anxiously sought. But I hav sought in vain.
And if the Theist insists that I should not know
God, then I, in turn, insist that, for like reasons, no
one else has known or now knows God. And what
I cannot know, what nobody else can know and no
one bas ever known, is, of course, unknowable, and
therefore we should not believe it.
Therefore my honest denial and fearless assertion,
There is no God, is tantamount to absolute proof
that there is no such being.
Upo:a those affirming devolves the proof. Should
one say, There is a devil, it is not necessary that we
should explore the world arid sweep ethereal space
with our telescopes in search of his satanic majesty.
Oh, no; we simply say, No, there is no devil, and
this denial is equivalent to pr~of that such a being
does not exist. Those affirming must do the searchiog, produce the evidence, and submit it to the
world, or their bald assertion falls to the ground as
so much nonsense.
But the God-idea positivly conflicts with all that
we know, directly or indirectly. When closely anal:vzed and considered in the light of modern science.
it becomes a nursery tale, and the time is near at
hand when millions of our best men and women will
stand aghast at the thought that at one time they
actually entertained the notion.
When we can prove that twice two are five; that
two cannon-balls can occupy the same space at the
same time; that two locomotive can pass on the
same track ; that a receptacle already full can be filled
again; that a finite body can be everywhere at the
same time; that nothing can produce everything;
that miracles ·are the order of the day, then, and not
till then, may it be reasonably affirmed that there is
a God.
Like Colonel Ingersoll, I hav subjected my belief
to the full scope of free thought, the methods of science and closest reasoning. The freedom of thought
and the right of expressing such thought, vouchsafed to us by the genius of our glorious republic,
has led me on, even beyond Mr. Ingersoll's Agnosticism; beyond the conservativ "perhaps;" beyond
the equivocating" I don't know;" beyond Spence1's
''Unknowable;" beyond the compromising attitude
of an unbeliever, to the more aggressiv one of an
. outspoken Atheist and Materialist.
An absolutely authoritativ and infallible gospel
once questioned, once subjected to human tests
and reason, once doubted in its minutest detail,
there is no stopping·place until the goal of Atheism
and Materialism is reached.
Theology is miracle. Based upon miracle, it must
always remain miracle, and, consequently, must be
accepted without human understanding or reaaon.
It is emphatically non-progressiv, to·day precisely
as and what it was two or four thousand years ago.
It means to-day what it did then, and one word taken
from or added to it destroys its authoritativ character. It is either a gospel according to Moses and the
prophets, and Peter, Luke, and John, or it is simply
a human affair, a fraud, a gospel according to Tom,
Dick, and Harry. Until new revelations "from on
high" are given to the world, all attempts to evolute
religion or to substitute a " new theology " will but
tend to destroy the whole.
But how many honest, thinking minds to-day remain true to the old theology and all it implies !
None! It is to-day upheld only by the unthinking
but honest masses, who resignedly accept it without
thought or reason, and those conventional Christians
who go for popularity and to please their good wives.
AU better and progressiv minds within the church
are to·day free to confess their unbelief in many of
the most important events and doctrine recorded in
the Bible. The six-days creation, the personality of
God, the doctrin of the fall of man, the scheme of
redemption, infant and heathen damnation, a literal
hell, etc., all are alike repudiated. Yet the plain language of the Bible on these things cannot be misunderstood. "And the morning and the evening were
the first day," etc., proves beyond doubt that the
writers of Genesis meant six literal days of twentyfour hours eaoh, for the creation of the universe !

"In the image of God created he them;" " God less abode during eternity, he should all at once so
walking in the garden in the cool of the day;" radically change in his manner and tastes as to create
"Moses spoke to God face to face "-all these ex- a universe, which would henceforth entirely change
pressions clearly indicate beyond cavil that the God his relations, conditions, and mode of life, and to say
of the Bible was supposed to be a person, " very the least, keep him pretty busy making human beings
like" a man. OI course " walking in the garden " and other animals, listening to the countless prayers
clearly implies that he could not hav been anywhere of the different denominations, counting hairs, perelse in the universe or upon the face of the earth at mitting sparrows to fall, and at the same time whirling
that particular time. In fact, he did not even occupy countless millions of planets through the immensity
all the garden, or it would not hav been necessary for of space.
But, God or none, any beginning implies a miracle
him to walk or to search for Adam. So much to
establish the very limited personality of a God to-day -a creati9n from nothing-which childish notion
still believed by millions of Christians to be the cre- must be abandoned.
Again: God, if real, must be a person, a living
ator and ruler of an unlimited universe!
Again, the doctrine of man's fall, of total deprav- organic being, otherwise he cannot be a God and all
ity, of infant and heathen damnation t<i an eternal it implies. And surely the personal pronouns and
and literal hell, are all recorded there as pl!\in as the appellations, "he," "his," "him," "our heavenly
rule of three in mathematics. And all are essential father" (still indulgetl in by Professor Swing), etc.,
to the survival of the Christian religion. If there is would be anomalous if he is not a being or person of
no hell there is no Christianity, the mission of Christ some kind. But here again we find it very difficult
was a lamentable failure and his death worse than to retain a God. A personality implies limit, outline,
butchery. If man through Adam's sin is not form; necessitates animal organism, nervous system,
damned, if man must not be "born again," if t.he digestiv and respiratory organs, and circulating procheathen may be saved without Christ, would it esses. "What does not breathe does not liv." This
not be infinitly preferable if all the human race died postulate of science consigns God to oblivion unless he
in infancy, or if all were born Hottentots and Lap- has lungs. Thought necessitates brain; sight, eyes;
landers and thus saved, than to hav them liv to see sound, ears; and speech, physical organs to produce
" the light of Christianity" and, perchance, for this it. All these processes are simply functions of living
reason be damned to eternal perdition! Would not beings, in the absence of which they hav no existChrist in such a case hav been and still be the cause ence in nature.
Exterminate all animal organism from the face of
of millions being damned, instead of beiog the
the earth and thought, wisdom, love, sight, etc.,
savior of the race ?
Being one of the many who by methods of reason would vanish also. Science recognizes no manifeshav discarded a blind faith in the ancient Bible, I can tation of wisdom, love, etc., in inorganic matter, in
neither now consistently embrace the inconsistencies air, in ethereal space, between the earth and moon or
of the so-called "new theology" as revealed accord- sun, simply because it is occupied only by inorganic
ing to Beecher, Swing, Barrows, and others, finding matter and this never contains such attributes. Matno foothold for such a belief, but discover a correct ter, moved by its own physical and chemical potensolution for all existing· problems in nature, its law cies, must first evolve into organic forms before any
manifestations of intellect and consciousness become
and order.
Theism and Spiritism imply miracle and impossi- possible.
Therefore, if God is a thinking, living reality, he
bility. These theories divest everything tangible of
all potencies to do anything, then invest some imag- must be an organic, breathing being, or he cannot
inary nothing with supernatural powers to do every- possibly be a God and all it implies.
But now the problem stares us in the face-and
thing. But we know twice two is four and cannot
possibly be five. So we know that the universe fills which the church must solve, or Atheism will soon
all space and that nothing else can fill it in addition. take its place-how can an organic, limited, living
The universe (nature) is here and there and every- God be a God and all it implies and at the same time
where, therefore a God cannot be here and there and occupy the relation of creator and ruler of an unlimeverywhere. Two bodies cannot occupy the same ited universe? How can the limited be related to
space at the same time, therefore, all space being the unlimited as a controling power? It is all childoccupied by matter-solid, fluid, or aeriform-no ish talk to talk about an "infinit God" when we
other body, person, or thing can occupy the same know of only one infinit reality and that· is the universe. It is likewise absurd to talk about a God
space.
All objects of knowledge are natural. All we see being here and there and everywhere when the union the earth, in the earth, over and under the earth, verse monopolizes every point of space.
It is either all God and no universe, or it is all
beyond in ethereal space, among suns, moons, planets,
stars, and systems ; all the revelations of our strong- universe and no God.
Unless the church can intelligently solve the probest lenses, reveal but natural things and causes, never
lem how a God with a brain can be infinit, or how a
a God.
. Ali causes, powers, and agencies operating within God without a brain can be a God, it will be but a
the vast realms of nature are natural; if we can few years before it will come to an ignoble end.
Therefore I am not an Agnostic. The God-ideatrace any effect to its cause or causes we shall always
in spite of its hoary traditions and venerable associafind a natural, never a supernatural cause.
The universe is eternal. It had no beginning, can tions-never having been duly established by logic,
never hav an end. It is infinit-having no limit, science, and reason, and being utterly unthinkable,
center, or circumference. Its existing now, absolutely and, when properly analyzed, childish and absurd,
proves that it has always existed-not, indeed, in its I do not put my reasonable unbelief on a par with
present form, but as an infinit aggre~ation of living, an unreasonable belief and say " I don't know," but
potent, elementary particles, combinmg (yes, fortui- insist that upon those affirming devolves the proof;
tously) in ever changing form. A beginning implies and unless the idea can be logically demonstrated as
an eternity of time when it did not exist, when all consistent with truth and sense, my fearless and simwas infinit vacuii m-aternal nothingness. But if ple denial absolutely proves and establishes the fact,
this at any one time had been the actual state of startling though it be to the unthinking millions,
space, nothing would exist now, as from nothing that there is no God !
And the world will be infinHJy better without one.
nothing can come. Possessing no attributes or
.Rochelle, Ill., Jan. 20, 1800. OTTO WETTSTEIN.
potencies, nothing would forever remain nothing,
and consequently the universe could not exist toPriestcraft in the West Indies.
-day.
A God postulated as existing before any imaginary
Since writing my last, a dispatch was received by
"beginning," miraculously creating it from nothing, is the government of Trinidad from the home governstill more absurd, as a God existing in infinit vacuity ment regarding the education question. The sub·
during an infinit period of time, before this imaginary stance of the dispatch is to repeal the education ordibeginning, who would or could not create the uni- nance passed here in 1875. and to substitute in its
verse at least ten millions of years multiplied by this plAce the ordinance of 1870 with amendments. The
number ail infinitum, before the time it is said he ordinance of 1875 is for the purpose of granting aid
created it, loses at once all attributes of an " omnis- to schools attached to churches, but at the same
cient" being and vanishes. Because if it was con- time the priests and ministers hav full control
sistent with " divine wisdom" to omit the creativ over such schools ; religious instnction is imparted
act during all these ages and cycles of beginningless to the pupils during the hours of secular instruction,
time, he of course would never hflv consummated it, and the school-teachers are paid by the priests and
because if it was consistent with his wisdom to ministers.
create it six thousand or six millions of years ago,
The ordinance of 1870 is also in favor of granting
then it must hav been very foolish to leave the aid to denominational schools, but the government
creativ act undone during the eternity preceding has control instead of the priests; religious inthis time, and in this case, God again loses his struction is not to be given during secular instrucdivine attributes.
tion hours; a proviso is made to giv religious instrucFurthermore, I insist that it is utterly irreconcil- tion before and after secular instruction hours. Any
able with reason that an eternal God, who is sup- priest using any means to proselytize any of the chilposed to be perfect, omniscient, and unchangeable, dren, government aid to the school shall immediately
who existed in infinit dark vacuity voluntarily, and cease.
This is quite a serious blow to the church here and
of choice, during all eternity, without relations or
conditions surrounding him, could hav suddenly con. has caused a furor among religious circles, especially
ceived of a motiv for the creativ act never experienced among the Roman Oatholic priests, as they hov been
or thought of bsfore; and that after being content in known to oyenly preach aud warn the Roman Oath·
absolute idleness and stagnation in his dark and cheer~ olics1 that i any of them send their ohildreu to gov·
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ernment secular schools, communion shall be denied
them. I doubt whether the priests will stop threatenl'nq their_ people,· 1' f it is not done iri the pulpit, it
~
will be in the confessional.
D .
th
tb f D 0 bar last the Roman
urmg
e mon o
e em.
.
.
Oatholic archbishop of Port-of-Spatn arriv:_ed f~om
Rome_ with his pallium. He was met on his arriv~l
by the bulk of the Romanists, and they marched In
·
'th the'r crosses banners acolyte!? and
proceSSIOn WI
1
• ·
• ·
•
of course all the paraphernalia attending tile recaption of a follower of the" meek and lowly Jesus." The
procession marched from the dock to the cathedral.
O.ne of the local papers, describing the event, said:
"All the stores of standing on both sides of the
square, and up Frederick street, whether Catholic ~r
non-Oatholic, were closed as a mark of respect to his
grace and the impo~tant religious character _of tpe
ovation." Has anythmg more absurd, more b1goted,
and more fanatical been seen in the annals of any
civilize"d country'? On his arrival at the cathedral
he thundered his Romish artillery from his elevated
po'sition wHh the following: "Outside. our church
there is nothing but confusion; there- is no one ~ 0
· teach and no one to obey; everyone can form a cre~d
for himself. . . . You, on the contrary, cannot
be led astray while you list«;~n to the voice of the a:uthority of God established in your midst.".· And t~ie
is the same gentleman who a few days ago s~nd,
" There are a good many people here in this city
preaching against God, but I ask you, my dear
brethren, not to mind their sayings, because every
man is at liberty to enjoy his own opinion." The
reverend gentleman bas cooled down remarkably
within a few days. I suppose the stench of the pope's
great toe was too much for him.
Freethought is making rapid progress around
these parts, in all the islands, both French and
British. It is not very long since Freethought began
spreading itself here, and, as in other parts of the
world, it counts among its members some of the
moat intelligent portions of the community.
The most laughable part in priestcref• in the West
Indies is the pulpit preaching.__There is open <:ompetition carried on by the ministers of the various
ohurchelil. In the Roman Catholic churches preaching is mostly carried on in Fre_ncb, although the
colony is British. French creole Is spok~n by almost
everyone, and a great many of the native do not understand anything else but that hwguage.
The sermons of these priests and ministers make
one sick to listen to them. Sqme o.£ their styles ate
quaint-the Roman C~th?Iics geri"erall;r preach!ng
nothing else but the Vugm Mary. It IS a comiCal
si~ht to see the old women-they form the bast part
~f the church-goen-mumbling their lips and counting their beads.
Now and then the priests spit .out a little fire. at
the Liberals but, of course, as it is usual with these
not couched with
claeses of p;ople, the lang~age
any respectability. Some tur:e s1nce a yo~ng Roman
Oatholic priest:, in sddressmg the pupils of the
Rlman Oatholic College of the Immaculate Oonception, said: "I want you t? put faith in the blesssd.
Virgin. When you are swk, pray to her ~nd you
will be cured. Pray to her to help you With your
studies so that you may obtain scholarships. Ke~p
away from bad company. By bad company I mean
people who go about preaching agai1:1sli God." This
gentleman no doubt alluded to Freetbinkers when he
spoke of bad company. Why are the Freethinkers
bad company 1 Echo answers, Why_ T
Au Itish D:>minican friar recently mtroduced here,
a few weeks ago said:. "If you a~e o_ut of empl?Y·
ment pray to the Virgm and she will mtercede w1th
Jesus Oilrist, who will make you get ~ork !~ ?as
anything more stupid been ever heard m th1s mneteenth century T Sermons with such like sayings
are preached nearly every day.
The poor people are so stupid and ignor~nt -t~at
anything that comes from the mouth of a pnest IS a
fact, even if it is against common sense and rea.son.
Another impediment _tha~ prevents the poor people
from thinking otherwise IS the number of educated
persons who follow the church-simply_ because the
loaves and fishes are concerned-and who are nothing more than hypocrite. The poor i~norant masses
seeing these respect~ble people gomg to church
think it is a grand thmg to do the same, and as a
con"sequence are led astray.
The Protestant bodies are as bigoted a class as the
Roman Oa.tholice. Recently the_ bishop of the Anglican church introduced a crumfi~ as an app~dage
to hie altar, and lo ! what a furor 1~ crea~ed ! I hav
not heard bow it ended, but I behave 1t has be~n
quieted down by som~ arrangement between the distressed parties.
.
In my next letber I will descrtbe to your. read_ers
the state of the greater part of our populatiOn, ~,e.,
the E!let Indians, their religions, customs, manners,
etc.
. E. n. S.
Port-o(Spain, J.'rinidad, }Vest Inches, Jan. 11,
1890.
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. h
ree m era maY: be fairly well satisfied wit the
progress made durwg the year 1889, for although
there has been no gJ.'eat battle and consequent bard. . a· .
.
game victory, the_ advance has _been m~de ~>lowly
and s~rely. In Spite of an occ:AsiOnal claim on the
part of some obscure but struggling-for-notoriety
plu;sqn that ,he has been the blessed means of con· •·
·
ht
d th
ver.m~
some very promment J:reethoug_ 1ea er, · e
_cause does not . shol'l' any Signs of weakness, and
though lileluching inquiry is always made as to the
defecting parson, he can never _be traced, and as
theoge. pious frauds are invariably exposed, those who
are gutlty ofperpatrating them will soon get charge
of their rash statep1ent, as it can scarcely be pleasant
even for a priest of the most high to be exposed to
the contempt of_all ~ut Jhe most bigoted of their
per3opal admjre;-s as J)eing detected in gr!'tuitous
lying, even for the glory ol God. It does not answer
so well now as ih the good old tilri.ea of Eueebius,
and fellows ofhis kidney.
.
The reports as to Mr. Bradlaugh's health are most
favorl}ble, the :voyaga seeming to hav quite set him on
his }ega ~gain. ,His reception in }3ombay must hav
beenmoat gratifyiQg to his feelings. Surely no
Engli~hman could· hav met with a more hearty and
welcome greeting than he has done, and he will no
doubt make Indian affairs a more prominent feature
in parliamentary debate than has ever been done
before. His parliamentary record has certainly been
a wonderful one, and it· would be difficult to find
another man who could hav made himself so well
respected and listened to in BUCU a manner and in ~0
short It time. · Jt is. to be hoped be will be more
cueful in.future, and not draw so prodigally on his
reserve of str~ngth as he has hitherto done. If he
withdraws frol'r\ the National Secular Society, as it is
generally supposed he intends doing on his return,
he will carry the best wii;lhee of all the members with
him, and he will· no doubt always feel a friendly
interest in the society with which he has been connected during so many years. He bore the heat and
burden of the fight in ita youthful days, and ~ill only
leave it now that it is in smooth water, and has no
longer to struggle against tremendous odds for its
very existence. I suppose it is almost a foregone
conclusion as to who will cirry on the presidency,
and perhaps no better man can be found just now to
follow Mr. Bradlaug-h's footsteps than the editor of
the Freethinkm·. He will make a good fighting
leader, and is not likely to be frightened or perverted
by the Christian party.
·
The increase both in demand and supply of novels of
a Free thought tendency during the past year is a ~ood
indication qf the tandency q,f_;li{he age . ;The wntere
of such :works riot being know~~¥ Freethinkers before
their publication, they are read with more avidity and
opennesi;l than they otherwise would be. The~e frequent publications hav caused much alarm In the
Christian camp, and a bold champion has come forth
to demolish all these teaching£~, in the person of that
mighty warrior, Dr. J oeeph Parker, oft he city Temple,
who is now publishin~ e. serisl tale in Great Thoughts
under the title of" Ourfew Jessell-The History of a
Soul or Robert Elsmere's Contrast." It opens with
a pr~log of a very washy nature, but evidently written in imitation of Walt Whitman, though with a
considerable difference. This is followed bv an intraduction which is supposed to be a resume of the
story; then co~es chapter one, "A Domesti~ Vignette " in which we are introduced to a family, the
bead of which is a rather peculiar individual. who
possesses ample means, is a naturalist, and has a
weakness fo:r writing diaries, extracts from which are
given for the reader's edification. One of them is an
account of a godly rector who caught a sparrowhawk, clipped his wings, cut his talons, fastened .s
cork on his beak, and then threw him amongst h1s
brood-hens, who pecked him to death-truly a mO!!t
kind and tender-hearted rector. I shall peruse th1s
enlightening tale'with interest, and wait with impatience to learn if Mr. Jeseell was Mnverted to the
only true faith . by the ministration of the pious
rector.
J. D.

The Torch Not

Y~t

Extinguished.

The Wheeling Secular Union is now a succesP,
hence the following resolve:
WASHINGTON CouNorL No. 1,
)
OF AMERIOA..
'WHEELING, W.VA., Dec. 18, 1889.)
meeting of Washing~on Counci! No.

p ATRIOTIO SONS

At the regular
1,
Patriotic Sons of America, the followmg resolution was
adnuted:
Resolved; That the American Secular Union, as a !Jociety,
is unfit to be recognized, and that, along with any other society composed of members who are non-believers of God
and the Bible, should not be allowed by our lawmakers to
exist.
.
Thll.t the morals of the prePent and future generatwns
should not be tampered with by the teachings of such societies· that this order will use every effort to obtain the
. names 'of tho~e who hav or may j~in these socie_ties, will jn
no manner recognize them, an<l will not patromze them In
their business or profession, nor giv them employment.
· By order of,
· WAS~IN.GTON CouNO!L No.1,
Ohristianity,
·
·
PATRIOTIO SoNs oF AMEIUOA.

NAPOLEON himself was indifferent to
but he saw that the clergy w~re frienits, of

iam.-Buokle,

despot-

87
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The Rbove appearing in the Sunday morning

on the same day we made a resolve also, whiCh was
published in the daily Register the next morning:
.
.
W~m~EAs, Insomuch. as the Washmgton <;::ounCildNo,. hl,
PatriOtiC Sons of Amenca, hav exercised thetr hatre Wlt out provocation in denouncing the American Secular Union,
of which our Union is a branch, in the exercise of a savage
hatred and malice,
.
Resolved, Tha~ we are extremel_y sorr~ that these patnotic
sons hav so far 1gnored the chanty whtch the Golden Rule
enjoins as to use terms against us and propose measures the
like of which can oni.v be found in the archives of the Puritan record or the Spanish Inquisition.
D G CRow Pres. Wheeling Secular Union.
· ·
'
----,...~----

God's Curse.

Ona cold winter avenin a, as I was comfortably
seated befora a blazing fire~ trying to forget the discomfort outdoors, a knock came to my door. In a
minute the jovial, burly form of my friend Doctor
C-- appeared in my sanctum, shaking the frozen
snow off his overcoat like some big retriever dog.
Having removed his wraps, an? _seated himself. by
the fireside, he, after some prehmmary conversatiOn,
began telling me about a most distressing case he
had just come from.
"You know," he began, "that most of ~y practice
lies among the poorer P!lrt of the populatl~n of our
city, so I was not surpr1s~d when, last ev~mn~, I received a call from a patient who was lymg m the
' Traveler's Rest' one of the lowest of our common
lodging-houses in the Grassmarket. Speedily I
made my way there, and, in one of the darkest corners of a most wretched room, I saw, stretched upon
a shake-down a man or rather the mere semblance
of one, who, aftar~ard learned, bad held a high
position in this, our Modern Athens.
"'Are you the doctor!' he asked, in almost a
whisper, as I approached his bldside.
.
"I replied in the sffirmativ, when he conhnued, 'I
did not want to send for you, knowing that I was
past all medical" aid, but the people o_f the house desired it-I ·suppose, to save them the trouble of a
coroner's unwelcome visit. But since you are here I
should like to tell you my tale-I will be dead ere
morning-a curious tale, from wbicb, since you are
a doctor you may draw a moral that may prove of
some be~efit to the people.' Here a fit of c~ughing
intervened, so violent that it seemed to rend his frame
in twain.
"His diEe"ee was simply alcholism-a frame weakened by excessiv drinking and insufficient food to
such an extent that recnvery seemed impossible.
"Having recovered himself from his fit of cou~h
ing he turned his large, dnrk ayes upon me and sa1d,
' D~ctor, do you believe in hered~ty 1'
"As I had nenr given tbe sUbJect much thought, I
simply replied, ' Sometimes.'
" 'I do,' returned he almost savagely, 'and that
the vices of our parents more often descend to us
than their virtues. Why, I cannot say, only that
vice is a most infectious dif.'ease. At least, it was
proved so in my caee, for all that m~ father bequeathed
me was an inordinate desire for hquor. Nor could
that desire be satiated. I prayed an~ struggl~d
and fought aaainst the black demon without avail.
My prayer w"as unheard, or if hr,ard, the comedy
was too good too pleasing to that loving God to end
so soon.. Yet, I ought to l:iav k!lown ~hat one might
aFJ well hav cried to the purrmg wmd as to hav
addressed his supplications to that almighty fiend.
But I was a Christian then and thought God ·was
the loving father the priests described him to bf.
How easily men are gulled !
.
"'Then in my misery, I came to the conclusiOn that
God could not exist., else be could not be so ~rue] ~s to
punish me in such a manner for the fancted ehght
put upon his name by some of my an?es~ors. Wb!
should I be punish~d for my f~tbe1 B Bl~B 1 Is It
only to satisfy an mnat~ ~er:dtsbne~s m the almighty's nature! If so, he 1s the devil maequerading in the good God's robes. Can there be any l?ve
in the nature of a God who damns the bette~ porho!l·
of his children to eternal torment only to enJOY the_Ir
agony T 0 God of stone! I hav w~rn I?Y .knees .m
prayer, I hav pleaded, and rent the au wtth my cries
for help all in vain. He cared not nor answered.
"' 0 beneficent father, divest thy~elf of thy sheep's
clothing and appear to tb~ world m thy true form.
I hav said enough. Speakmg hurts me. But I detest that God who though he could, would not save
me.' He sank b~ck on his. pillo~ exhausted. I
watched by him until early this mormn_g, when, ab~ut
three o'clock, he opened bis eyes, wbwb shone w1t_h
an unwonted brilliancy. I saw at. once ~y biB
appearance that it was merely a questiOn o~ mmute&.
" 'Good-bye, doctor,' he said in a low 'Yh1sper, and
as I shook his hand a smile came ~ver h1s face as ~e
said 'D.:m't-let..,.God-f·o-ol-you. He closed hlB
eye~ again, sighing wearily, ~s the sh~dow of the
angel's wings passed over b1m and th1e poo~ halfmaddened soul crept unto the great unknown.
.
Such was the doctor's tale. . T~e 1e of a hfe
wrecked amidst the breakers of dlSBlpatiOn, of a madman dying yet breathing his defiance at the .
supposed author of his misery.
A. BuToN.
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"What we wish to do Is to prevent these gentlemen who
representative and subsequently backed
out, and he will not meet Mr. Remsburg in any shape. represent but a school of Calvinism, who are but scholastic
and speculatlv Calvinists, from holding the whip over others
He writes:
who do not believe in their theories. We are going to keep
"N. Y.;1, 25, '90.
historical
Calvinism, and we are opposed to the tyranny of
"E. M. MACDONALD :. A great pressure of work has prevented earlier answer to your letter, and will prevent accept- scholastic Calvinism.
" The declaration of the doctrln of the damnation of inance of your o:ffer to debate in your columns or elsewhere
fants and the heathen was distinctly made and upheld time
through the party you name.
Yours,
and again by the Westminster divines who made this Con" WILBUB F. CRAFTs."
fession. It was upheld all through the seventeenth and
We are sorry Mr. Orafts has not more time at his eighteenth centuries. There is no use in saying now that
command, and that his work presses him so. We the Confession doesn't mean what it was meant to mean.
frankly confess that the annihilation of Mr. Orafts The fact is that the church has come over to the view of
and his party, biblically, logically, reasonably, his- Keith the Quaker, and bas abandoned the old view of the
damnation of infants and the heathen. The thing to do is to
torically, and in all other ways, by Mr. Remsburg, change the Confession, not to attempt to fal~>lff it or to get
would hav been calmly gazed upon by us, and the around it by quibbles like that once used by a predecessor
pieces swept out with intense satisfaction.
of Dr. Patton at Princeton, 'Perhaps God ne\Ter allows any
but elect infanta to die in infancy.' '1

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

Presbyterianism Getting 8oft-Hearted.

Single subscnption in advance .............................. -- tiU'o
One subscriptioE. two years, in advance.................. 5 00
Two new subscribers ........................... ················ 6 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance....................................................... i 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00
one ~~b!~C:o"~";illi"th;~-~-;;~;~;;b~~rit;n:·b;·~;;~
remittance .................. ....... ........................... 8 iO
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance.................................................... 10 00
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.

The New York Presbytery has added ita vote to
· the demand for a revision of the Westminster Oonfession of Faith. About fifty Presbyteries hav now
voted on it, of whioh nearly thirty-five favor revision.
The points desired by the revisers to be eliminated,
or materially modified, are five in number, as follows :
" Reprobation.

OUR readers will be exceedingly glad to note that
the leader in the Symposium begun in this issue is
the proper person to take tbat position-OOLO:NEL
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. His replies to the questions
asked will not be rea<.l last nor without great satisfaction by the Liberals of the country.
The contributors to the Symposium next week will
be S. P. Putnam, F. M. Holland, Lucy Oolman,
Parker Pillsbury, Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, 0. B.
Reynolds, J. H. Burnham, W. F. Jamieson, Oharles
Watts, and John Peck. In the succeeding issue Mr.
Thaddeus B. Wakeman will contribute a review of
the others, and set forth his conception of the genius
of Freethought.
--------~~-------

The Pictures.

We are inclined to think that the Lord was the one
responsible for the reduction in the number of new
subscribers received last week, his antagonism being
displayed in the snow blockades throughout the
western part of the country. The mails hav been
arriving in this city with more regularity during the
past seven days, and hav brought us fifty-nine new
subscribers on the picture account, making a total of
two hundred and sixty-eight, besides donations as
follows:
M. S. Hayhurst .......... $ 50 Ike Klein..................
25
v. Dronsutowicz....... 1 75 Thos. Mathews.......... 1 00
G. A. Vogle...............
75 Joel Hayes................ 1 00
T. D. Lambert........... 1 00 J. H. Steward............
75
S. L. Hogan...............
50 Enoch Wickershaw....
75
C. M. Waldron...........
25 E. Marshall................
75
E. P. Whitford.......... 5 00 Mrs. B. D. Francis...... 1 00
Making $140.65 in all. The number of new subscribers is very encouraging, and we send most
hearty and sincere thanks to all who hav interested
themselvs to aid us in this way and by making
donations~
In addition, we can only repeat what
was said last week, that we wish all our friends would
speak a good word for the paper, if convenient, and
hand a copy of it to some Liberal friend who may
be a possible subscriber. To induce those to whom
the paper may be given for this purpose to subscribe,
we repeat the offer of " Try Square" as a premium,
namely: Oopies of the book to be given as premiums to, or for, new subscribers who pay the regular
price of $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, before
March 11th. One copy of the book to be given to
every volunteer new subscriber, and one to every old
subscriber who procures a new one at the regular
price of $3. The price of the book by itself is $1.
By calling the attention of possible subscribers to
the foregoing offer, perhaps their action may be has·
tened.

Mr. Crafts Declines to Debate.
With the consent of Mr. Remsburg we a few weeks
ago challenged the Rev. Wilbur F. Orafts, the actiT
man of the American Sabbath Union, to a discussion
with Mr. Remsburg of the issues raised by the Blair
Sunday bill, offering the use of THE TBUTH SEEKEB
columns or to arrange for an oral debate. But Mr.
Orafts is wise now beyond the wisdom possessed
when he accepted the challenge of the Seventh Day

"The damnation of infants.
"The damnation of the heathen.
" The classification of Roman Catholics as idolators.
"The statement that the pope is Antichrist."
The doctrin of election and reprobation, that is,
that some are elected by God to glory and the rest
reprobated to eternal punishment, is taught in the
third chapter of the Oonfession in these words:
" By the decree of God, for the manifestation of his glory,
some men and angels are predestinated unto everlasting life,
and others foreordained to everlasting death.
"These angels and men, thus predestinated and foreordained, are particularly and unchangeably designed ; and
their number is so certain and dell.nlt that it cannot be either
increased or diminished.
" The rest of mankind [the non-elect] God was pleased,
according to the unsearchable counsel of his own will,
whereby he extendeth or withholdeth mercy as he pleaseth,
for the glory of his. sovereign power ovet his creatures, to
pass by, and to ordain them to dishonor and wrath for their
sin, to the praise of his glorious justice."
The damnation of non-elect infants and the
heathen who hav never truly come to Ohrist, is foreshadowed in these paragraphs of chapter ten of the
Oonfession :
"Elect infants, d:rlng in infancy, are regenerated and
saved by Cbriat, through the spirit, who worketh when, and
where, and how he pleaaeth. So, also, are all other elect
persons, who are incapable of being outwardly called by the
.
ministry of the word.
" Others, not elected, although they may be called by the
ministry of the word, and may hav some common operations
of the spirit, yet they never truly come unto Cbrlst, and,
therefore, cannot be saved. Much less can men not professing the Christian religion be saved in any other way whatsoever, be they never ao diligent to frame their lives according to the light of nature and the law of that religion they
do profess ; and to assert and maintain that they may is very
pernicious and to be detested."
The classification of Roman Oatholica as idolators
is in chapter twenty-nine of the Oonfession. Section
VI says:
" That doctrin which maintains a change of the substance
of bread and wine, into the substance of Christ's body and
blood (commonly called transubstantiation) by consecration
of a priest, or by any other way, is repugnant, not to scripture alone, but even to common sense and reason; overthroweth the nature of the sacrament; and hath been, and
is the cause of manifold superstitions, yea, of gross idolatries."
The reproach of the pope as Antichrist is found
in chapter twenty-five section VI :
"There is no other head of the church but the Lord Jesus
Christ. Nor can the pope of Rome, in any sense be heard
thereof ; but is that Antichrist, that man of sin, and son of
perdition, that exalteth himself in the church, against Christ,
and all that is called God."
The debate on these points, particularly on those
concerning reprobation and infant and heathen damnation, has waxed high and hot. One of the most
earnest of the revisers, Dr. Briggs, asked his brethren these questions :
·
" It is said that we are cutting out the heart of Calvinism.
What is the heart of Calvlnlsm? These things that we are
to cut out are warts on the skin of Calvlnlsm; they are the
parings of the nails that every biblical and classical student
was done with long ago. Remove them and the church will
be as Calvinistic as ever.
"Dr. Hall says that the Thirty-nine Articles of the English
church are Calvinistic. So they are, but those Thirty-nine
Articles do not contain one of the 6.ve things that we propose
to cut out of our Confession. If the Thirty-nine Articles
are Calvinistic without them, why will our Confession not
remain Calvlnlstic after they are removed '1

Another minister, a Mr. Smith, of Oleveland, spoke
for revision, because with damned iDfants and
damned heathen in the Oonfession he couldn't answer
Oolonel Ingersoll. In his home city one Sunday
evening he found his congregation muoh smaller
than usual, and knew it was on account of a leature
being given in the Opera House by Oolonel lDger•
spll. After hie own service ended he went to the
Opera House, and found it packed to the roof with
people who had paid $1,50 a head to hear a 11 most
blasphemous tirade against the Bible." He added :
"While I was there the speaker pulled out a copy of the
Confession, and for forty minutes he spoke against the doctrin of reprobation as there set out, and I hav to acknowledge that the arguments that he advanced in his racy and
attractiv way were unanswerable by me. I know that many
young men who were there that night were confirmed in
their skepticism by the use in that way that night of the
doctrin that we are now trying to get out of the ConfeBslon,
In opposition to the harm that it has done, what good has it
ever done? You say that Calvinism has done so much for
the world, and it is true, but has our Calvinism with reprobation in it ever done anything more than the Calvinism of
our Dutch brethren with reprobation out? I confeBB that I
cannot separate reprobation from God's sovereignty and
general election, but it is not necessary for us to go furiher
than the synod of Dort dared to go, further than the English
church dared to go, further than any body of Calvinists has
dared to go, except the body that formed the Westminster
Confession."
The Rev. Dr. Page followed Mr. White, and
deprecated the confession that any good Presbyterian
had found the Oolonel•s arguments unanswerable.
He said : 11 I hav no doubt that if Mr. Ingersoll had
his way he would revise the confession, and I'm not
altogether certain that Ingersoll has not had more
than any other influence to do with bringing about
this agitation over the question of revision." This
was pretty strong language for the clergymen to listen
to, and cries of 11 No I" "Take that back!" "You
don't mean that!" arose all over the church, and it
was several moments before the speaker could proceed. He said :
"There is nothing personal in this so far as I ain concerned.
There are many on my side of whom I cordially disapprove,
and there is nobody oa the other side, Bob Ingersoll excepted,
for whom I hav not the highest regard. This scheme of
revision is only temporary. If we consent to it they will use
it as a basis for further revision. Why, if we should revise
it down to the Apostles' Creed I know some men in this
presbytery who would want to revise that; they would say,
'I believe in the resurrection of the dead,' and would want
to cut out the rest. There would be no objection to mere
changes in form and language, and nothing more was prOposed at first, but so m\lch besides has been developed by
this debate that I think it foreshadows a division in the
church. Tli.ls is not the age in which to attempt to revise
the doctrins of a church. Why, Calvin could hav swallowed
a thousand of the theologians of to-day and not hav su:ffered
from indigestion. The nineteenth century has already
brought a revision of the Bible, and in my opinion that has
proved to 11e but a mass of nonsense. If the new creed of
the English Presbyterian church is a specimen of the work
of to.day, good Lord, deliver us! While German Rationalism, English skepticism, French Communism, Russian Nihilism, and Bob Ingersoll, with Auarchlsm generally, are demanding a revision of the confession, it is no time for us to
interfere with the old doctrlns. We must walt for other
days and other men for such a great work."
The vote for revision was ninety-three to fortythree, and included all these points, though the desirability of the elimination of the allegations against
the pope and the Oatholics was stated in the form of
suggestion rather than demand. On the same day
the Ohicago Presbytery voted for some sort of revision, not specifically stated. There is no doubt
that the next General Assembly will be compelled to
do something with the Oonfession to bring it more
nearly in harmony with humane instincts. To bring
it into harmony with common sense is impossible unless it be abolished.
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.From Kingston to Costa Rica~ and to Anarchy. whose children are confided to their care and thus far this then, hav, so far as they hav gone, but replaced in-

The people up in Kingston, N. Y., are experienc- wise, fundamental principle has been c~refully observed. equity with equity.
The sta.te_givs no religious instruction, for it comprehends
The only valid point which the Anarchists, or, as
ing the blessings of the " good Lord, good devil '' tha: th~s IS a matter to be left to the family, or to those orpolicy of managing their public schools. In one of ganizations whose purpose is to maintain and diffuse relig. perhaps they prefer to be called, the Individualists,
the school districts of that city a bitter fight is being ious creeds, and which organizations should be able to fulfill hav made against our school system is that it is unwaged between the Protestants and the Oatholics, their functions freely here, as is done iri other countries. fair to tax one man to educate another man's child.
which came about in this way: The district is the But the same principle which serves as political basis in this It is, they affirm, an injustice to force the Oatholio
particular, which is none other than a respect for the liberty
largest and wealthiest in the city. Within its limits of conscience, is at the same time the most powerful guar. to pay a school tax when he is supporting a parochial
are St. Mary's Roman Oatholic church, rectory, and antee of religious neutrality in schools and colleges. This school in which his child is receiving what, in hie
other parish buildings. For twenty years or more attitude should suffice for the Catholic church, since in order ignorance, he thinks is a sufficient education. From
the Oatholics oontroled the school. Two years ago to express dissatisfaction, it must claim that upon the laity the standpoint of rigid individualism the objection
there was a general uprising against the way the devolves the duty of imparting religious instruction, which is unanswerable. But the individualist should re·in reality is its own.
member that the world is imperfect, that nearly all
1!8hool was being ttlanaged. lt was charged that the
"Convinced, therefore, as is the government, that in none
principal was incompetent. Many of the more lib- of its branches has it attacked the church, nothing is more people sometimes need a policeman, that government
eral Oatholics sided with the Protestants. The natural than that it exact from the latter the same conduct is an absolute necessity. The Jeffersonian principleprincipal was ousted, and a Protestant selected in in respect to the state's educational institutions· and still and that is the American principle-is to hav as little
his stead. Since the Protestant assumed control the greater reason has it for not consenting that an ad;erse propc government as possible, but some we must hav.
aganda be uttered upon false data.''
The consent of the governed is the base of repubschool has prospered. At times the attendance has
Oosta Rica is a Oatholic country, and that such licanism. Now, in order to do away with the pabeen so large that there was not sufficient accommodation for the pupils. It became necessary to hire a schools hav been found necessary is a national con- triarchal government of Jehovah, as formed by his
branoh school. A contract was yearly entered into cession that the position of the Freethinker is right. self-elected apostles, and the despotism of a czar
•ith the priest of St. Mary•s church for the teaching Let the United States take no back step; giv us ruling an ignorant and brutal race, the children must
of the extra pupils at the Franciscan brothers' school, sufficient schools to educate all the children who be educated. Ignorant people compel stern rule to
which is taught ·on sectarian principles. Of late seek their doors, but giv us no religion nor anti- keep them from murdering and robbing each other.
there has been strong opposition to this and demand religion, but plain, straightforward teaching of those In regard to the Oatholics, the objection to forcing
for the erection of an addition to the main school branches of knowledge which are necessary to en- them to pay school tax may be somewhat cavalierly,
building. Last spring, after a bitter contest at the able the children to comprehend our form of govern- but justly, dismissed as we hav before intimated by
ment and to earn a livelihood which shall keep them transferring their school money to the fund for mainpolls, a board of trustees in favor of reform was
out
of prison. The parochial schools f!lrnish alto- taining reformatories and state prisons, so that they
elected. The three trustees are Oatholics, but begether too many criminals, and the Oatholic's last will get its full benefit. With others, it may be said
lieve in public schools being non-sectarian, and that
ground of eomplaint at being taxed to support public that compulsory education and its support is directly
parish schools should not be continued at public exschools while sending his own children to· the papist tending to reduce to a minimum the amount of govpense. In August a spirited meeting was held to
school would be removed if his school · tax w~;re ernment necessary. What they lose in school tax is
aon1ider the advisability of building an addition and
made up by reducfug taxes for other purposes---such
placed with the fund to maintain state prisons.
doing away •ith the branch school. The Oatholics
Ooncerning the action of the Milwaukee school as poor farms, etc. So, on t-he whole, admitting that
seeured a victory by •oting to postpone action.
authorities
in expurgating the Readers used in the government is a necessity-and no sane person will
Several hundred people gathered ~&t the school-house
of
that city, Fair Play says : "But· just deny this-schools for the teaching of secular knowlschools
one night last week, and many bitter statements were
think
how·
this
Secularizing work must interest the edge may be maintained without impairing the pemade. The Protestants and dissatisfied Oatholics
cuniary rights of any individual. At first blush, it
will appeal to the state superintendent of public in- God-in-the-Oonstitutio:ra people! And what shall we may seem apparent that Mr. Walker is under no sort
struction, who has been apprised of the condition of say of the books as they were and as they are ? As of obligation to educat~ Mr. Jones's boy; but he
affairs. The matter will in all probability enter the they were parents who hated the theology were com- will find it cheaper in the long run to do it, othercourts. It is said to-night that the Franciscan pelled to help support the schools in which they wise he might find it necessary to board him in some
brothers' school will not be rented again by the were used; as they are, parents who think that the poorhouse-though, of course, he will quickly deny
omission of the theology involves a serious loss are
iruateee.
compelled to support the schools· in which the books that there exists any logical reason why he should
There is no use of beating around the stump in are not used. In both cases, injustice. Are either the help support a poorhouse.. But theory in this matter
this school question. There is bound to be trouble Theocrats or Secularists in the pathway of equity T is one thing; facts are another, and facts hav the
until the matter is settled once for all, and rightly No."
better of the argument. As Oolonel Ingersoll once
settled. The state must maintain sufficient schools
Mr. B. R. Tucker quotes from Waterman's Jour- said about the tariff discussion-the freetraders hav
to educate the children, and it must suffer no relig- nal a sentence which applies to this statement by his all the arguments and the protectionists all the facts;.
ion at all to be taught therein.
fellow-Anarchist as well as to the obtundent Mr. so it is with the individualists and the supporters of
We are quite well aware that the individualistic Oarus, whom Mr. Tucker belabors. The Journal government.
But these metaphysical distinctions can be well
philosophers will declaim against taxing one man to says: "The startling depth of ignorance displayed
deferl'ed
till the Oatholics and Protestants are made
educate another man's child; but they must bear in in this turns one giddy as he gazes into the bottomaware
that
the people belonging to neither sect hav
mind that the millennium is not yet here, and that all less abyss of confusion that yawns before him." The
things eannot now be made absolutely right. The facts are that the people of the country hav consented rights as well as themselvs.
neare1t we can get to it is to do as little injustice as -openly and affirmativly, or silently by acquiescence
'fhe Canadians and the "Age of Reason."
possible, and as the state is necessary, and as its in- -to voluntarily cooperate (we believe that to be a
This
from the Montreal Star explains itself:
tegrity and l.iberality depends upon the enlighten- good Anarchistic phrase) in the education of their
"Some time ago the importation into Canada of Paine's
ment and education of its individual members, pub· children in the simpler branches of learning which
'Age of Reason' was forbidden, and copies were seized at
lie schools are imperativly needed, and must be sus- everyone agrees are indispensable to the welfare of Toronto and Montreal. A suit was entered against the coltained. Liberty and enUghtenment go · together; 'the children. At any rate, all parents are agreed lector of the port of Montreal, but was lost on a technicality.
neither is a follower ; they are companions. Liber- (and even individualistic philosophers admit the The Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club determined to test
ate a people and they become enlightened; enlighten right of parents over young and helpless children)- the question, whether this work could be placed under the
a people and they work out their own liberation. all of them-to teach their offspring such things as ban as' immoral and obscene,' and they hav lately imported
a number of copies from the United States, which were
Liberty is the great~st of all human needs ; to main- reading, writing, arithmetic, and a few other studies, entered at the custom house, and duty paid on them without
tain it the public schools are almost indispensable; and they voluntarily cooperate-! thank thee, Jew, comment from the officials. It appears that the censorship
quite indispensable for a democratic people with a for teaching me that word-by establishing public has been relaxed."
republican form of government.
schools. Then along comes a Ohristian, a lot of
The Oanadian Secular Un:ion, through its presiWherever the Oatholic church can, it is found to them, who say to each other, "Why not make the dent, Robert 0. Adams, now proposes to learn how
destroy these schools, and her object is to destroy teacher also train our children in our religious ideas! the custom officials at Toronto regard the " Age of
with them that liberty which we now enjoy, by train- It will save us trouble, and our children must be Reason." If they class it among the "immoral and
ing the young to submit to be serfs. It is a far cry taught these ideas some way." So, being in the ma- obscene" works published by certain Ohristians who
from Kingston to Oosta Rica, but in both places, and jority, and the teacher being nothing loth, they add would sell their Lord himself for a few dollars, then
all the way between, the church is the same. A dis- religion to the curriculum adopted by the voluntary President Adams will be heard from.
Tbe Oanadian custom officials hav in the past
patch from San Jose tells us that the same war is cooperators. This, of course, is an infringement of
the
rights
of
the
others;
a
piece
of
majority
despotshown
themselvs to be queerly constructed mentally.
going on in Oosta Rica as in Kingston. The bishop
of the diocese just six weeks ago preached a sermon ism. But by and by the voluntary cooperators win Not only hav they confiscated Paine's "Age of
to a cathedral full of people in which he told the peo- over to their side, by argument and persuasion, Reason " as an immoral book, but they hav been
ple not to send their children to the public schools, enough of the despots to help them rid themselvs of absurd enough to confiscate Oolonel Ingersoll's
because the teachers were foreigners and Protestants. these riders of the fanatics, and they throw off the writings on the same grossly libelous charge. And
If the charge were true that the schools do teach excrescence and return to their first plan upon which a postmaster up there a few months ago destroyed
Protestantism, the bishop had cause of complaint. all are agreed. Is there any inequity in that' Are THE TRuTH SEEKERS addressed to a subscriber. We
But from the reply of the secretary of state of Oosta the rights of any invaded? Surely not. They were collecting evidence against the scoundrelly
Rica, who has charge of religious and educational might and would be if the objectors to religious official, when the sudden death of the subscriber
matters as well, it is evident that the bishop's sermon teaching turned about and taught irreligion, but this rendered it useless. The customs officers seem to be
was inspired by hatred of any education for the chil- they do not do. The inequity in the matter is when constituted judge, jury, and executioner by the
dren which does not also train them to be servants the children are taught something to which their Oanadian law, and with their Middle Age religious
parents object. But no one objects to the simple bigotry can condemn anything opposed to Ohristianof the church. The secretary says to the bishop :
branches
of secular knowledge. Even OathoJics ad-~ ity as immoral. It is high tim~ that the law was
"Our educational law decisivly forbids the teachers to
mit
their
use and necessity. The MilwaukQ3 board, changed.
attack in any way the religious convictions of the f~mUies
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no king, church, priest, czar, devil, or God, as Ion~ as he
E. S. GL!OK •

.MR. EDITOR: I renew my subscription and send twenty- tried to do what was right to mankind.

five cents for the ANNUAL. As to the illustrations, I think
0RBAMBRY, MONT;, Jan. 5, 1890
those upon the :first page are good in sentiment and poipt,
NEw ORLEANS, LA., Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed twenty. five cents for !he
but think those upon the last page are coarse and not calcuMR. EDITOR : I inclose you $2 to " help continue the pict- lated to help our cause except in rare cases. As to new sub- TRuTH BEEKER ANNuAL. It would, I think, .help .Freeures." Hoping that success may crown the effort, I am,
scribers, I wish I could send some, but cannot get them' thought, also your paper, to at least do away with the.pictures on the last page of THE TRUTH BEEKER. I am fond of
Yours in unbelief,
F. S. GANTER.
here.
H. F. YouNG.
arguments, and hav many with my Christian friends. Were
BARTLETT, DAK., Jan. 6, 1890.
WAYLAND, MIOH., Jan. 11, 1890.
it not for those coarse pictures your paper would furnish
MR. EDITOR: Herewith find $3.25 for one year's renewal to
MR. EDITOR: I am sorry that I cannot get a new sub- us with many a text,.but as it is, I do not care to show it to
TH:s TRUTH BEEKER and the ANNUAL. Continue the pict- scriber for TBB TRUTH SB:&KBR in this place. Some· are ~oo folks. Personally I hav no objection, but owing to the illusures.
Very truly yours,
E. SMITH.
poor, and some hold too fast on the alinighty dollar. Pi~t trations the paper fails in its purpose, its usefuhiess. I am,
ures or no pictures, you can count in me as a subscriber. sir,
Respectfully,
F. L&TUB.
GREENSBURG, PA., Jan. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send money for renewal, a new subscriber, Inclosed please find $1 ; send me two copies of the TRUTH
YANKTON, 8. D., Jan. 10, 1890.
-:and three ANNuALS. I vote in favor of pictures and John SEEKER ANNUAL and other books as follows.
MR. EmroR : I hav tried to get some new subscribers for
Yours,
JosEPH
W.BNZBL.
--Peck and tlite Truth Seeker Company forever, amen. Let
THE TRUTH SRBKBR, but am unable to do so, and am not
JOHN s. BYERS.
;us pray.
TYNGSBORO, MASs., Jan. 12, 290.
able to giv anything to maintain the illustrations of THE
MR. EDITOR: I think Heston's front-page pictures ~re TRUTH BEEKER. I will be satisfied either way. I take the
"~·
DETROIT, MIOH., Jan. 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4-$3 for renewal, usually good, some very good. Their worst fault is tp.e paper because I like it; and you are the one to decide in the
twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and seventy.five centF coarseness of the engraving. The Bible portraits are pre~ty matter. I would like to help if I could. I hav found by
_toward the support of the cartoons. I will try and send you rough. If they could be toned down to decency they would reading your paper that some of the Liberal element are very
better befit the dignity of a sensible paper. If the Bible, is egotistical and dogmatic. But I like THE TRUTH BEEKER
.same new subscribers. Respectfully yours,
E. CHOPB.
as vile as averred by its assailants, why should they por- very much, and especially Peck and Ingersoll. I inclose
SAN Jos:E, CAL., Jan. 4, 290.
tray it?
JOHN P. GuiLD.
sum for renewals, ANNUALS, and books according to list.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for one new sub
H. WBRDBBANGB.
OLIVE, CAL., Jan. 8, 1890.
scriber, a thorough Infidel, one who has come to stay, and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for two subscribers for the
Oro, lA., Jan. 7, 290.
votes for both pictures. I think that I can get some more.
glorious old TRUTH 8B.BKBX. I hav succeeded in getting a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.50, for which please till the
I sent on December 23d for ANNUALS, fifty cents.
new subscriber. I may get you one or more subscribers y~t. inclosed list of orders. A word about those pictures. I
R. L. TITus.
I was anxious to hav you get them in order to keep up the cannot speak for the people of the East, but they just suit
pictures, which I think are not to be dispensEd with, as: I the West.. So I cast my vote for the pictures. I am afraid
NoRTH BALTIMORE, 0., Jan. 9, 1890.
., MR. EDITOR: I send you $9.84 for books, to help out on know there !U'e many that look at the pictures that wou;Id we soon will hav to do without them, as Heston's health is
·the picture question, hoping it will be as good as a few new not touch the paper otherwise, and then will read more or very poor, his friends and relative tell me. I wish to say a
subscribers, who are hard to get in this God's country. By less. I lend mine out.
J. G. BHORMAKBR.
word to the friends of THE TRUTH BEEKER. In renewing
all means keep Heston at work.
S. M. BowER.
your subscription send for some book or books. I hav done
YuMA, CoL., Jan. 5, 1890 ..
so for several years. I do not see how any good Liberal can
HIGHLANDs, N. J., Jan. 13, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3.25 for my subscription a¥d do without THE TRUTH BBBKBR. I hav taken it ever since it
MR. EDITOR: The ANNuAL came to hand in good condition, the ANNuAL.. I hav the promis of one new subscriber a'd started in lllinois, and expect to as long as I can reajl.
and I am very much pleased with it. I will come to the city the half promis of sevtral more. It would be my wish to
Yours as ever,
8. R. DAY.
the last of this month and will call at the office, and giv hav the pictures continued. Heston's pictures don't "shock"
the money for the pictures, if they are going to be continued, me half so much as the thirty.eighth chapter of Genesis a~;~d
SEATTLE, WABH., Jan. 2, 1890.
dozens of other chapters in the "blessed Bible." When the
which I hope they will.
WM. L. JOHNSON.
Mx. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THB TRUTH 8.BB.KBR and
Holy Queer passes out of existence then we can retire Heston twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL. Your appeal to the LiberSAN FRANOISOO, CAL., Jan. 9, 1890.
on full pay, and all will be Well.
LYMAN W. LELAND.
als some time ago to secure each one a new subscriber in
Mn. EDITOR : I like THB TRUTH BEEKER first-rate. It is a
order to maintain the illustrations, is heartily indorsed as far
RAV.BNNA,
MIOH.,
Jan.
9,
1890.
good eye.opener for (Jhristians. Heston's cartoons are just
as the spreading of Liberal literature is concerned, but as to
MR. EDITOR: My subscription is in advance for quite a while the pictures I hav some doubt as to whether they are a bene.splendid. I hope you will continue them as heretofore. 1
yet, but as I want the paper illustrated, I will send you a lit- tit to your esteemed paper or not. Mr. Heston no doubt
will try and get you subscribers among my friends.
tle help, and new subscribers also if I can. I feel that this manifests great skill in drawing satirical scenes; but in drawYours respectfully,
WM. THOMPSON.
religious question is one of the greatest now before the ing sublime and solemn scenes, like the victory of science
OvERBROOK, KAN., Jan. 12, 1890.
world. It will ·take hard fighting to down it. Inclosf;ld
MR. EDITOR: I hav tried to get new subscribers, but the please find $2, for which I wish you to send me the TRuTH and Freethought over superstition and ignorance, the carica· times are hard. In regard to the pictures, they are all right. 8BB.KBR ANNUALS for 1889 and 1890, and the balance use for tures of these personalities are simply ridiculous.
WM. RADLOFF.
Keep them up. You are not publishing a paper to suit t:q.e the picture fund.
JAMRB F. TIBBITS.
'orthodox or Roman Catholics. If the pictures hurt their
PARBONB, KAN., Jan. 11, 1890.
LuRAY, VA., Jan. 14, 1890 .
.feelings, why, that is the design of the artist, I suppose.
MR. EDITOR: With due respect for honest opinion, I fully
MR. EDITOR: I wish to tell you what I think of THE indorse the noble sentiments of Ella E. Gibson, Barre, Mass.
H. W.COLE.
TRUTH BEEKER. It is the best paper I ever saw. I hope it The cartoons must be continued. Discontinuance is a
SOAPPOOBE, ORB., Jan. 1, 1890.
wip do much good. I wish the hypocrite would all read it.
MR • .l£DITOR: I think you should continue the pictures. I hope you will be able to continue the pictures. I will send retreat. Retreat ~eans truckling, cowardice, great Joss and
They attract attention to foolish and immoral and improb- you some postage stamps; please send me extra copies. I little gain. Cartoons giv through the eye vivid conceptions
able and ridiculous passages of the Holy Queer. There is will try to get a new subscriber. I will do my best. T~ll which the deluded, prejudiced brain is often unable other. no weapon as strong as ridicule. Inclosed find money for Mr. John Peck to strike them heavy-that it takes heavy wise to grasp. They attract attention by exciting a sense of
the ridiculous in its true light. Curiosity is aroused. A
the ANNUAL and books according to subjoined list. ·
blows to hav any effect.
G. D. DADISMAN.
turning of the leaves, a little reading, and investigation folYours,
W. W. ~BBT.
lows in their train. Doubt follows investigation ; and when
CLABK6YILLB 1 lA., Jan. 8, 1890.
GILBERT, IND., Jan. 10, 1890.
this sets in the delusion is gone. I worked two long years
MR. EDITOR: Send me the ANNuAL. I shall vote for the
MR. EDITOR: I would like to send my vote in favor of the
for four subscriptions. I can renew them in the spring with
pictures. They are great object-lessons, not only to Liberillustrations in the shape of a new subscriber or two, but it
M. WILLINGTON.
als, but to the great army of non-eombatants. It must not eight Or ten more.
cannot be done in this Christ-cursed community. I sincerely
be thought the victory will be won by throwing cotton balls,
PORTLAND, ORB., Jan. 4, 1890.
hope, however, that the illustrations will be sustained-even
nor need it be expected that the change sought to be effected
MR. EDITOR : I notice there are some people against the
if it does bring me in the range of Brother Parton's shot.
will be a painless one. If the pictures disturb the equanim- cartoons, but, I am glad, only very few, and I hope these
Very truly yours,
R. C. ALLEN.
ity of the Christian, so much the better. It ought to be few will change their minds soon. Cannot anyone read a
E. FowLE.
done.
WARRENSBURG, Mo., Jan. 10, 1890.
go()(} deal out of those pictures P I say, yes, he can. By
MR. EDITOR: I hav not been able to get any additional
those pictures most readers hav learned a good deal more
MoUNT
PLEASANT,
PA.,
Jan.
9,
1890.
subscription; hav not been able to try much, for I cannot
than from any other Liberal paper without the pictures.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER for January 4th failed to Mr. F. Lessmann gathered six more subscribers for THE
get about on account of my health. The cartoons I like very
much. I think them good object-lessons, and doing good. reach me, reasons unknown ; unless, perhaps, it may be TRUTH BBBKBR on account of the pictures. I know you
I here~ith send vou a list of names for sample copies, as you that the Holy John Wanamaker, or eome of his Christi~n would not hav near as many subscribers out where I hav
cronies in postal offices, interrupted its progress hither. .o\ll been but for them. They told me they keep THE TRUTH
request.
Yours for the truth,
0. D. WILLIAMS.
I know is that it has not arrived, and I miss it sorely, for;it BBBKRR on account of the pictures. That is the reason they
propounds things which are in accord with my sentiments pf like it better than any other Liberal paper. I will try my
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please place the inclosed $1 to my credit. right and justice. And the pictures are excellent illustrations best to get subscribers. Keep on with the pictur...s.
JAMBS RoD.GBRB.
No one is more anxious to forward the paper than myself, of the texts chosen.
Yours truly,
W. WBDBKBN.
but these people are so stupid. However, I keep the papers
FAIRBURY, NEB., Jan. 7, 1890•.
in circulation, and· may hav done good without my knowing
Ox&NNA, ALA., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been trying to get new subscribers for
MR. ED;TOR: Here is $5-$3 for my renewal, fifty cents for
of it. I generally place them on our counter picture up ;
THE TRuTH BRBKRR, but hav not succeeded. I think th;ls ANNUALS fox: last year and 1890, and the remaining $1.50 for
any person can hav them, and they never remain long.
town one of the worst priest-ridden of any in the Unit~d the pictures. If the $1.50 is not the equivalent of a new
CoLIN MoLARTY.
States. I like the cartoons in THE TRUTH BEEKER first-ra~. subscriber, I will giv more if needed, if the pi«tures are conI hope to see them continued. Inclosed please lind $5-$3 tinued, which I certainly hope will be done. All the critiALEXANDRIA, ONT., Dec. 25, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $4-$3 for THE TRUTH BEEKER for TnB TRUTH BBBKBR, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, cisms against the pictures that I hav seen up to date are disanother year, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and the bal- ten cents for hooks for the TRUTH BEEKER Binder, twenty- gustingly silly, viewed from my standpoint. It is a terrible
ance for the pictures, which I hope will be continued on five cents for the" Bible Inquirer," balance for cartoons.
thing to wound the tender feelings of a class of people who
Respectfully,
BEN TuRNER.
both sides. I hav lost many books through the mail, which
belong to organizations that hav murdered millions of their
I suppose were confiscated by our Canadian bigois in cusfellow.crll~tures for difference of opinion, and who are
tOm houses or post-offices.
CHAB. L&PBROHB.
MINNRBOTA LAKE, MINN., Dec. 26, 1889.
striving to regain the power to do the same thing again.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed m• ney for subscription
I could not get a subacriber in this part of our benighted
RoOKY RIVER, 0., Jan. 12, 1890.
and the ANNuAL. I am trying to get you new subscribers. country, but am willing to contribute money to keep the gloMR. EDITOR: ·As an old man, I must say the illustrations of I want to see the pictures. I learn a good deal from the rious TRUTH BEEKER up to its present standard of excellence.
the Hebrew scriptures in THK TRUTH BEEKER are " point- paper. Do not be discouraged; your paper is the best
Very truly yours,
Gxo. GBBR.
ers" as to the Christian religion as I read it. The phantom which I read, and I cannot get along without it. On Oc· Jesus Christ is the most colossal of all swindles; and the tober 24th we lost a true Liberal, my brother, Dr. Glick, at
PuEBLO, CoL., Jan. 7, 1890.
most dangerous to illustrate in burlesque, as you know finan- Omaha, Neb. He practiced medicin there. He is gone,
MR. EDITOR : Please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to the
cial ruin and wreck of the office over your head would result after suffering many years with pains in his stomach, which friend whose address I inclose, also send him and me each
from illustrations of New 'festament characters inside of one came from life in Siberia. He was a good man in his pro- the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. Brother John Peck
..year. Oh, gentle and sweet and forgiving is .the spirit of fession; he helpeq the poor all that was in his power. and talko of the weak-kneed Liberals. The.re are Auch people, I
· the saintly, now 1\B In the paet, Don't tempt them.
gave them medicln free. He was free from superstition, know. I like them. They are on the edg9 of discovery. Let
StLAS GLUSON.
and he was against all tyrannical power. Ue wae atraid of ue be patient wlth them. They are just emerging from

w.
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the clouds of superstition. When the degradation of superstition is pounded into us when young we cannot shake it
off at once. But now I hav fully crossed the silly and foolish country of superstition and hav landed on good soU.
Therefore I like John Peck. I like the pictures of Heston's.
And I will say, as Brother Peck ·says, let each and all strike
as hard a blow as he can in his own way. When I see Christians, I strike right and left with both fists. Sometimes I
knock them down, with Ingersoll in one hand and John
Peck in the other, and when I do not see them handy I grab
hold of some other good Freethinker and hit them a blow
with him. I want all the workers to keep steadily on, no
matter what discouragement they may see at times. I intend to keep pounding until the last day in the afternoon.
JAMBS R. DB GOLLKY.
LuRAY, VA., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed money order of $5 for
the valuable TRUTH SKKKER for two years, and twenty.five
cents for the TRUTH SKKKKR ANNUAL. When I first noticed
something said about voting on the pictures, I thought I
could find plenty of objections to them. But since I hav
been looking over the papers and thinking about the matter
I must acknowledge that I hav become in favor of them.
Christians here generally get disgusted at them at first sight.
Why can they not as well be disgusted at the Bible as at a
true picture of it? Simply because they do not read it.
Then if we present the pictures to them and insist on their
reading and comparing them with the Bible, we hav a fair
show to get their eyes open a little anyw~;~y. Therefore I
must vote for the pictures to continue. I am sorry to tell
you that people here are too superstitious to encourage a
paper of Freeth ought and reform, therefore I cannot get any
new subscribers, but thought that a two years' subscription
for myself might be about the same to you as one new one.
M. v. DADISMAN.
COUNOIL BLUEFB, !A.., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Herewith I hand you the price of the ANNUAL
for 1890. I would not like to hav the pictures discontinued.
Twice during the past few months they were omitted for a
single issue on account of sickness of Mr. Heston, I believe.
I missed them much for a single issue. The space they
occupy Is well filled. They are important. It seems to me
that the person who finds them repulsiv and considers them
blasphemy, is the kind to send for a" sky. pilot" when he
thinks his time is short to liv. The shock to Christians at
sight of them cannot be harder for them to stand than the
· pictures they present of eternal punishment for all who do
not believe as they do. I will pledge another subscriber
within sixty days if the pictures are continued; even, if
necessary, will take a second copy myself, and hav one to
giv away. I see the suggestion offered, that all the past
illustrations be put in book form to help the work along. I
will take three copies as soon as issued if this be done. Make
it complete to 1890, and then a new volume every year.
Yours very truly,
H. J. BLINN.
KENT, 0., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I highly prize the grand old TRUTH SKKKKR,
an dread it witir unabated interest. I hope to meet its weekly
greetings the rest of my life, as I hav now passed my seventythird milestone.
I wish to place myself on record as fully indorsing the
course pursued by the late congress of the American Secular
Union, notwithstanding Brother Burnham's harsh, unfair,
and uncalled-for criticism. If Mr. McGlynn and Mr. Savage
can staRd on our platform and help us in our Secular work,
it is none of my business how they may compromise or violate tireir religious sentiments. I will state my opinion of
the cartoons. I wish them continued by all means, but I
would be glad to see those on the last page discontinued. I
wish no compromise in illustrating tll.e myths, yarns, and
absurdities of the Bible, yet I .am very much opposed to
such caricatures of humanity. It is their inhuman and
vulgar appearance that shocks the finer feelings of those who
object. In illustrating the absurdities of the Bible, it would
not in the least detract from the object if the human appearance was as fairly represented as the monkey, or as the
American Indian :~.t the landing of Columbus. Such a change
would remove all objections.
THOB. C. HEIGHTON.
SALEM, 0., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I contribute my mite for the benefit of
Brother Heston, to keep his illustrations in your paper before the public. It is too late in the day to take a step backward, when an overwhelming majority of the contributors
to THK TRUTH SKEKKR are in favor of the pictures. The
Christians will laugh at our calamity; mock, deride, and
grin with hellish delight at the downfall of Mr. Heston's
cartoons. I hav two friends that I hav been laboring with
for their subscription to THE TRUTH SKKKKR, and they claim
to be very much interested in your paper. So I hav come to
the conclusion to send your valuable paper to them for one
year, gratis. Please find inclosed post-office order for $10$3 fbr the renewal of my paper, $3 for each of my friends,
and $1 for four ANNUALS. The illustrations must liv, and
your subscribers will see to it that they do not die. If the
finances get low during at~y period of the year, or even at
the present time, on account of Mr. Heston's study and
labor, then Jet the Editor make an appeal to those who hav
voted to sustain the pictures, and every voter will, I think,
respond with his little dollar. I would rather be assessed
$5 per year than see the discontinuance of Mr. Heston's
SIMEON SHARP.
noble work in TnK TRUTH SEEKER.
AYER, MAss., Jan. 13, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav read the pros and cons of your sub.
.s~rlbers rel6t!V t() tiJ,Q pictures. l ~m "\Vif.~ the ~a~orlty; In

favor of the pictures. Heston puts it so tha.t they that run
can read, and the would-be blind are made to see in the pictures both the past and the prophetic. Bible adherents hav
tried to picture the stories told· therein; why should they
object to Heston's illustrations? It is only a difference of
imagination. The fault, if any, is in the stories, and here
the shame comes too late. All stories appeal to the imagination; and as no two imagin alike, why not be gentle with
each otirer, as we are as to the color of the hair or eyes, or
the size of the hand or foot, over all Pt which we hav no control? So we would all differ with Heston as an illustrativ
artist. Certainly the Bible-makers hav no reason to complain -when their example is followed. Now to the point.
When we want a thing that is ·in the market, buy it.· If
Heston puts on the market what we want, pay for it. We
must not be like children looking wistfully at peanuts hoping
some one will giv them some. Put this " V ,; down for the
pictures. The only difference I see between Bible pictures
and political cartoons is, the dead past is blind and insensible, while the living present is alive and sensitiv. Success
to THK TRUTH SKKKER-to all tirat brings light and freedom.
ELIJAH MYBIOK.
PELLA, !A.., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I see there are quite a number of subscribers
that oppose the cartoons. I think they are a good thing in
several respects. Fir~t, they attract attention. Christians
come to my house (I always hav THE TRUTH SKKKKR lying
on the stand), they see the pictures, then they want to know
what they represent. They will then read the text below.
They do not believe that is scripture, but Brother Heston
accommodates them with chapter and verse. That starts
them searching the Bible to see if Brother Heston has not
lied. ln that way they become enlightened as to what is in
the Bible, when you could not reach them in any other way.
I hav done some missionary work, and I find nearly every
one likes the cartoons. I believe they help to keep up the
paper and giv it circulation. Of course, Samson, as he
stands there with the jawbone in hand after the great slaughter, certainly looks a little tough; but honestly I do not
think the pictures overdrawn. He must hav even been a
more hideouS-looking monster. THK TRUTH BEEKER is full
of solid argument, but you cannot get Christians to read it.
They do not read such matter. Burlesque will excite them
to invest~gate. I hav sent you nine subscribers all in tire
last year. You can credit five of them to the pictures. I
hope to be able to send more this year.
H. M. FisK.

is sacred and infallible; and nothing but strong, radical,
iconoclastic words or pictures will adequately show up the
shameful stories as they deserve to be shown.
I send money for the ANNUAL.
I would like to know how Father Hacker•/circumstances
are since he is left alone.·
B. F. RoBBINS.
MT. WASHINGTON, IND., Dec. 23, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : The one thing that surprises me most is,
how men of even average intelligence can pass over without
inquiry the numerous discrepancies of the Christian religion.
Last night at a Baptist church the minister, after referring
at length to the various institutions of civilization, said that
the institutions of all kinds that were good, such as hospitals,
colleges, etc., all owed their origin and support to Christianity; and gave as proof the "fact" that in no heathen
lands where Christ had not been preached were any such
institutions existing, and then on the heel of that dDubtful
" fact" thanked God that Christ had been preached in all of
God's creation. Does not that preclude the possibility of
there being any heathen lands where he has not been preached,
and does it not make the whole thing sophistical?
A few evenings ago a "Rev." Bro. Clem preached a revival sermon here, and among bis ''facts " was the assertion
that faith is more powerful than floods, earthquakes, fires,
water, or even all of the silent forces of nature. How any
sensible man can believe any such stuff, I am at a loss to
understand. Has anyone ever witnessed an exhibition of
faith attended with such results-the Johnstown flood, or
any of the great earthquakes ? Possibly he meant the faith
that showed its strength with such destructiv power in the
days of the Inquisition, and other kindred times.
My vote is for the pictures to continue. I will get the
subscriber if possible. But in a place like tiris, of about one
thousand inhabitants and four churches, it will not be easy.
Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for the TRUTH BKKKKR
ANNUAL.
Yours for liberty,
J. W. SLAYTON.
BT. JOHNB, ARIZ., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: First permit me to ask, Who the deuce is
Parton? Is he, or it, some old woman's bugaboo, set up to
frighten little children? If I understand the matter, Parton
is simply a member of the genus lwmo, and as such no more
than a simple unit in the great family of humanity. This
beinj!; true, then why so much Parton this or Parton that?
All this Partonism sounds of bugabooism, and reminds me
of the old woman in Fielding, who was not going to be
eternally " badgered by every ragmotica.l villain in the
country." No one questions Mr. Parton's right to his individual opinions, but for me tirey cut no further figure in
the case at issue. His " opinion " has no ~re weight in
tire ethics of" this or that," than would the opinion of any
one of the thousands of intelligent readers of THK TRUTH
BE;EKBB. I suppose if Mr. Heston should caricaturize (excuse the coinage) some of the absurdities contained in any
other book, or the political follies of either of the political
parties, or the like, h would, in the " eminent" opinion of
Parton, be perfectly legitimate. To my mind the strictures
of Parton are indicativ of a certain amount of toadyism to
the old worn-out and threadbare superstitions of the Bible,
and to that sentiment which ascribes to it divine origin. Mr.
Heston is certainly doing for our cause precisely that which
Mr. Nast did, through tire medium of Harper's Weekly, for
tire cause of political reforms, neither more nor less. All in
all, Mr. Heston's cartoons are excellent, and they are doing
an immense amount of good by illustr~ting to the eye, and
thence to the mind, the great quantity of grossness, bosh, and
twaddle to be found in that rankest of humbugs known to
the nineteenth century, yclept the "holy Bible."
ALBERT F. BANTA..

OVERTON, GA.., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Some of your subscribers having given their
views on the cartoons, I will here express mine. Those on
the last page representing Bible myths and characters are
worse than useless, and in many instances unfortunately
drawn and liable to do more harm than good. They at best
are but touches of the ludicrous, and excite mirth rather
than appeal to the reason, and in some instances sport with
the noblest instincts of human nature. For instance, I will
cite Eve weeping at tire bier of Adam, and Jephtira returning
from his victories and meeting his rejoicing daughter whom
his rash vow had doomed to the altar of sacrifice. Now,
whether Eve ever wept over Adam or not is immaterial,
since the fact remains that women do weep, and who is
more entitled to tire enlightened sympatiry of mankind than
the poor woman who weeps for her dead husband while one
son lies murdered and the other wanders an outlaw and a
vagabond? Again, Jephtha may not hav made his terrible
vow, and his daughter may not hav met the sacrifice, yet
both were entirely possible, and tire story as told is one of
the most pathetic in tire literature of all the world. On the
other hand, the cartoons on the first page are good, and in
many instances happy hits. The scathing attacks on the
church, the representations of tire mighty weight and march
RKD CANON, WYo., Jan. 10, 290.
of Freethought in spite of all opposition, and the flagellaMR. EDITOR: The love of the ridiculous can hardly be
tions which Mr. Heston give Comstock, are all superb, and
his "What Ought to be Done with Sam Jones" perfectly called a gross taste. From the amorba to man we find that
mirthfulness vastly predominates at tire human extreme of
fills the bill.
J. E. B.
the grads tion of life.
Ridicule tends to degrade something from a relativly higher
HARWIOH, MAss., Jan. 7, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I am either sad, sorry, or sulky to think that to a lower place.
Religion has been a thing exalted to the mind of man for
among so many "Liberals" of this town, and some of them
in very good financial circumstances, I cannot get one sub- many generations.
It has been built up on a trestle-work of lies. When the
scriber for our paper. I say " our" paper because it should
be "of the people, for the people, and by the people;" or at ax of ridicule demolishes this trestle-work every lover of
least of the Liberals, for the Liberals, and by the Liberals. truth should rejoice.
Aristocracy, despotism, and religion hav, from their
Those that are able ought to feel responsible enough to subscribe for themselvs, if not for others. Now, to use a famil- exalted positions, ever been in dread of the demolishing
iar expression, "the head is right but the heart is not;" and power of ridicule; tirus they hav decried it as low and
I think if some smart lecturer should drift around this way vulgar.
As far as we are able to comprehend the mental processes
and wake us up the heart would become right. We used to
ha v Liberal lecturers often, but for several years last past of animals, wit and ridicule seem to be as rare and little
hav had scarcely any. I hav not the means to take the developed in them as the analytical and cause-discovering
responsibility of defraying expenses-would that I had-but faculties of reason. Therefore, upon tire philosophy of evowlll do double duty. We need a Secular Union here, and, lution there would seem more propriety in classifying mirthas I hav hinted above, if we wake up perhaps one can be fulness among the higher faculties. It seems to me that
started here. I appreciate THE TRUTH SKKKER-yes, and all Heston has done a good work in widening the application
the other Liberal papers, but being unable to pay for all I and utility of ridicule.
Pictorial ridicule '1)8. religion has its pioneer in Heston. In
cling to the one which I think is unexcelled. As to the pictures, those on the front page are faitirful portrayals of things a few years all Lib_erals will cease to regard the tactics of
transpiring to-day, while the serio-comic ones on the last ridicule with disgust, when ridicule is directed against the
page are just sarcastic enough to fit tire lying, silly tales of highly venerable institutions of religion. Like all new ideas,
the "Holy Queer." Just imagin how futil they would be Heston's cartoons naturally meet with some opposition.
The dllspotisms of the sixteentir, seventeenth, and eightwere Samson made to look like Colonel Ingersoll-respectable. They would giv the H. Q. a respectability it does not eenth centuries would never hav endured such ridicule as
deserve, instead of that aspect which better comports with PWJk and Judge now direct against our famous ofilcials and
the ridiculous narrations which abound in the barbarous politicians. Reston has directed some of the same article
book. When we read the "Arabian Nights' Entertainments" against the clergy, the church, and the Bible. Other men
or "Gulliver's Travels" it is understood by all that they will soon taka up his idea, and before many yellrS things
make no pretensions to be true narrations, but the bamboo- sacred will be treat{ld by ridioulo with as muoh Impunity as
OH!a. E. BotN1'0N1 B.S., M.D.
~led f(l3c:ler~ ot the Holy queer bellev(l, or pretend to, that it things political.
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lldU«J ~ MISs SUtwr H. WIXoN, J.l'all
RiHr, MtJIIJ., eo •11om all Oommumca«om for
this oonur alaould ~ smt.
" Beween Yle dark and Yle daylight,
When Yle night is beginning w lower,
()om&B a. pause in Yie diiY'B OOOuPatiODB
That ia known &II Yle Children's Hour."

Osman's First Speech.
Osman was a little child,
And still quite young and tender,
With abort brown hair and quick gray eyes,
And stature small and slender.
Experience, then, bad he none,
And litile knew of otheTs,
When h<~ was sent to district school,
With sister and three brothers.
Ere this, but once had he been there,
The day before vacation,
When all tbe pupils ahowed their skill
At song and deolamation.
Binoe then he, too, had leamed a Piece,
In his mind far excelling
The best one -there, and this to prove
He e'er was more than willing.
SG happily lie went to school
Thia morning warm and sunny,
Reeolnd that should the chance acour,
He'd apeak his Pieoe so funny.
The teacher was a lady tall, ·
Brown-eyed, with manner kindly,
Who always won her JlUPiiB' love,
And never rnled them blindly.
Tbe day passed on, a thousand things
The little novice leaming,
And as he in his little mind
These many things was turning,
He now and then would epeak aloud,
The pupils round disturbing;
And so the teacher thought to c~ide,
His lively spirits ourblng.
"Don'* speak aloud, my little man,"
Qnite mildly said the teacher ;
WiYl confidence that might belong
To orator or preacher
He stepped before the school and spoke
Of" Jim Orow," and his cawing,
The teacher with surprise quite mute,
The scholars all ha-haing.
The teacher's worda had passed unheard,
ExcePt she spoke of speaking;
He, joyful, thought that now had come
The chance that he was seeking;
With tact the teacher passed it o'er,
And e&Ah one then returning
To book and slate, completE'd well
The lessons they were learning.
We older folks make like mistakeiOft, by misunderstanding,
Get plunged in water deep and cold,
And some can't make the landing;
May strength and wisdom help us find
The right which we are seeking,
And all mishaps as well result
As Ossie's with his speaking. •
Jan. 14, 1890.
A. LAURIE SAILOB.

A. Kinship of Flowers.
William Bertermann talked to a reporter
' from behind a bank of roses of all tints and
hues.
''This rose is a brother of this one," said he,
as he laid out two beautiful flowers of the deep
pink variety. "Here is the grandfather of
these two," continued he, as he placed upon
the counter a splendid red rose on a. spindling stock, "and here is the grandmother."
The latter was a small white rose of unattra.ctiv appearance but upon a rugged stalk.
·Then Mr. Bertermann pointed out the cousins
and aunts and uncles and other relative of the
flowers he had exhibited.
"It's just like raising horses or hogs," sa.id
he. " The stock is continually improved by
careful breeding. Flower-breeding has be. come a science, and, by crossing the best
varieties every year, new and more beautiful
flowers are being grown. A man who ceased
to be a florist ten years ago could not go into
a first-class flower garden now and recognize
many of the flowers that we deal in most
extensivly. There has been a mixture of
blood, so to speak, until nearly all the old.
time flowers hav lost their identity. Nearly
all the flowers sold now are hybrids, or
crosses between the most desirable old stocks."
; Mr. Bertermann then explained the process
..of hybridization, the mere operation of which
is easy enough. It is simply necessary to
carry the pollen by means of a camel's hair
brush, or otherwise, from one blossom and
. • place it on the stigmatic surface of the flower
of the other, or seed-bearer. A colony of bees
in a flower garden .will do the work better
than it can be done with a brul!h. They con. stantly carry the pollen from one flower to
.. another, but, of course, there is no system
about the crosses they bring about. When
:hybridization is attempted the florist must be
certain that the plants are receptiv. As a
,rule, by close observation the florist may become able to tell when to apply the pollen.
Not a few plants develop stigmas and anther
<

<

at the same time, and with them it is necessary to remove the anthers before they burst,
and at the same time, by means of a fine
gauze or otherwise, to prevent the visits of
insects which might convey pollen from another flower and thus effect an undesirable
cross.
This sometimes happens. A flower in good
form, but defectiv in color, is perhaps crossed
with another which is faulty in shape but of
novel and desirable shade. A weakly grown
variety may be u&ed in an effectiv way in a
combination with stronger grown, lacking
the particular qualities of the former. As
with the 11 grandfather" and" grandmother,"
Mr. Bertermann pointed out where, breeding
the dark red rose, supported by a weak stalk,
to the puny white rose on a healthy stalk,· a
splendid pink rose supported by a well developed stalk, was produced. Sometimes the
florists' ideal is kept so constantly in sight
that the pollen of a particular strain becomes
more or less futil. Growers of cyclamen and
gladiola habitually call in the aid of a microscope to determin the state of the pollen in a
highly bred seedling. If it is found to be
uneven, not plump, clear, and regular in size
and outline, the plant is discarded as a propagator, and another chosen which promises
to allow the desired results in size, form, and
color of flowers.
Hybrids between two distinct genera. are
by no means common. Mr. Bertermann cited
one example in philageria, a cross between
the beautiful and climbing Lapageria roses
and the bushy Thilesia buxofolio, which is
intermediate between its two parents though
not nearly so desirable as either. Species of
the same genus frequently refuse altogether
to cross with each other, and some again will
cross only one way. Florists, however, hav
never been able to lay down any definit rule,
aud exceptions can only be learned by experience. For the most perfect and symmetrical
flowers it is best to select single flowers which
are most perfect in their petals for seed bearers. Another interesting fact is that single
or semi-double sorts with perfect carrolas
will produce double fiowers of a regular,
symmetrical formation.
"It's a fascinating business," said Mr. Bertermann, ''and the only trouble is, florists
who make a business of raising flowers for
the market, as we do, hav not the time to
devote to hybridization. That work is done
most successfully by gentlemen who make
the business a constant study. The best man
at hybridization in Indiana, perhaps, is the
florist at Pardue University. He makes the
breeding of flowers a specialty and is certainly_very proficient in the business."
" Are artificial colorings much used now?"
"v_ery little as compared with former
times, for the reason that all tints can be obtained by hybridization. Cut white flowers
are sometimes placed in ink and by absorption they take on a blue tint. And then roses
are sometimes given a blue tbit by placing
about their roots iron dust from around anvils in blacksmiths' shops.
"I observed a strange thing recently. I
had placed some hyacinths in water, and
after they had stood for a while the color all
left them. In handling the earthen pots in
which they were placed their departed color
stuck to my hands from the outside of the
pots. The water, it seemed, had drawn the
coloring matter all out of the flowers and it
had settled on the outside of the earthenware."

Correspondence.
LisBoN, lA., Jan. 19, 1890.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I inclose a poem
which perhaps you can make use of in the
Children's Corner, which I fear is too good a
place for it, for I hav always esteemed very
highly the Children's Corner and its estimable
editress.
With best wishes for its success, I remain,
Yours truly,
A. LAURIE BAILOR.
[Thanks for your good opinion. We are
glad to hear from you again. The Corner
will never be 11 too good a place" for anything you may favor it with.-ED. C. C.]
CERYL, NEB., Jan. 25, 1890.
DEAR MIBB WrxoN: My school is out now .
I am nine years old. I like to read the
Children's Corner. I received for Christmas
your book" The Story Hour," and I had to
laugh to see the picture of the milk made on
the wrong side of the cow. I like my book
very well and I like to read the stories in it •
I think little Susie must hav been a beautiful
little girl ; it was a fity she had to be taken
away. I think I wil always remember that
story about her. All of us hav a very bad
cold; my mamma is almost sick with a bad
cold. We are talking of leaving the country
if we can get our things sold off. We will go
East. My brother and I can play a great

.1~"0.

many duets on the organ. As I can't think
of any more to write I will close.
Your Freethinker friend,
MAUD A. OLMSTEAD.
CEDAR LAirB, N. Y., Jan. 16, 1890.
DEAR AUNT SusAN: May I address you so,
for I think you must be very tired of that oftrepeated " Dear Miss Wixon?" I confess I
a.m. I like the way George J. Remsburg addresses you much better, and his letters are
worth reading, too. We often wish we could
see one of his papers, the Golden Daw1~.
My pa has taken TuB TRUTH SEEKER as
long as I hav lived. I am nearly fourteen,
a.nd I hav always had Freethought papers
and books to read. We take a paper for
every day in the week. I take the Woman's
Tribune, a woman's rights paper, and the
Golden Days, a story paper.
The young people of the Corner often
solicit correspondents, but I hav been very
unfortunate, as I hav written to two of them,
and my letters were never answered. I do
not like to be treated in that way. I now
invite the girls and boys of our Corner to
write to me and I will promis to answer all
letters to the best of my ability.
We ha v just finished reading " Looking
Backward." We three, my father, my
mother, and myself, read it aloud. We are
delighted with it. We liv in the country on
a farm, and I attend a district school. Our
scenery is moet beautiful. I delight in making sketches. Some of our friends think I
am quite an artist. I can enlarge small pho-tographs to life-sized portraits with pencil or
crayon on cards 22x28 inches. I hav had two
of my pictures on exhibition this summer.
My instructor is Prof. Cal Perry, of Delphi,
N. Y. I should like to enlarge a picture of
Aunt Susan, though I fear she will think I
ask too much for my work, for I get $10 a
picture.
We took great pleasure in reading the
"Visit to Philadelphia.'' Do not forget to
write to me soon. I will now close my third
letter to the Corner.
ELDA S. BILLINGS.
[Elda is one of our best girls. The world
will hear from her by and by, for her mind
is being prepared by good reading and high
thinking for real work. All our time is fully
occupied, and although we would be delighted to answer every letter we receive,
yet it is impossible to do so. But our kind
interest and good wishes are for Elda and
for all. Yes; Elda may call us aunt if she
likes. All good titles are in order-be they
aunt, cousin, sister, friend, or teacher.-En.
C. C.]

Babylon Nursery.
WE CAN SUPPLY
Our Friends and the Public with Everything
grown in suoh an institution.
This is the time to make contt·acts for some of our
BEAUTIFUL TREES and SHRUBS.
A full assortment of all sizes on hand. Younu
stoolc a sveota!tl/.

Our STOOK is FIRS1'-0LASS and our PRIOEB
are LOW.
We have made arrangements with several foreign and American seedling growers, by which
means we can supply all nurserymen, florists, and
large planters at wholes~tle or retail.
Address
P. H. FOSTER,
BADYLON, L, I., N. Y,
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A. Predatory .Uog Outwitted.
The other day a spaniel that had a bad
habit of stealing poultry was seen approaching the house at a moderate trot with a large
rooster in his mouth. The fowl seemed to be
defunct, and so the spaniel evidently thought,
for being somewhat wearied by his excursion,
and the weather being warm, he laid down
his prey for a moment in order to rest. But
the rooster was alive and in full possession of
all his faculties, for no sooner did he feel himself released from the jaws of tte fell beast
that had captured him than he fluttered his
wings and struggled up among the branches
of a convenient tree. The dog was so aStounded at this miracle, as it must hav seemed
to him, that he lost his presence of mind for
a second or two, and in that interval his booty
escaped. This tale is perfectly true-and I
remember a very similar occurrence years
ago-although I must confess it sounds a good
deal like the beginning of one of ..£sop's
Fables.

How to See the Wind,
11

Did you ever see the wind ?"
" Bee the wind?"
" Yes, that's what I said. Did you ever
see the wind?" asked a yachtsman, who was
standing on a bluff of the Highlands watching the yachts sailing on the lower bay.
"No, I've never seen the wind," replied
his friend.
"Well, I'll tell you how you may. Take a
polished metallic surface of two feet or more,
with a straight edge; a large handsaw will
answer the purpose. Select a windy day,
whether hot or cold, clear or cloudy, only let
it not rain or the air be murky-in other
words, let the air be dry. Hold this metallic
surface at right angles to the wind-i.ll., if
the wind is north, hold your surface east and
west-and incline it at an angle of 45o, so
that the wind, striking, glances and flows
over the edge. Now sight carefully over the
edge at some small but clearly defined object,
and you will see the air flow over as water
flows over a dam."
THE terror : " Mamma, does God love
me?" Mamma : " Yes, dear. And those
whom God loves go to heaven. But he
doesn't love you when you are a bad boy."
The terror: " Then I guess I don't stand
much show of heaven, do I ?"
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The Open Courti
FREE1ROUGHT AND SCIENCE!
Send for tipecimen Copie•:
Six Weeks on Trial Ftee:
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THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:

OB1

THEm

The Ohnrch of Practical Religion.

Orimes and Persecutions.

BY REPORTER.
This is· the history of an attempt to found a
ohnroh without superstition, and its suooesa.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital Questions
o~ human concern, religious, pelitical, and otherWise. The book is written in well-chosen lan.
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
ll'or sale at this office. Price, S1.00.

The OPEN OouaT is a Rlld,oal. jourl!al dev9ted
to the discussion and exposition of Phlloaopluoal,
sooia.l, and ethioat questions. The hiJrh tone, the
intelligent and independent ohara.oter of its
criticisms and oonsributions have ruade the OPEN
OLoURT one of the toremost e~onenta of advanced
iberal thought In the New World. For its contributors it .bat the leading thinkers of both
Europe and America. Authorized translations
are procured from the most eminent of Oontl- ! Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Oluistian Expe.
nentd authors, and everY effort is made to prerienoe.
sent the beat and moat advanced thought bearing
BY NATIUNIEL RAMSAY WATEBB.
upon soientitl.o, et.bioal, social, and economical
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
topics.
and Oa.tholioiBm, from the vantaNe-ground of an
intimate personal experience w1th the two sys.
tems. It dealt the most trenchant blows which
PJlre logic is capable of inflioting.-[Oritical BeVIew.
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, PorOloth, 12mo, S1.75.
trait, and Monument.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
With a. complete list of the American subscribers
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.

ROME~REASON
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1890

Bvo,

1,1J9pp. Oloth, t3; leather, S4; morocco,
!lilt edges, $4.150:
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa,ette Plaoe. New York.

The Reign of the Stoics.
THBm

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

1

For the beBefit of our read
ers who preserve their J?&perl
we offer a new style of blnder.~1~.., 1
made for the purpose, ana
1 ~'1i.
with the heading of THE
l'
· TRUTH 8EBXEB printed in
••~~. ~ __
gold letters on the outside
. --·
This binder allows the open
mg. of the papers perfe9tly fiat. It alao &llows the
taking out and replaomg of one or more papers
f rom any Part of the file without diBturbiDJr ihe
other parts.
Bent by ~'W:Ifostni!@J for 11.
Address
TBU·n1 BEEKER
tf
28LafayeUa Pl.. !lew York.
1

1
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History, Religion, Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control. SelfCulture. Benevolence,
SAKY A BUDDHA.
and Justice.
AVenifi.e4, Annotated Narratlv ofhla I.!fe an4
With OitatWm of AutluYrs Quoted from on
Teachings.
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of

Virtue."

Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
BY E. D. BOOT.
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds~Seneca.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of thil
work.-Prof. J. H. Peebles.
OPilllONB OF THE PBEBB.
This book shows that many Ohristians might
Thelsbook has been introduced into Buddhist
learn much from these ancient hea.then.-.Amert- ~hoo in OeYlon. The "Banner of L1Jrht1"
can Boolcseller.
'Beligio-Philosophioal Journal," and mapy Bpiri~
One of the most valuable helps for those who- ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
would understand the character of human prog. the book.
ress in all ages.-NationaZ Quarterzv .Rwtew.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
The author has shown himself a dili.ll'ent stu.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful inter.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York
preter, of some of the most remarkable monuBIBLE INQUIRER;
BY
ments of ancient thinking.-New York Tribune.
OB,
Beading this book, we find the dootrins of the
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE,
THOMAS DAVIDSON
Btoios to be almost identical with the views held
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
A Key to Bible Investigation. bY
the broadest and most enlightened minds of
Oontaining 148 Pro~~_ositions
the present day.-Cinctnnati·CommerotaZ.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The purest '3nnday and the 8abbath. " A law
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fc · a. dollar.
Belf-Oontradiotione of the so-called
and gentle1t B.Pirit of all the pagan world." Meriregnlatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
Inspired Scriptures.
vale BI!}'B : "Of all the line the uobleBt and dearAddress THE TRUTH SEEKEII CO.
an impertmenoe." Price, 10 cents.
est." Taine saYS : "The noblest soul that ever
BY. A. J AOOBBON.
lived." John Stuart Mill saYS: "He preserved The False Teaching of the ChrisThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
through life not onlY the most unblemished jusEverY Liberal needs a copy for readY reference. tice,. but the tenderest heart."
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
·
As a pamphlet to .loan to Christian friends, it is
Articles of the Ohrilltian ohuroh are thirty
BY Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew ·the
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
most
effeotiv
Iconoclast
ever
published.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 oents.
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesus Ohrist."
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
Price only 25 cents.
28Laf&Yette Pla.oe. New York.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
of a minister's praying God to kil grasshop
CPs. xiv, 1.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underOhildren and fools speak the truth.- COld Baw.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
.
The Bole Facttws and Exact Ratios in the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
AoguiretMnt and Apportionment.

Giordano Bruno.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

ON THE WORD GOD.

Miss Wixon's Works.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp J1.50.
·
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact f
Price, 5 oenta.
Apvles of 1~old. And Other Stories
tU OG.
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band- Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti- Was Jesus lnsanef Price, 10 cents.
MODEli.N IMITATION OF CHRIS'l',
for Ohildren and Youth. 'J'he Only FreeCol. Kelso's Works. tion,
thinkers' Ohildren's StorY-Book ever issued. The Public Schools and the Catholic
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge66 full-page illustrations and l!5 smaller ; large
Ohnrch. Price, 5 cents.
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illusBY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
hammer Logic unsurpassed." svo, 833pp.,

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order or
Oreatton.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., •
• 75 Cents.
&' This book was suppressed by tlte first American publisher.JB!
THE TRUT.H SEEKER CO.,
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OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Bl' A • .J. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

NOW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILKD BY

L. K. W .d.SHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beave1· durinlr the
past forty-five years. It ia neatlY printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtgator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now readY for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOSt
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
belluest to Philadelphia by the Ohriatian
churches and Young Men's
Christian Assooia·
tion.
BY RIOH. B• Wl!lBTBBoox, D.D., LL.D.
Price S1.
Address THB TRUTH Bl!ll!lXBB

LOOKING BACKWARD
B)' Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are
free to receive new liKht will tina in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is alwaYS made to a man's reason,
and to .biB noblest sentiments : never to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A BU!fll:eBtion of a really practicable and feaBi·
ble aoo1al state greatl1 in advance of the present.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, Sl.OO; paper, lllkl.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

silk cloth, tll·

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not eo far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
O!oth, 12mo, 245pp;, $!.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

..A.rlfument by B. G.

In~rersoll

IN THB

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOB

OB,
u BLASPHEMY,"
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
NATURAL AND BOmNTIFIO METHODS OJ!'
At Morristown, New Jersey.
NEVER FORGETTING.
UBB THB
Btenoara:pMcall!l re:portea, and revuea bu the author.
The Boston Post says : "This book aotu&lly
shows us how to keep our memories in good work· Handsome Bvol'!lll pp., beautiful type, :6.ne paper.
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter· ing condition and repair them when out of order.'
Prioe,
cloth,
150
oents:
paper,· *I cents, or
estmg. THB LIBERAL HYMN·Boox contains songs
Price by mail S1.
·
$2 per dozen.
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hii!!lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER.
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
se Lafuette PI•• Raw York.
and, indeed, by &11 who hav examined it. Price,
Br H. L. HoLBliOOJ:, M.D.
95 oenta.
· Address 'llHE TRUTH BEBXBR 0o
9o4e!I'B Laau'•
Boolc says: "We aiv our cordial
to this
work. The information it
ICHABOD ORANE PAPERS approbation
contains is most im_llortant, and, we are fully oonDaringly wittY and inexpressibly laughable
FOR 1890.
vinoed.reliable." Prioebymail,$1.
onslaughts on OhristianitY.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
Edited by CHARLES WA'I.TS.
Price, 10 cents.
AND HYGmNE, or, THE MYBTEBIEB Oil' MAN.
OONTENTB.
OarefnllY revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
THE
The moat perfect book for men and women ever Ag_nosticism and ImmortalitY ...... Bamuel Lainl!.
published. 50,ll00 sold. Price Sl, by mail. mus- A Bonnet ............................... Joeel!)l ElliP.
W.bo Was Moses T..H. J. Hardwioke. M.D., II' .B.O.S.
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. trated catalog free.
The Oomfort of Agnostioiam .•... E. L_ynn 1:!inton.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
Are Miraoles Oredible T••• Oonstanoe o. W• .Naden.
The Contest Between Agnosticism and Tbcolou,
HISTORY.
In Their Banita~ and Physiological Relations
John Wileon, M.A.
and in Their Bearing on the 'l'roduoine
Above: A Poem ................... w. Stewart Boss.
By WINWOOD READE.
of Ohildren of Il'iner Health and
The Evolution of the Agnostic ldeail
Greater Ability.
B. Bithe , B.Bo., Ph.D.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which 'RniverThe New Fatalism ........................ B. Buuell.
Br H. L. HoLBBOOJ:, M.D.
sal history is " boiled down" with surprising
Descartes's
Proof
of
the
Existence
of a God.
skill.-CLiterary World.
F.J.Gould.
The seten«IIIO .Amenoan B&YB : " This work il
lou turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington scientific, sober1 olean, and worthy of consoien· A Poem ........................... W. B. MoTaegart.
tious consideration by every possible parent, au.d The Il'ree Expresllion of Opinions .. G. F. Underhill.
Irving.:-Cinter-Ooean.
Il'rali'IDents ......................... William Maooall.
His history has a oontinuit;r,_a rllsh~,a carrying particularlY by the young." S1.
Price, 20 oents. Jl'or sale at this office.
power..!.. which reminds us strikingly or Gibbon.EA.
TING
FOB
STRENGTH;
CNew 11aven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
OB,
THE STBtJGGLE
tl.rat chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ- FoOD AND DIET Ill RELATION TO HEALTH Al!D WoRK.
ing, He has a stYle that reminds us of Maoaul&Y.
I'O:a
The
New
York
Heraza
aays:
"Dr.
Holbrook's
-[Penn MonthlY.
book ia amonJr the very best of its kind."
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp., $1. 75.
The Home ana Garden says : "A studY of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
Addren THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
In which the author lhows the repeated attempu
choice
of food which may save the cost of the book of men of every aee to a.equire greater JIOlitioal
28 LafaYette PI;, New York.
every da:y in providing for a family, besides in· libertY ; also vigorouslY attaoks the very foundacreasing health, strength, and loneevity." $1.
tion of the religion of evecy age; dwelling ~t
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
Address THE TRUTH 8DIEB Oo:l
ing the account of slaverY in this country1 oallJ
28 Lafayette Plaoe, !.'lew York.
the attention of thinking men and women w the
position of womankind in America. Thl"OU.Irhoutl
the
work is replete with utoun~g faots ano
AND
wei&'hty areuments which cannot fail to interesl
TwBLVB 0Twm DxsooURSBS oF R:B.A.SoN.
the minds of this age.
Btl 0. B. PBOTHINGH.AM.
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
BY THEO. 0. BPENOEB.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 288Pp., S1.
OONTAINillG
Oloth, 12mo., 188Pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Tables, Rules, Praotioal Hints, and Historical
Sketches for Farmers, MeohaniO!l, Maohinistl,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the rublio GenerHISTORY
ally, with
01' i'J[.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
Numerous Maps, IDustrat.lons, and Di&ltl'&ms INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
some of the more Important Oomparor Europe.
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. mustrating
ativ Statistics of the World.
Be'riled Edition-& w!II-Prioe, ss. ·
Il'or Her Daily Bread Is the story ot two young
More Information for Less Money than has BY .JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
girls and a 1.0unll'er brother who were lett parentoffered.
Addre111 Tb.E TBUTB BJIIBDJL
less, with little money, fair educatlo~1 and much ever beenONLY
TWENTY-FIVE OENTB
0ourage, to make their waY through une world by
For
$50
worth
of
"
Oold
Facts
"
boiled
down
in
a
g_oing to Ohioago. The autnoris also the heroin.
ANTICHRIST.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. work- Nutshell.
inll' airl'B life and experience in the city of Ohioago
ROVING oonolusivly that there was no Ohrist
among bluff business 1p.en, Jqnd-hearted folks,
crucified under Pontius Pilat_e_, but that the
The Oareer of Jesus Ohrist.
and disreputable hypoor1ts. It lB Just such a story
real J esua, the illegitimate son of mary by Joseph
of human life as we should expect Oolonel lnl!'er- An Exposition of the True Meaninlr of this Ohar- Paildera, waastoned and haneed for aoroel'l' about
soll to be interested in ; and w.batever he admues aoter aB described in the New Testament. BY Mil· 711 years B.o. Oloth, «6 paeea, with f'9.ll Index.
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentiou ton WoolleY, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthol- Prioe, •1.110. Former price, ~.oo. l!'or aale at thil
of the re~t of the world. Price 25 cents.
omoe.
Paper, svo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. ogy,"

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Parturition Without Pain.

The AgnIJ Stl'0 AnnUal

Marriage and Parentage.

Religious and Political Libertv.

THE SAFEST CBEED,

POINTERS:
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRAR'I.

D. :M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDRESS

THE

TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE.

rw1JJ.e World's Sages, Thinkers~ and A Truth Seeker .Around the World.
Reformers. The Biographies o!
Four large volumss. With a steel-plate
throe hundred of th~ most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages.
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc.
co, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Chnreh; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of promi.:iJ.ent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The Wm·Id's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,07S pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; lenther, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient The Gods and Religtons of Ancient
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgi.:iJ. Mary, and the Bible. 83G
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
the religious systems of the world, includi.:iJ.gJudai<>m, Mohammedanism, and Christit>.hlty; the !atter occupying 372 pages,
gdng fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural

Reli~ion.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough ancl exhau8tiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus
Professor of theLondon Universit.y. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat1· er, $5.0G,
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Exami.:iJ.ation of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erski.:iJ.e, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Co=on Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r - •eded by tb,e Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

/

A..nalysis of Religions Belief.

An

exami.:iJ.ation of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writi.:iJ.gs of the world. By VIScoUNT AllrnERLEY, son of the late Lord
T ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
Uomplete from the London edition. 745
\)ages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.0!J;
The foregoi.:iJ.g volume); are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered together and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the -price of each.

B.

•
F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR SALE AT

THE

TRUTH

SEEKER

Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1. 50.

Over 700 page~>.

A. Truth Seeker in Em·ope. A. series

of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which ]t<Ir. Bennett was a delegate, followed by a description of what he saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. · $1.50.

Conflict Between Mental Science and ~l'hcology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.
$1.
Price,
.
.

Complet~ i~j~ :;.,~~~~o~~:;pp.,

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.

_ -

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and
REY. W. F. PARKER (Chris.).

3~ cents; cloth, 60_centa.j

I~

()ANAD.l.,

Reply to Archbishop Lynch.
By A. PRINGLE.
PricP.,
15 cents.

HEP~c;;; ~~;~c~t~~;~~v; Civil Rights Speech.
5

oR

. I ' f th B'ble
The R at IOlla
e 0
e 1 •

By R. G. INGERSOLL.

,

., With Speech of HON. FREDERIOK

I

Price, 10 cents.

ngerso)} Cat ecb•1se d •

HolyScripturesTreatofNatnralPhcnomenaOnly.
ByMILTo;N wooLEY. M.D.
1
Svo, 613pp.,
•
$2.50.
ANSWEIIS

Faith and Reason.
ACOOUNT OF THE
Christian and All Prominent Religions Before
and Since Christ. Extract fl'Om Sacred
Books of the East.
By H. R. STEYENS.
Price, $1.50.

DOUGLASS
,. ·

QURS'fiONS DY EDITOR OF San
F1·anciscan.
Price, 3 cents; per doz., 30 cents.

I

'1'0

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION.
Discussion between
COL. R • .::. INCERSOLL, Hon. Frederic R
Ooudert. and ~x-G..>v. l:ltewart L. Woodford. Before the Nineteenth
Century Club.
1
Price,
10 cents.
1

I ORTBO DOXY.

I

L'FE OF

JEAN MESLIER.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,

Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
Hmn>HBEY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 paJ;tes. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discnssion.

Betwee~

D. M. BENNETT and CYBus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

This gi vs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

"

:~~l:tT~~N~~~;:,~,~~~::T":
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
.
· 1
SI 50
F nII me
ex, 446 pp.,
· ·

I

Godship upon a great variety of subjects
Paner. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many chlirch i.:iJ.cidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Facloth, 75 cents.

LOVE vENJURES

Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY.
A Norel With an AffirJavit.

"And they were nake9.. and not ashamed" (Gen.
u, 2)).
16 fnll·Page French·Art Illustrations. Beautifully
'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.
Illustrated covers.
AN
1~mo, 2<6 pages, p~per, 25 cents; boards, 50.
Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration lllA.NN !.. Our Forefathers' Ideas of Hell.
and the Snpernatural Element in Religion.
Price. 5 cents.
By A. H. O'DONOGHUE.
'
Price,
SL

MARIA MONK

~

CONVENT MYSTERIE'J.

MONKS and 1HEIR MAIDENS.

BY

PaPer, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Modern Thinker, No.2

AFEWWORDSABOUTtheDEVIL.

'·:rhe Most Advanced Speculations in Philosophy,
0THBR BtoGRAPHIOAL SKRTOHRS AND ESsAYS.
Science, Sociology. and Religion.
160 pp., pap., 50 cents.
Bl; CHA.RLl:S BRA.DLA.UGH.
AND

With PortraitandAutobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp. 1llmo,
260pp.,$125.

M.ONKS, POPES, .A.ND 'fHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

I
j

PO.r'ERY DISSEOTED.

NEW ENGLAND

By J. ALBERGER.
50 cts. and 75 cts,

81. Soiled copies,

:liGpp.,

,...OTHER
of H .tl..'BLOTS •
.lil.
By WM. HoGAN (95 years a confessing Priest).
Paper. w cents: cloth. 75
-

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE.
A HUMOROUS LECTURE.
By Geo. E. Macdonald.
Price,
10 cent~.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ a.r.d Vicegerents of God.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

L .terrogatories to Jehovah. Being CA.SE AGA.INS'r THE CHURCH. Ir
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
A Summary of the Arguments against
Clu·istianity.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

NEW DISPENSATION.
By D. W. HULL (Spir.).
Price,

-

-

-

-

-

15 c~nts.

NIBBLE AT JOHN FISKE'S CRUMB l<'OR
THE MODERN SYMPOSIUM.
Price, 1ocents.

ITHE CHRISTIAN BIBLE
ORIGIN OF

By 0. B. WmTFORD.
Price, 25 oen ts.

The OUTCAST. Freethought Story.
By WINWOOD READE.

2l cents.
The Bock ~f Chronicles of the Pil·
grims in the Land of Yahweh: ECONOMIC EQUITIES: OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY

also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq
t~e ':i·P~h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

rhe First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers..
10 cents.

10 cents.

Underwood-Harpies Debate. A four'. An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
e.nd Rev. JoBN~. Fully reported. iinfnl Saintli and San1ual Shepherdi.
Paper,

JNGEtUiOLL

I

Religions of the World.
.Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 'l'he;10Great
cents.
days' debate between B. F. UNDERwooD
and Prof. 0. A. BUllGEss, President of the Open Letter to S~nel Colgate.
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

I

Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
By JosEPH SmMs, 1\I.D.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin Individual traits indicated by the temperaments
Price 10 cents· per dozeo. one dollar.
and
features.
'
'
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to 260 woodcuts. svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather, · HTTELLEOTUAL DEVELUPMENr.
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
By G. F. RINEHART.
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
25 nents.
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.
AMB~Rl~Y'S
JtSU~.
LAST WILL AND '£ESTAMENT
Judaism, Christianity, and MohamOF
His Character and Doctrines.
medanism ex~mined historically
From the" Analysis of Religious Belief."
and critically. It is thought to be the
By VISCOUNT AMBERLEY.
Abstract of.
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
Ptlper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Ptlper, price, 25 cents.
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
fiial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
Christianity and Materialism. 15
depositi.:iJ.g prohibited matter in the mail.

10 cents.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 25 cents.

----~----~~~~~~~

SPIRITUA.LISll OR CHRISTIA.NITYt

FREDERIKA HACDDNALD.
404 pages.
Price reduced to $1.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.

CHRISTUIIlY ON CIV t LIZATION
I

WHICH:

By J. L. BARKER.
Address this office.

INFLUENCE
OF
_

I

$1.50.

G. M. MArn, divided into the followi.:iJ.g
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new not
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
menta hav been as fu)ly and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story oi Jesus and his missio]l
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; 1'IArn denies. This ia
an exha~stiv discussion. Price, ~1.50.

10 cents.

Price, Btl cents.

Crefd of Christendom.

~)bjections to Christianity~
Essays and Lectures. Embracing In. What
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning
and Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Po.:dcal and Religions
Reformer. 10 cents.
W.Jman : Her Past and Present: Her
. Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God1

COMMON SENSE

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISR

I

. contras t C(l w1t
. I11•t s supers t ruet ure.
I ts F oun dat10n

NATH.l.NIEL VAIJGHAN.
A Radical NG'Del of Marked .Ability.

cents.

I

Pr .. race by R. G. INGERSOLL
Unanswerable.

BY D. M. BKNIIIKTT.
10 cents.

Price,

Revelations of Character •.
The Semitic Gods . and the Bible. Nature'sPhysiognomy
lllustrated.

OFFICE,

fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity .and Materialism; What Lib.
eralism offers i.:iJ. Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritu~l
ism from a Materialistic Standpoi.:iJ.t; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Comi.:iJ.g
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6(}
cents; cloth, $1.

A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL

Brain and the Bible. I

1.......

.

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. INGALLS.
l'ricP,
2li cents.

By F. E. ASPINWALL, M.D.
Pap., 25D·
------------------~------~-------

RIGHTS OF MAN.

By THO~JJf.AS P .AINE'.
!>.uswcr
to Burka's Attack on the French
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowesi
Revolution.
plane."
Price, to cents.
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7> cents.
THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD.

-LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. PAINE THE POLITICAL ancl
RELIGIOUS REFORMER.
By F. R. MARVIN.
Price,

5 cents.

For all of the above bookl aQ.!lrm!KES R
00•
THE TRUTH Bl!ll!ll
18 Lafayette Pl•• Rewl'orll:.

BY B. F. UNDEUWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.
I!'Gr all of the above books addreSB
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 Lafayette Pl., New York
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Tr11th Seeker Tracts.
NOTE.-Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Frcethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for trlLCts, !\nd, wh~n received,
hand them ar~Jnnd among y 0ur neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of publ~c assem~ly,
etc. To allow much to be done m tlus way With
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cont. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' ~vorth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, uO off. Tins rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. ~lease
order by numbers. The numbers not mentiOned
are out of print.
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
23 Reply to She! ton's Letter. Bennett....... • 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
31 God and God-Houses ••...•..•••••.•.....••••• 2
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
!l1 Short Sermon. R<lv. 'fheologicus, D.D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z ..••••• 2
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
41 Cruclty&Credulityof the Human Race .... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. B. K Guild.......... 5
52 MarpleS· Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions fo1· Bible Wo,·shipcrs............. 2
54 Open I,ettcr to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Prophreies.
Underwood..................... 2
62 The ,Jew;; and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ill.~ we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2
61 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
70 Vicarious Atonemont. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman.... ... 2
7:l Foundations. John Syphers ................ 2
14 Daniel in tho Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
16 Reply to E. l!'. Brown. Bennett............ 3
77 'rheFenrofDeath. D. :!>f. Bonnett.......... 5
81 He1·eaftor, or the Half· way House. Sypher. 2
82 Ch1·istian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... l
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
8± llloody on :Hell. .Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2
89 Log·ic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
90 B<blo·Mania.
Otto Cordates................ 2
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1
94 The :New Raven. Will Cooper............ 5
96 Ichabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker.. .......... .•.• 2
100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
105 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro..... 2
106 Franklin, Washington, Jefferson, Unbe·
lievers. Bennett............................ 2
107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l
1 11 Reply to Scientific American. Benuett.... 1
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savag·e .......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was.JesnsBorn? S. H. Preston. l
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.. ........ 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constnntine the Great. Preston............ 3
119 The New Paith. Stoddard .................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
121 Ingersoll's Review of his Reviewers......... 3
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and '' Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 Gorman Liberalism. N eymann.... .... .... 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood......................................... 10
::lO The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
:34 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
.:11 Christian Love. C. L. James ............... 3
:38 Science of the Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2
:40 Astro.Theology ....•......••.......•.•........•• 5
_41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
A2 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
:43 Chang Wan Ho. Eli Perkms............... 2
:48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2
~49 Age of Slu1ms.................................. :l
:45 If Yon Take Away my Religion? What
Will You Givo Me Instead. :Marlin .... 10
:oo The Liberty of Printing. Hnrlbut and
\Vakeman ..................................... 10
151 What is the Bible? M. W. II............. ii
J.52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer .......... ..
156 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
i 58 The Fool's Creed............................... 1
159 Boston Bonnett Indigntttion Meeting...... 5
160 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3
1 GI Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
162 Highth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
.Tail. Bennett................................ 10
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2
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Modern Science hsaJid.

Ten Cents Each.
•Y HELEN H. CARDENER,
1. HERBERT BPENOER : His life, writings, and
Introduction by
p_hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
Tl!OMFSON.
BOBEB!l' G. INGERSOLL.
2.
OHARLEB
ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 <111nts.
and in1lnence. By Rev. JoliN W. ORADwiox.
:I'M Trad8 Supplieti at J:Jpeclal Diacqunts.
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
~ ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER,
118 Lafayette Place, New York.
Mr. GABBET P. Buvrss.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE E.ABTH: The story of
Phc?to-engravin~ of His1 ~ener are for B&le ·
geolo&Y· By Dr. LEwis G. J.utEs.
aUhia om.ce. Price, 400.; -.nth auto&rallh, 110 ot&. 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
be&ins. By Mr. WILLIAH PoTTIIo
OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
J. D. SHA.W'S P A.M.PHLETS. 6. EVOLUTION
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BoBBITBB
RAnroND
DESCENT OF MAN: His ori&in, antiqThe Blblc-Wiaat Is IU A pam- 7. THE
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
phlet containing eight ohaptera in refutation
8.
EVOLUTION
OF MIND: Its nature and deof the assumption that the Bible is a divine
velopment By Dr. BOBEBT G. ECCLES.
book of pure thought, and correct in all ita
9.
EVOLUTJ.ON
OF
SOCIETY. By JAMEsA.BKILutterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies In Theolo&;y. A clear exposi- 10. E~g~UTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
SAMPSON.
and curse, theolo&ically denominated "the 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DE. LEWIS
fall." Price, 10 cents.
G. JANES
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
negativ and affirmativ standJ!Ojnt, showing
PABBHALL·
13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
·rHoUGHT. By JoHN w. OsADwwx.
tf
14. lHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. By 8TA1lB
floYT NICHOLS.
15; THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING <liVILIZATION. BY M:moT J.
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SAVAGE.
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
times. 190 pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of Free·
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
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Original
and
Selected
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1 Hereditary Transmission.
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burg, M.D..................................... 5
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examination.
For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
2 EvoltJtion; Homogeneous to Heteroge·
Tbe "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
For Schools and the Home.
neous. Underwood ......................... 3
sixteen jewell, :finely adjn&ted to heat and cold!
4 Litera lura of the Insane. :Marvin.......... 5
patent re&nlatort Breqnet hair-sPrin&. beantifn
ii Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chaso, 1\LD... 3
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double-paneled aial, and all modem improve6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
ments. Perfect, and no watch will compete with
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it 1 In silverlne oa&e, $111; in fonr-onnce coin sil7 Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
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8 ITow.Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
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Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.\
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fisko.......... 10
do., Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat solid golll.
28 LafaYette Place. New Yora.
$50 to $150. Bent prepaid, and oaah refunded if
:o The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Throe
Lectures........................................ 10
not saii&facto6¥To WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, Dl.
:.1 Is America New World? Dawson .......... 10
Establillhed 18!S7.
;2 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
BY
SAMUEL
P.
PUTNAM,
R. S..Brigham, M.D .••••••••• ,............. 5
BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE.
8_,fN1/ of tM .Amwican B~lar Union.
.:3 Nibble at Professor Fiske's C1·um b for the
BY c. B. REYNOLDS.
Modern Symposium ......................... 10
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WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

DIAMONDS.

Meets every FridaY avenine, at 8 o•olook, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th atreet. Lectures and discussions. The PUblic cordially invited.

BrookiJ n Pbilosophlcal Assocla·

tlon

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street. Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Bnnday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

The Newark Liberal Lea;;ue
Meets every Bnnday afternoon at 3 o•oiook at
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everYbody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Leape 2M'
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .• at 2 :SO and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free disonssions on religious and social questions.
Able apeakers interest the •mdienoe. N.B.-Trutb
!;jeekerpnblioationsalways on handatcheap rates.

ln;:ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from October to Jnnel at
2 :45 P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.
·

<:h.ica;;o Secular linton
:Meets everY ·sunday evening at 7:80 P.:ar., at
Princess Opera. House, 558 West Madison nreet.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society oC Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular linton
Meet& every Sunday a.t 7 :80 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
li.ve.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman blook'-Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEEtPres.; LEROY .UEEEIER,Seo.

· Bllzur Wrl;;lat Secu1ar linton
Of Alliance, o., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Chnrcb, at
10 30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEE and Investtgcuor are solicited.
R. G.l:!mTH, Cor. Beo.

Cleveland,

o.,

Secular Union

meets every Sunday evening at '1:80, at room 29,
OitY Hall, for lectures and free discnBI!ions on re·
ligions and sociai subjects. The public cordially
invited.

The Walla Walla l.lbtral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Science Leotnrea.-Free Diacnssions.-Origjnal
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. c. B. REYNOLDS, Pre11.: A. W. OALDEB, Sec.

Freedom Club, New York,
Meets at 144 Waverly Pla.oe. every Thursday
evening. A<lmiseion free. Debates on social
topioe.

Itlllwaukce, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followea
by debates. The Public cordially invited.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engruin&s of this celebrated natnralilt.
2x1G inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. .lddreas THE TRUTH BEEKER.

u

of Religion.
By L. FEIIERBACH.
Translated from the German. ffioth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-B'xtract.
Addresa. THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

Is n regularly educatetl
nnfl legally Qlllililif'd Phs·
sidnu, und tllc most sue·
ccssful in his sp('cialty as
his practice will prow•.
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- AT 7 A.M. on the 3d the house of Secretary
'Nhy I Left the Church. H.·o. Pentebestowed on each individual of the human
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
Tracy at Washington was burnt. His wife
cost,
race.-D•Holbaoh.
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
jumped from a window and was killed· his
Gardener,
RELIGION and science are enemies. One ill
45
daughter and a French maid were burnt'; the
a superstition ; the other is a fact. One rests
secretary was badly suffocated, and carried
upon the false, the other upon the true. One
out unconscious, but will recover.
------~------is the result of fear and faith, the other of investigation and reason.-Ingersoll.
LABT Sunday the attendants of a Polish
NEW YORK:
TOLBRANOB is a most impious system, and
church in Buffalo, N. Y., resisted the officiacontrary to the views of the clergy. It can
tion of a priest that they disliked by a riot
only
be practiced by those Christians whose
that it required the entire police force of two
lack of zeal leads them to betray the interests
hundred to suppress. The men assailed the
of the church, by allowing everyone to think
police with stones, brick!;!, mud, and sticks,
in hie own way on certain questions; and
and in return many had their heads broken
especially on such questions as no one can
with clubs. The women threw salt and pepunderstand.- Voltaire.
per in the officers• eyes, aJJd scratr.hed, bit,
kicked, and yelled like maniacs. Many offiIT is amazing to me that a difference of
cers and rioters were injured severely, but
opinion upon subjects that we know nothing
perhaps none fatally, unless the woman ringwith certainty about, should make us hate,
leader dies of the trampling she received.
persecute, and despise each other.-lngwaoZl.
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Jlotes and flippinys.
THE World says that in the assemblage at
Westminster Abbey at Browning's funeral,
" the ftnest head and face" was that of the
novelist and poet George Meredith. Mr.
Meredith is a Freethinker.
A WOMAN in England named Sarah Calen.
der is charged with cutting the throat of a
child aged one year and with setting fire to the
house. She is extremely pious, and asked for
the Bible just before the deed was committed.
SKORETARY FosTER of the National Reform
Association says: "Under the influence of a
secular government our Christian nation is
being rapidly secularized. More than half
the people never darken a church door. Out
of 7,000,000 young men, 5,000,030 never enter
a church."
Tmc other Sunday morning when the pa.
rishloners of Lewannich, Eng., went to their
church they found it a mass of flames. Commenting on the frequency of these church
conflagrations, the London Freethinker says
the ministers will hav to preach from the
text, "Our God is a consuming fire."
THR question as to whether a Roman Cath.
olic booltseller can be forced to accept and
fill orders under contract from his agents for
the complete works of Victor Hugo is being
tested in the superior court at Montreal, in
the suit of C. B. Tache vs. Cadieux & Derome,
booltsellers, for $2,000 damages. Tache secured orders for these works, which his principals refused to execute. Several priests
were examined and testified that, though the
books were prohibited in the Index, they
were not immoral.

C 0 N F E S S I 0 N A L.

A RussUN newspaper asserts that recently
in a spasm of virtue thirty-six villages petitioned the authorities for the issuance of a
decree forbidding the sale of intoxicating
liquors within their limits. The petitions of
thirty-five of the villages were denied, but
the thirty-sixth was granted, and the inhabitants of it hav beaten to death their secretary
because l,e made their petition too eloquent.
ARCHBISHOP CLEARY, in addressing a meet.
ing of his church people at Tweed, Ont., referred to the separate school question. He
said that the diabolical spirit of hatred of religious education had found its way into the
province of Ontario. Satan had raised his
standard there, and had sent forth from the
gates of hell his army of demons (the Equal
Rights Association) to propagate his wicked,,
maxims throughout the cities and towns of
the province.
A KANSAS justice has decided that corn is
fuel, and therefore exempt from attachment.
This may be pleasant news to distressed Kansas grangers who are using their granaries as
woodhouses, says the Sun, but it seems a
pretty sweeping sort of a judgment. If corn
is fuel, why is not whisky made of corn also
fuel? It is used even by the residents of bleeding Kansas to get up steam with. Qumre:
Are Kansas drQg-stores exempt from attachment on the ground that they are furnaces?
ALL women are in league against the bach.
elor, says Woman's Cycle, the married women
from sympathy with their unmarried sisters
and the unmarried from a desire to lessen the
number of spinsters. With this league against
him, offensiv and defensiv, the unmarried
man may find peace in heaven, but he can
scarce hope to find happiness on earth-this

side of marriage. However, once married,
all the bachelor's troubles are over. He is no
longer the subject of interested or designing
attentions-except the attentions which proceed from love. True, the bachelor becomes
on his marriage, if not an object of commiseration to the knowing ones, an object of comparativ indifference to all wonien but one;
but the superior love of that one atones for
all, and his added dignity and completeness
as a man and citizen make him wonder how
he previously existed as one-half of a pair of
scissors without the other half.
OF the recent ordination of the Plymouth
church pastors the Mercury says: "If the
spirits of the dead are permitted to take an
occasional peep at earthly matters, it must
hav delighted the soul of . Henry Ward
Beecher to listen to the charming expressions
of heresy that fell from the lips of the present pastors of Plymouth church when examined by an ecclesiastical council for ordination. Dr. Abbott said that he did not
k.now what the trinity meant and never used
the phrase, and that he believed in the annihilation of the wicked ; his assistant then
trumped the trick by remarking that he
thought a man might be a Christian who
never went to church and believed in purgatory. '£hereupon the council, which was
composed of Congregational, Episcopal,
Methodist, Baptist, and Dutch Reformed
ministers, put their venerable heads together
and said that the two heretics were all right
and then settled them down over Plymouth
church. Times change, and perhaps it is
well that they do. Three hundred years ago
all hands, includi,ng the council, would hav
been burnt at the stake for heretics."
Q

IT looks as though the emperor of Germany
had become a practical Socialist, or else had
determined to be the "father" to the German
people that he thinks his "divine right"
makes him. He has issued an order, or imperial rescript, addressed to Baron von Berlepsch, the new minister of commerce, in
which he says that however valuable or important are the measures now in operation
for improving the condition of the working
people, they are not to be compared with
what a proper performance of the duty before the new minister will require, He then
specifically directs an extension in the application of the system of workingmen's insurance and the opening of au inquiry into all
trade laws affecting factory labor. The emperor affirms in the rescript that it is the duty
of the state to so regulate the duration and
the nature of labor as to insure the health,
the morality, and the supply of all the economic wants of the worki,gmen, and to preserve their claims to equaiity before the law.
For the promotion of peace between workingmen and their employers legal measures must
be taken toward the establishment of regulations empowering workingmen to appoint
delegates enjoying their confidence to represent them in the settlement of affairs, these
delegates safeguarding the interests of the
workingmen whom they represent in all negotiations with the employers or with the
government. Such a system would enable
the workingmen to express their wishes and
grievances peaceably and freely, and would
giv the authorities of the state an opportunity to inform themselvs in a very direct way
of the condition of the working people, thus
keeping in touch with all their activities,
sentiments, and impulses.
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BOTH~
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·
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Is tlm·e em Affirmative, Positive, Constructive side to F1·u.
thought?
Jf not, thl ?·eason ·why?
If there be, in what, in !JOU?' optnion, does it consist, and in
w'mt sh,ul1l a consist?

THE PRESIDENT OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE SECULAR
UNION:

There is an affirmative, positive, and construct.ive
side to Freethought-in fact, Freethought is essentially oreativeo There mm be no advance without it.
It :means everything that can possibly be attained by
the human mind.
The liberty of man is absolutely progressive. If
not, tben man is by nature worthless. If man must
bs forcsd by some outside pressure to be what he
cannot naturally be, then man is Hke a clod. For if
the !!&me ouhaide pressure or force were app\ied to
the clod the clod would be as good as the mau. For,
by the nature of the case, it is not the man r:r the
clod that has any ability, but simply the fore1gn or
supernatural power which strikes snd compels.
No act of mlloll is of value to man except his free
act. A forced act means nothing, is nothing to that
being who performs the act. It is no expression of
the being itself.
.
.
What is the act of the machme to the machme or
of the slave to the slave! Simply nothing. It may
serVtl others, but SO far as the machine Or the slave
is concerned, it is of no service. It does not construct them. A supernatural force might be benefited
bv what it compels man to do. But man himself
cannot be benefited. He can only be benefited by
that which he does voluntarily.
In every sphere of thought, feeling, and action,
liberty is absolutely requisite to life and program-'.
Slavery is simply death. The thought of a slave,
the feeling of a slave, the act of a slav~, is simply a
dead thought, feeling, and act.
Whatever life man bas springs from his freedom.
All grandeur of thought, glory of imagination, magnificence of art, coma from his unshackled facuHiu•.
Science ia the product of Freethought. Man can
not know unless he is free. He cannot organize
knowledge except through freedom. He mmnct add
to knowledge except through freedom. The moment
science becomes authority it is dethroned. ~cience
is not authority-that is compulsion; but it i!l persuasion, influence. It is a constant appeal to and
result of man's free reason. Science is the eternal
offJpring of Freethought, ever being born anew out
of man's immeasurable activities. Science is tbat
which always is becoming-it never simply is. The
moment it crystallizes to ''what is," it shakes hands
with theology and becomes tyranny and superstition.
Science is the whole of man's active knowledge It
is that which discovers-which invents, which realizes imagination and conquers nature. It is the soul
of art, the spirit of life. The boundless riches of
science are the gift of Freethought.
The noblest morality is the expression only of
Freethought. The morality of orthodoxy is stationary. It consists in rules and regulat.ions. Its
supreme virtue is obedience. Morality in its highest
-sense, however, is not a rule, a regulation. It is a
choice. It is the whole being :flowing to action, and
to action based upon present knowledge and intui·
tion, and not upon a past commandment. Morality,
to be of value, must be the free fruitage of all that
one is-not a repetition of what has been in his
experience or that of others. Morality is dynamical,
not mechanical. It cannot always be the same, for
it is relative, not absolute. Morality cannot be
absolute unless the universe were unchanging. If
· the universe changes, then morality changes. Morality springs from a relation, not from a fact. It is
circumstances that make duties, not merely being
itself. Merely to exiat is not to bs morally bound.
It takes a certain kind of existence to create morality.
To make morality possible the following condition is
necessary: a free being surrounded by other free
beings. Without such a relation moral action is
unattainable. A slave hss no duties. He cannot
own anything, simply because he is owned. Ortho·
doxy makes morality absolute, but it only makes a
rule, a regulation, a convention absolute, and eo its
. morality becomes a tyranny and a foo to human
progress. Morality cannot be absolute-that is,
unchanging, for the reason that circumstances are
always changing. They are never the same, and
therefore there is a constant exercise of judgment
and choice of the highest. There cannot be simply
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Morality is of to-day,
not of yesterday. "'t is the best that one can do
now-not the best one could do last year or even an
hour ago. It is the perfection of the prese~t
moment-not of any other moment. Morality ~s
absolute only in this sense-that in the same set of
circumstances the same duty arises. But circumstances do not exactly recur. They may be similar,
but not the same. Nature doeauot repeat itself, nor
humanity. In all the endless ages the universe n~r
man will be what it or he was yesterday or what 1t
or he is to-day, and hence in all the endless ages th~re
will never be the ssme duty to perform. Somethmg
like it, perhaps, but not identicsl.
We must know the oircumst&nces of to-day, the
relations of to-day; study them profoundly in order
to understand the duties of to-day. This understanding can only come by Freethought, by science.
All morality, therefore, is built upon Freethought. ·
Freet.hought cultivates tl:;e heart. It givm; dreams,
hopes, aspirationl!l .• It unfolds a world of art, of
music, of poetry. The sentiments of Fresthought
are the sublimest of which man is capable. They
are the sentiments which animate, ennoble, fructify.
They make beautiful the pathway of mankind. The
bloom of :flower and glow of star, the sea and sky,
the vast frame of nature are immeasurably exalted
in the atmosphere of Freethought. Melody, light,
and color are wonderfully interfused with splendor
and joy. The emotions become a vast ocean, responsive and sparkling, to the ever-changing world.
Freethought teaches self-respect, the dignit.y and
glory of our being, that in ourselves t.he divinity exists
and not in the skies or on any throne. Man must
be upright, without fear, for if there is a God in the
universe he must respect man even as man rEspects
him, not for his power but for his goodness.
Freethought teaches sympathy-sympathy with
all life, all men, all being.
It teaches reverence for all life-that which is
above, around, beneath; that which is in sun and
grain, in the infinite ranks of stars and crystal drop.
Freethought recognizes the unity of life. All life
is one, equally beautiful, equaHy glorious, and Equ!llly
sacred. That is sacred, that is divine, which helps
humanity, which makes two blades of grass grow
whare there was but one before j which increase.:
hap-piness, decreases misery.
Freethought is constructive in its sentiments Bf,
well as in its ideas. It makes for art, for music, for
romance as well as for truth, for science, and for
morality.
Freethought is cooperative in the highest sense oi
the word, for it means fraternal cooperation. It
would make the state-'£ state there be-stand for
human rights, for justice. It would make social
order ihe child Gf libErt.y. It would make all ir.dus
try tha expression, the result of freedom, the :fl.owGring forhh of the inward faculty and desire, and not
the drudgery of the hand. Freethought would make
the bond of union attraction. It rEcognizes the
rights of the minority as well as majority. It stands
for the one man as well as for the million. It de
elsres that the slsven:y of the least is the degrudation
of tha greatest. It belie vee in the universal republic
bssed on the consent of the governed, of all the governed, each moment of its power.
Is Freethought constructive in institutions 1 It
wili ba when it has the wealth and power of orthcdoxy. But Freethought does not run to infltitutionf',
and it would ever keep them subservient to life. All
institutions and organizations are necessarily limitations. They must be the result of IS compromise.
Therefore they ml3.et be constantly watched and not
allowed to become old. It would be a good thing H
every institution, every organiztltion, ceased to be at
the end of fifty years and new ones were put in their
place. The older an institution, the better for orthodoxy--the younger an institution the better for Freethought. Tha £e~ret of eivilization is to prevent all
institutions and all organizations from ever growing
old. L2t men grow old and wise, but let the inatru
mentalities they use be forever new, forever free. It
is the individual only who should become gray-haireil
and venerable. Every inetitution should be killed
the moment it becomes white with age. The crown
of glory to the individual is the curse of tyranny in
the institution.
Construction and institution are not the Bame.
The world confoundo them. The maeees cannot
recognize anything unless it becomes instituted.
Orthodoxy runs to i:JRtitution, Freethought to consbruction. Orlhodoxy makes the institution command the life. Freetbcught makes the life command
the institution. Freethought pubs construction be·
fore and after institution and makes institution
merely a means for constant improvement. Orthodoxy makes institution· tho end, and it constructs
merely to institute. It ia the institute that is the
supreme thing to the orthodox mind.
Because Freethought is not institutional it is
regarded as destructive. This is confounding the
shell with the gam that produces it-the mill-wheel
with the river that makes it turn-the engine with
the steam that gives it motion. Freethought is by
ita very nature constructive, but constructive not in

resulta_mai_nly, but i? t~~ gran~ eleme_nt~l powers ?f
humamty, m truth, m ~mence, m art, m mdustry, m
poetry. Freethought !s the force at the heart of
thing:s, the g_erm, .th~ r1ver, th_e. steam. In thought,
emot10n, actiOn, 1t 1s the apmt th!l't creates, that
builds, that i~proves.. Or.tho~oxy 1s ~he shell, the
wheel, the engme, the mst1tut10n. It 1s merely the
mechanic of the universe, the drudge. Freethoug~t
is the worker, the artist, the poet. It plows the soli,
~t plants the seed, it ~eaps t~e harvest. Freeth ought
1s the pendulum, swmgmg liO the eternal rhythm ~f
t~e true and beautiful and go?d· Orthodox-t ~s
s1mply the hand that mar~s the t1me, or rather, 1t lfil
only the figure upon the (hal-plate.
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
F. M. HoLLAND:
There is an affirmative, positive, constructive aide
t.o Freethought. If there were not, bbere could not
be a negative one; ior all negations involve affirmation!!. We do not all agree in our affirmations, or in
our negations either; but it would be a great help
to our work to make the affirmative side more prom·
inent than hns hitherto besn done. · No one has the
right to impose his own affirmations or negations on
othe1·s. I do not even undertake to say what our
affirmative aide is at present, though this will be
made pretty plain by the present series of essays I
merely suggest that it should contain something
equivalent to these tAn affirmations, which, as a
whole,_ are ours distinctively.
I. Order reigns both in matter and in mind j all
act.ions and events are results of finite causes ; and
they are also causes from which new rt:sults proceed
necessarily.
II. Only faith in the omnipotence of natural laws
Clln make us realize the certainty with which moral
laws enforce themselves.
III. Science is onr best guide j and her methods
are sufficient for attaining all possible truth.
IV. The moral laws are necessary conditions of
human existence; and it is the recognit.ion of this
fact by mankind which gives authority to conscience.
V. We know more about morality than was ever
known before; especially as regards the duties of
making money and rising in t.he world, of treating
animals kindly, and of recognizing the rights belonging to women, to members of other races, and to
holders of opinions differing from our own.
VI. Learning to think correctly and independently
is not only a duty in itself, but a help to performing
ail other duties.
VII. Individual liberty ought to be under no restraints, except such aa are needed for the protection
of person and property, or the maintemmce of free
institutions of government.
VIII. We ought to teke all the innocent pleasure
and recreation we want., especially on Sunday.
·
IX. Our race has raised itself to a higher average
of intelligence, virtue, comfort, and happiness than
was ever h.~ own before j and the poor have gained
even more than the ricb.
X. All that is on earth ought to be improved, according to rwientific methods of reform.
These ten affirmations may be condensed into
three, namely, Science, Freedom, and Progress.
FRED. MAY HoLLAND.
FROM AN AN'riSLA VERY .A POSTLE :
There is, I think, certainly sn Affirmative side to
Freethought, as all thinkers affirm mere than they
deny. We affirm the right of every human being to
all that his necessities require, whether physical,
mental, or moral. We nffirm or demand that societ.y
be so constructed that all these wants can be supplied without overtaxing the capabilities of each individual. We affirm and declare that the Christian
religion, that encourages poverty by commanding its
adherents not to "lay up treasure on earth, but the
rather in heaven," is :flagrantly immoral, inasmuch as
each indi~•idual is, or should be, nquired to labor for
his own support, society making such labor possible.
And as human nature, besides growing old, and
being by age rendered incapable of labor, is often
dis&bled by accidents of various kinds, the " treasure" laid up here, in this world, is mnch more easily
obh:.hmble for needful use than though it were in
the far-away fabled heaven. If by Constructiveness
one means formulating a theory of religion or worship I am not in favor of Constructiveness. Why
not 1 First. Because the intellect is constantly growing, and soon finds itself hampered by restrictions.
Second. We have Liberal religious theories already
formulated quite as unobjectionable llS any we should
be likely to produce. As for instance, Positivism.
Strip it of ita Frenchisms. Americanize it and
worship not an unseen or unknown God, but the
god Humanity. Such, I suppose, is the religion of
the "Church of Humanity." Again, the church presided over by Mr. M. J. Savage, of Boston, is exceedingly Liberal. To be sure, when asked at Philadelphia (after his description of his God) if he prayed, instead of saying Yes, or decidedly No, his answer was,
"'Twould take me an hour to answer that question."
I presume it does not take him (Mr. Savage) an hour
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a weak to do all his pt~blic praying. AU Freethinkers
have their hours of meditation and contemplationthat is, I suppose, "worship." It may llOt always
be "reverential awe," but meditation upon this wonderful physical nature is certainly inspidng. Our students and philosophers are constantly making new
discoveries, ascertaining the bow and the why of
many thirigs which till very recently have been sealed
·books to us. But that they have found out a God
other than natu,re, whose highest production iR mall,
I have yet to learn. Our scientific, Christian, Unitarian clergyman of my own city, Dr. Calthrap, recently
said in his pulpit-as reported in the daily paperas God could not make something out of nothing,
and he had nothing but himself, so he made thu:1
beautiful universe out of himself. So even this God
of the most Liberal Christian is limited in malarial
to work with. For my own part I call the name oi
my God Jus tic a. And as I do not find in the physical universe that attribute, or indeed any personal
attribute, it seems to me foolish to try to give it pPr·
son8lit.y. In the human being we find ali the possibilities which in different ages have mRde up the God.
Why not accept it, and, if you pl~<ase, worship it'
What is worship? Webster gives as one definition.
"Love." I like that definition. What a world thir<
· will be, eo much better than the heaven of the Christian, when all human beings shall ba treated with
justice, and blilside Justice around every human
being there shall be a halo of Love-no more desolation of spirit, no more feeling that we are alone,
knowing that we are, by virtue of our humani1y, one
family ! Life in such circumsts.ncea, instead of
"being duty," becomes joyous. But what of death?
When we have had our fill of a happy, joyous life,
and have become old with the infirmities of age
depressing us, we will sleep the sleep of death. We
have no proof that we shall waken, but we do not
deny it., we will try to be reconciled-even to ano~her
life if this one has been filled with joy.
I have thought a good deal about it being a dut.y
for Liberals to institute and support a Sunday public meeting. I see no objection to it, and there are,
or would be, many advantages, t.he most impol"tant
of which is, our children would have something which
should be to them what the Sunday-schools are to
the children of ·Christians. They would become
acquainted with each other. ~'hey would learn the
principles of Liberalism as presented by different
minds. Then they would learn to speak themselves,
and they would find grest enj '1yment in singing,
dancing, declaiming, playing games, eto. Were we
once a monlih, or perhaps once in t!u·ee months, to
provide a feast of fine fruits or auy other delicacies,
and while around the board rememb@r wii:h love and
gratitude the martyrs to the cause of liberty and
F.reethought, it would bs a kind of worship in which
all ages could join, and would be more semlible than
"drinking the blood or eating the body of the Christian's God."
The only real objection to such gathering ia the
very fflw who are willing to thus identify themselves
with Liberalism. Perhaps such llatbflrings would
increase our numbers.
Lucy N. CouuN.
FRoM AN ANTISLA.VERY APOSTLE :

Mr. Parker P1llsbury, though uuable t.o write a
full exposition of his views, owing to a recent att.ack
of pneumonia which still confi~es him to his room,
responded in 8 private note from which we take the
liberty to make the following brief extraet:
MY DEAR Sm: Your proposition is not quite intelligibie to me, so I shall only write for your private
eye. Freat.hought must have all the sides of any
thought. Nor, as seems to me, can any real question
or proposition op. any posilible theme be of only one
side. Mr. Emerson says somewhere: ''Given the
upper side to find the under." So it seems to me of
all given sides.
An old Hebrew minstrel sang: "The fool hath
said in his heart, there is no God."
I would call no man a fool for any such resson.
But should the other side come up and affirm as
positively that there is a God, and then proceed to burn me at the stake for refusing to believe
his statement, even were it true, my vote and voice
would be very likely to go to the other side-to
the Liberal side, or the side that did not burn, nor
in any way interfere with the mere belief of any
human being even were it positive unbelief or
Atheism.
Your real question it seems to me is best stated in
your opening suggestions in these words: Whether
" Liberals should build a religion, or philosophy, or
R: atem of morality as well as destroy the system
founded on superstition and supernaturalism."
I do <tot heeit,ate to say that supernaturalism might
be ruled out of the controversy, and all it means. To
me, it seems an impossibility. Can anybody tell us
who invented such a word? And for what purpose
it was invont_ed T It must mean a story above nature.
But who knows how many stories high nature is!
Or where nature stop~, and super, or higher, begins?
Certainly reason is natural. And t!le wisest
divines in the church admit it. Bishop Butler in his

'·Analogy" liays: ." R~ason can and ought to judge not
on.ly of the meanmg, but aiso of the morality tmd the
evidence of revelation. . . ." And again he saye:
"Let reason be kept to ; and if any part of the script
ure !lccount of the redemption of ttle world by Jesus
Christ .can 1oe. shown to be really contrary to it, Jet,
'he scnpture, m the name of God, be given up." And
when has the church of Eogland ever produced any
brighter luminary than Btshop Butler!
Aud even our American Hebrew 10cholar and profflssor, Moses Stuart, wrote: "When all is said and
done, the understanding and the reason romain to be
,mtisfied. Nothing will stand that does not compose
them to peace."
Superstition is another word you name in connection with supernatural. But that word only represents certain states of mind naturally resulting
from ignorance and especially as relating to what are
oommonly called religious questions, end not limited
to degrees of ignorance at all.
·
1f Freethought or Liberalism tends to undermine
t,he safeguards of virtue in any way, or to we&ken in
any way the just and necessary safeguards of justice
tlnd righteousness, integrity and hono1·, with which
human society seeks to protect itself, then surely it
Hhould be held responsible for all damage done, or
danger threatened.
And should any ask my meaning of the term vil'tue,
Bishop Butler should again answer for me, thue : "It
is that which all ages and all countries have public'y
professed; it is that which every mau you meet puts
on the show of; it is that which the primary and
fundamental laws of all civil constitutions over the
face of the earth, make it their business and endeavor
to enforce t.he practice of on mankind; namely, justice, veracity, and regard for the common good."
If Liberalism seeks the subversion, or tends ,to the
subversion, of such virtue as is here described, and
such rules of life, public or private, as above laid
down, tben it is surely pertinent and proper to de
mand, What have you for the world instead 1 Aud I
for one should feel bound to answer, and to show my
better work and way, and to exemplify it in all my
outward and inward, my private and public life.
Concord, N.H.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
MATTI;E

P.

KREKEL:

I looked! Aside the dust-cloud rolled;
The Waster seemed the Builder, too;
Up-springing from the ruined Old,
I saw the rising New.
•Twas but the ruin of the bad,
The wasting of the wrong and ill;
Whate'er of good the old time had
Was living still.
-Whittier.

What is F.reetbought ~
When this question is answered aU your questions
are practically answered; in other words, these questions reduced to their simplest form mean, What is
Freethought in itself, and what is to be inferred
from it!
Freethought mean;;r, first of all, mental selfassertion, that is, until the individual arrives at that
point mentally, where be or she asserts selfhood, the
ri€rht and ability of self to use mental powers independently of all forms of asserted or enforced outside authority, there is no such thing as Freethought.
.
And if Freethought means emancipated selfbood,
recognition of self-supremacy, of individual authority
and rights, if this is the initial point of Freethought,
then what is called Fteer.hought, as a whole, can be
no more or less than the collective intellectual and
moral sentiments of such thinkers; and it must
follow, if man is a progressive b;,ing, that as a whole,
Freethought is assertive and affirmative, for the disproof of au incomplete, or false theory, must lie in
the statement and proof of the complete and true
one.
Mental effects are as true to mental causes, as are
physical effects to physical causes; doubt in the
mind of man is the impregnation of old explanat~ons
and theories by apprehension of new facts; and
that doubt, born of the apprehension of something
new, something beyond, a more intelligible explanation, is only the foundation upon which the new rests.
The fact that the mental processes are active enough
in any brain to see the defects of a theory, or
attempted explanation of any phenomena, argues
t.hat they are active enough to see inferentially that
if the attempted explanatiOn is incol'l"ect, some other
one must be the solution; and while it does not
necessarily follow that all can reason from inference
to conclusion, it does follow, logically, that there is
a conclusion. and necessarily an affirmative, constructive side to Freethought. And your question, in what
doAs it consist, is easily answered.
Practically it consists of that intelligent comprehension of natural law which. applied to the whole
system of facts, or reported facts, which go to make
up the history of a people, will eliminate from it the
supernatural element; as well as anticipate the action
of that law on present physical, mental, and social
conditions. When the mind began to act naturally
and fully, that is, when the mind became emancipated
to a degree, it began to cognize nature ; from the
cognition of law to its application is a natural mental
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process. . U ildoubtadly the first ~ffect of applying
correct analysis to natural phenomena, or sct!mtific
criticism to assumed or rep.orted historical occurrences, was, and is, destructive, but to destroy, means
also to rebuild, and the correct explanation, in destroying supernaturalism, gave the whole realm of
n:&tural law to rebuild upon.
Undoubtedly cultured FrePthought consists in
applying known and determinate factors to explanation of present, and apprehension of future results;
its applying exact social methods to produce uniform
social results toward building up harmonious and
ideal communities; but the trouble in answering
your last question, ''In what should it [construct1ve
FrePthoughtl consist!" lies in the faco that Freethinkers cannot agree among themselves what
methods, or what results, are the most desirable. I
believe our worthy president of the national association is experiencing a practical demonstration of that
fact; while, at the same time, be is trying to answer
your query through his prize manual.
Our Freethinking friends will remember what a
commotion was raised in our ranks a few years since
by proposing'' 8 consensus of the competent." Any
"consensus" which does not include all the incompetents, is too narrow a platform for our reformers.
Yet I suppose. all Freethinkers concede the point
that any advancement of the race means, first of ail,
healthful, natural conditions for the individual,
regulated into social order and harmony. Therefore,
in my opinion, the constructive side of Liberalism
should conaist in effirming and proving that man is
part of the orderly development of the universe,
pel'fectly natural, and if he ever arrives at perfeQtion-naturally perfect ; thatc.he is an individual part
of the universal family, individually limited in action, universally related through interest and sympathy ; that only when the individual is excellent,
can the race become ideal.
Constructive Freethought should teach that morality without responsibility is impossible, either individually or collectively, and that any system, or
theory, which proposes to make man mor"l before it
elevates b.im to responsibility, is a fraud. It should
affirm that, as in civiliztd life, the individual is responsible to society, so in return and proportion society is responsible to the individual. It should call
attention to the fact that any attempt of society to
benefit one portion of itself by degradation of
another portion, is a fallacy which refutes itself by
degeneration of the whole. In short, it seems to me
that constructive Freethought should teach the
sacredness and inviolability of personal freedom,
the authority of truth, and the universalit.y and supremacy of law.
Faithfully yours,
MATTIE

c.

P.

KREKEL.

B REYNOLDS:
Liberalism is 11ffirmative, po~ii.ive, and constructive.
Liberalism affirms that happiness is the only good,
and therefore the first duty of every human creature
is to attain to the highest possible happiness; that
any course that does not promote human happiness
here and now is bad; that any course that does promota human happiness is good.
Liberalism affirms that to enjoy is life's first duty,
and that those who live the purest, best, and most
useful lives enjoy the most; that kindness is the soul
of all goodness, and that they who think and act
kindly, those who by their ministrations of love and
b1mevolence make s heaven here and now for themselves and loved ones, ere best fulfilling life's duties.
L1beralism affirms that to " do to others as you
would they shoulu do to you," the grand old Golden
Rule of s.ll pagandom, a rule quoted and indorsed by
Jesus of the New Testament, but according to its
testimony never by him practiced, is the grandest
rule ever conceived for the promotion of human happiness.
.
Liberalism affirms that to do good 1s the only genuine religion.
Liberalism is positive that if all would act justly,
it would insure the best and most perfect bapp;ness
of humanity. Justice should ther~:ofore be c.ur only
creed.
Liberalism insists that it is our duty to learn what
is r1ght, and do it. D J it all the time, not frorll: hope
of heaven or fear of heil, not merely from considerations of personal reward and punishment, but that
we should do right from love of right, prompted and
encouraged thereto by the conviction that we thus
promote the best interest and h~ppiness of our fellowcreatures, and thereby secure our own.
Liberalism demands that every facility be aff·1rded
to all for the cultivation of the reasoning faculties;
that young and old should be incited to a spirit of
emulation in the study of science, in the search for
truth, and be taught to weigh the. e-:ide:r:ce, acc~pt
only the facts, and ignore all prqud1ce lD makmg
decisions.
Libaralism insists that to select the good and to
reject the bad in any an~ ever_y relig~on, is. a right
every person should e:rermse w1thuut 1ncurrmg b~te,
ostracism, or persecutiOn here, or threats of pumshment hereafter.
Liberalism insists on the right of the individ ua
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and is opposed to all monopolies. J ustioe ever !
Justice for all. The emancipation of woman and the
elevation of msn.
Liberalism insists that to do right is of infinitely
more import!lnee thtm to believe 1·ight; that if we
- learn how to live, we need have no anxieties about
.J.ow to die.
Liberalism insists that since the world affords and
does demand the fullest exercise of all our powers
and faculties, it is best to abstain from all anxiety
and indulgence in idle speoula~ions in regard to our
course or condition in another world until after we
• arrive there; that to live lives of love, truth, and
benevolence, making for ourselves and all around us a
heaven here and now, is the best possible preparation
for the enjoyment of any real or imaginary heaven of
the future.
Liberalism is construotive. It is a practical common-sense rnle of daily life, securing the greatest
possible happiness by attaining the highest possible
mental and physical development. Since man is espeeially adapted to live in this world, the cultivation
of reason and sociability cannot fail to result in the
greatest good to all, alike individually and collectively.
· Liberalism therefore regards it as a first and most
imperative duty to afford facilities, and to incite old
and young to diligent study of hygiene, physiology,
and t.he laws oi procreation, eo t.hat knowledge of our
physical and mental organ~zation may enable us to
reap the enjoyment that springs from a life ordered
in harmony with nature's laws, so that we can save
ourselves and our children from the terdble penalties
that inevitably follow violation of the laws of our
being-penalties from which no vicarious atonement
can possibly sava us.
Liberalism teaches that science ia man's true providence; ignorance (the only real devil) his greatest
enemy; the printing-press :man's true savior.
Liberalism oiaims a real basis oi morality should
be sought in the cultivation of mind and heart, which
will render actual present returns for every effort
made; that those actions only are moral which are
beneficial to mankind and which promote the general
good.
Liberalism insists that all should constantly endeavor so to act that our deeds do no harm to others,
and leave no injurious effects upon the actor. Hence
the Li.beral who is guilty of persistence in vice or
crime, who does aught to willfully cause known
trouble or unhappiness to any human being, is a living lie, false to every principle and teaching of Liberalism.
Liberalism teaches that our emotions should be·
controled by reason and regulated by judgment, and
that morality should ba studied and practiced, unfettered by church, creeds, or theologies.
Liberalism teaches, punishment of the wrong doer
for reformation only-never for vengeance. That
realizing our own weakness we should be pitiful to
the unfortunate who have yielded to temptation,
mindful of the fact they have fallen where '!e perchance have stumbled, and it ia our duty to do all in
our power to help them to retrieve the past by genuine repentance. Not the repentance of the church,
that can be indulged in four hundred and ninety
times-Matt. xviii, 21, 22-but a repentance founded
on conviction of having done wrong, which produces
genuine contrition that prompts free confession and
full compensation and ultimates in conversion, a
turning from the downward path of wrong, and perseveringly ascending the steep hill of rectitude.
Liberalism teaches that difference of opinion,
more especially on mere-speculative questions, should
never disturb social harmony or sund'-lr friendship.
Liberalism teaches we should first secure a heaven
of peace and serenity in our own hearts-live so as
to be worthy of our own self-respect-abatain from
all violations of the principles of Liberalism, and so
never have need of any scapegoat to bear the burden
of our villainies or pay the penalty of our rascality.
Liberalism favors organized earnest opposition to
Chrietian bigots and fanatics who desire union of
chu:-ch and state, recognition of God and Christ in
the Constitution-the destruction of our public
schools-enforcement of rigid Sunday laws-exemption of ail church property from taxation-the fostering of priestly tyranny-the retarding of scientific
education and the inculcation of superstition-the
· elevation of the c1·oss above the stars and stripes of
freedom.
The seeming lack of construction is because of
lack of practical organization. When Li.beralism has
its local society in every school district, with its
science school on Sunday-and its semi-monthly
social; when every state has practical organizations
so that every Liberal, however lowly, will feel assured
in case of religious persecution, or any attlltlk upon
hia rights, that the entire power and influence of
every Liberal in the state will be united in his
defenae, the weak-kneed mollusks will be creatures of the past, and none shall question the construction of Liberalism, for all will witness its fulfilling its
good mission-sweeping away all the terrors of the
supernatural-briugir.g peace and joy to all-refining, educating, teaching love and gentlenesa-plucking fear from the mind and sectarian hste from

the heart and making brotherhood to all alikeinducing all honest hearts to live lives of love
instead of making professions of faith-studying
nature and her laws instead of creeds and catechi(JmB;
-ourselves relieving distress, supplying the needy,
comforting t,he sorrowing, lightening the burden of
the overwOl'ked, instead of msking long pra:yers to
a God to do it for us-earning the deserved blessings of all future generations, because we secured
the perpetual elevation of our glorious flag of liberty
above the cruel cross of superstition.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
FROM THE EDITOR OF " SECULAR THOUGHT:"
Practically there are only two answers necessary
in replying to the questions submitted in this Symposium upon the part of those who allege that Freethought has a Positive and Constructive side, inasmuch as giving· the "reason why" involves stating
"in what does it consist ~"
1. Does Freethought possess a positive, a constructive phase? In my opinion decidedly yes. I
desire herE~ to state that I recognize a difference between Freethought and Secularism. Briefly, Freethought represents a mental condition independt1nt
of the fetters of all creeds, dogmas, and traditional
authority, while Secularism is all this and something
more-it prescribes certain moral rules to guide the
intellectual freedom acquired. The philosophy of
Freethought, from its very nature, is positive and
constructive, as well as being negative and destructive. It proclaims the right to think and to give
expression to such thoughts without being subjected
to sny kind of threats or persecution for eo doing.
With a Freethinker no topic is too sacred to be discussed, no opinion too extreme to be entertained,
provided it baa been arrived at by a legitimate and
c!ll"eful course of reasoning. He holds no wild and
whimsical notions regarding the free actions of his
faculties uncontroled by organization and circumstances; but the freedom that he contends for is to
hold and to publish his honest convictions on every
subject upon which he may have exercised his mental powers. Freethought is not limited to one class
of subjects, but extends alike to all_,_political, social,
and scientific. Its domain is as wide as men's
thought, and the sphere of its operations commensurate with the action of the human mind. Thue
Freethought is twofold in its nature-positive and
negative.
2. Wherein does its positive phase consist ,'!I In
ita being opposed to that which is false. Negation
to error implies being positive to its antithesis-truth.
For instance, Freethinkers negate theological restrictions, biblical infallibility, and the orthodox compulaion of belief; but they are positive to the opposite
of these, mental liberty, the right of eclecticism, and
the freedom to disbelieve where reason withholds its
consent to any other course. Free thought has proved
itself positive in the part it has played in the many
progressive movements in the past. If we glance at
the advancement made in the development of human
thought that characterized such landmarks in intellectual freedom as the Revival of Learning, the Reformation, the introduction of Nonconformity, the deistical
controversies of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the transformation of the nature of Christianity
as it was preached in the last century to what is
inculcated by the intelligence of the church to-day,
we shall discover the Constructive work of Freethought. It was the same positive force that secured
in England freedom of speech, the liberty of the
press, the disestablishment of the Irish church, a
national education, and the many other advanced
measures which mark the progressive history of that
country. The same can be said of this side of the
Atlantic. It is Freethought that illuminates the
grand and unsurpassed republic of America, and that
is now active in endes.voring to shed a much needed
brilliancy of intellectual liberty upon orthodox Canada. On either side of this vast continent Freethought is doing positive work in vindicating the
Sunday from ecclesiastical and priestly monopoly, in
removing tax-exemptions from church property, and
in rescuing education from dogmatic theological
teaching. All this is decidedly positive and constructive work of the greatest importance. Moreover, Freethought has ever been the emancipator of
the human mind, the liberator of human thought, and
the precursor of human progress. This fact has
been amply demonstrated by such able writers as
Draper, White, Lecky, Buckle, J. S. Mill, and others
in passages too well known by Freethinkers to render
it necessary to give quotations here in support of the
allegations.
True, there have been times, alas ! too frequently,
when the Constructive policy of Freethought has
had, for the time being, to yield to Destructive work.
But such a course has bean rendered necessary
either through theological restrictions, priestly usurpations, or political despotism. Still, even under
these unfortunate conditions, the positive side of
Freethought was manifest in the destroying of impediments to personal freedom and national advancement. Despite, however, all opposition, Freethought
is at the present time the emblem of mental freedom,

tha foliage· of unfettered intellectuality, and the
blossom of the true independence of the human race.
"Truth crushed to earth will rise again," and
although Freethought has often been partially crucified between the two thieves of ignorance and superstition, it has risen again and again until now it
occupies the proud position of br.ling a successful
John the Baptist in the domain of thought and intelligence, preparing the people for the reception of
the Secular Bavior of truth.
CHARLEs WATTS.
Toronto, Oan.
J. H. BunNJIAM.
A definition is demanded as the basis of a correct
understanding of the term "Constructive Liberalism." As soon as the attempt is made to render a
definition the trouble begins. For it is hardly likely
that any two will define these words in the same
terms, and this necessarily negatives construction.
The point of real discrimination is one that is very
difficult to make-that is, between Liberalism and
that which it antagcnizes. Liberalism has never
been creeded, and the terms of its definition render
that impossible. Before this term Liberalism is
understandingly definable it is necessary to consider
two forces which lie behind all history and mold all
human conduct through and by a third force which·
comes of the preceding forces. The first is supernatural (not that there is any such thing aa the supernatural). The second is natural, and the result~mt
force is the artificial (art and science). Liberaliem in
the first term of its definition discards the first socalled form of force. Liberalism denies its existence.
But inasmuch as it has a credited existence in this
world, and inasmuch as that credited existence has
had an effect upon all history, it compels recognition
in the terms of a real existence. Liberalism necessal'ily antagonizes this force, and it would displace it
in its practical spheres upon the people, as it is
already displaced in rational thought. Its rejection
is fundamental to any definition possible which purports to mean Liberalism. In the light of the limits
which beset us on every side it has no meaning in
any systems as rational thought, seeing that itwhatever that may be-lies beyond nature. As
unreasonable ss it is to thinking people, it has had
almost universal sway and it has written the world's
history in blood. It bas ruled the world, and all the
progress which bas been made has been in spite of
this despotic force. Supernaturalism represents the
deformed, abnormal side of all history. All of the
crimes and tortures of the centuries are the cruel
gifts of the supernatural. Liberalism in the first
term of its definition is the ceaseless foe of supernaturalism. Naturalism, on the other hand, is simply
the force of nature, and evidences to the investigator
a law of development as evolution. Its tendency is
through cea.selesfl differentiation to force improvement on the ground of the survival of the fittestthat of selection. This lesson is impressed upon all
thoughtful students of nature. Hence we have as the
second term in the definition of Liberalism, allegiance to nature, the indorsement of the natural. It
is infidel to supernaturaHsm and faithful to the natural. The practiGal side of Liberalism is in the
removal of the first form of force, supernaturalism,
and all it implies, as a fit condition of the current
reading of nature and the enforcement of its lessons
upon the people. The second fact in this definition,
nature, demands of the Liberal thinker devotion and
truthfulness, the adoption of its lessons whether the
result is pleasure or pain. It furnishes us with the
facts, with the materials for rational use or abuse, as
the case may be. This brings us to the third term
in our definition of Liberalism. It is the use of nature under the guidance of deliberative actions in
such a way as to force reformers a.mid the environments which the so-called supernaturalism has created. This is only done through a destructive warfare upon it. Now the question of constructive
Liberalism comes in. If the terms of our definition
are indorsed by more than one, then to the extent of
that indorsement we might have incipient, constructive Liberalism, and the same will be true with any
other definition.
There are no terms of unity in the light of which
constructive Liberalism in the present status of Liberalism is a possibility. The first reason is a want of
unity of thought as to its definition and the second
reason comes of the fact that many of the Liberals
have broken away from the bondage of creeded organizations, and are in constant dread of being caught
again in that relation whioh might acquire supremacy
over their liberty. And third, construction by implication means a formulatad basis of action-sud here
again the same conjecture will ariae as to the possible
hazard of liberty. I am in favor of organizationwhen we arrive at that point when sufficient wisdom
is at our commlilnd so that we can organize without
a pope, creed, or formulated ideas. It will be
seen, by those who are conversant with the history
of Liberal thought, that the great mission of Liberalism is to do what it has done in the past, work hard
amid great sacrifice, with the hope that those to
come will reap the benefit. The Liberals of other
ages went forth on this mission in the presence of
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the thumbscrew, rack, and the snapping crack of the
fagot, but ore traceable on the line of their march by
the bloodstain of their bleeding feet on the rough,
rocky way of their ascent, all through a desire to
lighten up by truth the dark and dangerous way of
superstition on the line of the supernatural. Though
they have been doomed to a felon's cell, and death,
they are to be remem bared by the coming centuries
through the popularity of the truths for which they
were murdered. These truths were stolen by the
church, which will swear by ita trinity that they are
the gift of the church to the world. If anything will
tend to awaken a feeling that will invoke profanity
as the only fib terms in which to express intolerable
contempt, it is these acts of prayerful thievery, which
the church is guiHy of. This church which bas
murdered through many long centuries the brave
men and women who have had the courage of their
discoveries, and dared to proclaim the same in the
night of Christian superstition, now claims those discoveries and truths as its own. It is still the mission of Liberalism to toil for the truth and if need be
to suffer for it, knowing that when that truth gains
recognition this old thievish church will steal it and
claim it as its own gift to the world. If anything
will make decency think damn, it is this infamous
treason against those whom it has murdered, and
those living whom this church would delight to treat
in the same way if it could.
I doubt if it is in ov.r power to change, at present,
the work of Liberalism. It is ever au uncel'tain
quantity, and is to-day what it was not yesterday,
and herein we find its true philosophy. It is not an
ism. As soon as it becomes such, we can readily sea
·what must be the outcome. Constructive Liberalism will soon bs an ism, and, in that event, it will
become conservative, and that is on the down grade.
It will soon demand a Christ, a Luther, a Wesley,
and that will be the end of all progress. We note
this fact in the history of the so-called heretics'
churchee. In this inception they were comparatively
creedless-they were radical. Take Universalism
and Unitarianism. The first demanded a better God
than the old church had; Unitarianism demanded a
better babyhood. They fought for their ideas, and
hence they were persecuted by the old church. but
the time came when the old church came up to the
line with an improved God and babyhood; in the
mean time these churches became only an ism, and
there they remain as dead and as useless as it is possible to be. They have become conservative, and
now the greatest boon that can be conferred upon
them is to have the old church smile on them.
"Shame, where is thy blush T" There is nothing in
modern civilization that is more pitiable and contemptible than the poDition which Unhersalism and
U .nitarianism hold in relation to the old church.
When orthodoxy has passed out of a belief in hell,
Univers11.lism and Unitarianism will have one. Such
is the fate of an ism that is not founded in the old
myth. Liberalism, even in its incipient organization,
is showing the same fatal tendency-seeking to placate its natural enemies-seeking to become an ism
it points on the time of conservatism. It, too, will
demand a Luther, a Calvin, a Wesley. But be it
remembered that Liberalism lies in the main outside
of all attempts to make it popular through a claim
to respectability. When respect.ability means less
than the truth, the Liberals of this country can
afford to do without it.
I claim that there is no respaotability in treason
against truth; no respectability in endeavoring to
play the part of a sycophant that an enemy might
smile on you. Your respectability is ever on the
line of tbe courage of one's convictions and the love
of the truth for truth's sake. To you there is only
one line of action at present that has a promisethat is, on the line of organizRtion-and that is political. I am of the opinion thah this is the preeminent
need of the present. Let the Liberals organize on a
political basis, introducing the Nine Demands int,o
the platform as far as need be. I think we could in
this way secure a unity of action that would tell in
the interest of the Liberals of this country, and also
that of all of the people of this nation. I conceive it
to be among the possibilities that such organization
would in time ultimate in the attainment of a posi·
tion which would hold the balance of power. I am
of the opinion that such a party will in the near future comma.nd more than a million votes, and the
Liberals of these United States can do more for the
nation and for Liberalism thsn can be done in any
other way, and if a convention in 1892 could be called
for that purpose there is no doubt that it would constitute one of the most important gatherings ever
met in this country. Here we run no risk in taking
a leader, no bondage is likely tQ come from such an
organization; we could rally around a standardbearer as we cannot under constructive Liberalism.
This is the way which to me has more promise than
any other way to my imagination. J. H. BuRNHAM.
8aginaw City, Mich.
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F. JAMIESON:
What is Freethm1ght T
Its affirmative aide.
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. It embodies these principles as fundamental, bind- I pathway is cast by those corpses-and that shadow
mg on _no one ~nless sanctioned by- the individual is religion. Dust, ashes, shadows will disappear.
conceptiOn of ~hetr truth:
There need be no apprehension that their destruction
1. Reaso~ IS our gUide; nature our standard; will be too sudden. While they continue, the atmostruth our a~~·
phere we breathe will be laden with poison.
2. EclectJcJsm-acceptance of truth from any
Let every Freethinker shout his happy deliverance
·
from the auider-trap of superstition.
source.
3. Individual sovereignty.
•
W. F. JAMIESON.
4. There are valuable truths in all man-made book
revelations.
Our London Letter.
5. The more moral and intellectual our lives, the
An old suggestion has again seen the light in a
greater will be our happiness.
recent number of the G-uardian. An Oxford parson
6. There is a germ of goodness in human nature pleads therein for the publica~ion of all" eemi-Rationwhich refines, ennobles, and will finally save the race alist.ic" works in Latin, so that common people
from all immoralities.
should not read them and get their faith shaken. I
7. The scientific study of nature will insure to the suppose wholly Rationalistic works should be printed
mind knowledge, which will beget wisdom, and in Greek or Arabic. But could there be a fuller
wisdom teaches cheerful obedience to natural law, admission of the utter rottenness of the buttresses
resulting in health, happiness, and long life.
supporting the Christian religion~ This particular
8. Evolution, the universal law of progress.
parson appears to be rather clearer-sighted than many
9. The domain of science is boundless as the uni- of hia brethren; and having probably read some of
verse, and science deals with matter and force, the these objectionable works, can see that no satisfactory
visible and invisible.
answers can be given to them, snd therefore the only
10. The pursuit of truth for its own sake, and its way to preserve the effete creed a while longer is to
application to the improvement of mankind, consti- suppress such works as far as possible. It is a welltute the highest motives of human action.
understood fact that the aristocracy of intellect no
11. Free thought, free speech, free press demand longer believe the old dogmas, though it is nothing
the interchange of ideas ; "universal mental liberty;" to the credit of many of them that they still lend
"justice for all, privileges for none ;" " promote the their support in a measure, and refrain from express·
general welfare;" insure the brotherhood and sister- ing their real opinions publicly. And if the more
hood of the race.
ignorant become eqaally enlightened, they will be
12. "Hear both sides, than decide." Never decide more ce:udid, with the result that the current creed
until more than one side has been thoroughly studied. will tumble ignominiously and speedily :into the
"Any system which shuns investigation openly grave that has been so long ready to receive it.
manifests its own error."
A lively little passage of arms took place a fsw
Negative principles:
days back in the London county couneil on the sug1. There is no proof of the existence of any of the gestion of e. reverend alderman to accord a reception
pagan, Christian, or other gods.
.
to Mr. Stanley, the African explm:er. On the face,
2. No proof of the existence of a malignant fien(J, it seems difficult to see what such & body has to do
adversary of man, a supernatural, personal devil.
with such a matter, but the alderm~n evidently wanted
3. No endless hell or place of torment.
a reputation for hospitality at the ratepayer's expanse,
4. No innate, nor total, depravity of man.
but this pardonable ambition was promptly nipped
5. No vicarious atonement.
in the bud by John Burns, of strike iame, who does
6. No physical resurrection from the dead.
not seem to hav been very far out in his estimate of
7. No miracles in the sense of violations or in- the great explorer's character. It certainly did seem
fringements of natural law.
somewhat out of place for a minister of Christ to
8. No special revelation from any~god to man.
propose a public welcome to a man who does not
9. No special providence.
hold his dusky brcther's life at a great valuation.
10. No positive proof that a man lives after he is
The Record reports the finding of a manuscript of
dead.
the Nsw Testament dating from tbe middle of the
The affirmative side, as I interpret Freethought, fourth century in a Turkish library at Damascus, by the
starts with Reason. Its book is Nature. Its grand bishop of Nicomedia, who has previously made other
aim is Truth. The principles which follow the first equally v&luable discoveries. It is further Btated that
threefold statement naturaily flow from it; have their the civilized world will await further particulars with
source in it.
extreme interest. But as the civilized world has not
The second principle makes a sectarian Free· apparently become very excited ov.;,r the matter, I
thinker an impossibility, prompts him to shun dog- dare say it will wait with patience until the bishop
matism as a disease, and gives him, or her, " the has more information to giv on the subject. But
freedom of the city" not only, but the freedom of this discovery of ancient manuscripts proving the
the universe.
truth of the Bible fables is nearly played out, and no
The third principle is the corner-stone of the one takes much interest in these periodies.l reports.
American republic; makes every man a king in his
The papal encyelical has fal!eu soro(>Wh!l.t fiat; peoown right, and every woman a queen in her right. ple may read it as s matter of ouriollity, and then
Liberty, Equality, Fraternity their heritage.
throw it aside as they would any other item of news,
Fifth and sixth, salvation from error, falsehood. and think no more about it. It is as well to hav such
Degradation is from within. Humauity must save documents published occasionally, as it shows the
itself. Its individual members must become self- power they once poaseased is no longer in force, and
their promulgation has not the slightest effect one
savers, if ever saved.
Seventh. . Freethought and science are inseparable way or the other.
Mr. Bradiaugh has returned from his Indian trip,
compauions. AU that is scientific is cordially wel·
comed by Freethought, as expressed in all of the and although he has benefited by the voyage, he
succeeding affirmative principles, eighth, ninth, does not appear to be thoroughly reatorl:ld to his
former state of health. He wiil undoubtedly hsv to
tenth, eleventh, twelfth.
The Freethinker lives to glorify the race, not to husband his resources of strength, which are not now
praise God. So, naturally, he formulates negative so great as formerly, sud though be will submit his
declarations. The negations are such as cause the resignation as president to the national Secular
"galled jade" of superstition to wince, and in her Society, it is understood he will by no ~eans sav~r
blind i'ury she imagines that the "negatives" of the his connection with that body. He wtll find htD
Freethinker are all he has. She feels them the most. parliamentary duti~s sufficiently _he~vy, witho?~ enAll th~at he "denies" and "doubts" are the very gaaing in other act1v work, and 1t oehooves lltm to
things which nobody has proved, unless it may be take care of a life, perhaps as valuable to others as
J. D.
the last iu\med, and on that the Materialistic Free- himself.
thinker is still seeking light. Devils, Gods, hells,
CERTAINLY we do not need to be soothed and en·
miracles, all supernaturalism, are brushed aside by
Freethinkers. They are t-he cobweb follies of our tertsined always like children. Hs who resorts to
ancestors, still retained by a few intelligent people, the easy novel, because he is languid, does no. better
out of compliment, partly, to the ignorant past. than if he took a nap. The front aspect ox great
The denials an.d doubts of Freethinkers are in obedi- thoughts can only be enjoy~d by those who ~tand _on
ence to common sense against baseless assumptions the side whence they srr1ve. Books, no~ whiCh
-sacred foolishness. Churches, Gods, devils, relig- afford us a cowering enjoyment, but in which each
ions might cease to exist to-day and the Freathought thought is of unusual daring; such as au idle man
movement would still advanae with resistless force cannot read and a timid one would not be enterto educate and liberate. The things it denies are tained by, which even make us dsngerou<J to existing
merely hindrances in its pathway of progress which institutions-such call I good books.-Tlwrea~t.
.
will be _ground to pumice.
THus it ia that a careful survey of history will ·
The Freethinker's denial of "Christian morality,"
as embraced in the doctrine of "vicarious atone- prove that the Reformation m!lde the most progress
ment," is a shot through the very heart of the sys- not in those countries where the people were most
tem of Christianity itself. That doctrine is a mill- e:~lightened, but in t.hose countries wherez fi·o.m politstone around the neck of Christianity. It is a con- icRl causes, the clergy were least able ~o Withstand
tradiction of every moral precept which it borrowed. the people.-Buckle.
It perpetually offers a premium for the commission
MEN hav a singular desire to be good without
of crime. Hutnan nature will be better, purer,
nobler when ChristianHy ceases to exist-there will being good for anything,_ hfcause, perchance! they
be one gigantic evil less to deal with. The gods and think vaguely that so it will be good for them lll the
devils are dead. The dark shadow athwart our end.- Thoreat(,.
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~ommttnications.
Ideal Materialism.
I beJisve that all phenomena are but the various
maniftJstations of one universal force which is a prop·
erty of hypothetical " matter" coeval with it, and that
is eternal, in~>epsrable from it; and that its personifi<'ation is the God of nature who presides over the immutable laws of mmsatiou which direct and control
all phenomena. I aiso believe that the planets of
the solar system were at one time parts of the sun,
whose rays in ages past stored the energy in the coal
that we use at prest>ut, and we waste or lose a large
portion of it in rendering the remainder available.
The sun evaporates the water that supplies the
streams, sud produces the winds that carry it to the
highlands and mountains from whence it returns to
the seas, expending in vsrious ways along its course
the same amount of energy the sun expended in
raising it. Its rays impart their energy to vegetable
life, which could not exist without them, and this
sustains animal life.
If the opinion I bav exp1·essed regarding the origin
of the pl8llets is correct, the sun is indirectly and
otherwise the only source of power in the solar
system. It certainly rans all the machinery in thE
world, winds our watches, moves our bodies, and
actuates our thought... And ns far as our solar
system ia concerned, it seems to do everything. If
we consider our planetary system alone, the !iUn appears to be the embodiment of the personification of
force, that I hav called the God of nature. But the
sun csn create nothing. Who or what created
matter then~ I deny that matter really exist.s and
claim that our senses-which advise us of all that of
which we hav knowledge or evidence-are themselve~
incapable of taking cognizance of matter as an actual
entity, but these merely recognize immaterial properties whioh are called phenomena and ascribed to
matter. If I examin a piece of brass, as an illustration, I discover it is capable of making an impr~:ssion
on each of my personal senses. I observe it bears a
golden color, but this is not matter, and in absolute
darkness all things are black-in other words, without color whatever. I also see it has a certain shape,
and it is of a definit size. These impressions are
confirmed by my sense of touch, which informs me
further tbe metal is hard, and that when I press
against it it resists my touch with equal force, thus
demonstrating the proposition that action and reaction
are equal and opposit. This sense also givs me some
knowledge of its weight. But size and form and
hardness are not matter, nor is weight or resistance
matter.
It m~>y be objected that only absolute matter can
hav actual weight, but as the mass and size invariably
accompany any matter, I may claim that properties like
these h~w weight, which itself is an immaterial attrP..ction, and such qualities as color are imponderable
phenomena, as an object weighs no more in the !ight
which shows its color than in perfect darkness which
deprives it of all color. The sense of sight itself is
an immat.erial perception produced by the reflection
of an object on a "sight center" which corresponds
with the expanded terminal of one of the filaments of
the optic nerve. If I strike the piece of brass that
is under examination I find it is thrown into vibration
and these movements being communicated to the
atmosphere or other medium sre conveyed to the
tympanum and converted into sound by the auditory
nerve and its accessory apparatus. This is purely a
local phenomenon that, like the sense of sight, only
exists in the mind whose oraanization creates it.
The trees fall in si.lence in an abandoned forest and
the waves break in silence on the uninhabited rocks
of the ocean. The sense of taste comprises the
senestions produced by certain substances coming in
contact with special nerves, and it is thought tbat in
a like manner minute particles of odoriferous bodies
being brought in contact with the olfactory nerve
occasions the sense of smell. The sensations attributable to these senses inform us that brass has a
" metallic" taste and a peculiar odor_ But sensation
is not matter. Therefore we :lind the piece of braes
we hav analyzed, and would naturally pronouncB
matter, is really the sum of its qualities and Fqual to
this equation: A. certain form plus a certain size plus
a certain color plus (a certain hardness = a certain
resiste.nce) plus -a certain weight plus a certain vibration plus a certain taste plus a certain odor= the piece
of brass, just as meats plus potatoes plus seasonings
= hash, or aelf-intere3t plus brutality = the instinctiv character of the New Yorkers, or five plus
ten plus five hundred plus one = fiv, hundred sixteen = V plus X plus D plus I = DXVI = 5 plus
10 plus 500 plus 1 = 516. We do not compute
signs or symbols but we compute the ideas that
these signs and symbols represent. I submit the
following pl'opoRition as an axiom of "qualitativ
mathematics." Tbe qualities that are common to
all the properties added belong to their sum. Now,
as all properties are immaterial like those of the
piece of brass which we hav analyzed, it follows that
their sum cannot be a materil\l quantity, The rela-
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tiona of abstract properties which cannot "be meas·[ comprehensible to our minds. A.s we must necesured" are not usually considered susceptible of i\ sarily admit the eternal existence of some entity, it
mathematical demonstration, but if the actual values seems to me more logical, for the reasons I hav
of their qualities are not known, these may he given stated, to grant the eternal existence of matter, its
practical values, and be computEd by the ordinary natural laws and their phenomena, than to assume
rules of mathematics end in accordance with special that an eternal and incomprehensible abstraction h11s
axioms. I state in illustration: that which promotes created something ftom nothing, endowed tht> creaplessure may be regarded as good and all that tion with the immutable laws that govern all its
causes sorrow considered evil, but I know of nothing manifestations, and passed from an activ deity to an
that under this construction is wholly good or honorary one. Matter is something-in our minds
entirely evil. Thus we msy regard the use of a100- -and it is an axiom that something cannot be made
holic liquors in general as productiv of ten times as from nothing. If matter was not created it has al·
much evil as good and as one part good and nine ways existed, and it never had a ctmse and it is not
parts evil, and when we subtract the good from the sn df~ct. A. cause must precede an dfect, and an
evil, we find it as a whole is an evil, for plus geed effect must hav its antecedent cause. If a deity has
minus - 9 =
10 evil = the whole.
always existed it seems an instance of his good luck,
Most perBons realize that the use of intoxicating so to speak. I t.hink the animal kingdom was
liquors as a beverage is a national evil, and but few evolved by nature from the vegetuble one, and the
of these wish this acknowledg€d evil suppressed by lattEr is a production of the mineral one. There
!aw. Laws seem to be violated in inverse proper- never bas been a line drawn between the animal
tion to the squares of the severity of their p1:1nalties. kingdom and the Vf>getable one. They blend in inThe illustrations I bav given explain what I mean by sensible graduations in many inst.ances. Plants and
"qualitstiv mathematics." I now make a few special animals hav many features in common, including
observations on the personRl setlBeB. These imma- respiratory and circulatory systems and the sexual
terialagencies in their normal state apprise us of the distinctione. There are certain specks which are not
properties that exist within their range of action by classified as belonging to either oi these kingdoms
conv6rting the impressions received from external exolusivly, because they are unquestionably members
sources into the sensible manifestations of sight, of both. It occurs to me, in this connect.ion, that
sound, touch, taste, and odor. But phenomena are the hnir is a vegetable growth, since it possesses life
not dependent on external impressions alone, fer the without sensation, and often grows luxuriantly after
senses are manifested in trance and sleep, and the death until the scalp, its soil, is impoverished. It
mind discerns with great cleBrness the diffsrence8 seems-a significant fl\ct that we derive our sustenance
between these actual msnifestati.ons and the mere t.hrough the same p1•ogressiv order of the three
remembrance or recollection of them. ·Augustine kingdoms that I hav delineated.
relates that Gen:nadius, a Carthaginian physicum, was
Lifo is the competitiv struggle of each individual ·
convinced cf the immortalit.y of the soul by a dream for subsistence and of every species for existence.
in which he saw a young man who reasoned with Plants and animals increase in a geometrical ratio,
him. on the subject, arguing that as he could see and hav done so for thousands of agos.
when his bodily eyes were closed in sleep, so be
This process has populated the earth, the air, and
would find when his bodily senses were extinct in the water to repletion, and it now ke<·ps the quantity
death he would see, hear, snd feel with the senses of of life, or life considered aa a whole, at its maximum.
his spirit. In sleep we see views that do not exist, As an illcre~se in one kingdom necessitates a diminuhear language that is not uttered, and touch, taste, tion in one or both the ot.hers, so does the increase
and smell things that are not. Yet these conception!'! of one species involve the decrease of others. We
are as real to us as the external impressions that are cannot breathe, wslk-, eat, or drink without destroysometimes incorporated into our dreams or the per· ing animal life. We kill the insects t.hat would conceptions of our wakeful hours. This seems to con- sume our crops for their own preservation, to our
firm the theory I am advocating, which is that the impoverisbmeut, and kindness to our species is
mind is an actual entity which crsates its own en- cruelty to theirs. We slay animals for food, and
vironment in accordance with external impressions their energy, which was derived from the sun origiand physiological conditione and influences.
nally and has worked changes in the two inferior
A.s phenomena are not themselvs matter, the latter kingdoms before it reached our own, reverts to us
is but a hypothesis which is designed expressly for and moves our brains ann bodies. The stronger of
the purprce of explaining the former. A. hypothesi;;~ indivldu~ls and species throughout nature prey upon
is not maLta. It simply is a p)1lusible theory which the weaker ones, and only raiEe themselvs by mountmay be demonstrated but cannot be proved. The ing on those they crush beneath them, in the struggle
ancients believed the 2un revolved once around the for life and the eurvival of t.be "fittest." This much
earth in each pericd of twenty-four hours. They ior nature, her ''God," sud his equity. I regard
may hav said, "The apparent place of the sun twenty- man as a p1nt of nature, a rusniiestation of" matter,"
four hours ago was where it is now and will be again and the tmbject of its laws. These can never perfect
twenty-four hours later, and tbia demonstrates our his adaptat.ion to an ever-cbsmging environment, but
theory." The newer theory that the earth turns they may yet improve his character, and eliminate its
once around in twenty-four hours is also compatible selfis1ness to such an extent that he will subvert
with the demonstration. I deny that matter is an the usual order of nature sufficiently to at last treat
actual entity, grant it is a hypothetical one, and con- the individual of his own spe;cies with justice and
cede that a hypothetical entity ie & practical one. beneficence. This much for man.
JULIAN MARCELLAS.
Therefore phenomena follow each other in the same
order of succession that would be the case if matter
were an actual entity. A.s a hypothetical entity it
My Say About the Pictures.
was not creatt:d, as a practical one it cannot bs an·
A.s Moses was inspired to write an account of his
nihilated. We may infer by analogy that which can own death and burial, so I hav bean inspired to write
not be destroy13d could not hav been crested. Thut about the pictures. I had made up my mind that I
which has & commencement must find sn end, but could stand THE TRUTH SEEKER at least a little while
that which has no beginning may never end. Some longar with or without. the pictures, and that I
things se€m complex solely because of their extreme would hav no h11nd in the ccntrnversy.
simplicity. Newton the eminent astronomer could
But I had a dream the other night, and dreamed
not bridle his horse, but Alexander loosed the Gor that if I did :not write about thfl pictures they would
disn knot (which had puzzled several generatio~s) be disccutinllf.d, THE TRUTH SEEKER stepped, and
by the simple process of cutting it. In speculati>Jg Freethought would get a S6t-ba!.lk. Dreams are not
on probabilities or contemplating the infinit, one is to be passed over lightly, and tbis settled the matter
apt to overlook an axiom in seeking or anticipating at one~, as the dream of Josepb settled the godship
a more complex EOlution to the problem. under con- of Jesus.
sideration. What is more aimple than to infer ths.t
I dreamed a dream the other night
When all around was still;
matter in its comprehensiv sense has alwsys existed
I dreame(l I seed Susomna dear
in some form, and it must always continue its natural
A-comin' down de hill.
course in forms of ever· changing identity; that it is
She bad de hoe-cake in her mouth,
like space and time, eternal and infinit!
A tear waR in her eye ;
Says I, my dear, I'm from de South,
L<.lt us endeavor to comprehend this aspect by
Susanna, don't you cry.
comparing it with the following similitude. The
Now, Ruppose we had sixty or seventy thousand
present seems the continuation of .the eternal past,
and the future the everlasting prolongation of the men in this country whose business it was to make
present, and this analogy applies to space and mat- the people believe the above lines were inspired.
ter. I believe the universe has neither center nor And suppose they should succeed in making nine out
limit, and could I proceed from any point in s straight of ten believe it, would we be bound to treat those
line forever I would encounter apace and matter men with a great deal of deference T '
But there is a great deal of holy slush crammed
eternally.
It is less difficult to comprehend the infinitude of down the throats of the people by the priesthood as
matter, spaee, and time, than to conceive oof their inspired which is juBt as foolish as the above linea
originations or their terminations. On the other are. If t.h6se lines 1\re shockingly silly, they bav the
hand, if matter in its comprehensiv sense was created merit of not being shockingly indecent, and that is
by a material agency, its creator must be the subject more than can be said for much of the mental garof natural laws, and as eternal change is the order bage which is devoured because the people are made
of all forms of matter, he could not preserve his to believe that it was written by divine dictation.
The men who are engDged in teaching this nonidentity eternally. If t,he "creator" is an immaterial
agency, he possesses none of the attributes aE!cribed sense are not only holding the world to a standstill,
to matter, and he is not perceptible to our senses or but are absolutely striving to drive the people back
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to au age of superstition and ignorance when it was cleGr of the slime of the old superstition-and hav still
Christianity and Rationalism.
believed that people could rise up out 'of ~he grave a sort of holy horror of ridiculing what Christians
One flourishes best among the most ignorant and
and the planets could be stopped in their courses.
~egard .as Sll.cred things. Heston has a rare gift, and credulous, the other among the most enlightened
For thousands of years there has bean a class of IS turmng hxs talent to good Becount. To him much and critical.
men whose object has bean to engraft the most hor- ~a.s been given, and from him much h~s been reOne believes in the mystical, ancient, miraculous,
rible superstitious upon the mir..ds of the people. ce1ved. Every man must work accordmg to his 1 and the actuality of the impossible; the other beThey ho.v never been the promoters of science. They talent, but men of nan·ow views will insist that lieves in all that can be proved real in the past and
hav never_ tried to better the condition of men in everyone must work ss they work.
preiltmt, and what reasonably may ba in the future.
this life, but bav ever directed the mind to barren
I hav many a hearty laugh over some of Heston's
One eays, Believe or be burnt and be damned · the
regions beyond the clondll. They hav never investi- gro~esqua .conceptions. In showing some of Heston's other says, Ba honest, believe when convinced, a~d do
gated the laws of n:ilture, from the fact that their demded h1ts, I h11,v remarked, "Heston has dropped what you think is right.
God was the cause of every phenomenon, and there mcannon ball through another cobweb of the old
Ona is full of other-worldliness, the other attends
was no inducement to scientific research.
aupe~stition."
strictly to the world he now livs on.
There has been another class of men, small in
It lS no use for a Christian to t.ry to look solemn;
One hopes for happiness in heaven; the other
number, who hav ignored the miraculous, and who some o.f t,he picturesL will make ': ~rie~ ~ummy tries to earn and make happiness and heaven here .
• hav been the most patient toilers for the world's laugh ngh~ o':-t, and I .ell you a Ohnstlan ISm a bad
One teaches that though you are ever so great a
good, and who hs.v tried to ac(Jount through t,he way when he IS &n unwilling laugher. Let the grave sinner, you may, by an act oi faith in a creed, translaws of nature for aU the phenomena which we s&y whllt they will, there is nothing which will make fer all your guilt to the b!lck of an innocent Jesus,
behold.
a ~sn c.at.ch bresth like well-directed and well- and enjoy eternsl bliss forever after death; the other
Between these two classes there has been Ro per- mer1ted.ndwule.
teaches that he doubles his iniquity who accepts
petual warfare. All who hav differed from the advoI am mformed that Horace Greeley admitted to a pardon by the sufferings of an innocent perso'n in his
cates of superstition bav been denominated Infidels, friend, after being defeated in the canvass for the stead.
with whom they believed their God ws.s always presidency, th&t the cartoons of Naat did more to
One teaches that we are all totally lost and deangry, and whom he would consign to everlasting defeat biro than any other measure adopted by his pravS3d, and that only the power of God can make us
punishment:. There never hea been and never can be opponents.
saints; the other believes that ail our faculties are
a compromise.
But it is said that Heston's pictures are blasphe- good and useful, and that we should take. care lest
Toe advocates of superstition hav always resorted mc.us. As late af.l the sixteenth century, everything we demoralize ourselvs.
to the most cruel and desperate measures and taken was blasphemous that did not please the Christians.
One tries to destroy confidence in man snd estabevery mean advantage. Tb.ey hav never hesitated at Two hundred years ago every Christian would hav Jish confidence ffaitb] in God; the other tries to
any measure which would redound to their interest expected the wrath of God to fall upon the designer destroy faith in God aud establish confidence among
if it could be accomplished by lying or deceit.
of such pictures, and -everyone would hav Wf\nted to men.
Then why should we be afraid of offending them~ enjoy the luxury of dipping the tip of his finger at
One believes that confidence [faith] in whet you
Why attempt to· inveigle them into our c11.mp when least in his heart's blood.
tlo. not understand is the highest of virtue-s; the
they are ever on . the 1dert to giv ua s fatal stab?
The reason why Heston's pictures are blasphemous other thinks that it is better to limit your confidence
Any attempt to cultivate fraternal ffelings wit.h is bacauae they go like a hot iron into the very heart to what you do m:derstand and know something
them will end as disastrously as fDr the lamb to fra- of the priesthood and the old superstition.
about.
terniz3 with the wolf. There iR no naturai affinity.
There El€ems to be a sort of sickly disposition
One says we ought to walk and see by confidence
They are our sworn enemiefil. Even a careless peru- m::mifested on the ptut of some who claim to be Lib· [faith]; the other says we would better open our eyes
sal of the Christian papers of the country ought to ersl to ruu Freethought papers in some unknown and look before we leap.
satiofy any mind that they observe no honorable rule llnd mysterious way so !.18 to please Christians. But
Oue hopes to be happy by and by by loving &nd
' of warfare, but lie in wait for us like a beast of prey. it is an impossibility.- As well try to make the law serving a God he has not seen; the other is happy
I hold nothing in common with believers in God- of gravitation attract and repel at the same time. now by loving and serving some one he has seen and
written books. Their tendency is to block the wheels The ox and the ass can never work in the same yoke. who can be benefited by his love and help. One
Cont.inue the pictures-hew to the line. If the tries to fit people for another wor_ld; the other tries
of progress, sud hold us back to the usages and
ignorllnce of the people from whom they originated. chips fly in the teeth of Christiana, let them stand to make them better fit to liv in this one. One does
Talms.~e says we want to get back into the "old out of the way. Do their papers boom our causa not want God to see him doing wrong; the other
paths." The very best men they could boast in old to any great extent~ In what we.y hav they laid us does not want to see himself in wrong-doing.
Bible times would be bad men to day. Then to under obligations to them, so that we are bound to
One hopes to escape just punishment and receive
think of the morals of the man "aft.er God's own £eason our mental food to suit their tastes ~
~ reward by and by; the other expects to reap just
Whst kind of a Freethought paper would it ba, so what he sows, and wants to earn and get all his
heart!" Whew ! There can be no wider difference
between two classes of men than exists between conducted as to "attrRct" and not offend Christians? rewards here and now.
Christians and Liberals. We are satualiy traveling Or wh11t kind of a battle would we fight if we allowed
One persecutes for opinion's sake;~ the other only
in opposit directior;s They are trying to lead the the cohorts of Christianity to cfficar our army? If eeks for justice and fair play, and give to all every
people back to the ignorance and barbarism of three Christians bad the power they would blot out every privilege and right it asks for itself.
One is very aggressiv; the other is only defensiv
thousand years ago, tmd the Liber!lls a.re preasiug Freetbought psper in the land.
With a little persuasion perhaps we might induce and progreesiv.
forward to a higher civilization.
One invented implements of torture, holy water,
The people of to.day are a hundred times better them to open our conventions with prayer. Aud
qualified to write a Bible than the writers who pro- then they might "lend a h!llld" in conducting our holy candles, crucifixes, altars, pulpits, ceremonies,
papers. And then it might be policy to hav each creeds, imaginary crimes, witches, ghosts, a devil, a
duced the holy mumble.
The truth is, the combined wisdom of the world one of our public speakers go to Talmage or some God, a heaven, and a hell. .The other has given us
could not write a book every way snited to the needs other eminent divine, snd hav him recast his or her our civilization and all the sciences; the steilml!=Jctures ao that they will not "repel" Christians. engin, telegraph, telephone, sewing-machine, and all
of tha people a thousand yeat·s hence.
·
With these facts before our eyes, is it not the When all this is accomplished we shall be in oondi· the other useful inventions.
To one death is the king of terrors; to the other
bight of foily to seek to establish anything like a tion to "move on the enemy's works."
union between Liberals- and Christians 1
A boy saw a mute by the roadside once and made
It is 1r last a loner a beautiful rest
When all sorrow is past fr~{n the brow and the br~ast.
I am in open hostility to the whole Christi!!n u? his mind t~at he would mske t~e mule.get ou.t of
scheme, and I wonld t1·eat Christians just ail I would hts ~uy. s,o he sn~aked ~p and kwked him behi~d,
The Christian hates and slanders the Rationalist,
any other public enemy. Wherever and whenever I ~nd che mu,e sent h1m bscJI about twenty feet/olh~g II and the Rationalist smiles and pities the poor Chriscan strike a blow th~t will weaken t.heir iufl.uence, m the dust. T~e boy, g?t up and me!lsur~d .he d1s- t.ian.
PRoF. 0. L HA;:KELL, Ex:-Christ.ian.
tanca between hun ana tne mule, and exclaimed: "Is
with whatever weapon, that blow will be struck..
Vberals may diffsr in regards to met bods' aR they it possible th~t I kickea tbst mule as fff.r as that?''
'l'he Story of Lot's Wii'e.
differ about other matters, but when it cernes to Now when we hav made the above concessions, and
shaping thiogs to suit Christians t,hen I lose my do nothing and r,cy nothing t,o "repel" or off"nd the
The quest.ion which a religious oriental put to
hidebound devotees of the old superstition, we shall himself in ancient times at Usdum, says Prof. Anstomach.
There seems to be a disposition manifested on the hav kicked the old Ch;:i;;tian mule furthet· than the drew D. White in tho PopulM Science Monthly, was
par~ of some to carry on the Liberal work in a sort boy did with abont the same result. I hs.v taken substl!ntially thR.t which his des~enda;nt to-?ay ~uts
of pious way so as not to offend Christians. But I THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since its first inception, to himself at Kosseir: " Why 19 th;s region thus
tell you there is no half-way bouse whC'rB JJ1bemls and therefore it will be infBrr.ec1 ths.t I take great interest blasted~"-" whence tbese pillars of salt~" or
Christians can meet snd indorse eaoh othBr's pl!lns. in that -paper. And I would hav it pu!'sue the same "whence these blocks of granit ~"-"what aroused
The attempt is just as foolish as to try to W!!ld a piece aagressiv policy which he.s hitherto characterized it. tha vengeance of Jehovah or of Allah to work these
"r would not say that it is the best Fr£ethought miracles of desolation~"
of cast steel to an icicle.
And just as Maxima du Camp recorded the an"My voice is still for wl!r-"an open war and a paper in the world, but I will say that I believe that
it hes convinced more men and women of the error swer o'f the modern Shemite at Kosseir, so the comfair fight.
The men who hav been the boldest and most out- of thoir ways and given them the courage to stand up pilers of the Jewish sacred books recorded the
and be counted than any other paper with which I answer of the ancient Shemite at the Dead sea;
spoken hav exerted t,he most sud best influence.
just as Allah at Kosseir blasted the hmd and t.rsnsIt was said that Bsnnett said msny t-hings which am acquainted.
The reason is, it has bean bold and outspoken and formed the melons into bowlders which are seen to
hurt. I guess they did, for be was a perfect Hercules and when a stone went whizzing !rom hi!l eling called things by their proper names, and never bas this day, so Jehovah at Usdom ~lasted th~ Ian_~ an.d
th~re was always a deBd man in the enemy's camp. looked up to sea whether Mrs. Grundy frowned or ·transformed Lot's wife into a pillar of satt wnwh 1s
No man in his time did more to popul~rize Free- smiled.
seen to this dav.
I hav never said as much about THE TRUTH SEEKER
No more difficulty wss encountered in the formathought, aud no man dealt. mol'a uuspsringly with
the old superstition. Not even prison bars could before, for somehow it seemed to me like boasting of tion of the Lot legend, to account for that r~c:k
good traits in my own family.
resembling the human form, than in the formatiOn
divert him from his purpose.
Now I hav given some pointers in regard to the of the Niobe legend, which acoounte~ for a s~pposed
I om in favor of any measure which has a tE<ndency
to uproot the old superAtition and destroy the con- pictures. No LibHsl is bound by what I say, only human resemblance in the rock at S1pylos; 1t grew
fidence of the people in tho holy blab as e.n inspired so far as my suggestions look re&flollable. I would up just as we hav seen thousands of similar myths
say to every Liberal, if you do not like my plan, work and legends grow up about striking natural. appearbook.
Can any man in hi~ sobf\r ssnees believe that Hes- out a plan of your own, but keep to work until the ances in every home of the bume.n race. ~emg thus
ton's pictures hav not bad n t-endency to weaken the old 1mperstition shall giv way to sense and science, consonant wi.th the universal view regay~mg the refaith of t.he people in regard to tho inspiration of and the ecclesiastical yoke shall be lift€d from the lation of physical geography to the ~mne ~overn
JonN PEcK.
ment it became a treRsure of the Jewish nahon and
I. he old Jewish SCrap· book 7 H is Raid that they shoulders of the people.
Naples, N. Y.
of the Christian church, a treasure not only to be
" repel" more than they "attract." But whom do
guarded against all bostil intrusion, but to . be
they repel! Not the friends, but the enemies of our
UNTIL common minds doubt respecting religion, increased as we shall see, by the myth·makmg
cause.
Jews, Christians, a:nd Mohammedans fo1·
Why this r;queamisbness in regrll'l1 to the pictures 1 they can never receive any new scientific concluE~ion at powers
Simply because L1ber!lls htw not yet g(;t enth·ely variance with it~!ls ,JoshnR snd Copernic~w,-Buckle. thcus~nds of yeare.
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The Pictnres.
We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of twentythree new subscribers on the picture account during
the past week, as wen ss the following donations :
J. W. Wilkinson ......... $
P. Grigg.....................
Mrs. Mary A. Horne .... 1
A. Besseth...... ...... .. .... 1

I

50 R. H. Sanford .............. 5 00
50 Geo. Penman.............. 1 00
00 I. H. Murray...............
75
00

This makes two hundred and ninety-one new subscribers ; $150.40 donations.
We would again call atrention to the offer of "Try
Square" as a premium for new subscribers. The
terms are : Copies of the book to be given as premiums to, or for, new subscribers who pay the regular
price of $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, before
March 11th. One copy of the book to be given to
every volunteer new subscriber, and one to every
old subscriber who procures a new one at the regular
price of $3. The price of the book by itself is $1.
The Literature Fund has been enriched since the
last aoknowledgment by these sums :
Jas. N. Fa!ling ............ $1 75 A. E. KittelL.............
H. Merrick................. 1 00 Ezra Gladding.............

75
25

There are innumerable calls upon this fund, and
it is hoped that it will not be allowed to languish.
Aa Captain Adams says, it is one of the best constructiv agencies of Freethought.

tion. As Dr. Patton of Princeton puts it, " the Confession teaches that only the elect will be saved ; that
those of the elech who are capable of faith are saved
by faith; that others of the elect, such as elect iDfants,_
are saved without faith. Calvinism teaches that God
elects individuals to eternal life out of his mere good
pleasure. Now, if men are saved because they are
elected, and God elects some, certainly some must be
left. We may say that God passed them by, or reprobated them, or did not save them."
These are perfectly logical conclusions from the
premises laid down of God's omniscience and sovereignty, and when the CalviniP.ts depart from them
and adopt othe1·s, the new ones must be, as Dr.
Buckley says, but simply a coating of sugar laid
over the theological pills, which they find bitter in
the mouth, but which thorough-going, old-fashioned
Calvinists maintain hav a marvelously beneficial
effect upon the health and soundness of the system.
It is the fact that the bitterness of these pills is
gathered directly from the Bible that makes Dr.
Wylie's statement that Infidels cannot be answered
by pure reason such a boomerang to the inspired
word.

'.rhe Roman Church's Lament.
The Roman Catholic journals apparently hav
arrived at the conclusion that Brazil will follow in
the footsteps of France and Italy, and that its new
government will not be subservient to the church.
The Revietc, the most important Roman Catholic
weekly journal published in this country, has found
out that the " tendency of the age" is to " suppress"
Roman Catholicism, and thus laments the change of
government in Brazil :
"We hav not the slightest doubt that that fair and hitherto
peaceful and prosperous country is at this moment ruled by
an ambitious junto whose object is not the good of the
country, but first, personal wealth and aggrandizement, and
second, the mppression of the Catholic religion. That is the
tendency of the age, and the results are generally brought
about through the agencies of European Masonry. They
and their brethren in South America are Infidels and Atheists,
and they hate the Catholic church because it puts restraint
upon the passions of men and denounces iniquity in every
shape. When they gain power their first principle of action
is to 'look out for No. 1.' It was so in Ecuador when the
admirable Mereno was assassinated, a martyr to religion and
good goven::r.~i:Lt, by the agency of that all-powerful and unscrupulous secret society. It is so in France and in Italy at
the present time when an Infidel minority, through the
secret machinations of this eame dangerous organization,
tyrannizes over the consciences of the people in the name of
liberty, and grows enormously rich while the people are
heavily taxed, and in Italy at least ground down to the very
last point of endurance. It was so in Belgium, until a few
years ago the people rose in their might and thrust the
wicked intruders from power."

The Review goes on to outline the course probably

The Bible and the Character of. God Indefen- to be pursued by the Brazilian republicans. They
sible.
will, it says, represent the church as opposed to free

At the recent meetiDg of the New York Presbytery,
in the discussion over the proposed revision of the
Co-afession of Faith, the Rev. D. G. Wylie said:
"Mr. Ingersoll b~s been quoted in this debate. We
are to giv up the Confession, because we cannot
answer his arguments against the doctrine of the
Confession. Can we answer his arguments against
the Bible Bnd the character of God? If we cannot,
shall we giv up the scriptures and God! The arguments of Infidels cannot be answered on the grounds
of pure reason." That is a pretty frank admission
that the Bible and the character of God as therein
portrayed are indefensible. And it is also one of
the best arguments in favor of revising the Confession, because the Confession follows the lines of the
Bible and is a logical statement of what God is and
will do, if the Bible be true. The Confession is
altogether too biblical for this age, and most intelligent Presbyterians know it. It is a formula of doctrin too horrible to teach, and one which one-half of
the Presbyterians at least do not believe.
But, nevertheless, the old Calvinism is strictly
biblical and is the only logical one of the many
Christian creeds. The doctrin of God's sovereignty
-his omniscience and omnipotence-leads directly
to the doctrin of election, and reprobation is the
inevitable corollary of election. If God knew all
things from all eternity he knew just how many people the whole world would hav, and which of them
were to be saved, and which of them reprobated to
eternal misery. He knew the ones he would pass
by and the ones he would call. To doubt this is to
doubt his omniscience. Salvation under these circum.
stances is not a matter of choice, but of foreordina-

government, and persecute accordingly. The revenues of the church will ba aeized for " more careful
administration;" the ecclesiistical property will be
confiscated, probably the bishops will be banished;
the schools will be made secular and godless, and
everything arranged on the most "Liberal" and "unsectarian" plana. "And the rest of the world," it
sneeringly remarks, " will applaud, or if they do not
openly approve, they will look on with indifference
as if they bad no interest whatever in the matter."
It is undoubtedly true, in this century, that when
Catholic populations change their forms of government and swing away from the church, the intelligent
among them do not stop at Protestantism, but go
over to Freethought, esteeming no one religion above
another, but all alike, as but steps in the mental evolution of mankind. And if the Catholic church shall
be represented as the opposer of free\ government,
that view of it is but the truth, and amply justified
by fact. Why, it was only the other day that a. daily
journal in sympathy with Catholicism warned the
king of Italy that the chief stay of kingly government is the Catholic church-that her authority kept
the people in subjection by teaching them the "divine
right of kings l" And it may become a question of confiscating all the property of the church, to prevent the
church confiscating all the property of the people.
Other nations hav been forced to pursue this course,
and even an emperor of Brazil once found the order
of Christ too powerful for the good of his country;
arid bad to take the tithe collection into his own
hands, and pay the priests himself, else would the
church hav owned the country. But it is not confiscation: it is restitution. The church has ever

been, so greedy, so. unscrupulous, so despotic, that to
defend their existence nations hav been forced to
make pecuniary war upon her. The blame is upon
the church, not upon the governments.
If the Oatholic authorities and writers would but
stop to thiDk why the tendency of the age is to sup·
press political Catholicism, and would be honest in
their thinking, they would be astonished not at the
auppression but that it bas bMn so long delayed.
They would know that it is the tyranny of Rome,
the machinations of the Jesuits, the Inquisition, the
rack, the thumbscrew, the prison, the Auto da-te,
which they profess to regard as only the " rigmarole
of anti-popery lingo," which hav taught all intelligent ·
nations to beware of the Roman church.

Conformity to Nature's Laws.
A person that takes up a Freethought book .or
paper finds that an expression that recurs with much
frequency is, "Oonform to nature's laws." Everywhere, in varying phrase, he finds this exhortation,
to cast off supernatural direction and find out nature's
laws and obey them. One who was new to Rationalistic thought might not at once receive from this precept the whole of its import, the whole of the impression that it is capable of conveying. He might
think to himself that the finding out of nature's laws
and conforming to them was nothing more than what
the Christians around him were doing ; that we all do
about alike and liv about alike in that matter, and
that he could see no considerable difference between
Christians and Freethinkers in that respect. It is to
a person thiDking thus that we desire to make things
more clear.
What is meant when we say that we should find
out the laws of nature, is that everything in the universe proceeds in a fixed and sure order of succession,
a certain event following, at all times and places, a
certain cause; and such being the case, we should
discover just what causes produce just what events,
and then we can by bringing about the cause of any
desirable event, also bring about that desirable event.
The expression, " laws of nature," is not strictly
correct, since there is no" law" enacted and imposed
by any being, as is a human law; what is meant
is, order of succession. It is seen at once that
our happiness must be great or less just iD proportion to the extent to which we can investigate
events and bring their orders of succession under the
classifications of science. This is what science is-an
organized body of observations as to the relations in
which events occur. And this, science, is what Free·
thiLkers champion, and recommend, and advance.
Now let us turn to the other side. What is Ohris·
tianity! At the very start, in the very definiDg of
Christianity, we find that it is a thing antagonistically
opposit to that system that affirms an invariable
order of events in the universe, and counsels us to
seek that order out. For the inmost essence of
Christianity is, an affirmation that events do not proceed in an invariable order, but in obeyance to the
varying will of a supernatural beiDg. Christianity
affirms that this being has repeatedly broken the
order of events, and that he will do so now at the
instance of any one of our race that prays in faith.
Wherever and whenever Ohristianity is fully and
realizingly believed, this doctrin, that we may change
the course of events by prayer, works many disastrous results. It does much harm now, especially in
the Roman Catholic lands where all pray, tell beads,
and mind priests, and no one studies books or observes nature to discover the actual nature of the
universe he livs in. To-day in Spain scientific preventive of contagion are little known and used, and
epidemics are combated with ecclesiastical processions and extra contributions to priests' purses. In
our land the faith curers are an example. But it is
not, after all, to the striking instance that these faith
healers afford, that we are to turn to obtain an estimate of the evil now worked by the doctrin of the
supernatural order of things. The few deaths caused
by these people are as nothing to the numbers that
are not charged against the supernatural belief, but
are really imputable to it. Were the human mind
not choked to-day in its strivings for truth; were it
not oppressed in colleges with fatal burdens of antiquated methods and totally worthless theological
studies, and were it not everywhere perverted or distracted or intimidated by the threatet:lings of popular
religious opinion, advances could be made, and would
now bav been made, that would so extend our con-
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trol over health and disease as to preserve tens of
thousands of Jives now lost. And, but for that
Christian retardation, advances, equally great, made
in fields of knowledge not alone physical but mental
and moral-for all are under law-would now be giving us a world freed of half its present criminals,
present prisoners, present strife, present ills of every
complexion.
Just to the extant to which a so called Christian
of the present is seen .to pray for things instead of
workin~S for them, we are to regard him as a true
disciple of Christianity. Just to the extent to which
he is seen to study, to learn, to devise, to work-that
is, to find out the !awe of nature and conform to
them-we are to pronounce him unfaithful to Christianity, and a Freethinker and Rat.ionalist.

A Woman Suitrage Convention.
We desire to call attention to a convention that is
to be held at Wa3hington, D. C., in Willard Hall
(adjoining Willard's Hotel), on the 24th and 25th of
February. The purpose is the uniting in a national
organization of those women throughout the country
that champion wom!\n suffrage and are advanced in
other progressiv thought as well. Nearly oll the
states will send delegates, and among the representative will be many ladies known to our readers as
bright and faithful F.reethought workers. Among
these are Helen H. Gardener, New York; Susan H.
Wixon, Massachusetts; V oltairine de Cleyre, Pennsylvania; Etta D. Kelso, California, and Nora M.
Remsburg, Kansas. The convention will be addressed by most, and we hope all, of the foregoing,
and by Elizabeth Cady S&anton and other practiced
speakers. Gentlemen, too, will add their efforts,
and among those who will address the gathering are
Prof. Elliott Cones, of Washington, and Mr. W. F.
Aldrich, of Alabama. Any who desire more detailed
information, or wish to contribute financially, may
address M!ltilda Joslyn Gage, Fayetteville, N. Y.
'fhis moveinent takes its rise from the fact that
the existing woman suffrage societies hav fallen teo
much under church influence. We all know what is
~b.e result when any cause is allowed to coma under the
fiway of the ciergy. We know what pl::ysical aaience
was whan. the church overswayad it. We know what
was the complexion of political science when under
ecclesitu;tical direction. If in their control of thought
on those parts of political science that investigate
men's rights and liberties the churches ha.v ever helped
despotism and repressed the right and the true, so
we may expect that in their influence upon this part
of political science that considers women's rights
they will promote despotism aud repress the right
and the tr11e. From the church no good can come.
When we see under its domination anything, of
whatever nature, for which we he.v any regard, we
should endeavor its removal and rescue.

Editorial Notes.
THE annual crop of lies about Thomas Paine-which ripen
January 29th-is now coming into market. The crop is precisely like that of last year, and of every year, but if a prize
were offered for tte biggest product it would hav to be
awarded to the lie about Paine's " recantation." Liberals
need pay little attention to these old slanders of Paine, but
if they do desire information regarding Paine's last days,
they should purchase "Pt\ine Vindicated" by Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll.
MR. WM. HART's book, "The Candle from Under the
Bushel," has been a source of much worriment to the sainte
of Kirksville, Mo., where Mr. Hart keeps a jewelry store.
A Rev. Mr. Browder has published in a church paper printed
in a neighboring town a series of long reviews of the bookthe paper refusing, of course, to admit any replies from Mr.
Hart-and Mr. Hart has now off•ored him $50 to read the
book and review it from the pulpit before his congregation.
In making this offer, the author of the book says: "This is
my final and highest offer. Brother Browder has advertised
my book in this place more than I hav myself, and thereby
aided its circulation, ard if the book is fL mass of evil as he
asserts, it behooves him as a Christian to counteract the evil
influence he has set in motion by grinding it to powder."
But Brother Browder will do nothing of the sort•.
THE Washington correspondent of the St. Louis Republic
writes this home to his paper: The clubs here are laughing
over a remark attributed to Col. Robert G. Ingersoll that this
administration reminded him of a dispute between a man
and his wife as to what they would hav for their Christmas
dinner. The man wanted turkey and the woman demanded
duck, so they compromised on cabbage. "I told Mr. Har.
rison the other day," the colonel is quoted as saying, "what
I thought of his way of running things. He has been wasting the people's time in examining into the claims of every
applicant for place from cabinet secretaries down to doorkeepers. He has been in the office more than tell months

now, and he is still worrying over some of those cases that
were laid before him the day he entered the White House.
The longer he waits the more applicants arise, and when
there are twenty applicants for on~ place the effect of his
final decision is to make nineteen enemies and one friend.
And what a friend that one is! Why, a neighbor of mine
who was among the first applicants for a certain office was
kept waiting so long that he finally forgot all about it. The
other morning I met him on the street and he called out :
' What news do you suppose I got to-day? That d-- fool
Harrison has appointed me.' When I told the story to the
president he inquired solemnly: 'Colonel Ingersoll, who was
that man?' 'Mr. president,' I replied, 'you don't need to
hav me tell you. You've appointed a couple of thousand
men, more or less, to office. Just think them over and.make
a guess-you can't fail to hit the right one."'
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THE house of representative of the state of Washington has
succumbed to pious influences and elected a chaplain, who
expects to be paid from the public funds in the face of this
constitutional provision: "No public money or property
shall be appropriated for or paid to any religious worship,
exercise, or instruction." The expectation shows how little
the Christians care for law or constitutions or human rights
when their pet superstition can be advanced by ignoring
them. The Snohomish Weekly Eye says that those who
most strongly opposed the election of the chaplain " did not
object so much to prayers as to the attempt to over-ride the
constitution. They even offered to help pay his salary out
of their own pockets; but this did not satisfy the hypocrits
and demagogs, who wanted to show their contempt for the
constitution." The "pious lobbyists," adds the Eye, are
pursuing the same tactics in the senate, but that body
will probably refuse to employ a chaplain, as a majority of
the senators say they will not vote money in direct violation
of the constitution to please either Jew or gentile, Christian
or Atheist. They agree with Mr. Eddy, of the lower house,
who said in the debate on the subject: "I object to the payment of a chaplain, it being in my opinion unconstitutional.
I also claim the right, as a citizen of this state, to worship
God according to the dictates of my own conscience. I
claim that no religion or no cburch has any right to compel
me to worship God according to their belief. I claim that
as a member of this legislature and as a servant of this state,
the churches hav no right to force ministers upon me; that
I am sent here to serve this state and not to serve the
churches. We are servants to the people, and not servants
of God. Of course I will hav to listen to the prayers whether
they suit me or not, unless I wish to be discourteous to.the
house and the chaplain." It is no triumph of the thirty-two
who voted to elect a chaplain over the minority of twentyfive who voted against the proposition. The minority hav
rights which all are bound to respect.

WHAT is called the most remarkable schism which has ever
taken place in St. Louis, Mo., is the split in the wealthy
Central church. A month or six weeks ago the pastor,
Rev. R. C. Cave, created a sensation by delivering a sermon
in which he said that he did not believe in the inspiration of
the Bible or the divinity of Christ. He believed in Christ
the man and in a God, but not the God of the Bible. The
sermon divided the church, and about half the congregation
withdrew while the other half passed resolutions indorsing
Dr. Cave. He then resigned, but his friends in the congregation refused to accept his resignation and at a meeting
pledged $50,000 to build a new church. Dr. Cave reconsidered his resign&tion. All the Christian ministers of every
denomination and creed in all parts of the United States
began denouncing him. His congregation met in a hall and
there Dr. Cave said he had been read out of the church. He
was not a Christian and did not believe in the divinity of
Christ or the miracles or other things. He said he desired
to retire from the pulpit, but the congregation passed a resolution setting forth that they did not believe any more than
their pastor, and they desired to cut loose entirely from the
THE editor of Ohurch ProgretJs, a Roman Catholic journal
Christians.
published in St~ Louis, replying to a question as to the
IN a speech at the celebration of the Centenary of the career and fate of Giordano Bruno, exhibits this charitable
United States Judiciary, held in this city last week, Chaun- apirit. "Giordano Bruno," he says, was a Dominican friar,
cey M. Depew said: "_On every occasion the orator points a cynic, a philosopher, and a liar. After having left the conwith pride to the subject of the hour. To. day every speaker vent, he strolled over the world. After two years' delay,
has pointed with pride, a pride shared by every human be- and 11 trial by the Inquisition in Venice and Rome, he was
ing in the United States, to our Federal Judiclal system. finally degraded from the sacred ministry, and, as it was
But there is one period of our history as a people to which customary in the sixteenth century, handed over to the civil
we do not point with pride. The first one hundred years of power and executed in Rome. The governor of Rome
the Puritan commonwealth in New England had no clients, arrested Giordano Bruno, after his degradation from holy
and therefore no lawyers. The clergy were the court for orders, and had him taken to Tordinona prisons, where he
the settlement of all disputes, and the people their own ad- might, had he wished, show repentance and so avoid death.
-vocates. During that period they banished Baptists and By a law of justice he was given eight days to do so. It
imprisoned Quakers for conscience's sake and committed ju- was hoped that during that time he would hav repented;
dicial murder by hanging witches. This is a period for but no, he remained obstinate. On the seventa day the govwhich we are ever apologizing. It demonstrates that the ernor _sent word to the confraternity of San Giovanni Decolgospel without the law cannot run a republic. Had there lato to be in readiness to lend the last consolation to Bruno,
been a fearless bar and independent judiciary the client's as on the following day he would be executed. He remained
retainer would hav inspired the lawyers to so present the obstinate to the end; consequently he was taken to the
inalienable rights under religious liberty that Roger Williams Campo de Fiori and burnt alive. Two circumstances rewould never hav migrated, and the Quaker would hav wor- lating to Giordano Bruno's death are related. One is that
shiped as he thought God told him to, while the witch would one of the Confortatori on the pyre itself, a few minutes behav exercised no other fascination than the one she has al- fore it wag eet fire to, tried to reconcile the apostate with
ways exhibited in all ages of the world toward our weaker Gad, and held up to him the crucifix to kiss; but Bruno,
sex." There is a good deal of hard sense in these remarks, with a disdainful look, turned his head away. The second
more than in the one by the minister who responded to the is that while he was being taken on the cart from the prison
toast, "The Bar and the Clergy," by saying that'' the pul- to the place of execution, it was necessary to gag him, so as
pit, if die it must, will die hard." There is no occasion for to stop the terrible oaths which he was uttering. The civil
the pulpit to die if it will reform, pay its taxes, -keep its power and not the church executed the vile wretch. If it
hands off other people's property and persons, teach sense, was ever right to kill a blasphemer, a disturber of society, a
cease persecuting, and imagining that God has given the corrupter of public and private morals, it was right for the
civil government to kill Bruno." Think of what a country
world to the saint and that the ministers are the saints.
would be were priests like this editor in power I
SoME of the pious frauds in connection with the publicaA WALLA WALLA, Washington, paper of a late date has
tion in '' patent insides" of Talmage's thunderous platitudes
are exposed in the Phelps county H&rald, of Bertrand, Neb. this item: "Rev. E. M. Foster, of the Free Methodist
It appears that a clergyman has discovered that some of church, was brought before the probate court for examinathe sermons ostensibly delivered by Talmage, who is now tion as to his sanity. The complaint was sworn out by E.
abroad, are reproductions of his old sermons printed in this D. Nicholson, who lived close to the Fosters. On examinacountry years ago. The H81'ald, which used to be a sufferer tion by Drs. W. A. Egbert and Y. C. Blalock, Foster was
from such imposition, says the fraud is only a fair sample of adjudged of sound mind and turned loose, but was first
that constantly practiced on the public by this "eminent admonished by the physicians that if he continued as fanatswindle." " When we used to hav the sermons sent us in ical on questions of religion there was little doubt but that
stereotype plates," it adds, "we frequently received them a he would be insane within a year. The arrest and examinaweek before the delivery of the discourse. One week the tion of Foster grew out of his own actions. In November
plates were dated' Fort Scott, Kan.' Just from curiosity we Mrs. Foster gave birth to a child. Foster had at the time an
investigated the matter and found that the noted doctor had abiding faith in the Christian Science doctrin, and instead of
not been at Fort Scott at all, and was not within a thousand calling in a regular physician, he called in a faith-cure midmiles of the state of Kansas on that date. Two years ago wife. As a consequence Mrs. Foster has never recovered
the Chautauqua management at Crete engaged the preacher to from her confinement. Some time since she called in Dr.
address their assembly on a certain day. The time arrived, Cropp, who prescr bed for her, but whose medicine her
but the doctor did not come. Finally, he was discovered on husband was unwilling should be used. As it was thought
top of Mt. Washington, in New Hampshire. Notwithstand- she might die from lack of proper attention, it was thought
ing this, all the Western papers a day or two later contained best to bring the matter to a focus. On examination Foster
'An Address Delivered by Dr. Talmage at the Crete, Chau- showed that while not insane he was nevertheless in a fair
tauqua.' He did the same thing with·a Minnesota Chautauqua way to become so through religious fanaticism. He stated
and was sued for damages, yet his supposed address on that that the conversion of his wife to his own faith, Christian
occasion was published everywhere. Some time ago the Science and all, would sometimes oppress him like a heavy
famous Tabernacle burnt down one Sunday morning, but weight. The man was evidently honest in his opinion, and
the next day the regular ' Talmage sermon, delivered at the felt that he was doing the best thing possible for his wife by
Brooklyn Tabernacle,' appeared in all the papers, side by not permitting the use of medicine. In this the probate judge
side with an f!,ccount of the fire. Thus it becomes apparent and examining doctors disagreed with him, and he was
that the publication of Talmage's sermons is made a business, informed that he must stop his system of forced conversion,
connived at and consented to by the reverend gentleman him- or stand the chance of a much more serious charge being
self, he sharing the profit-s. It isn't done to save souls, but preferred.'' One of our subscribers, in forwarding the account,
to make money. There is no doubt but Talmage makes a makes these observations: " I hav no objections to anybody
fortune out of it every year, although he repeats some ser- believing in the faith cure, but they should not force it on
mons and others never delivers at all. But it's a pious fraud others. I think when they are sick they should practice it
-and the public will tolerate a pious fraud year after year, on themselvs, and die if they want it." Our subscriber
seems to be a sensible sort of man.
and never know they are being imposed upon." Just so.
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EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK., Jan. 27, 1890
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 to be applied to the Heston
fund.
Yours truly,
JoEL HAYES.
BRIGHTON, IND., Jan. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Do as you please as to cartoons. I think
they are a good instructor.
FLEMING HoPKINS.
ScoTT's MILLB, ORB., Jan. 17, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Keep theee correct pictures going in the
paper.

Very respectfully,

THoB. ScoTT.

BURTON Vmw, ILL., Jan. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I would rather hav the pictures continued.
Send the ANNUAL. Respectfully yours,
J. F. SissoN.
QuiNCY, 0., Jan. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I must hav the paper. It is good with or
without the cuts. I think the pictures are immense.
Yours truly,
J. M. PuTNAM.
MARSEFIKLD, Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose the names of two new yearly subscribers. I am in favor of the pictures.
W. M. VIN CAMP.
Yours,
MoNTESANo, CAL, Jan. 13, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Do not drop the pictures. Keep them up by
all means. I should not hav got one subscriber if it had not
been for the pictures.
F. LEBBMANN.
DouGL~ SSVILLK, GA., Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot get you a new subscriber in this
church-ridden place. Yet I hope you will continue the
cartoons.
C. E. DEWEY.

OrliKNT, lA., Jan. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which send THE TRUTH
SKRKKR ~0 nu~Jriend named and myself. Do not hold HesS. CRUMRINE.
ton, but let him hit them hard.
CRAINVILLR, KAN., Jan. 20, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money for the paper,
the TRUTH BEKKER ANNUAL, and" Giordano Bruno." Keep
the pictures going if you can.
J. J. WILKES.
PARIS, ILL., Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EniTO~: I want the cuts continued in your paper.
'fhey Bp@ll~ louder than words. Inclosed find $3. Send me
the ANNUAL and the $2.75 apply to the Heston fund.
J. CRKTORS.
Yours,
BRISTOL, Wis., Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: You will find $3 25 for THE TRUTH SKKKRR
and the ANNUAL. As to the pictures, I shall be satisfied to
hav them continued or discontinued.
WM. HuNT.
RAVENNA, 0., Jan. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which mail to my address th~ ~~uALand the following named books, and apply
the change as my vote in favor of the cartoons.
L. J. TIBBALS.

ELK RAPIDS, MwH., Jan. 27, 1890.
PRESCOTT, lA., Jan. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5 to renew my subscription
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find funds for a new six months'
subscriber-another vote for the object-lessons. Long may and for a new subscriber. Continue the pictures, if possithey continue to adorn the covers of the grand old TRUTH ble, and I am sure they will hurt nobody's feelings unless
they hav worn the collar too long, in which case their galls
8KKKKR.
ALEX. CAMPBELL.
will get well If they continue to take your medicin.
MouNT UNroN, Jan. 31, 1890.
Fraternally,
E. CLARKE.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for two years more. I hav
taken THE TRUTH BKKKKR since the first issue in Paris, IlL
BAKER's CoRNER, IND., Jan. 22, 1890.
I am getting old, being seventy-eight years, and expect to
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $14 25 for paper,
take it the rest of my days, pictures and all.
ANNUAL, and books. We like THE TRUl'H BKKKKR very
much at our house. It Is our best paper. We hav tried to
Yours respectfully,
WM. ANTRAM.
get you Rome new subscribers, but hav failed thus far. We
PosEN, MroH., Jan. 25, 1890.
liv in an orthodox neighborhood, one of the "deepest dye."
MR. EDITOR; Inclosed you will find $2-$1.75 to help the Continue the pictures.
LtzztK F. BAKER.
pictures, and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL for 1890.
Discontinuing the illustrations in the famous TRUTH BKKKKR
HoWARD, KAN., Jan. 13, 290 K.M.
would be lamentable retrogression.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal note for $1. 70,
VINCENT DRONBU'J'OWIOZ.
for which please send me the ANNUAL and the books named.
, Also send me a ·catalog of your publications. I sincerely
ARAPAHOE, NEB., Jan. 9, 1890.
hope the pictures will remain. We are doing good missionary
MR. EDITOR: Please to keep Heston at work. His car- work here, and hav to hav literature, so, hoping to receive
toons are splendid. It was they that converted me to Free- the books soon, I am,
Yours,
0. U. RoBKRTB.
thought. Long may they liv. I will try and send you some
new subscribers when I renew. Please send the ANNUAL.
DEXTER, Mo., Jan. 20, 1890.
WM. GATH.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5-$3 to renew my
subscription; $1 for a continuation of friend Heston's great
BRUCK, S.D., Jan. 21, 1890.
work, which I thiuk is a great help to our cause. I am in
MR. EDITOR: Please find Inclosed $7.25 to renew my subfavor of his putting it to them just as hard as the law will
scription, and for your ANNUAL for 1890, also for two new
allow. The harder the fight, the sooner it will be over.
subscribers. We all vote for the pictures. I send list of
The other dollar you can apply in any way you think best.
persons to whom samples may be sent, as you request.
J. W. McCoLLUM.
T. J. CARPENTER.
Respectfully yours,
MKRIDKN, CoNN., Jan. 17, 1890.
HunsoN, Wis., Jan. 28, 290.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $6 to renew my subMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for one new sub- scription, also for a new subscriber. Also one copy of the
scriber for two years. This is my promised mite toward
TRUTH SKKKKR ANNUAL and books as below. What is left
the continuation of the cartoons in THE TRUTH BKKKKR. I
may go toward the pictures, and I hope to find some more
hope to be able to send you another before long. The new
subscribers for you. I am very much in favor of continuing
subscriber votes for pictures.
CRAB. HANSoN.
the pictures. Wishing you a Happy New Year,
Yours fraternally,
JoHN MoRBK.
BYRON, MINN., Jan. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand you twenty-five cents for the
REDMON, ILL., Jan. 13, 1890.
ANNUAL. I would be very much disappointed to see Mr.
MR. EDITOR : Incloeed find $1.50-$1 to help continue
Heston's cartoons discontinued, and shall do my best to send
Hes·on's pictures, and fifty cents for the TRUTH BKKKKR
you my vote for their continuance, backed by some new subANNUALS for 1889 and 1890. In my opinion, the objectors
WALTER A. JoBNS0N.
scribers, soon.
to Heston's work on THE TRUTH SKKKKR will do us no good.
When people get so nice that a lie suits them better than the
TACOMA, W ABH., Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: That one article from R. G. Ingersoll, truth, let them go to where they belong. Honi soit qui mal
MARK RowE.
"Why I Am an Agnostic," is worth the price of the paper. y pense. Hew to the line.
In regard to the cartoons, do as you think best; but for me,
MAKANDA, ILL., Jan. 26, 1890.
I would rather see a good portrait of some of our leading LibMR. EDITOR: Please send me the ANNUAL, and send two
erals on the first page of every paper.
M. B. CRANK.
or three numbers of THE TRUTH BKKKKR to each of the
nanied persons. Both parties are right about the pictures.
BusRNKLL, ILL., Jan. 29, 1890.
MR .. EDITOR: I inclose twenty-five cents for the TRUTH An ignorant or very bigoted Christian is repelled by them,
SEEKER ANNUAL. I want to add my feeble voice in support but more, I think, are attracted. In my own experience
of the pictures. The time has passed for opposing the mon- their presence has done good. I hav seen their good influstrous absurdities of religion with any othPr weapon than ence among thinking church-members and others.
w. w. WALKER.
ridicule, it seems to me.
8. L. BABBITT, M.D.

OLD RIPLEY, ILL., Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In registered letter you will find money for
renewal and new subscribers. !.want to giv you my opinion
LAWRENC:a:, KAN., Jan. 21, 1890.
of those pictures. I hav only taken your paper about two
MR. EDITOR: I am in favor of pictures. I tried very hard years, and hav got three subscribers, and I know it is by the
to get subscribers, but failed. I hope you will obtain the aid of the pictures. Do not let Heston go out of our family.
required number of subscribers and continue the pictures.
Yours truly,
PETER PLOG.
Yours truly,
A. PALM.
I am,
DEB MoiNKB, IA., Jan. 23, 1890.
TACOMA, WASH., Jan. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find $5.30 for two copies, one copy to a
MR. lll»l'l'oR: According to promis, I inclose $3 for a new new subscriber and one to me. I would hav written sooner,
subEcriber. I will try to get more subscribers. I hope the but hav had the grip and could not get the subscribers that I
list will increase sufficiently to warrant the illustrations to wanted to, but when I get out I will try it again. We send
J. N. NEwMAN.
continue.
two votes for the pictures.
M. P. BTKKL.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 18, 1890.
MR. Eo~·r-on: To a busy man who has not time to study
the question, your pictures would in a moment of time convey an idea of the ridiculous nature of many preachers' preJ. J. SNELL.
tensions.
SAN ANTONIO,
MR. EDITQR: Inclosed pleaee find
8KEKKR for one year to the following
Ecribers, and for books, and for six
fourteen votes for the pictnres.

1~~0.

TEx., Jan. 10, 1890.
$29, for THE TRUTH
named nine new subrenewals. There are
W. J. LocKE.

DELPHOS, KAN., Jan. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3.25-$3 for THE TRUTH
SKKKKR, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL. I cannot get any
more to subscribe, as the times are so hard. We hav lost
four crOJll! in this part of Kansas. I vote for the pictures.
DELBERT CooK.
BAN MAROIAL, N. M., Jan. 21, 1890~
MR. EDITOR: I send you address of a new subscriber, who
sends a" V "for two years' subEcription. I hav secured the
promis of five more names. This subscriber votes decidedly
for the pictures.
W. J. RIBLKY.
MILToN, PA., Jan. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for the
ANNUAL. I absolutely object to the pictures. They do
vastly more harm than good. The tendency is to lower the
tone of the paper.
IBAAC MARSH.
MANCos, CoL., Jan. 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $12.90 for two renewals and
books as written on the inclosed list. I would like you to
continue the pictures, as they are a great help in showing up
the Bible in the proper light.
Gso. DAUER.

CoALING, ALA., Jan. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find the following subscribers. If
you will allow me, I want to say what cartoons hav done
here. All that I hav sent, which must be some $30 in two
ye!irB, hav been obtained by them, not by the reading. It is
my experience that people will not read until Uteir curiosity
is excited. And the pictures do that. The Christian will
not read the book in which he finds his eternal life, but lets
the priest do it for him. Yours truly,
H. J. WARD.

MARIPOSA, CAL., Jan. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I write to renew my right to read THE TRUTH
SKKKKR for one year more. I send post-office order for $3 75
-$3 for the paper, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and
fifty cents for the continuation of the pictures. I say, by all
THOMASToN, CoNN., Jan. 30, 1890.
means continue the pictures. I think I can get a new subMR. EDITOR: I should hav sent before, but expected to scriber; at least, I am going to try.
hav more subscribers to send you. Do not forget the
I hope you may get not only five hundred new Rubscribers,
ANNUAL. Those cartoons are very instructiv. They speak but five hundred times that number.
8. L. HoGA.N.
more than words can express. I would rather pay more for
IBHPKMING, MroH., Jan. 20, 1890
the paper than hav the paper without them. M. BMEND.
~lR. EDITOR: Thinking that Mr. Pat'ton might be wrong
EDWARDSBURG, MroH., Jan. 20, 1890.
in his assertion that all that approved of the pictures ought
MR. EDITOR; In regard to the pictures, they are very good to be members of some church, I inclose $3 for another
to those who can appreciate them. My family used to read year's subscription, for I apr-rove of the pictures, and do r.o
some of the papers, but since the pictures they refuse to look feel capable of becoming a church-member, as I hate hypocat or read the paper. They are Christians. I shall take the risy. As to g'etting new subscribers, I think it a hopeless
paper with or without pictures.
H. B. MEAD.
task in this place, as I can get scarcely anyone to read my
paper.
FRANK TRBIIILOOCK.
CATHJ.AMKT, WABH., Jan. 13, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10 to be u;;ed for subscripPRESCOTT, J..., Jan. 27, 1890.
tions new and old, the ANNUAL, and books as hereinafter
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4.75-$g for my substated. I vote for outside pictures, but do not care for in- scription, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, twent.y.fi ve cents
side ones. But that is your business. I hav the promis of for "For Her Daily Bread," and $1.25 for a new subscriber.
Lm .1. L ALBERT.
two more new subscribers later.
This is the best I could do here, but I will still continue to
work the best I can for the overthrow of superstition, oppresN~~:w YORK, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1890.
sion, and priestcraft. Please record two votes more in favor
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1 for picture continuation. I of continuing the pictures. They are trulv object-lesgons to
cannot procure you any subscribers, for various reasons. I both Liberals and theologians.
J. B BLAOKBURN.
am the only Freethinker the family has produced. However,
I giv THE TRUTH BKKKKR a circulation in that priest-ridden
SNoHOMISH CITY, WAdH., Jan. 19, 290.
island, Ireland, it never attained before. WM. MATHEws.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.90, to be applied as
per order. My attempt to get a new subscriber for your
FoRT FAIRFIELD, MR., Jan. 26, 1890.
valuable paper has been unsuccessful so far. I hav several
MR. EDrroR: Inclosed please find $5-$3 for the renewal of my neighbors cornered up. They are ~itting at present
of my subscription, $1.50 for the "Cosmian Hymn Book," on the fence, so to speak. I should be able to persuade them
twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and the remainder for the to jump Into the broad field of Liberalism. Hav the pictures
pictures. I wish to see them continued. They show a great continued If you possibly can manage it. They are doing
deal of &uperstition and ignorance in the so-called inspired good work ill uprQoting su:peretitton, and are first-class objectword of God.
Yours respectfully,
C. M. WALDRON.
lessons,
RroHARJ.? :Ro!.!B~GK~.

THE TRUTH. SEEKER, FEBRUARY 15, .1.~~0.
DAYToN, WAsa.,Ja.n.12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I like TaE TRUTH SEEKER very much, and
enjoy the cartoons, though some of them are quite ridiculous. We show them to our friends, and that causes them
to look up the passage of scripture, which- is always found
to read just as stated below the cartoon. I think they show
up the ridiculous part of the Holy Q11eer better than a. dozen
lectures. Below I will giv the names and address of some
of the Liberals.
Yours for the truth,
W; M. BoGGs.
ToPEKA, KAN., Jan. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5.25 to pay for two
subscriptions-one a new man, and myself-and twenty. five
cents for the ANNUAL. I like the pictures; they are excellent,
and I will send you something toward them after a little.
I do hope we sha.ll be able to get together here in Topeka..
There are enough here to make a. good branch if we could
get together once. All my children are eager to see the
pictures, and read a good deal in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
P. H. GILL.
MEROED, CAL., Jan. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to say I am in favor of the continuance of the pictures, and should be very sorry to h-w them
discontinued. I am not ashamed to show them to any of
my friends, and to my Christian friends I take special dellght in showing them. They may call it an Infidel paper,
and sneer at it, but they must not tell me it is obscene. TaE
TRUTH SEEKER is sacred to me, because it contains truthsin text, as well as in pictures. Please send the ANNUAL.
Respectfully,
E. M. HANssoN.
BAY, ARK., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send money for renewal, books as listed,
and ANNUAL. With much interest I watch the vote on the
pictures. Do not stop them if possible to continue. No
genuin Liberal ca.n object to either the first or last page if
he puts proper construction to them. Church people who
are honest in their convictions do not realize the selfish greed
and general littleness, narrowness, and conservatism of their
faith, and nothing will teach them the true nature of the
beast so quickly and pointedly as will Heston's first-page
pictures.
FRANK FRAZIRR.
DETROIT, MroH., Jan. 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you my check for $15 25, for
which you will mail THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to five
new subscribers, and myself the ANNUAL. And if possible,
let the Heston cartoons appear regularly on the outside
covers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. In my opinion, Heaton's
cartoons, especially those representing biblical characters,
are doing more to advance the cause of Freethought and
investigation among the more ignorant class of Christians
t 1'1"1 C")Uld be accomplished in any other way.
W. D~ SMITH.
Respectfully yours,
GRAND RAPIDS, Mma., Jan. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will tind the money for five
new subscribers, besides the renewal of my own subscription.
I hav been trying to get some subscribers for you for a good
while, and at. last ha.v succeeded; All the new subscribers,
as well as myself, want Heston's pictures continued. I think
they should be continued on this account-they attract people's attention where, if they were omitted, the paper would
not be noticed. I ha.v been a. reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
for the last three years, and it is the best paper that I hav
ever seen.
JoaN APSEY.
FoRT FAIRFIELD, J ~n. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $7 (or THE TRUTH SEEKER and one
ANNUAL. I want to see the pictures continued. Those
weak-kneed Liberals that do not want to see the supersti.
tious fraud called religion exposed, are a good deal like the
man that prayed, "Good L:)rd and good devil." He did
not know whose hands he was going to fall into. They are
only partly converted. Any person that knows anything
about the history of the church with its crimes of torturing,
burning, imprisoning, must want to see sle:lge-ha.mmer
blows.
Yours truly,
JosEPH A. CoNANT.
DuBLIN, IND., Jan. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $4 for renewal, ANNUAL, and books
named. The thirty-five cents balance you may add to your
own account and apply it in any way you. think best. As
regards the pictures, I look upon them as being on extreme> to the extent that they are repulsiv to the better feel.
lugs of the community. B11t since a majority of the patrons
claim that the pictures are doing great good, I submit-not
that I think that the majority is always right, but because
I am going to take TaE TRUTH SEEKER, pictures or no pictures, as long as it advocates free thought, free speech,
and free press.
MILTON THOMBURGH.
HUBBARD, 0., Jan. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed twenty-five cents, for
which send the ANNO A.L for 1890. I see a good many of
your readers are giving their opinion of the pictures. I will
glv mine, too. I think that they are one of the best features of the paper, as the>y are the first thing my grandchildren exa.min, and you know it is a great thing to get the
attention of the young. The church understands that. See
what pictorial pi!.pers it has for the young-pictures of
angels, and good little boys and girls giving their nickels-to
the misalona.ry-box. I hav tried to get a. new subscriber, but
can not, so I do the next best thing, and lend it. If I was
rich enough, I would pay Heston myself.
ADAM AROHDOLD.
FoRT LEWIS, CoL., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find herein $1 to aid in continuing
the !lluetrations, and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL for
1890. I hav been a. reader of Tn~ T~1JT!I S~Jili!E~ tor fifteen

years, and ha.vwa.tched with pleasure and interest the steady
advance the paper has made in that time, and to me, at
least, the cartoons seem to be one of its best features. I ha.v
a. great deal of respect for Mr. Parton's opinion, and he
must be right in supposing that the pictures repel some who
see them, but that they repel more than attract I cannot believe. My own experience is that they attract the notice of
and call forth remarks from almost everyone, and lead to a
perusal of the columns of the paper that contains such
unique illustrations.
JAs. MoDoNALD.
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ment. I suggest that all Liberals that belong to lodges,
labor unions, Alliances, etc., procure the names in their local
organization, at least, and forward to the editor of the Liberal
paper they are taking, that he or she may send them sample
copies of the paper. This you can do by two of you having
it understood that one of you is to take the first name and
one the next, and so on, while the secretary is calling the roll;
or you can request the secretary to giv you a. list of the names
of the members, or allow you to be permitted to draw them
off. It is very important to reach the laboring class of the
'country, because they are not wrapped up in policy and
hypocrisy, and so we ha.v nothing to do but convince their
judgment. And if we can read the signs of the times, this
will be a very important thing to do, because in a. very few
years they will shape the legislation of the country.
JoaN W. ABBoTT.

H&NKINs, N.Y., Jan. 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for the
ANNUAL for 1890. As to the illustrations, I vote to continue
them if possible. I thought at o:Re time that the paper
would do more good without them. I thought as some
others of your readers, that I did not dare show them to my
CaroAGo, ILr.. , Jan. 18, 1890.
Christian friends. Now I ha.v found that it was only an
MR. EDITOR: I am endeavoring to get a. new subscriber,
imaginary fear. I show my paper and pictures every week
to a. Catholic lady friend of mine. All that she could say and it will be strange if I do not succeed. My sentiments
against them was, "What is the use of such silly things in with regard to tbe pictures may be gathered from the followthe Bible?" and that she did not believe they were in their ing acrostic :
Who makes us smile, when we are sad,
Catholic Bible; and as I hav no such Bible, I could not say
At cartoons good-some say they're badthat they were. Where could I get such a. book, and what
That make the preachers awful mad?
WM. S. GALLOWAY.
would be the cost?
Why, Heston.
[The Truth Seeker Company will supply a. Catholic Bible.
Say, who is it that grasps the thought,
As the Roman Catholic authorities are not desirous that the
Or pictures it just as he ought,
Bible be circulated among the laity, the price is rather high
Nor fails to teach the lesson sought?
-a.L·out $2.-ED. '£. B.]
Why, Heston.
How eomes it that some want them not?
Sr. STEPHEN, N. B., Jan. 24, 1890.
" Engravings are a vulgar blot,"
MR. EDITOR : In renewing my subscription to THE TRUTH
Say these good men ; that's all they've got
SEEKER for another year, and having the privilege of voting
·
'Ga.inst Heston.
on the question "before the house," pictures or no pictures,
To tell the truth, I want them in,
you will please register me as in favor of keeping the illus0, Eugene, dear, they are no sin;
tra.tio~s where they are. A year ago I sent you the name of
Now Liberals let us work and win:
For Heston.
another subscriber.· It is quite probable that te will renew
again. I wish I could do a little more for the cause, but my
Will some one arise and answer these questions? If
business prevents me. I am a. ware that you cannot run a. "God is light and in him is no darkness" (1 John i, 5),
new~paper without proper support, and while I should re- and if God filled the whole before and after the creation,
gret the want of means as the cause of the discontinuance of how could the " darkness [be] upon the face of the deep?"
the illustrations, yet I am prepared to accept the inevitable, After God had created light by saying" Let there be light,"
and state only that I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER anyway. what was the use of making a. 11 sun to giv light?" And
·
Yours fraternally,
J. C. HENRY.
what became of the light which he had already made?
JoHN HuDsoN.
KINGSTON MINES, ILL., Jan. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: For inclosed $1 please send tracts suitable
MARSH, IDA., Jan. 1, 1890.
to circulate among our holy groaners here, as they are havMR. EDITOR: As many are giving their ideas and votes in
ing a high old jamboree which will last for some time. I regard to the pictures, I will do the same. What causes the
regret I cannot send you a. new subscriber to aid in keeping average man of intelligence to become an Infidel, not to bethe pictures going, but I hope to be able to do so soon. lieve a. good God could " inspire" men to write such a. book
Regards to Brother Peck for his noble work. Go on. Des- as the so.ca.lled holy Bible, if the reading of it has not done
perate diseases require desperate remedies. They hav got it? Therefore those pictures are not ~or the instruction of
it bad and we think blistering is what they need. Use the those who already know the filth and obscenity contained
soothing syrup after if required. If not, blister again. And, between its leaves. I always hav taken it for granted those
if it is not too delicate a. subject to treat, I hope Brother pictures were not placed there by those who did it to offend
Heston will be able to giv our old patriarch Di!.vid a. twist. their fellow-man, but for a. far different purpose, viz., to
We think he would be a good subject. Or how would Solo- draw the attention of many who depend wholly upon some
mon do with his three hundred wives and seven hundred "unproducing" shepherd to tell them about the holy book,
concubines?
T. W. Borrs.
instead of reading for themselvs and using their own reasoning
powers. And if by pictures they could be led to read
BRoDHEAD, Wis., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose renewal and a new subscription. I from Gen. xxx to Ezek. xxiii, thence to Cor. vii, they
ha.v been working for some time to get a. few new subscribers might possibly get their own brain to work a little and
for your paper, but it is uphill business with so many Liber- be better prepa.reEl. to decide whether it is a fit book for the
public 8chools of the nineteenth century. Why, when I was
als. They sit down and talk and make sport of old orthodox
a school-boy and my feet scarcely touched the floor, while
ideas, but fail to realize the necessity of giving. substantial
the teacher was mumbling his prayer, for the teachers all
aid to the cause so that success may result. I may be able
bad to do it then, the boys were hunting foul stuff from that
ere long to send in a. few more dollars, if I can get to see the
holy book to pass over to the opposit sex. It was there,
parties before they cool off too much. You can put me
while I was a. child, my reasoning powers revolted at such a
down as solid in favor of Heston's cartoons. I think they
God-book. I would ask, is it reasonable to suppose children
are worth as much as the inside reading of the paper. The
who attend school nowadays are very much different from
impressions they make on the mind are far more lasting,
what they were a. half century ago? I ha.v often thought
especially with the young and tenderfooted, than anything
could there be over each holy Bible picture some words
you can print on the inside. By all means the Liberals must
similar to the following : 1 ' These pictures are not for the
keep Heston at work. l inclose names of Liberals to whom p11rpose of wounding the feelings of any class, but meant to
you may send sample copies.
E. P. HAs~INGER.
call the attention of non. readers of the holy scripture to what
is really there and prompt them to please read the whole
NoRsE, TEx., Jan. 10, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Although I regret to say that I hav not been chapter of each illustration." Of course the wolves in sheep:s
successful in securing any new subscriptions lately, yet hav- clothing V~ho prey upon the lambs may take offense. It Is
ing recently sent you my own renewal of subscription for to be expected for from the flock comes the meat. But I
two years, with an order for books, I shall venture to giv really cannot s~e why the lambs should take offense, if they
expresaion to my views upon the subject of pictures or no will just take a. gentle hint from the pictures and read their
pictures. I am opposed to continuing the pictures or car- book.
It takes different methods to reach different intellects and
toons in THE TRUTH SEEKKR in their present position. I do
not consider it good policy to ha.v such cartoons in such a. brains. Some would be reached by history written by Mr.
conspicuous place as on the first page. In a. humorous Parton, some by R. G. Ingasoll, some by reading Thomas
paper it would be appropriate; otherwise I do not think it Paine's" Age of Reason," if we could get them to read these
is, espl cia.lly not for them to appear thus, regularly every books but many cannot be reached. But I think there is a.
week. Aud it shocks the feelings of our Christian friends large ~lass who can be reached by those pictures in the foland neighbors who might otherwise be induced to read an lowing manner. First, that the unposted as to the contents
occasional· number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and thus be led of the Bible be let to know that they are not for offense but
on to investiga.tinn. I ha.v even had Liberal friends tell me meant for prompting them to exa.min for themselvs. Then
that they did not like such repulsiv pictures as were some every subscriber would feel more like handing his paper to
of these cartoons to shock their sensitiv children's feelings. his Christian friend (if he is lucky enough to ha.v such), feelI know some of these cartoons are admirable object-lessons. ing by so doing he will not lose his friendship by his ta.ki?g
And if you can print them on a. supplement I am in favor of it as an insult instead of an act of friendship. Why, a. Christian friend told me a. short time since there was not a. passage
them, otherwise I am opposed to their continuance.
in the holy Bible but that was fit to read in a public scho?l,
Fraternally,
· T. TaEo. CoLwiOx.
and he is an intelligent man who has sat in our halls of legislation. Can it be possible for others to get offende~ at t?o~e
NEw CaMBRIA, KAN., Jan. 14, 290.
MR. EDITOR: We are in favor of the continuation of the who would see them inform themselvs about the Bible, If It
pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mrs. Abbott took down a be done in a. proper and friendly manner? I thin~ God himgripsa.ck of back numbers to the New Cambria Literary self-if there be one-would vote for the contmua.nce of
Society and distributed them among the boys. Some were those pictures. For he must see they tend. to vindica.~e his
so eager to get them they could not wait till she got around to character for I do believe every Infidel believes God Is not
them but hollaed, " Save me one." The whole intermis- so low in 'the scale of manhood as to inspire ignorant men to
sion 'was taken up in each one examining everyone else's pen such thoughts as are to be found in the Bible. Inclosed
A. G. CauRoa.
paper, and it afiorded a good deal of comment and amuse- is my vote ($1) for the pictures.
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fished around with his umbrella for about
Upon the peaceful shore of death,
The sea of trouble casts no wave.
five minutes, and failing to dislodge the hat,
Eyes curtained by the everlasting- dark,
allowed the boy to mount his suoulders, and,
Will never know again the burmng touch of with the umbrella, finally captured the hilt.
Ed!Ud by M:rss SuUN H. WIXoN, Fall
tears.
As the boy dismounted and thanked the old
lli'Hf', MG88., to uhom all aommunicatfQnBfor
Lips touched by eternal silence
.
gentleman, another gentleman came along,
&his 00f"'M1' should ~ 86nt.
Will never speak again the broken words of who saluted and called the one with the umgrief~
Within the tomb no veiled and weeping sor- brella," Your majesty." Being an American,
"Between the dark and the daylight,
our boy was not paralyzed, but he thinks the
row sits,
. When the night is beginning to lower,
And in its gloom is crouched no shuddering king deserves his kingdom. In fact, the
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
fear.
Th!!t is known as the Children's Hour."
king of Denmark is a capital fellow. He
And so
loves to mingle with the people in their
We leave our dead where nature leaves amusements, and there is no fol-de-rol of
M.. Louise Baker.
them;
royalty about him ..
"BEING DEAD, SHE YET SPEAKETH."
We love, we wait, we hope.
Last summer's flowers in beauty stood
Types of all things fair and good,
Not So Easy.
Above, the father of Louise tells the story of
But one amidst the blossoms aeAn
her last hours on earth.-ED. C. C.]
A young poet, not averse to letting stranor all things fair and pure was queen;
gers know that he was a poet, was one day
And as she passed each flow'ret fa.ir
A Hint to Young Folli:s.
in the country with a party of friends. StopShed sweeter fragrance on the air.
Like a.n industrious bee she drew
Young people, who are consciously or un- ping for some milk at an humble farmhouse,
Sweet nectar from each flower that grew;
consciously acquiring manners and habits that they saw an old lady weaving a rag carpet
And in rEquital thus she sung
will cling to them and fix upon them for a on an old-fashioned loom in a small outbuildA sot'g of Love when Love was young,
lifetime a distinctiv mark of good or bad ing.
And Love was Hope a.nd Hope was strongThis, as I deem it, was her song:
breeding, should, among other things, careSeveral of the party had never before seen
" 0 faithful flowers ! I love ye well,
fully shun the parrot-like utterance of any a rag carpet woven, among the number the
Far more than I hav power to tell;
certain phrase or exclamation. The un- young poet.
For, three-and.t...enty years ago,
A!ter watching the process for several min·
couthness of this habit has been very nicely
Ye crowned me M"Y queen here below.
In Iowa, my natal day
illustrated by a writer for boys and girls, who utes, he said, in a patronizing tone:
(Though not the flr~t but tenth of Ma.y),
"That looks simple, but I dare say, grandsays:
Full many an early flower I ween
mother,
I could write a poem easier than I
I
sat
by
Jl.lrs.
Blank
(her
husband
is
a
clergyOame forth to crown me as your queen.
man) in the street-car a few days ago, and could weave a yard of that carpet.''
Where'er I go, south, east, north, west,
My lieges fair, I love Ye best.
"Like enough," replied the aged weaver,
after we had exchanged greetings, I said :
Even now Ssptember"s storms draw nigh
"My cousin Angeline sails from Liverpool simply, with no intention of placing the
When Your unsheltered tribes must die,
to-day." " Is that so !" said Mrs. Blank. young man in an embarrassing position beFor in Nebraska's northern clime
Too soon must come that fatal t.ime;
"Yes," I said, rallying as well as I could, for fore his friends, " like enough, sir; for, after
A.nd even 'neq.th Ponca's friendly hills
this reply takes all the spirit from me, " and all, it takes some brains· to do this."- Youth's
Soon comes the frost that chills and kills.
she is always very ill on the ocean." "Is aompanion.
But, dearest flowers, ye need not fear,
--------~~~--------that so I" said Mrs. Blank again. A pause
For from Your roots another year
Correspondence.
Again in fragrant beauty's power
followed. How can one continue to pay out
EAGLE
HARBOR,
WASH., Jan. 14, 1890.
Your presence shall reclaim this hour;
the coin of conversation if not even the interDEAR Mrss WixoN: I thought I would
On prairie and in grove and dell
est
comes
back?
write to the Children's Corner. I hav been
Again your bsa.nteous tribes shall dwell.
I was glad to get out of the car and meet reading the letters. It has been snowing
But when ye all are sleepin'l' low
Beneath a. winding. sheet of snow,
pretty Amy Dexter. I bad a bit of news for here very hard for this winter. And we hav
Some dear remembrances shall last
her. Amy is in the high school, and I told a baby and he is very cunning, too, and that
To bid defiance to the blast;
her at once that Mrs. Cummins, who taught is all I can think of this time.
For then as teacher I shall lead
Yours truly,
CLATIK JAMES WILLIAMS.
her botany last year, is to be married.
MY PUPils all to love your breed;
And when your faces reappear
"Is that so!" returned Amy. I love Amy, !
SAN JACINTo, CAL, Dec. 30, 1889.
A score of friends shall greet ye here;
but I do not like" Is that so I" and I hastened
MY DKAR MIBB WixoN: I thought I would
And one, far more than friend is be,
to get out of its way; but as I went along write you a letter to print in the Children's
Will come to greet both ye and me.
Frank Sullivan overtook me, and will you Corner. Papa takes THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Now bide my royal secret deep,
believe that when 1 asked Frank if Mr. Stock- and I like to look at the pictures and read the
Remember well and truly keep,
Corner. I go to school and study reading.
So, when arrives my bridal hour,
ton had really promised to answer the ques- writing, grammar, arithmetic, spelling, and
My chaplet shall not lack one flower."
tion, "The Lady or the Tiger?" he exclaimed, singing. We hav a good teacher; her mime
Each petale<l head in homage bent
"Is that so!" Later in the day I told Mr. is Miss Clara Long. I am eleven years old.
Its silent token of assent.
. 1aymg
·
I
Not yet September's raoe half ran
E mory th a t h JB
of th e organ 1ast My birthday
ill is the
f 17th
h" t•of Julv.
1 w1s
·Well,
h
sunda_y h a d b eenp much
.
guess 1 w c1ose or t 18 1me.
you
From three o'clock till set of sun.
complimented, and allaHappyNewYear. LuoiNDAC.CL~RK.
Unloose the lightning's fl&sbing fire
be smiled and murmured, "Is that so!"
To bear dea.th's me•sage o'er the wire.
CoRINTH, ILL., Jan. 18, 1890.
Father, mother, sisters, brothers,
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I thought I would
Yet the message is another'~.
Her Theory.
Speed the messa~e far and wide,
write to you and the Children's Corner again.
The poet says that" a little learning is a I am going to school. I study reading,
!' S .tnd.aV three o'clock she di~d."
Crushed between two awful sorrowa,
dangerous thing," but that waa not the idea spelling, and arithmetic. I go to church
One to-day's an <I one to-morrow'S;
of a certain colored woman who wanted her sometimes. I do not like to very much.
Her sire, beside bsr gre.ndsire's bed,
boy taught just enough, and not too much. They had a show at our school-house last
Left the dying for the dead.
week. I like to go to the show better than
She appeared one day at the door of a country to go to church. We liv in the country and
Onward, onward, car and steamDoes be wake or does bs dream 1
school-house, leading by the hand a black father is a farmer. It has been very warm
Oh, if he might only wake
1 and big-eyed boy of about ten years.
His old here this winter. The wheat looks as green
From this horrible mistake !
clothes showed a mother's watchful care in as in May.
" Ponoa !" carrial!'e, strangers kind,
1 will close for this time, hopin_g_ to see this
their patches and cle~nlhtess.
Finds Louise embalmed, enshrined,
Rou JI.1ARGKT WILLIAMS.
In a casket richly lined;
"I want ter start him into yo' school, sah," in print.

I

1

Floral tributes well designed,
A star-crowned lyre, a.n anchor too,
And other p\eces rare to view.
Conspicuous from its absence quite,
No Christian cross arresl s the sight;
For here Dea1b set his awful seal
To curb the ardent Chriatia.n's zeal,
And even the Priest fore bore his creed
In th1s sad bon~ of human need.
Ye faithful flowers, if human mind
Survive the form it leaves behind,
We well ma.v say Your fragrant breath,
With hers, defies the power of Death,
And still in fair elysian bowers
The queen survives amid her flowers,
·And, with her floral train complete,
Welcomed her gra.ndsire to her seat.
Not so, thought she, nor so do I,
Yet this I know-Love cannot di"-;
The Einger dies, the song survives,
And stirs a thousand other lives.
We plant a tree upon her grave
Above her dust its leaves to wave.
A bed of flowers above her tomb,
Wet by our tsa.ra next year shall bloom.
J. K. P. BAKER.

[We giv in this issue a generous space to
the memory of one of our number who has
sa.id good-bye, and gone to join the "silent
majority." Louise was a young lady of unusual genius and fair promis. Her poetic
gems hav sometimes graced the columns of
the Children's Corner, and they always
breathed a spirit of purity and peace. We
sincerely sympathize with the bereaved
parents, relative, atJd friends. In the memory of those who knew and loved her, Louise
willliv forever. The fragrance of her sweet,
brief life can never be forgotten. In the
words of our beloved Ingersoll :
The record of a generous life, vinelike,
Runs round the memory of our dead,
And every sweet, unselfish act,
Is now a perfumed flower.

she said to the teacher. "He ain't nebbah
went to school none, sah. Hit ain't been so's
we could send him, en we didn't car' much if
he didn't go none ontel he was ten yeahs ole
,
'
sah;
.
· Does he know hts letters?" the teacher
asked.
"He don't know nuflin', sah," his mother
replied, with cheerful frankness, "en I'd
ruther he wa'n't pushed for'd too fast, sah.
His pa en me we's made up our mi"nds we'd
,.
sooner bab him good dan too srua't."
"Don't you th~nk that he can be both good
and smart?" asked the amused teacher.

I

"I dunno 'bout dat," she replied, shaking
her head doubtfully "M
h"
•
.
_e en 1s pa we s
watched dese sma't men a good deal, en we's
made up our minds dat hit's de sma't folks
what does mos' ob de mischief in de worl'.
Dat's so, sah. Dar sma'tness jes' makes dem
. k
trJC y, en puts dem up ter meanness dey'd
nebbah know how to do if dey'd been a little
mo'ign'rant. So we jes' want our boy learned
to read en write, so's he won't be quite a fool,
en den we want 'im learned ter be good.
Dat's ob mo' consekence den too much sma'tness."- Youth's Oompanion.
A Bully Oltl King.
Two American boys made the acquaintance of the king of Denmark under very peculiar circumstances. They were skylarking
in the streets of CJpenhagen, and one boy
tossed the other's hat into a tree. While the
victim was trying to dislodge it there came
along an old gentleman with an umbrella
under his arm and his head buried in his
boo~. "Please, sir," said the hatless boy,
"Will you get my hat ?" The old gentleman

FORT FAIRFIELD, ME., Jan. 20, 1890.
DKAl!. Miss WIXON: I see so many boys and
girls writing for. the Corner, I thought I
would try and wnte. ~y f!l-ther takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER; we all hke 1t very much. I
take great pleasure in reading the Children's
Corner. I am thirteen years old. I go to
the village high school, which is six miles
from my home. I hav a room in the village,
and ~oom with. a frien~ of mine.. 1 go to
me.etmg once m a WhJle; my fnend goes
~m~e o~ten. I tell her I can see no sense,
m hstenmg tw? or three tours to such no~sens~. There 1s one old _lady that B_Peaks m
meetmg; she says one thmg every mght, and
that is, "I love Christ, and I giv my heart to
Jesus." They all laugh at her, but I think
it is wrong for they make as simple remarks
'
·
·
themselvs .. I hav a little sister seven years
old, and a httle brother two months old; we
all. t~ink a great deal,of him. Hoping to. see
thlB In the grand old fR?T~ SKEKER, for It !8
my first attempt, and w 1 ~hmg you success m
your noble work, I remam,
Your Freethinker friend,
Lir.zrE WALDRON
·
[We w.elcome Lizzie to our Corner, and
hope she will write often.-ED. ().C.]
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Babylon Nursery.
WE CAN SUPPLY
Onr Friends and the Public with Everything
grown in such a.n institution.
This is the time to make contracts !or some of our
BEAUT.FUL TREES and SHRUBS.
A full assortment of all sizes on hand. Young
stook a sveotaltl/•

Our STOOK is FIRST-OLASS and our PBIOES·
aroLOW.
We have made arrangements with several foreign and American seedling growers, by which
means we can supply all nurserymen, florists, and
large planters a.t wholesale or retail.
. Address
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BABtLoN, L, I;, N.Y.
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TRY•SQUARE;
on,
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its suooes's.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his Pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
o~ human concern, religions, Pl'llitioal, and otherWlse. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just snffi·
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sa.le at this office. Prioe, ~1.00.

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra.-Ohristian Ext>erlenoe.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEllS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
itn<J. Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
AN ADDRESS
mtimate peraonal experience with the two BYS·
tems. It dea.l' the most trenchant blows which
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLl,,
P)lre logic is capable of inftioting.-[Critical ReVIeW.
DllLlVE!lllll llllFORJC !l'!IJC
Cloth, 12mo, $I.'f5.
New York State Bm· Association, at Albany,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
N. Y., Jan. 21, 18!JO.

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMIHUS,

Th onlv Complete and .Authorl:oed Edition.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
on,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

Oonta.ining 148 Pro~oaitions
With Referencas to the most Plain and Striking
Belf-Oontradictions of the so·oal!ed
Inspired ScriPtures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
His Life, Works, Wort11, Martyrdom, Por- Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
trait, nnd Monument.
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
With a complete list of the America.n subscribers the
most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
Price only 25 cents.
BY

Giordano Bruno.

GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE1
THOMAS DAVIDSON
THADDEUS B. WAKE1IAN 1
KART, BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.

Single copies 15 cents; ten copies [( :a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
lr!ODEB,N Ilr!ITA'l'ION OF CHRIST,
As to his Life on Ea.rth and his Communism.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer of
Creation.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
8'" This book wu supp-ressed by the first Amer-

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Tli~ Sol~ Factnra
A.cquirMn~nt

,

THEm

The Church of Practical Religion.

ROME~

THE

UHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:_

and EzMt Ratios in the

0

Crimes and Persecutions.
Svo. 1,119PP. Cloth, f3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, S4.1iO.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO •.
28 Lafa.~ette Pla.oe, New York.

The Reign of the Stoics.
TH:Bm

History, Religion. Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Citations of .Autlwrs ((uoted from on
EMhPage.

1.09

HITED _by nn oldsale;,
reliable flrm; large pmfi!s,
S(I.MPLE
A rare
AGENTS WAnGeo. A.quick
Scott, S42 Broadway, N. Y.
FilE~.

QP.POrtunity.
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BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
----;:;.:=\

For the benefit of our read. ers who preserve their paperll
·. we offer a new style of binder.J
: "'""~' ! '·
. made for the purpose, ":llq
·~- ,J1i"""'i!, ;'.
. with the heading. of T1p1
: ~
,, : TBU'l'B BEEKER pnnted. lll
"li•.-,-_=.~"'---~-~- ·' gold letters on the onts1de.
This binder allows the open·
.
1tng.of the papers perfectly !lat. It a.lso allows the
a.king out a.nd replacing of one or more papers
from a.n:v part of the tile without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by maiJ.D>ostp_ai<!z for 11.
Address THE TRUT.tt BEEKER
tf
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.
• ·

.: ·;., r«J

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Na.rrativ of his Life and
'l'ea.ciliDgs.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of

BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Virtue."
. ftead the phil.osophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seek!ng useful Precepts and brave and
BY E. D. ROOT.
noble word~ whiCh ma.y become deeds.-Serieca.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of thil!
OPINIONS OF THE PBEBB.
work.-Pro!. J. M. Peebles.
This book shows that many Christians might
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
learn mncb from these ancient heathen.-Amert· schools
in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light"
can Booll;seller.
"
Religio-Philosophical J onrnal," and man}' Spirito
One of the most valuable helps for those who na.list
papers
and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
wonl!l understand the character of hnma.n prog- the book.
ress 1n all ages.-National Quarterly Review.
Extra
Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
The author has shown himself a diligent stu.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithfUl interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monu28 LafaYette PI., New York
ments C?f anci.ent thinking.-New Yor/i; Tribune.
Readmg thts book, we find the doctrine of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Ctncinnati Commerotal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The purest
and gentlest, B.Jlirit of all the pagan world." Meri- ~unday and the Sabbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
vale saYs: "Of all the line the-noblest and dearan impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
est." Taine aaya : "The noblest son! that ever
lived." John Btna.rt Mill says: "He preserved The False Teaching of the Christhrough life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest heart."
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Extra Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Articles of the Christian church are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa.Yette Pla.oe. New York.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praYing God to kil grasshoppers, or trYing to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Miss Wixon's Works.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
Spiritualism: Is, It a Faith or a Fact 1
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
Price, 5 cents.
$1.00.
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti- Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
for Children a.nd Youth. The OnlY FreeCol. Kelso's Works. tion,
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever is~ned. The Public Schools and the Catholic
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
The Bible Analyzed. "For SledgeChurch. Price, 5 cents.
type, heavy, toned paper, broa.d margins, illushammer Logic unsurpassed." Svo, 833pp.,
and

A.pport~nt.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

silk cloth, $3.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths or that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245p:p., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

trated oovers; 4to, 224Pp., boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

Argument by R. G. In;-ersoll

TRi IlL OF
A

CIN. TBHK

Rr:YNOLDS

FOB •

i;;

on,
"BLASPHEMY,"
ican publisher •.!BI
BING, BROTHERS, SING.
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
At
Morristown, New Jersey.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
USE THE
NEVER FORGETTING.
Stenographtcally reporled, and revised bU the auThe Boston Post sa.YB : "This book a.otuallY
thor.
s. hows us how to keep our memories in good work·
Bvo, 86 PP·• beautiful type, fine paper.
1ng condition a.nd repa.ir them when out of order.' Handsome
Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents, or ·
eating. Tim LIBERAL HYMN·BooK contains songs
Price by mail $1.
$2 per dozen.
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
OB
It is highl;r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
A.ddrell THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
2P La.fa.yeUe Pl., New York.
a.nd, indeed, by a.ll who hav examined it. Price.
BY M. L. HoLBBOOI, M.D.
IIi cent&.
Address 'fum TRUTH SBEKBB 0o
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
9ode!l's Ladti'B Bool: sa.ys: "We giv our cordia.!
1
approbation to this work. The information it
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS contains is most im_porta.nt, and, we are fully conthis Republic.
vinced,
reliable."
Price
by
mail,
$1.
Daringly witty a.nd inexpressibly laughable
FOR 1890.
onslaughts on Christianity.
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Parturition Without Pain.

DANCER AHEAD.

The Agn Jstio Annual

B:v A • .J". GROVER.

Price, 10 cents.

Price, paper, 25 cents.
A.ddresa Tl!E TRUTH BEEKER CO.

NOW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILKD BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-five yea.rs. It is neatly printed on
orea.m-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Invest1uator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

LOOKING
BACKWARD
By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who a.re
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The appeal is always ma.de to a. man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
flshness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
ble sooia.l sta.te greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narratlv is rich in its forecast of
a.ctua.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A. COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a. remarkable book, in which tmiver·
sa.l history is "boil&d down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
"ion turn over his pages with a. fascination similar to tha.t experienced in reading Washington
Irving .-[Inter-Ocean.
His history has a. oontinriitx, a. rDsh~ a. carrYing
power..!.which reminds us str1kingly or Gibbon.[New .tta.ven Palladium.
The sketch of ea.rly Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing, He has a style tha.t reminds us of Ma.oanlay.
[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

THE' SAFEST CREED,
AND

TwBLVK 0THKB DisooUBBBs Oil' R:a:A.SoN.
Btl 0. B. PROTHINGHAM.
Extra. cloth, 12mo, 28Spp., $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·

For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory or two young
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
less, with little monev, fa.ir education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chioa.go. The author is also the heroin.
By Milton Woollf!}', M.D., Author of "Hebrew The narrativ is, in the main, a. history of a workMythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted follis,
The fool ha.th said in his heart, There is no God. and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust snob a story
-CPs. xiv, 1·
of human life as we should expect Colonel IngerOhildren and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Sa.w. soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
anrl appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
Pa.per, 12mo, 10 cents.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents,
Address THE TRUTH 8EEXEB.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.

ON THE WORD GOD.

SEXUAL PHY810LOCY

Edited by CHARLES WA.'l'TS.

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
CONTENTS.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men a.nd women ever Ag_nostioism and Immortality ..•.•• Samuel La.ing
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. I!lns- A Bonnet ...••..........•......••.•.•... Josep_h Ellis
t ra.ted ca.ta.log free.
Who Was Mosea? .. H. J. Hardwioke, M.D., F.R.O.S.
The Comfort of Agnosticism ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Credible? •.. Consta.nce c. W. Na.den.
and Tbeology,
In Their Sanitary and Phyaiololtlca.l Bela. tiona The Contest Between Agnosticism
John Wihon, M.A..
and in Their Bearing on the Prodnoing
Above:
A
Poem.·-········
..•.•...
w.
Stewart Ross.
of Children of Finer Hea.lth a.nd
The Evolution of the Agnostic Idea.,
Greater Ability.
R. Bithell, B.So •• Ph.D.
The New Fatalism •. ·- ..........•....••.•. B. Russell.
BY M. L. HoLBliOOI, M.D.
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a. God,
The Scienttlle American says : " This work is
F.J.Gonld.
scientific, sober, olean, a.nd worthy of conscien- A Poem ..••........••..........•.. W. B. McTaggart.
tious consideratum by every possible parent, and The Free Expression of Opinions •. G. F. Underhill.
pa.rtionlarly by the young." $1.
Fragments ......••..••......••.•... William Ma.ooall.
Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.
EATING FOR STRENGTH;
on,
THE STRUGGLE
FOOD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRK.
l'OB
The New York Herald says : "Dr. Holbrook's
book is amon~t the very best of its kind."
The Home ar.d Garden sa.ys: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
which the author shows the repeated attempts
choice of food which may sa.ve the oostof the book ofIn
men of every a.ge to aequire greater politioa.l
every day in providing for a. family, besides in· liberty
; also vigorously attaoks the very foundacreasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length
upon
the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailAddress TBE TBUTH Bu:I[EB Co.:J
ing the a.ooonnt of slavery in this conntry1 oa.lls
28 La.fa.yeUe Place, l'lew York.
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America.. Thronghont1
the work is replete with a.stonndin_g facts a.no
weighty arguments which cannot fa.il to interest
the minds of this age.
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
CONTAINING
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 71i cents.
Tables, Rules, Praotioa.l Hints, and Historical
Sketches. for Farmers, Mechanics, Machinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers. and the Public GenerHISTORY
ally, with
OF TBE

Marriage and Parentage.

Religious and Political Libertv.

POINTERS:

Numerous lr!a.ps, Illustrations, and Diurams INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

Illustrating some of the more Important Compa.rativ Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of " Cold Facts " boiled down in a.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Revised Edition-B voili-Prioe, U,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
AddresP ThE TRUTH BF.EKEJL

WHAT KIND OF A MAN CLARJi
BRADEN IS.

ROVING oonclnsivly that there was no Christ
crucified under Pontius Pllate but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of Mary by Joseph
Pa.ndera, wa.11 stoned a.nd hanged for sorcery a. bout
75 yea.rs B.O. Cloth, 446 pages, with full Inde:~:.
Price, S1.GO. Former price, $2.00. For sa.le a.~ thi~

BY B. F.

UNDKBWOOD.

Price. 10 cents.

Of Europe.

ANTICHRIST.

P

omoe.
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SIS:r'ER L UOY
AND

TnE Grs:r L'l' LEOTUUEd oN RATIONALio:ru:.
By CAl'T. R. C. ADAMS, President of Montreal
As To NEw HALL CoNVENT.
Pwueer l!'reethoul!'ht Olub; author of
And a Few Words on Auricular Confession.
•· Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
--------~~P~r_i_ce__
,~_c_e_n_ts_.____________
and
86,000 REWARD.
"Evolution-A
Summary of Evidence."
POSiriVISr CALENDAR.
By ISRAEL W. GROB, Author of "Is the God
A compendium of scientific and critical lorP •
.lil!lch day and month of the year beinii named
of I~rael the True God T"
Be.t bat><lbook for introducing the general
after the great benefactors of the race,
Paper,
10
oents.
reader
to the principles and data on which Ra.whose portratts are given. Intionalism is bo2ed.
stituted by Aug.Comtr.
1
Cards, 1h14; printed on hoth sides, 25 cents; Qn
two cards, 3=-5c::.e:.:n:.:t.._.s._________

HER -AWFUL DISCLOSURES.

Noah and the Wine.
I.

When Noah bade the ark farewell
And pensiv sat to think a spell,
An unknown figure met his eyes,
Perchance a herald from the skies,
Who said: "Since you hav done your best
The gods will grant you one request."
II.

'My dearest sir," good Noah said,
' The water here affect!! my head,
Because the sinners great or small
Were in it drowned. both one and all,
And so my· wish will be, I think,
To hav some other, better drink."
III.

His wish was granted in a trice,
The wine was sent from paradise,
With lessons how to make it grow,
And counsel good for him to know.
And Noah. fillPo with grateful mirth,
Bowed down ddighted to the e&rih.

rv.
Then calling to his wife and child,
He told them both, in accents mild,
What all the confab was about,
And quickly laid a vineyard out.
When five or six short years were o'er
The bottles reached his second floor.

v.
Against this you can nothing say.
He took his wine in pious way.
Like upright Dutchmen later born,
To the honor of heaven he drained his horn,
And after the deluge it appears
He lived three hundred and fifty years.
VI.

So each of you can plainly see
That wine is good for you and me,
And also that a righteous man
Ne'er mixes water in his can.
Because the sinners, great and small,
Therein were drowned, both one and all.,

-From the Dutch.

Peter's Present.
Twas the night before C.ll.ristmas in Kingdom
Come,
The saints were in bed and their harps were
all dumb,
· Their halos turned out (to economize ga;)
And their stockings hung up on the gate i
way of brass.

·
FALSE CLAIM8
OF THE CHUROll.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, 75 cents.

BIBLE TEMPERANCE.

Ingersoll on McGlynn.
3~

.. 30c. per dozen, $2 per 100.

------------------------------SELF-CONTRADICTIONS

BBNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION

OF

BtSANf-HATCH~RO Ot~ATf.

LIBERTY AND J110RALITY.

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.

IN"GE IUOLL.

Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 25.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·

BIBU fAB ~ICA TiOMS RtfUTED~

------------------

On the Labor Question.

By R. G

By

TWENTY OR !J11ES and VICES

THE NEW AGE.
BY w. S. BELL.
Price,

Sanctioned by Scripture.
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 23 cents.

10 cents.

If Yon 'l'ake Awa.; My Rt>ligion CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the

Wbat Will You Gne M~ Imtead1

United States and Canada.
By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

BY MAO.TIN.
Price, JO cents.

A PLEA FOR ATHEISM
BY CHARLES BRADL!.l:GH.
Price. 10 cfon ts.

I

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.
By MAX MULLER, M.A.
Price, ;o cants.

MEAN in Temperance
nn1l Religion.

lHE- TRUTH OF HISTORY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 centa ; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per 1' 0

Is the God of Israel the True God~:

ORDER OF CREATION.

"Onr Fatber in Heaven."
By CHAS. STEPHENSON.
1 cent; 50 cents per hundred ; $3 per thousand.

PERSONAL EXI81'ENGE
AF'1'ER DEA1'H IMPROBABLE.

By JOHN E. llURTON.
Price, 10 cents:
Queries Submitted to the Hencll of Bhhops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.

INSPIRATION OF· BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BUBTO~.
Price, 10 cent~.

10
Price,

cent!.

Men, Women, and Gods, Chmtianit~ and Mattlial:sm,
I.£
And Other
ctures.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
With an Introduction by R. G. IngErsoll.
Paper, 51 cents; cloth, $1.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

flHRISTIANITY
A REW A.RD FOR 0 H.IME.

WOMAN:
Her Past and Present: Her Rights and
Wrongs.

By o. B. WHITFoRD, M.D.
P1 ice, 11 cents
1.--------------------: CHRISTIANITY f1·om a SClENTIFIC and
----------------.
HIST01UC1L STlNDPOIN1'.
By W. N. McLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.
ITs HISTORY AND ITs lNFLUENOK UPON
SoorETY.
Chronicles of Simon Christianns.
BY DB. Lours BuCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Arlventures in tbe L<tn1
Translated from the German.
of Cosmos. New Scripture (Bvidently inRPirrd).
Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. IIooK.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
---------------------------------Pr;cp, 25 cents.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Pr.ce, 10 cente.

MATERIALISM:

I

Christian Absurdities.

THE CRISIS.

BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.

BY TBO:VIA.S PAINE.
Written during the A.mArican R~volntion, and by
order of General Washington read
to the ltTWY.
Paper, 40 centa; clotb, 7~.

Confessional: Romish and Anglican.
BYSUAD<N.

An.E'P":P,icc,BO"•"·

ICULT!VAT!ON OF )1ART '

Did Jesus Chr1st R1se From the 1

i

Dead~

ByL. R. El:ru:ITH.
10cents.

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS UT
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY.

Errors Exposed.
B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

o.

BIBLE MORALS.

BY A. L. RAWS'lN.
Price,
;O cents.

Price. 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.

FIRST burp.-lar (in dining-room): "F11ith,
Dinnis, here's some foine cold mate. Oime
A DISCUSSioN BETWEEN
hungry, too. after goin' t'rough de house."
Second burglar (catching sight of the clock): GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LIN1'0N, REVILLJJ:.
"Sure and we can't ate it, B;ll. It's Friday
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
morn in', begobsl" First burglar: "Well,
that's too bloimed bad I Whoi didn't we 12'llo, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
hurry up a bit? '-Life.

ExHoRTER: "I tell you, young man, you
are going straight to hades." Young man:
"All right, old fell Au TB'I)oir."-Life.

BY WILLIAM HA.RT.
50 cents.

LAY SERMON.

MIRACLE- WORKERS.

.

Inatructive, Intereating, and Laughable.

BY M. D. CoNWAY.
Priee,
5 cents

MIRACLES

me."-Life.

Tllirty DI8CUSSIONS, DIR t,E STORIES
ESSA.YS, and LECTURES.
Br D. M. BENNETr.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.

and Theology.

Masonic Vmd1cation of Right.

FAUST: "I say, Mephistopheles, do you
bel on!! to the Four Hundred?" Mephisto :
'No, F11usty. The Four Hundred belong to

-----------------------------

And for the Consideration of O:hers.

BIBLE BALANCED.

B~oks

Lije.

Three leotures by PRoF. Taos. H. HuXLEY.
Paper, 10 cen ta.

c.

had more sympathy with working people and
of Moses,Joshua,
less respect for their own cast- iron opinions Na rativP of the Five
Judges, a.nd the New Testament.
the doors of that instimtion would be open
Price,
25
cents.
on Sundays. Paintings and statuary are not
going to debase the poor, evtn on the Sabbath. Make an effort, gentlemen, and try to
realize it I But if, as appearances indicate,
you hav made up your minds that you will
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION.
not realize it, put up a sign over the principal
By 0. B. WmTI'oRD, M.D.
entrance every Sunday morning, and let it
Price, 15 cents.
bear these words :
THE POOR BE DAMNED.
This will show that you hav the courage of
AND
your convictions, and as the laborer, with his
overworked wife and sad-eyed children,
trudges back to his sunless home you will
By JOHN PECK.
hav taught him, once again, that he must
Price,
10 cents.
look to alcohol for relaxation on the Sabbath,
and not to art.-Life.
THB

CALLER: " Why don't you try Christian
8cience for Fido? You know how much it.
did for our baby." Hostegs: "Yes, but I
can't afford to fool with the life of that dog.
Why, he cost $4'>."-Boaton Gazette.
LITTLE brother (thoughtfully): "I don't
believe there is any fairies." Little sister
(shocked): "Oh, you bad, wicked Agnostic!
You'll be losing faith in Santa Claus next!"-

(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Qaestions to the Clergy:
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THE STAG~ AND THE PUlP If.

IF the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum

The Candle from Under the ~ushel Evo~a;;l;1u~ ~P·;;;~oRY-

"Jesud the Lord G,,d, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
THE BIBLE.
By D. M. BENNETT and REv. Mu. TEED.
Liquo1·-Drinfi:ing Commended, De~
PROPOSITIONS, Theological, M01·al, HisPaper, 80 cents.
torical, and SpeculH.tive. each proved affended, and Enjoined by
firmatively and negatively by quotations from
the Bible.
scripture, withuut comment; tmbudying the most
palpable and striking self-coutradictionil of the
By E.
wALKER.
so-called inspired word of God.
10 cents.
By W. H. BUBR. 7~ pageP. Price, 15 cents.
BErWEEN
---.ANNIE BESAN'l' .AND REV. A. HATOHA.RD
ECONOMAC E'QUJTIEP .. DANIEL THE DREAi11ER.
ON
BY .A. HoLYuAKE.
A OoMPEND oF THE NATURAL LAws oF
Jesus of Nazareth a Hiatorical ChaU"aot.er, and the
Price,
10
rents.
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTIOR AND
Influence of Christiat1it.v.
Prioe, 25 cents.
ExcHANGE.
Specimen of l he Bible Esther.
By J. K. INGALLS.
BY A. HoLYDAKE.
Price, 2; cents.
Price,
10 sents.
Comparing the Bible'R B'"t 'l'oachings and Bay
ings wit.h thoss of Pnilosophers who
Acts of The Apostle~. A Farce.
Sci~nce
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
BY
A.
HoLYOAKE.
ANOIEN1' AND MODERN.
By G. c. DARLING.
Price,
10 cent-s.
By J. A. FROUDE.
Paper,
50 cents.
Price,
:i:C lentil.
Ludicrous
Aspects
of
Christianity.
- - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - ----------BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Prioe,
tO -.1lmts.

MTaph Company
against the
And, lo and behold! In the dawning light WesteN& Union Telegraph Company
dim,
Price, 10 cents.
His stocking-apparently full to the brim !
He took it down quickly, and there, if you
please, ·
Was a lhtle toy rooster that crows when you
squeeze.
By R. o. INGERSOLL.
As the saint hurried off in undignified haste,
He was overheard muttering, " Confounded
bad taste!"
And somehow the story got round the next
day,
And now he don't hang up hi~ RtJcking, they
say.
- Oli'l)er Herford in Life.

The Location and Topography of the Gar.
den of Eden 1> Fact.
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?

Price,

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
Said Peter: "I'll just run around for a min- OPENING BPJJ:JJ:GH TO THJJ: JURY
ute
in the suit of the

To look at my stocking and see what is in it ;
The good little angels are all fast asleep,
And no one will know I hav taken a peep."

PIONEER PITH.

DID MAN FALL?

Price,

ns RmATroNs To
1 RELIGIOus PumTANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. H. CooPER.
Paper, 20c.; 1iexibld clo, 3'.

BY SAI,ADIN.
- - - 2\ Cents

------ ------------- II

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.

WILLTHECOMINGMANWORSHIPGOn?
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
.
•
• 10 centp.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00..
28 Lafayette P ..• New York.

I

-

fHE DARWINS. A Dilmestic Radical Uomance. By Mr~. E. D. Slenker.
Pap., 50J.; c:o., 75.
----

1

----1

.

1

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York,
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Tr-ath Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distribution us Freethought missionary documents. 'When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them motmd among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 ofl'; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
22 Discussion with Eider Shelton. Bennett.
23 He ply to Snelton's Letter. Bennett........
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........
:ll God and God·I-Iouses. .. ..•...••...•.... ......
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
3~ Short Sermon. R1w. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. z. ......
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. K K Guild..........
52 Marples-Umlerwood Debate. Underwood.
5:! Questions for Bible Worshipers.............
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
GB Pmphccies. Undcnvood .•.••.....•.•...•..••
G2 'l'hc Jew~ and their God .....................
G3 The Devil's Duo Bills. Syphers............
G4 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
G5 ShortSerrnon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
G7 Sixteen Truth Seeker Lea !lots. No. 2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman.......
7:J Foundations. John Syphers ....•••...•••..•
74 Dauiel in tho Lion's Den. Bonnett..........
'15 An Hour witll the Devil. Bennett..........
~G Reply to K F. Brown.
Bennett............
77 ~rheFearofDeath. D. :tlLBcnnett..........
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Sypher.
82 Cllristian Courtesy. D. 1L Bennett.........
83 Hevivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
84 l\loody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. .••.•..•
S!J Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 B>blo-Mania. Otto Cm·dates. ...............
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood.........
94 The :;'il'ew Raven. Will Cooper............
!lG Ichabod Crane Papers .........................
97 Speci<>l Providences. W. S. Bell •....•_....
98 Snakes. M:rs. K D. Slenker.... .••••. .•.•..
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101 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... J
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savage....... ..• 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of.Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 'l'he New Age. W. S. Bell. .•••.•..••.••.... 10
121 Ino-ersoll's Review of his Reviewers......... 3
122 W~rld"s Great Religions. Bennett.••..••... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and "Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett .....•..•••...•••..•.• 10
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ..•..•.•....•.....•..•.••..•.......••...• 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with the Evaugelists.................. 5
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science of the Bible.· .T aim Jasper.......... 2
::.40 Astra-Theology................................. 5
:41 Infidelity. H. \V. Beecher.................. 2
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... 10
::._43 ChanO' Wau Ho. l~li Perlnns............... 2
:48 Whe~Did Paul Live'/ Scholasticus.......... 2
:49 Age of Shflms. .•..........••..•••..•••......•.• 3
l45 ll"You Take Away my Religion 'I Wlwt
Will You Give :Me Instead. :!.lm·tin .... 10
;50 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
vVakeman •..•.•..••.....•....••.• : .•.........• 10
151 What is the Bible? M. W. H............. G
~52 A Remarkable Book.
Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ G
;55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
~5G Free Speech & Free Pross. Shelley.......... 2
:58 The Fool's Creed............................... l
~59 Boston Bonnett Indignation Meeting...... 5
~GO Sabbath Observance.
Coleman............ 3
J61 Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
I G2 Eio-hth and Last J,etter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett................................. 10
1G4 Bible Impeached. Chapman ..•...••.•....•• 2
S«JIENTIFI~

SERIES.

1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Elsburg, M.D .•..••.••.••..••.•..............•.... 5
2 Evolution; Homop:encons to Heterogeneous. Underwood......................... 3
4 Literature of tho Insane. 1farvin. .••.•..•. 5
6 Hesponsibility of Sox. :!.Irs. Clutse, M.D... 3
G Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
7 Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
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!0 The Bvolntion Theory-Huxley's Three
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It seems hardly worth while to call attention of old-time radical thinkers to
" Plain Home Talk," since probably most of them are familiar with it. Yet there
may be some such who hav lost or loaned their copies of the work and who would
be glad to get a new copy of the latest revised edit~on. To the ~ounger generati?ns
of Liberals and to recent converts to Freethought literature "Plam Home Talk" IS a
book that offers much of interest in the line of radical thought on marriage and social
relations, besides much very valuable instructi_on c<?ncernil!g physiology, hygi_ene, and
what it is well for everyone to know concernmg disease, Its causes, prevention, and
treatment.- Truth Seeker.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW

AU abmtt t'M human body, in healthaniL ilisease.n~ture' s secrets revealed.
Ho'w Ufe is perpetu.ated health maint.ained.iUsease1 ndHce(Z.deathdelayecZ,
HO'lv to marry your o1v;t 'lrtate. and tl'ansmitweaUk_of lleazth. topo~teritYt
Read the nwst popular, cmnprchensive and useful book trcattnU of

MEDICAL, SOCIAL AND SEXUA.L SCZKNCE.

which Dr. Eadon declares to be "pr1ce1ess in value. new, startling
and very instructive." The latest ec\ition is more complete null valuable than ever. having been re-written in imponant parts. H contains AN APPEJSDIX of great practical utility made up or
OVER 290

PRESCRIPTIO~S

OR RECIPES

For Acute and (;bronte Disorders Common to Adults and Children,
a complete table ot poisons and tnerr aniHlotes (lro.m highest aut~or
ilies) illustrated directions for resusc1tatmg: the diOwned (Prepared
for Health Boards) and !Jyrrienic rules for care of Infants; also
ORIGIN OF,LIFE A~D DEVELOPi.liE~T OF M,\N,
tracing the embryo from conception. tllroug:h all sta~es to birth,
I11ustratell by over 20 Beautiful Colored Litho!?I'ailhs,

on fine plate paper, such as are to be founrl only m h1gh pn~ed, Imported medica 1 works ; and to Illustrate t~1e anatomy, and 1el:l~Ive
positions of important parts. each book 1s also embellisliell \\ !th

THREE ELEGANT CHROlUOCHARTS of VITAL ORGA)\~·

p,·ice, $1.50, by mail; circwar.~;l·ee; aaents wantea.
.Murray BUI Pub. Co., 129 E. 2Sth St., N. l'.
ONE "PLAIN HoME TALK ·• FREE to any one likely to make a good agent, and who sends
$3.00 for two books; we will send one mora free, or three altogether.

The Modern Science fssayist,
Ten Oents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
~hilo~opby. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBEE.T DARWIN : His life, works,
and infiuence. BY Rev •.JoHN W. CHADWroK.
s. SOLAR AND PLANETARY . EVOL:tfTION:
.-ow suns and worlds come 1nto be1ug. BY
Mr. GABBET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RoSSITEll
RAYMOND
7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
s. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and development. BY Dr. HOBERT G. EooLEB.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BYJA.lllEsA.SKIL10. EtW:UTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. BY NELSoN 0.
PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGlOUS
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0BADWIOK.
14. PHIL0:40PHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARB
BoYT NrcHOLB.
15 THE EFifEOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
. COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
118 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the 'l'rue Meanine of this Oha..racter as described in the New Testament. By M1l·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,"
Paper, svo, 25 cents.

1

j

Brooklin Pllilosopl1 iral Associa·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D .• at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lecture~.

'.f be Newark Liberal I~cague
Meets every Snnday Afternoon at 3 o'clock a.t
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .• Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everYbodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~'7

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
ft"ee discussions on religious and social questions .
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rutb
Seekerpublias.tions a.! ws.n on hand a.t ohea.p rates.

Ingersoll §ecularSociety, Boston,
Meets every Snndav (fr"m October to June) at
2:45P.M., at Paine MPmoria1 Building, Appleton
street.

£'hicago Secular Union
Meets evAtY SundaY evening M;. 7;80 P.M., at
Princess Opet"a. Honse, 558 Weat Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strange~s from abroad
l!.re welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, :first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MuiUs HEIGHTON, Sec.

Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M.; !lt. 412 Nicollet
ave .• Rooms12 and 14, Eastman blbck, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBER,Pres.; LEROY BERBIER,Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0 .• meets the first and fourth Sundays of eaoh month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on aJJ Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. tlllUTH, Oar. Sec.

{)Jeveland, 0.,

~eeular

Union

meets every Sunday evening at 7:30, at room 29,
OitY Hall, for lectures and fr~e discussions on religious and social subjects. The public cordiallY
invited.

The Walla '\Valla Lib<ra.I «Jiub
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Science Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Origina.l
and Bel~cted Readings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0ALDEBt Seo.

Milwaukee, Wis., LHH ral «Jiub
Holds meetin!l'S every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hal!). Lecture followea
by d~bates. 'The public cordially invited.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel en.ll'ra.vings of this celebrated naturalist.
inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
Cor 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Essenoe of Religion.
By L. F.EUERBA«::H.

Translated from the German. Cloth, t2mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imUnprecedented otrer. No other house so fair moral.-E'J:t?·act.
.
In order to giv my Liberal f_riends thro_nghout
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER bo.
tbe United States an opportnmt,v to e:z:amm, test 1
and compare my goods and Prices With tb.ose or
other diamond merchants, I will sell any Piece of AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
Diamond JewelrY, accomPanied b~ contract ths.t
cash in fnll will be refunded any time w1thm one
BY D. M. BBNIIIBTT.
year from !late of purchasing if goods. are npt
entirely satiSfactory. No other dealer will do 1t.
Price.
10 cents.
None will sell as cheap. Oarr:nng a_la.ra:e s~ock,
being a.n expert, close buYer. and d01~g bus_IJ!ess
on smallest possible expenlie, yon will poaltlvly
save twentY to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Eardrops, worth.$600.tor
$400" Pms, Rmgs, Eardrops, Studs, Ha1r Orna.Is a reg:ulnrly cdl!catcd
and Jegail.v qunlitled Phy·
men'ts, Pendants, worth $000, for S200; do., worth
siciau. nnd tt1e most sue·
s20o, for suo; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
cessful in his specialty ns
$100. for $70; do., worth $80, for $60; do., worth
llis praclh'C will }WO\'C.
$60, for $45; do., worth $40. for $80 ; do., worth $00,
SetHI Ill cts. for his "Pri·
vatc Couusc\or:· a book
for $22; do., worth $20, for $15· Y\)n can wear these
for
young_ and middle 11gcd
goods daily for one year. It Will not cost J:OU a
meu, sutlcriug from t(lat
cent. If in the mean time you are not satisfied
Life. Wasting Weakness
that the goods are better and chea11er than sold
us the rc~ult of :youthful
follies, iuJcscrl'lions and
elsewhere return and get your cash 1n full.
excesses. It Sl'ts forth nn
Selections sent to responsible parties on approval; to anY banking-house or O.O.D., privilege
~~~F~N-~Pt~~~~~i.on.TI;~
1
of exa.mina.tion.
0

DIAMONDS.

[.Jill :11-,. f.'};j

~t~ ~o~~.:~lrJ~J~~~~:f ~~~~ f1~

The "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
sixteen jewels, finelY adjuste4 to ~eat and CJ?ldl
patent regulatort.Brequet hair-sPring, 1:!eaut1fn
double-paneled aJal. and all ID:Odern Jmproyements. Perfect. and no watch Will compet~ w1~h
it 1 In silverine case, $19; in four-ounce com sliver case, $23.50; five-ounce, $25; s1x-ounce1 $27. I~
oPen face, be~t filled gold case, $27; bnnt1!lg, $!13. ,
1
do., Lonis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat sohd got!·
$50 to $150. Sent prepaid, and oa.sh refunded if
not sa.tisfacto6¥ro WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Established 1807.

the hands of those- :tfl:lJct·

ed.
AX
JJO!'Il:EST ST ATE;\fF.NT.

"Similar advcrtiscmc?~"
from unrt•linble prncttti·
ont.·u hft\'i! been frequent•
It n.ssailcd &.nd ('xpo:;cd by
he press, but Dr. FF.LLOWR stn n<is for~lll?!lt in~~:; ~rofl's.;iou, audit is sn.r~ to~s~lim.··- Tile .i\attollal liCit.

Address,----

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

THE NEW
GOD.
P. PUTNAM,

:VINEtAND,·N.J.

s~~tarv of the .Amwkan Sscultw Union.

Dr. R P. Fellows is an outsPoken Infidel and
very snccesslnl physician. He is worthY of an
extensiv pa.tronage.-TIIe Liberal.

BY SAMUEL

Price 10 cents.
Address 'l'BII: 'l'BUTB BBBKEB Oou.un.

And say where you saw tllls ad,·ertisement.
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELUJION81:
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

I

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers, Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in· ==================
Teaohers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
EvERY day quacks gravely condemn each
New Schools of Thought, Eminent ScienJesus Christ, Vh•gin Mary, ~ud the Bible.
. other and fools !ll'e compelled to pay fines to
tists, eto, (who were not Christians),
avo, 885pp. Vol. II. Dogonbes Fully all
l
'f ·
ld h
from the time of Menu to the presthe Religious Systems of the World.
others equally gnorant.
hls. wor .
as
ent. avo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
svo,957PP. Oloth,$3pervol.; tho
; long resembled that madhouse m which he
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
THE youn~~: Due d'Orleans was arrested at
2 vols., $5; _leattler, $7; mo1 who believed himself to be the holy father
Paris C'D the 7th for returning to France deBYD. M. BENNETT.
roooo, gilt edges, $S.
1anathematized him who believed himself to
spite his ·banishment as a pretender to mo.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
be the Holy Ghost.- Voltai1·e.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
narchical rule.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y'
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
MRN and women hav
INFLUENZA. is causing
been burnt for thinking
many deaths in Mexico.
there is but one God ;
that there was none;
A BTRIOT. Prohibition
that the Holy Ghost is
law has passed the South
younger than God; that
Dakota House and Sen.
God was somewhat older
ate.
than his son; for insisting that good works will
ON the 6th 150 miners
~= -::~~_:save a man without faith';
were killed by an ex-·
that faith will do without
plosion at Abersychan,
good works; for declarWales.
ing that a sweet babe
IT is said that Belgium
will not be burnt eterwill be the battle-ground
nally, because its parents
in the expected Francofailed to hav its head wet
German war.
by a priest; for speaking
of God as though he had
CHINA.MEN and opium
a nose; for denying that
are being smuggled into
Christ was his own
the United States through
father ; for contending
Victoria, B. C.
that three persons, rightly
added together, make
RIVERS in southern Oremore than one; for begon are flooded and dolieving in purgatory; for
ing damage, and part of
denying the reality of
Portland is submerged.
hell; for pretending that
priests can forgiv sins ;
THE town of Burke,
for preaching that God is
Ida., has been badly
an essence; for denying
damaged by two avathat witches rode through
lanches of snow and
the air on sticks ; for
rock.
doubting the total depravity of the human heart;
REOENTLY there was a
for laughing at irresistriot in a Virginia counible grace, predestinatry church in which two
tion, and particalar rewae killed and three
demption; for denying
wounded.
that good brearl could b.,
ON the 8th . St. Paul,
made of the body of >L
Minn., was shaken by
dearl man; for preter<lthe explosion of a gas
ing that the pope wt:o ,_,.,t
retort, and five persons
ro~naging this world fL,r
were killed.
God and in the plt1ce of
God; for disputing the
B 0 A. Z M. E E T E T H R U T H.
M.Enoo observed the
efficacy of a vicarious
5th as a holiday, it being
Tnea said Boaz unto Ruth, Hearest thou not, my daughter ? Go not to glean in another field, neither go from
atonement; for thinking
the anniversary of the
hence, but abide here fast by my maidens.-Ruth ii, 8.
the Virgin Mary was born
adoption of the constitulike other people ; for
tion of the republic.
thinking that a man's
II rib was hardly sufficient to make a good-sized
IN Nebraska the Knights of Labor will
woman; for denying that God used his finger
make a non-partisan struggle this year for the
for a pen ; for 8Bserting that prayers are not
Australian ballot system.
answered, that diseases are not sent to punish
DB. R.APOHINBKI, of St. Petersburg, anunbelief; for denying the authority of the
nounces that he has discovered a cure for
Bible; for having a Bible in their possession;
diphtheria by inoculation with erysipelas.
for attending mass and for refusing to attend;
for wearing a surplice; for carry'ing a cross
ITALIAN Catholics are endeavoring to effect
and for refusing; for being a Catholic and
the repeal of the new law by which the state
for being a Protestant; fot· being an Episcotakes charge of charitable donations formerly
palian, a Prcsbyteri~n, a Baptist, and for
perverted to religious uses.
being a Quaker.-Ingerwll.
THE emperor of Germany proposes that
I MAKE yean offer,
the governments of Europe hold an internaY e gods, hear the scoffer,
tional labor conference to seek some way of
The scheme will not hurt you,
doing something for workingmen.
If ye will find goodness I will find virtue.
-ANDI
Though I am your creature,
THE town of Point, 0., has suffered such
And child of your nature,
an epidemic of crime that the citizens a few
I hav pride still unbended,
days ago formed themselvs into an Arresting
And blood undescended,
and Jailing Club, and commenced wholesale
Some free independence
punishment.
And my own descendants.
I cannot toil blindly,
THE suit for damages against Manager
Judah of a Kansas City theater for expelling
Though ye behave.kindly,
a colored man from an orchestra seat has been
And I swear by the rood,
decided in the manager's favor, the court
I will be slave to no God.-Tlwreau.
looking on the theater as private property.
<E. M. 290.)
THE great ghost will· surely share the fate
THE lawyer for the Anarchists Neebe,
of the little ones. They fled at the first apFielding, and Schwab has succeeded in sepearance of the dawn, and the other will van+IDITI)+ ILLU$T1UtTI Oll$. +
curing a writ of error by which, on account
ish with the perfect day. Until then the indeof the prisoners' not being in the United
pendence of man is little more than a dream.
CO:N"'J:'E:N"'J:'S.
States Supreme Court when sentence was
Overshadowed by an immense personality, in
passed, the case will be considered by that
the preseqce of the irresponsible and the inPAGE.
Calendar for I8go,
court again.
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, •
finit, the individuality of man is lost, and he
5
falls prostrate in the very dust of fear. BeFreethought in the United States,I88g, 17
The Priest,
70
SoME stir has been created by the declaraneath the frown of the absolute, man stands
The Supernatural World,
71
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
tion of the pope in his latest encyclical that
a wretched, trembling slave; beneath his
The Reformation,
73
Remsburg,
love of country should be· sacrificed to love
smile
he is at best only a fortunate se1f.
Future
Terrors,
77
of the church. Champions of the doctrin
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
Governed by a being whose arbitrary will is
The Inventions of Science and the
are defending it by citation of the text, " We
T. B. Wakeman,
law, chained to the chariot of power, his desInventions of Christianity. Illusought rather to obey God than men."
tiny rests in the pleasure of the unknown,
rAostly Fools. \V. Stewart Ross
trated,
79
. . . Is it possible that an infinit God cre(Saladin),
IN the counties of Benson, Pierce, Rolette,
Freethought Journals in the United
ated this world simply to be the dwellingRecord of the Spanish Inquisition,
Bottineau, TownEr, Ramsay, and Nelson, in
44
States,
place of slaves and serfs? • . . I want
North Dakota, 6,000 persons need help, and
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
no happiness in exchange for my liberty, and
In Sea;-ch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
15,000 cattle and horses are starving. The
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
44
no immortality that demands the surrender
people need provisions, clothing, shoes, and
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pcntcof my indivicluality.-Jngm·soll.
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
fuel. A relief agency at Grand Forks receives
cost,
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
and forwards. supplies.
ONE of the accessory causes of the continuaGardener,
45
tion of religious sentiment, is the natural
PoLICE protection was asked on the ni~ht
cowardice of man; he dislikes to cut himself
of the 7th at the meeting in the Umon
loose from any powerful organization, to
colore; church at Lovelened, 0. This was I
stand alone, only supported by his own will,
because at the meeting two nights previous
with no invisible helper or protector to come
there was a fight between the three denomiNEW YORK:
to his assistance. The average individual
nations that jointly use the building, caused
prefers to entec upon the stru~~:gle for existby an attack by one pastor upon the belief of
ence supported by hundreds of others, and
the others.
turn a close, serried front to the enemy.
They want to feel an armed comrade behind
PoRTUGAL talks of war with England over
and at each elbow, and in front too, if possithe latter's seizure of the contested territory in
ble. They like to listen to the words of
Africa. England will probably lose her comcommand and bav their movements determerce with the Portuguese, who in indignamined by a higher authority.-Nordau.
tion are changing their trade to other nations.
It is feared that Portuguese firms will make
IT is a responsibility to think and act for
fictitious failures so as to repudiate their
yourself. Most people hate responsibility.
debts to English merchants.
-Ingersoll.
To check the smoking of cigarets by
youth the Maryland legislature will probably
pass a bill that will hamper their sale.
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"'J~E BtandiJII'd

(Baptist), of Chicago, says::

~n~ it is t~ ~e
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presumed quite iz:ad-:ertently, . ious. He proposes to place the Indian schools

t IB very doubtful.If, even yet, th~ Protest- 1 Indicates It m the following edttonal utter- upon the same basis as the public schools.

ant ~eopl~ of_.Amenca are fully alive to the); ance: 'E~ery effort possible should be made ! Is he for an instant to be tolerated?' Putting
THE bi-centenary of the Hamburg, Ger- n~tu,e of ,he ISB~e made by the Homan Cath- by Catholics to prevent the confirmation of: the two sentences together one has the whole
many, Mathematical Society, of which New- olle priest~ood m th_e matter of the Indian Morgan to the post of Indian commissioner.! case at the Catholic point of view. The has.
ton, Herschel, and Leibnitz were members, schoole. .~.he Catlwlw World, of New York,). • • Morgan's plan is specious and insid- tility of Catholics to the public schools is no
secret. They hav now
was celebrated on the 15th.
an opportunity to make
THE Freethinkers of
the issue a square one,
E~glanil and America
and to test their strength
will be interested-but
in the war they are making upon this peculiarly
there is no need to be
American institution."
otfended-by theee remarksofJo.Cook. 'l'lley
THE following is the
arc from a recent interdecree for the toleration
view in the Mail and E;c·of religion in Brazil :
rn·e;s : II There is no
"Federal and state auschool of Infidelity that
thorities are prohibited
ia intellectual and refrom making laws or
spEctable in our time.
regulations, or performThe mythical theory put
ing administrativ acts for
forward about the opcnthe establishment or pro.
iug of the century in exhibition of any religion,
planation of the origin at
and from making distincthe New Testament, has
tions on account of religbeen thoroughly overious and philosophical
thrown, and no longer
beliefs and opinions beneeds an answer in edutween inhabitants of this
cated circles. As to the
country, or in the servvulgar Infidelity of the
ices whose cost is de_
timP, represented by
frayed by the public
Ingersoll and Bradlaugh,
treasury. All religious
it is by no means abreast
denominations hav
of Infidel scholarship. It
equally the right to libis half chaff and half
erty of worship and that
chaffing, and has Jess and
of governing themselvs
less influence on the men
in accordance with their
who love clear thought
respectiv creeds without
and who read all sides on
being disturbed in the
every subject. My imprivate acts pertaining to
the exercise of this right.
pression is that the school
The liberty hereby instiof Agnosticism is the
tuted embraces not only
most dangerous .form of
individuals in their indimodern Infidelity, but
vidual acts, but also
that its chief support is a
churches, associations,
clique of writers whoac
and institutes in which
homes are in London at.d
they are united, to all of
who get a wide hearing
which belongs the right
because of the peculiar
to organize and maintain
facilities they h?.v for
their corporate existence,
reaching the public ear.
without interference of
Professor Huxley Jearls
the government, in conthis cliquP, aud the little
formity with the respecband of London Agnostiv creeds and disciplin.
tics is driven round and
Patronage, with all of its
round the hill of London
institu tiona and prerogajournalism, and seems to
tive, is hereby abolished.
be an enrllesE army beThe legal capacity of
C'luse some p01'tion of it
churches and religious
is always in sight !l.!Jd on
denominations to acquire
the march.
But the
and hold property is
company is really not ?.
hereby recognized within
large one."
the limits of the laws reTHE pope holds in his
encyclical that it la a sin
to disobey God for the
sake of pleasing men ;
that it is wrong to break
the law of Jesus C!Jrist
in order to obey the
magistrate. He goea on
to urge that if there is a
conflict between the laws
of the state and the lnw
of God; if the law of the
state inflicts injury upon
the church or sets at
naught" the authority of
Jesus Christ which is
vested in the supreme
pontiff, then it becomes
a duty to resist those
laws and a sin to render
obedience to them." As to the law of God,
he asserts that God has intrusted the inter pre.
tation and guardianship of that Jaw to the
church ; that the highest teacher in the
church is the Roman pontiff, and that therefore it follows that all should be " perfectly
submissiv to the church and the Roman pontiff as to God.'' The pontiff has power authoritativly to judge of the meaning of script.
ure, what doctrine are in harmony with it,
what at variance, to declare what is virtuous

ANXIOUS

FOR A

lating to mortmain, and
they shall be maintained
in the possession of their
present property, including their places of worship. The federal government will maintain
the salaries now paid to
the priests and other
functionaries of t h e
Catholic church, and for
one year will continue to
giv state aid to the religious seminaries, and
every state is at liberty tomaintain clergymen o!
this and other churches
in any manner no1 conflicting with the pro-

SITUATION.

and what is sin_ful; what is to be ~one and i T~E ~olitical sensation in Europe is the \ visions of the preceding articles."
what not d~ne Ill th.e work of sa.! vat IOn. As publicatiOn by Colonel Stoppel of the French · A NEW feature to be introduced in the cen.
the church IB the mistress of natiOns, and the army of a pamphlet advocating a union o! 1 s of 1890 r8 th collection of Sunday-school
pope is supreme teacher of
church, it is France and Germany against Russia.
1
e
the duty of all races to submit both to full
I
~
and ecclesiastical power. The state must not
GovERNOR FoRAKER revealed in a speech I ITALIAN Catholics, in their opposition to
interfere with the church. The church, how- on the 15th that in 1887 when our relations\ the new Jaw by which the state will adminever, must con9ern herself about the Jaws i with Canada were strained over the fisheries, : ister charities formerly handled by the church,
formulated by states, and cannot giv either ; he and other governors were asked by the' are making capital out of the discovery that
p~tronage or favor to those in the state who war department how many men each could the secretary of one of the government burefnse to accept her rights.
hurry to Canada in case of an emergency.
rea us of charity has embezzled 130,000 francs.
1

t~e

:~atistics

I
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The Philosophers who, out of science discovered
infinite, incalculable. When that faith goes, no burning prophet, no St. Paul, no Mohammed, is possible; build an.d generalize an explanation of the known
nor long can continue the polit.y and life which they world like Comte and Spencer.
The Social S11ientists and Reformers, of which the
How the New World Replaces the Old by Con· have inspired. But say some Liberals: we have in- Anarchists,
Socialists, and Nationalists are our presherited
nothing
from
these
faDBtics
or
impostors
but
stru.ctive Liberalism.
falsehoods and hallucinations. True, but they have ent representatives.
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
The New Religionists who, like the Positivists,
l::esn powerful motives and creators, and we are chilThe result proves that one of the happiest events dren of the na~t. When the masses of the people Ethicals, and Monists, combine the !'cience of the
in the history of American Liberalism is this sympo- see plainly th.at the old world is gone-no God, no Now World and its ideals into a movmg and consolsium of THE TRUTH SEEKER. By it Freethinkers of bell, no heaven, no immortality, will they not say ing moral and "religious" culture and i~~uence.
every phase of talent and character are introducad to with Paul, under the same supposition: ''Let us eat
In this way we may often use a trans1txonal symeach other, and are found, probably to their own, snd drink, fot• to-morrow we die 1" This are they bolism. For instance, if the terms are truthfully
and certainly to the surprise of everybody else, to be not saying by what is called" the moral interregmtm," expla!ned the religious names and symbols of the
in substantial agreement. There is by their common in which the gocd ·taUs with the bad 1 Is it true old faith may be used to express the nearest correvote and consent an affirmative, positive, and con- that we have inherited nothing of value from the old sponding conceptions of the New World, thus: The
structive side to Liberalism. Nay, that seems to be faithe 1 Moral sense, idealization, aspiration, brother- personal or anthropomorphic God becomes the imits chief if not only side; all negations and denials hood, humanity, and finally democrac;ll h~ve been personal, infinite All, the world, universe, or nature.
are claimed to be simply the out or obverse side of worked out by their discipline under the belief of For exomple, the last issue of the Open Court of
i~s affirmations, which, unfortunately, is all the side equality before a common creator, and a final equal, Chicago, the advocate of Monism, sa) a: "We welcome
its opponents care to see. Hence, strangely, those just, omniscient, and omnipotent judge. When that the idea that God is no person, but a law; not a
who are really enthused by the great modern affirma- belief vanishes what will protect the people from the being adaptable to circumstances, but an irrefragable
tions of the world are represented as its destroyers. ravages of Herbert Spencer's brutal phaile of Dar~in· authorit.y; no deified egotism, but the omnipotent
While the higher integration is taking form, it is ism, in which the swift., the strong, and the cunmng power of all-existence ! This idea is the republican
hidden from the common sight by the dul!t and rub- shall inherit the earth~ What is to sustain the conception of theology which can cqnceive of orde.x
bish of the falling ruins it is gloriously replacing. · moral, the ft1mily, the fireside virtues, when individual and of law without a Prince, and of religion without
It is extremely pleasing to observe not only this greed and l:edonism is sll there is of a life snatching the fetich of anthropomorphism."
general affirmative drift of thought and purpose, but a few glimpses of the moon and ending in death Y
In a similar way the Christ is no longer a God or
also the great ability and variety of illustration by .A.!l thinking peop!e are asking such questionP. ·a little Hebrew reformer, whose historical existence
which it is expressed. Each writer gives an honest, Therefore the priests of the old faiths from Cardinal is more than doubtful to say the least, but becomes
individual expression of inmost belief about the Gibbons down cry out lustily: "Deeper with your the symbol and name of Man, humanity, the race in
great issues of our age and time, but in the end heads in the sand-refuse to listen-crush your solidarity and continuity.
these expressions seem to make a common 6:ffect, like doubts-not to believe the old is to be damned.
The Holy Ghost is no longer a spook, but the althe composite photograph of members of the saiLe Our Christi au heritage is the only hope and safety of truistic love and activity of the human heart indifamily. There is no neerl to m.ention anyone where the world!'' Childish people are these, repeating the vidually and collectively.
each bas contributed effectively to the common ex- illusions of the childhood of the race after the sun
Heaven is no imaginary place or state, but the
pression. It is to be regretted, of course, that the has risen as the center of a new world. Let them future of emancipated and reformed mankind on
broad pages of TnE TRu'rH SEEKER could not take in restore the Ptolemaic astronomy, and all it implies, earth; the Ideal toward which it is our highest
aH who should have been heard, but may they not or be silent about its religion !
happiness to work.
appear as critics and continue the feast 8B their own?
Hell is the evil and misery of our present life, and
In this emergency tba true hope and safety of the
It has bsen settled, then, that Liberals-that is, world is the affirmative, positive, and constructive remorse at enrytbing which continues it.
freed persons, those who are emancipated from the- side of Liberalism. Its advocatEs, leaders, aLd
Revelation is the truth brought to light by science
ology, churches, and creeds, have at bottom a con- teachers are the real saviors. They im.ist that the and history, and the record of such truths becomes
structive purpose and intent. "Know the true in adjustment of lilankind to the infinite environment the true Bible; its system becomes a Positive Philosoorder to do the good," the motto and creed of Dide- of the new astronomy of Copernicus and Bruno phy, e.nd its shorter statements the ever growing
rot, seems to be one in which they all concur. And will lift the whole race as far above their old ideals creed.
also, like that great encyclopedist, they hope to aid, and motives as the l;iew world is larger thtm the old.
Such enlargements of the old names soon lift the
at least, in replacing the old wol'ld of superst.ition
The difficuHy ia to E>ustain and preserve the good ti.'ansiators out of the narrow creeds of an expected
and dreams by one of science and progress.
we have in our moral, em_otional, intellectual, spirit- egoistic salvation into a. higher and happier and
But what does this undertsking involve~ Hil.ve we ual, and motive-life, until the new foundation can re- more useful life, whiob is salvation.
ever duly reflected upon the extent., meaning, and place the old. Societ.y and national life is organic
Now, these hints must suffice. They show how
consequences of this problem T When we come to and constant. To say that you will desi~oy and then the supernatural religion of revelation is Fquarely
look at it historically, as statesmen and social scien- rebuild is impossible. The problem is to rebuild the challenged and replaced by the Natural Religion of
tists should, we may well be appalled at the task home of the individual and national life while the Science and Man, and that its most sacred names
which the present gene1·stion are called upon to per- tenant must be in constant occupation and use. To become more sacred by making them stand for our
form. To put it in a sentence : The civiliz!ltion, compare very great things to little : The owners of infinite universe, and the lot and fate of Man on
morality, liberty, culture, and preserving aspiration Cooper Institute a few years ago found that its Earth.
of the human race, have to be sustained and con- foundations were giving away and cou1d not long
Short Notes on the !Symposium.
tinued, while the old foundation upon which they sustain the superstructure. Instead oi tearing it
rest and by which they were built up is removed and down the building was sustained by scientific appliTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav
replaced by a new, solid foundation, laid in e;ci.ence ances, given a new foundation, and practically reno- just read in the issue cf January 25~h, with satisfacand cemented by love. This is the greatest difficulty vated from top to bottom, and is now better than ever. tion, ae a step in the right directicn, your proposed
mankind have ever had to meet and it is a proper The New York Times building has just gone through symposium of Freethinkers on sundry propositions ;
time to begin to appreciate it. The centuries have a similar process without even removing its occupants. and while I am not included in the invited class, it is
been oucupied from fetichism to astrology, then to
But tl;;.e true &imile for social and religious changes difficult to conceive how a Fresthinker can well be
polytheism, then to monotheism, and now to simple should be drawn from biology rather than from me- inhibited from participating at such a banquet.
theism, in building up a civilization with religions, chanics. Our old life-tree, Igdrasit, the race-tree of Therefore, please find the following contribution to
politics, hopes, motives, and creative aspirations om· northern forefathers, will do : It is fed by the th~ spread in event all plates are not covered.
which are now seen to have no sounder basis than generations of men. Each life is one of its leaves
Yes, there is an affirroativ, positiv, constructiv side
the illusions of the Afric:on rainmaker. The Hebrew, which, falling, even in ita decay adds to its food and to modern Freethought-not that it can be formuChristian, and Mohammedan peoples have until re- growth. Formerly its roots were atopp~ by the lated into a creed in any sense in which that term is
cently (when the Freethinkers began to come to the mountains and seas of a little world and a firmament used.
front) led and dominated the world. Their creed, above. Thus inclosed it seemed as though it had
In saying thia we necessarily assume certain posttheir heaven, hell, life, motive, and immortality, was reached its full growth and must die. But now it bas ulates. First, that every sane person during every
the result of their geocentric cosmogony and their burst its barriers below and above-its roots promise wakeful moment is pursuing or seeking that which
tribal polity. Their cosmogony was the little three- to encircle the earth, and its branches to reach toward will, or as he believes will, bring to him now or at
story tenement house, as a world often deseribed, the stars in boundless growth and aspiration.
some future time the greatest possible good. Second,
but never too often, as "the city of God,'' wit.h a
The transition from the old to the new environ- that the greatest possible good is not attained by
living earth surface of human life-probation to end ment must be gradual to be safe and healthy. No the individual so long as he is conscious of another
in a heaven above a firmament, or in a hell, below the sudden demolition or transplanting is natural or evo- individual coming short of his ideal state of felicity.
earth's surface, as 8 basement and foundation of the lutions!. The life is always present in the organ~sm,
Accepting, then, these postulates, the greatest
whole structure. The fuJJdamental beliefs of the and cannot be stopped without danger. Slowly the possible good to the individual is attainable only by
Hsbrew, Christian, and Mohammedan peoples have roots must be drawn onward by a new and richer his striving-so far as it is possible with his powers
been their adjustment to and explanation of this soil, and to it each individual leaf must add its share circumscribed by hereditary tendencies and present
tenement house. Their hopes and life motives have of growth in life, and of sustenance when it falls, and environments-by all true, scientific methods to
been such llS it naturally excited.
so right bravely and usefully do its share in the better his own condition physically, mentally, morally,
Copernicus, Bruno, and Galileo with his telescope growing world.
and socially in all that those terms imply; not as an
exploded this three-story tenement into infinity1 and
In this wise the old will be replaced by the new, end, but as the rational (scientific) means for acquirits creator out of personality. For nearly tbree bun- or will·be effectively outgrown and overgrown by it, ing ability to better the condition of those around
dred years people have been persistently denying the but never without effort. Like the precess of growth, him.
facts or consequences of this explosion, and have tried it muet be ceaseless, tireless. Many are the ways
If all human energy were thus expended it would
to keep on as though nothing much had happened.' this transition can be made or aided, and ma.Dy have eliminate all incentiv to avarice and crime in the
Such ostrich tactics will not longer avail. There been eo well indicated in this symposium that it is sense in which those terms are understood to-day.
must be a readjustment to the new environment-to only necessary to ask the eye to look ovet· its pages
Reduced to a single expression, the affirmativ,
a new world as different from the old as it is possible again to see how rich and fruitful in SUJ!'f!estions of positiv, constructiv side to Freethought is to, Strive
to conceive. The chief beliefs, motives, and life under new education and culture they are. E'i'erywhere to better your own condition and the condition of
the old' solar system have no relation to the new. The eome part of the new and true world is proposed in those about you, in contradistinction to that old
old God, Christ, heaven, hell, devil, angels, soul, and place of the old. Everywhere a new ideal challenges dogma that has so long dominated,. i.e., "Do all
immortality are hopelessly gone. There is no place a new effort or a new aspiration. Let each use the thin~s to the glory of God."
N. A. PARKER.
or time for them, and with them go the old motives talent with which he is gifted, the tool which beat
Franlc/ort, .JYiich.
for living. Whether the loss is irreparable is the fits his hand! All are needed:
question. The hopeful Liberal sAys, No, and bravely
The negative and critical Liberals to find and lay
To TnE EDITOR OF TnE 'InuTH SEEK1!R, Sir: Unfaces the issue. But where in history has a civiliza- hold of the falsehoods and evils which must go with less Freethought should lead to a knowledge of truth
tion ever survived its religion ! What is the 1£ sson the old.
it has no merit that should entitle it to confidence or
of Volney's "Ruins~, The life of a people is its
The Scientists which discover and publish the respect. Truth being affirmativ, positiv, and confaith which binds them together in one organic, in- truth as such, without immediate regard to its prac- atructiv, if Freethought should lead to truth, it
spired whole, living and working for some ide0l bliss, tical utility.
should hav no other than an affirmativ, poaitiv, con-

~t!ntposimn.
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a ~ructiv aide, and sh~nl? be bu~ incident~lly destruct1v, ~n~ should co~s1s~ m provmg all thmgs and estabhshmg that whiCh IS good and true.
Therefore, Freethought applied to the Bible should
endeavor to ascertain ~he fundam?ntal principle and
final purpose. of the Btble as a philosophy: Applied
to theol.ogy, It should endeavor to ascertam to what
extent, If .any, t~e~logy has aet·.v~d to promulgate the
fundamentalJ;>rtnctp~e and facll1tate~ the !inal purpose of. the. B~ble p~nlosophy. Apphed to Important
e!ents m btbhcal history, Freethought should recogmze the fact. of the church ?f Ch!ist being established
about the ttme t.hat Pontn~s Pd!lte was governor of
Judea, a~ ~cod mrcu~stanti~l ~vtde~ce that a Christ
was cruCified under hts admtmstratiOn. It does not
appear c.ertain that. the sorcerer who is said to hav
called himself Chnst, and to hav been atoned and
hanged about .sayenty-five years before the Christian
era, h~d any dtsc!ples. If he ·h~d, they could not hav
established the church of Chrtst more than a hundred years later, when they should hav been dead
and forgotten. The church record informs us that
Christ was not cracified on his own account, for he
was not found guiUy of any offense against Roman
law, but was crucified as a substitute for a noted
r?bb?r by .rEquest of the Jews wh~ thr~atened s~dit10n 1f theu request was not complied w~th. I thmk
the Jews and Romans would be more hkely to suppress all reports of such. an infamous transaction
than to make a record of 1t. Therefore, we should
not reasonably expect to find any other than the
church record of that event, and the church record is
sustained by circumstantial evidence, and circumstanti~al evidence is always the most reliable on questiona of historical fact.
·
When Freethought is applied to criticising the
Bible, we should not omit a sentence thet bas an important relation to all the rest of the paragraph, for
that will be an obvious perversion. When we read:
"Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we
eat ! or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall
we be clothed! for after all these things do the gentiles seek, for your heavenly fathr,r knoweth that ye
hav need of all these things.'' If we stop at that
period and assert that Christ taught indolence and
indifference to our well-being on this planet, we
shall perpetrate the most ridiculously absurd sophietry that blind bigotry could be capable of, and it will
be apparent when we read the next sentence, viz.:
" But seek ye first the kingdom of God and its
righteousness, and all these things will be added
unto you." That sentence should provoke the inquiry, Then; what kind of an institution should the
kingdom of God and its righteousness be that it
should giv us all things needful?
The suggestion of Paul to "own nothing but be
possessed of all things," appears to be the most logical soluiion of that problem discoverable. That
solution involves the entire abolition of ownership,
and a brotherhood of man. A civilized brotherhood
should logically involve collectiv sovereignty, perfect
social equality, and cooperation by all for the mutual
well- being of all. That should provide an abundance
for all, and distribute abundantly to all.
Such being the kind of an institution that should
constitute the " kingdom of God and its righteousness," I think it should bfJ difficult to persuade intelligent and fair-minded people that Christ taught indifference to the well-being of man on this planet.
The church having failed to "preach this gospel of
the kingdom in all the earth, and to every creature
for a testimony against them," as is her special duty
to do, I think it expedient that Freethinkers should
do so, and make it the fundamental principle of our
Infidelity. That should be m01·e destructiv of the
superstition, hypocrisy, and arrogance of priestcraft
than the popular Infidel literature is capable of beJ. A. TuTTLE.
ing.
B'l'ooklyn, .N. Y.

Conditions and Ideas.
My principal objection to all religions commences
where they teach the existence of a God whose personality is as real and as set apart to itself as that of
any human being of to· day or of the past-a personality as real as that of a living Napoleon Bor.:aparte or
of a Julius CaHar-a God or a person whose" hind
parts " were seen by Moses.
My next objection is to where it is taught, directly
and by implication, that there is an eternal life beyond
the grave for every man, woman, and child born. on
this earth. In other worde, that our presently destructible bodies of flesh and bone shall be after
death bodies of a kind eternally indestructible, and
hence not subject to hunger nor thirst, not cold nor
beat, but nevertheless the personality of each one of
us shall be as marked then as it is now.
One can conceive of the Pacific ocean being lessened by drops, but it is not conceivable bow any
part of time, whether it be of an hour or a oillion of
years, ean encroach upon eternal time. And on the
same pr~nciple it is equally inconceivable how believers in a life eternal for the personality of each and
every man, woman, and child born on this earth can
be wholeheartedly earnest in hastening· a physical

[ millennium for the Iivi~g-a time on this earth when
beauty and health of body will be our common heritage, and work a pastime incited by love of the'·living and unborn.
x.
What is a little thirty or forty years' life on this
earth compared with a life eternal in heaven? The
thought of one is surely lost in the immensity of the
other. To my mind there is no escaping these conelusions any more than that death-wounds will giv.
us mpre concern than pin-scratches. A believer in
the life eternal may weep and wail at witnessing the
living suffer; but he is inevitably consoled by the
thought that the suffering will soon be exchanged
for an eternity of bliss and joy that shall be fully as
personal as the suffering was personal in the perishable body of flesh and bone. And right here is to
be found his fatal weakness as a political and social
reformer. To be completely logical in holding such
a belief, he must put mankind immeasurably beyond
the physical laws recognizably applicable to animals,
hence his code of morality will be independent and
outside of these known or natural laws. He must
bold that a man's immortal soul or essence does not
originate with an earthly father and mother or originate in the sense that a man and woman of' murderous an.d. selfi.sh ~nstincts beget children with the
same VIcious mstmcts, just as the evil temper of a
stallion and mare is repeated in their foal. Because
it could be demonstrated that the most depraved
men and women were to be found where subsistence
was most uncertain and stinted. What need of
stealing if we hav plenty?
Again, I object to teaching as a fact the existence
of a personal God, because it is evil to teach as the
truth something that cannot be plainly demonstrated
as such, as is demanded for any other proposition
before acceptance .. Next, because God as the creator
of all things givs him a personality so immeasurably
superior to that of all men that the inequality between
a pampered millionaire and a starving tramp becomes
a mere nothing in comparison and in this way is a
wide entrance given, on one hand to deification of
individuals-your Vanderbilts and Bothscbilds,. and
your kings and queens-and, on the other hand, to
the abasement of the vast majority of the living who
know not where to-morrow's bread is to come from.
Ideas do not conform to acts, but acts do certainly
conform to ideas. To act cowardly we must first be
made afraid. Hence the source and cause of inequalities of condition between men must be sought
in ideas or beliefs. In order that the truth shall
prevail fear and selfishness must be eliminated from
our minds. Self can only be held sacred to the extent where doing otherwise would entail evil to others.
That sacredness of self, in order to avoid entailing evil to others, would demand a physical resistance or resentment to the death. Electricity has, in
a moral sense, so joined all the world that a shock at
any part is a shock to the whole. Through its agency
the earth is peopled as by one community. To insure the happiness of the whole, for as long as the
earth is habitable no personal superiority must be
recognized except the right of endeavor to contribute
most to the material welfare and happiness of the
living. It is beginning to be recognized that a cartain train of ideas or beliefs dispose men to be
trembling slaves while other ideas or beliefs hav an
opposit disposition. Hence the study of chemistry
of ideas and beliefs is of far more importance than
the study of chemistry of matter. It will then be
demonstrated that the ancient Romans were wise
beyond their times in estimating valor or physical
courage as the greatest of virtues. There can be no
one more practically fitted to enjoy life than one that
holds physical danger in contempt to the very death.
Such a person can sleep as sweetly as a babe, though
snakes hiss and lions roar round about. Whatever
such a person undertakes, we can be sure there will
be no determent through fear of consequences to
self. At the same time, such a condition of mind is
safer for self than what is called "faith," because
" faith " is dependent and hence may be disturbed or
destroyed and leave its subject limp as a wet rag.
Fear is paralyzing to mind and body, while bravery
leaves you free to exercise your bast powers in attack
or defense. To the extent that death or danger is
feared to that extent will the happiness of an intelligent man or woman be subject to disturbance. In
fact, fear of any kind may be called an unmixed evil
-where it prevails there will also prevail falsehood
and treachery. Truth and fear cannot breathe the
same air. Cowardice is . the form of selfishness held the most in contempt; because it is
liable to work more injury to others, in affairs of
great moment, than any other form of selfishness.
Through bravery alone can c.ne retain full command
of self. Literally, courage is life, while fear is death.
Men and women hav been known to die through
no other cause than the feeling of fear, but it is not
possible to imagin anyone dying through the feeling
of courage. Yet, to gratify a pitiful vanity, many
men continue, more or .leiS directly, to encourage the
feeling of fear in their women. It is now held that
control by love, of the dumb brutes, even horses,
dogs, etc., givs uniformly more satisfactory results
than control by force or fear. Then, with their
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superior intelligence, mankind should also be more
satiefactorily directed by love and be relieved from
the immense waste involved in their control by fear
or force, the latter ays~em practically consuming onehalf of the world as a police to the other half, as witness to-day the world over. It is the ideal that is
true and everlasting and the" practical" that is fleeting
and false, and to temporize with the truth and not
to expect a moral death is as wise as to inject a drop
of leprous blood into the veins of a healthy body and
not to expect the whole body to become diseased.
Truth supreme is perfect happiness to all the children of men, not as phantoms or impalpable shadows,
but itt their substantial bodies of flesh and bone, and
we can only be sure of advancing to this condition
when we are as sure of everyone telling the truth as
we are sure of dying. Truth supreme stands to mankind as the sun to the vegetable kingdom. No lesser
light will do for men. Under the present rule of
force or fear truth is necessarily stabbed to death.
Where everyone's subsistence is threatened, no one
can be uniformly and consciously happy, a millionaire no more than a pauper, except by increasing degradation of mind q.nd body, until the former becomes a Nero in cruelty and selfish waste, and the
latter as meekly content to receive a kick or crust of
bread as any unclaimed dog. Thus " the concern of
one is the concern of all" becomes an apt expression
of a great moral law, any violation of which evilly
affects mankind as pervadingly and in degree as a
body of water is pervadingly affected by disturbance
at any part of it. The evil effects of the violation of
a physical law, such as arise from the cutting of one's
finger, are isolatsd and short-lived. It is fortunate
that mankind has, as the Rev. R. Heber Newton says
in the Twentieth Century, "one common perception
of the mystic law of sacrifice." When dumb brutes
giv up their lives to shield their young, we see in
its crude and immediate form the operation oi the
mystic law of self-sacrifice. In the lives and works
of Karl Marx, Darwin, Felix Oswald, Edisoa, and
George Eliot, and numberless others, we see its operation in its human or far-reaching form. They are
victors while, in bitterness of heart, the Jay Goulds
or millionaires will find they are victims in spite of
their sentinel-guarded mausoleums.
The ancient kings of Egypt built their colossal
pyramids, but what of them and their people to-day 1
Tbe'memory of the former is bul'ied in execration,
and of the latter there is, conjecturally, a miserably
besotted remnant. And yet these old kings, in
their day, were worshiped as gods, in fact and in
person, just as if we modern Christians should worship and erect temples or churches to the present
emperor of Germany, because all Christendom bed
recognized in him the second incarnation of Jesus
Christ or God. In these modern times, deification
of individuals or self is going on through the prevalence of such ideas as are expressed in such terms ~>B
"vested rights." -Our kings, in name and title, are
mere puppets when compared with the real and farreaching power of the many-times-millionaires like
the Vanderbilts and Rothschilds. It is not good that
such power should be permitted to the few over the
many, or to continue such ideas and conditions as
make it possible for one man to effect or disturb the
subsistence of another.
In dealing with the problem of life, the most we
can expect is to be able, finally, to avoid mistaking
effects for causes or, in other words, avoid " putting
the cart before the horse." If we find that certain
ideas or beliefs, such as the belief in immortality or
in personal Gods, bav been invariably attended or
followed by conditions of ignorance, servility, or
physical misery to the majority of their votaries, we
can safely conclude that the cause is to be found in
said ideas or beliefs, and hence, judged by their
fruit, they are false. "Do unto others as you would
others should do unto you," or "Love thy neighbor
as thyself," express ideas that probably were improving in an age of brute f<?rce, a time when no one
had a conscious perception of the mystic law of selfsacrifice. The ideas involved in such standards do
not demand or incite to acts of heroism or self-sacrifice
any more than the ideas involved ·in " an eye for an
eye and a tooth for a tooth" do. " Love thy neighbor as thyself" would never hav called Leonidas and
his three hundred to the pass of Thermopylre, nor led
Bruno to the stake.
But the ideas involved in "Love thy neighbor better than thyself,': do demand and incite to act~ of
heroism or self·sacrifice, and hence are a consCious
expression and recognition of "the mystic la~ of
self-sacrifice." While, to illustrate an unconsc1ous
expression of said "mystic bw," I will quote from
one of Charlotte M. Braeme's novels, wh~re she
makes the heroin, Lillith Grayton, say, " I love him
in the highest and best sense of the wo~d. I would
giv my life to make him happy. He wtll be happy
with you, he never would '!ith me, so I .do my best
to win back your lo~e for h1m. I love h!~ ten. thousand times better than I love myself.
Thts law
knows no sex, and yet in " marrying for love," as it
is termed, the majority o_f ~en are merely in the act
of bending to its myst1c mfluence, and as unconsciously as a hen when she confronts a hawk in
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defense d her brood. And I do not doubt that
many of our noblest women hav been branded as
criminals when in truth they were only unusually
obedient to the mystic law of self-sacrifice. Because
where it takes bold danger and threatening death
merely add to its intoxicating force. To suggest
thought of or calculation for self at such periods in
one's life would be laughed to scorn.
Self must die that others may liv. "Self" is one;
" others " are t.he unnumbered millions. A personal
God is " s~lfishness " in its most acute form and
hence the very nature of a belief in such is to encourage " selfishness " between men. Besides, any
affirmation not susceptible of being scientifically
demonstrated but to which universal assent is held
to be paramount will, soon or later, be compelled to
resort to fear or brute force or be jealous and obstructiv to science or material progress, and to this
uosition the Christian religion has immovably and
irrevocably betaken itself; hence, again, I object.
When we consider that truth or knowledge is mostly
al'quired by slow and painful experience, it is evident
that no vast accumulation of truth or knowledge can
be fuUy utilized by the living until men and women
!lpeak the truth as universally and as irresistibly as
they breathe. Preceded by such men and women
we could safely eat where they bad labeled, "Food,"
and we, in our turn, could then be free to contribute
something additional for those that follow on the
heels of our lives, and thus pay our debt to the past.
Started on such a road, there is no conceiving to
what extent knowledge would reach in the course of
a thousand years, and from this standpoint, "speaking the truth " "for truth's own sake" becomes imGEo. T. BoNDIES.
mensely "practical."
Forney, Tex., July 19, 1889.

Victor E. Lennstrand and Capt. Otto Thomson.
It is a fact worth remembering that the plurality
of the foremost Freethinkers of both Europe and
America are individuals who received, during childhood at least, a strict religious education, and who
later in life through an examination of the Bible and
a comparison of its teachings with those found in
modern scientific works found themselvs drifting
iurther and further away from the religion of" believe
or be damned." Yet we need not be surprised.
An impartial research will, to the seekers for truth,
reveal the fact that science teaches the highest
truths which the human mind at the time being can
conceive of, that her path is the path of peace illuminated by the torah of reason, while that of Christianity is one of cruelties, wars, and bloodshed, over
which the fire from thousands of Autos da Fe throws
its cruel light and which is lined with the bleached
bones of millions of victims.
But the battle is severe. Who can measure the
throbbing pain, the mental anguish, which are expel.'ienced, when men are by their own inner self compelled to admit that what they deemed eternal truth
is but a sham, and when they see sinking into the
dust that mighty building which they believed would
remain even when the Andes had disappeared into
the Pacific ocean T
A will and a love for truth harder and purer than
even a diamond are necessary. Yet when victory
once is gained, what are the joys of a Christian
heaven when compared to the peace and self-satisfaction of the individual victor! No heavenly choir can
utter words grander and more sublime than the ones
spoken by thankful future generations, when they
are standing at the last resting-place of a martyr for
truth, saying, ''Here lies a friend, a band~&ctor of
mankind!''
TRUTH SEEKER readers hav been informed of
the war waged by a bigoted government against a
little band of heroic Swedish Freethinkers, headed
by Messrs. V. Lennstrand and Capt. 0. Thomson.
One might suppose such disgraceful p~>rsPcutions to
hav taken place in priest ridden Spain, but never in
the fatherland of the great Lindus, yet the latter is
the case, and coming generations as well as every
living Liberal man and woman will and do scornfully
point their finger at the Sweden of the latter part of
the nineteenth century; its authorities will be long
remembered, but with feelings similar to those that
the Catholic inhabitants of N atherlands regarded
Sanoy.
Foremost among the Swedish Freethinkers stands
Victor E. Lennstrand. This youthful martyr was
born at GJle, Jan. 30, 1861. Both of his parents,
but especially his mother, who now is dead, were extremely religious. The intensity of Mrs. Lennstrand's
religious feeling can best be comprehended when we
know that she, previous to the birth of young LenDstrand, in a formally drawn " bill of sale," sold the
latter " for the present time and all eternity to Jesus
Christ to be his individual property and to be done
with as be deemed best." As wit-nesses to this
curious sale she CBlls in "God the ·father, creator of
heav~n and earth," the Holy Ghost, heaven's joyous
inhabitants and bell's unfortunate spirits.
The_ childhood of V. Lennstrand was happy; his
mother, " the best and most noble woman " he ever
knew, did all in her power to make the home pleas-
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ant, and when on t.hree differeat occasions he, during
his early childhood, was seriously ill-once a measure
of his coffin was taken-a more competent and loving
nurse than my friend's mother could not be found.
Night after night she sat at the bedside of her child,
watching and praying, and at last be began to recover,
as she used to say, "through the special dispensation and mercy Qf God"
After a few years of mehtal anguish, of sleepless
nights and dark days. brought a.bout by the uncertainty of salvation and fear of eternity, Victor Lennstrand gained, at an age of fourteen years, "peace
in God.'' Full of youthful confidence and ambition
he resolved to devote the rest of his life to the service of God by going as missionary to Africa. But,
on being told that be was too young and ought to
take the student's examination at the university before entering the foreign missionary field, be turned
his attention to home missions, organized a Young
Men's Christian Association, and became teacher in
several Sunday- schools.
Until the year 1881, Lennstrand was a true Christian; be believed all, considered doubt a sin, partook in religious revivals, and spoke on several occasions in chapels and at prayer-meetings; but in 1881,
the year he passed his student examination, he began
to think. His reason called for proofs, be sought
rational foundation for his belief, and resolved not
to become either missionary or minister before
every doubt bad vanished-every question been answered. To arrive at this result he entered the
U aiversity of Upsala as a student of theology, but
here be became acquainted with the writings of Darwin, Spencer, Stuart Mill, Feuerbach, Haeckel, and
others, the consequence of which, after several years
of mental anguish, was, that he, in 1886, became an
out and out Atheist.
The 25th of September, 1887, is a memorable day in
the history of Freetbougbt in Swed»n. Then, on that
d~y, in the great hall of Upsala Unjversity, V10tor
E. Lennstrand delivered his first lecture, "Is Christianity a Religion for Our Time!" Tile ball was
crowded with students, and the applause both strong
and frequent. The next day the police authorities
prohibited a continuation of the lecture, and Lennstrand was called by the university faculty to answer
to the charge of heresy brought against him. By
sending in his resignation he anticipated the public
.dismissal from the university; his name was erased
from the books, and be went to Stockholm, where
be, during the fall of 1887 and the spring of 1888,
delivered weekly lectures in which be attacked Christianity and the state church. The outcome of these
lectures appeared on Easter Sunday, April 1, 1888,
when the U tilieka Samfund was organized, with a
membership of one hundred and eight individuals.
During the succeeding summer and fali Lennstrand
traveled through Sweden delivering lectures in various cities, an activity to which the bigoted authorities put a stop when they, on December 1, 1888,
sentenced him to three months' imprisonment for
blasphemy. Having served this sentence out, be
continued his lecturing tour and was, in the time
from March 1 to Oct. 28, 1889, seven times indieted for the same "crime," that of expressing his
honest convictions. He is now serving a sentence of
one year's imprisonment, but two judgments, for
which be expects an additional year or two, are yet
to come.
The lecture for which be is imprisoned now is
published and sold in bookstores all over the country. The government dare not suppress or ccmfiscate it. Tbere cases touching "press laws" are
judged by a jury, which it is feared will, as it has
done on every previous occasion, declare Lennstrand

C.A.PfAIN OTTO THOMSON.
"not guilty," while public lectures are judged by the
permanent courts.
In his prison Lennstrand reads whatever books he
pleases, edits Fritttnkaren, receival!! and answers lette1·s, and is (what a mercy!) allowed to converse with
friends every Sunday for a time of ten-minutes.
Thanks to the liberality of friends, be is not condamned to sustain life on badly baked rye bread or
water gruel, but receives his meals from the city.
The present outlook for our friend and brother in
Infidelity is rather dark, yet, to quote his own words,
in a letter to the author of this article, "Although
our powerful antagonists, the masters of the state,
do hope to annihilate our movement and crush out
our spirit, yet they shall not succeed. Then we will
sacrifice all that truth may gain her liberty.''
In the person of Captain Otto Thomson, born in
Stockholm Jan. 3, 1883, we meet with a totally different character. The captain is prteminently what we
Americans call a "self-made man," and this in the
best sense of the term. His parents were poor and
the times bard, hence we see the young Otto Thomson, at the age of sixteen years, enter upon the vocation of a sailor and undertake a seventeen months'
voyage, at the close of which be, in May, 1851, passed
the steersman's examination with l'charactier at
Stockllolm's navigation school. Anew be took to
the waves and sailed as steersman until the spring of
1857, when he presented himself as candidate for the
degree of sea captsiu, and passed his nautical examination with honora.
Again the sea called him, and be, following her
invitation, devoted two more yFars to commercial
service, when he, in June, 1859, received a letter
from home informing him of his father's sickness.
He hastened to follow the summons, but arrind too
late. The day before his reaching home his father
had bsen carried to his last resting-placP, leaving
Captain Thomson to provide for a heart-broken
mother and four children. The year following, when
he intended to go to sea, he was fortunate enough to
be offered a position as foreman in the Eskilstuna
gas works, a place which be held for fourteen years,
until the works passed into other bands. During
this time the captain married and became " father.
His family life was singularly happy for some years,
but during second childbed his wife's mind became
unsettled and she bad to be removed to a hospital.
After a abort stay she was pronounced cured and
returned home, but soon aftPr suffered a relapse and
began to look with aversion on her husband and
child. This feeling became at last so intense that
she bad to be removed to the asylum. For Captain
Thomson, who loved his wife dearly, it was the dark·
est period in life. Already, when a mere youth, the
captain had become somewhat skeptical, a feeling
which abated not when be, a few years later, read
Biiobner's excellent work, "Force and Matter." But
force of circumstances, and the conviction that to
carry on a successful wat• against superstition there
was wanted a man who bad made the subject of Christianity a special study, prevented him from taking
the warpath.
But at last the hour came. The appearance of
Victor Lennstrand, his lectures delivered in Eokilstuns during the fall of 1888, stirred up the mind of
Captain Thomson to its very depths; then, as be
himself says, "I felt, I bad again something to liv
and work for, and with the force and fire of youth I
identified and connected myself -with him and his
cause."
Now tb.e captain is the stanchest supporter that
the Swedish Freethought movement can boast of;
and his knowledge of men and events, acquired
through a long and stormy life, his pract.ical eye for
business, makes him especially well fitted for his
present position, that of organizer and business
manager of Freethought in Sweden.
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But the battle to be fought is severe and funds
are scarce, while the enemy is strong both numerically and financially. Yet truth was never killed· she
has a vitali~y of her own; even when burnt at the
stake- she, hke a new bird phenix, rises from her
ashes, stronger and more beatJtiful than ever. And
when a_ new generation inhabits this earth, when the
names of the prosecutors are either forgotten or
remembered only as belonging to enemies of truth
then deep in the heart of the people and in the an~
nals of liberty will be found the names of the Swed·
ish Freethought pioneers, Vic~or E. Lennstrand and
Oapt. 0 ~to Thomson.
G. N.
Fore8tport, N. Y.

Chaplain, Freethinker, ami Philanthropist.
Prom the Boston Hera!C!.

Once a careless Greek boy, at work in the fig
fields of Smyrna, or at play in the arid streets of
Malta, at another time almost called an adventurer
in acting out the phases of his romantic life and
again one of America's most noted Abolitionist~, and
the father of _the act that forever stopped the disgraceful floggtng of seamen in the American navy
Photius Kavasales, the Greek, Photius Fisk th~
American. For thirty years a chaplain in the United
States navy, yet since 1860 one of the foremost Freethinkers of the age, starting in life two thirds of a
century ago, he diea leaving enormous wealth to
Boston's poor after having distributed several fortunes among them. His life has been a succession
of contrasts such as few men's lives present. The
contemporary of Garrison and Phillips, the esteemed
friend of John Qaincy Adams, once president of the
country, and of Abrahare Lincoln; an intimate companion of John BrQwn of Harper's Ferry notoriety,
and latterly the favored guest of Otto, king of
Greece, the orbit of t.he social system of the subject
of this sketch touches almost every decade of this
century, and the most exciting and interesting features of this country's history during the present age
are interlaced in the webwork of this man's romantic
career.
Photius Fisk, whose ancestral name was Kavasales,
died at his home on W asbington street last Friday
morning aged about eighty-three years. He was a
full-blooded Greek, and was born in one of the
islands of the Grecian archipelago, either in 1807 or
1808. He was removed in infancy to Smyrna, in
Asia Minor, where his father was employed as an
accountant in a mercantil house, and the Greek boy
labored in the fig-gathering and fig-drying industry.
In 1814, during a pestilence, he lost the father and
mother who loved him dearly, and was deprived of
the companionship of two brothers and two sisters.
Himself infected with the plague, he found refuge in
a Grecian hospital, where he was cared for by the
people of his nation. An elder brother, Athanasius,
residing at Malta, and an uncle were his only relative.
His uncle, desiring to giv him the benefit of as
much education as could be had, sent him to the
only school of note at Malta, which was a Jesuit colle~e, although the boy belonged to the Greek
church. The Rev. Pliny Fisk, an American missionary, found young Photius at Malta and became
deeply interested in him. He sought his family and
persuaded them to let him take the boy to America
under the patronage of the Board of Foreign Missions to be educated. Young Photius is found after
a wdle at the school at Cornwall, and then for two
years at the Hopkins Academy at New Haven, Oonn.
From the latter place he went to Amherst, but failed
to complete his term, and he was sent back to
Greece by the Board of Missions, leaving this country on the brig Statesman, Oaptain Bate~:~, bound for
the Mediterranean with a cargo of provisions for the
starving Greeks, thousands of whom, at the close of
their long and desperate struggle for Greek independence, were left destitute of even the nE~cessaries
of life. Photius landed at Malh a few weeks before
the fierce and decisiv battle of Navarino, which e-sve
a spectacular ending to the Greek revolution in 1827.
After a series of advent.ures, in which the young Hellene suffered many privations, and at times hesitated
between accepting commissions under Russian authority to oppress people of his own classic land and
going forth an adventurer over the earth without
any special destiny, he, having tasted of American
independence, resolved to return to the United
States.
From Smyrna he sailed for New York in a French
brig and paid for his fare the last dollars that he
possessed in the world, which he had borrowed from
a Russian officer. The vessel encountered a series
of severe gales, and the captain had to throw overboard a part of the cargo. She was freighted with
figs and raisins. The voyage across the Atlantic had
been so rough and disastrous that the brig put in at
Martinique island, c.ne of the West Indies, the balance of the cargo was discharged, and the captain
decided to head toward South America, instead of
continuing to New York. She was onlv a tramp
vessel, and was off, leaving Photius at Martinique,
before he could look for any redress. While waiting
at this port for an opportunity to resun:ie his jour·
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n:yt:o New York h~ was brought in contact with . held friendly correspondence, conmeled him to
clt11.h 8 1 hsl~very: Thts was a new experience to him, retain his commission, and wait patiently for the end
a ou~ m chtldhood he bad heard the horrors of of his shore duty
the T ur k"te h sys t em so. often and so forcibly re· ordered to Washington and t.ben
In 1858 he was
c0 unted that the most mtense hatred of even the to Boston, where be remained stationed two years
term slav?ry had become it;tgrained in his mental.and a~ the Oharlestown navy yard. Here he became inmoral bemg. When he_ dt? start for New York he t1mately associated with Lloyd Ga.rrison, Wt-ndell
stop~ed en rout~ at Wilmmgton, ~here he saw the Phi~lips, Theodore Weld, Pa1ker Pillsbury, and ot.ber
practical operattons of the Amertcan system of Antislavery agitators. At this time be bef?an the
sl_advery, wbtch appeared to him worse even than it deap study of the works of Paine Voltaire Volney
dt at Martiui9.ue. At Wilmington he saw men and Robert Taylor, and other noted' authors 'of thai~
women unloadmg vesse~s a~ the wharves under the class, confirming views which he had already formuterror of the lash. Hte ptty and his indignation 1ated. to himself. From this time he became one of
were aw~tkened by the wrongs inflicted by the strong the foremost Freethii>kers of the country and
upon the w~a~, and. he declar~d in his own mind an around his table gatherE~d all the noted Freethinkers
uncompronnsmg w~rfare agemst the whole system of his day. In May, 1859, John Brown was in Boaof slav~ry, and agamst the use of the lash upon hu- ton making secret prt-parations for his descent ori
man bam~~- .
Harper's Ferry. Chaplain Fisk became hie intimate
On arnvmg m New Y?rk he secured a _place in a fr~end, and aided Brown with encouraging advice and
drug-store through the atd of the Rsv. Gtrard Hal- with funds to strike his blow for the liberty of the
!eck, and ~bile atten?ing revival meetings he became colored race.
·
tmbued with a destre to study for the ministry.
On the breaking out of the Rebellion Fisk was
VV:illing_ hands ~ook him in charge, and he was ad- ordered to report for sea duty aborard the Powhata>:',
mttted. m 1828 mto the full fellowship of the Oon- but· his religious views had undergone a radical
~regat10nal _church, and began to prepare himself ch~nge. He resolved to resign, but Garrison and
for the pulptt. _He afte:ward graduated at Auburn, ~hillip~ argued that as he would soon be long enough
N. !·• Theolo~tcal Semmary, and was ordained at m serv1oe to be retired with a pension, he should
Halifax,_ Vt. ~e bad charge of the Halifax church hold on to his commission. He did so, and they
for a br1ef pertod, but he could not stand the intensE> appealed to Presidemt Lincoln in his behalf. Lincoln
cold of t~e Green Mountai_n sta~e, and looked for gave him a leave of absence, "during pleasure," with
pastures m a _more congenial clime. In 1840 be leave of absence pay, and in 1868 he was retired with
went. to Washmgto~ to preach, and there met ex- the rank of captain. He n:ade Boston his home
Prestdent John Qutncy Ada_ms. then ~ member of until 1868, and then removed to Franklin, Mass.,
O_ongress, '!holD: he h_ad met m Bo.ston m 1823, after wber~ he purchased a farm of thirty-six acres. His
hts first ~rrtval m t~ts country, wuo _had been a de- h:ospttable doors were opened to all, without distincvote:J friend to him. f~om that t1me. The c;x t10n of race, color, or previous conditions. He
preetdent took an acttv ·mterest in having Photius had a large orcbMd of apples, peaches, and berries ·
ma~e a chaplain of the navy, !lnd through his solici- the fruit he carefully packed and gave to cbarifabl~
tattons President Harrison, the grandsire of the institutions. He allowed the poor of Franklin to
present chief. exe~utiv, nominated him for the place, take wood from his grounds, but after two years he
and the nommahon was confirmed. At this time gave up farmin~ and returned to Boston and resided
the newly made chaplain had a petition before Oon- at the Adams House, and in later years be bad lived
grass for a change of name from that of Kavasales at various boarding-houses in a modest manner givto Fisk, the name of his fil.'st patron and foster- ing his wealth to the needy and distressed. 'The
father. The petition was granted by Oongress, and money he received all the years he wae in the service
the preside!lt approve~ it. . ·
.
a!ld durin&' the ma~y years that he had been penIn due ttme Ohaplam F1sk was ase11gned to duty stoned be tnvested m very profitable securities. He
on board the frigate Columbia, which was commis- had given awsy during his period of residence at
sioned for a three yea~s' cruise, under command of Boston $50,000. His favorit manner of giving
Capt. Edward R. Shubrtck. The vessel sailed from money was to place deserving individuals on his
New York July 22, 1842. The captain was an owner books and allow them $10 per month. Many anecof slave property, and nearly all the officers on board dotes of his generosit-y are told. Once, reading of a
were from slaveholding states, end, save the chaplain, ·rescue of two men in a boat at sea, he immediately
all on the frigate were supporters of the slaveholding awarded $100 to the rescuers.
system. Ohapla.in Fisk openly denied the right of
Deceased b&s left a great fortune, the extent of
ownership in men, and became unpopular among his which cannot yet be told, and bas bequeathed it to
fellows aboard ship. Another practice that aroused the deserving poor of Boston. It is to be invested
his pity and his indignation was the flogging of the and the income used.
marines and sailors. His tender sensibilities were
----~.-..---IN the disastrous epoch at which we are now
often shocked by the undue severity of the punishment inflicted upon the enlisted men for trivial as arrived, we sball see the human mind rapidly descendwell as serious offenses. It was of frequent occur- ing from the bight to which it had raiFed itself. .
rence for offenders to be stripped to the waist, securely . . Everywhere was corruption, cruelty, and perbound to the gangway, with arms extended, and their fidy. . . . Theological reveries, superstitions, debacks lacerated with the nine-lash whip termed cat- lusions, are become the sole genius of man, religious
o'-nine-tails. Ou his return to Washington after the intolerance his only morality; and EuropP, crushed
three years' cruise he laid the whole matter of this between sacerdotal tyranny and military dtspotism,
system of punishment in the navy before Preflident awaits in blood and in tears the moment when thereJohn Quincy Adams, Joshua R. Giddings, Henry vival of light shall restore it to liberty, to humanity,
Clay. and other influential members of Oon~ress. and to virtue. . . . The priest held human learn. Fanatic armies laid ws ate
A bill to abolish flogging was the result of his labors, ing in contempt. .
but the mRasure was defeated in successiv sessions. the provinces. Executioners, under the guidance of
Ohaplain Fisk continued his fight for it, while all legates and priests, put to death those whom the solother officers of the navy of that day fought against diers had spared. A tribunal of monks was estabthe passage of the measure. Photius led the agita- lished, with power of condemning to the stake whotion against flogging and for the measure in press, ever should be suspected of making use of his reason.
. AU sects, all governments, every species of
pulpit, and on the platform. The negativ majority
authority,
inimical as they were to each other in every
grew less conspicuous in each successiv yPsr, until
finally, near the close of the session in 1850 after point else, seemed to be of accord in granting no
Meanwhile
four years' work, the Ion~- contested bill passed both quarter to the exercise of reason.
houses in Oongrese in the form of a rider to an ap- education, being everywhere subjected [to the clergJ J,
propriation bill, which was approved by the president, bad corrupted everywhere the general understanding,
and so became a law, abolishing the disgraceful cus- by clogging the reason of children with the weight of
the rehgious prej udiAes of their ccuntry.
. . In
tom. The following is a copy of the act :
the eighth century an ignorant pope had per!!ecuted
For the transportation of the United States mails between
New York and N~>w Orleans, Havana and Chagres, and be- a deacon for contending that the earth was round, in
twPPn Panama and some points in the territory of Or!'gon, opposition to the opinion of the rhetorice.l Saint Aus·$874,600. Provided: That no payment shall be made for tin. In the fifteenth, the ignorance of another pope,
such service, except in proportion to the mail serv;ce hereto- much more inexcusable, delivered Galileo into the
fore performed, or that may be hereafter performed; and hands of the Inquisition, accused of having proved
that the secretary of the navy Is herl'hy directed to make
payments in such proportions only. Provided: That flog- the diurnal and annual motion of the earth. The
ging in the navy and on board vessels of commerce be, and greatest genius that modern Italy has given to the scithe same is, hereby abolished from and after the passage of ences, overwhelmed with age and infirmities, was
this act.
obliged to purchase hie rel~>ase from punishment and
Ohaplain Photius Fisk afterward sailed on a three from prison, by asking pardon of God for having
years' cruise on the United States frigate Raritan, taught men better to understand his works.-Oonand brought to W asbington many botanic treasureP, dorcet.
including the bulb of the wonderful oncidittm papiWE hav a sort of family history of our god-so
lio, which be presented to Superintendent Breckinbridge of the Government Conservatory. His next hav the Tahitians of theirs-and some old poet's
duty was at Pensacola, where, on nccount of his grand imagination is imposed on us as adamantine
Abolitionism, he was held in great disfavor, and was everlasting truth and God's own word.-Thoreau.
not only socially ostracized,· but was subjected to
personal indignities on the street.. He often conTHE lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th
templated the resignation of his office, but Oongreas- street, on Friday evening, February 21st, will be on "The
men Giddings and Oha.rlea Snmner, with whom he 1 Chinese Question," by Dr. Huldah T. Gunn.
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be. The life of the wise and of the foolish, of the
learned and of the ignorant, of the mighty and of
the weak. The life of the human aBd of the so-called
lower animal. The life of the flower and of the
Thoughts on Life.
weed. The life of all the living everywhere. And of
Why am I living~ What is my life 1 Whence thjs great, infinit, eternal life I am the here and the
comes it f WLither goes it!
now."
E. J. BowTELL.
.A. century ago I had no baing. The world was
l'"oungstown, 0.
moving on as it had moved on through countless
ages, as it is moving on to-day. Myriads of human
About the Manual of .Morals.
beings such as I am now inhabited t.his globe. They
had thoughts and desires, sorrows and joys, pains
The American Secular· Union offers a premium of
and pleasures, such as I hav. They hav gone, passed one thousand dollars for "the best essay, treatis, or
away, out of sight, out of knowledge, out of memory. manual, adapted to aid and assist teachers in educaSuch as they were, I am. Such as they are, I soon tional institutions, professing to be unstfctarian, to
shall be. The life I hav was theirs. They held it thoroughly instruct children and youth in the purest
ea':lb for his little span, then laid it down. Yet a lit- principles of morality, without inculcating religious
tle while and 1 shall resign it too.
doutrins." Commendable as this object in view, and
The living die, but life ceases not. They are many. the liberality of members of the Union, must necesIt is one. There is 8 death, 8 passing away from sarily appear to every person whose mind is not con• life, one living being less, but life is not diminished. taminated by prejudices of a religious nature, we,
There is a birth, an entrance into life, one living nevertheless, feel ourselvs compelled to express om·
being more, but life is not increased. It cannot be opinion that its success might be, if not altogether
lengthened, cannot be shortened, for it is eternal. frustrated, yet considerably delayed on account of
There is no spot in all this vast universe where it ia some indefinitness and ambiguity of the language of
the circular inviting to the contest. We are so much
not, for it is omnipresent.
Why am I Jiving' I liv in common with all more reluctant and loth to find any defects in this
nature, because I am. I exist in life, snd life is me. most laudable and exemplary undel'tsking, because
I liv, not for myself alone, for then it were better I it stands isolated amidst that surprising inhad never been. My life is not a unit, cast adrift difference which bas been characteristic of our country
upon the tide of events, to be swallowed up by the in regard to the development and stimulation of a
waves of adversity or gently floated upon the smooth true scientific spirit in it. Our people, namely, are
waters of prosperity merely for my individual good exceedingly liberal, and they award thousands of
or evil. The same life which animates me has ani- dollars every year in prizes for cats, dogs, bogs, and
mated, and. will forever animate, all nature through- to champion walkers, to bicycle riders, and even to
out unbounded space. I call it mine, but it is not the man who treats his antagonist in a slugging
mine. One day I began to liv, b1:1t life had no begin- match with a most effectiv snoozer and in a most
ning. Very shortly I shall cease to liv, but life will approved manner. But, it seems, they bav no money,
never end. I am living because I am the form in or do no~ want to !lpend it either in promoting
which this omnipresent and eternal life embodies original scientific researches, or for good text-books.
itself on this spot within space at this instant of In Europe, on the contrary, thousands of dollars are
given away by government and scientific societies for
time.
What is my life! The same life which bas ever prize monographs, essays, original researches of a
animated at one time and place one organism, at purely scientific nature, and for the best scbool-bookE~.
another time and place snother. It acts upon the But no prizes are ever offered, at least on the contiperfectly organized brain and form, producing the nent of Europe, for boxing or for baseball playing.
sound mind in the sound body. Again, it acts upon For these reasons, it was with unusual pleasure that
the diseased frame and the demoralized intellect, and we greeted the news about the offer of the American
sickness and crime result. But it is the same life, Secular Union, and looked upon this action as upon
although it produces good or evil according to the an ine.ugur~tion. ?f the scientific w~, as opposed to
properties and construction of the matter it operates the m~rca?J-tll. sp~r1t of t~e prese~t days.
.
upon. It is not the breath of e. God, separated from
In 1ts mvitatl?n to .he con.est ~or an Agnost.IC
its source and shut up within a tenement of clay. It Manual of Mora.hty, the Secul~r. Um?n leaves _us .m
ia the all-pervading origin of fo 1·m and order, which the dark ss to whether Agn_ost,~msm Is me~.t m Its
by its touch organizes matter, and compels it to act D:arrow sene~, as m~rely reJectmg th? r~hgtous b.eaccording to the character of the orP-"snization it has hef, or the.t It applies also to the scientific field, lD
itself accomplished. It is the uni~arssl principle, the. sense of. its purity fro.m prejudices and ?bs~ur
which, working countless changes by all possible aut1sm. Smence, nam~ly, IS apt to -pr?duc~ O?J~chon
combinations of material objects, is itself unchange- abl~ consequences th? .same as r~l!g10n, If It IB not
able. Not perhaps itself inteiligent, but the source pu.r~ed from superstitiOns, .s?rVIhty, _and the worof all intelligence in nature. Not conscious, s_o far sh1~mg _of ~pur10us ~uthor1tieS. Without such a
as we know of its own existence but the cause of purificatiOn It may brmg about very deplorable reconsciousne~s in all that are conscious. It is a prin- suits,. particularly in sue~ a de~i~ate a~d ent_;.mgi~d
ciple as yet unknown to us, but not therefore neces- questiOn as that of mo~~hty1 whic_n,_ whll.e losmg Its
sarily undiscoverable by us, whose presence we transcendenta~ founda.wn m rehgwn, ~~ bound to
can detect only by its influence upon matter suffi- lo?k for a basis elsewhere, and may obtam from the
· ciently gross to be perceptible to our senses. It is scHmce such a shaky one that tb? whole structure
ever and everywhere itself, though some call it life, would not ?e able to stand on It for a moment.
some force some nature and others endow it with a The uncertsmty of the language used by the Secular Union, is most striking in the following parapensonality and call it God.
Whence comes life and whither goes it? It comes graph:
not, goes not, for through eternity and universality
It is desired that the manual, for which this premium is
it is. The living proceed from the living, and they offered, ~hall not be a reading book for schools, nor a mere
. f l'f · · th
Th d' b t l'f
d
t code of morals, much lees a system of ethical philosophy,
IIV,
or 1 e IS m em.
ey Ie, u 1 e oes no but rather a concise, yet comprehensiv and suggestiv exdepart. The conditions of their. organizations hav hi bit, with familiar and practical illustrations, of those
become changed and life manifests itself differently universal foundation principles and axiomatic truths which
under the changed conditions. On earth, in water, underlie all sound morality and rightfulness, thus developing
and in air there is no place where life is not. For and educating that inherent moral sense which is more or
·h
lE>ss common to all rational human beings. In short, to shuw
wherever we pursue t e aearch we detect the pres- how to teach children the natural and essential difference beence of the living. As we can only argue concerning tween right and wrong, and the reasons therefor, without
the unknown from the known, it is reasonable to reference to sacerdotal creeds and sectarian dogmas, is the
believe that in the thousands of worlds which appear chief object to be kept in mind in writing for this premium.
_ to us but as little specks of light-in the millions
The principal points at issue are: 1. Shall the
more beyond our vision-life is not absent. Given manual adopt the unscientific hypothesis of a separate
matter with conditions essential to some kind of life, soul, existing per se, and, under certain aspects, comand that kind of life is there. Change the condi- ple1ely independent of the body~ Those who may
tiona and life remains, though the manner of living think that it is a question of psychology and not of
may be vastly different.
morals, and that therefore it can be easily avoided,
This is a grand, noble, elevating thought, beside will soon change their mind about it if they try to
which the exclusivness of a theology which imagine wl'ite upon ethics. This or that hypothesis will,
that for each man, distinct from all else in nature, against their wish, transpire through the wording of
was created a speci.al mortal life, in which to win or every sentence. The author will find himself under
lose a special eternal life for himself, sinks into grov- the necessity of speaking about some sort of immaeling selfishness, and appears, as it really is, a system terial entity underlying moral actions, their righteouswhich, followed to its logical concluelion, can qualify ness or viciousness. From history we learn that an
its believers only for the cloister and the desert. I independent soul was unknown to the fathers of the
am in the world and of the world. My life is the lifa Christian religion during its early period and that it
of all nature exhibited in me-the life of heroes and waa invented later by them in order to bridge in
philosophers, of fools and criminals. From the high- some way over the chasm separating their transceneat to the lowest living being all are by equal right dental deity from the concrete matter shaped into
and necessity possessors of this one great principle. human beings. Subsequently it was adopted by all
The living nre aU mortal and subject to mv.ny acientifi.c flunkies, who took much better care of their
changes, but life ia everlasting and immutl!.ble. And body than of their hypothetical soul, and to whom
so, when my reaaon asks, " Why do I liv ?" she their profession continued to be rather a means of
answers herself, "I liv because there is on-a great making a comfortable living than a way of discoverjnfinit, eternal life, which ever has been and ever will ing truth. Even in our. days this groundless as-
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sumption is rejected only by those who are true
Agnostics in science as well as in religion.
The second point bas reference to the moral sense
of which the Secular Union speaks in the abovequoted passage~ That moral sense is again an invention of a religious origin. It was, namely, conceived ss a kind of appendage attached to the soul
by the creator for the sake of helping man to distinguish right from wrong in. a manner analogous ~o
the instinct of snimala which enables them to distinguish suitable from unsuitable food. Kant, whose
principal object was to ne3tablisb faith in a supernatural God undermined by the critical spirit of the
age and by the works of Encyclopedists, substituted
for the moral sense his categorical iroperativ, for
which, though, he fsiled to find any rational foundation. This was the reason that his innovation was
rejected, and the" moral sense," in the above indicated
meaning, continues to be recognized by all those
who stick to the soul hypothesis. By alluding to
the moral sense, the Secular Union leads us to suppose
that the soul hypothesis is not rejected by it. It is
true that moral sense may be understood di:ff:erently,
and the unhappy term retained after it has been
placed on a rational basis: But then, it would be
desirable to bav this point established with sufficient
clearness so as not to deter from competition those
who, by their radical views, may believe themselvs
already excluded by the above allusion of the program.
There is a third point, although of a different
nature from the former, which I do not feel inclined
to pass by without mentioning. It is relativ to the
character of the whole work. If it is going to be a
manual of morals for teachers, it must not be a didactic on morals, because ono and the same work
cannot expound the objsct-matter of ethics, and
show, at the same time, how one has to teach it.
Either one or the other. Of course there might be
written two sep!l.rate treatises, put under the
same book cover. But then, the time given for its
production is short; and besides, it would limit the
competition tO' a very few men who, alongside with
the cultivation cf et.bics as of a science, possess a
thorough knowledge of theoretical pedagogic, and
arfl, at the same time, expHienc::d and successful
EmraRD L. STARCK.
tsschers.
Neu; York city.
--~--~~~------

The Washington Secular Union.
Despite the long snow blockade, floods, washouts,
and landslides on tte railroads, the fierce winds and
severe storms making it disagreeable if not dangerous on the sound; despite la grippe, which held so
many of our delegates and ruthlessly seized the
Rev. Mr. Copeland-so we got telegram of his inability to come just before time for him to deliver
the opening lecture of the convention-despite an
incessant downpour of rain during the three days ,
and evenings of our meeting, the Washington convention of Secularists held at Seattle January 28bh,
29t-h, and 30th was a grand success.
While hopeful of a largei' attendance of delegates
-each evening the large hall was crowded and great
enthusiasm manifested-we bad regularly elected
delegates from only twelve counties, yst their ability
and the earnest devotion to the purpose of the convention each and all manifested dispelled any feeling
of disappointment and inspired all with hope and
confidence.
Never was witnessed more earnest, intelligent discussion. In regard to each clause of the constitution, each fully and freely expreseed and contended
for his own opinion. Yet there was no majority or
minority, for when a final vote on each clause was
taken all were in harmony. During the sessionsthe three days of the convention-the evenings alone
were given to public lecture!!, the entire day being
used by the delegates in perfecting the constitution
and plan of organizfltion. Only one difference of
opinion arose calling for a standing vote. That was
simply on a question of adjournment to dinner or continuing the work. The hungi'Y ones were in a small
majority, and the minority really enjoyed their defest, thereby being en11>bled to enjoy their dinner.
When it came to the election of cffi(lars it was
expected there would be such diversity of opinions
that many ballots would be had before choice could
be made, because the law just. adopted in the constitution was most faithfully obeyed. No nominations
fo"l' officera were allowed. E!i!ch delegate wrote on a
h~llot the nume of the person of his choice for the
office, and folded the ballot wi.th the name written
thereon covered, before handing it to the tellers.
Nevertheless, all five officers, each separately, thus
balloted for, were electeii on the joint ballot. For
president tbe whole 31 votes were caat for R.
Winsor.
WHO CONSTITU'fE THE BOAHD OF DIRJ!C'fORS.

President, Ron. Richard Winsor, of Seattle. He
was for fifteen years a senator of Michigan, is a very
able jurist, a cultured gentleman of means and influence,' nn cai'DeE!t prnctioal worker for the secularization of our government, the very beat and most
able preaiding officer I hav ever seen at any theological, political, Marmnic, or any other kind of conven-
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tion. Most emphatically, as president of the Wnshington Secular Union, the organization has placed
the right man in the right place.
Treasurer George M. Boman, a self-educated man
the architect of his own fortune; a very able and
successful business man, generous, whole-souled
energetic; with the courage of his convictions, quick
perceptions, keen sense of j ustiae, a heart easily
moved by the recital of a case of injustice, sorrow
or need ; has a clear head to advise and a ready'
. liberal hand to administer rolief; modest, unaseum~
ing, yet, thanks to his indomitable energy and generous but most discreet use of means, we hav good
reason to announce there will soon be "No exemption of church property from taxation in the state of
Washington."
Directors-at-large. One elected from east, the
other west of the Cascades. Albert Rosenow, of
Walla Walla, has for two yA;us held the office of
vice-president of the Walla Walla Liberal Club and
has proved himself a power for good. His ~oble
manhood, high sense of honor, and kindly, generous
nature hav deservedly gained him the title of ''the
Prince" among all his host of friends at Walla
Walla. Despite his pronounced Infidelity he is
loved and respected by all who know him. Au able,
very successful business man, able reasoner, zealous
worker, heart and purse devoted to maintaining "the
fbg above the cross."
R. J. Wilson, director-at-large for west of the
Cascades. One of Seattle's most deservedly successful young business men. He has for two years been
the energetic promoter and chief burden-bearer in
the Liberal ranks at Seattle; full of the zeal and
ambition of young manhood, doing what he does
with all his might. He is rapidly, by his sbiiity,
integrity, and indus~ry, attaining fame and fortune;
yet even his very laudable desire nnd pride in business success cannot seduce him into neglecting a single opportunity to in any way work for or advance
the cause of Liberalism.
These are in no sense :fl.a.ttering eulogies of these
men, but simply a truthful description of their wellknown peculiarities, testified to by all who know
them-alike Liberals, Christians, and nothingariane:.
Their peers may possibly, their superior cannot, be
found among the directors of any organization, either
theological or political.
These, with the old, half worn-out warhorse, C. B.
R9ynolda, comprise the board of directors, exeoutiv,
and auditing committee, and bav the management
and control of all aff~irs of the organization.
The seoretary alone receives a salary. The amount
ia fix:ed by the board of directors: President, Ron.
Richard Winsor; secretary, C. B. Reynolds; treasurer, Gao. M. Boman; directors at large, Albert
Rosenow, R. J. Wilson.
The objects of the organization are the secularization of our government, to keep church and state
forever separate, and " Our Flag Above the Cross;"
while the specific objects are: To urge the adoption
of such measures as are necessary to effect complete
secularization of the government in all its departments [as contemplated by ita founders] and secure
to all full liberty of opinion on the subject of religion;
to advocate tantion of church property; discontinuance of religious instruction and worship in public
schools; repeal of laws enforcing the observance of
Sunday as the Sabbath ; C~>ssation of all appropriations of public funds for religious institutions or
purposes ; substitution of simple affirmation, under
penalties of perjury, for the judicial oath; the nonappointment of religious fasts, feasts, and holidays
by public authority; the practical establishment of
simple morality and intelligence as the basis of purely
secular government, and th~ adequate guarantee of
public order and prosperity ; and to afford benefit
and protection to its members, ao that in case of
religious persecution, injury, or inju'ltice on account
of opinions held or expressed on the subject of
religion, or for .refusal to conform to any religious
rite or ceremony, the cooperativ power of the united
Libsrals can more effectually he brought to bear in
defending, securing, and maintaining the juet and
legal rights of its memberl'!.
Membership : Any person in sympathy with the
objects of this organization may become a member
by signing the constitution, sud the payment of $1
each six months, in advance, by males.
Payment of dues is to be left opt.ional with ladies,
who become members with all and every right and
privilege by signing the constitution.
All bfl"V equ11.l voice, power, protection, and privileges.
In every precinct where there are five or more
Liberals on becoming members of this organization,
they may eleot. from t_heir o~n num~er ~n e~ecutiv
officer and repreaantativ of this orgamZ!ItlOn m that
precinct.
And each and all execntiv officers so chosen shall
constitute the vice-president,s of this organization,
and in all cases of religious pe1·aecution, injustice, or
attempted deprivation of any member's rights and
privileges shall be, _and act as one ?f t_he ~oard of
directors, in the act10n of the orgamzuhon 1n regard
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t? all such matters that may arise in his or her pre- In Mother Nature's Nnrsery-A Little Fable.
cmct.
"There, there!" said Mother Nature, "do ba
Resolutions instructing the board of directors to quiet, children. Havn't I told yon before that if you
take prompt action in regard to the gross violation are good children Santa Claus will bring you gifts
?four constitution by the House voting pay for serv· on Christmas, and if you are disobedient and naughty
ICes of a chaplain, and to early secure the in0or- he will punish you with B great switch?"
poration of the organization; and of thanks to Miss
And she brought out a number of puppets and
Mattie Blaisdale for the very beautiful banner pre- wooden idols and great piles o_f blocks and put the
sented by her to the Union, and to Miesse May children all in different corn@rs of the nursery, and
Amunds, A. Hanson, and Jennie Houghton for the set them building temples and houses and amusing
rich musical treat they ao geroerously afforded-were themselvs with these little images.
all the resolutions passed. The delegates all preBut abe had no sooner left them to themselvs than
ferred practical action to gushing resolutions.
they all began quarreling together. "I am the oldThe public sessions of the convention were held eat and I know the most, and ought to hav the most
at Freed's hall on Ninth street. The speaker's end playthings," said Egypt angrily.
"We'll see about that. I'm the strongest and I'll
of the hall wa~ adorned in the center by a large
picture-a mammoth copy in oil of THE Tnu't'H fight for my rights," Rome retorted. So there immeSEEKER cartoon, "Uncle Sam and His Parasites," diately was a great hubbub, and when Rome had
loaned by Mr. George J\.I. Boman. Over it, in red, sent Egypt into her corner conquered, be turned his
white. and blue, the motto, "Keep Church and State attention to the other children and began taking
Forever Separate;" to the right, "Infidelity is Lib- all ~heir playthings and piling them in his own
erty, all Religion is Slavery.-R. G. Ingersoll," and corner.
to the left, surmounting a fine lithograph of Thomas
Then a number of little be.rb!trians consulted toPaine, " To Do Good is My R'illigion ;" while to the gather and grew very angry and envious because
right of tba speaker's stand was a banner with the Rome had the sunniest corner and the most toys and
ever mo:ral precept, "Subscribe for THE TnuTH bad treated his cempanions so unfairly.
SEEKER. $3 a year, $1 for four months."
.
So, all together, they rushed at Rome, drove him
Music and trio by the choir, and the announce- out of his corner, knocked down his temples, broke
ment that Rev. W. C. Copeland was suddenly his idols. In their place they built their own terngripped, and so could not deliver the opaning lecture plea and set up their own images, and cailed themon" God in the Constitution," as advertised. Ex- selva Christians. And they grew strong and proud;
Rev. C. B. Reynolds filled the ga.p, spoke on subject there was only one stronger or prouder in the
announced, and received the plaudits of the audience, whole nursery, and that was the Turk. So they
after which Miss J annie Houghton sang so charm- fought with the Turk until they were tired and the
ingly-her clear, sweet voice filled the hall with mel- Turk was tired, and, finding that nothing was to be
ody, calling forth the rapturous applause of the de- gained by quarreling wilh one so strong as the Turk,
lighted audience. This was followed by the most the Christians began fighting among themselvs,
bewitching melodies by Misses May Amunds and A. throwing blocks at each other and pulling down each
Hanson, in a guitar duet, that was the very perfec- other's houses and temples.
tion of art, thrilling all with wonder and delight.
Mother Nature was attending to her housekeeping
Then Mrs. Krekel, in a few well-chosen words, pre- and her gardening, but when she heard such a noise
ssnted a splendid satin b!llnner in behalf of Miss and outcry among her children she ran into t.be
Mattie Blaisda!e, of Portland, Ore., to the presiding nursery exclaiming:
cffieer, in trust for the Washington Secular Union
"You naughty children!" and shut them aft in the
when orgl\nized, and called out and I>resented the dark closet.
hir and generous young donor.
Then Mother Nature thought to herself: "These
Mr. R. Winsor, in his speech of acceptance and children of mine havn't faith enough in a far-off
tbauks, captured all hearts and was heartily ap- Christmas, or in en all-seeing Santa Claus, or in the
plauded. Then the choir led, and all joined in sing· gifts and the hig switoh, to behave themselvs.
ing "America," and were so enthused and delighted
"Instead of playing peacefully together, like loving
they utterly forgot the existence of La Grippe, or brothers and sisters, they are growing to be wicked
its victim, Rev. Mr. Copeland.
tyrauts and weak slaves.
WEdnesdav evening, January 29Gb, the program
"They are too ignorant to obey my words and they
consieted of "a few pithy and humorous remarks by , are growjng too big to play any longer. I must get
Dr. A. W. Calder, the able and effi(}ient secretary of them a teacher."
the Walla Walla Liberal Club, to whom the calling
So she swept up all the blocks and toys into one
of the convention, and organization of the Washing- corner of the nursery a~d br01;ght ~ooks and slates
ton Secular Union, was mainly due. Music by the an~ maps ,instead and htre~ M!s~ Sme~ce to teach the
choir. Song by Mis!l Jennie Houghton. C. B. Rsy- chlldren tne knowledge wh10h It lB desirable to know.
nolds read a stirring, suggestiv letter of cheer from
The children were glad to be let out of the dark
Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker, author of "Perfect Mother- closet and soon bscame fond of study. Some of the
hood." Guitar solo, by the Misses Hanson and elder children seemed. grown too old to learn, and
Amundl'!, which was rapturously encored, and lecture some of the younger hked too much to go and pl!'Y
on "Thomas Paine," by Mrs. F. C. Reynolds, in ' in the corner with the old nursery toys. But Miss
which, in the language of the .Epe, she eloquently S!lience is .a gentle, patient,_ an~ car~ful t~~cher ~~d
reviewed the biography of and eulogized that she has a little wsnd on whwb IS written, ~aw,_ m
patriot, reformer, and so-called Infidel, Thomas golden lettere. Wbe~ever she ho!ds up tbiB httle
Paine, who has been so (!enerally maligned by the wand, order and obed1ence are magwally restored to
enemies of progress and Freethonght. Aftflr which the school-room.
the chairs were removed; the string band took posMother Natun?J ofte~ says:
.
session of the speaker's stand, and gaily the dance
"I am gl~d my children hsv .so. w_Ise a tea~her,
went on till the wee small hours.
though they murmur at the dismphn sometimes,
On the last evening, January 301ib, a local paper and though sometimes I am saddenedby their ignosays:
ranee and e_vil habits, y~t, after all, t_hey .sre only cbil" Natural Morality, Superior to Theological Restraints as dren. I Will trust to time and theu Wise teacher to
a Safe?"uard to Society," was the subject of an address on the make them useful and happy members of the great
last ev"'ening by Mre. Krekel, of Kansas City, whose poetic human familv."
MARY A. WoRSWIOK.
eloquence was only surpassed .by the logic of her incisiv
~ ----------arguments and the effPctivness of her illustrations. She was
A Slight Error Corrected.
followed by ex-Rev. R. Rawwn, of Olympia, who gave a
humorous account of his experience aR a saver of souls
NEw YoRK CITY, Feb. 7, 1890.
according to the Methodist and Campbellite patent-rights, his
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear· Sir: In your issue of Februdisastrous debate with a voung Liberal in" Arkansaw," and ary 8th I see you hav fallen into a slight mistake in your
his final evolution into "the Freethoug:ht ranks. Votes of reference to Mr. Crafts-bottom of the first column, editorial
thanks were extended to Miss Blaisdell for the beautiful ban- page. You refer to Mr. Crafts's having "accepted the
ner, to those who had kindly furnished music for the meet- challenge of the Seventh-Day Adventist representativ and
ings, to the various speakers, and to the Eye; and thns sue- subsequently backed out."
cessfullv ended the first annual convention of the state Secular
This is a mistake. I accepted his challenge and t~en he
Union."
"subsequently backed out." In other word~, he dechned t.o
with his own challenge to debate his own proposiAbout fifty crowded eagerly around the secretary's comply
tion, after his challenge had been a?c~pted.
table after adjournment snd succeeded in Bif!ning the
There is not the remotest poss1bihty that any of those
constitution and paying the initial dollar. Our plan gentry can ever be brought to a public discussion of the
of work comJ)lends itself to everv. true Liberal, and merits of Sunday laws. They dread the public scrutiny.
Truly,
ALoNzo T. JoNEs.
demands their earnest, prompt cooperation.
Let vice. presidents be at once elected in every preTHEHE are few things more disheartening and discinct, and let all take part in the battle, so that all gusting than when you are walking the streets of a
may share the honors of victory. There is need of strange village on the ~a~bath, to bea~ a preacher
united action to right the gross violation of the shouting like a boatswam m a gale of wmd, and thus
state constitution by the house in the appointment harshly profaning the quiet atmosp_here of the day.
of a chaplain to be paid from the taxes of the people. You fancy him to hav taken _off hiB coat,r as when
If those who love liberty and justice will rally to men are about t.o do bot and dirty work.-Th01·emt.
the organization, Washington will become the banner
state of Liberalism and our :fl.sg ever wave above
IN the early church the interests of theology were
the r.ross.
C. B. REYNOLDS., Sec. W. S. U.
b b"
t leave anv room for purely secular
.<:r
ttl 11 ur h
too a sor mg ,o
"
1412 2(l· stree t • AJCa
• rr as •
studies. If scientific theories were ev('r discussed, it
IF the truths of religion be necessary to all men was simply with a view. to elucidating some theologthey ought to be clear to all men.-IYHolbach.
' ical question.-Le11ky.
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denominate a "fake "-that is, the untruthful story
of an unscrupulous reporter. However, some Freethinker may know of a · Freethinking friend in
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
Nebraska Oity who will devote a few hours to runE. M. MA.o»ol!fALD,
Editor.
ning it down. If not, some one who can regard
0. P. So:r.mtmY,
Business Manager.
such yarns seriously might write to the postmast{lr of
PU:BL18B1CD :BY
THE 'l.R U 'l H SEEKER OOMPANY. Nebraska Oity, or to the mayor, or some other
Offic1.al •
28 LA.FAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
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READY MARCH lOth.

LIBERALISM.
The Sympnsium, concluded in this issue of TID!. TRUTH
SBBKER, will be printed in pamphlet form at once, and
orders may be sent in now. It is seld:>m that in one little
work can be found the opinions of so many writers as in
this Svmposium. A book by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
R. B. Westbrook,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
E. B. Foote. Jr.,
Saladin rw. Stuart Ross),
L. K. Washburn,
H. 0. ]i:entecost,
George E. Macdonald,
Susan H. Wixon,
E. C. Walker,
Samuel P. Putnam,
F. M. Holland,
Lucy N. Colman,
Parker Pillsbury,
C. B. Reynolds,
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
Charles Watts,
J. H. Burnham,
Vf[. F. Jamieson,
Thaddeus B. Wakeman,
is something that every Freethinker will probably want to
possess. Price, 25 cents.
------~~------

The Pictures.
The number of new subscribers sent us during the
past week to continue the pictures is the same as
during the previous seven days-twenty-three. This
makes a total of three hundred and fourteen.
The following sums of money hav a1so been contributed:
John Carnahan ............ $1
0. M. Powers .....•....... 2
J. Baxter .••........••...... 1
Simeon Sharp ............. 5
S. R. Conant............... 1
Eliza Cadieux............. 1

00. E. Van Buskirk .......... 1 00
90' A. H. Frank ............... 5 00
00 1Thos. N. Paine............
50
00 A. W. Root ...........••... 3 00
50. F. Zipp. ........... ... ..• . . ..
75
75 1 David Fleming............
75

Making a total of $174.55 received in this manner.
The Literature Fund has also been generously
added to:
Charles Walsfield ...•..•.••...••••.••••.•..•.••............•...•.... $ 1 00
A. K. Olds.. .•••.••.••.•. .•. .•..••.•.... •.. •.• ... . . ... . ...... .•. ..• .•• 10 00

Report of expenditure of this fund will be given in
a subsequent issue.
We would again call attention to the offer of "Try
Square" as a premium for new subscribers to THE
TRUTH SEEKER. The terms are: Oopies of the book
to be given as premiums to, or for, new subscribers
who pay the regular price of $3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year, before March 11th. One copy of
the book to be given to every volunteer new subscriber, and one to every old subscriber who procures
a new one at the regular price of $3. The price of
the book by itself is $1.
------~~.-------

The Way to Expose Christian ''Fakes."
A friend living in Kansas sends us this item
from the Omaha Bee, strongly desiring to know the
truth regarding it :
"DEATH-BED REPENTANCE.

"NEBRASKA C!TY, NEB., January &Oth.[-Special to the Bee.]
-Ed Platner, an old settler and well known, who died two
days ago, was during life an avowed Infidel and admirer of
Ingersoll. He had a well-stocked library of books on this
subject, was a well-read man, and never so happy as when
arguing against the teachings of the Bible. On the day of
his death, when he realized that his dissolution was near at
hand, he sent for a Christian neighbor, whom he instructed
to burn all his books on the subject of Infidelity, and a bonfire was accordingly made of them. Mr. Platner then called
his family about him and warned them from the way in
which he had led them, saying that he at last realized the
great mistake he had made during his life."

Undoubtedly the etory is what the daily journals

Some Persecution by. the Dominant Sect.
Probably no ChriBtian will accuse THE TRUTH
SEEKER of having an undue friendly feeling for superstition as exemplified by the various religions of the
day. But at the same time that we criticise religion
for its unreasonableness and for the tyrannical and
inhuman acts it has inspired its devot.ees to commit,
none can, we hope, sce~ae us of not msintsining the
freedom of all mankind to worship or not worship,
ss shall seem best to them. It is not worship per se
that should be opposed by law-though it should by
argument-but the disposition on the part of the
worshipers to override the rights of others to think
for themselvs, and the disposition also manifest to
make the community pay their bills for worshiping.
This disposition is so distinctivly opposed to what
hav become known as American principles that to
oppose the churches is now synonymous with upholding liberty and Americanism.
The recent decision of the United Sta.ies Supreme
Court that Mormons are not eligible to naturalization, and that when two years ago Idaho passed laws
practically disfranchising Mormons it wae within the
limits of the Oonstitution, are surprising decrees,
and they are all the more open to objection when every
Christian journal in the country chuckles over them
and maintains their beneficence. That most unright·
eons Ohristian paper, the Independent, calls the last
opinion the "hardest blow yet.," and adds:
"Now the result of this latest finding will be, first, that
Idaho will enter the Union under a constitution which forever debars from the polls every one of the thirty thousand
' Saints.' And, second, Congress can scarcely fail soon to
take note of what the Supreme Court has done by so enlarging the scope of the Edmunds law that in all the territories
not to repudiate and forsake the polygamous society will be
to forfeit American citizenship. Reform to the point of
revolution must also soon ensue, or else fatal disintegration
will befall.''

If the court's decision was only a blow at polyg·
amy, we could safely say that it was not without the
province oi the court to render it. Under our
national and state statutes, persons convicted of crime
c&.n be disfranchjsed, and aa polygamy is a crime,
polygamists can be made amenable to such laws. But
to disfranchise the Mormons because they are Mormons opens the door to the disfranchisment of any
sect whenever its opposers shall hav the power to
pass such laws.
Allowing for the sake of the argument-and we
hope that our individualistic friends of Liberty, Fair
Play, :I wentieth Oentury, et icl omne genus will not
try to push us down their logical wells for the allowance-that polygamy is a crime and i'ightly punishable, why should all the Mormons be made to suffer
for the sins of a few 1 Why should religion ba made
the condition of voting instead of polygamy, if this
prohibition were not the persecution of a sect instead
of a few criminals 1 We hav not the statistics of
Idaho at hand regarding the number of polygamists
in the territory, but it is not to be supposed that the
percentage of plural marriages, with the law on the
statute books referred to in the court decision, could
be as high as in Utah, and in that territory, in 1882,
only twelve thousand people were or had been living
polygamously. Additional evidence found in Ex.
Doc. No. 447, first session of the FJftieth Oongress,
as to persecutions for the crime showed that between
April, 1885, a.nd September, 1888, four hundred and
fifty-three persons were convicted. Further statistics
also show that less than two per cent of the Mormons
are polygamous in their social relations. This is an
absurdly small percenblge upon which to base the diafranchisment of a whole people, and shows that
there is undoubtedly another motiv behind the oa·
tansible regard for virtue of our Ohristia.n neighbors.
Under the pressure of civilization polygamy was
beeoming extinct. Under the pressure of Ohristian
persecution there is an evident determination to ex·
tinguish the Mormons themselvs.
If Mormonism could be suppressed by reason, no
one could rejoice more than the advocates for liberty,
for under its hideous influence men and women hav
debased themselvs about as low as it is poaaible for
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the human mind to descend. They hav been and
are but mere tools in the hands of their priests. But
so hav other sectarians, the Oatholics, the Oneida
Oommunilgts, and others. Still, the Oatholics bav
not been disfranchised, and we hear of no attempt
being made on their liberty. Yet a Protestant min-.
t "b t d 1
t t
ister the other day con rt u e a ong argumen o
the Christian Statesman to prove that the Mormons
as Mormons, and not as polygamists, held no tenets
so sub.versiv of American principles as do the ·Roman
Ol!>tholios. And, away back in the time of John
Adams, the second president of the United States,
the same views were put forth, but with the true
counter sbtement. Under date of May 16, 1822,
John Ad'lmG wrote to Thomss J dferson thase words:
"I tlo not like the late resurrection of the Jesuits. They
hav a general now in Russia, in correspondence with the
Jesuits in the United States, who are more numerous than
everybody knows. Shall we not hav swarms of them here?
In as many shapes and disguises as ever a. king of the
gypsies-Bamfield llforecarew, himself assumed? In the
shape of printers, editors, writers, schoolmasters, etc. I
hav lr~tely refld Pilscal's letter over agaiu, and four volumes
of the history oi the Jesuits. If ever any congregation of
men could merit eternal perdition on earth and in hell, ac.
cording to these historians, though, lik:e Pascal, true Cath.
olics, it is this company of Loyola. Our system, however,
of religious liberty must td'ford them an nsylum. But if
they do not put the purity of our elections to a severe trial,
it will be a wonder."

No one who is weil informed in the history not
only of the Jesuits but of the Oatholics at large,
will dispute John Adams's estimate of that sect.
But, under our syatem of religious liberty, we must
afford them an asylum; though we should see to it
that om laws do not permit them such property exemption as sh!ill so enrich them that they can by
bribery "put the purity of our elections to a severe
test." Lsb the Oatholics vote, but do not let it be
so that by their votes they can 1·ob and tyrannize the
people.
The Mormons hav done but one thing that the
ether Christian sects hav not, and only a small percentage of them hav committed that crime. Their
religion is thoroughly Ohriatian, and embraces faith
in an alleged God -and his alleged promises, repentance, baptism for the living and the dead, confirmations~ ordinations, endowments, washings, anointing,
sigua, prophecies, revelations, Sunday-schools,
prayer, tithes, offerings, sacrifices, and "in fine every
ordinance, gift, grace, prineiple, practice. doctrin,
precept, blessing, hope, assurance, and labor ever
8lajoyed by the apostles, prophets, and saints of the
Old and New Testaments." And that includes
polygamy, and that is where the shoe pinches. The
Christi!Ans cannot confound the Mormons in a biblical
fi.rgument for their practices, and so exhort the civil
power to subdue them. It is very much as in the
time of Bruno when the "learned" doctors of the
church could neither confute him nor force him to
abjure his opinions, and so he was turned over to
the temporal power with the recommendation to
punish him without shedding of blood, which meant
th~ stake! There is, however, some slight progress
indiaated in the difference between the punishment
then and now !
There is no doubt that the Mormons, through
their absolute slavishness to their hierarchy, are a
disagreeable people to liv with, and that the same
f:lhviahness puts the hierarchy astride the ne.cks of
the non-Mormons. But if Salt Lake Oity is a worsegoverned or more priest.governed city than New
York, the information bas not yet reached these
parte. Go to the city hall here any pay-day and see
the black-garmented sisters waiting for their share
of the city funds through the medium of Irish gentlemen who draw three times the salaries they could
ever hope to earn in any business oatside of politics.
Even the day laborers on the streets are not exempt
from the religious beggars, and their charity is not
asked as a charity, but demanded as a right. Doesn't
the Roman church own Tammany Hall? Doesn't
Tammany Hall own the city just now and provide
good Oatholica with lazy situations and large pay 1
Why then should the church not hav her share? So
all the city employees render unto God the things
that are Cresar's, and Cresar may help himself if be can !
That is what they voted for.
When Puritanism controled the country, it was
the same, only the minister instead of the priest
owned the country. And it will ever be so when any
sect is numerically strong enough, unless there are
safeguards erected which ahall prevent it. In his
latest encyclical the pope defines the duty of the
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Oatholio to love his country and to love his church;
the church to be loved more ardently than the country. If the laws of the state contradict the divine
law, an~ command anything prejudicial to the church,
or hostll to the duties imposed by religion, then it
is a duty to resist them and a crime to obey them.
This, says a Protestant paper, is but the restatement
of the old " higher law" with which we were familiar
in the days when William H. Seward defined that
higher law and declared the irrepressible conflict.
The pope further says that the church approves all
governments that respectreligion and divine law, and
is indifferent to parties in the state. But if, however,
the church, that is the Oatholic church, is in danger,
he says the divisions of parties should cease and all
should unite to defend their religion, and that we
must not fear to resist iniquity lest we exasperate the
enemy. That is the Oatholic doctrin. The Protestant doctrin is the same. "All these propositions
are good enough," comments the same Protestant
paper, " and no Protestant can find any fault with
them. There is no Protestant living worthy the
name, who would not resist and resent interference
of the state with the exercise of his religion, and who
would not put the kingdom of God before any kingdom of man." So ! But when the Mormons desire
to exercise their religion in their own way-leaving
out polygamy, the Protestants disfranchise them!
Freethinkers are punished by blasphemy laws !
Seventh Day Adventists are punished with Sunday
laws ! These laws are but the tearing down of all
safeguards, and they are torn down completely when
one sect can influence t.he government to persecute
another sect, and it is all the more dangerous when
an excuse is made which is calculated to deceive the
great body of the people, whether that excuse be
polygamy, blasphemy, or the preservation of the
"Sabbath." Americans can never be induced to go
into a religious persecution if they know what it
really is. "You can fool some of the people all the
time; you can fool all the people some of the time,
but you cannot fool all the people all the time," said
Lincoln. Americans will see through this Mormon
persecution by and by, and then the Christian church
will not stQnd any higher in their estimation. " The
hardest blow yet will " be a boomerang to bump the
Christian church's own forehead.

A Woman's J ou.rney Around the World Alone.
A great many people think that the recent trip of
"Nellie Bly" (Miss Cochrane) around the world in
a few hours less than seventy-three days is something wonderful. This might, indeed, be the case if
she had done anything wonderful except catching
trains on time, but the whole scheme was an advertising dodge for the World', and Miss Bly had her
way made clear, and she only earned her money.
The truth is, it is now perfectly feasible and safe
for any woman in good health and possessed of common sense to make the journey. Madam Ida Pfeiffer
began traveling in 1842, and spent several years in
visiting the places of interest of the world, going
twice around the globe, without touching a point on
her second journey which she had visited on her first
tour. It is not to be supposed that Madam Pfeiffer
accomplished this without some thrilling adventures.
Once she was set upon by a negro in Brazil, and
badly cut before she escaped. She fell into a river
swarming wit~ alligators, and was made. prisoner by
Oossacks and held until they were satisfied of her
harmlessness. In .Sumatra she was seized by cannibals, and only her own tact and courage saved her
from immediate death. Since Madam Pfeiffer's time,
however, conditions hav changed. Civilization has
spread over almost every part of the world, and the
traveler who seeks adventures like Madam Pfeiffer
would hav difficulty in finding the savages and cannibals, and would probably be forced to charter a
special steamer to take him out of the beaten tracks.
Next to Ida Pfeiffer's traveling record is that of
a beautiful young woman in whom the Liberals may
be allowed a special interest-Lilian Leland, the
daughter of Theron 0. Leland, now deceased Like
her father, Lilian too is a Freethinker. A few years
ago, at the age of twenty-five, without premeditation
or preparation, Miss Leland started upon a voyage
which, unexpectedly, became the commencement of
a journey which carried her around the world, to
many lands and on many seas, from Cape Horn to the
North cape and from the Rocky mountain" to the
Himalayas ; but little less than sixty tbousa»d miles

in distance and covering a period of .about two years.
She traveled without escort or protection except
chance acquaintances met on the way.
Like Isabella Bird, who is the third woman traveler
of the world, Miss Leland has written her experiences
in a book, which a news company has just published,
perhaps with the idea of taking the wind out of Nellie Bly's sails, as nautical people would say. Certainly she has gone to windward of her in great
shape, to borrow more seafaring slang. The story
of Miss Leland's travels makes a book of nearly four
hundred large pages, put into the form of letters
written for the entertainment of the family circle
who wat~hed her progress with affectionate interest.
These letters are a record of personal experiences,
interspersed with observati'ons and thoughts of the
writer. She did not fill her epistles with statistics
and guide-book facts, but tella us what the countries
through which she traveled are in the eyes of a young
woman who has a ready appreciation of all that is
human. It is this which makes her book attractiv,
while her· unconsciousness that she was doing any
wonderful thing emphasizes the difference between
her and the recent aspirant for glory.
As was to be expected of Theron C. Leland's daughter, she bas writtE'n many things in her book avowing her ·heretical tendencies. In Rome she visited
St. Peter's church as a matter of course. "I walked
up and down its great aisles twice," she says, " and
surely in bigness it exceeds everything. I looked up
at the immense statues of past popes with hands
outstretched as if in benediction, with expressions
of holy love on their stony faces, and with statues
of women gazing adoringly up at them, and I
thought: 'I 1,1sed to hav a regular nightmare of a
book called the 'Book of Martyrs,' and there's a
picture I hav seen of you in Naples, and in both
book and painting your regular business appears to
hav been lighting martyr fires, plying red-bot pincers, and enjoying the agonies of the unfortunate on
the rack. Ob, I've seen you before in your red gown
and lace jacket and bellows hat. This great church
of yours is a colossal monument to a bloody era of
martyrdom.'" In Lilian's eyes the Maddalena of
Titian is "fat and red-headed and dejected," and
while she looks at it and the vast canvases of other
church paraphernalia for stirring emotion in the worshipers, the words of Mark Twain, which hav gained
him the earnest ill-will of all good Catholics, come
back to her. "Some seventeen or eighteen centuries
ago," wrote the Connecticut humorist, "the ignorant
men of Rome were wont to put Christians in the
arena of the Oolosseum yonder and turn the wild
beasts in on them for a show. It was for a lesson as
well. It was to teach the people to abhor and fear
the new doctrin that followers of Christ were teaching. The beasts tore the victims limb from limb and
made poor mangled corpses of them in the twinkling of an eye. But when the Christians came into
power, when the holy mother church became mistress of the barbarians, she taught them the error of
their ways by no such means. No, she put them in
this pleasant Inquisition and pointed to the blessed
redeemer, who was so gentle and so merciful toward
men, and then urged the barbarians to love him ;
and they did all they could to persuade them to love
and honor him, first by twisting their thumbs out of
jeint with a screw, then by nipping their flesh with
pincers, red-hot ones, because they were the most
comfortable in cold weather; then by skinning them
alive a little, and finally by roasting them in public.
They always convinced those barbarians. The true
religion properly administered, as the good mother
church used to administer it, is very, very soothing.
It is wonderfully persuasiv also. There is a great
difference between feeding parties to wild beasts and
stirring up their finer feelings in an Inquisition.
One is the system of the degraded barbarians, the
other are the ways of the enlightened, civilized people." The imaginativ pictures and the material relics
of Catholicism impressed our Freethinking heroin as
they did Mr. Olemens. " I admire," she concludes,
" the old Paul Veronese and Tintorettos for their
size and the work put upon them, if I don't admire
their subject-the last judgment, with its attendant
devils and toasting-forks and lakes of fire and writhing victims-not agreeable pictures to me, but ones
that, it is alleged, giv great pleasure and satisfaction
to the all-seeing eyes of a merciful God and all good
people who love him, as well as to people of cultivated
artistic tastes." At Antwerp, where an exposition
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was being held, the same great fault of nearly all
European galleries could not be bidden-the "frightful pictures of martyrdom and crucifixion. Wherever you look, the eyes and brain are seared and the
soul is wrung with th~ painted horrors of religious
history. I turn away and try not to see, for I know
they will come back to me at night and haunt me
with their misery and the knowledge that it has all
been suffered even as it was painted. But the hideous nightmares will start up and confront me from
every side till I am ready to cry aloud against the
church and the religion, under whose auspices such
diabolical savagery grew and flourished."
In Russia, the nightmare pictures were supplanted
by a reality equally strong against Christianity. "0
holy, dirhy Moscow !" is the exclamation that naturally occurs to a visitor. "Everywhere you see
shrines and dirt. 0 ppos!t the holy gate is a corner
where every pious citizen turns in four different directions and crosses himself and mutters prayers to four
different shrines, and kneels to each, while the busy
throng, having finished their devotions, swarm by
intent on business. Russia is dirty, her people are
likewise. Moscow is especially so. But it is a holy
land and a pious people. There are plenty of rich
churches and poor people. Religion, poverty, ignorance, and dirt go hand in hand-might be called
concomitants of each other. The most ignorant and
oppressed countries in the world are, I believe, also
the most church-ridden. America is the moat radical and the most civilized country in the world.
Russia, Ireland, and Italy are but little in advance of
heathendom, which is only a grade lower iu ignorance, superstition, and dirt than Christendom, for
none are so deeply religious as the heathen. In St.
Petersburg, as well as Moscow, our drivers were forever taking off their hats and crossing themselve as
they dro~e past shrines and holy places."
Thera is much more in Miss Leland's book worth
quoting to giv a true idea of what real orthodox
Christianity reduces nations to, as well as to show
what the eastern countries are at the present time,
and how civilization and commerce hav redeemed
them from the barbarism of religion since the time
of Ida Pfeiffer. It is owing to these two forces that
Mise Bly found railroad trair.s and ocean steamers
which ·she or anyone might catch and eo make the
journey providing only that they first obtained the
means to purchase the tickets. Miss Leland's "Journay Around the World Alone" was much more useful and entertaining and just as wonderful. An
acquaintance with her of fifteen years or more prevents us from applying the last e:rpression to her
trip, as she is perfectly competent to take care of
herself anywhere, as any self possessed and wellbehaved woman can in civiiized or even halfcivilized countries.
--------~------

'J'ruf', too True!

The "Amerieari Sentinel says :
" The Freethinkers profess to be decidedly opposed to
Sunday laws everywhere. Yet THE TRUTH BEEKER reports
from 'a friend' in the Washington legislature, the following words:
"'A majGrit:v of bGth hGuses are rea.lly Freethinkers, but manY
of them are also politicians, and would make no break that would
hurt their politics; but :vet I am in hopes, and encouraged to think
that I can get through a Sunda,y la.w tha.t will be quite liberal. I
am convinced that the majority of the memb"rs would Prefer none,
but for policY's sake, we will hav to h!!.V something.'

"The politician takes precedence of the Freethinker there.
The Freethinkers are much like many other folk with whom
they find so much fault. THE TRUTH SEEKER very properly
remarks, that' comment on that state of things is almost superfluous.' The American Secular Union needs to hurry along
with its one thousand-dollar prize manual of ' the purest
principles of morality.' It is much needed in the Washington legislature just now."

We hav to agree with our Seventh-Day Adventist
contemporary that the political Freethinkers of the
Washington legislature need a moral manual-and
some of them need it badly. The friend, however
who furnished the information is not one of them.
THE TRUTH SE&KER ANNUAL bas become a kind of household necessity to Liberals and Freethinkers. Besides containing the regular calendar it is a kind of annual r~sume o
the work and the growth of Liberalism. The p;esent number bas, as !.ad all its predecessors, many good, kmd-of.documentary articles.
We hav read the mo~t of this ANNUAL with unusual interest.
Brother Macdonald, the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~!?
pears to hav gone into nearly a year's search after a spirit
and several times came near finding one, but finally gave it
up in despair. Once, we think he would hav found one had
it not been for Dr. Slade's unfortunate left leg. Macdonald
appears to be, and _evidentl:y is: sincer«:, yet in his long search
he discovered nothmg convmcmg to him.
Hugh 0. Pentecost's reasons for leaving the church show
him to always hav been a man of integrity and devotion to
principle.-New 1'hrmg1tt,
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CooKRELL, CoL., Jan. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : As to the pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER, I
would not like to see them stop, for I think them a great
benefit to the paper, but I hav not been able to get any new
ALBt'QUERQuR, N. M., Jan. 22, 1890.
subscribtrs to keep them going. But I sincerely hope you
MR. EDITOB: Inclosed is $3.25 for my subscription and the
will be able to keep them up.
J. J. DURKIN.
ANI'>"UAL. Keep the pictures by all means. F. W. HEYN.
BT. JosEPH, Mo, Jan. 17, 1890.
NAPA CrTY, C.u.. , Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: .Please find inclosed $7 for two new subMR. EDITOR: I say, continue the pictures if possible.
scribers and a renewal. I would hav renewed before, but
They certainly are doing much good.
V. J. BORRETTE.
was working for some new subscribers, and as Jehovah has
an enormous majority in this town, they are hard to get.
MINooKA, ILL., Jan. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.25, for which send Hold on to Mr. Heston. I think him!\ mighty warrior.
Very truly yours,
C. WRIGHT.
THE TRuTH SERKER and the ANNUAL. By all means keep
the pictures going, if you possibly can. EzRA MATTESON.
GowER, Mo., Jan. 15, E.M. 290.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3, to pay for THE TRUTH
GLANFORD, 0NT., Jan. 25, 1890.
1t1B. Em TOR: Inclosed please find $4-$3 for renewal, BEEKER for 1890, or rather, 290 l!.M. Let the pictures confifty cents for two ANNUAlS, and fifty cents for the picturee, tinue to preach; they are witty and pointed. I am solitary
and alone in my town in being outspoken for the downfall of
according to promis.
JoHN MoCLRMONT.
superstition. "On with the dance."
ALLENWOOD, PA., Feb. 3, 1890.
J. w. HUTCHISON, 1ti.D.
MR. EoiTO:R: I am very well pleased with THE TRUTH
NE.w YORK, Jan. 17, 1890.
SEEKER, pictures or no pictures. I cannot get any subMR. EDITOR: I inclose herewith my check for $3. .Please
F. SHOPBELL.
scribers.
forward THE TRUTH SEEKER one year to the new subscriber
TEMP&, ARiz , Jan. 27, 1890.whose address I inclose. I wish to add my vote for the conMR. EDITOR: Do not stop the pictures. I will try to send tinuance of the illustrations by Mr. Heston, and will try to
a new subscriber. The grand work for the cause of human- secure more subscriptions to further the cause.
ity must go on.
L. H. HAWKINS.
Very truly yours,
CLEMENT J. CHALLAR.

Jttltrs Jrott( Jlritttds.

RoBINSON, ILL., Feb. 3, 1890.
CooK, NEB , Jan. 18, 1800
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed see $3.75-$3.25 to pay for THE
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $10 for renewal, a ne'l'i sub
TRUTH SEEKER and ANNUAL, and the extra fifty cents says 1 scriber, the ANNUAL, and $1 for the pictures. I think they
vote to keep Heston's genius in action.
P. GRIGG.
are doing an immense amount of good, more than double
the amount that any reading-matter could do in the same
BIG TIMBER, MoNT., Jan. 24, 1890.
space. Libual brothers, Jet us not hav the pictures taken
l\<IR. EDITOR: We like the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER. out.
W. ll. BROOKS, M.D.
We hav lots of fun and wars in discuss~on with our Christian neighbors over them.
B. B. RoBRRTS.
NORTH YA.BIMA, WAsH., Jan. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: If we can spare any picture, it would be thf
1tfoNrE VISTA, CoL., Jan. 14, 1890.
one on the front page. It is necessary that the foolishnes8
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5.25 for Tm: TRUTH of the Bible should be illustrated, so we could not well do
SEEKER and the ANNUAL. We all like the pictures very without the back-page illustration8. I will be prompt with
much. Long may they wave.
J. N. Powl!LL.
my part of the subscription, so that you need not fail on my
account.
J A MKB A. BECK.
CARBON, TEx., Jan·. 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find the money for another year and
HuNTINGTON, W.VA., Jan. 18, 1890.
the ANNUAL I was induced to subEcribe for your paper for
MR. Eo.1:C}.: Inclosed find stamp for the TRUTH S&&KBR
the benefit of the pictures, and will stop when they stop.
ANNUAL. In regard to the cartoons, giv us more of them,
Your friend,
I. A. DrKGBY.
or each week giv us a picture of some great man. It i8
CIMARRON, CoL., Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I will try to get you another subscriber soon.
I do hope the cartoons will be continued. They will cause
many to investigate that would otherwise pass the paper by.
J. C. WILLIAMS.
Yours truly,
BALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3 for TEE TBuTH BEEKER. This
new subscriber favors the pictures, and is not afraid to show
them to his friends. They show up the fabulous stories
better than words.
E. L1nzaY.
HouGHTON Co., MICH., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $6, for which send me
the inclosed list of books, e!c. The balan?e apply _as my
Part-on the pictures. REpelling as they are, I want some
more.
HARRY ~. BRRSI:&Y.
CoRNil'G, 0., Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Although my subscription does not expire
until March 16th, I do not wish another copy sent to me after
this date, January 20th. The iDfiuence of the cartoons is far
from desirable.
DR. JoHN W. FoRKAKER.
NEWARK, N. Y., Jan. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.25. I will say in
regard to keeping the pictures in THE TRUTH .SEEKER, by all
means continue them, as they show up some of the church
fallacies and frauds.
WM. H. H. STEBBINS.
biT. VERNON, Mo., Jan. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I tried my bt st to get you a new subscriber,
and failed, so I do the next best thing, pay for two years. I
like the cartoons and want them continued. Heston is a
brick. I wish we bad a million like him. z. C. DENNEY.

BRIGHTON, N. Y., Jan. 20, K.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR: I think :M:r. Heston's pictures are interesting
and getting better in style. I send $1.50 for Heston's pictures, twenty.five cents for the ANNUAL, and twenty-five cents
for the Ingersoll and Field debate.
E. C. CuRTis.
MAm;-;oN, 0., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I did think I should get you some new sub.
acribers, but through the influence of church-going people
and Mrs. Grundy I hav not succeeded. Let us hav the pictures by all means. Call on me for $1 rather than hav them
omitted.
LowELL CRlNE.
BTOOKTON, CAL., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I bav been a reader of your paper for eight
years and could not do without it. You may consider me a
life subscriber. We all like the pictures. I think they are
grand. By all means keep Mr. Heston at work. He could
not be beaten. Long life to you.
T. J. POPE.
LERoY, KAN., Jan. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been on the crippled list for the past
three years, unable to roam the country, and Eincerely regret I cannot send you many new subscribers. The cartoons
are appreciated, applauded, and recommended by all to
whom I hav exhibited them.
A. V. CoFFIN.
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good example by contributing $1 toward a fund for their
support. Let every reader do his best to obtain a new subscriber. I hope that all who are unsnccessf1ll and feel able
to do so will contribute $1 to insure the continuance of Heston's valuable illustrations, which we cannot afford to lose.
Yours for enllghtenment,
ARTHUR I. FLINT.
KEOTA, !A., Jan. 20, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : I muster myself with the ninety-nine against
one for continuance of Heston's sparks, eo find incloeed $3
for THE TRUTH SPREADER (not merely BEKKER), and fifty
cents penalty for not rolling up the ·new subscriber; ill
health keeps me prisoner at home. How does genial Heston
nourish his brain? Has the brimstone treatment by the
clergy such happy results? May the Philistines never cut
his hair.
CHARLES NAUMAN.
RussELI., PA., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find twenty. five cents In
stamps to pay for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNU u. I like THE
TRUTH SEEKER the best of any paper that I take. I could
hardly get along without it now. I think the pictures are
just the thing. Do not stop them if you can help it, as I
should hate to see the old TRUTH BEEKER without them-but
shall take the paper just the same.
M. M. SADLER.
PAULINE, ARK., Jan. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I will send you a new subscriber soon. As
to the cartoons, let them be continued by all means. They
certainly assist the paper in demolishing superstitious orthodoxy. I look upon them also as a test of genuin Liberalism.
With me I think a Liberal who opposes the cartoons for fear
of wounding the Christian feelings of some person is not
sufficiently impressed with the injurious effects of orthodoxy.
W. R. llAOHKLOR.
G&ORGIAY!LLE, R.I., Jan. 28, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find twenty.five cents for
the ANNUAL. Since reading R. G. Ingersoll's " Vindication
of Thomas Paine," I hav made up my mind that the Preebyterian organ, the Obsenm·, is edited by a lying, beastly
coward. I enjoy the cutoons. It is like pulling teeth to
get subscribers in this place. nut I will cast in my mite for
the good of man whenever I can. The cr •. ws will not feed
Wn.LIAM A. BENNETT.
me, as tbey did Elijah of old.

AsPEN, CoL., Jan. 27, 1890.
1.-l.R. EDITOR: Well, I hav secured two new subscribers.
Ol course we are all in favor of the pictures being retained in
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I may be able soon to send you two
more. I will do the best I can. There are a good many
almost impossible to get you a subscriber for THE TRUTH Liberals in this town, only we need some good Freethought
S&EKER. I will giv you a few names of persons that ought lecturer to "round us up." I hav heard of different ones
to be readers of some Liberal paper.
FRA2-."K EvA.Ks.
being in the state at different times, but for some reason they
do
not come here.
FRED. B. MosBs.
KALAMAZOO, MICH., Jan. 16, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: Please find $5 25-$3 for a new subscriber and
GA.RDEN VALLEY, TEx., Jan. 8, 1890.
$2 25 for nine ANNUALS. We send two votes for the pictures.
MR. EDITOR: I want the pictures kept in the paper, and
They must not be left out. They speak volumes. They are will pay the forty cents remaining as balance from the ina holy terror. As Brother Peck says, Heston is "on the closed $5 to help remunerate the company therefor. I hav
warpath," and I for one want him to keep the armor on. had the promis of three new subscribers, but the insects hav
Long liv THE TRUTH BEEKER and Heston. E. H. GAULT.
nearly destroyed the cotton crop in this section for the last
two years, so those persons cannot spare the cash now.
BAN BERNARDINo, VAL., Jan. 11, 1890.
will do all I can to extend the circulation of the publications
}'In. Er;ITOR: I do not wish to take up any space in your of your and such-like establishments.
A. S. BIGGs.
valuable paper, so will merely say in regard to the illustrations that I fully concur with Ella E. Gibson and hope for
BAORAMENTO, CAL., Jan. 13, 1890.
the continuance of the work of Watson Hea·on. Inclosed
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $20 from 0. T. Davis, of
is $17 for six new subscribers, and A.NNUALB and books and Brighton, for the support of Watson Heston, THE TRUTH
engravings, as below specified.
WM. MoDONAI.D.
SEEKER, and Liberalism. Friend Davis degires me to say to
you that Heston's pictures are a powerful educator, and will
UNKKA, MmN., Jan. 30, 1890.
hav more effect than volumes of printed matter; that they
MR. EDITOR: Please find incloEed $5.50 for one new sub- are not coarge, vulgar, unsightly, and misleading, as some
scriber and my subscription. I make no comments, and I hav stated; that it would be very difficult to portray anything
think it shows a more Liberal spirit than this saying, "Stop more untruthful than the subject-matter that the pictures
my paper unless you stop the pictures," and, "If you stop repusent.
R. BUTTERFIELD.
the pictures stop my_ paper." May the truth Jiv until the
ROBINSON, ILL., Jan. 22, 1890.
story of the baby in the manger is of the past.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10-$5 for renewal, $1
Truly yours,
W. S. KING.
for" Men, Women, and Gods," twent.y-five cents for the
ANNUAL, and $1 for the pictures; the balance please place to
LYNN, MAss., Jan. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please giv my kindest regards to our artist, my credit. I take a good many papers, but I think THE
Mr. Heston, a--d my sympathy to those pn.f1r unfortunates TRUTH BEKKER ahead of them all. It givs all creeds a show
who hav made an attempt to be Liberal but find the pictm;es -Jew and gentile, Methodist and Catholic, even the old
too true for their orthodox ideas. I vote to hav them con- mossback Presbyterian can hav his say. I think the pictures
tinued by all means. Inclosed find $3, with name of a new are just grand. I do not see how I could do without t!ol.em.
I hope to be able to send in a few new subscribers.
subscriber, who also votes in favor of the pictures.
J. M. JEAN.
.
UE. AMM.
Jan. 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish my vote registered as one in favor of
the continuance of Brother ·Heston's illustrations, and substantiate same by inclosing $1 to be applied to the donation
list for said purpose. I say, keep the pictures going, and
long may Brother Heston liv to furnish them. If we are
right, we cannot proclaim it too loudly or spread the truth
too fast. Ridicule such as Heston's pictures will never hurt
our cause. There are lots of people living yet who cannot
00RVALLIB, ORE., Jan. 13, 290.
read, and such pictures showing the absurdity of the Bible
MR. EorTou: Please find $5.25 for subscription and and recent observations, will teach more and better lessons
ANNUAL. If the worst comes to the worst and you cannot in one year than ten years of reading. A TRUTH SEEKER.
send tbe pictures and printing, why, send the pictures withNEOLA, IA., Jan. 19, 1890.
out the printing, as tlie pictures can be read by those ignoMR. EDI'l'OR: You will find inclosed a check for $8.50, to
rant of printing, while all, both great and small, who read
the picturE-'s, smi'e while their comprehension is being ex- renew my subscription for 1890 and for three new subscrib·
era. I hav worked hard for two days to get one more subpanded.
B. F. HYLAND.
scriber, but failed. This t.own has nearly five hundred inRYAN, lA., Jan. 18, 1890.
habitants, of which nearly one-balf take no stock in theology,
MR. EDITOH: IncloEed find draft to pay for THE 'fRUTH and as little in anything else except making money. There
SEEKER one year to a new subscriber. I am much rejoiced are many that are just as bitter opponents to theology as myto see the fund for sustaining the illustrations growing so self, but I believe I am the only one at present that takes a
rapidly. I am proud to hav been one of the first to set a Freethought paper or exhibits any desire in the promulgation

NtrOMO, CAL., Jan. 11, 1890.
MR • ..i:CDITOR: Both Mr. Fry and I are decidedly in favor of
the cartoons. There are no new subscribers to be found in
this little village or surroundings, but if the pictures can go
on I will send $1 for the sake of helping along. However,
if they hav to go it will not cause me to giv up the good old
TRuTrr SEEKER. Keep them in if you can, by all means.
Truly yours,
JoHN Roll!NETT.
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of Freethought. Continue the pictures by all means. They ' not let th
show up the inconsistencies better than words can. It is
em go. They speak for themselvs and no person
only the tenderfoots that object.
D. W. WHITNEY.
ca.~ help laughing at the absurdity of the stories they tell.
It Is hard for Christians to see anything funny in them, but
let
them follow the pictures up week after week and they
TRENTON, TEX., Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send $5, for which send me the "Field- forget it is wrong to look at them, and by and by they are
Ingersoll Discussion," 1he TRUTH SERKER ANNUAL, and as anxious to see THE TRUTH SEEKER as any of us. It sets
use balance on my subscriptirn. I ha.v already noticed them to thinking, and that is what we want. I ha.v done
that our higher order of intellect ha.v been opposed to nothing toward getting subscribers. The two I send I got
illustrations and pictures in general, and cartoons in par- for the asking, and I am satisfied that with a little effort I
ticular, ~ut why, I cannot tell. Certainly nothing appeals could get a number more. I will try, at least. On a separate
to the higher taste of the beautiful in art half so much as our sheet I send a list of Liberals, to whom you may send sample
R. B. CARTER.
modern art of representing great and mighty truths with copies, as requested.
tha~ tw:o-edged wea.~on, the cartoon. Mr. Heston possesses
BLOOMDALE, 0., Jan. 18, 1890.
genms In that directiOn which gladdens my heart.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I take great pleasure in handing
Truly yours,
DR. W. C. HoLMEs.
you $5.25-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the balance f~~
the books enumerate!! on the inclosed slip. In reference to
.
MEMPHIS, TRNN., Jan. 17, 1890.
MR. EDI~OR: I ha.v at last succeeded in securing you a the pictures, I here add a few ideas. 'rhey. instruct and
new subscnber for THE TRUTH BEEKER, which I consider the amuse in the briefest manner, notwithstanding the lack of
best paper I ever read. The pictures are the great feature of art, which I think Mr. Heston fully adequate to supply. In
the paper, and should be continued by all means even if the reproducing such matter it becomes necessary to be uncouth.
subscriptio~ ~rice sh~uld ha.v to be increased. frequently Christians do not heed our feelings ; why should we refrain
from telling. the truth or showing it in pictures? I vote,
show my Christian friends the pictures, which tell them at a
glance a great many things they could not be persuaded to Yes. I am on the lookout for subscribers. You ask for
the n~mes of possible Freethinkers. I send you inclosed
read about. I will do my level best to try to secure you
some that I fancy may subscribe. I think shortly to be
more new subscribers, although it is a hard task in an orthosuccessful in getting some added to your list. If not, you
dox steeped city like Memphis. I also send you twenty.five
will always hear from me favorably. H my purse was as
cents for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890. J. WILTON.
plethoric as my wishes are good for Universal Mental Liberty,
you should ha.v a boom from here.
C. C. GERMANN.
THOMPSONTOWN, Jan. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4-for the continuance
MuoHAKINOOK, lA., Jan. 1, 1890.
of THE TRUTH BEEKER $3, for the ANNUAL twenty-five cents,
MR. EDITOR: This New Year's morning I gathered up
and seventy-five cents in favor of the pictures for the year
what TRUTH SEEKERS were lying around and started on a
18!)0. But this is sadly all. I am hand in hand with you
c~lling expedition, distributing as I went to such as I thought
upon the great question, Freethought. Gladly would I send
had intelligence enough to appreciate. I got the promis of
you many subscribers. But I am living in a hot-bed of
two new subscribers, and will try for more. That effort will
Christianity. Were I to solicit subscribers for THE TRUTH
show how we like the pictures, and that they attract more
S~EKER every effort would not only prove a failure, but a
than they repel. My wife declares with every new copy
shce off myself-socially, bread and butter, and business
that "That man Heston ought to hav his throat cut. He
gener.a.lly. Knowing ~o names worth .giving you, l deplore ought to be hanged. He ought to be burnt," etc. But, she
the bigotry and Christian ignorance surrounding me.
must read the pictures before any of us can see the paper.
JAY F. HALDEMAN.
Yours, etc.,
So when you announced that the pictures would ha.v to be
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WARREN, 0., Feb. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I ha.v been a reader of your valuable paper
for two years, and I could not get along very easily without
it, for it is my Sunday Bible, and its pictures are appreciated.
My wife is not a Liberal, but she always is the first to look
at the pictures, and she appreciates them, and so I will vote
for them. But if they cannot be continued I would not giv
up the paper. I thought I might get you a subscriber, but
I am not very well acquainted here in Warren. I ha.v been
here only four weeks and I ha.v learned that there are only
three or four Liberals here, and they get THE TRUTH SEEKER.
But I will do all I can to help the cause a.lonl<.
CHRIS. BROK.

discontinued for want of support, great was the lamentation
in this home. So, if need be, I will chip in to the amount of
$1 to help continue the pictures. Inclosed find $5.25. Giv
me credit on your books for $5 until further orders, and use
the twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL.
GEORGE PENMAN.
FARLINVll,LE 1 KAN., Jan. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3.25 for subscription
and the ANNUAL. I hav been a subscriber from the first,
and THE TRUTH SEEKER is a household necessity, and I do
not see how it could be improved. I ha.v sent you some
subscribers at different times, and ha.v tried hard to get
some now, but ha.v failed. I do hope you will get the neces.
sa.ry support to continue the pictures. I think they are
excellent. My orthodox friends always want to see the pictures, and after looking at them they generally read some,
and if it were not for the pictures they would not touch the
paper. I ha.v one of your pictures," The Modern Balsam,"
on the wall at my place of business, where scores of men see
it every day, and it is talked about more than anything else.
Now, if I had one of John Peck's articles, excelle~:t as they
always are, posted up there, it would not be noticed by· one
H. E. DEWilY.
man where fifty examin the picture.

QnAKRRTowN, PA., Jan. 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1 for the one ANNl!AL
received, and for the balance send three more ANNUALs. My
opinion is that the illustrations in THE TRUTH BEEKER should
be continued, and I will either send you a new subscriber or
$1 soon to keep them going. I should indeed be sorry if
they were discontinued, as I could not get half the young
persons to look at the paper that I can with the illustrations.
I might write a lengthy article in favor of the pictures, but
will desist. Having been told by two Protestant Christians
ST. JoHNs, ILL., Jan. 19, 1890.
that I should be killed for my unbelief, I am not anxious to
MR. EDITOR: As you request our opinions as regards the
keep the pictures out of their sight for fear of hurting their
illustrations of THE TRUTH BEEKER, I will say for m:r.self,
godlike feelings.
D. C. WisMER.
and also am authorized to say for Mr. Thomas Goddard, that
we are highly in favor of their continuance. I would espeSILVER PLUME, CoL., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find in the shape of two cially refer to many remarks made by the opposition, bat,
new subscribers and orders for ANNUALS, some votes in favor after maturely considering how diversified the minds of men
of continuing the pictures. I would rather see the paper and women are, and that the only remedy is a growth in the
cut down in reading matter than lose the pictures. Those knowledge of the laws by which we are governed, I discover
"Liberals" whom they offend had better get an illustrated the task too great for one of my age and condition of health.
Bible to read. Probably Heston's cartoons are as nearly cor- I am also sorry to see such a seeming dissension among our
rect as those in the Bible. The preponderance of evidence brothers and sisters in regard to the work of the American
goes to show that they (the pictures, not the Christians) do Secular Union. I cannot secure a new subscriber as yet, but
more good than harm. Your real good Christian that would as my friend Goddard and myself recently made a pretty libnot look at the pictures cannot be converted anyway; but eral order for books, etc., we will try in the near future to
there are a great many that only need to see them to become make another in order to assist as much as possible. Find
interested, and so go to reading when they would not ot.her- inclosed fifty cents for two copies of the ANNUAL for 1890.
Fraternally,
WM. A. THOMPSON.
wise do so.
A. B. CLARR.
BANGoR, ME., Jan. 19, 18!)0.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity
in my family. I should feel very bad to ha.v the pictures
left out. They tell many times as much as that amount of
reading would. Who is it that the pictures hurt? It must
be some weak-kneed Liberal, or some goody-good Christian.
If the pictures shock them, let them go and get their dear
old Bible and read a description of them, or some other story
they can find there-it they are nt all familiar with their
Bible-which Mr. Heston would blush to make a picture of.
I cannot be counted as a voter, for I cannot send a new subscriber and ha.v not the extra money to donate toward the
pictures, but hope those who ha.v will giv liberally enough so
you will be able to continue them, for I think it would be
taking steps backward to leave them out. Long ~a.y the
good old 'l'RUTH SEEKER flourish with the pictures kept in.
Respectfully yours,
Mns. SARA E. GoULD.

EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Jan. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read with deep interest all John E.
Remsburg's witnesses say about Lincoln being a Christian,
and every witness this able scholar brings to testify seems to
confirm beyond doubt the affirmation that our martyred
president, who put a shining band of friendship around the
states, was not a Christian, but was the outgrowth of all the
noble qualities of heart and brain that conspire to make a
genius. I believe the cartoons are accomplishing a splendid
work-a work words fail to do. And could a cartoon possibly be made to show the fiendish work the Christians ha.v
done, by bringing together all the countless millions murdered in the past, the beholder would vow that while they
lived they would do all in their power to hasten the happy
day when freedom, justice, and human love will be the only
stars that shine in the intellects of the human race.
R. R. JoNRS.

Dns MoiNns, lA., Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I Eend you two new subscribers. I am glad
to know you ha.v awakened the subscribers of THE TRUTH
SERKER, and am pleased to note the work they are doing.
I, myself, ha.v been sleeping, as it were, but when you spoke
Of leaving out U1e pictures I felt tb~t :ve co[lld not ~nd Ill~lllt

OMAHA, Feb. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: You ha.v invited your readers to giv their
opinion as to the picture-lessons. You hav kept the pictures free from anything that is vulgar or immodest. One look
to a boy will impress his memory more than ten lectures
could do. A. glan.ce ta"es in the qomic ~ud ridiculous. Giv
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the pictures to the boys. To them we must look for our .
strength in the future. I consider one boy as worth ten old
petrified Christians that ha.v a thin coat of Freethought, but
too gauzy to hide the petrifaction. They are the ones that
are so sensitiv about hurting the feelings of the Christians.
The person that claims to be with us and whines out that
way has a very tender heart, but a much more tender head.
Pictures get a boy to exa.min the Bible about the pictures,
and then he is not quite as ready to swallow all that he gets
in the Sunday-school from the holy sky-pilot. I ha.v given
you my ideas about the pictures, and inclose $5 and leave
you to say if I am in favor of pictures or not. If so, apply
S. H. S.
the " V" to pictures.
HuRoN, S.D., Feb. 4, 290.
MR. EDITOR : The new subscriber I sent, myself, and all
who borrow my copy to read, I think will vote early and
late to hav the pictures continued. My copy of the paper
goes into many hands and gets pretty thoroughly worn out.
I know the new readers of it are very often first attracted to
it by the pictures. That was the case with the new subscriber I sent in and others that I ha.v loaned the paper to,
who would many of them subscribe if they were financially
able to. As you ha.v called for an expression of the opinion
of its friends in regard to publishing the pictures, would it
not be well to call for a vote on the question of publishing
stories? I ha.v always been interested and instructed by
every number of THE T;auTH SEEKER for over ten years, but
am free to confess that during all that time if a serial story
had been published in it, probably the story would ha.vbeen
the first thing I would hav read upon picking up the paper.
At the same time I would know that there were other articles in the paper that would probably do me more good to
read and that would giv a keener enjoyment.
Very truly,
E. W. Cnouoa.
HAMILTON, Jan. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I notice with interest the letters you are
receiving from the friends of your pa.?er, especially in relation to the pictures, and among them I notice one lady who
in expressing herself on the subject of the Heaton pictures
says they are so immodest she covers over the paper fearing
her children will be corrupted by seeing them. Does this
lady also cover up her Bible to prevent her children from
seeing the vile, vulgar, obscene scenea and stories recorded
in her loved book all the way th;ough from Genesis to Malachi? If she does she is sensibly modest, but if not her carelessness in leaving her Bible exposed to her family and then
covering up THE TRUTH S!l&KER so a.9 not to be seen, seems
like "straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel," for I am
not aware of there being in circulation in the English language a book containing so many passages and stories of an
obscene nature as there are in that book. I ha.v found one
man that will subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKRR April next,
at a timehe ls to receive his money. He wants the pictures.
CARLTON RroE.
ELMIRA, N.Y., Feb. 3, 1890.
li:1R. EDITOR : I wrote you that I would pay $3-a.n additional subscription-toward defraying the expense of continuinr,: the cartoons in THR TRUTH SRRKKR. To repeat, my
"promis to pay" has always a cash value, especially when
it is greatly needed in destroying the worst system of religion
that ever cursed humanity. I hate it. I execrate it wit.1 all
my being more and more every day I liv, and I shall never
giv it one mcment's rest. If I could afford it, I would, instead of contributing $3, donate $300 in this much needed
missionary work, in behalf of our liberties. So please find
inclosed $3, for which please send me an extra copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER each week, which I will, on its immediate
arrival, mail to the a.ddreEs of some peruon who will greatly
welcome it a.I)d where it will do good missionary work for
our cause. I will circulate it around among my large
acquaintance of men on my two thousand miles of territory
traveled over, first to one, then to another. By this mode of
missionary work I hope to do even much more good than by
getting a new subscriber.
L. DEWITT GmswoLD.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Incloeed· please find an " X" to bring up
my subscription on the noble old TRUTH BEEKER; and send
me the ANNUAL, the ''Champions of the Church," and the
balance in such tracts as you think best for distribution, and
I promis you I will distribute the,m to the best of my ability.
By no means discoutinue neighbor Heston's pictures. They
are worth more than their space in reading. Think of them
offending! Why, if I were a Christian and believed as they
say they do, I should hav my walls covered with illustrations
of all the hideous acts that I credited God with. Think of
worshiping a merciful God who has slaughtered millions
and then holing shocked at seeing his holy word and actions
illustrated. Why, Christians should hav pictures on their
walls of children starving at their mother's breasts; of bears
tearing the flesh from their limbs and devouring them for
having a little fun at an aged gentleman's expense; of their
God ordering the first-born of each of their families slain ; of
men at God's command slaying fathers and sons and turning
over daughters to the soldiers. If I were a Christian I would
ha.v all these and thoma.nds of others in my house, whiie I
would sit down and with a broad, self-satisfied grin on 'my
face ask Mr. God to pleMe giv me the good things I needed
and make it hot for those that could not shut up their mouths
and open their ears and take in ali the slush that their Wllllsala.ried sky- pilots and hell-pedlers chose to pour in their ears
and ask no questions. Pictures or no pictures, I want TnE
TRUTH SEEKER, but I assure you I should feel as though l had
lost one of my best friends if they were to be missing. The
first time I get anywhere near Carthage I want to stop and
giv my neighbor and friend's hand a gc;od shake.
R. E. HARBAtTGH.
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under a slightly modified name.-Youtl!'s proaches the sides. Except where the asphalt
Companion.
is soft, the surface is intersected by large
fissures, varying from two to sixteen feet.
These fissures are at all times filled witll
Correspondence.
JJJdiUG lJf .MISS Susu H. Wu:ol!l, Fall
water. In some places, where the asphalt is
Ri~er, Mass., to tDliom all Communications forHRBB:R CITY, UTAH, .Tan. 29. 1890.
this Corner should be &mt.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I hav never written to mixed with clay or earth, may be found
the Corner before. My father has taken THE growing mosses, lichens, and other tropical
TRUTH S&&KER for twelve years. I hav read vegetation.
" Between the dark and the daYlight,
the Children's Comer quite a bit and am very
The center of the lake is called the chaudiere,
When the night is beginning to lower,
much interested in it. The snow is about all and is at all times so soft that it is impossible
Oomes a. pause in the de.y•s occupations
gone in the valley, but it is deep in ·he mounThat is known as the Children's Hour."
tains arnund us. The roads are very muddy to approach near it without incurring the
now. Four days ago there was good sleigh- danger of being engulfed. On nearing the
.ng.
center one sees and hears a constant bubThe .Mic3 and the Cheese.
I will close, wishing you all a happy New bling and puffing, accompanied by emissions
(DEAl!. Mrss WrxnN : The otbt~r day my wife's Year.
Your friend,
J. W. LINDSAY.
of gaseous substances and the throwing up
aunt repeated to my Jit•!e granddaughter thA fot(Twelve years of age.)
lowinl:! Jines of " fable she had learned in Engof a yellowish mud, quite cold and of a bitter
land sixty Years ago :J
saltness. At early morn the whole surface
·
h
·
•
·
h
·
h
BELDING,
MroH.,
Feb.
3,
1890.
Th ree m10e, avmg me.m a o1e •n a o eese,
DRAB Mrss WIXoN: I thought I would of the lake except the center is hard, but
W:here they nibbled and figured away at their write a letter for the Corner. I hav been at midday it becomc;:s so soft that it retains the
ease,
Began a discourse about this thing and that,
sick for three weeks with the measles. I go slightest impression of the lightest impress.
And at last. very naturally, spoke of the oat.
to school and study reading, arithmetic,
Said one," If I had her fast tied with a string,
spelliug, physiology, Jar guage, and writing. Whenever any asphalt is dug from the lake
With a hearty good will both her ears I would Our teacher's name is Miss Smith. I am ten the hole left is soon tlllecl up, and a perfect
wring."
years old. My papa has taken TBE TBUTH level is restored in about twenty-four to
The seaond one said," Were I strong as a bull,
SEEKER for a long time. He has a great high thirty-six hours. Any material substance of
Her nose without mercy I surelY would pull."
pile of them. My papa and mamma and any weight disappears when placed on the
The third one declared he was longing to tell her graudma hav been sick with la grippe.
He'd" kick her the next time she entered the . I think I hav written enough, so guod-bye. soft asphalt in the center. The operation
going on in the center may be compared to
cellar."
LUELLA WEBSTER.
the ebullition of a thick subst;mce in a large
[This was all she could remember, but as the
child was very anxious to know the rest of the
NoRTH HtiRoN, N.Y., Feb. 4, 1890.
boiler.
story, our aunt has kindlY composed the followDEAR Miss WIXON : I see the little girls'
There is an Indian tradition concerning
ing sequel :l
letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I thought this lake which says that the spot occupied
The oat, from her perch on a high UJ!lper shelf,
I would try to write one too. I am eight
Peeped over and laughed long and low to herself. years old and I go to school, and my school- by the lake was once a thriving village, inOh, oh ! my fine fellows," she said in her glee,
teacher's name is Erveing E. Richardson. habited by a :race of Carib Indians, but they
"What a hlly good supper I'll make of you The term will close in three weeks. I hav a offended the " great spirit " and the village
three!"
kitten and a pet chicken and a bird. This disappeared, and next morning in its place
<Now, puss, I am sorry to say, was inclined
To rather broad language in speaking her mind.) is my first letter. I will try and do better was found the Pitch lake. Of course, this
BERTHA E. WEED.
"You impudent rascal [ yon saucebox, who'd next time.
must be taken con g1·ano salus.
[Bertha has written a nice little letter and
wring
In the lake during the day, may be seen
MY ears long and hard, were I tied with a string ! we are glad to welcome her to the Corner.
large gangs of laborers digging the asphalt,
Your ears and vour head I'll hav off in a. trice,
We shall be pleased to hear from her again.which is carted by large mule carts to the
For oats m>t.ke no bones in their dealings with
En. C. C.]
mice.
shipping-places, and thence by vessel to EuroYou boastful young so amp who would fain be a
pean and American cities. The asphalt
FABmB, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1890.
bull,
'
·
DEAR AuNT SusAN : I wrote a letter to the mixed with other substances is used for pavThat my nose without mercy you surelY might
pull,
Corner which was published Feb. 8, 1890. ing the streets of large cities. It is noiseless,
If it comes to pull noses we'll see, of us two,
1 sent my post-office address, but it was not healthy, and cleanly.
E. nos SANTOS.
Which will pull to most purpose, and 'twill not be printed, and I felt so bad about it I almost
Trinidad,
WBst
Indies,
Jan.
25, 1890.
you.
cried, for I thought that if any of the boys
You poor little weakling, with legs like a stick,
and girls wanted to write to me they would
Who think YOil can hurt me by giving a kick,
address to Cedar Lake, which is not a postI'm half temPted to spare you tilt later, but, no,
office, but only a lake near our home. I
Down mY throat with the others you'll Presently thought I would write to the Corner to corgo."
rect the error as soon as possible. I thank All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
Now, a night on the housetop, instead of in bed, A.unt Susan for her pleasant remarks.
12mo, 300pp,, Sl.50.
Had given Grimalkin a cold in her head ;
Don't forget to write, boys and girls. ApDIPS ot Gold. And Other Stories
And just at this moment an unlucky sneeze
Good-bye.
Your Freethinker friend,
for Boys and Girls. 12mn, 383pp., $1.25
Caused a panic below to the mice in the cheese.
ELDA. S. BILUNGS.
Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandHelter-skelter they tumbled, one over the other,
some and Interesting Book, Without SuperstiEach one for himself, with no thought for his
tion, for Cbildren and Yout.h. 'fhe Only Freebrother;
ST. ELMO, TxNN., Jan. 25, 1890.
thinkara' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever issued.
Rolling head over heels in their fright and their
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I hav just received
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusfiutter.
THE TRUTH SEEKEB for Dec. 14, 1889, in
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
TheY landed all three in a tub of fresh butter;
which I learn of your election to the school
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
But out again quickly, with squeal upon squeal,
board of Fall R1ver, Mass. Let me congratuEaeh one feeling surely the cat a.t his heel,
late you. Although it is so long ago, THE
They scudded along o'er the rough cellar fioor,
TRUTH SEEKER says the hue and cry was set
Just in time to spring into their hole near the up to defeat you; that you would instruct
door.
the children tbat "there is no hell."
The cat, who felt better, had now, with a bound,
That Teminds me of an album verse that
AND
Alighted quite close to their hole in the ground, I wrote for a Methodist preacher a short time
TwBLVE 0THRR DrsootrnaBs Oll' REASON.
Bnt only in time, with great fury, to see
ago:
B?J 0. B. I!'ROTHINGHAM.
The tip of the tail of the last of the three,
I suppose you hav somewhere seen or heard it
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238PP-• Sl.
As they vanished below from the light of the day,
read,
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER UO.
That away down in his heal t the fool has said,
Leaving pnssy to sad meditation a prey.
"'fhere ig no God " By the same token
The wise man says i~ with his mouth wide open.
·She stood there awhile, then, as if in a dream,
'l'urning slowly around, spied a dioh of fresh
Another:
cream.
There is no Gorl. Now, do not qua"ke.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
Soon full, but not happy, she sighed once or
Tbere i• no heaven but that yon make.
twice,
There is no ghost, the-e is no elf,
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLLThere is no devil but yourself.
Then fell in a. doze, still bewailing the mice.
For Her Daily Bread 1s the swry o! two young
ThAre is no hAll to do you ill,
girls and a younger brother who were lett parent·
Now, the moral, de~r children, is clear a.s the sun:
But that you fashton as you will.
less,
with little monev, !au education, and much
Tnere
iS
no
reward
in
form
of
pelf,
Never boast of your doings until they are done.
courage, to make their way through the world by
There is no savior but yours~>lf.
Even then •tis much better to modestly say,
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
L. L. Goonwm.
"I've done what I ean in my very best way ;••
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. working girl•slifeand experience in the city of Chicago
Leaving others to judge, at least, those that are
[Thanks for your interest in the Corner, among
bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
able,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
and
for
kiad
congratulations.
May
you
soon
If you've profited aught by this plain, simple
of
human
life as we should expect Colonel Inllerrecover from your ill health, liv long, and soll to be interested
fable.
in; and whatever he admire~
and
appreciates
is sure to be worth the at ten tior
prosper.-En.
C.
C.]
{Nflwwben this is printed in THE TRUTH 8EEK1l:R
of the rest of the world
Price 25 cents.
Aunt Sarah will read it to my grandtlaul?bt."r and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
W. H. BUBR.
other llt.tle oneo.l
Washinq!On, D C, Jan.,l890.

9Jhildr~n' s

florntr.

Miss Wixon's Works.

THE SAFEST CREED,
FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Astronomy.
" Oh, what's the use of having one word
sound so much like another ?" exclaimed a
little girl, who had innocently stated that a
man stood on a parallel, instead of a parapet.
"It mixes you up so I" It does indeed, and
the results of such mixing are every day apparent, in forms more or less amusing.
"You will always be prettier than I," said
the same little girl to her sister, " because
your hair grows so even, and mine turns up
m a cow-catcher."
One day the conversation turned on astronomy, and one and another member of the
family pleaded ignorance of all but the moat
elementary knowledge of the science.
"I know the Pleiades when I see them,"
said one, " but I've forgotten how many
stars there ought to be."
"I recognize the Dipper," said some one
else, and at this point the youngest member
of the family broke in :
"And O'Brien!" cried she. ''Don't you
know O'Brien, with his sword and belt?"
Some of them thought they did, though

~citnct

g[olumn.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
About Asphalt.
DEAR ClllLDREN OF THE TRUTH SEEKER
CoRNER: As, perhaps, many of you are acquainted with asphalt, and also with asphalt
pavements, and as you might not know
where the asphalt comes from, I hav thought
for some time now to giv you a description of
the Pitch lake of Trinidad. Trinidad is a
small island on the northeast coast of Ven.
ezuela, South America. It is about seventeen
hundred and fifty-four square miles in extent,
and contains about one hundred and ninety
thousand inhabitants. The Pitch lake, or
great asphalt deposit, is situated in the southern portion of the island, at a point called
Point La Brae, on an elevation, at about one
mile inland. The lake is about one hundred
acres in extent, and its appearance is that of a
dull, still, dark waate-at1·a regna. Its shape
is an irregular circle, and its surface appears
convex, being more elevated in the center
and declining on all sides. In the center also
the asphalt is very soft, hardening us it 11p-

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a. remarkable book, in which aniver·
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sal history is "boilgd down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
1lou turn over his pages with a. fascination similar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
Irving,-[Inter-Ocean.
Pis history has a oontinuit;r, a rash, a carrying
power_,_ which reminds us str1kingly of Gibbon.LIFE OF
[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian historY, in the
first chaPter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a stYle that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
MODEBN IMIUTION OF OHBIST,
Eighth edition. Extra oloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
As
to
his Life on Earth and his Communism.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl.. New York.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer o

Joshua Davidson:

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

Creatton.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - 75 Cents.
er Tl!iB book was suppressed by the first A mer
ican p_ublis1ter·.JBI
In Your meetings, to make them lively and inter·
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK contains songs
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
·by the best poets, adapted to wel!-known tunes.
lt is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price, THE TRlJTH SEEKER ANNU A.L.
l!5 oent§,
A-ddress T-HE T:at!TH BEERB:8 CoPrice, 25 Cents.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
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TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is ~he history of an attempt to found a
church Without superstition, and its SUCCeSS.
U.ncle J ~b Sawyer, the pastor, having established
h1s pulPit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
o~ human concern, religious, p01itioal, and otherWise. The book is written in well-chosen !an.
guago, and easily understood. There is Just auffi.
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale 2.t this office. Price, !1. oo.

ROME~
CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINAlS.
AN ADDl\ESS

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,
)lF.J,JVF:lllW TIF:PORF: 'J'IJF:

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Experience,
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
Ad very or!ti.cal analysis of both Protestantism
!I-ll . Oathohc1sm, fl'om the vantage-ground of an
mt1mate personal experience with the two svstema. It. deala the most ttenchant blows which
P!J.ro logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritioal ReVIew.

Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

New Yvrk State Bar Associtttion, at Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1800.
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BY A. JACOBSON.
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trait, an1l 1\lonnment.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
With a complete list of the American subscribers the most effeotiv Iconoclast evor published.
Price only 25 cents.
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best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-ftve years. It is neatly printed on
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a fine likeness of the Venerable ed1tor of the
InvesttoatQ1'. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
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B)' Edward Hellam}",
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thoug.ht-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tr1bune.
The apJ;len.l is always made to a man's reason,
and to hls noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
ftshness.-[BostQ.n Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
b!e social state greatl;v In advance of the present.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 1100.
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ON THE WORD GOD.

By Milton Wooll~, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, Thereie no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
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Prlee, CloUt,
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38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
particularly by the young." $1.
39 Labor1s Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. .••..• 5
EATING FOR STRENGTH;
40 Poverty: It~ Cause a,nd Cure. M. G. H .. 10
OB,
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts .. - 5
FooD AND DIET IN RELATioN TO HEALTH AND WoRK. 43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
The New York HPrald. says : "Dr. Holbrook's 4.4 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
book is among the very best of its kind."
Atheist Fear lo Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
The Home ana Garaen says: "A study of this
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a 4 7 Poverty: Its Effects on the rolitical Conohoiceoffood which may save the cost of the book
dition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
MANN A. SERIES;
oreaeing health, strength, and longevity·" $1.
1 Original Manna for "God's chosen." ...... , 5
Address THE TRUTH BBEII:ER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
· 3 Ne1v Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard... 20
5 200 Questions Wichont Answers ............ _ 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ...... _.... , ....... 10
~unday and the Rabbath. " A law '1 Queries Submittell to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Ze:clons Christian....... 10
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence-" Price, 10 cents.
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.................................. _........ , 5
The False Teaching of the Chris- 9 Newoake
Life of .Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 10 .A_ Few Wmds about the Devil................ 5
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 11 New Life of Jacob .................... -..... -.... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. .Austin Holyoake ... 10
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
of a minister's praying God to kil grasshop- 14 .Acts of the .Apostles: .A_ Farce. .A.. H .... 10
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado 15 Ludicrous A~pects of Christianity. .A.. H. 10
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh ..... - 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bmdlaugh... 5
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 18
What Did .Tesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.. -- 5
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 19 New Life of Abraham, Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of 1£oses. Charles Brad augh... 5
Price, 5 cents.
.A_ Secular Prayel'. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cente 21 On
orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents_ send $1.10 worth for $1; 82.50 worth for $2;
$5 worth for S3, and $10 worth for $5.

HOW TO

Strengthen. the Memory,

Parturition Without Pain.

Marriage and Parentage.

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
This book shows that many Chnstians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.A mer!·
can Bookseller,
Argument by R. G. IngG:rsoU
One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human progIN THE
ress in all a.ges.-NattonaZ Quarter!!! Revtew.
Tbe author bas shown himself a diligent stu·
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monull'OB
ments of ancient thinking.-New Yorl: Tribune.
Reading th •s book, we lind the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
At Morristown, New Jersey.
the present da.y.-Oinctnnatt Commercial.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius: " The purest Stenoora:phtoaZl!l re:portea, ana revtsea bV the au.
thm-.
and gentlest Pj)itit of all the pagan world." Merivale ~avs : "Of all t.he line the noblest and dear- Handsome Bvo, 86 pp .. beautiful type, ftne paper,
a.t." Taine sa:vs: "The noblest stoul that ever
Price, cloth, 50 oents: paper, 25 cents, or
lived." John Stuart Mill saYs: "He preserved
$2 per dozen.
through life not only the most unblemished jusAddrss1 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tice, but the tenderest heart."
21.' Laf&YeUe Pl .. New York.
Extra Cloth, 12mo, 248 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafsyette Place. N9w Yol'\:.

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
"BLASPHEMY,"

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

r.:;...f. ·
:,

For the beDeftt of our read·
era who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binderJ
made for the purpose, ana
tw<,. ]
.with the heading of THE
TBUTB SEEKER printed in
~~~~!!!!~gold letters on the outside.
~
This binder allows the open.
JUg o the Papers perfectly ftat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the ftle without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail,_posti>..aid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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The Agn'JStio Annual
FOR 1890.
Edited by CHARLES WA'l'TS.

CONTENTS,
Ag_nostioism and ImmortalitY---- .. Samuel Lain![
Al:!onnet .... -............ -... -........ Josep_h Ellis
Wno Was Moses?.-H.J. Hardwicke. M.D., F.R.O.S.
The Comfort of Agnosticism ..... E. LYnn Lmton.
Are Miracles Credible ?_,.Constance c. W. Naden.
The Contest Between Agnosticism and Tneology,
John Wilson. M.A.
Above: A Poem. ___ ,_ ..... .- .... -W- Stewart Ross.
The Evolution of the Agno•tio Ideal
R. Bithel , B So.. Ph.D.
The New Fatalism .. --- ......... -·------ .. B. Russell.
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a God.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
F. J, Gould.
A Poem .. --- ............... -...... W. 'B. McTaggart.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and The
Free Expression of Opinions-. G. F. Underhill.
Teachings.
Fragments .... -.. _,. -.......... -. -.William Macoall.
Pdoe, 25 cents. For sale e.t this office.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of

Virtue-"
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in Praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The " Banner of Light "
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and many B~irit
nalist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York,

WHAT KIND OF A. MAN CLA.RH
BRADEN IS.
BY B. F.

UNDERWOOD.

Price, 10 cents.

125

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, .and Histp~cal
Sketches, for Farmers, MechalllCIJ.t Machm1stB,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the rub!io GenerallY, with
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and D1a~ams
mustrating some of the more Important Oompara.tiv Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of '' Cold Facts " boiled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

H. F.

UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.

FOB SALE AT THE TRUTH

SEEKER

OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Jn,
fluence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
~cientifio Materialism; Woman; SpirituatIsm from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
th~ P~litical and Religious Reformer; MaterHtlis_m aJ?-d Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
o~ Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6()
cents; cloth, Sl.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Christianity and :Materialism. 15
cents.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific lUaterialism: Its Meaning
and Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Po_ :.deal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present: Her
R.ights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.l
10 cents.

'l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-.
logical.

20 cents.

1

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A foUl'

days' debate between B. F. UNDEitWOoD
and Prof. 0. A. BURoEss, President of the·
Northwestern Christian University, In··
dianapo!is, Ind. Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A foUl':
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Rev. JoHN MA.IIPLES, Fully reported, I
~aptr, 3~ C_ln~j ~o_!h,_60 C~ta~~-- :· .
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Christ of P<lUl; or, the Enigmas of
Christianity.

Brain and. the B1ble.

Fmuds of the Churchmen of the Seeond Century
Exposed.
A Lesson in Morals.
B.Y GEORGE REBER.
P7·om. Lije.
12mo, -HlOpp.,
Price, $2.
A Trustee of the Metropolitan Museum:
'What are you doing here upon the Sabbath?"
Laboring Man : " I would like to see the
A Compendium of Universal-Histor3··
ntcrior of the museum."
'frustee (with much severity): "What!
By WINWOOD RgADE.
Upon the Sabbath? Come some week-day,
$1.75.
Sixth
edition,
54-lpp.,
blasphemous wretch!"
Laboring Man: "But I am hard at work
other days to support my family, and unless
P£CULATION~.
I see it Sundays I shall never see it at all."
Trustee: "Then never see it at all. Better With Cren,tion, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man,
stay away than jeopardize your soul.''
Judaism.
Laboring ~Ian (surprised): "Jeopardize
By H. R. Sl'EYExs.
419pp., SL50.
my soul! Why, I had heard these museums
had au elevating inf!trence."
Trustee: "Yes, but not on Sundays."
Laboring Man: "That's very curious !
A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral
Why do you think so?"
Philosophy ·of the Present Century.
Trustee: "Because it is wicked."
B,· Gucmro BARZELLOTTI,
Laboring Man : " Wicked ! I can't be"
lieve it."
Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Fiorence.
Price, $1. 50.
Chorus of About Fifty Million Americans :
'Nor we, either."
Trustee: "What, defiance? Away, im- OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.
pious brutes I Away, blasphemers!"
A Confession.
[He retires to his own house, which is filled
with beautiful works of art, and there tries to
By DAVID FruEoEmCH Sl'RAUss.
realize the enormity of their sin.]
Authorized translation from sixth German edition
I
by Mathilde Blind.
THE Rev. T. De Witt Talmage rests his J
Price,
$1.50.
principal claim to greatness on- the sweet
oratory which is his most potent weapon in HE 'LTH HIN'rS TO WOMEN
1 •
devil-fighting. Possessing a smooth, gentle,
a..
r
and ineinuating voice, he adds to it a courtliImportant Information for All, and " Danish
ness of gesture and a dignity of demeanor
Cure." With Portrait.
outrivaling even the famous orators of old.
Price, Sl,50.
By
M~rE. \Y. Scuou.
People of commercial instincts hav suggested
that Mr. Talmage might hav reached a greater
degree of eminence had he become I'ID auc- 'rhe Lr>gends of the Patriarchs and
tioneer instead of a minister, but when one
Prophets. considers the revenue he receives from the
syndicating of his sermons before they are
By S. BARING-GouLD.
preached, one must admit that his is not such Will be seized with avidity by all students of the
a bad job after all. It has often been quesBible.-[Congregationalist.
tioned which :M:r. Talmage_ . hated worse-:Price. Sl.50.
newspaper men or the deviL Some of his
_·_·_________
sermons bav been quite as bitter against the I
p
p
former as the latter. But the newspaper men I
could talk back better than the gentleman
Disconraes of Adnmced Thought.
whose office is located in the lower regions,
B . o. B. FROTHrxGH.ur and FELIX _\.DLER.
and the net result of the sermons was the
3
Price, SL
securing to Mr. Talmage of an amount of
advertising from which his quiet, retiring
nature must hav shrunk with the utmost INSTITUTION of 1lfARRIAGE.
aversion. Mr. Talmage has always been of
"\.ncl Remarkable Di,·o,·cc Cases.
opinion that St. Paul's sermon at the Acropolis
did not do justice to the place, so, after a lapse
By PmLAKTHROPus.
of some eighteen hundred years, he has gone
•
Price, SL
H6pp.
over and righted matters by preaching one of

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

SCRIPTURE S

ETHICS OF POSI'JIVISM
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his own sermons from the same spot occupied
by St. Paul. The Christian world will now
breathe easier. Mr. Talmage might best be
described as a simple, devout Christian, and
in his lexicon there are no auch words as
· bigot, fanatic, or mountebank.-Life.
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Contrast: Ev-angelicalism and
Spiritualism Compared.

IS

By KERSEY GRAVES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

J. D. SHAW'S

PAMPHLETS~

The Blbl~--;-W~at Is It~

A pamphlet contammg erght chapters m refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a. divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Stn_dies In ~~~~olo~y. A clear expositwn of the brblica.l story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ .and a.ffirmativ standPoint, showing
wrr it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Searetarv of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address T:ax TBuT:a BEEKER OoMl'Alll:r.

POSITIV.Sr CALENDAR.
Each daY and month of the year beinll: named
after the great benef11.otors of the race,
whose portraits are Riven. Instituted by Aug. Oomte.
{lards, 11114: printed on hoth sides, 25 cents; lln
two oards, 35 oen_ts_._ _ _ __

FALSE CLAIMS
OF

THE OHUROII.
J. E. RRMoBUEG.
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, 7~ cents.

BIBLE TEMPERANCE.

HEBREW MYTHOLOCY;
OR,

The Rationale of the Bible.
Holy Scriptmes Treat of'Nat.urnl Phenome!Ht Only.
By 1\IIL'I'ON WOOLEY, M.D.
Svo, 613pp.,
"
$2.50.

Faith and Reason.
ACCOUNT OF THE
Christian and All Prominent Religions Before
and Since Christ. Extract .fro~n Sacred
Books of the East.
Price, $1.50.
By H. R. S:EVE:\S.

Natm·e's ReYelations of Character.
Physiognomy Illustrated.·
By JOSEPH SIMMS, MD.
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments
and features.
260 woodcuts. Sro, 650pp., cloth, S3 ; leather,
$-1; morocco, gilt edges, :34.50.

AMB~Rl'=Y'S

UFE OF

JESU~.

Liquor-Drinkinrl Oommrmded, De
fended, ancl En:J"oined by
the Bible.
By E. c. WALKER.
10 c€nts.

ECONOM•c EQUITIE! ..
A

OoMPEND oF

Science and Theology.
ANCIENT .AND MODERN.
By J. A. FROUD E.

,_.,

Ingersoll on McGlynn.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST.

On the Labor Question.

By R. G

INGEil§OLL.

PRO\! KG
ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of OPENING SPEBOH TO THll JURY
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Centin the suit of the
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
Bankers'
and
l'llercbants' Tele
before the Christian Era.
graph CompanJ'
Full index, 446pp.,
- $1.50.
against the

THEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.

Western Union Telegraph Company
Price, 10 cents.

THE STAGE AHD THE PULPIL
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

THE

TRUTH OF HISTORY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

BY FREDERIKA JI[A.ODJNALD.
404 pages.
Price reduced to $1.

Price, 3 cents ; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per 1f0

A FEw woRDs ~ouT the DEVIL.

Is tna God of Israel the True God?

MONKS, POPES, AND 'rHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.
By J. ALBERGER.
3't6pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts ..

Na.•rativA of the Five B<>oks of Moses, Joshua.,
Judges, and the New Testament.
Price, 25 cents.

Masonic V~nalcation of Right.
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION.
By 0. B. WIUTFOllD, 1\I.D.
Piice, 15 cents.

MIRACLES

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS.
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ ad Vicegerents of God.

Christianity.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett

NEW DISPENSATION.

Price, 50 cts.

•

By D. W. HULL (8pir.).

Price, 50 cents.

LIFE OF. THOMAS PAINE.
I

By JOHN P EOK.
10 cents.

Prioe,
THE

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLlfl.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
12no, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.

Father in Heaven."

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.

By OnAs. STEPHENSoN.
1 oent; 50 cents per hundred; $3per thousand.

By J. K. INGALLS.
i'ricP,
25oents.

PERSONAL EXIB'l'ENOE
.AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLE.

l THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
j!P:J.a..ne."
:Prioe, to cents.

WI'fll
,
.
0
H
N NE '
Theological Amendment and State Persollality. i LITERATURE F T E I SA
By ,Tos. K Prcur;:.
1
By F. R. MARVIN.
25 cents.
Price,
,
5cents.
PriE.e,

I
,

AND

MIRACLE- WORKERS.

Lithograph of Bennett Monumnt.. Price, - - - • - t5ctnts.
In4colors,22x2s. Heavyplntepapm·.
~ECONOMIC EQUITIES: "011r

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER OO.,
IS La.fanue :Pl •• NewYork.

30o. per dozen, $2 per 100.

3~.,

Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 25.

With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra. cloth, gold ba.ok and side stamp, 12mo,
260 PP., $1.25.

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

SOUL PROBLEMS.

_____

Price,
_____________
211 Jenta.

LAY SERMON.

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer.: CASE A.GA.INSl' THE CHURCH.
By c. SOTHERAX.
A Summary of the Argu'ments against

With Remarks on Ronssean and Com to.
By C.UVI:\ BLANCHARD.
40 cemH.
Paper,

oF

E:s:OIIANGE.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, 21 cents.

Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Heavy plate paper 22x28.

LAws

THE NATURAL

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND

His Character and Doctrines.
From the" Analysis of Religious Belief."
By VIBCOUNI' AMBERLEY.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

By CHARLES BRADLAUGH.

Col. Kelso's Works.

goes not eo far to sustain Spiritualism as tG
~how that Christians are inconsistent in denymg the alleged truths of that philosophy.
moth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

As TO NEw HALL OoNVENT.
And a. Few Words on Auricular Confession,
Price, 10 cents.

By MOSES Hui,L (Spir.) and
ltE\', W. F. PARKER (Chris.).
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL 8KETOHRS AND EsSAYS.

BY JOHN LORD P£CK.
Hymns, and Recitations.
The readers of this paper can find some gmuine For Organizing Societies; for Muria.ges, Fnnerwhich, in the words of
a.ls, Naming of Infant•• Obituaries, Epione of their own writers, "rsac2eB forward to
taphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal and
graPp some philosophy of life and its myriad mea
Spiritualistic Hvmns for
some teaching that shal!crystalliza around this
l:!ooial and Various
present life and lift it to a pedestal hit•,erto unPublic Occasions.
k nown-eome lofty purpose that shall fill and
Price, 75 cents.
lSmo, 550pp.
thrill all with a new and gloriou~ enthudasro."
This is what the book really accomplishes. To
obtain it inclose pi ice, $UO, to the
EMPrnE BooK BOllEAU, 28 LafaYette Pl., N6w York. Auricular Confession and Nunneries.
By W. HOGAK.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Spiritualism Sustained. Thia work

HER AWfUL DISCLOSURES.

SPIRI'IUALISll OR C!IRISTIANITY7

NATHt\.NIEL VAtJGHl.N.
.A Radical N~vtl of Marked .Ability.

Conslruclive F1·eet11ougltt,

8vo, 833pp.,

AND

Price, 3 cents; so cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.

THE

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth. $3.

WHICH:

Inquiry into the Claims of Bibiical Inspiration
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.
By A. H. O'DOXOGlll:E.
Price,
$1.

By MoSES HULL.
Paper, 60 cents ; cloth, S l.

Kingdom of' the Unselfish. Trntlt Seeker Collection of Forms,

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

Crerd of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrnsted wit.h its Superstructmo.
B~, W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol, 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

.AN

BUSINESS PBINOIPLES.
PERSONAL nniORTALITY
She: "He is a brilliant preacher, but rather
AKD 0TITER PAPERS.
too worldly, I think. The man who works
Candid
Arguments
for and Against Immortality.
for the Lord expects to get paid as well as the
By JosiE 0PPEKfiEDI.
Price, 75 cents.
rest of you."
He: "Yes, and he doesn't wait till he gets
to the next world to collect it, either."-Life. SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.

CONSTRUCTIVE FREETHOUGHT

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALJ,.
Prt :fncc by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable>.
Price, $1.

SISTER LUOY

For-all of the above books address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
IS Lafa:vetie :Pl.. NewYork.

By L. R. EMITH.
10 cents-

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS Il\T
PLA.CE OF CHRISTIANI1.'Y.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
2S Lafayette Pl., New York
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Tr-c.th Seeker Tracts.
NOTE.-Those tracts are especially intended
for distribution ItS l•'reetlJOugl•t lllissionnry documents. ··when sending subscl'iptions for yom
1'rnth Seeker, or money for hooks, please add
whatever you can f<H' tracts, and, 'vhen received,
hand them tnoaud among your neig!JlJors, Ol'
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
ct.c. 1'.o allow mach to be dono in this way with
n, !itt)<, money the following discounts arc made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' wo•·th, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ton dollars' wortb, GO off. This rate
of disconn t i~ given on these tracts only. Please
order l•Y numbers. 'l'ho nnmhors not mentioned
tll'C out of print.
22 Discussion \'lith Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
Bonnett......... 3
2!l Paino Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
Rl Got\ am\ Gotl·Houses......................... 2
il5 Moving tho Ark. Bonnett................... 2
:l7 Sho1·t Sermon. RGv. 'l'heologicns, D.D.... 2
as Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. .••.•. 2
:l9 The True Suint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
4:! Christianity a Borrowed S.ntem. Bennett. 3
47 Cmclty & Credulity of the !Inman Rn,ce.... 3
4fl Sensible ConclnsiouR. K E. Guild.......... IS
!i2 J\Iarplcs- Umlcrwood Debate. Underwood. 3
G:l QuestionR iiJr Bible Worshipers ............. 2
fi,i Open Letter to Jesus {)]u·ist. Dermott.... o
fi8 Pmpheeios.
Uudorwood ... .................. 2
G2 'l'!Jl, .k11·s am! their God ..................... 10
G:l 'I' he De.1·iJ's Duo Bills. Syphers............ 3
G-t Ills we Eulluro-Canse and Cure. Bennett. 5
G5 ShortSernwn. N o.2.Rcv.'l'heolog-icus, D.D. 2
G7 Sixteen 'l'ruth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
70 Vicarions Atonemcut. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 \
71 Paino's Anniversary. C. A. Cudman....... 2
7:1 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
7-t Daniel in tho Lion'~ Don. Bennett.......... 2
75 An Hom with the Devil. Benuett.......... 10
76 Heply to l~. F. Brown. Tiounett............ 3
7 7 The Fear of Death. D. J\I. Bomwtt.......... 5
81 llcrcaftor, or tho Half-way House. Sypher. 2
8~ Christian Courtesy. D. M. Beunett......... 1
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Dr R P. Fellows is an outspoken In.tinel and a
verY. successful pb;sician. He is wortuy of an
extensiv patronage.-ThB Lt/Jeral.
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AT Newburgh, N.Y., 8u'nday hefore last,
durh1g a church service, Jacob Zm~<ler rose
and began clapping his hands. Then he
hustltd the othtr occupants out of .the pew,
took a position in the aisle and bowed to the
pastor, and sauntt:red out. He had long
been in a state of religious €xcitement, and
his mind had given away.

~EEKER,

FEBRUARY 22. 1890.

IOODS i\ND. RELSCIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
ANCIEN'!' AND MODERN TIMES.
AND REFORMERS~
Vo'!, I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- B~ographies of 300. of the L!Ja.ding Philosophers,
:reachers, BkeptlOih..lnnovators, Founders of
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Netyv Schools of ·~·nought, Eminept_ BoienJesus Chr1st, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
svo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
1sts, eta. (\_Vho were not Ohnstians),
the Religions Systems of the World.
from the ttme of Menu to the presSvo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
ent. Svo, l,075pp,, cloth, $3;
2 vola .• $5; leatl:~.r. $7; moleather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
BY D. M. BE~"'NETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
'!'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y.

PARTS of China are distressed by famin.
COLORADO BUffered a
blizzard on the lOth.
M:u:xroo is suffering
badly from the grip.
ST. Loms bad two mild
earthquake shocks on the
lOth.
GENERAL BEERMAN has
just celebrated his seventieth birthday.
LINOOI.N's birthday was
commemorated with enthusiasm in all the larger
cities.
ANDREW CARNRGI.B: will
expend $1,000,000 in
public libraries for Pittsburgh.
0YST&R vessels about
Maryland and Virginia
rt>port the loss of twenty
lives by storms.

TBE cause of knowledge, in a more en.
larged sense, the cause of general knowledge
and of popular education, had no warmer
friends, nor more powerful advocates, than
Mr. Adams and Mr. Jefferson. On this
foundation, they knew, the whole republican
system rested; anti this great and all-important truth they strove to impress by all the
means .in their power.
Mr. Adams expresses tho
strong and just sentiment, that the education
of the poor is more important, even to the rich
themselvs, .than all their
own riches.
On this
great truth, indeed, is
founded that unrivaled,
that invaluable political
and moral institution,
our own blessing, and
the glory of onr fathers
-the New England system of free achoola.D£mitl Wtbste?'.

I

WE are getting more
real solid sense.
The
school-house is the finest
building in the villagt>.
We are writing and reading more books; we are
painting and buying
more pictures ; we are
struggling more and
more to get at the philosophy of life, of thing@.

FIFTY women of Lathrop, M:o., will be indicted
for breaking into saloons
and emptying the liquor.

-Ingersoll.

THB: ruinous consequences of standing armies to free communities
THE sentence given the
may be seen in the hisyoung duke of Orleans
torie B of Syracuse,
for returning to France
Rome, and many other
i& two years' imprisononce flourishing states;
rr;ent.
·
some of which ha v now
AT H u 11 , Canada,
scarce a name ! Soldiers
trouble between the rival
are taught to consider
religions is at such a
arms as the only arbiters
hight that militia are
by which every dispute
held in readiness.
is to be decided between
BOAZ IS FRIGHTENED.
contending states; they
A REPORT from Iowa
are instructed implicitly
And it came to pass, at midnight, that the man was afraid, and turned himself; and, behold, a woman lay at his
reveals that fourteen of
to obey their commandfeet. And he said, Who art thou? And she answered, I am Ruth thy handmaid; spread therefore thy skirt over thy
the state superintendents
ers, without inquiring
handmaid; for thou art a near kinsman.-Ruth iii, 8, 9.
and four-fifths of the
into the justice of the
teachers there are women.
cause they are engaged
to support; hence it is, that they are ever
INOENDIARIRB seem to be making efforts to
to be dreaded as the ready engine of tyranny
destroy the town of Marcelline, Mo., and hav
and oppression.-Joseph Warren.
burnt thus far many of the best buildings.
SINCE January 1st 42 burglaries and highway robberies hav been committed in the
neighborhood of Reading, Pa., by a band of
tramps and outlaws.
FEELTI'G against England is still strong in
Portugal. It is rumored that that nation has
invited Spain to unite with her and take -Gibraltar from England.

TH~

Truth Seeker 1L\nnual

GoVERNOR L t RRABEE of Iowa in his message
advocates the Australian ballot system and
municipal suffrage for women, and condemns
any form of saloon license.

-AND-

BRAZIL has esi·ablished national holidays,
one being July 4ch, probably out of compliment to the United States. Our country has
given the new government official recognition.

Jfrt~~hinht~~t ~Imattat,

THE Manitoba legislature on the 12th abolished the use of French as an official language. The French members made a bitter
resistance, and will carry an appeal to the
throne.

1890.

OcEAN vessels are troubled by bergs and
packs of ice that hav been blown down as
far south as the course of European steamers.
One field of ice that a ship had to skirt was
174·mlles long.

+WITIJ+ ILLU$TR1UIOU$.+

CE.

Iill.

CON':t'EN':t'S.
PAGE.

Calendar for x8go,

THE volcano of Mount Zoo, Japan, recently
had an eruption by which the top of the
mountain was lifted off. Dwellers near by
fled, and though a village was destroyed only
one life was lost.
IN consequence of the emperor's profession
of readiness to inaugurate some scheme to
better the workingman's lot, the Socialists of
Germany will not hold their proposed general
labor strike in May.
A BAPTISM in the Ohio river of converts
from Utica, Ky., on the 5th, was scandalized
by a sad hair-pulling and scratching fight between two of the female candidates as they
were about to enter the water.
THE pastor, or prophet, of the Shermanites
a religious sect in St. Clair county, Ala., pre~
dieted that the world would end on the 16th
and ~~:reat numbers of people neglected work
a?d maddened themselvs with religious exCitement for weeks until the final disappointment.
A FEw days ago at Crawfordsville, Ark.,
a mob took a man named Corvett to the
scene of a murder he had committed and with
a hatchet cut off his arms, legs, and neck.
He had assaulted and murdered a Miss Goes,
and then returning home drunk, told his
wife, and threatened to kill her if she told.

290.)
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Faded Flowers.
Remsburg,
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Poem by J. E.
24

The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
T. B. \Vakeman,
26
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
(Saladin),

· 36

Re=ord of the Spanish Inquisition,

44

Dates of the Fabrication of Some
Roman Catholic Dogmas,

44

The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
Gardener,

Illustrated, -
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The Supernatural \Vorld,
The Reformation,
Future Terrors,

69
70
71
73
77

The Inventions of Scien.ce and the
Inventions of Christianity. Illustrated,

79

Freethought Journals in the United
States,

96

In Sea;:-ch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
Why I Left the Church.
cost,

45

NEW-YORK:

H. 0. Pente109

EvERY war terminates with an addition of
taxes, and consequently with an addition of
revenue; and in any event of war, in the
manner they are now commenced and concluded, the power and interest of governments are increased. War, therefore, from
its productivness, as it easily furnishes the
pretense of necessity for taxes and appointments to places and offices, becomes the principal part of the system of old governments;
and to establish any mode to abolish war,
however advanta~~:eous it might be to nations,
would be to take from such government the
most lucrativ of its branches. The frivolous
matters upon whh·h war is made, show the
disposition and avidity of governments to
uphold the system of war, and betray the
motivs upon which they act.-Paine.
CoNDITION of Europe under the religious
rule of the Middle Ages: A general eclipse
of common sense and science. A wide-spread
epidemic of anti-naturalism, miracle-worship,
and self-torture. Rapid decline of industry.
The neglect of rational agriculture turning
thousands of fertil fields into deserts. Systematic suppression of political, personal,
and intellectual liberty. Religious terrorism,
culminating in man hunts and whole!ale
massacres. General ignorance, brutal abasement of the lower classes. Sqnalid misery
of domestic life, general indifference to the
beauties of nature and the blessings of health.
A. thousand years' interregnum of science,
faith usurping the throne of reason, every
branch of human knowledge withered by
the poison of supernaturalism, literarv activity limited to the production of homilies and
miracle-legends, education devoted to the
suppression of natural instincts aRd the substitution of submissiv belief for the love of
truth and free inquiry. Decadence of the
fine arts, natural science merged in a deluge
of superstition.
Summary:
Darkness,
misery, and slavery.-Prof. 0Bwald in The

Secret of th1 East.

AT that period ·of human society [before
1789], what was the people? It was ignorance. What was religion? It wua intolerance. And what was justice? It was injus.
tice.- Victor Hugo.
CHRIBTIA.NITY has dreamed a sad. dream and
does not welcome the morning with joy.
The mother tells her falsehoods to her child,
but, thank heaven, the child does not grow
up in its parent's ahadow.-Tlwreau.
I BELIEVE that every good father and good
mother wants to see the son and the daughter
climb higher upon the great and. splendid
mount of thought than they reached.-lnger.
BOll.
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--MARRIAGE

Jlotts and fllippinns.
THAT polyphonous old polysyllabist, Josephus Cook, exclaims the Sun, discussed
the following topics during his talk jamboree
in Boston yesterday : " Minority Rule in
Congress; Remnants of Rebellion in Washington ; Ballot Reform; State and National
Reform in Congressional Proceedings ; the
Pan-American Congress." Josephus can
pump more wind into his organ of speech
than any other living man. It is curious to
think how many cases of deafness would not
hav occurred if he had been born dumb.

AS

A

ten and twelve children, and, following his
good example, Premier Mercier proposed the
measure, which was adopted by the Quebec
legislature. The effect upon the community,
the government contend, will be not only to
encourage domestic habits, but to engender
and cement a feeling of paternal regard
between the two noble races of which the
population is composed.
THE TRUTH SBBKBR, with its usual saga.
cious enterprise, has published in its columns
a Symposium upon Freethought. The questions submitted for answers are the ·following: "Is there an Affirmativ, Positiv, Constructiv side to Freethought P If not, the
reason why'? If there be, in what, in your
opinion, does it consist, and in what should
it consist?" Most of the prominent writers in
the Freethought ranks hav replied to the
queries; and, so far as we hav seen, they all
a:~ree that Freethought has an ''Affirmativ,
Poaitiv, and Constructiv side." As it should
be, Colonel Ingersoll leads off in the Symposium. We are glad to announce that the
whole of the papers will shortly be published
in pamphlet form at a low price, and thus
our readers will be able to peruse the various
speeches in their entirety.-Secula:r Tlwugltt.

TliB Telephone, England, says: Probably
the most dangerous trust is the Lord trust,
in which the Lord is trusted to do certain
things that the trusters are too lazy and shift.
less to do for. themselvs. You may trust to
your banker to take care of a promissory
note for you when it becomes due, if you
first deJ;;osit a sufficient sum to meet it; and,
by the same token, you can trust to the Lord
to bless you in your undertakings, if you put
up the collaterals, Industry, Energy, and
Faithful Application. If anyone claims that
this doctrin is not taught in the Bible, we
DR. DB WITT TALMAGE, says T1•1.tth, is
can answer, like the backwoods preacher,
probably
one of the most audacious humbugs
" It ought to be."
·
in the orthodox pulpit. Here he has been on
THE bill of the Quebec legislature to gra-nt a flying visit to Jerusalem, said to be in the
one hundred acres of land to farmers having interest of a publishing house that desires him
twelve living children is creating considerable to write a lite of Christ. While in that hiscomment throughout the province, and every toric city he went up a hill that he supposed
one is figuring in the glorious expectation of to be Calvary, and thinking it would be a
claiming the rich prize offered and bonus good speculation tried to buy it, but there
given for productivness. Louis XlV. (Louis being a Moslem burying-ground there it could
the Great) (·,ffered a premium on families of not be purchased. He then, to use his own

"SACRAMENT."

words, rolled a reddish. stone down the hill,
had it loaded on the back of a camel, and
brought it home to be the corner-stone of his
new temple. To the ordinary scholar this
must all be very side-splitting, for the ordinary scholar knows that the traditional Calvary is covered by a church and is within the
walls of the present city, and Dr. Talmage
would hardly attempt to buy the Church of
the Holy Sepulcher. And this is the man
who is going to write a life of Christ and
took a dash at the wrong sites before doing
it. If he had only employed the common
research of a conscientious preacher and consulted Schaff or Strong or any of the multitudinous books on Jerusalem which ought to
be in his own library, he would not hav made
this mistake.
AT the dinner of the Legal Protectiv Asso.
ciation of Cigar Manufacturers at Delmonico's
on the evening of the 20th, David Hirsh, in
speaking for" The Cigar Industry," referred
to Colonel Ingersoll as a divine who had dignitl,ed the gathering with his presence. Colonel Ingersoll kis~ed his hand in recognition of
the cheers with which this compliment to him
was greeted. General Woodford referred to
his near neighbor as the Rev. Robert G
Ingersoll, and remarked that time had hung
both their scalps to his girdle. Colonel Ingersoll spoke for "Tobacco." "As to baldness
being a sign of age," he said, "the youngest
persons I ever saw· were bald. Now as to
my toast, I am called upon to speak for the
divine plant called tobacco. I hav loved it
all my life-that is, since I was ten years old,
and I liked the first chew of ol:l plug I put
into my mouth as well as I do now. There's
too much hypocrisy about the use of tobacco;

thousands use it and lie about it. I want you
to use it and defend its use, because it adds
something to the value and happiness of life.
In spite of the thunders of the pulpit and the
anathemas of physicians, its use is increasing,
and this is because the brain of man craves it.
What would we do without it? Think of
waiting for a train without tobacco! Think
of crouching in the deadly rifle-pit without
tobacco! What would those do who add
value to life by spanning the world with the
rainbows of fancy without tobacco? All use
tobacco and are the better for it. Hav the
courage of your happiness and defend its use.
Tobacco is a luxury, and on that account I
want the tax on it removed. No matter what
necessari~s cost, I want cheap 1uxuries. They
say luxuries should be taxed because the rich
pay for them. Why, labor pays all the taxes
in the world! It is the only solvent thing
beneath the stars. The diamonds which glisten on the bosom of beauty are paid !or by
labor. I want tobacco. absolutely free in
these United· States. Some want poor devils
to do all the work in this world and smoke in
the next. I want them to smoke in this.
The fumes which arose from the pipe of
peace of the Indian were as different from the
clouds of war as heaven and hell-are there
any such places ? Tobacco is the best plant
that grows on the face of the earth. Personally, I would rather do without any other
vegetable .. I pity the ancients, who had to do
without it, and I envy Columbus, who was
the first European to see its smoke rise over
the f11ir isle of Cuba. This new world has
given no better gift to mankind than the celestial leaf. Gentlemen, giv us straight goods,
and future generations will rise up and call
you blessed."
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whereupon a number of Christian divines, dissenters
of the Church of England, swooped down upon poor
Ballard with a view of showing him, first, that he
W r·a no On• rt""'I."D "nd sncond that t"f heW""' he knew
'l'he. Church and . the Stage.
"'
"" "' writ.
'"
"
't,he first point
.. .,,I express
nothing
of holy
Upon
To large-mmded persons, xt mny. seem a work of no opinion, but ou the second I am inclined to think
supererog~tion to gravely consider iu tbie rHh"sncGd, tbat M1e orthodox clergy hav the best of the argu~
age of the wor1d's progress, the question of the util-I ment.
..
ity of tha stage as a .f&dor in the education of the
Sm·iptm-sl tt<:dfl in favor of amusements of any sort
people, snd I readily :>cknowledge that in again ex- we may ssek for in vr.in.
posir.g the falii\Oies and absurdities in the arguments
C.hrist.ians ara adjured to think not of the things
Ul'ged against such amusements as are afforded st t.he of this world, but of the glory of the next. .
theater I am doing something very much in the
"Beware" says the New Testament "lest any
nature cf " slaying a dead horse.''
man spoil you through philosophy and' vain deceit,
But when my opponents imdst not only that the <1fter the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the
defunct creature is still alive, hut in ''splendid ean world, and not after Ohrist" (Col. ii, 8). And Chrisdition,".~t is nec~_ssary ~o sh~w that_ t.be pole·.sx ?f / ti<ms are further warned: "But though ws, or an
reason md actmu;y ps:dorm 1~s work Effectually m ~ugel from heaven, preach sny other gospel unto you
the past sud tl:nt the ssma w!:spon is fit for similar tban that which wa hav preached unto you let him
execution to·dsy.
be accursed" (Gal. i, 8, 9). Of course if this world is
THE STAGE A POWERFUL RIYAL.
1 "a vale of tears" to be borne with lowline~s of spirit
The ~ruth if', tbe st::;;ga l.l?.s >'i'Oil a }' :.::-ition ii1 th~ land submission, anything that is calculated to make
world of _s.rt. whi?b. Lus our;:,binea a~Lt•ek;; of the 1 one .fo~'get t~e sorr~w and pain of life ma;v from a
clergy ~nu pr,ous 1~yms:u, however asmch.wusly pur-, O~ns_tHm po:nt of. VIew be regarded as ~ s.m. And
sued, wrll fatl .. o des•roy.
this ;s the v1ew taken by one of the Chnstl!lon oppoNo doubt t.h!l cier:gy feel that the stage is a very nents of Mr. Ballard, who sums up that gentleman's
powerful rive.i to the church; and the clergy hate philosophy in the following way: "Let us eat, drink,
nothing so mueh ail competition.
and be msrry, while life lasts; for
Persons who regul~>rly patronize theaters, moreTHERE IS NO HELL;
over, even if they be of a religious turn of mind, get
weaned from attendance at church in time-at all or; if there is, God is too good to send any of his
eve:ntB, from the Prote.,tant Gllu:rch.
I ~reaft~lre~ there exc~lplthfor a bsh~rt t~me; a~d if f~ou
uo a1 llere you w1 1av a ·ScHlr C.iltmce nerss. ~er,
THE CATHOLI C CHU RCH IS MORE ARTISTIC
: ·
·
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·
e
;
t" 1 SI!d are
sura to'h,
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g1ven
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h"18 f 6 11
ists with orchestral accompaniment-is at once ~ .ear . .ee_ ~r .
.ows cou
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pany; princes and kings "command " him to visit
their nalacea and entertain them.
The anonymous divine goes further and affirms
that "theaters are such schools of profanity, immorality, a<1d irreligion that every neighborhood where
t~ theater stands is infected as with a moral leprosy.
The generality of those who attend theaters are
rake!!, gamblers, drunkards, fast men and loose
·woman.''
Profane and irreligious the people who attend
theaters may be, but their morality is probably
equal, if not superior, to that of many who attend
church.
·
Tbil!! parson admits that out of 649 prisoners in a
certain jail 593 had been Sunday-school scholars;
and I hav no doubt that a siudy of the statistic;Js
would show that a majority of criminals in this conntry ara not drawn from the irreligious theater-goers,
but from the ranker" who profess and call themselvs
Christians," and who occasionally, if not regularly,
attend either cturch or chapel. A study of history
furth~r demonstril.tes that prostitutes in all countries
are believers in religion; and though it m&y be true
that they sometimes ply their abominable trade oute>ide theaters, it is equally true that they do the same
tbing outside churches and chapels in all large cities.
At length, however, the le!.lrned divine reaches his
great point, and that is this, that stage plays are in
tbemselvs bad, and therefore even the pure· minded
ar;d the cultured hsv nothing to learn from witnessing a performance of t.hem. With Cowper he affirms:
From first to last it was an evil place,
For such things are acted there as make
The devils blush, and from their neighb::>rhood
Angels and holy men trembling rett"re
·
"'h
a· . · ·d
t d"lSCrimma
. . t e. H e
.1.· e anonymous 1vme oes no
condt1mns all plays alike at one stroke.
more dramatic and impressiv than that of the Church 1 n~ tnoug~t tna~ ::m,Y. 0 ~ them .~Y atttandkt_ng .~
Shakspere, Beaumont !\nd Fletcher, Addison,
of E land
ea er was mcreasmg ms c !mces, 1 no ma mg 1 Sheridan, Oliver Goldsmith, Sheridan Knowles, W.
og
· ".
h
f C ;. • ..
. t .
a cert3inty, that he would go there.
1
H ence wa v~ry rsre.y
ear o a lh!lOllc pnss mA
F
'h" k I h
b . f .
I h
G. Wills, Palgrsve Simpson, H. J. Byron, James
1 • II
veighing egainst the theder.
s 8 .ree~ m er,· . av. no e116- lU a ~e ~
av, .A.lberry, Tom Taylor, Henry Arthur Jones, Robert
I d d · b"s
~ 00 0 b ·
however, a strong behef m the healthfu, ana educa- Buchanan, Henry Petitt, and George R. Sims, all
1 sse th ·ator'- o ld'
c'.ul'l
~n . 8 t 1...
·acns "p·pee:r
<t·
~~ous_· tions.l value of· the theater. But let us ::ee
11
..,
"'
o f~ow
·rgeut tho~
, ali ~m menrev&
est.imated at the same value and their works uncereM:ua~ye
1
times the church was t>rt.istie, and passion nl&ys
WHAT ARE THE CHARGES BROUGHT
moniously pronounced worthless. But let us brie:tly
were given in connection with it-plays in ~hich by.this_ anonymous :parson against the promoters and consider
Jesus Christ was hero, the Virgin Mary heroin, and p!!c;omzers of .publw s.mme::ne:ds..
.
THE PROVINCE oF THE STAGE
Judas Isce.riot the heavy villain. Whether comedy
~1 e:re are hls. "'2rds, let us .~et them out Ls.nd ~x- nnd see how far it fulfiil.; its purpose. What, then,
scenes were sandwiched between the more serious amm them. F:~fl., 'Y~at are tne res;;Its, ~o~ of m- is the function of the stag;;-the ultimate object of
~me~, I am _unable to say!.?ut cHtain it is i:.hat many nocLent, but ?f . devlhsh amusemen~, as It x,s ~ro· tbe play~
mtrws.te pwts Vi ere bum out of very scanty, un- m~~ed by th~ chuy,che.;:_, snd Sun~a:r-~choo,s, ,.~a
Ruskin say!!, ".All good art is didactic in its
dramatic though perfectly r;criptural mf!terials. Even ~~l~h ~r. ~allard, one H' esleyan mnnsrer, s;~ks "0 essence," and this is as true of the histrionic as of
1
in the reign of Hsnry II." holy pls:~s" were given JU.etify · Vie answer, When the P~Pu;a;;ron
of nny other art. Shakapero defines the object of the
regularly to set forth mirttoles. Nor ·ie this ali. All LrvHpool w~;; 400 000 the S:Obbrtth mormng 13 8 tbmd- drBma to be to "hold up, as it were the mirror to
the best tunes of the church were taken from operatic 1 !<;ce,.on ~:hue _wm.al:Hp w,as about 1~0,000. . Twenty- nature; to show virtue her own. feature, scorn her
sources. In fact for anes
1 mgb ye.« il later, when tne populatwn had mcreased own imsge, and the very sge and body of the time, his
ALL ART WAS 'IN TH~ KEEPING OF THE CHURCH.
l 600,000, with &n incrssee of churches, chapels, and form and pressure."
The great sculptm·, the grc·"t :wti;;t, tb<; gn:at mu2i· I Sunday schools and ministers, etc., "the devil's misBut do the plays of our day properly fulfill their
cian-euch fom:.d he could liv only by working in sion of amusement and the new theology," had be- funct!.on ~
connection with the popular faith.
oo~e 8 ~ popular that .A.rchde~con Farrar could pre- 1 In my judgment they d~ Of course it is no
When, therefore, Christians insist that srt was sua- clmm au obe 0,~urch congress m Manchester,
good to present the highest form of art to the poor,
tained and nurtured by the church, it is enough to
HELL HAS BEEN BANISHED
uncultured work-people who :flock to the theaters
reply that the church at this time .h!~-d all the wealth, from neurly Gvery pulpit in Engl!md," the Sunday from the pom·er neighborhoods of the metropolis, or
all the learning, all the power, all the influence-and morning- attendance on pubiic worship ws.s found to in the province!;!. They would not understand it
artists had no option but to work for the church or be 60,000, Gr 40,000 less out of 600 000 tbtm when sr.d it would hav few charms for them. As well
the popul::<don wfls c:nly 400,000, and foolish amuse- try to teach them mathematics before they underperish.
It is also true that too many great artists wero meilts were net allowed, SI!d · miniE~tErs were in the stand the elGmentary rules of arithmetic; as well
profoundly imbued with the spirit of religion-they re~n!ar habit of pn:achi;::g, to use the words of Mr. endeavor to make them appreciate the best music
were sincerely in earnest about it; and this in addi- I Ballard, in terms that gathered blackness like a before they bav had the slightest training in melody,
tion to their earnestness, entbuaiaem, and love for hailstone passing down a chimney, "as their prede- as expect them to understand and appreciate true
their art contributed toward the creation of those ceBsors had done fc1· the last ihr:::e hundred ysars.''
acting or great plays until they hav received the
magnificent works of art which are• a living menu.A. f!lliing off of the Sunday morning attendance at neesssary instruction to fit them to understand them.
ment to the genius of many of the great dead.
church in Liverpool is due then, according to this But the church is responsible for a good deal of this
A time came, however, when the church lot>t its divine, to the Saturday night rush to tbe theaters. lack of appreciation. The clergy hav libeled the
power with the inteiligent portion of thr, community, This explane.tion has, st leS~st, the merit of novelty. actor's calling, denied its utility, and the people bav
and with it came a gradual decadence of v,rt. !Ddeed, The probability is, however, that the decrease ia due received no encouragement to patronize and support
when the puritanical spirit b."d got a ntrong hold of to an altogether different cause. It may be that the the art-end in the past until the education act of
the people, art, science, m.1d literature were tempora- common o;ense of the people has enabled them to 1870 their education was entirely neglected.
rily banished-!'.Dd a strong :rspugn&nce was rrw.ni- discover that t.he clergy hav nothing to teach. In
D2epite all this the drama, during the last quarter
fested by the clergy toward ail kinds of amuse- t,hat cv.se the church suffers from having
of a century, has greatly improved, and classical
BEEN FOUND ouT.
pls.ys hav been represented at West End theaters
menta.
Religion alone was sacred-gil art was he~ ted. as
The people seem to hav had enough of the "fool. with unparalleled success. "Hamlet," with Mr.
profane, and the church vigorously denounced per- ieh amusements" provided by m:thodox entertainers. Henry Irving e.s the prince, had a phenomenal run
sons who att~;nded theaters and other places of They hav done with cant; end in future prefer to of three hundred nights at the Lyceum, and this waR
public amusement as wicked and conupt beings who take their plea~;m·e in amusements that please, in- followed by" The Merchant of Venice,"" Much Ado
were hurrying rapidly down tbe '• broad path that stead of at B sort of entert&ining penance.
About Nothing," "Mecbat.b," and other plays of the
leadeth to destruction." With tho ae<l~ssioa of
It is consequently an r;greeable fact to find tbat higherat order, all of which were duly appreciated by
Puritanism came a period of u:nspeekable gloom.
there is a considerable falling off in church attend- the educated classes. During the last quarter of a
HE WHo LAUGHED WAS A BLASPHEll-IER.
!mce, and it would be Btill more gratifying to learn century, too, the theater-going public hav been able
And he who endeavored to make Jifa in thia world that those who hav ceased to attend church hav to witness such distinguished tragedians as Salvini,
pleaeant and. coa:.fm'tabla deserved nothi;Jg short of found some other place where 6lntertninment and in- PhelpEI, Creswick, Edwin Booth, Charles Dillon
everlasting punishment in hell fire.
atruction are imparted of a higher and more bene- Barry Sullivan, and Henry Irving; such honorabl~
Some Chdstiano who arB favorable to the star~e ficia1 cha.racte:r.
artistes as Ellen Terry, Mary Andersen, Mrs. Herto.di~<y urge thBt t.he theater has ve,ry much improved
The second charge of this anon;ymous pllr.son is, mann Vezin, and such capital comedians as David
since these ancient pm:ikuicul daye, and EO also, we i;hat "actors and actresses never hav been and never Jamee, J. T. Toole, Cb&s. Wyndham, Lionel Brough,
may reply, has the Church. Many of t.he old and crm be regarded as a respectable class of society."
Beerholm Tree, Mat Robson, Edward Terry, etc., and
barbarous doctrine l1av been con~:;iderably modified,
It is perfectly hue that, in the past, the actor a number of excellent actora of second rank hav apeve:n w~ere they av not ~een fi.bandon~d altogether. ·found som.e difficulty alike in taking his proper posi- peared at minor theaters for. the edification and
But still eome of !ihe old school of t:.w Christians tion in society and in the world of art. But this amusement of the populace.
mrvive r,ud hilv recently revived t.he "tha~ter" con- was largely due to a religious prejudice against his
On the whole the plays presented, at all events in
troverny in Er;gl~:.nd again. ·
"cr:.lling." An actm· waa a sort of outcast. Re!ig- London, hav been of educati.?nal and moral value.
A Wesleyar:; minister nam.ad the Rev. Fnmk Bal- oua folk regarded him as bad-because he made Who that saw the late John Clayton as Hugh Trtvor
lard a &hort time flgo wrote an inoffensiv pamphlet people forget the supposed horrors in store for them in " All for Her," could doubt tbat the stage may be
on '' Modern Church Amusements: Are They Script- in the next world.
the medium of imparting the highest moral teachural or Dsviliab. ~" in which he eon tended that rational
But to·day
ing? Did not Tom Taylor impart a noble lesson in
amusement WRB necessary avd. beneficial to mankind. THE ACTOR IS WELCOMED IN THE BEST oF soCIETY.
his admirable play of "The Ticket of Leave Man!"
and was not opposed to the spirit of Christianity, ! Statesmen, poets, novelists, barristers, seek his com- or Charles Reade in "Never too Late to Mend!"
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Were Henry Arthur Jones and Henry Hermann
pandering to a low or depraved taste when they
wrote " The Silver King~"
That some plays hsv been produced of an inferior
order will be granted at once, but even in these the
praises of virtue hav been sung and vice vigorously
condemned. But if the doctrin of the clergy be true
and hliman beings are all " inherently depraved," it
is a singular thing that even the " gods" at a transpontin theater hiss and howl at the villain, and vociferously cheer whfln the virtuous hero frustrates the
evil designB of hiR enemy.
If man were re11.liy "inherently depraved," he wou1d
glory in the triumph of villainy_ He would applaud
honest Iago as be plunges his sword into the stomach
of his friend Roderigo while pretending to regret his
injuries; he would chuckle with delight when Jem
D~lton opens the sv.fe in Mr. Gibson's office and
steals the bank notss ; he would go into ecstasies of
malignsnt joy over the misdeeds of Sweeney Tood,
the barber of Fleet street. When, therefore, we
notice that this does not occur, but that manifestations of an opposit character are displayed, I think
we hav the very best possible evidence that the clerical declaration about the deprsvity of human beings
is nothing short of s fa.lse and wicked libel, with no
foundation in fact.
Naturally, if art ia to progress, the people must
hav some svmnsthy with artists who endeavor to
faithfnlly p;rh;ny character; who conscientiously
strive to giv the world t.heir best work. To sneer at
art ia not to impmva i.t ; to condemn it without understanding its aim is culpable folly. All art is an
improvement upon nature's spontaneous course of
action. Nature givs us marble, but the sculptor's
trained band impii,ri;s to it form snd beauty. Nature
does not paint, but the artist delineates upon canvas
scenes and Jiving forms tbst bav impressed him,
while the &ctor givs life and movement to the creation of tbe dramst.ist..
As Miss E ila Dietz, herself an admirable actress,
beautifully said in addressinJ the Church Guild's
Union, January, 188G: "Tha province of dramatic
art is specially to J:evee.l the humnn soul in aetion.
The, dramatist and actor is a psychologist, as the
painter and sculptor is a physiologist.. The painter's
province is to reve!l.l the difforant types of physical
temperament, but tho actor goes deeper and shows
the mental and psychical nature of mankind. If he
be true to his art, be will not only show you the action, but tho motiv bEhind the action. The subtle
worki,1gs of man't' heart and bl'sin are all laid bare
by tha 'actor's e.rt-''
·
Now, I ssk you, is this art one to despise' Is this a
calling to be looked down upon! The actor who is
really gifted with genius for his Mlling has received
from his crea~or one of the highest gifts that a
human being can receive. I believe that be should
be held :responsible for the use he makes of that E;ift.
Instead of saying, as many churchmen do, "Your
calling is in itself degrading :;nd you cannot EJerve
God in it," I would hav the church sa.y to every actor,
"Your Mlling is in the highest degree honorable and
you must. serve Goa in it, not only for your own sake,
but for the sake of the multitudes which you may
influence by your art" I bav me.de a life-long study
of this subject, and I say to you in all soberness and
earnestness that it is not only desirable, but necessary that dramatic srt should be placed in an honorable position among its sister arts, and that all who
follow it should be taught to reverence it as it
deserves to be reverenced and to follow it with loyal
devotion and earnestness. If it has not besn hereto·
fore so followed by a majorit-y of its professors I
charge
THE aun;r AT THE CHURCH's DOOR
for having indirectly, if not dirsctly, denied t.he
sacredness of the calling, and .for having failed to
encourage and uphold the young who saek to fit
thems~:>lvs for the practioe of this art.
Unless we realize that truthful art is as much a
necessity to the hee.ltby development of our souls as
wholesome food is to the growth of our bodies, we
cannot possibly retfl the work of the artist at its true
value. We must firs~ get a clear conception of the
relativ place that an art occupies in an ideally pure
Btate before we can giv the followers of that art their
just position as artists or praise or condemn them
according as they reMh or fall below an acknowledged standard of excellence."
The function of the drama is to amuse, but it is
also to teach. Aud the morality of the stage will
invariably be found to be a faithful reflex of the
ethical teachings of the community in which it is
found. The moral view of the dramatist must
always ba slightly above that of the audience for
which he writes. But if hie art be corrupt rest
assured the moro.ls of his audience are corrupt also.
My contention is M1at dramatic art was never in a
healthier condition. That is to say, it appeals to sll
classes by its amusing and instruotiv qualities, it
appeals to old and young, rich and poor. It provides
change of scene, it makes the poor forget their hardshivs, the struggles and misery of their lives-in
sh~rt, it transports them for the time bein,g into an
ideal world, giva them something to dream about-

a higher state of existence, a heaven that may be
realized here on earth. Au art that can do thia is
surely not to be despised, but rather to be encouraged and supported_ For, simultaneously with the
growth of such an institution as the stage and the
development of all that is noblest and best in the
actor's art, we shall also see an improvement in the
physical and intellectual natures of all who are
brought under its influence.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

The Atonement Doctrin .Enconrages Crime.
I hl.\v been waiting to see if either the radical, or
religious press, would take any notice of the remarkable sermon delivered in New York on Sunday, the
12th of January, by the Rev. Dr. Peters, on "Defaulters, and How They Are Made." But as I hav
waited in vain, I herewith send you the Herald's
notice of it, which appeared in the columns cf that
paper the next day, and subjoin a few remarks:
The Bloomingdale Reformed church, at Sixty-eighth street
and the Boulevard, was filled with fashionable people yesterday morning. The sermon was delivered by the Rev.
Dr. Madison Peters and entitled," Defaulters and How They
Are Made."
Dr. Peters referred to statistics, and stated that during
1889 in the United States the grand total of money embezzled
from the government, private firms, and corporations by dishonest officials and employees amouL ted to nearly $8,600,000" But when one remembers," said he, "that our aggregate
wealth is $60,000,000,000 and our coin and currency in circulation amounts to $1,000,000,000, and railroad bonds represent $9,000,000,000, it can hardly be called surprising that
out of sixty-four million people enough dishonest men can
be found to steal $8,600,000. These figures alone prove that
the great mass of men are honest.
"Defaulters are made partly by the ignorance and unbounded credulity of the public in the matter of making investments. They are also made by careless and unbusii:Jesslike methods and penuriousness of employers. It is an
established fact that defaulting clerks bav invested thousands of dollars, manifestly not their own, in stockbrokers'
offices_ There is but one way to stop this. Make every
broker responsible for all losses if he ne11:otiates with irresponsible persons, and hav the ministers of the gospel take
a more practical view of the matter. The preaching in our
time should be stronger and more practical on these subjects, for a majority of the defaulters hav been promb:tent
church-members. Then you will see a decrease in the records of defaulters!'

Thus it appears that, during the last year, consisting of only three hundred and sixty-five days, no
less than $8,600 000 were stolen in this country, and
that ''a majority of the defaulters hav been prominent church-members." Had thia statement been
made in THE TRUTH SEEKER, or any other Secular
paper, the church people would hav pronounced it
to be a malicious, Infidel slander_ But, as it was
uttered in the pulpit of an orthodox church, before a
respectable congregation, by a distinguished clergyman of undoubted veracity, who had carefully examined the subject, his statement compels belief.
It is a pity that Dr. Peters, when he was about it,
did not giv the names, as well as the numbers, of
these defaulters, and the amountB respectivly taken,
so that the public might know exactly what proportion of them were religious robbers, and what proportion were unregenerated sinners and Infidels.
After informing his congregation how defaulters
are made, the reverend doctor proceeds to show how
defalcations can be stopped, but it ia very remarkable
that, in prescribing his remedy for the curvature of
the spine which prevents so many saints from walking perpendicularly in life, he makes no mention of
the "all-sufficient grace of God" having the force
of even a strengthening plaster, muoh leas a panacea.
The Calvinistic clergy of New York, in discussing
the proposal to eviscerate the Westminster Confession of Faith, without destroying its life, hav proved
themselvs to be a sorry lot of logicians, whose incompetency would disgrace a colloge sophomore. I
coald not submit a question, either in theology or
morals, to them as a jury, but if we had an open
court of investigation, where the court and jury were
sitting to ascertain only the truth in a given case, I
would like to examin before them, and show cause to
believe, that the prominent church-membt>rs in good
snd regular standing, who stole their share of the
. $8600,000 last year, did so because of the secret influence which religion exercised in forming their
character. Nalurally good men are honest in the
affairs of life, whether they belong to the church or
not. But in the case of the common run of men,
who are the scrubs of humanity, religion is sure to
convert them into rogues and hypocrite upon the
leaet temptation. Take one of these brethren who
has confessed Christ before the world on the promis
that if he does so, Christ will confess him before
God and the angels in the day of judgment. Tell
him that, without any reference to his good works,
which, at their best, are, in the estimate of God,
nothing but the filthy rags of his own self-righteousness, he was predestinated to everlasting life; that
by virtue of the eternal decree, Christ came into the
world to make the necessary atonement for his sins,
original, actual, past, present, and to come; and that
his salvation is as sure as thl\t of the brightest archangel who stands before the throne of God; let his
character be molded and permeated with these
pleasurable convictions ; and he secretly feels that
he is not answerable to human laws for his conduct.
For, who will dare to lay anything to the charga of

God's elect 1 His God who has justified him, and
he stands as one who never Binned- Who is he that
is presumptuous enough to condemn him~ It is
Christ that died to atone for every sin he would
commit. God is just, and would never demand
double satisfaction for the same offense.
If a person will read the New Testament, and
especially the epistles of Paul, he will see that this
doctrin of election, and all the rest which grow out
of, and dovetail with it, are, in the Christian system,
what the spinal column, and the whole network of
the nervous system, are to an animal; and I submit
that, in the very nature of the case, the tendency of
a man's. belief in such doctrins, as applied to himself,
is to make his morals bad, instead of good. How
can we otherwise account for the fact that the penitentiaries, in all the states, hav within their walls eo
many criminal Christians' When we remember that
God is said to hav pledged his word to keep the
saints through his almighty power by f~ith unto salvation; that their names were written in the book of
life eternal where there are no blots, end no erasures,
and only transferred beforeh~nd to the rolls of the
church on earth, so that they might be known as
shining lights in a world darkened by sin; and act
like salt in preserving society from moral corruption;
and to that end underwent a careful examination, one
by one, by the divinely appointed and commissioned
shepherds of the Lord's sheep; I say, when weremember all this, we are compelled to suppose, in the
case of the thousands of saints now imprisoned in
the penitentiaries as convicted criminals, either that
the prosecuting attorneys, judges, witnesser:l, and
juries, who brought about their conviction, were
predestinated reprobates and persecutors of the innocent children of God, or that the Lord's shepherds,
notwithstanding the influence of the Holy Ghost,
enlightening and aiding them in their sacred work,
were so blind and stupid that they could not tell the
difference between a sheep and a goat_
It might be urged against what I hav said that
the self-righteousness and presumption which Calvinism naturally breeds into a man's character is absent
in the eharacter of the Arminian, who rejects Calvinism with as much scorn as the Infidel does, end that
it might be expected there would be fewer Arminian
saints in the penitentiaries tbsn any other kind_ But
in the hot-bad of the church, where the religious
bias grew, the arrogance and presumption of the
Arminian are bred into him by the doctrin of salvation by repentance at the eleventh hour and fiftyninth minute of his life; or that, " While the lamp
holds out to burn, the vilest sinner may return.'' In
its influence on the formation of character this dogma
is as powerful for evil as the dogma. of predestination
to eternal life without reference to good works. The
Catholic creed is Arminian, and see the potency the
priests ascribe to it in the rites of the church at the
exellut.ion of criminals. All these life-long transgressors and red.bsnded murderers who sre not fit
for human society on earth, are transformed by the
hocus-pocus of the priest, at the last moment, into
sainte, and may be found the morning after the rope
is taken off their necks stepping along the streets of
the New Jerusalem receiving the congratulations vf
all the rest of the redeemed brotherhood. It requires a little more gumption in a Calvinist to know
how to read his title clear to mansions in the ·skies,
but any ignoramus can understand how a sinner, or
a backsliding Christi~<n, can shed the tears of repentance at the eleventh hom: of his life, and go to heaven
believing that Jesus has paid all his d11bts. Hence,
it will be found, in examining the statistics of the
penitentiaries, that the Catholic and the Methodist
churches, whose creeds sre rigidly Armininn, furnish
more criminals than anv of the others_ And I attribute the fact to the lice~J.Se which the A.rminian theology givs to the scrubs of humanity who compose so
large a part of the membsrship of these churches,
by teaching them that repentance, at the last gasp
of life, will usher them into heaven.
SENEX.

Destructiv, Constructiv, or Both 1
Freethougbt is constructiv of all that is highest,
noblest, and beet. It is perpetually building up the
new, the true, and the great. It reaches out for
every progressiv help for humanity. It builds for
happiness here and now, sud also on, on, on as long
as there is a single life left to enjoy and to love_
No one person negates more than another only as
he hss more brain power. Each one negates all that
he believes wrong, false, harmful, and untrue. Every
sect negates certain tenets of all other sects_
The Freethinker negates all that seems to him
mythical, unscientific, and untrue, and does it by
building up the right, the true, the good, and the
beautifuL
Love and kindness are the basis of ell the fl'eedom,
and consequently Freethought must be const.ructiv
and upbuilding.
Eu.IINA DnAKE SLENKER.
CoNSIDER the snappish tan<J.city with which they
preaoh Christianity stilL What are time and space to
Christianity, eighteen hundred.years and a new world
-that the humble life of a Jewtsh peaFsnt ~hould hav
force to make a bishop so bigoted !-Thorem6.
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The Prize Manual.
The offer of $1,000 for the best sssay showing
teachers " ho~o to teach moralit.y without teaching
religious doctrin," has been beiore the public for
nearly six mont.hs, it having been extensivly advertised in the public press. I hav been surprised to
find how few hav expressed any difficulty in understanding the terms or conditions of the offer, and
that fewer still haT expressed any difficulty in complying with the conditions. I hav been called upon
by letters from individuals, for about on!! thousand
of the circulara, and I hav good reason to believe
that many minds of a high order are now struggling
with the problem, in friendly competition for the
prize. College professors from every section of the
country, school superintendents, teachers, male and
female, of every grade, and scores of literary men of
all the professions, hav written on the subject, or are
writing, not only in the United States, but in Canada
and several European states. Manuscripts nre
already coming in, and I expect by the first of April
to be flooded with papers, fwm all parts of the
world. It is too late to criticise the terms and conditions of our offer, and to discuss the metaphysics
of the problem. This would bav been in order last
August or September. .A. very few persons gave the
money, and they are so far well pleased with what
has been done. I know there are difficulties in the
questions to be treated, but we hav chosen to leave
them with the various writet·s. It was said the best
way to "resume specie payment was to, resurne."
We tried it-and did resume and had no trouble.
We propose to show the world hmo to teach the
purest principles of morality without teaching religious doctrin-and we expect to succeed. We will be
ready to discuss the metaphysics of the question,
when ell our writers shall ilav failf'd to comply with
the terms of our offer.
R. B. WESTBROOK,
Pres. American Sscular Union.
Philadelphia, Feb. 22, 1890!

Death of Capt. Joseph Sedgebeer,
VIOE PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN SECULAR UNION.
Joseph Sedgebaer, of Painesville, 0., passed away
Jan. 29, 1890, in the ninetieth year of his age, His
demise was immediately preceded by the departure
of a beloved daughter and his loving wife. .A. man
is beat known to his children, and the following
sketch is from a letter from them : .
Father's life has been one of many trials and hardships.
Born in the city of Bristol, Eng., in 1801, he, at the age of
ten y~ars, was left Without ~ny protection, his mother having
left him and gone to Amenca. He entered a merchant ship
as cabin-boy, ,.nd followed the sea until he became a captain.
A grand sense of duty, at this mature age, compelled him to
giv up his seafaring and to search for his parent. In his
search be reached the wilder portions of Canada and, necessity compelling him to protect himself, he at once com.
menced clearing land. For a few years he endured much
suffering, but, accumulating a snug sum, he removed to the
states, locating near Rochester, and becomin~ a successful
business man. While there he found his mother, whom he
protected and helped greatly until her death. Misfortune
overtook him now, and he was left with comparativly nothing. Being of a most wonderfully determined disposition he
again entered business, and was more or less successful.
He at last turned his inventiv powers into action and became
the inventor of the Nonpareil Grist Mills and Cotton Seed
Hullers, from· which he derived a fine compensation. In
later years his mind was greatly devoted to the study of
truth.
His death was peaceful-his n;tind retaining its power
until a short time before life had left. Not one word of comP!aint did he ~ltter throughout hi~ illness. As the body of
his devo~ed wife was borne fro~ his home to the last restingplace, his sons approached his bedside and asked if they
s~oUld sta:f with him;, Taking each by the hand, he said, in
hiB determrned way, No, no! Do your duty and return to
me." After r~tur~mg from the ~emetery he again took their
hands and said,' You hav returned. It is all over" and
soon his life bad gone.
'
Captain Sedgebeer was one of the $100 contributors to the $1,000 fund for the Prize Manual, and
gave freely and frequently of his money for the
general work of the society. .A. good man and a
prince has fallen. He was Liberal and devised Liberal things. We shall miss his cheering words, but
shall not forget his good deeds. He was a consistent and bold Freethinkllr, held in high esteem by
his friends and neighbors. His children, too, rise up
and call him blessed. Peace to ·his ashes, and precious memo:iea to his ~ventfullife. He passed away
calmly and m peace With all men.
R. B. WESTBROOK.
PhUadelphia, .Pa., February, 1890.
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A Voice from the West Indies.
Trinidad is a refuge for priests and for everything
connected with priestcraft. I cannot but indorse
fully the expressions used some years ago by one
of the leading advocates of the bar here, who said,
"Poor Trinidad, refugiwn pecatorum."
E siempre ·viene. Last month there arrived in
this colony from New Orleans a dozen men to take
charge of the Roman Catholic reformatory. The
cloven hoof of priestcraft shows itself every·
where. It is a very observable fact, that can be
seen by anyone willing to take the trouble, that on
no account are men allowed to cross the threshold of
nunneries or other places where nuns liv, but a proviso is always made to allow priests at any time they
wish. This to me appears suspicious.
On the 14th of this month the Roman Catholic
archbishop of Port-of-Spain was invested with his
pallium. For the occasion there arrived two other
bishops from the neighboring islands to assist in the
ceremony. On such occasions one witnesses the
pomp and pageantry of Rome in its full swing.
The oath to the apostolic see was recited by the
archbishop in Latin, and comprised the following
promises : " To be faithful and obedient to the
blessed apostle Peter, the holy Roman church, and
the pope and his canonical successors. Not to be
party in any way or under any circumstances to any
hostil attempt against the life, liberty, or person of
the pope. Not to reveal to his detriment any counsels confided to him by the pope personally, by his
nuncio, or by letter. To assist him in retaining and
defending against any man the papacy and patrimony
of St. Peter. To treat with honor the legate of the
apostolic see, both coming and going. To exert himself in preserving, defending, and increasing the
rights, honors, privileges, and authority of the holy
Roman church, of the pope and his successors. Not
to take part in any machinations against the pope or
the Roman church; to the best of his power to
oppose such, and as early as possible to acquaint the
pope with them. To observe, and cause to be
observed by others, all the rules of the holy fathers,
decrees, reservations, etc., of the apostolic see. To
combat hel'esy, schism, and revolt against the pope.
To attend synods unless hindered by a canonical
impediment. To pay in person the ad lirnina visit
every three years, and account to the sovereign pontiff for the state of his archdiocese. In turn to
humbly receive and carry out the apostolic counsels.
In case of legitimate obstacle to the visit to Rome,
to depute some legate, ecclesiastical dignitary, or
priest qualified for the purpose to replace him in
tbs.t duty, and to properly assure of such obstacle
the cardinal presiding over the congregation of
sacred council. Not to alienate, or pledge, or subject to any incumbrance, without consulting the holy
sea, any church property. To be willing, in case of
infraction, to incur all the penalties provided in the
constitution of the episcopal office."
The pallium is a band of white lamb's wool worn
on the shoulders. It has two strings of the same
material and four purple crosses worked on it. Its
origin is rather queer and full of hypocrisy. The
following taken from an authority givs the origin
of the pallium: " Two lambs are brought annually
to the church of St. Agnes, at Rome, by the apostolic
subdeacons while the Agnus .Dei is being sung.
These lambs are presented at the altar and received
by two canons of the Lateran church. From this
wool the pallia are made by the nuns of Torre de
Specclio. · The subdeacons lay the pallia on the
tomb of St. Peter, where they remain all night."
This is a very superstitious origin. The oath to
the apostolic see is direct treason, be that country a
republic, a limited monarchy, or an absolute monarchy, where it is taken.
Trinidad presents a very heterogeneous mixture.
In walking through the streets of the city, one can
not help noticing the various races the population is
compose:l of. As the races are various, so are their
complexions variegated. The dresses of the females
are variegated. The houses are variegated. Everything is variegated. .A. population capricious, amazing-a population of the Arabian Nights. .A. population of all hues-white, black, griffone, metisse,
cap1·esse, chabine, muldtresse, rnessive, quadroon. .A.
population of all kinds o£ breeds.
The East Indians, or coolies, as they are called
here, form a very large and censpicuous part in the
population, numbering as they do between sixty and
seventy thousand. They are a mild and industrious
race, not so robust as the African. They are very
thrifty and intelligent, filthy in their habits, and it
is not rare to find them living together, in crowded
hovels, with their domestic animals. The Ellst
Indian women are below the average bight, and
their dresses are made of cotton cloths of different
colors. Some of the richer ones wear silk. Their
arms are bare, and are covered from the wrists to
the elbows with silver bracelets. Around their necks
are necklaces made of English coins, and sometimes
American ten and twenty dollar pieces. They also
wear rings on their toes, and a favorit ornament of
theirs is a gold ring passed through their nostrils.

The East Indians may be classed, religiously, as
Hindoos, Mohammedans, and Christians. The Hindoos are in the majority, and they lay claim to very
remote periods. 'fime with them is divided into
four. epochs-the Golden, Silver, Brazen, end Iron
epochs, each one 432,000 years longer tlum the
preceding one. Thus:
'fhe Iron or present Yug, of which 5,000 years hav
already passed, will be of duration............... 432,000
The Brazen Yug lasted....................................... 864,000
The SilverYug lasted ........................................ 1.296 000
The Golden Yug lac.ted ...................................... 1,728,000
Total number of years ................................. 4,320,000
The Hindoos divide their holy writs or Shast1·as
into eighteen parts, asserting that they contsi.n as
many different kinds of knowledge. The iour Vedas
form a part of this, and they consist of two principal
parts:
1. The Muntras, a compilation of hymns nnd
prayers, written in poetry, between 1,500 and 1,000
.
years before the Christian era.
2. The Brahmana, a collection of doctrine and
precepts, detailing an endless number of ceremonies
to be performed by the priest, the ascetic, and tho
hermit at their religious services.
The four books of tho Veda are : Rig, Y agush,
Sama, and Atharisa, Vedas. Hindooism is divided
into four caetes, which are:
1. Brahman. Nobles and priests.
2. Kslwtrija. Ptincip!ll families and military.
3. Vaiseija. Persons engaged in agriculture and
commerce.
4. Sudra. Servants.
These castes are again subdivided into v~riouR
grades according to the trades they follow. Intercourse between one esste and another is a deadly
sin. The Brahman and the Kshatrija wear a sacred
thread or cord over their shoulders to which is attached a bead obtained from the plant pulsi. The
Sudra is on no account permitted to enter the temple. Buddhism is an offshot of Hindooism or Brahmanism.
I shsll in my next conc1ude on the East Indians.
Port of SjJ£tin, Jan. 25. 1890.
E. n S.

Another Note on the Symposium.
THE TRUTH SEEKER's inquiry: "Is there an affirmativ, positiv, constructiv side to Freethought T" seems
to embrace a variety of queries bearing upon the
essentials which hav to do with the public welfare.
Public evils abound in all shades and forms, supposed
by the commonalty to be counter-met by statutory
law, yet often left neglected. Besides, there
are laws extant or sought to be promulgated, that
would deny to the people their just natural rights
and privileges, leading to the disunity of the social
compact. Not the least of these are derived from
the outgrowth of unfortunate errors calculated to
divide society into warring factions under the forms
and pretensions consecrated to some form of religion
-pretending to be God's will.
.
Strangely, history informs that the inclinations of
the race hav mainly been in the direction of religious
and political error, tending to the persecution of
opinions and things founded upon truth and public
good. Error has ever been militant in these acts,
while Truth, especially during the early age oi Christianity and later on, stood forth individually to
affirm its manhood, reckless that tortures and burning alive by Christian banda, directed by ·God's
vicegerents on earth, would be his or her fate.
Protestantism, finally, after much perse·cution,
obtained an organism, known now in widely varying
titles and forms, each using its power, covetous of
wealth, to secure to itself both religious and political
supremacy. Fortunately to the race the world over,
the paths of their ambition are not so easy of attainment, so largely peopled, and crowned with honor, ns
they were even a few years since. Blocks of
reason will be found in their way, truth also.
Having briefly gone over the ground thought to
ba germane to the matters under consideration, I
will LOW giv my views as to what is and what should
be the future of our Freethought activities.
]'trst it must be noted, as has been seen, that Liberalism bas ever been compelled to plant and maintain its ground against every obstacle which could
be placed in its way, furnished and thrust forward
by combinations of clericalism and monarchy. Worse.
On this ground, dedicated to liberty and Free thought
upon a not remote time, at this very year and hour
rational liberty is sought to be· overshadowed if
not to be wrested from the people-at the dictation of
what T Of those citizens who would place us, the
masses, under an old-time hierarchy, themselvs companioned with others-not Americans, yet eager for
the victory.
Does not this case-there are many others of an
objectionable kind-instruct, compel Liberalism to
place itself, with arms, if necessary, in the front rank,
for the suppression of all such plans and intentions,
in a very affirmativ, positiv, etc., position T Could it
do less and maintain its honor? Has it not found
itself in a defensiv position the world over whenever
and wherever clerical and monarchical power hav
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threatened its overthrow ? Why then should it not
storm the bights at the beat of its own drum where
Liberalism is assailed? May it vote to sustain
unworthy candidates for any grade of an electiv
offiM, or one who may speak or act adversely as to
rational liberty accorded to all classes? Honor and
duty as to public affairs point but one way-to the
subversion of evil arising from public misrule and
calamity, and the uttar suppression of falsities promulgated in the interest of craft, of sordid design,
and the self-conceit of unnatural greatness and
power which often attends upon one's elevation in
religious and political station. The world is full of
such displays.
The National Secular Union is a faultless, grand
institution, capable of doing a vast amount of public
good upon the bases limited by its rules; but would
it not prove to be more effectiv if it were made the
central power and direction of an entire similar body
of state like organisms, to act as tributary to the
central institution 1 The aggregated costs, by being
scattered, would not be large severally or as a
whole. The interchangeable effects would be excellent, a new spur at each meeting. The younger people of both sexes, wherever located, would soon be
enlightened by attendance and hypocrisy would soon
fly away. Freethought pamphlets should, in large
quantities, assorted, be stored in every one of these
places for distribution and exchange. THE TRUTH
SEEKER works of all kinds, I observe, are excellent,
and in the main quite cheap. Music, well played,
could not fail to call in a large attendance.
I can only add thab our Liberal lecturers are men
and women of nre abilities, doing great good. Their
interchange over the states would help the interest
greatly.
C. K. DEAN.
Boscobel, Wis., Feb. 21, 1890.
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territory. That party has ruled, as the records show, of death. About the grave there will be no terrors,
not wisely, but with corruption foul as foul can be. and his life will end as serenely as the sun rises.
If there is any choice between Jesuit influence and
The Improved M:sn will be satisfied that the superRepublican misrule, one is bad and the other rotten. natural does no~ exist-that behind every fact, every
ORo FINo.
thought and dream, is an efficient cause. He will
know that every human action is a necessary product,
Freethonght in Sweden~
and he will also know that men cannot be reformed
by
punishment, by degradation, or by revenge. He
Tha£ it is well-nigh impossible to state the diffsrence between the terms blasphemy and irreligious will regard those who violate the laws of nature and
scoffing, has received a:r:t additional proof. Four the laws of states as victims of conditions, of circumdifferent courts and the king did decide that the ex- stances, and he will do what he can for the well- being
pression, '' The God of the Old Testament is a sin- of his fellow-men.
The Improved Man will not giv his life to the
ner," constituted blasphemy,. and now does Gota
Hoffri:ibt inform the world that it is only irre;ligious accumulation of wealth. He will find no happiness
in exciting the envy of his neighbors. He will not
scoffiag 1 Tweedle- dee and tweedle·dum !
A report contains the proceedings of the court in care to liv in a palace, while others who are good,
full; it is a remarkable document, and we do not see industrious, and kind sre compelled to huddle in huts
how the legal gentlemen could keep from laughing and dens. He will know that great wealth is a great
when they framed their judgment. To aggravate burden, and that to accnmulate beyond the actual
the situation, V. Lennstrand has addressed 1mother needs of a reasonable human being is to increase
letter to the king, while Utiliska Samfundet calls not wealth, but responsibility-and trouble.
The Improved Man will find his- greatest joy in the
Sweden's Anthony Comstock's attention to several
blasphemous works which are sold in the principal happiness of others, and he will know that the home
bookstores, and which contain expressions still more is the real temple. He will believe in the democracy
unholy than any made by Lennstrand. This lattel' of the fireside, and will reap his greatest reward in
movement must be very disagreeable to the clerical being loved by those whose lives he has enriched.
The Improved Man will be self-poised, independparty. If the sale of those books i€l not prohibited,
the public censor and thereby the party can be in- ent, candid, and free. He will be a scientist. He
dicted ; and if the sale is prohibited, then the press will observe, investigate, experiment, and demonlaw is violated. According to Swedish law, a jury strate. He will use his sanae and his senses. He
only can decide upon questions relating to the press. will keep his mind open a.s the day to the hints and
suggestions of nature. He will always be s student,
G.N.
a learner, and a iistener-a believer in intellectual
hospitality. In the world of his brain there will be
The Improved Man.
continuous summer, perpetual seed-time and harvest.
From the Worla.
Facta will be the founda.tion of his faith. In one
The Improved Man will be in favor of universal band be will carry the torch of truth, and with the
liberty-that is to say, he will be opposed to all kings other raiae tte fallen.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
and nobles, to all privileged classes. He will giv to
Photius Fi~k.
At Last Tiley Hay the Annual iu San Francisco.
all others the rights that ha claims for himself. He
I wish to p~~oy a tribute to the memory of Photius will neither bow nor cringe, nor accept bowing and
F1·om Freetnougl!t.
Fjsk, who died in Boston, M!lss., Feb. 7, 1890, aged cringing from others. He will be neither maater
The TRUTH ·sEEKER ANNUAL is·out at last. That is, it is
out here-one copy. About the time the market is supplied,
eighty-two.
nor slave, neither prince nor peasant-simply man.
our order of two months ago may be delivered by the railWhen I take my pen to write of Photius Fisk,
He will be the enemy of all caste, no matter road company, which has had our Eastern books in charge
language utterly fails me. His history and life are whether its foundation be wealth, title, or power, and for
the past few eons of duration. But that is immaterial te~
public property, though not known to all. Of his of him it will be said: "Blessed is that me.n who is the merits of the work, which is the best yet. The table of
contents is as follows :
virtues, neither, need I speak. His generosity has afraid of no man and of whom no man is afraid."
Calendar for 1890; Freeth ought in the United States, l88D; Faded
been felt and chronicled on both continents. To
The improved man will be in favor of universal Flowers, poem b.v J. E. Remsburg: The I .. auguration of t.he Bruno
know of the needy and suffering was enough for this education. He will believe it the duty of every Statue, T. B. Wakeman; MostlY Fools. W. Stewart Ross (Saladin);
Recoril of the Spanish Inquisition; Dates of the· Fabricat.ion of
grand old man to stretch forth his hand for relief. person to shad all the light he can, to the end that Some
Roman Catholic Dogmas; The Boler Eouse My•tery, Nearly
Ia the summer of 1889 a friend of mine experienced no child may be reared in darkness. By education a Tragedv, wit.h "· Moral Helen H. Gari!Aner; 'l'he Middle Ages,
iliustrated-The Pnest, 'rheSnpernatural World, The Reformation,
a S6vere loss by fire. I sent him a paper containing he will mean the gaining of useful knowledge, the Future Terrors-The Inventions of ScienPe and the Inventions of
Christianity, i!lustrateil; Freethnu"ht Journals in the United
an account of the disi\ster. He at once wrote for development of the mind along.the natural paths that States;
In Search of a Spirit, E. M. Macdonctld ; Why I Left the
particulars, on which being furnished, he sent me a lead to human hawiness.
Chursh, H. 0 .. Pentecost.
Without
making any comparisons, it may be said that two
bright, new fifty-dollar bill in a registered letter as
He will not waste his time in ascertaining the of these contributions
are of especial merit and interest. Mr.
a gift to the unfortunate man. .
foolish theories of extinct peoples nor in studying
poem, ".Faded Flowers," is a classic. The title
We, who knew him best, can bear testimony to his the dead languages for the sake of understanding Remsburg's
is not new ; the rhythm is not faultless, but the sentiment
unswerving loyalty to truth. Shall we ever see his the theologies of ignorance and fear, but he will turn appeals irresistibly to the heart of the reader. The other,
like again, so modest, so unassuming, so mild, so ir- his attention to the affairs of life, and will do his ut- "In Search of a Spirit," by E. :111. Macdonald, is an account,
very amusingly written, of the Editor's attempt to get proof
reproachable!
most to see to it that every child hg,a an opportunity
0 that his benevolent, humane, and tender heart to learn the demonstrated facts of science, the true of spirit communication, wherein it is shown that his failure
to reach his object was due wholly to the mediums and not
could be embalmed within each one of us. His be- history of the world, the great principles of right and at all to the investigator or to his friend, Mr. Charles
nignant countenance beams down upon me from wrong applicable to human conduct-the things nec- McArthur, who instigated the search.
Later.-Freight has arrived. 'fRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL, 25
where, enshrined, rests the fine lithograph presented essary to the preservation of the individual and of
me by himself some two years since, now, alas, the stste, and auch arts and industries as are essen- cents.
draped in the emblems of. bereavement and sorrow. tial to the preservation of all.
Lectures and Meetings.
The history of his life, I understand, is ready for
He will also endeavor to develop the mind in the
THK lecture before the Manhattan Liberal Club on Friday
publication, when thousands, who only know him by direction of the beautiful-of the highest art-so evening, February 28th, will be by Dr. R. G. Eccles on" The
name, will hav the opportunity of reading in detail that the palace in which the mind dwells may be en- Relativity of Knowledge."
the biography of this remarkable man, scholar, phil- riched and rendered be!l.utiful, to the end that these · TH:E program for llarch of the Brooklyn Philosophical
anthropist, and friend.
stones, called !sets, may be cbanged into statues.
Association is e.a follows: Sunday, March 2d, Dr. Everett,
Farewell, brave old Photius! You battled for
The improved man will believe only in the religion subject, "Marriage, True and Untrue;" Sunday, 9th, Mr.
the right when few stood by you; and, sustained by of this world. He will hav nothing to do with the T. B. Wakeman, on "Fundamental Philosophy;" Sunday,
principle, fought like the heroes o1' old against slav- miraculous and supernatural. He will find that 16th, Mr. Joachim KB.spary, on "The Humanitarian Scienery, oppression, superstition, and every wrong igno- t.here is no room in the universe for these things. tific Philosophy;" Sunday, 23d, Dr. R. A. Gunn, "The
rance,- cruelty, and tyranny can devise, and came off He will know that happiness is the only good, and Truth About Alcohol;" Sunday, BOrh, Mr. T. B. Wakeman,
victorious for humanit.y and the ultimate progress of that everything that tends to the happiness of sen- subj8ct, "Fundamental Religion." The lectures are given
the rMe. .Requ.iescat in pace.
ELLA E. GrBSON.
tient beings is good, and that to do the thing-and at Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second
Barre, Mass, February, 1890.
no other-th~~ot adds to the happiness of man is to street, Brooklyn, E. D. Visitors from New York take
practice the highest possible religion. His motto Twenty-third street ferry.
New Mexico's Statehood.
will be: "Sufficient unto each world is the evil
J. E RRMSBURG lectured in Kansas, Arkansas, Missouri,
The admission of territories recently to statehood thereof.'' He will know that each man should be hia and Illinois during the month of February. He organized
excites surprise, with the inquiry, Why is New Mex- own priest, and that the brain is t~e real cathedral. Secular societies at Emporia, Kan., Halstead, Kan., and
ico not entitled to the same advantages~ To the in- He will know that· in the realm of mind there is no Rngers, Ark. The officers of these societies are as follows:
telligent reader, distant from this territory, the authority-that majorities in this mental world can Emporia, Kan.: J. 1'11. Hyde, president; W. W. Campbell,
writer furnishes these facts as a valid reBson why settle nothing-that each soul is the sovereign of its semetary; Robert Knittel!, treasurer. Halstead, Kan.: C.
New Mexico should continue under territorial man- own world, and that it cannot abdicate without de- Philbrick, president; Lillie S. White, secretary; J. Comagement.
grading itself. He will not bow to numbers or force, mons, treasurer. Rogers, Ark.: Judge E. R. Morgan, presiThe nativ population, being in the majority, and neither to sntiquitv nor custom. He, standing under dent; G. W. Bixler, secretary; H. M. McGaughey, treasRoman Catholics, sixty-seven per cent being unable the fl!}g of nature,· under the blue and stars, will de- urer. An ethical culture society was also started at Carto read or write, better enables the Jesuit priests to cide for himself. He will not endeavor by prayers thage, Mo. Mr. Remsburg will lecture in Texas during the
control them in politics, as they do in educational as and I!!Upplication, by fastings · and genuflections, to month of March. The following is his program as far as
well as spiritual mahters. These priests are antago- change the mind of the "infinit" or alter the course arranged: Denison, Sun., 2; Denton, Moo., 3; Mansfield,
nistic to secular schools. The supremacy in politics of nature, neither will he employ others to do these Tues., 4; Fort Worth, Wed., 5; Belton, Ttnr., 6; San
of the nativ element would result in the public schools things in his place. He will hav no confidence in Antonio, Fri., 7; Flatonia, Sat., 8un., 8, 9; Columbus, Mon.,
10, 11; Cuero, Wed., Thur., Fri., 12, 13, 14; Vi?tobeing controled by these priests, whose sworn fidel- the religion of idleness, and will giv no part of what Tues.,
·a ' Sat• , Sun ., 15 , 16 '· Houston ' Mon., 17; Hubbard• Ctty,
r
1
Hy to support their church independent of state or he earns to support parson or priest, archbishop or Tues., 18; Tyler, Wed., Thur., 19, 20; Forney, Frt., 21;
government, would compel the white element to be pope. He will know that honest labor is the highest
McKinney, Sat., 22; Paris, Sun .. 23.
ruled by Mexicans. The supreme ignorance of this form of prayer. He will spend no time in ringing
nativ population will remain a dangerous factor in bells or swinging censers, or in chanting the litanies
THE spirit of intolerance was at first equally strong _in the
politics until immigration has increased in numbers of barbarism, but he will appreciate all that is artis- church of Rome and in the reformed church~s, and Its exand intelligQnce sufficiently to control the territorial tic-that is beautiful-tht tends to :refine and en- tinction both in Catholic ancl Protestant countnes was due to
the spirit of Rationalism. In both cases the clergy were the
machinery of government, until proof has been eatab· noble the human race. He will not liv a life of fear. untiring enemies of this tho noblest of ~11 the co.nquest~ of
lished that New Mexico is entitled to statehood
He will stand in awe neither of man nor ghosts. He civilization, and it was only by a long senes of antt-ecclesra~
As usual in politics, the Roman Oathplics are will enjoy not only the sunshine of life but will bear tical revolutions that the sword was !\t last wrung from theu:
Doruocrata, hence New Me~ico is not a Reptlblioan wi.th fortitude the d~rke~t days, lie will hav no fel'r grasp.-Lecky.
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Helen Gardener and a Catholic "Lord."
Helen Gardener recently lectured in N awark, N. J.,
on "The Pulpit, Pew, and Cradle." Her words
stirred the pious of the city to an unwonted extent,
and led to the following discussion between Miss
Gardener, the editor of the Press-Register, and a
Catholic "authority," who is, we understand, no less
a person than Monsignor Doane:
Prom the Press-RPgister or Februal"l/ 6th.

Very few residents of Newark hav any idea of the
number among them who profess Atheism and who
hav even more advanced views upon social matters
than the most pronounced Anarchist. These evils
are not blatant and flamboyantly urged, ss they were
in the case of the Chicago unfortunatgs. but they are
eating their way slowly and insidiously under the
wing of so-called Liberal Leagues, Spiritualists, and
other windy beliefs. With all due respect, the teachings of Hugh 0. Pentecost hav added to the flllmes
not a little. In his case, however, the hearers are of
a higher mental calibar, snd thay are merely fascinated by his personal magnetism and amused by his
mental acrobacy. His work bas hs.d no serious
results, because he has repudiated vehemently one
year what he vehemently advocated a year previous,
and his search after truth has been s series of backdowns from his earlier Positivism. Like an unsteady
but powerful engin he has switched off the track into
the dark and deep ditch. He is still searching for
solid ground.
The other agencies of " Reform " are more dangerous, however, because they are composed with but
few exceptions of men and women whose vanity induces their belief that ignorance of history, and
doubt of religious and sublime doctrine, are the principal necessities for the reform of society and betterment of man's earthly condition. Indirectly the following letter is interesting in this connection~
To the Editor of the P1'ess-Register: On the 22d of last
month the following editorial note appeared in your paper:
Helen Gardener, who lectured in Oraton Hall Tuesday night,
said: "Tue c,thollc cl"!urch is the oul"l" one thA.t has good RPnRe.
It doe•n't allow its peoPle to rea<1 the Bible." To be plain, Miss or
Mrs. Gtrdener tells a clean-out hlaehood. That old charge against
the CathoHc< has bePa refuted time and again. Its repetition
nowadays is simplv a displaY of ignorance.

On behalf of Miss G'l.rdener and the lecture committee of
the New A.bolition club, I respectfully request you to publish
the followinz explanation, furnished by our lecturer:
In calling Miss Gardener's statement regard in@: the Catholic church and the Bible" a clean-cut falsehood," she states:
'' I presume he would admit that a papal bull on any subject
was a fairly plain indication of Catholic opinion. If it were
against a thing, I fancy he would say that Catholics were
not' allowerl 'to do that thing-no matter how many Catholics took the liberty to disobey the 'bull.' "
Many Catholics had taken the liberty to read the Bible,
and were growing rest.iv to such a dP.gree that in the year
of grace, 1817, Pius VII., on June 29, condemned the reading of the Bible by papal bull.
This is profane history. It is also church history, and
until the church records of papal bulls are " expurgated" or
" revised" again the" old cb.arge" will continue to be made
and its " refutation" won't do a great deal of good.
As your editorial note implies that Mrs. Gardener uttered
"a clean-cut falsehood'' and that the statement made by her
was "simply a display of ignorance," I trust, in justice to
her and our club, you will giv this the same publicity as
your note. Thanking in anticipation,
On behalf of the lecture committee of the New A.bolition
club,
THOM"-S RoGI!RS.
Newark, Feb. 2d.
Without prejudice to either side, and recognizing
the matter as one of history, the Press-Register sent
a representativ to a leading Catholic authority in this
city, and his reply to Miss Gardener's champion is
as follows:
No bull relativ to the perusal of the sacred scriptures was
promulgated by Pope Pius VIL, nor was any new disciplinary law regarding the use of the Bible either by the laity or
the clergy enacted by him. It is true that in 1816 that illustrious pontiff, who was so cruelly persecuted during his life
and is now maligned after his death, issued two briefs referring to the circulation in Poland of certain vernacular versions, which he, after careful examination, characterized as
wicked perversions and corruptions of the holy word of God.
These versions he condemned as calculated to subvert religion and to destroy the faith of the people. But neither in
these briefs nor in any other authoritativ document did he
prohibit the laity from reading the Bible in a genuin and approved translation. A. short abstract of his briefs may gratify
the curiosity of your readers and suffice to indicate the true
Import and character of these ecclesiastical papers. The
first of those on papal briefs is dated June 29, 1816, It is
addressed to Ignatius, bishop of Gnesen. This prelate tad
consulted the pope as to the course which he should pursue
regarding certain translations of the Bible which were being
industriously circulated among the Catholic neople of Poland
by agents of Protestant Bible societies. The pope in reply
directed that tb<> vi~iting riisciplinary law of the church, as
established in 1757, relativ to versions of the sacred scripture. should be observed, and requested I bat a copy of the
translation referred to should be forwarded to him for examination. His request having been complied with, a second
brief treating of the same subject was issued by him on
September 3d, the same year. This document was addressed
to Stanislaus, bishop of Mohelew. In it the pontiff says
that he "bad learned with great and bitter sorrow that the
most holy Bible, tran~lated into new vernacular versions, in
which the meaning of the scripture is craftily distorted into
a perverted sense and the most salutary rules of the church
are violated, is being everywhere circulated. From an examination of the copies which had been submitted to him he
·had observed that this translation was designed to destroy the
holiness of the more pure doctrin, so that the faithful might
drink deadly poison from those fountains from which thev
were accustomed to imbibe the waters of salutary wisdom.''
Having explained that the church received as authentic
only the Latin Vulgate version, and approves of other ver-

sions only when they are furnished with notes extracted
from the fathers or from other Catholic authors, he pr·•ceeds
to remark on the danger of the sacred scriptures being corrupted in popular translations, and observes that " as the
vernacular is subject to very frequent vicissitudes, variations,
and alterations, that imtnutability which becomes the divine
oracles would be destroyed by an immoderate license of
translating the Bible, and faith itself would totter, especially
as disputes concerning the truth of a doctrin may arise from
a single syllable." Therefore heretics, although marvelously
discordant in their different views and reviling and criticising one another, hav been accustomed to agree and cooperate in this evil and most execrable design, that by issuing
Bibles in the vernacular they may insidiously communicate
their errors, cloaked by the more holy sanction of the divine
word. "For heresies," as St. A.ugustine says, "are engendered only when the scriptures, good in themselvs, are not
properly understood, and that which in them is not rightly
understood is rashly and boldly asserted."
The epistle of Pope Innocent III. to the diocese of Metz
is cited, in which it is said that" the profundity of the divine
scripture is so great that not only the simple and illiteratP,
but even the prudent and the learned, are incompetent to
determin its meaning." The constitutions of Pope Pius IV.,
Clement VIII., and Benedict IV. are referred to, in which
precautions were taken lest by being open at pleasure to all
the scriptures might be despised and be exposed to contempt
or being erroneously understood by unenlightened readers,
might lead into error. "The bull Unigenitus is referreEl. to
as condemning the asse1tion of Quesnt'll that it is necessary
at any time, in every place, and for any class of people to
know the mysteries of sacred scripture," and the brief concludes by reprimanding Bishop Stanislaus for his dereliction
of duty in having sanctioned the circulation of these objectionable and erroneous translations of the Bible, and for his
unfaithful citation of some passages from the decrees of the
council of Trent, and for the letters of Pius VI., by which
he had sought to justify his conduct.
Such is the substance of these briefA, which certainly contain nothing that any fair-minded Christian could censure.
They are evidently dictated by a feeling of profound reverence for the holy word of God, and it is manifest that the
author of them was actuated by two most laudable motivs,
the desire to preserve intact and incorrupted by erroneous
translations the sacred deposit of divine revelation, and the
desire to preserve from the danger of losing the true Christian faith those who, being ignorant and unstable, were liable
to wrest the scriptures to their own destruction.
F'rorn the Pl·ess-Register of Feb1"uar!l13tll.

Below is published a letter from Miss Helen Gardener in reply to the opinion of a Catholic authority
which appeared last week upon the question as to
whether Catholics were forbidden to resd the Bible.
It should prove satisfactory to both parties, as it
seems they were arguing upon different premises.
There is one loophole in Miss G!U'dener's statement,
however, which will bear explanation. She said in
her original letter :
Many Catholics had taken the liberty to read the Bible,
and were !!"rowing_restiv to such a degree that in the year of
grace, 1817. P,us VII., on June 29th, condemned the reading
of the Bible by papal bull.
She never mentioned that she referred to the
A.m'lrican Bible. The Bible meant in the above EXtract referred to the editions which were denounced
by the Catholic church as heretical. Had Miss Gardener st11.ted which of the many Bibles she meant,
there would hav been no editorial comment, and consequently no correspondence on the subject. Here
is her letter:
"In 1mswar to your request that I personally reply to an article in the Press-Register of February
6th, which was headlined: 'A Qaestion of HistoryMiss Helen G"rdener's Strictures on the Catholic
Church-Reply to the Remarks by a Local Authority-She Claims that Catholics Were Forbidden to
Read the Bible, While the Theologian Cites History
to Prove the Contrary,' I hav only this to say: I
hav always made it a rule to avoid newspaper debates-not at all because I do not think them valuable at many times, but because it would take too
much of my time and energy to keep track of such
strictures as are made by contributors to local papers
after I hav lectured in a town and left.
" In the present case, however, I find the position
so droll that I am tempted to infringe my own rule,
and send you a brief response to be used as you see
fit.
"It might be interesting to those who read the
article appended to the headlines given above to be
told that I am neither an Atheist nor an Anarchist,
as was implied. The fact should be very well known,
for I hav stated it many times, and I hav never upon
any cccasion, whether public or private, said anything which could be construed by any fair-minded
person to imply that I am either one.
"I am an Agnostic in religion, not 'because of
ignorance of history,' but because I hav been something of a student of religious history for many
years.
"As to Anarchy, I am convinced that it is simply
orthodoxy gone to seed on earth instead of in
'heaven.' If we were ' angels' -had no bodies,
desires, limitations, and selfishness; if we were, all of
ue, allwise, and, in short, perfect, we could apply
what I understand to be the principles of Anarchy.
But its principles impress me as simply those of the
Christian 'millennium'-when the lion and the lamb
are to lie down together and the lamb is not to be
inside of the lion. In my opinion it won't work so
long as the lion is a lion and has an appetite, and so
long as spring lamb is within reach.
"But why professed Christians should object to the
theory of Anarchy-their own millennium theory-

being talked, I Ct\'llnot see. However, I insisb that
until I talk it I should not be saddled with it, and
until I believe in it·as a working theory I decline to
accept the soft impeachment. Now as to the other
points. It is so extremely droll to me that a ' Clltholic authority' should hnv proved my case for me,
that I confess I enjoyed it a good deal.
.
"The headlines indicate th~t he disproved what I
said. He did exactly ths CilEtm;·y.
"In my lecture I was, BS evuryone knew, talking
about the Bible; that is to <my. the book t.hat we in
America C!\11 by that na;uo--the one used by the
courts to swear witnesses upon r.nd tho one used to
read in the public sohoo!f!.
"The 'Catholic authority' itgrees th~t this book
is not approved of in the bands of Catholics, and
although he says that no bull was ieeued by Pupe
Pius VII. :regarding t.he use of the Bible, he confirms
what I a&id ss to the fact at isaue. HB calls the promulgstiona 'briefs' i!.lstead of ' bulle,' but eays t-here
were two of them instmd of one. Well, I am satis·
fied with that. If he called th::m 'opon letters' or
'proclamations' or any other special !ll!me tmd len
the fact not only undisputed, hut confirmed, I can't
see what I hav to reply to.
''He seems to say that I was offering adverse criticism upon these 'briefs' (I accept his name fol' this
occasion), while the contrarJ1 is true. I said most
distinctly that I thought it t! vm·y wiGe LhhJg to do.
I said: ''The Catholic church il'l tho only one that
shows good sense" in this maHer of ref! ding the
Bible. 'It don't allow its followers to read the Bible,
and the result is that it is the ouly church not
thoroughly honeycombed with unbelief to-day.' In
substance, the 'Catholic authority' says the same
thing. He say11: The church receiv8d e.a authentic
only the Latin V ulgDte version and approves oi the
other versions only wheu t.hey are fm.-nishrod with
notes extracted from the fathers or f~·om other Catholic authorities, etc.
"Now, as what we call the Bibls-~he one used in
America by courts and echools-is not the L11tin V ulgate, and as it is not furnishGd wit.h the notes required, and as it is the 'version he-thG pope-condemned as calculated to subvflrt religion and destroy
the faith of the people' -the ' vernacular version'I am in the position of b~i:ng ;Bked to prove a case
which my critic has amply proved for rae.
"Further on my critic cites othEr nnborities than
Pius VII., which also prove my ststemtint, for it. is
necessary to keep in mind wb~t Bible is under discussion. But surely it were unnecessary to go out of
our own country for proof of the Catholic church's
objection to its reading by her ordinary adlierents.
If this were not so, I might cite the case of the
Medal family in France, who were thrown into
prison, as late as 1848 or 1850, for having in their
house what we csll the Bible and use officially in
America as mcb.
"Bat let us remain at homfl. Are we not all perfectly aware that in many cities in this country the
Catholic children 1u·e allowed, by order of the boardil
of education, to remain outside of the public school
rooms until after the close of the 'reading, without
comment,' of the Bible at opening service?
"There was a famous court trial over this point
only a few years sgo in Cincinnati. It is a familiar
specter-this Bible reading and Catholic childrenin the public schools, to 11.!1 who are familiar with the
history of our schools.
"Now, I am heartily in sympathy with the Catholics
in this matter. I don't believe we hav any right to
use the money of the taxpayers to sustain Bible i"eading to classes of • children who come from families
some of whom are Jew, some Catholic, and some
Agnostic. In any and all such cases the Bible is an
offense, and in any case it is not a public-school
study. We will say that the opening religious service of a public school takes one half-hour and that
the school hours are five each day-leaving outrecesses and intermissions. The actual number of
hours of ' school work' paid for by the taxpayer is
five hours daily. Now, one-tenth of this time is devoted to a book which is not in the course of study
and has nothing at all to do with the alleged object
for which public-school taxes are levied on Jew and
Catholic, on believer and on unbeliever, alike. This
fact has led to too many heated contests in our
country for anyone to be justified at this late day in
saying that the Catholic church approves of its adherents reading the Bible.
"To evade the point by talking about the L~tin
Vulgate, which is not what is known as the Bible in
this country, is to simply juggle with words and depend on the ignorance of readers fc,r safety.
"To say that' Miss Gardener uttered a clear-cut
falsehood, displayed ignorance of history' in saying
that the Catholic church did not allow its believers
to read the Bible, is-aside from the manner of the
criticism-(which is, of course, a matter of taste), an
evasion of the fact unworthy of so able a paper as
the Press-Register.· It is a juggling with words.
It is distorting the use of a word under cover of
double meaning. What is called the Bible in this
country is the one the 'Catholic authority' knows
full well to be the book that the ' briefs ' or ' bulls '
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or 'epistles' or 'fulmin11tions' or whatever he may
choose t~ call them, were issued . against. That. is
w~at ~ satd! and that is w_hat my Catholic critic admtts m sptte of the heaalines, which would lead a
careleas reader to think otherwise. When we argue,
do let ua use words with a p!!.r vaiue, elt1e all discus.
sion were mere verbg,l G(ymnMtica-as, in facl;, moP.t
theological ones are. Lat us be fair. Let us bs
frank, and when we are talking about another book let
us say so. Of course, we ~u know that Oat,bolics and
Protestants do not call the same book tha Bible but
it was perfectly plain whs.t book I was talking about.
" But I said then, and I f.lllY again, that I think it is
a display of wisdom and good seme on the part oi
the Oatholic church to be a EWe particular r,bout the
class of literature it puts into i;ha handa of the public as 'sacred.' The thirty-firs!; chapter of Numbers
and a good many others in the Bible are certainly
not condnciv to good morals.
"So, hand in .hand with the 'Catholic authority,' I
bow myself out of a controverBy which has had from
the fit'st only one side when words were used with a
par value, and I arn inclined to smile at. the company
in which I find myself. But I said before, and I
repeat, that in my opinion the O"tholic church is the
only one that shows good Rense abou~ tho Bible-and
this is for more reasons ~.han onG. Its position is the
only logical one, and if I wt:l't1 a C&tho!ic (and if I
were a Oh1•i3tian at all I'd hav to be a Catholic) I
should continue to object to having the Bible read to
my children (if I had any) in the public schools or
anywhere else, as a, revelation of the will of P.. good
God.
HruLEN H. GARDENER."

'rhe Golden A<.!;e of' Science.
It is R.~ experience to which few of us are strangers
that we hv through the golden days of our lives unconsciously, unwittingly-never reaiizing until thev
hav receded into the distant psst that we are not,
again to know a time so happy and gainful. Thst
never again are we to learn so much and so pleas·
antly, or to see t.he horizon of Mhievement and enjoy~en~. wi_den before us with so much of impulse
and mv1tnt10n. It may be the zestful time of one's
college days, when success seema so near that one
feels inclined to forego it out of pure generosity to
other lees cer~ain winners in life's race. Or, it may
be that in some cxt.ended tour we hav traveied
through a land of fc1.me and besuty, beheld its psleceB
snd tempiss, its tr~asures of sculpture and painting,
and gazdd upon 1ts scents much as when we hav
journeyed through other lends and climes. Yet it
was Spain or Italy or· SwitzerltEld that yielded the
impressions which really moved us, and which must
ever remain the most delightful and fruitful of our
recollection. At home or abroad, by good fortune
we fall in with some strong, genuin aoul, who may
ba famous, but who mora prob;obly dons not join ambition for distinction with the power to attain it; be
speaks new truths to us, or old truths with a new
impressivness. Long ai'terward we reflect upon tbH
tangle of infl,uswcs which hBs shaped our lives, and
find his the most decisiv contribution, although
when he spoke to us wo thought to hav from others
words as weighty, incitement ss inapiring.
Somewhat thus is mankind now unwittingly living
in a golden age, in a time of oreativ energy, broaden·
ing horizons, new revolutionary trut,h-~n age which
the race for centuries to coma will et~teem great and
mem'Jrable 1n the e,)oohs of Perioles, Augustus, or
Etiz~beth. Like travei-worn wayfarers, whose delight in a new and commanding prospect auffars subtraction in the fatigu!lS and perplexities of their joUr·
ney, the strife through which the great conquests of
our time hav been reached prevents our prizing them
as they deserve In eras of the past triumphs hav
been won in the fields of . empire, art, imagination;
those of this age me in tb9 universal realms of
science. Not a few men of prophetic vision had
glimps_es of these triumphs long ago. More than two
centur1ea hav passed since George Herbert could say:
Nothing hath got so far
But man hath caught and kept it as his prey.
His eyes dismount the highest star,
He is in little all the sphere.
Herbs gladly cnre our flesh. because that they
Find their acquaintance there.
And how much richer is nature, as wa know it to·
day, than the nature of the times of the first Ohal"les !
Not only bas man been winning knowledge from her
iu a thousand fields of exploration, experiment, and
philosophy, but ef\Ch of the myriad strands in her
skein is traced subtly bound to every other in ways
unimaginable to the most piercing intelleots of eras
p:\st. Some of George Herbert's finest lyrics were
inspired in the garden he loved to paoa, but how·
much more he would see around him there were he
living now ! He would find the whole scheme of
heavens and earth implicated in that garden's beauty.
Its soil telling of forces of storm and heat and
chemic war, all at work, in time too extended for com·
putation, to grind primeval rock to fert.ility. He
would see the incomparable tints of every flower conferred by diverse elements aflame in an orb a celestial
diameter away; elements akin to the flower's own
. substance. Other indebtedness would uome out in

the account of tribes of buzzing -insects surrounding to be the law of nature's history; who hsv shown
e~oh ~;oss~m,, insect~ w~ic~, while sipping a flowGr, that, ~owever structureles'.l the univerlie may hav
lend vt..~l &.Id m contmumg 1ts re,ce.
besn m the distant past-whethGi' glowing solid,
No huo or scent here without its use in enticement seething liquid, or lambent l'-il.!S-"6~ within its
of this winged ministry! And were the poet's bosom lay l!;\l the poseibilitiea of the''wor1ds around
gtuden only vari.ona enough _in ita te~:umtry, he mi~ht us. _Lyell laid tr~e found~.tion of tha theory of
count among hu3 fl.ow_ers km~s. stnctly conformmg development w~en he est,ablish!;d the suffieiency of
to th_e mold of their msect Vlsltcr~. Wherezot>ver forces at work m modern times to account for the
he m•gl~t turn ~is eye in ~he wh~le realm of na~m·s e_!\rt~'a g~olol?ical history. Spectr.o~copy continmd
he w~u1~ see 1~ fuller, ncher; Its ovary provno<Ja tb.e ImpuH:le m. a new path by g1vmg support to
mor_e mtlmate!!. m~erlaceo, than when b~ penned his Kant:~ nebu:ar hypothesis, and by showing the innuquam~, sugges~1v lmml on Msn and ProVIdence.
meraDli.i tos!i of heaven to be built up of like ms.h~.inlat the study of nature has been Hl'IH3llling BO rials with our glebe. Von Ba(;r added rmggestiv
much aa the geneutiona hav swept nlong, there h~s corroboration by hia d~scove:ry that tha history of
been a parallel ad,;a-pce in knowledge at work, and a the development of a race from lower forms is :rec:~
parallel ~llian~e th~re of near and remote. As the pitul:f.ted irr the tnms!ormatiuYJs undergone by every
~eb of !?0!Bl1c0.IS unfolded the more (llcsely do we find individnal before hir~h. The arch of evidence of
1ts thl'eacis kmt together.
evolution arose :.·spidly unde1· the bands of these
.. At the bt>ginning of this century certain r,alts of men, yet ita span required an expla:nat.ion of how
silver were found sensitlv to light, and photography species cP.me to be and how man has r;;wended from
we.~ born. In its lateat employment it has repro- humble fm:·mB of life. An arch all but finished may
duced bo,oks; e~ught .avery. detail of a bird'~ flight; lack only a kfl:JB~one to co~pleto it~ fha_t, added, ~t
reduced ~o tr,flwg_ d1m~:m~wns the mannscnpt of a has strength snd beauty; that wantmg, 1t has nmcyclopedxa: taken Impre£swns from & score or a hun- ther; When D&rwin supplied the keyBtone of avcludred faces and by emphasizing the outlines in which tionary evidence in the fMts of natural eel2ction and
;,hey ag~ee, p.rMented us with the curious pietures the descent of man, then, a:.J.d then only, did the l~w
of a _typwal man or woman. Px·ogress in photogra- of universal development fairly come into the possesphy 1~ ~o more _tban.abreast of progress in chemistry, sion of mankind-a law, surely,· of profoundest sigelectnClty~ ~ngxneermg. Every discovery of ~ cardi- nificauce. By demon;;;trating rw.ture to be g family,
n~l fi>ot and law extends the range of applied science it givs clasaiftca.tion genetic relationship as its true
with a bmmd, and with n bound which ever lengthens. basis. To ednea.tion it indicates a new method, and
For each fact and law hag a vital tie with ev~:ry other, the best, for tbe order in w.bi~h the farmlties unfold
~nd adds one to the multiplier enriching thought and is :manifestly the order in which they can beat be
hfe; when the capital of scienc" increases, so al<Jo traiiied.
does the rate of interest at which it compounds.
H makes possible writing nature's history b!!.ck. In its milterial and immediate sphere, we are in ward to the time when only ch&oa was, chaos as wonhttle danger of forgetting the rapid growth of the derful in the order enwrapped within it as the uniwealth of Hcience. We are dsily informed of Bome verse developed· in the ::eons. The universe it made
fresh marvel of ingenuity in railroad appliauce!l, in one in a new sense, for it bound together, in a single
the cre:;tion of naval and engineering architecture. web of causation, systems, worlds, life, mind. To
Every newspaper tells us of some new piece d hav · lived who::<n thia great truth was advanced,
scie_ntific ingenuity-eiectric, telescopic, telephonic- d.ehat0a, esti!.bliahed, is a privilege to men rare in the
all mtended to extend human powers, or to confer centmies. The inspiration felt by those who hav
upon roan powers totally new. Remarkable as nll se~n the oJa, isolating mists dissolve until each
these practi.ca.l applications of sci(;nee may b&, it is branch of knowledge can be traGed to convergence
not in thMe so much as in ite eulargAmeut and cor- iu one m1ghty tree, is not to be known to men of s
rection of human thought that this age will be later generation., who are of ~hose who inherit, not of
memorable for all time. U pan men not yet old, new those who win. Fortunate al'e they who liv in a
heavens and new earth hav dawned in t.he successiv golden r.ge like this, when ideas of the :firet msgnidecades of theii:' lives. A generation or so sgo the tude mount above the horizon, who are young
word " universe" h!!od a r;ignifi{Jance faulty ~na 0nough to be adequately impressed by them, suffimeager in comparison with its meaning to.ds,y. To e1ently mature to feel their signifimmce 11ud think
be sure, the visible contents of PDace were reo-arded out their impliest.1ons.
as one, but that, therl:l" was an eq{i.~l unity of Jaw, of
Whilst our conceptions of n~ture bsv been imt;equenca in nature, was not understood. Then, cur- measurably extended, in thv.t her forces hav been
rent theories of the universe were theories of creo.- flhown to be essentiaily one, anti her subst&nce astiona, annihilations, suspensions of natural law. sentia1ly one, despite an ever-unfolding variety and
Year by year has science advanced until o't'der bas at complexity; in t.hst law h~s. been proved to reign
last dislodged magic from every stronghold of har throughout space in every mauifestation of force,
ancient territory; the universe has· bssn diaGovered and throughout, time in every transformation of matto be in agreement with itself.
t,er, yet more has betided the grsat epoch in which
In an important point of view the history of :moo- we liv. N ot.b.ing elsB thsn t.he dignifying and perern knowledge is the history of identification, of f0cti.ng the instrument by which t.hase tremendous
tracinf;?: the msny in the one, of redtwing what acceesions to thought hs.v b2en cflrved out-the
seemed sn antagonism to concord, differenGe to unit.y. Eci<mtifio method-now confessed ths ODe tr·ustIt was in physics that this process of identification worthy mesns for the winning of all truth. It is too
first took place. Forty years ago electricity was soon tc forecast its future vietoriea, for the men who
imagined a flnio. Chemical affinity was deemed wield it are too few and too newly ch·illed to hav
absolutely different from either l::eat or mecbsnicsl more than begun an s.t.tMk which net oilly in the
motion. Observers and experimenters hav in our sphere of natural scienee, but in ths fields of art,
dBy established that every phr~se of physical force is history, and m·iticism, in ;:eforme, morsl, social, ~;,nd
in its last analysis motion and is therefore identical political, must evor gather strength and eweep. Yet
with every other; that i:.hroughout all its maze of already tbG vRngnard of the army of sciE!lce is astransformation its quantity remains ever the same. Rem bled and in mot.ion; we mm see the direction its
That all phases of force are comparable to the mutu- forces ate takiug, 2nd tbe oisciplin under which they
ally convertible orbits which the various parts of a s.dnnce. In all its work, &rtistie, mEr&ry, critical,
machine may describe in air-volutes, spirals, circles, in :fields of reform, it means !'eality, accuracy, fidelwaves. And with respect to matter as well as motion ity to the directly observed and carefully oomprethere seems to be good ground to think it .i'und£<men- hended fact. It dierE:gazds trs.ditionE<, legends, and
ta11y one. Spectroscopy displays an increasing sim- guesses, however ciosely associated with gr·eat names
plicity of substR.nca the higher the temperature of v. or ancient institutions. In' their stead it is erecting
nebula, so that it would seem that the" elements" of a new authority, which finds its sanctions in knowlchemistry may be but the variously grouped sgg-ra- edge, in obr::ervation, experiment, reasoning; in ungations of some simplest substance. A strange con- tiring, impartial verification. Glad when it can find,
firmation of the faith in transmutation entertained by AS it often c~n, that men of old time had a forealchemists of old ! Half-way in the century's course feeling of modern, scientifio truth, but under all
physical science was, as it were, a sncoession of isl- circumstances loys.lly pledged to dechre exactly
ands in an archipelago, each isolated and dist\ue~ what it discovers, however much that, loyalty msy
from its neighbors. Even while we wa~ched they cause a valued berits.ge to be disprized. Triumphs
arose, and the retiring waters showed e. connected to us inconceivable doubtless awsit the c"'nturies to
continent, speedily parceled out among sturdy b~uds come, but there will rem~in as the ina1i?nsble glor_y
of explorers. That the wave circling out from the of the nineteent,h, that to the old queshon, What lS
paddle, the musical note pulsating t.he air, the throb truth ! it first g11vs, not the old answer, Whatsoever
of electri.city, the grasp of magnetism, the impulse has been so considered, but Whatsoever can be
of gravitation, the vibrant heat and light shot forth tJroved.
from fuel, tlUn, and st.a.r, the stimulus to chemical ' In that science be.s in our age demonet.r.ated what
union, the subtle energy of enimf'll and plant, are in hitherto was only snsl!ected, that the _umvers_e has
all their diversit.y fundamentally on(>, io a conception sn order both int.elligtble aud ~soert~mable, 1t .bas
as gr~nd as ever dignified human thought. Truly s.chieved the religious work of ~hsplP:ymg nature as
the faithful, petient men, whose gift to mankind it the manifestation of suprem~ mtelhgence, not external to it, but immanent in 1t. What though that
is, are
Unifiers .of a united world,
order be as yet little understood, the diameter· of
For wheresoever their clear eye beams fell
human ignorance unmeasured T Therein is opporThey caught the footsteps of the same.
tunity a~d incitement for every man with heart snd
Of like mold are the students who hav still further brain to add ~o knowledge aU he :wr..y.
broadened the glory of our nge by proving evolution
GEoRGE lLEs.
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FREE'i'HOUGHT.
The Symposium, concluded in last issue of Tm: TRUTH
BuKER, will be printed in pamphlet form at once, and
orders may be sent in now. It is seldom that in one little
work can be found the opinions of· so many writers as in
this ::;ymposium. A book by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
R. B. Westbrook,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Saladin (W. Stuart Ross),
L. K. Washburn,
H. 0. Pentecost,
-George E. Macdonald,
Susan H. Wixon,
E. C. Walker,
Samuel P. Putnam,
F. M. Bolland,
Lucy N. Colman.
Parker Pillsbury,
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
C. B. Reynolds,
Charles Watts,
J. H. Burnham,
W. F. Jamieson,
Thaddeus B. Wakeman,
is something that every Freethinker will probably want to
possess. Price, 25 cents.
-------4~-------

The Pictures.
When the snow blockades in the West are entirely
overcome we think the five hundred new subscribers
needed to maint.ain the pictures in THE TRUTH
BEEKEll. during 1890 will be soon made up. As it is,
during the past seven days thirty-five hav been ob·
tained on this account, making three hundred and
forty-nine in all. The following donations hav also
reached us :
·
Frank Everly ............. $3 00 Albert Brooks............ 1 25
W. A. Dunn..............
50 A. Moot.................... 1 00
Geor.-;e Cook.............
75 B. W. Brockway........
75
E. D. Blakeman......... 1 00 Henry R. T~>al...... ...... 1 00
J. H. Graves.............. 1 50 Mary Baird Finch.......
75
Bringing the total of contributions up to $186 05.
Two friends hav also added generously to the Literature Fund-namely :
L. Yeager ............................................................. $3 00
William Smith . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. 5 00
It is well to remember this fund, in order that
work for liberty may be done promptly when occasion arises. During the past week we hav forwarded,
at the expense of the American Secular Union, copies
of " Sabbath Breaking" to all the Senators and Representative at Washington. Now that the World's
Fair contest is decided, the Sabbath Union people
will be working energetically for Congressman
Breckinridge's Sunday law for the District of Columbia, and some activ opposition is necessary.
We would again call attention to the offer of "Try
Square " as a premium for new subscribers to THE
TRUTH BEEKER. The terms are: Copies of the book
to be given as premiums to, or for, new subscribers
who pay the regular price of $3 for THE TRUTH
SEEXER one year, before March 11th. One copy of
the book to be given to every volunteer new subscriber, and one to every old subscriber who procures
a new one at the regular price of $3. The price of
the book by itself is $1.
.
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murderers being .launched into eternal bliss by a priest,
while their unconverted victims writhed in the flames of hell.
Dr. Harcourt said that the picture was the best illustration
of the barbarous doctrin he had ever seen, and his congregation, which is among the largest in the city, appeared to
agree with him."
That is just what we print the pictures for, to
show the people the horribleness of the Christian
doctrine-and they do it. They may not always be
pretty, but they are always strong, and each one
points a moral and enforces an argument against
superstitious teaching. Think of the good effect
that one picture had · upon a whole churchful of
Methodists. If it aided them to get the idea of hell
out of their heads it was worth the cost of the pictures for a whole year.

..

--------~

~-------

:Parochial Schools.
Bishop Wigger, of Newark, has ordered the priests
of his charge to notify all Catholic parents that, in
accordance with the decree of the plenary council at
Baltimore, they must send their children to Catholic
schools under penalty of deBial of absolution.
This order is in pursuance of the now well- known
policy of the Romish authorities to withdraw all
Catholic children from public schools in order to
t>ventually obtain "separate " schools, conducted by
the sects but supported by the state. At present
there is little likelihood of this being brought about,
at least in the East, and the bishop's order is a matter
which chiefly concerns Catholic parents and children,
the latter not having very brilliant chances of getting
even a decent elementary education.
The Protestants in Newark are much exercised at
the order, and say it should be resisted as dangerous
and revolutionary. But as to this, we fail to see
how the state can properly intervene. If the Oatholios provide the schools at their own expense, they
are certainly entitled to them and to send their children to them. There can be no question about this
right, any more than there can be concerning the
right of parents to send their boys to Methodist,
Presbyterian, or Episcopal colleges.
The danger of these parochial schools to the public lies in another phase.
In many towns, especially in the West, where these
schools hav been established, they hav superseded
the public schools, and led ta the discontinuance of
the latter, or to a material reduction in the length of
the school term. This, in one or two instances, was
done by the vote of the town, a majority of the
voters being Roman Catholics. The priests, controling the voters, said to their Protestant and
Freethinking neighbors, Send your children to our
schools, or nowhere.
This danger, of course, is to be feared only where
the Catholics control the township or municipality;
but where they do, the danger is great, and will require firm statesmanship to meet it. Under local
school rule, there is no way to meet it; it must be
done by state laws, compelling every town to provide
sufficient school accommodation and length of school
term to insure every child at least an elementary education. The right of a Catholic to use a religious
school cannot be interfered with·; but in this way
the churches are prevented from interfering with the
public schools.
--------~~-------

"God's Warnings."
The Rev. David McAllister is one of the fanatics of
the National Reform Association, the members of
which constitute the God-in-the-Oonstitution party.
For a recent sermon at Pittsburgh Mr. McAllister
took as a text, "The Washington Calamity; God's
Oall to National Repentance." The calamity referred
to is the ten·ible deaths met by Secretary Tracy's
wife and daughter--a c&lamity which all decent people can only lament, silently sympathizing with the
widowed survivor. But Mr. McAllister had the
heartless impudence to say :
" This government has always been ready to acknowledge
the blessings of God. Proclamations are issued by the_ president and the governors of the different states, calling upon
the people to giv thanks for the blessings of tlie year. Why,
then, should we not be ready to acknowledge the chastening hand of a divine providence? The view is held by
--------~~------A Tribute to Our Pictures.
many that calamities are to be regarded without any con"The
sideration as things caused by providence. This view is
following paragraph from San Francisco incorrect. We as a Christian nation must &ppreciate that
Freethought tells its own story :
God's hand, while dealing out blessings, is also powerful
'' TER TRuTH BEEKER got a good advertisment at the How. to blight or to bring about those things which we do not
ard street Methodist church Sunday evening. Dr. Harcourt, call blessings.
the pastor, was discussing old notions of hell and salvation,
"The question now arises, where is the reason for the sinand exhibited a copy of the paper to illustrate his remarks. gular train of calamities which has of late attended the
The illustration was a cartoon by Heston representing some course of those who hold the reins of our government? The
1

question can be answered. It can be answered when the
course of the present administration is pointed out-when we
observe how its actions correspond with the tone of a Christian people. Take, for the first, the last Thanksgiving proclamation issued by President Harrison. In it thanks were
directed to be offered by this Christian nation, but there
was not even a reference to ,Jesus Christ. Had the omission of this sacred name been accidental or caused by lack
of forethought the case would not be so glaring:
" But President Harrison was waited on by a committee
and was earnestly solicited to insert in the proclamation the
name of Jesus Christ. In the face of this Mr. Harrison
refused to make the insertion.
" Then come other official actions which are equal to this.
Balls and festivities were given to which representativs of
countries from all over the globe were invited and came.
Many of these occasions, while not openly official, yet the
manner in which they were given made them at least semiofficial. And at every guest's plate three or four wine glasses
were placed, and the wine was as plentiful as the food.
" In many other ways the present administration has been
a disappointing one to the Christian people of this land. It
was expected that with so many men in high and responsible
positions who were stanch members of the Christian church,
many long-looked-for reforms would be made. To-day in
this great Christian country we are in many respects behind some of Europe's dynasty-stricken governments. The
name of God is not mentioned in the Constitution. Although
the land is filled with societies covering every line of moral
work and trying to help on the great cause, yet in many instances they fail because they hav not the proper backing.
"From these things it is n&tural to suppose that providence intends the recent Washington happenings as a warning to the nation. Many of our people feel this and the
reported close of the so-called social season in Washington
is perhaps a sign that, while the ways of providence are
often mysterious, they are at other times plain warnings to
nations. Those who were struck down in Washington were
not any ·worse than their fellow-citizens; but the latter
should not fail to heed God's warning."
It is a too apparent fact that the rulers of this
country hav been assigning to an unknown and unknowable quantity credit for the prosperity and welfare of the country which properly belor.gs to the
people, but this was not one of their legal duties but
only a way they took to thrust their private opinions
upon others. But that neglect to still more outrageously abuse the privileges of their offices by acknowledging a particular divinity of a particular
religion should call down upon them the wrath of
this unknown and unknowable quBBtity, called God,
is so ridiculous an assertion that its maker seems out
of place in any house_ but one devoted to the cure of
the insane. That Secretary Tracy's family should
be burnt up because wine was used at a public dinner shows a conception of God so hideous that one
not a professed and professional Christian would be
called blasphemous should he hold it. Besides, Mr.
McAllister's God was once fond of wine himself, if
the sacred book does not tell us falsely.
There is . one paragraph in this report of Mr.
McAllister's raving that is probably news to many-that is, that President Harrison was asked and refused to insert the name of Jesus Christ in his
Thanksgiving proclamation. The statement reveals
the astounding fanatical effrontery of the National
Reform Association people. Jesus Christ--if he
ever lived-has no more to do with this government
than has Julius Oresar, or any other dead Jew or
Roman. To use his name as requested of Mr. Harrison, would hav been a :fbgrant outrage upon all
Americans, and a miserable offense to those of other
nationalities who do not recognize nor believe the
Christian religion. It would hav been a betrayal of
trust, and that it should be asked of those " men in
high and responsible positions who are stanch members of the Christian church," speaks badly for the
honor and morality of the Reform Association. The
men who compose the Association seem to be exceedingly unscrupulous demagogs.
And, furthermore, to prove, if proof were needed,
that this is so, we may say that the men or Associations who are not satisfied with the piety of this
administration must be hard indeed to suit.
The Illinois Supreme Court.
The supreme court of Illinois is not regarded by
the Chicagoans as possessing very sound judgment.
One of the judges has recently granted a writ of
error ·in the case of N eebe, one of the imprisoned
Anarchists, and if the writ be sustained it will giv
all of those unfortunate men now alive a new trial,
and make the execution of the others a monstrous
legal blunder. In view of this " freak," as the
Journal calls the issuance of the writ, "there will
be an unsatisfactory feeling regarding any decision
the supreme court may render."
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· Another cause of complaint against +.he court is I bany, introduced in the senate by Mr. Ahearn and
the reporl; that a question regarding Cath~.·li~ church advocated in the assembly by Mr. Dinkelspiel, which
property is likely to be interposed, though why the this Committee of Public Safety will do well to
property of that church is more interested than the watch. The bill provides for an increase of the
propertY. of other churches, says the Journal, is Board of Education from twenty-one to twenty-four
hardly visible to the naked eye. It is said that members, and requires that eaoh member of the
church property is exempt from general taxation, Board shall be appointed from a separate city disbut not from special assessments, and that the trict, and shall be at the time. an actual resident of
Catholics will therefore vigorously oppose any plan the district he represents. The idea is to get upon
but that of general taxation or of bonds, both being the Board a large number of members from below
ultimately the same. Judge Prenderg&st, who is the Fourteenth street and those living on the east and
board, is a devout Catholic, and perhaps this fact west sides of the town, where the Cat}J.Olics run
caused the question to be raised as regards that things. At present there ia only one member of
church only. But it affects all church property alike the Board residing below Fourteenth street, while if
in proportion to its value. Furthermore, it is the bill becomes a law the number would be inthought that Judge Prendergast, who has now creased to sixteen. In all these wards the Catholics
qualified as one of the city's sanitary trustees, must control the elections and the sppointmenis. With
resign his county judgeship. The Journal says that members of the board from sueh districts the church
undoubtedly the two offices are incompatible, as could do very nearly as she pleased with our echoola,
Prendergast as judge has to pass on the acts of and everybody knows pretty well what that would be.
Prendergast and his colleagues as trustees-that is,
The Committee on Public Safety can safely let the
in case of special assessments which the county capitalistic element alone for a while and devote
court must approve.
their time and energies to watching the Roman OathConsidering the procedure of the supreme court olio church.
in convicting the Anarchists, and then when popular
The Unreasonableness of Christians.
clamor has in a measure subsided, granting a writ of
The Ithaca .Daily Journal recently made this
error in their oases; and the further astonishing
action in the case of the St. Mary's Training School, sentiment of a contemporary its own:
" Another hideous evil is perpetrating iniquity in the name
where a former plain decision was not followed because of the sympathy of one judge with the new of religion. The faith cure which leaves an ailing person
defendant, it is not to be regarded as remarkable deprived of the rational means of help and restoration to
health through an impudent relegation of the invalid to suthat the people are losing confidence in the court. pernatural restoration, should be suppressed by law."
If the judges pronounce one thing legal at one time,
This subj~ct, says Judge Stephen Brewer, a disand its opposit legal and right at another, citizens of
tinguished jurist of that city, will bear a little closer
Illinois will not know whether the judges are exercising
examination. Viewed from the standpoint of mere
the very human prerogativ of changing their minds,
worldly wisdom, the animadversion would seem to
or whether they ever knew what is law and had
be quite in the line with right thinking; but examany but very hazy notions of what is right.
ined in the light of Bible religion, it is without doubt
open to the charge of being wise above what is writA Committee on Public Safety.
ten.
At its meeting on February 21st the Manhattan
It can never· be too often imp:resse ~ upon the
Liberal Club passed these resolutions and appointed alleged Christian public, that in this matter either
A, A. Levy, Lucien Saniel, and Dr. Huldah F. Gunn the New Testament or the Cioctors hav got to go.
the Committee named thel"ein:
The New Testament is very plain-both in the King
"WHEREAs, Recent events in this community and else- James and the revised version-on the subject. "Is
where throughout the country indicate the existence of a any sick among you 1" asks . James. "Let him call
con~piracy on the part of certain religious authorities acting
for the elders of the chm·ch, and let them pray over
in conjunction with the capitalistic class, to restrict and restrain the usefulness of the public school system of the him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord,
Unitea 8tates by crippling its resources through the inade. and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the
quate appropriation of public money and otherwise, thus Lord shall raise him up." This doctrin is in harpreventing the growth of the common school system in due mony also, as Judge Brewer points out, with otter
proportion to the increase of the population, and otherwise, passages of the "holy writ." The language used is
the expectation of both parties to this conspiracy being that,
by this means, they will finally be able to limit the public not ambiguous nor vague. It is a direct and ·pointed
education of the masses to the most elementary branches, prescription, as plainly so as a direction to take Dr.
and thus, by keeping them in comparativ ignorance, pre. Lyon's cough balsam for an irritation of the throat.
V!)nt the increasing dissatisfaction of the working people It cannot be explained away; it is not an interpolawith existing social conditions from finding expression, and tion-though, to be sure, no one knows who wrote
"WHERE•s, The keeping in comparativ ignorance of the
the epistle of James; it is just as suthoritativ and
people is thus frankly and brutally admitted to be the common reliance of the ministers of superstition and those who as much inspired as any other portion of the Bible.
And yet no one but a few "Christian scientists,"
profit by the present state of social injustice, and
"WHEREAs, It is highly important that, in this crisis, the ca1led cranks for short, believes it to be meant for
friends of humanity, the lovers of political and religious anything but a "glittering generality;" certainly no
freedom, and the advocates of social justice should begin
rational Christian would think of adopting it. They
to combine against their common enemy, therefore be it
"Resolved, That the Manhattan Liberal Club hereby ap- look upon it, practically, as they regard another expoints a standing committee of three, with full power, whose clamation of the same author :

common sense would receive an impulse as prompt as
it would be memorable and beneficent.

Editorial Notes.
CoLONEL INGEBBOLL'fl latest speech, "Crimes Against
Criminals," makea a pamphlet of nearly fifty pages. It is
printed .in the same elegant shape that Mr. Farrell affects
with all of his great relativ's works, and sells for ten cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER will supply the public.
THE National Guardian, published in Calcutta, India,
transfers to its iitle-page the picture adorning the same page
of THE TRUTH BEEKER of September 28th. It is p. telling
thrust at the missionaries in India, and theNational Gwurdian
has done well in reprinting it. It brings the lesson home to
the very people the church is after.
IT is pretty certain that when the next General Assembly
of the Presbyterian church meets it will revise its Confession
of Faith. And now some 1\'[ethodists think that thete are
some doctrins taught in their churches which are behind the
times, and need the pruning-knife. At this rate. the churches
will revise Christianity out of existence, leaving but a lot of
churth buildings in which Sunday lectures and week-day
entertainments may be held_
THE Rev. Dr. Driver is in Washington state advertising
himself in his lecture notices thus : "Dr. Driver is.celebrated
as the only man who eve1 defeated Robert G. Ingersoll on
his own ground." A sulJscriber at Port Townsend desires
to know " on what point Dr. Driver defeated Colonel Ingersoll." We are sorry not to be able to enlighten our friend,
but we really do not know. Colonel Ingersoll does not know
either. No one knows but Dr. Driver, and he is reticent on
the subject, as becomes a modest man.
A PRETTY good specimen of the kind of clerks we now hav.
in our city government under Tammany Hall is the one
revealing himself by his penmanship and orthography on the
back of a jury notice served on the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER last week. The individual summoned is called an
"editEr" and his place of business is marked as in "LafEyette " place. If the penmanship could be reproduced
the scholarly attainments of the clerk would be noted as
about on the level with the Editor's boy of ten.
THE Sun two Sundays ago printed a page account of Tal·
mage, in which that reverend gentleman is pretty plainly
called, and proved to be, a humbug. His accomplishments
as an acrobatic ora.'or, his peculiar attempts to raise money
to build his new church, his lack of real influence, his meanness in money matters and thrift in selling sermons he never
delivered, his buffoonery at Mars Hill aud Calvary, and his
general good-for-nothingness as a "soul saver" are all dwelt
upon in separate chapters, and the summing up might well
be that the Brooklyn mountebank is a commercial Christian,
for revenue, and that only, being neither a scholar, sincere
preacher, nor unselfish worker for others.

THE Christian Advocate says: "The season thus far in
most parts of the country has been unfavorable for special
religious services having in view the awakening of communities and the conversion of sinners. The sections ordinarily
covered with snow, and affording the finest opportunities
for locomotion, hav been submerged beneath oceans of mud.
The influenza has silenced fvr weeks together hundreds of
ministers and affected so many of the congregations, especially among the aged-often the most efficient helpers a
pastor has in revivals-as to lessen the congregations to onehalf or one-third their usual numbers. In many instances,
when a hopeful work was begun, the sudden invasion of La
G1·ippe brought everything to a stand, transformed the population into invalids and nurses, and imposed upon the pastor, if not himself a sufferer, the duty of visiting the
sick and burying the dead. Where the influenza has not
been thus general, many hav been so busy talking and readduty it shall be to invite the cooperation of all other socie"Go to now, ye rich, weep and howl for your miseries ing about it, and !!O much afraid of it, that attention has
ties, clubs, and organizations of like opinions, aspirations, that are coming upon you. . . . Your gold and your been dissipated and religious activity has ceased." May an
and tendencies by the appointment of similar committees to silver are rusted ; and their rust shall be for a testimony unregenerate sinner be allowed to a.sk why the Lord didn't
work in unison in t.very possible way for the protection of againot you, and shall eat your flesh as flre""
send the snow, and why he did se~d the grip?
the liberties, the education, and social and governmental in.
Christians strive for riches, and send for a doctor
terests of the people, and the furtherance of religious and
MR. W. E. REm, the Michigan medium now in the toils of
to
prolong their enjoyment of them. And the great
civic freedom and social justice among men, and be it
Wanamaker, has revived the Oli'De Branch, in the last numbody
of
them
do
not
.read
their
Bible.
If
it
was
further
ber of which he says: " THE TRUTH SEEKER is without
"Resolved, That this committee be known as the Commit- once read to them so they understood it, they would, doubt the most conservativ Liberal journal in the world, and
tee of Public Safety."
as Thoreau says, leave the meeting-house, and there yet Liberal in all that the word implies. We are glad to see
There is no doubt that the primary public schools would not be one stone of it left upon another. It its readers coming to the rescue so that its engravings can be
of this city are of little value, and that there is an is only because they do not know it, and it is never continued. Those who ha v tried it little realize all that it
means to continue as a lifework ' Liberal journalism.'
attempt being made by a cel"tain element to render explained to them, that they believe the Bible. Let Personally,
we can never forget that, although differing with
them still more worthless. The method of instruc· them be consistent and either repudiste it~as they us in religious views, it has persistently continued in clelivertion is not wise nor Efficient. A child will learn repudiate the greater portion of the sermons and ing sledge-hammer blows in defense of the principles inmore in a New England country school in six months traditions of centuries ago-or cease putting men in volved in the case entitled, ' The United States vs. Walter
than he will in a New York school in twice the time. jail for practicing its plain teachings-or let them E. Reid.'" THE TRUTH BEEKER is conservativ (if that be
the proper word) because it knows that human beings are
And the disturbing element is not so much the liv up to it in its entirety. This last, of course, would fallible
and that a man who thinks to-day that he has a
" capitalistic" class as it is the Catholic church. be a calamity, but it would hasten the advent of a scheme which is Bllre to bring the millennium, is quite apt to
The object of the church of course is to hav insuf- true civilization, for as the Ithaca jurist pvts it, it is find out to-morrow that he may be wrong. It is well to go
fioient public school accommodations and so drive safe to predict that immediately on the advent of slow in some things, even at the risk uf bei~g called conmore children into the church schools. The Sun is such a time and such living on the part of the great servativ. Mr. Reid will probably concede this, as he seems
to hav a pretty clear idea of the many good qualities of the
about the only "capitalistic" representativ which has body of Christians, the world's attention iu this age paper.
And, by the 1'iay, Mr. Reid has been East but the
expressed a desire to limit the education provided by of progress would be startlingly arrested ; blind eyes Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER and his friend McArthur d d
the public schools to a mere elementary course, and would be opened; deuf ears would be unstopped ; not obtain the promised sitting for slate-writing. Mr. Reid
.errqr and superstition, made conspicuous, would be. is now attending to business in Grand Rapide, and expects
the Sun is well known as a caterer to Catholicism.
There is a bill now before the legisll\tUr3 at AI- tl\lJ:~ to get a ·trePlePc;iOW! eat-back, nud truth and to be tried again some time ne~t month.
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GALLUP, N. M., Jan. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please send the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL and
a catalog of Freethought books. I hav been trying to raise
a club, but failed. I will try again. I should like to hav
LB RoYBVILLB, PA., Feb. 6, 1890.
LEE THoMAS.
MR. EDITOR: I regard the pictures "l'iith favor; every one the pictures continued.
C. W. 8LOou:M.
embraces a sermon or lecture.
FRAOKVILLB, PA., Jan. 14, 1890.

will try to get some. There are several Liberals here, and if
the pictures are dropped out they will never subscribe. By
all means keep Heston at work. The pictures are two-thirds
of the paper. Most men like me, raised in the West and
self-educated, can read the pictures at a glance and understand them. Anyone who says the pictures ought .to go does
not know enough to ache when in pain.
E. G. ABBOTT.

MR. EDITOR : PleaRe send THE TRUTH BEEKER to the folGLENNfl FERRY, IDA., Feb. 6, 1890.
ARGENTA, Jan. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed are stamps for the ANNuAL for lowing address for 1890. .Inclosed find $2 in payment of the
same. I would like to see the cartoons continued. I will
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6 25-$5 to pay for my sub1890. Do not stop the pictures if you can help it.
do all I can to help them along.
RIOHARD CHAPPELL.
scription and that of a friend I hav selected in the distance.
T. R. BTBVII:NSON.
.
$1 is donated to continue the pictures, not only one, but
Feb. 5, 1890.
MonGAN, TBx., Feb. 7, 290.
both. Our friend Heston has the power to hang up biblical
MR. EDIToR: Please find $3.25 to renew my subscription absurdities by the tail. I hav known Christians to pick up
MR. EDITOR: I am in favor of the cartoons. I hav tried
and
for
the
ANNuAL.
Pictures
or
not,
I
must
hav
the
paper.
to get others to subscribe, but could not.
my paper, look at the pictures, turn red in the face at first,
I tkink the pictures attract more than they repel. They ex- and then laugh. Plain cases-don't you see that it does them
Yours truly,
HIRAM SNODGRASS.
cite the children so they ask a great many questions about good? To read of a thing, and to see it, are quite different.
LoGAN, UTAH, Feb. 1, 1890.
them. In that way they are a means of instruction.
A. BESSETTE.
MR. EDITOR : I am for advancement, and believe the pictSHA.NND!!I ToDD.
ures to be good educators. They awaken thought which
JAMESTOWN, P.t., Jan. 31, 1890.
BPBNOBR, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1890.
would otherwise be dormant.
I. W. Wn.KINSON.
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed please send me the ANNUAL
MR. EDIToR : Inclosed please find $1 for THE TRUTH for 1890; the remainder place to the credit of a new subFoRT BLiss, TEx., Feb. 4, 1890.
BBEKBB four months. We subscribe chiefly on account of scriber as below. Blow your bugle until the hosts of superMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4. Please continue the cartoons. We would be pleased to see the picture of stition are compelled to surrender the fort, and the knees of
my TRUTH SBBKBR, send me the ANNUAL for 1890, and apply those two milch cows drawing the creator of all the shining the priests quiver and quake and they cry for the rocks and
balance to the picture fund.
J. A. MuRRAY, U. 8. A.
worlds over the mountain to the coast of Bethshemesh.
hills to fall upon them and hide them from impending wrath.
Respectfully yours,
EAGLB KNIFE WoRKs.
We need the pictures. And let me say to our new-born,
AuBURN, Feb. 4, 1890.
faint-hearted Liberals, that the truth must pierce the sink
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 50 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
ALBERT LEA, MINN., Feb. 11, 1890.
·and ANNUAL of 1890, and twenty-five cents toward the pictMR. EDITOR: I hav taken the paper for one year, and I of abominations with the force of twenty lightning flashes,
JERRY BROOKWAY.
ures, as 1 should love to see them continued.
can say that I feel that it has been the cause of making me snd that the pictures help.
MARY J. JoNBs.
a better man, morally and in many other ways, than all the
OAKLAND, CAL., Feb. 11, 1890.
religious papers I ever read, or all the orthodox sermons I
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $8-$5 to extend my subscription
RooHRSTBR, N.H., Feb. 9, 1890.
ever listened to. Continue the cartoons. They are grand.
to your paper for two years, and $3 for the pictures. I
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$3 for THE TRUTH
Yours, etc.,
G. Q. BLoouM.
believe the cartoons will add to the circulation of the paper.
BBBKBR, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and the balance
Our leading Sunday papers a1e illustrated, and they find it
for the pictures. I hope that the pictures may be continued.
Jan. 31, 1890.
Yours respectfully,
ELIZA CADIEUX.
MR. EDITOR: I send money for your paper. I want that takes with the public. So I hope Mr. Heston will go on
paper one more year, at least. I am pleased to see the exact with his good work, as he seems to understanG. the Bible
FARLEY, IA., Jan. 27, 1890.
likeness of the ancient fools and barbarians of the past. thoroughly. Heston would make a splendid lecturer in the
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5.75 to extend my subscrip- They do not vary much from the present patterns all round Young Men's Christian Association or teacher in Sabbathtion two years, and for the ANNUALS for 1888, 1889, and 1890. us at present. But Heston must be the greatest seer of this schools, as he could make clear on the blackboard the charI am in favor of the cartoons, but hav not been able to age.
acters and scenery of the Bible.
A. W. RooT.
Y. E. MoCLBND0N.
H. GILMORE.
secure the new subseriber.
GMILB BRooK, N. 8., Feb. 5, 1890.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Feb. 13, 1890.
PT. Pr,BABANT, !A., Feb. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.25 to pay for THE
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 to renew and for a new sub.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money for renewal and a copy scriber, which I take pleasure in sending. In regard to the TRuTH BEEKER, and the book called" Bible Myths," and the
of "Try-Square," also $5 for two new subscribers. I will
pictures, as I said before, those on the first page are inval- ANNUAL. I see a very large majority of patrons vote for
try and send you two or three more soon. We vote for the uable. On the last page I thmk we could do without, and Heston and the pictures. I also vote the whole ticket.
pictures.
J. R. 8BI.BB.
the space could be utilized by the likenesses of notable Heston is worthy of great praise, indeed. Instead of injuring your paper the pictures help it very much. PrayerFreethinkers,
perhaps at less expense.
JNo. DoWNES.
MINNEAPOLis, MINN., Feb. 6, 1890.
meetings and revivals are the order of the day here, so that
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25 for THE TRUTH BBBKBR
I can do nothing by way of a new subscriber. The thing is
MIDLAND, FLA., Feb. 4, 1890.
another year to my address. Also the ANNUAL, and still
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $1, for which please send me utterly impossible. I wish you would send a copy of your
better, $2.50 for a new subscriber. We both vote for the the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, and the Bruno pamphlet paper to the address of the friend inclosed.
pictures.
Respectfully,
M. E. FELTON.
Yours truly,
JAMBS BARRY.
No. 2; The balance is to be applied on the Literature Fund.
I vote for the pictures being continued, but can get no subCANDIA, N. H., Feb. 7, 290.
PmiLLAs, FLA., Feb. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav tried hard to get at least one ·new sub- scribers, and only succeed in causing the people to look
MR. EDITOR: In regard to pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER·
scriber, but hav not as yet. Hav mercy on a poor man a lit- upon me as some strange, unnatural being.
I am pleased to see that a large proportion of your correA. E. KITTBLLB.
tle longer, and I will do the best I can. I want to vote for
spondents are in favor of them. I am also one of that num,
the pictures. Yours truly, with respect,
L. C. TRUE.
NEWToN, MoNT., Jan. 1, 1890.
ber, and to express my appreciation of them I inclose $5
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5.25, fa which please send toward their cost. I notice that almost everyone first looks
DWIGHT, ILL., Feb. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I should ha v written last week, but I thought me THB TRUTH 8BBKBR, also the ANNUAL, and the " Secret at the pictures. When the paper was sent to my office
that by waiting till now I would get one new subscriber, but of the East," by Felix L. Oswald; also please send a copy everyone there would examin the cartoons, if they did not
failed to do so. I vote for the pictures, but I am unable to of "Mea, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, to the read the paper. I hav seen the time when such pictures
young lady whose address I append. Hoping that the pict- would hav shocked me. I think such shocking very useful
help in money for them.
WILLIAM WALKER.
ures may be continued, I am,
to many people. It will set many to thinking where nothing
CoRRBOTIONVILLB, IA., Jan. 30, 1890.
Very respectfully yours,
AusTIN DILTS.
else would.
A. H. FRANK.
MR. EDITOR : A short time since, I promised you a new
BT. PAUL, MINN., Fsb. 7, 290.
AsPEN, CoL., Feb. 4, 1890.
subscriber. Here he is. Send the copy of "Try-Square,"
MR. EDITOR : I hr>pe you will continue the cartoons.
MR. EDITOR: Within the next four weeks I will send you
offered as a premium, to the undersigned. We both want
Within the past three weeks a member of the Presbyter!an $3 to continue the cartoons in THE TRUTH BEKKER. I am
the pictures continued.
H. G. BLINN.
church, by picking up my paper, has been led to think. He also authorized to promis the same amount from Peter WesFoRT FAIRFIBLD, Feb. 9, 1890.
begged me to let him read Paine's" Age of Reason." He terlund, a subscriber and admirer of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5-$3 to be credited to 8. L. read it, and is now reading other like works, and I believe I will send his and my substantial vote at the same time.
Conant on his subscription, fifty cents for two copies of the that now you could not shoot him back into the church . . Long liv THE TRUTH BEEKER and Watson Heston. But we
ANNUAL, to be sent to said Conant, and the balance Mr. This, all from seeing those cartoons.
JOHN MoNRoE.
all know that none can liv on air. Why should not all of us
R. D. BAKER.
Conant contributes to the picture fund.
do all we can, without material injury to ourselvs, to sustain
RooHBSTBR, N.Y., Feb. 3, 1890.
those who work hard and devote their whole life for the
FRESNo FLATs, C..u.., Jan. 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Send the TRUTH BBBKBR ANNUAL AND FREB- cause that is so dear to us? Let us all do our best.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find fifty cents for two THINKBRB' ALMANAO. I hav not been able yet to get any subSincerely yours,
JoHN ENGSTROM.
ANNUALS. Also accept my vote for the continuance of the scribers for THE TRUTH 8BBKBR, but I send all the papers
pictures. At the request of Mr. L. Powel, I send his vote away as soon as read to parties who I think will be interested
CANToN, 0., Jan. 13, 1890.
for the continuance of the pictures.
W. E. LARAMORE.
and appteciate what they contain, and it is possible some
Mn. EDlTOB: I hav been seeking for a subscriber ever since
may subscribe through that. THE TRUTH BEEKER is a welNEosHo, Mo., Feb. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad that I can inform you that I hav come visitor either with or without cartoons.
Yours sincerely,
RuTH BBBl'TBLL.
finally succeeded in getting you a new subscriber at the reg.
ular rate of $3, which entitles him to the premium "TryCosUMNBd, Jan. ll'i, 1890.
Square." Add two strong votes for the pictures.
MR. EDITOR: Feeling an interest in the spread of Liberal
Respectfully,
E. SoHOBNBORN.
and Freethought principles, I hav induced a few of my
neighbors to subscribe for THE TRUTH BEEKER. I may add
KrowA, CoL., Jan. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav the promia of two subscribers as soon that the subscribers were much pleased with the pictures,
as they 11et the money. They say Heston is a brick, and so and we hope they will be continued. Please find inclosed
say I. The pictures take well here, and as soon as I get the $16. I also inclose $6, for which send me the inclosed list
of works I hav selected from your columns.
money to spare I will giv it to pay for them.
w. R. GRIMSHAW.
FRED. FoLSTBR.

my subscription ran out, and hav not yet succeeded. As I
cannot get a new subscriber, I will help you on the pictures
soon. I do not want the pictures stopped, for I think them
the best part of the paper. And if they are stopped my subscription stops also. So keep on if you possibly can. There
hav not been any cartoons too rough for me. I am sorry to
tell you that they are not half rough enough. I will soon
help to keep Heston alive. I cannot send you many names
of Liberals for sample copies, but will giv you a few.
Yours for liberty,
D. 8. AUNGST.
BALBM, 0., Feb. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Since sending the money for the renewal of
my paper on the lOth of January, I hav observed quite an
interest and increase in favor of Mr. Heston's glorious work;
but I am apprehensiv that there is not near enough sent in
to pay the expenses of Mr. Heston's pictures yet. So you
will find inclosed $5, for the encouragement of some of the
brethren strong in the faith to do likewise. For the truth's
sake do not let the good work linger. You may send me
the " Try-Square "-a name of an article that I am somewhat familiar with, having owned and used it at tbe bench
for the greater part of my life.
SIMEON SHARP.

PLANTSVILLE, CoNN., Feb. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Now, while the old subscribers are looking
up new subscribers, continue the pictures. If at the end of
the year you hav not enough subscribers to make it pay,
publish the amount you are short. I would ask all subscribers to make this amount up, and I think they will do it. I
shall try for one or two subscribers. Find inclosed money
for subscription, ANNUAL, and books named.
ST. PAUL, MINN., Jan. 31, 1890.
Yours respectfully,
J. J. WITHAM.
MR. EDITOR: In regard to Mr. Heston's pictures, I hope
you will continue them, as speaking about matters is never so
effectiv as when aided by pictures, and I think we could
ORANGEVILLE, PA, Jt~.n. 27, 1890.
FoRT MAGINNis, MoNT., Jan. 27, 1890.
not offend the other side by illustrating their teaching.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $4 for which please send
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL
Yours,
JoHN BAYER.
of 1890, I cannot promis you any new subscribers, but one Binder for THE TRUTH BEEKER for 1890·, one co:py ot

BALTIMORE, MD., Feb. 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : As for the pictures, I do not think you are
illustrated enough. I think that many points that are made
by Freethought lecturers are now lost that would not be if
they were illustrated each with a small cut.
Respectfully,
F. A. EvERITT.

TH..t!l TH.UTH S~..lii.H..~.H.. M..AH.OH ~. 1880.
"Antichrist," and four TRUTH BEEKER ANNUALS for 1890.
The balance apply on the picture fund. I would hav sent
three new subscribers it money was not so scarce. I had
their promis, but they could not get the money. I think
they wi.ll subscribe yet, as soon as they can. There would
then bav been four more votes for the pictures. I would
vote pictures every time, and let those that did not like them
look the other way. I think the picture of Robert Burns in
the last issue is worth more than the rest of the paper, although it is a very good one.
M. B. HAYHURST.

siastic and unanimous on the questions presented for con-I
sideration, and the friends of Secularism are well represented
in this locality. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Peters were chosen
delegates to attend the state convention, and Mr. Adolph
Anderson recommended as vice-president of the state Union
for this locality. There are about one thousand inhabitants
in this vicinity, and about half of them are Liberals. The
rest are very Liberal Christians. Mrs. Laura Peters is getting up a club for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Yours for truth aRd
liberty, Mr. Heston's cartoons included,
FRANK MoRsE.

BRIDGEVILLE, CAL., Jan. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : On the lOth of this month, I sent two new
subscribers and $8 for books, but forgot to say a word about
the pictures. It was the pictures that first caught my eye
last September, and I subscribed immediately, and the two
new subscribers I sent on the lOth wish the pictures to be
continued. I now send two more subscribers, so you can
see what the pictures hav done here. I liv in the mountains
where houses and Infidels are few and far between, and this
winter the roads are bad, which makes hard traveling, but I
am doing my best to keep Heston designing. I would like
to send four subscribers every month. But there is one
thing certain-that I and THE TRUTH BEEKER are joined for
life. Please send five ANNUALS as well. W. H. BARNWELL.

WALTON, INn., Feb. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see that a few persons hav advised a way
by which Mr. Heston might make the pictures handsome,
etc. Their talk sounds as it would for a man to go to Mr.
Parton and advise him to go to Colonel Ingersoll and tell the
great orator how he should make a speech about the Gods,
for fear the tiger might snarl. Heston is as far ahead of his
critics as Robert G. Ingersoll is ahead of his carpers. To
stop Mr. Heston's pictures would be as damaging to liberty
of thought as it would be to muzzle Robert G. Ingersoll
from lecturing and writing against priestcraft and old foolish
theology. If nature can make a handsome object from a
vicious and slimy subject, so can Heston make a handsome
picture; otherwise not, and be true to his own genius and
subject. You will find inclosed $1 for Heston's abilities, arid
more before long.
E. VAN BusKlRK, M.D.

BELLEVILLE, Jan. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In the capacity of a true Liberal, I consider
it my duty to meet your request regarding the pictures. The
evidence has been well weighed on both sides,· the balance
of which has fashioned in my mind the opinion that those
who object to the cartoons are of a pusillanimous spirit and
should be termed mushroom thinkers. I hav come to the
conclusion that the pictures hav acted as a moral sieve which
separates the chaff from the wheat. That is, they hav aided
in the work of separating the chaff of superstition from the
wheat of truth and equity. You will find inclosed $1. Send
me this year's ANNUAL, the balan~ use to aid the pictures.
I will use my best endeavors to get you some subscribers.
Yours sincerely,
E. MARSHALL.

RoUND VALLEY, CAL., Jan. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOB : I am a subscriber of this paper from its
commencement. It is becoming better and better every
year, and I wish for its continuance to the end of the world.
Its articles are gems, and are calculated to elevate man to
glory, wealth, and honor. Its editorials prove ~cholarship,'
and reveal a keen investigator. He is in his place, and must
be a philosopher. The cartoons are right, for the Bible is
wrong. The pictures to the eye are not worse than Ingersoll
and Peck to the mind. It is necessary vessels should be
procured to hold and carry according to need. In my house
there are more than sugar. bowls and honey-dishes. I was
going to say, God bless you, but I do not know of any to
ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 4, 1890.
do it, and the other fellow you do not want. Please find
MR. EDITOR: My vote is for Heston and the pictures, and inclosed $10-$6 for THE TRUTH BEEKER, $2.50 for "Bible
I will back up my vote with a second subscription in favor Myths," and $1.50 for the" Hymn Book."
of my father, which I will send soon. THE TRUTH BEEKER
Yours truly,
JoHN E. JoN'Ee.
is by all odds the best equipped Liberal journal published in
the United States, and I am proud of its advanced position
FLAT CREEK, LA., Jan. 7, 290.upon all questions affecting the liberty of the human mind.
MR. EDITOR: As you hav called for an expression of opinAs a Spiritualist, I stand for the widest toleration and free. ion in regard to Heston's pictures, I will say that I highly
dom of thought. I do not wish to be nothing when the dis- appreciate them, and believe that I can do more effectiv
solution of the body occurs, so stand upon the platform of missionary work with the pictures than with the reading
belief in spiritualistic existence when the call comes and I matter. I cannot see how any Freethinker can object to the
lay down the tools of mortal life. With many wishes for the first-page pictures, as tbey are only pictorial illustrations of
8Uccess of your able and liberty-loving paper, I remain,
facts in history now transpiring. These pictures are apt and
Yours truly,
THoMAS M. TAYLOR.
fitting, and convey to the mind a more lucid illustration of
the facts than can be given in printed words. As to the
WAsHINGTON, PA., Feb. 7, 1890.
last- page pictures, they are fitting illustrations of the bar barMR. EDITOR : I inclose $5, of which use $4 50· for sub- ism and absurdities in the old Hebrew scriptures. Perhaps
scription and books as directed, and fifty cents to pay for they grate harshly upon the refined sensibilities of civilized
. Heston'!! pictures. I wish I was able to do more, but I am and enlightened people, but they attract attention strongly
not at present. I think the pictures are stronger with a· to these barbarities and absurdities, and their tendency will
great portion of the people than the columns of print. be to make the church expurgate the Bible or an enlightened
There is a_ large portion of the people that cannot read a and refined people will discard it as old rubbish.
pas~ age of printed matter and understand anything of it, but
P. F. SHUMAKER.
show a picture and they are convulsed with either laughter
or rage, and either one does them good. It has started
RIVERSIDE, CAL., Jan. 28, 1890.
something that will in many cases never rest again. I want
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is twenty-five cents for a copy of
THE TRUTH BEKKER as long as I can pay for it, and it is the the ANNUAL. I hav failed to get a new subscriber hS yet,
free, Liberal, open journal that it is now, and has been since but hav let others hav my paper, and some may hav sent you
I hav been reading it-~ hat is, the last nine years.
a subscriber. But I am trying to do all the good I can
Very truly yours,
E. P. BLY_.
toward your paper and the cause. I am in favor of the pictures, and think they are more instructiv than the reading of
Ross, TEx., Feb. 5, 1890.
the same to an unthinking person, for the reason that they
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25 for THE TRUTH BEEKER are always anxious to turn to the Bible to see if such things
two years and the ANNUAL for 1890. The pictures are coarse,
are truth, when otherwise they would never know the Bible
rough, and distasteful, and do not do anything in the line of
ever contained anything but goodness in it. I think if there
Freethought. I hav been skeptical from less than ten years was a play got up on the Bible, just as plain as the pictures
old. My father and mother were Primitiv Baptists. Father show, with a little of the Samson vein as a farce just to
was a preacher, and a good man. They taught me lessons please the children, the Bible would be hated by the pro.
of the exalted greatness and goodness of God, his unchange.
fessed Christians.
ableuess, truthfulness, and purity. Yet I find in the Bible
I hav a boy and I am going to see that he gets schooling.
that he changed his purposes often; that he sent lying When my paper comes he is anxious to see the pictures, and
spirits and strong delusions to peoples that they might err inquires all about_ them. He i~ five years old, and calls my
and be severely punished by him; that he ordered not only paper "God's paper."
THos. E. PAFK.
wicked men slain but sucklings, innocent babies. Such a
God is not the God my parents taught me to reverence and
LEXINGToN, KY., Feb. 9, 1890.
adore. A pure god is my god.
LEM JoNEs.
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks are due to Mr. Heston for his
truthful picture of woman climbing the hill of difficulty
B:s:NMILLlm, 0NT., Jan.l2, 1890.
which leads to success and usefulness, with a crowd of snivMR. EDITOR: I see my subscription runs out on Jan. 15,
eling hypocrits trying to keep her back, wishing probably to
1889, and as I do not 'Wish to lose one copy of the best paper
fling her into some pool of degradation, where she can be
printed I inclose $5.25-$8 for the paper, twenty-five cents
easily trampled on and insulted. Mr. Heston is one of natfor the ANNUAL when ready; the balance you can apply
ure's noblemen, and his pictures are doing more good in the
where you think it will do the most good, as I cannot get a
:way of art than any others. I mean that they are a direct
new subscriber. I wish to do my part, but I am an old man
means of civilization, and to be depended on as such. But
of seventy years, and hav to fight out a living on a farm.
if his health is delicate, I beg that he will furnish them only
And crops not good and prices low make times hard, and
my only help is one boy. I hav been trying to get a new once a fortnight.
Like ancient Rome, we are suffering from an irruption of
subscriber, but cannot. But there were signs of improvebarbarous nations. How shall we a void Rome's fate?
ment yesterday. I was at the wool factory and the owner
The churches are rapidly exposing their follies to the
said he would like to see some of Ingersoll's works, as he
world. The Protestant Bible societies are without funds.
heard he was a hard man to corner. I said I could giv him
The public school throws the only ray of hope upon our
his "Defense of C. B. Reynolds for Blasphemy," which I
path. Let histories be banished from them; take the Cathsend to-morrow.
WILLIAM LoNG.
olic by the hand and say, "Nothing is taught here but pure
science." After school visit your favorit library with your
PoRT ANGELES, W MH., Jan. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: At a meeting of Freethought people held children, and let us not forget the geological search or the
at Port Angeles on January 26th, a Secular society was botanical ramble.
With regard to the Symposium, remember that stoical
organized, with Mr. John Coolidge as president,
Laura E. Peters vice-president, Mr. Frank Morse secretary, principles alone can save human nature from shipwreck.
Mrs. McLoughlin treasurer. The meeting wl.\s quite enthu- Fre(}ti!iJJkerl}' colossal body of diYinity is drawn from the
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best maxims of all ages, the only constructiv system known
to the universe, while religion addresses itself to the weak
side of human nature, credulity, and love of fanatical folly.
The religious nostrums are labeled truth by the quack doctors who invented them.
ALHAZA.
GRIDLEY, K.\N., Feb. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see by the last TRUTH BEEKER that some
of its readers are more or less bound down yet by that blighting and galling chain, superstition. By some you are admonished not to make any Bibl6 pictures; others as much as
se.y, "Woe be unto you if yoa do not head Heston off when
he gets to the New Testament." I hav the utmost charity
for all such, as I fully know from my own experience that
we are not releaEed instantaneously, and it requires much
effort, nerve, and persistence, as well as education, to overcome this blighting curse. For my part, I am anxiously
looking forward to the time when Brother Heston will hav
an opportunity of trying his hand in the New Testament; as
evidently it is there that illustrations will be most effectiv,
simply for the reason that the masses are better read, or hav
been in training more, from it than the Old. I inclose money
to pay for three copies, to be sent as indicated per subjoined slip. We desire to organize a Liberal Sunday-school
here. · Please send catalog of such books as we may require.
Yours for morality and science, C. H. CuaTENBORDER.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 26, 290.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $6 25 for credit on my subscription, a new subscriber, the ANNUAL, and books e.s named.
The seventy-five cents remaining use for the pictures.· I hav
been a regular subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER from the
first number. It has come up like the sun, lighting the dark,
damp, unhealthy fogs of ignorance, religion, and night, and
though long, bitter, and dreadful the struggle with all that
the minions of the corrupt, manhood-and-womanhood-destroying church could command and bring to bear through
fear and force, yet, like the sun, the paper is nearing the
zenith, and the light and warmth of its love for truth, justice,
and humanity is encircling the earth in a halo of knowledge,
courage, and liberty, with all precious privileges to man,
woman, and child. Every year loosens more and. more the
bonds of religious despotism. When I was a boy preachers
were feared, and were called the "men of God." Now,
they are seen and regarded in their true light as idlers and
pirates, the common enemies of man. Within a few more
years all ecclesiastical property will be taxed out of existence, and all idlers will be required to honestly earn a liveliP. V. WisE.
hood.
CoMo, INn., Jan. 16, 290.
MR. EDITOR: In regard to our favorit journal, I will say
that we hav tried falr and faithful for subscribers but hav
failed to secure any. There seems to be a number of Liberalminded people around these parts, but they are weak, or
backward by some means. I think the pictures should be
retained. As our m{nds become more acquainted with the
progressiv age we find that we learn faster to ha v some things
shown up in a humorous way than by hard reasoning. And
we also know their work to be one of much importance, as
the system exposed contains so much foolishness. I rememhPr reading a history of the United States a few years ago,
and it spoke of the immense numbers of painted charts,
maps, or scrolls that were found in Mexico at the time ot its
conquest by the Spaniards. They were held sacred by the
nativs, but they were seized ruthlessly by their conquerors
and publicly burnt in tfhe public squares. It was afterward
discovered, when too late, that it was their written history.
I am of the opinion, with some of your correspondents, that
in the near future you should fill up a neat volume with
proper explanations on Heston's pictures, and they will make
us a valuable little history.
HENRY A. HARTLEY.

ADRIAN, MIOH., Jan. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER exhibits a par value in
nearly all its departments, especially the editorials. The
illustrations admirably call attention to the folly of the ways
of our antediluvian sires. I was showing to a lady relativ
the beauties of Heston's art. She said that the Bible did not
indulge in obscenities, as the pictures intimated. I reached
up to my book-case and handed her "The Godly Women of
the Bible," written by a well-known author, "The Ungodly
Woman." I asked her to be kind enough to read it. She
took it and went to the parlor., A.fter a while she came
back, cheeks red, eyes flaming, with the salutation, " Here,
take your filthy literature I It is a slander on the Bible and
a disgrace to your house." "Why so?" I remarked.
"Why so?" she replied; "because it is a lie, and filthy."
I said, '' Long quotations in that book are taken from your
holy Bible." ''It is not true," she said. '' Did you ever
read the Bible?" "Why, yes, and there is no such passage
in it." "Now, if you will take the book and your Bible and
compare them, for every passage you find misquoted I will
giv you $5, and for every corresponding quotation you
shall giv me live cents." At first she would hav nothing to
do with the book, but finally, to please me and to expose my
folly, she consented. She worked at it a while and then
went home. I inquired for the book. It was gone. Two
or three days after she came into my room laughing, and
said " What did you think had become of the book?" I
told' her I knew she would not go without it. Finally she
concluded the old Bible was a fraud and a mass of contradictions, and too vulgar for this age. I told her to pay up.
"No," she 'declared, "I am humiliated enough now." She
never belonged to any church, but trained with the Methodist
Episcopal church; had read the Bible but little, and did not
stop to consider. She is now a full.fiedged Freethinker, and
thinks I am not so wicked after all. Now she comes over to
see the pictures. She will some day subscribe. It is too
early yet.
O. B. BARRETT.
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.BdiUd br Miss Su!Wi H. Wn:o111, Fall
Ri'Hr, Na88., to wllom all Gommtt;n.ica«onsjor
this GONUr should 01 unt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the de.Y's occupations
ThaUs known as the Ohlldren's Hour."

A Touch of Nature.
A little maid upon my knee
Sighs wearily, si~rhs wearily;
"I'm tired out of dressin' dolls
And having stories read," says she.
'' There is a book, if I could see,
I should be happy, pufficly I
- My mamma keeps it on a shelf' But that You cannot hav,' saYS she !"
'·' But here's your • Old Man of the Sea,'
And • Jack the Giant!'" (Lovingly
I tried the little maid to soothe.)
"The interestin' one," saYS she,
"Is that high up one-seems to me
The fings You want just has to be
Somefing You hasn't got, and that's
The interestin' one!" saYS she.
-Annie P. Burnham in St. KichOlas.

Misery and Her Pear Tree.
· [The ingenious allegory below was selected
for the Children's Comer by G. M. Davenport,
who has our thanks for"his kindness.
The story shows that however desirable
long life may be, there comes a time when
death is welcome, and, also, that misery is
always in the world, which might not be the
case, if all would be unselfish, and try to liv
like true brothers and sisters, observing
always the laws of health and morslity.ED. c. C.]
Many, many years ago, there lived in a
small town in the Netherlands a poor old
woman, called Misery, who begged from door
to door. Mrs. Misery lived in a clay hut,
with no companion but her dog Faithful, and
with no possessions except her basket, which,
alas, she often brought home at night quite
empty. Oh! I forgot. She had one more
piece of property, a pear-tree, such a peartree as had not been found on earth since our
first parents lived in Eden, and the only joy
of this poor woman was in eating its delicious
fruit.
But the wicked boys! Misery liked to take
her dog for company in her daily walks to
the village, but in the autumn she was forced
to leave him behind to guard her pear-tree.
Once the winter was uncommonly severe;
it hailed and snowed continually, and the
snow lay so deep that everyone suffered;
Misery, most of all. One night the wind
howled and the snow drifted, and as the poor
old woman and her dog were sitting close together near the dying embers, a loud knock
was suddenly heard at the door. Faithful,
who usually barked furiously when• anyone
came, now whined softly, as if he was greatly
pl6ased.
•• For heaven's sake," cried a pitiful voice,
" open the door to a poor man who is perishing with cold and hunger."
" Pull the latch," answered Misery. " Certainly I would not close my door against any
one on such a night."
The stranger entered. He looked older
and more forlorn than Misery herself, and
wore a torn blue coat.
Misery was full of pity for him. "Now
sit down, good man," she 8aid. "You hav
come to a very poor home, but, thanks to the
good Lord, I can warm you."
She put all the dry twigs she had gathered
on the fire, and then gave the stranger three
morsels of bread and a pear-all she had.
Soon the fire burnt bright and the old man
ate with a good appetite, while Faithful licked
his feet. When he had finished, Misery
wrapped her old blanket around him and
made him lie down on her little pallet, while
she passed the night in her chair.
She awoke early next morning, and was
just starting out with her basket to beg some
food for the stranger's breakfast, when she
saw him ready to start.
"What I you will go?" she said.
"My task is done," he answered. "I go
to giv account to my master, for I am not
what I seem; I am St. Nanon, the patron
saint of this village, and our father has sent
me to find out how the good Christians hue
practice charity, the first of all virtues. I
hav knocked at the doors of the burgomaster
of the citizens in the neighboring towns. I
hav knocked at the doors of the farmers and
peasants-all hav left me standing outside,
cold and hungry. Thou alone hast be m
charitable, and yet thou art more miserable
than I appear. The Lord will reward thee.
Now 111ake 1\ wish audit ehall be gre,nted."

Poor Misery fell on her knees and said :
" I no longer wonder that Faithful licked
your feet; but I hav not done this thing for
a reward, and, indeed, I need nothing."
" Thou art too miserable not to suffer
want. Say, what dost thou wish?" asked
St. Nanon.
Misery did not answer.
"A large farm, barns, and stables filled
with grain and cattle? Riches? Honor?
Shall I make thee countess or queen?"
Misery shook her head.
"A saint, with any self-respect, likes not to
be under obligation to a poor old woman," he
exclaimed. " !:!peak ! or I must think thou
refused out of pride."
"Well, as you insist, great Saint Nanon, I
obey. In my garden is a pear-tree, with the
most delicious fruit, but the wicked village
boys steal them, unless I leave my good dog
behind me to watch. Now grant that nobody who climbs into my tree can get down
without my permission."
''Amen," said the good man, smiling at her
simplicity. :S:e then gave her his blessing
and was gone.
This blessing brought Misery good fortune,
and from ·that day she never came home
empty-handed. Spring and summer came
and went; then autumn was there. Pears
ripened, and no sooner did the boys see
Misery start out with her dog than they
climbed the tree and filled their pockets with
fruit. When they wanted to get down,
however, they were held like mice in a trap.
At last Misery came home, and, after having let them cry a while, she kindly allowed
them to run away, while Faithful barked at
their heels. They never wished to come
back, the villagers avoided the charmed tree,
and Misery and her dog lived as happily as
anyone can liv here below.
Toward the end of autumn, as Misery sat
one day in her little garden enjoying the sun,
she heard a voice call, " Misery ! Misery !
Misery!"
It was so hollow and sad a sound that the
good woman began to tremble all over, and
her dog howled piteously. She turned and
beheld a tall, cadaverous-looking man, who
carried a long scythe. Tten ~Iisery knew
Death.
" What do you want, man of God?" she
asked, with unsteady voice. " Why do you
come to see me with a scythe ?"
"I hav to do my work," he answered.
"Come, Misery, thou must follow me."
" So early ?"
"Early ! thou oughtest to be thankful to
me, thou who art so poor, so old, so shaking."
"I am by no means poor or old; I hav
quite a prpvision of bread and fuel; at
Christmas I shall be ninety-five only, and as
to my being a little shaky, excuse me, Death,
but really my legs, at least, are quite as
straight as yours."
"Go, get ready, thou will be happier far in
paradise."
"We know what we lose, but not what we
gain by such a change," Misery replied.
" Poor Faithful, too, would then be so unhappy."
" He may follow thee. Come, make up
thy mind."
Misery sighed. " Grant me at least a few
minutes that I may make myself nice arid
clean. I should not like to hav the people in
the next world ashamed of me "
That Death allowed her. She put on the
cotton dress that had been her best for thirty
years, took her white straw hat and cloak,
everything neat and whole, as if dressed for
Christmas day.
While dressing she looked around for the
last time in her poor little hut, at her dog
Faithful, and at her pear-tree. Then so
strange a 1hought came into her mind that
she could not help laughing.
"Man of .God, will you do me one favor
while I am getting ready? Please- go and
pick the last three pears from my tree. We
may need them on our journey."
"All right," he answered, and climbed into
the tree. He gathered the pears, but was
greatly astonished to find that he could not
get down.
"Misery!" he cried out, "help me to
jump down from this dreadful tree. I am
sure it must be bewitched."
Misery came to the door and saw how
Death, with his long legs and arms, was making frantic efforts to get down, but after he
had succeeded a little, the tree took him once
more, just as if it were alive, and pressed
him in its wide, strong arms.
"Upon my word," said Misery, "I am in
no haste to reach pare,dise. This world. is

plenty good enough for me for a while longer.
You are nicely provided for, my fine fellow;
stay where you are and the human race will
owe me a debt of gratitude." So Misery
closed the door and left old Death perched in
the pear-tree.
At the end of a month everyone greatly
wondered that not a single life had ended in
the village and in the neighboring town, and
this astonishment increased when people
found out that the same was true throughout
the country.
At the coming in of the new year the alma.
nacs stated that the same wonder had been
noticed all .through France, Holland, Germany, Sweden, and Russia. Sick people
recovered, and doctors, ignorant of the reason, took to themselvs the glory.
Another year passed and this state of
things was celebrated with illuminations and
all sorts of festivity. The feast lasted three
days, and, no longer fearing gout, paralysis,
or dyspepsia even, people ate and drank
enormously as they had never dared to do
before.
Misery alone understo-od thtJ secret of all
this happiness, but she, poor soul, was too
modest to boast of it.
After ten, twenty, thirty years, however,
people who had lingered blind; deaf, lame,
and ill till they were one hundred and twenty
years old, began to find out that length of
days was not so great a blessing.
Not only so, but animals no longer died, so
that the human race-that part of it at least
depending upon meat for food and upon skins
for clothing-suffered untold misery.
In Bondy, a little town not far from
Misery's village, lived a· doctor of prodigious
learning, who spoke Latin chiefly, and was,
therefore, called Dr. Profundis. He was a
worthy gentleman, and in the good old time
had sent many a soul into the world beyond.
It grieved him to be no longer able to perform this kind office for the sufferers in his
parish. One evening he had been playing
whist with the burgomaster and lost his way
while returning home through a swamp. As
luck would hav it he came out in Misery's
garden, where he heard a plaintiv voice cry
out, "Oh, will nobody come to deliver me
and to save the world from this longevity,
which is a hundred times worse than the
plague!"
Lifting his eyes, the learned doctor, wondering and delighted, recognized his old
crony-Death.
"Is this indeed you, ·my old friend?
What on earth are you doing in that peartree?"
"Nothing whatever, Dr. Profundis, and
that is what makes me so unhappy. Reach
up thy hand and help me down."
The good doctor no sooner reached his
hand than he, too, was caught by the em.
bracing branches, and his struggles to regain
the ground were wholly unavailing.
Soon the doctor's disappearance created
great excitement, and his fellow-townsmen
turned out to search for him. Finally tbey
discovered his footprints in the swamp, and,
following them, came within hailing distance
of the enchanted tree.
Catching sight of his friends the doctor
shouted and waved his handkerchief, shouting, "This way, my friends! Here is death.
Did I not tell you in my last pamphlet that
he was in this swamp-the true cholera nest?
But non possumus dtscendere. We cannot get
down from this cursed tree."
"Long liv Death!" they all shouted, and
fearlessly approached to extend their hands
to the two prisoners. Alas ! one after an·
other was lifted and drew his would-be
helper after him, and, strange. to tell, the tree
grew in proportion to its increasing burden.
Others hastened up, and all together formed
links to a long ·human chain. Those left on
the ground ran for hatchets and hacked a way
at the trunk, hoping to fell it; but their powerful strokes made not the least impression,
and despairingly they looked in each other's
faces, knowing not what saint to invoke in
their direful need.
At length Misery, who had grown very
blind and deaf, was made to understijnd the
mischief she had wrought, albeit unintentionally.
"I, alone," she cried, "can set Death free
and make him a benefactor to the human
race, and I will do it on one condition; he
must not come for me or Faithful before I
hav called three times."
"I agree to that," said Death.
"Come down then," spake Misery, and
Death, the doctor, and all the others fell like
ripe pears.
Death e,t once began work, sending off first

those who were most clamorous. Finding
that he had more than he could do, he called
to his aid an army of physicians and appointed Dr. Profundis commander-in-chief.
Then, with united strength, they established
the old order. Whoever was older than a
hundred years had a right to die, of which he
thankfully availed himself. The only exception was Misery. Up to the present time she
has not given Death his three calls, and that
is why Misery is always with us on the earth.

Correspondence.
REEDs, Mo., Feb. 10, E.M. 290.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: It has been a long time
since I wrote to the Chilqren's Corner. I hav
also changed my post-office address since then.
I did not read my first-letter until about a
month or two ago. Well, I went to hear Mr.
J_ E. Remsburg lecture at Carthage, February 2d (Sunday). I was so used to hearing
those sky-pilots howl around, that it seemed
to me as if he belonged to that class. Wuen
it was time for him to commence (alon_g
about sundown). the church bells began to
clang away, but Mr. Remsburg had an audience of about five hundred people, anyway.
As I was going to the Opera House, and the
bells began to ring, I thought to myself, if
there is anything that will disturb the peace
it is those infernal church bells. I cannot
think of anything more to write, so I will
close for this time. Yours respectfully,
CaAs. W. MoALEBTER.
TERRE HAUTE, IND., Feb. 19, 1890.
DEAR Miss WrxoN : I will write you a letter for my first time.
I go to school and study arithmetic, history, physiology, bookkeeping, grammar,
writing, and drawing. I am in No. 8. My
teacher's name is Mr. Boyer. I never see any
letters in the Children's Corner from Terre
Haute. I liv with my uncle. I hav a piano
and hav taken one term and a half of lessons
on it. We were examined in physirJlogy and
history. I had one hundred in both. My
uncle has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as
I can remember. I like to read the Children's
Corner and look at the pictures on the back
page. There is a church a half of a mile
from our house. They hav a lady preacher.
I will hav to close, hoping to see this in print.
I would like to hav the girls of the Children's
Corner write to me, and Miss Wixon too.
I remain a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and a friend to all who read it.
DELLA. FERRELL.
CERVANTES makes Sancho Panza say :
"Blessings light on him that first invented
sleep! It covers a man all over, thoughts and
all like a cloak ; it is meat for th<> hungry,
drink for the thirsty, heat for the cold and
cold for the hot."
STOP a moment and think before using the
words ' ought" and "should." Ought implies that we are morally bound to do something. Should is not quite so strong a term.
We ought to be honest; we should be tender
to ward little children.

Miss Wixon's Works.
AU in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., S1.50.

Apnl~s

of Gold.

And Other Stories

for Boys and Girls. 12mfl, 883pp., $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Yout.h. 'l'he Onlf Free·
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever 1ssued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller: large
type, heavy, toned pRper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to. 224PP·· boards. $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•

PAINE'S V\rORKS.
Works~ including Tho Age of Heason, E:'amin!ltlo~ of
Prophecies Letter to the B1suop of Lran.
claff, Reply to Mr~ Erskine, .~etter ~o Ca.
mille J CJrclan ek,, etc., W!uh a life of
Paine ancl a' steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape:· cOJ/ers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Theological

Paine's Great Worl{S (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; moroceo, $4. 50.

Paine's Political Works, including
Common Sense, '!'he Crisis, ancl Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.

'J'he Age of Reason. An investigation of true and fabulous theology.
Whhout a peer in tho worlcl. Pape:t, 2~
::ents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

'rhe Age of Reason and An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work.
15 cents.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclusiv.
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
.

pressecl of humanity.
cloth, 75 cents,

Paper, 40 cents·

For the op-

Paper, 40 cents:

7'H..E '.I'RUT.H. SEE.KEJ:t, MA.hOH 1,

~~\:50

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES
HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

This is the history of an attempt to found 8
OB,
church without superstition, and its succes's.
. Uncle Job Sawyer, the Pastor, having established NATURAL AND BCIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitioa.I, and otherThe Boston Post says : "This book actualh
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian· shows us how to keep our memories in good work
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi ing condition and repair them when out of order.'
Price by mail $1,
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to hiBmind.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
For sale a.t this office. Price, $1.00.
Goaev•s Laav•s Boolt says: "We giv our cordi.al
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im.Jlortant, and, we are fully con
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

Parturition Without Pain.

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Expe.
rience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY W ATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
!Ln<l- Catholicism, from t~e vantage-ground of an
AN AlllJUESS
mtrmate personal expenence with the two BYB·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
By RORT. G. RNGERSQLL,
P!Jre logic is capable of infticting.-[Critical Re·
new.
DJli,JVmn;n m:I'ORl' 'l'liE
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
New Ym·k State Bm· A8socitJ.tion, at Albany,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

CRIMfS AG~INST CRIMINAlS.

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

N. Y., Jan. 21, 1800.

The onlv Com:p!ete and Authoriz;d Edition.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
Oil,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

.
Containing 148 Propositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Belf-Contradictions of· the so-ealled
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
His Life, Works, Wort11, Martyrdom, Por- Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
trait, all(l Monument.
·As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
With a complete list of the American subscribers the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
THE
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, TIIOMAS DAVIDSON,
UHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
THEm
LYDIA R. CHASE.

Giordano Bruno.

Single copies 15 cents; ten copies f< ··a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ICH.ABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Daringly witty a~d inexpr!JB~ibly laughable
onslau11 !its on Chnshanity.
Price, 10 cents.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

B;v A. ;r. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Crimes and Persecutions.
Bvo, l,ll9pp,

Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address
28 Lafa.~ette Place, New York.

The Reign of the Stoics.
THEIB

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women evet
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health a.nd
Greater Ability.
By M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The Botentitlo American says : " This work is
scientific, sober, clean, and worthy of conscien·
tious consideratien by every possible parent, and
particularly by the young." $1.

EA. TING FOR STRENGTH;
OB,
FoOD AND DIET IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoRX.
The New York Herald says: "Dr. Holbrook's
book is among the very best of its kind."
The Home ana Garaen says: "A study of thiB
book will enable any intelligent reader to make a
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
every day in providing for a family, besides in·
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BlliEXER Oo.,
28 Lafayelte Place, New York.

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.
'3unday and the Sabbath. " A law

regnlatin!f human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kil grasshoP·

pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under.
History, Religion, PhilosophY·, and
take a crusaae of one against the Colorado
Maxims of Self-Control, Selfbeetle!" Price, 10 cents.
Culture, Benevolence,
l'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents,
and Justice.

With Citations of Authors Q:uoted ./rom on
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble Words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS,
Thi~ book shows that many Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.Ameri-

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-ftve years. It is neatly printed on
oream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a ftne likeness of the venerable ed1tor of the
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.

Argument by R. G. IngErsoll
One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human prog.
IN THE
ress in all ages.-National Quarterly Review.
The author has shown himself a diligent stu·
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuFOB
ments of ancient thinkinl{.-New York Trioune,
Reading this book, we find the doctrins of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and moat enlightened minds of
At Morristown, New Jersey.
the present day.-Cincinnati aommermal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The purest Stenooraphtcall'V reporzea, ana reV'!Bea b!l the au.
thor.
and gentlest 8J>irlt of all the pagan world." Meri·
vale sa,;ys : " Of a.ll the line the noblest and dear· Handsome svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, ftne paper,
e•t." '!'aine SI!<}'S: "The noblest sroul that ever
Price, cloth. 50 cents: paper, 25 cents, or
lived." John Stuart Mill says : "He preserved
$2 per dozen.
through life not only the most unblemished jusAddree& THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tice, but the tenderest heart."
2e LafayeUe Pl •• New York.
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Plaoe. New York

TRiAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
"BLASPHEMY,"

The Agn JStio Annual
1

Ad1lress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

FOR 1890.
Edited by CHARLES W A'J.TS.

ON TI-!E WORD GOD.

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jeans Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-cPs. xiv, l·
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw·
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Addroes TB:E TRUTH BEEKER.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Th~

Sol6 FactO'I's and Exact Ratios in the
A.oguir6m6nt and A.ppO'I'tionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.

Prlee, Clotlt,

OONTENTS,
Agnosticism and Immortality ...... Ba.muel Lainst
A Sonnet .............................. Josep_h Ellis
Who Was Moses1 .• H. J. Hardwicke, M.D., F.R. C.S,
The Comfort of Agnosticism ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Credible? ... Constance 0. W. Naden.
The Contest Between Agnosticism and Tneology,
John Wil~on, M.A..
Above : A Poem ................... W. Stewart Ross.
The Evolution of the Agno•tic Idea,
R. Bithell, B Be •• Ph.D.
The New Fat~tlism ....... , ................ B. Russell.
Descartes's
Proof
of
the
Exis
Lence of a God.
SAKY A BUDDHA.
F. J.Gould.
A
Poem
...........................
B. McTaggart.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and The Free Expression of OpinionsW.
•. G. F. Underhill.
Teachings.
Fragments ......................... William Maccall.
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of

Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light "
" Religio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Bpiriiualist papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

WHA.T HIND OF A MA.N CL.ARJi
BRADEN IS.
BY B. F.

$1.00.

UNDERWOOD.

Price, 10 cents,

IRON-CLAD SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.. • ......... 5
2 Secular Itesponsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 6
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization.
Unde.rwood .................................. 25
7 Buddhist :Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller..• 10
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison .•.•• 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. · Lyall. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............. ,. 10
11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin •••.•.• 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inangnral, and Portrait •• 25
13 Essay ou :Miracles. Dtwid Hum e...•..•.••• 10
14 Land Question. Ch::.rles Bradlaugh.. ...... 5
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents ?
Charles Bradlaugh. ...•.• ...... ............ 5
16 Why do Men Starve'! Chas. Bradlaugh.. 5
17 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principle
of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10
18 .A. Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .•.• 10
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 6
20 Superstition Displayed, with a Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin IIolyoake........... 5
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
23 The Christian Dei tv. Charles Watts....... 5
24 Mom! Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 6
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
26 Christianity: Its N atnre, and Influence
on Civilization. Cims. Watts............ 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5
29 Is there a Mom! Governor of the .Uni·
verse? Anstin Holyoake. ...... ••....••• 5
30 Philosophy of Se~nlaristn. Chas. Watts... 5
31 Has Uan a Son!? Chao. Bradlaugh........ 5
38 Is There a God'! Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. ...... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H .• 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
44 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
4 7 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
MANN.\ SERIES.
1 Original Manna for "God's chosen."........ 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. :Sradlaugh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard ••. 20
5 200 Questions WiLhont Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10.
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian....... 10
8 ·Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake............................................ 5
9 :New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh... ,;. 5
10 A Few W01ds about the Devil................ 5
11 New Life of .Jacob............................... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ... 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ..•. 10
15 Ludicrous AspecLs of Christianiti A. H. 10
16 Tweil·e Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? · C. Bradlaugh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
send $1.10 worth for Sl; S2.50 worth for $2;
$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

.8. F. UNDERWOOD'S .WORKS.
FOR

can Bookseller.

NOW KIEAD.Y.
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POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA;
CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics, Machinists,
Merchants. Housekeepers. and the Public Generally, with

Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Dia!n'ams
Illustrating some of the more Important Compa.r·
ativ Statistics of the World.
More Information for Less Money than bas
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of " Cold Facts " boiled down in a.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SALE AT

THE

TRUTH

Essays and Lectures.

BEEKER

OFFICE,

Embracing In,

:fl.ue~c~ ~f Christianity ?n Civilization;
Chr~stlamty and Materialism; What Lib..

eralism offers in Place of Christianity
~cientific 1>1:ateri~li~m.; Woman; Spiritual.
1sm from a Matenahstlc Standpoint· Paine
the Political and Religious Reform~r· Materialis_m aJ?-d Crime; Will the Co~ing
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible;.:Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60
cents; cloth, $1.

[n:ftuence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15
cents.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity._ 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning
and Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Po. ~deal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
W@man: Her Past and Present: Her
Uights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
llaterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.:
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-;
logical.

20 cents.

Btirgess.Underwood Debate. A four

1

clays' debate between B. F. UNDEBWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the
Northwestern Christian University Indianapolis, Ind.
Accurately rep~rted. i
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. ·

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four:

nights' debate oetween B. F. UNDEBWOOD
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES. Fully reported. .
. Paper,~ o_en~; oloth,_!O_o~~ . . ~

.A..'.tllil -~·.!:(; o·TH
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"crime of insulting a church and sect recognized by the state." This so sadly criminal
writer haE now perpetrated another enormity,
,
.
. .
in the shape of a book inscribed, "Paris
lJ_nlesq otlwrzolse spec:iJ!ed, all publzcatzonsl Sketches," No. 1. The edition before us is
notwed here can be -~~d of T~E TRl)TH SEEKER I a transl!ltion from the original German: This
CoMPANY, at the JYIIUS na.m.d.
1book willl!Ot be so sought for by RadtcalB as
the "Conventional Lies," as it does not deal
with the same deep matters, but is devoted
THE ~ANDLE FRoM UNnEt;. THE B-r:sHEL; or, to a light, though fearless and unconventional,
Thtrteen Hundred and l::ltx Qu~stwn~ to the discussion of aspects of Parisian life and soClergy, and f_or. the Constderatwn of ciety. The chapter titles are: Oihello in
Others. By Wilham Hart. 12mo, paper, Paris, Taine and the French Revolution, WoPP· 205. ~ew York : Truth Seeker Com- man and Her Position in Paris, The Educapany · Pnce, 50 cents.
tion and Life of French Lads Alexander
Whoever undertakes to honestly consider Dumas as a Moralist The Al~oholism in
and an~we~ these q t;testions will be likely to Paris, The "Quartier' Latin," George Sand
entertam d1fferent v1ews of what purports to and Her Time Ba.chelorship Sarah Bernbe the rev~aled ''word of. God," when he hardt, Free Lo~e Before a Ju;y, An lllegitigets a fonrtn way through tt, from what he mate Child The Career of a Cocotte The
does at the start. Tl?-e au~hor desires it _to ~e "Man of Affairs," Players' Wedlock. In
understood that nothn;g hts work contams.ts treating of Woman and Her Position in Paris,
ntended to rEflect agamst the honest convtc- the author thus describes tl:e education of
ions of any person. The questions are de. the French girl at the pension or school:
signed to shed light upon creeds founded
Nnns who are themselvs most ~rofonndly il!no
upon a book said to be harmonious and in- rant, hav entire charge of the instruction, which
fallible.-Banner of L~qht.
is without the slighte.t depth or Practical valne
__
The knowledge acquired by the Paris girl is snpr,;melv snn,;rfioial and external. She learns to
" T he Candle from U nder the Bushel, or recite La Fontaine's fables and long pass~tges
1,306 Questions to the Clergy, and for the from Bossnet's •Peeches, is interminably studying
grammar,compositions,
snelling, and and
rhetoric,
writes daily
exConsideration of Others," by W m. Hart, and erci>es,
sentimental
letters,
published by the Truth Seeker Company, is and yet, of h1story and geography, she acquires
a book of 205 pages expressing so many only the most inadEqn&te ideas, with absolutely
doubts in regard to the truth and reasonable- nothing of arithmeuc or tlie natural sciences.
· won ld b e d angerous manage
· . • Onthethepension
other hand,
sisters who
ness of th e B.·.bl
t e, t h at It
attendthe
to good
the religions
infor an ordinary church-member to read it.- strnction of those committed to their charge
The Altruist.
w1th
the
greatest
solicitude.
Devotional
exerciBes, incessant drudgery over the catechism, fre·
qnent masses and almost as frequent confessions,
We may spare It few lines to a notice of a all worll: together to fill the yunng girl's m1nd
book that, though not of a Radical nature with the darkest, most superstitions bigotry,
· 1 cofncern t o F ree_th'md.k - whose
power
over
her is increastd
by the
an d thus no t of hspecta
that there
is no
enlightened
intercourse
norfact
eners, may serve t e turn o anyone who ts ts- ligR.tening knowledge to counteract its effeot
posed to rest himself from polemics by pickIn F a
woman
·
th
rit · .
ing up for an idle hour a work or two out of
r nee
exermses, 8 w er Inthe stream of general literature outside. A forms us, an almost abs?lu_te supremacy over
no 1 by Anatole F
c h 8
· d
h man. Perhaps the maJOrtty of our readers
fa;;r ·With French r~~de~s : 8 t~at~=v t~~n are inc~ined ~oward woman's side in t_he curtranslated into English, and it is now pub- rent d~scusswn of the respect~v mertts and
lished by Harper~& Bros. in paper at 50 d~servmg of the sex~s, but as Ltber~s always
cents. "The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard" wtsh ~o know a!l stdes o~ !1 questl~n? they
is enjoyable for its character-drawing and the may b J:lea~ecl If we subJOID an opmwn of
quiet humor that pervades it. The story, Mr. Nor au ·
relates the adventures and experiences of an The ab~olnte supremacy over.the hugband givs
· hi s search a f ter a rare manu- tire
a fatal
d1rect10n
matters of
of the
mterest
to tlle enold. b1'bl'tophil em
nation.
The to
infiueBce
grandes dam-.
scrtpt of the fourteenth century, and in his, has always been peruimons to the destinies of
rescue of the daughter of his old love from an! France, whether, wielded illel':i~imately bv the
educational institution where .she was ;11_
of LonJs XV., o.r le~mmatel~ by Mane
.., ·"'!stresses
~ntomette. The same thmg IS as noticeable totreated. The character of the stmple octogf'- dq as it was a hundred yea.rs ago. France had
narian, wrapped up in his world of books. , to suffer, Sed":n becan~,e the emPress En..ll'~nie
and with• his unselfishness
and ignorance
of 1877
w&nted
her lJttle war,
and of
thetlie
J'reuch
of
;
. •
was prmCJIJally
the work
pions cnsis
dnchess
the outside world, IS thc•roughly entertammg. or Magenta and her aristocratic friends. French
-society g"ins nothing by the high and sovereign
A G ALAXY ·OF p ROGRESSIV p OEMS. BY J 0 h D consideration
place accordedthat
to woman in it. Apart from the
it is feminin influence that perW. Day. Bo.ston: Colby & Rich. Cloth, petnates the influence of the priest and renders
pp. 72. Price, $1.
everyliberalreformexceedinglydifficnlt,ifitdoes
The author has been favorably known for not
it woman's
altogether,
the ifknowledgA
manprevent
mnst win
favor
he would that
attaina
YI.ears as a poet of Spiritualism. His produc. snccese, imparts to all his actions a tendency to
t ons before us breathe that spirit of hope and g..,llantry that is not condnciv to re~lly great,
resolution which lends no little attractivness really
earnest,
and really
manlybyachievements.
Tlle ideals
or a society
governed
woman, neeto the literature of his belief. The book is essari!Y become smaller and lower ..u the time.
handsomely printed on heavy paper, and The husband's abdication leads finally to the
total dismtegration of society. While in other
firmly and well bound.
countries the emancipation of woma.n is one of
the dreams of the social reformers, here in France
A REPLY TO DR. LIGHTFOOT'S EBBi.YB. By the more intelligent class are sighing for the
the author of "Supernatural Religion." emancipation.of man.
Price, 50 cents.
London : Longmans, Green & Co. Cloth,
pp. 180. Price, $2.
Many of our readers are aware that the A HANDBOOK OF FREETH OUGHT, by W. S. Bell,
containing. in Condensed and Systematized
work published anonymously in England
Form,a vastAmountof Evidence against the
some years ago, entitled, "Supernatural ReSuperstitious Doctrine of Christianity; seligion," has ever since been unto t.he clergy
lected from the writings of the following
of that land as a thorn in the flesh, and an
named distinguished writers and others:
abomination not less distressing than were all
Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, Bennett, Seaver, Unthe abominations of Israel unto the Lord.
derwood, Walker, Gardener, Peterson,
The most eminent defenders cf the churcl.t
Graves. Waite, Wettstein, Denton, Stillhav in vain essayed to refute its argumentaman, Pentecost, Paine, Clifford, Cobbett,
tion, and all the ingenious guessers of the
Lecky, Baring-Gould, Buckle, Hums,
island hav been bafiied in their conjectures as
Buchner, Haeckel, Shaw, Fisk, Guizot,
to the personality of its undeclared author.
Tyndall, Figuier, Draper, Preston, StevenAmong those wh0 hav set themselvs up
son. San Francisco : W. S. Bell. Cloth,
against the profound erudition and invincible
pp. 381. Price, $1.25.
reasoning of the work, is the eminent churchOn this book Ella E. Gibson has written us
man Dr. Lightfoot. Several of his essays
against it having recently been collected and an opinion, which we will subjoin, first interrepublished in permanent form, the author of jecting our own indorsement of her views,
"Supernatural Religion" has accordingly and commendation of the volume: " I hav
collected and issued in one volume the replies just finished a careful perusal of W. S. Bell's
that he has made against the attacks on him "Hand-book of Freethought,"and know not
from time to time as they appeared. In his how to do it better service than to quote his
preface to the book. He says :
introduction he says:
It is not too mu«h to say that in no part of these "I hav aimed, in preparing this work, to put
essays bas Dr. Lightfoot at all serionslv entered into compact and orderly form, a la~ge amount of
upon the fundamental proposit-ion of" Snpernat irrefragable evidence against the superstitions of
ural Religion." He has elaborately criticised notes the church. I hav often felt the need of such a
and references; he has discussed dates and unim- work for my own use. The matter herewi tb prePthortant details; but as to the qu€stion whether SAn ted has been cn!JAd from some of the ablest
ere is any evidence for miracles and the realitY writersl.ving and dead. As a book of reference I
of alleged divine revelation, his volnme is an hope it may be a valuable aid to all investigators
absolute blank.
and truth seekers. Its running head-lines, chapter beads, subb.eads, and classified snbiects make
The Independent Pulpit for February has It a hand-book.
been received. This number completes the
"I am sure anyone who reads this book
seventh volume of a publication that in the will bear testimony that Mr. Bell has well fulbeginning of its career, but few thought filled his aim. In one chapter of thirteen pages
would complete one. It is devoted to the he has given us the opinions of ninety-five
true, the beautiful, and the good in science, great philosophers, scientists, theologians,
philosophy, and ethics, and as an evidence and scholars, on ' What is, and Where is, the
that it is growing in favor with its patrons, Soul?' This chapter alone, is a rich treat, to
they hav lately raised, for its maintenance say nothing of the matter on the devil,
and improvement, a fund of $3,000 in $10 polygamy, creation, prophecy, miracles.
notes, now due and payable to its editor. Jesus Christ, heaven and hell, canon of
The Pulpit is publishPd monthly, at $1.50 a scripture, immortality, Materialism, design
year, single copies 15 cents. Addrese 'all argument, Sunday question, absurdity of
orders to J.D. Shaw, Waco, Tex.
prayer, Protestant persecution, Blue laws,
Secularism, and many other interesting subMax Nordan will be remembered as the jects too numerous to mention."
author of "The Conventional Lies of Our
Civilization," the book suppressed in Austria
The Adventist denomination in the United
for the " crime of insulting tae members of States are, as probably almost all Freethinkers
the imperial family," the " crime of denounc- know, among our most valued allies in resisting religion," the "crime of inciting to hos- ance of the union of church and state attility against religious communities," and the tempted by fanatic organizations. The lead.
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ing publishing house of this denomination is
the Pacific Press Publishing Co., Oakland,
Cal. This firm issues that excellent weekly,
the American Sentinel, and a number of
books. The editor of the paper, and author
of most of the books, is Elder .AJonz•) T.
Jones, whom, notwithstanding that hts title is
a trifle antipathetic to our associations, we
must praise as a writer of uncommon clearness and force. ''Civil Government and
Religion "is the title of a work by this writer.
It consists of 176 large pages, and is sold at
the very low price of 25 cents. Some of its
subject-titles are: Christianity and the Roman
empire-What is due to God and· what to
Cresar ?-Moral law and civil law compared
-Sin and crime defined-The religious attack
upon the United States Constitution, and
those who are making it-The Sunday law
movement in the fourth century, and its parallel in the nineteenth-The development of
the papacy-The papacy a false theocracyConstantine's Sunday law~The church
secures the aid of the state to enforce itResulted in the Inquisition-The present
demand for a theocracy-The power of the
state sought for the support of religion-What
will be sacrificed to secure I't-The workt'ngs
of a Sunday law-The Arkansas cases-Some
facts worthy of note in the Arkansas indict·
men t 8 • A ppen d'IXSB t 0 th'IS b oo k COD t am,.
among other things, the text of the Blair bill,
the Declaration of Independence, and the
Constitution. Other good books are issued
in the Sentinel Library, semi-monthly, the
numbers varying in size and price, while a
· t'Ion may b e h a d f or 75 cen ts.
year1Y su b scriP
No. 1 is "The National Reformed Consti·
tution and the American Hierarchy." It givs
a view of our Constitution as it would appear
when amended by the National Reformers.
Among the delightful utterances of the opposit side, quoted in this book to show that
'd '
1 - t t'
h
st e s rea m en tons, are t sse:
The existence of a Christian Constitution wonld
g~;;:;~,~~~nt~;,~,in!oJ~~~~IisS;nsistent Infidel.When the amendu:ent is adopted, how will it act
npon the civil and political rights of Infidels,

~~";;s~~~~~T r'!'s~i~~ d;B~ng: ~~r5ieolfr~Eggi!~et~:~~:_:

Feb. 21, tSSl.
This number contains 24 pages, and costs 3
cents. No.2 is " Religious Liberty," 8 pa~es,
1 cent. It givs the body of a speech by enator Crockett before the Arkansas legislature
in behalf of a bill exempting from Sundaylaw penalties those who observe the •eventh
o
day. No.3," Evils of Religious Legislation,"
8 pages, 1 cent. No. 4, "The Blair Sunday
Rest Bill: Its Nature and History," 56 pages,
7 cents. No. 5, "T·he Blair Educational
Amendment: The Result if Adopted," 24
· 0 f N atwnal
·
pages, 3 cents. N 0 • 6 ' "punty
Religion," 8 pages, 1 cent. No.7, "National
Reform and the Rights of Conscience," 16
pages, 2 cents. No. 8, "The American Papacy: Tne Outcome of National Reform Religion," 16 pages, 2 cents. No. 9, ''The Salem
Witchcraft: A Lesson for Our Time," 8
pages, 1 cent. No. 10, "National Reform is
Church and State," 16 pages, 2 cents. No.
11, "What Think Ye of Christ?" 8 pages, 1
cent. No. 12, "Bold and Base Avowal," 16
pages, 2 cents. No. 13, "National Reform
an Absurdity: The Folly of Its Claims," 16
pages, 2 cents. No. 14, "The Republic of
Israel: A 'fbeocracy and a Republic Com.
pared," 8 pages, 1 cent. This tract calls in
question the assertion of the National Reformers that the government of Israel as described
in the Old Testament was a republic. This
assertion is.made with the purpose of securing a precedent for the establishment of an
American republic under the control of Jehovah as was that of' Israel. The tract shows
1hat the government of Israel was not a republic, but a theocracy pure and simple. No.
15, "National Reform Presbyterianism," 32
pages, 4 cents. What is here demonstrated
is that the movers in the National Reform
movement are Presbyterians, and that what
they wish to do is to incorporate Presbyterianism in our government. A review of the
workings of Presbyterianism whenever it has
obtained civil power, in Scotland, England,
or elsewhere, is added. No. 16, "A Lutheran
View of the National Reform Movement," 24
pages, 3 cents. No. 17, "Religion and the
Public Schools," 32 pages, 4 cents. This is
the argument of Alonzo T. Jones before the
United States Senate committee on education
and labor, Feb. 22, 1889. No. 18, "The
National Sunday Law," 192 pages, 25 cents.
This book is the argument' of the same
Adventist champion before a Senate committee on Dec. 13, 1888. No. 19, "Rev. Wilbur
F. Crafts against the Editors of the .time'J·ican
Sentinel: The Charges and the Defense," 10
cents. Here is given the full history of the
challenging by the American Sabbath Union
secretary of A. T. Jones to debate, and the
subsequent drawing back from the contest of
the former. No. 20 is "Romanism and Civil
Liberty." The author says that the reasoning
that has actuated every perf!ecuting Christian
through all the centuries may be expressed in
the following formula:
Whatever is of greatest imoortanoe to man
should bav the control of human affairs. Religion
is of greatest importance to man. Therefore
religion should hav the control of human affairs.
The foregoing are all good books, yet not
quite so good as we could wish, for, while
earnestly desirous that other sects sJall not
oppress, Adventism still insists upon the
truth of its own version of that religion which
can never be really believed without producing oppression. Let our Oakland allies learn
that, as the little formula of the pietist's
reasoning just given might sHggest, the real
evil principle at the bottom of all is religion
Chri.<tian Slattsman,

-religion of any kind. Until this is got rid
of, we shall never be quite free, quite safe.
Until our friends see this, and take a thorough
going Rationalistic position, they may be
doing good, but they are not doing the best.
Joseph Adams, 81 S. Clark st., Chicago
has written and published a 5-cent pamphle
entitled, " A Christian Science Sermon on the
Nonentity of a Psrsonal Devil." It is a tale
told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, sig
nifying nothing.
Relativ to the pictures in THE 'fRUTH
SERKBR, I consider them of great value. I
hav shown them to many people. I hav no
recollection of a single person failing to show
interest, and many hav exhibited the keenest
delight. I hav found many to look at the
pictures that would not read the paper. A
Freethinker that could not enjoy the humor
of one of the pictures, and hav his mind
thrilled to increased effort against religion by
the other, could never occupy a high place in
my estimation.- Wm. Bondies in tlte Golden
Pe1·haps.

CONSTRUC f1V£ FRE.ETHOUGHT
IN THE

Kingdom of the Unselfish
BY JOHN LORD PECK.

The readers of this paper can ftnil some genutn
Constructive li'I'Petl.ougnt, which, in the words o
one of their own Wl'lters. "reaches forward t~
gra•P some philosophy of life and its myr1ad uses
-some teaching that shall crYStallize arollnd thi
present life and lift it to a pedestal hit 1erto nn
known-some lofty purpode that shall fill and
thrill all wit.h a new and 1rlorions entbujiasw "
This is what the book really acoompliehae. To
obtl\in it inclose PI ice, $1 fO, to the
EMPIBEBOOK BUREAU, 28 Lafayette Pl., New York

New Edition. BeTfse~ twd En.Iarnd.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER.
Introdnoti~>n

by

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Pri411l, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lAnta.
Th8 TrtMU Supplieci. at I:Jpedal Di8countB.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
:as Lafayette Place, New York.
Ph<?~Jlgravin~s of Mis11 !Jardener are for sale
ai this office. Price, 40o.; l!'\th antoltl'aph, 110 eta.

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logio unsurpassed."
silk Cloth, $3.

Bvo, 888pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as tc
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp,, St.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB CO.

J. D. SHA.W'S P A.MPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pamphlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct iu all ita
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies in Theolo;-y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
!all." Price, 10 cents.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standi>omt, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf
THE

Cosmian Hymn Book,
A OOLLEOTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and Music)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
OOMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
PRIDE,
•
•
$1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place. New York.

Tne Candle from Under l~e Bmhel
(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
And for the Consideration of Others.
Insflructi'IJe, Interesting, and Laughable.
Br WILLIAM HART.
Price,
50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
UBE THII:

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THII: LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK eontains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hi@l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Partqn. Wnght, Green, Underwoo<:J., Mrs. Blenker,
and, mdeed, by all who bav exammed it. Price,
liS cents,
Address 'JJHB TauTH BBmKRB Co .
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Trllth .Seeker Tracts.
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as FI·oethought missionary documents. When sending snbscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or mouey for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts am made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cont. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five doll:us' worth,
40 ofi; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are ont of print.
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100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5
" Plain Home Talk," since probably most of them are familiar with it. Yet there
102 The Old Heligion and New. Bell.......... 2
may be some such who hav lost or loaned their copies of the work and who would
104 Evolntion of Jsr"cl's God. Rawson ........ 10
be glad to get a new copy of the latest revised edition. To the younger generations
105 DecadeiiCfl of Christian'ty. Capphro..... 2
of Liberals and to recent converts to Freeth ought literature " Plain Home Talk" is a
1 0'1 l'l:e Sate Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
book that offers much of interest in the line of radical thought on marriage and social
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett... .
relation~, besides much very valuable instruction concerning physiology, hygiene, and
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett ... .
what it rs well for everyone to know concerning disease, its causes, prevention, and
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.l\I.J.Savage.......... 2
treatment.- Truth Seeker.
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The ·wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
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116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
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117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
Read the ?no.:;t popuLar, co'lnprehensive and useful book treating o
119 The New Faith. ·stoddard.................. 3
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120 'l'he New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
which Dr. Eadon declares to be "pnceless in value. new startling
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126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Unfor Health Boards), and hygienic rules for care of infants; also
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The ;ijanhatian l.lberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday avenine:, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East '5th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.
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lectures.

'The Newark Liberal League
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st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
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everybodY welcome.
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o.,
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ave.,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman block'-Minnea.polis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres.; LEROY HEBBmR, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0 .. meets the first and fourth Sundays of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10·80 A.M. Free diecnssi1ln on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and lnvesttgator are solicited.
B. G. tlMITH, Oor, Sec.

Cleveland, 0., Secular Union
m_eets every Sunday evening at 7:80, at room 29,
OltY Hall, for lectures and free discussions on religious and social snbjects. The public cordiallY
invited.

The 'Valla Walla :Lib• ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ba)l, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
SCience Lecture~.-Free Discusslons.-Original
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0ALDEB, See.

Milwaukee, Wis .. Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. '.rhe Public cordially invited.

ALEX ANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
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for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
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.
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Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,
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extensiv patronage.-The LtiJ"?"ol.
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Tru: North Dakota
senate bas adopted the
Australian ballot system
by a vote of 21 to 8.
AT Omaha on the 22d
a boiler explosion killed
three and inflicted prob.
ably fatal wounds on
seven.
Rxv. HxNRY DuNcAN
on the 21st ascended to
heaven from Ozark, Ala.,
where he was hanged for
wife-murder.

IT is remarkable that almost all speakers
and writers feel it incumbent on them, sooner
or later, to prove or to acknowledge the personality of God. It is a sad mistake. In
reading a work on agriculture, we hav to
skip the author's moral reflections, and the
words "Providence" and "He" scattered
along the page, to come to the profitable level
of what he has to say.
What he calls his religion is for the most part
offensi v to the nostrils.
He should know better
than to expose .himself,
and keep his foul sores
covered until they are
quite healed. 'fhere is
more religion in men's
science than there is
science in their religion.
Let us make haste to the
report of the committee
on swine.- Tltoreau.

I

THE distinction between theology and science was entirely unfelt.
The broad truth which
repeated experience has
now impressed on almost
every unprejudiced student, that it is perfectly
idle to quote a passage
from the Bible as a refutation of any discovery
of scientific men, or to
go to the Bible for information on any scientific
subject, was altogether
undreamed of ; and in
exact proportion to the
increase of European superstition did the doctrin
of inspiration dilate, till
it crushed every department of the human intellect.-Lecky.

THE House has selected Chicago as the site of
the World's Fair, and at
writing 1he bill awaits
the Senate.
AT Plymouth, Pa., the
Polish priest and some of
his parishioners had a
row on the 20th in which
a revolver was freely
flourished by the man of
God.
NBAR Suisson, Cal., on
the 21st, there was a
collision between eight
locomotive returning
from a snow blockade by
which many laborers
were killed.
THx Philadelphia Siberian Exile Petition Association on the 22d composed a petition to be
circulated for signatures
throughout the United
States and sent to the
czar.

MEN offer up to heaven
vows, sacrifices, and
presents, to obtain a.1
BOAZ SECURETH A
end to their sufferings,
which in reality are atAnd B::>az said unto the elders, aCJd unto all the people, Ye are witnesses this day that I hav bought all that 1Nl8
tributable only to the
Elimelech'8, and all that was Chilion's and Mahlon's, of the hand of Naomi. Moreover, Ruth the Moabites3, the wife
negligence, ignorance,
of }'lahlon, Lav I purchased to be my wife, to raise up the name of the dead upon his inheritance, that the dead be not
and perversity of their
ON the 20th in the
cut off from am >ng his brethren, ard from the gate of his place: ye are witnesses this day.-Ruth iv, 9, 10.
guides, to the unreasonMississippi
legislature
ableness of their laws,
Representativ West
and above all, to the general want of knowlmoved the adoption of a memorial to Congress
edge.-D• Holbach.
asking the repeal of the XVth amendment to
the United States Constitution, but the motion
!!ANY a youth, with good natural genius,
was lost 21 to 38.
who is apprenticed to a mechanical trade,
MANY British statesmen advise letting
such as a carpenter, wheelwright, blacksmith,
Canada join us in peace.
etc., is prevented getting forward the whole
of his life, from the want of a little common
A RELIGIOUS labor order called the Brothers
education when a boy .-Paine.
of the Cross is being organized at Paris.
THE vision is a species of magic lantern
A BILL to establish a government postal
which the eternal father has from the begintelegraph system has been introduced in the
ning been in the habit of exhibiting to his
House.
saints, his prophets, and his fa vorits of one
THE pope is alleged to be making extensiv
and the other sex. Women, madmen, and
studies of the Socialist question, preparatory
rogues are the persons whom the divinity in
to issuing an encyclical on it.
preference favors in this wise.- Voltaire.
ON the 22d delegates from the states delib-A:L\DVoLTAIRE accepted all the menaces, all the
erated at Philadelphia the erection in Fair·outrages, all the persecutions, calumny, and
mount park of a memorial of the establishfxile. He was indefatigable and immovable.
ment of the United States government and
He conquered violence by a smile, despotism
adoption of the Constitution.
by sarcasm, infallibility by irony, obstinacy
by perseverence, ignorance by truth.- Victor
Mrss MAGGIE GLEASoN, who has been taken
Hugo.
to a Worcester. Mass., asylum for religious
insanity, will die. She first became affected
THE authority of men was everywhere subwhile working for a priest, and was especially
stituted for that of reason ; books were much
moved by sermons on eternal punishment.
more studied than nature, and the opinions
of antiquity obtained the preference over the
CE. M. 290.)
GovERNOR FoRAKER corrects the report that
· phenomena of the universe. This bondage
he said he was asked how many men he could
of the mind was still more detrimental to the
send to Canada, what he said being that the
+W III)+ I LLU$TIUtTIOil$.+
progress of the human species by corrupting
question was asked· him during the fisheries
the method, than in its immediate effects.trouble, the purpose remaining unspecified.
Oondorcet.
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THE city council of South Norwalk, Conn.,
procured the enforcement last Sunday of the
statute prohibiling any secular business on
Sunday between sunrise and sunset, and
closed livery stables, drug stores, cigarstores, fruit-stands, and restaurants.
ON the 20th two murderers left for a better
world from a scaffold at Philadelphia, surrounded by preachers and priests; and one
murderer of his wife and mother-in-law was
hanged at Bellefonte, Pa., after having been
set at ease in mind by like religious ministration.
AT the late election in Germany the Socialists showed great increase since tr.e one previous, polling 1,500,000 votes against 774 128
in 1887. They elected a large portion of their
candidates. In Berlin alone they showed an
increase of 33 000 and the Liberals 8,000,
while the Conservativ vote decreased 35,000
At Cottbus and Bamburg there was bloodshed between Socialists and soldiers.
ON the 22d a storage dam built across the
Hassavampa river, Ariz., by the Walnut
Grove Water Storage Co., at a cost of $300,000, gave way from floods, and forty persons
below were drowned. The dam was 110 feet
long at the base and 400 at the top, and 110
feet thick at the base and 10 at the top, restraining a body of water 3 miles by tbref'quarters of a mile, and 110 feet deep. This
was the first of the great storage reservoirs
projected in the territory.
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THB war against Truth was carried to the
length of suppressing not only the skeptical
inferences of science, but science itself ·
chemists, astronomers, physiologists, math~
ematicians, and bona fide historians could
pursue their inqniries only at the risk of an
inquisitorial indictment; and a cloud of Ignorance, which in the days of Horace and Pliny
would hav been thought disgraceful to the
obscurest hamlet of the Roman empire,
brooded for ages over the face of the entire
Christian world.-Prof. Oswald.
THE Christian who affirms that intellectual
and moral greatness is incompatible with the
absence of Christianity, forgets, in his ze1tl
for his faith, that civilizations of· a high type
preceded, many centuries, the advfnt of the
Christian religion.- Underwood.
THE Jews had a Bible; the Romans had
not. Which had the greater and the grander
government? JJet UR be honest. Which of
ttwse nations produced the greatest poets the
greatest soldi€ra, the greatest orators,' the
greatest statesmen, the greatest sculptors?
Rome had no Btblc. God cared nothing for
the Roman empire. He let the men come
up by chance. His time was taken up with
1.he J cwish people. And yet Rome conquered
t,he world, including the chosen people of
God. The people who had the Bible were
defeated by the people who had not. How
was It poa~ible for Lucretius to get along
without the Bible ?-lnge1'8oU.
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MANKIND

IS CRUCIFIED

The Fourth of July is one of them, to commemorate the independence of the United
States. Also November 2d, which is devoted
to the dead, as part of humanity. Here we
meet with the Positivists in power. They
care for the dead, but leave out the birthday
of Christ; Also, on the national flag hav
they written, • Order and Progress.' It is
the only flag, I think, which has an inscription. This is the first time that the followers
of Comte hav had a chance of putting their
principles into practice."

IN a speech in the Senate two weeks ago,
Senator Blair said: "This country is not to
be given over to those who would teach a
civil allegiance elsewhere than within our
own borders primarily, and a subsidiary civil
allegiance only to the United States. I speak
of but a section of a great body of our citizens, for the masses of that same body of
American citizens are true to the flag and do
not propose to elect a president who resides
OF the arrest and exposure of Mrs. Carrie
on the banks of the Tiber." Senator Blair M. Sawyer and her manager, Captain Burke,
has a streak of sense running through his in Chicago, for presenting fraudulent manihead once in a very great while.
festations, the Banner of Light says: ''There
IN the biography of the late James Mac- is no doubt in the minds of all Spiritualists
donald of the London Times is the following who hav thoroughly investigated Mrs. Sawinformation as to the religious views of the yer's mediumship that she is a fine instrument
journalists with whom he came in contact: for Apirit:manifestations; but it is also known
that she is unreliable-not to be depended
"' Madam,' I was reluctantly compelled to
tell an accomplished and pious lady, who upon. It is strange that the greed of money
asked me these questions when I was last in will tempt those who might be useful in the
Aberdeen, ' madam, I know a great many cause of truth, to descend to such tricks as
journalists, men of letters, and other edu- these people are charged with. If they are
cated people in London; but, to speak guilty, they deserve to be exposed and punfrankly, I don't know a single one who be- ished. There is no doubt the spirit-world
lieves ln Christianity. I know few who men- itself is anxious to sift the chaff from the
tion "it for any other purpose than to ridicule wheat; consequently those who prove false
its pretensions.'" He makes an exception to the high trust imposed upon them, as infor George Augusta Sala, as "the most or. struments for splrft.manifestation, must not
complain if they are brought to grief in their
thodox man I know."
wrong-doing."
THE Brazilian correspondent of the Mail
and Empress writes: ''Among the new measTHE He1'ald of Bertrand, Neb., says, with
ures adopted by the central government is the Western directness: ''Crank Blair, of New
abolition of Catholic and Christian holidays, Hampshire, is still ranting about his favorit
and the substitution of nine national holidays. biils-for woman suffrage, Prohibition, na..
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BETWEEN TWO THIEVES.

tiona! Sunday laws, national education, ete.
It is lucky for the country that Crank Blair
does not possess the power to formulate a
national bill of fare for every American citizen. It is fortunate for both church and
state that he bas not the power to direct just
what shall be taught in our public schools,
and just how each individual shall regard
Sunday, whether he be Christian, Infidel,
Agnostic, or Jew. If Crank Blair could
secure the position of chief dictator to this
nation, the American people would soon find
themselvs shorn of every individual right.
Religious liberty and freedom of conscience
would be destroyed, and church and state
would be as firmly united as in the days of
the rack and the Inquisition. Fortunately,
however, the amiable fanatic from New
Hampshire must forego the pleasure of torturing his ideas into people. The intelligence
of the age forbids it.".
NoTHING could better illustrate the ridiculousness of religious oath laws than a scene in
one of our courts last week. It occurred in
the suit of Seth C. Johnson against Man Sing
Son & Co., Chinamen, on a promissory note
for $1,800, purporting- to hav been signed by
them, which they allege is a forgery. The
witnesses were Chinamen. The Chinaman
alleged to be the forger is a member of a
Christian Sunday-school, and he alleges that
his Sunday-school teacher instructed him to
indorse the note. One Mongol took the oath
on a Bible. Another one said he was willing
to do so, as when he is in America he " has
the Christian religion and when in China believes in Confucius, and worshiped his ancestors." The court thought he hacl better

swear on joss sticks, which had been procured,
and a Chinaman tried to stick them into a crack
in the judge's desk, but the crack was too
narrow. Then a happy thought occurred to
him, and he propped them up between two
Bibles and lighted them. Another celestial
on being called to the stand said that he had
never been in a court before, and did not
know much about swearing. He believed in
the religion of Confucius, but would swear
in any way that the counsel desired. '' Hav
you no preference ?·• asked the lawyer.
''None whatever,'' said the witness. '' Hav
you any conscience?" demanded the lawyer.
"Certainly I hav," answered the celeRtial in
a hurt tone. "Then what form of oath does
your conscience dictate that you should use?"
''All forms are the same to me, but I will tell
the truth· no matter how I swear." "Oh,
well, giv him the Bible, then," said the lawyer. "No; he doesn't know anything about
the Bible,'' said Judge McAdam. "Giv him
something that he knows about. Light up
the joss sticks." Still another Chinaman
claimed to be an Agnostic, and he affirmed.
Commenting upon the case Wong, an Americanized Chinaman who writes magazine articles and does reporting for the daily papers,
says: " Chinamen are having lots of fun
among themselvs out of Chu Fong's revelations. What amuses them is that Chu Fong,
a Christian con vert, testified in court that he
learned the art of forgery from his Sundayschool superintendent, who doesn't seem to·
hav devoted all of his time to disproving the
teachings of Confucius. This little circus
has at least decided the fate of the seventeen
victims of Chu Fong's forgeries so far as going back on Joss is concerned,"
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~ommnnications.

We are aware that most persons, even many so
called Liberals, confine the word Freethought to the
mere denial of the divine inspiration of the Bible
and the truth of the dogmas of the Christian religion.
We do not, of course, employ the term in this extremely narrow sense. We extend it to every subject that is in any way involved in the solution of
that one grand, ultimate problem, human happiness.
J OBN R. KELSO.
ETTA D. KELso.

Symposium Questions Answered.
Freethought, in our opinion, does hav an affirmativ,
positiv, constructiv side. Indeed, it has no other
side-no negativ, no non-constructiv side.
In its very nature it is in its entirety essentially
affirmativ, positiv, and constructiv.
The charge so often preferred against Freethought,
or Infidelity as it is usually called, that it is a mere
negation-a mere denial of the truth of the Christian
The Work of }'reethonght.
religion-i.s utterly false.
We are often reminded by the religionists tha~
Freedom was the original, and is the only normal Freethought is only a destructiv power; we are
condition of thought-a condition which prevailed charged with destroying the temples of religion withuntil those two mighty foes to human progress, the out erecting new ones in their places; we are ·asked,
church and the staie, forged the chains with which If you take away the consolation of religion, what do
thought ia now so bound as to be partially deprived you giv us in its place~ In short, we are told tha.t
of its affirro&tiv, positiv, constructiv action.
we hav no right to disturb humanity's faith and
Freethought denies no truth, negative no fact, undermine Jts religious beliefs unless we can offer a
destroys nothing that has a right to exist-nothing new religion. Let us see how far this charge is just.
but the chains with which itself has been bound.
That Freethought ia destroying the popular beliefs
Thought is action, and all action is a:ffirmativ, pOS· of the world is a truth which c1mnot be disputed.
But the question is, Are these beliefs worth preservitiv, and in its ultimate results constructiv.
The properties of negation, of non-construction, ing, and is it not rather better that they should be
etc., with which Freethought has been charged, destroyed 1 It seems to me that an illusion, no
inhere not in itself, but in the chains with which its matter how sweet it might be,-should not be charenemies who make the charge hav partially paralyzed ished. It is of no use to build castles in the air. A
its action. These enemies, therefore, are themselvs crust of bread within our reach is far better than an
the parties guilty of negation and non-construction. imaginary feast. A pauper who knows that he is
Aa to why Freethought, in its very nature, is thus poor is, in my opinion, better off than the one who
affirmativ, poeitiv, and constructiv, we can simply livs in the realm of imagination and considers himsay that such is the course of nature-just as it is self rich. The fotmer will do his best to better his
the course of nature for the sun to shine, the flowers condition, but why should the latter work T Is he
not rioh already? And when we remember that the
to bloom, the universe to be just as it is.
But in what do the affirmativness, the positivness, illusion called Christianity has in store an eternity of
the constructivness of Freethought consist'
joy for a few elected beings and an eternity of misery
In everything that results from thinking, when for the majority of the human raoe, will not mankind
the thinker is free to act out his thoughts-in estab- at large be happier when this illusion becomes a thing
lishing between man and all his surroundings such of the past' Is it really necessary for us to giv
relations as shall ultimate in the highest possible something else in place cf hell ! If we kiil a rat.tleperfeotion of the individual-in obeying every law, snake, will anyone demand that we should giv another
utiiizing every gin of nature, in according to every "!nake in place of the one we killed? When a slave
individual the right to think and to express his own is freed, will anyone say: You must giv him another
thoughts, to control his own acts, to appropriate his master! Should we giv the slave freedom, should
own goods, the results of his own labor, and to freely we break his chains, in order to put immediately new
enjoy his full share of nature's bounties, the air, the chains on his limbs! What does the slave get in
sunlight, the land, the water, etc.
place of slavery ? Liberty. Liberty is the opposit
Every advancement in science, every improvement side of slavery. A slave is not a unit; he has no
in art, and almost every useful discovery in nature, rights whatever; he belongs wholly to his master.
has been the result of thought, of Frlilethought. But giv him liberty, and he becomes a human being;
Every statue, every painting, every palace, every he has an opportunity to work for himself; his own
temple, every steamship-avery work of art, whether body, at least, belongs to him. So if we destroy the
of utility or of beauty, has been thought before it kingdom of Jehovah, why should we provide heaven
has been wrought.
with a new God ! If we refuse to worship Jehovah
Only remove the grasping, the paralyzing hands- because his record is bad, can we possibly create a
the invading, grinding heels of those twin monsters, god who will pay more attention to the needs of huthose relics of barbarism, the church and the state, manity' Is it in our power to inaugurate a new
from. the people, and who could assign any limits to religion with a god who will control the lightning,
their attainments in this department ?
cyclones, blizzards, earthquakes, etc., and who will
But grand and glorious as are the achievements, ennoble the heart and brain of men? Do we know
pllst, present, and prospectiv, of Freethought, in the that the record of the new god will be better than
domain of art, in the construction of temples, etc., that of Jehovah? Is it worth while to dethrone
from inanimate matter, grander still and more glori- Jehovah and bend our knees before another tyrant?
ous are destined to be its achievements in the domain Why should we put a phantom in the sky to rule us!
of physiology-in the developing of the highest de- Why should we enslave ourselvs Bnd invent instrugree of health, strength, and beauty in that wonder- menta to torture our own bodies! We hav no need
ful "temple of the soul," the human body. Only let of any god; we claim our rights to be free at least
the monsters in question be relegated to their proper from the dictates of others.
places in the dark ages of the past, and let them
There should be no masters and no slave!l. Should
bear away with them upon their heads and their the memory of all the gods fade away, the world
backs those parasitic monsters, which themselvs hav · still remains, there is still plenty of work for us to
bred the Grundys, the Comstocks, et iil genus omne. do. Instead of the kingdom of God, we giv the
Only let thought be free in this department-let world the kingdom of man. Humanity is grander
the people fully understand that, in the wonderful than divinity. An ungodly man is better than an
machinery of the human body, Mother Nature has unmanly God. How much better off will the world
made nothing obscene, improper, or shameful. Let be if we crawl in dust and assure a phantom that we
them fully understand that every part of this won- love him and do all we can to please him? Who will
derful and complicated machinery is just as neces- be· benefited by such action? Will it diminish the
eary, and hence just as right, proper, and decent, as miseries of the world? Will it add cne rose of hapis every part of the machinery of a watch or of a pines a to the thorns of life!
steam-engin. Let them fully understand that it is
The mission of the Freethinker is to work for
just as right, proper, and decent to see and to name this world, to help humanity instead of helping God.
any part of the human body, to describe its form and We liv in a world full of povel'ty, misery, disease, both
its functions, as it is to do the same things in regard of body and mind, crime and degradation. The real
to any part of a watch or o~ a steam-engin. Let benefactor of the human race is he who can solve
them fully understand that with a view to improve- the knotty social problems, and solve them in such a
ment, it is not only their right, but also their duty, way that there should be no overflowing riches in the
to freely discuss, publicly and privately, the uses hands of a few fortunate persons and poverty the lot
and functions of all the organs of the human body, of the majority, who can prevent disease from tarturand especially of those pertaining to sex. Let them ing our bodies and minds, who can do away with
fully understand the laws of heredity, the best con- crime and correct the criminal. Why should we
ditions under which conception and gestation can be gaze at the stars and leave the mud beneath our feet
performed, and the best conditions with which chil- in its present condition 1 Why should we dream of
dren, after birth, can be surrounded, and we will a heaven beyond the clouds and allow the earth to be
soon hav a race of beings tenfold superior to the men a hell? Let us work for the future, let us increase
and the women of the present time. But this is not the happiness of humanity, and if we cannot gain
all. Thought, when free, will inevitably tend to much,in the present, it will still be a consolation to
improve itself. Let it cease to be obstructed, de- us to know that we hav done our best to make the
pressed, or perverted, and the mind of the people, as future better than the present. As Tchernychewsky
a whole, will soon be tenfold superior to what it is at said: "Love the future, work for it, transport as
the present time.
much of it as possible into the present." We hav a
And so, too, of the department of morals. Only great deal of work to accomplish in this world-we
let thought be free and soon every individual will be cannot afford to waste our time to serve phantoms.
able to do tenfold more to advance the social happi- "Let the ghosts go. We will worship them no more.
ness of the race than he does now.
Let them cover their eyeless sockets with their

flesblese hands and fade fordver from the imagina0LEMENS P. BERYLSON.
tions of men."
Presbyterianism.
I was born in the year 1814 in one of the rural
towns of New England. At. the time of my birth the
only excitement that was created in the vicinity was
from the fact that the frail embryo woald pull down
the scales but a few ounces more than two pounds.
After I began to show symptoms of pulling through,
my mot.her, who was a firm believer in the Presbyterian religion and hoped that I might be one of the
favored class that God had ordr.d:i:led unto everlasting
happiness in the Calvinistic heaven, concluded to call
tho Presbyterian minister of the parish and hav me
subjected to the sacred ordinance of baptism.
After that performance, which was done "in the
name of the Father· and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost," I grew and "flourished like a green baytree." But notwithstanding my diminutiv sfze, I was
destined to become nenrly a six-footer.
One of the first lessons taught me after I began to
think a little was the great and marvelous truths
contained in the "holy Bible," and the goodness of
God as proclaimed therein. I attended church frequently, and believed that the minister was a little
more than human, as his wonderful knowledge was
not confined to this little earth but reached to the
home of the angels, wh.ose holy feet tread. the
·• golden pavements" of the New J eruealem.
When I was some five years of age I selected a
playmate of about my own age. Sammy, as we all
called him, was one of the best of boys, even-tempered, and generous to every fault of mine. Many
happy hours we bad together notwithstanding the
dark and an~ry clouds oi Calvinism were fl•)ating in
the sky. When Sammy was about eight years of
age be was taken with a raginjS fever. A Calvinistic
doctor was called. This son of Esculapius was not
only a Calvinist in religion but also in medicin, for
the first move he made was for blood, then the jalap
and mercury, until the poor boy fell a victim to what
was scientific quackery. Soon after the death of
Sammy I called at the house of mourning and for
the first time in my life I looked upon a corpse.
Oh, how changed ! His face was like marble; his
lips that had said so many pleasing words were sealed
forever. To me the sce11e was terrible. I left with
streaming tears. I ldt, hearing the wailings of the
mother until I was beyond their reach.
The day for the funeral was appointed. The minister came to administer religious consolation to the
fiffiicted family. The friends and neighbors came
until the house was nearly full. The man of God
opened the sacred volume and delivered a discourse
of about half an hour in length. He spoke with
wonderful power, for he was noted as s preacher
that was ever ready to proclaim the terrors of the
law to a sinful and dying world. During the deliv.
ery of the sermon the minister became somewhat inspired by his guardian spirit John Calvin, for in his
address to the mourners he talked loud and with
great force. After descanting upon the terrible punishment that God would inflict upon the sinners, be
pointed to the weeping mother and said, with emphasis, "Your boy is in hell!" Quick as a lightning
stroke the mother fell from her chair and moaned as
though her heart would break, for she dearly Joved
her little bov. After these terrible words were said
by the minister a general panic ensued-women and
children were in tears. I well recollect a man of the
audience who had never experienced the love of the
Calvinistic God said some wicked words about the
preacher, which produced quite an angry discussion.
After learning from the highest authority of which
I knew, I began to think of my own sinful condition.
I was "under conviction," and thought I was no better than Sammy. I had sleepless nights ; I had
heard much of God's terrible anger told by revival
preachers, but my mother soon put a quietus upon
my fears by referring to the fact that I had been
sprinkled by the regenerating waters of baptism.
So, in that respect, I was one better than Sammy.
As I came to years of knowledge and understanding I was made familiar with the Presbyterian creed,
not knowing but the Lord might be pleased to some
time call upon me to preach the gospel. But after
reflecting upon the fact that God from the foundation of the world was continually bringing into existence harmless babes that he knew would go into a
never-ending hell, the doctrin began to look infamous.
I exposed my thoughts on the subject to several of
the elect, but the answers were of a threatening
character; that a young stripling like myse1f was
committing the crime of blasphemy by questioning
the venenble creed which was in perfect harmony
with "God's holy word." The consolation that I
got from those that I had supposed to be regenerated
Christians had with me a very unfavorable effect. I
soon began to look upon Calvinism and Jonathan
Ed wardsism as the most abominable doctrin that ever
disgraced the heart of man. That monstrous creed
would to· day, in this age of science and investigation,
lessen the natural goodness of a SoNth Sea Islander,
if he could be led to believe it. The idea of a God
that has for ages been peopling the regions of hell
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with countless millionB of pagans because they never
heard of Presbyterianism! That aoominable doctrin
could not hav originated with human beings possessing a moral and benevolent nature, but must hav
bad ita origin in the loathsome dens of wild beasts,
where huge spiders hung upon their silken cords and
instilled their deadly poison into the very bowels of
their victims. Is it possible that human beings in
this age of enlightenment can believe such diabolical
doctriua? If the civilized world could to· day wake
to a firm belief in the Presbyterian creed, ih would
paralyze the people of all nations, both Christian and
pagan, and they would, like patient Job, curse the
day in which they were born.
F. LARKIN, M.D.
Randolph, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1890.

Mr. Bradlaugh.
Sundsy, Feb. 16, 1890, is a day which will long be
remembered by the Freethinkers of London and
other lsrge cities of England, for on it.E memorable
morn Mr. Charles Bradlaugh assembled the repreaentat.ivs of the National Secular Society in the London Hall of Science to bear his reasons for resigning
the presidency of that well-known association. Del·
egates had come from all parts of the country ; and
those who were stewards bad plen~y to do to welcome
those who bad come from afar and introduce them to
their fellows of the metropolis.
At a quarter past eleven, to the tick of the clock,
Mr. Bradlaugh rose in his place. Pale and feeble
though he was, with all the marks of his recent terrible illness upon him, he nevertheless stood out in
grand relief from the many hundreds who occupied
the hall. The preliminaries over, the venerable
president rose up to make his explanations. One
mighty cheer buret forth from all. Not a hand in
all that vast assembly that did not clap ita hardest,
and many an eye was moist as it watched the keen
and overpowering struggle that was going on in
their convalescent leader. He tried to !lpeak, it was
useless. With tears in his eyes he sat down again,
his words unspoken. It was a sight such as one
rarely sees, to witness the strong man who has so
often stood in the front of danger-fearless, defiant,
victorious-tremble and quiver, utterly speechless,
as he tried to speak a few words to those· whom he
knew to be loving friends. Once more a r!nging
cheer of sympathy and encouragement re echoed
through the building : once more the greatest lawyer
and unique orator tried to address his disciples.
This time he succeeds. With voice low and musical.
the old man tells of his illness and assures us that
second such attack must prove fatal. With breathlees silence we hear him through, relieved when at
length the more formal business comes before us.
Then, when George William Foote, who has himself
·tasted the horrors of a twelvemonth's incarceration
in a British jail, is appointed president on the motion
of our thirty years' leader, and the badge of office is
handed to the new general, we see beyond doubt
how it is necessity, helpless necessity, which has
compelled him to relinquish the banner he so dearly
loved to bear before the world. With him, we recognize in Mr. Foote a worthy leader whom we can
trust; with Mr. Foote, we recognize how difficult it
will ba to follow creditably in the footsteps of such
a giant in the mmse. On the other hand, with unstinted cheers we congratulate the new president
and s.ssure him of our loyalty, and the meeting closes
with a few more words from Mr. Bradlaugh, which
find their way home to every heart.
The Hall of Science has witnessed many scenes of
Freethought history, and not the least touching of
~hose was one which many of ua well remember. It
was that in which Mr. Bradlaugh acknowledged, at
a banquet given to poor, old D. M. Bennett, the
great kindness he had received from the Freethinkers
of America when he visited their shores. Americans
will join with us in wishing length of life and some
degree of comfort to our retiring chieftain, and prosperity in the work to him who comes to guide and
help us. Mr. Bradlaugh has left us all footsteps in
which we may follow-footprints which are not only
British but universal, as the present testimonials
from India bear witness, and the congratulations
from all parts of the world confirm. Surely in him,
if in l!lny living man, we see the beneficial effects of
living up to Thomas Paine's great maxim, "The
world is my country, to do good my religion."

a

SAM STANDRING.
------~~.-------

M.r. Bradlaugh in India.
We hav received from Bombay the annexed Address to Charles Bradlaugb, printed in colors. The
original was given to Mr. Bradlaugh "engrossed on
a finely illuminated sheet of parchment and presented in a silver casket of exquisit design."
To CHARLES BRADLA.UGH, EsQ:, M.P., President of the
Nations! Secular Societv of Great Britain, Ireland, and the
Colonies. Honorable Sir : The Freethinkers of India cordially unite with all the other classes of the Indian community ·in offering to you their sincere congratulstions on your
late recovery from a dangerous ilhtess, snd in bidding you a
hearty welcome on the occasion of this your first visit to the
shores of India.
Weighed down with the sense of the invaluable services
you hav rendered struggling humanity by your feariess advocacy of justice and truth, we are unable to find adequate
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words to express to you the deep gratitude we feel and the
yre ?herls~ for the man who from boyhood has spent
his l~fe m trymg to make this world better s:r.d its people
ha.ppter.
We hav followed with pride and admiration your public
career an? hav rejoiced to find that in the fiercest battles
for the nght you hav earned from friend and foe alike a
n.a!lle !Or undaunted coura.g~, unfaltering perseverance, untmng mdustry, and unswerVIng probity.
The long and arduous battle for a. free press in England
whi~h thst ';!oble martyr, Richard .Csrlisle, waged, you hsv
contmued With the greatest success, and the liberty of tongue
and press has found in you one of its greatest and bravest
champions.
It is impossible for us to forget the immense service you
h.av rendered to humanity in asserting and maintaining the
rights of the people to choose their own representative irrespectiv of class or creed, in removing the last shackles of
the English press laws, and in expunging from the English
statute book and courts of justice that last survivjng legscy
of an ignorant and bigoted past, the Oaths test.
The theological bands which hav bound the brain of thousands of .this generation hav been snapped asunder by the
~nwesrymg efforts of such men as yourself to spread the
light of reason, and many hundreds even in priest-ridden
India hav by s study of your life and works been led to
throw off the dark thraldom of superstition and to embrace
that greateat of all religions-the religion of humanitywhose only creed is, " The world is my country snd to do
good my religion."
We honor the man who, possessed of the highest talents,
has sscrificed wealth and comfort to assist the down-trodden
and to succor the distressed; who has, at the risk of his
life, championed the cause of peace in a Christian land; who
has vever by word or action swerved from his devotion to
principle, and whose pen and tongue were always at the
service of the poor and the miserable without fee or price.
We take this opportunity of bringing to your notice the
vast field for the propagation of Freethought that India
presents, and which we, from the circumstances that surround us, are unable to work as it ought to be worked. We
therefore beg you will bestow on this matter the consideration it deserves and extend to us your powerful support in
the furtherance of !he noble cause of FreethouO'ht. Christian missionary education has very greatly co~tributed to
prepare the minds of the youth of this country to throw off
aU superstition, indigenous or imported, and now they only
await the arrival of Freethought lecturers to preach the
noble principles of Secularism, to enlist hundreds in the
great srmy o~ progr~se t~at everywhere in th~ world is daily
and hourly mcreasmg m numbers and in stren~th. The
names and works of Charles Bradlsugh, Mrs. Anme Besant,
Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and G. W. Foote, are, we are proud
to say, familiar to thousands of students in all parts of this
vast country.
We fervently trust that the dsy is not fsr distant when we
shall hav the pleasure of welcoming you once again to these
shores snd hope then to be able, each in his own town and
district, to expreFs personally his hesrtfelt gratitude for the
numerous servicfS you hav rendered and to show you in detail the wants and needs of the Seculsrists of India..
With our best wishes for your health and happiness snd
with the assurance of our high respect,
We hsv the honor to remsin,
YoUR GRATEFUL AND OBEDIENT SERVANTS.
Bombay, Dec. 31, 1889.
l~ve
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HER MAJEI!TY's CusTOMS, ToRoNTO, Feb. 3, 1890.
Sm: I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
this dste, informing me of yc.ur intention of importing twelve
copies of "The Age of Reason," by Thomas Paine; and
that in the event of seizure by me you purpose legally testing my right to do so in the Canadian courts.
In reply, I hav the honor to state that I shall submit your
letter to the department of customs, OLtawa, for guidance
and instruction as to my action in the matter. Meanwhile,
it would be better, perhaps, that no customs entry be made
until I hav received the instructions asked for.
JNo. DouGLAS, Acting Collector.
J. A. RrssER, EsQ., Secretary,
Cansdian Secular Union, Toronto.
ToRONTo, Feb. 5, 1890.
DEAR SIR : I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter
of 3d inst., in reply to mine of same date.
We_ accept your suggestion, and will make no entry of the
consignment of "The Age of R~tason " referred to until we
hav your further communication on the subject.
JoHN DouGLAs, EsQ.,
J. A. RISSER, Sec.
Acting Collector of Customs, Toronto.
HER MAJESTY's CusToMs, ToRONTo, Feb. 7, 1890.
SIR : In further reference to your letter of the 3d instant
?~ an importation of twelve copies of "The Age of Reason,"
by Thomas Paine, I beg to inform you thst it is not usual
for any customs officer to forecast the action which may be
taken upon the actus! importstion of any dutiable article.
The book when entered is subject to examination, and the
result of that examination will depend as to whether it is
wrongly entered as respects vslue, etc., or whether it comes
under the prohibitory clause of the customs tariff.
JNo. DouGLAs, Acting Collector.
J. A. RIBBER, EsQ., Secretsry,
Canadian Secular Union, Toronto.
ToRoNTo, Feb. 8, 1890.
DEAR SIR: Your letter of 7th inst. is received. In my letter of 3d inst. we gave you notice thst we would make entry
of the importation of " The Age of Reason" on 5th inst.
We did not do so, as you suggested delay until you had received instructions from Ottawa.
I now understand you to say that you can render no decision in the matter until entry has been formally made. We
will, therefore, giv instructions to the Canadian Express
Compsny immediately to make the entry, and in all probability this will be done on Monday, 10th inst.
JoHN DouGLAS, EsQ.,
J. A. RisSER, Sec.
Acting Collector of Customs.

On the 10bh of February the books were delivered
i;o Mr. Risser, and the government, as he expresses
it, had eaten the leek.
------~~.--------

That Blasphemous Heston!

Some little time since Heston had one of his blasphemous pictures representing a priest receiving a
dollar from a poor, careworn woman, for which said
priest sends a telephone dispatch to yank a cbeau
soul out of purgatory. The message was being
received by a "patron saint."
Now, I ask, why does· Mr. Heston mis1·epresent
" the only true church ~"
In Lesson Thirty.firat of the Catechism, taught in
Canadian Freethinkers and · 'l'heir Custom
parochial schools, I find the following:
Houses.
Question. Does the first Commandment forbid us to pray
Under the presidency of Captain Robert C. Adam~
the ssints ?
the Canadian Secular Union is doing a needed and to Answer.
The first Commandment does not forl.Jid ufl to
splendid service for liberty. A few weeks ago THE pray to the saints.
Q. What do we mesn by praying to the saints?
TRUTH SEEKER received an order for twelve copies of
A. By prsying to the saints we mean the asking of their
the "Age of Reason," and an inquiry as to the variand prsyers.
ous oath laws now in force. in the states. The first help
Q. How do we know thst the ssints hear us?
was the initial step of an attempt to make the C&na·
A. We know that the ssints hear us, because they are with
dian government admit that heretical works are as God, wlto makes our prayers known to t'h6m. [ltslics of the
much entitled to -respectful treatment at the hands last seven words mine.]
The facts are, you see, his majesty, God himself,
of the custom officers as a stack of Bibles ; the
second, the preliminary measure to the introduction sits at the general receiving office, hears the messages,
of an oath bill in the two Canadian provincial parlia- snd then dispatches them around to St. Patheric,
ments. In Secular Thought of last week we find St. Dick, Tom, and Harry, in their various mansions.
This "revelation" excites a curious class of
the result. Under the heading of "A New Oaths
thoughts, such as these : As the "only true church"
Bill," is this item:
Capt. Robert C. Adams, of Montrt:>al, {>resident of the declares, " There is but one God," how many wires
Canadisn Secular Union, bas taken some actton to secure the are there converging at the general office! Suppospassage of a new oath and affirmation bill in the Dominion ing that one-half of the Cathoiics of the United
parliament st Ottawa. and the provincial parlisment of States pray to the saints daily, there would be, at
Quebec.
least, some four or five million '' Ha.llces " to attend
This, of course, is but the beginning, but judging to from these quarters in twenty-four hours. Now
from the success attending the importation of the add the rest of the Catholic world, and just think of
"A~e of Reason," it may be possible soon for Free- the business done ! Business? · Aye ! J uat listen :
thinkers to obtain their civil rights in Canada. The
Q: What benefits are derived from the communion of
followinfZ correspondence explains the situation as to ssints?
Thomas Paine's great book:
A. The following benefits are derived from the communToRoNTo, Feb. 3, 1890.
DEAR SIR: W-e are now importing one dozen copies of
"The Age of Reason," by Thomas Paine. We hsv received
notice, dated January 28th, from the Canadian Express Company, that a parcel containing these books, addressed to Canadian Secular Union, care J. A. Risser, has arrived in bond
(Manifest No. 917), and will be delivered on payment of
duties and charges.
We understand that previous importstions of these books
hav been seized and confiscated by the Toronto customs officers, anrl that delivery of same has heretofore been refused
on the proffered payment of duty.
In bringing the above books into Canada at the present
time, it is our intention to legslly test in the Canadian courts
the right of each and every citizen to import them.
Under these circumstances, we consider that you ought to
hav notice of our intentions before you render your final
decision in the matter.
On Wednesday, Ute 5th inst., we will instruct the Canadian
Express Company to effect a clesrance of the ssme. ·If, in
your opinion, we hav given you too short notice, we will be
pleased to grant s few days' further time for you to consider
the question if you will write me to that effect; or, if you
think we hav information that will be of vslue to you in
your deliberations, our committee having the matter in hand
will be pleased to meet you in your office at such time as
you may appoint and render you such sssista.nce as may be
in their power.
J. A. RIBBER, Secretary.
COLLEOTOR OF CUSTOMS, Toronto
.

ion of saints : the faithful on earth assist one another by
their_ prayers snd good works, and they are sided by the
intercession of the saints in heaven, while both the saints in
heaven snd the faithful on earth help the souls in purgatory.

It seems that his majesty makes the "saints" a
kind of committee of referees ; for be, God, " makes
our prayers known to them," the saints; and they,
in turn, "by their intercession" (to whom it does
not say) assist in evacuating purgatory to make room
for more. If this doctrin be true, when you find a
man complaining that " business is duil," tell him to
"go to"-well, either place.
.
• Another thought is this: our sun is only_o':le httle
speck in the solar system ; there are ~dhons of
suns in various states of development, 1t may be,
but the presumption is they hav inhabited planets.
Suppose that there is an average of one inhabited
planet to each sun, eaoh one having a "fallen race,"
and "a plan of redempti~n," wit~ the n!3cessary
paraphernalia of popes, pr1ests, samts, rehcs, etc.,
just think of the amount of telephone business I
Business! yes, au:; let every idle person avoid the
upper, and shun the lower region!
JoHN DA.VEY.
Kent, 0.
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The Gage R1thering.
I choose words for a headline which express just
what I mean. Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage has practically gathered herself to~ether and held a meeting
at Washington, February 24;h and 25th, under the
·guise of a "convention." The convention was a conspicuous failure, but Mrs. Gage was an illustrious
success. She had placarded Willard's Hotel and the
hall with the announcement that the ''Woman's
National Liberal Union" would hold a convention.
Who authorized this nama I do not know, as the
question of a name did not come before the convention at all. Rderence was made to an "executiv
board," but who appointed such board I do not
know. It is certain that the convention did not appoint it, a.; the subject was never mentioned there.
The program for the morning of the second day !1-nnounced, "Discussion of resolutions," but there was
no discussion. They were merely read. The" Adoption of resolutions" was on the printed program of
the afternoon, but they were not even mentioned.
The "Announcement of permanent officers" by the
chair was made !.lccording to the program, but the
convention was not asked to approve them.
When Mrs. Gage was asked privately why these
matters were not brought before the convention, she
curtly answered, "It was not thought best." What
I want to say is, th&t the convention had no voice in
anything. I attended every session and speak from
personal knowledge when I say that but two votes
were taken. One was on expressing a preference as
to the place of the next meeting, the other was a vote
of thanks to the press. There waa a preconcerted
arrangement that the convention should bav no
voice, and everything was cut and dried and executed
by Mrs. Gage. One member of her so-called "committee" told me that, although she had attended
every mE!eting, she did not know what was done, as
there were matters decided that had not ever been
before them.
When Mrs. Gage assumed the chair at the opening
of the BO·C<llled "convention," she simply said: "By
virtue of the fact that I hav bean the oldest worker
in this cause, and this meeting is, to some extent,
the result of my own efforts, I shall aFsuma to act as
temporary president this morning. Mr_ William H.
Aldrich will also act as temporary secretary." The
bad grammar of this announcement might be excused if these persons had not continued to act as
president and secretary to the last, without a vote of
the convention. They were not approved, either as
temporary or permanent officers. This notable wdman suffragist did not allow the women of the con·
vention to vote, and there were many "curses not
loud but deep" among the attendants.
The eourse of Mrs. Gage can be accounted for only
in erne way. She had been repressed and suppressed
by Susan B. Anthony and her compeers so often
tbrough a large number of years that she was determ'ned to hav everything her own way for once.
H-'lr v<ry bad grammar, her monotonous voice, her
eg,Jtism and lack of manners, could all hav been ex-
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cused had she not been guilty of such insufferable
self-assertion.
Mr. Wm. F. Aldrich, of Alabama, is said to hav
paid the expenses· of the " Gage Gathering." In the
Liberal Thinker, edited by Mrs. Gage, snd paid for
by the Aldrichs, Mrs. Aldrich is said to hav been
known throughout the United States, for years, as
Miss J osepbine Cables, who edited tha Occult
World, published at Rochester, N. Y., and who is
"a woman of wonderful spiritual insight, occult
powers, and humanitarian principles."
Now for the officers not approved by the convention: President, Matilda Joslyn Gaga, New York;
vice-president, Joeephine Cables Aldrich, Alabama;
secretary, Mary E. Coues, Washington; treasurer,
Wm. F. Aldrich, Alabama. These are all avowed
Theosophists, except Mrs. Gage, who is said to hav
a way of proving that woman is the· Holy Ghost of
the orthodox trinity.
The following persons ware added, not by the
convention, to the offi~ers forming the executiv
council: Susan A. Wixon, Eliza A. Conner, Micca
Hoffman, Marietta M. Bones, and Clara S. Foltz.
This council is, hereafter, to fill all vacancies and to
elect all officers without any reference to any conven·
tion-a self·constituted and self-perpetuating close
corporation, which will not allow of any interference.
We now come to the resolutions. Prof. Elliot
Coues was chairman of this committee, but could
only hav been a figurehead, as Mrs. Gage told me
that she wrote nearly all of the resolutions before
she left home, and another person told me that she
furnished two, which were revised by Mrs. Gage.
Instead of taking up space in details, I would simply
say that there are twelve resolutions. Ten of these
might hav been passed by any congress of the
American Secular Union (excepting the platitudes).
They relate mainly to the work of state secularization in which our organization is so successfully engaged. The other two are not true. It is not a fact
that "every.churcb, of whatever name, is based on
the theory that woman was created secondary and
inferior to man, and that she brought sin into the
world, and necessitated the sacrifice of a savior."
The Universalists, the Unitarians, the Friends (Hicksites), and several other churches, as heartily oppose
this view as does Mrs. Gage. Nor is it true that
"every church is the enemy of liberty and progress."
One word more. Mrs. Gage was terribly afraid
that there was a plot to capture her convention by
the American Secular Union. Ida C. Craddock, our
secretary, had said something at>Ouf"aux1he.ries in a
letter published in our Libers.l papers, and Mrs.
Westbrook has written to Mrs. Gage, suggesting
that possibly we might work together, etc.; and she
was very aporehensiv on this subject. When Mrs.
westbrook and myself entered a preliminary meeting
·at the express invitation of Susan H. Wixon, and
with the express consent of Mr. Aldrich (in whose
room the meeting was held), Mrs. Gage sprang to
her feet, and seizing us both by the arm, exclaimed :
"You must go out! You are the president of another society, and I don't mean to be the bob to the
tail of anybody's kite." We were led out into the
hall, and were thus unceremoniously dismissed. This
is probably the reason why nothing was permitted to
come before the convention for approval or dissent.
Permit me to say that this was an unnecessary
fright for Mrs. Gage. I had never thought of capturing the convention. I had no desire to interfere
in any way. I am an advocate of woman's enfranchisment, and bav been for thirty years, and am
heartily in favor of a woman suffrage society to
resist the encroachment of the orthodox church ; and
I am an enemy to all forms of ecclesiasticism and
sacerdotalism. We hav missed a grand opportunity
to form such a society. Let every person treat Mrs.
Gage's Gathering as a nullity. Let us put a woman
suffrage plank in with our Nine Demands of Secularism-and then we shall not need any other
"gathering."
How true it is that when the slave becomes master
she is the most tyrannical of drivers ! Mrs. ·Gage
was to show Miss Anthony how to run a convention,
and she baa foolishly run hers into the ground !
R. B. W ESTBROOK1
Pres. American Secular Union.
Philadelphia, March 11890.
England's 0}linion of Our Annual.
From Watts's Literary Guide.

This ANNUAL has now become a recognized feature in
American literary Freethought. Skilfully edited by Mr. E.
M. Macdonald, it has the good fortune to hav for contributors some of the most capable writers across the Atlantic.
The current issue is a remarkably strong number. Besides
an arlmirably compiled calendar and an encouraging record
of Freethought progress in the United 8tateo, there are several lengthy and brilliant eps11ys, aud an ambitious novelet
by Mis)! Helen Gardener, the author of" Men, Women, and
Gods." Mr. Macdonald's account of his experiences " In
Search of a Spirit" is delightfully humorous; the Ex-Rev.
H. 0. Pentecost's narrativ of " Why I Left the Church" is
deeply earnest; while Mr. W. Stewart Ross's paper, " Mostly
Fools?" is terribly pessimistic. Perhaps the two most useful features in the ANNUAL are the illustrated articles on
"The Middle Ages" and "The Inventions of Science and
the Inventions of Christianity." The illustrations throughout-with tb.e exception of the frontispiece, "The Burning
of Bruno "-are admirably executed.

Why Am I An Agnostic 1
Prom tl!e No1·th Amer'loan Revtew,
PART

II.

The Ohristian religion rests on miracles. There
are no mirllcles in the realm of science. The real
philosopher does not seek to excite wondu, but to
make that plain which was wonderful. He does not
endeavor to astonish, but to enlighten. He is perfectly confident that there are no miracles in nature.
He knows that the mathematical expression of the
same relatioue, contents, areas, numbers, and proportions must forever remain the same. He knows
that there are no miracles in chemistry ; that the
attractions and repulsions, the loves and hatreds, of
atoms are constant. Under like conditions, he is
certain that like w~ll always happen; that the product ever has been and forever will be the same ;
that the atoms or particles unite in definit, unvarying proportions-so many of one kind mix, mingle,
and harmonize with just so many of another, and the
surplus will be forever cast out. There are no exceptions. Substances are always true to their natures. They hav no caprices, no prejudices, that can
vary or control their action. , They are "the same
yesterday, to-day, and forever."
In this fixedness, this constancy, this eternal integrity, the intelligent man has absolute confidence. It
is useless to tell him that there was a time when fire
would not consume the combustible, when water
would not :flow in obedience to the attraction of
grn.vitation, or that there ever was a fragment of a
moment during which substance had no weight.
Credulity should ba the servant of intelligence.
The ignorant hav not credulity enough to believe
the actual, because the actual appears to be contrary
to the evidence of their senses. To them it is plain
that the sun rises and seta, and they hav not credulity enough to believe in the rotary motion of the
aarth-that is to say, they hav not intelligence enough
to comprehend the absurdities involved in their belief,
aud the perfect harmony between the rotation of the
earth and all known facts. They trust their eyes,
not their reason. Ignorance has always been and
always will be at the mercy of appearance. Credulity, as ·e. rule, believes everything except the truth.
The semi-civilized believe in astrology, but who could
convince them of the vastness of astronomical spaces,
the speed of light, or the magnitude and number of
suns and constellations T If Hermann and Humboldt could hav appeared before savages, which would
hsv been regarded as a god?
When men knew nothing of mechanics, nothing of
correlation of force, and of its indestructibility, they
were l:>elievers in perpetual motion. So when chemistry was a kind of sleight-of-band, or necromancy,
something accomplished by the aid of the supernatural, people talked about the transmutation of
metals, the univerBal solvent, and the philosopher's
stone. Perpetual motion would be a mechanical
miracle; and the transmutation of metals would be
a miracle in chemistry; and if we could make the
result of multiplying two by two five, that would be
a miracle in mathematics. No one expects to find a
circle the diameter of which is just one-fourth of the
circumference. If one could find such a circle then
there would be a miracle in geometry.
In other words, there are no mirecles in any science.
The moment we understand a question or subject,
the miraculous necessarily disappears. If anything
actually happens in the chemical world, it will, un!}er
like conditions, happen again. No one need take an
account of this result from the mouths of others:
all can try the experiment for themselvs. There is
no caprice, and no accident.
It is admitted, at least by the Protestant world,
that the age of miracles has passed away, and, consequently, miracles can not at present be established
by miracles; tl:.ey must be substantiated by the
testimony of witnesses who are said by certain
writers-or, rather, by uncertain writers-to hav
lived several cehturies ago ; and this testimony
is given to us, not by the witm:s•es themselvs, not
by persons who say that they talked with those witneeses, but by unknown persons who did not giv the
sources of their information.
The question is: Can miracles be established
excapt by miracles? We know that the writers may
hav been mistaken. It is possible that they may hav
manufactured these accounts themselvs. The witnesses may hav told what they knew to be untrue, or
they may hav been honestly deceived, or the stories
may hav been true as first told Imagination may
hav added g~eatly to them, so that after several centuries of accretion a very simple truth was changed
to a miracle.
We must admit that all probabilities must be
against miracles, for the reason that that which is
probn.ble cannot by any possibility be a miracle.
Neither the probable nor the possible, so far as man
is concerned, can be miraculous. The probability
therefore says tbat the writers and witnesses were
eit.ber mistaken or dishonest.
We must admit that we hav never seen a miracle
ourselvs, and we must admit that according to our
experience, there are no miracles. If we hav min·
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gled with the wol'ld, we are compelled to say that
we hav known a vast number of persona-including
ourselvs-to be mistaken, and many others who hav
failed to tell the exact truth. The probabilities are
on the sidca of our experience, and, consequently,
against the miraculous ; and it is a necessity that
the free mind moves along the path of least resistance.
·
The effect of testimony depends on the intelligence
and honesty of the witness and the intelligence of
him who weighs. A man living in a community
where the supernatural is expected, where the miraculous is supposed to be of almost daily occurrence,
will, as a rule, beiieve that all wonderful things are
the result of supernatural agencies. He will expect
providential interference, and, as a consequence, his
mind will pursue the path of least resistance, and
will account for all phenomena by whnt to him is ihe
easiest method. Such people, with the best intentions, honestly bear false witness. They hav been
imposed upon by sppaarances, and are victims of
delusion and illusion.
In an age when reading and writing were substantially unknown, and when history itself was but the
vaguest hearsay handed down from dotage to infancy,
nothing was rescued from oblivion except the wonderful, the miraculous. The more marvelous the
story, the greater the interest excited. Narrators
and hearers were alike ignorant and alike honest.
:A.t that time nothing was known, nothing suspected,
of the orderly course of nature-of the unbroken and
unbreakable chain 0f causes and effects. The world
was governed by caprice. Everything was at the
mercy of a being, or beings, who were themselvs
controled by the same passions that dominate man.
Fragments of facts were taken for the whole, and the
deductions drawn were honest and monstrous.
It is probably certain that all the religions of the
world hav been believed, and that all the miracles
bav found credence in countless brains; otherwise
they could not hav been perpetuated. They were
not all born of cunning. Those who told were as
honest as those who heard. This baing so, nothing
has been too absurd for human credence.
All religions, so far as I know, claim to hav been
miraouloualy founded, miraculously preserved, and
miraculously propagated. The priests of all claimed
to hav messages from God, and claimed to hav a certain authority, and the miraculous has always been
appealed to for the purpose of subatanti!lt,ing the
message and the authority.
If men believe in the supernatural, thay will
aMount for all phenomena by an appeal to supernatural means or. power. We know that formerly everything was accounted for in this way except some few
simple things with which man thought he was perfectly acquainted. After a time men found that
under like conditions like would happen, and as to
those things the· supposition of supernatural interference was abandoned; but that interference was still
activ as to all the unknown world. In other words,
a'.! the circle of mtm's knowledge grew, supernatural
interference withdrew and was activ.only just beyond
the horizon of the known.
N.1w, there are some believers in universal special
providence-that is, men who believe in perpetusl
interferehce by a supern~tural power, this interference
being for th0 purpose of punishing or rewarding, oi
destroying or preserving, individuals and nat.ions.
Others hav abandoned the ides of providence in
ordinary matters, but still believe that God interferes
on great occasions and at critical moments, especially
in the affairs of nations, and that his preBence ifl
m1nifest in great disasters. Tbis is the compromise
position. These people believe that an infinit being
made the universe and impressed upon it what they
are pleased to call "laws," aud t.be:n leH it to run in
accordance with those laws and forces; that as a
rule it works well, and that the divine msksr interferes only in cases of accident, or at moments when
the machine fails to accomplish the original design.
There are others who take the ground that all is
natural; that there never has been, never will be,
never can be any interference from without, for the
reason that nature embraces all, and that there can
be no without or beyond.
The first class. are Theists pure and simple; the
second are Theists as to tbe unknown, Naturalists as
to the known; and the third are Naturalists without
a touch or taint ·of superstition.
What can the evidence of the first class be worth !
This question is answered by reading the history of
those nations that beli~ved thoroughly and implicitly
in the supernatural. There is no conceivable absurdity that wali! not esta.blished by their testimony.
Every law or every fact in nature was violated.
Children were born without parents ; men lived for
thousands of years; others subsisted without food,
without sleep; thousands and thousands were possessed with evil spirits, controled by ghosts and
ghouls; thousands confessed themselvs guilty of
impossible offenses, and in oourts, with the most
solemn forms, impossibilities were substantiated by
the oaths, affirmations, and confessions of men,
women, and children.
,
These delusiona were not Qo:p.fined to ascetics and

p~asants, but they took possession of nobles and And these idle and stupid annals are interspersed
kmgs ; of people who were at that time called intel- with myth and miracla, with :fl.!lttery for kings wbc
ligent; of the then educated. No one denied these supported priests, and with curses and denunciations
:wonders, for the re!lSOn that denial WaS a crime pun- for those who would not hearken to the voice of the
Ishable generally with death. Societies, nations, be- prophets. If all the historic books of the B1ble were
oame insane-victims of ignorance, of dreams, and, blotted from the memory of mankind, nothing of
above all, of fears. Under these conditions human value would be lost.
teF-timony is not and cannot be of the slightest value.
Is it possible that the writer or writers of Firat
We now know that nearly all of the history of the and Second Kings were inspired, end that Gibbon
world ia false, and we know this because we hav ar- wrote" The Daeline and Fall of tha R:~m~n Empire"
rived at that phase or point of inteilsctual develop- withou·t supernatural assistance T Is it possible that
ment where and when we know that effects must hav the author of Judges was simply the instrument of
causes, that everything is naturally produced, and an iufinit God, while John W. Draper wrote" The
that, consequently, no nation could ever hav been Intellectual Davelopment of Europa" without one
great, powerful, and rich unless it had the soil, the ray of Jjght from the other world 1 Can we believe
people, the intelligence, and the commerce. that the author of Gene'-!is had to be inspired, while
Weighed in these scales, nearly ali histories are Da.rwin experimented, ascertained, and reached confound to be fictions.
clusions for himself~
The same is true of religions. Every intellin-ent
Ought not the work of a God to ba vastly superior
American is satisfied that the religions of Indi~, of to that of a man ? And if the writers of the Bible
Egypt, of Greece and Rome, of the Aztecs, were and were in reality inepirad, ought not that book to be
are false, and that all the miracles on which they rest the greatest of books! · For instance, if it ware conare mistakes. Our religion alone is excepted. Every tended that certain statues had been chiseled by inintellig6lnt Hindoo discards all religions and all mir- spired men, such statues should be superior to any
acles except his own. The question is : When will that uninspired man baa made. As long as it is adpeople see the def@cts in their own theology as clearly mitted that the Venus de Milo is the work of man,
as t.bey perceive the same defects in every other~
no one will . believe in inspired sculptorE!-at least
All the eo-called false religions were substantiated until a superior statue has been found. So in the
by miracles, by signs and wonders, by prophets and world of painting. We admit that Corot was uninmartyrs, precisely as our own. Our witnesses are no spired. Nobody claims that Angelo had supernatural
better than theirs, and our success is no greater. If assistance. Now, if some one should claim that a
their miracles were false, ours cannot be true. Nat- certain painter was simply the instrumentality of
ure was the same in India and in Pt\lestine.
God, certainly the pictures produced by that painter
One of the corner-stones of Christi11.nity is the should be superior to all others.
I do not sea how it is possible for an intelligent
miracle of inspiration, and this same miracle Jiea at
the foundation of all religions. How can the fact of human being to conclude that the Song of Solomon
inspiration be established 1 How could even the in- is the work of God, and that the tragedy of " Lear "
spired man know that he was inspired~ If he was was the work of an uninspired man. We are all
in:fl.uenced to write, and did write, and did express liable to be mistaken. but the liisd seems to me a
thoughts and fQcts that to him were absolutely new, greater work than the' book Df Esther, and I prefer
on subjects about which he had previously known it to the writings of Haggai and Hosea. 1E 'chylus
nothing, how could be know that he had been in:fl.u- is superior to Jeremiah, and Shakspere rises immeasenced by an infinit being! And if he could know, urably above all the sacred books or the world.
how could be convince others T
It does not seem possible that any human being
What is meant by inspiration 1 Did the one in- ever tried to establish s truth-anything that really
spired set down only the thoughts of a supernatural h~ppened-by what is called a miracle. It is easy
being 1 Was ha simply an instrument, or did his to understand how that which was common became
personsHty color the message received and given! wonderful by accretion-by things added, and by
Did he mix his ignorance with the divine information, things forgotten-snd it is easy to conceive how that
his pri'judices and hatreds with the love and justice which was wonderful bac&me by accretion what was
of the deity ~ If God told him not to eat the :flesh called supernatural. But it does not seem possible
of s,ny beast that dieth of itself, did the same infinit that any intelligent, honest man ever endeavored to
being also tell him to sell this meat to the stranger prove anything by a mirMle.
As a matter of fact, miracles could only satisfy
within his gates ~
A. man says that he is inspired-that God appeared people who dems.nded no evidence; else bow oould
to him in a dream, and told him certain t.hinga. Now, they hav believed the miracle~ It also appears to be
the things said to hav been communicated may hav certain that, even if miracles had been performed, it
been good end wise; but will the fact that the com- would be impossible to eBt&blish t.hat fact by human
.municu.tion is good or wise establish the inspiration~ testimony. In other words, miracles can only be
If, on the other hand, the communic11.tion is abanrd established by miracles, and in no event could miro,or wicked, will that conclusivly show that the man cles be evidence except to those who were actually
was not inspired? Must we judge from the commu- present; and in order for miracles to bs of auy value,
nication! In other words, is our reason to be the they would hsv to be perpetual. It must also be remembered that a miracle actually performed could
final standard 1
How could the inspired man know that the com- by no possibility shed D,ny light on any moral truth,
munication was received from God! If God in or add to any human obligation.
If any man hgs ever been inspired, this is a secret
rer.Jity should appear to a humen being, how could
this human being know who hsd appeared ! By miracle, known to no person, and suspected only hy
what standard would he judge 1 Upon this question the man cleiming to be inspired. It would not be in
ms.n has no experience; be is not familiar enough the power of the~ inspired to giv satisfactory evidence
with the supernst.ural to know gods even if they ex- of that fact to anybody else.
The testimony of man is insufficient to establish
ist. Although thousands bav pretended to receive
messages, there has been no mossBge in which there the supernatural. Neither the evidence of one man
wno~, or is, anything above the invention of man. nor of twelve can stand when eontradicted by the
There are just as wonderful things in the uninspired e:rperiGDce of the intelligent world. If r. book sought
&s in the inspired books, sud the prophecies of the to be proved by mirncles is true, then it make~ n.o
heathen hav been fulfilled equally with t.hose of the difference whether it w~s inspired or not; and 1f 1t
J L1dean prophets. If, t.hen, even the inspired man is not true, inspirat.ion c'\nnot add to its value.
The truth is t.b~t the church has always-unconcannot certainly know thllt he is inspired, how is it
posei.ble for him to demons!itate his inspiration to sciously, p!:!rhapa-o:ffered rewa·rds for falsehood.
others' The laat solution of this question is that It was· founded upon the supernatureJ, the miracuinspiration is a miracle about which only the inspired lous, snd it welcomed all statements calculated to
can hav the least knowledge, or the least evidence, support the foundation. It rewarded the traveler
and this knowledge and this evidence not of a char- who found evidences of the miraculous, who had seen
the pillar of salt into wbicii the wife of Lot had been
&et.er to convince even the inspired.
There is cert.ainly nothing in the Old or the New changed, and the trs.cka of Pharaoh's chariots on the
Testament th!lt could not hav been written by unin· sands of the Red sea. It heaped honors on the
spired hum&n beings. To me there is nothing of historian who filled his pages wit.h the absurd a~d
any particular value in the Pentateuch. I do not impossible. It had geologists and astronomers o~ 1ts
know of a solitary scientific truth contained in the own who constructed the earth snd the constel!atwns
five books commonly attributed to Moses. There is in accordance with the Bible. With sword and
not, as far as I know, a line in the book of Genesis :£l.iime it destroyed the brave and thoughtful men who
calculated to make a human being better. The laws told the truth. It was the enemy of investigation
contained in Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deu- and of reason. Faith snd fiction were in partnerteronomy are for the most part pueril and cruel. ~~
.
tb
To-day the intelligence of the world dames
e
Surely there is nothing in any of these books that
could not hav been produced by uninspired men. miraculous. Ignorance is the soil of the supernatCertainly there is nothing calculated to excite intei- ural. The found~Ation of Christianity ~as crumbled,
]ectual admiration in the book of Judges or in the has disappeared, &nd the ~ntire fab;1c must fall.
wars of J osbua; and the same may be said of Samuel, The nstural is true. The miraculous 1s false.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Chronicles, and Kings. The history is extremely
childish, full of repetitions, of useless details, without
. .
.
.
the slightest philosophy, without a generalization
.I BEGAN to doubt. If xt was J?OSslbie that an ommborn of a wide survey. Nothing is known of other sment God would g1v a revelatwn to men tbe.t would
nations; nothing imparted of the slightest value; set all tb~ world "by" the ears" in their effor~s to
nothing shout educl\tion, discovery, or invention, 1 interpret xt.-E. G. Adarns.
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Qiommnnications~
The Infidel's Catechism.
Question. What is a doctor of divinity?
. ·
Answer. It is one who hss graduated in the art
of using language to conceal his thoughts.
Q. Why did Talleyrand when asked for what purpose language was given to man, reply, "To conceal
our thoughts 1"
A. Because that was the prevailing use of language in his day ; which usage was then enforced by
the combined powers of church and state.
Q. Why did Copernicus withhold from the public
his work on astronomy until he was on the verge of
the grave'
A. Because he had violated a law of the church
by using language to express thought, and he want,ed
to keep his crime concealed until he was beyond the
reach of the church.
Q What was Bruno's crip1e T
•
A. Using language to express his thoughts.
Q. For what purpose was he locked up in a dungeon and tortured for six years ?
A. To try to make him use language to conceal
his thoughts.
Q. Why was he burnt alive at the stake?
A. Because he persisted in shocking Christians
by using language to express his thoughts.
Q Why was Galileo imprisoned by the church 1
A. Bacam;e he violated the law of the church by
using language to express his thoughts on astronomy.
Q. Why was he not burnt like Bruno'
A. Bsmmse when offered by the churGh the cruel
alternativ of telling a lie by saying that his language
had not exoressed his thoughts, or to be burnt like
Bruno he ;,.eakened and told the lie, and promised
that h~ would use language to conceal his thoughts.
Q Why was the beautiful Hypatia so brutally
murdered by a Christian mob of Alexandria?
A. Because she shocked the Christians by using
language to express thought.
Q. Why is Thomas Paine so hated by the clerics !
A. Baca.use he used language to express thought,
which was against the rules of the church.
Q. Gaorge Washington's thoughts on the subject
of theology were similar to Paine's. Why do the
clerics hate Paine and honor Washington 1
A. Because Paine published his thoughts, and
·washington concealed his.
Q. Why do the clerics claim that Abraham Lincoln
became a Christian shout the time that he went to
Washington city? _
A. Because, like a Christian, he concealed his
thoughts after he became president.
Q. For what is Colonel Ingersoll noted!
A. For proficiency in the art of using language to
express thoughts.
Q For what is Talmage noted T
A. For proficiency in the art of using language _to
conceal his thoughts. _
Eyer since the establisnment of the papal hierarchy
hypocrisy bas been regarded as a virtue and sincerity a crime. The church regards it as a virtue to
conceal our thoughts, and a crime to express them.
.
P. F. SHUMAKER.

Slate·Writing and Legerdemain.
BROTHER MACDONALD: I hav just read your article
in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, "In Search of a Spirit."
It appears to hav been an unsatisfactory search; you
ought to hav got better results from slate-writing.
But everyone familiar with the so-called Spiritual
phenomena knows that the occult power ia very
capricious. The mediums are too often blamed for
what they cannot help.
I am sorry you could not hav had a slate-writing
test from P. S. 0. A. Keeler, such as I got and described in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 12, 1888.
But now, in regard to your article in the ANNUAL,
I wish only to t&ke exception to one statement. You
say you " hav seen no display of ingenuity equal to
the achievements of those who acknowledge no aid
from the spirits of translated men."
The tricks of conjurers are pretty easily discovered.
Most of them are known and published. When you
once know how the thing is done the performance is
no longer interesting. Giv me six successiv private
performances of a particular feat of legerdemain and
if I cannot tell you how it is done you may call me
a fool. And now, in conclusion, I make the following challenge :
TO ANY CONJURER.
Let me write in your presence, but without your
seeing what I write, the names of four deceased
friends on four slips of paper. Let me fold them
up and place them on a table before us. You may
handle them, but must not open one of them, and
they must remain in sight on the table all the time.
I will bring two slates. You may handle them before I tie them, with a bit of pencil between them,
and lay them on the table before us. I will wait
half an hour fm: writing on the slates, which you may
touch and even handle while on the table, but without. untying or aeparating them at all.

,

Now, then, if on opening those slates at the end
of half an hour I shall find written on one of them
a single one of the names I hav written on the folded
a ers I will pay you twenty dollars. But if no
~u~h ~ame is written you shaH forfeit five dollars
t o me.
And for each, or any one of the other three names
written by me on the folded papers, I will pay you
twenty dollars if the same shall appear on the slates
when opened by me. Nor will I exact any further
forfeit for non-performance then the five dollars.
W. H. BURR.
Washinaton, n. 0., Feb. 14, 1890.
v

A.. Voice from the West Indies.
Vishnu, the second person of the Hindoo t,.inity,
has become incarnate nine times :
(1) "As a fish, to save the Vedas.
.
(2) "As a tortoise, to support the earth, wh1~h was
in danger of sinking into chaos; hence the Hmdoos
believe to this day that the earth rests on the back
of a tortoise.
(3) "As a boar, to draw the earth out of mud and
water with his tusks.
(4) "As a lion-man, to deshroy s monster who was
devastating the earth.
(5) "As a dwarf.
(6) "As a giant.
(7) "As Ram.
(8) "As Cbristns.
(9) "As Buddha."
.
The Hindoos are still looking for another mcarnr.tion, which is supposed to be his last. They are ignorant of the form that it will assume.
There is an annual rite, p1·acticed mainly by the
people from Madras, and which is called " passing
the fire." The communicants, with their priests, all
nearly naked, pass several times through smolderina ashes. This sacrifice is in honor of an Indian
go"'d called Madrivele. This god was endowed with
the peculiar faculty of entering houses through the
smallest crevice. He is said to hav been very fond
of chickens and rum, and it is on this account that
rum-drinking and chicken.eating play such conspicuous parts in -the annual rite oi "passing the fire."
The Mohammedans, or Musaulmans, come next in
number. Their creed is, "There is but one God,
and Mohammed is his prophet.'' The Mohammedan
prays five times a day with his face turned toward
Mecca. The Mohammedans are divided into two
branches or sects, Shiahs snd the Sunnis.
The Shiabs commemorate the death of Rosien, the
son of Ali, by parading about the sugar estates besting drums, and carrying paper houses of different
colors, which represent the tomb of Rosien.
Very few E;ut I&dians become convert~ to <?n.ristia.uity. They do not seem to care for th1a rehg10:v.
A most barbarous act was committed by tbia Christian government on the East Indians of the Muasulman faith. A few years ago, these Indiana were
permitted to parade the streets of the cities on the
day of the commemoration of the death. of Rosien.
The government prohibited these parades, and on
these people insisting on their rights, they were shot
down like dogs by the armed constabulary. This is
a crying shame !
A good joke is told of an officer in India, who,
addressing his nativ servant, asked, "What religion
are you belonging to, Ramsammee !"
N ativ : " Same church like Sahib ; me eat beef and
drink grog, ear !" To him Christianity and grogE. S.
drinking were synonymous terms.
Port-of-Spain, Feb. 8, 1890.

them, till ~he imagined she heard a v?ice from heaven
oommandmg her to betJome. the dehverer of France.
She was presented to the km?" and he accepted her
services. The idea of her bemg supernatur~l!Y sent
by heaven, just chimed in with the superst1t10ns of
the age•.and inspired her countrymen and depressed
the Enghsh.
. .
.
Her first exploit was the rehevmg of Orle~ns m
May, 1428, after having defeat~d th~ bes1ege;s.
The tide of her suc~ess was raput C1ty. after Cl Y
was conquered, and m July, 1429, the Ma1d Rlehd. her
sovereign to be crowned in the cathed~al of
e1ms.
She now wished to retire, but the kmg found h?r
services too valuable, and so persuaded her to remam
with the army, which she did till 1~31, wh?n she
was taken prisoner by the Burgund1ans, whlle she
was heading a sally from Compiegne. Her captors
sold her to the English, who cruelly burnt her at
Rouen, May 31, 1431, on the charge of sorcery.
Maria Annie Angelica Catherine Kauffman, an e~
inent artist, was born 1741 at Coire, and was mstructed by her father; she was a good portraitpainter at the early. age of el~ven y_ears. In 1781
abe married Zucob1, a Venetum pamter. She excelled in poetical subjects; her dra':'ing was g?~d
and coloring attractiv. She etched w1th _good _spmt,
and was also a perfect mistress of mus1c, which_, at
one time, she intended adopting as a professiOn.
She died in 1807 at Rome.
Ismene was the daughter of Edipus and J ocasta,
who when her sister Antigone had been condemned
to b~ buried alive by Creon, for giving burial to her
brother, Polynices, again;st t,he tynmt's po11itiv order11,
declared herself as guilty as her sister, and insisted
on being punished with her.
.
Antigone was the daughter of the kmg of Thebes
(Edipus) by his mother Jocasta. After tho death
of her father and two brothers l'he went to Thebes
to bury her brother, which the king had forbidden.
Antigone sueceeded in sprinkling dust three times
on her brother's body, which was then and there
equivalent to burial. For this she was immured
alive in a tomb, where she hanged herself.
Haemon, the son of the king (Creon), to whom she
was betrothed, broke into tbe tomb and t,here killed
himself, and his mothe.r-Eurydice-also committed·
suicide · all of which show the power and influence of
womnn'~ love, and strength of will and purpose to
die rather than suffer wrong.
Cynisca. a daughter of Archidamus, king of Spart&,
was the first woman who ever turned attention to
the training ci steeds, and the first that obtained a
prize at the Olympic games.
Marie de Rabutin·Chantal Sevigne, marchionese,
was born 1627, in Burgundy, and left an orphan at
an early age. At eighteen she married the Marquis
de Sevigne, who was killed in a duel seven years
afterward, leaving her with B son and daughter, to
whom she entirely devoted herself. To her daughter
she was particularly attached, and to her were addressed the major part of the noted letters which
hav ph:ced the marchioness in the first rank of
epistolery writors. She died in 1696. The best
edition oi her letters is in eleven volum·es octavo.
E. D. SLENRER.

Italy and the Church.
From 1866 up to 1880 the Italian government was
obiiged to confiscate the following amount of property and suppress religious houses and clergy to the
number indicated by the table.

Income of real and movable property seized by
the government, about ............................ $ 11,000,000
Value of same property .................... ,............ 330,000,000
Number of religious sent adrift, about............
60,000
40,478
"
" ecclesiastics deprived...................
Eminent Women.
4,244
"
" religious houses suppressed...........
"
"
"
corporations " ... .........
2,179
Anna Letitia Barbauld was born in Leicestershire
"
" secular clergy foundations supin 1743, and received an excellent education from her
pressed.................................................
46,237
father, Dr. Aikin. In 1772 she published a volume Number
50,973
of other foundations suppressed.........

of poems which gave her a high place among her
poetical contemporaries, and in the following year
she joined her brother in getting out a volume of
miscellanies. She published numerous works" Early Lessons," "Biographical and Critical Essays,"
etc.
Lady Jane Gray was born 1537 in Leicestershire.
Her talents were of a superior order, and by the time
she was seventeen she had mastered Greek, Latin,
Hebrew, Chaldee, Arabic, French, and Italian.
In 1553 she married Lord Guildford Dudley, and
shortly afterward, reluctantly accepted the diadem
which the intrigues of her father and her father-in-law
had induced Edward VI. to settle upon her. She
only reigned :nine daya, and then was committed to
the Tower with her husband, and, in 1554, they were
brought to the scaffold by the relentless Mary. Her
" Remains" were published sfter her death, and
some of her !etters and essays are preserved in Fox's
"Martyrology."
Joan of Arc-Maid of Orleans-has been called
the greatest of heroius. She was born 1416 in
Lorraine. Her parents were poor, and her occupation that of shepherdess and taking care of horses
at an inn. Her mind was of a superior order, and
she brooded over the wrongs of her country, and the
auft'eJ:ings of the people, Md the meanl! of relieving

The confiscation of the "Opera Pie" will, according to a report made in 1880, remove from the adminifltmtion of the Roman church to the government
the following charities :
General charities ...................................................
Dowry
"
....................................................
Hospitals ..............................................................
Institutions furnishinr, grain to poor peasants ............
Congregations of charity ..........................................
Miscellaneous .........................................................
Shelter asylums .................................. ,...................
Foundations for nursing sick at home .......................
School charities ....................................... ·..............
Infants' asylums.....................................................
For the aged..........................................................
For orphans...........................................................
Monti di piet::e.............................. .... .... .. ......... ... ...
For prisoners.........................................................
For poor nursing mothers........................................
For poor laborers...................................................
For pregnant womeu nursed at home........................
Maternity hospitals ................................. ·...............
Seaside..................................................................
Lunatic asylums.....................................................
Deaf-mute and blind asylums...................................
Nursling and foundling...........................................
Agrarian loan funds................................................

3,668
2,694
1,139
1.965
2,633
1,553
239
1,028
508
340
397
463
695
13
15
16
41
18
10
15
26
102
30

Total.. ................................................ 17,608
Gross revenues of these foundations, about ...... $ 18,000,000
Value of properties in 1861, about.................. 200,000,000
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Woman and Maternity.
From the Worla.

"Education and Maternity. Woman's Proper
Sphere. Dr. Montroso Pallen Points Out the Dang~rs Which Threaten Intellectual and Society
Women," and similar headlines were a prelude to an
article by this able physician in the Sunday World
of February 2d. It seems to me that in discussing
no other question in life is there .f.!O little logical
reasoning and so much arbitrary dogmatism, as
in the ones which are usually embraced . under
" woman's sphere."
In the first place, the doctor assumes that because
women are mothers they are nothing else-that be·
cause this is her sphere ehe can hav, should hav no
•
other.
Men are fathers. That is their sphere, therefore
they should not be mentally developed, legally and
politically emancipated, socially civilized, or economically independent. That would appear to most men
doubtless as a somewhat absurd proposition. It
appears so to me; but it is not one whit less absurd
when applied to women. Yet this is constantly
done.
Because women are mothers is the very reason
why they should be developed mentally and physically and socially to their highest possible capacity.
The old theory that a teacher was good enough for a
primary class if she knew her "ABC's" and little
else, has long since been exploded. A high degree
of intellectual capac\t,y and a broad mental grasp is
more important in those who hav the training and
molding of small children than if the children were
older. The younger the mind the less capable it is
to guide itself intelligently and therefore the more
important is it that the guide be both wise and well
informed. In a college, it a professor is only a
little wiser than his class, it does not make so much
difference. In a post-graduate course it makes even
less, for here all ars supposed to be somewhat maturP-.
E!!.ch has within himself an intelligsnt guide, a reasoner, a queshioner and one to answer questions.
With little children, the one who has them in charge
most closely must be all thiB and more. She must
uuderstand the proportions of things and wherein
they touch each other-the bearing and trend of
mental and physical phenomena. She must furnish
self.poise to the nervous child and stimulus to the
phlegmatic one. She must be able to read signs
and interpret indications in the mental and moral as
wall as in the physical being of those within h<>r
care. All this she must be ~ble to do readily snd
with appll.rent unconsciousness if she is. best fitted
to deal with and develop small children. More than
this, she must be not only able to detect but to hav
the wisdom to guide, to stimulate, to restrain, to develop the plastic creature in her keeping. If Ehe
had the wisdom of the fabled gods and the self-poise
of the Milo she would not be too well equipped for
educating-to do the best for the race in her keeping.
But more than this the ideal mother should know
and be. She must hav love too loyal and sense of
obligation too profound to recklessly bring into the
world children she cannot properly endow or care for.
It does not appear to occur to the physicians and
politicians who discuss this question that it may be due
to other causes than incapacity, that educated women
are the mothers of fewer children than are the "ideal
wives and mothers" of whom Dr. Pallen speaks-the
squaws, the Ka:ffirs and Black Feet Indian women,
wllo devote but a few hours to the "completion of
this act of nature."
n is no doubt true that habits of civilization do
tend to make the dangers of motherhood greater.
So do they tend to render men less sturdy-less perfect animals. A Kaffir or an Indian buck would not
find it necessary to stay at home from his office becsuse of e. broken arm or a gunshot wound in his
leg. He would tramp sturdily through the forest
and sleep in the jungle with an arrow imbedded in
his flesh ; he would sit stolidly down on a log and
cut it out of himself with a scalping knife. Yet nobody would think it a desirable thing for a. mE~mber
of the Union League Club to stop on his way up
Fifth avenue and attend to his own surgery on the
sidewalk. They would expect him to hint and be
" taken tenderly to the nearest drug-st~re" and a
doctor would be sent for. He would be put under
the influence of anesthetics during the operation and
carefully nursed for weeks afterward by his devoted wife and an intelligent physician. Then if he
pulled through it would be because of his " magnificent physique, his pluck, and the excellent treatment he received."
Well, now, is be a less "manly roan" than the
Ka:ffir or the Indian buck 1 Is he a less desirable
husband or father! Is he deteriorating in his sphere!
The fact is that the more sensitiv men hav become to
pain-whether it be mental or physical-the more
manly hav they grown, the more nearly fitted to be
thlil fathers of a race of men and women who are not
mere brutes. The race does not need the brute type
any longer. It has already too many mere human
animals to deal with-in its asylums, almshouses,
prisons, and impoverished districts.
·
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This world is in no danger of suffering from a Jack
of children. The cry has always been " over population," and even in our new country the cry'has begun.
Not more children but a better kind of children is
what is needed. Who will be likely to furnish thesethe ideal squaw ''wife," or the educated woman who
knows that her obligation to her child begins before
it is born, and does not end even with her death, for
she must leave it the heritage of a good name, an
earnest life, a noble example, even after she is
gone1
If by " being unfitted for the aphere of wife and
mother" the doctor really intends to say that this
sphere is truly that of a mere animal-a healthy
animal-if he means that in order to be an ideal wife
to civilized man, woman should remain a savage; if
to be a perfect mother to an intellectually adva.ncing
race, she need not even comprehend the advance,
then truly are these arguments against her higher
education and intellectual development logical. But
even then they are not fair. Why 1 Simply because
she has not been consulted as to her choice in the
matter. The argument is still based on the tremendous assumption that man's happiness, man's desires,
man's wishes, man's rights, are the sum total of all
desire, all right, all freedom, all happiness, and all
justice.
If a man does not choose to become the father of
ten or twelve children, nobody on earth feels called
upon to criticise him as not properly filling his sphere
-as out of his proper sphere in case he prefers to
spend more of his time on mental development and
progress than upon irresponsible physical1ndulgence
and paternity. If he makes up his mind that he can
not or does not wish to become responsible for the
mental and physical endowment and well-being of
more than one or two children: or of none, nobody
says that his "college training unfitted him for the
holy position of husband and father, which is his
sphere." Perhaps the college training may hav had
s good deal to do with it in the sense that with his
developed mind and wider information his sense of
right and of personal obligation to the unborn has
tended in that direction. We do not often notice a
vast degree of self-disciplin of this nature in the uneducated whether it be man or woman, but is this a
reason for deprecating intellectual training for our
boys T Why then for the girls!
It appears to me that it is one of the greatest possible arguments in favor of higher education, unless
indeed it is desirable to be mere Ka:ffirs, both male
and female-which bas its strong points. K11ffirs are
healthier, hardier, more irresponsibly, happily, brutal.
They bav few nervous moments, I fancy, over the
future good of wife or child or friend .. Their sense
of obligation does not keep them awake nighte.
They are neither afraid nor a!lhamed to create helpleas human beings simply to furnish targets for
another tribe. They hav not even a glimmer of the
thought-still embryonic in civilized man-that the
woman whose life is risked and the child upon whom
life is thruBt unasked are of the least consideration
in the matter. They ha.v no rights which the K!lffir
lord is bound to respect. I fancy if he were asked a
question on the subject he would look at you in stupid, silent wonder, if he did not ask, "What hav they
got to do with it 1 I am the race. What she and
it are for are to look after me, to make me comfortable, to be my inferior, for my glory."
Now, suppose a woman would prefer to enjoy her
mental capabilities to the full and develop these
rather than to be the mother of a large brood ; sup·
pose she thinks she should be a developed woman
first before daring to become s mother, whose right
is it to object T If men prefer Ksffir wives there are
a large assortment on hand. Squaws, both white
and red, are to be had for. the asking. Whose right
is it to decide that all women shall be squaws in
mental development, in social position, in legal status,
and -in political and economic relations, if all women
do not choose to be such T
Has a woman not the right to be a human being
and count one in the economy of life before she is 8
mother, aside from her maternal capabilities ! If not,
when and where did she forfeit that right ~ When
and where did man get his? Every man has, and
maintains, the right to be a man first, a unit, a responsible human being. After that-aside from ithe may, if he choose, become also a husband and a
father. Is it not more than possible that the whole
human race has been dwarfed and retarded and hampered in its upward struggle because of this unaccountable effort to climb one side at a time? Because brute force and phenomenal egoism hav
always refused to place humanity on terms of equal
opportunity and leave nature alone 1
We are constantly informed that those who insist
on equal opportunities, on equal status before the
law for women, are making an effort to subvert nature; that nature bas dOne this and that and the
other thing with and for women. Well, if she has,
then she will take care of the results in an open
field. She does not need special, restrictiv laws
placed on the sex she bas already placed under the
''ban of inferiority." If t.he superior sex cannot still
rooro than hold ita own without putting a high pro-
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tectiv tariff on itself, then how can it claim to be the
superior sex? Nature has managed very well with
the lower animals, giving them equal surroundings
and opportunities. That nature is not allowed to
manage for women is the very point we object to.
Men make all sorts of laws for and about women
that are not made for and about men. Why not
make laws and let them apply to the human being,
leaving the sex of the human being out of the question? It is the special, restrictiv, unnatural sex provisions in laws and conditions of life that are
objected to. No woman objects to nature's decree
that she is a potential mother any more than men
object to her decree that they are potential fathers.
It is the fact that men insist that women are this
and nothing more (which nature did not say) to
which women object.
Nowhere else in nature does the male claim all the
other avenues of life.. ae his special sex privilege
except alone the one which he cwnot perform-that
of maternity. The sexes stand on an exact equality
as to opportunity. The brain of each is developed
to the extent of its capacity. The freedom and
opportunity for food and pleasure are enjoyed by the
sexes alike. When the desire for mater:gity is strong
upon her is the only time the female brute animal
becomes a mother. She decides when she is a mere
mother and when she is an animal with all the rights
and privileges of her genus. With the human race
alone is one-half governed upon the theory, and its
opportunities fitted to the idea, that the female is
never a unit, never a human being, never a person,
but that she is simply, eolely, and only a potential
mother, whose one "sphere" is controled and regulated as to time, place, and conditions, not by nature,
not by herself, as with the lower animals, but by the
other half of the race which holds itself as first
human, individual, and with rights, duties, privileges,
and ambitions pertaining to him as such. His sex
relations, his paternity, is truly his sphere, but that
it is his whol~ sphere he has never dreamed. There
are women who look at life the same way for the
other half of humanity and ·decline to read natureare unable to read it-in any other way.
But aside from all this Dr. Pallen first claims that
it is the intellectual development which cripples
maternal capacities, and then proceeds to giv the
reasons, which turn out to be poor ventilation at
girls' schools-unwholesome sanitary conditions, injudicious physical and mental habits, and a lack of
intelligent mothers and teachers who dress and train
the girls unhealthily and in vitiated surroundings.
How would boys fare under like conditions' Would
the doctor say it was the intellectual training which
wrecked the health of the boys, or the absurd conditions under which they get their training T
Would he advise less mental work or less vile air !
Fewer studies or better light T More healthful
clothing and food or that the boys go home and
"devote themselvs to the sphere nature marked out
for them "-paternity 1 Again, the doctor appears
to confuse society women with college women. As a
rule, they are totally distinct classes. The society
woman, who " wrecks her health in rounds of pleasure and bears sickly children or none," is, in nine
cases out of ten, the very opposit of the intellectual
woman-the college-bred girl-who has learned before she leaves college the value of health and the
obligation to herself and to others to be well.
It is true that certain of the fashionable schools
which fit girls for society and for nothing else on
earth c!>H their girls educated; but since no ons else
does it were futil to confuse the two classes. The
society girl sa a rule is, so far as real mental develop.ment and higher education and capacity to think
logically are concerned, as truly a squaw as if she
wore 8 blanket and feathers. Indeed, this is what
she does wear mentally. She should be a perfect
wife for men who wish wives to be physical and not
mental companions-second only .to the Kaffir woman
in that she wears a bit more obthing.
But evan in her case would it not be wise to infer
that she has not physically incapacitated herself for
maternity by her frivolous life, so muoh as that she
does not care for children and would find them
troublesome to a brain which holds nothing more
serious and valuable than jewels and reception dates?
And if she did reproduce her kind, would this world
be benefited?
Why this constant cry for more children in a world
crushed by the weight of sorrow and wrong to those
already here! Until children can be born. into better
conditions, let us be thankful that there 1s one class
of women too selfish and another too full of a sense of
obligation to add very rapidly to this beehive of
misery and discontent and wrong.
The world needs healthier, wiser, truer ehildren,
not more of them. And until mothers are both educated and rank before the law as human beings they
will never be able to giv that kind to the world.
Just so long as ~en must ge~ the~r br~ns fr~m the
proscribed sex, J.ust that ,,ong wll~ thell' brams .remain an " infant mdustry and be m need of a high
protectiv tariff in the shape of rest.r~c~.iv ~aws o.n
women to shield men from equ~l compet1tron m a fa1r
field as human units.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
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FREE'fHOUGHT.
The Symposium, concluded in a late issue of THE TRuTH
SEEKER, will be printed in pamphlet form at once, and
orders may be sent in now. It is seldom that in one little
work can be found the opinions of so many writers as in
this l:lymposium. A book by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
R. B. Westbrook,
Capt. R. C. Adams,
E. B. Foote, Jr.,
Saladin (W. Stuart Ross),
L. K. Washburn,
H. 0. Pentecost,
George E. Macdonald,
Susan H. Wixon,
E. C. Walker,
Samuel P. Putnam,
F. M. Holland,
Lucy N. Colman,
Parker Pillsbury,
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
C. B. Reynolds,
Charles Watts,
J. H. Bnrnham,
W. F. Jamieson,
Thaddeus B. Wakeman,
is something .that every Freethinker will probably want to
possess. Price, 25 cents.
----------4~~------

The Pictures.
New subscribers on the picture account hav
reached us during the past week to the number of
twenty-seven, making a total of three hundred and
seventy-six toward the five hundred necessary. Besides these the following friends hav contributed
their cash:
L. W. Sib~ey .............. $1 00 Ch11s. G~ck................ 1 OQ
D. Cummms..............
75 R. D Kmnev............. 1 00
Louis :Wolfes. ............ 1 00 .r. F. Rmith.:..............
75
N. Mansfield.............. 1 00 Fred Kurfess. ............
75
The total of donations to sustain the pictures is
$193 30. The Literature Fund has received but one
contribution-namely,
Louis Wolfes ......................................................... $1 00
In accordance with the terms of the offer made by
the author of "Try Square" to furnish that book as
a premium to new subscribers who send three dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year either for
themselvs or a friend, that premium will be withdrawn on March lHh, and to obtain the book in that
manner canvassers must write at once. Friends asking for the book whose letters bear postmarks previous to that date will be supplied. The terms are:
Oopies of the book to be given as premiums to, or for,
new subscribers who pay the regular price of $3 for
THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, before March 11th. One
copy of the book to be given to every volunteer new
subscriber, and one to every old subscriber who procures a new one at the regular price of $3. The
price of the book by itself is $1.
It will afford us great pleasure to send out a hundred more copies of this book before the expiration
of its author's generous offer.
1·

Practical Work.
On another page is printed the correspondence between the secretary of the Canadian Secular Union
and the customs officer at Toronto. The subject
was the importation into Canada of Paine's 11 Age of
Reason," which heretofore has been placed by the
customs officials on the list of "immoral" works, and
refused clearance. As Mr. Risser now expresses it,
the government has eaten the leek, and hereafter the
book may be freely imported.
On the subject of oaths, to which reference is made
in the same article (" Canadian Freethinkers and

~E.E.K...Hi.K,

MARC..tl.

~.

1t590.

Their Custom Houses"), Mr. Adams furnishes some
additional. information in the last issue of Secular
Thought. Oath bills are to ba at once presented in
both the Dominion and Quebec legislatures. In
1886, Mr. Adams recalls, an oath bill was presented
by Mr. Robertson, of Hamilton, passed ita third
reading in the House of Commons, but was thrown
out by the SeBate. It merely proposed to institute
the English law, since superseded by Mr. Bradlaugh's
bill. This Jaw left the admission of the testimony of
a non-Christian witness to the judge's opinion of the
credibility of the person. Mr. Bradlaugh's bill is an
advance upon this, but necessitates a declaration of
the witness's religious· opinions before he may be
permitted to affirm. It was urged by some that, on
the principle that half a loaf is better than no bread,
the Canadians should likewise compromise upon a
practicable measure. But they hav decided to strike
at once for the ultimate end, and to set up the standard of complete freedom from religious inquisition,
which shall be supported until it waves triumphantly
over the Dominion of Canada. After a careful study
of the oaths laws of England and all the states of
the American Union (aided greatly, says Mr. Adams,
by the courtesy of the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the cooperation cf our faithful secretary, Mr.
Risser), a bill has been drawn up which it will be endeavored to hav presented to the Quebec legislature
and, with the suitable alterations, to the Daminion
parliament, at the present sessions. Even if they
fail to pass, the discussion they will arouse will hav
an educational e:ffect. The following is the text of
the bill for the Dominion. The bill for Quebec does
not contain article 5, as the punishment for perjury
ia a matter under the control of the Dominion courts.
Otherwise the bills are identical:
"An act to aboliah certain restrictions 1·ega1·ding the competency of witneasea and the taking oj oaths.

"Whereas the existing restrictions on the competency of
witnesses, and the provisions of law regarding the taking of
oaths, operate an injustice to many conscientious and respectable persons, by excluding them from the right to testify, or to comply with the said provisions, and, whereas
the said restrictions and provisions tend to prevent the discovery of truth in courts of justice and elsewhere, to deprive
the said persons, as well as others, from the obtainment of
their just rights, and to otherwise interfere with the proper
administration of justice, as well in civil as in criminal matters; and whe:t;eas, by. the laws of this Dominion, the free
exercise of religious profession is guaranteed, and no discrimination should be made in favor of, or against any person on account of his religious belief, or disbelief:
"Therefore her majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts
as follows:
" 1. In all proceedings in respect of which the parliament
of Canada has jurisdiction in this behalf, the competency of
a person to testify as a witness, or to take an oath or affirmation, shall not be affected by any religious test or qualification.
"2. All persons, being otherwise qualified according to
law, shall be permitted, if so desired by them, to make a
solemn affirmation, instead of an oath, in all places and for
all purposes, where an oath is or shall be required by law,
which amrmation shall be of the same force and effect as if
they had taken the oath.
"3. Every person taking such amrmation shall solemnly,
sincerely, and truly declare and amrm to tell the truth, leaving out any words of imprecation or calling to witness.
"4. In all present or future enactments the expressions
'oath' and ' amdavit' shall include the amrmation and declaration above provided, and the expression 'swear' shall
include ' affirm' and ' declare,' the rigkt to which is granted
by this act.
" 5. If any person making an affirmation, either in virtue
of the provisions of this act, or under any similar enactment
made by any legislature of the provinces of this Dominion,
shall willfully, falsely, and corruptly affirm any matter or
thing, which if deposed on oath would hav amounted to
willful and corrupt perjury, he shall be liable to prosecution,
indictment, sentence, and punishment, in all respects as if
he had committed willful and corrupt perjury.
"6. All provisions of the law inconsistent with the present act are hereby repealed.
" 7. This act shall come into force on the day of its sanction."
We desire to congratulate our friends across the
border upon their clear-headed energy in tackling
the enemy at the very point where he needs tackling.
It seems to us that to win the civil rights of all people, no matter what may be their religious opinions,
and to check the encroachment of ecclesiastics,
is just what Secular Unions are organized to
do. A victory in the courts is something tangible,
some practical progress. A defeat of attempted
tyrannical religious legislation is at least a holding
on to what we hav got; and the influence of a fight
made and lost is infinitly more far-reaching and
beneficent in its effects than supine inaction.

For these reasons we are sorl"y to read the report
of the hearing before the house committee at Washington on the Breckinridge Sunday bill and miss
therefrom the name of any representativ of the
American Secular Union. The District of Columbja
belongs to the whole people, and a Sunday law there
is a matter concerning everybody. And the Secular
Union is the proper organization to represent and
expound the Secular principles upon which this government was founded, but from which it has gone so
far astray.
But, nevertheless, our Seventh-Day Adventist
friends were on hand, and with the help of a Knight
of Labor, gave the committee to understand that
there is opposition to any such laws as that proposed
by the Tennessee Congressman. The House Committee on the District of Columbia is composed of
Congressmen Grout, of Vermont; Campbell and
De Lano, of New York; Moore, of New Hampshire;
Ellis, of Kentucky; Heard, of Missouri. The hearing on the bill was held on February 18th. In favor
of the bill there appeared and spoke, as we learn
from the Sentinel, Rev. George Elliott, Rev. J. H.
Elliott, Mr. H. J. Schulteis, Knight of Labor, Mr.
Inglis, and Rev. W. F. Orafts. Against the bill were
Elders Corliss and Jones, of the Seventh-Day Adventists, Prof. H. W. McKee, secretary of the Religious Ltberty Association, and Millard F. Hobbs,
also a Knight of L!\bor. Aside from the conflicting
attitudes of the Knights of L!\bor representative, the
hearing was without special features. The Sundaylaw advocates rehashed ·their illogical arguments,
laying, as usual, particular stress upon their sympathy
for the poor workingman. The Ssvanth.Day Advent·
opponents of the bill had no diffillulty in meeting the
religious and historical averments of their adversaries.
The poor workingman aide of the controversy was
disposed of by Mr. Hobbs, master workman of the
whole federation of the Knights of Labor in the District of Columbia, who said: "No one has been
authorized by the Knights of Labor to speak in
favor of this bi11. Mr. Sohulteia is not authorized to·
speak for the Knights of Labor. It is true Mr.
Schulteis is a member of a committee having charge
Gf certain matters, but that comm\ttee baa nothing
to do with ~his question. The Knights of Labor are
virtually opposed to this bill. Some are in favor of
some parts of H; some are in favor of all of it; and
some are entirely opposed to all of it. For this
reason the Knights of L'~bor o: the district, as a.n
organization, hav refused to hav anything to do with
it. We are all in favor of a day of rest, some of two
daye; but we are afraid of the religious side of this
question. What benefits the Knights of L'lbor wish
to obtain, we think can ba ba~ter sacured by our own
efforts through our own organizations than by the
efforts of others, through the church."
This speech by Mr. Hobbs is described as a
"stunner" to Mr. Crafts and his party, "crushing to
atoms the whole pet theory which they had so nicely
framed and so pathetically presented in behall of
' the poor workingmen who are so cruelly oppressed
by being forced to labor on Sunday;' and of the
church's gallant effort to liberate them from ' the
Egyptian bondage of Sunday slavery.'" " N Jthing
could hav happened," says Elder Jones, "thai; would
more clearly expose the perfect hollowness of the
plea that is made by the Americ!l.n Sabbath U aion,
that this Sunday movemeat ia in the interests of the
workingmen, than did this unprem9ditated and
whelly unsolicited speech."
The committee is said to hn given the speakers a
careful and courteous hearing, ar:d the opponents of
the bill feel assured that the individual members of
it will at least candidly consider their side. In doing
this they will be aided by the pamphlets sent them
from this office, as will all of the Congressmen when
the bill is brought before the House. In the mean
time we suggest that our readers write to their
respectiv representative protesting against the enactment of the Breckinridge bill into a law.

Mr. Harman Arrested Again.
In his paper of the 14th ult., Mr. Harman printed
a letter from a New York correspondent of such a
vulgar character that he was arrested before Lucifer
reached a majority of its readers. He was taken to
Topeka, and held to bail in the sum of one thousand
dollars. In this case Mr. Harman is entitled to sympathy for his fate, but he cannot be held guiltless of
inviting it. The matter complained of in the warrant
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of arrest is outrageously vile. It is one of the most
indecent exhib•tions of mental beastliness that ever
appeared in print. It is, to us, inconceivable that a
man could write it except for purposes of evil; and
it is still more inconceivable that an editor should
hesitate a second before consigning the article to the
fire. Reading it, the conclusion is almost irresistible
that the writer is a spy seeking to entrap an editor,
and another conclusion equally strong is that any
editor printing it is utterly unfit for a public teacher.
We do not believe that the slightest shadow of a
shaving of good can be accomplished by such publication, while it is certain that it will disgust and
offend every person who is not a fanatic on "sexreform" subjects, or who is not of the lowest and
vilest stratum of humanity.
The punishment for this publication is not, however, a matter for United S~ates courts, but rather
for the indignant criticism of those readers of his
·journal who hav a right to expect to be furnished
with a paper above the level of bawdy-house inmates.
Its publication is an insult to every subscriber to
L1wi{er, an invasion of his rights, and a damage to
the very cause for which Mr. Harman pleads so earnestly. It is .no wonder that he has already received
" sharp slaps in the face" from "mortified and disgusted" supporters of "whose honesty, earnestness,
and friendship he has not the slightest doubt." The
wonder will be if anyone can be found to defend his
course!
What Mr. Harman has previously printed, and for
which he is still under bonds, is as snow to manure,
as a crystal spring to a Garman horse-pond, compared with this letter, which we can never believe
was meant to be printed unless its author desired to
see Mr. Harman in jail. We hav strenuously de·
fended him heretofore, because the matter complained of did not properly come under any law.
Now we can only protest against the manner but not
the fact of his prosecution. The United States
courts hav no business with him, but we should not
say the same of a police court. There is such a
thing as obscene literature ; its circulation is an invasion of others' rights; and the only way for people
to protect themselvs against it is by law. Mr. Harman h8s printed an article that should, ware he other
than he raally is, earn him an interview with a police
magistrate or the contempt of the community-perhaps both.
Having thus expressed our opinion of Mr. Harman''ll offense, we are quite willing to go to his rescue. He is an earnest, honest, simple old gentleman
with one idea, a little fanatical on that perhaps, but
sincerely laboring for the good of the world, and
ever resolutely pursuing what he sees to be his
work. He is everybody's friend but his own, and
even entertains kindly feelings for Anthony Oomstock-a length to which even the J udean reformer
could scarcely hav gone. Indeed, Mr. Harman says:
"Anthony Oomstock, and all those who are working
with and for him, are simply the creatures of circumstances-simply the victims of their heredity and
their environment, and we, under like circumstances,
would do just as they are doing. We harbor no revengeful feelings toward them, but hope they will
see the error of their ways and refol'tn, and we hope
and work for the abolition of the laws that giv to
these men their power for evil." Mr. Harman often
likens himself to Luther, and we fancy he had a still
more ancient person in mind when he wrote the foregoing. . J esue is alleged to hav said, " Father, forgiv
them, for they ko.ow not what they do." There is,
however, nothing vicious about Mr. Harman; his
intentions are of the kindliest, and even the o:ffia~rs
who arrested him took his word that he would not
try to escape-;10mething undoubtedly the brthest
from his thought. If he should be sent to prison he
would bear his cross meekly, and when reviled revile
not again.
This is not a case for law; it is not a case for just!ce even, but for mercy. Every energy of Mr. Har·
man's friends should be bent to secure leniency for
an aged and almost irresponsible gentleman, who has
offended, not willfully but unwittingly, and through
the best of motive. It is a pathetic case, and the
truth should be made known to all connected with
the prosecution. He will be called for trial at the
April term of court, at Topeka, Kan. The United
States district attorney at that place should be communicated with by all of Mr. Harma:Q'I! f~iendlil,

the chaplain can discover, are leading exemplary lives in the
prison-not, we should suppose, an easy. thing to do. There
The last Christian Advocate has a very edifying are many others who in conversation with him show that
and instrucliv editorial on" The Christian Advocate they are not unimpressible by truth.
"Of all those fifteen hundred and fifteen men, fifty-five
in Sing Sin€r Prison." It is largely made up of letters from the pious inmates of that institution, and per cent are nominally Roman Catholics, and forty-five per
the subject is a complaint bec·ause their favorit jour- cent nominally Protestants. Of the whole number, ninety
per cent went to Sunday-school when boys."

A Contemporary's Tonching Appeal.

nal-furni~hed by the generosity of some unknown

person-has been discontinued to their addresses.
To be deprived of their weekly religious reft·eshment
is a hardship to the devoted and devout sons of the
church, and they appeal forcibly for some charitably
disposed person to renew their subscriptions. Moved
by the cry of his fellow Ohristians, Dr. Buckley
echoes the appeal, and is prepared to receive checks
to supply the want.
The testimonials which the Sing Sing Ohristians
write to the virtue and value of the Advocate are
certainly very convincing, and no doubt the subscription list will ba duly lengthened among a class of
citizens whose mental attributes and social standing
eminently fit them to appreciate it. We cannot do
less than help our esteemed contemporary by republishing extracts from the letters. The first to write
says:
"It has been my purpose, if by the favor of God kept to
liberty and means, to become a subscriber for the Ohristian
.Ad'Oocate."

Surely Dr. Buckley will find a new patron in that
pious gentleman, who may ultimately graduate from
Sing Sing to a deaco:r.Jship in the Methodist church.
Another writes :
" Being that I was requested to forward to you this note,
it givs me great pleasure to do so ; concerning your most
valulible paper, vis the Oll:riatian .Ad'/Jocate. Being a Cathloic
I will ashure you its one of the best papers I've ever yet red
inside or outside of a prison ; for it is a true and God fearing paper."

No doubt he speaks as an expert in religious
papers, and Dr. Buckley should feel fhttered in
winning his commendation. But won't the priEsts of
the Oatholic faith wax jealous T
The next one writes somewhat indignantly :
" I would like to know why i cant Hav the Ohristian .Ad'IJOcate i find things in its Coloma that is very interesting to

my mind and i would like to no the Reason i dont get it and
oblige"

The brother should be supplied, or he may leave
the institution for some place where he can obtain
his favorit journal.
The Bible class in Sing Sing must be numerously
attended, for here are three gentlemeB who refer to
it. The first says to the prison chaplain:
" I am sincerely thankful to you for your Christian kindness to me while a member of your Bible class, and during
the course of time after the much-prized class disbanded. I
received through you a number of periodicals, chiefly the
Ohristian .Ad'/Jocate, in which I was deeply interested up to
the time of stoppage."

The next writes :
"Not only do I speak for myself, but of the many others
of my fellow-convicts that I hav had the privilege to converse
with about the paper. They all think very highly of its
merits, especially our late Bible class."
·

The third testifies :
"DEAR CHAPLAIN: I always took a great delight in reading the Olwistian .Advocate. It always brought back to my
mind when reading it the teachings and the sayings of a
God-fearing, Christian mother, long since gone to her eternal
reward. I must be candid and say that I hav been greatly
benefited, since I hav been here, by reading it. I am keenly
disappointed in not being able to receive it now. I presume
you remember that I was a member of your Bible class, and
was sorry that it was discontinued."

The fact stated in the last sentence moves the
Doctor to exclaim: "Ninety per cent went to Sunday-school ! God help the superintendents and
teachers to consider this! God help those parents
who hav thrown off parental instruction upon the
Sunday-school to consider it !" It is indeed a sorrowful thought-a matter for tears and reproaches !
But perhaps if the ninety per cent had not gone to
Sunday-school and learned from the Bible all about
the ancient saints, they would not by emulating them
in their own poor weak way hav become inmates of
Sing Sing and so acquainted with the superlativ virtues of the Advocate and the Doctor's entrancing
tale of travel. Let the Doctor comfort himself with
that thought. For is it not better a thousand times,
that the world should be in Sing Sing and learn of
the goodness of God and the value of the Advocate
than to sojourn outside its walls and never worship
God nor read the organ of the Methodist church !
And surely those who are in the place should hav
that which their hearts crave, for is it not written in
the good book, " Thou shalt bestow that money for
whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for oxen or for
sheep or for wine or for strong drink or for the
Christian Advocate-J. M. Buckley, Editor-price,
$2 50 per annum-or for whatsoever thy soul desireth ~" The Methodists who enjoy opportunities for
unrestrained locomotion will be hard-hearted indeed
if they do not promptly respond to Dr. Buckley's
appeal for his poor brethren.
IN its answers to inquirers the Sun has this:
"Had the twelve apoBtles been of Jewish faith before their oonveraion to Christianity? If not, how many had been Jews, and
what had the others been 1
QuAXEB.
"The tw~lve apostles were all Hebrews, a.nd they were not converted to Christianity. Like Christ, they lived and died Hebrews."

That will astonish most Christians, but it's true.
were no Christians in Christ's time.

There

ONE of the beneficent influences of Christianity is unconsciously described by the Madison, Wis., Democrat in reporting the sentencing of a murderer. John Kuhni had confessed that he killed William Christen, and explains why he
did it. We borrow the words of the Democrat: "Kuhni in
his confession says Christen was the best friend he had in
this country. These men at times would discuss biblical
matters. Kuhni was a firm believer of everything found in
the Bible; Christen, it seems, was not-that is, according to
.Kuhni's statement-and used to madden Kuhni by ridiculing
sentences in the Oid Testament. It was on the night of
December 12th, after supper, that they sat down and ·played
a game of cards together. Afterward, Kuhni read in his
B:ble about David and his life as a king. Christen began to
revile the Israelitish king and scoffed at certain of his
actions, holding him up to ridicule and calling Kuhni a fool
for believing any of' the nonsense,' as he called it. Kuhni
shut the book and went to bed. He reflected there upon
Christen's wickedness and grew frenzied in thinking over
what a bad man William was. Christen tben went to the
bedroom and disrobed. After Christen was asleep John
thought about his friend's depravity, of his wicked actions,
and thought his heart must indeed be black if he could permit himself to .talk as he did about sacred matters. Finally
he felt persuaded that he ought to kill Christen, and the
more he thought of it the more convinced he was that such
a wicked creature ought not to liv. So about 10 o'clock he
crawled from the back part of the bed, where he was sleeping, over his partner and out into th,e room where the stove
was. Here he seized a stick of wood with a heavy, sharp
knot on one end and returned to the bedroom. From the
light of the stars shining through the windows he could
plainly distinguish the face of his comrade lying on the pillow. He raised the bludgeon deliberately and without hesitation brought it with terrific force down upon the forehead
of Christen. The latter was awakened and sprang up with a
cry of pain and anger. He attempted to defend himself, but
the weapon came down a second time upon his skull and he
dropped back. A third blow felled him to the floor, where
several more put an end to his earthly existence." Given an
ignorant man with a superstitious nature, thorough belief in
the Bible, and the result is not hard to determin.

Dr. Buckley publishes many more equally devout
and pious epistles from his brethren in bonds, and
no one without an sdamantin heart can peruse them
and not wish that soon the persecuted saints of Sing
Sing may be able to regularly peruse his paper. It
seems the very atones-and there are quite an array
of stones surrounding these religious people-cry·
out for the Advocate. The appeal is pathetic and
irresistible.
As a means to arouse the merciful instincts of
those Methodists not residing in Sing Sing, the good
THE lecture before the Manhattan Liberal Club next FriEditor supplements these letters with a few facts day evening will be by Mr. Albert Stickney, on " The
and statistics. These facts and figures are also inter- Growth of Democracy."
esting and instructiv, and we may profitably quote
Tlte Best Vescription of the Bruno Statu£~ Ceremonies.
two paragraphs:
"In Sing Sing there are fifteen hundred and fifteen men.
Female criminals are not sent to that prison. There are
among them about one hundred men who in the past hav
been connected with Protestant churches as members.
There are at least fifty men who hav confessed their sinfulness, and hav professed to find God's favor, and, so far as

From tile National Rerormer.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, the American Freethinkers'
almanac for 1890 amongst many interesting papers, has
one by
B. Wak~man on the inauguration of the Bruno
statue the most complete notice of that ceremony we hav
yet re~d in English. Mr. E. M. Macdonald has a quaintly
written article on his "Search for a Spirit."

T.
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GREEN CENTER, IND., Feb. 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav tried to get a subscriber, but cannot
do it. Yours for the pictures, long life, and success,
W. D. BoN~R.
IDAHO SPRINGS, CoL., Feb. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for a new subscriber.
We all vote fur the pictures every time. J. R. RICHARDS.
BELLows FALLS, VT., Feb. 17, 1890
MR. EDITOR : I am in favor of the pictures. They are an
improvement to the paper.
N. MoNHOE.

ANAHEIM, CAL., Feb. 11, 1890.
orthodox people would laugh at us and claim the Lord had
MR. EDITOR: We, as truth seekers, find so many solid
a hand ia it. Every lover of liberty should see to it that our
facts that we really need some light romance to season the
cause makes no backward stride.
W. A. DuNN.
unpalatable truths by which theology has surrounded us. I
GRAY, KY., Feb. 18, 1890.
think the obscenities and absurdities that are called sacred
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5.50-$5 to renew my sub- cannot find a better interpreter than Watson Heston. Toscription and for one new subscriber, and fifty cents for night as I write two young men are looking over a file of
ANNuALS for 1889 and 1890. I had the ANNUAL for 1889, but THE TRUTH SEEKER, and by the remarks they make, I feel
it got away from me in some way, and I do no\ want to break certain they will not accept as sacred the tales told in the
my file of the ANNUALS. Please count my vote first, last, and Bible. The pictures are doing what all the preachers of all
all the time for the pictures.
W. R. BARTON.
the sects fail to do; that is, to make those that look at them
open the Holy Queer and read for themselvs.
ANGoLA, IND., Feb. 19, 1890.
LEONARD & K. PARKER.
MR. EDITOR : I am old and very deaf, and read very much,

and wish to read THE TRUTH BEEKER while I am able to
GANANOQUE, 0NT., Feb. 22, 1890.
read. I hav much coming to me financially for past services,
MR. EDITOR: A word about the pictures. I am decidedly
BozEMAN, MoNT., Jan. 10, 290. - but am a poor collector, therefore am poor in purse. I would in favor of the cartoons on the first page, and decidedly opMR. EDIToR : You will find inclosed $6 for my renewal like to send something to the picture fund, but can at present posed to the comic pictures on the last page, as I believe they
and one new subscriber; two votes for the cartoons.
send nothing more than my approval of the pictures.
lower the tone of the paper. It matters little whll.t the ChrisG. w. DRAKE
Yours for truth always,
DR. J. H. MooRE.
tians think of them. I am a great admirer of humorous
caricatures when a decided hit is made, but those hits are
STRONGHURST, ILL., Feb. 18, 1890.
GmsoN, GA.., Feb. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I shall continue to take THE TRUTH SEEKER
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5-$3 to pay for subscription, $1 few and far between, even in our leading comic papers.
whether the pictures are continued or not.
to pay for the continuation of the cartoons, and the other When our talented artist receives an "inspiration" (do not
WESLEY MILLIKEN.
$1 for as many copies of " Try-Square" as you can spare all the best jokes come by chance?) then let us hav it.
for the money. I hav been a close reader of THE TRUTH Whenever we get a really good first. page cartoon I paste it
NoBILITY, TEX., Feb. 12, 1890.
SEEKER for the·last two years, and the more I read it the up in a conspicuous place so that the young may see it.
MR. EDITOR: This is the eleventh year I hav taken THE
HENRY SMITH.
better I like it. I hav not yet been able to get any new subTRUTH SEEKER. I am still well pleased with it, pictures and scribers to your valuable paper.
SEABORN KITCHENS.
WICmTA FALLs, TEx., Feb. 18, 1890.
all.
Yours for freedom,
DAN ?r!AY.
MR. EDITOR : I was waiting to get a new subscriber on ac.
IRWIN, IA., Feb. 18, 1890.
SALEM, ILL., Feb. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hope to get a subscriber or two to join me. count of the cartoons. I hope to be able to·do so soon, and
MR. EDITOR : I am strongly in favor of the pictures in the
We like the pictures well. To be sure, we must expect crit- I also hope the pictures will be continued. I think their ingood old TRUTH SEEKER. I would feel very sorry to hav
icism of them, as we must expect it of all other methods of fluence with the young will be very great, and all through
them discontinued.
8. S. S.
communicating_ ideas. Ingersoll has not escaped-that great life, when they hear the Bible held up for their veneration,
word-painter-nor John Peck. I hav a very great regard Heston's pictures will pass before their mental vision with
ATLANTA, ILL., Feb. 17, 1890.
for
Mr. Parton, and think when your readers hear from him irresistible effect. Our hope is in the rising generation
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to THE TRUTH
rather than in changing those who hav grO'I\n up under
SEEKER since it, first started at Paris, Ill., and I say goad- again they will find that they hav misunderstood him.
bondage to superstition. Thanking you for your efforts in
Yours,
J. K. P. BAKER.
B. F. GARDNER.
speed, and keep up the illustrations.
making so good a paper as the grand old TRUTH BEEKER is,
BRIDGEPORT, CAL., Feb. 10, 1890.
I remain,
Yours for freedom from all bonds,
WAMIC, ORE., Feb. 11, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I hav been trying to get you a few new subANNIE E. CuMMINGS.
MR. EDITOR : I want you to place my name on the roll
again, sending your paper with the pictures. We cannot do scribers, but as yet hav failed. I hav a half-way promis of
SALEM, 0., Feb. 20, 299.
one, and shall try again before sending this off. I am for
without it.
T. J. DRIVER.
MR. EDITOR : As a voter I go strongly for the pictures. I
the cartoons first, last, and all the time. I hav never yet
GRABS VALLEY, C.aL., Feb. 8, 1890.
shown them to anyone that was displeased with them. I think them attuctiv, instructiv, and interesting; and also
necessary, to be up with these progressiv times. I suppose
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.75-$3 for the good only wish I could help financially to keep them up.
they are repellant to the rigid righteous, the rigid wise, and
old TRUTH SEEKEE, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, the
Believe me ever yours for truth,
D. M. WALTERS.
such, for some very excellent folks are so unreasonable as to
balance to go for the pictures.
THos. N. PAINE.
PoRTSMOUTH, 0., Feb. 8, 1890.
be fooled-even with that irrational delusion called ProhibiNoRTH YAMHILL, ORB., Feb. 15, 290.
MR. EDITOR: During my sojourn, !f such it can be called, tion. To my mind some are so rigidly nice as to be unconMR. EDITOR : If you will send me some aample copies I in the Sunny South, I never got to see a copy of THE TRUTH sciously a little dictatorial. Bacon says, "Speaking makes
will try and make good use of them, as I shall take the field SEEKER. My return again brings me in qontact with its a ready man, writing an exact man, and reading a full man."
again about April 1st. I vote for the pictures.
brilliant columns, a portion of which I find taken up with I am sure Heston must be all of these, a ready, exact, and
Fraternally yours,
GEo. H. DAwEs.
opinions of Heston's cuts. In regard to these I can say they complete man, to produce the many elaborate pictures you
are doing a wonderful good. It cannot be estimated. His furnish us.
JoHN McDoNALD.
VrnGINrus, CoL., Feb. 15, 1890.
work is marvelous, is wonderful. Long may he continue on
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $30 for books named and a new top of the earth.
PRAffiiE CITY, IA., Feb. 12, 1890.
WI;LL S. ANDRES.
subscriber. I am a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10.25 for my own subam highly pleased with the paper. The pictures are simply
BRlDFORD, PA., Feb. 20, 290.
scription and four new ones. I want the ANNUAL, and I
immense.
WILLIAM J. LAUR.
MR. EDITOR : Your readers in this section think the pict- want to vote five solid, positiv, emphatic, and uneq11ivocal
ures speak volumes and help to show up religious supersti- votes for Heston's pictures. They are "cute," humorous,
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., Feb. 25, 1890.
tion in its true light. If supposed holy acts and sayings can and instructiv. We need them in our business. I will giv
Mn. EDITOR: I inclose you $2, $1 of which is contributed not bear illustrating because they are so ridiculous, I thi~k
by Mr. Herman Bohda to continue the pictures by Heston, it is a good way to get them out of the world. I am very $10 for a book containing every cartoon up to date of issue,
and $1 of which I desire to contribute for propagand!l. pur.: much interested in what our thinkers hav to say in regard to one picture to the page, on good paper, and with proper explanations. I would go forth among the benighted, and
poses.
Yours faithfully,
Lours W OLFES.
the constructiv and progressiv side of Freethought. I wish endeavor to show them that there was a ridiculous side to
every man, woman, and child could read what Colonel their imaginary heavens, hells, devils, and Gods. Who is
DETROIT, Feb. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $4-$3 for my TRUTH Ingersoll said about it, and contrast it with what theology James Parton? And on what kind of meat doth our giant
C. J. CuRTIS.
feed that he must wantonly and meanly insult every Liberal
SEEKER, twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and the balance has given us.
in the land who chances to differ with hia lordship in regard
for tb.e pictures of both kinds. And I do not care-If you
Moscow, IDA., Feb. 2, 1890.
caR afford it, put one in the center of the paper as well as at
MR. EDITOR: The pictures will suit the majority, and if to Heston's cartoons? 'fhis is Liberalism with a very small
the first and last page.
DAVID FLEMING.
you should take them out you would lose subscribers. Such l, B!ld the less we hav of such brutal charges the better for
IRA E. DRAPER.
pictures as the one with the inscription, "Jerk a cheap soul our cause.
KINGSTON, Mo., Feb. 18, 1890.
out
of
purgatory,"
take
well
with
the
Protestants,
and
also
MR. EDITOR :·Superstition rules here. We ha v some that
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Feb. 16, 1890.
are partly Freethinkers, but few that can talk their mind giv them a hint of the fiendishness of their own hell. I can
MR. EDITOR: It seems to be a sort of conference, or an exwithout fear. In regard to pictures, I vote for their contin- usually giv away what TRUTH SEEKERS I hav, for all the perience meeting, as we used to call it-and when I think of
uance, though as yet I can get no new subscriber. I hope pictures. Some of my Christian friends are anxious to see the twaddle we would say about the grace (just as well if
THE TRUTH SEEKER every time it comes, just for the pictures
be able to by and by.
W. A. CoLVIN.
we said grease) and goodness and mercy of God, and of our
alone, while there are others-few, though-who object on
hopes of a reward if we held on to the end, it makes me
EDDYVILLE, ORE., Jan. 29, 1890.
account of the outlandish pictures, as they call them.
tired. I am ashamed of it, but I plead I knew no better. I
MR. EDITOR : I think tbe pictures are immense. I want
Yours for the pictures,
A. L. McFA.RLANB:.
saw THE TRUTH BEEKER as it was lying on a table where I
my part of the business continued. I will get you a sub.
happened to be, and the pictures incited me to ask to read
MoRVEN, N. C., Feb. 10, 1890.
scriber soon or I will send you more than my subscription
the paper, and very soon after I had my own paper, and hav
MR.
EDITOR:
I
am
the
only
Freethinker
in
this
commuto continue the work by Mr. Heston. We are doing a good
nity that is not afraid to say so. I know a few people that missed it but one week siace. It was rulable to tell in times
work here in my neighborhood for mental liberty.
think
as I co, but if they were to say so it would ruin their past how we had our orthodox eyes opened, and now I giv
Respectfully,
Z. S. DERRICK.
business. I hear some old fanatic abuse Thomas Paine and vote to Heston's pictures for a wider opener. I shall keep on
MILWAUKEE, ORE., Jan. 25, 1890.
R. G. Ingersoll every day or two, but they never heard of taking the grand paper, pictures or no pictures, and hav no
MR. EDITOR : At first I did not like the pictures in your any other Freethinking writers, and when I ask them, did worry about the shocks to those I mail and loan the papers
paper, and am not over-infatuatecl over all of them yet. But they ever read Paine's "Age of Reason," they say no, and to. John Peck and I stand about the same on that.
H. c. MANN.
we hav kindergartens for childrea; why not hav object- also acknowledge that they never read any of Mr. Ingersoll's
lessons for our orthodox infants? With wishes for your lectures. By all means keep Mr. Heston at work. I send
CoNNOQUENESSING, PA., Feb. 8, 1890.
success, I remain,
you $1 for the cartoons, and wish I was able to make it
MR. EDITOR : You will please fill bill and find in the inA fellow-worker ior those who despise us,
$100.
Yours,
HENRY R. TEAL.
closed letter $5 for the same. I want the literature for misM~URITZ s. LIDEN.
sionary work, as I "go it out here on my own hook." That
DEs MoiNES, IA., Feb. 12, 1890.
RANDOLPH, Mo., Feb. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am sixty-four to-day, and still I find fools, is why I want the extra volume, with the " Try-Square"MR. EDITOR: I regret that I hav not been able to get a new kickers, etc. There are many of them, but I find fewer fools to scatter abroad and to help the good cause along. There
subscriber. I hav the promis of two. I think by showing in the Freethinkers' ranks than in any other body on earth. are many here that want God and Jesus Christ in the nathem
few more· illustrations in THE TRUTH SEEKER they The sky-pilots and Salvation Army object to the cartoons ti:>nal Constitution, and some hav not been here long enough
will become converted. Next month I will send you some because they are robbing them of bread and butter and the to get the brogue off their tongue. I should say, let Amerimoney for the ANNUALs, some tracts, books, and to continue poor lazy devils will hav to work.
But pretended cans rule America and all those that do not like our Constithe pictures.
W. A. HATHAWAY.
Agnostics kicking is something I cannot account for, un- tution may honor the country with their absence. Giv us
less they are still tadpoles and ha v not shed their hind the flag above the cross. As regards the pictures, I should
BRUMMARD, MINN., Feb, 15, 1890.
appendage. They had better fall in with the Salvation say there is nothing wrong in making sportiv jests of the
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $1. Mail me Ingersoll's prose Army, when they can kick to their hearts' content. The ridiculous. The picture that made the greatest impression
poem, "Life," on board, gilt edges. The other fifty cents Heston cartoons hav put more people searching the Bible on my mind was the historical Judah in Genesis xxxviii. I
goes tq help defray the picture expenses. Keep the pictures than all of the sky-pilots, periodicals, saints, and Salvation- read it in my seventeenth year of age. It is not much wonup if possible, for they are the cream of the paper. It would ists combined in the last two years.
der that my parents forbid their children from reading the
be a serious drawback to discontinue the pictures now. The
Holy Queer alone.
A. CuTHBBRT.
CAPT. T. J, KENNEDY.
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THE TJ:tUTH S.EEKER,
FITOHVILLE, 0., Feb. 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am in hopes of getting two new subscribers.
If there are those, in the different sections of the country,
that feel competent to giv a Liberal discourse at funerals, it
would be well for them to advertise in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Then we Infidels will not feel so afraid to die. We in this
section could send to Cleveland, Columbus, or Toledo, and
feel quite Independent of priests in general. As long as it is
the fashion for funerals, we should hav a chance to hav one
of our own kind.
Another suggestion is : If anyone knows of any opening of
any kind, let them tell it through THE TRUTH SEEKER. One
hardly knows how hard it is for an openly avowed Infidel to
get a position unles"S he has tried it. I know a young man
of high attainments that could not get a school in this country on account of his heretical views. Let us learn to help
each other. I wish to say there is a chance in this town for
a physician. THE TRUTH SEEKER just suits me, pictures and
all.
Mns. MARY M;~ RTIN.
AUBURN, IND., Feb. 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav got one new subscriber on account of
the illustrations, and you will find. inclosed $7.50 for his subscription and the renewal of mine and a friend's, and we all
three enter our votes for the continuance of the illustrations.
My TRUTH SEEKER lies on the center-table in our sittingroom with the other papers, and is not removed even if a
preacher comes in, and I find that some very pious Christians are attracted by the pictures and will take a file of the
papers and look them all over, and I do not see that it has
done any of them any harm. The illustrations are what we
want. They can be read at a glance, where it would take
hours to read in print. And they only illustrate the Bible as
it reads, and we do not see why anyone should object to
them. We hav many Liberals here, but it is hard to get
them to take a Liberal paper. I will try and get you one or
two new subscribers in order to keep up the illustrations.
Truly yours,
W. H. RAKESTRAw.
P.S.-Since writing the above I hav found another subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER, for whom you will find
draft inclosed.
W. H. R.
GRANTFORK, ILL., Feb. 17, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. John E. Remsburg has been at Highland, Ill., giving Freethought lectures on the nights of the
11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th, and the Turners' hall got fuller
each succeeding night after the first one, although the first
night he had a fair audience of the most prominent and intelligent people of Highland. The last night he had a discussion with a sky-pilot by the name of Vulliet, who could
not hold a candle to Mr. Remsburg's arguments, although
we must giv Mr. Vulliet credit for having the courage to
meet Mr. Remsburg and defend his belief, that has no foundation or argument to help him along. It was, in fact, a
oRe-sided concern. The lectures of Mr. J. E. Remsburg
are a decided success. He is a cool, deliberate speaker, and
strikes right from the shoulder, and can prove all of his
arguments and points, which knocks. We must and will
hav him here again next fall. He has done well and taken
well in Highland, and will draw a large house every time.
He has taken the wool off the eyes of a good many people
there, and it is now altogether the topic of the day. Mr.
Remsburg has clearly proved that there is not and cannot
be a Christian on the face of the earth ; not even Jesus
Christ was a Christian, or could be one. I think by next fall
we will ha v a strong local Secular Union at Highland. The
cause is booming there. My vote is for the pictures.
Yours truly,
ANToN J. KRAFT.
OLD DuQuoiN, ILL., Feb. 11, 1890.
MR. EniToR: Having from its beginning been a subscriber and reader of your paper, not having missed a number or failed to attentivly read every article therein, I perhaps may be allowed to claim a pretty thorough acquaintance with its contents and appreciation of its merits. For a
long time I read my paper and then loaned it to such as
would be likely to read it, but as it was not always returned,
and I valued it too highly to consent to its loss, I quit lending and hav for the past ten years taken an extra copy for
free distribution. My practice is to hand it to such of my
Christian acquaintances as will promis to read it, and to send
it by mail to others who I hav reason to believe possess
sufficient curiosity and fairness to prompt' them to peruse it,
feeling confident that its unanswerable arguments will favorably impress if not convince them of the correctness of its
principles. As to the pictures, I vote unhesitatingly for
their continuance. To drop them now would be to rob the
paper of much of its influence and interest with its patrons,
and would not render it popular with its orthodox enemies.
I always call the attention of my Christian friends to the
pictures, and take special pains to explain and enforce their
fitness and merits, and although at first sight they seem to
b6 greatly shocked and offended at "the horrid pictures,"
yet but very little argument is requisit to convince them that
they are correct object-lessons of the text they are intended
to illustrate, and they are forced to admit that their " horridness" consists in the faithfulness with which they delineate the original they are designed to represent.
Truly yours,
CHARLES ZEIGLER.
GREENWIOH VILLAGE, MAss., Feb. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $5, for which you will please send
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1890, and the " Agnostic
Annual" for 1890, "Maria Monk," and "The Mother of
Harlots;" and send one copy of the last issue of THE TRUTH
BEEKER to the herein-named persons ; and the balance use
toward paying for the pictures, which I think must do a
great deal of good by directing attention to the wic\edness
81ld absurdity of the ttl!I(Jhmg of the ·;Bible in many cases.
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The picture weighing Senator Blair in the balance and com- I TRUTH SEEKER and Independent Pulpit out as long as I.can,
paring him with the traitor Arnold it seems to me must open and hope ere long good fruit may be borne from it. I wish
the eyes of many to see that Blair is just as really a traitor to you would please tell me whether or not you hav the
their government as Arnold ever was. Apparently the ANNUAL copies to spare from the first issue to the last, both
religious fanatics see that priestcraft is losing its hold upon inclusiv. I want them very much. I am decidedly in favor
the people and they are making greater effort than ever be- of the illustrations, and will endeavor to giv some reasons
fore to get control of the government so that they can force which appear to me to be valid in support of my preference.
the people to acknowledge their imaginary God, whom they This is a fast-going age, and America in p!l.rticular is a fasttell us. is love, but to whom they ascribe qualities more going country. The people of America and some other parfiendish than to the devil himself. These fanatics and hypo- tions of the globe hav arrived at that stage of mental activcrits talk about Bible morals, Christian temperance, Chris- ity that enables them to grasp at a glance more, and with
tian science, and such. Nonsense I Christianity is opposed greater accuracy, than the people of a century ago did in a
to arid contrary to science, and afraid of science. And for day's study. The results, or one of the results, of civilized
Bible and Christian temperance, look your Bibles through progress is, that people nowadays hav to accomplish a far
carefully and candidly and see what is taught there, and greater amount of work, both mental and physical, in the
look at the examples of Christians and see if they are safe same given time than their immediate ancestors did. Thereones to follow. And in regard to Bible or Christian morals fore it is but natural that, along with this increased indusit is just as bad. It cannot be the Golden Rule, for that Is trial and mental activity, must come means adapted to secure
much older than Christianity itself, and as often practiced the end. The telephone, the telegraph, and the type-writer
by unbelievers, so that I am at a loss to know what Chris- make it possible to do an amouut of transmission of ideas,
tian morality is unless it is to love the cruel and revengeful thoughts, correspondence, etc., in a length of time the very
God of theology better than the Good and True, and to im- thought of which would take the senses "clean out o' the
itate him in his cruelty.
C. M. P.
ancients." We can see how aptly the illustrator of to-day
becomes a most available means, in the hands of a publisher,
MoNUMENT, ORE., Jan. 4, 290.
to accomplish an end, that end being the transmission of
MR . .IJJmTOR: Your invitation to giv opinions about our whole pages of printed ideas, descriptiollS, and explanations,
pictures I accept. The averag~ human being will look at in a very small space, in a very forcible and impressiv manpictures and his brain is impressed with the idea sooner ner. An ordinary person, whose literary pursuits are necesthan it would be by words conveying the same meaning. sarily limited, can glean a large proportion of the subject.
Now, all Christians are human, and would look at pictures, matter contained in almost any periodical, or even in the
yet could not find time to read about them, and the pictures great dailies which one cannot avoid coming in contact with,
will set them thinking sooner than Infidel writing. And the by simply looking at the illustrations. Now, if these things
way to bring them to their notice is for the Secular Union be true, and the age of illustrations be upon us, should the
to induce women or men to come out where the people are publications of progress and reform be lagging? A thoufew and far apart-some families nine miles distant in the sand times no. It would seem to be more appropriate that
same settlement-yes, and come to stay, where they could they should lead the van. Is it not better that THE TRUTH
teach in the family circle what the people need, and what SEEKER illustrate so that it may be productiv of a greater
they would accept from any friendly teacher. It costs these amount of good than without the illustrations? Thus the
people more to go to hear a leGture than it does to keep a class of people we most desire to reach and reform can be
teacher for a week. Again, a lecture once a year does very reached without effGrt, and compelled through the "bump"
little good, if any. But making weekly calls would giv op- of curiosity to read in pictures that which they could not be
portunity to answer questions, and the people would be in- induced to read in print.
F. E. STUBGIS.
structed.
ST. CATHARINEs, ONT., Feb. 19, 1890.
A picture incident in my life : About twenty years ago· I
MR. EDITOR : It is a true saying that a wiEe man conceals
saw in Harper's Weekly the picture of the Russian bear in
chains and the British lion with his tail up and his mouth his ignorance. I would say to Mr. J. N. Brown, of Brons~
wide open standing guard. Underneath were these words: ton, Ky.: I see in your letter of January 1st that you hav
"Not loose yet." The next week in Frank Leslie's was the made several strong assertions but given no proof to sustain
same picture, with another in which the bear was loose and them. You say you "believe it to be a matter of fact that
the British lion, with his tail between his legs, was crawling there is not a sensible man or woman on earth but is perfectly
into a hole in the rocks. What made me mad? The pict- willing to believe that there is a personal God somewhere
ure? No, but the truth it conveyed to my mind. But after- that hears the prayers of man and can grant or reject Utem."
ward I felt ashamed of my littleness, having no feeling for To this I say emphatically; no, sir; there is not an intelligent
the Russian people, ouly, like Christians, all self and one- person on this earth that is willing to believe any such thing.
sided. I could tell you much about people and pictures. But it is just the reverse; because I know many rational
But I do say that a good lecture will interest and please the men and women (and believe there are millions) whose
people, but Heston's pictures set them thinking. That is minds are free from invisible and visionary phantoms; who
how Liberals are made. My income is $9 a year, with board do not believe that there is a personal or spiritual God nor a
and lodging. The money I spend for reading matter, and Holy Ghost, nor winged angels nor a horned or cloven-footed
should the subscribers hav to pay that sum to keep THE devil, nor dragons or witches, and they not only do not be"
TRUTH SE&KER afloat I am willing to pay the same, pictures lieve, but are positiv beyond the possibility of doubt, that
prayer to a Bible God has never been answered, for the simHENRY BURSTOW.
included.
ple and very rational reason that they never hav seen the
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 15, 1889.
least fact to sustain such a belief. Again you say, " Whether
MR. EDITOR: Of the countless millions whom the sun they are willing or not, if sufficient evidence of the above
daily shines on now, and no doubt has ever shone on, how alleged fact is produced it will force conviction;" but you
few indeed hav ever seen him rise in the morning or looked hav not produced one fact, therefore it again proves just the
him face to face at noon I Now, is this fair treatment of the reverse. Lastly you say you " would like to see in THE
old luminary? Well, perhaps it is; as he assumes this indif- TRUTH SEEKER frequent calls made on T. De Witt Talmage
ference to us he can expect no better treatment. He always and others, for the absolute proof that there is a God that
assumes a perfect indifference to all matters transpiring on can and does answer praye:t'lf This is really astounding,.that
the surface of the globe. It is true in history they tell of you want calls made on such an irrational and fanatical ranter
strange happenings to the old luminary-of its face being as Talmage is, and others like him, to prove such a futil
darkened; of its turning to blood; of its going backward on and false assertion. Now, Mr. Brown, if you are candid you
the dial of Ahaz ten degrees; of its standing still for the must admit that you never hav seen the Bible God or any
space of a day at the command of Joshua I These stories I other god, nor ever known a prayer that has been answered
am disinclined to believe; for with old King David I think by the God in question. Then why do you harp such ignothat if all men are not liars, some would in our day make rant, traditional nonsense? You ha v said you believe it to be
a fact, etc., that there is a personal God somewhere; but,
splendid newspaper reporters, or fill a pulpit.
i was struck with the idea that through smoked glass his alas I you and your " sensible believers" do not know where.
face would be toned down into a contemplativ condition. Well, I can truly tell you and them exactly where your and
Well, htore was. the old orb still shining in its flill majesty of their God is, and just what your and their God is, for it is
indifference, stolidity, and inflexibility. And it was this just as visible to my mind as the eun'is in a cloudless sky at
provokit g silence which detracted much from my expected noonday that the Bible God or Gods, ghosts, angels, devils,
enjoyment. Doubtless to millions in the past thou hast witehes, and all their terrible hosts that are so much harped
shone as now. Through the infiuence of thy light thousands on by Bible believers are nothing more nor less than visionof slaughtering battalions, nations, and armies hav met, and ary, fairy phantoms found only in the minds of ignorant peoare now forgotten as of matters never having occurred. ple, and there only hav they their orgies and revelries and
This with stolid indifference thou must hav beheld. But ·nowhere else. This must be obvious. to every rational and
stop ; has it not been through thy influence also the artist, intelligent person, because just as quick as they are taught
the painter, the sculptor, the artisan, is enabled to rise to or learn that they and all other substances are composed of
eminence; and also by thy light and twilight shadings hav the existing elements of this world, and during their animate
there not been committed the greatest of villainies and cruel- or inanimate existence, like other matter, from dust to the
huge mountains, organic, inorganic, material, rerial, and
ties?
I had S'een enough. My contemplations took another all phenomena, whirlwinds, lightning, floods, epidemics,
direction and I soon threw aside the smoked glass, little volcanoes, tornadoes, and earthquakes, are all subject to and
thinking the direction in which my mind was drifting. Mo- governed by the inflexible and invariable laws of this world,
tion I concluded was universal. Also were light and dark- and this only; that those sublime, gigantic, and brilliant
ness, and it is the extremes of these latter two that become orbs that are eternally whirling through endless space with .
offensiv, and I thought and thought and thought and I cried inconceivable velocity, are all subject to and controled by
the immutable and universal existing laws of nature, then all
aloud in my bewilderment, 0 Moses I
D. B.
those visionary, fairy Bible phantoms will vanish from their
minds and will then be invisible and nowhere. Then they
DANVILLE, INn., Feb. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Herewith find $3 to pay for THE TRUTH will see, with delight, everything in this world just as it is;
SEEKER to a new subscriber. I think I will be able to get and if they do what is right to every person and animal their another before long. Please send a sample copy or two to heaven will be here, and they will be happy and ever enj~
the friend's address inclosed. If you hav one left with the with exquisit delight the glorious light of .Rationalism~ In~
Blair bill in it, please send him that. I am doing all I can, closed you will find $1 to continue the pictures.
A. MooT.
b"ut, as usual, am working under disadvantage. I keep THE
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place was settled about fifty years ago and
became quite a town, but that burnt and r~tCHICAGO, ILL., Feb. 12, 1890.
ted down or was moved away, and now agam
DEAR Miss WixoN: My papa showed me it is beginning to put on the appearance of
letters in THE TRUTH BEKKER written by little thritt and is being built up some. It extends
girls to you, and I thought I would write one about one and one-halt miles up and down
too. I am seven years old, and I hav two the river bank. The prospect now is that it
brothers. One is nine years old and one is will not die again, as the surrounding country
six. I hav been going to school for a year, is all being settled up fast, and small farms
and I hav been put in second gra~e. We and homes, logging camps, and saw-mills are
traveled all over the United States with papa scattered all througll the woods. We are here
for two years, and then we went t? Eurol?e only for the winter, then we will go back to
last year. I like to look at the pictures In our home in the woods. We moved out so
your paper so much. My papa and mamma we could all be together, as father and Mr. G.
are Spiritualists. but they read your paper are working here.
You ought to hear the children shout,
every week. Santa Claus brought me a doll
like Lord Fauntleroy, and a girl doll and a "Oh, see the sunshine!" as they dance up
trunk full of clothes for them, and lots of and down the walk. The sun flashes through
other things. I think this is a long letter.
the drifts of clouds and plays peekaboo with
Your little friend,
ETHEL BmmsoN.
us now and then. And I tell you, it's a treat
-to see his smiling countenance after days and
!:lT. ELMO, TENN., Feb. 9\ 1890.
weeks of deluge. We are having the highest
Miss S. H. WixoN: I thank you kmdly for water for years and still it keeps on ra!ning.
the letter you wrote me. I did not exp.ect We are talking of building a_n ark, and If t~e
any. Also for the kind words concermng flood proves universal we will put some sails
my album verses. I will send one more for on it and come around and take you in. It
the interest and amusement of the young will not be such an olrl scow as Noah built.
folks.
It will hav all the modern conveniences and
Of beautiful thoughts and beantifnl.thing_s,
good music will be in attel!danee.at all ~ours.
From
the
lan~eh
of
a.
child
to
butterflies'
~mgs
;
There
will be no such pamful processiOn of
d
From the flower that blooms to the bud that
· 8
two by two. I would not want to 1,~a v_e a ~oo
Ther:\~'ia ~thing so beautiful in age or Youth
woman and take a bad man, or 'V!C8 'V81'sa,
As the fr .. granceof friendship, the balm of truth. and the same," as "Josiah Allen's Wife" puts
L. B. GooDWIN.
it. They say there's luck: in odd numbers. I
ST. ELMO.
propose to take more women than men, and
St. Elmo is a suburb of Chattanooga. ~t then maybe we could hav things our way
lies at the foot of Lookout mountain, and Is part of the town. I would be like the old
climbing up the side of the mountain. The lady back East. They had some family trouIncline railroad commences there and reaches ble and she told the old man that "this land
the Point Hotel, three-quarters of a mile wa~ deeded to me and my heirs, and that
above. There a narrow.gage railroad takes means you, Jimmy [their son].. A;nd George,
people to the top of the mountain. A stan- your name wasn't mentioned m ItJ but you
dard railroad runs from Chattanooga to the can stay here aDd hav a home as long as you
top of the mountain. After reaching the behave yourself." And she held the fort.
Yesterday a company of us went up to see
foot of the mountain it runs on a gradual rise
four miles, then takes a switch-back and the new machinery being put in a saw-mill.
reaches the top in another three miles, directly It came from Erie, Pa., and is an enormous
above the point of ascent.
L. L. G.
affair-two engine, four boilers, a large cir-cular saw, pony saw, and .a gan~ of fort!-two
WHEELING, W.VA., Feb. 13, 1890.
saws one inch apart, which will cut timber
DEAR Miss WIXON: This is my first letter about twenty inches wide up into inch-thick
to the Corner. Papa takes THE TRUTH boards. I feel anxious to see the thing
SEEKER. and I like to read the letters in the running.
.
Children's Corner every week_ We hav taken
Tu.,sday, February 4th. The floo.d IS at a
THE TRUTH BEEKER for year~ b~ck:
standstill nearly, and not much ram. 'Fhe
We celebrated Thoii?-as Pame s ~Irthday by sun. shines bright and warm, and there I~ a
giving a small. en.tertammen.t, havmg a good 1smile on Mother Nature's face, and I feel hke
program of smgmg, spe~kmg, essays, and smiling back. I am so _glad to see p~easant
poems by the Secular Umon.
weather again, I could go out and sk1p a~d
I hav four sisters and two brothers, and run on the knoll with the Iambs and enJOY It.
we do not go to Sunday-school-we do not I hav made my letter so long I fear I shall
believe in the doctrin they t~ach. We are weary you. Drop me a line if you are too
morally good at home. I will be fourteen busy to write more-if only to let me know
years old March 8th.
how you are prospering. Yours lovingly and
I wish some of the girls and boys would hopefully,
JENNIE V. GRAHAM.
write to me, as I would be very glad t<' hear
from them.
In Contact with Himself.
I hav a few house.plants. I like flowers.
"Pat you must be an early riser. I alI like to read in books. I hav the "Story
Hour" "Apples of God," and several other ways fi~d you at work the first thing in the
good' story-books. I cannot think of an_y- morning."
thing to say, and you must excuse my ~Is
"Indade, that Oi am sorr. It's a family
takes. I wish the Corner succeEs. Hopmg
to see this in print, I will close. From your trait Oi do be thinkin' ."
" Then your father is an early riser, too,
loving young Freethinker,
°
FLORA ANDUNGER.
eh?"
"Me feyther, is it? Faix and he roises
RAINIER, ORE., Feb. 3, E.M. 290.
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, ]}ear Friend: It that early that ef he'd go to bed a little later
has been some time since I had a pen chat he'd mate himself gettin' up in the mornin'."
with you, and I felt just like it last evening
after reading your sketches, "A Visit to
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Philadelphia." I was glad to see you note
Gentleman (to poor little boy): "Well,
the inju.stice of not paying women equ.al J 0 h
did Santa Claus put anything in
nny, .
,
"
. , . b
wages with men for same labor performed m
Wanamaker's establishment, and even Uncle your stockmg? Boy: No, he didn t, ut
Sam did not escape. That is right. " Hew he would if it hadn't a been for one thin~."
to the line, let the chips fall where they may." Gentleman: "What's that?" Boy (showmg
And, also, the light slap about tbe official a bare foot through a big hole in his shoe):
steals, it did come in so cute. How we "T , that ,
laughed at your fear of losing your nightg~wn
hats
•
and new .waterproof! I am glad you visited
"Whatever are you doing, hanging up both
Sad a Bailey and Horace Fowler and found
t kings?" asked a mother of her little
them prospering. I hav read Sada's ''Irene," your 8 oc .
.
u shouldn't
and I admire her courage in telling tbe world girl. "One IS enough; besides, yo
1
what she thinks, and am interested in them be so greedy, my dear." "I ain't greedy,"
and their work. I wish I could go and take was the philosophical reply. "You must
lessons in bread-making of them. We u~e remember, ma, that I'm a twin."
graham altogether, but I hav to put m
"humping stuff," as the old man called it, of ··· ·
some
Thekind.
sketches were very interesting to me.
We only got three of them. The papers were
sent in by some friends, and of course I All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
turned to the Children's Corner first thing to
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.
see how my friends were prospering, and was Apvl~s of Gold. And Other Stories
glad to see that all were well.
for Boys and Girls. 12m'l, 383pp., $1.25.
We hav lost our Children's Corner in the Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandIn'Vestigator, and so soon after losing the dear
some and Interesting Book, Wit.hont Bnpersti·
old editor. It does not seem like the same
tion for Children and Yont.h. The Only Free·
thinkers' Ohildren•s StorY-Book ever issued.
paper any more. It's like going to the old
66 full-page illustrations a.nd 25 small!lr; ~arge
home with all the loved ones gone and
type,
heayy, toned paper, broad ma.rgms, illusstrangers occupying the house that we were
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards. $1.
born in. Although a stranger personally to
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 .•
Horace Beaver, through hi~ writings he had
become beloved by all, from the gray-haired
HISTORY
father down to the three-year-old baby girl
Oil' THB
that called him " My Hori Bevie." And INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
when we told her he was dead, she got up on
Ot' Europe.
a stool and looked at his picture cut from the
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price,
paper and pinned on the wall. She said,
"No, he ain't dead nevie (neither). See, his Bv JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D"' T,L.D.
A-dd rAM• ThE TRUTH RF.EKER.
eyes are open!" I did not try to explain and
make her understand. She will realize it all
ANTICHRIST.
too soon.
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Ohrist
We are living in tl;e little town of Rainier,
under Pontius Pilat_e_, but that the
situated on the west bank of the Columbia realcrucified
Jesus, the illegitimate son of marY by Joseph
river; about half-way from Portland to Panders, wall stoned and hanged for sorcery about
Astoria. There are about two hundred inhab- 75 years B.C. Oloth, 446 pages, with full lnde:~:.
Price, $1.1!0. Former Price, $2.00. For a~le at thi~
itants. This is the second growth. The omoe.

Correspond ence.

.Bdit«l ~ Miss Suus H. WuoN, Fall
IHMr, JfiJ88., to tolwm all Oommunfcationsfor
U&il OONUf' should lM SMt.
"Beween ~e dark and the dayligh\,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes s. pause in the daY's oocnpationl
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour·"

Work and Win.
The sweetest cherries, mind yon, lad,
Grow highest on the tree ;
And would yon win the fairest fruit,
One thing I'll sa.y to thee :
It falls not a.t the clicking gay
Of a.n idler's pelfYou'll hav to climb the rugged tree,
And gather for yourself.
'Tis vain to wait the fruit to fall,
Or pelt the tree with stones- You'll hav to struggle bravelY up,
And risk some broken bones ;
You'll onlY waste your time below,
And get indifferent paYIf yon would rea.oh the ripest frnit,
Just throw your fears away.
'Tis so with everything in life
That's worth the owning, ladWith learning, wealth, and Ch!ua.cterThe best, the good and great hav ha.d :
TheY oome not a.t the nod or best
Of a.ny idle ha.nd'Tis only those who bravelY toil
May hav them at command.
If, then, yon want the ripest fruit,
Just labor till yon win;
But mind thee, boy, whilR up yon climb,
Keep heart and hand from sin;
The beat and grandest guerdon, lad,
If bought with wicked wage,
No pea.oe and comfort yields a.t last,
But CUI sea on your a.ge.

M.r. Reynard.
Mr. Reynard was a fox, and some people
thought it great fun to chase him because he
was very sly and smart. Somebody was not
smart enough to keep the henhouse tight
nights, so he thought it was all right to slip
in and carry off a chicken. The dogs got on
his track and followed him to the cellar drain
of an empty house where he had hid. There
half a dozen men, boys, and dogs; and a ca.gP.
of ferrets worked with teeth and claws and
shovels, picks, sticks, and crowbars to dislodge him, but all in vain. Mr. Reynard
could not be got at by anything but the little
ferrets and he bit their eyes out as fast as
they c'ame. So a trap was set for him, and
as the earth was frozen so hard he could not
dig round it, he got caught by the hind foot
when he came out one night; and he had a
strap fastened round his neck and was given
quarters in the mealchest, where he makes
himself quite at home. It is much better fun
to see him alive and doing well than trying to
kill him is. There is a great deal of the savage in men yet, or they would not think it
such sport to hunt and hurt poor little
animals.
JoHN P. GUILD.
TJJngsbO'J'o, Mass.
~

Early Steel Pens.
The earliest notice of steel pens that I hav
met is by Wordsworth. In 1806 he tnd his
family were occupying the house at Colerton
during the absence of Sir George and Lady
Beaumont, and in the month of December
the poet wrote to the latter what he calls
" the longest letter I ever wrote in my life,"
and with reason, as it fills eighteen pages.
He begins: "My Dear Lady Beaumont:
There's penmanskip for you I I shall not be
able to keep it up to the end in this style,
notwithstanding I hav the advantage of writing with one of your steel pens, with which
Miss Hutchinson has just furnished me."
The next mention that I hav noted is by
Dr. Kitchiner in 1824; when speaking of a
friend above sixty he says: "This strain of
the eye and occasion for spectacles of a hig;h
magnifying power is particularly found in
mendi11g pens, so that he has a sufficient
number of pens to prevent the necessity of
mending any of them until he has finished
writing."
To this there is appended a note: "To
those who find the mending of pens rather a
difficult job, I recommend the occasional use
of a steel pen, especially when they wish to
write very small and neatly." The steel pen
seems to hav been still a rarity at that time,
.and mv own schoolboy experience tends to
show that it was. From about 1824 to 1834
-I- do not remember the use of steel pens in
school, and in the earlier years, 1825 to 1830,
I hav a distipct recollection of our using

qQ.illa.

I

I

Miss Wixon's Works.
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.
CALII!'OBNI-6:.
1. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., Ban
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., Ban Francisco.
CANADA.
T. c. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.S.
w. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Well and, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., H&milton,_Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and GranVIlle st., Halifax, N. B.
COLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
l!'LORIDA.
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO.
A.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. Stevens, 558 West Madison st., Room 1,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C!:it::ag?.
INDIUJ..

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk,
LOUISIANA.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
KASBAORUBBTTS.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's oN. Main st., Fall River.
lUCHIGU.
A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
5. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 B. Division Bt., Grand Rapids.
.J,wan & Co •. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
KISBOURI.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
F.:. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
NEBRASKA.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
NBW YORK.
3rentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
~1. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Van den Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
'· J. King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.
John Jacques, Akron.
~- Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co .• 259 Superior st •. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
ORBGON.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNBYLV.A.NIA.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes,722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Lon~ord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
l'i. F. Schace. 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
TENNBSBBB.
Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBXJ.S.

L. Andruss, Denison.

1'. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.
Tames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Bait Lake City.
'ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
q enry Booth, Stockton.
WABHINGTON TBRRITORY.
'"3tine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLJ.ND.
Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.B.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
NEW ZEALAND.
A.. D. Willis, Wanganui.
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVE.RS.AL
HISTO.RY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a. remarkable book, in which a.niver·
sa.l history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[LiterarY World.
"ion turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
His history has a continnit,.-, a rash, a. carrying
power_~.. which ~eminds us stnkingly of Gibbon.[New .uaven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,,$1.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
2.6 l.<l!of&:yl)t,te f~~· lll'lW ~Qtk.
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TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.

IRON-CLA.D AND MANNA SERIES
HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to foun1l a
OB,
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitioal, and otherThe Boston Post san : "This book actuallJ
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan· shows us how to keep our memories in good work·
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi. ing condition and repair them when out of order.'
Price by ma1l S1.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
BY M. L. HOLBBOOJI:, M.D.
For sale at this office. Price, S1.00.
Goaev•s La4!i'B Booi: says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most imJ?ortant, and, we are fully con
vinoed, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

Parturition Without Pain.

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Expe·
nenoe.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
;1,nd Ca.tholiciam, from the vantage-ground of an
AN ADDRESS
intimate personal experience with the two sYStems. It. deals the most trenchant blows which
Dy ROBT. G. !!NGI:RSOLL,
ppre log1o is capable of inflicting .-[Critical BeVIew.
DELIYEfli~Jl BEFORE 'J'liJl
Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
New York State Bm· A8sod,ttion, at Albany,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMIHAlS.

'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OB,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

Containing 148 Pro~ositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Oon tradiotions of the so-ealled
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
His Life, Works, Worth, Martyrdom, Por- Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a copy for readY reference.
trait, an1l Monument.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
Wi&h a complete list of the American subscribers the most effeotiv Ioonoolast ever published.
Price onlY 25 cents.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
THE
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
THEIB
LYDIA R. CHASE.

Giordano Bruno.

Single copies 15 cents; ten copies f< ~a. dollar.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Crimes and Persecutions.
8vo, 1,119pP.

Cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaJette Place. New York.

ICH.A.BOD CRA.NE PAPERS.
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable
onslaughts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good· Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A • .J', GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Reign of the Stoics..

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
f~~~~~~1a,1g:1~~:.old. Price $2, by mail. lllus-
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writer.
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land,
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monograph on the special function, Attention, " Principles of Geology" incurred the resentthe Morrill tariff of 1861, will take up the we
notice. M. Ribot, in his own coun- ment of the religious world as containing the
discussion of the question. Sir William try, now
may
be regarded as the inaugurator of germs of that modem scheme of geology that
Thomson writes on "Electric Lighting and modem psychological
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John
Stuart,
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Monroe,
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Italy," showing that the pope's claim that he sallv known. What the author distinguishes J. R., editor and proprietor of the Ironclad ordinarY
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quieu. Morley, John, living English man of
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nal Newman. Nordau, Max. Oswald, Felix
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organized present, plotting, Planning, scheming
MOND'S REsoLVE. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paine, Thomas. Palmer, Courtlandt. Parker,
ing The Age of Reason, Exmmnat10n of
aga.inst united Italy, that the government must
New York: Murray Hill Publishing Co. Theodore. Pasteur, Louis, French scientist,
Prophecies, Letter to th~ Bishop of Llan.
be forever arrayed. How much of the care which
has lined the king's brow with untimely furrows
Cloth, portrait of author, pp. 346. Price, investigator of treatment for hydrophobia.
claff, He ply to Mr. Er~kme, _Letter ~o Ca.
Proctor, Richard, English astronomer. Putis due to the refractoriness of the pope, we ca.nnot
$1.50.
mille JCJnlan, ett-. 1 etc., w1th a llfe of
know.
nam,SamuelP. Remsburg,JobnE. Renan.
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
This is a good Radical novel, and will be Reynolds, Charles B. Rousseau. Sale,
There are many other instructiv articles.
In paper covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
acceptable to those who like tales with pro- Geor!!;e, English orientalist and translator of
Price, 50 cents; per year, $5.
gressiv philosophy intermingled. The Radi- the Koran. Schiller, Germany's greatest poet Paine's Great Works (complete)
"Medical Sense and Nonsense for Ten calism that is woven into the strand of the after Goethe. Seaver, Horace. Bhaftesbury.
in one volume. Cloth $3.00· leather
Cents" is the amusing title of an equally fiction, consists of new views on means of Shakspere, on whom Prof. J. R. Green says:
$4.00; morocco, $±.50.
amusing book filled with pictures and rhymes bringing into the world better children, sharp " Often as his questionings turned to the
quite as amusing. There is mingled through- criticism of religion, and advanced thought riddle of life and death, he leaves it a riddle Paine's Political Worl{s, including
Common Sense, 'fhe Crisis, ancl Rights of
out advertising matter of a medical sort, on labor.
to the last without heeding the common theMan. Cloth, $1.50.
which, though not amusing, is no doubt very
ological solutions around him." Shelley,
profitable and trustworthy, for it is by the A BIOGRAPHICAL DicTIONARY oF FREETHINK- English poet. Blenker, Elmina D. Spencer, The Age of Reason. An investigaold friend of ourself and all Freethinkers, Dr.
ERS of All Ages and Nations. By J. M. Herbert. Standring, George. Stanton, E!iztion of true and fabulous theology.
Wheeler. London: Progressiv Publishing abeth Cady. Strauss. Swinburne, living
Foote.
This little work of 100 pages is
Wi~hout a poer in the world. Paper, 2ij
Co. Cloth, PP· 356. Price, $3.
English poet. Symes, Joseph. Taine, living
.issued by the Murray Hill Publishing Co. at
cents, or 5 for $1.. Cloth, 50 cents.
the price-as indicated by the title-of 10
Nine out of every ten Christians in the French philosopher, esteemed the first in
cents.
country firmly hold the belief, injected into France. Tyndall, scientist. Underwood, B The Age of Reason and An Exam·
them by their pastors, that all the world's F. Volney, Count. Voltaire. Wagner, Gerination of the Prophecies. PaA work on the land and labor question great men hav been believers in Christianity. man musical composer. Wakeman, Thadper, 40 cents; oloth, 75 cents.
that has, through being written in an uncom- To counteract the circulation of this mon- deus B. Walker, E. C. Ward, Lester.
monly plain, intelligible style, attained much strous falsehood, Freethinkers hav made Washburn, L. K. Watts, Charles. West- Common Sense. Paine's first work.
popularity, is one by Frank Q. Stuart, of good use of Bennett's "Sages, Thinkers, and . brook, Rich. B. Wettstein. Otto. Whitman,
15 cents.
Denver, entitled, "Natural Rights, Natural Reformers," and hav derived some service Walt, American poet. Wixon, Susan H.
Liberty, and Natural Law: An inquiry into from other works, the calendar in the TRUTH Wright, Elizur. Wright, Frances. You- The Crisis. Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents;
·the causes of social maladjustments-the ra- SEEKER ANNUAL being not altogether without mans, American scientist. Zola, gr.:atest
cloth, 75 cents.
tional, just, and adequate remedy." The efficacy in that direction. But the more aids living French novelist. SuPPLEMENT:fundamental principle whence Mr. Stuart de- we hav the better, and the above work is one Adams, Robt. C. Schreiner, Olive. Wheeler, r.rhe Rights of :Man. For the opduces his affirmations as to how land should that we welcome as an auxillary of very con- J. M., the complier of this Biographical
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 cents:
be held, is the principle of Natural Right. siderable value. While Bennett's work con- Dictionary.
oloth, 75 ~ants.
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Tr"G.th Seeker Tracts.

THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.

NoTE.-These tr[lots are especially intended
for 1listribut.iou as Frcelhought missionary documents. When sending sul)scriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or mouey for books, please. add
w!Jatcver you can for tracts and, when recmvcd,
)Janel them around among' your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels places of public assembly,
ol.c. 'l'o allow much to be done in this way with
aliWc money the following discounts are made.
On OllC llollar's worth 10 per cent. otT; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 ofi · on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
~f dis~ount, is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. 'rile numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
Bennett. 10
Reply to Sl!elton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
Painc Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
31 God und God-Houses ......................... 2
35 :Moving tho Ark. Bennett................... 2
il7 Short Sermon. RGv. 'rhcologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Christianity not :1 Moral. X. Y. z ....... 2
1!9 The 'l'rne Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
47 Cruclty&Credulityof the Human Race.... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. K R Guild.......... 5
52 Marples- Underwood Dc!Jalc. Underwood. 3
5B Questions for Bible Worshipers ............. 2
54 Open Lott.cr to .Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
ii8 PI'O]liJ•Tios.. Underwood..................... 2
G2 'l'he Jewq and their God ..................... 10
G:l The Devil's Dne Bills. SJphers .....""'" 3
G4 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev.'l'heologicus, D.D. 2
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No. 2.... ... ii
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman....... 2
7B Foundations. John Syphers ................ 2
74 Daniel in the Lion'~ Den. Bennett.......... 2
75 An llonr with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
'lG Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
'17 ThcFearofDeath. D. ]\f. Bennett.......... 5
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Sypher. 2
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
8:1 Hcvivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.llumphrey. 5
8! ]If oody on Hell. Rev. J. P. Hopps. . .. .. ... 2
89 I.og-ic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
no B,b!o-M,mia. Otto Co relates................ 2
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1
94 'l'he Xe\>' Raven. Will Cooper............
!l6 Ichabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providencos. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................ 2
100 l40th Anniversary of P<l.ine's Birthday.... 5
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
104 Evolution of Israel's Gael. Rawson ........ 10
105 Dccadenefl of Christiau;ty. Capphro..... 2
101 l'!Je Sate Side. H. B. Brown ............... 5
110 Invocation to the Unh·erse. Bennett.... J
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
112 SensibleScrmon. Rev.M.J.Savago.......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. J
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston ............ · 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New .Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10
121 Ingersoll's Review of his Reviewers......... 3
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paino Vindicated. Ingersoll and "Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinf<1l Saints. Bennett ...................... 11)
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
lBO The IWJics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
l34 Talks with the r<;,·angelists.................. 5
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthc Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2
:40 Astra-Theology................................. 5
Al Inlidclity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
~42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
:4:3 Chang Wau Ho. Bli Perkms............... 2
:48 WhenDidPaulLive? Scholasticus.......... 2
:49 Age of Shams .................................. :l
~45 If Yon Takc A way my Religion? \Vlm~
Will Yon Give Mc Instead. :Martin .... 10
:50 Tho Liberty o!' Printing. Hnrlbut and
'Yakemau ..................................... 10
:51 What is thc Bible? :M. W. H............. 5
~52 .A Remarkable Book.
Douglas............ 2
:!53 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:56 Frec Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
~58 Thc Fool's Creed ............................... 1
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation :Meeting·...... 5
_GO Sabbath Observunce. Coleman............ 3
]fil Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
162 Bighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10
164 Bible Impeuched. Chapman................ 2
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Among thoee who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liherty:
COL. ROBEgT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R B. WES'l'DlWOK,A.i\f.
ARTHUR B. 1\fOSS.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
I,. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN K REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
CHARLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
ROBER'l' C. ADAMS.
Ji'REDER!O MAY HOLLAND.
.r. H. 13URNHA11L
JULIET H. SEVERANCK
JOHN PECK.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
THADDlmS B. WAKEMAN.
W. F. JAMIESON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKI~R. also reprints from reviews und magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
'rhc l~ditor of THg TRUTT{ SBJEK!i:R'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has lJcen clc:cted senior member of the School Board of Fall River, }.{ass.

The 'frnt.h Seeker Gives all the News. of Freetllougllt, and is .Always on Gnanl
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tlle Peop1e's Liberties.

"'~anhattan Libera! Club, N.Y.

Brooll.l} n Pi: HosopB; ical AssocJa·
Uon
MeetB at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d ~treet, BrooklYn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Admission free. Discnssiona follow
lec'nree.

SundaY.

Tile Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everYbodY welcome.

Plliiadelpllia Liberal League 2:i7
Dl.eetn avery Sunday in Indu~trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts .. at 2:30 and 7130 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seekel' publica tiona always on hand a. t cheap rates.

lnG"er§oH Sccular§ociety, Boston,
MQets every Sunday (from October to June) at
2 :45 P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.
£bica~o

Secular Union

Meets ever:v SnudhY evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

' Send $3 for· a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEw YORK.

The Secular §ociety of Kent, o ••

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M .• at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee.

"''Ite Nlinneapoli§ Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7 :80 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOJIIBEB,Pres.; LEROY BEBBIEB,Sec,

Elizur Wrigl&t Secular Union

Of Alliance, 0., me~tR the first and fourth Bnn·
days of eaoh month at Independent Church, at
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10:30 A.M. Free di•cnssion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTli 8EEKEB and In'IJesti·
New Edition. Rev!S6i nnd Enlar.l'ed.
gator are solicited.
R. G. llMITH, Cor. Seo.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS~
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lents.
ThtJ Traile Supplied at t:Jpedal Discuunta.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engra.vinJ!'B of Miss Gardener are for sa.le
a.t this office. Price, 40<1.; w:ith auto~tra.ph, 50 eta.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption t.hat the Bible is a. divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies in TlteolOKY• A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

nega.tiv and a.tlirmativ sta.nd.Point, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
tf

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

8vo, 833pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to enstain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pP., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Candle from Under the Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy:
And f01 the Consideration of Others.
Instructi'De, Inte1·estin,q, and

Laugl~.aole.

Price,
50 cents.
Prof. ]~IsAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
burg, M.D ..................................... 5
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
2 Evolution; Homogeneous to Hcterogcncons. Underwood......................... 3
THE
4 I,itemturo of the Insauc. Marvin.......... 5
5 Responsibility of Sex. :Mrs. Cimsc, :M.D... B
G Gmduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
1 Death. Frederic R. hbrvin, M.D.......... a
A OOLLEOTION OF
8 HowMarsupialAninmlsPropagtttc.......... 2
9 'l'he U nsecn W oriel. Prof. .T. Fiske .......... 10
Original
and Selected Hymns
~0 Tho Bvo!ntion Theory-Huxley's ~'hrcc
( Wonls and Mu.sic)
Lectures....................................... 10
·a Is America New World? Duwson ......... 10 For Liberal and Ethical Soelet.les,
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
For Schools and the Home.
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
..t3 Ni!Jble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
COMPILED BY
Modern Symposium ......................... 10

S(JIENTIFIC SERIES.

l Hercditury Transmission.

Cosmian Hymn Book,

Prl.ce, II) Cent&•.

The

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lectures and discussiona. The public cordially invited.

If yon have any Ideas -or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKEH. (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE Tl'l.UTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other pape: in the world ..
THE TRUTH Sl~I•;KER is devoted to the defense of Mental L1berty, of Arnencan Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of ull Jaws based on religion
or relig·ious observances. It demands the taxation of church pro:r;>erty.. It is nnc?mpromising!y
opposed to anything tending towarcl a union of church and state, mther m_name or 111 fact.

BY WILLIAM HART.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.

·I

C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS MANAGER.

DURING THE :Y"EAR 1890 THE T:S.UTH SEEKE:S.

22 Discussion with Elder Shelton.

e- See note at head of column.

These notices Me for the benefit of Liberal8
who may be 'Disiting the places where these societies are located. Local Secular UniO'TIB and
/freethought Sodeties meding regularly can
hav thei~· gatherings adve1•tis€d here f1·ee by forI warding the necessary information.

L. K, WASHBURN.

PRIOE,
$1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
118 La,fayei;te Plaoe, New York.
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Modem Science EssaJisL

Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
p_hi!oPophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
TI!:OMP80N.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and influence. By Rev . .JoHN W. CHADWICK.
8. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
>-ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GABBET P. SEBVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEwis G. JANEs.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By D . RossiTER
RAYMOND
7. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq·
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Jt.s nature and develo_llment. By Dr. lloBEBT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION 0 F SOCIETY. By JAMEs A. SKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
PAI!BHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. B.v JoHN W. 0BADWICK.
14. l'HILO,.OPRY OF .EVOLUTION. By STAI!B
HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EF"'ECTS OF EVOLUTION O'N THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meanine of this Char.
acter !\loB described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mnhol0gy."
Paver. 8vo, 25 cents.

DBA MONOS.
Unprecedented offer. No other house so fair
In order to giv my Liberal friends throughout
the United States an opportunity to examin, test1
and compare my goods and prices with those ol
other diamond merchants, I will sell any pi~ce of
Diamond Jewelry, accompani@d by contract that
cash in full will be refunded any time within one
ye&r from flate of purchaeing if goods. a.ro npt
entirely satisfactory. No other. dealer Will do 1t.
None will sell aa cheap. Carrymg a. large stock,
being an expert, close buyer, and doing business\
on smallest possible expen11e, you will positiv!y
save twenty to thirty per cent by purchasing of
me. Diamond Pins and Ea.rdrQPs, worth $600, !or
$400; Pms, Rmgs, Ea.rdropa, Studs, Hair Ornaments, Pendants, worth $3()0, for $200; do., worth
$200, for $140; do., worth $150, for $110; do., worth
$100, for $70; do., worth $80, for $60 ~ do., worth
$60, for $45; do., worth !40, for $80; do., worth $30,
for $22; do., worth $20, for $15. Yon can wear these I
goods daily for one year, It will not cost yon a
cent. If in the mean time yon are not satisfied
that the goods are better and chea~er than sold
elsewhere return and get your cash m full.
Selections sent to responsible parties on approval; to any banking·honse or C.O.D., privilege
of examination.

'l'he "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

The Walla Walla Libtral ()Jub
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Science Lecturea.-Free Diacnssions.-Original
and Selected Readings a.nd Poems. A large val·
uable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEB, See.

Milwaukee, Wis •. Liberal (Jiub
Holds meeting-s every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. 'J'he public cordially invited.

AlE)L!\NDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inohes, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 oente. !.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
t:f

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBA.(JH,
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
The truth.teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moral.-&t?·aot.
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEB Oo.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In yourmeetiugs, to make them lively and inter·
esting. THE LIBEBAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by thll best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hif:l!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price,
15 cents.
A;ddress 'r.HE TBtrrB BEEKER Oo.

Is a rcgulrtrly educated
and legally qu:ditied Phy·
siciau, and the most sue·
cessful in his specialty as
his practice will prove.
Send ld cts. fo• his ''Pd·
vatc Counselor," n hook
for young- and middle nged
mcu, ~utfcriug from that
Life- ·wasting ,,-eakuess
as the result of youthful
follies, iude!!crctions nud
excesses. lt sets forth an
External All)Jiicntion.-~•
POSITlYE CURE. The
book is worth man; times

~~sc ch!~d~~~~ ~~~~~da~ijt~
Cd.

ROXF.S'r

.-\N

S.TATEMF.~T.

••Simlhtr advC'rtiscmcnts
from unrdiablc practitioucr.s lln'\"C been frcquenth- assailed and cxp0~1.'d b)"
r he press. but Dr. FELLOWS !Otands for~m?st in ~~s profes~iuu, ~~~~~-~~-~,..:_~~~-"-The .\atwnal ltelt'.

Addn\'·',
·
sixteen jewels, fl.nel'v adjusted to heat and cold,
patent regula.tor1 Brequet hair·SPring, J?ea.utifnl
Dt.
double-paneled aia.l. and all ~Dcodern 1mproye·
menta. Perfect, and no Wl!-tch Wlll compet~ With
it ! In silverine case, $19; m four-ounce com allver case, $23.50; five-ounce, $25; SIX· ounce1 $27. In
open face. be•t filled gold case, $27; hunt1pg, $.'!8;
And say where you sn.w this ad,·ertisement.
do , Louis XIV., $85. In fourteen carat sohd gold.
$50 to $150. Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if ~WDr. R. P. Fellowe is an outspoken lnfi~el and a,
t tisfa.cto~
no sa.
.,.
WET'ASTEIN R00h ll ill
very successful physician, He is worthy of an
,
OTTEOstdbli'she·d 1857, '
e e, '
extensiv pa.tronage.-TIIe Liberal.

R. P. FELLOWS,

w
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CANA.DA is preparing legislation against
polygamy.
HuxLEY has written in the Nineteenth Century a paper strongly against Henry George's
land thLDries.
FAITH OURRRS at Saybrook, TIL, hav made
Mrs. Mollie Smith and her sisters Julia and
Emma Barnes violently insane.
Rxv. FRANK KABLER, of Southington,
Conn., and Miller~burg, Pa., recently committed suicide at Allentown, Pa.
.
CARDINAL MANNING has issued a book say.
ing that Christian children cannot be considered children of a state that has no religion.
lT Is thought that Leo :X.III. is dying, as he
has made a nomination for a successor, a step
never taken by a pope except when near
death.
LAsT Sunday it took forty policemen to
prevent a riot at the Greek church at Shenandoah. Pa., which has been the seat of violence
for several weeks.
CATHOLIOS hav published a book entitled,
"Who Was Bruno?" adding defamation in
this day to the burning they infiicted on that
philosopher in the past.
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THE

Truth Seeker A.nnual
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Jfrt~ihinkt~~~ ~Im~ntar,

CoMPARE the mythology of Greece with the
mythology of Judea; one covering the earth
with beauty, and the other filling heaven with
hatred and injustice.-lngersoll.

1890.

THK church is a sort of hospital for men's
souls, and as full of quackery as the hospital
for their bodies. Those who are faken into
it liv like pensioners in their Retreat, or
Sailor's Snug Harbor, where you may see a
row of religious cripples sitting outside in
sunny weather. Let not the apprehension
that he may one day occupy a ward therein,
discourage the cheerful labors of the ablesouled man. While he remembers the sick
in their extremities, let him not look thither
as to his goal.-Thoreau.

(E. M. 290.)
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The Middle Ages.

On of the Roman Catholic rioters at Hull,
Canada, who interfered with the evangelizing
work of Miss Wright, has been sentenced to
two months' imprisonment.

Calendar for 18go,

PHILADKLPBIA. doctors are stirred up over
the war that the women's branch of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animlll.s
has begun against vivisection.
IN ·a high school at Pittsfield, Mass., several Catholic scholars hav refused to study
the text-book Myer's Medieval History, and
hav consequently been suspended.
TIIK Congressional committee to irrigate
desert tracts in the West has so far ~et _apart
reservoir sites in California, Colorado, Utah,
Idaho, Montana, and New Mexico.
BisM.AROK has consented to the admission
to the German colonies of Catholic religious
orders of all kinds, including the Jesuits,
who are denied entrance to Germany itself.
ON the 1st the emperor of Germany spoke
to the council of state in a pathetic tone of
the difficulties that unfolded themselvs before
him in his attempt to solve the labor probiem.
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THEs· AFEsT cREED,

AND
AT Pittsburgh, Pa., the parochial school
TwKLVK 0THKR DISOOURBKS Oir RKA.SON.
that Father Sheedy has been permitted to
B1J 0. B. PB.OTHINGHAM.
hold in rooms of the public school building
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
for a year, despite Protestant remonstraBces,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER UO.
has been removed to the parochial building
whose construction is now completed.
AN odd occurrence was the breaking-up of
an insufferably poor theatrical performance
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
at St. Louis on the 2d, by the audience, who
then mobbed the theater from the outside,
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
and were kept a way from the actors only by a _For Hllr Daily Bread 1B the story or two young
police clubbing that broke half a dozen heads. girls a¥d a. r,onnger brother who were left parent;.
less, Wlth little money, fair edueatlon, and much
CA.THOLIOS complain that in the schools cot;trage, to !Jlake their ·way through the world by
going to Oh10ago. The author is also the heroin
Ireland is not made the subject of instruction :t'he
1)-arra~iv is, in the .main. a history of a work:
so much as it should be-that its history is mg gul's hfe and expenence in the city of Chicago
not taught enough, and that when Christian among bluff business men, kind hearted folks
and disrep£!table hypocrits. It is just such a story
names are apelled such ones as "Patrick," of
huma~ hfe as we jihould expect Oolonel Inl!'er"Brigid," "Michael," and "Nora" are not soll to be m~erestl)d m ; and whatever he admires
and appreCiates 1s sure to be worth the attention
selected.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
IN Congress, Mr. Anderson, of Kansas, has
proposed a United States committee of arbitration, to consist of nine men appointed by
the president, who will investigate disputes
between railway, steamboat, and telegraph
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
companies and their employees, acceptance
B~cretar,; of the American Secular Union.
of their decisions to be enforced by United
Price 10 cents.
States courts when necessary.
Address 'l'KII 'I'BUTH BK:UKB OOHPA!ll'f,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

THE NEW GOD.

UNDRR the influence of sorrow and infirmity, old men become instinctiv pessimists.
Monastic tendencies imply an abnormal condition of the human mind. The worship of
sorrow has so perverted our moral ideals t.hat
for long centuries joylessness and self-affliction ranked among the highest virtues. The
municipal codes of many American cities
still contain provisions for the suppression of
public amusements on the only day on which
a larll,'e plura!it.y of our workir•!!"'"" find
their leisure for recreation.-Prof. o.,wald.
AsK two Christians of what religion they
are. Each will answer, I am a Catltolic. You
think they are both of the s11me communion;
yet one is of the Greek, the other of the Latin
church; and they are irreconcilable. If you
seek to be further informed, you will find that
by the word Catholic, each of them understands uni'llersal, in which case uni'llenal signifies a part.- Voltaire.

NEW YORK:

AT Sandusky, Ala., the Rev. Mr. Bryant
persuaded a girl to leave home, and when her
brother called and asked an explanation he
knocked him down, and grasping a gun went
over and tried to shoot the father.
ON the 28th ult. Ex-Congressman 'faulbee
and newspaper correspondent Kincaid, both ·
Kentuckians, met in the Capitol and quar- WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
reled, and on meeting again later in the day
AND REFORMERS.
Kincaid shot the other, perhaps fatally.
Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
A PROORSSION in New York city on the 1st Teachers, Skeptic!!J..Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of ·.t·nought, Eminent Bcienwas headed by a truck on which was probably
the largest volume ever made, five feet each
tists,
were
nottoChristians),
frometc.
the {who
time of
Menu
the present. avo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
way, containing 57,000 signatures to petitions
to the legislature to enact the Saxton ballot
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
reform.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
HUGH PKNTKOOST, speaking at a meeting
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
of the Socialistic Labor party, said that it was
28 Lafayette Place. N.Y.
a disgrace to the civifized world that such a
monster as the czar is alive; and others CODS AND RELICIONS
demanded that our government remonstrate
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
with Russia.
Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, inTHK other night a woman found kneeling
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
and praying to a " Keep off the grass" sign
avo, 835pp. Vol. U. Describes Fully all
in a New York park, was arrested, and will be
the Religious Systems of the World.
examined as to sanity. Those seen kneeling
Bvo, 957pp. Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
to other equally useless pieces of wood are
2 vola., $5; leatber, $7; morocco, gilt edges, $8.
still at large.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
BoMB commotion has followed the publicaTHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
tion by Catholics of a book containing the
superstitious statement that the Jews still saCrifice Christian
secret
rites-a
statement
belief children
in whichat
.has
in the
past •
caused much bloodshed.

OF all systems t-he world has ever seen,
the philosophies of ancient Greece and Rome
appealed most strongly to the sense of virtue,
and Christianity to the sense of sin. The ideal
of the first was the majesty of self-relying
humanity; the ideal of the other was the absorption of the manhood into God. It is impossible to look upon the awful beauty of a
Greek statue, or to read a page of Plutarch,
without perceiving how completely the idea
of excellence was blended with that of pride.
It is equally impossible to examin the life of
a Christian saint, or the painting of an early
Christian artist, without perceiving that the
dominant conception was self-abnegation and
self-distrust.- Lecky.

IT is insisted that the unity of the church
substantiates its claim to divine origin. This
is asserted over and over again, in many
ways; and yet in the cardinal's article is
found this strange minglin~r of boast and confession : " Was it only by the human power
of man that the unity, exrernal and internal,
which for fourteen hundred years had been
supreme, was once more restored in the
council of Constance, never to be broken
THE
again?" Now if this internal and external
unity was broken, and remained broken for
years, there was an interval during which the
church had no internal or external unity, and
during which the evidence of divine origin
failed. The unity was broken in spite of the
divine founder. This is admitted by the use
of the word " again."-Ingersoll.
OR, THK
IT is not the fear of God that has a moralizing effect, as is most clearly shewn by that
Principles of Secularism. period, replete with the fear of God on the
one hand and moral horrors of every kind
on the other, which we call the Middle Ages.
.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELiGION -Buchner.
of the FUTURE.
THK facts of history, however, and our own
observation negativ the conclusion that the
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSW.ALD,
moral sanction of theology has been or is so
·Author of ".T~e Becrl)t pf the East, or t~e Origin efficient as the great majority suppose. Durof the Ohnstian Religion and the Significance
ing what are called the Middle Ages, when
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Edufaith in theology was at its strongest, moral.
cation, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure,·• "Household Remedies " "The
ity, in the scientific sense, was almost at its
Poison Problem, or the oltnse
lowest-or, in other words, social cooperation
and the Oure of Intemperexisted but in a very imperfect condition.
ance," eic., etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known a.nd vigorous War and violence were predominant. Conduct
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin. w~.s such as allo~ed of a state of military
Com. Gazette.
cooperation; but 1t was almost prohibitory
of the industrial. Acts of what theologians
Cloth, lllmo, 240pp., $1~
call piety were frequent and general-acts,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
that is, supposed to be personally pleasing to
the God, such as praying to and praising him,
suffering self-inflicted pain and annoyance of
LIFE OF
many kinds, giving money and power to men
supposed to be his ministers, building gorgeous and costly temples in his honor. These
and similar acts which, from the theological
MODEll.N IMITATION OF ClUt!ST,
of view, were good, were, no doubt, very
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. point
prevalent; but, from a scientific point of
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
view, they hav no element of moral goodness.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer ot Then, under the influence of theology and
Creatton.
justified by deduction from its dogmas, conduct was followed which theologians thought
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
W This book was suppressed by the first .Amer- good-viz., persecution even unto death of
those esteemed to be enemies of the God, soiean puoZislter•..B
called heretics.-John Wilson, M.A.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
NoTHING but the most savage barbarity, the
egregious roguery, or the blindest ambiAN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. most
tion could hav imagined the doctrin of eter.
BY D. M. BKNBETT.
nal punishments. If there is a God, whom
Price,
we can offend or blaspheme, there are not
10 cents.
upon earth greater blasphemers than those
BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE. who dare to say that this same God is a
tyrant perverse enough to delight, during
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
eternity, in the useless torments of his feeble
Price, 5 cents.
creatures.-IJ'Holoaclt.

Bi~lo

of Natura,

Joshua Davidson:

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
BY HtmLBUT and WAKEMAJI,
l'rioe, 10 oents.

PAINE examined the scriptures for himself,
and found them filled with cruelty, absurdity,
and immorality.-Ingersoll.
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SAYs the Cincinnati Enquirer: "When
Senator Blair, of New Hampshire, rises to
speak, everyone in the Senate chamber, save
the clerks, runs away. It would be a saving
of both money and time if Congress were to
lend him enough money wherewith to hire a
hall."
THE government of St. Domingo, which
claims to hav the only original bones of Columbus, is desirous of forwarding them to the
Unit('d States for use in 1892, provided that
they be given in return for them $20,000 cash
down, and twenty per cent of the receipts on
public exhibition of the same.
ONE theological fact that cannot be too
earnestly impressed upon the minds of the
young, says Saladin, is the enormous population of hell as compared with that of heaven.
Sunday-school teachers, in trying to giv children an idea of the rela.tiv magnitude of the
two places, should say : " Hell is a tremendous menagerie containing a hundred thousand elephants. Heaven is a pill-box: containing half-a-dozen fleas."

THE Hon. F. M. Pfister, of San Jose, having recently died, a committee of his survivors hav presented to the court, where he
practiced, a number of resolutions setting
forth that " it has pleased him who is the
ruler of our destinies to remove from our
midst our late friend and brother," and adding, " The same is a public calamity." This,
says F'?•eetlwu,qltt, is a queer view of Godthat the bringing about of public calamities

OF

THE

ORDINANCES

OF

GOD.

pleases him. None but a good Christian in Old Trinity, this city, at the noon hour,
between 12 and 1 o'clock. One day he told
could see where the pleasantness comes in.
his hearers that the precise form of creed
LAMENT of the Independent: On the Westheld by a man is of comparativly little moern frontier the devil's missionaries are apt to
ment; that in all stages of development men
get the start of the Lord's heralds. A correhav worshiped some sort of divine being, and
spondent writes: "I am twenty miles from
that the surrender of self involved in such
the nearest church-a small Methodist one in
worship is " the first design of God" regardthe town of - - on the railroad, and three ing his children. Of this Mr. H. 0. Pentethousand feet vertically above it. On all
cost, who has been a minister himself, says:
sides of me I do not know of a single profess" If this is so, of course missionaries to heaing Christian besides myself any nearer than
then lands are unnecessary. But what I
that place, and there are very few there. In
would like to know is, How did Dr. Brooks
this camp most of tb.e people are Ingersollians,
learn what ' the first design of God' is ? Is
and a few years ago, when our population
he consciously humbugging the people?
was larger than it is now, the postmaster
How does he know what God's designs
kept the post-office counters covered with
are?" And he might hav asked, Does he
Ingersoll publications."
know anything ?
AT the Woking, Eng., crematory, the
DuNLAP's Cable Agency, under date of
number of cremations is steadily increasing.
In three years, from 1884 to 1887, the annual February 28~h, forwards the following : Mrs.
average was 8. In 1888 there were 26. In Annie Besant, the well-known Agnostic and
1889 the number increased to 46, the total advocate of social reform, said to-day that
number at the end of the year having been labor unions, whether of or for women, were
exactly 100. This year there hav been several stupidly organized. "What can you expect,"
every week. In France, at the new crematory said she," of trade unions, organizations that
in Paris, there were 35 ordinary cremations in accept, nay, solicit, contributions from dis1889, but the number of still-born children interested people? Certain collapse awaits
and the bodies from the hospitals and ana- all such institutions that are not self-support•
tomical schools is so large that incineration is ing and independent of outside aid. But the
continually going on both night and day. difficulty is to find a woman capable and
The Jou?·nal d' Hygiene says that the total willing to undertake the drudgery and unnumber was nearly 3,000 in the year. At rewarded toil of the management in order to
Rome the numbers were 119 in 1886, 155 in make unions self-supporting. Cardinal Man1887, and 202 in 1888. At Milan and other ning is .simply an Arcadtan dotard who speaks
Italian towns the numbers are increasing, as nothing bu~ C.IJ.ristian twaddle, Burns is really
a great man. Mrs. Ashton Di!ke seeks
also in Germany.
0
political notoriety, an!l her real sympathy is
PHILLIPS BROOKS, of Boston, has been with free dinners for school-children and
~>,reaching to immense congregations of men such pretty nothings.
No, the women of

England are abject slaves ; there is no force
in the national character so far as women are
concerned, so that I and other women who
chance to be gifted with backbone are disheartened and disgusted with the labor of
trying to rouse them to action."
THE statutes of Massachusetts provide that,
when a person to be sworn before a court or
magistrate declares that a peculiar mode of
swearing is in his opinion more solemn and
obligatory than by holding up the hand, the
oath may be administered in such a mode.
It also permits Quakers and other persons
who hav conscientious scruples against
swearing to affirm. It provides " that every
person believing in any other than the Christian r11ligion may be sworn according to the
peculiar ceremonies of his religion, if there
are any such." So far, comments the Chri&tian Regist£?', the statutes are liberal enough ;
but, when it comes to deal with non-religious
believers, Agnostics, or Atheists, it makes a
flagrant discrimination. It declares that
" every person not a believer in any religion
shall be required to testify truly under the
pains and penalties of perjury, and the evidence of such a person's disbelief in the existence of God may be received to affect his
credibility as a witness." This is a direct
intimation to a jury that, because a man is an
Agnostic, they need not credit his testimony.
Experience, on the other hand, shows that
some of the most conscient~ous and veracious
persons living, whose word is incontestable
without oath or affirmation, are persons who
hesitate to declare their belief in the existence
of God. The statute in its present shape instead of helping justice is really a measure to
obstruct it.
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~ommnniea:tions.
" The J,ord's Money."
On the second day of February a Rev. I. W. Resd
preached a sermon in Sesttle in which he tried ~o
make the people believe that the Lord was sadly m
want of money, and that they ought to band over
to him without ceremony their hard.esrned ~?hekeis.
The sermon bas been sent to me by the friends in
Seattle for review and comment. It is only noti~e
able because it is a fair specimen of t;housands whi.ch
are preached every year. The text 1s from 2 Cormthians ix, 7 :
Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let
him giv, not grudgingly, or of necessity, for the Lord loveth
the cheerful giver.

I shall take some extracts from this sermon and
make such comments as occurred to my mind from
the reading.
. .
If every sermon that is preached, were suom!tted
to a critical analysis, the people would soon find out
what a vast amount of chaff they pay for to get a
little wheat.
From every quarter of the country comes the cry
of "hard times." Factories are shutting down, merchants are closing out their business, mechanics are
out of employment, and their families are suffering.
Farms are baing sold out under foreclosure, snd
general want prevails.
But I was not prepared to hesr that the bard
times had reached the confines of heaven. But according to the statement of the Rev. Mr. Resd, such
is the fact-God has given us all we hav, and kept
giving, until now he is straitened circumstances,
and asks us to giv back a part of our substance,
since he is in sore want and cannot help himself.
What his necessities are I am unable to say. The
people do not roast as much beef and mutton for
him as in times of yore, and perhaps he has got hungry. It cannot be that ~e n~eds clothing, f?r he livs
in a country where notbmg 1s worn but wh1te robes,
and as be furnishes one to every new·comer he must
bav an endless supply on hand, and one would think
that he might appropriate one when the old one
wears out, or gets a little soiled.
Perhaps his old throne is getting a ~ittle ri~ke~y
and needs repairs, but as he made a umverse m s1x
days, one would think that he might arrange a little
affair of that kind on his own hook, without calling
upon us poor wretches for help.
It may be that he has started in to make another
world out of nothing, and has run abort of material,
and wants money to lay in a new stock. It is possible that he is sick and wants a little money to buy
physic. It may be the grippe; if so, a hot whisky
lemonade is said to be a most excellent remedy. If
he is a little short of change I would furnish t.he
whisky and the lemon until Brother Read can send
forward the proceeds of his begging sermon.
While I am unable to state just what God's great
want of money is, tha Rev. Mr. Read says he wants
some and must hav it right off. It would hav been
better for God if the Rev. Mr. Read had stated juat
what his great want of money is ; the people would
hav more readily responded. But the Rev. Mr. Read
knows just what the great necessity is and that ia
enough. We must not aek questions ; all that is
required of us ia to giv.
A minister is never out of his sphere so completely in the
minds of many, as when urging the duty of giving.

That is to say, that you begin to mistrust that the
people are finding out that you are the veriest hypocrit in the world when you pretend that you want
money for the Lord. They begin to know that when
money passes into your pocket it sticks fast, and God
will never get a nickel. Again, who are you to be
urging the " many" to duty ' When you discharge
your duty to your fellows, and stop begging for God,
and earn honest bread, and stop sucking up the substance of the people like a Christian leech, without
giving anything in return, you will be more potent
to urge others on to duty. Besides, if we should
follow the scripture injunction, and" take no thought
of the morrow," nobody would hav anything to giv.
No man who does not use a part of his money for the
Lord, can be a full, influential Christian.

But what does the Lord want of money? Are his
creditors pressing him 1 Is he likely to be sold out
under foreclosure, or is he getting miserly in his old
age and trying to get money just to hoard up~ Now
suppose the church and the ministry were out of the
play, how silly it would be to ta1k about money for
the Lord. I once heard of a man who worked a blind
man on shares, and every night after the day's begging was over they divided the money. The Rev.
Mr. Read is playing a more dishonest game, for he
knows that the Lord does not want money and will
never get a cent of what the people giv. .A. man at
this enlightened day who pretends to be begaing for
the Lord ought to be "whipped naked through the
world." If these lazy ministers would go to work
and squarely earn their own living, the Lord would
need lees, and they would respect themselvs much
more.

If everyone who has professed the name of Christ would instead of giving it to ministers under pr~tense .of
appreciate the grace of giving, the cau~e. of the redeemer sending Christianity to t,be h~athen. For If Chriswould prevail mightily over every opp0s1t10n.

"The cause of the redeemer "-you mean the
chU1"Ch and the ministry. Th~>se are w_h~t ~?u want
to "prevail mightily over every oppoentwn.
Then
would not ministers wax fat, but how about the people 1 Has not that experiment been tried! Did not
the church own all the property, or hav the power of
cont.roling it, for more than a thousand years T It
would seem as though the Lord must hav got about
toll the money he wanted, for the people had none.
During that thousand years the church lit~ra~ly
held the lives and the fortunes of the people m 1ts
clutches. When the church condemned a man to
death he had to die. When the chllrch said the
word all that a man possess~>d went down into its
cspa~iou~;~ maw. The church was rich, the people
were poor, ignorant, ragged, and degrade?·. The
Lord must hav been tickled over the cond1t10n of
things. And if Mr. Read could only make the people giv a sufficient amount to the Lord, the good old
days would return. The church would become rich
and powerful; the ministry would control the people and take the "fat of the land." All would be
'
lovely,
and the theological goose " hsng b"1gb"
.
Well, Mr. Read, it will be a happy time for the
ueople when men of your ilk are compelled to earn
the monBy·they ao much crave, and then you will
find out that the Lord does not waz:.t money half as
much as when others giv and you receive.
For the Lord to ask for his own is not begging, and great
is the pity if his servants hav to b~g for it.

"His own!" H &11 we hav is "his own," why ill
Mr. Read begging for him? "His servants "-that
is the ministers. Mr. Read a servant of the Lord !
How very modest. You want the people to understand that the Lord has commissioned -you, that
there is s peculiar relation exis_ting between ~ou and
the Lord which does not ex1st between h1m and
other men, that you know his wants and d~sires~ and
that he has given you power to carry out h1s des1gns.
This is about what you like to hav the people believe. Nobody knows better than the Rev. Mr.
Read that auch s claim is a hypocritical pretense.
Because they are dishonest enough to practice the~e
shams and liv out a big, black lie before the world, 1s
the reason why these " servants of the Lord" hav a
larger representation in the jails and prisons of the
country, according to their number, than any other
class of people.
.
Witches hav been hanged, women wh1pped, eyes
bored out, noses slit, ears cropped, and tongues
bored with hot irons or pulled out. Men hav been
branded quartered, burnt alive, imprisoned, broken
at the wheel and cruelly tortured in every conceivable
way by the;e same self-constituted " servants of the
Lord."
God has recognized the use of money in carrying forward
his work in all ages.

How did you come by this information ? How do
you obtain knowledge abou~ God-?is :wants, desires and pl&ns-when the mformabon lB shut out
from' evervbody else~ My knowledge of God is just
as good a; yours, and I know he has had nothing to
do in the matter. He has never call~d on me for
money, and he has never called on you or anybody
else. It is the clergy, not God, who want the money.
Now they beg for it. In years before, when they
had sufficient power; they compelled the people to
"stand and deliver."
Since the church has lost ita power different tactics
hav been adopted. Now you giv your brother to
understand that if he wants to play the part of the
"big Indian" in the church, and sit in the amen
corner, he must come down handsomely. In years
before, the priesthood took what they wanted.
Nothing would pleaee you more than to return to the
good old times when God (th<a clergy) got nearly all
that was produced. When you claim that you want
money for God's sake, you are practicing a deception
which would shame a brigand. This is about the
way that you and your profession will be sized up
when the world outgrows its ~hildhood.
Giving is a test of our love to God.

He demands the first and best.

Just substitute Mr. Read's name for God's and
then you will understand just what he means. And
then you will know why he demands the first and
best. If Mr. Read did not get the first and best,
God might carry on his own business and get his
own money as best he could. But as long as he can
bamboozle the people into believing that they are
giving to God, he will eat roast turkey, liv on the fat
of the land, and play pulpit puppet, of.cours~. S~me
day the people will see through all th1s cleriCal triCkery, and such as Mr. Read will be compelled to lay
down their spiritual tools, and to take up such as
will giv them hard hands and honest bread.
Mr. Read complains of a young man who gave
twenty.five cents for foreign missions and spent a
dollar a week for theaters and other amusements;
and oi another whose entire giving to the Lord was
not half the amount of his tobacco bill.
As for the first young man, I think he showed
good sense in spending his money at the theater

tianity has ever made any natw.ns or I?eoples better,
Spain, Portugal, Italy, and lnd1&, Mex1co and Peru,
are not among the number. As for the second, buying tobacco is about the worst use that money could
be put to, unless it is to giv it to a Oh~istian cr~wfish
who prefers Christian darkness to the hght of sCience,
and is ever trying to lead the people back to the
ignorance and superstition of two thousand years
ago.
He takes account of the widow's mite.

Did you ever e:xamin hie account book f No doubt
you know all about God's business; preachers· gen.
erslly do. When you tell what God does don't you
assert as a fact what you know nothing about? Oan
a truthful man do that 1 Rightly interpreted you
mean that you would take the last cent that a poor
widow has got. You ought to be careful abo~t
losing your little, sh~iveled-up soul, for once lost
God almighty l1imself with a double-barreled telescope would never be able to find it.
Giving is to be as the Lord has prospered.

The Lord does not prosper anyone. Prosperity
depends upon intelligence, industry, and economy.
If prosperity depends upon God, then be has prospered some of the worst cutthroats and freebooters
that ever cursed the world, while he bas neglected
some of the most unselfish and deserving, and allowed
them to be imprisoned, starved, ~nd tortured in t~e
most cruel manner, and in many mstances by Christian bigots.
Does the Lord prosper a man and make him rich
and then dQmn him because he is rich, as he did
Dives' Pretty business, for God to make men rich
only to damn them ! For has be not said that it was
"easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
heaven T" The time will come, Mr. Read, when you
will no longer ba able to play your holy hocus.pocus
arts upon the people.
You must be rich in order to giv, and then damned
if you are rich. Queer doctrin that.
He dodges in and dodges out,
And leaves the people still in doubt;
You cannot tell, to see his track,
If going south or coming back.

Mr. Read even argues that it is wrong to be in
debt when it debars a man from giving to the cburcb,
for he ssys:
Who gave me the right to cumber myself with debt and
then excuse myself from doing anything for the Lord P

It. is plain enough. Mr. Read, that, if you are so
much interested in the welfare of your Lord, you
care very little for his word, for your Lord commands
us to " render unto Cresar the things which are
Cresar's," and givs the further positiv command,
" Pay what thou owest.."
The treasury of no church should be overdrawn at the end
of the year.

Yes there should be a full church treasury if every
man's 'pocket is empty and children grow up in ignorance. No matter if the people are robbed, if the
church is only rich. For more than a thousand
years there was just this condition of things: There
was a bloated prif.lsthood, and a degraded, Ignorant,
poverty-stricken people. This has ever been the
theory of the priesthood. Wpen the clergy fit a man
for heaven be is not fit to hv on earth. The more
unlimited the power of the church has been the
worse the people hav fared.
A poor girl who worked for a living gave $1 upon a special appeal.

0 you contemptible specimen of li~tleness !
No doubt you will get to heaven, for you wlll hang
around the gate until St. Peter falls to sleep
and then crawl through the keyhole. May the
Lord bav his spectacles on when you enter, ~o
that you will not be overlooked. It has been sa1d
that it takes "nine tailors to make a man," but the
man who would take a dollar from a girl who is compelled to work for a living, is too small to mak.e the
ninth part of a tailor. Three drops of t~e mtlk of
human kindness could not be extract.ed 1f he were
put into a lemon-squeezer.
Regularity has great power in bringing the presence of the
Lord.

There is no power in prayer at all, and everybody
knows it, and ought to be honest enough to own it.
Was not the whole nation on its knees when Garfield
was shot? Did it hav power to save his life? When
the grasshoppers were likely to produce a famin in
Kansas, the whole state united in prayer, and God
did not call off a single grasshopper.
In the J obnstown disaster did not hundreds go
down into the surging waters with the1r bands lifted
in prayer? It is all easy if you shut your eyes and
open your mouth and swallow whatever the priest
puts into it.
God does not withhold from us his daily bounties.

When a man stands up in publio and lies like a
Christian rake, it is no breach of courtesy to tell him
of it.
Only a week or two ago a family of eight starved
to death in Pennsylvania. There are thousands Of
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miners there out of work and in a state of starvation. and gold his? The cattle upon a thousand hills are his. fully considered by the board of directors (some of
In every city ere hundreds of dirty, starving, neg- Harl we the world at our command, we would fall short, even the members of which are practicll.l builders), and
lected children, and_ you know it. And you know- though we were to lay it all at his feet.
other shareholders known to be in the building line
There you hav it. Let this idea be thoroughly wera invited to attend the board meat,ings and giv
ingly deceive the people when you represent that
God daily showers his bounties upon them. Talk inculcated into the minds of the young, in the schools the directors the benefit of their opiniGns and experiabout God's daily bounties! He generally bestows as well as in the pulpit, and the minister will then ence. The result was the adoption of the plans sent
his bounties on human bogs and lets the poor suffo3r. say, "The Lord bath need of it," and take whatever in by Mr. E. Evans, and which were now on view.
Th.ere never was a time when money would not materially he wants.
It now remained for the shareholders present to ratWhen will the people . learn that ministers, and ify the action of the board, and if they were pleased
assist in the cause of Christ.
What does Christ want of money ! When ·he church dignitaries generally, are the most selfish, to do ao, they would next be asked to express their
sent out bis dieciples did be load them with monev f designing, hypocritical, an·d corrupt people in the opinion on the following pointll : 1. Does the present
Did he tell them to beg and grind the last dollar out world?
position of the company justify the directors in proBefore this language is pronounced unwarrantable, ceeding at once with the erection of the building !
of a poor hired girl, or did. he tell them to go without money and without at&ff or scrip? When Christ I would a~:~k if they hav not more representative in and, 2. Should the building be completed without
wanted an ass to ride he took it, and when be wanted the jails and prisons according to their number than delay ~ or would it be advisable to erect the main
corn to eat he took it. And I presume Mr. Read and any other class of people. Is it not a fact that they ball, leaving the back premises to be gradually
other ministers would like to see the time when they liv upon the unpaid toils of the people without giv- erected ae the company's finances will permit?
could imitate Christ in this regard, and take whatever ing back anything in return except drafts on the
Mr. E. Tye moved and Mr. W. Young seconded
world to come, and promises which they know they that this meeting of shareholders fuily indorse the
they want without earning it.
The world is calling upon us to giv the gospel of Christ never can redeem¥
action of the board in the selection of the plana for
to the perishing.
Think of this holy blatherskite, one day telling the the ball. Several shareholders spoke in support of
Is there a word of truth in that statement! people that "his kingdom is not of this earth" and the motion, which, when put to the meeting, was
Would it not put Mr. Read in a corner to be com- the next day begging for money.
carried unanimously.
0 you whining, begging pulpit nincompoop! What
pelled to tell what people bad been calling for the
Mr. Tye moved that, in the opinion of this meetgospel T Are the Mohammedans calling for the goa· must the people think of you, dodging and bobbing ing, the present financial position of the company
pel! If there is anything which a Moslem holds in around like a trained monkey-teaching the people fully justifies building operations being at once proutter contempt it is a Christian. Are the people of that they must not "lay up treasure on earth," while ceeded with. Mr. J. Whalley seconded the resoluIndia calling for the gospel! They hav bean reduced your hand is ever extended for filthy lucre, and tion, which was supported by many of the sharehold,
to a state of vassasage by one of the most Christian " backsbeesh" ever upon your. lips f
ers and carried without dissent.
We hav four churches in our village, which bav
governments on the globe. Throughout the Eastern
Mr. C. H. Ellen moved and Mr. J. G. Rose
world your religion and those who bav tried to intro· cost the people at leaet one hundred thousand dol- seconded, that the whole of the building should be
duce it hav been despised. The few converts you lars in the last twenty years, and all because three completed without delay. Considerable discussion
boast of hav cost you millions and millions of doll&rs, or four shirkers were too lazy to take their fair turn ensued on this motion, and ultimately an amendand are among the lowest and most beggarly of the at the oar in pulling up life's stream. And what can ment waa moved by Mr. Tye, seconded by Mr. J.
race. Did Christianity prove a blessing to Peru and the people show to-day for this great outlay!
Smith, that the matter be left to the discretion of
They hav built neither houses nor factories, they the board. A show of hands being taken, the amend·
Mexico T Did your Christian "fire water" prove a
blessing to the American Indians! Did the people turned no spindles, they bav neither plowed nor ment was declared carried, but a division was called
of Africa call upon Christians to come and fire their sowed fields; in short, they hav been mere parasites, for, which resulted as follows. For the amendment
villages and capture them and transport them beyond devouring like a swarm of locusts and leaving noth- 281 votes; for the motion, 184 votes. Majority for
the sf as and doom them to a life of slavery? I tell ing behind. They hav tried to make the people the amendment, 97.
you the gospel bas never been called for. In many believe that the most perfect men in the world lived
cases it baa been forced upon an unwilling people, in old Bible times.
The people hav been made to believe that if they
and the worst vices and most loathsome diseases bav
followed in ita wake. It is high time such lies, told imitated David and Solomon, Abraham, Isaac, and
in the interest of the church, were hurled back into Jacob, they would be so near like God that they
would get a front seat in the New Jerusalem and an
the teeth of those who tell them.
extra string on their harps.
One thing is clear, no common man
These old patriarchs hav their representative in
Can lie so boldly as an honest preacher can.
To the church of Jesus Christ the world is more indebted Palestine to-day. Their landmarks are the samethan to anything else.
their houses the same-they tend their flocks the
When you ut.tered that lie you thought there was same-thresh, winnow, and grind their grain t)le
same-draw and carry their water the same and from
nobody -.;o call you to account.
Let us see. We are indebted to the church for tbe same wells as they did in old Bible times.
There they stand. They bav not budged one inch
the rack, the thumbscrew, iron boot, ripping-knife,
spiked chah·, and almost every instrument of torture in thirty centuries. And a more Hnpromising, sickly,
knt.~wn for the last fifteen hundred years. To the sore-eyed, worm-eaten, nasty, forbidding, ignorant,
church we are indebted for the witch-hunters, and ragged race of beggars cannot be found on the face
witch haugers, and women-whippers. We are in- of the earth. All they can successfully do is to
debted to the church for the persecution of Coperni- shout "backsheesh" to every passer-by.
Is it any wonder there were prophets-that dead
cus and Galileo, for the burning of Bruno and Ssr-vet us. We are indebted to tha church for the men jumped out of their graves-that there were
destru(ltion of some of the moat valuable libraries, virgin-born saviors, and that all manner of miracles
books, and m&nuscripts that the world ever saw. To were performed, among such people! Here is the
the church we are indebted for the suppression of preacher's idoal. The nearer the people get back to tha
science and schools of learning, .and for the filth, condition of theee patriarchal reprel.!entativs, the
ignorance, poverty, and diseases of Europe for more surer they will be of heaven.
Now I say these old mOl'al barnacles hav impeded
tbau il thousand years. Our position to-day is only
THE SYDNEY LYCEUM.
that which we might hav accepted a thousand years our progress long enough. They understand that
Mr. J. Redwood moved that the chairman, Mr. E.
ago were it not for our " indebtedness" to the church. t.he more ignorant they can keep the people, the
I hav only space to draw the outline; the student ol easier they can govern and gull them, and the more Skinner, be invited to lay the foundation-stone of the
" backsheesh" they can extort.
hall. Mr. Skinner thanked the mover for the honor
history will fill out the picture.
It is high time that we let them know that we be sought to confer upon him by this motion, but
When people begin to curtail expenses, they begin at the
church ar;d school, two institutions to which they owe more fully underst.and their bagging sehemes and selfish he declined to accept any distinction in which his
than to anything else.
·
designs-that their high-sounding claims and hypo- collfacrues could not participate. Most of his colI once heard of a man who ran another through critical pretenses are mere nickel-plate. Let us les.gu;s on the boar(( of directors had work.ed as
with a hot poker, &Lid then asked him to pay for boldly face them-tear off their sheep's clothing and energeticaily .ss himself, and he s~ron_gly ObJ~Ct~d
JOliN PEcK.
to any act whxch would tend to place btm one smg1e
beating the poker. That man bad cheek enough to expose them to the world.
Naples, N. Y.
step in advance of those of his colleagues who had
make a very successful minister. Christianity has
------~~.-------worked side by side wit4 him so long. Moreover,
been fighting the schools from the first day of its
he was of opinion thst the most fitting pereon to
The New Sydney Freetbought Hall.
power up to the present time, and is fighting them
select for this ceremony was our lecturer, Mr. W.
From the Nelbourne Liberator.
to-day. The whole Christian fraternity, from Blair
A. special meeting of the shareholders of the above W. Collins. This latter suggeat.ion met with general
down to the last yelping pup in the pack, are trying
to turn the schools from their high aims and pur- company was held in Tatterse.li's Hall, Hunter street, approval, and on the motion of Messrs. J. Smith and
poses and make them subservient to the superstitious on Monday evening, Da(lember 2J, the object of the Redwood, it was unanimously resolved to request
meeting being to authorize the board of directors to Mr. Collins to perform the ceremony.
whims of the church.
Mr. Collins in a few well-chosen words thanked
" Godless schools," is beard frem every yelping proceed with the erection of the hall. About one
the shareholders, and said that after baing for four
Christian coyote in the land. They want to get hundred shareholders were present.
The chairman, Mr. E. Skinner, in opening the pro- years amongst them he felt proud to hav this distheir GJd into the schools. A Christian is never
satisfied unless he is using his God as a batter~ng ceedings, briefly reviewed the progress made by the tinction conferrerl on him. He reminded them, howram, and be butts him against everything. He must company since ita incorporation two years ago. The ever of his intended visit to New Zsaland, that he
bav him in the schools, in the Constitution, in the share-register showed that nearly two thousand two wouid leave Sydney about the end of January, and
legislature, army, and navy. And then the Bible hundred shares had been taken up, and nearly sixteen would probably remain in New Zealand for three
or four months and it would therefore be necessary
must follow the Christian's God and be the first hundred of these were fully paid up.
T.be total expenditure, including the coat of the to bav the fou~dation-stone of their hail laid some
book in school. Superstition before science, prayers
before lessons. The young mind must be so warped land, was about £1,890, and the total income about time in January, if not earlier.
Mr. John Nullington then moved and Mr. Tye
and distorted as ever to preclude the idea of independ- £1,840,leaving a debit balance at bank of about £50.
The average monthly income since the date of the seconded that the ball should be named "The Syd·
ent thought.
The kind of schools that ministers are interested last annual balance sheet, January 22d las.t, was, in ney Lyc~um." After some discussion the motion
in would soon hasten us back to the midnight of the round numbers, &bout £70, and if this average were was carried.
It was next resolved, on the motion of Messrs J.
Dark AgeP, when the church controled everything, maintained until the end of the financial year our
Smith
and E. Tye, that the committee of the Ausand even the lives and fortunes of the people were deficit would be cleared off and we should hav a
tralasian Secular Association be requested to make
subject to the nod of the priesthood. Giv ministers small balance to our credit at the bank.
the control of the schools, and in less than half a
In order that no time should be lost the directors the necessary arrangements for a fitting celebration
century they would demand of the people what they had offered a bonus of £30 for the beat designs for of the ceremony of laying the foundation-atone, and
the proposed building, and four architects entered to undertake the management of the proceedings on
. now beg for.
He holds all things in his own hands-are not the silver the competition. The several plans were very care- that occasion.
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From the Secular Union's Secretary.
W. J. Dutton, of Kilmer, 0., writes us as follows:
Your encouraging letter of the 13~h was duly received.
. . . I never fail to " bear testimony" to the truth of my
belief on ail proper occasions, especially when there is a
chance of aiding the cause by it. . . .
This is a rural district, with no town of any size near here.
Farmers as a rule are very conservativ, and while the more
intelligent portion of them are not believers in orthodoxy,
yet they do not interest themselvs in Radical thought, and
do not see the importance of resisting the encroachments of
the church. Unfortunately it is a fact that farmers' wives
and daughters are superstitious-much more so than the
farmers.
While his family is engaged in revival services John will
laugh at the ridiculous proceedings; but he never attempts
to persuade or offer objections, and usually contributes his
mite when the hat is pa~sed around. When a person openly
opposes the popular faith, the female portion of the cnmmunity regard him as a contemptible specimen of humanity
and John says nothing about it. I do not know whether ou;
community is a representativ one or not, but I am inclined
to think it is, to some extent at least. However, this was
our condition two years ago, and is now, except that John
sometimes ventures to mention his disapproval, and that the
ladies are not so enthusiastic in their work. This change
has been made by hard work by a few Liberals. We hav
had six Freethought lectures in the community within the
last two years, and hav succeeded in getting six or eight subscribers for Liberal pape~s. You see we are making some
pr~gres~, but I do not b~heve we can get the requisit number
to Identify themselvs. with the moy~ment to make it practicable for us to organize as an auxiliary to the American Seeular Union.
We young people of Elba . . . hav succeeded in
·keeping up a social organization which damages the church
very much in that locality, and this is the best we hope to
do at present.

This letter is not only interesting, but instructiv
as showin~ the thre.~ chief m_et~ods of educating peo~
ple up to Lne necessn;y of resistmg the encroachments
of the church, viz., Freethought lec~urer&, Freethought literature, and social organization of "the
young people." The last of these tbrea methods.
social organiz!ltion, cannot be dwelt on too persist:
ently by those of us who hav the aims and principles
of the American Secular Union at heart. If state
Secularization is ever to wage a really successful
battle against the encroachments of the church, its
forces must be trained, not alone in intellectual but
also in emotional warfare. The dictum of Lord
Chesterfield has always been, and probably always
will be true-that men are swayed, not by their
reason, but by their impulses. And, however much
we ~~cularists may pride ourselvs on the logic of our
positiOn, the fact remains that, when we win converts
we do so because we instinctivly aopeal te an emo~
tion which is so universal in the human heart as to
rank amon~ the great passi~n.s-t~e desire to grow
toward our mtellectual and spmtualxdeals unchecked
by .h?man ~ictatorsbip. The protest ag~inst those
rehgwus bigots who would deprive us of our right
to this unhampered growth toward the liabt is a
noble protest, and should, if rightly presented, bav
the sympathy of all young people whose hearts are
aflame with the longing to act some worthy part in
the battles of life. It is natural and beautiful in the
young to crave a chance for heroic action. And their
enthusiasm is one of the great moving forces of the
world.
An:erican Secula~ Unionists, what are you doing,
practiCally, to recrn1t our army from these coming
heroes and heroins !
InA C. Cru.nnocK,
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union.

C. B. Reynolds's Lecture Trip in the Cold,
Cold North.
I was at Lynden, Whatcom county, Wash., February 14th, 15th, 16bh. Whatcom county occupies the
extreme northwest corner of Washington, and covers
so~e t'!o thousand .square miles of territory, most of
which Ill oomparativly level and densely wooded
~hen cleared the soil is found to ba very fertil and
b1gbly productiv.
Lynden is within a few miles of the bord"'r"B't'h
"
r1 IS , yer k now "--;-and about twenty miles north
b_y northeast of the mty of Whatcom. It is on the
r1ght bank of the wild Nooksack river. A steamboat runs !rom Whatcom to Lynden, but on account
of unc~t·t~mty of time o_f starting the stage carrying
the mad IS most patromzed.
Abou~ ~be only really bad thing in Whatcom
county IS Its road~;~. They are execrable-the roughest of oorderoy, or deepest quagmires. In a new
country, sparsely settled, this is inevitable but with
the wonderful influx of population, and m~gical up-

rising of flourishing cities, where less than a year ago
was a dense forest, good plank roads will speedily be
built, only briefly preceding railroads.
Lynden is a clean, pretty, thriving little place,
making solid growth. The resl estate fiends hav
not yet cursed it with a boom.
It bas no saloons, no rowdies, no loafers, no use
for police, no rows, no robberies. Crime would be
almost unknown only for the occasional advent of
rough specimens from the outside world, and the
very devout with some other man's rib, en route to
the other side of the border.
The inhabitants are energetic, kindly, and hospitable, happily leavened with a goodly number of genuin Liberals, who are among the very best and most
respected citizens.
I had hoped for fine weather; but no, on Friday
evening, the time of my first lecture, the storm king
was in wildest fury, blowing the snow in blinding
drifts, while the thermometer fell below zero, something unprecedented in this region. Saturday
evening it was much worse, and beyond question the
most savage, cold windstorm during which I ever
lectured. It reminded me of that miser&ble time I
had in Fall River, Kan., only hel'e the Liberals were
Liberals, and alive. They had engaged the Opera
House for the lectures, and it was clerm, well warmed
and lighted. It is a very handsome hail, well fitted
up, with capacious gallel'y, good stage, etc; the finc:;st
Opera House, for a place the size of Lynden, in the
state, and its proprietor is a Liberal.
There was quite a good attendance of men. Even
the women, who scorned to yield to Mrs. Grundy,
had to yield to rude Boreas. It was expected Sunday afternoon would end the storm, but it did not.
Yet despite the very worst weather conceivable we
bad a ~rand, good, ~njoyable time, and very much of
enthusiasm was enkmdled by the lectures. Thirteen
signed the constitution of the Washington Secular
Union and paid six months' dues in advance. They
then electe~ C. M. Tobiassen as vice-president, to be
the execubv officer and representativ of the state
society at Lynden. He is a young man of education
unblemished reputation, fearlessly independent yet
modest and genial.
'
On Sunday afternoon we organized the Lynden
Secular Union. The following officers were elected
by writt~n ~allo_ts witb.out nominations : president,
Frank 0 Ned; VIce-president, I. F. Miller; secretary
C. M. Tobiassen; tre.asurer, W. Lauckhart. They
also elected an execut1v, an educational and a social
committee.
'
To R. A. Brown, the indefatigable and self.sacrificing. worker fo~ Liberalism, ! was under especial obligatiOns. While all wHe kmdness itself, be excelled
~n e~deavors to offset the unpleasant weather by
msurmg me every comfort.
I should hav bad twice as many names for membership ?i the stat~ organization bad it been possible for those at s distance to bav been present. But
the _gathering them in ia confided to Vice-president
Tobmssen. The work could not be in better hands.
After the lecture and completion of the organization on Sunday afternoon, I bad to go to Roeder
about six miles southeast. The roads for wagons o;
horseback were impassable, so friends R. A. Brown and
J. A. Delauder accompanied me as guides and carried my heavy grip. Snowdrifts were away
over the
fences, but with light hearts and merry speech we
trudged and waded throuab,
reach ina Nooksack a
0
little after 6 P.M. The Ro eder schoof.bouse where
the lectures were advertised for is on the other side
of the river, and although the ~eatber was greatly
moderated from what it was at Lynden, yet it took a
good deal _of coura~e to face the savage, freezing
blast crossmg the river. But on arrival we found
the .house wa~m and brilliantly lighted, and our tired
fe?hng sll d1spell?d by the hearty greeting of the
frxends, ?: E. R10e, one of the most highly respecte~ Citizens of the county, despite his pronounced
Infidelity; Dr. J. W. Bell, the scholarly physician
and ~ver-genial Chas. Shea, Jr., a worthy son of hi~
ev~~-Jolly, generous-hearted sire. Some anxiety was
ar1smg l~st the severe weather should hav prevented
my ~eepmg the appointment. Friend Rice had, on
r~ce1pt of my letters, gone at once to work. The
Sickness of his son and the severe storm crippled his
effort~, but be bad secured ten good members to the
Washmgton Secular Union, and the friends elected
Dr. J. 'Y· Bell vice·president for Roeder.
I d!'lhvered three lectures, and on the last night
orgamzed the Roeder Secular Union and they elected
D. E. ~ice president, and Charles Shea, Jr., secretary,
and adJOurned to meet on the first Sunday in March
to elect the balance of the officers, committees, and
adopt by-laws, etc. I shall be glad when the time
comes to again visit Roeder.
On my return trip I took passage from Whatcom
to Seat.tle on the steamer Skagit Chief. When about
four miles from Seattle, at 8 o'clock in the morning
sh? was run into by the steamer Evangel, and two~
thirds. of her larboard side above the hull smaRhed
to sphnters.
It is astonishing how the pious shook with fear
and rushed and scrambled for life-preservers. Evi:
dently they bad more real faith and hope in cork, or
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even, as it proved in some cases, a life-preserver
stuffed with straw, than they had in their God.
It looked, for a few minutes, as though the end of
the Jersey blasphemer had come, but it seems I n.m
not to be knocked out by any evangel afloat or
ashore, so I am working zealously for the practical
organization of the Liberals of Washington that
their power for good may be recognized, and all unite
in keeping the flag above the cross.
I expect to open office and headquarters next week.
On Monday I take a trip to New Oast.le among the
coal miners, and am expecting a rousing good time,
and a large list of members to the Washington Secu·
lar Union.
I shall lecture, when required, anywhere in the
s~ate, but l~tters addressed to me at headquarters,
SIXth St.ree~ Hall, 1,526 Sixth street, Seattle, Wash.,
will be sure of prompt reply.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Secretary Washington Secular Union.

Freethought in Sweden.
Dt1ring the imprisonment of Victor Lennstrand,
Mr. Henry V. Berghell has taken upon hi.roself the
duty of traveling Infidel preacher, and intends to giv
lectures and bold Secular "revival meetings" in various cities of Sweden, while Captain Thomson, A.
Hentzer, a Swedish lawyer, and the poet E. Hellberg
will keep things interesting for the orthodox in
Stockholm.
The Stockholm Freethinkers' Christmas celebration
was a decided success. Musio, speecbef.l, and singing
made up the program. The large hall, vestibule, and
stairway were filled with people, many of whom for
the first time in their life listened to a Secular Chrismas service, and when the echo of the last words of
" Ottesangen," "Our greeting ! Bright time of
truth," composed by E. Hellberg, slowly died away,
there were tears in many an eye. The second day
after Christmas the Sunday-school hnd its "tree,"
two tall spruces, which fail'ly groaned under the
weight of small packages and over a hundred bright
lights.
New Year's day Captain Thomson gave a lecture,
"The New Emancipation."
Dec. 12, 1889, a complaint signed by Messrs.
Henry V. Bergbell, E. Hellberg, F. Rahm, Lindenau,
snd Hentzer, on behalf of the Utiliska Samfund, was
sent to the minister of justice requesting him to
show justice toward Lennstrand. The complaint
states that the lecture on "God," for which Lennstrand is now imprisoned, has been printed and published ; that the " impious " passages were read
November 3d at the protest-meeting by Mr. H. V.
Bergbell ; that the lecture in full was delivered by
Mr. A.. Hentzer December 1st, and that none of these
gentlemen hav been prosecuted, hence the liberation
of Lennstrand is called for. Tt:e answer of the bigoted minister was, "'God' can be delivered no
more."
Mr. Lennstrand himself is compelled to content
himself in prison. Yet he has hie pleasant surprises
even there. He received on New Year's day, besides
numerous letters and telegrams from friends, both
at home and abroad, an autograph album containing
the greetings and congratulations· of one hundred
and thirty Swedish Freethinkers, and from a country minister of the gospel of " love your enemies " a
letter from which I eubjoin the following extr~ot
taken from Fritankaren :
'
It is with utmost pleasure that I hear you hav succeeded
in procuring so excellent and suitable a home, in which I
hope you will remain until judgment day arrives. Then you
hav done what is worse than' murder-robbery and theft.
You llav disturbed the peace and led astray souls of poor
human beings.

Fritankaren No. 2 contains among other good
things au excellent poem, '' Sta Stach" (stand firm),
by Isodore K.; a letter from the Norwegian Rationalisti~ writer and poet, Bjornstjerne Bjornson, in
wh10h be reads the text to a minister, Friend Breen,
because the latter at the funeral of a Freethinker
quoted the words of St. Matthew, "He that believeth
shall be saved, be that believeth not shall be damned."
All honor to Mr. Bjornson, and shame and despisal on
that Christian pulpit-pounder. It contains too a
short biography of the late Horace Sea~er 'an
announcement of President Westbrook's "Man~al"
and an article, "What Do They Say Abroad T" in
which a synopsis is given of letters received from
foreign journalists and individual Freethinkers. The
paper, which appears in a new dress, we hearmy
recommend to our Swedish-American friends.
It must be a great satisfaction for Col. R. G. Ingersoll to know, that not alone several of his writings
are translated into Swedish, but that even in that
far-off land the clergy fear him and as a consequence
lie about him. For this a smaH Methodist pulpitpounder, Berg, is severely ttAken by his long ears by
Mr. Lsnnstrand in the last number of Fritankaren.
Sweden is a God-fearing and God· loving land.
hence its officials, following the example set by tb~
Jtbovah, delight in self-contradictions. Three courts
find V. LeJ?-nstrand guilty of blasphemy, while a
fourth and h1gber court decides he has not committed
this crime. Then the church authorities, taking
their stand on a funny old paragraph in a still fun-
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nier law of 1873, refuse to erase Lennstrand's name
from the member-list of the state church. PerhaJ?s
the reason for this strange refusal may be sought m
the fact that the church needs a few honest members
to keep up her reputation, hence canno~ spa~e even
an outspoken .Atheist. .A.nd to cap the c!r~ax•. th~,lect
ure "Why I .A.m Hostil Toward Chrust1amty, for
which Lennstrand bas 1·eoeived nine months' imprisonment and which is prohibited in four cities, among
these Stockholm has been delivered in this city by
E. Hellberg,'and the authorities hav not troubled
this gentleman any more than they hav the sale of
the printed copies of the same lecturEJ.
Tbe Stockholm branch of Utiliska Samfundet
has taken a very important step. February 2d an
address to Lennstrand, signed by MessrA. 0. Thomson and .A.. Hent.zer on behalf of three hundred members prese!ll.t, was writt,on. In the address, which is
8 protest against the imprisonment of Lannstrand,
occurs the following paBsage: "We will openly testify that we fully agree with you in your belief and
that we are ready to publish it to the whole worl.d,
and we will to a man demand that the legal and spiritual authorities, the true guardians of superstition
and falsehood, shall either punish liB with you or also
desist from persecuting you." Similar addresses are
to be issu(ld by the other local branc~es, and when
all hav arrived at Stockholm they are to be forwarded
to the great-little king. ~~r brethren eviden~~y
mean business. May the spmt and shadow of U .11iska Samfundet never grow less in quality or quan-

Mr.
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Our London Letter.

The new president of the National Secular Society
bears no love for Christians and their creed, and
will use his utmost endeavors to concentrate all the
forces of the Freethougbt party in a fierce and persistent attack on their position. It will be, as far as be
can make it ws.r to the knife-no mercy wiil be
shown and n~ne expected. His plans for the future
are not yet fully divulged, but there is every reaeon
to believe they ·hav bsen well thought out, and if he
is well supported by other Freethinkers, Chrisihnity
will ere long hav a severe blow which will accelerate
its downward progress more speedily than ever.
For the past few years there appears to hav been no
well-sustained series of attacks, and it was hoped
and believed sy the orthodox party that militant
.A. theism was gradue.lly dying out. It will be speedily
discovered that such is not the cl\sa, and a rude
awakening is not so very far off as some mey hsv
thought. Acad~mic ]_'reet~oyght has not bee~ ~ppar
ently so efficacwus m kuhng the eruparst1t10~ us
might hav been wished. It has certamly mod;~ed
belief in the doctrin of damna~ion and othe1· hke
pleasant theories, but it only sppea1s ,to the .educ~;~d
classes, and fails to resch those who hav out }htie
time and opportpnity for metaphysical studieo. For
these the Atl1eiem of the Freethinker is more appropriate, being more ea~ily understo.o~ ~:'-d appe~~~g
more forcibly to their grade ~f mvell:gence. . J. ne
masses will alwaya better apprems.te formble, strmghtforward language, going direct. t? t.he point, in e~ow
ing the absurdities and contradwtwns of the B1ble,
than learned diequisitions on the logos. No doubt
this is much to be deplored, but so it is, and mnst
be made the best of.
There will soon be a fiijrce struggle between Freethought and Roman Catholicism for the possession of
the minds of the great artisan class, and it behooves
Freethought to be up and ?oi~~· so as to be f':liy
prepared to counteract the ms1d1ous. attac~s of ~;he
Romanids. These latter are well drilled m the ~rt
of proselyting, and are ready to assume e.ny gmse
and form to gain their ends. . Their pow~r and n~m
bers appear to be greatly mc~easn~g m so-e1>~1~d
Protestant countriss, mOI'e eapemally m the Enghsnspeaking rsc.ea; in .A.eia they make little or no, besdway. .A.s dissenters get more ".respectable they
tend toward the retreat of the Episcopalian church,
which again leans toward Rome, and. t~ere is sit.u~ted
the bitter and implacable enemy of mvll and rehgwus
liberty; The ultimate result is by no means doubtful, but there will be hard fighting before the p~p.e
and his myrmidons are finally crushed out of extst;ence. The centuries of injustice t.o Ireland hav well
aided the Catholic chm:cb, and m consequence C:f
this injustice the Irish cling all. the closer to t ~e1r
1
creed and its priests. The race ~~ ext~emely pr_?.Jfic,
and the children are carefully tramed m the fatth of
their parents from which they rarely revert. '!,he
diabolical la~d laws in the " Green Isle" will yet
cause much misery in England and the States, owing
to the advantage taken by the 0?-.tholic church.
Though if the prophet Baxter be col'rect this time,
nnd the world comes to an end early next year, we
need be under no alarm sa to the future conflict.
Curiously enough, the belief in. f~ith- healing is
greatly discredited by the pre~s, rehgwus and otherwise and it is no uncommon thmg to find a professed
beli~ver in the Bible deriding those who act UP. to
the instructions given by the" apostle" James on,he
treatment of disease.
Messrs. J. M. Robertson and Sam. Standring are
giving a course of Sunday evening lectures at the

ill-fated Claremont Hall, though, up the present, they
h8v not proved a financial success. It cer: ainly
speaks well for men who giv their time, money, and
brains, continuously working for a cause in which
they believe. If Freethought was only taught beCimae it paid, like supernatural religion, we ~hould
hav very little of it, and even the very name would
cease to exist; it is a poor game aa a apeculaHon,
and many oi the lecturers and writers for the cause
must, at times, feel very disheartened. There is no
prospect of making a competency here, and no reward hereafter. They hav all the pains and penalties, and none of the inducements of the Galilean
fisherman to preach what is distasteful to the multiJ. D.
tude.

Atheism and Agnosticism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
esteem your po,per a very valuable one in our search
after knowledge through invest.igation, partiouhrly
on the subject of immortality; hence among ;your
subscribers you bav many Spiritualists, among which
class I may be enumerated.
The writer a few days since was sUl'priaed by aome
one in your paper making the assertion that .Agnosticism and Atheism were one in mesning. Never
was there a greater blunder. The Agnoetic modestly
asserts, I do not know, but am open t.o conviction.
The Atheist with great assurance asserts what is im
possible from his standpoint to know-that there is
no immortality for roan, and thus stultifies bi.mself.
To the remark; of many jeering .A.theiata Spiritualists as a general matter hold it unnecesaHy to rf·ply
further than to state that Spidtualism is the outgrowth of science and bas a scientific baaia and when
freed from the fraud of tramping charlstans is perfectly demonstrable.
Row many thousands of years the terrific peale of
thunder must hsv rolled on the mounts of Horeb,
Sinai, and otber ianda ere Franklin with h'iil kite or
Morse with his wires utilized a once terrific element aR
an agent of intelligence in illumination or -the tvrning of a domestic sewing-machine!
Yes, I am 8 Spiritualist., and at the same ti~e.,a
Materialist of the most enduring fiber. Some Spm.:ualiflts with s predisposition to Mosaic and Christ.isn
imswiningB mav, and do, work themseivs into ancient
Bible ebsurditfeR, but es s cl~ss we can j·.}in heartily
in the humor of Brother Heston's pictures. D. B.

Brooklyn, N. Y:
------~~.-------

Lincoln's Religion.
I lived for about twenty-six years in Springfi~>ld,
Ill., and was well acquainted with A.brabsm Lincoln.
I WM pr"'sent at a meeting previous to fhe celebr&ted
Li:ucoin-Douglas debate when Linco1n was expechld
to define his position in respect to ell\very. The
baud, of which I was leader, pl~yed a piece, and thP
sneaker wM introduced. In the c~rile of his
r~marks, pointing with outstretched arm to the cen·
tar o:f the floor, he pau~ed a moment., and then said :
"We will suppose 8 bucket Of shot to be standing Oll
the floor. In the bottom of the bucket is a stick of
wood. The stick, being the lighter subatauce, rightfully belongs at the top, but the weight of the shot,
if left undisturbed, will in all probability keep the
stick in the same position for all time. But if you
shake the bucket and agitate the Ahot, the sUck will
eventually come to the top. Truth will prevail."
Shortly after the meeting referred to I cb!moPd to
be talkin~
with Linooln, and quizzingly inquired how
0
he aou!d reconcile this and similar uttert5nceFl with
holy writ. Without committing himself, he inquired
if i had read Gregg's "Creed of Christsndom." I
informed him that I hsd not. "Then," said be,
"read th!!ot book and perhaps you may ascertain my
views about truth prevailing." I never conversed
with Lincoln afterw!l.rd, but I obtained the book,
which I keep treasured in ;nY library. .I ~m we!l
oonvinced that no man who IS used to we1ghmg evidence, especially of Lincoln's h~mane a~d unJ;il\sed
disposit;ion, can resd the book m queshon Without
truth coming to the surface.
EDWARD BuTLER.
Lyons, Rem., Jan. 16, 1890

Reformed Spelling.
On Jtmuary 13th, I! definit resolution looking
toward amended spelling was introduced into the
Rouse of Representative by the Hon. Frfluk L~wler,
of Illinois, which is so modest and sensible that. i.t
deserves to ba thoroughly con!3idered and urged to
an immediate paBsage.
The resolution ia as follows:
Resolved. bv the House of Representativs (the Senate concm·ring), That the public printer be and is hereby directed,
in all work for Congress and for the departments begun after
passage of this resolution, to adopt the following rules for
amended spellings, except in educational ~nd other works
where a different orthography may be reqmred:
1. Drop tte at the end of words liltB dial0une, cat>tlogue, _eto.,
where the preo"<ling vowel is sb!>rt. Thus. •Pell dem!igou, epilog,
synagog, etc. When the. p1·ecedwg vowel IB long, as m prorogue,
vou.ne, disAmbogue, ret am final letters n~ at _present. . .2. Drop finale in Bnch words as dethnte, lnfimte, favonte, et.~.,
when the precoding vowel is abort. Tbu~ spell OPJ:!OSit, pratei~t-,
bypooJ•it, r~qnisit, eto. Whm_1 the Preoedmg vowel IS long, as lD
politA. finite, unite, eto., retam present forms nnohanged.
s. Drop final te in words like qu'!rtette, ooquette, cigarette, etc.
Thus sPell oill"aret, rosot, epaulet, v1det, gazet, etc •.
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4. Drop fina.l me in words like programme. Thus spell program,
ortflam, gram, et(\
5. Change Ph to fin words like phantom, telegraph, phase, eto.
Thus spell alfabe.t, paragraf, filosofy, fonetiu, f<ttograf, etc.
6. Substitute e for the diphthongs .ce and ce ~hen.the:v hav the
Found of that letter. Thus BP€11 eohan, esthetiC, diarrhea, subps,.,a, e·ofagns, atheneum, etc.
N. B. No c';tange in proper nam~s.

Now, all persons, men and women, who appreciate
the need c•f a simpler mode ( f spelling than we now
hav, should write a few liuea to the member of Con- ·
gress from their district, or se{ltion of country, asking him to specially examin Mr. Lawler's resolution
in favor of using, in government printing, short
spGllinga for certain classes c.f words, and requesting
him to ce.at his vote in favor of the same. This will
coat but little trouble and a two-cent stamp.
Petitions in favor of the reso1ution are being circulated, which hav the following preamble:
To the Senate and House of Represent.ativs, in Congress
assembled: Your petitioners would respectfully represent
that our present American orthography, though much improved withiJ? the last h~ndre~ years, is c-q~bersome, illogi!'al unhistonc~tl, and misleadtng; that millions of dollars
are ~asted each year, in wri<ing and. printing unnecessary
letters whlle the progress of our children in their educatioa
is gre~tly retarded by the difficulties in the way of learning
to spell. Your petitioners recognize the fact that, in the
future, as in the past, changes in our written language must
be made by gradual steps. The modifications herein suggested hav the indorsemeNt of the highest scholarBhip in the
land, and, if adopted, would serve as an ent~~ing wedg~ for
the introduction of other reforms. Your petitiOners beheve,
moreover, that these changes should be made at once in the
printing done for t.he government; and they therefore pray
that your honorable body wiil adopt the following res<;lution which was offered in the House of Representatlvs,
Jan: 13, 1890. Then follows the resolution above printed.

Lectures and Meetings.
THE lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club on Friday evening, March 14th, will be by Mr. Augustus A. Levey, on
"The Events of 1923, Chap. I."
A PUBLIO reception was given W. F. Jamieson at Holstein,
Ia. He was greeted at the depot by a brass band and escorted to a large hall, where he had fine audiences for three
nights. He next went to Carroll, Ia., where he is to lecture .
several nights. Address at Des Moines, Ia.
The Brotherhood of Moralists.
The foliowing is a report of the work done by the propaganda committee of the Brotherh(}od of Moralists at Hannibal, Mo., in January, 1890:
SECRETARY'S REPORT.

Number of members at last report ............................... 802
"
"
"
enrolled during month................ 39
Total enrolleu ........................................... 841
Those enrolled thia month ate: From Idaho, 17; Ohin, 5;
Georgia, 4; New York, 4; Michigan, 2_; Colc:rado, 2; Indiana, 2; New Jergey, 1; .Arizoca, 1; Wtsconsm, 1.
F. H. RAu, Sec.
TREASURER'S RFPORT.

Balance on hand, January 1st········:···:···················· $6 75
Received from John L. Moore, Illlnms, and Copley
Cottrell, Michigan, each, $~.00............. ......... 2 00
J. G. Hertwig, District of Columbia; yvm. Mathew.s,
Indiana, and J. D. Berger, Indiana, each, fif.y
cents........................................................... 1 50
E. P. Lawton, New York.......................................
10
Mailing constitutions, etc.......................................

$hJ 35

3 45

Balance ................................................ $6 90
A. R. AYREs, Treas.
The following is a report of the work done )lY the prop~
ganda committee of the Brotherhood of Moralists at Hanml:Jal, Mo., last month, February, 1890:
1

Sli:ORETABY S REPORT.

The number of members enrolled during the month was 52.
From Massachusetts, 1; Indiana, 1; Maryland, 1; New Mex1·00 4. Missouri 5 · Ohio 5 · Idaho, 6; Texas, 10; Dakota, 3;
• '
' I
· ' 3;' New y or.k , 9. F"ft
'fennessee,
4; Cahforma,
1 Y- t wo membership certificates were issued durmg the month. The
total numl:Jer of members on the last day of the month was
893.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance from last report ........................................... $6 90
RI!OEIPTS.

Thos. Weaver, Indiana ........................................... ·
Ida and J. W. Swaysgood, Indiana.····-··········-·········
Mrs. Wortman, Colorado.································-··-···
A. B. Graham, Michigan .................................... · .. .
H. L. Baker, Michigan .......................................... .
W. A. Wilkins. Michigan ................................. ,......
A. E. Smith, Ohio.................................................. 1

10
10
20
25
25
25
00

Total.. ........................................... $9 05
EXPENDED.

Mailing constitutions, membership certificates, et-c.····__!~~
Total. ............................................ $5 75
BRlance in treasury ................... ···· .. ························ 3 30
Since November 1st we hav enrolled. 167 members. at a
cost of $13.40. The committee's serviCes are gratmtous.
Donations to the propaganda fund are needed very much
· t now.
A. R . .Anms, Treasurer.
JUS
You can hardly convince 8 man of. sn ~!ror in a
lifetime, but must content Y?ursel~ w1th "ne refle~
tion that. the progress of ~mence IS slow. ~f he IS
not convinced. hie grandchildren may be. The geolooists ten us ~hat it took one hundred years to
p~ove that fossils are orgtmie, and o~e hundred 11_:nd
fifty more, to prove that they are not to be reftJned
to the Noachian de1uge.-Thorea1l.
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Women's Rights.

The Catholic Church and the Bible.
Did Helen M. Gardener utter "a clear-cut falsehood" when she said that the Catholic church does
not allow its people to read the Bible? Such is the
charge mRde s~ainst her by the editor of the Press
Register, of Newark, N.J., who cites papal authority
in favor of allowing Catholics to read, not the heretical and corrupted traMlations of the holy book,
but the aut,horized Catholic versions.
In 1855 Father Chiniquy, pastor of a church a\; St.
Anne, Ill., whose members were Canadian, Belgian,
and French immigrants, was summoned to appear
before Bishop O'Regan, of Chicago, end answer the
char~e of distributing Bibles aud 1'estamenta among
his flock. Chiniquy confessed th&t the charge was
true.
"And instead of blushing at such unpriestly oonduct, you seem to be proud of it," angrily replied
the bishQp.

''I do not understand, my lord," said Chiniquy,
" why a priest of Christ should blush for distributing the word of God among his people."
" This is sheer Protestantism," said the bishop.
" My dear bishop," replied the priest, " if to giv
the Bible to a people and invite them to read and
meditate on it, is Protestantism, then our holy pope
Pius VI. was a good Protestant, for in his letter to
Martini, which is probably in the first pages of the
beautiful Bible I see on your lordship's table, he not
only blesses him for having translated that holy
book into Italian, but invites the people to read it."
The bishop, assuming an air of supreme contempt,
replied: "Your answer shows. your complete ignorance en the subject. If you were a little better informed you would know that the translation by
Martini, which the pope advised the Italian people
to read, formed a work of twenty- three big volumes
in folio, which, of course, nobody, except very rich
and idle people, could read. Not one in ten thousand Italians has the means of purchasing such a
voluminous work; and not one in fifty thousand has
the time or the will to peruse such a mass of endless
commentaries. The pope would never hav given advice to read the Bible, such as the one you distribute
so imprudently."
" My lord" said Chiniquy, "do you positivly tell
me that the' pope gave permission to read Martini's
translation because he knew that the people could
never get it on account of its enormous size and
price ; and do you assure me that he would never
bav given such advice had the same people been able
to purchase and l'ead that holy work!"
"Yes, sir. It is what I mean," answered the
bishop, "for I know positivly that this is the fact."
"I hope your lordship is mistaken," said the hu~
ble priest, " for if you are correct, the stern prmciples of logic would force me to think and say that
the pope and all his followers were deceivers, and
that the encyclical was a public fraud; for we Catholic priests make use of it all over the world, and
reprint it at the head of our own Bibles to make tbe
people, both Protestants a_nd Cat~olics, belie~e that
we approve of their readmg their own versions of
that holy book."
"Now I see the truth of what I hsv been told," said
the angry bishop, " that you are a disguised Protestant, since the very day you were ordained a priest.
The Bible ! the Bible ! is your motto. For you the
Bible is everything. and the holy church, with her
popes and bishops, nothing. What an insolent,
what a blasphemous word I hav just heard from you!
You dare to call the encyclical letter of one of our
most holy popes a fraud !"
Father Chiniquy tried to explain, but his bishop
silenced him saying : "If our holy church has, in an
unfortunate day, appointEd you one o~ her priests in
mv diocese, it was to preach her doctrms, and not to
distribute the Bible. If you forget that, I will make
you remember it."
.
With this threat on the bead of the humble priest
he withdrew. The above account of the interview is
copied verbatim from Chiniquy's "F,fty Years in the
Church of Rome," 35th edition 1889, pages 614-616.
The struggle between the bishop and the priest
resulted in the transfer of Bishop O'Ra£Zan by the
pope, to a diocese extinct more than 1.200 years ago,
called "Dora." But he consoled himself for his
misfortune by taking away with him hundreds of
thousands of dollars that he had fraudulently acquired as bishop of Illinois, with which he established
a bank in Ireland, where he died in 1865. It was
not for forbidding Cbiniquy to distribute Bibles that
the bishop was removed, but on account of his general rascalities.
Ohiniquy remained faithful to his church for three
years longer. He wr?te his submission to q·~egan's
succEssor Bishop Smith, of Dubuque, prom1smg "to
obey the' autborit,y of the church according to the
word and commandments of God as we find them
expr€ssed in the gospel of Chr!st:" Thel;lESus~~cting
bishop accepted the submiSSion, saymg :
How
happy I am to aee this submission.. How happ;r the
pope and all the bishops of the U mted States Will be
to hear it for we feared that both you and your reopie would separat,e from the church by refusing to
submit to her authority."
Chiniquy promised to be a more faithful priest
than ever and all was peace between him and his
church. But by and by a critical J eauit eye discovered that the submission was not what the church
required. Cbiniquy was summoned to Dubuque to
see hia bishop, and the following dialog ensued:
"Hav you the testimonial letter I addressed to
you!"
"Yes, my Lord~"
"Please show it to me."
"With pleasure; here it ie."
The bishop took it and threw it into the stove.
Chiniquy tried to save it from the flames, but it was
too late. He then said:
"How can you take from me a document which is
my property and destroy it without my permission T"
"I am your superior and hav no account to giv you."
"Yes, my lord, you are a bishop and I a poor
priest; but there is a God in heaven who is as :much
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above you as he is above me, and in the presence of which .wa.s c_Iearly heard.. s.o?n three r~ps were ' a room with our children, knowing an enemy would
God I protest against this iniquity."
made, mdioatmg that the writing was fimshed. I come and tell the ohiidren it was not poison but was
"Hav you come here to lecture me!"
was then asked to untie the handkerchief, when to really good for them to eat?
"No, my lord ; I hav come at your command, but my astonished viRion appeared two different messages
Who of us would create a world and fill it with
I want to know if it is to insult me, as you hav done, nearly covering one of the slates-one from the aunt helpless creatures, full oi faults weaknese, and imthat you requested me to come here again?"
au? the other from the father of my fl'iend, they perfections, and then drown them all but a mere
"I ordered you to come again because you deceived b~mg the parties addressed upon the slips which my handful, because they could not do as we demanded
me the last time you came here. You gave me an frxend held in his hand, signed with their names in they should do ~
act of submission which you know very well is not !ull at t~El ~ottom of the messages, which were fair,
A. God would know exactly what each one he
an act of submission. I accepted it then, I reject it if .not qmte. co.mplate, answers to the questions created ~ould think, say, or do all through his life.
to· day."
written on the shps.
Then thmk of the harmless babes who could do no
"How can you say I deceived you! The docuTwo other slates were then taken, tied together (a wrong, and little children who could not know wronrz
ment waa· written in good plain English. It is -there fragment of pencil placed between), held up as before ~rom right-would we call an earthly father" good"
on your table. If you were deceived it was by your- by aU three of us, when louder sounds were made, 1f he had done these things? If a man knew· that
self. Read it."
t~e messages finishe~, the slates untied as before nin~ of his children would go to endless suffering
"What do you mean, Mr. Chiniquy, by the words, w1th two messages written thereon.
whlle only one was saved, would he be willing to be'We submit ourselvs to your authority according to . One was fron:- my friend's uncle, and the other from come a father'? Aye, a good man would rather be
the word of God as we find it in the gospel of h1s mother, wh10h corresponded with the names and childless than doom one of his children to endless
Ohriat !"'
questions written on the slips held in my friend's woe, though he knew all the rest would be saved.
"I mean what you see there-that neither I nor band.
This pastor has twin babes-would he not rather hav
my people will ever submit ouraelvs to anybody,
The charac~er of the writings was unlike in them been childless than know one of these little helpless
except according to the eternal. laws of truth, justice, all. That whwh purported to come from the women innocents would taste eternal misery~ They make
and holi~esa, as we find them expressed in the w~s written in a cramped, delicate style, as is usual God all-wise, all-powerful, and all-knowing, and yet
Bible."
with old women. That of the men was done in an claim he does not know who will be saved and who
" Such language is sheer Protestantism. I cannot off-hand. manner.
lost, because man is a free agent ; that he cannot help
accept such 8 conditional submission. Giv me one
All.thts occurred in broad dayligh~. There was no famin, wat·, pestilence, and crime from coming to his
in which you simply say you will submit youraelvs to ehu:ffimg. of ~latea under or around the table-no children; that he is the creator of all things, yet can
my authority and promis to do anything I bid you." gymnastws With the feet or legs, as was your experi- not help the devil claiming a majority of his children.
"That would be not an aot of submission, but of enoe.
If some villain was leading away our children, and
adoration. I do absolutely refuse to giv it."
No"!• Mr. Editor, I do not know that I shall bav dooming them to eternal woe, and we had power,
" Then you can no longer be a Roman Catholic a oontmued, conscious, personal existence after I hav would we not change this villain into a. loving, mercipriest."
stepped off the edge of the earth, for I hav not had ful, and good individual?
"May God almighty be forever blessed."
that experience yet; neither do I know where I Bhall
A. good man is better than any God who ever exThus ended the interview, and Father Chiniquy be, what I shall do or think of, to-morrow, for the iated. .A. good man does the very best he oan. A.
returned to St. Anne, where on the next Sunday he same reason. Neither do I know that there is in good man tries to reform and regenemte, while a
narrated the facts to his congregation in a sermon England a city of London, and for the same or aim- God could right-generate and be sure of his work.
two hours in length, at the conclusion of which every ilar reason.
·
A. good man would demand that all his enemies be
one of the thousand persons present signified their
But I do know, if I know anything, that those made into friends, while a God, a Jesus, exclaims:
intention of quittin~ the church of Rome by rising slates were clean and clear of any writing on them "But those mine enemies, which would not that I
up. That was in 1858, and now Father Chiniquy, in when placed together and I tied the handker- should reign over them, bring hither and slay them
his eighty-first year, has been lecturing in various chief around them; I do know they were not before me."
ELMINA DRARE SLENKER.
cities, Baltimore, Washington, and Pittsburgh, claim- touched by the medium until they were tied together
Snowville, Va., Feb. 16, 290.
ing that the number of converts he has made from and held up.
·
Roma.nism to Protestantism, chiefly through the
I do know tl;lat all was done in full view of my
A Coming Man of England.
reading of the authorized Catholic version of the friend and myself, and that no visible lumd, dead or
Bible, is not less than thirty-five thousand.
alive, did that writing, and I do know, or think I
Writing in the .1.Vorth American Review of the
His "Fifty Years in the Church of Rome," 832 pp., know, that if I ever held full possession of my wits, "Coming Man of England," Justin McCarthy says:
price $2, is as entertaining as a novel. And among the time was then and there. And i.f it should, M:r. Bradl!!ugh is, to Rll appearances, a coming msn.
other things in it he proves by documentary evidence upon further investigation, turn out that I was played Mr. Bradlaugh hss carefully cultivated the House of
that the assassination of Abraham Lincoln was upon by trickery, collusion, or fraud, of any kind, I Commons. He came in with the reputation of being,
planned and executed by Jesuit priests. Lincoln will shut up, lay down my pen, and never take it up among other thin@"S, a g·reat platform orator-a very
successfully defended Chiniquy in two trials, while again to describe anything. I will hav a guardian Bo;:,nerges of the East-End meeting and the provinyet a faithful Roman priest, in 1856-mslicious pros- appointed to look after me for fe8r I might be in- cial meeting. He has a powerful form and a most
ecutions instigated by tools of Bishop O'Regan and duced, by mistake, to follow a wagon off some de.y, tremandous voice. When, after a long struggle, he
maintained by the testimony of perjured priests. or walk into a mill-pond t~nd drown.
was at laet allowed to teke his seat in peace, the
A.nd three times did the grateful ex-priest come to
My object in writing this is not to boom Spiritual- House aasumed that it was in for frequent and ponWashington to warn President Lincoln of the Jesuit ism as suoh, but simply to state the facts &!l I ssw derous rhetorical axeHJitations. Mr. Bradlaugh gave
plot to murder him. Some of the convicted assas- them.
the House nothing of tb.e kind. He never, so far as
sins pretended to be ProtestBD.ts, but that waa only
It will not do for the Biiehners, the Huxleys, the I know, made a long speech. .tle always goes straight
a ruse to cover the criminality of the Jesuits who Tyndalls, or any other great men, howevBr large the to the point, snd when he bas said what he wants to
planned the murder in the house of Mrs. Surratt. niche they fill in the temple of fame, to attempt the say he always sits down. He is really e vary eloquent
A.nd to show how well the Jesuits knew when the killing of a fact by broadly saying that it is all fraud and powerful speaker, with a remsrk3bly impressiv
murder was to take place, a landlord in the Catholic and delusion, that-the phenomena do not occur. Or voice, and it must be a tempt!lotion to such a man to
town of Sh. Joseph, Minn., who was a purveyor for for the great writers on cerebro physiology, with let hims!ilf fully out now and then. But M£ Bradthe priest~. told two of his guests on Friday, April its marvelous doctrine of unconscious cerebrat.ion, laugh is always concise; and the House now knows
14hb, at 6 30 P.M., that Lincoln and Seward ware automatic action, the correlation of thought with perfsctiy well that he, at least, will never bore his
assassinated. This was three hours before it hap- other forces in the universe, to sit down upon the audience. Then he has devoted himself very closely
pened, and the fact of the announcement was not theory of Spiritualism without explaining, or sc- to what we cBll the "businass of the House" -to
only published at the time, but is now proved by counting for, to an inquiring world, how such forces committees, and private bills, and all that sort of
the affidavits of the two men to whom it was told, oan, and do, move an inanimate piece of stone with- work which your popnl~r orator generally disdains
and by the unsworn statement of the Catholic land- out physical contact, placed between two slates, to with a lofty disdain-and the House likes s. man who
looks after" its work, Moreover, he is a man of the
lord who told it, but couldn't remember who told write an intelligent reply to a question asked.
As a matter of fact, philosophy has its dreams and most winning courtesy of manner. He has disarmed
him!
BURR.
romances, as well as religion, history, and poetry. the dislike of all hiEl former political and religious
Spiritualistic Phenomena.
Even science has its dogmas and speculRtions. The opponent~-and he had a good many of them-by
A. few days ago I was induced to accompany a fact still stands erect that that which I witnessed his anxiety to oblige, by his willingness to make
friend on 8 visit to the Keeler brothers, residing at was as much a physically demonstrated reality as graceful conces,;ions, by his genial toleration of dif321 Nostrand avenue, Brooklyn. I found them it is when you receive a telegram that somebody was ference of opinion. He is, I should think, destined
kindly, unassuming people. We made known to at the other end of the wire. But enough for the before long to be s member of a Liberal admiDietraTEN EYoK.
tion, and even of a Liberal cabinet.
them that our object was to hav a sitting for slate· preeent. Let us hav more light.
. Zifatteawan, N. J., Feb. 1, 1890.
Any American who reaily knows England's politwriting. After some running talk about Spiritualism
ica.l and social life, aud who has known both for the
•
in ita various modes and tenses, the medium, Mr. P.
Been to Uhurch.
last ten or a dozen years, will agree with me that
L. 0. A.. Keeler, my friend, and I repaired to an
This moming I attended church-Campbellite- such a probability-such a possibility even-is a
adjoining room, in which were a few chairs, and a
marvelous phenomenon in English political history.
table on which were five or six ordinary school slates. for the first time in ever so long.
They had sent way off to Pennsylvania and hired It is not so many years since Mr. Bradlaugh, strugMy friend was requested to wash all the slates
thoroughly, and wipe them with a towel. They ware a new "pastor," and ns I knew all would be talking gling like a man fighting for ds!lr life, was dragged
then a pile under my friend's arm. He was then of his first sermon, I thought I would go and hear it. out of the lobby of the House of Commons, dragged
asked to write upon four small slips of paper taken He is a pleasant and portly-looking man and very down the stairs of the members' private entrance,
from a pad, the names of those deceased friends with cordial and friendly-appearing. Hia text was "God and thrust into Pa.iacs Yard by a whole eluster of
whom he wished to communicate, and ask those ques- is Love." He did not attempt to prove there was a policemen. No such scene had ever before taken
tions abou.t which he was seeking infot·mation. God, but took him for gun ted, and then gave Bible place in onr generation. The one which nearest preThese slips were not read by the medium unless he proof of his loving kindness-said he created man ceded it WI\S when the gallant se!lm&n, Lord Cochwas argus-eyed. They were then each folded in a intending him to remain pure and perfect, but man rane, afterward earl of Dandona!d-one of the very
small compass and placed in a heap upon the tabl{l. was not satisfied. He wanted to know as much us last of the brood of sea-kings-tJscaped from the
He was then directed to take up any two of the slips, God did, and so ate the fruit and fell, and then when prison where he was lodged on an unjust charge, and
to bold them in his hand, then to take one of the God could no longer stand the sins and crimes of boldly assumed his place in the House of Commons;
slates, place a small fragment of alate-pencil on it, the race, the flood was sent. Finally he sent his son wss ordered to be removed, resisted with all his
and cover it with another slate. The medium then to take upon himself the sins of the world that man gigantic strength, snd was dragged nw&y at last by
sheer force of numbers, carrying with him 8 large
asked for my friend's handkerchief, which I tied mil!ht be saved.
Now, to me, none of the sermon proved that a portion of the .woodwork of the ?~nob to w~ich he
tightly around tbe two slates. Up to tbis point
Keeler had not touched the slates, end at no time good God could possibly do as he claimed his God was clingino· m a df.lsperate Bpmt of rernetance.
the slips of paper. We were then told to hold lfp had done. "A. loving father," ss he cs.!Ied him, Cochrane afterwsrd passed into the House of Lords.
the slates say about a foot above the table, my friend would not place temptation before his children when I venture to pre~ict that Mr. Br.adlaugh will pass
into a Liberal C!lb!Det. And, as M1stress l\leg Dods
and I holding them. Then Keeler also seized the he knew they had no power to resist it.
Who of us would leave a p:ate or poilwn candy in • ssys in Scott's romance, "What for no'?"
slates, when the writing immediately"' commenced,
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I hav not yet seen.

Mr. H. S. Goff, who keeps a hotel
at Arch Beach, Orange county, Cal., writes:

"I hav in my hotel a scrap-book with the cartoons that
hav appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. It has been the means
E. M. MAoDONA.LD,
Editor. of making several converts to Freethought as well as setting
0. P. So:MEBBY1
Business Manager. hundreds to thinking for themselvs. Now I would like.to
PUBLISHED BY
know if they can be produced in book form, the first volume
THE
1:
R
U
1:
H
SEEKER OO.MPANY. to contain the cartoons up to the 1st of January of this
<
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
year. I would giv $5 for a bound book of the cartoons that
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.

hav been published."

And here is a lette1· from an eminent physician of
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER Boston, Dt. Rufus K. Noyes. He says:
OOMP ANY. Haled all Drafts, Ohecks, Post..ojfice and lJJaJ"I sincerely hope you will not on any account discontinue
press Money Order8 pauabltJ to lJHARLEB P. SOMJJJRB Y. the illustrated feature of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Certainly not

SATURDAY,

until it will hav shown up every absurd, lunatic, barbaric,

MARCH 15,1890. and disgusting spot in the Bible and in everything connected

with popular religion. If you decide to publish the pictures
in book form, I am ready to take a large order to distribute
Single subsenption in advance ............................ .. $3 00 to my Christian friends."
One subscriptioR two years, in advance ................. .
5 00
During the four years that the pictures hav been
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
li 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one rea feature of the paper, many others hav written
mittance ...................................................... .
0 00 similar words. And it is about this matter that we
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
7 00 are making this explanation.
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
Heretofore the expense of publishing such a book
remittance ................................................... .
8 iO has been the obstacle. We hs.d reasonable doubts
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 whether a sufficient number could be sold to pay the
A.ny number over five at the same rate, invariably
heavy cost of production; and as we hav only that
with one remittance.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

capital which comes from subscriptions and book
sales, it behooves us to be cautious about putting
FREETHOUGJ:IT.
too many eggs in one basket. The pictures are
The Symposium, concluded in a late issue of THE TRUTH large, and for good effect require very heavy and
SEEKER, will be pFinted in pamphlet form at once, and
orders mav be sent in now. It is seldom that in one little costly paper, and necessitate expensiv electrotyping,
work can· be found the opinions of so many writers as in presswork, etc. But so much encouragement has
this Symposium. A book by
been received during the past three months that we
Col. R. G. Ingersoll,
R. B. Westbrook,
hsv resolved to undertake the task, and the book is
Capt. R. C. Adams,
E. B. Foote, Jr.,
being prepared and will be ready as soon as the
Saladin (W. Stuart Ross),
L. K. Washburn,
H. 0. Pentecost,
George E. Macdonald,
mechanical part can be executed.
Susan H. Wixon,
E. C. Walker,
For this book we hav taken the pictures published
Samuel P. Putnam,
F. M. Holland,
in the first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER during the
Lucy N. Colman,
Parker Pillsbury,
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
C. B. Reynolds,
past four years, and to each picture (unless such
Charles Watts,
J. H. Burnham,
matter
be entirely superfluous) we hav added explaW. F. Jamieson,
Thaddeus B. Wakeman,
nations.
The book will contain nearly four hundred
is something that every Freethinker will probably want to
possess. Price, 25 cents.
pages, and each picture will not only teach a lesson
by itself, but will be supported by the facts which
Pictorial Arguments .Against the Church.
make it true. These facts are gathered from the
We hav all along been aware that a great many d most eminent writers, historical and theological authe Freethinkers of the country view with enthu~ias thorities, f.itatistics, etc., so that whatever is needed
tic eye the pictorial style of warfare upon supersti .. to maintain the artist's conception will be found on
tion, but we must confess that three months sg;) the page opposit the cartoon. The pictures will be
when the continuing the cartoons was a matter of classified under separate chapter headings, and those
financial doubt, and the case was plainly stated to bearing upon one subject grouped together. In this
our friends, we did not expect to find such a large way, with the text to aid, the book will be an argumajority of our subscribers supporting the picture mentativ and historical volume so plain that no one
plan. Since then our doubts hav flown. Not only of fair mind can fail to be convinced that Free·
do most of our readers desire the pictures continued thinkers are right in their estimate of the Christian
in the paper, but a great many hav expressed their religion and the churches organized to support it.
anxiety to possess them in permanent form, and hav In subsequent issues of THE TRUTH SEEKER we will
asked that a book or books be made of those giv the titlee, and further explain the matter.
which hav appeared. In THE TRUTH SEEKER of JanAs before intimated, this will be a very costly book
uary 11th, Mr. Joseph Woiff, of Boulder, Col., in to produce, and until sold wiU tie up a good deal of
sending a new subscriber to help continue the pict- money; and we therefore desire to receive as many
ures in the paper, said :
orders in advance as possible to help along in the
"I hav filled my part of the contract for the pictures, and publication. It will not, however, cost our friends
hope all the other subscriberB will do as well, or better. I
as much as the writers of the foregoing letters and
would rather pay $4 a year for the paper than do without
Heston's splendid productions. I renew my suggestion that others hav F-ignified their willingness to giv. It can
the cartoons should be placed in a volume with sufficient ex- be sold for $2, and that is the price, and no book
planations. It would be the best Freethought missionary in has ever been published better worth this money.
the world. If so published, put me down for a copy at $10." The reading matter alone is worth it; with the pictIn THE TRuTH SEEKER of only last week Ira E. ures, the value is quadrupled. Later on, if this book
Draper, of Prairie City, Ia., said in his Jetter con- meets with favor, we will gather together the biblical
taining cash for four new subscribers for the same cartoons, and make up a pictorial Bible, so far as the
purpose:
artist has illustrated it. But now we want orders
" Inclosed find $10.25 for my own subscription and four and cash for this volume, and such orders will also
new ones. I want the ANNUAL, and I want to vote five materially aid in keeping up the cartoons in the
solid, positiv, emphatic, and unequivocal votes for Heston's paper. The book will be rapidly pressed to compictures. They are 'cute,' humorous, and instructiv. We
pletion, and we guarantee that it will not only be a
need them in our business. I will giv $10 for a book containing every cartoon up to date of issue, one picture to the beautiful specimen of the printer's art, but a volume
page, on good paper, and with proper explanations. I which will corner all the parsons in the country.
would go forth among the benighted, and endeavor to show They never can answer its statements, nor remove-·
them that there was a ridiculous side to their imaginary the impres_sions the pictures produce. Even a man
heavens, hells, devils, and Gods."
who cannot read can be reached by it. It will be
And here are some expressions which our readers forwarded postpaid for $2.

!. e~O.

The Mormons and the Catholics.
The reason why the United States Supreme Court
deems the Idaho law disfranchising Mormons to be
constitutional ia, to put it broadly, that the Mormons
are really treasonable persons, inasmuch as they
place t.heir allegiance to God a hove their loyalty to
the state; that the Mormon hierarchy is an imperium
in imperio, a state within a state, and a government
within a government; and that this being incompatible with due submission and allegiance to the secular
government, as the religious state is regarded by the
Mormons as above the secular state, it is constitutional and right to refuse to permit the Mormons to
hav part in the latter.
This is a very pretty sort of 1·easoning, but we
wonder if the Supreme Court would be consistent
enough to apply its own logic and punishment to any
sect of which the same could bB proved? For instance, supposing the Puritans of New Hampshire
should enact the Idaho law, and t.he Roman Catholics should resist it in the courts, how would the
Supreme Court treat them 1 The case against the
Catholics under this decision is very plain. The evi·
dance is overwhelming, nor need we go further back
in the history of the church than the recent encycli·
cal of Leo XIII. In it h-s teaches precisely the
opposit of the .A.meric<;n doctrin. The fundamental
principle of our republic is that s.U governments
derive their just powera from the consent of the
governed. The pope, on the contrary, declares:
"That there is no true and lawful authority except that
which comes from God, the sovereign lord of all, who alone
has power to giv man authority over his fellow-man."

This is the auth.oritativ utterance of the head of
the Roman church, spoken ex cathedra, and therefore
bound to be held infallible by all Roman Catholics.
But this is not all of the case by any means. The
pope says:
"The natural law wishes one to love deeply the country
where one is born and has grown up; and a good citizen
should also know how to die for his nativ country, if she
asks this supreme sacrifice of him.
"Christian citizens should do the same for the church,
that is to s:ty, the Romsm church. They should also ha'D a
much grwt<r lO'De for her, because they ought to prefer the
soul to the body.
"For this reason, when the laws of the state are such as
oppose the laws of God, creating a conflict which proceeds from political chiefs who do not know how to respect
the church, then there are struggles, but the Catholic should
remember that it is better to obey God than man.
" It is not permitted us to blame Christian firmness when
it chooses uetween two contradictory duties; and one can
not say that the Catholics are insubordinate or rebellious
when they prefer obedience to the laws of God, 1·ather than
obedience to tlte laws of their gO'Dernments."

The voting duties of Catholics

~ra

thus outlined :

•• One knows that in many states Catholicism is violently
attacked, and in those countries religious errors are favored
with impunity.
"To oppose one's self to thia war against the Roman
church, CATHOLICS SHOULD .A.OT SO THAT MEN DEVOTED TO THE
OHUROH hND HER INSTITUTIONS WILL BE OALLBD TO THE GOV·
ERNMENT OF THE DIFFERENT 6T.A.TR8.
"This union one obtains by obedience and authority,
which is in the hands of the pope and of the hierarchy of the
bishops.
"If the church is a society superior to the others, it follows, in consequence, that all Catholics should first favor
the interests of Catholicism and not make use of them for
their party and political struggles.
" On her part the church cannot cease to occupy herself
with what is done in the civil and political institutions. In
doing that, she does not go beyond the limits of her attributes and does not pretend to usurp the rights of the state,
because she ought to preoccupy herself as to whether the
laws are or are not conformable to morals and to religion.
"IT IS .A. DUTY OF THE OHUROH, ASSIGNED 'fO HER BY Goo, TO
RESIST THE AOTS THAT GOVERNMENTS MAY OOMMIT TO THE
PRRJUD[Oll: OF RELIGION.
"This is the ground on which one finds the relations between church and state, and it is the ground on which
Catholics should combat to put men into government who
do not profess principles contrary to religion."

It will be observed in these extracts that God is
the one to please in all men's acts. Who the pope
means by " God " is very fully described in another
paragraph of the encyclical. Leo says :
"Since the Christian faith rests on the authority, not of
human, but of divine reason (' we believe the truth net on
account of the intrinsic truth of things made clear by the
natural light of reason, but on the authority of God himself
revealing, who can neither deceive nor be deceived'), it follows that everything which is understood to be the direct
teaching of God must be received by us with eqnal assent,
and that to refuse belief to one of such doctrine is clearly to
deny the whole. For they overturn the very foundations of
faith who deny that God has spoken to man, or who doubt
of his infinit truth and wisdom. Now to <:Wclare What is the
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divine teaching is the function of the teaching church to
whom God has intrusted the guardianship and interpretation of his words. But tlte higlte;t teacher in the churolt is the
Roman pontiff. Hence, as the union of mind necessitates a
perfect agreement in one faith, so it calls all wills to be PM'fectly 8Ubmissiv and obedient to the chwrclt and the Roman pon.
tijf, as to God."

Is there anything in the Mormon theology and
polity more inimical to a republic than thera is in
this encyclical, which it must be remembered is
infallible in the eyes of all Catholics T Here the
doctrin is plainly and repeatedly taught that men
must obey God and not the government ; that religion is above secular things, and that the pope's
orders take precedence of all else, even should they
necessitate rebellion! What would the Supreme
Court say to the plea of the Catholics that they are
good citizens if this infallible encyclical were introduced as evidence against them T
But if the Mormons are to be disfranchised for
holding to their church against the state, why should
not the Roman Catholics be also 1 And if tbe Roman
Catholics are not disfranchised, why should the
Mormons be! Will not some good pious Chris~ian
persecutor stand up and explain 1

Some Anarchical Philosophy.

disinterested people hav made and do make the same' break'
that Mr. Macdonald made in the sentence quoted. Do the
Anarchists; then, countenance ' organizations?' Organization for what? Does not ' organization 'imply individuals as
component parts ? In that organization, so composed, who
decides when you shall meet? when you shall adjourn?
what you shall do? etc. Is it not the 'majority?' Then
what of the reviled 'majority rule?' Then what of the word
'Anarchy' which scholars tell me means 'no ruler,' and if
'no ruler,' 'no rule?' Are you quite sure you are an Anarchist, Mr. Walker, or are you about like the rest of us
common mortals who are skirmishing for the nearest approach to absolute justice that very smart, but still imperfect, creatures may attain?"
That settles Mr. Walker on that point, and Mr.
Stuart will please stand up for the benediction.
In the next issue of Fai1· Play, however, Mr.
Walker pillories the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
the extent of nearly two pages, because the aforesaid
Editor cannot see that public schools supported by
volunt~ry cooperation, and teaching no religion at ali,
~re inequitable. The meat of his reply, and the nub
of the whole matter, ia found in this statement by
Mr. Walker of the fundamental difference between
his ideas and those of THE TBUTH SEEKER Editor :
" Mr. Maclicm.ald continually assumes that government is
a necessity-he even goes so far as- to say that anyone who
denies that it is, is insane. Some very clear detinitions were
in order before this sweeping assertion was made. The
Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER does not need that I should
tell him that it is an evidence of non-acquaintance with the
principles Gf argumentation or of defiant disregard of them
when a disputant assumes as proven the very proposition
which is at issue. Is a government-an invasiv paternalism
-a necessity to-day? is the moot question between authoritarians and Anarchists. If it is so, as Mr. Macdonald
assumes, then the door is closed upon discussion; it is
merely a waste of time to debate upon any constituent factor.
The whole is equal to the sum of all its parts. If we are
insane if we refuse to accept the whole it is an evidence of
absolute imbecility if we kick against any one of the parts.
But we cannot adopt as a text-book Mr. Macdonald's' Short
and Easy Method to do up Anarchists.'"

Mr. E. C. Walker, Anarchist, of Fai1· Play, has
for some weeks past been paying considerable attention to the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER-endeavoring to convince that individual that he is wrong in
his conception that government is necessary-and
now Mr. Frank Q. Stuart, of the Denver Individualist, has introduced the same individual's name and
ideas to his readers. By his Eastern. friends Mr.
Stuart has hitherto been regarded as an Anarchist,
or at least fast drifting into that wide waste of opinion, and he has been approvingly quoted by Meear~.
Tucker and Pentecost, the brilliant Eastern exponents of that alleged philosophy. But the fun of it
all is, that Mr. Stuart and Mr. Walker now differ
Declining any pedagogic comparison of the rematerially in their estimate of the unfortunate Ed- spectiv technical reasoning qualifications of Mr.
itor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the one maintaining (with Walker and his opponent, wa may proceed to tho
what we are bound to consider great abili~y) that his que1:1tion at issue, which may be stated thus : Is govhead is pretty tolerably level, and the other holding ernment fl. necessity T If it is, then Mr. Walker sur(with what we are bound to consider very limited renders; if not, he calls upon the other party to
abili~y) that his mental equipment has led him into
capitulate.
" the morasses of despotism" where he has "sunk
If this question could be summarily disposed of
into the mud " and " become a spectacle for Secular- by saying No, the other party would be quite willing
ists and Anarchists."
to oblige Mr. Walker. Years ago, in endeavoring to
This disagreement between two honorable and able impress upon Mr. B. R. Tucker, Mr. Walker's
brother editors placas the Editor of THE TRUTH teacher, that he was wrong in his social notions, the
SEEKER in an embarrassing position. He C~J.nnot tell Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER said, plainly, that when
whether he is an idjit or a wise man ; whether he every person in the world had become as good ae the
knows nothing at all, or whether he can see as far ung01ls in a supposed heaven are supposed to be, then
into social millstones as the original Anarchist him- Anarchy as a social system would be possible and
self; whether he is an upholder of governmental practicable; but that until everyone in the world
notions beside which Russian despotism is absolute h~d attained that beatific state, the scheme was not
freedom, or whether he is a pretty fair defender of worth considering. And this statement we respectliberty from a common sense standpoint. Perhaps fuliy recommend to Mr. Walker's attention. Until
the better way, therefore, is to let the Messrs. Walker then, government must be maintained for the protecand Stuart do mos~ of the discussing, especially as tion of the weak against the strong, for the protection
Mr. Walker has shackled the Individualist i\nd THE of personal rights, for the protection of all in the
TRUTH SEEKER Editors together. Mr. Walker says: right of equal opportunity to obtain happiness-in
"I hav found a yoke-mate for Mr. Frank Q. Stuart, of the which word is included all that man desires to enjoy.
Individualist. It will be remembered that the latter gentleThera are, of course, a good many kinds of governman wrote that Anarchists were opposed to the state, but
ments,
and Mr. W slker must not understand us as
'willing to compromise on voluntary associations,' as
though those whose whole fight is against authority and for meaning the kind he describes, " a despotism ever
voluntaryism would for a moment think it necessary to trying to make men religious, or moral, or temperate,
'compromise' their principles in order to favor voluntary or prosperous, or all of these, by taxations, prohibi·
associations I Well, would you believe it possible for two tiona, penal statutes." Such governments are just
intelligent and fair-minded editors to make the same break?
Incredible as it seems, nevertheless it is a fact that Mr. Eu- what Mr. Walker describes them-man's greatest
gene M. Macdonald of THE TRUTH SEEKER puts his foot enemy. But the very fact that such governments
through the same open coal-hole. In that paper of the 28th exist, tbect they are but tho reflex of the dispositions
inst., replying to Mr. Pentecost of the Twentieth Century, of the people who institute and maintain them, and
Mr. Macdonald remarks:
that therefore such people are by no sort of means
"• The Sooi~t.liats h~tv their organizations, and, strangely enough, fitted to enJ· oy the Anarohical millennium, is the very
so hav the Anarchists.'
" 'Strangely enough,' does Mr. Macdonald say? Why 1:1trong.sst argument why government of a protectiv
should he deem it' strange' that the Anarchists, whose cry, kind is indispensable. There could be no king of
morning, noon, and night, is for liberty to choose their own the cannibal islands without the cannibals; and it is
associates, hav organizations? Antagonizing the pseudo. going to take many a century to evolute those canorganizations called governments, ths binding agencies of
which are race hatreds and taxes and prisons and bayonets, nibals into respectable, never-eat-your-neighbor
does it not logically follow that the Anarchist favors volun- Anarchists. A. man-of-war is a better convincer with
tary associations, whose binding forces are reciprocal at- them than all the arguments Mesar(l. Walker and
tractions and mutual interests? If not, why not?"
Tucker can invent between now and the advent of
Mr. Stu~rt replies:
their millennium.
"When I spoke of so-called Anarchists 'compromising on
To drop into the talk of the scholastic shop for
voluntary associations,' I did not intimate that they com. just a sentence. Mr. Walker knows that to successpromised their principles. They compromise on a stubbom fully maintain a theory, it must hav the support of
faot, and that fact is' majority rule.' Mr. Walker has complimented me by using my name iu connection with that of induction-that is, certain facta must be shewn bethe Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER. • Strang!:'.! as it may fore deduction is allowable. Now, Mr. Walker, to
seem to you, Mr. Walker, not a few intelligent and not ~t all 1 auccessfnlly argue that government is not a neces-

sity, must show us that the :no government theory
h~s been put into practice and foNnd sufficient for
human needs. We maintain that goverm~ent is a
necessity. This, from human experience, knowledge
of the humBn character, and reasoning from the past.
A. record, Colonel Ingersoll once said, is better than
a proapectus. The record of the world is our induction; where is Mr. Walker's f Gove.rnment by voluntary cooperation is the soci&l utopia for which we
may work, but at present there is no hope of soon
arriving at it. A pratty good illustration of this
truth is the latest newa from tb.e Cooperativ Associabion located on Puget sound, Washington. A suit
has just been begun in the court at C!albm county,
Wash., in ths name of a m~jorlty of the stockholders
!Against the directors i'or fraudulent issue of stock,
for unlawful conversion of the company property, and
for admitting into the corporation aliens who are
not legally eligible and who nre not in sympathy
with the objecta oi the colony. And then the petitione:ri:J go on to say that the objects, designs, and
purposes of the colony cannot be carded out; that
the plaintiffs ha.v long since bean convinced that the
innate selfishness of tha human race and the perverseness of the kind by centuries attested and by
generationa acknowledged can neither be cured by
any attempt of the Utopian policy of mutual interest
0? frsternsl cooperation.
When we add that every such voluntary organization known to history has failed unless founded on
authority of some sorl:, either :fin!l!lGial or religious,
we think tb.i.s discussion might well be laid on the
t;;ble, to be taken up possibly five hundrad yaa.rs
hence, when evolution has h~d a chance to improve
humanity still fnrther. Beginning at zero, as
Beecher said, the race has been on the steady rise,
but it is not yet far enough away from savagery to
people a paradise.

The Slate Writer.
We hav received a letter from Medium Reid, of
Gr&nd R!Apids, Mich., explaining why, when he was
East, he did not call tl.t this office and_giv the Editor
a slate-writing seance under certain advertised conditions. The failure to do as .he S!lid he would do was
en accident oi l>uainess; he had not the time to stop
in New York.
On another page is a. communication from Mr.
Ten Eyck relating some marvels of Spiritualiam witnessed through the mediumship of Mr. P. L. 0. A..
Keeler. This is the same medium through whom
Mr. Burr, of W ~shington, received such wonderful
a':lsurancss of r.notb.er life, and it is also the same
medium ths.t l:'sfusad to hav anything to do with Mr.
Charles McArthur and the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER when they were in Search of a Spirit, :.1.s
related in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for this yesr.
Mr. Ten Eyek's commanication is partly written as
an "answer" to that article; and when he brought it
to the office Mr. Ten Eyck had a great deal more
evidence at his tongue's end with which to confute
the writer, to none of which do we object.
However, we might aa well explain thr.t this i.3 all
wasted effort. The article in the ANNUAL is simply
an aooount of a few expariments in siate-writing. It
is a plain narration of facts, of the doings of the
two experimenters, and of the mediums. The writer
does not say that there are no spirits; he only says
he does not think th~t he ·found any. Of course a
sufficient number of !:ltrange t~les to fill the whole
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER for a. year oan be related
by other experimenters, but they hav no mere power
to convince one who did not see them than the bread
Mr. Burr or Mr. Ten Eyck ate last year has to satisfy
a man's hunger to-day. What the writer of th!lt
urticle in the ANNUAL was after was, fact !-and his
s.rticle tells what he found.
But we may be allowed, we hope, to add that if
Mr. Keeler can do what Mr. Burr and Mr. Ten Eyok
credit him with doing, it is a trifle singular that he
should so flatly refuse to giv Mr. McArthur and the
Editor a sitting under the simple conditions imposed by the latter; and which every Spiritualist
with whom we hav conversed-including Mr. Ten
Eyok-adruita to be only just. Indeed, everyone
except the mediums maintains that thousands of
communications hav been received under those precise conditions, and every medium allows it to be
advertised for him that he gets writing under them.
Why, then, do the mediums make an exception of the
writer of th!l t !U'ticle !
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· BAKBR CITY, ORB., Feb. 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Heston's pictures are curious and instructiv, and I would dislike to miss them. I hav taken the
pictures off my papers and made them into two large books,
PARK CITY, UTAH, Feb. 26, 1890.
and the children spend much time looking them over and
MR. EDITOR: I wish you all health and happiness, and a
explaining to one another about Moses, Joshua, Joseph,
long life to Watson Heston.
JOHN MoLKOD.
Nosh, Ham, Samson, Elijah, Balsam, everyone indeed;
and it is interesting to listen.
D. B. SoOFIKLD.
EUEKKA, Wis., Feb. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hsv tried hard to get a new subscriber, but
LKADVILLK, CoL., Feb. 26, 1890.
failed. I vote for the cartoons.
WM. ALLKN.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.50 for a new subscriber as address inclosed, and for two ANNUALS for 1890.
CLAY, Cu., Feb. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5 for renewal and one Please send "Try-Square" to my address. I hsv been a
silent watcher of the picture movement, because I could not
new subscriber. Put down two votes for the pictures.
get a subscriber sooner, but am glad to notice that there are
Respectfully yours,
G. Bassi.
about one hundred to one in favor of the pictures. With
PINN BRIDGKB, MoNT., Feb. 16, 1890.
two votes for Heston, I am,
Truly,
JosKPH HKNRY.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which continue THB
LoTus, CAL., Feb. 18, 1890.
TRUTH SKKKKR and send the herein-named books; credit the
MR. EDITOR: In regard to the pictures, I will say that I
balance to Heston's good work.
FBKDKRIOK KuRFEss.
want to see them continued, and with that end in view, hsv
been making rather a protracted hunt for that " new subMamsoN, KAN., Feb. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 25-$5 to renew my sub- scriber," and am pleased to be able to say, I hsv found him.
scription and for one new subscriber, twenty-five cents for Mr. N. Mansfield joins with me in remitting for renewal.
He, too, has been trying to find a new subscriber, but had
the ANNuAL of 1890; two votes for the pictures.
Yours for truth,
WM. CROGHAN.
to giv it up. However, he donates $1 to the picture fund.
G.· w. RillBKY.
MuRRAY, Ina., Feb. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send a new subscriber. This is another
PRAIRIE CITY, OK.K., Feb. 15, 1890. .
vote for Heston. There is a majority in this camp of FreeMR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed two subscriptions-ob.e
thinkers, but they are careless. But I may get you some for myself and one !or a r.e~ subsc~iber.- 'fihis cteisyhss
more subscribers yet.
A. ERWIN.
been <'~'.lde'<i.'by T.rying to get a few new subscribers. I hav
only succeeded in getting one, as usual, but think I will do
!luLVANK, KAN., Feb. 27 •.. l~';lo.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3, for whic!';--p~eas~ send me better in future. I am decidedly in favor of the pictures. I
THE TRUTH SK.KKBR and "Try-So'l~!d." Keep the illustrs- hsv taken this paper from soon after its first publication in
•
.
Th
..,
'
New York city by the noble D. M. Bennett.
~~":1!; ~sr·-·-· e~ ';";iu reach some people that sound docYours truly,
W. B. DaviS.
,.
trin would not possibly affect.
D. F. KEITH.
CKLINA, 0., Feb. 25, 1890.
~
WALLA WALLA, WASH., Feb. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed fifty cents for two TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: I would like to send a new subscriber, but
SKEKBR ANNUALS. Now, in regard to the pictures, let them
am not able te> do so. I am very much in favor of the pictcome by all means. They are just the thing. Sh:>w the
ures. I think they are good object-lessons for children and
p·reachers up. Let them from every pulpit set up the howl.
those who cannot read and think.
SMITH w. SWBZEA..
Show the old slow hypocrite that we hav no respect for them.
They are not entitled to any. Now let this be in place of the
BRISTOL, VT., Feb. 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $14.25 for ·renewals, Golden Hule, as it is my maxim: Trest all persons with all
HKNRY T. NioouM.
a new subscriber, books, and ANNUALs. The above names the respect due them.
are all in favor of the cartoons being continued. I hsv been
DKTROIT, MroH., Feb. 18, 1890.
sick, or I should hsv attended to this matter before.
MR. EDITOR: I hsv not yet put in my vote on the pictures
Truly yours,
B. F. HAsKLTINK.
question, and will say that I am heartily in favor of them.
EsTKB, WasH., Feb. 13, 1890.
I am so situated that I hsv no way of pushing the paper in a
· MR. EDITOR: I hsv succeeded in getting you another sub- way to get new subscribers, but I am truly in accord with
scriber for your valuable psper. We like the pictures very everything that can srr!)Bt the attention of the superstitious
much, and would be pleased to hsv them continued. If any believers, and I hsv stirred up some of the pulpit defenders
side issues go with the paper, please send them along.
a number of times by sending them some of THE TRUTH
Yours respectfully,
THOMAs WIBKMAN.
BKKKKRS. I sent the picture of Satan receiving the priests
and ministers at his palace gates about a year ago to the
BAVARIA, KAN., Feb. 25, 1890.
First Baptist minister, and two weeks ago I caused him to
MR. EDITOR : I should certainly miss the pictures. The giv all his morning sermon to the subject of Infidels. So I
picture on the first page is always a dead shot, and speaks hope to still be able to use the pictures.
J. H. Woon.
more than words, and the one on the last page is just ridiculous enough to giv a fellow a good laugh.
FRKNOHTOWN, NKB., Feb. 19, 290.
Fraternally yours,
D. W. A.nMSTROI!lG.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose seventy. five cents for the pictures,
and with due regard for the opinion or Mr. Parton (the
Mor.INK, ILL., March 3, 1890.
greatest living biographer), we still want the pictures, as
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3. Send THK TRUTH SKKKKR even church-members hsv been seen to smile over them, and
to the friend whose address I inclose. If he is already tak- fifty years more or less of good, healthy smiling will relegate
ing the paper, apply the money for any other purpose you all superstitious nonsense to the shades of oblivion where it
wish. Keep up the pictures. Do not forget the " Trybelongs. The four lectures delivered by Mr. Jamieson this
Square."
Yours truly,
GKORGK BTKPHKNB.
winter in Clearwater made quite a flutter behind the scenes,
but a good attendance was secured, and many started on the
KoKOMO, INn., Feb. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Continue the pictures if possible. They way that will lead to thinking for themselvs. There is more
alone induced me to subscribe for the paper. Nevertheless, inquiry now for Liberal books and papers in one month than
I appreciate the paper otherwise. It is the best Freethought there had been in the last eight years.
Very truly yours,
MARY BAIRD FrnoH.
journal I ever read. I wish THK TRUTH SK.KKER, with the

·

cartoons, prosperity.

J. T. WxsKR.

RoOToN, N. Y., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see there is a great fuss over a few subscribers objecting to the pictures. I am sorry to learn that
it is a struggle to keep them up. I cannot get a subscriber
around here, but when I renew my subscription I will send
$1 for one vote that they may be continued.
Yours truly,
JoHN REDMOND.
CouPEVILLE, WasH., Feb. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hope to meet the w-eekly greetings of your
paper the rest of my life. I place myself on record as fully
iniorsing Mr. Heston's cartoons, and would like very much
to see him go into the New Testament and dish up the mythical Jesus for a while. Send me the ANNuAL.
Yours for truth,
J. J. STRAUB.
0KNAVILLE, T~~:x., Feb. 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2-$1 for the continuation of
the cartoons by Heston, and $1 for copies of " Crimes Against
Criminals," by Robert G. Ingersoll, to be used as the leaven
of humanity among our Christian ministers, that their influence may be secured to disseminate injustice to our unfortuR. D. SHINNEY.
nate fellow-man.
WKsT UNION, !A., Feb. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $4-$3 for THK TRUTH SKKKKR,
twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, and seventy-five cents for
the pictures. A.ny person opposing the pictures has strayed
from camp. Continue them by all means. Heston must be
one of the noblest characters living at the present time. I
will try and get at least one new subscriber.
Yours and the cartoons',
J. F. SMITH.

CLEVKLAND, 0., Feb. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: On behalf of the readers of your journal in
this city, and the remaining members of the Cleveland Secular Union, I hsv to thank you for your notice of our meetings. We closed our meetings on Sunday last, so wish the
notice discontinued. So many of our sctiv workers hsv left
the city, and so many others hsv joined single tax, Spiritualist, and Nationalist societies, that it does not seem possible to
carry on any propaganda here. The theaters are open here
on Sunday, and the restrictions are so very slight that we
seem to hav but little claim on the public attention. Even of
the readers of THE TRUTH SKKKKR many hav made no effort
either to attend or induce others. Several of us take THK
TRUTH SKKKKR through local agents, as they put the cartoons
in the windows.
ALFRKD BKK, Pres. C. S. U.
GOLDKNDALK, WASH., Feb. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am somewhat diverted to read the different
ideas advanced in regard to the Heston pictures. For myself, I had been a subscriber to the Freethinkm-s• Magazine
and F'reetMught, and had sample copies of the other Liberal
publications; no other papers publishing the cartoons, I
decided to take THK TRUTH SKKKKR. My first curiosity
when getting the paper from the office is to read the pictures.
My children are delighted with them. My experience with
piety convinces me the more the erroneous, unreasonable
hobbies are outressoned and ridiculed the better. The Christians do not hesitate to advance the doctrin of eternal punishment for the Freethinkers, and no Freethinker can return
such a cruel foreboding for the pietist or anyone else. Giv
us the pictures if you can, although " God would not smell
their sweet odors." I hsv seen nothing offensiv or too ridiculous in them.
JosKPH PARROT.

SuLLIVAN, ILL., Feb. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: As there is a vote being taken on the con·
tinustion of pictures, I shall express my vote in this way.
I came here several years ago, and found this country very
much Christian. I hav been talking Freethought and distributing THE TRuTH SKKKKR till the Christians say I hsv
spread Infidelity all over this country, and when I take your
paper and start on the hunt for a Christian I am always careful to see that it is loaded on both sides, and when I see my
bird fluttering I know that I hsv made a good shot. I see
some are in favor of pictures on one side only. Now, it
would be very hard for me, after hunting with a doublebarreled gun, to hsv to take a single-barreled one. I hsv
tried hard to get some subscribers, but hsv failed on account
of hard times.
SERKNUS CARTKR.
CoNNKAUT, 0., Feb. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Do not stop the pictures. They attract
attention and show up the absurdities of the Bible when
reading matter for the same purpose would go unnoticed. I
wish they could be more artistic, but that is a small matter.
I think, however, they are improving in that respect. Also,
I think sometimes they are down on the Catholics out o!
proportion. Instance, when the confessional was illustrated
lately. There is -a Protestant confessional just as certain,
though not so universal or regular, in its working. Yet if
you were to illustrate it _as it often occurs, I think Oomstock
would be alter you. One of the best you hsv published, to
-my· mirid, was, " Raising a church debt." It would bear
publishing again any time when Heston was short. Inclosed
find $1-send me the ANNUAL and devote the balance to the
pictures.
Yours, etc.,
D. CuMMINs.
DAVKNPORT, WAsH., Feb. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Your call for assistance to continue publishing the pictures in THE TRUTH SKKKKR is at hand. I am
sorry that you are so situated that a call of that kind is necessary, and will say that I will help you all I can in getting
new subscribers. That at the present time is almost out of
the question on account of nearly all of the roads being
blockaded, and it is very difficult to get around. But I will
send you $1 to begin with, to be applied to the expenses of
the pictures providing they are continued. And I will get
you a new subscriber or more as soon as I can get around.
.It seems that some Christians feel hu~t about the pictures.
It is the same in this instance as with Mr. Ingersoll hurting
the feelings of Mrs. Wheeler Wilcox and the preachers. If
you are wiiling to let me hsv any say in the matter, I say, go
for them and giv us the pictures by all means. Some want
the pictures modified. In this esse all that Heston has to do
is to reproduce some from the pictorial Bibles and work in
with the Christians and be dontl with it.
PKTKR SKLDK.

w..

COLVILLK,
sH., Feb. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I want to put in my vote in favor of the
pictures. I cannot see how anyone can be displeased with a
fair representation of any subject, as Watson Heston makes
it appear in his pictures. I think I get a far better illustration-that is, a more origiusl one-than I get in my Bible
that cost me $15. Some people hsv the ides that it is wrong
to show up what they call sacred in any light but what they
can see it in themselvs. I never like to dictate to an editor
what way he should run his paper. I always think he knows
best himself. All I can say is, Ta-g TRUTH SKKKKR as it is
conducted suits me. John Peck's communications are like
red-hot shell hurled into the camp of the enemy. I wish he
was young and in the flower of his youth, that his time
would be long to destroy the superstition of the past. Christians would show us no mercy if they h\d the power. We
hsv no way of judging the future but by the past, and judging by the past, what might we expect ir Christianity had
all the ruling power? Should we be any better here than
they are in Russia? What few papers we hsv need our support and aid. We need them all to watch the encroachments that are made against our liberties. We should hold
what we hav got with a jealous care sncl try to gain more.
I think there never was a nation that had too much liberty.
I tell you that the Christian is not satisfied that we should
think no more of his God than we do of Woden or Thor.
But by the signs of the times, our children may see the day
that there will not .be one hund~ed thousand men, as there
is now in this country, preaching about a myth in the sky,
and keeping neighbors at variance with each other. I oftentimes wonder if the Methodist and the Baptist will agree
any better in heaven than they do on earth. If not, I am
afraid there will be some troublesome times. For my part,
I should prefer the other place, where there are no creeds.
Christ said, "I come not to bring peace but a sword." How
do we know that he did not go to heaven with the same ides?
Yours respectfully,
MAGGIK HoP.B: GRAHAM.
GRAND RAPIDs, MIOH., Feb. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: l hsv read with a great deal of pleasure the
notes and different ideas in your paper by all the noble men
and women on the sflirmstiv, positiv, constructiv, and destructiv sides of Freethought, and hsv concluded it all is a
great step in advance of saying we know all about a Godor any other subject-without demanding one particle of
evidence in regard thereto. I will take for my subject the
first sentence in the Bible, as this should not fail to interest
both Christian and Secularist alike. " In the beginning
God crested the heaven and the earth." As this is a positiv
assertion, we should demand a positiv proof on this subject.
If not, we shall be misled in regard to God all through the
Bible. Until this answer is given, I claim the same right to
myself as though there were one million of us. This shows
very plainly that the ides of majorities on a subject like this
is entirely overvalued when taken as a fact. To show my
honest standing on this point, I challenge the one million-if
this is not enough, the entire world-as evidence against me
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to prove I am wrong. Until they do this I claim this truth
is more than equal to the entire world without it. For the
constructiv side of this idea I take every truth and ennobling
thought in the Bible or any other book wherever found that
can possibly be produced for the elevation of mankind. I
will further say I hav never found a paper or book that con.
tains more elevating and ennobling thought than the dear
old New York TRUTH SEEKER; when I do I will abandon
that, and adopt the more beautiful. I will giv a few truths
in regard to the church. The church has almost the entire
weight and force that can possibly be produced by the world
and its wealth. It haa churches almost without number
furnished to its wants for the elevation of man and all his
needs. It has had every school-house, hall, or place whereby
it could do much for the elevation of man, and would really
be the best place to benefit our race if it only contained truth,
holding all these requisits free and entirely untaxed. It has
almost the entire press and monopolizes that to its own
aggrandizement in every way possible. And with it all
what does it giv to the poor in return? It seems this is
entirely for the rich, not one of whom has any right to ever
expect to enter the kingdom of heaven, as it is said it is
easier for a camel to pass through a needle's eye than for one
of them to enter the kingdom of heaven. 0 ye rich, will
ye continue this monstrous fraud further or will you seek a
truth? I giv you one rich man's own words. He said he
gave $500 a year for a seat in one of our Protestant Episcopal churches, but did not believe one word in their doctrin.
In conclusion let me say, for all this monstrous fraud in the
past I do not hold one particle of hate toward anyone, but
only toward their teaching, which has cost many a poor
and rich man their lives, when they might hav had love
and good will instead.
CHARLES BACH.
.
BYRON, MINN., Dec. 4, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I hav had the pleasure of attending a few
revival meetings at the Methodist Episcopal church, and to
say it was disgusting is a mild way to express it. The
minister told us to come forward and God would forgiv any
sin, no matter what it was. A few went forward, but some
hav gone to sinning on a larger scale, as they hav a promis
of forgivness at the next Halley pow-wow, and why not sin,
looking at it from a Christian's standpoint, as long as there
is a fountain filled with blood and as all sins but blasphemy
shall be forgiven?
I notice a good deal said about the Bible in schools. I
believe that the best way to advance the cause of Freethought
and to get that inspired book knocked out, would be to put
it in the schools, as children do not generally attend schools
until they are eight years old, and at that age a child with
ordinary sense would in s very short time see through or
understand the absurdity of its teachings. Again, to place it
along with the studies of science will show it up to be out of
keeping with scientific teachings.
I am tryinu; to arrange to ha v Mr. W. F. Jamieson to speak
at this place. I will try and secure for your paper some subscribers, as it is worthy of more praise than my feeble pen is
WALTER JoHNsoN.
able to express.

priesthood. Now, if the people knew it they would rise brought them. Were I going to make a pilgrimage to any

en masse and squelch it at once. Church and state must be shrine to worship I know of none more worthy to kneel to
forever separate. But when our great statesmen will cheer
a toast like that, we the people must take the government
into our own hands and elect men that cannot be handled by
the pope of Rome. I hav always been a Republican and
voted the ticket, but in the light of all these things I am
ready to help organize a new party with the Nine Demands
for a platform. The time has come that such a party is
a necessity. The old parties are so close that they will both
bid for the church vote just the same as the present administration has. The" Rum, Romanism, and Rebellion" episode
of 1884 has to be overcome, hence the actions of our pets of
the adminiStration at the dedication of the Catholic University in Washington on the 13th of last month.
•
G. G. BECK.
KANsAS CITY, Mo., Dec. 25, 1889.
MR. EDIToR: I was on a visit in August of this year at
Skaneateles lake, New York. When at the head of. the lake
in the town of Fair Haven a Catholic priest from Courtland,
N. Y., came to the town and gave notice that he would lecture at night on "What Ireland Was and What It Will Be."
There was a saloon kept there by one Mr. Sweeney, so the
priest, the Rev. Father Ed ward Colman, commenced to hunt
up his dupes and run them in the saloon and hav them treat,
and sell them tickets for the aforesaid lecture on the condition of the fatherland. And in order to show the condition
of poor Ireland he got gloriously drunk toward lecture time,
thus representing at once the two things, drink and priest,
that are the greatest curse of Ireland. A few minutes before
the time to go to the school-house to open fire he was staggering around on the docks in front of the saloon, and made
a misstep into the lake. He went into the water clear out of
sight and came to the surface again, and we helped him out.
He then went home with a friend whom we will call "Con,"
and forgot to return and show what Ireland would be in the
future. Next morning very early I went down to the dock
to see the outgoing steamer, and returning back to the house
where I was stopping I met this Father Colman in his shirt
sleeves wearing Con's pants and an old hat. He looked
hard. He stopped me and inquired if Sweeney had the
saloon open yet, and said to me: " I had a bad thing happen
me last night. I got ·a little too much and lost me balance
and fell in the lake, and I am near froze this morning, and I
will hav to wake Sweeney oop to git me a dhrop to worrum
me oop. God forgive me! But I will lecture this evening."
But too many times to Sweeney's rendered him unable, and
we are at a loss to know what Ireland's future will be. He
represented what it is.
A. B. Fox.

NATIONAL SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Dec. 5, A.s. 289.
MR. EDITOR: I saw in my last paper, Novl"mber 30th, that
"hundreds hav not paid a cent for THE TRUTH BEEKER that
they hav been receiving and reading for the past year."
This neglect on the part of subscribers must surely be one of
the greatest misfortunes that can befall an editor of any
papel'. If there be some that cannot pay, why in the name
of goodness do they not tell the Editor in time, lest through
NEw YoRK, N: Y., Dec. 16, 1889.
carelessness they destroy " the goose that lays the golden
MR. EDITOR: James A. Ruthven, of Scotch descent, a egg?'' Nevertheless, every editor by this time knows, or
prominent lawyer of this city, residing at 144 West Twenty- should know, that
third street, at one time associated with Charles O'Connor,
Mankind are nnco weak,
died recently, at the age of sixty-eight years. He was a man
An' little to be trusted.
of the highest character, a true friend, a genial companion, And our Editor must know that some Liberals, at least, are
faithful in his domestic relations, a good citizen, a most not exceptions to this truthful prov~;rb. Right here seems a
worthy gentleman. He had made a request that his body place to say to the Editor, when Nelson Hunt's subscription
should be cremated and that no religious services should be doesn't materialize on time, stop his paper right then, for you
held over hi~ remains; for he was an Agnostic. The former may swear he's dead -which being interpreted me&ns that
part of the request was complied with, and his remain~ were you may affirm with hand in pocket that he has gone to the
cremated, at Fresh Pond, on Mon<iay, November 28th last. summer-land, where the snow never ripeneth and where the
The latter part of the request was not complied with, for, at bright waters will never congeal.
his funeral, a prayer was offered and two religious hymns
I hav striven for many years to get ~ubscribers for the
sung. There are many thousands every year of just such matchless old TRUTH BEEKER, and cannot say that I hav
cases, where the rites and ceremonies of the Christian church altogether failed, for Isaac C. Brown through my direct
are held over the remains of those who ha v utterly repudiated influence is on your list, to stay. He is a worthy old philosChristianity, and very many of whom hav expressed an opher, gentleman, and scholar, has been a mayor of the city,
earnest wish, as had Mr. Ruthven, that no religious services and a commissioned officer under General Scott in the Mexbe held over their remains, but which wish is totally disre- ican war, and has always been a useful member of society
garded by religious, Christian, fanatics. Is there no way in and an unflinching and uncompromising lifelong Infidel.
which a person's wishes in this respect can be carried out? Now, all who hav received THE TRUTH BEEKER here, in their
Cannot something be done to compel the living to respect own name, owe this blessing to my influence, for I hav urged
the wishes of the dead? As well might the Jewish or unceasingly the great necessity of its circulation both here
Mohammedan ceremonies be performed over Christians who and in Milwaukee. I was the first here to subscribe for this
die, as Christian ceremonies over those who utterly reject most valuable Freethought journal, and circulated it everythe Chrietian's faith. What mockery to hold a religious where throughout the Home to enlighten others, while
service over the body of one who was known to be a dis- ignorance, fanaticism, and imbecility removed it from our
believer in religion, and what hypocrisy on the part of those ·reading-room table about five years ago, I think. There is
AGNosTrcus.
who insist on such religious service I
not a sensible man living who has read and become acquainted
RocKPORT, Mo., Dec. 6, 1889.
MR. EnuoR: My thinker, like Banquo's ghost, will not
down. The thought that first presents itself is that in the
case of the young lady in Philadelphia that gave $5,000,000
to the church, all that money has gone out of taxation, and
the blacksmith will hav to pay that much more on his anvil
and hammers that he hammers out a living for his family
with. Then the big meat trust that is crushing the small
meat markets out of existence, and the dealers in puts and
calls and futures-in other words, the gamblers that gamble
on the very marrow in the bones of the farmer and stockraiser and producer-the priesthQod that hobnob with our
government officials and get them to cheer the sentiment or
toast, "The Hierarchy of the United States of America "-I
think that these are some of the evils that should be ventilated so that the masses will understand them. That hierarchy means a great deal. It means a government by the
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with THE TRUTH BEEKER that will do without it if, by hook
or crook, he can manage to pay for it. So, now, my Liberal
friends, let us be wise in the matter of prompt payment in
this case, lest it turn out in the end that we destroy the
sou;ce from whence we derive our greatest comfort.
NBLsON HuNT.
CAMBRIDGEPORT, MASS., Dec. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I feel it my duty to say a word in regard to
the last congress of the American Secular Union. I hav had
the honor of sitting and voting in several congresses of the
National Liberal League. I hav had the extreme pleasure of
sitt-ing in said meetings with that nobleman Elizur Wright;
that unflagging worker for Liberalism, Leland, and others of
s!milar minds-men whom I loved and who loved mankind
and the cause, men that would ennoble and lift up the human
race, male and female, from the low a:nd degrading depths of
superstition into which the church for generations has

than theirs. Has the last congress taken the least- thought
of what such minds would say? No-emphatically no.
It has trampled on their life-work. Would they hav
invited their greatest enemy, the church, into their congress
to sit, speak, and vote on Liberal work? No, they would
not. They had no use for any person-pope, king, priest,
or parson-who could not heartily subscribe to the Nine Demands. The last congress has sounded the loudest funeral
knell for the Secular Union that has ever been .sounded. Get
the church-members into the Union! It is monstrous· it is
absurd. I was a church-member for several years, ~nd I
know the inwardness of them. What did their pet apostle
Paul say? " I would be all things to all men, that I might
thereby gain some." So will these dupers do to the present
day. They will pretend to side with the Liberal congress
until they get a voting majority, then good-bye, Secular
Union. McGlynn may be a very fine man, but while he is a
Catholic I would not trust him. He is a man of too much
sense not to know that the church is rotten to the core. His
knowing all that and still clinging to the church shows me
that he is not honest. Why doesn't he do like Bruno when he
saw the falsity of the thing-get out and leave it forever?
That, the Bruno kind, is the kind of men and women that is
wanted in the Secular Union. Now, for the sake of the
Union, don't ask or admit Christians to this board. Don't
hav any but the Nine Demands, and believe me, they will
come out all right. Let them truckle to the church and it
will be the death of the American Secular Union. Believe
me, my dear sir, to be a sincere well-wisher to the cause of
free speech, free press, and free mails. I. W. ARoHIBA.LD.

BRooKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I did not propose to wrangle with Mr. Perry
on any subject but Spiritism. I understood him to say, in
his second letter, that he had enough of wrangling with me
on that subject. He then had no further claim on n:.y attention except in response to reasonable objections, civilly
and intelligently offered to my theories. His letters do not
meet that requirement in any respect. Therefore, having
sustained the reputation of an obliging disposition to a
greater extent than I proposed, and wasted as much of my
time and your space for the amusement of your readers as
we can well afford at present, I think it expedient to suspend sl'lch nonsense and get down to business.
The person who can read my letters and then charge me
with saying that I hav neglected to investigate the cause of
phenomena in nature, is evidently either intellectually or
morally, or both intellectually and morally, unqualified to
discuss any ~uestion with intelligence and fairness, and will
likely be a hindrance rather than a help to investigating the
cause of phenomena in nature. Therefore, I think it expedient to thank Mr. Perry for his proffered assistance, and
dispense with his services. If science is knowledge, his
letters do not indicate that he has reached the threshold of
her temple. He should giv us a clear and correct explanation of whether spirit is an organic and personal individual.
ity, independent of physical matter, or alil inorganic and universal property of physical matter, before he addresses llr.
Tuttle any further on the subject of Spiritism.
When a school-boy, taking my first lessons on the cause of
phenomena in nature, I found the statement in one of my
school-books that when the discoverers of this hemisphere
endeavored to sail into and explore the gulf of Mexico, they
were intercepted by a river-like current of warm water flowing out of the gulf at the rate of four or five m!les an hour.
The savants of that time jumped to the conclusion that the
current was caused by subterranean 8prings in the gulf.
That was the popular theory in my boyhood days, and no
effort has been made to popul'irize any other. It has been
suggested that the Mississippi and graud rivers are more
likely to be the cause than subterranean springs. To that
proposition it is pertinently objected that the water of .those
rivers is fresh and muddy, and much below the temperature
of the current, whose water is clear and salt as any in the
ocean.
Referring to the chart of ocean currents, as traced on the
map of the globe in my school atlas, I .found that they all
begin at the equator; hence they, and all their branches and
meanderings, are equatorial their entire length. The ocean
current in the north Atlantic begins at the equator and passes
circuitously through the gulf of Mexico, and thence northward until intercepted in the northern ocean by formations
of the polar basin. It has two branches that cross the ocean,
indicating a declivity from west to east as well as from the
equator to the pole, and two trough-like depressions that
cross the ocean. From the equator to the gulf this ocean
river is labeled the "equatorial current;" thence, northward,
it is labeled the " gulf stream." The chart being the result
of actual survey, it is indisputable authority, except the name
on the northern part of the current-that being a relic of a
once popular vagary, it should suggest the application of a
damp sponge.
The discovery of this hemisphere led to the circumnavigation of the globe, demonstrating that long ''established
facts in science" were false, and theories based upon them
were vagaries. Hen<;e, I learned with my first lessons on
the mysteries of nature to hav no respect or regard for
pretended established facts in science that are liable to be
refuted by positivly ascertained facts in natnre. It was to
establish such pretended facts in science that Giordano Bruno
was chained to a stake and burnt to death, and Galilee was
compelled to recant or share a like fate. "Established facts
in science" forsooth I No facts are established in science
until positivly ascertained to exist.. in nature.
J. A. TuTTLE.
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without body, parts, or passions. I wonder
how much it would cost a father to educate
such a son in a full graduating course in
Hdit«i. btl Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall Princeton College.
Yes, now I hav two gods-a pair of them.
Riflt!f', .l£(JIJB., to tgMm al~ Oommttnications few
How proud I do feel of my possessions.
this Oornt!f' slwuld 06 s~·nt.
St. Elmo, Tenn.
L. L. GooDWIN.

#Ihildr~n~s ~erntt.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the de.y•s ooonpations
That is knowu as the Ohildren•s Hour."

Lovingest Face in the World.
"I love you, mamma," my little one said,
As olose to my heart orept her golden head,
" I love you lots," with a clasp and kiss,
" The best of all mammas my mamma is."
"And I think," said she, looking up in my eyes,
With a glance that was tender and grave and
wise,
" That you'Ve got just the lovingest face. Oh, Oh,
I•m glad you're my mamma, I love you so."
What was the praise of tlie world to me
To the love of the little one throned on my
knee?

And this was my prayer as I kissed the eyes
That were smiling up to me, pansywise,
" Ma.y the faoe of thy mother forever be
The 'lovingest' face in the world to thee."
-L<tdies• Home Journal.

A. Handbook of Freethonght.
BY W. B. B.B:LL.

Here it is. Just what has long been
wanted. This handsome book of 384 pages
fills the bill exactly. Nicely bound, well
printed, it is bristling with undeniable and
unimpeachable evidence against the superstitions of the times, culled from the works of
the best known writers and thinkers.
You know when you are arguing you frequently want a reference to establish a point.
You cannot always think at the moment just
where to find it. For any such purpose this
Handbook is a precious treasure. It contains special allusion to all biblical questions,
heaven, hell, miracles, Jesus Christ, and t.he
devil, as well as the myths and the mysteries
out of which they hav grown.
'fhe book is excellent. Every Liberal
should possess it. And oh ! would it not be
fine to introduce it into Sunday-schools!
What an uprising there would be. The
scales would drop instantly. Let us do all
we can to start it that way, and encourage
the noble author for his good work. I hope
ten million copies may be sold. The price is
reasonable, only $1.25. SusAN H. WixoN.
A. Pair of Gods.
For many years I hav denied all the gods
of every kind and degree. But since coming
to Tennessee, I find it absolutely necessary
to hav a god. Here a man with a god, no
matter how notorious a liar he may be, can
make out a bill against a man without a god,
no matter how truthful and worthy of confidence he may be, and collect the same even
if no debt was due him. The liar can swear
by his god and get it. So I ha v been casting
about me for a god and hav got one. I
thought I would hav to advertise for one,
but remembering my lucl!: in advertising for
a ghost some years ago, I feared I would not
succeed any better.
·
I got no ghost, nor any tidings of one, al.
though I asked for correspondence concerning them. I thought it very strange, since
some eighty thousand men get their living,
in the United States alone, in the ghostly
business.
But I hav got a god, and this is the way of
it: Having to do some swearing in court, and
not wishing to prejudice the poor man's case,
I took the oath like a little man.
''Why, I thought you didn't believe in any

God."
" Oh, well, I believe in the God of the
statute."
"The God of the statute? And what kind
of a god is that ?"
"Just any kind you please. You just pay
your money and take your choice."
And, on further consideration, I hav concluded to adopt another one, for fear the first
one might be loneeome. And the two cost
no more than one, nor take up no more room.
My second one is the Presbyterian God. He
has not any body, so he will occupy no room;
he has no arms or legs, no hands or feet, no
head or heels; he loves nothing, hates nothing, lias no joy or sorrow, never laughs or
weeps, is without body, parts, or passions;
knows nothing, feels nothing, is nothing.
He occupies just abaut as much space as the
hole in the river from which a fish was taken
. ten years ago, and is about as potent as the
smoke now left in a sieve caught full from
the sacrificial fire of Cain and Abel.
How proud a mother would feel of a son

Nothing Saved.
A little boy was walking with his father
one day. As they tmdged along the father
saw an old horseshoe lying in the road, and
bade the boy pick it up and take it along.
The lad looked at the shoe carelessly and
replied that it was not worth carrying, w~ere
upon the father said nothing more, but qmetly
picked it up himself. He pretty soon sold
the old iron for a penny at a roadside smithy
and invested the coin in cherries.
The day was hot, and presently the man
noticed that his son was beginning to cast
longing eyes upon the box of cherrieR, but
did not offer any to his son. He made pretenses of eating them, and dropped one to the
ground as if by accident.
The boy picked it up quickly and ate it
with a relish.
A little further on another dropped, and
this, too, the lad lost no time in securing.
So, one by one, all the cherries were dropped
and picked up.
"Well," remarked the father, when the
last one had been eaten, "it did not pay to
pick up that horseshoe, perhaps, but if you
had stooped once for that, you wouldn't hav
needed to bend twenty times for the cherries."
The moral of the story is an old one, but
more generally known than heeded: "Lazy
folks take the most pains."-Youth's Oompanion.
------~~------

The Old Man.
Bow low the head, do reverence to the old
man, once like you. The vicissitudes of life
hav silvered his hair and changed the round,
merry face to the worn visage before you.
The heart beat with aspiration, that is crushed
by disappointment, as yours, perhaps, is
destined to be. Once that form stalked
proudly through the gay scenes of pleasure,
the beau ideal of grace; now the hand of
time that withers the flowers of yesterday has
bent that figure and destroyed that noble carriage. Once, at your age, he possessed the
thousand thoughts that pass through your
brain, now wishing to accomplish deeds equal
to a nook in fame ; anon imagining life a
dream that the sooner he awoke from the
better. But he has lived the dream very near
through, the time to awaken is very near at
hand; his eye never kindles at old deeds of
daring, and the hand takes a firmer grasp of
the staff. Bow low the head, boy, as you
would in your old age be reverenced.
Practical~

According to the philosophers everything
has two uses, a lower and a higher. Some
very common people find this out for themselva, so far, at least, as the practical application of it is concerned.
The daughter of the rector of a parish in
East London over the border taught the choir
boys a new tune at a Monday evening's
rehearsal, to be sung on the following Sunday. Sunday morning came.
"Well, Johnny," said Miss X., "I hope
you havn't forgotten the new tune, for we
depend much on you."
'' Naw, mum, not a bit. I've been a-skeering crows with .it all the week."-Youtlt's
Companion.
·

In and Into.
Discriminate between in and into. Into
should be used and not in after a verb of motion, or when insertion or entrance is denoted.
Thus, "He went into the house." " They
rode into the park." In, denoting presence
or situation within limits, should be used in
such sentences as, " They had a pleasant
drive in the park." In is frequently need for
into when the noun is omitted to which it
properly belongs; as, "They hav come in,"
i.e., into the room. " The steamer has come
in," i.e., has come into port. We may say,
in general, that into indicates entrance,
change, or motion in a more marked degree
than in.
------~~.-------

Correspondence.

Miss WixoN: I hav never written for the
Corner, but I admire the efforts of the children and never fail to read them. My brother,
a pronounced Infidel, takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER. In looking over the Corner news,
I noticed Master G. J. Remsburg stated in THE
TRuTH BEEKER No. 5 that James G. Blaine,
who is appropriately styled the "Plumed
Knight," was given that title during the

J.~HO.

Blaine-Cleveland campaign. Now, the TRuTH
SIS'rER LUCY
SEEKER boy did not get the truth. Colonel
AND
Ingersoll styled Mr. Blaine the "Plumed
Knight" in 1876, at Cincinnati, 0., when he
put him in nomination for the pr~sidency ?f
As TO NEW HALL OoNVENT.
the United States, and the followiDg are his
And a Few Words on Auricular Confession.
wmds. "Like an armed, like a Plumed _______P:-:r:-:i=oE::-' 1_o__c_en_t_s_.- - - - - Knight James G. Blaine marched do~'<n the
halls of Congress and threw his shining lance
POSI'riV1S1' CALENDAR.
fu Il and fair in the brazen foreheads of the Eaoh day and month of the year being named
after the great beuefaotor.s of the raoe,
defamers of his country and the maligners of
whose portra1ts are tnven. Inher honor. For the Republican party to
stituted by Aug. Oomte.
desert this gallant leader now is as though an O&rda, 11x14; printed on !'nth Rides, 25 oents: 'ln
army should desert their general upon the _ _ _ _ _ _
tw_o__
oa_r_d_s, __3_5 ~~~:~-----·field of battle," or as Uriah's army did under
the instructions of the " man after God's own
heart."
Your little friend,
MoLLIE RANDOLPH.

HER

AWFUL mSCLOSURES!

CIJAI~fS

OF THE OHUROll.
MONO LAKE.
BRIDGEPORT, CAL., Jan. 25, 1890.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Your kindness in publishing my last has encouraged me to try
again. I would like to tell the little readers
of the Corner something about Mono lake,
the great Dead sea of America. It lies in a
great basin surrounded by_ ridges of sand,
sage-brush, greese-wood, Wiltons, etc. The
water is beautiful to look at, clear and sparkling but oh, what a w.retched taste it has. I
can~ot tell you all the different minerals or
salts it contains, but, judging from the taste,
I should say it contained a little of everything
in creation that was nasty and disagreeable.
Although many peopl~ ?rink it !J~lieving it
to contain o-reat medicmal qualities, others
ship it to different poi~ts and s~ll it, much ?f
it going to San Franmsco, while others still
use it for bathing purposes. It seems to me a
disease must be bad indeed if it is worse thnn
the remedy. I hav bathed in it myself, and
it is fine for that purpose, being very buoyant although you feel, on coming out, that
yo~ hav been swimming in an oil tank.
Notwithstanding the water is so clear and
sparkling, there i~ not a Hying. thing to be
found in it. I thlDk God, lD his fifth day's
work, must hav forgotten that he had m;1de
such a lake, for I am sure that it has not
brought forth abundantly moving creature~.
But the fowl of the air is a grand success, for
there seems to he almost millions of ducks
during the fall and winter months, besides
geese and other fowl. In the summer months
there are great quantities of worms gathered
all round the margin of the water and
thrown up in ridges by the action of the
waves, of which the Indians, Payutes and
Diggers, gather. great quantitie~, digging
them for their wiDter's food. Chickens and
hogs eat them with greediness, the former
often dying from the excessiv use of them.
In the center of the lake is an island owned
by a Frenchman, engage~ in the business of
raising goats (which remiDds me that I must
tell you some time about my adventures with
a bitly). I hav never been on the island myself but many go there every summer to
gather gull eggs, which are deposited in
great numbers.
There are many strange and wonderful
stories told of things that hav happened
around the lake. Of people that hav been
murdered and thrown into it for conceal·ment. Of one man who had killed many
Indians and sank them so they would petrify,
intending. to use them for gateposts and doorsteps. I do not know whether there is any
truth in the story or not. No one, as far as I
know, has ever seen any doorsteps and gateposts of that description. Still, the same
man did hav much trouble with the Payutes.
And only last winter one of them ..that he had
had a difficulty with, took the liberty of deliberately murdering him with his own (the
murdered man's) rifie; shot him down while
he was out feeding his pigs, and got his
squaw to help him pack him in the house,
where they shot him a second time after the
man was helpless. And because the poor
woman was frightened and did not want to
help him in his murderous work, he undertook to kill her, shooting her twice, neither
shot, however, proving fatal. She was, after
a long and hard struggle for life, nursed back
into health, only to meet a fate a thousand
times worse.
She was brought into court as a witness,
her evidence, of course, sending the man to
the state's prison for a long term. No sooner
had he been sent away than, by command of
the chief, her own tribe took her out and
stoned her to death. So it seems that a few
of the relics of the good old Bible days still
remain.
How I wish that you could spend one summer in this glorious climate-camping out,
trout-fishing, and bathing in some of the
many hot springs. What a grand opportunity you would hav to study some of the magnificent scenery of the Sierras. There is talk
of building _a railroad through this pflrt of
the country lD the nea;r future. Should they
do so, then you could come and see for yourself. You could make your home with us.
We liv east of the mountains, and near the
foot of Castle Peak, one among the highest
mountains of the Sierras. We could take
horses and, in three days, could go to the top,
from which can be seen the Pacific, as well
as many of the beautiful valleys on the other
side of the range, and back again, camping
out one night. We might, in our wanderings,
run across a big gold mine and make our
fortuneB. Then, I suppose, yon would be a
gold-bug, wouldn't you, instead of an editor?
But my letter is too long, for there are so
many things to talk about.
LILLIE.
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Obituary.
J. S. Thomson died at his home ln Camptown, February 6th, after a long and painful
illness, in his eeventy.fiJth year; his companion of nearly fifty-two years survives to
mourn the loss of a kind and loving husband
and father. His two children, M. !I. Thomson, of Binghampton, and Addie M. Reed,
were at his bedside when he fell asleep. The
Odd Fellows of Wyalusing Lodge 503, of
which he was a charter member, kindly assisted during his illness, and officiated at the
grave. Rev. J. C. Johnson, who is a mem.
ber of the order, delivered an appropriate address.
J. 8. Thomson was bound by no creed or
society; what his reason told him was true
and right, that he advocated, regardless of
popular opinion. He knew not whether there
was a continuation of life beyond our ken,
but was ready to accept what nature had in
store for him.
OAK MILLS. KAN., Jan. 30, 1890.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
It is with a sad heart that I announce to you
and the readers of yom paper the death of a
n6ble young man, my honored cousin, George
W. Eiler. He died of that horrible disease,
pneumonia, at the home of his uncle, Mr. H.
0. Fisher, in this vicinity, on January 28th,
aged twenty years. Thus the icy hand of
death has deprived this vicinity of one of
its most honored and highly respected young
men. His untimely death is a great calamity
to the host of admirin~ friends who followed
him to his last resting-place on the sunny
slope of Round Prairie. George W. Eiler
was a good young man in every sense of the
word. His life was without blemish, and
although he died hard, he met death with an
undaunted spirit and without fe!'r; \:J.eorge
was an honest, kind-hearted, and charitable
young man. He WIIJ' :t stranger to selfishness
and always t:t:.iei to eee how much he could
do fo~ thm;e he loved. The basis of a high
cw;;.cter, unsullied integrity. and unimpeach- .--··-able honor belonged to him. Those who
~- .. .-knew him best loved him most, and now that
he has been taken from us we feel that it has
left a void which time can never fill. A more
industrious, a more intelligent, a more honest,
a kinder-hearted young man has never lived.
The curtain of futurity-that impenetrable
curtain-has fallen, and we see him no more,
but he leaves to his sorrowing relative and
friends a legacy in the remembrance of his
virtues, his services, his honor, and his truth.
Gxo. J. REMSBURG.
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Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

CONSTRUCTIVE FREETHOUGHT,

P~~~is~f~:~;.Enigmas of : MATER IAll SMAI DCRIM~~

of the Second Century
A Truth Seeker Around the World. Frauds of the Churchmen
Exposed.
Four large volum~s. With a steel-plate
By GEORGE REBER.
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
12mo, 400pp.,
Price, $2.
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.
A Compendium of Universal History.
The World's Sages Thinkers, and
By WINWOOD READE.
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
Sixth
edition,
f>Hpp:, .
.
$l.~fi.
$4.50.

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a. very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh·
bors. 550 pau;es. Price. $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. :Setwee~
D. M. BENNETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 centsi

New Model Hall Typewriter Wha.t

RAD reAL PULPIT·
Discourses of Admnced Thought.
By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER.
Price, $1.

INSTITUTION qf MARRIAGE.
And Remarkable Divorce Cases.
By PHTLANTHROPUS.
446pp.
Price, $1.

The Contrast: Evang!'licalism and
Spiritnali~m Compared.
By 1IOSES HULL.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, Sl.

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY

Rational Communism.
AND FUTURE R!U'UBLIO OF
NoR:rn AM:BRIOA.
Advocates a@Booiate life and employment as a prevsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc.
By A 0APITALIST.
Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.

THE

PRESENT

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
By A. C. LYALL.
Price, 10 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradlaugh
and Annie Besant.
25 cents.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-

AND OTHER PAPERS.
ley. 10 cents.
~)bjections to Christianity~
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality.
POVERTY
: Its Cause and Cure.
G. M. MA.m, divided into the following
Price, ~5 cents.
By JOSIE 0PPEXIIEm.
How the Poor M!!.Y Attain Oomfort and Independ·
thes-es: 1. Christianity is neither new not
ence.
original, being borrowed or copied from
ByM.G.H.
much older systems of religion.
SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.
Price,
lO cents.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
ments hav been as fu!ly and truly ascribed
R~ligion
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
to other teachers and founders of religioll
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
as to Jesus.
BY FBEDERIO HARBISON.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission Truth Seeker Colll:'ction of Forms,
'l'he Best Standa.rd Typewriter in the World. I
Price, 15 cents.
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor.
Hymns,
and
Recitations.
Oheap, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, In~erchangeable
roborated by contemporaneous history.
RELIGION:
Type in all L ...ngna.gee, Easiest to leam and
BENNETT affirms; MAm denies. This ia For Organizing Societies; for Jshrriages, Fnner ·
raPid as any. A!!'ents wanted everYwhere.
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted.
ala, Naming of Infant•, Obituaries, Epian exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.
WARRANTEn AS REFREBENTED. Address
By George T. Bondie&.
taphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal and
National Typew-riter Co., 'Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo
Spiritualistic Hvmns for
With
):!ooial
and
Various
10 Temple I'la.ce, Boston, :Ma.ss. I'. 0. box 5159.
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
Excep11ons •o the Chal'aCt( r of
•
Public Occasions.
Bend for catalog and specimens of work.
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
Chrht a~ a Gentleman.
l8mo, 550pp.
Price, 75 cents.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
BY W. T. Purviance.
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
Ill cents.
Auricular
Confession
and
Nunneries.
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
By W. HOGAN.
(Mark iv, 21); or,
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.
An Open Letter to J esns Christ.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
5 cents.
•
Six Lectures.
1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
Lterrogatories to Jehovah. Being Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. Decline of Faith.
And fot the Consideration of Others.
Protestant Intolera:!!::e.
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisl;
By C. SOTHERAN.
In8t'/'ucti'De, Inter68ting, and Laughable.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Godship upon a great variety of subjects
Bvo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
BY WILLIAM HART.
Paller, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Paine
and
Wesley.
Price,
50 cents.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Christian Sabbath.
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv··
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Ea.oh, 5 cents; bound, p~t·,;J., ll5 oents; per doz., 40.
ing many church incidents and his evolu.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts.
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. PaSABBATH BREAKINC,;
oloth, 75 cents.
W. S. BELL'S P AHPHLETS.
By JOHN E. REMSBll~G. '
Lithograph of Bennett Monument.
The Book t-f Chronicles of the PilPrice, ll5 cents.
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
grims in the Land of Yahweh:
50
cents.
Price,
PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tu
Accept my thanks for your excellent and nsefnl
the '.L'l'l-~h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00
disconrse.-JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will Th.e First Epistlf of Bennett the
FoR THE CRIME oF FoRGERY.
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte.
By BEOULABIST.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 Pages. It is a very
Apostle to the Truth Seekers
Price,
10 cents.
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
By CALVIN BLANCHARD.
10 cents.
Age.
Paper,
40 cents.
The Great Religions of the World.
SEMITIC GODS AND THE
10 cents.
ANTI PROHIBITION.
BIBLE.
PRIOE, llO OENTB.
Inclndin~~: Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
The number of heads under which yon hav Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
Jesus Ohrist, Vi•gin Mary, Bible.
WITH
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
10 cents.
By D. M. BENNETT.
the concise manner in which the point is disTheological Amendment and State Personality.
ouased, should be highlr commended. Therefore
(From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
I take fl:reat pleasure m recommending "AntiBy ,Tos. E. PECIC
833pp., pap., 60 (',; clo., $1.
Proh,ib}tion "to the consideration of every person
Priee,
25 cents.
who 1s mterested, not only in the cause of temper- An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
For
a.ll
of
the
above books address
a.nceJJ>nt in the Principles of self-govemment.;J. ;J,JlloOabe.
For all of the above booke address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
linfol
Sainti
and
San1nal
Shepherd&
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
IB La.ta.n\k J.>l,,Rewlork.

of Inhumanity.

The Candle from Under lha Bushel

IMAGE BREAKER.

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
SOUL PROBLEMS.

1·-··

.

St. Matlhew Before the Court
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Truth Seeker Trasts.
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Frcethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for bool<s, please. add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when recmved,
hand them around among yom neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of publi_c asscmb_ly,
et.c. 1'oallow much to be done in thiS way With
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 off ; on five dollars' worth,
40 off· on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of dis~ount is given on these tracts only. ~lease
order by numbers. Tho numbers not mentiOned
are on t of print.
22
23
29
31

Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
God and God-Houses ......................... 2
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
37 Short Sermon. RelY. Theologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ... ... 2
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
47 Cruelty&Credulityof the Human Race .... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. K E. Guild.......... 5
52 Marples-Undcrwood Debate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Pmphccies. Underwood..................... 2
62 The Jews and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ills we Endnre-Cause and Cure. Benneti. 5
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D. 2
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
7l Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
73 Foundations. John Syphers ................ 2
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
7 5 An llonr with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
76 Reply to E. F; Brown. Bennett ............ 3
77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bcnnett.......... 5
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way House. Sypher. 2
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
84 .Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. .. .. .... 2
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
90 Biblo-Mania. Otto Cordates ................ 2
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood......... 1
94 The Ne1..r Raven. Will Cooper............ 5
96 Ichabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker.... ...... .. . ... 2
100 140thAnniversary of Paine's Birthday.... 5
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
105 Decadence of Christiav'ty. Capphro.... . 2
107 l'lle Sate Side. H. B. Brown ............... 5
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
112 ScnsibleSermon. Rev.1LJ.Savage.......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 ·where Was Jesus Born? 8. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston .. :......... 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell.................. 10
. 121 Ingersoll'sReviewofhis Reviewers......... 3
12Z World's Great Religious. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11)
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cmelties of Christianity. Un- .
derwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with tho Evangelists.................. 5
137 Clu·istian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2
140 Astra-Theology................................. 5
Al Inthlclity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
:43 Clmnp; Wan Ho. l~li Perkms............... 2
:48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2
:49 Age of Shams .................................. 3
l4.5 If Yon Take A way my Religion? What
Will Yon Give 1Ie Instead. :Martin .... 10
:Go Tho Liberty of Printing. Ht,!,rlbnt and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
:51 What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5
J.52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
:;.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
158 The Fool's Creed............................... l
:..59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5
:60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3
161 Protestant Persecutions...................... 3
162 Eighth and LastLetterfromLudlowStreet
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... 5
2 Evolution; Homogeneous to Heterogeneous .. Underwood ......................... 3
4 Literature of the .Insane. Marvin.......... 5
5 Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
6 Graduatecl Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
~ Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 Tho Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
IO The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
l l IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson ......... 10
l2 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
.<3 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium, ........................ 10

.fiiT' See note at head of column.

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
Price,

81) Ocmtl,

THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.
Published every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Company, at
28 Lafayette Place,
N:EW YORK CITY.
C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS MANAGER.

E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR.

D'UlUNG 'l'HE YEAll. 1890 'l'HE 'l'ltl''l'R SEEitE:B

Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Libera1 Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its cohimns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
HELEN H. GARDENER.
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
L. K. WASHBURN.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
CHARLES WATTS.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
J. H. BURNHAM.
MATTIE P. KREK;EL.
JOHN PECK.
W. F. JAMIESON.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON. and other English Liberal writers.
The Editor of THE TRUTT{ SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethonght, and is Always on Guard
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tbe People's Liberties.
If yon have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.
THE TRUTH SEmKER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religions observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.

' Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLAcE, NEw Yorur.

It seems hardly worth while to call attention of old-time radical thinkers to
"Plain Home Talk," since probably most of them are familiar with it. Yet there
may be some such who hav lost or loaned their copies of the work and who would
be glad to get a new copy of the latest revised edition. To the younger generations
of Liberals and to recent converts to Freeth ought literature " Plain Home Talk" is a
book that offers much of interest in the line of radical thought on marriage and social
relations, besides much very valuable instruction concerning physiology, hygiene, and
what it is well for everyone to know concerning disease, its causes, prevention, and
treatment.-Truth SetJker.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW
A!! about the human body, in hea!th and duease. nature's secrets reveal-ed,
How life i8 perpetuated,heaWL maintained,diseaseinduced.deathde!ayed,

Ho:w to ntarry yOur 01vn mate. and transmitwealtlt of health to posteritY;
Read the moBt popular, c01nprehensive and useful book treating OJ
MEDl.CAL, SOCl.AL .AND SEXUAL SCIENCE.

which Dr. Eadon declares to be "priceless in value. new, startling
and very instructive." The latest edition is more complete and valuable than ever. having been re-written in important parts. It con·
tains AN APPENDIX of great practical utility made up of
OVER 200 PRESCRIPTIONS OR RECIPES

For Acute and throDic Disorders Common to Adults and Children,

a complete table o! poisons and tnmr nnndotes (!rom highest author-

ities) illustrated direction~ for resuscitating !he drowned (prepared
for Health Boards) and hygienic rules for care of infants; also
ORIGIN OF, LIFE AND DEVELOPJIENT OF MAN,
tracing the embryo from conception. through all sta!,(es to birth,
UJustrated by over 20 Beautiful Colored Lttho!?l'aphs,
on fine plate paper, such as are to be found only m high prwed, Im-

ported medical works ; and to Illustrate t)!e anatomy, a~d relat~ve
positions of important parts. each book IS also em belllshed.,wilh

THREEELEGANTCHROMOCHARTSofVITALORGANS,
p,·ice, $1.50, b'V'I1Uiil; circulmwj)·ee; a(Jents wanted.
.Murral' Hill Pub. Co., 129 E. 28th St., N.Y.

ONE "PLAIN HalliE TALX, FREE to any one likelY to make a good agent, and who Bend
$3.00 for two books; we will send one more free, or three altogether •
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Ten Cents Each.
HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
philosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and infiuence. By Rev. JoHN W. CJLU>wrox.
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
,t;ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. BmiVIBS.
4. EVOLUTION OF TH"E EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RosSITEll
RAYJKOND
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its natnre and development. By Dr. RoBERT G. EooLEs.
9. EVOLUTIONOFBOCIETY. ByJAHEsA.SKILTON.
lo. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. B:v DB. LEWIS
G. JANES
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN C.
PARSHALL.
18. EVOLU'r!ON AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
'l'HOUGHT. B:vJoHN W. 0BADwrox.
14. PHILOiiOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By ST.&.nB
HoYT NICHOLS,
15. THE EF"'ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MlNOT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York.
1.

Col. Kelso's Works.

TlwJe notices are for the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'l!ifdting the places where tltese societies are located. Local Secular Unions and
/f1·eethought Societies rruJtting regulm·ly can
ha'O their gatherings ad'Dertised he1·e free by forwarding the necessary information.

Tlte ~ranhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8. o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lectures and discussions. The PUblic cordially invited.

BrooklJn PJailosopltical Associa·
tfon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenne and
South 2d street, BrooklYn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Snnday. Admission free. Discnasions follow
Iect.ures.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lect.nres and discnssions on
religions and social qnestions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Leag-ue 2:-i'T

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and

Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social Qnestions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'l'ruth
Seeker Publications always on hand at cheap rates.

In;-ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Bnnday (from October to June) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Bnilding, Appleton
street.

Chicago Secular Uniun
Meets every SundaY evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, :first and third Sundays, a.t 2
at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABms HEIGHToN, Bee.

p,JIL,

Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 and 14, Eastman block, MinneaPolis,
Minn. J,F,MAOOlii:BEB,Pres,; LEllOY BEBBIER,Bec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fonrtb Snndays of each month at Independent Chnrch, at
10:30 A.M. Free disonesion on all Liberal snbiects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKER and InvesttR. G. t:!MITH, Cor. Sec.
gator are solicited.

The Walla Walla Lib£ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Bci&nce Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pree.; A.W. CALDER, See.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal C!ub
Holds meetings every Bnnday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnre followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
inches, suitable for framing, sent Postpaid,
for 25 cents. .Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2x1~

u

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBA.CH.
Translated from the Germa.n. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 eta.
The trnth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immor&l.-B'J:tract.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge- LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
hammer Logic nnBnrpassed." Bvo, 888Pp.,

In your meetings, to make them livelY and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-Boox contains songs
by
best Poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work It isthehiK!Jly
recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
goes not so far to snstain Spiritualism as ta Parton. Wright,
Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
show that Christians a.re inconsistent. in deny. and, indeed, by all
who hav examined it. Price,
ing the alleged trnthB of that philosophy. Ill oenta
Address
'l!HE TRUTH SEEKBB Co. .
Qloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
silk cloth, $8.

SPECIAL SALE
OF

l•lili-11111'!'~

Is a rcgulnrly educated
nnd legally qualified Phy.
.sician. nnd the most sue·

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

cc~sful

in his specialty ns
his practice will prove.
Send 10 ct.s. for his "Pri·

't'ntc Counselor." a book
for young nod middle nged
mc.u, suffering front that
Life. Wasting Weakness
as the result of TOUthful
follies, iudcscretiOns and
excesses. It sets forth au

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
S6. Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels. $7.50;
9lewPls, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10 t adjnsted,
$16. For 8 ~unce coin Silver case. aad l3.50; 4
ounce, f4.50: 5 ounce, t6. In best open-face
filled gold, dust-proof case, 7 jewels, $16; 11 Jewels, $17.50: 15 Jewels, $18.50; adjasted, l24.tO;
hinged cases, $8 more; hunting ca.ses, $6 more.

~~~r¥N·;rg~~~:ron.;:C

Pt~0~o~~.~~rJ~:~~~ ~~mf~
the hands of those n.Wkt·

'l'be New :Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements : in silverine, $19; 8
ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 5 ounce,
BEST open-face filled •crew Ca8e, $27; hinJted,
hunting, $26; Louis XlYstyle, $2 ~o f10_more.
Ladies' best gold tillell, 7 Jewels. $17; 11 Jewels,
$18.50: 15 jew• Is, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 more. Rnby and a1amond ornamentations np to $100 extra.

cd.
.AN

RO}r."F.ST STATF.)rR~T.
"Similar nd\·crtisemc~~s

$25.
$30:
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YouNG Abraham Lincoln is dead.
THE question of secul!U' or denominational
schools is vexing the
British Parliament.
A SMOKELESS powder
has been tested in Europe, and is being ex.
perimented
with
at
Washington.
THE French agent in
Dahomey, Africa, asks
for more troops, as the
situation of the French
there has become critical.
THE dissensions in
Canada hav given rise
there to the coining of a
new by-word of political
strife, " Race and religion."
THE engineers commissioned to report on
the Panama canal state
that the work to be done
is of discouraging magnitude.
THE divine right of
monarchy is still claimed
in Europe, Emperor William speaking of Germany as " the land intrusted to me by God."
AT Hamburg, N. Y.,
on the 6th, a train broke
in two; and by the fore
part coming to a standstill and the rear part
crashing into it, ten persona were killed.
LAST Sunday the workingmen of London
held a great mass meeting in Hyde park to
protest against the cruelty of Russia to political prisoners. Annie Besant, John Burns,
Michael Davitt, and others spoke.
THE opinions of promiuent men upon the
jury system hav been gathered, and all favor
reform of it. The change most generally,
though not unanimously, concurred upon, is
reduction of the number of jurors who must
agree.
THE shopkeepers of Elizabeth, N. J.,
formed an organization to combat the mayor's
enforcement of Sunday closing, and intended
to defy the law and keep open, but at the last
moment submitted, and will try to secure
r:epeal of ·the statute by the legislature.
IT is said that Herr Tisza, the premier of
Hungary whose Liberal policy has for fourteen years vastly benefited not only his province of Hungary but the whole of Austria,
will resign. As the two archdukes who stand
next to the throne are bigoted Catholics, the
clericalism that Tisza overthrew will regain
ita place, and disaster will overtake the en.
lightened schemes of education and govern.
ment that he established.
Wn,LIAM III. of Germany in his latest
speech arrogated to himself substantially absolute power, disregarding the rights of the
people and parliament, and saying that those
who opposed him he would dash to pieces.
Among the ultra-Conservativ papers one advises him to establish a dictatorship, and
others urge the suppression of universal suffrage, and, if the Opposition in parliament
grows too violent, the suspension of the
body.
REoJ:NTLY at New York an audience of
2,000 listened to an expostulation by labor
representative against the conduct of the city
schools. It was stated that in accommodations New York ranks lowest among American cities; that "the cost of the machinery
of repression (asylums, courts, police, armories) far exceeds the expenditure for education·" that the compulsory education law is a
dead letter, 100,000 children who should re.
ceive schooling being without, while 20,000
that actually applied last year were refused
admission.
THE fair of 1892 depends upon the action
of the Senate. If Chicago cannot raise auf.
ficient money the fair may not be held at all.
She claims, however, to hav $5,000,000 subscribed and to be able to raise the guarantee
of $10 000,000. The Republican party fears
that N'ew York state voters will deem it re.
sponaible for the action in the legislature that
lost the fair to New York city, and giv the
next election to the Democrats. In England
the opinion has risen that " that supremacy,
social and commercial, which New York has
always claimed, is challen!i:ed, and would
seem to hav passed to its young rival in the
West .. "

A DISAGREEMENT-WHICH IS RIGHT, THE MONKEY OR THE PARROT?
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WITH a more enlightened understanding of
the laws of bercdity, and a more ratiorial and
universal system of education, we shall find
the tendency to crime diminishing.-R. 0.
.Adams.
THE moral actions of men are not the prod.
uct of their volition, but of their antecedents.
-.Spencc1·.
THE Koran is a rhapsody, without connection, without order, and
without art. This tedious book is, nevertheless, said to be a very
fine production, at least
by the Arabs, who assert
that it is written with an
elegance and
purity
which no later work has
equaled. It is a poem,
or a sort of rhymed
prose, consisting of three
thousand verses.
No
poem ever advanced the
fortune of its author so
much as the Koran. It
was disputed muong the
Mussulmaua whether it
was eternal, or God had
created it in order to die.
h~te it to Mohammed.
'fhe doctors decided that
it was etemal ; and they
were right: t.his eternity
is a much finer opinion
than the. other, for with
the vulgar we must al.
ways adopt that which is
the most incredible.Voltai1·e.
IF religion were more
clear, it would hav less
chfl.rm for the ignorant,
who are pleased only
with obscurity, terrors,
fables, prodigies, and
t hi n g s
incredible.D'Holbaclt.
!F the God is infinitly
good, in the human
sense, be must desire
that moral evil should
not exist; and if he is
infinitly powerful, he
could muke his will prevail. The theologian has
often made the moat desperate struggle to get
on:: the horns of this dilemma, but always in
vam. It has been argued that moral evil
comes, not from the good God, but from an
evil spirit called the devil. But, then, there
is no answer to the question, Why did the
good God create the devil? Another attempt
at explanation has been the theory that God,
having granted free will, could not interfere
with it eve!). to prevent evil. But then, again,
comes the unanswerable question, Why-the
effect th11t must follow being known-why was
free will given? This, even granting that
such a thing as free will exists, is fatal to the
explanation.-John Wilson, M.A.

Jllfrt~ihinktlJn' ~Imatt,at,

WHY should God make those whom he knew
would be criminals? If I should make a
machine that would walk your streets and
take the lives of people you would hang me.
And if God made a man whom he knew
would commit mnrder, then God is guilty of
that !1\urder.-lngersoll.

1890.

To develop to the utmost our genius and our
love, that is the only true religion.- Winwood
Reade.

-AND-

To found the future in the highest sense
Humanity must be our ever-present end and
aim.
Through the human is it, that our heaviest
ills are healed.- Goethe.
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PERSEOUTION is the deadly original sin of
the Reformed churches, that which cools
every honest man's zeal for their cause in
proportion ag his reading becomes more
extensiv.-Hallam.
THE spirit of early Protestantism was as
undoubtedly intolerant as the spirit of Catholicism.-Lecky.
ExPERIENOE has proved that the most religious ages and nations hav not always been
the most moral. On the contrary, religious
fanaticism bas such an array of sins of commission and of omission to answer for, that
all other offenses that history tells us of are
a mere nothing in comparison with them. Is
it not a fact that in the very countries in
which the church holds an undisputed sway
and no freedom of thought is tolerated, a
very much lower standard of morality prevails to this day than in those in which
enlightenment has raised its victorious banner?
-Bucltner.
I wisH some one would undertake to show
how public morals are promoted by the doctrins of deathbed repentance, election, and
reprobation, and the final salvation of backsliding saints.-Dr. Tlws. Oooper.
THE Christians say, that among the ancient
Jews, if you committed a crime you had to
kill a sheep. Now they say " charge it."
"Put it on the slate." It will not do. For
every crime you commit you must answer to
yourself and to the one you injure.-Ingersou.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
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PARALLEL CASES.-FAITH AND WORKS.
When Halley's comet came in 1456, so tremendous was its apparition that it was necessary for the pope himself to interfere. He exorcised and expelled it from the skies.
It slunk away into the abysses of space, terror-stricken by the maledictions of Calixtus III., and did not venture back for seventy-five years !-Draper's Conflict, chap. x, p. 269.

Jlolts ;utd
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MAROII 5th there was presented to the
Senate of the United States a petition carrying 308,377 names in opposition to the Blair
Sunday bill and the Blair resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution respecting
establishments of religion and free public
schools. This makes more than 658,000 bona
fide signatures that hav been presented to the
l:lenate in opposition to these measures.

SAYs the Better Way, Spiritualist: "We
llav been assured by a number of people that
the Better Way exerts a healthful influence
on them; that by handling or reading its contents they hav been made to feel better after
severe suffering; and that they hav been
cured of some ailments and relieved in other
instances by regularly taking the same for
some months. We hav reasons to believe
this true to a large extent and therefore would
like to hear from some of our readers who
may hav noticed this fact, giving their rea.
sons for believing so ; how they first experienced it, and the difference in their health
from the time they began to improve in consequence up to the present time." This is
the most unique bid for subscriptions we
remember to hav ever seen.
IT is gratifying to see, says the Denison

Gautteer, that the people of the country are
waking up to the importance of resisting the
attempts now making in certain quarters to
induce Congress to !orce religious observanee
and instruction upon the people by law. OA
the 4th inst. Senator Stockbridge presented
two remonstrances against the passage of any
bill in regard to the observance of the Sab-

bath or Lord's day, or any other religious or
ecclesiastical institution or rite, against the
adoption of any resolution for the amendmeqt
to the national Constitution that in any way
givs preference to the principles of any religion above another, or that will in any way
sanction legislation upon the subject of religion. The remonstrances contain the mdividual signatures of 808,877 citizens from
different states and territories.
Rs:v. DR. ToBIAS SoH&BFFBTBAR, of Baltimore, lectured recently on "Religious Movements in Congress." He said that the introduction of bills savoring of religion will shake
the very foundation of our government and
work for the establishment of Anarchy. The
legislators forget, in their zeal for the establishment of their religion, that they are endangering the existence of a grand structure.
The standards of their religion are pessimistic,
full of gloom and darkness. Where its precepts are not strong enough for required adherence they would call in the strong arm of
the government for their heavenly work.
Not by all the Blair Sunday rest and education bills that were ever devised will a condition of affairs be instituted to the credit of
the government and mankind; not by joining
our free public schools to the church will the
millennium be brought about. Wehavenough
law, we want more liberty. Chain the mind
of a free-thinking man and it will soon break
through and hurt the tyrant.
THBBB hav come to the knowledge of the
Leadville, Col., .Argm within the past few
we\lks, the details of a case in Roman Catholic circles in Leadville which aptly shows the
cunning and greed of the priestly agents of
the Romish money-making machine. The

story as given us is as follows : Some time
since an old gentleman living near the outskirts of the city with his aged wife, was
taken sick and died. He and his spouse were
members of the local Catholic parish and of
course the obsequies took place from the
Catholic church. The deceased left a small
estate and one of the local priests was appointed administrator. The estate, it was
ascertained, would net about $600. A short
time afterward the priest learned, through
tl:.e medium of the confessional, that the
widow was not at peace respecting the progress of her deceased husband's spirit
through purgatory. So it was ordered by
the priest that quarterly masses for such
journeying be said at Rome and that one
mass per week for one year be said at the
local church. These latter, at $10 each,
would, in a year, amount to $520. Rating
the quarterly masses at $20 each, it will be
seen that in one year the old lady, now sixty
years of age, will be practically penniless.
It will strilre the average reader, says the
Argus, as rather significant that the amount
required for masses so nearly " sized up her
pile." What will be the result? At the end
of the year, when the old lady's money has
been safely gathered into the coffers of the
church, she will become a charge upon her
relative or upon the taxpayers of this or
some other community.
HK was a solemn-visaged, gray-polled,
slow-pacing son of sorrow, says the Philadelphia Record. His features were stolidly set,
and there was not a glint of hope in his pale
face. Disappointment and discouragement
were written there. He was a Second Adventist who had for the sixth time awaited

the Lord's coming in vain. The excitement
of his hope had driven him almost to distraCtion, and the reaction had driven him almost
to the grave. " I'll never try again," he said
plaintivly, with a long-drawn sigh. "I began
it in 1843. I was sure I was going heavenward then. In 1844 they said the world was
coming to an end at Darby and I went down
there so as to be on hand. I tried it again in
1859, up in New Hampshire, at a camp-meeting; and the next; time was in the centennial
year. Mother Shipton's prophecy that "the
world to an end would come in 1881," I believed to be gospel truth. But though I began
with New Year's day and watched and waited
for fifty-two weeks, the end was as far off as
ever. I had ab::mt given the whole thing up
when the preachers began to te}l o! Oct. 25,
1889. I thought it was all true until Saturday
morning came. Then I got mad and swore
I'd turn heathen. I hav got tired of waiting,
and my plans hav been spoiled so many times
that I made up my mind I wouldn't stand it
no longer. I've been reading Ezekiel, and
from what he says in the forty-seventh chapter I guess the end won't be for mor'n two
thousand years yet. There's another place
where the good book says the gospel must be
preached to all the world before judgment
day. Well, I reckon there be millions of
poor heathen critters who havn't had a chance
to be preached to; that means the world an't
a-going to bust for ages yet. So I'm not
a-botherin' my head. I don't care a snap
what the preacher folks say. Why, if the
biggest preacher in Philadelphia should
yell to me to-morrow that Gabe was flappin' his wings over my hen-roost, I wouldn't
take the trouble to l_ook out of my window,"
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right cheek turn to him the other also." Chdstian tional qualification of our foreign and nativ illiterate
merchants buy and sell and barg&in and provide population, it is the duty of educators to see to it
comfortable homes for their families, regardless of tbat the way to reading and writing is made easy.
Woman's Right to Reason.*
the injunct.ioo, "Take no thought for the morrow; Perhaps you think they are already easy. You read
sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof." .A.stors without the slightest effort and write-well, some of
It has always seemed to me that right was derived and Vanderbilts sit under the ministrations of Dr. us do not boast much of our good penmanship, and
from capability. I am aware that this assertion, Dlx. and Dr. Deems on Sunday, and perhaps, occa- we ma:nsgo to spell so that we hope there are not
unqualified, might be construed to mean the right of sionnlly, catch e. sound-wave from the uttered words many errors discoverable-when slightly in doubt as
the atronger to oppresa the weak. But using the of the oracle, to this effect, " Lay not u.p fer your- to whether there is one l or two in ll word, and when
word "right" as meaning freedom to work for a selvs treasures on earth ;• but on Monday, and aH he!liteting over ce or C'i, si or t'i, we run the letters
good end, I infer that woman has a right to reason through the week, they go on e.dding thoueanda to together and let them stand for eit.her combination
so far as she is capable of reasoning. But is woman the millions they already possess. To come nettrer as the reader chooses.
I expect, my friends, you are wondering what
capable of reasoning ? Can she thoroughly oompre- home · women put on their tichest apparel, bedeck
hend the relation of cause and effect? The general thems~lvs with gold and jewels, and fix their hllir in point I am trying to reach. I mean just this, that
opinion of men Seems to be, 88 it has always been, the most artistic and becoming fashion, and all this in consequence of our cumbersome, illogical, unhisthat she cannot. That her answer to thei.!!' "Whys'' when they are preparing to attend a Christian church, torical, misleading, monstrous orthography, reading
is a simple ·~Because." That the fact that things to whose congregations Paul wrote, l'egarding the and writing, so far from being arts of easy acquisi"are as they are," is a sufficient reason to women women, "Whose adorning, let it not be the outward tion, are, as Prof. Martineau says, " among the most
why ·they sre, and also sufficient for her, as s rule, adorning of gold, or of plaiting of hsir, or of put- difficult- of human attainments." In the first place,
why they should continue to be so. But is it woman ting on of apparel, hut let it be the omament of it is a solemn truth that there are not sixty words
in the English language pronounced as they are
alone who connects events which hav no relation to a meek and quiet spirit."
each other, as cause and effect! Is it woman alone
Now, in what I hav just said in reference to the spelled; that is to say, the alphabetical name of each
who puts faith in luck instead of forethought, and in open disobedience of Christ.ians to the plain com- letter in the word furnishes no clue to its sound in a
a supernatural providence instead of in due prepara- mands of the Bible, I am finding no fault with the combination or to tha pronunciation of the word as
tion 1 Is it woman alone who carries a rabbit foot revolutionists of England, France, and America, nor a whole; so that a child or foreigner has to ses and
in her pocket to wg,rd off accident, or a horse- with the hiders of fugitiv slaves, nor with· the As tors learn by a sheer effort of memory, and as a distinct
chestnut or small potato to prevent an attack of and Vanderhilts, nor with my sisters who appreciQte lesson, everv word and syllable in the language, hence
colic or rheumatism T The fact is, that the unreason the artistic and beautiful in dress. I wish simply to the consmn"ption of four or five yel\rs' valuable time
which is so largely prevalent in the world is far from call attention to another decision of that revered in learning to read, and hence it is that nobody ever
being confined to our sex, and, as a cause for this book, which says, "He that offendeth in one point is learns· to spell with uniform correctness. Listen to
general unreason, we should remember that it is not guilty of all-j' and thus to show that since the Chris- the school-boy's plaint:
so many centu:des since the peGple-that is, the men tian world has dared to construe certain portions of
Spell-spell-spell,
-"We, the pe·ople," as ths Daclaration of Independ- the Bible in such a way as to he.rmonize with the
Till the brain begins to swim;
ence has it-tbemselvs laid claim to the unrestricted present nineteenth century development of the ChrisAnd spell-spell-spell,
Till the eyes are heavy and dim!
right to reason. How many men do much independ- tian world, and to ignore some portion of the script'Tis slay-and sley-and sleigh,
eat thinking now~ Those who do are making con- urea altogether, it is perfectly right and reasonable
'Tis pare-and pair-and pear,
sidersble stir in the civilized world. But in what a that we should take th!ft venerable volume snd adapt
Till in the confusion I lose my way
small minority are they compared with the hordes of its teachings as a whole to the present development
And impatiently tear my hair.
men who populate this earth; beings to whom we and present needs of society, and especially to the
'Tis
" dolt!" or " blockhead !" or " dunce I"
must perforce, on account of their shape and func- development and needs of woman. To do so will
From a teacher deep flushed with passion,
tiona, giv the appellation of men, but to whom, i! we leave the Bible intact as to its ethical teachings,
If I do not arrange each letter at once
According to honored fashion.
define" man" ae a free thinking and reasoning being, which I think are found with finer expression and in
l've studied, and wrote, and thumbed,
we must deny the right to the name. Slaves are greater abundance in the Christian scriptures than in
Like the veriest drudge in the land,
they to tradition, custom, and habit; not the savage the sacred writings of sny other religion. Feeling
Till the heart is sick, and the brain benumbed,
races races alone, hut the nations that citll themaelvs as I do now, and hav done all my life, the debt I owe
As well as the weary hand.
civilized.
to the many Bible verses committed to memm:y dur0 teachers, with ferule and strap,
Until four hundred years ago the right of any man ing my childhood, and which, on every needed cecaJust think what you're about.
to reason ad libitum was restricted by those in sion, still present themselvs as prompters to good,
It is not wisdom you're driving in,
authority; notably, . by priests supported by the and deterrents from evil, ss inspirers of hope and
But reason you're driving out.
In figures there's always reason,
state. Socrates suffered for free thought and free sustainers of patience, the thought presents itself to
In grammar, good judgment will tell ;
speech long before the Christian era, as Bruno did me, as i£ has often done before, Will not some pure,
But neither taste, judgment, nor reason,
three hundred years ago. Up to the time of the loving soul, with deft intellect, extract those preuious
In the style we are taught to spell.
Reformation no man or woman dare think, and no moral gems and put them in sliitabie form for giving
Such being the facts, how is it possible for the
member of the Catholic or Greek church dare freely instruction in ethics, devoid of all dogma, tmd thus
think or speak to this day. Witness the late anath- aid in cultivating those reverent, religious emotions nation to arrive at the object toward which it is
directing its educational energies, namely, a universal
ematizing of Dr. McGlynn by the Catholic hierarchy, which are a part of our spiritual nature T
even hsra in so-called free America, simply for
But this is a digression. To return to my first ability to read? It simply cannot be reached, with
expressing his individual opinions on social questions, proposition that woman's 1·ight to reason inheres in the present orthography of our text-hooks. It never
and that while still affirming himself to he a devoted her power to reason. I affirm that she has this will. The {)n]y possible method by which it C!W be
son of the church. Four centuries ago the monk power. It is not necessary to call up the shades of accomplished-and by that means sucaess is sureLuther denounced the vicious practices of the Roman Mrs. Somerville or Caroline Hersche!l to prove this. is by the adoption in elementary school-books of the
church a:nd carried his revolt to a successful termina- We find all around us women who, having wakened Anglo-American print. In this print the words are
tion. He broke the spell that had been put upon to their own capabilities, are taking up ihe work of spelled phonetically-that is, by sound, the number
man's mental powers for a thousand years; he pro- life in spheres hitherto occupied solely by men, and of letters c.f the alphabet being increased by using
tested against the shackles of ecclesiasticism which making such a success in carrying on that work as to the ordinary digraphs like th, sh, ch, etc., to rephad fettered hum&n reason; he hurst asunder the astonish themselvs even more than their friends and resent the sounds for which they are at present most
· iron bands of authority with which both men and the world at lsrge. Women in shops and offices; commonly employed; and marking the vowel letters,
women had been manacled by the Romish church, women as. heads of business housGs; women ss pres- as in dictionaries, to denote the long vowel sounds.
and then he forged the chains anew and fastened the idents of banks and insurance companies, and even These devices, with the omission of silent letters and
last link to a book, instead of to the pope.
of railroad corporations. Women superintending the occasional use of the letter e as a modifier, proThe Bible then became the oracle before which the farms and riding over their cattle ranches. Woman duce a phonetic print which so closely resembles the
Protestant soul bowed in awe, and whose literal proiessors, woman doctors, and woman lawyers; common that any person can read it at a glance who
commands it did not dare to question. And so when woman teachers, woman preachers, and woman leet- can now read, and a child or loreigner can learn to
on the pages of that book was found the declaration urers ; and with all these avenues of employment read it in a sixth of the time required to learn by the
that, " The powers that be are ordained of God," open to then, a far greater army of woman mothers common method.
Nor is it necessary that the child or foreigner, who
independence in the soul of man was crushed, and and woman wives. Does it require no reasoning
the dcctrin of the divine right of kings was promul· ' powers to manage these busineaees and professions, can attend school hut a few months, should trouble
gated a!ld defended; and man was degraded, and and make the success of them that women hav made? about the ordinary spelling. He can make his writthe rights of humanity trampled on by despots and Especially, does it require no reasoning power to ing perfectly well understood by using the phonetic
tyrants, who styled themselvs "vicegerents of God." bring up a family of boys and girls ao that industry, spelling, and will soon learn of himself to read ordiAt length ihe revolution i:a England under Crom- virtue, and honor shall rule their lives, and to do nary books and script, from their similarity to the
well, which declared that subjects hav rights which this, as many e. !lj.other has to do it, with the reapon- phonetic.
kings are bound to respect, decided the question for sibility forced upon her of seeing every day that
There is no method but the Anglo-American which
that country, and the declaration was sealed by the there is meal in the barrel? Friends, we will ask can be thus adapted to the wants of the illiterate,
decapitation of Charles Stuart; and a hundred years no more if woman has a rigM t.o reason. She has and of children who can go to school hut for a limlater France ell)phasized the new doctrin that "gov- reasoned, aha does reason, and, in virtue of her rea- ited period. The pure one-letter.for·a·sound phoernors exist for the benefit of the governed" by a soning powers, she Ctaima and will soon receive a netic alphabet with new characters, produces a print
and script un-English in appearance, foreign-looking,
blow on the neck of Louis XVI. so severe that, it is share in making the laws which she has to obey.
said, every sovereign in Europe felt of his own neck
And now that we hav touched the suffrage ques- and unreadable off-hand by the uninitiated, or by
to ascertain if it was intact.
tion, I desire to say, with all earnestness, that I trust those who hav not made a study of that special
Thus ihe principle of the right of revolution this association or society, whatever the form it may alphabet; whereas, in the Anglo-American, every
against tyranny and injustice.found lodgment in the take as an organization, will plant itself fairly and single ietter and digraph is used to designate the
minds of men, without authority from the Bible, and squarely upon the basis of the demand for an edu- sound it most commonly has in ordinary print, and
even in spite of its injunctions, and a way was opened cated suffrage. No person, nativ or foreigner, white hence the difference in appearance is reduced to a
for further disobedience to its literal commands. or colored, should he allowed to hav a vote unless he minimum. The Anglo-American alphabet, with a
Some of its most devout believers refused to return or she can read the ballot which he or she votes, and specimen of the print, can he had by sending a twofugitiv slaves to their owners, notwithstanding that all the ballots printed, distinctly and intelligently, cent stamp to the Spelling Reform Rooms, 24 Clinton
Paul returned Onesimus to his master. Christian and sign his or her name in a clear, legible hand that place, New York.
Now all persons who hav given any real thought
nations now maintain standing armies to bring deso- can he unmistakably read. More than this, in case
lation and death upon other Christian nations in case of doubt, the party desiring to vote should be chal- to the subject are agreed that a simplification of
of affront-both nations professing belief in the di- lenged to read, intelligibly and understandingly, at English spelling is highly desirable. A conviction
vinity of him who said, ''But I say unto you, that least ten lines from some newspaper published on has been reached that a reform must come some day.
ye resist not evil; hut if a man smite thee on the the day af voting. Why' Because reason, guided Within the past ten years the philological associations
by intelligence, is the only safe~uard for our free in- of England and America, composed of men whose
lives are given to the study of languages, hav pro*Address by Eliza Burnz at the Women's Liberal Conven- stitutions.
tion at Washington, D. c.
But before we can in justice require this educa- nounced decidedly in favor of a revision of the spell1..-mm,..nt~t~t;,.nlfl.
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ing of many classes of words; and they hav declared
that the simplified spelling would aid rather than
obstruct the study of etymologies. Like woman suffrage, spelling reform has passed the stage of ridicule. The general conclusion ia that the present
mode. of spelling is unreasonable, absurd, and a disgrace to the Eoglish-speaking people, and that it
certainly must some day be reformed; but in most
persons this conviction is combined with the feeling
that, since the change may be inconvenient to them
personally, they would rather it was postponed to
the next generation.
Up to this time the .dietionary has been regarded
as a literary Bible. Its dictum bas been law, its decisions not to be disputed. The very mystery and
unreasonableness of its teachings hav given it a kind
of sacredness; yet, like the ~ttainment of perfection
in godliness, perfection in spelling has been unattainable. One way our absurd spelling works mischief
is that many persons, after attending school for
years, find it impoaaible to spell correctly; and, as
they do not wish to expose their shortcomings in
this respect, they giv up writing letters altogether;
because, you see, it is only when a person writes
that his friends discover his bad spelling. But the
person who only reads and never expresses his own
ideas in writing ie but half educated and developed.
I think this enervating, retarding influence upon
mental development by the current orthography has
not been sufficiently considered by our educators.
My friends, I hav taken the liberty of calling the
attention of this audience to the subject of simplified
spelling, which may seem to be a topic apart from
the objects of this convention, because I think that,
at this day, every public association which has a
chance for existence must be more or less an educational society. Progress is the watchword of this
era, and there ce.n be no real, solid progress without
universal education.

Christian Criticism Criticised.
[To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH ~ERKER, Sir.- My recent ar.
ticle in TH!l: TnuTa SKRKER so excited the religious sensibilities of a good Christian sieter in Cincinnati, that she sent to
me the following Jetter of criticism. As this letter truly reflects the sentiment of modern Christianity, I ask you to giv
it a place in your columns with my subjoined answer to
the same.-WARREN SMITH.]

WARREN SMITH, Sir : In an Infidel paper published
by Antichrist with Satan and his minions as assistants, is an article purporting to be written by you
entitled "Christian or Heathen, Which?" I am candid in saying that I cannot conceive of the lost snd
wretched condition of a man who could write such
an article as the one referred to. ·It contains such
rank heresy and offensiv blasphemy as is well calculated to call down the wrath of an injured and offended
God at the head of the writer. I can place you only
as one whom God has given over to hardness of heart,
and I fully believe that one who is thus alienated
from God and religion, has no legal right to liv in
this Christian country. In fact, I doubt if you hav
the right to enjoy the blessings of life which you hav
forfeited by insulting its great author. As a scoffer
you are insufferable, and it seems that hell itself has
licensed you to go farther in fulminating sickening
blasphemy than anyone else, and for your heartless
attacks on our blessed religion God will yet grind
you to powder. Those who provoke him cannot escape his wrath. You branded our gospel as "infamous." Our gospel! the only hope of a serpantbeguilea, and sin-cursed, and dying world ! That
you were not consumed at once is due to the fach
that Jesus died that burning brands like you might
be plucked from hell's devouring fl11omes~
I would not try to answer your horrid philippic.
It cannot be properly ansNered except by copious
draughts of God's wrath poured down on your
impious head. Your apt reasoning proves that you
hav received five talents from God's bounty, and for
enlisting these talents in the service of the devil, you
must suffer the awful retribution so vividly set forth
in our sacred hymnal:.
Eternal plagues and heavy chains,
Tormenting racks and fiery coals,
And darts to inflict immortal pains
Dipped in the blood of damned souls.

And all the redeemed will say, Amen ! Allelulia !
MRs. KATE MARVIN.
MY REPLY.

MRs. KATE MARVIN, .Dear Madam: Your letter of
criticis cri on a recent article of mine, published by
"Mr. Antichrist, Satan & Co.," has been received and
carefully read, and consm.utes further evidence to
prove that the Christian religion is most pernicious
and demoralizing in its effects on the minds of its
devotees. A woman eapable of expressing the cruel
and vindictiv sentiment contained in yours, is in every
way qualified to accept the contaminating vagaries
of church theology. Your charge against me of
"blasphemy" is utterly groundless, as in the article
referred to, I expressed no opinion of my own
relativ to the character of God, but only referred to
the ideas bearing on the subject, set forth in the
Bible. That these biblical ideas of God are most
blasphemous I admit, but then please do not forget

'

that the so-called "inspired writers" are wholly host of heaven standing by him. And the Lord
responsible for them.
said, Who will persuade Abab that he go up to RlBelieving you to be uninformed as to the rea.i moth Gilead and fall ? And there came forth a spirit
teachings and tendency of the Bible, I ask your per- and stood before the Lord and said, I will persuade
mission to refer to a few passages for your own him. And the Lord said unto him, Wherewith? And
special enlightenment and edification. We will begin he said, I will go forth and be a lying spirit in the
with the subject of God's personal appearance as mouths of all his prophets. And he [the Lord]
described by the sacred psalmist, of Bathsheba no- said, Thou shalt persuade him, go forth and do so "
toriety.
(1 Kings xxii, 19).
"And out of his mouth proceeded fire, and out of
Here, madam, we hav a glimpse into your heaven,
his nostrils proceeded smoke, and he rode upon a and find your Lord and his angels engaged i.n the
cherub and did fly" (2 Sam. xxii, 11-15). Whst a meanest kind of a conspiracy against poor old Ahab.
grand and awe-inspiring spectacle ! The supreme Treachery and falsehood were the agencies used by
ruler of a million worlds astride of a celestial hippo- the Lord and his co-conspirators in securing the degriff and ridinf! through the vast empyrean with struction of Ab.ab, and how you or any other Chrislurid flames flashing out of his furnace-like mouth, tian can read t.his revolting account without having
and vast volumes of smoke rolling out of the 1aby- your sense oi truth and decency shocked, is, to me,
rinthian depths of his capacious nostrils ! Who a most perplexing mystery.
could not admire the divine excellence and exquisit
It repraaents God as deceiving his own prophets:
loveliness of such a bewildering exhibition of deific
"And if a prophet be deceived when he has spoken
grace and beauty! But we are told by the same a thing, I, the Lord God, hav deceived that prophet"
authority that this God of yours "dwells in dark- (Ezek. xiv, 9).
ness'' and "bas made darkness his secret place," and
"0 Lord, thou hast deceived me" (Jer. xx, 7).
that " clouds and darkness are around about him,"
If you ever had any faith in the prophecies, how
such being the case, the emanation of fire from his can you retain it in the face of evidence like this T
mouth may be for an economic purpose, as is the
Now, madam, the above are only a few of the pasheadlight on a locomotiv. Of course the man or sages out of hundreds of a similar character I could
woman who cannot believe this delectable description quote, and I ask you to ponder them well and canof our "heavenly father,"" has no right to liv in this didly ask yourself if they can possibly be true. You
Christian count.-y."
may search all of the mythologies, theologies, and
Then the Bible represents that your God swore in religious traditions, ancient and modern, and you
his wrath:
will never find within the broad range of human lit" Unto whom I swear in my wrath that they erature such low, crude, and shocking ideas of God
should not enter into my rest" (Ps. xcv, 11).
and a future state as are contained in your Bible;
That be violated his oath :
and how you, or anyone else of sane mind, can be" Say unto th~>m as surely as I liv, saith the Lord, lieve in these appalling and sickening theories, conthou shalt not enter the land concerning which I stitutes a curious mental phenomenon of the age.
swore to make you dwell therein" (Num. xiv, 26).
You are shocked at the fact that I attached the
That he broke his promis and boasted of it:
prefix "infamous" to your gospel. Your gospel
" And you and your children shall wander in the plan rests solely on the "fall of man," or the docwilderness for forty years, until your carcasses shall trin that on account of Adam's sin all men contracted
be wasted, and you shall know my breach of promis" a fearful load of guilt, passed into a state of oondem(Ibid.).
nation, and became subjects of God's eternal wrath.
That he made a mistake in creatil::g mau and was Now, in all candor, I ask you if it is not "infamous"
grieved about it:
to criminate, condemn, and expose t<> never-ending
"And the Lord saw that the imagination of the torments the whole human race, simply because
thoughts of man's heart was evil and only evil con- Adam and Eve committed the world-wicked crime of
tinually, and it repented God that he had made man eating an apple six thousand years ago. What had
and griev<>d him at head. And he said. I will da- the present inhabitants of our world to do with the
stroy msn whom I hav created, both man, beast, snd apple-eating episode in Eden, anyway ~ Why conthe creeping thing, for it repenteth me that I hav damn them without a hearinf;l', and a chance to demade them" (Gen. vi, 5). Now, Sister Kate, laying fend themselvs 1 Another revolting phase of your
all jokes aside, don't you really think this was a gospel is that it is based upon the principle of
smail business for a God that knew everything from punishing the innocent for the offenses of the guilty,
the beginning? In fact, don't you think it would and then insults morality by calling this outrage by
hav been more creditable for God, and immeasurably the sacrad name of justice-" divine justice."
better for man, if he had repented in the start and Madam, if that does not smack of the "infamous,"Ihav
never undertaken the job, leaving man undisturbed never comprehended the meaning of the English
amidst the shades of annihilation or non-entity' language. But the most appalling pbs.se of your
That God is partial and contemptibly mean:
gospel is its hell and damnation feature-a fiendish
He hardened Pharaoh's heart so that he would not provision of ever-enduring torment-of " arrows inlet the people go, and then sent on him and his sub- fiicting immortal pains dipped in the blood of damned
jects plagues of blood, and frogs, and lice, and flies, souls," and all as a. penalty for the sin of unbelief
and boils, and murrain, and fear, darkness and death, during this short life. Yes, your gospel-" the only
to compel him to do the very thing he h&.rdened his hope of a serpent-beguiled, sin-cursed, and dying
heart to prevent him from doing-hardened his world"-provides thst "strait is the gate and oarheart, and then mercilessly scourged him for being row is the way that leads to eternal life, and few
there be that find it," while " wide. is the g&te and
hard-hearted. See Ex. ix.
I should think that the fellows that wrote such broad is the way that leads to destruction, and many
stuff as the above certainly must hav had an attack there be that go in thereat." Nothing infamous
of the jimjams, and the deluded orthodox masses about an arrangement of that kind when originated
who accept such driveling rot about God ought to &nd engineered by a God of infinit wisdom and inbe most heartily ashamed of themselvs. But I would finit power to perform anything he wished! Don't
enlighten you still further on the teachings of the you think it is inappropriate to call this horrid and
blessed book relativ to the character of God.
sickening scheme of wholesale damnation, the gospel,
It represents him as accepting human sacrifice:
" glad tiding!!," when it rushes nine down the
''And Jephtha vowed a vow unto the Lord and "bro~d y;ay" end through the "wide gate·: into
said, If thou shalt without fail deliver the children of hell, while it lifts only one by the lever of faith up
Ammon into my hand, then shall it be that whatso- through the strait gate info a seven-by-nine h~aven ¥
ever cometh forth from the doors of my house to If you are a mother (I hope you are not ), would you
meet me, shall be the Lord's, and I will offer it up not do be Her th~n that for your children! Or has a
as a burnt offering. And Jephtha came from Mizpah belief in these appalling theories of a h@aven for a
unto his house and behold his daughter came out to few of the meanest ones, and a hell for the many of
meet him-and she was his only child. . . . She the best ones, so eliminated and driven ?ut all
returned to her father, who did to her according to kindness and love from your n~ture tba~, hke the
the vow which he had vowed" (Judges xi, 30-39).
Rev. Jonathan Edwards, your enJoyment m hsav~n
In 2 Sam. xxi, we are told that the Lord affiicted " will be to witness the torments of the damned m
the people with a plague, and for a relief measure hell ?'' I thank you for your can~id letter, as _it c_on" the seven sons of Saul were hung up before the viocas. me of the urgent necessity. of subst1tutmg
Lord in Gilgal ;" after which "the Lord was en- secular teachings for th~ god-defa.mmg, man-degradtreated for the people." It seems the Lord bad a ing, and woman-enslavmg doctr~ne of church thespecial grudge against the "bloody house" of Saul, ology, and I now feel the necessity more than ever
and, as usual, he punished the people for it until of wresting the youth
the land from the foul
the seven sons of Saul were sacrificed to appease his ciutches of church superstitiOns.
wrath.
You coolly inform me that. those w~o "provoke"
Your orthodox ministers rave and horrify- their your Go? "cannot _escape his wrath. Wh~n you
good Christian congregations about the altars of the made this threat did you not lose. your scriptural
heathen gods being s£ained with the blood of human reckoning, or do you know anytbmg about your
sacrifice; but would it not be well for them to Bible anyway? As it declares: "The tabernacle of
cleanse the altar of their Jehovah from the blood of robbers prosper and they that provoke. Yo~ are
innocent human victims, before fabricating these secure unt~, whom .. the hand of th~ Lord giveth
se:tasational stories about the heathen gods-who are abundantly (~ob xu, 6). ~omme~t IS unnecessary.
mostly tutelary and harmless in their character T
I hop~ you wlll accep~ t~Is. can~Id answer to your
It represents God as sending lying spirits out of letter m the same spmt It IS written, and honestly
heaven :
·
consider the lessons it contains. I would not cause
" I saw the Lord sitting on his throne and all the or sanction the suffering of a single human being on
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earth-in this life or the life that may succeed this.
And contrasting my desire for the happiness of all
mankind with the cruel and vindictiv sentiment of
orthodox Ohristians, I am truly glad I am not one of
tham. In fact, if the sentiment expressed in your
letter is a fair index of Ohristian spirit and heaven
is peopled with your kind, I don't desire ever to go
there. Hoping the masses may soon be emancipated
from the thralldom of ignorance and church theology,
and embrace the principles of justice and truth for
their life standard, and pledging my best effort to
compass this much-deserved end, I am fraternally,
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 19, 1890.

WABREN SmTH.

-------4HH.-------

The Sign of the Cross.
The story of the Pross is as old as that of man.
From the night of the traditional ages, within
which fl. Jurishad the mysterious civilization of Ethiopia, and later that of Egypt, the substance or the
shadow of its familiar form stands forth, either incorporated in unrecognizable designs of massiv
architectural ruins or variously wrought in metals or
in stone; and through the succeeding eras its almost
universal presel!ce may be clearly traced, wherever
the race bas lived and loved, warred and worshiped,
aud lt;ft aught of its tale behind.
That it symbolized religious ideas centuries before
the Cbriotian era, is seen in its fr€quent appearance
in and near tbe temples and shrines, sacrificial altars
and buriai-places, of prehistoric peoples; and the forgotten race whiilh first dwelt upon the continent of
America molded upon it many of the mystic mound
sepuichers which are all that now remain to prove
their existence to the modern world.*
The date of its first use by the Romans as an
insirt;m .. nt of capital punishment is unknown, but it
seems to hav been an outgrowth of the simpler device
of impaling the victim upon a stake (crux), the superior cvnvenience of ita form, together wHh the irightful agony of the death which its agency entailed,
seeming to hav recommended it to the refined barbarism of ister times.
In the time of Christ only slaves and the most
abandoned malefactors died upon it, a tablet (album)
alw,ys bsing hung above it, relating the name of the
culprit and the history of the crime which he
expiated.
hs use as the implement by means of which the
gentle peaaant of Nrtzareth suffered under Pontius
Pilate naturaily led to its adoption as the symbol of
the csntral fact of the Ohristian faith, and through
the centuries which hav followed under the merciless
reign of that terrible superstition it has eloquently
continued to typify the bloody significance of its
Latin purpose.
WMrever the wickedest passions of men hav had
fullest sway; wherever the blackest deeds in the
calendar of sin bav darkened and withered human
life, ita grim shadow has fallen, a talisman to which
the glaring torch of the incendiary and tht; red hand
of ths heartless slayer of innocents hav again and
again been pointed, alike a sufficient cause and convenient pretext for unwritten saturnalia of debauchery and countless carnivals of crime.
U uder star-gemmed skies of night its cr11el arms
dyed with thJ lurid crimson of funeral fires upo~
which perished martyred braves, hav thousands upon
thousands of times been raised by the fierce hands of
men in the name of almighty God; and upon unnumbered sunlit fields of carnage where the blood of subli~e her?ism, spilled fo_r contending creeds, has
mmgled m a common tide, its trenchant emblem
floating above bannered hosts, has lent holy sanctio~
to savage slaughter.
No more r_uthless o~ cruel w~are was ever waged
among mankmd than m that ser1es of conflicts covering two centuries, which were fought bene~th the
crescent and the cross, and the modern student of
history .is froz;m with horror as he reads that black
p~ge which,re_ci~es the details of atrocities perpetrated
alike. by Onrist1an and Moslem, and in the name of
two Jealous and martial Gods.
U uder the banner of the cross the remnant of the
W a!denses, in the south of France, were driven into
the mountains of the Oottian Alps; hundreds of
their wi~es and babes ~lain ; their homes destroyed.
The Alb1genses of Spam, a peace-loving people who
~imply refused to embrace the bloody faith it sy~bol
IZed, were put to the sword and exterminated. In
its name were committed the crimes of a succession
of assassin and libertin popes and a lecherous and
brigandish priesthood. Under its benediction that
chamber of incredible horrors, the Inquisition, was
organized and maintained. For its cause the bloody
holocaust of Bartholomew left its foul blot upon the
race; and the masters of the revels during those high
carnrvals of license which culminated in Ohristian
England in the court of that crowned monster Henry
VIII (Defender of the Faith), were divinely selected
standard- bearers of the holy cross.
"' Among the Toltec remains in Central and South America
the cross i~ frequently met with, and the Spanish conquerors
were astomshed to find it an object of religious veneration
amon&' the nativs of Central America and Mexico.

Peter Waldo, a merchant of Lyons, in the twelfth
century dared to cause the gospeis to be translated,
and contendsd that layman bad the right to read
them to the people. His was the first voice raised
for religious freedom and Freethought under the
Oatholic hierarchy.
Francis I., of France, s Ohristian monarch, ordered
Waldo and his followers extirpated. They were
burnt alive, their women ravished and slain, their
children tortured to death-a noble work oarried on
later by Oharles Emmanuel II., another of God'~>
anointed, until but a handful of these brave spirits
were left in the mountain fastnesses, whither they
had flown.
The heretics of Spain, classified under the generic
appeHation of the Albigenses, were slaughtered in
the name of the meseiah and holy cross, until forty
thousand had gone down in the awful sanguinary
sea. Dmnk with bloL d, the avengus were directed
by their pious masterl'l- to kill Catholics and all, for
" God will know his owD."
Upon Bartholomew's awful day ~eventy thousand
fell like beasts in the shambles, while cowled prlestt:\
and black robed nuns, with crucifis: aloft, sanctified
the slaughter. "The king himself fired upon the
fleeing crowd."
In the Orusades thousands of brave hearts fell beneath the Ohristian swot d, and at Antioch the demoniacal deeds of the bearers of the cross paralyze
the pen of the historian who essays to recount them.
Yet in these wars the Christian world was astounded
to find itself confronted by two civilizations superior
to its own, the Greek and the Saracenic, and the sole
good result cf t.hese terrible campaigns was the im·
provement which the dieeip!es of ihe true faith derived from contact with two systems of heathen philosophy.
Among the most remarkable of the races which
hav appeared upon the earth, hav reached a distinct.
and individual nationality, attained to commercial
power and splendor, and hav passed away l£>aving
few trsces of their existence, the Moors may be said
to take first rank. Only the few monumental ruins
of their magnificent and original architecture, which
are to be seen a11d studied in Spain, are left to eommemorate them, and surely there is no such depth of
pathos and sadness connected with the cemeteries cf
surviving peoples as is associated with these silent
remains of a dead race.
The Alhambra, the royal home of the Moorish
kings, may still be examinPd in deta I. And no more
lordly dwelling ever sheltered royal blood than this
splendid work of bsrbaric hands.
That incomparable descriptiv writer, W!lshington
Irving, devotes an entire work to the Alhambra, and
his graphic pen and vivid imagination bring its gorgeous halls, noble domes, delicate pillars end minarets, and breathing b~s-reliafs before us, and people
it with the ghosts of its robed and turbaned dead
with magical realism
The Moors, though they werA surrounded by
Christian nationa, were in many respects the most
advanAed people of their time. They poeseaeed
many valuable libraries in which were stored thousands of priceless manuscripts. They sent their
emissaries to trade with far-distant lands, and were
in some ways the most progressiv commercial power
of their age. Their tapestries, carpet.s, and other
fabrics were of unsurpassed durability and beauty,
and many other of their manufactured wares found
their way through trade channels to the remotest
corners of the earth.
Ferdinand the Catholic conquered these people,
and forced many of them to embrace the faith.
Lster Philip II., a church hero, bearing aloft tha
standard of the cross, invaded their country and
beg;m a system of such cruel persecution that the
Moors were driven from their nativ land, their cities,
their temples, their farms, and the'r homes desolated,
and a small handful of their people driven into
Africa, where their unconquerable spirit survives in
the warlike states of Algiers and Tunis.
Hernando Oortez, entering Mexico with his fanatical followers under the banner of the cross, carried
ruin and destruction in his cursed path to a happy
and prospf'rous people. And their beautiful and
blossoming land was mercilessly wrested from them,
and thereafter became a legitimate prey to the fanatical hordes of the true chureh.
Joseph Smith, a fanatic, founded Mormonism.
He was tarred and feathered by Baptists, yet
preached an eloquent sermon to enthusiastic listeners
on the succeeding day in his pitiable condition. He
was shot, with his brother Hyram, by an allied
mob of Methodists, Baptists, and Oampbellites, who,
with envenomed hatred, perPecuted his sect until,
braving the perils of an unknown wilderness, its
devotees sought refuge beyond the reach of other
followers of the cross.
"The blood of the rrartyr became the seed of the
church," and Mormonism of to-day numbers more
than one hundred th<: maud believers. When the
mists of time hav wrapped themselvs about the
memory of the prophet Smith, and the story of the
exodus from Missouri has acquired all the venerable
attractions of antiquity, remembered by man only in
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the cheri~hsd tradH.iona of the Mormon llhurcb, its
great founder will sit wit.h Moses and Mo.hammed;
and tha history of the 1\'lcrmon p"lrseoution and mi·
gration through the desm·t will take its place in the
hearts of true worshipers of th~t faith, as the tale
of the Jewish escape from h!:li~th6l1 bondage has done
throughout tLe remainder of the Ohrhltian world.
May the day soon come when, insteBd of a forest of
spires in our cities rep1·es~mting the bloody apocrypha of the crucifixion of God nnd t.he s.ttmement,
free schools of learning r:>nd temples of art Rtl:ld
philosophy, libraries and instructiv museums, shall
everywhere be found wi1hin rench of ell the world.
It h&s ever been maintroi.ued by t.he church that
there could ba no mon~!it.r with(Jllt religion. Kings
once said there could b(~ no moralit.y w1t.hout kings.
Yet the world h&"' l&rgely slwken cff the trammels
of autocratic tyranny, &nd the foundera of the
American rl"public, divoroh•g church and state, establish• d a government of the people, by the people,
for t:1e people, whieb now, overshadowing every star
in the consteliat.ioll t f :untul'e, is a be&con-light in the
fit'mamsnt of truth, before which ihe pnestly and
tha royal lie alike sink mt<.• the shades of et£<rllal ob·
livion.
A. H. H.

Jephtha and Gladstone.
In the l•lorth American Review the Hon. Mr.
Gladstone, in replying to Colonel Ingersoll, says:
''Although tht;re is no srgumont as to Abraham or
J ephtba expresfled, we must assume that one is
intended, and it seems to be t.he following: • You are
not entitled to repwve t.he Hindoo mother who casts
her child uudar th6 wheels of the car of Juggernaut,
for you "'pprove of the conduct of Je.phtha, who
probably sacrificl:'d his daughter in fulfillment of a
vow (Judges xii, 31), that be would make B burnt
ofi\,riug of whatever, on his safe return, he should
meet coming forth irom the doors of his dwelling.'"
Now the whole force of this nj ;inder depends upon
our supposed obligation. as believera, to approve the
conduGt of Jephths, It is therefore a very serious
question wbi2t.ber W<; are so obliged. But this ques.
tion the R"ply does not eva~ cond~scend either to
argue or even to state."
The honorable gentleman continues: "I am aware
of no reason why any baliever in Christianity should
not be free to canvass, regret, condemn, the act of
Jephtha."
Now, it is evident that no believer in Christitlility
has any right to rej aot or condemn the.t which God
inspired and approved-which hs did, as I intend to
prove by the record, although the honorable gentle.
man says, "So far as the :narration which details it is
concerned, there is not a worn of sanction given to
it." But right here I wish the reader to note the
oaauietry cf the gen~lr·man. "So far as the narration
which details it." Suppose there were no sanction
to that notion in the Mrrstiv given in Judges xi,
29-35, but there was in othEr po!'tiona of the Bible.
Then the gentleman would be cm·rsct in his allegation yet false in the main giet of the controversy.
He is expert in this species of ignoratio elenchi.
But there is sanction to the notion that God approved the vow and the sacrifice, both in the detailed
account of it in (Judges x, 29) and in other portions
of the Bible.
Now for the proof. J udgas xi, 29 : " Then the
spirit of the Lord came upon J £<phtha,
and
he passed over unto the children of Ammon. And
Jephtha vowed a vow unto the Lord, snd said, If
thou shalt without fail deliver the children of Ammon
into mine hands, then it shall be that whatsoever
cometh forth of the doors of my house to meet me,
when I return in peace from the children of Ammon,
shall surely be the Lord's, and I will offer it up for a
burnt offering. So J ephtha passed over to the Clhildren of Ammon to fight against them, and the Lord
delivered them into his hands. And J aphtha came
to Mizpah unto his house, snd behold his daughter
came out to meet him with timbrels and with dances."
Now how could the honorable gentleman assert
that there is nothing iu the detailed sccount to sanction the idea that God approved the sacrifice when
he made the vow when the spirit of God was upon
him T It appears, too, that he anticipated that it
would be either his daughter or his wife, for we are
told (verse 34) she was his only child; besides her
he had neither son nor daughter. And from bis
grief on the occasion at meeting her he must hav
anticipated meeting his wife and hav been greatly disappointed. And we are almost driven to believe that
he purposed to relieve himself of her, else why dedicate so specifically some one who should meet him
from out the doors of his house 1 There is but one
other hypothesis to explain this horrible conduct in
this man of God, and that is the abominable superstition that prevailed amongst all the nations in that
day, that the more dear and valuable the victim
offt~red was to the devotee, the more availin€: it
would be with the Lord. Hence we read in 2 Kings
iii, 27, that the king of Moab was hard pressed by
Edom, and that "He took his eldest son that should
hav reigned in his stead and offered him for a burnt
offering upon the wall." Still the Lord sanctioned
and inspired it, as shown above.

1~ft~
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But God had slready legisl&ted on that subject I
Wby Am I an Agnostic 1
Nothing filthier oould bav been conceived by the
before Jepbtha mude thi.\t vow. The Lord had said, A I'IHORT REVIEW OF AN ANSWER REV. DR :M. 0. LOOKWOOD. meanest of the black devHs tbemselvs. lm&gin a
N um. xxx, 2, " If a man vow a vow unto the Lord,
OF CINCINNATI PREACHED AGAIII:ST THE ABOVE THEME God descending from his lofty heaven to commit a
or swear an o::;th to bind his soul with a bond, he
rape upon a chaste woman, upon a virgin, to beget a ·
OF COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
shall not break his word. Ho shall do according to
A.a no reply to Rsv. Mr. Lockwood's pretended son, a holy redeemer, without first procuring a license
all that proceedeth out of his mouth. No devoted answer upon Hon. RJbert G. Ingersoll's beautiful at the proper court at~d marrying her. If tbis was a
thing that a man shall devote unto the Lord of all lecture bas been publi~hed as yet, I feel called upon holy act at that time, it surely must be a holy comthat he hath of man and of beast, and of the field of to try, herewith, at filling the want. In such impor- ~emoration nowadays, just as well; and prostituhis possession, shall be sold or redeemed-avery tant cases it is probably better late than never.
tiOn would be the very essence of the holy wor~>hip
devoted thing is most holy to the Lord. None
The said article, as inserted in the December issue of the holy Christian religion. Oh, shame! unredevoted which shall be devoted of men shall be of the North American Review and our TRUTH deemable shame I
redeemed, but shall surely be put to death" (Lev. SEEKER, bas created u. profound sensation, causing
" But this was not the full consummation of the
holy
redemption act," answer the long-faced reverend
xxvii, 28, 29).
the holy Christian institutions to tremble at their
Here, then, we see how the Lord had already very foundations. Their reverend pastors looked at sirs; "God bad to die upon the cross for the world's
hedged Jephtba in by hia law. And yet his spirit each other in utter amazement. "Oh, never mind! sins, after having become one of the world's actual
came upon him and under that inspir~tion he made I shall go for him next Sunday and will shut his inhabitants himself when born." So he bad to die
the vow. No wonder he says to his daughter, "I blasphemous mouth forever," were the consoling by being innocently nailed to the cross ? Hu.d to be
bav opened my mouth unto the Lord and I cannot words of the shining star of local preacherdom.
murdered T But murder is a crime; and crime is the
flO back."
Compare that. language with God's law
On said Sunday evening, after slandering and devil's own and exclusiv power and property, his only
(Num. xxx, 11). And ehe replies, "Do unto me abusing the colonel to his heart's content, Rev. M. revenue and means of existence. Consequently God
according to thn.t which hath proceeded out of thy 0. Lockwood'ti! great answer ran essentially as fol- had to step down into the hell and implore and kiss
mouth, forasmuch aa the Lord hath taken vengeance lows : " . . . We walk by faith and not by light. the devil to kindly condescend and render his satanic
for thee of thina enemies, even of the children of . . . Faith is something higher than 8 mere assistance in committing the said crime, the said
Ammon [has performed his part of the covenant science, . . . it is the conception of the con- murder upon God's only son, in order to redeem the
literally]. Aud she returned to her father, who did sciousness apart from the media of the senses. . • . world-from whom? From the very devil himself.
with her. according to his vow which be had vowed" If Columbus had been an Agnostic he would never
Must be not be a consummate lunatic who
preaches
and teaches such theories ! Is he not a
(Judges xi, 39).
hav discovered America. . . ."
Now, how any mfo\n with moderate sense can read
Verily, verily, Mr. Rev. Dr. Lockwood, whoever hypocritic devil himself who, with a full considerathis plain narrativ without prejudice and not believe te~ches such a ~octrin is led indeed by a blind tion of facts, defends such a God T
Finally, what was to be the promised, glorious
that God sanctioned and enjoined the sacrifice of fatth and not by hght, or else he is 8 full and brazen
Jephthtl'B daughter, is more t,han I understand. And hypocrit. First, it is ill-covered nonsense to claim result of this grand act c,f redemption T The devil
when a man of world-wide fame for wisdom and log- that faith, without light, led to the discovery of this had to be slain, his bead crushed ; be had to be disical scuroen attempts to cover it up and envelop it continent. Columbus bad enough of a well-lighted abifid forever. In plain words, the people had to
in the mist of sophigky, I &m constrained to conclude reason to undertake his trip anxious to find a enjoy entire freedom from every temptation and sin;
that he feels the overwhelming noceseity of rescuing shorter way to the East Indies, instead of· dragfling a holy innocence and sweet peace had to hence.forth
his God from a character that is so damaging to him around the .Cape oi Good Hope. The teachings and reign supreme, just as it was before the Eden's
in the eyes and hearts C·f the enlightened men and demonstratwns of the great Nicholas Copernicus larceny was committed. And what do we obeerve at
women of the nineteenth century. Surely much convinced him, beyond any reasonable doubt:, that a moment•s· honest reflection T It shows that the
learning has made him mad, but be can never with the earth is round, and not flat, ~s the holy, God- world is even more wicked, the devil' a eyes more cunit make sane people fools. Mauy of the apologists inspired Bible teaches. His faith rested upon sci- ning and his claws more efficient, than ever before.
This proves, conclusivly, that all the promises of
of ibis God of J aphtha effect to believe that be con- ence, on a pure, unadulterated conception of the
demned her or she devoted herself to a -life of celi- "media of the senses," and this brought him to the the Christian God were " good for nothing ;" that
bacy. But the record ssya plainly he sent her away Bahama islands, still believing, probably, that he all were either pure and simple deceptions, or premeditated lies.
for two months, and she went with her companions reached the longed-for Asiatic peninsula.
This is why we reject the God of the Bible as
and bewailed her virginity upon the mountains.
Now, regarding your own faith, reverend sir, it
"And at the end of two months she returned to consi11ts in believing Jehovah, the Christian God, and being unworthy any belief and trust. I am loath
her father, who did with her according to the vow his holy Bible. And who is, pray, the Jehovah of to accept as granted what he teaches of his eterwhich he had vowed." No, gentlemen, you cannot the said code T Who is the Christian God-father, nal heaven or damnation. We bav not the slightest
clear your God of authorizing, nay, making obliga. son, and the Holy Ghost T " He is the almighty proof of any personal future life save the promises of
tory by his own special enactment, human sacrifice. ruler of the universe, all-knowing, most holy and the self-convicted liars of the "holy" scripture. Upon
He did it, or else his own word·ia f&lse. Stand by it just. He is pure and most sublime," answer the liars I shall not rest my belief and faith ; my conand defend it, if you can, but do not skulk and Christian teach~rs. He is, as I am to understand, science is not so enslaved.
These are the simple reasons why I am, aleo, an
dodge and deny it, for in so doing you become the only creator of everything. and nothing bas been
Agnostic. I do not know what will become of me
Infidels.
made but by him. He bas, therefore, made the man, after
I am gone ; neither do I care as long as my life
I cannot refrain from noticing another obliquity of the angel and the devil, the heaven and the bell.
is
led
in a pure and honest light, according to the
the honorable gentleman-for I think that is the God knew, as be "knows everything, past, present,
proper name for it, when one reprehends in another and future," tbst the infernal rascal, the devil, would supreme laws of the true and honest God, as laid
what he is guilty of himself-although by so doing I steal away some s<>venty five pel' cent of J ebovah's down so beautifully in both nature and conecious
N. T. TANSKI, M.D.
may prolong this article beyond its proper length. own images as soon as the hungry woman would reason.
Oincinnati,
0.
The distinguished statesman ch"rges Colonel Inger- bit<A at one of the forbidden apples. God knew this
~----~~.-------soll with looseness and inaccuracy of statement, a a~es before, consequently it was his "holy" wili that
Senator
Blair Dumfounded.
galloping, unreliable method of quotation, and seeks Eve sbouid commit the "awful" sin and plunge a
A
delegation
of
women
went to the national capito make the impression that his declarations ought, full majority of her sons and daughters into the
not to be received on that account, .or at least should blazing pit. Or could God know anything without tol, February 27th, to interview members of Congress
with a view of having two females appointed, as well
hav but little weight. He instances the colonel's or ngainst his "holy will T"
statement that "the apostles conceived the idea of
He knew, &lao, that Cain would kill Abel; that as two male delegates, to represent industrial snd
having all thi1.1ga common." This he calls an inter· Noah would get beastly drunk; that Moses would educational interests at the World's Fair, in 1892.
polation-" no such statement in the narrativ." slay the Egyptians ; that his chosen David would Senator Blair, being a woman's·rights man, received
Now, whilst this is true, yet it is but a slight inaccu- commit murder and adultery; that Solomon would the delegation with suavity, and began to talk about
racy of reference. W a find this distinguished states- danca with a thousand prostitutes; that every one his educational bill. "I hope," said be, "that you
man indorsing another quotation from the Bible of his special and choice friends and ministers would are in sympathy with this measure T"
As no other woman ·seemed ready to answer the
made by the colonel, which is absolutely not where hav to render a high tribute to the roaring infernum.
be, Gladstone, refers it, nor denounced for the fault
Not only did God know of the crimes to be com- question, Miss Susan H. Wixon, after a pause,
that he says it is. The quotation made by the colo- mitted, but he specially commanded his· people to responded:
" Well, I do not appreciate the religious part
nel is, "They who believe and are baptized shall be follow the devil. Listen : He informed Abraham to
of
it."
saved, and they who believe not shall be damned; enter a bond of, I might call it, provisional or sup·
Senator Blair then said :
and these shall go away into everlasting fire prepared plementary matrimony with Hagar, his servant, in
" Think of the thousands and thousands of chilfor the devil and his angels." The honorable gentle- order to secure his posterity's doubtful link; and
man says the latter section of that quotation is out of when, after all, Sarah found herself in a fair way of dren in this country growing up without knowing
another gospl'll and another connection, and is really becoming a mother, God ordered his great patriarch whether there is a God or a devil!"
Another pause ensued~ when Susan replied:
written not of those who do not believe, but of those to chase away, into the parching desert, the poor
"Who does know, Senator! Do you!"
who refuse to perform c:ffices of charity to a neigh- Hagar and her ill- begotten I ihmael. This same God
Here
again was a pause. Such a question had
bor. He gave no raferenc<~ to the chapter, but evi- advised the daughters of Lot to render their father
dently had allusion to Matt. xxv, 46, which says noth- drunk and hav him assume the part of their hus- probably never before been put to him by a woman,
ing about everlasting fire. Indeed, the entire quota- bands, to prevent a total extinction of this chosen and perhaps not by a man. What could be say !
tion, as quoted by the colonel and indorsed-though family. He iuspired Rebeoca to cheat the blind He appeared to be dumfounded. But fortunately
in piecemeal-by the honorable gentleman, according Isaac of his blessings for her pet Jacob; and God for him at this moment a messenger entered announcto his quibbling criticism is an interpolation. There blessed him, indeed, for from his family came the ing that Vice-President Morton was ready to receive
is no such passage literally, yet it does giv the teach- "savior and redeemer of the sinful world." These the delegation.
At the Woman's Liberal convention, in Washinging of the Bible. I suppose I must be as polite as I are only a few instances of the abominable crimes
can under the circumstances, and say, "It would be said to hav been perpetrated by the manifest will of ton, Mi£1s Wixon twice read an original poem, each
stanza of which ended with "When woman wakes."
wrong to call this intentional misrepresentation; but God.
can it be caPe:l less than somewhat reckless negli·
Now, please tell me candidly, what is your opinion It is to be hoped that Senator Blair will soon realize
genoa T" Would it be too much to call it "a habit- of such a God '/ Is not the belief in and the wor- the fact that there are many women besides Susan
ual and dangerous inaccuracy T" He is again guilty ship of such a monster the very lowest possible H. Wixon who are already awake out of the sleep of
A WASHINGTONIAN.
of what he charges against the colonel in imputin~ blasphemy-the slimiest calumny raised against tb,. superstition.
to Mr. Ingersoll that he taught that Paul named true and sublime power, the real and pure God, if
Religion in the Schools.
J aphtha and R~~obab and Gideon and Barak as there is any ?
A boy of el~ht, who attends school in the suburbs of Montworthies on account of their crimes, whilst the truth
The promised and craved.for redeemer came in real, came home late the other day. "Why, Bobby," asked
is, the colonel only charges that God enrolled these the shape of God's only son, his Christ-nay, his holy his mother," what makes you late?" "Oh," replied Bobby,
among his friends, because they believed in him, self, for " son and father are one," teaches that " the teacher asked us what we must do to save our souls,
I said, 'Walk on our heels.' She didn't like the answer,
although they were murderers, whores, wboremasters, blessed writ. A transfiguration, therefore, must and
and made me stay in after school."
hav taken place. It did, and bow was itaccomplished T
and guilty of every evil.
THB TBUTH BJ:BXBR CoKPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
The Bible says, By an overshadowing of the Virgin
Madisonville, Ky., Feb. 7, 1890.
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
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~ommttnicatit~ns.
Those Slate-Writing Experiments.

You bought the slates. I was so very particular
about it that, when you exhibited them to me in
your stm<>tum, prior to visiting Slade, I positivly refused even to take them in my hand. You rewrapped them in the paper, carried them to Slade's,
and they never were, and I can say this honestly and
conscientiously, they never were out of your possession, or in Slade's possession or in mine, for Ol:!e
moment.
You yourself laid them on the table and at Slade's
request you took two and held them under the table.
Writing not being produced, you were told to place
them before you, on top of the table, and press your
bauds on them. We then heard a scratching noise
and it sounded as if it were between the slates.
According to your theory, this noise was produced
either by yourself or by Slade, as you two alone were
in contact with the slates. You, with both your
bsnds pressed on them; Slade simply touching the
rim oi the upper one with his fore-finger.
The slates were opened and we found a meflsage
containing fifty-two words.
Ths chirography was not excellent, that I will admit, but, if produced by either you Ol" Slade, under
theBe conditions, it would be excusable even if it
were worse.
Now, my dear fellow, in the light of probability,
where does Slade come in ! Where were his appliances ! What part did the pencil under his nail play
i:u producing this writing'
Let us now examin into that little scene which
finished the sitting.
Two of your own slates were taken from the table
by Slade. They were perfectly new, as you had just
bought them. They had never left your possession.
You had placed them on the table. They had always
reml!ined in sight.
With a small sponge Slade wiped off the dust, anif
joining t.ham together held them under the table.
We sgrEed in after conv~>raation on this point, that
not more than one minute elapsed before he withdrew them, and as his entire thumb snd at least onefourth of the upper alate were always in sight, neither you nor I can conscientiously say that he wrote
on either of them, for, had the upper one been
moved in the slightest degree we would hav noticed
it, as both of us were anxiously ~~ond carefully watching. This, if you remember, was our pre-arranged
agreement. We may surmise what we pleas"', but
we are dealing now with fact!'!, not with inferences.
Simply because we do not understand a certain
something, we hav no right to infer that it is other
tban it <~eem$, other than as it would appear to the
majority of mankind. Good, sufficient, and if necea~<ary, scientific reasons should be given for a oonilemnation. In short., we hav no right as men, as
L1ber!1!s, to impute that to others which we would
consider as an insult if directed toward ourselvs.
These slates were then tied with the same cord
that you used to tie them in your offiae.
Now, up to this point there was, to the beet of
our knowledge and baliai, no writing on them. And
you can only surmise that Slade wrote on them either
when he was holding them under the table, practically in full view, or when cle,.ning them with a
sponge_ Either hypothesis would place him fsr, far
above any known conjurer.
After being tied they were handed to you, and
you placed them on your chair snd sat on them.
At this point and until the finish you were the
only one in the room in physical contact with
these slates. In talking with me afterward you
agreed with me that a scratching noise was heard on,
:near, or about the slates. When this noise ce~sed,
you withdrew the slates, opened them, and inside
found the following message, an answer to a question you had written on a alate, which alate had never
left your possession, at least not while your question
w&~ on it.
The message or answer was as follows :

To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I must
first acknowledge your courtesy in forwarding me
proof-sheets of your article, "In Search of a Spirit,"
and then apologize for not having answered it sooner,
as per my promis.
But La Grippe prevented my doing so at that
moment, and extra business cares consequent to t.his
sickness kept me so busy that I hav not, till now,
been able to spare time.
There are three ways of looking at our slate-writing experiment, for we are dealing with a fact, as the
writing did take place. The Christian claims, without proof, that it is produced by his devil ; the Miloterialist, that it is chicanery on the part of the me
dium and hallucination on the part of the sitter; t.he
Spiritualist, that it is done by excsrnated beings, and
calls it spirit powe:r.
We will not discuss the first ; the second, your
·
theory, will fill our bill.
Now, I will presuppose that neither you nor I claim
omniscience, con"'equently we will discard the word
"impossible" and view this in the light of " probability."
That we met with several disappointments in our
attempts to obtain sittings with various media, han,
I submit, nothing to do with the points at issue, and
while I h~v no objection to offer to the " facts," as
you presented them on your side of the case, yet I
claim the right to object to an inference being given
that amount of importance which propsrly belongs
only to a fact.
Now it is a fact that both of us were honest in our
investigation. A f~ct, that as far as I wae oDJHlsrned
I gave you every facility and allowed you to make
your own conditiont:l, and it only remains for me to
prove, if I can, that the medium, Slade, was equally
honest.
My l'ecoilection of the sitting is vivid, and I will
say now, just as I told you before, that in all my experience iu this line, I fail to remember one sitting
that impressed ms more favorably than this. It may
be I was hallucinated. H may be that you were, for,
at the time, you e~pressad yomself dumfounded at
the results we obtained.
It may be th!lt Slade is a trickster and we were
fooled. So let us exe.roin thie.
We brought our own slates. They were placed on
a table that had been previously examined by ua and
pronounced to be an ordinary table, devoid of rna.
chinery or of any appliance that could be utilized in
the production of raps or slate"writing.
W a agree that Slade alesned the slates before our
eyes, and in the ordinary way ; that he broke off a
small piece of pencil, placed it between them, and,
after joining the slates together, held them under
the table. But "under" should be explained. You
sat next him e.ud I at the other sided the tabla,
and although the farther one from him, at no time
did I not sea at least one-quarter of the slate -and
his entire thumb.
Now, in the light of" probability," let me aak you:
How could Slade hav written this message?
Try i-o hold, with one hand, one slate, not two, in
any position you may elect, and se<l if you can so
manipulate as to write a message covering the entire
surface.
I will not deny for one moment that Hermann, et
al, could, with machinery, produce writing under
these conditions, but, if Slade had any appliances,
they were concealed under his nail.
But, under which nail! The thumb was always in
sight, and the other four fingers were under the
slates and were used to hold them in plaoe. So, to
hav produced this writing, Slade, having his left
hand all the time on the surface of the tllble and
joined with ours, must hav opened these slates,
while they were under the table, written the m<>ssage,
Never doubt this power. - We do and can return. Try us.
and done all with one hand.
B. P. A.
(Signed)
You admit he was hiking with u<~ on various sub·
Now,
again,
in
th<>
light
of
"probability,"
where
j<>cta during the entire sitting. This only complidoes
Slade
come
in
1
These
are
facts.
Fight
them
cates your ..,aae. For now we hav a man holding
with one hand two slates under a tabl<~; consequently with facta, if you can.
There is still another point. When you were exin the dark. We find him opening these slates,
writing a coherent message on one or them, and the perimenting with the two sletes and holding them
upp"'r one, too, keeping the alignment of· the letters, under the table, Slade took one of your slates, and
then closing them so quietly sa to make no noise, without first placing it under the table, put it on
and all the while talking on some subject other than your head. He then asked the spirits if they would
the one written upon, and doing this in the presence try to write on the slates you were holding, and in
of two investigators, one of whom was not six inches answer came back the following written on the alate
that was on your head, and, strange to say, written
from him. And he did this without discovery.
Gi,.en all the appliances he may select, tbere is no on the under aide, the aide nearest your head :
We will try to do so.
conjurer in the world who could duplicate this. At
least, not one I hav ever seen, from Anderson to
The slate was in full view. It waa one of your
Hermann.
own. If it had writing placed on it in advance Slade
My dear Macdonald, you hav unwittingly given moat certainly did not put it there. He had no
Slade the greBtest puff he has ever received. I be- opportunity even if so minded.
lieve you did it honestly, else I should not be writing
I hold it to be "improbable" that he could take a
this letter.
slate from the table before our eyes and write a mesNeither ;you nor I believe that theory. We are sage such as this, the slate always bein~ in our view,
full-grown men and had our wits about us.
without our discovering the fraud. So, the only
But this message may hav been wrHten before we time he could bav done it, if he did it, was when it
Drrived at Slade's roo~a. Let us e:umin this.
wss on your head.

J.. ~~0.

This brings in the "nail machinery 11 t.heory again,
and I candidly aflk you if you consider it, under the
circumstances, a solation to the question T If you
do, I do not, and I should like to hear further from
you on the subject.
But you lay great stress on the twitching of Slade's
foot-which,· by the way, I did not notice-the similar chirography exhibited in the various messages,
and the ready reading by Slade of undecipherable
parts.
.
If I had time to enter into this, I could giv philosophical and scientific reasons for all thesa. The
reasons are not original with me, but are the results
of experiments made by scientific investigators. I
hav thoroughly tested and proved them to my own
satisfaction.
·
Now, let us pursue this a trifle further. Stade sat
facing you with his left side towsrd the table. You
must remember that at one stage of the sitting he
olaced B slate under the table and it was passed to
and t.hen to me. You also remember remarking
that whoever or whatever held that slate possessed
almost sa much strength as yourself, and that you
found it very difficult to retain the slate in your
grasp.
I know this, thst when the slate was passed to me
under the table I took hold of it firmly, and with
great difficulty and only after violent exertion managed to retain it. And both of us know full well
that only a part of the force that either of us exarted
would hav pulled Slade from his chair, had he been
on the opposit side of the slate.
Slade said it was his Indian guide (Owasso, if
I remember correctly). But by your theory it was
done either by Slade's left foot which he had quietly
worked out of his slipper or by some machinery, as
we both agreed that it w!l.s not his right hand, which
we could plainly see from his thumb upward, nor his
left hand, which was on the top of the table grasped
in ours.
Of the two, and the only two theories you present,
the machinery appe8.is more strongly to me, for the
" toe" theory was exploded in Henry Ward Beecher's
time.
So now we hav Slade with machinery or appliances
of some kind under his finger-nails and under his
toe-nails.
And another curious point which you omitted.
You may remember that, wherever the writing was
done, under the table, on the table, or on your head,
whether with one or two slates, the point of the pencil always rested on the laat mnrk made, thus showing that whoever did the writing, as he finished t.he
last scratch, and having no further use for the pencil,
quietly dropped it.
But mayhap there may be another reason.
It may be, and is not altogether "improbable,"
that the power writing through Slade did this habitually in order to diP,prove your theory that the writing was done by Slade.
But let us look at it from our aide of life. The
mechanical ingenuity exercised in the getting up of
anything which would always work to such a degree
of nicety, most certainly is far ahead of anything I
hav ever heard .of, and if Slade be the master mechanic he is wastiDg his time, as he could make a
better living elsewhere. And how small it must hav
been to hav escaped our joint observation.
Now, candidly, should not. this little fact destroy,
to a certain degree, the "pencil under the nail"
theory?
No, Brother Macdonald, you hav not as yet given
ua the solution. I enjoyed your article very much,
but I saw at a glance that you were off-away off.
Ridicule, at times, is very tffectiv. I often use it
while arguing with a religionist. It is tbe most
potent weapon when dealing with a fraud, but it
stands powerless in the presence Gf a "fact."
We will meet again on this question, and I will
make it my business to see that you hav all your
conditions, in fact, everything just as you choose.
You hav not convinced me of the "probability 11
of Slade being loadPd with machinery or carrying
writing implements under his fing~>r-naila. Hav you
convinced yourself ? I think not, and moreover I
know this, that if you will pursue your investigations
of Spiritualism in the same spirit in which we at.arted
out, you will eventually land where I am, and
with me will sing:

you

Out of darkness into sunlight,
All untrammeled, glad and free,
I hav passed from mystic twilight
Into glorious certainty.
I hav cast earth's doubts behind me
As the swaddling-clothes of youth,
And I walk with naught to bind me
In an atmosphere of truth.

MoARTBUR.
A MAN's real faith is never contained in his creed,
nor ie his creed an article of his faith. The last is
never adopt.ed. This it is that permits him to
smile even, and to liv even as brave as he does. And
yet he clings anxiously to his creed, as to a straw,
thinking that that does bim good service because
his sheet anchor does not drag.-Tho~·eau.
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A Nugget.
Two hundred years ago the belief was common
that persons could make a bargain with or enter into
a league with the devil. Thousands hav been tried,
convicted, and executed on account of auoh belief.
Picture to your minds a crowded court-room, and
the one on trial a wrinkled old woman, and men and
women standing high in society swearing upon their
solemn oaths that they had seen her flying through
the air on a bridled broomstick, or that they had
known her to be changed into a horse, dog, wolf, or
cat, or perhaps all of them.
Then think. of a jur.y of ':competent men, good
and true," seriously dehberatmg on such testimony.
The11. after the verdict was rendered, a grave judge
upon the bench pronouncing the sentence of death
upon her. Then after she had been- subjected to the
most cruel tortures, and eveTy indignity had been
heaped upon her, put to death in the moat unnatural
way that Christian ingenuity could devise.
It may be said that rational men and women could
not be made to believe that such things were possible. But men and women are made to believe at the
present day that dead men could jump out of their
graves, and that children could be in a fiery furnace
and not get scorched, and that the walla of a city
could be blown down with rsms' horns When the
mind becomes thoroughly impressed .with the idea
that there is a great being somewhere "beyo:~ad the
bounds of time and space," who mm do things in
violation of natural law, there is no end to the wondedul and miraculous.
. It is· equa~ly hard to under!lta:nd at the present
time how ratiOnal men and women could be guilty of
bloody practices which would bring the blush of
shame t,o the cheek of a bl\rbarian.
. But it must be rememl;>ered that those people behaved every word and lme of the Bible to be inspired, and therein it was written, "Thou shalt
not suffer a witch to liv." A.nd it was believed that
those proved to ba witch~s had :;,bsolutaly bBrgained,
sold, and transferred theu soulB to the devil.
Hence the indignity, the torture, and the cruel
death were not regarded as baing inflicted upon a
human being, but rather as a measure to rebuke and
put out of the way a ohild of the devil, and checkmate and curtail the works of the "prince of darkness," who "wanders up and down through the earth
seeking whom he may devour."
Every traveler knows that the city of Constantinople is infested with dogs. Although they are a
great nuisance nobody kills them. " If Allah was
not pleased with the dogs, he would kill them," so
the people believe.
A. man wag sitting in a hotel in R~mnavid and
beard the frightful S3reams of a. woman. He ru'shed
out and found a Jew girl about eighteen years of
age, stripped to the hips and tied to a post, and a
burly fellow laying a heavy whip upon her naked
·
back.
"Hold, hold," s~id t.:1e m~n, "what bas that woman done~"
"She is a J awess," he replied, aud coolly proceeded
with the flogging.
In his mind that explanation was sufficient to satisfy any rational man. He knew that God hated
Jews and would consign them to a place of punish·
ment, and he believed that if he tortured and punished them, God would look with favor upon the
cruelty.
Here is the trouble with the God idea. No m~Uer
how savage a me.u may be in his disposition. he will
clothe his God with the same attribut,e. What he
bates God will hate, what he likes his Gad will like,
and be will always be trying to make men sub5ervient to the will of his God.
Now, if the Bible is a sure moral guide and all that
is required to keep our feet in the path of reotitude,
why did it not te!lch th~se people better~ Why
does not it teach the people that Liberals he.v the
same rights to speak their minds that Christians b~v
to speak theirs! Why does not it tell the Chrif:ltiaus
of Sweden that His a great outrage to keep Lannstrand in prison? How long will it take for the
Christian dugongs to learn that there is no wickedness in the expt·ession of an honest thought 1
Christians ·aver bav stood and ever will stand in
the way of morality and human progress. Do they
not virtually teach that a multiplicity of wives and
concubines is in keeping with morality and virtue~
Do they not teach that a devout Christian, however
ignorant, is more pleasing to God and of more importance in t,he world than the most enlightened
scientist~ Do they not teach that some of the worst
tyrants and most bloodthirsty wretches who ever disgraced the footstool were heaven's special pets?
They teach that a man may violate every law of decency and make his life a scene of debauchery and
excesses, and then shift the whole burden of crimes
and wickedness upon the shoulders of an innocent
party, and stand before the world as pure as though
his garments had nevet' been touched with a stsiu,
and be ushered into the courts of heaven where none
but the undefiled can enter.
They vj~tually say that apooks, gb.oats, witches,

evil spirits, and devils were not only possible but
that they could be made to appear and disappe~r at
P.leasure by certain persons whom God had commissioned .to perform these hocus-pocus tricks.
It Will not do to say that Christians no longer
teach these superstitious absurdities, nor that they
belong to a former and ignorant age. For do they
not claim. ~nat the ~ib!e is the holy word of God,
and does 1t not cont!un all of these absurdities and
impossibilities, and more and greater than I hav
alluded to.
By indorsing the Bible as the word of God; the
whole. ca~al.og of obscenity and absurdity and immorality m m.dorsed, and some of it would shame a
savage. It must be plain to every Liberal worker
that the most important thing to be done is to disabuse the Chriatian mind in regard to the sanctity of
the Bible.
The God idea must also be wholly obliterated
from the mind before that grand onward movement
can be inaugurated, the object of which shall be to
promote the happiness of the race.
Let us pound away at the old superstition until
sensible men become ashamed of it, and weak-kneed
Liberals no longer feel" shocked" when earnest reformers attempt to drag these superstitions out into
the light of day.
Christians say, "Let us alone,·what we hav failed
to do we will yet accomplish." Will they ever start
~he nee on the highway of progress by instilling
mto the minds of the young a firm belief in a brutal
revangeful, angry, vacillating and 1·epenting God f
Will they do it by tBacbing that a book written thousands of yes.n; ago by B people whose ignoran12e was
a disgrace to aunounding nations even in that early
day is to be taken aa a. guide under all circumstances ~
No, no, these pretended te&chers are only blind
guides ; their influences must be rendered of no
effect. However sincere they may be, the fact remains that i.n every age and country when and where
the people hav been the moat aubjected to their rule,
there they hav been the most snpsretitious, i~norant,
and degraded.
JoHN PEcK.
.Naples, N. Y.
------~~.--------

Religion in Our Schools.

schools and to pay taxes for the teaching of a creed that their
rAason rejects?
.3. Does not the ringing of the ball and calling scholars to order
vlrtua.lly open the school, even if dona five minutes before 9
o'clock?
4. Is not this taxing of unbelievers for the support of" Christian
schools" and then compelling them by law to send their children
to those Mhools, a usurpation unwarranted by the constitutions
of both state and nation?
5. Does not the total exclusion of religion from the schools place
all creeds and beliefs on a basis of equality?
RUDOLPH HELLSTBOJIL
Respectfully Yours,
To this I received the following answer:
PEAR Bm: Your Jetter of Nov!lmber 27th received, and in rePlY
will say that I hav no. recollectron whatever of receiving such a
letter as the one to wh1ch you refer. The onlY letter I received on
the ~ubje~t, .ca.lle.d for an opinion whi~h has been pnbliRhed in the
ofli01al opi,nton~ l!l the school law of 1889, and I herewith inclose a
copy of satd 6PlD10n.
VerY respectfnll:v,
GEo. W. WINANS,
State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The opinion was a copy of the school law, marked on page
103, which was as follows :
35. Question : What is your opinion in regard to reading of tho
Bible in public Pchools? Answer: In the absence of an:v law upon
the subject, were I a teacher I should regard as my duty to be gov~
ern•d by the advice and directions of the school district boe.rd;
an.d if I w~re a countY superintendent I should, in every case, refer
th1s questiOn for settlement to the board of the school district, in
which it might become a matter of controversy.
From our broad-minded, genial Christian county superintendent, with whom I hav had three different interviews, I
had advice in fragments as follows: ''You must try to get rid
of your narrow, old-country views. Remember that you
now liv in the United States. A free Christian country with
a Christian people, a Christian president, Christian governors, Christian schools-a country where the majority
rules-and you ought to submit to tbe will of the majority."
What! the majority to decide my religious convictions and
direct the religious training of my children? ''Your religious
conviction, sir, must submit to the laws." The government
has just put its big foot on the " religious convictions" of
the Mormon. Liberty we must hav, but not license. I am
no champion for the Mormons, and do not intend to break
any civil law, but I most earnestly protest that the government does not put its big foot on my '' non-religious" convictions as our Christian friends propose to do in the Blair
bill. The county superintendent graciously permits ·me to
keep my children in the school-yard whiie our teacher gratifies her sacred duty of entertaining the children with the
legends and miracles of the "holy scriptu:re." The state
makes no provision for the l·hildren of unbelievers, I am
told, but as to him who fails to pay his share of the funds
for supporting the schools of his Christian neighbors, his
property would soon go under the sheriff's hammer. In
conclusion, I must say that my Christian friend, the superintendent, may be right; that I do not properly appreciate
my fortunate escape from my former bondage in the desnotic
Old World, and am unable to understand the glorious ·freedom of these United States, where the majority rules.
RUDOLPH HELLSTROM.
Bond, Douglas county, December, 1889.

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty.

For twenty-five years I hav been fighting against
the teaching of religion in our schools, and though
often derisivly asked by my Christian neighbors,
"What ba.v you gained by it!" I am not yet ready to
giv up the fight. Though churches are being built
~ll around me where revivals with nightly bowlings
for weeks and months disturb our slumbers, making
night hideous up to the midnight hour, and where
the meek and saintly Christisna frenziedly pray to
their almighty God to " either kill or conv-ert" us
Infidels, I yet, in spite of ail these drawbacks, feel
we are gaining ground. The local press now willingly
opens its pages for the discussion of the question,
which it dared not do only a few years ago. The
inclosed clippings from our county papers will show
the nature of my fight, and slso the position of
officials on the question. "Up! Freethinkers everywhere, and at them !" In the sehoola is sown the
seed that in th·3 future be&rs fruit. The awe and
veneration that are infused in t.he tender mind of the
child who with folded hands listens to the not-to.bsquestioned untruths of the "holy scriptures" often
through life cling to the man sud woman, making
them the easy prey of the V!kmpires who from
churches and colleges sws.rm over our land, threatening to blot out our religious liberties so displeasing
to their sovereign God. The politician who in our
Congre3s and our legislatures . with bowed head
listens to the man of God, the chaplain; the witness
who in the court room kisses the "holy Bible " or
reverently points his finger to heaven, had their first
awe-inspiring lesson in the school-room, learned their
ul wsys res.dy submission to the church from 1\ teacher
in our public schools. The church is making itself
ready fm· battle. It ia msrshaling its minions to a
crafty 8ttempt to strangle Freethought. With the
rule of tha majority it intends to enslave the nation.
Iu the name of God it intends to undo the work of
the men of the Revolution. With the ballot it
intends to reit~state the Christian God as the sovereign of the republic. It intends to set up the Christ,isn religion-its creeds, its savior, its Bible, its
church, its clergy-as the teachers and guardians of
the American people. It intends to reinstate the
Puritan Sabbath, and mold the thoughts of coming
generations in conformity with the teaahings of the
Bible savior and his church, and thus place the cross
above the stars and stripe1.1. RunoLPH HELLSTROM.
.To the Edito1· of tlte Journal: At beginning of school term
I commenced remonstrance with district ~board, teacher,
county and state superintendent, and what follows is the
result' of the nearly three months' struggle for the rights of
non. believers.
"
BoND, DoUOLA.S coUNTY. KAN., Nnv. 2~, 188~.
Stale SnpM·tntendAnt or Pnou" sonoo>s, Sir: Ptoa.se mforo1 me:
l. Did l\:Ir. Darnold, diroetor or 8chool dwtriot No. ~2, Douglas
county, K•<n, thia fall writ.e to yon asking advice in rega~d to the
re>tdiug of. the Btble by teacher in opening of school and receive
no a.nswer?
2. Does not the habitual regular readinR' of the so·O~Jled "holy
ecriptnres" giv a Christian coloring to the schools, and are un·
believers forced by law to send their children to these Christian

EDITOR GAzETTE: In a recent communication publlshed in
the Journal by me on the question, "Shall the Bible be Read
in Our Schools?" I did not bring out all the matters involved
in the trouble in district No. 22, so I desire now to supplement my former remarks with the following facts:
When I started this fight for the rights of unbelievers I
did not consult or seek cooperation from other "Liberals,"
as I considered the religious rights of individuals based on
immutable justice, not on the will of the majority, and the
rights of one as sacred as the rights of multitudes. But
other unbelievers, hearing that I was tauntingly called in a
board meeting the only "rebel," hastily drew a petition
which at once obtained sixteen signatures, and the day before county election it was handed to the director. This so
aroused the ire of the pretended followers of him who is
credited with the saying, "If one smites you on one cheek,
turn him tbe other, too," that on the suggestion of the majoritv of the board a counter petition was started eleetion
day,-and on December 6'h, at a meeting of the board, it was
presented to tlle directors, having seventy-five signatures.
Whereupon the majority of the board passed a resolution
that the "sacred scriptures ~hould continue to be read in
school." An order for money for the teacher was also derounded at this meeting, which the clerk refused to draw
before having had some advice. The majority of the board
at once took out a'' writ of mandamus," but before serving
said writ.the county attorney sent for the clerk and made
the following proposition for compromise : My duty to the
county, as its attorney, is to settle such matters as this peaceably, not to create litigation. If you will either resign or
draw the order I will write to the director and teacher. advising them to stop the reading of the Bible and thereby
remove the cause for strife and discontent in your district,
but ii they cannot do that-if they must read tbe Biblethe teacher must every morning, ten minutes before 9 o'cloek,
announce to scholars that she is going to read the Bibic five
minutes-attendance being altogether voluntary-no comp<Jlsion. Then after reading pume five minutes so none could
possibly be annoyed thereby. Then at 9 o'clock ring the
bell for school. This being satisfactory to the clerk, he
promised to draw an order fo.r money for the teacher, which
was accordingly done. But the teacher totally disregards
the agreement and advice of the county attorney and goes
on as before, first ringing the bell and taking up sehool with
the reading of the " holy scriptures." I then called on the
county attorney and he rea,d to me his letter to the director
agreeing with the above statements. Thus the stubbornness
of a teacher, the perversity of a district board, Rnd confusing advice of superintendents will farther prolong strife, ill
feeling, and discontent in our district.
Yours for justice,
RuDOLPH HELLSTRo~r.
Bond, Donglas Co., Kan., Dec. 20, 1889.

I wAs onca reproved by a minister who was driving
a poor beast to some meeting-house horsesheds
among the hills of New Han:pshire, b€cause I wss
bending my steps to a mountam-top on the SBbbath
instead of a church, when I would hav goue farther
th~n he to bear a true word spoken on thr.t or any
day. He declared that I was "breaking the Lord's
fourth Commandment," and proceeded to enumerate,
in sepulchral tones, the disasters ~hich had befallen
him whenever he had done any ordmary work on the
Sabbath. He really thought a god was on the watch
to trip up those men who followed any .secular work
on this day, and did not see ~h~t it was the evil conscience of the workers that dtd 1t.-Thm·eau..
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About the Cartoon Book.
" MONTEEAL, March 15, 1890.
" DEAR MR. MA.ODON.A:LD : I am delighted to hear that the
first-page cartoons of THE TRUTH S:z:zXlm are to assume
book form -a manifest destiny that every reader of the paper has foreseen. I predict for it the greatest success that
Freethought literature has yet achieved. Put me down for
five copies to begin with.
" This book is what will be effectiv with the masses, who
need concise, demonstrativ teaching ; but the masses are
poor and a two-dollar book is beyond their reach. When
this edition has had its run and has awakened enthusiasm,
then, if you are willing-as has always been your devoted
practice-to sacrifice gain for service, let the Freethinkers
of the country raise a fund to print the book in cheap form
so that it may be sold at the bare cost, or less, and be circulated by the hundreds of thousands. The children will inspect it on Sunday instead of Fox's ' Book of Martyrs '-my
sole resource as a youth for pictorial entertainment-and the
result will be the inculcation of a horror of all religion and
every form of :r;olitical tyranny, and not merely a narrow
hatred of Catholicism. With hearty congratulations I am,
"Yours sincerely,
RoBr. C. ADAMs."

'l'hat Search for a Spirit.
Mr. McArthur, who was associated with the writer
of an article in the current TRUTH SEEXEB ANNUAL entitled, "In Search of a Spirit," has in this issue of
THlll TRUTH SEEXER some criticisms upon the conclusions drawn by the relator of the story from the result of their experiments. Mr. McArthur writes
with the utmost good feeling, and it is evident that
there are at least two men in the world who can agree
to disagree and preserve their respect and friendship
for each other. ·
The author of the arMcle under criticism refuses
peremptorily to be drawn into a controversy on Spiritualism. The affirmations implied in the word Spiritualism are propositions about which he knows
nothing. The burden of proof is on those who
affirm them. He does not deny them ; he but considers them not proved. Of the alleged manifestations of spirits that writer also knews little. But
concerning those things which happened when he
and Mr. McArthur were endeavoring to find out
something about both spirits and spirit manifestations he does know something, because the experiences were tangible realities, human and comprehensible. Oonfining himself, then, to the human part
of the subject, and to the things which he saw and
knew, he trusts that without offense he may correct
some erroneous statements and unwarranted inferences of his friend McArthur.
In the first place, memory in regard to the details
of anything which transpired twelve months ago is a
treacherous dependence. Differences of opinion as
to the order of events at the seances arose when
comparing notes within a few days of the occurrence.
It would be thoroughly unscientific to deduce theories from inductions so imperfectly substantiated,
and the facts used now regarding the seances must
be those noted at the time. There were tben only
too great opportunities for error. Bearing these
.things in mind, let us consider Mr. M~Arthur's criticism.
One of the first slips of memory is the statement
that a message of fifty-two words was found upon
one of the slates taken to the medium by the writer
of "In Search of a Spirit." When it is known that
this was Slade's slate, as can be attested by the
slates now in posseasion of the Editor of THlll T:auTH
SEEXEB, Mr. McArthur's circumstantial account of
the marvelous transaction falls into innocuous desuetude. That slate was in Slade's possession from the
time he purchased it to the time it was taken away
from his house. The long messages were all upon
Slade's slates, and it is the opinion of one of the experimenters that he had ample time and opportunity
to align his letters. The messages of a few words
obtained upon the experimenters' slates were not remarkable for uniformity of adjustment. They were,
jn fact, scrawled.
Another ]apse of memory may be mentioned.
Mr. McArthur says:

We shall be quite willing to do anything th~t may
increase the circulation of this book, for it will be
one of the keenest weapons ever directed against
superstition and theological tyranny and greed.
We hav put the price as low as possible on the first
edition, and we must sell many hundreds of copies
to ge~ the money back. And we desire to receive
" When this noise ceased, you withdrew the slates, opened
orders from now on. The price $2.
them, and inside found the following message, an answer to
a question you had written on a slate, which slate had never
left your possession, at least not while your question was
The announcement of the new picture-book last on it.
"The message or answer was as follows :

The Pictures.

week crowded out the acknowledgment of the new
subscribers and donations for the continuance of the
pictures in THlll TRUTH SEEXEB. We hav now to
receipt for seventy-seven new friends on the list,
making four hundred and fifty-three additions to the
list on this account. The Literature Fund has
received from S. B. Latham $1.50, and the following
donations are to help pay for the pictures:

'"Never doubt this power. We do and can return. Try us.
" ' <Si«ned)
s. P. A.•"

There are two errors here. First, this message
was not in answer to a question. Second, the slate
upon which appeared an answer to a question was
out of the writer's possession. If Mr. McArthur
will turn to his TRUTH SEEKER of March 2, 1889, he
will find an account of the seance signed " Me·
John Gibson .............. $1 00 . Chas. Henshaw.......... 1 75 Arthur." The record reads:

T. H. Rowland..........
25 R. Brown..................
H. A. Beamer............
50 1R. A. Webb...............
J. R. Selbe................
50 M. Bleha...................
W. L. Gray................
25 Jas. S. Foss...............
Warren B. Orckard....
25 Jas. M. Casad............
Jas. Henry ................ 1 00 Thos. Oakley.............
J. M. Rounds............. 1 00 Pierre Foristell..........
Wm. FraY.................
50 J. L. Tompkins..........
Andrew Jacobson....... 1 00 Mrs. Duncan McMillan.
T. R. Burrows...........
30 W. F. Thayer............

1 00
"Mr. Macdonald then said that he would like to write to
1 35
1 00 a friend who was dead. He took a .slate and wrote a
50 private message. This slate was then placed under the
1 00 table by the medium. In a short time writing was heard.
25
"The question was, 'Will S. P. A. write here?' and the
35 answer, 'S. P. A. will.'"
1 00
1 00
The message, "Never doubt this power," etc., was
25 not an answer to a question, but was a general

The total of these donations amounts to $209 30. remark, or exhortation, as it were. The way it was
It will be seen from these figures that we hav good obtained was this: The skeptical experimenter
reason to be thankful to our friends for their efforts,
and we assure them that they are fully appreciated.
We are anxious to supply our readers with the
strongest arguments against superstition, and in
such shape as best pleases them. The pictures
answer these requirements, and considering the willingness of those who like them to pay for them we
feel sure that the new book will be a success.

handed Slade two of his slatea, and Slade held them
under the table. Mr. Slade was jerking around, legs
and arms going, and consequently jerking the slates
around. This he explained by saying the power was
very strong. Then he pulled the slates out from
under the table and laid them upon it. Then he
asked the writer for the twine with which the package had been tied. He did not separate the slates

while on the table to let the experimenters see that
they were clean. He tied them together; then took
another slate, held it under the table, sayiDg he
would ask the spirits what they wanted done with
the tied slates. He obtained a line, " He will sit on
them." Then the junior experimenter did sit on
them, and when opened, the message, "Never
doubt," etc., was foand.
As to where Slade "came in," it is the opinion of
the junior experimenter that his opportunity presented itself when he held them under the table ..
But this cannot be proved without Slade's ('()operation, and this will probably -be difficult to obtain.
Hermann or Kellar would also probably object to
letting the audience into their secrete. As to how
Slade did the writing in this and other instances, the
objecting experimenter offers no new opinion. In
Mr. John Truesdell's "Bottom Facts" several methods are indicated as being used by Mr. Slade. The
experimenter can maly say that he did not see any of
his paraphernalia, and does not know that he had
any. But when a thing can be done humanly he
fails to see any good reason why it should be attrib·
uted to superhuman agencies. Huma's argument
against miracles applies with equal pertinence to
the material manifestations of Spiritualism.
Another point upon which recollections differ is
concerning the amount of slate remainh1g in sight
when Slade held them under the table. Mr.
McArthur's friend sat next to the medium, and his
recollection is t.hat all he could see of the slates was
Slade'a wrist, with the cords therein working as
though the fingers were rooTing. And his recollec·
tion is that ell of the slates, without exception, were
out of sight when written on, or had been previously
out of sight before the writing was found on them.
If the event had been as M ... McArthur s~ates it, and
so much of the slate was constantly exposed, why
could not all of it b<~ exposed? Why must a slate
go under a table (where in this case the Jight was
fully as etroDg as on top), even though it afterward
be withdrawn and placed on top, where the medium
alleges that the wmting sometimes occurs 1 The
conditions on top of the table are the same as under
it, and it must inconvenience the spirits to keep
dodging about at the whim of their instrument.
But the fact rem"ins, though it may or may not be
suspicious, that all slates are handled by the medium
before spirits write upon them.
The recollections of the two experimenters differ
in other particulars, unimportant perhaps, bot enforcing the conclusion that errors may be made inadvertently. The person whom Mr. McArthur is endeavoring to set right does not recollect tha+. the
pencil used always rested upon the last word written.
He recollects that it sometimes did and that the
medium was prompt in calling attention to the fact.
He seemed to regard it as a triumph of his skill.
Just what is proved by this, however, at least one of
of the experimenters is confessedly too obtuse to
discern. The theory is that spirits are people who
hav just s+.epped out, and returning make their presence known by writing upon slates. Why, then,
should not they and those who hav not stepped out
hav the same habits in regard to leaving pencils
around after using them ? The person spoken of
also fails to remember that he said he was dumfounded at Slade's productions. The experiments
w;th Slade were not considered by him to really
count in the proposed investigation. This was explained, and the reasons given were that the junior
experimenter possessed grave doubts as to Slade's
genuinness, owing to information concerning him
previously acquired. It is the recolJecbion of Mr.
McArthur's friend that he said at a very early stage
of the proceedings that if the mediums were given
their conditions writing would undoubtedly be obtained, as producing it was their business, trade, or
profession, whether they did it by slejgbt-of-hand or
by the aid of spirits. No one doubts that writing is
actually produced; the question undertaken to be
solved was, how! In the article, "In Search of a
Spirit," the writer acknowledged himself puzzled,
and also did so privately to Mr. McArthur. But
dumfounded by Slade's performances, never !
Slade's success was no more surprising than the success of any artisan in a trade which he has learned.
And if one could sit lowly and look under Slade's
table, the opinion is still held by at least one person
that much of the mystery would disappear.
It is also submitted, respectfully, that the "sev·
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eral disappointments " met with in the attempts to
obtain sittings with " various media," hav somethin~
to do with the point at issue. As previously remarked, the question is not, Does writing occur upon
slates T but is, How is it done T There are two
theories about it, and the investiflations under consideration were to be undertaken to find out which
theory is true. One medium was visited; he was
allowed his conditions; writing was produced.
When, however, it was proposed that the conditions
be made such that the medium could not hold slates
away out of sight and· otherwise manipulate them,
the media refused the sittings as one man. The ex
cuses ware various, but the decisions were unanimous. It may be wrong to regard this as significant,
but the fact cannot but exert an influence when one
is thinking upon the subject.
The searcherfor light may be off-away off-as his
friend pleasantly observes, but he is just so stupid
as not. to see it. Like the paternal relativ of Little
Breeches,
'' He don't go much on religion,
He never ain't had no show;
But he's got a middlin' tight grip, ·sir,
On the handful o' things he knows."
And one cf that handful is that when ha obtained
writing on slates there was opportunity for human
intervention, and that when H was proposed to shut
out such opportunity he got no writing. He also
knows that while one medi•1m can puzzle him, that
same medium also endeavored to deceive him by the
use of a prehensil set of toes, which destroyed his
confidence in the gentleman in a marked degree.
But no one is more willing to learn than that same
searcher; and he rejoices greatly that Mr. McArthur
will yet find a medium who will let him hav everything just as he chooses. If any results are obtained
the readers of this paper shall know of them.
Truth is what we are all seeking for. It may be
that spirits exist ; if so, it is worth a little trouble to
convin3e one's self of that fact.

Up in Canada.
OI the oath bill which the Canadian Secular Union

S~E.K.ER,
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read nor write ; whose idea of life is to eat, beget
children, lie on the :floor of his cabin with his face in
the sun, and occasionally go to church!
Again, the affirmation allows no perjurer to escape,
and if a few of the fetichists who take it as a trick to
escape telling the truth are sent to prison, they and
their fellows will hav learned a lesson in morality
which centuries of religion hav not been able to teach
them. With affirmation, the courts would rely on
human prohabilities of a man's telling the truth, and
not upon a superstitious reverence for a ceremony.
In this way, the truth would much oftener be arrived
at. " Oaths" are silly performances any way you
look at them.
But regarding the possibility of this bill becoming
a law in Ontario at no distant period ther.e are two
opinion!!.
Captain Adams writes to Secular

Thought:
"It will gratify your readers to know, as it givs me pleasure to state, that our Oaths bill is making encouraging
progress at Ottawa. Sir Donald A. Smith, M.P., has spoken
about it to the honorable minister of justice, Sir John
Thompson, who expresses the opinion that he is 'favorable
to its becoming law,' and Sir Donald has kindly consented
to introduce and support the bill, either at the present or
next session of Parliament, according as the minister of
justice recommends, he having expressed a doubt as to the
possibility of putting it through this session, owing to the
lateness of the date and the amount of work before Parliament. It is certainly encouraging to hav the principle of the
bill approved in the highest quarter, and it givs assurance
that Canada is to step to the front place among the nations
in guaranteeing the rights of mental freedom.
'' The mem bcr of the provincial parliament at Quebec who
has had the bill placed in his hands, has raised objections to
it on the score of its being legislation of an unusual character, which there could be no hope of C"-rrying. But his
suggestions of amendment are not satisfactory, and we hold
out for the full liberty, even though it be d€layed, rather
than accept a compromise."

Going further west in the territory of our B>itishAmerican neighbor, we find that the legislature of
the province of Manitoba has set the Parliament of
the D:>minion and all other legislatures a splendid
example on another Secular point. The Winnipeg
Tribune of March 4Lh relates:

"In the local legislature yesterday, while the bill respecting assessment and collection of taxes was under consideration in committee of the whole, Attorney-G~neral Martin
rose from his place in the House and 'moved to strike out
the portion of the clame exempting churches from tax11tion,
or as he put it, all exemptions except such as would be
taking money out of one pocl!cet an; putting it into another.
The attorney-general said with regard to church<o!s that the
only fair way was to tax them. Ex<~mpting them was practically compelling the people to support a particular church,
which was antagonistic to the generally received principles
of government in Canada. Th6 pri..,cip1e here was to hav
entire sepqration of church and state, and by exempting
them from taxation such a principle could not be carried
out. Mr. Martin referred to the fact that some people were
content to worship in a. church costing $2,000, while another
congregation worshiped in a church costing $100,000. The
result of exemption was that the citizen who worshiped in the
costly church received far greater benefit proportiona•ely.
An argument for exemption was that churches are works of
art. On the same ground any man who builds a private
residence should be exempt. The attorney-general said the
true principle in matters of religion was for each man to be
a judge for himself. It had been argued that taxing a church
was au act of desecration, but this had bee" practically
abandoned. In closing, the attorney. general cited instances
where Christians, especially the Baptists, had come out
against church exemptions. He suggested that on these
matters the province should start early in. its history. A
division in committee showed a vote of sixtPen for and eight
against the amendment, so that church exemption is a thing
of the past.
" At the evening sitting of the house the question of church
exemption was reconsidered on motion of Mr. A. F. Martin.
He said the taxation of the church was one of the godless ideas
that ought to be stamped out of the country. Mr. Thompson,
a stanch Presbyterian, thought the step was in the retrograde
direction. Mr. Wood thought the same. Hon. Mr. Smart,
the Baptist member of the cabinet, and the attorney.general
The condition of mind of the man who wrote that spoke in refutaUon of the arguments brought forward. The
is deplorable. Does he think that legislation of any house divided with the result that twenty-three members
sort or ceremonies of any kind can make those ras- against seven declared again that churches should not be ex·
empted from taxation."
cals who evade "kissing de book" honest? Supposing they do let their fine distinction in rascality salve
This is emphatically a step forward, and puts
their consciences, do they not evolve some other Manitoba far ahead of the rest of Oanada in Secular
when cornered !
eff11irs. This taxation issue is bound to make the
These comments, however, if true, furnish ample churches everywhere tremble ere long, for taxation
evidence, if any more were needed, that religion at d is pressing so heaTHy upon the people that relief will
honesty are very far apart. It is admitted that these be sought in all directions, and the religious organirascals are religious even to superstition, and also zations which hav piled up so much unproductiv
that, notwithstanding, they are rascals. But must wealth cannot escape an interview with the tax asseshonest people be lowered to their level in legislation' sor. There are more people probably ready to vote
Must the president of the Secular Union be put on to tax churches than to grant any other one of the
the same plane as a Catholic peasant who c,an ·neither Nine Demands.

will introduce in the D:>minion Parliament the Montreal .Daily Witness says :
''It is very improbable that it will become law as it stands,
though we are told it will hav some prominent supporters in
the House of Commons. The number of people who are willing to see oaths abolished in Canada is not, we believe, very
great, and if this bill became law the utility of oaths would
be completely wiped out. Under a law which enabled the
substitution of an affirmation for an oath at the simple desire
,of the testitier few would take the oath. Those who took it
would either be those whose affirmation would be equally
good or willful perjurers, while those on whom an oath
would be a check would most naturally want to escape taking it. With large classes of people, especially in this prov.
ince, the taking of an oath makes the duty of truth-telling a
f~r more solemn and binding thing than it is otherwise. In
the lower courts the truth of this is illustrated almost every
day in the attempts of witnesses to avoid, as they imagin,
the responsibility of the oath, by refraining from kissing the
Bible, by ' kissing their thumbs' instead of the Bible, and
by other like tricks. The judge and clerks in .many of the
courts watch the witnesses very closely and insist upon their
carrying out each particular of the ceremony, and they do
this knowing by long experience the value of the oath in
extracting the truth from such people. If this bill becomes
law these people would be able to escape the oath, as the
judge would be precluded from requiring them to take It,
even when convinced of the necessity of their doing so. It
may, on the other hand, fairly be said that those who feel
absolved from a solemn asseveration taken in God's presence
by a subterfuge, such as a denial of the validity of the par.
ticula.r Bible used or the trick of not kissing it, are sunk in
the lowest depths of fetichist superstition, and it is quite probable that this formality encourages the general disregard for
truth, creating as it does an apparent distinction between
the timeB when one is and when he is not religiously bound
to be truthful."
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The Church in Two Republics.
The Catholic Review reports a little scene which
occurred in the French Chamber recently showing
that this country is not any longer the standard by
which church and stats separation is measured, but
has become rather an example and argument for
church and state union. Bishop Freppel was !!ddressing the Chamber when the scene occurred :
Mgr. Freppel (on the tribune speaking): "It is fair to say
that in all republics except this--"
A member of the Left: "They hav no concordat!"
Mgr. Freppel: "They recognize that the clergy hav the
right to instruct the faithful of their obligation never to vote
for men hostil to the rights of the church and the interests
of religion. I do not speak of the United States, for every
one knows that there is not a country where the clergy interfere more in elections."
M. Philipon: "But the clergy of the United States are
not paid by the government."
_ M. Leydet: "Union of church and state does not ex:iat
there." .
Mgr. Freppel: "You tell me that church and state are
separate in the United States. Permit me to tell you that
this separation is not as complete as you think, and does not
exist in the sense in which you understand it. Each year
the president of the United States ordains a day of fasting
and prayer for the country." [Cries from the Left.)
A member of the Rlght: "That's perfectly true!"
M. Jumel: "We know how they ob3erve that fast!"
A member of the Left: " We are not obliged to fast, we
hav to pay."
Mgr. Freppel: "In the U n!ted States, before each sitting
of Congress, the chaplain offers prayer, which I would be
happy to do for you wit b. your permission" (cheers and
laughter from the Right). ''And you call this separation of
the civil from the religious order?"
M. Pelletan: "Yes; because the U uited State3 has no
Budget of Worship."
Mgr. Freppel: "I know very well that the clergy receive
no indemnity from the United States for a vary simple reason: in that country they. hav not, as in ours, despoiled the
church of its property" (cries from the Left and applause
from the Right).
In another porhion of his spaach the bishop
enunciated the same principles that the pope has
put into his latest encyclical. "In the exercise of
his ministry," says the bishop, " while the priest is
bound to avoid personalities, he ha':l the right to
remind the faithfill of their obligation to vote, and
of their duty never to vote for meu hostil to the
rights of the church and the intere3ts of religion."
In rep:lrtiag these words, the Review uses the
opportunity to add an opinion which ma.y ba tR.kan
aCJ the opinion of the Oatholic hierarchy in America.
"No matter how pleasant it may be," says tha Review, "to hav the clergy keep their fingers out of
the political pies, it will not always ba possible for
them to do it, bao~~ouse the border-land between interference and non interference is pretty extansiv.'
And the clergy are doing all they can to keep this
border-land extensiv by pronouncing politic a and the
exercise of the franchise to be matters of morals,
over which the clergy claim the right of sup9rvision
and the right therefore to instruct the laity.
We hope those who think that church and state
are separate in this country will ponder long over
the scene in the French Chamber; and that those
who imagin there is no danger from the Catholic
church will weigh the words of Bishop Freppel and
the Catholic Review.

•

Editorial Notes.
RELIGION does not play a very important part in the courts
of New York nowadays. A juror in the Flack conspiracy
case, on his examination, was asked :
"Hav yon anY religion 7"
"No, sir. We liv to-day and die to-morrow."
"Then yon hav no fear of the future?"
"Not at ail."
He was sent to the box as a juror.

A few years ago the man would hav been discharged from
the jury panel as incompetent to serve.
PITTSBURGH Truth requests its contemporaries to write its
obituary, as the February number is the last that will be
issued. Mr. Pierce says: "While our circulation is growing
steadily, it is not growing fast enough to check the la1ge
assessments on our very small bank account necessary to
meet the expenses of the paper. Therefore, on account of
insufficient support, we hav decided to withdraw the paper
from the field. The appeal in our December number for
$250 did not bring us quite $45. This feeble respome shows,
we think that a majority of our readers do not care much
for the p~per. The unconcernedness of Liberals in ~eneral,
and of our subscribers in particular, about the finanm!l.l success of thls journal, drives us from the field, but we leave
very reluctantly." T'I'Uth was a bright little paper and we
are sincerely sorry that it could not be supported. Freethought has none too many advocates, and the withdrawa'
of even one will be seriously felt.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., March 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.75 for renewal of my subscription, one new subscriber, and books named. Two
LEBANoN, PA., March 7, 1890.
votes for :Heston. I look forward with great pleasure to the
MR. EDIToR: By all means continue Heston's pictures. time when he gets into Revelation, where St. John had snakes
TRUTH SEEKER·
iu his boots and imagined he saw that wonderful beast. In
fact, every chapter could be illustrated with excellent effect.
WAoo, TEx., March 8,1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not had time to contribute to your I enjoy the pictures on the last page. They are so true to
the times and the age in which the Bible was written.
Symposium. I think it is splendid.
J.D. SHAW.
H. M. BuRFIELD, M.D.
GREELEY, CoL., March 4, 1890.
MoRVEN, N.C., March 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4, for which send THE TRUTH
MR.
EDITOR
:
I
send
you
$15 for books. If you will send
SEEKBR and the ANNUAL, the balance to go for the pictures.
along some copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will try to get
JAMES HENRY.
you a few subscribers. I like THE TRUTH SEEKER very much,
and will. never do without it again just as long as we both
NoRTHVILLE, MioH., March 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5. I would like the liv and I can get the money to pay for it. I feel just as
ANNUAL, and hope you will continue the pictures. I think though a friend had come when it gets here every Monday.
Long may it liv and keep the cartoons in. I want to see
they speak for themselvs every time.
A. B. SMITH.
them u11til Mr. Heston has finished the Revelation. I show
MIDDLEFIELD, N.Y., March 3, 1890.
the cartoons to Christian friends, and when the next paper
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $9 for two new sub
H. R. TEAL.
comes they want to see the pictures.
scribers and renewal, with book, "Try-Square." All vote
ANGUS GRIFFIN.
OMAHA, March 1, 1890.
for the pictures.
MR. EDITOR: I feel glad and proud to hav my head level
CoviNGToN, GA., March·5, 1890.
enough to be one of the grand host of thinkers; not worMR. EDITOR: Here is $10 for new subscribers. Send the shipers of myths, but of solid truth, which is our rock
"Try-Square." I will send some more names soon. Hur- Heston must be double-sighted to what those pulpit-pounders
rah for Heston forever.
W. A. I. ANDERSoN.
are. I tell you I feel glad to read of so many of one mind
concerning the pictures. I am on the side of the majority.
AsPRN, CoL., March 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.50-$3 for my vote Yea or no, I like the paper. I loved the founder. My mind
for the continuation of the cartoons, and fifty cents for last beholds his face. I once met him in Omaha, with a handshake. Peck is a brick, a granit rock. Send me this year's
year's ANNUAL and this year's ANNUAL. JoHN ENGSTROM.
ANNUAL, and use the balance for the pictures.
HoNEOYR, N.Y., March 3, 1890.
L. GRAY.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5.50 for renewal and for
ORANGEVILLE, P..t., March 8, 1890.
ANNUALS for 1889 and 1890. I am in favor of the pictures,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5, for which send as
but shall not stop the paper if the pictures are not continued.
per inclosed list. I hav at last secured one subscriber, just
FRANK WATBROUS.
in time to be entitled to the ''Try-Square." I hav the
ATHENs, TENN., Marcb. 4, 1890.
promis of some more, but they cannot get the money till
MR. EDITOR: I would favor the continuance of Mr. Res_ later in the spring ; but I shall keep on trying and think I
·ton's pictures by all means. I know of no genius more com- shall succeed. I find Liberal ideas are growing, and there
petent of casting light on superstition than Mr. Heston.
is not so n;,uch fear of Mother Grundy as there was. ReligJoHN T. McMILLAN.
ious revivals are scarce here, although they still try to keep
up the usual big meetings. There is no more" getting stiff"
P.t..RIS, TEx., March 4, 1890
or shouting and otherwise acting the fool or hypocrit to atMR. EDITOR: A sample copy, i\'Iarch 1st, of TEE Tl\UTH t.ract a crowd. The show has played out, and we hear no
SBEKER, has just reached me. Those pictures! Long may more of the old hell-fire. Even the church-members say
they wave! I inclose $3.2-5 for the ANNUAL and subscription. they do not belfeve in fire, but only in remorse-and to
R. PETERSON.
judge by the actions of many of them there is very little of
that. Hoping you will succeed in getting enough to keep
VIRGINius, CoL., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3, for which send THE TRUTH up the pictures, and even add more of them, I am,
Yours for the truth,
M. S. HAYHURST.
BBBKKR and the " Try-Square" to the inclosed address. This
is my new subscriber. Long liv THE TRUTH BEEKER, and
ELK GRovE, March 6, 1890.
Heston to illustrate it.
C. A. DoLLARBID.
MR. EDITOR : After a '' long pull and a strong pull," W.
R. Grimshaw and myself succeeded in sending eight subLEAVENWORTH, KY., March 3, 1890.
MR. ~DITOR: Please send for the inclosed $1 your invalu- ecribers nearly two months ago. I hav been writing letters
able guide to light, THE TRUTH SEEKER, through which alone and anxiously waiting for answers, hoping to get a few
the human can be elevated to that standard where the eye more names. One man tells me he likes the paper but dare
not take it in the house. He says : "If I did my wife would
will become competent to read man's soul. F. LEBER, SR.
giv me hell. I tell you, she is a terror." Anothe<' man
ALBION, MroH., March 10, 1890.
writes me : " I think about as you do upon this subj11ct, but
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find subscription for my friend and 'a house divided against itself cannot stand,' and Mrs. - myself. We both vote for continuing the pictures_ on both threatens to burn the papers you sent me if I bring them into
pages, &nd two in the middle. Long liv .T ohn Peck, Heston, the house, and I guess I had better return them." The
and the cartoons.
Yours truly.
W. BIDWELL.
papers came back without being opened. Another man
tells
me: "You know how I stand, and I hav been that way
CARBONDALE, KAN., March 3, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: Long may THE TRUTH SEEKER wave-yes, all my life, but my wife is a church-member and it wouldn't
do." At the same time he gave his head a significant shake,
and Heston and all the writers that help to make it immense.
and
the woebegone grin that covered his face convinced me
I am using each paper to do what good I can in these parts.
I will try and send you a list of Liberal names soon. Yours that he was telling the truth. The preachers and the women
come very near running things here.
J. H. ATKINS.
for human improvement without superstition,

l,tlttrs Jront Jlritnds.

w.

JoHN G. CooPER.
NoRWIOH, N.Y., March 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed pleaEe find $3, for which send me
THE TRUTH SEEKER and "Try-Square," as advertised by
you. I vote for the pictures, or Bible illustrations, by Heston, and would advise as means cdhle to hand to improve the
style or mther the cost of the illustrations.
Yours respectfully,
J. R. NEWTON.
YoouMVILLE, CAL., Feb. 7, 1890.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5, for which please
renew my subscription and place the balance to fund for the
distribution of books and Liberal literature. I am sorry that
I cannot scud another subscriber toward THE TRUTH BEEKER,
in order to keep the pictures a.goiug, and am willing to pay
$3.50 or $4 a yeat rather than see the pictures suspended.
Respectfully yours,
H. DANNENBRINK.
DuoK LAKE, MroH., March 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I should like to send you some new subscribers, but as I am just recovering from a fit of sickness, I
am unable to. My vote on the cartoon question is, Continue
the cartoons it possible. They speak plainer than words.
Of course our Christian friends would like to hav them
stopped, as they would like to hav THE TRUTH SEEKER
stopped.
Yours for truth,
L. CoURTRIGHT.
CoHoEs, N. Y., March 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 in payment of the
ANNUAL, and credit the balance. on subscription. When
your bC>und volume of THE TRUTH BEEKER for the year 1889
is ready, please send me one by express C. 0. D: You see
that I am a double subscriber by. taking the bound volume
at the end of the year, which I would not be if you discontinued the pictures. I am glad to see our friends rallying to
the support of them.
D. MoEI,WlN.

DEs Moi:NEs, IA., Dec. 10, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : Since the middle of August the Secular
Union of this city has been favored with three noted speakers, viz., Remsburg, Jamieson, and Charles Watts. Mr.
Rem~burg was first of the trio, and led out with his famous
lecture, "False Claims," which he presented in a pleasing
manner. He speaks freely and easily. His language is
stripped of all unnecessary verbiage and yet withal his work
is thorough. The compilation of his lecture indicates close
attention to detail, and a complete mastery of the same
enables him to present it in a clear and concise manner and
with good result. He certainly possesses a happy talent for
collecting statistics and historical facts, and also for weaving
them together in such manner as to make their presentation
telling in effect, and the lecture, in its entirety, unanswerable. Mr. Remsburg is admirably suited to the work he
essays.
W. F. Jamieson favored us with two lectures in October.
Subjects: "Liberalism-Its Strength and Weakness," and
"The Conflict between Science and Religion." The attendance upon both occasions was good and the audience for the
most part were delighted. Mr. Jamieson is a gtJod man for
missionary work, or, in fact, for any kind of work in the line
of Freethought. He is a. gentleman and far enough advanced
to extend charity to those who are sincere in any belief whatever. He is a free, easy, earnest, logical spQ.aker, with some
dramatic ability and with a style peculiar to himself, which
withal is a pleasin~~; one and consists in variety, both of attitude and expression. In a word, he is one of the few who
occupy every second of time to such purpose that the audience is not conscious of the fleeting moments. Every Liberal organization and Liberals in every town where there are
no organizations should secure the services of this man for a
course of lectures.
Now comes the last.:_shall I say the best? What should I
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I say of Charles Watts?

Well, really, his genius is the combiued excellence-! was about to say-of all others; bJit
Ingersoll's ghost arises here and we stick the peg in next to
the top hole, though as a logician he excels all whom it has
been my good fortune to hear. Mr. Watts is an uumistakable Englishman, with large, full eyes, a stout frame, and a
florid complexion. He possesses a strong voice, also great
dramatic ability, which enables him to use his voice in such
manner as to produce the finest effects. His greatest power,
however, does not lie in eloquence and dramatic display, but
in convincing logic; which, fortunately, is not of that incomprehensible type which characterizes very mauy profound
thinkers; for he handles the most abstract problems in an
easy, fluent manner, making his points with the ~ewest words
possible, yet with so much clearness and force as to cause
the audience to burst into laughter-not on account of au
excitation of mirth, but by reason of the simplicity, clearness, and conclusivness of the argument. He is one of the
most convincing speakers that I hav had the opportunity of
hearing. Indeed, there is but little hope for the Christian
who can listen to him through au entire course of lectures
without having his faith shaken. Should you secure his
services to lecture or debate, he will inspire you with the
feeling that he is master of the situation. He is able, earnest, eloquent, pleasing, and impressiv. His every word
possesses weight, and his arguments are fraught with convincing logic, which, in the end, must do good. The subjects of his lectures were: "Christianity and BecularismWhich is Preferable?" "Unbelief-What It Has Done for
Mankind," "Christian Evidences Tested," and "Is the
Bible Divinely Inspired?" all of which were given before
large audiences.
N. ZEDIKER,
President Des Moines Secular Union.

E&u CLAIRE, Wis , Feb. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Edward L Starck thinks the term
"moral seuse"a pendant to the belief in the soul assep'lrable
from the body. He admits, however, "it is true that the
moral sense may be understood differently and the unhappy
term retained after it has been placed on a rational basis."
In my opinion the American Secular Union hav done well to
regard the moral sense as the basis of moral instruction.
Without a musical sense musical rules would be very useless, and mutatis mutandis-see it? Darwin, who was not
generally supposed to be ecclesia~tically inclined, expounds
as follows the origin of the moral sense, or, as he calls it,
conscience, in his " Descent of Man." The purely selfish
emotions are, at the time of their greatest activity, more intense than sympathy. But they are less persistent. If,
therefore, they are gratified at the expense of the higher
feelings the result is remorse or regret. Hunger satiated,
danger avoided, vengeance accomplished, is soon forgotten,
but the memory of wrong done remains. It is because
memory i!! so much more activ in man than in the other animals that the moral sense appears peculiar to him. For example, says Darwin, birds of passage which hav hatched
their eggs later than the others, sometimes get so impatient,
as the season advances, that they fly away, abandoning their
brood. If the mother bird's memory were as good as a
woman's, what agony she would experience afterward at the
thought of her young perishing from cold and hunger in the
bleak north! In this way, he explains, men come to learn
that they are often tempted to do what they will be sorry for
if they do it, and hence arises the idea of sin and of remorse.
But according to the theory of evolution, experience be.
comes organically registered and hereditary. Thus very
young children exhibit the moral sense before they hav had
any personal experience of the effects of doing wrong. He
thinks, and so do I, that it is in this way, and not by observation of external consequences, that the idea of duty, as
distinct from that of expediency, is formed. C. L. JAM&s.
PALMYRA, N. Y., March 5, 290.
MR. EDITOR : Please find $3, for which send THE TRUTH
SEEKER one year to a new subscriber. This is my vote on
the picture business. I had to skirmiRh around consider11bly
to get one. But the sub3criber is a true Liberal, and I think
will be a life passenger aboard your craft, as well as a warm
neighbor to us when we get to that eterml home where the
thermometer never gets below zero. I sometimes wish I was
already there, especially these cold mornings when the fire is
out, or I meet some one I am in debt to, as well as the hus.
band of my best girl. I should not dread any of those people if we all could hav the Religion of Humanity. I am very
poor, and it is on account of my religion, or perhaps the
want of some. Being au outspoken Liberal, I am considrred
the wickedest man in town, consequently am patrouizecl
neither in business nor in given work, although they can
find nothing against me only that I am an unbeliever.
I think their God is much slighted, and does not get the
credit due him f,,.r his services at the Johnstown flood. I
had supposed that his time and attention was all absorbed
in saving the wooden image of his mother. But lately, in
looking over the account of the flood, I find that the humane
God interceded and saved the Indian sign that was in front
of a cigar-store. It was bolt. upright and not damaged. It
was near the railroad bridge. And a man was mysteriously
preserved from flood and fit·e, then when lauded safe and
sound he fell down on the rocks and broke his neck. God
must hav let go his hold on the man and grabbed the tobacco
sign. What a divit~e mauifeetatiou of God's goodness in
saving those pieces of wood that could not hav drowned if
they wanted to.
We vote for the pictures, and my experience is they do
more good in making Christians ashamed of their vulgar and
bloodthirsty Bible than all truths in science do. As Robert
Ingersoll says, Turn your gods and ghosts into clowns and
the people are convulsed with merriment.
· Yoqr~ fQr the right,
CAPT. H. P. MARFJH.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH 22. ~890.
PoUOHA SPRINGs, CoL., Feb., 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In this isolated land of the West there is !I
strong inclination toward Christian Infidelity pervading the
· f
t f h c
·
.· ·
moun t am ores s o t e entenmal state, but It IS m a 1atent
state. Secular organization, with some capital to induce
public lecturers and more independent journals, is what is
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As to the pos1tiv and constructiv· side of
As
ill Freethought.
11
a natural
consequence, constructiOn
··
h d N t iwh fodiow when ·the
posiLiv has been establis e .
o w t stan ng, org~mzationa should be carried into every part of the land, in which
some moral and useful entertainment should be given. We
must supply the place with proper amusements and the attractiv influences which attend the church, and satisfy the
people. A common expression is, What do you Infidels
propose to giv us in its place when you take away our religion? Very much such arguments might be heard if the
man who has suffered for years with a cancer on his side,
as the surgeon approaches with his instrument to dislodge
the corroding and unnatural growth, cries "Stop I Before
.
'
you proceed further I want to know what you intend to put
in its place ?'' The doctor replies " But don't you know
this is not natural? It will poison 'your blood and be the
cause of a premature death." "Well " says the 81· k
. c man,
'
"I know these are symptoms of wrong health and often a
source of great annoyance and pain but my m~ther and my
grandmother were both so affected, ~nd they did nothing for
themselvs in trying to remove afflictions which they believed
were sent upon them in the wisdom and goodness of God to
remind us of the great sufferings of our savior. 1 had rather
~lie this wav than take the risk of losing m h
f
0
heaven. If I liv this way I am sure of the pro~i~ :~~e if ~
depart from the old path I may lose my soul."
'
H. MUI!RAY.
>')

TEMPE, ARiz., Feb. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you a cartoon, which I would be
pleased if you could reproduce to show some of your overfastidious subscribers what manner of illustrations are used
in answers to Ingersoll. Far from hiding THE TRUTH BEEKER
from our boys, I am delighted to hav them look at and ask
questions relating to the same. In fact, about all the knowledge they hav of th~ Bible has been gathered from the pictures and questions. Johnnie said to me the other day
"Why, mamma, the Christian boys don't know anythin~
that is in the Bible, but when I tell them about the funny
things, they say they believe them if they are in the Bible."
So continue the cartoons and please all of this family, for
even Topolobampo has not qestroyed our enjoyment of the
ludicrous. The cartoon representing Awakened Woman
was worth a year's subscription.
I would giv ten years of my life if I could hav been in
Washington at the inauguration of a new era of the movement for woman suffrage. A few of us, who attended the
American Suffrage Society's meetings in J\'linneapolis some
years ago, were perfectly discouraged and disgusted at the
toadying to the church, and could see plainly that Lucy
Stone was working to capture the national society also.
Through your paper, I should like to extend greetings and
best wishes for success to the noble ladies who hav rebelled
against being harnesse~ up to draw the churches along, after
most of the men h11.v kicked out of the traces. I shall never
forget the terrible emotion that was awakened in my mind
by the reading of Matilda Jocelyn Gage's" Woman, Church,
and State." I wept over the terrible fate of my sisters in the
cruel past, and as I washed my dishes the tears fell freely
over tbe sad history, and I said, " 0 religion, how many outrages hav been committed in thy name!" Whilst thus engaged, I heard a rap, and upon going to the door, I found
there a young man who wanted to sell me a Bible.. If ever
a young man was startled and overwhelmed by an outburst
of genuin indignation, It was that one. I told him that I
was but a weakly woman, but that I would dig the ground
for a living, anything, rather than peddle that infamous volume that had wrought such woe and misery to women in the
past, and that if all the Bibles in the world were piled up, I
would gladly make a bonfire of them, and thus try, at least,
to blot out the infamous teachings that had almost wrecked
my own sex. After the young man had somewhat recovered
from this furious assault, he acknowledged that he had often
wondered at many of the stories contained in the book, and
that he thought many passages were not fit to read.
"The slavery of women in all ages has dwarf<'d their
nobler qualities of mind and heart," else would all women
resent '' the inequality that has cursed the pages of civic
codes and creeds."
A generous indignation would resent the treatment that
has kept woman in an inferior place; that has debarred her
from her proper place, and that has taken advantage of her
in every way possible to rob and ruin her. The slave nature
is -s>et strong in the majority of women, else would they withdraw from all churches and thus compel respect, by a just
resentment for past and present bad treatment.
Hoping that great success will crown this meeting of the
brave, free women, I will close with a quotation from Herbert Spencer, which I hope Mr. Parton may see: "Ridicule
has always been a revolutionary agent. That which is habitually assailed with sneers and sarcasms cannot long survive.
Institutions that hav lost their roots in men's respect and
faith are doomed, and the day of their dissolution is not far
off."
LIZZIE PREYBE HAWKINS.
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divine InterpositiOn, but his first Idea seems
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enJOY the b~nefits both could confer wit~out offendmg either. Would It not hav been better to gJV up someth~;g? .~ of~en takes great courage to do what is right, and
se -sa~n ce 18 the only tr~e road to greatness. We hav
many hke Naaman in our midst to-day-those loud in their
professions but whose actions belie their words. What are
these people worth in our, or any other, cause? Not-hing.
They a.re worse than useless. The profession of an opinion
alone Is wort~less. The most worthy object, depending
upon the pass1v support of such people, would fail. We
Liberals must be reformers to be worthy of the name. · To
accomplish anything we must organize and work together.
No reform was ever brought about without oppositio!l. We
must make sacrifices. And what sacrifices is a man required to
make compared to those of our heroic forefathers who placed
their lives and fortunes in jeopardy that we might be free?
Are we worthy sons of such men if we hesitate fo,. fear we
may be a few dollars and cents poorer? I hav got to believe
the profession of disbelief is made in many cases solely to
avoid trouble. These people must know that we do not
claim selfi?hness as an article of our creed, any more than
the ChriRtJans do, and that unless a person will accept the
responsibilities of Liberalism we do not want to hav him in
our ranks. None are so poor but that they can do something
for the cause if they only try. Many of our fellow-citizens
are so apathetic that they are content to let things drift.
Unfortunately, without the activ intervention of some
reformer things always go in the wrong direction. Interested persons will always work for their own advantage to
the detriment of the others. At length, when abuses be~ome
unbearable, redress is eagerly sought. It is always the same.
A little forethought would hav saved great loss and trouble.
It is a hopeful sign that so many are earnestly laboring for
the good of all. But the activ assistance of all is needed. If
these few lines should awaken even a few to a sense of the
duties they owe to the party they now only profess to belong
to, they will not hav been written in vain. JAMES FoRGEY.
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MAzoMANIE, Wis., Dec. 10, 289.
MR. EDITOR : Amongst the numerous correapondents of
THE TRUTH BEEKER there are some who are disposed to criticise the action of the late congress of the American Secular
Union, especia!ly in regard to the slight changes made in the
constitution. At first it struck me as a set-back from an advanced position, but, on further consideration, I fully approve
of President Westbrook's plan of attack. In the first place
it is quite apparent to every thinking person that a more perfect union of our comparativly small forces is highly essential in order to insure success in any kind of an attack that
we might make on our enemies' almost overwhelming forces.
Now, in view of this important fact, what can be done to
bring about this perfect union of the various shades of
thought of the Freethought ranks? Again, it must be quite
plain. to all who are sufficiently interested that the only way
to brmg about such a union of forces is to hav it plainly and
distinctly set forth in our constitution what that main attack
is to be, and that it be on some of the enemies' outlying works
that all are equally interested in capturing, whether Agnostic, Materialist, Spiritualist, Liberal, Jew, or Liberal Christian.
Now, of the whole Nine Demands, I think that the equal
taxation of all church property, and also prevention of
change in our country's Constitution, thereby recognizing
any form of religion or any god of theology, these, with the
prevention of the enactment of any Sunday laws and the
repeal of all Sunday laws now in force, would form a combination of very important work which all that are worthy
of the name of Liberals could heartily cooperate in.
I also noticed some rather harsh criticisms of another correspondent, John Peck, for his bravely unmasking the theology of the Bible. He claims that it repels orthodox Christians from reading Liberal papers and magazines. But it
makes little difference. Such Christians will not rec·d, nor
even listen to, anything that is not strictly orthodox. Not
GALENA, KAN., Dec. 25, 1889.
because their feelings are hurt, or their prejudices abruptly
MR. Em•ron: Whether it is the result of early training or aroused, by seeing the Bible and church so completely unof prejudice I will leave for others to decide 1 but, a good masked, for, as a general thing, there are but a, few intelli-

gent . Christians. Bnt the intelligent mostly doubt. After
an Infidel has gained their confidence they will freely admit
that they are Infidel in this respect, and also many of the
lower class of people, who are church-members will admit
the s~me thing. It is not because they believ~ in church
~octrms that they continue to support the church and obey
Its injunctions, but it is simply a fear of evil consequences.
In course of my investigations of this subject I hav been
to~d b! many such persons, and even Catholic~, that they
thmk It much better to remain under the churches' control
than to ha v to go to jail ; that is, they consider that the
church has acquired such a controling force over their minds
that it could induce or force them to commit some overt act
for which the~ would be arrested and thrown into jail.
Hence such artiCles as Brother John Peck writes are calcula~ed to do this class of people more good than anything
milder or less courageous. They do them far more good than
any number of mild, compromising lectures, for he convinces them beyond a doubt that there are men that can
withstand the church's cruel mental force or influence, and
thrash out of them gods and devils combined. Hence the
great necessity for lecturers, and true Liberals of all classes
to always show a bold front, and always be ready to fear~
lessly take up any discussion on the side of Freethought on
every favorable occasion.
Though one may happen to be situated as I am myself,
one amongst one thousand, he should take pains to let it be
publicly known that he is an Infidel and Atheist. He should
be careful not to countenance any kind of a religious performance, and especially should ignore the Christian restday. A person that has been raised by Christian parents
with all his relative controled by the church, as mine are'
will find it extremely difficult for some time to do this. Bui
it is an excellent way to develop mental independence and
individuality. Though my place here is situated on the
crossing of two principal streets, one leading directly to the
Catholic church situated in the adjoining block, the other
str~et leading to the various Protestant churches, and though
qmte a number of church-goers pass by each Sunday, yet I
am generally at work in full view every Sunday, and often
close enough to the sidewalk to provoke discussion if any
were disposed to question my right to work on any day I
chose. And for some time at first there were some that
would stop and make comments, but I was ready for them.
As y>ork is a healthy exercise, and a person needs as much
exercise one day as another, I conside~ it unhygienic to stay
idle a whole day at one time. When I came here to liv ten
years ago, I was only an Infidel Deist. Then I commenced
writing Liberal articles for our local paper. From that in a
few years I grew to be a full. fledged scientific Agnostic, and
continued to write articles against the persecuting churches,
and fell to at a lengthy discussion on that and the scientific
theory of evolution. After the first sky-pilot was completely
defeated another took it up, and when he was knocked under a leading pJlitician took up the cudgels, but after some
time he also played out, having nothing to offer but personal
abuse. For a time there was great enthusiasm aroused.
The idea of one man making such a vigorous and fearless
attack. on such an orthodox city, or what is still worse, Infidels completely enslaved by the church, inspired many
with courage to fall into line. In the course of that discustion I went through the history of the Christian religion from
its first inception under Moses up to the present time, showing that it was a cruel, persecuting force ever controling
man against man's best interests and happiness. Then I
took up the Bible, and the leading characters of the Bible,
such as Moses and David, two of the most infamous characters that we find recorded in history. Yet these two persons are extolled and held up to the view of Christians of
the present day as two of the holiest and best men that ever
lived. Also I showed that the Bible fully sanctioned polygamy; sanctioned human slavery of the most barbarous form·
sanctioned the use of intoxicating drink and even encouraged
its use by precept and example, even using it in one of the
most sacred sacraments, and finally I showed that it taught
demonology. The other side continually kept throwing the
horrors of the French Revolution into nearly all their replies. After carefully studying the history of the French
Revolution by Thomas Carlyle, I was well prepared to giv
them a clear understanding of that, it being one of the great.
est events ever recorded in history. After I got through
with it I came to the conclusion that thfil almost superhuman
effort the French patriots made in. throwing overboard the
cruel, enslaving religion and the well-organized power of
Rome, time after time hurling back the powers of Europe
leagued against them, was the nearest approach to omnipotent power we find recorded in history. But their wily
enemy at length partially succeeded against them by secret
intrigue, by fomenting discord and jealousy, producing reaction, and the controling evil element of religion and church
authority partially resumed its wonted action-which it had
exercised in the preceding centuries sufficiently to set the
French at work to exterminate themselvs. For the time being they were by this rendered at least partially insane; this
was the real cause of so much useless killing of one faction
by another faction. I then finished up the discussion by
some articles entitled, '' The Scientific Agnostic fls. the Christian." I shall always think of it as one of the miracles of
Freethought that the editor of our local newspaper published
such a lengthy discussion-an article each week for about
six montbs-for he is far from being an outspoken Freethinker.
·
I think that THR TRUTH SEEKER's pict-ures are a very effectiv weapon in cutting down the old superstition. They were
the greatest inducement tb me in subscribing for THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
I inclose $2.10. The $2 is intended for the American
Secular Union, and please send me Truth Seeker Tract No.
32 for the ten cents.
JoaN LEITOH.
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qualities are appealed to in a way to bring
them out. To illustrate he tells two clever
stories which he says are true. The first
Edit«l bfl Miss SuiU.N H. WIXol'l, Fall illustrates disobedience and disrespect, and
lUwer, Maa:J., to t~Jliom all Oommt.t;n.ica«onsfor· shows how American parents are apt to encourage them. "It is Sunday evening," and
thi8 aorner should be unt.
a Western farmer "is smoking his pipe on
the back porch, while young Josh, his name" Between the dark and the dayllgM,
sake and heir, is playing with the dog in the
Wnen the night is beginning to lower,
yard. Old Josh takes his pipe out of his
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupation!
That is known as ~he Children's Hour."
mouth and remarks that it is time for young
Josh to go for the cows. The junior makes
no reply, but keeps on teaching Congo to giv
•ro :Mrs. Luna Hutchinson.
his paw. Then the senior repeats eis obserLnn'l., wit b. eyes of heaven's deep blue,
vation, to which he manages to giv a little
Bo benevolent; just, and true,
more of the tone of a command.
Humanity's helper and friend.
Words or mine can never express
" 'I tell ye, Josh, ye must go for the cows.'
Ha.lf thy g9odness or loveliness,
"'I do' wanter,' grumbles young Josh.
However many I append,
" ' Quit yer foolin' an' go along I' says old
Great, grand, noble, too good for earth
Josh.
With its greed, strife, sorrow, and dea.rth,
'''I shan't,' sEmrls back the junior.
Friend of the rich, friend of the poor,
Oh, how could a soul malign thee,
"'I tell you to go,' exclaims the elder.
Or to an,..ht but bliss consign the9,
"'I tell you I won't,' mutters the boy.
Or ever against thee close a door 1
"' Wal, never mind,' says the father;
Uolifter of souls from despair;
' mebby they'll "Ome home.'"
A mind broad and free as the air;
The other story givs a more agreeable pictHumble, ~>nd yet too proud to bend
ure. It must be said, however, that this boy
A knee to any ohnroh or creed,
Knowinll thou hast no need
was only six years old. What he would deUpon ita savior to depend,
velop into can only be surmised. "He had
Or w;uh thee in his awful gore
a cake," says Mr. Trowbridge, "a portion of
To o\aanse thee for the other shore;
which his cousfn !1innie coveted. She acFor dosh thou not the hungry feed,
cordingly reminded him, as she was fond of
Whether of the body or mind,
And cause them to feel resigned,
doing when she had a point to gain, of what
Because relieved from pressing need 1
'the Bible says' about doing to others as we
What better oan ever be said,
would be done by. 'Now you know, Willie,
Wha.\ batter oa.n be heard or read,
if I had the cake you would want half of it.'
Taa.u, Tnou art huruanity's friend,
Willie hesitated a moment between inclinaWuat, or whoever, they may be,
tion and a conviction of duty, and then said
Both qood, evil, enslaved, and free,
Unchanging ever withou~ end 1
honestly, 'I should want all of it.' With
Los An(lelRS, Oal.
BA.DlE ATHENA. MAGOON.
tears in his eyes, but resolutely choking down
his grief, he h&nded over to her the entire
Night on the Battle field.
cake, which she walked off complacently
Far down behind the western hills
nibbling."

fJihildrtn' s

~erntt.

Tile sun sinks out. of sight,
And leaves a bloody ba.ttle-field
Wrapped in th'3 sh-.des of night.
Above the eastern vineolad slope
The full moon slowly creeps,
And casts its rays upon the ground
Where many a hero sleeps.
Unconscious of th' embittered past,
Forgetting how they diedTheir warfare o'er, the blue anil gny
Now slumber side by side.
No more the shrill notes of the fifeThe bugle or the drum,
Will call them to the fray againDischarge for all has come.
And all night long in that red vale,
The bright stars overhead,
B'l.d whippoorwUI aud nightingale
Sing requiems to the dead;
Tha murm'ring brook and sighing breeze,
Too, mingle in the eong,
A'lfi there, uuton~hed by loved ones• tears,
Bleep the heroic throng.
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
Jan. 3, 1890,

--------~~~---------

Correspondence.

BELOIT, 0., Feb. 28, 1890.
DEAR 11-!Iss WIXON: I am nine years old.
My papa takes THE TRuTH SEEKER. I like
to read the Children's Corner, and I thought
I would write a letter for the Corner. I do
not go to school this winter. I hav a mile
and a half to go, and that is too far in the
winter to walk. I hav two pretty kittens.
I named one Tony and the other Daisy. I
must close for this time, for this is my first
MELLIE E. Mll:NSON.
letter, so good-bye.

MINDEN, NEB., Feb. 27, 1890.
DEAR Mrss Wr:xoN: I thought that I would
write a few lines to the Children's Corner, in
order that its readers may know that there is
another Freethinker growing up free from
Christian ghost stories. Some of the Christians tell my pa that he will rnin his children
by teaching them Freethought doctrin. but
I am quite sure that it is better to be a Freethink.er than to hav my mind tied to any sup.
posed inspired creed, where I dare not even
Tommy Bones.
think that anything else is true but that conOne morning, when it was hardly daylight, tained in it. Excuae mistakes, for this is my
Tommy asked for a story. " What about?" first letter.
DELILAH REED (twelve years of age).
said his sleepy mamma. " Tell me about
Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden."
LIBERTY GROVE, Feb. 23, 1890.
'Well," said his mamma, with a sigh," after
D&AR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
the Lord had created Adam from the dust of write a few lines to the Children's Corner.
the ground he was lonely, and :ke put him in This is the first time I hav ever written a let-a deep sleep; then he took a rib from his ter. I will be ten years old in June. My
side, and, the story says, made it into a father takes Tm~ TRUTH BEEKER and I like
to read the letters the ~iris and boys write.
woman."
Our school was out the last of January, and
«Did God cut Adam to get out the rib?" when I went to school I was studying history,
asked Tommy.
grammar, reading, spelling, geography, arith"He may hav given him chloroform first," metic, and writing. We had a very good
teacher; her name is Miss Emma Tyler.
replied Mamma Bones.
The teacher had an entertainment the last
"Go on," whispered Tommy.
day and I had three dialogs, and there were
"When Adam got his eyes open and saw a lots of people present. Well, as this is taking
beautiful wife beside him--"
too much room, I will close.
Yours truly,
GEORGE LoRsoN.
Tommy, interrupting: "I should thought
he would hav stirred up a little more dirt and
ALEXANDRIA, MINN., Feb. 16, 1890.
made her, instead of cutting into Adam like
DEAR Miss WixoN: I read your book, "All
that."
in a Lifetime," some time ago and think it is
Tommy livs away off in Dakota. He is splendid. My father has taken THE TRUTH
healthy and happy, and was never made to BEEKER as long as I can remember. I read
cry, never was spanked, and never was sick. the Children's Corner eve.-y week. I am
But once, when he was naughty, his mamma fifteen years old and go in the seventh grade
at school. We hav a fine school-house here,
just cuffed him a little. He instantly cuffed costing more than all the ten churches of this
back.
"0 Tommy I" said his mamma, place put together. I hav two brothers and
• why did you do that?"
a sister. I study shorthand with one of my
"Didn't you strike me? Why did you brothers, and if there are any of the young
Liberals of the Corner studying Pitman's
strike me?"
Shorthand, I wonld like to correspond with
Observing his mamma in tears one day them. I will now close my first letter to the
.when he was hut three years old, the affec- Corner.
tionate little fellow ran to her and said sooth.
Wishing you p:reat success in your noble
Your Liberal friend,
l.ngly, "Let me take you in my arms. What work, I am,
MILTON '£RENHAM.
has hurt you? Let me get an egg in your
hand. Let me kiss you."
TEMPE, ARiz., Feb. 25, 1890.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
DEAR Miss WixoN: We hav a cat and a
dog, and three puppies three days old. It
The American Boy.
snowed here the other day, which is unusual
J. T. Trowbridg-e, in an article in the for this country. Mamma is reading from the
North American Re'Diew, both criticises and ANNUAL while I write. Keep the pictures.
A few days ago a Chri•tian boy came in the
praises the American boy-criticises his irrev. house and he happened to see THE TRUTH
erence and disobedience, praises his con- SEEKER hanging on the door. I showed him
scientiousness and generosity when these the picture of Samson killing the lion. He

looked at them for half an hour. I am ten
years old. I go to school. We hav the best
teacher in the territory; her name is Mrs. C.
E. Rembert. I am in the Second Reader.
My brother is in the Third Reader. I hav
been in Minnesota, Mexico, California, and
Arizona. My father has been taking THE
TRUTH SEEKER for ten years. I hav never
been baptized in my life and never intend to
be. They c~nuot stuff any nonsense down
me.
Your dear friend, JoHN HAWKINS.
CusTER CITY, PA., St. Valentine's Day.
D.a:AR Miss WIXON: I hav read and been
interested in the Children's Corner a long
time, and now will write mytlrst letter for it,
and say, among other things, that I am the
only Liberal girl in this community.
I do not go to church, never did like to,
nor do I say prayers, as I used to do, like
most "good children."
I attended my first masquerade bs.ll last
week. I am fond of music and dancing and
had a nice time.
I will be fifteen years old next month, and
as there are only two or three other Freethinkers right around here besides us, I would
be pleased to correspond with some of the
Corner's Liberal friends.
I would like very much to hav Miss Wixon's photograph, as I am sure all of her contributors would.

Bona post meridiamus.

M. RosE FosTER.
NEW WINDSOR, ILL., Feb. 26, 1890.
Miss B. H. Wr:xoN, Dsar Madam: Excuse
me for taking the liberty to thus address you,
as I hav RO acquaintance with you only in
reailing your articles in THR TRUTH BEEKER
and Investigator. My hearing is failing me.
so that it is with difficulty thM lean carry on
conversation in my family, and it is hard
for a Liberal to be deprived of the privilege
of talking with his Christian friends. Now,
I wish to ask you if you can glv me any
information in regard to the sound-discs of
H. A. Wales, Bridgeport, Conn. Hav you
seen or heard anything about them? I think
that if they are half as good as recommended
they would be in use in your city. I would
say that if you cannot say anything about
them yourself, can you giv me the addrees of
some good Liberal in Bridgeport, Conn., that
can giv me some information about them?
By doing so you will confer a great favor on
me. I send you a leaf cut from the pamphlet
that he sent me.
Yours truly,
w. B. FLAHERTY.
[Anyone knowing about the sound-discs
will oblige the above-named by communicating with him direct.-En. C. C.]

Miss Wixon's Works.
AU in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50,

.Apples of Gold. And Other Stories
{or Boys and Girls. 1l!mo, 883pp,, $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Snpersti·
tion, for Children and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heaVY, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4 to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO ••

HISTORY
OJ' THB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of' Europe.
Be vised Edition-s vols-Price, tl,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Addrese ThE TRUTH SF.EKEB.

The Reign of the Stoics.
THBIR

History, Religion. Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Citations of Authors Quoted from on
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS 011' THE PRESS,

Thid book shows that many Christians might
learn mnob from these ancient heathen.-.Amert·

can Boolcseller,

One of the most valuable helps for tho&! who
woul_d understand the character of bnma.n prog.
ress m a.ll agea.-Natt011al Quarterlv Review,
The author has shown himself a. dili~ent stu.
dent, an ardent admirer, a.nd a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuments <;>f ancient thinking.-New York Trtllune.
Readmg thts book, we find the doctrine of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlitzhtened minds of
the present day.-Otnctnnatt OommerfJtal.
Lecky says of .Marone Aurelius: "The purest
a.nd gentles~ s_p1r1t of a.ll the pagan world." Merivale says : Of all the line the noblest a.nd dearest." Ta.ine says : "The noblest soul that ever
lived." J <?hn Btnart Mill says : "He preserved
t!Jrough hfe not only the mo~t unblemished Jnstlce, but the tenderest heart."
Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp,, $1.25.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Plaon, New Ynr\:

SOCIAL WEALTH,
The Bole Factora and llzact Ratios in the
Aoguire1Mnt and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clolh,
•
•

tt.oo.

Agents for the Truth Seeker.
O.A.Lili'OBNU.•
1. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., San Fr.!!oncisco.
OAN.A.D.A..
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.S.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
COLORADO.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
li'LORIDA.
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO.
A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
Post-office News Co., 108 Adams st., ChicagQ.
E. A. Stevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 56 B. Halstead st., C!:.!cag'J.
INDUN.A..
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA..
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
KASS.A.ORUSBTTf\.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
MICHIG.ul.
!.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
g, D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Ch&s. Ssch, 188 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
:'wan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
KISBOURI.
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 O_st., Lincoln.
NliW YORK.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 9a Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
omo.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
ORBGOl'l,
B. F. Hyland, Corvallla.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNSYLVANU.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phil a.
W. F. Schaae. 8, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
TBNNBSSBB.
Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBX.A.fl.
L. A.ndruss, Denison.
l'. Theo. Colwlck, Norse.
H. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBBBITOBY.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGL.A.ND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., London, E. C.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTBALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, P:uk st., Sydney, ~.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
NBW ZBALAND.
A.. D. Willis, Wanganui.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a. remarkable book, in which aniver·
sal hiatozy is "boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
lou turn over his pages with a. fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ooean.
Bis biotoryha.s a continuitx. a. rllshla carrying
power..!. which reminds ns str1kingly ox Gibbon,
[New ttaven Palladium,
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first oha.pter, is a. masterpiece of historical writing. He ha.s a. style that reminds ns of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly,
Eighth edition. Extra. oloth, umo, li48pp,, $1, 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafayeUe Pl., New York.
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reilable pnbllahlng lionae, eudol'sed by all leading newspapers.
Do not confound this offer with the catchpenny schemes of unacrupulona persona. Write to·day-don 't put it off! Six sub·
scription a aud six Seed Collections aent for 60 cents,

SPECIAL OFFER!

·-uew Yrn•k Slate Ba1• Association, at Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
liS Lafayette Place, New York.
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already taken, we now make thefo\·
towing coloa:sal oJ!e.r: Upon receipt
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whichake sa10 ita we wilt send jJ·ee, in addition to all the above,
one PI\Ckageofthecetebrated Ornmn~ntnl Chlllnu Folluge
neet Setdfl, one of the moAt. beantilul foliage plauts known,

ASTHMA__DR.
TAFT~!~~aTI::r~~~~:!~
CUREDsoTTLEFREE
D:Q.. TAFT BROS .. ROCIIESTES.N.Y.
lcitiress, we will mail trial

the leaves sonH.nimee. groWJng 3 feet. long by l foot wJde. l11 \'JU'Jegated col'ln. It ls perfectly hat'dyacontlnniug f\11 object of beauty
long after Coleus nnd Ca11ua have succumbed to frost. A(ldrees:

8. If, llOOitE & 00., :IT l'urk

J.>luce,

New York.

[RON-'JLAD AND MANNA SERIES

IRON-CLAD SERIES.
This is the history of an attempt to fonnd a
ohnrch withont superstition, and its suocea8,
I Atonement. Clntrles Bradlaugh............ ,. 5
Uncle Job SawYer, the Pastor, having established
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 5
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital qneations
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization.
of hnman concern, religious, p<:>litical, and otherOBt
Underwood ...••.•...•..••.•.•••..•.•......•. 25
Ills Life, Works, Worth, Martyrdom, Por- wise. '.rhe book is written in well-chosen lan- NATURAL A.ND BCIENTIFIO METHOD.:\ 01! 7 Buddhist :Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller..• 10
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ••••• 15
trait, and Monument.
NEVER FORGETTING.
9 Relation of Witchcraf• to Religion. Lyall. l 0
With a complete list of tho American subscribers cient .na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
The
Boston
Post
BIU'a
:
"This
book
aotnaU;
hold his attention while the truth is being brongh1
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ••.••••••••••.• 10
ns
now
to
keep
our
memunes
in
guuo
wur!!.·
shows
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
to his mind.
ing condJtivn and rcpaa them when out of order.' 11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin •.••.•. 50
,
BY
Prica by ma1l $1.
l!'or sale to.t thiB ol!lce. Price, $1.00.
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .• 25
GEORGE JACOB HOLYO.A.KE1 THOMAS DAVIDSON,
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hume .••.•••.•.• 10
THADDEUS B. W AKEMAN1
KARL BLIND,
14 L:1nd Question. Ch:~.rlcs Bradlaugh.. ...... 5
LYDIA R. Cru.sE.
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents?
BY M. L. HoLBBOOll:, M.D.
Charles Brad laugh......................... 5
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fn a dollar.
Godev'e Lad!I'B Rooit says: "We giv oar cordia.
"'PProoa.twn to this work. The intormatlun u 16 Why do Men Starve'/ Chas. Braulangh.. 'Addz-oss THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-Ohristia.nExp.,. cuntalns ia most important, and, we are fully con 17 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principii'
rience.
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10
By NATHANIEL RAMsAY WATERS.
A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 10
8£XUAl,. PHYSIOLOCY 18
A very critical analysis of both Protestantisn.
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5
and Oa,tholicism, from the va.ntage-gronnd of aL
intimate perHonal experience wioh the two BYB· AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN. 20 Super;,tit'on Displayeu, with a Letter of
OR
revised edition, with 111 illustrabons.
wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoak e........... 5
tems. It deal& the most trenchant blows which <JaretllilY
moMt perfect book for men and women eve1
pure logic is capable of infiictiDg.-[Oritica.l Re- The
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. !tins- 2 I Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
DANCER AHEAD.
view.
trated oatalog free.
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
24. Moral Value of tho Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
Cannot be a G-ood Citizen of
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
In Their Sanitary and PhYsioioll1cal Relat1ons 25 :B'reethought and 1<Iod. Progress. Watts. 5
this Republic.
&nd lD Their Bearing on the Producing
Its Nature, and Influence
26 Chrl'stJ'ani'tv·.
ot Children of Finer Health and
J
Greater Ability.
on Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 5
By A • .J. GROVER.
BIBLE INQUIRER;
B'l M. L. HoLBBOOll:, M.D.
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoak~. 5
OB,
Price, paper, 25 cents.
The Sctenttno Amertcan says : " This work is 29 Is there a Moral Governor of the UmA
Key
to
Bible
Investigation.
verse 'I Austin Holyoake ................ 5
scientifio, sober, clean, and worthy of con~clen·
Address Tl'IE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Containing 148 Propositions
tions consideration by every po11sible parent, and 30 Philosophy of Se:;nluxism. Chas. Watts... 5
With References to the most Plain and Btrikin8 pa.rtioularly by the yonng." $1.
31 [-hs Man a Son!'? Chaq. Bradlangh........ 5
Belf-Oontra.dictions of the so-called
38 Is There a God ·1 Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
EATING FOR STRENGTH;
~OW READY.
Inspired 8oriptures.
39 Labor's Prayer. Ch><rles Bradlaugh. ...... 5
OB,
BY A. JAOOBBON.
FoOD AND DmT IN RELATION TO HEALTH AND WoBX 40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure.
M. G. H .• 10
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
EverY Liberal needs a. copy for readY reference.
The New York Herald. says: "Dr. Holbrook•~ 4.2 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
OJl'
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it ie book is amon!l' the very best of its kind."
4.3 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
'l'ne Home ar.a Garden says: "A study of this
book Will enable any intelligent reader to make a 4.4. Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
Price only 2li cents.
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
choice of food which may save the cost of the book
COMPILED BY
every day in providing for a family, besides in- 4. 7 Poverty: Its Effects on the I'olitical ConTHE
creasing health, strength, and longevity." $1.
dztion of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
L, K. WASHBURN.
Address THE TRUTH 8DKEB Oo.,
MANN~ SERIES,
This volnme comprises some of the ablest and CHAJlPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
best editorial!! written by Mr. Beaver during the
TliEIB
1 Original Manna for "God's chosen.",...... 5
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
Crimes and Persecutions.
cream-wbite paper, bound in clotb, and contains
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard ... 20
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the svo, 11119Pp. Oloth, $8 ; leather, ${; morocco.
Investtpator. Every Liberal shonld hav this book
5 200 Questions Without Answers............. 5
gilt edges, $4.50.
in his home.. It is now ready for delivery.
13unday and the Sabbath. " A law 6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
BY D. M. BENNETT.
and a Chinese Mandarin................... 10
Price, $1.00.
regnlatin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Address
a.n impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
~ Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
Adtlress 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
liS La.f&l ette Place, New York.
by a Weak but Zealous Christian....... 10
The False Teaching of the ChrisAfter Heaven and Hell. A. Holytian Church. "The Thirty-nine 8 Search
oake............................................ 5
Articles of the Christian chnrch are thirtynine Poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
For the benefit of onr read·
Bf Edward Bellamy,
era who preserve their pa.Peril The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
we offer a. new style of binder,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
of a. minister's praYing God to kill grasshop- 11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
made for the pnrpose, and
pers, or trying_ to induce the Deity to nuder- 12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ... 10
It is a. thonght-braeding book, and all who are
· with the - heading of THE
take a crusade of one against the Oolora.do 13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
free to receive new lii'ht will find in it satisfaction
TRUTH SEEKEB printed in
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.
and in!ipiration.-[New York Tribnne.
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
gold letteril on the ontside.
l'his binder allows the open- I!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 15 Lndic!'Ons Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10
The apJ?eal is alwaYs made to a. man's reason,
&nd to h1s noblest sentiments :.never to his sel- ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking ont and replacing of one or more papers Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
fishness.-[Boston Post.
.
1~ Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
Prioe, 5 cents.
A sUffgestion of a. really practicable &nd feasi- from any part of the file withont disturbing the
18 What Did Jesus Teach? 0. Bradlaugh.... 5
ble soc1al state grea.tlr in advance of the present. other parts.
Religious
Problems.
Price,
10
cent~
Sent
by
ma.il_,_postp_ai!!J
for
11.
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
Address THE TRUT.t1. BEEKER[
actua.lpossibilities.-[Boston 'l'ra.veler.
Was Jesus Insanef Price, 10 cents. 20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
tf
25 Lafayette P ., New York.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, liDo.
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
The Public Schools and the Catholic On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
Church. Price, 5 cents.
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth tbr $2;
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory

Giordano Bruno.

ROME~

REASON

Par;;m1tlun Wlttwut Po.Jl.

ROMAN ISM,

Marriage and Parentage.

HORACE SEAVER.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

LOOKING BACKWA.RD

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

POINTERS:

A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

The Bfblc-Wiaat Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pnre thonght, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies In Tllcolo;-y. A clear exposi.
tion of the biblical story of ma.n's creation
and cnrse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
nega.tiv and a.ffirmativ ste.ndiJoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 oents.
tf

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible

AnaJy~ed.

"For Sledge-

hammer Logic unonrpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

svo, 888pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy,
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

<IONTA.INING

Tables, Rnles, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches1 for Farmers. Mechanics, Ml!ochinists,
Merchams, Housekeepers, and the Pnblic Generally, with
Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and Dla~ams
Illnstra.tinl{ some of the more Important Oompa.ra.tiv Bta.tist1cs of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE OENTS
For $50 worth of " Oold Facts " boiled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

8AKY A BUDDHA.

AVersified., Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life ~t.nd
'l'ea.chings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of

Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in spea,king in praise of thia
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light 1"
" Religio-Philosophical Jonrnal," and manr Spirhna.list papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, fl.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
By Milton Wooll~y:. M.D., Anthor of "Hebrew
MYthology,"" The Oareer of Jesns Ohrist."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God. WHAT KIND OF A MAN CL.A.Rii
-[Ps. xiv. 1·
BRADEN IS.
Ohildren and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Paper, 12mo,10 cents.
Prioe, 10 oenls.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEB

ON THE WORD GOD.

The Agn'JStio Annual
FOR 1890.
Edited by CHARLES WA.'ITS.
OONTEIIITB,

Agp.oaticiBm and Immortality...... Samuel Lain~r
A Sonnet ............................... Joeep_h Ellis
Who Was Moses1 ..H.J. Hardwicke, M.D., F.R.O.S.
The Comfort of Agnostici.am ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Oredible f ... Oonstanoe O. W. Naden.
The Oontest Between Agnosticism and Theology,
John Wilson. M.A.
Above: A Poem ................... W· Btewarl RJss.
Tbe Evolution of the Agnostic Idea.
R. Bithell, B Be .. Pt.. D.
The New Fatalism ........................ B. RnsseJJ.
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a G~,d,
F. J. Gonhl.
A Poem ........................... W. B. McT.. gJZart.
The Free EXPression of Opinions .. G. F. Underhill.
Fragments ......................... William M.accall
l'rioe, 211 cents. l!'or Bale at this office
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New Model Hall Typewriter
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New Edition, Revisei LUld Enlara"ed.

liEN, WOMEN & GODS.
8Y HELEN H. C~RDENER.
Introdnctiu1 by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 l}ents.

TluJ Trade Suppltea at t;pedaZ Di8aount8.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Phqto-engra.vinps of Misfl 9-ardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; -mth antoDaph, 50 cts.

The Candle from Under tha ~ushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
And f01 the Consideration of Others.

Insflructi1Je, Interesting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM HART.
Price,
50 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Tim

Cosmian Hymn Book,
A OOLLEOTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns
( Wwds and Music)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Schools and the Home.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
PRIOR,
$1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Piaoe, New York.
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A. Truth Seeker Around tlle World.

When Womanhood

Awakes~
[An original poem, read at the convention of
the National Woman'• Liberal Union, in Washington, D. 0., Feb. 24, 1890.l
No more shall error round her play
In fitful moods and clouds of gray;
Or cruel fancies crush her down
Where demons wait and furies frown,
When Womanhood awakes.
No more shall bigot tm·n and rave,
A ranting yet a cringing slave,
At Truth, who, in her garments white,
Stands facing ever to the right,
When Womanhood awakes.
No more shall sisters turn aside,
With haughty tread and sullen pride,
From those who walk in clearer light,
Whose keener vision sees the right,
When Womanhood awakes.
No more in abject fear she'll cower
Before a mitered, tyrant pcwer;
Nor grope in darkness, pain, and shameA hopeless wretch withont a name,
When Womanhood awakes.
No more she'll idlY dream away
Life's splendid honra in trifling play,
Nor think the whole of life to be
To lose her own identity,
When Womanhood awakes.
No more the story will be told
By writers Young and writers old,
That man bnt toils till set of ann,
While woman's work is never done,
When Womanhood awakes.
The chains that bind her foot and handThat hold her close in everY landWill drop &lid crumble in the dust,
By force of their own ancient rust,
When Womanhood awakes.
Her eyes are closed in slumber now,
The poppy-wreath is on her brow;
But soon her night shall change to day
And 'mid the tombs no more she'll stray,
When Womanhood awakes.
In horror will she view the past,
That, vice-like, held her hard and fast.
The coming time her mind shall dower
With vigorous strength and helpful power,
When Womanhood awakes.
-~
The future day shall see her then
Olothed rightlY as a citizen,
And she'll behold with judgment clear
The sovereign rights that wait her here,
When Womanhood awakes.
And man shall stand on grander bight;
Shall see the truth in larger light;
Shall rise from groveling in the dust,
To realms where dwell the true and just,
When Womanhood awakes.
And all these things shall surely be,
When justice reigns from sea to sea;
Fair freedom, then, in fullest measure,
Shall giv to each her equal treasure,
When Womanhood awakes.
How gloomy all the Past will seem !
A misty way, a dreadful dream!
With sunerstition's slimY trail
O•er mossy bank and flowery dale,
When Womanhood awakes.
0 rosY dawn in eastern skies !
Thy morning light the world supplies!
Joy. bella shall ring from shore to shore,
Anthems shall swell forevermore,
When Womanhood awakes.
Pall River, Mass.
SusAN H. WIXON.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The Best Sta.nda.rd Typewriter in the World.
Oheap, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, Interchangeable
Tspe in all L~ngua.ges, Easiest to learn and
rapid as any. Agents wanted everywhere.
WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED. Address

National Typevvriter Co.,

10 'l'emple Pla.ce, Bostoo, Mass. P. 0. box 5159.
Send for catalog and specimens of work.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Ohrist
crucified under Pontius Pilate, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of MarY by Joseph
Pandera, was stoned and hanged for sorcery about
75 years B.a. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price. $1.50. Former pric~, $2.00. For sale at thil!
office.

P

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnifioen t
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
churches and Young lllen•s
Ohristian Association.
BY RIOH. B· WEBTBBOOX, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEXEB.

THE

The WOI·ld's Sages Tllinkers, and
Reformers. 1,07S pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

The Champions of tlle Cllurclt; '!'heir
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo.

Christ of Paul ; or, the Enigmas of
Christianity.
Frauds of tho Chmchmen of the Second Century
lhposed.
Bv Gt·10llGE HEBER.
l2mo, 400pil.,
Price, $2.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A Compendium of Universal History.
By WlNWOOll READE.
$1.'75.
Sixth edition, GHpp.,

SCRIPTURE SPECULATIONS.

Primitive Man,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; With Creation, Stars, Earth,
Judaism.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
4l9pp., $1.50.
By H. R. S'l'EVENS.

The Gods aml Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

ETHICS OF POSI'I'IVISM.

A Critical Study and SU!'vey of the Moral
Philosophy of the Present Centnry.
-.
B
By l+IACO)[Q AU7.I~I.T.01"l'l,
Fron1 Behind the :Bars. A series of Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dan to, Florence.
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages;
Price, $1.50.
Price $1. 50.

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Con·
gress held at Brussels, to which l\Ir. Ben·
nett was 11 delegate, followed by 11 de·
scription of what he saw in England.
France, Holland, and It11ly. The letters
from Rome 11lone are worth tho price
of the book. With 11 steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible.

A Confession.
By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS.
Authorized translation from sixth German edition
by Mathilde Blind.
Price,
$L50.

HEALTH HIN'rS TO WOMEN.
Important Information for All, and " Danish
Cure." With Portrait.
Price, $1.50.
By 1brE. W. ScuOTT.

Treating upon the gods of the Semitio
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin The Legends of tlle Patriarchs and
Mary, and the Bible. ~o the latter 230
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
pages are devoted, showmg that book to
Prophets.
be
a very inferior production for a first·
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible- AnaBy S. BARING GOULD.
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir'Will be seized with :widitv b\- all studcut:; of the
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
itualism S nstained," etv., etc.
Bible. -[Cougt:egt{tionalist.
Judaism, Christianity, and MohamThe latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
Price, $1.50.
medanism examined historically
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
and critically. It is thought to be the
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Discourses of Adnmccd Thought.
that will be new to the world and productiv df
Price, $1.50.
good in furnishing food for thought. We trust it
By 0. B_ FROTHIXGHA:U and FELIX ADLER.
will hav tho immense distribution it se richlY
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Price, $1.
Jiierits.-[The American Idea.
·
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Oloth, 12mo, U.
Paper covers, 75 cents;
INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

RADICAL PULPIT.

Addres! THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

BiOle of Nature,
OR, Tim

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Religion and thB Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure," "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Oa.use
and the Oure of Intemperance," e'6c.. etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, 19mo, 240pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

PAINE'S WORKS.
Works~ including The. Age of Reason, E~ammatJo~ of
Prophec1es, Letter to the B1suop of L1andaff, Reply to Mr. Erekine, Letter to Camille J -:n·dan, etL., etc., with a life of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In pape;· covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.

Paine's Theological

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. l\I. BEN1-.'ETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPE:llEY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is 11 splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pa~es. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion.

:Betweel\

BEN~ETT and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 centsj

D. M.

What Objections to

Christianity~

A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MArn, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his missio11
in the world is nnhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This ia
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

'frial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustico
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

•

LLQterrogatories to Jehovah.

Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewisli
Godship upon a great variety of subjects
P!1Iler. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Paine's Great Works (complete) Deacon Skidmore's Letters.
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.

Paine's Political Works,

including
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.

The Age of Reason.

An investigation of true and fabulous theology.
WiLhout 11 peer in the world. Papc, 2~
:::ents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Common Sense.

Paine's first work.

15 cents.

The Crisis.

Containing numbers from
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights of Man.
pressed of humanity.
oloth, 75 cents.

For the opPaper, 40 cents·

First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv·
ing many church incidents and his evolu.
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa·
aloth, 75 cents.

The Bock ·~f Chronicles of the Pil·
grims in the Land of Yahweh:
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq
the ~'l'•h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

:rhe First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers

And Remarkable Divorce Cases.
By PIIILA::>'TIIROPUS.
Price, $1.
446pp.

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and
Spiritualism Compared.
B.v MoSES Hur.L.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
D~fORTALITY
AxD OTHER PAPERS.
Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality.
By JOSIE OPPE~HEDI.
Price. 75 cents.

PERSONAL

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Papet·, GO cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Truth Seeker Coll{'ction of Forms,
Hymns, and Recitations.
For Organizing Societies; for :ahrriages, Funer.
a.Js, Naming of Infant•, Obituaries, Epitaphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal and
Spiritualistic Hvmns for
l::loaial and Various
Public Oocasions.
l8mo, 550pp.
Price, '75 cents.

Auricular Confession and Nunneries.
By W. HOGAN.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Shelley: Philosopher and Ueformer.
By C. SOTIIERAN.
Svo, paper, GO cents; cloth, '75 cents.

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett,
Heavy plate paper 22x28.

Price, 50 cts.

Lithograph of Bennett Monum3nt.
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper.
Price, 50 cents.

LTFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

The Great Religions of the World.

With Remarks on Rousseau and Cornte.
By C,\l,VIN BLANCHARD.
Paper,
40 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.

SOUL PROBLEMS.

10 cents.

10 cents.

10 cents.

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
iinfnl Saintii and S9ntmal Shepherdii
1.......

WI'!' II

Theological Amendment anti State Persouality.
By .Tos. E. PECK.
Priee,
25 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,,
18 Lafa.:veUe Pl., Newlorll:,

..

THE TRUTH

Tr"G.th Seeker Traots.
NOTrn.-Thc§e tmcts are especially intended
!or distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please. add
whatever you can for tracts, and, wh~n recmved,
l111ud them around among your nmghbors, or
leave them in hotols places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
doll:ws' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' ;vorth,
40 off· on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. Tlus rate
~f dis~ount is gi"ven on these tracts only. ~lease
order by numbers. The numbers not mentiOned
are out of print.
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett. 10
23 Reply to Shelton's Lotter. Bonnett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 6
31 God and God·Houses. ...... .................• 2
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
37 Short Sermon. RGv. Theologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Mom!. X. Y. Z •.••.•. 2
39 1'he True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
4;1 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
4 7 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race.... 3
49 Sensible ConclusioTls. E. K Guild.......... 6
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
54 Open Letter to Jesus Uhrist. Bennett.... 5
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2
62 'rJw .Tows and their God ..............•...... 10
63 The Del'il's Due Bills. Srphers............ 3
64 Ills we J£ndure-Canse and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theolog:icus, D. D. 2
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
7l Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
76 Reply tolD. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bcnnett.......... 5
81 Hereafter, or the Half-way Honse. Sypher. 2
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 6
8'1 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........ 2
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3
VO Brblo-1fania.
Otto Cordates ................ 2
Vl OurideasofGod. B. F. Underwood......... 1
9J 'l'hc Nev Raven. Will Cooper............ 5
V6 Icbabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
V8 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker.... .. . .•. .. .. . . 2
100 I 40th Anniversary of Paine's Birthday.... 5
102 1'he Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
!OJ Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
105 Decadence of Christian;ty. Capphro.. .. . 2
J 07 l'lw Sale Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
110 Invocation to tire Universe.
Bennett.... l
I l l Eeply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1
11 ~ Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2
11:1 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
llJ \Vhere Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett..••...... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett ......•..... 2
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard ...•..........•... 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .......•......•... 10
121 Ingersoll's Review of his Reviewers......... 3
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" .....••........•.....•.•••.............• 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett .....••.••...........• II)
125 Ger·man Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 1'alks with the :mvangelists... .. ....... ...... 5
137 Christian LoYe. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,T olm Jasper.......... 2
!40 Astra-Theology................................. 6
:41 Inlhlelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... 10
:43 Chang Wau Ho. l£li Perkms ............•.• 2
:48 WhenDidPan!Live? Scholasticns.......... 2
:49 Age of Shams ...................•.............• 3
l45 I(You Take Away my Religion? Wlm~
Will Yon Giye Me Instead. Martin .... 10
~50 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
151 What is the Bible? M. W. H............. 5
:i52 A Remarkable Book. Doug1ns..... ....... 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
::u5 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
~58 1'he Fool's Creed............................... 1
:.59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5
~ 60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3
JGl Protestant Persecutions ...........•....••.... 3
1G2 Bighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2
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Tbe Walla Walla Libfral Vlub
Meets e"l'ery Sunday at 2 p.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Origina.l
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, See.
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AN
HONEST STATE:\IE'NT.
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from umeliable pro.ctiti·
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the press, but Dr. FRT~LOW'S stands for~m?st in h!s profes·
sion, o.nd it hi s~o tr~s~"- The .1\ahonal VuM.
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to $10: same proportionate discounts. All bought
Dr.
B. P. Fellows is an outs)l9ken Infirlel and a
before late advance.
very successful pbysioia.n. He is worthy of an
extensiv pa.tronage.-Plle Ltberal.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, lli,
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of soo of the Leading Philosophers,
Vol. L Givs a Full Acoounl; of all i;he Gods, in- Biographies
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New
Scnools
of Thought, Emment ScienJesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
tists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
Svo, S85p~. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from
the
time
of Menu to the presthe Religious Systems of the World.
ent. Svo, 11075pp,, cloth, $3;
Svo, 957pp, Oloth, $3 per vol.; the
leather,
$4:
mor., g. e., $4.50.
Tm: president has warned boomers to leave
2 vols., $5; leather. $7; mothe Cherokee strip, as the blll opening it to 1
rocco. gilt edges. $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
settlement has as yet obtained neither passage
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 .•
by Congress nor presidential approval.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 LafaYeUe Place, N. Y.
IN England 100,000
coal-miners are on strike.

TEE pope announces the formation of a
hierarchy in Japan, with sees at Tokio, Kl.oto,
Naga"Saki, and Sinday.

Gow bas been discovf'red near SiQux Falls, S.
Dak.
EARTBQUAKRB hav destroyed three villages in
Asiatic Russia.
REV. R. B. MANSELL is
in trouble at McKeesport, Pa., for lying defamatory utterances.
IN Wisconsin Catholics
and anti-Catholics are
waging a violent conflict
over a new school law.
IN the government
work8hops of Portugal
eight hours is asked in
place of the present nine.
A BROOKLYN faith
curer has been held by
the coroner for criminal
negligence in the care of
sick children.
AT Troy, N.Y., on the
15th, a land-slide from a
hill 11pon Feve>ral houses
killed three p~rsons and
injurd others.
Tn& waters at the juneti<'n of the Ohio and the
:Mississippi hav over.
flowf d t.o a width of one
hundred miles.

BISBCP O'FARRELL of the Trenton, N J.,
diocese, recommends that American flags be
displayed over all parochial schools.
MRxJOo, by confiscation of property and
restriction of revenut>s, has succeerted in reducing the number of its priests to 2,500.
CATTIOLIO control has left Brazil withS,000,000 persons that cannot read or write. There
·is not a university, or a technical school of
rank.
THE superintendent of instruction of New
York state reports: Children of school age,
1,803,667; children enrolled, 1,033,813; average daily attendance, 637,487.
TnE Freemasons of France are planning to
t>xpose the fraud of the shrine of Lourdes,
France, which is declared to be miracle.
working, and is visited by vast pilgrimages.

TnB breaking of the Raleigh levee has
flooded Teneas and Madison parishes, Tenn.,
and in Louisiana a like crevasse is submerging East Carroll and other counties. New
Orleans is strengthening its dikes.
THE International Labor Conference devised by the emperor of Germany assembled
at Berlin on the 15th, with representations
from Germany, France, England, Australia,
Italy, Bolland, Denmark, Sweden, and
Switzerland.
ON the 1st it occurred to Shannon Robison,
a member in "good and regular standing"
of the Baptist church at Homewood, Kan.,
that an additional sin cast on Jesus could not
harm blmFelf, and he started out and robbed
a bank. The secular arm of the law, however, proved more useful than the atonement
scheme, Officer Shire chasing and shooting ·
the offender.

of U[honght.

EnuoA.TION in a broad sense Is of recent
birth, and is yet in its infancy; yet its fruits
are undeniably good. Instruct\on has been
limited to the acquisition of ancient ideas;
but, since three hundred ~ears past, it has
been gradually expanding to embrace what
the Germans call "earth knowledge," which
is gained by direct ~tudy of nature's operations and conditions.
Social progress is coincident wHh this advance.-R. 0. Adams.
THE Improved Man
will not waste his time
in ascertaining the foolish theories of extinct
peoples nor in studying
the dead languages for
the sake of understanding the theologies of ignorance and fear, but he
will tum his attention to
the affairs of life, and
will do his utmost to see
to it that every child has
an opp'lrtunity to learn
the flemonstrated facts
of science, the true history of the world, the
great principles of right
and wrong applicable to
human conduct-the
things necessary to the
preservation of the Individual and of the state,
and such arta and industries as are essential to
the preservation of all.
-Ingersoll.
I NEVER suffered a political to become a personal difference.-Jefferson.
I HA.V no party but the
truth.- Voltaire.

THE
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1890.
CE. M. 290.)

LtST Sunday in St. Mary's Catholic church
at Poughkeepsie, N.Y., a disgraceful fight
o<)curred between the priest with his backers
and an innocent man that they attempted to
turn out.
IN the Church of the Heavenly Rest, New
York, a young man named Jones attempted
suicide by taking ether the other night, saying that he wanted " to die in church, near
the altar."
THE Catholic Directory just out give the
number of priests in Ireland as 3,374. The
United States, it says, has 8,322 priests, and
the greatest body of English-speaking Catholics in the world.
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P.a:0PLE in general know not what wirkt>dness there is in this pretended word of Gud.
Brought up in habtts of superstition, they
take it for granted that the Bible is true, and
that it is good; they permit themselvs not to
doubt of it, and they carry the ideas they
form of the benevolence of the almighty to
the book which they hav been taught to believe was written by his authority. Good
heavens I it is quite another thing; it a book
of lies, wickedness, and blasphemy; for
what can be greater blasphemy than to ascribe the wickedness of man to the orders of
the almighty ?-Paine.
THE spirit of intolerance was at first
equally strong in the church of .Rome and in
the reformed churches, and it<~ extinction
both in Catholic and Protestant countries
was due to the spirit of Rationalism. In
both cases the clergy were the untiring enemies of this the noblest of all the conquests
of civilization, and it was only by a long
series of anti-ecclesiastical revolutions that
the sword was at last wrung from their grasp.
-Lecky.
CoNsiDERING the length of time that Protestantism bas existed, the extent of territory
over which it has had control, and the age of
the world to which its operations hav been
confined, it has been, U aught, more tyran.
nlcal and bloody than the mother church.John E. RemsbUII'g.
HE who only seeks wisdom, design, and
appropriAteness in nature had better turn to
the natural history of the tape-worm, to try
his ingenuity upon. The entire object of its
life consists in the production of eggs capable
of development, and cannot be attAined except through the sufferings of other creat.
urea ; millions of eggs perish aimles•ly ; some
are developed, and the embryo finally becomes evaginated and grows into a sucking
and repronuctiv scolex, the young of which
produce eggs and putrlfy in the excreta of
other beings. Here we hav nothing of beauty,
design, or wisdom, in the ordinary human
construction of the terme.-Professor Giebel.
WHENOE-we may fairly ask of the teleologist-come the hosts of diseases and of physical evils? Why should nature inflict such
frightful crueltie11 and horrors, on her own
children and creatures, daUy and hourly, by
means of floods, earthquakes, lightning, flre 1
hall, volcanoes, storms, etc.?-Buohn67',
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SUGGESTION

TO THOSE WHO ARE TRYING TO GET A

JJlolts and IJlippinns.
THE leader of a lot of Second Adventists in
Georgia is collecting from each of his dupes
$5 with which. to purchase a pair of wings to
fly to heaven with. There are nearly four
hundred of the sect, and if the leader succeeds
in collecting $5 apiece from his entire flock
he will.hav a neat little sum to fly away with
himself.
" WHEN will these good Sabbatarians learn
that in attacking the Sunday paper they are
barking up the wrong tree; that it is the
Monday paper which collides with the decalog ?" asks the Houston Post. Just as soo:n
as they discover that it is the Monday paper
which causes people to stay at home and read
all day instead of going to church, comments
the Galveston News.
Mn. J. S. CLARKsoN, first assistant postmaster-general, and official decapitator of
Democratic postmasters, made this prophecy
eighteen years ago : " Colonel Ingersoll will
not always hold his present views: he will,
we believe, some day become a Methodist
minister." If Colonel Ingersoll doesn't hurry
up and get converted Mr. Clarkson will be
open to the aspersion of being a false
prophet.
AN English court has just decided that a
wife. married in Japan after the fashion of
that country is a legal wife in England, on
the ground that "Japan has long been recognized as a civilized country." A previous
decision in a case where the wife was a Hottentot and was married after the Hottentot
fashion, had upset the union on the ground

"CHANGE OF HEART."

that the Hottentots were heathens and polyg- of reading the Bible in the public schools."
amists, and did not know what marriage in The public schools are essentially a part of
the state institution. The Bible is even more
the civilized sense meant.
a part of our religious structure. 'fhese facts
THE London Freethinker has this paragraph
render the two incompatible under the spirit
in its "Acid Drops:" "We wish Mr. Chainey
of our constitution and make it possible for
no harm. He is not a dangerous lunatic, and
even our most sincere Christians to consider
a Freethinker might say to him, as Uncle
all religious exercises in school, out of place.
Toby said to the fly, 'Surely the world is
Religion should be taught in the church and
wide enough for thee and me.' But we reat home, not in the schools. Our Constitugret to hear that he is being recommended
tion guarantees freedom of religious faith to
as a lecturer to the N. S. S. branches. Of
all and we hope the day will never come
course the branches will do as they please.
when that guarantee is nullified even in the
'fhere is no authority over their choice of
slightest degree."
lecturers. But a great many Freethinkers
will object to our platform being turned into
THE De Ruyter weekly Gleaner, reporting
a refuge for cranks, and protest that we do the sermon of a local preacher against games
not seek for truth so minutely as to search of cards, dominoes, checkers, etc., says:
for it in asylums."
'' The poor Infidel, and the Agnostic, and
THE Boston anti-Catholic committee of one those who fail to believe in the inspiration of
hundred has had drafted and proposes to all parts of the Bible, came in for the usual
introduce in Congress the following amend- scorching. They hav some consolations in
ment to the United States Constitution: "No this life, however; while the average Freestate shall pass any law respecting the estab- thlilker is a pretty fair citizen, it somehow
lishment of religion or prohibiting the exer- happens that nearly every bank defaulter and
cise thereof, nor shall any municipal town or embezzler is a Sunday-school teacher or a
county organization, or any state, use or leading churchman, and more ministers figure
authorize or permit the use of its property, in the criminal courts than members of any
money, or credit, or permit any taxation for other learned profession. It could be argued
the purpose of founding, supporting, or aiding that all religious Instructors should be deany church, religious denomination, society, nounced because a few prove bad, as consisschool, or other institution or undertaking tently as that all games should be banished
under sectarian or denominational or ecclesi- from the fireside because a few are abused."
astical control. This article shall not hav the
GABDBN CITY is having a fight over religeffect to impair any rights of property already
ion in its schools. The unbelieverlil are devested."
manding that devotional exercises be omitted.
SAYS the Pennsylvania .Miners' Journal: One school patron says: " A book of tables,
" 'i'he man who believes in the thorough sep- commonly called the Bible, which reflects in
aration of church and state, cannot approve coarse terms upon the character and conduct

of many of our citizens, is regularly read in
the schools. The reading of this book encourages sectarianism, as many advanced thinkers
reject the book and all it contains. It is also
a custom in the schools to sing songs in praise
of one Jesus Christ, a Jewish carpenter, who
is affirmed to hav lived many centuries ago,
and who is fancied by some to be divine. It
is demanded that this singing of praises to a
carpenter and this reading of a book of fables
in our schools be now stopped, as a matter of
fairness to tkose who believe neither in the
book nor the carpenter."
THE Ohristian Advocate complains: The
tendency of social entertainments in the
church is to degenerate more and more. The
exercises and amusements provided to attract
the people and get their money beconie stale
and insipid. It is necessary to make frequent
changes and resort to something more spicy,
more ridiculous, or more surprising until the
ingenuity of the most cunning inventor has
been exhausted. The Ohristian Witnus tells
of a "soap-bubble social," at which adult
Christians were entertained like infants with
the familiar amusement of blowing beautiful
bubbles for several hours. Another exchange
quotes an advertisment of a " doll's reception" given by a church to raise money for
the improvement of the Sunday-school room.
This petty business is sometimes dignified
with the title ''Christian work" or '' church
work." A colored man whose mistress told
him he might eat all he could at a church
supper and she would pay the bill, after consuming a fabulous (!!_uantity of ice cream, cake,
and strawberries, exclaimed with evident
satisfaction : " l'se done been eatin' for de
Lor' an' it cost tree dolla's."
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Ulommnnitations.

1

dred, and his mother ninety yesrs old. Jacob, the
third in succession, through deception and lying,
assisted by his mother, deceived Isaac, and stole the
birthright of Esau, and this in accordance with God's
Prodigiously Absurd Stories in the Bible.
plan, for it is written, "Jacob hav I loved and Esau
As very great efforts bav b~>en and are being made hav I hated," and St. Paul declared that this was even
by those who believe the Bible to be the true in- before the brothers were born.
spired word of God, who they think is the all-wise,
Nothing in the account goes to show ths.t Jacob
infinit creator of the universe, to amend our national was the better man, but only because God willed
Constitution so as to acknowledge God as sovereign it· so.
ruler and Christ as his co· equal, and to enforce
Now we will come to the captivity of the Israelites,
by legislativ enactments Sunday as a Sabbath and the progeny of the sons of Jacob in Egypt. There
the B1ble as a text~ book in our public schools, it may they lived four hundred years, and came to be about
not)>e o-g.t of place tQ refer to a very few of the many three millions of people. God, in order to show his
improbable. and. ·unreasonable stories and statements mighty power, caused terrible plagues to &ftlict the
contained in that book that they revere and think Egyptians because their king at :first refused to let
them go, and afterward hardened his heart so that
perfect.
"In the beginning God created the heaven and he would not, and as we read in the holy book: "So
the earth;" but prior to that beginning, is it reason- that ye may tell to your children end your children's
able to suppose that a self.created God existed in a children what wonders I hav wrought in Egypt."
vacuum during all the etel'nal ages before time Did the egotism of any man ever exceed or equal
beaan ; and at the beginning aroused himself to this showing of power by a so called good creator !
action and created the universe out of nothing; and
The miraculous passage of the Red sea, when God
did it all in six days except a little :finishing work on caused an " east wind" to divide the waters, so that
the- seventh, which he consecrated a Sabbath for there was s wall of waters on either side and the
rest!
Israelites crossed on dry land, and the waters returnCreation being finished, and all things pronounced ing suddenly destroyed the pursuing army of
very, good, there seemed to be an evil thing possess- Pharaoh-this is an incredible story, but it is said
ing great .power, coexistent with man-query, did all things ara possible with God.
God create it, and if so, why-1 As ha created all
After wandering in the wilderness for s time, and
things, it must be be did ; and how does this com- becoming surfeited end sick of their miraculous
port._with the assertion that all he created was good, manna food, they wept and longed for the "flesh
and very good?
pots of Egypt." They cried for the :fish, the cucum:By eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge a curse bers, melons, leeks, onionlil, garlic, etc., and God was
fell upon all mankind who might liv .from the begin- very angry. Read N um. xi, and notice the malicious
ning to the end of time. And can anyone giv a nature exhibited in God's dealings with his chosen
common·sense resson why God did not wish those people. Perhaps it may serve to explt\in why some
whom he. crested in his own image to possess a parents, in dealing with their children as well as
knowledge of good and evil? And if he did not, why others in matters of every-day life, are wont to retaliwas the. tree of knowledge created, with its beautiful ate maliciously when children or others are perseveri;:-uit, unless it were to tempt the first pair to do an ing in their importunities, snd being angry take a
evil.thing, and thereby, as God knew before anything course like unto God in this case, when in his wrath
was creat6ld, bring on all the misery that aftlicts "a wind went forth from the Lord," and he gave
humanity in this liie, as well as the etemsl punish- them quails to eat for a whole month, so that it came
ment of a vast majority in a future state, where "the out of their nostrils, and while it was yet between
smoke of their torment ascendeth for ever and ever?" their teeth, ere it was chewed, the wrath of the Lord
This is juat a short "bird' a· eye view" of the situs- was kindled and the Lord smote the people with a
tion at the beginning, as the result of the great, good, very great plague.
I hav casualiy read this quail story many times,
and wise work of a gresL creator as delineated in the
Bible that most Christians wish all compelled to but never tillJ;ecantly thought of its mighty magnirevere.
tude, nor the suffering of his chosen people caused
And now I will refer to a very few of the many- by the Lord's anger and seemingly uncsJled-for
to state it mildly-unreasonable statements and malice. It occurred to :me that it was perhaps the
largest of the many great Bible stories, and exceeded
stories found in the Bible.
The progeny of Adam and Eve, as commanded, any told by Munchauaan, or in the "Arabian Nights'
multiplied and populated the earth. But as by Entertainment."
.
" Adam's fall we sinned all," they were very wicked,
In order to get a correct solution of what seemed
so> much so that about sixteen hundred years after quite an intricate ma~hemstical problem, I wrote to
creation, " God saw that the wickedness of :man was two friends who hav taught in the common and high
great in the esrth." "And the Lord said, I will schools of Michigan many years and hav well earned
destroy both man and beast and creeping thing; for the title of "professor," and are noted as experts in
it repenteth me that I hav made them." But '' N:oah mathematics. The account reads thet the Lord's
was a just man and perfect," so it seems God changed wind " brought quails from the sea, and let them fall
his mind, and instead of destroying everything, he by the camp, as it were a day's journey on this side,
thought best to save Nosh and his family, with and a day's journey on the other side, round about
enough of all other living things to replenish the the camp, as it were two cubits high." Authm·ities
earth aiter the flood. And what was the result 1 seem to differ as to the length of a day's journey,
This just and- periect man, who was saved to props- also the length of a cubit. One of the professors
gate a better race, was the first man in historic based his calculation on twenty.three miles as a day's
annals who got drunk, and from that time to the journey, and eighteen inches for a cubit. He knew
present drunkenness has been a great curse to the some authorities made each a greater distance, but
world.
said he would be liberal, ss the result would be large
·
Can we look oo this in any ot.her light than that at the least.
God, who foreknew all things, made a sad mistake~
The other gentleman based his estimate on a day's
·Again mankind multiplied and became numerous, journey being thirty-three miles and a fraction over,
but as wicked apparently as before the flood.
and a cubit nearly twenty-two inches. And be
On the plain of Shinar they built a city, and were had access to all the best authorities. I asked them
building a tower that might reach to heaven. "And to giv the quantity of quails that fell in the bushes.
the Lord came down to see the city and the tower" But there is a question whether "round about the
-by the way, eould not the infinit, omniscient God camp," means a circle two days' journey in diameter,
know, without coming down to see 1 After viewing or a certain width, undefined, along the line of march
the situation, it would seem, he thought best to stop on each side the length. of a day's journey. The
their building, because, as appears from the reading, professor who estimated a day's journey and a cubit
he feared he could not control them if they remained at the shortest distance, baaed his calculation on the
together, for the account reads thus: "And now diameter of a circle only, the other figured on the
nothing will be restrained from them, which they diameter of a circle basis, and also a day's ,journey a
hav imagined to do." So he confounded their Ian- mile wide along the route. He also estimated the
guage and "scattered them upon the face of the amount of quail actually gathered. The account
earth."
says they gathered quails two days and one night.
But mankind continued wicked, and the inference And those who gathered least gathered ten homers,
is, ·from the reading in the Bible, that God despaired and as a homer is eight bushels and a trifle over,
of:ccontroling ·an, or making them good, so he resolved each parson who gathered obtained eighty bushels,
on 'having a chosen people of his own, who would at least. He called the whole number of people
honor.him, arid that l::e would favor and bless above three millions, deducting one-fifth for those who
·
.
might be unable to gather, and found the number of
all others.
So;through Abraham, the father of the faithful, bushels on that basis to be 201,764.550. Calling
the plan was to be consummated. And now I pro- forty bushels a wagon-load, we hav 504 411 loads.
pose to refer to a few of the many strange things And if each bushel actually gathered 'would giv
resorted to in order to accomplish this purpose. twenty-five pounds of flesh food, there would bav
they are miraculous, monstrous, vindictiv, cruel, been enough for each one of the three million permd~cent ~man:r of th~m!, and beyond reasonable sons to eat one hundred and sixty pounds per day,
behef by mtelhge~t th1!l~mg pe~ple.
·for the month that the Lord in his anger required
Abrai:J.am and h1s leg1tz~ate Wl.fe Sarah were both them to eat of it. Quite enough, certainly, to cause
untruthful, and were gudty of mcest; for she was a surfeit.
hi!! half-sieter; and Isaac the s~cond patriarch was a
And estimating forty bushels as a wagon-load,
mJXaculoui.! child, born when hll'l father was a hun- , enough quails fell in a circle two days' journey in

diameter-a day's journey thirty.three miles-to
fill 7 059 245 855 wagons. The circumference of the
glob~ b~ing' twenty.:five thousand miles, all ~he
wagons in train, each wagon and team occupymg
two rods in length, would make a train of wagons
that would reach 1, 764 times around the earth at the
equator. The number actually gathered, as esti·
mated, would load wagons enough to reach one and
one-fourth times around the globe.
I hav given these :figures, because the quantity
accol'ding to the Bible sto!y is so immense t~at it ~s
inconceivable to most mmds, even when g1ven m
bushels.
But my objection to the magnitude of this s~ory
is fully equaled by its objectionable f~att;tres m. a
moral point of view. In the :first place, 1t 1s. too b1g
fol' belief, and is evidently false. · Secondly, 1t represents God in his dealings with his especial, Iavorit,
chosen people so vindictiv and malicious that as an
example it is devoid of all justice, benevolence, and
love.
.In addition to the foregoing, I will mention, and
briefly, a few other objectionable things found in this
so.called perfsct book.
Lot and his family are in the line of God's few
chosen ones ; and there were only four who were
good enough to be saved from the flames ef burning
Sodom but the wife who dared to look back at the
ruin or' her burning home was ehanged to a pillar of
salt, and there "she stands to this day." The father
and two daughters encamped at night, the girls induced their father to get drunk, with the result that
each bore a son whose father was the grandfather.
Christian friends, think of this example ; three of
God's chosen ones guilty of drunkenness and incest,
in order to perpetuate the line of God's chosen
people.
But we must hurry along and omit moat of these bad
stories, for there are many. I will casually glance
at a few more. Samson was a favored one, and
when his hair was long did many miraculous things.
H~ must hav been activ as well as strong, for he
caught three hundred foxes and tying them in pairs,
tail. to tail, with a brand of :fire between, sent them
into the Philistinf'ls' corn to destroy it. He also
killed one thousand men with a jawbone, carried on
his shoulders the ponderous gates of Gaza, and at
last caused the temple to fall by removing the pillars
that supported it, thereby killing more people than he
had killed before in his life.
.
Strange that God's favored ones should seem to
be upheld in killing, when in so doing they violate
the command, " Thou shalt not kill."
Joshua the great commander, led in the slaughter of
many thousands, whom God thrust into life without
their consent, and we bav no evidence that they were
not as good as God's favorite, who by his direction
destroyed them.
David and Solomon were, the :first a man after
God's own heart, the other the wisest man, yet both
were noted polygamists, and guilty of many disreputable acts.
Strange it is, but still it's true-if the Bible isthat after all God's efforts to hav at least a few
chosen good men, that should obey, love, and serve
him, seemingly, even the infinit could not accomplish it. He would hav an elect few who could not be
deceived; "he hath mercy on whom he will hav mercy,
and whom he will he hardeneth," yet they were perverse, stiff-necked, and he cast them off.
These are a few of the attributes of the creatorwhom no man hath seen at any time, and yet Moses
talked with him face to face as a man would with a
friend.
But the time has come when many who believe
and revere the Bible will say at times that the Old
Testament is only in part authority now, but they
giv no criterion by which to judge which is and which
is not to be received. They now rely on the New
Testament, claiming a new dispe~sation by t~e
savior, through whose atoning sacrifice some cla1m
all will and others that all may be saved. Who could
know the truth of this matter better than Christ
himself, if he is the very God, or a third part
of deity 1 When asked, " Master, are there few that
be saved~" he answered, " Strive to enter in a\ the
strait gate, for I say unto you t.hat many shall
strive to enter in and shall not be able." Also,
"Strait is the gate and narrow the way that leads
to life, and few there be that find it. Broad is the
road that leads to destruction, and many there be
that go in thereat." " Many are called, but few are
chosen," etc. The Old Testament does not definitly
teach immortality. The question is asked : " If a
man die, shall he liv again T" But Christ, it is
claimed, by his resurrection brought immortality to
light. And with it came the doctrin of eternal
punishment. Also, by the teachings of St.. Paul
principally, who was the most learned and eloquent
of New Testament writers, came the old Calvi~istic
doctrin of election, reprobation, foreordination, and
predestination.
And now, although that doctrin is more de:finitly·"·'
taught in the Bible than any other, thanks to t~e
progressiv philanthropy of the age, a great effort IS
being made to eliminate it from the Calvinistic creed.
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It is a thorn in the side of progressiv Christianity,
but one not easily eradicated; the cler~y wi~l, however, find a way to do it; they are ~killed m such
matters · their craftiness is proverbxal. Paul was
a leader' to show the way. He said, "Being crafty,
I caught you with guile ;" and our m?dern clergy
are apt pupils in that respect,.an~ the Bibl~ so peen·
liar they can prove almost anytbmg they WISh to.
Although the New Testament does not contain as
much that is immoral obscene, and unreasonable as
the Old, it is principaily .because. the~e is less of it.
The story of Christ's mcarnabon IS largel;y of that
character. His Sermon on the Mount con tams many
good maxims but who will claim it is best to turn
the other che~k when one is smitten 1 And if your
coat is forcibly taken, that the cloak should be given
also T Does anyone believe it possible to love his
enemy 1 How long could mankind exist, if you all
took no thought for life, what ye shall eat or drink,
or what ye shall put on? "•rake no thought for the
morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the
things of itself!" It is said, when Christ was born,
angels sang, " Peace on earth and good will to men."
But he said he came "not to bring peace but a
sword ;" that the father should be against the
mother, and a man's foes of his own household.
He wrought miraolea; but were they all good¥
His first one was turning water into wine. Will
Christian temperance people think that a good
example~ He cursed a fig-tree because it did not
bear fruit out of season. Were it not better to cause
it to bear fruit rather than curse and kill itT And
from his lasL words ia it probable that he was more
than human, when he exclaimed· in his anguish, " My
God, my God, why bast thou forsaken me!"
I hav briefly noticed aomo things that seem objectionable, although found in the "inspired book."
But I hav purposely omitted many, so immoral and
obscene that no respectable publisher would put
them in type, except in the Bible. And were it not
for the reverential awe in which priestcraft has clothed
that book, Mr. Comstock, our national officer for the
suppression of obscene literature, would prohibit it
at once.
As the Bible tells principally of God's doings, and
as no one could see his face and liv, in conclusion I
will present a little picture of him. Start not,
gentle reader, nor catch for breath, and whisper, Blasphemy ! for it is only a pen-picture by John the Revelator. In Rev. xix, I read, "His eyes were as a flame
of fire · on his h9ad were many crowns; . . . be
was cl~thed with a vesture dipped in blood, and his
name is called The Word of God. And out of his
mouth gosth a sharp sword, that with it he should
smite the nations ; and he shall rule them with a rod
of iron; and he treadeth the wine-press of the
fierceness and wrath of almighty God. And he hath
on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, King
of King<~ and Lord of Lords." This caps the climax and I clOi~o, hoping all m;~y learn and practice a
better way.
CoNVERSE CLoSE.
Grattan, Mich., Feb. 20, 1890_

Applying the Whip to the Churches.*
That we are living in " perilous times " in the hietory of the world, in the. church as well as the. state,
we believe all who hav mterested themselvs 1n the
subject will admi.t. There is doubtless a reason for
this decline in spiritual life and power in the churches,
and whether they can ever rise out of this slough or
not we do not know. We believe it is one of the
signs of the great apostasy prophesied to come to
pass previous to the manifestation of the Lord to
establish and gather out "all things that offend."
One thing we do believe with all our heart : that
there is a drawing and grand holding power in the
simple llOSpel, not to be fQund in a gt"ab-bag or a
progressiv eucher party, or the seductiv and much
diluted oyster stew, so much in vogue at the present
day and used as a means to induce the unthinking
masses to "join our church."
We know chu.,.ches who hav so far forgotten themselva and the dignity of a Christlike life and example,
as to permit their houses of worship to be used for
all kinds of questionable entertainments, suppers,
charades cantatas, and every other kind of jugglery
that the' modern " progressiv" church-member can
invent. It has seemed to be not so much w{/,at, as
anything t.hat would persuade a ten-cent piece from
the ungodly heathen who might be artfully c&joled
into attending. The whole alphabet has been run
through for names that would prove catching and
new. " We hav the authors' socials, blackberry and
broom brigade, and busy bee, cream, cake, calico and
charade Dorcas and donkey, evergreen and Easter,
fareweli and fan, garden and gift, harvest home and
Halloween ice· cream and instrumental, Japanese
wedding, j~g-breaking and jelly-making, knitting and
keepsake, lawn and lite~ary, Ma~ 9ueen, ~artha
Washington, mush and mllk and mlS~Ion, neckhe and
New Year, old folks and fashion, pmk and pound,
*C. H. Jones, editor of a Christian journal in Chicago,
has printed a little pamphlet to circulate among the churches.
As THE TRUTH S&EKER is in favor of every good work, we
reprint the larger portion of the pamphlet.
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quarterly, reading and raspberry, spelling-bee and lowering to l':!ensuality and uncleanness is foreshadstrawberry, tea drinking, tableau and Th~nksgiving, owed in this donkey social! Why this pinning on
union and variety, white yuletide, young folks' and of the tail T What necessity to introduce such a
zenana socials. It is suggested that the alphabet be monstrously unclean element into ·the church of God?
completed by a few xtra xcentric socials, if it is pos- 'Were they ashamed when they committed abomination? Nay, they were not ashamed, neither could
sible for any 'proeressiv' church to arrange it."
In the weekly prayer-meetings held in the same they blush' (Jer. vii~ 12). 'For the hurt of the
room long and loud prayers are offered that. the daughter of my people I am hurt; I am black;
Lord will pour out his blessing upon them, when, if &stonishment hath taken hold on me' (Jer. viii, 21)."
Can you for a moment conceive of such a notice as
they exercised a little sense, they would know that
the absence of blessing was caused by their evil this immediately after the revival on the day of Pendoings, lack of spirituality, and lukewarmness gener- tecost!
DoNKEY SomAL.
ally. They either willfully or carelessly forget what
There will be a "Donkey Social" in the basement of the
God has said, " My ho~se shall be called an bouse of
of the Apostles, at Jerusalem, on the third day of
prayer, but ye hav made it a den of thieves;" for if ·church
the week, at the third hour of the day. This is something
some of the methods of obtaining money fr:om the new and a decided good time is anticipated. All. are invited.
unwary in some of our churches is not robbery, then
,JAMES THE APOSTLE.
we are no judge of stealing or gambling. If the
How vigorously would our savior hav applied the
Lord should conclude to 1utswer the prayers offered whiplash of small cords to the backs of these blind·
and pour out a blessing upon them, this same bless- folded donkey-repairers.
ing would be likely to strike right in the midst of an
Think of it ! Think of it ! One donkey pinned to
entertainment held in the prayer-meeting room, for the wall and a lot of other two-legged donkeys,
which they too often unblushingly charge twenty- blindfolded, trying to pin thlil lost tail where they
five cents admission for five cents' worth of so-called think it ought to go at ten cents a try; and this is
entertainment. And the worst feature of the whole not done secretly, for fear the outsiders might behold
case is that this stuff is palmed off on an ignorant and be disgusted-which, as a rule, they are, and feel
public under the name of "doing something for themselvs in better company out of it-but it is
religion." They giv their pittance for the "show" done openly and with unblushing effrontery where
and-despise the givers of it. You can hear them all can behold if they pay the bill !
sneeringly remark that the professing Christians in
We notice that a l!U'ge share of these e.ntertainthe church act very much like the unprofessing Chris- ments are held under the auspices of the Christian
tians out of it ; and that they are " just as good Endeavor societies-" to help (!) the church.'' The
as the Christians, and make no pretense either"- motiv is good> but the means employed are low and
which, alas ! in many instances is too true-and we un-christian, the very opposit to that revealed in
all know that as soon as you lose a man's respect, God's word as best ad~~opted for fitting his children
then your influence for good over that individual is for real Christian service. Such endeavor may help
gone.
" the church," but is a positiv hind1·ance to true
At the rate of progress made in the past few years Christian growth. and work. How would it do, then,
in this manner of raising money to pay church ex- to stop this kind of Christian (?) Endeavor and
penses, in ten years from now, in place of children endeavor to be Christians (Christlike) for a while in
imittlting monkeys and the older acting like uncon- Christ's way.
·
verted .imbecile and heathen, you will see the clogDo not be a fool or a hypocrit. If you are ignodancer and the second· class minstrel show. Why, in rant, t.hen God pity you and lead you into the path
one Chicago church, at a show hPld within the past of his revealed will, .where sense may be imbibed.
year, the bit of the evening was a burlesque on the If you are led into it for policy's sake or to curry
resurrection of the body. One indignant listener favor with the world, had not you better quit, because
wrote to the Chicago He1·ald as follows :
this is not God's serviceT The thing is rotten, and
I hav just returned from a church entertainment in which the painful part of it is, those participating know it,
the great bit of the evening was a burlesque on the " resur- but they hav given a building to God plastered over
rection of the body," on the same J;;latform from which, in
all probability, the pastor of the church will on next Easter with a four-ply mortgage and must get out of the
Sunday preach on this subject as the" grand central truth of scrape in some way. Now, the devil, who has charge
our religion!" An imitation of an old-time choir sang in of these things, will prove a very poor friend when
nasal tones of "The Lord of Glory Waking up the Sleepers you stand face to face with the almighty and render
in the Old Churchyard." There were five or six verses an account of your service, whether to the glory of
rendered in the most ridiculous manner and received by a
large audience with hearty laughter and applause. This God or not. "Comparisons are odious," but in
was not the only objectionable feature of the entertainment the sight of our heavenly father we would rather be
by any means. I single it out because of its sacrilegious an honest Infidel than a reprobate believer-one who
nature. I suppose these same people would be shocked at is constantly bringing the cause of Christ into disreany hint of a revival of the miracle plays, in which the pute, by dealing in this donkey~and-pudding-and
almighty and his angels, the devil and his angels, heaven and
hell, were represented on the stage. Taking into considera- milk stuff and calling it God's service.
tion our boasted civilization and refinement, the miracle
The churches of to· day are filled with those whose
play of a century or two ago was not so shocking as the religion is tied with a very loose string. Th.eir conmodern church entertainment. The former aimed at arousing sciences-what they bav-are upon the elastic order
the fears of the impenitent by an attempt to picture the wrath
to come, while in the latter the holiest and most sacred and can be stretched to fit any emergency, either
things are held up to ridicule. I read an article not long godly or otherwise. The sinner, as a rule, clasps his
ago in a Methodist periodical, in which the latter deplored hands in glee and has not a bit of respect for a
the lack of reverence shown during public worship, especially
by the young. Surely one need not seek for the cause. church with this kind of a pedigree.
Those whom our savior drove from the temple were not
guilty of so great a sin as we of. to-day, who not only buy
Not True as Stated.
and sell in our churches, but turn the house of God into a
W. H. M. in .Am6rioan Sentinel.
va•iety theater and the Bible into a jest-book.
We quote this to show the depths of iniquity a . The following extracts from the Oongressionq,l
body of people can sink into under the name of Record. of February 19th, are suggestiv of the
methods employed in accumulating signatures to pe"church.'
0 brethren, why is it you cannot rise to a higher titions for a national Sunday· rest law :
Mr. Sherman: I present a petition of citizens of Ohio, colplane' The church of to-day contains members who
are ashamed and greatly alarmed at these iniquitous lected by the National Woman's Ch:istian Temperance Union,
for the passage of a Natwnal Sunday-rest la~ .. I
proceedings ; they stand it as long as they can and praying
notice the printed indorsement on the back. of t~e I?e~ItiOn
then become nauseated and step out from the " un- states that it contains seven hundred and one Individual
clean thing.'' Can you afford to lose this class of signatures. This is evidently not true; but I suppose the
people! We know some call them cranks and old statement ought to be that it contains the signatures of
or oth!>rwise representing seven hundred and one
fogies, They are generally the life of the church clergymen
individual persons. It seems to me tha.t ~he person _w~o
and are to be found among those who realize that made the indorsement, ought not to state It m the way It IS,
the gospel simply preached and taught will affect a for it is not true as stated.
Mr. Spooner: I find on my desk, doubtless intended to be
man's religious and spiritual nature much quicker
presented to the Senate, a petition s~id to. contain. two thouand better than a twenty five cent oyster stew, con- sand
individual signatures from Wisconsm, praymg for the
taining one oyster or a dozen. How much will a passage of a Sunday-rest law. In the envelope I find, and I
donkey EOcial promote the spiritual growth or a present to the Senate, three printed slips with a printed form
desire for a better life in the ungodly? In describ- of petition, and the following indorsement:
ing this form of iniquity, V. A. Dake says : " The Indorsed by Madison convention_ of C!Jnll'regational_ churches
churches of five conntres. wrth membershiP of four
center of attraction for the evening was a picture of repreaentinll
tefln hundred.
[A.ttest]
JAMES 111. CAMPBELL• President.
a donkey without a tail, and the work of the evening Sun Prairie, Wis., June 10, 1889.
consisted in blindfolding the so-called followers of
Which accounts, as I understand it, for the fourteen hunthe meek and lowly Jesus, together with the fun. dred individual signatures stated on th~ envel~~e.
.
Here is another indorsed by a meetmg of c1t1zens of Milloving worldlings, and watching them pin a detached
tail wherever in their blindness they might put it, waukee, June 9, 1889, number of petitioners, four hu_ndred
fifty; and still a third, indorsed by a mass me~~mg of
and the one pinning their string tail the nearest to and
citizens of Milwaukee, June 9, 1889, number of petitiOnere,
where it belonged received a prize. This was accom- one hundred and fifty. '
panied by bursts of laughter as they fixed the tail to
When it is understood that w~at was said. i~ thee~
the ear, nose, or foreleg or any other part of the animal's body. 'Hear, 0 heavens, and giv ear, 0 earth: iz;dividual cases is just as apphcable to mll!Ions o.
for the Lord hath spoken : I hav nourished and ostensible signatures, counted and presented m favor
brought up children, and they hav rebelled against of this movement, then it can. be understood how ur;
me ' (I sa. i, 2). What a digraceful performance in answerable nn argument against t_h~ passage of thu:
the house of the Lord ! What an inner, hidden bill is bound up in these same petitions.

The Freethinker's Mission.
It is fnquently urged against us that, as Freethinkers, W*" hav nothing to teaoh, and that our aim
: appears to be the destruction at once of religion and
morality.
.
Such, however, is a complete misrepresentation of
our desire or intentions. The Freethinker's mission
is of an entirely different character. His object is
to eliminate the supernatural element from religion
-to m!lke what shaH, hereafter, be called by that
name consist, not of a fixed set of thPological beliefs,
but of a wise set of principles for the regulation of
conduct; in other words, to put religion on a purely
natural basis, so that its claims may be decided in
this world without reference to anothe!".
To accomplish this work effectually, the Free.. thinker strives, in the first plaae, to show that,
whether there is a God or not who rules and governs
the universe, his existence is a purely problematical
question whic>h, with our present facultieE', can never
be satisfactorily settled. At best it can only be a
hopeful conjecture on the part of the Theist. No
·one knows. Many believe; but belief is not knowledge.
· Christian Theists proclaim that their God is in. finit; that man cannot, by. searching, find him out ;
that he is only to be approached through faith.
But is not this equivalent to the acknowledgment
that God is unknown? To think is to condition.
Sir Wm. Hamilton says, "To think is to bring under tlie condition of the brain the thing to bE>
thought." But if God is infinit, he is condit.ionless
-that ie, he ie unthinkable.
And there is another theme upon which the Freethinker finds it his duty to point out that man poE. aesses absolutely no knowledge, viz., the alleged
- existence of an immortal element in man. The soul
is an indefinable term. Believers can only explain it
by telling ua whe.t it is not.
Although the brain is the seat and center of all
feelings, Christians assure us that the ego is not to
be· confounded with the brain ; intelligence, or the
totality of the characteristics of the brain in action,
although regarded as a necessary part of the soui,
· Christians separate in thought from the organ
through which it manifests itself, and without which
it has never been known to exist. Singularly enough,
Christians and Spiritualists, who take the ground
that. we are immortal in regard to the future, are
discreetly silent in respect to the past. But if I do
not remember who I was, before I became who I am,
what reasonable ground hav I for believing that I
shall know who I am when my soul has taken possession of somebody else? The fact is, man has no
knowledge of an ego apart from organism; although many, with very slender and unsatisfactory
evidence, believe they hav.
But while these matters may be set aside as problematical, there are subjects upon which the Freethinker may hav positiv knowledge. He cannot doubt
his own existenae. That is a fact to him that requires
no proof. He may alter the dictum of Daecartes and
say: Sum-cogito,; ergo sum. Nor can he disbelieve
the evidence of his own senses when they are properly
trained. Starting, therefore, with a belief in his own
existence, and a belief in the existence of " the .world
in wbic>h he live and moves and has his being," he
has something solid as a foundation.
The dreams of the idealist may be set aside as
fantastic and foolish, beside the accumulated and
verifiable knowledge of the race.
But the Freethinker finds himself beset by a number of fussy persons who are anxious for him to
accept " the only true religion 1' and when he commences his investigation he finds that there are a
large number of religions in the world for each of
which the claim is put forward that it is " divinely
inspired." But as each of these religions contradicts
·the others, and as of the adherents of them each condemns the ·others as false, the Freethinker examine
them all, finds that they bav a common origin ; finds
that associated with them are childish absurdities,
crude ideas of nature and man, gross superstitions,
barbarous practices, and he resolves to undertake the
mission of supplying his fellow-man with the key to
the proper understanding of these early faiths of
mankind.
To successfully wage war against the erroneous
and harmful teachings of the past he employs
against the enemies of mankind all the art and skill
of the trained intellectual warrior.
He employs his wit to expose folly; his argument
and eloquence to persuade the reason and enthrall the
heart ; hie scholarship to confound the pedant, and
his science to instruct the wise.
He examine and refutes the statements of the socalled sacred books.
He demonstrates that if they were divinely inspired, the inspiration failed to impart either wisdom
or goodness to the heads or hearts of the alleged
authors.
But when he has done this his work has only just
begun. It will widen with the patience and teachableness of his hearers. His mission is to supply
the key that explains all the phenomena of the past.

His theme will therefore be evolution, evolution,
forever evolut.ion. Parbaps ht. will begin with language, and trace ita growth; tben he will go on with
religion, tracing it through its various stages-animism, fetichism, an thxopomorphism-until he reac:1ea
its present transitory condition; he may then turn
to politics, to science, to art, to fashions, to morality.
In all these evolution will be the key. He may turn
to the study of h< alth and disease, to physiology and
psychology, to life and death, and evolution will be
a constant and never-failing guide. It will assist
him to understand nature's method, and through it
he will learn to understand and explain the life,
progress, and decay of every living organism, from
t.he smallest animalcule up to man. He will learn
that nature's process is from the simple to the complex, by slow but certain stages, through struggle
and pain onward. And when the Freethinker has
shown how religions hav grown, when he has traced
them to their source, then he may proceed to the
great question of morality which in some way or
other has ever been bound up with religion, though
it need form no necessary pad of it.
For $fter all, morality is purely an affair of this
world-all virtues are purely secular.
Sincerity, truthfulness, honesty, magnanimit-y,
thriftiness, temperance, justice, these and all the virtues of which men and women sre capable are purely
sec.ular; they relate to our actions toward one another
and are just as good and useful whether there be a
God or not, whether man willliv again or not.
It will be sean at once that the mission of the
Freethinker is comprBhensiv. There is no tmbject
that will not h&v interest for him. He will not only
instruct his fellows in science !lnd philosophy, but
win take an activ p!lrt in promoting their social and
politic~>! progress.
He will be their teacher and
their leader. But he will be no priest. He will
show them how to avoid the foHies and blunders of
the past; but having shown them the value of Free·
thought, he will call upon them to courageously exer·
cise it.
Is not this a useful work! Could man possibly
engage in a nobler mission? I trow not. And the
Freethinker devoting himself d&y by dsy to exposing falssho()d, explaining facts, ridiculing folly, and
te&ching and practicing the highest morsl principles,
will receive a riGh reward for his steadfastness and
sincerity and singleness of purpose. In the language of Shelley :
The consciousness of good, which neither gold
Nor sordid fame, nor hope of heaven.y bliss
Can purchase; but a life of resolute good,
Unalterable will, quenchless desire
Of universal happiness.

ARTHUR B. Moss.

A Christian Fabrication.
Some weeks since,· there appeared in the columns
of THE TRUTH SEEKER one of those incidents so commonly reiated in religious meetings of how an Infidel died. His name was Edward Platner. He died
in Nebraska City, Neb. He was a great admirer of
the great Infidel, Colonel Ingersoll; h1d all his
books, together with many others of a similar kind,
and he was never so happy ss when arguing against
the scriptures. Well, this man was finally brought
to his death-bed, and it was related that, on the day
of his death, he sent for a Christian neighbor, who
prayed with him, and that he then called his family
to his bedside and warned them against the false
doctrine he bad taught them, and directed that all
his Infidel books should be burnt. And then he
died. All this h9S been widely published, as I understand, in religious, as well as secular, newspapers.
Now, my common eenee teaches me that all such
narrative are lies. They cannot possibly be true.
If Edward Platner, on his death bed, called for a
Christian neighbor and directed that his books be
burnt, etc., it is very evident that he was either out
of his mind, or that he W9S dishonest when claiming
to be a disbeliever in inspiration. Men do not
change their opinions when sick any more than they
do when they are well; in fact, not so much, for a
well man is able to see new light better than a sick
man. We never bear of. a Methodist becoming a
Baptist, or a Presbyterian, or a Catholic, on his
death-bed, or 2 Catholic becoming a Methodist when
he is about to die. It is out of all reason. And
just flO in the case of Edward Platner. When I first
saw the incident published I determined to run it
down. I first wrote to the pastor of the First
Methodist church in Nebraska City asking whether
the narrativ, which I inclosed, was true. I received
an answer saying, "The statements which you quote
from the Omaha Bee; concerning Mr. Platner, are
substantially true, except that the books, being in
the hands of those to whom he had loaned them,
were not burnt. But he requested that they should
be burnt, and renounced his Infidelity."
Meeting soon afterward a gentleman who formerly
resided in Nebraska City, I asked for the names of
such men as I could rely on who would be apt to
know Mr. Platner, and whatever of truth there might
be in the published stories. It was thus that I
opened correspondence with Mr. Samuel E. Harris,

who writes me that Mr. Edwnrd Pla.tl.ler was an
Infidel as stated, that he was a dissip1.oted man, thet
.
he was' sick for ma:uy week!!, and was uneoiJscwus
the most of the time for the last t.wo days of hie life.
That on tbe day of hie deuth a Obl'istitm neighbor
came unbidden to the house and prayed at the bedside of t.he dying man ; that no books were ordered
to be burnt, and no books hav been burnt; that Mre.
Platner says she values tho books herself and would
not consent to their being burnt, aud that is the
whole story.
And yet Christian literature abounds with such
fictione as is here exposed. '£he mere fact that a
Christian neighbor intrudes himself at the bedside of
an unconscious dying ma.n is Gl.lffi~Jient basis with
some preachers to build s coioses.l lie_ upon. These
lies are well calculated to work upon iue f~nrs of the
ignorant and superstitious, al!d they are th?s trainc.d
to lower depths of ignorance sud degmdatxon. If It
be true that there is a God in heaven who will judge
men for the deeds done on earth, this Chriatian
neighbor who went unbidden to the house of Edward
Platt1er, and this preacher who writes me that the
published accounts are aubstu.ntislly true, will be apt
to feel mighty cheap when they come. to p!ead at that
bar, if it should so be that they will then hav any
sense of shame left.
JAMEs K. MAom.
Washington, p. 0., March 24, 1880.

Miss Wixon Attends a Seance.
While in Waahington, D. C., racently, I went one
evening to a £el\nCe-~ Emiritu&l fe~nce. It WM held
at the residence of P. 'L. 0. A. Keeler, and was
at.tendcd by about thir~y or thirty-five ladief:l and
gentlsm€n, mnst of whom were, as it appeared, frequenters of the ~esnoe room. A corner of the room
was erranged with dark cambric ao a cabinet. In
front of the same was S€at(d Mr. K"e!er at one end,
with two persons selected from the company as comoanions, Mr. Keeler, it is said, holding the arm cf the
one next him. A C9mbrio eurtain covered all three
up to their chins. A little negro boy ~ade _music
with the barmonicon. Back of the medmm m the
cabinet were several musical instruments and a table,
upon which was fixed a telegraph apparatus. A
guitar and the various musical instruments were
played during the evening, eeemingly by unseen
hands within the cabinet. The drum· beat was very
fine, and was said to be performed with clothes-pins
for sticks. The reveille indicated no amateur performer. Questions were asked by the persons present and answered by the telegre.pb, interpretations of
which ·were given by a gentleman in the flesh, who
bad himself arranged the apparatus. A paper block
and pencil were placed within the cabinet, and anumber of messages thrown over the top of the curtain
addressed to parties present. Some of them ~eem~d
to be quite long, and were supposed to be written m
from two to thirty seconds. Hands were seemingly
thrust through the curtain and also appeared over
the top of the curtain. The coat of Mr. Keeler was
thrown over the curtain; the cuter covering of cambric being instantly removed by the leader of the
seance showed the medium in his shirt·sleeves.
During this OlJeration he bad not apparently moved
from his position.
The privilege of shaking hands with a professed
spirit was accorded me. I stepped to the cabinet
and touched the hand that protrnded, as it seemed,
through the cambric curtain. The hand patted
mine, and was, to all intents and purposes, a very
human hand-white, soft, fleshly, like any band, and
belonged, I should say, to a man. It indicated a
desire to write me a message if I would hold a pad
on the shoulder of the gentleman who sat next the
medium. I most cheerfully complied with the wish
and was highly pleased with the idea, for nothing
would giv me greater pleasure than to receive a genuin communication frnm the world unseen. The
hand grasped a pencil firmly and wrote two lines,
one of which was in this wise: "This is new to
me--" The rest was undistinguishsble; the name
was a scrawl that is impossible to decipher.
I was permitted to look into the cabinet. I saw
only the instruments of music, onA of which, the
guitar, was turned over while I looked, without apparent contact of hands. The management of the
seance within the cabinet purported to be by Mr.
George Christy, a deceased minstrel. It was in
nearly all respects similar to like seances given years
ago by the Davenports, Eddys, and later by Mrs.
Huntoon and Bridge, of Boston.
·
I came away no wiser than I went. I do not
labor under the impression that the manifestations
were by disembodied beings. I had no such impression. True, the appearances were mysterious and
marvelous, but, I dare say, could they be honestly
and sincerely explained by those who do know how
they are performed, there would be no marvel or
mystery at all. The " spirits" had a grand opportunity to demonstrate that they were actual spirits.
They neglected to do so, and I am as much in the
dark as ever. Had they chosen-that is, allowing
they are actual spirits of the dead-to hav given me
one iota of proof, I would hav published it to the
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world with pleasure. As now, I feel I hav only witnessed some cleverly performed tricks without the
privilege of seeing how they were performed. Could
I hav had permission to sit within the cabinet during
the perfot·manoe I would assuredly hav discovered
tha modus operandi alleged to belong solely to the
spirit world. .
About 10 o'clock the seance closed. Mr. Keeler,
sta.tioned at the door, received the usual fees, and, if
I mistake not, there was a roguish twinkle in his eye
as I bade him good-night, whioh seemed to say as
plainly as words, "I know that I know, and I know
that the others do not know."
Mr. Keeler is making a good living. He has a
bright wife and a charming little boy, as sweet a
child as I hav ever seen.
SusAN H. WrxoN.

tings only prove how much superior . Hindooism is
compared with Christianity.
The Golden Rule supposed to bav been taught by
Jeans Christ, was known to the Hindoos one thousand years before he was born, and will liv after
Christianity has become forgotten.
AU that is good and noble and beautiful in the
Bible was known to these "pagan" Hindoos. We
connot teach them the good and the beautiful. They
teach us.
RoBT. J. MuRRAY.
Nottingham, Eng.

A Bundle of Interesting Questions.
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whistling, waiting for you? Is it not wonderful
that the passenger!!! on that train really eDjoy themselva T Is it not magnificent that every one of these
under perpetual sentence of death after all can dimple their cheeks with laughter; that we, every one
doomed to become dust, can yet meet around this
table as full of joy as spring is full of life, as full of
hope as the heavens are full of stars? I tell you we
·
hav got a good deal of pluck.
And yet, after all, what would this world be without death T It may be from the fact that we are all
victims, from the fact that we are all bound by common fate: it may be that friendship and love are
born of this fact, but whatever the fact is, I am
perfectly satisfied that the highest possible philosophy is to enjoy to-day, not regretting yesterds.y, nor
fearing to-morrow. [Applause.l So, let us suck
this orange of life dry, so that when death does come,
we can politely say to him, "You are welcome to the
peelings. What little there was we hav enjoyed."
But there is one eplendid thing about the play
called life. Suppose that when you die that is the
end. The last thing you know you are alive, and the
last thing that will happen to you is the curtain, not
falling, but the curtain rising on another thought, so
that as far as your consciousness is concerned you
will and must liv forever. No man can remember
when he commenced, and no man can remember
when he ends. As far as we are concerned we liv
both eternities, the one past and the one to come,
and it is delightful to me to feel S!itisfied, and to
feel in my own heart, that I can never be certain that
I hav seen the faces I love for the last time.
When I am at such a gathering as this I almost
wish I had had the making of the world. What a
world I would hav made! In that world unhappiness would hav been the only sin; melancholy
the only crime; joy the only virtue. And whether
there is another world nobody knows. Nobody can
affirm it; nobody can deny it. Nobody can collect
tolls from me, claiming that he owns a turnpike
·[applause], and nobody can certainly say that the
crooked path that I follow, beside w.hich many roses
are grown, does not lead to that place. He doesn't
know. But if there is such a place, I hope that all
good fellows will be welcome.

In an address, recently delivered before the Liberal League in Newark, N. J., by Sereno E. Todd, of
Orange, he said:
Now, in conclusion, I propose to propound a few
respectful questions, which you can answer after you
A Provisional Hypothesis of Another Life. hav gone home. A child, you know, can ask numerBROTHER MACDONALD: You say : " If Mr. Keeler ous questions, in childish simplicity, any one of
can do what Mr. Burr and Mr. Ten Eyck credit him which will silence any theologian.
A little girl said to her father: "Pa, does God tell
with doirag, it is a trifle singular that he should flatly
refuse to giv Mr. McArthur and the Editor a sitting you what to write in your sermons?" "Yes, my
under the simple conditions imposed by the latter." child. The ~reat creator of heaven and earth conYes, it is unfortunate. But do you mean to eay deacsnds to tell your papa what to write." " Then
that the medium himself refused T or was it his spirit what makes you scratch out some of it~" the child
guide, who calls himself George Christy T Out of a inquired. Now, if the all-wise creator who made all
gt·eat mult.itude who hav gone t'o Mr. Keeler for things-who is the author of thought amd language
slate-writing, I hav heard of only three or four fail- -should write a book, would it not be 8 perfect
ures to get tests, including your own. And the dis- literary production? Would a perfect author of Ian,appointed applicants were Spiritualists, like Mr. guage write a book that would be full of ungramMcArthur. Now, what motiv can Mr. Keeler hav to matical, unrhetorical, and unsyntactical sentences,
refuse to anyone the ordinary test, when by so doing and full of unphilosophical statements T Do you
be loses his fee 1 And many of ua know how capri- think that mortal man would ba so wise that he could
criticise such a book T If the Bible was dictated by
cious "George Christy" frequently is.
Do not understand me as receiving from these the gre&t creator to a reporter, or an amanuensis
phenomena indubitable assurances of another life. (which I do not deny), what right has anyone to
I only say that the hypothesis of another life appears change, to edit out or edit in, a f!ingle word? In
to ba the only rational one by which to account for the last chapter of the New Testament we find this
these phenomena. I therefore accept H provisionally impressiv declaration: "If any man shall add unto
and dispassionately, ready at any time to abandon it these things, God shall add unto him the plagues
for any more rational hypothesis. I sometimes ques- that are written in this book ; and if any man shall
tion whether this lifs is worth living, and if it is not, take away from the words of this book, God shall
may I uot rationally ask, "Is another life worth hav- take away his part out of the book of life and out of
the holy city." Now, what right has any-mortal man
ing!"
BURR.
to say that G·Jd failed to write that book in intelligible and understandable language T
Hindooism.
Lectures and Meetings.
I always observed Sunday, because I was taught
The origin of the Hindoos is very ancient, and can from childhood that it was the holy Sabbeat.h of the
W. S. BELL's permanent address is Box 199, Oakland, Cal.
be carried back considerably more than one thousand Lord. The long and monotonous sanctity of the
DR. LEWis G. JANEs will lecture before the Manhattan
years before Christ. They came probably from the day hung heavily on one of my little sons, when he
Liberal Club on next Friday eveninl!'; subject, "Ultimate
north, and ware not, as now, vegetarians.
said tremblingly, " Pa, I'm such a little feller, if I
Their religion as taught in the Vedas is apparently should go out a little while and play 'jack-stones,' Social Tendencies." Dr. Janes is always welcome at the
as he never fails to provide an instructiv and entertaincontradict.ory. It is not so in fact. During· their if I didn't whoop and holler, do you think God club,
ing lecture. Place of meeting, 220 East 15th ·street.
invasion of Punjab, etc., they assimilated the religions would care T" That is not an idle and eiily question.
C. B. REYNoLDs, secretary Washington Secular Union, is
of those whom they conquered-hence the ap- Let us render an honest answer. Suppose the chilthe remorseless clutches of La Grippe. The disease fiend
parent contradictions.
dren all over the country should hold picnics and in
The Indiana' gods were originally sun-gods. Not play ball all day every Sunday, would God careT has got the under hold and prevents the possibility of atunderstanding the natural phenomena around them, Suppose all the places of business were thrown open tending ·to correspondence or other duties. Yet a little
they .personified that which they did not understand, every Sunday, just as they are on any other day of while and he hopes to overcome. In the mean time he asks,
and placed a god behind almost every natural object. the week, would God careT Would the sun cease to not the prayers, but the patience of friends, and especially
The idea of a god was to them a convenient peg on rise in his wonted splendor and never go down ogain the Liberals of Washington. Copies of the cons'itution of
which they hung their ignorance. They are notalonein with all hie gorgeous beauty? Would the silver the Washington Secular Union and certificates of memberthis respect. They hav no doubt been misrepresented moon discontinue her journeys through the skies T ship will be mailed as soon as La Grippe can be induced to
by some who ought to h~v known that there is Would the vicissitudes of the seasons and changes of relax his hold. Meantime, all letters, applications for memaddressed to the office Bnd headquarters of the
nothing indecent in their religion. Nude figures do the year pass away and return no more to cheer and bership, etc., Secular
Union, 1,526 Sixth street, Seattle,
not always convey the idea of immorality. Their gladden the hearts of unhappy mortals? If a tiller Washington
Wash-, will be sure of the earliest possible attention.
beautiful climate no doubt contributed its share to of the soil should go out every day and curse his
their sun and nature worshio. The sun as fields and his seed, and pray that rust, mildew,
An Opinion on the Annual.
god is far better than the Jehovah of the Old drouth, and hailstones might blast the labor of his
Prom Saladin's Aonosttc Journal.
Testament, for men did not receive from him warmth, hands, would God care? Do you think God would
The TRUTH BBRKER ANNUAL for 1890 is to hand, and is
light, and life. And their gods of the air were badly care whether you and I quench our thirst with pure quite up to the mark of previous years; and how high that
copied by the author of the Christian system. In water right from the mountain spring or with a full mark was is known to a number of our readers. The most
paper is entitled the "Middle Ages," and is, we
the early stage of nearly all :religions natural phe- goblet of pruseic acid! Do you think that God noteworthy
believe, from the pen of the most successful of Freethought
nomena play a prominent part. This is seen in Eng- cares one dime whether my wife and baby and I go editors, E. M. Macdonald. The article is a succinct and
land even to-day, when we speak of Father Thames, out to the wild, old woods on Sunday, and hold a readable miniature of Draper's " Conflict Between Religion
Old Sol, etc. A long period of time must hav little picnic (as we often do), or go to church and and Science," and is usefully illustrated witJ. quaint enWe may enrich our own columns by the reproelapsed before this stage of civilization was reached. mutter the hypocritical cant, "Hav mercy upon us, gravings.
duction of this article. The versatil Miss Helen Gardener
After sun-worship three gods seem to bav come into miserable sinners 1" If that force, that power, that contributes a well-written tale, "The Boler HouEe Mystery;"
existence; this forms the origin of the Hindoo trinity energy, or that electricity (call it God if you prefer), and our friend, J. E. Remsburg, of "Bible Morals" celeb-god· creator, god-preserver, god-destroyer. Their which spake a universe from naught, cared one iota rity, bursts forth into a meritorious poem full of sweet and
gods of the sky hav been alluded to. And few whether we work or play, curse or pray, on the holy simple pathos.
------~~.-------things are so beautiful and tender as their personifi- Sabbath day, would he not hav painted in rainbow
"SEEK first the kingdom of heaven."-" Lay not
cation of the dawn of day. In fact, their best teach- colors across the Arctic sky, where everyone on earth up for yourselvs treasures on earth."-" If thou wilt
ings only teach the personification of nature, and could read, the impressiv words, "Remember the be perfect, go and sell that thou hast, and giv to the
these will bear a favorable comparison with those of Sabbath day to keep it holy?" If devotees of pleas- poor, and thou shalt hav treasures in heaven.".
·
Christianity.
ure and industrious laborers should incur the dis- " For what is a man profited, if he shall gain the
On comparing Hindooism and Christianity we pleasure of the great creator of heaven and earth by the whole world, and lose his own soul? or what
quickly discover that the Hindoos' ideas are not our violating the sanctity of Sunday, would he not be shall a man giv in exchange for his soul ?"-Think of
ideas; that their morality is not our morality ; that likely to crack a thunderbolt, or a thousand of them, this, Yankees !-"Verily I say unto you, if ye hav
theit' idea of a god is not our idea of a god. This arises over the devoted heads of such miserable sinners T faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto
chiefly because we view nature from different stand- I pause for a reply.
this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and
points, and consequently we get different ideas.
------~~.------it shall remove ; and nothing shall be impossible unto
Much has been said about the car of Juggernaut
How He Would Hav Made the World.
you." Think of repeating these things to a New Engcrushing the devotees of the Hindoo Christ, and
land audience l thirdly, fourthly, fifthly, till there are
Colonel Ina~rson at tile Lotus Club Annivei"sarll, Jfarch 22a.
much has been spoken falsely. The truth of JugSometimes I think, and especially when I am at a three barrels of sermons. Who, without cant, can
gernaut is not known. But the story itself proves
meeting
where they hav what they call reminiscences, read them aloud? Who, without cant, hear them
it is untrue, because the followers of Juggernaut are
that
a
world
with death in it is a mistake. What and not go out of t.he meeting-house T- Thoreau.
those of Vishnu, the preserver. Thus the story is a
would
you
think
of a man who built a railroad knowself-detected lie.
LoNG as I hav lived, and many blaspl;lemers as I
The kindness of the Hindooa to their women is ing that every passenger was to be killed-knowing hav heard and seen, I hav never yet heard or witthat
there
was
no
escape
'
What
would
you
think
proverbial, while a glnnce at the Christian newspapers
of the cheerfulness of the passengers if every one nessed any direct and conscious blasphemy or irrevwill tell our tale of sham:-.·
erence ; but of indirect and habitual, enough. Where
Their abstinence from the sin of deception is an- knew that at some station, the name of which had is the man who is guilty of direct and personal inso.
not
been
called
out,
there
was
a
hearse
waiting
for
other marked Lalure of their creed, while the llves
lance to him that made him !-Thoreau.
of Christian monsters like Olive and Warren Has- him; backed up there, horses fighting flies, driver
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~ommnnieations.
The Self-Sufficiency of Nature.
In Harper's Magazine for February Mr. Edison,
the eminent inventor, expresses views concerning the
nature of matter, and of a God, which deserve more
than a passing notice, and as I hav sought in vain
for some " defender of the faith" to take up the
gauntlet thus defiantly thrown down to Materialists,
I hav decided to buckle on my armor and enter the
_lists to measure swords with him on the points at
issue.
What strikes the reader as the most vulnerable
part of his views is their flagrant contradiction. In
his preliminary remarks he expre3ees opinions coinciding with those of the most advanced thinkers, but
while his reason still soars in realms of the sublimest
altitude, he suddenly suffers a collapse into "innocuous desuetude " by falling back upon the assumption
of a personal God to extricate himself out of the
quandary he finds himself in by " peeking " behind
the curtains of "Dame Nature's" laboratory. While
his views of the nature of atoms would entitle him
to rank as one of the foremost .champions of Materialism, he suddenly turns from his exalted position
by accepting the God-idea, not recognizing the fallacy of adding the far greater mystery of God's
existence or origin to the lesser one of the universe,
a mode of reasoning fit only for the immature brain
of primitiv man.
But let his words speak for themselvs. "I do not
believe," he says, " that matter is inert, acted upon
by an outside force. To me it seems that matter is
possessed c.f a certain amount of primitiv intelligence.
Look at the thousand ways in which atoms of
hydrogen combine with those of other elements,
forming the most diverse substance. Do you mean
to say that they do this without intelligence!
Atams in harmonious and useful relation assume
beautiful and interesting shapes and colors, or giv
forth a pleasant perfume as if expressing their satisfaction. In sickness, death, decomposition, or filth,
the disagreement of the component particles makes
itself felt by bad odors Gathered together in certain
forms, the atoms constitute animals of the lower orders, finally combining in man, who represents the
total intelligence of all atoms."
After having thus given utterance to most sublime
truths, he destroys the whole when the portentous
question is asked him, "And where did this intelligence in atoms come from originally ?" by replying,
"From some power greater than ourselvs," qualifying this rather vague statement-for all believe that
nature is greater then ourselvs-by adding that he
believes "in an intelligent creator, a personal God,
and that the existence of such a God can almost be
proved by chemistry."
What a pity that such proof is not forth<1oming
and millions of honest truth seekers thereby saved
from perdition (!). If Mr. Edison has any regard
for the spiritual welfare of these sincere doubters in
the existence of a personal God he will drop electricity for a while and proceed forthwith to make the
necessary preparations for demonstrating such existence by chemical analysis.
The world will thank him for it, but none more so
than unbelievers. Methinks that if it is almost
demonstrable without effort, a great responsibility
rests upon him for not bringing it to a successful
issue.
I labor under the impression, however, that the
reason the effort is not made, is, that he, as well as
his co-religionists, fear that it would demonstrate
the God-idea to be the monster delusion of the world.
What instances be cites concerning the nature of
atoms affirm the self-sufficiency of nature, and this
renders a power above it a superfluity, a perfectly
useless adjunct. He admits that matter is not inert,
and that it is not acted upon by an outside force,
which is tantamount to saying that it has the principle of force and life within it. If this inherent
potency is not ac~ed upon by an extraneous force, it
is self-acting, and being admissibly self-intelligent,
at least to the extent of exercising its judgment in
the selection of its mates, and ia forming alliances
with other individual or corporate bodies of atoms,
what need is there of a God or extraneous force to
prompt them to action! Baing possessed of the
capacity to act, Mr. Edison admits, it need not
be acted upon by an outside force, but as he winds
up with asserting that such force in the person of a
God exists, what reason has he for such belief (that
does not increase mysteries) when his own words show
that matter can act and build up the universe without a God?
For is it not evident that by adding a God to the
universe it compliQates matters instead of solving
them?
If matter were inert., then, indeed, would we be
warranted in assuming a God to set it in motion,
although his origin or nature would then hav to be
explained as well as now, but as it is teeming with
life and governed by judgment, it cannot fail to act
an<l build up the world,

An omnipotent hand would be required to prevent
its action, but such interference not &Xil'lting, the
world is the result.
Mr. Edison, therefore, by his admission of the
potency and intelligence of matter acting independ·
ently of an extraneous force demon~trates that his
presumed God is a useless concomitant to nature,
or rather _that the latter, being this primitiv judgment and potency of "matter" or force is "God."
Mr. Edison's belief in the'primitiv i~telligence of
atoms is not original with him, I having advat;tced and
elucidated it over ten years ago. This mind m atoms
cannot be anything but the very lowest form of consciousness and a capacity to recognize and perceive
the individuality and sex of other atoms that may be
within the reach of this their very limited sense of
perception. For that the dual principle of poPitiv
and negativ, or male and female, forces pervading
nature must hav its origin in the sexuality of atoms,
seems to me self-evident. If atoms were sexless,
they would than, indeed, be inert, without any tendency or desire to act and form copartnerships with
other congenial atoms ; attraction and repulsion
would be out of the question, impossible. They
would all be exactly alike, the result of which would
be that if they did aggregate into bodies there would
be no diversity between them, ex(lept in bulk. And
again, if atoms were not possessed of the property of
sex, they could not impart or transmit it to any of
their offspring, it being evident that atoms could not
convey what they arA devoid of themselvs. And the
same deductions apply to the intelligence of atoms,
they not being capable of manifesting it in their
higher formations if their components were absolutely
devoid of it. Hence I say that where the male and
female principle underlies all organic bodies-and
who will say which are not organic, even the atoms
of the diamond teeming with life, motion, and intelligence ?-the germ of it must be found within their
constituent particles.
But we will go further than this and say that ssx
and intelligence must be inseparably connected. It
ia no more conceivable that sex and its conditions
and consummations should exist in atoms without a
certain degree of consciousness and judgment being
connected with it than that such judgment should
exist without sex. For what but sexu&l conditions
could prompt atoms to exercise the judgment conceded by Mr. Edison! What else do they require in
their primitiv state but the necessity of selecting
their mates and uniting in harmonious bodies T And
that no sexual selection and consummation can take
place, even in atoms, without perception and judgment, seems self-evident. If perception and judgment did not exist, no selection of congenial atoms
could take place.
Sex is the most powerful condition of atoms, mind
only an accessory. It is the primary principle of
nature, and from it spranrz all formations of the universe. It being the predominant condition of atoms
explains why it is also by far the most powerful in
all animal organisms. This latter being conceded by
all, is it reasonable to suppose that sex could be absent in what gave them being!
And is it therefore a matter for wonderment that
from atoms thus imbued with judgment and creativ
power sprang the diversified beings whose existence
· d f
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awe in the inquisitiv mind of the untutored beholder?
And all because modest Dame Nature is underrated, and the credit she deserves as the creator of
all given to figments of man's imagination.
Nature is therefore the only real, true God, but
instead of deifying her, the throne to which she is
entitled is temporarily filled by phantoms and myths
begotten of ignorance and nurtured by the fanaticism
of versatil man.
"Versatil" because of the numerous myths which
formerly haunted heaven and earth only one is
allowed to remain, and his days are numbered.
Na.turP, as embodied in the infinit creating and in·
telligent atom~', will then ascend the throne so long
withheld from her, and she will hold undisputed
sway, for no one will deny her existence or question
her authority as the mistress of the universe.
Mr. Edison admits that atoms are prompted to
action by their own inherent intelligence, that they
act their own pleasure regardless of the weal or woe
of other bodies, as is shown in the clashing of discordant elements, and the swift destruction that often
overtakes them, but where can he see any signs of
supernatural interference in this simple atomic action?
There is no reason to presume that there is mind
in nature superior to the " primitiv intelligence" of
atoms conceded by Mr. Edison. The deist regards
what he calls the "wonderfully adapted conditions"
giving birth and sustenance to organic beings aCJ
"prima facie evidence of intelligent design, not recognizing that they are but the inevitable result of
the efforts of atoms to adjust themselvs or conform
to prevailing conditions and that all formations
could therefore not be different than they are.
"But," say some, "how can rmch low form of
judgment culminate in the reason of man?" I answer, through the law of development. The very

1

exercise of this judgment-and it is eternally exer·
cised-tends to develop it. The likes and dislikes,
or to use a stronger term, the loves and hates, of
atoms, hsv a constant tendency to develop judgJI1ent
or intelligen~e. A?d the de.sire to se~k and complate ~ong?mal allla~ces, wb10h gave b1rth to every
formahon m space, 1s the first effort of nature to
accomplish a cert&in end, and has within it, through
the concerted action of atoms, the potency to evolve
int.n the highest order of intelligence.
But as iut~lligent design is. a functi~n of t~e brain,
no such design can b~ possible outside of It. The
action of stoma, being limited to a union of forces, if
congenial requires no such function though the germ
be in it, hence nature in her totality, being devoid of
developed brain power, can therefore no~ possess the
j•1dgment capable of b~ing exercised by a being thus
endowed.
.
And as for supernatural intelligence, is not the
unrestrained force exerted by nature in producing
earthquakes, tornadoes, conflagrations, epidemics,
floods, and other dest.ructiv phenomena evidence
that she is not thus governed by a higher power T
Why is the world filled with misery untold, both
saints and sinners being ·indiscriminately subjected
to the fury of discordant elements, if an omnipotent
power exists that could place the antagonistic forces
of nature under control ?
We hear of the "merciful dispensation of providence," but wherein did it manifest itself during the
horrors of the Ashtabula disaster, allowing noted
revivalists and others of "God's own people" to be
penned up in the burning cars and slowly roasted to
death? Where was the omnipotent hand that could
avert such a catastrophe!
And where was the "overruling providence" that
could avert the Johnstown flood and save thousands
of "images of God" from being drowned like rats,
and hundreds from being incinerated in the wrecks
of the burning buildings!
And where is the "intelligent design" that permits not a day to pass without human beings being
crushed to death by the score or 1dowed to suffer
agonies that appall the stoutest hsarts!
Perhaps, if Mr. Edison will ponder over these
remarks, he may comprehend the magnitude of the
task of proving by chemical analysis the existence of
a being to be found only in the imagination of man.
In the harmonious arrangements of atoms assuming useful relations snd beautiful shapes and colors,
as well as in everything oonduciv to the generation
and sustenance of life, we can behold the self· sufficient power of nature to produce these harmonious
result.s, but in the destruction which may overtake
her formationa at any time we hav evidence of the
absence of sn overruling, intelligent mind.
llfaren.go, Ill., March 10, 1889. H. WETTSTEIN.
P. S.-I notioed the following in a scientific journal of recent date, corroborativ of my views conc9rriDg the sexual m~ture of atoms:
TEE s&xuALnY oF AToMs.
Mr. Mason Kinne is a quiet gentleman who has lived for
many years in San FranciE co. He is an enthusiastic member
of the Microscopical Society, an honorary member of several
foreign scientific societies, and contributes to several journals.
Some time ago he declared that he had sexuality in atomsthat is, after examining the smallest fragments of inorganic
matter, he had discovered certain traces that led him to
believe that all atoms are either male or female, and reproducetheirspecies. Theimportanceofsuchadiscoverycannot
be estimated. If verified, and Mr. Kinne is confident that it
can be verified, it means the revelation to science of a new
alphabet for geology, chemistry, and philosophy.
H. W.

Character.
When we consider how varied are the religious
systems which attempt to define the formation ol
character, it cannot any longer be a source of surprise that men should endeavor to escape from this
bondage. It will be found that religionists generally leave the natural selection and appropriation in
makers of morality out of their regtme. They pay
little or no heed to those laws of nature, and the
constitution thereof which signalize conduct. Ecole·
siastics leave their things at the door of hereditary
transmiBsion and place their workings as the sequence of diabolical rulings. There are also thoEe
who treat this question of character with the
coarsest ridicule. These are content to protect themaelvs--aa they consider-from ail ideas which seek to
adjust man's responsibility to a personal agency. It
may, with truthfulness, be said that such minds look
with the greatest derision and eversion upon those
who claim the right to cballenge existing codes.
But it cannot be said that that which is claimed is
beyond the limit!;! of rmb31~.utiatlon, as from the
realm of experience material is gained for this ob·
ject. So long as we find in man powers of adaptation,
concentration, and material for self-realization, along
these lines the claims for the naturalness of moral
endeavors are firmly established. This should be
the basis of appeals to men, for by the relationships
of morals to law we are able to discern the degree of
our responsibility. We must not overlook the fact
that men's environments contribute largely to the
formation of character. These are conduciv to the
realization of one of two extt·emes. From them, and
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the life's affiliation thereto, all the minor and major uality over and above these lesser appeals. To them claimed the only grounds of responsibility can ba de·
moral strictures are derived.
it is a deprivation, not a depravation. But given th<> termined.
But in the realm of experience it has been proved mental qualities, giv the conditions befitting mind's
Character is purely democratic in ita legislation.
that men may rise, through the exercise of natural dignity, collect if you will all the purest moral forces Under this reg~me every part is fully represented befaculties, out .of their environments, becoming BU· at your command, exemplify their importance by fore the bar of coni!cicusness. . V otea of appr..c~val or
perior to them. This is the product of obedience to means of inculcation, lead or mold these lives, and disapproval upon all acts of conduct and upon every
intuitions which take the form of appeals. Thus a according to the laws of nature from you will :B.ow desire are passed.
more exhilar~ting moral atmosphere is reached, which power to endch your fellows. Thus like will beget
Whatever we may tbinlf upon this· great question
is found to be moat helpful to yet fuller development its correlativ. By like affinities you will raise, of responsibility, let others teach what doctrin they
of the moral nature. As an example of the forego- purify others, bringing forth results of great import- choose. Let men of the many shades of theologic
ing we will take two poles of existence, or mental ance.
belief preaoh the tenets of their respectiv . schools
and moral intelligence. By observation we shall find
There is a store of valuable matter in this theme from their colored rostrums, and in their way em·
these to be qualities, or states of qulllities. The con- which will alleviate the moral woes of society and phasize their viaws of life and man's position therein,
servativ operations of each work the relationahip of hasten the day of fuller moral achievements. These not one of these utterances can abate one tithe, nor
the whole to moral law. We observe that the com- practical aspects must beget a profound respect for indeed will it alter man''1l responsibility to natural
ponent parts of these ex~remes in their order are the factor of personal responsibility in the drama of law. Nothing can lessen our obligations, though an
such as befit their position ; in no way are the ex- life. Their beauty engrosses the thoughtful at every army of popes, bishops, priests, and deacons should
tremes assimilated; each extreme is driven by its step, and the community will value character at a offer 11o thousand pardons and as many indulgences.
legislativ power into the position it is qualified to highar price.
·
"Call a spade a spade," is a maxim well worth the
hold. These poles are known as Purity aad ImpurWhen our religious teachers discard their imported consideration of theologians. To them we say," Call
ity. It is the question of like begetting like. A factors which are foreign to the moral ideal, whereby law, law, and consequenGes, consequences." Let
little re:B.echion will mark the truthfulness of this ar- they seek to ailaviate the personal and accumulated these men show us how great are our natural cspac·
gument, for by the process of attraction or repulsion, woes around U'3 which press so heavily upon the lives ities, making their appeals direct to the sensa of rewhen the mind is brought into the region of either of men, and by means which are n!ltural and reme- sponsibility, then will they stir the hidden depths of
of the poles we make, or determin our selection.
dies which are in us endeavor to raise their fellows, character, and a response "VY"ill be heard coming from
On extending our method of illustration into our then shall the character of man be lovelier and more the life, small though at first its voice may be.
family circles we find a mass of matel'ial ready to heavenly.
.
CERTUS
hand whereby we are furnished with proofsin favor
R8ligion has dealt too long in the importation of
To Connecticut Liberals.
of our argument. When these are pure, having for a foreign element into the nature of man, whereby
environments every complement which goes toward in the name of goodness she has attempted to lessen
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With
increasing the worth of character, then our little the ills of social organisms and the woes of individ- your kind permission, I would lika to address a
realms reap the benefit of example, inculcation, and ual character. Into the realm of moral legislation few words to the Liberals of my nativ state
surroundings. By the mental act of contrasting the she has marched clad in the garb of theology, and through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER In
pure models and atmosphere with tho13a which are she has left the nobler principles of naturalness to the perusal of the leading Freethought papers for
impure, the power over the subjects is manifestly in- be trampled ripon by her minions. Much as men m~y the past fifteen years, the writer has been· unpleascreased. Provided with the beautiful in morals, try to impress a community with the sublimity of antly impressed with the apparent indifference or Conforces thus concentrate tbemaelvs upon young life their conceptions and the feasibility of their pians, necticut Liberals, as evinced by the fact that in the
which become irresistible. As we watch the gra- much as men may endeavor to gain the aBsent of one list of contributors to Liberal objects, and in furnishcious growth of adaptation, concentration, and ap- individual character even to the purer principles of ing liter!lry articles for publication, their names are
propriation, we are enabled to forecast the character naturalism, until men and women are persuaded that conspicuous only by their absence, except in some
which these young lives will sustain in years that are the modtts operandi of perfecting character, as taught half dozen cases.
to come.
.
by lay and cleric, is ·automatic in its inclination,
Feeling convinced that this indifference is not due
Objections are constantly being raised to this rule, whereby, to use another expresaion, they are led to so much to lukewarmness in the cause, as to preocand the attention is pointed to lives which hav not allow the field of character to grow that which is not cupation in business, and that there is any amount
benefited by this moral atmosphere. The answer the outcome of natural seed, no hope of a fuller of latent enthusiasm which only needs the stimulais, This is so. With much regret it has to be ad- recognition of natural laws can be indulged in.
tion of 1\Ssociation and fellowship, it has sel3med
mitted. But to be faithful in the discharge of duty
One feature of appeal which is made to men is not desirable that we should meet one another forbetter
another step must ba taken, and it also must be laid clearly understood by them when dressed in the garb acquaintance and mora concentrated action.
down that the exceptions prove the rule, as the se- of theoiogic ethics. It cannot be expected that it
To thie end the writer has conceived the idea of a
lections were made in after years through insu:ffi · could be understood, neither do the guardians of this stste convention of Connecticut Liberals, and of "ll
ciency of past inculcations-or maybe examples. It pbssa of religious ethics wish it to be understood. who favor a total separation of church and state, and
is not enough for purpose of future moral integrity All acts of conduct ate relegated to the effete cer"l- would like to hear from every Liberal in Connecticut
that the young life has only surrounding to fall mouies of the Israeliti!i!h nation. In their bulk and with an expression of his vi.ews regarding the ailvisback upon; but we find that the response to Impure simpleness also a!l these things affecting character abilit.y of meeting in convention in the city of Hartattractions Clime from parts which hav been left un- are laid upon one principle, and from this source it ford some time in the month of June next for confertouched by inculcation or examples, and these weak is argued that a r~newing graciousness comes. Again ence, counsel, and mutual interchange of thought.
par~s of the moral organism were the points of and again you sre permitted to return to this source
Prompt responses are invited, so that ample time
attack. This may hav been a forgotten or a neglected after having repeatedly indulged itt those things may be afforded for necessary arrangements.
.
J. T. KELSEY.
duty-s duty devolving upon the custodians of these which you he.v deplored. With the same regul&rity
individuals in question-p:lsaed over either in igno- as a Catholic devotee seeks the shelter of the confesHaddam, Conn., March 13, 1890.
rance of its importance, or willful disregard. Another sional, you are invited to return for pardon and inanswer comes to this objection, viz., Let the inculca- dulgence. This is the foreign element already spoken
Christian Effort in India;
tions, examples, or surroundings be never so pure in of, to which exception is now taken. Repeatedly is
The
I
ablet,
the principal organ of the ·Roman
early years, there is a duty which these lives owe to it necessary to utter protests in the name of nature
Catholic
church
in England, says with regard to the
the past, and providing this be neglected and the life against t.hese ignorant, selfish, unnatural, and idiotic
Christian mission business in India:
be wilfully placed, in years to come, in and among use.ge9 which hav been commented upon.
The newly published o~cial. repor~s at;>out the· ~aterial
Mn.ny will take exceptions to these statements. and
environments which are Impure, the Pure moral tenmoral conditions of nattvs 1n Indta, g1v a very mterestdencies are, one by one, lessened in their power over This is anticipated. But instead of the remarks now ing contribution to the now discussed miosiou question .. It
made
being
of
an
injnrious
character,
they
will
no
the life through the pernicious influences of Impure
appears from the.figures that not alone do we, by convertmg
doubt prove exceedingly beneficial, inasmuch as they the nativs to our belief, decidedly lower their moral status,
associations.
but the stan.dpoint of their natural. morality is so high that,
Numberless instances could be cited to prove the :~t.imulate thought snd earnest investigation. When although
they become Christians, we cannot ~ake them so
foregoing if space allowed. From two instances only persons are led to examin carefully the weighty a<'gu· immoral as we ourselvs are. The figures, whtch show the
we should be able· to substantiate the stahements menta supporting our position which will present comparativ moral status atn1:ng the different classes, are as
already made. The poles suggested are those of l hem selva through the medium of comparison, at tlle follows:
..........•••• 1 of 27-1 \ Eurasier ..••••.•.•••.... 1 q! 5Q!l
Temperance and Morality, and we could furnish same time taking exceeding great care to n.nswer ail Europeans
N 'l.tiv Ohristiaus ........ 1 "
709 llnhall!edans ..... • • .... 1 " . ~"~
evidence from our own observation to satisfy all rea- the inquiries made upon the mind, the knowledge of Hindoos ................. 1 " 1.361 Buddb1sts ...••••........ 1 3,,s,
The last figure is a tribute to the noble purity of Buddhsonable demands m!!.de upon ua. To the custodians these mattera will show bow disastrous to man's best
of young life the appeal is made and the war~ing interests is the importat\on of foreign elements dealt ism but the statistics impart to us here at home another
tea~hing, that as regards. our s,ocial life,_ we would do
uttered. ·Upon the young depends the whole weight in by theology, and which is said to ctue all the ills better,
if we, for a generat10.n or ,wo, coutn~uted our su~er
of morals in the dishnt future. Surround the early of morals.
fl.ous pennies and our energtes to the moral tmprovemen. of
Everything in chat'acter is formed or made up of our own countrymen, in place of trying to destro.J; the moyears with all things which bear the hall-mark of
integrity. By practices stmmp high, moral lessons cause and effect. Though influences at first be rality and religion of other pwple, people who, m truth,
upon the young mind. Show from the realm of alight, by frequent application force is gained, tbered could send us their missionaries to convert us.
others' experience the blessings of right selections. fore we become either moral giants or moral wreckr:.
YET the New Testament treats of man· and man's
Teach how to shun base aml brute appeals, as one of This is in the exact order of our obedience to or disso·called spiritual affairs too excluaivly, · and is too
morals' purest safeguards. Remember that cohesion obedience of moral laws and natural principles.
The appeal of our teachers is not to that which is constantly moral and· personal ~o alo~e co~t~nt me,
necessary in all undertakings to prove these things,
and, unless this be a leading factor, unmixed results man, but to that which is not man. Now the laws of who am not interested solely m man s rehgwus or
health demand that men shall conform to their rul- moral nature, or in man even. . . . Absolutely
cannot be hoped for.
An opportuni.ty is taken to assar~ the .. foll?wi~g ing if they are to enjoy happiness, freedom from speaking, D.:> .unto others as you would that they
thesis, and it will be found to be mfalhble m 1ts sicknSBs or premature death. Mental laws demand should do unto thee, is by no means a golden ru~e,
teachinu : The appeal to the life is twofold; there- a du~ exercise of precautionary "methods if men sra but the best of current silvet·. An honest man wou,d
fore th~ measure of moral dignity depends upon to retain their intellectual vigor or arrive at mental hav but little occasion for it. It is golden not to hav
superiority. Also the laws of the moral realm call nny rule at all in such a case. The boo~ has never
moral selection.
.
It may also be asserted that thel'e are environ- for a recognition of their power and all exercise of been written which is to be accepted w1thout any
ments of the most impure character which, evan to due discreetness, so that in all things man may watch allownnce.-1 horeau.
------~~-----minds cradled therein, hav no attraction. The mind against an obedience to those base tendencies which
A
HEALTHY
man
with steady employment, as _woodlead
to
moral
decay.
The
appeals
are
made
to
man
by intuition sees the emptiness of these ~pp~al~.
The faculty of judgmen~ has been seen to discr~mt in the name of man, and according to their order chopping at fifty cents a cord: and a cam!? ~n ~he
woods, will not be a good subJect for Ohristi~mty.
nate the difference betwixt the two poles of bemg. warnings, nay, threats, Sl'e often uttered.
The thoughtful among us are beginning to turn to The New Testament may he a choice book to him on
Reflection and contnsb hav done their noble work.
These are the me.ana by which higher appeals find a philosophic dl\b, and upon these they are determin- some but not on all or most of his days. He will
response in the life; even the aspiration·!! hav been ing the position of mind and morals. Philosophy rath~r go a-fishing in his leisure hours. The aposrich inspirations-touchstones-ct~lling into exist- teaches the Jaws of being, it relegates all to natural- tles thouah they were fishers too, were of the solness, and no margin is left for that which is antago- am~ race ~f sea.fisherfl, and never trolled for pickerel
ence powers which were lying dormant.
It is not every man who can thus assert an"individ- niati(l to nature. Upon this alone it may be fail'ly on inland streams.--'-Thoreau.
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:Pictorial Arguments Against the Church.
We are glad to report that the proposal to put in
eook form the cartoons that hav appeared on the
first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER meets with unqualified approval from a great many of our friends, as
may be seen from the following letters, which are
only a small percentage of those received. The tax
assessor-on all but the churchea-of Dunkirk
writes:
" Herewith find $2 for. a copy of the book containing the
pictorial arguments against the church. Please place on
page 1 a likeness of. the Editor.
WM. H. WYMAN."
We may put the likeness of the Artist in the book,
and are quite willing that he shall hav the glory.
Our work is only supplementary to his, th.:>ugh it
will support his pictorial statements thoroughly.
Mr. Thomas Bowser, of Renfrew, has not only
bought a copy of the book, but is going to sell more
copies for us. He says :
" Inclosed you will :find an order for one of tke books and
$1 over to apply to whatever you think best. I will do all I
can to sell more books.''
Mr. M.P. Bra:fl'et, of Wedron, Ill., writes:
"Inclosed please find $2, for which please send me_ the
book o:f TRUTH BEEKER cartoons as soon as published. They
are good arguments. I would like to see them continued in
THE TRUTH S:DKER."
The ~ictures will be continued in THE TRUTH
SEEKEB for at least another year; there is now no
doubt of that.
We agree with what follows in this from Professor
Moore, of Atlanta, Ga.:
" I am sure the cartoon book will be a success ; and all
lovers of liberty should hav a copy on their center-table for
the benefit of their friends. I hav sold one copy for you
already, and wish to obtain one for myself, so you may send
two copies to my address. I think I will be able to send you
the name of a new subscriber to the paper soon, and am sure
I can sell several copies of the book as soon as I get a copy
to show my friends.
"P.S.-lf you put the biblical illustrations in book form,
I will want a copy of that work also.''
As we said in the announcement of the cartoon
book, if thilil publication is adequately encouraged,
the Bible pictures will be gathered together.
And we also hope with Mr. Oharles Randall, of
Amboy, III.
"Find inclosed express money-order for $2, for which
forward me one copy, when ready, o:f THE TRUTH SBBKER
cartoons. I hope that every subscriber that is able to do so
will take a copy of the new book, and that you will eventually get up the pictorial Bible."
Mr. W. L. Willis, of Kokomo, Ind., is a very practical believer in the success of the new book. He
writes and incloses cash.
" I will take $10 worth of the picture-book when it is ready
for delivery. I think the picture-book will hav a large sale.
I hope to be able to order another lot within a year."
0. Pa.tnam, of Gibbon, Neb., has a pretty good
idea of the book :
" I inclose $2 for the book of pictures, which will be the
rarest book, the most taking, and an opening wedge to the
gnarled bigotry that could never in any other way be opened
to the reception or inspection of anything on an Infidel's

bookshel!. I also pledge myself to take the pictorial Bible, comment or exposition of the question; therefore, the quesand as soon as you get it so far along that you know the tion seems to nat row down to this : Is the reading of the
Bible in the public schools, not merely of selected passages
price at which it will be sold, I will remit.''
but the whole of it, sectarian instruction of the
We return thanks to these and other friends who therefrom,
pupils, in view of the facts already mentioned, that the Bible
hav ordered the book, and whose money is very ac- contains numerous doctrinal passages upon some of which
ceptable in meeting the expenses of its publication. the peculiar creed of almost every religious sect is based,
It will be hurried to completion as fast as a regard and that such pass&ges may reasonably be understood to
for textual thoroughness and good appearance will inculcate the doctrine predicated upon them?
"An atlirmativ answer to the question seems unavoidable.
permit. The price is $2.
Any pupil of ordinary intelligence who listens to the reading
------~~-------of doctrinal portions of the Bible will be more or less inA. Righteous Supreme Court.
structed thereby in the doctrine of the divinity of Jesus
In Edgerton, Wis., a year or more ago, there arose Christ, the eternal punishment of the wicked, the authority
a school war between the Oatholics and Protestants. of the priesthood, tke binding force of the efficacy of the
sacraments, and many other confHcting sectarian doctrine."
The Oatholics were desirous of using the public
0 righteous judge! 0 upright judge!.
schools, but they objected to their children hearing
In
this matter, and perhaps only in this, the
or participating in the reading of the Kiilg James
Oatholics
and the Infidels are agreed. There can
translation of the Ohristian scriptures. The matter
never
be
a
doubt in the mind of a sensible person
was taken to the courts, the petition of the Oatholics
that the Bible is full of sectarianism, and every pubsetting forthlic school teacher picks out for reading those parts
" That certain of the teachers employed by the district
which
uphold his or her particular superstition.
board, having charge of the schools to conduct the same and
instruct the pupils attending the same, including the chil- The court's statement of the case is vory plain and
dren of the plaintiffs, read to said pupils each and every day truthful, and its decision the only one at which it
the schools are in session, and during school hours, certain could logically ar1·ive.
portions of the book, commonly known as the Bible, the
We trust that for his own enlightenment the
teacher selecting the portions so read and using the translaNewark "My Lord" who tried to place Helen Gartion known as the King James VtrBion.
"That the plaintiffs, and many others of the resident tax- dener in error for stating that the Oatholic chl!rch
payers of said school district, whose children attend said did not desire its members to peruse the Bible, will
schools, and are under the control and instruction of said ponder over the complaint made by these Oatholic
teachers, are, together with their children, members of the parents. Miss Gardener's words are there shown to
Roman Catholic church, and conscientiously believe its doctrine, faith, and forms of worship, and that by said church, be irrefutably true, that the Roman Oatholic church
the said version is taught and belieoed to be an incorrect and does forbid the reading of the Bible unless at the
incomplete translation by reason of the om~Bion of a certain same time it is expounded and explained by the
part of the books held by such church to be an integral por- priests.
tion of the inspired canon ; and it is further taught by said
Roman Catholic church and believed by its members that
The City's Lesson.
the scriptures ought not to be read indiseriminately, inasTammany Hall in this city is the political wing of
much as said church has di'Vine authority as the only infallible
teacher and interpreter of the same, and that the reading of the Roman Catholic church. Every magnate of the
the same without note or comment, and without being ex- Hall is a devout Oatholic, and he could not be a
pounded by the only authori~ed teachers and interpreters magnate if he were not. Oroker, the head of the
thereof, is not only not beneficial to the children in said organization, is very pious-for a Oatholic-and so
schools, and especially the children of the plaintiffs who are is Grant, our mayor. From these two, down to the
members of said church, but likely to lead to the adoption
of dangerous errors, irreligious faith, practice, and worship, superannuated voters who sweep the streets, Tamand that by reason thereof the practice of reading King many is owned neck and heels by the Roman hierJames version of the Bible commonly and only received as archy. That is the way the church gets its money
jnspired and true by the Protestant religious sects, is re- and that is the way Tammany gets the votes.
garded by the members of said Roman Catholic church, inAt the last two elections, Tammany, or the church,
cluding the plaintiffs, as contrary to the rights of conscience,
carried
everything. One of the offices won is that of
and as wholly contrary to, and in violation of the law, and
sheri:fl'
of
New York county and city. Mr. James A.
that they believe such exercises as above set forth, and each
and all of them, to be sectarian instruction, in violation of Flack encumbers the office. One of the jails over which
Section 3, Article 10, of the constitution of the state. of Wis- Mr. Flack has jurisdiction is the one which takes its
consin.''
name from Ludlow street. Mr. Keating, a local·
The school board put in an answer, and Judge Tammany worker, filled, until within a few days, the
Bennett, of the circuit court, decided that while the office of warden in that jail. In days gone by, when
children of Oatholics could not be forced to remain D. M. Bennett was waiting in that institution for the
in the hallway of the school-house while the reading pardon Hayes promised but never gave, Mr. Keating
was going on, they could not object to the reading, was the doorkeeper there, and the writer of this
as it was not sectari•n instruction within the mean- frequently encountered him. As specimens af Taming of the law. The Oatholics took the case to the many officials Messrs. Flack and Keating are valusupreme court, which has just rendered its decision able, and so are their subordinates. The predecessor
overruling the circuit court, thus giving a victory to of Sheri:fl' Flack was Mr. Grant, now mayor.
the Oatholics, and declaring that the reading of the
A few months ago some Republican politicians
Bible in the public schools is unconstitutional. The "put up a job "-as the phr!'se goes-on Tamcourt says that in considering the question whether many to punish it for bad faith in some political
such reading of the Bible in the public schools is deals. An investigation committee from the state
sectarian instruction, prohibited in public schools by senate was appointed and sent down here. It began
the constitution, the book will be regarded as a its work two weeks ago. The Herald was iu the
whole, because the whole Bible, without exception, secret, evidently, and saw a chance to advertise itself.
has been designated as a text-book for use in the It procured the incarceration of one of its reporters
Edgerton schools, and the claim of the school beard in Ludlow street jail, furnished him with money to
is that the whole contents thereof may lawfully be so tempt the Tammany officials, and then published the
read. This being so, it is quite immaterial if the facts the reporter obtained.
portions thereof set out in the return as the only
The result of the senate committee's and the
portions thus far read are not sectarian; yet it should Herald's e:fl'orts is-seven Tammany Hall officials
be observed that some of the portions so read seem indicted for swindling, extortion, bribery, etc. And
to inculcate the doctrin of the divinity of Jesus at the same time, Sheri:fl' Flack has been convicted of
Ohrist and the punishment of the wicked after death, conspiring to divorce his wife fraudulently-making
whi<lh doctrine are not accepted by some religious eight Tammany Hall magnates and workers in trouble.
sects.
Mr. Oroker, the "boss" of all, went to Europe some
The court refuses to affirm or deny that the Oath- time ago, or, rumor has· it, he would be in trouble
olio church opposes the common schools. The court too, and obliged to tell more about Tammany Hall
further says that reading from the Bible in the schools, methods than he would find pleasant for himself or
although without comment on the part of the teacher, profitable to the Hall.
is instruction, and holds that the Bible contains many
The backbone of Tammany Hall is the seventy or
doctrinal passages and that the general reading of it eighty thousand Irish Roman Oatholic voters in this
is sectarian instruction. It also holds that such city. The real head of the Hall is the Roman hiertext· books as are founded on the fundamental teach- archy, with Archbishop Oorrigan as the mouthpiece.
ing of the Bible, or which may contain extracts there- The treasury of the Hall and the church is the treasfrom, may not be used in the schools. Says the ury of the city-by both direct and indirect methods.
court:
The sufferers are the people, who are robbed, cheated,
"Some of the most valuable instruction a person can abused, for the benefit of a lot of alien politicians
receive may be derived from reading alOne, without any who couldn't earn ten dollars a week in a legitimate
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business, and for the benefit of a church which is
trying to break down our institutions and which
never yet legislated for anything but its own ecclesiastical and financial welfare. Let us hope the exposure of the rascality in one branch of the city's government may teach the respectable voters of the city
a lesson they will not forget before next fall, when
\"-, they will be ~lled upo! ~~ again do some voting.

A Lack of Accuracy.
There are a few of our esteemed friends who favor
us with their opi~ions to whom we desire to respectfully recommend the cultivation of accuracy of statement. Looseness in this regard materially lessens
the value of what might otherwise prove valuable
contributions to the literature of progress and science. And though we may not, apply to them the
Latin phrase falsus in uno falsus in omnibus, yet
because of their disregard of details those who depend upon them are likely to go astray. We may
therefore cite three or four instances as a warDing to
the unwitting culprits and others.
For instance, Mr. Burr writes :
" BROTHBR MAODONALD: In your reply to McArthur you
ask, 'Why must a slate go under a table?' And you add
that all the mediums, to whom you and McArthur went, refused to allow the slates to be kept in sight all the time."

Then Mr. Burr goes on to state how he obtained
various communications through the mediumship of
Mr. Keeler, on slates which had not been out of
sight. Now, we do not doubt Mr. Burr's word in
the least, but why should he seek to controvert in
our remarks something which we did not say? Our
experience in actual slate-writing was confined solely
to Professor Slade. As he alleged that some of the
communications which we obtained were written on
the table, we queried why those slates had previously
to go under the table. We still think the question
a fair one. But we did not say that "all the mediums to whom you [the Editor] and McArthur went
refused to allow the slates to be kept in sight all the
time." We did not say it for the very good reason
that the two investigators did not visit any medium
but Slade, who was given his own " conditions" in
all things, as he peremptorily refused tests. What
we did say was this : " When, however, it was proposed that the conditions be made such that the medium could not hold slates away out of sight and
otherwise manipulate them, the media refused the
sittings as one man." .Mr. Keeler, as a sample, did
not refuse to allow the slates to be kept in sight; he
flatly ?·efuaed any sitting at all under the conditions
indicated, which were to be such that he " could not
hold slates away out of sight and otherwise manip·
ulate them."
Mr. Burr has told so many wonderful things con.
earning Keeler's mediumship, and we hav placed
such good faith in the accuracy of his accounts, that
he will pardon us, we think, if we contrast another
. statement he makes to us with the actual facts. In
a note received some days ago he says :
" Miss Wixon and her sister went with me and wife last
evening to Keeler's light seance. The usual phenomena ap.
pea red. Miaa W. got a message from a departed ft·iend, writ-

ten while she held the tablet before the curtain."

"0 for a voice that could resound throughout the universe I A voice wherewith I could arouse humanity from
its lethargy I A voice to stir in woman some inspiration of
her coming destiny, that she may know that in the future
she is to lead the van of the army of progress I This age
asks for new women. Women untrammeled by the temporary and stationary-not stunted or warped by prejudgment
or bias I No more bigotry or prejudice for the woman who
is to come-the true woman-the pure woman I
"E?gene, I was reminded of the above lines by your
editorl!ll on the re-arrest of Mr. Harman-to me, very u~just.
Would that I could sound the 'tocsin of alarm' over all
the civilized-God save th6 mark-world that until she
rises in the true dignity of her womanhood and proclaims
herself free will there be necessity of publishing to the
world the degradation to which her sex is subjected by her
'lord and master '-i.e,, 'legalized protector.' Protected
from whom and what? Great heavens! Why, her 'protector,' man I Why, dear friend, the half has not yet been
told. Having been 'behind the scenes' for the last twentyfive years, as ' nurse and aooouoheuse,• I myself could a 'tale
unfold' of man's inhumanity to woman that would make
your very blood tingle with shame for your sex.
"If you hav not the moral stamina requisit to aid in this
work, !or our sake, do not, I beg, hinder those who hav.
The foul ulcer must be probed in order to cleanse and purify
and I say, 'Let it come I' I repeat it sir 1 let it come. N~
one living regrets more than I that' it is necessary. 'It
must needs be that offenses come but woe unto him' etc
I glory in the true manhood of Mr. Harman that he i~
willing to be offered as a 'vicarious atonement; for the sins
of his sex. There is much, very much, more, I fain would
write, but time and space forbid. Roping you will see this
in its true light, I remain,
"Yours !or truth and justice,
ABBIE KNAPP, M.D."

One would infer from that ·that .woman is very
much abused, downtrodden, maltreated, enslaved,
and generally despised, and that for printing protests against such abuse, maltreatment, etc., Mr.
Harman had been arrested and was being martyred.
But, really, nothing of the kind is the case. There
is no sentiment in the matter complained of at all.
It. is just plain filthiness, told by a physician, who
sa1d he had known of such cases. There is no
earthly use of printing the stuff, because the people
to be affected by it-supposing there are any-will
not be reached by it. So far as woman is to be
"protected" by the relation, the courts of law are at
her service already, which is all that can be done.
There is positivlynothing of good in the. whole matter,
and it is so beastly that to send it to a person is an
offense against all decency, and to thrust it upon the
subscribers of a paper is to grossly insult them. It
will not civilize woman ; it will not giv .her any dignity; it will not help her obtain any "freedom;" it
wiH not do anything at all for her except degrade
her. "Man's inhumanity" is not to be softened by
any such rot. There is no place for it in the literature of any profession or class, unless it be in the
most miserable class of men and women who inhabit
the slums.
Dr. Knapp's letter is wholly misleading. It is not
a case of hindering the advancement of womannothing of the sort. We but expressed our opinion
of some matter Mr. Harman published, which we
had precisely the same right to do that Mr. Harman
had to publish the offending article. And we object
to being set down as the enemy of woman because
we do not think with Mr. Harman and Dr. Knapp.
Let's hav a little accuracy of thinking and writing in
regard to th~se things.
And here is another lapse made by Mr. Harman
himself. He says :
''It may ·be a mark of senility or worse on my part, but to

Now, from that statement one would infer that
Miss Wixon did get a message from some person
deceased who had been her friend, and that she knew
it to be from her friend. But what are the facts ?
Miss Wixon relates them herself in this issue of THE
TliUTH SEEXEB. First, describing the appearance of me it seems simply amazing that those two usually clearthe hand-" a very human hand"-and the manner headed thinkers and brave defenders of the right of free
of holding the tablet, she says :
expression, E. M. and George Macdonald, should condemn
"The hand grasped a pencil firmly and wrote two lines, in the strongest terms the manner in which Dr. O'Neill
one of which was in this wise: 'This is new to me--.' unveils the most hideous of crimes and vices, and yet hav
· The rest was undiatinguiahable; the name wa8 a scrawl that ia not one word of condemnation for the crimes and vices t-hemselva. The facts, or the statements of facts, are not called in
impossible to decipher."
but only the manner of telling them. Dr. O'Neill
Now, if that is getting'' a message from a departed question,
may hav offended the canons of good taste. Granted; but if
friend," we should like Mr. Burr to relate some so, what is his offense, and his publisher's offense, when
instance when a sitter in a seance got something of compared to the offenses against personal right and personal
which he was not sure. How does he know that a purity committed by the men whose acts are laid bare by the
scrawl on. a tablet is the signature of a departed humane and plain-spoken physician?"

friend of Miss Wixon ' Our own experience conTinces us that nothing more needs critical and accurate relation of detail than slate-writing seances. If
Mr. Burr has been as loose in all his accounts as in
this one, we fear his evidence is not of that great
value which we had placed upon it.
Leaving this subject, there is another upon which
we desire accuracy of statement. A letter from
another highly esteemed friend is inspired .by our
remarks upon the latest arrest of Mr. Harman. Dr.
Abbie Knapp says :
"

Great Jupiter ! Does Mr. Harman value himself
so lightly as to think that he must denounce nameless crimes that he may not be suspected of favoring
them T
"Personal rights and personal purity !" Lord,
Lord, how this world is given to inaccuracy ! What
is Mr. Harman after anyway T When personal rights
are invaded in the manner described in the matter
complained of, every court in the country will now
protect the invaded. What more can be done· T As
for personal purity, we fancy that if our self-
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confessed senile critic were after that alone, he would
never print the stuff he does.
We look upon this departure toward filthiness by
Mr. Harman as the case of a good man gone wrong,
and we sincerely hope that he may see the folly of
his ways. But as for defending the publication of
the rotten tales, we do not believe that E. M. and
George Macdonald will be dragooned into doing it.
They were both educated on this subject yearl!l ago
when they stood shoulder to shoulder with D. M.
Bennett. And let Mr. Harman and Dr. Knapp ponder these words of Saladin's in his introduction to
" The Confessional:" "A trusting and much suffering
public are not warranted in expecting to be supplied
by procuresses and pimps with the panacea of moral
health ;" and surely there is no use of scientific men
using the vocabulary of the abandoned wretches who
disgrace all civilization.
Then here is our almost too genial contemporary,
the Ironclad Age, falling into the same bad habit in
his anxiety to say something severe. Read :
"The New York Sun' slate laborious efforts to prove the
Rev. De Witt Talmage a humbug was a work of supererogation. The entire world so regards him. He is one of the
vile products of that hot-bed of vileness, New York city.''

Dr. Talmage is not a product of New York city.
He was born in New Jersey, whence he went West,
acquired some reputation as an acrobatic orator, was
called to Brooklyn, where he has since lived and performed. He may be a humbug, he may be vile, but
he is not a product of New York city.
We trust that hereafter our friends will make their
order of statement correspond with the order of
phenomena-that is to say, with the things that
are so.

Secularism : Which is, Liberalism.
Directly in line with the constructiv Freethought
Symposium recently printed in these columns, and
now to be obtained in pamphlet form,. is a book
received from Secular Thought offi.!le, entitled,
" Secularism : Is It Founded on Reason, and is it
Sufficient to Meet the Needs of Mankind?" The
book is a debate between the editor of the Halifax
Evening Mail and Charles Watts, reprinted from
Secular Thought.
On the platform Mr. Watts is probably the ablest
Freethought debater in this country, with the exception, of course,. of Colonel Ingersoll. This debate
also shows that in cold type he is no whit behind
himself on the rostrum. The positions assumed in
this controversy are those of the English Secularists,
Mr. Watts maintaining the sufficiency of reason as a
guide, and taking the Utilitarian philosophy as a
criterion of morality. In this he has the support of
G. J. Holyoake, the " father of Secularism," and by
his clearness of argument wins the following commendation from Colonel Ingersoll:
"MY DEAR MR. W A.TTB: I hav just read the debate between
yourself and the editor of the Halifax Ef!ening Mail, N. B.
Your statement as to what Secularism is could not be improved, and your definitions of certain terms are accurate
and lucid. I hav never read better. The editor of the Mail
does not understand you. He has not enough intelligence
to grasp your meaning. When you ask for a better guide
than Reason, he does not see that he cannot ef!en deny that
reason is the best of all guides without admitting that it ia.
Suppose he had said that the Bible is a better guide than
reason, he would hav been compelled to hav given his
reasons for the assertion, and in dqing this would hav admitted that reason had been his guide. I can hardly call
this a debate that you had with the editor of the Mail. In a
debate there ought to be arguments on both sides. All the
argument is on your side. Your antagonist refused to come
into the ring. He kept outside the ropes and even in that
place threw up the sponge."

It would be well if Freethinkers who come in argumentativ contact with Christian friends should
make themselvs familiar with the thought contained
in the Secular part of this debate, as well as the constructiv ideas advanced in our Symposium. Mr.
Holyoake, J. S. Mill, and other English writers, hav
given in their Utilitarian philosophy the clearest of
reasons why religion should not be allowed to dominate this-world affairs, and Mr. Watts has perhaps
stated the case with even greater clearness than his
teachers. This thread of utilitarianism, though differ•
ently wove, is found running through every one of the
contributions to our collection, and its fuller explanation in Mr. Watts's part of this debate will be found
of use in understanding them. We recommend his
pamphlet to all our readers, and feel sure they will
be intellectually benefited by it.
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l,tlttrs Jront Jlritnds.
DBs MoiNJ!s, IA., March 11, 1890.
MB. EDIToR: Continue the pictures, please.
Yours in the faith,
JoNATHAN BLYL.I!R.
LEBANoN, 0., Feb. 23, 1890.
MB. EDIToR : I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER sixteen years
and do not propose to hav. it stop until I stop breathing,
pictures or no pictures.
D. M. WoRLEY.
EuREKA, Wis., March 7, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Find inclosed $6, $1 of which is to be applied for publishing the pictures, and the other five tor two
years' subscription.
J. M. RouNDS.

a doctor who recommended a cure, wanted to know what
the doctor would giv him in the place of it. In the name of
common sense, what did he want in the place of it-the smallpox? Why, giv him health. In the place of Christianity,
let us hav mental and moral health.
E. H. ALLisoN.
SNOHOMISH CITY, WASH., Nov. 30, 1889.
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed find draft for one new subscriber
and my renewal. We are to hav C. B. Reynolds with us to
stir us up to the importance of organization. :Mr. Reynolds
is doing wonders in our new state for the cause of equal
rights-; He is an indefatigable worker. There is no such
word as fail with him. If we had a thousand such workers
in the field our success would be assured. I am of the opinion that we shall score a grand success when we organize on
the 29th of next January. The people are .becoming waked
up, and begin to think it is time to make some move to
counteract the movements of the enemy.
J. B. MARTIN.

when the church is completed. Is he a fraud? Or hav the
trustees proved untrue to their trust? Answer through
your paper and oblige
BIMKON NtxoN.
[President Westbrook of the Secular Union will take
pleasure in giving any information wished upon Girard's
benefactions.-ED. T. B.]
LYoNs, KAN., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.25 for subscription and the
ANNUAL, and twenty-five cents for the furtherance of the
genius of Brother Heston. "To be, or not to be," pictures,
poetry, or prose, is the question. A very, very few, accprding to Freethought principle, can hardly be expected to
govern the many, although occasionally with questions new,
original, or in striking contrast with existing customs, the
few are sometimes in the right. This burlesquing of absurdities is old. This holding up to public gaze the gross super.
stitions of a primitiv, credulous people is not entirely new
nor very old. The fate of Bruno, with a host of old-time
martyrs, is a pretty good reason why burlesque of priestly
pretensions was not tolerated. The pictures of Heston's at
least represent an idea. They portray the absurdity of a
host of antiquated riddles, and show the brain-addling tendency and rottenness of questions once thought to be too
sacred to be questioned. Giv us the pictures, that some of
the illustrations may hold up to view questions formerly
imagined to be too sacred for public inspection.
E. BUTLER.

BuTTE CITY, MoNT., Dec. 15, 1889.
MB. EDIToR: Inclosed is $5 on my account. Please send
AYER, MAss., Feb. 6, 1890.
me a few copies of "Vindication of Thomas Paine," by
Robert G. Ingersoll. Take $1 for pictures. I want pictures.
Mn. EDIToR : Please fill the inclosed order for " Crimes
Against Criminals," by Robert G. Ingersoll. I regard it as
E. N. DAUOKEL.
one of the greatest speeches ever uttered. It is prophetic of
MATTOON, ILL., Jan. 31, 1890.
a revolution. A heart that is not moved, everlastingly imMB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.75-$5 on paper, and send pressed, by this noble appeal, must be calloused to every
me three Copies of the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND ALMANAC. sense of human sympathy, must hav been the product of the
I hav tried all over the place to get subscribers and hav sent orthodox God. What a contrast between the tender justice
out all the numbers I hav ever received, and yet I fail to get of a gentle, courageous " Infidel" and the ministers eduany money.
GEo. REDF.B:RN.
cated in the Christian faith ! It seems to be the work of
Infidels to shame the Christians into respectability. The
JAsPER, ALA., Dec. 12, 1889.
BEAVBR DAM, Wis., March 10, 1890.
church
is responsible for the Infidels. And they hav been,
Mn. EDITOR: In reading a book called "Our Country," by
MB. EDIToR: Inclosed please find $5, of which use $3 for
subscription for THE TRUTH BEBKER, for I could not liv with- and are, the saviors of the world. And their names are an the Rev. Josiah Strong, D.D., I find that he says: "Modern
science as we now know it, is almost wholly the creation of
out it now; $1 for Heston's pictures, twenty-five cents for ever brightening constellation, the hope of the world.
EIJAH MYRIOK.
the nineteenth century.
. . The idea that the govern.
the ANNuAL for 1890, and the rest for the books named bement exists for the individual is modern. . . . Commerce
low.
MRs. DUNOAN MoMTLLAN.
RoswELL, N. M., March 1, 1890.
follows the missionaries." He tries to make it appear that
Mn. EDITOR : Your Cf!ll for expressions of the views of
DoRCHESTER, NEB., March 11, 1890.
Christianity has produced all we see and enjoy of civil.MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7 for three copies of the good subscribers to THE TRUTH BEEKER as to the perpetuation of ization.
old TRUTH BEEKER, one a renewal for myself, and two for cartoons in your paper, has been kept before the public for
Now, Christianity has been in the world eighteen hundred
two new subscribers, which I am glad to be able to send. sometime, and I see that you are still fl.ooded with favorable years, and had a God's word, it claims, for a text-book, and
We all want the pictures. It would be a disappointment to replies. It givs me pleasure to know that the almost uni- we had to get our knowledge outside of that book. Instead
versal verdict is, "Keep them up." I hav been a constant
hav the paper without them.
W. J. JENNINGS.
of commerce following missionaries, it is just the opposit.
subscriber and reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER for nine years,
Our government as now understood was evolved from expeand it is my opinion that Mr. Heston's work adds strength
AuGUSTA,.KAN., Feb. 4, 1890.
rience and reason, and not from Christianity. Christianity
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for one to the cause to which your paper is devoted. I would sooner
is in the way of. nearly all reforms. It supported slavery
copy of J. E. Remsburg's" Bible Morals." I hav seen a pay $5 per year for the pictures alone than miss them from
and opposes labor reforms now, and woman suffrage, etc.
copy of it, and consider it a work that one cannot well afford your pages. I would urge the issnance of a Pictorial Bible,
And history will so record it in the coming ages. Christians
by
Heston.
I
will
pay
liberally
for
a
copy
of
it.
illustrated
to be without, as there is argument in it that makes the ineven oppose free schools, free from superstition, and want
Yours for the cause,
P. F. GARRETT.
fernal, lazy, hypocritical pulpit-pounders squirm like
the book that has checked progress the first book to be
!l.ngleworms in a tin can.
PERRY C. MAHAFFEY.
J. K. DEARTH.
used in our noble system of education.
Los ANGELES, CAL., March 3, 1899.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been working for some time.to get new
FILLMORE, UTAH, Feb. 6, 290.
NEwcoMB, TENN., March 1, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : I hav waited this long in order to get one subscribers for your paper, but it is uphill business with so
MR. EDITOR : To-day I mail you a copy of the Kentucky
new subscription to send with my own. It sometimes looks many Liberals. They sit down and talk and make sport of
Democrat, which contains an account of the hanging of
to me as though there was not energy enough to bury what orthodox ideas,.but fail to realize their duty of giving subEllison Mounts, one of the murderers in the Hatfield-McCoy
is left of the Liberal element here. I managed to celebrate stantial aid to help the good cause along. But I am in hope
troubles. His deed has been spread through the newspapers
Thomas Paine's birthday with songs, speeches, and a grand to be able ere long to send you a few new subscribers, and I
as the slackest of murders. Yet Mr. Mounts claims that he
supper, followed by a dance. Everybody went home saying will keep trying till I get them. You can put me down as
is on the road to the pearly gates when he is on the gallows.
Thomas Paine was not such a bad man after all if he did as solid in favor of Heston's cartoons, for I think they are
It must be a direct route to the heavenly city, as everyone
worth as much as the inside reading of the paper. The
we claimed for him.
G&o. C. V&ILE.
that goes from the gallows claimS" he is going that way.
impressions they make on the mind are far more lasting,~
The same paper givs an account of the " sickroom expeBRISTOL, VT., Dec. 25, 1889.
especially with the young and tender-footed, than anything
MR, EDITOR: I take the liberty to reply toW. E. Brown's you can print on the inside. And I hope you will be able to rience" of one Rev. Stephen Nolan, published in the Central
letter, which appeared in THE TRUTH BEEKER of December keep Mr. Heston at work. Also please send me a catalog of Mtthodist, of Catlettsburg, Ky. Mr. Nolan said the Lord
n.nd savior visited his sickbed and that he conversed with
21st, although he appealed to you, and will S'lY that I hav in your publications.
HERMAN KRIM.
him freely. We are told in the Bible that Jesus ascended to
my possession a perpetual calendar extending from the sixheaven
there to sit in judgment at the right hand of the
CARTilAGE,
Mo.,
Feb.
8,
1890.
teenth to the twenty-third centuries inclusiv, also an arithMn. EDITOR : Here in our city for the past week the fires father. But according to Mr. Nolan he (Jesus) quit his
metic containing a rule for finding the day of the week on
which any given day of the month fell, and they both cor- of Christian ha~red hav been waxing hot, on account of the throne in order to let Nohn know how great and good a
roborate the statement that the 17th day of February, 16001 enemy bringing in a Samson to touch with a firebrand the servant that individual had proved to him. Nolan also says
com of superstition belonging to the orthodox Philistines. that Jesus told him that many of the people whom he (Nolan)
was Thursday.
S. F. HAsELTINE.
This Samson turned loose his foxes, shook the Gazaian gate- had preached to were over the river and wanted to see him.
LoNGMONT, CoL., Dec. 6, 1889.
posts of the church, and with the jawbone of eloquence pre- Such a lot of nonsense you would not expect from a sensible
MR. EDITOR : There are ten copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER sented "False Claims,'' "Sabbath Breaking," and a biogra- man. Yet he was a very noted preacher in Kentucky.
taken by members of the Longmont Secular Union. One phy of "Thomas Paine," in such a manner as to be worthy
s. P. HERRON.
subscriber is a Materialist, two are Agnostics, and seven are of the highest praise. Mr. J. E. Remsburg, who did the
BROOKLYN, N. Y., March 13, 1890.
Spiritualists. Not one of the latter is pleased to read the Samson act, delivered three lectures in the Opera House to
MR. EDITOR: Friend Heston's crucifixion this week is a
harsh fl.ings of T. Winter, wherein they are called " cranks" an audience of about seven or eight hundreil each evening.
and other pet names. That" we cease to exist by the law He has made many friends here, and will be remembered as masterpiece, and its truthfulness must strike the most skeptical.
of nature" has not yet been proved. The supreme court a brilliant orator, a deep thinker, and a man of logic.
The certainty of death is ever before us from the cradle to
has not yet " handed down its decision" on that point.
E. A. MaYAR.
Respectfully,
the
grave, and. therefrom commences the outgrowth of
Those who take delight in calling others hard names had
priestcraft. Priestcraft has ever been shaking before us its
WHEELING, W. VA., Feb. 13, 1890.
better join the church. That is where they belong.
MR. EDITOR : Though I am but _eleven years old, I wish terrific dogmas. The priests assume that man by nature is
G&o. X. YoUNG.
to giv the readers of Tm~ TRUTH BEEKER an account of our a sinner, and needs their assistance to prepare him for a
DRESDEN, 0NT., March 15, 1890.
celebration of Thomas Paine's birthday. The members of proper presentation to an offended, invisible, tyrannical,
MR. EDITOR : As regards the pictures, I, as one of the old- the Secular Union assembled, old and young, and had a fiendish, whimsical God-a God whose approach is only
est Freethinkers of this. priest-ridden town, would say con- grand time. - We little folks read essays, and the others read known to a phalanx of priests qualified through study, sanctinue them if possible. Your cartoon of the 8th inst. select pieces and made speeches, which exercises kept us tity, and prayer. I .use the word "priesthood" in i•s general
reminds me of Voltaire when viewing the picture of Jesus until after 10 o'clock. Then we hqd a grand supper. We application, for among the millions of human beings inhabithanging upon the wall of Frederick the Great. On one side also had nice music and songs. We kept it up until nearly ing the world therehavever been innumerable races of priests,·
was the pope of Rome; on the other was the picture of midnight. We all felt merry and happy while commemorat- but all assuming this peculiar sanctity-knowing just how
Louis XIV. The immortal wit expressed his surprise by ing the birth of the grandest hero that ever lived. 'fhis is much praise, how much glorification, and how much flattery
saying that be never before knew who the thieves were that the first time that his birthday was ever celebrated in Wheel. will be agreeable to this whimsical, tyrannical God.
This is a sad view for a broad-minded, honest thinker, or
accompanied Christ in his hours of suffering.
ing, W. Va. I hope it will not be the last time. Liberals
T. w. GREOE.
should ever remember the name of Thomas Paine. He did one who presumes to doubt. Hence, in this view of existmore for civil and religious liberty than any other man who ence should it be a. matter of surprise that our yearly b\lls of
F·r. PIERRE, B. D., Dec. 23, 1889.
ever lived. He worked for the liberty of mankind. He mortality exhibit such a ghastly amount of suicides? Here
Mn. EDITOR: It is some years since you hav heard from
again is something inconsistent with Christian theology, or
worked for the liberty of his race. ORLo INGERSOLL No&.
me. I am still alive, however, and still fighting ''the good
so many of the clergy thematlvs would not so readily dash
fight." I hav at different times procured subscribers for
BuTLER, P A., Feb. 22, 1890.
into the great unknown. lly law the only restriction -is one
your paper, and I hav an opportunity now, if you will send
Mn. EDITOR: A man at Renfrew, Butler county, Pa., liv- hundred dollars fine if caught at the unfinished job of suicide.
me a few sample copies. I believe a majority of the people ing under the name of M. F. Lewis, claiming to be an or- The question arises, what has become of an American citiof this community are Freethinkers, whom the advent of dained minister of the gospel of Jesus Christ, according to zen's liberties? Has he not the right when life becomes
THE TRUTH BEEKER would spur into activity.
the caliber of the hardshell Baptist, has made some repre- unbearable through sickness, disease, or sadness to abandon
We receive, occasionally, a visit from a tramp sky.pilot, sentations as follows: That Stephen Girard set apart a large it?
DAVID BRUOE.
with whom I had a set-to a few days ago. When I had amount of money for benevolent and educational purposes,
dti>en him to the wall, he came at me with that old and oft- which has been on interest and is now for distribution, and
FonT WoRTH, TEx, Feb. 21, 1890.
repeated question, " If you do a way with Christianity, what he is authorized by the trustees of the same to build a church
MR. EDITOR : I thank you for the second copy of your
will you giv us in the place of it?" This reminds me of the in this town of Renfrew. He offers to giv $100 on laying paper for April 20th. The first was received in due season,
man who had the seven-year itch, and when approached by the corner-Stone, $100 in three months, and balance ($200) but given away, or sent awa~, before I saw your response tQ

THE T...RUTH SJ:!JEK.ER, MARCH
my brief note of April 1st in reference to the Blair educational bill. You see I distribute THE TRUTH SEEKER as well
as the.Blair bilL I made a slight mistake by quoting from
your Editorial Notes March 9th. I wrote "Blair Educational Amendment," but was thinking of the bill to aid in
the establishment and temporary support of common schools,
generally called the Blair Educational bill. In that bill there
is, surely, no" religirms or sectarian scheme," and that is the
bill I meant. It was presented by Senator Blair December
4, 1889, referred to the committee on education and labor,
and reported by Mr. Blair December 18th, and is now being
considered by the Senate. It you will read that bill I think
you will agree with me in approving it and wishing it might
become a law, and it seems to me every philanthropist and
every patriot will do the same. Twenty-eight senators
expressed themselvs in favGr of it in debate, sixteen of them
from Southern states.
In regard to the amendment you refer to, or that part
which you call the chief section, I coincide with all you say,
but one little amendment will render it unobjectionable to
me, viz.: Strike out th<~ words you printed in capitals, i. e.,
"And the principles of the Christian religion." And I am
confident it will be so amended in both branches of Congress
before it passes, if it ever does. The other part of the section which you quote meets my entire and cordial approval.
Respectfully yours,
J. M. BRowN.
CRJtSOo, IA., Dec. 15, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: I noticed that one of our ablest thinkers
was recently mentioned as "Rev. Bob Ingersoll, of the
devil's church." Now, if he were in fact a pulpit-pounder
in the service of this much-maligned half of Christianity,
the devil, who, according to the rantings of sky-pilots, is the
successful competitor al!'ainst the other half, Jehovah, I am
led to believe that the colonel has wisely chosen the best of
the two lords of religion (superstition). Able as the colonel
is in Phowing up credulous and blind or willingly ignorant
believers, I think that Mr. James Bird, of Cincinnati, 0., in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 7, 1889, takes the cake in showing how very crack-brained a believer of Bible absurdities
must be. I hav not read or listened to anything in a long
time which succeeds so admirably in ridiculing religion.
Can a sensible man, woman, or child read that letier and
not become disgusted with unquestioning belief ? Can any
sane person read it carefully and still refuse to admit that
belief in the Bible does intercept progress ? The contents
of that letter prove to me conclusivly that he who depends
on the Holy Queer for knowledge is incapable of a straight
line of thought, unable to recognize known facts, and that
he prefers mental slavery to independence of mind. Reason
and the results of scientific investigation are of no value to
the person whose mind is trained to accept the errors of
past ages. I thank l'Ir. Bii'd for his brief exposition of the
most degrading scheme ever inaugurated for the purpose of
robbing humanity of money, liberty, and peace.
F. 8. DAUBEBSMITH.
BRISTOL, CoNN., March 17, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I hav delayed sending in my vote on the
picture election, as I call it, until the others had polled their
votes. I hav been amused in reading the numerous lettersover seventy-five in a single number, voting the straight
ticket by a large majority. I think I hav my man, and that
he will subscribe. lf he does not, I will pay for one year tn
any party that cannot raise the funds rather than hav the
pictures discontinued. This cry of "Don't hurt their feelings" is highly amusing. Do they care for our feelings?
Hav they not told falsehoods year after year, decade after
decade, from the pulpit and in the religious press? One
man that dare face them and tell the truth, stands higher in
my opinion than a thousand sniveling cowards that cry,
"Don't." H ridicule will cut off the right arm of superstition let Heston grind the blade, and he may call on me to
turn the grindstone. I will not complain if he does "bear
on." Toward the individual I hav no animosity, but the
plant of Christianity-it cannot be called a principle-hew it
down dig out the roots, clear the ground, sow the seeds of
comn:on sense, and let these sacred loafers that _hav lain
under the shade six days out of seven and three-quarters of
the seventh, take a hand at honest toil or pack their grip and
start for the new Jerusalem. One pious lad, speaking of
Colonel Ingersoll, said, " Why doesn't Bob go to Africa,
where there is no civilization?" In reply I asked him why
the saints did not go to heaven. That closed the argument.
When I remit I will take a book of the pictures. I _think
they are cheap.
J. E. CoY.
March 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Thank you for sample copy of your excellent paper. The picture of Boaz and Ruth is so lifelike it
must hav been taken on the spot by your highly inspired
artist. There is a great deal of truth under the outer semblance of Mr. Heston's realistic pictures. They convey to the
thinking man a great deal more than the eyes can cover.
When I look at Boaz, the old roue, and the seemingly simpleminded Ruth, I put myself as a spectator of the nauseating
scene and look forward to the birth of the said-to-be Christian ~avior and am glad to think that I did not hav old Boaz
for an anc~stor. Although I am not a subscriber to your
paper, I look forward to the time tha\ I may be; but I take
four Liberal papers, so you see I am doing my duty t? our
glorious and imperishable cause-a cause that in sp1te of
" In God we trust" is on the war-path and will: eventually
be victorious over superstition, the flesh, and the devil. The
slave of ecclesiasticism feels happy in wearing the chains of
priestcraft so long as he does not know it, but let him see
but one link of that chain and how quick the whole chain
comes into view. Our mission is to poi~t out tha~ one link,

2~,

even if it be the weakest one. To show that our cause is
growing, look at the muddle the heathen and infant·damna~
tion sect has got into. There is nothing strange in this when
we look. at the whole thing with an eye backed by common
sense. Man :n:ade their creed, and man can unmake .it. In
looking over the XXXIX Articles of religion in the Protestant Episcopal prayer-book, I find in Article XVII that the
Protestant Episcop~l church is as deep in the mire on the
predestination humbug ss the Presbyterian. According to
this article mlllions of the human race were d~mned "before the foundations of the 'world were laid." So you see
that we were damned millions of years before we were born.
What outrageous stuff this is- to' teach people in this enlightened age! It is in the book, and I do not think that
any Protestant Episcopal parson would dare to face an intelligent congregation and teach the doctrin as it is in Article
XVII. This is like a good many laws on our statute-books,
never enforced unless in a New Jersey court-witness the
trial of Reynolds for alleged blasphemy. JoHN L. MooRE.
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8TKU:BENVILT,E, 0., Dec. 8, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Once more I hav a proof that a free press in
this country is an impossibility. Under the ban of the majority an independent press cannot exist. I wrote a short
article on the school board of this place giving the use of
the school-room to the United Presbyterians for Sundayschool purposes. I said the Catholics had an equal right to
the use.of a school-room for religious purposes. I asked the
editor of a small one-cent daily to publish it, which he
promised to do, but some influence came over him and he
did not do it. Our newspapers are in such dread of the boycott of the churches that they dare not publish anything
that would offend them. And yet we boast of a free and
independent press. When the Knights nf Labor and other
organizations of labor commenced to talk about the boycott,
what a wail went up from the churches and the independent
press! It was conspiracy, it was un-American, it was all
wrong and must be stopped, and actions for conspiracy were
actually entered on against parties supposed to be engaged
in the boycott. Now it is the church's great weapon to put
down any person or paper that dare cat! into question any of
their methods. Why is it that the people are so ap<Lthetic
w.hen their liberties are being gradually abridged by the
cunning action of the church, by the aid of politicians who,
to get into office, are ready to do the bidding of uny church
or churchman who can, by his infh,1ence over the members
of his church and the use of the boycott, make or mar the
prospects of the politician, no matter how his election would
affect the interest of the nation?
I am amused at the valiant style in which Mr. J. H. Burnham attacks the action of the Philadelphia congress of the
Secular Union for trying to concentrate their forces on one
or two objects, viz., taxation of church property sud a
thorough separation of church and state. There is an old
motto that I always believed in, Do one thing at a time and
do it welL I would ask, What has been gained by the Secular Union by the scattering fire they hav been engaged in
the last twelve years? · A few scattering societies formed in a
few small towns or villages, only to die out for want of
unity, and nothing done. Now, if we can agree to drop our
idiosyncrasies and unite all that believe in taxing church
property and in an entire separation of church and state,
both in and out of the churches, I believe there are millions
that would work willingly in that army to break down these
breastworks of the enemy. I cannot see, with Mr. Burnham, that our honored dead, D. M. Bennett and others,
would hav any objection to our using all the forces we could
muster for such a purpose, even if it was made up of Universalists, or any other ists. I do not know if Mr. Burnham
ever raised his voice against Spiritualists working with the
Secular Union for these objects. But, as he says, Secularism means human help and not divine. I for one are willing to receive it from all sources.
J. DoWNEs.
ITHAOA, NBB., Dec. 25, 1889.
BROTHER PEOK: I am not a Spiritualist, but wish to make
a few suggestions to you in reference to your ''Address to any
Spiritualist." You assert that you do not know whether Spiritualism is founded in truth or error, and that you desire to ha v
the Spiritual philosophy true. Why then should you oppose
it, seeing that you admit that you do not know whether it is
true or not, and desire it to be true? Spiritualism does not
indorse the Bible, and opposes nearly all old. fashioned theology, and is generally foremost in all reforms. If it is more
desirable to believe and in that belief there is more happiness, why not let it alone? If death ends all, as your philosophy indicates, and there is nothing gained in proving it,
why prove it at all, eRpecially as long as there is any doubt?
I am sure that it is not a desirable doctrin for anyone. On
every question you hav ever written except this one, I think
you are one of our VHY best writers, and in the answers to
the questions asked in the last ANNUAL" Symposium" I think
your answers were better than any, especially to the last
question. On that you were far .ahead of them all" Is it
certain that infants, idiots, and lunatics hav no mind? Can
you tell just what the mind is? If the matter of the body is
indestructible and the thoughts of the mind are indestructible, may not the mind that thinks also be indestructible?
Can you prove that anything in the universe is ever utterly
destroyed ? I ha v heard of a different experience from
yours, especially one case of suspended .animation, where
the<person was about to be buried, and already prepsred by
shroud, etc., and he afterward came to and stated that he
was conscious all the tiine, and his great dread of being
buried alive was why he made all his efforts to move and
finally succeeded. There are many things that we cannot
understand at present. I hav had some experience. For
instance, I hav dreamed of places such as I had never seen
when awake, and afterward in traveling came across just

the places that I had dreamed of. Now, will you tell me
how I got that impression on my mind? Was my mind
absent from my body, or did some outside po'wer make the
impression? One more. One night I dreamed of a funeral,
saw a black coffin, and waked up in trouble. The next day
I heard of the death of my brother. I had not even heard
of his sickness before. Can you explain it? I hav talked
with others that had a similar experience.· You hav probably
investigated Spiritualism. I hav not had chance to investigate all that I desire. You h(lV read, probably, of Horace
Greeley's experience, published many years ago-how he
asked questions that at the time he ·did not know himself,
and got correct answers. Can you tell how he got them, as
he wrote the questions, and, I believe, kept· possession of
them until they were answered? But I am willing and anxious to let the question of future life and salvation alone.
Let it work itself out. What I am more interested in is
present salvation; and I am glad thM you take right grounds
on that. If all Liberals would agree on that with you and
me, we at least could accomplish something, but it seems
that all cannot agree on that even. As to the future I know
nothing. I would like to hav Spiritualism proved true. I
hope it may be some time. Let us work for the present; try
and save our country from political despotism; make it possible for all to liv the present life, and not hav a few millionaires and hundreds of thousands of beggars. JoHN BRYAN.
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MAKANDA, ILL., Dec. 22, E.M. 289.
MR. EDITOR : In this aection of our country there is so
much freedom of thought and action, and the tyrannical
church influences that are so manifest, annoying, and threatening, in some parts of om country, are felt so slightly, that
it is difficult to convince anyone that there is any real
danger threatening our liberty and rights from church encroachments. There used to be revivals here, but for the
last year or two we hav been mercifully preserved from
them. A large percentage of the early settlers here were
from the Southern states, and from the middle and poorer
classes whom slavery had deprived of the advantages of a
common school education. This blessing, however, is
amply conferred on their children by the excellent school
system of this state. Many of the people think it best to hav
some kind of a religious cloak, but in this mild climate it is
not deemed · necessary to ha v it of very heavy material.
Most of the people who care at all for any church, I think,
lean toward the Baptist persuasion. With them baptism
means immersion, or " dipping," as it is called. The practice seems to be "playing out." But it used to be customary for the preachers, when they had secured a few converts,
to appoint the time and place for their immersion. The
time was Sunday, and the place near some accessible pool
on some of the small streams, or "branches," as they are
called here. These pools are generally three or four feet
deep, not including the mud in the bottom. Multitudes
used to assemble on these occasions to witness the performance, which they called a" baptizin'," and generally so much
of the ludicrous occurred in connection with them that for
fun and real enjoyment they were considered nearly equal
to the circus. At the last "baptizin'" that occurred in this
neighborhood the minister, who had too great an accumulation of adipose deposit to be very agil, or make a successful
acrobat, had just led a lady into the water, and when about
to consumma1e the holy ordinance, he realized that, like the
wicked, he " stood on slippery places." which so " betrayed
his feet" that it was with great difficulty he saved himself
from complete submersion, and going to the bottom keel
uppermost. Like th <> angel at that other pool, long ·ago, he
succeeded in" troubling the waters," but especially the mud.
The lady, in the mean time, being disgusted with the holy
man's.aquatic gymnastics, abandoned the project, and re.
tired, all dripping and unbaptized, from the water, amid the
ill-concealed mirth of the ungodly bystanders.
In conversation recently with a rather intelligent minister,
we agreed that a very large per cent <f the revival converts
are ignorant, selfish, and insincere, and I think I convinced
him that all the phenomena connected with the experience of
both the honest and dishonest converts could be readily accounted for on natural principles, and that they had no supernatural element. But of that I will not write at present. I
wish to givan example or tl'io in illustration of the character
of some of the revival converts, they being actual facts.
Some time ago, at one of these'' baptizin's," it rained heavily,
and a young man who had not been fully decided on the
matter said he believed he would get dipped then and there,
for he had not a dry stitch on him, and he did not " care a
damn for the wetting." Another illustration of the character of a class of young 1r1ethodist revival converts, or con.
victs, is given in actual facts which occurred at New Bedford, Pa., three years ago. The minister so persistently and
fiercely denounced the moralists, i.e., the really conscientious,
upright, decent outsiders, dooming them to the hottest
place in hell, that they ceased to attend or giv aid or comfort
to him. But quite a nnmbar of the more vicious class of
boys thought, in view of their deserts, that if they could
escape hel! so easily, they had better get religion and join
the church. One of these converts, who got his wealth
largely by trapping skunks, said to one of his unconverted
chums: "Why don't you get religion and join the church?
Then you would escape hell. And I hav had the darnedest
luck since I joined that ever I had in my life. I cau~rht four
skunks, and they were every one black!" His chum said,
if that was the way it worked, he would join. So that night
he went forward for prayers, and was " hopefully converted
to ()hrist." The next day he bought traps and set them, and
waited for the Lord to drive the animals into them, but said
Lord seemed to be otherwise engaged; and when he waited
and caught nothing be said he was sorry he had got religion
-there was nothing in it, for he had not caught a darned
polecat since his conv4irsion I
W. W. WALKER.
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of distinguishing right and wrong, and when
highly developed givs a queer and unmistakable feeling of the mind at what ill wrong, and
lldit«l bf MISs SUUN H. WIXoN, Fall is given to teach moral truths.
This is now regarding morality singly.
BiNr, Al(f88., to coiiom all Oommumcationsfor
Before you resolve upon an action, let your
this OOfflW shoUld ~ sent.
first questions always be, "Is this action
right?" "Would I wish anyone to do the
" Between the dark and the dayligM,
same to me?" In this way, it is needless to
When the night is beginning to lower,
say, you will hav a guide amply su:fflci~nt for
Oomes a. pause in the dsy'B occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
your conduct in all your affairs. Cultivate
the habit of deciding upon the moral character of au action before you perform it.
Don't Fret, but Smile.
There is such a fact as immorality of
It isn't worth while to fret, dear.
thoughts, and as illustrativ of this, I will
To walk as behind a hearse.
relate a portion of a story that particularly
No matter how vexing things may be
They easily might be worse;
relates to the immorality of the act and
And the time you spend complaining
thought of a brother.
And groaning about the load,
There was once a very wealthy man who
Better be given to going on,
had no children but an adopted daughter,
And pressing along the road.
whom he loved and regarded as his own.
I've trodden the hill my~ elf, dear.
His nearest relativ was a poor brother who
'Tis the tripping tongue can preach,
But though silence is sometimes golden, child, had formerly treated him very disrespectfully.
As oft there is grace in speech,
When the wealthy brother died two wills
And I see, from mv higher level,
were found, one of an early date in favor of
•Tis less the path than the pace
his brother as rightful and only heir, and the
That wearies the back and dims the eye,
And writes the lines on the face.
one of a later date, and consequently the
legal one, in favor of the daughter.
There are vexing cares enough, dear;
And to spare, when all is told;
The brother then determined to destroy the
And love must mourn its lossu,
latest will, and so make himself heir to all of
And the cheek's soft bloom grow old;
the estate. He finally succeeded in discover.
But the !Pell of the craven spirit
Turns blessing into curse,
ing it, and was so bent upon its destroyal that
While the bold heart meets the trouble
by some mistake he destroyed the one in favor
That easily might be worse.
of himself. The story is not so briefly told,
So smile at each disaster
but I simply desired to relate that part which
That will presently Pass away,
shows the immorality of the acts and thoughts
And believe a bright to-morrow
of the disinherited brother.
Will follow the dark to-day.
There's nothing gained by fretting,
Was he not immoral in his former acts to
Gather Your strength anew,
his brother, and was he not immoral in his
And step by step go onward, dear,
deeds and thoughts concerning the will?
Let the skies be gray or blue.
Would he not hav been loved, remembered,
-MargarerE. Sangster.
and esteemed by his brother if he had only
taken morality as a guide for his conduct in
Announcement of Prizes.
the affairs with his brother?
Responsiv to our offer in the Corner last
It is obvious that there is nothing to be
October, we hav received but two essays upon attained by being immoral, as you may note
morality that will do to print. Both of these in the above case. We are immoral when we
are creditable to the authors. Nor has the are doing contrary to our conscience, and it
competition been large in the other essays or is certainly not conduciv to our happiness
stories called for.
and prosperity. Why does an immoral perUnder the circumstances we think it proper son seek to hide his guilt ? Simply because
to change somewhat the order of award of his conscience informs him of the fact that
prizes as at first proposed.
he bas committed a wrong, and he commits
Therefore, we award to Leonora Stockinger a double wrong who conceals it.
the sum of $3 for first prize essay on moralNature blends and harmonizes all her works
ity. Her essay is printed in this number.
into
perfect excellence, because she does her
To J. Harold Ward is awarded a second
prize of $2. This essay will be printed in own natural work; and they who perform all
their natural work will blend and harmonize
our next number.
all
their elementary impulses in a life of true
Walter W. Clark takes a prize of $3 for
scientific essay on "The Sun." And to Mary moral excellence. Although there may be
V. Foster is awarded $2 for her spirited re- darkness and despair on each side, they will
nevertheless see the way of duty open before
ply to James and Jacob Foster.
All the essays will be printed in due time. them, and made luminous by the torch of
right.
En. C. C.
If a person is not under the controling in.
Jluence of morality, he really cannot be a
What Is Morality 1
morally upright man. He has no right aim
What is morality? Is it sufficient as a by which to work, and consequently exists
guide for conduct in human affairs?
in doub41.
Morality, as defined by Webster, is, "the
A morally good person is one whose disquality of an intention, a character, an action, positions and affections are such as tend of
a principle, or a sentiment, when tried by the themselvs to promote the good or happiness
standard of right; or the quality of an action of humanity. We cannot attribute goodness
which renders it good."
to a man merely because his outward acts
It is a muck varied subject, involving hav this tendency; as the worst of men may
many principles that demand minute consid- act in this way, but with intentions other
eration.
than good. When one has the right conAlso the following definition has often been ception of morality, then he has a good regapplied to the subject, that " morality is liv- ulator to his many actions.
ing up to your highest conception of right."
His morality is chiefly exhibited in his
This has often been considered correct by dealings and conversation with his fellowmany; however, it may be overthrown, and men.
proved to be, in some cases, incorrect. For
There was a time when among civilized
instance, the Hindoo women throw their and uncivilized nations there was all utter
children into the Ganges river; also the lack of morality ; they were all ungenerous
widows, if prevented from burning them- and unfair in the conduct of their affairs
selva with their husbands' corpses, sometimes with each other.
feel the pangs of remorse, and lead a life of
In our time, I am happy to say, these inmisery and self-humiliation.
stances are rare. On the average we know
Now, do they not act according to their better than the Bechwan.a, who, being asked
perception of right? What one person con- what it meant to "be good," was much puzceives to be the right, another conceives to zled, but finally answered, " To be good, it
be absolutely the wrong.
is to possess a wife and cows, and steal one's
If one would conceive it to be right to mur- neighbor's wife and cows;" on the average,
der, plunder, or burn, and would follow out we hav a better perception of good than the
his convictions, he would be moral according Pawnee who said, "He is a good man who
to his own perception of right.
is a hunter, sly, crafty as a fox, daring and
The deficiency of the definition is now ob- strong as a wolf." Here the question natvious, although it may hold applicable in urally arises, Is there such a fact as moral
many cases, but in some, where one is not progress ?
It is a positiv fact, but is far from being
strong enough to resist temptation, law must
be the guide. Morality has in view the pre. always evident. Its course does not run invention of human misery, and the promotion cessantly onward in a straight line, and at
of human happiness. Happiness is the ut- uniform speed, but it proceeds by irregular
most pleasure, and misery is the utmost pain, motions, and sometimes by broken or curved
and they are both synonymous terms, as are lines. It is a fallacy that good morals can
also good and evil, or right and wrong.
grow and originate from ignorance, brutalConscience is the name we giv the faculty ity, or want. They rather cause recklessness.

A good person who begins early in life with
good moral principles, will be admired and
respected by all, and will win success
throughout this life, while on the other hand,
if he had an absence of moral principles, he
would not be respected, and would become
reckless, while his life would not be worth
living.
How could Penn, the founder and father of
Pennsylvania, hav succeeded, had he not
used morality as the guide to his conduct in
his affairs? He kindly wrote to the Indians
warmly assuring them of his disposition
to treat them with kindness, and as brethren, and to deal with them justly, entreating them also to treat his people in the same
kind and respectful manner.
It is stated that he had not been here
long before he made an effort to bring together the numerous and various Indian
tribes to form a treaty of peace and friendship.
They accordingly met at the city of Philadelphia and made a treaty, which, unlike
many other Indian treaties, "was never
broken." It is also stated that not a drop of
Quaker blood was ever shed by an Indian.
Had Penn been deficient in morality, what
would hav been his success? And consider
for a moment how he would ha v been repaid I
They would hav inflicted great punishment
upon him, by some revengeful means.
As punishment is the consequence of certain
actions, every individual is made to taste it
in some way ; it is one of the occurrences of
every-day life, consequently we will not commit a bad action if we ha v the fact of the connection of punishment constantly in view.
Again, taking morality in a nation, we find
law as its foundation.
All citizens are required to abide by the
rules of authority. Their promises are to be
fulfilled according to prescribed forms, etc.
The principle in law represents that if
theft and murder, and the many other crimes
that occur, were allowed to go unpunished,
neither life nor property would long"r be
safe. Nations would be in continual warfare,
society would soon end, and industry would
perish.
Our lives are full of conflicting demands,
and there must be special rules to guide them.
What substitute, then, can we find better
than law? If we cast our glance over the
history of the world, we can scarcely discover
any rules of morality, and, above all, the
wrong perception of right was had by the
majority.
Revert for a moment to tlle centuries back,
where there was scarcely any law. What a
wrong perception of morality the people had!
Had they had strict moral laws enforced it is
unmistakably evident that this would not
hav been the case. Law compels many to be
moral who otherwise would perhaps be immoral, and consequently morality eventually
becomes a habit with them. If morality is a
sufficient guide to the conduct of humanity,
why need we, then, the numerous laws, the
law enforcers, prisons, and jails? The child
first dreads the punishment it receives by its
parents; then, as it attains manhood, it
dreads the law. So it is with all human
beings. They are all placed under law,
accompanied by punishment. Their bad
actions are forbidden, and they are subjected
to some .very painful infliction, the severity of
which is increased as the bad actions· are
increased, and thus law cauaes morality to
become customary, by imbedding it in the
minds of the people.
A code of good moral laws are those that
establish equality of right to all human
beings. They are laws that are honest, and
not partial to wealth, rank, or title, but regard
each individual alike.
Another requisit to morality is truth. And
truth is deep and must be searched.
In the depth of the sea rests the pearl, the
precious,
In the musselinclosed !!.nd only the diver enriches.
Just so swims the truth, not upon outer waves,
But in hiilden depth we must seek her always.
Only the searching hand that truth abides,
And holds it aloft o'er the waves and tides.
Brings she mankind to us in the duties of life,
Where, with unending value, always ends strife.
Vl!1'sailles, Ind.
LEoNORA. BTOOKINGER.
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Price,
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Solid SilYer Spoons-Free.
The firm who make the above offer in
another part of our paper are perfectly relia
ble and the premium box which they send
out contains not only all the Sweet Home
Soap and fine Toilet Soaps and the list of
miscellaneous articles contained in the adver
tisment but also a ~et of Solid Silver Spoons
Subscribers who write to them are perfectly
safe in sending $6 with the order, and this
is the quickest and best way (on account of
the extra present that is given for cash) to
p:et goods from Messrs. J. D. Larkin & Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., who certainly exhibit an en
terprise and liberality in their desire to intro
duce their soaps which is almost unheard,
of.-.tl&vertiament.
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By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,
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HORACE SEAVER.
COMPILED BY

L. K. W.ASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest a.nd
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver durinK the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, a.nd contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtoator. Every Liberal shonld ha.v this book
·in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

LOOKING BACKWARD
By Edward Hellam~,
Author of "Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
It Is a thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll who a.re
free to receive new lill'ht will find in it sa.tisfa.otion
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
The &pJ.lea.l Is always made to a. man's reason,
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fishness.-[Boston Post•.
A su~gestion of a really pra.otioa.ble and fea.si.
ble soo1a.l state grea.tl;v in advance of the present.
The romantic na.rrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual PQBBibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
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Inspired Scriptures.
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enjoying yol,lrself in. this. world if by so doing and 4uman . destiny, which prompted the
you Jollie the next? I do not think anything troubled patriarch of old to ask that .momenWe hear a great deal nowadays about sci- of this world. All the use I make of it 'is to tous question for which the cycles of centuence and geology. Science, as I understand lay pipes for_ the next and eternal life. · )Vhen rie!l--ilav given no answer," If -a man die shall Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology
it, is about everything but the soul, and I get to heaven, I am ·_going to spend the first lie liv again?" But one thing we do know,
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tors, a good many degrees removed, we,.e over the battlfments of the celestial city and
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure.
monkeys; that a moner could feed without a watching the Infidels and unbelievers slowly
It was the wish of my dear husband that
mouth, walk without feet, and reproduce burn and bake while I gently chant, " How I write to the Editor of THB TRUTH BEB.KER,
By W. R. GREG.
itself by .simply falling apart. Now, I do not good God is. His ways are beyond all un- for he was an honest Freethinker and I must
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know anything at all about science, but I derstanding, but his mercy endureth forever." do my duty and fulfill all his wishes. It is
know that cannot be true, because it does The fourth million years-but never mind rather late, for he died Nov. 19, 1889. Dunnot tally with what ~loses says in Genesis. them just now. It is fatiguing to the mind can McMillan was born near Lochaber T,ake,
See? I never heard of a pup that was not to look so far ahead, and besides that I hav in Nova Scotia, of Scotch parentage, Oct. 10, SPIRITUA.LISll OR CHRISTIA.NITn
preceded by a dog. That is an incontrover- beaten Bellamy all hollow. Pagan Bob's pet 1816. He was married in Nova Scotia in
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tible law of nature. Pups are not in the argument on the doctrin of the vicarious 1839, to Miss Mary McMillan, of that place.
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habit of growing around lor,se on trees like atonement is this: "If I rob Mr. Smith and He removed to this county in 1845, settling in
apples or peaches. Science says that matter God forgivs me, how does that help Smith?" Calamus, where he resided till a few years
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is indestructible and has always existed. Now, suppose we look at that in another ago, when he remnved to this city. His first
Now, if matter always existed it was not way. If all those whom Mr. Smith has loved wife died Sept. 8, 1872. Married the second
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course God created matter, and that fact sing what does it matter if they yell? If I Miss Maggie Hernig, of Beaver Dam, who is Holy ScripturesTr~at ofNatuml Phenomenn Only.
proves that the Bible is a thoroughly true had even the faintest fear that· when the left to mourn a kind husband. A better one
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book. And even if matter is eternal, every- returns came in I would be " elected" to never lived. When he was taken sick he
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body but scientists knows that it could not be spend my eternity with Satan and his angels told me that he should never get well again.
moved around the way it is unless there was I would want to hav hell abolished. But I He was cheerful all the time, and told me that
somebody behind it to shove it. And that is know that by believing all the church dogmas he did not wish to hav any prayers at· his
certain proof that God exists. Bob Ingersoll I am perfectly safe, and so I do not even funeral. When he was so weak that he could
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·a the only ology I believe in, and that puts they ought to suffer hereafter, so as to keep humanity. He was an independent thinker,
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heathen myth, believing that in all the shina thing until he saw it? Although I hate wicked natures will come to the surface. ing universe there was no room for such a IndividnaJ. traits indicated by the temperaments
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Infidels, I cannot help feeling the least little Everybody knows what fearful scenes were black spot. His liberality, courage, calmbit sorry for Bob. They say he is a good enacted at the death. beds of Tom Paine and ness, and fortitude let us endeavor to emu- 260 woodcuts. 8\·o, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather,
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man, in some ways, even though he is to- Voltaire. They hav been certified to by mill- late. Although my dear husband is now at
tally depraved and at enmity with God. ions of people who were not born until rest, his words I can still hear, urging
My creed says that everybody, bie and little,
after Paine and Voltaire had gone to me on to deeds of right and usefulness.
are thoroughly depraved and corrupt in all years
their graves. All Infidels recant on their
To him death had no terror, but came as a
His Character and Doctrines.
their parts, and fit only for instant and eter- death-beds and die blaspheming unbelievers soothing;
friend to release him from the toils
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nal damnation. But that must be a mistake besides. I do not quite understand how this and sufferings
of humanity. In the sere and
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of the printers. Only people who do not can be, but the church says so, and it is not yellow leaf of his
life he passed to " that unbelieve in my religion will be damned. But for
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lievers are not permitted in heaven. The thing as limitless as eternity, and that is my me more resigned to death." These were his
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company there is very select, and none but credulity. Yes, glory be to God, I am on further words : " So to you, my dear wife
those after God's own heart can wear halos the safe side. By believing I receive heaven bereaved, I can only say, all is well." My
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Joshua Davidson:

iOR HER DAILY BREAD.

SPECIAL SALE

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

These notice8 are f(/}• the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'Visiting the places where these socie.
tfes are located. Local Secular Unions and
/1reethought Societies. metting regularly can
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertised here free btl {(/}'.
warding th6 necesswry information.

The Ifi anbattan Libm·al Club, N. ¥.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Germ~~on Masonic Temple, 220 East ·5th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Brookl)n Pltllosophlcal Associa·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at a P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
leotnres.
·

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everybodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal

I~eague 2~7

meeta every Sunday in Indn2trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social Questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seekerpnblications always on handatcheap rates.

Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from Ootober to June) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY SundaY evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroa.d
are weloome.

The Secular Society o:f Kent, 0.,
Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.m., at the town ball. All friends of hnman
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

The ltlinneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J -F.MACO'MBEB.Pres.; LEBOY BEBBmR, Sec.

Elizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discnssitm on all Liberalsnbjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEB and Invest£.
R. G.l:lmTH, Cor. Sec.
gator are solicited.

The Walla Walla l.ib•ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (FraternitY Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invi ted.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf
2x1~

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBACH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 CtS.
The trnth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moral.-E:ttract.
Address THE TBUTII BEEKEB Oo.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
UBl!l THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to ma.ke them lively and interesting, THE LIBERAL HYMN·Boo:a: contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hi&!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Undenvood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
IIi cents,
AddreBII T.HE TBl!Tll SUXBB Oo. .

l:tlilli---·~

Is a regularly educated

and legally qualified Phy•

sicinn, and the most sue·
cessrut in his specialty as

bis practice wm prove.
Send 10 cts. for his "Pri·

'Vnte Counselor," n book
fot" V"oung and middlenged
meU, suffering from that
Life. Wasting Weakness

as the result of youthful
follies, indel!lcretions and
excesses. It sets forth an

:~~~~Nr~pb~c;~i.on.Ti;~

~t~0;o~~.~~~~~~~fl ~~nlf~
the hands of those amict·

ed.
AN
HONEST STAT~MENT.
"Slmi1nr advertisements
from uurclinble practiti·
oners bave been frequent·
Jy assailed and exposed by
the press, but Dr. FELLOWS stands for;m~st in his profes·
sion, and i~nfe t~s~."- The liational Vietv.

Address,----

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND, N.J.
And say where yon saw this advertisement.

Dr. B. p, Fellow& is an outs~oken Infinel and
very successful physician. He is worthY of an
extensiv patronage.--Tlle LaJeral,
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CODS AND RELBCIONS WORLD'S SA.GES, THINKERS,
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
Tim pope announces that he is willing to Vol. I. Givs a Fnll Account of all the Gods, including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
act as mediator in a European disarmament.
Jesus Ohrist, Virllin Mary, and the Bible.
Though it has been against the constant op.
Bvo, 835P)?. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
the Rehgious Systems of the World.
position of the papacy that the civilization
8vo,957pp. Olotb,$3pervol.; t1:te
which has perhaps rendered universal peace
ll vols., $5; leather, $7; mopossible, has. advanced, the pope by such
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
tricks will now gain with his dupes the credit
BY D. M. BENNETT.
or being the real pacificator.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
BISMAROK has resigned
the chancellorship of the
German empire.

I

AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innov&tors, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, eto. {who wore not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. 8vo, 1,075pp., oloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.

ITALY has appropriated
$300.000 for the new
smokeless powder.
PoPK LKo has . celebrated the twelfth anniversary of his coronation.
T H K striking coalminers in England hav
received an advance and
resumed work.
AT Florence, Italy,
monuments to Garibaldi
· and Victor Emanuel will
be inaugurated soon.
AN immense meteorite
covering an ei~hty-acre
tract has been discovered
in Kiowa county, Kan.
CENSUS SUPKRINTKNDKNT PoRTER already has
500 clerks engaged on the
preliminary w o r k a t
Washington.
IT is charged that the
papal nuncio to France
has been intriguing to
bring about a crisis in the
French cabinet.
HALF a dozen army
chaplains are soon to be
appointed by the president, and the sects are
already . disputing over
their denomination.

ftms of

~bought.

UTILITY teaches that the general happiness
is to be the aim of the individual. The
criterion of an action of A. B. is not whether
A. B. thereby secures or increases his own
happiness, but whether the tendency of the
action is beneficial or detrimental to society.
If A. B. secures his own bappiness by a
course which injures others, or which,
if generally pursued,
would be prejudicial
to the interests of the
community, he is at
once condemned by the
principles of utility,
even 11Ithough he may
hav thereby increased
his own individual happiness. :Mr. J. S. Mill
justly remarks that the
standard of utilitarianism
" is not the agent's own
individual happiness, but
the greatest amount of
happiness
altogether;
and if it may possibly be
doubted whether a noble
chara!lter is always the
happier for his nobleness,
there can be no doubt
that it makes other people happier, and that the
world in general is the
gainer by it." It is one
of the merits of utilitarianism that it cultivates
the social ~eelings and
tends to bind men into a
brotherhood, wherein the
good of all is the aim of
each.-Mrs. A. Besant's
True Basis of Morality.
ALL is bad or good as
it affects the well-being
of society, or, let us call
it, humanity. There can
be no intrinsic evil, no
positiv sin, where there
is no community to be
harmed by your acts.Mn .E. Lynn Linton.

-------AN English railway
OF late, the deathcompany has voluntarily
beds of believers ha v
DAVID
A.SSISTETH
SA.UL
TO
GEr
RID
OF
THE
EVIL
SPIRIT.
increased its pay roll
been less peaceful than
£9,000, saying that the
those of unbelievers.
it
came
to
pass,
when
the
evil
spirit
from
God
was
upon
Saul,
that
David
took
a
harp,
and
played
with
And
increased traffic justified
Terrible doubts hav inhis
hand:
So
Saul
was
refreshed,
and
was
well,
and
the
evil
spirit
departed
from
him.-1
Sam.
xvi,
23.
giving higher wages.
truded themselvs.
Orthodoxy is bound to beBrsHoP FINK, of Leavlieve that Voltaire and
enworth, Kan., has been
Paine, and other so-called Infidels, died miswaited on by a committee of the Farmers'
erable deaths, and still goes on asserting it
Alliance who promis to remove the regulathough there is not a particle of proof.
tions of that body that are objectionable to
But it would not be difficult, were the truth
Catholics, on which condition he will withabundant, to match the:e cases with a score
draw his condemnation of the order.
to one of the unhappy deaths of orthodox
THR constitution a'Lout to be submitted to
Christians of the most saintly characters.tbe people of Brazil is modeled after that flf
Ghadwick.
the United States.
QuKsTioN. What do you consider is the
BISHOP O'FARRKLL, of the Trenton, N.J.,
strongest argument in favor of the inspirat;on
diocese, recommends that American flags be
of the scriptures? Answer. The dying words
displayed over all parochial schools.
of Christians. Q. What do you consider the
strongest argument against the truth of InfiIN the Connellsville coke region of Pennsyl. delity? A. The dying words of Infidels.
vania the Knights of Labor will supplant the
You know how terrible were the death-bed
employers' stores, which plunder the workers,
scenes of Hume, Voltaire, Paine, and Hobbes,
with cooperativ stores.
-ANDas described by hundreds of persons who
AT Reading, Pa., a terrific conflict is going
were not present; while all Christians ha v
on between several bishops, among the
died with the utmost serenity, and with their
charges bandied being" unchristian conduct,
last words hav testified to the sustainin_g
evil speaking, slander, and fal2ehood."
power of faith in the goodness of God. CJ.
What were the last words of Jesus Christ?
PoRTUGAL is boycotting English goods.
A. "My God, my God, why hast thou forBrazil, which was colonized largely by the
sa!ten me ?"-Ingersoll's Talmagian CatePortuguese, is in sympathy transferring its
chism.
trade from England to the United States.
IF I owe a person money and cannot pay
CE. M. 290.)
To the invitation of the German emperor
him, and he threatens to put me in prison,
to send a representativ to the International
another person can take the debt upon himLabor Conference, the pope replied that he
+illiTE)+ ILLU$T~ltTI Oil$.+
self and pay it for me; but if I hav comshould not unless his delegate was allowed
mitted a crime, every circumstance of the
precedence over all others.
CONTENTS"
case is changed. Moral justice cannot take
the innocent for the guilty, even if the innoRKTURNs of the late elections in Germany :
PAGEa
cent would offer itself. To suppose justice
Catholics, 1,420,41i8 votes; 8ocialists, 1,341,Calendar for r8go,
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, to do this is to destroy the principle of its ex587; Radicals, 1,279,301; National Liberals,
Freethought in the United States,r88g, 17
The Priest,
istence, which is the thing itself; it is then
1,169,112; Conservative, 919,646; ImperialThe Supernatural World,
no longer justice ; it is indiscriminate re"D
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
ists, 457,936; Poles, 245,852.
The Reformation,
venge.-Paine.
Remsburg,
Future~ Terrors,
HUXLKY, it is sad to learn, seems to be failThe Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
IF I owe Mr. Smith $10, and God forgive
ing, as he writes to the Social Union that he
The Inventions of Science and the
T. B. Wakeman,
26
me, how does t.hat help Smith ?-Ingersoll.
can no longer attend its meetings with comInventions of Christianity. IllusMostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
fort, owing to deafness and a liability to betrated,
INsTILLING opinions witheut the evidence,
(Saladin),
36
come fatigued and voiceless by talking.
Freethought Journals in the United
and at an age when the parties into whom
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
44
the opinions are instilled are incapable of unStates,
THK Master Laundrymen's Association of
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
derstanding the evidence, is a practice which
New York purposes boycotting and otherwise
In Search of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
4t
necessarily engenders habits of complicated
persecuting Chinese laundrymen till they
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pentemisconduct toward evidence. It engenders
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
leave the country, and the Chinese consul
cost,
the habit of neglecting evidence and the holdTragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
has requested the police superintendent's aid
ing of opinions without regard to their eviin resistance.
Gardener,
45
dence-a habit which is the foundation of all
IN the new German parliament the Conservintellectual and moral depravity.- Westminster Review.
ative can make way against the Radicals
and Socialists only by cooperating with the
THK latter part of a wiF.e man's life is taken
Catholics, but these latter ask so much as
NEW YORK:
their reward and share of the spoil that the
up in curing the follies, prejudices, and false
bargain may not be made.
opinions he had contracted in the former.-
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IN Italy the latest anti-Catholic legislativ
move that is calling forth the outcries of the
priests and their followers, is a bill now before the Chamber to giv the education of the
young princes into the care of the king and a
council of state. It is aimed at the princesses
of. the house of Savoy, .who hav always
favored Catholicism, but will now be bred in '
Radical thought.

Swij't.

IT is an old remark that, as men are, such
they paint their gods ; and as in themselvs the
paqsionate, or demoniac nature, long preponderated, so the gods they worshiped were
demons like themselvs, jealous, capricious,
exacting, revengeful-the figures which fill
the old mythologies and appear partly in the
Old Testament.-F'roude.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH-HOW THE

COMMON

PEOPLE

LIVED WHEN

THE

CHURCH

RULEb.

The hous~s of the peasantry were constructed of stones put together without mortar; the,roofs were of turf, a stiffened bull's-hide served for a door. The food consisted o
co~rse vegetable products, such as peas, and even the bark of trees. In some places they were unacquainled with bread. Cabins of reeds, plastered with mud, houses of wattled stakes
chimneyless peat tires from which there was scarcely an escape for the smoke, dens of physical and moral pollution swarming with vermin, wisps of straw twi~ted around the limbs td
keep off the cold, the ague-stricken peasant with no help but shrine-cure !-Britain in 1430, d:scribed by Allneas Sylvius, afterward Pope Pius II.: Drape'!'' a Conflict, p ,265.

JJlolts and flippings.
DR. RANKIN, a surgeon at Muncy, is said
to be using hypnotism successfully as a substitute for chloroform in his practice.
THE state board of health publishes a bulletin for February showing that the number
of deaths in New York state during the
month was one thousand in excess of the
average for February for the past five years.
The explanation of this excessiv mortality is
laid at the door of the grip.
ANDREW CARNKGIE 1 who is extremely generous of late, has given unconditionally to
the execut.iv council of the Authors' Club of
this city $10,000, to be used for the encouragement of literature. The Authors'
Club will hold a meeting on Thursday evening
to take action in the matter.
THE Wisconsin supreme court has decided
that the place where the Bible is read is a
"place of worship,"and that as the taxpayers
were compelled to erect and support the
school-houses, and the children are, under a
late law, compelled to attend the public or
private schools, during a certain period, the
constitutional clauses forbid such use of the
school-house. It is also shown that such
instruction in any public school would make
it a " rellgious seminary," within the meaning of the constitution, and hence as these
schools arc supported in part by the proceeds
of the school fund and the one-mill tax, such
instruction is forbidden by the constitution.

WoMEN hav started in London a paper
called the Women's Penny POI]Ier, and are
making a fuss because their representativ, a
woman, was denied admission to the press
gallery of the House of Commons. The sergeant-at-arms refused the admission upon the
literally true ground that there was no room,
but the women assert that she would not
ha v been admitted even "had there been room,
and upon that issue the fight is fought.
IN one Hindoo meeting held in Benares,
India, over $3,000 were subscribed for missionary purposes in Australia. A Brahman
of high rank had visited that country and
noted the intemperance there prevaWng, and
he believed the best way to save these poor
Christian drunkards would be to convert
them to Brahmanism. Several Brahmans of
rank hav declared themselvs willing to go as
missionaries, and translations of suitable
passages from Hindoo religious books hav
been begun.
A FEW years ago, says an exchange, Ingersoll was passing through Cincinnati, and at
his hotel he was accosted by a workingman,
who addressed him as follows: "Mr. Ingersoll, I am a poor, hard-working man, having
a family to support, and I want a favor."
"Well," said Robert, " what can I do for
you?" " I want to call a brand of my cigars
after you, and permission to use your photograph," answered the man. "Certainly, my
man, and I will giv you a motto, if you
desire." "I would thank you if you would,"
respoll.ded the man. Colonel Ingersoll gave

it to him as follows: "We shall smoke in
this world, but not, in the p,ext." Some
months afterward, while passing through
Cincinnati, Colonel Ingersoll was informed
that the man made $9,000 off the brand of
cigars in less than a year.
, THE editor of an Aspen paper, says the
Field and Fa'l'm, livs between the Methodist
church and a dance hall. One night there
was a meeting in the church and a daRce, in
the hall, and the editor sat on the veranda
and took in the situation, jotting down the
following which he heard: "Let ,us praychoose your partners-0 Lord-all salutewe beseech thee to-join hands and-draw
near and-circle to the left-listen to-firs~
forward and back-us as we-all promenade
-kneel before thee-and balance all-present our petition-grand right and left-for
Christ's sake-seat your partners-amen."
APPLIOATIONS for charters from several parochial schools were consiqered by the re·
gents of the New York State University at
their session two weeks ago. If these charters had been granted such schools would hav
come in for an equal share of the· school
moneys, but applications were not granted,
and the matter was laid on the table until the
June meeting of the board. The reason for
deferring action is that these schools are
owned by bishops of the Catholic church,
whereas the law prohibits the distribution of
the fund to other than schools under the management of trustees or commissioners.

Francis Kernan was in favor of granting the
application, but it was the sentiment of the
board that such scho_ols as applied should be
placed in charge of a board of trustees before
the applications could be granted.
THE great monsters of mechanical skill and
genius call for the sacrifice of a great deal of
life and limb in their construction. The
greater the engineering feat the more extensiv is the loss of life. In the construction of
the Eiffel tower, for instance, twenty.stx
lives were lost, according to the official
returns of the French government; but it is
said that this number would be largely augmented if the names were given of men who
died from injuries received during the construction of the tower, and of others who
were killed and whose deaths 'l'lere not
reported owing to the hue and cry which
was raised after the first two dozen lives had
been sacrificed on the great etructure. The
number of men who were injured during the
construction of the Eiffel tower has been
placed at six thousand. This enormous showing is accounted for by the fact that every
injury was reported and registered which
received treatment from the official surgeons.
When a man bruised his finger he went to a
government surgeon to hav it dressed, and a
clumsy workman thus got on the list a dozen
or two times a year. Serious injuries were a
very small proportion of the whole. On the
great Forth bridge in Scotland, a list of forty
lives lost has been pub~hed ; but there is no
record o! injuries.

·J:'H.E T.HUTH.
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My Patient's Story.

Perhaps t may hav told you before, that at the
!time of which I speak, my summer home, where I
preferred to spend much more than half of the -vear,
was on a sandy beach a few miles out of New York,
and also that I had retired from activ practice as a
physician, even when I was in the city.
. Notwithstanding these two facts, I was often called
. in consultation, both in and out of the city, and was
·occasionally compelled to take a case, in the first
·place, entirelv into my own hands, through some acci·
dent or unforeseen circumstance. It was one of these
acciderlts which brougl1t the patient whose story I
am about to tell you under my care. I can hardly
say now why I retained the case instead of turning it
over to some brother practitioner, as was my almost
invariable habit; but for some reason I kept it in my
own hands, and, as it was the only one for which I
was solely responsible at the time, I naturally took
more than ordirJ.ary interest in, and paid more than
usual attention to, all that seemed to me to bear
upon it.
As you know, I am an "ol~ school" or "regular"
. physician, although that did not. prevent me from
consulting with, and appreciating the strong points
of, many of those who were of other and younger
bra11ches of the profession. This peculiarity had
subjected me, in times gone by, to much adverse
criticism from some of my eollettgues who belong to
that rigidly orthodox faction which appears to feel
that it is a much batter thing to allow a patient to
die "regularly," as it were, than it is to join forces
with one who, being of us, ie still not with ua in
theory and practice.
.
Recognizing that we were ali purblind, st best, an.d
that there was and still is much to learn in ever:~~ department of medioin, it did not always seem to me
thah it was absolutely necessary to reject, without
due consideration, the guesses of other earnBst and
careful men, even though they might differ from me
in the prefix to the "pathy" which formed the basis
of the conjecture. We are all wroBg so often that it
bas never appeared to be a matter of the first importance-it does not preseat itself to my mind as
absolutely imperativ-that it should be invariably
the same wrong, or that all of the mistakes should
necessarily follow the beaten track of the " old
school."
I had arrived at that state of beatitude where
I was not unwilling for a life to be saved, or even
for pain f:o be alleviated, by other methods than my
own.
I do not pretend that this exalted ethical status
came to me all at once, nor at a very early stage of
my career; but it came, and I had reaped the whirlwind of wrath, as I hav just hinted to you.
So· when my patient let me know, after a time,
that he had been used to homeopathic treatm.ent, I
at once suggested that he send for some one of that
school t,o take charge of his case. He declined,
somewhat reluctantly I thought, still quite positivly.
But, in the course of events, wl;len I felt that a consultation was due to him as well as myself, I aeked
· him if he would aot prefer that the consulting physician should be.of that school. He admitted that
he would, and I assured him that I would be pleased
to send for any one he might name. He knew no
doctor here, be said, and left it to me to sand for the
one in whom I had the greatest confidence.
It is at this point that my story really begins.
I stopped on my way uptown to arrange with Dr.
Hamilton, of - - Madison avenue, a consultation
that afternoon at 3 o'clock. I told the doctor all
that I myself knew at that time of my patient's
history. Three weeks before I had been in a Fifth
avenue stage; a gentleman had .politely arisen to
offer his seat to a lady at the moment that the stage
gave a sudden lurch which threw them both violently
against each other and against the end of the· stage.
He broke the fall for her, but he received a blow on
the bead, which member came in contact with the
money-box with a sharp crack.
Accustomed to the sight of p&in snd suffering as I
was, the sound of the blow asd. his suddenly livid
face gave me a feeling of sickne.sa which did not
wholly leave me for
hour afterward. Involuntarily I caught him in my arms-he wau a slightly
built man-and directed the driver to stop at the
first hotel. The gentleman was unconscious, and I
feared that be had sustained a seri.oue fracture of the
skull; He was evidently a man of culture, and, I
thought, not an American. I therefore wished, if
possible, to save him a police or hospital experience.
By taking him into the first hotel, I reasoned, we
could examin him, learn w.ho and what he was, where
be lived, and after reviving him send him home in a
carriage.
The process of bringing him back to consciousness
was slow, and as the papers on his person, which we
felt at liberty to examin, gave :no clue to his residence,
we concluded to put him to bed and trust to further
developments to sh~w us what to do in the matter oi
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removal. The lady on whose account he bad received ' mos~ unselfish nature T Deeds of berois~ and genthe injury had given me her card, which bore a well- erosity, such as be often reoo';lnted as ~ part o~ the
known name on the avenue and had stated that she life of some of these same terrtble Russian offiCials T
would, if necessary, be responsible for all expense at There seems, howeyer, t? be that in u~ which find~ it
the hotel. It was deemed best, therefore, to put him far easier to reco!lCile a ~mgle ~ean or Immoral. act1o!l
to bed a'~ I said before and wait for him to indicate with an otherwise upright hfe, than to behave 1t
for hi~self the next m~ve. I placed in the safe of likely, or even possible, for a depravetl nature to perthe hotel his pocketbook, which contained a large form, upon occasion, de~ds of exalted o~ un~sual
sum of money-large, that is, for a man to carry on purity. Yet so common ~s t~e latter that Its fallu~e
his person in these days of checks and exchanges- of recognition by humamty Ill gener~l can be due, 1t
and his watch which was a handsome one, with this seems to me, only to a wrong teachiD{;!' or to a stuinscription on' the inside cover: "T. 0 .• from Flor- pidity beyond even normal ~ounds. For, after all,
ence." The cards in his pocket bore different names the bad man who is all bad IS really a less frequent
and addresses most1y foreign but the ones I took product than that much talked of, but rare creature,
for. his own w~re finely engra~ed, and read, "Mr. T. a p~rfect wo~an. Perhaps one could. co?'nt ~he
c. Lathro," nothing more. No address, no business; speCimens of e1ther of these to be met With 1n a lifesimply calling cards, of a fashionable size and of the time en the fingers of one hand.
finest quality.
But to re~urn to my patient and his story. It was
This, as I say, was about tl:~ree weeks before I con- of these thmgs that be and I had often tal~ed, and
eluded to call Dr. Hamilton in consultation, and I I had come to greatly respect the self·pOise and
had really learned very little more of ·my patient's acute observ~tion, as well as the .broad human symaffairs than these facts taken from his pocket that pathy, of th1s reserved an.d ev_1dently. sad-hearted
first day while he wa.':! still unconscious. He was man. Sad-hear~ed I knew, 1n sptt~ of his keen sense
silent about himself, and while be bad slowly grown of humor Rnd his ~rm grRSJ( of ph1!osophy.
.
I gave Dr. Hamii~on a brie.f .outline of all this, as
better his progress toward health did not satisfy me,
nor do I think that he was wholly of opinion that I well as of the phys1cal cond1t1on of the man whom
·was doing quite all tb~t should be done to hasten he was to see, ~o~ I believe it to be quit!las imporhis recovery. He was always courteous, self-poised, tant for a physiCian to und~r.stand and diagnose the
and able to bear pain bravely, but I thought he mental as the physical condttlons of ~hos? wh? come
watched me narrowly, and I several times detected under his care before. ~e cal! prescribe mtelhgently
him in a weary sigh and an impatient movemen~ of for other than very trdhvg a~lments.
the eyebrows, which did not tally with his assumpYou can imagin m! surpr1se wh~n I tell you that
tion of cheerful indifference and hospitality. I use the moment Dr: Hamtlton stepp~d mto ~he room .and
the word hospitality advisedly, for his e:ffort always I mentioned h1s name, my patient, thts self pOised
seemed to be to treat me as a guest whom he must man of the world, whose nerves had often seemed to
entertain and distract from observing his ailments, me to be of te~~e_red. steel, lo?J.:ed up suddenly as
rather than as a physician whose business it was to you hav seen a tlmHt child when 1t IS sharply reproved
-and fainted dead away.
discover and remedy them.
He had declined to be moved, said he was a
II.
stranger had no preferences as to hotels, felt sul"e this
I confess that I expected a scene.
I glanced at the doct?r, but he showed no sign of
one was 'as comfortable as any, thanked me over and
over for hsving taken him there-and changed the e~er havi.ng seen my patient ~afore, an_d w:ent .to work
subject. He would talk as long as I would allow w1th me 1D the most methodiCal and mdtfferent way
him on any subject, airily, brightly. readily. On any possible to revive him. .
.
.
"You did not 11;1e~t10n t~at this was one of .his
subject, that ie, except himself. Yet from his convetsation I had gathered ·that he bad traveled a great symptoms-a peculumty of his-has he been subJect
deal was a man of wealth and culture-whether to this sort of thing? Did he say he was subject to
Fre~ch Italian or Russian, I could nQt decide. He it before he burt his head, or has it de..-eloped
spoke ~11 of these languages, and words from eaeh since?" the doctor inquired quietly as we worked.
~ bit my l.ip. His t~ne was so .eTas_peratingly cool,
fitted easily into place when for a better English one
he hesitated or was at a loss. Indeed be seemed while, knowiDg my patient as I d1d, his startled manto hav seen much of every country :Wd to bav ner and sudden fainting had impressed me deeply.
"It ~s t~e first time," I said, ".since he was hurt
observed impartially, without national prejudice. He
knew men well, too well to praise recklE!ssly, and he -that 1s, smce be rec.o~ered con~c10usness after the
sometimes gave me the impression, I can hardly say blow, that he has exhibited the slightest tendency to
how, that blame was a. word whose meaning be did anything of the kind."
not know. He spoke of having seen deeds of the
I hesitated, then I said, "Doctor, if yon know
most appalling nature in Russia, and talked of their him, .if this is the result of seeing von s~dd~nly [!or
perpetrators sometimes, as good and brave tnen. He be d1d n~t know who was to c?me), don t you thmk
never appeared to measure men by their exceptional -would 1t be well-do you thiDk It best for you to
sets. Occasionally I contested these points with be where he will see you when be begins t~ revive!"
him, and I am not SillS but that it may hav been the
The doctor stared at me, then at my patient. "I
interest I took in his conversation that held me as don't know him; never saw him before in my life so
his physician, for, as I said, I was well aware that he far as I know. What did you say his. name is!
did not improve as he should l'av done after the first Mmmum, oh, yes, Lathro-first and only t1me I ever
few days. But I liked to bear him talk. He was a heard it. Oh, no, I suppose his nerves are weak.
revelation to me. I weatly enjoyed his breadth and The excitement of seeing me-the idea of a er-concharity-if I may so express the mental attitude sultation."
which recognized neither the possession of, nor the
I smiled involuntarily. "You don't know the
need for, either quality in his judgments of his man, doctor," said I. "He is bomb-proof as to
fellow-men. He bad evidently not been able to pass nerves in that sense of the word. He-a-there
through life under the impression that character, like must be some other reason. He must hav mistaken
cloth, is cut to fit a certain outline, and that after you for some one else. I am sorry to trouble you,
the basting threads are once in no further variation doctor, but-would you kindly step into t.he other
need be looked for. Indeed, I question if he would room? He will open his eyes, n~w, you see."
hav been able to comprehend the mental condition of
When, a moment later, my patient recovered conthose "grown-up," "educated" children who are sciousnese, he glanced about him furtivly, like a
never able to outgrow the comfortable belief that bunted man. He did not look like himself. He exwords and acts hav a definit, inflexible, par ·value, amined my face closely, suspiciously, I thought, for
that an unabridged dictionary, so to speak, is an in- a moment. · Then I laughed lightly and said, "Well,
fallible appeal; who, in short, expect their villains to old fellow, you've been trying your hand at a faint.
be consistently and invariably villainous, in the regu- That's a pretty way to treat a friend. I come in to
latfon orthodox fashion.
see you-you step out, to nob9dy knows where, to
Individual shades of meaning, whether of language Noman's land, and giv me no ell:d of trouble ro.wing
or of character, do not enter into their simple phi- you back to our shore. What d1d you ea~ for dmner
losophy. Mankind suffers, in their pennyweight that served you that kind of a trick?"
scales, a shrinkage that is none the less real because
He looked all about the room again, examined my
they never suspect that the dwarfage may be due to face and then smiled, for the first time since I had
themselvs, to their system of weights and measures. known him, nervously, and said :
"I think my digestion must be pretty badly out
All variations from their standard indicate an unvarying tendency to mendacity. He whom t.hey once of. order. I'll declare I saw double when you came
detect in a quibble, or in an attempt to acquire the in. I thought there were two of you and the other
large end of a bargain, never recovers-what is per- one-wasn't you."
haps only his rightful heritage, in spite of an occa·
I laughed. " That is good. Two of me, but the
sional lapse-the respect and confidence of these other one wasn't me. Well, thank heAven, there is
primer students wbQ 16re inflexible judges of all only one of me up to date."
He smillild but seemed disturbfd still. I decided
mental and moral manifestations.
I repeat that this comfortable and regular philoe- to ask him a direct question. ''Well, now, just supophy waa foreign to my patient's mental habits, and pose there had been two of me, is that an excuse for
I began to consider, the more I ta1ked with him, you to faint? Does associating with one of me ·try
that it did not agree with my own personal observa· you to that extent· that two of me would prostrate
tiona. I reflected that I was not very greatly sur- you 1"
prised, nor did I lose faith in a man necessarily, when
He did not take me up with his old manner. He
I discovered him in a mean or questionable action. was listless and absent. I said that I would go down
Why, then, should I be surprised to find those of to the office and order some wine and return at once.
whom I had known only ill engaged in deeds of the I slipped into the other room, and with my finger on
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my lips motioned to Dr. Hamilton to pass out quietly
before me. I followed him.
" There is something wrong, doctor," I said. "I
am sorry, but I will hav to ask you to go without
seeing him again. I can't tell you why yet, but I'll
try to find out and let you know. Order some champagne sent up to me, please, as you go out, and I
will see you ss soon a~ I can."
The moment I reentered the room my patient,
whose restless eyes met mine as I opened the door,
said: "I thought you were talking to some one."
"I was," said I carelessly, "a bell-boy. I ordered
wine. It will be up soon."
Then I changed the subject, but he was nenous and
unlike himself, and none of the old topics interested
him. When the doctor opened for the boy with the
wine an expression of actual terror passed over my
patient's face. When I left him a half hour later I
was puzzled and anxious.
III.

care-not now-noli since I cannot find-Florence
Character.
Campbell."
We must not confuse the peculiaritie~ of persons
He pronounced the name as if it were a treasure with their characters, though the term has passed
wrung from him by force.
into a meaning which is not strictly in keeping witb
"Ic is the only really criminal thing I ever did. I its importance. We are accustomed to look Upon
do not know why I did it. They say that crime-a character as reputation, when we should substitute
taste for it-develops slowly, by degrees. Maybe moral worth for reputation, and it is in this latter
· so, but not wi~h me,. not with me. I had money sense we intend to view it.
enough, but oh, my God, how I bated him. I saw
Character is not always that which appears upon
that he was growing t.o love her without knowing it. the rurface of s man's life, though .in the matter of
I often h6ard them talking together. They did not judgment we form the· estimation of a man's inner
know it., end if they had it could not hav been more qualities from the outer. Here is the point of deinnocent. But I waa madly jealous, for the first time ception, as the polished external hides the filth of
in my life. I determined to make him think ill of personality oftentimes. This is a false measure. "All
her, and yet, I said just now that forgery was my is not gold that glitters," and this we quote as a
only crime. That w&e worse, by far, but I believe it means whereby we may be guarded in our estimation
is not a crime iu law."
of character. Men assume the persons of their acHe smiled acornfully. - "I hav outgrown all that quaintance to be what they are, and trust entirely to
now. The storm has left me the wreck you see, but the outer show. It is our duty to be guarded in our .
I thougyht it ailtoutt 1 ahs~ nighft anhd detker~ihned ~od tbell estimation of worth, for on account of our locality
you.
ou are o e 1m- or er sa e,' e sa1 a- we find the inner obscure.
The moment I entered his room on the following tween his set teeth. "He may see her yet, eome day.
"Appearances are deceptiv." Some persons are
day he said, "I thought you had planned to hav She· will never return to me, God bless her ! God like to a window of the stores, full of show, pretense,
another doctor come and look me over yesterday." help us both !''
.
and adornment; others are like to a tailor's dummyHe was watching me closely as I spoke. "Did I
" No, she will never return to you or to anyone block, which has at its ends such a decent show of
hear you mention his name!"
else," I said, as gently as I could.
Jist, but is only covered with three· quarters of a yard
Ah, thought I, here is a mystery, in spite of Dr.
He sprang up with the energy of a maniac. "How of cloth-make-believes. Many are like to those perHamilton's denial. I will try him.
.
do you know~ What do you kuow 1" he demanded. sons who most religiously wash their bands and face,
"Yes," I said. " I had decided to ask the best
"I only know that she is dead, my friend," I said, but seldom sully clean water by washing their bodie!!,
homeopathic doctor I know-a skillful man, espe- placing my hand on his arm, "and that Dr. Hamilton but who believe in wearing themselvs clean. These
cially successful in diagnosing cases-to overhaul you does not wish to punish you. I heard it all-the are a person's exterior, and from the same men are
and see. if he agrees with me that you ought to be on story of the forgery of his name, and that a Florence called good or bad. ·Now by a· certain theologic
your feet this blessed minute if my diagnosis of your C11mpbell was in some way connected with it. I thermometer men pronounce these pious. By strict
case is entirely right. I don't see why you are so heard it from him, long, long ago, but he does not adherence to a "calling" and an "election" or
weak. He may find the spring that I hav missed. know that· you are Tom Campbell. You are safe." " means of grace," these are termed pious, or by a
Why?"
"Does not wish to punish me. I am safe ! Great disregard of these things they are accounted impious.
"Did you-I am not acquainted with the doctors God, no one could punish me. I do that. Safe ! Under a Christian name sects range their judgment
here. I think you said his name ie--"
Oh, the irony of language !"
of character, but they show how utterly base are
" I hav not mentioned his name to you," I said,
There was a long pause. He had gone to the their methods of judgment. The raving!! of fanatics,
"but the one I had in mind is Dr. Hamilton of-- window and was staring out into the darkness. the outrageous praying machinery, the assumption
Madison avenue."
Presently the sound of convulsiv sobbing filled the of religious bigotry, the frequent appearance at reThere was no doubt about it. · The color rose room. I thought beat to rsmain near the door and ligious ordinances-by these things persons judge
slowly to his face and he was struggling for self- make no effort to check his grief with words. ·At character. They do not endeavor to scrutinize mocontrol. At length he said, "No, I do not wish to last the storm spent itself. He came slowly into the tiv; they attempt not to pierce with telescopic power
see another doctor. I am perfectly satisfied witp middle o! the room and stood facing me. At length into the inner qualities of man.
.
you.. I am-I say-no, positivly. Do not esk him he said: "One of the greatest punishments is gone,
True worth is the full measure, the complement of
-that is, do not ask anyox;.e to come unleas I know thank God. Fiorence Campbell is dead, you say. man. It shows the duty of all relationships in life.
and definitly agree to it. And I certainly shall want Do you know what it is, doctor, to wish that one you Character means the measure of every part of us, not
to know who he is first."
loved was dead ?"
only as we are known to others, but as every motiv
All this was wholly foreign to the man, to his nat"Yes, yes," I said, "but it is best for you not to and desire is known to ourselvs.
ure and habit.
talk any more, nor think, just now, not of that, not
Now, character is formed oi instincts, affections,
"Tell me," I said, "what you hav against Dr. of that."
emotions, desires, sentiments, and actions. It comHamilton, for I cannot fail to see that there is someHe broke in impatiently, "Don't you know me well prehends all these states under its name. The lowthing behind all this."
enough yet to know that thQt SO"t of thing, that sort est order of instincts givs birth to a larger and
He did not reply for some time. Then he said of professional humbug, is useless,? Must not talk fuller exercise. They become a power whereby a
wearily, but with great depth of feeling:
more of that, nor think of it, indeed! What else do passion beyond them is fed. Selfishness give place to
" I suppose I may as well tell you : . . I can you suppose I ever think on '.J:he good men who larger affections. The localized affection for our famnot forgiv him for an inj ury-I did· him-long ago." are bad, and the bad ones who are good-the pup- ily or friends widens, the mind becomes benevolent,
I did not say ~mything nor did I look at him. pets of our recent conversations. Suppose we boil until all men are included under our affections.
Presently he went on hoarsely, "If I had only injured it down a little. Am I a bad man T That is a ques- Emotions·and desires lead us to the highest goal of
him perhaps I could get over it. But I took a mean tion that puzzles me. Am I a good one? At least truth and worth, the recognition of all that is beautiadvantage of-I did it through a woman who liked I can answer that, and yet I never did but one crim- ful and pure. Thence by action we qualify our
him-and whom he-loved and trusted."
inal deed in my whole life and I hav done a great minds to occupy lofty moral positions. Full and
There was another long silence. Then I said, many so-called good ones to set over against it."
free flows the pure stream of character.
·"You were right to tell me, Lathrop. You need not
By what process does the mind arrive at this great
"Then you can answer neither question with a
distinction 1 All nature and experiences answer,
fear that I will betray you to him-snd-he does single word," I said.
not know you. He did not recognize you, either
He took my band and pressed it with the frenzy "By the slow process of education, the process of
growth." From the lowest order man has risen by
before or after you fainted. Of course I knew there of a new hope.
was something wrong. He will not come again."
"At least -one man's philosophy is not aU words," this t'ule to the lofty position he now occupies. The
He sprang to his feet, and a wave of red surged he said. "You act upon your theories. You are the present is the womb of his future. The germ of
this ia laid and his positiv individualism is the father
ooly one I ever knew who did."
into his face.
''Perhaps I am the only one you ever gave the of his life's offspring. A still loftier being awaits
. " I knew it. I knew I had seen him. I was sure
this resultan~, an evolution of noble qualities.
it was not a delusion," he said. " He was here. chance," I repli,d, still holding hie hand.
Wherever the feet of man hav been plsnted upon
We stood thus silent for a moment. Then h<~ said
No, he would not know me. He never saw me. I
did not injure him like a man. I struck · from- with an inexpressible accent of satire, "Would you our world they hav left traces of his habits and customs. The days in which we liv show how wide is
behind a woman. A woman who cared for his advise me to try it, doctor, with anyone else!"
I deliberated some time before I replied. Then I that gulf of being which separates the ages of barrespect-and I let him blame her. I suppose I could
get over it if it were not for that. I came back here said : " No, I am sorry to say that I fear it would barism from the now. The nineteenth century civilipartly to let him know, if I could some way, that she not be safe. There is still so much tiger in the zation is far removed from prehistoric man. Tyler,
human race. No, do not tell your story again to Lubbock Spencer, and a wh<;~le host of others by
was not to blame."
There was another long silence. "And partly to anyone, it c11n do no good. Most certainly I would their res~arches show how great is that chasm which
lies between the barbaric instincts and the groping
get rid of myself. Russia did not do it, Turkey, advise you not to try it ever again."
All I left the room he said, "True, true; it can do after the ideal of self-realization.
]'ranee, none or-them. I thought perhaps he would
Now, definit time can be stated as to the years
- I had some sort of a wild idea that he might-set- no good, none whatever."
The next day he left. I never saw him again. which hav accumulated in the world's history. Nor
tle with me-some way. I hav carried that forged
Two years later I received a kind letter from him in can it he said that we can compute the age of the
check in my brain, until--"
I started visibly. I had no idea it was so bad as which he greatly overestimated all I had done for moral development. Neither are we able to estimate
this. I changed my position 1iO hide or cover the h\m. The letter came from St. Peters burgh and was the future. All we know is, the forues are making
involuntary movement I had made; but he had seen signed, "T. Lathro Campbell, colonel Imperial onward with a majestic sweep, but long and tedious
it and the color died out of his face. He forced him- Guard.'' I fancied, in apite of his letter, that he is the work to be done.
We accept to do certain moral axio~s, ~ith?ut any
self to begin again. " I carried that forged check-" would rather sever all connection with this country,
He WlitS articulating with horrible distinctness now and feel that he had llO ties or past, so I never an- questioniugs whatever. We say, "R1ght lS rtght all
-" wherever I went. She never knew anything ewered his letter. Sometimes I wonder if he mis- the world over." But what is" right" here is wro~g
about it. She knew I was-she thought or feared understood my silence &nd accepted it as a token of somewhere else; and what is right in France, Ruaata,
that I might be somewhat ··-what you Americans call unf•·iendliness, and yet, well, I hav never been able India, or Turkey, is wrong amongst us:
The quality of rightness is geograph1ca~ or local;
crooked, but she did not know the truth-not until to decide just what would be least painful to him, so
the very last. She knew that I had been unreliable I let it drift into years of silence, and perhaps, aftQr and there will constantly be heard on all hands the
-in some ways, long ago ; but she did not dream of all, these very good intentions of mine may be only question: "What is right 1" The moral code passed
the worst. At last, sometimes I think I wRs a fool cobblestones added to the paving of the streets of a down to us was contested for by our forefathers.
to hav done it, but I told her. I told her the whole certain dread but very popnlous city which is, iu These things were -in the atmosphere when we came
truth and-and she left me. She had borne every- these days of Agnosticism, quite a matter of jest in hither. They are our vitals. The min~a of !Den bow
to lhe principles of national and ·soc18l rtght, and
thing till then. I think she came here. Before long polite societ.y.
Who shall say T Which would he prefer, friendly these form a moral code. That which is called right
I followed. She told me not. to, and I said I would
or wrong is ever a point of contest, and must be connot, but-of course I did. I could Dot help it. I communication or silence and forgetfulness T
tested. Men hav to readjust ~s code.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
knew then, and I know now. that I am., puttir g
This question is helping to form society on a
185 TVest 82d st. 1 Ne1o Yorlc.
myself into the clutches of the law; b:1t I do no~
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firmer basis. War, the enemy of nations-and of
homes-this devastator of human life-the womb of
pestilence famin, and social decrepitude-around the
head of which the aureola has gathered-the religious
demon which has been blessed by myriad prayers,
smiled upon by bishops and archbishops-the
church's God-to conciliate which men are trained,
and the ranks chaplained.-this dread " death-letting
seer "-the Old Testament blessed it, and Josue
Christ sent the sword forth-this dread phantom is
giving place to a purer spirit of moral worth, even
though the eastern hemisphere be armed to the teeth.
This higher moral power is the noble mind·stirring
spirit of arbitration which shall get to its banner far
more recruits than the eagle of Rome or the unionjack of Great Britain. May heaven send it great
blessings ! Slavery, that hydra-headed monster,
which too has received the smile of the Christian's
· Bible, and her God-the slavery of human lives,
whether it be that of our colored brother and sister,
or that of the white man, no matter if it be that such
~re kidnapped by Af!ican slave-dealers, or bel~ ~n
bondage by the sweatmg system of ·England-thlfi! 1s
giving place to a spirit of freedom; the moral lesson
will soon be felt in the lowest stratum of society.
The love of gambling, and the moral contraband
trading in women; the rights of women; a re-adjustment; of the marriage laws ; political, social, and
religious freedom. These things are passing the fire
of moral judgment, and they will lead to a fuller exhibition of individual worth.
The ·foregoing hav been cited to prove that that
which is true in one realm of ethics bears its correlativ in other realms. The history of the whole is that
of its parts. "The survival of the fittest" is a term
applicable to all circumstances in the highest moral
legislature. · That alone can " survive" which can
fulfill its functions and minister to the growth of today. Again and again, it may truly be asserted, the
past has made our present, the to-morrow and the
next day will be formed from the to-day. Neither
can we assume that life is life without guidance, aa
around us are innumerable agencies to lead us
onward.
It is understood that we are still keeping in our
miuds the rule that ·chare.cter's worth comes only
through the education of all pc.wers within us. The
transmission of thought was carved for us by hands
long since cold. The alphabet is the work of days
and ages gone by. Upon this we build our sublimest philosophy and profoundest scientific speculations.
We, too, are laying stones of future greatness for our
world, and when our bands and brains shall fail
others will take the places now occupied by us.
"Let us then be up and doing," learning " to labor
and to wait."
With the deathblow which incoming virtues shall
giv to the contracted habits of men, when veracity,
prudence, fortitude chastity, and justice shall hav
slain their contending powers, then shall love .flourish
within us-love of all that is just, true, noble, and
good; love of all that is beautiful in nature, art, in
men, and in woman. From this realm we shall carry
our speculations higher and still higher, until before
the spirit of life present in all men shall reverently
bow.
This is the process of ch!iracter's formation, sometimes silent as the dew in its opeYation, at other
times deep and majestic as the rolling deep or the
northe11st blast; often acting like the sunlight, now
and then touched with the volcanic power; now in
the haste and worry-under all ekies-1lntil the
calmness be acquired, until in the spirit .of meditation over the philosophy of life all fears and anxieties
are removed far from us. In thought compassing
land and sea, yea, and all heaven above us; and,
when the setting sun of life shall gild the snow-clad
·bights of age, the mind in a supreme tranquillity
shall sleep the sleep of death.
CERTUS.

•

A WRONG submitted to prepares for a wrong to be
done. He who does not know his own rights will
·not recognize his duties. One who has the ignominy
>to be a slave has the injustice to be ~ master, sub• mission alwaya leading to tyranny. Our own rights
and those of others go together, the recognition of
,one not being possible without that of the other, or
the assertion of one without that of its correlativ; so
,_,that our own self.respeet is necessary for our proper
Jtreatment of our fellows.
. As nearly all op. cpression comes from limitations claimed to be for
the general good, and urged by soma class in its own
. interest, we should avoid not only special legislation,
but more legislation than is necessary. The least
· government is the best government. . . . Laws
.cannot much help men, and should aim only to let
, them hav equal chanoes to help themselvs. The
:;province of government is properly limited to secur. ing us our rights in the necessary contact of men
;, with men, and does not extend to giving us help.
.. While the government protects us when plowing, it
. •does not plow for us ; and while it awards us our
money (when clai~d by others), it does not make
·. our money for us._;_Bierbower,
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Kissing the Book. ·
"Straws show· which way the wind blows;" and
the latest straw which indiQates the ever freshening
wind of state secularization is a decision of Judge
Arnold, of Philadelphia, on March 26th, that, in giving testimony in court, it is unnecessary to kiss the
book.
The case in question was a suit brought by the
pupils of one Professor Stone, the owner and manager of some " Artistic Ladies' TRiloring and Dressmaking Parlors," on a charge of conspiracy and false
pretense. One of the witnesses for the defense, a
Miss Marian Taylor. hsd partially given her testimony, when a juror objected because she had not
kissed the Bible. Thereupon a brefzy discussion
aprang up between the lawyers, which was cut short
by Judge Arnold's ordering the witness to be sworn
b:v the uplifted hand. He added :
· "I am not surprised that tbie witness did not kiss
the boolr. I would not do it either-a dirty book like
that. This custorn is a relic of idolatry and the
sooner it is abolished the better it will be. I don't
think this witness objected to kissing the book because she intended to lie, but because it is a dirty
book. I respect her regard for her person and her
health."
The italics are our own, as we wished to emphasize that portion of the judge's speech which is
especially startling to this conservativ city of ours.
When our court judges protest against kissing the
book, not only on hygienic grounds, but because it
"is a relic of idolatry," and when they clinob their
protest by the assertion that they themselvs "would
not do it either," the days of the judicial oath are numbered. The daily papers, indeed, aiready scknowledge that Judge Arnold's decision "may work a
complete revolution in the courts in t;hat particuh;r.''
And the Press bas deemed the occurrence of eufficient importsnce to be made the subject of editorial
comment--being careful, however, to change the
words of the judge, "a relic of idolatry," into " a
relic of barbarism." This change h"s doubtless
been made to spare the feelings of its orthodox
patrons, who may be sensitiv over the slight upon
their Bible fetich ; and for this little conceseion
to prejudice, I suppose we can hardly blame a!.ly
newspaper. It further adds editorially :
The Bible in use is generally a very dirty one, and the
practice of having every witness, high and low, clean and
dirty, healthy and sick, press his or her lips to it in taking
the oath, is a disgusting survival from an age of superstition,
which ie exceedingly offensiv to a nice taste, and favorable
to the spread of disease.
After the trial, Judge Arnold was interviewed, and
asked what he meant. He replied :
I mean that it was established by the church to show the
humiliatimi of the people before tne first judges, who were
clerics. It has been abolished in England; judicial declaration subject to penalties being substituted.
I mean that it is a relic of a superstitious age and superstitious people, under the subjection of priestcraft. It is a
relic of that age in which trial by fire took the place of trial
by jury; when a man's guilt or innocence depended on his
physical capacity to resist pain and torture; but its worst
feature is-the dirt and disease which is imparted to the book
by the constant handling it receives from dirty witnesses, and
I not only would not kiss such a book myself, but hav arespect for those who hav enough respect for themselvs to
refuse to do so.
It is like the custom of kissing brass toes of graven images; some worshipers kiss the toe until it is worn smooth;
while others only stoop down and pretend to kiss it. They
are just as devout as those who touch the toe with their lips,
but they hav too much regard for their health to touch their
lips to the spot where thousands of others hav been.
I think swearing on the Bible should be abolished. I
think a witness can take just as good an oath with the uplifted hand as on the Bible.
But it ie not likely that the ripples of excitement
created will be confined to the abuse into the midst
of which -this decision dropped 130 unexpectedly. As
is usual in such cases, the effects will eventually spread
far beyond the present area. If kissing the Bible is
acknowledged by such high authority to ba "a relic
of idolatry which ought to be abolished" people will
.
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uphfted band and the oath, should nat also be done
away with. "It is only the first step which costa."
And they will then come to see the advisability of
bringing abou~ what the American Secular Union,
.
.•
. " ,
. .
demands m th1s respect, VIZ., Tne eubetxtuhon of a
solemn affirmation, under the pains and penalties of
perjury, in the courts, and in all other departments of
the govemment, in place of the common forma of 8
judici&l oath."
IDA C. CRADDOCK,
Cor. Sec. American Secular Union.

BROTHER MACDONALD: You accuse me of "a lack of
accuracy" in repeating what you said about slates
and mediums.
Let ua see. You concede that I quoted you· correctly as saying, "Why must a slate go under a
table~" But my next sentence you object to PB inaccurate, to wit:
And yon add that all the mediums to whom you and Mr.
McArthur went refused to allow the slates to be kept in
sight all the time.
To prove this s~atement inaocur:>te you repeat
your own words, as follows :
When, however, it was proposed that the conditions be
made auch that the medium could not hold slates away out
of sight and otherwise manipulate them, the media refused
the sittings as one man.
Not wanting to quote this whole sentence, I made
r. partial abridgment of it; and I now fail to see
wherein my ate.tement is essentially inaccurate. I
did not misunderstand you. You now repeat that
Mr. Keeler "flatly refused any aitting at all under
the conditions indicated, which were to be such that
he could not hold slatfs away out of sight and
otherwise manipulate them."
In no instance, so far ns I know or hav been
informed, does Mr. Keeler "hold the slates away out
of sight;" but in every ins lance, I believe, or suppose, he manipulates one or both slates. I apprehend, therefore, that his refnsal to allow you a sitting
was due to your unreasonable requirement that he
should not touch the slates. After he has handled
them the sitter is always allowed to critically enmia
and tie them.
And as a further imputation to me of inaccuracy,
you quote !rom my private letter to you this
sentence:
Miss Wixon got a message from a departed friend, written while she held the tablet before the curtain.
Had I written that for publication I would hav
said, ".a message purporting to come from a departed
friend." But even without ihe italicized words, I
appsal to the 1·ender if it is not a perversion of my
meaning to say e.s you do :
Now, from that statement one would infer that Miss
Wixon did get a message from some person deceased who
harl been her friend, and tliat sl<e lowo it to be lur {1·iend.
The point I intended to m10ke was simply the manner in which she got the message. I knew at the
time that part of the writing, including the signature, was illegible. This is fr12quently the case with
messages thus obtained. But you gravely ask,
"How does he [myselfj know that a scrawl on a tabl>lt is the signature .of a departed friend of Miss
Wixon'"
Oh, hades ! Did you not read my letter addressed
to you and printed in the acme TRUTH SEEKER in
which yon undettake to catbaul me for inaccuracy ?
And did I not, in that letter, say this :
Do not understand me as receiving from these phenomena
indubitable assurances of another life. I only say that the
hypothesis of another life appears to be the only rational
one by which to account for these phenomena. I therefore
accept it provisionally and dispassionately, ready at any time
to abandon it. for a more rational hypothesis.
Holding that position as I do, and hav done for
many years, I hope you now see in what a false position you hav placed me before your readers by your
own "lack of accurt~cy," or of apprehension.
And now in regard to Miss Wixon's description of
that seance, I hav only to say that she is altogether
too confident of her ability to " discover the modus
operandi" of the phenomena, if she could hav "permission to sit within the cabinet inclosure during the
performance." Let me quote from my own letter to
THE TRUTH SEEKER publiahed June 16, 1888:
Before the seance ended General Lippitt, with whom I am
acquainted, was permitted to go behind the curtain. As he
etood inside the inclosure, directly back of Mr. Keeler, his
head and shou1ders were visible. The spirit hands came out
as before through the curtain, and he assured us that there
was no form visible behind. He was asked to raise both
hanils, and he did so. Still the spirit hands appeared. The
guitar, tambourine, and bell were also sounded, sometimes
two at once. He told us he could see tlre instruments move
as the sounds were produced.
And again, lest the accuracy of my observation in
h
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quoting General Lippitt's own description of that
same seance :
At the F.eance, :May 21, 1888, while I stood at the A end of
the curtain, three handil appeared at once, one of them quite
small and dclic(l.te. Then two hands, both right hands, were
repeatedly thrust through the screen at once, and shaken by
several of the sitters. Then three hands appeared over the
screenipatting the sitters at Band a, my pants b!'iog pulled
and bed, and I received a slap on the b~c!t from another
hand that emerged.from ~he screen. A wntmg by G. C. on
a paper I was holdmg said, "Come over;" and I went behind the screen, where I stood for Rome time, looking Rharply
at everything about me, and passing my hand ovrr Keeler's
back. While I stood there the table waq tilted, raps were
heard, and the guitar dragge~ .over the Jioor np to my. feet
and thrummc.d on, but n.o visible agency was pe!cept1ble.
At the same time-and tlus was the most extraordinary fact
of all-hands thrust through the screen in front. were seen
writing messages on tablets, while no trace of an arm or
hand was visibl~ behind !,he screen. Durin~ the whole time
the screen remamed undisturbed and touchmg the Jioor .
This will be found on page 46 of an illustrated
pamphlet of sixty-five pages, entitled, "Physical
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Proofs of Auother Life," by Ft·ancis J. Lippitt, sold
by Brent,anos, Washington, D. 0. I knew nothing
of the publication until months after my letters on
the subject appeared jn THE TrmTH SEEKER. Gen-.
eral Lippitt has given thesl'! manifestations a most
thorough i:nvest,igation, and I am sure that he would
hav discovered the modus operand·l if such a discovery is pos'eible. And so could I,· who hav attended
at least a dozen of the light-circle Eea.nces. They bav
been held three times a week for seven years or more
in Washington, and I hav yet to learn that any fraud
has been detected in any of the performances.
Miss Wixon's intimat,ion, j;hGrefore, that :Mr.
Keeler, by" a roguish twir!kle iu his eye" at parting,
betrayed a oonsciommefJs that the performances were
all trickery, is both tmwrirranted sud unjust.
And in conclusion I will ask Miss Wixon if, while
examining the message, she did not say to Mrs.
Burr: "It is like what I hav had before, very imperfect, buh I imagin I know whoae signature 'it is intended for," or words to that effect? W. H. BuRR.

A Personal Nugget.
A few weeks ago I wrote an article addressed " To
Any Spiritualist"
From various letters which I hav received in
regard to the article, anil. from Mr. Longshore's
criticisms in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 11th, I
am satisfied that the article, in its seope and spirit,
was misunderstood.
In that art.il3le I ga"Ve certmin reasons why I could
not accept the central ideas of Spiritualism as gsnerally taught and understood. I might, with eqnal
propriety, hav addressed the nrticlA tp "any Christian," but preferred to address the Spirituaiists because I rega;:ded them as a more intelligent elMs of
people, and believed they would giv honest answers
to honest questions.
I did not ask ths questions in a bullying spirit, Ol'
to drive anyone to " the wail," as Mr. Longshore puts
it, but with a sincere desire to be enlightened.
But I must confess if Mr. Longshore is spokesman
for the Spiritualists of the country, and his answer
is the best that can bs given, the Spiritualists, in
regard to mental caiib~r, do not rank far above Christians after all. At least I did not expect to be insulted by being called "gross and vuigsr" beca11Se I
asked what Mr. Longshore is pleased to call "tough
and knotty " qucstionE'.
Then he goes on to say, "Brother Peok knows
better," and intimates that I ask these questions only
to " perplex aJad worry." That is to Si:6J, I am very
dishonest for asking questions which he cannot
answer.
Mr. Longshore says that I know these questions
cannot be answered, and that I am driving Spiritualists "mercilessly to the wall, and leaving them
helpless and defenseless."
If Mr. L<:-ngshore is correct, then there is not as
muoh left of Spiritualism. as there is to a cobweb
after a csnnon-ball has passed through it.
In attempting to act the part of a critic I think
Mr. Longshore has mistaken his calling. His proper
place is in a circus ring. Some man could make a
fortune out of him. He would attract general attention. He can stand on his head, turn somersets,
and perform su<Jh feats of ground and lofty tumbling
as DO other man hithel'to has been able to &CCOID·
plish:
After making the broad stR.tement that I asked
questions which no Spiritualist could answer, one
would hardly be prepared for the following : " But I
am not going to gratify him by telling him where it
[the spirit] is located, whether in the brain or heart
or nerves or stomach. Neither will I tell him whence
it did come. Nor will I answer any of his taunting,
trifling, impertinent questions."
· No, Mr. Longshore is not going to answe~ any of
my questions. But from the above quotatiOn the
fair inferen·ce is that he could. First he says these
questions cannot be answered, and then ·he intimates
that he could answer them but will not.
Such language from a Christian would not bnv ·
surprised me, but I did think that most Spiritualists
were at least decent. H I had known that Mr.
Longshore was the most intelligent Spiritualist that
the fraternity could boast of, I would hav known
better than to aak such questions.
Instead of an'!lwering my questions, which he virtu·
ally claims he could, he Wbiningly &sks, "W~y do
you want to take this comfort, these grand 1deas
from us, and leave us without all that consolation
they afford?"
The same old Christian wail that I hav beard ever
since I was a boy. If Mr. Longshore would stop
talking like a parrot and consider m~re t~oroughly
the import of the language he uses, 1t m1ght s~ve
him much mortification in the future. He acts hke
8 boy rattling away on a drum withou~ thought .or
system, but evidently much pleased w1th the notse
he makes. How he must hav swelled out when ~e
said: " Brother Peck, do not ask us too much. G1v
us 8 rest." Shoo, :fly, don't bodder me. He is justly
entitled to a rest, for he must hav been ,nearly exbausted when, he wrote his article. From the char-.

acter of his article I would advise him to keep hia
little craft close aLongshore and never venture out
into deep water.
If he could not answer those questions, why not
say so like a man, or better still, say nothing about
them? No thoughtful man will ever call questions
"trifling aud impertinent" simply because he cannot
answer them.
I was in hopes that some candid Spiritualist would
take up the questions which I propounded and anewer them in their regular order. Instead d this I
hav ~cceived pamphlets and Spiritual papers with
marked articles, and some Iette1·a, bqt no one has attempted a fail;, open, and honest reply.
If no one in the :flesh can answer the questions,
let the mediums apply to those on the "other side,"
who, from the experiences which they bav passed
through, ought to be able to answer them.
If man has an immortal part or spark or principle,
somebody ought to hlil able to giv something like a
rstional clew to it. To assume that something exists
which nobody can get an idea of, is, in my judgment,
to insult common sense.
JoHN PEcK.
Naples, N. Y.
·
The De-vH-Has He Had a Narcotic~
It seems to be the opinion of the clergy in lnrge
cities that the devil stops his operations during the
summer moutha, or that God without their aid carries on the saving process during the bot months, no
doubt for the purpose of showing how he makes all
things and circumstances accommodate themselvs to
the convenience of the messengers of salvation.
Upon no other hypothesis can the shutting of the
great ehurobes during the summer months be
accounted for, except, indeed, we indnlge in the
somewhat uncharitable belief that these professional
dispensers of the "great salvation" do not believe
the thing, beyond making a profession of the buainess, otherwiaa they would not neglect the cure of
souls committed to their charge. If the salvation of
an immortal soul outweighs the destiny of Runs. and
stars and systems, laTge numbers ought not to be
neglected during a considerable portion of the year
by those who -so loudly assert that they are the
mediums through whom salvation must come to
fallen humanity. " How can they hear without a
preacher T" says the apostle. But these men desert
their posts and let "d8ar" souls" perish "'ithout the
gospel, going right away to hell. It may be they
believe s heavenly narcotic effectiv for the hot season
is administered by the obliging and partial powers of
heaven to the old serpent, the devil, so that no harm
will result in their absence. But it seems to be only
the "sweH" persona heaven obliges in this manner;
the men of smaller purse arid often larger brain hav
to hammer away at the " old deil" from weary month
to weary month. The prince of darkness is given a
free hand in their districts, the sole reasou apparently
being the quantity of hard cash paid into the stipend
fund. Big stipend means devil locked up during the
hot weather, small stipend that he may fire away
three hundred and sixty. five days in the year.
How strange the whole thing is becomes apparent
the closer attention we giv to the subject. The acts
and conduct of the leading clergymen lead us to believe that they do not believe what they teach,
otherwise they would never neglect the :flock, that
is, the poor Of the flock, for SUCh a length Of time
during the summer, or it may be they believe what
they say to be true of the wealthy portion of their
hearers, but as this portion migrates to the seaside,
or other places, during the time we speak of, it is
not worth while to look after the poorer or "chattle"
sections of the assembly who do not add much to
the clerical income. The fact is, all tlie relations of
God, grace, and the parson, are regulated by good
current coin of the commonwealth. An old lady,
wife of a ruling elder, hit it off well when the minister called to say good-bye on the eve of his departure
to another "charge." "I'm sorry," said his reverence, after a little talk of a general nature, " to hav
to leave thia pleasant place where I hav spent so
many happy days, but it seems to me that the Lord
has concluded I hav finished my task here and be
has called me to another corner of the extended vineyard." "I am sorry to hear you are leaving us, Mr.
So and So," said the old lady; and with her knowl€dge of human nature, added, "Might I ask ye how is
the stipend were ye're going~" "Well," replied hi>~
reverence, "it is a little better where I'm going than
here, but of course that never influenced me-the
Lord calla me and I cannot disobey his voice." "I'm
glad you take such a view of the matter," she said,
" but I am afraid the Lord would hav called long
and loud before you would hav heard him, had .there
not been more pay." She was right. The whole
underlying idea of Christianity seems to be "for
value received.'' Man is saved by God because he
got satisfaction from Jesus Christ, and Jesus Christ,
for the part he played, seems to hav got appointed a
sort of deputy-boss of the universe. T~e whole
is an affair of beam and scales. The devll seems,
however, to hav had the best of the transa~tion, for
had he got possession of all the human bemgs who
ever appeared upon this planet, or that ever will ap-
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pear, they could not hBv been ao va1uuble a prize as
he extracted from God almighty. Man being finite,
no act of hie, nor any number of acta, could be of
an infinit nature, hence, had the devil got all men
hQ would only hav had something of a finite nature or
value. But the thing stands differently, for by good
diplomatic skill he was able, so the theologians tell
UB, to extract a sacrifice of infinit value from God, so
that in this respect " Satan won off the almighty " to
the extent of the difference between finite and '' infinit.'' Perhaps the devil thinks he has scored points
enough, and goes slow now and then to ease the
clergy, who devote so much time to showing how .
brilliant he is, having outwitted God and man.
w. CECIL HAMMOND.

Freethought in Sweden.
Our friends in Sweden a:ra fighting orthodo1:y for
all that they are worth. The Stockholm branch of
the Utiliska society held, on February 23d, an open
meeting, to which were ~nvited all such persons as
had bMn present when Lenustrend delivered his
lecture on "God." At the meeting, which was
largely attended-in fact, many had to leave for want
of room-Mr. A. W. Mentzer read aloud four addresses. The one signed by twelve persons of Uppskediha testified that in them, and, so far as they
knew, also in the rest of the audience, had Lannstrand's lecture not produced general indignation
but, on the contra:ry, general aatisfaction. The
second address of a simiiar character was signed by
thirty-eight individuals, while the third, sigr.-ed by
over two hundred men and women individually, testified that the signers indorsed the view held by Lennstrand and as a logical consequence demanded the
same treatment. The fourth address ifl to be signed
by such persons, who, although they differ from the
views held by Lennstrsnd, yet do disapprove of the
" enlightened" conduct of the government as manifested in its religious perseoutiona. The two last
addresses are now being circulated in Sweden, and
when they return, a copy of each is to be presented
to both conrts and king.
Two of Lsnnstrand'a so well-known open letters
hav seen the light of day during 1!\!.lt month. One
was addressed to the king; the othe1·, and the most
interesting one, to the attorney-general. In this the
legal gentleman's attention is called to the glaring
inconsistencies of Swedish legal procedings, which,
if not corrected, will reanU in a general contempt of
Swedish law among nativa as well as foreigners.
But, of course, the cost of a campaign so activ is
great, hence .Fritankaren No. 5 contains an appeal
to Swedish Freethinkers to subecribe for this paper.
To those of our Swedish friends here in America
who do not know the psper, we will say send on $1
to Capt. 0. Thomson, 25 Bryggaregaten, Stockholm,
for a year's subscription for our vigorous, spicy little
contemporary. If .Fritankaren is allowed to die the
cause of our brother is lost. Let us not act like a
G. N.
Christian.
Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAlllmsoN will lecture in Osceola, Ia., Aprillst, 2d,
and 3d; in Peoria, Ia., April 5th and 6th. Address, Des
Moines, Ia.
PRoF. VAN BuREN DENSLOW will speak on" The Social
Utility of Middlemen," at the Liberal Club next Friday
evening, April 4th, 220 East Fifteenth street.
J. E. REMSBURG has just made his fifth tour of Texas, delivering twenty-five lectures in the following towns: De~i
son Denton, Mansfield, Fort Worth, Belton, San Antonio,
Flatonia, Columbus, Cuero, Victoria, Hubbard City, McKinney, Tyler, Ingersoll, and Paris. Mr. Remsburg organized five strong Secular societies with a total membership of
nearly three hundred in San Antonio, ·Flatonia, Columbus,
Cuero, and McKinney. The follow.ing officers were elected :
San Antonio : Chas. L. Sauer, president; Otto Praeger, secretary; Benj. J _ Mauermann, tr.e.asurer: Flat?nia : Henry
W. Yeager, president; J. E. Faires, VIce-pes1dent; T. E.
Tanner secretary and trcasurPr. Columbus : A. C. Zumalt,
preside~t; R. W. Putney, vice-president; W. A. Matthews,
secretary; Louis Weete, treasurer. Cuero: Wm._ Westhoff,
president; August Holzapfe~, secr~tary.. McK1~ney: H.
E. Smith, president; E. W. Kukpatnck, VICe-president; F.
c. Thompson, secretary; M. B. Rexrole, treasurer. Mr.
Remsburg goes from Texas to Arkansas.

WE will not be confined by historical, even geological periods, which w~uld allow us .to doubt of a
progress in human affairs. If we r1se a~ove the
wisdom for the day, we shall expect that th~s mo~n
ing of the race, in which it has been suppl~ed wtth
the simplest necessaries, with c?rn and wme and
honev and oil and fire and articulate speech, and
agricu'lture and other arts, reared .up by degrees
from the condition of ants it? men, Will be succ~eded
by a day of equally progress1v splen?~r; that; 1n the
lapse of the divine period;~, other d!Vlne agents and
godlike men will assist to elevate the race as much
above its present condition.- Thoreau.
THERE are various, nay, incredible faiths; why
should we be alarmed at any .of them T What man
believes, God believes.-Thoreau.
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g[ommnnications.
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Go(l in the Constitution.
BY A CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY.

Inasmuch as a certain class of zealous religionists,
calling themselv" "Nationv.l Reformers," are so extremely anxious to he.v tha Constitution of the
UnitEd States a~knowledge the existence, majesty, and
superintending power of God, that is, the God of the
Christian, or what is known in Bible parlance as the
"only living and trus Gcd," it becomes a question
of great importance at the present time as to what
benefit could be reaped by the people by the insertion in the Constitution of the word, name, title,
appellation, office, or whatever the term may be, of
God, without a definition of the character, form, location, works, and designs, of the being whom
they would designate by the term T I mean, suppose
it should read in the Cqnstitution something like
this, viz., "We, as a nation, acknowledge and adore
the God of Bible, who is the one only living and true
God, the creator and the preserver of the universe,"
what satisfaction would that be to these "National
R6form~rs," inasmuch as they must know that they
do not, and cannot, agree among themselvs as to
whether God is a personal being, or merely a principle, an idea, or an influence! But they cannot explain the· matter to their own, or anybody else's
satisfaction. How can thsy explain the incomprehensible f T.nat is. they say tb.at God is '' incomprehensible," as witness the following from the creer! of one
of the oldest, most respectable, and most p0pular
denominations, namely the Church of. England.
Here is the "Creed of Slint Athanasius," and perhaps this "explsnaUon" oi the godhead will be
..-placed in the Constitution, to which the Unitarians,
UD.ivsrsalists, Disciples, Adventists, Christians, and
·-many other sects are cordially invited to subscribe
their unwavering faith, or they cannot be Sl\ved, for
·so says the creed. We quote: "Whosoever wiU be
saved, before all things it is necessary that hs hold
. . the Catholic faith."
Pardon a little comment, now and then, as we go
along. It is here observed that it is necessary to
salvation that we all shall believe, before all things
else, the Catholic faith; and now read : " Which faith
except everyone do keep whole and undefiled: without doubt he shall perish everlastingly." Now, as all
are to p~rish everlastingly, i.e., either be burnt up
. root and branch, as the Adventists and others hav it,
"<~or suffer the pangs of eternal torment, unless they
believe the "C!ltholic faith," it becomes very important that we discover what we are required to be·:lieve; i.e., providing it is posoible, which we will discover it is not ; and if not possible for us to b~lieve,
· some of us, and indeed all, who fail to believe tbis
:" Catholic faith," " whole and undefiled," are bound
to be lost.
Now for the "Catholic faith." "And the Catholic
faith is this: that. we worship one God in 'trinity,
and trinity in unity, neither confounding the persons,
nor dividing the substance." Now, keep i.n mind
that, as God must be acknowledged in the Constitution, the Catholic, i.e., the general and so-called orthodox definition of God, must also be found in the
Constitution. Well, Jet us see what we are to understand about God: "For there is one person of the
Father, another of the Son, and another of the Holy
Ghost." That is, there e.re three persona, each of
whom is God, or, in other words, three personal Gods,
yet forming one godhead, i.e,, one firm, so to speak.
But this is not conceded, as we will farther see.
·"But the godhead of the Father, of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost is all one; the glory equal, the
majesty co-eternal." This is just what I claimed,
i.e., three personal co-equal g.-.ds; but, as I said,
· this conclusio:a is denied, as we will see. We quote:
"Such as is the Father, such is the Son, and such is
the Holy Ghost." The same. id!la again-three per,sonal, co-equal, co-eternal gods. Again: "The
Father uncreate, the Son uncreate, and the Holy
Ghost uncreate." T.b.at is, three uncreated and, of
course, B"lf-existent Gods. You say you cannot un. . . derstand how on"' of these personal gods is the
son of another, and yet uncraated and self existent.
But the reason is explaiued in the llf'Xt verse, and
,.you will clearly see why that point ia not understood
.· by you. Hearken: " The Father incomprehensible,
"1the Son incomprehensible, and the Holy Ghost in.;comprehensible." Wail, we might as well stop right
here and say no mora, for if the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost are incomprehensible, why did the maker
·of this creed, one Athanasius, undertake to say anything about the personality, the co-equality, the coeternity, the uncreated state of three beings who are
all . incomprehensible! It is sheer nonsense, and
waste of time and breath, to undertake to under.. stand anything whatsoever about that which cannot
be comprehended by any of the senses that we are
endowed with. That which wa can neither !leP, hear,
. taste, feel, or smell is, to uB, incomprehensible. And
' this statement that neither Father, Son, or Holy
Ghost is compreheflsible, is an Infidel siatement ; it
is more, it is Atheistical, for it is not only equhaleot

saying, there is no God, nor Christ, nor Holy ufore or after the other. But do not try to underGhost, but it flatly contradicts many emphatic state- et:md it, for il is incomprehensible. But the statements of the scriptures, which those who believe this ment is made that " none is greater or less than
impossible " Catholic faith " profess to reverence. I another." Yet the son declared emphatically that
am not discussing the question of the existence of a "t-he father is greater than I." Aud he taught that
personal God, and a hving, tangible Christ, and a he "could do nothing" of himself. He taught conHoly Spirit that can be experienced, with you, Mr. tinually that the Holy Ghost is to be "sent" by the
Editor, or your fellow-Freethinkers, who openly, father and himself, and that it will not speak of
frankly, and honestly avow your unbelief in these himself, but simply reveal what he is sent to reveal,
things, or in the Bible record of them. But I wish showing that he is not co-equal, but dependent, and
to combat these " orthodox" Infidels, these " Chris- an agent solely of the father and the son. Now, as
tian" Agnostics, who comign such as you to au end- to the son being unoreated, what do the scriptures
laos hell, yet are as fully Infidel and Atheistic as any mean when they ss~>ert that Christ is "The first-born
of every creature " and "The beginning of the creaof your readers.
I simply ask that your readers will not blame tion of God 1" A.s to his relationship to his father,
eit-her God, Christ, the Holy Ghost, or the Bible with he said, " I proceeded fodh and came from God."
these misrepresentations of God and Christ and the If it be claimed that the son said that the father and
Holy Ghost. Now, I affirm that the Bible affirms he were one, I reply that he pnyed that all of his
throughout, that the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost followers might be one. "That they may be one
either hav been, or can be, recognized or compre- even as we are one." Again, "That they all may be
one, as thou, father, art in me and I in thee." Now,
hended by one or more of the five senses.
It not only declares that God can be known and if ail the followers of Christ "are to be one even as
has been known, but that he must be known. It the father and he are one, and they are " one God,"
affirms that the father bas been seen and heard, tht~t. then all believers in Christ are also "one god." And
tb<:~ Eon has been seen and heard and felt, and that )f the father nnd the son, and thousands of men and
the Holy Ghost has been seen, heard, and felt. women, form one godhead, yet as far as the men and
I :.:J.ean- aotually, res.Hy, and not merely seen by faith women are concerned, they are so many t!eparate,
or heard by faith or felt by faith; but they bav been distinct, and independent persona. So the father
seen with natural eyes snd beard with natural ears and the son are separate and distinct and independent.
and felt pbysic~lly. If you could sparG two or three But the scriptures do not assert that they are "one
columns of your paper to that end I would abun- God." but are "one" in the aame sense that a man
dantly sustain the position. But, however, very few and ·wife are one, or as a firm composed of two,
of the class whose Infidelity on these points I aro three, or more persons are one.
Well, as to the creed, after summing up these
criticising are fearless and independent enough to
"explanatiops" and "elucidations" of the trinity,
read such a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER.
David bas been quoted against many of your read- the creed sayfil, "He therefore that will be saved,
ers as saying, "The fool hath said in his heart there must thus think of the trinity."
is no God." ;But to whom can this lauguage apply
Wei!, for one, I do not "thus think," and I could
with more truth and force than to those who believe not "thus think " to f:lave my soul; and I should lose
this so-called Catholic faith 1 Did Jesus Christ my brains if I undertook to "thus think." And as
beiieve that the iather and the son were incompre- no rational being can "thus think," and no one can
hensible, when he declared that "·rhis is life eternal, be saved unless he does "thus think," no one therethat they might know thee, the only true God, and fore who bas brains, and especially no one who
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent ~" Did Paul belitves the Bible-for euch cannot possibly " thus
consider God to be incomprehensib~e when he said think" -can ·be saved. Truly this "fool bas said in
to the Athenians, who, like these modem .Agnostics. his heart "-Atbanasius I mean-and also written it
had an altar inscribed "To the unknown God," down, in the foregoiog style, that " there is no God."
"Whom, therefore, ye ignorantly worship, him d-Jclsre No wonder the world is fuli of "Infidels," for such
I unto you." Avowed Agnostics say that there may doctrin as is taught in this venerated 13reed would
be, and probably is, a living God, but i hat they do make Infidels of everybody who would try to believe
uot know or understand him; but these professedly it, and who did not read the Bible for tbemselvs.
Christian people not only say that God is not known And here is where our Infidel friends do err; t.hat is,
to them, but that he cannot be known by anybody, in accepting these abl'urd doctrine of men, who call
because be is incomprehensible, giving the lie to them the Catholic faith, and the " Christian religion,"
Paul, who said of a certain class ''that when they as Christianity. I may say that fully two-thirds of
knew God they glorified him not as God." Again, the doctrins taught by so-called" Christian" churches
"Because that which may be known Of God is mani- are altogethH foreign to the doctrin of Jesus Christ,
fested unto th!'m; for God hath reves.led it unto and much that is taught by them as Cnristianity is
them." But we will go on with our quotations, or condemned by it; just as some of the doctrins and
rather in our effort to find the kind of God that is to practices of the Salt Lake Mormons are condemned
be locate.d in the Constitution. We quote: "The and forbidden by the Book of Mormon, from whence
father eternal, the son eternsl, and the Holy Ghost their rdigion is supposed to hav sprung. But let us
eternal. And yet they are not threfl eternals, but see what another church offers through the pen of
one eternal." Comprehend that! You eay, No. one of her accepted commentators, as a definition of
Well, of course not. It is incomprehensible. "As God, and this should also go into the Constitution.
also there are not three incomprehensibles nor three Rev. Luther Lee informs us that God is a spirit, and
uncreated, but one uucreated and one incomprehen- that a spirit is an " immaterial, indivisible, indissolusible." Understand that 1 "So iikewise the f~~other ble, uncompounded, simple essence; that has neither
is almighty, the son aimighty, and the Holy Ghost weight, shape, size, nor color, that bas neither extealmighty. And yet they are not three almighties, rior nor interior surface, and can in nowise come in
but one almighty. So the father is God, the son is contact with matter."
Now, if God, being a spirit, is all that-that is, if
God, snd the Holy Ghost is God. And yet there are
not thre<~ Gods, but one God. So likewise the father that is anything at all-then he is just simply nothing,.
is Lord, the son Lord, and the Holy Ghost L01·d. for that which is immaterial, or formed of no matter
And yet not three Lords, but onfl Lord." But of any sort, that which cannot be divided nor disremember you are to be "Neither confounding the solved, is not cspable.of being compound11d with anypersons nor dividing the subst11nce." "For like as. thing alae; that which has no weigM, no shape, no
we are compelled by the Christian verity to acknowl- size, no color, and has no outside nor inside, and can
edge every person by himself to be God and Lord, in no manner come in contact with anything material,
so we are forbidden by the Catholic religion to say, is something-if that is not paradoxical-which is
There be three Gods or three Lords." Now, do not nothing, or that which cannot exist anywhere or in
confound the persons, i.e.,· keep it in mind that there any condition. What " simple essence " is there,,
are three distinct and sep1uate persons, and that each known to man, that can bear such a definition! Can
by himself is God-or, in other words, a God-and electricity, as subtil, and ethereal, and ns little under-·
each is by himself a Lord. Yet, for all that, there stood as it is? Not by any means.
The Btlriptures declare that God hae a form. They
are not three Gods nor three Lordr>. Do you comprebend that! You ~:~ay, No. Well, you are excus- ascribe size to him, and color. Paul s·r1ys thut Christ.
able. It is incomprehensible. But you can' surely is "the brightness of the father's glory, and the eX·
understand the following, viz: "Tbe father is made press image of his person." Jesus told the Jews
of none, neither created nor begotten. The son is th~tt they had not " heard his voice nor seen his
of the father alone, not made or created, but begot- shape." Angels arq said to always behold the face
ten. The Holy Ghost is of the father and of the of God in heaven. Now, is the Constitution to hav
son-neither made nor created nor bsgotten, but a declaration io~erted in it, that we, the Americiln
proceeding. So there is one father, not three fathers; nation, composed of ratio.,al beings, endowed with
one son, not three sons; one Holy Ghost, not three a usual measure of common sense, and opposed to
Holy Ghoate. And in this trinity none is afore or humbug, acknowledge the existence of one only livafter the other; none is greater or less than another, ing and true God, but who is not susceptible of
but the whole three persons are co-eternal together recognition by any of the five senses, and who is
and co-equal."
absolutely incomprehensible, and who is a compound
Now, it must strike every thinking person that if being, formed of three persons of one pow:er, subthe son was begotten of the father, there was a time, stance, and eternity, yeh who is immaterial, indivisino matter how brief it was, when the son did not ble, indissoluble, uncompounded, simple essence, and
exist ; for h'3 did not e:r.iet before he was begotten. formed of no substance; who created a son who was
And if the Holy Ghost proceeded from the son as m.ver created at all, and who beg at a son who existed
well as the father, there was no Holy Ghost until the always or co-eternal with his father, and who was CC"Ison was begotten. Yet there was none that was equal with his fatheR~ who he s.oJd was greater tl:l:m
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hims~lf, and without whoa~ aid he said he could ~o
nothing; and that there IS another person who IS
also God, co-equal and co-eternal, yet who proceeded
frem the father and the so';!, after the son was. begotten, of course; yet that neither of the three Is afore
or after the other, or greater or less than tmother,
and that. each of these three separate persons, whose
P?rsonahty must not be confounded, are each by
himself God and Lord. Yet there are not three
Gods or three Lordlil, but ·one only. And being of
eq~al substance, as well _as power a~d eternity,
th1s substanc_e has _no vye1ght, shape, Size, or ~olor,
nor any exterior or mteriOr surface, and can In no
wis(;l come in contact_ with matter. Yet the father
became connected_ With flesh, and assumed human
~ature, and ?welt 1D the flesh, but of course was not
ID contact wtt.h matt~r; and that this godhead is as
the creeds affirm, "Without bo_dy, parts, or p~s~ions,"
and cannot t~erefore love! p1ty, sorrow, ,reJOICe, or
hav pe~De or .Joy, .or be kt~d a~d gentle; in ot~er
words, IS as devmd of feehng, Impulse, or emotiOn
as a stone, as passionless ~s a gatepo~t. And yet
those who accept the foregomg "Oathohc faith" talk
about the love of God, and his pity and -mercy, and
ki~dness and goodnesa; also that he rejoices, and is
grieved, and can feel anger and wrath. ·And still he
i6 without passions. This being whom they call" the
only living and true God" is to be acknowledged in
th«: <:Jon_stitutio,!l. And to suit the. various classes of
rehg10msts he IS to be spoken of m these words-!
quote frot? the " Thirty-nine Articles of Religion,"
and No. I IS the one that would no doubt be accepted
by all the so-called orthodox and evangelical
churches: "There is but one living and true God,
everlasting, without body, parts, or passions, of
infinit power, wisdom, and goodness; the maker and
preserver of all things, both visible and invisible.
And in unity of this godhead there be three p~rsons,
of one substance, power, and eternity, the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost." Some of the creeds
leave out the word "passions," and one adds the
word "color." But -we will lil!ippose that they will
compromise and be satisfied with the declaration that
this "one living snd true God" is " without body or
parts."
•
Yet we hav the statement in Exodus, that God
put Moses in the cleft of a rock, and put his "band"
over him, and permitted him to see hia "back parts."
Paul said that in Ohrist "dwellath all the fullness
of the godhead bodily.n Aud he says also that
Ohrist is the ''express image of his person," i. e., the
person of the father. And Adam is represented s.s
being made in the likeness of God. And now right
here permit me to object to the silly caricature of
the image of Gnd which appesr<>d some time ago in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, wherein nearly a dozen different
types of m!)-:-kind are represented as being the image
of God, and the question is asked," Which is the
image?" Now, misrepresentation is not fair nor
honorable on the part of Freethinkers any more than
on the parh of Ohristians so called, in dealing with
lnfidell!l. I understand that it is claimed in the
Bible, that God made one man (Adam) in his own
likeness and imaae;
and I understand that from
0
that one man the various nations hav sprung, in the
courae of centuries· and that climatic influences and
manner of life hav bad a great deal to do in bringing
about the differenCiilB that exist, to a considerable
extent; but chiefly that in some cases a curse affecting the skin and feature of men has come upon
them, because of crime. The confounding of Janguage may hav been accompanied by a change of
skin and form of feature. But this i<~ digression.
The point I make is, that God made Adam in his
own image and likeness, and that he must therefore
be in the form of man, and not in the form of a bird,
or a beast, or a fish; and therefore must hav a body.
Angels whenever seen always are in human form
yet not of human sub~tance. Angels hav a nature:
but of course it is angelic nature and not human.
P.ml says that Ohrist took not on him the "nature
of angels." Angels are spirits and yet are possessed
of bodies like men in form but not in substance.
God is a ~pirit, yet has a form or body and has substance and a nature called the "divine nature."
P"ul ~ays there are "celestial bodies" aa well as
"terrestrial"" or earthly ones." And so we conclude
that God has a body, has parts and has passion~, and
that when the Oonatitution asserts that there is "one
living s.nd true God," "without body,, p~rts, or pass~one," it will ~e .a false and A~het~t1~al decla~atwn, and au antiscr~pt~ral a?d antwhristian doctrm,
and that the Oonst1tu~IOn wtll ~e. made an offep.sc: to
God and a proper subJect of ridiCule to all thmkmg
men and !omen, for it will present the sa~ and
lamentmble spectacle of asserting that there. JB but
"one living and true God," and then by the Billy and
paradoxical assertion that this living and true God
has no body, no parts, no passions, and is, therefore,
nothing, proving that there is no God at
all, not even susceptible of being comprehended as
much as the gods of the heathen are, whether they
be the sun or moon or stars or a cow or an elephant
or a snake or a tree or even a block of wood or stone.
What it will amount to is just this, viz.: Amendment
No. 2 will read, "This God is without body,
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parts, or passions, and therefore there is no God." men to wear wiga, a certain olergyman bad one which
For he could be neither a. living nor a true God. was adorned with many curia. But it did not rmit a
And worse than that he could not even be a false number of the female portion of his flock, so one day
god, for every false g~d has a body of some sort and he invited all who found fault with it to visit him at
of some material, and has some shape, even if it bas his house and bring their shears along. After their
no separate parts or any passions. A God without a arrival he set the wig before them and told them to
body is a God without form or shape or size what- trim it to auit themselvs. So one cut off an objecever. A God without parts has .no head, no trunk, tionable curl hate, and another an u11becoming lock
no limbs no heart no lungs-indeed 1 no intern~l there, and so on, until 1wch one had removed the part
organs. 'A God without passions can hav no love, which to her was not in good taste. And when they
joy, peace, hope, desire, fear, grief, pity, anger, or be were through the minister told them that they could
subject to emotions of any sort whatever.
fall down and worship it and they would commit no
It is not ae valuable for a God as is a block of ein, for it was not Hke auything in heaven above, or
marble, for that has a form or a body. It is not aa in the earth beneath, or in the water under the earth.
valuable for a God ss a tree, as that has both body and And so it is with the God of the orthodox creeds.
parts. It is not as good a God as a cow, as· that hae But let the Nll.tional RefOl'mers get their God into
body, parts, and passions to a degree. It is nothing, the Constitution, they add nothing to it, so no harm
absolutely nothing, and is therefore no God, living will be done. But what uee ia there of writing any
or dead, true or false. Now, where are your Atheist!', more about nothing~
T._ W. SMITH, Missionary.
your Infidels, your Agnostics 1 Tbey are found in
Papeete, 7 ahiti, Ft:b. 10, 1890.
the churches who subscribe to this Oatholic faith
this impossible, this absurd, this antiscriptural and
antichristian dogma, which cannot by any possibility
Sonls Badly Bestowed.
be allowed to be called a faith, for it is rank unbeAs reported in THETRUTHSEEKER!lf Nov.16, 1889,
lief-it is worse than that, it is positiv Atheism. Dr. A. H. Stevens, of Pniladelphi<a, cl11.ima to hav
And thinking men and women are told that they made a discovery of the natural location of human
must accept this hitb, which is not faith but absolute souls. They are aRid to be located in the gangular
unbelief, and believe it whole and undefiled, or they part of the corpus callosum, which, he informs us,
must perish everlastingly. Now, in conclusion I hav ''is the seat of the imperishable mind," and "is the
a proposition to make to your reade1·s. It is this, reservoir and storehouse of electricity, abstracted
viz., If there be any avowed Atheists among them, from the blood in the arteries, conveyed through the
let them unite most heartily with these Nations.! Da- nerves up the spinal process, or cord, to the corpus
I mean Re-formers. and help get Article I of the callosum."
Ohurch of Eagland's XXXIX Articles of Religion in·
Dr. Stevena is doubtless correct sa to his concepserted in the Oonstitution, and they will hav the satia- tion of the carpus callosnrn being the receptacle and
faction of knowing that the Oonstitution, which is now distributor of electricity, as he describes, but he fails
purely 5ecular and unaffected by religious or irrelig· to show-eould not do else than to so fail-one parioue ideas, will be an undisguised Atheistic document ticle of rational.evidence to sustain his claim to the
of national acceptation, and perhaps the only Atheistic discovery of the soul's location, nor of the existence
Oonstitution in the world. And to THE TRUTH SEEKER of tha soul. The term "soul" seems to hav
I would say, stop quarreling with your Infidel breth- been brought into existence in a fanciful way in
ren of the so-called orthodox churches, attend their ord!ir to fill a gap that was open in the basechurches, partake of the sacrament with them, and less imaginativ conceptions that went to the make-up
liv in unity and peace with your brethren in unbelief. of the primitiv forms and theories of the religion of
If you must pitch into anyone giv it to the Jews and those times.
the Mormons, but don't fight your own brethren any
It should be borne in mind that in those ages scimore. No, I will take that back and say, "Pitch ence was unknown, that imaf!ination could but rarely
into 'em" on the ground of hypocrisy in pretending be directed by reason, and that in consequence crudto be believers in the Christian God, and yet being ity of ideas fell upon the masses. It should not be
the veriest Atheists. I can respect honest Infidelity, a matter of surprise, then, that these masses were
but Infidels in the guise of Ohristians I hav no more easily overcome by craft joined to superstition, which
respect for than God and the devil hav. There is led to false religious bondage,, to persecutions, and
one feature of the case, however, that is in fsvor of to tbe subversion of all true manhood and womanthe advocates of the "Oatholic faith," or Infidelity hood by the domination of alleged God's sheriffs.
rather, and that is, they cannot be accused of idolatry
This statement being made against the generations
in the worship of their God, and they do not break of many centuriea past, what may justly be said, in
either the First or the Second Oommandment, for the same line of thought, as to our vastly praised
they hav no other God before Jehovah, for they hav intelligence iD: this our nine~eenthoentury? Are not
none at all; and they call.pot make any likeness large proport10ns of OUl." mneteenth-century people
or graven image of their God, for " nothing" has no apparentiy in the same ~ategor!, _as to clerical domlikenesB or image; that which has no body ·or parts ination, snd aa t? holdmg rehg10us dogmas at war
cannot be represented by either the molder's, or 1 with truth and smence, ss was the case two thousand
graver's, or sculptor's, or painter's, or photographer's years ago!
art. No microscope is powerful enough, and surely
I hav a bit more to say about Dr. Stevena's tenant's
the natural eye is not able, to see an image or likeness -the cor:pus, etc.-lodgings. I~ painfully occurs to
of nothing. If you hav a picture of nothing send it me that m 1886 I was severely VISited by a carbuncle
out here, so the South Sea islanders may see what which captured ~ll _the ~n.s and outs of my corpus
the orthodox God of England and America is like. callos1trn. It held 1ta Vlm_oua power_ const~ntly at
The nearest thing to a picture of nothiug that I ever work throughout every pan of my body unt1~ up to
saw was when I was a school-boy in Philadelphia. a few wee~a from now-nearly four years-"!Ith _frsA little boy had made a square of P.bout two inches quent tre!l.tment. T.hough lar~ely subdued, 1t kiCks
in diameter, with ink, on a piece of paper. It was ~e here or there da1ly,_ ~o rem1~d me, I Bt;~ppose, of
simply a plain, black spot. The teacher said, biB regar~ for my or .tns brotner soul, his l.odger.
" Oharlie, what hav you there?'' Oharlia said it was B~d lo?gmgs, I should be S<lsu~ed. Does 1t h~v
"a picture." "A picture of what?" said the teacher. wmgs hke angels! If not, I beg to. know, how wlll
"I see no picture." " Oh," said Oharlie, "it is a pict- he ever get back !?r up to heaven wnen I go down
ure of a nigger in a dark cellar, chasing a black cat." the other '!lay 1 1 ?o ~ot h~ar the b~otber soul fl£&p
And so it was for aught the teacher could see. But or otherwise use :!:ns wmgs ,or exercise. I hope he
it was not ex~ctly nothing, for it was a black square "!ill not bolt ol;!t s~d leav? me soulless, ethically conat lettst, and it had a body of paper and the form of s1dered. I wait w1th !mxiety.
D.
a square. :But the orthodox God, alas, has not evc:n
that much of a substance, or ?ody, or form. It Is
SoME people with whom I talk, men and women
not round, square, oblong, comca.l, recta.ngular, octa- even of some originality and genius, hav their scheme
gon, nor of any other form. It is not like man 1" of the universe aU cut and dried-very dry, I assure
beast, bird or fish; not like any fruit or flower, grain you, to hear, dry enough to burn, dry-rotted and
or vegetable; not like a hill or a valley; not like any- powder· post, methinks-which they set up between
thing in fact in heaven above, or on the earth be- you and them in the shortest intercourse, an ancient
neath, or in the earth, or in the water. You cannot and tottering frame with all its boards blown off.
worship it jf you try your level best. It cannot
Some, to me, seemingly very unimportant
?ee _you, hear you, taste, smell, ~r feel y_ou~ n~r you and ~ns~bstantiai things and relations, are for them
1t; _It c~nnot be ma~e.of any~~mg, for It ~s Imma· everlastingly settled-as Father, Son, a.nd Holy
tenal; ~t cannot be d1nded or dissolved, .for I~ has no Ghost, and the like. These are like the everlasting
parts! 1t cann~t love you, ~or sympathize ~VIth you, bills to them. But in all my wanderings I never
nor p1t! _you; It cannot gr1ev~ at ~our m1soond~ct came across the least vestige of Buthority for these
nor reJoice over your well doiDg ~ It cannot des1~e things. They hav not left so distinct a trace as the
you~ welfare nor ~e ang:y at your Ill trea:ment of 1t, delicate flower of 8 remote geological period on the
for It bas no passiO~S; 1t cannot a~premate beauty coal in my grate.- Tlwremt.
of form or color, aa 1t has no eyes; •t does not know
anyt_hing o~ sweetneas of so~g or the ha~mony of
THE country is full ot this superstition, so that
music, for It. cannot bear, havi~g no ears; It. tastes
nothing, for It h~s no tongue_; It e_mells nothmg, for when one enters a village, the church, not only really
it bas no nose; It feels nothwg With hands or feet, but from associati-:.n, is the ugliest-looking building
or by the nerves in contact with something material, in it because it is the one in which human nature
for it bas no hands, or feet, or nerves, for it has no stoops the lowest Rnd is the most disgraced. OertBin1y such temples as these shall erelong cease to
parts.
'
deform
the landscape.-1rt!hnoreatt.
Many years ago, when it waa the custom for clergy-
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A Goon m!Any of the puroha.ssra of Mr. Bennett's
travels around ths world hav never obtained the
fonrth volume of the set, and the book has also been
out of prin~ for a long time. A new edition is now
ready, bound uniformly with the others, and may be
obtained for $1.50. A limited number only has
been printed, and those desirous of completing their
sets of this invaluable Fteethinker's history of the
world should apply early.
--------~~-------

Pictorial Arguments .Against the Church.
Substantial progress is being made on the new
book of pictures, and orders for it are also numerous, as will be seen by reference to the " Letters
from Friends." To giv a clear idea of the style of
the book we quote the contents of the first chapter,
which has the title, "Uncle Sam and the Priests:"
The Pests that Bother Uncle Sam.
Uncle Sam Sleeps, but the Priests Do Not.
Romani am with Her Mask 0 n.
The Mask Off.
"Snbm\t to the Roman Pontiff, as to God."
·.·. The Skeleton that Uncle Sam may Some Day find
in His Closet.
A New L~Aocoon.
The Trail of the Serpent.
Some Undesirable Immigrants.
Lay Loyalty.
''Where L':berty Reigns the Tyrant Seeks to Slay
Her."-L-z Salle.
The Outcome of Church and State Union.
The God-in-the-Constitution Gneri11as.-Liberty
in Peril.
Religious Treason the Ruin of the Republic.
A Translation of the Bar~holdi Statue which may
be Elpected under Religious Rule.
What Uncle Sam should Do.
Each picture is accompanied by a page of supporting texts, statistic11, etc., and the more we consider
the volume the better does it appear to be. It will
be worth much as a reference-book, aside from its
pictorial features. The price is $2.

_____._,.

The Pictures in the Paper.
We are pleased to announce forty-six new sub
scribers on the p:cture account received since the
last acknowledgment, making four hundred and
, ninety-nine in all. This insures the publication of
the pictures all through the year, and we hope that
by next January the list will hav so largely increased
that no special call need be made. We ought to hav
twelve or fifteen thousand subscribers, and if our
friends will continue their good c:fficee, substantial
progress toward obtaining that number may be made
this year.
We hav also received additional amounts of cash
toward the picture expense :
B. Kahler .................. $ 50 John Redmond.......... 1 00
0, F. Hoyt................
75 Leonard Walters........ 2 00
E. M. Hanson............
25 J. M. Peck, Sr...........
75
E J. Toss.................. 1 00 J. A. Weaber.............
50
Chas. Gregg............... 1 00 Wm. R. Sayre............
75
J. H. DJbble.............. 1 00 .John Nuessle............. 1 00
E. Van Buskirk ........... 1 00
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Total amount, $220.80. This is a very generous about Jesus Christ. Setting up that ancient individcontribution from our friends, and we assure them ual as the supreme ruler of nations is the notion of
the National Reform Association, otherwise known
that it is gratefully appreciated.
as the Gad-in-the-Constitution party.
•'They .Are for a Spoil, and None Saith Restore."
"The Bible in Evidence."
That the substitulion of the word "religious" for
the word'' sectarian" in all laws and articles of conThe fanatics created by the scriptu1·es of the Chrisstitutions intended to secure equal rights in religion tian crop up everywhere. The latest crank was disto all men is of that great importance that TBE cpvered the other day up in Westchester, as a juror in
TRUTH SEEKER has frequently urged, may be seen Justice Dykman's court, in a suit for damages began
from this paragraph in the decision of the Wisconsin by a resident of White PlBins against an Eye and
supreme court excluding the Bible from the public Ear Infirmary. When the jury retired for deliberaschool!:'. The court defines sectarian thus:
tion Mr. Antholtz at once produc~d a Bible and be"The' term 'sectarian instruction' in the constitution gan to read.. Then he prayed. The other jurymen
manifestly refers exclusiviy to instruction in religious doc- began balloting and soon arrived at a verdict in favor
trine, and the prohibition is only aimed at such instruction
as is sectarian-that is to say, instruction in religious doc- of the plaintiff for $2,500, but Antholtz said that he
trine which are believed by some religious sects and rejected must first find out what the Lord said about casting
by others. Hence, to teach the existence of a supreme being a ballot in a lawsuit. After spending a long time in
of infinit wisdom, power, and goodness, and that it is the his search he said that as there was nothing in the
highest duty of all men to adore, obey, and love him, is not Bible on the subject he could not vote. After sevsectarian, because all religious sects eo believe and teach. eral hours wasted in alternately coaxing and bulldozThe instruction becomes sectarian when it goes further and
inculcates doctrin and dogma concerning which the religious ing the man the eleven other jurors appealed to
sects are in conflict. This we understand to be the meaning Justice Dykman. The justice said that he could do
nothing, and the jury was locked up for the night.
of the constitutional prohibition."
So, if a teacher in a public school inculcates Theism Yesterday morning Antholtz said that the Lord and
there is BO remedy, notwithstanding there may be the spirits during the night had told him to vote
in the school children of Atheists and Agnostics. for a verdict of $1,000. This again disappointed the
That is to say, the various Christian sec.,s are to be jurymen, as they had decided to giv Van Tassel
prevented from preying upon each other, but may all $2,500. Antholtz, however, would not raise the sum
a dollar, and at last, with hunger gnawing at their
legitimately prey upon the unbeliever !
vitals, the eleven jurors had to giv in to him and rendered a verdict in accordance with his views.
We Still Plead for .Accuracy.
When Mr. Antholtz took his seat on the jury he
We reg1·et that our genial Western contemporary had sworn to decide t.he case according to the evistill needs the correcting hand to guide him into the dence. He really did decide it according to a crazy
path of accuracy. Commenting upon the defeat in notion he got from reading the Bible and praying.
the United States Senate of Senator Blair's Educa- Whether there is any legal reme~y for the parties in
tional bill, the Ironclad Age says :
interest is problematical. But the queer proceeding
"This bill, the religious features of which were so artfully very plainly shows that the Bible is a dangerous
concealed, we believe would hav at least passed the senate
again but for the determined and dogged opposition of the book to put into the hands of men with weak minds.
religious sect known as Seventh Day Adventists. It had the Perhaps the time will come when before a person is
luring bait of a $77,000,000 appropriation to be distributed ':lllowed to read God's book he will hav to obtain
amongst the statea in proportion to the density of illiteracy. from some competent physician a certificate that he
But the chief object of the bill was to enforce religious in- is able to bear it, as we now are compelled to get a
structions in t.he public schools by national authority and
the acknowledgment of Jesus Christ a~;~ the supreme ruler of prescript!on from a doctor before poison can be purnations. And to think that a measure so un-American, so chased.
pernicious, so unconstitutional as this could poll so large a
vote as it did in the Senate of the United States in this age
Russia.
of general intelligence must make every true patriot shudder
Russia is a nation from which Freethought is
for the welfare of his country."
totally absent. It is pervaded in every part by the
Senator Blair is the responsible author of so mat~y most intense religious belief and feeling. Foreign
iniquitous and crszy measures that it is not strange, visitors are amazed at the incessant crossing of
perhaps, that his critics should occasionally get breasts in the streets as the populace pass the countmixed up. But the bill recently voted on was not less church edifices, shrines, and other sacred places.
the one to which the criticism of Dr. Monroe would The church, which is the Greek Catholic, is united
apply. This was a bill "to aid in the establishment with the state, and divergent sects are persecuted
and temporary support of common schools," and it and suppressed. The czar, nominally a patriarch of
provided for a grant of some seventy odd millions, the Greek church, is virtually an absolute pope of
extending through a series of years, by the general his people.
government, to the states, for the maintenance of
This being the case, we are presented with a prof.
common schools, the money to be divided on the itable opportunity for ascertaining the effects of
basis of illiteracy of population. A careful perusal Christianity on morality. Much depends upon
of the bill (which the Senator kindly forwarded us) whether we find the nation of Russia in morals above
fails to show any direct advantage to the churches or below those nations, as Germany, France,
fro~ it. Opposition to it proceeded from political England, and America, in which skepticism has
rather than religious reasons.
wrought for several generations. What we find is
The measures which the Adventists opposed are that it is far below. It seems under Christianity to
Senator Blair's Educational Amendment to the Con- hav become totally devoid of the sense of moral duty
stitution and his Sunday law bilL The first provides and of the practice of justice. It is, of the greater
that the general government shall guarantee that the nations of Europe, at once the most Christian and
various states shall maintain schools in which shall the most immoral.
be taught the principles of the Ohristian religion;
In the latest fiortnightly Review a writer dethe second provides for the religious observance of scribes the Trade Reputation of Rut:~sia, gathering
Sunday so far, as the general government's jurisdic- his data chiefly from official expostulations and jourtion goes. The errors which may be counted in our nals of Russia herself. Notwithstanding foreign disesteemed contemporary's remarks are, therefore, as gust at Russian commercial guile:
follows:
"A certain limited, working confidence, based upon ob1. The Adventists hav not doggedly opposed the vious mutual interests, without which all social intercourse
Educational bill. 2. The object of the bill was not would be impossible, has necessarily been exhibited by forto enforce religious instruction in the public schools. eign merchants and governments from time ~o time."
3. It does not acknowledge Jesus Christ as the suThe only alleviation of the F!hame inflicted on the
preme ruler of nations (the Educational Amendment Russian merchants by this grudging and limiting of
does not do that). 4. The bill was not unconstitu- confidence, will be the reflection that with the court
tional, not particularly on-American, and not per- of heaven they stand in a trust perfectly unlimited,
nicious from a Liberal standpoint. As a political and enjoy quite the most intimate kind of social inmeasure Jeffersonians would oppose it, but several tercourse.
Southern V.berals, whose states would get the major
"The word Russian is become synonymous with qualities
portion of the money, favored its enactment into law. subversiv of everything implied by relations of trade, comTo Senator Blair's Educational Amendment to the merce, and friendship."
Constitution, however, Dr. Monroe's criticism apOur northern neighbors will hav to content themplies with pertinence, with the exception of the line selva with the consolation that in that region whence
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alone ·cometh all true justice, the word Russian is
"The same reason;, being that it is not "conscisynonymous witb everything of holiness and right. entiously prepared." Oonscientiousness and faith in
"It would require a volume rather than a review article to inverse relations, the one present in the degree in
convey anything like an adequate idea of the singular which the other is absent ......tbis is the aspect of
methods employed by Russian merchants to supplement the
proverbial slowness and meagerness of trade profits. They things which the student of affairs is accustomed to
would seem. to exhaust the possibilities of na"ivete and crim- meet.
inality, nothing being too grotesque, nothing too dangerous
"As to flax, any quantity of it would, we are officially
to tempt their cupidity."
assured, be accepted gladly, if honestly sorted and sold.
Perhaps these "singular methods" owe something 'At present, however,' adds the Russian representativ, in
his latest report to his gover11ment,' in the cases containing
of their peculiarity to the singular methods made flax
from Russia you can almost always find stones, old
use of by the same persons for clearing their con- ropes, etc., which ada greatly to the weight and spoil the
sciences of guilt, transferring blame vicariously, quality· of the merchandise. It is owing to this fraud that
getting into heaven after a lifetime of ill-doing, and Russian flax fetches only half the price of the inferior qualso on. . If the Russian merchants are as reported ities of the Belgian article.' "

Strong in the matter of devoutness, but weak in
above, then they are in trade no different from what
they are in religious conception ; for in this, too, sorting and selling flax; surpassing in rendering
surely it may be said that they " exhaust all the duty to God, but uncertain when· stones are around;
filled with commendable hatred of heretics, but with
possibilities of nallvete and criminality."
"Fraudulent bankruptcy is as much a recognized institu- an unhappy leaning toward old ropes-such would
tion in Russian trade as credit."
appear to be the reported character of our Russian
Russia at least has the comfort that bankruptcy friends.
" Even Russian eggs in England fetch forty per cent less
is no more a recognized institution in her· trade than
it is in her divinely given religion. · It seems only than eggs from other countries of the continent, merely bebeing Russian, they are believed to be everything else
fair that one whose moral bankruptcy and worthless- cause,
which this fatal word implies."
ness is to be in a trice set right in heaven's courts,
Addle eggs to the addle-heads that repel the true
should hav his commercial insolvency as readily conreligion.
As to " Russian " being a " fatal word,"
doned and made good in our own.
many a fair-dealing but uni:lhurchly Englishman may
"Lack of faith in Russian honesty, lack of trust in gaslong t.o screen himself behind it when the colloeous promises, explains why so many foreigners hav themselva gone to Russia to develop the resources of the country; quy with St. Peter draws on.
why the timber trade is managed by Englishmen, and the
"Linen and cotton of Poland are driving those of the
kerosene trade has fallen into the hands of a Swede and a Moscow factories even from the home markets.''
foreign Jew."
Naturally this-world garments fail ·of attention

Ohrist said that his kingdom was not of this world. when so much is required by those coverings of holiIt has appeared ever since that hie doctrine were not ness that shall shelter from the fierce wre.th of God.

the· ones on which a sound fabric of sociaf relations
and welfare could be erected. Let the unchristian
or lukewarm strangers hav the commerce. It profiteth a man nothing to gain the timber trade and lose
his soul.
"But in Russian even the shrewdest foreigner, assisted by
nativ talent, is not always able to avoid falling into the innumerable snares spread on all sides of him. The laws are
usually as powerless to help him as if they were written in
dust or on the sand of the ebbing sea." ·

The earth and the fullness thereof is the Lord's,
and of course should be appropriated by his people
to the extent of their power.
" Last year the Berlin Timber Company floated down the
Dnieper Berg canal an immense quantity of timber, pur~
chased for £30,000. It was overtaken by the frosts of winter, and remained imbedded in the ice. The company were
compelled to wait till spring, ~nd meanwhile their agent,
Herr Kuntze, came up periodically to inspect it. 'fhe first
time he saw it he found everything in order; the second
visit was equally satisfactory, but the sight that met his
eyes when he arrived the third time made his hair stand on
end. The timber, he found, belonged no longer to his company, but to a famished creature named Begoon and several
beggarly friends. They had seized upon it, and the corrupt
and worthless courts, with all the agent's striving, would not
redeem it from these native."

Such proceedings are to be looked for in a people
addicted to poring over the doings of the children
of Israel in scripture accounts.

10

Possibly the holy Russians think it sufficient that what is earthy and turn it over to their gross fellows
the English will shortly enter a state where th~y will whose base and material natures seem never to be
hav no call to complain of the poor burning quality done 3raving just that sort of stuft'.
of any~hing at all ever again.
"'The main evil of Russian society,'"Says one of the gov-

The patriarchs most beloved of God seem to hav
spent their lives in actions of equal perfidy, and if
God's affection be secured, the Russians probably
conclude, the esteem of pully man is a thing that is
truly as nothing.

Barbarous Sweden.
The following cable message was reooived from
Oaptain Otto Thomson last Monday :
"King's Court sentenced Lennstrand additional three
months."

The Ollristians of Sweden are eviden~ly going to
protect God at whatever cost.
Instead of being a civilized country, as is generally
supposed, Sweden, like New Jersey, is dragging
along somewhere in the middle of the last oontury.
WITH considerable acerbity, and in one paragraph, an impolitely close approach to profanity, Mr; Burr retorts upon
the Editor for the criticism made upon himself in these columns last week. There is no need to continue the exchange
of courtesies, for our object has been gained in inducing ourfriend to pay closer attention to particulars•.We do not
wish to be deceived, nor do we wish our readers to be deceived, by statements which do not bear analysis nor correspond with the real order of phenomena. Let us hav.thefacts
as they occur, and if the signature on a slate is an illegible
scrawl, let us know it, and not call it a message from a departed friend.

"But the staple export of Russia, as an agricultural country, is corn, of which Great Britain is a purchaser to the
extent of about £6,000,000. Yet the manipulations to which
that corn, excellent by nature, is subjected before it reaches
MR. LEE LA-UGHLIN, of North Yamhill, Ore., writes that
this country, would seem incredible, were they not vouched he " stated in the presence of an Adventist that believers in
for by the most trustworthy authorities."
the predictions made in the past that the end of the world
This way of dealing with foreign nations recalls to would come on a certain day, had given away and otherour minds a custom instituted by God in his chosen wise disposed of their earthly possessions, declaring that
they only required enough to last them till the final windingpeople, that of disposing of tainted meat to the up
day, and that afterward, when the end did not come
stranger that was within their gates.
as predicted, they' went back' on their contracts and wanted
"The quality of Russian oats is vastly inferiqr to the their possessions back again," and desires to know if·he told
samples. · The corn exporters of the City of Liban had the the truth, as the Adventist denied that such had ever been
the case. If any of our readers hav information which will
coolness to request the authorities of the Public Corn Ware- enlighten Mr. Laughlin we hope throy will write to him. We
house of Yelets to sell them the sweepings that remained think the Millerites of Maine, away back in the forties, did
over after the sorting of the oats, which consisted of 'earth, something of the sort, giving their possessions to their pashusks, unripe grainless ears, fine tares, and pigweed,' in tor, who refused to return them, but hav not definit infororder, as they honestly explained, to mix them with the oats mation about it.
to be exported to England. The authorities refused, but the
THE story by Helen Gardener in this issue is. furnished by
exporters secured their wish elsewhere. According to a her in .~dvance of its publication in a volume of short stories
Russian expert, who had lately published his views on the now in press, to be called, "A Thoughtless Yes." The
matter, the net gain to the complaisant exporters on this "Moral" of the book is well and briefly described in the
commercial operation was one hundred per cent.''
concluding sentence of a "Sentiment" by Colonel Ingersoll,
Notwithstanding this, in the judgment day the which will be printed on the cover-" We pay to impudent
grain that the son of man shall separate from the authority the tribute of a thoughtless yes." The present
story deals with the same "folks" that appeared in "The
tares for preservation to his glory, will be these Time Lock of Our Ancestors.'' As Mr. J. K. P. Baker at
same Russians; and we know who the tares -will be. the time discovered, that story was only one chapter from
" In 1886 some of the largest importing firms of England the middle of a life history, and the tale in this issue of THE
Tl!UTH Sll:li:KER will hav a sequel in the April Belford's Magconsulted together and resolved to avoid as much as possible aline entitled, "Florence Campbell's Fate." The book, "A
purchasing barley from Russia, on the ground that in the Thoughtless Yes," will c:mtain nine short stories, not writconsignments of barley sent from Odessa to England, a large ten solely to amuse, but each containing a motiv and a pur-·
pose, and will, therefore, combine, as the children's books
quantity of earth was added."
say, absorbing entertainment with rational instruction. It.
To some it may not appear altogether unbeseem- will be published some time this month.

" Russian kerosene is looked upon by English purchasers
with 'misgivings,' as we learn from the Russian consul at
ing that the spiritual of the world rid themselvs of
llull."

"After a scathing exposure, the Russian kerosene.sellers
found no better way to retrieve their lost reputation than by
damaging that of a competitor, making thousands (If tin cans
in all respects identical with those used by American firms,
filling them with wretched stuff and flooding therewith the
markets of central and southern .Europe, where they were
bought, sold, and condemned as first.class American kerosene."

ists will hav to giv up ·the claim that their religion
promotes morals. Throughout, we hav plentifully
allowed to our under-honest Russian neighbors the
compensation that they will succeed in obtaining the
love of the Lord, and all perquisite and sinecures
attaching thereto, in a measure far exceeding anything attainable by us. With this let them be content. As to honesty between man and man-as to
any disposition or habit contributiv to ·the worth
and happiness of man on earth-the foregoing ac·
count of the Russian natur~, along with every other
evidence of times or countries, attests that such
qualities of goodness, and the Ohristian faith, are two
things that are in direct and deadly antagonism to
each other, and that the one can flourish only as the
other is abated.

ernment organs, 'is that it suffers from complete, absolute
dissoluteness, recognizes no moral disciplin 1 and has praCtically emancipated itself from duty."'

Too much cannot be expected of the human mind.
It is limited. If most of the time of a man is

applied to the. observance of ecQlesiastical disciplin,
he will hav but little left to train himself in moral
disciplin. We must not be surprised to find that one
whose efforts hav been nearly all turned toward
securing for himself a relation of allegiance and
favor with a supernatural lord, has simultaneously
become emancipated from allegiance and duty to his
fellow-men.

" In Brazil, Russian canvas for sails is being boycotted,
"At the trial of a railway servant the prisoner-as is
whlle the French and English material is· eagerly purchased,
usual in such cases-confessed the facts rather than his
because 'conscientiously' prepared."
guilt, and stated frankly, as a thing of course, that all the
The Russians' sail canvas for terrestrial purposes railway servants robbed, and that robbery was thoroughly
may be sad stuff, but the sails that are to waft them organized along the line, some stealing only manufactured
to heaven we know laok nothing that human pains goods, others leather wares, and others, again, corn, and so
on, the rules of honor forbidding those who devoted themcan effect.
selva to the robbery of one species of property to encroach
" In Belgium, Russian timber has no chance in the comupon the domain of the others."
petition with Norwegian, Swedish, Hungarian, for J.he same
We believe, after all this, that Ohristian controvertreason."
·

DR. NED FooTE, as he is known· hereabouts, does not oe'lieve in vaccination as a prophylactic, and he is opposing:
the compulsory vaccfuation bill now before the New York
legislature. Last year he squandered a hundred dollars to'
defeat the same bill and this year he desire!! the aid of some
other New York citizens. The points he makes against the
measure are, that it is the most sweeping arbitrary act of the
kind ever proposed anywhere; that the bill is so framed that
a man with money enough could legally protect himself and
family indeflnltly against vaccination, while the poorer
classes would hav to submit 6r go to jail; that the bill really
paves the. way for great opportunities for blackll).ail by
deputy officials who would practically hav the power to
prosecute objectors nr overlook them 'for a consideration ;1
that the bill makes no attempt to define vaccination, to say
what constitutes a true and pure virus, but leaves all this to
health boards, giving them the utmost facility to make fat
jobs for favored vaccine farms; that there is no provision in
the bill to guarantee subjects of compulsion against the
serious accidents and dieasters which vaccinators acknowledge are an unavoidable and always possible sequence of
vaccination ; and finally that there is now sitting in England
a parliamentary commission appointed to investigate this
subject from all sides, with the view to determin if possible
what the facts are, so that further legislation there may be
based upon science and truth, rather than upon false theory
and delusiv practice. Dr. Foote says he feels certain that
there are thousands in the state, who, if they knew the facts
and had the chance to speak, would stand with him in opposing this very iniquitous bill, though there might be only
hundreds who would agree with him in objecting to vaccination on all the grounds above presented. Those desiring
to cooperate with Dr. Foote may address him at 120 Lexington avenue.
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Jtlttrs Jront. J/ritnds.

BRANDYWINE, 0., March 15, 1890.
M:s:. EDITOR: 1 hav been a paying subscriber to To
TRUTH BBBKBR for twelve years or more, and I hav been trying ull that time to get some of my neighbors to take it, but
GmBON, NBB., March 15, 1890.
I hav quit trying. I liv in. the worst priestridden neighbor, MR. EDITOR : I inclose five new subscribeTB and six solid
hood on earth, I think, and as I hav passed my sixty-ninth
'VOtes for the cartoons. Do you not tbink I hav done well?
year I hav to look out for n:.yself and let the world wag as
C. P.
it will. You can count me a subscriber as long as I liv, pictures or no pictures. I vote, however, for the pictures.
WALTON, INn., March 20, 1890.
Yours for Freethought forever,
SoLBBNBON.
M:B. EDITOR : Find $5, for two of Heston's forthcoming
picture books, and $1 for Heston's table comforts.
PORTLAND, Ou., March 13, 1890.
Yours respectfully,
E. VAN BusKIRK.
.MR. EDITOR: Upon her retllm from Washington ~n rouu
to California, Mrs. l!attie P. Krekel delivered one of he~;
LEWISBURG, PA., March 24, 290.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2.50-$2 for the cartoon book, logical and eloquent lectures in this city. Her subject was;
and if so small a sum is any help toward continuing the "Religion and Church of the Future." Those who hav,
heard Mrs. Krekel need not be told that she held the close
pictures, please credit cash fifty cents to the fund. ·
attention of her large and intelligent audience as she porl
Yours in the cause,
BBN F. KAHLBR.
trayed in glowing language the changes in creed by wha~
NORTH WAT1i:BBORO, M:s:., March 17, 1890.
she termed the " leaven of FreethOuJZht."
'
MR. EDITOR : Send me the novel entitled, " For Her Daily
MATTIE BiAIBDBLL, Sec. of Secular Association.
Bread." You can also send the book that is soon to be published containing Heston's pictures that hav been published
OAKLAND, CAL., March 14, 1890•.
hi TJIB TRUTH SBBKBB for the last four years.
MR. EDITOR : Please find herewith $6, for which send t.h~
Yours truly,
A. W. TUCKER.
papeT to two new subscribers. We all approve of the picU
urea, and consider them a good lever to use in lifting th,
SBATTLB, WABH., March 15, 1890.
hoodwink of superstition from the brain . of the victimi
M:s:. EDITOR : Inclosed please find post-omce money order When one's mind becomes clogged with religious trash, it i~
·for $3-$2 for subscription to THB TRUTH SBEKRR. I hav to a degree inactiv or dead and reason falls from it as does
not many acquaintances, and therefore cannot get a new sub- water from a duck's back. In this case a powerful emetic
scriber, but in lieu thereof I send $1 more iR order that the is necessary to counteract and eject the poison. Ridicule is
illustrations may be continued.
EDWARD FBHRB.
that emetic, and the fact that it makes them sick is the evi!
deuce that the medicin is working •. Let Heston put up hi~
TAKABAA, ILL., March 15, 1889.
GBo. W. ABPBB.
MR. EDITOR : I am over seventy years old, and do not medicin good and strong.
read much, but I must hav THE TRUTH !;BBKRB. I hav
SPRliCKBLBVILLB, MAUI, HAWA:iu.N JBLDB., March 1, 1890.
taken it several years, and will take it as long as I can read.
MR.
EDITOR: Herewith find inclosed $7.65, for which
I think it, with other such literature, is the civilizer of the
please forward books and ANNUALS as per list. I hav been
world. I think the pictures will do some good.
taking To TRUTH SBBKBR for the last two years from your
T. M. S..urs.
agent in San Francisco, and must sa.y thllt I am very much
pleased with it, and would not care to be without it now, aa
PITTSBURGH, PA., March 15, 1890.
M:s:. EDITOR: Herewith find $5, to be applied as follows: I get a great deal of useful information from it every week.'
Subscription to THE TRUTH SBBKBB, $3 ; TRUTH SBBKBR In regard to the pictures, I think they are excellent, and
ANNUAL, twenty-five cents, and the balance, $2, for the new ought to be continued if possible ; but I do not aee any
pictorial book spoken of by the Editor in his editorial of this chance to get a new subscriber from here at present, as the
week's issue. Hurry it up, as I will guarantee it to be a missionaries hav got too good a hold on the majority of the
people on these islands.
WM. BARCLAY.
bouncer.
Respectfully yours,
R. A. SMITH.
OBION, Mwa., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I can do no missionary work with the paper
as the pictures are now attached. I could if they were on a
separate sheet. The cover could then be removed •. The
paper would then be read by many who will not receive it as
it appears now. It is good enough for me as it is, as I need
no conversion.
L. PRBDMORB.
NEW PmLAnBLPIDA, 0., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, for which send a
cartoon book when you get it complete. I think it will
be the greatest thing out. I will be anxiously awaiting its
coming. I would like to p&y more for the book if I could.
I am sorry that I cannot do something for the pictures, but
continue the.m if you can.
Yours truly,
WM. OPP.
SoUTH STATION, CHICAGO, ILL , March 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3.25 for following
books: ''Hand-book of Freethought," Bell; book of
cartoons, a la Heston. Hoping that the book of cartoons
may prove successful, and that you may get the other volume of pictures out soon, I will now close, wishing success
"to both Editor and cartoonist of the most valuable (to me)
paper in the world.
JNo. C. SPRONG.
SNOWVILLE, VA., March 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am so glad the pictures are to be booked.
I send $2 right straight along for a copy. I was one of the
first to ask that they be put in book form, and want to be
one of the first to help to pay the cost of doing so. I wish I
was able to buy five hundred of them tt) giv away in the missionary cause of truth and right against darling delusions
and hoary-headed errors.
ELMINA DRAKE SLBNKBR.

KIBKsVILLB, Mo., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I write at this time more particularly to
request you to stop sending your paper to the one for whom
I subscribed-name and address below-and send it the balance of the year to my son-name and address also below.
The party for whom I subscribed is a son-in-law of mlnei
and I informed his wife, my daughter, that I had Jmbscribed
for the paper for them, and if they did not .like
to inform
me and I would hav it stopped. She has written requesting
me to stop it, though acknowledging my kindness in sending
it. There are six children in our family, all grown, and she
is the only bigoted one among them all, and she would not
hav been such had she not been thrown among that class
of people since marriage j that has made her such.
I will take three copies of your illustrated book when
ready.
'
Respectfully,
WM.. HART.

u;

CII:ARLBBTON, March 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received several copies of THE TRUTH
SBEKBR, which I greatly admire, especially Friend Heston's
pictures. I am an old subscriber to the ln1JeBtigator, and
hav worked hard for mental freedom in this place against
great odds. I hav distributed a great many books and papers in this vicinity, and by so doing hav caused several to
quit supporting the minister. I hav saved them from being
robbed by the church, and it does seem as though they
ought to be willing to subscribe !Omething to the cause of
Freethought and reform. But times are hard and money
scarce. But I intend to do as much in opposition to priests,
etc.,"as I hav done in support of them. One good Methodist
sister made her brag that she had burnt some of Cole's Infidel books. I suppose she thought that would please the
minister. Inclosed find $2; please send me two copies of
the ANNUAL, and two of the "Symposium," and send TaB
TRUTH SBEKRR enough to come to the other dollar.
Yours fraternally,
A. F. CoLE.

want you to send me by returning mall, if you can, one of
those books, so I c!ln giv it a little looking over before I start
on my Western trip, and as I am making out a little order
for pamphlets and tracts to take with me, I may conclude to
take some of those books. Please let me hear from you by
returning mail, and believe me, as ever,
S.D. MOORE.
Qu~xBRTOWN, PA., Dec. 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. H. Wood does not agree with me
that "our forefathers fought for freedom," and further
says that " our forefathers fought against the right of the
government to tax the people." I should like .Mr. Wood to
prove from history that his assertion is true. H history
proves anything, it proves that our forefathers fought for
the freedom to tax theinselvs and the freedom to govern
themselvs. I do not belleve that they thought of Mr.
Wood's advanced or unique idea of government support or
finances. ''Free" and "freedom" are only relativ and not absolute, and I defy .Mr. Wood to produce a Liberal who thinks
he live under a government free from religious laws as a
citizen of the United States. It is no doubt. true that anumber of our laws were inspired and promoted by falsehood
and hypocrisy, and supported by honest ignorance. I think
it unwise for Liberals to be too promiscuous in their assertions
and denounce too much that they do not understand. Mr.
Wood's id~as may be rilrht as to the thing that will succeed
and remove poverty, but is he quite sure that the clergy
would not be the distributors of considerable of the government money under the present regi'TTUI, or would the repeal
of all tax laws remove the Sunday laws? I think it would
be a good idea. for some contributors to To TRUTH SBBKBR
to cross-examin their own articles before mailing them.
Yours truly,
D. C. WIBNBR.

ALBuQUERQUE, N. M., Nov. 28, 1889.
11.: 1. EDITOR : Thinking perhaps you would like to hear
from this section of the country again, I will try and frame.
you a letter out of some notes I hav at hand. I often feel
like J.D. Shaw, away off in one corner of the country, but
when the old TRUTH SBBKBR comes I know how you are all
getting along in the outer world. To-day is Thanksgiving
day, or the day to giv thanks, as you like it. One of my
goody-goody little Christian friends told me he did not think
I had anybody or anything to be thankful to or for. I would
like to inform him, with some others, of some things I am
thankful for. First, then, I am thankful I am alive in this
enlightened age, and able to do my little part in banishing
superstition and ignorance. I am often compelled to believe
the hideous, unjust, and cruel old church is fast taking a.
back seat. When prejudice is no more, bigotry overcome,
fear miknown, vested interest all lost, tradition forgotten,
habit turned on a more improved and enlightened path, then
the bottom of Christianity will hav fallen clean out, but until then she will keep lingering along, for these are all the
friends of the church. The better future can and will do
without all these. I am thankful that I had a mother, and
still hav, that forbid my schoolmaster to fill my young head
full of the creeds of the rotten Church of England. I am
thankful that I was raised in a parish where the bigotry of the
vicaT was so great that it gave me the first dislike against
the Christiaa church. I am thankful that such men as Bruno
and Seaver hav lived, and that Ingersoll and John Peck
still liv. I am thankful that I hav always been allowed to
think for myself, and never been bound to any priest or public pauper. I am thankful that I came to this country where
I hav had a better chance to study the religions of different
nations, especially the Irish. I am thankful that neither the
Catholics or Protestants are as yet running this great country.
I am thankful that THE TRUTH SBBKBR, and other Liberal
papers, are getting in their work all over the states, circulating the truth as it really is found out to be up to date. I am
thankful to know the whole world is growing wiser and better. Look at Italy on the other side, and .Mexico on this
side of the water. I am thankful to know it is the philosophers, the scientists, and the common critica-.:like myselfthat the priesthood are in fear of. I am thankful to know
that the fall of man was no fall at all, and that the salvation
pian of saving men from that fall has no right to stay with
us another day longer. I am thankful for many other things
which would take up too much of your valuable space tQ
mention now. Lastly, but not least, I am thankful to your.
self and staff, Mr. Editor, and to Mr. Heston. I am thankful
for the consolation that, although I may freeze in this world,
I shall probably be kept eternally warm in the next-what a
consolation !
I must tell you there has not been a circus here all summer, but I hav had mine, all the same, with the Protestants
and the Catholics. Between the two of them I hav some
tolerably good ·shows. I hav only to say Bruno to one and
Blair to the other and all the fat is in the fire-I do not mean
hell-fire. We had a very popular man here awhile ago by
the name of Crafts. I believe he is a friend of Mr. Blair's.
He tried to talk of Mr. Dlair, but ran it into a very good
temperance lecture. He took up a collection of $2.90. I
believe he was working his way b"ck to New York state, so
look out for him. I advertised him all I could with a couple
of hundred American BentinelB. We had LeRoy here this
summer-the man that goes up in a balloon and comes do~ n
in a parachute. I thought while watching him, if these very
good Christians could only go to heaven that way, how nice
it would be I It's that dying part that catches them.

IBRllz, March 15, 1890.
·M:s:. EDITOR: I am a subscriber to Tai TRUTH BBBKBR for
over two years. It was the pictures that induced me to take
it. My home is at Amory, Monroe county, Mississippi. I
hav been in Mexico one year. I hav a friend in .Mississippi
ADRIAN, Mrca., March 20, 290.
that sends THE TRUTH SBBKBR every four weeks. Do not
MR. EDITOR : I see by the last TRUTH SBBKBR that you
stop the pictures. I will be back in .Mississippi about the
1st ef June, and I will giv you $50 to help continue . the are about to publish those cartoons in book form, with the
reading proper to them. The thought of something like this
pictures.
Yours truly,
GBORGB MAGILTON.
had been with me for a long time, so I was ready to indorse
OTTUMwA, lA., .March 19, 1890.
it and say amen to the picture business, and of course I hav
.MR. EDITOR: Heston and John Peck hav my best wishes. fulfilled the requirements by sending you two or three new
I think the pictures the very best thing to set the rising gen- subscribers within the last few months. And when spring
eration to thinking. When they looli: at them they will turn opens a' little more, and I get off on my Kansas route, I hope
to the Bible to see if such things are as they are represented. to send you a few more names for our good old TRUTH
I hav had persons tell me they believed the Bible was the SBBKBR, that I hav been a close reader of for the last fifteen
inspired word of God, and then admit they never read it, years, and, as a rule, it has always been paid for in advance.
yet believed it all true. Inclosed find seventy-five cents for It always seems to me that a paper like TaB TRUTH SBBKBR
Heston's continuance of his good work. J. M. PEcK, SR.
reads better when we feel that the paper is paid for. But I
hav got off my subject. I was speaking about this cartoon
SoHUYLBRVIL•·B, N. Y., March 17, 1890.
book. Now, I hav got my family record in the Christians'
M:s:. EDITOR: I inclose $2.10 -ten cents of the sum for Bible, but I hav still been in hopes that a book might be pro.
"Crimes against Criminals," by R. G. Ingersoll, the balance duced with a few blank leaves in it for a family record, and
for the book that is to contain the pictures taken from your as this book is to be a kind of a picture-Bible book, that is,
Even those whose wings liprout here below,
When it is time to go, say, no.
invaluable paper, as noticed in last Saturday's paper. The it is to contain many pictures giving force to the reading of
pictures suit me and my family. I would send you money many of those Bible stories, I hav been thinking whether
I hav every reason to believe the time is not far off when
for them if it is possible that they may continue. I hav as yet it would not be a proper book for a family record to be put we shall be able to follow the example of some other large
never been able to get you any subscribers here. I would be in. But whether you put these blank leaves in or not, or cities and start a Secular club or union. And, what is more,
glad to do so. Others read my paper. JoaN H. BULLARD.
whether you think the above is worth publishing or not, I be able to maintain one or two Secular nurses, which I think
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no Secular organization should be without. These sky-pilots
and Bible-pounders getting hold of the dead bodies of good
Liberals and Freethinkers and setting them up as horrible
examples, is about played out. I hav arranged already that
these hell-fire pedlers shall not go ranting over me when I
am dead. I am not dead yet. You may hear from me again
some day.
I had a lady friend ask me awhile ago how I could take
away from her the God that has brought her through 80
many trials and tribulations. I replied by asking how I
could recognize a God that would giv her so many trials and
tribulations, knowing by her every-day life· she was not deserving of them. ·If there is a just God that controls this
universe, it is about time he got a move on him and
straightened things up a bit.
I go and hear the Methodist preacher sometimes, and
every time I do he is sure to talk about the good country
over the border. He means Canada. He comes from there.
It's a pity that he will not go there again, and roll up his
sleeves and plow and be a producer. It is far more
honorable to be a producer than a preacher.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, w .. G. MoRGAN.

prejudices of boyhood days. It is like attempting to replace
new stones ln the foundation of an old building which was
originally laid on a bank of sand. When we begin to bore
and wiggle to get out some of the old stuff, we are in danger
of tumbling the whole structure to the ground in a mass.
"Established facts In science, forsooth!" says Tuttle, as
If science had no such facts.
Mr. Tuttle says he did not propOBil to wrangle on any subject but Spiritism with Mr. Perry. He wants me to explain
Spiritual phenomena, but admitted in the start that he
would not believe his own senses if he were brought into
contact with phenomenf:'. Now, in reply, I say just what I
said months ago. If a man will not rely on his own senses
to discover truth and error on .Spiritism or any other phenomena, he is not worth entertaining with an argument, for such
a man admits in the outset that he :IB unqualified to tackle
the subject. Now, this reason should be good for any fairminded man, so why chew the old cud? I hav no time to
write for Mr. Tuttle's amusement, as I know, from what he
has &Rid and admitted, that he. Is an incurable patient, and
I do not want to waste my time and medicin. His mental
system seems to me so clogged up with the prejudices of his
youth, and the new. fangled notions about science, that m1;1ch
of it reminds one of the famous phUosophy of the " hollow
globe" or "Slms'es hole." The unfortunate thing about it
was that Sims, in undertakisg to demonstrate his theory,
made a scow and, in attempting to plunge into the north
polar region, must hav been drawn into the current of the
central river, which he contended ran-through from pole to
pole, and was lost. And there are cranky people, who were
advocates of his philosophy, still living who are expecting
to find the fragments of· the old cr~ft floating about upon
the bosom of the southern ocean.
Mr. Tuttle wants Mr. Perry to say "whether a spirit Is an
. organic and personal individuality, independent of physical
matter, or an inorganic and universal property of physical
matter, before he addresses Mr. Tuttle any further on the
subject."
My dear sir, I am an Agnostic on that subject, but I will
giv you my opinion. A spirit must be an organic personal
individuality, and therefore not independent of physical
matter, at least, so far Ill!! its corporal body is organic. The
universal spirit, which pervades ali, and may, no doubt, be
the cause of all forms, and which exists in all forms of organic as well as inorganic material, may be the germ, or
essence, of the organic spirit, and, at the same time, pervade
the body of a spirit. A spirit, or man, is said to be composed of an outside body-organic-an inside body called a
spiritual body, similar to the outsiqe form, an inner soul related to his spirit body, ~ach in degree more refined than the
other, and farther remoTed from inorganic matter, yet sufficiently closely related to inorganic matter, such as beef and
potatoes, etc., to be able to extract therefrom, by the proceases of digestion and assimilation, all the elements required to build up and sustain the personality. My opinion
is, therefore (b;sed on the above hypothesis), that, no matter how refined a spirit or soul may be, it will never be entirely divested of matter. I think that, in the.general sense,
spirit, that is the soul of nature, is cO-related and co-existent,'
never was and never will be less than the most refined substance. Everything must hav substance. There is, there~
fore, something e:verywhere, and nothing nowhere. Something, from the very nature of tlrlngs, must exist and must
hav had existence always-could never .hav been created
from notlrlng, and therefore can never be annihilated, or
turned into nothing.
A spirit, therefore, is organic, and not being able to become divested from organization, will nev11r become diffusible like vapor or gas. Unless, as the Theosophists assert,
at a certain point, or stage, of refinement, it enters Nirvana
and is absorbed into God, the original source. Well, if 80 ,
I shall be content .to dwell within the confines of material
organization during the probable ages of its development
and progress.
All this theorizing, howeyer, will not hav any bearing one
way or the other, as regards the phenomena of Spiritism.
When I hold up a slate in mid-day and get a communication
in writing thereon, giving me intelligence characteristic of
the spirit· whom I hav known, it is much easier for me to
believe it than to rack my brains in search of some unreasonable theory to explode the truth of spirit ltle.
Yours truly,
J. R. PERRY.

Wu.XBBBARRB, PA., March Hi, 1890.
MR. Ei>ITOR: A month or so ago I offered some objections
to an article of Mr. J. A. Tuttle's on the subject of science,
as he seems to understand It, and not seeing it in print, supposed it had found its way into your waste. basket; and concluded that the Editor had enough of my objections and his
theories, but In the last Issue I am surprised to find another
Installment of Mr. Tuttle In which my name Is brought forward, and the old subject revamped, which reminded me
forcibly of the habits of some animals who chew their cuds.
Now I submit, Mr. Editor, that if I am to be disturbed in
this way semi-occasionally, you should not let my labored
efforts escape the attention of your printer, else I shall never
be able to compete with Mr. Tuttle In the effort to enlighten
your patient readers-that Is, If they need It as much as we
do. For while Mr.• Tuttle addresses me as an Ignoramus on
the subject of gravitation, attraction, etc., which he denies,
I may say I hav an equally exalted opinion of his accomplishments in that line, so you see we are quits on that score.
In his outset he stated that he never, since a boy, had any
faith in science, but it seems now that he meant, and should
hav stated, that he had no ·faith in theories. My friend
makes no distinction between theories and facts. I hav
stated, what everybody should know who pretends to know
anything, that science is ascertained facts. It is knowledge
and demonstrable truth. When a large number of facts all
seem to point in a certain direction, they lead to the suggestion of a hypothesis or theory, and as many more facts as
can be collected which point in the same direction are used
to substantiate the given theory or hypothesis, which in time
lead to a demonstration, or the reverse, as the case may be.
It requires years-tens, hundreds, or thousands of them-to
demonstrate or explode some theories, but no scientific mind
will confuse this fact with what he knows to be a demonstrable theory.
If the old notions about the Gulf Stream hav been erro.
neous, as Mr. Tuttle says, that would not upset the. science
of mathematics; it could not vitiate any other established
truth. Suppose the Gulf Stream is not caused by subterranean heat, as was supposed, would that disturb our faith in
the relations of a right-angled triangle, or the demonstrated
truths of trigonometry?
Mr. Tuttle seems to make no distinction between apparent
facts and ascertained facts. The apparent facts are what
make theories, but the real facts are what make science.
The apparent facts giv way when the real facts come to be
demonstrated truths. The apparent fact makes the. sun
go around our ear h, but the real, ascertained truth is that
we revolve to produce the result. So the apparent fact
would suggest weight as an inherent property of matter, but
the real truth lies In the law of attraction, which makes
matter heavier In proportion as It is contiguous to other matter, with which it may be magnetically related. Mr. Tuttle
Insists that the apparent weight of matter is the real fact of
nature and the true one. I insist that he is as much In error
In this as if he were to say the sun goes around us every day.
And I hav tried to force this Into his mind by statl.ng the
well-known fact that the same piece of matter, In different
relations to the earth, will hav different weights, in a vacuum. I think this ought to be clear to the comprehension
WHBBLING. W.VA., Jan. 4, 1890.
of anyone with the least pretensions to a knowledge of sci¥1!- EDITOR: In your issue of December 21st appears an
ecce. If, therefore, a ball of matter Is placed between four
other balls of equal densities and distances, and the laws of article headed, "To Any Spiritualist," from the ready
attraction and gravitation suspended, as would be if placed pen of Brother Peck. As I am a Spiritualist, I hav as good
in space as the planets are, the balls would maintain their a right to answer as anybody. I admire Brother Peck's
relativ positions, If not disturbed by outside attractions·, etc· article very much for its broadness and candor. It contains
Mr. Tuttle ought to be a good Catholic,.as he is preaching some querieEI beyond the power of mortal man to answer. I
the same doctrine which prlestcraft has preached and is cannot describe a soul. I never saw one. I never saw a
preaching to t.hls day in relation to science. He says In his principle. I never saw a natural law. I do not pretend to
last paragraph that it was to establish such pretended facts know how we got here, but we may theorize, exchange.ideas,.
in science (as the Gulf 8tream) that Giordano Bruno was and if we can gain any new ones, they may prove useful to
chained to the stake and burnt to death, and Galileo was us. I can say with millions nf others that I hav all the evicompelled to recant or share his fate. Indeed I Then Bruno dence of a continuation of life that I wish. I am not huntand Gallleo taught no truth, only theory, and of course de. ing for evidence. I do not simply believe, 1 know there is
served their fate. What a Jesuitical fling! What Ignorance something that survives the grosser body. Knowing this, I
of what they did teach It discloses. And of course they had do not care what it is called, whether it is soul, mind, or life
no right to teach error, however honestly believed, as the principle. Brother Peck calls it a thing. It is cert.,inly
church, which is and always was Infallible, has never taught something; it must be material, and I choose to call it the
any errors, notwithstanding that the words of Bruno ·and ego, the me, the man, or life principle. I believe this printhe telescope ot G~li!eo hav proved that the church for ciple has always existed; and that the life which animates
my body this evening has always been an entity. It is
centuries taught scarcely anything else but errors.
Mr. Tuttle, you talk as if you had received your early clalmed that the iron of the mountain is composed of globeducation In a Catholic school,' and as if your youthful ules; and that each globule retains its identity through all
mind had been poisoned against scientific truth, aud I know the various changes in being made into the finest steel. Unhow hard lt :IB in after Jlfe to overcome the teachings and doubtedly so with air and water. If we could mark a glob-
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ule of water when it falls, and follow it into old ocean, we
would no doubt find it would retain its identity. I accept
the Epicurean philosophy. I believe what Is the me now,
existed away back in the atom, and has traveled through
all th'l lower gradations up to where it is this evening. I
cannot belleve·that life was ever made. I believe this ego,
the m~, has two coverings, a fine one and a coarser one, as
the hickory nut has, and no do11bt dwells within. I
believe the life Is transmitted by the father, the female being
the receptacle, as mother earth is the receptacle for grain,
flo'j'Vers, seeds, etc. I belteve when the life reaches the
female egg-so to speak-then immediately commences the
formation of the finer and coarser bodies. The life principle
always takes upon it'self. a body suitable to its condition,
and state of dev~lopment. I, being a Spiritualist, claim that
life was there first, snd that the body is the result of life Instead of life being the result of organization. The coverings
of the soul seem to me to be but machines, through which the
ego manifests itself. The trouble with idiots and lunatics is,
In the case of the former, it has a badly constructed machine
to show throqgh, but the ego is there just the same. The
lunatic's. machine has become injured, deranged, bursted
b1 some way. A locomotiv may become disabled and stop,
while the steam is there still. The babe's body contains the
,ego, or soul, but its machine is not sufficiently developed.
As the soul unfolds, the body develops. The rosebud con~ains the full-blown rose, but it is not developed. True, this
Immortal principle was never created, never began, hence
will no doubt always exist. Brother Peck asks: "Where is
the thing, or soul, or immortal part to-day, which unborn
beings are to receive? Cannot somebody show me one?"
I cannot shew Brother Peck a soul, neither do I know where
souls come from. But I am going to venture to giv an opinion-which I never read, or heard from anybody-and if
Brother Peck and others see fit to laugh, it matters not to
me. As I said, I do not believe that life was ever made,
ever created, but it always existed, having traveled up
through the mineral, the vegetable, the lower order of
. animals, and crops out in man, he being the most highly developed animal. I believe the life within my body was once
in a less evolved condition, suitable to inhabit the organiza- ·
tion of a monkey, dog, ox, raccoon, or reptil; but man was
never any of these, for the life had not as yet sufficiently unfolded to inhabit the organization of a man. The dog is
dead, we say, but where is the life which animated his body
a short time ago ? Is it anniliilated? I think not. Has it
lost its identity? I cannot believe it has. I would rather
think it capable of selecting a higher organization, that It
may receive still further unfoldment. This seems to me in
harmony with progression's law. A man :IB dead, we also
say. There is the body all intact, but it does not move.
Wh'lt is the matter? Ah I the power which moved it has
departed. There is the brain, but the intelligence which
showed through it is not there. The eyes do. not see.
They never did see. They were the windows through which
the man looked, and he being gone, there is no one to look
through them •. Brother Peck was kicked by a horse, and
be()ame insepsible. The house he lived in was damaged,
but not 80 badly but he.could still remain there, though 80
deranged he could not giv sign. The house he and his
family reside in may be damaged some, yet they could remain in it, but if a cyclone should carry the roof off, they
would no doubt get out; and precisely so John Peck would
move olit the instant his head was cut off; and, no doubt,
John Peck would hav been aware of the transition. He
would be John Peck, minus the outer covering. The
hickory nut is a nut just the same, and is recognized as such,
after it has shed the outer covering. Brother Peck asks,
" If there was no relation between me and this thing, or
soul, before I was born, what relation will there be after I
am dead?" I claim that the ego, John Peck, is the soul, and
the same always hav been one and the same entity, but not
always known and identified as John Peck;, this entity,
thing, or soul, having been in a less evolved condition, never
before fitted to occupy as fine an organization, with as fine a
brain to manifest itself through, as the organization known as
John Peck. When the law of dissolution does its work, and
John Peck, with his finer body-a facsimile of the grosser
one-moves out, the grosser body and brain may rot, and go
to their original elements, and it will not change the likes
and dislikes, the morals, intellectuality, or dignity, of John
Peck immediately: John Peck-whether in the grosser body
or out-will change only by the slow process of growth and
unfoldment. As to how we hav reached our present stat..,
we can only theorize. I believe the very air to teem with
life, entities if you please, and that they are attracted to the
male, and inhaled. Man is positiv, the female negativ,
the entities also negativ; hence, repelled by the female, they
are attracted by the male. The monad, a live entity, is found
to exist in the male sperm ; and, as it could not ha v been
created, made out of nothing, it must hav existed before,
and I shall hold to the above theory until some one points
out one more clear. That Brother Peck has never seen,
heard, felt, or smelt a soul, is no evidence that such a thlng
does not exist. He has brains, but has never seen, felt, or
tasted them. He cannot see the air, electricity, or mag:cetism. He cannot see the power which draws the pon:l~rous
trains across the continent, or the power whl }h drivEs the
steamer over the rougQ. billows of old oceaL. rae \l!l.Eaen
power is always the most powerful. The soul, 1e li :rrin
ciple, the me, or thing, as Brother Peck calls t, hu &.B
view it, always been an entity, held so by naturhl law, p:wpelled through all the various changes, from the atom,
through all the lower gradations up to the genus homo, by a
progressiv law, and the law which ha,s brought John Peek
through all the changes of the past will take him safel.Y
through the transition called death, and will hold him ~>
entity, in all futurity, else it is not an eternal law. Let us
hear from you, Brother Peck.
J. ALLEN NoB.
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Agents for the 'fruth Seeker.
The weather is so nasty and unhealthy just
called to the wmd morality,-having always
heard it preached that the moral man w·as in now; we hav not had any rain for ever so
OALIIWBliiU.o
a very dangerous condition. Let man go long. I think we hav had only two small
showers of raiD in seven months. All the 1. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
·
Jlditld bf !lisa BUB.lB H. WxxoR, JI'Gll abroad with just principles, and what is he? gardens are dried up and the vegetables a,.e J, C. Scott, 22 Third. st., Ban Francisco, Cal.
An
exhaustless
fountain
iD
a
;vast
desert;
a
becoming
dearer.
Father
says
he
is
afraid
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
JHNr, .J£a1J8., to whom all OotMtw:n.lca«onsfor
glorious sun shining ever, dispelling every all the sheep and lambs will die if this kind Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
tM8 Oorrur should btl unt.
of
weather
goes
on,
as
the
folks
never
preFrancisco.
vestige of darkness. There is love animating
his heart-sympathy breathing in every tone.· pare for a case of this kind. Business is very Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., San Franbad, and we are very unsettled. We do not
"Between the dark and the daylight,
cisco.
Tears of pity-dewdrops of the soul-gather goto school any more, so mother teaches us
When the night is beginning to lower,
OA.NA.DA..
in his eye and gush impetuously down his at home. If mother had not so many other
Oomes a. Pause in the day's occupations
T. C. Allen &Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
cheek. A good man is abroad and the. world things to attend to, we would learn much . , N.S.
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."
knows and feels it. Beneath his smiles lurk better at home, as the school we used to go W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
to was not such a very good one. They did James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
no degrading passions. Within his heart not
thiDk it was so very important that we
Which Loved Best. ·
there slumbers no guile. He is not e~alted should learn grammar and geography, and R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
"I lo'l& you, mother," said little John,
in moral pride. He accords to others what we did not learn much except mualc, sing-. Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., HalA.nd forgetting his work his cap went on;
ifax, N. 8.
he
asks for himself. He stands throned on ing, and drawing, but mother says she does
And he was off to the garden swing,
not
think
much
of
that
kind
of
teaching.
I
OOLORADO.
what
he
thinks
is
truth;
his
fortress
is
wisAnd left her ths water and wood to bring.
am very fond of music and drawing. I like J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
dom, and his dominion the world. Always
"I love you, mother," said rosy Nell,
them better than anything else.
FLORIDA.
upright, moral, snd virtuous, kind and sym"I lova you more than tongue can tell :"
I must say good-bye now, dear Miss Wixon, Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
But she tea!les and pouts and !Colds all day,
pathizing; always attached to just principles and hoping you will forgiv me for not havIDA.Bo.
Till mother raj:>ices when she goes out to play.
and actuated by the same., he is above the iDg written for so long, with much love, be- A.. Erwin, Murray.
" I love you, mother," said little Fan,
Ever yours affectionately,
·
ILLINOIS.
meanness of wanting another to suffer for his lieve me,
"To-day I'll help you all I can;
DAISY l:lUTER.
Post-o:fflce News Co.; 108 Adams st., Chicago.
crimes. Morality, if thou hadst thy due,
How glad I am that achool don't keep,"
E.A.Stevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
how great wouldst thou be!
·
Bo she rooks the babe till it's fast asleep.
Coaling,
.Ala.
J.
HAROLD
WARD.
New Model Hall Typewriter G. E.Chicago.
Then stepping softly she fetched the broom,
Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
Aud swept the floor and tidied the room;
Bros., Chicago.
Busy al!.d happy all day was she,
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chlllag?.
Correspondence.
Helpful and happy as a child could be.
INDUNJ..
BEBER CITY, March 2, 1890.
"I love you, mother," agl\in they Sl\id,
1. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
DEAR Miss WxxoN: I hav never written to
Three little children, going to bed ;
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk;
the Corner before. My father has taken THE
How do you think that mother guessed
TRUTH SEEKER for a long time. I l!.av read
LOUIBJ.ANA.
Which of them really loved her best 1
the Children's Corner quite a bit and am
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
very much interested in it. In January we
HAiiBA.OBUBBTTS.
Morality.
had spring weather and the roads were nice
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
and
dry,
but
now
there
is
good
sleighing.
I
'The
Best
Sta.tdartl
Typewriter
in
the
Worltl.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
I will offer a few prefatory remarks before
think I hav written enoug;h for this time. I Cheap, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, Interchangeable Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
I attempt to write an essay on morality, which remain,
Type in all L"nguages, Easiest to lea,.n and
Your Liberal friend,
JfiOID&A.lll.
rapid as any. Agents wanted everywhere.
was requested in THE TRUTH BEEKER of Octo..
ErJ:zABETK· LINDSAY.
WARRANTED AB REPRESENTED. Address
!.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
ber 1, 1889. The numuer containing the conNational Typewriter Co., ::3. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Rxnu, MAss., March 17, 1890.
ditions has been sent off on missionary work,
10 Temple Place, Bostoo, Mass. P. 0. box 5159. Chas. Bach, 188 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
DEAR
Miss
WIXON:
I
hav
just
had
my
and I do not remember just what the condiSwan & Co .. 87 Woodward a.ve., Detroit.
Bend for catalog and specimens of work.
eighth birthday, and mamma let me hav a
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
tions were. I am a boy, and hav received tea party~ I invited four of my friends to
the most of my education at home, as we hav tea. I had a birthday cake. We played
J. D. SH.A.W'S P .A.M:PHLETS. Horace Haynes, Leslie.
HIBBOURI.
been boycotted in the way of a school, Chris- games, and We all had a nice time. I had a
Phillip
Roeder,
822
Olive st.~,. St. Louis.
few
presents,
and
one
was
a
friendship
riDg.
The
Bible-What
Is
IU
A
pamtians not wanting to send with the children
phlet containing eight chapters in refut.ation E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
of an Infidel. But my papa is sending my I am going to copy a piece which you mav
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
think suitable for the paper. I remain,
·
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
sister Florence to cGllege, and when she finNBBRABKA.
Your friend,
MABEL WASHBURN.
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
ishes we will hav a teacher at home.
Studies in Theolo;y. A clear exposiNllW YOBK.
Morality is derived from the Latin mo.
ARMSTRONG, lA., Jan. 30, 1890.
tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
DEAR
Miss
WIXON:
We
hav
had
fine
Relating to the conduct of men toward each
fall." Price, 10 cents. ,
& Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
other, subject to the moral law, reasoning or weather so far this winter for Iowa, but it Liberalism. Treating the subject from a Burnton
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
has been meltmg to-day. My mother is just
inatructiDg with regard to vice or vl,rtue, recovering from an attack of La Grippe.
negativ and affirmativ stand_point, showing H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York.
·what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
virtuous, just, honest, the doctrin or practice Two me~ hav died here lately; they had
tf
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
of the duties of life. The above definitions both been good Christians all their lives.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
ANTiC H R B8 T •
are some of the meanings as given by Reid's One died of paralysis and the other of dropsy.
Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
English Dictionary. I thiDk the word con- One had suffered three months before he died. pROVING conclnsivly that there was no Christ J, H.New
York.
of the time he haq to sit before an open
crucified nuder Pontius Ptlat_e., but that the
tams more import than any other word in the Put
wiDdow and could hardly get his breath, r.eal Jesus, the illegitimate son of m.ary by JosePh J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
English language. Several nations are called while his body was nearly freezing. Why Pander a, waa stoned and hanged for sorcery about New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
years B.c. Oloth, «6 pages, with full Index.
York.
civilized, but there is not a moral nation on· did not his grea.t Go d whom h e wors hipe d all , 75
Price, Sl.GO. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thi~
S. J. King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
life relieve him of his suffering?
oftl.oe.
the globe, and but few of the names of the hisWe
hav a lyceum at our school-house this ;.=:...:..;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
OHIO.
human family that hav come down to us
John Jacques, Akron.
winter. 'fhe first question of debate was,
through history can be called virtuous-of " Resolved, that the wor!d is a plane." The
N. Hexter, 808 Supenor street, Cleveland.
course I except women, for they hav ever ex- ne~tiv side beat. And the second was the
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
eellsd men in all goodness. I will mention a "Woman's suffrage question." The a:fflrmaClaims. Revised and Enlarged. Emory
P. Robinson, Sydney.
few names that occur to me-Cincinnatus and tiv side beat. The next lyceum will be to- False
Price,
10
cents
singly;
75
cents
per
dozen.
As a
OBBEIOJII,
Missionary Doctllllent it is unexcelled. Among
Cicero, of Rome; Aristotle and Socrates, of morrow night. The lyceum is the amusing
thiDg going on for the young folks. I would
the subjects considere~ by Mr. Remsburlf are: B. F. J!yland, Corvallia.
Greece. The latter, considering the state of like to hear from our friends Penmana
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics, C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
~ho~nl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penthe world, was the greatest man I ever read through the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1tent1anes i the Church and Civilization; the
PBNNBYLV .lJIILA.,
of. He was moral and honest and died for
ETHEL BURT.
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning; Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
the _(Jhuroh and Liberty ·hthe Church and the George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
the search of truth. Our modern Bruno and
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
CLEARFIELD, KAN., Jan. 31, 1890.
Bervetus will rank with him. or course I
Movement; the Temjlerance Reform; the w. F. Schaae, 8,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
DEAR
Miss
WrxoN
:
My
father
takes
THE
Church and the Republic.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
consider Robert G. Ingersoll the greatest man TRUTH BEEKER, but this is my first attempt
TBNl!lBBBBB.
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and
now liviDg, but he has had many advantages to write for the Corner.
Vices Sanctioned b:y Bcrimure ; Falsehood and Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
ihose mentioned before did not. Morality
I am thirteen years of age, and I hav two
Deception;. Oheatmg; Theft and Robbery· D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
and virtue are natura. qualities and dictates brothers and four sisters. My two eldest
TliXA.S.
Conquest and Extermination ; DeSPotism; Inof the human senses, and vice is mainly sisters are teaching school.
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; L. Andruss, Denison.
Ever
siDce
Mr.
Remsburg
lectured
in
our
Unkind!less to Children ; Cruelty to Animals · T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
acquired-the effect of art or a delusion of
Htllllan Bacriftcea; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
school-house, and stopped at our house, the
our understandings. It is said by some, we school-children hav been calling us little InBla.very; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty H. 8. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
U'l'A.B:.
and
Vagrancy; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscenare indebted to certain superstitious creeds fidels.
ity. .Pnce, smgle copies, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1 James Ashman, Salt Lake-City.
Special discount on larger quantities.
' W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
Last summer when my little sister Alma
and dogmas for morality. All the principal
virtues of the human character are founded was going to l:lunday.school her teacher Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best John A. Jost, Ogden.
and most thorough work ever written on the Henry Booth, Stockton.
in the feeliDgs, dictates, and affections of our offered a Bible as a prize to the one in her
Sabbath from a r!l-tional point o! vi~w. Large
class that would hav learned and repeated
nature. A true sense of humanity, gratitude, the most texts by the end of that quarter.
WASHINGTON TBRBITORY.
and handsome pnnt. The quest10n 1s discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab- Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
good-fellowship, and a general sense of right Alma concluded to try for it merely for the
batic Idea; The JewishBabbat~ The Christian W. Wedeken, Montesano.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!;Xamination of
and wrong, are all to be found incorporated honor and to show them what a little Infidel
BNGLA.li!D.
Snnda~ Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabin the human animal by the fiat of nature. could learn, as she did not care for the Bible.
bath; Testimony of the Christian F_!ithers; The Watts & Co., 17 John.son's Court, Fleet street
She
probably
would
hav
won
the
prize
had
Sabbath duriniJ the Middle A~tes; The Puritan
Education may cultivate and expand the good
London.
not· a little Christian girl cheated by repeatSabbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Reformers,
and useful qualities of our nature, but it ing all the texts she had said before. This
Scholars. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Progreesiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., LonLawa. Price, 21) cents; six copies, $1.00.
don, E. C.
never can add one essential qualification that happened on the very last day of the quarter.
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
is not founded iD the natural dictates, affec- The Bible was given to that little girl.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
AUSTRALIA.
Hoping that this letter will not find its way
tions, and feelings of the human nature.
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
to
the
waste-basket,
I
remain,
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin· The word morality includes all the good
Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
dicates hie name from the aspersions cast upon
Your Freethinker friend,
that the human family owe to everything.
it. Ohoille extracts from ' Common Sense,~
NEW ZBALAND.
IDA B. E. REED.
" "Rights of Man" and "Age
"American
Orisis
1
Take the simple children of nature as they
of Reason " are givell ; also, tribut~s to Paine's A.. D. Willis, Wanp;anui.
were first discovered by Columbus in His..
character from more than one hundred noted
NORWBGIAN CONSULATE,
}
persons of Europe and America, many of them
BA.LONIOA, TURKEY, Jan. 30, 1890.
paniola; on the Friendly islands by Captain
written
expressly for this work. Second edi- '-1
~"ol.
MY
DEAR
Miss
WixON:
I
ought
to
hav
tion~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
&Cook; and, in a degree, the more polished
answered your letter long ago, only we hav
n~at1Y bound, and containing a handsome
native of Mexico, when first invaded by tkeir had such a house of sickness, for more than
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgecloth, 711 cents. .
ferocious and greedy foes-they were virtu. four months, that mamma and I hav hardly
hammer Logic unsurpassed.~ 8Vo, 1188pp,,
Bilk cloth, $8.
.ous and humane until they were corrupted written to any of our friends. First of all Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline
of
Faith,
Protestant
Intolerance,
WashSustained. This work
:and provoked to acts of retaliation and self- we got the " Dainque" and were all down
iBI{tonan Unbeliever; Jeffersollan Unbeliever; Spiritualism
goes not PO far to sustain Spiritualism as to
Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
protectiGn. Roger Williams, when banished with it, and we were no sooner well than
that
Christians
are inconsistent in denyshow
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
we got the iDtl.uenza, and now my brother
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
,.;,by the superstitious, dogmatizing, creeds. Henry and my sister Lily hav it. Father and
Oloth, 12mo, 241Spp,, $1.
The
Apostle
of
Liberty.
An
address
·., ,;:~oving, civilized Puritans, found a friend in mother hav both had it, but they are almost
Addl:ess THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
delivered in Paine Hal!_, before the N. E. Free,:.the person of Miontonomah, the simple child well now.
thinkers' Convention, o~annary liD, 1884. Price,
10
cents.
It is such a long time since I hav had a
i.~of nature. All his good acts are comprised
,.:in the word morality, and not one of the acts letter from Uncle Fisk that we all began to
think he must be ill, but, the other day,
,, of Williams's persecutors can be covered by mother received one from him, saying that
liverea before the Tenth Annual Congress of
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalisi.
the American Secular Union, in Chickering \ 2x1~ inches, suitable· for framing, sent postpaid,
:.that word. I had always placed a higher he had been ill with influenza, but that he
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents. for 25 cents. Address THE TBU'l'H BEEXEB.
·
·rstimate on civility, until my attention was was better.
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OUR NEW 1890 FLOWER SEED OFFER.
Stray Scraps.
In expatiating on "Probation after A
Death," Jo Cook, in his Boston Monday lecture, February 8d, said, " It never is safe for
any man to die in his sins." Is it safe. Mr.
Cook, for any man to li11 in his sins? What
business has any man to ha'D sins at all ?
n!u
lll:l~~~~~~f~,~[e~:~
Why not get rid of them, and let Christ's
Uellnble Publlohln~r
llousel 'l'tu.: LAlliE&' Wom.n
blood alone ?
is a mammoth 16·JH\ge, G-l·col~
Mrs. Julia A. Harris died suddenly in Trenmn llln&tl·at~tl paper ft11' ltu.lte.s
and the family circle. It Is d&-mont Temple, January 31st, while conducting
voted to 11torfes, poems. lndlea'
a prayer service. The large hall was comfancy WoTk,arUattc needlework,
decoration, bouaekeeJIIng,
pletely filled with worshipers. Had she been
,llygteue,jnvellileread·
'l'o lntrolecturing on Freethought, Christian charity
would hav set it down as a " judgment of
100,000 homes where
already
taken,
we
now
D1ake
God I" As it was, '' The master called her
...lowing coloual o,ler: Upon
home in the harness."
oforllv 12 <Jcnte in silwer or stamp•, tae will
The Ladles' \Vorld fo,. Th:reeMout~Bt atl to
Rev. Geo. A. Gordon discoursed upon each aubac1iber
tee tviU alao .send Free and poatpuut, a large
and magtlijacat~t VoUootJon otCbolce Flower Seeds, two
"The Sermon on the Mount," Sunday, Feb- lnmdrtc:i
vari6t(ea, lnclutllng Pansies, VerbenMs, Chl·yMu~the-
ruary 2d, at the Old South church, Boston. D'IUmB, Asters, Phlox Drummon~il, Balsam, Cyprea11 VIne,
Dlgltalle, Double Zinnia, Pin kat etc .• eu::. Remember, twelve
One would infer by his minute descriptions cents pays for the paper three monthl AUll t.hls entire magnlfl.·
cent collection of Choice Flower Seeds, put up by a fl.rst·clasa
that he was present sitting on a reserved Seed
Houee and warranted fresh and reliable. No lad}' can
front seat. He dilated on " his piercing eye afford to miss thlswonde1·ful opportunity. We guarantee e\·ery
subscriber
time! tbe value of mouey sent, and will refnncl
Jesus's], the sea of upturned faces)> of his vour moneymauv
a1ld make yon a present of both aeeda and fli\pet
areiH>t entlrelvsaUafted. Omsla au old-established and
audience, " the sinner's troubled consciex:ce lr'\"oU
table pnbllshlng liouse, eltdotletl by allleadtug news1u'pera.
as Jesus portrayed the divine beatitudes," rei
Do uot confound thl• offer with the catchpenny schemett or un·
ecru__£!1lon&~e~one.
Writs to-day-don't pn' H otr_! Stx aabo
etc. In style it resembled Talmage, bereft scZ:ipt.IOi18
aud elXSeelrCOUectTonl·ulft for 60 cents.
of the latter's slang_ What right had this
SPECIAl
OFFER! tie~~~~~~ ~::g ~;~,:i~;~~~}l!~~~tJ;,~~~
man to depict a scene he must. hav known col&ich
ails &ow ic. we willseud /nc, tu addition t.o a.llt.he above,
one !lftCkageoft.ltecelebrated Ornamental Chlllnuli"ollnp
never "Ccurred as he represented I If Jesus
Jleet 8eetb, one or the mo11~ beautiful foliage plants known.
sat on the mount (Matt. v, 1, 2), how could
theles'\•t>8 somethnes growing Sfeet.long by 1 foot wftte, in ..-ari~
gated colon. )tis perfectlybardy,couUuniug an object ofbei\Uty
he hav stood in the plain (Luke vi, 17, 20)? long
"rter Coleus and Ca. una hftvesuccmuloed to fn1at. Atldreaa~
S. 11. ~OOUE .& VO., 2'r J•urk J•Jace, 1\ew 1."ork.
The sermon was reported in full, and a sample
of inconsistencies and impossibilities.
In the late discussion on the Presbvterian
cre<?d revisiOil in New York. Dr. Vincent
OB 1 THB
aid the Confession of Faith to many of
the church-members was unknown-the
c,t:fl c~ between :aea.son and Superstition.
church was ahead of the confession-it was
not adapted to modern times-the doctrin
that men and angels were preordained to
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
everlastine: death he repudiated. He admitPhiladelphia, Fa.
ted that God had a right to make a Hindoo
or a Tartar of him, but denied that he had
Price, 10 cents.
any right of arbitrary power to condemn him
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
to eternal torments in hell. That is right,
doctor, but for teaching this very truth from
the platform thirty-eeven years ago, a cleric
New Edition, BeTisd l\Dd EnlarKed.
of your own denomination said I ought to be
hanged-and he would hav hanged me, had
he had the power. The world does move.
BY HELEN H, CARDENER,
In conclusion, Dr. Vince!lt asked : "Why
Introduotia.u by
should we accept the works of Calvin? To
BOBEBT G. INGEBBOLL.
perpetuate hiR name simply ? Who was he?
Was he crucified for us? Was it in him we
l'riee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 ll6ntll.
were baptized?;' Poor man! could you liv
TM Trade! Bupp1ied at ~~ Discount..
another fifty years you would then be as
Addreta THE TBUTH BEEKKB,
ashamed of your Jesus, crucifixion, baptism,
118 Lafayette Flaoe, New York.
and salvation, as you are now of Calvin's Photo-engra'!!DP of Misa Gardener are for sail
reprobation,
infant damnation, heathen a1; thil oftl.oe. l'rioe, fOe.; with antolll'&Ph• 50 oU.
damnation, etc.
Eu 4. E. GIBSONBOII're, Feb. 7, 1890-
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0bitnary.
Mrs. Louisa Geddes departed this life
Tuesday, March 18, 1890, aged fifty-three
years, eleven months, and twenty-one days.
Of her family, one son, and her husband,
whose constant helpmate and companion she
has been for nearly thirty-four years, survive
her.
She was of a quiet, philosophic, and undemonstrativ and retiring disposition, and
thou!!;h through life in fairly comfortable circumstances, she was an ever busy, industrious woman, joining her hands with her heart
in all the efforts of her husband in facing and
,performing the responsibilities and duties of
!life. Their hoJ;Ile by acquaintances most
;intimate was reputed to be a veritable heaven
- .on earth to themselvs and to those who had
the pleasure of its hospitality.
She and her huRband and the son she has
left proudly bore the title of Infidels. In the
long journey of life, though environed by the
influences of New England Puritanism, Mr.
and Mrs. Geddes, whether in the East, or
in the West communities where the home
was, " lived above the fog in public duty and
private thinkine;-''
They were both philosophers, and each
found the highest ideal of life in the other
and in the mutual work they could do for
others. Her sincere desire was to see the
power and benefit of knowledge extended,
and the evils of the superstition and bigotry
arising from ignorance destroyed. She
held death to be as much in the order of
great nature, and as necessary, as life, and
though not a believer in any form or faith of
theology, or the God of orthodoxy, or its
heaven or its opposit, she expressed her
thoughts of death and passed to it without
fear, her features in death wearing as calm
an expression aiS ever did those of the most
devout and prayerful Christian. .
The writer was called to officiate at the
funeral, which was very largely attended by
people of diversified opinions. They listened
very attentivly and xespectfully to some ideas
that were new on the problem of life and the
nature of death, its naturalness, and the great
hope in a future with which a grand human
life inspires us. They undoubtedly returned
to their homes thinking that though the services were philosophic and unceremonious, a
calm dignity and profound affection surged
through the hearts of the mourners, and that
the teachings of the discourse were calculated
to induce every thoughtful person to liv
with a noble purpose, hav a high object in
life, help the unfortunate, weak, and opjlressed; and that he or she who does this has
no ca•,se to fear deatl!l, and the mourner no
occasion to be other than resigned.
Ohicago, Ill.
J. 1I. RANDA.r.L.
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l"lhe World's Sages, Thinkers~ and
Reformers. The Biog-raphies of
throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophe1·s (who were not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M_ BENNETT. 1,075 pages,
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Climes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion buok to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
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ITs
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By A. 8. de Pellegrini.
l'aper,
15 cents.
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PRO AND CON OF
An inquiry
into the reality of d1vine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism Have We a Bnpernatnral, Inspired, Miracnlons
Religion 1
ever written. By F. W. NKWMAN1 Emeritus
By E. E. GUILD.
Professor of the London University. 1,115
Paper, 20 cen h ; cloth, 80 cents.
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leatl- er, $5.0G:
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Supernatural Religion.

Supernatural Religion.
PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Ancient Egyptian Oiviliza,lon and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis and Exodua.
Including The Age of Reason, ExaminaBy VAN BUREl( DENSLOW, LL.D.
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Price, 15 cents.
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
QUES~ION SETTLED.
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the BIBLICAL ~>nd MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By MosES HuLL.
whole r ~ '8ded by the Life of Paine, and
!'rice, 60 cents.
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - giltedges,

u.so.

Analysis of Religions Belief.

An

Rational Communism.

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and TaB PBBBBNT AND FUTUB:& REPUBLIO OF
NoRTH A.!aRIOA.
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIS- Advocates associate
life and employment as a precoUNT AMBEBLEY, son of the late Lord
vsntive of vice, crime, 'POverty, etc.
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
By A CAPITALIST.
1Jomplete from the London Adition. 745
l'aper, 49Spp., 60 cts.: clo., $1.
vages, ~0. In cloth, $3.~,0;

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.

CriToec~:::~ Cruelties of Christianity.

A COLLECTION OF

'l'welve Tracts. Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.

(Words and Music)

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four
For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. o_ A_ BURGESS, President of the
For Schools and the Home.

tl.liO.
Addrell THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayet~e !'lace, New York.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, llli cents.

PRIESTLY

Cosmian Hymn Book,

PBIOB,

French Revolution

POOI(ET TliEOLOGY.

10 cents.

COMPILED BY

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

a full account of all the gods the nations
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
of the eart.lt hav worshiped, including
Oloih,
50 cents.
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all
By VOLTAIRE.
the religious systems of the world, includingJudai»m, Mohammedanism, and Chris- Terse, witty, aud sarcastic deftnltions of theolog·
ical tArms.
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
Price, Btl cents.
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
CELIB~CY
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
By Rsv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
15 cents.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
POINTERS:
Scientific
1\laterialism: Its Meaning
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
and
Tendency.
10 cents_
CONTAINING
Tables, Bnles, Practical Hints, and Historical Spiritualism from a Matelialistir
Bketohes1 for F_armen, Mechanics, Maohinista,
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Merchansa, Housekeepers, and the l'nblic Generally, with
raine
the Po. :..deal and Religious
Numerous Maps, nluatrat!.ons, and Dialll'ams
Reformer. 10 cents.
lliustratin~ some of the more Important Oomparativ Btatisttcs of the World.
More Information for Less Money than has Vf,Jman: Her Past and Present: Her
ever been oft'ered.
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents_
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE OENTB
For $50 worth of " Oold Facts " boiled down in a 1faterialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Nutshell. Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.
\Yill the Coming Man Worship God 1

L. K. WASHBURN.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, li Qents.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient PHILOSOPHY of SPffii1'UALISM
and Modern Times. VoL I. ~Pvs
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.

The foregoing volume,; are called " The
A Memoir of Ohriatian and Extra-Christian Expe. Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to.
rience.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will bt
By NATHAl'IIl!IL BAJmAy W ATEBS.
A very critical analnis of both Protestantism deducted from the price of eaoh.
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate penonal experience with the two BYB·
tems. It deall the most t-renchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritical Beview.
B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
FOB SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
A.ddreBS THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
·
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Jn,
fiuence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What LibSAKYA BUDDHA.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; SpiritualA Versified, Annotated Narrat!.v of hl.a Life and
ism
from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
'l'eachinga.
the Political and Religious Reformer; MaWith Citations from Buddha's "Path of
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
Virtue."
of Christianity; the Authority of the
"BY E. D. BOOT.
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of ~hi1
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6(J
work.-l'rof. J. M.l'eebles.
cents; cloth, $1.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
sohoolB in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light1" (nfluence of Christianity upon Civil"Beligio-l'hilosophical Journal,'' and ma!l:VB11iritualist papers and lectnren hav spoken highly of
ization. 25 cents_
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Chlistianity and Materialism. 15
Addre1s THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
cents.
18 Lafayette 1'1., New York.

Original and Selected Hymns

MATER IALl SMAI 0 CRIM~.

Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four

nights' debate between B. F'. UNDERWOOD
and Rev. JoHN MARPLES. Fully reported.
:Paper, 35 c~nt1; cl~tb, _!O_i~I!Dtll__!...,

By A. C. L .'i ALL.
l'rica, 10 cents.

Fruits of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Charles
and Annie Besant.
llli cents.

Bradlau~rb.

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kingsley. 10 cents.

POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor M9.Y Attain Comfort and Independence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

R~ligiou

of Inhumanity.

With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FBEDERIO HARBISON.
!'rice, 15 cents.

RELIGION:
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted.
By George T. Bondiea.
W1th

Exce.,llons '(o Ute ChRl'acur of
Chrbt K~ a Gentleman.
By W. T. Porviance.
Ill cents.

SABBATH BREAKINC.
By JOHN E. REMBBrTJW.
l'rlce, 25 cen t.s.

St.

MaU~hW ~efore the Court
FOB THE CRIME OF FORGERY.

!'rice,

SEMITIC

By 8EOULABIBT.
.
10 cents.

GODS AND
BIBLE.

THE

Inclndinsr Allah, Jebovah, Satan, Hol:r Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. DENNETT.
<From Vol. II." Gods and Religions.")
BSSpp., pap., 60 o.; olo., :n.
For all of the above books address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
118 Lafayette 1'1., New fork.

~HE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 5. 18~0.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDBESB THE TRUTH

SEEKER

OFFICE.

A Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,076 pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.
Publislted every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Company, at
28 Lafayette Place,

From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 page1..

A Truth Seelrer in Europe. A. series
of letters written during a visit of ten
\\ eeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Bennett was o. delegate, followed by o. de·
scription of what he saw in England,
Frnnce, Holland, and Italy. The lettere
from Rome alone are woJ:th the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.

0. P. SOMERBY, BuBINESS MANAGE&

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES WATTS.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
J. H. BURNHAM.
JOHN PECK.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
H. 0. PENTECOST.

HELEN H. GARDENER.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
L. K. WASHBURN.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
LUCY N. COLUAN.
FREDERIC 1fAY HOLLAND.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
W. F. JAMIESON.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, and ·other l~nglish Liberal writers.
Tho Editor of THE TRUTT{ SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

Trutll Seeker Gives all tile News of Freetllougllt, and is Always on Guard
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Tile Against
tile Eucroacllments of Ecclesiastics upon tbe People's Liberties.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be fl very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham~
medanism examined historically

and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages,
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETl' and Rev. G. H.
HUMPH11.EY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh·
bors. 560 PaRes, Price, $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee-

D. M. BENNETr and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

What Objections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETr and
G. M. MArn, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
ments hav been as fu!ly and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETl' affirms; MAIR denies. This iq
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Unitea

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustica
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETr.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents..

•

L:terrogatories to Jehovah. Being
3,000.'questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a great variety of subjects
PaDer. 50 <Jents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv·
ing many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. · Pa·
cloth, 75 cents.

The Boc.lr ~f Chronicles of the Pil·
glims in the Land ot' Yahweh:
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq
the ':'":i'l"Lh Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

rhe First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.
10 cents.

'J.Ilu1 Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

·

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cents,

If yon have any Ideas or Reforms calculated· to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them .. THE TRUTH SEEKER
pn blishes each week more letters from the people than any other pa;per m the world.
THE TRUTH SEJ~KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and tho maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church pro~erty.. It is unc?mpromisingly
opposed to anything tending toward a union o~ church and state, either m name or In faot.

' Send $3 for a Year's ~ubscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEw YoRK.

w. s. BELL's

p A.IPHLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

0

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
Pre:tace by R. G. INGERSOLL.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
B~6tarJ/ of. t'M .Amwican B6CUZar Union.
Prioe 10 cen&a.
A.ddresl TB• TRUTH Sliliii:IIIB OOIIPAR'I.

THE SA FEST CREED,
ARD

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
Minfu.J. Sainti an«l Seniual Shepherd&
~

......

The Modern Science Essayid.

Ten Oents Eaoh.
PBICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellen~ and useful 1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
disoourse.-JamesParton,
~hiiOPOPhy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
I am much pleased with your address, and will
THOl!IPSON
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
A beautiful pamphlei of 86 pages. It is a very
and intlnence. By Rev•.I oliN W. O.KADWiox.
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
3, SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Age.
,... ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. ~nvrss.
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION OF TH'E EARTH: The storY of
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
PBIOE, 10 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLI.A.M PoTTS.
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which the point is dii- 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
cuBBed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
of zoological evolution. By D•. RossiTER
I take ~~:reat pleasure 1n recommending "AntiRAYMOND
Prohibition "to the consideration of evezy persoll 7, THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiqwho is interested, not only in the cause of"temperuity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
ance:rJ>nt in the principle• of self-government.- 8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and development. By Dr. ROBERT G. EccLEs.
J.J. cOabe. 'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
9, EVOLUTIONOFSOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.BKILToli.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
BAl!IPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN C.
PARSHALL.
MODERN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF CHltiST,
13. EVOLUTION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT.
JOHN W. CHADWICK.
As to his Life on Earth l!ld his Communism. 14. PHILO~OPHY By
OF EVOLUTION. .By STAI\B
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
BoYT NICHOLS.
EFii'ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or 15. THE
COMING OIVILIZATION. By MINoT J.
C'reatton.
SAVAGE,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
W This book tDaa suppr-a by the first .Atna-.
ican publisher•..J8
The Career of Jesus Christ.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
An Exposition of the True Meanine of this Ohar·
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton WoolleY, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol·
ogy."
Paper, svo, i5 cents.
A. NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
For Her DailY Bread IS tne story or two Young
gi.ra and a_ younger brother who were lett parentleas, with little money, fatr educatlonhand mucb
oourage, to make their way through t e world by
g_oing to Obioago. The authoris aao the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main; a hiatory of a working girl'li life and experience in the citY of Chicago
among bluft" buaineaa men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is lust such a story
of human life as we ahould expect Colonel Inger·
soil to be interested in; and whatever be admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

TwBLVE 0THli:B DIBOOURSBS Oll' REASON.

Btl 0. B. J!ROTHINGH.AM.

Extra olo~h, llilmo, ll88pp., $1.
A.ddrBBB THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.

These notices are (0'1' the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'Dilliting the places tDhere these societies are located. Local Secular Unions and
r reethought Borneties muting 1•egula!rly can
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertised here {rfA! by {0'1'warding the neusBa1'1J information.

Tbe."!ianhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MACDONALD, EDnro&

DURING THE YEAR 1890 THE T:Btl'TH SEEXE:B
The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. Will Print the Mo8t. Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
Papers of any· Liberal Journal.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are. these eminent men and
The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; iD
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.
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SPECIAL SALE
OF

Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•cl<iok, at Germa.n Masonic Temple, 220 East ·5th street. Lect-ures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

BrookiJ n Plailosophieal Associa·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms.~..Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, .l!i. D., at 3 P.M., every
SundaY. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

'J"he Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at
Liberal League Ball, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~7

meets every Bun day in Indn1trial :O:all, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
l'leekerpnblications always on hand a tcheap rates.

ln;;ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
MePts every SundaY (from October to June) at
2 :45 P.M., at Paine Memorial Buildin~t, APpleton
street.

()bicago Secular lJnlon
Meets everY SnndaY evening at 7:30 P.M:., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
a~e welcome.

'l'lle Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third SundaYs, at 2
P.M .• at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. M.ulros HEIGHTON, Sec.

The lDinneapolis Secular lJnion
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
"v.e.,Rooms12and 14,Eastman block, MinneapOlis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBEB,Prea.; LEBOY BEBBIER, Seo.

Elizur Wright Secular lJnion ·

or Alliance, 0 .. meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discnaaitm on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
B. G. SMITH, Cor. Sec.
'l'be Walla Walla

l.ib~.ral

Club

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leot.ure8.-Free Diacnsaiona.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis .. Liberal Club
Holda meetings every Sunday evening at 211>
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hal!). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralbts, No. 903,.
Prairie Cit7., Ia,,
Meets evarv !IundaY in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2:30 PM. All L berals are cordiallY invitEd. F. v. DBAPEB, Oor. Sec.

Essenoe of Religionr
By L. FElJERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75Pll.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moral.-B:I:tract.
A.ddresll Tm: TRUTH 8EEKEB Oo,

BING, BROTHERB, BING.
USB

Tllll:

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnnea.
It is hiihJ:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood,Mra. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
IIi oentr.
Address '.llHB TRUTH S:ICEKBR Oo.

(IJiiii-WIItl\1~
Is a regularly educated
and legally quaHHed Phy•
eiclan, and the most suo·
cessful in his specialty as
bis practice "WUl prove.

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

Send JO cl8. for hb "Prf•

vnte Counselor." a book
for young and middle nged
meu, suffering from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the result of youtktul
follies. iudescrctions and
excesses. It :'!Cts forth an

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
Beat grades in ailverine case, 7 i•wels. ,7,50;
9 JewPia, $8: 11 jewels, $9; 15 Jewels, $10; adjna1ed,
$16. For 3 ounce coin silver case. add $8.50; 4
onnoe, $4.50: 5 ounce, $6. . In best npen·face
filled !lold, dust-proof cA.RA, 7 Jewels, $16; llJewela, $17.50: 15 Jewels, $18.50; adlnsted. t24.t0;
hinged cases, $8 more; hunting oases, $6 more.

S6.

:~~~~Nr~Pt~c~~~.ou.Tb~

~~o~t~:-J~~~~[ ~~m~~
the banda of those nmict-

'rbe New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements : in silvprine, $19; 8
onnof' coin silver, $22.50; 4 onnoe, $23.50: 5 I!Unce,
$211. BEST open-face fil~ed •<'rew casP, $27; hmged,
$80: bunting, $26 : Loma XIV style, f!i to no. more.
Ladies' heRt gold ftlled, 7 jewf'ls. $17: 11 Jawela,
$18 50: 15 jew< Is, $25; adjusted, $85; 14 kt eolid
gold, $10 to $20 morP. Ruby and <llamond orna·
mentations UP to $100 extra.

DDAMONOS.

ed.

All

HOliEST ST.,TEliR!IT.
''Similar advertisements

from unreliable praetlti·

oners have been frequent·
ly assailed a!ld exposed by
rhe press, but Dr. FELLOWS 11t.ands forem~llt tn h~• profes·

;;iou, ~~~·~···-Th6Nataon.aL Vaew.

Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

An elegant 3 •tone, 8kt., B!>litaire Pip. and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magmfiMnt hair ornament
and pin ann pendant combination. rosette, 29
brilliants, $200, worth.!300; one do., bear~·shape1
sapphire and ruby In center, same pr1~e ana
And say where you saw this advertisement.
valne Pins, rings, drops, studs, from $300 down
to $10; eame proportionate discounts. All bought
Dr R p, Fellow1 is an outs1>9ken Intlnel and
verY' auooesaful pbysil'i&D· Be is worthy Of &De
before late advanee.
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ON their . University
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body after death are
Washington in imitation
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Moral Science.
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WHILE Christians claim that ft is the
be raised before the president invites foreign
churches and religion that prevent crime, we
nations to participate. The bill now goes
claim that it is schools and intelligence that
back to the House.
will free the world from vice. The advancement of popular education and the declension
As priestly rule in Mexico is passing away,
-ANDthe secular authorities sre slowly getting rid
of church influences are steadily diminishing
the number of criminals. In 1860, the United
of the evil outgrowths such as it always leavPB
-among other things, the curse of brigands.
States had one criminal for every 1,647 inhabOfthese, thirty·hav been shot within a radius
itants ; in 1880 there was but one criminal
fOI' every 1,876 inhabitants, a decrease of
of thirty miles about San Felipe in five
thirteen per cent in twenty years. In
months.
England crime has decreased twenty-five per
CATHOLICS giv as statistics of the trade
cent in forty years. Since the adoption of
they did with theiT "miracle-working" shrine
compulsory eduf'ation in Baden, crime has
of Lourdes in 1889 : pilgrimages, 130 ; pi].
been reduced fifty.one per cent. Five years
grime; 111;860, .including two cardinals and
CE. M. 290.)
of compulsory education in New York city
sixty-four archbishops and bishops; masses,
has been attended by a decrease of thirty-six
·
34,836,; communions, 202,800.
per cent in the number of juvenil offenders.
+ill IT I)+ ILLU$TR1UIOD$.+
-J. E. Remsburg.
THB ·Liberals il.nd Socialists of Germany hav
grown:sothat there_ seems no resource for the
THE public mind of England has softened
throne b.tit to fall '!)ack for its support upon
while it has ripened, and we hav, in the
PAGE.
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some proof that our ancestors were less hu-·
Future
Terrors,
lease~ i~curred by Catholics undet:J~ismarck's
mane than their posterity.-Macaulay•s Hi8771
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
seventies, and greater control of the-schools.
The Inventions of Science and the
to-ry of England.
T. B. \oVakeman,

IN Crete it has been found necessary to
forbid· tha Christian and Mussulman ·clergy
from t.aklng part in the coming election.
1
GENERAL VoN CAPlllVI is Bismarck's sue- 1
cessor as chancellor of Germany. In stature
he is as gigantic as his predecessor. He hates
Socialists.

New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scien-
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ON the afternoon of the 27th ult. the signal ·
service at Louisville, Ky., preoicted a cyclone
in that section, but no one.thought it would
strike the city. At 8:20, however, it swept
down upon the city and cut through it a swath
half a :rnile wide and two miles long, demol. ishing almost every structure in that- area.
Thousands were buried in the rtiins. In
many places fire broke (!Ut, and some who
had escaped crushing were burnt to death.
The building in which there was the greatest
loss of life was a public hall in which a children's dancing class and several lodge meetings were in progress; scarcely a dozen of
the three or four hundred persons escaped
entanglement in the ruins, and while ·most
were rescued alive a large number were
killed. The . recto:&, of. one of the largest
churches was· crushed into a· shapeless mass I
as he sat in his home reading to his son at his
knee. The total of lives lost is estimated at \
two hundred, and of those injured at many 1
hundreds. Damage was done to property 1
and lives were lost in other parts of Kentucky
and _in southern Illinois.
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FoR myself, the only devil I know is that
blaclc devil, ignorance, fostered by knavery
and tyranny-a devil personified by the credulous many, and kept up, in the past, by the
.learned but treacherous few, who professed
to rule the mRBBes by their fears rather than
to guide them through their love. The devil
has, indeed, not been a roaring lion, but a
cowardly and treacherous boa-constrictor; it
ha11 enveloped in it~ massiv folds glorious
truth, and, in the fierceness of it~ brute power,
·has crushed in its writhings. But, oh I a
glorious day is coming; amidst the heretofore gloom of night the bright rays of the
rising sun are piercing, and the light of truth
dispels the mists of ignorance. Bright facts
drive out dark delusions; mighty truthA
triumph over pious frauds and no longer need
men be affrighted by the notion of an omnipotent fiend, wandering through the earth,
ever seeking their damnat!on.-Bradlauglt'B
]l'ew Words About tlte Devil.
WouLD God giv me brains and make it a
crime to think ?-Ingersoll.
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TH:a: bishop of Padua has received a letter
from the holy father, warmly approving of a
society which has just been formed for the
purpose of showing the harmony between
science and religion.
IN France, during 1886, official figures show
t.hat the unmarried represented fifty-two per
cent of the entire population. Celibacy continues under the republic, as under the
empire, the strongest factor in the progressiv
diminution of the population, traceable also
to intense selfishness and penuriousness.
Schemes to tax the unmaiTI.ed hav been discussed by French legislators since the great
revolution of 1789, with the resulting admission that such taxation would be impotent as
11 remedy or stimulation to marriage and
offspring.
MB. HENDBIOKB has introduced into the
New York senate a bill to abolish arrests in
civil actions except for contempt. Lawyers
are divided in opinion as to the advisaqility
of this proposed complete abolition of imprisonment for debt. Colonel Ingersoll says : "I
am opposed absolutely to imprisonment for
debt. It is a relic of barbarism and savagery.
The bill to abolish arrests in civil actions aa
published in the Herald meets my views
exactly as to what is demanded in the way of
a reform of the abuses that hav grown out of
this crying evil. I hope the·bill will become
a law."
CLA.UDIO JA.NNET, a noted French writer,
says: "The systematized sterility of New
England Protestants has resulted in remarkable social and political consequences. Th
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Irish, Canadian, and soon the Italian Catholic immigrants, little by little, are replacing
them in such a way that New England is already one-third Catholic, and the day when
it will be ruled by a Catholic majority can be
mathematically calculated. The Canadians
hav invaded peacefully and surely ali ·that
region. For a long time they confined them.
selva to working in the mills, but now they
are turning farmers. They are fast becoming
an important social factor in the country, a
fact which will hasten annexation."
THE Boston Committee of One Hundred
says: " We hav no hesitation in affirming
that the oath of allegiance to our government
taken by Romanists, by which they hav
obtained the rights of the ballot, citizenship,
and office. amounts to nothing, if they are
good Romanists, and has no binding obliga.
tion where the interests of the church or the
pontiff require it to be disregarded. . _ •
W~ do not hesitate to say, as a measure for
the nation's self-protection, that no man who
confesses allegiance to the pontiff should be
allowed to participate as a citizen in either
holding an office or casting a ballot. The
United States Supreme Court has decided
that the law of one of our states disfranchising Mormons is constitutional, on the theory
that the man who takes the oath the Mormons
are required to take cannot be a good citizen.
Why should not this principle be applied to
those who confess allegiance to the papal
hierarchy? No ballot for the man wl}.o takes
his politics from the Vatican."
THE E£canaba Mi9·ror announces the con.
vention of the Gad-in-the-Constitution party
at Washington in this way: "A conference
of April fools will be held in Washington on

CROSS.

the 1st prox., for the purpose of arranging a
plan whereby they can take charge of all sublunary affairs, as far as this country is concerned. They will tell the balance of the
people that the state should make Sunday a
day of rest; should control matrimony;
should 'pulverize the rum power;' should
draw up the curriculum of every university,
college, and school in the land, and, in fine,
should poke its paternal proboscis into the
private business of every man, woman, and
child in the country. The big-wigs of this
Praise-God-Barebones pack are old Bill
Windom, secretary of the United States treasury, whose record as a Wall street gambler is
about as rotten as they make 'em; Gineral
Clinton B. Fisk, prohibitiv candidate for
president in 1888, an all-'round fraud; Jo
Cook, the belligerent brawler, who has had
his hide tanned more times than we can tell
for his idiotic i!)Bolence; Frances Willard,
who has made a pretty penny by trapsing
over the United States and posing as the
high- priestess of morality at so much a pose,
and a mortal lot more canting casuists and
holy humbugs. Their prime hobby is the
union of state and sanctuary-a thing that
means ruin to our republic; a thing that was
spit, stamped upon, and shoveled under the
sod by Tom Jefferson and his compeers in
'the brave days of old,' when they were
making their fiery fight against despotism in
all its devil forms. The conference will be
held, but its counsel will not be heeded in
this progresslv period, when the light of liberty is beginning to flood the whole wide
world with a fresh, supernal splendor; and
the April fools will simply waste their wind
and jingle their jaws in vain."

As the day draws near for the fulfillment
of the prophecy that Oakland, San Francisco,
Chicago, and Milwaukee are to be swallowed
up by earthquake, the excitement among
Erickson's followers in Oakland, CaL, increases. The police hav broken up all public
meetings, but the cranks assemble in private
houses, and made converts the last week.
Dealers in second-hand furniture report that
cranks hav left many orders with them for
the disposal of property for cash. The 7th,
was the date fixed by Erickson for the beginning of the exodus to the mountains, but
about forty Oaklanders anticipated the removal by two days, as they departed on the
5th for St. Helena, the center of wine-making
in Napa county, which is over a thousand feet
above sea level and about seventy miles from
this city. They hav rented rooms and cottages
and are prepared to remain throughout the
month and await the doom of Oakland.
About a score of families hav established a
camp in the foothills back of Oakland, where
they hav raised tents and propose to hold a
series of camp-meetings. From the preparations noted in Oakland it is likely that several
hundred people will flock to this camp.
Even in San Francisco many credulous people are alarmed, and country resorts will
profit by their fears. At Santa Rosa several
of. the faithful hav joined Mrs. Woodworth,
the original leader, who is Iesponsib!e for
Erickson's prophecy. She is a shrewd
woman, however, and proposes to start East
early this week and will not hav to face her
dupes. Nervous excitement over the predicted calamity has proved too much for
several women in Oakland, who hav been
sent to the insane asylum.
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fiommnnitations.
The Depressing Influence of tlte Bible on
Morality.
There is perhaps no subject which such great controversies bsv raged about, which commentaries hav
been written on in such number, and about which people hav talked so much, as the Bible, snd yt~t., strange
to say, little i" known about it. Nor is there any
subjsct that it is more tl:eil' duty to become familiar
witn, for it is the imperat.iv duty of every beliE-ver to
giv satisfactory reason for the faith that is in him; if
he cannot do so, then be should giv up all pretensions
to baing a reflectiv creature, and not presume to expres3 an opinion upon anything. And of the unbeliever who is not familiar with the Bible, l wculd say
that he is extremely culpable, for be is rejecting that
which he haE not examined, and therefore c-annot sffi.rm
to be unworthy of credit. However, the great mnss of
society to day prefer to take their opinion upon ibis
subject from some favorit author, instead of getUDg
their knowledge of it from the origirl!ll fountain itself,
in whioh case it cannot be called en opinion, but
merely a prejudice, and certainly it can never rise to
the dignity of being called a principle.
In order to obtain!'! correct ides of the teachings
and character of the Bibie, men and women of mature mind should resd H, and investigate it for themselva. It should, however, be strictly withheld from
girls and young children, because it would only giv
. tnem an insight into those dark snd plague-haunted
spots on humanity, of which it, iB the duty of every
careful parent to strive to keep them in ignorance
U afortunately there are too many persons who reed
. the Bible day after day, week nfter week, month after
month, and year after year, and are as ignorant of its
. nature and tendencies as they were before thfy bad
done so. It should not be read in an apathetic nor
-_an inatte:utiv manner, nor in a spirit of blind, submissiv superstition, but it should be read just ss any
other book wJuld be read. If you wished to understand a book on any scientific or historical topic, you
would read that book carefully, inquiringly, and
critically. You would pause frequently to examin
yom own mi.nd, and to see if yon had tboroujlbly
grasped tha meaning of what you had read. You
would ask yomself whether it was rational, whether
it was consistent with your "Xperience, and in harmony with the known laws of nature. Now, wby
cannot this mode of reason and inquiry be 6Xtended
· -.to the Bible ? The truth must ever be made
more evident by inquiry, and no mode of inquiry can
convert truth into falsehood, or falsehood into truth.
but the mJre rigid the inquiry the more manifest
will the truth become, and surely, that which is as. sarted to be the word of God is not less able to bf'ar
the test of criticism than the writings of man. If
the advocates of Bible inspiration shrink from the
sternest criticism of their "great" book, then we are
justified in doubting both its truth and their intentions.
However much t}.lere may be in the Bible
to provoke a smile, or extort a H~sh of pleasantry, there is unh-appily far more that is calculated
to excite sadness, tears, shuddering, and horror.
It is for the most part an awful book, a book whose
records of idolatry, deeds of torture, murders, unnatural lusts, and wholesale massacres, should hsv
been written with "pens of fire" and "letters of
blood."
·
This plain language will probably startle any pious
believer that may happen to res.d it, but I will tell him
that the narrativ upon which I am about to enter
justifies me in using it; and I will tell him more, that
If he will read cuefully what I hav written, and then
can bring unanswerable objections to what I hav
- said, if be can prove that I hav used too much
severity of condemnation, then I will acknowledge
myself humbled and rebuked. In return for this I
only ask him to peruse this with candor, and not to
close his understanding against conviction.
Cultivated men and women of to day hav within
them a higher standard of morality than any that is
to be found in the Bible. This, however, is padly
the result of natural feeling, and partly, perhaps to a
larger extent,· the result of a humanizing educatfon.
For true morality is not so much an impulse as a
growth. But my object in this little work is to shnw
that the rank idolatry of this nation lays a deadly
weight upol!. morality, checks its prosperity and
happiness, and undermines its prngreBs towards good.
However, it is hardly to be 6xpected that the literature and religious practices of an uncouth people in
a remote· and barbarous age should be fitted for the
guidance of any intelligent nation now; indeed a
great gulf exists between the moral tone of the Bible
and that which influences modern society. Throughout ~he forr;ner, three J?&ssioJJs will be found to predommate, VIz., a feromty of bloodshed. a prurient
sensuality, and an abject superstition. Now, the Old
Testament abounds with proofs of thPee assertions,
for almoet the first act it attributes to Gcd after the
creation is the wanton and willful destruction of
every living thing by a Hood. This deluge-an

I ominous theme-whether in itself a matter of fact or
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controversy and criticism, in which hav been drowned
all enlightened sense of truth, scienoe, an~ morality.
A more revolting doctrin priestcraft never I!lveutedthe whole vital world, man, woman, child, beast,
creeping thing, all but a pair of each, hurled into the
abyss of dee.t.b. And why? Because two human
beings ate an apple and thence propagated their sin.
Cuitiyated humanity could only hesitate whether to
laugh at the absurdity of such a .do~ma, ?~ ~o blush
e.t its brutality. Csn we really hv m a cnihzed age
while such uncivilized creeds are thus indorsed 1 If
the faith of a nat.ion be an index of its progress, then
indeed are we still struggling in the vortex of barba·
rism for some oi the darkeet creeds are yet popular,
and theology still luxuriates in veng~anc~. Put~ing
aside the scientific argument involved m this queshon,
Is it a moral doctiin, is it commendable, to destrOJ
human beings when they will not be obedient to
your injunctions 1 would it be right for man to
follow the divine example T Enlightens~ jurisprudance revolts at such ethics. The feellng of the
parent, the judge, the statesman, the man, are outraged by such a theory. Well may the F.reethinker
teach that humanity is a higher test of vutue than
creeds.
The Bible prasent" to us a deity who intervenes in
the aff~irs of men, but, alas, only to punish and not
to improve, to destroy arid not to reform. Punishment vindictiv and violent, ch~mging the whole
cour~e of na.ture for temporary indiscretions; punishment, unwise and useless, annihilating the criminal, and not eradicating or subduing the motive to
crime, is based upon an exploded morality that muBt
die with the di:;mal superstition that engmdered it.
For none sre too mean to be commiserated, or too
abandoned to be reclaimed and a bcok that could
teach with equanimity such doctrine, a system so
bsrbaroue, unnatural, yet strangely godlike, should
hav its very name erased from the language of all
civilized nations.
We are then hurried on to the revolting crimes of
the men of Sodom, and the dreadful punishment
which befell them. Also that whimsical and m:merited punishment which befell Lot's wife, for
we are told that, for the natural act of casting one
lingering look back toward her burning home, she
was turned into a pillar of salt. Why, if in these
days all women who committed some such slight
unconscious mental c.ffanse were to be thus dealt
with, then salt would become as abundant as the
dust of the earth, and the fair sex would disappear
altogether. We are told that Lot's daughters behaved in a disgusting and unnatural manner, and
though their condu<>t was criminal in the extreme,
still the Bible neither punishes or censures them for
it. This I bold to be one of the chief sources of
Bible immorality, for it relates the most heartrending
crimes. the most brutal murders, the most atrocious
conduct, without one word of condemnation, while
it does condemn indiscretions, as though they were
unpardonable crimes.
The next picture we meet with is one strangely
beautiful to the eye of the devout believer, as illustrativ of faith, but to the skeptic, it will require volumes to explain its literal meaning. It is that of an
old, gray-headed man going a two days' journey from
home, taking with him his youngest son and some
young men from his household. I see him mount
the hill called Moriah with his son (whom he loveth),
leaving behind the young men that accompanied
him, knowing that their human nature would hav
prevented him from carrying -out his nefarious design. I hear that son say, "My father, behold the
fire and the wood, but where is the lamb for the
burnt offering'" and then this gray-haired old father
tells his son a deliberate lie, and I see Abraham raise
in his hand the murderous knife to plunge it into
the breast of his son Isaac, and that, too, in obedience to a voice in the air, without even a word of
prayer that the dreadful mandate might be averted.
Bible readers, reflect, thir;)k of it, and try to
fathom its infamy. Why, if in these days a man, in
obedience to a supposed voice in the air, killed, or
even attempted to kill, his wife or child, he would
either be called mad and shut up for public safety,
or else punished as a desperate fanatic. Is there
anyone who would dare to condemn this judgment
of him? Abraham was, in the fullest sense of the
term, a murderer, for, although he did not actually
slay his son Tsaa'lt still the intention was there, and
he even perjured himself so that he might be better
enabled to perpetrate his murderous object. In estimating a m1m's character, intentions are everything.
But what does the Bible say concerning such conduct? Does it condemn him as devoid of natural
affection! No. But, on the contrary, it praises it,
and speaks of him with highest admiration, and
thereby places faith, and a superstitious obedience,
above the best and purest feelings of the human
heart.
We are told that. Jacob wrestled with God all one
night on Penial. I cannot say whether it was GrecoRoman, or catch-as·catch-can; it does not spef'ify
the exact rules under which they wrestled, but it

overcome him. What a pity It 1s that be did not hv
i~ .these. degenerate days w~en, by profusely adve~
tlSlng hm~self as the champ10!1 wre~tler of th? un,Iverse, havmg defeated God almighty m an all-!light s
wrestling bout, he could make a great attra~t10n for
some dime muileum. Let us lnok at th1~ more
clo~ely. If. thi~ st?ry be true, we Are rE>qUired to
behave, by Imphcat~on, t~at Jaco~, a ~eak a~d puny
man,. wrestle~ bod~ly with the mfimt, ommyotent,
an~ 1mmateria~ ~eit.y, an? we .are also .r~quired to
baheve that this Immatenal de1t.y, the divme essence
of goodnesP, very unfairly took advantage of his oppo;'lent .an~ put Jacob's thigh o.ut of joint, an~, despite this d1sadvantRge, Jacob st1ll held the deity so
tight tlia_t ~e could not get. away. Is i~ possib!e
that Chr1st1ans do not perceive t.hat stories of this
kind are an outrage upon all reverential feelings! No
doubt it seems very elevat.ing, if "read prayerfully,"
snd ''understood spiritually," but I must confess
that I ca.r;not quite app~eciate. the lit?ral acc~unt
(Gen. xxxu, 24). Of the diegnstmg details contamed
in the book of L&viticus, I hav no wish to speak;
indeed, it is ~srdly possible to do .so wi~hont giv.ing
offense. Theu· very nauseousness 1s their protection,
for few people of decent fef'lings would like to disturb so foul ar:d prurient a pool.
The early books of the Bible abound with narrativs o! the bloodthirsty and exterminatinll wars of
the Hebrews, most of them being unde~'taken at the
express command, and under the supervision, of
their deity. And yet robbery appE'ars to hav been
the chief motiv for all these wars-robbery not only
of goods and chattels, but of persons also, those
stolen being compelled to become the property,
the slaves of the robber (Dent. xx, 10). II anything
were required to hold the Bible in condemnation it
would be found in these unjust, merciless, and tel·rible injunctions to the Israe!ites from their d~ity.
What could be more revoltmg to human feehngs
than the following: "When thou comf'st nigh unto a
city to fight against it, then proclaim p~'ace unto it,
and it shall be if it make thee answer of peace and
open unto thee, then it shall be that all the people
that is found therein shall be tributaries unto thee
and shall serve thee, and if it will make no peace
with thee, but will mske war against thee, then thou
shalt besiege it." Whatever may be the ostensible
object of the Bible, the tendency of these tt>achings
is evidently to inculcate obedience to rulers, submiesion i.o the powerful, by repressing or extinguishing
every principle implanted in the human breast for the
purposel'l of self-defense or asserting the dignity of
the character of the individual. Every tffort of man
to assert his natural rights is represented in the
Bible as a rebellion against God. Of all the means
that hav ever been employed for the sui'jugation of
mankind, the moat powerful in their operation and
the most dreadful in their eff,cts are the delusions
that bav been practiced under the cover of "revelationa" from heaven. These men, acting, as they
believed, or rather as they pretended to believe,
under the command of God, sought to capture t.heir
weaker brethren and bind them in slavery, and if the
besieged should refuse to submit to thEir tyrnnnies
willingly, then they were to kill them. Besides, if
these unfortunates who were thus mercilessly put to
death by these barbarous Jews were sinners of the
blackest type, to murder them was not to reclaim
them. Yet they must dif', for such was the merciless
command of J ehovab, the God of the Bible, of the
Jews, and Christianity. What language could be
plainer than the command of God to "make no
covenant with them, nor show mercy unto them"
(Deut. vii, 2)! Could any advice so vile and malicious be given from Satan himself as these terrible maxims of desolation and dPstruction which
came straight from the mouth of God to the hearts
of cruelty and murder!
Passing over the early history of the Jews, which
contains much to disgust and hut little to interest an
intelligent mind, let ua approach the time when
Judea becBme a kingdom, and what are the lessons to
be learned from the lives of the robber David and that
lascivious tyrant Solomon! What from the Psalms,
where David implores the Lord "to break the teeth
of his enemies, to hurl them to swift destruction, ·
and to make their dwellings in deserts?" What
from the amatory Songs of Solomon, his meriJenary
Proverbs, and his sensual preaching in Ecclesiastes !
Why, it would be better for society if these things
were allowed quietly to rot away in our public libraries, pondered over occasionally with wonder by
some solitf\ry antiquarian but comparativly unknown
to the world. Religious people speak of the joys of
a holy life, but what was David's life 1 I will relate,
in the language of the Bible, one act of this savage
man, but it is such a one as should cover his name
with infamy and disgust fprever. He was engaged
in an aggressiv war against the Ammonites, a primit.iv people of Canaan. He took a city of theirs called
Rabbah, and l'lmote it and destreyed it. "He
brought up the people that were in it, and cut them
with saws, with harrows of iron and with axes.
Even so dealt David with the people of the city of

does say that, although the Lord succeeded in break.

of :fiction, ha"l most assuredly led to a deluge of ing Jacob's. thigh, still he .<th~ ~ord) was n~t able ~o
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Picture for one moment I them to be fallen upon by his soldiers and slaughThis act of sanguinary intolerance
Ima.,m, 1f you can, a w~ole City full ?f people, brave w_as all the more wicked and tyrannous because Jehu
me!-1! ten~er women, ~right-eyed mtudens, and rosy, himself was an idolator, and offered divine service to
smthng , mfants dehbaratel;v plucked. from th~ir the golden calves that had been erected in B.ethel
mothers breasts .and torn hmb from hmb, out With -and in Dan. But surely the Bible has some sentence
saws, chopp.ed ~Ith axes, p~ace.d beneath harrows, of conaemnation for conduct so tyrannous, wanton,
and the qu•vermg, ~lood-dr~ppmg fl~sh t?r~ from ~nd depraved. Hr.s it 1 N 0 • But, on the contra...y,
the reve~led ..~o~es m lumps. Imagm this, if !ou It ~pplauds and blesses this wholesale butohery by
can, and It Will mdead be a ghastly and a terrible wh10h a sacred fane was converted into a human
imagination, and one which excites .a shudder. No shambles. Listen to its words: "And the Lord
fa?led dreall!- could exceed the cruelti~S pe!formed by said unto Jehu, because thou hast done well in e;x:this bloodthtrsty wretch, who the B1ble msults . our ecuting that which is right in mine eyes, and hast
reason, appsls our hearts, and depraves our mmds done unto the house of Abab according to all that
by assuring us was "a man after God's own was in mine heart thy children of the fourth generaheart." Then all such ~deas of a God I repudiate; tion shall sit on the throne of Israel" (2 Ktngs x,
n•ay, but I bate, scorn, loathe, and detest him with 30). I think I am right when I say that nearly all
t~? whole of t~e powe.r and bitterness that cou.ld ~he evils resulting from differences of religious opina.~lmate me. Y,t such ~s the man whom the Ohr1s- Ions are consequent upon this text. Was it not a
t.:uns, ~espeot, ~n.d such 16 the God they idolatrously belief in this V6ry text that oau!!ed all the bloodshed
woramp. R~h~Ious people speak of the peace of the and misery consequent upon the Orusades 1 Was it
dPat~ of. the nghteous. But how did David die? not a belief in this text that brought about the brutalWas xt With words of penitence and charity upon his ities, the horrors and tortures by rack wheel and
rtpa '·
' so much
'
.
. . .
.
thumbscrew, perpetrated and practiced with
No. B11t w1Lh a vmdtci1v cravmg for ~he blood of fervor through so many years by the" holy Ioquiaithose who had been t~o, powerful for hm~ to sm~te. tion 1" Was it not a belief in this text that procured
Where then .were. Dn1~ s go~d parts! D1d he, hk~ the means for murdering the .beautiful Hypatia, the
any other hbertm, With a deathbed repentance
brave and noble Bruno the venerable Servetm; and
wi pa away his crimes" N ~·not. even this worse .than many others who da;ed to speak their h~neat
mockery took place. D"v1d dted as he had hved. thoughts? Was it not a belief in this text that en0 you clerical hypocrita-you priestly impostors- oouraged the priest to anathematize our noble think·
yoa who fe:.red Thomaa P~Aine's wit, who writhed era and writers .for the last few centuries! Was it
unler the logic of his pen-you who maligned his not a belief in this text that oaused the Oatholimi to
c.ly.ing hours-turn here with me, and stand by the burn the Protestants, and the Protestants to hunt
bedside of this man " after God's own heart!" He and to kill the Oatholics? Yes all these enormities
is dying; he is feeble; he scarce can speak. List.en, and more hav been done in the 'name of God, and by
catch every word he utters, and what does the dymg the sons of the church, and if they do not do the
D ..IV.id say'· He charges his son with a mission. same to-day, it is because they dare not. Education
H"l IB speakmg ~f two old men. D.>es he charge his has been tbe means of establishing freedom for all,
son to aa mer01ful! No; but his last words are, whether in sci~>noe, politics, or religion.
"His hoar head bring tuou down to the grave with
Oonoerning the Bible prophets, I will· not speak
blood." "And then D"vid slept with his fathers " further than to allow them to bear testimony to the
(2 Sam. ii, 9).
characters of each other, and to say that the grossRaligious pe'>ple speak of the guilt of murder, but ness of some of their effusions is scarcely e:rceeded
Solomon the beloved of the Lord was a parricide (2 even by the worst parts of the book of Leviticus, and
Slm. ii, 25). They tell us of the virtue of chastity, that their comparisons seem to be drawn from all
aud we fiod it enforced by the example of- a prince that is prurient and loathsome in nature. For Isawb.o rioted upon the prostituted affections of one iah thus testifies to the moral purity of his brethren:
thousand women, sacrificed upon the reeking and " The priest and the prophet hav erred through
polluted altar of a diseased libidinousness. It will strong drink, they are swallowed up of wine, they
ba painfully apparent to all true believers that Eocle- are out of the way through strong drink, they err in
siistes is the production of an enervated melancholy vision, they stumble in judgment" (Isa. xxviii, 7).
mind, written by an exhausted debauchee, who, Jeremiah, also suspected of being a traitor to his
turning back a regretful glance at his wasted life, country, and a spy in the service of its enemies,
utters with painful repetition the mournful cry, says: "Then the Lord said unto me, The prophets
"V tinity of vanities, aU is vanity." A sensuality prophesy lies in my name; I sent th~.>m not, neither
mingled with a remorseful satiety, together with a hav I commanded them, neither spake I unto them ;
profound melancholy, a gloom through which the they p-rophesy unto you false vision and divination,
sickened heart strives in vain te break, pervades this and a thing of nought, and the deceit of their heart"
production, which in its deep sorrowfulness often (Jar. xiv, 14; v, 31). And in Ezek. xiv, 9, we are
reaches a grandeur of expreRsion. It is perhaps, by told that God actually dqoeives the prophets as an
inference, the most moral book in the Bible, preach· excuse for murdering them. So, dismissing the
ing the tragic results of a wasted life, and of a strong prophets, who were unreliable and untrustworthy,
mind trembJi·ag on the verge of madness, through and who were in each other's estimation hypocrite,
inordinate indulgence. Splendid ostentations, cease· liars, and drunkards, I will now proceed to say a few
less lux•uy, women and wine, had made the gorgeous words concerning the moral tendency of the New
Solomon a shattered wreck, drifting without sail or Testament.
rudder upon a stagnant sea toward a gaping and unOrthodox professors claim that, even if the Old
honored grave. What must hav been that gloom, Testament may exhibit moral discrepancies, still the
thick and palpable as the Egyptian darkness, that New is a great improvement upon the Old, and it is
angulfed the mind of Solomon when he exclaimed, from this that Christianity derives its maxims and
" I said of laughter, it is mad, and of mirth, what precepts for the guidance of human conduct. But
doeth it~" No, for him there was never genial this is far from being true, for the two are insepa·
laughter more. Hearty laughter rising up irresisti- rably linked together, and therefore the New Testably from the cheerful springs of the unoppressed mentis but a continuation of the Old. This may be
heart, had ceased for him, and mirth was as the gathered from Ohrist's own words, for he deliberately
mpckery of devils.
adopts the obscene literature of the ancient He bra we,
We are also told that the Bible fosters a feeling of telling his disciples, "Think not I am come to delove and reverence toward the inscrutable cause of stroy the law* or the prophets, I am not come to
creation, and yet it actually charges God with de lib- destroy but to fulfill" (Matt. v, 17).
er&te lying (2 Ohron. xvii~ 20). Now, here is an
Neither is the New Testament any more merciful
assertion which ought to sound like blasphemy to or just than the Old, for the atrocities it contains
pious ears; but what a terrible example it is also, add worse terrors to mankind, and especially so in
for if the Ohristians' God thus givs way to falsehood, the shape of eternal torments. Upon what principle,
what is to become of his followers! I assert that excapt that of the most cruel injustice, can such a
the sense of difference between right and wrong is saying be explained as this in Matt. xviii, 8: "It is
greatly weakened by narrative of "this kind, in the better for thee to enter into life halt pr maimed, than
minds of those who believe in them. Indeed, their having two hands or two feet to be cast into everdepressing influence on public morality, and especially lasting fire." Or this, "To him that hath shall be
upon the character of religious society, is too great given, and from him that hath not shall be taken away"
to be easily estimated.
(Mark iv, 25). Nor, indeed, is the moral character of
The Bible also teaches the most savage and Ohrist anything like that of a parfect man. Does he
malignant intolerance toward those of a different not tell his disciples that he " speaks in parables,
hith and form of worship. "He that sacrificeth that men may not understand him, and therefore
unho any god, save the Lord [of the Hebrews] onlv, perish everlastingly" (Matt. xii, 10) 1 Again, does
he shall be utterly destroyed" (Ex. xxii, 20). the gospel story of Ohrist present us a complete and
Turning also to 2 Kings x, 30, we read an account of safe example for ·us to follow morally in all our
the bloodthirsty Kmg Jehu, who, having murdered conduct? Let us see. In Matt. x, Ohrist tells his
the seventy sons of his predecessor and piled up disciples, when they are brought before governtheir heads in heaps like cannon balls, then devised ora and kings for his sake, not to be afraid or
a plan for the extinction of the worship of Baal. take any thought what they should speak, for it
This he did by professing himself a worshiper of should be given them what to say without their
Baal, and calling all the followers of that presumed thinking, and not to fear them that could only kill
deity to a solemn assembly, and having by this the body but could not kill the soul. Now here
means filled the temple dedicated to the g·od, who
"'By" law" is meant the .Pentateuch, or law of. Moses.
was the most popular rival of Jehovah, he caused
(Ohron. xx, 3).

. tb1s ,.~ar~ acene of ludeou~ torture and carnage. tared on the spot.
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Christ taught moral courage to his followers, even
to death. But did he himself exhibit this moral
courage 1 ''Then the Pharisees went out and held a
council against him, how they might destroy him.
And when Jesus knew it, he withdrew himself from
thence, and charged his disciples that they should
not make him known" (Matt. xii, 14-16). Why did
he withdraw T Why not make him known! Why!
Plainly because he was afnid of being taken, imprisoned, and killed. It would do to preach courage to
others and tell them not to be afraid, but he must
hide himsQlf and be kept secret. 0 consistency,
thou art indeed a jewel!
Is it good, JWund moral teaching to ssy that he
that believes not hio doctdn shall be damned ~
Christ said this. Is it good moral teaching to
tell us to maim ourselvs, and to make ourselvs
eunuchs for the kingdom of God's sake ! Yet Ohriet
said, "He that is able to receive it or do it, let him
receive it or do it." Is it proper and t·ight to teach
the rich that they cannot be saved and enter the
kingdom of Gnd, just bscause they are rich 1 Christ
so taught. Oan we not be good moral persons and
discharge all our obligations without hating ourselvs,
our families, and friends ! Ohrist said not. Is it
morally true that the priests of the Christian religion hav power to forgiv sin, so that "whosoever's
sins ye remit, they are remitted; and whosoever's
sins ye retain shall be ret~ined; and what the church
binda on earth is bound in .heaven, and what they
loose on earth is loosed in heaven ?" Christ so
preached. Could anything be more pernicious, more
Immoral, or more hurtful to mankind tbsn these preo<>pts and maxims of O.hrist ! Ohrist then is no example as a moral teacher. We need a higher and
nobler aYampl<> for us to follow, and a purer system
of morality to look np to.
Again, what shall we say to the following: "Let
every .soul be subject unto the higher power, for
there IB no power but of God, the powers that be are
ordained of God. Whosoever resietsth the power,
resisteth the ordinance of God, and thsy shall receive
to thamselvs damnation" (Rom. xiii, 1). What could
possibly be more abject and contemptible than this 1
Such teaching may do well enough to ·produce a
race of slaves and cowards, but it is ill calculated to
develop a nation of brave and free men. Where
would the freedom and the independence of the
American people hav been to-day if. our forefathers
had been subject to the power that was 1 The liberty of this n&tion did not come freely and unsolicited,
but it had to ba fought for, wrested in a fierce deathstruggle from the reluctant hands of tyrants. It
was purchased with the life- blood of our best and
bravest men. And the men who won it were
bold and independent natures, whose heroic souls
disdained such tame and craven teachings, and who
scorned to submit to the oppression of " the powers
that be."
It is also a false moral theory that commands us
to obey the king for conscience's sake (1 Peter ii, 13 ;
Rom. xiii, 1-5). It is e. false moral theory that recognizes a king at all, let alone honoring and obeying
him (1 Peter ii, 17). It is a false moral theory tha~
bids us accept evil, and submit to tyranny as the will
of God (1 Pater ii, 15-20; Rom. xiii, 1-4). It is s
false moral theory that neglects this hfe for a supposed next (Matt. viii, 25). It is a false moral theory
that prefers belief to reason and thus deprives the
individual of his first right to Freethought. In short,
the morality that adheres to the accidental belief of
childhood, the morality that condemns political reform, the morality that is opposed to the exercise of
Freethought by the individusl, is a low and inferior
morality-unreasonable and unjust. Sad indeed
mi~Zht we be if WA had no better, but the Secularist
is convinced that he has a batter, and right here lies
the sum of all the diffarence between the Ohristian
and the Secularist. The Secularist is pneminently
a moralist, and the chief secret o£ his hatred to
Christianity lies not only in its falsity, but because he
regards it as propagating and sustaining an inferior
mo•ality. And, indeed, upon ibis one point I am
willing to stake the whole of the question at issue,
as to the relativ merits or demerits of the two religions-the human and divine. HowevRr, my purpos,e is not to contrast the two religions in this
work, but to exhibit the influence for evil that the
so. called moral tendencies of the Bible hav had upon
the world. Our divines speak of the influence for
good that it has had upon the race. But where is
it ! It is easy to declaim in vague and general language, but I ask for the specifie instances. In short,
the great object ·of the Bible, like that of every system of religion pretending to be revealed f~om
heaven is to render the lll&ny mere tools subservient
to the' purpose of the designing few. Hence the
most horrid transactions that hav ever taken place
on the earth hav besn the result of the coalition of
the priests and despotic rulers. They hav discarded
all the natural feelings from the human breast, and
trampled under foot all the ne.t~ral. rights a~d privileges of mankind.. ~he. oombmat10n be~WlX6 despotic rulers and priesr.s IB cemented by ties of the
very strongest nature. It does not arise from any
regard t.he former hav fot' the precepts of religion or
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morslity thev do not insist upon a 1·igid obse:rvance I with not.hing but tho absolute and unquestionable religion is a sentiment which wili twtt.il itself of any
of purii; in morals, for they know it suits their pur- truth. The bsbit of keen observation, the dema~d theology by the propsgat.ion of which il; can indulge
pose better to delude and intoxics.te their followers for precise measurement, and the study of the mce and exhibit its genuin spirit. Perhaps tho most inno-·
by encouraging ~dulgence in luxu~y ~nd sensu~lity, re!atio~ta~ip between ~h': di~arent p~rts ~nd functions cent creed in all O.briatendom ie U d.tarianism. It
than which nothiDg can be more d1smnrous to urtue of maclliDery, hav diBC!phnsd their mmds to such consists mainly of a denial of all the e~'sential articles
or morals. And they find in the priest a ready and accurate habits of thought, and created such a rev- of the orthodox faith, and its claim to ba a Christian
wiHin"' ally, for by the~r influence on the minds of erence for, and confidence in, truth, that when,. on instead of a Deistical sect rests upun the fact that it
ignor;nt and uneducated people, they can sway them the invitation of the church, they tur~ their at~ent10n calls Christ "master."
Acc01·ding to Mt·. Browne's t.heory, having little or
as they please, aher disarming them of their reason. to the mass of conflicting theologtea now lD the
In conclusion, I &ffirm that the entire religious world, they s.re not long in perceiving the utter ~b no theology in its creed and bond of union, U nitarischeme, as contained in the Bible, is immoral, and sence of conl\istency, and, consequently, feel ~o ~~ anism would h~v a good chence i:o show to t.he exexercises a d6pressiv influence ou public morality. tereat in them whatever. Their sphere of actiOn 1s pectant world that, after a long sec.rcb, it had come
It is immoral because inconsistent with justice and in the real ":orld of physics, ~here every foot- very near finding what no other Prot>lst~>nt sect had
humanity. It is not nbove nature, but bolow it. It measure contams exactly twelve mcbee, and wh~re found, a fine sample of the "true" religion. But we
is not incomprehemlible, but plainly and superfi- everything is demonstrated to be true, and n~thmg who are old enough rememher well that when that
great prophet, Theodore Pal k.:.r, ceme to Boston to
cially false.
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
taken for granted, or accepted on mere _authonty.
Long before there was a theology m the world plant anotbt"r mile stone on the highway of progress,
man was deeply religious. Theology is metaphysical the Unitarians frowned upon him aR a teacher of
'rl1e Secular Union's Monthly Report.
-that is, above nature and the earth, where all is damnable heresy-just as Calvin frowned upon SerSUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED MARCH, 1890.
speculativ. It requires a small but certain amount vetus when be came to Geneva-and as the laws of
R. R.. Gu;ley, M.D., Washington, D. C. (for conof intE>llect to formulate a creed on so unknowable a Massachusetts bad been cba<Jged and would not perstitutiOns) ..................................................... . $~ ~~ subject as God. Hence it is safe to say that, both mit them to punish him for his crimes, the most
R. H. Scott. Scotts :i\Ii!Js, Ore .............................. .
ht the .ordu of time, as well as of nature, religion pious of the brethren quencheil their zelil in prayer
JaRper J. Brown, Oswego, N. Y. (for pamphlets
25 takes precedence of theology. It dates back to tb~ to God that he would work a miracle, and pnt his
sent him) ...................................................... .
M. H. Cone, Axtell, Kfln ...................................... . 2 no era when man beeame a genus, having evolved, b;} hook in the noEe of this Sennacherib of heresy, and
Channing Burnz. Mt. Vernon, N.Y ....................... . 2 oo the law of change and progress, from the conditiOJ a bridle in his jllws, and turn him bv.ck by the way
Simeon Rnssell, Volo, Ill ...................................... .
~ gg of his fellow- beings, and taken his position as master in which he came to Boston.
John L. Moore, Fawley Place, Quincy, Ill. ..•.....•....•
The Jewish system had only four points in its
over them all. He was, in intellect, but one ramon
Ralph Taylor, Fairmount, Cincinnati (through Investigator) ..................................................... . 1 EJO above his animal associates, and almost imperceptibly theology. The first wes tbnt, among all the other
Mr. Elder, Fairmount, Cincinnati, (through Inusadvanced; ior nature, in her evolutionary processes, gods of the nations l'Ouud about, J ehr>vah was sutigator) .......................... ........•..•..•.•...•..•........
1 00
never goes by lell.ps, but gradually, step by step preme. Secondly, that a r£'presentation of his perTotal.. .................................................. $19 75 The brutes may hav observed the phenomena of nat son by graven images wsa sinful. Thirdly, that his
UNO, but he not only observed but Degan to inquirt> name was not to be spoken in a careless 1md irreverF. C. l'riENDE, Treasurer, per I. C. C.
coneerning the forces that produced them. His own ent spirit. And fourthly, that t.be seventh day oi
It will be seen from the above report that the lost acta, he knew, were performed by himself, and he the week should be observed as a day of absolute
month has not been a very good one for subscrip- judged that all the other forces, such as the wind rest, in commemoration of the rest Jehovah took
tions to the American Secular U aion ; and with the and the lightning, whose effects were so terrible to after finishing the six days' work of ·creation, and of
amount contributed, we shall not be able to go very his sight, were performed by beings also, but infinitly t.beir escape under his guidance, from the land of
far in the work of distributing Liberal literature.
superior in power to himself. But these beings con- Egypt and the house of bondage. Thesa four preWe are prepsring what we consider a very ex- cealed themselvs behind the pbenomens, and refused cepts were theological; that i~ to say, they related
haustiv tract on ''Church Taxation,'' which will soon to reveal their persons; and his utter ignorance and immediately to God. The other six were ethical, and
be ready for distribution; and we need money to sense of helplessness bred into him the propitiatory intended to be a codt~ of morsls for t.be Jewish peopay the printer and to meet the expenses consequent feeling which prompted prayer and the offering of ple exclusivly, for how could the Fourth Commandupon sending it out. We hope that our friends will worship, and is, to this day, the characteristic feature ment be obeyed according to law in a climate such
not forget our needs.
of every form of religion. It was then th&t man as ours is half the year, aud on a globe revolving on
We are working hithfully, and to some purpose ; began his education in religion, under the teaching its axis evt>ry twenty-four hours T
and thus far, we are free to say that we are satisfied of ignorance and fear. Dnring thousands upon thouThe service of Jehovah consisted in a strict obwith the results. We thank our fdends for their sands of years, these two schoolmasters plied their servance cf the laws dictated by him to Mosee, s11d
support hitherto, snd trust that they will respond in
vocation so constantly that religion becarp.e a cowardly which are recorded at length in the Pentateuch, or
this matter at once.
R. B. WEsTBROoK,
and consequently a ferocious instinct in their pupil, first five books of the Bible.
Pres. American Secular Union. which he ban faithfully transmitted to his posterity,
Now, the Jewish theoiogy, consisting of only four
IDA C. CRADDOCK,
btit from which all other living beings are free, thus points, or phases of faith concerning God, was comCorr. Sec. American Secular Union. showing that a little knowledge is a more dangerous parativly a small affair. By actual count of one of
Philadelphia, March 31, 1890.
thing than absolute ignorance. This accounts for these gentlemen who are now engaged in doctoring
the fact that we hav now millions of people who are the divinity of the Preshyterian Confession, that
The Relation which Religion Bears to The- as deeply religious, and, of course, zsalously so, as creed has more than two thousand phases of fait.h.
ology.
our principal ancestors were when they crouched in Let ns see what was the t~mper or religious feeling
Mr. Junius Henri Browne, long eminent in the their gloomy cave-dwellings and were incapable of toward those Jews who changed their creed, and
literary world, and deservedly so, has an article in linking together fine ideas of abstract thought.
adopted that of any of the neighboring nations. The
the March number of the Boston .Arena on the
In the relation of cause and effect religion is to law is laid down in D<>ut. xiJi, and may be examined
question: " What is Religion T" in which he tries to theology what the invisible power of steam is to as it there stands. As the Old Testament is as
show that r~ligion is a good, blessed, and. divine machinery. A locomotiv engin standing on the track much in!!pired and as much a rule of faith and practhing to be sought aftPr and possessed, but that it with a cold boiler is incapable of either good or tice as the New, we see clearly how Christianity came
is theology which is chargeable with all the atrocities evil until it is made an instrument by the power of to harmonize with Judaism in prosecuting a man by
perpetrated by the church upon the bodies and souls steam. In like manner, formulated in books, the law for holding wrong theological opinions. It was
of men during its whole history, and against which various mysteries of theology are as innocent of evil the Jews who first taught this cruel and idiotic docthe nineteenth century has at length riaen in revolt. as so many cold engine in a machine-shop. But as trin; and in taking their own medicin, administered
This tail-end foremost way of discussing so impor- fire converts the visible water in a boiler into th& by the Christi~&ns for nearly two thousand years,
tant a subject shows that a man's judgment may be invisible agency of steam, so religion converts a theol- they hav suffered as no other peC1ple under heaven
good on some topics, but very weak and unreliable ogy into the means of doing incalcnlable harm. hav suffered. This unceasing persecution of them
on others. Mr. Browne givs evidence that he has Theology is the club which religion seizes in order because they do not exchange their theology for that
never traced the genealogy of religion up to its first to beat down its victims. The theologies are as of the Christians, has altered their national character,
parents, nor studied the featmes of its character, ae numerous and antagonistic to each other as the sects and made a trading and commercial people out of a
itself has painted them, during the whole of the which bold them, but religion, the animating and nation of farmers, as they were in Palestine. It has
historic period. He pours out the vials of his holy impelling principle of them all, is the same. It bred into them the humble and craven spirit of fear
indignation upon the theologies, which would be as never changes. The Puritan Cromwell was one of and subjecti"n to such a degree that, althou@'h they
harmless as so many mummies in an Egyptian crypt the most religions men of an ege when "religion was hav in large numbers become citizens of the United
unless they were anim~ted and made a tool of by the chief concern of mortals here below." His theol- States and taxpayers, and form little or no part of
.religion.
ogy was the very opposit of that of the Catholics the pauper and criminal classes, and hav both the
Religion is a sentiment; that is, something which and identically the same as that of the Scotch. Yet spirit and letter of the national Constitut.ion on
a person feels. It has nothing to do whatever with he regarded the Catholics of Ireland and the Pres by- their side, they uncomplainingly submit to unconstithe faculty of thought and of reason. The multipli- terians of Scotland alike, and knocked them both on tutional state laws, which rob them of no less than
cation table, and the demonstrations of geometry, the head as remorselessly as the butchers in the fifty-two working days in the year, as a fine and puncannot influence it in the least. But while this is slaughter-houses of Chicago knock down cattle and ishment for being Israelites, and observing the sevthe case, it is often the very instrument by which swine. It is not theology, in its statement of enth day of the week as the Sabbath appointed by
error misleads a man by causing him to form a pre- abstract ideas, which revels in the bloodshed and Jehovah, instead of the first day of the week as comjudgment on an important question of truth, before misery of its victims any more than it is the pistol or manded by the emperor Constantine and the Chrishe has all the evidence presented to his mind.
.
the knife on the shelven of the merchant that com- tian church. In N um. xv, we hav a recorded case,
Theology is a set of notions, or abstract ideas, mite murder. It is religion which converts a theol- showing the stringency of the law for the observance
about God, which, in the very nature of things, can ogy into an instrument of death to gratify the dia- of the Sabbath in the Jewish theocracy, and the
not be proved true, and therefore, must be received bolical spirit which it inherited from its ancestors. deeply religious zeal and devotion with which the
by faith; that is, without evidence, and on the mere If this were not so, then, when a new and improved officers of the government enforced it. To eave
ipse di~it of some one who arrogates to himself, or theology is formulated, as the creed of the Protest- space and labor we refer the reader to the record.
party, the attribute of infallibility. lf I could per- ants was at the Reformation of the sixteenth century,
Did the spirit of religion change its character when
sonify the Christian and triumphant grace of Faith, we might expect that religion also would change its the meek and lowly Jesus appeaJ,"ed upon the stsge,
I would endow her with a boundless mouth to swal- character and become more just and merciful. But eighteen hundred yesrs ago, as a teacher and exlow, and a boundless stomach to contain and digest, when, at the instigation of Calvin, the syndics of emplar to his followers? Let us s<>e. James and
any quantity of falsehoods and absurdities, provided Geneva burnt Servetus at the stake for denying the John were his favorit disciples, and Luke, the evanalways they be in the department of religion.
eternal sonship of Christ and that a child could take gelist, in chap. ix, 51, of his gospel informs us that
No wonder, when we come to think of it, that this no part in begetting his own father, the terrible act when the time was come that he should be received
age is permeated with Infidelity; for it is an age of was approved by all the Protestant ministers of up, Jesus steadfastly set his face to go to J eruealem,
inventions and progress in material things. Invent- Europe. The Catholics were silent only because and sent messengers to a village of the Samaritans
ors and mechanical engineers, in all the branches of C•lvin had robbed them of the honor of burning to make ready for him. But the Samaritans, who
industry and money-making, finding by experience another heretic to death. As steam is a power which were mongrel Jews, and committed the great crime
that a lie, of any size, in the department of mechan- will move any kind of machinery, from that of an of worshiping Jehovah on Mount Gerizzim instead
ics is ruinous in its practical results, will be satisfied ocean steamship down to a tbrashiDg-machine, so of Mount Zion, seeing that he was bound for Jerusa-
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lem, thus discriminating against them, took umbrage
at the offenl'<~ and refused to receive him; and when
James and John saw this appea.rance of diarespect
they waxed angry, and said : " Lord, wilt thou that
we command fire to come down out of heaven, and
consume them evan as Elias did?" Here we see
that the persecuting spirit was latent in the hearts of
these devoted followers of Christ, as naturally as fire
is latent in the cold stone and iron and always shows
its presence when the friction of oircumstonces takes
place.
The Moslem or Mohammedan theology is different
from ours in that it puts the prophet Mohammed in
the place of Ohrist, the Koran in the place of the
New Tf•stsmm:JI', and Allah in t.he place of the triune
God. If Mr. Browne's logic is correct., there should
hr.v been a modification of the spirit of religion, ae
the impelliiJg power, col'responding with tho radical
difference existing between the two theologies. But
the animating pl'in<Jiple of both it~ identically the
same. The religion of the Moslem, when stirred up
with zeal for th"' glory of Allah, slaughters the Christians with a curved instrument called a cimeter;
while the rBligion of the Christiana, when fired with
holy ardor for !:.he glory of the triune God, slaughters
the Moslem with a nearly straight weapon called a
sword. It is r~:~Iigion, per se, which first forms, and
then puts the devil of persecution into, every system
of theology that exieta or has ever existed; and this
is the retwon why the J 0wish, the Catholic, the Moslem, the Episcopal, the Congregational, and the
Pre~>byterian churches, when they had political
power, aa they &ll once had, were guilty of the crime
of persecution for opinion's sake. The caldron of
fire and brimstone is the only alembic where an infernal chemistry c?..n distil out of the elements of ig·
norsnce and fea:r the inl•oxicating and cruel spirit of
persecution th11.t has ever characterized the chu'"ch
as an organization when it had political power. Who
ever hetud of an Infidel evincing a desire to send a
man to prison, or the stake, on account of what he
believes or di~believes in the matter of theology T
No one. Why! Becauae an Infidel bas no religion.
He is governed in his sentiments and conducts this
life by t·aat lofty code of morals which originates out
of the natural constitution of things, ~nd which never
Jowers its requirements to suit the vices and crimes
of any .age, but is the same, yesterday, to-day, and
foraver.
This is indeed the ninetieth year of the present
century, and the spread of knowledge has so enlightened the world, and the laws of every civilized nation,
that even the pope of Rome is disarmed of power,
and can no longer persecute a man on account of his
religion. But he that reads the literature of that set
of religionists now struggling to insert into the
United States Constitution a theological creed, and
compel by Jaw the observance of religious ceremonies,
without the le&st regard to the wishes and convi<l·
tiona of the overwhelming majority of the American
people; whoever notices the despicable trickery,
the downright fraud, perjury, and forgery resorted
to by tho clergy and the devout women, with
Senator Blair s.~ their head ; whoever baa observed
that, in the memorials to Congress aeking for a union
of church and state, there are euch false statements
made ss to the number of petitioners that mealymouthed senators declare from their places, and in
the ears of t,he nation, that "the statements" of these
intensely religicus peopls " are not true;" whoever,
I say, notices these facts and many others like them
will come to the conviction, however much against
his will, that the sentiment of religion now making a
display of itself in our political sffdirs, is exactly the
same as it baa aiways been in the persecuting ages
of the past, mean, lying, unscrupulous, essentially
traitorous, and the greatest danger that now threatens the existenco of this republic.
A. B. BRADFORD.
Enon Valley, Pa., M<lr13h 20, lSDO.

The Plaint of an Old-timer.
To THE EDITOR OF THo: TRUTH SEEKER, Sir.' I think I violate no confidence or friendsllip in sending a copy for publication of tile following singular but seemingly well-meant
letter addressed to me from an early Connecticnt school
companion.
Da.vm B&UOE.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

FRIRND D.: It is seldom I hear from you now. Bttt
Oh, how my heart aches when your name is mentioned,
dancing as it were ovar the mouth of bell, the bot·
tomless pit, t.rnsting as it were to something they
cR.ll science! You well know what the scriptures say
about science. But I am afraid the reports I heard of
your apostasy from· your early teachings is too true.
When Deacon Jones mllde you his last friendly visit
he absolutely saw Tom Paine's "Age of Reason" on
your library shel"Ves, and aleo strewn around your
table that Infidel paper called THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and many other soul- endangering spiritual papers.
Now, my old E!chool-mate D. B., we were reared und~r
the self-restraining le.ws of Connecticut.. Your ha1r
was trimmed to the same lawful length as my own,
and with the same shears, and now I fear you are in
a state of frightful apostasy, while, thank God, I

hav never changed. Thtmk God, I never change;
never, never.
It is true New York city has tended to familiariz3 ·
you with city vices, with its twenty or thirty theaters and other placea of sinful fascinations all tending
to hell. I hav no idea of temporizing with sin; with
these misleading miscreants who call themselvt;
Agnostics; creatures presuming to doubt, to exer
cise human reason. Do you think if the wholesome
laws of our forefathers had always been p:roperly
enforced that such disturbers as Colonel Ingersoll,
Pentecost, and hundreds of others would hav been al
lowed utterance? By no means: Yon and your whole
set of progressiv thinkers, men and women, would be
flogged at the tail of carts until you sang praises tc
Jesus that you lived in a God- fGaring lt\nd. As thic
probably is my last effort to reclaim a ruined soul
let me add it is a painful reflection that prospectivly 1
may ba looking down from heaven ~tnd see you
gyratil!g and waltzing hopelessly in the fie.mes of hell.
Norwalk, Conn.
DEACON WEED,

come up and shake. The German had been allowed
to at~end the eeanee under promis to make no disturbance. But be thought hera was &n opportunity
to expose a fraud. So he tri~;d to hold on to the
hand, but instead of that he got jerksd almoat through
the curtain and loet his grip. ''It ish Keeler's
hand," he said. "Why didn't you hoid ou to it'"
retorted the impert,urbable Realer. "You would
hav been the first that ever did it."
This disturbance ended the di~nca, and as we
sitters were uncovered, at my request Mr. Keeler ext,ended hia arm as ffu as he couid aronnd General
Lippitt's shoulders toward mine. :M:r. Keeler's hand
fell short of the point where the "spirit" hand appeared by about eight inches. And it was that
" spirit" hand that gave the sturdy Dutchman such
~ puil, when, as Ganei'al Lippitt attests, the medium's
two hands were grasping his own right arm.
" Let ua hav the facta as they occur," says the
Hlditor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and to that I say
.:.men.
BuRR.

Christopher Columbus's Bones.

The Resurrection !

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your issue on the 15th inst., you hav published
that the Dominican government had offered the
bones of Christopher Columhas for $20,000 and part
of the amount collected during the exhibition in
1892.
I am sorry to say that your good faith has been
imposed upcn, as you will see by the inclosed lettEr
from the Dominican consul in this city rPlativ to ,the
subject ; and the translation of which, herewith also
inclosed, I request of you to publish in your important paper as an act of justice to all partie<~ conJOSEPH FELlx GONZALEz.
cerned.

I read Mr. W. S. Bell's essay on "The Resurrection o! Jesus,'' and find th~t, from a scientific standpoint, according to the law of gravit;;,tion, a material
body could not then, and cannot now, P..scend to
heaven, as such a body would necassariJy be brought
down to earth again. It is true that snother law has
been discovered (solidarity) that dispiays the fact
that, when one goes up, all go up. Now, according
to the Christian religion, confirmation, membership
in a church, and holy communion, &re not essential
or absolutely necessary to aalvation The true doctrio, or essence, of Christianity is to simply believe
in Christ Jesus and all his word, and not the
preacher's. If the story of the cross :md resurrection is not. a true one, then, of course, the Christian
religion, as a divine institution, must necessarily fall.
Nauvoo, Ill.
GEo. ALEx RITTER.

New York.
TilE CONSUL's LETTER.
DoMINICAN CoNsULATE IN NEw YoRK,}
NEw YoRK, March 26, 1890.
DEAR SIR: I hav received your Jetter of yesterday's
date about the news published by some newspapers
of this city_ concerning the alleged negotiQtions initiated by the Dominican government with the object of disposing for a certain amount of the bones
of Christopher Columbus. In reply I hsv to state
that my government has not only authorized me to
deny the veracity of said news, but has also informed
me of all that has transpired on the subject.
About the middle of last year Mr. H. C. C. Astwood, consul of the United States of America in the
city of Ssn Domingo, made proposals to my government about exhibiting the bones of Christopher
Columbus in this country. The answer given by my
government to Mr. H. C. C. Astwood's proposal was·
to immediately withdraw his exequatur, and demand
that the American government annul, by telegraph,
his appointment as consul of the United States of
I am, etc.,
America in San Domingo.
(Signed)
M. DE J. GALVAN, Lijo.

Mr. Burr Has the Last Word.
BROTHER MACDONALD : Why shouldn't I retort
" with considerable acerbity" to an acerb criticism T
And is "Oh, hades !'' a closer approach to profanity
than "Great Jupiter!" or "Lord. Lord?" Sae!
No "signature on a slate" at Keeler's, so far as I
know or hav heard, is " an illegible scrawl," and
rarely so on a tablet, except when it is held unsteadily
before the curtain to be written on by a visible
hand.
Facta are paramount with me. I take little or no
interest in arguments between Materialists and
Spiritualists. In my experience of mor~ than forty
years I hav found avowed Spiritualists to be the
most careful, diligent, and critical investigators of
the phenomena. I hav known Duius Lyman, late
chief in the treasury department, for thirty years
past. He certifies to General Lippitt that he has
'' been present probably at over a hundred of these
(Keeler) seances," and has "seen no reasonable
ground to suspect fraud." General Lippitt thinks
he baa himself attended " a hundred or more," many
of which he describes in his pamphlet. And I
recommend the same to anyone who thinks that the
Seybert commission detected tmy fraud at the single
Ee!\nce at Koe]er's which they (i.e., seven of the ten)
attended. Tb.e upshot of their report is stated by
General Lippitt as follows:

Items of Science.
The Mount Morgan gold mine in Queensland,
Australia, has paid dividends equal to $5 500,000
durin;;!' the past year. In that time it has produced
323 542 ounges of gold.
Incandescent electric lamps of three thousand
car:dle power each are now being expsrimented with
iu Germany. These lamps hav a uniform, clear, yellowish light, diffadng from the ordinary inc;ondescent
lamps only in their greater illumiwsting power. They
are said to bav a life of one thousand hours, require
no attention more than to turn them on or off, and
are inteuded to take the place of arc lampE'.
A submarine plow one hundred feet long, thirtyfive feet wide, aud twelve faet deep, is about to be
constructed in SJt.n Francisco. It ia intended to
plow out the many bars on the Sacramento river. n
will be operated by steam-engins of fifty-four horsepow~r, and it is expected to scoop out a epaca six
feet deep and forty feet wide a.t each dtive through
the bar, the swift current carrying the nnd farther
down the r.ivar. A :machine somewhat similar in construction was used in ths lower part of the Mississippi river before El:\ds constructed the jetties at its
mouth.
The Eiffel tower, for meteorological purposes, it
has been discovered, possesses most of the advantages oi a mountain observatory. Recently, while a
severe frost prevailed in the streets of Paris, the
summit of the tower was favored by a warm breeze,
and the temperature prevailing at the summit traveled slowly to the base, reaching it three days
afterward.

Lectures and Meetings.
AT the Liberal Club next Friday evening, April 11th, Mr.
William Dudley Foulke will speak up:m "Civil Service
Reform."
'
W. F. J.AMI&soN has been lecturing in Nebraska and Iowa
to apprecia.tiv audiences. His address a.t C0oke, Neb , was
the first Liberal lecture ever delivered in the town. At
Auburn he spC'ke on the labor question-" Bellamy's Dre1m."
After speaking thrice at Shenand.Jah, Ia., he visited P;;oril..
His address is Des Moines, Is.

THE remaining lectures for April at the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, Fraternity Rooms, Bedford ave~uc and
South Second street, are as follows: Sund~y, Aprtl 13;h,
First, That Keeler "might hav" surreptitiously got his Mr. J. A Skil<on; subject," The Mechanic Arts and Patent
ri~tht arm free.
Laws." Sunday, April20ch,DrL G.Janes; subject,"UltiSecond, That once the medium's right arm disengaged, mate Social Tendencies under the Law of E ~olution." Sunevery one of the manifestations " might hav" been produced day April 27&11, Miss Helen H. G>\rdener; subject, "Pulpit,
by himst>lf.
Pe~, and Cradle." These lectures are followed by discusBut the evidence reported by the committee, as
sion. Lecture at 3 P.M.

can·see, proves the contrary.
The committee received ten or twelve written
messages thrown over the screen to i~s various members. · At thEl close of the se.\nce the committee
declined to read them, saying ''they would publish
them in their coming report ;" but the messages
were suppressed.
I once sat with General Lippitt and Mr. Keeler,
at a private house. A hand came out between our
shoulders. It beckoned to a skeptical German to
anyon"~

•

FREETHOUGHT has at last secured a foothold in the orthodox
commonwealth of Arkansas, J. E. Remsburg has made two
trips to that state this spri~g. r.nd _has everywhere been
greeted with large and a.ppreCLatlv audtcn~cs. At Rogers he
has just closed a four nights', deb~t~ wtth t~e Rev. J, F.
Ackers a prominent Campbelhte dtvtne, whtch drew largJ
crowds' a special train being rnn for the accommodation of
those ~ho wislled to attend. Tile Libetals are jubilant over
the result and the Christie, us a,te correspondingly depresseq.
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God.
It is quite interesting to trace the evolution and

characteristics of the J swish and Christian God.
.AMording to Genesis, God, in Adam's day, was thoroughly anthropomorphic, 'Yith reel flash and bloodat least, his sona were, for they oame down to earth,
courted and mlll"ried the daughters of men, and raised
up families of great strapping boys, who became
"giants in those days, men of renown" (Gen. vi,
2, 4). As Ingersoll says, "I don't blame them for
leaving such a Shaker community ss heaven is represented to ba, where 'they neither msrry nor are
given in marrit>ge,' and joining one where more congenial social rs!&tions existed." But it puzzles me,
on this hypothesis, how God ca.:ne legitimateiy by his
. sons. Neither does it appear how Christ could be
his only begotten aon in view of these facts. But
perhaps this is part of tbe mystery of godlines2.
At this eM·ly date this God was not, ss now, a spirit,
neither was he unchangeable, all-wise, or almighty, as
scripture hiatory provee. In those days men acted
so wickedly tb&t God repented that he had made
man, and it grieved him st his hel'l-rt. So he drowned
him. Now, an unchangeable God could not thus
repent or be grieved. Man also did sots of wicked·
ness that bad not come i:gto his mind-that he had
not thought of. An infinitly wise God scans at r.
glance the whole cycle of eternity, and knowing .all
things, cannot thus be taken by surprise. God
required his f!srvsnts to fear him, and sometimes he
tempted them, to ascertain whether they did or not,
which an all-wise God would not hav needed to do.·
It is said God tempted Abraham. He commanded
him to offer up as a burnt offering his only son Issac,
and, like s similar stupid, irrational, blind victim of
a dAvilish superstition at Pocasset, prcceeded to
perpetrate the unnatural, fiendish murder. But just
as he raised the knife to perpetrate the horrid deed
God told him to stop, and gave this reason: " For
now I know that thou fearest me." He was no
longer ignorant on that point. Speaking of Sodom,
God said: "I will go down now and see whethu
they hav done altogether according to the cry of it
that is come unto me, snd if not I will know." His
servants seem to hav brought so distressing a report
of the wickedness of Sodom that he doubted its
truth, and he thought if he would go down himself
and make a thorough psrsonal investigation of the
matter be would know just how it was, so he went
down, called with Abraham, had a long talk with
him, ate his calf, got his feet washed also, etc. This
was all nat-ural enough. At that time the world was
fiat, the heavens, where God and the angela resided,
were only a mile or two above the enrth, as the holy,
infallible mother church less thtm three hundred
years ago compelled us to believe, or, like Bruno, ba
burnt at the stake. Sodom was, perba.pa, forty
miles away. The telescope had not then been
invented, and ih would require uncommonly good
natural eyesight in one so old as God was to see
minutely what was going on at such a distance.
Jehovah was a Hebrew a.nd Jewish product, and, aa
is the case generally, was just like his authors, only
more so. He was located above their country, and,
like them, was fond of the smell of roasting flesh,
and when they sacrificed their burnt offerings and
the smoke ascended to his abode, he smelt a sweet
savor and was happy. The more offerings they
burnt the better he liked them and the more surely
he would protect them. At least, so they thought.
He was not the almighty who never wearies, for he
sometimes got tired and rested and was refreshed.
He drank wine to such an extsnt that it cheered his
heart. Sometimes he got defeated in a fair fight, as
when he and Judah could not drive out the inhabitants of the valley because they; had chariots of iron.
Neither was he a match for Jacob as a wrestler, and
in acknowledgment of Jacob's victory his name,
which meant a supplanter, was changed to Israel,
wh;ch meant God-conqueror.
Sometimes this God exhibited himself and talked
face to face with men, as a man talketh with a friend,
and at other times he showed his back parts. He
seemed to hav very iarge approbativness, and would
get very angry if people did not speak well of him
and praise him constantly. He would even get int~
such a passion that he would so far forget himself
as to use profane language, and swear in his wrath,
when it was well to keep out of his way or he might
trample you in his fury. He moved David to number the people, and when David had done so he killed
eeventy thousand innooent people because he did it,
and went on with his cruel, merciless slaughter, till
even David expostulated with him, saying, "These
sheep, what hav they done?" He was killing the
sl;leep instead of the wolf, like the man who killed
the goslings because the gander bit him. On another occasion he killed fifty thousand and seventy
men who had baen reaping wheat in the valley of
Bethshemish, because they climbed on a big stone
that lay in the field and looked into a venerated old
. box they called the ark, to see some relics and curi-
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osities he kept in it. At another time he prepared
!l great fish that it might swallow up a di,.obedient
prophet, and adjusted its internal compartments so
that he could l_iv, but without much comfort, in it.
The prophet called the fish hell. Jonah said, "Out
of the bally of hell cried I." Ohristisn Theists, while
professing to believe in this same God, hav stripped
him of many of his anth1·opomorphic features, and
given him a much more spiritual character. They
define God thus: "God is a spirit, infinit, eternal,
and nnchangeable in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justicfl, goodness, and truth. They teach that
this earth, and the universe of which it is an atom,
were designed by God's wisdom and created by his
power. All agree that he knew from eternity exactly
what would be the result of his work. And a very
large per cent of the Ohristian world believe that he
foreordained or decreed every event, both good and
bad-whatsoever comes to pass. If God is infinit in
power, he could just as eaaily, had he so willed, hav
made our race strong, wise, and virtuous, 8S weak,
foolish, and vicious. Had he done so, it would hav
been saved from the terrible suffering and agony
folly and vice hav brought upon it. But he, foresee·
ing the result, made the world and the race just ss
he did, preparing a hell in which to torture in eternal
fire the nine-tenths, perhaps. of all mankind. He
made us too weak to stand, and then damned us for
ialling. We must believe in Christ, of whom not one
in ten of all the billions of the human race ever heard,
or be dsmned. "For every idle word or thought
[simply idlel God will bring us into judgment."
The catechism declares that every sin, no matter
how trivial, deserves God's wrath and curse, both in
this life and that. which is to come-that is, hell. According to the creed of Ohristendom, God made no
adequate revelation of his laws and requirements to
the vast majority of our race, and therefore they
ignorantly break thel:\1. Yet still he damna them.
Orthodoxy teaches that God is no respecter of persons. Yet he selects a few, often the chief of sinners,
"makes them willing in the day of hie power," and
saves them, while to another class of sinners he sends
strong delusion that they should believe a lie, that
they all might be damned. Of others it is said, '·He
hath blinded their eyes and hardened their hearts
lest they should see with their eyes and understand
with their hearts and be converted, and I should
heal them."
The church tells us that God demands absolute,
perfect obedience to all his laws, .moral, mental, and
physical. Yet he has, himself, relitlered such obedience impossible. How can we obey the Jaws of
health, when the air God has given us to breathe is
charged with miasmatic poisons fatal to health and
life 1 The water, aleo, that we are often compelled
to drink, contains germs of various diseases, a~ainst
which we know not how to protect ourselvs. These
diseasee often destroy the moral and mental balance,
and render perfection, in the absolute strict sense of
the catechisms, a sheer imposaibility and absurdity.
God placed us here without knowledge or experience
among fierce, carnivorous wild beasts, poieonoue
reptile and insects, where poisonous fruits grow
upon the trees and vines, and poisonous vegetables
in the ground, and did not giv us one word of counsel or information as to how we might know or avoid
the terrible and fatal dangers that surrounded us.
He left us to iearn the fatal character of the serpent's
fungs by the agony and death they inflicted, and that
of the poisonous fruita and vegetables in a similar
manner, and then damned us if we did not love him
with all our heart, soul, strength, and mind, and
honor and worship him as our kind protector, father,
and friend I
Ohriati11nsdefend God's action in this matter by
telling us that the infinit God cannot be expected to
devote his time and attention to such tri1les. But
would not giving a little needed instruction to his
ignorant children when, according to his own arrangement, their salvation from death and hell
depended on it, hav been as reasonable and beneficial
as counting the hairs of our heads, or watching the
sparrows! Would not the giving of such instruction hav been more creditable to God, and much more
beneficial to his rational creatures, than giving directions as to the pattern and fringes of the priest's
breeches, and how to besmear the great toe of his
right foot, the thumb of his right hand, and hie
right ear with blood, and the thousand and one
other directions and tomfooleries recorded in Leviticus?
God, it seems, could find time to inspire the
writers of the Old Testament to record the lewd,
vulgar, and disgusting sayings and doings of the old
patriarchs and others; and David to write the fiend·
ish exterminating curses on the innocent, fatherless
children of his enemies, recorded in Psalms cix ; and
Solomon to write his prize obscene Song of Songs.
But he had neither the time nor the inclination to
giv hie unfortunate children sufficient information in
art, science, etc., to secure to the people that gennin enlightenment and civilization which would hav
guaranteed to all education, equal rights, and the enjoyment of civil and religious liberty, and the highest
development of the race. Had he done sc, mankind

•

would hav eecaped the curses of paganiem, and the
far greater curses of . the Ohristian brutality and
heathenism of the Dark Ages.
Is it strange that the gref:\t scientists and honest,
truth-loving thinkers of our age should repudiate
such a God, and retire him with the god-myths of
the ancient na.tions T Such is his inevitable destiny.
We are commanded to "be followers of God as dear
children." Yet, were we to follow the example he
sets us every day, we would deserve the penitentiary
or the gallows. To witness a crime we could prevent,
and make no effort to do so, renders us equally guilty
with the perpetrator of it. But God has been tbe
constant witness of crimes the most horrible and
atrocious. He has seen the innocent victims of
Christian superstition and hate tortured and etarved
in dark, dank dungeons; broken on the wheel ;
burnt at the stake; roasted in ovens; their nails and
tongues torn out ; their eyes bored out with red-bot
irons, and their flesh torn with red-hot pincers. He
saw Ohristie.ns hate, and plot and execute the butchery of sixty or seventy thousand innocent me:o,
women, and children in the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and eaw ten thousand other nameless atrocities,
which he could just as easily hav prevented as permitted had he wished. Yet he remained as inactiv
and, apparently, 8S uneympatbetio as a marble statue.
Still we are taught that, all down through the agee,
he was taking a deep interest in human affairs. He
struck Ananias and Sapphira dead for telling a
white lie, at the bidding of Peter, who was himeelf
a perjured liar and still alive.
According to Catholicism, he has been working
third-rate miracles ever since. To accommodate a
pack of ignorant, besotted priests, he has been constantly changing bread into the real flesh, and wine
into the real blood of Christ, so that the faithful
could eat and digest him. That is the God they
worshiped. He has also been working miracles by
means of relics, etc., such as the bones of former
saints ; sometimes, through mistake, they hav been
wrought in connection with the bones of an ancient,
defunct ass, they answering the purpose just as well.
According to the Oatholics, the most important thing
their God found to do, as be stood in the midst of
the horrors of the Johnstown dieaster, was to save
the picture of the Virgin, though five thousand of his
helpless children, in the agonies of a frij!htful death,
were crying to him in vain for help! Nor was the
Proteetant God any better. He saw the Presbyterians and Puritans torture and murder thousands e:f
innocent people, on tbe foolish charge of witchcraft.
He witnessed the sickening cruelties of the slave
trade and slavery, in this and other countries, without the slightest intimation of disapproval. None of
these things moved him. But if he saw some young
people bathing on Sunday, or innocently enjoying
themselvs in a boat on the water en that day, it affected him, as the church blasphemously teache£1, as
the red rag does the bull-made him very angry, and
he would likely swear in his wrath that they should
not enter into his rest, and proceed at once to upset
their bollt and drown them. Or if he saw parties
securing their harvest on Sunday, he would strike
their barns with lightning, and burn them. See
publications of the American Tract Society on tha
Sabbath question. Thus the Ohristian churchee
picture their God. What a cruel monster they make
him!
W. W. WALKER

Is there No Remedy 1
The economic inequity, with its long series of social, political, and other wrongs, forces itself upon
everybody's attention everywhere, either in its concrete ugliness, or through the daily press, and it is
only those who want to ignore it, that affect not to
see it. Charity cannot be a remedy, and as a means
of temporary relief, it only fosters the demoralizing
in1luencea of poverty. Married life, this corner stone
of humanism, has become a luxury long ago, becauee
a wage-worker hardly earns enoagh to support himself steadily. The open and secret prostitution has
implanted habits of depravity, and has established
such license in the intercourse that flies would be
ashamed of it, if they ever had a notion of the family
institution. Ohildren under ten years are required to
support parents who, tLrough sickness, or for some
other reasons, are unable to earn their living. Girls,
who ought to be under training and be preparing
themselvs to become good wives and loving mothers,
are driving out of offices, stores, factories, and shops
their fathers and brothers, into prisons and correctional institutions. Suicide is beginning to be looked
upon as the only available means for putting an end
to misery, and to eecape starvation. Respectable
living cannot be obtained by honest exertion, and it
is only by robbing others of the fruits of their labor ·
that one can provide his family with a comfortable
home. Wages are getting lamer and lamer every
day, and it is only by being a polit,ical worker that
one can secure a fair pay. Fair-minded employers
of large numbers of bands confess their inability to
increase the wages of their men, on account of
competition, which compele them to adhere to the
lowest current rates, under the penalty of having to
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close their establishments. Corruption of judges, of
the administration, and of the daily press, aggravates
the evils by playing into the bands of the rich
against the wage-earners. Gambling with all kinds
of stocks and securities, together with the organizing of t~usts and corners, tends to lower the wages
and to mcrease the number of those who liv comfortably, without working, on the interest on the
money legally squeezed out of the producing classes.
The distress is considerably intensified by the cii.'cumstance that no marketable article can be produced in our days without using improved tools and
co~tly mac~inery, i.e., without having first spent
qutte a conetderable amount of money in the acquisition of the necessary instruments and means of
production. Industry carried on on a small scale
almost without capital, a~ it existed :fifty years ago,
does not, and cannot, extst now. Add to this fre
quent lockouts, due to greediness or to the preRsnre
brought by larger capital on the smaller one, and the
odds against which wage.earners hav to :fight, with
nothing but their muscles and willingness to work,
are ap~ to crush the strongest among them.
As this distressing state of economic conditions
could not be entirely ignored by polit.icalleaders anll
legislators without compromising them in the eyes
of their constituents, we :find as a result of their
efforts various acts and ordinances passed with the
avowed purpose of abating some of these wrongs or
for the sake of giving at least partial· relief. The
bureau of statistics, the investigation of the condition of labor in mining districts, the limitation of the
day's work to ten hours, the exclusion of children
from factories and mines, the introduction of safety
appliances in shops, the compulsory education, the
boards of arbitration, the liability of employers, and
other measures of minor importance were passed
wi~h this object. Whether the fathers of those ordinances were in earnest, or it was for them merely
a means ·of advancing their personal interests, matters little. The result remains still this: That most
of those enactments are so much wasted paper, at
least for the wage-worker, and hav not brought about
the slightest betterment in his conditions. The computation of earnings and of the number of workmen
could not increase their wages or improve their
chances of making a living. The investigation of
distress has not removed the cause of it. The ten
hours law does not prevent railroad companies from
eucting twenty hours' service from their locomotiv
engineers, as it was recently proved to the satisfaction of a crimin!U. jury in a case of manslaughter, of
which an engineer wae accused for having run over
and killed a man, while he, the engineer, fell asleep,
wihh his hand grasping the throt~le lever. Children
continue to work everywhere, and our streets are
overrun with newsboys, bootblacks, telegraph and
telephone messenger boys, when they should be
attending the school. Safety guards, :fire escapes,
and belt protectors exist mostly on paper, and capital
has even found it profitable to build such dwellings
for workmen that they hav no more stability than a
toy house. Compulsory education has merely given
employm~>~nt to an army of truant officers who probably would not be able to earn their salt in any other
capacity, and it has, moreover, brought with it
another evil of sending the truant children to a common prison, as it was found afterward that the legislativ ao~ did not make any provision for a reformatory
institution. The boards of arbitration are either
playing fools-as they hav no authority of enforcing
their decisions-or they hav occasionally a good time
with an employer, who invitee them to a lunch, and,
as a matter of course, they arbitrate for the caterer
and the sideboard. The liability of employers baR
only increased the businesa of lawyers, who :fight
each other in the courts and levy heavily on both
sides. All these measures are more or lese failures
in regard to the relief expected from them. They
may hav done some good to others, but not to the
wage-worker, who became only so much wiser by
seeing that capital can defy the law whenever it
pleases. · Add to thie, that the courts hav on several
occasions rendered decisions adverse to fltrikes and
boycotting, which for workmen were the only means
of expressing their protest against imposition in an
effectiv manner.
Simultaneously with these practical attempts at
relieving the working masses, there was going on an
uninterrupted theoretical diecueeion and search for
means to that eft'act. The literature of the subject is
quite bulky; but, so far, the reformers and agitators
are not agreed yet either as to the main cause or the
manner of improving the economic conditions.
Leaving aside factions and disagreement on points
of secondary importance, there are two principal
suggestions-the nationalization of land or the single
hx scheme, and the nationalization of all means of
prodaction. As to the Anarchists, they hav not explain..d yet with sufficient precision, in what way, by
abolishing the political state, will the unrestricted
freedom of individual activity destroy the economic
inequities.
That the single-tax scheme is not apt to put the
sconomic conditions on a rational basis, is obvious
from the consideration, that land ia only oue factor,

but not the whole factor of the production. This
has been pointed out in a very forcible manner by
& very talented opponent of Henry George's doctrin,
~vho proves that the claims of the immense capital
Invested in machinery and industrial plants cannot
be disregarded. ·
The second project appears much more radica.l, so
far ae the destruction of the existing economic con
ditions is concerned. But there is not the slighteet
hint given as to how the new order will evolve from
it, and what will be its characteristic features. Will
it be of the nature of Fourier's phalaneteries-or
must we prepare ourselvs for a government of phi!os
ophers, in accordance with St. Simon's view-or
will Robert Owen's educational scheme prevail-or
any other entirely new program'
In view of the above indicated failures of practice
and theory to solve the dilemma, what are we going
to do with it! To be sitting idly and waiting, that
something satisfactory may turn up 'from some quarter of the windrose, would ba a crime, seeing that
the evil is assuming larger proportions with svery
day, and that the masses may be driven to dsspera·
tion by the increasing oppression. That the diasati:;faotion is steadily growing is an open secret, and
those who, while enjoying all the comfort money can
parchase and industrial artS furnish, express their
•urpriee that workmen are discontented with their
precarious mode of living, notwithstanding that they
liv much better than their fathers did fifty years ago,
reason from a wrong standpoint. You cannot ap.
pease a man's hunger by arguing with him that he
hae jast finished hie dinner and consequently cannot
be hungry, when he knows very well that he had not
had enough of it ~nd that the food was not as palatable as he would like to hav it. That his grandfather, probably, would hav been pedectly pleased
with the meal he had just :finished, is no reason that
he should be. It is not the wags-worker, but the
wealthy man, who is reasoning from wrong premises
and c~mmit.ting the same fallacy which was the cau£a
of the tragic death of Louis XVI. That king of
France was as good-hearted a man as ever lived, a.nd
even much better than the average kings of France
were. Yet his goodness did not save him and he ex
pired on the scaffold for the single error he had committed, viz., that he did not want to put himself
mentally into the positio?;J. of those who were suffering through his ex~ravagant mode of living end hie
bad administration of public sffflirs.
My suggestion is simply thie, to call a convention
of delegates from the states for the purpose of discussing the economic question and of devising some
means for the abolishment of the existing inequities.
The delegates may be chosen either in accordance
with the United States election laws, or under state
rules. The convention must sit permanently, until
it has agreed upon some kind of proclamation oi
principles and of a scheme bringing about the reform.
New York city.
EDWARD L. STARCK.
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the confessional; and the sent9ncs was Equitable, for
all who rMd those questions will conclude that no
girl or woman who brings her mind into contact
with the contents of that book can esc&pe. from moral
death. But what are the priests of Rome doiDg in
the confessional! Do they not pass the grca!e~.t
part of their time in questioning females, old aDd
young, and hearing their answers on those v~ry matters? . . . What ie the difference between a
woman or a girl learning those things in a book or
le"rning them from the lips of a m&n 1 • • • Let
us suppose that e&ch priest hears the confessions of
only five female penitents every day (though we
know the daily average ie ten), it givs the awful
number of five hundred thousand women whom tbe
priests of Rome hav the legal right to poliuts and
destroy each day of the year !
There is not a single one of the Roman CathPlic
authors who hav written on this subject for the
priests who has not deplored the innumerable and
degrading sins against purity on account of tl::a
auricular conf'ession; but those very men will be tho
first to try to prove the very contrary when they
write books for the people.

Freethou ht Martyrs.

SWEDISH FREETHINKERS WHO HAV BEEN FOUND GUJLTY
AND PUNISHED FOR BLASPHEMY.
Victor E. Lennstrand, sentenced in Nov., 1888, !o
three months' imprisonment for "denial of God, a Jif9
after this, and the pure evangelical religion," in Oerebrc.
In Oct., 1889, to three months' imprisonment f<.r
blasphemy against God in the lecture, "Why I Am
Hoetil toward Christianity," delivered at S'almo.
Sentenced at the same time to three months' imprisonment for blasphemy in the lecture on "God,"
delivered at Stockholm. Ssntenced in Dec., 1889,
Svea Hofiatt, to six months' imprisonment for blasphemy in the lecture, "Why I Am Hostil Toward
Christianity," held f.n Uppkeddiha. The king bas
not yet indorsed this sentence, a.nd an additional
ca.se is yet to be decided by the courts. The poet
Axel Danilseon, sentenced to a fine of :five hundrEd
crowns for reprinting Lennstrand's "A Greeting,"
and to respecti-vly four, three, and three months for
blasphemy, these judgments by Slalmo city court.
Henry Branting, sentenced by Stockholm city court
to a fine of three hundred crowns for Lennstrand's
"A Greeting," and to three and a half months'
imprisonment for blasphEimy. C. A. Rydgreen, io
four months' imprisonment for reprinting the article,
"To the Originator of the Universe." Alrred Lindquiet, to one month's imprisonment for reprinting the
pamphlet, " Who Is to be Damned if Christianity Is
'rrul3?" for which Leunstraud was twice acquitted by
s jury. J. A. Berg, sentanced to one month's imprisonment for delivering a parody on" Our Fl\ther."
AU in all, thirteen judgments for blasphemy aince
1888, and in the nineteenth century, in a civilized
country, by a government whose officials profess a
belief in the command of Jesus, "Love your
Extracts from Father Chiniquy's Book, "The enemies."
Priest, the Woman, and the Confessional."
Brotlterbood of Moralists.
After twenty-five years of hearing the confessions
Report of the propaganda committee of the Brotherhood
of the common people, and of the highest classes of of Moralists of Hannibal, Mo., for the month of March,
society, of the laymen and the priests, of the grand 1890:
SEORETARY'B REPORT.
vicars, bishop!!, and nuns, I conscientiously say be
During the month 54 membership certificates were issued,
fore the world, that the immorality of the confesmakin~; the total number enrolled 947. The new members
sional is of a more dangerous and degrading nature are: From Oregon, 25; Texas, 1; New Mexi?o, 2; Iowa,
than that which we attribute to the social evil of our 13; U111ifornia, 1; Mtssouri, 1; Onio, 1; Georg1a, 1; Idaho,
·
great cities. I declare that the confessor himself 6; K -.usas. 1; Colorado, 2.
During the month two local brotherhoo?~ hav: been organencounters more tenible dangers when hearing the
ized: one at Tan3y, Ida., and one at Prame C1ty, Ia. The
confessions of refined and highly educated ladies, secretarv
of the former is Thomas Weaver, and of the latter
than when listening to those of a bumbler class of F. V. Draper. We are under obligat,ion~ to B·nthers C.
his female penitents. I solemnly testify that the Ulose, Hatton. Mich; F. 1\'L (]one, Axtell, Kan.; J. D. Shaw,
well-educated lady, when she has once surrendered Waco, Tex.; Ger>rge Macdonald, San FranCisco, Cal.; H. L.
herself to the power of her confessor, becomes at Green, Buffalo, N.Y., for papers and magazines.
F. H. RAu, Sec.
least as vulnerable to the arrows of the enemy as the
TREASURER'S REPORT.
poorer and lees educated. Nay, I must say that, Ralance from February ...•.•......•.........••..................• $3 30
once on the downhill road of perdition, the high bred Receiv~:d from S!imOs Parsons, Cal........................... 5 00
lady ruuq headlong into the pit with more deplorable 1:!. Feetish, New Mexico ..•.••.....•.•. ,.......................... 2 00
L. A. Thornton, Alabama....................................... 1 00
rapidity than her humble sister.
G. W. Tillotson, N. Y.. ..........................................
75
Many would be the folio volumes which I should Amotea W cod, Mass................................................
30
4~
hav to write, were I to publish all that my twenty R. 1\L Stender, Mis~ouri.................. .....•...•.•....••..••.•
1o
five years' experience in the confessional has taught S. Kitchens, Georgla..............................................
MassachuBetts; Charles Miller, M. Gonlan,
me of the unspeakable secret corruption of the J. w. Fttch,
Charles Dalkenburg, South D!>kota; J. W.
greatest part of the so-called respectable ladies, who
Sway~gonri, Indiana. each 50 cents.................. 2 GO
bav unconditionally surrendered themselvs into the Dr. Lottridg~. Kans,,s, and A. L McFurlaoe, Idaho,
50
eanh 25 cents ..••.•.........•...•.•...........•............
hands of their "holy" confessors.
Eversole, F. Steiner, T. Weaver, Charles L'lmI hav heard the confession of more than two hun- G . H. bert,
W. G. Morgan, J. Newman, D. Cook,
dred priests, and, to say the truth, as God knows it,
70
each 10 cents .........•.................•...........•........
I must declare that only twenty-one had not to weep
TotaL ................................................. $16 60
over the secret or public sinl!l committed through the
.
irresistible, corrupting influences of auricular con- Expended in mailing constitutions, circulars, membership certificates, letters, etc............................ 6 35
fession. I am now more than seventy-seven years
old, and, in a short time, I shall be in my grave. I
Baiance ............................................ $10 25
A. R. AYRES, Treas.
shall hav to giv an account of what I now say.
Well, in the presence of my great judge, with my
WE should ae jealously ddend freedom. in ~thera
tomb before my eyes, I declare to the world that very
few-yes, very few-priests escape from falling into as in ourselve and see that they are noli UDJllStly
the pit of the most horrible moral depravity the dealt with in ~ur interest, any more than against it.
world hae ever known, through the confessions of The liberty of our opponent rosy be as important to
us aa is our own libert.y; &nd we should always confemales.
·
Not long ago a printer in England was sent to jail cede to all what we ask for ourselvs, and even insist
and severely punished for having published in Eng- that they hav it when our partisiUls TVould withhold
lish the questions put by the priest to the women in it.-'-Bierbower.
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occasion 'he himself would see to it that the fair should
nicious. Backs that hav long been bent for the any
not be open on the Sabbath.' Evidently the senator had not
clergy to climb on are gradually straightening up; apprehended the gravity of the situation, or thl' strength a.nd
brains that hav been bound by creeds are slowly determination of the forces which are even now combining
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
growing and bursting the bonds; hearts that hav to force the gates of this great commemorativ exhibition
Editor. been chilled by fenr are warming with human emo· open for pleasure and gain on the Lord's day. One distinct
E. M. MAcDONALD,
Business Manager. tiona; !ips that hsv so long been accustomed to say, impression gained in these interviews was that those who
0. P. SommliY,
favor the opening of the fair on that day hav maturely conPUllLISBlllD B'i
Lord, I am thy servant, are learning to form new
THE 'IRU'IH SEEKER OOMP.ANY. sentences. There is a general stretching of cramped sidered and detinitly decided on the matter, while the friends
of the Sabbath in <Jongress hav hardly as yet given a thought
28 LA.f!'AYE'ITE l'LAOE, NEW YORK.
limbs and exerciein€r of unused muscles, a prepara- to the subject."
Heretofore, all important events of the nature of
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. tion, let us hope, for going out of church.
If there could be stiffer baokbones put into our this fair hav been run by men who worked in the
..iddr683 all <JommuniMtWn3 to THE TRUTH BEEKER politicians, the Christian Statesman would hav still interest of churchmen. Hawley, the "eminent New
OOMP ANY. Ma~ all Drafts, (Jhecks, Post-ojftu and Ex. more cause than it has for alarm. The politicians Eoglandsenator" spoken of in the Reform Association
press Money Orders payable to CH.ARLEB P. BOMERB Y. are yet " working the church racket," as they call U, organ, closed the 1876 Philadelphia Exposition on
and it will take some deoisiv defeats by Liberals to Sunday, at the bidding of the fanatics and against
APRIL 12, 1890. get the knowledge into their heads that there are the wishes of the majority of Philadelphia's laboring
SATURDAY,
people in this country who own themselvs. But we people. Then he and his fellow-hypocrite would
SUBSCRIFTION RA.TESo
are gaining. The Northwest is permeated with Lib- escort parties of distinguished people through the
SSngle subsenption in advance ••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••••• '3 00 eralism. A friend, one of the prominent men in his buildings on that day, thus making it a politician's
5 00 section of Washington, tells us that he went befo~e
One subscriptioB two years, in advance .•••••••••••••••••
and aristocrat's day. This is a common thing for the
5 00
Two new subscribers ..••••.••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••
the
committee
appointed
to
draft
the
Bill
of
Rights
pious-for-votes offiClials to do. It is only two weeks
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere0 00 for his new state and found them to the last man ago that Mrs. Wanamaker, on a trip South, was taken
mittance ••••••.•••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••
Liberals. The hand of Liberalism was felt in all the through a horticultural show on Sunday, when the
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 new states during the past year, and if we do not public was excluded, though she and her husband
remittance •.•••••.•••••••...••.•••••••••••••.••••.••••••••••••
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
mistake the temper of their people, that hand, will are rabid Sunday advocates. If the World's Fair at
8 GO
remittance ••••••.••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••
be laid heavier upon the ecclesiastics during the next Chicago be closed on Sundays, the day will be used
One. subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 00 twelve months. If Idaho comes into the Union, it by the officials as their day.
will be with a constitution prohibiting the direct use
However, sentiment has greatly changed in regard
Any number over fi.ve at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
of state funds for religious purposes, though the to this question since the Centennial Exhibition. In
churches will unfortunately be exempt from taxation. the West several local fairs of considerable magniLet the discussion upon Christ's claims to be king tude hav been, after a contest between the SabbaPictorial Arguments Against the Church.
of this country be hurried along. The Secularists te.rians and the people, opened on Sunday, and the
Soma other chapbers in the Cartoon Book, besides
are ready for it. The opportunity of the Christians indications are that when this World's Fair is started
the ones given last week, win be on :
is also their opportunity, and their interest in the it will be opened every day in the week. The matter
SABBATH LAws :
question is not less than that of their foes. But "as will probably be left to the commission which
Sabbatarian Efforts in the United States Senate.
to the issue of the coming conflict, can anyone doubt? manages the ftl.ir, and before that body decides the
Sunday in a Sabbatarian City.
Whatever is resting on fiotion and fraud will be matter the people can be beard from. Liberals
The Clergy's Opportunity.
overthrown. Ins~itutions that organize impostures should consider the subject and be prepared to act
As the Clergy Desire Sunday (three pictures).
and apre!ld delusiona must show what right they when the time is auspicious.
CHILDREN AND THE CHURCH:
hav to exist. Faith muat render an account of herTwo Ways to Go.
self to Reason. Mysteries mus~ giv place to facta.
Attendant Reforms.
Which Shall We Hav'
Religion must relinquish that imperious, that domIt may be noted that_ Infidelity never stands unacA Teacher We Do Not Want.
ineering position which she has so long maintained companied, a solitary belief; that this principle of
The Shadow in Our Schools.
against Science. There must be absolute freedom denial of the Christian religion does not oecupy e:r.A New Application of an Old Text.
for thought. The ecclesiastic must learn to keep clusivly the space of any publication denominated
The Reptile in the Path.
himself within the domain he has chosen, and cease Infidel, or constitute the sole theme of any AntiRecruiting for Chnrch Institutions.
to tyrannize over the philosopher, who, conscious of christian lecturer. It appears that whenever disbeA Parochial School Lasson.
his own strength and the purity of his motive, will lief in Christianity is established in the mind, there
Products of the Parochial Schools.
bear such interference no longer. What was written immediately succeeds an opanillg up of the nature to
A Web for the Unwary.
by Esdras near the willow-fringed rivers of Babylon, a thousand influences, an arousing of the faculties to
The Religious Trap.
more than twenty-three centuries ago, still holds a thousand useful activities, before ineffectiv and in· Sunday-School Scholars.
good: 'As for Truth it endureth and is always ert. Let us glance over the chief of these reformaThe Joys of the Sunday-School Boy.
strong; it liveth and oonquereth for evermore.'"
tory movements.
WoMAN A.ND THE CHURCH :
The Secularists are on the side of truth. They
The first is Freethought. Freedom of thought, of
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom.
are for humanity, for liberty. While those who speech, of press -the surpassing value of these to
Encouragement to Go Astray.
would set up Christ as king are reactionists who the human race quickly becomes evident to the man
St. Paul Ae a Member of a School Board.
would take us back to days that are gone, let us hope, who has sloughed the Christian creed. He is ever
The Church's Use for Women.
forever.
afterward foremost in demanding these inestimable
A Contrast-the "Mother Superior" and the
blessings, and sacred birthrights, for every individ· Superior Mother.
Sunday at the World's Fair.
ual on earth.
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope.
The Sabbn.tarians and Gad-in-the-Constitution
Liberalism follows. It is not sufficient, the InfiWoman Helping the Church.
fanatics are already at work on a scheme to shut the del soon sees, that opinion be merely free. But we
When Womanhood Awakes.
doors of the proposed World's Fair at Chicago. The must, besides allowing our neighbor the right to tell
Each one of these pictures is accompanied by a
National Reform Association has taken the lead in us his thought, also exercise toward it a charitablefull page of reading matter, consisting of facts,
the matter, and its corresponding secretary, by direc- ness, a hospitality, a gratification in receiving and an
extracts from church authorities, historical authorition of its executiv committee, bas been pestering impartiality in examining, that go beyond this.
ties, Liberal writers, etc., showing how the artist's
members of Congress to insert a "Sabbath Rest
Abolition of war is an end toward which we find
illustration is but a feeble portraiture of the actual
clause" in the national legislation concerning the many Freet.hinkers directing their endeavors. Nottruth.
fair. The result of his labors is given in the Asso- withstanding some injunctions in favor of peace
ciation's organ in these words:
given by Chist, the influence of the church has
A Coming Conflict.
"Mr.
Chandler,
of
Massachusetts,
the
chairman
of
the
always been, either by direct or by indirect means,
The Christian Statesman says :
bouse committee on the quadro-centennial celebration, was conduciv to the maintenance of war. Those men
"We hav come near to a grave crisis in our national his- entirely non-committal Gn the subject, but requested that
tory. We stand at the dividing of the ways. Either we the suggestion be laid in writing before the committee. A whose writings are the fullest of assaults upon the
shall soon witness a genuin turning of the nation to God, or prominent member of the House from a Western state, who is practice, and whose influence has done the moat to
the nation will cast off the remnants of Christian character a member of the same committee, was found to be zealously stop its continuance or mitigate its ferocity, hav been
which hav clung to us heretofore. The decision of the in favor of the opening of the fair on the S11bbath, and his those who are the most noted as destroyers of Chrissupreme court of Wisconsin, elsewhere referred to ; the pro- ready reasoning and fluent suggestions as to the various
vision in the new constitution of Idaho that no religious innocent and elevating exercises which could be arranged tianity. The Christian opposition to warfare has
instruction shall be given in the schools ; the strenuous for the masses on that day, showed that the proposal had consisted of naught but feeble protests without a
efforts of the Secularists, reinforced later by the Seventh already been carefully considered by the enemies of the Sab- reason subjoined. The Freethinker's antagonism to
Day Adventist contingent, indicate that we are on the eve of bath Rest. Another member of the House, from a Southern the custom has brought to bear upon it a tremendous
a general discussion of the claims of Christ as the nation's state, well known as an activ and influential Christian man, array of convincing argument and scathing satire
king, and a practical decision upon them. The hour is one was not prepared to express an opinion as to the advisability
that turn against this evil every man of sense that
of momentous intereat and of rare opportunity."
of the proposed provision in the national legislation, hut reads.
The Stutesman is largely right. The sentiment thought it might safely be left to the commission which
Infidels believe in opening the labor question to a
would be created for the management of the fair. This was
of the country is undoubtedly growing secular. The the opinion also of an eminent New England senator who is full and free discussion. Some of them think it poschurches hav ruled the world and proved failures. better qualified by experience than any of his colleagues to sible to devise a system under which labor-products
People are getting tired of the clergy. There is a speak·on the question, and who had no fear that any commis- shall be awarded more exactly in proportion to labor
dim suspicion creeping through their minds that the sion which would be appointeu could either be driven or and merit than they are at present. Others, again,
ministers are more or less humbugs ; that the pul- persuaded to run the fair without regard to the Sabbath. regard the present system as the best, and as needeminent Western senator jauntily assured us that
piteers know little or nothing about another world, Another
there was not the slightest danger; that Chicago would not ing no change. But, whatever their divergencies of
and that their influence in this is, on the whole, per- tolerate a Sabbath-breaking exhibition, and that if there was opinion on this point, Infidels one and all concur that
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the problem should receive the most searching inquiry and frelilst debate. There is among them none
of the t~ra_nt's repressiv and sile~ci~g poli?y, so
characteristic of the man of Christtan hab1ts of
thought. They se<S the discord, and continmd dangar of resort to force, that now exist, and know ib.at
this is owing solely to a default of a demonstration
of the truth on the matter in shape so clear that air
maybe convinced and misunderstanding pass away.
The scientific method-a conscientious and dispassionate ascertainment of the facts of the matter, of
the inflexible laws that they know must govern this
just as they do every other department of the moral
or physical universe-this is what Infidels insist
upon. They hav experienced how the scientific
method operates with religion, and they rest with
unfaltering confidence upon its ability to solve demonstrably and final!y every other problem. Whichever way the decision may go, they do not care, if it
be only that which Science has laid her hand upon
and stamped as the truth.
In enmination of the causes why so many remain
benighted in the Christian superstition, the Infidel
soon detects, as one of the chief causes of their conreligion or any
tinuing void .of true knowledge
other subject, the engrossment of much Ol' mont of
their time in study of profitless things. Said Thomas
Paine: "As the Christian system of faith has made
a revolution in theology, so also has it made a revo·
lution in the state of learning. That which is now
called learning, wa~ not learning, originally. Learning does not consist, as the schools now make it consist, in tha knowledge of languages, but in the
knowledge of things to which language give names."
Says Professor Oswald: "The experience of the last
three hundred years has as yet failed to disassociate
the ideas of Latin and Greek from the scholastic
notions of culture, and the time may come when
practical educators will almost fail to realize the poesibility of the fact that, in our own rapid age of discovary and invention, millions of our most gifted
students had .to waste from one-third to three-fifths
of their time on the study of dead languages." The
hours devoted to the dead, continues this writer,
" Ie11va not a minute's time for the study of such
problems of life as biology and rational hygiene; not
a minute for anatomy, political economy, philosophy,
rhetoric, or non· sectarian ethics." "What," says
Herbert Spencer, in bitter contempt of those who
foster the antiquated system, "what shall we say of
the wisdom of those, including nearly all who occupy influential positions, who persist in thinking
that preparation for successful and complete living
(which is the purpose of rational education) is best
effected by learning to speak and write after the
manner of two extinct peoples, and by gaining
knowledge of their chief men, their superstitions,
their deeds of war, etc.-'-who, in their leading school,
devote two hours per week to getting some ideas
about the constitution of the world they are born
into, and thirty-six hours per week to construing
Latin and Greek, ~nd making verses, of small sense
or none; and who, in the competitiv examinations
they devise, giv to knowledge of words double the
number of ma.rka which they giv to knowledge of
things T That, it seems to me, is not a very worshipful degree of intelligence which fails to recognize the
obvious truth that there is an Order of Nature,
pervading alike the actions going on within us and
without us, to which, from moment to moment, our
lives must conform under penalty of one or other
evil; and that therefore our first business must be
to study this Order of Nature." In this urging of
reform of the selection of subjects of education, Freethinkers are unremitting in endeavor.
A reform of a similar nature, that Infidels are
prominent in demanding, is reform of our present
scheme of grammar. The existing system is a legacy of barbarism. Its rules are abitrary, illogical,
conflicting, and in number a hundredfold more than
is necessary. In but a few decades more, children
will be enabled to learn in a few hours or days a
simple and logical grammar, and ton devote the remainde~ of the years now wasted to acquiring knowl·
edge of " the Order of Nature " in and about us.
Infidels are conspicuous in the ranks of those who
advocate a reform and simplification c;f spelling,
aimed at the same purposes and productiv of as
great benefits as the reconstruction of grammar
mentioned. And THE TRUTH SEEKER has in the
spelling in its columns taken the first of the .. steps

on
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in the installation of this theory in practice.
To Infidels, as they become more and more im~ued with the scientific conception of the universalIty and immutability of law, it is gradually suggested
that we may by as!lertaining the laws of the moral
world as fully DB we hl!av those of the physical wqrld,
find it ae easy to produca results in the moral world
-for instance, to produce characters of whatever degree of intellectuality's.nd morality is desired-as it is
now to produce our magnificent material effects.
Infidels would substitute for cure, prevention; for
punishment, the production of beings who will not
need punishment; for the gallows, text-books of
heredity. Says Prof. Frances Emily White : " The
triumph of the scientific msthod is, as yel;, far from
complete; and not until a science of morals is as
definitly recognized as a science of eclipses, or of any
phenomenon whatever, can the era of science be said
to hav mol'e than begun. When she shall hav mastared the principles of morals, as she already has the
principles of physics, and when the science of morals,
thus formulated, shall hav become an applied science,
then real progress in morals will be assured, and
will be as much more rapid than it has hitherto
been, as the advance in physical science in these
modern times baa aurpaaeed the slow growth of the
pre-scientific era." " The intelligent people of the
world," says Colonel Ingersoll, " many of them, are
endeavoring to find out the gree.t facts of nature
that control the dispositions of men. So other intelligent . peop~e are endeavoring to ascertain the
facts and conditions that govern what we call Health,
and whQt we call Disease, and thq object of these
people is finally to produce a race without dise~tse of
flesh and without disease of mind. These people
look forward to the time when there need be neither
hospitals nor penitentiaries."
Such are a few among the numerous reforms, full
of loHy promis for coming generations, to which
whoever emerges from the Christian prison of the
mind soon commences to devote his labor, his
means, and his thought. And the more he studies
and labors upon them the deeper becomes his convic•ion that the necessary condition to them is the
abolition of religion. Men bound by religious conserv·
atism cannot be influenced by humanitarian appeals.

Sectarian Influence in New York's Schools.
The Bennett school law now in force in Wisconsin,
making education coDJ.pulsory, contains besides this
clause:
"No school shall be regarded ag a school, under this act,
unless there shall be taught therein, as part of the elementary edutation of children, reading, writing, arithmetic, and
United States history in the English language."

The law is opposed by the Catholics and :(luther·
ans because the membership of those churches is
largely Garman and Scandinavian, and it is the p<;~licy
of those churches to keep their supporters ignorant
of the English language in order to hold them more
closely. By perpetuating old-country ideas, aud preventing the acquisition of general information, the
members of those churches are more easily controled
and fleeced. Both churches hav established parochial schools, wherein such instruction as the church
allows is given in a foreign tongue. The Bennett
law strikes at these schools.
Considering this subject tn Friday, the 4th inst.,
the Sun of this city was moved to say :
"If the local authorities of New York were to direct that
Greek or Latin should no longer be taught in any of our
colleg6s; if they undertook to furnish the text-books of history to be used in private schools, and to interdict all others;
if they assumed to interfere with the religious training of
the young, either in parochial or Sunday schools, a strong
expression of dissent would promptly follow. The state
maintains its own schools, and there is no interference of any
sort, uctarian 01' political, with thei1· management."

The last sentence in this paragraph reveals a degree of ignorance or moral recklessness surprising
in a journal so generally well informed. It is one of
those statements to which Horace Greeley would reply, "You lie, sir; you lie!" On the very day when
the stat~ment appeared, every public school in New
York city was closed because-why? It was "Good
Friday I" That looks very much as though sectarian,
if not political, influence interfered considerably in
the management of our schools.
New York needs a Bennett law, a Wisconsin supreme court decision, and a few other laws regulating the public schools, and taking them out of the
hands in which political deals and combinations hav
placed them. And some of our daily journals need

to hav their truth-telling capacity enormously enlarged.

Discreet Discretion.
In a very recent issue of the Christian Advocate
the Rev. J. M. Buckley falls into a reminiscent and
reflectiv mood, the latter mood being so rare with a
Methodist that it is _worth chronicling. The subject
of his meditations is the late Courtlandt Palmer and
the method and work of the Nineteenth Century
Club.
It appears that Mr. Palmer was desirous that Mr.
Buckley should appear before the Club, and on four
different occasions wrote him to that eft'ect. The
matter is recalled to Mr. Buckley's mind at this time
by the receipt from a thoughtful correspondent of
an inquiry whether, if a club similar should be
founded in the cotTespondent's city, and the correspondent should be asked to read one of three papers (the other two representing Infidelity and
Spiritualism) bafore it, the invitation should be accepted T
The question sets Mr. Buckley off on his reflectiv
train. Beginning with the" carefully-formed" opinion that a " Christian minister has no place in such a
symposium," his recollection slides gracefully back
to the time when he him~;elf was tempted, ·and to how
he resisted the seductiv invitations of Mr. Palmer.
These are the reasons why he would not speak at
the Nineteenth Century Club, as set forth in a letter
to Mr. Palmer :
''Firat, because I cannot attend regularly; and if I attended occasionally, and not regularly, the community would
connect me with a general indorsement of the propriety of
discussing the various topics which are handled in the clubs
in an organization of that kind; whereas it is a fundamental
conviction, which I hav often expressed, that religion de
rives no benefit from oral discussions not conducted in a religious, as distinguished from merely an intellectual atmosphere."

Subsequent events hav confirmed James in his
viewe. "A short time ago," he says, " the full text
of the discussion in the Nineteenth Century Club,
between Colonel Ingersoll and two distinguished
lawyers, the Hon. F. R. Coudert, a Roman Catholic,
and General S~ewart L. Woodford, a Protestant,
was published by an Atheistic house. As usul, the
advocate of Infidelity had both the opening and the
closing." We admit that we hav published the full
text of the discussion, kindly revised by all the eminent gentlemen engaged therein, but why, we ask, is
complaint made that, "as usual," the champion of
Free thought had the opening and the closing T Is
it always soT Is the whole world in league against
the church to never allow her champions fair play!
Or rather, is not the arrangement of debates governed by wall-established rules, one of which is that
the affirmer shall hav also an opportunity to set up
again, within a very small proportion of the time
consumed in the opening, so much of his argument
as he can that his opponents hav tumbled down?
If Mr. Coudert, or Ganeral Woodford, had opened
the discussion on the Limitations of Toleration
would not he hav been entitled to the closing !
What significance, then, hav the words, "as usual,"
except as a disingenuous attempt to lead the readers
of the Advocate to believe that in a debate between
Freethought and Christianity, the latter never had,
nor can hav, equal chance with the former! or are
they used to bolster up Mr. Buckley himself in the
seemingly timid position he holds ?
Be this as it may, the result of the publication of
that discussion is to strengthen our discreet friend
in his caotle. He reflects: "Having attended some
of the mosh able discussions of fundamental questions
before promiscuous audiences between representativs
of open Infidelity and Christianity, and read those
which hav been repor~ed, we doubt whether, in a
single instance, Christianity ever made the slightest
gain. A shrewd unbeliever can, in half an hour,
uttet" objeetions to Christianity which could not be
answered in thirty discourses of an hour each, and
which could never be answered to the satisfaction of
those who carry through the entire discussion a
doubt of the being of God." From M.r. Buckley's
conduct and words there does not seem to be more
than one conclusion to be drawn, and that is that he
knows, given debaters of equal ability, discussion between Freethinkers and Christians can only
benefit Freethought ; and, like a wise general, he
does not propose to giv aid and comfort to the
enemy. For if the man is wise who fights and runs
away, how much wiser is he who fights not at all
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the mighty blows dealt it by Colonel Ine:ersoll. He has exposed its vile and inhuman creed, its doctrin of eternal hell.
fire for unbelievers. Infant and heathen damnation is be.
comiLg very unpopular, even among their own members.
Now they talk of changing their creed. lf they do, we can
truthfully say Colonel Ingersoll did it. Evil minds produce
evil things. This accounts for tl e creed of the Presbyterian
churoh, which emanated from the mind of that inhuman
and vile wretch, John Calvin.
J. A. WKABBR.

Jtlttrs Jro"l Jlritnds. ·
PROVIDBNOB, R.I., March 31, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please put me down as a subscriber for the
book of pictures.
JAMBS L. Foss.
CBNTRA.L CITY, CoL., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $2 to pay for the new picturebook when ready.
C. S. JoNli:B.

HANOVERTON, 0., April1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I regard TRK TRUTH BKKKBR as the ideal
Freethought journal, affording to all an opportunity to
express their peculiar views upon all subjects of a proper
nature. For this reason, I hav made an eff->rt to secure at
least one new subscriber from among the half-dozen professed Infidels in this place. BLtt the effort h!l.s been fruitless, because they are only professed Infidels, and, in fact,
fear the frown of the clergy as much as those whose obligf!.tion is obedience. Next to submissiv orthodoxy, the clergy
look with a self-satisfied smile upon the nian whom they can
bully into silence; the man who fears to express his ref!.! sentiments, and, curlike, licks the hand which inflicts punishment upon all who think with him and possess the m!inhood
to express their unbelief. But what mnst such men think
of themselvs when they constdor that their cowardly submission is to advance the interests of the only class of men whom
the law permits constantly to obtain their money under false
pretenses and then traduce the character or everyone with
brains enough to refuse to contribute to their_support in idleness and luxury? Such is the character of the vampires
whom weak-kneed Infidels practically support.
In conclusion, I will aay that I consider TaB TRUTH
SB:KKKR contrib,1tors the ablest in the country, its artist very
~ffectiv, and its editors and publisher8 as models of their
class, all of whom I wish abundant success.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
W. H. KtNTNBR.

CaA.THAM, N.Y., March 10, 1890.
l!R. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $1. Send the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUA.L. Use the balance for the Distribution Fund.
Most respectfully,
T. R. BuRROWS.
NoRTH HUDsoN, N.Y., March 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4.25-$3 for subscription for
TaB TRUTH S11:EKER for one year, $1 for the Heston cartoon
fund, aml twenty-five cents for the ANNuAL.
JAMBS M. CosAD.
SoUTH OIL CITY, PA., March 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5-$3 for THK TRUTH
BKBKKR, twenty-five cents for the ANNUA.L, and balance for
the pictures. Should the pictures fail, then apply it to the
TRUTH SBKKKR office.
CRAB. HBNBHA w.
BBLLK PLAINK, IA., March 26, 1890.
Please send me the new
cartoon-book as soon as issued. I hav often wished I could
hav all the pictures that hav appeared in THK TRUTH
8B:EKBR. They are silent arguments that cannot be evaded.
Yours truly,
0. P. HoBMKR.
~- t. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2.

CLINTON, Mo., March 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not yet succeeded in getting a subscriber to THK TRUTH BEEKER, but I herewith inclose $2 in
payment for the first-page-cartoon picture- book, as advertised
in THE TRUTII BKKKKR. I want the book to lie on my centerS. E. PRIOR.
table.
ST. PAUL, MINN., March 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I thought it was about time for me to write
again and send you some money, and ask you to continue
the cartoons in THE TRUTH SKKKKR. ·Very often I hav no
time to reF.d, but I always take time to see the pictures.
Yours truly,
MA.x W A.BSHANKR.
ABPKN, CoL., March 23, 290.
ST. Loms, Mo., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please allow me tn say a few words
MR. EDITOR : I see that you are getting up a book of the
pictures. I hope you will do so. You can count me for one in praise of Heston's picture of March 8th, "How Manwhen it is ready. I hav had TnK TRUTH SKKKER for the kind is Crucified between Two Thieves?" This picture
.last seven years in my room. I c~nnot do without it. Two is admirable, and ought to be distributed all over the United
dollars is nothing for that book. The pictures I hav got States. It means a great deal. A man who could not read
a word of English could read that, and you ought to ha v seeu
here are worth the money.
JoHN HKA.NEY.
the grin crawl over his face when he saw the light. Allow
AINswoRTH, !A., March 29, 1890.
me to suggest i! Heston's pictures were printed and distribMR. EDITOR: Please put me down for one of Heston's uted from house to house, I believe they would be productiv
picture-books. My father gets THK TRUTH SKKKKR, an:i we of good to yourselvs and readers. If I had one thousand or
all enjoy it very much. I would like to get you a sub- five thousand I would personally spare the time and see the
scribar, but cannot. There are four gospel-shops here where effect they would hav on the people. Believe me to be,
they feed poor dying sinners with the blood of the lamb.·
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
W. MABON.
Find inclosed $2.
J. W. MoRGAN.
ORILLA, 0NT., March 26, 1890.
LEADVILLK, CoL., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you the sum of $6 to renew my
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed money for B. F._ Under. subscription and to pay for a new subscription. This makes
wood's "Woman: Her Past and Present, Her Rights and three regular subscribers here. We all vote for the pictures.
Wrongs." We read TBK TRUTH SKKKKR, and my husband I expect to ha v ten or a dozen TRUTH BKKKKRB coming to
desires m~ to say that we like the pictures, and think one this town before the end of the year. I think of giving you
chance at the pictures will set some people to "thinking who an order for a few copies and selling them out to those that
would not stop to read the paper.
lliTTIK WKRTMAN.
want. them at retail, as I am a merchant, and do a good
business with both Christians and Liberals. I knew R. G.
LAOON, ILL., March 10, 1890.
Ingersoll when I was a boy in Illinois. My father was a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. Please renew my subscrip.
neighbor of his, and our farms lay not far apart. I often
·tion and add to your list one new subscriber. It is discourthiak of him. I also think of Lincoln, Grant, Oglesby,
aging to think how many Freethinkers there are all around
Yates, Logan, Douglass, and other great men who are an
us, but how few take interest enough in the question to
honor to the state of Illinois. I believe that in the near
subscribe for your paper. Thi~ is the first subscriber I hav
future THK TRUTH SKKKKR will hav the largest circulation of
obtained in many years. However, the Liberal ideas are
any paper in the United States. I will here add a list of
growing.
EDWARD GRKKN.
Liberals in the neighborhood, to whom you can send
samples.
Taos. W. MoFFATT.
SPRING MILLB, PA., March 19, "1890.
MR. EDITOR: It gave me much pleasure to learn that Hes·ton's high talent shall not be hid under a bushel. The forth.
comin~ book is very cheap at $2, and will be an eye-opener
to many of our orthodox friends. By all means let the pictorial arguments be continued in TaB TRUTH SKKKKR. Please
send me a TRUTH BKKKKR ANNUAL, and one of the pictorial
books as soon as they are out.
J. W. GROH.
SoDoM, 0., March 6, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2-twenty-fiv-e cents
each for the ANNUAL and the followbg other books. For
the other dollar count my .vote one in .favor of the continuance of the pictures. As yet I hav failed to get a new subscriber, but I shall ever be on hand to do so whenever the
opportunity preseitB itself. If I cannot get a new subscriber, at least you will never lose an old one in'me.
Yours respectfully,
RoBB:RT BROWN.
MT. JAOKBON, VA., Manh 19, 1890.
Mn. ED.>TOR: I vote for the pictures. Friend Heston's
pictures are good enough for me, and I think ought to be
good enougl:dor all open-minded Liberals. I hav been taking the good old TRUTH SKKKRR ever since April 17, 1879.
Please find $8-$3 for THK TRUTH SKKKKR, $2 to Mr. Heston
for the pictures, $2 for the pictures in book form when ready
to send out, and $1 for four TRUTH SKKKKR ANNUALS for 1890.
Yours very truly,
LKONA.RD WALTKRB.
GmsoN, GA., March 22, 1890.
MR. ED!TOB: I see that you are going to publish in book

MoCUNK, KAN., March 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for the grand old
TRUTH SKBKKR. For the last year I hav given more time and
study to the preaching of the Christian religion than I hav
for many years before thi8. I want to say it has strengthened my belief in Freethought. I am growing more confirmed as an Agnostic all the time. I am sure I enjoy the
confidence of a l,:rge majority of my Christian friends, and
yet I compromise nothing. I was elected justice of the peace
at the last· election. I am president of a very interesting
Literary and Debating Society. There we often take up
Liberal questions and discuss them freely. The society is
carried on in connection with our high school.
· My vote is to let the pictures come, the more the better.
If tley were stopped, the p~>per would lose half its usefulness to thousands of your readers.
I hav one strong desire; that is, when I or my wife die
lind are in the arms of death, that some good, noble, true
Liberal like H.. G. Ingersoll will speak the truth to the living friends that may gathe,. around.
It seems as though there is an effort being made, after so
long a time, to make Lincoln a Christian. I lived near
Springfield, Ill., from the time I was a child, and at the time
Lincoln came before the people and during the time he was
president his enemies called him an Infidel and his friends
did not deny it then.
M.S. GowiN.
PARIB, GA., April1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: A newspaper lately contained the folio wing:
Dr. James Stacy, of Newnan. has in his possession 11 piece
of timber which former! a part of the original framework of
a grave inclosure erPcted in old Midway cemetery, Liberty
county, in 1776. The timber is a species of pine quite common along the seaboard in the early part of the present
century, but which is now extinct. It was known as the
t.wo.needle pine, and was remarkable for ito lasting qualities.
The inclosure referred to was one of the oldest in tbis his.
toric burying-place, and its antiquity was established be.
yond question. It was removed last year.
Parson Stacy is a dear lover of sacred trees. It would
make a carpenter think about whetting his tools to hear him
talk about the cedars of Lebanon and the oak of Bashan.
The tree the parson admires most is the Calvinistic pine,
with five needles. But it, like the two-needle pine, has been
driven from the original forest. Only decayed fragments of
this ancient timber can be seen about old Presbyterian
churches and graveyards. This timber flourished in the
D.uk Ages, and was worAhiped by those In power, mainly
for its five needles. This timber gave nothing to commerce
or architecture. Ancient and modern history shows that
this timber was not fit for anything bat to make sacred
crosses and to furnish fagots to burn philosophers and Freethinkers. The Calvinistic pine with its five sharp-poiotect
needles, could not stand the light of the Ingersollian sun or
the cyclones of Freethought.
J_ WooDROW PKRiriNs.

ARKNZVILLK 1 !LL., Dec. 28, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : I believe I am the only one who receives
THK TRUTH SxKKRR at this office, and I thought a word from
here would not be amiss. I reside five miles from Arenz.
ville, our nearest town. This is a thickly populated section,
and twenty years ago was full of religious superstition, but
it is different now. The old inhabitants hav all paesed
away, and the present gene,.ation is quite Liberal. rhere
has not been a sermon preached within two miles of my residence for two years. They all know that I am an Infidel,
yet I. hav as many friends as any man iu the neighborhood.
In fact, I hav no enemies. I know I could get you a few
NKw YoRK, Mf!.rch 27, 1890.
sobscribers if I was able to get around, but I am an invalid
MR. EDITOR: I hf!.v read so many letters in your paper oa
and confined to the house most of the time. I hope you will
be able to continue the pictures. Our dear old TRUTH the subject of the right of burial in Calvary cemetery by
BKKKKR would look bad without them, and they are certainly Catholics inside the pale of the church, and by those who
are outside who are known as Dr. McGlynn's followers, that
great object-lessons.
The only ple~>sure I hav in the world now is reading THE I thought I woulfi glv my views on this Calvary cemetery
business. I am a follower of myself, Simon F. Cummings,
TBUTH SKKKKB.
T. G. SPRINGER.
whom you know as the builder of a yacht named Robert G.
HAVANA, ILL., March 6, 1890.
Ingersoll. I am my own Pky-pilot between this world and
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.50-$3 for subscription, the next. For that reason I cannot be buried with the dust
fifty cents for the pictures. I vote for the pictures, of course. of my father, mother, and brother, notwithstanding I hold
They look ridiculous, but they represent absurd and ridic- the deeds of those graves. And a foreign potentate issues
ulous things. I say, keep friend Heston at those pictures. his mandate forbidding my burial with them because I no
They speak volumes. I look upon THK TRUTH SKKKKB as longer believe in popes and kings, and American political
the greatest advocate of Freethought. It has fought the judges of this secular government that guarantees the right
battle bravely, and I hope it will long liv to continue in this to every man to think for himself. If a private individual
. grand work. The Presbyterian church is beginning to feel would run a cemetery in the same way _that Calvary ceme.
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tery is run, he would be serving the state in the garb of a
convict. The Catholic church is a power in politics, and our
lawmakers must comply with their wishes or they cannot be
elected to office. And the unthinking people wonder at the
discontented mass of toilers, and why Anarchists, Commu.
nists, and Socialists are produced by such a government as
ours, and think they are all made in Europe. They are
made here, and by the same causes that produce the effects
there, and these causes will continue to do so until the people
rise in their might and throw off the yoke of popes, kings,
and politicians. · Very respectfully, SIMON. F. CuMitnNGs.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., March 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The Prize Moral Manual !or schools should,
in my estimation, be short, simple, to the point on positiv
facts, and in the common English language as spoken. Ag
our future generation is desired to be, so it must be schooled.
It must be instructed and brought up in manly and llood
habits; enabled to select useful occupations, and imbued
with personal independence. Good moral standards should
be attained. Religion has ever been a stumbling-stone,
causing dissensions, disputes, and bloody wars. It is time
to abolish it. Introduce the ancient teachings of moral
philosophies, now spiritualized, esp.ecially in schools wherein
scholara of a mixed population meet together. Harmonize
all phases of life and occupations, In learning to think right..
In speaking truthfully, ar:d dealing and acting honestly, the
rising generation will acquire the distinction between. right
and wrong. Oscar H. Cooper, state superintendent of pub.
lie Echools, lectured here on the subject, stating that Ger.
many induced the schools to teach on the rudimental moral
philosophies ; that he studied there himself; he recom.
mended that America educate her rising generation likewise
into better, honest, and upright citizens.
I would suggest to hav one or two pages in your excellent
publication exclusivly for Spiritual literature.
Fraternally yours,
CARL E. KRJUBOHll:.
JoPLIN, Mo., March 10, 1890.
l\IR. EDITOR: The indignation ot the Christians' God has
at last been ignited, and his huge forked tongue is reaching
out for me. My Sunday.school circular has caused some of
the faithful to daub on the wa;.paiut and raise the whoop of
blasphemy. Charges ha v been preferred against me by some
of the m!lmbers of the prGfession to hav me expelled from
the Jasper County Medical Society; charges, using ungentlemanly, unprofessional, and blasphen:.ous language behind
the back of some of the faithful. I tell them that dminl!:
the thirty years that I hav been engaged in the practice of
medicin, I hav many times been compelled to lose patients,
little dimpled babes of Christian families. When I would
see dissolution near at hand and would tell the mother that
·1 thought her babe would never recover. many, many a one
of these Christian mothers would kneel beside the cradle and
pray for Christ's sake to spare the life of h)r darling child,
at the same time bathing the cheek of the dying infant in the
bitter tears of agony, and planting kiss after kiss on its fast
turning brow. I tell them that there is one of two thingsthat every tear dropped upon the face of a dying infant by a
Christian mother, and every kiss planted· on its brow, is a
seal that that book called the Bible is a lie, or else all the
professed Christians are hypocrite, for the New Testament
declares that Christ told his disciples that whatever one
truly asked for in prayer shall be given. The Christian God
may be a very good fellow, but he always fails to put in an
appearance when he is wanted. For my part, a God that
would f lrsake me in this world in time of trouble I would
F. D. OwRN.
not want to trust in the next.
PHILADELPHIA., PA., April1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money for my subscription and
for six months' subscription to each of the herein-named
friends. The lady is an apostate Roman Catholic ; a cultivated, intelligent Freethinker; poor, but longing for Freethought literature. I sent her a TRUTH S&EKB:R and it
pleased her. Personally, she is an entire stranger to me.
If either of these parties hav subscribed already, then you
can send the paper to some other worthy person who would
be glad to get it, but does not feel able to pay for it.
Our Philadelphia presbytery here are now struggling hard
to save the infants from damnation. They are growing
merciful! I am sure all good people will rejoice to hav
them succeed.
J. E. Remsburg had a good audience here last Sunday
night. His arraignment of the church and orthodoxy was
terrific and overwhelming. Five of our family were present
to take the lesson.
I regretted not to be able to attend the annual Secular convention and get better acquainted with more of the workers
in the cause of freedom.
Remsburg's demolition of Abraham Lincoln's Christianity
is a complete success.
Liberals could not do without THE TRUTH SKKKBR. Your
editorials are always to the point-just what ought to be
told.
Dr. Foote's article to Burnham and Severance is timely
and well put. It is manly and generous.
But I need not praise the paper. I read It all with avidity.
But I find so few interested in its teachings and literature.
Busy people cannot read it, stupid people will not, shallow
people do not, weak people dare not. So you hav but the
few elect as patrons.
Yours for truth and righteousness,
•r. E. LoNGsHoRE.

a Lutheran, or Dutch Reformed; was baptized, raised up,.
a1:1d educated as such until 1862 I dreaded to hear even
the mildest criticism of the Christian religion. I studied the
Bible thoroughly to find the right path to heaven. I dreaded
hell, and sometimes wished I had not been born. I read all
the books I could get bearing on the subject of religion. I
heard ministers, deacons, brothers, and sisters explain their
views as they understood the word of God. And a Bible
class composed of over fifty young men discussed various
questions which could not be· understood by either the wise
or unwise. In those days religion was a matter of vital consequence. This life was but a moment €ompared with the
one to come. Hell or heaven, was the question. And the
chances of landing in hell were appalling. Why, it was
enough to make a man quit business and look out exclusivly
for the hereafter. In my religious education I had been
taught that even a thought bearing on an investigation of my
religion came from the devil, the master of hell. The investigation would at once be dropped, but then I could not
help my thinking. I was told not to think-" Fight it off;
when you do that you are fighting the devil. G<fd will
reward you for it." I read the Bible through. Finally all
those things began to look fishy. My mind became more
easy. I became acquainted with people who would en.
lighten me now and then, and to-day I look upon any relig.
ion as a thing of the past, a thing of deceit and miarepresen.
tations, without a foundation-not even a thing. To-day I
am one of the happiest mortals on earth. I am contented
and satisfied. I am satisfied when I die it is the end. I
shall liv a good moral Liberal life · do all I can to make
everyone happy: to be honorable in ~ll my transactions with
my fellow-creatures. " Happy is the man who neither
paints nor patches, veils nor veneers. Blessed is he who
wears no mask."
C. B.
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NEwi:JoMB, TBNN., March 11, 290.
MR. EDITOR: The following is a quotation from the Jacksbora Sentinel .·
Judge Ridley, of the criminal court at Nashville, decides
that the church raffies are illegal, and charges the grand jury
to .indict not only those persons who bought and solrl tickets,
but those who contributed to the running of the raffies. He
said: " The churches ought to assist the courts in suppressing gambling, but instead they are violating the law by holding raffies."
Brave judge, thou hast ruled righteously, and may thy
days be long upon the earth! Why should church people
hav a power which the individual has not? Why should tlie
church property go unta:lfed when the poor man's home, the
mJBt sacred thing on earth, is taxed? Special privileges
for none, equal rights for all, is a good motto. But mottoes
and sayings are plentiful and cheap. Read our Declaration
of Independence, then look at the conditions of the people.
We, the people, are given to dealing in glittering generalities
and philosophizing, but to practice our teachlngs would be
inconsistent, with Americans. However, it is to be hoped
that the near future will lead us to practice at least some of
the principles enunciated in our Declaration of Independence
and laid down in the Constitution of the United States. We
may read the Constitution with great profit yet. Go into
~my state in the Union and you will there find laws upon top
of laws that conflict with the Constitution of the United
States. Take this state, for instance. We hav a law here
compelling the citizens to work the country roads twelve
days in the year if necessary. The Constitution of the
United States says: "Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction." It
seems to me that such a law as that spoken of above is in
conflict with the general Constitution. I am of the opinion
that over one-half of the state representative hav never read
the Constitution of the United States, or, if they hav, not
done so thoughtfully. Equal burdens and equal taxation,
has been the great cry of the Democrats throughout the
country in every election campaign, but in the Southern
states the burden of this same unjust road law prevails, as
does Democracy. I am a Democrat, but not in the sense of
a partisan. I believe in freedom for all mankind.
s. P. HERRON.

MILWAUKEE, ORE., Jan. 25, 1890.
MR. .EDITOR: Will you allow a would-be rllformer to
raise his voice against these self-satisfied "Liberals" who
constantly din in our ears the old, old story, not of " Jesus
and his love," but one equally absurd, and that is, that the
doctrin of hell fire has been cooked. When I hear a man
say you do not hear any more "hell-fire preachin'," I put
him down as a very misinformed individual, or, what is
worse an inert Liberal. They tell you that it is preached no
more,' that· for the last twenty years the "other place" has
been laid up for want of fuel or for repairs. That makes a
very pretty joke, but of course a very old one, but the truth
of the matter is, that the doctrin is still preached not only in
the country, but in every town that has a spire in it.
I am attending a shorthand school, training myself for the
fight with the orthodox " God." In this school there is an
average attendance of about one hundred scholars. I circu.
]ated the ' 1 protest" against the Blair bill, and, strange to
behold, did not get six names in that great number of students, and among the teachers none. On<'~ of the professors
is given to 1 ' cuss" words occasionally, and I naturally
thought that he would be Liberal enough to sign the protest,
so I gave it to him to read. He read it, and tooR: the infinit
pleasure to open up his " vials of wrath" on me in the presence of the entire school. He said. pointing to the WOTdB on
the protest, " No one but an Infidel would print such an
article." My reply was that no one else did print it. He
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., March 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In the year 1862 I became a thoroughly con- " tacked" then and has not referred to it since. I asked one.
verted Baptist-close communion at that, based upon the of the other professors, and he said it was unnecessary, as
most selfish principles. I may as well state that I was born the objects of the bill would not be carried through.

So much for the men; now for the gentler ~ex. We had
a speech dictated from the" Han." John Wanamaker, better
known as "Ht>ly John." Without warning our teacher
stopped and asked one of the student8, '' What position in
the government does the ' honorable' occupy?" He replied,
" Postmaster-general." Then she wished to know what, else
he was noted for. Unfortunately the query was addressed
to a Jew and the reply wished for was not forthcoming.
She had to be satisfied to hear that he did not know that he
was noted for anything beyond the great price he paid to get
into the cabinet and for meddling with the affairs of the peaple. She waxed wroth, and said, "I think his equal has not
been since the time of Jesus Christ, and in r.ll the noted
men of history I cannot find anyone who so resembles the
'meek and lowly Jesus.'" She also gave us to understand
that she believed in Satan, etc. Now, here is food for
thought. P!lrty of the first part, as the lawyers would say,
is the "Ron." John Wanamaker, of Philadelphia; party of
the second part, Jesus Christ, tllrmerly of Nazareth, present
whereabouts unknown. Now, party of the first part can run
his hand down into his pocket and pull forth, at the very
least calculation, $5 or $6 in change and perhaps a postage
stamp. Out of whose pocket the aforesaid coin of the realm
comes is a mooted question and not in the province o( this
screed. Now for the party of the second part. In the entire
"authentic" history of this somewhat prominent and obsoJete individual we hav no direct data that he ever possessed
fifteen cents, and that, gentlemen of the jury, is my first
point of :resemblance of the two Dromios under consideration.
In the next place, the party of the second part is reported
to hav said, "Sell all that you hav sad giv it to the ;nor,"
but some are so irreverent as to say that the party of the
second part sells all the poor that he can to giv it to the poor
-Wanamaker.
Ah, but does not Wanamaker giv all his employees a part
of the profits of his. house? Why, certainly; we never
thought of that. He· rob-we mean, makes a profit off the
poor outsiders and doles it out to those within the ring.
And when this great and good man goes to meet his Jesus
these same profit-sharing employees will be expected to con.
tribute from $1 to $50 for flowers. That is all right, is it
not? But suppose that in spite of the profit-sharing au
unlucky wight-and there are such-should happen to be
financially embarrassed-if one who shares profits can ever
come to that stress-and could not contribute-why, he
would be a monster of ingratitude, would he not?
In the last round of the wind-up he tells us why we do not
get along any better. His closing words are, "We can only
really get what we deserve in this world and the next. And
that is my speech to you to-day as your friend." Now, there
you hav it in a nutshell. There is no use in trying to liv up
to any standard. In fact, it is not necessary to liv up to any
standard, for we only get what we deserve. That is a fine
incentiv to effort, is it not? That is what will make us bet.
ter men and women. The same old doctrin of pre-de8tinatio
that so maay of our Liberals buried years ago. And it is no
materialized gb.ost of it either. It is the veritable article you
covered with six feet of ·material e~>rth-or thought you did,
but you mistook your conceit for a more substantial article,
and the same old doctrin still holds out at the same old stand.
Now a word about the "next world." Is Brother Wanamaker a medium? If not, on what authority does M
prophesy? Is he on intimate terms with those in the next
world, and if so, how do they know whether we will hav our
"just share," whatever that may be?
There was wonder and some indignation expressed when
Wanamaker had the medium Reid of Wisconsin arrested for
claiming to receive messages from the dead. Now, it ie clear
as moonshine. You know, as a rule, one medium is always
jealous of another. But "it beats Dutch" how a man with
the whole United States and Anthony Commonstock under
his thumb should try to down a poor medium, and then go
into the same busi,pess, and with less capital, and base his
prophecy on infinitly slimmer grounds than Reid did I Why
did not some one serve a warrant on him for m•king this
prophecy? Oh, that is so; he got no money for the prophecy
he made. But the pastor of the church he attends gets a
salary for preaching "the same old seventy-six." Is not he
equally liable under the law as Reid? The preachers hav
been preaching the same old thing for many a weary day
and hav never attempted proof, while this medium and
others hav always given proof of what they claim, or at least
there are a great many able men who think this information
has been vouchsafed them and in this way.
But admitting that Reid and all other mediums are frauds,
are the preachers any the less so? Are they outRide of the
Jaw, as their joss-houses are outside of the tax-gatherer's
hands? If so, is this legislation for the people, etc., or for
the " chosen of God ?"
Victor Hugo once said something as follows: "In every
village there is a lighted taper. That is the schoolmaster.
But in every village there is an extinguisher, and that is the
priest." If that is true of France she is far in advance o! this
country, for in nearly every place, and the country especmll~,
the teacher is examined as to his orthodoxy-not as to hxs
knowledge of practical education. I do not say that all
Christians are fools, but I do say that a good per cent of the
Christians are fools and kna vee as well. Neither do I say that
all Liberals are self-satisfied and inert, but I do say that this
class buried the hell doctrin years ago; are of no prac'ical
use to themselvs or to the advantage of the pro~re~s we hav
made an1 are making, in spite of the church and xts mfluence.
And the more we get to stand forth for free speech, for
free thought, and freedom from any and all ecclesiastical
meddling the better the world will advance, and the more
, less will be what we deserve accord"mg t o w
beautifully
.. ana.
maker and his ilk. "We get what we earn and that is all
we do deserve."
MAURHZ 8. LWEN.
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diameter of the sun to be 852,584 miles. become llJ! ~stablished fact. Yery few spots
Agents for the 'l ruth Seeker.
Some, however, decide it to be 660,ooo·mileil, lulv 'bl•tm: ehae~ved beyond· latitude 30°. and
C.ALDIOBNU.•
but it is generally thought to be 850.10G r.ixty-three per cent are within twenty deJ
..
E.
Clart
Los_~ngeles.
.
1
lldit&l bf Mms Sus.ur H. Wn:oB, F11ll miles, or 107 times ~he mean diameter of the grees of_. the equator., Few persons hav-·e~r J;- C. Sgott, 2~ Trurd B~., San FranClsco, Cal.
earth.
attemptea
to
account
for
this
limitation
bf
Dr. ~.'L. York,_ San Jose, Cal.
RiNf", .Ma88., to t.11Mm all OommtJ:nfMtions.ftw
The sun rotates on its a:rla or:ce tn about sun-spot· area. It is a well-established fac~ Estate of s. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., Ban
this OtJNUf" should ~ smt.
Francisco.
twenty-five and a halt of our days. The di- that these spots are immense cavi~ in th~
rection of the rotation is from west to east. crust of the sun. These" ca. vi ties are "1JStimated Richardson Bros., 213 G:rant ave., San Fran.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
cisco.
This motion has no immediate ilffect, b-ecause to be-from thb;t~:en thousand to one hiindred
When the night is beginning to lower,
t!lAN.~p.A.·.
it does not produce alternate day and night, thousand .miles in diameter, and !r!Jm four t.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
Allen & Co., 124 Grauvill.!} st., Halifax,
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
as on our globe. The surface of the sun en- thousand to ten thousand miles In dept!h. - N. S..
joys perpetual day, and has neither sea.s9ns They act as g-reat chimneys through which W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge.iM.;· Toronto.
the !Iteam attd g'ascs of the interiori_escape. James Foflter, Welland Ont.
nor years.
Loving Looks.
The sun describes an immensli orbit in the They do not remain permanent b"nt last for R.· W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
She turned npon me he~ soft clea.r eyes,
skies, which fact was discovered by Ion~ con- di:llierent lengths of, tiple, bein& ,filled by: the Knowles, Cor. George &nd Gra:uville st., HalLimpid as mountain brooks;
i!ax, N. S.
material composing the surface-of the sun.
tinued observations.
" If Yon wish yon• flowers to thrive," she said,
(lOLORADO.
"You must giv them loving looks."
Herschel observed that, in portions of the It was by meanJi of the spots t_)liiot the ro- J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Den•~.
heavens, stars were becoming less dense, and tary _motion was discovered,, Astronomers
I Pmiled and mused. If the whole sad world
li!J.O!ii!DA..
Might be nurtured in this•weet way,
that, in other parts, they were greatly in- watched the course of the spots across the ~.Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksomville.
Life would be full of flowers and irnit,
creasing in Bumbers.
.IDAHo:
disk of the sun and noted their-reappearance,
And December would bloom like MaY.
In performing this motion the sun moves and from that they were able to jt1dge the A.. Erwin, Murray.
Bo, poet maiden, go, shed yonr lore
'• ~LLINOIIS.
at a velocity of nearly twenty thousand miles length of time necessary for one rotation.
O'er the wisdom of men and books;
an hour, carrying the whole solar system with
The fuel of the sun has been a subject for Post..office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago·
And the desert shall blossom as the rose
:dl. A. Steven&,MB West Madison st., Room 1,
In the light of your "loving looks.''
it. The sun is traveling toward a star in the much speculation and a numb~r of theories
Chic~CI.
constell,.tion of Hercules, but when it reaches hav been adv:anced. Some authorities con- G. E. WilsoD,, 302 &tate iltreet, and Brentano
The Sun..
there we shall hav been dust, or mud, if it clude the fu,:ll consists.o!'cometa, and others
Bros., Chica~o.
In contemplating the heavens the sun :first happens to be rainy weather, many thousands are of the opinion that electric currents are J. W. Howe, 56 S. Hala~d st., C!:!cag'l.
INDIA~A.
the source of the immense amount· of htjat
demands our notice and admiration. Over of years.
J. R. Monroe, lndianapoli2.
radiated
from
the
sun.
our little family of worlds the sun is monFrom the fact that the sun is moving toT. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
Regarding the question of the .extinction of
arch.
ward a given point in the heavens, it must
LOUISIANA.
All other celestial lights dwindle into in- not be inferred that it is moving in a straight the sun, Professor Young estimates that the· AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orlean~.
significance when compared with the sun; at line. On the contrary, it performs a some- sun has been thirty millions of years reaching
II.AiilBAOBUBI!:TTB.
its present condition, and that ten millions of Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
least, it seems so to us if we attempt to study what circular motion.
the universe without the aid of science and
The sun has still another movement and, years will elapse before its light and heat are Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
the telescope.
although overlooked by many astronomers, entirely extinct.
)I(WHIGAN.
The study of the sun teaches us a lesson of
But this is a delusion. The smallest speck the study of the sun would be incomplete
!.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
that can be seen on a starry night may be without its mention; it is the perturbating humbleness. We learn that we and our earth -3. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
many times larger than our sun.
movement. The orbits of the planets differ are almost nothing when compared with this Chas. Bach, 138S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Vast though it is, our great luminary is much in size, some being larger and, conse- great body. It is not surprising, therefore, ~wan & Co•• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
only a star of the Milky Way and has many quently, more remote from the sun than that some people, recognizing its impor. Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
tance but not acquainted with its true condi- Horace Haynes, Leslie.
rivals in that nebula. The reason it appears others.
VIBBOURI.
The farther a body is from the sun, the less tion, should personify it, and worship it as if
so large and powe_rful to us is because we
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
are nearer to it than to any other l"rge star. that body is attracted by it; so that it would it understood their prayers.
1!:. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
If we were to travel for some millions of move with less rapidity than those nearer. It I marvel not., 0 sun ! that unto thee
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
miles toward some other member of this is, therefore, apparent that, at certain times, Man should in adoration bend the knee,
li"li:BRABKA.
And pour the prayer of mingled awe and Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
nebula, our sun would diminish in size as we several, or all, of the planets may be on one
love;
NBW YORK.
receded from it; while the other star would side of the sun at one time. The combined Fur 'like a God thou art, and on thy way
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
increase in its dimensions to a sun, perhaps attraction of these bodies is sufficient to draw Of glory sheddest, with benignant ray,
Bumton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
larger than ours.
the sun toward them for a distance equal to
Beauty and life and joyance from above.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
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Obituary.
Herman Bohda was born Feb. 22, 1829,
and died at Martinsburg, W.Va. March 9
1890, aged 70 years and 15 days'. He died
as he bad lived, a free man. He was an
earnest Freethought worker and the Editor
of THE TRUTH 8BBKBH will 'recollEct having
met him at the Philailelphia congress. The
following selection was read at his funeral :
" With all his wondrous endowments it has
not been given to man to read the riddle of
his own existence. From the blank chaos of
the. past we spring into bdng like bubbles
on the ocean or flowers on the plain. The
spark of our material life burns flickeringly
on until extinguished by the touch of death
and it becomes us as rational beings, to sub -'
mit without a murmur to that which we
know to be inevitable. Death is both natural
and inevitable. Birth and death are in fac t
mere processes of all animate nature. Both
are but the fulfillment of nature and law, and
whether in life or in death, we are still in the
arms of nature; still subject to the same
mysterious and incomprehensible power from
which we derived our being. Why shC)uld we
then fear that which comes to all? The fut.
ure has been filled with terrors, and stainPd
and polluted by superstition, but all should
be brave enough to meet what all .the dead
hav met. The earth that nourished our
bodies shall claim each and every one of
them to be dissolved to earth again. All that
breathe shall share our destiny, for all shall
sleep beneath the shadow of the clouds re.
~ardless alike of the sunsQ.ine and storm.
Death is a monarch who reigns over all creat.
ures that liv upon the earth. In every land
he maketh all heads bow and all hearts cease
to beat at his command. Death knows nothing of earthly titles, fame, or power, nor of
the endearments of friendship and Jove, or of
the charms of grace and beauty. The l!;reat,
the proud, and the rich must submit as well
as the unknown and the humble and the
poor. The silent mes8enger is no respecter
of persons. He cuts down the strong man in
the possession of all his powers; the young
maiden in the beauty of youth, ann the smiling babe in its mother's arms. No prayers
nor virtues can keep him back. Every form
that live must die, for such is the law of our
physical being, and no human power can
break the stern decree. Man springeth up
like a tree. At first as a tender plant he ·puts
forth buds of promis, then blooming into
maturity, for a time he basks in the sunshine
and battles with the storms of this life; but
ere long his strength fails, his eye grows dim,
his locl>s are whitened with the frosts of
time, and he passes away to make room for
other generations of men on earth. His
hopes and aspirations, like the countless
leaves of the forests, may wither and be
blown about by the adverse winds of fortune,
but his laudable efforts, which spring from
the fruitful source of wise endeavor, fructify
the earth, from which will rise a blooming
harvest of happy results to mankind. His
epitaph might be written: 'Here lies an
honest man, a friend of and believer in humanity. He sought to make the world better
for his having lived in it. The world was
his country, and to do good his religion.'
Solemnly, reverently place the earth over his
honored bones, and over the mound which
marks his resting-place let us plant fragrant
flowers of sweet memories that will blossom
and twine their loving tendrils around our
hesrts and keep forever green th~> memory of
the loving one at rest in mother earth. Rest,
departed comrade, in the grave sacred to
those who still stand in the ranks from which
you hav fallen."
LoUis WoLFxs.

PAINE'S WORKS.
Paine's Theological Works,. including The Age of Reason, Exmmnatwn of
Prophecies, Letter to the Bis\::t0p of Llan..
daff, Reply to li'Ir. Ere kine,. ~etter ~o Ca.
mille J-Jrdan, etc.., etc., w1ch a life of
Paine, and a steel-plate portrait. 12mo
In papc)' covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete)
in one volume. Cloth, .$3.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.
Paine's Political Works, including
Common Sense; The Crisis, and Rights of
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An investigation of true and fabulous theology.
Whhout a peer in the world. Paper, 2ff
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age of Reason and An Exam·
ination of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
ma.n Masonic Temple 220 East 5th street. Lect·
urea and discussions. The pnblic cordially invited.

BrookiJ n Pbilosopllical Assocla·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, ·Bedford avenue and
~outh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at a P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Disonssions follow
lectnres.

The Newark Liberal Lear;ue
Meets every Sunday afternoon at a o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.. Newark. N. J. Lectnres and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everybodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f
meets every Snnday in Indnatrial Hall. Broad and
Wood sta •• at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for Jeotnres and
free disonssions on religious and social questions.
,lble speakers interest the a.ndience. N.B.-'::.'rn th
SeekerpnblicationsalwaYson hand a.tcheail rates.

lu;,;-ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets everY. BnndaY {from October to Jnne) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Bnilding, Appleton,
street.

£hlcago Secular linton
Meets ever:v Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., a~
Princess OPera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
uectnres and debates. Strangers from abroad<
are welcome.

The Secular Society of' Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Snnday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, EBstman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB.Pres.; LEBOY BEBBIEB,Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular linton
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnn·
days of eaoh month at lndependAnt Chnrch, at
10·30 A.M. Free disonasion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKER and lnvestt·
gator are solicited.
B. G.I:!MITH, Oor. Sec.

The Walla Walla Libtral Club
Meets every Bnnday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Or!ginal
and Se!Acted Readings and Poems. A, large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDEB, Seo.

Milwaukee, Wis.. Liberal Club
Holds meetinll'B everY Bnnday evening at 216
Grand ave., {FraternitY Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The pnblic cordially invited.

Brotllerbood of Moralbts,No. 903,
Prairie £lly, Ia,,
Meets everv Bnnday in the Liberal reading-room•
ball at 2: ao PM. All L berals are cordiallY invited. F. V. DBAPEB, Cor. Sec.
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THINKERS,,~ .
AND REFORMERS.

CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES,
TaB II?.ternational L9.bor Conference at
Berlin recommended that women and children
do not work io mines, that women do no
night work and occupy not over eleven hours
daily, ar'd that coal mines be scientifically
protected. After makin~ these suggestions,
which no power was provided to enforce, it
dissolved.
FRBNOH and Dahomans
are fighting.
TBBRB has been blood
shed between Apaches
and Mexicans in Mexico.
TB:s: new extradition
treaty between England
and the United States has
gone into effect.
CASTBLAR says that
what German labor needs
most is disbandment of
the standing army.
IN India typhoid fever
has spread so as to be as
much feared as cholera,
and government will investigate.
TB:s: Congo state is
establishing subordinate
stat!ons for the purpose
of abating cannibalism,
slave trade, and human
sacrifice.
TBB women of Farmington, Mo., are carrying
on a crusade against
beer, and hav waylaid
and destroyed one or two
wagon-loads of it.·
THE great eight-hour
roovement was open~d
on the 7th at Chicago by
a strike of five thou8a.,d
carpenters for forty cents
an hour and the eighth~"ur day.
AMoNG the meawres
proposed by the PanAmerican congress, the
one being pushed the
most effectivly is that
establishing a common
coinage between the
Amezican nations.
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. • Biographies of 300. of the Leading Philosophers,
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New Schools of Thought Eminent SoienN na lODB w ere governments are e~tab.
Jesus Chr1st, Virgin Mary, 1!-Dd the Bible.
tigts, etc. (who ·were riot Ohri~tians),
lished, there is at least a thil d part of errors
~o, 835pp .. Vol. II.: Descr1bes Ful~yl!.ll
from the time of Menu to the pres! and abuses, a third part of tolerable customs,
the_ Reu~10us Sys.ems of the World.
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IT is proper to sdvat to one specific infiu.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
e nee in moral enaciments, servlnv, to disguiee
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
~- -c --::cc----- ___, .._
the Ethical end, and to
·--:_.o;--- :=::=-__:___ • :=::.-:. ----widen the distinction between morality as it has
been, and morallt.y as it
ought to be. The enforcing of legal and
mol'al enactments demands a p01om· of coe1·cion,
to be lodged in the
hands of certnin persons;
the possession of which
is a temptation to exceed
the strict exigencies of
p u b 1i c safety o r t h e
common welfare. Probably many of the whims,
fancies, ceremonies, likings, and antlpatbics,
that hav found their way
into the moral codes of
nations, hav arisen from
the arbitrary disposition
of certain individuals
happening to be in authority at particular junctures. Even the general
community, acting in a
spontaneous manner. imposes needless restraints
upon itself, delighting
more in the exercise of
power than in the freedom of individual action.
-Bain's Moral Science.

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES

==-o:::~~~~ --=.·~·-·-·-·-

WERE any girl tbat is
now with child to say,
and even to swear it,
that she was gotten with
child by a ghoet, and
that an angel told her so,
would she be belitJved?
Certainly she would not.
A RATHER MIXED STORY.
Why then are we to believe the same thing of
And David said unto Saul, Thy servant kept his father's sheep, and there came a lion and a bear, and to~k a lamb
another girl whom we
out of the fiock; And I went out after him, au<l smote him, and delivered it out of his mouth: and when he arose against
never saw, told by nome, I caught him by his beard, and smote him, and slew him.-1 S3m. xv1i, 34. 35.
body knows who, nor
when, nor where? How
strange and incousistent
is it, that the same circumstance that would
· TBB houee has passed by a vote of 202 to
weaken the belief even of a probable story,
49 the World's Fair bill refernd to it by the
should be given as a motiv for believing this
Senate, b~t bas postponed the time to 1893.
one, that has upon the face of it every token
AT Baltimore recently members of the I'
of !lbsolute impossibility and impoature.Polish Catholic church of St. Stanislaus got
Pa~ne.
into a row that necessitated the arrest of the
MrRA.OLEB are probable only in the far past
whole party and the interference of the
or the very remote future. The present is
courts.
the property of the natural. You say to a
J.&OOB ANDRESEN hanged himself in New
man, "The dead were raised four thousand
York city recently while crazed by the belief
years ago." He says, " Well, that's reasonthat he was pursued by devils. The same
able." You say to him, "In four million
belief, in a mitigated form, is harming many
years we shall all l'>e raised." He says,
millions in varying degreef!.
"That is what I believe." Say to him, "A
man was raised from th<~ dead this morning,"
GERMANY maintains its chaTacter of being
and he will say, "What are you giving us?"
the natlon having the least illiteracy, only by
Miracles never convinced at the time they
vigorous effort and disciplin, the city of
-ANDwere said to hav been performed.-IngersoU.
Berlin alone having been compelled during
1889 to punish 6,800 cases of violation of the
TBB dogmas of ·the Christian church ha v
whoollaw.
smitten its victims with the nauseous disease
DoM PEDRO has refused to take the proof hypocrisy. The atmosphere of our whole
J
ceeds of the forced sale of his property in
social .life is tainted with the polson of cant
Brazil ordered by the provisional governand dissimulation. By invoking the aid of
ment. Of late he has been failing in health
the secular powers to protect the authority of
and in mind, and he is now reported as bordogmas which to all clear-sighted men hBv
dering on insanity.
become a mixture of blat.phemy and absolute
nonsense, the church offers a premium for
MR. JoNBB (Ark.) has introduced in Senate
<E. M. 290.)
intellectual dishonesty. Every lover of truth
for Mr. Ingalls a bill to promote the marrying
is branded with the reproach of eccentricity
by women who will !·are for them, of solaiers
+IDITI)+ ILLU$TR1UIOll$.+
by the upholders of a system whose center
that bav lost eyes, arms, or legs, the inducehas always been an untruth, and generally a
ment to the women being pensions of $12 a
very transparent untruth.-Professor 0Bwald.
month when they become widows.
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TBB dikes on the Mississippi hav suffered
'breaks in several places. Considerable land
has been overflowed. The blacks showed a
tendency to become panic-stricken and un.
p:uidable. Near Henrico, Miss.,· a negro
Baptist church fioated off while services
were in progress.
Tli:B head of the Mormon church, President, or Prophet, Woodruff, said at the sixtieth annual conference that opened on the
4th that the day of revelations has ended ;
that God has revealed enough of the mysteries
for the people to see salvation, and there
need be no looking for more divine utterances.
IN experiments of the French army with
the smokeless powder, infantry hidden in
brush poured a heavy tire on opponents without betrayal of their whereabouts by smokepuffs as formerly, while on the other hand,
troops not under cover could no longer conceal their movements under friendly clouds
of smoke from supporting batteries.
THE other day Mrs. Wolf, the young wife
of John Wolf, a (Jerman living near Monticello, stole up behind her husband and
crying, " God has ordered me to kill
you, John," felled him with a club. He disarmed and quieted her, but aftera few, hours
she stole to the woods with a babe, and
though she was retaken the babe has not
been found.
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TYRANNY begins her arguments by fettering
free speech,
Begin your reply by breaking your fetters.
-Mimbeau.
CHRISTIANITY is a degrading religion. Only
mental slaves or moral cowards can accept it.
A believer must begin by abandoning his
reason, and end by shifting the burden of
moral responsibility from his own to other
shoulders. Gautama, the f<mnder of Buddhism, in stating his noble eightfold path to
happiness, put first the acceptance of "right
views." But, in order that a man should
know what views are right, he must hav freedom to think. Gautama saw this, and therefore urged his followers to inquire diligently
after truth. The founder of Onristianity was
not so wise. He .cared not how stupid or
thoughtless men were so long as they believed
in him. In fact, he declared that be was
"the way, the truth, and the life;" and that
no man could be saved from the wrath of a
merciful God but by acceptiug him. "Believe and be eaved; disbelieve and be
damned," was the foundation-stone of all his
teachings. In point of fact it came to this,
that so arrogant and dogmatic was this peregrinating preacher that he led many to suppose that he was God almighty ; and Christians to-day are driven into the position either
of regarding Jesus as the very God, or of
repudiating him altogether as au impostor..ArthU1' B. Moss.
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JJlolts anti ~lippings.
REOKNTLY an Indian medicin woman residing on Rock Creek, east of Goldendale,
Ore., failing to cure one of her patients, was
taken out by some of the noble braves of
that vicinity, a rope put around her neck,
and she was dragged to death.
SusAN B. ANTHONY denies the rumor that
she intends to remove to Wyoming and there
enter the race for the United States Senate.
Nevertheless she hopes to liv to see the newer
states of the Union sending female delegates
to the national legislature. She has great
hopes of North and South Dakota and Wyo.
ming.
THB: Province of. Ontario is deeply exerclsed over a circular issued by Archbishop
Cleary, of Kingston, ordering his priests to
refuse the sacrament to Catholics who send
their children to public in preference to
parochial schools. This, says the sender of
the dispatch, will greatly intensify the relig1ous feeling throughout Canada.
GENERAL HowARD, in an Easter contributlon to the New York Independent, says!
"Boys who lived in the interior of Ma'ne
ftfty years ago, knew little or nothing of
Christmas or Easter.'' The (Jathotic lJnion
·and Timea unkindly adds:" We doubt if the
boys had much the advantage of the rest of
the population in those days. We always
had. a suspicion that those .Maine Puritans
'\vere not Christians at all."
THB Sunday baseball games in and near
the cities of the United States are inducing
the _raihvay companies to provide new care,,

FOR THE

engine, trains, and other appliances for carrying tens of thousands of passenger!! to and
from the ball grounds. Last Sunday over
twenty thousand spectators witnessed the
games at St. Louis. On the Pacific coast, at
Ban Francisco, and on the shores of Lake
Ontario, at Windsor Beach, near Rochester,
and at other popular resorts, preparations
are making to transport from twenty thousand to thirty thousand people every Sunday
throughout the season.
i:JTOVE-POLil!HBR MoRsE, Representativ in
Congress from a Massachusetts district, re·
cently lectured in a Congregational church in
Washington on" a business man's view of
the gospel., This is the gem of his lecture,
as reported in the dally papers: "Mr. Morse
referred to Mr. Ingersoll's last lecture in Boaton, and said Mr. Ingersoll was as powerless
to stop the progress of the gospel as a chip
ping &quirrel sitting on a railroad is to stop
the Chicago lightning express. He referred
to Mr. Ingersoll's inquiry as to whether anybody ever saw the God of the Bible, and
asked : • Did Mr. Ingersoll ever see his own_
brain ?' and if he had he had not seen much.
1 The sun,' continued Mr. Morse, 1 is 95,000,000 miles from the earth, and if it was a hoi.
low sphere it would contain 1,000 worlds like
ours. There are 80,000,000 of solar systems
floating in. space; every star of the Milky
Way is a solar system, and, for aught I ]QI.ow,
they all revolve around the throne of God ;
and when a man asks you and me if we had
ever seen God, I pity that man. Mr. Il!gersoli says there are three hundred contradictiona in the book •.. They are in his poor brain.
The book is all. right when rightly understood.'" Mr. Morae appears to be the monu-

FAITHFUL.

mental jackass of the House, as Mr. Blair Jumbo reigns, but the one presided over by
Lord Schweinfurth at Rockford, Ill., a much
from a neighboring state is of the Senate.
more real place than the other. Mr. J. T.
CoLONEL Nxw, consul-gene~al in London, Morgan became a follower of Christ Scbweinmade a speech the other day in which he said furtb about three years ago. He was at the
that if England ever got into difficulty tb~> heaven in Rockford for two years. Then he
sympathy of the people of the Un~ted States had a happy family consisting of a wire, son,
would be with her rather than w1th a non- and daughter. Now he is living alone in
English-speaking race. To this the Sun of Minneapolis, his wife is at the house of Christ
this city says: "Colonel New's Engli~b Schweinfurth'schief ,apostle in the same city,
hearers made a great mistake if they took his daughter is the runaway wife of 11 worththis amiable nonsens~ as an ~xpression of the less disciple, and his son is a sort of body
sentiments of Americans m general. Not servant of the new Christ. Mr. Morgan
ouly would the Unite~ ~tates render no as., speaks reproachfully of the Beekmanit?s.
sistanc:;e to Great Br1tam, should the latter When lingering iii heaven a doubt was Inneed a!sistance, but a very large proportion, fused into his brain by hearing Schweinfurth
probably the majority of
Americans, would declare in his pulpit, "I am God and beside
1
be well pleased to see the.old m_other coun. me there is no other." His doubt turned ~o
try' in difficulty, and her mtegnty and as- absolute disbelief when he saw how tb1s
cendency attacked and destroyed. ~he has "God" grasped at all the money in sight and
been no friend of this country. Th1s coun- how he behaved toward the women in his
try is no friend of hers. There are old scores heaven. One of these, he says, is a Mrs.
between them which may bav to be settled Tuttle who left a husband and four children
yet. Colonel New's after-dinner.vie~ od~;he in St.' Charles, Minn., and went to liv nat
relutions between the two countries 1s I er- Schweinfurth's. Mrs. Tuttle has borne cb ent from that held by most of his fellow.c~ti- dren since she went there-by order of the
zens. As a matter of cold fact, the English new Christ, she says. Mrs. Tuttle is Scbweinas a nation heartily .disll~e An;terica a?d the furth's right-hand woman. He is king; she
Americans, and th1s dislike 1s hear.tlly re- is queen. His confession of faith is, tlrst, to
turned." The ~un is ta~king to the Irish, and acknowledge him as the only savi?r; second,
Mike Corrigan shoul~ ask the. pope to send to promis perfect obedience ; thud, to deny
Mr. Dana the apostohcal blessmg. Perhaps yourself, which means giv up money, land.s,
Bernard Heilly, too, may now lower the price
d family to him. This line of conduct d1d
of his fourteenth-century communications to :~t meet Mr. Morgan's views, and he is now
a backslider from the faith. However,
the Sunday Bun.
THERB is trouble between the inmates of Schweinfurth bas quite a household of fools
heaven and those who hav been cast out are left and Mr. Morgan will probably not be
saying 'hard 'things about the Lord. The mis~ed so long as his wife remains true to the
heaven meant "is not the one where Mumbo faith-and the apostles.
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~ommunicafions.
Christianity and Science.
: : (Suggested by Heston's cartoon or the pope and the
comet.)

A science is not born in a day. Every thoughtful
, person knows that a scionce ia a thing of slow g"owth.
One fact and then another and another, all bearing
on the same subject, hav to be collected, arranged,
and systematized, so as to be easily taught and
understood, before they are erected into a science.
Astronomy, chemistry, geology, and Bll other sciences
bav been built up in this way.
We bav been gathering facts upon which the
science of astronomy rests for more than four thousand years. We hav Chinese records which show
that these ancient people were studying celestial
motion as long ago as the time mentioned. Thence
we trace the contributions to this science through
the Chaldean observers to Tbales, Pythagoras, Cope.rnicus. and Galileo down to the present time.
While a class of scientific delvers bav been trying
to lift the minds of men out of the ruts of tradition
ar:d superstition, a class of visionaries who claimed
to be inspired by God, hav been engaged in writing
out commands and instruction" from this heavenly
boss whom they knew as little ~;bout as the pope did
about the comet. And it so happens that the truths
which these scientists enunciate are constantly
coming in contact with what the visiouaries hav
written.
The scientist says: Here are a thousand facts which
hav been gathered by the most careful observers,
and arranged by the most competent and patient
toilers, and these facts do not agree with what the
visionaries declere their God has sat forth. The vis. ionaries reply : Your science is not ripe. It ia only in
the bud. When you shall hav gathered a thousand
other faotA, classified and arranged them, science will
be then in accord with the word of God.
Years roll on. The scientist says : We hav collected
a thousand other facts, and they all point in the
same direction as those collected before. Thera are
now two thousand facts which contradict your socalled holy writ.
The holy egotist replies : God has said it. Let
God be true and every man a liar. Whatever contradicts God's word is of the devil.
The disinterested savants hav been the few. The
bigoted and intolerant hav been the many, and the
power of the brain has too often been sacrifi<>ed to
the power of ignorant numbers. No one can tell to
what bights we might hav attained if science had
not been compelled to succumb to superstition.
To compare the uncertainties of superstition with
the exact work of science is the object of this article.
In the year 1456 a large comet made its appearance. It spread a greater terror than an earthquake
that would hav sunk !!. dozen cities. It must be
remembered that s.t that time the power of the" church
was at its zenith, and shaped the minds of the people as the potter shapes the clay.
Scientific aspiration had been crushed out, schools
of learning abolished, and even high church dignitaries were controled more by superstition than
reason.
The nature of comets at that day was little understood. But still there were a few who knew some·
thing about the theory of Thales and Pythagoras,
and had good reason to believe that the harmless
comet belonged to a grand and harmonious system,
and that its mission was not to terrifv or work
injury to the human race. But they well" knew that
prison doors would fly open and fires would be
kindled if they gave utterance to their thoughts.
A history of this comet would help us to understand the ignorance of the times when the rule of
the church was supreme, more than any other single
·
circumstance.
At the time of its appearance the belief was entertained by all classes of the people, and no doubt
magnified by the wiles of the priesthood, that the
comet would strike the earth and that the judgment
day was at hand. It waa also believed that the
Turks would overrun all Europe, and this added to
the general gloom.
To prepare the world for the doom which awaited
it, Pope Calixtus III. ordered the Ave Maria to be
repeated three times a day instead of two. To the
Ave Maria the prayer was added, "Lord, deliver us
from the devil, the Turk, and the comet." Once each
day the devil, the Turk, and the comet had to suffer
excommunication. The churches and cathedrals
were crowded for confessions of sins, and treasures
beyond computation were poured into the lap of the
church.
It may be stated as a fact, though not generally
known, that the great wealth and consequent power
of the church was derived in a great degree from the
appearance of this comet.
After curses and excommunications repeated day
by day, the much abused yet harmless comet beat a
retreat from those who did nothing but dread and

.
curse it, joy soou returned to the people, but their
money nnd houses and lands, never.
As is slways the case with the wire pullers in the
church, the pope made the people believe that he had
driven the monster from the skies, and that their
money had saved their lives and kept the world from
being jammed to powder by this great fiery pestle,
and though they had poured milliox:s of treasure, like
water, down the qilated gullet of the church, their
safety and the.t of the world had been purchased at
a. cheap rate.
These historical facta help us to understand, in a
great degree, the hypocritical claims of the church.
It is put forth with a seeming confidence, worthy of
a better cause, that those whom God has .inspired or
called or regenerated are given a clearer vision-that
they EJee with the spiritual eye what is forever hidden
from the unregenerate man-that they are guided by
the spirit and lees liable to err than those who put
their trust only in an "arm of :!leah" and never put
their trust in God. Now let us try this claim by the
test of science and bistorieel fact.
The great comet of 1456, which so terrified the
pope aud t.he people, is now known as Halle;v's
comei-the firo;t, as far as we know, whose orbit was
ever computed. In 1680 Newton attempted to
ascertain whether the great law which he had discovered sl.:;o held tha comets in its grasp. In that year
a wonderful comet appeared, but it was a bad comet
to experiment on, owing to ita vast period of 600
yssrs and the great eccentricity of its orbit.
The comet which so badly frightened the pope
appeared again in the year 1682. '.Co the investigation of this ooruet Halley applied all the energies of
a great mind. Looking back through all the records,
even to the vanishing-point of cornet,ery history, he
found in the years of 248, 324, 309, 1006, 1456,
1531, and 1607 Sbcounta of comets which he believed
to be identical with the comet of 1682.
Here was a pretty strong hold on the fact tbat the
comet had retu:rnad at stated periods, and that the
period could not vary far from 76 yesrs. If you take
the date of its first ~>ppearance, 248, snd add the
number 76, the sum wili be 324, the date of its second appearance. If to the last number 76 be again
added, the sum will be 399, the date of its third appearance, and so on.
But this will not produce the exact dates at which
the comet appeared in every instance, becanse the
period of the comet is not exactly 76 yean;, and be·
cause there were other influences which affected the
motion of it, which cannot be fully explained in an
article of this kind, which is designed to be historical rather than scientific.
After obtaining these facts Halley set himself
down to the task of computing its orbit.. There are
few who can understand the difficulties attending
the solution of the problem at that day. It suffices
to say that after he had gor:1e through the msze of
figures he was astounded at the :result.. His calculations showed that in its aphelion the distance which
intervened between it and the eun was no less than
3,400,000,000 miles.
He was sure his caiculations were correct, a:nd predicted that the comet would return at the close of
1758, or the beginning of 1759. He knew he could
not liv to witness its return, but, modest as all great
scientists are, he lost sight of his own fame to giv
glory to his country. He only asked posterity to do
justice to his country by remembering that this first
prediction of a comet's return had been made by an
Engliahman.
Now, I ask any fair-minded man to compare this
scient.ifi~ triumph with the farcical attitude of old
Calixtus III., and all his deluded and ignorant dupes.
If the Christian religion be true, the pope must
hav been under the direct control of God. The people believed him to be infallible-one who took his
cue from Jesus Christ himself, th:rough St. Peter the
head of the church.. If there was a man in the world
who should hav occupied the very highest position in
the world among civilized people, it was he.
If the Christian religion carries with it the elements of civilization, Christians ought to ho.v occupied at that time a position which civilized peoples
would hav envied. It was the noonday of the
church's power, and yet we find the pope and all his
people ringing bells, uttering prayers, and p:ronounc·
ing curses upon a comer. which bad peacefully visited
ue hundreds of times before.
If Christianity had not been interfer11d with by
scientific research, s.t every unuRu!lll appearance in
nature men would still be upon their knees howling
like dervishes, and imploring an imaginary power
which never did and never can help them. Every
knee would quake and fear would be upon every
countenB'IIce.
Instead of going down upon his knees, Halley
went to investigating cornets and their orbits. He
wiped away the cobwebs nf auperstition by subjecting them to the most rigid annlysis, and ilemonstrating to the world that they .were subject to the same
law which governed the planets in their orderly
courses. Oh, what a contrast between this scientific
treatment of a comet and the mummery of the pope
and his people.

lnstead of working upon the minds of the people
with objects of fear and dread, Halley satisfied t.hem
that 1 for perhaps millions of years, these fiery visitors had been shooting athwart the sky, and had
never worked injury to the planet on which we liv,
or any other. ·
The most acute minds. hav investigated the sub
ject, and s.re .w.ell aati~fied that ~h~re is not one
chance in a mllhon for us to be lfiJUred by one of
f:heac law-abiding t1·svelers. The fears of the people bav bean calmed, and, among the more intelligent perfect confidence obtained in regard to the
orde~ly movemex:ta of all celestial bodies. Oh, what
a boon it has proved to the people to hav these superstitious fears driven from the mind. . .
Having glanced at what can be accomphs~ed when
mind. is guided by reason, let us see what 1s accomplished by Christians who put not their trust in an
" arm of flesh," but trust in the living God, and who
are governed by prophecies and revelations, rather
t.han reason.
Whan I was about ten years old H was predicted
that, on a given day, the world would come to an
end, and I waited with terrible anxiety and awful
foreboding for the fatal day. I looked upon the
day preceding ss my last day on eart.h. On the d11.y
appointed I was up before the sun, which I watched,
hour by hour, and then minute by minute, until I
saw it sink behind t.he western hille. And i.t seemed
as though I h!\d been talrsn from under a crushing
weight when night closed in and I was still alive.
Oh, what a day for a timid, sensitiv boy. The
horror of that day will never be erased from my
mind. On that day I eould ha.v been induced to
pray, or join the church, or do anything else to. avert
the awful calamity. The fear of hell has bmlt up
the church. n has always been the policy of the
priesthood, in some way, to keep the people frightened. ThAy are never as pliant as when thoroughly
scared. How many times a general amaah-up has
been predicted, I a1n unable to say, and yet the old
world undeviatingly'pursues its course without paying any attention to these biblical lunatics.
.
But in the year 1842, or about that time, the fr1ght
was brought to a white heat by announcing that
Gabriel was on the rampage and would blow his long
born without mistake.
This calculation was based on the prophecies ; the
whole ground had been gone over; the old tables
had been recast; every error had been eliminated,
and the true date of the final destruction had been
ascertsined. There was only one faot which these
astute calculators had overlooked, and that was that
a prophecy is something like a cloud which looks to
one man like' a whale, and to another like a weaseL
Well, the date had been fixec], and men per!lmbulated
the country exhibiting charts showing all the horned
snd hideous monsters which ever inhabited earth,
air, or sea, and many which never EXisted snywhere.
I hav seen those charts fillPd with such horrible
monsters as would lead one to believe that they bad
been designed by somebody who bad snakes in his
boots, fer they wcuid throw auyone into delirium
tremens who looked nt them. Many times I hav
seen the problem worked out with mat.hemat,ical exactness, and the true date arrived at. Then the
speaker would turn to the audience snd say, " These
figures are based upon t.he word of God."
Many believed that God's word must atand, and
that tbe end was near. Business was abandoned by
many, farms were deserted, property was aiven away.
What was the use of it all, when in a few days they
would be caught up into the clouds 1 Ascension
robes were prepared and everything made ready for
the day of doom.
When the final day arrived the earth did not
" melt with fervent heat," the l1eavens were not
" rolled together like s scroll," nor did anyone get
"caught up into the clouds," nor was "the sun
darkened:" But the earth attended strictly to buai.
ness-revolved upon it.s axis as though it had got
used to it, and pursued its joUl'ney around the sun
as though it was of too much importance to be interfered with.
Such is the folly of Christian calculation resting
upon the sayings of such men as Mos;s and David,
and such the folly of trying to make scumce conform
to the babblings of men who were far enough beside
themselvs to believe that silly drivel was inspired by
supreme wisdom. That men of the nineteenth cent·
ury should hav more confidence in the ravings of
such holy blatherskites than they do in t,be scientific
deductions of auch men as Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, and Halley, can only be accounted for in one
wf'y, and that is, that lunatics often believe themselva
to be the keenest men in the world.
Before closing this article I wish to compare one or
two other scientific triumphs with the nightmare of
Revelations, and with the prophecies, and the story
of the shadow which moved back on the dial, and
that of the feat of Joshua the great planetary juggler,
and any other fish story or snake story found in the
Bible.
It was not long after the discovery of Uranus that
geometers fited it out with an orbit, which at first
represented its place in the heavens. But it was
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soon found that the pl!met was gettin"' out of place \ world
·
t
1
.
·
It seemed in no way inclined to fcJlow the path powe; ~~rs~~~; com~ and calling upon an imagin~ry dGriv~d f~om the church, neith~r was it ?btained by
presoribed for it. Old tables were reviewed and new a d "ll" Wl
ra:w t e fiery monster from the sk;es, kneehng m prayer or from r€adwg the Bible.
Mlculations made, but no orbit wao constructed to bn d ~~ 10n~ ~f hls du~es upon their knees asking to
There w&s a Scotchman who scratched his sandy
correspond with its position. It seemed determined t~e ~~~~re dro.m a thmg as much subject to law as head ai1d ~"c.ratcbed out an idea. That idea is doing
"
'·an Just as harmless. Instead of .pray- more work m England, Scotland, and Ireland alone,
to jump the track and bid defiance to every known ·
law. It continued to swing out, until in 1838 the ~~· erDehvl~ us from }he ~omet," a mo.re ration~~ than co~ld be. accomplished by th~ wh0le civ~Iized
difference between its actual lace and its · resent
P Y w_ou hav be_en, Dehver us from Ignorance. world w1thout lt. Wherever there IS a footprmt of
path waa gre~ter than the pdietance bet~een t~~ ~h~n thmtk of a patient toiler like Halley following c~viliz~tion the blessings o~ that idea hav been carearth and the moon Man theories we
.
f
a come_ backward for nearly two thousand years ried out. In every home lll every country there is
the planet's deviati~n fromyits computedep~~::n b 0 ~ ~co:parl~g the .dates of its appearances, _satisfy- somet_hing of comfort or uti~ity as the outgrowth of
none gave entire sat.isf!lotion
' u mg Imse f that It wae the same com'!lt which had that Idea. It Wa9 the angiD. which rendered the
Such wns the o~ndition ~of the pr bl in h
~ggea~fd, and following it out into space 3,400,000,- power of steam available. And let it never be forLevafier, a y~unO' Fre~oh eometer o
t wken . mi es and cor!'ectly predicting its return after a gotten the.t. that idea was born on Sunday. Was
0
aolution.
g
' un er 00 a JOurney of 76 ye~ra.
.
there any Bible about that1 Was that great invenIt would be too diffi 't t f ll
L
. th
Were these mighty achtevementa wrought out by tion the result of prayer-was it a child of the
0
all his calculatio~r:~ bcuutl ito m~~ ~ e~~~~ throtth ~,tudying the Bi,?le, or praying to a God without church T The -plan of salvation dwindle~ in~o littleY 8 s ,a e
a e
body or parts! I never knew a man who was al- ness and nothmgnssf! when compared with 1t The
. h d "th th j
~:~~c: w~ich 00~ ~ ~s\ e~~ctnes~t~veryf
in- ways poring over his Bible to find out the will of one has cost tbe world millions of treasu;e and
Th
h
dC
e P~Sl wn
e P a~at. G:od, who was mentally keen. Such men as Coper- oceans of blood, the other bas moved a real savior.
en . e commence~ by 8 sene~ of ~at~ematwal n~cus, Newt?n, K?pler, Halley, Gauaa, and Lsverier
"Poor John Fitch," who is ·really entitled to the
reasa~mgt t~ aso?~tftn where the disturbmg u::fl.uence did not obtam their knowledge by studying the Bible credit of appl:v;ng steam to the propelling of boats
~asa
:h' 7lliC_I by it~ attracting power was
I often think how m1my Newtons and Keplers and conferred a gi·;atsr blessing upon human kind tha~
r~tgwo~Jd ebp an~t" 0ll;t of lts course.
· .
Halleys .there might hav been to bless tile world if all the popes and prieats who ever imposed upon an
6
.
q lll 0 d1ffieult to c~nvey to th_-e m;nd all the t1me and means spent for religious purposes unsuspecting people. The sam a is true of Stevenson,
0 ~ the/~?~era: reader _An ad~qu~te 1dea of the mtrzca- had b~en ~sed to m!!.ke th~ people wiser and better. Gutenburg, e.nd Morse, and many others. In short,
01es .0 .tms profound mvestlgahon. ,
.
My m~nd IS always stratchmg forward to a time when all the great scientific triumphs which hav added such
, T~:te j~~ much already known whtch helped htm th_e _mmd shall be freed from t~e trammels of super- innumerable blessings to the people of the nineteenth
m t. so utwn of the. proble~. . A~d y~t the com- l!tthon-when ~ost of t~e J?re~I~us tim~ will not be century are iu. no sense the outgrowth of the church,
plextty of the vast wmk ~afore him _113 fa. out~f the spent upon subJects whtch 1t ts Impossible for us to neither are they the creatures of Christianity nor of
reach 0 ~ those who. hav gtven but httle attentiOn to know anything about, an.d when the whole power of auy other system of supernatural religion. They are
the s~b~eft:
the human intellect shall be turned to the improve- children of the brain the resulh of thcuaht which
~n rie It may be sh.ted tha.t f~om th.e manner in meut ?f th~ race.
.
.
the church has always' tried to cripple and dw~rf.
whw~ Uranus was _pulled ,ou~ of 1ts orb<t, an? _from
~hi_le ~mence has weighed worlds as m a balance,
Of course Christianity claims that wherever the
the d~stanc~, L~ver1er had ~o C!phar out tb.~ por:lltwn ?f Chnshamty has been on its knees asking an imagi- people are most on their knees there will be found
the dlsturb•ng Influence Rud the power of Its attract1v ~ary power not to damn. the human race for doing the most grit and push and enterprise, and that the
force.
.
Juat what that power designed they should do. For fruits of science wiil most hless the people. That is
. Ou Sapt. ~8, 1846, u~ter Leverwr had by if one thing can happen without. God's design, then to say that the more weight a horae carries the
hts mathfl!natw"l ca.!culatwn located the new the design argument is not worth a penny whistle.
faster he c~n run.
p~anet, ~e wrote to ]}f. Galle,_ of .~arlin, asking him to
When Christianity was at the zenith of its power
To say that many of these great inventors and scidirer:Jt his telescope to the pomt m the hsavEll"JB where the planets and stars were studied, not to ascertain entists were Christians does not help the matter any
his .figures h~&d placed t~e pla_net, in ord?t' that the their mot~ODEI, megnit?d~s, re~olutiona, and distance, mora than to flay that they had gray eyes or black
oorrectnes~ of hta reasonmg mtght be vertfied.
but to bulld up a ChrtstiBilsctenee known as astral- hair.
T.ha same_ night that M. Gillie received the letters, ogy. To this so-called science the church was inThe people who are ever upon their knees and
~e ~,urned bis telescope to the quarter of the heav~na deb~e~ f?r much of ita_wealth and power.
spend half their time pondering an old book written
tndtoated b! ~he letter, and there lay the beauttful
Cnnstum schemers Impoeed upon the people by by those who had m&de no proficiency in scientific
str_anger Wit.hm les_s than one degree of the place making them believe that by studying- the aspect of attainments, and spend half they produce in building
pomted out, throwmg its light b11ck to us from a the planets they could read every page in the book churches and cathedrals, whose cardinal doctrin is
distance of more than 3,000,000,000 of mU~s.
of fate 1md foretell future events and predict with that their kingdom is not of this world, and that
I can do no more than giv a brief sketch of this certainty the success or failure of any enterprise or they are to take no thought of the morrow, are not
wonderful scientific achievement.
undertaking.
the ones to bless the world with scientific discoveries
A. thou9a.nd times it bas been asserted that the
Wh<>n the minds of t.he people were fairly captured or great inventions.
What militates against the Christian's claim is the
Bible is the word of God. Aud BEl evidence> of what by this hallucination, and when it is seen what a
is assumed as a fact it is claimed that man could leverage it had on the minds of the masses, it will fact that as Christianity arose and became dominant,
never hav produced such a book. Now I ask any Reem like no wonder that vast sums were extorted European learnivg declined. When Christianity was
fair-minded man t,o look through the books of Moses, from the Christian simpletons. Ignorant of the true in the zenith of its power and infl11ence learning was
and tht•ough Ravelationa and the gospels, and principles of astronomy, they regarded every comet at its lowest ebb, and when learning revived Christhrough the prophecies, and see if anything can be and eclipse as a harbinger of some awful calamity, and tianity declined. The dey of great churches was the
found at all comp!}rable with this one mental th(lse trembling, terror-stricken wretches crowded the worst day for institutions of learning. When the
achievement.
confessional in every church and cathedral, and in cross was upon every church and grave and banner,
I will giv one other instance to Bhow what can be many instances they gave up their all to the priest- the teachers of learning were most persecuted.
Notwithstanding the great inventions and discovaccomplished by the hum10n mind without inspiration hood.
or any help from God, and to show also that all that
Is it any wonder that astronomers were persecuted eriea of tha nineteenth century which so much dis·
has ever been s,aid by so-called inspired writers is and put to death for unfolding the cause of the ap- tinguish us, it is next to impossible for ua to measbut a• the cbatterings of e. magpie compared with pearance of the celestial phenomena which they ure the bights to which we might hav attained if it
the great scientific triumph whioh I am about to beheld!
had not been for the drag-weight of the Christian
notice.
When it was shown that an eclipse was only the religion. Nor will the human mind ever fully underIn the diatances between the planets from Mercury shadow of one d&rk body falling upon another, and stand its powers and capabilities until it is freed from
outwArd there seams to be something like a harmo- could do us no more harm than B shadow falling the trammels of every system of supernatural relignious proportion, with the exception of the distance upon the ground, and that the time of its occurrence ion.
Science has weighed worlds as ins balauee, numbetween Mars and Jupiter. Between these two could be calculated with the nioest exactness, the
planets was found an immense gap, which, so to people could no long$r be frigliltened out of their be:red the atars, nnd even measured their distances.
speak, destroyed the "harmony of the spheres."
wits, eclipses ceased to yield revenues to the church, It baa harnessed the steam and made the winds do
So sure ware astronomers of the existence of an and a great burden was lifted from the shoulders of the will of ma.n. It has tamed the lightning and
unknown planet, which revolved between Mars snd the people.
brought men within speaking distance throughout
Jupiter, that an association of astronomers was actWhen it was demonstrated that comets were peace- the civilized world. Through the printing-press a
ually formed to Rearch for the new planet.
ful messengers, and their orbits calculated, and their speaker bas all the civilized peoples ot this world as
On Jan. 1, 1801, Piszzi, of Palermo, discovered a return predicted with certainty, they lost their terror au audience.
small planet betwe~n the orbits of Mars and Ju- and neither pope nor priest ~ou!d longer extort
.While scientists h~v. be_en wrestling_ with_ th~se
piter. He traced It only through four degrees of money from the people whom m times before they mighty problems, Chnst1amty has been mventmg.mits orbit when he was taken ill, and the planet was first frightened and then robbed. Until they were struments of torture, and hunting these scientists
brought under the searching analysis of scienoe they through the world like wolves. While science has
lost.
Every telescope waa b...ought in requisition tore- were regarded as the precursors of war or famin or showered its blessings upon every homo, Christianity
discover the lost planet but in vain. Gauss, a young some other great calamity. Now every celestial phe- has deluged the country from the north of Europe
astronomer undertook,' from these meager data, to nomenon is viewed by the eye of science with tran- to the Holy Land with blood.
With bowed head I pay this tribute of .homage_ to
compute th~ place of the planet. It must be remem· quillity and eager delight. By banishing such superbared that a year had elapsed since the planet was stitious dread from the minds of the people astron- science. In the name of outraged humamty I brmg
seen, and then followed through only four degrees omers in a great degree destroyed the power of the this terrible indict~ent against Christianity.
of its orbit. ·
church, and the church burnt astronomers.
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PEcK.
Few can conceive the close and rigid analysis that
The church insists that a snake persuaded a woman
THE sound of the Sabbath bell far away, now
this intricate problem involved.
to eat an apple six thousand years ago, which so
After he had completed his calculations, he turned thwarted the plans of God thathe was compelled to breaking on the.se shores, does not awaken pleasing
his telescope to the point in the heavens where his kill his own son instead of killing the snake. The associations, but melancholy and somber ones rather.
figures had located the planet, and, behold, it burst belief in this story is of more importRnce to Chris· One involuntarily rests on his oar, to humor his unupon his astonished gaze as bright sa a diamond. tians than all the scientific achievements which hav usually meditativ n;o,od. lb is as the s?und of m~ny
Such are the wonderful triumphs of science-such ever been wrought.. But baa such belief ever done catechisms and rehg1ous books twangmg a cantmg
peal round the earth, seeming to issue from some
the world any good~
the power and scope of the human brain.
Now let the Bible writera, who had a God to help
Goodyear, wrestling wit.h poverty and want year Egyptian temple _and echo along the shores of the
them who knew everything, be compared with these after year to make the bud of a thought ripen into Nile right oppos1t to Pharaoh's palace and Moses
grand scientists. Ftom Ganesi1:1 to Revelat,ions there fruit, ia a grander subject for contemplation than all in the bulrushes, starting a muHitude of 11torks and
is not a single chapter which has a scient-ific basis. the snake stories which he.""<~" ever been tol~. The~e alligators baskiog in the sun -Thoreau.
Think of the Christian calculations baaed upon the i':l scarcely a· house or business or professwn that IS
AN honest opinion, like an honest dollar, should
prophecies from which were predicted the end of the not using some art.icle of utility or comfort as the
'VOr!d, as compare.l with the CIA!culations of astro·;-. resul~ of that thought. He conferred ~ grea~er elicit respect. We should d£mand no more for our
omera. Think of a great pope, the head _of the blessmg upon ~he world than all the ~avwrs wh10h views than for o1:1r property rights, but remember
church and God's vicegerent on e!lrtb, who IS sup- hav been worshiped or dreamed of. Thts great bless- that the like rights of others are part of the same
posed, 'by thoul!llnds, to bo the greatest man in the ing was the result of a scientific mind. It was not system which makes ours poesible.-Bierbower.
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The Miracles of Religion.

has ever known. In all probability the ps:dormancss
of the ancient magicians hav b@en greatly exag~er
1. Do you believe there is such a thing as a miracle, or ated, as most things are apt to baoome by repstmon:
that there has ever been?
If we could see those same tricks exactly reproduced
2 What is vour explanation of the miracles referred to in on some modern stage we should very likely fiud
the Old and New Testaments?
3. Can modem magicians, that is, the magicians of to-day, them very crude. To answer the question direc~ly,
I say that I think prett.y well any of the old-t1me
duplicate or equal t)lose ancient marvels?
"marvels" could be reproduced by the magicians of
JOBN RANSOM BRIDGE PRESIDENT OF THE BOSTON THEOto-day, and that they could bs reproduced with imSOPBIC SOCIETY.
provements on the original psrform~&nce.
• The firing c,f a cannon would be to a
DANIEL GREENLEA.F THOMPSON.
savage who knew nothing of powder or guns a
. . . Those statements in the sct'iptures which
miracle. The wiser a people become the less they set forth hots commo.!lly styled miraculous are, in
can be imposed upon by the priestly hierarchies
my judgment, false; their fal.sity coming r~t~er fr?m
which, wiser than the common people, hav always mistakes of fact nu~de in relymg upon tud1t10ns w1th
worked their "miracles'' to mystify and delude tha their primitiv credulity, which is seen in all eastern
ianorant.
peoples.
PROF. E. D. COPE, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
:I:ELLA.R, THE MAGICIAN.
1. laterft~rt~nce witn the laws of matter and energy
1. No. I believe tnere is a nt6turs1 cau~e for every
is not to be expected. I hav never known of a case. event, althoRgh we may be ignorant often of. tht.
2 Careless observation, inexach recording, and cause of the phenomenon. As we all hav a gram of
absolute fabrication.
superstition in our nature we are prone to ascribe to
3. They can perform some of them. Others can some supernatural power things that we do not
not be duplicated.
understand.
DR. ALLAN M'LANE HAMILTON.
2. My opinion is that Christianity ie a new form
1. As I understand a mtracle to be the occurrence of solar worship; that Ohrist is a sun god, and that
or performance of an impossibility, I- certainly do all the miracles ascribed to him in the New Tellta
not believe such a thing has ever taken place, and, ment are merely a history of natural events veiled in
of course, this p1eans the total dtsbelief in many so- allegory, caused by the sun's action on the eftrth
callei holy things. As everyone knows (putting For instance, the changing of water into wine is tht
aside the qu"stion of biblical authority). the miracles transformation by the sun's warmth of the waters of
of all ages hav been shown to be in the most part January into the grapes of SBptember; the chatg
simply forms of aeception or instances of legitimate ing tb.e five small lo!l.ves into sufficient to feed five
delu3ion. The elder D<sraeli, in his "Curiosities of thousand, and when they had all eaten there remained
Literature," dryly describes tile thousand and one fra<>ments sufficient to fill twelve baskets, is a mir
instances of deception and th~ manufacture of spu- acl: performed annually by the sun, when his ray~
rious relics, mentioning in particular the Giouoester- ficundate the earth and change the grains sown bJ
shire miracle of the blood of Christ, whictl was vis- the husbandman into the autumnal harvests
ible only to those who were not in mortal sin. It Christ.'a death and burial and his resurrection on
\~ turned out to be the blood of a duck which was conthe third d~Ly is, in my opinion, allegorical of thf
': tained in a vial having one side opaque and the other winter solstica, when the sun is further south and
., side transparent, and the monk upoa who!ll devolved apparently stands p,till, as f!lr as hia north and south
·' the duty of showman turned the side he thought de- ward motion is conoarned, for about three d,.y,.
. sirable to the pil~rims, being governed somewnat by before he starts on his northern course again and
·' the· size of the offdrings made by the latter. The re· rises toward the Z3nith of his glory to giv comfort,
. ligious history of the Middle Ages is so full of these cheer, and new life to all countries north of the eq'la
!:' instances. of trickery that there is usually no diffi.
tor, that by his absence were left cold, dark, and
:' culty in divestin~ the so C'\lled miracles of their au- desolate. There are many reasons for believing that
:; pernatural signifioanee. Personally, I bel;eve there Christ was the sun personified : He was born on the
,, are no miracles that cannot be repeated or explained 25th of Dacember, when the new sun is born.
in these days of the telephone and phono~raph.
Houdin, Pepper, and others hav exposed the Delphic Christ was u'3hered in by John the Baptiot, who bap
. oracles and ma_u_y of the ·supposed workings of the tized with water; the new sun is also ushered in b_y
, miracles of the scriptures, and those which occasion- Janus, or J:anariu11 (January). And the sign of Jan
. ally occur to-day depend upon visual or auditory uary is the: waterman. A very singular fact is John
to the multitude : " I indeed baptiza you
• illusions or hallucinations. The visions of the pa- saying
with water, but one mightier than I cometh, the
. tients in the wards of Sa.ltpetr;e ~e are as startling in latchet
of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose.
their way as those which hav come to be accepted as He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with
: inspired. I can very easily imagin how a person in
· a state of religious enthusiasm which borders on in- fire." Christ had twelve apostles; the sun passes
through the twelve signs of the zodiac. One of the
sanity can believe in a communication from heaven, apostles
was a doubter; his name was Thomas, also
and I see such cases every day. A supposed miracle
called
Didymus,
which being interpreted means a
, of great importance in certain religious sects is cutaneous hemorrhage or stigmatizition, which in hys- twin; the doubting stars in the zodiac are called the
, terioal women is often a symptom of their disease, twins. R3garding the miracles of Moses, some of
and may sometimes be cured by a strong ·mental them now take place every year. The changing the
waters of the Nile into blood occurs every season;
·~effort.
when the waters rise they turn to a blood red, caused
3. M:>dern magicians and sleight-of-hand perform. era, especially those who possess a keen insight into by the flood washing down the red mud from the
·human character and the weaknesses of credulous upper countries. The miracle of the plague of lice
people, are able with very little app•ratus to dupli- and flies occurs every year; in fact, Egypt is never
cate many of the ancient marvels, turning water into free from these pests. The plague of locusts also ia
. wine, taking liberties with fire, and apparently pro. a common occurrence in the east; in fact, I hav seen
such swarms of them in the air as to obscure the sun
. duoing tangible and visible materials from space.
and turn the day into Egyptian darkness.
MAGICIAN HERRMANN.
3. No; for reasons I hav examined in answer to
1 and 2. I think the "miracles" were simply question 2.
sleight-of·hand tricks, or what we to-day term illu·''Bions, praetieed by adepts inspired sometimes with
Are These Statf1ments ·True 1
- purposes that were laudable, some with purposes
Irrom the New York Heralc%.
->'that were the reverse. I think, for instance, that
Theoretically woman suffrage shines with the
Moses was an excellent sleight-of-hand performer bright electric light of a panacea for all the evils conand adept prestidigitateur, who did not hesitate to tained in a political campaign. Practically it is not
use his skill in this direction to fortify and strengthen the glittering success which its leaders fondly pre. bis position as a leader. The ignorant masses are dicted when they obtained a foothold in the Sunalways greatly given to credulity, and are only too flower state. Perhaps the women who carried to
ready to ~~oscribe anything that their limited under- success the exciting campaign at Edgerton, Kan.,
standing and intelligence cannot reason out to the will not accept just yeL any such idea as this. Their
· . supernatural. Upon very slight provocation they triumph, as described in a dispatch to the Herald,
are ready to shout, "A miracle!'' Even in these days will not lose any of its brilliancy in their eyes until
'';of civilinlion, general education, and popular intel- they hav experienced the difficulties and vexations of
''mgence any ordinary magician who chose to fraudu- administering government. Then so many of the
:lently claim tht he was gifted with supernatural men think they will be only too anxious to lay down
'powers could, by performing some of the commonest their new-found powers.
'and easiest tricks known to magicians, acquire a
As each succeeding election comes, the female vote
·. large following who would uphold him as a super- grows smaller and beautifully less, until it has now
natural being and a miracle worker. Witness, for come to be a recognized fact that the only female
instance, the t4'>ndenoy of thousands in an parts of voters who go to the polls to drop their ballots are
the world who place implicit confidence and belief in those who insist that they are ladies and those who
so-called Spiritualists, clairvoyants, mediums, seventh think they hav a principle to maintain by upholding
daughters of a seventh daughter, etc. Human nature their franchise.
has, and always has had, a strong leaning toward the
There are a few reasons why the suffragA for
inexplicable, the seemingly supernatural.
women will never be a political success. These
3 Magic, like most other mundane matters, has hav been developed in the recent muniolpal elections
progressed with the advance of time and the perfec- throughnut Kansas. When women find that eq.tal
tion of mechanical contrivances. I think that the suffrage means social equality on and for a few weeks
magicians of to day are the best magicians the world before election day they begin to heaitate before
&tracts tram a Sympo>·ium in the Ne.w York Sun.

they will place themselva in such a position that they
may be compelltd to appear on the same scci&l plane
as their servant. This one question of social equality
cuts by far the largest figure in the matter of influence on the day of election of all things that are cal·
culated to bias the mind of the voter.
•rhen too, there is the apprehension which arises
in the ~inds of most women tbat they will be accused
of having been influenced by some other of their st>x
who may be one of the activ workers for their c&ndidates. This alone has caused a woman to vote for
an aspirant for offiua whom she has used influence
against before the day of Flection.
In fifty-seven cities in Kansas elections were held
last we~k, but only in a few of them did female suffrage cut much of a figure. The female vote was an
element in all the elections, but in most of the cities
it was merely an incident to which litt.le importance
was attached. In some of the elections, however,
the female vote and t.he consequence thereof were of
more than ordinary importanae. An instance in
point was the election of Mrs. Dr. Jackson, at Emporia. This lady was nominated for member of the
school board, and her opponent was a leading druggist who has many times been under Bl'rest for violations of the Murray law. One would naturally suppose that the women would turn. out en masse in
support of one of their own sex, especially when she
was standing as t.he exponent of temperance against
a known Jawbreaker.
·
But Mrs. Jackson, in addition to her aspirations
politically, aimed at being a social leader, and in this
<Jhe overslepped the bound placed by the social leaders in her city. A council of the elect was called,
o.nd it was decided to make a fight on Mrs. Jaekson
aod elect the whisky.seller. Here is where one of
the anomalies of the election comes iu. The temperance men, the church mt>n, and atl that class of citizens who are recognized as being the exponents of
law, order, and morality, were ranged on one sidt>,
whils on the other were their wives hobnobbing with
the bum element and buttonholing toughs and
negroes in their endeavor to defeat s woman polit!O~t.lly whom they did not desire to become • leader
socially. Prohibition was thrown to the winds when
social distinction was in d1mger of being innded by
one who was not thought to be one of the elect.•
But in the defeat of her opponent at the polls Mrs.
Jackson gained a double victory. Her campaign was
conducted-in an admirable manner, and her tact was
so great that she WPllt through the fight without
causing harsh feelings, and the result was that she
was given the social as well as the political distinction she desired.
Probably the most striking incident of the whole
range of election was the campaign at Salina. The
election was for aldermen and members of the school
board. The suffragists nominated lady candidates
frcm the third and fourth wards for members of tha
school board. There was a bitter fight again6t the
nomination of women, and the anti-suffragists determined to deal the whole fabri3 a death· blow. Mrs.
James Roberson, the wife of a leading merchant, and
Mrs. Frank Anderson, the wife of a lawyer, were the
candidates. They were recognized as being two of
the best educated ladies in the city, and it was a difficult matter to get anyone to allow his name to be
used ag~inst them for the position, as it would mean
almost social extinction for their families, even
though they should be elected.
Late at night, just before the e-lection, the antisuffragists met and concocted a plan which was carried to a successful ending next day. The colored
element is a power at the polls at Salina, and neither
side had ever recognized the negroes when it came
to th9 distribution of the offices. Here then was
their chance of defeating the women and making the
whole thing obnoxious, not only to the ladies but to
the men who were backing them. Both Mrs. Roberson and Mrs. Anderson had colored servants. Lydia
Fulkerson and Mollie Booker were the dusky damsflls
who found themselvs suddenly lifted out of their obscurity and placed on the pinnacle of political equality.
It was not a diffioult task to persuade the girls to
allow their names to be used. They were told that
if they failed of election they need bav no fear of losing a position by their action, for their nominators
would see that they could rule a kitchen if not a
school board. W.bat was the horror of the proud
dames next morning, when they donned their best
apparel and started on their campaign, to find that
their cooke were ahead of them in the field, and
were using all the family secrets which had been
learned during their reign below-stairs to create an
impression against their whilom mistresses T The
fight was on, and it was too late to retreat. It was
a question of life or death for the suffragists, yet
they could use no argum.,nts against their opponents
that would not redound to their own defeat. They
dare not ask the people to r6ject them on account of
their color, for that would be going against their
own avowed principles. They could not bring their
sex a.gainst them, for that would be talking against
themselvs.
Here was a dilemma, and they could grasp neither
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bor.n.. T.h~ only thit1g t~ey could d~>pend upon was j to carry " Hell' a Haif Acre" in the interest of one of bein~~; emplo:yed in uses which are prejudicial to the interests
their mdlVldual po~ulartty, al!d. the~ at cnce began the alderman. The ladies shud:1ered at the prospect, of the public.
The defendant in this caPe founds his defense upon the
to work t~e voters m true candidates sty}e. Hacks and only two of them were b~ave enough to go down
as urged by his counsel, that this was not a scheme
were furnished the colored women by their sponsors a~ong th~ heathen on their missionary work They claim,
to defraud. In order to lay the foundation, and to establish
and all ?ay long t~e battle rag€ d. The. negroes wlll never repeat the experien!le. They were received the ground of the accusation contained in this indictment,
voted sol~dly for then o~n ~·ace and the whttes '!ere wi~h_ mock hnmility by tho denizens of the delc:ctab:e as the jury will see from what the court has just said, it is
bRd.ly spht. H wa~ demded to c~r~y the war mto neighborhood and escorted thro,..gh all the vilest necessary that the scheme should be fraudulent and, secondly, that the mail should be used in the prosecution of
Africa, and the la~t~s. were seen !1dmg around· the port10ns 0f the aeotion ·until they had been fully that
scheme. The question of fact is. upon this first head,
nPgro quarters sohmtl~g votes w1th. an energy that sho~n, and then a howling mob of women reviled what was the intention, or more precisely, what was the
would nav dono credit to a candtdate for mayor and Jeered at them until they were compelled to call belief of the defendant as to his capacity or power to g€t
answers to questions contained in sealed letters from the
where the office was worth thousands of dollars, in- for police assistance to escort them out.
spirits of the departed.
stead of being done for an offioe which paid nothing
Now, gentlemen, eve,.y man h~B an absolute right to
except abuse to the holder from everyone else in the
believe
what he will. · It is a phase of religious privil••ge
Protestant fl~rical Hypocrisy.
distriot.
which
is guaranteed by the fundamental law of the latd to
From the Manitoba Free Press.
every citizen. This right of belief and the right of associaAll day long they worked, but tho colored women
It is proposed, or has been, to do away with all tion for its promulgation is complete, and the party holding
seemed to hav the "pull," and went into (·ffice wHb
exemptions. It has been held that churches and any belief way engage in any practice founded upon it un.
an overwhelming majority. The suffragists were tax
ohurch property should be taxed, the same as prop· less he thereby injures the peace and welfare of the public.
taught the woes of the candidate &nd the ladi~s were
A man may not carry his belief into conduct which is injuricompelled to accept the situation, and their only eat- erty . ~f an;r other kind. They a~e benefited by ous to the public and contrary to Jaw. This is a distinction
isfaction was derived from the h~ety manner in which mumo~pal ImprovementF-hav .the~ electric lights of great importance in view of the guarantee of religious
and sidewalks and fire protect10n m common with freedom and of opinion in all matters of belief which is
they sent their ungrateful help out into the cold
the rest of the municipality; they should, thereforE' 8ecured by the constitutions of the several states, and in
world.
it is claimed, he made to pay their share of the cost: large mea~ure by the Constitution of the United States. It
Hiawatha remembered its experiupce of last yesr
Ex:emption, &gain, is but another name for state is the differen~ between belief and action, or opinion and
and the offices went begging.
The ladies had endowmenr. Every religious denomination in the conduct in practical matters. If a man carries his belief
into a pracrice or business Involving a fraud, and known by
enough of it, and the men said they felt so much
proviuce of Manitoba possessing property that is him to be such, he is liable to be dealt with by the law, and
relieved since the women had tak6n the matter of
exempt from taxation is endowed by the state to the 1f he also US!'B the mails to promote such business, he is
governing from them that they did not care to re &mount of that exemption. This should be clear to liable to indictment and punishment in the courts of the
United States. The interests of society require that every
sume the reins. The resu!t was that only two· hun- everyone.
man's conduct should conform to the law; and while it pro..
dred votes were polled and nobody would bav the
With few exceptions the Protestant clergymen of tects him in his freedom of opinion and belief in all religious
position of couucilman. A school board was elected, Winuipeg hav been urging the governmPnt to make or spiritual matters, it will not permit him, under the guise
bu\ Hiawatha is goverued by the same set of alder· short work with separate schools. There should of that belief, to do a thing which the laws of tbe country
men, or women, if you please, who ran things last be no connection, they said, between church and condemn .. To permit this (to employ the lan2:nage of the
y"ar. They caught the place then and can't let go. state. By granting public moneys to Bt>parate Supreme Court of the United States in dealing with an
analogous question) would be to. make the professed
H was one of the curious incidents of the workings schools the state was simply endowing the Catholic .doctrine of religious belief superior to the law of the land,
of woman's suffrage. The women had enough of church. That was their strong argument. Why and in effect to permit every cit.izen to become a law unto
their power, but were unable to get free from the should this particular church be favored more than himself. There could be no government under such circumnet which they had drawn about thamselvs. Instead the others! It is a downright outrage that $1 of stances, and it could not be tolerated.
Upon the question whether there is an intent to devise a
of working for an election the soliciting was to get public money should go to the suppo1t of separate scheme to defraud, the rule is this: If the scheme be ~dapted
some one to help them let go.
in
its plan to work a fraud upon others, and the defendant
schools in which the distinctiv tenets of the Catholic
At Manhattan the taste of brief authorit.y was not church Wf're taught. What was this but the perpet- knew that a material representation therein contained and
calculated to deceive was not true, or if he did not believe
80 bitter.
At t.his city the ladies two years ago capt uation of the connEction between church and .,tate, that
it was true, then the intent ;B m-.de out. So that the
ured all the offices from mayor down to janitor of which Protest&nts in Canada had renounced? ·material question her!' is, did the defendant devise his ecbeme
the school-house. They were in full control cf the Away, then, with separate schools, and down with or business in good faith? Did he believe that be couiJ.
whole political machine aud ran it as if they had those Cstholic privileges. Such was the cry, joined obtain answers to sealed letters from the spirits of the
depa,.ted relative and friends of the inquirers? Evidence
served their full apprenticeship at the business: in from the highest to the loweFt. It was useless to has
been laid before you bearing upon this question. and you
They appointed women as judges and clerks of the point out that separate schools were as much entitled are the sole judges of its W~>ight., credit, and the •ffect to be
Plection, and placed a ticket in the field in which men to state aid as the Protestant schools ; that the given to it. You are to look at this proof and determin the
were not r£cognizsd. Tne Republicans lind Dame- money waa given in both oases in aid of education, issue by the exercise of your own sound sense. You must
not abandon the search of truth upon the suggestion that the
crate both had tickets out, but when election day not of this church or that. Seoarate schools were elements
of inquiry are not open to your pursuits, if your
came they '' were not in it."
Catholic schools and no good Protestant req11ired to reasons seem to you sufficient to see the facts. In other
One of the prominent l&dy candidates is the proud know more. Through those ~chools the Catholic words, you are not to disregard or fail to giv effect tn your
mother of two fine babies born last J a.nuary. Her ohuroh was endowed. by the state, and that must no own convictions, upon the testimony, about the facts. by
husband is an outspoken opponent of women's suf- longer be tolerated in this free British country. a cloud of mysteries which you cannot penetrate. For the
purpose of administering the law we must adhere to what is
frage, and has spent much time in eleotioneeriug Awily with them.
practical, and solve all questions by the best practical means
against the woman's ticket. The leaders of the R9·
But exemptions-a;, that is quite another ques- at hand. N•) man bas a right to embark in a business and
publican party depended upon him to do much poll tion. ':ro do away with church exemptions-which insist that the legality of it shall be tested by principles
work on election day. But the hours went by and he is another name for oburch endowment-would be to beyond the understandiT·g of others, and not by the appreof the courts and juries of the country, if when tried
came not. At last, when the managers saw that bit us Protestants as well 88 the Catholics. That hension
and tested bv common human understanding the purpose is
things ware in a bad shape~ they sent a messenger will never do. All well enough to abolish separate found mischievous and unlawful.
to the house to find out what had become cf their schools, for that hits Catholics only; but to abolish
In order to convict this reBptlndent, you must find upon
worker. Mrs. Williams, the wife, had been at th9 nemptions comes home to U9 as well. We are quite the evidence, beyond.,a reasonable doubt, that he did not
that he could do what be represented he could do.
polls and around tho city all d"y doing good service willing to cry out against any union of church and believe
All the other questions in the case ar" eliminated by concesfor the cause d suffrage, but Williams was not to be l!itate so long as Catholics alone are affected,. but sion, so that the whole case is resolved into the ·question of
found.
where we are concerned it is really a vary good thing. the def~;ndant's good faith in tbe conception and prosecution
The messenger arrived at the house and found the As gcod Protestants, we are rather glad than other- of his scheme. If he acted in good faith then there was
man who was supposed to be able to sway the multi- wisa to hav every Catbc!ic privilege abolished; but nothing criminal in what he did, because the law looks, in
determining the question of fraud, to the intent with which
tudes, sitting with a baby on each knee, holding two our privileges, gentlemen of the legislaturf', are to be the act charged to hav been done was done. The court
nursing-bottles, from which the infants ware obtain- preserved and respected. So hands off church does not feel callPd upon to elab(.'rate any more fully in
ing their sustenance. His wife had asked him to exemptions, which meana eo much money in pocket these instructions to the jury in this case, for the reas0n that,
as already stated, the point is simple. There is but.one queshold the children for a minute and then basely left to us.
tion of fact for you to determin in view of the testimony in
him tied to the house with no possible way of getting
Readers of the free press who hav kept an eye on the case, and that is, to repeat it again, Did the defenilant
away until she came and relieved him. She had our news and correspondence columns will bear wit- believe that what he pretended he could do be could do? It
t~ken all the ladies of her acquaintance into her ness to the sudden change of tune, as also that this is a question of actual good faith. If this was a scheme
confidence and they not only refused to relieve him, is the burden of the present one. There are Prot gotten up by him, without any belief on his part that he
get answers to sealed letters from the spirits of the
but had prevented him from hiring anyone to take estants by the hundred in Manitoba who will blush could
dead, and if, without regard to the question of his ability to
his plaoa long enough to let him go to vot~. A at tbe inconsistency of the men who are content to do this, he devised this scheme for the purpose of imposing
council of war was held and it was determined that stand by and applaud the raid on the Roman Catho- upon and gulling the public, and getting money through
the men should take turn about in caring for the lics, while they are thus zealously careful to protect that means it was a fraud and should be denounced as mch.
on the o'tber hand, he honestly believed he could do this
"kids" while Williams went to the polls. An at- their own privileges. So long as church property is If
wbich he advertised he could do, then there is no fraud.
tempt was made to carry this into execution, but the exempt from taxation there is the most direct connec·
Now gent.lemen you must apply your own sound discreinfants set up such a howl of protest that the poor tion between church and sts.t9. It was through a tion and common ~ense to the caEe, and determin it, in view
pretended horror of the principle involved in that of what is conc4C>ded, upon the effect which you giv the testiman was left to his fate.
oonnefltion
that there was so much union among mony in the case upon the point, which has been presented
At Leavenworth the Republicans placed four
as the issue.
women on their ticket, but the Democrats made a local divines in depr\~ing Catholics of their echoolp.
The jury retired and took one ballot, when they
clean sweep. The Women's Christian Temperance But in these there was no church endowment, while
Union took a band in this fight and m~rshaled their in what they are now seek;ng to preserve for them- returned a verdict of guilty as charged. The verdict
produced a decided sensation in the court room, and
forces to do electioneering at the polis where the selva there is.
many of the doctor's friends were stricken with grief.
-------4~~-----voting for the women was to be. They set dainty
The defendant and his affianced were as calm as
W. E. Ueid Convicted.
tables with free lunch and invited all who would to
usual how<:lvflr. The defendant was released on a
Prom the Grana Raptas, Mtoh., Teleg1·am-Hwu lll Of .April 7th.
prutake of their ocff~e and sandwiches. But the
bond' of $1,500, and thirty days were given in which
men had not yet been t?duoated up to the use of
The Raid trial is a~ last ended. When the United
coffee as a c~rompaign beverage and were easily per- States court opened Saturday morning, Judge Sev- to move for a new trial.
suaded to follow a man who would hold up to view erens delivered his charge to the jury, which is as
a talismanic beer· bottle cork. The lnncb was ele· follows:
Lectures and .Meetings.
gant, but it wasn't the right stuff to arouse camGentlemen of the jury : The indictment in this case, in
MR. JAMBS A. SKILTON will deliver his lecture on" The
several counts, charges what, for practical purposes, may be
paign enthueiaem.
Evolution of the Mechanic Arts," at the Liberal Club meetProbably K11nsas City, Kan., showed more clearly regarded as substantially the same offense.
The substance of the charge is that the defendant, having
the objectionable fee.tures of woman's suffrage than contrived a ~cheme to defraud the public, employed the ing, Friday evening, April 18th, at 220 East Fifteenth
any otber city in the state. This city ie the home of mails of the United States in the prosecution of that ~cheme. street.
an element which bears the generic title of "hobo." That, shortly stated, is the substance of the offense with
THE Secular Union of Des Moines, Ia., held its quarterly
That liv in what is known as ''Hell's Half Acre." which the defendant is charged. There is a stat.ute of the
States upon which thif' Indictment is framed, which meeting for the election of offi~erR S~nday ev.ening, March
In this locality the " hobo " is liloth male and female, United
in effect, makes the use of the United States mails in furtherand if there are any odds to be given for vileness, it ance of a scheme to defraud previousty formed by the party 31st. For president, Frau kim Stetner; VIce. president,
goes to the favor of the female. Still, the women of so using the mails, an offense. The policy being, to prevent. T. A. Carpenter; secretary, Mrs. N. Zediker ; treasurer 1
tbiB oit7 bR~ a prioeipl(t ft~ ~~~~'' and it WI$ IHlC~B'sClrl $9 fa~iJi~i9S afforded by our polltlll 8rrangements, from Mrs. D. {JrQ~S; j!n~nci~l se~;retary 1 A. L. YoeiD\lt\.
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9Jommnnitations.
A. Search for a Christian.

..

The writer bas many times been solicited by ministers of the gospel and other self-styled Christians to
unite with the church, or, as they expressed it, to
become a Christian, and when I asked what constitutes a Christian, they hav almost invariably replied
to the effect that Christianit.y consists. in believing
the Bible and followin~ th-a teachings of Jesus Christ
as laid down in the New Testament.
This agrees with the definitions in Webster's Dictionary, where I find that a Christian is one who
professes to believe, or is assumed to believe, in the
religion of Christ-especially one whose inward and
outward life is QOnformed to the dootrin of Christ.
I find by the same authmity that Christianity is the
religion of Christians, the system of doctrine and
precepts taught by Christ. But I hav searched in
vain for a single follower of th11se doctrine and precepts, or a single one whose inward and outward life
is eonformed to the doctrine of Christ. N everthelellB
each one of the holy brothers with whom I hav
spoken claims that he tries to follow s.ll of them,
although he does everything which Christ forbade
and neglects everything which he commanded, and
this, so far as I can discover, has but one exception.
· And when I ask for exolanation I am told that Christ
does not mean what h~ says.
We are commanded to wash each other's feet
(John xiii, 14-15), but Christian friends say he means
that we must not wash them literally, but in a spiritual sense. But he washed the feet of his disciples
literally, saying : "I hav given you an example that
ye should do as I hav done." And if we fail to do
so, he may well exclaim, "\Vhy call ye me Lord,
Lord, and do not the things which I say" (Luke vi,
46)?
We are forbidden to hav riches. "A rich man
shall hardly enter the kingdom of heuven" (Matt.
xix, 23; Mark x, 23 ; Luke xviii, 24). "It is easier
for a camel to go through tbe eye of a needle ~han
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven"
(Matt. xix, 24; Mark x, 25; Luke xviii, 25). "If thou
wilt be perfect, go and sell all thou hast and giv to
the poor" (Matt. xix, 21; Mark x, 21). "Yet laCikest
thou one thing, sell all that thou hast and distribute
unto tha poor" (Luke xviii, 22). But they tell me
that he does not mean what he says, but only those
who are very rich and make ill use of their weaHb.
But what is ill use 1 They say that the word sll
does not mean all, but a very small part. "Sell all
that thou bast and giv to the poor" means to giv
one par cent or less. ''What shall it profit a man if
h~ gain the whole world and lose his own soul"
(Mark viii, 36; Luke ix, 25) T Yet every Christian
in the world is trying to ~sin an be can of it. '' Woe
unto you that are rich" (Luke vi, 24). "So likewise
whosoever he be of you that foreaMith not all that he
hath cannot be my disciple" (Luke xiv, 33). Here
again is the word all, which, of course, meana a small
part of wealth and no part of anything else. "When
thou makest a feast, ca.ll the poor, the maimed, the
lame, and the blind" (Luke xiv, 13). But no Christian does this. They sometimes giv crusts to tramps
and beggars, but feast only those who are able to
feast them in return, and which is positivly forbidden. "When thou makest a dinner or a supper, call
not thy friends nor thy brethren, neither thy kinsmen
nor thy rich neighbor, lest they also bid thea again
aud a recompense be made thee" (Luke xiv, 12).
But these are the very ones who are always called,
because when Christ forbias us to call our rich
friends, brethren, kinsmen, and rich neighbors, he
means that we must call them, in order that we may
be recompensed for the all that we hav given to the
poor.
If there is 1my one thing between the lids of the
"holy" Bible which Jesus Christ condemned in the
clearest, most positiv and emphatic language, it is
the ownership of property. But there is not a Christian in the world but who owns or desires to own
property. "And why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do
not the thin~s which I say" (Luke vi, 46) ~
We will next consider the sayings of our Lord and
savior regarding the observance of the Sabbath.
We find that he waEJ himself a Sabbath-breaker.- He
went through the corn fields. He and his disciples
nlucked ears of corn on the Sabbath day (Matt. xii,
1; Mark, ii, 23; Lukcl vi,
and defended the
same, saying that priests prcf;,.ne the Sabbath and
are blameless (Matt. xii, 5). He healed the siek and
the lame, restored the blind, and commll:nded a man
to carry his bed on the Sabbath day (John v, 8).
"Are ye angry at me because I hav made a man
whole on the Sabbath day" (John vii, 23)1 "What
man shall there be among you tbat sball hav one
sheep, and if it fall into a pit on the Sabbath day,
will he not _lay hold of it and lift it out" (M!itt. xii,
11)! "It li'l lawful to do well on the Sabbath day"
(Matt. x, 11; Luke vi, 9). "Thou hypocrit ; doth
not each one of you on the Sabbath day loose his ox
or his ass from the stall and lead him away to watering" (Luke xiii, 15)) 1 "Ought not this woman . . .
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be loosed from this f.ond on the Sabbath day"
(Luke xiii, 16) 7 "The Sabbath was made for man,
not man for the Sabbath. The son of man is Lord
also of the Sabbath" (Mark ii, 27, 28).
Christians eall Sunday the Sabbath and pretend
to observe it, although there is not a word in the
whole of the New Testament to authorize such observance, and not only do they violate the will of
their L~n·d themselvs by neglecting to follow hie example, but they will not allow others to follow it.
" The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the
Sabbath " but Christian law makes it just the reverse. :, It is lawful to do well on the Sabbath day,"
but if I want to save my hay or care for my crops on
that day I am prevented by Christians, who neither
do well nor allow others to do so. " And why call
ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I
sayf"
"Forgiv thy brother not seven times, but seventy
times seven" (l.fs.tt. xviii, 22). "Resist not evil; if
~>mitten on one cheek, turn also the other (Matt. v,
39; Luke vi, 29). Did any Christian in the world
e~ar do that 1 Instead of forgiving seventy times,
an offense is rarely forgiven at all. Brothers are
beaten and abused, clapped into prison, fined, and
sent to the gallows by people who call themselve
brot.hera in Christ.
If any man tske :vour coat by law, giv him a cloak
r.lso (Matt. v, 40; Luke vi, 29). But giving a cloak
seems to mean giving a kick, for if caught, the thief
is imprisoned, or the one who sues is hated and despised, receiving curses instead of a cloak.
If compelled to go a mile, go twain (Matt. v, 41).
But no Christian who was compelled to go anywhere
against his will ever doubled the amount of that
compulsion; but they resist evil, or what they con·
aider evil, in every possible manner, and continuaily
seek vengenncfl instead of forgiving seventy times
seven times. Yet they claim to be following the
footsteps of Christ. 0 hypocrite! "why call ye me
Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say ?"
"TRke no thought for your life, what ye shall est
. . . or what ye shsll put on. Is not iife more
than meat and body more that raiment~, (Matt. vi,
25). But we a1·e told that the command, take no
thought, means that we must take thought, and for
the very things forbidden. Of course Christ always
me.&ns just the reverse cf what he says. Or we ll"re
told thst it is impracticable or impossible to follow
such commands, which is simply saying that Christ
did not know wbat he was talking shout, or that be
is unable to fuifill his promises. " Take no thought
for the morrow" (Matt. vi, 34; Luke xii, 22). This,
of course, means that we must take thought for the
morrow. We must sow our seed in autumn and
spring for the next summer's crops. We must raise
wheat in summer in order to bav bread the next
winter. Take no thought for the morrow means
that we must be continually thinking and providing
for the future. Oh, yes; Christ always means just
what he did not say, and never what te did say !
I cannot accuse Christians of loving work any too
well, but they do it because they must, and, as they
say, because it is a religious duty. Certainly. Christ
says : " Behold the fowla of the air, for they sow
not, neither do t.hey reap, nor gather into barns, yet
your heavenly father feedeth them, are ye not much
better than they 1 • • • Consider the lilies of the
field how they grow, they toil not neither do they
spin, and yet I say unto you that even Solomon in
all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.
Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field,
. . . shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye of
little faith? Therefore take no thought, saying,
what shall we eat or what shall we drink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed 1 For after all these
things do the gentiles seek. . . . But seek ye
first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and
all these things shall be added unto you" (Matt. vi,
26-33). Then there is no reason or necessity for the
vast amount of labor performed by humanity in
order to liv. The fowls of the air sow not, neither
do they reap nor gather into barns, and why should
we! Our heavenly father feedeth them and are we
not much better than they? The lilies of the field
toil not neither do they spin, and why should we ~
If God so clothe the grass of the field, shall he not
much more clothe us 1 Shall we not sit down in the
grass, or upon a rotten log, fold our arms, say,
''Lord, I believe," and wait for food and clothing to
come tumbling out of. heaven~ Oh; no; Christ did
not mc:oan what he said, but something which be did
not say, and which directly opposes what he did say.
But "the father hath oommiHed all judgment to the
son" (John v, 22), and what is the use of our calling
him Lord, Lord, unless we are willing to do the
things which he says, and not what we may think he
means.
"If any man come unto me and hate not his father
and mother, and wife and children, and brethren and
sisters, yes, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple" (Luke xiv, 26). I regret that some people
who call themselvs Christians do follow this command, but the majority do not. There seems to be
love, or at least a kindly feeling, among the members
of nearly all Christian families. But we must hate

our 1·elativa, or we cannot be disciples of Christ.
But he did not mean that, they say. Ob, no, of
cours~ when he says hste he means love. "I come
not to send peace, but a sword," I am come to put
man at a variance against man (Matt. x, 34). This
may be considered the one exCieption, the one command of Christ which Christiana hav always followed
with great ze&l. History is a record of bloodsbed
and carnage, and, ss Iugersoll sa?'f:l,_ "the world is
covered with forts to protect Chl'IBLle.ns from other
Christians." In this one instance they hav called
him Lord, Lord, and done the thing which he said.
"Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of
you" (Luke vi, 26). But there is not a churchmember in Christendom who does not seek or desire
fame and popularity, or who does not prefer a good
n&me to precious ointment; but of course the Lord
did not mean what he said.
"They which shall ba accorinttd worthy to attoin
that world, neiti:H>r marry, nor are given in marriage"
(Luke xx, 34). From this we must; infer that they
who marry ell&U not be accounted worthy to attain
that world; but ·it seems that he did not me>an that
E>itber, when we consider the amount of marrying
done in the church.
But Christ said black, therefore he means white.
But let us see what our great redeemer says about
prayer. \'When thou prayest, thou shalt not be as
the hypocrits are, fo1· they love to pray in the synagogs and on the corners of the sbreets that they may
be seen of men , . . . but when thou prayest
enter into thy closet and wh»n thou hast shut thy
door, pray in secret" (Matt. vi, 5, u).
But there is not a church which has not ita public
prQyers. Very few people, if any, ever enter their
closets and shut the doors for the purpose of secret
prayer. The Salvation Army howl about the corners
of the streets; Methodista, and some other denomination8, during their revival meetings, jump and
shout like a set of maniacs, but since Christ always
means just the revarse of what ho says, public prayer
is consistent with his teachings. "A.nd all things
whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, yfl shall receive"
(Matt. xxi, 22). "If ye sbide in me, and my words
abide in you, ys shall ask whatsoever ye will and it
shall be done unto you" (John xv, 7). "And whatsoever ye shall REk in my name that will I do. . .
. If ye shall ask anythi2g in my name I will do it"
(John xiv, 13, 14). It seems that he did not mean,
any of these things either, for Christians daily ask
hundreds of thousands of things which are never·
granted. Almost the entire Christian world prayed•
for the recovery of Garfield; thousands prayed forthe deliverance cf tbemselvfl, or their friends, from.
the terrors of the Johnstown flood; a dozen helpless girls in the upper story of a burning building in.
Indiauapoiis, beyond hmmm help, prayed for rescue;:
hundreds of horror-stricken E'pectatora prayed also,
but our loving savior allow€ d them to suffer a most
cruel death, although he says: "Whatsoever ye shalL
aek in my name that will I do."
The most probable explanation of this is that he
did not mean what be said, i.e., tha~ he would not
do what we may ssk in his name, or that we call him
Lord, Lord, and do not a single thing that he says;
and he is, therefore, relieved of all obligations.
He approved the use of wine, made it an emblem
of his blood, and even became a distiller of wine
himself (John ii, 7, 8). But Christians desire to be
advocates of temperance, gospel temperance indeed,
but, in this inst~nce, he bas occasionally laid a heavy
hand upon his ditmbedient subjeflts. He burnt Talmage's TabernaclP, nnd, in a still more striking in-.
stance, sent a cyclone upon Waebington Cout-t House,.
0., which tore out a number of churches, wrecked
several more, but carefully avoided the saloons, not.
harming one of them. Had it been just the reverse, aU
Christendom would bav bowled about the vcmgeanc&
of God visited upon the saloons; as it is, they are
quiet.
My search for a Christian is ended. I hav failed
to find a single one who follows the teachings of our
great redeemer except in the matter of cutting the
others' throats; failed to find a single one who is
followed by the signn which were to be the test of
the believer; failed to find one who can cast out
devils, speak with new tongue<~, take up serpents,
drink deadly thinga wit.h impunity, or Jay hands on
the sick and heal them (Mark xvi, 17, 18). Well
may t.he loving savior look from his great throne
down upon his nretended followers and exclaim:
" Why call ye me'Lord, Lord, and do not the things
which I say?"
"Not every one that saith unto me Lord, Lord,
sh&ll enter tbf.l king-dom of heaven 11 (Matt. vii, 21).
Locust Cm·ner, 0.
CBAS. 0. HAYS.

J{issing the Book.
There appears to be s great detol of trouble occurring in the coul'ts recently in the administration of
oaths. To me it seems like non3ense and foolishness; whether it be by the uplifted band, burning
papers with prayers writ.ten c.n them, by joss-sticks,
by crossGs, or by kiaE:Iing a book, dirty, greasy, and
filthy outwardly, and full of dirt, smut, filth, and obscenity inwardly.

THE TRUTH !Sl:m~:a~.J:!.tR. APRIL 19. 1~~0.
What is the use of any kind of mon.key-sbow about
tbe business, anyway? A. simple affirmation, under
the pains and penalties of perjury, to tell so much of
the truth as the court and counsel will permit, to the
best. of one's knowledge and abilHy, ought to be
sufficient.
A far beHer way than that would be to hav all
oaths bills repealed. Lat perjury ba defined as giving false testimony. Then enact that all testimony
before any and all of!i(lers shall be under the pains
and penalties of perjury. That would p!aee all men,
saints and sinners, citizens and aliens, on a common,
Jegallevel before the law.
Then John Smith would tell hi;~ story. P11t
O'Flynn would tell his, and Ah Sin, Ole Oleson,
Hans Dumblespreoht, et al, would tell theirs, while
the jury would sift and weigh their testimony just
the same as now. And if any of them were untruthful, they could be prosecuted for it just the same as
if they had kissed a book, dirty and greaRy on the
outside, and dirtier and filthier on the inside.
For myself, I would as soon think of kissing the.
caudal appendage of a mud monkey as of kiesing.
any book, and especially one
vile and filthy that
it could not be admitted into a mail-bag.
Judge Arnold walil right, and I say, all honor to
the young lady that had bravery and independence
enough to as11ert her right. I thank he... for her set
more than I cau tell. I doff my hat to her and the
judge, hoping that their rebellion may be as near the
end of legal superstition sa John Brown's was near
the end of hum1m slavery.
L. L. GooDwiN.
St. li:lmo, 'l'enn., April 6, 1890.

Christo-Theosophical Society, of which Mrs. Besant
is one of the lecturers, and presumably a member.
Judging by the name, I cannot see what it can
possibly hav in commou with Atheism, but perhaps
it may be more closely 1.6llied than appears to the
uninitiated.
Mr. Bradlaugh'a e.cbion with regard to the aighthom·a labor question has excited much comment, and
it is diffirmlt to see why a strong Radical in politics
should be in opposition. He contends that the working classes should combine and help themselvs, which
may be quite right in theory, but unfortunately the
vast majority C!Jmnot do so, being mere children in
orgEmizing powere. Their conatrmt work with. no
time for play or relaxation stultifies the brain, and
leaves them completely helpless in the hands of the
capitalist. But few men: hav his power of self-help.
Determination of will is possessed by a very sm&ll
minority.
J. D.
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leaves us here and goes to another plaee, where
under other conditions it continues to liv! And .if
we mean this, where is the continuation of the parting soul ! Whither does it go T
·
Faith alone can answer; and faith sees only
through the eyes of imagination. When life is no
more the soul is invisible. We do not see it without
light. It is like the taper's light, and seems to eo
where the light goes when the flame is extinguished.
Will it liv sgain T Does it continue to liv, only
changing its environment! Or, is it as defunct and
annihilate as tbe perfume of last year's flowers?
Has it graduated into non-existence like the minutes
and hours that we spent yesterday, like all the time
that men bav killed in the past! In short, is the
soul immor~al T Is it to liv forever, or does life terminate with the body's pal:'ting breath T We do not
know.
But if the soul is immortal, let us hope that he
who, in his wisdom and his power, gave it everlasting
life, will, in his goodness, giv it everlasbing happiness.
DAVID LEWSLEY.
[The following fu'lerl\l address was recently delivered at
the grave of a young Freethinker, in Graceland cemetery,
Washington, D. C.]
Doubters and Honesty.
The soul's farewell to the body, and the living's farewell
Aa Freethinkers we often hav the statement
to the dead.
thrown at us, that we are not sincere in our belief,
We are here to giv a respec~ful burial to a respect- and that we merely assert our opinions for the sake
able stranger. The young man hss not been in this of notoriety, or merely to bav something to say. In
country long enm1gh to make friends. To all here faet, among ignorant Christians, this idea predomiexcept two he was unknown. Of t.hese two, one nates. This base slander-, when spit in the face of
knew him and knew his family in France, and the an honest man, who has, perhaps, borne much huotber not only knew him at home but crossed the miliation, and endured the
Atlantic a few weeks ago in companionship with him..
Whips and scorns of time,
Both speak well of him. For myself, I saw him alive
The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,
only once. But one look at his fr&nk, intelligent face simply because he bas dared to express his honest
Our London Letter.
was enough to tell me that he was an honest man. thoughts, in an age noted for its shams and shows,
Mr. Gladstone has contributed to a semi-religious A single glance at his parsonel belongings was suffi- this falsehood rouses a spirit of righteous indignapublication the first of a series of articles on " The cient to convince me that he tried to liv like tion. These thoughts came forward with great em~
Impregnable Rook of Holy S~ripture._" It is only an honest man and a gentleman. Now, if AJex- pbasis in the mind of the writer, when he heard a
the power of hia name that g1vs any 1mportance to andre Courtemanche has gone to travel in a land prominent evangelist, in addressing a religious meetthese, as, to judge by the present instalment, there is beyond this grave; if he has gone to journey in an ing, make the assertion that there is not an honest
nothing said likely to be of auy importance to a undiscovered country, these two considerations doubter in the world!
Freethinker, whatever it may appear to a believer. should be the amplest guarantee that he will be welIn the first l)laae, what is a doubt T Webster deAs he is willing to grant to specialists the right of come wherever he goes.
fines it as " 8 fluctuation of mind arising from defect
negativ and destructiv inquiries as to 11ge, text, and
It is under circumstances extraordinary an& solemn of knowledge, or evidence." Sir William Hamilton
authorship of the books of the Bible, only holding. to that we meet together at this grave. Alexandre says, "Doubt is the beginning and the end of our
himself the ideas conveyed by them, be practically Courtemanche once belonged to the Catholic church, sfforts to know." In other words, when we attempt
givs up the defense, as be thereby tacitly admits that but for years he had not been a Catholic in the lull to investigate a subject, if 11 doubt arises in our
the dootrin of inspiration is untenable, and more and practical sense of this wo:rd as this church under- minds, it i:lhows that we bav made an effort to gain
fully when he goes on to acknowledge certain limits- stands it. From being a good Catholic he became a knowledge upon that subject, and the doubt pretiona, as, imperfect comprehension of that which was good Freethinker, to use his own term and the eludes our accepting either side of the question.
communicated; imperfeat expression of what had term employed by the good priest who was req nested Unless new evidence. is brought forward, which will
been oomprehended; ls.pse of memory in written to visit him on his deathbed. The sick man rejeoted abolish tbe doubt, so that we may decide upon one
transmissions; changes with the lapse of time in the the services of the priest &,nd declared he would die side
the other, it· may be said that that is the end
sense of words; variations arising from renderings as he had latterly lived, a Freethinker.
of our knowledge upon the subject, although it Jl1,ay
into different tongues, snd that there are three variant
Whether his decision would bav been the same not be the end of our effort<~ to obtain that knowlchronologies of the Old Testament acaordwg to the had he been in full possession of all his senses and edge. True doubt, then, as defined above, must
Hebrew, the Septuagint, and the Sama.ritan Penta- faculties, we do not know. Had he accepted the carry honesty with it in order to be a doubt. 4 J:I;~.an
teuch. And he wishes his readers to look at the proffered ministrations of the church, which in the may, by influence of prejudice, _leave 11 ~o_tice!J ce~
subject as they wc.uld at the British constitution or delirium of his siclmess he rejected, the msjestic tain evidence against his par1;1cular opm10ns, or, 1f
the poetry of Shakspere. Why, be is actually ad- funeral rites of the church of Rome would hs.v he does notice it, his prejudice may be so stro~;~g as
mitting all the points that Freethinkers bav been solemnized his burial instead of the few wenk words to prevent him from giving it its prope~ weight. In
persecuted for ~rg~ng, and, in the face.of ~bee~ a_d- we now utter.
<
· this case the man is bigoted, but not d1s~on_est..
In
missions yet cla1mmg to hold a firm bebef m Cnr1sThe Christians teach that after death there is judg- this esse it shows that his mental orgamzat10n 1s so
tianity. 'He appears to be. gain_ing light in spite ?f ment. Well, if an 8G.count of our lives is to be constructed that be can accept only the one opinion.
himself and if be goes on m th1s manner, he may, m rendered beyond the grave is it not reasonable to On the other band, if the man, upon examining the
a few U:.ore years, blo~som into an avowed Atheist. hope that be to whom this account must be given is evidence is convinced of its validity, and yet abOI course some of his statements are erroneous, just and generous, prompt to acquit~ man of respon- stains f;om actina thereon, that man is dishonest,
such aa declaring that Christendom regards the sibility when he bss been bereft of h1s reason~ The but he is not a d~ubter, for he is convinced of the
Bible as &n inestimable treasure. I do not .think be. delirium preceding this poor young ~an'_s death was truth and will not acknowledge it. These two inwill find, on inquiry, the Roman Catholic chur~h: the visitation of pte.videnc~. It was mCl_dent~l to B stanc~s apply to people of. all shades of _opinion, _and
holds this· opinion. And he is scarcely correct m ; terrible malady aga1?s.t wh10b no huJ?a.n mtell1gence it is absurd to say that e1ther one apphes espectally
saying the Bible invites, attracts, and commands the; could guard and wh1ch no h.uman sklll could master.· to one sect or another.
adhesion of mankind, unless he holds that those who i Alexandre Courtemanche came to this country _a • Christianity is built upon alleged supernatural oc.do not believe the contents of the book are outside: few weeks ago. A few ?a.ya .ago_ he came to th1s. currenees. It professes that its early f~unders did
He intends to show in suo-· oity. Within a ":eek of bt~ a!r1val here he was ta~an certain things beyond the power of ordmary men,
1the pale of humanity.
.ceeding arHcles th!lt science and research bav done ill with pneumoma, and wrthm anothe~ week b? dwd under ordinary circumstances. We know that s?ch
,much to sustain the historical credit of the Old Tea- despite aU the doctors could do for h1m. Dywg as things do not occur to.day. We kno~ that t1me
does not add to probability, and hence, m default of
1tament· but if he does not make out a better case; he did, estranged from the chu.rch and far away from
•than b~ has in his opening article his work will be ' his friends, it _become~ o~r duty under t~e broa.d. further evidence, we are compelled to say that we
.ao much labor in vain.
law~ of bum~Dity.to gr~ h1m a decent burial. Hts, doubt the reality of the. miracles. Some would go
A story from Ruasia bss recently gone the round famlly and h1s frtends m Franc~ may not yet know. even further and deny their reality. But, to use the
,0 f the papers to the Fffect that a farmer died: of his death. When they rece~~e the unwelcome· mildest ter~ we doubt it. Christians themselvs
.suddenly in the village of Lovroffsky-or rather, ap- : news, ~s they must before long, n m~y b_e some c~n· apply this rui~ in every-day life. .
. . .
The same applies to every .doct~m of Chr1~t1amty,
1parently died, as when the coffiu was being lowered ; solation to them to kuo.w that ~nmamt~ Is not so m:into the grave the lid wa11 forced open and the sup-; b~man but ~hat her~ m Washmgton, thousands l?f ex~ept whel:'e there is posit1v evxdence agamst the
:posed dead man rosG up, to the great horror and: mtles from h1s home, there are peoJ?le who to thmr doetrin. The laws of nature are the only guide we
\fright of the mourners, who ·all "left him and :fled.". n~tural r~spect for the ~ead add a nearty sympathy bav. They form the only one . whi?h "we know
'The poor wretch scrambled out of his grave and w1th the hvmg who surnve to ~pourn.
anything about. .A.s Pope says m his Essay on
made for the village, but foun.d all doors barred
In o~e.dience to a command which all must obey, Man :"
.against him, but one, into wh10h be entered for the epmt of Alexandre Oo~rt~J:;lanche bas gone
Say first, of God above, or man below,
~Shelter and warmth, but meanwhile the peasants, hence. Our solemn duty to-day IS to I~y tb,e body
What can we reason, but o! what we know?
Of man what see we but his statinn here,
arming themselvs w.ith poles and stakes of aspen in the earth ease!ully an~ ~everently, as bepomes the
From ~hich to reason, or to which refer?
wood, attacked the miserable man, whom they deemed long farewell. wb1cb ~he lmng mu~t take of t~e ~ead.
When any person declares the truth of an. occurThe soul 1s a th~ng about wh1~h w~ kno~ httl?·
8 wizard, and pinned· him with the stakes to. t~e
ground, and made a gem~in corpse of him. Th1s 1s 'Jlo the huf!lan gaze 1t _seems to be. tdent1011.! w~t~ th1s rence beyond the power of nature to a~comphsh, we
very terrible to an enhgbtened person, but why hfe, and w1th the partmg breath 1t takes 1ts de_P~rt bav the right to doubt the ~ruth of b1s stateme~t,
" Christians" should speak of it as a "horrible super- ure. Is the sou! merely another n~me for the life of or even to ~euy it, until be g1vs us some proof of 1ts
stition" passes my comprehension. They profess to the body, and w~th the death of tne ~ody does ~~e reall.ty, for, so far as we know, the laws of n~ture are
believe that the book containing thA comma~d, '.' ~hou soul become extmct? . When we ssy th!iot the sp1r~t immutable. ,._ny man who say~ that t~ere 1~ not ~n
shalt not suffer a witch [or wizard] to liv" 1s d1vmely bas departed do we stmply mean that the body 1s honest' doubter in the world, 1s defio1ent e1ther m
inspired but shudder with horror when one of ita dead, or do we mean something more! When we honesty or common sense himself.
Des 1J.foines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINER.
express ~ommands is carried into execution. What speak of ~be soul's dep~rtul'e, do we me.rely express
s lendid hypocrite are true believers.
a change m the cond1t10n of. the phys10al man-a
pI see it stated in Li.ght a Spiritualis~ic organ, change from life to death-or do we really mean that
SEND . for. catalog of our publications. Sent free

ao

or

that a society bas just b~en fouuded called the some living part of a man, something . i;mmortal, · on apphcatwn.
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lar doctrine it advocates. It is not the Bible that Professor Huxley; or the Atheists, BiiBhner's "Force
is sectarian, but the interpretations of it on which and Matter;'' or the Confucians " the :five King " or
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the sects build their creeds. Universalists do not " the four Shoo."
It is true the individual states could, according to
believe in eternal punishment, which, as the flourt
E. M. MA.CJDOlULD,
Editor. says, the Bible seems to teach; but they would be the United States c.ourt's interpretation of the bindC. P. So:r.t:BBBY,
Businesa Manager.
the last to claim that the Bible is therefore sectarian. ing force of the amendments to th& Constitution, esP'GBLIBllliiD BY
They
claim, though forming a very small minority, tablish religion if they pleased; but the majority hav
THE 7BU7H SEEKER OOMPANY.
rightly
interpreted, the Bible teaches Universal- not pleased, and hav placed in their constitutions
that,
!8 LA..l!'AYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
prohibitions of any such act. They are therefore reism, and not etemal punishment."
strained like the national government, and in genOf
course,
if
this
is
not
so,
if
any
one
of
the
sects
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
does not believe the Bible to be a " divine revelation eral the same legal argument holds good in all the
AddNUall Oommunicatiom to THE TRUTH BEEKER to man," then the argument falls to the ground. states. Christianity is not a part of their laws, and
OOMP.ANY. Mak6 all Drafts, (Jhdcks, ]>ost-o:f!U;e ~nd Ez. And, of course, if it is divine revelation, it must be they are not " Christian states." The Bible, being
prll88 Money Ordkr& payabl8 to r:JHARLEB P. BOMERBY. faultless, for a perfect God could not teach error. the religious compilation of one division of the peoWhat then is the Bible to our Unitarian irienda who ple, cannot be other than a sectarian book, so far as
SATURDAY,
APRIL 19, 1890. ever since the AriiUl controversy hav denied the it is a book at all; and whether viewed from this
dogma of the dif'inity of Christ, holding him to be broad plane, or from the narrower one of the Wis·
SUBSCBIP'l'ION BATES.
not equal to God, but only an exalted man whose consin court, the decision must in either case be the
Single subscnption in advance............................. . '8 00 life and teachings, rather than his alleged supernat- same. As between the evangelical and non-evangelOne· subscrlptioa two years, in advance................. . i 00
Two new subscribers..........................................• i 00 ural origin, constitute the real Christianity T Or will ical churches-leaving out the Catholic church-the
the organ squirm out of this by asserting that the Bible is a strong supporter of t.he former, and the
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one remittance ...................................................... . 6 00 Unitarians do not believe that the Bible teaohes the probabilities are great that the child of a non-evanOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
gelical, taught simply to bolieve the Bible, would bedivinity of Christ ?
remittance ................................................... . 700
There is, however, a point the organ overlooks, come an evangelical Christian if left to itself and the
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 iO and which it must admit renders Bible reading im- book. Unitarianism and Universalism hav to read
practicable if perfect fairness between the sects is to into the Bible all the humanity and morality they exOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 be maintained. The Wisconsin court said, and the tract from it. Read literally, it maintains the abAny number over 1lve at the same rate, invariably
organ must admit its accuracy, that "some of the surd and horrible doctrine of the Roman Catholics
with one remittance.
portions [of the Bible] so read seem to inculcate and the evangelicals.
The Catholic Standard is nearer right than the
doctrine of the divinity of Jesus Christ and of the
'J'HE Book.
punishment of the wicked after death." This being Methodist organ, for it says that the decision of the
Some more chapters in the Cartoon Book which so, in feimess to the Unitarian and Universalist Wisconsin court is the onl' logical and possible conchildren other portions combating these views mu~t clusion that can be reached with the principle of un.hav been compiled during the past week are these:
also be read, else sectarian instraction is an accom- sectarian public schools as the premia.
STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY:
plished fact. And so with all other sectarian differA Q11estion for Theological Ethnologists.
ences.
Texts supporting all doctrine must be read
We Again Correct a Contemporary.
Some Problems in Evolution.
or
none
at all. To do otherwise would constitute
The Prototype of the Methodist Revival.
We hope that in time some of our esteemed conunfairness between the sects themselvs. But to do
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute.
temporaries may be induced to pay more attention
this is utterly impossible, and even adopting the
TuE BIBLE AND SoiENoE :
to accuracy of statement, but hav to confess that
organ's line of argument, that the Bible, as it emGeology and the Bible.
our genial ironplated friend of Indianapolis is a
braces al~ cannot be sectarian, the only way to please
Geography and the Bible.
difficult subject. In the Age of March 29th, in anall
is to please none !
TBE CLERGY AND TBEIB FLOCKS :
nouncing the defeat in the United States Senate of
But the view that the Bible, being the sourC'e of all Blair's Educational bill, he said:
Shearing Time.
Christianity, can be lawfully used, cannot for a
The Clergy's Hold Upon the People.
"This bill, the religious features of which were so artfully
moment be maintained without the acceptance first concealed, we believe would hav at least passed the senate
O.o.e of a Very Numerous Class.
of another premia-that this is a Christian country. again but for the determined and dol!;ged opposition of the
The Physician to the Flock.
Were this true, if every man, woman, and child were religious sect known as Seventh Day Adventists. It had the
Daty to the Clergy.
a Christian-even then the Bible, as we hav seen, luring bait of a $77,000,000 appropriation to be distributed
Conference Time.
amongst the states in proportion to the density of illiteracy.
Work of a Methodist Conference in New York in would be a source of trouble between the sects, for But the chief object of the bill was to enforce religious inthe reason that all sectarianism could not be taught structions in the public schools by national authority and
1886.
equally, and because members of one sect would not the acknowledgment of Jesus Christ as the Pupreme ruler of
The Burden of the Cross.
The Theologian's Conception of Clerical Privi- desire their children to know the tenets of the other nations. And to think that a measure PO un-American, so
sects. Of course the Methodists hold this to be an pernicious, so unconstitutional as this could poll so large a
leges.
"eminently Christian country," and so do some vote as it did in the Senate of the United States in this age
The Ark of the Lord.
of general intelligence must make every true patriot shudder
But the supreme court does not so hold, for
others.
Sympathizing With their Pastor.
the welfare of his country."
and state courts hav decided both ways, according
One Triumphant Saint.
In
transferring this to THE TBUTB SEEKER, for the
to the fanaticism of the judge. But the Christian
Appearance and Fact.
purpose
of pleading for accuracy, we remarked :
religion is excluded from the national and state conChaplains in the Army and Navy.
stitutions, and tradition and the general spirit are
A Desirable Bargain.
"Senator Blair is the responsible author of so many
Considerable encouragement in the shape of ad- against the notion that the country is Christian. iniquitous and crazy measures that it is not strange, perhaps,
vance orders has been received in the same time, Certainly it is not legally so. . George Washington that his critics should occasionally get mixed up. But the
bill recently voted on was not the one to which the criticism
which has caused much diligence on the part of the spoke for the whole people, and, let us hope, for all of Dr. Monroe would apply. This was a bill 'to aid in the
time, when he said that the government of the United estn.blishment and temporary support of common schools,•
editor. The price of the book is $2.
States is in no sense founded on the Christian and it provided for a grant of some seventy odd millions,
extendmg through a series of years, by the general governThe Methodists and the Wisconsin Supreme religion.
This being so, what becomes of the organ's hair- ment, to the states, for the maintenance of common schools
Court.
the money to be divided on the basis of illiteracy of popula:
At the Methodist conference held in this city last splitting? Christianity being only one of several tion. A careful perusal of the blll (which the Senator kindly
week Dr. James M. King presented a report which religions taught in the country, and having no legal forwarded us) fails to show any direct advantage to the
was adopted, consisting of an argument against the preeminence above any one of them-all forms of .churches from it. Opposition to it proceeded from political
recent decision by the Wisconsin supreme court that religion being .equally recognized in our courts-it rather than religious reasons.
"The measures which the Adventists opposed are Senator
the Bible is a sectariaB book and therefore not enti- becomes only one sect, a sect being, according to the Blair's Educational Amendment to the Constitution and ·his
tled to a place in the public schools. The gist of organ, a division. The people of the country are Sunday law bill. The first provides that the general govern.
the argument was that as it is the interest of govern- divided into Christians, Jews, Atheists, A-gnostics, ment shall guarantee that the various states shall maintain
ment in education to provide for a citizanship made Confucians, Positivists, and there are probably a few schools in which shall be taught the principles of the Chrisup of morally accountable beings, public schools Mohammedans and other " heathen" among us. To tian religion; the second provides for the religious observshould be neither secular nor sectarian, but should a Jew the New Testament is mental poison. To an ance of Sunday so far as J;he general government's jurisdiction goes. The errors which maybe counted in our esteemed
be religious from the Christian standpoint. The Atheist the whole Bible is superstitious folly. To contemporary's remarks are, therefore, as follows :
an Agnostic it is a mythical compilation, about the
report says:
"1. The Adventists hav not doggedly opposed the Educa"In the present state of the controversy we hold it to be truth of which he knows nothing, except as human tional bill. 2. The object of the bill was not to enforce
the duty of Christian citizens of a commonwealth Christian experience has taught him that the majority of its religious instruction in the public schools. 3. It does not
in its history and in the character of its laws to deny that statements are false. To a Rationalist, it is the bar- acknowledge Jesus Christ as the supreme ruler of nations
the Bible is a sectarian book, and claim for it a place wher. barian's idea of the origin of the universe-the folk (the Educational Amendment does not do that). 4. The
ever the state attempts to educate youth for the duties of lore and religious aspirations of uncultivated people. bill was not unconstitutional, not particularly un-American
and not pernicious from a Liberal LJtandpoint. As n politfcai
citizenship."
Among many religions, therefore, Christianity is but measure Jeffersonians wou 'd oppose it, but several Southern
This conference report was preceded by an editorial a sect, a division, with no more right to thrust its Liberals, whoRe states would get the major portion of the
in the Methodist organ in this city, in which the peculiar religions book upon the public schools than money, favored its enactment into law.
same thought was advanced, the argument being hll8 any other religious division. As well might the
"To Senator Blair's Educational Amendment to the Conthat as ''all truly Christian bodies " accept the Bible Jews claim to hav the Talmud read; Qr the Moham- stitution, however, Dr. Monroe's criticism applies with peras a divine revelation to man it cannot therefore be medans, the Koran; or the Positivists, the " General tinence, with the exception of the line about Jesus Christ.
Setting up that ancient individual as the supreme ruler of
a sectarian book. Each truly Christian bcdy, says Principles of Positivism;" or the Agnostics-and nations is the notion of the National Reform Association,
~he orl?an, " appelllB to it ""' ~up,porting t}le parti~u- there ~r:e ~ !lost of th~m-the poleJUical essays of otherwiee lmOWllflS t4c God-iP.-tlle-Constitution part,y,''
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wha~

does our genial friend say!

Why, this: such language about a co-worker in the ranks of Liberalism broad-gage linguistic notions to those who do not

"It is a weakness of genius at times to mistake its own i~ the same devilish spirit that established the Auto.diirfe and desire them.

ltghted the fagots around its victims.
"I am an old reader of Lucifer, and with iny head whitened by the frosts of many winters, I can trnth!ully say I
hav never yet seen an article, a sentence, or even a word
which I would call vulgar or indecent in its columns."
And our readers will recollect these words by Dr.
Knapp:
·
"If you hav not the moral stamina requi;it to aid in this
work, for our sake, do not, I beg, hinder those who hav."
Mr. E. H. Heywood prints this oracular utterance
in his Word:
"Relativ to the last assault on that clean, brave, able pioneer in Freethought, Moses Barman, perhaps Eugene MaeLet's see how this paragraph stands as regards ac- donald, Moses Hull, and other editors can afford to speak or
curacy ! Did we say that our genial contemporary be silent, in the way they are doing, but I doubt it."
had confounded the Educational bill with the Sun.
What shall we think of the mental condition of
day Rest bill? We do not find such an assertion. these critics! If the end justifies the means, then,
The confounding was with the Educational Amend· to accomplish a good purpose, murder is justifiable !
ment to the national Constitution. And the "chief It is the argument of the fanatic. To get men into
features of the defeated bill,'' as Dr. Monroe states, heaven the church has persecuted and murdered
are a provision of that amendment, and a plank them here-and used Mr. Overton's conservativ
of the National Reform Aasoeiation's platform, daughter's argument to justify the crime. Freewhich piece of pious lumber is neither in the Blair thinkers, however, who do not possess the virtue of
Educational Amendment nor in the Blair bill 1 conservatism, hav usually condemned the acts and
He distinctly says: "The chief object of the bill despised the fallacious argument.
was to enforce religious instruction in the public
And why should we keep quiet, when we do not
schnols by national authority, and the ackn"Owledg- agree with Mr. Harman's methods? Does he remain
ment of Jesus Christ as the supreme ruler of nations." silent when he disagrees with us Y Must we also
But the bill does not do either, and his " chief feat- pass by in silence the utterances of the Christians
ures of the defeated bill " are not in the bill at all. because we do not agree with them! Muet we be
The bill says nothlng about religion and nothing restrained from condemning Comstock's law-the
about Jesus Christ, but specifies the instruction in very one under which Mr. Harman suffers-because
the schools benefiting by the act to be " the art of we do not agree with its principles! And why did
reading, writing, and speaking the English language, Dr. Drayne say anything concerning our "unfeeling
arithmetic, geography, history of the United States, attack" upon Lucifer if he disagrees with us?
and such other branches of useful knowledge as may Would it not hav been better, if he finds that we hav
be taught under local laws." And it further pro- steppe~ aside or in any way done an injury to a noble
vides " that the moneys distributed under the pro- cause, to pass it by in silence! Dr. Drayne's logic
visions of this act shall be used only for common would forever prevent any protests against wrong,
schools, not sectarian in character." The word sec- and silence Mr. Harman himself! It won't do, as
tarian is all the reference to religion the bill makes Colonel Ingersoll would observe. Speech must be
So it is seen that his "chief features" we1·e con- free; the press must be free ; the mails must be
founded with the other measures-one Blair's Edu- free; and those who hold one idea must be as free
cational A!Dendment, the other, the National Reform to protest against what they conceive to be wrong as
those who hold any other idea. Mr. Harman and his
Association's platform.
protest against the abuse of persons ; cannot
friends
Considering the facts in the matter, our genial
we
protest
against his abuse of the English lanfriend's comments upon our correction seem to be
pointless; or, at best, reveal a disposition to deceive, guage! For, notwithstanding Dr. Drayne's remarkwhich is much to be regretted in so stanch a friend able certificate to its purity, if Dr. O'Neil's letter is
not vulgar and indecent, those words never truthfully
to George Washington.
described any language.
As for Dr. Knapp's opinion, it occurs to us that it
A. Queer State of Things.
requires more moral stamina to reprove a friend than
The criticisms of THE TRUTH SEEKER upon the use
to score an enemy. But, really, is it a sign of a Jack
of filthy words in Mr. Harman's crusade against
of courage to say that a vulgar and useless screed,
social vices and brutish abuse of marital privileges
even though written by one of those highly privi·
has r<.vealed a queer state of atrsirs among his thickleged characters called physicians, should never hav
and-thin supporters. They seem to think that he
been printed, and that it is an insult to a person to
and they are the only ones who should say anything,
hav it thrust upon him, as though that were the sort
and that unless people can agree with him and them
of literature the editor knew he wanted ? It is true
they should keep quiet. Some of the:n even go so
it does not require much courage to say it, for nine
far as to assert the old Jesuit maxim, the end justihundred and ninety-nine of every thousand persons
fies the means. Others, like Dr. Abbie Kuapp-a
will agree with the opinion, but neither is it a sign
woman for whom we hav a sincere respect-think
of moral cowardice to express it. We are as willing
that it must necessarily be a lack of moral courage
now as when we wrote the sentence Dr. Foote's
which prevents an unqualified support of the use of
Health Monthly recalls to "fight for another's right
filthy expressions. By others we are warned that we
to differ with us," but how is it with our critics?
cannot afford to utter any condemnation of the trash,
Are they willing to fight for our right to differ with
and one good man holds tha~ if Mr. Harman goes to
them P It looks very much . as though they were
prison it will hav been THE TRUTH SEEKER which put
not. We shall sustain Mr. Harman's right to hold
him there. Read these lines :
and propagate any opinions he pleases upon any
In Lucifer of March 28th, Mr. 0. M. Overton, of
subject, but we cannot uphold his invasion of other
Silida, Col., says:
·
people's rights by printing matter that would teach
"I hav just been reading THK TRUTH BEKKER's savage corruption. . Supposing a child obtainPd that copy
criticism, and take time to say that my daughter, Mrs. of Lucifer before liiUCh child was, in the judgment
Whitehead, a pure-minded, intelligent, and somewhat con- of its parents, old enough to be warned against the
servativ woman, differs in toto from friend Macdonald, beastliness of some degraded spE)cimens of the race!
both as to the. animus and merit of the contribution which
has caused the second arrest. A 1·ighteous end, she holds, Would not its parents hav good cause to reprove the
justifies any means .essenti ~l to tlte end."
editor for thrusting it upon them in a paper they
Lucifer, of April 4th, has this from Dr. 0. H. trusted and had previously taken in good faith'
Out upon such stuff! There is no sophistry in the
D.cayne, of Sebree, Ky.:
world, in all the books of all the Jesuits, that can
"TaB TRUTH SEEKER of March 8th devotes more than a
column to an illogical, unfeeling, and uncalled.for attack get around the fact that a parent has a right to proupon the editor of Luctje1· for printing the O'Neil letter. It teet his child from contamination. The only way
seems to me that a brother and co. worker in the noble cause Mr. Harman could hav justified sending that oopy
of liberty, when he finds,' asl:e thinks,' that another brother of Lucifer to his subscribers would hav been to write
h.as stepped aside or in any way done an injury to the cause, to each a private letter and ask them if they wanted
instead of jumping OL him with both feet, or dealing him
blow after blow, straight from the shoulder, it seems to me such literature. Even Mr. Heywood, who goes as
far as anyone in urging the right to print everythat it would be much better to pass it by in silence ..,
'' lt strikes we t)lat the spirlt_that prompts & map to ~ttcr tlling1 adwits ~hat be llas PO..right at all to seud his.
obfuscation for other people's obtuseness of vision. March
29th, we spoke of the defeat of the Blair Educational bill,
not in the least confounding it with the Blair Sunday Rest
bill. The chief features of the defeated bill were briefly
referred to and not at all ccnfounded with those of any other
bill introduced by this crazy and blatant Puritan. So THE
TRUTH BEEKER must look into its own mental machinery for
the muddled condition that inspired its courteous but misdirected criticism upon our simple announcement of the defeat
of the Educational bill. Senator Blair is a mischievous pest
and a national bore and ass, but we did not believe him
smart enough to so confuse a level-headed Infidel Editor as
to make liim believe his own mental muddle the condition of
some man a thousand miles away."

As to whether we can afford to speak as we do or
be silent-in other words, whether we can afford to
do anything but support Mr. Harman's conduct, we
imagin we can always afford to tell the truth and say
what we think. When we cannot, the church will be
our haven. And why not! Does Mr. Heywood
propose to persecute us for expressing our opinion ~
Is anyone who differs from us going to do that.?
What form will our punishment take-ostracism, boycotting, dungeon, or a grave? If that shall occur,
what becomes of our critics' logic! of their pleas for
freedom of expression? Why shouldn't we speak as
well as Mr. Harman,.or Mr. Heywood, or Dr. Knapp,
or Dr. Drayne, or Mr. Overton, or Mr. Overton's
conservativ daughter? Do they form a consenEus of
the competent with whom everyb,dy must agr~e or
be silent ? If so, who made them the consensus,
and, above all, who made them the competent T
The statement that every person has the natural
right to do as he wills, provided that in doing it he
infringes no o~her per~on's equal freedom, is perfectly
impregnable-but that infringement! ah, there's the
rub. We invite our friends, and especially friend
Harman, to study the matter a little more closely.

Bad Advice.
The appended letter is from a friend who livs in
Oswego:
" BROTHER :MAODONALD : Get a sitting with Dr. Slade, and
when. the slate you hold under the table with your right
hand begins to 'push back,' drop it and instantly grab his
foot, and you'll not look for a spirit very long.
"A. H. wAI-Kli:R."
We do not propose to follow this violent suggestion. It is unnecessary, and would probably lead to
a row. The fact that Mr. Slade used his foot to
push the slate held under the table is as well established by sight as by feeling. When we visit mediums we shall go to them in the gentlest spirit of
inquiry, conscious of the imperfections of our skeptical nature, and seek light through their own willingness to shed it. If they are not willing, then the
light won't be shed. There is no use fighting one's
way into the spirit-land. And a medium who will not
afford every opportunity for preventing sleight-ofhand manipulation, the use of chemicals, or other
trickery, lays himself open to the suspicion that he
needs one of them to produce slate-writing. Wait
till McArthur finds .a medium who will let us hav
everything our own way and then see what occurs.

Editorial Notes.
C. B. REYNOLDs, secretary of the Washington Secular
Union, writes that the board of directors of that organization
propose to test the question of the right of the school teachers to read the Bible or compel school children to recite in
concert the Lor::i's prayer or to open the school sessions
with prayer, as is now done in some of the public schools in
that state. This ls a good move, and the Secular Union
should hav the activ encouragement of every Freethinker in
Washington. The office is located at 1526 Sixth street,
Seattle.
THE following is from the Working Woman, published by
Charlotte Smith at Washington, D. C.: "One of the brightest and brainiest women of the East is Susan H. Wixon, of
Fall River, Mass., who has been flooding that section with
Woman's League literature in behalf of woman's recognition in the management of the World's Fair. Susan and her
sister co-workers are indefatigable in the cause of women
and reform. Miss Wixon bas spent both time and money
and should be recognized by Governor Brackett as one of the
women appointed from Massachusetts to represent the educational and industrial women of that state at the World's
Fair Exposition at Chicago."·
NoT alone in Sweden are the Scandinavians waking up out
of their religious sleep. The last four numbers of the
S'Osnska Folke~s Tiduin.q (Swedish People's Journal), of
Minneapolis, devote two or three editorial co1umns to the
church's war against science (Kyrkflus St1·id mot Vctens.
kapon). They go over the whole ground of its opposition to
astronomy, geography, geology, and medicin, especially
its opposition to the use of anesthetics in labor cases; and
tells again of the persecution of Galileo and the martyrdom
of Bruno. The writer shows the church's errors in the
domain of economics even down to Luther's time, and
quotes from that worthy as follows : " Every nsurer is a
thief, and ought to be hanged. I call him an usurer who
lends money on interest." This is notable in a Swedish
paper having many Llttheran subscribers. The paper con.
eludes: "We see here, in great and small matters, how
mankind step by step has had to struggle with unspeakable
pain against the church's despotism that was so wicked as to
attempt to destroy all possibilities of humau weal."

"
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80RGHO, KY., March 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I vote for the pictures.
M. F. BALER.
DENVER, CoL., March 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Register our votes for the continuance of the
cartoons.
Very respectfully,
Fxrrz THIEl!.
BARNUM, MINN., March 20, 1890.
Mx. EDITOR : Sen me the ANNUAL. I shall vote for the
pictures.
A. M. TowNSEND.
ENGLEWOOD, April 2, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : I will send you $2 in a few days for the cartoon book.
•
JOHN HUDSON.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., March 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am glad to see that ih.e pictures are to be
continued, and when the book comes out I expect to get
one.
Loms W OLF.RS.
JAMESTOWN, March 17, 1800.
Mx. EDITOR : I am more than pleased with the work of
Heston, and shall, I hope, shortly giv him some proofs of
my admiration.
Yours very truly,
JoHN SPRING.
CHARI.ES CITY, lA., April1, 1890.
Mx. EDITOR : I would vote in favor of continuing the
publication of the pictures, as they are excellent-just the
thing to show our orthodox friends.
ANDREW HIGH.
CoHoEs, N.Y., April 7, 1890.
MR. F.n!TOR: Please send one coPy of your picture book.
I think that this book: will do more good to the cause of
Freethought than any book yet published. D. MoEtwAIN.
HAY SPRINGs, NEB.,
Mx. EDITOR: I will continue to try to get
to THE TBUTR BEEKER. But debts are the
tlers here, as in all new countries.
Yours for Secularism,

March 8, 1890.
more subscribers
terror of the setE.

w .. MINEB.

HUDSoN, 0., April1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me two copies of your cartoon
book. If you publish the Bible illustrations, I want them
also. They are the best thing yet.
MoRRIS JoHNsoN.
GoUVBBNEUR, March 20, 1890.
ME. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $7.25 for ;:enewal,
Heston's picture book, and the TRUTH BEEKER ANNuAL.
Keep Heston busy making pictures, for God's sake.
Yours with respect,
M. W. BAooN.

serviency. I am glad that your paper is a noble ex-ception to that respond wit.h a will and almost, without an exception.
IRA C. HoxiE.
this rule; and I trust that the ultra-refined feelings of those Success to Heston.
who are agitating for the discontinuance of the pictures will
DAYToN, 0., March 28, 1890.
hav no weight with you. Ridicule is a strong weapon, and
Mx. EDITOR: I would like replies to the following from
a fair weapon to use against a superstition which has wrought
some of your able contributors, as well as yourself:
incalculable mischief wherever it has been taught.
1. Is man sympathetic?
Yours truly,
W. MILLYARD.
2. Is man a production of nature?
3. Is nature sympathetic?
RooHRSTER, N.H., March 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am highly pleased with the picture-book
4. Is nature non-sympathetic?
15. Is it possible for a non-sympathetic element to produce
idea. One for me for the first off-go, and very likely several
others in a short time. Yes, by all means keep Heston at it. anything containing sympathy?
I would like to hear from Colonel Ingersoll on this matI inclose $4.50-$3 for renewal, twenty-five cents for RemsI. 8. BRADLEY.
burg's "Bible Morals," twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL, ter if possible.
and $1 for the cartoons.
E. J. Foss.
RosLYN, WAsH., March 31, 1890.
CENTRALIA, ILL., March 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find an order for $14, for which
MR. EDITOR: I am glad you will publish the first-page send five copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER cartoon book as herein
pictures in book form, and I send you the following six stated, and use $3 for renewal for a subscriber to THE TBUTH
names as buyers of the book, with check to pay for the same. BEEKER, and use the rest for books and pamphlets as in orI add money for fifty cents' worth of " Crimes against Crim- ders inclosed. The cartoon books will be monuments of arinals." All of the names given are TRUTH BEEKER readers, guments, ann there should be one in every theological graveand all vote for the pictures.
F. D. REXFoRD.
yard. Hoping that the cartoon booll:: business will be a success so that you can begin work on the pictorial Bible, I
BABBOURVILI.E, N.Y., April1, 1890.
will look around for some mhre oliv branches before the
MR. EDITOR: I think it just about as easy for a rich man water gets too low.
HENRY BEIOHLING.
to enter the kingdom of heaven as it is for me to get another
subscriber to THE TRUTH BEEKER. I vote for the pictures.
HANKINs, N.Y., March 21, 1890.
I would rather hav them detached from the paper. They
MR. EDITOR: I see by THE TRUTH SBEKEB of last week
would be so nice to send to Sunday-school for them to illus- that you are about to publish a book of the illustrations of
trate from when tl:ey hav a superintendent that cannot read THE TBUTH SEEKER. Good I If it is a. possible thing, I will
very well, as in our case last year.
EDGAR BURNSIDE.
be more than anxious to ha.v one or more copies. I am very
much pleased to know that we ha.v elected Heston for anSoDoM, 0., March 5, 1890.
other year, at any rate. I am the only Freethinker in this
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5, for renewal, ANNuAL, and place that I know or. This place is about equally divided
books as named. The balance giv to Heston for his pictures between Catholics and Protestants, and I hav to smile when
Do not let the pictures go out of existence. It is just the I think of some remarks that were made to me shortly after
stuff to make the Christian ashamed of his old Jewish God I came here, about a year ago, such as, "Mr. Galloway,
and his Bible. There is no chance to get you a. new sub- you must be a very good Christian." I ask, "Why?"
scriber for the paper in this place. There are too many "Because you never swear, and always are so kind and
Christians of the U. P. kiod. I will try and do all I can to obliging, always willing to help anyone that is in need,"
get one.
R. A. WEBB.
etc. My answer was at that time, "No, I do not profess to
be a. Christian, but do as near right as I am able."
GARNETT, KAN., March 19, 1890.
Yours for liberty,
WM. B. GALLOWAY.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1 to continue the cartoons, which is according to promis in my last, and I must
MILFORD, PA., April 2, 1890.
say, that for unadulterated truthfulness, and incomparable
MR. EDITOR: I should hav written long before this what
accuracy in delineating and setting forth in true colors the my family and myself think of the pictures, but ha.v delayed
maneuvering of the church and the Bible's absurd and fool- doing so, thinking I could get you a. new subscriber. I tried
ish yarns, Watson Heston beats all creation, and "Auld at three neighbors of mine, but did not succeed, although
Clooty" besides. So let the cartoons come, and I will do they all liked THE TRUTH BEEKER. But I will try again
CHAB. GxxoG.
more when I can.
when there is any chance of success. My wife and myself

MissouLA, MoNT., March 23, 1890.
N.1.uvoo, ILL., March 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hasten to renew, as I do not wi•h to lose a.
Mx. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.25, for which you
will please send me one dollar's w:.>rth of the staff of life, nun:.ber of that G. 0. P.(a.per), THE TRUTH SEEKER. Send
commonly called THE TBUTH SEEKER, and the ANNuAL for me the TBUTH BEEKRB ANNUAL. I would like to get that
w. H. FULTON. "Try-Square," but cannot just at present. I hope to send
1890.
for some books soon, among which will be that book of
NooKSAOK, .WAsH., March 11, 290.
illustrations. Long life to Heston, and long may his services
Mx. EDITOR: I hope you will giv Heston room. C. B. be retained by the Truth Seeker Company to keep the paper
Reynolds was here and left his tracks, i. e , an organization what it is at present, the greatest paper on earth.
or seven, with one office heaped upon your scribe, loc~l state
w. H. REID.
secretary.
Dx. J. W. BELL.
KoKoMo, IND., Dec. 31, 1889.
FosToRIA, 0., March 31, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I had expected to go to the congress at Philalh;:~. EDITG:a: I send money for the ANNUAL and a. new delphia., but the sickness of my brother, Dr. C. N. Willis, of
sub~criber. We send our votes for the pictures. Giv us the Grantville, 1.\C. C., prevented. He passed to spirit-life Novem·portraits of some of our free writers and free speakers on the ber 3d. My brother was a. subscriber to THE TRUTH BEBKE:B,
and a. worker for justice, liberty, and equal rights, and far
last page, instead of so much old Bible.
WmT. STEVENSON.
Yours for truth,
more radical than most so-called Infidels. He was a. Spiritologist. He knew spirit-life to be a. fact, and I ha.v conversed
RRDDIOK, ILL., March 29, 1890.
with him frequently since he has been living outside c.f his
MB. EDITOR: I ha.v tried hard to get a. new subscriber, worn-out earth body.
W. L. WILLIS.
but cannot, as times are very hard here. I like the paper
with or without the cartoons. As the most of the subscribMAITLAND, Mo., March 27, 1890.
ers S(em to like them, I do also. Wishing you success, I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find bills, for which please renew
am,
Yours for liberty,
HENRY PALMER.
my subscription, and send me the ANNUAL and apply twentyfive cents to the picture fund. My experience with the
LASSATER, TEx., March 24, 1890.
pictures is that they do much good. I keep the papers lying
MR. EDITOR: I send a. new subscriber. I would like to
around where they can easily be seen, and many persons
send a. good many more names, but the people in this councoming in pick them up, look at them, and laugh and comtry are so narrow-minded that they are almost afraid to even
ment on them, frequently in anything but flattering terms to
look at my paper, and often tell me that I am on a. sure road
Bible and church ; and occa.siona.Ily one will ask to take
to ruin.
Your friend,
W. P. JBMISON.
them home, a. favor I always grant. The pictures do good,
and I would like to see them continued. H. B. MAXWELL.
VroToR, MoNT., April 3, 1890.
Mx. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents-twenty-five cents
RoME, GA., March 26, 1890.
for t'Be ANNUAL and the rest for pictures. I say, giv us all
MR. EDITOR : I cannot get any subscribers in this hellthe pictures yGu can, for they are convincing and instructiv.
ridden place. What with the Young Men's Christian AssoYou can count on me as a. life subscriber, for I would not do
ciation and fifteen churches in a. town of fifteen thousand,
without the paper. Yours for truth,
M. KEROHNEB.
superstition reigns supreme. But I will keep on trying,
though it is an almost hopeless task. I want to say that I
BNoHOliiiBH, W .ASH., :March 28, 1890.
Mx. EDITOR : If there is anything lett after equa.ring my am heartily in favor of Heston's pictures, and hope they will
account, please turn it over to the Literature Fund. Put me be continued. You can count on me as a subscriber for life.
down for two volumes of the picture book, one to be sent I hope your paper will keep on getting better, as it has durto the friend's address inclosed, and the other to myself with ing the short time I ha.v been a. subscriber.
AuGusTus L. HANSoN.
bill for the two volumes.
J. B. MaRTIN.
HALIFAX, N. B., April 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I received a. sample copy of THE TRUTH
BEEKER which you so kindly forwarded, and was glad to
receive the same. Often, when at home in England, I ha.v
heard Mr. Foote, and other eminent Atheists, speak in terms
of the highest commendation of your paper, and I was anxious to learn for myself what this fearless exponent of Secularism might be like. The reality surpassed even my most
sa.nguin expectations ; for though we are taught that America
is the land of freedom, yet it is a. fact, a. deplorable fact,
that the press is notorious for its "lickspittleness" and sub-

CovELo, CAL., March 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I see so much said about Heston's pictures,
I claim the privilege of adding my vote for pictures, and the
more pictures the better. The pictures got you one subscriber from this place that I know of. I say, giv Heston a
chance. I think he must be inspired. We hav but one fire
insurance agent here of the Presbyterian persuasion, but the
people do not seem to be in any hurry to get out any policies
against fire in the next world. It has cost at least $2,000
since they can claim to hav saved a soul 'by conversion, but
when the sick and destitute ask for help it is non-memberd

want the" Try-Square," the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1890,
and the cartoon book when ready; also "For Her Daily
Bread," a. noveL You sent me this book over one year ago,
and I hav lent it to a. friend, and when it is returned shall
lend it again, but want another copy to keep, as I like it so
well. And I send $1 toward the pictures both on the first
and last pages. We a.II like them, the children especially.
Even our one-year-old baby Norma will soon be intereated,
and looks them over now.
I like President Westbrook's proposal to put woman suffrage among the Secular Demands, and it ought to ha.v been
one of them when they were made; it being no more than
just, no matter what the result may be.
C. C. FrsK.
DETROIT, MroH., March 30, 1890.
EDITOR: Just forty years ago I was branded as an
Antichrist. Instead of my outgrowing the effects of that
mark, the scar has been growing more indelible from that
day to this. Therefore the Lord did not see fit to let me
prosper as he did my Christian neighbors, who often tell me
that it is a. wonder that God permits me to liv at all; consequently I am now too poor to subscribe for THE TRUTH
SEEKER or anything else. But I manage to ha.v eight cents
each Saturday to buy a. copy of the paper at the news-store.
I ha.v a. sort of weakness that prompts me to mark articles
with which I am forcibly impressed; then I lend those
marked papers till they are worn out or fail to come back.
Those pictures apeak volumes, and their argument is utterly
un~nswera.ble. A dozen copies of your paper, with Heston's
pictures, judiciously distributed among a lot of Sundayschool pupils or a. Young Men's Christian Association, will
work just like so many dynamite bombs thrown into a.
soldiers' camp. They will break: up the nest every time.
Try it, all.
CARL BLITZ.
~IR.

CIIroAGo, March 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: While there is so much being said in yourpaper about Spiritualism, and ye Editor's search after a.
spirit, and some ridicule at those who do believe in the continuation of life beyond the grave, I would like to know
what portion cf your subscribers are in possession of this
knowledge. I for one know we do liv beyond the grave,
and that friends who hav left this life can and do return and
communicate, under favorable conditions, with those in the
body. In the nine years I hav been investigating this subject I ha.v had evidence enough to convince every reader of
TIIE TRUTH BEEKER, including Brother Macdonald, Colonel
Ingersoll, and Mrs. Blenker. I do not ha.v to go from home,
or outside my own family, for evidence. I am considered
neither a. crank nor a. fanatic. I am a. Freethinker, and read
THE TRUTH ·SEEKER every week, also a. half dozen Spiritual
papers. This is not a. belief or a religion, but a fact, which
every intelligent man and woman may know if they care to
investigate. You may put me down for ten copies of Heston's picture book at $2 each, if that is to be your price. I
would giv $10 for one rather than miss it.
Yours truly,
S.M. BmmsoN.
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..
MoNGo, IND., March 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to pay for two subscriptions. I am sorry I can send you but one new subscriber. This is a Liberal community and priestcraft has
but a small hold. Liberals in this community are like all
others, they care only for themselvs. I know of men and
women that belonged to the church for twenty, thirty, and
even forty years ; they attended the sanctuary every Sunday
to tell God how good he was and how mean they were
themselvs, and paid their money liberally to the clergy; and
when they were convinced of their error and foolishness you
could not get a dollar from them to support the cause taat
liberated them.
Now,_as to the pictures, I think they are half the paper.
There is not less than a dozen little boys and girls that come
to my ho~se regularly every week to look at Heston's pictures, a_nd I~ is a lesson to them that will ever remain stamped
on their mmds. Then again, any person that has his modesty shocked by the cartoons is not a Liberal and belongs
to the pews in the church. Those weak-kneed Liberals say
they are afraid of hurting the feelings of Christians. Did
it ever occur to them that a Christian was careful about
treading on Liberals? I sometimes attend meetings out of
curiosity, and I hardly ever escape without being told that
I am only fit to be burnt. No, by all me!I.Ils continue the
pictures, and I will giv $5 for a book with all the picture~
Heston has made in THE TRUTH BEKKER,
Nio,TK REED.
CELINA, 0., April 5, 1890.
·MR. EDITOR: As you are calling for a vote on the pictures
I will send in my mite. Let us hav the pictures continued:
I am convinced they attract more than they repeL I do not
think any loyal Liberal can object to them. They teach
more useful lessons than all the preachers in Christendom.
I think the few that dare not show their paper for fear of the
pictures offending are very lukewarm Liberals and they
will never set the world on fire by their efforts ~o advance
our cause. Are the dear Christians so tender of our feelings
that thry will hesitate at anything for fear of offending us?
No, indeed; they call us heathen, and fit subjects for that
country where apples never freeze, and by all the rest of the
epithets that come so readily to the Christian's tongue.
Now, what we want is good and loyal live men and women
that will fear nothing and dare everything for the cause of
justice and right. We want men and women that will speak
their mind at all times and in all places, a.nd will work for
mental freedom at all times. I think a Liberal that will
mugwump and hold his peace is a detriment to the cause.
We want live men and women who are not afraid to show
t~eir papers for fear they may offend. Why, I hav a little
gtrl ten years old that is braver than that. She does not
heoitate to say to anyone that there is no God. Let us all do
all we can. There is no one but has some infloence. Then
let us make the best use of that influence and speak a good
word for a good cause whenever and wherever we can. If
we all do this we are sure to gain ground and keep the dear
-old flag afloat.
· MRs. MATTIE Nmou.M.
BAN JosE, CAL., Dec. 22, 1889.
MR. EDITOR : For the inclosed stamps please send two
•copies of the ANNUAL for 1890. I shall make a huge effort
to gain some new subscribers to help retain the pictures.
'Colonel Ingersoll once said that ''anything that could be
laughed out of this world ought not to stay in it." There
is no better nor speedier way of getting rid of the priests
and converting their foolish fo!J.1>wers than by laughing and
ridiculing their religious nonseru>e out of them, and common
sense iato them. And no man is doing a greater service in
this cause than Mr. Watson lles<ton by his striking illustrations. "But," say our orthod<lX friends, " those horrible
pict~r~s shock our senses." I hav no doubt of that, my
Christian friends. You hav inherited a shocking disease
and nothing will ever do you any good except a shockin~
dose of your own shocking medicin. Take it, as directed
by Dr. Heston. Giv it to the children; their merry laugh
will help restore your reason, II.Jld in time you will get rid
of your shocking complaint. Yes, let us vigorously employ
every humane method to get rid of this infamous, lying,
kypocritlcal fraud, Christianity. All the murdering, plundering, deceiving schemes to rob the human race ever conceived by the brains of human devils, Christianity excels.
It is the very essence of villainy. It commenced in blood, it
has fed on blood-but let us try to bid it a bloodless adieu.
In its. present attempt to destroy our 1ibertie3, I hope the
love of liberty will destroy it. .We cannot shirk this trouble.
It is already here. Let us do all we peacefully oan to educate and raise up from the present generation a nation of
men and women intelligent enough, and brave enough, to
st~nd forth and declare: No God, no Christ, no pope, no
priest, no cross of Christ, shall ever tower above our sacred
L. R. TITUS.
Constitution and the American flag.
BANTA F.a:, N. M., March 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I expect to be able shortly to add a new subscriber to your list, or will remit something myself toward
keeping up the pictures. They are a very important and
necessary feature of TnE TimTrr BEKKER, and many persons
notice them who do not care at first to read the paper. As
it is, I got you two lady readers here during the winter, but
.as times are hard they find it easier to buy their papers every
week at the news depot. They are or were both good
church-members, and the " shock" received by looking at
those horrible pictures seems to hav been very beneficial in
its effect. Do not be too hard on our Catholic fallow-citizens,
for we Freethinkers ought to consider them a very necessary
help in keeping up the balance against our hypocritical
American Protestants. It is true they cause some trouble
ln our public school system, but then they hav good cause

as long as the Protestants will keep up their Bible-reading
and prayer practice. The Jews, too, hav just cause for
complaint, but that class of people are singularly submissiv,
and care for nothing but money-making. I cannot help but
think what a power the Jews could exercise with so much
wealth at thejr command. I do not agree with you in calling the religious persecutions in this country un-American.
I think they are strictly American, and the Liberal people of
this country hav always been and are as yet in a deplorable
minority. Here a man can occupy no public position of importance unless he conforms seemingly to the accepted religious notions. It is here where the Talmages find their
richest harvests, as in no other country, and even President
Lincoln had to become a hypocrit in his riper years and issue
pious state papers. No wonder his friends at home laughed
over it (see Remsburg's Lincoln). They should hav cried
over it, properly. I repeat, we havnothing to fear from the
Catholics. The pope may issue bulls, but he cannot enforce
them. The Catholics themselvs are progressiv, and as proof
of my assertion I refer you to Italy, France, Mexico, Brazil,
and other countries; also our state of California, where
Ca. tho lice and foreigners are largely represented.
LKWJB 80HOKMOYK.
l!ILFORD, Mus., March 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In the story of the exodus from Egypt we
read that there were six hundred thousand Israelites on foot
that were men, besides children. It makes no reference to
any women, thus eclipsing the story of the immaculate conception, as in that affair the woman was one of the main !actors. God put the " pillar of the cloud " between the Israelites and the Egyptians, giving light to the Israelites and
darkness to the Egyptians. The Israelites had not provided
themselvs with any victuals. God sent quails-not on toast,
but covered the camp with them-and then rained bread
from heaven, that if not picked till the next morning bred
worms and stank. That cuilline might do for Red sea travel,
but would not satisfy the tourists on a Cunarder. The cartoons, unlike the " pillar," giv light in all directions, and aid
many people to escape from a superstition worse thim the
despotism of Pharaoh, and THE TRUTH B:u:KRR furnishes a
kind of food that does not breed worms if not used till morn.
ing, and always retains its flavor. When you announced
your purpose of issuing the book of pictures, I began to send
to friends what TRUTH BKKKRRB had been saved for the pictures, hoping that some may feel moved to send you $2. I
am anxious to s~ e the book of pictures. Why not? Inclosed
I send you $4, lor which send two copies of ,the book. It
has been said that " people who like the pictures ought to
be religious." If they are, the religious element seems to be
on the increase, and to THE TRUTH BEKKER be all the praise.
Whittier in his last poem says :
No longer forward or behind
I look in hope or fear,
But grateful take the good I find,
The best of Now and Here.
That must include THB TRUTH BKKK:u:.
CHARLKB C. JOHNSON.
SoUTH A:MnoY, N.J., March 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $3 for one year's passage
on the iron-clad TRUTH BK:&KER boat. I hav only been a sub·
-scriber for six months, and regret I did not know there were
any Freethought papers in existence until I read it in the
Twentieth Century. When I first subscribed to THB TRUTH
BEKKER I was a Theist, but since then, after reading works
by French authors on the laws of nature, I hav become a
pronounced Materialist. From my boyhood I hav always
been a rationalist, like most Germans that still cling to orthodoxy but are indifferent to its teachings. There are very few
Germans of the orthodox type that pray, although they go to
church as a mere matter of custom. I hav never implored
the blessings of an imaginary personal God, but when a
scho_ol-boy was compelled to learn my catechism. All that
is required of a consistent Christian in Germany is to go to
church and take communion every once in a while, no matter how much beer the communicants drink or how much
they gamble after the service is over. In almost all parts of
Germany you will always find a saloon close by the house of
the Lord Jesus Christ, where the pious indulge a little before
and after the church service. This priest-ridden town is full
of pious church~members, and there is not a town in Jersey
where you will find more rum-shops than here according to
the population. Those of the church-members that do not
drink do not pay the debts they contract. I know any number of these hypocrite who wear fine clothes to Sunday meetings II.Jld praise the Lord that they are not like other people,
but do not own the clothes they hav got on their back.
All crimes, licentiousness, etc., are done by professors of
religion in this town, and still, when one of the pious dies,
he goes straight to heaven, because at the last moment he
repented his wickedness. I would rather be damned to hellfire forever than .associate with such a crowd of fanatics
in heaven tk~t only believe in mouth service and are far from
being honest in their dealings. I hav never been as happy
in my life as since I embraced the teachings of tL.e only true
bible, nature, In which no man can be deceived. Vive Heston and John Peck, the uncompromising foes of superstition.
I am,
Yours truly,
AuGUST BKHN.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., March 9, 1890•
MR. EDITOR : Allow me to express my thanks for Remsburg's masterly exposition of the truth of history in regard
to Lincoln's belief on religious topics. It is not denied by
anyone here, that I hav spoken to, who is old enough to
know, that Abraham Lincoln was an Infidel. There are
plenty of people here who believe that Christianity is a
fraud, but there is a lamentable lack of intellectually honest
people. If it wore not so, we would not hav the Bible, that
filthy collection of ancient tales, read in our public schools.

I believe there are not ten young people of school age, in
this city of thirty thousand, who hav the least doubt that
Abraham Lincoln was a model Christian. Last April, during the celebration of the Washington centennial, the
preachers here all spoke of Washington as a Christian. One
of them said, in making a temperance speech that Washington never touched alcohol in any of its form~. Yet Lossing, in his "Field Book of the Revolution," page 839,
speaks of him as drinking a glass of wine on taking leave of
his officers at Fraunce's tavern; but a preacher does not hesitate to do evil that good may come of it. But I fail ever to
hear that they return good for evil.
I think that Freethought and mental liberty among the
masses cap. best be hastened by study and solution --o! the
social problem. There can never be Universal Mental Lib~
erty while there is universal industrial slavery. The concentration of wealth in the hands of a few, as shown in
Thomas G. Shearman's article in the Forum, "Who Owns
the United States," is truly alarming. When we consider
that there are, according to the illinois bureau of labor statistics, recorded farm mortgages to the amount of $124,000,000, in this state, bearing interest at the rate of eight per
cent ; and when corn sells for twenty cents per bushel in the
central part of this state, and wheat for seventy cents per
bushel, you can get an idea as to how the concentration is
going on. Forty-nine million six hundred thousand bushels
of corn out of the annual production to pay the interest on
farm mortgages alone I ·And then the taxes, the tariff tax,
the tax on improvements, and the road tax. Now, what is
the cause, and what is the remedy for this state of things?
I believe, with Henry George and Thomas G. Shearman,
that the cause is land monopoly, and the restricted production that springs therefrom; and the tariff and other taxes
that hinder and restrict trade and exchange. And I also
believe with them that the remedy lies in a single tax on
land values; for carried out to its logical conclusion, it
would do away with the landlord, w~, as such, does not
justify his existence by doing anything useful or necessary.
And then the increased production due to the freedom of
opportunity which would then prevail, would be equitably
divided between capital and labor. And poverty, and the
evils that spring therefrom-not the. least of which is the
degrading superstition known as Christianity-would be
banished from the land.
IlBNRY W ALKKR.
RoGus, ARK., April 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In this section I think we ha v more religion
of the assorted varieties ~han in any other part of the
country; and especially the sort which requires supreme
ignorance and blind faith in the make-up of its devotees.
We hav l'tlethodists-,.both sides of Mason and Dixon's linePresbyterians, " soul-sleepers" and " eanctificationists,"
''Disciples of Christ,'' and "Latter-day Saints." And a
bigoted lot they are. They hav been fighting each other
with as much hatred as the followers of the " meek and
lowly" are wont to exhibit. Well, we hav furnished these
fanatical followers of a three-ply God with some new
material to divert their minds. Last month Mr ••J. E. Remsburg gave "Sabbath Breaking" and "False Claims" in our
Opera Hall, which so aroused the ire of some of the faithful
that they determined to run Mr. Remsburg out of town if
he attempted to lecture. again. Well, the Freethinkers,
knowing how given to lying these prophets are, decided to
giv them a chance to hav the one prophecy fulfilled; so had
Mr. Remsburg come back the 25th of March-and behold,
the" Lord put a lying spirit into the mouth of the prophet,"
and the " son of Belial " again knocked the props from under
the structure reared by superstition. Mr. Akers, the Christian minister, took exception to s.ome statements of Mr.
Remsburg in his lecture "Fa!se Claims," and after the lecturer had been gone three weeks, and was a thousand miles
from here, issued a challenge in our local paper to debate.
Mr. Remsburg, being duly notified by the secretary of the
Secular Union, promptly came to the scratcn, much to the
consternation, I think, of Mr. Akers, who had to face the
music, or back squarely out. He bravely came to the front,
and for four nights the people had to listen to one of the
most one-sided discussions since .the Whitecaps used to take
people from their beds at midnight, and with the Bible in
one hand and a rope or shotgun in the other," argyfy." Mr.
Remsburg affirmed two nights the question, " The Bible is
of human origin, and contains many historical and scientific
errors, immoral teachings, and glaring contradictions,"
Akers denying. Two evenings following, Akers affirmed,
" The Bible is of divine origin." From the very first start
our J. E. Remsburg had a clean walk-over. Akers accused
Freethinkers and Infidels, and the "whole lot," of being
free lovers. It would hav brought joy to your heart and
laughter to your lips to hav seen our J. E. Remsburg dispose of that fling. He stepped to the pulpit, and laying his
hand upon the Bible, said, "You accuse Infidels of being
free lovers, and charge that their teachings lead to a violation of the sexual relations "-then snatching the Bible and
holding it between thumb and finger with countenance which
indicated a fear of being smeared with some'hing, exclaimed
-"Do you read that book? Hav you heard of the saintly
Solomon with his numerous wives and concubines ? And
the ceiestial David, the man after God's own heart? And
do you then accuse Infidels of being free lovers?'' Then
giving the book a contemptuous fling, not even looking
where it went, he continued, "Tell us we teach the violation
of the sexual relations I Will the gentleman go with me to
the penitentiaries and examin the records? If he will, I
will agree to giv him $5 for every Infidel or Liberal he will
find there, if he will giv me $1 for every clergyman sent up
for violatio!l of laws governing the relation of the sexes."
I am hopeful of getting some subscribers soon. I vote for
the pictures, and will take a volume of them when it is
ready.
G~~:o. N. BIXLII:B,
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lldit.ed bJ .Miss Suau H. Wu:os, Fall
~iNr, .Mass., to t11liom all OommuMMti'onsfor
thi8 OON'.tYr should be ur.t.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning io lower,
Oomes a. pause in the d!ly'B ocoD.PatioDI
That io known &S the Ohildren•s Hour."

A Little Visitor.
Somebody tum to nslas' night,
'l'he dearest little midget ;
· He's des as wee as he tan be;
He tum all by hisself, an' he
Des laugh@, an' orieP, an' winks at me,
An' keeps me in a fidget.
. He d€s tum in from babyla.nd,
The angels bwung him onr;
And papa told me that he found
The little fellow on the ground,
An' he was sleeping des as sound
As I do, in the clover.
'Tonrae I ain't eorry that he ,um.
I"s glad to see him-onlY
I wants some love and tisses, too;
For since he t11m, they don•t-boo-hoo 1Pla.y wis me like theY ust to do.
An' I is awful lonely.
H i'B de~ bran new-an' that is why
They fuss about him I maybe;
An' P!l.P& said I musn't owy
•Tans.. he'd det bigger by an• by,
But ain't he little now 1 Oh, my!He's only des a. baby.
D:>od dra.cious !-won't he ever stop'
I tan't hear nuffin near him.
No wonder all the angela thought
That they could spare this little totHe cwies so mnllh ;.tha.t•s why they brought
Him where they tonldn't h• a.r him !
-0. M.

S<~tJt1.er

tn Plltsburg Bulleltn.

1Jomposition about Boys.

it's a little tough on the frogs. " Girls ain't
done nothing, oh, no." Well, we'll see.
Ida Ho (Idaho) is a thousand times larger
than Boise City. He can see Manchester,
but he cannot see Victoria.. There is a state
in this Union called the .Mother of Presidents.
Did you ever hear of a state called the father
of presidents? Did he never hear of Miss Ala
Bama (Alabama)? Then there is the Carolina girls, and Callie Fornia (California), and
Miss Flora Day (Florida), and the two Misses,
MissiBBippi and Missouri, and little Rhoda
Island, and Louisiana, and dear Minne Sota,
and sweet Ori Gon (Oregon), and there is my
Maryland-dear old Maryland with her lovely
daughter Anna Polis. Why, this country is
overflowing with splendid girls. Why, look
at the Pacific girls, there. Why, you ought
to thank Miss Gaute Mala every morning of
this life for that delicious cup of coffee made
by a lady's hand, so delicious as only a
mother or a sister knows how to make.
There is Miss Allie Meda and Amy Door
(Amador county), Callie Varis (Calavaris
county), and Mary Posey. Yes, and we hav
a saint, too-Santa Clara."
James (rising): "We hav more Saints in
California and Mexico than they hav harps
for up there."
Teacher: "James, sit down!"
"Why, the largest river on this continent is
a lady, Miss--"
James here interrupts, saying: "Father of
Waters I Father "f Waters!"
Mary: "Miss doesn't stand for fathernothing stands for !ather-but the old cow
and her calf would, too, if father were here."
James sits down.
" The largest river in South America bears
a lady's name, Amy Z:)lle. They say,' Girls
ain't done much '-oh, no. The horrid
wretches l What won't they claim nex' !
' The hand that roclrs the cradle moves the
world.' And a boy was never known to rock
the cradle five minutes at a time in his life."
James (rising): '• Take me to the Isle of
Man."
Mary : " Take me to mother."
Elk Gr(}'()e, Gal.
MARY V. FosTER.

[DEAR Miss WIXON: Here I am at your
door again all covered with mud as usual; I
hav brought my sister Mary along, and if.you
will not let us in we will love you just the
same. What I want is for the boys to love
the grand old TRuTH BBBKBR or some Freethought paper, then this country will be safe.
Come. b::~ys, let UB get right in and li!t.-J.
M. F]
;
As boys and girls are the most important
His Very Own.
subjects in this world, I hav selected boys to· Little Tommy passes for a very practical
write about. Boys belong to the animal youth. The other day his Uncle John
world and are made of clay, which ought to brought him, as a birthday present, a " word
account for their faces being muddy when it game," which Tommy had never played, and
rains. The mud, too, is liable to get on a which did not seem to be particularly attractiv
boy's clothes. When a boy wants to go for- to him.
ward he goes sideways-:-first one side is
Nevertht>less Tommy thanked his uncle;
pushed ahead aE.d then the other, and he goes and by and' by, edging around his chair, he
most always on one end. Boys are the truck asked:
they make men of, and that will account for
''Say, Uncle John?"
their looking some like boys, otherwise they
"Well?"
might look like the devil. A boy has a knot
"This game truly belongs to me now,
on the up end of his body called a pericra- don't it?" ·
nium, or poll by the assessor, and his poll
''Why, of course."
costs $4 every year in this county when he
"To do just what I want with it?''
gets big. Some polls are no good.
·,' Certainly."
Some boys rbuoys) stay all the time in the
"Then I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll sell it
water near rocks or harbors, and if the wind to you for ten cents."-Yvutlt's Companion.
blows they sing. Most presidents hav been
boys, and if a boy has a di,ty face, knees
Correspondence.
out, and only one '' gallis," the better presiPAaoLET, S. 0., March 10, 1890.
dent he will make. That is because he needs
DuR MIBB WIXON: As Sister Essie is
to be tough. Mr. Harrison is not much good. writing to you about religious Joe, I want to
Bears like boys to eat, but lions will not eat write too. I am ten years old. I hav the
a man if his name is Daoyell. I llke a boy "Story Hour" and love to read it. And I
that will not always mind, because he who sometimes read tbe godly books too. I love
to read about old Abraham and his sheep, and
obeys is a slave. Some day I will tell you goats, and about old Mrs. Lot stewing herself
what the world has g~ined by the heroic boys down to salt as mamma makes soap, and
that would not mind. There is a fine place about the children going through the river.
in Idaho called Boise City. You never heard Of course I don't think that God wrote it.
of girls' city, did you? And then there is But it sounds funny to mt>. I mt!Bt close.
Yours truly,
MRLUE THOMASON.
Manchester and Manhattan-lucky he had
a hat on, old Comstock would hav had him
W.&xFJBD, PA., Feb 24, 1890.
long ago if he hadn't had something en.
DEAR AUNT SusiE: I suppose you will think
Mothers are said to love their boys the best. I hav forgotten to write. It has been two
That is because they can get wood, milk the years since I wrote to y:ou. Harry and I go
cow, and drudge. When a boy gets old he to school every day when we are well. We
hav a good teacher this winter. His name is
has made his mark in the world, and you can Mr. A. E. Stevenson. He boards at our
most generally tell by looking at the mark plr ce. The directors tried to put him out
the kind of a boy he has been. A boy some- because he was a Freethinker, but as that
times live to the age of eighty or ninety years, was all the fault he had, they could not do it.
but he is not a boy all this time, only the first Grandma was seventy-four years old on the
21st, and she is as smart as some at sixty
twenty and the last twenty years of his life. Uncle Andrew Beveridge will be sixty.four
Oh, it is tine to be a boy. JAB. M. FoBTBR.
years old on the 19th of March, and be is
Elk Grove, Cal , Dec. 1, 1889.
going to hav a party. We each hav a vnent
for him. I will write again soon.
I send you one of my name cards.
MARY'S REPLY TO OOMPOSITION ABOUT B>YB.
From your little friend.
I want to say a few words about boys that
EFFIB J. PBAROE.
James seems to hav forgotten. I am pretty
[Thanks, Effie, d~ar, for the little .fiower
sure boys came up from the lower animals.
I ca.u only giv you a few hints why I think card. It is very pretty.-En. C. C.]
so. Where did boys get such a foolish play
PAaoLBT, B. C., March 10, 1890.
as leapfrog? Can any boy tell how old that
DEAR M1ss WixoN: I want to tell my little
play is? Did you ever notice how boys take Liberal friends about a negro boy that we
to water in the spring? Do you know when hav HisnameisJoeTucker; heisfourt('en
doctors want to learn anything about boys years old, has a bony face, long mouth, flat
nose, wears a cap that comes down over his
they get a frog and diseect it, and then they ears,
chews gum, and carries milk to supply
Jmow ~ll !lrl>ont l)ol~· funn.r 1 it~ it tJQ~ ?....oDly UJ.~~,DlDla'l! cqstomers, When he first came;:

here he was very religious, prayed to Jesus,
and thought us very wicked to speak hard
things a~~;ainst the Bible; but, one day, my
sister, z~elemina, told him that Christians
say the Bib~e teaches that when one got to
heaven, ir he shonld see his mother in hell. he
could smile at her punishment. Joe said
" that if the Bible taught that, it tells a
cussed inferntal lie!" And since that time
Joe does not ·pray so much, and says but
li•tle about Jesus.
I am going to echnol ; am thirteen years
old, and love the Children's Corner very
much. and love all of your books. "Apples
of Gold " is the best book I ever read.
EssiB TaoMABoN.
WaRBLING, W. VA., March 1, 1890.
DEAR AuN:r. SusAN: I heard you were in
Washington and saw Mrs. Lyndall. She
stopped here on her way home. She told ua
that you said for me to write again, and not
to forget vou. Thanks to you for requesting
us to write to you.
Mra. Lyndall read the poetry you composed
and read in the convention. n was grand.
I hav been reading about the Washington
monument.
We are having very cool weather here.
1 am studying phrenology.
Well. the church bells are making so much
noise I can har::lly write.
My pa and Mr. E. A. Watkins are going to
hav a debate this evening. The subject will
bP, " Is the God of the Bible the God of the
Universe?" They are going to hav it in the
G. A. R. Hall. We went to the debate last
night. The hall was well filled, and the audience was deeply interested throughout.
They are going to hav A.tlOther next Sundav
evening. Subject: "Resolved, That the
Constitution Snould be so Amended as to
Recognize the Christian's God and that a
Strict Observance of the Christian Sabbath
Sb.ould be Enforced." E A. Watkins affirms and pa denies. We· expect a good
time. for it is an important subject.
My sister will write before long. I would
like some more of the Liberal boys and girls
to write to me. Good-bye.
Respectfully yours,
0RLO INGBRS")LL NoB.
MoonY,l'Ex, March 10, 1890.
DBAR Miss WixoN: It i~ with a sad heart
that I write a few lines to the Cb.ildren's
Corner, to let them lcnow the sad news of my
Iovine; father's deatll. He died March let
and was buried March 21, 189G. This is my
second letter to the Children's Corner. I
w: ote one last summer. I told you that m v
graudma and pa were sick. Grandma died
the 14·h of November, 1889. Oh, children,
you don't know how we miss our loved ones,
unless you hav had a trial of it. Pa had
not been able to do a day's work for ten
montb.s. He suffered a great deal till the last
two days. He died e"sy. He said he didn't
want us to e;rieve after him. He said when
be was dead he would be at rest. Father was
a plain, straight, and Liberal man. He loved
to read TBB TRUTH BEBKER and thought it
was a good p1per. Our time is out for the
paper now, aud as we are not able to pay for
it ma says she will hav it stopped coming,
and I am sorry. Brother George and I liked
to look at the pictures and read the funny
pieces in the good old TRUTH BBBK.H:R. My
uncle, Fcank Fitch, has spent the winter
with us. He was lots of company to his poor
sick brother and stayed by him till the last.
oe is going to Rtay with us this summer. I
don't know how we could do without him,
for he is so good and kind to all of us. Oh,
dear little cb.ildren, be good and kind to your
p!!rent.s, for you may be left fatherless or
mo"herless some day. And you will hav
enough to think about anyway. I am eleven
years d age bud my brother is fifteen. I am
going to EChool and hav a good teacher. Her
namt is Miss Sallie Denton. I remain a true
Liberal friend,
ALLIE FrTOH.

samples of our Black
Silk Dress Patterns

to any lady who will mail her
address on a postal card tD

0 S. Chaffee & Son are manufacturers of the finest and best Black Silk
Dress Goods made, and they ship direct
from their mill& to individuals, hence
in buying from them you get all the
profits usually made by the store. ,Buy
of them and get a perfect dress.
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Studies lu 'I'IIcolo~y. A clear exposiUnderwood ................................... 25
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8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... 15
fall." Price, 10 cents.
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
PRICE 25 CBN 1'8.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... 10
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ll Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin....... 50
what it ia not and what it is. l'rice, 5 cents.
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12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .. 25
13 Essay on MiraCles. David Hume ........... 10
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22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
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Obituary.
On Sunday night, March 31st, James Allen,
one of our oldest and most highly respected
citizens passed gently away in death. Father
Allen h~s been an outspoken Freethinker for
over a third of a century, and had been a
subscriber to THB TRUTH SBBXBR for fifteen
or more years. He put to-flight the Christian
fanatic's idea of a Liberal's death, and died as
serenely and happily as any Christian who
ever lived, remaining firm and steadfast to his
convictions in religious matters.
Prof. F. 8. Reefy, editor of the Elyria, 0.,
Democrat, an able Liberal, conducted the
funeral, at the oft-repeated request of the
deceased. Mr. Reefy was listened ~o with
marked attention by the neighbors, friends,
and kindred of Father Allen, and one and all,
Christian as well as Liberal, spoke highly of
his address.
Father Allen and the writer were the only
two Liberals in this community who were
readers of your paper, and now I am left
alone, although we hav a score or more Liberals in this community. You can depend. on
me remaining a subscn"ber as long as I hv;
and as I am yet a young man, it may be for a
long time. Long liv THB TRUTH BEBKBR!
May she continue to Pend forth red-hot shots
of truth for universal mental freedom; is the
prayer of
Yours respectfully,
Wilmot, 0.
E. W. SPIDELL.

PIONEER PITH.

!
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THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM.
A SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.
ON CHRISTIAlt'ITY.
By CAPT. R. C. ADAMs, President-- of Montreal
BY CAPr, B. c. ADAMS.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. o. A. BurPionHer Freethou~ht Club ; author of
"One
of
the
cheapest
and
best
books
on
the
sulbgess,l'res.
of N. W. Christian Umv.
"Travels in Faith from Tra,
jeot."
Paper, 18Bpp,, 50 oh.; olo,, 8J,
dition to Reason,"
and
.
Paper, 15 0ents.
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidenoe.n
A compendium of soientitlo and oritioal lore.
Best handbook for introducing the general
readel' to the principles and data on whioh R"tionalism is baaed.
The Belfast Address.
By THOMAS PAINE.
Paper, 12mo, 1QOpp,, 25 oents.
Written in 1776.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Prioe,
15 cents.
With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti.
Three lectures by PROF, THoB, H. HUXLEY.
cles on Prayer.
Paper, 10 oents.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp,, 25 oents.
Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB tE STORIES,
AddreSB and Portrait only, 69pp,, 10 oents.
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
By B. F, UNDEBWoO»·
By D. M. BENNETT,
Price, 10 oents.
Pap., 700pp,, 75 cents.

COMMON SENSE,

Advanoement-aSoienoe

EVOLUTION THEORY.

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.

AGE OF REASON ..
1

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.

0

TRUE AND F1BULOUS ;HEOLOGY.

i IS AMERICA THE NEW WORLD1

Bu THOJfAS PAINE.
"Jeans the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Paper, 8vo, 1~2 pages, 25 oents; 6 oopies, $1.
Earth."
With EXAMINATioN oF THE PRoPHECIES, pap. 4r ~
By D, 111. BENNETT and REv. JIIB, TEED.
Paper, SO cents.

~ESANT -HATCH~RD DfBATf.
BETWEEN
ANNIE BEBANT AND REV. A. HATOHARD
ON
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Ch&ra.oter, and the
Influence of Christia.lllity,
Prioe, 25 cents.

Prioe,

By L, L, DAWSON.
l 0 oents.

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS.
<Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of
Onristianity, By D. 111. BENNETT, Paper, 50
oen ts ; olotb, 75.

ALAMONTADA,

THE GALLEY SLAVE

ECCE DIABOLUS.

BY J, H. D. ZsoHoEEE.
Jehovah-Worship anti Devil-WorshiP Identioal"A philosophical romance."
'i.e., Bloody Ba.orifloes and Burnt Offerings.
Paper, 2; cents.
: By the Very Rev, Evan Da.vies, Aroh·Drnld of
-----------------Great Br1t~in.
Prloe,
25 oen ts,

Cyrus Fillmore passed away in his eightyeighth year. He was a brother of the expresident. He was a stanch Liberal, and a
constant reader of THB TRUTH SEEKBR; fearless and outspoken in defense of the prinRELIGIOUS POSITIVISM;
ciples he so firmly advocated. He was a
OB, PoSITIVIST CALENDAR. Brief Exposition of
His CHARACTER AND DoOTBIN.
the Comtean System.
priest-hater. He gave never a dollar for the
Paper, 25 oents; oloth, 50.
church but to tbe needy and those that were Comparing the Bible's Be•t Teachings and BayBeing
a
chapter
from
"Analysis
of
Religious
BeinJrB with those of Philoso\"hers who
worthy he was a liberal giver. He was a
lief."
Lived previous to Bible
man that did right because it was right, not
Authors,
By viscouNT AllllllmLEY.
because he was afraid of the resurrection in
By G. C. DABLING.
Paper,8vo.170pp.,25cents.
EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.
another world. He took the precaution to
Paper,
- .
50 oents.
-------------·By B, F. UNDERWOOD and others.
make arrangements a year before his death
Price, 20 oents.
for his funeral. He selected Dr. Furgeson, a
Materialist, to preach his sermon. His
EPIDEMIC DELUSHJNS.
remains were followed to his resting-place by
Errors Exposed.
a large concourse of people. He leaves a
By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
and Arguments.
Prioe, 10 oents. ·
host of friends to mourn his loss.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Prioe, 15 cents.
Paper, 146pp,, 25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.

LIFE OF JESUS.

1

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Eight Scientific Tracts.

~I~LE FA~RICAliOIS RtFUTED. Answers to Christian Questions

ROME~ REASON

A :Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Expenenoe.
By NAT~ RAMSAY WATERS.
A very oritioaJ. analysis of both Protestantism
and Ca.tholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal exPerience with .the two B}'l!tems. It deall the most.trepopant blo~~ whioh
pure logio is capable of in11ioting.-[Cntioal Review.
Oloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE

FREETHlNKER'S MA.GAZINE
For April is a valuable number. The contents are
as follows:
Picture of Girard College,-Too much Clericalism.
ByB F. Underwood.-WarriorsandBcientists.
By N~llie Booth Simmonr.-Unr..ported Boenes
in Paris and Florence. By G. J, Holvoake.The Gods <Continued), By Robert G. Inger~oll -Looking Backward. Bv Zna ToJ>sis.Remimsoences <Continuea), By Lucy N. Col-

Essay on Miracles.

BIBLE MORALS.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

TWENTY GRIMES and VICES
Sanctioned by Scripture.

MARIA MONK.

By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 25 oents.

CONVENT MYS'l'ERIES.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.
By M. E. BILLINGS,
Price,
25 oenta.

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.
By MAx MULLEB, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOLDEN :MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES.

Paper, 50 cents;· cloth, 75,

GHOST
Price, 15 cents.

OF ST. JOHNS.
By M. BAliCOCK.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY
better than

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By 111. BAllcocK.
Price, 10 cents.

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annota.t9d Na.rra.tiv ofh!s L!fe a.nd
'rea.chlngs.

Adventures in the Land
ol Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. HooK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue,;'
By THOMAS PAINE.
BY E. D. BOOT.
Written during the American Rsvolution, and by
order of General Washington read
I take plea.sure in speaking in Praise of this
to the army,
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles,
Paper, 40 cents ; oloth, 75,
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of LiJrht,"
"Religio-Pbilosophieal J onmal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pJ> .. St.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO,
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RELIGious PuRITANisM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. B. CooPER.
Paper, 20 o.; 'flexible c!o,, 3'.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.

Essenoe of Religion.
By L. FEUERBA.CH.

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moraL-B'Ztract.
Addreae THll: TRUTH BEEII:EB Oo.

Price, 10 cents.

RELIGION

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Radical Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50~.; olo., 75.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
18 LafaYette Pl., New York.

01!'

By M. BABCOCK.
Prioe, 15 cents.

Why Don't Go~ Kill the Devil?

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and Price, 25 cents,
HISTORICAL ST A.NDP.OINi'.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

Price, 10 cents.

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
By ANNIE BEBANT,
Price, 10 cen tP,

Heathens of the Heath.

By 0. B. WBIT.I!'ORD, M.D.
Price, 10 oents,

Price, 10 cents.
Addrass THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

By PnoF, JoHN FISKE.

By M. BABOOCX,

OR, THB

By W. N, McLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.

By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
5o,, 50~. per doz., 2~ for $I,

By B. p, PUTNAM.
Price, 2j osnts.

" BELIEVE OR" BE DAMNED.''

Philadelphia, Pa.

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.

ROARIHG LION 01 THE TRACK.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

Paper, 300pp,, 60 OEnts; cloth, :U,

GOTTLIEB: HIS LlFE.

SUPERSTITION :

Conflict between :Bea.son a.nd Superstition.

ESSAYS
AND LECTURES.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.

A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell.

ChrislianitJ and Materialism;

CHRISTIANITY
SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, A REWARD FOR CRIME.

Price, 10 cents.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

Lit:::; Dep..rtment: Thll Tenant. By Carol.
Oathoa.rt D«Y.-The "Frizzletop" Papers, No.
1. By J, Edd Leslie,-Monism and Agnostio:ism. By Dr. Edmund Montgome!'Y.-Liherali&m in New York and Brooklyn, No. 2. By R,
J Clark,-Dividing Matter from SI,Jirit. By
L', M. Wilson.-Do Spirits Hav Teeth f By
Henrv Snarp.
Editorial'Department: Elizabeth Hannah Church~
An Obituary Notice (with Portrait).-The
Women'S Ccmvention.-All Borts.-Booll: Review.
CoPi•s for sale at the Truth Beeker Office.
Price. 20 oents.

By JNo. E. B~ToN.
Prioe, 10 cents.

By D.A VID HUME.

By 111. BAliCOCK,

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.
A LffiERAL STORY. BYM:rs.J.E. Ball.
Prioe, 25 cents.

JESUS CHRIST:

RA.DICAI..

ROMA.JiCE.

By WM.M:cDoNNELL.
500pp,, paper, 80 cen1 s.

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.
The passages unfit for family reading,
Pap,, 3Jc.; clo,, 50,
THE

LOGIC OF fJEATJ-I,
OR,
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAB TO DIE?
By J. G. HoLYoAKE,
Price, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROM

THB PRINCIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.

His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERF'EOTIONS.

By G. J. HoLYOAliE.
Price, 5 oents.

By W. B. BELL·

Seoular Res~onsibility

RESURRECTION of JESUS·.

By G. J. JOLYOAXE,
Prioe, 5 oents.

Prioe, ll5 oents.

CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
By W, B. BELL.
Price, 10 oents.

GENESIS I, II:
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION.
By A. R. GnoTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

FIRST EPISTLE of

BENNEiT, A.pos1IP, to TRUTH SEEKERS.
Price, 10 oents.

By D. 111. BENNETT.

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.

A History of
"ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIB;:.z,

J3Y

By D. 111. BENNETT.

An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Century,
Pap,, 50J .; olo., 70.

For all of the above books address
THE 'J'RUTH MEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PJ., New York.
~.:..-..:.:...-·--·
-· --··-----"'

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.

Price, 8 oents.
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A Truth Seelrer Around the World.

Four large volurn9s, With a steel-plate
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each volume illustrated with forty-seven
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The Worl(l's Sages Thinlrers, and
Reformers. 1,075 pages,8vo. Cloth,
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Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. Will Print the :Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,.00;
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
moro_coo, gilt edges, $4.50.
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who
have
Written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
The Gods and ReligiOns of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
Written in prison. In cloth, S3.00 per
volume, or$5.00 for tho two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, giH edges,
$8.00.

From Behi"nd the Bn,rs. A series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 page~;.

A Trutll Seeker in Europe. A. series
of letters written dnring ~~ visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account·
of the International Freethinkers' Con·
gress hold at BrnsHels, to which Mr. Bennett was n delegate, followed by a de·
scription of what ho saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
of tho book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages_ $1.50.

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES WATTS.
ROBER'!.' C. .ADAMS.
J. H. BURNHAl'.L
JOHN PECK.
'l'HADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
H. 0. PENTECOS'l.'.

HELEN H_ GARDENER.
ARTHUR B. llfOSS.
L. K. WASHBURN.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
LUCY N. COLllfAN.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
W. F. JAMIESON.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
TH}<] TRUTH SEEKER. also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
Hnch eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDER1C
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers_
.
'l'hc Editot• of TH}<] TRUTT{ SI£EKI~R'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is .Always on Guard
rl,he Semitic Gods and the Bible. Tile Against
the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tile People's Liberties.
Treating upon the godH of the Semitic
nations, including Allnh, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. l'uper cov•
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Judnism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, ~1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectlll·es. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHBJilY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pages. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Bctweel\

D. M. BENNETT and CYBus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;
Christianity~
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MA.m, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new no~
origi•al, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religiol!
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

What \)bjections to

Trial of D.

1\[. ·Bennett in the United

States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injusticQ
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

·

L:terrogatories to Jellovah. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a great variety of subjects
Paller. 50 .:~ents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv·
ing many church incidents and his evolu·
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa.
oloth, 75 cents.

The Boc1r 11'f Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Land of' Yahweh:
iilso the Epistl@ of Bennett the Apostle to
tlJ.e ':.~·,·':h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

rhe First Epistlf of Bennett tlte
Apostle to the Truth Seelrers.
10 cents.

l,he Great Religions of the World.

I r yon lmve any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write· to THF. TRUTH
SEEKl<;tt (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them .. THJ<J TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper m the world.
THE TRUTH SEE:KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or relio·ions observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
oppos:d to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.

' Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four .Months' 'frial.

pAMPHLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

10 cents.

.._...

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
linfnl
Sainti and Sensual Shepherdil.
.~.

Mo~ern

Science Essavist.
J

Ten Cents Each.
PRICE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful 1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
discourse.-James Parton.
IJhilosophy. By Mr. DANmL GREENLEAF
I am much pleased with your address, and will
THoMPsON.
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
2. OHABLEB ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a verY
and intlnence. By Rev. JOliN W. CHADWICK.
~ble paper, and deserves widedissemination,-The
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Age.
·
o- ow suns and worlds come into being. By
'
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION OF TH"E EARTH: The story of
geology, By Dr. LEwis G. JANES.
PRICE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads under which you hav 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIF.E: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
divided the subiect matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which the point is dis- 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
cussed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
of zoological evolution, By D1. RossiTER
I take ~reat pleasure m recommending" AntiRAYMOND
ProhibltlOn "to the consid~ration of every person 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiqwho is interested, not only in the cause of temperuity, growth. By Prof. E. D. COl'E.
ance, but in the principles of self-goverllment.8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and deJ.J.MeOabe.
velopll).ent.
By Dr. lloBERT G. EccLES.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
9, EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BY JAMEs A. SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By Dn. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PliOOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O.
PARSHALL.
lil:ODEB.N IMITATION OF CRB.IST,
13. EVOLU1'ION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
'rHOUGHT. By JoHN W. CEADWIOK.
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. 14. PHILO:-IOPHY
OF EVOLUTION. .tly BTARJt
BY MRS. E. LYl'i'N LINTON,
HoYT NIOHOLS.
15.
THE
EFifECl'B
OF EVOLUTION 0~ THE
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Orae.r or
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
Creation.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
28 La.fayette Place, .New ~ork.
I8T" This book was suppressed by the first Amer.

LIFE OF

J"oshua Davidson:

ican publisher•..B
THE TRUT.R SEEKER CO.,

The Career of Jesus Christ.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char·
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.

B!'ooklyn Phllosophlcal Assocla·
tlon
Meets at FraternitY rooms. Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

The Newark Liberal Leagne
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. ;r, Le.,tures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybodY .welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread Is the sr.ory or two young
girls and a r,ounger brother who were Jert parentless, with little money, f&lr education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The antnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
in&" girl•slifeand experience in theoityof Ohicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger·
soli to be interested in; and whatever he adruiros
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioD
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
AddfeRs THE TRUTH BEEKER

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
of the American Beoular Union.

B~orstaf11

l'rioe 10 cents.
Address T!lll TRUTH SEEKRR 00HPAN'f.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND

TwBI.VB 0THBR DIBOOURSBB 01!' RBABOI!I".

Btl O. B. F'ROTHINGHAM.

Extra oloth, 12mo, 988pp., $1.
AddreBB THE 'l'BUTH SEEKER 00.

2~7

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts •• at 2:30 and 7 :30 l',M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
SeekerpublioationsaJ.waYs on band at oheap rate e.

Ing-ersoll Secnlar Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from October to June) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

(;hicag-o Secular linton
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 l'.M., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society or Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited.· MABros HEIGHTON, Sec.

T!1e Minneapolis Secular lJnlon
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave .• Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. ;J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres,; LEROY BERRmR,Bec,
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free disoussion on all Liberal subjects,
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER a»d Investtgator are solicited.
R. G.I:!MITH• Oor. Bee.

The Walle. Walla Llbual Club
Meets everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W, CALDER, Seo.

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Clnb
Holds meetin~s everY Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall).' Lectnre followed
by debates. The Public cordially invited.

Brotherhood ot Morali!its, No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets everv SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 30 P M. All Liberals &re cordially invited. F. V. DRAPER, Cor. Sec.

HISTORY
01!'

Of' Europe.
Revised Edition-l!vols-Price,p.
By .JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, JI!.D .• LL.D.
Address '!'hE TRUTH E!Ji\EKEB.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In "Your meetings, to make them lively and interesting, THE LIBERAL HYMN·Boox contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It i~ hig!Jly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Par'.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price.
ll!>oonta
Address T-Im TRUTH Sltll:li:BR Co

l•lil i

SPECIAL SALE
OF

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS •.
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels. $7.50:
9 lewPis. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 Jewels, $10: adjusted,
$16. For 3 ounce coin silver case. add f3.50; 4
ounce, U 50: 5 ounce, $6. In best open-face
filled szold, dust-proof co.SA, 7 jewels, $16; 11 jew·
els, $17.50: 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted, f24.to:
hinged oases, $3 more; hunting cases, $G u.ore,

'l'he New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements: in silv~rine, $19: 3
ounce coin eilver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 6 c;>unce,
$25. BEsT opet1-face filled •crew ca•~· $27; hmged,
$80: bunting, $26; Louis .XIV style, f2 to no. more;
Ladies' be•t gold fi llet1, 7 jewels. $17 ; 11 J swels.
$18.50: 15 jew•ls. $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt eohd
gold, $10 to $20 more. Ruby and maruond ornamentations up to UOO extra.

DDAMONOS.
An elegant B Ptone, Skt., solitaire pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnifioent hair ornament
and pin and _pendant combination. roset.te, 29
brilliants, $200, worth.fSOO; one do., hear~·shape,
sapphire and ruby m center, same prwe and
val uP Pms, rings, drops, studs, from f300 down
to $10 '; same proportionate discounts. Ail bought
before late advance.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, IH •

THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.

The

Meets everY FridaY evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Elizur Wright Secular lJnlon

'!'HE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEw YoRK.

w. s. BELL's

These notices are for the benefit of LiberaZa
who may be 'IJisiting the places where these societies are located. Local Secular Unions and
.1! nJIJthougltt Societies meeting regularly can
lta'IJ their gatherings ail'llertised here free bu forW111T'ding the neceSS1111'1J information.
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Is n regularly educated
nnd legally qualified Ph.J•
sician, nnd the most SUti•
cessful in his specialty a~
his practice will pron.
Send 10 ct.s. for his "Pd.·
,·ate Counselor."' a. book
for youngnndmiddleaged
DICU 1 sutTcriug from that
Life - 'rasting Weaknesl
ns the result of TOuthful
follies, indescreti'Ons and
excesses. It sets forth rm.
External Appliclltion.-.t
POSI'l'IV.E CURE. The
book is worth many tirues
its cost, and should be in
, the hands of ·.~~;n afflict·

ed.
AN
HONEST STATF.MF.NT.
••Similnr ndverHseUlC!'Jts
from uurdinble prnchti·
Pners hnvc been frequent·
ly nssailcd and exposed by
dtc press, but Dr. FELI.OWS stands for~m~st in ~! 6 r'".o.r.::.~inu, nrld i~nft' t.o~t him."- The .<\altona~ lrew.

Address,

. . Dr. R. P. FELL

OWS

•

Ioquiries are fnqnPntly reoeivAJ'! asking wb"t
we know about Dr. Fallows, of Vmeland, N.J ..

F1rSt, we know tbat.he is a reliable gentleman of

rare professional &ktll, who has earned suocesb by
JZood work. Second that he fulfills all hts agreements to tbe letter. Tbtrd, that he has performe.d
onres of hopeless cases that IU the olden hme hts
skill wonld have been called muaculous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an honest man and
a stanch Liberal.-The Better Wall•
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CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
OF

THE need of moral instruction in schools is
· pointed out by the Paris inspectors of child
1a.bor. who after visiting factories say: "Tb.e
lack of moral instruction among these children is very painful; To a.ll our questions
about their duties to the family, to society, to
their country, they responded poorly, or not
a.t a.ll."
SAMUEL

J.

ANCIENT .AND MODERN TIJlES.

I

AND REl'ORMERS.

Biographies of soo C'f the Leading Philoaophllr&,
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inTl.l!).Ohers, Skeptics, Im:ovntord, Founders of
olnding Jehovi!Jl, Satan, the HolY Ghost,
New Schools of Thought, Eminent SolenJesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
• tists, ~to. (who were not Ohristinns),
from the time of ll!enn to the presavo, 835P\)•• Vol. ll. Describes Full:v all
the Rell~ous S:vstems Of the World.
ent. Bvo, 11o75?P-• clotli, $3;
Svo,95·"'P· O!oth,$8pervol.; the
leather, $4: mot .• l1• e.,$4.50.
2 vols., $5; .lea.ttH•r. $7 ; moBY D ,... BENNETT
rocco, gilt edll'ea, ss.
• w..
•
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
ss Lafayette Place, N. Y.

RANDALL

died last Sunday morning.
Frurno11 scientists and
engineers are contem. plating a railway across
Sahara..
IN Spain Ca.rlist and
anti. Ca.rlist feeling is
causing conflicts between
troops and the people.
THE Iowa. legislature
is much ex~>rcised over
prohibition, or restriction, of the liquor tra.ftic.
BIBMAE()K'B seventy. fifth birthday was cele.
·bra.ted with many honors
from the German people.

flf.ms of l{hottght.
EVRN in countries said to be free, it is in
vain to look for that freedom whfch violates
none of the natural rights of man, and which
secures indefeasible possession and uncontroled exercise. On the contrary, the liberty
existing there, founded upon a positlv right
unfqually shared, confers upon an individual
prerogative greater or less according to the
town which he inhabits,
the class in which he is
born, the fortune be possesses, or the trade he
may exercise. In these
countries, however, civil
and personal liberty are
gu~>ranteed by the law.
If man be not all that he
ouJI:ht to be, still the dignity of his nature is not
totally degraded ; some
of his rights are at least
acknowledged ; it can no
longer be said of him
that he is a slave, but
only that he does not yet
know how to become
truly free.-Condorcet.

Tms is not liberty
which we can hope for,
that no grievance ever
should arise in the comSTANLEY thinks the
monwealth, that let no
G"rmans are getting too
man in this world l'xpect;
much of Africa., and that
but when complaints are
England should ha.v
freely heard, deeply conmore.
sider"d, and ~peedily reANOTilER attempt has
formed, then is the utbeen made on the czar's
most hound of civil liblife, and he has been
erty obtained that wise
forced to giv up a.n inmen look for.- Milton.
tended trip.
THE author of a great
AT Rome on the 13'h
reformation is almost ala. meetiog of unemployed
ways unpopular in his
w~rkmen used fUCh a.nown age. He generally
a.rchica.l la.ngua.g e tha. t
passes his life in disquiet
the police d1spersed
and danger. It is there.
them.
fore for the interest of
the human race that the
THE Farmers' Alliance
memorv of such men
in Georgia. wants the govshould be held in reverernment to build wareen c e , a n d that they
DAVID
Kt\OCKETH
GOLIATH
OUr.
houses in which farmers
s h o u 1d be supported
may store their grain,
against the scorn aud
So David pre>ailed over the Philistine with a sling and with a stone, and smote the Philistine, and slew him ;
obtaining loans thereon.
hatred of their contembut there was no sword in the hand of Da.vid.-1 Sam. xvii, !iO.
poraries by the hope of
IN Russia tlle demand
leaving a great and imfor a constitution and a
perishable name. To go on the forlorn hope
parliament bas Eecured support in the czar's
of truth is a service of peril. Who will unprivate circle, and he may accede hoping to
dertake it, if it be not also a service of honor?'
. end the attempt! on his life.
It is easy enough, after the ramparts are carON May lst·there will be great labor demried, to find men to plant the flag on the·
onst!ll.tions in nearly all the European t-ounhighest tower. The difficulty is to find men.
tries, with agitation in favor of eight hours.
who are ready to go first into the breach.-·
That da.v may be made an annual labor holiMacaulay •
.day in Europe.
WERK we t.s thankful for what we ha.v re-.
IN Boston British-Americans a.nd Irishceived as the favors of society deserve, we·
Americans are engaged in a wrangle that arose
should think more kindly of men generally,.
from the presentation by the former of a
since ne•rly everything comes from some•
United Stat€8 flag to a public Echool, which
source unknown. Our ancestors, our prede-·
- tl: e Irish scholars resented.
cessors, and our contemporaries ha.v all done>
something for us, which we can return only
ON the 8th tornadoes did damage at several
in gratitude to the ra.ce.-Bierbower.
places in Michigan, and Norwalk, 0. It
NATURE is a book that is open to all peovisited Illinois, with less violence. Buildings
-ANDples; it recognizes no distinction of color,
were blown down and a church steeple or
or nationality, or sex; it is free to impart its
t~o taken off. One or two lives were lost,
wonders to Rll who are prepared to read its
and a number were injured.
ever-unfolding pages.-Arthur B. Moss.
TnE recent Methodist conference at New
The analogies of body and mind are most
York pas•ed resolutions against the Secularstrikingly exhibited in the development of
ization of the common school education.
physical and mora.! poison habits. At first
"Purely secular education," say the resolu·
every poison is repulsiv. Children abhor the
tiona, "is impossible in a land whose literavery smell of alcohol. The first effect of
ture, history, and laws are the product of a
tobacco is that of a nauseating drug. The
Christian civilization. Christian citizens
<E. M. 290.)
disgusting taste of opittm prevails tbreugh
must deny the right of the state to assume to
every disguise. Nature protests against the
giv such an inadequate education."
+IDITI)+ ILLU$TRJUIOU$.+
incipience of an insidious "second natnre,"
AT Vienna on the 8th a meeting of strikers
and this protectiv instinct often saves where
came into conflict with the police, whom
neither law nor science yields its a.!d. . . •
C::ONT::E:NTS.
they stoned. The rioters then damaged some
Gross vices do not achieve a.n easy conquest :
buildings, but were dispersed by cavalry and
I'AGI£.
the protests of a. faithful conscience warn us
Calendar for t8go,
infantry. Many civilians an<! fourteen pnlice
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, •
5
again and again; but, if that protest is per-.
. were hurt. Later, 8,000 unemployed men
Freeth ought in the United States,t88g, 17
The Priest,
sistently disregarded, nature at la.8t adapts.
held a. meeting, and demolished a police
herself to the abnormal condition, and the,
The Supernatural World,
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
guard room, set fire to a. spirit shop, kept the
The Reformation,
instinctiv repugnance give way to a morbid.
Remsburg,
24
fire service away, and sackee ~everal Jews'
craving for the unnatural stimulus. Healthy
Future Terrors,
77
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
shops. At nbbt rain fell, and helped the
food grows insipid. The toper becomes a.
The Inventions of Science and the
T. B. \Vakeman,
26
troops to disperse the rioters.
slave to his drug; and, by educational influInventions of Christianity. !llus.
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
THE provisional government of Brazil, havences, the baneful habit may develop into a .
trated,
79
(Saladin),
ing decreed all the great popular measures
hereditary or even national vice. In a similar ·
Freethought Journals in the United
demanded by the people, is now trying to
way, such moral poisons a.s hypocrisy, the ,
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
44
s~~~
~
miracle. mania., and pessimism hav to over-.
avoid the danger and inconvenience that atDates of the Fabrication of Some
In Sea:ch of a Spirit. E·. M. Macdonald, 97
come the resistance of every healthier instinct ;
tended the adoption of the American ConstiRoman Catholic Dogmas,
44
tution. They ha.v nominated a number of
before they can enslave the mind of a whole'
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. PenteThe Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
nation. In southern Europe, the doctrine of{
well.knovo;n specialists to frame a constitution
coat,
109
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
the Galilean church ha.v achieved this victory(.
111 hich is to be presentEd to the constituent
Gardener,
as,embly. The republic is composed of
Among the Caucasian races of the Meditenlll45
nea.n peninsula millions of our fellow-men
states, federal districts, provinces, and terha.v lost the normal instincts of their species,
ritories. The government is representa.tiv,
and ha.v come to enjoy the polson of antifederal, and republican. Each state shall be
naturalism. The Greek and Roman monks
governed by its own laws. The federal gov~
ernment shall guatantee to all a republican
vied in self-abasement, self-mutilation, and
NEW YORK:
the voluntary sacrifice of their reason, as
form of government. The federal governtheir forefathers vied !n science and heroic
ment shall interfere in the government of the
games. Patriotism has withered under the
states only for the purpose of guaranteeing a
influence of anti-natural dogmas. Unmanli-·
republican form of government, the sanction
ness has ceased to be a reproach. Manly
of sentences of the federal courts, and in case
self-reliance and athletic sports ha.v lost theirof rebellion. In the last. named contingency
charm. The prePcriptions of the Jesuitical
a )!tate of siege may be proclaimed and the
poison-mongers bav made simple truth !:t;J,fedeTal power will aPsume the government
sipid: their victims ha~ contracted a morbid
nntil the cause of the trouble be removed.
craving for superna.tura.lism, and lave cant..
Provinces are to be regularly organized politfnr its own sake.-Prof. ]l'elix I;. Oswald.,..
Ical bodies that require pecuniary assistance
M.D., in TILe Secret of the E_ast.
from thP ~.upreme tederal government.
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COLOSSUS.

Beneath the shadow of that papal cur11e stalked the specters of war, pestilence, famin, desolation, and deatb.-La (Jroi.1:.

ilotes and lflippinns.
IN t:b.e course of an article on "Flaws in
l!ngersolliam," in the April ~orth American
!RevieuJ, the Rev. Lyman Abbott expresses surlprise that the " inspiring story " of Abraham
•should hav no attraction for Colonel lnger'Boll. Abraham, it will be remembered, was
·commanded by the Lord to kill his son, and
•appears to hav been willing, if not anxious,
•to obey the command. A similarly "inspir·ing story " now comes from Faulkton, South
!Dakota, to the effect that E. Eckhart, while
·Buffering !rom theological dementia, stabbed
his two young sons with a bread-knife, and
·cut his wife's throat. Eckhart claims that the
Lord told him to commit the murder. Since
>this incident, says F1·eet!wught, involves the
'-killing of three persons instead of one, Dr.
Abbott should find it three times as inspiring
•as the story of Abraham.
Tms is the Milwaukee Sentine7.'s estimate
·of the Bennett law: "The very pith and
marrow of the law are in thesetw9 provisions:
1. Every child between the ages of seven
-and fourteen shall attend school-unless ex·cused for good reason-for at least twelve
·consecutiv weeks in each year. 2. That
·every child, as above, shall during the period
·mentioned, receive instruction in reading,
writing. arithmetic, and United States history
in the EngllAh language. Nothing is said
·about parochial schools. If it is shown that
·a -child receives this instruction for the time
mentioned in any school, or at home, or has
-already bad instruction equivalent to that
mentioned, its parents are exempt from all
J>enalty. The parochial schools may teach
·religion much, little, or altogether; may

teach German or any other language exc]u,
sivly the year round; may do exactly what
they choose to do, as far as this law is concerned. The law only prescribes that parents
shall see that their children get twelve weeks
of schooling each year, a part of the studies
to be conducted in English." And the fact
that the children must hav twelve weeks'
schooling in useful studies in the ~nglish
language is just why the foreign Catholics and
Lutherans of the state are against the law!
DuRING the discussion on the public worship estimates in the lower house of the Prussian diet on the 18th, Dr. Windthorst, the
leader of the clerical party, asked for the
creation of a Catholic section in the ecclesiastical affairs department ; a settlement of
the question relativ to the appointment of
priests; the abrogation of the spe-rrge~et~, by
which priests in certain cases are depnved of
their stipends; a supervision of the schoo!s
by priests ; the free admiesion of Cathohc
religious orders into Prussia, and the prohibition of the use of Catholic chmches by Old
Catholics. Dr. von Gossler, minister of ecclesiastical affairs, in reply to Dr•.Windthorst,
said that the government could not comply·
with the demands of the clericals. Particular
denominations he declared, could not claim
to be represe~ted in the ministry. Catholic
matters were attended to by Catholia officials.
In r.ffairsaffecting the schools and universities
the opinions of the Catholic leaders were
taken. Dr. von Gossler announced that a
bill deallng with the sperrgdsetz would be intraduced in the diet •. He declined to interfere with the Old Catholics. The government, he said, had received no complaints
·
regarding them. The questwn
of the en t ry

-- ----G-- --- ;c;lb~r,- h~s ftled a petition in the supreme
of religious orders into Prussia, Dr. von ossler declared, could not be decided by the ·court for a mandamus to compel the trustees
of the University
of ,Illinois to restore him to
'
minist-ry· of ecclesiastical affair, alone.
the privileges of the university, from which
A ;FRIRNI? of Henry G. Marquand, who is he was suspended six weeks before he was to
perhaps m~"r,e largely responsible than is any graduate in ,Tune, 188{>, because he refused to
other one man for the failure o! the f:rustees attend religious worship in the ,cb,apel. :s;e
of the Metropolit!ln Museum to ,open ~t to the alleges that absence 'rom the chapel is the
public on Sundays, has this to say in tl:\e only o;~fense with wh~ch he is ,charged; th_at
W01·ld, of the reasons wh~ch in,fl.uence Mr. the institution i_s supporte<;l and _controled e~
Marquand in this course: "It is all a ques- cl~sivly ,by the state, and that the constitution of money, of expense, and not of senti- tion provides that "No person shall ,~e rement or devotion. There are a few persons quired to attend or. support any ministry or
like Mrs. Robert L. Stuart who giv and will place of worship against his consent." He
continue to giv, as long as the museum ie claims that these religious services in the unikept closed on Sunday, a handsome yearly versity are illegal, and the rule requiring atsum to cover the daily e:;~:pense of keeping it tendance is illegal and void; that excuse for
open, of policing. it, and lighting and cleaning absence from such exercl~es cannot be reit. Those donations would stop were the quired ; that as he has violated ~o- legal rule,
museum to be opened Sunday. ;But opened and has fulfilled all lawful cond1t10ns necesit would be, nevertheless, if the trustees saw sary to the en~oyment of the _advantages of
any certainty of getting elsewhere, from the the university, he has a legal r1ght of atte~d
city or from other public-spirited citizens, an ance there. Shortly before his suspenswn
e.quivalent sum to pay current expenses. Governor Oglesby and the penitentiary comThe custodians and special officials must be missioners, believing that attendance upon remen of good character and good address. ligious worship could not justly and le~ally
Such men cannot be secured for less than $3 be required of convicts in the state pen,Itena day, A score of them, for· several are tiaries, ordered that such convicts be al~o~eli
necessary -in .each room or department,.eat up to absent then;tselvs fron;t any o.r all re~lgiOUB
a large sum every week. Who will supply services without being required to grr (lDY
that sum and open the museum Sundays-? excuse or :t;eason therefor: He thin}{s that
Some years ago costly Etruscan gold orna- students, as w,ell as ,convicted murder~~s and
menta were stolen. Nothing can be made thieves, hav rights which the authorities of
away with now, the trustees believe." We the state are bound to respect. The late descarcely credit Mr. Marquand's assertions, cision of the supreme court of Wisconsin, in
!or the mnseummanagersdefeated a bill pro- Wells vs. School Board of Edgerton, in
viding for thP maintenance of the museum on which Bible-reading in public schools was decondition that it was opened Sundays.
clared illegal under constitutional provisions
h
f Ill' i fully sustains the
ose N
o th1no s,
FOSTER NoRTH, of Kewanee, Ill., a son of ~imilar totf M
a TRUTH SEEKER_ correspondent and sub- position o r. or ·
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What !s Spiritt
lf spirit is what it is said to be, then it is a verita:,_ble chameleon nondescript. It is anything ideality,
speculation, and metaphysics may make it. The
word "spirit" represents an abstraction 1u:d not an
entity. But superstition and the imagination hav invested it, as they hav terms representing many ab·
stract virtues and moral qualities, with the halo and
glow of a divine persomfied imagery. J tlJ>tice is
represented by the image of a divinely human figure
.holding the scales to balance righteousner;s.
Mercy is another tender human representation,
·inclining over the humble, repentant sinner, with the
posture and aspects of forgivnesa and sympathetic
love.
Liberty is personated by the erect or sitting fe.male figure, in the habiliments of freedom, with her
staff and banner floating in the breeze. In ancient
Greece more than now, the abstract virtues, the passions and emotions, were imaged by varied impersonations, which were deified and titled as their gods.
It is only mature minds and philosophic thiders
. who dispense with these external representations of
abstract conceptions. Immature, undeveloped fntellects, inexperienced, limited, snd uncriti~>al ihinkers,
can never rise above physical associations and personifications in their attempts &t abstract thought, or in
- th~ir conceptions of psychical or metaphysical questions. Nations, as well as individuals, liv and die
and never advance beyond this Sfnsuous, rudimentary
mental state, from what may be called arrested intellectual development. Those who are religious, or
the sp ritual-mind~>d-so called-prie~;ts and people,
.teachers and taught, the educated and ignorsnt, the
· cultured and refined, are invariably and voluntarily
the victims of this ancient illusory faith, that originated in the earlier ages, the childhood of the race.
The terms spirit or spiritual cannot he thought
of in connection with man, without the concep·
tion of an image, an entity, which, in some sense,
exists as a personality, either with or without the
individual homo. Civiliz9d or Christian nations owe
their conceptions of the spirit to the ancient mythologicu records that hav been preserved, reproduced,
and interpreted by the savants and leaders in literature and reli.:ion, which hav molded and given
direction to civiliz3d thought.
This theory and literature of ghosts, or personified
moral and physical forces, is .as ancient as written
language. It is the earliest and oldEst method of
generating and impressing thought. It belongs to
the cave, the wigwam, and the tent, to prehistoric
man in his gropings for mental illumination. Its
antiquity imparts to it ·a seeming of divine authority,
and inspires the affection and tenacity with which it
is cherished. It is cherished now with a confidence
· that the world would go to ruin and chaos, and
heaven be unfilled, without it. It is reverenced as
a GJd-given boon, to save man from perdition. To
abandon it for any cause, we are told, would l:e to
surrender all motiv or restraint, all moral sense and
obligation, all regard for life or death, time or
eternity, heaven or hell, man or God.
· SJience has assaulted and taken the outposts, and
is storming the very citadel in which this mythical im
personativ faith is intrenched. But such is the
affection for this time-honored, all-absorbing delusion, that every inch of ground is being contested a'ld
maintained with an inveteracy that has always character;z ~a the zealots of superstition. It is wonderful
with what a fatuity and desperation the feelings and
hith cling to that which cannot be logically maintained and is without foundation ! It is wonderful
how illusions can be so implanted, and int~rwoven
. with every moral fiber of being, that life seems to
depend on them for its continuance!
Thinking and wise men coin words for practical
use; the thoughtless and visionary pervert and abuse
them in defense of ignorance and to maintain superstition. The Greek word representing !ipirit, meaning life and energy, bas been captured by the blind
and bigoted, construed into several meanings, and
made to do service in behalf of the bias and to support the vagaries of the visionary religiou"s enthusiast.
Everyone wrests or defines it to suit his fancy, or to
build up his own faith. O.ae says that it is a
synonym of soul; another, that it is a synonym of
mind; another, that it is a synonym of life · and
another says that it is a supernatural entity, and represents a disembodied human being, an organized
personal intelligence, an intangible or ethereal duplicate of the previous personality.
0 ;hers among the mor~ illiterate ancients, notably
as described in the scriptures, believed in a realm of
spirits, existences independent of men yet with the
power of coming to them and entering into and
taking possessinn of their persons and functions.
M!lny of these were called evil spirit" or devils, and
those whom they occupied were said to be " posses3ed of devils." The evil spirits are described as
producing variOliB disturbances of the nervous system, driving their victims into spasms, fite, and ex-

tremes of impropriety, from which there was no
release till the spirits could J>e exorcised or expelled
by some magic or superhuman power, which was
said to hav been exercised succfsdully for that purpoEe on many occasions.
.
All these different dt.finitions of the spirit prevail
in society now, and lead to great confusion of ideas
among those who undertake to compare views or to instruct each other in the mysteries cf spirituality.
It is a popular idea with some· that the spirit or
spirits make revelations to the human mind or feel·
ings of the high or profound and otherwise inscrutable ways and purpos"s of the divine arcana, concerning the welfare and destiny of man.
With all these and still other dtfinitions of the
spirit, it can readily be seen in what interminable
confusion and embarrassment are placed all those
who indulge in the literature and theot·ies of s~irit
and dHote their time to making acquisitions to their
stores and stock of spiritual knowledge. Scarcely
any two assign to the word the same definition.
What is called spiritual impression, or any form of
the spiritual craze, is generally an irremediable mal
ady. When deeply seated it assun::ea supremac;y
over the intellect, and no evidence or reasoning pre·
sen ted to the mind can expel it from its throne in thE:
mental citadel. Facts, arguments, proofs, and
d~monstrations fall in~:ffectiv when led against the
network the spirit has woven around the mind.
Every verbal doubt may be silenced, every vestige of
sophistry in defense of the faith may be proved fal
laciou 3 and visionary, yet the presence and power of
the spirit remains the supreme arbiter unshaken and
uncbal"enged by any logic. When th"' intellect, the
undershnding and reasoning powerE!, are subjugateq
to the blind impulses and fancied dictates of the
spirit, thsre is seldom any hope oi relief from the in
fatuation. If we can save the young, it is our only
hope. If we can teach them intelligent, rational
views of the spirit before they are captured and en·
slaved by the terrorizing power of tbe fabulous ones,
they may be saved in a condition of tanity, with the
mind open to the lessons of reason and truth. They
must learn from the demonstrations of science that
~here is but one proper meaning for the word spirit,
and that is, to represent the phy8ical, moral, and intellectual life of man; and learn that when theEe
leave a man he has lost his life, or soul, or mind, and
all that remains with us that is cognizable is the lifeless form that will molder into earth. This is the
intelligent thought for which the word was made to
stand, and it still remains so for the honest, unsophisticated, rational thinker. Between him and the
Ppirituallunatic there is a chasm, that cannot easily
be bridged, because of the utter incompatibility of
science and superstition.
Spirit, sou), mind, or life, in their sepB!ate Pr combined sense, in any practical, scientific, comprehensible sense, are one and the same thing. They express
when cursorily and separately uped, generally but
parts of what in a united sense they repreEent, as
the product and sum of the vitalized activities of a
living human bein~ We cannot understand them,
and neither can they be of any intelligent use to us,
unless we ascribe, and can trace them, to a physical
basis. They indicate only conditions, qualities, and
fu.,ctions of the activ organism. Of a man we can say,
He is of a "meek and quiet spirit;" or of a "sweet
and tender spirit;" or of a "bold, daring, and warlike spirit." We speak of a large-souled man, a
magnanimous soul, a grand or a mean soul; or say,
He puts soul in his business, or, He baa no soul in
his work. A man of great mind; or, He has a mind
of h\s own; or, He improves his mind or neglects his
mind ; or, He uses his mind ; or, He does not mind
his business-are other expressions very common,
and in this BFnse they are uniformly understcod.
The "life" of a man means simply the unsuspended functions of the organic structure. To hav
lire is to hav the spirit, soul, or mind still represented
in the body, as the product of this life. We say, a
useful life, an activ life, a low or high life, a fruitful
or valuable, or an inst,.uctiv and interesting life,
when we speak of a biography. Only when we
associate these words with a physical basis, with a
cogniz!!.ble being', can we use them to convey intelligent thought. Our observations and experiences,
the cognition of our senses, familiarize us with their
meaning when they are used in connection with the
functions of living, moving beings. But the moment
we attempt to think of them as something separate
or self· existent we flounder in the realms of the interminable, the fantastic and deluding. When the
imagination is released from its moorings to some
real substratum, its range is without law and limit.
In this region nothing is known or expected to be
known; everything is believed. No common ground
between partisans of faith can be found; but every
imaginable aspect of the fields of illusion is cccupied.
What do we know about these abstract, metaphysical subjects! And what can we learn of thEm
except the speculativ opinions of the benighted past,
as left on record by the ancients? And how can we
know what these ancients rsally tbOI:lght or meant,
by the very indefinit and obscure way they hav come
down to us!

In the New Testament we t·ead, "God is a ~pilit ;'
and tl:en, " God is love," not a love; " God is light,"
not a light. Here we SPe the indefinit article used
bdore spirit, meaning that God is one spirit. The
implication is that there· are other spirits, or that
there is a realm or order of apirits, and God is one
of them. If that was not the belief of the writer,
he would hav written, "God is spirit," which would
bav been accordant with the other two forms of expression. We are informed by the lat.e revisers of
the New Testament that the translators of the authorized copy were not at all particular Ol' accurate in
the use or disuse of the articles in that version.
They sometimes used them when the Greek text did
not justify it, and at other piaces they dropped them
where they should hav used them. And then again,
they inserted the in dE finit a where they should hav
put the definit the/ and at other places they dropped
both and substituted the adjectivs this and that,
where there was no·warrant for so doing, materially
changing the sense of the original tEXt •
Tnese changes, with many more, were unjustifiably
made, sometimes from carelessness, oversight, or
neglect, and in other instances, on purpose to change
the text to accord more with the individual bias or
with the popular superstition. The revisers rectified
some of these errors, r..nd they admit they let some
remain unchanged, because readers so long a9custom£d to them would not receive the improvement
or correction of the text if they had made it, on account of their attachment to and faith in the old
and false. Were it not for this prfjudice the revision could hav been made to read, God ·is spirit; or,
God is a love; or, God is (.t light ; or tlw spirit, the
love, the light, just as well as in the way we hav it
now. The revisers evidently desired to make such
charges as they deemed expedient., and as far as they
thought the readers would tolerate, in the direction
of modern scientific thought, and in the direction of
acaord with the revelaticns and discoveries of the
latPst enlighten£ d biblical scholanhip.
If God is spirit, light, and love, then spirit·, light,
and love are God. Aud this scientific idea of spirit
and of God is rapidly gaining credence and acceptance in all the higher, advanced, intelligent circles of
society, as notably among the clergy as among the
scientists. The old fabulous, personifying belids
and teachings hav had their day, hav done their
work, and must now rapidly giv way to the more
rational df'monstrations of science.
Such expressions as, the spirit of God, and, the
!!pirit of Christ, are often used; but when we attempt
to analyze them in order to ascertain what meaning
or thou~ht they contain, we find it utterly impossible
to giv them uny definition, or to make them convey
any thought or idea that is adapted to the human
understanding. They are archaic sounds or words
addressed to the feelings or faith, which make an impression so indefinit ths.t the understanding or intelligence cannot recognize or describe it. The rever·ence for the words is all the significance there is in
the J;entex:ces that contain them. To be more specific in statfment: In the first place, we eay God is
E!pirit, and think we agrf'e in that. Then immediately
we proceed to speak of the spirit of God, making
God something else besides spirit, and spirit as one
of his properties, as though Gcd could hav a spirit
wl:en he or it is nothing else but spirit. The spirit
is the whole of the reality of what we call God or
deity. God beir.g spirit, how can we speak of his
spirit and say the spirit of spirit, and make any seme T
What can we understand by such language T How
can we make an attribute of a thing out cf the thing
itself 1 We can just as well and truly say, the universe of the universe, the God of God, or the man of
man.
''The epirit of Christ," means nothing, and re·ally
is without sense. Christ is a word in the Greek,
which stands for wisdom, or its equivalent in our
language. Scholars all agree that it simply represents a title, and not a name or a person. Jesus
was never known by that name. It became associated with his name in after centuries, on account of
his lessons and life, to distinguish them from those
of others. We know that wiedom has no spirit.
Thought has no spirit; neither baa ignorance or
want of thought. There is no spirit in an abstraction or a principle. There is a spirit in a man or an
animal-in all living personalities. There was a
spirit in Jesus, but there is no spirit where there is
no life. There is no spirit in wisdom or Christ.
Then the expression, epirit of Christ, is meaningless
verbiage.
While such conflicting, paradoxical use is made of
the word spirit; while the word is used with £qual
freedom and license to make it represent something
or nothing, so rendering the term a misnomer or
mystery, bringing it into discredit and dishonor
among earnest, thoughtful, i.Jltelligent people, those
who use it so flippantly and ignorantly are doing
harm rather than good. It is time some intelligent
standard definition were established and the abuse
and misrepresentations of the word abridged. Expressions without intelligence, from otherwise respectable and exemplary people, tend to embarrasq
and distract the minda of inquirers, and cnate ad ·
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gust or aversion for religious questions, and an indifference for the virtues which truo religion should
teach.
We hear ;tuch expressions as, the "spirit of the
gospel," the "spirit of the law," th~ "spirit of the
Constitution," and in the scriptures, the "letter killeth but the spirit maketh alive "-spirit in this last
use meaning the intent, object, or end to be accomplished by what was written or taught in the letter,
and not a mere unappreciativ conformity to the
written word without any higher or further motiv
than a literal fulfillment of the letter of the law or
verbal assent to it. Hare, by me~aphor, spirit is
given to lessons, laws, and tea{lhings, and does in
some measnre represent distinct thought, but only
in a figurativ sense. Tho paucity of words to ex·
press all forms and ahades of thought may be a sufficient excase for reaor~ing to metaphor, and it can
not produce muClh harm, provided it is known and
understood as "'etaphor.
It is when metaphor is taught and taken as the
literal reality, that the heavens and the earth are
peopled with invisible spirits, and the personifications of metaphor are made to represent wandering
ghosts, holy or otherwise, and demons from a fancied
spirit world, haunting, pervading, inspiring, and
pr"ompting the human family to every action they
perform, with the belief that all life depends on spirit
in the sense, "of myself I can do nothing "-it is
then that faith in the spirit works its greatest mischief. B then deatroys volition, paralyzes energy,
opposes intelligence, blights reason, and produces
more or lees· mental inanity. It may seem to be a
negativ and harmless illusion only, but it is a positiv
obstruCltion and destroyer of h•.1man progress; an
incubus that poisons the well-spring of life and
keeps the mind in a state of perpetual bondage.
We hav received our defiaition and meaning of the
word spirit more from Greek mythology and polytheism, than from Hebrew Theism and metaphysics.
The New Testament, a product of Greek writers, has
b!len more precious and authoritativ to us than the
Hebrew scriptures. Modern conceptions and speculations about the spirit, and o.ll the various ideas and
u~es we make of the word, we hav inherited from our
p!lgn Greek ancestors and their coadjutors, their
barbuian R'lma.n allies. They comq from nowhere
else, and every student of history and ecclesiasticism
knows thi-s to be an ab3olute certainty. We owe to
the b9nighted barbarians all we hav, all there is, and
all we c!ln make of our wonderful "spirit illumination." When we look back to the violent conflicts,
to the fierce and bloody wars, to the Crusades and
Inquisitions, to the martyrtloms and tortures, to the
millions that hav been saClrificed by the commands
and duties laid upon the human family by this
ghoatly phantom called the spirit, we may well estimate the value of the dear illusion, and what our
pre3ent coafli3ting viewa of H hav cost the world in
human life and treasure.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
Philaclelphia, Sept., 1889.
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If Nationalism is a solid and substantial reaWy,
Nationalism: Is It Fact or Fane.} f
Nothing has so stirred the heart of tlie multitude and not a chimera, a fancy doomed to. fade like dtw
for a long time as the force called Nationalism. The before the morning sun, then it contains the vuy
advent of a new book is not so very important a essence of true life, real liberty. Its picture of a new
matter in this age o( many books; but Bellamy's national life holds untold good in the advancement
"Looking Backward," from whence sprang into being and enlightenment of the race.
The past hundred years in this country· has been
a strong, energetic power, has swept from end to end
of the continent, and like some magic influence, characterized by material growth. It is as the physwide spreading and far-reaching, it hes sped across ical development of the child. Will the next century,
the ocean, finding lodgment wherever a human heart under Nationalistic influences, develop the moral and
throbbed in pity or longed for better circumstances intellectual sphere of a nobler manhood and loftier
than it knew. What has caused this fm·ore ? What womanhood ? Is the time ripe for the flowering of
mighty impulse has so shaken and th!'illed humanit)~ the real genius of America 1 Has the hour struck
The book f!eemed but to adapt to present thought when selfishness must be eliminated from the mind,
many ideas already known to the world through its from the thought and deed ? And, in its place, shall
thinkers and reformers. The question arises, were the pure white rose of unselfishness and tender ,
the ideas given by reformers aforetime precipitated interest bloom for all T
Wealth bas followed in the wake of successful
upon the world too soon~ And has the mind of today grown ripe enough to welcome the advent of compl;ltition, but it has left evils in its pstb, pain,
Nationalism and comprehend 1ts deep and powerful sorrow, and suffering. There ia another kind of
wealth. It is the strong, harmonious wealth of rightmeaning T
It is worth while, in passing, to note the condition doing, right-living. It is the recognition of the
of humanity in the economic world when National- brotherhood of the race. It is the sweet heritage of
ism, like J ova in thunder, burst upon the half- all the good there is-the heritage, not of n few, but
of all.
bewildered minds of men.
Shall not the people hav their own ~
Latus see.
s. H. WIXON.
One who inclined his ear at the time of the advent
of the book "Looking Backward," would hav
beard the great pulsing heart of the wage· working
Eminent Women.
world beating, beating with a strong and fierce deMERCY
OTIS WARREN,
termination. The beholder would hav looked upon
a strange spectacle-on the one hand a chaos of
While the men heroes of the American Revolution
poverty, dissatisfaction, strikes, riots, anarcbism, are historically worshiped and remembered, we hav
labor unions, miners with grimed faces and blood- but few and scanty records of the women heroes,
shot eyes whose little childr.an, with wan, piuched whose hearts were as loyal, and whose words and
faces, begged piteously for bread, railroad employees works were as earnest, as were those of the other
demanding increase of wages to purchasi the very sex.
necessaries of life, and all pleading for better food
Considering their inferior position, socially and
and warmer clothing. On the other hand were politically, women truly did far more than men
. arrayed a multitude of trusts, combines, pools, syndi- could or would hav done in their condition. Woman,
cates, ever increasing to larger proportions, ~nd a being of the superior sex, and being, through her
host of millionaires with swelling coffers, living in motherhood, the head of the race, is the natural
palatial residenCies far superior to ·the palaces of leader, guide, and protector. But man has domkings in olden times. Each millionaire held in his inated her, relegated her to the kitchen, nursery, and
hand a lash, mmde thick and strong with banknotee home as her proper sphere, making it a virtue of her
to hold the masses in check and to keep them at their sex to appear modest, retiring, and inane. Theretaaks. Wage-workers formed unions to protect them- fore, if any woman did a deed worth recording, it
salve and to assist in the battle for enough to keep was published in some man's name, or if she received
soul and body together. Capitalists combined, they a ahara of the credit, it was merely mentioned as an
said, to kaep posted on prices of raw material and to aside adjunct to the histoq of the day, hence the
regulate the wages of those who did their bidding.
names and deeds of many of the bravest, noblest,
0.1 the one side appeared want, toil, misery, igno- and best of the patriots of the Revolution are entirely
rance, poverty, privation, poor pay, and starvation ; unknown to us. A few are here and there spoken of
on the other, ease, pride, plenty, luxury, pleasure, in brief mention, and even then few only make their
idleness, abundance, and much polished pretension.
mark on the minds of scholars and historians, while
There was heard the surging of a·coming storm- the general reader knows nothing of them.
the rushing of a human tide, like the lashing waves
One of the remembered heroes of the times that
of ocean ere the whole fury of the winds bursts upon tried human sonia --women's as well as men's-was
them.
Mercy Otis Warren, a sister of James Otis, whose
Thouaht moved swiftly. It traveled back a hun- fiery, enthusiastic utterances did so much to arouse
dred ye~rs-to France, and the uprising there, after and intensify the feelings of the colonists against
Vergimond's famous speech declaring the country to British tyranny and oppression. This brother and
Freethought in Sweden.
be in danger, and then it moved forward with light- sister were patriots of the purest water, and true
In Sweden the fourteenth judgment for blasphemy ning speed, forward a couple of years to 1892. They and warm friends and co-workers in the cause of
since 1888 has seen the light of day. V1ctor E. who watched with keen vision the progress of events freedom.
Lennstrand has by the king's court been sentenced said: "Is a transition period at hand 1 Will it be a
The home of Mercy was the resort of the patriots
repetition of that dreadful slaughter in France that and the headquarters of the rebellion, and as she herto an additional three months' imprisonment.
Now, we hav always had sympathy for the old and rent that beautiful country with ~>trife and discord, self wrote "By the Plymouth fireside were many
feeble, and a word or two in praise of those who that shadowed it with horror and dismay, or will it political plans organized, discussed, and digested."
assist them, so as to make their last days comfortable, be a painless passing to a higher, better, nobler birth!" She corresponded with eminent men of the Rebelyet in all cases we invariably drew the line se-ven feet It was evident that something must be done, and that lion. She was the fir11t one who based the struggle
above the earth's surfaCle. The compassion taken quickly.
upon "inherent rights," a phrase afterward made the
In the midst of much confusion cams N ~tionalism corner-stone of political authority. Jefferson ~as
upon old Jehovah by King 03car II. and his eCCllesiastic and civil authorities is nothing if not ridiculous. with its one splendid sentence crowd~d with great one of her correspondents, and the Declaration of
The gentlemen are evidently yet chewing the rubber meaning: "The nationaliz!l!tion of industry and the Independence shows the influence of her mind. She
ring given them by their respectiv mammas. To brotherhood of man."
was the first person who counseled separation, and
It has made a lull in the nearing storm. It bas pressed these views upon John Adams when he
think that these poor, miserable mortals act as selfappointed guardians and defenders of an old sinner, made a rift in the clouds, through which bas come a sought for advice before the opening of the first Conan almighty and immortal being who, if he appeared glimmer of warm sunshine..
.
.
. areas. At that time even Washington had no
While, practically, the S1tuat10.n m the econor~nc thought of the final independence of the colonies,
here on earth, would require the strait-j ~cket and
inhabit the murderer's cell ! What conCleited and world is unchanged, a better f~ehng has grown With emphatically denying any such intention or de~ire on
inconsistent fools these mortals be ! Yet we can the ever-increasing numbers of believers in the phi· their part, and John Adams. was shunned. m the
assure .them that, whatever may happen to them, losophy of Nationalism. People ar~ beginning to streets of Philadelphia for havmg dared to hmt such
they can always be sure of a living. Any enter- think it may be possible to harmomze the present a possibility. Mercy Warren was his mentor, and
prising dime muEieum man will gladly pay them $100 tumult and disorder-that the in£q'Ialities in the encouraged and urged him on t~ bold and bra!e
a wee.k apiece to bav them pose in his museum as social world can be, and should be, leveled-that work for independence. Her adVIce was sought m
crooked paths and crooked individuals can each be many an emergency. She believed not in the freenatural monstrosities or live fossils.
This new instance of persecution has, however, made straight-that there can be improvement made dom of man alone, but in that of woman as well.
not diminished the ardor of our brethren. They are in all departments of living. They are beginning to
All honor to t.his true hero, and may her name be
aotiv and busy as ever. The petitions which we see that competition i11 not kind 8nd brotherly; that blessed and remembered by all human kind wherever
mentioned in a late letter hav received nearly fif- it is a survival, not of the fittest and noblest, but of freedom and equal rights are the watchwords of the
ELl\IINA DRAKE SLENKER.
teen thousand signatures, and Captain Thomson and the cruel, selfish, and savage instincts of humanity. race.
S. W. Hen tzar are kept more than comfortably busy, They are beginning to f1;1el that only in warm
Snowville, Va.
while :ID:lnry V. Berghell, following the example set whole-heartedness, in the actual demonstration of
by Jesus, travels aU over the country giving lectures, brotherly love and tenderness, in cooperation, is true
'The IIOllC of the Wodd,
forms branches of UtilisHska Samfundet, and makes progression.
F1·om
tlie Iwtust1·ial Age, Dullttli, lfinn.
They are beginning to understand that the increase
old odhodoxy raise her long ears and bray.
TRUTH BEEKER publishes in a. pamphlet Of .82 pages
If our friends will now but organize so as to show of capital in the hands of a few, and, at the same anTHB
interesting symposium, by ~he le,~dmg Liberal thmkers of
a solid front toward the enemy, and leave all money time, the multiplying of pauper", is not compatible the age, in answer to the questiOn: Is Freethoug~t il~struc
matters out, we can predict that victory will ere with a healthy state of human society, for,
tiv or constructiv ?" The hope _of t~e world IS m the
aftlrmativ, positiv, and constrncti'?' s_Ide of a~! th~ pr~Ill fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,
long be theirs. The attention of the civilized world
ressiv movements of the day. This Bide of L1beralism IB
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.
is directed toward S ;veden, and it is the attitude of
~bly presented in THE TRUTII SEEKER's Freethought SymGreat
monopolies
of
that
which
belongs
to
the
her Freethinking men and women that will de!)ide
posium by Colonel Ingersoll and nineteen other leading_ Freewhether future historians shall note the present whole people can only entail the worst consequencEs. thinkers. It will well repay a careful perusal. Pnce 25
Freethought movement as a deed or as a sago, blott. Humanity, the good of the whole, should be the first cents. Address the Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette
place, New York city.
consideration, not the last.
G.N.
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Church Taxation.
'rhe promised pamP.hlet on "Ohurch Taxation,"
. issued by the American Secular Union, is now ready
for distribution amona our members. H is written
by President Westbrook, and is a resume of just the
facts that our people need to hav at hand in their
missionary work.
A moderate estimate, according to Dr. Westbrook's
res~arches, places the value of the present untaxed
cburllh propArty in the United States at about
$1500,000,000. This sum, at two per cent taxation,
would vteld the state governments the sum of $30,000,000 annually. Ohurch property, however, as has
been more than once shown, is always estimated frlr
below its real value. For instance, in New York.
the church buildings of the Protestant Episcopal
church alone, exclusiv of its hospitals and ot.hl'r
cbArih~oble institutions, are estimated at only $13 •
319 000 ; " whereas it has recently been shown by
Louis N. Megargee, a well-known journalist" eaya
Dr. Westbrook! ·~ that this does not _cover the ~xempt
property of Trm1ty church corporatiOn alone."
The aboye, with other interesting statements, will
be found m our pamphlet on "Church Taxation."
, Dr. Westbrook sums up bis argument at tte close
- in the following
'
POINTS.
_1. ~he exemption of churches from regular taxation is in
VI?Iailon _of every principle of equ~lity and justice, and is an
evident disregard ot the most obvious obligations of public
moTality.
2. The church does not render an equivalent for this exemption. Two-thirds of the people do not regularly attend
any church; and they should not be taxed to pay for the
other third. Moreover, those who attend the churches are
for the most part, of that educated and refined class who d~
not need any special moral restraint to secure the observance
of law.
3. It creatas a prejudice against the church and drives
the m!ls~es _into an attitude o! anta~onism, bec'ause of the
huge InJUStiCe of the church'!! mcreasmg their personal taxes
and receiving favors to which it has not the shadow of a
claim.
. ~- It detracts from the glory and independence of true religiOn to be a pauper and a leech upon the state ; and all
_honorable perso_ns should be ashamed to imply that the
church needs this favor from the state, even if an incidental
1ervice be rendered.
5.. The people are in duty bound to carefully consider
Wfether any given appropriation of the public money is
WlSely made ; but, as exemption from taxation is the same
_ ~B appropriation, they hav no opportunity to judge t.nd act
· m thiS matter.
. 6. The taxation of church property would make very little
difference to church-goers, as they are already mainly taxpayers, and what is saved to the church by exemption is
a11rled to the duplicate of personal taxation.
'l. A system of mendicancy is encouraged by the exemption of convents and similar institutions where the vow of
poverty is taken, and convent expenses a're paid by the proceeds of beggary.
8. The same reasons ffin be given for the exemption of
many other kin,ds of property from taxation, that are given
· f~r the exemp~1on of church property ; and if these additional exemptions were allowed, the state would become
bankrupt, and sequestration and revolution would be the
result.
_ 9-. Wh;Y shoul~ t~e church assm;ne the character of a beggar, askmg remiSSIOn of taxes, mstead of paying its full
share of the cost of protection and defense and thus rendering unto C~sar that which rightfully belo~gs to Cmsar?
10. We do not attack the rights of the church when we
insist upon the just taxation ot ·its property but we champion the rights of the people in claiming th~t all property
excel?t that belonging to the state, shall be equally liable t~
taxatiOn.
11;. ln- new countries there may hav been 2ome excuse for
encouragin~ the build_ing ~f churches by exempting them
fi'om taxatH?'l_i but this policy does not apply to our large
t-:-wns and ctt!es. The most valuable property on our prinCipal streets Is owned by the churches, Catholic and Prot-estant alike, wt.lich pay no taxes. This is manifest injustice
if not downright dishonesty.
'
1~. The people are ready for the just policy of taxing
church property in cnmmon with other property.
.

One very curious fact came to light during the
·compilation of this pamphlet. In the census of
·l8.80, no returns for churches schools cemeterieEl
·and other similar institutions 'were made. In 1850:
l860i and 1870, however, the figures seem to hav
been obtainable, as President Grant eivs the
amo~;mts in his message to Congress in 1S75. For
details see the pamphlet.
Why did the census of 1880 omit an estimate on
the untaxed church property of the United States,.
Why, indeed, but because there was somebody
. who was interested in suppressing the facts? That
our latest and most thorough census should hav J,.ft
cnmpl,.tely out of account the statistics of $15 000 000.000 worth of property, is inexplicable 'upo~
any other hypothesis but this. Of course the
church is the party specially interested in mau;_taiu-
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ing the present unjust system of taxation, by which
all citizens are obliged to help support places of worship, whether they ~attend them or not.
The census of 1890 is now being arranged for by
the powers that be. Will the statistics of untaxed
church property be omitted this time also? It is
quite possible. Silently as well as openly the church
1s massing its forces for a great and final war of
extermination against religious liberty and freedom
of thought; and it would be a poor general indeed
who sought to display his sources of strength before
the day of battle, especially whtln he is the attacking
party, and when he knows that the enemy, though
unorganized, are far greater in numbers than his
army.
American Secular U oionists, here is a matter in
which you can do practical work for the cause of
F.reethought. Insist upon our census-takers being
instructed to make returns on all untaxed church
property. In your local papers, where you hav influence, by personal appeal to your friends and
neighbors, by the distribution of our pamphlet on
" Church Taxation;'' in short,
To all the people you can,
At all the times you can,
In all the places you can,
In all the ways you can,

do your best to make apparent the facts and figures
and the iDjustice of allowing churches to eEcape taxation.
Within a week or two from now, one of these
pamphlets on '' Church Taxation" will hav been
mailed free to every member of our society. We
want you to read them over carefully, fortify yourselva with the facts and arguments contained therein,
and pass the word along to others. These pamphlets
are not sent you to be tucked away on your closet
shelve, out of sight; they are weap~ns put into your
hands to do battle with, every day, if possible; and
they should lie on the table in your living room and
on your cffice desk. If one pamphlet be not sufficient
to do our missionary work, so much the better. Send
us ten cents for another copy, or sixty cents for a
dozen, and so help to put money into the treasury,
at the same time that you supply yourselva with
more ammunition. Our treasury is very low, and
we are straining a point in sending out these pamphlets now to you, without waiting for the postage and
printing money for which we appealed to you a week
or two ago. But we realize how pressing is the need
that more light should be .turned upon this subject
throughout the length and breadth of our land.
We havA been obliged, through lack of money
chiffly, to move more slowly than we at first planned
to do. This pamphlet on " Oburch Taxation," as
you will see, deals with the :first of our "Nine Demands;'' and we propose to take the others up, one
by one, as money and opportunity offer. But, until
the other eight pamphlets do appear, ,we trust that
you will make good use of the weapon which we now
hav ready to put into your hands. Many and many
a conservativ church-member will be found willing to
agree with us on this subject of ch11rch taxation, and,
if- rightly approached, even to ally himself with us.
Let us, one and all, work bard to swell our ranks,
and press steadily forward all along the line to do
battle in behalf of this, the first of our " Nine Demands"-" the equitable taxation of church property
in common with other property."
_ InA 0. 0BA.DDOoK,

Corr. Sec. American Secular Union.

A Swedish Helper.
It is a great honor to be kin~ or president, but it
is better to be an honest and Liberal-minded man.
We can do without kings, political frogs and theological vampires, but the world cannot be enlightened
very well without Liberals. I for my part do not
need or want a clerical loafer to think for me as long
as I can do my own thinking, or to act as a middle
party between me and God, if there is a God, the
existence of which I neither deny or affirm. And if
there is a God, and he is such as the Bible paints
him, I would hav nothing to do with him, for he is
noh an honest God, but a cruel and unjust monster.
I would sooner worship a tiger, because there is
more mercy in him than in the Christian God. Oh,
what a loving God, who creates people only to fl.mg
them into a burning hell forever ! A God who punishes the innocent for the guilty and blesses all who
will persecute Freethinking men and women! No,
the Bible is a humbug from beginning to end, and
its defenders ignorant slaves or superstitious cranks,
and the rest cf them nothing but a lot of lazy and
intriguing hypocrite. I hav been a city missionary
myself in Ohicago, and as such hav had plenty of
time to study church people and I know them as well
as myself. I preached for the money that was in it,
just like the other hypocrite, and kept it up about a
year and a half; but it finally became so unbearable
•hat I gave it up and once more became an honest
man. I had no true peace, no joy, and what pleasure I had. was found through the back doors. I did
just as the other gospel workers did, but it was a
Jiving hell to do so. I had to sneak out like a thief,

afraid of being found out, and had no friends except
a lot of narrow-minded cranks, whose company was
a torture to me. Out of forty missionaries, evangelists, and preachers with whom I was personally
acquainted there were only four or five really sincere
men who believed what they preached, and the rest
of them were nothing but frauds. I watched them as
they watched me, and I tried to come to a secret
understanding with them to show ourselvs to each
other as we were 11nd thus lighten our burden. But
although I myself had seen them doing crooked
things, they would not come to an understanding
with me, and tried to make me believe I was mistaken, and asked God to hav mercy on me, a poor
backslider.· They disgusted me, and as I still had
some respect for myself, I left both them and the
church forever. Four years hav pass6d since then,
and those four hav been the best part of my life,
and neither gods nor devils can change me from being
a Liberal. From a financial standpoint it is no success, but although I see myself ignored and despised,
I enjoy a truer peace than ever and hav nothing to
fe&r. I would rather be scorn«>d and prosecuted for
telling my honest opinions than earn a good living
as a lying preacher. Money cannot giv the peace
and pleasure that truth givs; and when I now and
then discover new truths in ;your valuable paper, I
feel as happy as a half-drunken preachl'r over a large
collection, if not more so. I intend to giv Secular
lectures next month among my countrymen. the
Swedes, and will try to organize a St:cular Union
among them, if such is possible. I }lav many enemies to contend against, who will do all they can t.o
hinder me and blacken my reputation; but I am going
to pitch in anyway and see "'hat can be done.
I am glad to see that THE TRUTH SEEKER takes
such a lively interest in the Liberal movements of
Sweden. I wish I were over there now to fight for
the cause, which I could do with better success than
Mr. Lennstrand-not because of ability, but because
I am an American citizen, and as such they could
not put me in prison. I never could think that such
a mighty battle would take place in Sweden tbis
century, and I should not be a bit surprised if this
fight for religious liberty would overthrow the whole
government and a repnblio be established in a short
time. I hope I shall liv to see that country liberated
from royalty, aristocracy, and a state church. Mr.
Lennstrand, who is still in prison at Stockholm,
wrote last month to a friend of mine a letter, of
which the following is a translation:
LANGBOLMEN PENITENTURY, March 15, 1890.
MY DEA.R FRIEND: It is an earnest battle that r~cently has
commenced here-a battle which surely will awaken nobler
principles than the ones that are now considered sufficient
for our salvation. Be assured I never in any of my efforts
or in any of my lectures hav done or Paid anything improper.
Every lecture was carefully prepared and every wc•rd fully
considered. But it camed a stir among the people, and thousands who were indifferent began to awaken, and I took it
all in earnest and acted accordingly. A gem·ral cry for
organization was heard, and it was just in this that danger
was seen. The authorities began to tremble anri wished•
everything restored to its former tranquillity; but they used·
the wrong means to obtain this. Imprisonment only helped1
to bring forward new and strong champions for our cause,.
and when I am set free again my voice shall be stronger than,
ever.
I am not fi~hting against the good in Christianity, but:
against the false and absurd that is found in it. But unfortunately it is this way, that doctrinal theology is the essen.
tial part of Christianity, and by which Christianity is separated
from Buddhism, Stoicism, and so forth. You know as well
as I do that Christianity never has given the world anything
new in a moral meaning, or that the new it has given is not
true. And it is because of this I attack Christianity. Take
that part away and we hav nothing but rational ethics remaining. This must be explained aloud to the people, who
hav always listened to and blindly believed the jeremiads and
harangs of ignorant preachers. The spirit of to-day can
not be fettt:red by old and rotten laws-cannot liv inside the
narrow boundaries of the three articles of faith; it craves
something better and more substantial and free from non.
sense.
Glv my best regards to my friends in the far-away West,
who, with me, are longing for Pomething hi~her and truer
than what the churches are offering to us. Our age has its
own truths to liv on, and has no longer any need to see
its only savior in him who died on the cross. Jerusalem is
no longer our city, and we hav better Bibles than holy robber stories and licentious epistles written two thousand years
ago. The old border stakes are torn away, and the Hercules rivers of the dark past are explored, and a new, resplendent country begins to appear with light and joy and with
truer bliss thane~ er was dreamed of in the age of barbarism.
This life becomes of higher importance, and to lighten its
burdens becomes our duty. The gods disappear more and
more and the man steps forward. For man and by man,
must be our motto If anything of lasting value shall he possible to do. And above all things, every human being should
hav the right to express his honest opinions, even if they be
against old and conventional laws snd custom. Free speech
i~ a public as well as an individual right. Owly the defender
of lies and falsehood will suffer from a free and public discussion; but truth has nothing to fear and can forbear criticism. This seems to me to be the conl'lusion tht:y of my
American friends hav come to, who take such an interest in
me, and I am glad of it. Trulh's free republic is bound by
no oceans; it is as extensiv as the universe, and all are friends
and brothers who are citizens of tnat republic, no matter if
it is on this or the western half of the giobe. There is an
unseen link, a link of love and sympathy, that unites the
free sons of reason.
I see the dawning or a better day in this ~'ountrv. I do
not stand alone in this .atrugg!H, for thousands hav declared
themselvs willing to fli!ht for truth and libflrty for this and
coming generations. Our organization ls growing stronger
every day, and I only wish my countrymen in America
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would do something jointly to drive away all nonsense,
prejudice, and superst.ition that has bedimmed our eyes and
stolen away interest for our real w<>lfare.
I hav of late received many encouraging letters from coun.
trymen In Americ~, but hav not had time to answer all of
them. They hav seen that when superstition is attacked
there is always a crowd who shout that we are trampling
upon their rell~ious feelings and that we blaspheme their
saints and heavenly beings and other imagined creatures. It
always was and, will forever be so. Truth was always a
blasphemy bef?re ig:noran_ce and bigotry; but coming gen.
erations will thmk otherwise. But if truth ~hall conquer we
hav got to fi~ht for it and to the bitter end. None can do
evervthing in that battle, but none is AUperfluous.
(Signed)
VwTOR E. LENNBTRAND.

It will take a long time yet before Mr. Lannstrand
is free again, because there are other indictments
hanging over hie bead and he will be rearrested as soon
as released from his present term. The authorities
seem to intend to punish him for every lecture be
bas delivered-punish him for one at a time, and thus
he can be kept for years in prison. It makes me wild
when I think of the tyrannical government of Sweden
and its hypoct·it of a king. He knows that Mr.
Lcmnstrand has done no wrong, and almost ever.r
offioe-bolder in the whols kingdom is a Freethinker,
yet they are against Lsnnstrand, because if they
should admit he is right they might lose their offi.lle,
and that would not do. And thus you see what 1:1
bitter fight be has before him, and I earnestly wish
some of your readers would assist him financially to
his defense. He is a poor man, and deserves a better
fate. And where they c~nnot assist him with a dollar
or two, I know he would be very much pleased and
encouraged if some of our Amelic,.n friends would
send him a few friendly and encouraging lines. TbFlJ'
could Blind their help either direct to himself or by
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I ask you in the name of truth,
j 11stice, Rud humanity to do for him what you can.
'fbere is not at present a single man in all Europe
who is so severely perPecuted as he iR, for te11ing the
truth.
Lours HEDENFELT.
Seattle, Wash., April 10 1890.

A Lfltt

1~

from Uaptain Thomson.

Ma. E. M. MAcDONALD, .Dear Sir: I notified you
by telegram, March 3ht, of Mr. Lennstrand's new
sentence to an additional three months' imprisonment.
The following day, April 1st, I beaded a deputation
to Prince Oharles and delivered a protest against tbe
shameful persecutions of the authorities against Mr.
Lennstrand, signed by more than nine thousand
persons. The prince received us very kindly and
spoke at first very freely, but be became more and
more guarded and reserved in his expressions as the
conversation proceeded, which lasted under threequarters of an hour, when he dismissed us. J;[e
promised to the very same day lay our protest
before the government and forward it to his father
the king when be came home. The lecture for
which Mr. Lsnnstrand now is for the second time
sentenced has been after the sentence read publicly
by other persons, attended by numerous audiences,
and received with applause ; and sharp protests bav
been given at the same time against the judicial
authorities. The lecture has been in print for this
two months without any remBrk; now it is at last
prosecuted by demand of UtiJistiska Samfundet in
order to gat it judged by a jury. I hope Mr. G.
N~lson will explain more when he gets No. 8 of
Friti1nkaren.
We are in full activity to make it as unpleasant for
the authorities as we can. The opinion is turning
against them all over the country. They see that we
are challFlnging them, and that we do not care for
them. Mr. Lennstrand is as ch.,erful and brave as
ever.
We hav to thank you, Mr. Macdonald, for your
kindness in making our movement in Sweden and
ourselvs so well known in America, and so favorably
forwarding the mnvsment as you bav done in the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I called on Mr. Lennstrand yesterday. He was
well, cheerful, and resigned, and he entrea~ed me to
forward his bsst wishes to you and all his N ~w York
friends. in which I j •in heartily.
OTTO THOMSON.
,t:./tockholm, 25 Bryggargalen, Sweden, Aprll 2,
1890.

The Penitentes.
~

I witnessed a scene the day before yesterday
(Good Fdday) that carried me back fi>Ur centuries.
l refer to the self-infliuted fliR"ellations of the peni·
tentes, or the good, devout Mexican Catholics who
hav committed grievous sins within the pa"t year,
and who 'believe they can square accounts with an
angry deity by beating themselvs unm.ercifully. Th.e
performances last for three days and Include a crucifixion, not a very mock one either, for often tbe selfelected victim succumbs to the brutal scourging
which precedes it. But I missed that part of the
play, as I was unwilling to lose much time to attend
all the ceremonies; all I saw was the procession to
the cross.
After a semi. barbaric blowing of whistles and rattling of stones in a box, the penitentes issued from a
shanty on t.he hillaisJ.e in much the same attitud~ that
Jehovah assumed when he bad his celebrated mter-

vi~w with Moses, only the penitentes were clad in a
pa1r of cott.on drawers. As they issued forth they
be~an beatmg themselvs over the back with their
wb1ps, and formed a procession to a cross some two
hundred yards distant. They were accompanied by
a number who had already ee~tled up their little accounts, and were therefore in the odor of sanctity.
The pace was very slow, and soon after leaving the
hut the penitentes were covered with blood. Arriv·
ing at the cross they circled it two or tllree times,
then OD;e took it up and slowly carried it back (it must
h~v we1ghed two hundred pounds), the rest whippmg themselvs as before. By this time their sole
garment was soaked with blood. The exhibition was
disgusting in its brutality, and I frankly confess that
I endured it more in the hope of seeing some of the
sublimated idiots kill themselvs than anything else.
The offi.oials of the Catholic church claim that they
forbid these demonstrations, and that if they are
persisted in, excommunication will be the fate of the
hardened penitente j that is what they tell the
Americans, but it is certain that they secretly enMurage it among the ignorant Mexicans ; at any
rate, the practice shows no sign of abatement, and
as it was brought and taught by the priests of the
i::nmutable church it stands to reason they still en~
conrage it, and are working with all the strength
and cunning they hav to bring all men back to the
le'fel of the poor fanatics who still continue this barbaric practice. Right here is illustrated the forced
.s.dvance of the church; here the nineteenth century
Catholicism from the north meets tb~ sixteenth century Catholicism from the south, and the priesthood
hav to do soma hard lying to explain away some ugly
phases in the practices of the latter. I am t.old that
the scourges used by the penitentes can be of any
material that will bring the blood. Some use small
bags filled with cactus; one fellow on Friday bad a
broad piece of leather driven through with tacks.
Raton, N. M.
W. A. (lR~vEs.
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old yellow hound. Ain't I talking facts T Don't I
know the colored people? Didn't I tell you I
knod'em T [Cries of, "You know 'em."l If you
want to be a respectable people be honest and quit
d.rinkin~. Keep out of. bad company. Don't assomate w1th low-down wh1te folks. First-class niggers
don't want to go with white folks, and first-class
white folks don't want to go with niggers. Ain't
that so?
·
"And I tell you, niggers, to take an interest in
your homes. Don't let this here old white .trash
come sneaking around your bouse. If they do~ you
get the old musket down and drop. them. If you kill
him you'll benefit your race and ours too. The more
of 'em ~ou kill the better off all of us will be. You
quit copying after the white folks and run your own
machine. Wbjte folks are not good enough to copy
after nohow. Q!lit your old dancing, you colored
ball fallers. Don't you look nice floating around on
an old store floor, you old niggers ~ You old hopskip-and-a jump beast, your old feet look like trash
piles, and you don't smell good, neither [cries of
"Dat's de gospel sbo."]. You old blark goose cutting
the pigeon wing, you !oak like a pillow with a string
in the middle of it. What kind of people you meet
at that ball? Half of 'em drunk. Outting and
shooting and razors flying through the air. Half of
'm, got no virtue. A colored ball is a dandy, ain't it?
Where do you go after supper? Instead of staying
at home with your wife and children, where do you
go! Suppose your wife knew you like God knows
you, you old coon. She'd br~>ak your old neck, and
it would serve you right. Pid you ever hflar any
preaching like this before T It fits your case, though,
don't itT Quit stealing chickens. You don't want
to go to the trouble of raising 'em, you old hen-roost
thief. You bate ducks because they stay on the
ground. You don't bav to steal. Don't say you
can't help stealing chickens, you old black devil, you.
Take an honest nigger and the people will do for
him. If he bain't, he will steal from you when you
A. Sermon to Negroes.
are asleep. Be honest under all circumstances. It
Prea:ahed at Fort Worth, Tez., btl Bevtvali•t Jones.
is better to hav a black Pkin and a white character
"What kinder talk you niggers want! Kin giv than to hav a white skin and a black character.
you two kinds. One kind put'cher to ehoutin' and 'Tain't what sort of a hide you've got but the sort of
t'other kind'll do you good. What you want now!'' a fellow that's in the hide."
The negroes answered unanimously that they
wanted the kind that would do them good. Brother
Items of Science.
Jones continued :
"Well, I never see no good much about this 'ere
An official test for deflection was made on the
shoutin' nohow. Heaven's a good deal further off great Fort bridge in Scotland recently. Two trains
After you get to shoutin' you find tbat'cher got to go of fifty loaded coal cars and three of the heaviest
a heap further then. Ain't that so! I don't mind engine, eighteen hundred tons in all, were massed
shoutin' when yer got anything to shout about. on the two seventeen hundred foot spans. The
What you got to shout about, you old stove-colored deflections were in exact accordance with the calculagapder ! I've lived among the niggers all my life an' tions of the engineers, and _the bridge exhibited
I know 'em, I do. I know more about 'em in a min· exceptional stiffness in all directions.
ute than a Northern philanthropist ever did know. . The United States arsenal at Rock Island, Ill., is
I lived among 'em and I know what I am talking to be converted into a great gun manufactory if the
about, I do. I'm a better friend to the colored folks government will consent. Power will be furnished
by a water privilege of nearly two thousand horsethan any of 'em.
"I'll tell you wbatch ,you white folks need to power some distance away.
An electric railway two hundred and fifty miles
make you respectable. Listen. There are four
things-honesty, industry, purity, and religion. A long, to connect Atlanta and Savannah, is projected.
colored man can't be too honest. A dishonest white The motiv power to generate the current will be furman is low enough, but a. dishonest nigger has no nished by water-wheels on river-banks at diffarent
show at all. You know the white folks all say that points on the line of the road.
On the Manchester ship canal, now in course of
the nigger will steal. Why, bless you, they steal
heap more from you than you hav from them. They construction, there are employl'd 169 locomotive,
oughter pay you better. [Cries of "Da+!s so."] If 5 900 cars, 182 horses, and 11,489 men and boys.
you owned all the property and hired them aild paid 'r.he amount of coal consumed each month on the
'em no better wages than you git, they would stesl a job is 10,000 tons.
great deal more than you do. [" Dat's the troof."]
An honest nigger gets there all r!g~t. You show me
Lectmes and Meetings.
a colored man that's honest, and lll show you a colAT
the
Liberal
Club, Friday evening, April 25th, Mr. T.
ored man that's getting 'long all right. Ain't that
B.
Wakeman
will
speak on the "Limits of Competition."
eo? It is. I'll tell why. Honest folks are always
industrious. That good old colored woman, busy Also, election of officers.
w. F. JAMTBBON can be addressed at Des Moines, In.. He
all the week cookin' and washin', "J ou never see her
gave three lectures in Muchakinock, Ia., to a packed house.
in trouble.
"Listen this is a white man's country, and taint It is a mining. camp. He is engaged to-return to Peoria, Ia.,
no use talking, you can't be clerks and conductors to giv more lectures the first Sunday of May. A debate is
and engineers. Ksep your place and try to elevate talked of at Neola.
yourself and your race. Let one. of these coons g~t
THE Texas papers giv lengthy and friendly reports of J. E
a little education and the first thmg you know he 1s Remsburg's recent lectures in that state. From the Victoria
on the chain gang. One of these nigger mashers, a Re'Oiew we quote the following: "As an eloquent and logical
kinder potato-colored dude, gits on tile chain gang, expoutlder and champion of Freethought doctrin, Mr. J. E.
sho. Whenever you see an educated colored man, he Remsburg is acknowledged to hav few rivals. Ttis he
is one of three things. He is either a preacher, a proved here too in his three lectures, which were numerously
teacher, or he is on the chain gang. Ain't it so ? attended by friends. and foes, and most attentivly listened to.
Two of his chief attractions were his elee;aut and refit:ed
Ba industrious and honest.
"A colored man that says he can't be honest is a style and his careful abstinence from bitter and violent
liar. You old fl"t-nosed chickan thief, you I Som~ abus~ of the church or any sect thereof. With but few
of you people ain't going to be honest the way you exceptions, all who heard him, and chiefly thos~ who ~ad
are doin'. You buy on credit and then walk around the pleasure of meeting him personally, agree ln placmg
the block when you get paid off. He ain't a decent him in the front rank of logical orators and refined gentledog, is be? When you see a colored man drinking men.''
wh1sky, and his wife at the washtub all the week,
Our Annual.
he's a dog. You oughter be tuk out and bav your
From the Independent Pulpit.
old bead cut off, you old mangy moke of hell. Did
Our thanks are due the Truth Seeker Uomp~ny for a
you ever see a nigger that di<l;n't like a dram T All
of thdr ANNUAL for 1890. ~'his. like ~ts predecesso_rs,
the niggers here that don't hke a dram, stand up. cop\'
is a handsomely !!O•ten up and use~ul pa.mph;et. It con tams
(S•x stood up). Now, don't you stand up and tell"' a calendar for 1890, many instr_ucnv arttcles ou L beral topHe you old black hog. What you need is a senti- ics and a number of illnstratJDns. Every Llbdal should
m~nt that will make you quit drinking whisky. You ha~ a .-opy. Price twenty-five cents. Add~ess Truth
ain't got no money to be spending on whisky, you Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York.,
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61ommunicatiotrs.
The Washington Secular Union.
To THE LIBERALS oF \VASHINGTON : I deplore my
sickness in that it has hinder€d the work of perfecting the organiz!ltion of the Washington Secular
U aion. But with feeble tokens of regaining health
I am resolved to resume labor. The board of directors hay bad 2,000 copies of the consti~ution print€d;
they are now ready for distribution, and will be forwarded to the Liberals throughout the state.
The constitution certainly commends itself· to
every b·ue LiberaL It givs us au organization
founded on strictly business principles, devoted to
advancing the cause of Liberalism, the secularization
of our government, and proteotion of ita avery member from persecution, ostracism, and misreprese~ta
tion of press, politician, priest, and parson; compelhng
that consideration and respect, which in the past
they bav denied us on account of our supposed weakness and lack of organiz:ltion.
By our plan of organiz~tion ·the rights and interests of every precinct, and of every member-in the
most remote part of the state as in the city-are
equally guarded. All hav equal interest, equal voice
and influence in deciding the action of the organization. No one person, no clique or faction, can ever
dominate.
The payment of $1 dues each six months in advance-if all but do their duty-will enable the
work to be carried on without occupying the time of
the saaretary in makiDg begging appeals. No such
appe~als, public or private, will be made unless under
especial emergency.
Since the organiza.tion of our state Union we hav
enforced the sbo!ition of paid chaplains in our state
legislature. For this we sre under deep obligations
to the Walla Walla Liberal Club for sending out
letters to Liberals of the state to be forwarded to
their members of the legislature. Over seven hundred such letters were sent. Nor can we afford to
fs.il in acknowledgme?:l.t and appreciation of the
effelltiv and brave service rendered us by G. T.
Thomson in the Senate, and A. H. Eddy, of Snohomish, in the House of Representative. They fearlessly took the lead in denouncing the injustice and
enforcino eomnlianee with the constitution in this
matter of paid ·chaplains.
.
Thanks to the very generous aid of our treasurer,
Gao. M. Boman, and his Heston cartoon and leaflet,
"Taxed and Untaxed," of which I distributed by
mail over eighteen hundred, and sent eight hundred
personal letters, the entire expense being defrayed
by Mr. Boman. The Hughes revenue bill, which
originally exempted all church property from taxa. tion, v;-as amended in .committee so that no church
proparty, private school, or hospital is exempt from
taxation. AU must bs taxed at full valuation. The
bill passed the house and the .senate and is now in
the bands of the gove1·nor.
THE TRUTH SEEKER Fund, which has done grand
and effectiv work with the money received, by distribution of telling Liberal publications, will, I hope,
henceforth be generously sustained. There are no
red-tapa delays, no salaries, office rent, or commissions deducted, but every cent received has bean
prompUy expended in sending just the needed
pamphlets to the right persons, and the Truth
Seeker Company hav furnished the public~tions st lowest wholesale rates, donating the labor of mailing, and
giving strict account of all moneys received. It is
only necessary to call abtsntion to these facts to
insure contributions to that fund, for it is doing a
great, much needed, and national work.
· Notwithstanding the good work accomplished,
there never was greater need of earnest cooperation,
-and thorough organization of the Liberals of our
state, than now.
The Bible is read daily in many of our public
schools, and in some schools the children are punisbei
for lack of reverence and attention to the opening
prayers. Yet our constitution d(>clares there shall be
no sectarian instruction in our public schools.
The supreme court of Wisconsin has justly
decided that reading the Bible is " sectarian instruction."
The Washington Secular Union proposes to insist
on obedience to the constitution by each and all of
our public school teachers, or it will appeal to the
courts to enforce it.
Next August each vice-president should examin
the assessment roll of his or her precinct, and when
·church property. is not fully and fairly assessed, demand justice, and compliance with the law.
If at any time there are religious rites or ceremonies, prayers or Bible-reading in the public
schools, at once protest, and insist on its discontinuance, and when it is persisted in, notify the Wkehington Secular Union secretary, and the whole force
of the united Liberals of the state will be brought to
bear to enforce j uetice and compliance with the
law.
: We hav no wish or intent to in the slightest
degree encroach on the rights of others, but we
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are unitedly pledged, henceforth to fully protect and
maintain our own.
The urgent need of election of a vice-pres:dent, to
be the ex;cutiv officer and representativ of the Washington Secular Union, in every precinct in the state,
is self-evident.
One of our greatest difficulties is that women often
refuse to read any Liberal publicatioll, much more to
attend a Liberl!-1 lecture. Many will not even allow
the subject to be talked of in their presence.
Without the earnest, hearty ccoperation of women
no local organizs.tion can long exist and our success is
impossible. If we win the women: we are then sure
of the children, and more generous support, more
resl, live, earnest zeal in the cause, on the part of the
men
H~w get the truth before the women f
Women will read their local paper. I propose to
send at least as often as every other week from a
quarter column to two columns of really interesting
items and brief articles pertaining to Liberalism,
evolution, etc., that will awake to thought without
arousing prejudic<>, that will stimule.te curiosHy and
desire to bear furtber-!ive, readable items that will
be read with avidity-to every vice-president in the
state for publication in his local p11.per. But to do
this work effectually I must hav the ccoperation of
vice-prFsidents in all parts of the state who will insure
publication of itemt~, to whom I can send publications
for distribution to follow up the work.
In every precinct the vice- president should appoint
from one to three persons who, if they cannot deliver
an original oration, can and will learn one by rote,
or at least read nice1y, and conduct fu:aeral services.
The Washington Secular Union proposes to furnish each vice-president with orations suitable for
aged, middle-aged, youth, and babe, together with
form of funeral services.
Also suggestiv form d by-laws for formation and
conducting local unions-how to keep up interest,
establish science school, lyceum, social!.', semi·
monthly dances, etc.
I am yet quite sick, sadly laeking strength-disease
is robbing me of vim and energy. I appeal to
the Liberals of Washington to help me in this work.
I cannot write you all individually. You who love
the cause, whose hearts are in this work, will you
circulate copies of the constitution, secure membert~,
and send me a list of their names, and as soon as Liberals of your neighborhood bav become members of
the Washington Secular Union, urge their promptly
electing a vice-president who shall at once open correspondence with me, and so keep the board of
directors fully posted on the condition, wants, and
needs of your precinct T
If you hav sent in your name, make a little extra
effort and secure at least one more member. Write
to me f.Jr copies of the constitution, or for any information desired ; but act at once. Let us get
re11dy now for e:ffectiv work, and a. grand victory
shall reward our effJrts. I need your help, your
hearty cooperation, to enable me to discharge the
duties of my office BS s£cretary, especially at this
time, so that, in my sick and feeble condition, I shall
not. be agl!ravated by the irritating fact that the
cause is suffering because of my siekness and consequent lack of energy and ability to worlr. Help!
help! help ! Secure list of names of members, elect
vice-presidents, and where this bus been done write
to me wl:lat you deem most necessary to giv renewed
impetus to the cause in your neighborhood.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sat'. Washington Secular Union.
Seattle, Wash.

The Religion of Humanity.
ITS BASIS.
It being an acknowledged fact that man only does
his best when he is absolutely dependent upon his
own exertions, and not when he has somebody else to
fall bs.ek on, humanitarians claim that it is only possible for man to attain to the highest perfection, not
by always expecting to be saved from and forgiven
for his sins through somebody's suffering, but by
once for nil examining his every action, nay, even
every word, and if he find it in any way or for any
reason unworthy, at once remedying the misdeednot going on Bnd letting these misdeeds accumulate,
and then offering prayer and sacrifice with the idea
and belief of being forgiven. Humanitarians believe
in acting properly, and making amends, if at all, by
their actions-not by prayer. They believe, in short,
that man must do his beet, because it ia his duty
to his fellow-men, and not because he shall be
rewarded by any supernatural being or agency. He
must concentrate all his energies on his or her task,
in order to accomplish it properly, bec.mse these
energies are in his possession only for that purpose.
Men should act toward their neighbors only in the
most frank and aboveboard manner, not because
they expect and wish to be rewarded in a future
world, but because their conscience tells them that it
is right to act in such a manner. They do not only
say selfishly, "Do as you would be done by," but
they say, do good for its own sake, not because of an
expected_return of favor, bub because itis your duty

do good. You should n? more ~e rewarded than
the flowers are for producmg the1r honey and fra.
grance; nay, y_ou should not wonder, but should
rather expec~, !1ke these very fragrant flowers, to be
plucked for domg your duty.
• ITS ADVANT~GES.
~he _first ana most promment advantage to. be
gar':led IS peace-first to yourself, naturally f?UOWIDg,
as It almost always does, a se!lse of ha~mg. do.ne
one's duty. It shall do away w1t~ al.l th? mtr1~BC1es
of the so-called ho~y book~ by abohsh1ng Its hohness.
It shall do away w1th the Immense number of human
parasiteE-that is,. bishops! priests, moDk~, p:~stors,
n_uns, etc., who, ~omg n?thlilg but to pract.1ce deceptwns of every kmd, ~br1ve upon th.e very marro": of
the poor and unenhghtened workmgman. Hnmg
d_one away with these parasi~es, there shall be suffi·
ment, aye, more than sufficient, means to educate
tb~ir p~esen~ victims, and _to even.tually remo~e the
tbwk veil wh1ch shrouds +hell holy hgM of consmence.
LEoNARD J. PAsToR.

A Voice From the West Indies.
Trinidad bas just passed from a great state of excitement. Recently there was circulated about from
one end of the island to the other Fre£-tbougbt leaflets, which caused quite a sensation arooDg the orthodox classet~. The Port-of-Spain Gazette, whose
proprietor is a conservativ religio-maniac, employs a
set of penny-a-liners to write whatever nonsense
might spring from his fertil and capacious brain.
Commenting on the recent distribution of Freethought literature, one of the penny- a-liners ~;aid:
"We hav received from some individual, doubtless
a.sham€d to sign his name, two idiotic Atheistic
tracts. . . . We bav every reason to believe that
there is a knot of individuals in the community, with
as much brains as principles, who hav tsken upon
themselvs to preach the sccffin~, shameless tenets of
a rank Atheism. A cat can look at a king, so can the
foul mouthed Atheist rail at the almighty." And
again, that "men of tbat stamp cannot long escape
contact with the lawt~." These comparisons are all
very fine to make, but when we consider under what
circumstances they were written, what can we think
but that the writer in question J;nows not bow to
make an analogy, or that be is ignorant of the very
first principles of logic T
But again, when we take into consideration that
the proprietor of this paper was dubbed a few years ago
by one of the puisne judges with a title that fits him
to perfection-no lees a title than " an unmitigated
ass "-when we consider all these facts, can we
but say, "poor fellow?"
To return to the Freethougbt literature, the sensation it caused was never yet heard in any antireligious commotion in the colony. The editor of
the paper mentioned above called upou the attorney:
general, and a meeting in "solemn conclave" was
arranged to see whether the writer of these tracts
could not be prosecuted for blasphemy. Besides the
two individuals mentioned, there were the famous
archbishop of Port-of-Spain, and the bigoted, fanatical solicitor-general. The whole aff&ir was kept
secret, but it failed deplorably. Blasphemy cannct
be defin~d.
ConsideriDg the difficulties under which the small
band of Freethinkers labor, and also their small number, we cannot but look with pride and satisfaction
at the progress our cause is making here. When we
look around us and see that in a population of nearly
two hundred thousand, a -small band of about one
hundred and fifty people cause such a sensation, can
we not but be satisfied and say, "Well done, thou
noble pioneers of Freetbougbt in Trinidad." When,
in fifty years hence, the last mendice.nt friar io made
to quit his abode and seek some other occupation
whereby he may gain an honest livelihood, when the
twenty-two different churches we bav in this city
and its suburbs are all converted into colleges of
science, theaters, and academies, then the generation
that will then be living will look back and read of
those noble names who braved an overwhelming
msjority so as to spread truth in this remote corner
of the globe.
Trinidad might well be called a country of saint11.
I hav another saint to add to my former list of saints,
of which the history is as followl: It appears that in
the village of Arima in this island there was once a
society connected with the church there, and who
possessed a large statue representing Jesus Christ
in the passion. The people gave the name of Saint
Patience to the image. The society disbanded and
the saint was taken away into the country on a cacao
plantation where the owner, a lady, built a small
shed to cover the poor fellow from getting wet, and
from the hot rays of the sun. The estate was sold
on account of the pecuniary embarrassment of the
owner, to a Protestant, who took Mr. Saint Patience
and placed him in the woods. He was found there
a few weeks ago and taken into Port-of-Spain, .where
be wa:s exhibited for a few days. The report was
soon about town and thousands docked to see the
new saint, who it was reported began to work miracles. It was reported that in C!me day the person .
who had the saint in charge made $150. Now ooiQ.eB
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the sequel. Mr. D0minican friar vif:lits the im11ge
and illform'l the peopla that authority from the arch·
bishop must be had before it can be known whether
it is to ba wm·shiped or not. It is taken away to the
RJman Oe.tholic church, where I suppose that it will
ba placed in some corner and s collection-box placed
near it, to extract pennies from the delllded victims.·
f OTNAS.

Personal Antipathy.
Mr. Iogeriloll ha~ repeatedly been 0harge:l with
iojuring his own c!l.use by speaking with too much
vehemance, "aa though," says a writer in the BJitimore American, "Christianity has done some activ
psrsoual' wwng to him and he owed it a grudge
which he intended to pay back with compound interest." Perhaps this is ptut!y true, perhaps be
does owe it a personal grudge. Mr. Ingersoll has a
big heart, and I do not wonder, when he looks
about him as lie jostles along the crowded streets of
New York and sees so much poverty and wa11t, riches
and plenty, eide by side; flO much degradation and
oppressicn, superstition and hypocrisy, and knows
th~t the money wasted on the costly temples of wor·
ship, paid to sky pilotll, and sP,ipped to foreign lands,
might clothe the naked and feed the hung•y through·
out the braadLh and length of this fair land-that be
feels persoue.lly aggriavAd and incensed. Indeed,
when I look around me, first at my own fe.mily and
find my precious wife so imbued by hsr early religious training as to be blind to reason, and sacrificing
many of the innocent pleasures of life at the mlndate of the church; when my little boys come home
from the public school (for which I tim taxed) full of
the stories of the Bibb deviled into them as 11 gospel truth"," which I out of love for my wifa cannot
gainsay; when I visit my sisters only to hav them
pity me for my skepticism and offer ms " the sweet
consolations of rllligion ;" when I go out into the
world to be constantly meeting persons who are
practically slaves to their superstitious ideas, and to
find in nearly every paper I pick up-alongside, perchance, of some ministerial scandal-a lot of religious
twaddle about "Recognition in Heaven," or some
such guess-work nonsense, it certainly makes me feel
as though I had a personal grudge e.gainst Christianity. I go to church-I hav to go there to keep
peace in t.he family-and I am insulted snd hav my
feelings and sense of justice ou~r&gdd. I stay at
home and the ringing of the church bells starts a
flood of reveries that lead to honest indignation.
I walk the streets and meet the broadclothed
gentlemen of the pulpit or pass the magnificent plllaces which ''keep open Sundays," and I think, Where
does the money come from to support such follies!
At the cradle, at the marriage,and at the gravel fi!ld
these superstition-venders,and believing as I do that
all this is folly and worse than folly, I feel that no
words could be too strong to awaken my brothers to
freedom. I see hypocrisy and Ohristianity h~nd in
hand ; I behold highwayme:m robbing the poor "in
the name of the Lord;" I see the institutions of
learning checkmated by Bible-reading. I behold
the ·little ones, dear innocent little ones, housed up
in Sunday· schools and taught most outrageous false·
hoods as truths. I am aocused by my friends of
being an ingrate and of committing horrible si.n becauae I do not join my wife in teaching my childran
the doctrin of damnation and the kindred beauties
of religion ; so, am I to blame if I feel bitter again~t
t.he inatitution which I know would lead me now, 1f
H had the power, to the stake or the caldron or the
gibbet T
Now for a suggestion, Mr. Editor. D.m't you
think a strong Liberal Olub could be organized in
this dear old Oatholic citadel Y Boston, Philadelphia NawYork, Brooklyn, and other large cities hav
euch, but here we are with over 400,000 inhabitants
and not a congenial "place of worship" for a pious
old Infidel like me to put his head into. Oouldn't
you get one of your noblest workerd to come down
here and stir our people up? I will gladly contribute to the cause, and I believe there are many
more here who will do the same.
EDGAR L. STROUGHTON.
Baltimore, April 13, 1890.

'.'It is not 11eedful that any other opinion should be
wntten, but I thought it proper to state briffl. r some
of the l'eaaons which hav induced such concurrence
in the decision.
. " The right of every man to worship almighty God according to the dictates of his own conscience shall never be
infringed; nor shall any man be compelled to attend, erect
or support any place of worship . • • nor shall any control
or interference with the rights of conscience be permitted or
any preference be given by law to any religious establishments or modes of worship."-Constitution, Art. I, sec. 18.
"No religions test shall ever be required as a qualifica..
tion for any office of public trust, under the state, and no
person shall be rendered incompetent to giv evidence in
any court of law or equit,y, in consequence of his opinions
on the subject of religion."-Constitution, Art. I, sec. 19.
" The interest of 'the school fund,' and all other revenues
derived from the school lands shall be exclusivly applied,"
etc., " to the support and maintenance of common schools in
each school district," etc.-Art. X, sec. 2, subd. 1.
"The legislature shall provide by law for the establishmeat of dietrict schools which shall be as nearly uniform
aR practicable ; and such schools shall be free, and without
charge for tuition, to all children between the agts of four
and twenty years ; and no sectarian instruction shall be allowed therein."-Art. X, sec. 3.
" Each town and city shall be requireil to raise ly tax annually for the sunoort of common schools therein a sum not
less," etc.-Art. X, sec. 4. "Provision shall be made by
law for the distribution of the income of the whool fund
among the several towns and cities of the Rtate for the support of. common EcltOols therein," etc.-Art. X, sec. 5
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reading the Protestant version of the Eible in school
is offdnsiv to the parents of some of the scholar£1,
and antagonistic to their own religious views, their
children can retire. They· ought not to be compelled
to go out of the sohool for such a reason, for one
moment. The suggestion itself concedes the whole
argnment. That version of the Bible is hostil to
the belief of many who are taxed to support the
common Echools, and who hav· equal rights and
privileges in them. It is !l source of religious and
se~tarian strife. That is enough. It violatflrs the
letter and spirit of the constitution. No s'ate constitution ever Histed that so~completely fXCludes
and precludes ihe possibility of religious strife in the
civilaff~Airs of the statP, :ud yet so fully protects all
alike i:~. the enjoyment of their own religion. All
sects and denominations may teach the people their
own doctrine in all proper places. Oar constitution
protects all and favors none. But they mu~t k<>ep
out of the common schools and civil affairs. It
requires but little argument to prove that the Prot·
estant version of the Bible, or any otter version CJf
the Bible, is the source of religious strife and oppo·
sition, and opposed to the religious belid of many of
our people. It is a sectarian book. The Protestants
were a vary small sect in religion at one t.ime, and
they are a sect yet, to the great Oatholic church
against whose usages they protested, and so is their
version of the Btble sectarian, as against the Oat.holic
version of it, Tae common school is one of the most
indispensable, useful, and valuab~e civil i::Jstitutions ·
this s ate has. It is democratic, and free to all alike,
in perfect t q u~lity, where all the children of our people stand nn a common platform, and may erj 1y the
benefits of an equal and common education. An
enemy to Ol.\r common schnols is an enemy to OUl'
state government. It is the same hostility t-hat
would causa any religious denomination that had
acquired the ast:lendency over all others, to remodel
our constitution, and change our government E~nd all
of its institutions, so as to make them favorable only
to itself, and exclude all others from t.heir bemfits
and protection. In such an event, religious and
secta?ian ins'ruction· will be given in all schools.
Raligbn needa no support from the sLate. It is
stronger and much purer without it.
"T ais case is important and timely. It brings before the courts a caf!e of the plau<~ibie, insidious, and
appar .3ntly innocent entrance of religion into our civil
affairs, and of an assault upon tbe most valuable
provisions of the constitution. Those provisions
should be pondered and heeded by all of our people,
of all nationalities and of all denominations of religion, who desire the perpetuity and val1;1e t~e
blessings of our free government. That such 1s tbetr
meaning, and interpretation, no one can doubt, and
it r€q•1ires no citll.tion of authorities to show. It is
religion and sectarian instruction t.h~t are excluded
by them. Morality and good conduob may be inculcated in the common schools, and should be. The
connection of church and state, corrupts religion and
makeq the· state despotic."

"These provisions of the constitution are cited
together to show how completely this state aa a
civil government, and all its civil institutions, are
divorced from all possible connection or alliance
with any and all uligion~>, religious worship, religious establishments or modes of wori!hip, and with
everything of a religio·1a character or 11ppertsining
to religion; and to show how completely all are protPct.ed in their religion and rights of conscience, -and
that no one shall ever be taxed or C)mpellad to support any religi 1n or plMe of worahlp, or t.o attend
upon the same, and m"Jra especiaUy to show that our
common schools, as one of the institutiom1 of the
state createl by the c::mshitution, stand, in all these
rsspE>cts, like any other institution of tha state, Mmpldtely excluded from all .possible connection or
alliance with religion or religious worship, or with
anything of s religious cblll·acter, and guarded by the
conatitutional prohibition that 'no sec~arian instruc·
tiou shaH ba allou;r>.d therein.' They shnw al;;~o that
the common schools are free to all alike, t9 aU nationalities, to all sects of religion, to all ranks of so"iety,
and to all complexions. For these eq,ul privileges
and rights of instruction in them, all are taxed eq tully
and proportionately. The constitutional neme, 'common sohools,' expl'esses their equrllity and univaraal
patronage and support. Common sohools are not
common as being low· in character or grade, but common to all alike, to everybody aud to all sActs or
denominations of religion, but without brin!?ing
religion into them. The common school!', lik~ all
the other institutions of the state, are protected by
the constitution frnm all 'control or interference
with the rights of conscience,' and from all preferences given by law to any rAligious estabiishments
or modes of worship. As tb.e state can hav nothing
Iten1s of Science.
to do with religion except to protect everyone in the
A company has bean chartered in Virginia, with a
enjoyment cf hie own, so the common schools can
hav nothing to do with religion in any respect what- capital of. $3,000,000, for extracting aluminu~ from
ever. They are as completely secular as any of the North Oarolina clay by a new process. In thta procother institutions of the state, in which all the people ess a combination of electricity, fusion, and distiilaalike hav equal right.s and privileg~"· The people tion will be nsed, e.nd it is claimed that nearly pure
cannot be ta~ed for religion in schools mora than aluminum will be produced at a cost of less than
anywhere else. Religious instruction in the common thirty cents a pound.
A company in Oolorado hav contracted for ~he
schools is as clearly prohibited by these general
clauses of the constitution as religious inetruction or construction of two hundred and twenty five miles
worship in any other deputment of state supported of irrigating canals and fifteen large storage reserby the revenues derived from taxation. The clause voirs. They intend to irrigate about half a million
that ' no sectarian instruction shall be allowed acres of land with water taken from the Arkansas
therein' was inserted e:l: industria to exclude every- river.
Antimony ore of high grade has been discovered
thing pertaining to religion. They are called by
.
those who wish to bav not only reli~tion, but their in Kern county, Oal.
Dividends amounting to more than twenty-five
own religion. taught therein, 'godless. schools.'
They are godless, and the educational department millions of dollars hav been paid from Lake Supeof th~; government is godless, in the same sense rior copper mines on land originally owned by the
that the exacutiv, legislativ, and administre.tiv de- St. Mary's Oanal Mineral Land Oompany of Michigan.
partments are godless. So long as our constitution Many of the most profitable Michigan copper mines
.
remains as it iP, no one's religion can be taught in are on land originally owned by this company.
Nothing shows better the great progress made m
our common schools. By religion I mean religon as
a system, not religion in the sanae of natural law. the art of photography, from its origin to the present
lteligion in Civil Affttirs Would Destroy Our Religion in the latter sense is the source of all law day, than pictures of clocks. In the early days, when
and government, justice and truth. Religion, as a an exposure of. from a quarter to half an hour was
Government.
From Ute ,Jladison, WtP,, State Jou1·nal.
system of belief, Cl\nnot be taught without offense to required, both han~s of th? clock w~re blurred, the
A few days since, when the Wisconsin supreme those who hav their own peculiar views of religion minute band espeClally bmng lost ~~ a fog. The
court decided what is commonlv known as the "Ed- no more than it can be without offense to the different improvement has been constant, and 1n modern phogerton Bible case" the State Journal gave liberal sects of religion. How can religion, in this sense, be tographs taken with quick e:rposure both hands at"e
.
extraets from tb~ admirable opinions of Justices taught in the common schools without taxing the equally distinct.
Important sponge banks hav lately been dtscovered
Lyon and· Oassoday. The remai_nin.g opinion, _by people for or on account of it? The only object,
Justice Orton is so Qlear on the pomt of the relahon purpose, or use for taxation by la.w in ~his state must on the southern coast of Sicily, extending over a surof the state c~nstitution to religious teachings in the be exclusivly secular. There is no such source and face of from ninety to a hundred miles. All varieties
common acbool£'1, and withal so brief, that we are cau11e of. strift>, quarrel, fights, malignant opposition, of sponges bav been found there, including those in
constra1ned to publish it in full, feeling sure that persecution and war, and all evil in the state, as greatest commercial demand.
A long-distance telep~one conn~cta Buenos Ayres
the able discussion of the question will be of great religion. Let it once enter into our civil affairs, our
public interest ar,d that the conclusio?s reached ~ill government would soon be destroyed. Let it once and Montevideo, crossmg the R10 d~ la Pl~ta ~y
meet with gener&! concurrence. J uettce Orton satd : enter into our common schools, they would be de- means of submarine cables twenty-etght mlles m
"I :r.ost fuily and cordially concur in the decision stroyed. Those who made our constitution saw this, length. Th<~ charge for use is about a dollar a
and in the opinions of Justices Lyon and Oassoday and used the lllost apt and comprehensiv language minute, and the line givs satisfaction both in loudin it, to prevent"'such:a catastrophe. It is said if ness and in distinct articulation.
in thi,t' case.
"
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The Presbyterian Creed.
The Independent has been figuring on the probabilities of the revision of the Presbyterian Confession
of Faith by the general assembly which meets at
Saratoga on the 15 ~h of next month. The Independent finds this state oi things to exist : "Iucluding
the presbytery of Fiint., in Michigan, which we suppose to be a new presbytery, as we do not find it in
the 'Minutes of the Genersl Assembly,' there are
two hundred and twelve in all. We giv the vote of
one hundred and twenty-two. Four others hav ei_ther
declined or failed to vote, so that only eighty-six
presbyteries are now to be heard from. The returns
of the hundred and twenty-two show that they bav
voted two to one in favor of revision. As the effect
of not voting is really to vote against revision, the
four presbyteries or Albeny-whi~h desire a new
creed-Z.£catecas, Aiaeka, and Urumia, must be
added to the negativ vote, thus increasing it to fortyfour. Forty-four is one-third of one hundred and
thirty-two, consequently the aflirmativ vote is six
short of being two-thirds."
There is some difference of opinion as to whether
a two-thirds vote is requisit, and that question will
be decided by the general assembly. It is probablg,
however, that the two-thirds rule will be adhered to,
which will render impossible any change in the Confession of Faith at present. But that so large a
majority of the presbyteries favor revision is none
the lees significant, and indicates that the Presbyterian church, like other organizations, is eubjtlct to
the law of evolut-ion-something of which many people bav had serious doubts. Thlil followers of Calvin
bav been so grimly determined to learn nothing and
orget nothing, that the wave of progress h!is apparently swept by them, leaving them anchored like a
rock in a running stream. It is encouraging to know
that some of them, at least, are making efforts to extricate themselvs from the mud. On this subject the
Independent says: " One thing is cleer, whatever
may be the decision as to the question of a majority
or two· thirds, that the Presbyterian church, as represented by its presbyteries, is not satisfied with its
standards as they are. It desires that its confession
be amended. Something must be done. Exactly
what will be done is not clear. It may be revision;
it may be a short new creed. Sooner or later, it will"
be one or the other."
Any man who is endeavoring to break away from
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the cast-iron cruelty of the Presbyterian creed is
worthy of encouragement. That creed is such a
libel on the character of any decent divinity and such a
disparagement of mankind, that its complete or partial
abolitior; cannot but help the progress of any countryin which any considerable number of people hav
b
.
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d ·
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worn and the food to be eaten by the 01t1zens of
Geneva to the last expulsion for heresy from the
ministry of a Presbyterian preacher the creed which
Calvin and Farel concocted bas been at once the
~
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t f all p t t t
most .ruly nr1st1an an t e wors 0
ro es an'
efforts to befool mankind. "Fortunately for us,"
says Ingersoll, " civilization has had a softening
effect even upon the Presbyterian chl_Jrch. To the
ennobling influence of the arts and soiences the
. 't f C 1 • •
b .
slight degree
savage spin
a.vmlsm as, lD some .
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eucoumbed. True, the old creed remams substantially as it was written, but by a 1rind of tacit understanding it hss come to be regarded as a relic of the
past.. The cry of 'heresy' hss been growing fainter
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tnat denomination hav ventured,_ nowf a_nd then, to
e-rpress doubts as to the damnatiOn o tnfants, and
the doctrin of total dep"avity. The fact is, the old
ideas bscame a little monotonous to the people. The
fall of man the scheme of redemption and irresistible
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grace, began to ha~ a fa~illar sound. The_preachers
told the old stor1es while the congregatiOns slept.
Some of the ministers became tired of these stories
themselvs. The five points grew dull and they felt
that nothing short of irresistible gr~ce could bear
1 •
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of progress, and lD every dueot10n men advanced,
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outside world, and eo they demand the revll!lOn of
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what it contained, as Mr. Henry Day, one of the lay
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Mr. Day IS an elder m the church, yeu when the
Westminster confePsion was first under criticism, Mr.
Day expressed himself as astonished to learn that he
had been professing to believe in its fundamental
teachin f!
·
.
g .' _
What 15 to ba the effect of tb1s movement for revision? Simply this, to still further discredit evangelical Christi&nity and to &dd to the ranks cf the
" L1beral Christie.ns" and the Agnostics. The
doctrin of election, which is now found abhorrent
by the ares.t majority of Presbyterians, is the very
keystone of the Calvinistic creed, and its elimination
will bri-ng down the moss-covered theological arch,
if the revisers carry t.heir changes aa far as logic
demands. "Election and its declared consequences,"
says the Sun in commenting upon the revision movement, "lie at the very fouudation, are the premises
and the conclusions from premises necessary to the
support of the entire system of Presbyterian theology. If they believe in the persnnality of God and
in future retributinn, they must believe in them.
There is no escape short of Infidelity or Universalism." And the same journal furtner declares that
this proposed revision is a "march toward Infidelity."
Unquestionably these statements are true. It is a
fact that the more cruelly absurd, logically damnable,
and unfit for human adoption a creed or sect can be,
the closer is it related to Christianity as built up
from a. literal acceptance of the Bible. The worst
churches hav always been those which most closely
followed the teaching of the two Testaments. Calvinism and Catholicism hav more support in that
barbaric book than all the gentler eects put together.
The fiddle plays all tunes, but some of its strings are
louder sounding than othere. The effect, therefore,
of changing a creed so inextricably entangled with
the Bible, must necessarily be followed by tearing
out parts of the Bible itself.

Persecution for "'Sabbath" Breaking.
A late issue of the Cleveland News and Herald
bas this dispatch from the Seventh Day Adventists
of Battle Creek, Mich.:
"A peculiar case was tried in the circuit court at. Troy,
Obion county, Tenn., recently. The indictment was against
R. M. King, and was based on the following charges :
• PI ·
s d
d doi various other ki~ds of
owmg on un ay an
ng;
work on that day without regard to said Sabbath days.' l\1r.
King is a member of a small but respectable sect of Christians known as Seventh Day Adventists, who observe the
seventh day (Saturday) as the Sabbath. ~ix witnesses were
examined, five for the prosecution and one for the defense
All the witnesses testified to the good character of the defendant as a law-abiding citizen with th~ one exception of
working on Sunday. The defe;dant offered to prove that
he had been brought before a justice and fined for the prin.
cipal offense charged in the indictment, and that he had
paid his fine; but the court would not per~it him to do so.
The examination of the witnesses showed that two of them
belonged to an organization whose members had bound
themselvs together by a written agreement to prosecute
every violation of the Sunday laws. The counsel for the
defendant then offered to prove that men in the same neigh.
borhood where Mr. King lived had cut wheat with a selfbinder,
logs, and done other work on Sunday, for
h' h thrafted
w 1c
ey had never been ca11 ed.In ques t'wn, but the cour t
would not permit him to prove it. The work done by Mr.
King was all on his own premises and not in sight of any
public place of worship. The witnesses all testified_ that
they were not disturbed in any way except that their moral
and religious feelings were shocked. !he cross-examination
developed the fact that two of the witnesses were going to
another part of the. neighborhood after a cow, and a third
was engaging h~rvest hands, when they saw Mr. King at
work ol'l Sunday. The defendant had lived in the same
neighborhood from a child and had always borne a good
character, both as a citizen and. a ~h~istian ?entlem~n.
About two years ago he changed his rellgwus belief, uniting
with the Seventh Day Adventists, since which time no opportunity has been lost by his former brethren to harass and
injure him.
"The prosecuting attorney made an inflammatory speech,
in which he co~founde~ the Adventists _with the Mormons.
In the conclusiOn of his speech he sa1d: 'I wish we had
more Methodist churches, and more Baptist churches, and
more Presbyterian churches, and more Episcopal churches,
and more Catholic churches, until every man was brought
under the benign influence of these churches; but I do not
want any Adventist churches or Mormon churches. Mr.
GUI·t eau, when he had a revelation from God (and
. I expect
had a Seventh Day Adventist l'lwyer to defend him) took a
pistol, and shot down the ruler of this nation, and they hung
him, and that is wh"t they ought to do with all of these
fellows.'
"The jury brought in a verdict of guilty and assessed the
fine at $75. In overruling a motion for a new hearing the
judge said: • The law is clear. I charged it properly. The
fine is a reasonable one and well warranted. The laws are
made to be obeyed, and Mr. King and all other men should
and must obey or leave the country. I make these remarks
that they
. may know that IKintend to hav
. bthe law strictly. en.
forced m the future. Mr. lng and his retbren hav a r1ght
to keep another day if they ch<;ose but as Christian men it
is their duty to obey the laws of 'the state and they must
do it.'
'' People here are asking if we are returning to the days of
Cotton Mather or of the Spanish Inquisition, that faithful
law-abiding citizens must be tined or driven from the country when their only offense consists in quietly carrying out
the convictions of conscience.''
This is another outrage which, happily, can be
committed only in a few unprogressiv states like
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, and Tennessee. That
it can be committed in any state of the Union is of
course a damage to the country, and a disgrace to.
humanity, but if the American Sabbath Union can
compass its objects, we shall hav such scenes in
every court room in the country. There are Sunday
laws upon the statute books of all the states and·
territories but California and Arizona, and if the.
Sabbath Union can get the fanatics organized and
compel their general enforcement the case of Mr.
King will not be so conspicuous by reason of it.s
comparativ novelty. If anyone thinks this is not so,.
let him read the speeches and rep~rts of work done
in the Sabbath Union's report. The Banner of
Light truly says, "The spirit of bigotry is by no
means dead-the age of intolerance bas not yet.entirely passed away. Old error dies hard, and the
lover of personal liberty must be ever on the alert
to guard his rights and to protect his principles at
any cost, if he would not be overthrown by the
enemy." United with the churches, these Sabbatarians hav vice-presidents and secretaries in every
state, district secretaries working wherever opportunity presents, organizations in counties and viilages with membership comprising a large part of the
pious of the neighborhood, and traveling speakers
using churches for week· dsy meetings to spread
their tyrannical ideas. In many of the large cities
they hav miscalled law and order leagues the special
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businesll of which is to poke their noses into other
folks' business aff~irs and to make intolerable nuisances
of themselvs generally by complaining of barbere,
milkmen, candy and drug sellers, and such inoffensiv
merchants and tradesmen. In Massachusetts alone
there are over one hundred of these leagues of organized hypocrite, and it is their deeire to make a
Toronto out of every village in the United States;
for they are never tired of holding up that priestridden and minister-ridden town as a model. At the
annual meeting one fossil quoted from the description of Boston two hundred years ago written by
an Englishman who visited the town. The letter so
well pictures the state of society then, and the state
again demanded by the Sabbath Union, that we
print it here:

his decision on the demurrer of Mr. Harman's counsel, of his acquittal. But the printing of the O'Neilletter caused his counsel to withdraw from his defense
and he was left alone. That was the reason wh;
Mr. Chamberlain felt it to be his duty to go to Kansas, and it is much to be regretted that his presence
was rendered valueless by the precipitancy of the
court.
On the letters on which the conviction was gained
we hav several times commented. They do not
come within the meaning even of the unconstitutional Comstock law.. It is a legal outrage to send a
man to prison for printing them. So much we all
know, but the practical question is, what can be done
for Mr. Harman T We fear, nothing; but that can be
told better when Mr. Chamberlain is beard from.
"Their observation of the Sabbath (which they rather He is fertil of resource, and it may be can devise
choose to call by the name of the Lord's day, whensoever some ~cheme of relief.

they hav occasion to mention it), is the strictest kept that
ever yet I saw anywhere. On that day no man, woman, or
chlld Is permitted to go out of town on any preteme whatsoever; nor can any that are out of tewn come in on the
Lord's day. T.be town being situated on a peninsula, there
is but one way out of it by land, which is over a narrow
neck of land at the south end of the town, which is inclosed
by a fortification, and the gates shut by way of pi·evention.
"There is a ferry, indeE\d, at the north end of the town,
but care is taken by way of prevention there, also. But if
they could escape out of the town at either of these places
it wouldn't answer their end, for the same care is taken all
the country over to prevent traveling on 8undays, and they
are as diligent in the detection of offenders of this sort all
over the New England government as we in England are of
stopping up of highways-more; anrl those who are of the
Independent persua.sion refrain from any attempts of this
kind in point of conscience.
"And, as they will by no means admit of trading on Sunday, so they are equally tenacious about preserving good
order in the town on the Lord's ·day; and they will !lOt suffer anyone to walk down to the water's side, though some of
the houses are adjoining to the several wharfs; nor, even in
the hottest days of summer, will they admit of anyone to
take the air on the common, whlch lies contiguous to the
town, as Moorfield does to Finsbury. And if two or three
people who meet one another in the street by accident, stand
talking together, if they do not disPerse immediately upon
the first notice, they are liable to fine and imprisonment ;
and I believe, whoever it be that incurs the penalties on this
account, are sure to feel the weight of them.
" But that which is the most ext1aordinary is that they
commence the Sabbath from the setting of the sun on the
Saturday evening, and, in conformity to that, all trade and
business ceases, and every shop in the town !s shut up.
Even a barber is finable for shaving after that time. Nor
are any of. the taverns permitted to entertain company, for
in that case, not only the town; but every P"rson found
therein, is finable.
"I don't mention this strict observance of the Lord's day
as intended rather to keep people within the bounds of decency and good order than to be strictly complied witb., or
that the appointment of this duty was only by some primary
law grown obsolete, but that it is now in full force and
vigor, and 'that the justices, attended with a post<e of constables, go about every week to compel obedience to this
law."

Just think of the kind of men they must be who
want that condition of things revivGd ! But the
greatest wonder of all is that they are supported by
hundreds of thousands of per~;~ons, and can also find
legislators and judges who will make and enforce
laws at their command ! To Ufl8 the words of one
of the opposers of Blair's Sunday Rest bill: '• In the
name of law, constitutional and statutory, moral and
civil; in ~he name of enlightenment and progress ;
in the name of reason, why should the people of
such a nation as this, living under such a Constitution as is our national Constitution, be asked to return to the wicked system that characterized the
Middle Ages!" Yet that TenneHleejudge could hav
fittingly sat upon the judicial bench in Scotland or
Massachusetts two hundred years ago. If there are
any more like him in the land, may they, with biro,
soon be called to.their rewards. They are too good
for this world.

A Chance for the Sabbath Union.
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make known the truth against which he formerly battled."
Buying that set of books undoubtedly needs an awful lot of
atonement, but if Mr. Brown could make his sacrificial offer~
log assume some other shape than the issuance of this stereotype foundry sheet a long suffering public would probably
be grateful.
A CUBAN correspondent of the Herald declares that the
people in Cuba desire independence from Spain or annexation to the United States. One of the reasons for the change
in dependency is thus given: " Another paper, La Lueha,
bas also been suppressed, because it contained extracts from
a private letter of the late Captain-general Sllamanca to the
minister of Ultra Mar. Previous to its suppression La Lucha
announced that the treasmir intended to prefer cb.arges
against the clergy•. It is alleged tha~ churches which hav
only one priest and one janitor hav been drawing salaries for
two priests, and that churches which hav one priest and two
janitors hav been drawing salaries for three priests. As the
clergy are very powerful these charges may not be p"essed,
and even if a decision should be given against them it is·
quite likely that the court itself would be suppressed by the
government."
·
THE Springfield State Registe1• prints this item among its·

The American S:lbbath Union has issued its first religious intelligence: "The Rev. L. C. Goodrich retires to-·
annual report, and in it we find the basis and object, day from the pastorate of the C!:tristian church at Mt. Pulaski
to assume charge of the ' People's church,' organized in this
of the Union stated as follows:
" The basis of this American Sabbath Union is the divine
authority and universal and perpetual obligation of the Sabbath, as manifested in the order and constitution of nature,
declared in the revealed will of God, formulated in the
Fourth Commaudment of tbe moral law, interpreted and applied by our Lord and savior Jesus Christ, transferred to the
Christian S;;bbath, or Lord's day, by Christ and his apostles,
and approved by its beneficent influence upon personal and
national life. The object of the American Sabbath Union
is to preserve the Christian Sabbath as a day of rest and worship."

If the Union is so sure that Jesus and his ap!'stles
traneferred the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday
that it makes the tranpference its basis, why does
not the Union accept J. E. Remsburg's oft repeated
offdr to giv one hundred dollars to anyone who wiil
show that assertion to be a fact by the Bible 1 The
Sabbath U ni6n needs funds, for the report shows
that ita treasury has been chiefly replenished from
the pocket of E. F. Shepard, a gentleman who de·
nounces all Sunday newspapers, but advertises his
own journal of Saturdays as eminently fit print to be
read on Sundays !

Editorial Notes.
THE Mail and Expess says:
"At David Dows's funeral Dr. Rainsford commented on the fact
that he had never connected himself with any Ohristian church,
Bnd, alas! commended him for it.
"D~ D. himself now tak•s a different view."

What does Mr. Shepard mean by this--that David Dows
is now in hell, and is sorry for it ?
THE kind of Catholic society which meets the approbation
of the authorit.iea of that church is the Boston "Order of
Athenians," the constitution of which has this provision:
" At any of its meetings the pastor of the parish may enter
without permit or passport." This, according to a Catholic
journal, shows the right spirit. There is, however, another
provision which might hav been added that we conceive
would suit the priests even better than this-something to
the effect that the pastor might also use the members for
doormats whenever and wherever he saw fit to do so!

city.some time ago. He also expEcts to establish what he
calls a ' non-sectarian ' congregation in Mt. Pulaski. In an
article in the current number of the Mt. Pulaski New8, he
says: 'Having myself publicly denied and ignored the infamous and God-dishonoring doctrin of an endless hell,
that is, literal fire, and believing that punishment for sin is
certain and that God demands final and inexorable justice,
not revenge, of all men, and th.a.t punishment is causatory,
and effects good, not evil, now, from all thes~ considerations,
and others which I will mention in my farewell discourse on
Sunday night next, I am compelled to announce that I will
Oli Sunday night, March 16th, at 7,30 P.M., cease to preach
for any ilenomination or church b.aving for its chief end only
sectarian bigotry.'" Til is seem q to be a case of a good man
gone right-somet.hing very rare among the ministers.
LAsT February Wallace Ndson, an English Freethought
believer, issued at Bri&bg,ne, Q;1eensland. Australia, the first
number of a monthly Freethought journal called the Stoc1cwhip. The postmaster-general promptly declined to afford
him postal facilities except at lransient postal rates. Of the
postmaster-general's action Mr. Nelson says: ''To deny to a
Freethought publication privile~es accorded to religious
ones, is an act of despotism worthy of Russian imperialism.
Such high-handed authority must be resisted to the death ;
he who tamely submits to tyranny is P. traitor to Iibertv, and
deserves to be a slave. The executiv government has no
right,~ moral nor legal, to invade our rights because it does
not agree with our opinions. If our publication is illegal, let
us be prosecuted at law. If we are guilty of blasphemy, let
that charge be preferred against us before the proper tribunals. H we violate the law, the law has, perhaps, a right
to punish us; but we deny the right of the executiv government to become at once our prosecutor and our judge, and to
condemn us unheard. We assure our readers that this
attempt to persecute us, will only inspire us with greater
vitality. The existence of such contemptible bigotry, even
in high quarters, iss splendid justification of our policy, and
will, doubtless, win us increased sympathy from our friends.
Already one Sydney news-agent has ordered 1,000 copies of
our next issue. In order to defeat the government we shall,
for the present, increase the size and price of our publication, and, if our friends continue to support us, we shall c·ontinue to exist, and even to flourish, in spite of all obstacles."

WHu Mr. H. 0- Pentecost would probably call "long
range " alarm is that displayed by the Protestants of Toronto
THE Catlwlic Re'View is interested In the tariff bill now who hav sent to the German emperor the following docubefore Congress, and waxes very indignant at the rumor ment:
that Congress is about to put a tariff on stained glass win"DE..\B AND HoNORED Sm : As citizens of ths wegtern world who
dows for churches, owing to the pressure brought to bear feel the pulsations of the life that throbs "t this hour in the heart
upon the committee by the very few American manufact- of the Germans, we desire to assure yon that, havi11g followed
accession to the throne with grave apprehension and alarm,
urers. Although there is at present a duty of forty per cent your
learning that the Jesuits hav ~xpressed a determination to return
on stained glass, the churches get tb.eir windows free by spe- in force to the land from which they werA banished in cons, qnenoe
cial exemption, and the proposal to take away that privilege of their imPlacable hostility to the government of which tbe late
and "leave the church furnishers and church builders at the emperor William I. of blessed memory was the honored he"d,
equallY sad hav we been made by ass'l.rances that nAgot.tations hav
mercy of the tariff or in the clutches of the American manu been entered into which shall recogniz9 Pope Leo XIII. a• the head
facturers," as the Review p•tts it, is held by the church to be of the government, which is false in fact aud Lnrttnl in t.heory.
"Germany is the natural head of Protestanti~m. Luther marked
little short of sacrilege. Probably if the Roman church
bishops could hav their way, the men who proposed such off the oh~nnel aiong which is the current of Freethonght swe~p·
ing into the future. To surrender to RGme is to out loose from
a scheme would be racked.
God and betray the trnst committed to the liberty.Jov•ug neople

A MAN by the name of Brown has begun in Indianopolis
the publical:ion of a driveling patent-plate paper called the
Ram's Ilm·n. It is supposed to be a religious sheet. Mr.
Brown advertises himself extensivly as a converted Infidel,
M.r. Harman Convicted.
and was, h" says, "one of the mistaken number who, a few
Mr. E. W. Chamberlain, of t.his city, who made a years ago, helped to send a New York Infidel editor on a
journey to Kansas to help Mr. Harman in his legal trip around the world, in order that he might study the
defense, sends us this telegram: " Harman def~"auded. different religions from persnnal observation, and thereby
Convicted on Markland and Whitehead letters before be better qualified to pitch into Christianity." It is hard to
see where the mistake was made by Mr. Brown, unless he
my arrival, judge apparently conniving. · Trial a thought that Mr. Bennett would supply him with brains as well
farce."
as books for his money. We think, indeed, that if Mr. Brown
The folly of publishing the O'N l:dl letter is made bought a set of '' Hound the World" his act was in every way
clear by this conviction on the letters previously pub- more creditable than his present venture in patent-plate relished. The Markland and Whitehead letters are not ligion, and if that was the worst act of his life he has been a
siP.gularly virtuous individual. Mr. Brown alleges that he
obscene at all, and could Mr. Harman hav had good was converted four years ago and now "engages in the pubcounsel to defend him there would hav baen a chsnce, lication of the H1m's Horn because he believes that he owes
.notwithstandin~ Judge Foster's opinion e;x.p~essed in it to God and Christian people to do &11 ii! his power to belp

of eve~y land. Your rejection of the overtures of Leo XIII. in the
apring of 1887, your loyaltY to God and his comm•nds, manifested
in your elevated purpose to honor and keep the holy Sa.bbath at
home and abroad. and your determination to ohampi•m the p,ople's interest~, lead us to hope that you hav bePn chosen of God to
strike Roril11.nism its fatal blow and to bnild up ihe nation of
which yon are the honored head in all ennobling virtues. 1\Iarch
at the head of the advs.ncing thought of the hour and ron shall be
more than emperor of Germany; yon shall be one of the leaders
of the elllbattled hosts of God on earth."

It cccurs to us that the Protestants of Toronto can find
their. Jesuit enemy much nearer home than Germany and in
sufficient strength to tax the resources of themselvs, Kt~iser
William, and that God who is, according to them, all on
their side.

Then tile Hoo1l Result Will Be Froduced.
F?·om the lndf.pelldent Pulpit.

The Truth Seeker Company announce that they will
publish a volume of the illustrations that hav appeared in
THE TRUTH S&EKIIR from time to time. A judicious selection
of these Illustrations will, no doubt, be productlv of goo(!,
results.-
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Cui'ToN, 0., April 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2-$1 for the balance of my
subscription, twenty.five cents for the TRUTH SBBKBR
ANNUAL, and seventy-five cents for Heston. I am glad to
GRKBNBBUBGH 1 P A. 1 April 8, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Two old subscribers, and the two new ones see in the paper that you hav received enough new subscribers and money to continue the pictures for a year at
I herewith inclose, all vote for pictures. JNo. 8. BYli:Rs.
least. I am doing some missionary work now wi~h my
DBNVBR, CoL., April 3, 1890.
paper, and I hav the promis of one new subscriber when I
MB. EDIToR : Inclosed is $2.25, for which send me the renew, and perhaps more. I will do all I can to get more
.ANNuAL for 1890, and the book of cartoons as soon as com- till that time.
D. B. AuNGST.
Very respectfully,
FBrrz THIBl'.
pleted.
SAN Duri!!O, CAL., Aptil 9, 1890.
BALTIMOBB, Mn., April 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $5 for a frie11d of this city
MB. EDITOR : The inclosed is for Heston's picture book to pay for THE T.RUTH BEKKER one year and also for the
when published. I would hav preferred a book of his Bible forthcoming book of pictur(B. The gentleman is a Liberal
illustrations, but hope that will also be forthcoming.
Spiritualist-Is puticularly pleased with the pictures aa a
Truly yours,
A. PABLBTT LLoYD.
means of educating Christians who are only ·able to take in
ideas from object-lessons.
CANNONSBURG, PA., April 10, 1890.
Our city ,is favored at this time witk a series of lectures by
MR. EDrroR: Find inclosed $8.75 for four new subEcribers Dr. J. L. York, who is moving the minds of the people, and
for TIIB TRUTH 8BRKBR and Col. R. G. Ingersoll's argument stirring up the muddy streams of ignorance and superstition
on" Blasphemy."
BBN EYNON.
as they hav never been stirred before,
MARY A. WHITE.

l,tlttrs Jrottt. Jlritnds.

MoUNT PLBABANT, PA., April12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The pictures, and the paper altogether, come
as a pleasant treat every week, which I would surely miss if
it was not forthcoming.
JAMBs RonGBBS.
SooTTSVILLB, ARB:., April 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Bend me the ANNuAL and other books named.
I hav taken THB TRUTH l:lBRKKR for ten years or more. I
could not do without it. I vote for the cartoons.
R. HALB.

w.

ELDORADO, !A., April 5, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : Find inclosed $3 25, for which send THB

GLENs FALLS, April 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I think the Freethinkers ought to get up a
pe?~ion for the ~epeal of the law that give all foreigners the
priviieg~ of votmg. None should hav that privilege that
owe their allegiance to Rome. None but American citizens
ought to hav the power to vote. It is giving the scum of
c~eation a chance to crush our best institutions. It is too
much to bear. They hav desolated every country where
they hav got the power, and it is asking too much to request
to let them spread their rust and mildew over this America.
H. A. HoLCOMB.

which I wish you to apply on the above four volumes, also a
cadoon book, and send it when ready. And I would glv $1
more with pleasure for the book, if you would embellish it
with likenesses of E. Macdonald, C. P. Somerby, and Mr.
Heston. Now suit yourself; pay your money and take your
choice. Hoping you are having success in your work upon
it, I remain,
Fraternally,
JAMBS A. GREENHILL.
[We'll" split the difference" with our friend and put in
Mr. Heston's picture.-ED. T. 8.]
PoRT OF-BPAIN, TRINIDAD, March 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Having the pleasure of seeing one of yonr
valuable journals of January 4th, and being delighted with
the pictures on first and last ·pages, I am compelled to take
the liberty to pray that you will continue the same, as I am
about to become a subscriber and induce several of my
friends to do the same. After reading the contents and
studying the same carefully, I can but conclude to be one of
your number. The present state of Trinidad requires such
a paper to enlighten its benighted inhabitants on the truths
of nature, and remove from their priest-stric\en consciences
the darkness of the doctrine of the church of Rome. I therr.
fore beg that you will forward to me by the earliest opportunity a copy of your paper, with the terms of subscrip'ion
tc Trinidad. I may state that I hav acted as agent for many
publishers of magazines in the United States, and should
you r«:quire an agent my way I shall undertake the business
with all diligence. Send me one of your catalogs of books,
and any useful papers on Freethought that you can spare.
THOB. c. JACKSON.
IPAVIA, ILL., April15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot think of doing without THE TRUTH
BBBKBR. To me it is a continual light, sparkling with richness in reality during the day, and a beautiful vision by
night (Jacob's ladder). Keep It shining, for many poor,
benighted travelers will be guided into the path that leads to
Freethought truth. As the lamp was an improvement on
the candle, as the electric ligb.t was an improvement in
beauty and brilliancy on the gas light, so are the truth seekers in advance of those studying myths for miracles. We
are in for an intellectual war. It cannot be avoided. The
pen held in the hand of THB TRUTH 8BBKBR, guided by
Science, is moving on, casting light into unexplored regions.
Rea8on has gone forth and is battling for supremacy. Can
anyone doubt the result ? Why, it is like the eagle and the
owl-one loves light, the other darkness; one l8 brain and
wings, the other loud noise and eyes. Surely Reason in her
brilliancy will shine preeminently above all Gods, Christa,
and Bible myths. And as the good child remembers aad
venerates the hand that guided it in infancy, so all the truth
seekers will remembe'r the G. 0. TRUTH BBBKBR, for leading
us from darkness into light.
C. 8. RANDOLPH.

TRUTH l:l.IIBKBR and ANNuAL for 1890. My vote on the car8AORAMBNTO, C.u., April 7, 1890.
toon question is. continue the cartoons if possible.
M~. EDITOR : Inclosed find $10; place the same to my
Yours respectfully,
Jos. HUNTSINGER.
credit to pay for Watson Heston's pictorial educator. Bend
me two copies. Then I will decide to whom I will send a
RoWLEY, CoL., May 7, 1890.
cop~ free. I believe the picture book will find a ready sale.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for myself and a new subIt will b~ an eye-opener to the investigator ani!. a powerful
scriber. You can count these two votes for the pictures.
weapon In the hands of Freethinkers. I am anxious to hav
As far as I am concerned I shall take THE TBUTH 8EBKER
the pictorial Bible appear. You can calculate on me to help
with or without pictures.
F. BHRALL.
on the good work. Long life to Watson Heston and THB
TRUTH BEKKER.
Yours truly,
R. BUTTBBFlBLD.
OPHIR, CAL., April10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am in favor of Heston's pictures, and will
NBW CAMBRIA, KAN., April15, 1890.
do something for them as soon as I possibly can. The boys
_MR. EDITOR: Although only a private in the Liberal
at Ophir, Cal., last Friday gave the Salvation Army a shower
ranks, I wish to say a word in regard to the course the Secuof rotten eggs and quartz rocks for the benefit of their souls.
lar
Unlon has mapped out. I approve of its present course
LBWIB KAIS&R.
and hav circulated petitions on three different occasions'
which give me a pretty good chance to know how much
BuRNs, MINN., April6, 1890.
help
we can get from Christians. I circulated a petition in
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed please find money for the ANNUAL
for 1890, and" Crimes against Criminals," by R. G. Inger- Illinois for the taxation of church property. With very little
soll. Keep Heston at work, is the word with me, and I will effort I got sixty-eight signers, knowing the most of them
GBBBNBBURG, April 8, 1890.
personAlly. Both C~tholics and Protestants sivned it. It is
send something to help pay him after a while.
MR. EDITOR : Being a reader of THB TRUTH 8BBKBR I dessy
fully
one-third
were
Christians
of
some
kind.
safe
to
Yours, etc.,
E. M. RATHBUN.
sire to express mv admiration for its enticing page~; es.
JOHN W. ABBOTT.
pecially the first and last, as I am greatly in favor of the
FoRT BILL, INn. TBBB., April 7, 1890.
pictures, for this one particular object. In our town we are
FosTER CENTRE, R.I., April 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am glad that you hav decided to publish
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, for which you will send surrounded by Catholics and Protestants. The Catholics
the pictures of the dear TRUTH 8BBKBB in book form. I me the cartoon book when published.
dare not, and the Protestants will not, read the Bible, until
herewith inclose $5-$2 for the cartoon book the rest for
Foeter Centre is a way-back place in the big state of Rhode they see these pictur!lB, and are so truthfully informed that
the ANNUAL and other books as on list inclosed.'
.
Island, away from railroads. Nothing but the old-fashioned such is found in thej.r holy book, which they certainly deny
C. C. DB Runa.
stage brings the mail. But the people, though old-fashioned -but soon, without a long search for it, they must be confol.ks, ar~ m~re Liberal than in that ignorant orthodox camp vinced of the fact. Bo this is one of the ways I can get their
CLOVERPORT, KY., Aprilll, 1890.
of Georgiaville. The only nuisance in the place is one Baptist curiosity aroused enough to read their holy Bible.
MB. EDITOR: I think I will be able to send in two new
Words cannot express the praise Col. R. G. Ingersoll and
church that they do not run but one l:lunday in four for
_subscribers. When I renew my own subscription in May I
t?e lack of a ministe~. If they were. all that way, what a ,John Peck really dese"e, and to me their talks are first in
will send and get the cartoon book. I am doing all I can
the field.
for the cause wherever I go. Some twelve years' ago I was Bight to behold l I will look around and see if I cannot get
But our town has entirely too much superstition in it
the only Freethinker in my neighborhood. Now several of a subscriber. Times and money are not very good at present. with about twenty agents at its head, for it ever to be bon:
Yours
truly,
WILLIAM
A.
BBBNBTT.
the best men there are Freethinkers.
W. B. CLARK.
ored with such able' speakers, wkich most certainly would
be
a great benefit to alllf they would only allow their thinkYPSILANTI, MIOH., April12, 1890.
IowA CITY, !A., April 6, 1890:
MR. EDIToR : Every man, woman, and child should read ing faculties to comprehend honestly for them. But I want
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5 and appropriate as
Remsburg's life of. grand old Tom. Thomas Paine's to see as many of y~ur papers with the •pictures in them in
follows : $1 for Brother Heston and $2 for his forthcoming
"Rights of Man," "Common Sense," and "Crisis" should our green town as possible, and I shall do all I can to hav
book, $1 to the Literature Fund, and balance as per order
be in every ~chool-room in this land. It is strange how few the people read their own belief, for if a few more would
inclosed. I hav been a constant reader of the dear old TRUTH
read what they pretend to believe I know a great many ideas
kn~w there are any such works in existence, much less of
8BBKER for fifteen years, and will continue for fifteen more
H. H. NuLL.
their real character. If they were fully known and under- would be changed. ·
provided I liv so long.
J. J. DrBTz.
stood, the man who undertook to rob him of his wellFoND nu LAo, W1s., AprilS, 1890.
earned fame would meet with such a rebuke that a second
NAT. Sowums' HoME, LEAVENWORTH, KAN., Jan. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $14 75, for which send THE
edition
would
not
be
necessary.
I
am
much
pleased
with
MB. EDITOR: Great work you hav done. An immense
TRUTH 8BEKER to names inclo6ed, and the ANNUAL and carUnion is in waiting for you to create, which shall burst forth the able articles found in THE TRUTH 8BEKBR so far. I think toon book and othe~ books per list. I hav tried for some
you
can
safely
count
on
me
as
a
fixture
in
the
future.
through the clouds of superstition and cast into oblivion the
time, but this is all the subscribers I hav got, and all favor
Very respectfully yours,
JAMBS P. DwxmsoN.
whole. Words cannot express my gratitude to all great
the pictures and will bolt if Heston gets converted.
laborers in the cause for humanity. Send me the ANNUAL.
Our supreme court, on the application of som'~ Catholics,
BAN JosE, CAL., April12, 1890.
FLORIAN LBBER, SR.
MB. EDITOR: I inclose $10 to help the cause of Freethought has decided, in effect, that the Protestant Bible shall not be
a little. Let it go toward a sample copy fund, which I think read _in our public schools. The good to result may be
.
8. DBNNIB, MABB., April 1, 1890.
small, except in places and abroad, b;cause before it beMR. EDITOR : Continue my name on the roll. The paper should be established in every Freethought ofllce in the comes permanent and widespread they will see the Liberals
United
States.
My
idea
of
a
sample
copy
fund
is,
to
send
suits me to a charm. I hav been an old shipmaster and hav
are quietly looking on and enjoying the Kilkenny fight, and
sailed the world over for more than fifty years. Keep THE out sample copies, not to old-established Infidels, but to the that they are feeling as the old Qualrer lady did who said
young
students
of
high
schools,
normal
schools,
universiTBuTH BBBKtm under all sail, and may she ever hav a fair
when she saw her ~usband and the bear fighting, that her
wind, and never alter her course, but run down all error and ties, coll_eges, and seminaries. You cannot change the mind spirit only moved to see a good fight but she had no choice
of
old
bigots,
for
they
hav
lost
their
reason.
You
need
not
superstition, and sink it ten thousand fathoms deep.
try to change the mind of a good Infidel, for the "whole which whipped.
Yours truly,
A. HALLETT.
And now we hav another question. The Catholics and
need not a physician, but they that are sick." Try the
young students whose minds are not made up. Good luck Lutherans are making a fuss about the Bennett law, so called,
RIDGWAY, Mo., March 26, 1890.
which requires all persons having under their control a
to the old TRUTH BBBKEH. My best wishes go with this.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $7.40, for which send
child between the age of seven u.nd fourteen years to cause
BAMOB PARSONS.
tracts and books as directed. I hav been trying for some
such child to atte"Pd annually some public or private day
time to get a subscriber. I finally succeeded in getting one
CLINTON, lA., April 12, 1890.
school, where shall be taught-the radical doctrin-reading,
for a year; and one trial subscriber, but I think he will reMR. EDITOR: "A Truth Beeker Around the World" writing, arithmetic, and United States history, in the
new when his time is out. Liberalism is growing here some, four volumes, came to hand yesterday. I am well pleas~d English language, for twelve consecutiv weeks, under penand, I think, will get stronger in a few years. We like the with it. I hope you may be able to sell thousands. I alty of a fine from $3 to $20. And the Democracy will
cartoons very well, and here are three votes for them. I accompani~d Mr. B_ennett as far as Edinburgh last evening, accept their assistance, and hand-bill the scheme lor a camthink THB TRUTH 8BBKBR is the best paper published.
and recogmze his tr1p across the ocean as very much like my palgn, expecting nothing but their votes and the spoils.
E. M. GILBB.
own of sixteen months ago. Inclosed I send you $10, And the Republicans will fight on any question for the
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spoils. So that another term of the Dark
Ages must be
endured.
On the pictures, after reading much of what you hav pub.
lished on the subject, I will say I am glad the pictures must
continue, and so satisfy reasonable people. Though they
may freeze and scare a Christian at sight, that is what they
are made for; and no Liberal can expect a person fooled and
made to be~ieve any Christian creed when young, who has
never outgrown it, will take the paper or do anything but
burn or destroy it.
DR. W. c. PRIEST.

,

case he's got a tail on bofe ends." Some people are afraid
to fool with the Bible.
·
I will be glad to see that picture book, with explanations.
I sead you twenty.five cents for the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL.
I am too poor to help the cause as I would·wish.
Peace and prosperity to THE TRUTH BEEKER, and all good,
honest Infidels. I had as soon be called by that name as
any.
J. R. PERRY.
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A couple of sky-pointers are holding a protracted meeting
in this place. They are both big, strapping fellows and able,
if they would, to work in the woods or on a farm. But you
wlil not catch them doing that. It would soil their pretty
white. hands. They are both gr!lBt pets with the ladies. I
consider all such men to be nothing more than genteel paupers. And all that such men get from me they can stick in
their eye and it will not hurt them. If I hav anything to giv
away I will giv it to some poor family who are not able to
LABORE, PuNJAUB, INDIA, March 6, 1890.
LEwiS BTBVBNB.
lL a. EDITOR : I beg to take this opportunity to inquire work.
ARAGO, ORB., March 30, 1890.
herein whether you could tell me of a gentleman amongst
MR. EDITOR: I hav labored diligently to get you a few new
NEw YoRK, Jan. 10, 1890.
your Secular friends who could spare a little of his time and
subscribers, but hav failed. Our section of country has susMR. EDITOR : All good Christians profess to believe the
talents for the propagation of Freethought principles in this
tained considerable loss by·fioods, and people are loth to
land, Punjaub, The advent of English education, with the whole Bible from beginning to end. Now, as the Bible c ·npart with money except for necessaries. There is a bright diffusion of scientific ideas of the West, has prepared a large tains so many contradictions, it is easy for any Freethinkers
outlook for the future, however, and I may succeed better number of men here to accept Secular principles. The peo- In a controversy to silence them. One will always find that
hereafter. I hav sustained considerable loss myself, so I am ple in this part of the country hav long been accustomed to the more ignorant one is, the more sure he is that he knows
short of the filthy lucre. However, I send you the last five come in contact with foreign views on matters social and the will of God. The blind belief and ignorance of the mass
dollars I hav just now, trusting to providence to again fill up religious, and are cpnsequently more susceptible to common- is astonishing, and is the direct cause of the amazing arrothe purse (sud if it doesn't I know persistent effort will), to sense principles than their brethren iD. the East and South. gance of the clergy, who put themselvs up as vicars of Christ
show you my appreciation of Tn:111 TRUTH BEEKER by paying The field for sowing ·Freeth ought here is large and fertll. and God, to promulgate his wtll, and what they say and
two years .in advance.
Only a steady, practiced sower is wanting, and if some Qne teach people must not doubt nor inquire into, but take as
I ~as interested in the cartoon controversy, and anxiously able to propagate what he knows and believes to be true given from God. And the people obey their behest. Yet
a waited the result. I intended ere this to register my vote could be induced to try his talents for the amelioration of this is called the nineteenth century, so much praised for
In favor of retaining the cartoons. It seems the objection to his fallen brethren in this priest-ridden country, I doubt not progress and inventions. With Puck, I exclaim, "What
1hem is, they ridicule things sacred to the other fellow. that· he would not hav long to wait for a plentiful harvest as fools these mortals be !" To all that is true, good, and senNow, what more potent power Is there than ridicule to open the result of his labors. All that is wanted is to express in sible in the Bible I agree, Lut the rest I reject. The Christian
1he other fellow's eyes? It is my experience th!lt my TRuTH reasonable, logical language, by tracts, pamphlets, and accepts much more-but, to be sure, only what suits him,
BEEKRRB hav done better missionary work with the cartoons reviews, the superstitious notions that hav got hold of the too, and that part to which he cannot agree be tries to twist
than before they appeared. There are whole sermons in people, through priestly education, about speculativ subjects. out of all sense, to coincide. Now, where is the line to be
some of the pictures on the first page, and sometimes two What .I mean is that if some Secular gentleman willing to en. drawn ? I believe less; the Christian much more, but still
In one of those on the last page. If the caricatures were less lighten his fellow-beings in this benighted land would under· not all. The Christian beli&ves in a future heaven and hell.
groteEque, would it make any difference? If they were dis- take to show the untenability of the dogmas and doctrine I believe I will return to the existence I was in before born
continued, would THE 'fRUTH BEEKER be held in any higher that are being preached and taught here by advocates of and that time suited me well enough then and wUI hereafter:
estimation by the other fellow? I think not.
theology-if he would please to write· out critical reviews of To refute a Christian's hereafter and show his ignorance of
Yours fraternally,
J. HENRY SOHROEDER.
the publications issued by these advocates in support of it I cite him his own Bible: " For that befalleth the sons of
their theses, I hav every hope that the educated community men which befalleth beasts ; even one thing befalleth them.
EATON RAPIDs, MxoH., AprillO, 1890.
here,
who are mostly open to conviction, would not take As the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they hav all one
MR. EDITOR: When I commenced reading the "Letters
long
to
be converted to Secularism. I can send the theolog- breath, so that a man hath no preeminenceoabove a beast,
from Friends " in THE TROTH BEEKER of March 22d, my eye
for all is vanity. All go unto one place; all are of the dust,
first fell on that of Llzz;e Praise Hawkins, and I gave a ical publications mentioned here on demand. If I can hear and all turn to dust again. Who knoweth the spirit of man
from
any
gentleman
who
would
be
willing
to
help
us,
I
will
heai'ty laugh at the reception she gave the Bible _agent; and
that goeth upward, and the spirit of the beast that goeth
GoVBBDBAN DAss.
my hf'art gave a throb of sympathy, and in imagination a communicate with him.
downward to the earth?" (Eccl. iii, 19-21). Who knoweth?
hand-clasp to her, in her enthusiasm in her Arizona home.
I ask again. Belief proves nothing. Belief commences
CENTERVILLE, UTAH, March 17, 1890.
The next letter, that of James Porgey, is only a repetition of
MR. EDITOR : Please send two ANNuALS. Well, it seems where knowledge ends. "Wherefore I perceive that there
the many so. called Libtrals who are afraid to come out and most of your readers are giving their opinions in regard to is nothing better than that a man should rejoice in his own
own that they are. We hav many here· in our town who the pictures, ~o I suppose I must giv mine, which is, let the works; for that is his portion. For who shall bring him to
through !ear of Mrs. Grundy BJ:!d Christian patronage, keep pictures continue, for there is broad meaning in each one. see what shall be after him?" (Eccl. iii, 22). True, true.
dark publicly as to their belief, even going so far as to pat- But it seems there are a few that are against them. Well, But to get a minister into a discussion is almost impossible.
ronize the church. I can hardly feel contempt enough for now 'let me ask all the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER this ·He has always an engagement, and is in haste to go. The
such a humbug. We are talking some of having, in a few question, Do we not get the full worth of our money inde- ministers feel their littleness, their false position, in presence
weeks, a good speaker in our place for a lecture or two. pendent of the cartoons? Mr. He11ton nor no other person of an independent man. But when in their pulpits, these
Would it not be well to COI!le from quite a distance to help can make that infernal old Jew book appear too ridiculous. ~awards' castles, their arrogance has free run and swing,
enjoy it with us? There are Liberals enough here towel- I am one with John Peck. I am on the warpath against all and no limit. The clergy put themselvs up as mankind's
come those that would like to come. Due notice will be cursed, illogical, twaddling humbug from this time forth.
keepers, as leaders and teachers of morale to be found only
given in THE TRUTH BEEKER.
I want to say a little about what you say about this infer- in the Bible, what they please to call God's word, when
If the book containing pictures is ever printed, send one nal Mori:non, treasonable humbug in THE TRUTH BEEKBR of any intelligent man knows that ministers are the most im.
copy to my address.
Fi!EDERIOX Kol!zLY.
Feb. 22, 1890, entitled, "Some Persecution by the Domi- moral beings, ae a class.
Now one thing more and I am done-and I think it will nant Beet." It seems you are mistaken with regard to Morbe the first suggestion of the kind ever given to the public, mon rascality. The American government has disfranchised
unless Liberal. Mo., might claim it. It is this: Why can the whole beastly, adulterous outfit. The governmenl is
BYRON, MINN., Aprill2, 1890.
we not hav a Liberal school? Christians hav theirs; why right in doing so. This Mormon hierarchy is an alien govMR. EDIToR: While I hav not sent you any new subscribcan we not? My daughters hav attended school here for ernment to this nation •. No person can be a good Mormon ers I hav at the same time in1l.uenced some to send in submany years and they hav been compelled to hear morning and at the same time be a loyal citizen of this great nation. scriptions to you, and am pleased to say they are profes.
prayers, religious hymns sung, and other such nonsense. Of course that Infernal old Jew book backs up all the rascal- sional men and good citizens, men who dare think for themThis we hav been compelled to support, and our children to ity and dishonest tricks of these saintly thugs, including selva, men who believe that the highest attainment is to help
hear, and I f"r one am not content to hav it so. Now, murder. Yes, this mountain Mormonism is an organized one's fellow:man. I think it almost wasting time to ask any
friends, what do you say about it? Can we hav a school system pf crime and rascality. But there is a change com- other kind of men to subscribe for your paper, as there is
nothing in your coluiiiDB that will please any other class. I
started ?
MRs. R. E. ATwooD.
ing over its dreams since the lOth of February.
I hav no fault to find with THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER, but will wish I could spend the time and money to help more than I
PoTTBR, ARK., March 30, 1890.
say to some of your readers, do not find fault or throw out do to emancipate our poor superstitious church slaves, to
MR.· ED!TOR : As it is more a duty than privilege for Free- any insinuations on Mr. Parton, or 11ny that hav written the end that· I could make them feel that they are individthinkers to write to our famous periodical, THE TRUTH S:uKBR, against the cartoons. I expect Mr. Parton, with others, pay uals; men, not mice; independent by themselvs, not slaves
I hav been impressed to write. · I like to read the letters of our for their paper as well as the rest of us, and are as desirous to any dogmas or isms ; standing erect upon their individfriends in that noWe paper. I was a faithful member of the tor the final overthrow of all Bibles and humbugging priest- uality, not leaning against any steepled poorhouse.
Methodist church for over fifteen years. I really feel ashamed . craft. And remember we are not all constituted alike, too as
I noticed in the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL the article, " In
to own it. I read the Bible a great deal during that time. to those that do not like the pictures, let them hav the privi- SearcJ. of a Spirit," and several comments in several Liberal
I noticed a great many passages which appeared strange to lege to say so in their own way.
papers concerning it and on slate-writing. Now, Mr. EdWILLIAM WILliAMS.
me, but never conversing with anyone or reading any book
itor, while I do not know what there is to this slate-writing
or paper on the opposit side, I was slow to investigate. But,
business, nor do I choose to get into a controversy with any.
BHJNGLE Hous:~~~, PA., April15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav had it in contemplation for a long time one, yet I feel it the duty of all true Liberals to glv to the
nevertheless, I commenced. I advanced slowly in all ways,
never biting off more than I could chew. But I steadily to subscribe for your paper.• I hav read it more or less for a readers of all Liberal journals their honest thoughts in rehtld my ground, with parson and all. Is it possible a God number of years past. The numbers that I hav read were gard to this great question of the. spirit-world, and with your
would hate little children before they are born, that he him- some that I borrowed from the neighbors. I hav taken a kind permission I will as best I can tell you of what I know
self made? If so, I hate him. I see in one of Talmage's great comfort in reading THE TRUTH BEJ:KER, and think it is of slate-writing. Some two or three years ago I was hansermons he says, in speaking of the Westminster creed, not only a truth seeker but also a truth teller. When I read dling farm prod1,1ce in a warehouse with a small hall over it.
there is one belief sutllcient for all, that is to believe Jesus in history of the doings of that devil of devils, the Catholic There wall during this time a sleight-of-hand performer giving
Christ is the son of God. But to believe this is just as ham church-the burning at the stake and robbing of people for entertainments in this hall, and one evening as I was looka job as any of the rest, for the same evidence you hav to opinion's sake, the tyrannical and unjust laws that they get ing up the hall in conversation with the performer I said I
rely on for that teaches all the rest of the absurdities found passed in their favor by which they are freed from taxation would like to know how that slate-writing was done, as I
In that book. By accident a copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER or from bearing any of the burdens of the state-my blood had met people doing. slate-writing who claimed that the
was placed in my hands some time ago, and I never had any. fairly boils with hatred and indignation toward the whole spirits of the dead wrote on the slates and who told me they
thing stimulate me so, and I hav subscribed for it and hav system of Christianity. And the Protestants are not much could get communications from my friends that were dead,
done my part to induce others to do so. I wlll glv you a better. They hav lived up to the divine command, "Thou but of-course they wanted a fee to let my dead brother, or
few names of Liberals in this country, to whom it might be shalt not suffer a witch to liv ," and thereby thousands of sister, as the case might be, write to me; and I told him
of advantage to send a sample copy of your paper and a poor, innocent people ha-..: been hanged or put to death in that if I had any dead friend who wanted me to pay some
some way-people who were most of them better folks in one to let ·them write on a slate I did not care to go to that
little sheet of literature.
Some Freethinkers hav to be instructed with some good every way than the bigots who murdered them. And when trouble. The sleight-of-hand performer told me if he h~>.d
reason before they can realize their duty to help on the good I read in the old book about the doings of the God that they the time he would tell me how it was done so that I could
want us to worship-where he commanded the Israelites to in a 11hort time do the trick myself, and when I asked if it
cause.
dash the little children to pieces and to rip up the women was the spirits did the writing he laughed and sald, "The
The cartoons, I think, set off our paper nicely.
The Christians in this country are softening down. The except those who had not known a man, and to take such as spirits, the devil !" Again he said, "Do you think it was
clergy do as much work as ever, but with less effect. Peo. had not known a man and keep them to gratify their lusts l the spirits that turned that clear water into wine in the
pie are beginning to peep behind the curtains to see if any Call such a God a God of mercy forsooth ! The meanest hands of a man in the audience?" I hav questioned the
ghost is there; they do not see any, and they hav mostly devil that we ever heard of never was accused of such cruel- spirit slate- writing ever since, still I do not know what there
quit trembling. There are a few yet who cannot be induced ties. In the language of Robert Ingersoll, " Great God, is to it.
I will ask you to send a copy of your valuable paper to
to accept their reason. They are as a negro was about an what a God!" I would sooner fall down and worship the
elephant. On seeing an elephant he said, "GooQ, Lo'd, what most hideous Chinese idol than such a God, for an idol, if it names and addresses inclosed, trusting they may enjoy the
fruit thereof.
WALTER A. JoHNSON.
a mule! You don't catch dis darkey foolin' •bout dat mule, did no good, would do no harm.
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while his feet are bathed in the Southern
gulf. From Maine to California his shoulders
are from ocean to ocean. His name is Uncle
Jlditdd 1Jf Miss SuiW!I H. WIXoN, l!'all Sam. And I am proud of my blood-more
Rit~M', MllBB., to ~hom aU aommun~Mtions/Of" royal than the blood of kings. I am one of
Uncle Sam's sons. All of his children are
tli.is ac;rnw shwZd ~ &mt.
free. Free to go and come. Free to enjoy
life, liberty, and happiness forever. Free to
•• Between the dark and the daYlight,
sit under their own vine and fig-tree. Why,
When the night is beginning to lower,
'Oomes a. pause in the day•s oooupationl
everybody wants to get on the good side of
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
him. The pope of Rome, the vicar of Christ,
the holy see, is trying to court him. She
Wouldn't You Like to Be Happy l wants his help. Now, that is funny, is it not?
He that l;elleveth •hall be saveil, and he that be- For, you must remember, Uncle Sam is a
lieveth not shall be damned.-.liible·
Freethinker. Yes, sir, from boyhood he
Bas, wouldn't Yon like to be hapPy7
was a Freethinker. Let m:e tell yo•1, Uncle
Then believe in heaven and hell,
Sam is a little like the prodigal son ; he, too,
And so if You·d like to be happy,
left his father's house when a boy, but he
Believe in the Bible as well.
never would hav eaten shucks while there
Say, wou1dn't you like to be happy 1
was a pig left-you can bet your life.
Then believe the earth to be fiat,
Now, Uncle Sam's old mother was orthoFor couldn't you be just as happY
To believe in this .and in that T
dox. She said she ruled her house by divine
right. She said he must be subject to the
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy,
By taking the story of Rve 7
powers that be, fer the powers that be are
Then don't be crankY, but happyordained of God. Now, you ought to hav
'Tis easy enough to believe.
seen Uncle Sam pull down one corner of his
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy 7
eye this way (he pulls down one corner of his
Then believe the moon to be cheese.
eye), sort of bad boy like. For he knew this
You might just as well be happy,
I know you can gulp this with ease.
ordained business was all a hoax. He said,
11
Bay, wouldn't yon. like to be h~ppy 1
I will build me a ho.use different from yours.
Then believe in old Noah's flood,
I will be guided by reason, not by customs.
For you might just as well be happy,
In the government of my house, authority
For the thing is as clear as mud.
comes from the family, not from the clouds."
Say, wouldn't yon like to be happy 1
This was his arsenal. " Governments derive
Then absorb the pillar of salt ;
their just powers from the consent pf the
If You ever wish to be happy,
Believe all and ne'er call a halt.
governed." This was his monster gun-his
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy,
iron-clad ship-his man of war, that will
If you could be as well &I! not 7
clear every sea of all the pirates of the wnrld.
Why, then neyer think, but be happy
She called him a heretic. He €alled her a
By believing the tale of Lot.
tyrant-said he had more right to the title,
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy 7
"Defender of the Faith," than George IlL
'1 hen hope in J"esus th<> man-god.
George III. ws.s his step-papa. And here the
Believe, yes, believe and be happy,
Though it press your throat like a wad.
racket began. He upset her tea, and then
she tried to whip him, and could not do it;
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy 1
Believe in Jesus the God-man,
and so he left his father's house, and ever
'Tis belief that makea a man happy,
since that time, hiB mother has been trying to
This thing is a mighty good plan.
fix her house like his. And Uncle Sam gave
Say, wouldn't you like to be happy 1
all his children a bill of rights-a kind of a
Believe two and two make seven,
Magna Charta, a guarantee of liberty. Oh,
And so, if you'd be verY happy,
I tell you he is head and ·shoulders above all
Believe all things under heaven.
the men of his time. Are you not fond of
(Presto, change !)
him? Sons and daughters of this grand
Fools ! No one o'er all the broad land
Oan believe all things at command.
country, are you not proud of your blood ?
Would you shut np man's eyes,
Are you not proud of such a brave man?
Bid him look to the skies,
Why, sway back. when young, he said to
And believe what he can't understand 1
Miss France, " Millions for defense, but not
Would you hav us with bandaged eyes,
one cent for tribute."
Go it blind when wolves in disguise,
(A voice: "Uncle Sam is a myth!")
With fangs dipped in gore,
And whose ory is for more,
I don't care if he is a myth. This great
Only wait to web you with lies.
country he represents is 110 myth. This
Would you hav us turn fools a.nd believe
country of a hundred years is no myth. This
Tales of Adam and Eva,
nation of fifty millions of people is no. myth.
Wilen fair Reason should teach
The doctrin of religious liberty is no myth.
Every man within reach,
A country of the grandest rivers, happiest
Suoh stories were made to deceive 1
homes, and the brainiest people is no myth.
Then why, reckless man, tell me why
You should cherish a lie 7
A country looking to the energies of her peoCome, now, np and be men,
pfe for success is no myth. A country with
Trust to reason, and then
the sacred word liberty written on the foreYou'll be quick such stuff to deny.
heads
of forty millions of her people is no
Harwich, Mass., March 10, ~90. B. F. R BBINS.
myth. Eoys, in the name of this great counPOSTSCBJ1'T,
try-ill the name of her noble institutions-in
Now, Susan dear, isn'.t it queer
the name of her free secular schools-in the
That I should take pains to write this 'ere,
name of her heroes and heroine, living and
And spend mY time In making rhyme,
That other folks may langh and sneer7
dead, let us stand by .the heritage our fathers
So now I'll stop, my pen I'll drop,
left us. I tell you there is the grandest
And for a. pen a book I llswap;
future before the eons and daughters of this
An~ when I've read, then I'll to bed,
country of any beneath the sun.
And rest my tired and sleepy head.
·
J. T. FosTKR.
SAME ONE.

The Haby's \Vriting.
The baby's writing-ob, who Bhall say
Those pencil marks in their tangled skein
Which the baby made in his aimless play
·Were not put there for some human gam 1
The baby's writing-a fnrony scrawl,
•Tis just a pnrposele~s mazs of lines,
Yet out of the maze, sweet voices call
And the steady light of a pme love shiaes.
The baby's writing-it calls to mind
'J he child that is or tte child that war,
Now gone the way of all humankind,
Or grown in accordance with nature's laws.
A smile half blooms on the mother's face .
And a lnmp ur~•ps into the tender throat,
As she finds in thoBe Jines all void of grace
Some memory of what her baby wrote.
The baby's writing-bow like is this
To the ma1k of the ailed, dYing man!
Yet between them lie all grief and bliss
That M'e crowded into a life's brief span.
-Columeus Lispatoh.

J. 'l' • .l<'oster's Second Speech.
I suppose the other side would like to claim
the Himalayas and the Andes. It does beat
all. Now, ladies and boys, the greatest things
in this world bear gentlemen's names. I hav
an uncle-the greatest man in this world.
He has more brains than anyone I hav ever
seen. He belongs to the best families in this
world, :Sis rlght arm is in Alaskan waters,

MARY'S BKOOND REPLY.
To be truly great, to be. magnificently
grand, one-must do good for the happiness it
brings.
Her motto will be like this =· " The world
is my country, to do good my rellgion."
She must be impartial. She must rise
above state, rise ab~ve religion (as it is commonly under11tood), above worship, for all
these belong to all peoples in all the ages
gone, from barbarism up to civilization.
Civilization, the grandest word in all the language of the world; civilization, daughter of.
all the progress we hav made ; the culmina-·
tion of all the hopes of all the heroic dead.
But she that has produced all these, is
greater than they. Nature, that dear old
mother, has fed and clothed you and given
rest to the weary. She has given you every
drop of your blood ; every fiber of your
body, and every thought of your fertil brain.
She has furnished the field for mighty battles;
the. sublime mountains; the great and roaring
rivers; the golden harvest, and the happy
homes. She has cradled everything from
protoplasm Up tO the grandPSt WOman. Of this
generation. Her resources are without limits,
without bounds, and without end. Nations
and their religions die, and new ones are constantly being born. But nature will survive

II .

all. She is the sum and substance of all t.hat
We k!lo.w no~ w~at we can accomplish unis known.
MARY w. FosTER (aged 13).
til we:; gtv It a fatr h·ral, a\}d the ~oung readers,
especially, should remember thts.
, Obl' .
You were judicious in dividing the prize
1Nobl elSS'l
1ge,
. between us.
An .accurate remembrance of names and 1 I am very thankful for the prize, and also
faces has been called a gift of princes; another . the kind feelings ~hich promp•cd the donor
gift showing the nobility of both heart and 1to make the offer m order to encourage the
young readers of the Corner.
I will close with my best wishes for the
breedmg, Is that of punctihous courtesy
toward the humble as well as toward the welfare of the Corner. I am your true
great.
Liberal friend,
LEONORA STOOKINGER.
11
Why should you thank a servant?" asked 1
a father, who was fond of the Socratic method OKLAHOMA CITY, INn. TRim., April 2. 1890.
. hi !"ttl I DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav not seen any
i
of teach.ng,
an d 1ove d to q~es t IOn 8 ! e !letters from this place, I thought I would try
son, until the lad reached wise conclusiOns to write one. I like the Corner very much,
by his own wit. 11 They are paid for what also the pictures. We liv on the side of .the
they do. Do you owe them anything but North Canadian river, which is a very pretty
money?"
st~eam. We came t,ere from Texas, and like
111 owe them money" said the lad some- thts place muc~ the b~st, although we hav
.
' .
'
1not as many Ltberal friends here as there.
what perplexed m expressmg what he really 1 do not go to school. 1 hav two brothers
11
felt, and I thank them because-because I 1and three sisters; the baby sister is named
1, Susan H. and we call her Wixon.
owe it to myself to be polite."
He had learnell the meanin-g of the old,
I would like to tel~ the readers. of the Cor.
ner about my mothers first acquaintance with
g rand motto ' Noblesse ob'ige.
THE TRUTH BEEKER. As she was a member
of the Presbyterian church, I think it real
Her Preference.
funny. If you can spare room In the Corner
The fondness of Phillips Brooks, of Boston, I will write it in my next letter. Pa takes
the distinguished rector of Trinity church TH11 Ttn"rH SEEKER, and tbe Independ~nt
'ld
1
' P11lpit, published by J. D. Shaw, of Waco,
for little chi ren is wei kno~n. Not ;ery 1Tex. Mr. Shaw is a ravorit with us. Well,
long ago Dr. Brooks was calling on a fnend 1 this is taking too much room. I will close.
in Cambridge, who is the happy mother of . Wishing the Uorncr go d success. I remain,
Your Liberal friend, ANDY THOMPSON.
three children-two boys and a little girL
Dr. Brooks soon had all three of the little
-folk about him and was questioning them in 1
ALTOONA, PA., March 24, 1890.
•
•
1 EDITOR Cau.DRKN's CoRNER: Many moons
regard to their VIews of, an occupatiOn when! hav waxed and waned since I had the pleasthey should be 1 ' grown up." One boy would i ure of introducing myeelf in tbe garb of a
be an architect, he s~id, and plan Queen Anne· pnzzle writer for your department. It is only
houses; the other thought he woul<l be a I occ~sionally that I hav seen our good old
o t like his late distinguished grandfather T.RUTH SEEKER, but Mr. Moore bas been jog.
P
e •
.
; I gmg my memory so frequently that once
11
And what would you wish to be, my dear?' more I hav awakened from my lethargy. and
said the clergyman to the little four-year.old latter a week's laugh at the parrot and the
daughter of the house. 11 I think, sir," she monkey I feel like giving you all a word of
replied modestly, as she caressed her doll, 1go?d cheer in the good work you are all
"that 1 should like to be a mother."
domg. Where are all our puzzl~ writers-J.
K. P. Baker, haac A. Pool, William Scotl,
and others? Are they dead or too busy to
Correspondence.
let themselvs be heard? I beg pardon, but I
CoALING, ALA., March 23, 1890.
do envy your invitation to spend the sumn:er
Miss S. H. WIXON : Check: received with . at Mono lake. I just wish I could get such
1an invitation to roam among the Sierras, as I
thanks. I accept your advice.
J. H!ROLD WARD.
am a mountain climber No. 1. With best
Yours truly,
wishes for your success as a ~chool director,
WoROESTER, ~lAss., March 25, 1890.
WILLY WisP.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I received your letter
[Glad to hear from you, Willy. We
a?~ check for $3 to-day. I am glad that you thought you had forgotten us. We believe
diVIded the prtze, so that all may hav. w~at our puzzlers are all alive, but how can you
they deeerve. I cared more !or the wmnmg
.
.
of the prize t1an for the money. My share; expect braiDs to spm ?ut puzzle~ forever?
goes toward buying me a se~ of encyclopedias. They need a rest sometimes. Besides, some
Thanks for your encouraging words.
of us nearly went crazy finding the solution
W. W. CLARK.
of puch intricate puzzles "f puzzledom. We
Respectfully yours,
wanted to rest too. 'fhanks for kind wishes.
LisBoN, lA., March 13, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would -ED c. C.]
write to you, as I see so many girls and boys
writing to the Corner. I hav five brothers
and one slater. My younger brother, ~ho is
eight years old, has been sick for nearly eight
weeks. I am twelve years old ; mv birthday A Memoir of Christian and Extra.-OhristianExpeis in December. I like to read the lettPrB of
rienoe.
the girls and boys that write to the Corner.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS,
I wish some girls would write to me; I A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
would be very glad to answer them. There a.nd Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
are no Liberals around here. We hav taken intimate personal experience with the two s:vstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
THE TRUTH SEEKKR for as long as I can re- pure
logic is oa.pable of infiictiilg.-[Oritical Remember. I will close. Wishing success to view.
MAGGIE SAILOR.
Oloth, 12mo, 11. 75.
the Corner, I remain,

'. .

.

I

I

I

ROME~

GLENDAT.E, CAL., March 27, 1890.
DEAR MIBB WIXON: This is my first letter
to the Corner. I like to read the letters in
the Corner. I go to school, but we are having
vacation this week. We are going to ceiebrate Arbor day. We hav about sixty scholars. My teacher's name is MiFsClark. lam
eleven years old, and will be twelve the 13th
of August. I hav two brothers and two
sisters. We hav beautiful wild flowers here.
We hav a span of mules and a span of
horses. We ha~ some little chickens; they
just hatched this morning. There are not
many Freethinkers where I liv. I will close,
hoping to see this letter in print. Good- bye,
From your Freethinker friend,
wANDA A. PEET.
FINDLEV, MIOH., March 14, 1890.
DEAR Miss WixoN : As I like to write letters, I thought I would write to ·you. I am
seven years old. I hav a little baby sis·er,
almost three month~ old. She l11ugh~ and tries
t'o eat np her fiqts. I go to school and read
in the Second Reader. I bring my book home
every n,ight, so if I do not go to school I can
learn my lesson at home. I like to go to
echool very much, and I think a great den! of
my teacher and playmates. My dear grandpa
and grandma liv just one mile from here; I
stayed all night with them Friday nlgtt. I
had rather go there than any other place I
know of. I guess I hl\v written enough for
my first letter, so will close. I hope I can do
better when I get older.
From your friend,
FERN THUilBTON.

REASON

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.'

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,
OR, THE·

Conflict between Beason and Superstition.
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE,
Plliladelphla.,

P~.

Price, 10 cents.
Arl<lrA~B

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

'I' HE

FREETlPNK~U'S

MAGAZINE

For April is a valuable number. Tbe contents are
aR follow~:
Picture of Girard Oollege,-Too much OiericaliPm.
BY B. F. Uud,,rwllod.-Warriors ana Scientists.
BY Nellie Booth S:mmon,,- UnrPported Scenes
in PH·•i• "''11 Florence. Bv G. J, Ho.tvoake.Th" G.->d• <Continu~d), By noh~rt G. IngerRoll.-LrJoktnll" R>tckwa.rd. B·' zl)., ToPgis.RemiDlSCt>DCe!l <Oontinneu). By Lnoy N. Oolman.
LiterarY Dcll"·rtment: The Tenant. By Carol.
tOat,hc~rt D •v.-Tbe "Jl'rizzt~top" Paper•, No.
1. By .T. gdd L"Hlie -l'rloni"m and A•r.nost.i.,ism. Bv Dr. Eflmund 1\lont.gom~r:v.-LihPral·
i•m in Ne;• Ynrlt and Brooklyn, No 2. By R.
J. Chuk.- D:vi•l"•R" Mtttl.er from Avtrlt. B:v
L. M. Wt!Hull.-Do Sptrits Hnv T~elh 7 By
·Henry Rn..rp.
·
Editorial D2partment: ElizBbethH~tnnab Ohurcb.
An ·ObttnRrY Notic~ (w·th Portrail).-1'be
Womeu's O.mvention.-All SortP.-Bot.k R£villw.
Cnpi•R for sale at tht' Tra.tb 83eker Office.
Puce, 20 cen tH.
~------~-------------

Essence of Religion.

VERSAILLEs, INn., March 21, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I received t.he check
By L. FIElJERBA.CH,
for the three dollars that you awarded me
for the essay.
Translated from the German. ototh, t2mo, 75pp,:
I had not the least idea of receiving a prize
50 ots.
for it.· I wrote it more for the benefit it would The truth-taller Is Ill-mannered, therefore lm.
afford both to the children of the Corner moral.-Exwaot.
and to myself.
Addreus TIII!l TBUTH BKEXIIIB Oo.

~.ft.E ~RUTH ME.:.Bt&.ER, AP.RIL 2!3, 11!590.

FREET HOUGH

AHEW ARTICLE ~~.lNGtRSOll.
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This week's TWENTIETH OENTURY willcontain Oolonel lngersoll'ela.test contribution to the
literature of Freethought, entHled,
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BY
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
CA.PT. R. C. ADA.MS,
E. B. FOOTE. JR.,
SALADIN (W Stewart Ross),:L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. W1XON,
Beginning with this number and continuing tonr E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUrNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
successive weeks, the TWENriETH OENIURY LUCY N. COL.MA.N,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MR8. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
will publish an
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES .WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. W A.KEMA.N.

CRUMBLINC CREEDS.

ECOXOltiiC SYMPOSIUM;

SUBJKOTS OF p APKRS :
Is there an .A.!formative, Positiloe, Constructi'Oe side to Freethcmght f
If not, the reason why f
lf there be, in what, in ucmr opinion, does it consist, and in what sh9Uld it consist f

Among the leading articles being :

"Why I Am a Protectionist,"
By

PRICE 25 CBN l'S.

vAN BUREN DENSLOW,

Address

"\\'by I Am a ·Free Trader,"
By PROF. WM. G. SUMNER. OF YALE

CRIMES AGAIHST CRIMIIALS
A.N

ADDRESS

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,

fdds attd

'"Why I Am a Single 'faxcr "
By WM.

THE TRU.TH SEEKER CO,

'

THE

'
LLOYD GAURISON

~nds.

DELIVERED. BEFORE THE
New York State Bar .Association, at .Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

SuNDAY-SOHooL teacher (also cashier in a
The onlv Com:Plete and Authorized Edition.
bank): "Can you tell me, Johnny, what a
PRICE·, TEN CENTS.
miracle is?" Johnny:· "Yes, teacher. Pa
"Why I Am a Socialist,"
Crimes and Persecutions.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
says if you don't skip to Canada before long
ss Lafayette Place. New York.
By LAURENCE GRONLUND svo, 1,11\lpP. moth, $3; lelltther, S4; moroooo; it will be a miracle, sure."
gilt edges, S4.50.
EverT
Liberal
~hoold Read
Goon minister : " I wi~h you would call
BY D. M. BENNETT.
"Wby I Am n ~ationalist,"
the attention of the chief of police to that THE BIBLE AND EVOLUriON.
AddreBs THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
9R La.fslette Pl&oe. New Yol'k.
terrible riot which was going on during the
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
By BunN.ETTE G. HAsrrr.:LL
entire service this morning, and demand that
WITH l'IUFAOE BY DB. liABDWICKE.
the streets be better patroled." Sexton :
"Please, sir, there was no riot outside this
INTRODUCriON.
''Why I Am an Individua1ht,"
morning. That was a little misunderstanding
Oha.pter It.. Bible A;t;;;nomy- and Evolution;
,OB,
By FnANK Q. s·TuAnT.
in the choir."- The Jury.
Ohapt.er II, .Htble Biology and Evolution; OnaoThe Church of Practical Religion.
ter III. Btble Myths a.nd Evolution; Oha..,t.er IV,
Btble History and Evolution: Ohapter V. Boble
THK
New
Orleans
Pwayune
declares
that
BY REPORTER. .
"Wby I Am an Anarchist,"
Moralitv and Evulntioo; OuaptAr VI, Bible Mlr·
the Bostonian is a philosopher from the a.cles
and Evotutiou : Ooapter VII, Miracl•s InThis is the history of an attempt to found a cradle. A night or two ago a Beacon street
By BxNJ. R. TucKER. ohurch
OhaP'"r VIII B1ble PoetrY a.nd Evilln·
without superstition. and its succes's. matron had occasion to reprove her little boy, O!-'edible;
t10n : OilaptPr IX, Btb\e A.rt aud Evolution: OnapUncle Job SawYer, the Pastor, hanug established aged six and a half years, for some un.usually ter X. Bible G.1<1 aud Evolution; Chapt~r X£. Soul
Bend 10 cents in postaae sta.mpd for tbe next four b.is.pulpit, uses it to dil!cuss all the vital question! mischievous nonsense. "I am afraid," she and-Future aud Evollltion; Ohapter XII, l:lea.ven
OnaPter XIII, Oonoln•ion.
of hmna.n concern. religious, pelitical, and other· said, " that you will not go to heaven." Hereafter;
nnmbers.
Handsomely bound m cloth. Pt•ice $1.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER.
"l'm
sorry,"
said
the
criminal,
"but
I've
~ua.ge, and easily understood. There is just sum
A WEEKLY lUDICH MAG,\ZtNE.
oient narrativ a.bout it to interest the rea.derand been to the circus and a party this week,
don't you know, and of course one can't take
$2 a year; il a half yeRr ~.6J ~enta a quarter )far; llold his attention while the truth iB being brought
In everything."
mind.
to
his
_IRON-Cl-AP SERIES,
5 cents a sin.l?le copy.
l'or sale at this office. Price, S1.00.
BABY spirit (up in heaven): "So I must 1 Atonement. Charles Brudlangh... ......... 5
TWENTIETH CENTURY,
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 5
1!0 down to earth and get born, must I?
What am I to be, a man or a woman ?" 4 InflLience of Christianity on Civilization.
4 Warren street, New York city.
Underwood ............................... ,.. 25
Guardian angel: "Let me see. You hav
many talents, hav you not?" "Yes, indeed, ~ Bllddhist Nihilism. Prof. 1Iax Mueller... 10
BJ Edward Bellamy,
New Model Hall Typewriter
ever so many. I can keep track of forty 8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... 15
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. things at once, hav my thoughts on one thing 9 Relation of WitchcrafG to Religion.. Lyall. I 0
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are and do a dozen other things correctly, sleep 10 Epidemi<! DelusiOIIS. Marvin,..•.•......... 10
tree to receive new lilrht Will1ind in it satisfaction with one eye open, and on waking up at any 11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. :Marvin ....... 50
a.nd insl>iration.-[New York Tribune.
time hav full possession of all my faculties in 12 •ryndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .• 25
The apJ?eal is always made to a man's reason.
13 Essay on Miracles. Dlwid Hnme ........... 10
~nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his Bel· an instant." "'Tis well. You shall be a
14 Land Question. Giu.. des Bradlaugh........ 5
woman."-Ntw· York Weekly.
iishness.-[Boston Post.
15 Were .A.dam and Eve our First Parents?
A suggestion of a really practicable a.nd fea.si·
l>le socialsta.te greatly in advance of the present. MEN were buried and babies were born,
Charles Bradlaugh. ............ ............ 5
The romantic na.rrat1v is rich in its forooa.st of Ships sailtd around Good Hope and the 16 Why do Men Starve? Chas. Bradlaugh.. P
actual possibillties.-[Boston Traveler.
17 Logic of Life Deduced from the PrinciplP
Horn,
lilmo, cloth, $1.00; paper,l5Qo.
of Freethonght. George J. Holyoake. 10
'l'he Best Sta.udard Typewriter in the World.
Youths turned into oldsters gray,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 .A. Plea. for Atheism. Cilas. Bradlaugh .... 10
<JhTeap, Portable, No Iok Ribbon, Interchangeable
But Big Bore Blair still talked away.
YPe .in all L~ngnages, Ea~iest to learn and
19 Large or Small Families? .A.. Holyoake.. 5
ra)nd aa an:v. Agents wanted everYwhere.
Day after day a steady rain
for
20 Sup'Or.,tition Displayed, with a Letter of
WAllBANTED AB REPRESENTED. AddreSS
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5
For the beBe1it of our read· Of dullness from a cloudy brain ;
National Typewriter Co., 1f--·~::;
1
r' ~
ere who preserve their !?allen Day after day a fog most thick
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5 ·
1if'ik r~· '
.
we
oft'er
a
new
style
of
b1nderJ
With words confused and lunatic.
22 Is the Bible Reli.able? Charles Watts..... 5
10 Temple Place, Bostoc, Mass. P. 0. box 5159.
tI
:made for the purpose, ana
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
Send for catalog and specimens of work.
~~· a>""""t •
with the heading of Till! The weary galleries slept and snored,
~41!oral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
13t10
~
ll
. ~ TBUT!i SEERBB printed iD Ingalls looked acid, bilious, bored;
~~ ..,~~ g_ol~ l!!tters on the outside.
25 Freethonght and 1~od. Progress. Watts. 5
. ... - ·
· . · This bmder allows the open· And visitors, with bated breath,
mg of the papers perfectly :Q.at. It al!Jo allows the Asked, " Will Blair talk himself to death?" 26 Christianity: Its ~atqre, apq lnfluence
on Civilization. Chas. W!J,tts............ 5
taking ont a.nd replacing of one or more pa.perf
from any part of the file without disturbing the Alas, there is no hope he will!
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Rolyoake. fi
.
His Life, Works, Wortll, Martyrdom, Por- other parts.
Others, but not himself, he'll kill.
29 Is there a Moral Govenror of the Uni·
Sent by mail..JlOStp~ for ~1.
trait, and Monument.
All Christendom's junk shops he'll fill
verse? .A. us tin Holyoake ............... , 5
Address THE TRU·n1 SEEKER,
1!8 Lafave~te PI •• New York.
With speeches on his blasted bill.
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5
With a complete list of the American subscribers tf
-New York Sun.
3l U:as 1j:an a Soul? Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BIBLE INQUIRER;
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
BY
OBt
" HA v you seen the devil ?" I asked of an 39 Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlaugh, ...... 5
GEORG.Iil JA.OOB HOLYOAXE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
old
negro
preacher
who
was
regarded
by
10
A Key to Bible Iil.vestigation. everyone with extreme veneration. " Cose I 40 Poverty: Its Cai)Se and Cure. M. G.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
42 Sciei)Ce and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
Oontaining 148 Prot>.ositions
LYDIA. R. CHASE.
With References to the most Plain and Striking has. Whut you come foolin' wid me dat way 43 CJil'istian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. li
Self-Oontradictions of the so-called
fur? How I gwine ter know so much erbout 44 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fC! a dollar.
Inspired Scriptures.
him ef I ain't dun seed him?" " What does
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
BY A. JAOOBSON.
he look like?" " I 11in't got time ter tell you 47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political ConThird edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
whut
he
do
look
like,
sah.
Da's
so
much
dition of the People. Chas. Bra4Jaug4. I>
EverY Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
J.D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it ia erbout him ter tell dat I wouldn't like ter
M4NNA SERIES.
the
most
eft'ectiv
Iconoclast
ever
published.
undertake
de
job.
Monst•us,
sah;
oh,
he
The Bible-What Is IU
pamPrice only 25 cents.
was monst'us." "Now, look here, old man, 1 OrigiQal :l.!>~nua for "Goq's .::hosep.". ...••• 5
phlet containing eight ohapters in refutation
3
New
Life
of
David. Ohas. Bradlaugh...... 5
you are too intelligent to believe in such nonof the assumption •hat the Bible is a divine
book of pnre thonRht, and correct in all its
sense. You know that no devil has been 4 Why I was Excomll)tJl}icated. Barnard... 20
utterances. Price. 25 cents.
seen; you know that you started the report 5 200 Questions Withollt Answers............. 5
Studies In Tlteologf". A clear exposi- The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge· yourself." "Look yere, sah," he exclaimed, 6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
tion of the biblical story of man •a oreation
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10
ha.mmer Logic unsurpassed." Svo, 888pp., turning wrathfully upon me, "whut you
and oune, theologically denominated "the
silk cloth. $3.
mean by comin' down yere a 'foolin' an' a ~ Queries Submitted to the 13ench of llishops
fall." P.rice, 10 cents.
by a Weak but Zealous Christian....... 10
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a Spiritualism Sustained. This work .meddlin' wid our 'ligious affairs? Ain't you 8 Search
After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.
goes not PO far to sustain Spiritualism as to· got no bizness tel' tend ter at home? Doan
negatlV and· affirmativ Btandjlomt, showing
oake....... .................. ................... 5
show that Ohrlstians &re inconsistent in deny.
k
what it is aot and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy. you now dat yon got ter keep de devil con- 9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
tf
.
O!oth, lllmo, 245PP•• $1.
stantly befo' dese niggers or da ain't gwine 10 .A. Few Words about the Devil................ 5
A.ddre~s THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
do no good? Whar I preached last year I got 11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
up an' tole 'em dat I didn' bl'eve dat dar wuz
Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake .•. 10
any devil an• whu.t did da do? Da cut down 12
New Edition, Revised oad Enlanred.
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
OB
my salary an' den didn't gib me but half o'
14 .A.cts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
de cut down. An' stead o' takin' off dar 15 Ludicrous A~pects of Christianity. .A.. H. 10
DANCER AHEAD.
hats when da met me In de road like da ueter 16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
BY HELEN H. C.lJiDENER,
do, da'd laugh at me an' call me old knock- 17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
The ReasGD Why a Good Roman Catholic
Introductic..u by
kner.d Ben. So when I come ober yere I 18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
'lowed ter myse'f, I did, dat I wuz gwine ter 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlangh. li
this Republic. ·
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lflnts.
use ditfunt tactics. an' I ha~. W'y, sah, ef 20 New Life of .Moses. Charles Brad augh... 5
you take de devil outen religion, de nigger 2t A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
1.11.6 Trad8 Supplied at I:JpiiCMZ Diaco'Unu.
By A. J. GROVER.
preacher would starve ter death, so go on
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
On orders for Iron Clad and M:amw. wQ will
away, now, an' quit foolin' wider blznes~ dat.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
you ain't got no intrust in."-New York send $1.10 \VOrtli for $1; $~.5Q wqrth for $2;
$5 worth for $3 1 and $10 worth fur $6.
.AddreiB ~BE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Photo-engrann_gs of Mise Gardener are for sale
a.$ this office. Pnoe, too.: With auto.Kr&Ph• 118 ot&. Mercuru.
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BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT ~' Clirist of Paul; or, the Ent~mas of
By R. B. WES'I'BROOK, D.D., tL.D.
Christianity.

AND MYTH-M \KERf.

MYTH~

Old Tales nnd Superstitions Interpreted by
Comparative Mythology.
By JOHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College.
Price, $2.

Price, $1.

Socialism an~ Utilitarianism.

BEYOND THE VEIL.

By JOHN STUART MILL.
Price, $1.

Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B
Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through
Mrs. F. H. :McDougall and Mrs.
Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.]
SLeel Engraving of Randolph.
Price, $1.50.

A. Legacy to the Friends of Free Discussion.

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century
Exposed.
By GEORGE REBER.
Price, $2.
12mo, 400pp.,

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A Compendium of Universal History.
By WINWOOD READE.
$1. 75.
Sixth edition, 5-!4pp.,

- -

MAT~ RI·A Ll SMAID CRIM f.
J3y B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 cents.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

Bg W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, llli cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

By BENJAmN 0FFEN 1
IMKORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS •
SPECULATION~.
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral PhiBy A. B. de Pellegrini.
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham.
lanthropi~ts, at Tammany Hall, Now York.
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man,
Paper,
15 cents.
med, to which is added the Life of MohamJudaism.
Price, $1.
med, or the History of that Doctrine
419pp., $1.50.
By H. R. STEVEXS.
PHILOSOPHY or SPIRITUA.LISM
which was begun and carried
APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTA.MENr.
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
on by him in Arabia.
BY F. R. Marvin, M.D.
SAtE's edition.
Price, $1.50 The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus
Oloth,
50 centG.
Christ and his Apostles, and not Included
A
Critical
Study
and
Survey
of
the
Moral
in the New.Testament.
Philosophy of the Present Century.
Price,
$1.
Essays and Tre:~tises. Autobiog~a~hy and Dia
By GacmiO BARZELL01'1'I,
By VOLTAIRE.
lo 0" ues on Natur,ll Rellgwn.
A.STRO-THEOLOGICA.L LECTURES.
'
Prof. of Plulo,ophy
at the L!ceo Dante, Fwrence. Terse, witty, aud sarcastic definitions of theolog·
By DAVID HG:IIE.
Price, $1.50.
By REY. RoB'T TAYLOR.
Price, $1.50.
ical tArms.
Price, ll~ cents.
Price,
$1.50.

THE KORAN.

. SCRIPTURE

-

-

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM.

HUME'S ESSAYS.

POOI{ET TTIEOLOGY.

SUPERS riTION IN ALL AGES.

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.
By JE.o\.N MESLIER (born 1678),
A Coufcssioll.
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity.
By DAYID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS.
Portrait,
By M. FARRINGTON.
Authorize.d translation ft·om sixth German edition
A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the
by Mathilde Blind.
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1.
Claims of the Sabbatarians.
Price,
$1.50.
Man's Nature and Development.
Price, 10 cents.

TilE SABBA Tl-I.

By ilE~RY G.
Price,

AT~~:~riE~;-s.,
•

•

.

.

Infidel's or Inquirer's

and HARRIET

RHLlGIO.Y OF COMMON SENSE. HElLTH HINrS TO WOMEN.

I
Text· Rook. I
$1.50.

Thirteen Lectures on the Bible.
:By RoB'T COOPER.
Price, $1.

By PRoF. LIEBRECHT Uucu, of Germany.
Price, 25 cents.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

ImporLtnt Information for All, and " Danish
Cure." With Portrait.
By M~IE. W. ScHOTT.
Price, $1.50.

The Leg·ends of the Patriarchs and

PRIESTLY CELIB~CY FXPOSED.
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.

PRO A"ND CON OF

Supernatural Religion.
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Religion T
By E. E. GUILD.,.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
Ancient EgYPtian Oivtlizatlon and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis ar.d ExodUil.
By VAN BUREN DBl!!I!L()W, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

A HistOJ·ical and Critical ReYiew. With Replies
Prophets.
to an Objector.
Orlgill and Development of Relf;-By s. BARING GOULD.
QUESTION SETTLED.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
lou§ Idea!! and Beliefs.
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Price, 15 cent<!.
Bible.-[Congregationalist.
..BY MORRIS EixSTEIN.
Price, $1.
By MosEs HuLL.
Price, $1.50.
Price, 6Q cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

A .FEW D.AYS IN ATHENS.

By FRANCES WRIGHT.
With Explanatory Observations on his Writings .. Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
By GILBERT "VALE.
Price, $1.
Greek philosopher, and the author.
Price, 75 cents.
1

A. .B11SINESS l.'t.lt\."Y S SOCit\.L AND ------"7"".- - - - - - - - KGLIGIOUS VIEW•.

From a Poor Man's Standpoint.

Price, $1.

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS
Price, cloth, 35 cents.

LETTJi!RS TO

EU() ENIA.

A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices.
By BARON D'HOLBACH.
Price,
$1.

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS.
Ultimating in the Religion of Science.
By HUDSON TUTTLE. [Spir.J
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

LIFE OF PAINE.
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eents.

AN EyE- 0 pEN E R.
"Citateur, rar Pigault."
LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels.
By ZEPA.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

RADICAL PULPIT.
Discourses of Advanced Thought.
By 0. B. FROTHINGH.UI and FELIX ADLER.
Price, $1.

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE.
And Remarkable D:vorce Cases.
By PHILANTHROPUS,
Price, $1.
446pp.
-

-

-

Antiquity and Duration of the World T he Contr.1st: Evang~licalism and
Spiritualhm Compared.
By G. TOULMAN.
Price,

20 cents.

ASTKONOJ.'t.IY AND WORSHIP
OF THE ANCIENTS.
By GILBERT "VALE.
Price,

20 cents.

Autobiography of Robert Cooper.
Price, 15 cents.

BRAGA V AD-GITA.

By MoSES HULL.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

PERSONAL IJJIMORTALITY
AND OTHER PAPERS.
Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality
Price, 75 cer.ts
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM.

S IXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Paper, _50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna

J.'t.lorlallt)' or the Soul and 1he lm·
ml)rtallty ot lis EJemfniS.
By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI.
Price,
15 cents.

JEHOVAH UNVEILED.
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated.
Price, 35 cents.

and Arjuna.
Translated by J. C. THOMPSON.
Price, $2.

BIBLE IN INDIA.
Hincloo Origin of Hebrew and Christian
Revelation.
By LOUIS J .ACOLLIOT.
Price,
$2.

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. BIBLE IN THE BALANCE.
A Treatise on the Population Question.
By R. D. OWEN.
Price,

35 cents.

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
BY D. M. BBNIDTT.
Price.

10 cents.

IF, THEN, AND WHEN.
Claul'Clh Doctrines.
By W. 8. BARLOW. [Spir.]

Price, 10 cents.

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. I
BY BtrBLBtn and WAIDLU!.
Price. 10 cent1.

ICHA.BOD CRANE PAPERS.
l>aringly witty and inexpressiblY Iau~rhable
onalaughta on OhristianitY.

Price, 10 cents.

"BLA.8PHE:MY AND THE BmLE.
BY

c.

B. REYNOLDS.
Price, li centa.

For all of the above boob address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

18 LafanUe Pl., ftewYor.k.

A Text-Book for Investigators,
By REV. J. G. FISH,
Price,
$1.50.

BIBLE INQUIRER.
148 Slriking Self-Contradictions of the Bible,

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences.
By A. JACOBSON.
Price,
2> cents.

B J B L E M y T Jl S •
Their Pamllcls in Religions of Heathen Natious of AuLiquity; Origin.and Meaning.
Copious Notes and Authorities.
"Cyclopedia of Reference."
Many Illustrations.
Svo, GOOpp.,
price, $2.50.

BIOGRAPHY 0}., SATAN.
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his
Fiery Domains.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Price, 35 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.•

18Lafa.n•$e.fl••. Hewi~k.

Trnth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns, _and Recitations.
For Or~nizing Societies; for ~uri~ges, Fa.ner.
als, aming of Infant•, Obituaries, Ep1tapbs, etc. Also 525 Ltberal and
Spiritualistic H vmns for
~ooia.l and Various
Public 0 JCasions.
Price, 75 cents.
lSmo, 550pp.

Auricular Confession and Nunneries.
ty W. HOGAN.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer.
By C. SOTHERAN.
Svo; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Lithograpb. of D. M. Bennett
Heavy plate paper 22x28.

Price, 50 cts.

Lithograph of Ban nett Monum3nt.
In 4 colors, 2 2x28. Heavy plate paper·.
Price, 50 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
With Remarks on Rot1ssean and Comtc.
By CALVIN BLANCHARD.
40 cems.
Paper,

- - -

SOUL PROBLEMS.
WIT !I
Theological Amendment and State Personality
By ,Tos. E. PECK.•
Priee,
- - 25 cents.

- -

For all of the above booka add r es B
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

18 LafaYe~$6 l'l.o ftewior.k.

Rational Communism.
THE PRESENT

U.'l> FUTURE REPUBLIO OF
NoB~H AMBRIOA.
Advocates associate life and employment as a preV3ntive of vice, crime, povertY, eto.
By A 0APITALI8T.
·paper, 499pp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.

Relation of Witchcraft to ReligiGn.
By A. 0. LYALL.
Prica, 10 cents.

Fruits of Philosophyl
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugb
and Annie Besant.
25 cents. · - - - - - -

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kingsley. 10 cents.

POVERTY : Its l'anse and Cnre.
How the Poor M'J.Y Attain Oomfort and Independ.
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

Religion of Inhumanity.
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FREDERIO HARBISON.
Price, 15 cents. ·

RELIGION:

The Gibraltar of the World, as No~ Oonstitated.
By George T. Bondies.

w.th

Exce.. tlons t.o the Chal'at'tr r of
Cbrbt u~ a Gent.<mao.
By W. T. Purviance.
2~ cents.

IMAGE BREAKER.
Bu JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Bix Lectures.
Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolera~::e.
Washington an Unbeliev.;r.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pa;>., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

SABBATH BREAKINC.
Bu JOHN E. REMBBrTRG.
Price, 25 cents.

St. Matthew Defore the Court
FoR THE CRIME oF FoRGERY.
By BEOULABIBT.
Price,
10 cents.

SEMITIC

GODS AND
BIBLE.

THE

Ino1udin~r Allah, Jehovah,
J~sus Ohrist, Vi•gin

Satan, Holy Gbost,
Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BENNETT.
<From Vol. II." Gods and Religions.")
833pp., pap., 60 "·; clo., $1.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
118 LafaYette P!., New for~.

~BE TRUTH. SEEKER. APRIL 26. 1890.
D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDliESS TJIE TliUl?H

IIEEKEB

OFJI'I<JE,

A. Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volum5s. With a steel-plats
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. ~andsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; m leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,076pages, 8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; gilt edges,
$4.50.
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THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL 'IN
THE WORLD.
PUblislted every Saturday, at $3 per year, by tlte Truth Seeker O(Ylltpany,
28 Lafayette Place,
·

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals
who may be visiting the places where these soeietfes are located. Loca.l Secular Unions and
lfreethought Societies ml!f.ting regularly can
hafJ their gatherings adve1•tised here fru by forwarding the necessarry injO'l'mation.

at

The .!Uanhattan Liberal f::lub,N.Y ~

NEW YORK CITY.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Gar·
ma.n Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect-ures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS MANAGER.

E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR.

DURING 'l':EE YEAR lS90 'l'HE 'l'B.tr'l'H SEEltEB.
The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo. Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
•
Among tho~e who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent menand
The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. women known ull over the world as advocates of Liberty:
Written in prison. In clotlh $3.00 pei
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, ·gilt edges,
$8.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series of
letters written in prison,
Price $1.50.

Over 700 pages.

A Trntlt Seel{er in Europe. A series
of lotte1·s written during a .visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brust>els, to which Mr. Ben·
nett was a de1egate, followed by a de·
scription of what he ·saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy.. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.

Brookl) n Philo!lophical A!I!IOciatlon
Meets at Fra.ternitY rooms, Bedford avenue a.nd
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., a.t 3 PIM., everY
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

'Ibe Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock a.t
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybodY welcome.

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
R. B. WESTBROOK,A.M.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES W A.TTS.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
J. H. BUR~HAM.
JOHN PECK.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
H. 0. PENTECOST.

HELEN H. GARDENER.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
L. K. WASHBURN.
CHARLES B, REYNOLDS.
LUCY N. COLUAN.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
J:ULIET H. SEVERANCE.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
W. F. JAMIESON.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERtC
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
'l'he Editor of TEIE TRUTT{ SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i7'
meets every Sunday in Induatria.l Hall. Broad a.nd
Wood sts .• a.t 2:80 a.nd 7 :30 P.H. for lectures a.nd
free disonssions on religions a.nd social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the a.ndisnce. N.B.-Trutb
Seekerpublioa.tions alwa.Ys on hand a.t obea.p rates.

In;-er!loll SecularSociet}'", Boston,
Meets everY Sunda.Y {from October to June) a.t
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

<:hicago Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening a.t 7:80 P.H., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures a.nd debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. The Against
The Secular Societ}'" of Kent,
the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon t1le People's Liberties.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing ·that book to
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov·
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism examined ·historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
· most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMP:a:BEY, This book has had a very
large sale, and is a. splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pa~~:es. Price. $1.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee-

SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them .. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper m the world.
THE TRUTH SEI~KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance oflmman rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or reli.,.ious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
oppos;d to anything tending toward a union. of church and state, either in name or in fact.

Tbe Mlnneapoli!l Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7 :30 P.H., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Ea.stman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOJI[liEB,Pres.: LEBoY BEBJIIEB, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union

' Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.

Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month a.t Independent Church, a.t
10:30 A.M. Free disoussiun on a.ll Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE T!IUTli SEEKEB and Investtuator a.re solicited.
R. G.l:lmTn, Cor. Sec.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YoRK.

w. s. BELL's

p A.JlPHLETs.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent a.nd useful
discourse. -James Parton.
I a.m much pleased with Your address, a.nd will
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wa.kema.n.
A beautiful Pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a. very
sble paper, and deserves widedissemina.tion.-The
ue.

ANTI PROHIBITION.
PRICE, liD CENTS.

The number ot heads under which You ha.v
D. M. BENN:&TT and CYRus RoliULus R. divided
the subject matter of the pamphlet, a.nd

The Modern Science Essayist.

.

Joshua Davidson~:

l:-fcfLW#l>'N

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

tL :terrogatories to Jehovah. Being

Pre:fu.ce by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread Is the Bt{)ry or two young
girls and a. r,onnger brother who were lett parentless,
withtolittle
ra.1rthrough
eduoatlo~~
much
couraKe,
makemoney,
their wa.Y
uneand
world
by
going to Ohioa.go. The a.utnoris also the heroin.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First The narra.tiv is, in the ma.in, a. history of a workDeacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv· inz Kirl's life a.nd filXPerienoe in ~he oity of Ohioa.go
ing many church incidents and his evolu· a.monJ bluff bustBesa l)len, k!nd hea.rted folks,
and disreputable hypoor1ts, It 18 iust such a story
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa- of
human life a.s we !lh~mld expeot Colonel Inl!'er·
oloth, 75 cents.
soli to be interested 1n, a.nd wba.tever he a.dnures
a.nd a.ppre01ates is sure to be. worth the a.ttsntion
The Book {!of Chronicles of the Pil· of the rest of the wnrld Pr10e 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
gtims in the Land of Yahweh:
iilso the Epistla of Bennett the Apostle tu
the ':l'l~~h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a. great variety of subjects
Paller. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'Fhe · First Epistlf ·of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.,
10 cents.

'l he Great Religions of the World.
1

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.

,

10 cents.

.·· ......

-

.An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
Satnta and Stnaual Shep1lerdi.

•infnl1.......

-·-

THE S_AFEST CREED,
AND·
TwBLVB OTBBB DxsooUBSBS Oil' R:usoN.
Btl 0. B. l'ROTHINGH.AM.
Extra oloth, 12m.o, BSSpp,, $1.
&4~11
'l'HE TBU'l'H BEEKEB 00,

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In Jour meetings, to make them lively a.nd interesting. TEE LIBERAL HYMN-BOoK contains songs
bf the best poets, a.da.pted to well-known tunes.
I iP hiKblY recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Pa.r\.on, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it, Price,
Ill cent&
Address 'l\Jm TB'OTJI SBEKD Oo-

(1Jitli31l,ll'f~
'

OF

Life- Wasting Weaknes1
as the result or youth!ul
follies, tndesaetions and
excesses. It sets rortb en
External Application.-.!.
POSITIVE CUR!<:. The
0

·
' Good A.Di.erioa.n Nickel Stem-winders, $2,110, $4,
S8. Bes\ grades in silverine case, 7 jewels. S7 .110 ;
9 !ewals. $8; lllewels, $9; 15le.,els, $10; adjusted,
$lG. For 8 ounce coin silver oa.ae. add $3.50; 4
ou.noe, $4 110 : 5 ounce, tG. In best open-face
filled llold, dust-proof case, 7 Jewels, $16; lllew-·
eJs. s17 _50 ; 15 Jewels, $18.50; adjusted, l24.t0;
hinged cases, $S more; huntinK oases, $6 more.

~~ ~o!~.:~rJ~~~fd i~f!·

the hands of

523.110: 5

3

f#7;

m; bunting, $26 • Louis XIV st;fle, $2 to $10 more.
Ladies• beat gold tilled, 7 jewels. $17: 11 jewels1
~~; a.djuat!)d, $31!; 14 kt eolia
goiQ, $10 to $20 more, Ruby and duunond ornamentations np to $100 extra..

SllUO : 15 jewds,

DIAMONDS.
An elegant 8 stone, 8kt., solitaire pin a.nd drops,
worth $900; a. ma.gnifi~ent hair ornament
and ptn a.nd pendant oombina.Uon. rosette, £9
brilliants, $200, worth $300; one do., hea.r1j-sha.pe1
sapphire a.nd rubY in center, same PrJoe ana
value. Pine, rings, drops, studs, from S800 down
to sto; same proportionate discounts. .A.U bonght
befOI'Cilate a.dva.noe.
·
0'1"1'0 WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Dl.

'$600,

!.~liiie

o.ffilct-

ed.
AN
HONEST STATEMENT.
.. Similar adrertiseDlep.ts
from unrdiable practttl·
Jners ha'\·e been frequent·
Jy assailed a.nd exposed by

11

$1!5.

Is a regularly educated
and legally qualified Pby.
sician, aDd the most sue:.
cessrul in his specialty u
his practice will prove.
Send 10 cts. for his "Private Counselor." a. book

i:~J,o~~~car~~~~!~e ~~~~

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

$22.50: 4

10 cents.

De!l l!loine!l Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
FJYDD Block. S.E corner 7Gb and Locust ~treets.
Lectures followed by discuBBion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

SPECIAL SALE

.

T'"e· New Model Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All~modern improvements : in silverine, $19;
THE NEW G0 D • ounce
coin eilver,
ounce,
9unoe,
BEST open-fa.oe filled •crew Oa.fle,
hinKed,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8WdtarJ/ of thd .AfMrican SdCUlar Union,
Price 10 cents.
A4dresl 'l'u• 'l'BUTB B11n::u 0oiD'AH'f.

The Walla Walla Libt ral f::lub

Meets every Sunday a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Wa.lla Walla., Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Original
'l'en Centll Each.
a.nd Sel~oted Readings and Poem e. A la.rge val1, HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, a.nd uable librarY is at the service of members and
J>.hilOIIoPhy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAF friends, C. B. REYNoLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.
TliOllfi'liON.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Llb~ral Club
ll. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: Hie life, works,
and influence. By Rev ..JonN W. CHADWicK. Holds meetings everY Sunday evening a.t 216
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall), Lecture followed
~ ow suns a.nd worlds come into being, BY by debates. The public cordiallY invited.
Mr. GABBET P. BxliVlSI!.
·
4- EVOLUTION OF THl!l EARTH: 'l'he story of Brotherhood ot .Moralbt!l, No. 903,
. geology, By Dr. L:&WlS G. JANES.
Prairie <:ity, Ia. •
5. EVOLUTION OF VE.GETAL LIFE: How life
Meets everv Sunda.y in t.he Liberal reading-room
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
at
2:
30
P M. All L'bera.ls a.re cordia.llY in·
hall
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order vited. F. V. DRAPER, Cor. Sec.
of zoological evolution. By D' • Rossrru
RAYMOND
7. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq- San Francl!lco, Cal., Freetllought
Soclet}'"
uity, growth By Prof. E. D.. CoP:&.
s. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature a.nd de- MAeta enry Sunda.y evening at Union Squarll
Hall, 411 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordia.! mvivelopment. By Dr. lloBEBT G. EoOLEK.
9. EVOLUTIONOFSOCIETY. BYJAHEsA.SKIL- ta.tion is extended to a.ll. Seats free.

T:&lm. Jesus the Lord God Creator of the concise ma.nner in which the pomt is disHeaven and Earth. :Paper, 30 cents; onssed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I take ~~:rea.t ple&~~ure ln recommending "AntiProhibltlOn "to the consideration of ever_y person
who is interested, not only in the cause ot temperWhat Objections to Christianity 1 anoeJJmt
in the prinoiplew of self-goverPment.A discussion between D. M. BBNNETT and .J• .J.mcOabe.
.
G. M. MAIB diVided into the followins
'fHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
ro'i!.
origiltal, being borrowed or copied from
10'• .EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
muoh older systems of religion.
SAHPSON.
2. Miracles and supernatural achieve.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEW18
menta hav been as fully and truly ascribed
G •. JANES.
12. l'BOOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C.
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
Ja!ODEB.N IMI'l'ATION OF CHB.IST,
_ 13•
AS BRLATED TO RELIGIOUS
3, The story of Jesus and his mission As to his Life on Earth and his Communisd ·
T'HOUGHT. By JonN w. CBAnwiOx.
.
; 14. l'HitO~OPHY OF EVOLUriON. .By 8 TAEB
in the world is unhistorical; it is·not cor.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
,;: HoYT NronoLS.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
Author
of
"A
Protest
and
a.
Plea."
in
Orc:rer
} 1":1. T.HE EFii'ECl'S OF EVOLUTION.!]!!. THE
0
B:&NNETT affirms; MAm dimies. ';rhis is
..... at•'
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY .........,oT J.
an exhaustiv dismtssion. Price, $1.50.
"' 6 ovn,
SAVAGE.
12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
'frial of D. M. Bennett in the Unitea &"Cloth,
This lJook Wal suppres8ed by the first .Amer88 La.fa.Yette Pla.Oe, .New York.
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
ican publi8her. .J8
This givs a. full history of this celebrated
The Career of Jesus Christ.·
THE TRUT.ll BEEKER CO.,
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
An
ExPosition
of the True Mea.nini' of thi1 Charwas perpetrated upon Ma. BENNETT.
SAlter u described in the New Testament. By Mil·
•
Price, cloth, .75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
ton Woolley, M.D.,a.uthor of "Hebrew Mythol. ogy."
Paper, svo, !15 oen~s •
.An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
NINETEENTH
CEN'l'URY
NOVEL.
A
5 cents.
·•

LIFE OF

o.,

Meets semi-montblyhfirst and third Snnda.YB. a.t 2
P.H., at the town a.ll. All friends of human
cultivation a.re invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

If yon have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH

if

the press, but Dr. FELLOWS stands fon;~~st ~~!~!''ikf~•·
don, and it is safe to trust him."- The l'ta 1ona
~·

.Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND, N.J.
Inquiries are frequAntly receivAl). asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of V1nela.nd, N.J. •
First we know that he is a. reliable gentleman of
rare ~rofessional ekill, who ha.s earned success by
good work. Second that be fulfills all h1s agree·
menta to the letter. Third, tha.t he has performe.d
cures of bopelPss oa.see that in the olden t1me blB
skill would have been oa.llAd miraculous. Fourth,
a.nd last, we know him to be an hone;t ma.n an<!
a stanch Liberal.-2'1le Better Wav.
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.WORLD'S
SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICIONS
.
AND
REFORMERS. .
.·
=============== I
~00
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
OF

FRlBNDB of the modified Australian ·re·s it
km" i Rh d
.
forme db a11 ot mg pral e 6 wor g n
e
Island, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
THE conference of the African M. E. church
expelled the Rev. G. H. Smith on the remarkable charge of being a thief, a fugitiv from
justice, and a conjuror.
THE school question
continues a burning one
in Wisconsin.
·
DoRTMUND, Prussia,
coal- pit strikers ha v been
arrested for rioting.
EMrN'P.AsHA has been
made governor of Germany's possessions in
Africll.
BISMAIWK will publish
memoirs of the last
twenty.five years of his
official life.
THE white population
of the Congo State, in the
middle of Africa, has
reached 450.
THE reception to Stanley at London will occur
May 2d. The prince of
Wales will preside.

Biographies o:r
of the Leading Philosophers,
~a.ohers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inNe:w Schools of Thought, Eminent Scieneluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
t1sts, etc. (~ho were not Christians),
Jesus Ohr1st, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
from the ttme of Menu to the presavo, 835PJ?. Vol. rr. Describes Fnlln all
ent. Svo. t,075pp., oloth, sa;
the Rehgious Systems of the World
leather, $4 ;.mor., g. e.,$4.50,
svo,957pp, Oloth,$8pervol.; the '
BY D. M. BENNETT.
ll vola., $5; .leatbl'r, $7; rooTHE TRUTH SEEKER oo.,
ro~~oD. ~~tBEeNd;;;TT
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IF we turn our attenfion from the narrow
and pneril view of the Bible to the large and
comprehensiv view of science, we shall find
that the universe is in reality the one great
open book-a revelation to man just up to
the measure of his cap&bility of reading and
understanding it. The diligent and earnest
student of nature day by day grasps some
new fact, and, speculat- '
ing upon its value, opens
up new mines of thought
for future exploration.
• • • Never for a moment silent, this universe, in its ceaseless
changes, is ever ready to
deliver its message to
whomsoever is willing to
receive.-.A. B. Moss.
SuPPOSE Jo~hua out of
the way (and he is going
fast), the problem of human life remains. Here
we are, a thousand million of us [the estimated
population of the globe],
upon th.ls "bank alild
shoal of time," alone,
alone, alone, with none
to help us but ourselvs.
Let us help ourselvs and
one .another. And that
is the whole of the coming man's relig\on,-Jas.
DoM PKDRO thinks he
Parton.
will die soon, and wishes
to return and pass away
IN the insane or weak,
among the people of his
conscience may impose
own land.
whimsical duties, so that
it sometimes gets a bad
PARLIAMENT is still
name through enforcing
busy considering
a senseless morality ; for
schemes of helping Irish
conscience is no security
tenant farmers to buy
to s fool against his folly.
their farms.
In the interest of virtue
MANY Mormons are
one should avoid justifyleaving Utah for Chihuaing silly things by ·conhua, Mexico, where they
science, and, in followhav purchased 1,\ vast
ing it, learn not to sin.
tract.
lnBpect your conscience
as well as your observBEN ELSEY, hBnged at
ance of it; or, rather,
S A U L D 0 E S N 'T K N 0 W D AV I D .
Birmingham, Ala., on
look after your views of
the 18rh, left a written
And Saul said to him, Whose son art thou, thou young man? And David answered, I _am the eon of thy servant
right, as well as your
confession of having
Jesse the Beth-lehemite.-1 Sam. xvii, 58.
conformity thereto ; and
murdered twenty- one
do not expect to get
people.
along in morals on less
sense than in business. Those who assume
AT the Boston Methodist conference one of .
arbitrary duties must often violate their conthe brethren attempted to sdvtrtise a certain .
science through the very multitude of their
wine for communion purposes.
scruples, which violation, becoming habitual,
· Al!RBST for assault in church, is the out-/1
disables conscience for real duties. One can
come of a war of factions that has long raged
not do much that is not right for right and
in the church at Babylon, N.Y.
I
hav strength left to do the right for right.
Do not habituate yourself, therefore, to do
-:SRAII;ILIAN capitalists who hav been run-\
wrong by having so many foolish things for
ning banks opposed the establishment of a
right that every time you are sensible, you
national bank, which would reduce their
are in danger of violating your conscience.
gains, so effectivly as to force the g"vernFo! one who is. silly when right is ~tpt to be
ment into a compromise.
gmlty when reallonable. For he who violates
his conscience when not doing wrong, accusTBE Farmers' Alliance is pushing schemes
toms himself to violation as much as if he
by which the government will lend farmers
were doing wrong, so that he will more likely
money at one per cent on their land or crops.
violate it in cases of real wrong than if he reOne plan is to hav the government pay off
-ANDserved his conscience for only the matters of
present mortgages and take new ones at. one
conscience. One cannot support a conscience
per cent.
long on error, but he who uses it up in nonIT is doubtful that all the European governsense has no more left than hA who uses up
ments will allow their wo1kingmen to set
his intellect in nonsense.-Bierbower.
apart May let as an annual Labor day. The
THRRR is a gradual tendency to withdraw
ruling classes in Austria are working to
from the moral code, observances originating
secure a prohibition of demonstrations on
purely in sentiment, hnd having little or no
that date.
connection with human welfare. We hav
abandoned the divine sacredness of kings.
AT Philadelphia on the 15th two small
<E. M. 290.)
We no longer consider ourselvs morally
riots arose from attacks on Italian streetbound to denounce and extirpate heretics and
cleaners who had taken at $1 25 a day the
witches, still less to observe fasts and sacred
places of other Italians who had struck for
+IDITI)+ILLU$T~A.TIOll$.+
days. Even in regard to the Christian Sab$1.50, the attacking party being the wives
bath, the opinion is growing in favor of withand sweethearts of the latter.
drawing both the legal and popular sanction
AT New York, on the 15th, an old lady
formerly so stringent; while the arguments
PA,GE.
named Josefa Machata, upon her hair catchfor Sabbath observ•nce are more and· more
Calendar for t8go,
The Middle .Ages. 11Justrated, •
5,
ing fire, stood in the middle of the room and
charged with con•iderations of secular utility.
I Freethought in the United States,t88g, 17
The Priest,
70
'
prayed. A neighbor ran in and put out the
1
-Bain's Moral Science.
The
Supernatural
vVorld,
7'
[
Faded Flowers. poem \?y J. E.
fire, which had spread to her clothes, by
BELIKF is regarded as the one essential
The
Reformation,
73
Remsburg,
24
wrapping bedding round her. She cannot liv.
1
thing. To practice justice, to love mercy, is
Future Terrors,
77
The !n,aqguration qf the Bruno Statue.
not enough. You must believe in some inTBE eight-hour movement is not joined in
The Inventions of Science and the
T. B. Wakeitian,
comprehensible creed. You must say." Once
by some bodies, but a great number will take
Inventions of Christianity. Illusone is three, and three times one is one."
Mo~tly Fools. \V. Stewart Ross
p~t in it. Brookly11 plasterers, who hav
trated,
79
The man who practiced every virtue, but;
(Saladin),
worked nine hours, hav arranged with their
Freethought Journals in the United
failed to believe, was execrated.-lngersoll.
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
employers to work eight at the same pay.
44
States,
'96
The Chicago carpenters that struck are still
THE present is our Fcene of action-the
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
In Sea>ch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
out.
future is for speculation and for trust. .We
Roman catholic Dogmas,
44
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pentcfirmly believe that man was sent upon the
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
THE late persecution of the Jews in
cost,
tog
earth to liv in it, to enjoy it, to Ptudy it, to·
Tragedy, with a Moral. H;elen fl.
Vienna-became EO dangerous to all shopkeeplove it, to embellish it-to make the most of
Gardener,
ers that the city recently appear€d covered
it in short. It is his country, on which he·
with such signs as "I am a Christian Tradesshould lavisli his affections and his efforts.man;" "Christian Brandy Shop;" "Chr!sGreg.
tian Cheesemonger ;" "Christian Qld Clothes
THE grand doctrin that every human being·
Shop."
should hav the means of. self-culturing, or
NEW YORK:
progrPss In knowledge and virtue, of health,
ON account of the prophecy of Erickson,
comfort, and happiness, of exercising the'
Mrs. Woodworth, and others, that Oakland,
powers and affections of a man; this is slowly
Ban Francisco, Chicago, and Milwaukee were
taking its place, as the highest social truth.
to be de~troyed by a tidal wave sent by the
That the world was made for all and not for
wrath of God, all the weakminded in Oakland
a few ; that society is to care for all ; that no
hav been half-crazed for weeks, and from
human heing shall perish but through his
dark until midnight. the main street has been
own faults; that the great end of government.
a pandemonium of Salvation bra~s bands,
is to spread a shield over the rights of allcorner preachers, delirious doom-sealers, and
these propositions are growing Into axioms,
fieei11g 'woebegones' with torches. When
and the spirit of them is coming forth. in all
the 14ch paseed witho~t the expected calamthe departments of life._;Dr. Oltanning.
ity, the faithful were confou11ded.
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Jlotts and gjlippings.
MURA.T HA.LsTEA.D, In his last letter to the
Commercial Gazett6, declares himself in favor
.of the instantaneous photograph as an aid to
modern journalif\m. The instantaneous sub.
Scriber can help out a little, too, adds the
World.
SouTH MissouRI preacher reported by Life:
"Now, my brethren, having disposed of that
ar lyin' hypocritical cuss, who runs the
Methodist church across the way, I'll contlnue my discourse on ' peace on earth, good
will to men.'"
THE Illinois supreme court has decided
that the Young Men's Christian Association
is not a religious body within the meaning of
the law, ami. so awards it a large bequest.
What is It when the taxes are being assessed?

-Gardiner Home Journal.
TH!l: pope has authorized the archbishop of
Paris to communicate to the clergy the
decision of the holy see against cremation.
It forbids Catholics to cremate their dead,
and orders the priests to refuse ecclesiastical
burial to the bodies of persons cremated.
THE Australian Radical says: "The Chris·
tian World has discovered that six out of
every seven of the convicts in penal establishmenta, and those confined in prisons and
reformatories, hav been Sunday-school scholars. Thus the little Sunday-school saving
bubble bursts."
IN the House of Commons on the 22d ult.,
Mr. Bartley having made a motion for a commit tee of inquiry on the labor question, Mr.
Bradlaugh severely attacked Cunningham
(lraham for inciting strife among starving

TREE

OF

laborers. He contended that the condition
of the working classes had enormously improved, and that in this respect England
stood in advance of every other country in
Europe. Mr. Graham, after repeated but
futil efforts to interrupt Mr. Bradlaugh, denled that ae had incited people to violence,
but said that he would do so the moment the
workers became powerful enough.
IN Berlin the other day Wilhelm Irmacher,
a Socialistic saloon-keeper, referred in a
speech to Emperor William as a hog. He
was tried and sentenced to prison for one
year. This language was used in the heat of
a campaign and it might hav been excused,
but the present emperor is determined that
his subjects shall know that he is one of the
Lord's anointed. When a man has been
properly anointed and commissioned with a
divine right to rule, tax, and destroy men, it
is a gross breach of etiquet to refer to him as
a hog.
THE Jewish ministry of New York are taking up the case of Rosa Ladner, a Jewish girl
who, they complain, is being forcibly Christianized by having been committed by Police
Justice O'Reilly to the Protestant Episcopal
House of Mercy. They say: "Both the Society for Prevention of Cruelty and the Protestant Episcopal institution hav exceeded
their legitimate functions to become tools of
conversion to Christianity, against which it is
our duty as representativs of Judaism to protest or seek every possible means of redress."
We shall be gratified when Freethinkers hav
become sufficiently aroused to abolish the
present connection between churches and the
charitable institutions required for civil purposes.
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KNOWLEDGE
!:lOME nations hav funny ways. A Panama
correspondent of the Colon Telegram states
that on Sunday morning at the Wesleyan
chapel, "just before service, a band of men
who seemed to hav been Colombians came in
the ya"d, and several carried cocks in their
hands. The oldest of this mob, a man with
ho11ry locks, ascended the steps of the chapel,
and he was soon followed by members of the
gang. The birds were put down and a cock
fight followed, accompanied with the usual
oaths, noise, n.nd curses, and offers to bet, etc."

AN extraordinary scene took place at the
cathedral in the ancient town of Passau,
about ninety miles from Munich, Bavaria,
during the Good Friday services. Vicar
Pichler, in his discourse on this solemn occasion, launched out into some very sweeping
denunciations of women, accusing them as a
class of vanity, prodigality, and unchastity.
Immediately an exciting scene followed.
Women all over the church arose and protested that the charges were unfounded, ann
left the cathedral in a body. It is said tha
the vicar will be proceeded against in the
courts for slander.
THE following paragraph is printed in the
Byron, Ill., Express: "Much curiosity has
been aroused by reports from the Weldon
farm, the home of Schweinfurth, and the
' heaven ' of the Beekmanites. Last week a
two-year-old child was taken ill and died.
Schweinfurth was invoked to bring the little
one back to life, wb,ich he seemed loath to do.
Still the entreaties prevailed and much faith
was exercised. At last he could resist the
supplications no longer, and on Friday last,
after the child had been dead two days and
the body beginning to decompose slightly, he

laid his hands on the child and prayed for the
return of life. His prayer was answered an<j.
the little one was restored tn life and health,
This will do much toward increasing his
power among the surrounding people." The
evil effects of religion are clearly shown by
the astonishing fact that there are people illthe world who will believe such stori(!s.
A DIBPA.TDH from Montreal says: " The
conservativs hav made the charge that si~
priests attended a caucus of the opposing
party the other evening, aud a serious accus~;~
tion in consequence has been laid before
Archbishop Fabre againstAbM Blidard, cure
of Saint-Constant.. The cure is accused of
having refused to giv Easter communion to a
number of his parishioners because they opposed those candidates at the municipal election in which he was interested. The archbishop is said to hav ordered an inquiry
unless Abbe Bedard givs up his parish and
takes another. The priest refuses to leav.e.
The abbe is very activ in politics. At recent
provincial elections a number of his parishioners say they gave him, money which th~y
had received as bribes to vote for nationalist
candidates and which their consciences would
not allow them to keep. The abM, it is stated,
said nothing about it until he was made to
appear in court and put in the witness-stand.
He has a1so a large number of lawsuita
against him. The probabilities are that a
great sensation will be caused by the revelations that are threatened by the conservativ
party, and which will clearly show, it iB believed, to what a great extent the elections
ill Quebec are practically controled by the
clergy, and, it is hinted, usually for a money
consideration."
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fommnnications.
Life of Satan.
A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

The devil, I can safely aver,
Has neither hoof nor tail nor sting :
Nor is he, as some sages swPar,
A spirit, neither bere nor thereIn nothing, yet in everything.-Shelley.
It would ba very difficult to giv a description of
his satanic majesty as he appears to a modern Christian mind. Even among the strictly orthodn people his person is extrem4>ly vague. They believe in
his existence, of course, but at the same time, this
belief is not that of their ancestors. Physical science,
comparativ mythology, common sense, and last but
not least, the altruistic feeling which marks our time,
hav made the devil smaller and smaller and placed
his abode somewhere in the nowhere. Yes, some,
but by no means the lesser number, of believers hav
even dared to exchange the customary uolamation
point (!) that followed his name, for an immense
interrogation point (1). I hav conversed with numerous people, both here and in Europe, on the
subject of Christian dualism, and, mark, people
who considered themselvs Christians, and eight cases
out of ten the answer given me has been that the
devil is but a personifioation of our egoistic thought!',
feelings, and actions, and that all the hell there is
we receive here on earth in form of natural consequences. That the spirit of our time is decidedly
hostil to the old fashionable devil idea is evident to
even the most superficial observer, and it is likewise
plain that in the battle the devil always occupies the
position of under dog.
Twenty-five or thirty years ago it was very common to hear ministers of the " gospel of love and
peace" entertain their audiences with red-hot brimstone sermons, in which they with particular fondness dwelt upon the pains of those wicked souls who
kept the devil company, either because they had been
merciful and honest enough to repudiate the slanders
heaped upon an all-loving God by his dear children
and representative, or perhaps because they had
failed to pay the due homage in behavior and hard
cash to his self-appointed gua~"dians here on earth.
But where can we, nowadays, find an educated, eelfrespeGting minister who dares to insult his audience
with such discourses! Only in way-back settlements
here in the East and in the haunts of men like Talmage and Sam Jones. Educated people draw back
in disgust from such "glad tidings" as the dogma of
eternal punishment, and it is to this Christian message, the pronouncing of which ought to make a
Nero, a Caligula, yes, even a cannibal shudder, that
the church, at. the present time at least, owes mo"t of
her losses. ·Even the clergy itself is ashamed of this
its best ally. In private conversations clergymen
either entirely repudiate it, or they affirm the time
for the "et4>rnal" punishment of each individual to
be in exact proportion to the sins committed ; in short
hell is made a Protestant purgatory.
.
'
But before venturing any further, it will be necessary, in order to understand the real character of the
much abused gentleman of whom this paper treats,
to retrace our steps and go back to a time long
anterior to that assigned for the Mosaic creation of
the world.
When man after a long course of ages had reached
that stage in mental evolution which enabled him to
anthropomorphize the various phenomena of nature
the ancient division of these into three classes bene~
ficial, indrff~rent, and destructiv, was naturally kept
al_ive, and powers like winter, darkness, storm, lightDing, ~routh, were by their very nature regarded as
belongmg to the latter class. Yet this is not the
only source from which these penonifications of darkness ~nd destruction were recruited. We must yet
ment10n the souls of enemies, of bad men within the
tribe, and of the persons who for one or another reason had been left unburied. But while these spirits
continued for a long time to be regarded as separate
individual ghosts, the powers of nature became___:
caused by their manifestations, which primitiv man
on account of his lack of kn0wledge of physicai
nature, could not keep apart-aoon smaller· and
smaller in number and were finally combined in the
person of one, which is considered as the supreme
evil being. Thus Pani the "robber," Cushne. "the
parcher," Abi, the " strangler," thes" different Vedaic
emanations of the dark powers are at last identified
with Vitra, the "concealer," who becomes one of the
P11.ni or night-demons, and whose name is made to
signify "enemy," and as such applied to any evil
spirit, while Vitra himself, the demon of drouth and
darkness, after absorbing the other powers is called
Adeva " the enemy of the gods."
Such is, in short outline, the history of Vedic dualis_m, which at its highest development never rises any
higher than expressr d in the prsyer that the followers of Indra may not be ruled by Vitra. It is among
those Aryans who, leaving their home on Indian soil,
spread themselvs over E :1rope and western Asia, that
we fin~ ~lo.e further d£>velopment of those dui!.l germs
from wln"b, on Iranian soil, arose that philosophical

system known as dualism, and which is a conflict
between a good and an evil god. But since it is
from this Iranian dualism that the J ewe and subsequently the Christians received their Satan, it will
not be without interest to inquire into the principal
characteristics of the religion.
According to the theology of the ancient Persians
or Iranians the universe is divided between two selfexistent spirits, Ormuzd and Ahriman, the first mentioned being the good, the last the evil, deity. Says
the Z end Avesta: " In the beginning there were two
spirits, each of a peculiar activity. These are the
good and" the bad in thought, word, and deed.
Choose one of these two spirits. Be good, not bad."
Ormuzd, who in the ZBnd Avesta is called Ahura
Mazda, the all-wise spirit, or Spento Mainyus, the
spirit of life, is thus the embodiment of everything
good and beautiful, while to his adversary, Ahriman
or Augro Mainyus (the dark intelligence, from angro,
dark, or black, and mainyus, mind, or intelligence),
who corrupts and ruins whatever is made by Ormuzd,
we owe not alonA every destructiv natural phenomenon, but also sickness and all those calamities which
embitter the life of man on earth. The poisonous
serpent, the ferocious wild beast, the deadly herb, are
his creations. He is the originator and introducer of
witchcraft, cannibalism, murder, lying, and unbelief.
Yet these two great spirits do not stand alone. On
tbe side of either fights an innumerable host of
asuras (angeis) and devs or devas (demons), the
former under command of Serosb, the Iranian archangel Michael, while the latter are marshaled by s
number of captains, among whom we must mention
Drukhs (destruction), Druais (poverty), and Ae3himo
(rapine). In the battles, which are fought on almost
equal terms, Ahriman, like the Christian Satan, is
quite frequently the victor, and Ormuzd, in spite of
all his almighty power and wisdom, cannot kill him or
even damage his cause to any serious extent, a circumstance which must, on more than one occasion,
hav aroused the sympathy and brotherly feeling of
Jehovah, who certainly knows how one feels when
worsted by a devil.
Such is the Iranian conception of the supreme
God and the supreme devil, and very much like it is
that entertained by the Jews since the time of the
Babylonian captivity, and by the Christian.
The clause, "since the Babylonian captivity,"
demands an explanation, which I am pPrfectly
willing to giv, since I thereby can perhaps do something to vindicate the subject of this sketch from the
many false accusations which are heaped upon his, I
dare say, innocent head.
The fact is that no good, substantial proof can be
produced in favor o~ the assumption that the Jews,
previously to the Babylonian captivity, believed in
the existence of a devil.
In this age of inquiry certain wicked men, of both
Christian and Ir,fidel persuasion, hav had the
audacity to question the veracity of the clergy, when
it asserted tn.e divine in@pirs.tion and consequently
the accuracy of the " big " book. It is my intention
to follow these gentlemen in their inquiries into the
genuinness and authenticity of the Otd Testament,
but I will, to evade the accusation of unfairness, follow
snd quote such authorities only as are by all admitted to be "eminent" Christiana.
In Gen. i, we are given an account of the origin of
things and in chapter ii we are given another, which,
as Dean Stanley says, " differs from the first" in
almost every particular of time, and place and order;
yet this is not all. Ws find in no subseqmmt
chapter of the Old Testament a single certain allusion to either the garden of Eden narrativ or the
"fall of man." These facts, which the most ingenious
theological interpretation has failed to bring into
harmony with each uther, we can but explain by
admitting that the first chapter and the first three
verses of the second chapter of Genesis were the last
which were written, and that such is really the case
we will now endeavor to prove.
It is well known that among primitiv people the
arb of recording events is entirely unknown, and that
such proceedings belong to a further advanced stage
of civilization. Now, the Jews, although being Jehovah's chosen people, are no exception to this rule,
and their so-called inspired writers differ in no particular from the in~'~pired writers of other nations of
antiquity or modern times. All do they draw from
the great storehouse of national tradition, and all do
they not hesitate to misrepresent, enggerate, subtract from, nor even compose anew, if such proceedings can in any way increflee the glory and
prosperity of that particular cause which they themselv~ regard as being true and good. And if the
authority of their own name is not sufficient to command the often very heavy draft on public credulity,
they, with a spirit of fraternity, otherwise seldom
known among writers, attribute the authorship of
the dead child of their own imagination to one m·
another individual who by force of circumstances is
unable to resist the sometimes rather doubtful honor,
therefore generally a good or a long deceaEOed person.
That proceedings of such and similar kind are but
plain forgeries, evidently never entered the mind of
these divinely inspired writers; at least., khey hav

continued in the practice until our day.s, officially for
the "glory of God," privately for their individual
prosperity.
In the modern version of the Bible the Pentateuch
is ascribed to Moses, who thus must hav been not
alone a very modest man (he speaks of himself as
being "meek"), but likewise a very persistent writer,
since he must hav written the account of his own
death and funeral and the thirty days' weeping (Dent.
xxxiv, 5-12) after he had l~ft this earth and become
seated in the bosom of Abraham. Yet the amount of
faith necessary to believe this has not been found in
even the most orthodox theologian, and to this
doubt Bishop Colenso give word in his book, "The
Pentateuch and Book of Joshua Critically Examined,"
when he says : "The books of the Pentateuch are
never ascribed to Moses in the inscriptions of Hebrew manuscripts or in printed copies of the Hebrew
Bible. Nor are they styled the books of Moses in
the Septuagint or Vulgate."
J. Knappert, D.D., the Dutch biblical critic, arrives
at the conclullions of Bishop Colenso. He says, it
was after the Babylonian captivity that the Jews
ascribed the Pentateuch to Moses, and yet "nothing
in the whole law really comes from· Moses himself
except the Ten Commandments, and even these were
not delivered by him in the same form as we find
them now."
The question now naturally arises: Who wrote the
Pentateuch? To which we will answer, that it was
written by different persons at di:ffdrent times.
Like the primitiv historian of any nation, one of
the Pentateuch composers takes upon himself the
task of writing a history of his people which goes back
to the very beginning of things. This writer, the
Jehovistio, as be is termed, begins his history at
Gen. ii, ±,and closes it with the entrance of the Jews
into Canaan, and in it we are, for the first time, made
acquainted with the account of creation and fall of
man, narrative which the J ewe at that time, 725 B o ,
received from Assyrian colonie s from Persia, Babylon, and other places, who were by Salmanassar sent
into Canaan to fill the place of those Jews who were
carried to Babylon.
The Elohistic writer makes his appearance 620
B o., and is author of Deut. iv, 44, to xxvi,
snd xxviii, and of certain "new passages," some of
which appear interwoven in the work of the Jehoyistic writer.
The third Pentateucbian writer is Ezra, 444 B o ,
who nedits the work of his predecessors and adds
some new laws and narrative which he received from
Babylonian priests during his stay in said country,
and which were evidently a condensed translation' of
the Bundehesh, a Persian sacred book devoted principally to ccsmogony.
Even after the death of Ezra some more changes
and additions were made, but on these, which are
of less importance, as well as with the authorship
and composition of the other books comprised in
the Old Testament, we will not dwell, inasmuch as it
is of no consequence to the due understanding of
the subject of tne sketch, and I will merely add that
previous to the Babylonian captivity the Jews bad
no sacred writings, and it was only after the time of the
Elohistic writer, who attributed his and the Jehovist
productions to Moses, that the Pentateuch was considered authoritativ, while the canonicity of the rest
of the Old Testsment books was an unset.th•d ques.
tion until the time of Rabbi Akiba, about 210 A.D.
The conclusions of biblical criticism are also sustained by the words of early books in the Old Testament. The writers of the books of Samuel, Isaiah,
and Amos agree in attributing to uehovah himself
the dispensation cf good and evil. ''And again the
anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, and he
moved David against them to say, So number Israel
and Judah" (2 Sam. xxiv, 1. Time: division of
Jewish kingdom). Likewise in Isaiah (710 B o.) xlv,
7: "I make peace and create evil; I, t.h .. Lord, do all
these things." And also in Amos (790 B.O) iii, 6:
" Shall there be evil in a city and the Lord bath not
done it'"
We hav thus seen that previous to the Babylonian
captivity the J ewe had no conception of a devil as
author of evil, and will now proceed to point out the
close similarity between the then accepted devil and
his prototype of other religions, and especially
Ahriman. Yet it must not be supposed that the
change in the religious conceptions of the J ewe was
the work of a few years, nor even of an age. Religious beliefs appear not in their mature form at the
outset-they do not emerge full-grown from their
originators !ike Pallas Athene from the forehead of
Z sus. Like every other product, mental or physical,
they are subject to outward influences, and the rate
of their growth is in exact proportion to the character of their environments.
In the book of Job, written, according to Bleak, in
the time between the Assyrian and Babylonian captivity, Satan is introduced to us as a son of Elohim
holding the office of celestial accuser. But the practice as such has destroyed every vestige of his faith
in human goodness and piet,y, and the dislike of the
Jews toward him increased steadily, until they at
last attributed to bim the character of Abriman, a
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belief which heretofore had been held by a few only.
The story of a war in heaven seems to be a common property to most religions bot.h ancient and
modern, and is, as we hav already pointed out, the
result partly of perverted language, partly of the ap.
plication of moral ideas to physical apparitione. We
hav seen it existed among the ancient Aryans, that
it was believed in by the Persians, and we find it
among nations as far apart. as the ancient E "'YPtians
and the inhabitants of Smmdinavia, the Gre~ks and
Romans, the Battas of Sumatra, the native of the
Caroline is!l~nds, the Salvisa of New Granada, etc.
They all tell ~h.e same story of a war between a good
and a bad spmt, the latter of whom was invariably
cast out of the heavens either because he attempted
to usurp the throne of the most high, or on account
of. ~is disobed1~nce of the commands of the good
spmt. But while the rest of the Semitic nations
adopted the Egyptian myth of the war between Typhon and leiria, the J ewe, and later the Christians,
as alraady stated, embract-d the Persian conception
of Ahrims.n. •
Isaiah xiv, 13, 14, informs us that Satan once, desiring to be as great as God, soliloquized as follows:
"· . . I will ascond into heaven, I will exalt my
throne above the stars of God; I will 11it also uuon
the mount of the congregation, in the sides of "the
north. I will ascend above the bights of the clouds;
I will be like the most high."
But Satan, being a man of business, soon ceased to
speak " in his heart," and gave life and action to his
thoughts, snd thus it happened "there was a war in
~aven; Michael and his angels fought against the
dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, and
prevailed not; neither was their place found ony
more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast out,
that old serpent, called the devil, and S1tan, which
deceived the whole world; he was cast out into the
earth, aud his angels were cast out with him" (Rev.
xii, 7-9). Of course, this rather rough treatment
would exa!lpera•e any ge.1tleman, so Satan naturally
took off,mse, and to show his anger, he, according to
some Talmudist£~, spit at God, but as the earth was
flat then and Satan consequently never had been
in America, be bad not acquired the Yankee facility
for spitting straight; he missed his aim and his saliva
fell on the moon and produced the dark spots visible
on her surface.
GusTAVE NELSON.

MontrPal and Its

J<'reethon~ht

Club.

I hav just returned from Montreal, where I was invited by the Pioneer Free thought Club to lecture. I
do not know that I am well enough acquainted with
all of the Freethoug.ht organizations in this country
to say with Mr. George Jacob Holyoake that " it is,
for tbe social position and influence of its members,
the most iJDportant institution of the kind extant;"
but I can truly say that so far as I hav become
acquainted with such organizations I know of none
in the U aited States that is its fq 1al in all regards.
This was a great surprise to me,' for Montreal would
hardly impress one as a promising location for a flourishing club of the kind. It is a handsome city, but
the awful clutch of the Roman church is to be seen
there as I hav seen it nowhere else on the continent.
In spite of this fact the influence of the Pioneer
Freethought Club bas brought about a most remarkable change. My lecture was given upon the club's
tenth anniversary-its tin wedding, so to speak-and
the club had secured the best hall in the city, which
wonld compare favonbly with Chickering Hall in
New York city, and the audience filled the hall.
That is to say, it filled the hall when I began speaking. Something like forty people, who did not agree
with my opinion of the low moral status of a God
who ordered the degradation of all the pure young
girls of one entire nation, arose and departed therefrom accompanied by the loud and continued applause of the rest of the thousand or so people.
They appeared to think that the forcible degradation of thirty-two thousand girls and the attendant
brutality of the camp of the Lord's anointed under
the leadership and commands of Moses and God,
were worthy of a place in the record of a baing good
enough and pure enough to worship as an ideal GJd;
but that to mention the fact and object to the immorality of it was a thing they should not listen to.
In other words, they approve of and sustain acts
and a condition of morals which they look upon as
unmentionable in abstract form even if the mention is
solely to condemn. At least, that is the wu.y I interpreted the attitude of those who went out when I
spoke of certain of the commands of God which
Moses was pleased to execute. It was all right to
commit a deed, but all wrong to mention it.
It was very funny; but I am not afraid to assert
that there was a deal of Bible-reading next d10y to
discover just what J ehovab did command for woman,
and what she owes him. Well, that was exactly my
aim, and any woman whose self.respect will allow her
to worship him after she does know that, has not
enough to make a basis for Freethought possible
within her. Now, I say this as a salve for some of
our friends who sometimes think I say rather savage
things about men. I do not believe that that man
livs iu any enlightened country who, if it were for

hi~s?lf, has littie enough self-respect to accept the
position Jehovah givs to woman-the indignities he
heaps upon her-and worship him.
Woman's training in all the past has undermined
~er. self res~ect. She needs to be stung into a realJzatwn of this sad fact, and if the record of her treatment by Jehovah will not do it, I claim that her ce.se
is hopeless. So you see I hav as much confidence
in the shaken faith of the forty who rushed home to
read up on woman's status in the Bible, as in the
nine hundred odd who laughed at them for going.
The y~ast will work. !-'heir anger at me will, by and
by, swmg around to 1ts proper object, Jehovah-to
him who commits an outrage r&ther than to her who
condemLs it.
It was a fine audience-intelligent, wide-awake,
and a good audience to look at. Captsin Adams,
author of that delightfully written book, "Travels in
1!\\ith," and now president of the club, introduced me
in a charming speech.
I did not hav an opportunity to hear Captain
Adams make an address, but from all I did see and
hear I am sure that one of the main reasons why the
club is ao large, so well equipped, and so firm, is that
it possesses such a president.
Hio fine personal character, his broad culture, and
his earnest, loyal enthusiasm are of the first value
to such an organiz~Ation. The captain is fortunate,
too, in having a wife and son who march shoulder
to shoulder with him. I spent nearly a week in their
charming home and enjoyed every minute of it.
Whether' I was trying to learn to play billiards with
the bright son as my teacher, driving over the
mountains in the dog cart, or discussing philosophy
in the drawing-room, it was all the frank, free hospitality of the cultured home of earnest people.
With such a leader might we .not hav equally
successful clubs in every city in the states? I think
so, and therefore I most heartily congratulate the
Montreal Pioneer Club upon its president.
I met much less intimately the other members of
the club; but they all impresEied me as able and
devoted advocates of the first and basic need of
humanity, the right to think for one's self and- to
express that thought without fear.
Ten years ago no such society existed in Montreal.
A few ye&rs later the authorities would not rent any
but a poor little hall to even the greatest Freethought lecturer, and only a very few people dared
go to hear such a spe&ker. To-day the club takes the
finest hall in the city and draws s splendid audience.
That is a record to be proud of. Only fine ability and
splendid character could bav accomplished it.
Oae fight is yet before the club. The newspapers
preserve a masterly silence in regard to its work.
An audience of one-tenth the size it sttracts receives
due noti"e and comment. Not a line, not a letter,
appea,.s in any Montreal paper in regard to the
P.ioneer Club's doings. With us s newspaper is
supposed to giv the news, and usually it does so
even if it does not giv it with full regard to facts;
but a newspaper in Montreal is not bonducted on
that theory. If a happening takes place which is in
the line of established public opinion it is news.
Otherwise it is not news-so far as the papers are
concerned.
That there is a political club of ten people or a
religious one of fifteen engaged in doing a certain
thing is news and receives due notice. That there is
a large club of intelligent, cultured men and women
meeting each week, conducting lectures, owning a
good library, taking the leading periodicals for their
reading-rooms, and d rawing audiences of a thousand
people is not news-from the Montreal newspaper's
outlook.
That is rather funny to one from the states, where
newspapers are news papers, whatever one may think
of them as tracts or as scientific treatises.
If you hav space, I wish that you would giv your
readers the inclosed record of the Montreal Club. I
believe that it will be both interesting and instructiv,and let us hope that many of our earnest men may
go and do likewise.
The Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club was
formed in 1880 by a few earnest men, chief among
whom were Georg~'~ Martin (now honorary president
for life), Feodor Boas,. George S. Wil~on, and B.
Marcuse. Private meetmgs were held m an upper
hall belonging to Mr. Martin and its membership
extended embracing one resident of the eastern·
townships. Mr. Baker, who, dying soon after, left a
legacy of $500 to the club. This gave the nucleus
for the formation of a library; and with the help of
wealthy friends in Montreal a fine collection of standard LiberAl works was secured. Mr. Martin, who
is a fine poet and vigorous thinker, gave an intellectual stimulus to the club and Mr. Boas who is a man
of extraordinary energy' and business' genius, promoted its material interests. In its second year it
was strengthened by the accession of Capt. R. C.
Adams, a new convert to Liberalism. He showed a
zeal and capacity for lecturing, and it was felt that
the time had come to open the meetings to the pub·
lie. The club moved to spacious quarters up-town,
having good reading and social rooms and a ball
capable of seating two hundred people. After five
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years of successful work the club removed to a somewhat smaller hall, which it uses for its.reading-room
and ordinary lectures, £ngsging large public halls for
special efforts. The lecturing has devolved chiffly
upon Captain Adams. A number of wealthy men
in the city who are not members of the club subscribe to its expenses, and its membership, though
small in numbers, comprises men of fortune and
high position as well as workingmen. George Jacob
Holyoake, when he visited Montreal, said in his
paper, To .Day, that this Freethought club, for the
social position and influence of its members, was the
most important institution of the kind extant. Finding that the Montr~al public will not pay to hear
Freethought lectures, the club occasionally goes to
the expense of giving a free lecture in a large hall
with imported talent. Upon the last occasion of this
sort I was the speaker. On previous anniversaries
they hav had Feiix Adler and Mr. Underwood.
The very funniest thing I saw while I was gone
wss the grave of a man who was buried in consecrated ground and then had it unconsecrated right
from under him. Here is the record as I got it on
the spot.
Monsieur Guibord was a member of the Institut
Canadien, which persisted in keeping in its library
Voltaire's works and other books placed under the
ban in the Index Expurgatorius. When he died the
church refused to let him be buried in the lot that
he had paid for in the Catholic cemetery, his membership being the offense. The case was lost in the
courts but gained before the privy council in England. A Catholic mob pl.'('jve:iited the burial, but a
second attempt under arms succeeded. Cement and
scrap iron were placed over the coffin and a huge
stone fhe full length of the grave. The bishop
un!lonsecrated the ground.
Now if that poor man is not in a tight place, who
is1 The Protestants cemented him into scrap iron
and cemented a stone, six feet by three, down on
top of him. Then t.he Catholics came along and 1mconsecrated the scrap iron and things, and there he is.
It seems to me he is more or less liable to stay
there, too, when Gabriel calls time. Still, it is hard
to tell. That unconsecration may work through and
he may turn up in China and scare the celel'ltials out
of their wits in the last grest day.
I confess that unconsecrated scrap iron and cement
is altogether too heavy a problem for me; but I saw
a lot of people in Montreal who took it seriouslyCatholics who felt h&ppy because they had poor
Guibord's soul safely sealed for hell and Protestants
who felt happy because they had his body safely
sealed in the Catholic burying-ground. The A~nostics smiled.
HELEN H. GARDENER.

Too Much lttligioo.
Last Sunday, in the Ada street Methodist Episcopal church, Chicago, the R~v- J.P. Brushingham
preached on '· R'.lligious Fanaticism." The object
of the discourse was to take up and review what is
known as the Schweinfurth religious colony, at R:>ckford, Ill. Schweinfurth has about one thousand followers. He (Scbweinfurbh) says that he is Christ
come in the :flash to right the world, and like all new
religions, this one will be sc,ught to be put down by
the strong hand of state power. The Rav. Brushingham had an interview,·in the very near past, with the
Rev. Schweinfurth, and spoke as follows. We quote
from the Chicago daily Herald:
The interview convinced Rev. Mr. Brusaingham that
while Schweinfurth was sincere in his pretensions, there was
too much religious liberty in this country, and that such impostors should be dealt with as business frauds. " It is very
difficult to reach them, on account of being accused of perseouting a religious sect, but something ought to be dmae to
check the progress of theEe people."
Too much religious liberty in this country ! This
is the old cry, iterated for s thousand years ! Brashingham is a rfflsx o.f all his clot}l! Orth~doxy is my
doxy-heterodoxy IS your doxy. That IS the key.
To millions of intellectual and reasoning people, the
doxy of the Rev. Sch.weinfurth is ~s ~rue a doxy as
that of th~ Rev. Brushmg~a.m and his ktth. 'Yl.h'f not 1
There IB. as much evidence of the divtmty of
Schweinfurth as of Christ. We hav their words for
it. Schweinfurth has performed a ~iracle by healin.g
a wom~u .as well as Jesus. New, m '!h_at respect JB
the rehgwn of Jesus any more a rehgion revealed
than that of Schweinfurth's? Put him down as a
"business fraud !" How cheeky, how narrow and
bigoted, this Chicago reverend! Do you not sea the
great anxiety such men. hav for power, that great
remedy for. heresy! Brmg out the ~humbscrews,
light the fagot, burn the bones of heretiCs! Put the
state into the hands of religious bigots of this Chicago str~pe, and we may bid adieu to personal .and
mental hberty. What more does the Rockford bigot
.
f rau d" th a~ th e one 1~
. Cb"I.cago '·
get as a " b. usmess
Both promiB you heaven ~nd Its good th.mgs If you
will faithfully pay your msurance pre~m~s to the
priests. ~oth are t~e same. ThAy ar~ mstttute~ ~y
man for the l&zy priesthood. There IS. no ~ertt m
either, and the soo~er such hog-wash IB spilled on
the ground and buried the better for the ~o~ld. If
one is to be "put down," let all of the "rehg10ns for
revenue" be put down together.
JoHN BusHEL.
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eighty thousand clergymen stands and tells the disapproval of certain of Mr. Harman's methods of
ignorant people this great falsehood, and they believe management, financial and otherwise, confl1ct of inI hav r.:ad with much interest, in the late numbers it. Hence, the care that families should lie in groups terest between Mr. Harman and the other clients, i. e.,
of THE TRUTH SEEnR, the symposiumistic utterances with their faces to the ea~t, 80 that they may 1·espect- E 0. Walker and George Harman, etc. I cannot look
of the brethren on what they call "const.ructiv Lib· fully meet Christ at his coming, when they rise out upon their abandonment of Mr. Harman as justifiable.
As the time for the opening of the court was aperalism," in answer, I suppose, to the question put of their graves.
to them so constantly by religious people: "If you
We R<1dicals do not believe this absurdity, but, ex- proaching I felt great anxiety to hav some proper
take away from mankind the church, with its cept 8 few of us who shudder at the prospect, "to lie provision for the fair presentation of Mr. Harman's
restraints and safeguards to good morals, what will in cold obstruction and to rot," and who do not wish defense fixed, determined, and positivly settled upon
you put in its place'"
to be nuisances to the living when we al"e dead and at the earliest possible day. There seemed to be
To me, the rooting out from a man's character of gone, we countenance and giv aid and comfort to only three ways possible. First for Mr. Harman to
an old and groveling superstition, whether he does the mischievous superstition by conforming to the defend himself. I urged hio1 to prepare for this in
the work himself, unaided and alone, or is helped by chnrch c~>.stom and making people believe that, really case he was driven to it. The matter published in
another to do it, is a great, positiv achievement; for aad aft~r all, we do believA in the dogma of the Lucifer for the past three years would hav furnished
his intellect then becomes consciously free and he resurrection of the dead. Even the Spiritualists, many good suggestions for this preparation. Second,
begins a career oLself-enlightenment on other, but who hold that after a man dies and his personality to bring about a reconciliation between Mr. Harman
kindred, subjects, which, as he progresses, satisfies escapes from the ruins of his earthly tabilrnacle, li1s and his council. I did all I could by correspondence
his soul and makes him happy. He takes a new body is of no more account than his cast off, old with all parties to accomplish this. Third, to go my·
view of the universe and his relation to it; of the clothes, follow the example of the church in burying, self, my ability to do which was at this time doubt·
family of mankind to which he belongs, thus becom· instead of cremating, their dead, and thus giv the lie ful.
On the morning of April12hh, I received a night
ing a cosmopolitan as well as a sincere patriot ; of to what they profess to believe and know to be true.
the globe on which he live, making it only one of an
But there is another consideration which appeals message from Mr. Harman asking me to go West. It
infinit number of grains of sand, instead of the center to our humanity. The expense and ostentation of was not until the evening of that day that I knew I
of the universe, around which the sun, moon, and funerals hav become such an evil that many of the should be free to go. I then answered expressing my
stars revolv~. He becomes a reconstructed man in church people themselvs, in this country, are pro- willingness to go and asking when it would be neceshis thoughts, feelings, and purposes of life. At least, testing against it as a barbarism. The wealthy sary for me to be there. A messse-e substant~ally th~
this was the revolutionary effect produced on myself classes show the unnaturalness of their conduct, and same was received by me on the 14th, to whxch Ireby R~&dicalism-I hate the timorous, apologetic the vulgarity of their taste, by their extravagant dis- turned the same answer. On the morning of the 15th
phase, Liberalism-when I threw overboard the play on such occasions. In this democratic country, two telegrams lay on my desk on my arrival at my
puerilities of the church and accepted the new philos- where a poor man's vote is equal in weight to that office. Both were dated 15th of April. One, a night
ophy which ·sheds its·gl04y upon the closing years of of a rich man, many a family is impoverished by the message, presumably the first sent, said," Oase set for
the nineteenth century. If it has done nothing else sickness and the burial expenses of one of their to-morrow, will defend myself probably," the other a
than reconstruct, out of the poor, blasted materials number. The amor sceleratus habendi, or hell-fit"e full-rate message saying, "Come on, will try to bold
furnished by the church, the individual characters of ~r~>ed, as the Scotch call it, has taken possession of them down till you come." Unwilling to undertake
so many of the Freethinkers, Radicalism is worth to the undertakers, who, knowing that the poor are as such a journey on au uncertainty I wired to Mr. Harthe world all the sacrifice it has cost ; for, our enemies ambitious to giv a respectable funeral to their dead man, "Messages contradictory. Shall I go or notT
being judges, it has formed a class of men, and espe- 88 the rich are to theirs, charge ten times as much Will start to-night if you say come." I also telecially women, who are distinguished for their intelli- . for their ccffias and services as they did fifty years graphed to the judge, "Will you hold Hillman case
gence and good morals. The church can be strength- ago. I know of a man who, after a lingering and till I reach Topeka? If you will start to· night, please
ened by numbers, though they be ever so ignorant, expensiv illness, which consumed all he had Pxcept answer immediately." I received no answer from the
for each person counts one, and pays his church the little lot of ground on which he lived, died, and judge. I did get an answer from Mr. Harman as
taxes into the treasury; but it is the glorious mis- the undertaker, who charged $20 for a coffin, refused follows : " Yes, come on at once. Answer to same
fortune of Radicalism that it cannot compete with to furnish it to the widow and children unless a place." I replied, "Leave to-night on six o'clock
the church in this line, because it cannot make a citizen able to pay would become responsible for the train," and I started accordingly, assuming, as I
convert to its cause out of a man who is an ignoramus money. The man was buried, and the heroic widow think I had a right to do, that s )me understanding
and a coward. A candidate for admission to our paid the doctor bill and the funeral expenses, but it had been had betwPen Mr. Harman and the judge
ranks must hav intelligence enough to form opinions took several years of hard work and self-denial to do or that at least a chance for a fair hearing would be
on subjects which require thought; and he must hav so. I was present at the town of Washington, Pa., given.
I :made a long and tedious j 1urney, in good faith,
courage enough to express them to others.
when the first cremation of a. human body, in a buildIn all the discussions produced by the symposium ing erected for the purpose, took place. Dr. with the honest intention of trying the Harman case
there seems to hav been no suggestion made by any Lemoyne, the owner, told me on that occasion that upon its merits. Had I been met with equal good
one, to take up some particular e,nterprise of practical the total necessary expense of reducing a body to faith and honesty on the part of the court, the result
reform as a part of the work of reconstrueting society ashes might. be covered by $10. A cheap pine coffin, might hav been very different. •
On the morning of April 16th the case was called, and
on the basis of radical doctrin. Some critics might the wages of the fireman, t.he expense of the fuel and
suspeot that this was bac~&use the wine, which the of an urn to receive tlce ashes for burial, would not Mr. Harman presented thA affidavits printed at length
members of the symposium drank, was all of the reach at the utmost more than $15. What a contrast in Lucifer (issue of April18 tb) showing the agreement
same brand. But I attribute it to the fact that, as a between this sum and tha~ expended in the funerals of the prosecution to fix a day for trial, their failure
to do so, and the fact that I had been sent for, and
class, the Radicals are unorganized, and so individu- now in fashion!
Basides this, and much more, how delightful the moved for a brief delay.
alized as to be totally unable to do any practical work
This affidavit, with Mr. Human's explanation, and
which requires unity of purpose and ccoperation. thought that the body of a loved one, kept so clean
Bat there is one great reformatory enterprise which and sweet all during life, need not see corruption the knowledge of the judge derived from my telegram
they can, and I think ought to, act in in -their when it dies, but may, by the purifying process of to him, puts the judge in the position of denying a
indi!id~al capa~ity, and. make a peculia~ity of fire, ba returned immediately to the earth in the form chance for me to reach the place of trial-though I
R~d1cahsm. It 1s the. bur1al .reforll!, or the d1sp~sal of ashes, thus doing in an hour and without the had used all possible diligence to do so, and he knew
of the .dead by crematmg thexr bodxes, and_ returnmg least annoyance wh"t it would take the grave years that I was ou the way-or of altogether refusing Mr.
Harman a chance to be heard through me as his
the~ xn the ~orm ~f ashes to the earph, mstead of ·to do by a process too horrible to think of.
placmg them .1':'- shallow g~a!es, where, m the pr~cess
Then, in order to testify against the absurdity and counsel.
Mr. Harman's motion for delay was denied, and in
o.f. decomposxtxon, they InJure the health of the impl}ssibility of the church doctrin of the resurreclivmg.
.
tion; in order to cheapen and do away with the un- denying it the judge is said to hav used very nearly
~.robably one hundred tho~san? hll:man bo~"hes, necessary expense, and the empty parade of public these words : "If you had been as diligent in looking
d.ymg of all mann?r of paahlenttal d~s~ases, m a fun<>rals, and in order to set a good example in the up counsel as you hav been in instructing me in my
smgle year are carr1ed out of. the ~wo cttle.s of ~ ew way of sanitary reform, ought not everyone who duties, you would not now be unpreparfld for trial."
Yo~k an? Brooklyn, and deposxted m the nexghborn~g rejects the popular superstition to enlist in the This remark exhibits very cltarly the judge's true
cemetenes, near the surface of. ~be earth, wh&re, m burial reform, and thus do his part in making the spirit, and tells the whole story of his disposition
the.natural process of decompos1t10n, the gases burst movement popular 1 These, no doubt, were the toward Mr. Harman. He was piqued, as no large~h"'ll coffins and send up through the !oose mold motive which Qlade our late co-worker, Courtlandt minded man ever would be, at something that had
xnt? the atmosphere,, and xmp~r~ to the vems of water Palmer, giv orders to his family to hav his remains been said of him in Lucifer, and was mean enough
wh1c~ permeate t?e earth, ~:nlhons of the germs of cremated; and it should be the peculiarity of the to take such an opportunity of gaining his revenge;
and his willingness to retaliate for utterances that he
the d1seases of w~ch they dxed, to renew and extend, whole class of Radicals to which he belonged.
was vain enough and weak enough to consider perA. B. BRADFORD.
under favor!-'~le mrcumstances, the work of death
BODI.d criticism!!, but which certainly Mr. Harman
~mong t~e lmng. ~he fact,.and how these germs
Enon Valley, Pa., Feb. 23, 1890.
hv, defymg everythmg but fire, and how they are
never intended offensivly, seems to hav entirely
carried on every wind that blows, crossing thous!mds
run away with his sense of fairness. Moreover, the
The Harman Case.
of miles of ocean and of land, and visiting remote
judge could not hav known of Mr. Harman's inislands of the sea with their deadly infl aence, is seen,
Another outrage, equal in its enormity to that structing him in his duties without having paid more
at the presen~ time, in the prevalence of the grip. which D. M. Bennett su:ffared, has been enacted, and or less attention to the articles published in Lucifer,
Hence, it is not necessary, when a cholF~ra or small- Moses HarmtAn is the victim.
and his reading of any 11ingle number of Lucifer,
pox patient dies and is buried at New York, that, in
I had not seriously thought of taking part in Mr. however superficial, if suffil.lient to indicate that Mr.
order to inoculate distant communities in the West Harmatr's defense, for I considered that he was in the Harman was instructing him in his duties, was also
with those diseases, their putrefying bodies should hands of very capable counsel who would defend him sufficient to inform him that the preeent case was
be disinterred and openly carried there, ~nd exposed. with ample ability. Such was my desire, however, to one of an unusual nature, purel:v fictitious, one to
The germs of these diseases, being living and activ see everything done that could be done for the grand which there was a perfectly good defense, and one
agents, are commissioned by human ignorance, or old man who had braved so much, that I wrote, in which was not likely to be fairly tried by any attorcarelessness, to go forth on their errands of death, March, that if business which was then demanding ney without adE>quate preparation.
and they use the wind as a vehicle_
my entire attention shm1ld be concluded so as to
I find it difficult to understand how any fairThis barbarous state of things, like so many other leave me free to go to Kansas I would go, if I were minded judge should take offense at being instructed
evils, is traceable to the church, which, for eighteen wanted, on notification of the day fixed for trial. in his duties. I should think that the one thing
hundred years, has propagated the false and absurd Later on oame news of the di~affection of counseL which any honest judge, resolved to do what was
idea taught by the apostle Paul, that the self· same Messrs. Overmyer and Clemens, the only lawyers, with right, would, above all others, joyously welcome,
bodies of saints and sinners, which die, •.md are buried the exception of Mr. T. E. Wakeman, that I had ever would be the most ample, abundant, and thorough
in the ground, are the same which will be resurrected known or heard of who had any conception of the instruction in his duties from any source whatever.
when the archangel blows his trumpet, announcing way in which a charge like that against Mr. Harman
There was no good reason why Mr. Harman's rethe arrival of Jesus Christ in the clouds of heaven, should be met and defended, declined to go on with quest for delay should not hav been granted, for there
to judge the quick and the dead. and to set up the case. Their abandonment of Mr. Harman was were many other cases on the calendar that might
his kingdom upon the earth. In every church due to a combina\ion of various influences which it is hav been tried, and the business of the court need
pulpit, and at every open grave, some one of our not necessary to dwell upon, such as local politics, not hav been interrupted by this brief delay. In·
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deed, I am informed that in this very case the district attorney had announced himself as not ready to
proceed on the :first dsy ?f t~e term on occount of
the non-attendance of hts Wttnesses and on that
ground bad procured the same favor w'hich the judge
denied to Mr Harman
Th
·
·
d" t _e~e ~are some reasons not creditable to the
ts rtc a. orney why he was eager to hasten this
case. Th1s case was on the four ~rat indicted arti~~es. They had been generally circulated all over
e cou~try by Mr. Ha~~an, and by common -consent
eve1ybod' whose opm10n was at all respectable
h .."d agree d th thL th ey were not obscene. If unfair
advantage could be taken of Mr. Harman a verdict
favorable to the prosecution might yet be procured
The O'Neil letter had been presented to the grand
jury, b':lt no bil_l was yet found. If the prosecution
il.ad w1uted until therfl were two indictments beforE!
the court for two acts or transactions of the same
class, one on the four :first indicted articles and another on the O'Neil letter, the court, however highhanded its methode, would hardly bliv dared refuse
one of t~o _things, either to require the consolidation
of the 1!ld1~t~ents or to compel the prosecution to
elect whiCh md1ctment should be tried and ignore the
other.
The indictment upon the four articles was under
the law of 1876. ·The indictment upon the O'Neil
letter would be under the law of 1888. The law of
1~76. prov~ded a savage, brutal punishment entirely
d1eproport10ned to the triviality of Mr. Harman's
pretended offense. When the revision of 1888 was
before the Senate, Senator Hoar of Msseachusetts
protested against the outrageous punishment affixed
to this law, and on hie suggestion the minimum limit
of th~ penalty was removed, so that if Mr. Harman
were convicted on the :first indictment under the old
law, the judge could inflict a :fine of ~rhoo or imprisonment tor one year, the minimum limit., whereas if
he iliflicted a like exceeeiv sentence on a conviction
upon the new indictment under the law of 1888
which prescribed no minimum limit, it would b~
clear evidence of his malignity.
I <:an~ot b?lieve the judge was entirely unmindful
of tb1s ettuat10n nor of the advantage it gave him for
the gratification of the pique be manifested.
Tile trial went on through Wednesday and Thursday, a part of the performance being the assignment
as attorney to defend Mr. Harman of a gentleman
who had. so little understanding of the case and its
r?a} mer1ts th~t he made the whole proceeding
r1d1cu!oue by bts efforts to convince the jury that
Mr. Harman was insane. No one knew batter than
the judge the deep-dyed infamy of thus pouring
ridicule upon the good old man's earnestness. Had
the judge improved some of the instructions in hie
d!lty? the obtrusion of which eo ru:ffi.ad hie trumpery
d1gmty, he would hav shown greater wisdom and
more :fitness for his offi.Je than he did show.
~ aminformed that Mr. Harman protested against
th1s outrage until he was silenced by the judge by
actual _p_hysic~l force and could protest no longer,
t~e bathffd bemg called upon to compel him to keep
h1s seat.
I arrived Friday morning in time to bear a very
unfair charge from the judge. He spoke mildly of
the several counts in the indictment. In a former
opinion he had spoken of the multitude of counts
(38 Fed. Rsp., 829). As a matter of fact they were
piled up to such a number as to very clearly indicate
a dishonest purpo11e on the part of the person who
prepared the indictment. He rejected the old, silly
definition of obscenity, and substituted one quite as
silly end possibly more dangerous to the defendant.
It was as follows: "A matter is obscene when it is
offensiv to chastity. Present.ing that which delicacy,
decency, purity forbid to be exposed." As to the
suggestion of insanity the judge mercilessly turned it
against the poor def<mdant, though it was not Mr.
Hsrman's plea but his lawyer's, by saying to the
jury, "Insanity is a defsctiv power of the will-it is
an inability to realize the effect of an illegal act.
You are not to confuse insanity with other matters.
It does not follow that because a man is an enthusi!'st or a fanatic or a crank that he is necessarily
msane. It does not follow because a man asserts his
will against the will of all the world that he is insane."
The judge craftily omitted to tell the jury that if
they found Mr. Harman to be an enthuaiast., a fanatic,
or a crank, that condition was, to the extent to which
they found it to exist, an aesura,...ce of his sincerity
and honesty and of the absence of criminal intent.
On that point the judge charged what was clearly
bad law, "That it does not relieve a party from the
operation of the law because he sincerely believes
that the matter is not obscene," and omitted to
charge what he bad previously declared (and with
good reason) to be the law, "That the question of
obscenity in any particular case must depend largely
on tbe place, manner, and object of its publication,"
and "That if the writer was in good faith attacking
some great flagrant wrong, the use of plain language.
although offensiv to ears polite, might be permitted."
There was no suggestion from the court that the
jury were fudges of the law &til wall as (.)f the fact.
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left ~; y~:.~.•mply satd, "The question of obscenity is
Thus Harman was bilked.
At th
1 ·.
act 8 d f e cMonc uHslOn of the charge, the attorney who
or r. arman called the attention of the
court to my presence. I could do nothin but
throw the responsibility for the situation upo~ the
court, where it rightfully belonged.
I will s~y in conclusion, that I do not believe there
was any d1sposition or intention on the part of the
prosecution nor of the court that Mr. Harman·
should hav a fair trial•
ED • w • 0 HAMBERLAIN

Concerning Liberalism, Obscenity, and Ivjustice.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: In

~our editorial headed, "A Qileer State of Things,"

!n :r'.HE TRUTH ~EEKER of April 19bh, you close by
mvttlng your fnends to study the matter a littie
more closely. I hav been studying this matter a
g_ood deal all along, and would like to report concluSIOns. Much of what you say in that editorial can
no~ be well disputed by anyone who makes any
~latm to _stand up for freedom of expression of opinIon, but, of course, that is a claim upon which many
folks think t~ey._are most consistent whom you bav
shown to be tl-Ltberal and inconsistent in their criti<:ism_a of your r?marks upo~ the Harman O'Nail pubhcatiOn. One 1s apt to thmk that, when a man like
Mr. Harman is in the clutches of the law it is rather
unsympathetic, if not unfriendly, to criti~ise his acts
as sharply as you did, but it should be remembered
that Mr. Harman himself has not been kind to himself. At the time cf publishing the O'Neil letter he
was already under indictment, approaching trial on
another affair, and so, in publishing the O'Neil letter
in such an emergency, he adopted a policy which,
from any politic point of view, must be regarded as
extra haz~~rrdouP. It may be quite right to shout,
"No popery," whenevel' I want to, but if I should
take the notion to do .it in some crowdP, I would be
apt to get my head split open, and could hardly expect sympathy from my friends all around. So
your criticism of the O'Neil letter could certainly
nqt do Mr. Harman as much harm, under the circumstances, as his own act had done. On !I.Dotber point,
however, I differ from you. Yon think Mr. Harman
ought not to hav published the letter without sending private notices in advance to each subscriber
that it was about to be printed.
It seems to me that readers of Lucifer for a year
or t~o previous to the printing of the O'Neil letter,
should hav been prepared for that letter, and ought
not to hav bean surprised by its appearance. The
policy of the paper had been sufficiently and frankly
stated all along. The publication of the letter was
consistent with its well-known policy. Now comes
in the question whether the letter was obscene. By
its origin and make-up we would take that word to
mean the displaying of anything which ought not to
be displayed. A thing is obscene which is seen out
of place. Nudity is not obscenity in one's own
private apartment., whereas nude exposure in public
places is considered an obecene act. In many a
surgical clinic exposures are made before aeveral
hundred persons which would doubtless be considered obscene by any but medical students who
are there for a purpose and for a proper purpose and
know that there is no obscenity in the proceedings
because they are proper under the circumstances.
A. manure heap is all l'ight in a back yard. Everyone expects to see it there, but on the front porcb,
even so much of a manure heap as mRy be tracked in
on· the heel of the boot becomes an obscene thing.
Next the question arises, whether such accounts of
sexual pervet·eity as stated by Dr. O'Neil, should find
place in any publication other than a medical journal.
They are not often seen even in medic11rl journalsperhaps owing to the natural. di~>inclination of even
medical men to say much about them. But from
what I know of the profession, I am sure that a large
number of physicians systematically repress or conceal a great deal in the way oi vice and abuse which
ought somehow to be denounced and abated. Seeing no ready cure for it, they doubtless think the
least said the better, but I think that because of their
silence and desire to save themselvs from unpopularity, they are more or less responsible for the cont-inuance of evils which they constantly see, but do
little to abate.
Outside of the medical profession come up honest
men like Harman who propose to do something
about it, and it may ba they will blunder· in their
efforfe, but in their earnest-, honest purposes I contend that they hav a right to work for a better state
of things without taking any professional degrees.
I cannot see why phyeicians ebould be allowed fre"dom of discussion on these mattera any more than
well-meaning philanthropists wbo are willing to undertake Herculean labors in Augean stables that the
lloctors prefer to ignore. The abolition of the laws
in Eogland in reference to contagious diseases and
the licensing of prostitution was accomplished by
earnest reformers, many of them women, who suffered much ostracism simply because it was impossiale to~ffect their object without bringing to public
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notice many very unpleasant particulars. I doubt if
what H!lrman published ie any more objectionable
than thmge which bav been published with a view
to abolish the confessional; but now that Lucifer's
field of work is known, and since it is a necessary
though an unsavory task be has undertaken almost
ein~le-~sr:ded, it is hardl;r fair to co01!ider anytbina
whtch xs hkely to appear 10 ite columns M obscene
Ol' out of place, and those like Mrs. Whitehead, who
cannot bear the malodor of an investigation can
ea~ily cut themaelvs off its list.
·
'
Ftom the little information already received concerning Mr. Harman's conviction on the Markland
and Wh~tehead letters, it looks as though he had
bsen ratlroaded through that trial by a pack of
hound&, as officials, who didn't dare to giv h:m a
fair show to clear himself, and so I say, whatever his
would-be friends may think of the last and untried
charge, they should nevertheless do all in their power
to help him at. this moment., when be stands convicted on the Markland and Whitehead corrsepoudexw€-lettere which we must not allow to be
indictable under the existing law-and which conviction we ought all to resent and denounce and if
possible, reverse by an appeal to a higher, to what
may ba a lese hell- bent, barbarous, and hot-headed
court. Yours always for the under dog,
E. B. FooTE, JR.
--------~._

_____

Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON recently delivered four lectures at Des
Moines, and two at Taintor, Ia. Address him at the former
place.
THE Des Moines Daily News said: "The lectures by W.
F. Jamieson at Good Templar Hall yesterday afternoon and
evening were well attended, and the audience was well
pleased. Mr. Jamieson will be in the city one week longer,
and next Sunday afternoon will lecture on the East Side
upon the labor question, or "Bellamy's Dream;" in the
evening at Good Temp!ar's Hall, subject: "Has Jesus any
Followers on Earth ?" The Liberals concluded to hire a
larger ball, the Capital City Opera House.
AT the Li.beral Club Friday evening, May 2d. Col. A. B. H.
Dawson will speak upon" The Modern Press;" 220 EastFifte!"nth street. Tne officers of the club elected at the meeting
of May 25th were : E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D., president; E. W.
Chamberlain, Augustus A. Levy, R A. Gunn, M.D., vicepresidents; Mrs. A. C. Macdonald, secretary; Samuel Levin,
treasurer; Mrs. Cynthia Leonard, librarian; Isaac Rosenborough, W. C. Kidney, James Morris, trustees. Mr. l'r!oses
Oppenheimer was appointed pro um secretary during the
illness of Mrs. Macdonald, who is suffering from acute rheumatism, a legacy from the grip. She will probably not be
able to read the mi.nutes at the meetings until next fall.
MRs. MATTIE KREXEL's California lecture engagements for
this month are as follows: Los Angeles, May 4; Livermore,
May 6. 7; San Francisco and Oakland, May 11; Santa Cruz,
May 13, 14. 15; San Jose, May 18; Lodi, May 20, 21; Stockton, May 25. June 1 she speaks at Sacramento. She may
be a<idressed in care of Fr<etlwugkt, 838 Howard street, San
Francisco, Cal. The critical observation writer in that
discriminating journal says of her lecture in that city :
"Many persons who attended the meeting of the Freethought Society last Sunday evening declared that Mrs.
Krekel's address was the most eloquent they had ever heard,
and no doubt they were right. I expect there is not in the
ranks of Freethought, or in the ranks of anything else,
another woman who so combines the reasoning faculty with
good judgment as to wh"Lt ought to be said, and the power
to express it in language that so carries an idea into the head
that a legible impression is made on the mind. Her thoughts
are mainly original, and she presents her subj ~cts in fresh
attire. Yet she makes things so plain that the bearer
wonders why he had not thought of that before."
Sometlting Can Be I earned from It.
From Seculcr Thought.

The symposium on the destructiv and constructiv a;pects
of Freetbought published by THE TRUTH BEEKER is an interegting series of papers. The authors are Ingersoll, Watts,
Captain Ada';Ds, " ~aladin," and fourteen or fifteel\ othersall leading lights tn the Secular world. The senes taken
together forms perhaps one of the most valuable aids to a
complete understanding of the Secular platform it is possible
to find. The subjects of the several papers are as follows:
Is there an 6ffirmativ, poshiv, and constructiv side to Freethought? It not, the reason why? If there be, in what, in
your opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist?
J T was observed of the J eeuits, that they constantly
inonlceted a thorough contempt of worldly things in
their doctrine, but eagerly grasped at them in their
lives. They were wise in their generation; for they
criEd down worldly things, because they wanted to
cbtsin them, and cried up spiritual things, because
they wanted to dispose of thr:m.-Colton.
THE mental differences between the lowest men
and the enimals are less than those between the
lowest aDd the highest men. . . . Our theorY: of
development explains t hs 6rigin of m.an and the
course of his historical development m t-he only
nat.ural manner. We see in his gradually sscHlsiv
development out of the lower vertebrata the greatest
triumph of humanity over the whole of the rest of
nature,-lliteckel,.
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~ommnnications.
Spiritualism as a Science.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In yours
of M:Arch 15 ;h, D. B. makes the assertion that Spiritualism i3 the outgrowth of science, and that Materialists stultify themselvs by denying the immortality
of the "soul." To this I would reply that his
doctrin is in direct oppo3ition to the laws of nature
and therefore cannot be in harmony with science.
The fundamental law of nature and science is that
relating to the conservation or transmutation of
energy, which te~ches that matter or force is trans·
mutable from one form of energy into another, but
that in the entirety of its various phases and forma·
tiona it can neither ba diminished nor increased; in
other words, that not one tittle can be subtracted from
or ad ::led to the sum total of all existences. Viewing
Spiritualism from this, the most important of all
r.tandpoints, its fallacy must become apparent, for is
it not claimed that with the ushering of every new
"soul" into the world the sum total of all existence~
is iccre;&sed 1 It is not asserted that a transmuts·
tion of matter or force into souls is going on, or that
soul substance is derived or extracted from matter
as this would result in its eventual declension and
final extinotion, but that matter or force can produce
souls-through the conception and birth of humru;.
being<-without impairing or diminishing thf
properties and number of the atoms from which said
''sou is'' were derived. H might as well be claimed
that ten q 1arts of sweet milk might be made out of
two pint!•. The fallacy of the doctrin of immortalitJ
can tberdore almost be mathematically demonstrated.
It i~ conceded by ail scientists that there is as much
matter-or force appearing as such-in the universe1l3 there was we will say a hundred million years ago.
Bat how many "souls" were born into existence
within th!l.t. time passes our comprehension. If thi;,
nst numb~r of spirits still exists, the sum total ol
all exis~snce3 has increased to that extent, but aP
atoms rem!lin virtually the same through all eternit~
ne> tuna mutation of "matter" into soul or spirit
suhl'!tanca can hav taken place.
From what, then, was this spirit substance
de-rived!
M'!tter or force is the same now as ever. It has
lost no:1e of its properties, nor deteriorated in qual
ity, as it is indestructible. If soul-substance had
em;m!!.&ad from it, there would soon ba nothing left
but a'.l inert residue. And then its soul-producing
property would cease. Mather or force can therefon
not possibly produce immortal souls. It can be re
converted into its primo,.dial elements, but can never
metamorphose itself into spirit substance. It would
result in the annihilation of the energy of which ali
so-cal'e l material bodies are composed.
Mr. B.'s asBertion that the disclaiming of immor·
tality stultifies man is on a par with the Christia~
whine, "Wh!it will you giv ua instead?" Giv you
instead of what, Mr. B.! Instead of a castle in thf
air T Instead of il figment of fancy? I see you
want to strike a sharp bargain! You want us to giv
you ·something for nothing. Open your hand and
let us see first whether there is anything in it befortwe think of cffering you something "on sight, UD·
seen." But, seriously speaking, if you are so confi
dent of possessing immortality, how can we take it.
or you barter it away? You virtually admit that
you can be deprived of immortality-by the mere
exercise of reason!· J::ou would not aDk, "What will
you giv us instead!" or assert that a denial of eternal
life stultifies man, if you really felt convinced that
it is. your irrevocable heritage, and therefore not
subj;ect to e:x;change for an Htuivalent. You propor;e
to resign your claim to a shadow if we can giv you
something of substantial value, showin~ how littlf
fajth you, hav in immortality yourself. You shrewdly
want to excbangq the visions of a dream for a sub
stantial reality, for something that it is not in the
power of nature or man to giv.
B,ut is there not. gyoss egotism and rank conceit at
the bottom ot this belief in immortality' In India
there is. a. sect called Anthropomorpbites who believe
th,a~ the almighty exists in every human being. How
i.nspjring, to consider that we poor earth-worms are
p~rt and parcal of the supreme being. And how
debasing and " stultifying" to think that we are devoid of this deistical "attribute." If Mr. B. were to
imagin binmelf to be the almighty in toto, how stul·
tified he wouid no doubt feel to be convinced that
he is not superior to other mortals. Well, his aspi·
rations do not reach quite that high, but they are
not far removed from it, he fancying himself to be
an immortal spirit.
But what is. the most stultifying, to believe the
truth be it what it may, or to argue yourself into impossibilities T Is it not stultifying reason to suppose
that, after the organ of mind, or soul, is destroyed
soul oan still c:mtinue to be evolved from the decomposed matter 1 Are you in quest of truth, Mr. B., or
of "soft soap!" If ef t~e latter, you can purchase
plenty of H behind the portals of any church edifice.
Sycophsmy will there turn you into, if not the
almighty himseli, at least his verit&ble image.

No, Mr. B., you must not ask of nature any more
than she is able to giv. Would she not play false
with matter if she were to extract thousands of souls
from it every hour, never giving anything in return T
Would her spirit reservoir not soon become exhausted? If spirit-substance is extracted from matter, it is robbed of its most precious property, which
is in direct contravention to all known laws of
science. But do we behold any deterioration t-hat
would necessarily follow if soul-substance were con·
stantly withdrawn from matter, or what we conceive
as such T No, the mind-force that was temporarily
extracted has been returned, that new bodies and
new minds may be evolved. Life and consciousness
are eternally developed, but at the end of the per1.od
allotted to each conscious being, nature demands
every tittle of the loan in return.
And, by the way, is life immortal so desirable or
pleasant to contemplate T Picture to yourself the
dread monotony of such a life for thousands, millionll,
trillions of years, and who would not then lie down
to rest, even to " a sleep that knows no waking ?"
As for the so-called spirit manifestations, if they
cannot be explained in accordancA with the teaching~
of science, or of the psychological laws of mesmer'
ism, we must look for their elucidation in the realm
of jugglery or legerdem&in.
H. WETTSTEIN.
Marengo, Ill., April 10, 1890.

"In Search of a" Theory.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, both by its Editor and correspondents, bas recently had much to say on "In
Search of a Spirit." I also hav something to say on
the same line, but under the above heading. While
the experience of the Editor with Dr. Slade IUld thE>
Keeler brotherA no doubt was not satisfactory, still
other investigators, with other media, hav had most
wonderful manifestations occur in their presence, under circumstances utterly precluding the hypothesis of
fraud, collusion, hallucination, or hypnotism. It i~
to some of these facts I now call attention and ask
for a theory that will satisfactorily explain them on
any other supposition than that of a spiritual origin.
A. fact is cold and stubborn. It will not be ignored
or carelessly brushed aside. It demands recognition
&nd investigation, no matter if the process should
dash to pieces the most cherished and pleasing the
oretical structure. I invite Materialists to candidly
present a theory that shall account for the facts
which follow, on a rational and scientific basis, or -to
modestly hold their peace till some one more wise
than they shall hav performed this task in accordance
with their pet supposition that physical death ends
!lll personal consciousness.
For over thirty years I hav been a Mat~>rialist.
During that time I hav never failed to embrace all
~vailable opportunities to investigate alleged spirit.
ual phenomena. In these researches I hav met and
uncovered some frauds of gigantic proportions. I
b.av also met media who were honest beyond question, and hav been confronted with enough phenomena which were inexplicable on any known laws of
mental or physical philosophy to fill several numbers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, even if briefly stated. For
these phenomena, or rather the newer portion of
them, I want to find a reasonable theory, for which
I am hunting diligently. I do not want dogmatic
denial. I do not want to be told by you or your
readers that this evidence is second-hand; that
you or they were not personal witnesses. I already
know this fact, and I also know something of the
rules of evidence and the value of testimony. The
testimony I offer to your readers is just as reliable
and no more second-hand to them than was your
testimony to them of any possible experience you
could hav had with Dr. Slade, the Keeler brothers,
or any other media. Neither do I wish to be told
that the individuals whose names I will mention are
cranks or fools, who would be willingly deceived, for
they are all of more than average intelligence and
whose reputations are of the very best, whose word
would be taken without quesMon on any oLher subject, and who are ready to be sworn that the following statements in reference to this subject are true.
So, as an impartial attorney, I present the case to
the jury of your readers, and ask them either to accept the facts for what they purport to be or to present a theory for their explanation that shall possess
the elements of satisfaction, fairness, and common
sense.
Leaving the great volume of alleged spiritual phenomena I hav encountered in former years, I shall
confine myself in this letter to but one phase of mediumship, to wit, independent slate-writinu, and to
but one medium, Mr. W. Mansfield, and to phenomena which hav occurred in Boulder, Col., within
the t.hree weeks· last passed. It is proper to state
that Mr. Mansfield has been the guest of myself and
wife at our home near Boulder for the period just
named, " member of our family for the time, and
under such circumstances as to convinoe us that he
is an honest man in every respect. Either you or
any of your readers can hav the opportunity of test·
ing his mediums hip and his honesty at the Cassadaga
Lake, N. Y., Spiritualistic Camp Meeting which

will commence the last week in July. Until that
time he will be in Colorado. I am thus particular
only to afford you or any of your doubting readers
the opportunity to satisfy themselvs hy a personal
test, should they que~t.ion the correctness of my
statements, or feel sufficient interest in the subject
to take the trouble.
Mr. Mansfield gave sittings to Mr. Develing, a
prominent, level-headed citiz~n and business man of
Lhis place, also to his estimable wife. The slates
were thoroughly cleaned by them. A" small piece of
pencil was dropped between the slates by Mr. Mansfield. The slates were on the table, in broad sunlight, the hands of the parties on them all the time,
and at no time was it possible for Mr. Mansfield to
manipulate or tamper with them without instant and
CJomplete detection. The sitters and medium were
total strangers to each other. With the elates thus
placed and guarded, communications were written
mside the closed slates from their three sons, in their
own handwriting, signed by theirfullnames, and the
~ignature of one, at least, a f&c sim:Ie of his si~r
nature as written by his Jiving, bodily band. The sittel s distinctly heard the movement of the pencil inside
r,he slates while the writmg was b£ing executed. The
011ture of the communications thus given bore unmistakable internal evidence that the mel'!eages were
written by the identical persons who claimed to hav
written them.
Mr. Oharles D~bney, a citizen of this place for
t.hirty year~, a reliable and wide-awake business man,
who has filled acceptably several offices of public
crust, together with his excellent wife, received mes~ages from their son and daughter and a very dear
fiiend, under precisely similar test conditions, with
equally as strong internal evidence of the personality
snd genuinness of the messages. They also diEtinctly heard the writing between the slates while it
w~g~ng~.
·
Mr. J. K. McGhmi!!, another reliable citizen of this
town, his wife and daughter, also each received messages written in the clos£d slates, while in their
hands, which they had never left from the time they
had washed them till the messages wer~ written.
They all dietinctly heard the writing while being
done. The internal evidence was even more strong
here than in the other cases, besides containing a
most remarkable prophecy relativ to an absent
daughter, which was literally and unexpectedly fulfilled within the time stated. These parties were
also total strangers to Mr. M&mfield.
Yesterday, April12>h, Mrs. Carrie Case, a lady of
our acquaintance, while visiting u!!, had a sitting
with Mr. M&nBfield in our parlor. The sun was
streaming into the room through two large windowP.
Mrs. Case washed the slates and Mr. Mansfield
placed a small bit of pencil between them. They
were then closed and pl&ced on the table between
the parties, the hands of Mrs. Case on the slates all
the time. My wife was also called into the room
!lnd the three took the slates in their bands, gripping
them together tightly as possible. While thus hPld
the pencil was distinctly heard writing between the
slates. When they were opened a message was found
purporting to come from the favorit son of Mrs.
Oase, who had been dead some eight years, which
could not hav contained more internal evidence
that it was written by him if his own living human
hand had guided the pencil. In this case, also, the
medium and thfil sitter was total strangers. These
cases are only a '3mall part of similar ones occurring
in the presencL Jf Mr. Mansfield while in Boulder.
Here are facts which can be verified by the oath or
&ffirmation of witnesses whose testimony would be
taken in any court and in any cause relating to the
m!l.terial world. The medium testifies that the
writing is done by the spirits of those who once
occupied a human body and yet liv and love. in
spirit life. The witnesses testify that the medium
could not" possibly hav done the writing by any
agency exclusivly his own. The pencil was moved
by an intelligent agent unseen by any of the psrties.
present. The communications were to the point, in.
answer to questions written by the sitter, foldEd,.
kept away from and unseen and unknown by the,
medium, purporting to come from the spirits ad.
dressed. In e&ch case the body (If the message bore·
unmistakable internal evidence of the personality c,f
the writer. In one case, at least, information was•
conveyed which was absolutely unknown to either·
medium or sitter, b<lcause it was a future event,.
which literally took place as predicted.
Now let us briefly review these facts and see what
ca.n be made of them. That they are facts is beyond
question. I think it may be safely claimed that
human language can be written only by human
beings.
If there is any other means by which spontaneous
human thought can be clothed in written human
language, it is unknown to the present race of men,
and has been unknown in all the ages of the paet.
Human science and philo~ophy are both dumb in the
presence of this phenomenon. The statement that
science will yet develop the occult force that can pel'form this feat without the aid of disembodied spirits
is in the nature of a prophecy, largely made up of a
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Wild and childish faith, and is only used by objectors
because no better explanation can be offered.
If, then, so far as we know, human language can
be written only by human beings, and the fact is estaelished that intelligent, relevan.t human language
was written without visible human agency, it follows,
with a fair-degreA of logic; thatr a human being, invisible to the natural eye, did the writing. This
granted, what can we do but allcept the statement of
the intelligence guiding the pencil, that it is the
identical, living, conscious, though unseen, spirit it
claims to beT How much more sensible and satisfying is this hypothesis than the preposterous one that
blind force has all this power and intelligence, to be
furnished to ord"r, in bundles to suit, dug up from
the vast universe of the attributes of matter, and
only to hoodwink and befool poor, hoping mortals.
The ignorant, orthodox explanation that it is the
work of the devil is respectable in comparison. How
much less the stretch of credulity would be to
snppose that the life that anima6es this body is the
real man, unseen as much while wearing it as when
it is put away in the change called death, and retaining all that really constitutes the ego aa completely
as while wearing the fleshly garment.
Oome, now, brother Materialists, let us reason together on these facts. Let us not " search for a
spirit" quite so much, and giv a little honest effort
to find a sensible un-spiritual theory to account for
them. A majestic wave of the band has not much
argument in it, you_ must allow. A fact is brutal in
that it will not submit to be brushed aside by tho8e
who deny it. It will forever stare one in the face, if
it be a fact. DJgmatic and unreasoning denial CQn
no more destroy it than can the pope's bull drive the
comet from the sky. Then how diil. the fact get
there' What brought it to view ~ These are the
vital questions to answer.
Before leaving your readers for the present, I beg
of them, as Liberals, not to be so infernally illiberal.
It is a lesson they need to leaTn. Spiritualists are
substantially in the same procession with the Materialists in the battle for universal mental liberty.
They outnumber Materialists more than ten to one.
They are the most numerous patrons of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and all other Liberal publications. Yet, alleged Liberals too often turn their childish, not to
say bitter and senseless, guns on their friends. This,
I need scarcely say, is wrong in every way. This is
why the American Secular Union is so puny, with
not much hope for future strength. Even to me, ~
Materialist, the unprovoked attack on the faith of
the Spiritualists, both from the Liberal press and rostrum, is most tiresome and discouraging. It is time
for the professed Liberals to stop such unmanly nonsense.
J OS. WOLFF.
Boulder, Ool., April 13, 1890.

More About that Search.
I hav been much interested in the articles in THE
TRUTH SEEKER by Burr and McArthur on Spiritualism, also in the Editor's Search for a Spirit, published
in the ANNUAL, and it occurred to me that he was not
at all anxious to find one, but went along with his
friend to please him. Now, I hav the most profound
respect for the Editor of THE TEUTH SEEKER, for he
is Liberal enough to admit both sides of any question
in his paper, so that all may bav a fair hearing. He
also is striving to make this worlil better, if be does
not believe in any other, and doing that which he
considers the moat needed to bring about the best
results. And as long as be seems perfectly satisfied
to become ?tOn est at the grave and say, '·Thus far
and no farther," I think it is folly and time wasted
to try to convince him to the contrary. When be
takes interest enough in Spiritualism to investigate
for himself and will spend time and money to do so
and be very anxious to find a "spirit," then, I think,
it will be time enough to aid him in his search.
I wish that there were more Spiritualists that
would work as bard as be does to help enlighten the
people, to bring about more liberty of thought and
action, and spend less time in hunting angels and
singing," Nearer, My God, to Thee," and the" Sweet
By and By," and work for something practical in
this life. But I want to say right here that there
are Spiritualists in the front ranks of all reforms,
shoulder to shoulder with the most advanced thinkers, who are not afraid of "hurting the cause,
either."
Such ones will work hand in hand with Fr:end
Macdonald for the betterment of this world'; while
there is a class of Spiritualists that think it impossible to work in harmony with a Materialist for any
good purpose, while to my mind it does not matter
what he calls himself, whether it be Spiritualist or
Materialist or Freethinker, as long as he is interested
in and willing to work for the reforms of the day in
this life. I think it unfortunate for any person that
does not know anything of Spiritualism and still
more unfortunate if they do not want to know.
But as long as be or she does not think so, they
do not realize their loss, and are perfectly willing to
pocket the loss. The phenomenal part of 'Spiritualism is very necessary, as it is the foundation of a
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grand and beautiful pbilosophy, yet many never get
beyond the phenomena and are hunting for teats.
The teachings of Spiritualism in ~11 its phases are
felt, mora or less, ell over the civilized world. But
I am sorry to admit that many Spiritualists are ready
to go into the churches just as soon as they (the
churche8) will accept spirit communion.
PROF. A. B. SEVERANCE.
Milwaukee, April 22, 1890.

Woman Suffrage in Kansas.
In the April19hh number of THE TRUTH SEEKER is
an article taken from the New York Herald, purporting to ba the sub<~tance of a dispatch to that
paper, iu regard to the late woman's suffrage vote
in Kansas.
The extract bas the heading, "Are These Statements True~"
Let us look at some of them a little.
The narrated incident at Manhattan-where " one
of the prominent lady candidates is the proud mother
of two fine babLs born last January," a "Mrs.
Williams" whose husband happened to be "an outspoken opponent of woman's suffrage and usually
spent much of his time electioneering against tha
woman's ticket," but was kept at home the livelong
election day by his wifb's ruse in " asking him to
hold the children for a minute, and basely leaving
him tied to the house," having previously " taken all
the ladies of her acquaintance into her confidence"
so that "they not only refused to relieve him, but
prevented him from hiring anyone to take bis placl'
long enough to go and vote "-and how be was found
by a deputation of his party, later in the day, at hie
home, sitting with a kid on each knee and holding
two bottles from which they were feeding-all this,
and more, has such a chestnutty suggestivness of an
old Valentine cut bandied shout years ago as a take
off on woman's suffrage, representing a man sitting
at home on election day with a twin on each knee
and a nursing- bottle in each hand, while his wife had
gone to attend the polls, that it seems as if that same
old reminiscence bad chiefly inspireQ this Herald
reporter's yarn.
Again: "In fifty-seven cities of Kansas elections
were held last week," etc. It is quite dou!>tful if
there ia more tba!l half that number of chartered
cities in the state of Ksns!ls at the present time.
Of the six named persons in the article four d
them were J ackeon, Anderson, Robertson, ar d
Fulkerson.
In the last -paragraph we find: " Probably Kansas
City, Kan., [!] showed more clearly the objectionable
featur~ of woman's suffrage than any ·other city in
the state," etc.
Then follows an allusion to some low, vile, quarter
;n said city, known as Hell's Half-Acre, and to its inmates by the generic title of "hobo," telling bow two
of the bravest of the electioneering ladies suffered
themselvs to be escorted through those vile dens by
some of their tenants, in pursuit of voters, and, at
last, bed to call the police to conduct them away
again, amid the hootings and jeers of the rabble, etc.
-smacking, all along, very much of the myth and
canard. But Kansas City happens to be in the etale
of Missouri, and no female voting for alderman there
at all.
The Herald m&n's ignorance of geography seems
to be the avenging Nemesis to help show up the
falsity of the whole statement.
C. H. GREENE.
Rochester, J1Iich., April 20, 1890.
/

Mariolatry.

Not long ago I took up the Illnstrated Catholic
American, of the date Dac. 18. 1886. In turnir g
its pages I found a piece which I will send, and if
you think it would be of interest to your re&ders,
you hav my permission to print it.
EVA LEE.
A BEAUTIFUL LEGEND.
One day, while our Lord was walking through
paradise, he was surprised to see a group of persons
--men and women, young and old-whom he bad not
met before. It seemed strange th~t they should
appear amongst the elect. This affair must be in
vestigated. " How is this ! This is something unusual ! !las Peter been remiss in his duty 1"
Thinking thus, our Lord directed his steps toward
the gate of heaven. There be found St. Peter with
his la~ge golden keys in his band. The master
looked at the prince of the apostles, who grew pale
and began to be troubled. However, as his con
science did not reproach him for anything, he maintained n. respectful silence.
"Peter," said the sovereign judge, "I hav just
seen here some among the elect who are strangers
to me. I do not suppose that you hav smuggled
them in, but it may be tha+. you were absent for a
short time and forgot to close the gate. Now, tell
me the truth, with all your usual simplicity and frankness."
"Lord," said St. Peter, "I assure tnee I keep the
gate constantly closed, an·d open it only after. p_ositivly assuring myself that those who seek adm1sa1on

hav their names, surnames, occupations, and countries
inscribed in the index to the book of life. It is true
that sometimes I may be absent, but this happens
very rarely, and then I always take care to hav my
brother Andrew take my place; and I bav as much
confidence in him as in myself."
"It is very 'strange,'' said our Lord. He then
called to him some of the "suspects" among the
elect, and mildly questioned them. They gave their
family and baptismal names, but none .could be
found in the index to the book of life. The master's
f&ce became clouded, and St. Peter began to tremble.
But the Lord said: "Do not be disturbed. I shall
giv you three days to make an investigation, and produce a detailed report."
The gatekeeper of heaven lost no time. Intrusting his keys to St. Andrew, whom be advised to be
extremely careful, he w~nt in search of the elect
whose names had not been written in the book of
life.
"How did you get into paradise?" be said to
them, " you surely did not come in by the gate !"
"No; air," replied an old man, speaking in the
name of all. "This is bow it happened.
We
knocked long and loud at the gatt>, but in vain; ~ou
would not open. At length, in despair, we WE>nt
around the holy city, vainly hoping- that we might
find some opening in the walls. We found none;
the walls of heaven are as impenetrable as they are
beautiful. Suddenly, just as we thought all was lost,
we beard a voice, sweeter and more barmon:ous
than all the angelic choirs, saying to us, 'Come, my
children, come ! ' At the same time an opening
appeared in a wall, which closed just after we entered.
It is unnecessary for me to tell you who it was that
called us, and thus mercifully brought ul! in'"
"Indeed," said St. Peter, "you need say no more.
You may be in peace until the sovereign judge give
his decision."
Tha prince of the apostles then went in baste to
his master. "Lord," be said, " I bav made the investigation which thou hast ordered. It is all as I
had foreseen. It was not at th& gate these elect
entered. It was-it waE--"
"Be not afraid; explain," said the king, who eaw
that St. Peter hesitated and tremb~d.
"It was thy mother who called them and admitted
them through a break made in the wall."
"I thought so," said the Lord, with a sweet smile,
"However," be added, "the book of life must not
be untrue; the names of these elect must be written
the-re. Look again, Peter-not simply in the index
but in the body of the book."
St. Peter obeyed. Scarcely bad he turned a few
leaves when be noticed some linea written in afinP,
elegant, and evidently a feminin hand. He bad
seen the writing too often before, on supplications
and petitions, not to know who it. wae. Everything
was now explained; the Blessed Virgin bad written
the names of the elect in the book of life, but
neglected or forgot to write them in the index, and
once more justice yielded to mercy.
" Poor Peter," said the prince of the apostles to
himself, as he returned to biR post, "you are but a
mere turnkey. The Blessed Virgin Mary is the true
gatekeeper -of heaven, or rather is the gate itself.
Well may Christians often say to her : Fanna Ooeli,
ora pro nobis-gate of heaven, pray for us."

Who Wrote These Lines t
The city of New York is blessed with various
daily newspapers, and their conductors are generally
remarkable for taste and 11hrewdness. The following
lines-which were thought by me quite beautifulwere sent recently to two of our leading papers for
publication, with the request to name the author if
they knew. But the passage never ca~e out: It
was obtained from a London type-foundsr s spe01men
book. It ran as follows:
Learning and Rome alike in empire grew,
And arts still flourished where her eagleR flew.
From the same cause they had their fatal doom,
And the same age saw learning fall, and Rome.
}luch was believed but little understood,
And to be dull was construed to be good.
A second deluge learning thus o'erran,
And the monks finished what the Goths began.

It is not difficult to guess whose political track it
was likely to cross.
DAVID BRUCE.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
------~~.--------

A Worlr, for Its Purpose, Without an Eq11nl.
From San Francisco

F~eethoWJ1tt.

Twenty writers contribute to THB Tl!UTR SEEKER's ~Y~;
osium on "Freethought-Is it Destructiv or ConstructiV ?.
~ow Issued in a twenty-five <;ent pamphlet, an~ there IS
substantial agreement among them that the questiOn should
be answered in the afflrmativ. As a reply to the curre?t
objection that Freethought is a mere negation, the work IS
without an equal.
------~~------

A Shackle Breaker.
From the Better Wall.

THB TRUTH SBRKKR comes regularly to our table and Is
fill d with thoughts that are calculated to free the enslaved
mi:d and enlighten it on things that are good to know.
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SATURDAY,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

~toe Thit~P

'ttrat May be Called Victories.

The Wa'Sbington Liberals are getting away ahead
'0! tlre rest of the cguntry. In that state the contest
tor justice began with the incorporation of the state
and the drafting of its constitution, and has been
maintained vigorously ever since. The result is that
chaplains are abolished in both branches of the legislature, and the churches and private religious schools
and hospitals are taxed, as they should be. Now the
Secular Union proposes to get the Bible and sectarian religious instruction out of the public schools.
One incident showing the drift of public sentiment
in Washington and incidentally what the Liberals
can do when they mean business, is the i'esult of the
recent city election in Montesano. A correspondent
from that place, who appears to hav been on the
winning ticket, writes us:

'Sfngle subsenption in advance .•..•••...••.•••••••••.••...•• '3 00
''The Liberals put up a ticket ot their own with the
I) 00
One subseriptiOB two years, in advance ................ ..
I) 00 intention of getting there. Our· old church-members and
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one~
their herders are working hard to keep the Infidels down.
mittance .......................... ;........................... .
l'i 00 Up and down the streets they run, shaking hands and giving
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
to the holy cause, which was surt. to win, they said.
remittance ................................................... .
700 courage
We did not deny we were Infidels, but said that the Liberal
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 iO ticket must win. We showed our colors and gained a sweepremittance ................................................... .
ing victory. In fact, we had a walk-over. Of course our
0 ae subscription with four new subscribern, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 ticket was A No. 1. All the objections our enemies could
Any number over five at the samtl rate, invariably
oppose to us did not amount to anything, and the indifferent
witb one remittance.
men had to say that though the ticket was an Infidel one, it
was a very good one."

A BLASPHEllOUS LECTURE.
We shall print next week a translation of the
lecture for delivering which Victor E. Lennstrand is
now su:ffaring in Sweden imprisonment for blasphemy, having been sentenced by three courts to
terms aggregating twelve months, with a possibility
of more indictments and more sentencing. From a
perusal of the lecture and a careful consideration of
the particulady " blasphemous" passages, it will
readily be seen that in civilization Sweden is a good
many decades betind the age. Her courts appear to
hav no conception of what is meant by the words,
freedom of speech.

The writer concludes :
"Now, Liberals, take a step to the front. Show your
colors wherever there is an opportunity. Go for the best or
your men-men without faults. Nominate them, work for
them, go into the fight with the determination of winning,
and you will win as we hav done.
"Many church.members, of course-such as go to church
because it is the Iaehion-voted for us here. Why not elsewhere P Let us all work in city, county, and state ele¢tions.
Let us make at least a good showing, and then at our next
national election let us vote for one for president whose
appearance in the White House would purify the air around
the capiu!.l, and his name would be Rnbert G. Ingersoll."

court. At this point United States, Attorney Ady entered a
nolle prosequi in the cases of Geo. Harman and E. C. Walker,
the fact having been brought out during the trial that the
former was at work upon a farm, and that the Jat.ter Will! ' in
the field' in the north when the articles complained of wert!
published, hence th!\t they were in no way responsible for
their appearance."
•

' Mr. Walker's reftections upon :M:r. Chamberlain are
contained in these paragraphs:
" The de!enll.e wl\81\ botch from beginning to end. ln order
to understand how this came to be eo we lilllst go back to a
time previou!! to the publication of the O'Neil letter. lt
seems that Ed. W. Chamberlain, of New York, secretary of
the National Defense Association, in the course or his tlorrespondent:e with M.r. Harman, wrote that this br. b'Ne!l
was talking of sending a letter ahi:mt the Lucifer case, to
Judge Foster, as Wl\8 beihg ·done by many others. But aftl:lr
talking the Jilattllr over with Attorney Chamberlain the
doctor concluded to write out some of his experiences as a
physician, and forward the same to LucifeJ• for publicli.tioll;
Chamberlain advised Mr. Harman to publish whatever ~J-.Nel1
might write. So great was the Kansas etlitor1s faith in the
New York lawyer's jud~ment that when the letter rrom
O'Neil was receivtld it was handed to the Mmpositor ttJitAout

beittg t'flad.
" Well, the O•Neilletter was prihted. bavid t>verfuyer ant\
G. C. Clemens, able and radical men, t:ool-head~tl antl iJJHuentialattorne.ys, had, up to thls time, beeh tile colmsel of 1\11
the Yd.lley Falls defendants. Upon the app'earant:e ot this
foolish letter Mr. Overtnyer remonstrated eal:oestly with tile
edltor of Du-cif/t'l'. But Mr. ilarinan wl\s sure his owh method!! of propaganda were the best. an'd, tired of 'the law's
delays,' al\Vays ill at ease when 'contemplating a merely
technical defemre, and anxious to hav tb.e question trietl
upon its merits, decided to dismiss counsel and conduct the
CI\Be bifnself 'Of course We paid no attention to this dis~
mis!HI.l, 1 eaid Mr. Overmyer to the writer. .nut all weeks
came and went and other letters, approving, and solilewhll.t
supplementing 1n style, that of O'Neil, appeared in Lu'Oif~'r;
Mr. Overmyer finally 'determined to withdraw.
"Mr. Harman went to Topeka Sunday night, Aprill~th,
and on Monday tried to make arran,v:ements for a continuance
for a few days so that Chamberlain could tlOi:ne in response
to a telegram and be on hand to defend whPn the cause
should be called. It was thought that such an arrangement
had been previously made, but it seems that there was a
misunderetanding, and the ]udge s!lid the case would come
in regular order Tuesday. Mr. Overmyer actt>d for Mr.
Harman temporll.rily. Tuesday forenoon the case was called
by the clerk, but Government Attorney Ady said that some
ol: their witness·es had not yet arrived and so no more was
heard of it until Wednesday. In the mean time Mr. Overmyer had prepared affidavits for M. and G. Harman, which
affidavits stated that, as the aftl.ants had understood him,
Assistant United States Attorney Soper had agreed to fix a
date for the trial and inform Mr. Harman thereof, giving him
time to bring on Mr. Chamberlain In response to a telegram.
Wednesday morning arrived and the cause was called. As
three members of Overmyer's family were dangerously ill it
was wholly impossible for him to be in court, he residing in
one of the most distant suburbs, three miles or more from
tl: e center of the city. Mr. Harman rud the affidavits and
asked for a continuance. Assistant Attorney Soper denied
that he had s&id wh&t theaffiantshad understood him to say.
Judge Foster quickly decided that the trial must proceed at
OBce. He said to Mr. Harmau that there had been ample
time given for preparation for defense; that Mr. Chamberlain could not in reason expect this court to delay its buelness and keep all the witnesses away from theirs, merely to'
convenience him."

There is a good deal of encouragemep_t in all these
victories. Public opinion is coming our way. The
old creeds are going, and with them is going the idea
that religion must rule, and be coddled and exempted
Pictorial Arguments Against the Cburch.
and submitted to as something from heaven. One
Additional chapters in the Cartoon Book com- swallow doesn't make a summer, but we look upon
pleted during the past week are:
the events in Washington as significant of greater
PmTY IN THE PENITENTIA.RIES.
changes still in the policy of government. The disA Religious Procession.
turbing Catholic element is helping seculaTization,
THE ATONEMENT ScHEME.
for it is the only permanent solution of the school
The Atonement Doctrin.
question, and a great many are wise enough to see it.
Practical Application of the Doctrin.
'l'he fanatics of the Protestant church also help us,
The Great Efficacy of Baptism.
for when they call attention to their demands senHow to Get a Halo and a Harp.
sible people, hitherto indifferent because ignorant of
TBE LoRD AND Hrs Wonxs.
the subj ~ct, conclude that their ultimate object is
Divine Benevolence.
religious tyranny. Religionists are :roost dangerous
The Tabernacles of the Lord (two pictures).
when they work silently and underhandedly, keeping
A Few Victims of Divine Benevolence.
the people in the dark as to their actions. Let state
-P:aAYER.
secularization be discussed in the broad light of day
A Drouth in Cambridge, Ill., in 1887.
and the result is not so much a matter of doubt as it
The Christian God No Help in Time of Need.
is of delay to act because of a non-realization of its
This matter is explained by Mr. Chamberlain in
THE CnEEDS.
importance.
his.statement, and we can but think that Mr. Walker
· What is Christianity? (three pictures).
Hurrah for Washington!
has done Mr. Chamberlain a gross injustice in his
The Clamor of the Creeds.
The Conviction of .Mr. Harman.
comments. This view is further supported by Mr.
Sustaining the Creeds. •
As THE TnuTH SEEKER goes to p•ess, we hav not Harman's statement in Lucifer, as follows :
The Creedal Fiddle.
heard from Kansas as to what has been done with . ''It will be seen by reading the somewhat lengthy affidavits
Christianity's Holy Family.
Mr. Harman by the U aited States district court, in the column headed 'Topeka Notes,' that I was compelled
Janus-Faced Creedalists.
to go into trial under very embarrassing circumstances.
which on April 18th convicted him of mailing obscene Messrs. Overmyer and Clemens hav lately withdrawn from
The Creedalists and the Government.
matter. A motion for a new trial was argued on the the defense of the senior defen~nt, on account of difference
MISSIONARIES.
The Hypocrisy of Christian Missionary Effort 22i ult, but the result has not been intimated to Mr. of opinion as to the best line of defense. I had made arrangements to havE. W. Chamberlain, 1of New York, to come and
Harman's Eastern friends.
(two pictures).
In another place in this issue Mr. Chamberlain de- assist me, as advisory counsel at least. Mr. Chamberlain
Christian Missionaries in India.
agreed to come only on condition that he be notified definitly
Missionary Methods in the Church of England. scr1bes the story of the conviction, so far as he was as to the day set for trial, so that no time should be lost in
connected with the matter. In Fair Play of last waiting. This date, after making diligent effort to ascertain,
A Poor Rule that Doesn't Work Both Ways.
week, published immediately after the trial, Mr. we failed to find out. When the affidavits referred to were
The Picture and Literature Fonds.
Walker givs his side of the stery, and incidentally presented we had been informed by telegram from Mr.
Since the last acknowledgment we hav received rt:flacts severely upon Mr. Chamberlain for giving Chamberlain that he would start at 6 o'clock Tuesday
evening-time required to reach Topeka about forty-eight
the following sums contributed to maintain THE bad advice to Mr. Harman. Mr. Harman also ex- hours,
so that, reasonably speaking, he was then-10 A.M.
TRUTH SEEKER aa an illustrated journal:
plains the matter in Lucifer of the 18uh ult. Mr. W ednesday-ab'lut one-third of the distance on his way to
J. E Perrault ............. $ 75 Jacob Heater ............. $1 00 Chamberlain's statement our readers hav. · Mr. the capital of Kansas."
P. B. Gould...............
7fi Jas. Crowell...............
75
On the trial itself we must quote both Fair Play
C. C. F1sk.................. 1 00 Dr. EN. Ogden---..... 1 00 Walker says of the trial:
Leroy Dutton............. 1 00 D. R. Fruit................
50
"The government had asked for conviction on seven counts, and Lucifer, to get an intelligent understanding of
J .•J. Dirlz. ................ 1 00 B. H. Davis............... 1 00
D. S. August.............
71i "Cash".................... 1 00 five for mailing the 'Markland letter' and two for mailing it, for it bas occurred to no one of the parties inG. S. Croft................
60 C. W. Doane............. 1 75 the Whitehead letter.' The prosecution had not evinced terested to make a plain, unvarnished statement of
a disposition to make a fight on the ' Millerite Story' and
Robt. C. Adams......... 5 00
the case. Everyone seems to bav some ulterior
For the gratuitous distribution of Freethought the 'Comments on Chavannes Article,' Judge Foster inti- motiv hidden away, and some particular theory to
that the former was something of a 'chestnut.'
literature where it will do good, we hav received mating
The jury brought in a verdict of guilty' on four counts and suppor~. Mr. Walker's account is as follows:
these amounts:
' not guilty on three.• Meanwhile the grand jury had
1

1

l

"Cash"·................... 1 00 Josiah Friend.............
Samoa Parsons .......... 10 00
-

5 00 brought in Indictments against the defendant for mailing the
O'Neil letter. The government was ready to proceed with
Oar thanks are hereby returned to these friends the trial of Mr. Harman on these indictments, but he asked
who hav the Cl~use ~~ot heart,
for a contlnuance 1 which was granted, to the ne~t term of

"Judge Foster appointed Colonel Bradley as counEel for
Mr. Harman, the latter evidently supposing that the attorney
would aid hi"l in the txa.mlnation of the jury, only, leaving
him free to conduct his own defense, otherwise. But the
.awyer stuck to him through it all. The jury wae impaneled,

'I'~E
by the d!!fl'lnsl!, and rejected.
·
11
.
tjo]oliel :13radley how oiitlibed the thi!oty of the detense.
tie Bl\id· tMt they would maintain, .first, the articles were
iiot deposited to be mailed as ch1nged in th~ indictment, and,
Btleond, if they were so deposited; then Harman was insane,
lis no man, Whose intentions Were goCJd, would attempt to
tlissamlnate such unutterll.bly lUthy matter. This announcement fell like a rlynamite bomb, creating a fil.ost decided
sensation. Probably nearly ~ll in the cottrt tooth fully etpet:ted to see :M:r• .Eb.rman arise and hear him repudiate the
liite or defensl'l ahnoimced by his counsel, but he kept his
seat and rem!l.ined silent; aithough subsettuently, on the witness ~tand, he declared he was j;lerfetitly sane, and also, when
:i3rad1ey Wall making liis. closing. a~·gufueht to tRe jury, he
ll.tte.mi;lted t~ discharge him. Btit during the process ot the
trial, with these exceptions, i in~anity,'• 'i:honomanla,i 'tleinlmtia;' etc.; were the ba~ds played oy the li.ttorney, wliile
his client sll.t there, a helpless victim of adverse circum~il\nbes, :lils own ii:eal; and the t'ery pecUliar tactics of an
ariBtocratic member of the New York bar-who did not put
In .~n. aptleara.nce .until the case had gdne to the jury.
Colonel Bradley inttodrtced for the defense most of the
Witlie~iJes pre~iousiy called by the government. These were
l:lelghborA of Mr. .Elarmll.n's, men who bad known hllli for
lliany years, an~ they all, with the exception of the proi!editing witness, Simpson, testified that his privatil charActer
was the very best Most of them thought he was 'off' to
a greater or less extent. This tPstimony was intended to
support Bradley's theory that the defendant was a very good
man who was ' out of his lolead' on the subject of the sex
relations, this monomania havibg been caused by 'brooding1 over the matter for along time. Only those who know
how earnestly Mr. Harman has striven to make this rlefensiv
fight upon the ground ot principle, who realize how intensely
he detests anything looking like 'compromise,' 'expediency' or 'policy,' can ililngizi how gratingly upon his ear
fell from the lips of his attorney these and similar expressions, referring to himself: 'Poor wounded mind;'
1
peculiar appearance;; 'poor demented fellow here;' 'because you yourself [the jurymenj are not inflicted as he is;'
I visitation from the almighty Gud sits heavily upon him;'
'demented;' 'weak;' 'insanity;' 'weak-minded.' In a.ddition to all this Bradley vied with the prosecution in
denunciation of the indicted articles. Whatever he may
hav thought of them, this denunciation was part of the work
of defense. His witnesses had established his presumption
that the defendant was personally pure; therefore he must
be insane to publish such 'vile' stuff. and the viler he conld
make it appear to be, the more unusual and ' unreasonable '
the opinions of Mr. Harman, the stronger would be the insanity theory. Once, it is true, he covertly or carelessly defended the publication of the Markland letter, but he
atoned for his indiscretion by the increased virulence of the
epithets which he afterwards bestowed upon the tinfoTtunate missiv. With all reasonable minds, however, his
explanatory defense would greatly outweigh his vituperativ
denunciations. Had the jury said reasonable mindb? is the
question."
li.bd dUly examined; one man being challenged

That is the way it looked to Mr. Walker. This is
the way Mr. Barman viewed his attorney's wonderful defense :

•

"The notes given elsewhere show that I employed Colonel
Bradley, of Topeka, to assist me in the defense. His line of
defense was t
"1. That the indicted articles are not obscene within the
meaning of the law.
" 2. The defendant, Moses Harman, did not deposit the
offending articles in the post-office.
"8. On the question of the right relations of the sexes, the
defendant is a monomaniac-Is Insane l
"Now that the smoke of battle has cleared away 1 would
say, to begin with, that., If regrets were ever allowable in regard to any action done with good motiv, 1 would now be
tempted to regret that I selected Colonel Bradley to assist in
my defense, or more correctly speaking, that I allowed him
to put in the plea of in.~anity.
"My reasons for allowing that plea to go to the jury were
briefly these :
·
"(a) I felt a little curious to know whether a jury of ordinarily sane men could be found who would adjudge a man
insane simply because of his earnest and persistent efforts to
secure to woman her natural right of se}f.ownership, her
right to freedom from invasion in the most important part
of her nature as woman-her sex-1 atnre, her maternal capabilities and functions.
"(b) I was somewhat desirous to know whether my
neighbore and fellow.citizens would testify under oath that
they regarded n:.e insane on the above-named question, as
many of them profess to believe.
"(a) But by far the most controllng reason for al!owing
this plea of mania to go to the jury was that thereby I might
gain time I When peremptorily ruled to trial, as related
elsewhere, I entered a ~olemn protest-and asked that my
protest should be entered upon the records of the courtagainst being forced into trial without the aid of the c(mnsel
of my choice when that counsel was already on his WilY to
my assistance, and when it was clearly shown to be not my
fault that he was not then on the ground. I knew that the
plea of insanity would open up a wider field of discussion,
and thought it possible if not probable that by this delay the
final arguments would not be reached till the arrival of my
counsel. I fully intended all the while to repudiate, at the
proper time, Colonel Bradley's plea of insanity, as I did repuiliate on the witness-stand his plea that I was not personally responsible for the mailing 0f the indicted articles."

A comparison of

thea~

dHJ'ering

st~~otements

with
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that made by Mr. Ohalftberlaln shows that the blame
for not being on hand should fall not upon the
"aristooratio New York lawyer," but upon the Kansas
people who were at cross purposes, thus leaving Mr.
Harman to conduct entirely his own defense. Having a great many thinge to think about, money being scarGe, and not being used to the turmoil and
procedure of pros~cutions and their defe;ase, 1\tr.
Harman made errots of judgment, with the result
that he was conficted a little mdre expeditiously and
under more anhoyiii.g circumstances than he would
otherwise hav beei:i;
it is no time now for criticisms upon anything connected with tiie trial, or with Its caulle. Mr. Harman
has been conticted of ail offense be did not commit.
The matter charged as obscene in the indictment is
not of that Sclrt for printing which any man should
be put in prison. it has, however, proved sufficient
for the purpose of the prosecution. Whether it is
their further inteiitioh to shut him up or to fine him
we do not know. What they desire is to suppress
the publication of_ Lucifer because they conceive that
its location in Valley Falls is a detriment to the
prosperity of the town-though it is safe to say that
without that radical journal the lame of Valley FlillB
would not hav e:!.tended beyond the border of the
state. Their purpose should be thwarted in some
way. it is probably of no use to go to our Presbyterian· elder president for a pardon; Comstock's
backers hav too much influence there. If the oonviction could be appealed from, there is a possibility,
though not a strong one, that the verdict could be
set aside. But the only thing, it seems to us, to do is
for those who hav eggPd Mr. Harman on in his linguistic crusade to come to the front and help him out
of the scrape by seeing to it that Lucifer is kept go.
ing and that its editor suffers as little as possible.
It will be too bad for him to bear the burden which
ought to be shared by a good many more. Vicarious
atonement never was and never will be a righteous
scheme.

The Alaska Missions.
In the letter containing his subscription' to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, in which he uses his opportunity also
to vote for the pictures and to pay a handsome compliment to the paper, our only subscriber in Sitka,
Alaska, Mr. R. Albertstone, givs some information
regardiog the religious condition of the territory
and the work of the missionaries there. Since the
presidency of Mr. Harrison the P.re111byterians hav
been carrying their heads high up in the air, and at
the same time sparing no efforts to make the government pay them still more munificently for their presence. Sitka, a little city of one street, contains eight
churches and Christian schools, all subsidized, reports Mr. Albertstone, by the government, and all
teaching religion. The Russian government takes
care of the Greek churoh to the extent of $50,000
annually, while the Presbyterians retleived from the
United States government $25,000 with which to
build a school, and are drawing annually from the
treasury another $25,000 with which to support it.
Besides this, the Greek ,.hurch makes hundreds of
dollars annually by exhibiting the church, which is
very gorgeous, to the tourists; and the Presbyterians reap a harvest of dollars during the tourist season by begging of visitors. So profitable are the
tourists to the Presbyterians that a brass band of
twenty pieces is maintained by them, the sole occupation of which, says Mr. Albertstone, in the summer months, is " to entioe the tourists from the
wharf to the great show prepared for them and to
gather from them donations for the benefit of the
poor Indians, who are in fact the wealthiest people in
the territory." Yet the managers of the missions
are not satisfied, amd demand greater subsidies.
Our correspondent, who is a man of some prominence in Sitka, having been in business there eleven
years, has been plainly told that unless he joins with
them in trying to influence the government to increase the annual grant for the maintenance of
these mission schools he can never expect to
succeed financially.
That the mission schools of Alaska are badly managed and are no credit to Alaska nor to the cburcbes
which maintain them is pretty broadly hinted in the
report which A P. Swineford, then governor of the
territory, made to the department of the interior )ast
year. He names two or three persons, prominent in
the work, ,s QOn"t~qt rpil,ll)hief-ma~ers 1 aPd asserts
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that they do not hesitate to lie "about the condition
of affairs in Alaska for the purpose of exciting the
sympathies and opening wide the pocketbooks of the
good Christian people of the :mast." He adds: "I
venture, with the best o! motive and wHh no other
view than to promote the success of the good work
in which it is engaged, to suggest to the Presbyterian
Board of Home Missions that a thorough investigation of the management of its missions and echools
in Alaska will be apt to reveal a condition of affairs
its officers would hardly be willitJg to credit on the
strength of information in any other wise obtained.
As a mere indi~ation of what i mean, not wishing,
not daring to giv utterance to truths struggling to
escape, I simply call attention to Exhibit F."
The exhibit to which he calls attention is an
extract from the Alaskan of june 16, 1888, giving
an acoount of the arrest, conviction, and fining of
the superintendent of the PL·esbyterian mission
school for cruelly beating two young girls, both
inmates of the school. The testimony of the committee which investigated the charges showed that
the girls-one twelve and the other sixteen years of
age-had been beaten with large stick!!. On the
body of one were found nine bruises. "Three welts
or cuts the size of one's little finger" were on the
other girl's back. One child received sixty-two
blows; the other, thirty. six. The judge also examined the backs and arms of the childt·an and was
"satisfied that the punishment was not moderate.'•
It mu;~t, he said, hav required hard blowe to produce
the marks be saw.
Wherever it is tried, the attempt to civilize "hea·
then" native by turning them over to the churches
to be "educated" is a failure and leads to gross
abuses of all kinds. In Alaska the delinquencies of
the missionaries are of several sorts-cruelty to the
children, interference with government,. attempted
bulldozing of citizens, underhand and dishonest
influencing of government subsidies; and lying about
the country" to exoite the sympathies and open wide
the pocketbooks of the good Christian people of the
East." Probably all other Christian Indian schools in
this country are controled by no better men, and the
practical union o! church and state effected in these
matters is but a disgrace to the churches and a robbery of the taxpayers. The government should
build and control its own Indian schools. It would
save thousands of dollars evety year by doing so,
and the children would learn something besides tb&
catechism and the Lord's Prayer. We· hope the
Presbyterian Board of Home Missions has ere this
acted upon Governor Swineford's suggestions.
MARK BERRY, a noted musical composer of England, has
set to music George Remsburg's poetical tribute to Horace·
Seaver.

J. E. REMSBURG's" Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?"
will be published in book form. He wlll revise it before
publishing, an-d desires those possessing any facts or evidence
relativ to the subject not already published to send it to him.
His address is Oak Mills, Kan.
MR. B. C. MURRAY, editor of the Sunday Gw:elteer off
Denison, Texas, and who has one of the largest printing:
establishments in the state, writes thus about a book now in
process of manufacture, in THE TRUTH SEEKER office: " I
am pleased to see that you hav decided to giv the public THE
. TRUTH SBBKER pictures in book form. The price is much
lower than I expected. I inclose the money for three copies,
and will take two more if you find the sales do not warrant
the publication." As a practical printer Mr. Murray knows
he will get a big value in size of book for his money, and his
order for three copies shows what he thinks of its quality.
TH& church papers are pnnting an anecdote (•f the late
Speaker Randall, alleged to be related by J. T. Miller. The
story is given in the wordq of Mr. 1\'Iiller: "Two years ago
I happened to be in the room of the House committee on
Appropriations talking with several members of the committee. Randall, then chairman of the committee, sat in his
place at the head of the table writing letters, and apparently
paying no attention to the conversation. We talked about
many subjects, and finally drifted past philosophy on to
religion. I said nothing on this latter subject, but all the
others expressed in turn skeptical views of religion. Apparently R<~ndall was not listening, but when we got through he
rose to his feet In that masterful way which made him so
impressiv in the House, his face stern but bright, and said in
his crisp way: 'Gentlemen, Christianity is truth. The man
who doubts it discredits his own intelligence. I hav el:s.mined this matter for myself."' For the credit of .Mr. R>lnda11, we trust his friends will not often repeat the tale. It it
is true, it simply writes Mr. Randa11 down a d0gmatic idiot.
If It is not true, it slanders him by making him appear one.
No really intelligent man in the world will say he kno·1M
a thing to be true about which no one really knows anything.
The fundamental assumptions of Cbristia.nity are simply
unprovable, and are so conceded.
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her usuBl forcible, convincing, and pleasing manner. Her and I do not know that anyone else does. I will write ere
lectures must of necessity infiuence every unbiased mind for long a more extended account of superstition in the South.
good. For depth of thought, clearness of expression, and
EnWil!l N. BEBcHBR.
amount of information we hav seldom if ever heard these
NASHVILLE, Mo., April 4, 1890.
LBWISI'ORT, KY., Apri116, 1890.
MR. EDIToR: I vote for the pictures, and so do all that lectures excelled. Her address is East Portland, Ore.
MR. EDITOR : .I will, on my return home, send one year's
MATTIK
BL6
ISDBL,
Secretary.
see them.
Respectfully,
WM. G. WARNKR.
subscription and $2 for your book of pictures. Cattoons
are
the proper thing. 1 hav some friends to meet in touis0RA.NGBVILLE,
April18,
1890.
0No, WYOMING fiRR., April 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Ph:aAe find inclosed $2 for the new picture ville, May 1st, who are working up subscriptions for Ta:E
} t. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $2 for the cartoon book.
book. I was one among others that suggested, some time TRuTH S:&KKBR-workingmen, machinists generally, who of
Yours for truth and progress,
MRs. H. M. SPANG.
ago, to hav these pictures published in book form. I am all people hav a direct interest in driving superstition out of
KALAMA., April 3, 1890.
pleased to hav them substantially bound. If I can sell them the land. Never, never can good government, a firm civiliMR. .IGDITOR : Inclosed find $6, for which Se!ld three I will send for more. And when you put the last.page pict- zation, exist with sky.pilots attd joss-houses. They are
really the only obstruction to life. My opinion is, &,nd ·has
aopiea of the cartoon book when ready.
ures in book form I want one book sure.
been for forty-five years (I am now seventy-five), that the
Your honest well-wisher,
GBo. G. BvBNSON.
Yours for more light,
M. B. HAYHURST.
clergy is the vilest class on the earth. The blackleg is a
GRANBURY, TBXAS, April18, 1890.
BrnNKY, Nxw SouTH WALKS, AUSTRALIA,}
beauty beside them as a class.
GBo. SMITH.
March 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Bend me the new picture-book. I desire the
MR. EDITOR : I see that there is some change possible in
GRANTP'ORK, ILL., April 18, 1890.
illustrations in a more valuable and permanent shape than in
relation to THE TRUTH BEBKKR. I hope the Secularists of
MR. EDITOR: I see that you intend to get the Heston carthe paper.
Yours truly,
F. C. BusH.
America will appreciate the value of thi!! organ of their toons in THB TRUTH BBBKKR in book form, which I think is
LoursviLLB, KY., April 18, 1890.
cause and worthily sustain it- As regards the picture!!, I a move in the right direction, and the sooner out the better.
.MB. EDITOR: Mrs. Renwick commences to hoard nickels believe that the majority of readers here are in favor of the You can put me down as a subscriber for three books for $6.
for Heston's cartoons. She will get there. If you will giv pictures being retained, and that these latter form the chief And when you get out the biblical part of the cartoons you
me a list of your subscribers in this city, I will try to organ- attraction to buyers.
W. WILLIS.
may put me down· as a subscriber. I would suggest that
WM. E. RBNWicK.
ize.
you urge John Peck to get his articles written in THB TRUTH
LKAVBNWORTH 1 KAN., Jan. 20, 1890.
8KBKRR in book form. I put him down as a second IngerBROKVII,LB, ILL., April 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send the ANNUAL and following books.
M.R. EDITOR: I hav been trying to get some new sub I suggest that you get up an index to the Bible, embracing soll. I enjoy reading his articles as well as Ingersoll's, for
scribers. There are a good many Freethinkers here, but all about all of the absurd passages in it. Such an index plenti- he strikes right from the shoulder, and puts in red-hot licks
re afraid of the church. Record one vote for the pictures. fully distributed in Sunday-schoo1s, and pasted to the Inside into the clergy, under which they must crumble and tumble
and show the white feather.
ANToN J. KRAFT.
I think the pictures are excellent.
E. G. BowBRS.
covers of the Bibles throughout the land, would. be more
effectiv, and reach more of our deluded brothers and sisters,
SPRINGWATER, ORB., Apri114, 1890.
WBs'l'BAY, N. B., Jan. 20, 1890.
than anything else that can be done to reach them, in my
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for the ANNUAL and other
MR~ EDITOR: Your bold TRUTH SBBKBR is enlightening a
Respectfully,
D. C. CoLEMAN.
books named. The author of one of the books, George
few of us here. Freethought was always considered terrible c.pinion.
Jacob
Holyoake, I know will do to hitch to. He used to
this way, for ignorance and religion had no opposition until
EMMBTTSBURG, IA., April 15, 1890.
lecture before our institute, Dudley, England, forty-three
now, but now we hit whenever there is a chance.
MR. EDITOR : Put me down for three volumes of your first- years ago. He also edited a paper, the Reasoner. It scinR. McRAE.
page-picture book, at $2 a volume. Bend them along as tillated the electric sparlr.s of Freethought. He was the
soon as they are out, and I will honor your draft for $6. I founder of Secularism, separating the real from the imagiNBWARK, N.J., AprillO, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I like your paper and the cause it advocates. hope that the book will be a success. There are about seven nary, the grain from the chaff. These principles hav become
If I was a rich man, I would giv to build up a TRUTH BBBKBR of us poor Infidels in this town. Three of us want a book deeply imbedded in the minds of the people-are broadening
building. There are plenty of rich Liberals that could do bad. The probabilities are that you can dispose of at least and advancing up the hill of time to make the world grow
·
seven books in Emmettsburg.
bnghter. This grand old Trojan has occupied nearly half a
W. W. MORRIS.
so.
Respectfully,
I am glad to see that Agnosticism is fiourishing. We are century in the advocacy of Secular principles.
BAN JosB, Jan. 6, 1890.
thinking of organizing in this town. I wish we had a thouE. H. GUTTJUDGB,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 50, $3 to be applied for sand members.
T. J. PBOUTY AND 0. E. CoHOON.
PoRT-0!'-SPAIN, TBTNIDAD, April 8, 1890.
THE TRUTH SBBKKR, ~2 to where it will do the most good
DALLAS, ORB., April 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $11.14 for books. The
toward the Liberal cause, fifty cents for the book called
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, for renewal, also one new FNethinkers' association was finally organized on March 21st,
"Maria Monk." Respectfully yours, LBwiS RoTHBMBL.
subscriber, also one cartoon book to myself. If I was a and its name is the" Freethought League." We number
Vanderbilt I would donate half a million of dollars ~o John very few at present and cannot as yet afford to come out
VINELAND, N. J., April 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send for the ANNUAL, the cartoon book, and Peck and Heston, but as I am not I will hav to be content to publicly. We are persecuted by our enemies-Ohrlstlansother books as on inclosed list. I am trying to circulate subscribe for your paper and giv an occasional order for right roundly. We number about thirty, but we hope
Liberal books and papers by lending such as I hav. l'tly books, and will always do my utmost to further the cause of before the year is out to count over one hundred. " The
justice and truth as advocated by its great champion, THB objects of the League are to encourage ethical culture and
sending pay for tb.e book of cartoons !!hows my vote.
TRUTH SKKKRR. Wishing success to Heston and John Peck, to disseminate Freethought. As a means to secure this end
J. B. SHBPABD.
and with an earnest desire for the success of THB TRUTH the circulation of Freethought literature must be persistently,
PocAHONTAS, ILL., April13, 1890.
BKKKRR, I remain,
Yours for the truth,
diligently, and gratuitously performed." We shall order
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed fiad money for renewal and the
THBODORB RoB.
tracts and books nearly every mail from your company.
ANNuAL. My children tell me to be sure to vote for the pictWe intend to storm the country with them.
BARRK MILLS, Wis., Feb. 1, 1890.
ures. Thus. you see how the pictures affect the rising gen.
EM. DOS GANTOS.
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
you
will
find
$6;
apply
it
on
my
eration. They are seed sown on good ground, which will
subscription for this year, and on the subscription of the
HENRY KLKINMANN.
yield a good crop in due time.
wALLA wALLA., WASH., April 12, 1890.
herein-named friend. Please do not forget to send us all
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 50 for my subscripAUBURN, N. Y., April 19, 1890.
numbers you ha v published this year; "\fe want to hav the tion and two A.NNUALB. I hav been unsuccessful in getting
MR. EDITOR : Being a Spiritualist, I tt ink there are s 'IDe seventeenth volume complete. I got a sample copy some that new subscriber, but send in a big vote for the pictures
things in THB TRuTH BEBKBR that might be left out to giv weeks ago, and am highly pleased with it. I never saw a all the same. We hav good times at the Union every Sunroom for better things, and it would be fully as satisfactory portrait of Robert Burns before, but the works of that great day night. We hav changed the meetings to 7: BO Sunday
to others. There is much that I like, and much that I can poet are well known in Germany, and I read them in the evenings. We expect to hav Mr. Remsburg here before
overlook that I do not approve.
WM. A. KIRBY.
language of my country.
HKINRIOH HENNINGS.
long to giv us a course of lectures, and we are going to hav
a big time. I heard Rev. P Hennberg at the Catholic
KBA.TING, April 8, 1890.
CuLLMAN, ALA., Aprll 13, 1890.
church a few nights ago. He told the Catholics that it is
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5-twenty.five cents
MR. EDITOR: Your paper arrives always on Sunday, and
better to let their children attend no school, but run in the
for the ANNUAL; fifty cents for the cartoons; $4.25 to my as soon as I open the wrapper and look over the contents,
streets in ignorance, if they cannot attend a parochial school,
subscription for the best paper I ever read, the grand old I lay it on the table. The next thing is, some one steals it,
for once they went to the secular schools they would leave
TRUTH SBBKBR. I think the pictures are a great help to the and I do not see it any more till the .next comes again.
the church never to return. I wonder how long people will
young and unthinking, as they show a different side to what
Now, I offer $50,000 to !'DY God or ghost to manufacture
ARTHUR VBNN.
allow such vipers in the country.
they hear from the pulpit.
D. R. FRUIT.
a genuin Eve from a piece of rib taken out of a man. The
god or gods must perform this Eve creation in the presence
BUNDYSBURGH, 0., Feb. 14, 1890.
PITTSFIELD, MASs., April 22, 1890.
of a committee of three good Liberal men, within three
MR. EDITOR: I will be one of five hundred Infidels to giv
MR. EDITOR: Please send cartoon book when ready, for months' time. All gods and ghosts are hereby invited to
$1.50 for a Life of Mr. Paine, of three hundred pages,
which find inclosed $2. This is a hard town to look for sub- earn the above reward.
written by W. B. Burr, of Washington. There has been
scribers to boDY Freethought papers. You would think so if
I inclose names of friends for sample copies.
six or seven so-called Lives of this heroic philanthropist, but
you were here on a Sunday morning. I suppose when a
WM. RroHTBR,
knowing as I do that Mr. Burr has made modern discoveries
lone Freethinker up here dies he will hav to be buried withpertaining to this immortal champion of human rights, and
out any sermon whatever unleBB one gets a sky. pilot.
KIMBALL, April 8, 1890.
that those discoveries are liable to become unknown to
FRKD.!RIOK WKIDMAIIN.
MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of a friend at thls
future generations, unless preserved by being incorporated
p!ace I hav been reading a few copies of your paper, which
in book form, I desire to feel of the Infidel pulse of America,
MILTON, N. DAK., Jan. 21, 1890.
I like very much, so much so that I hav perused them sevMR. EDITOR: I hav read your (to me) most valuable eral times with extreme delight. It may become my Bible and see how many, if any, will place their names in a column
paper published iu America the last year. Retain the illus- yet. A few years ago I read our Robert G. Ingersoll's pam- in THB TRUTH BKBKKR for the purpose herein stated. " Mod·
trations if possible. I think Heston hits just the kind of phlets, which was the means of my cutting loose from all of ern ThinkeJ;"s," by Denslow, suggests some things that, if
blows that tell. I feel like Mr. Peck. He says, "Up and at the sky-pilots' teachings. I inclose for the paper and the they could be successfully cleared up, would render hitherto
B. 0. FBNTON.
'em l" So say I. Do. not strangle any individual, but ANNUAL. I expect many of your readers hav reading matter uncertain matters plain.
strangle the cursed theory of orthodoxy.
B. E. HAIGHT.
not In use; if they hav and will send some along, I will see
DALTON, GA., April U, 1890.
it put where it will be read and appreciated.
MR . .EDITOR: I see in a late copy of THB TRUTH BBKKKR a
BosToN, MAss., Jan. 20, 1890.
Truly yours,
JoHN M. McKKB.
picture of Uncle Bam with his trouser!! strapped down. He
MR. EDITOR: I am going to celebrate Paine's birthday by
lool<s as though he meant business. lte puts me in mind of
sending you a new subscriber. I wish I could do more.
MARION, CoNN., April16, 1890.
a picture I saw of him down here in Georgia in 1861.
When I see how much there ia to be done and so little time
MR. EDITOR : I spent the last winter in the South, mostly He had his breeches strapped down then and meant business.
to work, I feel that no time should be wasted. Of course I
know philosophically that we are progressing according to in Florida. I would advise some of the heathen mission- He then had a high plug hat and a long-tailed blue coat on,
the unvarying law of growth, and in that sense I am con- aries to return to America and see if they cannot halfway and looked quite tall, and said to the gentlemen in the ship
civilize the negro. The poor negro, I pity him I But I pre- of state to throw the " tarnel nigger" overboard ur he would
tent. Long lite and success to you, my boy.
fer to remain away from him. You might as well talk Infi- sink the whole craft. We are in a worse condition now than
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
delity to a rock as to talk it to the negro. He is too thor- in 1861. The same political isms as before the war are
oughly saturated with Christian orthodoxy-rather ancient In power North and South, and the negro is still a hobby to
EAST PoRTLAND, ORB., Aprlll, 1890."
MR. EDITOR: The Portland Secular Union not long ago interpretation though-for the sense of Infidelity to get into fight over. We Freethinkers hav a big job ahead of us to
had the pleasure of several able lectures by Lois 'Waisbroker, him. He is a little like some white Christians. He believes perpetuate the republic with those fanatics in power. So
author of" Helen Harlow's Vow," "Perfect Motherhood,'' the Bible before he is bor.n. He believes it without reading hnrrah for Heston, Peck, and Ingersoll. I want Peck's and
and other valuable works. These lectures were delivered in it. When he does read it he does not get the sense of it- Ingersoll's writings put in a neat volume, so every true
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A:merican can read t~e truth. I am an old California forty. ; able _champion that abundant success worthy of such un- I or, In time, we shall "hang separately" for meddling with
nmer, and a. Materialist, I am proud to say. You are doing weaned efforts in behalf or truth and liberty. I shall send I the Interests of the old Mother of Harlots.
more to enlighten the people than any other man now In for the volume of pictures when It appears.
In love of my adopted country,
JOHN DAVEY.
America.
W. W. BAKER.
Very truly yours,
THOMAS M. TAYLOR.
VAN BUREN, ARx., April16, 1890.
OMAHA, NEB., April 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I always like THE TRUTH BuKER, but it apDEGRAFF, 0., April 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your valuable paper
MR. EDITOR: It is deplorable, to say the least, that in a pears to me that your paper of the 12th in st. is an extra good
for some time, and earnestly desire to see the good work go country boasted as a " land of liberty," there should exist a number. Edward L. Stark's piece, ''Is there no Remedy?"
on. I appeal to all Liberals to be up and working for the spirit of tyranny, In the form of religious preference, suffi- referring to the economic inequity, with its long series of
grand cause of liberty and Freethought, and to break down cient to forestall and abridge every effort at reform. Some social, political, and other wrongs, should engage the attenthese barriers called churches, so detrimental to all human weeks ago a few of the Liberals of the community arranged tioh of every friend of humanity. Our essayist's suggestion
happiness and progress. I ask any sane person whose mind for a Liberal lecture at Quincy, 0., to be given by P. H. Me. of calling a convention is very good, but the prospect of its
is not prejudiced, Is not the past history of Christianity rot- Croaky, entitled, "Why am I a Liberal?" There-is in the accomplishment is very slim. Our free institutions, our
ten "to the core? Are its pages not stained with the blood town a church building, formerly -:>ccupied by the Univer. political freedom, are menaced on all sides, and can only be
of Innocent men ? Do not statist.ics of our penitentiuies all ;alists, now owned by a Mr. Leach, who has been In the habil preserved by the intelligence and virtue of the people. Our
over the land corroborate my statement? Are not nine. ,f leasing it for lectures or other meetings. The nature of tht mstitutions of learning and free schools are designed exclutenths of the convicts religious people? Does the doctriv ecture being made known to Mr. Leach, he assented to the ·dvly for the education of the young and rising generation.
of Jesus Christ hav a tendency to soften the hearts of peo
1se of the building, the lecture to take plac., Saturday evening. rhis is right, but we need the men and women now on the
pie? Does it do good to teach children they can be the vi! December 28th. Arrangements were accordingly made >tage of action educated. Our present systems are too much
est criminals, and by one application of the blood of Jesu, •ome expense incurred, and prospects ·seemed fair for rea merely literary, while a large majority of the educated, soChrist fit them for eternal glory, where they can look witb ;onable success. No sooner, however, had the ball been called, including our school-teachers, are grossly ignorant of
triumph upon their victims writhing in agony in eternal 'airly started rolling, than the spirit of the Dark Ages brokt the problems of life, and the world they liv in;. and what
hell? Down with this damnable doctrin of ignorance. Le• ioose, was joined by the forces of Mr. Grundy, and a furon vastly adds to this dark picture is the ignorance and indi.lferevery man be his own preacb.er and interpreter. Liv f01
,f excitement in and about Quincy prevailed. Semi.idiolf ence everywhere in regard to it. Parochial and denominamankind and happiness here on earth. Let God take cart >f the Jonah school tore their hair, and the Ribitis pawed tional schools are getting full control of education. They
of himself. It he Is not happy It Is no fault of ours.
he ground. Mr. Leach was notified that unless he let up r,each literature, foreign and dead languages, and use every
EnwAim J. BoYLE.
m the contract he would be ostracised, if not assassinated. means that a depraved ingenuity can invent to keep the mind
A..nd the good man with fear and trembling begged to be al- in darkness and bondage. They turn out vast numbers of
NEw YoRK, April17, 1890.
owed to sacrifice his word of promis to the Infidels, which educated illiterates, who expect to make a living by fastening
MR. EDITOR: After reading your and Mr. McArthur·E was finally granted, he agreeing to furnish chairs to seat au this large incubus upon the rising generation. Now, "Is
arLicles about slate. writing, I wish to ask the question, Can unused and unseated hall. But word was furnished by the •here no Remedy?" Let every LiLeral do his duty. Hold up
one get writing done on slates laid on tables in full, plain enemies of Freethought to the effect that the lecture would the hands of our lecturers and editors. Establish or aid in
view, not In contact or held by anybody? I hav neveJ t>e defeated, as there was no other hall to be procured, and establishinp; libraries, :reading-rooms, with lectures and disvisited a spiritual seance, but from all I hav ever read, I hav t>ut few came out. But the lecture went on all the same, cussions, free to all, provided only that both sides be heard.
an impression that mediums, so called, can succeed only ind while it could not be called a success, it fairly illus- Let moral and mental science be simplified and popularized
under certain conditions. They need a cabine~; they ,.an·
rates the determination of Freethinkers to persevere even and taught.
darkness; persons present must join hands-that is, b• in the face of disappointment and the barking of orthodox
I believe one of the most efficient means of striking old
bound-and what not of other conditions and hocus-pocus. llOunds.
orthodoxy in a tender place, is with evolution; the term is
P. H. MoORosxY.
If asked to believe and to investigate these phenomena, I
coming into general use, and its proof is so clear that no one
could and would never submit to such conditions under any
can honestly resist it. With it established, special creation
ELMIRA, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1890.
circumstances, because I cannot s!)e, If there are any sucb
MR. EDITOR : The two extra copies of THE TRUTH 8EBKBR must soon fall, and as special creation falls, special providence
spirits of deceased persons able and willing to communicatt came to hand in this morning's mail, and I hav already got it seems to me must follow.
HENRY SmBLEY.
with their friends, why they cannot do It In broad daylight, lhem started on their missionary work in different directions
EUGENE, ORB., April 7, 1890.
without any aid from anybody. All these conditions neces. where they will do some good. Having c~nstituted myself a
MR. EDITOR : When Colonel Copeland lectured here for
sary to be favorable for successfully working their scheme> missionary in proselyting, I feel it has been the " Lord's will
are foolish, and advantageous to deceive and impose on tht for me to engage myself in bringing souls to him" for these the Methodist church a few months ago, they billed and
credulous. These circles may do for amusement, but fm many years. So confident am I of this fact (through a boomed him as "The prince of orators." But he proved
rational beings they look more like tomfoolery. In my view divine revelation imparted to me last night by a most trouble- himself the prince ot snobs. Personally I heard him onlv
these mediums are not much better than, and belong in the oome dream), that I can now proclaim to a sinful world that on his "Mistakes of Bob." I was surprised to hear hi~
same class with, the clergy, astrologers, and soothsayers. ·' I know my redeemer liveth " and that I am not mistaken in quote Ingersoll so much and so correctly. He was evidently
We hav never heard of one ugeful communication received my "calling." 1 hav forwarded these two copies to two flattered with the thought of shining in such borrowed jew.
from a spirit. I do not believe in a God, devil, or spirit out. young converts of Liberalism, recently ushered into the elry. Copeland's pious tirade against Ingersoll, together
side of animals' bodies or alcohol. There is no use wasting ·' kinl!"dom of heaven,'' by the new birth, having been "born with the silly and clownish criticism of science and its advocates, were not approved bY: the thinking class. Of course
money or time under these conditions.
Faso. KoEzL Y.
ap;ain," and now ardently seeking for a knowledge of the he fed the clergy on that sweet manna which is so nutritious
religion of the Christ of humanity, which will be gloriously and inflating.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA.,, April 3, 1890.
But the Methodist saints made a recent display of their
MR. EDITOR: Ia the glorious movement for Universa ~dministered unto them by a careful study of its teachings
Mental Liberty, there are signs on every side of its victor) ·.hrough the columns of TH:I!I TRUTH 8EEXJI:R. Yesterday 1 holy zeal, by going in cahoots with a darkey show for a few
over supersti~ion and religious bigotry. I never heard of s1 lent my paper to a friend recently out of college, who has nights and then flooding the city with cards, leaflets, etc.,
much skepticism as is manifested. Friends of Freethougbt 1ever before seen a Liberal paper, and believe me, he was announcing the ''Rev. Weber, the great comic revivalist"
and liberty can rejoice at the progress of our cause. I comt just delighted with it, especially in reading the articles of the Cor the holidays. Boon the theological jumping. jack and h'is
in contact with many who for a good part of their livef ·• Symposium," from Ingersoll and other prominent writers. pocket-Lord arrived. Then the " inspired oracle" informed
accepted and believed in Christianity who are now wavering [believe this one reading has really awakened new thoughts the people that he was now going to convert one hundred
m the mind of this friend of ours. He will be eager to get people per week, for the s~all sum of $50. Cheap indeed,
In their faith.
I am sure all desire to liv eternally. If there Is such a the next number, which I hav promised to furnish him. I for souls-less than cost. Tickets to heaven only fifty cents!
place as bP.aven, then its bliss and glory cannot be deecribe<l. do believe that by the time the extra subscription expires, Free and glorious transit insured on the old solar ark of
his gratuitous circulation on the writer's part will ha v Zion. (Noah p;ot there on the celestial air-rate, i.e., Ararat.)
This life Is indeed a vale of tears, with its sorrow, but we an
not responsible for its Rad conditions. The sad conditions o1 ;ecured not a few new subscribers, and wrought no little But Captain Jesus now runs this free and only line. Hurrah,
life cannot be changed. Life Is thrust upon us and we mus' change for the aggrandizement of our nohle cause. One drive in all the lambs, and old sheep too, for now's the rare
very great need of the Freethought movement is to get its chance to get first-class tickets from the cheap-John auctionmake the best we can of it. We must learn by experienc•
to obey the laws of nature, and put In action only such good, useful, and instructiv literature before the masses and eer. One night this pulpit clown said to the gentlemen,
causes as will insure happy results, for all that tends to hap. get them interested in it; urge them to life, liberty, and pur. "Boys, raise them winders there; this house is suffocating;"
,uit of happiness, and that it is man's complete salvation to then, addressing the ladieR, h" said, "Girls, look to your
plness is good.
wraps there, for if you take cold and die you'll all go to
Taking everything in this strange world into consideration exist outside the church and Christianity.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
he!l." When this inspired dime-seeker sees one or a group
-Its inequalities,· Imperfections, and Incompleteness; It~
neglecting to sing, he favors them with a pious rebuke, and
Injustice; man's inhumanity to man; the oppression of the
KENT, 0., April 1, 1890.
then trots his songbook pedler round again, to "accommo.
strong over the weak, and might making right-it is aston
MR. EDITOR: Civilization has always shown various relics date all the needy-only ten cents apiece." When the
lshing how so many millions believe that an almighty God
livs who permits such sad conditions to exist. But thea• of barbarism. Among these is the tendency to follow some "sermon" is ended, those who wish no further and direct
are facts to any sensible, just person. He or she canno1 leader. A certain type of character indorsed Luther, at d interest in the meetinp; are dismissed. Then the preacher
became Lutherans. Calvin's bent of mind suited others, and says, .''You who remain are now in our private meeting,
believe that a God rules the destiny of men and nations.
thPy adored him as a leader; hence Calvinism as a public our private house, our trap. And you are all committed
THOS. J. CONNERS.
doctrin. The same was true of Wesley, Campbell, and a to an interest in our church and the salvation of your souls
ATLANTA, GA., April 18, 1890 ..
host of others. And now when Col- R. G. Ingersoll has through Its open and heavenly door." Then such a pious
MR. EDITOR: The subscriptions inclosed redeem a promie become popular, a class are inclined to follow him, and boring begins as either a sensible Lord or 'devil would be
made of backing up Heston and his pictures. I njoice ln seem never to see a defect In anything he says. To me, Mr. ashamed of. A few nights ago, after a fluent display of
the renewed vigor which seems to animate the pencil of thi~ [ngersoll appears to be in error in some points. Whether slang, taffy, and cheap gossip, the preacher collared and
second Voltaire, who, in a different department of the sam£" this be the case, or I hav not advanced far enough to receive importuned a young Mr. Babb until he said, "No, I will not
field of labor, strips the church of its thin disguises and hold• the truth, it is not for me to judge; but I write this mainly go to the mourners'. bench, nor I don't go much on you or
up to the scorn and ridicule of the world the claims of itF to say, I am in the most hearty sympathy with the colonel'!\ your kind of preaching." Then the pious ape thrust the bC>y
popes and its priests, its bishops and its pastors, to be the sentiments as expressed in his" God in the Constitution," an out of the house, his mother following. As soon as Weber
proper custodians of the minds and consciences of mankind. article published In THE TRUTH BEEKER. This article should was arrested, and pending trial for a few days, he and the
In fertility of resource he is surpassed by no artist of the by all means be published in tract form. Among tbe two other clerical ignoramuses, together with some of the
present day ; and in the comprehension and treatment of his Liberals are some of the m·oat forcible writers of the present dupes who are also on gushing terms with the mythological
subjects he shows the skill of the master. The start.ling con. age. It would not be difficult to collect a couple of dozen firm, joined in a protracted and agonizing wail to their Bible
trasts he produces between superstition on the one hand and of the most telling treati5es relating to the proposed union of God & Co. It is said that the terra. celestial wires were kept
science and enlightened philosophy on the other, should church and state, encroachments ot Rome, etc. Remember, red-hot with the holy message to Jove. Thus he was ad.
awaken every thoughtful mind to the dangers with which I write not as an Infidel, but as a Christian, for I yet retain jured to promptly send a potent delegation, with a barrel,
the liberties of the republic are threatened by dominatinp; the name. Also, I am of foreign birth ; spent twenty years and jug or two, full of the best quality of" inspiring grace,"
ecclesiasticism, and strengthen the determination to resist by of my early life under the abominable conspiracy system of so as to immediately vindicate the saints snd Equelch the
every means its tyrannical encroachments • .A. hearty welcome monarch and priest, and want no more of it; but see plainly devil. But our reporter says that the wires burnt off at the
then to the courageous artist under the withering strokes of where things are drifting on Columbia's blood-boughtfree soil. home isolator just when expectation was most ardent. That
whose pencil· dogmatic pretension shrinks to infinitesimal The different types of priests sre uniting in a movement was too bad. Possibly the heavenly firm didn't get here in
dimensions, and w JO in his love for the beautiful and the which will result in common plunder, as all union of church time. At any rate, they must hav been a little bashful in
true brings out in bold relief the opposit and grander ele- and state does. Those who cannot conscientiously put your materializing before the city recorder; so the case went
paper on a mission work on account of t»e pictures, would "agin the Lord," and Weber had to pay a fine of $5 and costs,
ments of manhood and womanhood.
Many Spiritualists ·are.·found in the ranks of THE TRUTH zealously distribute such a class. of tracts. Friends of lib- $41. The pulpit dunce is yet hooting away to some of the
. SEBXBR'S subscriptions, and if I can measure their feelings erty, lovers of human rights, this is no time for childish large and small children who like to hear the false and silly
J. C. SNODGRAss.
by my own, they w~sh THE TRUTH 8BBXER and its redG>ubt- quibbles and silly bickerings. We must" hang together," twaddle of church theology.
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The woodpecker, yellow-shaft flicker, and not be forgotten, for it builds its nest near the
RoGERs, ARK., April 6, 1890.
M1ss WIXON, Madam: I bav never written American sapsucker are diggers, for they dig house, and its song is heard all day long.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav often thought Into old trees and stumps to make their nests.
All know that the. blackbird, -crow, and
of doing so. There are quite a number of The goldfinch, canary, and humming-birds raven are not what might be called singing
lltl~Ud 1Jr .Miss SuUN H. Wxxo1:11, .Fall
Liberals in Rogers, but so many Christians
Riew, XfJ88., to wlwm all (JommunfcationsjOf' that we can do very little good. We hav are good examples of the feltmakers. The birds, as they only utter harsh cries.
What would this world be without the birds
tlW (}Of"'Mt' s.liould lie un~.
been having the honored man, Mr. J. E. feltmakers chew up the material until it
Remsburg, to lecture for us, and while here, resembles felt and then form it into nests.
to cheer and comfort' man with their sweet
organize a Secular Union. He gave us two
The eggs are laid by the female and she songs? The woods would lose all its attraction
" Between the dark and the da.Yliirh•·
lectures, '' Sunday Laws " and ''False generally sits on them to hatch them; but in on a spring morning if it was not for the song
When the night is beginning to lower.
Claims," about two months ago; and we
Oomes a. pause in the day's oooupa.tione
had to hav him again, for the first only ex- some cases the male sits on the eggs a part or and presence of the birds singing among the
Tha.\ is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
cited the people's curiosity. Mr . .A,ckt'rs, the all of the time. When the eggs are hatched boughs. Nature would not hav fulfilled her
Campbellite preacher, challenged Mr. Rems- the young are fed by the old birds on bugs, mission had slle forgotten the birds.
.My Winter Boarders~
burg for a debate, an_d he accepted, of Murse. worms, and seed of weeds, etc. The young
WM.L. PALM.
The question for debate 'was: "The Bible Is birds- hav a sharp p:>int on the end of their
Some people keep in summer
Law1·ence, Kan., Feb. 15, 1890.
of human origin, contains many historical
A " home'' by ocean spraY ;
and scien._tific errors, immoral teachings, and bills with which they break through the shell.
:But I take winter boarders,
many glaring contradictions," Mr. Remsburg When they are a few days old this point falls
And find I make it pay.
Agents for the Truth Seeker,
taking the affirmativ and Mr. Ackers taking off, as it has served the purpose for which it
I need no cups and saucers,
CAL!J10RNU.,
the negativ. Mr. Remsburg triumphed. was intended.
No glass or linen fine,
•
l. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Freethought is gaining ground fast, and
MY blessed little bo ..rderB
Some birds hatch two broods in a summer. 1. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Oal.
every young Freethinker should improve
Care not for tea. or wine.
every moment of their time in posting them- The number of eggs laid by birds differs Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Oal.
For meat they hav no fancY,
selva. I loaned THE TRUTH SEEKER to some greatly. Home lay but two eggs, while others Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
:But brown bread they think right,
Francisco.
of my friends, and they seem to be very lay as many as thirty-six in a brood.
TheY eat like "little Yankees,"
much pleased.
With hearty appetite.
There are from ten to twelve thousand Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Francisco.
Our Secular Union meets to-day, and I different kinds of birds in the world. In
I do not "set my table,"
CANADA.
think we are doing well. I would like to see
1 "set" my window sills,
And strange enough that daily
the letters in the paper of Florence Ward, North America there are about seven hun- T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N. S.
They all" present their bills."
Alma Wineman, Fred Hoffman, and others. dred kinds.
Also_ send me postal autographs. I am
All birds are divided into seven great W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
TheY haY no hour for breakfast,
making a postal autograph album and hav classes, according to their habits, viz.: the James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
TheY care not when theY dine,
quite a number, among them the autograph Birds of Prey, the Climbers, Perchers, R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
And if they ba.v no supper.
lrnowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halof Mr. J. E. Remsburg. I also. wish the
They seem not to repine;
Scratchers, Runners, Waders, ~c.nd the Swim.
ifax, N. S.
autograph of Mr. George Remsburg.
TheY never giv me trouble,
COLORADO.
This will do, as I am making my letter too mers.
For they are very shy;
lengthy.
I've learned, when they are eating
The birds of prey are so called because of J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA.
No one must venture nigh.
I will compliment Leonora Stockinger for their habit of catching birds and other small
Bay st., Jacksonville.
her " What is Morality ?"
I hasten to my window,
animals for food, and some of this class liv Jas. Douglas, 46 E. IDAHO.
Progress to Mr. Heston and his pictures.
When morn its glorY sends,
Wishing progress to THE TRUTH SEEKER, on the carcasses of animals. They are pto- A.. Erwin, Murray.
And call, " Come home to breakfast,
vided by nature with large, spreading wings,
ILLINOIS.
I am,
Yours,
EMMA BIXLER.
My darling birdie friends;"
long and sharp claws, and very powerful Post-ot!ice News Co., 108 Adams st., Ohicago.
A moment-all is silentThen, presently you see
muscles, and also with a strong, hooked bill, a:. A. 8tevens,558 West Madison st., Room 1,
Chicago.
:Brown nodding heads come chirping,
and a very piercing sight, and acute sense of
~cience
G. E. Wilson, 802 State street, and Brentano
" Good morning,'' back to me.
smell. The female is generally the largest.
Bros., Chicago.
When hungry, they come rushing
This class mate for life, the same as man. J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C!:.!eag'>.
On blinds and fences neat,
The eagle, kite, hawk, owl, vulture, and buz.
INDIUI.6..
Birds.
As if to say," We're ready,
I. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
zard
are
the
principal
birds
belonging
to
the
If you will disappear ;"
Birds are found in all parts of the world,
r. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
And even while they're flying,
but there are more of them in warm than in class.
LOIDB!ANA.
Their bright eyes seem to see
The climbers hav their toes in pairs, two A.l.. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
cold climates.
Their evident thanksgiving
in
front
and
two
behind.
This
arrangement
J(ASSACH
UBBTTB.
Is pay enough for me.
Birds make us admire them by their sweet
songs and beautiful plumage. In most cases makes it easy for them to hold fast to the bark Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
When summer takes them from me,
.foseph Marsh, Northampton.
I miss them with regret,
the male has a more brilliant plumage than of trees. To this class the parrot, cuckoo, Johnson
Bra's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
So happy ha.v theY made me,
woodpecker,
and
sapsucker
belong.
the female, and is often so different from the
JliC HI S-Ui.
I think I'm in their debt.
The perchers are the commonest kind of .l. Atwood, Eaton Rapida.
female
in
plumage
that
an
inexperienced
perIf BUYODe iB gloomy,
birds,
and
contain
almost
all
the
small
birds,
~- D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
son would not know that they belonged to
J ast advertise and say :
" Wanted, soms birdie boarders,
the same species. The goldfinch is a good such as the humming-birds, warblers, mock- Chas. Sach, 188 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
_<wan & Co.• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
ing-birds, and thrushes.
Till winter goes away."
example.
The dove, turkey, wild pilreon, hen, quail, Iierman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
And when they come, don't let them
Birds are vertebrates, are covered with
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
Find on your hats such things
feathers, and hsv hollow bones, thereby com- grouse, and pheasant are the principal scratchKIBSOURI.
As birdies' heads, all useless,
ers. This family is very important to mQn, ?hillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
bining
strength
with
lightness,
which
makes
Or helpless, out-off wings.
it easy for them to fly. All the bones and as they furnish him with some nf the best a:. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
And then you'll find the secret
Of happiness and cheer
even the quills hav air in them, and the birds meat for his table. Birds of this class liv on Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.
Is making others happy,
can force air into them at will from their the ground most of the time, and feed on seed, B}aton & Smith, 1234
0 st., ~coin.
And sta.~ting heaven here.
lungs.
When
they
hav
a
large
supply
of air grain, and berries. One peculiarity of this
NBW YORX.
-c. Fannie Allvn in Our DumiJ Animals.
they can fly higher and swifter on account of class is that, except in the case of the doves 'lrentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
their lightness. The birds that hav the and pigeons, the young birds run away from Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Correspondence.
largest supply of air are the fleetest and can the nest, and hide in the grass as soon as they ;:I. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork.
ff. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
FABMDALE, 0., March 31, 1890.
fly. the highest, the chimney swift, for in are hatched.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am eight years old. stance. All birds, with but few exceptions,
The runners are a very small class of birds. Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
I hav three sisters. Little Elma is dead. She
consisting of the ostrich and its relations. L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
would hav been three years old to-day. We can raise themselvs in the air. The ostrich
They
hav
very
long
legs,
and
rudimentary
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
liv with Grandpa Burns. I just got through and penguin cannot on account of their rudiwings.
New York.
my first Reader. I hav been sick and could mentary wings.
The waders hav very long necks, legs, and .J. Van den Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York
not go to school all t1e time. My grandpa
The birds of the warmer climates hav a
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Corner is more beautiful and brilliant plumage than bills. They are adapted to wading in shallow New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
for me. Papa eays, make a short call.
those of the colder northern climates. They water, and they liv mostly on worms and S. J. King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
"ERNIE L. BURNS.
shell-fish.
They
inhabit
the
swamps,
marshes,
generally ehed their feathers twice a year,
OHIO.
ARLINGTON, NEB., April 3, 1890.
and in some cases the winter plumage differs aed the shores of streams. The heron, ibis, John Jacques, Akron.
~- Hexter, 803 Supenor street, Cleveland.
DEAR M1ss WixON: My father has taken from the summer-the bluebird, for exam- rail, plover, and crane belong to this class.
THE TRU1'H SEEKER for nearly seven years, ple. Its winter plumage is brighter and
The swimmers are adapted to living in VanEpps & Co .. 259 Superior st .• Cleveland
T. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
and I ht1V thought I would write for a lonp:
water. They hav webbed feet, and a very Emory
P. Robinson, Sydney.
time but I hav failed to write till now. I thicker than in the summer.
thick
coat
of
feathers,
which
is
made
waterThe
shedding
of
feathers
is
necessary
to
ORB60lll.
hav read the letters in the Children's Corner
tight
by
the
oil
with
which
they
dress
their
B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.
ever since I hav been old enough to read. I life and is the most painful event of a bird's
am ten years old. I go to school and study life. The plumage is made waterproof by feathers. Some of this class go north in sum. C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PBNNBYL V Al!IIA,
reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling, and the oil with which they dress their feathers. mer to brood and liv In the south In winter.
grammar. We liv a quarter of a mile from
This class swim and dive with the greatest Or.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila
The
oil
is
secreted
by
a
gland
situated
in
the
Jeorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
the school-house. We are having vacation
ease. The duck, goose, penguin, swan, and Xi. F. Schade. 3. 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh
now. I hav two brothers; one is twenty-five tail.
divers
make
up
this
class.
J. A. Kirk, DuBois.
Birds swallow their food whole, and it
and the other is eighteen. My sister died a
TBNNBBSBB.
year ago last August; she was twenty-two. first passes into the crop and then into an.
The eggs of birds are as beautiful as the
I will close for this time, hoping to see this other sack, where it is moistened, and after it birds themselvs. The eggs hav every color W"m. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville
in print. Yon must excuse a short letter, as
0. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
is well moistened it passes into the giz:1.ard, on them that is known to the colorist. The
this is my first one. I remain,
TBXAB.
eggs
are
of
all
sizes.
The
larp:est
egg
laid
by
a
where
it
is
digested
with
the
aid
of
email
L. Andruss, Denison.
Your true friend,
EFFIE WHITFORD.
stones and other hard substances which the North American bird is that laid by the Cali- 1'. Theo. Colwick. Norse.
NORWEGIAN CONSULATE, SALONIOA 1 }
birds swallow for that purpose.
fornia condor, which measures 4 40x2.50 I:I. B. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
TURKEY, March 20, 1890.
UTAH.
Most birds build nests in which to raise their inches, while that which Is the smallest is
MY DIIAR Miss WJXoN: Fifteen days ago
rames Ashman, Salt Lake Oity,
young,
but
there
are
some
that
build
no
nest,
laid
by
the
rufous
humming-birds,
which
we received newspapers telling us of the
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake Olty.
death of our dear friend Mr. Fisk. Mamma but lay their eggs on the ground and in holes measure but .45x.33 inches. Some eggs are fohn A. Jost, Ogden.
says we ha.v lost the only true friend we in trees. While some lay their eggs in the pure white, without a spot, while others hav Henry Booth, Stockton.
possessed. She was very grieved about it. nest of other birds, theee usually lay but one a darker background, and hav spots of a
WABI!INGTON T:SBRITORY.
We hRV not yet heard the particulars of his egg in a place.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
dozen different colors.
death, although we knew from his secretary,
Birds build their nests in bushes, trees,
The eggs of the birds of the same family re. W. Wedeken, Montesano.
Mr. Hodge, how ill he was; but we hav not
BN6LAND.
chimneys,
boxes,
holes
in
trees,
and
on
rocky
each other in either color, size, or Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street
semble
heard from him since. We should be much
shape.
·obliged to you if you would write and tell us cliff a.
London.
Some birds hav to mine to make their nest.
all about hlm.
Some of the birds which generally lay pure Progressiv Pub. Co., 28 Stonecutter st., Lon
On the day we heard of poor Mr. Fisk's The bank swallows dig into the sand to make white eggs hav been known to lay eggs with
don, E. C.
death our new baby was born, and it is a their nests. Then there are others who are spots on, and vice ve1•sa.
.., C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
ittle boy this time, so there arc now five
AUSTRALIA.
masons. The chimney swift, for instance,
All birds make some kinil of a sound called
of us.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, P1\rk st., Sydney, N.S. w.
I hav been teaching the boys for the last builds its nest against the inside of the chim- singing. The singing of different birds varies W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W
six weeks, as mother was too unwell to attend ney. Then there are the weavers, dome. as much as either their eggg or plumage. The
NEW ZBALAND.
to them. I must say I did not like it. I hav builders, and basketmakers, all of which liv songs of some birds are not as pleasing to the A.. D. Willis, Wanl!anui.
to go down stairs now, so please excuse a in the warmer climates. The marsh wren, ear as others. Some of the finest singers are
anger letter. With much Jove, I remain,
Baltimore oriole, quail, and magpie are good the mocking- bird, cul.blrd, red-bird, brown THE TRUTH SEEKER A.NNU AL
dear Miss Wixon,
examples of this class,
thrush, and canary. TM t\OWie wren must
fr!Qil, ~ Ce]ltt,
Yol!rl! ajiection~t!ll:y,

g[olnmn.
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Giordano Bruno.
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por.
trait, and Monument.
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Crimes and Persecutions.

Tile Bible-What Is IU

A pam- Bvo, lt119pp. Oloth, $3; leather, St; moroooo,
gilt edges, $4..50.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
BYD. M.BENNETT.
book of pore thought, and oorreot in all its
Addreas
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
~8 Lafa~ette Place. New Yorir
Studies In Theolo;;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and ourae, theologically denominated " the
fall." Prioe,IO oen ts.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
OB 1
negativ and aftlrmativ standpoint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
The Church of Practical Religion.

TRY•SQUARE:

u

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found ,a
ohuroh without superstition, and its snooess.
OB
Uncle Job SawYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
DANCER AHEAD.
of human oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and other·
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanReason Why a Good Roman Catholic OlDage, and easily understood. There is just suftl.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
this Republic.
bold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
BJ' A.. J. GROVER.
J!'or sale at this om.oe. Price, 11.00.

ROMAN ISM,
The

Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address TEIE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The Reign of the Stoies.
TIIBIB

History, Religion. PhilosophY, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With OitaticnB of Authors Quoted from on
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Bead the philosophers, and learn how to makf
life happy, seeking usefnl Precepts and brave and
noble words which ma.y become deeds.-Seneca.
OPINIONS OF THE PBESS.
This book shows that many Ohnstians might
learn mnob from these ancient heathen.-Amert-

·oan BooT&sezzer.

One of the most valuable helps for those who
would understand the character of human progreBB in all agea.-Nattonal Quarterzv Review.
The author ha.s shown himself a diliKent student, a.n ardent admirer, and a faithful interpreter, of some of the most remarkable moon.
menta of ancient thinking.-New Yorl& Tribune,
Beading this book, we find the doctrine of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by .the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Ctnctnnatt Commerotal.
Leoky says of Marone Aurelius : " The purest
a.nd gentle1t B.Pirit of all the pagan world." Meri·
vale saY& : "Of u.ll the line the noblest and dear·
est." Taine says : "The noblest soul that ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He preserved
through life not only the most unblemished jnstioe, but the tenderest heart."
Extra. Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafavette Plo.no Na- v~ ...

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated. Narratlv of his Life and
'l'eachings.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT~
I take pleasure in spea.kinlil' in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools In Oeylon. The "Banner ·of Light1"
"Beligio-Phllosophioal Journal," and manySpirituallst papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra. Oloth, 175 1>1> •• 11.
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
, 88 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

GIRARD'S
AND

Girard College Theolou.
AN EXPOS:1!:
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard•smagnifioent
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ohurohes and Young Men's
Ohristian Association.
BY BIOII, B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price Sl.
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Tbe Tear llings of Seculariun Com
part>ri with Orlbodox ChrJsUau·
U y. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
Secularism: Is It Founded on
Rea• on, aud )!< It Sutlictent to
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DcbBtA between the Ediior of tbe Halifax
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and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 1o
cents.
The Horrors of' tile Frencb Revo·
lotion: Their Cau~es. 24 pages.
Pr1ce, 10 cents.
Secularism: Destructiv and Con·
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
10 cents.
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
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Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
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10 cents.
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p"ges in rover. Price, 10 cents.
The !I>UperstiUon of tile Christian
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The Glory of W:lnbel et, 22 pages in
cover. Price, 10 cents.
~ature and 1hc Supernatural; or,
Re.li f' and Knowled;;e. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents.
'lhe Amerif'an !iecular Union; lls
~eces•ity :t.nd tile .Justice of' Its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Tbeo!ogical Pr,sumptlon: An Open
Letter w the Rw. Dr. R. F. Burns, of ,Halifax,
N. t:l. In thiij J>~tter the followiniZ snbJeota a!'e
<~ealt with: 1. Wbv Do the Olergy '*-v:md
Debate? 2. 'l'he Position of AgnostlclBm
'l'oward Christianity. 3 Freethonght and
Men of 8c1ence. 4. 'J'he Ddidreooe bet~een
F<tcts and Opinion.. 5. Ohn•• and Ber01sm.
6. ChristianitY and I:!! avery. 16 pages. Pr1ce,
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Every Liberal ~hould Read

THE BIBLE .AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARrBUR B. Moss.
WITH PREFAOE BY DR. HAaDWlCKE.
INTRODUC riON.
Chapter I, Btble Astronomy and Evolution;
Ohapter II, B1ble Biology and Evolut.ion ; Oha.'lter III. Btble Myths and Evolution; Chanter IV,
Btble History and Evolution: Oha.Pter V, B•ble
Moralit.v and Evolution; ChaptAr VI, Bible Miracles and Evomtion : Chapter VII, Miraol•s Incredible; Chapt.Ar VIII, Btble Poetry and Evoln·
tion : Ollapt~r IX, Bible Art and Evolutiov : Ohapter X. Bible God sud Evolution ; Chaptpr Xl. Sonl
and Future and Evoln.tion;, Ohapter XII, Beaven
Hereafter; Chapter XIII, uonolnsion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
Address THE TBUTB SEEKRR.
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noticed here can be had of THE TRUTH SEEKER
CoMPANY, at the prices named.
THE BIBLE AND EvoLUTION. By Arthur C.
Moss. Preface by H. J. Hardwicke, M.D.,
F.R.C.S. London: Watts & Co. Cloth,
$1.
This is an excellent book, which we c11n
recommend to our re11ders as clear in language, trustworthy in statement, and irrefutable in reasoning. A perusal of the chapter
titlea will impart an idea of the topics that it
treats: Introduction; Chapter I, Bible Astronomy and Evolution; II Bible Biology
and Evolution; III, Bible Myths and Evolution; IV, Bible History and Evolution; V,
Bible Morality and Evolution; VI, Bible
Miracles and Evolution; VII, Miracles Incredible; VIII, Bible Poetry and Evolution;
IX. Bible Art and Evolution; X. Bible God
apd Evolution; XI, Soul and Future and
Evolution; XII, Heaven Hereafter ; XIII,
Conclusion. Thus we hav a complete anatomization and annihilation of scriptural error
and absurdity of every order-astronomical,
biological, mythical, historical, ethical, supernatural, and all. Some of the chapters hav
appeared in the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKBR, and these ha v been revised and
improved, while new ones hav been added.
An opinion on Jesus, from the chapter,
"Jesus as God," is as follows:
"From all the evidence accessible to us, it
seems perfectly clear that Jesus was an enthusiast, who did not always assume the noblest
bearing toward those who differed from him,
and who not only condemned his opp"nents in
extravagantly strong terms,· but urged his
disciples to take an even more offensiv
course (Mark vi, 2). Jesus indeed sometimes
appeared to lose his mental balance, so much
so that his own friends declared that he was
beside himself (Mark Iii, 21). From the evidence afforded by the go~pels, Jules Soury
concludes that Jesus suffered periodically
from congestion of the bTain, and was sometimes insane. •
. . Strange, too, that
when Jesus came to die, he prayed, 'Oh, my
father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from
me 1' (l'rlatt. xxvi, 89). If Jesus were God,
he must hav known that to let the cup pass
was at one stroke to send the whole of mankind to eternal perdition. Moreover, he
surely knew his own mind, and was not likely,
by a prayer to himself, to change his own
immutable will. But all these difficulties
shrink to comparativly small proportions
beside that which is involved in his exclamation in the last agony of all, as he hung
stretched upon the cross, 'Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani !' ' My God, mv God, why hast
thou forsaken me?' If Jesus were God, in
what sense could it be that he had forsaken
himselC? If he had come to die, to save the
world, was this extraordinary utterance indicativ ot grief at having to undergo such a
trying ordeal ?"
AN OPEN LETTER TO HoN. EowARD M. PAX·
soN, chief-justice of Pennsylvania. By
Richard B. Westbrook, of the Philadelphia
bar. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.
Paper, pp. 86, 10 cents.
In this pamphlet the learned and able
president of our Secular Union chastises
.Chief justice Paxson for having delivered to
the law school of the University of Pennsylvania, on Oct. 2, 1889, an address containing
statements not sustained by the facts of
history, which, coming from so hi~~;h an
authority, might hav an undesirable influence
over the young hearers. The animadversions
fall mostly under two heads, indicated in the
queries: "1. Was the law of Sinai' the first
of which we hav knowledge?' 2. WasMosPs
the 'greatest statesman and lawgiver the
world has ever prnduced ?'" The passages
especially objected to are these:
''The first law of which we hav knowledge
was given to the world amid the storms and
the clouds, the lightning and thunders of
Mount Sinai. It has come down to us through
the roll of the ages stamped with the awful
seal of the godhead."
"The law of Sinai was a moral law. Something more was needed for the political government of the people to whom it was immediately addressed. This was supplied by the
greatest statesman and-lawgiver the world
has ever produced. Upon this man and the
system of law which he formulated with
divine aid, the world has looked with admiration for thousands of years, and will con.
tinue to do so to the end of time."
A preposterous error of time is the first
that is exposed, and this is done as follows :
" In speaking of time your honor uses two
dates. You say, on pages 19 and 20,
• Whether wise or not, the principle originated
with the great Mosaic lawgiver, fourteen
hundred and fifty-one years before _the birth
of Christ' And on page 19 you say, 'It has
taken the world three thousand three hundred
and odd years to come up to the standard
here laid down by Moses.' . . . You
think Moses promulgated the law about fourteen hundred and fifty-one years before
Christ, and this must hav been about two
thousand five hundred and fifty-three years
after the cr•ation, which adqed to eighteen
hundred and ninety, the present date, would
make the world just five thousand eight hundred and ninety-four years old. Lyell, a
most judicious geologist, estimated the delta
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of the Mississippi at one hundred thousand
years, and some persons think these figures
should hav been doubled. Professor John
M'iske thinks the glacial period began two hundred and forty thousand years ago, and that
human beings inhabited Europe at least one
hundred and sixty thousand years earlier,
thus giving an antiquity to our race of not
less than four hundred thousand years. Other
scientists talk of hundreds of thousands and
even millions of years, but we attach no importance to specific figures. We simply
insist upon an antiquity which very far ex.
ceeds six thousand years."
The effectiv way in which Mr. West brook
uncovers and derides the many other absurdities that were attempted to be palmed off as
nineteenth-century facts, space limits do not
permit us to display here. Whoever procures
and reads the work wlll feel pride in our
champiou against the too numerous and too
obtrusiv and odious shams of the age.
In India Freethought is making a certain
moderate progress, and beginnin~~; to overturn
the vast and ancient system of pessimistic
bel!ef that constitutes the religion there, in
the same manner as it has already progressed
so far in inroads upon th_e derived pessimistic
faith of our own land. A Freethought periodical just started there is the Cosmopolitan,
published and eilited in Calcutta by R«liprasanna Ravyabishared. We wish it good
fortune.
"All About Devils," is a fifteen-cent pamphlet by Moses Hull. It is described on its
title-page as "An inquiry as to whether
modern Spiritualism and other great reforms
come from his satanic majesty and his subordinates in the kingdom of darkness." It
deals many and piercing blows to the inconsistent and unguarded position the church
has taken in regard to the diabolology of the
Bible, Spiritualism, and corollary matters.
A very handsome new edition of Count
Volney's "Ruins; or, Meditation on the
Revolutions of Empires," has been got out
by Peter Eckler. The volume also contains
''The Law of Nature," another work by the
same distinguished author. The book is embellished with a portrait of Volney, and other
illustrations. We are willing to pronounca
as our private opinion that whoever has
omitted to read this veteran Antichristian
disquisition possesses a course of Freeth ought
instru ~tion that is yet defectiv and incomplete. The price is $1.
"Theological Presumption," a 5-cent pamphlet published by Charles Watts, is "An
open letter to the Rev. Dr. R. F. Bnrns, of
Halifax, N. S." It deals with the following
subjects: 1. Why do tile clergy avoid debate?
2 The position of Agnosticism toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and men of science.
4. The difference between facts and opinions.
5. Christ and heroism. 6. Christianity and
slavery. We should say tbat this address
may fittingly be presented not to Rev. Mr.
Burns alone, but as well to almost any of the
presumptuous clerics whose spreading pretense requires unending clipping down with
the blades of fact and sense.
"Simple Elements of Navigation." By
Lucien Young, U. S. N. With numerous
plates and tables. 12mo, morocco flaps, $2.
Published by John Wiley & Sons, 58 East
Tenth ~treet, New York. The publishers
claim that this book supplies admirably the
great want of all seafarin~~: men for a pocket
manual of navigation. No navigator, they
say, should be without it, whether he goes to
sea as a business or for amusement, because
it presents in a condensed form everything
that a navigator wants to know, and in such
a plain and simple manner that anyone who
knows the four rules of arithmetic can read.
ily understand it. All complicated mathematical formulas and difficult calculations
are rendered unnecessary by the use of this
handbook, and yet it contains all that is
required for the proper and safe navigation
of any ship, provided with suitable charts, to
or from any part of the globe. The solation
of the problems is reduced to one simple and
uniform method, and all the necessary tables
are given in the same covers. For anyone
requiring a safe, simple, and essy process by
which to navigate a vessel, the book is indispensable.

facts and ways of nature is contributed by
Prof. C. H. Henderson, under the title, "A
Chemical Prolog." There is a copiously illustrated article on the " Physiognomy of the
Mouth," by Th. Piderot, explaining the different expressions which the mouth takes on.
"The Meaning of Pictured Spheres," bv J.
Z Houzeau, describes the forms which different peoples hav imagined the star-groupP
to represent. There are a "Sketch" and
portrait of Plateau, a Belgian physicist, who
continued his valuable work after becoming
blind.
The April number of the North .Amtnican
Re'Diew represents the same unwearying care
and liberal expenditure which hav made that
magazine what it is. The many dit'llcult questions involved in such a case as that of th8
United Stl\tes ship Enterprise and her crew
are discussed by the admiral of the Uuited
States navy, David D. Porter, whose selection by the editor for the treatment of this
snbject is another instance of the determina.
tion of the Rwiew to bring into every issue
the most authoritativ and enlightened opinion. A no less timely article is furnished by
Oswald Ottendorfer, the eminent editor of the
Staats Zeitung, on German Socialism. To
scientific readers the most important contribution to the number will be that of Francis
Galton on "Ktnship ·and Correlation," in
which that distinguished scientist givR the
results of some of his recent researches. No
higher authority on the subject of heredity is
alive to-day than Mr. Galton, who is the cousin
of Charles and the grandson of Erasmus Darwin, and the author or (among many other
works) "Hereditary Genius; Its Laws and
Consequences" and of" Natural Inheritance,"
the latter recently published. Religion is rep.
resented in the same number by the Rev. Dr.
Lyman Abbott and the Rev. Dr. Edward
Beecher; Philanthropy, by the Right Rev.
Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota ; the Knights
of Labor by Master Workman Powderly; the
South and its Needs by ex-Governor Lowry, of
Mississippi; Literature by Marion Harland
and 0. B. Bunce; Political Reform by Senator
Saxton, and Social Life as it exists in Paris
by the brilliant and vivacious Madame Adam.
Mention should also be made of an earnest
article against" Immorality in Cnnversation,"
by Mrs. Amelia E. Barr, the novelist, and of
various "Notes and Comments,"which, with
an able chanter by the Hon. W. P. BrPckinridge, bf Kentucky, continuing the Glad.
stone-Blaine controversy, complete the number.
No. 121 of the Humboldt Library is "Utilitarianism,"by John Stuart Mill, the standard
English writer whose. works form part of the
library of every scholar. The openin~t remark of this work is that" there are few circumstances among those which make up the
pres<>nt condition of human knowledge, more
unlike what might hav been expected, or
more significant of the backward state in
which speculation on the most important
subjects still lingers, than the little progress
which has been made in the decision of the
controversy respecting the criterion of right
and wrong." The doctrin of morals which
Mr. Mill brings forward as a substitute for
that of which the sanction is God's command,
and the end God's favor, is thus stated:
" The creed which accepts as the foundation
of morals, Ut.il!ty, or the Greatest Happiness
Principle, holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness,
wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of
happiness. By happiness is intended pleas.
ure, and the absence of pain; by unhappiness, pain, and the privation of pleasure."
One common misappreheRsion of this creed
the author thus notices : "Such a theory of
life excites in many minds, and amom~ them
in some of the most estimable in feeling and
purpose, inveterate dislike. To suppose that
life has (as they express it) no higher end
than pleasure-no better and nobler object of
desire and pursuit-they designate as utterly
mean and groveling ; as a doctrin worthy
only of swine, to whom the followers of Epicurus, were, at a very early period, contemptuously likened ; and modern holders of
the doctrin are occasionally made the subject
of equally polite comparisons by its German,
French, and English assailants." And to this
objection, or willful misnnderetanding, the
explanation is given : "When thus attacked,
the Epicureans hav always answered, that it
Is not they. but their accusers, who represent
human nature in a degrading light; since the
accusation supposes human beings to be capable of no pleasures except those of which
swine are capable. . . . There is no
known Epicurean theory of life which does
not assign to the pleasures of the intellect, of
the feelings and imagination, and of the
moral sentiments, a much higher value as
pleasures than to those of mere sensation. .
. . Utilitarian writers in general ha v placed
the superiority of mental over bodily pleas.
ures chiefly in the greater permanency, safety,
nncostliness, etc., of the former." The further exposition of the Utilitarian moral sys.
tem, and maintenance of it against its old
dogmatical rivals, we hav not space to follow.
We may add that the publishers merit praise
for the handsome new form, with large type
and fine paper, in which the Library now
appears. Price of this number, 15 cents.

In the latest number of the Popular Science
Monthly Andrew D. White continues his
account of "Comparativ Mythology," as
illustrated by the decline of the Dead sea
legends. There is a paper on "Absolute
Political Ethics." by Herbert Spencer, asserting the practical value of the highest possible
standard for political action. One of the
many spirited replies to Grant Allen's recent
article depreciating woman's ability which
hav poured in upon the magazine is pnblished
in this number. It is by Mrs. M. F. Armstrong, of Hampton College, and is entitled,
"The Mission of Educated Women." Mrs.
Sophie B. Herrick contributes an illustrated
article on "The Laws of Films," which are
shown in many curious ways by soap-bubbles,
drops of oil, etc. An instructiv essay, by
Prof. G. T. W. Patrick, on" The Psychology
of Prejudice," shows how easy it is to take
biased views of things. The" Origin of Land
Ownership" is discussed by Daniel E. Wing,
who maintains that the landowner is only the
The Twentieth Century of the 21st ult. contenant of the community. An 11rticle on tak. tains Colonel Ingersoll's latest contribution to
ing advantage of the fresh and eager ques- Freethought, an answer to the question,
tioning spirit of childhood in teaching the "How do you account for the great change

that has taken place in the religious thought
of the world?" The colonel says:
" The average of intelligence has in the
last few years greatly incr<>ased. Man may
hav as much creduUty as he ever had, on
some subjects, but certainly on the old subjects
he has less. There is not as great a difference to-day between the members of the
learned professions and the common people.
Man is governed less and less by authority.
He cares but little for the conclusions of the
universities. ·He does not feel bound by the
action of synods or ecumenical councilsneither does he bow to the decisions of the
.highest tribunals, unless the reasons given
for the decisions satisfy his intellect. Oae
reason for this is, that t!J.e M-called ' learned'
do not agree am on,; themsellvs-that the universities dispute each otiher-tha.t the synod
attacks the ecumenical·lJOuncll-that the parson snaps his ftngers at the priest, and even
the Protestant bishop holds the pope in contempt. 'If the learned can thus disagree,
there is no reason why the common people
should hold to one opinion. They are at
least called upon to decide as between the
universities or synods ; and in order to decide, they must examin both sides, and
having examined both sides, they generally
hav an opinion of their own.
"There was a time when the average man
knew nothing of medlcin-he simply opened
his mouth and took the dose. If he died it
was a dispensation of providence-If he got
well, it was a triumph of science. Now this
average man not only asks the doctor what
is the matter with him-not only asks what
medicin will be good for hlm,-but insists
on knowing the philosophy of the cure-asks
the doctor why he give it-what result he expects-and as a rule has a judgment of his
own.
·
" So in Ia w. The average business man
has an exceedingly good idea of the Ia w
affecting his business. There is nothing now
mysterious about what goes on in courts or
In the decisions or judges-they are published in every direction, and all Intelligent
people who happen to rPad these opinions
hav their ideas as t.o whether the opinions are
right or wrong. They are no longer the victims of doctors or of Ia wyers or of courts.
" The same is true in the world of art and
literature. The average man has an opinion
of his own. He is no longer a parrot repeating what somebody else says. He not only
has opinions, but he has the courage to express them. In literature the old models fail
to satisfy him. He has the cou,.age to say
that Milton is tiresome-that D~nte is prolix
-that they deal with subjects having no human interest. He laughs at You~g's "Night
Thoughts" and Pollock's "Course of Time,"
knowing that both are filled with hypocrisies
and absu,.dities. He no longer falls upon his
knees before the mechanical poetry of Mr.
Pope. He chooses -and stands by his own
o¢nion. I d0 not mean that he is entirely
independent, but that he is going in that direction.
" The same is true of pictures. He prefers
the modern to the old masters. He prefers
Corot to Raphael. He gets more real pleasure from Millet and Troyon than from all the
pictures of all the saints and donkeys of the
Middle Ages.
"In other words, the nays of authority are
passing away."
We advise our readers to send five cents
for a copy of the Twentieth Century and read
all of the article, thereby getting some new
ideas. The same issue also contains a poem
by Edgar Fawcett. "At the Window," and
two articles, by Van Buren Denslow and
Prof. W. G. Sumner, opening an economic
symposium which will discuss from week to
week what Mr. Pentecost assumes to be the
most important systems of proposed reform.

Obituary.
I am commissioned to chronicle the death
of another stanch Freethinker-one who has
been a subscriber and constant reader of THE
TRUTH SEEKER for several years past. Rachel
H. Baker was born in Clinton county, 0.,
May 8, 1818. Her parents, Joseph and Rhoda
Anthony, whose memory Rhe held sacred, bad
moved from Richmond, Va., one year prior
to her birth. She was married to John Y.
Baker Nov. 80, 1888; moved to Hamllton
county, Ind., in the fall of 1840, being among
the first settlers. She was the mother of ten
chlldren; four of them having preceded her
to the sp;rit world. Six are left, together
with her aged husband, to mourn her departure. She passed away calmly and peacefully
near 9 o'clock Sunday evening, April 6, 1890.
She was a very industrious woman, devoted
wife and mother, and a kind neighbor. She
was noted for her good qualities as a nurse.
She was strictly moral, honest, and punctual
in all her dealings. At an early period in her
llfe she became interested in the subject of
woman's rights, which was then very unpop.
ular. She was raised in the Quaker church,
her mother being a minister and strictly orthodox, but her father was very Liberal in
his views, and she partaking more of his organization, she naturally developed in that
direction as she grew older .. She believed
firmly in a future existence, but never in a
place of future punishment, that being inconsistent with her every sense of right and justice. She embraced the Spiritual philosophy
in 1854, remaining firmly in this belief from
that time on; it belnp: a source of great comfort and consolation to her in all her troubles
and trials in earth-life. LJZZIK F. BAKER.
Bake1ds Corntr, April 15, 18110.
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Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston.
Meets every Sunday (from October to Jnnel at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Snuday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroa.d
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Rent,

Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 and 14, E>tstman. block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres.: LEROY BERRIER, SAo.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0 .. meets tbe first and fourth BundaYs of each month at Independ .. nt Church, at
to·ao A.M. Free discnssi9n on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER a"d InvesUgmor are solicited.
R. G. I:!MITH, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla :Lib, ral Club

Milwaukee, 'Vis .. Libt>ral Club
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Grand ave., (Fraternity HaJJ), Lecture followed
by dAbates. The pnbli<l cordiallY invi•ed.

Brotherhood ot Morali,ts,No. 903,
Prairie CilJ. Ia,
Meets everv fluuday in tbe Liberal reading. room
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Society
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Lectures followed by diaonss10n. Fnends from
abroad heartily welcome.
.
FBANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
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In your meetings, to make them hvely and inter·
eating, THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOoE contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It iP hitilily recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Par'r.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
116 oenta
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THE NEW GOD.
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meets every SundaY in Indniltrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free disonssiono on religions and social Questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trntb
SeekerpublioationsalwaYson hand atoheap ratep,

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
J
Science Lect.ures.-Free Discnssions.-Original
Ten Cents Each.
and Be!Pcted Readings and Poems. A large val·
HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and nable librarY is at the service of members and
pbilo•ophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF friends. C. B. REYNoLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Bee.
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"Similar

ad,·ertiseme~~s

rrom unreliable prnctltl·
9 ncrs }la\·e been frequent·
ly nssnilcd
~~pos;~~:!
·he press. but Dr. FF.LLOWR stands fo~m~st m ~~s !'
·
~1un, ami i~nf~ to trus~lim."- The ~'atwnal l ICI. •

a!ld

Address;-·----

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS.

J;YIN ELAND ~.~.N.J.
Inquiries are frequ•nt.!Y receiv•d asking what
we know about Dr Fellows, of Vmeland, N.J ..
First, we know that he i• a reliable gentleman of
rare professiOnal •krll, wbo has Aarned success by
good work. Second tt•at 11e fulfills all hrs agree·
menta to the letter. Thud, that he bas performe!l
onres of hopeless oasee that 1n the olden t.• me b1s
skill would have been ca.lled miraonlom. Fourth.
and last. we know him to be Ru hone•t man au<!
a stanch Liberal.-TIIe Better Wav.

CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
OF

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
IT is said that the Roman Catholic church
desires the annexation of Canada and Mexico
that she may elect u Catholic president.
Tax International Arbitration and Peace
Association hav asked Emperor William to
set Europe an example by disbanding his
armies.

Vol. I. Givs a Fnll Account of all the Gods, including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Svo, 885PJ?. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
' the Religious Systems of the World.
svo,957pp. Oloth,$8pervol.; the
ll vola., $5; leattJPr, $7; mo"
J
roooo, gilt ed~es. sa.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
1H E TRUTH SEEKER C.O.

AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 800 of· the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Bkeptio'h.,lnnovators, Founders of
New Schools of Tnought, Eminent BoientiPts, 11to. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
leather. $4: mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
llS Lafaye1.te Place, N. Y.

EMm PASHA. has started
for central Africa agaiP,
with six hundred men.
Tau: worst fl 'lOd known
in northern Texils prevails in the Trinity river
country.
IN his latest utterance
the p'lpe savs that "in
America the vicar of
Cnrist is respected, but it
is not always so in Europe."
IT is said that England
is encroaching on Venezuelan territory, and it is
hoped that a federation
of American republics
will stop such appropriations.
AT London on the 26;h
ult. Signor Succi ended
a forty days' fast, during
which he· had wasted
from 176 to 92 pounds
and lost one inch in
hight.
SEVERAL breaks in the
Mississippi river 1evees
hav occurred. In West
Baton Rouge parish, La.,
six negroes were
drowned. New Or! e an s is partly submerged, and federal aid
is asked.
THK Indians of the
Tongue river agency,
Mont., ar41 excited over
the appearance among
them of a Christ, a white
man tb.at shows sc11.rs of
the wounds in his hands,
feet, and side.

SAUL

IS

1

"l[mS of §bought.

'=====================
To see tre absurdity oft he prPjudice a!Tainst
It [sc!enct] we need only remark that. w!Pnce
is simply 11 higher dev.elopment of common
knowledge; and that, if science is repudiated,
all kl'loWl"dge must be repudiated along with
it. The extremest bigot will not susprct any
harm in the observation that the sun rises
earlier and sots later in the summer than in
the winter, but will rather
consider such an ob~erva
tion as a useful aid in
fulfilling the duties of
life. Well, astronomy IR
an organized bod.v of
simi I a r observations,
made with greater nicety,
extended to a larger number of objects, and so
hnalvzed as to disclose
the real arrangement of
the heavens, and to dispel our false conceptionR
of them. That iron will
rust In water, that wood
will burn, that long-kept
viands become putrid,
the most timid sectarian
will teach without alarm,
as things useful to be
known. But these ar<~
chemicql truthR; cbl'mistry is a systematized
collection of such facts,
ascertqined with precision, and so classified
and generalized as to
enable us to sav wltb
certainty, concerninv.
each simple or compound
substance, what char>ge
will occur In It under
given conditions. And
thus it is with all the
sciences.-Bpencer.

PLEASED.

And Michal, Saul's daughter, loved David: and they told 81ul and the thing pleased him.-1 Sam. xviii, 20.

SENTIMENTS of frePdom hav spread to the
czar's own family, the young grand duke
Constantine havin_;!: taken to writing revolutionary poetry.
PRoFESSOR SToLZLE announces the discovery
in a libra1y at Augsburg of a manuscript of
Giordano Bruno, containing criticisms on
Aristotle and letters relating to various
studies.

THE

SPEAKER R&&D of the House of Representative said on the 26:h ult. that the way to
stop the deprivation of righ•s at the polls I
which, Republicans allege, negroes suffer, is!
to remove elections from state into· federal!
management and protection.
.
IN the summer of 1891 an Antarctic expe-l
dition will be sent out at the joint expense
of Baron 0 .car Dickson of GothPnburg, the
Antarctic Exploration Committee of the
R:>yal Society of Victoria, and the Royal
Geographical Society of Australasia.
AT the funeral of Frank Richmond, lect-J'
nrer fo'r Buffalo Bill's Wild West, at New
York last Sunday, Rev. Dr. Canfield of the 1
Church of Our Father read the service of the
Universalist church and a seiection from
Colouel Ingersoll's oration at the grave of his
brother-in-law.
A SUPERIOR officer who was lately given a
post in Stberia writes that all the people there
are "wicked and depraved, given to gossiping, slandering, spying, and secret denunciations;" that the small officers are recruited
from criminals and are " all thieves and
drunkards," and that it is" impossible to find ,
an honest man " there.
j
THE management of Claflin College, S. c.,
the second largest colored college in the
Union, supported partly by the Clt.fl.in fund
and partly by the state, are adjudicating the
trouble that convulsed the institution lately.
The white professor of mathematics came to
blows with the colored professor of morals
over a religious revival which wag complained
of by the former as interfering with the
students' work. The students all sided with
the professor of morals and refuseil to attend
the class-room of mathematics until the professor should be removed.
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NEW YORK:

Soi&NOK and common
knowledge are composed
of the same materialviz , facts.
Common
knowledge,
however,
consists of facts unorganized and unconnected ; ecier>ce, of facts
organized.-Jno. Wilson.

IN the same sense that
everything may be said
to be a mystery, so also
rnay it be said that everything is a miracle,
and that no ODP. thing is a greater miracle
than another. The elephant, though larger,
is not a greater miracle than a mite; nor a
mountain a greater miracle than an atom.
To an almighty powPr, it is no more difficult
to make the one than the other ; and no
more difficult to make a million of worlds
than to make one. Everything, therefore, is
a miracle, in one sense, whilst in the other
sense there is no such thing as a miracle.
. . . Mankind hav conceived to them selva
certain laws, by which what they call nature
is supposed to act; and that a miracle is
something contrary to the operation and
effect of those lawa.-Paine.
WHY! Who makes much of a miracle?
As to me, I know nothing else but miracles.
To me every hour of the light and dark is a
miracle;
Every cubic inch of space is a miracle ;
Every square yard of the surface of the earth
is spread with the same ;
Every cubic foot of the interior swarms with
the same;
Every spear of grass-the frames, limbs,
organs of men and women and all that
concerns themAll theRe to me. are unmistakably perfect
miracles.
To me the sea is a continual miracleThe fishes that swim, the rocks, the motion
of the waves, the ships with men in
themWhat stranger miracles are there?- Whitman.
I LOVE a soul not all of wood,
Predestil'lated to be good,
But true to the backbone
Unto itself alone,
And false to none;
Born to its own affairs,
Its own joys and own cares;
By whom the work whieh God begun
Is finished and not undone;
Taken up where he left off,
Whether to worship or to scoff;
If not good, why then evil,
If not good God, good devil.
Goodness I you hypocrit, come out of that!
Liv your life, do your work, then take your
hat.
-Thoreau.
WELL-DOING [taught Socrates·! consisted In
doing well whatever a man undertook. 11 The
best man," he said, "and the most beloved
by the gods, is he that, as a husbqndman,
performs well the duties of husbandry; as a
surgeon, the duties of the medical art; in
political lif9, his duty toward the commonwealth. The man that does nothing well Is
neither useful nor agreeable to the gods."
And as knowledge is es~ential to all undertakings, knowledge is the one thing needful.
This excl4!.slv regard to knowledge was his
one sidedness as a moral theorist; but he did
not consistently exclude all reference to the
voluntary control of appetite and passion.~
Bain's Moral Science.
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THE attention of Senator Blair is called by
·, t.he Ironclad .Age to the fact that a " real oldfashioned hoe-down ball was held in the
White House at Washington the other night!
No Christian government can stand up under
the weight of such wickedoess. If God were
In the Constitution such sa•anlc carryings.on
could be sot down onto, and hard. Ooly
think of a nation that shuts God out, but
takes the fiddler in I Verily Brother Blair
ha3 got much hard work before him."
THE case of R. M. King, chronicled In theee
columns three weeks ago, In which he was
fined $75 for Sunday labor by Judge Swiggert In the circuit court of Obion county,
Tenn., and appealed to the supreme court,
will be argued on appeal during the present
term of the court. The case will be reached
some time in May. The similar case against
L. A. Callicott" In the circuit court of Dyer
county has been continued to await the
action of the supreme court In the appealed
cas~ of Mr. King.
CLYDE LoNG, of Logansport, aged seventeen, says he is Jesus Christ, and that he
must be crucified. He has repeatedly begged
his parents and friends to nail him to~ cross
which he has erected. Upon their refusal he
will take a knife and Inflict severe wounds
upo~ himself, stabbing his hands and body in
a terrible manner. He also swallows carbolic
acid in quantities sufficient to cause terrible
pain, but not enough to kill him, and he
asserts that he must die on the cross. Long
says he has received orders from heaven that
he must suffer on the cross to save the wicked
people of his township.
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WE learn from our brotherly Frisco contemporary that the Catholic newspapers are
placing Lilian Leland's book, "A Woman's
Journey Around the World," on the index
expurgatorius along with the writings of
Mark Twain. Miss Leland, in describing the
Vatican paintings at Home, was candid
enough to admit that the pictures were well
executed, but the most of the subjects portrayed were in bali taste, the old saints and
martyrs wearing, as a general thing, "an expression of sublime idiocy." The Washington ChU?·ch News (Catholic) is especially worried about the effect of that kind of treatment
of sacred subjects.
A PAPER called Christian Science Thought,
published at Kansas City, Mo., makes this
statement: "A friend has just told me of a
very remarkable case that came under her
notice yesterday. A lady let a heavy window
fall on her hand and it cut two of her fingers
clear off. She was treated by a Christian
scientist and those fingers hav grown on,
nails and all perfect, and just as shapely as
before." So the age of miracles is not past,
comments Freethought, that is to say, there
are still people mendacious enough to affirm
the miraculous, and others credulous enough
to believe them; and that Is all that was ever
necessary to any age of miracles.
THE Pre~byterian Revieto, noticing the
present avowed desire to be free from the
bondage of old creeds, says : " The causes of
this present-day unrest are not far to seek.
Without attempting to enumerate all the
various causes, we would put first, the influence of the French and German Rationalistic
schools, which by denying the divinity of
Clirist seek to overturn the foundations of

AND

PRESENT.

the Christian religion. Strenuous efforts are
made to show that Christ's death was not an
atoning sacrifice, and that it is possible for
men to be saved without believing upon
Christ and his finished work. If such teaching be accepted, it is evident a large part of
the creeds of Christian churches must go."

preacher's occupation-which is, remember,
to beseech men to be reconciled to God-is
gone. A more deliberate declaration of war
upon religion has surely neve;: been penned.
Well, it is worth while for us to know what
the Sunday paper means.-London Methodist
Times.

SA.YS G. W. Foote, president of the National Secular Society of England : " Mrs.
Besant has definitivly resigned her vice. presidency of the National Secular Society, and I
presume her membership as well. The rea.
son she assigos is that she could not work in
harmony with the new president. Behind
this, of course, is the fact that Phe has become
a leader of Theosophy. Greatly as I deplore
the loss of Mrs. Besant I d::> not feel any
shock at her nominal resignation. Her real
resignation took place many months ago,
when she gave her enthusiasm to the cause of
Theosophy, and ceased attending the executiv meetings of the National Secular Society."
The daily papers of this city allege that Mrs.
Besant Is now on her way to the United
States to lecture on Theosophy and Socialism.
AN American journal says : "Let the people pursue their secular avocations or pleasures on a Sunday and the preacher's occupation is gone. Consequently the preacher is
fight.ing for his trade as any other business
man would do, and he proposes to boycolt
the daily papers having o. Sunday issue. It
is merely a struggle for trade between the
preacher and the Sunday paper." Now, this
Is frank. The Sunday paper is struggling for
trade whose effect Is to b! to make the people pursue their secular avocations or pleasures on Sunday; and If it succeeds, the

THE London Freethinker publishes these
items of news from France: At the general
assembly of the French Freethought Federation held at the Salle de l'Ermitage, 29 rue
de Jussieu, Paris, on Sunday, April 20th, the
statutes of the new federation were approved
and the following persons elected on the commission: E. Pasquier, C. Cilwa, Madam Pasquier, G. Verone, MM. Beugnot, Schacre,
Bevalet, Cottar, Okecki, Odin, Mlle. Chelega,
Loevy, MM. Lebey, Dobelle, C:3rdeau, and
Rouselle. The energetic secretary, M. Pasquier, and our good friend, M. Cilwa, were
level at the head of the poll, and the rest followed in the order given. Our Fr•nch friends
also organized a Dernier de la Libre Penses,
for collecting money after the fashion of
Peter's Pence for the propagation of Freethought. President Carnot, who is too much
of a Freethinker to go to church, has had a
splendid reception in the south of France.
Boulanger, who coquetted with the church,
is pretty well played out, while Carnot is
daily rising in the esteem and affection of the
people. At Corsica he was rather startled
when the fishermen kissed his hand; it looked
like treating him as a king; but it was only
their fashion of treating the great. One of
these fine fellows saved twenty lives in a violent storm. While Carnot is respected by
such men he may laugh at Boulanger and thll
church too.
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revelation; and the Gods of Christianity are human Gods who belong to an age long passed and who do
fabrications.
not approach our ideas of morality and intellectual
Let me :first speak about the Old Testament's God. development-0 men who really do believe thu.t
There never lived a tyrant, a human monster, who these your small idols are the creators of the uniWhy I Am Opposed to Christianity.
has consigned to ruin so many fathers, mothers, verse, enlarge your vh•ion, look up in the starlight
Translated. b!l G. N.
[For delivering tb.is lecture, whicll we giv here ln the au- babies, boyP, and girls, as this God, in whose mouth into heaven's boundless space and may the conthor's own words but in condensed form, Viktor E. Leon- are put the words, ''Thou shalt not kill." I beg of caption of the vastness, the infinity of the universe
strand was sentenced to three months' imprisonment by you to read the :fifth book of Moses and the book of fill your mind with devotion. Go out in the night
Shanska Hofratten, to six months' additional imprisonment by Joshua. Read those as you would any other tale and sea these millions of worlds, these burning suns,
Svea Hofratt, and to three mon:hs' further confinement by
the King's court. The chief of Stockholm police prohibited [r(tfvarhistoria / sarcasm lost by translation 1. and these constellations, and thillk upon this wonderful
it in Stockholm, yet it has since been delivered there as well tell me then if I am a fallen being because I cannot life whose powerful forcas and incomprehensible
as in Orebro, Gefle, Sodertelje, and other cities, and although kneel in devotion to and worship the God there de- laws are embodied in and govern it all, and then
those who delivered it notified the police authorities and picted. . . .
bow . thy head with humility and confess thy
demanded to be indicted, since they had committed the ~arne
And I come to the New Testament's God snd ask ignorance, thy impotence to explain it all, to measure
crime as Lennstrand, yet these officers of law and justice cho~e
to ignore the fact. The " blasphemous " passages are m you: What do you think of this God who takes care it all with thy mind's little yardstick! Acknowle~ge
italics.]
of the birds-but in a way that permits thousands . that figures do not suffice, and that no computation
With regard to the infallibility of the Bible, a of these to die from hunger and cold ; who watches cau covel' the bights and measure the depths of this
minister of the Swedish state church has informed the lilies of the :field-thousands of which die from infinit space. . . . You may say, if you please,
me that in this book there hav been found no less drouth and cold; and who takes care of mankind- that I hate these small Gods, which are so holy to
than nine thousand mistakes in science, and double yet allows millions to suffer? I ask you, Can you you. To be honest about it, I mauy a time cannot
keep from smiling when I speak of them. And I
as many in history and chronology. Yet tbie is not love a God like him s.s your father 1
all. In 1873 Rev. Pumarius Febr stated in an essay
But Jesus is also said to be a God. And it is said know that your ministers when together alone sit
on the antiquities of the New Testament, published of him, that he was without sin. He is represented and make tbemselvs merry over your ignorance.
in the magazine Loesning for Falket, that the inter- to us as an example worthy of following in all re- But so long as you pay them twelve crowns a
polations and forgeries are no fewer than thirty thou- spects. I must say that from certain incidents in year you must not be surprised to see them with a
the gospels it is possible to create an ideal Jesus, pious and devotional expression in the pulpit.
sand. . . .
The Bible informs us what year the universe, earth, but this one is not the real historic Jesus. I am
I am opposed to Christianity because it teaches
and man were created. And this would hav taken sorry if I bav to say something that 1oill place him
place 5,892 years ago, as from Adam to Abraham not alongside of, but even far belmo, those ?Dhom toe that we through prayers can get what we can in no
other way. This teaching is an untruth. In this
there are, according to Gen. vi and xi, 2,008 years, and .commonly rank as possessing moral excellence.
from Abraham to Christ, likewise according to Bible
When you go home take your Bible and read Mark world there are found causes and effects, but no God
chronology, 1,996 years. But now, it cannot be dis- iv, 10-12. Jesus had spoken in a parable, which that breaks the laws of nature. A1·e there not suffiputed that Egypt had a highly developed civiliz~tion none of his audience seems to bav comprehended. cient probabilities for a thing? Then it will not
eleven thousand years ago-that is, five thousand They did not know what he meant. "And when be come to pass even if all the Christians of the world
years, according to Bible computation, before God was alone they that were about him with the twelve do nothing else but pray for it; Our own experience
created man. What is still more, in the deeper lay- ssked of him the parable. And he said unto them, denies the existence of a prayer· bearing God, even if
ers of the Mississippi delta human bones bav been Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the reason bad not a word to state with regard to this
discovered which :fifty-seven thousand years ago con- kingdom of God ; but unto them that are without, question. In Mark xi, 24, we read the following:
stituted parts of living beings. These people must all these things are done in parl.\bles. That seeing "What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, bethen hav lived :fifty thousand years before man was they may !:lee and not perceive ; and bearing they lieve that· ye shall receive them, and ye shall bav
made. But what do these bones, found six hundred may bear and not understand j lest at any time they them." Here we bav a promis, without conditions,
feet under the surface and covered with layers of pine should be converted, and their sins should be for- without limitations. It covers everything, no matter
cones, amount to ; o! what importance is evidence given them." . . . It may by the authorities be what. All right-who can stand up and say, "This
gathered from the monuments and sculptures of the deemed blasphemous, yet I ask you : Who of you promis is true; I hav received all that I in my faith
ancieat Egyptians, when the Bible saya that the earth can defend such conduct as in these .verses is attrib- hav asked God for?" Be who yon may, you must
and human family are but six thoustmd y€ars of age? uted to Jesus 1 Suppose Christianity is true. Sup- remember at least once when you trustfully and
And should anyone doubt, and consider the discov- pose there is an eternally burning bell. Suppose earnes~ly asked God for a thing. No one knew your
eries of science of greater value tha:n an old Hebrew that all people that do not believe in Christ will be secret but yourself, but you thought that if God destory, let him pause and remember that the church punished during all eternity. Here stands Jesus sired your welfare be ought to fulfill your wish. It
bas at her command such convincing proofs as :fine and speaks to hundreds, yes, thousand!', of people. was nothing sinful you asked for. but you knew your
and imprisonment. What is still worse, "be that They listen with attention to his words. They do happiness depended upon it. You prayed during
believeth not shall be damned." . . .
their utmost to understand what he says. But be the long nights when you reclined on your couch.
W a do not bav to read very far in the Bible to :find speaks to them in such a language that none of those You prayed when morning came-prayed your heavthe one extravagant story after the other. In Gen. present can comprehend his meaning. And when enly father to giv you what your heart desired. You
vi and vii the flood is mentioned. The reason for asked why he did so, he answers : I do it that t.he prayed with humility and in faith. You believed on
its appearance is said to be the increasing wickedness great multitude seeing may not perceive, hearing God and you were convinced that he saw your anguish
of mankind. It seema that God at that time knew may not ·understand, lest at any time it should be and that be knew your mieery. You told no one but
no means whereby to make mankind hatter, hence he converted and its sins should be forgiven. I speak him. To him you opened your heart. Like a child
became sorrowful in his hear~; and then, :findings to them in parables, that I on the judgment day may going to its father or mother, you went to God.
way to get those evil beings out of this world, he be able to say to them, You saw me, you heard me But I ask you, did you receive an answer T You
said, "I will destroy man whom I hav created from speak, but you did not believe on me-depart hence, prayed and hoped and prayed, and prayed again and
the face of the earth ; both man and beast, and the you cursed ones, to the eternal :fire. I ask you, was waited days, years-yet you lost not your courage.
creeping things and the fowls of the air, for it re- it their fault that they did not understand what be You continued to pray and persisted in hoping. But
pentetb me that I hav made them." [Compare Gen. said, that they did not receive him and believe upon I ask you, was there an ear up there which listened
i, 31; Num. xxiii, 19.-Translator.] But even if God him! Who is it that, according- to justice, is re- to your voice? Was there a heart up there which
had reason to be angry with mankind, &nd resolve to sponsible for their· damnation ? You call Jesus the felt for you? Did any help descend from above !
destroy it, what sensible excuse can be given for his savior of the world. I ask you, was be the savior of No! You bad to remain forsaken in your misery,
destroying both animals and birds ? And if be, as it those to whom he then spoke~
alone with your anguish-alone.
is stated, intended to destroy all, why did be then
I am opposed to Christianity because it teaches
And what do you say to Jesus's cursing a :fig-tree~
save four or seven pairs of each kind ! How can this He is said to hav cursed a :fig.tree because it did man can be saved through blind faith and damned
exemption be made to a~;rea with the plan of the total not bear fruit on a time of the year when no :fig-tree for honest doubt. Life is n:;.tb.ing, belief is all.
destruction of all that lived ! But no matter. God could bear. Does this not show a want of sense and . . . I ask you, can a more demoralizing teaching
commanded Noah to build an ark, three hundred a disposition so miserable that such a man, in place be preached than this, that it is better to depend
cubits long, fifty cubits wide, and thirty cubits high, of being held up as a pattern to imitate, ought to be upon the church's alms and to appropriate to one's
and in this ark be was to take all kinds of living beings considered a warning!
self the merits of Jesus, than personally to be good
and food necessary to keep them. " Thus did Noah,
You may say it is not right of me to speak of such and honest!
according to all that God commandfd him, so did he." traits of Christ, but when you worship him as a God
To-day in all churches, chapels, and mission houses
It bas been computed that if this is true, then did the it is my duty to show you that he was everything the crucifixion of Jesus bas been mentioned as a useark contain43,000 birds, 5,000 mammals, 1000 reptils, but a perfect being.
ful and fZOOd thing. I ask you, is it not terrible tllat
1,500,000 insects, amounting to 1,558,000 beings.
And then the Holy Ghost. It is said it is he who one of the greatest crimes ever committed by 1nan
One year and seventeen days were they in the dark, inspired the writers of the Bible, and if tbia is so shall be considered a God-pleasing deed, a deed that
prevented from moving, and with one small window then be must be responsibltl for all the mistakes, reconciled God to man and made him friendly to him
only. I will not now think upon bow it could be contradictions, and absurdities which it c~ntains. . later; that on account of that murder only we
with the atmosphere and cleanliness in such a mereceive forgivness for our sins and a place in heaven!
nagerie, but I will suppose they were there, i,500,000
Here is another little book, published by our Man! are you totally blinded 1 Hav you no conceplower animals and 8 human beings, more than a year energetic and courageous comrade in England, tion of justice! Desist from stretching out your
in darkness, dirt, and want for food.. But whence editor G. W. Foote. In this book Bible quotation bands toward a savior on the erose. He cannot
did all the water come which covered the whole is placed against Bible quotation. Four hundred help you. In your own self are hidden the noble
eartbt even thl'l highest mountains? John Leslie different quotations contradict one another. I think forces that shall make you better. Look at these
states in the Encyclopedia Britannica, that even if that under such conditions I bav a right to state powers and helps and be stronger and better. You
the atmosphere at once poured down its whole that there never existed so deceitful an individual as can do it. Liberate yourself from all that is evil
quantity of water, yet this cloud burst would not pro- the HoZy Ghost.
and bad and become a human being with reason and
duce :five inches of water covering the entire earth.
I stand wondering at and inquiring into the great will. He only that uses his reason and shows that
And William Denton writes in one of his works, that secrets of nature, the world and life; I bow with re- be bas a will is a human being. . . .
to make it possible for the water to cover the highest spect and humility to these great questions, which
I hope the day may not be far away when people
mountains, it must hav rained at least seven hundred we can not answer-but just therefore I am so in- leave the cold churches and cheerless mission houses;
feet every twenty-four hours during forty days, or in dignant when the Christian comes with his dwarf- when the ministers and revivalists will bav to preach
other words, it should every day bav rained down li1ce Gocls and says: it is these you shall kneel to and to empty benches, and when truth is taught in the
one thousand four hundred times more water than worship as the creators of the universe. Then I Freetbougbt festival rooms by men who are moved
the atmosphere contains. . . .
cannot help that my blood boils in the veins, that by love for the people's happiness. ·
I am opposed to Christianity because it considers my cheeks blush from indignation; then I cannot
But if that time is to arrive, then it is we who
a book filled with mistakes, contradict:ons, and im- gove.rn myself. I must stand up and say: 0 you must prepare the way. Without battle the victory
possibilities to be a divine authority on all questions, igno1·ant, you blinded, you foolish people, who really cannot be won. But through persistence in action
both of fact and of j11stice. I combat Christianity can believe .that these Gods, which you yourselvs the victory shall at last be ours. Beautiful future
because its Gods are just as imperfect and unreal as bav created in your own image, Gods burdened for our suffering generations ! The darkness disall other gods. The Bible is a human product, no . down with their own shortcomings and infirmities, perses. The clouds retreat. Morning arrives. The
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eun rises. A day with help to the suffering joy to
the sorrowful, lipht to all doubting minds j8 here
G'orious day! No more miscalculations ~n God'~
providence No fear of
h II N t
br
0 rem mg for
any devil. ·All .
t tny d ~ ·
0
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God's Character.
When we look at the character given to the God of

~he Bible by ita authors, it is strange how any well-

Informed mind can accept and believe in mch a God
for a moment, and the only way in which it can be
acco~nted f?r is, t~at t~e mind has been t.rained up
and mdoctrmated m thts belief from childhood and
has had it instilled into it at the mother's knee i~ the
Sun?ay-school, .in t.he h?~e, in the church, ali alo,..g
the JOurney of hfc; and If, m maturer years, the mind
partly sees the f~lly, the inconsistency, the falsity, of
these earl! teachtnge! t~e:y are so inwrought into the
mental bemg of the mdtvtdual, that it is next to impossible for him to throw them entirely aside. This
is one reason "by so many hold on to the Bible and
its teachings.
Another reason is that the great mass of those who
giv a tacit assent to the Bible do not know what it does
teach, and when these absurd and ridiculous teachings are presented to them, they really doubt their
being in the Bible. For this reason, Infidels should
b_e ~lway~ careful to giv chapter and verse, and not
rnmply gtv the quotation, so that all honest inquirers
could appeal to the bdok, and satisfy themselvs
whelher it taught as charged. It is too common tbat
Chri~tians recklessly den:v the quotation as an Infidel he, and thus lead cff the mind of tbe unwary
from further investigation, when the text is not
referred to.
I now propose to giv some of the most objectionable characteristics of the Bible God, and I shall giv
r~ference to the chapter and verse, so that any candid
investigator can turn to the Bible and see for himself
whether it teaches as I charge.
.
The Bible teaches that God is timid, God is afraid
-yes, afraid of what man may say or think of him
(Deut. xxxii, 27; Ex. xxxii, 10-14; Num. xiv, 16 ·
Ex. xiii, 17). That he is liable to forget, and bene~
has to hav a kind of reminder, like a child tying a
strivg on a finger to remind it of something it wishes
to recollect. God has to hav a rainbow to remind
him he promised never to bring another flood upon
the earth (Gen. ix, 15). And yet, 8S a general thing,
he forgets to put his remembrancer in the cloud till
after it bas passed over and the danger is all past.
Hsnce it is a mere burlesque so far as quieting the
apprehensions of any poor, weak mortals who fear a
flood in concerned. And frequently he hangs out
his sign when a mere little flake of a thunder cloud
has passed over with ~ca~cely rain enough to lay the
dust, and th~ mostt1m1d of mortals would hardly
hav been remmded that there ever had been a flood
by it had not the Bible given it such prominence.
Y~t God .swings .out his sign to remind himself to
stlCk to h.1s promJB. .
.
.
Accordmg to the Btble God gets bred (Ex. xxxt,
17). Now, anyone who is liable to fatigue is liable
to be so overdone by it as to bring on utter exhaustion, hence death itself! Such an idea! God
~orried to death! Yet this is the)egitimate teachmg of the B1ble.
,
..~ 'd is limite~. in knowledg~ (Gen. xviii, 21; Ex.
xm, 17; Gen. xxu, 12). God dtd not know whether
Abraham's faith wa~ sound without testing him, nor
whether the Sodom1tes were as bad as he had heard,
till he went down to see, nor whether the Israelites
w_oul.d take a panic and go back to Egypt in spite of
btm tf he attempted to lead them the near route to
Canaan through the Philistines' land. He would not
risk it lest, peradventure, when the Philistines made
w.ar on them they would go back to Egypt in spite of
htm, although he could make one chase a thousand,
and two put ten thousand to flight (Dent. xxii, 30).
The Bible represe~ts him as irPscible. His wrath
waxes hot (Ex. xxu, 24). He threatens to kill
the men, make wives widows, and children fatherless.
He laughs at the calamities of mortals (Prov. i, 26).
If the Bible be true, God indorsed polygamy. He
said ~o ~avid: "I gav~, ~bee thy .. master's wives
[Sauls] mto thy bosom ~2 Sam. xu, 8). He gave
Jaws regulating polygamy but none abolishing it
(Deut. xxi, 15), and di£Oregarded and violated this hie
own law (Gen. xx:i, 12). He indorRed slavery and
made laws regulating it (Ex. xxi, 6-21). He was not
reliable, but would break his word (Num. xiv, 34;
1 Sam. ii, 30). He would not do what he promised.
He was the author of both good and evil (Isa. xlv,
7; Ex. iv, 11). He was liable to disappointment and
grief and repentance. "It repented the Lord that
h~ made .man and grieved him at his heart" (Gen.
VI, 6).
He was a swindler. He ordered Moses to number
. the first.-born of the Israelites, and also to number
the Levites, and said he (God) would after that take
the Levites for his instead of the first- born of all
Israel. He also ordered Moses to~ estimate the differerce at five shekels a head and pay Jt over to
Aarcn for the L:>rd. Moses did EO, a::d nale the

1

nu b 0 f th L ·
e ev1tes 22 300 (see Nom. iii, 22-28,
m er
34
BJt aMd the ;numb~r of the !J.rst-born 22,273 (see 43).
oaes, m addmg up hts own figures made the
Levites only 22 000 (39), and collected fi~e shekels
per head for 273 first-born for the Lord where be
oug~t to bav collected fiv~ shekels per head c,ff 23
Lavdes and paid over to Israel. Here Moses swindied Israel out of at least $195 and paid it over to
Aaron for the Lord, and I suppose the Lord took it.
If ~oor old Israel could now recover by a suit in
eqmty, the principal and interest would help many
a poor son of Abraham who ·8 ath
h t f th'
l'l l'
d
.
1 • r ·. er B or . 0
lB
0
":Y. ( s v.oo !l. Th1s trans~ctwn 18 found m N um.
111, 22, 28, 34, 43.
God is also represented as a polytheist himself
though be charged Iarael that they
t b
~
theists (E
..
mus
e mono
)
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lleen at Church.
. As the Campbellites are having a protracted meetmg and one of their hvorit preachers was to preach,
I thought I would go up last evening and see what
he had to say. But as usual, I could not feel paid.
The sermon was on the rising of Christ from the
dead, and the preacher assured us if he was not risen,
we were all lost, and no matter how pure, moral, and
nobly good O!lr lives were, if we did not believe this
one "fact" we could not be saved. He was one of
the old·fogy kind who believe all the old Bible just
as it reads. That the whale swallowed Jonah was ne
miracle to him, nor would it be one that Jonah swallowEd the whale, if it was only in the Bible. He
"proved" all he asserted by the Bible, and eschewed
common sense, reasoning, and philosophy.
He boasted of the proof of the story of Christ, as
supplied by contemporary writers, and specially
named Josephus as one, and quoted the extract as
glibly as if it bad never been proved a forgery and an
interpolation. He seemed entirely ignorant of the
, fact that no edu~ated preacher now pretends to quote
Josephus 88 testimony that Christ ever existed. All
intelligent preachers know that all volumes of
Josephus that existed before the time of the wily old
priest Eusebius, contain no mention of this famous
pasmge. Eusebius carefully interpolates it and then
makes a great handle of having found the all important testimony. He exultingly exclaims: "Wherefore, since this Hebrew historian hath of old delivered
these things in his own writiug concerning our savior
what evasion can save those who invent argument~
against these things, from standing convicted of
downright impudence!" Even Dr. Lardner himself
pronounces this passage in J oeephus to be an inter·
polation. It is rejeCJted by Bishop Warburton, Faber,
and other ancient writers. "Eusebius is the sheetanchor of reliance for all we know of the three first
centuries of the Christian history." Just think of it
-the forger and interpolator the main proof of all
the Christian scheme of salvation! No wonder our
preacher ignores the opposition and teaches the tale
that best suits bis own schemes. He knew that very
few of his audience had ever heard of the detected
forgery, and that he was tolerably safe in quoting
the only contemporary histotian whose works speak
at all of this mythical Jesus. What matters it if it
be a lie, so that the lie abounds more to the good
and glory of the church than the truth could poesibly do?
The next speaker got up claiming that religion was
free to all; that while books were published for the
money there was in them, the gospel was purely a
free offering. Anil in the next breath he asked for
contributions to defray the expenses of the meeting!
He failed to remember that he himself was preaching
for a salary, and depending as much upon that salary
for his living as authors and publishers do upon
their books. He failed to tell the people that religion was the most costly luxury of the land; that
even Infidels were taxed to keep up creed and church,
and help support the false theology that wrapped the
world in ignorance and barbarism.
Darling delusions are dear to the heart, and woe
to the thinker who asks that they be examined and
proved or disproved. The preacher sets up his men
of straw and knocks them down one after another,
and the congregation go away full of awe at the
wonderful ability displayed in the feat.
E!:.MINA DRAKE SLENKER.
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Read This and Make Your Own Comments.

From the Chrt6ttan81atesma.n, Organ of the Goa tn-the.constttutton
Party.

From the founding of the government our national legislature has been accustomed to worship
God after the C~ristian manner. On the morning
after Mr. R~ndall s death the Rev. J. G Butler, D.D.,
the chaplain of the Senate, offered the following
prayer:
We thank thee, 0 father, Lord of heaven and earth, for
the refuge of the mercy seat, ev~n unto the shadow ~f death.
We thank thee for Jesus Chnst, thy son, our saviOr, who
has abolished death and brought life and immortality to
li~~;ht. We rejoice in the light, that comes from he~ven upon
th1e da:k p1lgrlm pathway. Teach us heavenly Wi8dom and
sanctify to us, we pray thee, the ordering of thy providence.
We bless thee for the long and useful life of thv servant
now departed, whose departure we mour1. We bless thee
for his faith in the Lord Jesus Christ., for bis patient suffering, and that his end has been peace. We commend to
thee th~se who now .gat,her under ~he dark shadow in the
home mrcle. Thou Judge of t):le widow and fat~er of the
fathe!less O';!es, comfort them m sorrow, lead tnem, keep
them, and g1v unto them thy peace.
Help us to meet each day's responsibility in the fear of
God a~d in the s~rvice of me~, that when the end of labor,
and toil, a':ld anx1ety. and pam, and sorrow shall come, we
may enter mto rest. We thank thee for the past Sabbath.
Follow with thy blessing the labors of thy servants every.
where, and do thou lift up this great land of ours, which
thou hast led. through all these years, h~gher and higher in
the ~cale of nghteousness. Make us a nghteous and a Godfearmg people.
.
Bless these thy servants to. day. Guide them in judgment.
Fill them with thy spirit, and giv unto them a father's bleseing We ask it all, with pardon and grace, in the name of
Christ. Amen.
The chaplain cf. the House of Representative, the
R9v. W. H Milburn, D D., opened the proceedings
of that body with the foll9wing words :
We bless thee, almighty God, that in .the gloom which enshrouds us there is the clear shining of thy love, and that
in the awful stillness about the mouth of an opening tomb, a
voice clothed with almie:hty power spealls, "I am the resurrection and the life." Bowing with submission to thy will,
we surrender to thy fatherhood our beloved friend and
brother. His name is inscribed among the heroes, patriots,
and statesmen of the country, upon the imperishable tablet
of its history, and the memory of his deeds and character is
enshrined in the hearts of his countrymen, for whose honor
and welfare he so long and faithfully wrought.
Oh, thou who didst shed the precious drops of pity and
of sympathy at Bethsny's grave, wilt thou not come to tbe
wife whose wedded life has been one long joyous act of selfdevotion, and to the children bereft by this irreparable loss;
bring home to them and to us the comfort ar.d the consolation that no noble li!e is really extinguished by death, but
passing behind the veil which sense makes, enters upon a
higher and grander being in the glorious light of thy presence.
Bring them and us into that higher life, we pray through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Our 'readers will notice the frank and explicit
Christian tone of these prayers. They are the c fficial and formal acknowledgment of the Christian religion by the legislature of the nation. If the decision
of the supreme court of Wisconsin that the Bible is
a sectarian book is good American dootrin, then these
prayers are also !'ectarian. If the silence of the
national Constitution as to religion is to- be construed
as a deliberate and intentional renunciation of all religion by the American nation, then such prayers, or
any prayers, in Congress or in any state legislature,
are an impertinence and an anachronism, and ought
to be abolished. And to this it will surely come.
Such prayers, offered in legislativ a~semblies and
spread in full, as these were, on, the pages of the
" Congressional Record," are an educating power,
and as fit ground for complaint aud for legal injunction as the reading of the Bible in the schools. The
real question is whether this nation, as a nation, has
any God or not to whom it can pray, or any relations
to Jesus Christ the delegated ruler of the world.
All who object to the Bible in the schools and to the
acknowledgment of Christ in Thanksgiving proCJlamations are striving to answer this question in the
negativ.
It is sometimes said that these prayers are not
offiCJial acts of Congress, put express simply the
devotional feelings of the individual members. That
is not corrMt. We were recently present when the
House of Representative was opened with prayer.
At. the hour of twelve the silver mace which symbolizes the authority of the House was lifted to its place,
indicating that the session had begun, and the
speaker took his place and !laid: "The House will be
in order. The chaplain will offer prayer." We were
pleased to see, moreover, that a large number of the
members rose and stood reverently during the prayer,
while other heads were bowed upon their desks.
The seat of the whole misunderstanding and confusion on this subject is in the Constitution of the
U aited States. If that instrument had cont~ined
the religious acknowledgments which are fo~nd in
nearly all state constitutions, no such war as 1s now
waged would hav been made upon the Christian
features of our government. It is an open question
whether the silence of that great instrument, nourishing and supporting as it does the secular theory
of government, will not yet avail to blot out every
vestige of our national Chr~stiaoity and . to. make our
national life a Godless, Christless, unbebevmg blank.
Which may heaven forefend!
God of our father~. be the God
Of their succeeding race.
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flommnnications.
At the Liberal Club.
The subject chosen by the Manhe.thm Liberal
Club for consideration Friday evening, May 2d, was
a good one for a good many people. Speaking on
the "Modern Press " tho lecturer of the evening got
even with the World for c~ricaturing him in its columns while he was discharging his duties as assistant
district attorney; the critics who had had business
with the lecturer's office got a chance to denounce·
Colonel Fellows, the district attorney, and the lecturer assistant; the lawyers of the Club found opportunity to denounce the courts in which they had
lost cases ; th(> friends of Mr. Ha1·man had a sympathetic audience to which to recite his wrongs, and
the newspapers of the city, for reporters galore were
there, picked up material for some sensational
writing. The World got over a column out of the
lecturer alone.
Colonel Andrew H. H. Dawson, he of the flexible
wrist, extravagant gesture, prehensil forefinger, and
exclamation points, w&s the speaker. Since be electrified the Club with his oratory some ten or twelve
years ago be bas become assistant dist,rict attorney
and portly. He has also a11owed his hair to grow.
He began his lecture by recalling his first acquaintance with the c;ub twenty years ago. He was passing Plympton Hall, he said, when Horace Greeley
caught him and conveyed him inside the buiiding to
see the club that he (Greeley) had founded, and
which be (Dawson) bad since found to be the only
place in the city where a man can tell his honest
thoughts without baing insulted. Ae a Southerner
he appreciated liberty of speech, the more because in
his nativ section of the country, in the years agone,
it was unknown; but he thanked God slavery was
wiped out, though be supported the custom of his
state in ante. bellum days.
The press, said the colonel after the!!e reminiscences,
is endowed with power almost approaching omnipotence! It is a wonderful shedder of light, flashing
to the ends of the earth, and illuminating the darkest corners ! It wields more power than the pulpit,
and there is no place where a bad man can do so
much mischief and a good man so much good as in
the editorial chair! But editors ought to hav their
consciences educa.ted! The press once upon a time
was restrained by the proprieties of life; but now it
is induced to be slanderous by a low, morbid type of
Christianity! He bad recently been in its hands,
and bad been most discoul'teou~ly used ! There is
something in human nature that rejoices in the misfortunes of our best friends ! The foundation of the
press is that moat infamous of things-tariff-money !
The press wotcld- be glad to sell a million lies if it
could be paid for them! It is the object of a certain
journal in this city to destroy the district attorn~J"s
office! To do this it had caricatured him, the lecturer, while he was·Emgaged in trying a typefounder
for arson, and made it appear that all the witnesses
he called in the case testified for the defense ! The
place was insured for $27,000; the appraiser before
the fire swore the foundry was worth only $17,000;
at the trial the app:r.e.iser swore it was worth $60,000!
Was the diatriot attorney to blame! To destroy the
district attorney's office the journal concealed the
filets! Wicked efforts to injure! No remedy!
Gloomy subject! The press gets the public mind
full of p·O-i-s-o-n!! It renders it impossible, by its
pragmatical propensities, to get an intelligent jury !
If the press could sell scalps at $1 each the Liberal
Club would go home hairless ! Legislatures should
restrict notices of crime, because now business men
are cunning and read the papers, form an opinion,
and render themselvs unfit to go into the jury box!
Men who never before, in all their lives, had an
opinion of their own, find one when called to serve
on juries! The press was to blame ! It was
cowardly, mean, unprincipled, but it bad to be borne
because there is no remedy until the people are
educated ! In the South, there is a remedy ! If ·a
_man insults a woman, off goes his head! That was
a better state of things !
Along here the colonel stopped, and said he
wanted to go home. He was getting into the sere
and yellow leaf of life, and bad no time to waste in
preparing his lecture, or on abstractions or transcendentalism. He had been caricatured by the press
and made to appear awful ugly; but he did not care.
He had not seen his own face in five years, and if
his wife didn't comb his hair it would never be
combed. She and the barber were responsible for
his personal appearance. He was riding in the horse·
car the other day, when a woman pointed him out to
her companion, saying, "See, that is Colonel Dawson, of the district attorney's office !" Her companion replied, "Why ! I thought he was the ugliest
man in th~ world ! He is really handsome !" This,
said Mr. Dawson, was all the fault of the press. In
the World, in the report of the arson case, thirteen
lines contained twelve lies ! There should be some
law to prevent such slanderous work!
The lecturer selected Mr. Wakeman to answer the

critics of· the oration. He had promised his wife
not to try to make a speech, and he thought the
audience would agree with him that he had kept his
word. The public was to blame for the vileness
of the press-people should not patronize the
papers ! He hadn't drank a drop, but was staggering from weariness from being confined in the fetid
air of court rooms trying to get jurors from men
who had been influenced by the press! "What
there is left of me," pat,betically added the colonel,
" ain't worth burying," and he appropriately closed
the speech he hadn't tried to make, but which nevertheless the audience enjoyed.
Before Colonel Dawson could get out of the ball City
Marshal Goode was on his feet. He wanted to say
something, and he wanted Colonel Dawson to bear
it. He also wanted to thank God that there was a
press to let sunlight into the dark district attor·
nay's office. Pointing his finger at Colonel Dawson,
Marshal Goode said : " That gentleman has been
telling you that the press interff>res with the course
of justice in the district attorney's office. I tell
you that there is no justice in that cffice. I am a
public officer. More than a year ago, while serving
a writ upon a man in this city, he crawled behind
me, shot me through the body, and in the face.
While still on my sick bed I was approached by
people who told me that it would be worth thomands
of dollars to me not to prosecute. I refused to compromise, and insisted that the district attorney
should push the case against my assailant. The
trial resulted in a disagreement of the jury, ten of
them standing for conviction and two for acquittal.
I had been offered $4,000 to $10,000 not t!> FOS£cute that case, and when I refused the money I believe it was placed where it would do the most good.
Last December, without my knowledge, the man
who tried to murder me was released on bail by John
R. Fellows. I bav tried in vain to bav him retried,
but what can be e:rpected of a district attorney
whom the press published before his election as a
swindler, and who seems to hav been elected because he was so disreputable. If he had been running on any other ticket than the one he was he
wouldn't hav been in it. "
As Marshal Goode concluded Colonel Dawson
took the floor. "Didn't I ask yon to get the district attorney to assign me to the case you speak of,
and didn't I promis you in case be did so to fix
him!" "You told me," rejoined the angry marshal,
"a lot of stuff about having the man tried, but the
fact is, the district attorney won't try him." When
the audience got seated again Colonel Dawson went
on: "I want to say that I hav been two and a half
years in the district attorney's office. Colonel Fellows has made me thq keeper of his secrets. I never
knew a more perfectly honest and honorable man
than he. He passed into my hands the trial of
O'Donovan Rossa, to prevent which all kinds of influence had been used. I convicted O'Rossa and am proud
of it." Colonel Dawson then went home.
Mrs. Leonard said women ought to 'go on juries.
She had tried to get on. When she went before
Judge Lawrence she found he bad been prejudiced
against her by reading the papers. All the men in
the Club put together had not had as much said
about them in the press as she had. She didn't
care. The press is a good thing, only it ought to be
purified. People fear the press more than they do
God.
The president of tbe Club, Dr. Foote, Jr., said he
desired to read some resolutions about Mr. Harman.
No greater outrage bad been recently perpetrated
anywhere than the sentencing of Mr. Harman to five
years' imprisonment. The resolutions were as
follows:
WHEREAS, Mr. Moses Harman, editor of Lucifer, the
Light Bea•rer, of Valley Falls, Kan., at the age of fiftynine years, after having led a useful, honorable, noble life
devoted to doing good, has been forced through a farce of a
trial without opportunity to fairly present his defense, convicted by an unjust and strained construction of the Comstock law, and sentenced to five years' imprisonment and
three l:undwd dollars' fine.
ResoZ'Ded, That we hasten to express our sincere sympathy
for this unfortunate editor. That we regard him as a martyr to freedom of the press, an earnest, honest, and useful
worker in a worthy, philanthropic cause-the emancipation
of women from marital slavery and sexual abuse-and a
victim of ignorant bigotry and partisan malice. That his
conviction was a prostitution or the true purposes of law in
order to serve the inhuman purposes of his enemies, and
that the unusually severe sentence imposed is prima faeie
evidence of the judge's prejudiced state of mind and of his
unfitness to preside in the court of a civilized nation.
Dr. Foote explained the matter for publishing
which Mr. Harman is in bonds, and said that every
woman in the country should stand by him; if they
did not they deserved all the abuse they got.
Mr. Sutherland, treasurer of the Club, once upon
a time bad a man arrested for voting upon his, Mr.
Sutherland's, name. Judge Duffy held the man for,
trial and Colonel Dawson was assigned to try him.
But the colonel subpoonaed no witnesses. The jury
was obtained and the case dismissed. It was tom·
foolery, disgusting. He had hoped that the colonel
would hav remained to hear him say this.
Mr. Chamberlain said that Oolonel Dawson had
complained because officials were ridiculed, but that

was really the only purpose most of them ('IOUld
subaerve. Mr. Chamberlain had been denounced as
a baby-eater, a cannibal, by all the papers iu the
country, because of a rema~k ,he had made. at ~he
Constitution Club. He d1dn t care. Lag1slat1on
would do no good, but mnke our censorship worse
than it is now.
Moses Oppenheimer did not think that public
officers were worthy of confidenc£>. The district
attorney had ten thousand exciEe cases pigeonholed,
and out of that great mass he selected Justus
Schwab for trial. Why did he do this, unless it
were to persscute Mr. Schwab because he is a Socialist? Mr. Wakeman could tell some tales of his
experience when, as a membar of a labor committee,
he endeavored to induce the district attorney to punish bl'ibers.
Dr. O'Neil, of epistolary fame, got the platform.
Mr. Harman, be said, bad committe.d no cffense. He
is convicted .undu s press-gagging law, which was
so contorted as to preclude the discussion of all
physiological subjects. Mr. Harman is in prison for
discussing these subjects in a pure manner. It is a
damnable outrage. The district attorney's cffice is a
den of thieves and the jury system all wrong.
Judge Foster simply got angry at Mr. Harman and used the court as an insh'ument of
oppression.
Mr. Wakeman had the summing-up. If he was to
try to ddend the office of district attorney of this
city, he said, he might as well giv up existence. It is
one of the most indefensible things on earth. He
never had seen Colonel Fellows, and didn't think he
ever should till that gentleman was out of offioe.
The press, he said, is the best remedy for evil. How
can Judge Foster be reached ~'XCept through the
press! The Liberal newspapers were the only ones
in which justice could be had. The sentence of Mr.
Harman is an enormous outrage, an enormous disgrace. Mr. Harman baa never ii:,jured anyone; he
is a harmless person who thinks woman should not
be abused. The evil of the Comstock law Mr. Wakeman foretold long ago. The worst of it is that it is
enforced by private agents, and is virtually ecclesiastical mob law. The press is the only remedy, and
the utmo~>t freedom of comment must be allowed.
The trial of Mr. Harman was one of the most remarkable trials on earth. To csll him insane was most
absurd, and to go to a jury against his protest with
that plea was practically a mistrial. As a joke it
might do; but under the circumstances it was carrying a joke too far. The simple truth is that the conviction and sentence constitute sn outrage. The
judge in allowing the proceedings committed a
greater offense than the prisoner. The remedy is to
blez9 away in the press at the whole Comstock business.
When Mr. Wakeman closed, the HP..rman resolutions were psased withou~ di3sent, and with loud acclaim. The cruel sentence inflicted bas aroused the
indignation of the Liberals hereaboute, snd if Judge
Foster could be buttonholed for a moment he would
hear some m;ghty uncomplimentary things said about
himself.

Mr. E. H. Heywood in Trouble.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You
know quite wPll the extent and malicious venom· of
tyranny manifest in the frenzied tfforts of church
bigots to supervise Freethought literature. In the
annual report of his Vice Society-of 1878, I thinkAnthony Comstock, who ifl that "society" to the
extent of $4,000 annual sala•·y, said: "Another
class of publications issued by freelovers and Freethinkers is in a fair way of being stamped out. The
public generally can scarcely be aware of the extent
that blasphemy and filth commingled bav found vent
through those various channels. Under a plausible
pretense men who raise a howl about free press, free
speech, etc., ruthlessly trample under foot the most
sacred things, breaking down the altars of religion,
bursting asunder the ties of home, and seeking to
overthrow every social restraint."
As you know, Comstock tben was intent on suppressing "Cupid's Yokes," "Fruits of Philosophy"
(the famous Bradlaugh-Besant book, written by
Dr. Cbas. Knowlton, of Ashfield, Mass., and published
b J p M d
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than fifty years ago), Trall's "Sexual Physiology,"
Bennett's "Open Letter to Jesus Christ," and other
works which "still liv" and circulate widely here
and in Europe. Commencing, of course, with poor
and unpopular men, Comstock bad expressed his
purpose-after he had "stamped out " the Word,
"Cupid's Yokes," and other publications-to " regulate" the Inde-;c, the Investigator, THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the Banner of Light, and other heretic manifestations of "blasphemy." When he first came here for
me, Nov. 2, 1877, he urged David H. Gregory, postmaster, to exclude our books from the mails, Josiah
D. Gregory, Mr. Gregory's son, earnestly siding with
Comstock in his "pious" purpose. Mr. Gregory, an
old-time Whig, moderate and sensible, replied: "No.
Mr. Heywood is a citizen .llere, minds his own business and harms no one, so far as we know. Leave
the issue to the courts."
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Now the father, D. H. Gregory, is dead, and the
"earnest" son, Daacon Josiah D. Gregory, is postmastbr, appointed by President Harrison to succeed
L~onard Chandler, a thrift.y farmer, Damocrat, and a
" tough old Infidel," 1!.3 he calls hirUBelf. Now first,
since 1873, Comstock bas in President Harrison,
PostmBster-general Wanamaker, and Deacon J. D.
Gregory throe "earnest" Ohristi:ms subject to his
will relativ to "stamping out" Princeton literature.
Since April 151h more and mora IHkings ha.v come
to us from patrons of the Word why their papers
did not appear, we knowing not why till last Monday
afternoon, April 28 ;h, when the first edition of our
April issue was taken to the post-offi~e to be mailed.
After DMAcon Gregory got his hand on that edition,
he said he had baen "instructed" from Washington
to fX'lmin every issue of the TVord hereafter, and
exciude it from the ml{ils, if he could not approve of
its opiniona or style; if be is in doubt, relativ to
any given edition, hs said, his "orders" are to "refer" the issue to W a3biugton, and hold the paper
for further "instrootion." S!noe April 15th he has
received, weighed, and we supposed forwarded to
patrona papers, but unab:e or afraid himself to say
that any given paper was "objectionable," he has
been "referriog" the Word to Mr. Wanamaker.
He wished to take, ovemight, to exl\min, April Word;
next d~y be said he was uuab!e to say whether
the pBpsr is m!\ilable Ol' noi;, and would " refer"
it to Mr. Wanamaker, who may report back three,
six months, or a year hence!
I said, "Since you decide not to mail the papers, I
will take the Aprii edition rmd also all previous issues
that bav been accumulating in your bauds since
April 15th, and forward them to aubacribers by express or otherwise." He refused to return them to
us, saying his " orde~s" are to "hold" all the papers
subject to Mr. Wanam~kar's dispo3al. Ti.li,~, as you
know, is fht violation of U aited Sbates and state law
relativ to the rights of pubiishers of newspapers
and subscribers thereto, and freedom to circulate
outside the mails. Our aubaoribers, and members of
the Co.operativ Publishing Company, publishers of
the lVord, are considering what redress for this invasiv outrage can b:~ had in M:lssac'aus~tts courts.
The conspiracy has been maturing reveral weeks;
many citiz3ns here think Deacon Gregory instiga+ed this "regul!?a~ion." Wnen Comstock first
"visited" us D 2acon Gr!'gory said, "Mr. Heywood
ought to be imprisoned for circulating 'Cupid's
Yokes.'" Though endowed wiLh no natural or acquired intelligenc3 to sp~re, he seems incapable of
even "tolerating" anyone who diffdrs from him in
opinion; and, probably by Comstock's, Harrison's,
Wanamaker's, and God's help hopes to bring me,
Mrs. Heywood, and other heretics here " to Jesus "
this time. I asked leave to copy Mr. Wanamaker's
" order." D .lacon Gregory refused to allow me to
do so, saying the " correspondence" between him
and the post offi(le department is " private" matter. The "business" in hand is io suppress a newspaper; yet, though the plot i~ a blow at every
citiz3n's right of opinion, the letters between DJacon
Gregory and Postm&ster-general Wanamaker e.re
"private " matter ! D Jacon Gregory says it will be
his "official dut.y" to "examin" not only all issues
of the 1Vord, but also stamped matter deposited in
his offi(le by our heretic people. To what extent be
will feel it his "duty" to break seals, in search of
"objectionable matter," in letters or other parcels,
I know not. He is an intense Christian, a "hightoned," prohibitory, "anti-saloon" Republican, and
will certainly do duty revealed to him, in prayer or
otherwise.
From 1877 to 188±, seven years, I served in the
jail phases of evolution; "Cupid's Yokes," "LCJaves
of Grass," the 1Vord, all the publioations indicted,
were vindicated, all tha points won in the courts, and
the United States and state governments beaten on
every issue. Now, a new n.ounta.in confronts us, to
be crossed or tunneled. Four times in a quartet of
cases the lVord has been "suppressed "-once in
West Virginia; once in Minnesot~; once in Charlottetown, Prince E.lward's !Rland, when the city marshal
arrested Josephine Tilton, took ell her publications,
including Mr. Tucker's Radical RevieuJ, and
burnt them in the public square; sud, l11stly, in my
second United States case in 1882-3. During the
eighteen years of its life the lVm·d has survived considerable killing, and l1as p~ent.y of b-reath left. For
the present the post-offi~e here is hostil aud closed
to us, but many other po3t offices in M!lssaohusetts
are friendly, and "Barkis is willin'." The leading
cities we shall reach by express and c.uriers. Excluding a newsp~~oper from t.he mails is a deadly
stroke at its life. From 1877 to 1884 the church
bigots kept me and my family oscillating between
prison and poorhouee, hoping I, at le~et, might die
in jail, forgetting that "the woman m the case"
would still be at large and outspoken. Imprisonment did not "reform" me, was not a success; but
"he takes my life who tskes the means of living."
To stop the circulai;ion of Princetrm ideBS by a single
"order" from Washington would indeed be death to
our life"work-surer m"r..ns of extinction than imprisonment. What befalls the paper will light on
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any ~ther re.form newspaper whenever the ComstockHarnso!-1 w1re connects with the local postmaster.
No nat10n on earth has such a cunningly devised,
powerful, argus-eyed, vindictiv agency as the church
now ~mploys in these Comstock statutes to suppress
soul hberty. That labor may bav and enjoy its own,
opportunity and reciprocity prevail in business, language be ennobled by intelligent-exactness, the origin
and processes of life be studied, and physiological
knowledge and discretion assure domestic felicity,
we liv to work.
Thanking you, Mr. Editor, for all that yourself
and your sainted predecessor hav done in the col~~l?-s of THE. TRUTH SEEKER for mental growth ; reJ o1cmg that mcreasing numbers of strong men and
women stand together for the sacred rights of opinion assailed, and trusting that newspaper workers
and readers, generally, will soon wake to realize the
extent to which their liberties are imperiled by this
blow at mental life, I am yours, for the overthrow of
every hindrance to progress,
EzRA. H. HEYWOOD.

to do about it? Dj you desire we should go into
court, as a self-sustaining, powerful organization,
with every precinct of the entire state represented,
and thus effectually refute the church falsehood that
In£. lela comprise but a beggarly few, lacking in
respectability, means, or influence, and destitute of
any bond of unity or harmony of purpose? You do!
Then hav you no immediate duty to perform? Should
you not at once become a member of the Washington
Secular U.aion, use all your influence to induce others
to do so, and help elect the beat Liberal in your
vicinity as vice-president! Do you realize what a
-powerful help, what preatige, it would giv to Liberals
in every part of the state, if as a united body we go
into court demanding j ustica and compliance with
the law? How it would change the tactics of press,
politician, and ehurch ! They would thenceforth
treat Li.berals with respect, instead of insolently
ignoring, ridiculing, or wilfully misrepresenting
them. The Liberals of any precinct becoming members of the Washington Sacular Union hav at once
a bond of interest. Their coming together to select
and elect one of their own number &a vice-president
Apathy a Crime.
In the state of Washington, at cost of much labor, of the state society, wou~d be the first Ptep toward
means, anxiety, and self-sacrifice, the justice of the better acquaintance, and gre&ter mutua! interest in
demands of Liberals hav been conceded, and in each other's welfare, and lead to the formation of a
some hnportant particulars their claims allowed and locB1 Union.
The Washington Secular Union is founded on
their right legally assured. While all true friends of
liberty rejoice at the victories won, the question that strictly business principles-pay as you go; all reis agitating the workers, those·who bore the brunt ceive benefit. The work done is for the advantage
and fought the battles, is: Shall the triumphs of of all; all should contribute. The dues, in order to
justice achieved, shall all the efforts expended, be carry on the work snd forward the aims and objects
.rendered null and void through aps.thy and indiffer- of the society, are $1 each six months, payable in
ence on the part of the Liberals throughout the advantle-less than four cents B week. I accepted
state al!! to the enforcement of the law? True, the position of secretary knowing it would at first
under the new law, the Hughes bill, all church prop- be one of thankless, unremitting toil, with small and
erty is to be taxed at its full valuation. But unless doubtful pay, but I hav confidence in the· grand no~
systematic effort is made by the united Liberals of bility of character Liberalism inspires in all honest
hearts-they will sustain me in the work. I am not
the state, will it be?
Under the late law church property is exempt in the cause excluaivly for g~in. When gain becomes
only to the value of $5,000. There is not a church my sole object, the church will gladly pay me ten
in Seattle that is assessed higher than $4,000. So dollars for every one paid me by Liberalism.
I know the mighty power of efficient organization,
they all go free. Yet I doubt if ten of a ha1f hundred of the churches in this city would sell out for and that once established in Washington, the gloritwice, and many boast their ahurch property is worth ous results attained will prompt other states to folover ten times, that amount. Will churches be low her lead. Some one had to step into the breach
more conscientious in complying with the new law and suffer and endure until the forces are all in good
than the old~ With demagog politicians or pious working order. Then any intelligent, zealous woman
deacon'il for assessors, church valuations will be or man can fill the cffice of secretary, and I shall be
rated flO low as to make the law nugatory. Churches only too glad to lay my heavy burden down, the
realize this, and so are giving themselvs no anxiety work accomplished.
Dr. H. DJane, the distinguished electrician, one
si.lout the m~tter.
of the most able and successful physicians on this
Our state constitution reads:
coast-and a stanch Liberal-warns me that my conAI t. I, Sec. 11. No public money or property shall be
appropriated for, or applied to any religious worship, exer- dition is most critical, and positivly forbids the least
cise, or instruction, or the support of any religious establish- over- exertion. My appeal for help was not on account
ment.
of personal needs, however much cause may exist for
Yet in many public schools throughout the state making such appeal-not for myself, who perchance
children are punished for not committing to memory, ere the appeal is answered may be beyond its reach,
or for lack of reverence in reciting, the Lord's gone to my eternal rest. No ! I cry for help, but it
prayer. In some schools children of Liberals, Jews, is help for the cause, help for the L\bsrals of Washand Catholics are told to go out and stand in the' ington so they may each snd all realiza the pres__ent
ball way while "the "blessed and holy Bible" is being needs and grand opportunities to place the young
read to tho good Christian children. How would giant state in the vanguard of mental freedom and
· human progress. It is not in the power of the comyou like it if it was your child so treated !
Next August the assessment rolls in every precinct bined churches to defeat us, unless by apathy and
should be examined, and protest made in every case indifference we permit the golden opportunity to
of under·nluation of church property. Simultane· pass. Apathy, then, at this time, on the ptu·t of any
ous action in every precinct throughout the entire Liberal of Washington, is a crime. "The next few
weeks is worth an age if rightly employed, but if the
state is what is needed.
At once, wherever there are any religious exercises time is frittered away by procrastination, not alone
in any public school, demands for the discontinuance the state of Washington, but the cause of human
of such exercises should be made, and compliance progress throughout the entire continent will partake
of the misfortune." To continue quotations from
with the law insisted on.
. But that is just the diffi Julty. The Liberal of the the "Common S~mse" of that noble hero, Thomas
neighborhc.od, best qualified to make these protests, Paine, with whom to do good was religion-" And
feels diffident about rushing to the front and assum- there is no punishment which that man will not
ing so great responsibility; naturally hesitates to in- deserve, be he who or what or where he will, that
volve himself in dispute with neighbors, and possibly may be the means or sacrificing a season so precious
expensiv litigation. But if that Li.baral is the chosen and useful." "The sun never shone on a cause of
represente.tiv of the responsible Liberals of his pre- greater worth. It. is not an aff!lir of a cit!, a cou~t~,
cinct, and bas been elected a vice-prel!!ident of the a province or a. kmgdom, but of a contment. T1s
Washington Secular Union, to act as its authoriz9d not the co~cern of a day, a year, or sn age; posterity
executiv offi 3ar ; if instead of m\\king the demand in are virtually involved in the contest, and will be
his own name, as a private citizsn, he does so as the more or lese affected even to the end of time by your
.
.
accredited representativ, the trusted and honored proceedings now." .
Now is the seedtime of earnest umon, of prachcal
officer, of the state organization of Liberals; and he
knows, and can impress on those with whom he is organiz1tion. Libersls of Washington, duty is plain
brought into controversy, that he is backed by the before you. In perfect confidence I await your
C. B. REYNOLDs,
moral and financial support of the united Liberals of action.
Seattle, Wash.
Sec. Wash. Sscular Union.
the entire state, will it not make a big diffdrence T
Under such circumstances his duties would not be so
Lectures and Meetings.
very onerous. As the authorized representativ of an
"THE Paradoxes of Humanity," is the title of a lecture by
organization extending to every part of the state, he Mrs. Marguerite Moore, for next Friday evening at the Libwould be sure of respectful consideration, and as the
law is clear and emphatic, would generally obtain eral Club, 220 E~st 15th street.
W. F. JAMIESON desires his Liberal friends of Minnesota
prompt compliance with his demands without reand Wisconsin to correspond with him, as he desires to lect.
course to the courts.
But to secure the enforcement of the law we shall ure in those states during the su•nmer. Address at Das
sometimes hav to go into the courts. To do so effact- Moines, Ia.
Interesting- an!l Entertaining,
ivly briefs must be prepared, counsel retained, legal
p,·om u,;; B<1·on, Ill , E'XJH'fSS.
fees provided for, so that should bigotry and church
We
wish
to
extend
our thanks \o 'ffm TRUTII SRRRRR for
influence sway decision in lower courts we cau an interesting little book
entitled. "A Symposium of Freepromptly appeal to the supreme court.
thought Is it Conservativ or DJstructiv "-an entertainNow, Liberals of Washington, you who hav hitherto ing worlr, for sale a~ THE TRUTH S&RKJUl's office, 28 L:~fayette
been so profoundly indifferent, what are you going place, New York mty.
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stood a tree, Hom, which contained ihe power of rights, D~. Mary Walker and the Women's Chrietiaa
resurrection, and which was guarded by, stveral of Temperance Union, look upon thee, 0 Adam, with
Ormuzd's attendants. Long did ihe couple liv in withering scorn I
The reader will excuse this return to ante-fall dayfl,
happiness and peace, but at the last their hour CBme.
Life of Satan.-Continued.
Ahriman, the prince of devils, sent a demon, who in but I believe it to be the duty of a biographer not
A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETOH.
the form of a ~erpent approached MashaJ a Ja and to neglect any information that may throw light
We do not know bow long it took Satan to traverse ..rave her and her husband fruit from the tree Ho :n. upon the life and character of his subject, and as Lilith
became the better half, cr rather fifth, of Satan, my
t.be distance between heaven and earth, but we do Thus the eternal happiness of mankind was lost.
know, thanks to the industry of Luke, that (x,
The Babylonians possessed the same legend about proceeding is, I think, perfectly j ustifimble.
We know that Jehovah, after having precipitated
18) Christ "saw· Satan like lightning fall from fifteen hundred years before the J \lWS heard of it,
heaven." The veracity of both the eye-witnesses as and although those cuneiform inscriptions which S!.tan and the angels who rebelled with him from
well as the relator can, of course, not be doubted, treat of the serpent and the tree hav not been found, lleaven, destroyed these latter and left Satan alone
hence we are able to state that the velocity of Sillal;l vet in the sacred grove of Ann we hav evidently the to moarn his fate. Although Burke had not written
during his downward journey was 186.000 miles a Hebrew tree of life, a supposition which is strength his work "On the Sublime and Beaut.iful" at that
second. Naturally a descent of such a kind would ened by a specimen of early Babylonian art now time, yet Satan thought, like him, that "t.he total
produce considerable beat and therefore friction, yet preserved in the British Museum, and which repre- and perpetual exclusion from all society is as great a
the latter seems not to h&v affected S1tan. Still, the sents '' two figures sitt.ing one on each side of a tree pain as can almost be concEived;" and partly to get
descent was not without its consequences; on striking holding out their hands to the fruit., while at the rslief, and perhaps, also-I cannot deny this rather
the earth be was so unfortunate as to break his leg. back of one (the woman) is scratched a serpent" ignoble trr.it of my hero's character-to commemorate
his late victory over Jehovah in the garden of E len,
This accident did, however, prove to be more serious (Smith: Chsldean Account of Genesis, p. 91).
than might hav been expected, as, owing to the
The Hindoos had li!Tewise a garden of Eden. It he resolvJd to get married. Newspapers and matlilack of good medical assistance, the broken limb was was the mountain Meru, on which no sinful being monial bureaus not having been invented yet, Satan
never properly set-a fact that seems rather strange can liv. It is adorned with celestial plants and trees, was obliged to do his own wife-bunting. His choice
since according to tha medieval clergy's decision the and watered by four rivers. It was in this garden, fell upon Lilith, Adam's guss-widow, and sbo, enam- art of healin,g was a black, a diabolical art-lnd Satan, which was guarded by a terrible dragon, that Swa- ored by his polished manners and attractiv appearlike Loki, Hephaistus, and Typhon, bas been lame yambbura and hiA wife Satarupa liv in innccance ance, stammered forth a yes, which made s~~lill the
ever since, a truth confirmed by Christian art, which and joy until Siva, wl:o desires to tempt this the first happiest devil in existence. The wedding took place
always represents Sitan as being a cripple.
couple, lets fall a blossom from the sacred fig-tree the same day, but I am sorry I cannot satisfy the
The angels that followed the banner of Sltan, So:na. Swayambbura, tempted by his wife, takes curimoit.y of my lady readers by describing the bride's
shared in his misfortune and ware likewise thrust out possession of the fhwer, and i., fJr this act cursed toilet. Even tradition is silent on this subj:=ct. The
of the heavenly city. They reached the earth in a by Siva.
bridegroom wore, besides his brightest smile, his goheap, and Jehovah, taking advantage of this, placed
But it is not alone among tha Peri'!ians, Babylo- to meeting suit-swimming-trousers 11nd standinghis little finger on them and consumed them.
nians, and Hindoos we fiud Jl. garden of E ien, a up collar, while a length of stovepipe, which was not
s~me time after these events had tabn place temptation and fall of man. Toe ancient Greeks, needed to carry away the smoke from his infernal
Jehovah placed a man and a woman in the garden of Egyptians, and Silandinavians, the Chinese, Mexi- furnaces, did service as silk bat.
E len, and Siltan~ wishing anew to compare hie power <Jans, T.hibetans, etc, bav likewise their versions of
Le.ter in life-I cannot state t.be exact time, owing
with Jahovah's, suc<Jeeded on3 day, probably during the same myths. In fact, it seems to be a universal to the rather untrustworthy character of chroniclt>l:l
a temporary absence of the last-mentioned omnipres- belief that man, through his disobedience, has become of that time-Satan took unto himself some more
ent being, in gaining entranc3 to the garden. K uow- a fallen being.
wives, Naam11, the daughter of Lamech, Igereth and
ing how __ much the feminin mind is influenced by
How this myth of a former happy existence of Macbalatb. In these transactioDs Satan showfld, I
appearance, be, to impress her with the fact of his man originated, we c!lnnot tell with certainty, yet we must admit., his moral inferiority to many men, among
own importantle and high station in life, saddled, ac believe that iii the plea~<ure with which ag-ed people others to King Solomon, who had Bflven hundred
cording to Jewish authority, the serpent, which st love to dwell upon the days of their childhood and wives and three huDdred concubines (1 Kings xi, 3).
that time was of the sizs of a camel, and galloped up youth, a tendency which has given birth to such By each of his four wives Satan b€came the proud
to the woman, who afterward was called Ere (from phrases as " the good old days " or " the blessed father of a great number of devils, who, with their
the verb hayok, to liv). The result of the conversa- olden time," we bav one of the creativ fsctors.
respectiv mothers, reign over the seasons of the year.
tion is well known. Eve ate of the fruit, which
Jt must, hOW"'Ver, not be supposed that there At the change of the seasons there is a large family
according to some was of an apple-tree, to others a always existed a belief in the literal truth of these gathering, on which occasion the devils gather round
wheat-tree, while again others state it was a fig; still, myths. Rabbi Moses Ben Maimon, one of the most their dear mother. It seems that to these gatherings
this is of less importance. Finding the. taste of it learned men the Jewish nation has produced, exp,.essly the friends of the family are likewise invited. It is
delicious she invited her husband, Adam (earth), to states that we must consider these myt.hs as allegories said that every St. Hans night innumerable witches
partake, and be, with a gallantry nowadays rare only, and so do other rabbis. Even Christian are seen riding through the air, each sit.ting on a
among husbands, actlented her invitation at once and fathers, as St. Augustine and Otigen, do r.ot hesitate broomstick and accompanied by her bl&ck cat, and
ate of the fruit also.
to express the same opinion, and in our days the all are bound for Hazen or Blocksberg, in Germany,
Modern Christian theology has succeeded in con- number of these !ikeptiCB has vastly increased, even whrre the festivities take place. We will, however,
founding Siltan with the serpent. It is more prob- among t.be ministerial ranks; and yet this in spite warrant the truth of this assertion, since it is not
able, I think, that· he took possession of the latter, or of the fact that on the m:vth of tb'l fall of man is vouched by the rabbis or church fathers, or by the
perhaps transformed himself into a snake like being. built the whole Christian theology. Fur if we take gospels.
But, let us prooeed in the narrativ.
For sevai a! centuJies after the marriage of Satan
away tba fall, what use is there then of an atonement
Evening came, nnd the voice of the Lord God, and a redeemer T
we hav but scanty knowledge of his sayings and doprobably wishing to take some exercise before it
It iq said by J swish rabbis that Adam was ings. Then no American newspaper reporter ever
went to bed, was promenading in one of the aJieys of created double; that he was both male and female, called to interview him, and no Boswell took pains
the garden. And although we are informed by the bad two faces and one tail. This may seem rather to note down those small traits and anecdotes which
- clergy that the L'lrd God is omnipresent, all-seeing, strange to a modern mind, yet it is nevertheless the enable us to get an insight to the individual's inner
and all-wise, it seems that on this occasion these truth. For does not the Bible tell us "male and life. But we do suppose that his duties as family
attributes were employed somewhere else, .for the female created be them" (Gen. i, 27), and in Psalms fllther, and tutor for his many childre.r:-Lilith alone
voice bad to ask Adam, "Where art thou?" Adam cxxxiv, "Thou hast fashioned me before and be- had 478 legions-occupied most of his time, and
answered, and the other attributes of the Lord God bind 1'' Now, that these passages can hav no other considering this we are sorely grieved by hearing so
having meanwhile arrived, he informed the culprits significance ie proved bv the words of Adam (Gen. ii, holy a man as the writer of Chronicles assert that
that he knew all, and was exasperated over the 23). "This is now bone of my bone, and .flesh of my "Satan stood up against Israel and provoked David
defeat Siltan bad inflicted upon him. J ahovah, full .flesh," which passage, translated into common Enu- to number Israel" (1 Chron. xxi, 1). And our grief
of love and mercy as he is, nondemned the poor lisb, mean", Now I hav a wife taken from my own is so much the deeper because this accus .. tion is
fallen beings, and turning to the snake, which, like bones and .fl.3sh, which was not the case with my first nothing but vile slander. For it is upressly stated
Adam and Ere before the f!ill, knew not "good from one. But this fact of being obliged to take his wife by the writer of 2 Sam. xxiv, l-and no one acevil;" and which, probably scared by the voice of along wherever be went, naturally enough did not quainted with Hebrew, Greek, and English grammar
God, that, a• we know, is " like the sound of many suit Adam, any better than it would a modern can deny it-that it was Jehovah himself, and not
waters," had remained as rooted on the spot, aaid to husband. He could not go to the club, or a fishing. Satan, who "moved" D.1vid. Of coursf.l it may posit, "Upan thy belly shalt thou go and dust shalt or to see the man around the corner, unless his wife sibly be that the Holy Ghost, when be inspired the
"" thou eat all the days of thy life." A most severe knew it. Jehovah saw his misery, and resolved to Chronicles writer, had left his memorandum book at
j !ldgment, we should think, considering that the release him from his matrimonial incumbrance, to home, and consequently made this mistake; in fact,
snake never was in possession of either feet or which end be asked one of the cherubim to hand him we should not be the least surprised if this really
wings. But when the anger of Jehovah grew cool his sword, which was a .fl.lming one which turned was the case. Then we know, judging from the
he probably saw the cruel character of this his first every way. With it Jehovah performed the first many contradictions in which both th_ o:d and the
curse; at least, he seems never to bav enforced it, for surgical operation on record, and turned the one New Testament abound, that the memory of His
at present the snake does not eat dust all the days of half of Adam· away from the other half. Thus it Ghc.stly Eminence iCJ rather impaired, and only two
its life.
came to pass that Adam'd first wife, Lilith, enjoyed things excite our wonder: First, Jehovah's patience
The idea of a Golden Age, of a former state of an individual existence. But Lilith was proved with his blundering secretary, who, instead of attendinnocence, health, and purity from which man falls rather unmansgeable. To tell the truth, she was a ing to his bueiness, spends his time not alone in
when be, tempted by woman, disregards the com- woman's rights adherent, and consequently believed seducing lonesome virgins-instances of which
- mand of th"l supreme being, forms a part of almost herself to be as good as her husband. Such ad- abound in the history of antiquity-but even in vioevery religbn of antiquity. We ba.v not the time to vanced notions-she was about seven thousand yea.ra lating the sanctit.y of the marriage tie, an·instaDce of
dwell upon this fact to such an Hbent as we wish. ahead of her time-met with t.be decided disapproval which latter conduct is given us in the holy gospels;
We are obliged to restrict ourselvs to giving a few of both her husband and Jehovah, who both believed second, the forbearance of Satan in that be has not
of the most striking instances, and direct those of that man ought to be the h11ad of woma.n. The sued the secretary for slander, a course deemFd per:
oor readers who desire further information to S. anger of God waxed hot, and I think be must hav fectly justifiable by even strictly orthodox Christians
Bn-ing-Gould's "Legends of the Patriarchs and repented of what be had done. For we know for of our time, and this although they are told, " L')ve
Prophet<~;'' Smith: "Chaldean Account of Genesis;" certain that Jehovah does repent; he did so after your enemies."
C llenso : "The Pentateuch and Book of J.oehua the fall (Giln. iv), although we know also be is not
At last Satan had completed the education of his
Critically Eiamined," etc, and to that most excellPnt , •· the son of man that be should repent" (Num. xxiii, progeny, and a more lively and mischievous
compilation, "Bible Myths and Their Parallels in 9). When his anger" waxed hot" enough be drove lot of children never existed. In fact, they were full
Other R9ligions," which for accuracy and general her out of paradise and told her to go to the devil. of deviltry. No wonder, therefore, that Satan, like
excellence we hav found unrivaled.
Lilith did as the Loi:d bad commanded her, but any other father, looked upon them with pride. Yet
According to the Bundehe11h Ormuzd creat€d a before she was out of hearing distance she turned it was not in his nature to pass his day!~ in the bosom
human couple, Mashya and MashaJa1a, which be about and said, "Tell Adam that posterity shall be of his family. Even the beet of Gcd •, devill:l, and
placed in an abode called Heden, through which ran the judge between him and me." Posterity has men wants to know what is going on outside... There'!'.mighty river. In this region or garden of Heden given its judgment. Every believer in woman's fore, after taking a loving farewell from charming
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wives arid beautiful children, Satan, turning his back
to his warm, comfortable hom~>, Eet out on his journey
to this earth. After his arrival, having no special
business on hand, he, being a lover of nature, made
up his mind to explore that witness of Jehovah's
power, wisdom, and love, the wilderness. Here he
met a gentleman who gave his name as being Christ
J as us, a Galilean Dr. Tanner, who j JBt had fioished
a forty days' fast. Further conversation revealed
the fact that the gentleman was a son of Jehovah, and
as old as his father the Holy Ghost, both of whom
existed before the beginning of creation, wbile his
mother, the Virgin M!lry, who at the time of our narrativ waa about fifty years of age, was the wife of
his father, OarJ?enter Joseph of N !z~reth, a direct descendant of King David. Satan, on hearing this, at
on~Je recognized him as one of the persons of the
trinity. By the way, not being able myself to eTplain
the relationship in which the diff Jrent members of
this three-leaved clover stand to each other, I subjoin
an extract from the world renowned document known
as the Athanasian cree(l, a perusal of which will
convince any psrson possessing a tolerably wellbalanced mind that there is nothing mysterious whatever about this trinity if she or he will only u3e their
faith. R~ason and every-day common sense are not
alone perfectly uselesR, but even destructiv.
The extract referred to is as follows :
We worship one GJd as trinity, and trinity in unity;
neither confounding the persona nor dividing the substance;
for there is one person of the Father, another of the Son,
o.Nd another of the Holy Glioat. But the godhead of the
F·,ther, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, is all one;
the glory Equal, the majesty co-eternal.

sowed tares [that is, influenced him to call for several
small drinks, a sufficient number of which will make
a person "get on a. tear"] among the wheat [it is
well known that people of that country use wheat
bread, hence, in the figurativ lax:.guage of the oriental
the taking of a drink between every few mouthfuls
of wheat bread is expressed by the phrase, sowing
tares among the wheat].
But if the devil himself was not activ his dear
~hildren made up for it. They were all dver-now
1 n the country of the Gergesenes (Matt. ix, 28-33),
where two of them entered the bodies of two men ·
now. in the land of Gadarenes, where one, by nam~
Lsg10n-" for we are many," said he-had taken
possession of a poor fellow (Mark v, 1-14). But on
bo~h oc~asion"' they were driven out by Christ, who,
usmg hta word (Matt. viii, 16)-how I do not know,
but I suppose for a fork or a shovel-made them
leave their habitation. Yet for some reason or
another he did not kill them, but allowed them to
enter a herd of swine, among which they raised such
devilish disturbance that the inno!lent four· footed
~eings got afraid and committed suicide by drownmg. I do not know whether Christ ever paid the
owners for the loss they had sustBined. These small
devils would sometimes be mean enough to say to
Jesus, when he drova them out, "Thou art Christ
the son of God" (Luke iv, 41), which always was
sure to annoy him, since he wished no one to know
what a" big bug" he really was. Yet we know only
one instance where he did not suff"r them to speak,
and it is related by ~:hrk i, 24. At other times the
devils would be deaf and dumb, an instance of which
is tolO. by Mark ix, 17..:.27 -yet these ~fil:nt.ions would
not prevent them from either hearing or crying. -It
was not always-necessa'"Y for Jesus to speak to them.
Thus, the devil who plagued the Syrophenician
woman's daughter left before Christ came ; but he
W&B evidently new in his business and consequently
rather timid.
GusTAVE NELSON.
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)

the masses from whose hard earnings the money has
been extorted to erect those gaudy buildings. The
masses of day-laborers and mechanics realize these
facts, and a fealing of revenge is rising within their
breasts against this return to priestly rule and despotism; hence· a strong effort should be made by the
Liberals to get all the facts before their minds.
The J e!'luit priestl:ood is zealously at work to bring
into the Romish church all the main moneyed men
of the country and its governmental offi ~ials. That
means continued exemption of church property,
Catholic framing of our laws, and, after a little while,
the laying of these United States at the feet of the
holy father, the pope, as they are sworn to do. Liberals should distribute at least a hundred thousand
of these pamphlets on taxation of church property.
Kent, 0.
JoHN DAVEY.

The Sympathy of Nature for Man.

In the issue of the 19 \h inst. Mr. I. S. Bradley,
among your "L~tteirs from Fi'iends," proposes the
following questions, to "corner" disbelievers in
immortality with no doubt, but which I will dispose
of in short order:
First: "Is man sympathetic?"
I reply in the affirmati v, only adding that the
intensity of his sympathetic inclination depends
upon the affinity or congeniality of those with whom
he comes in contact.
Second : "Is man a product of nature?"
I emphatically answer Yes, without any qualification whatever.
Third: "Is nature sympathetic'"
It is so in a limited degree; her constituents, atoms,
having an affinity for congenial particles, which ten·
dency is essentially sympathetic in its character.
Fourth: "Is nature non-sympathetic'"
I reply that wherever atoms or forces are uncongenial in their character they are essentially unsympathetic.
Fifth (and last questinn): "Is it possible for a
non-sympathetic element to produce anything containing sympathy r'
"Church Taxation."
This question is already answered in the above.
I hav just read Miss Craddock's appeal to L\ber- Nature is partiy sympathetic and partly unsympaals to circulate the forthcoming pamphlet on "Church thedc, these opposit tendencies manifesting themTantion," by Ptesident Westbrook. I shall want a selva in attraction and repulsion. From these two
dozen, but where shall I send for them-to THE opposit forces of nature were evolved the loves and
TRUTH SEEKER office, or where~*
hates of organic beings, and the more pronounced
I wish, however, to criticise Mr. west brook's sixth sympathetic inclinations of the human species" point," which reads as follows: "The taxation of though not all are "drawn together by a fellowchurch property would make very little difference to feeling that makes them wondrous kind," as Mr.
church-goers, as they are already mainly taxpayers, Bradley is probably aware, many showing a decided
and what is saved to the church by exemption is repugnance to each other at :first sight. Love and
added to the duplicate of personal taxation." This hate are therefore but questions of congeniality in
is a truth which is virtually unt 1-ue. For instance, man as well as in ultimate atoms. Sympathy in man
Q Jeen Victoria gets $5 000 per day ; this, with is but the developed form of the sympathy existing
other enormous sums, is raised mainly by taxing inchoately in nature or in its constituent particles.
farmers. The farmer pays it and yet he does not. It is sympathy that impels atoms to cling together,
In order to pay the tax laid upon him, he grinds it forming the bodies which clash upon our senses as
out of the poor slavish men and women, the latter matter, though nothing but aggregations of immateworking in the fields for sixteen cents a day. (Sand rial force particles which through their various molecten cents to John D,wey, K·mt, 0, for "The Union ular arrangements assume the multitudinous forms
and its Flag," and see how these poor women suffer.) pervading space. If this sympathy existing between
The heavier the taxes the more the farmer must cut the particles of matter were suddenly destroyed
down labor in order to pay the taxel!. It is, then, their bond of union would be severed and disintegrathe toilers who pay the taxes. Who will deny this~ tion would instantly ensue. How then can nature
F11rmers, in. England, seldom ever pretend to work bs unsympathetic wbiie the bodies comprising it,
for themselvs. They are a species of "middle great and amal1, are clinging together in a loving
men," taking the products of labor, deducting a fat embrace until "death," i e., encroaching inimical eleliving and enough to sport with, and handing over menta, doth them part~ In man, the product of
the balance for the 1mpport of idle parish priests, nature, we will find therefore in e. developed form
and to maintain the army and navy and the mon- what is innate in the tiniest molecule.
stromJ imposition of royalty. We are drifting into the
If Mr.. Bradley is answered, and "turn about is
same ruts in this country. The exemption of church fair play," I would propose the following questions,
property from taxation is a step in that direction.
to which I invite the attention of believers in
Trusts, corporations, and even the ordinary busi- immortality:
ness men never calculate to be minus in their own
1. Ca.n a finite being giv birth to an irifinit one~
profits on account of taxation. N 0 , sirs; the price
2. Are souls or spirits a substsnce 1
of labor must be lowered or the products of labor
3. If so, from what source is this spirit substance
must be raised. I belong to no labor organizltion derived?
and take no part, directly, in the conflicts between
4 DJes a spirit occupy the same amount of space
capital and labor, but the facts which I bav just as when in the flesh, i.e., the same number of cubic
stated are so plain the most uninformed cannot help fest~
realiziog the truth of them. Our village, Kant, 8
5. Can two or more spirits occupy the same space
few years ago was noted for the "liv and let liv" simultaneously; or in other words, must they make
wages paid by the railroad company. Now the room for eaob other as they did while in the flesh?
officials of the road hsv got to imitating European
6 Will spirits outliv the life, decay, and disinte·
b "ld" "
1d
, t h 1
11ration of their parent planet!
b
b
1
ua o s, Ul mg roya og cars o 1\U themse vs " If these questions are lo.!!"ically answered I will
and cffiaials of other roads over the United States
~
"inspecting roads," etc., as if an ordinary Pullman embrace Spiritualism and resign myself to the horri·
car was not good flnough. To meet this enormous ble fate of being condemned to pass all eternity singexpense, the wages of the men had to be cut down. ing hosannas to an "unknown quantity," or cudgel·
Some are working at eighty cents per day. When- ing my brains solving the mysteries of the universe.
ever mansions, palaces, and cathedrals begin to be Wpat a pleasant pastime, by the way, this must be
h
f
for those who cannot sing, or "never car~>d the snap
reared, t e price o labor goes down. In the nature of t.heir finger, for the universe 1 But for "sich
of things it must be so. This side of facta should like, some other employment will hav to be found,
not be omitted in presenting the question of" Church no doubt, else they will soon be in the predicament
Taxation" to the public mind. The building of
costly churches means high-salaried preachers; t.he of
The wandering Jew,
presence of silks, broadcloth, cant, hypocrisy, stockWho wanted to die,
But didn't know how to.
gamblers, rotten gentility; a general prostitution of
tile teachings of Christ, and an indirect repulsion of
Marengo, Ill., April 22, 1890.
H. WETTSTEIN.

Viewed with the eyes of reason it reads:
We worship one God in the person of three Gods,
and th<J same three G:>ds in the person of one G-:>d;
neither mixing up the persons nor dividing the one
substance of which the three persons are composed.
For there are three persons, but these three are one
and the same person. Oaly the father"is self-existing; the two others derive their existence from the
former; yet all three are equ!ll and of the same age.
Eioch of them has a character diff~rent from the
others, each of them possesses qualities which the
others hav not, yet in spite of this they are all three
three perfect beings and one perfect being.
But this latter explanation of mine is of course
el"roneoua, for I admit I do not possess the necessary
amount of faith required, eo I say with St. Paul
(R Jm. xiv, 5): "L9t every man be fully persuaded in
his own mind."
But to return to S:.tan. As soon as he had found
out who his fellow-traveler was, he naturally tried to
tempt him. He used various schemes, but was
unsuccessful, so at last he took Christ Jesus "up
into an exceeding high mountain," which latter has
either totmlly disappeared or at least grown smaller,
aud lent him his telescope, by which he was enabled
to see the edge and under side of the earth, that, we
know, was fht at that t.ime. While Christ Jesus
was thus engaged in viewing "all the kingdoms of
the world and the glory of them," Satan addressing
him said, amc.ng other things, "All these things I
will giv thee if thou wilt fall down and worship me."
But Christ J eeus wse obstinate; he did not care
for the good things of this world, a trait in his character in which be diff~rs very much from his present
representative. And then Satan, peraeiving he was
"left," leU him.
This highly instructiv and moral narrativ is fvund
in the writings of the divinely inspired, and therefore
truthful, writers of Matthew iv, 1-11, Mark i, 12, 13,
and Luke iv. 1-13. Yet, we do not know really
what to think of it. For the likewise divinely inspired writer, John, who certainly would tell the
truth as well as the others, says that on the day
after the b~ptism Christ Jesus was yet "hanging
round'' Jordan (i, 35). while on the second day he
tramped through G J.ltlee (43), where he on the third
day provided wine for the guests at a marriage feast
in Caria (ii, 1-10). after which he went down to
C1pernaum and thenca to Jerusalem to take part in
the J a wish passover (12, 13). Yet in spite of this
evidence, I lean toward the belief that the three firstmentioned authors are right; then, supposing this,
we bav an explanation of Sat~tn's subsequent conduct.
Taking this ground, it is evident that the splendid
victory of Cnrint Jesus vexed Satan considerably; at
least, we hear nothing more about him for quite s
while; for the story told in Matt. xiii, about the devil
sowing tares, I consider as a deliberate falsehood,
invanted purposely to soil the reputation of my hero.
Fur after mllking the most diligent inquiries as to
his character, I hav not found the slightest trace of
his ever being on a " tear" and much less on a regular
succession of "drunks," nor do I know of his ever
walking from saloon to saloon treating himself to
small drinks. B3ing acquainted with the clergy's
mode of explaining the sacred text, I am fully convinced tbat such exposition is possible. The passage
which runs as follows: "But while men slept, his
enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and
went his way," can easily be explained thus: "But
*Send to secretary American Secular Union, 030 N. l7th
SEND for catalog of our publications.
while the men [~he rational faculties of Satan] slept,
on ap.,plication.
the enemy [his passion for strong drinks] came and street, Philadelphia, Pa.-Eo. T. s.
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'' 2. Is not the present domination of the liquor power In chief point of practical piety, it ceases to be Ohrispolitics an exceedingly great evil, and one to be most reso· tia.n, and becomes an idolatrous rite. It is idolatry
lutely resisted?"
to worship the work of our own hands, and this is

The domination of any one power in politics is
Editor. necessarily an evil, and inevitably leads to tyranny.
Business Manager. That is why we oppose the e:ff,)rts of Blair, the
PUBLISHED llY
Women's Chri!!tis.n Temperance Union, and the Ni\·
T.HE ~RU1 H BEEKER COMPANY. tiona! Reform Association. Let these peop"le bav
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their way, and liberty in this country would be some·
thing uDknown. The liquor dealers seek "domina·
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tion" for on:ly one thing ; the churches are seeking
AddTess all OommunicatUm8 to THE TRUTH SEEKER to dominate us in all things-schools, holidays, taxes,
OOMP ANY. Make all DraflR, Oheeks, Post-ojJice and Ex.. even our printed thoughts and spoken words. A
press Money OrdBrs payable to CHARLES P. SOMERB Y. blasphemy law is more invasiv of liberty than a saloon; a Sunday law interferes more with a man's
MAY 10, 1890 rights than a license law; the pract.ical destruction
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with one remittance.
We think that if an editor has sold his opinion he

is a dishonest man. W a think also that the methods
of the liq:tor men are dishonorable. B:1t their im·
morality is as virtue compared to the miserable
actions of the hypocrite who present a petition for a
S!lnday law, claiming fourteen million .signature!!,
when in fact, less than three hundred ever signed the
· A FOUR HUNDRED
BDOK. petition. And their action is compsrativly harmless
beside the provision of Ssnator Blair's prohibiti JD
bill
which would invade the home, the shop, the ships,
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the very closets and ceUars of every man in the
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country in a search for the iorbidden article. Thrre
is such a thing as a remedy baing worse than the
Price, $2; advance orders solicited.
disease for which it is applied.

Pictorial Argllments Against
the Churoh.
PAGE CARTOON

A Brief Interview by Mail.
Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls, publishers of the Voice,
a Prohibition journal of the ultra-orthodox and tyrannical sort, bav sent out a circular, receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged, with a question attachment,
our answers to which will be found hereto appended.
The publishers of the Voice say: "Will you not
help us to awaken public opinion in favor of the purification of politics T Senator Ingalls says, 'The
purification of politics is an iridescent dream.' Are
the business men of Anieric:1-the men who do not
care for oflba, but do care for the welfare of the republic-ready to settle down to the conclusion that
to seek after clean politics is the chasing of rainbows T
We do not believe it. If conscience cannot be
forced into politics, if at least the honor that rules in
business cannot be made to rule among the men who
control the ballot- box, there is indeed gravest reason
for apprehension. Will you not help us to make
public opinion against political corruption and in
favor of clean politics by writing us your answer to
one or all of the inclosed questions?"
We are quite willing to do anything legitimate
th~~ot shall make for honor and honesty, that shall
benefit the country, enhance liberty, and help to
hasten the time when all men shall be free, shall be
equal before the law practically as well as theoretically, and possess the opportunity to express their
unpurchaeed sentiments and deposit their votes uninfluenced by priests and politicians at the polls on
election day. But we a.re not very strongly in favor
of the plans of the phariaees who are behind this
Prohibition circular. H is their desire to run the
country themselvs in conjunction with the Women's
Christian Temperance U aion, the G Jd· in- the-Consti·
tution party, and fellows like Sanator Blair of New
Hampshire. The evils of the liquor traffil3 are but
the pretext for their ambition.
These &re the questions:
"1. Do you not believe that to conspire against the purity
of the ballot. box should be regarded as treason against the
republic, and should be most severely punished?"

We believe that iLfluence through fear or bribery
of electors is a crime. And we believe also that
when Archbishop Corrigan or any other priest commands his church slaves to vote as he desires them
to he is a criminal. The ordinary political iiJfluencing
of votes is not so great a treason against the country
as the machinations of the Roman Catholics.

" 4. What do you deem the most important practicable
step towards the purification of politics?"

Get the priests of the R Jman Catholic church and
the fanatica of the Protestant church out of it. L'3t
Senator Blair and Frances Willard go into retirement
Let the pharisees of the Prohibition party ba honest
and show their full hand. Let the God-in·the Constitutionalists disband their National Reform Asaociation. Let the Sabbath U aion cease its endeavors to
make the Senate believe that the people desire the
r~enactment of puritan Sunday laws, and stop lying
about their petiti "D. Let the Methodists q 1it boaoting that their church once elected a preatdent, and
can do it again. These are a few practical steps
toward purifying politics-steps which the Voice
may hav some influence in inducing the people named
to take.
"5. If you hav no objection, please state with which P"litical ·party you usually act ?"

With the party we think is right, and for the men
we think to be honest.
With the fanatics and ths pharisees, Never !

Sunday Law Idolatry.
We frEquently meet with the expression, "the
American Sunday." According to common Eense
and the Constitution of the United States we should
naturally conclude that this was a Sunday which every
American was free to observe in any manner .he
pleased or not observe at all. It is difficult to
imagin the existence of anything more un-American
in spirit than the enforcement of Sunday laws. Yet
there is one thing that equals even this in inconsist·
ency. That is the observance of Sunday as a Sab
bath by Christians professing to find their religion in
the Bible.
Setting aside one day at least out of seven for
purposes of rest and recreation is no doubt to be
commended as a public benefit. Sunday is as suit.
able for that purpose as any other day, and for the
convenience of those who may wi,sh to attend public
worship may be considered more suitable. There
is, therefore, no reason to object to the prohibition
of the employment of labor on that day, where such
prohibition is not accompanied by any serious inconvenience. But to prevent any individual or number
of individu•ls from themselvs doing on Sundays
what would be lawful at any other time is politically
tyranny and religiously idolatry.
When keeping Sunday as a religious day is made the

what the Sunday-law persecutors are doing. Cessation from labor and business on the first day of
the week is the main article in their religion. According to their own Bible they are commanded to
work on that day. "Six days shalt thou labor and
do all thy work. But the seventh day is the Sa.bba~h of the Lord thy Gcd; in it thou shalt not do
any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy
man servant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cattle,
nor the stranger that is within thy gates. For in six
days the Lord made the heaven, and earth, the sea,
and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day;
whnaupon the Lord blessed the seventh day and
hallowed it" (Ex. xx, 8-12). In Genesis i we learn
that the days were to be kept from evening till
morning, and we know from J€lwish practice that
they were so kept. The time the Bible God commenced his rest was Friday evening, and, in memory
of it, the Sabbath was to be kept from that time
until Saturday evening, when the first day, with its
obligation of work, began. There was a Sabbath of
years fur the land commanded by the same authority as the weekly Sabbath for man (Lev. xxv, 1-16).
If the one is absurd, why not the other? Both are
J awish institutions, and there never was a Sabbath
which wa'3 not Jewish.
The Christian Sabbath is a ridiculous misnomer.
To the mej )rity of Ohristians themselvs, the very
name is unknown. The early Christians observed
the Saturday until they disoovered that they were no
longer Jews. In later ages the Roman church established a festival to be kept on the first day of the
week in memory of Christ's resurrection, which was
believed to hav occurred on that day. But it never
was, and is not now, in that church, confounded with
the Sabbath. In the breviaries of the church the
offices for Saturday are appointed under its old name
of the Sabbath, and Sunday under that of the Lord's
day. If Christians wish to be consistent they should
either keep the Sabbath at the time and in the manner commanded in the Old Testament, or consider
that it is entirely ab:>lished under the New Covenant, and not keep it at all.
The tim9 appointed in the Old Testament is from
Friday sunset till Saturday sunset. The manner is
by entirely resting from all work ourselvs and forbidding any work to be done by our servants and
cattle. We must also, if we keep the Old Testament's S:1bbath, make the breach of its observance a
Ci!.pital crime. '' Ye shall keep the Sabbath also: for
it is holy unto you. Every one that defileth it shall
surely be put to death" (Ex. xxxi, 14). We must
visit with death the offense of lighting a fire upon a
Saturday. " Whosoever doeth work therein shall be
put to death. Ye shall kindle no fire throughout
your habitation on the S11.bbath day " (xxxv, 2, 3). But
there is no commandment respecting any form of worship to be carried on upon that day. If we stay at
home and do nothing we keep the Sabbath. If we
ride to church we break it and should be put to
death.
But if this Jewish Sabbath is abolished under the
Christian dispensation, there is not one word in the
Bible or anywhere else, save in human laws, about
keeping any Sabbath at all. The Romish church
has commanded that servil works, i.e., works usually
performed by slaves, &hall be abstained from, and
the sacrifice of the mass attended, on the first day of
the week, and the Roman church claims authority to
make ceremonial laws, but how about those who
reject her authority! By what curious logio does
the Protestant hold himself bound to abstain from
work on Sunday, and not bound to abstain from
meat on Friday, when the one observance has exactly the same authority as the other? The New
Testament does not contain either command. Two
or three times it is mentioned that the apostles were
together on the fir.,t day of the week, but nothing
could be more natural than to suppose that they
would be, as that day commenced on Saturday
evening, and throughout the Saturday they had been
together to keep the Sabbath, whioh had not then
ceased to be observed.
Even if this extremely probable cause of their assembling together had not existed, the mere fact of
their being together on any day of the week would
be a poor excuse for observing that day in pla0e of
another to which a strict commandment was attached.
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But the truth is that, all other religious observances
hRVing nes.rly died out with religious belief, the superstition inherited ftom the religion of the past
ms.kes people cling to the observs.nce of one day as
hs.ving a. religious significance. And this superstition is so fs.r consistent with its religious origin ths.t
it s.ppoints a. day for the observance of which as a
Sabbath there is absolutely no res.son at s.ll. If the
Sabbath is of obligs.tion, H must be kept at the time
s.nd in the ms.nner comms.nded. If kept a.t s.ny other
time, it is done in compliance with human ls.ws.
Those who keep Sunday s.s a Sabbs.th are complying
not with the comms.nds of their God, but legal enactments ms.de by men. They s.re worshiping not
God, but laws which s.re the .work of their o-wn
hs.nds. They s.re not Bible Christinns, but Sundayls.w idolators.

Mr. Harman's Sentence.
Moses Hs.rms.n hs.s been sentenced by Judge Foster to five yes.rs in the penitentis.ry and to pay a. fine
of three hundred dolls.rs.
When our res.ders comprehend the mes.nimg of
these words, those of them especis.lly who hav res.d
the s.rticles upon which he ws.s convicted, their indigns.twn will be deep and furious. A sneak thief gets
a. few months in jail; a. burglar a year or two in the
penitentis.ry; R ms.n guilty of s.n s.trocious s.sss.ult
thirty or forty months in the sts.te prison-and they
s.ll, perhaps, deserve it, for they hs.v seriously injured
their fellow-men. But Mr. Hs.rman hs.s done none
of these things: he hs.s stolen nothing, assaulted no
one, injured no ms.n. The crime for which he suffers
this ms.ligns.nt sentence is in fs.ct no crime s.t s.ll.
Admitting ths.t wilful obscenity should be punished;
admitting, even, for the sake of rendering the cs.se
clearer, ths.t Mr. Harman's publication of Dr. O'Neil's
communics.tion deserved punishment, this imprison.
ment of five yes.rs for printing the s.rticles upon which
conviction ws.s secured is s.n abomins.ble perversion
of justice, bruts.l in its ms.gnitua,e, and undenis.bly
evincing R persecuting spirit. The judge hs.s obts.ined his revenge for the presumption which Mr.
Harman displs.yed in instructing him in his duties.
The Comstock ls.w ought to be swept from the
sts.tute books of the ns.tion. The local courts are
s.mply competent to inflict punishment upon evil
doE'rs, s.nd therefore this villainous law serves no
useful purpose, s.nd is, besides, Rlil unconstitutional as
would be a. sts.tute s.uthorizing treasons.ble s.ctions.
From the time of its enactment to the present it hs.s
been us€d by its procurer for tyrs.nnics.l purposes
only. It is the knotted club with which the despics.ble agents cf the Vice Society bes.t out the brs.ins of
better, s.nd a thouss.nd times purer, men than themselva. No state court in the country would inflict
such bs.rbs.rous punishment for no crime whatever
s.s this United States district court has inflicted upon
Mr. Hs.rms.n. The sentence bes.rs no rels.tion to justice; it is beyond the pale of hums.nity; it is wanton
· cruelty. If its victim hs.d been s.s guilty s.s he is innocent, five yes.rs' imprisonment would hav been a
merciless retribution to hs.v visited upon him.
The articles upon which Mr. Hs.rms.n ws.s convicted are two. One of them is a. letter which we
described R few ds.ys after Mr. Hs.rman's arrest (Feb·
rus.ry 23, 1887) s.s R "cos.rsely written s.nd exclamR·
tory denunciation of the s.buse of marits.l rights,"
but in which the "obscenity" is concentrs.ted in the
use of one word common in all medical journs.ls.
But s.s we ss.id then, so we still maints.in, that, yielding to Judge Benedict's definition of obscenity, the
s.rticle could not corrupt the mors.ls noT deprs.ve the
mind, s.nd if the use of the word is in this case ob.
scene, then it is in every cs.se, and the publishbrs of
all medics.! books ms.y be prosecuted. The other
s.rticle is R letter from Mrs. Celis. B. Whitehes.d, a.
Christis.n lady, to Mrs. E. D. Slenker. Mrs. WhiteheRd's letter is R protest against the use of contra.·
cepts s.nd a plea. for s.usterity of life. Though a
Christis.n, Mrs. Whitehead is R hums.nits.ris.n, and
her work is s.lws.ys for hums.nity's good, s.s she sees
it. It will probs.bly shock her, and ms.y or may not
injure her church standing, to be legs.lly convicted
of writing s.rticles too obscene for public print. But
neither of these letters cs.n, by s.ny legitims.te stretch
of s.ny decent imngins.tion, be confounded with thst
vile cls.ss of publics.tions which the honest ps.rt of
the congreasmen had in mind when they passed
Comstock's law. Comps.ted with numberless passs.ges in the Bible the letters are refinement itself;

s.nd it is without question that the writers of both
intended only good by their inditing-one to make
men more gentle tows.rd their wives, the other to
induce perfect chs.stity on the ps.rt of both sexes.
At the beginning of this s.ction, we ss.id. that if
Mr. Harms.n should be convicted for the publics.tion
of these letters it would be no less s.n invasion of
persona.! righ~s, no less an outrage, ths.n ths.t inflicted
by Judge Benedict upon the founder of this ps.perD. M. Bennett. As it hs.s turned out, the invs.sion
and the outrs.ge are as much gres.ter s.s five yes.rs s.re
longer than thirteen months. Mr. Bennett ws.s a.
perfectly innocent man. So is Mr. Hs.rman. Mr.
Bennett did not hav a. fs.ir tris.l; neither did Mt.
Hs.rms.n. The ls.tter's defense ws.s aptly described
by Mr. Ws.1ker as a. "botch." He ws.s not allowed the
counsel of his ehoice-s. :right which even the determinedly bigoted judge who tried C. B. Reynolds for
bls.sphemy would not deny his prisoner. The counsel whom Mr. Hs.rms.n ws.s s.lmost compelled to a.ccept knew nothing of the case and showed no conception of the ms.gnitude of the issue involved. He
defended Mr. Harms.n s.s a. police court ls.wyer would
defend a. snes.k thief who was caught in the s.ct s.nd
who hoped to escape punishment by cls.iming to hav
been drunk when arrested. The best of s.ll defenses
-that the ms.tter compls.ined of was not indicts.ble
under the sts.tute-ws.s thrown s.ws.y, s.nd Mr. Harman was virtually forced to ples.d guilty, his lawyer
denouncing the s.rticle s.nd cls.iming Mr. Hs.rms.n to
be inss.ne. Yet e~en s.fter this fs.ts.l s.dmission, three
cf the jurors-so they now affirm-s.greed to a. conviction only on condition ths.t all the twelve jurors
should sign a. request to the judge to inflict the lowest penalty ns.med in the law ! Where is this re·
quest! Why ws.s it not given to the judge~ Or, if
it was, whs.t shall be thought of a. judicial officer who
would disregard such an s.ppes.l and substitute five
yes.rs' imprisonment s.nd three hundred dollars' fine
for the compars.tivly sms.ll pecuniary penalty to which
he could hs.v confined the sentence! On the face of
the matter the conclusion is irresistible that the
bench was. vindictiv s.nd misused its power.
Yet, if such be the case, we think the judge has
defes.ted himself. The sentence is so excessiv, so
cut of proportion to the.crime, if it be s.dmitted to
be a crime at s.ll, ths.t the ps.rdoning power, rigorously Cs.lvinistic though it be, can hardly refuse to
act in the ms.tter. If the sentence had been but a.
few months, probs.bly little hope in that direction
could be enterts.ined. But ths.t any president with
hums.n feelings in his hes.rt will s.llow a. ms.n of Mr.
Harms.n's character to suffer five yes.rs' imprisonment
for so trivial an c:ffanse, is incredible. For the honor
of our government, if for no other cause, the pena.lty
should be remitted.

A Prospect.
The Catholic Review does not. mince matters in
the following paragrs.ph :
" The author of the letters in the Sun signed' Rabbinicus'
is very much troubled, or perhaps delighted, over the discovery that the Catholic church will never be able to make
the imperium in imp<rio a success. 'Rabbinicus' does not
look at the matter from the proper point of view, which is
the Catholic view. There must always remain a distinction
between the spiritual and the physical orders, and in practical life the spiritual must always take first place. The
Romans had to suffer from the impe1•ium in impt7•io, and it
destroyed them because they opposed it. In the same way,
it will destroy every force which opposes it, which is the
same as saying that Christianity is the only indestructible
religious principle in the world. Governments must agree
with, not attack Christianity, if they wish to liv and progress. 'Rabbinieus' would not hav so much to criticise in
Christianity, but for his uneasiness that the Christian principle is destined to possess the world in the future even
more thoroughly than the past."

That is to ss.y, Christianity owns the world;
Roms.n Catholicism is Christianity, therefore Roman
Catholicism owns the world. · Again, the spiritual is
above the materia.], and must rule it. The spiritus.!
is the Roms.n Cs.tholio church, the ms.teris.l is the
government ; ergo, the Roms.n Catholic church must
rule the government. Thirdly, the Republic is the
irnpe1·io, the imperium is the Roman Catholic church;
the imperium destroys s.ll who oppose it. And it
follows, pls.inly, ths.t unless the imperium in imperio
is s.llowed to be a " success," the Republic is to be
destroyed.
Now, res.d this from Sens.tor Bls.ir to the Mail and
Express-his regular weekly Ws.shington letter:
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"·I do not believe that it is possible that the American
nation will develop in the direction of toleration of all religions-that is, so- called religions. Whether the general
public conviction shall be right or wrong, I yet believe that
instead of selecting and finally tolerating all so-called religions, the American people will, by constant and irresistible
pressure, gradually expel from our geographi<1al boundaries
every religion except the Christian in its varied forms. I do
not expect to see the pagan and other forms existing side by
side with the former, both peaceably acquiesced in for any
considerable length of time. I do not think that experience
will satiafy the American people that the inculcation of any
positiv relig\ous belief hostil to the Christian faith or the
practice of the forms of any other worship is conduciv to the
good order of society and the general welfare. There may
not be an exhibition of bigotry in this. I believe that religious toleration will yet come to be considered to be an
intelligent discrimination between the true and the false, and
the selection of the former by such universal consent as shall
exclude by general reprobation the recognition and practice
of the latter.
"No religion which interposes any agency between man
and God is Christianity. No other religion than Christianity
-and Christianity as I hav thus defined it-is consistent with
the existence of human liberty and republican institutions.
This country will not long exist as a free country if any other
religious teaching comes generally to prevail. No one human
being is the superior of any other human being in kind, however much we may differ in the extent of our several endowments, and no religion which finds space for an authority
between the creature and the creator can prevail without
destroying the republic. Now, religious belief is a matter of
education, and hence no free people will, or at least can,
safely permit a system or a practice of education which sets
up any human master ot the human soul-save only the
supremacy of each soul over itself.
" This does not imply that the people will undertake to
teach afiirmativly the dogmas of religion in the sectarian
sense, or perhaps, even, in the most general and fundamental sense. But it does imply that the people of the
republic will see to it that certain things are not taught to
the American child. The people will not rest until they
hav subverted all schools and teachers who create in the
soul of the child a belief in a power greater than the right of
private judgment and less than the authority of God-an
allegiance to any spiritual power except the highest, or any
prince, potentate, or power, save only the etllrnal king,
which can inflict pains and penalties of a spiritual nature, or
in any other life than this on earth.
"The people will not rest in their study of the subject, nor
in the regulation of the educational forces of the land, until
they hav con1pelled all citizens to be the masters of the English tongue-until they hav secured the eradication of all
religious teaching which enslaves the soul of the child to
any other master than its supreme father, or which clothes a
mere man with powers which partake of the prerogativs of
God."

Ths.t is to ss.y, s.ll religions but Christis.nity s.re to
be suppressed; Protests.ntism alone is Christianity,
therefore nothing but Protests.ntism shall exist in
the country. Secondly, religion being a. ms.tter of
!lducs.tion, the schools must tes.ch religion. Protestantism is religion; therefore the schools must teach
Protests.ntiam. And once s.gain, s.s Christianity is
nothing without people to believe it, s.s Protestantism
is the only res.l Christis.nity, s.s s.ll religions but Christis.nity a.re to be suppressed, it follows ths.t s.ll
who do not join the Protests.nt church are to be in
some ws.y gotten rid of!
The prospect, however it is viewed, looks disms.l
for everybody. 1st, The Roman Cs.tholic church
will rule or ruin.
This means destruction to
Protests.nts s.nd Agnostics s.nd pagans alike. 2d,
The Protests.nt church will rule, which mes.ns
suppression of everything else. This s.lso is rough
on the Agnostics s.nd pagans s.nd Cs.tholics. And
here comes in the question, whs.t will Sens.tor Bls.ir
do with s.ll the folks who don't join his church T
And how will the Catholic Review's imperium
destroy the fellows who don't help make it a. "success?" Are we to hs.v, on the one hand banishment,
s.s Sen a. tor Blair's Purits.n s.ncest6rs practiced it on·
the Qaa.kers and Bs.ptists, or hanging s.s they prs.cticed it on witches; s.nd on the other burial s.live,
behes.ding, tortures, dungeons, s.s the Catholics
practiced them on the Protests.nts ; or shs.ll we hs.v
the stake, the gibbet, the persecution s.nd killing by
soldiery, s.s both sects practiced them on each other,
as opportunity offered s.nd power permitted T We
res.lly wish the Review and Senator Bls.ir would be
more explicit in expls.ining their programs.
One thing, however, is les.rned with certRinty from
these represents.tiv utterances-and ths.t is, that the
persecuting spirit of Christis.nity is not des.d; s.nd
ths.t hs.d it the power each gres.t division of the
Christian church would be cutting the other's throat;
s.nd that with either in plens.ry power, the country
would be one vs.st cemetery, for there is only one
ws.y to destroy or suppress heresy, s.nd that is, the
des.th of the heretic.
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Jttltrs Jronr Jlritnds.
BARTLETT, DAK., April 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please Eend me the book of pictures.
Very truly yours,
E. SMITH.
FoRNEY, TEx., April 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $2 for the book of pictures when ready.
Respectfully,
WM. BONDIEB.

soul grows with the body, I think. If ignorance is bliss, 'tis
folly to be wise.
If you answer questions, I would like to know if the Bible
is any more of an inspiration than Josephus, and how many
votes Josephus lacked of throwing the Bible over the f<'nce
and being itself· elected as the standard to regulate our
consciences. Fearing I might be tiresome,
will quit.
More anon.
Yours in the cause,
JESSE MAURER.

WATERLOO, KAN., Apr. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : If Liberalism can do something for the
ELMO, Mo., April19. 1890.
farmers and laborers, let it do so. And I believe it can, and
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2, for which please send me
will. We can no longer depend upon the selfish, bigoted
the picture book as soon as convenient.
W. S. LAMME.
Christians or their merciful God to do it for us. Selfreliance is what we want, and honest Liberals at the head of
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., April20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is $2, for which please send me a the government. Equal rights and impartial liberty is what
1 want. I remain,
copy of the pictorial arguments against the church.
Yours for truth, light, and liberty,
JoHN T. PowELL.
Respectfully,
J. M. BnowN.
NRVRLON, MoNT , April 5, 1890. •
CosUMNES, CAL., April 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I a>n greatly in favor of the illustrations.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to avail myself of this opportunity to
I consid•r the paper the best of any I take or see. Long express my pleasure over the announcement that the pictures
may yGu and the cause prosper in the bright, sunny way. are to be published in book form. It occurs to me that it
F. H. LOVERING.
would add strength and force of argument to the cartoon
book to hav a full-page picture of each one of the instruments
HouGHTON Co., MroH., April 26, 1890
and modes of torture Inflicted by the church, as is represented
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 25 for the picture book
on a small scale in your ANNUAL. This ought to be done,
and Ayer's "Secular Funeral and Marriage Handbook." I
even if some of the others had to be dispensed with. ·Please
hav had the grip for eight w£eks, and want funeral ceremofind inclosed $5 for inclosed list of books and tracts.
nies clear of orthodoxy. Good luck to Heston.
w. R. GRIMSHAW.
Yours,
H. S. BEEBLXY.
ExcELSIOR, lA., Apr. 19, 1890.
DETROIT, MroH., April 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the ANNUAL for 1890. I will
- MR. EoiTOR: Please find $2 for one copy of THE TRUTH
BEEKER pictures when issued. I think you hav struck the say that 1 am expecting to get three or four new subscribers
right nail on the head, for. as I send all my papers away, it to THE TRUTH SEEKER shortly. I can hardly get time to read
it till they want it from me. We are all coal miners, and I
l.s what I hav long wishEd for. ·
DAviD FLEMING.
take my paper to the mine, so that, the l>oys may see it. It is
FREEDOM, April 12, 1890.
a wonder I am not scared to take it down the mine, when I
· MR. EDITOR: Please .send me two ANNuALs for 1890 and know God is iikely to get so argry as of yore.
one for 1889. We hav just been having a series of night
We hav been talking about trying to get Mr. Jamieson, of
sweats in our little village, of the Methodist persuasion, with Des lloines, to come here. We think he would cre1te a stir
the usual results, which I hav written up and had published in the orthodox·camp, as this is a very pious place.
in the Earlville Lemur of an adjoining town.
D. ORGAN.
D. M. STEVENS.
SAN ANTONIO, TEx , March 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: John E. Remsburg recently delivered his
lecture, "F11lse Claims," in this place. The Lord gave us
some pretty foul weather, but the horrid Infidels turned out
just tlie same. If it had been a pleaSant night, the hall
would hav been entirely too small, but as it was, the house
was well filled and I do not believe there were over a dozen
\
Christians in it. A few men whose mental calibers were not
SuNSET, TEx., April18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I will inclose in this twenty-five cents for the up to the occasion left .the hall in disgust. After the lecture
ANNuAL and my vote for the pictures in my Bible. Before a large number of Freethinkers remaine.d and a temporary
the year is out I will send a little to help to keep them up. organization was perfected, with a membership of sixty.
And if the picture book is published and I liv I must hav The San Antonio Freethinkers are just beginning to rouse
and rub their eyes after a long, long sleep. Everybody was
one. I remain,
Yours truly,
HARRIET DAvis.
well pleased.
Orro PnARGER.
CENTRALIA., ILL., April 13, 1890.
MR. ED~TOR: I hope to be ablE. to send you names of new
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Feb. 22, 1890.
subscribers soon. We hav four churches here who hav imMR. EDITOR: Well, now, about this school question, and
ported one or more evangelists each. Now we hav had a re- about reading the Bible in schools, why not let the Catholic
vival running for one or two weeks each. They hav: reaped books be read in Protestant schools and Protestant Bibles in
a large harvest of converts, a very large per cent of whom Catholic schools, so as to let thep:r see what they are quarrelare children.
F. D. REXFORD.
ing about? It is nice stuff to quarrel about, anyway.
Why not let the big scholars, young ladies and gentlemen,
MoLINE, Itt., Aprilll, 1890.
read in school parts of the SJng of Solomon and the place
MR. En:TOR : As I consider you are working for the bene- describing where David danced before the ark of the Lord?
fit of al! the human race, trying to l!iv new light to the blind I think that that would disgust them so much that it would
dupes of the thousands of that class that should serve a life do away with such things as quick as anything.
sentence in the prisons of our country for obtaining money
Yours for truth,
JoHN R. CoATs.
under false pretense from their ignorant, unthinking victims,
Y. E. McCLENDON.
I feel thankful that you liv.
CoNCORD, N.C., March 14, 1890.
WEsTFIELD, N. J., Aprilll, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send a new subscriber. This man was
born and raised a Catholic, but has subscribed and paid for
THB TRUTH SEEKlti< to-day. I know that" many a mickle
makes a muckle," and eo shall try to send you a few more
M. L. NIOHOLB.
names before long. Yours very truly,

WHATOOM, WAsH., April17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for the book of cartoons
when published. TH:E TRUTH SEEKER is a kind of kindergarten, as the illustrations make impressions that, coming
only from type, would be overlooked by the ordinary psalmsinger, and consequently causes discussions that would not
·otherwise occur.
J. Y. CoLLINs.
SLOMAN, WAsH., April 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: 8end me your paper and Ingersoll's address,
"Crimes Against Criminals." I hav only seen your paper
for four weeks, but esteem it very much. I was induced to
take it by one Frank Lillie. I can learn more from one
paper than I could from the old riddle-book all my life. I
think it a grand, good paper.
GEORGE STEEVES.

I

NEW YoRK, April 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH BEEKER of April 19th, Kellar
the mag'cian has got on the right track for the elucidation
of Bible mysteries. The south represents the winter solstice,
or Cap•icorn (the zodiacal sign), the goat, death, gloom,
hades. As the ancients always depicted the gods as men, so
the sun in this sign was represented by a satyr-horns, hoof,
and tail. This is the popular devil or Satan.
J. F. ToNKs.
HARMONY, bm., April 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Seeing the team you hav hitched to your
·wagon, I thought I would try and take a ride, inasmuch as
this theological wagon is not safe. Some of these theologians
a•k me if I do not believe I hav a soul. I tell them I do not
know what they mean by a soul. I tell them if I had one
and it was as much trouble to me as theirs seems to be, I
would try and trade it for a good, sound body, if I could get
an even trade, or I would not mind giving some boot. The

MR. EDITOR: A tramp preacher by the name of Bill Fife,
called the Drummer Preacher, struck this town March 3d,
and carried on a gospel racket for seven days. B!lsiness
men closed their stores to go to hear him. He liad a crowded
house day and night-crowded by persons eager to hear their
neighbors lampooned ala Sam ,Jones. The result was, Bill
Fife carried off $280 of the people's money. This is not the
worst. One lady, Mrs. ·F. A. Archibald, who was made sad
several months since by the death of her two children, has
lost her reason and will be sent to the asylum. How sad,
how sad to the family and friends of this estimable mother
and wife, to see her reason dethroned by a gospel tramp I
Will he, can he, restore her reason, and her happy smiles to
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
her family? No, never.
LowELL, MABs., April 18, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: About two years ago I wrote you a letter
which received some criticism because I believed in restricting
freedom. If that critic happens to see this he will see that I
hav got my eyes open a little wider, for I am now as free from
political as from religious superstitions. I do not believe
any man should hav or enjoy what is not his own, except
by inheritance or gift, and believe that rent and interest do
giv men that privilege. I do not believe ten million men hav
any more right than one man to dictate to me what I shall
do. I do l!Ot believe that a government by force can be reconciled either with Freethinking or with Christianity. I
believe, moreover, that the freest thinkers are the best
Christians. I believe also that speculation in land is as
wicked a8 speculation in air would be if that were possible.
Each one is entitled to all he can use and no more. I
believe that forcible taxation is robbery, and that voluntary
contributions would be freely given !or public objects if
taxation was not imposed upon people by force. I ao not
believe in free love as commonly understood, but as under-

1~~0.
stood by modern Anarchists I believe in absolute individual
freedom in every respect. I believe every law ever enacted
Is a bar to progress, and that public sentiment and Free.
thought will do more for the world than all the courts of
justice in the universe.
G. A. CHAPIN.
FoRD CITY, KAN, April 20, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 25 for one new subscriber
and myself, with the ANNUAL. Continue the pictures.
They astonish the nativs like a clap of thunder from a clear
aky. I think the picture book will be a splendid thing. I
believe a panorama of those pictures would be of immense
value to assist lecturers. It seems to me that I could take
a panorama of them and do some good. At least, I should
be willing to try one provided they could be got up at not
too great an expense. I would like to comment on some or
all of those pictures before an audience. I do believe with
a panorama ten to one could be converted to our side, the
side of truth. I do not know or think of anything that
would lead them out of tbe ditch of ignorance and superstition as quick as that. And a little good music with it would
carry them to a gra!!der and higher temper of civil~zltion.
What would be the probable cost of a panorama of that
kind? It would only be necessary to hav a few ot the lead.
ing characters. I wculd like to hav an expression from the
other readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER as well as yourself.
H. B. VoN VooRHEEs.
WESTERN BRANCH NATIONAL HOMK, }
LEAvENwORTH. KAN. April 2, 1890
MR. EDITOR
used to see THE TRUTH SEEKER on file in
our ibrary, but it has disappeared in the las three mon\h
]believe. I am the only regular subscriber of the twenty.two
hundred members. We are quartered in thirteen companies
quarters, or barracks, and only in our company, Company
G, the following order was put on the bulletin board :
CoMPA.NY G, WEsTERN BRANCH, Jan. 30, 1890.
. Rending aloud in the barracks is strictly prohibited, also
religious and Atheistic discussions. By order of the govHENRY Mussun SERGANT.
ernor,
I would politely ask you, who is ruling this institution?
Is it the pope in Rome, or the czar of Russia, or a Bismarck ?
I am not able to see where it came from. I wonder if a
prisoner in Siberia is allowed to read aloud and speak about
religious matters or not.
My income is $2 per month. I am unable to work. I am
sixty-nine years old. But I am bound to spend another
twenty-five cents for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL of 1890.
P. MINKWITZ.
NEw CAsm, PA.., April16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The following is an editorial observation appearing in the Youngstown, 0, Vindicator:
There is a foolish story going the rounds in certain quarters
of the town that, while several inches of sn<>w fell last Friday night, not one flake lay upon the neglected grave of
Sterling, the murderer, who was hanged in the jail a few
years ago. Probably the story is not true, or if true, the
exposed place of the lonely grave in the Potter's field sufficiently accounts for it. But there are people credulous
enough to believe that kindly nature declines " to hide that
guilty front with innocent snow," thus making supernatural
what is merely unusual, and thereby pressing closer to themselva the everlasting cloud of mystery which at best lies
close enough about us all.
The truth of the matter is that the body of Sterling found
its way to the dissecting-room of a Cleveland, 0., medical
college within seventy two hours after the burial.
I will add a comic verse:
A mischievous urchin, named Whittleton White,
Tied a shoemaker's tool to the tail of his kite ;
The cobbler looked up, with countenllnce wan,
And sang, "Jesus I my awl to heaven has gone."
J. EDD LIIBLIE.
--~·

,RooKY RIVRR, 0., April 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed non-political paper slip, with
yours in a late TnUTH SEEKER on the Persecution of M"ormons subject, make two only to the thousands of newspapers in approval. Oh, Christian virtue as practiced by
the clergy I
THE TRUTH BliEKER is the paper of papers for truth and
fair play. L·mg may its E·iitor liv.
S. GLEASON.
No more extraordinary and far-reaching opinion was ever
handed down by the Supreme Court ot the United States
than the one on the ldai:J.o test oath case. Idaho has a Jaw
which aims to deny to Mormons the right to vote. The
citizen who cannot subscribe to an oath that he does not
belong to the Mormon church Is barred from the suffrage.
This law the Supreme Court of the UnitedS\ates holds to be
good. Under it one who believes in the Book of Mormon,
whether he be a single man or a man with one wife only, iR
disfranchised along with the Mormon who has violated civil
and moral laws by acts of bigamy or polygamy. This
is punishing men for opinion instead of for acts, and that is
why it is extraordinary. Because there are tens of millions
of other people in this country besides Mormons who believe
in other alleged sacred books which teach the propriety of
bigamy and polygamy, it follows that this ruling of the
Supreme Court if carried to its logical extreme would apply
to all such as well as to Mormons. For this reason the decision may justly be said to be one that is far-reaching. It
has always been held that government does enough when It
punishes acts. Now, the courts can claim the right to say
what a man thinks, to ~ay that what he thinks is criminal,
and havin~~: done so punish him for his alleged thought.
Without doubt those guilty of bigamy or polygamy are unfit
to exercise the right of suffrage whether they are Mormons
or not. Upon conviction of such crimes they should
be punished. As part of that punishment they could be and
should be disfranchised, as is done in the case of convictions
of other crimes. But when punished in that way without
trial and for no reason except for having opinions, or for
being suspected of having opinions, the natural question is,
Whither are we drifting? Manifestly to an ultimate status
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lu which it will only be safe to belong to the majority. The not able now.· I hav bought several copies from you, a!!d
world has tried that sort of thing several times and found it li~e it very much. I read them with great interest. I do not
very disagreeable as well as unprofitable.
thmk it could be better. I ha v read copies of the Twentieth
Century, Freethinkers' Magazine, Secular Thought, and other
BUNDYSBURG 1 0., April 14, K.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR: As a subscriber to your sheet, I wish to say Liberal papers. I would like to take all of them, but cannot
that I fully approve of the pictures. Why not? Do take any of them. I hope I can in the future. I hav
Christians respect our rights guaranteed by the Declaration emerged from dark superstition by the light of my own
of Independence and the Constitution of the United States? brain, with enly a week's schooling, therefore I am not eduNo, sir, they do not. Snail we respect their rights? Yes, cated. If you consider this worthless, eend it back, and I will
sir, but not those fool, lying principles contained in their hav it printed in pamphlet form and circulate it over this
calendar, the Bible. Thos. Paine said, "Some people can priest and preacher ridden country.
CRAB. A. GrBNN.
be reasoned into sense; othei·s hav to be shocked into it."
There has been a discussion pending for some time here,
between one 0~ H. Pennell and myself. First he wanted to
:MARTINBBUEGli, W.VA., Apr. 20,1890.
MR. EDITOR: In the great controversy between Christianity
hav it on the Biule and two on a side, each to hav two
speeches of twenty-five minutes, and I to close in ten and unbelief the evidence is gradually but surely accumulatminutes. This I would not agree to, and the.n he desired to ing on the side of unbelief. I am by this time convinced
affirm that "Christianity has been the greatest civilizer that there is no God ; that the teaching of Christianity taat
known." This I agreed too, and he has backed down on there is a God, heaven, and hell, is all a humbug. And I
that. He told me he would show " Ingersoll was gradually wonder and wonder why millions of people who investigate
yielding in his views" by a paper that John Lewis, of everything else in life so readily and persistently cling to the
G\rard, 0 , takes. I wrote to Mr. Lewis; he says he never Bible and the churches. It is positivly amazing to witness
their position on this ever greatest subject of life and death.
made such a statement-never told anyone such a thing.
To those millions, Intelligent and lgnerant, rich and poor,
B. 0. FENTON.
the ex!stence of God and a heaven and hell is a matter of
LAKE CITY, lA., April10, 1890.
course, a closed question •. "As true as gospel," they say in
MR. EDITOR: For many years I hav taken the noble old what they assert. And Freethought and unbelief are shockTRUTH SEEKER, and hav ever been looking for the article ing to their fine Christian sensibilities. In all other subhcts
that could do the most good, put into leaflet form, with and affairs in life the intelligent, shrewd Christians and nomleast expense, and hav inade up my mind the article written inal believers will inquire and investigate In order to be made
by War en Smith, of NaehvUle, Tenn., in a late TRUTH secure. In all dealings in business, political, and social matSEEKER, is the article I hav been looking for. The article ters investigation and security is sternly carried out. Things
is written under the title, " Heathen or Christian-Which?" and propositions not clearly manifested to their understandand is a perfect stunner and no mistake. Put into leaflet ing and approval are rejected. They are doubtful when
form so as to fold nicely, with a blank llpot on back of leaf there is room for doubt, but when they come to the mighty
for name and compliments of sender, it could be slipped into question of life and death, why, of course the Bible is true
an unsealed envelope and sent out by the thousands. I and there is a living God who created all things and all are
know of many now who were playmates of mine nearly subject to him. It is the fool only who says there Is no God.
sixty years ago, that I hav seen but once in forty years. This is the claim and position of millions of Christians and
How I should like to send them an eye-opener. Although nominal believers, sensible enough on other questions than
too old for much activ work, two or three hundred of such religion. It is astonishing to brave, independent thinkers.
leaflets I could put out-at least from one to two hundred· Christianity, as the powers that be, happen to hav almost all
to fine advantage at our home town. There ought to be one the wealth, all the power and influence, and almost all the
number of people on its side. But just simply because of its
million of those leaflets spread broadcast over the world.
Mr. John E. Remsburg has been of great benefit to every vast power and numbers it is not necessarily true. The etertruth-loving man in America, in snatching from the robbers' nal truth cannot be changed. But this great material and
hands one of the brightest jewels that will crown Abraham mental force swings the world in all things pertaining to
Lincoln's immortal name In glory to generations yet unborn. human rights, happiness, and welfare. The only basis for
Nobly has he performed that great work, and it ought to be universal freedom is individualism. We must declare ourput into pamphlet form. Is there a Freethinker in America selva absolutely free as distinct sovereign individuals to think
who wants to die and not hav that pamphlet in his home? for ourselvs entirely on all questions, and do all we can for
I hope not.
the preservation of liberty. Christianity is no friend of libInclosed find a dollar for the pictures. J. L. ToMPKINS.
erty. Its whole teaching is to command and enslave. And
the worst of it is that it humbugs millions by its promises of
future bliss and threats of an eternal hell.
BRAMBLE, IND., March 1, 1890.
Life is thrust upon us. We exist a wonder to ourselvs.
MR. EDITOR : As I am living in an orthodox Christian
community composed of both Catholics and Protestants, and Whence we came and whither we drift, we know not. There
I am opposed to any of their "dogma~, and am almost a is one common destiny for all. In the very nature of things
lone Freethinker in these parts, it naturally follows that I all cannot believe alike. We believe what we must believe.
often r.ear their barbarous doctrine argued. The majority This is iincerity, as Colonel Ingersoll says. What we are,
of them are in favor of crime. That is, if one man kills an- we are, and cannot be responsible for. We are not free
other in cold blood, these saintly Christians are ready, with- agents, but helpless beings, ever at the mercy of cruel fate.
I cannot see how any sensible, observing, just man or
out the least particle of mercy, to destroy his life in just as
cold blood as the first killed in. I claim that a man who ex- woman can still believe in God, as their experience surely
terminates his fellow-man for money, without any malice ought to dispel this delusion. Intelligence ought to banish
toward his victim, suffers from a disease of the brain, old traditions of the supernatural, and superstition, the curse
and there h a removable cause of such disease. l believe to of the people. As I review the past I feel how badly I hav
take his life by hanging or otherwise does not cure others of been humbugged when too young and inexperienced to think
the same disease. I believe if it is a crime for the first party and judge for myself all this absurd teaching of God, heaven,
to kill, that it is a crime for the second party, or the state, to and hell. But, thanks to knowledge and experience, I am
kill him. One thing I know, that to hang a man for murder enjoying sweet mental liberty. This happy result came from
does not bring back the life of the murdered, nor does it re- BO teaching of any man or book, but from my own honest
tard crime. Where do men get authority to commit a deed doubts. That unbelief has not millions on its side to,day is
that they forbid others committing? The Ia w says '~' e shall wonderful, taking into consideration the impossibility of
hang them and It is right· to do so, cry these Bible, godlike, proving there ie a God. This is a beautiful world, and
saintly, Christian believers. I will say, can a few men meet heaven and hell are here. Many ha v their heaven here, and
and make a law to take life and make it right to do so? many their hell on this earth. Until universal eq•1ality, just
Can might make right? Is crime a cure for crime? My conditions, and perfection exist there can be no God. We
mind is so I cannot think that it is. These good Christians as impartial inquirers giv the claims of Christiallity a fair
tell me if a man kills in cold blood, that if he repents even at trial. We as lovers of the truth seek for it, whatever it
tte gallows he will go to heaven. If he does not repent, he may be.
Not one promis in the Bible is fulfilled or comes to pass.
will go to hell. They do not wish him to liv, they wish to
hurry him off to one of these places. They also tell me that No prayer is ever answered. No elders in the church heal
most of these murderers repent and go to heaven. A pretty the sick by anointing in the name of the Lord. No sight its
place to send a man whom they think sane and not fit to liv given to the blind, no healing to the deaf. No angel appears
with them here. Yet they expect to go to heaven and liv ev~.>n to the most pious when dying. No miracles are worked.
with him there. Can any Christians think it wrong to kill and There is no consolation to the mournful ; no God's grace ;
THOMA.B J. CoNNERS.
then think it right to kill, and be right in both hypotheses? no knowledge of him whatever.
Can or do they really believe that God will send them to
heaven for taking life? It seems that they do, for I see
IN THE FAR WEsT, April 20, 1890.
many of them carrying revolvers and dirk-knives, and there
MR. EDITOR: I cannot comply with your request and
are no wild beasts In this country either. They, the Chris- furnish names of Liberal-minded people. I circulate fifty·tians of this community, still hav a great deal of the old bar- two numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER where they do the
.lbarlsm and superstition in them. They think it right to take most good. The reason I do not giv names is because I do
llife, but they seem to want the right to take life themselvs. not know what the coming TRUTH BEKKER may contain.
Anyone else taking life is wrong. I think as long as men Such infamous expressions as were made by one Downes,
make laws to take life, just that long will other men believe from Ohio, and Swan, of Chicago, and Winter, of Cincinnati,
in mob violence. They will say, We know of a man who Is would simply not do. It will not do in an intelligent comguilty and we wUl just stretch him up without any law in it, munity to revile our naturalized citizens as the above-named
and avoid expenses. We hav as much right to hang and social pests did a few months ago. We owe more liberty to
punish as the law. For myself, I do not believe In taking our foreign-born citizens than we generally giv them credit
life at all. I think if one commits murder he should hav a for. The intelligent Germans hav stayed our fanatical,
life sentence, or if such persons could be placed on some perjury-breeding Prohibition, which has made countless
island they could in time be cured of the disease. Further- liars not only among common people but leading statesmen.
more, I think when laws quit killing people it will hav a We hav no Sunday laws in California, and none agitated till
a decidedly good effect upon society. It will make better the fanatical Yankee made his advent. Wherever we hav
peopie.
plenty of foreigners in large towns, we hav Sunday liberty.
I would like to subscribe for THB TnUTH SBJ\\KBR, but am The dally Oregonian, a few years ago, urged Oregon to in-
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duce Swiss people to settle its foothills in Willamet valley,
saying in looking over their success In California that one
thousand Swiss would be more useful to Orep:on than three
thousand Missourians or five thousand from 'fennessee and
North Carolina. And the same holds good all over the
Union. Where no foreigners hav settled, from the Carolinas
to New Mexico, we hav no civilization nor intelligence, nor
progress, mentally or industrially, but fanaticism and cutthroatism, in place of justice and liberty. We owe liberty
and all progress to foreigners, says Senator Morrill in the
senate. New York and Chicago hav ninety-one and eighty.
seven per cent foreigners and their children. What American
~s not proud of those gigantic metropolises of commerce?
Set that in contrast with decaying Yankeeism in New
England.
History tells us that Washington was aBsisted by officers
and men of all nationalities. In the last war we had some
two millions of men armed in four years ; out of them seven
hundred and odd thousands were of foreign birth. Yet the
8t. Louis Globe-Democrat stated that ninety-five per cent in
the Union army were native, and that the foreigners
amounted to little. Can a person be an American and not
be a liar?
Stephen Girard, the great philanthropist, was a Swiss,
born and raised in western Switzerland-not a Frenchman,
as is erroneously supposed. John A. Roebling, the builder
of the Niagara Falls, Alleghany, Covington, and New York
and Brooklyn suspension bridges, was a Swiss engineer and
architect. L. Agassiz, the founder of fundamental sciences
in our country, was also ·a Swiss, and not a Frenchman. A
Swiss· senator, three years ago, in urging the adoption of a
patent law, stated that through neglect they had driven
many of the best mechan'cs to the United States, and showed
to the Swiss senate that her watchworkers alone took out
sixty-eight patents on watches in our country up to that
time. The founder of the Smithsonian Institute was an
Englishman. Henry Shaw, who donated Shaw's park to
the city of St. Louis, was an Englishman, while one of our
Yankees would hav sold the same for about six million
dollars. John Erickson, the inventor of the monitors that
saved our country when it tried men's souls, was a Swede;
also the inventor of the steam fire-engin, and the most powerful
and destructiv torpedo. boat, refusing a great fortune for the
patent from foreign nations. The author of the San Francisco Crystal Palace is a German. One of our greatest railroad managers is a German school-boy, Hflnry Villard.
There is but one Delmonico's in the world-in yom city,
founded by Chas. Delmonico, from Canton Tessina, Switzerland. The artist and donator of the Barthold! statue is a
Frenchman. The manager of the New York W01'ld was a
S ;vias, that brought that journal among the first in the nation
in a short time. The architect of the New York city criminal courthouse is a young Swiss, competing among nearly
forty, the best architects of the country. Captain Eads, the
builder of the steel bridge at St. Louis, and the Eads jetties,
had for his chief engineer a German for years. While the
former did the political lobbying, the latter carried out the
work and showed plans for great works. Theo. Thomas,
our greatest concert musician, is a German. For years
we tried to plan a railroad up to Pike's peak. S ;vies
engineers a few years ago were sent for. They made out
plans, but our builders would not adopt them. Self-conceit
did not permit at first. But after three years the capitalistic
projectors ornered their ad 1ption, and look, they are building now on the Pike's peak railroad. And next summer we
shall ride up to said peak on the cars, built after the Swiss
mountain system, and there I invite the leading Freethinkers
of our country to celebrate the Fourth of July at nearly sixteen hundred feet bight. Some time ago the American in.
land Lake and River Engineers sent a petition to CongreBi
complaining that nearly all such engineers are foreigners, and
calling the attention of Congress to what might arise in case
of war. Did you hear anything more silly? Since we hav
more foreign engineers, we can travel with more safety. We
do not hav so many blow-ups on lakes and rivers as we had
twenty years ago. I remember the horror of Westfield in
your harbor-came near being blown to sheol myself. In
all our wars foreign officers hav been numerous in our
defense.
The foreigners do not furnish food to Jesse James's, Rllbe
Burrows's, and Redmond's bands, who killed men by the
hundreds. They do not join ldoonshiners, Ku-Klux-Klan,
Bald Knobbers, White Caps, Knights of the Switch, regulators, and similar shotgun midnight assassins ; nor join that
Yankee abomination, Prohibition spies, that cause so many
murders; nor join in the Kentucky feuds that bred murders.
for fifty years. Twenty-one years ago the secretary in Tex~s
reported 367 murderers being paTdoned from the penitentiary
and nearly one thousand not being tried yet at large, and
there were no foreigners among them. So this silly Yankee
from Ohio wants all foreigners debarred from justice, and
Winter, of Cincinnati, toots his horn and blows," Me too,"
because the Clan-na Gael killed one of their members. Did
Mr. Downes raise his voice when our nativ Freemasons
killed the Chisholm family in Mississippi fourteen years ago,
and when numerous other murders were cominitted, always
on innocent victims ? or when the lower-class Freemasons
and Odd Fellows hire Texas voters from place to place, a~ is
done in eastern Colorado ? And does he exclaim when the
mail is interfered with under Holy John? We are ashamed
of American justice, that we hav not a jury system like that
of other civilized nations. The infamous history of Chicago
does not exhibit enlightened justice. The Anarchists were
hanged for what was not proved (I despise Anarchism). As
the great Barnum said, "No people love to be humbugged
like the American people." There is also an old saying that
" there Is no fool like an American," but I do not know the
author of the latter.
MuGWUMP.
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"How many gods are there?" asked the another Freethinker is growing up. My from children who do not hav much money,
teacher.
father has sixteen lambs and I like to take not being old enough to earn it, would not
The boy thought a moment, and ventured care of t~em. As this is my firs~ letter, I ex- amount to much. 0Jr children of the Corner,
.BditW. b1J Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall. the assertion that there were two.
piectt 1 hwlll tmhak~ a goodHmany mlstad k esl.. k M! under the leadership of Sadie Thorpe not
~
4~ ...
,
~--tio ji
s s er as
e 8 tory our," an 1 1 e 1t 1
L
'
Rlllllf', .JJJI.IJ88., ov tll,.om a.. 0 ommun..,.. ns or
"Wrong!" said the teacher.
very much. 1 will close, for the first time.
ong ago pn~c ased a cow for Mr. Casey.
this Gornw sltould ~ smt.
"Three!"
Yours respectfully,
Perhaps Sad1e would lend her aid again in
"Oh! you must kuow better than that!
LEONIDAS J. WILLITS.
the matter broached above, as the time of the
" Between the dark and the dayligM,
Try again. How many gods are there?"
[We are proud of our little band of Free- editor is wholly taken in other ways, and she
When the night is beginning to lower,
"Four!" whimpered the boy.
thinkers. They are better than gold.-ED. could not attend to it. We think, however,
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
"Wrong again!" shouted the instructor. C. C.]
while we know our children of the Corner
That is known &8 the Ohildren's Hour."
"I will giv you one more chance. If you
are charitably inclined, that Mr. Casey's and
don't answer right this time I will tan you.
May 1, 1890.
Mr. Cook's condition should be Investigated
Mamma's Valentine.
Now, for the last time, how many gods are
Miss WIXON: I like tb.e Children's Corner and looked after by older persons, who hav
"I wish I had some moneY,
there?"
and never fail to read it. As so many girls more means at their command than little
and boys write to the Corner I thought I
Most a bushel I'd want, I fink,
"Five!" wailed the unhappy towhead.
would try. 1 hav not been to school this children. We trust this will be done immeEnough to buy a valentine
Smack! The teacher gave him a thorough winter. ·1· am going this summer. I am diately. None in our ranks, or in any rank,
All bootiful and pink.
dressing down and sent him from the room in the Fifth Reader, and study arithmetic, should be allowed to suffer for the necessaries
·' I'd send it to my mamma,
in disgrace. A belated scholar found him geography, and spelling. I hav six sisters of life when old and feeble, or unable to
Way in the mountains there,
i . b
and three brothers. I am nine years old; my
k E
For I know her's a"\'lfnllonesome
s ttmg y the roadside howling at the top of birthday is June 3d. My father has taken wor . - D. . 0.]
Without me and little Sair."
his voice. e
THll: TRUTH Sll:li:Kli:R a long While. As this
OLD AND ONLY IN THll: WAY.
8<1oid 83.ir: "L9t's write one, Bobby,
" What's the matter, Jack?"'
is my first letter, please do not throw it into [Wordg by P. J. Downey. Music by L. T. Billings.]
I think they're most as nice:
"Teacher lickea me."
the wastebasket. Your little friend,
A~ we walk through the &treat,
Then as they don't cost anything
How often we meet some poor old man,
GoLD Ill: MAY DuTTON.
" What for?"
We won't hav to stop for price.
Whose life is naught but woe l
"'Cause I didn't know how many gods
[Welcome to the Corner, Goldie.-ED. With age his form is bent, in his poaket not a cent,
"Now here's some niJe pink p~per,
And for shelter he knows not where to go.
And here is pen and ink;
there were."
C. C.]
Their relat,ions by the score
Now you tell me what to saY
Keep all such meu from the door,
" Huh l that's easy enough."
[Rose, take notice.-ED. C. C.]
And I'll write it quick as wink."
and
meeting ou th~ Rtreet. pass them by;
" D' you know?"
If yon ast them why it's done,
INWOOD-ON-HUDSON, N.Y., April 28, 1890.
"We'll say: Daar mamma, I love you,
Will answer you aud say,
'l'bey
"Course."
DRAR M1ss WIXON: Two weeks ago M. "We're
And love you awfully well,
poor; we're old, and only in the way."
"
How
many
are
there?"
Rose
Foster
wrote
to
the
Corner
and
asked
And eo does little Sa.irOnonus:
some
girl
to
write
to
her.
I
did
so,
but
as
I
"One, you stupid."
More than we can tell.
So let ns cheer them on,
"One, eh. Well, jugt you go in there with hav received no reply, judge that she did not
" So we send you \lots of kisses"
They won't be with mlong;
your
little one god and you'll catch it. I receive my note. If this is the case, or if Don't let us sneer becan8e they're old and gray;
(Little O's between the lines)
not, will she please either write to the Corner And remember wbile we're young,
" As a token of the love
'lowed there was five, and he nigh killed me." and tell me, or write to me.
•
The day to us may come
Of your little valentines."
Wneu we'll be old, and only in the way.
We hav always taken THR TRUTH BRRKER,
Then they mailed it to" My mamma."
and
like
it
very
much.
I
am
a
Liberal,
as
Subjugated.
There was a time when the young were not so
And it started on its way;
queer,
.I
The word subjugated is of Latin origin, are all our family. I will not write any more But smce
But whether it reached her safely
that time there·s C:>me an awful change;
this time for fear it will be too long to print,
sub jugum, under the yoke. Although often- but if you would like I will write again and Young men iu health l'l.nd might
L.L.
I am sure I cannot say.
Their old parents e'on will strike,
est used in a· .t!gurativ sense, it might ha v tell you about the place in which I liv.
And it happans every daY-i~·s nothing strange;
Your
friend,
JosRPHINR
BRIDGE.
applied
in
all
literalness
to
a
certain
Take
tlli• poor wreck of time, his Children him do
been
About Boys.
spurn,
[Yes. Write again.-ED. C. C.]
Maine boy, whose singular experiment with
[llespectfnllY dedicated to Mary Foster .l
For death I'm sure he oftentimes does pray;
Himself and bi~hful wife, aftor toiling all their
As boys are becoming so important, I would a calf, as described by the Lewiston Journal,
lifeA PLli:ABANT Lli:TTli:R.
may recall to our readers the recently pubWhen old they find th~t they are in the way.
like to say a few words on the subject.
FoREST
Ho;o.m,
April
21,
1890
Miss Mary F. said something about the lished story of "Bub and Broad."
Miss WixoN, Dear Friend: I received your
Ci!ORUB.
This farmer lad had always taken a special letter and the order three days ago, and you
evolution of boys. Perhaps they did origiMy
little
song I'm sure is for the rich as well as
nally come from the lower animals, and prob- interest in oxen and delighted to brandish cannot think or realize how happy I am over
poor,
the
goad
stick
over
his
father's
good-natured
the
money:
It
is
the
first
I
ever
earned
that
Fvr
take
a rich m~n when he's growing old,
ably girls came from the same source, only
fnends will Mhake his hand,
pair. His great ambition was to own for way. I got my order readily cashed in S:lc- His
boys hav more fully develope[! "polls."
Hio
relativo
round stand
ramento for its face value. And do you know, Awaiting h!m
·
to die: theY want his gold.
James made a good point when he men- himself a pair of steers.
I was not expecting any money for, my com- Then le~ us from this hour do aU that's in our
L~st summer he became the proud possestioned Manchester, for man has cha3ed her, by
power
position. We only thought maybe you might
To make the road of old fo 1ks light arrd gay,
his superior head work, nearly to Hel ena, sor of half a pair ; in other words, his father publish a part of it for the amusement of our And
if they trouole on u• cast, why, let us be the
gave
him
a
young
calf.
Of
course
the
steer
Uttle
band
of
Freethought
readers.
And
so
last
and the only way she can reach his level is
To
szy,
theY're o:d and only in the way.
now
you
may
know
that
I
will
remember
you
could
not
be
yoked
up
by
itself.
What
did
by copying 8fter him. Girls are now learning
and the grand old TRUTH BEEKER always.
CHORUS.
to row, fish, and swim, and some of the olde,. the youthful Cincinnatus do, therefore, but And now, dear friends of the Children's
ones are trying to vote, and others are adopt- place one end of the yoke round his own Corner, let us all do what we can for the
neck and fasten it there?
ing our style ef clothing.
noble cause of freedom. If our letters never
The result may be imagined. The other get intn the paper, still they may do much
Tae cqpital of the U aited States is named
after "The F8.tber of his Country," and half of the team started, and pretty soon a good. They wiil giv our patient editor All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
courage. She will know that there arc others
12mo, 300pp., $1.~0.
where can you find a mother of her country? passing neighbor heard a e.hrill outcry:
to hasten the " glad morn whose early
"Stop us, Mr. Smith, stop us l We're trying
I suppose Miss Mary never heard of Charles
twilight Hypatia saw in times of old." You Applt>s of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12m'>, 383pp., $1.25.
Town or Phil Adelphia-never read of Alex running away !"
will see by my address that we ate not at Elk
The neighbor came to the rescue, and was Grove now. I think I hav left many friends Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandAndria, James Town, Will Jlriington, Frank
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstiattempting to unyoke the boy, when he called there, but none I love better than Miss Gay,
Fort, or Frederick Sburg.
tion, for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Freemy school-teacher. She was not afraid to let
thinkers' Ohildren'B Story-Book ever issued.
And, besides these, we hav Louis Ton, out:
us read our compositions. There are four
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
"T'other one, Mr. Smith, t'other one I I'll sisters
William Bron, Georg Ia, EdwardSville, Jack
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusand two brothers of ustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
stand
l"-lCx.
Bonville, and Frank Lin.
James M.and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Jacob T.,
Among the rivers we are represented by
No Error.
Ho.opy Lon and ,
the grand old 8\. L~wrcnce.
MaryV.,
Young Mr. Hale is one of the people who
Jennie Joy and
It is not necessary to go to the Isle of Man
F ..iry L9e,
think
it
must
be
the
eEsiest
thing
in
the
for boys, for this country ia overflowing with
And papa and mamma,
world
to
write
a
book,
or
at
least
a
poem.
By L. 1FE1JERBA.CH.
As
you may see.
them, and perhaps that is the reason why
"You hav your desk, your paper and
Translated from the Germ!l.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
MARY V. FosTER.
the United States ranks at the head of all
50 cts.
pens," said he, hopefully, in discussing the
civilized nations.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
FOR SWEli:T CHARITY.
subject
of
literature
with
a
more
experienced
The people ·of this country seem to hav
moral.-E'Xt!'act.
GRANTFORK, ILL., April 10, 1890.
friend, " and there you are !"
used good judgment in naming places. In
Address TnE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.
DRAR
Miss
WIXON:
I
wish
to
write
a
few
"Yes," said the friend, dryly, "but you've
addition to those named above, we hav
lines
to
let
the
readers
of
THE
TRuTH
BRRKRR
omitted one implement of the trade which and the Children's Corner know that there
THll:
Napoleon Ville, William Bburg, Dick Inston,
ought to be in the hands of beginners-an are two old, sick, helpless Freethinkers
King Ston, Mans-field, and Trini-dad.
We do not object to improvement in girls, eraser, to rub out what they hav written. who are badly in need of help. One is
Mr. R. M. Casey, at Five Forks, S. C., and
but think there is great cb.ance for it. If Now take this petition you hav just drawn the other is Prof. J. H. Cook, Columbus,
A OOLLEOTION OF
they would stop tight lacing, powdering and up for the Widows' Mite Society. Look over R~n., who is in very destitute CircumOriginal and Selected Hymns
painting their faces, wearing shoes two sizes the paper with me. You havn't explained stances. If the b1ys and girls could see their
your object with clearness, and you've re- letters they would respond immediately. Mr.
(Words and Musio)
too small, and adopt our simp!e, healthy, and
peated the word ' charity' nine times in thir- Casey was suddenly and very violently seized For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
common.sense styles, I think it would be an
with La Grippe, and in four days it turned
teen lines."
For Schools and Ute Home.
improvement.
He had the best
For a moment the ambitious young n:.an to broncho-pn"umonia.
Girls are good for playing with dolls and
COMPILED BY
looked disturbed ; then suddenly his com- medical treatment, but his life was despaired
of anyhow, and he was five days in a state of
such things, and it would not be unnatural
posure returned.
L.
K.
·wASUB1JRN.
unconeciousness. Professor Cook is without
for them to take to rocking babies, but." the
"Oh, well," said he, ''I don't consider that friends and without money, and he is very sick
PmoE,
$1.50.
haud that rocks the cradle [with a boy in it]
repetition a mistake. You can't hav too and has nothing to liv on, and they both
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
moves the world."
hav worked hard for Freethought. Mr.
much charity!"
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
We boys don't want the earth, but I would
Cook has risked his life and health and money
advise Mary to emigrate to the isle of Sici-ly,
in going about lecturing, and it is the FreeCorrespondence,
HISTORY
thinker's duty to help them along in their
for it is plain that this country is no place for
OJ' THE
STONY
FoRD,
N.Y.,
April
6,
1890.
old
age.
Please
print
this
song
at
the
same
1
girls.
WALTER W. CLARK.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My uncle Willie takes time you print this letter. I think it is a song INTELI4EC'l UAL DEVELOPMENT
or Europe.
THR TRUTH SEEKER. I see so many letters in that ought to be sung in every home, and let
Progressiv Theology.
the Children's Corner, so I thought I would them especially ·remember the chorus. Let
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, ••·
A certain evangelist in Western Virginia write one, too. I am eleven years old. I go the readers of the Corner send in their dimes By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Addrea• 'l'hE TRUTH BF.EKEB.
organized a Sunday.school, and by dint of to S?hool. I stu~y arithmetic, geography, to Miss Wixon, and she can publish them, prodiplomacy obtained a goodly following of readmg, and spelling. I hav three bantams. viding Miss Wixon has time and i9 willing to
SOCIAL WEALTH,
I call them Billy, Grover, and Annie. They take up the work.
youngsters, into whose uncombed heads and are
too cute for anything. I think I hav
Please let us know whether you will take 'l'l1~ Bol~ Factors and Exact Ratios in tM
pliant hearts he instilled the rudiments of re- written enough for this time. I remain,
it up or not. Yours for humanity,
.Acgulrement and Apportionment.
ligion. Neither did he spare the correctiv
Your little friend,
SusiE YouNG.
NIOHOLAB J. KRAFr.
By J. K. INGALLS.
rod in case his charge failed to come to taw
[Write again, Susie.-ED. C. C.]
[It is very hard when one has spent time
Price,
Cloth,
et.oo.
with the catechism.
and money in a good cause to be left poor
MoLouTH, KAN., April 1, 1890.
One Sunday a new arrival was discovered
and desolate in old age. The two cases reMiss S. H. WIXON: I thought I would
over in the boys' corner. He was called
write a few lines to the Corner. My father ferred to above should receive immediate atdown before the teacher and cross-examined takes
THR TRUTH Sll:RKRR. I like to read the tention from the friends who in former times Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
with a view to learning his religious acquire- Children's Corner and look at the pictures. ha v received benefit from them, and from all 2x1~ inches, suitable for framing, sent p&stpa.!d 1
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
ments.
And when you read this I hope you will think who are benevolently inclined. A few dimes tf

a

Miss Wixon's Works.

Essence of Religion.

Cosmian Hymn Book,

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
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The Tea• bin~scfSecn!arhmCom•
par«>d with Urthodox Christian·
The onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition.
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
THEm
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
Secularism: Is It Founded on
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
Rea~on, and Is It Sufficient to
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Crimes and Persecutions.
Meet the 1\ceds or IVt aokind?
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
The Blble-,VImt Is IU A pam- 8vo, 1,119PP. Cloth, $3; leather, $!; morocco,
Deb,..te between the Editor of the Halifax
gilt edges, $4.50.
phlet containing eight ohapters in refutation
Etenir.g Mat! and Charle~ Watts. W1th PnJa.Eve' y Liberal !i!hould Read
t.ory Letters by Gwrge J o.cob HoJYoake and
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
BY D. M BENNETT.
Colonel Ing-ersoll, apd an Introduction bs THE BIBLE AND EVOLUriO~.
b6ok of pure thought, and correct in all it8
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
lfelen
H. Gardener. 60 pages, :5 cents.
ntterancAB. Price, 25 cents.
28 Laf&lette Phtoe. New York.
BY ARrHUB B. Moss.
A Reply to Father 'ambert'~
Studies In Thcolo~y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of IDB.n's creation
WITH PB<FACE BY DB. HARDWICKE.
•· Tactics o:f Infide~s." 20 cents.
and curse, theologically denominated "the
Po&t free.
fall." Price, 10 cents.
INTRODUCTION.
Christianity:
Its Ori;ln, Na(ure,
J~lberallsm. Treating the subject from a
Chapter
I,
Bible
Astronomy and Evolution;
OB,
and Jnftuenct. 32 pages. Price, 15
negativ and affirmativ standoomt, showing
Chanter II, Btble Biology and Evolution; Chanoents.
what it is not and what it ia. Prion, 5 cents.
ter III. Btble Myths and Evolution; Chanter IV,
The
Church
ot
Practical
Religion.
tf
The Horrors of the French Rt:vo. Bible History and Evolut.ion; Obapter V, B1ble
BY REPORTER.
lntion: Their Cau~es. 24 pages. MoralitY and Evolmion; ChaptAr VI, Bible Mlracles and Evomtion : Cnapter VII. Miracl•s InThis is the history of an attempt to found ,a
Prioe, 10 oente.
credible; Chapt.Ar VIII. Bible Poetry and Evoluohnrch without superstition, and its snocess. Secularism: Destructiv and Con tion; ChaptPr IX, Bible Art and Evolntio~: CnapUncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
OB
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, ter X. Bible Gad and EvolntlOn; ChaptPr X£. Soul
and Future and Evulnt.ion; Chapter XII, Heaven
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
10 oents.
Chapter X£II, Couclnsion.
DANC~R AHEAD.
of hnman concern, religions, p.:>litical, and other- Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown Hereafter;
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanto be ContradJOtorY and Defeotiv as an Ethical
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Gnide. 24 pages. Prioe, 10 oente.
The Reason Why a Hood Roman Catholic guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and A~nosticism2&nd Christian Theism:
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
this Republic.
Whtcb Is the More Reasonable?
to his mind.
24 pages. Price, 10 oents.
IRON·CLAD SERIES.
Evolution and Special Creation. 1 Atonement. Charles BracUaugh.. .......... li
l!'or sale at thio oftice. Price, 11.00.
B:v A • .J. GROVER.
10 cents.
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 5
Saints and Sinners- 'VIIi ell? 24 4 Infltwnce of Chri,;tianity on Civilization.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
Underwood ................................... 25
Mdress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
The ~uperstitlon of the Christian '1 Bnddllist ~ihilism. Prof. :Max Mueller... 10
B;y Edward Bellamy,
~nndsy: A Plea for Liberty and Jus8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... 15
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
THEIR
It ia a thought-breeding book, a.nd all who are 'iJte Glory of Unbel ef, 22 pages in 10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... 10
~;over. Price, 10 oents.
II Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... 50
!r6e to receive new light Will find in it satisfaction
History, Religion. Philosophy, and and
inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
~ature and tile Supernatural; Ol', 12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .. 25
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfThe aPpeal is always made to a man's reason,
Heli · :f and Jinowledge. 24 pages. 13 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e........... 10
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selPrice, 10 cents.
Culture, Benevolence,
14 Land Question. Ch:<.rles Bradlaugh.. ...... 5
fishness.-[Boston Post.
'I be AJneri"an §ecular linton; lls 15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents?
and Justice.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
Neces~ily
and
the
.Justice
or
Its
Charles Bradlaugh. ...... ...... ............ 5
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
With Citatio-ns of Autlt0'1'S Q:uoted f1'om on The
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo- 16 Why do :Men Starve'! Chas. Bradlaugh.. li
romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
a.ctnal possibilities.-[Bo~ton Traveler.
Each Page.
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in oover. 17 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principii'
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500.
Price, 10 cents.
of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Tlaeoleglcal Presumption: An Open 18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 10
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax,
Read the philosophers, and lea.rn how to make . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N. 8. In this Jetter the followinll' subjeots are 19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5
life happy, seeking usefnl precepts and brave and
fior
<Jealt with: 1. Why D~ the Clergy 4-v:md 20 Sttperstition Displayed, with a Letter of
noble words which m~y become deeds.-&neca.
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Debate? 2. The Positim> of Agnoshmsm
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5
OPINIONS OF THE PREss.
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For the benefit of our read·
Toward Christianity. 3 Freetbought and
This book shows that many Christians might.
(',
~ ers who preserve their paper&
Men of Soience. 4. The Dd'ference between 21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
learn much from these ancient heathen.-.A mert,...,.e.
we offer a new style of binder,
Facts and Opiniom. 5. Chri•t. and Heroi~m. 22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
oan BoolcseZler.
~-1
made for the purpose, and
6. ChristianitY and Slavery. 16 ]i)ages. Pnoe, 23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
One of tile most valuable helps for thos~ who , ~"1 '""'"' ,
:with the heading of THE
5 centF.
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
would understand the character of human prog- li~
TnUTH BEEKEB printed in
ress in all ages.-National QuarterZ!I Revieto.
'' ,., _
gol_d lf?tters on the outside. NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUS I' PUB- 25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
The author has shown him•elf a dilig-ent stu- :
..-~ _ -~,..
_•Th1s bmder allows the openLISHED.
26 Christianity: Its N:ttnre, and Influence
dent, an ardent admirer, and a faithful inter. ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
on Civilization. Chas. W·atts............ 5
prater, of some of the mo8t remarkable mann- taking out and replacing of one or more papers Christianity: Deff'ctiv and lin·
menta of ancient tbinkin~:".-Ne!o Yorlc 'l'I·Urnne.
from any part of the file without disturbing the
neceuary. By Kate Eunice Watts. 28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5
Reading this book, we find the doctrine of the other parts.
24 pag:es. Pnce, 10 cents.
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the UniStoics to be almost ident-ical with the views held
Sent by mail, postp_aid, for •1.
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OB
THB
40 Poverty: Its Cause aud Cure. M. G. H .. 10
1
A Key to Bible Investigation.
through life not onlY the moBt unblemished jus42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
tice, but the tenderest heart."
Containing 148 ProtJ_ositions
Conflict
between
Reason
and
Superstition.
43 Christian Scheme ofllcdemption. Watts. 5
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;Extra Oloth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
4.± Logic of Death;' or, Why Should the
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Philadelphia, Pa.
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dition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
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Price, 10 cents.
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:Paper,
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U nles~ otherwise specified, all publications
noticed here can be had of THE TRUTH BEEKER
COMPANY, at the prices named.
C.iESAR's CoLUMN. A Story of the Twentieth
Century. By Edward Bolsgilbert, rt1.D.
Chicago: T. J Schulte&; Co. Cloth, pp.
367. Price, $1.25.
This volume we will giv a first classing with
works on the labor question; and in further
specification we will state that it is a work of
fiction, and that the action is supposed to
take place, like that of "Looking Backward,"
in the next century. Tne author, who is said
to be a II\an of capital writing under a penname, represents that concentration of wealth
in the hands of a few which labor agitators
affirm to be now advancillg rapidly, to hav
reached, by the time the story opens, a degree
unbeaTable and fatal. The corruption of legislatures and courts having increased so as to
render these institutions totally valueless and
null, recourse to arms is had by a vast association of workmen called the Brotherhood of
Dastruction. But desperation and Anarchism
hav unfitted these men for wise and temperate exercise of power, and scenes of misrule
and license ensue. After a battle in New
York streets, the quarter of a million of dead
are heaped in a huge pyramid on Union
square, covered with cement, to remain as a
monument to future generations of the death
and burial of modern civilization. This erection, being directed by a revolutionary leader
aiming at kingship, and called Creoar, takes
its name from its deviser, and is called Cre>ar's
Column. The object of the author in portraying these tremendous catastrophes, is to warn
men to avert the calamities before it is too
late. The b'Jok is full of action, and highly
stirring and interesting.
Mr. Frank Q. Stuut has sev~red his connection with the Denver lndividttalist. As
Mr. Stuart and his notions comprised the
major portion of the Individu,~lit.t plant the
loss is great, though the present managers are
able men.
Another of the countless caees of mis
employment and waste of labor for which
the Bible is responsible, is "The Precessional
Year of the Ancients, as the Basis of the
Bible and the Monuments." A. Brensinger,
L:>ndon, is the writer and publisher.
A workingman of Brooklyn has published
his thoughts on labor and other matters, in a
pamphlet entitled, "The Naked Truth." To
our thinkiag, Truth is not in this production
displayed in a very shocking state of nudity;
rathP.r, she here undergoes a Comstockian
muffling quite equal to any that we hav
seen. Price, 25 cents.
"The Economics of Anarchy," is an
account by Dyer D. Lum, one of the ablest
writers of his party, of the doctrin and aims
of Anarchy. We do not believe in Anarchy.
But Liberals l:ke to examin for themselvs
all positions; also they are aware that there
can scarcely be a mass of error from which
some mite of trutb, not elsewhere acquirable, cannot be gathered. If any that so
think W.')uld like to see what there is in the
Anarchistic idea, they will find this :a perspicuous and serviceable exposition. Price,
25 cents.

enough to thoroughly understand the buisness
of publishing and editing a reform paper. He
has now been at work in the office something
TnE GIST OF LECTUREd ON RATIONALISM·
over a month, and has proved himself one of
R. C. ADAMS. President of Montreal
the very best compositors and general work- By CAPT.
P10neer Freethonght Club ; author of
men we hav ever had in our employ. He
"Travels in Faith from Tratakes hold of the business in all its departdition to Reason,"
and
ments with a will, with an energy, and with
"Evolution-A
Summary of Evidence."
a precision that show him to be the right man
A compendium of scientific and oritioal lorp.
for the place. He is in perfect accord with Be•t
handbook for introducing the gen~ral
the objects of Lucifer, and I confidently reade~ to the principles and data on which R~
believe he will do his utmost to keep its ban- tionalism is baaed.
Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents.
ner afloat in this the most trying time it has
yet been called to pass through." It has
been the fortune of THE TRoTH SEEKER
Editor to take the place of a victim of legal
Three lectures by PRoF. THoS. H. HUXLEY.
tyranny, and, knowing the difficulties of the
Paper, 10 cents.
situation, we extend to Mr. Swartz some genuin sympathy, and presume to offer him the Thirty DISCUSSIONS,
STORIES,
'ldvice to read contributions before passing
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
them to the printer.
1
By D. M. BENNETr.
Pap., 7COpp., n cents.
Of the '' Handbook of Freethougbt," bv
w. s. Ben, r can say. this is truly a handy and BBNNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
useful volume for all who wish to argue or
•d, Creator of Heaven and
write against the errors and superstitions of "Jesus the Lord G Earth."
Christian mythology. It is well arranged and
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MR. TEED.
classified, so that facts for reference are easily
Paper, SO oen ts.
found. It contains the gist of many volumes
all in one, and will supply a long-felt want to
many an investigitor into the "sacred mys.
teries of godliness."-ELMINA DRAKE BLENBETWEEN
KER.
ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOH.Um
WILLI M LLOYD GARRISON'S BIOGRAPHY.
ON
I hav just finished reading the third volume Jesus of Naz!l.ret.h a Historical Cbare.ofer, and the
of William Lloyd Garrison's biography, writInfluence of Christiallllty.
ten by his children. This vo'ume inclu~es
Price, 25 cents.
the years from 1841 to 1860, and the reading
of it has served to throw me into a melancholy state of mind. This life of Mr. Garthe Bible's il'•t Teachings and Say.
rison is beautifully written, ani! very justly, Comparing
ings with thos~ of PoilosoPhera who
and the cause for which he and his followers
Lived previous to Bible
Authors.
so faithfully labored was partially attained in
By G. o. DARLING.
the abolition of chattel slavery at the close of
Paper,
60 cents.
the late war. Then why should the reading
of this history produce sadness? Why ?
Alas that it is so! Though I was more or
less arqnainted with nearly all the persons
mentioned in this work, I am, with the excerErrors Exposed.
tion of a half-dozen or so, the only one of
By. o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
all this number of workers of whom this
Price, 15 cents.
biography speaks left to read the story. Such
is the penalty which one pays for outliving
one's generation-to find yourself alone, not
living much in the present, not at all in the
future, but only in the past. And as to that
past, so full of interest to an activ worker in
it, who is there to enjoy with you the refer- TWENTY CRIJJTHJS and VICES
Snnctionecl oy dCi'ipture.
ence to scenes whicn had a life and death
interest in the time to those who were in
lly J. E. REMSBURG.
them or cotemporary with them? There is
Price, 2~ cents.
much in the history of the war with slavery
-the moral warfare, I mean-that it seems to CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
me would J-oe interesting. could they find time
United States and Canada.
to read it, that would be instructiv even to
By M. E. BILLINGS.
those persons who to.day are engaged in a
Price,
25 cents.
warfare upon superstition. As with the Abolitionist, the Freethinker who is of any use in
the struggle is self-pronounced. His princi- :
pies hav been dnly weighed in his own mind, 1
By MAX MULLER, M.A.
and he is sure be is right, and be sometimes
Price, JO cents.
forgets that though he is in principle right,
he may be entirely wrong in the methods by GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
which he would make those principles help
and Religion.
the world. And so, with the best intentions,
By JOHN E. BURTON.
he insists upon hi~ plan of action, and by and
Price, 10 cents.
by there are divisions and subdivisions, and
the cause which both parties hav at heart is
INSPIR!TION OF BIBLES.
dwarfed by the non-agreement of its able
By JNo. E. BunroN.
workers.
1
Price, 10 cents.
It is of the utmost importance to the
reformer that he keep good natured. But 1
must not allow my pen to write a sermon. I
took it to say to my friends of THE TRUTII
BEEKER, who are all, or nearly all, youngtr
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
than myself, do not be too anxious for long
Price, 15 cents.
life. Its infirmities are not pleasant. Keep
as young as possible, an<! when you are old,
it old you must be, know that you hav done
all you could to help the world upward.
Luoy N. CorMAN.
BY o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 1Q cents.
1
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Between B. F UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0 A. Bur·
gess, Pres. of N. W Cnri.dtian UnlV.
P~per, 18Spp,, 50 ots.; olo., 8J,

CO~IMON SENSE
By THOMAS PAINE.
Price,

Crimes and Cruelties of
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BY B. F. UNDERWOOD·
Pri oe, 10 cents.
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Price,
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I

I
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ROME REASON I

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
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10 cent~.
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<Zion Hill BaPtist..) His Evolution ont of
Christianity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 60
cents; cloth, 75.
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Jehovah-Worsblp an<l Devil-Worahin f,Jentioali.e., Bloody Si\orifices and Burnt Offering&.
BY the Yery Bev Evan Dnies, Arch Drn d of
Great llritaia.
Price,
Ill! cents,

RELIGIOUS POSITIVIS.ll;
on, PoSITIVIST CALENDAR. Brief Exposition of
the Oomtean System.
Paper, Ill! cents; oloth. 60.

Eight Scientific Tracts.
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Br B. F. UNDERwooD and others.
Price, 20 cents.

EPIDEMIC

DELUSIO~S.
By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

Essay on Miracles.
By DAVID HUME.
Price, 10 cents.

ESSAYS AND JJEOTURES.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Papdr, 30Jpp .. eo OFnts; cloth, $1.
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BY T. E. LoNGSHORE.
5o., ~o~. per d<•Z., 23 for $1.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.
By PRoF. JoHN FISKE.
Price, 10 cents.

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.

Among the many sch3mes of phonetic reconstruction of the English language proposed of late. is "Sound-English," devised
by Augustin Knoflach. He sends us a book
developing it, entitled, "Sound-Engli•h, a
Language for the World." The work is published by G. E. Stechert, 828 Broad way, at
25 cents. The difficulty of learning the
present spelling of Eoglish is illustrated by
a remark from Mr. Gladstone: ''I often
think that if I were a foreigner and had to set
about learning English, I snould go mad. I
~0
can honestly say I cannot conceive how it is
that he learns to pronounce Eaglish, when I
1
take into account the total abaence of rule,
&. Memoir of Christian and Extra-OhristianExpemethod, or system." Price, 25 cents.
rience.
By NATllANIEL RAMSAY wATEB8.
Mrs. Lucy N. Colman's "Reminiscences,"
A very oritioal analysis of both Protestantism
which appeared some months ago in these and c.. tholiciRm, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate
personal experience with the two sYscolumns, and are now being reprinted by Mr.
It deal• the most trenchant blows which
Green in his magazine, will soon be issued in tems.
pure logic is capable of inflioting.-[Critical Rebook form, price 75 cents. These reminis- view.
Cloth, 12mo, !1. 75.
cences are exceedingly valuable as historical
reminders, and are remarkably interesting to
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
the present generation, which knows so httle
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
of the details of the great an tis Ia very struggle
that these stories will seem to it like chapters
THE
from another age. Few young men and
women realize what negro slavery was, and
how heroically that splendid band of humanitarians, the Abolitionists-of which Mrs. A OOM.PENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
Colman was a daring and leading memberlabored to compass its extinction. Her RemBy WINWOOD READE.
iniscences giv a better appreciation of those
It is really a remarkable book, in which aniver·
times when Garrison scolded and Phillips sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
thun'dered against the sum of all villainies skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination simthan any other book we hav seen. Bend 75 ilar
to that experienced in reading Washington
cents for it to Lucy N. Colman, 412 Griffin Irving .-[Inter-Ocean.
His history has a continnitx, a rilsh, a carrying
street, Syracuse, N. Y.
powerJ. which reminds us stnkingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
Mr. Clarence L. Swartz will conduct
first
chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
Lucifer during the retirement of Mr. Harman.
ing.
He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
:Mr. Bwartz was the editor of the late Voice of -[Penn
Monthly.
the People, at Kingman, Kan. In introducing Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 548pp,,$1.75.
him to his readers Mr. Harman says: "Mr.
Address THFl TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Swart:z is CQmparativly a yon!lg man, but old
28 LafaYette .Pl., New York.

Written iu 1776.
15 cents.
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simon
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Adventures in the Land
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Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. IIooK.
PricP, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.
By THOMAS PA1NE.
Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the armY.
Paper, 40 cent• ; cloth, 7~.

CULTIVATION OF JRT.

ITS RELATIONS TO
R:&I.IGIOUB PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.
By A. R. CooPER.
Paper, 20o.; flexible olo, 3'.

THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
THR
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PRINCIPLE OF FREETIIOUGHT.
BY G. J. HoLYoAKE.
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Secular Resl)onsibility
By G. J. AOLYOAKE.
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GE~ESIS

I, II:

BIBLE NARRA TlVE OF CREATION
By A. R. GROTE. A.M.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

GodiJ Women of the B1blei

ical Rumance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pa.p., 50J.; olo., 75.

A History of
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llY
An Ungodly Woman of the XJXth CenturY,
Pap., 50J .; o.o., 75.
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NOTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Frcethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for yonr
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please adu
whatever you cau :'or tracts, and. when receivcu,
hand them around among your ueighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'o allow much to be douc in this way with
a little money tho following discouuts are made.
On ouo dollar's worth 10 pet· cout. oil'; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on Jive d(>llars' ~vorth,
40 ofi; on ten dollars' worth, GO oil'. Tlus rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by tuunlJet's, 1'hc numlJors uot mentioned
are out of print.
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Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tlte People's Liberties.
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PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-JamesParton.
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101 l'llc Safe Side. H. B. Bro\Yll-.............. 5 notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
110 lnn>cation to the Unh·crse. Bennett.... l
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111 Repl)' to Scientitlc American. Bennett.... 1 ~ble
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]!3 Come to Jesus. Benuett..................... 2
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115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett...... : ... 2
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116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2 divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
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\Vakemau ..................................... 10
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::.60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 courage,
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J6l Protestant Persecutions ... , .................. 3 The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workinll girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
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bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
· Jail. Bennett. ... , ........................... 10 among
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164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger·
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of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
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FOR HER DAILY· BREAD.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

Tltese notiees a;re for the benefit of Liberals
tcho may be visiting the places where these societies are located. Local Secula;r Unions and
lfreethought Societies metting regulwrly can
ltav their gatherings advertised ltere free by f01 •
warding tlte necessatry in formation.

Modern Science hsayist.

Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East ·,5th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited.

Brookl}n Philosophical Associa·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D .• at 3 P.llt., every
Sunday, Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

Tile Newark Liberal Lear;ue
Meets every Sundtiy a.fternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .• Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everYbodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~1'

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, llro'ad and
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lect'lres and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rnth
Seekerpublicationsalwayson hand at cheap rates.

Inr;ersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every SundaY (from October to June) a.t
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

Chicar;o Secular Union
Meets every Bnnday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera Bouse, 558 West Madison street.
f..ectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society oC Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All fri~nda of human
cultivation are invited. Mums HEIGHTON, Sec.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms12 and 14,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBER.Pres.: LEROY BERRIER, Sec.

Ellzur Wrigllt Secuiar Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussilm on all Libera! subjects,
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER a"d Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. t:!MITH, Cor. Sec.

The Walla 'Valla I.ibt ral Club

Meets every Bnuday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Ten Cents Each.
Science Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Ori11inal
and
BelPcted Readings and Poerus. A large val1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and uable library is at the service of members and
philosophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF friends. C. B. REYNOLDs, Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Sec.
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works, Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
and influence. By Rev. JoHN W. CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: Holds meetings everY Sunday evening at 216
o- ow suns and worlds come into being. By Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by dAbates. The publio cordially invited.
Mr. GA.BRET P. 8J<:RVIss.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
Brotherhood ot .Morali!its, No. 903,
geology, By Dr. LEWis G. JANES.
Prairie City, Ia.,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
Meets everv Sunday in tbe Liberal reading- room
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order hall at 2:30 PM. All L'berals are cordially inof zoological evolution. By D1, RoSSITER vited. F. v. DRAPER, Cor. Bee.
RAYMOND
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: Hfs origin, antiq- San Francisco, Cal., Frccthour;llt
uity, growth By Prof, E. D. CoPE.
Society
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de- Meet• every Sunday evening at Union Square
velopment. BY Dr. hOBERT G. EooLEs.
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial Invi9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. ByJA.m:sA.SKIL- tation is extended to ali. Seats free.
ToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
Des Moines Secular l.lnion
SAMPSON,
Holds regular meetings stt Good Templar Hall,
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEWIS Flynn Block. S.E corner 7th and Locust street•.
G. JANES.
Lectures followed by discussion. Fnends from
12. P.BOOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN O. abroad heartily welcome.
PARSHALL.
FBANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
13. EVOLU'r!ON AS BF·LATED TO RELIGIOUS
'rBOUGHT. By JoHN w. CuADwrox.
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
14. PHILOi<OPHY OF EVOLUTION. lly STA.lUl
BoYT NroHOLS.
·
USE THJS
15. THE EFii'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THF.
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
SAVAGE.
In your meetings, to make them livelY and interAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
esting, THE LIBEBA.L HYliiN·Boox contains songs
28 LafaYette Place. Jllew York.
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It i~ highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Par'.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and,
indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
The Career of Jesus Christ.
15 cent&
Address 'r.HE TRUTH BEE ItER CoA.n Exposition of the True MeaninJZ of this Char·
acter as describ~d in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of ''Hebrew MnholOJOrY•"
Paper. svo, 25 cents.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

I•Jill :11 1t 11 •l'r~
Is a rcc:ulnrly educ!itcd
nnd lq;a\ly qualilu!d Phy.
sician. and the most sue.
ccssful in his specialty n~
his l•r:H·tice \1111 pron:.
Send H1 Cts. for his ''Pri·
'\"ate Coun:-:elor." a book
for >OUil.l! and lniddle aged

SPECIAL SALE
OF

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.
$6

meii, 1:'-ll!l~·rill~ frl'ru thnt

Life. \\"a." tin£;: \rcakncss
ns the re~u\t of youthful
follic~. indc.s.:.rnious and
It ~ets forth fl!l
1-.xtcrnn\ -'-l'Plk:~tion.-..1~
POSITlYE CVlm. The
book is worth muny tim~s
its cost. nnd should be in
cxci.':<.<.C!S.

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
Best grades in si!verine case, 7 l~wels. $7.50;

9 fewPis, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adju•ied.
$16. For 8 ounce coin silver cas~. add $8.50; 4
ounce, $4 50; 5 ounce, l6. In lJest op~n-face
filled ~old, dust-proof CR.Re. 7 iew~Js, $16; 11 lew·

the ha.uds of
ed.

els, $17.50: 15 iewels, $18.50; ad]nsted. $24.10;
hinged cases, $3 more; hunting ca.ses, $6 more.

DIAMONDS.
An elegant 8 •tone, Skt., solitaire pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnifio.ent ,hair ornament
and pin anil pendant combmat10n. rosette, 29
brilliants, $200, worth,$300; one do., hear~·shape,
sapphire and ruby m center, same pr1oe and
valuA Pins, rings, drops, studs, from $800 down
to $10; same proportionate discounts. All bought
before late advance.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, m.

o.tllh·t·

..\~

HO~F.ST STATDlF.~T.

••similar

ndv.~nisellH'!lt.s

from uurelbblt practl!l·

. The New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improveroen ts : in silvPrine, $19 ; 8
onncA coin eilver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50: 5 ounce,
$25 BEST open-fal'A filled ""rew caP~. $27; hinged,
$So'· bunting, $26: Louis XIV style, $2 to no more.
Ladies' heRt gold :fi lied, 7 jeWAls. $17: 11 jewels,
$18.50: 15 jew•ls, $25; adjusted, $35: 14 kt solid
gold. $10 to $20 morA, Ruby and diamond ornamentations up to $100 extra.

'."'-1~oc

Jlll'rs hnv" llecu frt•qut·nt·

ll U5~:t i\l',\ ~lllll'~ !'(>Sed.. by

;he press, but Dr. FELLO\\'"g st..'l.nds forcllJ~•st in~~-~ p>;..:..to;:•.
~h•n, and It is safe to trus.:_!lim."- The Satwnal lu 1:-•

Address,

. Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

Inquiries are freqnent.ly receivPd ~sking what
we know about Dr Fellows, of Vineland, N.J ..
First, we know t.ba,t he is a reliable gentleman of
rare professional ~kill, who has Aarned success by
good work. Second that he fulfills all b1s ogre~
ments to the letter. Th1rd, that he has performed
cures of hopeless caseE that in the olden t-ime his
skill would have been called miraculous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an hiJne~t man and
a stanch Liberal.-Tl!e Better Way.
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THE Episcopal diocesan convention which
will meet at Charleston, S. C., :May 7th, will
hav a~rain to wrestle with the negro problem.
·In 1886 nearly one-half of the delegates seceded from the convention because the bisb.op
admitted a negro clergyman. The fight
promises to be warm and bitter.

I

i

coos

AND RELUJHJNSIWORLD'S SAGErs. THINKERS,

OF
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. 1Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philoaopbers,

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all th~ Gods, ineluding Jehov><h, Satan. the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohnet, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
svo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Enll:i' all
the Relil:dous Systems of the World.
Svo, 957pp. Cloth, $3per vol.; the
2 vols., $5; .!eat!H>r, $7; moroooo, gut edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

•reaoherR, Skeptics, Innovators. Founders of
NPw Schools of Thought. Eminept, SciontiBts, etc. (who were not Chr!Rt.lans),
from the time of Menu to the present. Bvo, t,075pp,, cloth. ~3;
!aat.her, ~4: mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,

No error is fully confuted till we hav seen
not only tbat It is an error, but how it became
one; till, finding that it clashes with the prln.
ciple of truth established in our own mind,
we find also in what way it had seemed to
J harmonize with the principles of truth, established in that other mind, perhaps so unspeakably superior to ours.-Ca1·lyle.

PARLIAMENT bas voted
down a bill to disestablish and disendow the
church of Scotland.

TnE first duty of a
wise advocate ls to con.
vince his opponents that
he understanns their
arguments and sympathizes with their just

THE Italian Aenate has
prohibited the clergy
from belonging to charitable commissions.

feelings.-Coleridge.

TnE productions of a
_great genius, with many
lupses and inadvcrten.
cies. are inflnitly prefer.
able to the works of an
inferior kind of author
which are scrupulously
exact.-A ddi~on.

WrLBPOINT, Tex., was
struck f'n the 3j by a
hurricane that damaged
every house and killed
two persons.
THE Woman Suffrage
party of New York state
hav thanked Parnell for
asking municipal suffrage ~for women in Ireland.

TRUTH gains more even
by the errors of one who,
with due ~tndy and prep.
aratiOIJ, tbinks for bim.
self, thun by the trne
opinions of those who
only hold them because
they do not suffer t.bemselvs to think.-Mm.

ON the 2d, on th<>
S')uth Carolina coast, a
sailor attempting to desert j•1mped overboard
an.d was eaten by two
sharks.

G1v me t.he storm and
tempest c1f thought and
actif'n, rather than the
dead calm of ignNance
and faith.-Jngt1·soll.

CATHOLICS Pay that if
Emperor William will
turn one of their faith
and be crowned by the
pope, they will giv him
high I y advantageous
support.

FmsT of all is the
que•tion as to tl1e Etb.
lCal s•andard. What, in
t.be last resort, is the
t rst, criterion, tPn.pire,
appeel, or Standard 1 in
IN Germany Bis·-=--...
determining Right and
marck's methods are alWrong? lntheconcrete
ready falling into dises.
'•.nguage of Paley, Why
teem. Protection
.J.ID I obliged to keep my
be reduced, and perhaps
word? The answer to
abolished on breadstuffs;
DAVID TO
this ls the Tbenry c;f
11nd the Socialist perseBut Jonathan, Saul's son, delighted much in David: and Jonathan told David, saying-, Saul my ftl.ther seeke:h
Right and Wrm•g. the
cution will be slacked.
to kill thee. Now, tbere!cre, I pray thee, take heed to thyself until the morning, and abide in a secret place, and hide
e•sential part d evf'ry
tbyself.-1 Sam. xix, 2.
MAYOR GRANT, of New
E~hical System. We
York city, is being ex.
may quote the leading
posed by •.m investigatanswers: 1. It is allrerd
ing committee as having been eng-aged in
th~t the Arbitrary Will of the Deity, ct. s
much corruption while sheriff, and his party,
~xpressed in the B.ble, is the ultimate 1<tan.
Tammany, is disconcerted.
darrl. Oa this view anything thus com.
man :led is right, whatever be its. conseA ooMMrTTKll: has ascertained that in a cerq·Iences, or however it may clash With onr
tain square mile in New York city there are
>entiments and reasnnings. . • • 6
270,000 people, 8.000 more than in any other
The theory called Utility and Utilitarianism
square mile in the world.
.supp'">ses that the well-being or happiness r.f
RussiA is having much trouble to suppress
mankind is the sole end and ultimate standard
revolutionary thought among the students in
of morality. The agent takes account both
its colleges. Police hav been put on permaof his own happiness and or the happinfss o!
nent duty at St. Petersburg University.
ot.hers, subordinating, on proper occasions,
the first to the second.-Bain's M01·al Science.
THE bill legalizing marriage to the sister of
a decliased wife, which since 1841 has been
UrruTY would enjoin, first, that laws and
periodically passed by the Engiish Commons
social arrangements should place the happiand defeated by the Lords and the clergy,
ness, or (as speaking practically it may be
has entered the Commons afresh.
called) the interest of every individual, as
EMIN P ABHA has taken with him into
nearly as possible in harmony with the inter.
Africa, to coax the chiefs into cession of their
est of the whole; a:ad secondly, that educa.
domain~, presents that include gunpowder,
tion and opinion, which hav so vast a power
helmets, breastplates, model steam-engine
over human character, should so use that
and steamboats, and a clockwork bear.
'power aa to establish in the mind of every
individual an indissoluble associatioa beAN arbitration treaty has been signed, in
tween his own hnppiness and the good nf the
Secretary Blaine's office in the department of
whole ; especially between his own happiness
state, by represent.Mivs of nine American naand the practice of such modes of conduct,
tions, viz., the United States, Guatemala,
negativ and poaitiv, as regard for the univer.
Nicaraugua, Salvador, Honiluras, Bolivia,
CE. M. 290.)
sal happiness prescribes: so that not only he
Ecuador, Hayti, and the United States of
may be unable to conceive the possibility of
Brazil.
+UJITI)+ ILLU$TmUIOll$.+
happiness to himself consistently with con.
THOSE who are doubtful of the character
duct opposed to the general good, but also
of the Brazilian provisional govanment, exthat a direct impulse to promote the general
claim against a decree that subjects to a
good may be In every Individual one of the
court-martial " all persons who originate or
PAGE.
habitual motive of action, anrl the sentiments
Calendar for r8go,
- aid in circulating, by means of the press or
The Middle Ages, Illustrated, 5
connected therewith may fill a large and
telegraph or in any other way, in Brazil or in
Freethought in the United States,r88g, r7
prominent place in every human being's senThe Priest,
foreign countries, false reports and alarming
tient existence. If the impugners of the
The Supernatural \Vorld,
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
rumors, such as refer, for instance, to the
Utilitarian momlity represented it to their
The Reformation,
Remsburg,
disciplin of the troops, to the stability of the
own minds in this its true character, I know
Future Terrors,
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
institutions of the country, ar:d to public
not what recommendation possessed by any
The
Inventions
of
Science
and
the
T.
B.
vVakeman,
order."
26
ot.her morality t.hey·could possibly affirm to
Inventions of Christianity. lllusMostly Fools, \V. Stewart Ross
be WRDting to lt: what more beautiful or
IN England the eig:bt-hour demonstrations
trated,
(Saladin),
more exalted developments of human na.ture
and strikes on May 1st were slighter than in
Freethought Journals in the United
any other ethical system can be supposed to
any other European country, but on Sunday
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
States,
foster, or what springs of action, not accesLondon bad the greatest labor manifestation
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
sible to the Ut.ilitarian, such systems rely on
In Sea;-ch of a Spirit. E. M. ll!acclonald, 97
since 1866. There were 170,000 men in proRoman Catholic Dogmas,
44
for g\vin!!: effect to their mandatea.-John
cession and 500,000 around the speakers'
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. PenteThe Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
Stuart Mill.
stands. All was orderly, and resolntions
cost,
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
for eight hours were passed. Throughout
As ten million circles will never form a
Gardener,
Germany, Austria, and France strikes and
45
square, •o the united voiceB of myriads of
agitations were begun on the 1st that still
men will never 2iv the least reality to what is
continue. In Germany there was no violence·
false.- Goldsmith.
in Austria there was some; in France ther~
were many conflicts with the military.
THE Uatholic church did not, it has not, It
Vienna had out 25,000 troops; Paris, 64 000.
NEW YORK:
cannot triumph over the intellectual world.
Spain has at last been reached by radicu 1
To count its many millions does not tend to
0
labor notions, and Socialists and Anarchists
0
prove the truth of its creed. On the contrary,
I
PUBLISHED AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE,
Rre making a great stir there. In Barcelona
a creed that rlelights the credulous givs evl.
20,000 men refused to resume work afrer
dence against Itself. Questions of fact or
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.
May day, and were incited to pillage, but
philosopb"y cannot be settled simply bynum.
were dispersed by soldiery. Th,ere weJ"e
hers. There was a time when the Copernican
strikes through this country, many of which
system of astronomy had but few supporters
succeeded. The carpenter trade is the one
-the multitude being on the other side.
that struck most extensivly. In Chicago
There was a time when the rotation of the
many trades struck, and the city is much disearth was not believed by the majority,turbed.
Ingersoll.
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A Yankee missionary once confessed that he bad won the confidence of a Fiji Islander by presenting him with a set of carpenter's tools arid describing the several instruments
as a Christian hatchet, a Christian claw-hammer, a Christian buck-saw.-Oswald's Secret of the East.

Jlotts and flippinns.
IN England in 1868-69 there was one known
thief to every 1,000 persons; in 1887-88
the percentage had fallen by nearly half, and
there was only one known thief to every
1,945 persons. The decrease in the receivers
of stolen goods is still greater. In 1868-69
there was one to every 8,430 people; in 188788 there was one to every 25,599. In 1869
there were 1,962 houses kept by receivers of
stolen goods; in 1888 there were only 778.
The number of suspected public houses, beer
shops, and coffee shops has fallen within the
same period from 3,197 to 753. Such are the
last statistics.
I WAS asking the venerable bookseller, E.
W. Stibbs, who was the most indefatigable
reader of books in London, and he answered,
" William E. Gladstone, unquestionably.
Everything that comes to his net is fish. He
is the biggest book buyer we hav; not that
he indulges in rare and costly books, but that
he keeps himself fully informed of everything
in current literature. As soon as a new book
appears he buys it, no matter whether it be a
novel or a history or a philosophical treatis.
He is not a rich man, yet he spends large sums
of money for books; his library must be a
large and curious one."-Ghicago News.
AT the Episcopal diocesan convention in
Charleston, g, C., the following protest was
presented: "We, the undersigned, members
of the Protestant Episcopal church in the
diocese of South Carolina, for themselvs and

those in accord with them, respectfully request to record this their protest against the
adoption of the amendment to article third
of the Constitution, as it appears to them to
impair the safeguards already existing in the
Constitution (construed according to rules
laid down by the Supreme Court of the
United States), without affording in their
stead any sufficient fulfilment of the pledges
given in Anderson to effect a separate organization of the races."
EDITOR MoBBS 0PPBNBBIMBR of the Emi.
grant, a German weekly published at 38

Broadway, New York, has a little wooden
image which, he says, is a genuin statue of
Buddha. It was stolen from a Buddhist temple in Ceylon by an Alsatian traveler, at the
peril of his life. Had detection followed, the
Alsatian would hav been put to death in a
caldron of boiling oil, that being the penalty
for the mutilation or surreptitious removal of
Buddhist idols. The Sun says that " Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll has seen Editor Oppenheimer's Buddha, and is willing to accept it
as the genuin article, although he does not
take any stock in Buddhism."
" ONB day, a dozen years ago," said a
stoop-shouldered tramp, as he rubbed his hand
over the deep pits in his face, " I came along
to a house in the outskirts of Pekin, Ill. I
wasn't much struck with the house, but what
did hit me was a lot of coats, vests, and pants
hanging on a clothes line. I was on my last
pins for clothes, and as I saw them hanging
there I said to myself: 'Moses, old boy, I've

allus told you to trust in providence, and you
now see the result. Them duds was hung
out there for you. Go and git 'em.' I
crawled along a fence, got over among some
bushes, and after a little trouble I got a whole
suit and got away with 'em. Nine days after
I blossomed out with one of the prettiest
cases of small-pox you ever saw, and some
farmers drove me into an old barn and let me
fight it out. When I knew what had got hold
of me I says to myself: 'Moses, old boy, I've
allus told you to trust in providence, and you
now see the result.' "
Tru: doctrin of the divine right of kings
was not much heard of till the accession of
James I. The extreme doctrin of divine
right which Shakspere puts into the mouth
of Richard n. is an anachronism. It belongs
not to the fourteenth century, but in germ,
perhaps, to the closing years of the sixteenth
and the commencement of the seventeenth,
to the Tudors and Stuarts, and not to the
Plantagenets. In the words :
Not all the water in the wide rough sea
Cllln wash the balm from an anointed king;
The breath of worldly men cannot depose
The deputy elected by the Lordit is noticeable that it is not the hereditary
title but election by the Lord, the consecrating balm and not primogeniture and rule of
birth, on which an inalienable right is based.
So in Hamlet, the usurper and murderer,
Claudius, avow11 himself safe in the shelter
of that divinity which doth so hedge a king
that treason can but peep to what it will.Gontempora;ry Review.

RBv. RonT. CoLLYER speaks, in describing
how he came to leave the Methodist pulpit,
of" going to a protracted meeting and hearing
a young man preaching on the text, ' God is
love.' I'd been worried for a long time
about the way the Methodists viewed God.
They made the almighty such a terror that
you couldn't understand his love. The
young man whom I speak of was just out of
a theological seminary, and he had it all
right. He talked of the necessity of accepting religion right away. He ssid: 'There's
that fire. I might hold my hand in it for
five minutes and my suffering would giv not
even a faint idea of what the sinner suffers
who dies in his sins.' I said to myself: ' I
won't stand it. It's blasphemy against the
most high.' I began to grumble, for I
wasn't brave, and. then I was summoned before the general conference. I said I didn't
believe in total depravity. There's good and
bad in all of us. We've got to cultivate the
good and put our heels on the bad. I've
been happy in the Unitarian church. • • •
Everything in the Bible is not to be taken
for true. My little grandson, when he heard
the story of Jonah and the whale, said: 'I
don't think that is a likely story,' and it isn't.
We can't believe these things. I was puzzled
over the story of Joshua having the sun to
stand still at Ajalon while he hamnt,ered the
poor fellows that he had no right to hammer,
and that other one of the ram's horn that
battered down the wall. They may do for
the meeting-house, but tkey wouldn't do for
the world."
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and as a gentleman, profound scholar, and tbeolc>gian savage man. When will the sun of reason arise from
he is more than a match for t.he clergy.
behind the cloud of mental darkness?
Yet 8 life so long and activ cannot fail to tell its
Connected with the idea of spirits and demons, is
tale even on a constitution like Satan's. Trips to t.he the belief in the existe1,1ce of persons possessing
Life of Satan.-Concluded.
earth; the baleful results of too c!osa applica,ion to supernatural powers-sorcere~s and witches. This
A BIOGRAPIDOAL SKETCH.
his studies; his cares e.nd burden sa huslmnd and belief, sustained by the scriptural passage, " Thou
Before Ghrist Jesus died he ba.d given to both his father; not to mention the severe strain caused by shalt suffer no witch to liv," has existed for nearly
apostles and disciples the power of chasing devils out his official position as owner and manager of thBt two thousand ye~rs among the Christians, and bas
of persons inhabited by them. The devils when great establishment formerly known under the name given rise to the well known witch persecutions by
driven out would generally lift up their voice and hell, but which now, thanks to the revisers of the boiy whi~h thousands of innucent women hav suffdred the
weep. Strange as it may seem, yet it is nevertheless Bible, is called sheol-all these causes bav combh1ed most horrible death. But I will not linger upon
the truth, that even a devil who appeared friendly to to break down his youthful strength and confine Lim this painful subject, which forms a large blot upon
the apostles by proclaiming, " These men are the to his ultra-tropical home, where he 1·emains, the ob- the already soiled pages ef the history of Ohristianity
servants of the most high God, which show us the ject of his family's iove and devotion. . Rumors to -a blot which excuses, falsifications, yea, even time
way of salvation," even he bad to suffer forcible ejec- •he effect that Satan, as well as his whole family, herself, cannot make disappear-and will turn my
tion (Acts xvi, 16-18). It must not, however, be hav perished by the explosion of hell, hav 1·eached attention to visions.
Anyone who bas observed a hysterical person
supposed that Ghrist Jesus and his disciples were the my ear, and although no official information of the
only ones who could cast out devils. King Solomon storv has arrived yet, I am grieved to state that the must hav been impressed by the s~eming lack of will
was an excellent hand at it, so Josephus tells us; enti~e disappearance here on earth of Satan and his power in the person thus sffiicted. He or she is
and he likewise relates that be himself and a multi- progeny, snd the total disregard of him among in tel- never the same; the character is continually cbangtude besides saw Elelizar do the very same thing. Jigent people nowadays, tend only to confirm the ing. Yet the patient is by no means insane, but he
But Josephus is not the only one that affirms it. supposition. Hence, I think that mankind in gm· is capable only of producing automatic acts and such
All the Christian fathers likewise " allow this power eral, and the clergy especially-since the latter bav as are the result of emotions and passions, and these
both to the Jews and to the gentiles, as well bafors derived immeasurable profit from his exi!ltence a::d only, thus excluding every set dictated by reason.
as after our savior's coming" (C. Middleton, D.D.: activity-should start a subscription to erect 8 monu- Such persons are often under the influence of a fixed
ment in honor of Satan, and commemorate to future idea. Some refuse to speak, thinking that an exerWorks, vol i, p. 68).
It seems tnat Satln had, about 200 A.D., an at- generations the name and deeds of mankind's great- ciso of the organs of speech will burt them. Others,
tack of dementia, or perhaps periodictd amnesia-I est benefactor, the originator of every progressiv again, suffer from an imaginary paralysis of the locoam not sure which, as the only testimony given is movement, the father of liberty, t.be first in peace, motory organs and refuse therefore to leave the bed,
fernished by the fathers of the church, and is there- the first in war, and the first in filling the clergy's etc. The existence of such fixed ideas proves
conclusivly thst the hysterical person's will power
fore not of very scientific character. Yet it appears, pockets with weak-minded persons' money.
Before proceeding any farther we will inquire into is impaired, and while it is impossible to convince
judging from the d@scription of the actions of Satan
given by the above-mentioned gentlemen, that he has the opinions of science and Rationalism regarding such persons by reasonable argument that they are
suffered a great mental change. In fact, he seems devil-possessions and mmtal visions in general, so victims of a mental delusion, yet a cure can be, and
is in most cases effected either by a moral shock or
to hav been transformed; he is a man of mature far as these touch upon the subject treated of.
years-several thousand years old-yet his mind is
To primitiv and savage man, the whole world is by the command of a strong-minded and feared indilike that of a child ten years of age. This deplorable peopled with spirits, which manifest themselvs in vidual. Of such kind were prob&bly many of the
state l!~atad for several centuries; and although our numerous ways. In fact, every occurrence or pbe- "miraculous" cures effected by Ghrist Jesus and his ·
knowl~:dge of it is very deficient, yet enough is known nomenon the cause of which be cannot understand disciples, by the fathers of tbe church, and by medito establish the fact that Satan, hence also his prog- is attributed to them. . The appearance in dreams of eval and modern priests and relics.
eny, is in possession of a nervous system analogous an absent or perhaps dead person, be he relativ,
But while we in the case of hysterical persons bav
to that of man. This incontestable fact has, I be- friend, or enemy, causes, in connection with his own to deal with an impaired will power only, we find in
lieve, never been noted by any other writer, although seeming activity in a dream, the belief in a double mystics and ecstasists a total extinction of the wil1.
it is of the greatest importance, proving, as it does, personality of human beings. Here is a particularly A· person can become an ecstacist either through an
the close mental and physical similarity which exist slippery, and therefore dangerous, passage in the excess of cerebral activity, which may or may not
among man, devil, and trinity. For it must not be rock borderina the river. A man endeavors to pass result in general hysteria with a fixed idea attached,
.forgotten that when two subjects are like one and this place on his return from the abase. He slip!!, or the ecstasy can be produced by a continued conthe same third subj act, they themsel vs are like each falls in the river, and is drowned. Some time later templation of a certain object. Yet in both cases
other. Hence, since Satan and the trinity both are another man undertakes the journey and is subject the 1mbject absorbing the mind must do so to the
like man (God created man in his image), it follows to the same fate. The ghost of the first victim, ma- exclusion of every other. That is, while perfect conthat S$tan and the trinity are slso lik& each other; a Hgnant beCimse his body was not buried, dragged him scioul!nsss can exist only where there is a continuous
conclusion I am sure no student of the Old and New down, argues the savage. But it is not alone in this change or opposition of the different elements of
Testament will dispute. S&bn, who previously had and similar ways that the belief in duality makes it- consciousness, a preserv&otion and reproduction of
been a man of undoubted courage, could during his self known. During his sleep a savage is dreaming; previously existing elements and a connection beturn of sickness be frightened away by being shown he raises himself partly up from his couch, be speaks, tween these and later ones, consciousness is entirely
the cross-yes, simply by makiDg a form of it by the he gesticulates, etc., and then he lies down without absent in the ecstasist owing to the unvaried and
finger in the air. Though malicious, he never ap- having gained consciousness. When be 1:.wak~e he continuous presence of one idea. Thus, during the
peared malignant toward man, and I know one in- remembers nothing of what has taken place, yet he €Cstasy the person 6ffiicted has lost all knowledge of
stance only in which his joking if carried a little is told he acted in such or such manner. Now, know- his surroundings. His reason, memory, and tberefurther would hav resulted in bodily hBl'm. I refer ing that during sound sleep, swoon, etc., there is fore feelinge-so far as ~hese relate to any other subw his visit in form of a blackbird to St. Benedict, on almost complete abeyance or absence of his own ject than the one occupying his mind-do not exist.
which occasion be nearly blinded the saint by :tl~p self, he and his friends at once conclude that his Hence we can understand how religious maniacs and
ping his wings. One time his sudden appearance as strange behavior was due to the fact that a strange martyrs of all ages and religions hav been capable of
a negro boy nearly caused St. Anthony to fall jnto a spirit had entered his body during the absence of his enduring the most severe tortures without uttering
swoon. But generally, knowing the weak point of own. The character of this ghost can be either good a cry of pain-they were unconscious.
ecclesiastics, he assumed the form of a beautiful or evil, according to the physical manifestations proWhen with the return of memory, reason, and feelwoman, and 88 such caused sad havoc in the hearts duced by the person possessed. This being the case, ing, the plurality of conception and thereby conof Jerome, Augustine, and Benedict, cc;>mpelling St. then it is evident, reasons the savage, th~t a person sciousness comes back, the ecstasist is able to deAugustine, in an almost Adamic costume, to use him- who while awake acts in a manner different from his scribe his sensations during the attack. Hence
self as a thermometer to ascertain the temperature usual behavior is likewise possessed of a spirit; ecstasists like St. Theresa, Anthony, Benedict, Auof a snow·drift, while in the form of a former sweet- which, if the person is hysterical or epileptic, or auf- gustine, and Luther hav been capable of noting down
heart of St. Benedict be pursued the latter until be, fers from amnesia, hypochondria, or the like, must of their individual visions, to the great consolation of
as the only means of escape, rolled himself in thorns. necessity be an evil one.
the faithful, whose belief in the supernatural and in
Of course the mind of Satan waa not always €qually
This belief in good and evil spirits we find among heavenly visions, likewise caused by a distorted
&ffacted. He had his cornparativly bright maments, all the nations of antiquity which I bav bad occasion mind, was thereby strengthened; and to the joy of
and it was during these that he pe1formed such to mention in this essay. Innumerable ghosts sur- the scientist, who in these descriptions, not written
tricks as above stated. At other times be appears rounded the Jews, and since, as Herbert Spencer by Infidels, finds additional proof of the non-existto bav been no more th!l.n a common imbecil, pos- says," the possessed were said to frequent the burial- ence of divine interposition in human affairs, and of
sessing an extraordinary appetite and an equal taste places and as demons were supposed to make tombs the fact that everything relating to mental manifesfor strong drinks. And it was owing to the last their favorit haunts" (compare Mark v, 3), we may tations in animate beings, the o1·igin of eonsciousness
trait that Gambrinus defeated him by offering him conclude that by Jews in general the possessing exC!?pted, can be explained on natural grounds.
aome lager beer, which caused him to fall in a spirit was at first conceived as a ghost; a statement
Before closing this essay, it may not be without
drunken sleep, over which he, when he awoke, was supported by Josephus, who claims that demons interest to dwell for a few minutes on the names and
eo mortified the.t he forgot to take Gambrinus along were spirits of wicbd dead, entering the bodies of home of Satan. Being a person of eminence, Satan,
when he left. On another occasion he met a me.n the living. According to other Jewish writers like the crowned and noble heads of Europe, can
who was molding buttons, and on asking him what demons are the progeny of devils snd mortal women, glory in the possession of many names. Before be
be was doing, received in answer, "I am making yet this latter belief is not found previous to the was precipitated out of heaven, where be held the
eyes." Hearing·· this, S!l.tan, whose eyes were in- Babylonian captivity.
·
office of a seraph with six wings, his name was Samjured from exposure to the heat from his infernal
We see bow insanity, or mental derangement under mael, which is derived from the word semme, to blind
furnaces, asked the man to make· him a couple. He any form, was naturally believed to be caused by the or deceive; still later he was called Asael Leviathan,
did as he was asked, and pouring a stream of melted possession of an evil spirit, a demon.
the unclean spirit, the old serpent, Eblis, Satan,
lead in Satan's eyes deprived him of sight. But I
This view held itself for centuries, and soon, by a devil, etc. But I will not try the reader's patience
will not linger any longer on this painful period very nat~l development, it was made to include not by tracing e~en in outline the history of these words.
of my hero's life. Enough has been told. alone unusual actions but likewise diseases. Yet, as I will confine myself to a few remarks concerning.
At last a change came.
His former vigor I bav stated, the ghost was not always an evil one. the last name. In ancient Sansorit we bav a word,
of mind returned, though only gradually. Still, a The great writers of antiquity were supposed to be div, to shine, from which are derived the nouns dyu
great improvement. bad taken place with him already inhabited by a good, a divine spirit. And the same (sky, day), dyaus (personification of the same), and
in the time of Luther, who, we know, received a visit belief was not alone held by the Jews, but is tacitly deva (god). When Iranian dualism came into existfrom him on which occasion neither crosses, pr!\yers, admitted by Christians of our time, for what were ence, the word deva, in Zend dev, came to signify
nor holy names could drive him away, and it was the "inspired" writers of both the Old and New evil spirit; thus a Z lroastrian bad in his confession
only when Luther, grasping the ink- bottle, burled it Testamenta but men inhabited by a divine ~host? of faith to say: "I cease to be a deva worshiper; I
at his head, that Satan was induced to retire. On And from whom does the pope receive his infallible profess to be a Zoroastrian worshiper of Ahurathe wall in Luther's room in Oastle Wartburg in judgment ~ From a Holy Ghost. Hence we see mazda, an enemy of the devas, and a devotee to
Germany the spots of the ink are seen to-day.
that to-day, in an age of inventions, science, and Ahura." Hence we see that among Aryan nations a
In the seventeenth century Satan, I am happy to general culture, even intelligent people hav not God of a former religion was regarded as being a
tell, had regained the full use of his mental faculties, ceased to believe in the superstitions of primeval and . deceiver of mankind, vanquished by a .later or true

~ommnnieations.
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god, and regarded therefore as an ex,god-a fact age every year. Think of it, my sons, a number to combat the common foe. Lay aside your present
proved by the German and Danish words for idol, equal to eight regiments of soldiers.* Thus, am I prejudices and turn your faces to the storm. Eradiabgott, afguil. From the Zend word ilev ia derived wrong when I say that I hav won the favor of our cate your fanatics u.nd in some legitimate manner exthe Teutonic words teufel, djofuU, djwvel, iliuval, God 7 I hope, my children, you will all liv long and terminate your hypocrits. Pious groe.ua and reverdjeuful, devil, demon, etc., but from it is likewise emulate my example. In this world you see two ential amens amount to nothing. Your beat energies
derived the ilewel, the gipsy name for the supreme things always going on, viz, Rsproduction and De- must be exercised. All observant preachers kr:ow
being; the Latin deus/ the Greek theos/ the Lithu- struction, and one is as much a part of the pian of that their cause is losing ground. It is the hardest
anian iliervas/ the French ilieu. Thus it is plainly nature as the other. She is always under a necessity matter in the world to get a full attendtmce, and still
seen that originally the names for the supreme good of destroying a number of human beings, in eaGh more difficult to keep those who do attend from dozbeing and the supreme evil one were the same. Both thirty years, equal to twelve thousand millions, or ing during the sermon.
of them can be traced to the word ilyu, meaning sky one generation. The means nature employs are iuI earnestly hope that some one in the great army
and day, from which fact it follows that primeval finit-war, pestilence, flood, famin, disease, storms, of Christians wiH f3tep out on the intellectual battleman did not possess a conception of either a good or and 8 thousand 'other means of death. You observe, field and in single combii!t defeat each opponent until
a bad spirit, but that he was like the Bods and in history, the greatest men hav been the greatest the enemy, dismayed by fear, giv up the battle and
Dhim6.1a, who are ao "honest and truthful," and destroyers, and in proportion to the number they leave the field Da Witt Talmage's fancy sermons
yet hav no word either for God, for soul, for heaven, hav killed, they are honored by mankind. Millions do not fill the bill. Sam Jonas's half-vulge.r jokes do
for hell, or like the Santi11, who "never thinks of of sharks traverse th~ seas destroying other fishes; not satisfy or convince. Nothing has yet b~an promaking money by a stranger," and "feels ·'Pained if millions of birds traverse the air destroying other ducad to silence one Infidel. 0 Chrhltia.ns l find
payment is pressed upon him" for food offared, but birds, and millions of men hav traversed the earth some one powerful in brain, masterful in logic, sinwho has no ·conception " of a supreme and beneficent destroying each other. AU great families of nobles cere in motiv, devoid of ambition!! pomp-one who
God." It is of these savage tribes of the present and kings had their origin in the slaughter and rob- is desirous of spreading truth only. Secure some
day that Mr. Herbert Spencer speaks when he says, bery of men, and many of them b&v flourished for one capable of proving to a doubting age that
"What a pity those heathens cannot be induced to thousands of years. Nature loves the destroyer.
between the lids of the holy Bible nothing inconsistsend missionaries among the Christians l"-a wish
"One thing in my life h~s given me pain, and I hav ent can be found. Let him pro'fe the inspiration of
seconded by every lover of true morality. For cer- ever thought of it with mortification. In my youth the scriptures so conclusivly that doubting will pertainly " something is rotten in the kingdom of Dan- I visited Calcutta, and was invited by an English ish eternally.
·
mark.'' Christianity has been given an oppqrtunity, gentleman, who did not know that I was a Thug, to
If such a man cannot be found then your battle
and that one of nearly two thousand years' duration. dine with him. I h~~od been told that no greater may be lost. And if you do fail and giv up the field
She has failed. Let, therefore, either science and offense against good manners could be committed over the ruined wslla of Christendom will rise
Rationalism be heard or the heathen Bods, Dhimals, among Englishmen, than to put your knife to your Infidelity.
Santals, Lepcbaa, and Arafuraa, all of whom hav no mouth. I had been taught to observe the pwpriPeeping into the future one hundred years hence
god or devil.
eties among all persons, and I endeavored to avoid we may see a better world-we me.y see nobler man,
Variable as is the name given to Satan, no less so is this offense; but I forgot myself, and found that I kinder women, sweeter children. If the Infidels do
the character of his abc de. Among the ancient Jews was eating with my knife. I looked around and saw not increase joy, they will not build sn Inquisition.
the word aheol merely signified the grave. Later it the eyes of all the company fixed on me in diamay.
Brameyard, Miss.
W. A. DuNN.
came to mean, although in a vague way, the place of I fled from the table and the city; but the memory
the dead. During the Babylonian captivity aheol of this mistake, ever since, bas burnt in my soul like
Is the Uourt Hedging ?
designated a kind of Hebrew hades, a place dreary fire."
and comfortless, a conception which later was develRecently this paragraph concerning the deci~ion
oped ao as to represent a place of torture, gehenna.
*Perhaps the memory of the aged man is not to be trusted. by the Wisconsin supreme court has been extens1vly
published:
This last conception, which was derived from Babylonian and Egyptian sources, was, when adopted by
President Albee, of the State Normal School, has received
The Situation.
Christians, still further strengthened by infusion of
a letter from one of the judges concerning the recent deciThe mind cf man is disturbed. Old assertions are sion. In answer to the questions of !tlr. Albee, the judge
Greek and Roman ideas. Among these nations, as
that the decision proh~biting the readinp; of the Bibie
among all others possessing a belief in future life, half believed, and dogmas once openly ddended are says
in schools merely forbids 1ts use as a spee1al book fo,~ a.
now
being
revised
or
thrown
aside.
we find an underworld, reigned over by Pluton. In
religious purpose. In other words, the B10le
Honesty belongs to no particular time or place. specifically
this underworld ran a stream Acheron-a name for
may be used in the school like a history or any other book,
running water, which contains the root aqna, but to He who candidly examine the religious doctrine for and as such may be read before the entire schooL
a Greek this word Acheron called up the idea of pain consolation and consecration and finBlly rejects them
On this the Philadelphia Inquirer comments as
anq grief, hence the stream was supposed to be all, is just as honest as he who accepts and believes follows: "Just how the supreme court proposes to
them
all.
covered with ashes and woe. Still farther, the freThe time has passed-!md I sm proud of it-when reconcile this with its original opinion is a matter of
quent volcanic eruptions which took place in the
great interest.· There may be some fiue distinction
countries east and north of the Mediterranean sea, a man can be tortured for a religious belief.
of law which allows a decision in favor of two conFacts
are
revolutionizing
the
wo::-ld
f&ster
than
in connection with the belief in the fl&tness of the earth
tentions diametrically opposed to eaoh other, but it
and the situation of bell below the surface of the ever before. New ideas crowd old fgiths and f5.noiea is very hsrd for the laym~n to make them out. Here
to
the
wall.
Times
are
changing.
same, gave rise to the supposition that gahanna,
The Methodist minister, with fine clothes and is the origins} opinion of Justice Cassoday:
hades, or hell was a place where the human souls
"We must hold that the stated reading of the Bible in the
haughty
bearing; the Baptist divine, cold in manwere tortured forever by fire. Vulgar and clerical
public schools as a text. book may be' worship' within the
imagination added large kettles filled with fire and ners and harsh in denunciation; the Catholic priest, meaning of the clause of the constitution under considerabrimstone, in which hairy, horny, tailed devils stirred with one eye on heaven and the other oil the beauties tion. It logically follows that the place where the Bible is
read is a "place of worship," and that as the taxpayers were
round wicked human beings with pitchforks. Yet of woman; the Presbyterian clergyman with a John compelled
erect and support the school-houses, and the
this wall not all with theological logic. Hell, although Calvin grin, pondering over the damnation of inbnta children aretounder
a late law, compelled to attend the p•1blic
under the earth, was still placed in such position as -you are all strangely slow in reJognizing the true or private s~hools during a certain period, the comtitutional
situation.
Your
churches
need
strong
defenders
as
clauses forbid such use of the school-house.
to enable the frying victims to be within bearing distance of heaven, which place likewise was visible to never before. The noise o! bame grows louder e.nd
"To tbia Justice Lyon adds:
more
distinct.
Infidel
sharpshooters
are
doing
i:t:fiait
them in spite of the fact that heaven was placed
harm
on
all
sides.
Agnostic
pickets
are
marching
on
"That the reading of the Bible in the schools, although unsomewhere above the clouds. Verily, if it was not
accompanied by any comment on the part of the teacher,
that nothing is impossible for the Lord Jehovah, I sacred grounds. Grape. shot and mmuon balls dis- is 'instruction,' seems to us too clear for argumem.
·
charged
by
unbelieving
brains
are
crippling
the
faithshould be very apt to disbelieve these statements as
"Now we would like to see a judge, lawyer, or anyful
on
a
thouRand
fields.
There
is
no
sense
in
ignorto the geographical situation of heaven and bell,
one else ~econcile the above statements with the one
even if it is supported by the story abou~ Lazarus ing this. There is no judgment in passing &vel' in tlie dispatch q uotsd.: 'The Bible m:>y be used in
these facts with a scornful smile. You richly clad
and the rich man.
the school like a historyor any _?ther boo,k, and ~a
I hav now arrived at the conclusion of my essay, divine standing in your magnificent pulpit looking such may be read before the entml school. If th1s
upon
your
flock,
how
astonished
and
grieved
you
which necessarily suffers from several defects, owing
would be to know that fully one-third of the cor:gre- is not. a case of a court swallowing itself we never
principally to the lack of space, yet I shall be amply gation do not believe what you preach, The churches heard of one. The Bible cannot be re&d in a schoolrepaid for my trouble if the perusal of the " Life of are honeycombed with doubters, and thousands of house as a text-book because it makes it a place of
Satan" can convince only one being that the devil
worship, and yet it may be read as a text-book. The
is but a mythological being, born of human igno- men giv money to sustain them only on account of only use made of the ~ible as .a te.xt,book, so far ~a
their wives and children. "My wife enjoys going to
rance and fostered by heartless avarice and credu- church
and my children are employed Sundays at we know is in theological aemmanes. Just what 1t
lity. Life is but short, and it givs to each and every the Sunday· school. This is my reason for giving is to be ~sed for in a non-religious sense is hard to
one sorrows, misery, and pain enough ; let us there- $50 to the cause. As for myself, I need none of see. It cannot be used aa a purely acientifi@ textfore not increase these by allowing to remain, to be their spiritual consolation. I consider it a necessary book because the miracles therein noted are not to
taught to our children, the belief in a superstition sham and delusion." These men drop in their $10 be b~lieved except when the power of the .creator to
which for barbarity of conception and woeful con- bills for policy's sske. If one is a doct01·, $10 thus alter eatabli~hem laws is admitted, and th1s at once
sequence bas not its equal. Let us remove the given is worth hundreds of dollars as an advertis- introduces the religious teaching which the supreme
coffin now placed by the ci:sdle and cut down the ment. The withholding of his donation means ruin court insists upon shall be avoided.
cypress whose gloomy branches cast a shadow over to his practice. The same can be said of all profes"As a literary work it takes the highest rank; but
the face of the innocent baby. Let the sun of sym- sions. Do you preachers realize and thoroughly un- if those parts in which religion is distinotivly taug~t
pathy and love shine 'upon it, and let Iilias and roses derstand the situation, and are you satisfied to ac, must be avoided, nothing will be left ~ut certam
bloom at ita feet.
GusTAVE NELSON.
cept the money from a man who givs sa a compro- portions of the narration of the wsndermgs of the
mise and not as e. religious duty? The secular press children of Israel, their fight for Canaan, ~nd the
A ]'able.
will print to-day an article from Ingersoll under large books of Esther and Ruth. To read the Bible and
Jam Jee, the Thug, lay on his bed dying. He headlines, just as readily as it would the production avoid any reference to the creator is mora d;ffic'!lt
called his sons and grandsons to him and thus of an eminent divine. Seventy-five years ago scarcely even than to understand the supreme court of Wisa paper would dare publish the utterance of an Infi- consin. If the Bible is to be used as. a. tex~-bo~k
spoke:
" I am now one hundred years old, and my last del. On all sides evidences of the battle of the only ao far as no reference is made to rehg10n, It wdl
.
hour is come. I can lay my band on my heart and creeds can be seen. In every village some inquisitiv be little used.
"What does the court mean~ We.woul~ hke. t?
say, I die at peace wit~ all mankind. I hav en- mind bema in the parson in '8 discussion of biblical
deavored, with all my might, to serve our God. I ideas. If there is any good in religion; if civiliza- see it make one more effort to make Itself mtelhgtcan truthfully declare since I was old enough to tion is dependent upon Christian supremacy; if ble. Perhaps the Bible is to be taken out and rea.d
wield the cord and knife, I bav never allowed a Christianity has mainly been instrumental in making under the trees. Perhaps it is to he taught as It
traveler to escape with his life. When I was sixteen tbis world fit to liv in, and ita influence is needed to stands from Genesis to Rsvelation. ~erhaps only
years old, beiBg large, strong, and activ for my age, increase and continue the good blessings in future, I the enumeration of the tribes of Israelis to be read.
I began my career, and since then for eighty-four for one implore the Christian people to arouse to a Perhaps the court doesn't know what it does mean.
years I bav killed one hundred persons on an aver- sense of their danger. Let them unite in harmony Certainly no one else does."
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The above statement of receipts for April, $81.80,
which, with the balance in the treasury from March
of $61.06 leaves a deficit of $17.03, and also the report of M!U'ch subscriptions of only $19.75. shows a
falling off in our contributions that is not encouraging; and we cannot go forward with our work unless
our friends rally to our support.
A considerable number of the subscriptions for
months past hav been "special ;" and the executiv
committee hav not been free to use them for ordinary
ex:penses, but hav conscientiously expended them as
directed.
Unless greater promptness and liberality shall be
shown, we cannot carry out our liberal plans, which
hav already worked so well. It is hoped that t~is
hint will ha.v the effect of waking up our friends and
prompting them to make immediate remittances to
our more than empty treasury.
·
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer.
InA C. CRADDocK, Corr Sec.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 1, 1890.

Our London Letter.
Mr. Gladstone has furnished another of his articles
on '' The impregnable rock of holy scripture," the
title of the present instalment being "The creation
story," which will no doubt be effactually dealt with
in the various Freetbought papers. His arguments
in its favor are such that he would never think of
using in secular matterfil, but are app_arently quite
good enough for "sacred" questions, or rather for
those who usually read that kind of literature, and
believe in it. He tells his readers that history is a
record of experience, the creativ story lies outside
that experience ; how then does it come into the possession of a portion of mankind 1 He says it is not
poetry ; that there is not the smallest ground for regarding it as the off~pring of scientifi<l inquiry; and
that to 11peak of it as guesswork wouid be irrational,
for there were no materials for guessing. It is not
theory, becau~>e the person who composes or transmits it seems to believe and to intend others to believe that he is dealing with matters of fAct. But
these matters of fact were impossible to be known,
and therefore if it is, as it surely professes to be, a
serious conveyance of truth,_ it can only be a communication from the "most high." What keen logical reasoning, to be Rure. It seems that the '' days"
are neither the solar ones of twenty four hours, nor
geologic periods, but chapters in the history of creation. He does not explain bow this can be, when it
is stated that the eve•.1ing and the morning were the
boundaries of such days, and that because the world
was created and equipped in six days, and the creator
rested on the seventh, the Jews were required to abstain from work on the Sabbath. Such special

pleading and irrational argumentation is really not
worth a serious consideration, and only goes to show
what a divergence of opinion there is regardina- "the
word of God" amongst the most devout believers.
News has just arrivfd from Ceylon of the 11eath of
a missionary, who was shot while out with a bunting
party. . It wiH be intert>stivg to hfllr what the
Church Missionary SJciety will hev to ~ay on the
subject a .. their annual meeting. Perhaps t.hey can
explain how it is that a hard working missionary,
whose life is devoted to the arduous labors of convert.ing the "heathen," who has wholly given himself up to the "service o! God," can find time and
inclination to go on shooting excursions. Would the
Buddhist be right i<l I'Bying it was a judgment upoll
him for att.flmpting to destroy life that be could not.
bestow ! This incident should rather open the eyes
of those sheep who are so well fleeced to support the
good mhsionary, who bears cheerfully his hard lot
solely for the love of his poor fellow.creature.
Letters hav been received by the Church MiE~sionary Society from some of their missionaries at Usambiro on the V1ctoria Nyanz~, and there seems to hav
been some very busy evangelizing. The Christians
hav bad some considerable fighting with the Mohammedans. In the first bout the former got the worst
of it, but being reinforced did better on the second
ocClasion. The Christians bad "only" two thousand
guns and a large following of spearmen, the Moham
medans more guns but fewer spearmen. The Ohristians on taking the capital fired it, and gave it up to
plunder by their nativ converts. It is satisfactory
to know that now the Ohristia.ns hav betm the victor~,
they are very anxious for peace, and desire the prayers c f the whole church to help in attaining that
most dFsirable object. I suppose they frar reprisals
if the Mohammedans gain allies amongst their fellowbelievers, and do not care about trying further conclusions with them, but if thPy believe their God can
fff~ctually help them with hosts of angels, etc., their
best plan would be to march straight across the con·
tinent and sweep their enemies into the sea. The
gospel of peace introducFd in this forcible manner
ought not to be without effe~t, as the ht>athen cannot
fail to see how well it is carried out by its exponents.
The president of the Baptist Union h'\s delivered
his annual address, which a-oes to show how judi
ciously the sects are heiging He tells his heareril
that they should not commit tbe Sf!rious blunder of
fighting for a technic&! or unimportant interpretation
of a book or verse of scripture, as if the whole authority of revelation det:e dad on the maintenance c.f
that view. What concerned them was the spirit or
aim of the revelation. Which really means, if anyone shows the absurdity or contradiction of any passage in the Bible, let it slide as being of no importance, only look out after t.he collections, see that the
money flows in freely, and let anyone interpret the
scriptures as they please. An instructiv work might
now be written on the evolution of Christianity, and
the writer need not go back many years to show how
rapid has been fhe chane-e.
J. D.
London, April 30, 1890.

The Hours of Labor.
.Of all the questions concerning reform now before
the public the eight-hour Jaw i<~ of the most general
interest, the most prominent, and will be the most
persistent; for, like truth, though often crushed, it
will still rise again, and never remain settled until it
ia settled aright. Many of the objections raised
against it are very inconsistent when taken in connec
tion with the sayings of the persons making the
objections on othH ocClasions. For instance, we are
continually being told in the magazines and newspa·
pe"s and from the rostrum and pulpit of the advances
brought about by Christian c"vilization. Yet tbP.
very ones making these claims express fears that if
men worked only eight hours a day t.hey would be
apt to spend a large amount of their sp!!ore time in
the saloons instead of occupying themselvs in a
profitable manner. That is a t'!lld commentary on
what has been accomplished by eighteen hundred
years of that kind of civilization for the men who
execute the work of the world.
We are told in the Bible that the first pair of
human beings were turned from the garden of Eden
because of disobedience and were given the earth as
an inheritance, they and their descendants forever
We are not told that a part of these descendants are
to work in mines and factories at hard and toilsome
labor and liv in penury and discomfort, while another
portion of them pass their lives in idleness, never
producing anything of use, and liv in luxury and
extravagance, instead of earning their bread by the
sweat of their brow, as the decree is said to bav
been.
Sixty years ago I was living in an English manufacturing town, where I often had to pass a tavern,
over whose door hung a sign which wa.s called " The
Six Alls."
At the top and in the center was
the representation of tile king, dressed in robes
of state, and und~>rneath was written, " I rule aU."
On the right-hand side, and one beneath .the
other, stood the lawyer and the doctor. The
one said "I plead for all;" the other, "I cure all."

On the left-hand side, and one beneath the other,
was the preacher and the soldiPr. The one said, "I
pray for all;'' the other, "I :fight for all." At the
bottom, in the center, and drPPEIE'd in the common,
coarse garb which is his wont., stood the working
man, and, with a very dolorous expression, be Etaid,
"I pay for alL" How true-how suggestiv 1 One
of our state comptrolers told us the same thing a
few years ago, when he said that labor eventually
paid all the taxes.
The representations, here given show us plainly
that the workingman is the real Atlas who bea.rs the
world on his ahculders.
No wonder tbat we are so frequently called upon
to see him crushed, bent, thwarted, contorted and distorted-how can it be otherwise? Nor is it wonderful that the governments and aril.'tocracies of Earopesn countries speak of the working ciasses as the
lower orders ; nor, from the .figure at which we hav
been looking, does ih seem at all inappropriate, as
they would require either great cunning or great
strength, or both, to rise to the upright position and
stature of man with such dreadful weight on their
£>boulders. And many of them realize both their
posit-ion and its causes, for in one of their songs they
say:
We are low, we are low.
We are very, very low.
They are not considered too low to weave cloth,
but almost too low to wear it.
Ea.ch of the figures under consideration represents
a man who might, had he been taken at birth and
placed in the necessary conditions, hav been made a
king, a beggar, a thief, or any one of the intermediate
cha~acters composing society.
It is usually conceded that the foundation of society rests on its homes. Homes are not merely four
brick or wooden walls, but places where men with
their families can meet and associate in ease and
comfort. That, however, is impossible so long as
men work tPn hours a day, most of t.hem having to
spend half an hour in the mornivg in going to their
work, and the same time in the evening in returning
from it, as being thus 1 xhausted by continuous exertion they will be unable eit.her to enjoy social communion with their families, or perform the political
duties which devolve on the citizens of s republic, if
it is to retain, even nominally, the name of a republic.
RuTH BRETTELL.

Mr. Heywood in Deeper Trouble.
PoLICE DEPARTMENT oF THE CITY oF BosTON. }
OFFICE OF 0ITY PRisoN, BASEMENT oF COURT HousE.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : After a
hard week's work away from home, just returning to
my family, I was arrested yesterday afternoon at
Princeton depot, and brought back to Boston, and
am in this city cellar. Vice-Society Henry Chase,
who has dogged my steps for years with decoys,
entered the complaint. It is the old "cffanse," of
course, of alleged "obscenity." After Attorneygeneral Devens, Carl Schurz, President Hayes, Judge
Nelson, Judge Pitman, hav recognized my right of
opinion and called off the hounds, they are again unleashed and baying for my blood! Before, two
United States cases came first, then the state case.
In all three I was vindicated. From 1884 till yesterday we bad a lull; now Vice Society vengeance
again pursues me! The plan seems to hav been to
arrest me Saturday night so as to be sure and hav
me imprisoned over Sunday, at least making the
arrangement of bail as difficult as possible. The
case will be called in the police court here to morrow,
and the day of the preliminary trial fixed. What
amount of intelligence I shall meet in Boston, in
judge and jury, is yet to be seen.
Boston, May 11, 1 A M , Y L. 18.
7 P M, SuNDAY.-Am bailed out and expect to go
home to morrow. This is a state ca.se; possibly a
U aited S~ates case may also be sprung on me. The
climax has come.
E. H. HEYWOOD. /

The Leavening of Providence, It. I.
The past week two notable events hav occurred in
Providence, R. 1., marking a change of S"ntiment in
the direction of Liberalism auspicious in the extreme.
The school committee by a unanimous vote abrogated the clause of the by-laws which required that
the public schools be opened in the rr.orning by reading a portion of the Bible or by prayer. There had
been no special agitation of tbe matter; the action
seems to bav been taken by reason of that change
incident to the Bpirit of the age which is so rapidly
disintegrating old theological ideas and the polity
which is their outcome. Probably the opposition of
the Catholics to our public school system has had
much influence in this direction, t.hat the school system may be on a basis which shall disarm their criticisms religion-wise. The use of the Bible in our
schools bas been one of the main objections raised
by the Catbohcs, and a constant plea for parochial
schools dominated by the church. The Bible shot
out, we stand on much better ground, and will be in
a position to meet this school question which at no
distant day must come up for discussion and solution,
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The ulterior claim of the Oath(llics will be for a share
of the school money to apply to the support of their
parochial schools. When this claim is made if our
.
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·
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pu bl~~ sc oo. sys em lB on a B net Y secu ar RBIS,
JtB fnends wlll then occupy the ground of vantage.
Then we can fall back on the fundamental idea of
our nation, that church and state must be absolutely
divorced which of course will apply to our schools
!
.
•
.
•
Theological 1deas bav no busmess m a school. If
tbey get there, then let the adherents of those ideas
foot the bills and leave the public fucds alone.
The other notable event is the opening of the
· · 'b
S
.
public h rary. on undays.. The trustees h~v demded
to make the hbrary R<lCei!Blble a good porhon of the
day. Possibly this may cause some squirming among
the bigots, who may ·seek to reverse the decision.
Should they do so they will fail, for the public mind
bas become so LibHaFzed it will meet the issue fesrlessly. Freetbougb~ is revolutionary, and its influence, though sometimes checked, cannot be extirpated.
WM. FosTER, JR.
Providence,

R. L

Victor lingo's Works On the Index Expurgatorius.
Judge Dllvidson, sitting in the supreme court of
ObtRwa, O.at., gave judgment last week in the caee
af Tache against Cadieux & Derome. This was an
ao~ion taken by Mr. Tache, private secretary to Secretary cf State Chapleau, against Cadieux & Derome,
booksellers of Montreal, on account of their rAfusal
to c lrry out a c~mtra(lt for the importation r f Victor
Hugo's works. The morality of Victor Hugo' ...
works was attackad, and several important poiiJt~
bearing on the relativ authority of the church and
the state wars raised in the case. The defendants
pleaded that thay are Catholic booksellers, and are
well known to sell books only permitted by there.
ligious authorities of the Roman Catholic church ;
that plaintiff represanted Hughes's edition of Vtetor
Hugo to be a permissible b,JOk, and by his adifi.cas
deceived defendants; that this edition was not in
their catalog, and t.h~t some of the works contained
in it are immoral, subversiv of the principles of society, and forbidden by the church. Judge D..1vldson
in his opinion says :
In support of the alleg~til)n that some of the works
included in this edition are forbidden to members of the
churcll to whicll the contracting parties belon~, the evidence
of sever11l ecclesiastics was taken. It appears reasonably
certain that "Notre D1l.me de Paris," "Les Miserables," anrl
" Le Pape" are to be founrl in the inde.v librorum pro/dbi.
torum. Let the fact be granted, can it affect a civil contract?
To say yes would be to lay down the principle that the congrtgation de l'indtx, or the ecclesiastical authority of any
other cll.urch, would hav the power as between the members
of its own communion, to interpret, quallfy, or even annul
contracts. As between members of different religions these
courts might become the battle. grounds for the theologians.
In France the Congregation de l'index has never, so far as I
am aware, at least, within time sufficiently modern to be
worthy of practical reference, been recognized as a law.givin~ authority. To enforce its decrees with threats is now
unlawful. What, I take it, the courts hav to deal with in
the maintenance of contracts is not the conscience of the
individual, but that great public conscience which quickens
and givs lire to the body or the civil law, whose interpreters
we are now. A contract with an unlawful consideration has
no effect, and (C. C. 900) "the consideration is unlawful
when it Ia prohibited by law, or is contrary to good morals
or public order." The clear duty of a court is to giv universal application to this article of our code-that is, to so
interpret it as that the interpretation will not vary because
of the persons concerned, but be broad enough to c'Jver all
contracts of like classes, no matter who the contracting
parties may be. To generalize in this fashion is eaRy enough,
but to attempt a definition or the generic expression "good
morals" is another matter.
What is "contrary to good morals ?" There are works so
wanton in their language, so evident in their purpose, and so
violently repugnant to public morality that in their presence
definitions become unnecessary. No person, however,
pretends that charges such as these can be brought against
the writings of Victor Hugo. I hav, therefore, sought to
reach some clear and positiv conception of what in its more
limited senses the expre~sion " contrary to good morals''
means. There are many things morally wrong which are
not legally wrong, .aud care must be taken to judge be.t~een
the parties accordmg to purely legal rules and defiDitwns.
The question in a given law is not simply whether the publication be immoral, but whether it is Rutliciently so to enable
th~ criminal law to punish it ae such (Pollock Contracts, No.
270) If, then, w~: seek for what an indi<:tment re_q~ires, we
lind that it has to charge the accused w1th "dev1smg, contriving, and intending to corrupt morals."
Judged hy this, and, Indeed, if need be, by a far stricter
standard, Victor Hugo's works cannot be condemned as an
"ualawful consideration" for a contr ct. Only two of his
bonks hav been tiled in the cause, the prose romance of
"Notre D;;me" and "Lea Chansons des mers et des bois," a
collection of lyric verse. I am not to presume anything
against his other works. Even in the two specifically
impugned only two or three extracts are challenged, but it
ie said that these are enough to taint the whole production.
That Hugo has written things which marred his genius, and
has committed himself to views which many men would
repudiate, are undeniable facts, but all the same he was a
~~:reat writer, poet and dramatist, and an imposing central
figure in the nlnet~enth-century literature of Fnnce.
No one can read his works without agreeing with this
moderate praise of what he was and what he felt: "In his
moral nature we shall find much that is strong, elevated, and
tender-a true pasAion for lfrance, a true sympathy for the
poor and oppresRed, a true folldf!ess for children." Al!-other
eminent writer declares that " 1t may be asserted Without
the least fear of contradiction that Victor .Elugo will hold to
all posterity the positio11 of the greatest poet and one of the
greatest prose writers in France." One of the reverend wit-
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nesses for the defense spoke of his works as being "magnifique au point d~ vue .Utteraire." They are to be found in all before she died, she remained to the last a devout
secular public hbranes, and selections from them appear In
text-books. Neither during his life nor since his death in
1885 .has any court beeTJ. sought to hold that a• y of the works
or VJCtor Hug-o were against public law or public morals, or
w~re writ~en for the corruption t...f the public comc:ence.
H~s magmficent geniuR araplied itself to loftier, if sometimes
mls.taken, purposes. I.t s by these tests that. the case must
be JUdged. As well might the works of Racme or Chateau.
briand or Lamartine or Byron or Swinburne or many of the
earlier classical writers of France and England be challenged as not susce.ptible o~ creating valid civil obligations
because they sometimes pamt the we~knesses and facts of
human nature in words of greater pass10n or greater realism
than some might think desirable or necessary.
I hold the contract to be a good one. For reasons which
I need ~ot now enter upon, bu.t which will appear in the
formal JUdg~ent, the demand Is reduced to $700, and for
that amount Judgment goes with costs.

Woman and Dogma.
F'rom the Woman's J(ntrllal.

To those who believe that truth is only to be dis
covered by open and frank discussion, it is encouraging that a woman's journal is brave enough to permit
some plaio speaking in regard to the Bible.
Not that even the most radical utterance on this
question need alarm anyone. Pure religion and undefiled depends upon belief in no theory concerning
any book. And for their uomfort, let all women who
call themselvs Christians rFmember that Ohrist made
not a single dogma, and never even mentioned Adam
nor Eve, nor the gardan of Eden.
Even so conservativ a man as Bishop Watson, in
so conservativ a time as the early part of this century, declared, ''Whoever is afraid of submitting any
question, civil or religious, to the test of free discus- .
s10n, seems to me to be more in love with his own
opinions than with the truth." And above all things
is it necessary for women to hold this free discussion; for overwhelming proof can be given that it is
the use of certain dogmas, backed up by the pretended authority of iMpiration, that once fixed
women in au inferior position in the church; and that
still keeps them in a state of subjection to-day.
In every country where Bibles are used, we see a
similar spectacle; priests declaiming against reason,
declaring their dogmas based on an infallible book,
and exhorting women to " believe," without sufficient
investigation; and everywhere we see similar results,
-men ruling and women obeying. But slavery of
the mind is the most dangerous of all tyrannies ;
for if it givs even a mere semblance of liberty to
its victims, it thereby lulls them into ignominious
content with their degraded state, and they do not
pursue real liberty, because they are deluded by its
shadow into a vain fancy that they hold the sub·
stance. This is the case with millions in America.
The great host of women and priests to-day, persistently clinging to worn-out dogmas and creed!!,
iurning their eyes persistently away from
new facts, these are the clogs upon the
wheels of true progress. And this is why not only
thoughtful men, but intellectual women also, often
oppotle placing political power in the hands of any
women, while the vast majority are puppets in the
hands of those who will neither think themselvs,
nor, if they can help it, allow others to do so. ~o
place legal power in such hands, they fear, wlll
threaten a return of civilization to those dark ages
when "faith" completely overpowered reason. History is full of such backslidings, and safety will
never be assul'ed until women hav become trained to
perfect freedom of thought.
When women know enough to use the Bible for
what it really is, a collection of books, good, bad,
and indifferent, written at differ~'nt times, by inde·
pendent authocs, each responsible for his own utterance, collected together nobody knows exactly when
nor by whom, although there are various surmises;
still full of mistakes, as well as much spiritual beauty
o! thought-with such a theory there is no quarrel.
But to take the Bible as one whole, inspired book,
and "claim it for woman suffrage," is like trying to
claim the whole history of the United States as
proving the eternal freedom and equality of the
negro. "Facts are agin it." One of the passages in
the Constitution proves that the men who wrote that
said, " All men are created free and equal," but many
other passages in our history show that we were not
altogethel.' illogical in basing the right of slavery
upon that which is woven into all our history-the
Bible. So we may take a passage here and there from
several books in the Bible; showing that the man who
wrote this or that had advanced views about women.
Such stray passages can be found in all Bibles,
even that oldest one of all, the Rig-Veda. But
the women of India know as well as the women
of America that their Bible, as
whole, does not
admit that women are men's equals. It is expounded to them from bouse to house by priests
who hav an interest in keeping women in dne subjection. · And there is no power on earth like the
clutch of a man who rules a woman by her supt?rstition. Rammohun Roy, the modern Luther of India,
labored in vain to make his own mother eee the truth
in the Rig- Veda through his eyes. Although she
forgave his heretical handling of their sacred book
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believer in the priests and their theory of inepiration.
When we come to our sacred book, how can any
student of the Bible claim that there is no positiv
evidence that Eve was punished for her sin, so long
as Paul is quoted in pulpits from Dan to Beersheba
as ~aying: ''Let the woman learn in silence with all
subjection, for I suffer not a woman to teacb, nor to
usurp authority over the man, but to be in eilence, for
Adam was first formed and then Eve, and Adam was
not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in
the tramgression; notwithstanding, they shall be
saved in child-bearing, if they continue in faith and
charity and holiness with sobriety."
It must not be forgotten that Paul was bred in the
Jewish school, where such teaching as this was in
vogue : " If any comparison could be drawn between
Eve and Adam, sht~ stood to him in the same relation
of beauty as does B monkey to a man ;'' or this :
" God at first created Adam with a long tail ; but
&fterward, considering him attentivly, be thought
he would look better without it; resolving, however,
not to lose anything that he had made, he cut it off
and formed it into a woman ; hence the sn derive
their low and inferior nature." The Jews, we see,
did not coneidf'r the Eve story so "inspired" that
its inspiration could not be added to. The religious
writings of the J ewe, the epistles of Paul BLd
Tertullian, and the sermons and commentaries of all
the church fathers, even down to Bishop Bowman
and the vast majority of both Protestant and Oath·
olic priests to-day, furnish one continuous mass of
indisputable evidence that woman is supposed to
rest under a peculiar curse for having been the archconspirator with Satan for . the introduction of sin
into the world ''Wives, submit; wives, be obedient;
wives, be subject; wives, be silent," is the neverending burden of the whole refrain. It saturates
our poetry, poisons our law ; it bas led the church
she bas always supported ·to deny at one time that
woman had a soul; it still leads the law of the laod
to refuse her the ownership of her child. For bow
can a silent, submissiv, obedient subject hav any
right that might conflict with the will of her heavenappointed head!
Willfully to close our eyes to this fact is to imitate
the foolish ostrich, which hides its head in the l'aJJd
to get rid of the enemy it does not wish to see. This
is why I say it is women's cowardly superstition
which binds them. The enlightened womeL-when
they become a majority-will not need to ask for
their freedom; they will simply take it. The enlightened mother will not rear a son who, with Bible
in hand, will hurl Pauline texts at her head, as a
reason why she should eternally withhold her band
from whatsoever it found to do in any field. When
enlightened mothers send the right kind of sons to
lt-gislature and Congress, such sons will ba~ learn~d
that it "is not good for man to be alone" in pubhc,
any more than in domestic life. And we shall not
bav government hobbling along like the lop sided
animal whom a vivisectionist has deprived of half ifs
brain.
It would be easy to giv a lorg list of fXIracts
from the church fathers and our modern ministers
and priests showing the deadly influence which for
nearly two thousand years has done its utmost to
humiliate women. I do not a~cuse these men of
consciously wrong motivs; there is very little of that
in the world. Our worst evils hav arisen frnm an
ignorance that betrayed men into wrong habits of
thought, from which ~uperstition W?fi:ld not release
them, until some outstde power admimstered an electric shock to the intellect. Such a shock Jesus and
Paul gave to the J swish chu.rcb; but again ';Den
settled down into ruts from whwh they were forc1bly
torn by Luther; and now the time bas come to make
patent new truths which this century has revealed.
. •
A VIRGINIA WoMAN.

Lectures and Meetings.
MR. J. M. L. BABOOOK, of Boston, will speak on " The Extinction of Usury" at the Liberal Club, May 16th.
W. F. JAMTEBON is yet lecturing in Iowa, and will probably remain in that state until July 1st. Address at Des
Moines, Ia.
MR. GEORGE H. DA11'l!S writes from North Yamhill, Ore.:
"1 wish to say to the Liberal friends in eastern Oregon and
Idaho that it will be impossible for me to fill my engagements this summer. I may be able to do so t~is fall, _bu~ at
present my health and strength will not admit my nskmg
the long stage rides that would be necess"~Y to ~Il my
appointments. I am sorry I was obliged to d1sappomt the
friends this spring, and yet hope that I may, some day, hav
the pleasure of meetivg you."

---------

Discourngetl ns to the Women.
From the LoTid0/1 l!'reetldlllct>".

THE TRUTH S!!EK&R givs as ~ts ?artoon for A-pril 12th, the
figur .. of a Christian maiden .c~JDgiDJ< t? a cross 1D the water,
hind hy the rocks of superatltJOD Prwstly sharks are playin~~: around her aR the Freethought boat approa~hes and
offers her relief. Slle holds to the wooden cr~ss w1th such
fervent devotion that it is doubtful if she Wlll accept the
proffered bel p.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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l[ommnnicntions.
The Question of the Day.
In . Pops Leo'e late affectionate address to the
Amencan people we find this peculiar sentence :
"Un?er your ~onstitutio,~ religion has pedect liberty
and lS a growmg powe..-.
How many wonder what
the pope's ideas of " perfect liberty " are ! He
certainly did not hav a very high estimation of "perfect liberty" when the ceremonies of the Bruno
statue were taking place. What is "perfect liberty"
to the Cstholic church~ Is it the liberty of the Dllrk
Ages-the liberty to again use the fagot snd the
rack' Is it tha libert.y to control the affairs of
nations~ Has not the Catholic interpretation of
"perfec~ liberty" ever been, Might makes right T
AmeriCan men and women, awake to the pertinent
issues of the day. Every lover of freedom and
equity must feel a sense of awe when he sees the
familiarity the Catholic church is holding with this
country. Serpent-like a <>re&t power has arisen in
• counory,
<
I h
• t:>the very
.; re!lo t c.mng
life of our nation.
th lS
It seeks by secret and collusiv methods to undermine and destroy the blood- bought freedom our
forefathe;rs bav handed down to us. It has ever
been the. relentless foe of indepe~dence and liberty;
ever trymg to control the destmy of nations and
men. The time to strike the deadly blow for the
total separation of church and fltate is now while it
is in its infan~Y·. Allow this power to once'g~>in control of our pubhc schools, or even a partial management of the same, and our couutrv is in imminent
danger. Its tiger clutch cannot be released. Its
dark blot on the mind cannot be erased. So avari!'ious for power, it cannot be expected to yield when
1t controls the me10us to resist restraint. To make a
prophecy, the pope's recent letter is no more nor less
than a detectiv of sent'iment coming across the
waters to ascertain if the United States is not a more
appropriate place ior the V ~tie~m. 0 sun of knowledge, shine upon the record of the past ! Giv the
Americsn people the power to read the undertone of
t~e pope's recent message. It comes in the guise of
hberty, but bears still the revsngehl snecter of the
p~st, the dead ghost of the Dark Ages. The Onthohc..church aJready wields a telling power in our
pohtlcal machmery, and it is this fact no doubt that
enthuses ~?pe Lao with such an aff€~tionate r~gard
for our n!hion. Let us repsat the words of an illus.
t r10~s
g~~eraI , " Put none but Americans on guard
t?-mght. So l~_t none but true and tried sons of
hberty st~nd at •he post of honor to-dsy, and all is
~ell. It 1s ~o_t B secret by any means that politicians
m our day y1e1d their direction to the dictates of the
~athohc c~urch._ Judges forsake the grandest prinCiples of pght to favor this power that is trying to
suck the hfeblood from our nation. Pe.rochial schools
hav bee~ erected bl t~ia power ~nd the public ~oney
approprmte.d for .•hen· ~sa, wh1le .the public schools
hav been ~rscontmued m Cs.thohc districts. What
effron~ery m the face of a free nation ! A small offense m the face of justice and liberty only opens the
way ~or more ~xtensiv privileges.
"
Th1s tyranmcal power has tried to thwart the ends
Of justice for Centuries. Its career has been a record
?f tyranny and oppression. Its hsnds are steeped
~the ~lood of freedom, and tbe mangled forme of
li.~~rty h.a beneath its feet. It is for you es American
01 ••1zens, as lovers of justice, to deal the fatal blow to
th1s selfish and de~potic hierarchy, to make your
earnest reb_:uk~ agamst this encroachment on our
grandest prmmplea, this invasion against the founda·
tion of our republican government. Let each and
every one labor for the preservation of our Union
!rom ssct~rian wrongs and the protection of our
mberent rights.
0 brave illustrious ·dead
Who fought and struggled and bled
~hat we should heLce be free,
Anse from out thy sacred tomb
Dispel the darkness and the globm
Surrounding liberty.

Richland, S.D.

Lours N. CRILLI J R,

Is "Hell's Half Acre" in Kansas or Missouri 'l

Though living within forty miles of that dangerou~
place, I am not sure whether Brother C. H. Gr
of Rochester, Mich., is right or not Bu~ abo _teene,
th·
h . b
.
.
•
u one
mg e.Is. oth r~ght and wrong-K~nsas City is in
Kansa~, 1t 1~ also m ~issouri. It is elung across t,he
state hne ~ke a pair of old-fashioned saddle-baas
over the spme of. a poor mule. The shrewd inhabitants h~v used th.Is fa~t t.o their own ben~fit or injury
~eco~dmg ~o pomt or new. Gambling is forbidden
lD .M1~sou~1 and whisky drinking permitted.
Whisky
drmkmg 1s , forbidden in Kansas and gambling
al~o~e~. (Tne New England love of gain and the
Vzrgm1a love of pleaem·e here crop out rtJspectivly iu
~he states that descend from them.) The enterprisIng border~rs build" saddle-bag" houses with a long
~oom runnmg across the state line, a well-filled bar
m one end .and a ga!llbling den in the other. The
customer s~ts down m Kansas and gambles till he is
dry, when nG walks over into Missouri and cilJlls for

"old bourbon," returns to K9nsas and resumes his
"little game." S? said and undoubtedly true, though
I bav never been m one.
. Though not interested in anybody' a "boom," I
will say that a mij:rhty city is growing there on the
two sides of the K&w and Missouri rivers. The
Kllns~s City, Kan., real estate agents publish facts
sh?wmg that most of the meat packing and manufacturmg and wholesaling is on the Kansas side of Union
avenue. Then the moralists, woman suffragists, etc.,
like Brother Greene, want to put Hell's Hslf Acre
off on us poor Missourians ! "Tote fair," Brother
Greene. My impression is strong that the piece of
ground in quef!tion is on the Kansas side. To giv
all the enterpnse to Kansas and all the wickedness
to Missouri would, ss Uncle Toby @aid, "be setting
one sadly over the head of another."
~e hav two great cities on our respectiv eastern
ana western border£'. One hss "slopped over" into
K!lnsas and one into Illinois. One summer when in
ermont I read. in a paper how a desperate mulatto
m E~s~ St. Loms had f~ught and wounded policemen
wh.o t~1ed to capture hun and his gang for robbing
fr~ngh. cars. Then followed the editor's remarks on
l~wlessness in Missou~i, references ~o the James boys,
et~. It was euough to make a M1ssourian tear his
ha1r to read such a condemnation of his state because
t~e police in an Illinois city across the river from our
01ty of the same name couldn't manage a few " yallah
niggahs" better than that.
GEo. WILSON.
Lexington, Mo.

Y
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I of Crown Prince Karl
spoke as follows :

to whom Captain Thompson
'

Your royal highness! As a committee appointed by
Utilistiska Samfundet, we hereby present to his royal majesty
a protes.t made by all classes of society against that
persecutiOn of the authorities which manifests itself in
the. imprisonment of him or them that make a public confessiOn of private convictions; couvictions, perhaps at
variance with one derived from our ancestors' state ch~rch
cre~d, but founded upon the results of an impartial investigatiOn and the conclusions ot science. These opinions are
held by thousands, and acknowledged and expressed by the
majority ot scientific, educated men and women, and in~orsed by over three thousand of his majesty the ldng's subJ~cts, who in proof of this hav respectfully attached their
Signatures.
Hoping _his majesty th~ king will protect and favor the
cause of. hberty of consCience, we confidently deliver these
pro.tests m the hands of your royal highness as appointed
1·eguot p1·o tempore.

. The protests thus delive1·ed were two.

The first.

~1gned by 5,33~ Utilists, explained that the signer~

mdorsed the v1ews held by Lennstrand, and in conseq~ence demanded either his liberation or that they
rece1ve the same punishment inflicted upon him.
. The ~ther protest, signed by 3,821 persons, petitioned. m the name of justice and liberty of conscience, that the king liberate Lsnnstrand.
Taking into consideration that the petitions hav
been out but a couple of weeks, the result is highly
eatiF•factory.
It is rather strange to obs:erve that every judg·
ment by_ the supreme court against Lennstrand has
been pronounced with one majority vote. Of course
we cannot tell with certainty how this one vote is
Talmage's Pagoda.
secured, but it looks like rather crooked business
remembering,
as we needs must, that theecclesiasticai
In the great city of churches over the creek from
New York a pagoda is going up as fast as the work- ~uthor!ties since times long past hav been experts
G. N.
men can l~y the brick and place t~e stone. Among m buymg souls.
the latter 1s the old cobblA-stone ~;hat was imported
from Mars Hill when Mr. Paul talked to the heathen.
About Certain Facts.
It is perhaps fortunate for the acrobat Talmage that
[~r. E. C. Walker requests us to copy this article from
stones cannot talk, for in that case the Tabernacle Faw
Play.]
people might get a good dose of heathen sense, and
In
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 3d Mr. Macdonald
leave Talmage nothing but his legs and arms to
quoting
our reflections upon the c~nduct of Ed. w:
operate with.
A great organ is being built by George Jardine & Chamberlain in connection with Mr. Harman, adds :
This matter is explained by Mr. Chamberlain in his stateSon for the Brooklyn pagoda. It is to contain 110
ment, and we can but think that Mr. Walker did Mr. Chamstops, and will cost $30,000. It will be able to make berlain
a gross injustice in his comments.
noise enough to discount Major-General Joshua's
In that article in No. 68 we said that we would
concert before the walls of Jericho, and it is hinted in
strictly religious circles that Talmage actually se· cheerfully withdraw so much of our criticism of Mr.
cured several of the rams' horns used on that mem· Chamberlain as referred to that person's failure to
o~able occasion by the Jewish national guard, which reach Topeka in time if it should be shown thst Mr.
w~~l be placed in the organ, and which when sounded Harman had not made it clea-r to him that Messrs.
wlll n:;ake ~ll the ~odern J erichobins fall prostrate Overmeyer and Clemens had definitly withdrawn
aa the1r ola -;valls dtd v.ben General Joshua executed from the case. In his TRUTH SEEKER article Mr.
Chamberlain makes statements which show that he
his great military movement.
. But with all this, it appears that Talmage has got knew that the Topeka attorneys had withdrawn from
hts e!e on th~ heathen Chinese. The organ will the case. So we hav nothing to ret.ract. In direct
eon tam a "Chmese gong," whose celestial echoes cnnnection with this, he remarks that he did all he
will reverberate through the pagoda, and knock out could by correspondence to bring about a reconciliathe rams' horns in .one round. This heavenly racket tion between Mr. Harman and 0 vermeyer and Clemused to be heard m our hotels, but as its celestial ens. !es, by graciously intimating that these
beauties were not duly appreciated by the rattle- gentlemen could do much to assist biro ! That is,
brained public, i~ has been a~opted by Talmage as a they, the old and tried attorneys in the case could
means to knock mto the stup1d beads of his devotees occupy positions under his majesty. Is it any ~onder
wh~t it bad knocked out of everybody else-viz., that this was the last straw that broke the back of
the1r brains and all appreciation for harmonious the camel of Mr. Clemens's patience T
T_HE TRUTH SEEKER . finds the accounts given in
music. It will be a drawing card for John China~an, however, and they will be easily captured by Fa~r Play an~ Luctfer contradictory. Probably
h1s ~eg an~ arm feats. They will digest the fine the only really 1mportant discrepancy is indicated in
ca~dmal pomts of Calvin like an ancient Puritan, and these two ex~racts. W a said:
eDJ0Y hell on its original basis. The Christianizing
Col~nel Bradley now outlined the t.heory of the defense.
of. Chi~a is no~ to ~e an assured fact, and Talmage He said that they would maintain, First the articles were
not deposited to be mailed as charged in the indictment and
w1th his gong 1S gomg to do it.
Second, if they were so deposited, then Harman was in'sane'
Not only this-but in order to interest the military a~ no ~an, whose intentions were good, would attempt t~
of the present day a series of drum effects will be in- dtssemmate such unutterably filthy matter.
troduced. There will be a bass drum, the long roll
Lucifer puts it this way:
and the kettle drum; also a chime of bells (dou bli
The
notes given elsewhere show that I employed Colonel
blessed), and with. the rest of the organ, if there 1s
of Topeka, to assist me in the defense. His line of
not enough confuswn among the worshipers at the Bradley,
defense was :
.
pagoda to knock the devil out of them, then Talmage
1. ~hat the indicted articles were not obscene within the
meanmg of the law.
need not try again.
2. ~he de!enda_nt, Moses Harman, did not deposit the
But Talmage has missed a good deal. He ought
offending articles m the post-office.
t~ hav got hold. of the harp that old Davy used
3. On t~e question of. the right relations of the sexes, the
wuen he danced m clogs before the Lord, and the defendant IS a monomamac-is insane.
loud timbrel that Miriam used when the Jews got
Our account is strictly correct. Mr. Harman's
?ut of the damp of the Red sea, or he might hav
partial
~eafness explains his failure to clearly under1mported an angel or two from the land of bliss but
the low- toned opening statements of his counthe.latt~r mi~ht be objected to by the commissi~ners stand
.And aside from this, Mr. Macdonald must see
?f 1mm1grat10n on .the ground that it was pauper sel.
Jabor and not permitted to land in New York. At that m the nature of things it is not probable that
all events Talmage is enterprising, and he might Mr. Brady claimed that the ~rticles were not obscene
hav found a way to get around all of the above and within .the meaning of the statute. Such a plea
then what a glorious racket there would be i~ the would 1n no way harmonize with the claim of insanity which he set up. In fact, it would completely
pagoda.
W. A. T.
n!l~lify it. ~he w:_hole aim. of . Bradley's long and
VlClOUS and lllsultmg exammabon of his client was
Freethonght in Sweden.
to show that the articles published were obscens and
.we.always knew there was a good deal of deter- demoralizing. With this went his examination of
mme.twn to be found in Sweden, yet the reading of the government's witnesses, showing by their testiFritanlcaren No. 8 informed us that our guess had mony that Mr. Harn;tan was personally a pure and
be~n too low. There was more of it than we had honest m~n. In br1ef, therefore, his theory was :
est1mated.
These arhcles were very obscene and demoralizing
The 1st of April a deputation, consisting of Captain and Mr. H~rman holds very unusual views, but per:
Thomson, Messrs. C. A. Magnussen, A. V. Lindenau, sonally he 1s pure and honest, therefore he is.insane1
and P. Jansson were admitted to the august presence a monomaniac on the sex question.

THE TRUTH. SEEKER, MAY 1'7, 1890.
THE TRUTH SEEKER says in its closing comments:
But the only thing, it, seems to us, to do is for those who
hav egged Mr. Harm~tn on in his linguistic crusade to come
to the fr?nt ~nd help ~im out of t~e scrape by seeing to it
that L71:ciJer 1s kept gomg and that 1ts editor suffers as little
as possible. It will be too bad for him to -bear the burden
which.ought to be shared by a good many more. Vicarious
atonement never was and never will be a righteous scheme.

. Very good j our view, precisely. Hence our critimsm of Mr. Chamberlain; for no one has been more
activ in the "egging on" business than this same
perso~. He h~~ heartily approved of the very articles
to wh10.h TB~ :huTH_ SE~KER has frequently obj wted j.
he adv1sed tne publteatwn of the O'Neill ietter (see
No. 68), and in every other possible way be bas encouraged Mr Harman to keep " on in his linguistic
crusade." That it would be useless for Mr. Chamber~a~n to attempt to shirk moral responsibility for
adv1.smg Mr. Harman to print the O'Neill letter, by
m~kmg the plea that he had not read it, is eelfev_ldent. . Prudent c?unselors ~o not giv bit-andmiss adviCe of that kmd. But smce the time of its
publication in Lucifer, and long after he had read H
he baa written another publisher a letter enthuai~
astically applauding him for publishing it in his
paper, and backs his words with $10. We should
be much pleased to hav Mr. Macdonald tell us
candidly what he thinks of this "egging on" performance of the New York attorney. When we the
co-defenda?t and the daughter of Mr. Harman, 'protested agamst certain articles, thie very man Chamberlain " sat down" upon us emphatically and did
all he could to render our advice of no effect. Yes,
let Mr. Chamberlain and his confreres put their
hands deep down in their pockets and help keep
Lucifer going, but al~o let them leave the conduct
of the defense to the cool-headed and able lawyers
who were once forced to withdraw from it chiefly
because of the very " egging on " of which Mr. Macdonald speaks so tersely and truly. E. C. W ALKEB.

cir~ulating immoral literaturt:l. We are in favor of
the1r enforceme~t. But let the accused persons hav
the benefit of tr1al, and do not constitute every postmaster an imperial censor of the press, empowered
to say what shall or shall not go through ths mails.
As the New York Sun well says upon this point: ''If
any newsp~per offends against public morality, let it
be dealt w1tb by the regular criminal authorities and
the c~urts of the country. To convert the postoffice mto an extraordinary tribunal for such a purpose and to m~ke every little post!llaster a judge to
suppress the hberty of printing which the Constitution guarantees, in an intolerable proposition."
It !s time to call a halt on these Anthony Comstock1an sc?e~es to curtail the liberty of the press.
T~e conetll,uhonal guarantee must be preserved.
Ktll that SWf!fney bill.
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erty guaranteed to him by the Constitution. To
quote, in justification of this abstraction, that Chris·
tianity is part of the law of the land is idle, meaningless, and exasperating.

A Noted Man is Gone.
From the Eau Claire, Wts., EveniniJ Fne Press oj Asn·ll.%th •

Marcus Thrane, father of Dr. A. D. H. Thrane,
died this morning at the residence of bis son, a stroke
of paralysis being the cause of death.
Marcus Throne was a man of no common order
and of no common history. He was seventy-two
years of age, and years sgo he passed from aot.iv life;
but forty years ago he was s power not only in Norway but by indirect iLfluence in all Europe. He was
the originator of what is known as the labor movement in Norway, and was an ardent advocate of re-------<~.-------publican inBtitutions. Not only hav his labom and
Christianity and Education.
sufferings in the cau&e of human progress enshrined
F7"c7n the NtW York Times.
The question is whether Christianity shall be him in the Scandinavian heart, but his name stands
t~u~~t in the public schools, and, if so, what Chris- ss one of the foremost in the roster of brave men
tu~m.y and how much. Toward the answer to this who made the intellectual history of the stirring
question the assertion that Christianity is part of the times of '48 and the years immediately succeeding
Jaw of the land takes us a very little way. In Eng- that eventful period-that time of popular ferment·,
land, from which our courts hav borrowed the ex- of awakening to new mental life and to :new political
~re~sion, it has a df!finit meaning. It means Chris- aspirations. About the year 1850, Msrcus Thrane
tmmty as formulated by the Established church of and the reformer Abildgaard were the editors of a
the country, even including the denun11iation in the labor organ in Norway. Henrik Ibsen was a conArticles of the "vain "talk" of "certain Anabaptists." tributor to the paper, and none of the trio were in
Where the church and the state are one, the doclrin the habit of mincing their words. "Incendiary"
taught in the state schools is the doctrin of the utterances brought down the police upon the c:ffi.ce,
church. But how does it help us in considering and the sacredness of monarchial institutions was
whether the common schools shall giv religious in- "vindi..,ated" by in"arcerating Thrane and Abildgaard
struction to be told that Christianity is part of the fpr seven years in a penitentiary at hard labor. lb·
law of the land~ No lawbook lays down what the sen escaped punishment by a shrewd action of the
Christian doctrine are in which courts hav a judicial manager of the paper, who, as the police entered,
belief, or what doctrine are essential and what un- cast a. quantity of Ibsen's incendiary documents on
essential. The judges who hav delivered the doctrin the floor and pretended to be busily secreting some
hav been compelled to generalize it. One of the innocent paper, in a corner. The police were thrown
LILIAN HARMAN.
most impressiv statements of it, that quoted by Mr. off the scent, and failed to examin the papers on
Jay from Daniel Webster, is also one of the vaguest: the floor. · Thus Ibsen's complicity escaped obPaternal Government.
"Christianity, Christianity independent of sects and sarvation, but Thrane and Abildgosrd were imprisF1·om tl>.e .New York SUn.
parties, general, tolerant Christianity, is the law of oned on general principles as well-known advocates
of political progress and the rights of labor. After
A very objectionable manifestation of that ten- the land."
dency toward paternal government, which has ao
This is doubtless impressiv, but it scarcely affords his release from prison, Thrane sought American
strongly stamped itself upon the legislation of the the material for a curriculum of religious instruction soil and has breathed the air of freedom in peace.
Republican party, is found in a bill lately introduced in the secular schools. Where is " Christianity in- The work he did in Norway bas borne fruit, and toin the House of R~presentativs by Mr. Sweney, of dependent of sects and parties" to be found 1 Sup- day such utterances as those for which be was imIowa. This bill provides for the exclusion from pose we admit that general, tolerant Christianity prisoned are free as breathing. AH~.>r comin~? to
the mails of "any pamphlet, magazine,-newapaper, should be taught in the common schools, though no America, be for n time published Nye Tid (New Em)
story paper, or other paper devot~d to the publica- other part of the law of the land is so taught, where at Chicago.
The news of Marcus Tbrane's death sped eastward
tion or principally made up of criminal news, police is unsectarian Christianity to be found? Is there any
reports, or accounts of criminal deeds, or pictures Christian authority which is not also a sectarian over the wires to-day, and, ere this, the ocean cable
has borne it to the scenes oi his early struggle!'~.
and stories of immoral deeds, lust, or crime."
authority~ The Methodist pastor and the Catholic
The following document was found among the paUnder such a bill it would be within the power of priest might admit eech other to be Christians,
any politician in the post-office department to stop though each of them would probably hav so many pers of the decPMEd:
MY LAST REQUESTS.
the circulation of any newspaper of the opposing qualifications to make that the Christianity of the
1.
I
wish
to
be
buried without ministerial service
party. All that would be necessary would be to find other would appear to be as unimpol'tant ss it was
in the paper a report of some crime or some immoral general. Each of them, at any rate, professes and and without relillious ceremonies. No funeral
deed, and then its exclusion could be enforced. No calls himself a Christian, and each would hav as good sermon must be delivered either at the house or at
. matter what the general character of the paper, it a right as the other to say how much Christianity the grave.
2. Only outspoken Freethinkers can follow me to
would be at the mercy of hostil officials. The New and what Christianity tbe common schools should
York 'I ribune and the New York Herald, two jour- teach. Everybody knows that they would not in the grave.
3. My coffin shall be of the plainest and cheapest
nals of oppoeit politics against which no honest or the least agree about it, even though they professed
kind.
intelligent objection could be raised under this bead, to make it as "general" as possible. The Roman
4. Inasmuch as many of my friends hav assured
would be alike subject to interference and punish- Catholic would insist that " the simple reading of the
me
that after my death a large and magnificent monument should this bill become a law.
scripture without note or comment," which seems to
If any newspaper offends against public morality, be the ultimatum of the evangelical Protestants, was ment will be erected to roy memory, and inesmnch as
let it be dealt with by the regular criminal authori- either too much or too little, and certainly wss not a monuments hav been erected for many more unties and the courts of the country. To convert the proper teaching of general Christianity. We can worthy than myself, so to prevent such honors post
post·office into an extraordinary tribunal for such a imagin the horror, on the other hand, with which festum, I hereby declare it my most decided wish
purpose, and to m&ke every little postmaster a judge the Methodist would recoil from any scheme of relig that no such monument in memory of me shall be
to suppress the liberty of printing which the Consti- ious instruction that the Roman Catholics would erected after my death. A very plain iron slab, upon
which my name, date of birth and death, are inscribed,
tution guarantees, is an intolerable proposition.
propound.
be placed at my grave.
We hav too much paternal government already,
As there is, practically speaking, no unsectarian is to
The
above is to be published in Skanclinaven and
and· Mr. Anthony Comstock is already too much of a Christianity, the only resource would be to invite all
MARCUS MoELLER THRANE.
grand inquisitor. No law to enlarge or intensify his the Christian sects to unite-in preparing a suitable Budstikken.
Born Oct. 14, 1817.
course of religious instruction, and this it is certain
power is admissible. Hands off.
Died-----that they could not agree upon. Yet their rights as
LIBERTY OF THE PJ~ESS IN DANGER.
citizens are precisely the same. Anglic&n ChristianBrotherbood of 1\Ioralists.
From tl>.e Boston Dail!l Globe.
ity is part of the law of England, but no American
Report of the P1·opaganda Committee of the B1·othe?·hood o{
The Constitution of the United States guarantees court bas yet decided that either Protestantism or
a free press, but there are numerous statesmen now
engaged in the work of tinkering the laws who can
not rest without interfering in all the ways they
can think of with the freedom of printing and circulating the news.
One of the latest schemes of this kind is the bill
introduced in Congress by Mr. Sweeney of Iowa.
It provides for the exclusion from the mails of "any
pamphlet, magazine, newspaper, story paper, or
other paper devoted to the publication or principally
made up of criminal news, police reports, or accounts
of criminal deeds, or pictures and stories of immorral deeds, lust, or crime."
Such a law would inevitably be strained and perverted so as to put it within the power of the postoffice officials, or of a single one of them, to interfere
outrageously with the liberty of the press. At a
time of political excitement some superserviceable
party henchman might stop the circulation of any of
the great journals of the country by finding something in it which be might conetrus as a breach of
this law.
There are laws enough now against printing and

Catholicism is pa"t of the law of this country, any
more than any court has denied that both Protestantism and Catholicism are entitled to be considered forms of Chl'istianity. Yet no religious instruction can be given in the schools upon which
Catholics and Protestants will agree, although all
Catholics and a limited number of Protestants agree
that some religious instruction should be given. If
the majority of the voters could be brought to this
opinion, the division of the school fund which the
Roman Catholics desire would b6 the natural POlution
of the difficulty. We believe, and we believe that a
majority of the voters believe, that this would be a
grievous public calamity. The only way to avert it
is to hold that the instruction of the common schools
should be exclusivly secular, and that anybody who
insists· upon the necessity or desirableness of adding
religious instruction to it shall be at liberty to add
it in his own way and at his own cost, but not in the
common schools nor at the cost of the taxpayers. A
man whose money is taken from him by the state to
administer religious instruction which he disapproves
is certainly not in the enjoyment of the religious lib-

Moralists, for the month of Ap1·il, 1890.
Sll:ORETARY'S REPORT.
HEADQUARTJU<s, HANNIBAL, Mo.,

.April 30, 1890.
During the month sixty new members hav been enrolled,
and a membership certificate mailed to each. This mnkes
the total number enrolled 1,007. The new members are:
From Ohio, 1; Kansas, 2; Michigan, 8_; ~ennsylva~i~, 7;
Texas, 22; Missouri 4; Colorado, 4; Ilhno!B, 2; Loms1ana,
7; New Jersey, 1; New Mexico._ I, and South Dakota, 1.
The friends who hav sent us L\beral papers am! encouraging letters are too numerous to mention, but we thank them
all and bespeak a continuation of these favors. The letters
cto' us good, and the papers aid us in our work, and are
afterward distributed, we hope to good advantage.
F. H. RA.u, Secretary.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance from last report .........•............ ········•···· .•.•• $10
L. R. Titus. California..........................................
Mrs. J . .A. Vote, Michigan.....................................
M. J .. Wiley, l!linois..............................................
W. B. Young, Michigan........................................ ;
F. B. Moses, Colorado .................... ················......

N

2~
7o
50
50

00
DO

Total ................................................. $15 00
Expended..........................................
4 25
Balance ............................................. $10 75
.A. R. AYREs, Treasurer.
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One account of the Russian peasant represents
Russia.
It may be of service to follow our late citation of him as " manifesting little desire for the possession
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
the condition of the Russians as exemplification of of self-government, and no aptitude in its exercise.
Editor. Christianity's effects, with a few additional particu- He seems to be contented with autocratic rule, and
E. M. MA.oDOl!IALD,
Businesa
Manager.
lara of the state of the czar's debased subjects. Late not to desire those popular institutions which are .
o. P. SOORBY,
PUBLISHBD BY
reports of travelers, accounte in journals, and volumes the glory of the enlightened Western nations. . . .
The people suffer in silence, as if sent by the judgT.HE :I R U :I H SEEKER COMPANY. on the subject, supply material.
!8 LAJ!'A:YE'l'l'E PLA:OE, NEW YORK.
The supreme ambition of Russia has ever been to ment of heaven, the miseries that the pride or folly
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $B.OO PER YEAR. develop military preeminence. Yet, after centuries of the czar may inflict on them." This type of charof endeavor in this direction, she has been able to acter is one that students of history and investigating Freethinkers are accustomed to meet. They
Addr~ all Gommunicati<J-M to TH.E TRUTH B.EJGK.ER produce but a soldier feeble and uncertain in mind
will readily recogniza it as the one that accompanies
a
mechanical
and
monetary
backing
of
and
body,
and
OOMP ANY. Mak6 all Drafts, Ohecka, Pos~,e and .Ez..
press MoMfl Orders payable to (,JH.ARLJGB P. 80M.ERB Y. military operations so wretched that if improvement tutelage by ecclesiastics.
The Russian peasantry remain almost without edis not soon made she will be left helpless in her next
SATURDAY,
MAY 17, 189(,). war with the inventiv and wealthy West. The ucation. In most country districts not more than
=================
Russian soldier is described as having "11n imperfect one in fifty of the population attends school. Even
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
physical and mental development." He endures in towns the artisan who can read and write is excepSingle subsenption in advance..............................
00 privations well, and in the ranks exhibits bravery, tionally cultivated. O.nly the children of the rich
One subscriptioR two years, in advance................... ~
"but he is without natural daring, and when alone receive education. Alexander, a ruler of Liberal tenTwo new subscribers........................................... u 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere-.
is a prey to childish terrors." As to the financial dencies, in the early part of his reign took some
mittance............ ............... ...........................• 6 00 resources of the country, she labors under extrava- measures toward establishing schools, but the instiOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
gant war debts, and her currency is vitiated by cor- tutions were soon discouraged, and then destroyed.
remittance····················································
7 00 ruption in its issue and doubt of its worth. Russia's Of course no one will find any difficulty in assigning
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
b
h
remittance.................................................... 8 60 ·power to orrow as almost ceased. Her people are the cause of this uneducated condition of the people.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
already taxed beyond their capability; vast irrecover- Besides that share of the imputation that must fall
remittance .................................................... 10 00 able arrears defy the efforts of collectors. The uni- to the czar's desire to keep his subjects ignorant that
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
versa! dishonesty of officials, besides intensifying the he may tyrannize over them, there is another and a
with one remittance.
sufferings of the people, greatly high tens the diffi- fully equal portion of the blame that must be laid to
culties of the government. The time when it could another class. We know what class subsists on prePictorial Arguments Against the Church.
be predicted that Europe would be overrun by Cos- tensions that are always exposed and overthrown by
Additional chapters in the Cartoon Book hav been sacks has passed, never to return. At-the time when enlightenment; we know what class has ruled the
completed during the past week as follows:
the prediction was made, the same curse that is still other countries that are in the same uninstructed
THE LoRD's INsTRUMENTs.
keeping Russia down, the Christian religion, was state that we hav depicted in Russia; we know what
Religious Rule.
likewise predominant in the nations of Western Eu- class labors with untiring malignity against all adSoMB BIBLE DocTRINS AND SoME oF THEIR RESULTS.
rope. But since then the latter hav largely escaped vance in science in our own states and counties and
Biblical Temperance Statements.
from its deteriorativ influence ,and in just the meas- towns and colleges and papers and pulpits.
There is scarcely any intercommunication through
The Same Applied.
ure in which each country has done so its population
The Christian Scheme, from Genesis to the Syn- has gained manly resoluteness and invincibility in Russia. A people so scantily educated naturally do
optical Gospels, and the Practioal Results (two action, and its national resources hav been developed little writing. They receive letters and postal cards
pictures).
by what invention and science and enterprise can do at the rate of one annually for each of the population.
The Authority of the Footpad.
when supernatural checks are shaken off.
The Russian priesthood is perhaps the most ignoThe Wisdom of Solomon.
But however Russia may be lagging behind her
Human Law and God's Gospels Not the Same. Freethinking neighbors in power in military or any rant, drunken, and generally debauched known. The
Result of Faith.
other competition, it is to be added that in desire young priest is prevented by his superiors from seeWhich Statements Shall We Be Damned for for conquest, in craving directly opposit to her pro- ing any newspaper. He is debarred from all secular
Disbelieving !
fession of Christlike unaggressivness, she stands literature. His total instruction is constituted by
Irresponsibility of Christians.
unequaled. Notwithstanding her thorough permea- the theology that has been handed down by the
Jesus Paid It All.
tion by a religion that is claimed by its advocates to Greek church of the Middle Ages.
Though the resources of Russia are enormous,
A Candidate for Glory-An Old Sinner But a be a promoter of peace, she has ever aimed at the
their
development has scarcely begun. Her coalNew Saint.
glory of martial victory and spoliation as incomparSome Tests for True Believers.
fields
in
area equal those of Great Britain, but she
able with the honors of achievement in the peaceful
produces
only one million five hundred thousand
Following Christ.
arts or in science or culture. For generations she
An Earnest Christian.
coal-scarcely
one hundredth of the British
tons
of
has been the unresting coveter and the shameless
A Trial of Fr-ith.
She
has
abundant
gold, but her processes
yield.
despoiler of her neighbors. Every nation about her
The Faults in Christian Morality (five pictures). that was by ecclesiasticism and its paralyzing in- are so rude that the real capabilities of her mines are
Two Incidents of Two Snow Storms (two pict- fluences kept from acquiring strength superior to unascertained. Her agriculture is so barbarous that
ures).
her own, has from age to age iseen made to yield it produces but a fraction of what it should. This
O.a the Anxious Seat.
part of its possessions ; this rapacity has ceased only condition in Russia will be readily classed with the
Different Stories of An Alleged Occurrence.
now that, as we hav said, a few lands hav acquired condition that has prevailed in every other Christian
'THE CHURCH AND SLAVERY.
Freethought and science and consequent power to land till ecclesiasticism has been deposed, and, with
The Ghost in the Methodist ChHrchyard.
forbid the further encroachment of their godly sister. attention turned upon this world instead of the next,
PRIESTS IN PoLITics.
During the years while Christian Russia has intellect has been honored, self-improvement encourThe Colossus of New York.
been pursuing this course, the Infidels of Frall.ce, aged, and experiment, innovation, and enterprise unThe Political Oaliban and the_Religious Rogues. Germany, England, and America hav been announc- bridled for their career of beneficent progress.
- IRELAND AND THE CHURCH.
Drunkenness, already frightful in its extent and
ing, developing, and urging the great principle of
A Contribution to the Irish Question.
injury, is on the increase. Nearly one-half of the
universal peace and the federation of mankind.
The Churches in Ireland.
A good citation to make to Christians arguing national revenue is obtained from duties on liquor,
The Gospel of Peace in Ireland.
that their religion abolished slavery has always been and the government will not suffer this important
The Trouble with Pat.
that of the fact that in the bight of Christian faith source of income to be trifled with. The consumpTHE CHURcH's IDEA oF CIVILIZATION.
Europe gave the very birth to a system of slavery tion of vodki, the great intoxicant of the peasant, is
The Gallows One of Christian Civilization's the worst the world has known, that of the Africans. systematically and vigorously promoted by the auAdjuncts.
A similar instance that may be used in the same con- thorities, both civil and ecclesiastical. The church
What Rome Would Use to Civilize People.
nection, is the fact that in Russia serfdom did not and the state sternly repress any attempt to circulate
THE USES oF THE CRoss.
exist when Christianity had not entered its borders, temperance sentiments.
We may close this pleasant view of Christianity
Its Evolution.
while it was during the reign of that belief that it
in
full operation, by remarking upon the mortuary
UNKIND REFLECTIONS UPON THE CHURCH.
w~s instituted-viz., in the sixteenth century. And
estate
of the Russian people. Russia is naturally a
Decline of the Papacy in Italy.
the abolition in 1864 was mainly the work of Tourhealthier land than England in a like unimproved
The Old Tiger and His Whelps.
geneff, a Freethinking novelist.
The Cry of the Church, " Don't Hurt Our
The administration of justice in Russia is incred· condition. But while the English hav been draining
Feelings."
ibly corru.pt. Government officers can at pleasure swamps and discovering hygienic habits for prevenPERSECUTIONS BY THE CHURCH.
arrest or modify the course of justice. A favorable tion and medicine for cure, the Russians hav been
The Burning of Bruno.
judgment can almost always be obtained by purchase. listening to theological balderdash and supplicating
The Only Thing on Which the Sects Agree.
Appeals are so easily procurable that a wealthy liti- saints. So at present the deaths in Russia are
An Unwelcome Pilgrimage.
gant can avert an unacceptable judgment almost in- fifteen per thousand greater than those in England.
When Christians Made the Lawa.
definitly. The judges are ignorant; the forms and
Superstition the Same in All Places and Ages.
precedents are cumbrous and inaccessible. Until
THE Cleveland Plaindealtr has this item of information:
Banishment of Roger Williams.
1862 judicial proceedings were secret. In that year "According to a Methodist missionary lately arrived from
Case of Dr. McGlynn-the Church True to Her Alexander attempted some reform of the system. Burmah the Hindoo priests hav adopted a shrewd method of
the movement to introduce Christianity into
Record.
He effected a degree of improvement, but the pro. combating
Buddhist territory. They hav had Colonel Ingersoll's works
Casting Pearls Before Swine.
cedure is still so bad that almost no confidence is translated into the nativ language and circulated to discredit
The Bigotry of Church and State,
placed in the courts.
the imported religion."
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The Judge and His Victim.
I involved; and pending decision Mr. Harman would
Lucifer, dated May 2d, now edited by Mr. 0. L. ·be at liberty again. But the cost of this will be
Swartz, contains Mr. Harman's report of what oc- considerable, and Mr. Harman's means hav been alcurred when he was sentenced by Judge Foster. most exhausted. It is sufficient, and a good deal
He quotes the judge's remarks as reported by the more than sufficient, for him to bear the heat and
daily Topeka Journal, thus:
burden of the fray as he does with remarkable pa" He said that the effect of the teachings of Harman was tience, and we hope that those who hav been pushing
bad, whether he intended so or not ; that if intention to com- him on in this matter, and especially those who hav
mit crime alone should be deemed crime, there would be criticised our remarks upon the case, will show their
little need of courts. He said that the course of the prise zeal and sincerity of profession by helping Mr. Haroner, throughout the trial, had been rebellious and defiant,
fi
· II
and that it had not appealed to the leniency and mercy of man nanma Y· Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., big-hearted
the court. He had ~een circus performers stick their heads and earnest in the cause of all oppressed, will receive
into lions' mouths, but he had never seen them hav the contributions and see that they are applied for Mr.
temerity to twist the beasts' tails or kick them in the ribs Harman's benefili. His address is 120 Lexington
while performing the risky act. (Laughter.) He then sen- avenue, New York city.
-----~----tenced Harman to five years in the penitentiary and to pay
a fine of $300."
Mr. Heywood Also in Bonds.
To which Mr. Harman, jailed but not crushed,
In his letter from the Boqton city prison, to be
replies:
found elsewhere in this issue, Mr. E. H. Heywood
" I said, I positivly and absolutely refuse to consider my- fails to inform us of the cause of his latest arrest,
self a criminal, and therefore refuse to stand up to receive
sentence. . . . The sentence was by far the most potent and we can only surmise at it; but a surmise which
part of the judge's argument. . . . Armed with this ar- includes the printing of the abominable O'Neill letter
gument there was really no need for him to waste time and will probably not be far out of the way.
breath on any other. The sentence proves beyond a shad1w
If this surmise shall prove to be correct, Mr. Heyof doubt that Foster is rigltt, and all defenders of Ludfer wood has done a very foolish thing, whatever may be
wrong I It is true I maintained that the prosecution was
persecution for opinion's sake. . . . If to make a re- the result of his arrest. There was no more call for
spectful but firm stand for my rights as a citizen, and such action on his part t!lan there is for his drownag11inst what I believe to be encroachments of irresponsible ing himself because some other Q ilixotic individual
power, and if this conduct lays me open to the charge of has chOB4\n that form of suicide. The letter is a
being 'rebellious and defiant,' then I plead guilty to said beastly contribution to a useless symposium, whereat
charge; otherwise I plead not guilty. It is true I did not the feasters seem to vie with each other in the conappeal to the 'leniency and mercy of the court,' and for the
honor of our common human nature I ltope I never ~ltall ask sumption of rotten food.
The reprinting of the letter, however, is with Mr.
for clemency and mercy from this or any other court, all I
ask for is justice! Justice, equity, citizen right, national Heywood a question of principle. He b~lieves that
right, is good enough for me. Giv me justice and I ask he has the right to print anything whatever that he
nothing more from the ofllcials of this government. . . . pleases, and to sell, giv, and dispose of it to thc.se
When Judge Foster likens himself to a powerful but naturwho desire it. He is of the individualist school of
ally fierce and unreasoning beast of prey, and when he
likens me to a foolhardy circus performer, I prefer that thinkers, and pushes their logic to its utmost extreme.
each reader will draw his or her own inferences. I hav But he fails to see, or at least to recognize, the colgiven Judge Foster credit for being a reasoning, human be- lateral issues involved. If he could limit the cost of
ing, and not a bloodthirsty, vengeful animal."
this publication to himself, he might argue his
The judge likens himself to a beast, but it remains proposition with more plaul!libility. But this he can
for the spectators of his ignoble performance to form not do. That he has involved a great many more is
their own opinion as to what kind of a beast he is seen from his desire to use the columns of this
comparable to. He would hav us regard him as paper to make known his predicament-a desire we
a lion, but Editor Hudson of the Topeka Oopital cheerfully grant, though no one could be more
says in plain words that the disguise of the lion has opposed to his undertaking than the Editor of THE
been stripped off, exposing an unmitigated ass; and TRUTH SEEKER. All his friends are likewise involved,
who can doubt this, in view of Harman's sentence, his wife, children, neighbors, patrons of his paper,
exhibiting an official in a responsible position, of and so on. It is impossible for a man to confine the
whom everyone expects fairness and dignity, con- cost and effects of his acts to himself, and it is right
ducting himself like a New York Whyo on the bench there that the impracticability of the Anarchistic
of a petty police court, exposing his personal pique philosophy develops. It is beautiful in theory, and
and prejudice, and raising laughter at the expense of to oppose it would seem to open the door for
his helpless victim. Think of such a man expecting majority tyranny, but it has to be opposed until the
a self-tespecting citizen with a clean conscience to relation of each individual to the whole number of
cringe before him in hope of mercy. Decent and individuals in the world is clearly defined, and
learned men raised to the dignity of sitting in judg- matters so arranged that when one does exactly as
ment on the acts of their fellows do not pose as buf- he please~ it will affect no one but himself. Mr.
foons or liken themselvs to beasts, exult in the pos- Heywood can get assistance from none but the
session of power and use it to get square with ene- Liberals, and he had no right to involve them in the
mies, or to inflict cruel and inexcusably severe pun- defense of something they condemn, to the jeopardy
ishment on honorable men. In dignity and all the of much greater interests. And it is because he can
essentials of m·anhood Harman is far above Foster, look for no sympathy from others than Liberals, and
and though the latter compares his action to the because Liberals will maintain extreme views rather
fatal crushing power of a lion, it may prove to be than see a principle of liberty in the least infringed
-because of the possible consequences-that Mr.
merely an asinin display of hoofs.
There are two ways to help Mr. Harman in this Heywood should not rashly drag them into a conflict
matter : one, to get him pardoned; the other to which superficially makes them appear other than
earry the case to a higher court for a reversal of the they really are. If he had been wantonly attacked,
rulings, decisions, and results of the first fatal tria]. as was D. M. Bennett, the matter would appear in a
We are assured that this latter plan is to be put in different light.
We suppose that the pietists are at the bottom of
operation by Mr. Overmyer, of Topeka, Kan., whom
this
prosecution, as they are behind about all the
we believe to be the best man who could be engaged for this work, one who is entirely in sympathy tyranny of the world, and whatever opinions we may
with the principle; thoroughly versed in the law, hold concerning the action of Mr. Heywood, it is
familiar with the abuses which hav occurred under certain that through the possibility of punishing him
it, and capable of arguing its proper interpretation. by ecclesiastical mob law, as Mr. Wakeman calls the
No one knows better than he, or can more surely enforcement of statutes by private societies by means
demonstrate to any unprejudiced and really judicial of hired epies, the liberties of a good many more than
court, the gross injustice of the application of this himself are threatened.
law against Mr. Harman. Except for unfortunate
A.. Strictly Secular .Marriage.
differences and misunderstandings between him and
his client, occurring just before the late trial, he
A good many of our readers are acquainted with
would no doubt hav saved the case by the jury, in the parties to the following contract, which we find,
spite of spiteful court aud prosecutors. If, at this with comments, in the San Francisco Chronicle :
late hour, defeat can be turned to victory by Mr.
"A queer document in the marriage contract line, was filed
Overmyer's skilful management of appeal for a re- in the recorder's office yesterday. It is as follows :
versal of the verdict, though it might be necessary
" SAN FRANCisco, CAL., April30, 1890.
to carry it to the United States Supreme Oourt, the "Recognizing the eternal laws of nature, and that marriage is the
right relation of the sexes: recognizing also the natural equality
1iJllal J.'rutult wo11ld be B great:~~~n loF P~9 ,Principle of woman, and believing that her advent upon this planet was the
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same as that of ma.n, not as recorded in the Christian Bible, and
believing in.neither the Christian or other gods :
"We by these presents make known to all whom it may concern,
we hereby assume the relationship of husband and wife, mutually
agree to love and cherish each other through life, if we po11sibly
can.
"In acknowledgment whereof we hav hereunto appended our
signatures.
H. F. EnEBB.
NELLIE J. LENONT.
"GBAOE L. MACDONALD. } w·
"GEOBGE F. MACDONALD. 1tnesses.
" April 30, 1890.
"Acknowledged May 1st before W. F. Swasey, Notary Public."
" Neither of the persons named in the instrument as principals is a resident of this city. Ebers's residence is unknown,
but Nellie J. Lenont is a nativ of England, and livs at North.
field, Minn. Both state their age to be fifty years.
" In conversation with a recorder's deputy Ebers said that
he had considerable difficulty in finding a notary public who
was willing to acknowledge the contract. In one office he
was told that 'any man who would get up a contract like
that was crazy.'"
What is there wrong about that contract ? It
seems to answer all the requirements. It is legal,
the sentiments expressed in the preamble are sensible, and the reservation attached to the central paragraph is one which human experience has shown to
be not wholly unnecessary.
The witnesses to the document are an interesting
young couple in whom we hav more than a passing
interest.

Editorial Notes.
TExAs has a town called Ingersoll. J. E. Remsburg, who
recently lectured there, ascertained that it was named in
honor of Colonel Ingersoll. Strange to say it does not contain a single Republican, and but one Freethinker, and this
one a recent convert. The town was founded and named
by an admirer of Colonel Ingersoll about ten years ago. Its
founder soon after left the state, but the name he gave it
remains.
SAYs the Christian Advocate: "If no Sunday work were
required of employees in getting out a Sunday paper, it
would still be au evil. It hinders people from attending
church." The Sabbatarian fanatics are getting unusually
frank, just now. Generally they allege their advocacy of
Sunday laws to be based on the needs o{ the workingman.
Mr. Buckley is to be congratulated on his suddenly acquired
inclination to be honest about the matter.
WB read in the Pearl of Days, the official expression of
the American Sabbath Union, that "Col. Alexander s.
Bacon, in an address last Sunday in Brooklyn under the
auspices of the Sunday Observance Association, of Kings
county, said:" What he said is of no cousequenoe, for he
did not talk sense, but what does the S~bbath Union mean
by getting up meetings on Sundays? Is anything more
wanted to show the hypocrisy of the managers of that organization?
DR. O'NEILL, of epistolary fame, desires us to say that our
reporter at the Liberal Club misrepresented him by attributing to him these words: "The district attorney's
offi.ce is a deu of thieves." The famous letter-writer denies
using such words, and as it is of no possible consequence to
the reporter, and may be of considerable importance to the
doctor-owing to his unfortunate habit of publicly revealing
professional secrets-it is well to allow him the benefit of
his denial.
WRITING of the papers sent to Congressmen at Washing.
ton, Amos J. Cummings says in the Bun: t" The Freethinkers do not forget the Congressmen. THB TRUTH SBEKBR
is at times seen upon their desks. The number for January
25th contains an admirably engraved portrait of Robert
Burns, surrounded with extracts from his poems calculated
to promote Infi~elity. Beneath the portrait appear the
words from Alexander Smith, 'He hated hypocrisy and tore
its holy robe, and for the outrage hypocrisy did not forgiv
him while he lived, nor has it yet learned to forgiv him."'
WB learn by Fair Play that Mr. Harman was taken to the
penitentiary at Lansing on the 4th inst. There were nine
prisoners in all, in charge of four deputy marshals. With
the exception of Mr. Harman the prisoners were handcuffed
in pairs, and some had shackles upon their feet. No irons
were on the editor. At Holliday, where the train stops for
a few moments, Mr. Barman expressed a desire for something to eat. George Harman, the prisoner's son, spoke to the
officer in charge of the party, who at once gave permission
to Mr. Harman to go down to a restaurant a half-block or
so away. So he and his son went, unattended, and got what
was wanted. At the penitentiary the ordinary prisoners
were searched by the guards. Mr. Harman was asked by
the clerk if he had anything in his pockets. " Only two
handkerchiefs," was the reply. His answer was accepted.
The usual prison garb was put upon him, but when his son
left he had not received the customary medical examination
and had not been assigned to work. He can write one Sunday in each month and see friends once in three months. He
can receive recognized scientific and literary books, mag.
azines and reviews, but no local, and no Freethought and
Radical publications. Mr. Harman's extraordinary sentence
was upon the first count of the indictment only, all the others
being thrown out. This count was the Markland letter,
which no educated person can call obscene, though the
language was unnecessarily coarse, and it should never hav
been printed. That, however, does not make Mr. Harman's
sentence other than an unmercirul one, and his prosecution
other than a l?ersecutiou.
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here f:>r a Freethinker who is determined to stand by his
rlgh t of free speech. They call me all manner of vile names
and abuse my children for, as I suppose, the glory of God
and his cause. I hand my papers and books to anyone who
PRovmENOE, R.I., May 2, 1890.
I think will read them. And, by the way, they seldom
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I hand you $2 for the book of return them, and when they do they are usually much soiled.
pic"tures. Please forward as soon as ready.
I am very much pleased with your paper, and hope in future
Yours very ~ruly,
JAB. L. Foss.
J osuH FRIEND.
to assist the cause more.
D-;s MoiNES, lA., April 20, 1890.
WALTON, IND., Feb. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $2 for the book of
MR.. EDITOR: I ha v been running my hotel for eight
cartoons. We would like to hav all the pictures if you can
ye.ars on the Freethought plan you see in my advertisget them all in.
SAMITE\. GRAY.
ment,s. I hav done splendidly. I hav a desire to be true
LANDER, PA., April 26, 1889.
to my integrity. I hold class-meetings very regularly. I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, for which send .me ~ne hav the photograph of the Bible description of God hangccpy of the cartoon book. I would be pleased to g1v a like ing in my class.room, and hav had it for several years. I
try to treat all my customers respectfully. If you see R. G.
GRANT PuTNAM.
sum for the Bible i!Iustrations.
Ingersoll, the greatest reformer the world has ever seen,
tell him that the bell on the Engler House rings on time,
MARYVILLE, Mo., May 2, 1890.
D. ENGLER.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $5, to· be applied as both loud and clear.
follows : Send me one volume of cartoons as soon as pubBALTIMORE, Mo., April 30, 1890.
lished and send one volume to the friend's address inclosed.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for pamphlets as on
The other dollar you can apply to the Literature Fund.
the list, which will do some missionary work. By all means
JOSEPH E. ALEXANDER.
keep up Mr. Heston's cartoons, for they make your so popBm CREEK, GA., March 10, 1890.
ular weekly still more attractiv.
MR. EDITOR: Your ANNuAL is received. I am highly
I wish to say to the Freethinkers of our city, as the duty
pleased with the ANNUAL. I inclose order for more ANNUALS, of every man is to advocate his principles, it is ours to cometc. I expect to hand you an order occasionally for books bine and start a Freethinking society; get some able lectand pamphlets for distribution among our Christian friends. urers to lecture for us, and distribute Freethought papers
Ross A. BAGLEY.
here. This will awake our fellow-men to fight against superstition-with words only, which are the greatest enemy of
RooKFORD, ILL., April 28, 1890.
humbug. This will cause some expense, but I hope every
MR. EDITOR: I was waiting to see if I could not get a new
Liberal will giv his share to the ·good cause, of which our
subscriber, but hav failed. We want a live lecturer to come
city is greatly in need.
D. T.
- and stir up th& dry bones. I hope you win continue the
pictures. I will giv something to the Heston fund as soon
CoALING, ALA., April 23, 1890.
as I can.
Yours truly,
W. JILSON.
MR. Enrron: Inclosed find two new subscribers. You see
I keep get);ine: some, and no man has had more disadvantages
BROWNWOOD, TEx., April28. 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for the picture book. to labor under than I hav, which shows what one man can
I hav always been pleased with the pictures, but I am in a do when he tries. Several times I hav d&spaired, but then
strong religious settlement. In fact, our whole town is I would rally again. And I hav some grounds to be a little
suffering with religioua p:ostration. I think I soon will get proud. Two and a Lalf years ago Freethought was unheard
of here, now you know that you send several copies to this
some subscribers for TRE TRUTH SEEKER.
county alone. I will get some more subscribers yet. J.
Yours truly,
J. K. PATTERSON.
Forster is a man after my own heart. He is a Jew, and can
do more with his tribe than I can. He is working as hard
SAVANNAH, Mo., April24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose for renewals, two new subscribers, as I am. Re shows his paper to the editors and tries to g"t
them to copy some of it. He also shows it to his customers,
books, and the picture book. We hav fifty meo in this
H. J. WARD~
neighborhood who ought to subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and goes round nights with it.
yet, by hard knocks, I hav only been able to get two names.
DALLAs, ORE., Feb. 28, 1890.
Still, I hope to get more.
Respectfully,
·wM. Coox.
MR. EDITOR: When I find leisure I will write to you about
the Jews-how under the disguise of Christians they seize
PRINEVILLE, ORE., April18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the picture book when all the offices, from the lower to the highest; how they are
ready. I did think I could not take the paper thi.s year, our lawgivers; how they sneak into everything. So
times are so dull, but I hav reconsidered the matter and among Freethinkers-the Freethinking Jews think ouly of
come to the conclusion I could not do without it. I had their pocket. They may be a little better than the others,
as they are not so hypocritical as to go to church, but they
rather do without something else.
0. RoGERS,
seek and work only for Jewdom. The postmaster-general
Vice president Oregon Secular UniolJ. for Crook county.
is in all probability one, as I see several Jews as postmasters round here, and the Jews are much for SabbathDETRIJIT, MIOH., April 3Q, 1890.
li :. EDITOR: I hav taken much pleasure in THE TRUTH keeping. Anthony Comstock is no doubt a Jew. When
BEEKER and s0arcely know wbat I should do were I now President Garfield was shot all the Jews here and everywhere
compelled to do without it. I hav some good old hardshells telegraphed and prayed. Would one pray and pay for a
to contend wit.h here, hut I can down them easily since I gentile? The White House is full of them, and you may
hav your paper to help me out. Mr. Heston's cartoons are hav heard or read of people complaining that they are disjust the thing. They show things up in their proper light. gusted with the doings in the White House.
Respectfully yours,
AuG, W. KrENTOFF.
Very respectfully yours,
F. WILLIAMs.

J.etttrs Jtottf Jlritnds.

MAITLAND, Mo., April 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I cannot do without the papers. I giv them
to all those whom I think likely to read them. There are a
great many who would subscribe to and read THE TRUTH
BEEKER if our cause was the popular cause, but they would
rather giv from five to a hundred dollars to build a gospelhouse to be seen of men and of the dear sisters. These sisters hav been instrumental in erecting a house here that has
- now got a lien upon it by the lumber company.
:MARTIN FLEMING.
LURAY, VA., March 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send you money for five copies of the
issue of the 15th. Mr. Peck's letter is so good that I
think it is enough to convince the world that the preachers
are false teachers and dreamers, and it makes me feel like
kicking them out of the pulpit and telling them to stop their
lying to the people-that they hav been at it long enough.
Well, I wish to send my thanks to Mr. Peck and to THE
TRuTH SEEKER family.
G. D. DADISMAN.
ST. LoUis, Mo., April 22, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I wish it were in my power to secure new
subscribers, but I find it a m!ghty hard work to make any
favorable impression upon weak-kneed Liberals (?). In the
course of time I hope I may hav better success at last. I
hav been going from one place to another for several years,
and hav had little time to meet many friends, but hope I
will be settled permanently here. Glory to THE TRUTH
BEEKER and Watson Heston's splendid satires.
Yours for freedom,
A. FRANTZ.
RoANOKE, VA., April 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $10-$5 for subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and $5 to devote to whatever you may think
will do the cause the most good-you are the best judge.
This whole Southern section is ingulfed in ignorance, superstition, and hypocrisy. It is a hard" struggle for existence"

ALBUQUERQUE, NEw MEx., April 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for the picture book
when it is ready. I like to read pictures, and am going to
teach some of my friends to when I get that book.
We had a good time here a Sunday or two ago. Some ot
the Christian humbugs dedicated a new church to the Lord
God of Israel, thnt same old party that they in their blind
way pray to nowadays. He did not like to hav his name
taken in vain that way ; so to show them how mad he was
he blew with a strong breath the vane off the steeple the
very next day. And the poor preacher looked so sad.
Oh, what a terrible thing it is to be an Infidel! Nobody
likes you if you are an Infidel. But don't you care. Life is
short and uncertain. I see many good people hav been
dying lately.
We, what few there are of us, are expecting Brother
Remsburg here to talk to us in a little while. Then your
humble servant will be in his glory. I remain,
W. G. MoRGAN.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
LARAMIE, WYo. TERR., April 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed the price of the copy of
THE TRUTH BEEKER of June 8, 1889, containing the letter of
a Russian exile, under the caption of'' Christian Russia." I
think for my part that the time has come to call '' Christian
America'' to account for her indtfference toward the outrages perpetrated in a civilized country. This indifference
is of course the result of the influence of the church, who,
naturally enough, will not giv her support to those who refuse to submit to "the powers that be" and hav moreover
shaken off the shackles of Christianity. Henceforth it must
be clearly understood that the church is indifferent to outrages perpetrated against humanity, and that the only evils
which she recognizes are those which affect her outward influence and prosperity. I read in THE TRUTH BEEKER of
March 15th, that a great mass meeting had just been held by
the workingmen in Hyde park, London, to protest against
the treatment of the political offenders. No clergymen or

members of the church were mentioned among the speakers.
There is, it seems, a unanimous complicity among Christians with regard to the state of affairs in Russia. Thie
complicity is not only disgraceful, but is also significant.
Will the Americans open their eyes in time to avoid the pit.
falls toward which they are advancing under the guidance
of their blind leaders?
CAROLINE K. DE MAUPABSANT.
OKLAHOMA, INn. TERR., March 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : How excellent it would be if the people
of these United States would call indignation meetings ana
issue appeals to unite in a national protest against the recent
outrages anlil murders sanctioned by the czar of Christian
Russia.
It is no wonder that the intelligent minds doubt the existence of an all-wise and all-powerful God, for what God
would allow a woman to be beaten to death for defending
her honor? The death of Madam Sigidi11 and her companions should awake the women of our land to the fact that
just so long as they believe in the God of the Bible will they
wear the fetters of superstition and ignorance. If such a
personage as God exists let us look upon him as a God of
pity, and what God would not pity and protect those poor
exiles who hav sealed their principles with their blood P If
this all-powerful Christian God could hav saved the sufferings and lives of the victims of the czar, why did he not do
80?

As a constant reader of your journal I must acknowledge
its worth as a torch that has lighted my path to reason. It
was through your paper that I was led to see the falsity of
the Christian faith. When I read the words of Paine and
Ingersoll I came to the conclusion that there was a plurality
of saviors, and that the only savior of man in the past or
present has been man.
CA.Pr. FnANK FoRo.
ST. NIOHOLAB, PA., March 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I herewith send you clippings from our local
paper, that you may see, as weH as let your very many readers see, what a state of contention that old musty and shallow
book called the Bible is causing. Very sensible remarks
were made upon the agitation by said journal-which, had
they been made by you, I would not hav thought anything
of, but coming from our own paper here, where one is hardly
allowed to express an honest thought or opinion, owing to
the power of the church, why, it shows we are progressing,
and the time is not far distant when a general test will hav
to be made whether the use and reading of the Bible in our
public schools shall cease.
MAHANOY CITY, March 3.-The school board at its last
meeting took action on the disturbance caused by Miss May
Datesman, a teacher in one of our primary schools. chastising a boy named P. J. Foley for insubordination. The racts
of the case hav been previously mentioned through these
columns, and it is now awakening a great interest. For
some time past a number of people ha v expressed themse 1vs
as opposed to Bible-reading in the public schools. This led
to the people taking sides on the question, until now the town
is composed of two factions with strong feelings on the subject. There are several teachers who read the Bible regularly
at school, and who while out of school are 11ubject to much
annoyance by some of the schol<rs who hail them on the
streets as "the great Bible readers." The board has appointed a committee to proceed legally against Mrs. Foley_
and to sustain the teacher. It is the all-absorbing topic on
the streets, and the community is watchiog the result of this
test case with unwonted interest.
R. B. PLATT.

.

NEw CAsTLE, WAsH, April 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. C. B. Reynolds, the secretary of the
Washington Secular Union, was here the 3d, 4th, and 5th of
March, and gave us three lectures, in which he introduced
facts and truths that cannot be repudiated. The audience
was comparativly small, but we were well pleased and
highly entertained nevertheless. One of the clerks occupied
in the store here is a devout Catholic. During a conversation in the day he made a remark that Mr. Reynolds was a
fraud and an impostor, and that he could floor him, and prove
him so to the public, with a very few words. Whereupon
one of our Liberal friends produced $50 and asked him to
cover it, and go up in the evening and do what he said he
could and the wager would be his. But no; as. the old
saying is, he toolr. water. He knew very well in his own
mind that the old, worn-out Cluistian dogmas could not
stand against the grand, noble, and enlightening truths of
Liberalism. This place is a small mining town, consisting
of between two and three hundred inhabitants. There is
one Catholic church and one Protestant church, but there
are not many professed Christians or avowed followers of
Christ. But there are a great many who hav been brought
up under the bondage of superstition, and their minds are
so shackled with the Christian dogmas that they find almost
any excuse so as not to attend a Liberal lecture. And some,
I know for a fact, would sooner go and attend the beer
saloon and there guzzle the intoxicating liquors until the
wee small hours, thus depriving their wives and families of
the necessary comforts of this life. Oh, I pity them. Inclosed find $1. You will please send me the two books
named below; the other twenty.five cents apply to the pictures. I am a poor man and cannot do much financially, but
keep the pictures going by all means, if possible, in the
grand old TRUTH BEEKER, that bearer of light and liberty.
THOMAS OAKLEY.
SALIDA, CoL., April 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Always an admirer of THE TRUTH BEEKER,
I hav not been such a supporter as to giv me any claims on
your columns. But you do not rate me right. You string
your critics on one string, roll them up in a bundle, and
serve the innocent with the guilty. I neither established nor
joined a "co~se~sus 1 " ()ompetent or otherwise. I never
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even hinted a limit of your liberty of expression. So please
let up on your "unmerited favors·" and cut me out of the
string.
1 called your criticism savage. I did not say it was unjust
or undeserved. I had taken my liberty and said to Brother
Harman : ~·You are a martyr to folly; victimized to a set of
impracticables who ought to bear their own cross." I would
not sign the p~tition to Judge Foster because it was disrespectful, in that it made a falee issue, as he had already
granted full liberty of discussion, limited only to " decent
language." But when Mr. Harman got in a tight place again
my sympathy took the lead, and finding, somewhat unexpectedly, that my daughter justified him, I felt like giving
him whatever of aid and comfort there might be in that fact.
Yours may be the higher position, truer to the. cause and to
Mr. Harman. Some of the time I think it is. It is a hard
place to be in, to be compelled to turn your back on a friend
or betray a trust and sacrifice a truth. And when I think of
it coolly, as an Irishman would say, I get hot, boiling mad
at the bell-ram that set the foolish fashion, and the wethers
ewes, and lambs that stupidly follow it. If I go to hell fo;
swearing, I shall charge it up to Heywood, Blenker & Co.,
and say: " They made me ; I could not help it, splitfnot-''
My daughter says she Is not a Jesuit, but .thinks the means
justify the end in this case. I think that the old-time folks
were logical and the fagot justifiable as a means, if hell be
tb.e end and a word can save one from it- To burn the body
for an hour to save the soul from an eternity of flames is not
only allowable as a means of grace-lt is beneficence itself
compared to the mistaken leniency of modern times.
C. M. OvERTON.
GRaNT FoRK, March 11, 290_
MR. EDITOR: I notice in the issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
of the 8th inst. an answer to Mr. J. N- Brown, Ky., by A.
Moot. He says : " You say you believe it to be a matter of
fact that there is not a sensible man or woman on earth but
is perfectly willing to believe that there is a personal God
somewhere that hears the prayers of man and can answer or
reject them. Mr. Moot says emphatically, No, sir. I think
Mr_ Moot makes a mistake. Are we not all willing to believe
in such a God? I answer, Yes. But it is impossible to
believe when we all know to the contrary, that no such a
being ever did, does, or can exist. There are mhny things
we know in relation to which it is hard to giv a satisfactory
answer as to why and how we know them_ But in this case
I think I can giv logical and satisfactory reasons why and
how I know there is no God. The first point to be settled is,
What is meant by the term God? I assume that both Mr.
Brown and Mr. Moot mean the Bible or Christian God
which, according to all definitions, is a being infinit in wi~
dom, power, justice, etc.-which is contradicted by nature_
Does justice prevail? No. Is innocence a perfect shield?
No. Then where does infinit justice manifest itself? Perhaps Mr. Brown will say, in rewar:ls and punishments after
death. If Mr. Brown can reconcile a credit system like that
with infinit power, wisdom, and justice, he lacks the intelligence which is necessary to sitting iri judgment on a jury.
I do not believe he would be willing to indorse such a credit
system of any earthly capitalist owing him any considerable
amount.
But Mr. Brown has fortunately divulged the secret of his
error by saying he would like to see frequent calls of THE
TRUTH SEEKER on T. De Witt Talmage to prove there Is a
personal God that can and does answer prayer. I wonder if
Mr. Brown ever calls on anyone to prove there are such
things as witches, ghosts, etc.
Ex-REv. J. N. MAXEY.
LIOKING, WasH-, April19, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I hav followed with deep interest your account of a "Search for a Spirit," as given in both THE TRUTH
BEEKBR and ANNUAL, and as I, too, am a " searcher for
light" on this, as on all other subjects interesting to humanity, I venture to offer a sugl!'estion in regard to the possible solution of the mysterious slate-writing of Slade and
other media. You say, and Mr. McArthur also states, that
" Slade cleaned the slates with a small sponge." I suppose,
of course, the sponge was wet, otherwise it would not properly clean the slates. Now, could it hav been possible that
a small, soft pencil imbedded In the sponge might hav been
used to write those short sentences, where there was no possibility of changing the sl.ates? Acting on this supposition,
I hav been experimenting a little. I fixed a pencil, a rather
hard one, too, in a sponge, and wrote several sentences on a
slate with it, and although a slight noise was heard from it
I think if the pencil had been softer. and smaller, it would
not hav been noticed, especially if the parties were talki~l!'
at the time. And In the dim light the writing could hardly
be seen, except by the closest scrutiny, while the slate remained damp, but after it became dry the writing came out
distinctly. And as you were not certain that the noise of
writing was actually in the slates, it is possible it might hav
been produced in some other manner than by the pencil inside the slates.
There Is one more point on which I desire information.
Mr. McArthur states that "whenever writing was done
whetner with one or two slates, the point of the pencil al:
ways rested on the last mark made." He also states that the
" writing on the single slate, held on your head, was on the
under side, on the side nearest your head." Is it possible
that he expects any intelligent being to believe that a pencil
actually hung unsupported, in defiance of the laws of gravitation, on the undt:r aide of a slate, with its point marking
the last word written? That savors too much of Bible miracles to gain credence without the best of evidlmce. But
please try the pencil in the sponge yourself, of course being
careful not to obliterate your own writing, and see if you do
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not think an expert might succeed in deceiving people in
He desires Mr. Tuttle to explain the cause of man's inthat way.
Yours for facts,
ELSIE M. \YILOOX.
humanity to woman ; I will therefore suggest that science
and philosophy include both sexes in the term man ; recognizing that woman is a human being, and as such should
ADRiaN, MIOH., AprillO, 290.
MR. EDITOR: On my return from Kansas I made it a point logically be subject to all the vicissitudes that are commf•n
to take Carthage, Mo., in my course. I had a very pleasant to humanity, man's inhumanity to man included. The
little visit with our picture man, Mr. :S:eston, who has a nice abolition of ownership, and substitution of universal cooperlittle home in a pleasant part of the city. Our friend Hes- ation by all, for the mutual well-being of all, will make every
ton is a true American in principle, without any discount on Individual perfectly free from, and independent of, every
his character in any of the isms of the day. From circum- other individual. No woman will then be dependent upon
stances over which he has not had entire control, he has any man for the support of herself and offspring, of whom
some finaJ]cial embarrassment that would seem to endanger she will hav exclusiv control ~o long as they are willing to
his pleasant little homestead. I hope our friends through- be controled by her. The human race being subject to
out the country will be liberal in their donations to him "petticoat government" in early life, with ownership
for the great service he is rendering our cause in furnishing abolished, they will soon learn to be subject to " petticoat
tb.ose telling pictures to our noble old TRUTH SEEKER. If I government" from cradle to grave and will neither desire
could entertain the thought that its founder still e:Jdsted, as nor tolerate any other. Then woman will be advanced to her
a conscious entity, and was witnessing the effortli~)at Mr. natural and proper position in the body politic, which she
Heston is making to g;v force to his old journal that he sac- instinctivly aspires to but cannot gain so long as her path is
rificed his life to giv a place among the reforming, scientific, obstructed by ownership, under which no relation but master
and truly moral journals of this country-near the close of and slave is compatible or possible. Hence, though man is
his useful life, being mindful of the importance of the con- instinctivly inclined to be influenced and controled by woman
tinuance of his TRUTH SEEKER, leaving it in the care of a on tei:ms of perfect equality and companionship, so long as
few trusty friends, who hav been n:.anaging it about on a our social relations involve the question of master and slave
line with its founder's wishes-as I hav said, if Mr. Bennett as ownership makes it, might will assert the right and the
were still living, and conscious of his identity, as some good weakest must inevitably go to the wall by the law of selfpeople with. large marvelousness are inclined to believe, I presel vation.
BeiJ,g an advocate of female sovereignty, and of the only
·reel sure that he would indorse his committee's course in
method of establishing it that presents a reliable promis of
having those pictures put in his journal.
And now, as 1 am a Bennett man on this Liberal and efficiency, I hav no occasion to giv myself any concern about
scientific platform, and hav been from the beginning; and female suffrage except as a doubtful means to.a desirable
as from age, and my oft infirmities that I hav by inherit- end; but I understand that all the popular theories of reform
ance and that may take me from here by another year, and that are urged upon our acceptance on the pretense of makas I hav no proofs, though I sought them for years, either ing ownership more endurable, though themselvs a virtual
inside o~ outside of myself, that I shall be conscious of my protest against ownership, are evidently expected to divert
identity after I am dead, I will now, while time and oppor- attention from its infamous nature and obstruct our progress
tunity are afforded me, remit $15 to your care, to remit to to the goa~ of human destiny on this planet. But the goal
the parties to whom I donate it. Five dollars I donate to will be reached all the same by the inexorable law of evoluTHE TRUTH SEEKER fund. And as I hav spoken of Mr- tion and progressiv development.
;Female sovereignty will be government by the weakest
Heston's chMacter as a true American-and that means a
person of noble manhood-and of his financial troubles, and sex; hence, government by the sufferance of the governed ;
of the service he is rendering our cause, which should be .that will be equivalent to no government at all-hence, Anthe cause No. 1 of every true American, I will donate to archistic government. Therefore, when female sovereignty
him, Watson Heston, $5. And as my name stands, or is established-and I confidently expect it will be-the only
should stand, on the books of the American Secular Union system of Anarchism that is possible on this planet will
as a life-member, I will donate $5 to that association, trust- be realized. And I can perceive nothing in it that should be
ing that its officers may be guided by best'wisdom in its terrifying to grannies in breeches unless their mothers were
management, and that every lover of human rights (that good spankers. To my view, a theory of Anarchism that is
being the base on which the American government was in- based on ownership is the most ridiculous absurdity that
tended to rest), should be willing, whether a formal member imagination could conceive or credulity accept_ For owneror not, to assist in furni5hing the means necessary to carry ship being antinaturalism, it cannot exist except by authority
forward this noble work, of a more perfect separation of of law and government that will infringe the natural rights
and liberty of the individual. That should not be a fundachurch and state_
J. A_ T~TTLEIf you hav not got my name down for one of those pict- mental principle of Anarchism.
ure books, put it down at once.
SaMUEL D. MooRE.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., March 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: fn your article on parochial schools, you say
BROOKLYN, N.Y., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Berylson, after dropping a tear of pity that " Bishop Wigger has ordered the priests of his charge to
for the poor woman who died of the brutality and selfishness notify all Catholic parents that, in accordance with the decree
of man, and "poverty with love," and earnestly inquiring, of the plenary council at Baltimore, they must send their
"Is there any remedy? Is there any help for the living? children to Catholic schools, under penalty of denial of absoHow long will the dark night last? Shall we never see the lution, this in order to eventually obtain separate schools conlight of day ?" deliberately denies that he virtually indorses ducted .by the sects, but supported by the state." You think
the terms employed by Miss Gardener, and studiously avoids at present there is little likelihood of this being brought
investigating the subject of his earnest inquiry with a view about. I think, to the contrary, that they are making imto finding a solution of the problem. Therefore, and not- mense strides toward it_ At any rate, you say it is a matter
withstanding his protest that "jokes are out of order in this which chiefly concerns Catholic parents and children, and you
case," he is evidently less in earnest than I usually am when fail to see how the state can properly interfere. You acjoking. Perceiving that he is somewhat puzzled by the sug- knowledge some danger where the vote of the Catholics is a
gestion that I hav heard no complaint of the world being majority. But at the rate of increase of the Catholic vote by
poverty-stricken-nor do I believe he bas-I will endeavor to immigration encouraged by that church, how long will it be
help him out of his quandary by further suggesting that, to my till with the aid of demagogs of both parties they will be
view, it is a strange and outrageous anomaly that there able to control thjl majority even at a great election, when
should be poverty and want in a world where over-produc- that church will dictate to our politicians what Ia ws they shall
tion and superabundance of all things needful is a chronic make and what laws they shall repeal? This being the case,
why does it concern only Catholic parents and children ? If
condition and complaint.
There should be no occasion for inquiring "how to in- the state or the American people look on with apathy, the
crease the wealth of one class of people," for ownership is separate school system will be established, and we shall be in
continually showing how that is done; and the process is so the same plight with Ireland_ We shall raise two classes of
very simple that even small children should comprehend it. citizens, bred to hate each. other. We shall bav Orange men and
It consists in taking advantage of established conditions that papists side by side, ready at the bidding of their leaders and
compel nine-tenths of the human race to labor for the enrich- priests to fiy at each other's throats, or French C~nadians and
ment of the other one-tenth rather than for the well-being of English Canadians as they are to-day. Then why, I ask,
themselvs and those for whose well-being it is their moral should not the state interfere to prevent this terrible evil being
and social duty to labor and provide; but are restrsined by visited on our children? You say the rigb.t of a Catholic to
ownership from doing so t'o the extent that they should use a religious school cannot be interfered with. Granted,
reasonably desire. That is the social condition that I hav so long as it is only religion; but don't you and all of us
presented to Mr. Berylson; but, like our professor of finance, know that the church, with its superb organiz'l.tion, teaches
Mr. J. H. Wood, he appears to be one of the proverbial blind treason to this state when it enjoins all Catholics to obey the
who will not see. Therefore, I will pay my respects to decrees of the pope always in preference to the laws of the
another and somewhat neglected .correspondent on the sub- state-although, to hoodwink the people now, they hav deject, in THE TRUTH BEKKER of November 16th, I believe. I termined to hav such a great demonstration of loyalty next
hav forgotten the gentleman's name and hav not a copy for l!'ourth of July? Is it not the duty of all patriots to oppose
reference. Therefore I trust he will excuse the blank or fill the organization of separate schools to raise aliens to the
it out himself. He thinks that "Mr. Tuttle has made a mis- state? And I hold it necessary to at once organize a party,
take in supposing ownership is the cause of 'man's inhuman- large enough to show our demagogs of both parties that by
ity to man.'" I desire to inform our worthy friend that Mr. truckling to a foreign enemy they will lose the vote of every
Tuttle went of the mistt.ke-maldng business on the social honest American citizen. Another thing that is imperativ
problem some time ago, and is now putting out the truth, to save the republic from falling into the power of the pope,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, on the subject; is to disfranchise, or rather not to naturalize, any more forand though he has a monopoly of the trade he cannot make eigners, for by so doing we are. putting a club in the pope's
a ll.ving at it. The market for that class of goods is perfectly hands to beat our own heads wtth. Let them come and enfiat and very thin. My critic thinks he knows something joy our liberties, but not vote. They will hav the satisfaction
about selfishness, but he has evidently yet to learn that, sel- of knowing that their children 'will become citizens of this
fishness being a necessary incentiv to self-preservation, it glorious republic, if taught in our American public schools,
cannot be wrong by itself; therefore whatever wrong and not otherwise, and that would be inducement enough for
attaches to selfishness is necessarily superinduced upon it by any intelligent foreigner to leave the old worn-out monarchies and seek our shore.
JNo. DoWNEs.
artificial conditions.
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away, then came back. It did this way for that I hav named include all of the animals
Insects hav six feet, and wings.
Spiders hav eight feet. Millepeds hav at a week or two. The last time it went away that are found on the earth.
Zal~ski, 0 , Dec. 5. 1889. CLBuB J AMBB.
least twenty pairs of feet.
it did not come back any more. We do not
llditdd by Miss SuSAN· H. WIXON, ..-rail
Crustaceans hav ; hard, crusty skin. know whether It went away or somebody
Ri..,., Jlt.J88., t.o t~~hom all Oomm'IJtT!>icatkmsfor Worms hav no head distinct from the body. saw it and caught it. It weighed about five
Correspondence.
tki8 OONUr should b~ s~nt.
Mollusks comprise snails, slugs, oysters, or six pounds.
OMAHA, NxB , April 22, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav seen many
The lizard is a rep til that has a brittle tail,
mussels, cuttle-fish, and other animals like
" Beiween the dark and the daYli&h\,
them. They hav no bones and are soft and which when touched very hard breaks off, letters in THE TRUTH SEBKBlt from boys and
When the night is beginning to lower.
and, after a while, a new tall grows out. One girls to you, I thought I would write to you
easily smashed.
Oomes a pause in the day•s occuPations
too. I hav just harl my thirtefnt.h birthday
That is known a.s the Ohildren•s Hour."
Star-fish and the sea-anemones are radiates, day I put a stick on a lizard's tail ; the tail the 12th of April. I often read the Children'
broke off and the lizard ran away.
because they hav rays.
Corner; My cousin has taken THB 'l'Rl'TH
[FOB BEOITATION.)
Amphibians are the next class after the 8BBKBR for quite a while. I hav no brother
Now, as I hav named the four great groups,
or sister. I am a farmer boy, but I stay witn
A Sterling Old Poem.
and the classes under them, it will be in order reptll.
The frog, toad, and salamanders are am- my uncle In Omaha to go to school_ and to
to tell about one or more animals of each
Wlw shall judge man from his manner 1
take violin lessons. My father plays in a
They liv in the water when band called Haves Cornet Band. It is com
Who shall know him from his dress 1
cla~s. I will take the cow, which is a mam- phibians.
Paupers m&y be fit for princes;
mal and a vertebrate having horns and hoofs, young, but when old liv on the land. They posed of twenty men and they havbeen play
Princes fit for nothing else.
I hav often seen ing for four years. He has quite a large
four feet, and eats hay, corn, and such things, eat insects s.nd slugs.
Ommpled shirt and dirty jacket
and as she does not !e~d on meat, but grasses, toads come near the house and run out their farm. To-day It Is warm weather, but to
May beclothe the golden ore
night there seems to come a storm. To-day
Of the deePest thoughts a.nd feelingsshe is herbivorous.. ,,Qllil,_t$! cow is clad in hair, tongues and catch flies and other insects.
is Arbor day, and the trees that are planted I
Satin vest can do no more.
Fishes come next. In the fish family are think will grow nicely, because it is going to
and is a very useful animal. We fatten and
There are streams of oryPtal nectar
kill cows, and then they are very good to eat. the sharks, cod-fishes, sturgeons, eels, and rain. Your friend,
CRAB. LAMP.
Ever fiowing out of stone;
Cows learn a great many tricks, as opening other similar ones. They cannot liv on the
There are purPle beds and golden,
NAPAVINE,
WASH.
land. When they are brought out of the
gates and jumping fences.
Hidden, crushed, and overthrown ;
DEAR M1ss WixoN : As eo many little boys
water
they
liv
but
a
short
time.
Th~
most
Love, who counts by souls, not dresses,
The whale is another curious mammal ·
and girls are writing to you, I thought I would
Keeps-and prospers yon and me,
it livs in the water but breathes the air. I~ dangerous of fishes are the sharks; they pen a few lines to the Children's Corner. I
While it values thrones the highest
is the largest animal-is sometimes a hundred sometimes grow to the lenbth of fifty feet. cannot write much, as I am only nine years
But as pebbles of the sea.
feet long. It feeds on very small animals All fishes hav gills, and are found in the sea old. Papa Is a Liberal. We hav taken THB
Man, upraised above his fellows,
TRU'l'H BEKKER three years. It Is 11 splendid
found
in the sea. It has a very small throat and rivers and lakes.
Oft forgets his fellows then;
paper. I hope you will always take charge
now
pass
on
to
the
next
great
group,
I
will
Masters, rulers, lords, remem ':ler
and does not hav teeth like any other animal,
of the Children's Corner. I am going to
called
annulates.
The
spider
is
an
annulate;
That Your meanest kind are men I
but has a horny growth from which whalesend you my picture. When I get to be a
Men of labor, men of feeling,
it has a lot of rings, and is a peculiar animal ; woman. if I liv, I want to teach and lecture
bone is got.
Men of thought, and men of fame,
The bat is also a mammal, but much it spins a web in which it catches its food. for the Freethougbt cause.
All claim equal rights to sunshine
Papa says when be gets able he wants a
In a man's ennobling name.
smaller than the whale. It seeks its food at There was a spider that spun its web in the
picture of all the leaning Liberals of thi~
window
which
was
up.
We
caught
flies
and
night.
Bats
cannot
see
in
daylight,
but
hide
There are foam-embroidered oceans,
country to put in an album. Your picture
There are little wood-clad rilld ;
in dark places, such as crevices and under put in the web, and saw the spider run over will be one of them; also Heston's. We
There are feeble inott-high saplings,
window-sills. There is one under our win- its web and wind the fly in the web. It got think he is a great man. What homely pict
There are cedars on the hills.
dow-sill, and in the summer it comes out and torn down every night for a day or two, and ures he can make! and such shoes I We
Troth, who counts by souls, not stations,
the spider would spin it over every time nice are going to get a copy or his picture book
flies in the air for insects which it eats.
Loves and prospers Yon a.nd me;
I do not think Heston will ever jo~n the
By its light all vague distinctions
The next class is called birds, and I shall and thin as before; but one morning the church. When W" get a little older, papa
Are as pebbles in the sea.
spider
was
gone.
We
never
saw
the
sp:der
describe some of the different ones found in
says, he will take the Iwoesti_qator, the Iron
Toiling hands a.lone are builders
this class. The sparrows are all small birds any more.
clad A_qe, the Twentieth Century. and Free..
Of the nation's wealth and fame;
There is a species of spider called scorpions tltou,qht. He takes the American Non conform
and liv on small things, as insects, grain, and
Titled laziness is pensioned,
seed. Some. birds are very large and hav living in warm places, and they are very ist and the Youth's Companion, besides four
Fed and fa.ttene1 on the same;
country papers. Three years ago we used
By the swaa.t of others' forehea.11l,
strong talons and liv on flesh, as the eagle dangerous.
to say our prayers and say grace at the table
The
next
class
I
will
take
is
insects.
Insects
Living only to rejl)ice,
and the hawk. The hawk is very fond of
but TnB TRUTH SBBKBB taught us to be more
Wn•ld the po)r m\a's outra.ged freed:~m
are
animals
that
hav
but
six
feet.
Some
of
poultry ; it sometimes descends into the yard
sensible.
Vainly lifts its feeble voice.
I will now close, hoping to see this in print
where the chickens are and gets them. I hav the animals in this group are the beetles, and
Truth and iuotbe are eternal,
the bees, that undergo complete metamor- Good-bye. From your little Liberal friend,
often
seen
the
chickens
when
they
see
the
Born with 1ovalioess and light ;
BBSSIB F. HADLBY.
hawk run under things just to keep it from phosis ; grasshoppers and dragon- flies do
Secret wrongs sh~ll nevar prosper
undergo
complete
metamorphosis.
The
not
[We
trust
that
our
new
friend, Bessie, will
While there 1s a ~unnY right;
getting them. Owls also eat poultry. They
Troth, whose world-wide voice is singing
come at night and take chickens off the roost. butterflies when first hatched from the eggs realize her wish to grow up, teach, and
B 1nndless love to You and me,
The owl is a night bird. Once an owl came are small caterpillars, which cast their skin lecture for the Liberal cause. It is a worthy
Counts oppression with ita titles,
into the room where we were. We caught it. six times and come out butterflies and liv ambition.-En. C. C.]
But as pebbles in the sea.
Its feathers were gray, and it had very soft on the honey of flowers. I hav often seen
AT a trial in London great doubt was ex
wings, so it could fly without making any them flying around flowers and hav tried to
A. Little Wheedler.
pressed as to whether a little girl, who had
noise. When we let it go we put it on the catch them, but hav very often failed.
"There never was a grandma half so good !"
There are some very useful insects, like been called as a witness, knew about the natHe whispered. while beside her ohalr he stood,
window-sill. I think it could not see, for it
the
silk-worm; there is another insect that is ure of an Olth. To silence controversy the
And laid his ro:1y cheek,
stood on the sill a long time before it took
With manner very meek,
judge f.\Bked the girl if she knew where she
useful. It is the honey bee.
flight.
Owls
cannot
see
well
except
at
night,
Against her dear old face in loving mood.
I will now pass on to the class called mille- would go to if she told a lie. The witness
light
of
day
is
too
strong
for
because
the
"There never was a nioer grandma born!
peds. Millepeds and centipedes hav a meekly replied, "No, sir." To which the
them. Their eyes are very big and round.
I know some little boys must be forlorn
great many feet, and some of them secrete judge added, "A very sensible answer.
Because theY'VA none like Yon ;
Another class of birds, called waders, such
Neither do I know where you will go to.
venom.
I WOBder what I'd do
as the herons, cranes, snipes, storks, water
Without a grandma's kis~es night and morn!
Crustaceans are animals that hav crusted You may swear the witness."
hens, and other birds like them will be deskins, as the lobsters and crabs, and other
There never w'il.s a dearer grA.ndma-there !"
LITTLE JoHNNY was paying his first visit to
He kissed her and he Bm:)othed her snow-white scribed next. They hav long legs for wading animals similar to them.
around in water and marshes, where they liv,
hair;
I will now pass on to the last class of the a Friends' church. He soon became disgusted
Then fixed her rnffisd cap
and long necks for taking their food from the
annulates, called worms. Some worms are so with the quaint old hats and bonnets and the
And nestled in her lap,
ground. They feed on fish find other small
that when cut into, the piece that h~s no head " thees" and "thys" of the preacher, and
While grandma, smiling, roc'ied her old arm·
animals.
chair.
grows one, and the piece that has no tail was just about to leave when the preacher
The stork is found in Europe and builds on
"When I'm a man what lots to yon Ill bring !
grows a tail, and in less than a year there are exclaimed: "I want all those who wish to
top of houses. Florida is the home of some
A horse and carriage and a watch and ring,
enjoy the eternal life of the beautiful home
two whole worms.
of these birds.
All grandmas are so nice !
Trichinre is a worm found in pigs and other rise to their feet." The congregation rose in
(Juot here he kissed her twice)
They also migra.te from one place to ananimals. They get intf) the stomach of a a body but Johnny remained seated. The
And grandmas giv a bJY moot anything."
other, but when they fly over the towns it is so
person who has eaten pork that is affected preacher noticed the little sinner and ex
B Jfore his d9ar old grandma conld reply,
high they are hardly ever seen. The whoopwith the trichinre. When in the stomach claimed: "What, my son, doesn't thee wish
This boy looked up, and wah a roguish eye,
ing crane is so called from its whooping
Then whispered in her ear,
they are in a larvre state. When they hav to go to heaven?" "No, siree," said Johnny
which can be heard for two miles.
'
That nobody could hear,
remained forty-eight hours they are full with emphasis. "Not if this crowd goes."
Say, grandma, hav Yon anY more mince pie?"
The next class is the birds that swim, as
grown, and in six days a large number of
-Gaorge CooPer.
the ducks, geese, swans, sea-gulls, and penSolid Silver Spoons-Free.
little trichin ro come from the parent trichinm.
guins. These birds hav web feet and can
The firm who make the above offer in
They
bore
through
the
alimentary
canal,
and
An E~say on Some Animals.
swim very nicely. They swim in streams and
travel to the muscles,_ and there they stay another part of our paper are perfectly reli
Animals are found all over the world. also come on land. Some of the swimmers till something eats them. If nothing eats able, and the premium box which they send
out contains not only all the Sweet Home
Some are found in the sea, and others on the fly very well but walk awkwardly.
them they finally become converted into Soap and fine Toilet Soaps and the list of
land.
One day papa was going along a creek and lime.
miscellaneous articles contained In the adver
There are four great groups: Vertebrates, found a duck's egg •. He brought it h~me,
I will now pass on to the group mollusks. tisement, but also a set of Solid Silver Spoons.
annulates, mollusks, and radiates. The and we set it under a hen, and when it was 1!1 this group there are creatures like the Subscribers who write to them are perfectly
reason the first are ca.lled venebmtes ia, they hatched it was the nicest duck I ever saw.
oyster, living in the sea and having shells safe in sending $6 with the order, and this Is
hav backbones. Tuey also hav red blood.
When it was about two days old we put it in around them. People eat them for food. the quickest and best way (on account of the
ex•ra present that is given for cash) to get
Annulates are anim \Is that hav neither a .tub of warm water and it would dive very
Snails and slugs are also mollusks. They goods from Messrs. J. D. Larkin & Co.,
bones nor red blood, and their bodies are mcely. In about two hours we were going
hav four horns. The snail ha"B a shell but Buffalo, N. Y., who certainly exhibit an
composed of rings.
to get it and see it swim, but when we went slugs hav none. The octopus is a mollusk. enterprise and liberality in their desire to
Mollusks hav bodies soft and pulpy, and to get it it was gone. A big rat took it.
It has been known to attain the length of introduce their Soaps which Is almost unheard
sometimes hidden in a shell.
:ro dose. the description of birds, it may be eight or ten yards, and its arms are about the of.-Ad'Dertisment.
Radiates are animals tha.t hav their mouths said the birda of the torrid zones hav most
same length.
Every Llbpral ~ltould Read
centrally located, and their bodies are com- beautiful feathers while those of the temperate
In this group called radiates there are
posed of rays.
zones are the best singers.
THE
BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
found the starfish, polypi, sea-anemones,
Vertebrates are divided into five classes,
The reptils are the next class, and I will sponges, and other animals something like
BY ARTHUR B.· Moss.
mammalia, birds, reptils, amphibians, and pass on to them. Some of them hav no
WITH PRJ!FAOE BY DB. liABDWIOXE.
the ones I hav named.
fishes
limbs, as the snake. The snakes are very
The polypi hav been known to form large
INTRODUCTION.
Mammalia giv milk to their young.
dangerous. The bite of some of them is very islands in the southern seas. The sponges
ChaPter It... Bible Astronomy and Evolut-ion
Birds hav a bill, two wings, feathers, and polsono~s. The tortoises are also reptils,
we use are the skeletons of animals called Chapter II, JSible Biology and Evolution ; Oba.ntwo feet. Reptils hav cold blood; their skin but, unhke the snakes, hav limbs and are not
ter III. Btble Myths and Evolution; Ohapt.er IV
sponges. The starfish is one of the best Btble
History and Evolution; Ohal!ter V, B•bl~
is covered with false scales.
so dangerous. There are three kinds of tor. known of the radiates, and livs In water as Moralitv and Evolution; CllaptAr VI, Bible MirAmphibians, when young, liv in water · toises-sea tortoises, fresh water tortoises
acles and Evo!Dtinu : Chapter VII, MiraolaB Inmost of the other animals of this group do. oredible; Chapt.,.r Vlll. Btble Poetry and Evola·
when old they liv on land. SJme jump int~ and land tortoises. We caught one once and
Onaptl'lr IX, Btble 6.rt aud Evolution' OhapThe infusoria liv in decaying animals . and t10n;
ter X. Bible God and Evolution ; Chaptpr XI. Soul
the water when they get scared. Fishes are put it in a box and kept it for a while- 'then
rotten vegetables. They may be seen if some a.nd Future a.nd Evol•lt.lnn; Ohapter .Xll, He ..ven
the vertebrates that liv entirely in the water we let it go in the lot, and It found ~ hole
rotten hay be put in some water and observed Here .. tter; Ohapter XIII, Oonolnsion.
and breathe by means of their gills.
under the fence and went a short distance by the mlcroecope. The four great groups Handsomely bound in olotb. Prioe $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
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FREETHOUGHT

AWealthy Manufacturing Go.
Gives Gratis Six Solid Silver Spoons.
Our object in making the following liberal proposal is
that you may become one of our permanent patrons and always use our Family Soap, "Sweet Home," and fine Toilet
Articles, and also by speaking to your friends in praise
of the fine quality and high character of our Soaps, secure
them also as regular patrons for our goods.
Our Soaps are the purest, best, and most satisfactory,
whether made in this country or Europe; everyone who uses
them once becomes a permanent customer. We propose a
new departure in the soap trade and will sell direct from our
factory to the consumer, spending the money usually allowed
for expenses of traveling men, wholesale and retail dealers'
profits, in handsome and valuable presents to those who order
at once. Our goods are made for the select family trade and
will not be sold to dealers, and to induce people to give them
a trial we accompany each case with many useful and
valuable presents.

Only One Box Sold to a Family.
Send us your name on a postal card and we will ship you on terms given
below, a ilox containing all of the following articles:
ONE HUNDRED CA.KES" Sweet One Gentleman's Handkerchief, Large.
Home" Family Soap, enough to last a Fourteen Patent Transfer Patterns for
family one full year. This Soap is made
stamping and embroidering table linen,
for all household purposes and has no
toilet mats, towel?, tidies, etc.,
superior.
One Lady's Handkerchief.
SIX BOXES BORAXINE.
One Child's Lettered Handkerchief.
One-Fourth Dozen Modjeska Complex- One Wall Match Safe.(can be seen at night.)
One Package Assorted Scrap Pictures.
ion Soap.
Two
Celluloid
Collar
Buttons,
One Bottle Modjeska Perfume.
(Patented).
One-Fourth Dozen Ocean Bath Toilet
Twenty-three Pictures of the Presidents
Sf>ap.
ofthe U.S.
One-Fourth Dozen Artistic Toilet Soap.
One- Fourth Dozen Creme Toilet Soap.
m:irln addition to all or the above
One-Fourth Dozen Elite Toilet Soap. articles we place in each box ONE
One English Jar Modjeska Cold Cream. ALBUM containing pictures of the folSoothing. Healing, Beautifies the lowing celebrities :
Skin. Improves the Complexion, \Vm. E. Gladstone,
General Scott,
Cures Chapped Hands and Lips.
Bismarck,
Thomas Edison,
The""""'"'" 11rfi"l'" ~~our mvnman.ufarlure Daniel \Vebster,
Benj. F. l\1orse,
1oldclt 'We take y1'eat pride in p1•esentiuy to the
,..ader., of this paper.
.
J. G. \Vhittier,
Jos. Jefferson,
Geo. Bancroft,
Benj. Franklin,
One fine Silver-platerl Button Hook.
Abraham Lincoln,
H. M. Stanley,
Oliver Perry,
One Lady's Celluloid Pen Holder (very Uly,ses S. Grant,
Robert E. Lee,
Goethe,
best).
Gen. Sheridan,
Schiller,
One Arabesque Mat.
One Glo,•e Buttoner.
Thos. Carlyle,
Alex. Hamilton,
Commodore Farragut, John H. Payne,
One Package ''Stearlfast" Pins.
"Stonewall" Jackson, Etc, Etc, Etc.
One Spool Black Silk Thread.

IS II'

DESTRUCTIVE

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

A SYMPOSIUM
BY

COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
E. B. FOOTE. JR.,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WJXON,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
E. C. WALKER,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SuBJBOTS OF p APBRS :
Is there an Ajfilrmative, Positive, Oonstruetive side to Freethought'!
If not, the 1•eason wlty '!
lf tltere be, in wltat, in yowr opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist'!

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Address

Charles Watts's Works.
The Teac1Iings or Secularism Com•
THE
pared witii Orthodox Christian·
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEIR
Secularism: Is It Founded on
Rea8on, and l!i! It Sufficient to
Crimes and Persecutions.
Meet the Needs or JDankind 1
Svo, 1,1111PP. Cloth, $3; leather, $~; morocco,
Debate between the Edit.or of the Halifax
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.J ette Place. New York.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB,

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SawYer, the pa.stox:, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discll6s all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitical, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufti.
oient na.rrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this ofllce. Price, Sl.OO.

Our Price for the Creat "Sweet Home" Box is Only Six Dollars.
Writl' your name and address plainly on a postal card, mail same to us, and a case of these
goods will bl' shipped to you on thirty days' trial.

~Some

ofle~olid

•

Factorics:-:-Se~eca, Heacock
and Carro.[ Streets,

people prefer to send c:tsh with

order~

we do not ask

BUFFALO Ny
'

il:~

•

•

but in such ca::;cs we place

Silver Sugar Spoon in the box (in add1tion to all the other '!xtras) and ship

the same da

the order is rcceiverl; all other orrlers hein<T shi

WEBSTER'S
UNABRIDCED

l

erl in their re nlar turn.

New Model Hall Typewriter

G. & C. MERRIAM & CO•.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THE TltUTH SEEKER ANNUA.L.
!'rice, IIi Oelltl.

10 cents.

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
to be ContradiCtory and Defectiv a.s an Ethical
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.

A;:-uosticism and Christian Theism:
Which • s the More Reasonable t
24

pages. Price, 10 cents.

Evolution snd Special Creation.
Sinners-WJiich?

24

tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.

The Glory of Unbel ef. 22 pages in
Nature and 1J1c Supernatural; or,
Deli~ f and Knowledge. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents.

'Ihe American Secular Union; Its
Necessity and t11e Justice or Its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert Ingersoll.)
Price, 10 cente.

BIBLE INQUIRER;

32

pages in cover.

T1Ieological Presumption : An Open

Letter to the R'v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax,
N. B. In this Jetter the following subjects are
<1ealt with : 1. WhY Do the Clergy Avoid
Debate?
2. ~·he Posuion of Agnosticism
Containing 148 Propositions
'l'oward Christianity. 3. Freethought and
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Men
of
Science.
4. The Difference between
Self-Oontra.dictions of the so-called
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism.
Inspired Scriptures.
6. ChristianitY and Slavery. 16 !"ages. Price,
BY A. JACOBSON.
5 cents.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a. copy for ready referenee. NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JU81' PUB·
LIS HE D.
As a. pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Christianity: Def.-ctiv and Un.
Price onlY 25 cents.
necessary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
24 pages. Pnce, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
on,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

Col. Kelso's Works.

Svo, B88pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

~

Price, 10 cent9.

Secularism: Dcstructiv and Con•
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price,

TJw Superstition of tbe Christian
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

C

lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages.

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

Tha Bible Analyzed.· "For Sledge·

ANCIENT EDITION.
A so-called "Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary" is being offered to the public
at a very low price. The body of the book,
from A to Z, is a cheap reprint, page for
page, of the edition of 1847, which was in
its dayl a valuable book, but in the progresso language for over FORTY YE!RS,
has been completely superseded. It is
now reproduced, broken type, errors and
all, by photo-lithograph processz is printed
on cheap paper and flimslly oound. A
brief comparison, page by page, between
the reprint and the latest and enlarged
edition, will show the great superiority
of the latter. These r:~:!s are as out
of date as a last year's
ac. No honorable dealer will allow the buyer of such
to suppose that he is getting the Webster
which to-day is accepted as the Standard
and THE BEST,-every copy of which
bears our Imprint as given below.
11iiJ"" If persons who have been induced to
purchase the " Ancient Edition" by any
misrepresentations will advise us of the
facts, wo will undertake to see that the
seller is punished as he deserves.

Post free.

Christianity: Its Ori;ln, Nature,
and lnftuence. 32 pages. Price, 11>

cover. Price, 10 cents.

'Ve know the great v~lue of our articles, as "remake them onrsclYcs, and ftre wiiling to pnt
them to the severest kind of a test, hence will ship the box on thirty days' trial, and if you are not
fully satisfied with jt send us word and we will remove it at our own expense.

.\..

Reply to Father l.ambert's
"Tactics or Infidels." 20 cents.

10 cents.

We hereby promil!!e that in addition to all the articles named above, to
include in every box purchased by subscribers, who will agree to recommend
"Sweet Home" Soap to two or more friends, ONE SET (SIX) SOLID SILVER
TEASPOONS, PLAIN PATTERN-such as your grandmother used, very rich and
elegant, (will Last a Life Time).

•

A

Saints and

TRUTH SEEKER.

•

and Charles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob. Holyoake and
Colonel IngereOJI, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, ~5 oents.

Ever.ing Mail

cents.
The Church of Practical Religion. Tile
Horror!! or the FrencJI Revo•
BY REPORTER.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO THE READERS OF THE

J D LAI)KIN & co

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,
OR, THB

Conflict between :Beason and Superstition.
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, P>t.

Best Standard Typewriter in the World.

p, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, Interchangeable
pe in all L-.nguages, Easiest to lea~n and
ranld as any. Agents wanted everywhere.
WARRANTED AS REPRESENTED. Address

National Typew-riter Co.,
10 Temple Place, Boston, Mass. P. 0. box 5159.
Send for catalog and specimens of work.
13.10

LOOKING BACKWARD
By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.

New Edition, Revlset nnd EnlarJred.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Prille, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lAnts.
TM Trade Supplied at t:JpedallJiswunt&.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.
Photo:engra.vings of Misa Gardener are for sale
aHhis office. Price, 4Do.; with autoitra.ph, 50 eta.

Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The Candle from Under the Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
And fo1 the Consideration of Others.
Instrueti?Je, Interesting, and Laugl!abltJ.

It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
BY WILLIAM HART.
tree to receive new light Will find in it sa.tisfa.otion
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune.
Price,
50 cents.
The S.PI?ea.l is a. ways made to a. man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel· His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por- Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a. really practicable and fea.si·
trait, and .Monument.
ble sooia.l state greatly in a.dva.noe of the present.
The romantic narra.tiv is rich in its forecast of With a complete list of the .American subscribers
a.ctua.l possibilities;-[Boston Traveler.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
By Milton Woolli!Y• M.D., Author of "Hebrew
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5Do.
BY
Mythology,"" The Oa.reer of Jesus Ohrist."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE 1 THOMAS DAVIDSON,
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•
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• .
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•
•
~
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• .
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• • • .7'5
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• • •
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The Story of Creation. A Plain Account
of Evolution. By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.B.
Over SHJlus.
•
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DAYID
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the Bible.
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.
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By E. c. wALKER.
SUPERS l'ITION IN ALL AGES. Animal Automatism, and other Essays.
Technical Education, and other Essays.
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2 books in 1 Vol.
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Portrait.
Origin of Species by Means of Natural
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ExcHANGE.
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By R. G. INGERSOLL.
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in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
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Illusions oi' the Senses, and other Essays.
$4.00; morocco, $4.50.
Ultimccting in the Religion of Science.
Notes on Earthqual!es, with 14 miscellaneous Essays.
Paine's Political Works, including
By HUDSO~ TUTTLE. [Spir.J
6 b3oks in 1 vol. .
• 1.50
By R. ~· INGERSOLL.
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
]?rice,
paper,
50
cents;
cloth,
75
cents.
SELECT
WORK'!
OF
WM.
KINGDON
OLIF'Man. Cloth, $1.50.
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FORD, F.R.A.'l.
The Age of Reason. An investigaSeeing an<l1'hiuking.
tion of true and fabulous theology.
The Scientific .Hasis of Morals, and
Without a peer in the world. Paper, 2q
rthPr f(FSR\t.
By J. E. REMSBURG.
ceJ?-ts, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
Conditions of Mental DevelOl)JUent, and
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 eents.
Narrative of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua,
ot.he•· EasaYP.
Judges, and the New Testament.
The
Age of Reason and A<·. Exam'rhe Un,;een Universe, and the PhilosoPrice, 25 cents.
ph" of thA Pure Scieucee.
ltlortaUty of the Soul and the Im·
ination
of' the Prophec:UlS. PaCosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
mortality of Its Elements.
of Science.
By A.. S. DE PELLEGRINI.
5 booke in 1 vol.
• 1.25 Common Sense. Paine's first work.
B'ELEC1' WORKS OF I!D\V. CLODD, F.R.A.S.
15 cents.
Price,
15 cents.
PROTEST AGAINST PERSRCUTION.
The ChildhoO<l of Religion.
o
The
Crisis. Containing numbere from
ByO,B. WHITFORD, M.D.
'l'he llirth and Growth of f11yth.
I. to XVI. inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents;
Price,
.::.:::___:_:_.::.:::_:.;::::_
15 centa.
'l'he Childhood of the World.
cloth, 75 cents.
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated.
.1.00
8 books 1n 1 vol.
,
The
Rights of Man. For the opPrice, 35 cents.
SELECI' WORK'! OF TH. RIBOT,
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 cents:
AND
Translated. from tl!e Fifn~n bll J. Fitz(Jerala, M.A.
cloth, 75 cents.
The Diseases of Memory.
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he
mseases
of
the
.•
,
ill.
A. Treatise on the Population Question.
By JOHN P EOK.
Tile Diseases of Pel'sonality.
Price,
10 CeJ;J.tS,
By R. D. OWEN.
THE
1.00
3 books in 1 vol.
Price,
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THE MILKY WAY.
TIIB
The Wonders of tile Heavens. 32 i:<lus.
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_______
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'
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On the Conflict between Gen~sis and Geology,
l2mo, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

IF, THEN, AND WHEN.
Vhurch Doctrines.

"Onr Father in Heaven:"
By 0HAS, STEPHENSON.
1 cent; 50 cents Per hundred ; $3 per thousand.

By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.J

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS n'
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
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Price. 10 oents,
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.AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLE.
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I
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BY
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B.

REYNOLDS.
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BY 0d.mUJ.f:l F1ammarioo.

The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
Kotttey Miller, M A.
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena,
its uondition. By Nathan T. Cart, LL.D·
8 books in 1 vol.
•
POLITICAL SOIENCE.
Physics and Politics. An application
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Pohtical Society. By Walter Bagehot,
author of "The Entt. Cnn•r.jt.nt.ion," and
History of the Science of Politics •. By
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol.
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THE L~ND QUESTION.
The History of I andlwlding in Eng·
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Historical Sketch of tlte l! istribntion
of Land in .tngland. By William
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The Mystety of Matter, and The Philosophy of f~<OO'R,IICil; Burl
The Essential Natul'e of Religion, By
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Science and Crime; and
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2 books In 1 vol.
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•
•
[ Continuea in next column.]

of Naturo,
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Principles of Secularism.
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.A OONTRIBUTION to the RELl(JION
of the FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Author of "The Secret of the East, or th!l Orillin
of the Ohristian Religion and the Significance
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for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can :or tracts, am!. when received,
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a liU!e money the following discounts aro made.
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40 off; on ten dollars' worth, GO oii. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by mm1bers. Tho numbers not mentioned
aro ont of print.
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Creatton,
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
>13 Chang Wau Ho. E)i Pcrkms............... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
:48 When Did Paul Live? Sclwlasticus.......... 2 &'" This book was suppressed by the first .Amer~40 Age of Shams.................................. 3
ican publisher ..J8
:<~.5 If You Take Away my Religion? Wha~
Will Yon Give :Me Instead. ·:Martin .... 10
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
:50 Tho Liberty of Printing. Hmlbnt and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
15~ What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5
J.52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
:;53 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 6
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
:56. Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread ts the st.ory or two young
girls and a Younger brother who were lett parent·
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 less, with little money, fair education, and much
~GO Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 courage, to make their way through the world by
JGl Protestant Persecutions...................... 3 going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among blnff business men, kind hearted folks,
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 and chsreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger.
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior
S()IENTIFI() SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
1 Heredita.ry Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... li·
2 Evolution: Homop;eneous to Heterogeneous. Underwood......................... 3
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
5 Resr.onsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, :M.D... 3
8~tJNtaf1/ Of th~ .Am6rican s~ular Union.
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Price 10 cents.
'l Death. Frederic U. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
A.ddr811 TBII TBUTB BBEB:IIIB COilPANI.
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 'l'heUnseen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10
!0 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures ....................................... 10
11 Is America New World? Dawson ......... 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
AND
R. S••'3righam, M.D........................ II
TwBLVB 0THBR DIBOOUBSBS Oll' RBASON.
ia Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Btl 0. B. ll'BOTBINGH.Altf,
:Modern Symposium .............. ., ......... 10
E:r.tra cloth, tsmo, 238pp,, St.
4il"' See note at head of column.
Addresa
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LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

The

Mo~em

Science

Brookl) n Pbilosopbical Associ a·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenne and
Houth 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8·P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

'l'he Newark Liberal League
Mqets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Ball, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
so .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2i'i'r
illeets every Sunday in Indulitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sta .• at 2 :ao and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
SeekerpublioationsalwaYs on hand at cheap rates.

Ingersoll SecnlarSodety, Boston,
Meets every SnndaY (from October to June) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
dtreet.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY l:!undaY evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MA.Brus HEIGH'l'O~, Sec.

Tbe JDinneapolls Secular Union
.Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis.
Minn. J.F.MACOMllEB,Pres.: LEROY BEBBIEB, Sec.

.Eiizur Wright Secular Union

' Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.

w. s. BELL's

Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Leotnres and discussions. The pnblio cordially invited.

Essavist~

Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10·80 A.M. Free disoussi9n on all Liheralsobjeots.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Invest1,gator are solicited.
R. G. bMITH, Cor. Sec.

The Walla Walla Lib• ral ()lub

Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Ten Cents Each.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and
Se!Pcted Readings and Poems. A large val·
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and nable library is at the service of members and
J)biloeophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAJ.i' friends. C. B. REYNOLDS• Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Sec.
THOMPBON,
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal ()Job
and influence. By Rev • .JoHN W. CHADWioK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
.o- ow suns and worlds come into being. BY Grand ave., (Fraternity Ball). Lecture followed
by dAbates. The public cordiallY invited.
Mr. GA.BBET P. S.Envrss.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEwiS G. JANES.
Brotherhood of ltlorali~ts~ No. 903,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
" Prairie ()ity, Ia.,
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
Meets everv Bnnday in the Liberal reading. room
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order ball at 2:30PM. All L berals are cordially inof zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER vited. F. v. DRAPER, Cor. Sec.
RAYMOND
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiq- San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. COPE.
Society
B. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Jt.s natnre and deMMtR evAry Sunday evening at Union Square
velopment. By Dr. HOBERT G. ECCLES.
Hall,
421
Post
street,
8 o'clock. A cordial mvi9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. ByJ.!llrnsA.SKIL- tation is extended to at
all. Beats free.
ToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
Des lDioines Secular Union
SAMPSON.
Holds regnlar meetings at Good Templar Hall,
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS F<ynn Black. S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
G. JANES.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C. abroad heartily welcome.
PARSHALL.
·
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
13. EVOLU'r!ON AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By JOHN W. CHADWICK.
SING, BROTHERS, BING.
14. PHILO~OPBY OF EVOLUTION. .By STA.BB
HOYT NICHOLS.
USE THE
15. THE EF~ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
In vonrmeetings, to make them lively and inter·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
esting, THE LIBERAL HYMN-Boox contains songs
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It ie hig!Jly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Par'.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
The Career of Jesus Christ.
115centa.
Address T.Hll TBUTB SEEKER Co- .
An Exposition of the Trne Meaninll of this Char·
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthology."
Paper, avo, 25 cents.

J

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

(IJiii~JI(If(~

Is n. regulnrlv educated
and leg!'l.lly qufilifif'd Ph]"•

sician, nud the most

SPECIAL SALE
OF

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine case, 7 jowels. $7.50;
9leWPls. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
$16. For 3 ounce coin sJ!ver case. add $3.50; 4
ounce, $4 50: 5 ounce, ,6. In best open-race
filled ~rold, dust-proof o•·""' 7 jewels, $16; 11 Jewels, $17 50: 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted, $2HO;
hinged oases, $3 more; hunting oases, $6 more.

The New lr!:ode1 "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements : in silverine, $19; 3
ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 onnoe, $23.50: 5 ounce,
$25. BEST open-fa~e filled onrew CaFe. $27; hinged,
$80; bunting, $26: Louis XIV style, J2 r,o no more.
Ladies' best gold fi lied, 7 jewels. $17; 11 iewels,
$18 50; 15 jew•ls, $25; adjusted, $85; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 morA, Ruby and aiamond ornamentations up to $100 extra.

DIAMONDS.
An elegant 3 •tone, Slit., solitaire pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnifiaent hair ornament
and pin ann pendant combination, rosette, 29
br1Ilian ts, $200, worth JSOO; one do., heart shape!
sapphire and ruby in center, same price ana
valu~>.
Pms, rings, drops, studs, from $800 down
to $10; same prooortlonate discounts. All bought
before late advance.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, IH.

sue~

cessful in his specialty S.:!l.
his pra!!ticc v;i\1 prove.
Send lU cts. for his "PrlTnte Counselor." a book
for young: and middle aged
Dlcii, sutlCriug from tbnt
Life- Wasting Weakness
as the ref:.ult of youthful
follies, indcs..:rctions and
excesses. lt sets forth nn
External Application.--~
POSl'l'l\'E CURE. The

~t~o;o!~.~~~rJI!~~~fJ ~~mf~

the bnnds of ~~'iC sfflict·

ed.

AN
HONEST ST ATEMEXT.
"Similar ndycrtisements

ftom unreliable prnctiti·

Jnurs hn•c been frequent·
ly nssnilcd and exposed by
the press. but Dr. FELLOW'S stands for~m?st in ~~s r~·A.tii!s·
sion, and i~~o~~"--:- The l\atumat ltet. . •

Address"

. Dr. R. P.

FELLOWS~

,·VINElAND,:N.J.
Inquiries are fl'equPntlY receivPd asking what
we know about Dr Fellows, of Vmeland, N.J.,
F1rst, we koow that he is a reliable gentleman Lf
rare professional ~kill, who ha• ~arnPd success by
11ood work. Second t~at he fulfills all I:- a• aneements to the letter. Third, that he ha• perf• rmed
cures of bopel8ss case• that in the olden t•me his
skill would b ave been called miraculous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an honest man and a
stanch Liberal.-TIIe Better Wav.
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of lbt lfttlt.

M.trgaret. How is it with religion in thy
mind?
Thou art a <lear kinrl hPRrterl man,
But. I'm afraid not pionRiy inclined.
Faust. Forbear I Thou feelest I love thee
alone;
For those I love, my life I would lay d'lwn,
And none would of their faith or church beEMIN PASHA says he holds information that
reave.
would be damaging to Stanley.
Ma1·. That's not enough, we must ourselvs
believe!
IN a !ate anti.Jewish riot in Austria eleven
Faust. Must we?
of the mob were killed by troops.
Mar.
Ah, could I but thy soul inspire I
-ANDThou honnrest not the sacraments, alas I
THE New York CEntral Labor Union refuses
Faust. I honor them.
to admit a union of saloonkefpers.
Mm·.
But yet without desire;
ELECTION frauds are being disclosed in Chi'Tis losg since thou hast been either to shrift
cago, JersPy City, and other cities.
or mass.
DoAt thou believe in God ?
CoNGRJ!BB has appropriated $150,000 for the
Faust.
My darling, who dares say,
relief of the Mississippi flood sufferers.
Yes, I in God believe?
FouR whites and forty-seven blacks wrecked
Qnestion or priest or sage, and they
on an island of the Hebrides wtre killed by
Seem, in the answer you receive,
To mock the questioner.
the nativs.
<E. M. 290.)
Mo,r.
Then thou dost not believe?
AN Engli8h syndicate has bought of the
J!'auRt. Sweet one ! my meaning do not
Argentine Republic its eastern railway for
+UJITI)+ ILLU$TR~JIOll$.+
misconceive I
$41,000,000.
Him who dare name
And who proclaim,
IN Greece 3.000 women hav petitioned to
Him I believe I
receive the same higher educational facilities
PAGE.
Who that can feel,
Calendar for I8go;
given m!lles.
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, 5
His heart can steel,
Freethought in the United States,I88g, 17
The Priest,
PoRTUGAL still refuses to recognize Brazil,
To say : I believe him not ?
The Supernatural \Vorld,
actuated by resentment of that nation's antiFaded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
The All.embracer,
The Reformation,
Catholic steps.
Remsburg,
24
All-sustainer,
Future Terrors,
Holds and sustains he not
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
THE supreme conrt of Saxony has decided
The Inventions of Science and the
Thee, me, himself?
T. B. \Vakeman,
26
that boycotting is rquivalent to ~isorderly
Inventions of Christianity. Ilht~
Lifts not the heaven its dome above?
conduct in the first degree, and pumshable as
Mostly Fools. \V. Stewart Ross
Doth not the firm-set earth beneath us lie?
trated,
such.
(Saladin),
36
And beaming tenderly with looks of love,
Freethmight Journals in the United
THE commat:der of a French post in the
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
44
Climb not the everlasting stars on high?
States,
Congo basin, nameil Musy. has been killed
Do I not gaze into thine eyes?
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
In Sea,ch of a Spirit. E. l\1. lvlacdonald, 97
and eaten, with twelve attendants, by canNature's impenetrable agencies,
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
44
nibals.
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. PenteAre they not thronging on thy heart and
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
cost,
brain,
ENGLAND and Germany are unable to settle
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
Viewless, or visible to mortal ken,
their boundaries in Africa. A congress of
Gardener;
45
Around thee weaving their mysteriOus chain?
European powerR to adjust African possesFtll thence thy heart, how large soe'er it be;
sions may be held.
And in the reeling when thou utterly art blest,
IN Africa the Frencb. are fighting DahoThen call it, what t!Jou wiltmanP, and the GPrmans are fighting Arabs
Call it Bliss! Heart ! Love! God I
and their allies in Z<1nzibar and Uganda and
NEW YORK:
I hav no name for it I
suppressing slave-trading.
'Tis feeling all ;
Name is but sound and smoke
TBE disruptiv dfects of religious sectarianShrouding the glow of heaven.
ism were exemplified in the Prussian Diet on
Mar. All this is doubtless good and fair ;
the 9th, where an attack was made on the
Almost the same the parson says,
admittance of Jews to the schools.
Only in slightly different phrase.
Faust. Beneath heaven's sunshine, everyLAsT Sunday Deacon Purnell of the African
where,
:Methodist church at Rossville, N.Y., shot at
This is the utterance of the human heart;
Pastor Brown during Eervices, charging him
Each in his languagtl doth the like impart;
with improper relations with Mrs. Purnell.
Then why not I in mine?
MRs. CARRIE VANDEGRIFT, a devo~N and
"PRTCE. 25 CENTS
Mm·.
What thus I hear
leading church woman, has been found guilty
Sounds plausible, yet I'm not reconciled;
at Mount Holly, N. J., of a protracted atThere's something wrong about it; much I
tempt to poison her son for his insurance
fear
Tms is a smart story, but slightly promoney.
fane, I regret. A suave, clerical member of That thou art not a Christian.- Goethe.
~nds.
our school board, it seems, was examining a
A Rl!PORT from Russia states that the secret
WHEN we contemplate the immensity of
small class of boys during a short visit to a
trade in poisons in that highly Christian
that being, who directs and governs the incountry is enormous, and that 27,000 cases of
EvE was the most particular of ladies. She certain school. It is uncertain what special comprehen~ible w1wle, of which the utmost
poisoning hav been reported to the police in wore a walking costume that "can't be du- point regarding humanity he wished to bring ken of human sight can discover but a part,
out, or if he only asked the question thoughtplicated" now.-Life.
one year.
lessly, when he said, with a bland smile, we ought to feel shame at calling such paltry
THE St. Jean de Dieu insane asylum at
OUR Sunday laws were evidently made to "And who do you think I am, my little man?" stories the word of God.-Paine.
Montreal was burnt on the 6th. Of the abate the vice of gluttony. At least it is The small boy thus addressed seemed rather
PRAOTIOALLY the faith of maR never had
1,400 patien·s set loose, 100 perished in the twenty times as easy to get whisky on a Sun- nonplussed, for he suspected some allegorical
one object if you press to the root of the
flames, and many escaped to the woods and day afternoon as it is to get groceries.- Puck. answer was expected instead of a merely but
matter. Tnis was to form a conception of
were not recovered.
mortal cognomen. Whatever strange fancy the order under which man livs, with the
8. B. TEAOHER: " And, now, who can tell
AT St. Louis on the 8th, Henry Kunolt, a me what special act of favor God showed to passed through the little man's mind as he view of determining our relation generally to
Y. M. C. A. member and leader in St. Mat- Lot?" Little Henry Peck, Jr.: "Please, sir, timidly gazed up at the great one cannot be that order. Man might ascribe that order to
thew's church, was instantly killed while at- he turned his wife into a pillar of salt."- ascertained, but as a timid answer to the fictitious causes, or he might study its real
question he whisperingly answered the one laws; in either cafe his object was to estitempting burglary on the house of George Puck.
word,'' God!" And the great man smiled as mate that order which was independent of
Stalkman, a carpenter.
MAMMA (sternly): "Don't you know that he patted the small boy encouragingly on him, with the view of submitting to it better
THE German chancelloT says that his coun- the great King Solomon said, "l:lpare the rod the ht>ad, P-aying, "Not quite, my boy; not or of attaining a g1·eater power of modifying it.
try must "with bullet and Bible advance and spoil the child?" Bobby: "Huh I But quiten This story was certified as true by -Uomte.
civilization in Africa," and that it must sup- he didn't say that until he was growed up!" the narrator, but it is open to question, 1
I HAD fairly laid hold of the conception of
press slavery. Omission of the book named -Puck.
think.- Glasgow E'Dtning .Ntws.
general laws. . . . ~ly laboring brain
would expedite the antislavery movement.
POOR OLD OBUROH !
· " Aa," he said, as the postman handed him
and beating heart grew quiet, and something
IN Brazil there hav been slight .revolts a letter. "An epistle I" ·• No," said his wife, Poor tott'ring church I And has it grown
more like peace than I had ever yet known
against the government, and a little blood- as she opened the envelopP., and a bill flutToo frail-too feeble-to withstand
settled down upon my anxious mind. . • .
shed. A few battalions hav manifested a tered to the floor. " Not an epistle. A colThe light touch of the jestPr's handFrom the time when I became convinced of
di~position to mutiny. Placards reading, lect."-Puck.
The little dart by hun; or thrown?
the certainty or the action of Ia ws, of the
"Down with the dictatorship I" hav been
true importance nf good influences and good
YouTHFUL
Baptist:
"There
used
to
be
a
And
is
its
waning
strength
so
small
put up.
habits, of the firmneH!!, in short, of the
That e'en the playwright's playful pen
John the Baptist; but who ever heard of a
ground I was treading, and of the security
GENERAL BUTLER calls attention to t.be fact Jobn the Methodist?" Youthful Methodist:
May joke not at its holy men
of the results which I should take the right
that Western farms bear mortgages of $3.450,- " Huh I Guess you never heard of John Without great. danger of its fall?
means to ascertain, a new vigor pervaded my
000,000, on which even the interest will not Wesley."-Puck.
whole life, a new ligllt 8pread through my
Ah, there's the secret! Smitten sore
be paid, as it is seven to nine per cent, and
mind, and I bPgan to experiex:·Je a steady
The church fears most our caustic chaff,
MR. KIRK& DEPEw (1:3unday mornin~t): ''I
the profits on the farms are barely over four
growth in selt.command, courage, and consee the Rev. Mr. Alban Cope is going to
Which makes its sad disciples laugh
per cent.
S< quent int('grity and disinterestedness.
. •
preach at our church this morning." Mrs. Till, laughing, they believe no more.
THE coal miners' strike in northern Illinois, Depew: " Why, isn't he awfully high
. lf I hav had the blessing of any available
by which 15,000 men were kept idle a month, church ?" Mr. Depew : " Awfull~! He car- Believe no more the foolish lies
strength under sorrow, perplexity, sickness,
In which sky. pilots most delight;
has been settled. There are strikes in Phil- ries his ritualistic notions so far that he wears
and toil, durir.g a life which has been anyFor ridicule restores the sight
adelphia, by carpenters; in Pittsburgh, by stained glass spectacles."-Puck.
t,bing but easy, it is owing to my ?'rpose upon
And strikes the scales from blinded eyes.
plumbers; in Oregon by conductors and
eternal and irreoe?•sible laws, worKing in every
WIFE: "William, the harness is so far
brakemen.
rleptHtmenl' of the universe, wit1wut any ingone at the traces that I am &fraid to go out Poor, poor old church I But we shall poke
terf. renee from amy random will, human or
Our humor at you none the !Pss;
THosE who are adverse to the Australian driving until it has b<>en repaired." Husband
divine.-Iian·iet Mwrtintau.
Although you whiningly confess
ballot system urge as a grievance that where (wearily): "Another bill!" Wife (despond.
it has been used it disfranchised many old ently): ·• So many small expenses I" Hus- You are too weak to stand a joke.
MAN will know that to enslave another is
farmers who were reared without education band (brightening) : "Now's the time to lend -F. W. B. in Calcutta Cosmopolitan Times. to imprison himself.-lngersoll.
but are worthy citizens. Knowledge of read- the horse·to the mmister."-Life.
ing is required in order to select the desired
LET each one think as he pleases, speak as
WORLD'~ ~AGE~, THINKERS
" BosTON with a crematory I"
ballot.
he pleases, and act as he pleaseE ; and en.
Shouts an exchange,
AND
REFORMERS.
courage him in so doing, since tt is only an
A MILITARY officer in llolland points out
With marks exclamatory,
Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers, encouragement to honesty; and you may
that that country has no means of preserving
Teachers, Skeptics, Innova.tors, Founders of
As if 'twere strange.
want him to be honest in your interest be.
New Schools of Thought, Emment Scienits neutrality and inviolability in a Francotists, etc. (who were not Ohristiana),
fore you are through with him. To grudge
Why, that is Boston's glory I
German war, and that it would be overrun:
from
the
time
of
Menu
to
the
presone his rights is as mean as to grudge him his
Ever she means
and devastated by being used as a battle-~
ent. svo, ·1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
money or his hAppiness; so that intolerance
To liv in song and story
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
ground. Holland may arm now, like the
is a vice akin to envy.-Bierbower.
By her "baked bein's !"-Puck.
other nations.
1
BY D. M. BENNETT,
OoEAN VP.Bsels rPport narrow escapes from
waterFpouts.
TBE edge-tool factories of America are
consolidating.
TBE railroad through Siberia will be completed in ten years.
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FEW OTHER CHRISTIAN

BoflS

TOOLS

FOR THE

and ¥1{·
AI".Jinninii!J. : warden in Woreestershire being objected to
I!>~ U
by the vicar, has publicly declared that he is

CONSIDERATION OF THE HEATHEN.

miration for their own piety is out of all pro- to be wondered at that business men occaportion to their usefulness.
sionally feel a little bit surly when they think
not a Christian, but says that the vicar knew
THE Galena district conference of German of the good thingli that fall to the clergyMRs. ELIZABETH CADY STANTON says that all the' facts two years ago. At that time the
man's lot."
h rg f New York streets sh
Methodist churches, comprising the counties
if She bad
~ c a e0
e vicar intimated to him that, though it was
A DIBPATOEI from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
would dress a thousand women in "bicycle desirable that his own churchwarden should of upper Dlinois, southern Wisconsin, and
t
th
m
to
work
and
soon
ba
western
Iowa,
closed
its
annual
session
May
says:
"Ever since the local government
"
•~
~v be a Christian, it did not so much matter
d 1 · 1 t'
b 1· h'
t
h 1
c Ostumes, se
e
"th leanest t'n the world "
14th, and passed the following resolution by passe egis a ton a 0 IS mg separa e sc 00 s
th e c ·ty
l
• .ffi
about a people's churchwarden-and the peo- a unanimous vote: "Whereas, We believe R oman C ath o1·ICS h av b een anxLOus
·
t o h av th e
ec ~
Mn. F OOTB performe d a drea df u11Y d I cu1t pie's churchwarden he became.
constitutionality of that legislation tested.
·
H 1
d
that the recently enacted school law in Dlitask on S un d ay evenmg.
e ecture on
T=v
bishops
of
the
Methodt'st
Episcopal
~
nois and the Bennett law in Wisconsin are The attorney general refused to allow a test
"Is the Bible Fit for Children?" without church, at their semi.annual meeting in this
to be made, as could hav been done under the
not
calculated to prohibit parochial and pristatus. Catholics refused to reco!!:nize the
shock ing his au di ence. B ut he took the pre- city the past ~eek, unanimously passed the
'bl
h
1
vate schools, nor to interfere with denomi~
caution of 1eav ing t h e B 1 e at · ome est he following resolution : "Resolved, That we are. national and German language instruction in law, and since· it came into force they hav
gratified at the information received concern•.' them, but that they rather insure a common carried on their separate schools at their own
s h ou ld b e tempte d to rea d f rom It.
INDIANAPOLIS is a god-like town, remarks ing the organization of the American Sabbath· and necessary English education for all chil- expense. Joseph Sl:law has now filed a bill
Dr. Monroe. A man will go to the bad place Union, and approve of the work thus far ac- dren in those states, especially those-hereto- against Honore Lamarche, the teacher in one
if he bathes or shaves on the Lord's day. And complished, and we look to it for efficient aid fore neglected. Resolved, That we, as a dis- of these separate schools. It complains that
policemen are so religious that they slip in in rescuing the land from the curse of Sab. trict, believe the general princip1es of th ose Shaw's boy had been attending- St. Joseph's
picture galleries in disguise, hav a photo- bath desecration." The bishops, however, laws to be right and just, an d most earnes tly separate school in Winnipeg; that according
graph takeJn on the holy Sabbath, and then forgot to say anything about the desecration advocate their enforcement."
to law no religious exercises should be go:~e
by peaching get the artists fined $5 and cost. of the "Sabbath," by the American Sabbath
through in school except those prescribed by
Save the honclad Age the whole city of In- Union holding "rousing meetings" on that
THB agent of one of the big steamship lines the advisory board, and that the teacher, who
dianapolis will go to heaven in a bunch one day in Brooklyn.
remarked to a writer on the Sun that about is a Catholic, notwithstanding the provisions
of these days.
IT may send a thrill of horror down the ·one-half ·of the tourists starting abroad at of said statute, insists on continuing religious
THRBB important decisions were rendered spine of the Metropolitan Museum, says Life, this season of the year had the word "Rev- exercises of sectarian character, and insists
by the Supreme Court of the United States to learn that the Museum of the Peabody erend" printed before their names. "There upon all pupils in said school being present at
May 19th. The famous Fi3ke will case was Academy of Science, at Salem, Mass., is now are few clergymen," the agent said, "who such religious exercises and taking part
decided against Cornell University. The cou- open to the public on Sunday afternoons. buy return tickets for less than three months therein. The bill asks that the defendant be
stitutionality of the Edmunds anti-polygamy As Salem is the original home of the Pnri- ahead, and I am often impressed by the restrained from continuing religious exercises
law was affirmed, a majority of the court tans, this news will be a cruGl blow to the sleek, well-fed, opulent look of the ministers in the school. It is said by those who claim
holding that Congress had the power to re- trustees of the Metropolitan Museum. That when they come to the office to secure pas- to know that the case is brought forward at
voke the charter of the church of Latter-D.,ay the Salem trustees are moved to this step by sage. It is a question in my mind whether the instance of promoters of the Catholic
Saints and confiscate the church property. a desire to debauch the public is a theory that any single body of Americans enjoy so much schools, both plaintiff and defendant being
The chief justice and Justices Field and will not be universally accepted. The ob. of the good things oflife as clergymen. They closely allied therewith and in sympathy
Lamar dissented. The Minnesota Anti- vious difference between these two institu. all take good quarters on the ships, and their with forms of religious exercises conducted
Dressed Beef bill was declared unconst.itu- tions is that one is controled by a body of vacations are long and expensiv. 1 can't in these private schools. It is believed the
. tiona!.
-..
benevolent and liberal.minded men in honest get more than a week away from the office application for an injunction will be thrown
THB question whether a churchwarden "sympathy with the working public, while in a year, but three months with the modern out, as the Public Schools act provides that
must also be a Christian is before an arch-· the other is under the unfortunate manage. clergyman is looked upon as barely time to on and after May 1, 1890, Catholic schools in
deacon of the English church. A church· ment of a handful of individuals whose ad. recuperate his exhausted energic!lr It is not the city of Winnipeg ceased to exist."
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THE TRUTH

tlomtttnnieations.
Our Holy Religion.
The words Jesus Christ should never he.v been put
in our English New Testament. By being there they
are having all the effect of a forgery.
The J udean disciples, of their prophet Joshua,
never used these words, nor any other words in their
language that had any similar meaning.
They had no occasion for any of such terms or for
any of the thoughts such language conveys, to represent their teacher, in anything he ever said or did, or
claimed to be.
All these flattering terms and compliments, this
excessiv adoration and devotion bestowed upon him
in the way of worship by which he is extoled as a
God or a superhuman being, crept gradually into the
Roman church during the darkest and most idolatrous ages of its history. They are practically misleading, willful forgeries.
None of these things were in existence among the
early believers. The phrases, "lamb of God," "son
of God," "blessed Jesus," "holy pattern," "the
retleem"lr," "our savior," "our Lord," " God manifest
in the flash," and this indulgence in hyperbole and
rhetorical extravagance, that centuries of darkness,
hypocrisy, and priestly fawning hav invented to
excite, to awe and subjugate the people, did not exist
in the beginning, but they bav been the gl'owth of
time. They. were introduced conjointly with and
were concomitants of relics, shrines, monasteries,
anchorites, miracles, and all the strange deiusions,
infatuations, and follies of those dark ages of the
c_hurch. We hav inherited them from our benighted,
priest-ridden papal ancestors. They were put in the
Bible and in church literature, and while we know
they were all forgeries, we still retain them as the
words of God and use them with solemn reverence.
In the fourth century, when Athsnssius and Arius
with their partisan adherents were :fighting, debating,
and abusing each other over the origin and constitution of this body of Ch!."ist, its funetions and office in
their scheme or economy of salvation, th<lse extravagant titleE', these holy and reverential terms and
devout expressions, hsd not been invented. It was
not till these disputes were settled by long and
bloody wars, till reason and intelligence were suppressed throughout the empire by the decrees of
Justinian, and the church settled down with fl'lith in
darkness and submission, that this holy and unctuous
verbiage arose and so enalaved the mind and feelings
of our benighted Catholic ancestors. We are not
prepared to throw off the church incubus they hav
imposed on us.
It is remarkable to what an extent religion has
exercised this charm and control over the mind and
feelings. By mutual consent and concession it is
given supremacy over all other subjects that concern
ourwelfare. We can bear criticism and enlightenment on everything but our religion. To point out
errors and follies in this, is to invoke the prejudice,
the cold disdain and animosity, of the self-righteous.
To retain the friendship of the pious and bigoted, is
to be blind to their foibles, or to join in defending
them. It is believed to be wrong to question or
doubt the wisdom of the revelation God makes to
the mind of his followers, let its £off~cts be however
grotesque and ludicrous. Liberty of conscience in
religion is such a precious right it is claimed to be
beyond all cavil from the critic, and to'erstes with
impunity the most erratic vagaries and mental maladies indulged in its name.
Religious people are very often trained to show
extreme tenderness and deference toward one another
in matters of belief, of devotion to prejudices, and
of feeling, in regard to religious observances and
duties.
These ideas, habits, and peculiarities are believed
to be so sacred, so solemn and momentous, that no
matter how eccentric, how trifling or absurd, they are
exempt from criticism or correction, because they are
too precious and holy to be questioned or doubted.
It would be so indecorous to wound the sensitiv
religious feelings of a friend, that we are taught it
cannot be done without trespassing on sacred rights
that exist alone between a man and his maker. To
take liberties with such private and holy relations is
to forfeit one's right to the friendship of the pious
believer.
·
This accounts for the many curious notions and
vagaries that hav grown up in society in the name of
religion.
Many sincere ·people venerate these words and
names, because they hav been so taught. They
would feel it a heinous blasphemy for anyone to
search into the history of their origin, and then tell
the truth about them, just as they would about other
words, and as they had a riuht to do, or as the truth
and the best interests of society required that they
should. They call it blasphemy to do what Joshua
said he was born to do, "to bear witness to the
truth." Oan anybody think society or the individual
will be benefited by living in an error, under a mistake or a falsehood, by remaining in the dark, keepSIIil
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ing the truth from them that they might be deceived I they were so :fierce and tu~ultuous that the emperor,
and misled, to their injury, their disappointment and their president, was unable to preserve any kind of
sorrow! The multitudes are made more or less order or decorum.
If the fable of creation had not been written or
miserable all the time because they do not realize all
nor anything which is promised them on the condi- copied in outline from the old Hindoo records of
this story, as found in the ancient Sanscrit by the
tion and as Jibe reward for their belief.
This is not simply an individual opinion, but is Assyrian scholars, and if the J ewe had not preserved
sustained by the highest biblical authoritv, in the it in the Pentateuch with their lawl", which WE're held
testimony of the late New Testament revisers, as as sacred by the faithful; and if this Jewish literaacknowledged aud affirmed in their" Oompanion" to ture had not been preserved in Greek in the Septuthat revision. The saints, the bishopEI, and the agint Bible, Ohristians probably would hav known
priests of the D.uk Ages left us this legacy. Sb. but little about it. But as this fable purported to
Augustine was a champion in this work.
giv the history of the :first man and his fall, the founOar holy Bible was the vehHe to bring down to dation was furnished for some iugenious religious
us all this revered verbiage. Augustine perfected to devotee, taking this as a basis, and the promises of
a great extent the scheme of salvation. He contrived the prophets and the hopes of the Jewish nation for
a plan to use the mistakes, to reconcile the incon- a messiah to restore them again to power, and the
sistencias and harmonize the absurditiea in the faith, assumption of the early Obristisns or discipleP, that
which none had been able to satisfactorily do before the messiah has arrived in the person of Joshua-a
him.
spiritual messiah instead of a temporal ruler, as Paul
Then it was easy to put these holy words in the properly interpreted the prophets-it suggested the
text of the Bible to mske it agree with the faith.
necessity for a scheme of salvation. For t~eir savior,
So we owe our scheme of salvation, including the as taught by the prophets, was to be Simply obefall of Adam and tbe·original sin inherited from him dience to the law written on their hearts-the sense
by all his posterity; and the statement that "God so of right mede known to them by the God or good
loved the world that he sent his only begotten son, that was revealed or manifested within them. But
that whosoever believed on him should not perish, the :first Greek proselytes of the Oatholic church,
but should hav everlasting life;'' end c,ur redempt.i?n thos? of the third and ~ourth. centuri~s, were myththrough bis sacrificial blood, with all the details ologists; all of them behaved m a multitude of gods,
which enter into the completion of this scheme, to and lived and died in that faith. These fathers, who
a dissolute, licentious African from C:ntbagf', who really invented the theories of Christianity, believed
went to Milan on a business speculation, and on in demi-gods, ghosts, and invisible spirits, demons,
hearing Jerome prPach while there, claimed to be haunting and harrassing men, and were prepared for
converted, and was induced or employed by the any bold, supernatural theories to sustain Ohrisehurch to exercise his learning and genius in formu- tianity.
lating and elucidating this cardinal dcctrin of the
So they accepted Joshua both in the vulgar and
Ohristian religion, on which he has made us believe literal, as well as in a spiritual sense as the messiah.
the salvation of the world depends. Augustine was It was this twofold, compound mythological view,
the inventor of this.
this Greek conception of the messiah, that made the
After this discovery or invention of a shrewd, edu- interminable disputes and bitter quarrels emcng
cated, ingenious convert to the church, the people these early churches. It was because they could not
were led to see how by the plan they were under agree in respect to the plans by which this messiah
such obligations to the meritorious de&th of the Joshua was to restore and save man from his fallen
Judean prophet, and having just learned what he condition, as recorded in the fable of the creation.
had done for them by negotiating with the father
The early Ohristians felt they had to devise some
for their safety in their sine, through this s.tcnement, method by which this could be done. The fable
how could they do less than express their love, grsti- and the messiah must be both worked into a system,
tude, and devotion, through all these gracious terms, as counterparts, as cause and coneequent, of God's
titles, and phrases, which they gathered up or in- original design in the creation of man.
During nearly two centuries efforts were made,
vented to bestow upon him. When we see this decaption, the origin of this imposition of holiness to schemes projected, and theories evolved, with a view
enslave us to African superstition, why are we so of bringing into harmony these secret designs of
patient and contented to remain the victims of such a. God, in making man fall, that he might show his
shallow delusion, by givinO' our assent to it!
glory and his power, as well as his goodness and
This fraud has been s'"'o long diffused in and im- mercy, in providing a means for his restoration. It
pressed upon all professing Christendom that Uni- was to endeavor to realize literally and to show that
tariana and unorthodox Christilms, who reject Au- "in Adam we all die, but in Ohrist we are all made
gustine's scheme, retain the gracious epithets and alive."
unctuous phraseology when they think or speak of
Taking theae and other metaphysical or spiritual
expressions of Paul in a literal, verbal, idolatrous
the G-"lilean.
All shades of belief or unbelief express in these sense, and to show how it was done, taxed the theaholy terms that reverence for him which be never logical skill of the most astute bishops and saints.
claimed, but which he repudiated. The shades of But it had to be done for the benefit of the pagan
Christian faith we enjoy are determined by the de- world, and for the honor and glory of the Ol::ristian
gree of reverence we feel, and attach to the words of religion, and the triumph of the universal church.
homage the followers of Augustine bestowed on his
It was left for Augustine with his Manichean phi- .
name.
losophy, his Greek metaphysics, his learning, his inSuch is the almost universal reverence felt for this ventiv genius and literary skill, to devise, perfect,
scheme of Augustine that if one speaks light of it or and complete the solution of that mystical divine
jestingly of the homage it has developed for the pr?blem of the world being lost through Adam and
saorednlilBB of the language that expresses it, he iR bemg re~tored and saved through Ohrist. Augustine
looked upon as too irreverent and destitute of app1·e- stands high and most honored by the church as the
cistion to deserve common marks of respect.
saint. chosen by God to elucidate to man the cruel
To jest about "Our Lord and savior Jesus Ohrist," and mhuman scheme God in his mercy ssw proper
a phraseology invented by a paganized clergy, and to adopt to accomplish his purposes, after he had refostered by centuries of barbarian darkness into a lented for issuing his decree dooming all Adam's
sanctified shibboleth, to those under the influence of posterity to punishment and misery because of this
this fantastic delirium, would seem like invading the :first transgreseion of eating the forbidden fruit.
eternal verities with ridicule and trifling with the Yes, ~twas left for this African pagan, corrupt and
aanctities of omnipotence.
" profligate as he was, to become converted, so that
Such is human weakness, and such the credulity of he could reveal this divine mystery !
confiding ignorance.
In the presence of these historical facts we see the
The true Ohristisn or wise man reverences things reason why one of the ancient writers could say that
that are really divine, and the high regard he cher- the "wrath of man was made to praise God." And
ishes for these makes him jealous and tenacious why profligates, traitors, hypocrite, liars, and evilabout bestowing on any fraudulent inventions of doers of every variety, men without principle, honor,
human ingenuity that homage which is due and be- or proper moral sense, declarPd themselvs chosen by
longs only to the real and genuin.
God to elucidate and execute his divine decrees.
He has no sympathy with those pious frauds in- We see why men devoted to magic and sorcery, to
tended to delude and mislead the simple-minded into credulity in the most absurd and astounding miracles,
folly and error.
the most childish and silly theories to account for
Christianity had attained such a reputation and the occult and inexplicable ; who taught the most
to such a respectability in the :first quarter of the ridiculous notions of matter, its origin and purposes;
fourth century, that the emperor Oonstantine recog- who were destitute of every quality except faith in
nized it as an important factor in giving him the em- their own fabulous vieions, set themselvs up as the
pire.
crosen custodians and embaseadors of God's method
At the great eucumenical council of Nice that he of saving a fallen, sin-cursed world.
summoned, he had in attendance three hundred and
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
eighteen bishops, presbyters, deacons, and other
Philadelphia, Pa., May, 1890.
learned dignitaries of the church.
It was here the open quarrels over the tenets and
I AM told it ia disrespectful to my father to differ
doctrine of Ohristisnity publicly began, or at least from his viewe, end :filial reverencs should keep me
were recognized by the civil power.
from proclaiming opposed ideas. What progress
In this council these bishops manifested such a would the world hav made, if this notion had always
bitter and relentless spirit toward each other as to prevailed T • • • Respect for my father requires
tear to pieces and destroy their manuscripts, and me to be loyal to the truth as I see it.-Adama.
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Public or private debate is the time to take one an- , and not hie conscience sud sanae of justice. The
other's mental scalp.
· Harman case is one. Here is another:
I hav waited for some months to see additional
Construction, viewed in this way, implies the idea
James Burton, a Republican (WaD!l.maker-Anderson
remarks on the question, "Is there an affirmativ, of constant, unflagging toil, or priestcraft will tear postmaster), at Jamestown, this county, had a newspositiv, constructiv side to Freethought 1" If the down what you build up in the young mind.
paper tilt with Sheriff Mat·ahal1, also of this county,
leading spokesmen hav nothing more to say, it apSuppose we hav a little frank, manly discussion and both owners of newspapers, and not daring to
pears to me they hav not laid stress enough on the over the Liberal Sunday-school question, in columns print as obscene m8tter in his paper as he desired to
most important point.
devoted to "Letters from Friends!" An inter- heap upon his opponent, sent him the words found
As every word has a different shade of meaning, change of views would doubtless prove beneficial.
on the inclosed slip, through the United States
the expressions, " affirmativ " and " positiv," hardly
Kent, 0.
JoHN DAVEY.
mails.* By accident the letter got into the hands of
included the ideas which were sought to be brought
the United States district attorney, and he laid it
out. The word,·" positiv," for example, is applicable
before the United States grand jury, who found an
A. .Methodist Idea of Science.
almost anywhere. A man may be positiv as a liar, or
indictment against Burton, and without a single disAmong the curious letters I hav at times sent me aenting vote. Burton was duly arrested, and .apa thief, in profanity, dishonesty, or anything that is
bad as well as good. Positiv and negativ hav some- I think the following is remarkable. It would not peared for trial at the April term of court, 1890.
what the same significaace as activ and passiv, and do in me to giv the name of the little town or ham- Marshall was summoned as a witness. A political
apply more to activity and inactivity than to the let, as it might cast the stigma of mental Egyptian boss from this city, and John A. Anderson, organizer
point at issue. As Mr. Ingersoll and others re- darkness over its quiet inhabitants, there being, I and striker, appears on the ground. Or a sudden
marked, Freethought is necessarily positiv even in suppose, many somewhat intelligent people residing Marshall is told that he is not needed as a. witness,
therein. But it is sad, however, to imagin that and to draw his fees and go home. He does so.
its negations; for it is an embodiment of activity.
The word "constructiv" included the great within s. radius of say sixty miles from this city Shortly afterward the case of Burion is called, he
thought for amplification; i. e., if I understood such a crowded collection of littleness could be stands up and pleads guilty, and this high-minded and
D. B. · honorable judge, this official guardian of the morals
rightly. The church charges Freethought with brougM together.
"tearing down and building nothing in place." The
of the people, says, substantisUy: " Mr. Burton, inasDEAR FRIEND B--: I can speak highly of the much as you bav been charged by the grand jury
object of the inquiry was, are these things so?
Thoughts and systems, as well as beings, hay healthful, balmy fragrance of this piny neighbor- with the commission of a crime, it becomes my paintheir infancy; and in that state are necessarily im- hood. I think my health permanently improving ful duty to impose upon you a fine of aome kind, but
perfect. Freethought, properly understood, is a and my cough has greatly subsided ; but alas ! of the as the matter is of so trivial a nature, I shall inflict
constructiv force; but from an educativ standpoint intelligence of those with whom I am constrained to the lowest fine the law will permit. You will be
it is quite defectiv. How to make it more perfect, I mingle do not inquire. They seem to be honest, fined $10, without costs." It is also said, and I befrank, and industrious, but know but little outside of lieve it to be t.rue; that he denounced Marshall for
think, was the object of the inquiry.
Many people, like Mr. Oonners in his letter in THE their catechisms; and their amusements, the psy- allowing the case to be brought, and intimated that
TRUTH SEEKER of May lOth, wonder why so many chological ground and lofty tumblings at their Meth- if he had it in his power he would fine him heavier
million people investigate other questions and yet odist meetings.
than he did Postmaster Burton.
Last Sunday I attended a Methodist meeting, my
remain in slavish bondage to church creeds. Friends,
Now, what Harman published I do not know, but
this is no wonder at all. Just think of the tens of supply. of popular reading having become exhausted. this I do know, it lacked the essence of crime, viz.,
thousands engaged in priestcraft, and the hundreds To me a Methodist meeting is a harmless way of "intent to corrupt the mind." There was nothing
of thousands as Sunday-school teachers, deacons, killing time. The singing was pleasant, and the local vindictiv, nothing spiteful, nothing that was inelders, etc., as an educativ force, taking the child preacher by his fervent prayer seemed to be in high tended to madden nor to insult anyone. It :was
from its infancy and imbuing it with the ideal:! which favor with his God. That portion of the service printed with the best of motive. He was not deare common to all sects; namely, that man is a over, the preacher brought forward and introduced fended; he was outraged by the judge during the
fallen being ; that Ghrist's blood blots out sin ; that the Rev. Dt. K--, who was anxious to make aome trial. He was treated by the judge as. the convicted,
there is a heaven and a hell ; that you must believe remarks whieh struck him as of importance to tbe without a hearing. He was sentenced to the highest
or be lost, etc. Bear in mind, also, that till within Christian world. From w,hat portion of the Bible he term of imprisonment by the inhuman judge, who
a few years, education was· not general, and that the had taken his tfxt I was unable to hear, but he was let the nsety postmaster off with a nominal fine.
human mind is so constituted that it has to believe copious from 1 and 2 Timothy. Looking impressConcordia, Kan., May 12.
J. M. HAGAMAN.
something, and then ask yourself, is it any wonder ivly around upon the audience, he remarked: "My
that people are in possession of enoneous ideas 1 devout frisTJds, as faith, Ohristiim faith, is the corner* [Mr. Hagaman sends ns the words used by Burton, and
It is possible that a person may be so surrounded in stone of the Christian's eternal hope of salvation, we hav also seen the Markland letter, upon which Mr. Harman was convicted and sentenced, and the former is vastly
early life, and be blessed with a liberal education to hence it follows that whatever disturbs that faith is viler
than the single word used in the latter, which Judge
such an extent, as to make him unsympathetic or damnable.
Foster thought deserved five years and a fine of $300 for
"I
feel
urged
to
make
these
remarko
from
listening
even unkind toward the less favored. If such had
mailing.]
been my experience, or that of many others, they of late to some popular praising of the triumphs of
A. Liberal School.
probably would feel differently. Say or think what science-science, which I need only tell you is the
you will about it, when a religion or a creed becomes progenitor of much damnation. Verily, my friends,
Mrs. R. E Attwood, of Et>ton R~>pids, Mich., ask!!,
a part of yourself it is like tearing aw~y a part of it should be enough to accept with thankfulness in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 26~b, "Why can we
God's
bread
of
life
without
sneaking
and
prying
your very being when you find you are being stripped
not hav a Liber::.l school~" I think I hav seen this
of that which was so dear to you. Think of the around God's laboratory or workshop to see how same question asked before in the Freethought
tremendous force constantly playing upon one from the thing is done. And, my fello;v-Ohristians, if papers, and the same suggestion has often been made
the ranks of priestcraft and all its allied agen~ies. these blasphamous scientists are to be credited, they to me by the Libsrals personally.
Yes, think of all this, against the meager eff..>rts of hav discovered, 0 MoseB ! that . the· purest water
Mr. Walser made an Effort in that direction at Libthe ranks of Free thought ! "Ranks," did I say 1 that we drink is full of living, ravenous reptile! eral, Mo., but failed, probably because of insufficient
It can yet be scarcely said to hav such, for while Yea, and in the very air we breathe we exterminate support. Mr. Hauswirth, of Nm·th Yamhill, Ore.,
there are many Liberals, it is not yet an organized myriads of organized beings !
has made an effort to establish a broad-gage school
"These, indeed, as the fruits of science, are suffi- in which the writer of this s.rticle bss been teaching
force; at least, all of ita forces are not under organciently disgusting to delicate tastes. But we are during the last year. Mr. Hauswirth has continued
ization.
Much as I disapproved of Mr. J. H. Burnham's told in the matter of the beautiful-in our admiration the school for three ye~rs, aud has prob&bly spent
harsh criticism of President West brook, yet, to my of the glorious rainbow-that glorious pledge to man $1,000 more on the school th!l:n he has received
mind, Mr. Burnham came nearest stating the plan of from God (that he will never again drown us oui )- from it. But thi.s Echool is also in a fair way to
constructiv work. It must be educational, scientific, that glorious bow that no painter would dare imi- expire, because we are not equipped to compete with
and political in its nature; especially political. In tate, forsooth, under seientificprocess, is found com- thQ many well·endowed schools throughout the
every district where there are Liberale, there should posed of but three fl11t colors-red, blue, and yellow ! country. No one tsacher is qualified, or would hav
" Triumphs of science, indeed I Let mJ not be the t~me to successfully te&oh all the studies required
be a Sunday-school organized in direct opposition to
blinded,
my Christian friends, by this iniquitous iu a good school. A school with but one teacher,
chur_ch-and-state plots, enlivened on all occasions
with the best patriotic songs. A lady writer-Miss scientific delving. .It is a libel on God and s satanic without apparatus necessary for successful work, can
Wixon, I think-favored something of this plan, but attempt ·to destroy the Bible and the Ohristii:m'a not offer the inducements that a school can that is
suggested the idea of dancing. I see no more ha.rm hopes of salvation. Doubtless there are scientists- abundantly supplied with apparatus, and has suffiin dancing than I do in walking or spading in my yea, thousands of them, in hell but now, experiment- cient funds to employ a corps of able teachers.
garden, but I would no more think of inviting an ing on the extinguishment of the flames of burning
The Christians can raise money, and much of this
honest, conscientious Christian to a Liberal Sunday- brimstone."
money from Liberals themselva, to endow r:ohools for
Lucky for me, I was near the exit door and slyly the mere purpose of perpetuating orthodox ignoschool and insulting him by announcing a dance,
than I would by stating that the next thing in order slipped out, querying whether the above was intended rance; but the Liberals hav not yet a well-endowed
would be a cock-fight. I lay some claim to being a as a satire, irony, or a first attempt at pulpit school in the United St&tes, except Girard Oollege,
Liberal, and every true Liberal will "do unto oth1:1rs eloquence.
and, to our shame, we haY allowed that noble instituas he would they should do unto him;'' i e., respect
tion to be s~olen by the church.
Judge Foster in an Amiable .Mood.
conscientious convictions. We never can enlighten
I believe Liberal schools should be established and
people by insulting them. All sects of Christendom
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav supported. But I also believe they should be Libunderstand this, and most of them use every means, read your remarks on the sentence of Mr. Harman eral in the broadest sense of the term-entirely free
sacrificing their own comfort, to get the ears of peo- by Judge 0. Foster, of the United States district from dogmatism. I think it would be unwise iu
ple. Oonsidering the danger there is of human court for the district of Kansas, and approve every Liberals to build schools for the purpose of proparights being swept into oblivion by the combined word of it, and add one more. It was "infamous"- gating Liberalism, per se. But it would be wisdom
forces of priestcraft, shall we be less wise in securing no apologies, no pleadings, no reasoning or excuses on ourpart, and would prove to the world that we
a hearing that the cursed plots of idle priests may can ever satisfy me that Judge Foster was actuated are in earnest, and that we mean what we say-that
be comprehended by the public mind? I know some by pure and honest motivs in sentencing Harman to we sre working for the best interests of mankindpeople who call t.hemselvs Liberals who seem inca- pay a fine of $300 and to the penitentiary for five if we would build schools in which the youths of our
pable of talking with a Christian five minutes with- years. He is a candidate for United States Senator country could be given a broad, liberal education,
out denouncing Ghrist, shouting, "I'm an Infidel," to take the place of Ingalls. He courts the support but in which neither the" evidences of Christianity,"
etc. Such people become absolutely repulaiv, and of the Woman's Christian Temperance Unions and nor the " evidences of Liberalism," would be taught.
very seldom do any good, but often positiv harm. the Young Men's Christian Association. Over this I think that no school, ~it.her orthodox or unortho.
We must take men as they are; treat them as men; sentence they rejoice, and the preacher slaps his dox, should in any way endeavor to control or direct
state facts, make our arguments, and let men draw hands together and cries amen. 'I hey were his ene- the religious opinions of students.
We hav the germ of such a school in our quiet
their own conclusions. Introduce the light and mies, because he was an Antiprohibitionist, but now
darkness disappears. In such meetings, composed he bas redeemed him,.elf to a great extent in their little village of North Yamhill, and are the Liberals
of various shades of liberal OhTistians, the Radical or estimation. Judge Foster is a hypocrit and judicial ready to help us build up a first-class school! Do
Infidel element should not intrude their particular tyrant. Very often sentiment, or what seems to be the Liberals really hav their hearts in their work and
hobbies to become offensiv to less advanced people. such, guides him in sentencing convicted individuals, mean what they say when they talk about schools T
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Liberals criticise, and justly so, the Ad
dei gloriam theory of the _Jesuit, but wh~n
it is applied to an attempt to explam away the Spiritual phenomena, then "all is fair in love and war."
I am not in accord with the theory that "the end
ju~tifies the means."
I do not know ihe author of "Bottom Facts." I
do not want to know him. I do not want to know
Ol" quote any man who stands unblushingly before
the world as a self-confessed trickster.
You say: "Another point upon which recollections
differ is concerning the amount of slate remaining in
siaht when Slade held them under the table. Mr.
M~A.rthur's friend [yourself] eat next to the medium,
and his recollection is that all he could see of the
Mr. McArthur's Delaye(l U.f'joindere
slates was Slade's wrist with the cords therein workIn your criticism you very justly remark! "Me- ing as though the fingers were moving."
Arthur writes with the utmost good feeli:rg, and it is
Now, Brother Macdonald, this is my inning. I
evident thst there are at least two men in the world must ask you to be more " accurate." I must ask
who can agree to disagree tmd preserve their respect you not to place your "recollections" in opposition
and friendship for one another."
to a recorded fact.
But there is another trait of Mc.A.::thur's which is
In my article giving Mr. Baker a general idea of
called "pertinacity." Some might call it obstinaoy. t.he manner in which the slates were held-and re~
It is simply that he is so built and constituted that member the Eeanee was fresh in our minds at that
he always upholds and defends thi!.t which appeals to time, and you supervised the copy-I said: "The
him afl the truth. Hence this anawer, to determi:n, in thumb and wrist of the right hand and possibly onea quiet., friendly numner, which Mac is the more third of the upper slate were nearly always in view,
"accurate."
end the left hand touched ours on top of the table."
You may remember tbs.t when the >e~nce closed I
And you add, "And his [your] recollection is that
resigned the slates to your care. That when we ail of the slates, without exception, were out of sight
adjourned and met your friend you expressed your when written oro, or had been previously out of sight
surprise at the resvlts obtsined. Ths.t when I Cf~iled beiore the writing was found on them."
at your office to write t.he a-rticle ar!d we converEed
Now, Brother Macdonald, this is my second inning.
about our exparienoas you said tb.ey were c;urprising-. LBt me ask you, Is this "accurate!" If so, when
I wrote the article in your cffics. You supervised did the writing take place? Or, is it only a surit and objected to one passage only. This I promptly mise! Which~
erased. So I claim now, just as I claimed to J. K.
You then begin to query, "If the event had been
P. Baker, to whom the r.rticle n-as addressed, th~>t as Mr. McArthur states it, and so much of the slate
you indorsed every word.
was constantly exposed, why could not all of it be
But you object to my stt;teme:ut that yon wel'e l:'xpoEed ~"
"dumfounded." Possibiy I was wrong in using
I could answer that question for you, I think, and
that term; but I did so only after due eonsidemHon, from a strictly Materialistic standpoint. But, cui
and for the following reason, the validity of wh!0h I bono?
submit.
If we now differ on the facts as they presented
When we were going over the various poi::lts and I themselvs at the time, and as I wrote them down, it
asked your opinion, your fil:lswer was, "It is very is hardly probable that we could come to any sgreefunny." I objected to this aa unphilosophicsl, as ment on t.he philosophy.
unscientific, and I thought then, and think now, that
But to resume. Do you not think that you hsv
any series of cu:cumstancas of s serious nature that unwittingly placed yourself where your criticism of
would cause you to make this explanatory exclama- Slade is practically valueless! You admit yourself
tion most certainly showed they had "dumfounded" prejudicEd against him, for you say, "The experiyou. See !
menta with Slade were not considered by him Lyou]
But let us test this "accurscy" question. When to r~ally count in the proposed investigation. This
I wrote my last article I quoted from memory, &nd I was explained and the reasons given were that the
see I did make a mistake or two, but on examination junior experimenter [yourself] possessed grave
I find they are not very materiaL In fact, I think doubts as to Slade's genuinness, owing to informayou made a "mistl\ke" when you pointed out my tion concerning him previously acquired."
"mistake," as the correct statement makes matters
I remember·talking with you on this subject, and
only worse for you.
you related etoriea sent you from Canada. But what
So, I admit that I did mistake in stating that the has this to do with our case T Are you and I to
message of fifty-two words came on one of your determin the truth or falsit.y of our experiences by
elates, i. e., a slate that you had brought to the the alleged experiences of another ? There is not a
seance. My article makes no statement as to whose man in this world, worthy of the name of man, who
slate it was, but it does make a statement which bas not his enemies. The goody-goody alone is beeither nullifies you:r expl•mation of the modus oper- loved by all.
andi, or stamps me as a noodle. Let me quote it.
I understood that we had agreed that these
"The medium then stated that he thought Brother seances were to rest on their own foundations. Had
Macdonald possessed mediumistic qualities, and that I thought otherwise; had I thought that Mrs.
he, unassisted, could obtain slate-w:ri.ti!Jg. Mr. Mac- Grundy was to be lugged in, we should never hav
donald then took two elates and held them under the attended them.
It won't do, Brother Macdonald, to attempt to
table, and the medium placed another slats on his
head, and asked the spirits if they would try to write disparage these seances, or the medium, ·by referring
on Mr. Macdonald's slate. Back esme the &:nawer, to counter-evidence, received from the Lord knows
'We will try to do so.' Remember, please, the sls.te whom.
Read my original article carefully and you will see
on which this was written was in plain sight. Not
being able to obtain writing under the table, Mr. that in all, but one minor detail, it is in strict acc.JordMacdonald laid the slates on top of it, placed his anee with my last. All through it runs the same
hand over them, and shortly after writing was vein of thought, and I know that it was sa far from
heard."
your mind to disguise the truth, as it was from mine.
This was the mesa age of fifty-two words, and that
But, on reading your article, one is impressed with
is precisely how it was obtained. Slade simply the idea that the medium, when results were obtouched the upper slate with his right hand; I tained, used only his own slates, which, you try to
grasped his left. You remember the position, impress the reader, he bad, in some mysterious manexactly. Now, according to your theory, when you ner, previously manipulated.
So, to answer this, you will pardon another quotaheld _t~~se tw~ slates ~mder the t~ble, Slade's. "p:rehensll toes d1d the ~ob ; or ~lac!a wrooe ih1~ long tion from my original article. " Two of Mr. Macmessage when the sla;es were m your po~sear.n~n on 1 donald's slates were then cleaned, a small piece of
top of the table. He could not huv wntten 1t be- pencil placed between them, and the medium held
fore, because, as the account reads, " Mr. Macdon<>ld them under the table in his right hand, his thumb
then took two .s~ates and bel~_ them under ihe table.'' being always in sight. The power was so very great
Sla~e had notnmg to do With them. You are the that the medium withdrew the slates and tied them
conJurer, and you fooled me, your friend. Now, together with the same cord that came with the origthis is unkind. Y~m should giv rn.a the tip.
inal bundle."
~ou say: "It Is the opinion of on~ of the exYou then sst on them, and writing came, just as I
p~rimente~~ that he (Slade) had ample hme to align stated. This is my third inning, Brother Macdonald.
his letters.
Tell us how, when, where. Post us, 0 Three out-all out.
Mac ! there are millions of our people waiting for t.he
I might go on and on and on. But why~ I
exposure.
.
. merely wished to show you_ that "accuracy " was not
_Surely Slade .gave Ufl every opporturuty to exan:un entirely one sid€d.
h1_s table and hlEl slates. He used y~mr slates and
But the most curious part of your counter-stateWl~h t~e beE!t_ results, and now, candi~!y, don't you ment is the charge that Slade has " prehen~>il " toes.
thmk It unfa1r, every othe~ theory bemg exploded, I am gratified that you hsv waived the " pencil under
to throw "Bottom Facts" m his face~
the nail" theory. So let us examin this "prehensil"
I hav _always held_ it as a safe rule for my guidance theory.
to exami~ ear_efu1ly mto th~ che.ra~~er of a n:;an who
How do you know that Slade has " prehensil"
abuses biB ne1ghbor. I avOid the I am hoher than . toes' Is there on record the statement of a like case
Are there not Lib11rals enough in the United Slates
to contribute $20,000, or $15,000 or even $10,000, to
erect and equip a good college building and employ
a corps of good teachers? Inducaments could thl'n
be given to students from abroad. Libe;,'als would
not then be obliged to patronize Bible-cramming
institutions. Can ws not bav a school of this kind
in North Yamhill~ H the Liberais of this country
would like to see t>uch an institution established let
us hear from you through THE 'fnuTH SEEKER. Let
us establish a school that will bo a credit to the Liberal cause. Liberal friends, let us b.earfrom you.
North Yamhill, Ore.
GEo. H. DAWES.

thou."

nu~jorem

exeept where the party was defo1·med? I know this,
that when the slate was passed to me under the
table, if Slade had hold of the other end, even with
bis hand, the power I exerted would hav pulled him
from his chnir. I think you know that to be a fact.
I so stated it to you, end if my memory be "accurate," you did not attempt to combat it. Consequently I thought that you had had a like experi·
ence.
Slade was seated with his left side to the table,
and, his right being on the outside, he could bav
used only his left, and, aJt.hough I do not claim th~t
it would be "impossible" for him to use his left, yet,
I consider it highly improbable. You were about six
inches from him ; I not more than two feet, and he
must hav had monumental cheek to hav attempted
such a diaphanous trick.
"Prehensil" is good; but it don't fill the bill. It
is simply an excuse, Brother Macdonald, and I suppose you used it on the theory that " a poor excuse
is better than none."
Of course, when I stated that you were "·off, way
off," I applied it to your attempt to account for the
phenomena.
You may hav, and I feel to llBY that I know you
hav, more than "a middlin' tight grip" on "the handful of things'' that you know; but I also feel very
well assured that you hav !ost your "grip" on the
Spiritual phenomena, when you attempt to account
for them in this manner.
I also notice through your article a vein of thought
indicating the more than probable use of conjuring
trickery in the production of sle.te-writing, and I also
notice in your issue of April 19th, an extract from
the New York Sun, hr,aded "The Miracles of Religion." This, following so shortly after your article,
seems to indicate that you value the testimony of a
paid conjurer. So I will devote a few lines to that,
and if, in t.bose few lines, I can help to t>xplode the
last theory, the dender resort, of my Materialistio
friends by giving the counter·stutements of better
known conjurers, the space will hav been well utilized.
I call this your forlorn hope, for it is noticeable
that, when everything elee fails, prestidigitation is
your last refuge. Of course you understand this as
being strictly impersonal. We are such good and
warm friends that we do not desire, and will not hav,
under eny circumstances, any hersh words, or entertain any unpleasant feelings.
One of your authorities, the magician Hermann, is
particularly severe on us pqor· Spiritualists. His
language shows ignorance and a desire to puff Hermann.
But there are other, and some people choose to
think better, conjurers in the world than Hermann.
CoDj uters who bav inveetigded; conjurers who hav
the " courage of their convictions;" conjurers who
are not so deeply wedded to their art that they can
not see where their art ends.
One of these, John Nevil Maskelyne, who was
offered $5,000 to reproduce certain Spiritualistic
phenomena, wrote : " In accepting this challenge, I
wish you to distinctly understand that I do not presume to prove that such manifestations as those stated
in the Dialectical Society are produced by triclcery.
I hav never denied that such manifestations are
genuin.''
This gentleman, acknowledged as the most skilful
conjurer in England, did not get that $5.000.
But he offered, if allowed to use his machinery,
which weighed several tons, to reproduce some of
the phenomena as expressed through Slade.
Samuel Bellachini, court conjurer to tha late Emperor William of Garmany, by royal command investigated in order to explode. He writes : "I hereby
declare it to be a rash action to giv decisiv judgment
upon the objectiv medial performances of the American medium Slade after only one sitting and the
observations so made. After I had, at the wish of
several highly esteemed gentlemen of rank and position, and also for my own interest, tested the physical mediumship of Mr. Slade in a series of sittings
in full daylight, as well as in the evening in his bedroom, I must, for the sake of truth, hereby certify
that the physical occunences with Mr. Slade hsv
been thoroughly examined by me with the minutest
observation and investigation of his surroundings,
including the table, and that I hav not in the smallest d(',gree found ,anything to be produced by means
of prestidigitativ manifestations or by mechanical
apparatus, and that any e"J"planation of the experiments which took place under the circumstances
and conditions then obtaining by any reference to
prestidigitation is absolutely impossible. It must
rest with such men of science as Crookes and Wallace in London, Petry in Berne, Butlerhoff in St.
Petersburg, to search for the explanation of this phenomenal power Pnd to prove its reality."
This noted conjurer, had he been able to certify
otherwise and prove Slade a fraud, would hav been
ennobled by the Emperor William. But he was boneat. He saw that Slade possessed a power far beyond
the conjurer's art, and he wisely relegated its investigation to the m.ost scientific minds of the age.
Those scientists examined, investigated, experimented,
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and they are to day prominent and outspoken Spiritualists.
M. Jacobs, the most noted conjurer in France,
also tested the phenomena.
Likti Robert Houdin, "the king of conjurers," he
became convinced of their truth, and having the
"courage of his convictions," published in 1881, in
a London paper, his reeeons for advocati,~;~g their
truth.
Magician Henry Kellar (one of those quoted by
the New York Sun) printed his experience, from
which I extract the following :
"It is needless to aay I went [to the t.e~noe] a
skeptic, but I must own that I hav come away utterly
unable to explain, by any natural means, the phenomena that I witnessed on Tuesday evening. I will
giv a brief description of what took place." After relating the particulars, he concludes: "Forty-eight
hours before, I should not hav believed anyone who
bad described such manifestations under aimilar circumstances. I repeat my inability to explain or
account for what must hav been an intelligent force,
that produced th~ manifestations, whioh, if my
senses are to be rehed on, was in no way the result
of trickery or sleight-of-hand.
"(Signed)
HARRY KELLAR."
These gentlemen, Brother Macdonald, missed
noticing that " prehensil" toe.
·
I could go on and on-fiil pages of THE '~:RUTH
SEEKER. But, again, cui bono?
I will lay these propositions down right here, and
challenge any Materialist in the world to confute
them:
That Spiritualism to· day embraces more scientists
among its adherents, than d::>es either Materialism or
Christianity, or both. And I will giv name for
name. OI course I include only those who admit
having investigated.
That all these scientists hav become Spiritualists
from personal observation of, and experience with,
the phenomena.
That Medium Slade has been the means of convincing as many cf these scientists as any other
medium now alive.
I hav written a longer letter than I had intended.
I hope I hav established my "accuracy" more
firmly than you hev established Slade's "prehensil"
toes, else, Brother Macdonald, I fear your readers will
hav a very poor opinion of
McARTHUR.

Secrets of the SpirituaHsts.
F1·om a Germa.n Exchange,

Ona will remember the Spiritualistic exhibitions
tziven here in Germany ten or eleven years ago by an
Eogiishman, Mr. Slade, which created great attention. The .w.hol.e episode is very nearly forgotten,
yet an art101e m Mr. F. Maunthner's periodical,
.Deutschland, throws some interesting light upon it.
In that paper Hildegaard Nilson speaks about the
"secrets of Spiritualists." This lady has herself for
several years worked as a medium. In any case, she
knows a good deal about the dark doings, and what
she tells may be true, and if it is not, then it is well
made up. So of what she relates with regard to
Slade, in whose service her husband was for a long
while. Mr. Slade, so tells Hildegaard Nilson was
while a boy educated to beoc.me a cautscheek (boneless) man. During his sevesteenth year he broke
his left arm at a Sunday exhibition in a circus, and
was evar since auffering from a stiff arm, finally to
such an extent as to necessitate his seeking anothet
specialty to work at. He became an artist and educated himself as a "foot wonder." During his exhibitions his arms were tied across the breast and on
the showbills it was stated that he ·was born without
arms, and making B virtue of the necessity he could
write, eat, drink, play billiards, and do wonderful
feats with his feet. He worked in Germany under
the name, "Raphael without Hands." When and
how he oeme to leave the oirous business and devote
his rare capabilities to the service of Spiritualism I
cannot ste.te. In any case, he had become acquainted
with an American manager. There he appeared for
the first time.
The reader oan easily understand the secret of Mr.
Slade. He simply performs all his wonders with his
feet. Hundreds of suspicious visitors, suientists,
and journalists who intended to expose him, hav
paid him over their gold for sittings and yet discov·
ered nothing, because they kept watch of his hands
which are large and rough, and not at all fitted t~
perform even a simple feat. If these visitors had
watched Slade very oloaely, they could not hav failed
to observe that he had a noiseless walk. Like a oat
he moves across the little carpet of the hotel room
in which he givs his exhibition, and his admirers are
foolish enough to consider this his noiseless appearance as "spirit-like." The feet of Slade are covered
in a very peculiar object-serving manner. Seen
from above they appear to be dressed in shoes, but
these latter hav no soles and are held in their place
only by a fine leather strap which passes under the
hollow of the feet. These latter are stuck into a
kin.d of half shoes, like our half gloves [mittens ~]
wh1oh leave the fore pad of th·e foot entirely free.
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Hence S~ade can, while seemingly wearing common
shoes, Write under the table a message with his toes.
: · . Many hav seen and most people hav heard
It t_old, how he lets the left hand rest upon the table
wb1le he with the right one holds the writing elate
under the table, from whence soon is heard the rattling of a .little slate-pencil. It is impossible to hold
a shote w1th one hand and write upon it with the
same one, but it is a sheer impossibility to take apart
the two elates tied together. But with hie feet
which he knows how to use as other people thei;
hands, the whole thing is easily done by Mr. Slade.
He receives the slates with his left foot, then unties
the knots and writes, while the toes on his lefb foot
hol.d the ~late on the same, with his right hand in a
oahgraphtc manner whatever inspirations the American spirit communicates to him. When paid a little
more he is perfectly willing to show how he used to
do in the oirous. When once a skeptical visitor-it
was a rich landholder from Mecklenburg-suddenly
looked under the table, if possible to find out the
secret, then Slade proved too quick for the fat gentleman that would surprise him. With a well-directed
foot and arm movement did Mr. Slade break the
writing- slate into pieces, which flew round the nose
of the stupefied Meoklenburger; hence he saw nothing, and willingly paid the Englishman, who esemingly fell into an acute attack of heart disease a
considerable sum of money in damages.
'
The greatest impression and consternation ia produced by Slade when he lets the writing-slate fly
through the air. The feat is surprisingly simple.
While his left hand is resting upon the table and the·
right one is visible at the edge of the table, where
it seemingly holds the slate, the left foot of the
medium has taken hold of the slate. Suddenly
stretching out his long leg he shoves the same with
ghost-like velocity at the opposit end of the table.
My husband has told me that on every occasion the
visitors became confounded by these manifestations
of spirit presence. But most comical it is when
sometimes the foot becomes visible above the edge
of the table, when the lookers-on invariably believe
that they hav seen the elegant ha:ad of a woman.
One that has seen the shoe-leather speaks of the
soft hand of a woman inclosed in black glace gloves ;
another, having seen the naked toes, admires the
naked little hand.
. I need not add that it
is the same spirit bands by which the knees of the
sitters are touc_hed under the tabla, now strongly,
now softly. It 1s quite a compliment to our century
that such light tricks are well paid for by a believing
public.

About Mr. Heywood.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Case
continued to May 23d. Geo. W. Searl~>, Esq., 49
Court street, Boston, will care for it in the preliminary trial. If "held," and the grand jury " find a
bill," I shall appear before judge and jury in the
superior court. If convicted, J. F. Pickering, Esq.,
will take the case up on exceptions, and argue it before the higher courts. Gao. W. Stevens and M. A.
Warren, of Boston, are my bondsmen. They charged
$1 000 for my liberty.
Unquestionably Comstock's New Engltmd smutworm, Henry Chase, has a "strong case" vs. right
in me invaded; but he and his dirty, malevolent
crowd will find us " at home " in every point of this
"goO'd figl"\t of faith." Not I am, but the infamous
"law" is doomed. The inclosed from the Boston
Herald illustrates the general friendliness of the
newspapers. Arresting officer McClausland introduced himself to me at the Princeton depot, saying,
"Some of old Chase's spotters hav got onto you."
Chase has wormed about eight years to sting me.
He suppressed Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass"
in 1882 ; we defied him; now he has "got in" his
vengeance. When once, in 1884, he approached me
personally, I said, "I trust, Mr. Chase, that you will
liv to be intelligent enough to despise yourself."
Yankee blood boils at Judge Foster's ferocious treat
ment of Moses Harman. Harman will be liberated;
bnt Foatar is pilloried in ever burning, blackening
infamy.
E H. HEYWOOD.
Princeton, Mass., May 14, Y L. 18.
WHAT THE BOSTON HERALD SAID.
In a recent number of Ezra H. Heywood's publications, the Society for the Suppression of Immoral
Literature thinks it has found an article upon which
it oan make a case against the publisher. At all event!',
Mr. Heywood was arrested Saturday evening on a warrant sworn out by Henry Chase, the New England
agent for Comstock. He was locked up at the Tombs,
and was bailed out Sunday. Mr. Heywood makes
the following statement: "This is an attempt to
crush me because I hav the courage to tell the truth
about abominations that should be exposed. There
are some things about which even parents, through
false modesty, will refrain from instructing their
children, and many a girl goes into the world ignorant of certain matters until by painful experience
their eyes are opened. For plain talk I am now
under the ban of Mr. Comstock's society and in the
toils of his agent, Mr. Chase. The latter took out a

w·arrant several d~ys ago. It was served last night
by Inspeotor McCausland at Princeton depot, and I
was brought to Boston. They arrested me Sllturday
night just to make me lie in durance during Sunday.
My bondsman 21·e George W. Stevens and Marshall
A. W arran. This twciaty, at whose il:stigation I hav
been arrested, has tricked me into sending my paper
to a decoy, and I cannot say upon just which one of
the issues of the paper they will base their charges
against rr...e, as probably they may present a string of
them. I 8pprehend no serious results, thougb, for
they hav been cruelly dogging and persecuting me
for the past eight yeara."

Our Criminals.
I hav, from the beginning ·Of Mr. Ingersoli's re.
markable career M an instructor of the masse.,, been
an attentiv beholder and a moat devout admirer of
hia remarkable genius. Moat men are not appr€·
oiated duriug their lives; but I want it distinctly
understood that I am one of his moat earnest admirers, and believe, with all true lovers of the racr,
that the impress his genius is now making on this
nineteent-h century civilization will be felt not only
now, but in all time to come.
The vMt field of human duties looked ~J.S though it
had been completely surveyed by his masterly mind
but it was not so. When, leaving those who were
the fortunate ones in life's ba.ttle, he came to tl:e
rescue of those who were not eo fortunately blesaer
he came like an "armed warrior, a plumed knight.' I
He wrote to the world-having delivered the addr£ES
to the most learned body of men on this contineul
the New York Bar Association-the" Crimes Again<
Criminals." In this truly humane argument and
allegation of facta, he showed that what was reputed
good, was not eo, but instead that rJOoiety was as
vicious, as revengeful, as savage, as the poor victirr
the unfortunate violator of society's laws. Now l:~
bas shown hie way to redeem, to improve, to roora:ize, to civil!ze these po.or vict-ims. Good enough;
but there lS another VIeW of that most importart
question, which he seems to hav overlooked, and
hence this article. Medical men-and I am cf thst
class-all know that our organism is atriotly animsl,
and only development has brought out the intellect.
Now, this animal in us ca.n be repressed and the ii:tellect developed, by education. This is the remedr,
more education. Let every criminal be educated in
the strictest sense of the word.
Let that education be of a business nature, something that will fit the m!ln for a business station in
life ; something thnt society cannot rob him of.
Let those whose B!<vage nature prompts them to take
the life of their fellow-man be educated in the fL1llest
sense of the word. Let their symp~;~,tb.ies be df.·
veloped. Develop not so much the physical, that
caused the crime, as the soci~l, until, civiliz<?d, moral·
ized, improved, developed by force of man's intellect
in improving his fellow-man as he has domestic
animals, and everything else in fact, man reigns
in safety and happiness. Is it possible, yeo,
is it not probable, that our lawrr akers, with
themselvs better selected and rEflecting the
higher moral feelings of the sensible, virtuous, thinking psrt oi our people, may pass snob laws as will
not only protect the poor criminal from committing
worse crimes, but protect society itself against thfl
same~ Then let our criminals be educated. Let all
the products of their labor be restored to them, a~:d
do not let society rob them, as it has robbed otherf'.
Next, but not least, is another class of society, a
product of civilization and of the cruelties of socieh.
It is that of abandoned women. Oh, is there a mar,
who was fondled on the breast of a trusting mother,
whose loving heart pictured "All's well" for htr
child in life's terrible battle, that could look on one
of these unfortunate ones and not f~>el a pang of conscience! But we must set to work to improve them
and make them better. Let every state found and
maintain a bouse of reformation. Send every unfortunate sister there. Educate her, refine her, teach
her a way to ·make a living by other methods thsn
th!!.t which is to her a living death. Stop the
poisonous springs of physical evils that will corrupt
the fifth generation even.
Will it be ever! Yes, I know it will be, and that
soon. I know that those grand minds, those everliving promoters of human good, and self-sacrificing
lovers of our race, will so develop, so help, and so
force the progress of our race, that soon we will r£·
joice that not only the fortt1nate ones will receive
nature's blessings but all of our race.
Trenton, Tex.
DR. W. C. HoLMES.
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R. E. ATwoon, secretarv of the Eaton Rapids, Mich.,
Secnlar Society, writes: "·we hav arranged for two lectures in our place, to be given May 29th and 30t-h, by Charles
Watts. First lecture, May 29th, 'Christianity and Unbelief:
A plea for l\Ieutal Liberty.' Friday, :M:ay 30th, 'Secularism
and Orthodoxy: Which is the Superior?' "
ONLY when one suspects he is wrong is he afraid. If be
thinks his opini"ns are prejudiced, he naturally wants them
not discussed, lest they be exposed.-Bie1·bo!oer.

'rHE 'l:'RUTR SEEKER, MAY 24, 1890.
An Amateur Preacher.
·HOW AN OLD SOLDIER 1\"0RRED HIS WAY THROUGH TEXAS.

I had fought for four years in the cavalry, part of
the time with Forrest. We were not what you
would call a godly set, but good fell?ws, who w?uld
die, or worse, would come near to lymg, for a fnend
-brave fellows: God bless every man of them! We
were a reckless set and death meant nothing to us ·
but we lived, ye 'gods! Life since has seemed ~
faded rag. Well 1 I lost roy leg first. I bad a hand
to band scuffi.e fo r it, and I will not say how many I
sent to their long homes-it hurts now-but-well,
my leg went· and not s yesr after my arm. I killed
the rascal who shot me in the arU:. Then came the
surrender and I was fit to murder right and left. I
could not stand it, or I thought I could not, and
trundled off to Mexico. Beautiful country, my dear
fellow, lovely, but the lowest down n&ti.on. on the
face of the earth to call themselvs Chnshans, not
morals enough in the whole nation to sstisfy onerespectable old-time darky. I could not stand it, and
determined to come home, no matter whst was the
state of the country. Bnt how to get here. I had
the whole kingdom of Texss to cros~,-and no money
and no railways, and only half rations in the way of
legs. I worked my way to the Rio Grande on a
broken-down old mustang.. Ab~ut ten miles. from
the river I came to a Mexwan Jiical, and hes1tated
about, going in, they are such treacherous villains.
But I was hungry, and pausing outside the door I
heard a groan. Somebody in distress, I thought,
and cocking my pistol, I pushed my way in. An
Englishman lay there; he had passed me two days
before, traveling across country with a party of Mexicans, but I had caught him up again, and at the last
gasp. The place wss empty, save for him, and a pot
of tomalis steaming near the fire. I looked at the
Englishman first, but he was dead. I had heard his
last groan probably, and hie murderers had been run
off by my approach. His pocrkets wsre ri:tled of
everything save this pipe-a good pipe in its day;
meersehaam, you see, and had a fancy stem ; but I
prefer a joint or two of cane. I was glad of the
tomalis; but I did not think it safe to linger, as .I
did not know the number of the Mexicans. My
clothes and shoes were too ragged, however, to leave
a dead man as well clothed es that Englishman was,
so I helped myself to s part of his wardrobe. I had
not been so well drsssed in years, and I laughed a
little at myself. "You look as nice as a preacher," I
said. Then folding up my old clothes, I left them
near the dead man, and taking some more extra tomalia, I left. the house. "As nice as a preacher," the
words came to me again; H had been a phrase in the
army when a fellow was extra well dressed. "As
nice as a preacher~" Why not~ Who had a better
time than preachers~ Why not be a preacher 1 I
c,auld not help hmghbg a little at the thought.
Why not be s preacher for the time? And visions
~ of fried chicken and hot biscuit came over my mind,
fWd fiery steeds furnished by adoring :flocks-why
not! I laughed out loud as I jogged on in the darkness. A preacher? What kind T What kind? Out
on the border that did not matter. As far as my experience in that country want, all one had to do was
to swear one had had a call; then preach and eat.
That was more than twenty years ago, you see. So
I did not come to any decision, but left it all to
Qhance.
. I was so much entertained by my thoughts that I
was surprised when I found myself at the river. It
was .dayda~n, and as I;.wk wouid hav it, I found some
Mexwans w1th ~ boat Just where I reached the bank.
I seemed to strike terror into most of the party, and
I sbre~d~y Fmspecte_d it was the Englishman's clothes
that d1d 1t; most probably they bad been among his
murderers. Some ran away, but two remained, and
agreed to put me acroas. Of course they thought I
had money, but I kept my pistol lined·on them, and
"Y'hen we raached the other bank, my pay was to
JUmp ashore, and tell them in their language that I
was to meet a par.ty o~ Americans. there, and that
they had better sk1p w1th my blessmg and the old
mustang. They did.
I shall never forget my first day as a preacher. I
though~ of ~he character so much that at last I began to 1magm ~yself one. I arranged sermons with
the utmos~ facil1ty, and all that I had ever learned of
the catech1sm and hymn~ and prayers came back to
me. The day passed swiftly enough, although hopping along .on crut~he~ was such weary work that I
began to tbmk longmg1y of even my old mustang.
About sund?wn I reached a settlement-a cattle
ranch-but ev1dently not o~ the highest character.
Yes, they would take me m. The woman of the
~ouse had a pathetic face, and looked at me searchIngly, almost auspiciously.
.
" I am a man of peace," I said, in answer to her
look, "e.nd I hav lost my way."
"You look like a preacher," one of the men said.
I bowed my head.
"I thought as much," he went on, turning to the
woman, whose face had brightened up.
" ':I, ain't _seen a p~eacher in five ye·ars," ahe sRi d.
Am t you hungry?

"I am, indeed, my sister," I said; "as hungry as' ".an' the nighest neighb~rs is ten miles off. It's a
your spirit must be."
r1ght lonesome country.
"Now you'l·e sboutin' !" the man cried, slapping
"Yea," I answered, "but.good grass."
his leg. "That's the way to talk. I've heard 'em a . "That's so,, an' free. ~1~ly Sprowle ~as ~ade a
hund'ed times· an' mammy would always come to r1ght good tbmg of comm out here, h1m an these
me an' say, sohy, 'Go kill fo' chicken.s, Billy.' .I'd bola; I ain't be.en here long."
,,
know that talk anywhere. Golly ! go kdl so~ethmg,
"Do the Mextcans tro~ble. you ~~ch · I we.nt on.
'Liza.-a horse-the baby-anythin', an' callm all the
N ~t as much ~s th':y ~, hke to.. ~hen, w1th a~
fallers . bound to bav something to eat. Gosh ! effort, ' Do you thmk kllhn a MexiCan IS any harm?
your ;tomach thinks your throat's cut, don't it,
"No," I ans;~vered pr.oruptly, then cleared my
mister?"
throat slowly- no, not 1f they molest your p1·op·
I was wild to laugh, by gad, sir I the rascal hi~ the erty."
.
.
.
nail 80 squarely on the heRd; but I .~nsw~red qu1etly
The mal!- passed ~~s hand over hu1 !aoe, lookmg
enough "I would like a little food, addmg, meekly, at me cunously, while I gazed sadly mto the fire.
•: if yod hav anything to spare.".
After a moment'~ r€:tie.ctiv scan~ing. of me he drew
The man went out roaring w1th laughter, and the neare1·, and putbng h1s hands m h~e1 pockets, stood
woman came close to me.
looking down on me. ·
"Did you ever marry anybody'" she asked.
"You've got common sense, milijier," he said, "if
It gave me a sort of a chill ior a min.ute.
you ~re a pr~a.c~er, a~' you answered mighty lively at
" No," I answered; "I am not marrted."
first bout kdhn Mex1cans; you know they oughter
"That ain't what I mean,'' she said. "Me an' be wip&Jd off the face of the earth!"
Billy hav changed rings, an' promised befo' the boys,
I gave him look for lo.ok. "My brother," I said,
an' mean it too; but we ain't had no minister nor no "I fought for four years m the war, and, as you see,
maaistrate an' somehow I'd ruther hav some words half of me is in the grave. I don't stand back on
said. It'~ been three years gone now sence we killing or being killed when it is necessary. And I
changed rings."
like hunting, too," I went on, "but don't like to hunt
"And you wish me to say a few words!" I asked, buzzards."
my compunctions fading as the woman's story went
"S~ake !" he cried, holdi.ng out ~is hand; ".that's
on.
good bout buzzards; Mextce.ns an buzzards 1s one.
"Yes, if Billy's willin', but he don't like pr~achers Sakes·er-mussy !"-turning to the rest-" that's sense,
much. He don't believe in 'em; but I do. I'll ask boys, preacher or no preacher."
him," and she went out.
They all drew near after this, and sat do"!l'n near
This was a position I had not counted on, for the the fire ; they had fought, too, and war stor1es were
official acts of the clergy bad not occurred to me, and plenty, and before supper was over we were the firmfor a few moments I wished myself well out of the est friends.
dilemma; but I must go on now, for to show these
Next morning, however, after the night's reflection,
men that I ws.s deceiving them might mean death. Billy came to me, confidentially.
So while I waited I trumped up, or tried to trump
"Are you a aho-nuff preacher'". he said; "or did
up the Epis~opal marriage service; bu~ something you jest put it up on the old girl? It won't make no
els~ would come instead, and looking into the matter diffrunce to us boys, you know, an' Liz a's done eased
afterward, I discovered it to be the c!ltechism; but off 'bout bein' married, an' we won't make her onressthen I knew only that would not serve my purposes, less by tellin' her no better-but are you a preachand I was still at sea when the woman returned.
er ?"
This time she was followed by several men, among
"Why not?" I asked, drawing myeelf up. "What
them "Billy."
bav I done that e. preacher should not do!"
"Come in, boys," he cried; "we're goin' to hav a
"Ob, nothin'-nothin' !" rather hurriedly; "only
weddin', t:ne an' 'Liz!!, an' that means a supper; don't you've got so much horse-sense, an' preachers, you
it, 'Liza! An' to-morrer we'll hav to loan Brother- know--"
what's your name, mister!"
"My brother," I said, gravely, and I laid my hand
"Stiggins," I answered, with a back glance at Mr. ·on his shoulder in a way that would hav done credit
Weller.
to. an archbishop, "you don't understand; I got my
" Stiggins," Billy repeated. "We'll hav to loan sense before I was called to be a preacher; I wes a
Brother Stiggins a horse. I tell you, boys, it's a man first, and then a preacher. Do you see'"
good thing we're got somethin' to drink to-night, an'
"You bet; an' you'll always be a man 1"
me an' 'Liz !I. '11 change rings again."
"Always."
It was a tryiJg moment. To save my life I could
"That's good," heartily. "I'd like to hear you
not· remember anything to begin with, and as the preach."
couple took their places in front of me I felt puzz1ed
Well, those fellows could not do enough for me;
to death; but I could not fail, and I made a mad they lent me a horse that was to be left at the next
dash.
town ; they rode a long way with me, and Billy ga~e
"What is your name?" I asked, solemnly.
me a Mexican dollar as e. marriage fee. But poor
"Billy Sprowie," was answered promptly.
'Lizs, her gratitude was pathetic, and she brought
"What is your name !"-to the woman.
her little child for me to bless. That got me, rather,
"'L'za. Dobbs."
but I gave him the best I bad; it was the last bless"Who gave you that name 1" was the thing that ing my dear old mother gave me: "The Lord bless
seemed to come _next, somehow, but I realized at you and keep you, my boy, and bring you home at
once that it would not do, eo determined on a last," she had said. I gave it to the little fellow, and
common-sense queetion, and asked: "Are you both the mother cried. And I did not feel mean a bit for
of one mind in this matter? Answer as you shall deceiving them, for I bad done good. I had made
answer at the last great day !" and I let my voice that woman happy, and had raised the clergy in the
fall into profound depths.
estimation of these men. To tell you the truth, I felt.
"Yes," came from the couple; and from the sub- myself a missionary.
dued expression of the company I saw that my voice
About .sundown I reached a little town, a very
had impressen them. This encouraged me1 and I small affa1r, and stopped at the largest house I saw,
made another grab among my memories.
and the hardest-looking case I had ever seen came to
"William, will you hav this woman to be thy the door. I asked if I could stop there; he said he
wedded wife, to hav and to hold until death us do would see, and went back into the house. Then a
part?" And the words tumbled out so glibly, once woman came-harder-looking than the man, if that
I got started, that I left the" us" unchanged, and were possible. I told her that I was a man of peace,
recklessly plighted my troth.along with them. But and wanted to spend the night; that I made a point
they did not notice this, and Billy's "Yes, sir," of going to the houses of the best people in the town,
came like a shot. '' Eliz!!, will you hav this man to because they would hav the most iL:tiuence, and could
be thy wedded husband, to hav and to hold until help me in my work. That woman's face was like a
death us do pal't ?" I said once more.
:flint when I began, but before the end of my speech
"Yes~"
the whole expression had changed.
"Change rings," I went on, "and both of you say,
"I ain't no 'Piscopal," she said, the defiance that
' With this ring I thee wed, from this day forth for bad left her face still lingering in her voice.
evermore.'" They obeyed, Billy looking meeker and
" Of course not," I answered glibly. " I take you
meeker as the service went on; then joining their to be a wash-foot Baptist."
hands, I looked at the company sternly, saying, "I
"How'd you know that!" she cried.
pronoun·ce William and Eliza Sprowle to be man and
"There's a look in your face," I said.
wife."
"My soul an' body I Come in," and she .flung the
By this time lots more of the service had come to door wide. She put me in a very decent room, and
me, but somehow I could not bring myself to say it; presently I heard wild shouting and a cannonade of
it seemed to stick in my throat. But what I bad sticks and stones. As I had distrusted both the man
said had made an immense impression. Every man and the woman I was startled for a second, but the
there looked at me with something of awe in his screech ofa chicken restored my equilibrium. "Fried
eyea, and I heard one whisper, "A rale sho-'nuff chicken for the preacher," I said to myself, and deterpreacher;" and the answer, "You bet ; he crawls mined that I must become accustomed to that side
me."
of the ministerial life-and a very good side, too. In
The ceremony over, I sat down by the fire to wait a marvelously short time I was called to supper.
for further developments, and the men stood about
"I a' pose you don't mind havin' a bait?" the
awkwardly. By this time, however, I felt quite in woman said; "so I jest killed a chicken, and knocked
character, and said, in a mild tone, "Hav you much up a few biEcuit."
of a settlement here?"
I did hav a little feeling that the chicken was
"Not much," the oldest man of the group answered, scarcely dead, and that the biscuit had rather a
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jaundiced look; but I had been intimate with starv&· Williams, who bad been lying flat on the floor bowl- do you liv ~ Can I go home with you and talk to
tion too long to be fastidious, and I ate with a will; ing, hopped up as spry as a cricket and lined out a you?"
and as I remember it now, the coffee was not bad.
hymn. It was the best thing he could he.v done; it
"Just around the corner, we hav one room. Yes,
"Is you goin' to hav a meetin' !" was the woman's served as a vent for the excitement and they sang you can come; my daughter is there."
first question as I took my seat at table. "I 'member with a will. Then he prayed and exhorted people to
In five minutes we reached the room-a poor,
you said somet.hin' 'bout your work, an' we ain't had come up and be prayed for; in fact, he got up a first. miserable little place, but absolutely clean..:....and
nothin' but 'Piscopal religion here for a long time." class revival on top of my sermon. Then he took up sitting there sewing, a young girl, not more than
"Aud you don't like it!" I parried.
a collection, to pay my expenses, he said. I don't eighteen. She looked up in surprise.
"No, I don't; there ain't no grit to it; I want my know how much was given him, but I think he and
"Mamma !"she said, end I seemed to hear my
religion to hav some spirret; I'd rather hav a re- Sister Blye got a very good return for their labors. own little sister speaking, so familiar were the acvival now than money; an' the 'Piscopals jest keep They gave me $5. I refused to preach any more cents.
right along quiet an' easy, an' I ain't got no mo' pa- that day, and told them I must go on. Well, sir~
"This is Mr. Stiggins, dear, the preacher; he
tience with 'em. I'm tired."
people followed me to the next town-followed to comes from home, and will help us." Then motion" Is there a clergyman here?"
hear me preach again, they said. There was e. real ing me to a seat, she went on: "My name is Vernon
"No; he's desd. He come for his health, an' Baptist preacher there, a very good fellow, who kept -one of the South Carolina Vernons, you know."
worked an' died 'bout a month ago; we ain't had a shoe shop. He was delighted with the thought of
''And your maiden name!" I asked, rising in asnotl.Jiog sence ; but if you're a Baptist preacher, a revival; and be and Sister Blye and little Williams tonishment.
there's nothin' benders why you can't hav a metin'." arranged the program. I had caught on to their
"Asbeburton."
" If you think Be--"
·
methods by this time and determined to take up my
"Marion Ashe burton!"
·',,Yes, I do think so; you look like you can own collections. I did the work and was determined
"Yes," her eyes dilating with wonder.
pre:v~b."
·
to get my pay. We were in that town three days
"And a long time ago, when I was a little boy,
"Yes, I think I can."
and every one of them field days. You never saw you was engaged to Jack Stamper, and he died!"
"Then I'll send John out. John ! I say, John !"
the like-such a raging, tearing time I hav never
" Yes-oh, yes ! Who are you f"
The man who had opened the door for me came conceived of. But the funny part was that when
"Willie," I said-" Willie Stamper, the little
in.
the collecting time came and I started out on my brother; don't you remember!"
" I want you to go round this town, John," she own hook, Sister Blye and Williams and the other
"How, then, is your name Stiggins !" said the
began, " an' tell the folks that Brother-what's preacher all dasbed after me full tilt BY!d it was sim- daughter, severely. But the mother af:lked no quesyour mun e ?"
ply a race; but many refused to giv to anyone but tions, needed no proofs; she simply fell on my neck,
"Stiggins."
me, which made me hav fewer compunctions about and cried as if her heart would break. You see she
" That· Brother Stiggins will hav a meetin' ta- taking the money, for it showed me that they under- had gone back to htr first love, and her first sorrow
morer, startin' right early."
stood each other.
-had gone back to days when prosperity and luxJohn looked at me slowly, then said the one word
By Jove, sir, at the end of three days everybody ury werl:lthe rule. Poor thing ! poor thing ! Then
" 'P iscopal ?"
' wanted to be baptized, and I nearly exploded when our stories came out-hers pitiful beyond compare;
"No," and the woman looked as amiable as a set- their own preacher told them that there was not mine, that seemed to grow more vulgar and disgraceting hen. "Ain't you got no sense, John Blye? Did enough water anywhere abort of the Gulf t.o wash ful as I told it. The telling of that story was an
you ever see a 'Pisoopallook like him? He looks like away their sins, but that he would do the beet he awful grind until the girl laughed-the sweetest
be's got grit. Go 'long an' tell Brother Williams to could for them in the water-hole outside the town.
laugh I had ever heard. God bless her ! They were
come over an' help 'range 'bout it; go 'long."
.I did not take any hand in that: the official acts I destitute-these Vernons-had moved to Texas, and
I must confess I felt rather queer as the combat did not touch, nor did I ever pray in public; but I the father bad died, leaving the mother and child to
thickened around me. After all, suppose I could not did not see any harm in telling them their sins, and struggle alone, poor things ! When I met them they
preach? And I said, mildly, " Is Brother Williams in making them wish they had never been born be- had not tasted of food for twenty-four houra. I
cause of the fright I put them in. It was pitiful. took charge of them at once, and sent them· to New
a good preacher '"
"No, he ain't"-frankly; "but he's a mighty good But I did good; I know I did good; and I made Orleans to wait for me. I had a good deal of money
prayer. I've heard him pray right along for an hour, money. By thie time I had learned all the tricks of by that time, but could not break my engagement
an' it never seemed like he drawed a breath. Yes, the trade, and my brother preacher proposed that we with Stallings, and it lacked a month of being out.
be's a mighty upliftin' prayer; he'll help you, don't should agree to work Te:ras for three months, I do- But I preached for all I was worth that last month,
you fret. Jest you preach, an' bit hard too, and ing the preaching, and be doing everything else; and tears and dollars came like rain; and at the last
Brother Williams he'll raise all the bvmns an' do the that we should dismiss Sister Blye and Williams im- I had literally to run away from Stallings. He said
mediately, and divide the proceeds into two parts in- we would make our fortunes if we stayed together;
praying; an' he does line out hymns "beautiful."
This made me more comfortable, and it was easy stead of four. That fellow-Stallings was his name but I explained to him that I was not so anxious
enough tQ arrange ma~tera with Brother Williams, a -was something of a wag, and he told Williams and about making money as I was about looking up
small, red-headed man-a druggist-a fussy, nervous Sister Blye that we had entered into a partnership, some heathen I knew across the Mississippi. So we
little creature, with a long red nose that he used as and did not want them any more; that we had con- parted, and I left Texas with two hundred dollars
a speaking trumpet. Very soon he and Sister Blye cluded to stop the circus buainess and teach religion. in my pocket, besides what I had sent Mrs. Vernon.
Well, we w_ere married-the girl and l-and came
It waa astonishing how much money we made
bad arranged all the details ; even the hymns were
chosen, and nine o'clock the hour fixed on. I was after that, and how wonderfully successful we were. home here to Alabama, where I hav managed to liv
awfully tired; but I chose my text, and dreamed out The papers took us up: "Stallings and Stiggins," ever since. But I hav never been as rich as I was
my sermon, for by morning the whole thing was in- and their grand revivals; their preaching and pray· when I was a preacher, for all my expenses were
my mind-a grand thing, with enough fire and brim- ing and singing, and the rest of it. We went from paid, I had horses to ride, I lived on the fat of the
stone in it to destroy the universe. " Where the town to town in style, lived on the fat of the lsnd, land, and had more clothes made for me by adoring
worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched "-that and bad as many horses as we wanted. And I added sisters than ever since. It was a wonderful time.
was my text. I tell you, I hav often thought that a postscript to my sermons that any people who They are forgotten now, those happy-go-lucky old
I missed my vocation in not being a preacher. If changed their creeds under stress of excitement were daye, snd my little wife lived only a year-only a
you could hear me once, I believe you would be con- renegades and fools. I wish you could bav seen year.-From "An Ex Brigadier," by S. B. Elliott.
verted yourself. By Jove, air ! all the town was Stallings's face the first time I tacked that on; but
there the next ,morning, in a big place like s. barn, it took like wildfire. All the preaehers in that town
No Press Censorship.
which all creeds used in common. Brother Williams came to hear me, and thanked me for my sermons;
From the Chicago Herald.
was there, and his nose looked longer and redder and after that Stallings and I gave something always
Mr. Sweney, of Iowa, instigated by Anthony
to every Protestant church in every town, with Comstock, has recently introduced in the House of
than before.
We started them off with a hymn; then Brother always the proviso that it was to go to the preacher's Representative a bill to amend the law prohibiting
Williams prayed : such a prayer ! It was ridiculous, salary-that much extra. Well, that got out, and the sending of obscene publications through the
air! I was dying to laugh. If you could bav h~ard the effect was miraculous : money flowed in. Don't United States mails- The proposed amendment exhis instructions to the almighty and his fault-findlDg, you eee that I did good? Then the scoldings I gave ! cludes from the mails "any pamphlet, magazine,
too-it was awful! But Sister Blye-the way in By gad, sir, they should hav taken the skin off. newspaper, story-paper, or other paper devot.ed. to
which she groaned and grunted over Brother Will- Bless your heart, bow I went for the people for not the publication, or principally made UJ?• ~f crimmal
iems's presentation of the shortcomings of the Lord doing their duty by the ministry ! Why, Dante's news, police reports, or acco~nts of crimmal deeds,
wus edifying in the extreme. Then we had another lowest round was nothing to what I promised them or pictures and stories of Immoral deeds, lust, or
hymn-a regular (Jynamite fuse; but nobody showed if they did not do better.
crime."
But the end of it all was wonderful. We were at
any signs of religion except Sister Blye. Then I
The Herald will support as earnestly as any~ne
began. I began quietly but in the deepest voice I a little town not far from the Louisiana line, and I every wise and rational meas~ue f?r the suppr~sswn
could muster. First I gave a picture of heaven, was preaching fire and brimstone for dear life, when of immoral literature. But 1t behaves that thiS can
quoting Milton copiously; but my audience was quiet a face in the congregation caught my eye. It was be effected without sacrificing or putting in jeopardy
under that, and I realized that they were in a coolly the saddest face I bad ever seen; past middle age, the freedom of the press, which would be an infinitly
critical frame of mind. Further, I realized that I with sunken cheeks snd silver hair. But it was the greater evil than the other. . Mr. Sweney's propo~ed
had no idea of heflven or eternal bliss or anything eyes that took bold of me-big, pitiful brown eyes law like too many of the Umted States statutes, Is a
for that matter. I could not conceive of eternal that looked bunted and starved.
me~e drag-net vague and treacherous enough to disAfter I had eeen that face I could not preach any- grace the cza~ of Russia. If it were enacted, the
bliss, for the happiest moments of my life had been
passed in battle. I tell you there's nothing like the thing but comfort and hope: I could not say any- whole newspaper press of this country would exist
rush and madness of a charge, and you know that is thing bard to that wo~p.an. When I came out she merely by the grace and forbearance of Anthony
no vision of heaven. I think I failed in my descrip· was waiting at the door.
Comstock and the postmaste!s. Under i~, every
"I want to speak to you," she said, and took hold newspaper in Chicago, for mstance, durlDg the
tion of heaven; so, according to my plan, I came
down to this life. I knew that through and through, of my arm. "You come from my part of the country Cronin trial, might hav been excluded from the
and I fbyed humanity alive and rubbed salt in. - I know it by your voice-and you are a gentleman, mails.
.
ffi
Then they began to prick up their ears and Sister if you are--" And she paused.
This habit of reducing e~ery crime t~ an_o ense
"If I am an itinerant preacher," I put in.
Blye looked uneasy. I liked to see it, and a deteragainst t,he United States malls and allowmg It to be
"Yes; it does seem strange to me," she answered, tried summarily by the postmasters or by the cranks,
mination came over me to do a little good if possible.
And I believe I did. I gave them the devil for a good frankly · "but you are a gentleman, and you come instead of according to law, by the courts, has gone
half hour straight from the shoulder. Then I from th~ South Atlantic coast."
far enough. The congressman who favors Mr.
"Yes'' I admitted, beginning to feel thoroughly Sweney's amendment is a doomed man.
dropped down to bell, and then I made the fur fly.
I knew sin and remorse. Yes, I knew hell better ashamed of my position; "and is there anything I
than heaven; it came easy and I drew it strong. In can do for you?"
WITH reaard to politics, properly so called, with
"I hav come to you for help," she answered,
twenty minutes that place was like bedlam. I havregard
to all that concerns the relations between the
never heard or seen anything like it and never want tremulously, "because I seeme~ to recognize you in
to again. Such howls and screams an~ shouting ! I some way ; and yet your name Is not a coast name- governing and the governed-between power and
liberty-! cannot conceal my opinion, that the infludid not know what to do exactly, for nobody could Stiggins-I hav never heard it."
"Outside of ' Pickwick,' "I amended. "But where ence of the church bas been baneful.- G1tizot.
hear me, so I stopped and sat down. Well, sir, little
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states, but would force each state to maintain public
schools wherein should be taught the principles of
the Christian religion. Evidently Edmunds and
Blair draw the inspiration for their measures from
the same source.
The Sun calls this provision the whimsical part of
the bill. "Where,'' it asks, "does Mr. Edmunds
expect to find a theological faculty that can teach
Christian theology without maintaining doctrine
and beliefs that will be regarded as sectarian by
some ··body or other of Christian believers !" and
answers its own question by saying that " his only
refuge must be in some vague phrase about the 'fundamentals of the Ohristian religion,' but what seems
vital and fundamental to one religious communion
may seem accidental and unessential to another.
Not even a theological faculty composed of scholarly
and ·indifferent Agnostics could avoid the teaching of
some special doctrine." This is undoubtedly true,
and a further truth is also stated by the same paper,
that "Hebrews, not to speak of Agnostics and Atheists, would be justified in objecting to the teaching
of Christian theology in a nat.ional university."
Mr. Edmunds's scheme is a preposterous one in
every way. It is no business of the national government to provide a university education for those
favored few of the population who could find time
and means to take it. Such can look after themselvs.

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book.

Gathering Clouds.

Our readers will be glad to learn that the following chapters in the Pictorial Text-Book, which hav
been completed during the past week, are the last :

The opponents of the Bennett law in Wisconsin
hav more plainly shown the reason for their hostility
to that measure. At a recent meeting of the Northwestern district of the Lutheran Joint Synod, of
Ohio, which embraces Wisconsin with other states,
a series of resolutions was adopted respecting the
compulsory laws of both Wisconsin and Illinois.
The objection of the Lutherans to the law, as stated
by the conference, is that the public schools are nonreligious and that it is " a sacred matter of conscience
to establish and maintain our own Christian schools."
The Lutheraner, of St. Louis, says : "The German
Lutherans are opposed to the Bennett law, not because it demands a certain amount of English, but
because this law is a gross interference of the state
in the domain of the church. For, according to the
Bennett law, it is poaaible to compel parents to edu-

HEAVEN.

On the Probation Plan-Scene Outside of the
Gates of the New Jerusalem.
On the Probation Plan-Scene Inside.
Into Hes.ven via Purgatory.
HELL.

How to Make the Road to S~lvation Plain.
The Giory of Election.
The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven.
A Clerical Surprise Party.
The Theologians and Skeptics.
The Davil'a Occupation Gone.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Talrrul.ge's Petrified Blasphemer-A Religious
Csmpl!.ign Story of '86.
The Futility of Hitching Evolution to Orthodoxy.
The Evolution of a Sacrament.
A Hint to Talmage, Sam Jones, et aZ.
The Women's Christian Temperance Union's
Crusade.
Tools of the Clerical Trade.
The Modern Balaam.
The book is now in the hands of the pressmen,
and will be out as soon as the mechanics can finish
their work upon it.
~. Some of the cuts published during the past four
years were upon incidents of the day, and their point
is lost with the lapse of time. These we hav
omitted, and consequently the number falls a little
below two hundrfd; but there are ONE HUNDRED
AND EIGHTY-FIVE CUTS and accompanying
each a page of reading-matter-citations of facts,
statistics, and from historians and scholars-making
a large and exceedingly useful volume. We call it a
text- book because it will furnish texts for a thousand
arguments why the church should be deposed from
its present position in the country.
Mr. Watson Heston's portrait, drawn by himself,
will ornament the work, which will be sent postpaid
for $2,

A Foolish Bill.
Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, the champion with H.
W. Blair, of New Hampshire, of the God-ill-theConstitution party in the United States Senate, has
brought into that body a. bill for a national university at Washington. The government of the university he would hav vested in a board of regents,
consisting of the president, the chief justice, the
cabinet ere officio, and twelve members appointed by
a Qoncurrent resolution of Congress.
One of the provisions of the bill is that no sectarian doctrin or belief shall be taught or promoted in
the university, but this prohibition shall not exclude
the study of Christian theology. This is much like
Senator Blair's Educational amendment which provides against the establishment of religion by the

cate their children in the public schools, where no
religious instruction is imparted, even if the children
in the parochial schools know three times as much
English as the law demands." Prof. E. J. Wolf, of
the Lutheran Theological Seminary, in Gettysburg,
Penn., in an article contributed to the Christian at
Work, denounces ths.Bennett law as" a wanton and
cruel invasion of their ["pious foreigners'" J sacred
right to educate their offspring in the best manner
possible under the abnormal and temporary conditiona." He says that these "pious foreigners " are
" denied the inalienable right of teaching their cbildren the oracles of God." He makes the issue one
of religious liberty, asking: "For what is religious
liberty if it does not include the privilege of giving
public religious instruction to the young; if it does
not allow Christian people to select Christian
teachers who will daily instruct their offspring in the
tenets of their religion?" ·
It will be seen by these extracts that the Lutherana are in the same boat with the Roman Catholics.
They are opposed to our public schools because the
schools are not distinctivly religious-though every
one knows that they teach altogether too much religion-and they propose to help destroy them unless they are allowed the "privilege of giving public
religious instruction" in them. And so we hav in
Lutheranism another imperium in imperio, of much
smaller dimensions, of course, than the Roman Oatholic imperium, but just as viciously disposed toward
American institutions. It is well to know this, for
the way to deal with it is made much plainer.
If it be granted at all that the state has the right
to educate the children, the Lutherans are hopelessly
illogical and wrong. And Lutherans, of all others,
as the Independent points out, should not question
this right, for Luther himself, in a letter written in
1524, said: "I maintain that the civil authorities are
under obligation to compel the people to send their
children to school." The only consistent way, therefore, for the Lutherans to oppose the Bennett law is
to join with the Anarchists in opposing not only the·
state's right to prescribe the curriculum, but its right
to meddle with educational matters at all. Denying

this last, it can go on to deny everything and land in
anarchy; or it can go the other way and maintain its
own right to control the state. Undoubtedly, the
latter is the course it will pursue.
There is, sooner or later, bound to be trouble, and
grave trouble, in this country between the church
and state. Grant spoke prophetically when he said
that if we are to hav another contest in the near
future of our national existence, the dividing line
would not be Mason and Dixon's, but between
patriotism and intelligence on tho one side, and
superstition, ambition, and ignorance on the other.
This contest is rapidly approaching, and it is to be
between the forces Grant predicted. Roman Catholicism, reinforced by all the sects whose medieval
doctrins compel them to keep their people ignorant
and in mental bonds, will stand in the forefront on
one side; on the other, the front rank will be the
enlightened hosts of Liberalism, backed by all the
progressiv and persecuted religious bodies. There
is no way to escape this conflict but by promptly
secularizing the government, refusing all direct and
indirect subsidies to the sects, and secularizing the
schools, while granting all the privilege of educating
their children in their own manner at their own expense. Do these things and the trouble is averted.
Refuse to do them and the differences must be settled
in t.he heat of passion by the victory of the strongest; and it is by no means certain that blood will not
be shed.

Missionary Opportunities.
Dr. A. G. Byers, before the Baltimore conference
of charities and corrections, told some plain truths
which hav hurt the feelings of the church folks .of
that place. After explaining why the politicians do
not take much interest in the work of the society
(principally, we should suppose, because penal
prisoners cannot vote while serving their sente&ces,
and when at liberty are chiefly directed by Catholic
priests), Dr. Byers paid his respects to the clergy in
these words :
'' If you direct the question to ecclesiastical organizations,
the result would be but little different, for the modern church
is occupied with the discussion of beliefs, with projects for
captivating the eye and ear of the world, with dil,igent effort
and liberal contributions for entering the city of the Samaritans, and for going into the way of the gentiles rather than
for beginning at home. The utmost ambition is manifested
to secure popular preaching, but comparativly little attention
is given to healing the sick, cleansing the lepers, raising the
dead, or casting out devils.
"There is one exception to this rule if applied to far-away
conditions of human degradation and suffering. India is today attracting far more attention than Indiana, and yet investigations made and reported to this conference within the
past three years by Mr. McUulloch indicate conditions of
social degradation and human depravity that could scarcely
be surpassed in pagan lands or among savage tribes. I trust
I shall not be understood as holding forth Indiana as worse
than other communities. The reference is made simply
because the facts had been ascertained and set forth. It
may be possible that when these moral and soeial conditions
can be seen they baffie hope."
We trust that the churches will heed the advice of
Dr. Byers and endeavor to perform a few miracles,
such as raising the dead, and reforming the Roman
Catholics and the Protestant deacons and Sundayschool superintendents in the penitentiaries. We
promis to faithfully report all successful attempts.
As to the hypocrisy of Christian solicitude for faraway peoples, that has long been a matter of ridicule
by the worldly, who wonder that the condition of
the "heathen" in India, Japan, and Africa, should so
excite the sympathies of the pious, while the tenthousandfold more miserable condition of millions in
"Christian" countries attracts no notice. A good
sample of this is the petition to the czar of Russia to
ameliorate tlie condition of prisoners in Siberia while
in some states of our own Union the dungeons and
knoutings of the Russian penal system are duplicated.
We desire to aid Dr. Byers in calling the attention
of the church to that saying in its holy book relativ
to motes and beams ; though perhaps it would overlook the mote and see the beam more quickly if at
the same time it could see how a dollar is to be made
for the ministers by alleviating the human misery at
our own doora.
But, at any rate, the church ought to make the
attempt to clear its skirts of the suspicion of hypocrisy in this mission work which now clings to them.
And it can do this the more readily, and lose nothing,
because all the world is about convinced that foreign
missions are the synonym of humbug, and valuable
only in furnishing soft berths for officers of mission
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societies, chances to trade for the men sent to
" heathen" countries, and an excuse for begging
money from children and benevolent people who are
deluded by the notion that the church is doing useful
work. Lat's hav soma domestic missions which shall
save the criminals of our own country, remove the
plague-spots in our cities, and giv to every individual a
chance to earn a. living and tll.e opportunity to enjoy
it when he has earned it. The Japanese do not need
help; tho Ohristian Irish and Italians who bav come
over here do need it, if thor;e in this city are fair
sample e.

Brazil and Peru.
The· new government of Brazil continues to bold
its own against the venomous assaults of Oatholic
tongues and pens throughout the world. The church
people are writhing in pain and resentment at the expulsion of ecclesiasticism from the government.
They produce no end of arguments in support of
their claim to the paroohial stipends whose discontinuance has been enacted.
We may hope that the noble strides along the
path of progress taken by Brazil, will incite other
nations to imitation. A voica from Peru betokens
the stirring of some such intentions there. It having been rumored that the Jesuits will be expelled
from Brazil, the Ltm~, Peru, Naoion says:
"It would form an example Peru should imitate, by not
only decreeing that the Jesuits should leave the country,
but strictly enforcing the law in this respect, since we hav a
law in existence which defines in a proper manner that Jesuits should not be allowed in the republic."
It is with rejoicing and hope that we view every
mark of the working of new thought in these and all
their sister nations. Meanwhile there is in present
appearances at home sufficient to call forth our own
most anxious and earnest efforts to contend with the
great institution of dishonesty, ignorance, and intolerance, the Roman church, in our own country itself.

Slate Writing.
It seems that our article, "In Search of a Spirit,"
in the current TRUTH SiEKER ANNUAL has stirred up
the discussion in spirit manifeatationa again. Mr.
McArthur has in this issue a rejoinder to some comments of ours upon his criticism of that article, and
we hav followed his rejoinder with an extract from s.
German paper which reveals some of one medium's
peculiar methods.
So far as our personal share in this controversy is
concerned, we are through talking about the
phenomena, and are calmly waiting for Mr. McArthur to fulfiil his promis to find a medium who
will produce writing on slates under the simple conditions that the medium is not to take the slates
from our possession, nor open them, nor to in any
manner touch them except to put his hands upon
them to connect the power. As it has been stated
of all slate-writing mediums that they do this, the
"test" is nothing but a compliance with their " conditions," and there ought, therefore, to be no diffi·
culty in obtaining communications in the manner
described.
Regarding Mr. Slade's sleight-of-foot, we do not
believe that .Deutschland's explanation is borne out in
full by facts, but we do believe that Mr. McArthur
is at a much greater distance from actuality in poohpoohing the possibility that Slade's foot is an important factor in tl::e alleged manifestations of spirits in
his mediumistic presence. But thPre is no use of
multiplying words in the matter ; Slade will not
allow his methods to be examined, and there is little
hope of getting at the genesis of Slade's phenomena.

The Two in Bonds.
A bill of exceptions in the Harman "trial" has
been made out by Mr. Overmyer, and he has strong
· hopes of obtaining a new and a real trial for the
unfortunate editor of Luoife'r. The motion will be
argued in June, and if it is granted Mr. Harman will
be released on bail. In the mean time, unless the
lawyers think it will prejudice the case, petitions to
President Harrison for a pardon will be circulated.
Mr. Harman is in the penitentiary at Lansing,
shorn of his beard and dressed in prison garb. The
change in his mode of life has made him so ill that
be bas not been able to add to the revenue of Kansas by his manual labor. But, broken in health
though he is, his spirit is strong, and he prefers to
stay .five years in jail rather than admit that he has
~OPEl !lnything wrong.
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Since receiving the letter from Mr. Heywood,
printed on another pag(> the following has come to
hand f 0 h. .
'
r m liD· "pRINOET
,
ON M
ASS., May 19 , Y.L. 18•
1
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKEE, Si?·: During my
absence from home last week deputy United States Marshal
F. X. Macdonald came here with a warrant for me Friday
morning. When told 1 was not at home he spoke of search"f 1 wou ld
l·n g th e hou se, b u t fl. na11 y as-ke d Mrs. H eywoo d 1
not come to Boston voluntarily and get bail Saturday. At
· ht , 0 •
5·40
. A M . 1 st ar t ed f or B os to n ., f oun d W aIter C• W ng
A. Mann, and with them my bondsman. 1 walked into
arrest at 11 A.M. Bond, $1,000; alleged offense, mailing
Wo1·ds. Judge Hallett's mind seeming to be immovable (as
of old), I waived preliminary hearing, and the case goes to
the grand jury to-morrow. So you see the United States as
well as the state hounds are upon us. Trial some time in
June, probably.
"Comstock was in Worcester yesterday. He lectured
twice to many Christians and credited God with all he had
done. I trust God appreciates the taffy. E. H. Hnwo6n."
Who ever beard of a 'real criminal in whom sn
officer had sufficient confidence to rely for his ap·
pe"rance upon a simple invitation to come tmd be
put in prison? The piling up of indictments shows it
to be another persecution by Oomstock; and to drag
a man into two courts, and to seek to punish :biro
twice for the same offense, is evidence that the proseoution is purely malicious. M.r. Heywood is to be
condemned for having placed himself in Comstock's
power by printing the vulgar letter, but his hound·
ing by Comstock's ecclesiastical smut society is a
thousand times worse. It is a misuse of authority,
which the courts ought not to tolerate.
-

Editorial Notes.
OuR Chicago friends can now find a very complete assortment of books published by the Truth-Se~:ker Company at
the store of the P. 0. News Company, 101 and 103 Adams
street.
THE three excise commissioners of this city hav been indicted for misdemeanor, consisting, as charged, of willful
neglect of official duties. They are all Tammany Hall men,
and Tammany Hall, do not forget, is the political. side of
Roman Catholicism in this burg.
THE Christian Statesman says :
"The popular capacitY for being fooled is marvelous."

Thb.t's the truest statement we recollect to ha v ever seen in
that journal. It must be true; how else could there be
nearly twenty million believers in Christianity, i.e., churchmembers, in this country?

-------

IN the debate on the silver question in the United States
Senate last week, Senator Sherman said:
"I do regard silver, as well as gold, as one of the metals choaen
by the almighty for currency."

The Herald calls this citing high authority, but we should
like to know when, where, and how any almighty chose any
form of currency. It is such claptrap utterances as this by
Senator Sherman that makes men ridiculous.
TnE preachers of Newark recently waited upon the editor
of the P1·ess-Register, and requested him to supprees the
reports of the lectures at the Newark Liberal League and of
H. 0. Pentecost. The editor was pusillanimous enough to
comply. It reveals th~: smallness of the preachers, that they
will resort to such despicable ways as this to suppress common sense, and it also reveals very plainly that they are
afraid of the heretics. Perhaps the consciousness has at last
crept over them that their religion is without a fact behind
it, and that the people are finding it out.
THE Lutheran church in Chicago is going into politics to
oppose the Illinois compulsory education law. The particular clause aimed at is the one requiring all the common
branches to be taught in the English language. The Lutherans will try to nominate and elect members of the legislature
in a number of the northern districts, hoping to elect enough
members pledged to a modification of the Compulsory Education law to control the balance of power in the legislature
and force their point. The Lutherans are almost all Republicans, but in this they expect the aid of the German Catholics, who are largely Democrats, and between the two forces
it is thought half a dozen districts can be carried.
THE priests of New Brunswick, N. J., hav announced
that Catholic children who attended the public schools woul::l
not be confirmed. The priests hav taken this step to compel
lJatholic parents to withdraw their children from public
schools and send them to their parochial schools. Bishop
O'Farrell, who was in New Brunswick on Sunday, it is nn·
derstood upholds the priests In their action to compel lJatholie parents to keep their children out of the public schools.
Some of the Catholics of the city openly announce their intention of disobeying the priests' orders, and say they will
continue to send their children to the public schools solely
because they can get a better education there than In the
parochial schools. We trust that this spirit may spread.
If it does not the priests will bring up among us a lot of
slaves who know nothing but the catechism and the way to
the contribution-box.
ONE of the little swindles which the churches are constantly perpetrating upon the people of this city, and almost
everywhere else, was consummated by the help of the last
legislature-a legislature which for disgraceful deals and
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general disregard of political decency, has not been pa.ralleled for many years. Like many church swindles, this one
is in 1he form of ~n exemption. There is a law compelling
all owners of buildings who dig
under the sidewalks and
fl.
constr~c~ vaultsGto pay seve?ty. ve ~ents per s~uare foot :or
the pnv ege.
?vernor Hill has signed a bill exemptmg
churches from this pay~ent, an~ now the churche~ can hav
?alf the street for nothmg. It IS such a petty s:wmdle t~at
It must
occurT.l!!
to the
b
. .taxpayers that
. they
. are. tossmg penmes
to eggars.
e InJUry to the gi~er IS nothm~ compared _to
the
. loss
. . of self. respect on the par. of the mendiCant-that 1s,
lf rellgwus mendicants possess any self.respect.
THE Liberals of Texas will hold a convention at Waco
July 15th to the 17th. The object of the gathering, Mr.
Shaw says, is "to inaugurate a system of positiv, tolerant
thought, ethical culture, and practical benevolence, in which
all Liberal-minded people can unite and work in harmony
for the. moral elevation, intellectual improvement, physical
amelioration, social well-being, and consequent happiness of
the human race. Therefore, the following subjects will no
doubt be discussed in such order as may be agreed upon by
those in attendance: 1. Is an organization practicable? 2.
On what basis shall it be established? 3. What particular
aims are to be attained by it? 4. What methods of work
will be most ·effectiv in the attainment of its aims?" The
Liberals of Waco are appealed to by Mr. Shaw to make the
occasion pleasant to their state visitors. "One thing," says
the editor of the Pulpit to his home friends, "we feel assured of is that you will not be ashamed of your guests.
In point of intelligenee, moral rectitude, and general respectability, we think they will compare favorably with any
gathering Waco has ever had, and our present solicitude is
centered solely in the task of entertaining them as they deserve."
W. E. REm, the medium at Grand Rapids, Mich., convicted of fraudulently using the mails in advertising to obtain answers from spirits to sealed letters, has been refused a
new trial. The sentence has not yet been pronounced.
The full penalty of the offense is $500 fine and eighteen
months' imprisonment, and it is the opinion of many, says
the Grand Rapids Daily Demom·at, that Dr. Reid will get
the full dose. An appeal can be made to the United States
circuit court, but it would be only a matter of form, as
Judge Jackson has already passed upon the case. From
there, it can be taken to the United States Supreme Court,
but as that court is several years behind in its work, Reid's
case cannot be reached until long after his time is served.
After his sentence is pronounced, he will hav to go behind
the bars at once. The attorneys for the defense, however,
state that they will at once begin to prepare the case to go
up, and will probably carry it to the United States Supreme
Court on a motion for certiorari and habeas corpus. This
wm,ld bring the case to a hearing at once, probably after
Reid has served only three· months. They hav hopes of
saving him the rest of the sentence. This is another case
whose force lies in the application of the principles laid
down. If the Jaw should be impartially applied every Roman Catholic priest advertising to say masses for pay would
go to jail, and all the Spiritual mediums likewise. It is an
attempt on the part of the government to continue the connection between certain people and their money, when they
ought to be allowed to suffer the consequences of their folly.
It is no legitimate part of the government's province to say
that spirits do not communicate with their living friends,
and the Spiritualists ought to take more interest in this case
than they hav done, for if it be admitted as a precedent
their liberty to choose their own supP.rnatural faith is seriously impaired.

IF the facts related in the following from the Cleveland,
0., Sunday Wm·ld were reversed, the pious would see in it
the "hand of the Lord:" "The man giving his name as T.
Hackett, who was refused transportation at the expense of
the infirmary department, applied for aid at the mayor's
office on Saturday, and told an extremely strange story of
his trials and misfortunes. Hackett is in some respects a
bright man, and has a good education. For some time pre.
vious to the last five years he was employed by a large
Buffalo manufacturing house and had a good position. He
claims to hav had his duty in life providentially suggested
to him. He was struck with the idea that some one should
go through the country and lecture to overcome the baneful
infiue11ce of Bob Ingersoll's lectures. He gave up work and
at once began to write a lecture which he thought would
make him famous and honored throughout the country.
For about four years he labored on this lecture, spending all
the money he had previously saved for the support of his
wife and child. Just as the money was about all gone the
lecture was completed and he fixed on Cincinnati, as a city
thoroughly wicked enough to need his help. He hired a hall
there but says that on account of bad weather his auC:ience
was small and he did not make expenses. Some one, however, criticised his lecture and pointed out fiaws in it. These
he has since endeavored to remedy. His Cincinnati lecture
was given ou November 15th, and it was only a week ago
that he was satisfied that his revision of his work was complete. He lectured then in Dayton, but the weather or s?me
other cause again kept his audience small, and he was obliged
to pay out his last cent for expenses. The Infirmary depart.
ment at D&yton sent him to this city, as he desired to go to
Niagara Falls. Mayor Gardner had no_t returned Saturday
morning, but his clerk Charles McNP.Iry sent the man to.
gether with his wife and child on to Rochester _en route for
his desired destination." Probably the next thmg we shall
hear of the man he will be applying to Colonel Ingersoll for
help to feed his wife and child, and no doubt that great.
hearted individual would grant it, for he is a much more
real providence to a lot of people than ever Jehovah was.
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Jttltrs Jront_ Jlritnds.
EuREKA, Cu., April 27, 1889.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2, for the picture book
as soon as published. Yours truly,
ARTHUR W. HILL
CRETE, Nlln., April 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $3 'as a new subscription I
hav procured you. If I can get you a few more subscribers
here I will cheerfully do so.
HENRY G. GINDRA.
Nxw HARTFORD, lA., May 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is $5 for THE TRUTH BEEKER one
year to my address, and for a new subscriber, who votes
for pictures.
MEL PIEROE.
RENO, NEv., May 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $9, for which send three copies
of the book of pictures to the addresses inclosed, and the
other books named. Present fifty cents to Heston.
H. B. WRIGHT.
CARTHAGE, Mo., May 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: We are so delighted with the grand old
TRUTH BERKKR that we cannot afford to lose a single copy.
For my part, we will take it with or without the pictures,
but I vote in favor of continuing the cartoons. I think that
no thinking person can be offended by the pictures, as they
are very mild, though they strike direct from the shoulder
to the smelling-machine of those bigoted old sky-pirates.
In unbelief, with the best wishes for snccess to Heston and
the best paper published on this side of the Atlantic,
Yours truly,
ADoLPH RoTsOH.
NoRTH PLATTE, Nxn., March 1, 1890.

:MR. EDITOR: I hav been a Freethinker :B.early all my life,
and hav constantly been hampered by the Christian element
of this country in regard to my religious views. Lately l
hav purchased a few copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hav
found just what I want. I am a school-teacher, and hav
devoted little time to reading, except educational works,
and as a result I was much surprised to find my views coroborated by so many. I hav been greatly amused at the
xtreme ignorance of the greater part of this community and
at what they based their claims on.
W. 0. WrsNER.
LAMONI, lA., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The worM is full of extremes. Some be- lieve in nothing that they call God; others claim to disbelieve
in a God. Some teach that there is a never-ending hell;
others believe that there is no hell and no devil. Now, I
believe that to keep between extremes is the golden mean.
I think it best to believe in a God who created the unh·erse,
to accept the evidences in the works of creation in this regard, as Mr. Paine showed in his "Age of Reason," and to
observe the Golden Rule. Then if there are any God, any
hereafter, etc., we will stand a better show than if we went
W. C. LANYON.
on extremes.
BosToN, MAss., May 13, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Another of "the old guard" of Abolitionism
for chattel slavery and of Freethought for mentaL slavery,
has gone to his well-earned rest, Dr. Simeon Palmer, of Boa.
ton-the 8. Palmer of many TRUTH BEEKER articles and the
"Senex" of many ln'l!estigator ones-having deceased on the
9th inst., aged seventy-seven years. He' now lies in that
spot rendered forever sacred to Liberals, because of its being the last resting-place of grand old Horace Seaver, viz.,
Forest Hills cemetery, and he, like the glorious old heroes
of the ln'l!eBtigator and TRuTH BEEKER, left the most splendid of heritages for us who remain, viz., an inheritance of
true liberty for both mind and body, and without which all
else is worthless.
GEO. N. HILL.

dreaded than in the hereafter, because the Christian evil-doer
hopes for remission of all his sins, in which all believers hav
faith.
I hav failed to obtain a new subscriber, as money is
W. 0. DAVIES.
scarce except for church purposes.

both the latter, I am a blacker sheep than any that ever has
yet found his way into their midst, and well do I recollect
one party telling me that at the close of my earthly existence
the devil would hav great fun chasing me around the rocks
of damnation.
JoHN R. CoNWAY.

BLAOK JAcK GROVE, TEx., May 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I would not be without the THE TunTH
SEEKER for three times its value. It is the best paper I ever
read. I am alone in the cause here at this place, with the
exception of one man who borrowed of me and read " The
Age of Reason." But often I am rejoiced by meeting a
traveling man whose mind has been freed from the clouds
and darkness of superstition. I know from experience how
free a man feels who has been loosed from such bonds. My
Christian friend feels very badly hurt because I can see no
point or grounds upon which to base my faith in the reasonableness and justice of the scheme of redemption. Somesay that belongs to the divine arcana. It is a shame that
a man is reproached by his fellow-man because his reason
revolts against such stuff as is contained in that old book of
lies. May you prosper in the work and cause of intellectual
freedom.
Yours ever,
JosEPH BLIDHAM.

CoNcORD, N. C., March 20, 1890.
M&. EDITOR : I wrote you several days since in regard to
an uneducated drummer, Mr. Fife, who has been a gambler,
drunkard, etc., coming to Concord and holding forth in the
Methodist church, lampooning everybody a la i:lam Jones.
Mr. Fife is what I term a religious tramp, who wears good
clothes and stops at the best hotels, and carries off lots of
the "In God We Trust," he having secured $280 .for ten
days' abuse of everybody except the preachers. He caused
a big excitement, the result of which was one woman, a
married lady, Mrs F. A. Archibald, losing her reason and
having to be taken to the asylum. How sad, how sad to
her husband, family, and friends I But not sad to the evangelist, whose object, like Sam Jones's, is to gather in the
shekels. Outside of this sad case of insanity he made
uncalled-for remarks about Rev. Mr. Campbell, of the
Lutheran church, and his congregation, which hav stirred up
bad feeling here which will take a good while to heal. One
of the pillars of the Methodist church here is a man who
failed in business in 1876 and swindled his creditors out of
$15,000. Hclivs in a$3,000house ona$2,000lot, all belonging
to his wife. Mr. Bill Fife failed to make this pillar of the
church honest enough to pay his debts or any part of them.
This was not the kind of game Mr. Fife was after, but no
doubt this pillar (pilla~er) shelled out a V or an X to the
religious tramp. How disgusting to us Liberals tu see honesty and justice trampled into the mire, and corruption sitting on the housetop basking in the sunshine of popular
honor.
J. W. MEHAFFKY.

HuRoN, S. DAK., March 7, 1890.
:MR. EDITOR: As we are to hav a vast display of all prod.
ucts of the loom and workshop, all showing the evolution
of mankind from one degree of intelligence to another, why
can we not hav a display showing the evolution of mankind
from darkness to light? Let a display be made of the appliances used by the Inquisition-the rack, thumb-screw,
and all the instruments of torture; hanging the witches;
wax figures of the burning of Servetus ; drowning the
Quakers and hanging them. All these would serve to educate the young, and interest the old folks, too. Cannot our
foreign Liberals see to it that such an exhibition can be made ?
Why not demonstrate the march of mind in theology as well
as in mechanics ? Why not show the falsehoods of the past,
the tyranny of the church in the fourteenth century as well
as the enlightenment of the nineteenth? By all means let
such an exhibit be made.
The pictures are all right. Keep them going.
Respectfully yours,
A. H. RisDON.
DETROIT, MroH., May 15, 1890.
ME. EDITOR : Please allow me to correct the corrections
of our· friend, C. H. Greene, of Rochester, Mich., about
woman suffrage in Kansas. I think Bro~her Greene is
somewhat too previous with his criticisms. Kansas is a large
state, and has been lioomed for many years by the moneylenders, whose great object always is to make cities as placeB
to put banks (pawn-shops), to create debts, to increase expenses and taxes, whereby to compel the people more often
to borrow bankers' (pawn-shop) tickets, putting theiT property in pawn therefor. At least, Mr. Greene makes one mistake in saying that Kansas City is in Missouri. It is true
that there is a Kansas City in Missouri. There is also a
Kansas City in Kansas. The two cities are near each other,
West Kansas City being separated from Kansas City, K11n.,
by the Kansas, or Kaw river, which divides Missouri from
Kansas. where it empties into the Missouri river, Kan~as
City, Kan., and Kansas City, Mo., being situated on the
same side of the Missouri river. I hav been in bot
J. H.
QUINOY, ILL., April 6, 290.
ME. EDITOR: I notice in one of my Liberal papers that
you expect some time in the near future to publish the richest of your pictures as they from week to week appeared in
THE TRUTH SEEKER in book form. Put me down for a copy
if the price is reasonable. Those that I hav had the pleasure
of seeing·are well worthy of an art gallery.
I hav read over Chapter III in the Presbyterian Confession
of Faith two or three times, and I cannot see any sense in
revising the creed until they pitch the Bible overboard,
where it ought to hav gone centuries ago. Some years ago
an uncle of mine, a sea captain, took on board at New York
two casks. The ship was. bound for Valparaiso. Having
arrived at his destination and no one having called for the
two casks, the heads were knocked in. They were found to
contain Bibles. Not having any use for such stuff, my uncle
ordered them thrown overLoard. The next time you read
statistics of how many Bibles hav been sent to the heathen,
you can account for two large casks full. And there is no
doubt that this way of getting them into the hands of the socalled heathen has often been practiced. "The fool and his
money are soon parted" fits this case as snug as two pea-s in
a pod.
Yours fo"!" truth,
JoHN L. MoORE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 30, 1890.
ME. EDITOR: And the spirit saith, blessed are they that
hav faith and do not trust \.he wrong fellow, for verily they
are not to be di"appointed. Amen. Selah. If this is not a
scripture quotation, I am quite sure that our good friend
John Peck will agree with me that it is a darned sight truer
than a great deal that might be q"oted. All of which being interpreted meaneth that I am very, very much obliged
to you for your kindness in sending me the paper you
so very ably publish.
I do not want to flatter you, Brother Macdonald, but I m11st
say that I indorse heartily the strongest commendations that
any of your correspondents ha v written. THE TRUTH BEBKER
just suits me, and I sincerely hope-and would pray if I
knew anyone to, pray to-that you may liv long tn edit it,
MoNTREAL, March 21, 1890.
and do the work you are so well qualified for and which the
MR. EDITOR: For the inclosed sum of money kindly mail
need of humanity so much requires to be done.
me as soon as possible one copy of the "Age of Reason."
J. R. BARRY.
I am sending for it at the request of a young friend of mine
READING, KAN., May 6, 1890.
who, up to but a short time ago, was a strict church-goer,
MR. EDITOR: I vote for Heston and both cartoons, as it is made so by strictly religious parents, and the influence of
easier to comprehend by pictorial representation than volu- their "beloved" pastor, but who, through the agency of THE
minous reading. "Having many things to write to you" TRUTH SEEKER, to which I am a subscriber, and of which I
(2 John 12) and to the TRUTH BEEKER family, I will select occasionally hav lent him a copy, and the more forcible than
only a few things. First, I rejoice over the decision of the eloquent manner in which I expl"-ined certain things which
supreme court of Wisconsin regarding the Bible in public he had hitherto been made to understand should not be subschools, as it is not a text-book nor a moral guide, and will ject to investigation, has come to the conclusion that in the
be a bone of contention as long as it will hav believers. teachings he received at the earlier s'age of his existence
Every Liberal should stand up for his rights, as the opposit there is a "nigger in the fence" somewhere. So much for
element stand and sacrifice for their idol on this subject. I the first grand principles of Freethought, common sense, and
hav oftentimes been called a crank. I tell them it takes reason. Eventually I hope to srcure for you a subscriber to
cranks to turn this world.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, in the person of this young man, and
Second, I will say that the oath should be changed to this would be quite a victory f•·r me, as the districts in which
affirmation, as no honest man wants the help of a God to tell he and I liv are hotbeds of adherents to the " Holy Roman"
the truth or perform his duty. Punishment here is more and Protestant churches. In the opinions of members of

BEAUFORT. 8. C., March 1, 1890.
MR. EDiroR: It was about the 1st of July, 1838, that I
went North to pass the summer, to the beautiful vlllage of
Liberty, N.Y., up among the Kattskills. A new Catholic
church had recently been erected there, and neatly and commodiously finished and consecrated, with a high and flaming cross on the top of the steep!<>. It is truly a handsome
and elegant building. I thought one day, I would walk up
and tal<e a survey of things. As I went round the church,
I discovered the fragments of a dirty old box that looked
like a pine board coffin, such as is generally got in Christian
parishes in which to bury p!!.upers, and church-members
who hav never done much-being of the Lazarus breed-to
support the church. The aforEJsaid box was empty save a
lot of dirty straw and a large quantity of old rags, cotton,
and shavings that were in the box and out of it on every
side. I had a great curiosity to know what had been in the
box, which, after a little peering about, to my utter amazement, I discovered to hav been "Mary, the mother of God."
To be perfectly satisfied, I had only to look in the church,
and lo, there she stood at the left of the altar with her baby,
the little God, in her arms, dressed up as a sort of wax figure
doll, and not by any means so well done as are some of the
dolls got up for our children for Christmas presents; but as
it was the real baby Jesus of the church, we could not
doubt.
he holy Virgin herself was a very shabby affair, and such
y no means answered to our idea of the mother
o God, and looked as if some of nature's journeymen had
made it, they had "imitated nature so abominably." The
holy mother had one leg thrust forward with the foot and
toe so as to be convenient for the worshipers to kiss. This
was the mother of God, the holy Virgin that came in the old
dirty box, straw, rags, and shavings. How the manufacturers of this holy mother must hav laughed as they looked
at it and stowed it away. Of course, all other Catholic
churches hav their holy Virgin, but thcira are all shams;
this was the real Simon pure, the identical " mother of
God."
But what was my astonishment to learn that, about a week
ere this, God had so little respect for this same church as to
strike it with lightning, knocking the tower and the cross
into flinders, killing two men while working in the church,
and nearly killing a third, and knocking his holy mother
and her baby clear off their stool, to the utter grief and
wonder of the faithful!
Now, we suggest that this was not quite doing the clean
thing for God to treat his own mother and his own babyself in this unhandsome and scurvy way, for it took nearly
all summer, and a goodly sum of dimes, Peter's Pence, and
hard labor to put things to rights after the holy mother and
baby were set up again. - However, it did not quite amount
to matricide, as the mother and child did not seem to be
much the worse for the undutiful, shocking, and strangely
ungrateful and inconsiderate outrage, and came out as good
as new, without a word to say.
E. CAsE.
GRANTFORK, lrL., March 19, 290.
MR. EDITOR: After reading John Peck's criticism on J.
W. Reed's sermon, which appears in THE TRUTH SRB:KER of
the 19th ult., I felt so deeply impressed with Mr. Peck's bold,
honest, and yet moderate remarks that I hav been impelled
to add a few of my own. Some, even amongst the Liberals,
so called, hav found fault with Mr. Peck for his severity, as
some do object to the irony, sarcasm, and ridicule of Heston's
cartoons. As I started out very young to labor for the Lord
and to save souls, honestly believing the Bible to be the
word of God, because I was taught so, I am sure I am a
pretty good judge of the proper manner to reach every class,
and will proceed to giv my opinion. First try reason. That
will convince where those attracted are endowed with that
faculty. But there arc so many like Mr. Reed, who know
bette~; but f<n· the loaves and fishes will not. down. Then by
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what means can such rascals be reached ? There are three
-they must be bribed or shamed or starved out. Of course,
had 'We the necessary means we would be courteous enoup;h
to bribe or hire the rascals to quit humbugging the people,
but as we hav not we must appeal to the otl;ter two plans,
and as they are as a rule men that do not know or acknowledlo!'e there is such a word as shame, the last resort is with
the common people, that we may effectually starve out the
leeches. I started, as I suppose Mr. Reed did, with all
honesty, but when I got in company with men who made
money their hobby (for I would not hav a cent for my
services), I p;ot ashamed of the delusion they were practicing.
Now, in addition to what Mr. Peck has said, I will state
for the benefit of Mr. Reed that although I hav five fatherless
children and hav been compelled by sheer poverty to liv
separate from them; suffer from publishing $90 worth of
books at a clear loss to me, and from constantly buying and
giving away Infidel books free; and although I am now preparing to go to the soldiers' home on account of being unable to make .a living, yet I :will try and send the Lord a few
dollars if Mr. J. W. Reed will answer me the following
questions satisfactorily: 1. What is God's need that he must
hav money? 2. In what way are remittances required to be
sent, by registered letter, postal note, money order, or bank
draft, payable to the Lord or to J. W. Reed? What is the
Lord's post-office address? Shall I get a return receipt
when the Lord gets the money? Please let me know just
how much the Lord is short, as times are hard and we can
not afford anything for contingencies. Also, the Lord must
giv bond as security. In case there should be a surplus a just
dividend will be made and each donor will get his dues in
return. As Mr. Peck intimated that it is Mr. Reed instead
of the Lord receiving the money, then we want to know how
the Lord is benefited. Does the Lord wear Mr. Reed's old
clothes when they are no longer fi~ for Mr. Reed, and can the
LoJ:d utilize the food Mr. Reed has eaten ? These are very
important questions. We Wt.nt to know just what is right
in relieving the Lord's suffering. Mr. Reed, a servant of
the Lord, then must be a thief, for to beg by and through
deceit is as great a crime as larceny. We hope the people
will look at these things in the light of common eense, and
should the Lord call on them, then giv.
Ex-R&v. Jos&PH N. MAXKY.
BRONSTON, KY., March 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav never been more surprised than I was
on reading a letter in the THK TRUTH BBKKKR of the 8th inst.,
written by A. Moot, of St. Catharines, Ont. Friend Moot
must hav totally misconstrued a letter of mine in THK TRUTH
S&&KKR of January 1st, and yet that letter was so plain that
a wayfaring man, though a crank, need not hav erred
therein. I said in that letter, I believe it to be a matter of
fact that there is not a sensible man or woman on earth but
is perrectly willing to believe that there is a personal God
somewhere that hears the prayers of man, and can grant or
reject them. Now, here is what Mr. Moot says after reading
the above: "You hav said you believe it to be a fact, etc.,
that there is a peraonal God somewhere." I said no such
thing. Mr. Moot ought to hav seen from my letter that I
was anxious to hav Talmage and others like him called on
to produce this evidence about a prayer-answering God.
The belief in the efficacy of prayer is the main lever by
which pri!lstcrnft is enabled to enslave and fleece the masses.
Mr. Moot complains that I hav not produced one fact, and
then says, " Then why do you harp such ignorance and
traditional nonsense?" I did not propose to produce a
solitary fact. I was calling for the facts or evidence sufficient
to make one believe. There is a large oak-tree in my yard
which I hav known for the last thirty years. I know that it
is firmly in the ground. I ha v seen it resist successfully
many severe storms. Well, Mr. Moot, suppose that there
should come into my yard a tall man with long gray beard
and dark, sparkling eyes, and say to me, " Mr. Brown, I
understand that you do not believe in a personai God who
hears and answers prayer." I might say, "No, stranger, I
do not." And then he might say, "Mr. Brown, I want to
convince you that there is ; so please prepare a test in order
that I may convince you. I Iiv on the south side of Cumberland river. It is just one half mile from my yard to the
north bank of the river." Then I would answer him, saying,
"Stranger, if you will hav this oak-tree plucked up by the
roots and hav it transported and firmly transplanted on the
north bank of Cumberland river in just five minutes I shall
be compelled to believe." The man accepts my test. And
then suppose, Mr. Moot, that this tall, prophetic-looking man
looks steadfastly up toward the sky and says, "0 God, for
Christ's sake, and in order to convince J. N. Brown that you
do exist, and hav power over nature, please pluck up this
oak-tree and transport it across Cumberland river and plant
it firmly on the other side as it is now on this side in his
yard." And then suppose, Mr. Moot, that I see with my
own natural eyes this oak-tree come right up out of the
ground and move across the river without any visible hand
touching it, and in five minutes become firmly and to all appearance naturally planted on the other side of the river.
Now, Mr. Moot, suppose all this should occur just as I hav
'described it, what effect would it hav on my belief? Now,
Mr. Moot, please do not say that I believe that trees can by
the power of God be plucked up and transported across
rivers. You must learn, Mr. Moot, that men do not believe
as they will, but as evidence compels them.
J. N. BROWN.
PoRTLAND, ORB., March 6, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received Vol. iv of" A Truth
Seeker Around the World." Like everythii,!g written by.D.
M. Bennett, it is very thorough and searching. He observed
with critical eyes, unbiased by any religion.
We hav bad, snow in lar~e me~s!ll'e, and rain and freshets

and la gripp8, and, last but not the least, revivals. I was
present at a meeting of the Young Men's Christian Association when they voted to receive two hundred and seven caneidates into membership. I believe one of the churches
claim that they hav had six hundred or more converts to the
Christian religion this wl.nter in Ea~t Portland. The president of the Young Men's Christian Association here said,
when Mr. Driver went to Chicago to debate with the leaders
of the Secular Union,'' He downed them, every one of them."
I thought he refused to hold a debate with Charles Watts.
Am I right? Mr. Driver delivered a lecture before the
Young Men's Christian Association of Portland, February
141h; twenty-five cents admission; subject, "Robert Ingersoll and his Mission." I attended and tried to make a report,
but I am a slow writer. He said he could meet Mr. Ingersoll as a friend on the platform but not elsewhere. Colonel
Ingersoll taught good morals, and lived them too. When a
man tries to take your life you are justified in using any
weapon in self-defense, and may kill him and be acquitt6d.
You may use a club or a knife or a gun. Colonel Ingersoll
had threatened to destroy Christianity, but he had not succeeded. He should be judged by his intention and not by
the result. His intention was to destroy Christianity, but
his attacks had strengthened Christianity. He has been the
devil's whetstone to sharpen up dull preachers. He had
caused them to dig deeper for truth, and they found it. He
had tried to destroy Christianity with the same weapon
Samson used to slay the Philistines. (Applause.) Where
did we get our republican form of government? Or rather,
where did Moses get it? Our government is substantially a
copy of theirs. They were not satisfied with it, and would
hav a king. So when Samuel sought Saul he was looking
for his father's asses. Things hav changed. Then the
prophets went after the asses ; now the asses go after the
prophets. (Applause.) Mr. Ingersoll does not say anything
new. He uses beautiful language, and probably has no
equal in this respect in the United States. But he says nothing new.
The lecture was well attended, and lasted one hour and
twenty minutes; was frequently applauded. The foregoing
is only a synopsis of the leading points, partly by memory.
I hav time and room for only one more quotation: "Did
not Girard giv a million dollars to build a college in which
the Bible should not be read, but moral books might be read,
and it had been legally decided that the Bible is a moral
book and accordingly it is read in Girard College. And ever
since that college has been built Freethinkers hav been looking for one who has brains enough to take charge of it and
cannot find him."
It I understood the foregoing lecture, I understood
JY.Ir. Driver to mean that because Colonel Ingersoll
had threatened to try to destroy Christianity, !1r. Driver
thought that justified him in using any weapon that came to
hand. He accused Colonel Ingersoll in one part of his lecture of teaching untruths, and in another acknowledged he
taught good morals. If I hav reported the subject-matter of
this lecture wrong and Mr. Driver will state it nearer right,
I shall be happy to acknowledge it. If I hav drawn a wrong
inferenc~ as to Mr. Driver trying by all means at hand to
vilify Colonel Ingersoll, and Mr. Driver will say publicly
that I am mistaken, I will ask his pardon publicly.
Yours for truth,
G&ORGK F. ELLIOTT.
DAYTON, 0., May 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I almost feel ashamed to acknowledge that
I hav been reading your valuable and interesting paper,
THK TRUTH S&&KKR, 8Ub rosa, for many years without contributing to its columns much useful information picked up
all over the world, and which I hav bad locked up in my
bosom. The only apology I can offer is, that church people
force men to be hypocrite. Thousands hav told me, "We
could not get along in the world and obtain a support if we
did not join the church." Fron:. my boyhood up, I hav been
secretly a Freethinker and Agnostic. The first Bible I read
in my youth so disgusted me that, from that day to this, I
hav pronounced the whole book a lie.
It was my peculiar g'lod fortune to spend my younger
days on the river Jordan and in all the Eastern world
chiefly mentioned in the Bible, and the first question I asked
myself was, Why has the sea of Galilee six names? I was
taught a sea was a body of salt water surrounded by land,
a lake was a body of fresh water surrounded by land, and a
river a stream of fresh water running into another body.
Now, the river Jordan is only a creek about one hundred and
fifty miles long. And the little fountain flowing from the
mountains of Lebanon, erroneously called the sea of Galilee,
is nothing more than a little widening of the river. Hence
I pronounce the story of big ships, big fish, and big waves
a monstrous lie.
And the mouth of the river Jord11n where it empties into
the Dead sea, where stood one or two houses termed Sodom
and Gomorrah, was swallowed up by a volcano, and as salt
was scarce in that country, I concluded Lot and his daughter
must hav eaten her up to save food, as no part of her body·
remains.
When I reached the Ganges and Euphrates, I cast my
eyes about to see where the tower o! Babel had fallen,
which must hav had many large stones to support it. But
in vain.,. I could not see stones enough to build me a decent
house. I turned to the Bible, and as it was only one hundred and fifty years after the deluge, and Noah lived two
hundred years after it was built, I concluded in my mind
that Noah and his boys must hav done all the work, as
there was no one else in the world, for God had drowned all
his children.
Then I asked myself, Where is the great city of Palmyra
and the other noble and wonderful cities said to be then
existing? And as I could see no evidence ot their existence,
I concluded this also was a fable.

These thoughts, with many others, hav kept me a firm believer in Agnosticism. It is worthy of remark that, h!lving
spent seventy years constantly moving all over the world, I
can safely and honestly say_ I never met with any ghosts,
spirits, or anything but that I could account for in my
mind. I thus became an Agnostic, satisfied in my mind
that as we cannot tell why the tall tree sheds forth its leaves
and dies, we hav no evidence to tell why man comes forth
for a few days and dies. We are perfectly ignorant by what
means and for what end all nature exists or to what end man
is journeying.
I will close with one illustration showing the character of
one of my neighbors. I visited him often. He was a confirmed Infidel. But wishing to accumulate wealth he
brought upon himself trouble and sorrow by an act that
made his only son, twenty years of age, a madman and idiot,
compelled to wear a straitjacket in a lunatic asylum. Believing he could influence the Christians to buy tea from his
store, he sent his noble but weak-minded son to a Sundayschool; and, like Beecher's brother, who committed suicide,
and many others, not understanding or comprehending the
Bible, his mind became dethroned and he was a lunatic.
And this man, that I would call an unnatural father, livs to
see the effect of risking a noble boy for a little money. His
c;;se is like many forcibly illustrated in THE TRUTH S&BKER,
which has done more to inculcate ethical knowledge among
the people than all tl:le books on moral science.
FRBDKRIOK ROBERTSON, M.D.

GRANADA.. CoL., May 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3, which apply on back account for the paper, and when the amount is .exhausted
please discontinue .the paper till further orders. If the
American Freethinkers turn into Knownothingites, which,
judging by Mr. Downes, of Steubenville, 0.; Swan, of
Chicago; Winter, of Cincinnati, and H. A. Holcomb, of
Glens Falls, N.Y., and others writing Knownothing whinings,
they may, I choose, like thousands of sensible people, to keep
myself outside the activ Freethought ranks. For a Knownothingite is a composition o! political fanatics of forty years
ago, Prohibitionists, White Caps, and Bald Knobbers. A
Knownothingite is not only an enemy in his community, to
his state, but to America and to his race. Stop immigration
and in twenty years every lower labor channel in New England and the Middle states will be filled by negroes, who no
doubt would marry the surplus maiden ladies, without being
coachman first. It, however, looks all bright and hopeful for
the future of AmP-rica to me, and instead of immigr,,tion
stopping, it looks as if the New Englander is becoming a
thing of the past, judging the ways families are dying out,
and pamphlets published in Vermont in different languages,
and people wanted to come and settle the deserted farms of
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. Some time
ago, I traveled throup;h eastern Kentucky and Tennessee,
south Missouri, Arkansas, north and west Louisiana,
and what did I find? Why, thousands and thousands of
pure American natin, who lived in a fine country all their
lives, the future garden of North America; but they hav
only an old quilt,· gunny sacks for doors, aBd no windows to
their houses. So you may judge of their civilization. These
same people who now see European immigration, which has
turned from the west and north southward, building railroads, towns, and industries by thousands, talk just like
your numerous Knownothingite correspondents. They
think the government allows them to be imposed upon by
allowing people to invade their country, and build such
houses, which their forefathers never practiced-" neither
will we ilns do it," as they say.
I hav spent enough money to rent halls, pay for
charters, hav
League, or, as now called, Secular society, organized, and hav had it all broken up by a bigoted
Knownothingite offering some Knownothingite resolution ;
then a heated debate that resulted in having the last meeting. These so offered resolutions always were written or
uttered by some blatherskite of a Freethought lecturer.
Some years ago, we se"ured laws in California that secured
man's blessings, free Sunday, taxation of church property.
without the assistance of any Freethought lecturers, and
except a few Irish, the main enemies we had to fight were
native from the Eastern states who could not tolerate " such
Dutch barbarism" as the civilized Sunday liberty. In Iowa
these same Prohibition Kuownothingites established the
most infamous bastard civilization, where constables, as of
old in New England, secure papers and search houses not
only from cellar to garret, but invade a ladies' bedroom, uncover the bed, and search for wine or beer bottles between
its folds. Not finding any, hey search under the bed.
Every box containing sanitary means is investigated by
these Prohibition state officers. In short, an infamous civilization these fanatics from New England hav established.
I prefer the company of large, broad, and Liberal.minded,
industrious and progressiv people, to narrow-minded,
Knownothingite Freethinkers. So stop the Tm: ·TRU'I::H
S&EKKR when the end of payment is reached, until further
order. 'Did your .Eastern people ever read how many White
Caps and Bald Knobbers and other Knownothingit~s we
had to kill in Missouri and Kansas last year, what d1d not
get hanged or shot by the state militia _bei~g sent to the
penitentiary? Self-conceit and Knownothmgtsm is the most
poisonous and most powerful sentiment to destroy intellectual development and progress. Some years ago I was
a subscriber to a Freethought paper published in Indiana.
I called the attention of Liberals. Soon seventeen Swedes,
Danes and Germans subscribed, but the way that paper
expou~ded Knownothingism not only lost all the subscribers,
but at last I felt ashamed too, as every prominent man and
Freethinker denounced it. Respectfully, J AOOB BLU.MKR.
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In logical disputations as the petition of the principle," almost a literal trans11

fore. The houses were discovered in rare order. The chambers were clear of debris and
clean swept of dust, and, marvelous to relate, the furnitu,.e was found just as it stood
when the city was swallowed up in the
earth."
"You astonish me," I said; "this is something very wonderful."
" Yes," he continuen, "you speak the truth
-it is wonderful. God is great, and his
power is infinit. But I will te~l you the
most wonderful thing of all. Everything
looked perfect and most substantial, but the
moment a hand was stretched out to touch
an object, the object at once crumbled to
powder. The place is only a few miles off
our road ; would you like to gallop over and
see it?"
"Your description," I said, "is so complete that I see the place before my mind's
eye. Why incommode ouraelvs in this rain
for what is so apparent?"
I saw that he felt the sarcasm, though,
with genuin Persian nonchalance, he covered his retreat with an 11 As you will! There
the place is, and if you like to see it, I am
ready to accompany you."-Yo1tth's Uom.
panion.

L11st autumn he went to South America on
an important business mission. We hav
every reason to be proud of the fine promis
of our children who graduate under the teachings of Liberal principles.-Eo. C. C ]
CABAOAS, VBNKZUI!I,A, April 19, 1890.
Miss WIXON, Dear Friend: Your esteemed
and welcome favor of the 28th ult. has just
come to hand. 'fo say that I was highly
flattered by your kind epistle is a very mild
way of expressing my pleasure at receiving
it. • • . My travels here in South America
hav been quite interesting, although in many
instances the interest has been aroused more
by novelty than pleasure.
The musketoes and fleas are somewhat
trying occasionally, particularly in the seaports, and more so than anywhere else at
Maracaibo.
This little city, poetica, called by Venezuelans the Sultana del Lago (Sultana of the
Lake); is situated near the entrance to Lake
Maracaibo and derives its chief importance
from the fact that it is the seaport and only
means of communication between the outside
world and the entire northwestern part of
Venezuela.
There are no railroads in that section of the
country, the popular vehicle, if I may use the
word, being the patient and often calumniated
donkey. Sure of hoof and often endowed
with more common sense than his owner, this
small but headstrong animal is employed In
every possible manner.
The hotel at which I stopped in Maracaibo
is situated directly opposit the market.place.
And in the morning, looking from roy balcony
into the street below, I could hardly see the
ground, so thickly was it covered by donkeys
and guajiro Indians. These Indians, by the
way, are the most degraded race I evtr saw.
Brutal, cowardly, and stupid, they hav nothing at all in common with their North American brethren. All I hav seen, male and
female, old and young, were indolent and
fat, and, in my opinion, without the pale of
philanthropic influence. They even sell their
own children at the tender age of six or seven
years, and these hav to drudge along as servants till they become of age, which occurs at
twenty-one, as with us.
The higher classes all over Venezuela
are, as a rule, educated, affable, and refined. And in this city, Caracas, is to be
found as hrilliant and genteel society as in
any part of the world.
The ladies here are very pretty and scandals
exceedingly rare. N 3t long since a person! regret to say he was attached to our diplomatic corps here-wrote an article for the
New York Herald in which he greatly exag.
gerated the faults of Venezuela. Of course
the press here took the matter up, with the
remit that the offender was recalled.
The politics of the country are In a very
umettled state, influence having more weight
in some cases than justice. But this is owing
to want of experience and will eventually
disappear. Since the overthrow of Guzman
Blanco, for which the country owes niuch to
Sr. Rajas Paul, they hav advanced and are
advancing rapidly.
Just now the whole nation is excited over
the Guayana question. The English government, with its nsual audacity, bas usurped a
large tract of Venezuelan territory at the
mouth or delt!\ of the Orinoco, and the government of VenEzuela is preparing to drive
them out. In this they will hav my best
wishes, and I trust the moral, if, indeed, not
the material, influence and aid of the United
States.
Traveling is at times rather perilous, as
niost of the rnads arc only footpaths cut
along the sides of mountains, with a thousand
feet or so up and down on either side. Ot
course, if your beast stumble or slip-imaglnl
I leave La Guaira on the 30th inst. for New
York, and expect to arrive in that city about
May 15th, from which time until October
you will find me there at your orders.
With many thanks for your kindness and
attention, and best wishes for yourself and
the Corner, I remain,
Your friend,
G. L. NEWTON.

lation of a Latin phrase. "Begging the
Miss Suul!l H. WIXoE, Fall question" was first used by Aristotle.
Biter, MIJ88., to whom all OommtliA!cafi!mBjOf' "Birds of a feather flock together" is also
this (J()Nl81" sliu'.tld be sent.
from the Latin. Translate this sentence from
Plautus, "Pares cum paribus fctcilime congre.
" Between the dark and the daYlight,
gantes," and you'll hav it almost literally.
When the night is beginning to lower,
The expression 1 ' Mind your P•s and Q's"
Gomes a. pause in the dsy•s occupations
is said to hav various derivations. In old
That is known s.s the Ohildren•s Hour."
times the score of the alehouse customer
was kept on a slate or was chalked on the
The Light o' May.
door of a cupboard, the P and Q standing
I found a new, swe6t world to·daY
for pint and quart. The score was settled
Wheu I was ill and sad ;
for and wiped out every Saturday night. If
Green carpets from the looms o' May
the customer was dilatory in making settleThat made me almost glad ;
And birds are building in the trees
ment he was reminded of l:Jis P's and Q's. It
That welcome all the miser bees,
has been inferred that the word tick, equivaWhile bo:vs that plow sing in the corn
lent to credit, arose from the tick or mark
From ver:v joy that June is torn.
which indicated each glass of ale. Others
'Twas but a 1\ttle light o' J!Iay
date the phrase to the time when perukes
Fell on the willows brown,
were in fashion. The toupee was the artifiAnd cottonwoods burst out as gaY
As blackbirds o'er the town.
cial lock of hair and the queue the pig-tail.
Oh! hav we ever seen before
The phrase was "Mind your toupees and
· Sne.h flowers upon this prairie shore,
your queues." An old riddle givs color to
With nature's mu3ic drifting in
this explanation. "Who is the best person
Like boatman's song with violin?
to keep the alphabet in order?" was the
Eaoh path along the Bhining land
Is clothed in fuJi with green;
conundrum. The answer was, "A barber,
And morning with her beauty hand
because he ties up the queues and puts tou--------~~------Sows crrstala in between;
Con·espondence.
pees in order." It may be that this old riddle
And fragrance from the bonghs that blow,
MILFORD, !fay 3, 1890.
suggested the more modL•.·n one of " When
The cottonwoods and willow row,
DEA.R Miss WIXON: This is my first letter
And walnuts tossing arms of brown
does a blacksmith set the letters of the alphaUpon the bushes farther down.
bet to quarreling?" "When he makes a to the Children's Corner. ,, y school commenced last Monday, the teacher coming
JII.l.RY BAIRD FINCH,
poker (a poker) and shovel (shove 1)."
from Maine. I study reading, spelling,
11
Blind as a beetle" is a phrase as familiar geography, Colburn's arithmeiic, grammar,
Cry all the Time.
as it is falee. The insect, in its rapid flight in writing, and drawing. I hav a brother
Mrs. Way and her little son Lannie were summer, often strikes the faces of those that Willie, twelve years old; one sister, whose
sitting by the grate just after tea, when the are walking, which led to the erroneous im. name is Norma Maud. She is a little over
one year old, and I shall be eleven next Aulatter questioned : " Mamma, did not the min- pression that it is blind. Collins refers to gust.
Willie and myself like the pictures in
ister say the other day that only the elect this freak of the beetle in his " Ode to THE TRUTH BEEKBB, and Norma looks them
would be saved?" "Yes, dear." And al Evening:"
over, but will tear them to pieces if we do
not watch her, which shows how she Hkes
the rest of the people will go to hell?"
And oft he rises in the twilight path
Against the pilgrim borne in heedless hum. them. Papa has taken TEE TRUTH BEEKER
"Certainly, there is no slternativ." "Do
seven years last fall. Re went to the Secular
you really believe it, mamma?" 1 ' Yes
The poet, however, was t0o much of an Union Convention in Philadelphia last
my son." "Now, mamma, I don't want entomologist to impute blindness to the October, and liked it very much.
to dispute you and be a naughty boy, insect.
I cut out the "Five Cents a Drink" verses
but I don't· see how it can be that you
" Carrying the war into Africa " means to from the Corner and spoke them the last day
believe it, because if you did, I should think retaliate upon an enemy by adopting his own of school. One of the committee said it was
very good piece, and hoped the boys would
you would cry all the time." "Cry all the tactics. It grew out of the battle of wits be- aremember
it and heed its advice.
time!" "Yes, mamma; I should not think tween Scipio and Hannibal. The latter, a
Papa bought me the "Story Hour" three
you could help crying all the time. You cried Carthaginian leader, led his army into Italy, years ago at TEE 'l'RUTH SEEKER office, and I
when papa got his leg broke, and when I and for several years continued to threaten like to read it and look at the pictures.
I will send you a card with my name on it.
hurt myself so falling down stairs; and you Rome and lay waste the surrounding country.
Your friend,
ETTA V. FISK.
cried and cried when little baby sister died, Scipio, the Roman general, saw the necessity
and I ha v seen you cry about a story you was of getting rid of Hannibal and his forces.
OAK MILLS, KaN., May 5, 1890.
reading; and you cried when pony Midget So he led an army into Africa and threatened
Miss WIXON, Dear F1iend: After so long
died, and the kitten fell in the cistern and Carthage, thus making it necessary for Han- a time I will endeavor to write you a brief
letter, and I will begin by 'saying that your
was drowned, and Rover got poisoned, and nibal to return home for its defense.
poem entitled, "When Womanhood A wakee,"
the hawk killed the parrot, anC. the canary
"Cimmerian darkness" is derived from the is a fine one. I hav read it in several papers,
bird flew away, and lots of things that are not traditions concerning the Cimm.erii, a people and the more I rtad it, the more I am con.
one half or quarter so bad as it is to think of Italy who lived in caves near Lake Averno. vinced that its author is a poetess of more
that perhaps papa, and you, and I are not From these gloomy habitations, so inaccessi- than ordinary ability. I hav read several
among the elect, and will not be saved, but ble to .the rays of the sun, the sybils gave poems written by you and they are all poetical gems.
go to that awful hell. Now, mamma, you out their oracles.
I hav read in late copies of THE TRUTH
think you believe it, but do you way in deep?
The old proverbial expression, ''Dead as a t:lEEKBR some valuable articles from the pen
If you did, would you not cry all the time?" door nail," had a very simple origin. In of J'l'Ir. Edos Santos, of Port-of-Spain, TriniMrs. Way was wrapped in thought a long olden times the doora were supplied with dad, West Indies. I correspond with him
time, but finally answered:
knockers instead of bells. The knocker it- and I take great pleasure in re9.ding his let" Lannie, you are right; it cannot be that self, in order to make the necessary noise, ttrs. They are always so interesting. He is
a young Freethinker, and from all appearances
I believe it, because I know if I did I would was made to strike on a piece of iron inserted is doing a noble and needed work in his
be very unhappy."
in the door, and this piece of iron was nativ land. He was recently chosen secre" Just as I said, mamma, you wo1tld cry aU called the " nail." So many blows rendered tary of the new Freethought league which
the time."
SADIE A. MAGOON.
the nail multa morte, as Virgil says, "abun- was lately organized there.
We had Grant memorial services, also a
Los Angelllil, Cal.
dantly dead," "very dead!" In Sbakspere's literary en~ertainment, at our school.house on
"Henry IV.," Falstaff says : " What I is the Monday night, April 28th. The house was
Origin of Phrases.
old king dead?" Pistol-replies: "As nail in crowded and the speeches were highly applauded. This was the third meeting in
The common phrase," catching a Tartar," dcor."
"Escaped with the akin of his teeth," is honor of a noted American that has been held
says Grose, the antiquarian, arose out of the
in that school-house. Washington, Lincoln,
adventure of an Irish soldier in the imperial from the twentieth verEe of t1e nineteenth and Grant hav all been honored there, and
service. During a battle with the Turks he chapter of Job.
next year we will probably do honor to the
According to the historian Macaulay, the memory of Garfield or Jeff!lraon.
called out to a comrade that he had caught a
I bav a fine collection of curiosities, relics,
Tartar. "Bring him along," was the reply. expression, "The gray mare is the better
"He won't come," declared Paddy. "Then horse," originated in the preferen~e given to mineral specimens, etc., such as starfish, sea
beans, corals, skate eggs, alligator and shark
come yourself," rejoined his comrade. "Ah, the gray mare of Flanders over the fine coach teeth, cowry shells, California live oak acorns,
but he won't let me," replied Paddy. In· horse of England.-Frank H. Btaujf'er in petrified wood, calcite formations, agates,
flints, gypsum, quartz crystals, petrified lily
stead of capturing the Tartar the Tartar had Detroit Free Press.
beads, a piece of wood fr 1m Libby prison, a
captured him.
stone from the buried city of Pompeii, a
"Putting the cart before the horae" means
Persian Lying.
piece of wood from the house In which Spirto begin to do a thing at the wrong end.
The forms of untruth which prevail among itualiam originated, a newspaper published at
The phrase is very old and is qnoted by Lu- a people are always highly characteristic of Vicksburg the day before Grant took the city,
cian, a great Greek writer, who lived almost mental, if not of moral, qualities. The hu- a newspaper as it appeared the morning of
Lincoln's assassination, postage stamps from
seventeen hundred years ago. It is surprismorous exaggerations of our people are in all parts of the world, also postal cards and
illg how frequently a search for the origin of strong contrast with the bold inventions of old coins, Confederate money, old docuphrases lands us among the ancient Greek or the Persians, which resemble the extravaga- menta, Indian war ax and arrow heads,
Latin writers; For instance, the couplet,
gances of the" Arabian Nights." The author Indian pottery, buffalo horn, buffalo teeth,
He who fights and runs away
of 11 From the Indus to the Tigris, tells the relics of the Johnstown flood, porcupine
May liv to fight another day,
following as a specimen of Persian men- quills, petrified elk horn, and fossils of all
~
kinds, besides many other specimens too
is almost invariably declared to hav ongt- dacity:
numerous to mention. I hav a fine collecnated with Butler, the author of" Hudibras."
One of the Persians of our escort assured tion of minerals.
It is really a Greek proverb, and mention is us that the wind often prevailed with such
I can think of nOfiilore to write, so I will
made of it by Tertullian. As early as the furious force that it knocked people off their close with best wishes to you all. I remain,
Your tnle friend,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
beginning of the second century a Latin legs.
"Why only la t
, 'd h
.
[Thanks, George, for the above interesting
writer, Aulus Gellius, puts it into the mouth
,
s year, sat e, With most
.
letter. Always glad to hear from you.-Eu.
of Demosthenes as an excuse for his cow- ammated
gestures, " it tore up. the sand in C C
ardice at Cheronea.
that hollow away to the left with such force . ' .]
11
Begging the question " is supposed to be and swept it away in such quantities, that i~ ·~
FROM souTH AMERIOA.
a modern phrase born of the many political exposed the remains of an ancient town of
[The writer of the letter below has grown
discussions which occur in Congress. It is which nobody ever dreamed the existence be-: up, aa it were, in our Children's Corner.
lfdited
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Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.~0.

A.pules of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp,, $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

- some and Interesting Book, WHhout Superstition, for Ohildren and Yonth. 'l'he Only Freethinkers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavY, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, Sl.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in spen,king in praise of this
work.-Pro!. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light "
" Religio-Philosophical J onrnal," and many SI1iriiualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette PI,, New York.
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The Church ot Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This ia the history of an s.ttempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pnlpit, use2 it to discuss all the vital questiom
of human concern, religious. p0liticai. and other·
wise. The bc.ok io written in well-chosen lan·
guage, and easily understood. There iB jnst suffi.
oient narrativ &bcu.t it to intereat the reader and
hold his &ttention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale::.~ this office. Price, $1.00.
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silk cloth, $3.
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Spiritualism .Sus1ained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as t<J
show that Christians are inconsistent in den :ring the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
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MEN, WOMEN It GODS.
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Introduction by
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SCIENCE VERSUS REliGION
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between :Reason and Superstition.

B~r Edward B~Hamy,

Author of "Dr. Heidenhoil''s Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
1.nd inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The ap;:>eal is always made to a man's reason,
ind to hl6 noblest sentimGnts: never to his sel·
nshness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasible social state greatly in advance of the present.
rhe romantic narrat1v is rich i.n its forecast of
~otualpossibilities.-[BostonTraveler.
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(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
And fol the Consideration of Others.
Instru.ctive, .Tn!e1'esting, and Laughable.
BY WILLIAM H~RT.
Price,
50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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· A OOLLEOTION OF
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AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard•smagniftoent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
ohurohes and Young Men's
His Life, Works, Wortl1, .Martyrdom, PorChristian Association.
trait, and .Monument.
By RICH. R, WESTBROOK• D.D., LL.D.
With a complete list of the American subscribers
Prioe 81.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
By Milton Woolley, :M.D., Author of "Hebrew
BY
:Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE,
THOMAS DAVIDSON,
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Steel engra.Tinlls of this celebrated naturalist
Children ~•nd fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
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WARRANTED As REPRESENTED. Address
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THE BIBLE AND EVOLU'l'ION.
BY ARTHUR

B. Moss.

WITH PRl'FACE BY DR, HARDWICEE,

INTRODUCTION.
· Chapter I Bible Ast-ronomy and Evolution;
Chapter II, hible Biology and Evolut-ion; Chauteriii.Bible Myths and Evolut-ion; Chapter IV,
B1ble HistorY and Evolut-ion; CllnptBr V, Btble
MoralitY and Evolution; Cuaptpr VI, Bible Mir·
acles and Evomtiou : Cuapter Vll, 1\IiraclPs Incredible; Cl!apt~r VIII, Bible Poetry a_ud Evolution ; Chapter lX, B1b!e Art and F.volutwn: Chapter X. Bible God and EvolutiOn; Cl!aptBr XI. Soul
and Furure and Evolution; Chapter XII, Heaven
Hereafter; ChaPter XIII, Conclusion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
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W1n. Pitt. .Austin 1Iolyoake. ......•.•• 5
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work on the cLtims of supernaturalism 40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H.. 10
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Analysis of Religious Belief. An
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examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 9 New Life of .Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vrs- 10 .A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
coUNT Al.mEBLEY, son of the late Lord 11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 12 Daniel, the Dreamer. .Austin Holyoake ... 10
1Jomplete from the London edition. 745 13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 .Acts ofthe .Apostles: .A Farce. .A. H .... 10
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.0,0;
15 Ludicrous .Aspects of Christianity. .A. H. 10
. -·
1~ Twelve .Apostles.
Charles Bradluugh...... 5
The foregomg volumes are calle'd "The 1 17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
1Juth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to. 18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 19 New Life of .Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
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Essays all(l Lectures. Embracing In,

THE

fluence of Christianity on Civilizatio~
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib-.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual.
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; Materialism ancl Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship Gocl? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Attthority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 66
cents; cloth, $1.

Bi~le

of Nature,
OE,

THE

I
Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza.tion. 25 cents.
I.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
Christianity and Materialism. 151
of the FUTURE.
-

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

cents.

Conflict Between Mental Science fl.nd Theology.
.
By EnGAlt C. BEALL.

I

Christ of P.aul ; or, the Eni~mas of
Christirmit.y.
Frauds of tho Churchmen of tho Second Century
l~xposctl.

By GEO!WE REllER.

PI'<' face . by R. G, lNG iERSOL L.
Price, $1.
Unanswerable.
------------------

Crer d of Christendom.

J2mo, ·100pl~.,

Price, $2.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A Compendium of Universal History.

Its Foundation Contmstcd \Yith its Superstructure.
By w. R. GRl~G.

D.r IY!NWOOil RgAilE.

$1.7 G.

Sixth l'tlitiou, :i-l4pp.,

Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

WHICH:
SPIRl'IUALISll OR CHRISTI.ANITH
By 1\IoSES HULL (Spir.) and
ll.E\". W. F. P,\1\KER (Chris.).
Price, paper, 5(1 cents; cloth, 7<> cents.

HEBREW MVTHOLOCY;
OR,

The Rationale of the Bible.
Holy Scriptures Tt·cat oi'N"atnral PhcnomeM Only.
By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D.
Svo, 613pp.,
$2.50.

Faith and Reason.
ACCOUNT OF THE
Christian and All Prominent Religions Before
and Since Christ. Extract froln Sacred
Books of tho East.
Br H. R. STE\'Exs.
Price, ·$1.50.

Nature's Uevelations of Character.
Physiognomy Illustrated .
By JosEPH Smll!s, l\I D.
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments
and fdatures.
260 woodcuts. 8\·o, 650pp., cloth, 83; leather,
S-±; morocco, gilt edges, S-±.50.

LffE Of

1
"MB~"
Jt"'SUS~ I
1'\_
:,.!H. ~YJS
'C.
His Character and Doctrines.
From the" Analysis of Religions Belief."
By VISCOUNr AMBEBLEY.
Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents.

REVELA'l'IONS OF ANTICHRIST.
PROVING
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Century before, and Peter and Paul died
before the Christian Era.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.

'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.
AN

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.
By .A. H. O'DOKOGJIUE.
Price,
$1.

NATH.\.NIEL VAIJGH.-\N.
A Radical Ncv1l of Marked Ability.
FREDERIKA MACDONALD.
404 pages.
Price reduced to $1.
BY

Principles of Secularism.

1

1

and the Bible.

SCRIPTURE SPECULATION!.
With Creation, Stars, Emth,
Judaism.
By H. R. S'!'E\'ENS.

Primitive Man,
419pp., $1.50.

ETffiCS OF POSI'TIVISM.
A Critical Stncly and Smvey of tho Moral
Philosoph 0• 'of tho Present Ccutnry.
J3 y GIACO;I!O BAHZJo:LLO'l"ri,
Prof. of Philosophy at tho Licea Dante, Florence.
Price, $1.50.

OLD FAITH AND 'l'HE NEW.
A Confession.
Br DAvw FrrmnEt~JCII S·mAuss.
Authorized tmnsblion from sixth German edition
by hlttthildo Blind.
Prico,
$1.50.

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN.
Imporl,mt Information for All, and " Danish
Cure." With Portn<it.
By hlm~. W. SCHO'!"!'.
Price, $Ui0.

The Legends (lf' the Patriarchs and
Prophets.
By S. BARING.GOULD.
Will be seized with a\·idity by all students of tho
Bible.-[Cmigrcgatioualist.
Price, $1.50.
-.-
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RADICAL

PULPIT.

Discourses of Advanced Thought.
By 0. B. FRO'rH!XGIL-I.M and FELIX ADLER.
Price, $1.

INSTITUTION of

~~IARRIAGE.

An,] Remarkable Divorce Cases.
By PmL,~KTJIROPt:S.
446pp. Price, SL

The Coutr.tst : Evangt'licalism and
Spiritnali'1m Compared.
By :MosES HULL.
Paper, GO cents; cloth, S l.

PERSONAL IlJfjJIORTALITY
.AND 0TIIER PAPERS.
Candid }.. rgnmcnts for aml .Agamst Immortality
Price, 7 5 cents.
By Josn: 0PPExHEm.

AFEW WORDSABOUTtheDEVIL. SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.
AND

0THEE BroGEAPmOAL BKBTOHEs AND EssAYS.

By CHARLES BRADLAUGH.

By KERSEY GRAVES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp. 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.

Truth Seeker CollPction of Forms,
Hymns, and Recitations.

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

For Organizing Societies; for Muriages, Faner·
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.A Summary of the Arguments against
By C. SoTHERAN.
Com. Gazette.
Christianity.
·Paine the Po__ dr,n.I and Religions
Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
01oth, 1!Mno, 240pp., $1.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.
Reformer. 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
WGman: Her Past and Present: Her
NEW DISPENSATION. Lithograph of D. M. Bennett.
Rights and Wrong·s. 10 cents.
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts.
By D. W. HULL (Bpir.).
THE
Price,
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Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Lithograph of Bennett Monument.
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NIVERSE.A.N.A.LYZ.ED

10 cents.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of ''Deity .Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Rea! Blasphemers,"" Spir·
itualism Sustained,~ etG., etc.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. • Scientific and Theological.

20 cents.

'

The latest and beat work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
clays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD the subtlest conceptiong the easy ProPerty of the
and Prof. 0. A. BURGEss, President of the ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
Northwestern Christian University, In- that will be new to the world and Productiv df
diana polis, Incl. .Accurately reported. good in furnishing food for thought. We trust it
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. will hav tho immense distribution it se richl;v
, merits.-[The American Idea.

Burgess·Underwood Dehate,

Underwood-Marp1es Deb at e.

A four

A f our .

nights' debate between B. E'. UNDERwooD
e.nd Rev. JoHN MABPLES. Fully reported.

_l'aptr. 35 otnt!l;
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Oloth, 12mo, $!.
Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus.
trial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. INGALLS.
PricP,

25

cents.

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane."
Price, 10 cents.

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
By F. R. MABvm.
Price,

r; cents.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
IS Lafueue Pl., Newl'orll:.

Price, 50 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte.
By CALVIN BLANCHARD.
Paper,

40 canis.

SOUL PROBLEMS.
WITII
Theological .Amendment and State Personality:
By ,ToS. E. PEOK.
Priee,
25 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,

IS La.fueiie 1'1•• Newi'orll:.
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Tr11th Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-Those tracts are especially intended
for distribution as l<'reethought missionary documents.. "When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can !'or tracts, and. when received,
hand them arotmd among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts nrc made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cont. ofi; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 oJI; on ten dollars' worth, 50 ofi. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by-numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter.

Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 6
35 Moving the Ark.

2

3'T Short Sermon.

Bennett ...................
RGv. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christianity uot a :Moral. X. Y. Z .......
39 The 'l'rue Saint. S. P. Putnam..............
43 Christianity a Bor~owed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty&Credulityof the Unman Race ....
49 Sensible Conclusions. K E. Guild..........
52 Marples-Undcrwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Questions for Bible ·worshipcrs....... ... ...
64 Open I,etlct· to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
58 Prophecies. Underwood.....................
62 The .Jew.~ and their God .....................
63 The D"vil's Due Bills. Srphers............
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leatlets. No. 2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman.......
73 Foundations. John Syphers................
74 Daniel in tho Lion's Den. Bmn10tt.... .. ....
75 An Hourwitl1tho Devil. Bonnett..........

2
2

76 H.cply to

I~.

]'.·Brown.

77 The Fear of Death.
82
83
8±
89
DO

91
94
D6

97
98
100
102
104
105

1
3
3

5
3
2
6

2
10
3
5
2
5
3

2
2
2
10

Benuett............ 3

D. :M. Bcunctt.......... 6

Christian Courtesy. D. hl. Bennett.........
Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........
Log-ic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
B1blo-Mauia. Otto Cordates ................
Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
The :Ne1-1 Raven. Will Cooper............
Ichabod Crane p,1pers .........................
Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
Snakes. Mrs. E. D. S!enker....... ..... ....
1±0thAnniversary of Paine's Bi1·thday....
The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
Decadence of Christiau;ty. Capphro.....

1
5
2
3
2
1
5
10
2
2
5
2
10
2
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W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your exoellen t and useful
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am mnoh pleased with Your address, and will
101 l'he Sate Side. H. B. Brown............... 5
it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... 1 notice
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
Ill Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1 ~ble paper, and deserves widedissemination.-Tbe
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.1LJ.Savage.......... 2 Age.
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Whe1·e Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
ANTI PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
The number of heads under which you hav
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
divided
the
subject
of the pamphlet, and
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 the concise manner matter
in which the pomt is dis·
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3 cnssed, should be highly commended. Therefore
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 I take ~reat pleasure in recommending "Anti·
Prohib1t10n "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.. ........ 10 ance, but in the principles of self-goverllment.123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and "Ob.J.J.MoOabe.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
server" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11}
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes am\ Cruelties of Christianity. Unden\·ood......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion: Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
MODERN IMITATION OF C:S:I!.IST,
137 Christian Love. C. L. James ............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible.•Tolm Jasper.......... 2 As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
140 Astro-'rheology .. .... ... ... .. .. .. .. . .. . ... ... ... 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
:.41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Author of "A Protest and a. Plea," in Oraer or
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
Oreation.
:43 Chang \Yau Ho. Eli Perkms............... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
:48 When Did Paul Live? Seholasticus.... ...... 2
-;:49 Age of Shams.................................. 3 IfF This book was suppr1!8sed by the first AmM':4.5 If Yon Take A way my Religion? Wha~
ican publisher . .JBI
Will You Give Me Instead. Martin .... 10
THE TRUT.R SEEKER CO.
:;_50 Tho Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut uud
\Vakemau. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 1 0
15::. What is the Bible? 1I. W. H ............. 5
i52 A Remarkable Book. Dougltts............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer:........... Z
Pre:tace
by R. G. INGERSOLL.
f-56 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory or two young
girls and a r,ounger brother who were lett parent:_59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 less,
with little money, fau education, and much
~60 Sabbath .Observance. Coleman............ 3 oourage, to make their way through the world by
J61 Protestant Persecutions ...................... 3 going to Chicago. The antnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a. history of a work·
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
in~r girl's life and experience in theoityof Chicago
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among bluff business men, kind hearted follis,
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust snoh a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inrcer~oll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is su,_re to be worth the attentiou
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... b
2 Evolution; Homo~eneous to Heterogeneous. Underwood......................... 3
4 Literatnre of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
G Resr.onsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D ... 3
8eoretarJI of the .Amdrican 8eoultW Union.
6 Graduated Atmospheres. :McCarroll...... 2
Price 10 cents.
'l Death. Frederic R. :Marvin, M.D.......... 3
Address THill TBUTH SEE!tEB 00i1PAN!.
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 'l'he Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
10 Tho Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson .......... 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
AND
R. S. ..'3righam, M.D........................ 5
TwBLVB 0THBR DISOOURSBS Oil' REASON.
i3 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium ......................... 10
Brl 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 288pp,, $1.
B See note at head of column.
Addr BB
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Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

1drlress. we will mail trial

DR.
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Th1!8e notices atre for the benefit of Liberals
who may be visiting the pl(UJeB whetre these societies are located. Local 8eculatr Unions and
l'reethought Societies meeting regulatrly can
hav their gatherings advertised here free by forwatrding the necessary information.

TAFT BEOS•• ROCHESTER.N.Y.
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Modern Scienca hsayist.

Ten Cents Each.
HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
philo•onhy. BY Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPPON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
and influence. By Rev•. JoHN W. C!IADWIOK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
~ow suns and worlds come into being, BY
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF TH'F. EARTH: The storY of
geology. By Dr. LEWis G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
RAYlllOND
7. TBE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiquity, growth BY Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and development. By Dr. lioBERT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.BKILTDN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SurPSoN.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C.
PARSHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
'l'HOUGRT. By JOHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILO"OPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR
HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EF"'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATlON. BY MINoT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 L&f~yette Place, New York.
1.

Meets everY FridaY eveninn-, at 8 o•olock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

Brookl) n Pbilosol>hical Associa·
tlon
Meets at FraternitY rooms, Bedford avenue and
Honth 2d street_. Brooklyn, E. D .. at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Adnnssion free. Discussions follow
lectures.

']l'he Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalaeY st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectnreo and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everYbodY wolcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:J't
llleets ever:v Sunday in Indngtrial Hall. Broad and
Wood atB .• at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.l!I. for lectures and
f~ee discussions on religions and social onestions.
Able a:peakersinterest the a.ndienoe. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

!nl!;'ersoll !liecularSof'iety, Boston,
Meets everY SundaY (from October to June) a.t
2:45P.M., at Paine M~morial Building, Appleton
street.

<:llicago Secular Union
Meets everY Bnnday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
a·ce welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third SundaYs, a.t 2
P.M .• at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. liiABIUs HEIGHTON, Sec.

Tl1e Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every 8nnday at 7 :30 P.ru:., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastmar> block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOlllBER•Pres.: LEROY BERRIER, Sec,

EUznr Wright Secular Un!on
Of Alliance, 0 .. meets t.he first end fourth SundaYs of ea~h month at IndependPnt Church, at
10·30 A.M. Free di•onssivn on all Libera.lsnbjects.
Subscription• to THE TRUTH SEEKER and lnvestt.
gator are solicited.
R. G. tlMITH, Cor. Sec.

The :'\Valia Walla Lib· ral Club
Meets evAry Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lect.nres.-Free Discussions.-Original
and SelPcted Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service· of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pre a.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal ClUb
Holds meetine's every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordiallY invited.

Brothei·hood ot Morali•ots.No. 903,
Prah·ie City. Ia.,'
Meets even 8nndaY in t.he Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 30 P M. All L berals are cordially in·
vited. F. V. DRAPEn, Cor. Seo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
MAet• every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is tXtended to all. Seats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Temp!ar Hall,
F•ynn Block. S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Frtends from
abroad heartilY welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
Port~mou•h,

0.,

~ecular

Union

Meets ~very SundaY at 7 P M. in Grand A.rmy
Hall Lectures, discnsswns, · readmgs, poems,
music and songs. A cordtal mvitai-ion is extended
to all; especially to friends frem abroad. Correspondence solicited. J. L. TRENTHART, President.
WILL S. ANDRES, Secret-arY.

r•Jiii3JIIrflsfr~

Is n. rcgubrly educated

and lcgal!J qualified Ph]·
sicinu, and tllc most sueccssful in his specialty aa
his practice will pron.
Send lh cts. for his "Pri·

SPECIAL SALE
OF

vnte Counselor." a book
for you up;_ and middle ngcd
mcu, suflcriug from tllat
Life· Wasting 'Weakness
as the re:mlt of >Onthful
follies, iudcscretiOns n.nd
excesses. It sets forth nn
External Application.-~\

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels, $7.50;
9 JewPls. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
$16. For 3 ~unoe coin Silver case. add $3.50; 4
ounce, $4 50; 5 ounce, $6. In best open-race
filled !!'old, dust-proof O!t81', 7 jewels, $16; 11 jewels, $17.50; 15 Jewels. $18.50; adjusted, $2UO;
hinged cases, $3 more; hunting oases, $6 more.

POSJT!YE CURE.

$6.

'l'be New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements: in silverine, $19; 3
ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50: 5 ounce,
$25. BEST open-face filled •crew oa•e. $27; hinged,
$30; hunting, $26; Louis XIV style, $2 to no more.
Ladies' beat gold tilled, 7 jewels. $17; 11 jewels,
$18.50; 15 jewds, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 more. Ruby and <llamond ornamentations up to $100 extra.

DDAMONOS.
An elegant 3 Atone, 8kt., solitaire pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnifi1ent hair ornament
and pin anrl pendant combination, rosette, 29
brilliants, $200, worth $300; one do., heart-shape,
sapphire and ruby in center. same price and
value. P1ns, rmgs, drops. studs, from $300 down
to$10; same proportionate discounts. All bought
before late advance.
OTI'O WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, lll.

The

book is worth man\" timet"
tts cost, and should be in
the hands of tJ.W-4~;c cJD.ict·

ed.
AX

HONEST STATF.)fF.XT.
j•Similnr ad\·crtisemcuts
from unrdinblc prnctiti·
Joers have been frrqucut•
1v assailed audi.'Xposcd by
the press. but Dr. FELLOWS sta.nds fl>r~m?:st in h!s ]''~f~i·
siou, ~~~-"-The ~\atH>nal !tel~·

Address.

. Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

Inquiries are freqnPntly reoeivPd asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vmeland. N. J. 1
F1rst, we know that he iB a reliable gentleman ox
rare professional skill, who has Parned success by
good work. Second tnat he fulfills all ba• ae"reements to tbe letter. Third. that he ha• perf< rmed
onres of hopeless case• that in the olden time his
skill would have been called muaonlou•. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an hoaest man and a
sta.Qoh Libera.l.-Tile Better Wall.
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IN Germany, Austria, and Spain strikes and
commotions continue.
A FEDERA.TION of all the Catholic societies
in the Union is under way.
ANOTHER rleath from electric light wires
occurred in New York on the 17th.
THE Senate has voted to appropriate $100,000 for a monument to Grant at Washington.
A MOB of Protestants recently attacked and
wrecked the Catholic church at Hoyerswerda,
Germany.
ON the 15th, at Ashley, Pa., thirty-one men
were buried in a mine by an explosion, and
only two were rescued.
AT Havana on the 18th fire in a hardware
_ store reached a barrel of gunpowder, and the
explosion killed thirty-four persons.
THE monument at Rome of the pope blessing the world, will be copied in marble for
the Catholic University at Washington.
THE Independent bas made a canvass of
Presbyterian sentiment on revision of the
creed, jl,nd found 133 for and 69 against.
AT an anti-Jewish meeting at Berlin on the
18th there was a conflict between the antiSemitic attendants and Socialists, which the
police quelled.
·THE R1thwhilds ha.v informed the Austrian
emperor that unless oppression of the Jews
ceases in Vienna they will remove their banking house.
IN Belgium the Liberal and Masonic as.
cendency in the government is giving way to
a C~tholic one, and the public schools are
being crushed.
IN Germany the extensiv Employers' Pro.
tection Association now forming will be met
by a central strike union in which all the
trade unions will be ranged.

MoDEST doubt is called
The beacon of the wise.-Shak,lp£1'8,
THE doubter • . • has been the savior
of liberty.-IngeJ·soll.
Tl1ll: ignorant trust their eyes, not their rea.
son. Jgnorance has always been and always
will be at the n'\crcy of appearance. Credulity, as a l'Ule, believes everything except the
truth. 'l'he semi civilized believe in astrology, but who could convince them of the
vastness of astronomical spaces, the speed of
light, or the magnitude and Rumber of suns
and constellations? Ir Hermann and Humboldt could hav appearerl. before savages,
which would hav been regarded as a god?Ingersoll.
THEN Hobbes comes to a favorit subject,
the mistaken courses wherein to men fall that
are ignorant of natural causes and the proper
signification of words. The effect of ignorance of the causes of right, equity, law, and
justice, is to make custom and example the
rule of actions, as with children, or to induce
the setting of custom against reason, and reason against custom, whereby the doctrin of
right and wrong is pcrpetm\lly disputed,
both by the pen and by the sword.-Bain's
MO'/'al Science.
INNOVATION of every kind was regarded as
a crime; superior knowledge excited only
terror and suspicion.-Lecky.
HE who surpasses or subdues mankind
Must look down on the hate of those below.
-Byron.
To MORROW, and to-morrow, and to-morrow
Ureeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time ;
And all our yesterdays hav lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief
candle l
Life's but a walking shadow; a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more : it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.
-Sltakspe:re.
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THE London branch of the Social Demo.
cratic Federation, as the international Socialist organization is called, will run a candidate
for nearly every London constituency.

OFTEN as Shakspcre's questionings turned
to the riddle of life and death, he leaves it a
riddle to the last without heeding the common theological solutions around him.Proj. J. R. G1·een.

A NUMBER of women of GaiichJ., Austria,
hav petitioned the emperor to admit them to
an equal standing with the male sex by ere.
ating in the army a corps of volunteer
amazons.
THE Universal Revi w, of London, publi~hea
an addreEs in which 254 Parliament member8,
litterateurs, artists, and other celebriiies
remonstrate with the czar for his treatment
of Siberian convicts.
LoUISIANA will probably accept the offer of
its famous L')ttery Company of $25 000,000
for a license for twenty. five years. The governor is opposed, but the press and most of
the legislature are for it.
THE movement to secure the release c.f the
imprisoned Anarchists, on the ground that
they were not present in t1e Supreme Court
to hear its affirmation, is being pushed by
General Butler and the other counsel.
DR. WINDTHORST demands in the German
parliament readmission of the Jesuits and all
religious orders to the country; enlarged
ecclasiastical control or the schools, and the
establishment of a Catholic section in the
ministry.
THE other day several offenders were publicly flogged and pilloried in the streets of
Georgetown, Del. This degrading medieval
practice is receiving much blame from the
states that hav emerged farther out of Christianity than pio)ls Delaware, and hav consequently laid aside barbarous customs in a
corresponding degree.
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1890.

HEBER NEWTON calls attention to the low
rank of New York city in municipal manage·
ment, comparing its ill-kept docks, scanty gas
and water supply, lac!;: of public libraries
and museums, inadequate schools, and high
taxes and official wast~>, with the admirable
provisions and less expense of other cities,
those of Germany in particular.

(E. M. 290.)

THE pope re-ceived an Italian pilgrimage a
few days ago, and declared that temporal
power must be reacquired ; that they must
heed the teaching of his encyclical on the
duty of citizens to resist the state if it op.
pase the church; that a stigma rests upon
those who "hav a foot in both camps," and
urged "Italian Catholics openly to manifest
their true convictions, courageously to follow
the dictates of faith and conscience, and
range themselvs round the throne of the
Roman pontiff."

ALL hav the samo interest, whether they
know it or not, in the establishment of facts.
All hav the same to gain, the same to lose.Ingersoll.
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THE census to be taken in a few days will
include questions in the interests of statistical
science which will be new. One question is
what disease, if any, the citizen has. All
questions must be answered under penalty of
a fine. Some papers exclaim against these
inquiries as unduly intrusiv, while others
welcome the design as productiv of beneficial
results in scientific knowledge.
THE Bruno statue receives much admiration for its workmanship and honor for its
subject, and it is also proposed to erect a
monument to Pomponius de Algerio, burnt
in 15p6. On this a Catholic journal says that
" if the existing fanaticism continues, Rome,
and indeed the entire land of Italy, bids fair
to become one vast ' Rogue's Gallery ' in
marble, stone, and bronze.''

WE should learn, ns .part of liberty, tolerance for those who differ from us. Werequire it of others, since we differ from all ;
and it lies at the basis of the mutual concessions necessary for society. The more intelligent men are the more they differ, Aince
they develop greater iudividuali•.y ; so that
the better the people the greater the amount
of tolemnce neceosary. The problem of the
state is, how differing men may get along
together, and not how agreeing ones may do
so. . • • We should even learn to see
others working against us without being
offended. H they do not agree with u~, we
cannot expect them to cooperate with us.
Hence to tolerate antagonism becomes a virtue-political patience. We should learn to
do all we cau to promote our ends, without
preventing others from doing likewise, which
is simply equality. • • • One who values
his own peace of mind must learn to not be
disturbed by the differences of his antagonist.
Displea~ure at another's opinion is like displeasure at his wealth. If you can be pleased
only with your own, you are necessarily unhappy. . . • An honest opinion, like an
honest dollar, should elicit respect. We
should demand no more for our views than
for our property rights, but remember that
the like rights of others are part or the same
system which makes ours possible.-Bierbower.

DAVID FLEETH FROM SAUL.
So Michal let David down through a window: and he went, and fled, and
escaped.-1 Bam xix, 12.
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BELIEF in the Bible story of creation, which
hindered the ideas of Copernicus and Ga!ileo,
and has opposed all progress of " earth
knowledge" in the past, still prevents the
inrellectual growth of man, and the improvement of his circumstances by the discovery
of the laws regulating the forces of nature.Robt. G• .Adams.
MISERABLE human beings, whether in green
robes, or in turbans; whether in black gowns
or surplices, or in mantles and bands, I adjure
you, never seek to employ authority wl!ere
nothing is concerned but reason, or consent
to be reviled in all ages as the most impertinent of men, as well as to endure public
hatred as the most unjust. You hav been
told a hundred times of the insolent absurdity
with which you condemned Galileo, and I
speak to you of it for the hundred and first.
I would hav you keep the anniversary of it
forever. I would hav it inscribed over the
door of your holy office. Seven cardina1il,
assisted by certain minorite friars, threw into
prison the master of thinking in Italy at the
age of seventy ; and made him liv upon bread
and water because he instructed mankind in
that of which they were ignorant.- Voltaire.
MEN'rAL slavery is mental death, and every
man who has given up his intellectual freedom is the living coffin of his dead soul. In
this sense, every church is a cemetery and
every creed an epitaph.-Ingersoll.
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THE DOG IN THE MANGER.

Jlot~s

and tflippings.

THE pope has protested against the placing
of a tablet to the memory of Guibaldi in the
church of Banta Maria Novella at Flore1we.
A MAGISTRATE in South Australia, according to the Australian Radical, recently startled
a lawyer who was endeavoring to discredit a
witness because he did not believe in the
Bible, by declaring that" nobody believed in
it." The lawyer said he believed in it and
the magistrate laughingly remarked that the
bJshop of Peterborough did not believe in it
-probably to show that those who know it
best believe it least.
THEVienna R8Whs. Oorresponddns announCe&
that the pope recently addressed a clrcu.
lar to about a hundred bishops iii different
countries ask,ing whether, in tlleir opinion,
the proclamation of the dogma of the temporal power of the holy see would be opportune. Sixty-six bishops are said to hav
declared in favor of the dogma, while all the
Italian bishops expressed themselvs as op.
posed to it. The Jesuits are In favor of proclaiming the dogma without delay.
THE bishop of Liverpool is not in entire
agreement with some of the directors of societies for the care of young women. At a
meeting of the Liverpool Rescue Society he
said : ''I do not quite agree with the White
Cross and other societies which look upon all
young women as lambs and angels, and all
young men as ravening wolves going about
seeking whom they can devour. I think
human nature is the same in females as in
:males, and that young women are often as
prone, unless there is a good principle in
them, to run into sin as young men. We

must look at the matter in a common-sense
manner."
ELDER WooDRUFF, head of the Mormon
church at this time, and in consequence the
authorized prophet thereof, must hav
astounded the brethren very much recently,
SBys an exchange, when he publicly announced that " there will be no more revelations from God to the Mormons." The elder
did not state whether this conclusion was
arrived at on his own motion, or by a change
of the omnipotent mind, or a joint conference. We are very decidedly of the opinion
that the elder Is solely responsible for this
fundamental chhnge of program.
THE Rev. Father McCanna, a Roman Catholic priest, preaching in Joliet lately, warned
parents against sending their children to the
American puplic schools, saying that they
would be lost, and when the parents were
asked on the judgment day, "What hav you
done with the little ones I gave you?" the awful reply would come, ''Damned, dammed, all
eternally damned." He said that the American public-school system was immoral,
unjust, and unconstitutional, and that the
result of education in the public schools was
paupers, lunatics, and criminals, Communists, Socialists, and Anarchists, and parents
might as well send their children to the jails
and penitentiaries at onc9, as education in the
public schools. ended there.

must oppose," continues the memorial, "the
pretensions of that foreign power which,
under the guise of religion, claims from AmerIcan citizens an allegiance greater than that
which they owe to their fiag. We must
firmly oppose that ecclesiastical tyranny
which now, by priest and bishop, is exercising a power over its members greater than
that exercised by the constituted authorities
of this government." The Congregationalists desire the schools to remain nurseries of
Protestantism.
THB Chicago Herald, in a recent leading
editQrial, announces in favor of an anti·
Babbatarian movement at the World's Fair.
"The struggle," it says, "is bound to come.
It may as well be invited at· once and debated to a finish. Shall not the Columbian
exposition be open Sundays? Yes. All considerations, viewed calmly and rationally, are
in favor of the open Sunday at the Columbian
exposition. It is vain for narrow pedants and
shallow preachers to remind us that the Sabbath was made for rest and prayer. Sunday
is not the Sabbath. Saturday is the Sabbath.
Those for whom it was instituted' do in decreasing numbers keep it holy. Modern
Christianity is not under the Hebrew dispensation. The Hebrews themselvs acknowledge
that the social conditions which rendered the
Mosaic Sabbath one of prayer and worship
under a hierarchical government hav long
since passed away, and that we are under no
THE State Congregational Association of more obligation to heed them than to rebuild
Iowa hav adopted a memorial against their Solomon's temple."
Romish brethren. The document ''views
with apprehension" the "concerted, persistTHE Ban Francisco News-Letter is uncharient, and virulent attack which the church of .tably disposed toward Bam Jones, for it says
R2me is everywhere making on the free vehemently: "Mr. Sam Jones, inapproprischools of America, By all lawful means we ately called the reverend, is not making much

of a fist of the soul-saving buAiness in this
city. Mr. Jones's methods of rubbing in the
gospel are a mingling of the clown and the
grave-digger. He is at one time pretfrnaturallysolemn, and at another disagreeably grotesque. When he dwells upon the moral
relations of the sexes, he is unpardonably in.
decent. He assured his audience last Sunday
that among his friends his chastity was of the
most admirable character. This sort of selflaudation is ever prolific of suspicion in analytical minds. If Mr. Bam Jones did not
imagin that some, worldly-minded man might
assert that he cast an unshepherd-like eye on
the fair lambs of his congregation, he would
not go about from city to city blowing the
trumpet of his own purity. The best proof
of the little value his audience of last Bunday set upon this assertion was that a large
number of them got up and left. Whereupon Mr. Jones howled after them that he
wished they might never come back, as they
were not worth saving. A nice sort of
mountebank this, to undertake to lead the
erring back to the straight and narrow path.
The very best cure for this sort of inspired
preaching is the introduction of a basket of
spoiled eggs and a bushel of highly-scented
cabbages into the tabernacle. The alternate
application of eggs and cabbages to the UB·
clerical physique of Mr. Sam Jones will teach
him In a few short lessons that there must
be some limit to the license of the pulpit.
And after this I should recommend a little
equestrian exercise !Jn a nice, sharp fence
rail. If the heart of Mr. Jones still remains
untouched, the application of some feathers
to the place where his wings ought to grow
would make him about as near an angel all
he will ever get."
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the previous exaltation which must necessarily seize not, as is fallaciously and unwarrantably supposed,
the reasoning faculties under these (un) "favorable by spirit in:tl.u~>nce T
I say " preferably termed media " because
conditions," a depression, by the way, from which
few subjects ever seem to recover-what reason, I "media" implies spirit existence. It assumes
A Challenge to Mediums !
repeat, is there for 8'Scribing visions, produced during supernatural spirit interference in the affairs of
i>ssiring, in the interests of truth, to test the such an abnormally excited state, to spirit agency 1 man, and what but groundless implication and
genuinness of the so-called "slate-writing spirit Not a shadow of a reason. It is a bald assumption- cheeky assumption has any phase of Spiritism, from
manifestations," I hereby offer $100 to any medium an unwarranted jump at a conclusion absolutely the "holy trinity" down to witchcraft, to support _it?
who will accomplish this feat in my presence subject devoid of a semblance even of common sense or logic It is nothing but the most unwarrantable assumptiOn
to support it, and totally beyond the pale of tenta- therefore to call mesmerists by the mystifying name
to the following conditions:
of "media."
1. The slates to be selected by myself from any tiv or analf'gical verification.
Anyone conversant with but the rudiments of the
stock in this town of the medium's own sslection.
Spiritism is supernaturalism and t.herefore supersti2. The slates to be placed in charge of a disinter- psychological laws of our being must be awar~ that tious, although its votaries scornfully l'l'ject the
ested person from the time they are selected till the a stesdy fixation of the mental eye upon any Image imputation. But that spirits must he placed in the
or outlines it desires to see more lucidly will termi- same category with witches (these being the" mebeginning of the " Eemce."
3. The sitting to commence within one hour after nate in such a high pitch of nervous excitation that diums" of the devil), mermaids, fairies, sprites,
the slates were selected, the slates to be kept by the under the stimulus of the hypnotic ir:tl.aence diffusing dragons, gods, holy or uuholy ghosts, etc., seems
a subtil :fluid through one's entire nervous organisw self-evident. The superstition of antiquity bas simholder in view of both parties.
4. Each party to be entitled to four witnesses of by the media, its sympathetic ganglions centering in ply evolved into modern Spiritualism. If it be
their own choosing to attend the sitting, everyone the physical structure of the visual organs will be- denied that spirits are supernatural, God also cannot
present to strictly comply with and conform to the come so acutely sensitiv that the subject calJnot fail ba supernatural though all deists regard him as a
rules usual at these Se!lnces, the slates, however, to to perceive through the interior collectiv nerve cen- spirit. Spirits and Gods all belong to the same
ters uniting in the retina the impress or re:tl.~x of the family therefore, and Spiritists cannot get around
be kept consiantly in sight.
5. The spirit message, when received, to be seen object thus evolved through the intense activity of t.he imputation that spirits are supernatural and
and read by everyone in the room, and also by sev- this mental formativ process, snd upon the evolution therefore the outgrowth of superstition. In other
eral outsiders who happen to be in view, and who and perception of which desil'ed or expected object words, they are, like Gods, the creation of man's own
cannot hsv beQil placed under the medium's mesmeric the combired psychic energies and odic forces of fancy.
influence, to determin whether the sitters sre under both subject and mesme1·ist are concentratea.
With witches and wizards recognized as the
What is there mysterious about these simple prop- "media" of the devil, what a glorious witohcraft
illusiv visual impressions or not. I will, therefore,
accept as a genuin spirit communication any writing ert.ies of our nature, and what warrant hav spirit philosophy (') might not hav been established l
seen on these slates by persons not having been propagandists to esoterically withhold from the world They evidently missed their opportunity. The leadunder mesmeric influence. If, however, this should at large a knowledge of these simpie psychological ers of Spiritualism did not.
be objected to, I will consent to hav the slates sealed principles, deeeptivly professing that the mental
That modern Spiritualism is supernaturalism, which
up by the medium himself and again placei!l in charge phenomena they produce are accomplished through
of the disinterested person alluded to, until the sit- spirit agency, when in !act they simply-know better! is synonymous with superstition, and therefore a falReligion keeps the world in the dark; it is only lacy, can be still further demonstrated by considerters hav recovered their normal state and mental
equipoise by absenting themselvs from the medi- through ignorance that it can sustain itself, and the ing the nature of psychic force and its derivation.
um's presence for s few hours, and if the writing is prop011nders of Spiritualism seem to follow its policy. That psychic fot•ce is the essential or producing
But if the explanations I bav given of these" amaz- element of all so-called spirit phenomena is unistill visible to the sitters at the end of the appointed
tiple-the medium to brefik the seals and open the ing" phenomena, yclept "spirit manifestations," do versally admitted, and that it is intimately related to
slates himself-! shall also regard it as a genuin not satisfy our Spiritual friends-they satisfy the ·animal magnetism, if it is not identically the same, is
spirit manifestation.
knowing ones, I dare say, and for that matter, they also conceded. I say, '' if it iR not the same," but I
Any intelligible sentence seen on the slates will did not rEquire these explanations to understand hold that psychic force is vital or physical force, exsatisfy me. I will not insist on recognizing the hand- them-bub if they should not satisfy the uninitiated erting and manifesting itself through the brain. It
writing of any departed friend or relativ, a phenom- I would say in further elucidation of these psy~hic is therefore animal force or physical energy. It is
enon eonsidered such conclusiv evidence of spirit phenomena. which hav set the greatest thinkers of produced through the chemical action not only of
existence. There is nothing more wonderful or mys- the world by the ears, that the meemerees, or sub- our brain, but also of our entire physical being.
teTious in this than in any other mesmeric vision. jects of visual illusion, see the objecta evolved dur- Mental or psychical force is dependent upon physical
The simple fact is that the object our mesmerized ing their semi-somnambulistic state, into "hich they vigor, as any me11merist or medium is aware that
fsncy evokes we see, be it the face, figure, or hand- are thrown through the gradually increasing exalta- the intensity of hie powers varies with the condition
writing of a dead or living friend. Any vision can tion of their temporarily deranged cerebrum, induc- of health of his or her body, showing that there is
be called into view during the hypnotized condition ing a condition favorable to hallucinatory impres- an intimate correlation between psychic energy and
of the subject. At the beginning of the .ee~nce the sions, although this proximate somnipsthic state physical force, the former depending upon the latprocess of formation commences, the subject gen- does not necessarily render them oblivious to their ter, and the physical being therefore superior to the
erally wishing to receive a message from some one surroundings, or existing to & degree that would psychical-though not in the estimation of Spiritto whom he or she was devotedly attached. This preclude a coherent seq11ence in the succession cf ualists. With these premises fstablished, I ask:
form being ever present, his letters read and re-read their ideas. On the contrary, the in:tl.ux of odic If it could be proved to the satisfaction cf everyone
until the handwriting is indelibly impreseed upon nerve force consequent upon this e:raltation is so that spirits did not exist, would mesmerists or media
his or her memory, w.hat wonder th~t, under abnor- great that while the physical functions must become not hav precisely the same powers to produce the
mal physical and mental conditions, the organs of correspondingly depressed on account of the un- visions, illusions, and rappings which are attributed
sight and of the imagination become so ex.alted that avoidable loss of vitality during said in:tl.ux of nerve to spirits? These mesmeric powers or psychic forces
these forms, or general outlines, assume the form of force into the cerebral regions, these latter acquire of our physical being are derived and evolved from
a vision, becoming, under these " favorable condi- such au abnormal lucidity-a state approaching the lowest orders of sentient beings, and can theretions," the "stock in trade" and sole reliance of the clairvoyance-that during this "favorable condi- fore not be essentially different in their nature from
~pirit propagandists, apparently visible to the phys- tion "-for imposition-t.he "impress" which the those forces which animate and govern the psychic
wal eye through the intensely excited sympathetic subjeot is so desirous of receiving, and the media so life of every animal organism from man down. The
nerves or sentient motors connecting the imaginativ anxious to convey, is developed through the cresHv physical nature of psychic force, and its derivation
organs with the morbidly sensitized nerves of the process of their combined cerebral activities, and the from the lowest forms of sentient life, being shown,
visual organism, even while the subject, to all other illusionary object thue appearing upon the over- the fallacy of endowing it with immortality, or of
intents s.nd purposes, is fully awake 1 Whether I wrough~ fancy of the iemporarily deranged patient, ascribing its manifestations to spirit influence, is'
would make a "_goo~ subject" or not, I cannot say, be it that of a departed friend or of a message in his therefore apparent. Spirits are as innocent in causbut, for the edtfi.cat10n of mediums who intend ac- or her own handwriting, or in iact of any other object ing these phenomena, as gods are innocent of causing
~~pting D?Y ohallenge, would say that I can, at any ·or noise perceived or transfGrred to the visual and the world (with all its imperfections). Nature is all~lmE', depict to my mental view sny form or hand- auricular organism of the subject, is conveyed from sufficient in producing all we behold, without either
... writing with which I am familiar, and I dare say the mental retina, i.e., the imagination, upon the the assistance of gods, spirits, or devils.
All conscious beings embody animal magnetism of
there are few who cannot. What is there wonderful now highly sensitized and therefore readily respondor _mysteri?us, therefore, in beholding such visionary ing organo physical apparatus of the natural eye.
essentially the same nature as man's, and must there.
obJects qmte lucidly when the mind is specially pre-.
To prove the correctness of this theory concerning fore possess mesmeric powers to a certain degree,
pared an~ "doctored " for it by the psychic force of the nature of these slate· writing phenomena, i.e., that though only in an incipient form, and unrealizable
a mesmerist, yclept "medium f' Spirits indeed I To they are merely hallucinations, let the siates be by them. For this reason we are warranted in
think that when one's brain has been manipulated sealed up by the medium himself, after the writing assuming that mind-transference and cerebral imby th~ arts of t~ose who hav special faculties for baa been seen on them, and placed in charge of any pressions mesmerically conveyed must pass between
throwmg susceptible organisms into a semi-somnam- disinterested person for a few hours, the sitters or them, and, olf account of having ler.s intelligible
buli.stic state, one ascribes t.he visions perceived subjects in the mean time absenting themselvs to means of communication than man, perhapt> in a produrmg such state to supernatural agencies ! Upon restore their mental equilibrium, and if at the end portionately more pronounced degree. With these
what tenable grounds can these creations of an over- of that time the alleged "message" is still visible by premises established it becomes apparent that., conwrought Mrvous organism, excited to abnormal anyone not under mesmeric influence, I will concede sidering the essential similarity between the psychic
action ~y the will-power or psychic force of the it tv be a "spirit manifestation."
forces of the lower orilers and those of man, all must
mesmerist, and followed by a reaction in the nature
This simple test can be made by any witnessing enjoy the same equality (proportionately) in regard
of partial p~ysicallethargy, temporarily suspending the phenomena, proving ccnclusivly that what they to their spiritual life or influences, if they Exist.. In
other fu~cbon~ of the body while the operator is behold on the slates is an illusion unless produced other words, the psychic phenomena of the brute
~ransferrmg ~Is superabundant animal magnetism through trickery. They simply allow themselvs to creation must be as attributable to spirit agency as
mt~ the passr~ly submitting individuality of the be mesmerized, but why they should ascribe the those of our race. But we " lords of creation" do
subJect, be attributed to spirits? What connection visions they behold while in this state to spirits not consider that a rattlesnake even bas as much
can the phantasmagoria, which one human being has passes my comprehension. They hav no reason egotism (proportionately) as man ; th&t he regards
the art and capacity to evoke in another human being except the unsupported assertion of the medium, our race with the same venomous hatred that we feel
hav with extraneous influences! When we further~ and what warrant bas he for it? As for the purport for his race, and that if he could reasou, he would
mor~ consider that these spirit-message phantoms, of the writing, it is explainable in the same manner scorn the idea of us being endawed with immortality,
for mstance, can be assisted in "putting in an ap- as the other attendant features or peculiarities of the and his race being deprived of it. If he furthermore
pearance" by the scribbling sound which the medium phenomenon, or in some cases by thought transfer- would resolve his psychic phenomena into the science
~~ enabled, by his peculiar idiosyncrasies, or by a ence from the medie. to the subject. If then it can of a spirit-philosophy he would hav the eame
p1ece of. slate and pencil in his pocket, to convey to be shown that the various objBcts seen and different grounds for ascribinu these phenomena to J;attle·
the aurwular organs of his victims-no; beg your noises heard can be produced only in prel!lence of a snake spirits as we hav for attributing ours to
pardon, ! mean subjects-said conveyance being via mesmerist, preferably termed medium or media, is it human spirits, psychic force being essentially the
the Sentlel!t Motor Line leading to the nerve-centers not proof positiv that these visions or noises are same throughout nature, the only difference existing
of the subJects, and the depression consequent upon caused by the medium's own psychic powers, and in the degree of development.

l!ommunieations.
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" Consistency, thou art a jewel!'' Will our Spiritualistic friends please make a note of this ?
It is indeed held by many Spiritualists that all
sentient beings are endowed with immortality, this
doctrin being advocated for consistency's sake, they
knowing that the same principle of psychic force pervades the entire animate creation and the same attendant phenomena must therefore be experienced
in a corresponding degree in every animate being
possessing s11perior psychic power over others of
its kind, and if this psychic force, unwarrantably
called "soul-principle," is immortal in one it must be
in all.
It is an entirely unsupported assumption therefore
to attribute to spirit agency what those gifted with
exceptional mesmeric powers can produce themselvs.
As for the furniture-moving manifestations, I will
forfeit $100 if the phenomena can be produced in my
presence and that of several others, we complying
with every condition. Any ponderable, inanimate
objeflt will be accepted to operate on, from a broomstick to a piano. While I hav no doubt that such
movements hav often been seen, I claim they were
only illusory, i.e., through mesmeric but not spirit
influence, for no one with a grain of sense Cln believe
that a piano could actually leap five or six feet into
the air without breaking through the floor in its
descent. And to think that furniture or other musical instruments could fly through a room with many
people in it, ~nd not injure some one, is equally absurd. Only those who were under the influence,
affording the necessary "favorable conditione," saw
the articles move, others did not, showing beyond all
reasonable doubt that the movements were the result of hallucination. In cases where these alleged
spirit manifestations were seen by all present, they
were simply all mesmerized.
These very phenomena that are considered such
irrefragable evidence of spirit existence, ere performed
by mesmerists the world over, who do not claim that
they are performed through spirit agency, their
modus operandi not being calculated to deceive.
But the mystifying maneuvers of the so-called medium carry with them such convincing proof with
the over-credulous, who do not reason beyond appearances, that they cannot understand how anyone
can fail to be convinced by them. They never reflect that even if spirits did exist, it is not at all
likely they would cut up such capers as they are accused of. A decent spirit would not dream of making furniture fly around the room, but would know
bow to behave himself. None but escaped spirit
lunatics would be guilty of such doings, and how
comforting to reflect that asylums are built so insecurely in spirit land, and that respectable spirits like
"We, Us & Co.," for instance, hav to dodge around
every corner in constant fear and apprehension of
getting our spirit beads smashed. And bow humiliating to think that our fathers and mothers and
other relat:vs would make such fools of themselvs as
to make the furniture fly around the roomsf or to
scare people out of their wits. If anyone bad but
intimated to a Spiritualist that his parents could hav
been guilty of such folly while in the flesh, he would
bav resented it with a knock-down, and to think
therefore that they would do as spirits what they
would hav been ashamed of doing in the flesh is preposterous. Is such belief worthy of intellectual
beings T
If furniture heaving or smashing, table-rapping,
and all such tomfoolery are samples of "spirit progress" and of the way they spend their time in eternity, I want none of it, and beg to be excused. Immortality indeed must be very desirable with lunatics
as companions. But it may be said in extenuation
that "the poor critters must hav something to do to
pass away their time." Very well, but after theyhav
smashed all the furniture what will they do then ?
Glorious prospect that, indeed !
But I am anxious to test the correctness of my
theory that the phenomena alluded to are mere hallucinations produced by mesmeric force (where genuin), and therefore not attributable to spirits, in
furtherance whereof I shall, on publication of acceptance of my challenge in THE TRUTH SEEKER by any
medium in fair standing, forward draft for the
amount stated, to its office, to be held subject to the
above conditions. Let ell truth-loving Spiritualists
-and I believe the majority of Spiritualists desire
to know the truth ; if they err, it is bet'ause they reason from false premises-bring this challenge to the
notice of every medium in their respectiv localities,
as an ignoring of it would be prima facie evidence
of the fallacy of the doctrine, and fraudulency of
H. WETTSTEIN.
the claims, of Spiritualism.
Marengo, Ill., May 16, 1890.

Another Truth Seeker in Search of Spirits.
In the wide and unexplored domain of metaphysical science there is room for honest "medimnship,"
whether we liv again or not. The telegraph operator cannot tell from whom or where the message
comes. And an honest " sensitiv " or medium can
no more tell from what source they receive intelligence. Possibly from minds in the body, possibly

from an infinit diary kept by nature, where, like the
~eological records, ·or a self-registering phonograph,
1s stored up the life experience of every mortal.
A few days ago a Mrs. Knight, a sister of Mott,
the hero of many exposures, visited Leavenworth.
Thirsting for light and knowledge, I sought her door.
I was ushered into a small room and seated at a
table covered with a heavy spread which reached
nearly to the floor on my side, but dropped but a few
inches on· the other. As an appetizing prelude to the
feast about to be served, the medium suddenly
assumed a prophetic manner, and informed me that
I did something in 1881 that proved disastrous in
some way-either moved or journeyed a long distance, or took a partner or made some change in
business. I replied that her remarks did not fit my
case. Then she gazed again and said it was her
mistake-it was 1880. Again I assured her that
none of those things happened to me in 1880, except
that I moved a short distance greatly to my benefit.
"Yes," said she, "that is it-you fsared at one time
it might prove a bad move, but it turned out all right
in the end," and t!iving me no chance to reply, she
banded me some !lome strips of note-paper one inch
wide by five long, and directed me to write some
questions for my spirit friends to answer, addressing
~hen:. by name, and fold and mix the notes. Taking
up my double slates with a look of disapproval, she remarked that it took much longer to magnetize double
slates than a single one. I spoke about tying, but
getting no response and fearful of driving the spirits
away, I picked up one of the folded bits and dropped
it in the middle of one of the slates which she held
in waiting. Moving it to the corner of the slate, she
shut and placed them under the table, agaiust the
top, and asked me to assist in holding them. This
I did with both hands. The slates were jerked and
shoved round, which she explained by saying they
were being magnetized, but as I felt, or thought I
felt, the slates slightly open, I naturally concluded I
could guess the real purpose, and also why the note
was moved to the corner of the slate. I was convinced that the note was then in her lap. A moment
later she changed the drift of her constant talk to
the beautiful sunshine out of doors, to a passing
train, etc., but instead of looking out of the window,
as desired, I only appeared to do so, while I watched
the madam out of the corner of my eye, and saw her
geza down into her lap.
The next thiug was a suggostion that my note bad
been sufficiently magnetized, and if I would loosen
my erip she would take it from the slates snd place
it on the table. Accordingly she thrnst her band
between the slates (just as though she did not hav
the note in her band already) and placed it on the
table to my right, and told me to put my hand on it.
This maneuver got my right hand from under the
table, but as she soon found that my left hand was
in her way she placed her left hand on my right
hand and directed me to put my left band on hers.
Now, with both of my hands disposed of, what
was to binder her from writing the message? She
bad the slates an· to herself. Recollect that no
pencil had been put between them. She said the
spirits would furnish their own pencil. I will here
note that her host had directed me to bring soft
slates. Why soft' Inferentially because the fingernail, or a piece of horn, and many other substances
will make a white mark on a soft slate, snd at the
same time make no noise. In about ten minutes the
m&dam, having fhaished her writing, as I believe,
asked me to relieve bar in holding the slates. I
obeyed. Then she scolded the spirits and told them
to write at once if they were going to, as we were
tired of waiting.
Presently a scratching commenced, a very poor
imitation of writing on a slate with a pencil, and
she bade me listen, as a spirit was answering my
note. This ruse to m&ke me believe that the writing
was then being done while I was holding the slates
and the medium not touching them, was very cute.
Finally the scribbling ceased, and she reached under
and drew forth the slates, opened them, and exhibited the writing with an air of triumph. The
same program was gone through with in the case of
each note.
The first note chanced to be one addressed to J obn
Blank asking him if he gave his body to the medical
college. The reply began: "I did." Then followed
the usual stereotyped phraseology about being happy
and the glorious realities of the spirit world, quite
foreign to the man, and signed, "John." The question was intended for a trap and the madam caught
herself in it, as I expected she would. The correct
reply would bav been, "I did not."
The second note was addressed to my father asking him what year the Ossawattomie convention was
held. Tbe reply said : " I cannot answer your question now. I will hav to go back and count up."
Then the customary platitudes, closing," Your father,
---." .As be was a graduate, and a historian with
a wonderful memory for dates, and as his attendance
upon that convention cost him his life, it is not at all
likely that be would bav to " go back and count up "
to giv me the year. The initial prefixed to his name
resembled one letter quite as much as another. I

~eked her what it was. She studied some time, gave
1t up, and then asked me what his name was. I told
bar it was Alexander. "Why, of course it is an A,"
said she, touching it with her fingernail, as if completing the letter. However, that was not his name.
She had put her foot into it again, e.s usual.
The third note was to my mother asking her the
year of her death. The medium, evidently regretting. her bad break in the previous answer, and becommg di~gusted with chronological test questions,
anyway, Wisely concluded to" pass" on this interrogatory. Another spirit answered the note and informed me that my mother was not present, but
sought to console me for the disappointment by telling me that I was very positiv-that I brought a
good influence, etc. An unsolicited message was
received from a Cousin James I never bad, and one
from a Mr. Eaton who formerly lived in this city, and
whom the medium very naturally supposed I knew.
He was made to address me in a familiar way,
though we had never so much as heard of each
other.
'
The writing of the alleged spirits was so scratchy
and mixed up, lines sometimes running into each
other, often an inch apart at one end and joined together at the other, that I could not make out half
the words, but I noticed that the medium bad no
difficulty in translRting it. The slips of paper were
cut small, I suppose, so as to be easily manipulated
and to compel brief questions, quickly read and answered.
A gentleman here is the possessor of a letter
written and mailed to him by this medium prior to
her visit to our city. He also possesses one of her
spirit messages. The handwriting is the Pame, particularly noticeable in the capitals. In both occur
the word "happy," peculiarly written, and as much
alike as a pair of twins.
For over ten years there hs.v been standing rewards offered by doubters in various parts of the
country-sums ranging from $100 to $1,000-for so
much ·as a line of spirit writing, under conditions
absolutely precluding the possibility of fraud. And
it i"' an ominous and suggestiv fact that not one of
these rewards has ever been contested for.
The exposure of Dr. Bouton, the great writing
medium of the West, should hav served to put
Spiritualists on their guard against fraud and humbug. But the lesson appears to hav been quickly
forgotten. It is gratifying to know, however, that
there are a few of th&t faith, like Vincent and Francis,
. willing to apply the pruning knife, the scalpel, or
dynamite if need be, in ridding their cause of the
cancerous frauds that are bringing disrepute upon
it. There are too many Spiritualists who, wbife
condemning church people "for their blind credulity
in swallowing fish and ghost stories, are themselvs
eager to shut their eyes, open their mouths and swallow everything put in by mediumistic jugglers.
It will be recollected that MoWs friends used to
draw the mantle of charity over his frauds by explsini:ug that once in a while, when, from .intoxication, exhaustion, or other causae, he failed to get
spirit cooperation, the unreasonable demaads of his
patrons impelled him to provide bogus demonstrations. Perhaps the $60,000 fortune which be
amasBed at the business would throw some light on
his motive.
But after all, why should we require or expect
mediums to be honest while the half of mankind get
their living by dishonesty and the other half would
if they could?
My purpose in penning this srticle is not to injure
the medium referred to, but rather to recommend
her as a practitioner eminent in her profession, and
to characterize her entertainments as brillisnt exhibitions of high art. How she can afford so rich a
treat for the paltry sum of $1 is the greatest mystery of all. A ten-word .mesgage from California
costs $1; but with unexampled generosity she will
giv you a hundred words all the way from kingdom
come for the same money. Hawing bought s dollar's
worth of her messages and given them a thorough
trial aceo1·ding to directions, I take great pleasure in
recommending them to suffering humanity.
That I am not a believer in ·ghosts is no fault of
mine for Barkis is more than willin', and always bas
been: Most gladly would I giv $500 for a genuin
message from my father and mother.
Madam Knight evidently did her le':el best to call
up my dead relative. And I fully acqmt her of blame
for their non-sppesrance. That .some of m! departe.d
fl'iends bav for fifteen years failed to redeem the1r
dying promises to communicate with me is rather
discouraging, but I shall never fnlly abandon hope
S. R. SHEPHERD.
in continuous existence.
Leavenworth, Kan.

THE doctors or sages, who govern both mind and
body, are gen'erally prof?undly ignorant, fooli~h~y
prfjudiced, or at war w1th common sense. It IS
usually among obscur~ m.en, ~hat thin~ers are fo~nd
animated with a supenor mstmct, who mvent adm1ra·
ble things on which the learned afterward reason.Voltaire.
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£ommttnications.
Christ and Antichrist.
The Christian dictionaries tell us that the word
Christ means anointed, but se.-veral years ago,· in rea·
soning upon the use of the word in theology, and its
analogies, I arrived at the conclusion that the word
Christ is .synonymous with our English word light.
I hav just found in the "History of Ohrist.ianity,"
by Edward Gibbon, the confirmation and proof of
t:his opinion. The wcrd Christ means physically the
light of the sun, the light of a fire, an electric light,
etc.; spiritually it means light of the mind, thought,
reason, wisdom, intelligence, etc. Then the real
meaning of the word Christian is, a disciple of reason, a devotee of scien:;e. I am a Chrilnian according to the real signification of the te!"m.
The Virgin Mary, Cybele, Isis, etc., were allegories of nature or symbolical personifications of nature,
and their sons, Christ, Osiris, Horus, Christna,
Buddha, etc., were allegories of light, reason, and
science. These storiea are true in their philosophical
senss, for reason and science hav been, figurativl;y
speaking, crucified by superstition in all nations of
the earth. But science will not stay down; it
- always comes up again-this is the symboliz~d resurrection. The Greek word logos used by Plato to
designate the second person in the trinity, which
was translated into son, word, etc., meant in Greece
reason, intelligence; in P"lestine it meant wisdom.
Then what is Antichrist, the great enemy and antagonist of reason and science T I answer, superstition,
and the Christian church ia the kingdom of Antichrist. The Christian church has fulfiiled the prophecies of Antichrist to the very letter, and the people
who call themselvs Christians ought to be called
Antichristians. In proof of this B!H>ertion I will
quote from the footnote on page 400 of Gibbon's
" History :"
When the church of Rome became supreme, and the
Nicene creed-the creed of Athanasius-ruled the European
w:orld; when humanity was enchained by supHstition and
fanaticism-those twin j'lilors of the mind-freedom was expelled, reason was dethroned, and the light of intellect was
quenched in the Cimmeri~n gloom of faith. 'The dark
centuries of Catholicism succeeded the learning and civilization developed under the freedom and toleration of ancient
paganism.
Superstition governed the human intellect. The holy Inquisition was established. The stake claimed the noblest
and bravest of its victims, and the victory of the cross was
illumined by the light of hurning fagots and the groans of
dying heretics. It was then that Protestantism was born,
and with it returned freedom and knowledge to bless and
elevate humanity.

- But Antichrist had interpolated and corrupted the
I!Criptures which fell as a legacy to the Protestant
sects. Ftom half to two-thirds of the New Testament
consists of interpolations put in there by Antichrist,
which interpolated passages are in conflict with the
original text, which has created much confusion and
division in the Protestant ranks. The interpolations
of Antichrist are so intermixed with the genuin
article that the Ptotestant Christians cannot pull up
the tares without pulling up the wheat with them.
After Constantine embraced the Christian religion
the Roman legions placed upon their standards a
monogram, which consisted of the letter P with an
X or cross mark placed upon it. The P was the
initial of philosophy or science, and the cross mark
was a sign of erasure or cancellation. This was the
origin of the Catholic cross, which Antichrist adopted
as his emblem.
P. F. SHUMAKER.
Flat Greek, La., May 4, 1890.
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Eminent Women.
~RJ: WOJ;.LS-l'ONECRAFT GODWIN.
. This trnly brave and radical thinker was born in
1, 759;. and in advanced opinions she was so far ahead
of the majority of her sex that the rank and file of
them hav not yet reached her plane of thought, and
will not do so for many generations yet to come.
Mary was a studious girl and an able thinker. She
attended only the common schools till the sae of eix
teen, when Rev. Mr. C!are, an eccentric old preacher,
became deeply interested in the beautiful, talented
girl, and gave her access to his rare library, and
helped her in her seiirch for knowledge. At his
.l:lome she beca~e acq!111inted with Frances B:ood, a
young girl two year~:~ her senior in age and much
batter educated than Mary. The friendship of C;are
~nd Frances gave a new impetus to Mary's endeavors
to obtain as thorough an education as her means
would a,llow of,, and henceforth "her mind took a
higher, wid~r intellectual range." To ear:cy money
to carry out her plans she lived aa waiting maid wit.h
Mrs. Dawson, till the death of her mother in i780
C)alled her homE'.
H.er younger sister Eliza married a Mr. Bishop,
who treated her so cruelly she was forced to leave
him, and so Mary started a day-school, aBsisted by
Fannie Blood, as a means of livelihood for herself
and her sisters, Eliza and Everina. ·
While teaching she became acqm•inted with the
Rev. Richard Price, a Liberal and an enthusiastic

revolutionist, and Mary's crude ideas on civil and
religioma subj!lcts were ripened, and soon bore fruit.
In 1785 Frances Blood died, and she being a Proteehnt the authorities at Lisbon refused her burial in
consecrated ground, and Mary now first openly defied t.ha law by helping to "steal her friend a grave."
She left her school in charge of her sisters, to attend
the deathbed of Frances (who had married and left
the school); and the sisters let the business get
broken up, and yet with these two depending on her
for support abe still found a way to help Mr. and
Mrs. Blood, the parents of Frances, who were in extreme poverty. "Eiigt>lr to repay the kindness she
had received from their daughter," Mary was spurred
on to write a pamphlet of one hundred and sixty
pages, entitled, "Thoughts on the Education of
Dllu~hters," for which she received ten guineas from
I:J.er London publisher, Mr. Johnson. She gave this
money to Mr. and Mrs. Blood to take them to Dublin, their old home. "Dearer than the money, however, were the words of pr&ise and encouragement
which Mr. Johnson ssw fit to bestow upon her tal
en~s in giving it." For three years she now wrote
almost exclusivly for Mr. Johnson-translating, compiling, snd condensing. She however wrote, during
this time, her first story, "a fiction." Her father became involved in financial difficulties, and she had to
help to care for the younger members of his family,
and to do this required rigid economy. She proflured situations as governesses for the two sisters
she had educated, procured a land grant for her
brother Charles and a commission for James, and
even provided for and took under her protection a
little orphan girl. Can we wonder that she found
other women tame and compare.tivly useless when
she was doing all this out of her own earnings and
throu11h her own idluence and by her own energy~
In 1790 she wrote "T.be Vmdication of the Rights
of Man," whinh though violent in tone and temper
was warmly welcomed and cordially received by the
lovers of liberty in England and on the continent.
Thia work introduced her to fame, and to the notice
of her future husband, Mr. Godwin. They met at a
dinner party and were mutually displeased. His
quiet temper rebelled at her Ol'C&sional harshness and
violence of expression, while she Wa!! annoyed at his
philosophies! calmness where she saw so much needing to .be done, and done by enthusiastic, earnest,
bot, and heavy words.
The public were condemnatory of a woman who
wrote on politics, and this censure turned her attention to woman's rights. "Sbe began to question the
reasons given to account for woman's ~:~ubordinatF>
position." The result was the publication in 1792 of
her" Vindication of the Rights of Woman," a ·• passions.te defense of the true dignity, and an eloquent
plea for the better education of woman, a work coming direetly from her heart, and sanctioned by the
dehberate reasoning of her brain." She said : "If
womt\n be not prepared by education to become the
companion of man, she will stop the progress of
knowledge; for truth must be common to all, or it
will be intJlicacious with respect to its influence on
general P"actice. If children are to be educated to
understand the true principles of patriotism, their
mother must be a patriot, and the love of mankind,
from which an orderly train of virtues spring, can
only be produced by considering the moral and civil
intensts of mankind, but the education and situation
of woman at present shuts her out from such inves-·
tigations."
Msry wrote her '' Vindication of the Rights of
Woman" in six weeks. She was severe in her con
temptuous estimate of her own S6X, attacking them
with sarcasm and scorn for trying to be clinging
vines and petted dolls, instead of true companions
and wise mothers, who would hold an equal influenee with man, through equal excellence of morals and
·intellectual attainments. She wrote scathing denun· ciations upon &ffdctation and mock modesty, and
dealt freely with topics which were then considered
indelicate for women to write or talk about. Men
sneered and ridiculed, but could not help being convinced she was right. Women seemed shocked and
shamed, and yet secretly read her book ; and all begsn to act upon its suggestions.
We e.re always too apt to martyrize the truthteller, while we insensibly imbibe the truths themselva. Seeing "the horrors of modern matrimony,"
and finding them verified in the brutality of the
husband of her sister Eliza, and the obstinate, damineering conduct of her father, whose domestie
tyranny made an abject slave of his wife, Mary was
disgusted at marria~e laws which gave such abPolute
power into t.be bands of the husband. She bflieved
love should be the only bond, and so became the
wife of Gilbert Imlay in all but the sanction of law.
For a year or two she was in a paradise, and deemed
her views on marriage well lived out and proved in
her own experience. "She would hav laughed to
scorn any croaker who prophesied an estrangement
between herself and the father of her child-their
child ! Could even heaven prevail a~ainst a union
cemented by so strong and truela love'" But Imlay
tired of the romflnce, and felt a need of a change of
love~=~, and in 1795 left her in Paris, while he made

an excuse to go to England. Not dreaming of his
desire to leave her, she followed him, snd then he
threw off all disguifle B.nd let her sc1; that his love
was dead. In her despair she twice attempted suicide whieh so alarmed Imlay that he pretended a
retu~n of his affeiltio:n-but sent her on some bulliness to Swedau and Norwn.y. She was accompanied
by her little girl, Fra.Jces, and the child's nurAe.
It was while thus absent she wrote her "Letters
from Norway, Sweden, and Denmark," of whiCh her
husband, Godwin, says: "No other book of travel
so irresistibly Sf'iZEB on the heart. It speaks of her
sorrows in a way that fills us with melancholy nnd
dissolves us in tenderness, at the same time that her
genius commands admiration, and we are const.rained
to love the writer." 'Ihe greatel' number of theso
letters are addressed to Imlay, and we mm but wonder of what sort of stuff the man's heart was made
that he could resist those eloquent appeals to sll
that was best of him, or refrain from loving so true
snd tender a soul.
After four months' absence she returned and found
Imlay had gone to America with a newer Jove!
She now gave up to the inevite.ble. aiJd turned her
attention to literary pursuits, and the care e.nd educ~tion of her little girl. She was thrown llgain in
the socie!ty of Wm. Godwin. Thfl inter<:-st he felt.
in her misfortunes, the admiration excited in him by
her genius, and the rsdic&l opinions which they held
in common, draw them together, and their friendship
soon ripened into love. Time and trouble had
softened her msnners into a more womanly gentleness, and though nearly thirty-eight yesrs of age,
she retained much of her charming beauty ~nd
sweetness of expression.
Notwithstanding her experience with Imlay, she
still clung to her love of libert.y, 1\nd her determination to practice her principles, and so she and Godwin lived together without marrisge till they wished
to secure the legal rights of tbPi:r child, then they
were privately married (in 1797). Their happiness
was unclouded and unbouuded. Their child was
born Aug. 30, 1797, and tbe September following
the mother died, leaving to Mr. Godwin this child
(Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin), who afterwatd became the wife of Shelley.
Of the personal charuoter of the Mary of our
sketch her husband speaks in the highest terms.
''Never did there exist 8 woman," he says of her,
"who might, with less feor, Hpcsa ller actions, and
call upon the universe to judge them.
Lovely in her person, she was, in the be~;t and most
engaging sense, feminin in h6r manners. . .
The strength of Mary's mind Jay in her intuition.
In a robust and unwavering judgment cf thif'l sort,
there is a kind of witchcraft. When it decides just.ly
it produces 8 responsiv vibration in every ingenuous
mind."
Mary was a Daist, and an unbeliever in a Calvinistic hell. She could not believe "an all-wiPe and
po.werful being, as good as he iR great; should create
a being, foreseeing that, after fifry or sixty yesrs of
feverish existence, he would be pluv~"d into never
ending woe."
ELliiiNA DRAKE SLENKER.

A Suppressed Liberal Club Critic.
I arose to speak a~ a meeting of the Manhattan
"Liberal" Club Friday GVening, May 231, but was
denied the privilege on the objection of Mrs.
Leonard, who had just delivered one of her characteristic speeches, and was evidently ofrsid that I
would criticise her remarks. I do not wish to criticise them now, except to state that they might
amuse the sensual and intereat such reformers as
believe that a pool of filthy water mmy be purified by
"stirring it up." The aut j ·ct under consideration
was "Hereditary Influences." I am a Western man,
and I proposed to diP cuss this topic from a Western
standpoint-a position not tftken by any speaker of
the evening. I still intend to "bav my say " on this
subject, provided I can obtain the privilege through
a Liberal newspaper. I deem those hereditary influences "the best" which are not transmitted. T.be
world is now overcrowded, and it cannot sustain a
much larger population tban the present one under
the existing social conditions which render life tolerable to the wealthy alld make it miserable for the
masses.
Some day Socialism will prevail. Then millions of
that class that is now consigned to the grnve pi-ematurely through the wrongs of competition will liv
happily and propagate their species and within two
c<>nturies life will again be at a maximum. It seems
to me that it is better under these conditions to confine our attention to promoting the interests of the
livin~ than to bring new beings on the Pcene of life
to stffdr from the i:r;jl]etice of the world and perish,
perhaps in the approaching cor fliot. We hav capital
and oppression on one hand and slavery and ignorance on the other. This is the old story and it will
probably be settled in the old way. A very important hereditary condition is the aatisf&ct;ory union of
the parents, and this is more dependE>Iit on cor jugal
love than philopro~enitivness. I define coiJjugal
love as the pure and wholly platonic affection that
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may exist between one "soul" and ita only mate. I
consider the mutual platoni~ l?ve of one man and
ons woman the gem of hfe If It be permanent, but
think that love can only be permanent when the
" spirits " are in .Perfect .harmony with eac~ other.
Then they may hv for time, love for eternity, and
progress forever in perfect freedom and choice of
will with but one hea.rt, one min~, .one " so.ul" b~twean them, becau"e they are llffi.a1tles. Thts sentiment exists in various degrees in individuals and
therefore some love their companions ":ith an in tensity appromchiog insanity and a devotiOn exceeding
idolDtry and others who are just &a truly mated care
nothing for each other. S,Jme do not wish to be
mated, ot.hers are not mated bel'ause they cannot find
their affinities, and many R.t'e misml!ted because they
hav tr1ed to fiud their nffiuities and mistaken their
own characters or those of others. The masses are
unmated because they hav no affinities. -These
de~pise platonic affaction. They soon grow weary
of tht~ir companions anfl the world in general, and it
simply is a quBstion of time when they would become
tired of anyone else. Their bond of union is simply
an inst.inct tb!it has not,hing in common with true
love s11.·"e e. few ruisleadiDg appearances and a natural
tweriliOn. I sa,y in connection with this, Confound
Qn animal that has four feet &nd yet insists on walking upri.ghtly. for a.ll the world like 8 man. My
apologies to De. Week~;~ and the lecturer, whoreminded me very forcibly of two Thomas cats that
had chanced to meet on the same fence.
B.1t I digress. Sometimes friendship is bond of 8
satisfactory union. Friendship, like Jove, is a platonic aff<lction, but it is not exclusiv like the latter,
e,nd it is founded ou only a partial affiaity. Lastly,
all cannot be suited, as there is an unfortunate difference in the male and female characters, and m'm
who can love :u·o ag nra as woman that re~son. I
do not know why this should be so, but I think I
do kuow that it is simply damm~ble to hold those in
bondage who wish to separate, or to compel any person t[) commit a crime or EJ&!3rifioe a lifetime in ex.p\atiug R Bingle error of the judgment. Therefore
I advoil!\ta the abolishm9nt ol all laws restricting
divorce. The ha&rt.s th"lt are faithful do not need
them; those that ar<> inconstant are made worse by
them, and as f~ctors in the promotion of morality
they do not amount, in my judgment, to a condemnation from the deity. N ,JW, if all persons contemplating marria.ge WO'.lld mska courtship a season of
mutual investigation-" court of inquiry PStablisb.ed
by mutual consent to determin _their fitness for e~~och
other, study phrenology and physiology, and rcmember, as a genaraliz~tion, that BS like causes prodtwe like effects, a semblance of countenances implies
a similar character; and remember, as a fact, that
the N ~w Y Jrker, as an animal, is a little lower than
the wanderoo monkey, and 8 blamed sight lower than
" the angels" -then the end desired would be more
often sccompliRhPd.

JuLHN MAsOl!LLAS.

Professor Huxl y

tu Pl'ofe!lsor Skilton on
"M;-~tagnosticism." .

~From the Popula1· Science llfonthlv.

I hav read the papers which accompanied your
letter of the 25 .h of NJvember with much attention;
but, I regret to say, with the result that I can discover no good ground for the change of nomenclatul'e which you propose. Permit me to trouble you
with my reasons for that conclusion:
The term'' Aznostio" was not suggested by the
passage in the" Aots of the ApostleR" in which Pa.ul
apeak~ of a,1 inscription to the " U aknown God."
It is obvious that the author of that inscription was
a Tueiat-1 may sav an anxious Theist-who desired
not to offend any G::~d, not known to him, by ignoring the existence of stHlh a deity. The person who
erected the altar wBs, therefore, in the same position
as those philosophers who, in modern times, hav
brought about the apotheosis of ignorance under
the name of the "Aboo.!u~e" or its equivalents.
"Agnost.io" c~&me into my mind as a fit antithesis
to "Guostio-" the" Go.ostics" being those ancient
heretic~ who professed to know most about those
very things of which I am quite sure I know
nothing.
·
'' A~nostic," therefol."e, as the name of a philosophica.l system i<:~ sensele~s; its import lies in being a
confession of igoorRnce-~ warning set up against
philosophical snd theologicni phsntoms-~hich was
never more needed t.han at the present ttme, when
the ghost nf tha "Ab~olute" slain by my mBsters
Hume 14Dd Kint, and Ha.milton is making its appearance in broad dnylight.
Y.Jur definition of "met.QQ"nosticism" says that "it
relates to beyond lmowledgll.'' That is exactly what
all the "absolute" philosophers profess the "Abso
lute" does; and it is prAcisely that profession which
I consider to be futil and mischievous. To my mind
science is enllt and organiz~d knowledge-neither
more nor less. And the knowledge which goes
"beyond knowled15e" ia something which my cognitiv faculties do not eneble me to appi'ehend.
The term "Evolut.ion Philosophy" which you
employ 138&mf:l to h~v ddttJrent meauir.gs for different
l_)aople.
··

I

For me, evolution is a name for a certain process,
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~he occurrence of which in va"ious groups of things 4-I. for the woodwork of Boston stocks, was fined

as nearly demonstrated as any historical event can
be. And this, I think, constitutes a fair ~round for
the expectation that the whole cosmic process will
turn out to be one of evolution. The business of
philosophy, as I understand it, is, among othf'r
things, to arrive at a scientific theory of evolution;
but these other things are quite as important as evolution. Philosophy, in fact, should erubr&<le the
whole of which the theory of evolution, is a part.
Three or four generations of patient workers, C!AU·
tiouPly feeling their way by the well-known methods
of true science, may brin~ our posterity within sight
of such a philosophy. For the present, while weicoming all attempts to foreshadow it, with due gratitude to their authors, and holding fast by that
which is good in them, it is VAry necessary that we
shou'd not confound such scaffoldings with the edifica, the foundations of which are not yet complete.
I am, dear sir,
Yours very faithfullv,
_
T. H. HuXLEY.
Eastbonrne, Eng., D '"· 10. 1R89
.
IS

Puritan Laws.

Prom the Salem, Jfass., Reoister.

In the town of South Reading, now Wakefic.111.
Me.ea., the following records may be found: 1649.
"Three married women fined six shillings each for
scolding." It is not stated who the victims of the
scolding were, but as it is said they were "married
women" it would not be strange if their husbands
should hav come in for a pretty liberal sh11.ra: and
possibly they richly deserved it.
1662. This year the town ordered, by vote, "That
no man, maid, nor boy, nor gall, shall sit in the south
alley and east alley of ye meeting-house upon penalty of tw:;lve pence for esch cff,mse!' It w&s also
voted "That every dog that comes to the meeting
on the Lord's day, or lecture day, except it be their
dogs that pays for a dog-whipper, the owners of
those dogs shall pay sixpence for every time that
they come to the meeting that doth not psy the
dog-whipper." It does Ilot appear what the duties
of these nfficials were.
In 1667 it was ordered "That every dog that.
comes into the meeting-house in time of S2i'vice shall
pay sixpeace every time he comes!' It will be seen
that the only material difference between this and
the preceding vote is that in the former the owner
of the dog was required to pay tha price, while in
the latter the guilty dog was to pay his own fine.
One Philip R~tcliffe, of Salem, Mass., was san•
tenced to be whipped, hav his ears cropped, to pay
a fine of forty shillings, and be b!Ulished from the
town for" uttering malicious and smmd!>lous sp!!e!3b.es
against the government and the church." If thie;
should be done in like cases at this day, it would, in
some places, diminish the population and increase
the revl'lnue.
In 1666 the Essex county court, in Massachusetts,
ordered that "a cage shall be erected in SBl~"n in
which to display wrong-doers." Dac. 4, 1638, "A
1'esident of Salem was ordered' to sit in the stock,.
on lecture day, for traveling on the S&bbath." If
such a penalty should be enforced in our day, stock
builders would find their businAss profitable.
One Mary Oliver must hav bPqn quite a troublesome character in Sa.lem. In 1642 she was presented
for neglect of public worship. Two years later she
was sentenced to be publicly whipped for "r~>proach
ing the magistrates," and two years thereafter she
had a cleft stick put on her tongue for half an hour
for " slandering the elders." At last she was ban,
ished from the town. How nice it must htw been
to send these wayward ones to other towns-so full
of neighborly kindness.
If we go back to an earlier day, we shall find that
old bache 1ors were not regarded with much ftlvor, as
the following order may indicate: "Hencf'f,)rth uo
single person over thirty years of age shall be suf
fared to liv of himself, or in any family but as the
selectmen of the town sha!l approve of." Ag-ain,
"No youth under twenty- one shall take any tobacco.
··1 h h b
ht
t'fi t
d . th h d f
un.1 e as roug a cer 1 !l& e un er e an ?
some one who are approved for knowledge and sktll
in physic that it is useful for him and also that be
hath received a license from the court for the same."
0 ae of the most marvelous orders ever issued was
thA following: "That any who are elected to the
office of governor and would not ehnd to the elec
tion nor hold and exe<111t.e· the office for one vear
'
.
. ,
• .'
should be amerced m £20 sterlmg.
In our day If
all who hav a hankering for such an offi!l<~ or who
possess a willin~>C spirit for the se.me should be so
fined the revenue therefrom would prove a valuable
·
a dd 1·t'•1on t o a s t a t e•s mcome.
Scolds were sometimes gagged and made to stand
a certain time at their door01 to be seen by thostJ
passing. They were also punished by ducking them
in running water until they should promis not again
to 0ft'md in lik"' manner.
0 -1e J osias Plaistow, for stealing four bushels of
corn from the Indian"". was ordered to return eight
bushels, pay a fiae of £5, and ever after to bs called
Josiaa and not Mr. Plaistow, as formerly.

£5 and ordered to sit in the stocks one hour.
In olden times it was the custom to hav a public
lecture in the middle of the week and this was called
''lecture day!' It was at this meeting that punishment was i:tfl.icted on persons convicted of wrong
sgainst society. We find the following cases named
in the R101v. Dr. Walker's history of the first church
in H~rtford: M&rch 5, 1644. "Susan Coles for her
rebellious carriedge toward her mistress is to be sent
to the bouse of correction and be keept to hard work
labor and course dyet, to be brought forth the next
lecture day to be publiquely corrected weekly until
order be given to the contrary."
"Walter Gray, for his misdemeanor in laboring to
inveagle the affections of Mr. Hoocker's mayden is to
be pubJiquelv corrected next lecture day!'
Oat. 17, 1648 "The uourt adjudgeth Peter Bussaksr for his filthy and prophane expressions (viz.:
'That be hoped to meet some of the members of the
ohutch in hell, ere long, and he did not question but
be should') to be committed to prison, there to be
kept in safe custody til the sermon and then to stand
tha time thereof in tha pillory, and after the sermon
to be severely whipt!'
--------~~-------~lore Government Roguery.
From the Melaotwn• Liberator.

The following appeared in the Age on S~turday:
An important seizure of blasphemous literature was made
by the customs authorities yesterday in the shape of a
Christmas number of a Freethought publication. The contents of thia number were exceedingly coarse and ribald,
and very little consideration was required, after a glance at
them, to cause them to be pronounced unfit for circulation.
Tbe parcel, which came by mail from ~vdney, was, therefore,
taken possession of by the customs officers and burnt.
Put into plain English, this report means that
Patterson, the ex-cattle duff~r, stole a parcel of Mr.
Foote's Freethinkers (Christmas number) sent to
Miss Wilson-that he stole them and burnt them to
bribe pious votsrs at the next election. The Age
reports ss if they bad seen them, and thus takes its
sh-are in t.he guilt of the trimsaction.
•
The Freethinker is good enough to circulate in
England; why not here 1 Are the government officials and the Age proprietor afraid of being contaminated! Is it possible they can be worse than they
are!
Had the parcel contained family Bibles, with pietures of Adam and Eve naked, Joseph flying from Mrs.
Potiphar, Lot with his daughters, Dnid admiring
Bathsheba bathing, naked Isaiah tramping round
J arusalem, Gabriel telling Mary how Jesus was to be
bQgotten, etc., etc., the pious scamps who stole the
Freethinkers and the _Age which justifies the theft
would hav hailed such holy plates as a mea.ns of
~ratifying their prurient curiosity. And if the Freethinkers really had bE<en what they represent, they
would hav kept them for their use instead of burning them.
In spite of this new outrage, there are fools about
who think the Freethought battle is fought and
the victory won. The_v sre too blind to understand
that the government of Victoria are j11st waiting for
an opportunity to snuff out all F.reethought propa,zendism that is worth the name. Ay, and worse !
Even in the faca of the fact tbat government never
loses en opportunity to injure us, there are traitors
in our own camp who are doing all in their power to
destroy the only institution in the colony that acts
a.a a check upon priestly and political trickery. It
behooves honest and real Freethinkers to band tor-ether in solid ph~>lsnx; or in a short time the gov~mment will swoop down upon us again, and this
time crush us out of existence. There is one man,
at any rate, who will resist and expose them to the
end and dare their thunders until he is cor.q'lered,
kao'wing that Australia muot rea.p the benefit of his
work and fighting.
·
Jos SYMES.

Lf!ctnres and Meetings.
II'IR RE'oH ~Rho SHo~asoNf • thpe sechretary for the UoitPO. States
of the 1g 1 1s
octety or eye 1ca1 Research. will lecture
on this snhject (the work of tbe snciety here) for the L1beral
Clnb on F -irlay evening, May 30th. He is an eutertainmg
talke~ and full of ghost stories.
FouR of the biggest audiences ever assembled at Fourth
Street Theater. greeted !ilrs. Freeman Thursday, Friday,
Satnrday, and Sunday nights, and the greatest attention was
paid to her eloquent, and sometimes cutting; remarks .. She
is a bril!iant talKer, a great rea•oner, and withal as fascmatiog a speaker as ever appe_ared before our pe_nple. The
interest she excited will contmue to grow, and It 1s expected
she w1ll be called here again. While m.. ny cou!rl not agree
with her arguments they ad:nired the brave lttt!e woman
who O.~J:red to arl.vnc~te tneyrmc,ple~. of the Am~r\Can SecuJar Umon ·-.Ne~l/.,v!lle, IV18 , Rep1tbl1can and P~ess.
Instructiv and Intl'rcsting Works.

I

From the Jl•lll'tte, s. D., T1·iOune.

We are indebted to the Truth t:leeker Publishing Company,
of 28 L1fayet.te place, New York, for a copy of a •· Freethought SymQflSium," containing a_rticies fr?m !earling
writers in the Freet.bought ranks, whwh IS dw1dedly Interesting and instructiv. Our thanks are also due the same
comp&ny for a copy of William Hart's interesting work,
"The Candle from under tbe Bushel; or, Thirteen Hundre(l.
and Six Questions to the Clergy."

TBl!i TRUTH ~:EEK.ER~ MAY 31, :1.890.
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tfommunitations.
From .Mr. Harman's Original Counsel.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
your issue of Msy 3d, is a letter from Ed. W ·
Chamberlain in reference to the late trial and con vic·
tion of Moses Harman, of Valley Falls, Kan., in the
· "
K
·
. t . t
U nit ed S tates d lB l.'ICu court !or ~nsa!", upon an mdictment charging him with depositing in the mails
obscene matter.
In this letter Mr. Ohumberlain says in reference to
Mr. Cleme118 snd m"seU: ,, Theil• ab~ndonment of
"
Mr. Harman wa!! due to a combination of various influences which it is not necessary to dwell upon, such
as local politics, di8approval of certein of Mr. Harman's methods of management, .financial and oth€rwise J. conflict of interest between Mr. H~rman and
other olienta, i.e., E. c. Walker and George
the
Harman, etc. I cannot look upon their abandonment of Mr. Harman as jusWiabls." In the same
number of your paper. you s~y editorially, after
F.
"
d L ·.p_
A
quoting from tai-r .I lay an
ucb, er: " comp!!or·
ison of these difftlring statements with that made by
Mr. Ohambarlsin ahows that the bleme for not being
on hand should fall not upon tha 'sristocrstic New
the Kansas people who were
y o~~k la wyer • but npon
.
.
at cross purposes
thus
leavmg
to
.
-. '
, Mr. Harman
:
, con·
duct. entirely biB own .dafen.se. In. Vt6W of tne reflectiOn upon me oonte.med m the r.oave, pardon me
for asking permission through 'I'OUr column£'! to set
•
v
before vour readers
I spsa k f'or mymyself right
lone
but
I
am
s~u·e
Lhat
M~
'c•ameus
is as free
1
Self a
•
•
•·
from blame in the matter as I think I am. As is weli
known, Mr. Olamens and I were the attorneys of Mr.
Harman and his associates at the commencement of
.
,. ,
- -.
,
. .
the prosecutiOn wmcn ended l!l Harman s conviC~lOD.
We had previously defended W:olker sud Lillian
Harman in the case in which they were pros~ecuted-- ;
and
persecuted-upon
the• "·retense
thetL tnev" had
•
•
J:'
•
VIOlated the marri~tge stao~te of th1s sta~e. When
Moses Harman, E. C. Wa1ker, and Geo. Harman
were indicted for dspositing non-mailable, i.e.,
· Lh U •t,e d S'~a.es
~
'1
t d
maL
ob scene
. •.
. • we en ere
. matt er• m • e m
a ~otwn to quas~ t~e md!~tment whwh was sustamed. Another mdwtmer:o waa found, however,
· and another motion to quash (or demunez) was
inter osed and thou h the rounds of usshal were
.. P . ,
g
.g .
q
.
1n my JUdgment as good m tne h;st case ss m the
first the demurre1· was overruled, and the case
remained upon the docket for trial. Metmtime the
feeling against Hannan an:i his saeo"i&~es which had
•
•
, t
, ~
"', •
· •
culmma~ed Ill the first m.d~c"me!l~ had greatly
abated, msomuch that a pahhon signed by nearly
every citizen of Valley Falls, Harmsn'a home, was
presented to the district attorney asking him not to
. .
'
.
H
hav a second mdiCtment returned sgamst arman
and the others. By careful prqceedings two con·
tinuances were secured, perhsps not with the entire
approbation of Moses Harman but for his best
· t ares t s, as h'IS couns~• <>l suppose'd ana, n~w b e]'l€Ve
m
would hsv been the case bnt for the unfortunate
subsequent occurrences. With the Iepse of time
public feeling was steadily softening, and I firmly
believe that but for the gra~>t blunder which occurred
.
.
h L.
•
a Bh ort .t1me preV!OUB to t e .true o.1 tna.l, Mr. Harman m115ht hav been honorably and triumphantly
acquitted. To those familiar with the history of
this case I need scarcely say that I refer to the now
.
h' h
f amoua O'Ne1'l I~t.. t er. ,Thevery mormng
on w lC
the paper contammg tnat letter reached me, and
while sitting in my office scanning its columns, a
messenger came rushing in with a note from Mr.
Harman stating that he was at the United S~ates
h ,
mars als o:fi;ice under arrest ~_pon suot~er charge,
and requestiDg my prel'enca .uere. Thts was the
first intimation I received that he was to be arrested
or, indeed, that any new cause of arrest bad occurred.
By a mere coincidence Mr. Clemens was in the office
at the time. Hastily examining the paper we were
not long in discovering the cause. In a brief note to
Mr. Harman which we both signed and returned by
the messenger we informed him· that we could not
defend him upon that charge, but advised him to
m~ke no, admissions, to waive examination and giv
bad for h1s appearance before the grand jury shortly
~her~after to convene. Aside from the ay:mpathy
1mphed by personal presence this advice served him
as well for that occasion as our presence could hav
done, as we each well knew would be the case, se we
knew that he w~uld be bound over in any event and
that he could g1v ~s much bailaa might be required.
He was held to ball, which he promptly gsve, and a
little later calle.d at my office, and being deeply engaged at the time I told him to return at a later
hour of the day, as I wanted to talk with him. This
he promised to do, and undoubtedly intended to do,
but for some reason-lack of time, I believe-he did
not get to the office that day. I was anxious to tell
him just how I felt over the O'Neil letter, and failing
to get an opportunity to talk with him upon the occasion in quest.ion, a day or two later I sent him
a le~ter, the subs~ance of which he printed in Lucifer.
As 1t appeared m the paper there were some omissions from the original, but not sufficient to change

the sense. As the original is not in existence, I here I his counsel and shar~ly antagonistic to his o.wn, so
giv the letter as it appeared in Lucifer:
I left the matter entirely to Mr. Harman, w1th the
Both Mr. --·and myself were surprised, mortified, ana result above s~at~d. After the letter bad been sent
disgusted beyond measure at the publication in your last to Ohamberlam lD New York and returned to Mr.
Lucifm·. • • • No good can come of publishing such Harman I requested him to return it to me, which
matter; nothing bu~ evil can result from bringio.g to prur!ent be did, ~nd I now hav it before me. In that letter,
ears and corrupt mmds the bet that such hornble practiCes t
h.
th matter of my relations to Mr Harman
are induiged in. The best way to get the naturally vile to do ouc mg e .
·
such things is to advertise to them the fact that such things as counsel, I sa1d:
are done. Such publications injure all reforms, and cases
You say in your letter that you suppose that I am ashamed
growing out of such publications are not the ones upon to appear as your counsel, that I consider myself disgraced
which general principle of cqnstitutional right will ever be in the eyes of that public whose good opinion I wish to sedefended. They offend and antagonize every instinct and cnre, etc. Not exactly that. Let me think I am right, and
prejudice of decent and civilized man, and furnish the best I am just as defiant of "that public" as :vou are. But I do
apology imaginable for such statutes as the Comstock law. not think you are right in this matter (O'Neil letter), and I
Your action in making this publication looks like tempting consider you so far wrong that I cannot lend my sanction,
fate.
Yours truly,
-as a man, to that which, as a lawyer, I can see no defense
· ht, t houg h I nonsi
· dered t.he
The blank space after "Mr." at the beginning was for. If I thought .you was ng
.
bl'18h'
I b d · 'tt 811 law completely agamst you, I would go down to defeat With
left by Mr. Harman lD pu
mg.
a. wrl
you willingly. I hav often done so. You certainly know
there the name of Olemens. H~ also Omltted m"J that I am no cringer at the feet of the public. While this is
signature,. as will be observed, feehng perhaps that 1t true, I do not consider myself infallible, and, like the
would no't be consistent with my wishes that the framers of the Declara~i?n of Indepe~de~ce, I hav a" dea thor sho ld be known. In this however he was cent respect for the opu;nons of mankmd. I am, perhaps,
~
u
. .
' .
•
the most tolerant man m Kansas. I hav borne respect to
mtstt>ken, as I was mdlil'erent regardmg the matt~r. your opinions upon some matters wherein I considered you
Mr. Harman seemed "nettled" at my letter, and m radically wrong. I hav sympathized with your battle for
the same issue which contained it he fired back quite the oppressed, but I hav not sympathized wlt.h your warfare
vigorously as an examination of Lucifer of Feb. 21 against "legal!ty,". simply because I know ~hat. civilized
. ' .
H
I h
ht t h . d ' man cannot exist without rules or conduct, which IS simply
1890, w~ll. veri!Y· . e sneered, t oug · ' 8 t 611 . ea. another name for laws. These require application to affairs,
of obtammg JUBtlce at the hands of the law, saymg which is simply another name for jurisprudence. ·This apilmong other things:
pli<;ati~n must be made through m.en, selected in ~ome way,
·A
h
f . t' th
h
t "
. which Is simply another name for JUdges and public officers.
.
s
.to
any
ope
.0
~us Ice. roug an appea1 0 genexa 1 All th' h
· 1Y th a.t t.he 1aw~ shou !d be
prmmple of constitutiOnal nght," we hav only to look at the
IS, owever, do~s no t Imp
history of our land for the past decade or two, to become numerous, unnecessanly h~rsh or UnJ?Bt, but JUst the reconvinced that "constitutional right" is simply a word to Te!se. T}le fact tha~ law IS fra?g}lt, m ~he v:ery nature of
conJ·ure with-nothing more. As a protection of personal th.mgs, With much evil, and that It Is also .mevitable that we
··
· ht I't Is
· a h ow I'mg f arce, a de1usion
•
an d mtJzen
ng
an d a Will thav law·' should
'th teach
t 1 us todcease
t t vam
t efforts
t 'th to
th'inauf
snare, but as a protection to robbers and wholesale murder- gura e .a somety twii touL aw! a~ ~ s ~r ou, wi ., biB odr
"rs it is a magnificent success
our pnmsry pos u a e, aw zs, aw a, een, .mo W!oo e, an
~
· .
.
·
then direct our efforts toward making the laws as tolerable
.T~e same mail which brought me the paper con- as possible,, t~ settling upon intelligent, general principles
tammg the above brought me also a letter from Mr. the proper hm1ts and bou:nds of law.
Harman as follows:
Now, Mr. Harman, While I had expected to defend you to
'
the end in the first case, yet I am willing, in the ssme spirit
VALLEY FALLS, KAN., F~b. 22, 1890.
of frankness and unimpassioned candor with which you
DAym OVERhMYER 1: .I t!l'ke the verty first avafiltabledmoment make it, to accept of your proposition to withdraw entirely
to wnte you a asty me m answer o yours o wo ays ago #..
d f
· th
a
although f
I "11
. fl.y, a!? d "! ill say·. 1· ,If ~ny th'mg could make me not
uomthrow
Y 0ur e ense m ese c se 8 ,
, o course,
.wi
very bne
up the defense of George and Walker.
I believe
rewet t~e publicatiOn of the 0 Neil letter the lo~s of your I can get the cases dismissed as to them, and will, if I can,
friendship and respect w~uld be one of .those co.nsideratiOns, do so at an eRrly day. You spoke or making out an addi?ut as yet I am I? 0 t convi_nced that I did ~nythmg.wrong or tiona! bill; this I cannot do, as you owe me nothing further.
Improper aU thmgs constdered. Not until I received your Furthermore I herewith return your note which I had as I
d d'd
.' to cover contemplated !utnre serVIces.
.
' You
no te b Y th e ha~ d of n·11
I ar
I th e I'dea occur t o me th at understood It
you would senously condemn me for ~hat I had done. said in your paper that you was not at liberty to giv the
But let that pass. 2. Now I ask you m all earnestness, name of the author of the letter I wrote you. Allow me to
can.dor, and kmdness, to throw up my defense on the case in assure you that you are at perf€ct liberty to do so. You·
whJCh you and Clemens are engaged. B.ut for Geo:ge and are also at liberty, if you like, to publish this, and yet I do
Walker I want you to do your best, provided you thmk you not ask yon to do so Do just as you please
will ever get your pay for so doing. To get them released I
·
·
think will be easy enough. You can show that George was
Thus it will be seen that neither local politics, or
a minor acting und~r orders, and in coll!pliance with th.ose the conflicting interests of Mr. Walker and George
0.rders he w~s ~orkmg ~n a farm at the time of the pubhcaHarman upon the one hand and Moses Harman
twn of the mdiCted articles, and could hav no moral and
'
'
should hav no legal responsibility in the matter, and for upon .the other,
any tro.uble about finances, had
Walker you can show that his absence in Iowa and his anythmg to do w1th the discharge of Mr. Olemens
em:phatic disapvroval of my cou~se as expressed in his paper, and myself from further service in Mr. Harman's
Ff!~?' P_Zay, should exonerate him from all charge of com- defense. The whole difficulty arose out of the O'Neil
pbmty m the matter. Then you can say to the court that by l t
d .
bl' t'
t · · · ·
request of the senior defendant you withdraw from the con- et er an hke pu lCiio 10ns mos IDJUdiCIOusly put
duct or management of the suit.
forth upon the eve of trial. The O'Neil letter re~ow please do not infer from this that I am dissatisfied vived in the hearts of the people the dying animosity
with what you havdone and want to !lm~loy another lawyer. against Mr. Harman, whetted to razor sharpness the
You
havI done
yo~Ir wo,rk ably,consc!entwusly, and well; at k
· t .a tt orney,s d es1.e
·.. t o . prosepresent
hav no
mtentwn of employmg another lawyer.
een e dge ~f th e d'lB triC
My reasons are: 1. I1;hinkyou consider yourself disgraeed cute, and d1sgusted, horrified, and angered the court,
in the eyes of that puBlic whose good opinion you wish t~ while it sickened, mortified, and discouraged Mr.
secure, by your connection with Lucifer as l!lgal defender. Olemens, myself, and nearly every other friend of
2· I pre~ume from ":hat you ~ay that there Is no hop~, but free press and free discussion. I feU as I afterthat I Will go to pnson on this last charge. Such bemg a
H
.
'.
.
foregone conclusion, I wish to save all the money I can to ward stated to Mr. arman lD conversatiOn, JUSt as
make Lucifer liv and to pay the debts already incurred in I would hav felt had I pledged my honor and my
thes~ suits.
.
.
life to him, to escort him through a dangerous
.I mclose a co~y of first page of Lucifer from which you wilderness beset with enemiea upon every hand· and
will see that I prmted part of your letter and commented on h h d th
t th
.'t' I
J
It, but I showed the letter to no one, not even my printer. e a
en a
e most cn ICa .moment mad~ a
I copied what I wanted and immediately cremated the whole great outcry, to attl·act the attent1on of, and brmg
letter. If you care to read what I hav to say in self-defense down· upon us every enemy within hearing. I know,
~n this and in l.ast week's paper, als.o what I may hav to say as every lawyer knows, that the only way to defend
m su.bsequent.Issues,,I shall t~ke It as a favor, for 1 really an accused person in a court of law is ~oith law M
find 1t almost ImpossJb!e to write personal letters of any con.
.
. ·
r.
siderable length. Sorrowfully (that I hav offended a good Harman seemed deeply Imb.aed. Wl~h the 1dea that
friend) I remain,
Yours sincerely and truly,
the law could not afford h1m Justice. He looked
M. HARMAN.
with suspicion and contempt upon all of the mathTo this letter was appended a postscript in which ods, processes, rules, and doctrine of the law. He
Mr. Harman stated that he wanted Mr. Olemens and was willing and anxious to claim that what he did
I "to make out your additional charges for work waa done in good faith, and with perfect sincerity
since last agreement," and offering to make provision of purpose, but he apparently could not understand
for payment of same. It will be seen from the fore- that good faith could be available as a legal defense.
going that Mr. Olemens and myself were on February He seemed unable to comprehend how a proposition
22d last completely discharged from the defense of so righteous could hav any sanction in law.
Mr. Harman against the charge upon which he was
In view of the atrocious decisions of courts which
convicted at the April term of the United States now stand as precedents in this class of cases his
court. In response to this letter and to the strict- skepticism was quite pardonable. These decisions,
urea published in Lucifer upon my former note, I however, are not law but simply perversions of law.
wrote to Mr. Harman a somewhat lengthy letter, the The idea that a man msy be imprisoned at hard
very length of which precludes its reproduction here, labor for a long term of years suffering the penalties
covering as it does some twenty-one pages of note illflicted only upon felons, upon conviction of an
paper. In this letter I eet forth my reasons for ob- alleged offense wherein it is admitted there is no evil
jectin~ to the O'Neil letter, and also responded to intention, is simply infernal, and when brought
Mr. Harman's proposition that we, Olemens and I, rightly before the higher tribunals I hav an abiding
should "throw up" the case. This letter Mr. Har- faith that it will be utterly repudiated and conman sent to Mr. Chamberlain, who read it and wrote damned. Mr. Harman, however, evidently despairing
to Mr. Harman that my views were "all moon- of justice at the hands of the law, seemed bent upon
shine," but advised Mr. Harman not to publish the rushing upon the enemies' spears, and by receiving
letter. I had given Mr. Harman liberty to publish them in his own body "make way for liberty." Here
the letter, but expressly informed him that I did not was the point of divergence between counsel and
request him to publish it. I did this for the reason client. To illustrate this, here are a few more lines
that, although I was perfectly willing to hav the let- from my letter to Mr. Harman: "You seem to hav
ter made public, I did not wish to embarrass Mr. no faith in 'general principles of constitutional right.'
Harman by thrusting upon the public without his You must know, however, that the invocation of
full and free consent views emanating from one lately these is all that a lawyer can do for one situated as

I
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you are and were. In defending men charged with cera, agents of Anthony Comstock, called, I showed
public offenses we must operate through men. them the book willingly, as I bad others, and was who desire to instil Christianity, Mormonism, BuddhThese hav passions, prejudices, sentiments, and if quite .surprised when they informed me that it was a ism, or any other religion in the minds of their chilwe would induce them to giv us the benefit of Whf.\t questionable book to publish, in the opinion of some dren hav full privilege to do so in their homes, their
places of public worship, and their Sunday-schools.
we conceive to be our constitutional rights, every Springfield informant.
But our public schools are sacred to the purpose of
consideration of prud0nce and good sense would
I plaoed copies of the printed part on serpent and
suggest that while we are thus engaged we shall not phallic worship, in their hands, also the third part in affording to all children who·attend secular educamake oura<:llvs unnecessarily obnoxious to those who manuscript, and asked them to hav it carefully exam- tion, fitting them for the dischl\rge of the duties of
hav our destiny in their banda. No leader has ever ined, and if the law o:ffi~era finally decided that it this life as good citizens.
Deeds, not words, must now decide. We cannot
done much toward delivering a people out of bond- should not be published, I would destroy such part
age who had not euffioient insight to discern a truth as they objected to. They informed me if I did not, go into court without funds to pay legal fees, prepare
brief<', retain able counsel, etc. The superior court
so manifest."
thsy should bring a suit. After a week's waiting might decide against us. We must be prepared for
And yet in the faoa of all this, and with a knowl- or more, they informed me that the phallic part of all and every emergency, expect the most bitter and
edge of it, Mr. Chamberlain characterizes the die- the book was deemed obj actionable, but thst the re:ot
powerful opposition, and be fully prepared to appeal
missal of Mr. Clemens and myself from the cas:> as of the book was not.
or follow the case to the supreme court. Not alone
an" abandonment" upon our prut "of Mr. Harman,"
R~ther than hav a· suit, I preferred to burn all every principle of right and justice but the law is
and says, "I cannot look upon their abandonment of that part which they said was illegal. Lawsuits are plainly and unequivocally on our side. Yet we ahall
Mr. Harman as justifiable."
expensiv, and I hav no property to waste that way, hav a severe struggle.
Walker says, in Fair Play, that I said to him, and in this o~se I should. get nothing but injustice
We need at once to raise a furd of $1,000. To
"Of course, we paid no attention to this dis21ieeal." before a jury made up of men ignorant of the history take any action without being backed by moral and
I think I did not use those exact words; but, in a:ay of the religions of the ancient world, and full of the financial support, ample and sufficient to insure sucevent, meant to convey the idea simply that we. took religious and other prejudices of this age.
cess, would only be to add humiliation to disaster,
no offense at the dismissal. We had no thought of
Tha book was never suppressed in California to and to court defea~.
abandoning Mr. Harman in the 0!\se in which we my knowledge. It was published in New York, and
The cause at Lynden ia your cause, the cause of
were enge.ged, but we did not propose to assume the I hear the edition baa been exhausted some time. every Liberal in the entire state, for once the suresponsibility of an attempt to justify such a publi- We did n.ot burn iour thousand volumes; we burnt preme court decision is obtained all religious exercises
cation as the O'Neil letter. It is understood here about one hundred pages, unbound, of an edition of or instructions in our public schools in this state end
that Mr. Chamberlain counseled its publication; if thirteen hundred. T.be rest of the work was pre- for6ver.
so, he should stand ready to defend the act, but he Perved.
Here is indeed an especial emergency. Our hope
should not censure others who, though survivors of
The book is intended for ripe sohole.rs. The style is in the generous and immediat3 contributions of
many a hard-fought battle for liberty, yet shrink is scientific; the language snd frequent use of Latin those devoted to right &nd justice. Giv as you would
from a tllsk so arduous. Is it not a little remarkable and Greek terms all indicate that the work is intended if it was your children who were forced to t.llke part
that the only censure comes from Mr. Chamberlain~ lor the few who wish to make researches into the in religious worship at scbooi every day. Urge all
The unfortunate victim of all of this miserable origin of the great religious cults of the worid. A friends who love liberty and hope for the future of
blundering utters no reproaches, nor do those near youth could not understand the words. used, nor our country to do likewise.
him. I do not wish to be understood aa assailing could a mature man of ordinary education. Those
The funds contributed will be reserved as the
Mr. Chamberlain; that be acted earnestly and ein- who wish to learn what the phallic part of the book defense fund, and not one dollar of it applied or excerely I doubt not, bat he should not cast unjust taught., can find in our city library a work on phalli- pended for 1my other purpose. A full account of ail
aspersions upon those who hav acted with eq'1al cism, which covers neal'ly all the ground of the east- sums ,reotived and an i~emizad account of fxpendearnestness and sincerity, and, as I firmly believe, ern cult. Works on phallic worship, under different itures will bll published in TEE TRUTH SEEKER
with greater discretion. About a week before the titles, are ta be faund in many public libraries in this
The board of directors are anxiously awaitiDg your
time set for the trial, an eff<)rt at reconciliation was country and also in the private libraries of scb•·.Jars. response.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
made, but it came to naught, for the same reasons
Secretary Washington Secular Union.
Notwithstanding the opinion of the law cffioers,
that bad induced the original differences. After his who acted aooording to their present limited knowl2,104 Sixth street, Seattle, Wash.
conviction Mr. Harman requested me to assist hie edge in this department of universal reeearoh, I still
attorney, Colonel Bradley, in presenting the motion am of the opinion, in which I shall hav the ss•Hmt of
The Mormon Confiscation Case.
for a new trial. I readily consented, and wenb to arcbre)logists, like Massey and Sir Gardner WiikinF!"O?n the Sun.
the court for that purpose, but, being informed hy eon, that the phallic part of the book is no drawback
We are glad to see that the thrllA Damooratic
Judge Foster that I could hav only five minutes in to true learning or morality.
members of the Supreme Court of the United States
which to make an argument, I, of course, made no
Our great scholars are discovering new evidence hav had courage enough to take the unpopular aide
argument. I am now engaged in an attempt to get eaoh decade that all religions are the produot of in the Mormon confiscation case, and dissent from
the reoord in shape for an appeal to the circuit court, man's evolution on this planet, and that one cult is the judgment of the majority of that tribunal anand will, if possible, apply to that courb at its J una the outgrowth of a previous one. Sun worship, nounced on Monday.
term for a writ of error, and shall do all tha,t lies in serpent worship, and phallio worship Were tho foreThis judgment sustains the authority of Congress
my power to ralee.se Mr. Harman from the heavy runners of the religions of Greece, Rome, and P &,lee- to enac~ the statute known as the Edmunds antisentence infliote:l under that cruel, inhuman, and un- tine; as they were the antecedents and largely the pol:vgamy law.
constitutional statute, for, notwithstanding past dis- sources of the Christian cult.
That statute took effect on Feb. 19, 1887, without
agreements as to methode, and my hostility to much
However much zealots, whose ardor is more intense the approval of the president, not having been
that he has published, yet no one felt more keenly the more ignorant they are, may object, scientific returned to the House of Congress with which it
than I the stinging blow which he received, and no research will find the bottom of all religious myster- originated within the time prescribed by the Constione could regret it more deeply.
·
ies, and in years to come no religious system will tution.
.
DAVID OVERMYER.
Among other things, it provided that the acts of
long be able to conceal its human origin.
Topeka, Kan., May 17, 1890.
the territoriru legislature of Utah snd of the so-called
H. A. BUDINGTON.
General Assembly of the State of Daseret incorporat)_"1Jringfield, Mass., May 16, 1890.
Anthony Comstock CompPis the Destruction of
irg snd continuing the Church of Jesus Christ of
an Able Historical Work.
Latter-Day Saints should be annulled and the corReligious Worship in Our Public Schools.
poration dissolved; and it direotad the attorneyAbout a year ago I received a letter from a scholWhen writing myreoent appeals I had hoped time general of the United States to take such proceedarly writer, of seventy years, living in California, asking me to publish a volume of two hundred or more would be afforded to marshal our forces era tha issue ings in the suprema court of Utsh aE: should be
pages, entitled, "Religion in Rooks: The Serpent had to be met. But, while we are all unprepared, proper to wind up the affd.irs of the corporation.
Under this statute proceedings '\\'ere instituted to
and the Cross." The book had been formerly pub· the necessity for immediate action is forced upon us.
Last February I visited Lynden, Whatcom county. forfeit and escheat to the U uitad States the property
liehed in New York, some four thousand copies havThe weather was intensely severe, yet I Bfl!lured of the Mormon church. Tha constitutionality of the
ing been sold.
As the author had made some etal'l;ling discoveries thirteen names to the Washington Secular Union, legislation was disputed by the Mormons, but they
in California, in stone records, he desired to add to and they elected C. M. Tobia<:~aen, a most highly re- bav now lost the final battle in the court of last
the former work an account of these discoveries. spected citizen, as th.eir vioe-preside!lt of the s~ste resort.
To us it seems that this result can only be deemed
The book was divided into three parts: Part I. society. I also orgamzed s local Umon. He wrttes
satisfactory by those who believe in the .d::>et~in thv..t
Serpent and Tree W orsbip. Part II. Phallic W or- me, under date of April 28th :
The Lynden Secular Union is in a flourishing condition, the end justifit>s the maaua, however OOJeotwnabla
ship. Part III. Sun Worship. The author had
the members are determined to make a success of it. the latter. It is most desirable that it should cease,
found in California stone idols, images, and relics, and
We hav twenty-one members, and several others will join
also other evidence th&t in ve1·y ancient times there soon. We hav bad poor success in securing a hall; ha.v been but it should not be brought about by disregarding
was a religious cult which was identical with that of holding our meetings in a store building. But we intend to the plain commands of the Constitution; and here
we hav three judges of the Supreme Court of the
the ancient phallic worship of the East. In the build a hall by next fall.
Mr.
Brown
and
Mr.
Delander
visited
the
public
school
new edit.ion, the author wished to include these some time a.go, and reported to the society that the teachers United States, including the chief justioe, declaring
western discoveries. He bad made deep research read the Bible every morning, and then the school repeated that certain essential provisions of the Edmunds act
into oriental symbol worship, including that of phal- the Lord's prayer, after which a gospel hymn w~s sung. are in contravention of specific limitations in the
lic worship, availing himself of the previous investi- The society decided that I should speak to the directors. fundamental law of the land.
No detailed discussion of the deoision is possible
gations of Ferguson, Massey, E. J. Powell, G. W. which I did. They wanted time to consider what they
would do about it, which was granted. They informed me without the text of the opinions. From the publio
Cox, Samuel Sharp, Bunsen, Stevens, Rawlinson, to-day
that they would not hav the religious exercises and
Samuel Johnson, Inmo.n, Higgins, William Simpson, instructions of the public school stopped. and if I could stop abstracts however which are very meager, Wfl gather
Sir Gardner Wilkinson, and others of lees note. He it, to go ahead and do so. It .has been decided by the Lyn- that the ~ajority ~f tbe court justify the confiscation
also discovered that a number of symbols used in den Secular Union, that I report the facts to you, for actwn proceedings on the ground that •the property taken
was used to sustain the practice of polY_gamy. in
Christian worship and architecture, especially that of of the state society.
the erose were used by the phallic devotees more
Thus the issue is forced upon us and must be met defiance of the JJational laws. The d1ssentmg
than fou~ thousand years ago. In dignified and by immediate, energetic action, or all the time, means, judges concede th~ po~er of C~ngress to suppress
chaste language, the author has. o~lled attention to and labor expended to secure the bill of rights in our polygamy and pumeb 1t as a cnme j but they deny
these similarities and compared m01dentally the two state constitution is worse than lost, and we are de- that this can be done in the manner provided for by
cults.
livered bound hand and foot, into the power of the the Edmunds act, which substanti~l~y ad_judg.ed . t~e
As the first edition had been sold throughout the priesthood. If we are forever supine, our public Mormon church guilty, without glVlng 1t a .JUdlo~al
country, and contained many of the same illustrations schools the bulwarks of our American independence, hearing, and then p1'oceeded to appropriate 1ts
.
as were to be used in the new edition, and as I had are doo~ed. The one only hope to save them is to property to government usee..
The case is one of the most Important ever deo1ded
not RUppoeed it to be a work coming under the bead insist on obedience to the letter and spirit of the law,
by the Supreme Court..
of legal interdiction, I accepted the author's terms and thus defeat the bigots and fanatics.
------~~-----for publication. I hav spoken of the work freely to
Our public echoola are for the benefit of all, and
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
my friends, and shown signatures to 1\ny who hap. their perpetuity depends on keeping them free from
pened to call at m.y office. When the courteous offi. all religious worship, exercise, or instruction. Those on application.
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or obscene words, or engage in any disorderly conduct in
any street, avenue, public space, equare, road or highway,
or inclosure, or any railroad depot or steamboat landing,
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
within the District of Columbia, or in any pl>J.ce wherefrom
the same be heard in any such street, avenue, alley, public
Editor. The Confiscation of the Mormon ChUI'ch Prop- square road highway, or inclosure, or in any such depot,
E: M. MAODOlirALD,
0. :P. SoJOBDY,
Business Manager.
railroad car~, or on board ariy steamboat, under a penalty
erty.
PUBLISJIBD BY
The Mail and Express calls the Supreme Court's of not exceeding twenty dollars for each and every such
THE ~RU~H 8EEKEB COMPANY.
offense."

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

not be necessary. We earnestly ask every one of our
subscribers to speak a good word for the paper to
his Liberal friends and urge them to subscribe.

decision that Congress has the constitutional right
According to Webster, profane language is
to confiscate the property .of the Mormon church a
" Tnating sacred thin,qs with contempt, disresptct, irr61JerChristian victory.
. enCIJ, or undue familiarity_- irreve1·ent / hence,_ spe~Ul.cally,
In this the doughty Shepard is right. It is a Chns- irr61Jerent in language _- taking the name of God m 'Datn / blastian victory, just that and nothing more. It ~s ~he phemoua."
triumph of one Christian sect _over anot~er Ohr.'stian
If the bill had passed as desired by the Sabbath
sect. It is accomplished by the practical umon of Union people, the publicly irreverent and blaspheMAY 31, 1890. church and state-that is, by the use of the state's mous man would hav had to pay roundly for the
BATUBDAY,
power to further ends desired by a sect.
privilege of expressin~r his opinion. We would sugThat Congress may prohibit polygamy in the ter- gest to the Sabbath Unionists that there was up to
SUBSCRIFTION RATES.
00 ritories is good law. But that because a church a few years ago, and may be now possibly (we ~av
Bfngle subscnption in advance ..••••••••••••••••••.••••.•..•
6 00 practices polygamy its property, donated for charita- not heard that it has been repealed), a law agamst
One subscriptioB two years, in advance ••.•••••••••••••••
Two new subscribers •••••• ··•·••·••·••····•••·•···••••··•·•••• • 6 00 ble purposes, can be seized, is mighty poor law, snd blasphemy in force in the District of Colu";lbia which
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereis a violation of constitutional guarantees, the Su- was--and perhaps is-much better for their purpose
mittance .•••••••••••.•••••..•.••.••.••.•.••••.•••••.••••••.••••
li 00
preme Court to the contrary notwithstanding. For, than this paltry twenty-dollar fiBe. The law reads:
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 when polygamy is eliminated, there is nothing in
remittance •••••••.•.•.••••.•••.•••••.••••.•••••.•••••••• ·•••••
" That if any person shall hereafter, within this province,
Mormonism but supernaturalism of the Christian wittingly maliciously, and advisedly, by writing or speaking,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 60 variety, and it is as much entitled to protection as blasphem e or curse God, or deny our savior, Jesus. Christ,
remittance •••••••..•.•••.•••••••••••• ••••• · •••••••••••••••••••
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
any other Christian sectarianism. And in practicing to be the son of God, or shall deny the holy trin1ty, the
remittance ••••••••.•••.••.•••• ••••••••••••• •••••••••• ·••· •· ••• 10 00 polygamy the Mormon church is but more Christian father, son, and Holy Ghost, or the godhead of any of the
Any number over fl.ve at the same rate, invariably
three persons or the unity of the godhead, or shall utter any
than the other sects, nearer to the example set by the profane
with one remittance.
words concerning the holy trinity, or any of the perpatriarchs and wise men of the Christian scriptures, sons thereof, and shall thereof be convict by verdict, shall,
a:r.d altogether more consistent than those who repu- for the first offense, be bored through the tongue, and fined
IN PRESS.
diate the p~actice of God's chosen people while teach- twenty pounds to be levied off his body. And for the secing their theories. And it was without doubt _the ond offense, the offender shall be stigmatized by burning
fact that Christians could not answer Mormons With- in the foreh~>ad with the letter B, and fined forty pounds.
And that for the third offense, the offender shall suffer death
out throwing overboard ·their Bible that induced without the benefit of clergy."
There might be some difficulty in enforcing the
One Hundred and Eighty-five Pictorial Argn- them to invoke the aid of the secular power. To hav
a working model of their religion in the country was old Maryland statute, and it seems that the senators
ment'il Against the fllnrch, and Nearly
altogether too much for the nineteenth century themselvs desire to swear sometimes, and become
the sam~ Number of Pages
Christians.
blasphemous occasionally, for they struck out Mr.
of Reading 1\latter.
The ground upon which the court assumes to con· Crofts's india-rubber section agai.nst profanity. Only
fiscate the Mormons' property is that Mormonism is five of the twenty-four sections passed the senate.
Price, $2 ; advance orders solicited.
"an organized rebellion against the United States." Mr. Blair desired to make the bill cover all the days
Then
the court says: "The history of the government's of the week and prohibit liquor-selling as well as
:Mr. Bennett's Journey Around the World.
dealings with the Mormons is one of patience on the profanity at 'any time, but desisted from oft'ering an
We desire to call attention to the following letter: part of the American government, and of resistance
amendment to that effac~ because the bill would
"CLINTON, lA., May 20, 1890.
to law and pitiless atrocities on the part of the Mor- never hav been passed in such shape. In yielding
"Tmi: TRUTH BBEKBR CoMPANY: Accept from me another
mons. The contention that polygamy is a part of he said, .. It is well to provide for the observance of
V post-office order. The money I invested in 'The
Truth Seeker Around the World' give me more interest than the Mormon's religious belief is a sophistical plea. the Sabbath."
ten times the same amonnt would do at six per cent. I hav No doubt the thugs of India imagined that their be
The concealed dagger in this bill, now that it is
gone through the land of Yayweh with Mr. Bennett, and it lief in assassination was a religious belief, but that
revealed
is a pretty strong indication of what the
was about as good a treat as I ever had. It is wonderful did not make it so. Society has a perfect right to
Sabbath' Unionists are really after. Their whine has
what miracles can be performed at a shrine of the Virgin.
prohibit offenses against the enlightened sentiment been " The welfare of the poor workingman," but
"JAMES A. GREENHILL."
of
mankind. Since the church persists in claimin@ when the opportunity oft'ers the poor workingman is
That is, we are glad to think, but a merited commendation of the volumes. As Emerson said of the right to use the funds with which it has been en- put out of sight and the Unionists aim a weapon at
Thoreau, Mr. Bennett " saw as with microscope, dowed for the purpose of promoting these unlawful the blasphemers, the Infidels. Their allies, the
heard as with ear-trumpet; and his memory was a practices, the question arises, has the government the National Reformers, are lees cautious and hypocritphotographic regi11ter of all he saw and heard." right to seize these funds which the Mormon leader~> tcal. These la~ter boldly announce their purpose as
The four volumes sell for $6 50 postpaid. Quite a are misusing and devote them to worthy and charita being "to hav the whole moral law as summed up
number who subscribed for three volumes, which Mr. ble purposes as nearly akin as possible to those to in the Ten Commandments, and the whole moral MoBennett thought would hold all he should write, hav which the funds were dedicated."
saic penal code, made t~e rule of actio~ in ?on,~ress, in·
The first of these positions-that the Mormon state legislatures, and m the courts of Justice. They
not taken the additional book which completes the
church is an organized foe of the government-is not also expect by this means to " keep out of office all
set. This fourth volume will be mailed for $1.50.
more true than that the Roman Catholic church i~ ungodly and wicked men"-that is, all who make no
such
a foe. Indeed, the latter church is a far mon profession of Christianity--and that idol worship
The Literature Fond.
serious menace to the stability of our American re- (which is the way they take to hit the Roman CathoSince donations to this fund were last acknowlpublic than ever Moxmonism could be. Its atti· lics, Chinese, etc ), profanity, blasphemy, Sabbath
edged we hav received from S.D. Moore, $5; Joseph
tude toward our schools, and in politics, the encycli- breaking, disobedience to parents, intemperance, poE. Alexander, $1; James A. Greenhill, $5; Samoa
cals of the pope and the utterances of its journals, lygamy, adultery, prostitution, gambling, etc., shall
:Parsons, second donation, $10; bringing the total of
show that church to be a deadly enemy of popular "be punished as the diTine law requires." The Sabthis fund to $105.85. The expenses hav been:
government. That church does not believe in re~ bath Unionists would be more honest, if more pre"Sabbath Breaking" to South Dakota ..••••..•• $19 50
publics, does not believe that people should govern posterous in their objects, if they emulated the frank••
" .
" Washington (state)... 13 13
'hUTH SnKRR to national legislature............ 14.46 47 09 themeelvs, but insists that all governments must be
ness of the National Reformers. They mean to do
"Sabbath Breaking" to North Dakota was paid from God, and that as the church is his sole agent in the same things if they can.
for by the Liberals of Fargo, and the same book to this world necessarily all governments must be from
our national legislators was paid for by the American the church. The other positions of the Supreme
Clerics Trouble the New Republic.
Secular Union. We hav on hand $58 76 which we Court are merely excuses for the spoliation. PolygThe new government of Brazil is, after all, to hav
shall use as opportunity oft'ers to distribute Free- amy could be suppressed without the confiscation;
thought literature, and to do good in. legislativ bod- that the latter is resorted to, is good evidence that trouble with the priests. The recently published
ies. We hav the satisfaction of knowing that this the non-polygamic part of Christendom desires to dispatch of the minister of the interior to the infund helped in securing the good results for se0ular cripple the church which is, by being consistent, spector general of education, in which religious ingovernment in the state of Washington, and also such a horrible example of the eft'ects of simon-pure struction is strictly forbidden in primary and secondary schools, has stirred up the ecclesiastical. hornets'made the paths of the Christians very thorny in other Christianity.
nest and in the state of Parana the priests hav
--------~+4-------places.
The Efforts of the Sabbath Unionists.
ann~unced their intention to place in the field a
We also acknowledge, with sincere thanks, the folThe bill which the Sabbath Union fanatics are clerical ticket to be voted for at the September
lowing sums contributed to help pay for pictures ih
endeavoring
to get through Congress-and which election. Pastoral letters hav been issued by sevTHE TBUTH SEEXEB:
has
passed
the
Senate-was first presented under the eral bishops and the clerical journals plainly intiE. B. Croft............... $2 00 J. C. Binger.............. $5.00
H. L. Wright............
50 W. A. Hathaway.......
85 title, " A bill for the establishment of certain laws mate that the church people will struggle hard for
Wm. Wilcox.............
25 Magnus Hanson......... 1.75
or ordinances for the District of Columbia," and con- what they arrogantly assume to be their rights in ~he
Owing to the generous efforts of friends the pict- tained twenty-four sections, of which the tenth reads matter of education and influence in the government.
ures are assured for this year at least, and we hope, as follows:
All this, of course, was to be expected. The
with their continued aid, to increase the circulation
" That it ~hall not be lawful for any person or persons to Roman Catholic church has so long been the state
of the paper so that another call for special help will curae or make uae of any profane language, or any indecent church in Bralllil, supported by taxation and backed
18 L.U'A.YE'ITE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
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by the secular arm, that it would be too much to
hope that she would giv up her position without a
contest, and tradition does not tell of any case
where Rlme yielded a penny of . her property or a
jot of her power exoept at the muzzles of guns.
She has always pursued
"The good old plan,
That they shall take who hav the power,
And they shall keep who can."
To take and keep she has used force, intrigue,
bribery, fear-all the arts and means known to
tyrants, liars, unscrupulous politicians, and sacerdotal despots. A republic in which a large portion of
the voters are her devout and unquestionin~ slaves
affords her a splendid opportunity to exercise her
power, and a government must ue firm and wise to
prevent her wielding all the power and accumulating
all the property. T i:lat is the re,son why we in this
country hav so much to fear from Roman Oatholicism.
The warning cannot be repeated too often that
o~r government, a_s well as all others, can escape
danger from the clerics only by allowing no direct
nor indirect connection between chur!.lh and state, so
that the m~ssing of its forces by the former can
gain them nothing. Every m~n should pay for his
own religion.
------~~------

'l'he Three in Bonds.
We hav received from Medium Reid the following
letter:
"GRA.ND RA.PIDS, MwH., May 19, 1890.
" To THB EDITOR OF TH& TRUTH S&&KBR, Dea?' Sir : One
year at hard labor in the House of Correction at Detroit. So
much for mediumahip. What think you of it? Refused to
prO'De by actual demonstration in the court room that I can
answer sealed letters, refused proof by evidence of those
whose letters I hav answered and yet sentenced as above.
I leave here to-morrow to wear a convict's garb, but I leave
at home a noble little wife who will try to keep a shelter
over my family until I am free. She will continue the Oli'De
Branch the best she can. I mailed you a copy of the Democrat a few days ago giving a synopsis of Judge Jackson's
rulings on motion for a new trial. When the court asked
'why senteoce should not be passed,' I answered him that
I did not ask for mercy from any man; I wanted justice;
and then told him my last act as a free man nnt .firteen minutes before was to answer a sealed letter that had come by
mail. And now I leave home, family, everything but honor.
With regards I am,
Sincerely and truly,
'' wALTER E. R&ID."
Of this case we hav often expressed our opinion.
We do not know whether Mr. Reid is a fraud or not ;
we do not know whether he communicates with spirits or not; but we do not know that so long as
priests and preachers are perinitted to receive pay
for their offices for the dead it is an outrage to
imprison the priests of tb.e Spiritualist faith. Every
man ought to be free to get his religion where he
pleases and how he pleases, and pay for it as he
pleases.
And we are glad to see that justice has some
defenders besides the Freethinkers. Touching Mr.
Reid's case the Boston daily Globe says editorially:

ualist or not. To refuse the appearance of the very strongest evidence in open court upon any case, is, of all things,
a most unheard-of movement on the part of the judicial
bench. ·
"Oould Mr. Reid hav met the test in public, and hav
shown, then and there, that his mediumship is reliable and
sound, that action would hav been the strongest possible
witness in his behalf; but owing to the intolerance of the
judge, no such evidence was allowed to arise."
We hope the Ohristian Spiritualists, and especially.
their mediums, will ponder well the fact that Sundayschool Superintendent John Wanamaker ordered this
prosecution.
Mr. Overmyer elsewhere in this paper explains his
withdrawal from the defense of Mr. Harman, and
also giva the welcome news that he has again entered
the fight. Mr. Overmyer's letter consumes considerable space, but it is due him that he be heard.
A.nd so far as any words of ours may hav done him
injustice, we are quite willing to correct them, as we
are glad to do any statement made upon wrong information.
The friends of Mr. Harman are doing all that can
be done for bis welfare and liberation. Besides the
bill of exceptions to be argued in June, the following
petition has-been printed for circulation:
" To the Pre.1ident of the United States:
"We, the undersigned citizens of the United States and of
the state of
respectfully petition your excellency to
grant a pardon to Moses Harman, convicted at the April
term, 1890, of the United States district court for Kansas
upon a charge of depositing non-mailable matter in the mails
and sentenced to five years' hard labor in the penitentiary,
and to pay a fine of $300; for the following reasons, to-wit :
" 1. The punishment, five years' imprisonment at hard
labor and $300 floe, is excessiv, being the most severe penalty ever inflicted in this country, in any case of this kind.
"2. Mr. Harman is a man of unquestionable moral character, was perfectly sincere in what he did, and. made the
objectionable publication in good faith, and, regardless of
what our own views may be in the matter, we recogaize his
sincerity and integrity of purpose in doing as he did.
"3. Mr. Harman is an old man about sixty years of age;
is in feeble health ; has been for nearly fifty years a cripple;
is weak and frail, incapable of performing or enduring hard
Ia bor, and his life is, in all probability, seriously end angered
by the confinement and rigor of prison life."
This petition can be cut from this paper, pasted on
a sheet of writing paper, and circulated ; or regular
blanks will be furnished. One of Mr. Harman's
KQnsas friends has guaranteed court expenses on the
appeal, but for funds for the new trial, if it is obtained, and for circulating the petitioas, dependence
is placed upon subscriptions, which should be sent
to Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 120 .Lexington avenue, New
York.
From Mr. Heywood we hav heard nothing new.
We hav received, however, a double-column circular
writ,ten by L. V. Pinney, formerly editor of the
Winsted Press, in which Mr. Heywood's position is
thus apparently authoritativly outlined:
"Mr. Heywood's position, ideas, and purposes are probably misunderstood, to his woe, by many excellent men who
hav heard of him chiefly through thP- opposition which he
as a pertinacious debater and voluminous pamphleteer has
aroused. His claim is that the organs of reproduction are
honorable parts of the human body, that they hav names,
and shall be honorably known by their names, and that they
should be talked about and thought about, not as shameful or filthy fact~ or disagreeable impositions of nature, but
as admir11ble provisions in the divine economy for impar•ing
renewed life and strength, beauty and grace to the human
race. • • • He insists that he and all other men (and
women) his fellow-citizens of Massachusetts and the United
StRtes, hav inherent right to discuss the subject, and to use
terms which are easiest understood by all. He also insists
that so far as he is concerned this discussion shall take
place in the sunlight of publicity through the columns of the
Word. In the present case he is the defender of man's generativ power against the attacks of self-anointed purists, he
insisting that this power is good and honorable-they that it
is bad and dishonorable, even too dishonorable to be mentioned in speech or print."

"Mr. Walter E. Reid, a' spirit postmaster,' recently convicted in Grand Rapids, Mich., of using the United States
mails for purposes of fraud, came before Judge Jackson of
that city last Tuesday morning, and asked for a new trial.
"Mr. Reid says that he is a clairvoyant and 'psychometric' to an extent that he is able to read a sealed letter without opening it, and to describe the condition and surroundings or the sender. He offered then an~ there in open court
to read any letter the judge might take from his pocktt,
without opening it and to describe the sendrr.
"Judge Jackson turned upon him rudely, and said his
court was no place for exhibitions of mountebanks and jugglers, whose tricks he would not believe if sworn to on a
pile of Bibles, and he therefore confirmed the judgment of
the trial court.
"We believe there are few judges in these parts who
would not accept, on the spot, such a challenge as Mr.
Reid's. Such conduct as that of Judge Jackson savors
plainly of bigotry and unfairness. 'fhe Spiritualists, like all
others, hav the right to a fair show in court, whatever may
We are not at all in sympathy with the methods
happen to be the judge's private opinion of their honesty."
pursued by Mr. Heywood, and regret that he con·
The Banner of Light adds :
eiders it incumbent upon him to champion vulgarity.
"As is well known to our readers,_ the case of Walter E. His tilt against good taste in the use of language
Reid, publisher and medium, who was recently convicted at seems to us about as senseless as would be his visitGrand Rapids, Mich., of fraudulently using the United
States mails; is of peculi•u interest to Spiritualists, as the ing New York for the sole purpose of disobeying
trial and conviction of the defendant rested upon his claims our ridiculous law against suicide, and thereby vinto furnish spirit-messages by letter from departed friends to dicating his natural right to take his own life in his
applicants. Since his conviction Mr. Reid has appeared be- own manner. But when Oomstock's ecclesiastical
fore Judge Jackson, of Grand Rapids, and asked for a new machine attempts to grind a man to powder our
trial, very properly offering to hav his medial powers tested sympathies are with his chosen victim. We hav not
in open court by the judge himself. Which offer the judge
in the world an enemy so mean that we would not
refused to accept, and the trial asked for was not granted.
''In view of these facts, the case becomes one of interest to delight in seeing him escape the cruel clutch of
.evecy !air-minded and justice-loving person, whether Spirit. the tyrannical vice society. The use of the govern-;

ment to punish the church's enemies is a thousand
times more dangerous to liberty and morality than
all the indecent expressions ever used by Mr. Heywood.

Not Now a Christian Country•.
A few weeks ago the Ohristian Advocate pronounced this to be an "eminently Obristian country."
Dr. Buckley has since aome to the conclusion that he
erred in making that statement, for now he says:
"Is this a Christian country? Not in the sense of having
formally adopted the Christian religion as the exclusiv religion of the people; not in the sense of having adopted any
form of the Christian religion as that which shall be observed
by the people; not in the sense of having incorporated the
Christian religion into the framework of the government by
formallegislativ action. No authoritativ declaration of the
government has pronounced the Christian religion the only
true religion. This is a Christian country in so far as the
Christian religion controls the consciences and practices of
the people and determins the framework of the government
through the sentiments of the citizens. How far this ill a
Christian country depends altogether on how far the principles of Christianity h11v become the principles of the people.
An intelligent pagan observer, who should be told that this
is a Christian country, would not form the most exalted
notion of Christianity from what he might see. It is said
that the Japanese government recently sent a deputation t.o
investigate the religious establishment of England with a
view to its introduction into Japan as a national religion.
The commission reported adverPely, chiefly on the ground
that Christianity had not saved England from becoming
a drunken nation. To incorporate the Christian religion
with the government and make it the established religion
does not make a Christian nation in the best sense. Christianity cannot be legislated into the world; it must be propagated by the 'foolishness of preaching.'"
The feolishness of preaching is a remarkil.bly aph
phrase, and in using it Ptlul seemed to hav been
gifted with a prophe~ic knowledge of the modern
preacher.
But we are quite content to hav Christianity propil·
gated in the manner Dr. Buckley advocates. What
we object tois the practical union of church &nd state
which has been brought about by OhristiiUl trickery
and diBregard of others' rights. We do not object to
Baa Harrison and John Wanamaker being Ohristians ;
we do object to their using their offillial positions to
further the material welfare of their churches, and
to their deoiding state questions by the bias given
to their mind3 by their religious predilectic,ns.
What right has Harrison to commit the country to
the platitudes he as a Presbyterian elder puts into
the unlawful Thanksgiving proclamations, or why
should Wanamaker, in providing postal facilities for
the people, settle the matter as a Sunday-school
teacher instead of a postmaster-general! This
Jekyll and Hyde business is out of place in governmental affairs.
When the framework of this government was set
up religion was ignored. That was the practice of
the people who set it up; and it follows, there·
fore, by Dr. Buckley's logic, that it is not a Obristian country. But if he desires to claim all the practices of the people now-all the murders, thefts,
adulteries, drunkenness-to be Ohriatian in character
he is welcome to call it what he pleases.

Editorial Notes.
TH& ministers of Grand Rapids, Mich., are proving themselva as despicably tyrannical in their arrogant assumptions
to be the people's rulers as the old Puritan clergy. They
hav secured the arrest of the players in the baseball clubs
whicb. " desecrated the St~bbath" recently in that city and
propose to apply to them an antediluvian statute which forbids "worldly amusements" on Stlnday. The people or the
city ought to tell these Paul Prys to mind their own business, and then they ought to get the law repealed. But they
won't ; they seem to like to be stepped on by the elect of
the Lord.
Tim Unitarian preacher John W. Chadwick ~ays that
Christianity has become the religion of the rich. This is
true; and the espousal of the cause of wealth by Christianity
in this age is in a line with its espousal of the most powerful
side throughout past history. It naturally inclines to the
side of power, regardless of right; and as when the dominant
power was aristocracy and royalty it upheld aristocracy and
royalty, so now when the dominant power is wealth, it upholds wealth. Protestantism, remarks Mr. Chadwick, is the
most notorious as having rich men's churches to which the
poor cannot go. Catholicism has only in America come to
take any steps toward separating the rich and the poor in its
buildings. "The wealtil of the world to.day," says the
radical divine, " is heaped up within Christian boundaries."
He might hav s.dded-just as property in slave flesh was
heaped up within Christian boundaries; just as the ill-got
profusion C'f kings was hedged in by Christian b.rriers, and
just as all unjustly got or immoderate ricb.es hav ever
sheltered themselvs behind religious text and pretext and
commiUld.
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patiently awaiting the summons of death, saying a short
time before he became unconscious, "I hav no regrets or
fears; I am ready and waiting for death." Throughout all
of his sufferings he exhibited a patience and fortitude
,
~'AIRBURY, NEB., May 13, 1890.
seldom equaled, and finally sank to rest as peacefully as if
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the cartoon book when sleeping. He was a great admirer of THE TRUTH BEKKER,
ready. I vote for the pictures.
F. WELLS.
and liked to hav it read to him until the last.
A DAUGHTER.
GAVA VIT-LAGK, N.Y., May 15, 1890.
NoRTH AnAMs, MAss., May 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am an old subscriber. I like the paper
MR. EDITOR: I first saw the advertisment of your valuable
well, cartoons and all the rest, and·John Peck in particular.
SEYMOUR WHALEY.
paper in the Twentieth Century, and I ordered it of our
newsdealer, so I gPt it every week. For sound logi", truth,
and information, I do not hesitate to pronounce it the best
WALKERVILLE, MoNT., May 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR :·Inclosed find $7, for which please send the paper that is published on this green earth. It is doing
more to make the world better than all of the other reform
picture book and others as named •. Please send catalog.
papers put together. Men can never be free as long as they
HoRAOK BROWN.
are bent down with the load of superstition that they are
Y ATKS CENTER, May 5, 1890.
carrying to-day, and you are doing a noble work in relieving
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2, for which please send car- their brains of the terrible load that to.day preeses them
down into slavery. When I hav finished reading your
toon book as soon as ready for shipment.
Yours truly,
M.A. WEcKERLY.
paper I always see that it is passed along to a dozen others.
I shall always be ready to aid you or the cause you repreANDREW R. PAuL.
sent. I vote for the cartoons.
NEw YoKK, May 8, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Permit me to remark in language that is
GooDLAND, INn., May 9, 1890.
plain, that your reply to the Y'oics is immense.
.
E. B. F., JR.
MR. EDITOR: A few weeks ago I was showing some back
numbers of THE TRUTH BEKKER to a Seventh Day Advent
GIBsLAND, LA., April 28, 1890.
preacher. He travels over several states. I was surprised
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $8, for which send me to find how near our ideas on a great many subjects agreed.
one copy of the picture book as soon as published, and He was particularly impressed with the front. page picture
apply the balance on my subscription. Accept my full vote representing Uncle Sam with his coat off laying down the
WM. MANSFIELD.
for the continuance of the pictures.
law to the fanatical bigots who are trying to unite church
and state. He asked for this picture, and I cut it out and
FARMINGTON, UTAH, April29, 1890.
gave it t9 him. He is using it in his illustrated sermons.
MR. EDITOR: I will hav to renew, as I do not want to lose Just think of THE TRUTH BEEKER being used as an argument
any of the papers. And as for the pictures, I say keep on ; by a Christian minister. Surely "the world do move."
but as far as helping them along I cannot do any more than
I promised you a subscriber, for the pictures, and will get
pay my own dues, as there is no one to look for here to help him yet. In order to help me so to do, please mail sample
copies to the persons whose names are inclosed.
along the cause, for they are all too bigoted.
Yours for truth,
L. P. ANnKESON.
Yours truly,
C. L. JAcoBs.

l,ttltrs Jront Jlritnds.

NoRTH BENTON, 0., May 8, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : Send me the book of pictorial arguments
against the church. By all means keep the cartoons moving.
They are formidable weapons against the church. In a con.
versation with a Presbyterian clergyman he .admitted there
was not a day that he had no doubts about the truth of the
book called the Bible.
CHESTER BKDKL"L.
PENN YAN, N.Y., May 12, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Bend the ANNUALS for 1889 and 1890. And
I propose to order that pictnre book of you if nothing happens to prevent. Pray for me, please, that I may not be unfortunate. Pray like the devil, too, for I am awfully wicked,
thinking the church a grand humbug. I hav made effort
now and then to gain other subscribers to THE TRUTH
SKKKRR, but hav succeeded only in being unsuccessful. I
C. ELMENDORF.
am sorry.
CENTRALIA, !LL., May 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I must not neglect sending the subscription
for the noble old TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been a subscriber
for a long time, I believe about a quarter of a century, and
I hav become so much attached to it I cannot do without it.
I am getting somewhat old and may drop off, and then I
will hav to do without it, unless you can send it through on
the air line. I can say one thing, I can see that it has done
a good deal of good. It has about knocked the sails out of
the old Confession of Faith. I hope everything will get all
J. CuNNINGHAM.
right and we can be honest.
WALLA WALLA, WAsH., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I believe it is taught by all Christian denominations, without exception, that God is omnipotent and omnipresent. There is no place that he is not. He fills im·
mensity. He is in every existing thing. Now, sir, what I
want to know is, taking this to be a fact, from the Christian
standpoint, What do the Christian portion of the United
States mean by wanting an amendment to the Constitution
· of the United States to place therein their God? It would
seem to me that if God is not in the Constitution, they are
false preachers and teachers. I would like some of them to
V. D. LAMBERT.
explain away the fog.
OXFORD, N. B., May 4, 1890.
MB. EniTOR: Our friend Mr. Wm. Gray left here about
July last, and we hav not since heard anything about him.
And as he left word with the postmaster to keep his papers
until his return, the friends here are very anxious about him,
and would like to know whether he is living or not. If you
could aid us in finding out, we would be very glad. We are
not so particular about knowing just where he is, as to know
whether he is alive or not.
As regards the a~~;itation in favor of the continuance of the
pictures, I am in favor; and if they are published in book
form there are at least three or four copies wanted here.
Yours truly,
E. H. ScHURMAN.
FLORA, !LL., May 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I write a few lines to inform you of the
death of my father, Pennock Baily, a lifelong truth seeker
and investigator, who died March 20, 1890, at the home of
his son, Dr. Joseph B. Baily, in Vernon, Iud., of la grippe,
in his eighty-seventh year. He was anxious and willing to
go, saying he had outlived his ustfulness and it was best he
should go. He was a kind father, a good neighbor, and
respected by all. He had so lived that he was calmly and

SKIDMORE, Mo., May 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 3d is a short
article by C. H. Greene, Rochester, Mich., headed, " Woman
Suffrage in Kansas," wherein the writer attempts to criticise
a writer of the New York Hm·ald. I believe that Liberals
above all others should not use assertions of their ignorance
as actual facts. C. H. Greene doubts if there is half the
number of cities chartered that the Hm·ald stated held elections lately. The number quoted from the Herald by C. H.
Greene was fifty.seven, while there are over one hundred
cities that are chartered and hav a population of over one
thousand, and there are fifty-seven cities that hav a population of over two thousand. Kansans will certainly smile
when they see C. H. Greene attempt to locate their metropolis in the state of Missouri. Kansas City, Kan., is a nice
little city of over thirty-six thousand inhabitants, and Friend
Greene will hardly be able to transport it bodily from Kansas
to Missouri just by the scratch of a pen.
W. J. SKIDMORE.
Respectfully,
BLOOMDALE, 0., May 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : To me it has long been apparent that the
"tree of knowledge" is no other than the sciences or an
acquaint~nce with them, or the public school and other institutions of scientific knowledge; and I discern the hand of
the prieethood in the writing of that verse in the Bible which
says, "You shall not eat of the tree of knowledge." The
priesthood, like all other vocations, hav found it necessary
to practice deception and keep the multitudes in ignorance
that they might be the more easily gulled and become more
tractable. The vendors of merchandise, and tradesmen of
all varieties, the farmers, the doctors, lawyers, etc., respectivly find it to their interest to keep the people from "knowing as much as one of us" and the priests did not want the
human race to know as much as one of'' us the priesthood."
Any other definition of the tree would seem to me to be void
of meaning. If any of your correspondents can giv a better
definition, let him produce it, for I am willing to learn and
hear all sides.
Yours,
C. C. GERMANN.
AN OPEN LETTER.
38 CLOVER STREET, DAYTON, 0., May 26, 1890.
MRs. N. A. PicKENs, ENsKNADA, LoWER CALIFORNIA, MKxIOo, My Dear Sister: I hope my experience will banish from
your. mind all foolish ideas on the subject of Spiritualism. I
hav sat on a chair sound asleep and dreamed, and seen and
spoken to my poor father and mother, brothers and sisters.
Yes, and in my dreams at night I could almost swear (I
mean affirm) I saw them, though long gone to that home
"from whose bourne no traveler returns." I am seventy-five,
and nearly blind. I spent all my younger days traveling all
over Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. I speak nine languagee. I hav plowed the ocean many a time; I hav peen
on many a battle-field and seen thousands fall. Disease and
the balls never touched me, perhaps because I hav been a
Freethinker, Agnostic, or confirmed Infidel, as you please.
And I candidly and honestly acknowledge to you, I never in
the whole course of ruy life saw or heard an object but what
I could account for in some way. My poor father before he
died. said, "Fred, remember these three words: Ne quid
nimus," and I stopped at the right time. This is why I can
fall into a gentle, quiet sleep in two minutes. I hav several
9hildren. I never warped their minds. I left them free to
judge for themselvs, and t.hey are all Freethinkers.
The ignorant Dible says, "The wind bloweth where it
listeth; we hear the sound thereof but we do not know

whence it cometh and whither it goeth." Had that Christian
said, Man cometh and goeth and we know nothing more, he
would hav told the truth. And if he had the dear TRUTH
BEKKER, the Bible never would hav been in the Sunday.
schools for children to learn vice and immorality from.
Fraternally yours,
FREDERICK RoBERTSON, M.D.
CoNcORD, N.C., May 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am in trouble. Ttte Christian county of
Cabarries owes me money for work I hav done for it. The
county commissioners employed me to do the work. They
do not deny that I hav done the work, but require me to
hold up my hand and "appeal to God as the witness of
truth and the avenger of falsehood," etc., and affix: it to my
account. This I refuse to do, and, because I will not belie
my convictious, they refuse to pay me. I deny a personal
God, who goes eavesdropping in the kitchen anri in the parlor,
and in every brothel. I am too poor-made so by the late
Christian war-to lose my money. What must I do? Must
I go up and go through a mock religious form, anri thereby
acknowledge a God I do not believe in, and giv my enemies, the Cb.ristians, a cudgel to pound my unbelieving head ? .
Then they will say," You acknowledge Gorl when doll'lrs
and cents are at stake." I wrote to Col. R. G. Ingersoll
on the same subject, but he has failed tu answer. Please
answer and you will greatly oblige a disbeliever in a personal God and divine inspiration of the Bible.
Yours truly,
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
[Living in North Carolina, Mr. Mehaffey is in a hard place,
as the laws of that state are severely Christian. He will hav
to do as he thinks best.-Eo. T. B.l
PATCH GRovE, Wis., May 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I wish Heston a long life, and the pictures
continued. I know they do a good work, for my young
folks would hardly look at the paper were it not for them.
I am very much disappointed with Col. R. G. Ingersoll for
making that tobacco speech. Of course anyone has a right
to set np any fetich and worship it, and he can set up tobacco
for his God it he chooses, but in my estimation it is a much
more harmful one than A<>.ron's golden calf, and fully as silly,
and nearly as expensiv and harmful as the Christ G<)d ; and
what good does it do? Just think of the half.clad children
who go hungry while their fflthers spend the money for
tobacco, which does an injury instead of a good. He has
spoken well of other topics, including that one of love of
wife and child, which a man should hav, but now his eulogy
on tobacco is an opposit turn wliich I do not like and which
disappoints me. For Ingersoll to use his gift of eloquence
to justify such a filthy, disgraceful habit is shamefully
wrong. I hav never seen anything in THE TRUTH BEKKER
that grieved me as that tobacco speech coming from Ingersoll, the "Infidel god," for it does seem to me that anyone
who knows enough to be an Infidel ought to advocate the
highest morality and personal purity.
M. Y. B. HUMPHREY.
BAN ANTONIO, 'f~~:x., March 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Tyler, Texas, a live, go.ahead town, recently
undertook to come into notice and stir up things generally.
It agreed that the most efiectiv way to p:;:oduce the stir
would be by importing that verbose apparatus known as
Samuel Jones, Esq. It has proved a grand success in many
particulars. When the curtain of Bam Jones's tabernacle
was raised and Bam announced himself ready for business, the people in town, the people ont of town, large
people, small people, fat people, lean people, crazy people,
sane people, by the thousands, like Hamelin's rats, left their
hovels and turned out to gaze on Tyler's great bubbling fountain of theological nonsense. The school officials, evidently
endeavoring to add glory to the occasion, marched the public school children from the secular school-house to the very
doors of Sammy's religious tabernacle, where they were
given the alternativ of going home or being bored by a Christian sermon of His Wonderful Windyness, Bam Jones. The
state superintendent has informed the officials that they did
wrong in doing so, and the good Tylerites hav written long
letters of explanation amounting to this : They did not know
they were violating the school law. What bosh f Suppose
it had been demanded to march Tyler's public school children from the school-house to an Infidel lecture, would the
schoof officials hav been ignorant of the fact that it is a violation of the school law? Not a bit of it. This little affair
has at least demonstrated this much-that the public schools
of Texas will not be lent to add to the glory of Samuel .Jones,
Esq., or any other theological windbag, as long as Superintendent Cooper holds his own.
OTTO PRAKGKR.
NEoLA, IA., March 2B, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Jamieson was here and lectured to us
on the evening of the 14th, 15th, and 16th. Subject on the
14th was," Bellamy's Dream, or Looking Backward," which
was excellent, and was given to a good house full of wellpleased listeners. On the 15th, ''Are there any Followers
of Jesus Christ on Earth at the Present Time." Everybody
was well pleased, but the attendance was not large at the
last two lectures.
Yours as ever,
D. W. WHITNEY.
. OLYMPIA, WAsH., March 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The cause of Liberalism. is still alive and
doing some ~!OOd work in this little, quiet, and conservativ
city of Olympia, where the churches, both Catholic and
Protestant, are well represented. The cause of Secularism
has received a new impetus, and the workers fresh encouragement to stand firm in the cause of truth and right, by
the noble and praiseworthy efforts of Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
of Kanlil&a City, Mo., the well known lady orator and plat.
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form lecturer, whose services were recently secured by a
few Liberal workers here. To her three lectures she drew
large and appreciativ audiences from the first, with increasing numbers. On the last night of the course the large city
B.all was filled beyond its seating capacity. A large number
of the members of the Washington legislature were in attendance. This good lady and noble worker in the cause of
human rights has only to be known to be loved and cherished
as a friend to Humanity, and honored and respected as a
noble workllr in their cause.
From a c1 worker and an ex-preacher,
R. RAwsoN.

reason versus ignorance and bigotry. The mighty inexorable facts and forces of nature are known. The source of
life it is impossible to find out. Ever a mystery it must remain. Many Freethinkers believe that nature has provided
in her evolutions a spirit life, and Spiritualism is strongly
defended by its believers. The idea is beautiful. It is consoling to think we will all meet by nature's provision in a
world without God or devil, heaven or hell, all on perfect
equality-glorious indeed. But the trouble is that Spiritualism is like the churches-you can know nothing of God's
will or any other life unless the priest, preacher, or medium
reveals it. These are man-made ideas all around. If there
exists a God he would not act partially, but reveal to every
living person the truth. We would then be Positivists in
the eternal truth. No God can exist without being known.
A despairing world is constantly asking his help in misfortune and disasters-millions of prayers but never an answer,
the birds of the air happy but man unhappy. Why should
we say, Thank God fnr life, when that God has placed_ us with
the lower orders of life in a world grand and beautiful but
full of pitfalls, delusions, danger, unjust conditions, and
death, leaving us to our fate? This is the old superstitious
teaching; it will do for the negroes and savages, but not for
intelligent, civilized men and women. We will, as wisdom
teaches, worship the stern, inexorable facts of nature. The
universe is God, all in all. Knowledge, experience, is our
savior. Giving up any expectation of living after death in
our new life of mental liberty, we must act accordingly,
knowing that we never can find out any more than we now
know about heaven or any future life, and that is nothing.
We resolve to liv and die without hope and without fear,
for nature's decree is that death is the consequence of living;
that we struggle in vain against fate; that we liv only to
THOMAS J. CONNERS.
perish.
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if man has a spirit there is room in his carcass for it, of
whatever substance it may be, but I positivly deny having
ever seen even the ghost of one.
J. B. BRADLEY.

STEUBENVILLE, 0., May 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Although I hav been a subscriber to THE
TRUTH BEEKER for some years, my business keeps me away
from home a good part of the. time, so that I do not get to
read it regularly, and I was surprised to see an attack on
myself, in company with Mr. Winter, of Cincinnati, and
Mr. Swan, of Chicago, neither of whose letters I had seen.
In the issue of May lOth, ''Mugwump" seems very indigPRESTO, MINN., May 13, 1890.
nant at something he discovered in those letters, so much so
MR. EDITOR: The clipping herewith sent you was found
that he is afraid to hav you send THE TRUTH BEEKER to his
in tbe "Notes and Queries" department of the St. Paul and
friends for fear they shquld see something in them that would
Minneapolis weekly Pioneer P1•ess of May 8, 1890. It may
hurt their feelings. He says I reviled our naturalized citi1)e "old" to you and TRUTH BEEKER readers in general, but
zens, and want all foreigners debarred from justice. Now,
it is news to me. Will you, or some of your readers, giv
I hav no recollection of mentioning our naturalized citizens.
such information as is at hand concerning the Jesuits' conI said something to the following effect. I believe thll.t, in
nection with this conspiracy?
D. C. J ENK!Ns.
consideration of the evident intention of the Catholic church
to colonize this country with the scum of the countries they
Q. I do not know as you care to be troubled with following up anything quite as unique as the inclosed, but if no!
rule, to get a majority of voters they can rule here, it
too much trouble can you inform me if the statement which
would be wise to repeal the naturalization laws entirely, as
is marked is true, or is the statement" St. Paul Press" som("
it would be unjust to exempt Catholics alone on account of
paper other than the Pioneer Press? The following is taken
their religion, although the judgment given by the United
from a British paper of March 19, 1890: " Ninety mile&
States court declaring the constitutionality of the law disfrannorthwest of St. Paul, Minn., is a little village of St. Joseph,
chising the Mormons on the same account would justify it,
settled by Roman Catb.olics, and with a college for the education of priests. On April 14, 1865, at 6 o'clock In th~
and I see no other way to check the power of the pope in
afternoon, two men drove up to the village hotel; one wa~
this country than to repeal the naturalization laws altogether.
the Rev. F. A. Conwe~l. chaplain of the first Minnesota regi
-"Mugwump" mentions a good many foreigners· that hav
ment, the other was Horace P. Bennett, a resident of St.
done good in their day, all of which I acknowledge, but will
Cloud, about ten miles eastward. While Mr. Bennett was
the deeds of these good men of the past check the power of
attending to the horses in the barn, the landlord, J. H. Linneman, who had charge of the friary and was a purveyor
the pope, if we continue to naturalize the swarms of ignorant
for the priests, told Chaplain Conwell that President Lincoln
men now being dumped on our shores to increase the power
and Secretary Seward were assassinated. And when Mr.
of the Catholic church? He says where we hav plenty of
DAYTON, 0., May 12, 1890.
Bennett returned from the barn to the tavern, the landlord
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of May lOth is a letter from foreigners in large towns there we hav liberty, and mentions
repeated the statement to both his guests. This was not
later than 6:30 P M., and the assassination of Lincoln did not Mr. H. Wet.tstein, of Illinois, in reply to some questions I New York and Chicago as examples. I would ask, is there
occur until about 10 P M. Allowing for the difference in asked in a former issue, purely for information. I had any city in the world worse governed than New York,
time between St. Joseph and W ash!ngton, the news of the hoped that some one would reply that was able to lay aside already governed by the Irish Catholics and robbed of millassassination had apparently reached St. Joseph at least two all dogmatic theories and answer in that fair and candid ions by them? As for Chicago, I blush to mention its name
hours before it occurred 1 Early the next morning the two
men went to St. Cloud, arriving there about 8 o'clock. spirit tb at should govern all argument. I desire to state after the brutal murder of the so-called Anarchists, chiefly
There Mr. Conwell told the hotelkeeper, Haworth, what he here that I am and hav been for a goodly number of years a brought on and managed by foreign Catholic policemen. He
had heard about the assassination of Lincoln and Seward. pronounced Agnostic. I hav never been a member of any acknowledges the infamous history of Chicago does not
He told it to several other men. None of them had heard relig;ous-not even a synagog-organization, hav no sym- exhibit enlightened justice, and that the Anarchists were
such news. The nearest railroad station from St. Joseph pathy with vicarious atonement, and believe only that which hanged for what was not proved, and asked if I raised my
was forty miles, and the nearest telegraph eighty miles. is susceptible of demonstration. But those questions forced voice against their murder. If he has read THE TRUTH
The next day, April 16th, was Sunday, and Chaplain Conwell
started for church, where he was to preach. On his way a themselvs upon me, and not being able to dissect them. to BEEKER as closely as he seems to hav done, he might hav
copy of a telegram was handed him announcing the assassi- my entire satisfaction, I applied for what I then believed seen, I think, the first Jetter from a correspondent condemnnation of Lincoln and Seward. On Monday, April 17th, Mr. and now believe to be the best medium for information, ing the· outrage, signed with my name. He says I advoConwell addressed the St. Paul Press the following para- viz., THE TRUTH SEEKER. I emphatically deny having had cate an injustice against foreigners in refusing to naturalize
graph: 'At 6:30P.M., Friday last, April 14th, I was told, as
an item of news, eight miles west of this place (St. Cloud) any idea of " cornering" disbelievers, but if that should them. I cannot see that they can demand the right of sufthat T,incoln and Seward had been assassinated.' This was result, Mr. Wettstein and I can tender mutual congratula- frage in this country as a right. It is a privilege granted by
published, but the fact being discredited by the editor, tions. However, for disbelievers to ignore or attempt to the people, and as soon as the people see that it is being used
another communication was sent by Mr. Conwell, which was answer such questions with irony or ridicule, shows their to serve the interest of a political church by men who swear
print{ d as follows: ' The integrity of history requires that inability to deal logically with the subject, or that they are loyalty to the government with a reservation giving a higher
the above coincidence be established. And if anyone calls as dogmatic in their belief (faith) as any follower of the allegiance to the pope of Rome, they will withdraw the privit in question, then proofs more ample than reared their
ilege. And who will hav a right to complain? "Mugsanguinary shadows to comfort the traitor can now be given.' miracle-monger.
Mr. Wettstein then goes on to propound some questions of wump" is unfortunate in his examples of good government
Was this merely ' a strange coincidence?' Emphatically no !
The priests of St. Joseph knew that Abraham Lincoln and an infinit nature for a finite being to answer.
where foreigners rule. He says New York and Chicago hav
other heads of the national government were to be assassi1. Can a finite being giv birth to an infinit one? I can only ninety-one and eighty-seven per cent foreigners and their
nated on Friday, April 14, 1865." A. The long article from answer, I don't know. If I may presume upon the case, children, and I presume Milwaukee has about the same prowhich tbe above is merely the introduction goes on to giv
some remarkable facts to demonstrate that Lincoln's assas- however, I should say that if the infinit got there, the finite portion. Here is one city giving millions of dollars to the
Catholic church; another voting against teaching the Engsination was the culmination of a conspiracy in which the would hav to tumble.
Jesuits were the leading spirits. The occurrences as stated
2. Are souls or spirits substance? Yes, probably, if there lisli langm~ge in the schools, and another hanging people for
in the paragraph above quoted are entirely correct, and they is any such thing as soul or spirit.
insisting on free speech, and raising thousands of dollars to
appeared in t.lw St. Paul Daily Press of April 27, 1865, as
3. If so, from what source is this substance derived? I defend men who murdered one of their gang for disclosing
there reported. At that time it was assumed that as J. H.
Linneman was a rank copperhead, he was familiar with the would suggest, nature; but theoretically, philosophically, their dishonesty. This is the outcome of giving the suffrige
to men who are governed by priests. The priests demand
secret copperhead orders of the "Knights of the Golden or practically I know not.
Circle," ''Sons of Liberty," and that the assassination of
4. As to their occupying space, I would argue both ways the privilege of keeping parochial schools so they can raise
President Lincoln having been decided upon by the copper- according as they are or are not. Perhaps some Spiritualist the children of these foreigners to be as much aliens as they
head conspirators, the statement made by Linneman was could answer.
are themselvs, and they are bound to destroy our public
more in the nature of a guess or coincidence than of any
5. Can two or more spirits occupy the same space simul. schools, and will do it if we continue to giv the suffrage to
actual knowledge that the assassination would take place at
taneously ? If they are substance, according to the law of their tools. The condition of the countries where they hav
the particular time it really occurred.
space, no. If they aTe nothing, I am half inclined to believe control is proof enough of what they would reduce the people of this country to if they had the power they are strugthey might.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., May 17, 1890.
To No. 6, I would reply that when I am able to turn gling for. We should hav one-half the people, as in Ireland
MR. EDITOR: The prospect for the glorious cause of Free- water into wine ; curse a fig-tree to death ; walk on water ; and Canada, ready to cut the other's throat at a moment's
thought is very encouraging. Life and death is no longer a heal the leper; raise hell with a lot ol hogs, and the dead notice.
"Mugwump " says these foreigners do not fill the ranks of
closed question, but an open one to those who are willing to from the grave, by faith the size of a mustard-seed, I will
the gangs of Jesse James, Redmond, or Rube Burrows, or
investigate and think for themselvs. Skepticism is growing. answer this question.
The truth is yet to be discovered. The conflict is between
But argument does not annihilate the fact that this ele- other bands of midnight assassins-with the Clan-na-Gael
science and religion. The former is the impartial investi- ment of sympathy in nature, coupled with mind, produces before his eyes. But I say they do fill our penitentiaries and
gator; it is the very truth itself. All admit that life is a the highest ethical conditions among men, and the highest workhouses by a vast majority.
"Mugwump" calls me a Yankee. He is mistaken. I am
mystery. In a talk with some church-members, they ad- we know of. Hence man is certainly favored by nature to
mitted the mystery of life and deuth, but said there must be a higher degree than the rest of creation. Hence man is the a naturalized citizen of these states, and thankful for the
a God, as things could not create themselvs. They always chief object of creativ power to the present time, privllege. But when I see the country of my adoption
look up at the skies and the mightiness of the universe and so far as we can logically determin.
Hence, if gradually being drawn into the popish trap by the aid of
declare those are God's works, overlooking the overwhelm- creativ power is immutable, it is reasonable to assume these foreign importations, I would gladly giv up the priving testimony against this absurd, unproved claim that has that the highest achievements of nature will be imperishable. ilege if It was necessary to save the country from what I
been and is to-day the great curse of humanity. Christian- Else evolution is a lie. I wish it unde1 stood that I speak of consider the grea 'est calamity that could befall it, a majority
ity is a failure because it is not true. Not one of its claims nature in and around us as we see and partially understand of Catholics. For this is not like some foreign countries that
or promises is fulfilled. When we look to religion for light it. If Mr. Wettstein will take up experimental chemistry, hav a king or an emperor, who is jealous of the power of the
and satisfaction to our honest questions, we look in vain. he will find after a reduction to the elements of any subject, church and does all in his power to check it; a majority
That disposed of, what is the course to take in life? We, ·there ·has been no loss and there is just as much room for here means irresponsible power.
as Freethinkers, must take the one and only course that Ra- the disintegrated mass as there was for the original. The
In conclusion I must say to "Mugwump" that ever since
tionalism obliges us to take, either Agnosticism or out and law of space is that no two bodies of the same density can I came to this country in 1837, then twenty-two years of age,
out Atheism. If I was to believe in any future life, I would occupy the same space at the same time, be they material or I hav used my voice and pen in opposition toward great evils.
prefer Spiritualism to Christianity. But the idea of nature's otherwise. If Mr. Wettstein would consider how heat and For twenty-five years I did all I could with what little influevolution of the spirit to a spirit life is a myth and cannot light pass through or permeate what we know as solid sub- ence I had in opposition to slavery, and was mobbed for it
be proved to be a fact. I cannot believe that such a mighty stance, he might be able to realize how the spirit of man by Irish Catholics. The evils of the saloons I hav always
fact as that of another life for us can be hidden from us. (if he has one) could occupy the material body and not ex- opposed-which saloons, by the way, are mostly kept by
Positivism is the best thing for rational thinkers. Whoever pand it by-more than an infinitesimal amount. Certainly foreigners, a majority of them Catholic no doubt. I must
is a Positivist will never be humbugged or liv in a fool's par- the law holds good as well in the one as in the other. The also say that from the enmity and evident hatred of "Mug
adise. Christianity's whole teaching is absurd and unjust, sap going up through the pores of the tree certainly ex- wump" to Masons and Odd Fellows I suspect he is a Cathand it is imposing on the world claims that it is impossible pands the fiber; the sap going up into Mr. Wettstein's head olic in disguise, and I do not wonder h_a .was ashamed t,
to prove. Not to believe at all is best. It is a terrible con- doubtless expands the skull-and there appears to be room giv either his address or his name in his correspondence with
JoHN DowNES.
filet, this mighty controversy between Materialism and myth, for both in the universe. In conclusion, I will affirm that THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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We are sure it is right to do all the good
we can and as little harm as possible.
If we seek the right and follow it-if we
lldit8d b'j Miss Buul!l ~· Wn:os, Pall liv truly and do the very best we can on all
Ritw, lJCass., to t~~hom all Oommunkationsfor occasions, D'aking happiness and joy for
others and thus securing it for ourselvs,
this Oornw should ~ unt.
improving our minds and learning something
" Between the dark and the dayligh\,
noble and beneficial every day-we are makWhen the night is beginning to lower,
ing the most of ourselvs as human beings.
Oomes a. pause in the daY's oooupationl
B. H. W.
This is Corner gospel.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
[.1. BII:.I.UTIFUL l'OII:M.]

Planting With a Hoe.

.A. Secular Union Picnic.

I will hav to write again and tell about the
Rogers Secular Union picnic, held at the
They called to me one summertime,
Snob long, long years ago,
Silver Springs, near Rogers, consisting of the
That we •hon!d help them plant the corn
families of J. W. Frey, H. M. McGaughey,
And cover with a hoe.
A. Bucklin, R. Thomas, Mr. Frey, from
I loitered with a creeping paceBontonville; J. V. Mulks, Mr. Castor, J. W.
! did not like the task,
When JHttini' up and flitting down
Young, Mr. Hogue, and G. N Bixler. Silver
Was all that I O<Jnld ask.
Springs is situated in a beautiful valley, four
To dropping corn I would not go;
miles southeast of Rogers, and is such a
I hated planting with a hoe.
pleasant and suitable place for a picnic. One
Soon all the girls and boys were gonething that makes it seem so nice is a small
They started with a shout;
I had no share of work nor play
lake.
('l'was sad to be left out),
At 12 o'clock we partook of a splendid dinAnd wandering slowly past the rye
ner, and spent the remainder of the day until
That pleasant, snunY morn,
3 o'clock in the boat riding, and think
All earth was glad a.nd I would try
MY hand at planting corn ;
everyone enjoyed tbemselvs very nicely, unAnd birtl.s sang sweet, while to and fro
less it be Mr. Hogue, who lost his balance
We dri!ted down the furrowed row.
while boat-riding, and fell overboard and reEre noon the skY seemed all ablaze ;
ceived quite a wetting. We then went to the
A oenser was the sun ;
Frisco l:;prings, which are situated on the side
We plied our fans of hickory leaves
of a mountain, with very pretty landscape surAnd wished the corn were done.
The squirrels mocked us from the trees
rounding them.
That threw their shadows cool,
We then ate our suppers and '' fell in line "
We sighed for blnebells in the lane,
for home. Just think of ten wagons all in a
We even talked of school;
line. I expect people tbous;rht i•. was a fuTo work at home we'd gladlY go,
But how we hated every hoe.
neral, but rather a jolly crowd. We bad to
Now all along these checkered years
get out. Peveral times and help to push up the
Of life both sweat and sad,
hills. You may know that we were enjoying
Onr hearts return to morning daYS
ourselvs.
Several of the pious creed say
While we were young and glad ;
that those Infidels are the only people who
When every sea held but for us
Green isles, and fruits, and ships ;
would go to a picnic on "the Lord's day."
Ere time had tried his tricks upon
But, if it had been on any other day, we
Onr shining hair a11d lips :
could not hav gone, for we were all laborers.
But hta still beckons down the row
I work in the Republican printing office, and
And wa must follow with our hoe.
can't get away. The bells are ringing and
lllAUY BlinD FINCH·
Frenahtoum, NRIJ., May 5. ~91.
echoing for the church, saying-Come one,
come all, for there is yet room in the conCorner Gospel.
tribution box for one more penny I Help the
We were going to say gossip at first, and preacher all you can l
I am making my letter too lon!l, so will
then we thought we would not hav anything
EMMA BIXLER.
of that sort in our Corner, so we said gospel. close.
Rogers, Ark., May 18, 1890.
It is a better word, isn't it?
Gospel is from the Anglo-Saxon nod~pell,
Origin of Language.
from god, which means good, and spell, meaning story, history, good ti:lings. In the Greek
The subject of the origin of language,
and L'ltin ;t means about the same-a mes- ·more than any other perhaps, bas been fertil
sag;e of gladness, or good news. So we hav of speculation and attended with less satisjust as much right to hav a little gospel in our factory results than most other topics. The
Corner as anywhere else.
Jews positivly insist that the Hebrew tongue
What is the nature of our gospel, of course is the primitiv language and was the one
you will ask at once. Well, in the first place, spokffi by Adam and Eve. The Arabs,
it is that we are all trying the best we can to however, dispute the point of antiquity with
learn the right, and when we know it to prac- the Hebrews. Ol all the languages, except
tice it. What for ? Th&t's easily answered. the Hebrew, the Byriac has had the greatest
For happiness, to be sure.
number of advocates, especially among eastNow. it is a great thing to be happy, and a ern authors. Many maintain that the lansad thing to be unhappy.
guage spoken by Adam is lost and that the
What is it to be happy? There are lots of Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic are only dia..
definitions of that word, and perhaps that lects of the original tongue. Goropiua pubwhich one would consider happiness another lished a work in 1580 to prove that Dutch
would reject altogether and choose some- was the language of paradise. Andre Kemp
thing very different as a means of joy. So it maintained that God spoke to Adam in
varies according to condition, temperament, Swedish, Adam answered in Danish, and
civilization, enlightenment, and so on. We Eve spoke in French (very like satire), while
may safely say, however, that happiness con- the Persians believe three languages to ba.v
• sists in a pleasant frame of the mind pro- been spoken in paradise--Arabic, the most
duced by certain circumstances. ]j'or in- persuasiv, by the serpent; Persian, the most
st&nce, you perform a good act, some little poetic, by Adam and Eve, and Turkish, the
trifle, maybe, that did or did not put you out most threatening, by the angel Gabriel. Erno
any, but was of some importance to another, claims Basque as the languasre spoken by
to mother, father, sister, brother, or friend, Adam, and others would make the Polynesian
and pleased that person very much. You are the primitiv language of mankind.
happy in knowing you hav rendered a service
D .rl\in says, ''With respect to the
that made some one else happy. Thus does origin of articulate language, after havhappiness act and react.
ing read on the one side the hi~;hly interA woman passing along the street noticed esting works of Wedgwood, Farrar, and
two little plainly dressed girls wistfully gazing Professor Schleicher, and the celebrated lectinto a window where were displayed various ures of Professor Max Muller on the other
kinds of confectionery. Oh, it looked so side, I cannot doubt that language owes its
clean and good! But the children had no origin to the imitation and modification
money to buy any. " Which kind would aided by signs and gestures, of various nat:
you like ?" inquired the lady.
ural sounds, the voices of other animals, and
"That pretty pink that looks like straw- man's own instlnctiv cries."
berries," said the child.
The lady stepped inside, purchased a quanBoys, Remember This.
tity of the pink candy, and made the faces of
Sharp. eyed men of business take note of a
the two little ones radiant by putting it in boy's general appearance in makiJ?g up their
their small hands.
estimate of what be is worth. A straight.
" Mamma, you look tired. Let me sweep forward, manly bearing will help any lad to
the floor. You sit down and rest." And the get his way in the world, while the haphazboy took the broom from her hands.
ard sort of a way usually suggests to the obDJn't you think a great flood of happiness server a corresponding character. Manliness
swept into that tired mother's life at that act is not a garment you can put on and off like
of her thoughtful J!t>n?
your Sunday coat. It must hav its foundaWe know well enough it is not right to tion in the heart, or it will be a flimsy slu1.m
be peeviah, cross, fretful. or ~>•Ilky.
tb~t will deceive nobody.

MAY 31.. 1890.
" Can't" and " Try·"

Agents for tb.6 'l'.ruth lSee&.e.r.

Can't do it sticks in the mud; but Try soon
drags the wagon out of the rut. The fox
said "Try," and he got awa.y from the
hounds when they almost snapped at him.
The bees said "Try," and turned flowers into
honey. The squirrel said "Try," and he
went to the top of the beech-tree. The snowdrop said "Try," and bloomed in the cold
snows of winter. The sun said "Try," and
spring soon threw Jack Frost out of the saddle. The young lark said " Try," and he
found that his new wings took him over
hedges and ditc.hes and up where his father
was singing. The old ox said "Try." and
plowed the field from end to end. No hill
too steep for Try to climb, no clay too stiff
for Try to plow, no field too wet for Try to
drain, no bole too big for Try to mend.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.

The Ungrammatical Policeman.
A man was lying stretched out on one of
the benches in the court-house park the other
night. It· was nearly midnight, the leaves
rattled dismally in the autumn wind, the park
was long ago deserted, and the bench was
anything but a pleasant resting-place, yet the
man lay there until a policeman rudely shook
his shoulder and said :
"You can't lay here."
"I'm not laying here, sir," replied the man.
"But you are; what'er you givin' me?"
" But I'm not."
" Oh, come off. Get up or I'll call the
wagon. You can't lay here, I say."
"But I say I'm not laying here."
" Well, what are you doing then, you blame
fool?"
"I'm lying here, sir; not laying; I'm no
ben."
"Well, lying then," said the bluecoat in intense disgust; " you can't lie here, then."
'' But I differ with you there. I say I can
lie here."
"And I say you can't."
"But I can."
"Well, I say you can't," and the officer
gave a strong tug at his coat-collar which
sent his hat rolling off on to the grass, notwithstanding the explicit orders to keep off.
"My friend," said the weary one, as he
arose and prepared to accompany the officer,
"you could never follow your calling in Boston. You say I cannot lie on that bench
when I hav already proved to you my eminent ability in that direction. Had you remarked to me, ' You may not--'"
But the copper was pulling the box bv this
time, and told his ward to "drop his chin."

Correspondence.
BBAOKETT, TEx., M<~y 12, 1890.
DEAR Miss WuoN: Papa has taken THE
TBuTH BBBKBR for nearly two years. I hav
three brothers and one sister. Just as soon
as papa brings the THB TRUTH SEEKBR home
the first thing I read is the letters in the
Children's Corner. I will close for this time,
hoping to see this letter in print, as it is my
first one. I remain your true friend,
ANNIE GUNDELAOH.
ZnEsKr. 0., May 13, 1890.
DEAR Miss WxxoN: I bav read the prize
stories in the Corner and think they are well
written.
Two pairs of wrens hav built in our yardone in the horse stable, the other in a little
box near the house. The ee:gfl in one of the
nests hav hatchetl. I went around to see the
little birds and the old wrens screamed terribly at me. There is a great number of English sparrows around here, and they build
wherever they can get a chance.
Some of these birds are building in thP.
garret of our neighbor's house. They go in
through a bole in the weatherboarding. We
are having fine weather here, but it is cloudy
to-day. The trees in the woods are getting
·green and the late apples are in blossom. I
bope Sadie Thorpe will take charge or the
collections to be raised for Mr. Cook and Mr.
Casey, as our eoitor suggested
Your little friend,
CL:ii:LIE JAMEs.
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J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
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LOUISIANA.
4.1. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
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Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
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A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
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Horace Haynes, Leslie.
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PhilliiJ Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBBRABKA.
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
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Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
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J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
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J.Vanden Broeck, 397Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
8. J. King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
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John Jacques, Akron.
N. Herter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co .. 259 Superior st .. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley. 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
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B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
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Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade. 8. 706 Butler slreet, Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
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Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBZ.&.S.
L. Andruss, Denison.
l'. Tbeo. Colwlck, Norse.
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RoGERs, ARs:., May 18. 1890.
Miss WIXON: I want to write and tell of
our little city of Rngers It is situated on
1-..:
the Ozark mountains. We hav nice springs.
AND
We are nearly surrounded by them. There
are a good many mountain streams running
CoU~l~e
through here. This count'"y is noted for its
springs and fruit. It is a regular fruit counAN EXPOB:1!J
try. You can raise good garden crops too. Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smaRnifioent
Now I will tell about the Secular Union. We
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
ohnrobes and Young Men'K
had a nice program. It consists of speaking,
Ohristiu.n Aasooia,singing, reading, and addresses. We not
tion.
only hav the beautiful scenery and very
By BIOH. D, WESTDnooB:, D.D., L.L.D.
healthful climate, but the town I~ neR.r a his- Price Sl.
Address THE TnuTl! Bl!IEII.En.
toric ground. It- Is the Pea Ridge battlefield. There will be a grand reunion. The
blues and the grays meet together and enjoy
themselvs. .
. .
HUMBOUlT~
"YV ell, I will close. Hoping to see this m Steel engravings of this oel~brated naturalist.
prmt, I remain, .
2x1~ inohea, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
Your Freethlnkmg friend,
1 for 25 cents.
.,ddress THE 'fBUT:S: SEEKER.
CARRIE BIXLER.
if

GIRARD'S WILL
Girard
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ROME~

REETHOUGHT

REASON!

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-OhristianExPerienoe.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBB.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholioism, from the vantage-ground of· an
Intimate PerHonal experienoe with the iwo systems. ·It d~ala the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritica.l Beview.
O!oth,12mo, $1.75.
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
E. B. FOOTE, JR.,

IS IT

DESTRUCTIVE

28 Lafayette Place, New York.
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which '8niver·
sal history is "boiled down" with snrpnsing
ski!l.-[Litera.ry WoT!d.
~on turn over his pages with a. fascination sim·
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
Fis history has a. continnit7., a rn.sh, a carrying
power.l. which reminds ns strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The slrotcb of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, in a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a i!ty!e that reminds ns of Ma.oa.ula.y,
-[Penn Mont,hly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 548pp,,$1. 75.
Addrcu
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
SB LR.favette Pl .. New York.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Th~

Sold li'M.tO'rs and Exat;t Ratios in th6
Allquiremomt and AppO'rtionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Pl"lce. Cloth.
81.00.

J. D. SH.A W'S P A.MPHLETS.
ThA Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption •hat the Bible is a. divine
book of pure thought, and correct in a.ll its
utteranc~s. Price. 25 cents.

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

A SYMPOSIUM
BY

R. B. WESTBROOK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAM
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WIXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUBJECTS Oil' pAPERS :

I8 th6re an Ajftrmati'IJe, PositiiDe, Gonstructi!De side to Freethrntght!
If not, the reason why!
lf th6re be, in what, in your opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist !

PRICE 25 C.EN I'S.
Address

THE TRUI"H SEEKER CO.

CRrMfS AGAIHST CRIMIHUS
AN ADDRESS

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,

Charles Watts's Works.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE

New York State Bar Association, at Albany,
TbeTearlJingsot'SecularhmCom·
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
THE
part'd 'villa Qrthodox Christian•
Uy. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
'l'he only Collllllete and Authorized Edition.
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm
Secularism: Is It Founded on
PRIC:l!l, TEN CENTS.
Rea• on, and l!i It Sufficient to
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Crimes and Persecutions.
Meet the Needs ot' ,nankind?
28 LafaYette Pla.ce. New York.
avo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $8; leather, M; morocco,
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER OO.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion..
BY REPORTER.

Ecenir•!J II aU and

Oharles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by G.oorge Jacob Holyoake and
Oolonel lngersoJl, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, >5 cents.

A

N ew:Model Hall Typewriter

Reply to Father l.ambert's
"Tactics ot' Infidels." 20 cents.
Po&t tree.

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature,
and lu:llueucc. 32 pages. Price, 1!)
cents.

The Horrors of' the French B.cvo.
lotion: Their <:a uses. 24 pages.

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a

Price, 10 cents.

'l'~

Best Staud.a.rd Typewriter in the World..

A clear exposi- ahurch without superstition, a.nd its success. Secularism: nestructiv and Con- Ohlllap, Portable, No Ink Bib bon, Interchangeable
tion of the biblical story of man's creation Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, Type in all L<mgna.ges, Easiest to learn and

Studies in

'l'ltcolo~;y.

and onne, thAologically denominated "the his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
10 cents.
fall." Price, 10 cents
of human eoncem, religions, pelitica.l, a.nd other- Bible Morality. Its Teachlngs Shown
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.nto be ContradiCtory and DArectiv as a.nEthica.l
negativ and affirmativ standJ>omt, showing otua.ge, a.nd easily understood. There is lnst snftl..
Gnide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
Jient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and A~noslieism and Chrh.tian Tlteism:
tf
b.old his attention while the truth is being brought
Wh•ch f.SUJe More Reasonable?
to his mind.
24 pages- Price, 10 cents.
Evolnliou Dnd !!!peclal Creation.
l!'or sale at this oft!.ce. Price, S1.00.
10 cents.
OR
Saints and Sinners-Which? 24
qiNDER
fo.,.
pages
in eover. Price, 10 cents.
DANCER AHEAD.
For the besetl.t of our read- Tile ~~tuperstitton of the Christian
~rs who preserve their paperli
~undsy: A Plea !or Liberty and JusThe Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
we offer a new style of binder,
tice. 26 pages. Price. 10 cents.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
made for the ~urpose, and
this Republic.
i
'th the heading of THB The Glory or Unbel ef. 22 pages in
cover, Price. 10 ceo ts.
BUTR SEEXEB printed in
old letters on the outside. Nature and , lte Supernatural; ot".
B;v A • .J". GROVER.
is binder allows the open.Beli 1' and Knowledge. 24 pages.
lllg ot the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
Price, 10 cents.
taking ont and replacing of one or more papers
Price, paper, 25 cents.
from any part of the tl.le without disturbing the The Ameri<>an ~ecular Union; Its
~ililrARR TliE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
1ther parts.
Neces•ity a.nd the Justice of Its
Sent by mail.._postp~ for 'l1.
Niue Demands (Dedicated to Cofo.
Address THE TBU'l'H SEEKER.
U
llB Lafaveite Pl •• New York.
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
Theological Prt>sumptlou: An Open
BIBLE INQUIRER;
All in a Uf~time. ALiberalRomance.
Letter t.o the R v. Dr. B. F. Bu,rns, of :!Jalifax,
OBt
12mo, 800pp,, $1.50.
N S In this letter the foJlowmiZ' subJects are
mialt with: 1 Wby Do the Olergy Avoid
to Bible Investigation.
ApDIPS of Gold. And Other Stories A Key
Debate?
2. 'l'he Posnion of Agnosticism
Oonta.ining 148 Proi!_ositions
for Boys and Girls. 12m'>, 383pp,, $1.25.
1'owa.rd Obristianity. 3. Freethonght and
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Men
of
Smence.
4. The D.fference between
Story Honr. An Exceptionally Hand
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Facts and Opinion~. 5. Ohriijt and Heroi~m.
Inspired Scriptures.
some and Interesting Book, Without Snpersti
6. Christianity and SlaverY. 16 i)ages. Prlce,
tion, for Ohildren and Youth. The Onlr Free
BY A. J AOOBBON.
5 cents.
·
thinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever Issued.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUST PUB66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller: largf
Every
Liberal
needs
a
copy
for
ready
reference.
type, he~~ovy, toned pa.pe"r, broad margins, illus. A.s a. pamphlet to loan to Ohristia.n friends, it is
LISHED.
tratod oovers: 4to. 224Pp .• boards. $1.
che most effectiv Iconoclast ever Published.
Chrhtianity: Def.-ctiv and Un
Ailnreso
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Price only 25 cents.
n"ce!I!BTy. By Kate Eunice Watts.
24 pages. Pnce, 10 cents.
SAKY A BUDDHA.
Address TBE TBUTH SEEKEB.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER

Col. Kelso's Works.

A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
rhe Bible Analyzed. " For SledgeTeachings.
hammer Logic unsurpassed." avo, 888pp.,
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The ''Banner of Light{
" Bsligio-Philo~ophical Journal," and manr Spiri~
nalist papers &nd lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth. 175 ptJ .• $1.
Address 'l'BE TR11TH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

silk cloth, $8.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so fa.r to sustain Spiritualism a.s ta
show that Ohristia.ns a.re inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosoPhY.
Oloth, 12mo, 245PP., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION
OR, THB

Confiict between Reason and Superstition.
PhiladelPhia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.

Introduction by
~OW READY.
A.. tale of PalestinP, founded on the destruction of
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
the Moabites by the Jews.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 <lflnta.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
By A.. C. MIDDLETON.
TM
Tradl
Supplied
at
tJpedal
IH8counts.
Oil'
.
10 cents.
Price,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-engra.vin,gs of Misa Gardener a.re for sale
OOMPILBD BY
a.1; this office. Price, too.; with a.utona.ph, 50 ota.
By Milton Wooll~. M.D., An thor of "Hebrew
K. W.A../:;HBUBN.
Mythology,"" The Oa.reer of Jesus Ohrist."
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best, editonals written by Mr. Seaver dnrinll the
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God
past fot•ty-tlve years. It i8 neatly printed on
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
oream-wllite paper, bound in cloth, and contains His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, PorOhildren a.nd fools speak the trnth.-[Old Ba.w.
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
trait, and Monument.
In·vesttuator, EverY Liberal abonld hav this book
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.
With a complete Jist of the American subscribers
AdilrARo TRFl TRUTH REEKER.
to
the
fund
for
the
erection
of
the
monument.
Price, 81.00.
BY
ANTbCHRIST.
Adnreas THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAJrE, THOMAS DAVIDSON,
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Ohrist
crucified under Pontius PUat,eJ but that the
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
The Career of Jesns Christ.
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of oo.a.ry by Joseph
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Pandera, was stoned and hanged fo_r sorcery about
An Exposition of the Trne Meaninll of this Oha.racter as deauribed in the New Testament. B!.Mil· Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fn a dollar. 75 years B.o. Oloth, 446 pages, wnh f'8ll Inde'l:
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. l!'or sale at tbb
ton Woolley, .l\:I.D.,a.uthor of "Hebrew M,.hol·'
Address THE TRUTH "EEKEB 00.
ogy,,
Paper, svo, 25 cents.
"'
'oftloe.;

HORACE SEAVER,

L:

National Type"Writer Co.,
lO 'l'emple Place, Bostoc, Mass. P. 0. bo:l: 5159.
Send for catalog and specimens of work.
18110

LOOKING BACKWABD
BJ" Edward BellaJp;y,
Author of" Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc.
It Is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to reoeive new lilrht will find in it satisfa.otion
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune.
The ap~;~eal is always made to a. man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his seJ.
tishness.-[Boston Post.
A su~rgestion of a really-practicable and fea.si. •
ble socia.l state grea.tlr in advance of the present.
The romantic narra.tiv is rich in its forecast of
a.otna.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; Paper, 50o.
Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

HISTORY
OP TRii

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of' Europe.

Bevilled Edition-s vo!B-Price, sz.
By lORN WILIAM D~APER- M.D •• LL.D.
Addrela ThE TRUTH BF.EKEB,

Essence of Religion.
B;v L. FEUERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-li'Xtract.
Addresa To TBUTH BEE:UB Oo.
Tllll:

Cosmian Hymn Book,
'A COLLECTION OF

BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

.New Edition, Revisd ad Enlar&"ed.
BY HELEN H. C:ARDENER.

raoid as any. A~rents wanted everywhere.
WAllRUITED AS REPBEBENTED. AddreSS

ON THE WORD GOD.

Giordano Bruno.

P

Original and Selected Hymns
( Words and Music)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies,
For Scltools and the Home.
COMPILED BY

L. K. WASHBURN.
PRIOB,
$1.50.
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa.Yetie Place. New York,

Every Liberal Sllould Read

THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH PBJ!FAOE BY DB, RABDWICU.
INTRODUCTION.
Ohapter I BiblA Astronomy and Evolution;
Ohaot.er III Bible Biology and Evolution ; OhaP..
t.er III. Btb e Myths and Eyolutwn; Chapter IV,
Btble History a.nd :F;volnt<on: OhaPter. V, Btble
Moralitv and Evolnuon ; Cnapt<>r VI, Bible Mtra.cles a.nd Evomtion : Ohapter VII, Mil a.cl"s Incredible; Chall'"r VIII Btble Poetry and Evolution : OhaptPr IX, Btble Art and Fvolntiop: Ohap..
ter X. Bible God at.d Evolution ; Ohap• Pr XI, Son!
and Fnmre and Evolution: Ohaprer XII, Heaven
Hereafter; Oba.Pter XIII, Oonolnaion·
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH l:lEEKEB.
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8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison .•... 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin .........•...•• 10
l l Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin....... 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait. 25
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e........... 10
14 Land Question. Ch~vrles Bradlaugh.. .•...• 5
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents?
Charles Bn1dlaugh. ... ... ...... ............ 6
16 Why do Men Starve 1 Chas. Bradlaugh.. I>
1 ~ Logic of Life Deduced from the Principii"
of Freethought. George ,T. Holyoake. 10
18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh ..•. 10
19 Laro-e or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5
20 Sup~tition Disphyed, with a Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5
· 21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
23 The.Christian Deity. Chal"les Watts....... 5
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence
on Civilization. Clms. Watts............ 5
28 Thouoohts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universa? Austin Holyoake. ..........•...• 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5
31 Has 1fan a Soul? Clu<s. Bradtaugh........ 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
39 Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlaugh....... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H .. 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
44 Logie of Death; or, Why Should the
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
4 ~ Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
MANNA SERIES.
1 Original Manna for "God's chosen."....... 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlangh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard... 20
5 200 Questions Without Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese M:mdarin ................... 10
~ Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian ....... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holycake............................................ 5
9 New Life of .Tonah. Chas. Bradlangh...... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake .•. 10
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous· Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh...... 5
1'l' Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bmdlangh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
• 21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2;
$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
0

THE

Bi~le

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 cents.

Price, $1.

Socialism an~ Ulilitarianism.
By JOHN STUART MILL.
Prico, $1.

A Legacy to the Friends of Free Discussion,
By BENJAUIN OFFEN,
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, Now York.
Price, $1.

APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT.
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus
Christ and his Apostles, and not included
in the New Testament.
Price,
$1.

ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES.
By RE,.. Ron'T TAYLOR.
Price,

-

•

•

$1.50.

OB 1

THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. B. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, ll5 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMKOBTA.LITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
15 cents.
o

-

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIAo
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
Oloth,
50 cents.

POCKET TELEOLOGY.
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, aud sarcastic definitions of theological tArms.
Price, 25 cents.

CELIB •"l CY FXPOSED.
T II E· S A B J3 A.T I-I. PRIESTLY
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.

By M. FARRI~GTOX.
A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the
Clailns of the Sabbatarians.
Price, 10 cents.

RELIGION OF COMMON SENSE.
By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICH1 of Germany.
Price, 25 cents.

PRO AND CON OF

BEYOND THE VEIL.
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B.
Randolph, aided by :Swedouborf', through
Mrs. F. H . .!lfcDnngall and Mrs.
Lnm1 Hutchinson. [Spir.]
Steel Engraving ot" Randolph.
Prico, $1.50.

THE KORAN.
A New English Edition or iho Koran of Mohammed, to which is added tho Lito of Mohammed, or the History of that Doctrine
which was begun and CtllTiell
on by him in Arabia.
SALE'S edition.
Price, $1.50.

HUME'S ESSAYS.
Essays and Tr011tises. Autobiography and Dia.
logues on N a turn,! Religion.
By DAYID liU"!E.
Prico, $1.50.

SUPERS riTION IN .ALL AGES.
By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678),
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity.
Portrait.
Price, pap:, 50 cts.; clo., $1.

Supernatural Religion.

Man's Nature and Development.

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Religion 1
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARRIET
By E. E. GUILD.
MARTINEAU.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Price, •
•
•
$1.50.

PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text· Book.

Ancient Egyptian OlVllizatlon and Hebrew NarraThirteen Lectures on the Bible.
tive in Genesis ar:d Exoduti.
THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
By Roll'T COOPER.
Price, $1.
A Historical and Critic,al Re"l"iew. With Replies
Price, 15 cents.
to an 0 bjector.
OriM"in and Development of Rell.r·
QUESTION SETTLED.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
to us Ideas and B ellefs.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Price, 15 cents.
By MORRIS EIXSTEI:-<.
Prico, $1.
By MosEs HuLL.
Price, 60 cents.

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

Rational Communism.

By FRANCES WRIGHT.
With Explanatory ObsetTations on his Writings.
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
By GILBERT VALE.
Price, $1.
Greek philosopher, and the author.
THE PBBSBNT AND FUTUBB RRPUBLIO OF
N OB'l'H AMEBIOA..
Price, 75 cents.
Advocates associate life and employment as a pre- A BUSINESS M!l.N'S SOCI!l.L AND
vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, eta.
p
RELIGIOUS VIEW~.
By A CAPITALIST.
"Paper, 493pp., 50 cts.: clo., $1.
Price, $1.
From a Poor Man's Standpoint.
"Citateur, Par Pigault."

AN E y E _ 0

E N E R.

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels.
By ZEPA.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Antiquity andDurationoftheWorld
Price,

By G. TOULl!AN.
•
•
•

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYM.NS
BY A. O. LYALL.
Prica, lO cents.

Fruits of Philosophy,
POPULATION QUESTION.

20 cents.

By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugb
and Annie Besant.
25 cents.
WORSHIP

ASTRONOMY AND
.
OF-THE ANCIENTS,

20 cents.

Price,

Price, cloth, 35 cents.

LETTERS TO

Autobiography of Robert Cooper.
Price, 15 cents.

EUGENIA.

A PreservatiYe Against Religious Prejudices .
By BARON D'HOLllACII.
Price,
$1.

TRU'fH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings- CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS.
Ultim:~ting

in the Religion of Science.
By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.J
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 cents.

ley. 10 cents.

By GILBERT "VALE.

of Nature,

.AN OUTLINE OF THE

Compamtivo .!lfyihology.
By JOliN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College.
Prico, $2 .

POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure.
How the Poor M!LY Attain Comfort and Independ·
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cants.

LIFE OF PAINE.
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 eents.

of Inhumanity.
B·HAGA V AD-GITA. Religion
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.

A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna
BY FREDERIC HARRISON.
and Arjuna.
Mortality of the Soul and the lm·
Price, 15 cents.
Translated hy J. C. THOMPSON.
mortality of Its Elements.
RELIGION:
By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI.
Price, $2.
A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted.
By George T. Bondies.
Price,
15 cents.
of the FUTURE.
Wtth
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Exceptions (o the Cha1'acttr of
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian
Chrht K~ a Genticmau,
• Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
Revelation.
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated.
of the Christian Religion and th{l Significance
By W. T. Purviance.
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical EduBy LOUIS JACOLLIOT.
Price, 35 cents.
25 cents.
cation, or the Health-Laws of NatPrice,
$2.
ur~·· "Household Remedies" "The
.t"oison Problem, or the O~use
and the Oure of IntemperBIBLE IN THE BALANCE.
ance,•• e\c., etc.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
A Treatise on the Population Question.
Six Lectures.
A Text-Book for Investigators.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
By R. D. OWEN.
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin.
Decline of Faith.
By REV. J. G. FISH.
Oom. Gazette.
35 cents.
Price,
Protestant Intolera:o1~e.
Price,
$1.50.
Oloth, 1amo, 240pp,, $1.
Washington an Unbeliever.
AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Paine and Wesley.
BY D. M. BBNBRTT.
Christian Sabbath.
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible,
THE
Price,
10 cents.
Each,
5
cents;
bound,
Pa»·•
25
cents;
per
doz.,
40.
and 152 .Marvelous Occurrences.
IF, THEN, AND WHEN.
By A. J ACOnSON.
SABBATH BRE.AKINC,;
Church Doctrines.
Price,
23 cents.
By JOHN E. REMBB(!J,W.
By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.J Price, 10 cents.
Price, 25 cents.
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible AnaThe Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Nalyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," " Spirtions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning.
BY HURLBUT and WAXBHAII.
itualism Sustained," etc:., etc.
Copious Notes and Authorities.
Price, 10 oenta.
Fox THE CmME oF FoRGERY.
" Cyclopedia of Reference."
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
By SECULARIST·
Many
Illustrations.
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
Price,
10 cents.
ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
Svo, 600pp.,
price, $2.50.
Daringly witty and inexpressibly lau11ha.ble
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
SEMITIC GODS AND THE
on~laughts on Ohristianity,
that will be new to the world and productiv rJl
BIBLE.
Price, 10 cents.
BIOGRAPHY
OF
SATAN.
good in furnishing food for thought. We truet it
Includin~~: Allah, Jebovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
will hav the immense distribution it so richl,v
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his
Jesus
Ohrist,
Virgin
Mary,
Bible.
merits.-[The American Idea.
Fiery Domains.
BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE.
By D. M. ~ENNETT.
BY
B. REYNOLDS.
CFrom Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.'')
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
333pp,, pap., 60 n.; olo., $1.
; _____________P_r_lc_e_,_5_c_e_n_ts_.____________
Price, 35 cents.
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER.
For all of the above books address
For all of the above books address
above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. For all of theTHE
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
TRUTH t:lEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York. l
IS La.fa:veite 1'1•• NewYor.k.
Price, 25 Centa.
IS La.fa.yeUel'l., Newl'orli:,

Principles of Secularism.

BIBLE IN INDIA.

JEHOVAH UNVEILED.

IMAGE BREAKER .

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.

BIBLE INQUIRER.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

BIBLE MYTHS.

St. Matthew Before the Court

c.
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Tr~th

Seeker Traots.

THE TRUTH ·SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.

NoTm.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution us Freethought missionary documents. 'When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever yon can !'m· tracts. and, when received,
hand tllcm around among yom ncighlJors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
oLe. 1'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discOJtuts arc made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJl'; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on len dollars' worth, 50 oll'. 'rhis rate
of discouttl is given on theRe tracts only. Please
order by numbers. 'l'ho numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Sac !ton's Letter. Bennett....... , 3
29 Paine HulLDcdication. Underwood.,...... 6
1vfoving the Ark. Bennett...................
Short Sct·mon. RQv. 1'heologicus, D. D....
Christianity not a :Moml. X. Y. Z .......
The 1'rue Saint. S. I'. Putnam.............
43 Ohristittnity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruclty&Crednlityof the Human Race ....
49 Sensible Conclusions. K K Guild..........
52 :Marplcs-Undcrwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Qncstions for Bible Worshipers .............
5-i Opon Letter to Jcs11s Christ.. Bennett....
58 Proplu•cies. Underwood .....................
62 The Jews and their God .....................
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............
64 Ills we Eudure-Causc and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
~0 Vicarious Atonement.
J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paino's Anniversary. C. A. Codman.......
73 Foundations. John Syphers................
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett..........
~5 An Hour witlt the Devil. Bennett..........
7G Reply to E. l!'. Brown. Bennett............
'17 Tlw Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett..........
35
37
38
39
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2
2
1
3

3
5
3
2
5
2

10
3
5

2
6
3

2
2
2
10
3

PUblished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker OCYmpany,
28 Lafayette Place,

C. Stephenson..........
no Btblo·Mania. Otto Cordates. ......... ......
Dl Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood .........
94 The Xe1-1 Raven. Will Cooper............
9G IchalJo(l Crane Papers .........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker .... ...... ......
100 140thAoniversaryof Paine's Birthday ....
102 The Old Religion and New. BelL.........
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
105 Decadencfl of Christian:ty. Capphro.. ...

M. MACDONALD, Enno~
DURIN~

MANAGE~

Will Print the 1t.lost Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
P .A.RKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
CHARLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COLIII.A.N.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
FREDERIC M.A. Y HOLLAND.
J. H. BURNHAM.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
JOHN PECK.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
W. F. JAMIESON.
THADDEUS B. W .A.KEM.A.N.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BR.A.DL.A.UGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, nnd other English Liberal writers.
.
1'hc Editor of TilE TRUTT{ SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
Against tile Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tne Peop1e's Liberties,
If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the World.
THg TRUTH SEl~KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institn·
tions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based ou religion
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church pro~erly.. It is unc?mpromisingly
opposed to anything tending toward a unioa of church and state, mther <n name or m fact.
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) Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YoRK.
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DR. TAFT'S ASTHMALENI:
AST nIUMA. -cUREDneverfails:sendusyourBOTTLRFREE

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

5

Thes~ notices are for the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'Disiting the places where these societies are located. Local 8ecul011' Unions and
/fre~thought Societies meeting regularly can
ha'D their gathe1ing8 ail:vertised here fru by forwarding the neces~O!I'lJ information.

Tbe Ifllanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

0. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS

THE YEAR 1S90 THE T:B.tTTH SEEXEB.

Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger.
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lect.
nres and discussions. The Public cordially invited.

BrooklJ n Pbilosophlcal Associa·
tton
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, BrooklYn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

'J'Ite Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at·, 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free and
everYbody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2l).,.
meets every SundaY in IndUiltrial Hall, Droa.d and
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social Questions.
Able speakers interest the &ndience. N.B.-Trnth
SeekerPnblicationsalwaYson handatoheap rates.

Ingersoll SecularSoclety, Boston,
Meets every SundaY (from October to Jnnel at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, Appleton
street.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Snndal' &vening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Societf of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Snndass, &t 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MAlliUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve .• Roomsl2 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.; LERoY BERRIER, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Snn.
days of each month at Independ~nt Church, at
10,30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberalsnbjeota.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvestt.
r;ator are solicited.
R. G.l::!MITH, Oor. Sec.

1ddress, wewillmailttial
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DR. TAF'l' BROS,.ll.OCHESTER.N.Y.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

PRI<JE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for yonr excellent and naefnl
disconrse.-James Parton.
101 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... li
I am much pleased with Yonr address, and will
110 Im·ocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A
pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
J 11 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... l ~blebeautiful
paper, and deserves widedissemination.-The
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2 A.ge,
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. l
ANTi PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
The
number of heads under which you hav
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 divided
the concise manner in which the pomt is dis·
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3
cussed, should be high1¥ commended. Therefore
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 I take great pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10 anoe,
bnt in the ptinoiples of self-goverPment.123 Paino Vindicated. Ingersoll and " ObJ.J.MoOabe.
server" ........................................ 10
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11)
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
12G Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
13-l 'ralks with the Evangelists.................. 5
MODEll.N IMITATION OF CHRIST,
137 Christian Love. C. L. J~mcs............... 3
138 Science of the Bible. ,Tolin Jasper.......... 2 As to his Life on Ea.rth and his Communism.
140 Astro·Thcology ................................. 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
:41 fn!ldclity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 An thor of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... 10
Oreatton.
::.43 Chang Wan IIo. Eli Pcrlm1s............... 2
Cloth,
12mo,
279
pp., - 75 Cents.
:48 'When Dill Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2
:49 Age of Simms.................................. 3 &"This book WlUlsuppressed by the first Amer.
~45 J(Yon 'l'ako Away my Rcligio!1? Wlw'"
iean publisher . .J8
Will You Gi1·o Me Instead. :Martin .... 10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~50 Tho Liberty of Printing. Hmlbut and
\Yakcman ..................................... 10

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

15::. What is the Bible? 1L \Y. H............. 5
152 .A. Hctnarkablo Book. Douglas............
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............
::.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............
:56 Free Speech & l!'ree Press. Shelley..........

at

NEW YORK CITY.
E.

82 Christitm Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
8! Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........ 2
89 Lo~ic of Prayer.

351.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
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The Modern Science fssayist.
Ten Oents Each.
HERBERT SPENOER: His life, writings, and
p_hilo•ophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMP90N.
2. OHARLESROBERTDARWIN:Hislife,works,
and influence. By Rev •.JoHN W. 0RADWioK.
3. SOLAR A.ND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
,.. ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
.
•
EVOLUTION
OF THE EARTH . The story of
4
geology, By Dr. LEWis G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTs.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANI111AL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
RAYMOND·
7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OOPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and development. By Dr. .I:IOBERT G. EooLES.
9. EVOLUTIONOFSOOIETY. BYJAMEsA..SKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. Sri>NEY
SAMPSON.
.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN O.
p AllSHALL.
18. E~~lo"t;IJ_g~.A~~~J'H'i~~o~~Wi~i~IOUS
'14. PHILOIIOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STAlll!.
1.

Tile Walla '\Valla Lib, ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lectnres.-Free Discussions.-Original
and SelPcted Readings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0..\LDEB, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal ClUb
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralhts, No, 903,
Prairie Cit}', Ia.,
Meets ever:v Sunday in tbe Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 30 P M. All ·L berals are cordially invited. F. v. D:all'ER, Oor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
M~eh evPrY Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvi·
tation is extended to all. Seats free.
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Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E corner 7th and Locust stre6t8.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

Port8mon1h, 0., Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 P M. in Grand Army
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readings, Poems,
music and songs, A cordtalmvitat.ion is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. OorresPondenoe solicited. J, L. TRENTHAllT, President.
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ftom unreliable pra.ctitiJncrs lmvc been frequent·
ly assailed a~d c~posed ~J'
·he press but Dr. FELLOWS st.D.nds foremost tn bts f'tlilf~ll~ion, aud'it is safe to trust him,"- T/UJ Xaticmal Viet.:'.

Address.----

. Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

:'\liN f:t~ANIJ, ·N.J.
Inquiries are frequently receiv~d asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.1
First, we know that he is a reliable gentleman or
rare professional skill, who has earned sncoess by
good work. Second that he fulfills all has a!Zreements to the letter. Third, that he ha• performed
cures of hopeless cases that in the olden time bis
skill would bave been called miraculous. Fourth
and last, we know him to be an honest man and &
stanch Liberal.-The Better Wav.
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IN her weakness, the church sheltered herFon eome time light has heen seen glimmerself under the absolute power of the Roman
ing through cracks in the church at New
emperors; in her strength she laid claim to it
Canaan, Conn., and a spirit story was started.
herself under the name of spiritual power.
The other night police entered and found in
We must not here confine ourselvs to a few
the belfry two partly undressed women and
particular facts. The church has often, no
the sexton, the three drunk. They were
doubt, set up and defended the rights of the
arrested.
people against the bad government of their
rulers; often, indeed, has
AT Reading, Pa., Rev.
she approved and excited
Martin Frich has been
Insurrection ; often too
deposed from the minishas she maintained the
try for theft.
rights and interests of
A.Fnn the proposed
the people in the presence
-==-increase of the German
of their sovereigns. But
army the peace forces
when the question of
will still be 3 000 men
political securities came
short of those of France.
into debate between
ON the night of the 23d
power and liberty; when
a gang of tramps set fire
any step was taken to
to the village of Cooestablish a system of
lidge, N. M., and all the
permanent institutions,
houses but two burnt
which might effectually
protect
liberty from the
down.
i'
invasions of power in
COUNT BBRBRRT BISgeneral, the church alMARCK complaills that
ways ranged herself on
" the English seem to
the side of de~potism.
think they bav a moral
Guizot's Histo•ry of Ci'l!ilright to all uncivilized
ization.
countries."
VoN MoLTKB says that
IT is well worthy of
the next European war
remark that the triumph
will be terrible, and that
of toleration and the
perhaps the continuance
triumph of civ!l liberty
of social order and civilshould both hav been
ization will be at stake.
definitivly effected in
'I
England at the same
AT a late storm in
time, and should both
Wayne county, 0., hailhav found their chief
stones fell to the depth of
champion in the same
eight inches, some as
man.
Both were
large as hens' eggs, and
achieved by laymen in
killed hundreds of sheep.
dirPct opposition to the
Ex-SENATOR J 0 N R S,
chnrch and in the mowhose eccentric conduct
----- --- _
""'
ment of her extreme dehas long drawn the atten- - - - - - ~~2J
pression.-Lecky's Histion ot the country, has
-----=:::--_
- ·--·
';---- \:::::;
become thoro1•ghJy in....______
--~ -.:.~ - -'_
~7f -·~r\? iO'I'Y of Rationalism.
sane and been sent to an
- - - ----- "--f___'; - - - ' § '< ,~::r4$,
AT length appeared,
asylum.
___--_....,.._.__,__.
~~~~=----=n,~"-, r--..~.J/-~
afarrff from the centers
IN the latest battle be_ _ _ _ _ · - 1 ~~~
of thouj!ht, on the bortween the French and
ders of Poland, a plain,
theDahomiansthel,.tter,
DAVlD MAKETH A FOOL OF HU.iSELF.
simple minded ~cholar,
numbering 1,500, were
And h e c h ange d h'Is b eh av10r
· b ef ore th em, an d f e1gne
·
d himself
.
who first fairly uttered
mad in their hands, and scrabbled on the doors
of the gate, and let his spittle fall down upon his beard.-1 Sam. xxi, 13.
to the world the truth,
all killed. Thil French
had 15 killed and 72
now so commonplace,

~=7~~~

~onnded.

~~~~~~~~=r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AT Sbamokill, Pa., :fire is burning in galleries connecting with a mine filled with gas,
and 500 families whose houses stand abovehav
fled.
AT Caspar, Wyo., Lee May recently took
his paramour, Mrs. Polk, into the country
and cut {;ff her nose. A dozen cowboys are
on his trail and will kill him if they catch
him.
MANY persons are run over in New York
streets lately. Last Saturday a sixteen-yearold school.p;irl was killed by-a mail wagon
and a five-year-old child was killed by a
street-car.
AT Jamestown, N. Y., two Christian Science healers hav been charged by a coroner's
jury with contributillg to the death of Mrs.
B•rrows. ·Tte coroner will lay the case
before the grand jury.

AT Cleveland on the 25th Rev. P. Werber
~as assaulted by a Jewish audience for
speaking against Hebrew doctrin, especially
for saying tnat the Jewish idea of a messiah
is ridiculOus. A squad or policemen were
sent to restore peace.
ON the morning of the 24th a policeman
found at th~ foot of the monument erected to
" the kiUed officers on the apot of the Haymarket riot, a quantity of dynamite sufficient to
hav destroyed much property and life about.
Rain had wet the fuse and prevented explosion. The statements of the police are contradictory, and many think the affair a police
plot.
AT Chattanooga on the ni11ht of the 24th
Henry Hurd, colored, allowed a preacher to
escort his wife home and then secreting him.
self saw the couple do what caused him to
spring forth and cut the divine so that he
~ill die. At the same hour Nat Mosely,
colored, caught the Rev. James Sloane with
his wife and beat him perhaps fatally with a.
stone.
IN Boston a law that was passed fifteen
years ago but not heeded has now been
enforced. It forbids the sale of liquor except
with food to a. man sitting at a table. There
has been a purchase of 15,000 tables and
50,000 chairs. When there is a rush of custom men succeed one another by a "Next"
as in a barber-shop, while some sit on the
floor cross-legged.
ON the 19th President Benham of the Y.
M. C. A. of Meriden, Conn., had two boys
arrested for pitching pennies on Sunday.
Tney had merely tossed a nickel to see which
should black their shoPs. They were convicted under Section 1,569 of the Blue laws,
and fined $1 and costs, amounting to $5 each.
Benham took his witness fees, which helped
i.Dcrease the costs.
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the sun and planets do
tllenso
astounding,
not revolve ab<mt the
earth,
but that that
the
earth and planets revolve about the sun, and
that man was Nicholas K 1pernik. Kopernik
had been " professor at Rome, but, as this
truth grew within him, he seemed to feel that
at Rome he was no longer safe. To publish
this thought was dangerous indeed, and for
more than tbirt.v years it lay slumbering in
the minds of Kopernik and the friends to
whom he had privately intrusted it. At last
he prepares his great work on the " Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies," and dedicates
it to tbe pope himsPlf. He next seeks a place
of publication. He dares not send it to Rome,
for there are the rulers of the older church
ready to seize it. He dares not send it to
Wittenberg, for there are the leaders of Protestantism no less hostil. It is therefore intrusted to Osiander, of Nuremberg. But, at
the last moment. O•iander's courage fails him.
He dares not launch the new thought boldly.
He writes a groveling preface ; endeavors to
excuse Kopernik for his novel Idea. He
inserts the apologetic lie that Koperoik propounds the doctTin of the movement of the
earth, not as a fact, but as a hypothesis;" he
declares that It is lawful for an astronomer to
indulge his imagination, and that this is what
Kopernik has done. . . . In all modern
history, interference with science in the supposed interest of religion, no matter how con.
scientious such interference may hav been,
has resulted in the direst evils both to religion
and to science-and invariably.-Projessor
White's Warfare of Science.
THB marvelous is the reason of the multitude : the wise contradict in silence, which
the multitude prevent them from breaking.Voltaire.
·
THE supposition that the terrors of hell-fire
are essential or even conduciv to good morals
is contradicted by the facts of history. In
the Dark Ages there was not a man or a woman, from Scotland to Naples, who doubted
that sinners were sent to hell. The religion
which they had was the same as ours, with
this exception, that everyone believed ia it.
The state of Europe in that pious epoch need
not be de~cribed. Society is not maintained
by the conjectures of theology, but by those
moral sentiments, those gregarious virtues,
which elevated men above the animals, which
are now instinctiv in our natures, and to
which intellectual culture is propitious. For,
as we become more and more enlightened,
we perceive more and more clearly that it is
with the whole human population as it was
with the primeval clan : the welfare of every
individual is dependent on the welfare of the
community, and the welfare of the commu.
nity depends on the welfare of every individual.- Winwood Reade.
LRT us persuade men to be just, beneficent,
moderate, sociable; not because Buch conduct is demanded by the gods, but because
lt is pleasure to men.-.-D' Holbaoh,
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mothers or their friends. This fact aroused
sented a political question that Catholics
a discussion in all the Russian papers on the
could not ignore, beca11se it directly affects
fate of illegitimate children in that country.
the welfare of their institutions. Bishop
The mortality of such waifs was found to be
Flash referred to the Bennett law in his adover eighty per cent, even among those in the
THE Presbyterian Assembly at Usherville,
dress and upheld the right of the church to
government asylums in St. Petersburg and
'N.C., has decided that Sunday newspapers
go into politics when its interests were atMoscow. Those asylums keep the children
encourage evil, as " they flood the land with
tacked. Bishop Katzer said the law practionly for a short time, and send them to vilcally denied the right of the child to obey its
pernicious literature." Church-members were
lages to be raised in the families of peasants.
asked not to countenance them in any way.
parents by putting its claims before those of
There they die in large numbers. But the
the parents. "The friends of the law," he
number of such children as are "dispatched"
LoTTERY tickets seen: to be very plentiful
said, "tell us that the child has rights which
directly by professional murderers like Skubin Louisiana just now. The Southwestern
the state must see are accorded it. But the
linskaya can hardly be estimated. Only
Olt1'istian .Advocate tells of a brother who got
parents hav more interest in the child than
about three weeks ago a similar ''Society of
things so mixed up that he presented a lotTHE mischief of Sunday laws is again ill us. the state. The matter of teaching English, Angels" was 'discovered in Vilna. The fate
tery ticket for admission ·to a love-feast. trated by a case out in Indiana. :Mr. C. W. they tell us, is what we are fighting," he exProfessed Christians are coming to be among Cook keeps a hotel at New Haven. Some claimed. "But this is not so. English is of the unfortunate infants has raised the
the strongest supporters of the lottery, says a time ago he allowed the agent of the Toledo now taught in our schools. But if the state question as to the causes for the prevalence
of such a crime. The papers hint, as broadly
local paper.
Automatic Cigar Company to put up on the has a rigbt to tell us we must teach English, as the strictness of the censor of the press
it will soon be telling us what we shall eat allows, that the cruel laws with reference to
THE announcement that the Quakers are outside of his house one of those little maand what shall go on the table for the family waifs are at the bottom of the whole trouble.
chines
into
which
one
drops
a
nickel
and
gets
not dying out is made in a letter from "A
Quaker" to Mu1-ray's Magazine. During the a cigar. On Sunday, April 20th, somebody dinner. This Bennett law was conceived in An illegitimate child in Russia, if it ever
first half of this century their decline in dropped a nickel into the tbing, got a cigar, the minds of Freethinkers and those opposed grows up, has no standing before the law.
numbers was very rapid; but for a good and smoked it. :Mr. Cook knew nothing to the Catholic church and her schools." He No matter what his abilities or virtues, if by
was told recently, he said, by a :Mason that chance or by natural endowment he happens
many years past the accessions by '' convince- about it, had nothing to do with the machine
the Bennett law was first suggested by the to be possessed of any, there is no hope and
himself,
nor
has
he
any
of
the
profits
of
it
at
ment" hav been every year so greatly in ex:Masons. The man said : " I could prove it no prospect for him to do any good in the
all,
but
simply
allowed
the
owner
of
it
to
cess of the secessions that notwithstanding a
very low marriage rate and very low birth place it there, yet he was prosecuted for Sun- to you, if I did not put so high a value on world or for himself. The law will not recrate and some emigration, there is yearly a day desecration. A change of venue was my head, that the Bennett law was first ognize him as a member of society, and he is
steady though slight increase in Great Britain. secured, and the case was tried in Fort agitated in the Grand Lodge of :Masons of the tossed about and buffeted until he finds his
way into some gang of criminals passing their
In the United States the Quakers, we are told Wayne. Arter deliberating all night the jury state of Wisconsin."
lives in a mine in the Ural mountains. In
by the same authority, are increasing almost brought in a verdict of guilty, with a fine of
SoME
time
ago
a
midwife
of
Warsaw,
rapidly, especially in the South and West, $1 and costs, and the costs amounted to over Skublinskaya by name, was brought to jus- view of these facts it is no wonder that sinful
mainly through accessions from other relig. $50.
tice, with several of her coadjutors, for the mothers regard it as a benefit for their chilious bodies.
crime
of killing illel!itimate children. The rlren to be " dispa ched to heaven" before
AT a convention of German Catholic sowoman
and her helpers called themselvs they grow up to liv in ignominy and suffercieties
in
Milwaukee
Priest
Buehler
said
the
THE Sun to Heber Newton: "The Rev.
"the
Society
of Angels," and engaged in the ing on earth, and that " angels " like Skublleber Newton, D.D., preached another Catholic faith in this country must be taught
linskaya should be found who hav no scrusermnn on Sunday on the alleged misgovern- by church schools and no interference with atrocious work of " dispatching the little ples to help sinful mothers rid themselvs of
ones
to
heaven,"
of
course
for
a
certain
conthe
schools
should
be
allowed.
H.
J.
Spannment of this town. ' The middle classes in
their children.
New York are being driven out of the city"' horst, of St. Louis, said the Beunett law pre- sideration paid them by the unfortunate

IJotts and flippings.

said Dr. Newton; and, after that, it is not
necessary to consider his sermon much
further. In this country there are no classes,
let us tell this ill-informed divine. There are
no upper classes, no middle classes, and no
lower classes. There is no aristocracy, no
plutocracy, and no vulgar mob; but only
democracy and republican equality, and the
natural differences of talent and character.
Dr. Newton should reform his own political
ideas before he attempts to reform those of
others."
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Qiommntdcations.
An Apology far the "Ex-Reverends."
A writer in the April number of the Freethinker's
Magazine makes some caustic remarks concerning
that class of persons who, having flnce been "minis·
tars of the gospel," hav, r;f;er due examination, demitted that c:ffi.ce, and taken their places among those
who battle against the church sud its religion. He
ssys, and it will not be denied, that :not all these
gentlemen left behind them, when they mune, the
conceited and dictatorial habit they contractsd when
they were functionaries in the church, and which is
so offensiv to those scholal'ly men who hav bse.n engaged for many years in studyhJg the controversy
now going on, and understand it perfectly. Allow
me, therefore, to mention a few extenuating !.'ircumstsnces in the case of the "ex-reverends," with the
view of showing that no class of m€n are so exposed
as the clergy, by their education and callbg, to form
the very character that is condemned.
As soon as a "smart" young man, and emotional
in his nature, "gets converted " at a revival, and
evinces a gift of speaking, either to God in prayer
or to his fellow-men in the way of exhortation, he is
sent off to a theological seminary to be trained for a
minister. The theory is that the whole world is
dead in trespassas and sins, and ~hat human beings
ara plunging by millions, like the cataract of Niagara,
into the lake of fire and brimstone ; and that the
entire race will meet the eternal bte unless they are
snatched, like brand~ from the burning, by a class of
men exglusivly and ofllGially appointed for the purpose. He does not go to the seminary to study
either religion or theology as branohes of the subject
of anthropology. He goes simply to lesrn the tools
of his trade, and the lingo of his profession, with the
sole view of becoming a successful saver of souls.
Hs therefore hurries through his studies, learning
only enough theology to know the diffarence between
his own and other rival sects. H~ takes entirely for
granted the truth of the proposition that the Bibie
is an inspired book, and tha ~ the Ohriatisn religion,
which he is told is taught in it, is true beyond all
doubt. No professor ever teils him that this religion
is only one of a number of others in the world, all
claiming to be of divine origin; that hundreds of
learned men, in colleges and universities, whose lives
hav been devoted to history and criticism, refuse to
accept it, or any other religion, as supernatural, and
giv reasons for so doing which aU theological
students should carefully ex~min. The Christian
religion, like every other, is either true or false. If
true, the hotter the crucible of investigation is, the
sooner and more mre!y it proves itself to be so; if
false, the sooner the investigator finds it out, and the
better for him. There are scores of books now in
circulation, the reading of any one of which, if a
student had found it by obance in the library of his
seminary, would hav let in a :flood of light upon his
mind, as is the case when a pii>ir cf sightless eyes are
couched by a surgeon for cataract. But no such book
was to be found. He only got a profile view of religion and theology as it was drawn by his sect, and
had no idea of how the other side of the subject
looked. He pursued his studies blindfolded, and
entered tbe pulpit blindfolded, feeling that his vocation required him to devote his powers to the excluaiv busi-ness of saving lost souls, and to build up
the interests of }lis sect, as the only one out of one
hundred and sixty others in this cnuntry which is the
gate of heaven. This explains the fact that amoJJg
the scores of thousands of the clergy in this country
there are only a few men who could be induced to
·debate the evidences of Christianity with an Agnostic. The clergyman is conscious that he does net
understand the subject. How should he? He
never studied it. He is a mera smatterl'lr. His pulpit is not a forum ; for that term implies a discuAsion,
in which both sidefl are beard. It is a chair of
authority, and when he speaks it is ex cathedra.
There is, however, onA subject on which the young
candidate for "holy orders" is cJ~refully instructen,
and on which his mind is in a state of receptivity.
He is told by his professors and taught by the Bible,
and his creed, that, on being ordained, and set apart
as a minister of the gospel, he rightfully takes a
position higher than that occupied by any other man
on earth. The New Testament teaches that Jesus
Christ came into the world as an embassador from
the mighty sovereign of the universe, to treat with
the rebellious children of men, and persuade them to
be reconciled to God. After his death, and ascension to heaven, the ministers of t,he gospel take up
the work which he bevan, but d;.d not finish, and
hence are called, by the apostle Paul (in 2 Oor. v,
20), "ambassadors in the stead of Christ," whose
function in the scheme d red@mption is precisely
the same as that of himself. The minister is invested
with "the power of the keys," aud his warrant of
authority runs in thase words : " Whatsoever thou
shalt bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven; and
whstsoever thou shalt !~Jose on earth, shall be loosed
in heaven" (Mat~. xvi, 19). "Whatsoever sins ye re-

mit they are remitted unto them; and whosesoever
sin~ ye retain, they are retained." The moment a
man receives this commission, signed, sealed, delivered, and recordPd by the divine authority of the
church, he tskes rank above the rE~st of his fellowmen and becomes a "divine." The Catholic believ~r calls him father; that is, he sustains, spirituallv the ssme relation to the priest that the child
susi~ins naturally to the father who begot him. The
Dutch Christians of New York and New Jersey call
him "Domine" which is the voMtiv of domim1s,
and. means 0 Lord! implying either the aent.imentor worship or the feeling of dependence. The Jaw
calls him rabbi which means master; and the rest of
t.be sects call him "reverend," which means a funct,ionary so exalted in offi,_Qe that be is to be feared and
revered. Indeed, he m&y be exceedingly imperfect
in his moral character. He may be illiterate, with
neither manners nor brains, but such dtfioiencies do
not invalidate his official acts ; for these be perform.,,
not sa a man, but as an embassador, in the stead of
Christ, on the principle of the legal msxim: Qui
tacit pe1• alium facit per se. At his own discretion,
as is evident fr~m the express language of his commission, he unlocks and throws open the gates of
paradise to whomsoever he pleases; snd he thrusts
into the penitentiary of hell, and locks the door upon,
whomsoaver he con damns to that eternal fate. Presidl!mts, judges, senators, governors, scholars, scientists all recognize his authority; and all assemble,
if the ~burch be preJatical, in his presence on Sunday, to listen to his reproofs and instructions, to
confess to him their sins, and to receive absolution
for the same. He announces that the Lord is in his
holy temple called the church, and r€quires the
whole congregation to kneel down, and then puts
into their lips the humiliating confession, and mak€s
th("m repeat it, over and over ~Jgsin, that they are all
''miserable sinners, and offenders, destitute of all
rmiritual health." Then the minister plenipotentiary,
c~iled the priest-he alone standing, all the rest
knee'ing-pronounces the absalution; that is, he ab;;olves the guilty sinners from their liability to punishment in hell fire, :not for good and all, but only
up to the present time. But so utterly abort-iv is ali
this solemn procedure to reform a single one of
t.hese miserable sinners, that, by the time the next
Sunday comas-in the short space of seven days !every mother's son and daughter of them all, bas backslidden, and become· miserable sinners ovet again,
and must go through the same performance of confession and absolution the next Sunday. If, on
leaving the church, a man of known blameless life
were twitted with his acknowledgment that he could
not walk straight a single week, and were asked to
enumerate only ten or twelve" out of the numberless
EJins he had just confessEd to having committed since
he was last absolved, how flat he would feel and
look when his conscieuce told him that he had been
slandering his own character, playing the hypocrit
before God, and acting as a child before men.
This power of the keys to open and to shut, to
forgiv and retain sins, when fully believed_ by the
people, is omnipotent and absolu•ely divine, as was
illustrated a few years ago at the Joliet penitentiary,
when a Catholic prisoner rose in revolt against the
authorities of the prison, and became so unmanageable that they bad to send for his priest. As soon
as he saw this divine functionary, with the keys of
heaven and hell hanging at his girdle, he wilted down
at his presence, and became obedient as a child. The
Bellret of his submission was, a conviction on his part
that, if he did not do as he waa bidden by the priest,
the priest bad the power, and would exercise it, to
send him to hell if he was killed in the struggle with
his ji~ilor; not for his disobedience to the state to
whicll he had forfeited his liberty by his crimes, but
for his disobedience to the priest.
The Protestant Raformation did not impair the
righta of it-s own cler~v to be the embasesdare of
Jesus Christ. John Kuo:x, of Scotland, though
neither a papist, nor a prelatist, but a Presbyterian,
claimed "the power of the keys," and so did the
Westminster a.ssembly of divines in their Confession
of Faith. In the exercise of this power Knox scolded
and threatened the queen of Scots, wbo was a Catholio, al if she had been no more than a servant-girl.
His successors in office did the same thing with
Charles I. and Il, both of whom they compelled to
sign the National Covenants over and over again.
Those kings were preached at personally from the
pulpit on the Sabbath, and submitted to their regular cast,igation like, whipped spaniels. Precisely the
same arbitrary and dictatorial spirit is exhibited by
the men of the same creed to-day, in their endeavors
to force their dogmas and religious observances by
law· upon the American pAople.
The advantage of the Episcopalian over all other
Protestant sinners, is that they know beforehand the
confession which will he extorted from them, when
the little embassador gets them down on their knees
in churoh on Sunday, and will not let them up till
they make it and repeat it, nolens volens. In other
sects which use no formal, printed prayers, the sinners are worse treated, for they say their prayers by
proxy, although totally ignorant of what the embas-
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sador is going to s~y in particular. A~d how the
minister, as mou~h-pulce for the rest! piles on the
agony of oonft:S&lon and. repe~tance~ IB known only
to those who hav been brought up to 1t. The people
acknowledge they bav brok~n eyery precept of _the
decalog, not only once, but m tunes and ways Wlthout number; tbo.t th~y are morally an? religiously a
mass of wounds, brmses, and putrefymg sores, and
ought, in the righteous judgme;ut of God, to hav been
burning in hell long· ago. It 18 w~ll that these tarrible cr1mes which they obarge agamst themselvs are
of the naturll of a general, wholesale indictment,
without specific~tion~ such as ~ro ~ad~ and swo~n ~o
before a granil JUry m a coun; of JUStiCe. For 1f, 1D
t.he interval of worship, when the divine steps down
from the pulpit and becomes human, the preacher
would charge personally and specifically that this
elder stole his neighbor's horse, that yonder deacon
had committed forgery, etc., that reverend gentleman's back would need an emollient poultice on Mend~y night before he went to bed, for no man who had
the least self-respect would allow himself to be so
vilified with impunity.
To the "ungodly" these awful confessions of guilt
seem to be made in a Pickwicki~n sense, and _are only
the part which the people play m the theatrical performance which goes on in the church every Sunday.
But to those who sincerely believe the Bible, and
hav been brought up religiously, it is anything else
but ridiculous. Men who earn their money by their
labor and self-denial, giv it away liberally 011ly for
that which they deem real and vaiuable, not for
trifles; and the Christ-ians of this country hav permanently invested more than a thousand millions of
dollars in churches, and contribute yearly additional
millions, to keep up the weekly work of confessing,
and receiving absolution for, .sins they never commit ted, and listening to reproofs they never deserved;
for it is t.he characteristic of supt>retition that, al!:hough its forms are so childish and degrading, it
sticks to a man like the shirt of Nessus. The next
century will laugh at the ridiculous mummeries we
P'"actice in this, just as we laugh at the cruel mummaries our ancestors practiced, in putting innocent
women to death as witches.
Now, is it any wonder that a mortal man, who
naturally loves power and position in society, and
whose reoeptiv mind as a clergyman bas been stuffed
full of this doctrin of his divine embnseadorehip and
cfficial superiority to all other men, when this claim
is acquiesced in by people of all rank!!, including the
most intelligent, as well as the moRt ignorant, and
when the Bible so clearly and UIJquestionably teaches
the 11ame, is it any wonder, I say, that it should hav
generated in the character of the clergyman a prcud,
conceited, arrogant, dogmatic, presuming, and demanding spirit? Who of all the children of men in
every age bsv occupied so high a position as the
priesthood 1 They bav put their foot upon the necks
of unresisting kings. They ha.v laid kingdoms under
interdict and forbidden the burial of the dead till
their demands were complied with. They hold the
keys which unlock the gates of heav~>n and of hell in
their bands, and can loose or bind, remit sins or retain them, from the monarch on his throne down to
the beggar on his dunrzhill ! The cleric is a god
incarnate; for who can forgiv sins but God alone T
If the disease called the" big head " is latent In the
constitution of a man .. ould you place bim in environmenta so well calculated to develop these features of
character and that supercilious spirit which bav made
a maxim of the phrase: "Once a pries.,, always a
priest?" How could a man help beillg so puffed up
with spiritual pride, well nigh to bursting, as when
so really a dignified personage as a chief justice of
the Supreme Oourt of the United States will in the
presence of a thousand onlookers kneel down before
this little deputy embassador of Jesus Ghrist., confess
his multitudinous sins over and over again, and remain in that humiliating posture until he receives
absolut:on.
It may be said, and in some inst"nces it is no
doubt true, that the ex-reverend is apt to be bitter
in his denunciations of the church as a whole, and
may thus disturb the equanimity of those amiable
heretics who hav never experienced such a radical
change as an orthodox minister baa to undergo in
breaking out of his house of bondage, and getting
into a better country of intellectual liberty and
kuth. But my apr>logy for him is this: A man bas
but one life to liv in this world, and if he ~>quanders
it, by having been made a fool of by the church, and
then, after a terrific struggle, he get.s his eyes open,
but too late to see and repair the damage done to
his material interests, he naturally feels very vindictiv toward the organization that has deceived him.
When he entered the theological seminary he had all
the confidence in his teachers that a little child has
in its mother. He was mere clay in the hands of the
potter. His professors ought not to hav imposed
upon that confidence, but should hav given him a
chance for his life by urging him not to commit himself to the service of the church until he bas carefully examined the claims set up for its many creeds.
I knew of a young man more than fifty years ago
who, after a revival of religion, left a law office and
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went t"o a theological seminary to prepare himself for
the pulpit, and who, on reading Dr. Brewer's lecture
on "Cause and Effect," as it were, by mere accident,
had his logical mind started on a train of thought
that ended in his becoming what is now called an
Agnostic. He left the seminary and saved his life
by returning to his profession, in which he had a
long and successful career. But his case has been
held up ever since as a fearful example of the danger
of doubt, and the great importance of a theological
student cultivating a childlike faith.
When the spirit of truth breathes upon an honest
man who has been misled into the false position of a
clergyman and opens his eyes wide enough even
strongly to suspect that he is on the wrpng track, he
wheels to the right about face and follows the light
which leads him eventually into the ranks of the opposition. He does not begin to swing round the circle
of the creeds, changing from one to another, as the
inconstant moon passes through her ph!iises. The
moment he is convinced that he has been deceived
he takes his time and makes a thorough examination,
beginning not at the top of the subject, but at the
bottom, which is the Bible, and upon which the
antagonistic creeds of all our one hundred and Bixty
sects rest. And having ascertained that this book
neither is, nor claims to be, a supErnatural revelation, but is the production of many human minds, all
fallible, he takes his stand; always, however, keeping
the docket of his mind open for any new evidence
that may forthcome in the c&se. Tergiversation or a
disposition to box the compass of the creeds is a sign
either that a man does not know how to examin a
subject, or that he wishes to lay aside the old coat
for the sake of Recuring a nsw and more comfortable
one. But when, once for all, suoh a man forms a
judgment, and finds that the church is no place for
bim, and he wishes to make amends for the evil he
bas done in the days of his blindness, by cooperating
henceforth with his enlighteners, he ought to set a
double guard upon himself, lest, in his conferences
wit'! his uew brethren, he betray the old c1erical
taint, and thus bring Teproa!lh upon his high character as a Freethinker.
A. B. BRADFORD.
Enon. Valley, Pa., April 20, 1890.

First Problems.
Whether force is a product of matter, or matter a
product of foroa; or whether either is but 8 modification of a single all-pervading principle, we hav no
means of knowing with certa~nty. We may amuse
ourselvs and exercise our ingenuity with speculations
on: the subject, but absolute knowledge here, we
must humbly confess, is far beyond our reach. Relying upon the testimony of our senses, we feel
assured of our own existence and that of the universe; but as to our origin, and that of life generally
in the distant, misty past, we hav sca..cely ground
for even conjecture. In regard to these perplexing
inq uiriea we are, and from necessity must ever be,
Agnostics.
Accustomed ourselva to devising and planning,
and seeing others d~ily shaping and constructing,
various articles of handicraft, we, in the absence of
better knowledge, quitq naturally conclude that the
whole universe and everything it contains were in
like manner designed and made by some mighty outside power. If we investigate a little and make a
diligent use of our eyes, we cannot help discovering
that matter, under proper conditions, is capable of
undergoing many curious changes and assuming
many wonderful forms, and that H is not the inert,
passiv, dead thing that theologians are anxious to
make us believe, in order that they may make room
for the introduction of their great super-ruling
power, their God, their Jehovah, without a general
acknowledgment of whose existence these pious
gentry's supply of bread and butter would be cut
alarmingly short,
When we see a laborer at work digging potatoes,
any attempt to persuade us that the spectacle is but
an illusion !Cud that some bidden, mighty power is
really doing the work, would strike us as being
simply absurd. But when we behold matter constantly at work bringing forth before our eyes an
endless variety of marvelous results, we blindly ignore the reality and stupidly look to the skies for
the cause and explanation. Consider the attraction
and polarity of the magnet, the crystallization of
certain salta, the heat and increased density caused
by the mixing of water and sulphuric acid, the smoke
and :flame generated by pouring nitric acid on powdered charcoal or spirits of turpentine, and the explosiv force developed from dynamite by concussion.
Think, too, of the marvelous likes and dislikes shown
by the atoms of different kinds of matter for one
another in cases of double electiv affinity, and of the
radical changes of color and quality resulting 'from a
union of .the same elements in different proportions.
Here is an alkali and here an acid, both in liquid
form ; the former converts vegetable blues to green,
the latter turns them red. Mix the two liquids and
behold the commotion, the effervescence. Flour,
calomel, and arsenic hav all much the same appearance ; and the same may be said of morphine, qui-
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nine, and strychnine; yet how .different their effects creatures, and consequently they bec;;,me extinct.
on the animal economy. Now, with these few facts With facts such as the foregoing before ue, and with
before us and a thousand others that could be easily thousands of others that might be added, what great
adduced, does it become us, for the sake of bolster- violence ifil done to probability when we conclude
ing up a miserable theological system, to a:ffi1"m that that life in all its forms originated during the promatter is paasiv, inert, and incapable of self-action! lific period of the world's age when all favoring conSee the roots of the grapevine grope their wa.y to ditions were present~
a neighboring bone underground and twine themNearly everybody is at s loss to understand how
selva around it for nourishment; and then glance at the stupendous universe, which is infinit and never
the tendrils of a bean vine reaching out, from the had a beginning, could exist without having had a
course _of their direct growth, to seize hold of some "Great First Cause." Now, as ill limitless space
near bush or twig. for support. Does there not ap- there csn be no first mile or league, and as in eterpear to be something like instinct in these move- nity there can be no first year or century, so in the
menta! Here is a common egg; examin it and you endless chain of causation there can be no first
find an outside shell and its contents. A. chemist cause, not even a " Gr~:>st First Cause." The truth
can analyze these and giv you all their constituent is, when we attempt to introduce· a "Great First
elements and their exact proportions. The egg is Cause," we only shift the difficulty without removing
nothing but a lifeless mass of matter; yet place it it; we vainly seek to explain one mystery by resortunder a hen and the process of evolution begins. In ing to another i:nfinitly greater. Besides, a personal
a day or two a mere speck of blood appears, which God such as priestcraft presses upon "the maaees for
gradually enlargea ; and then presently there is their acceptance and worship, cannot exist, for one
evolved the first visible sign of me, a pulsatory mo- evident reason-the endless ~vils rd'fl.ioting the world.
tion. Little by little the contents undergo a change If this God, as is alleged, is ali-wise and all-powerful,
and assume the outlines of a perfect organism, hav-. and if, at the same time, he cherishes a father's Jove
ing all the complicated corporeal machinery necessary for all his helpless children, how comes it to psEs
for the existence of a new living creature. Now, at that none are happy, and that all are lie.ble to acciwhat point in the mysterious process of incubation dents and misfortunes, and s0rely tffi•ctsd with want,
were sensation and consciousness brought into play~ mirsery, and ailments of every ll:ind? The clergy
Were these, with life, added, injected as it were, by craftily draw a curtain over the da:dr side of the pictsome mysterious external power? Or were they, ure of human life, while they industriously point
like the fragrance of a rose and the color and :flavor out and praise the bright side, which, by the way, is
of an orange, the mere natural outcome of growth, also very much the smaller. Oh ! how they delight
of evolution? In oth~r words, is matter capable of to expatiate upon the beneficence of their imaginary
producing such phenomena of itself, or do phenomena God, whose providence includes not only singing
owe their existence to a power exterior and superior birds, fragrant flowers, and gaudy rainbows, but also
to matter! We actually see matter doing these thistles, thorns, insect peats, venomous reptils, mad
things, while we never catch the slightest trace of dogs, wild beasts, heat, cold, drouthP, floods, famthe e:rterior, superior power.
ine, tornadoes, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
The resources and potencies of matter seem to be tidal waves, shipwrecks, lightning, conflsgrations,
amply sufficient to giv all the results, evolve all the deadly contagions, epilepsy, consumpt.ion, rheumaphenomena, that so strike and puzzle our minds. tiam, leprosy, cancer, blindnei"s, deafness, idiocy, inWhy one organism should grow and develop sen- sanity, bodily deformities, wars, murders, robberies,
sation, consciousness, and mind, is not more mar the Bible, the parson, the devil, and an endless hell.
velous than why another should grow and develop All these and msny other like blessings are vouchcolor, :flavor, and fragrance. The common assertion safed for man's enjoyment and happiness; and yet,
that the atoms of matter, in all such. instances, act despite these cle~Ar, convincing proofs of our adorable
paaaivly and in obedience to .a law impressed upon heavenly father's love and tender mercy, "the fool
them by a higher power, fails to explain the mystery; sayetb in his heart there is :nc God !''
·B,·ookhaven, Miss.
S. F. SMURR.
for, if they are capable of receiving such an impres
sion, capable of acting in obedience to a law, then are
they capable also of acting a~d doing things on their
.Freetilought in Sweden.
-own account and of themselvs. There is really DO
Writes
Capt.
Otto Thomson in Friti.inkaren No.9:
necessity for any higher power; for its presence, so
far from explaiDing anything, would only augment
When the paper was ready for the press there arrived from
the mystery and perplexity of existence. If the Langholmen the painful news that Victor E. Lennstrand is
sick.
wonders of the universe seem to necessitate the critically
A Swedish prison is in itself in many reepects sufficiently
hypothesis of a creator, the !iltill greater wonders of trying to break down the health of a man poEsessing a consuch a creator, by a parity of reasoning, would re- stitution far stronger than Victor E. Lennstre.nd. In Janquire a second creator of the first, a third for the uary, when his first term of imprisonment expired, his
friends prevailed upon him to aok for a respit. His imprissecond, ad infinitum.
onment was the outcome of two separate judgments; would
But, objscta ths Theist, if you discard the theory not
justice then require that he serve it out in two separate
of a creator, how can we account fer the presence of terms? As he truly says, six months' imprisonment is a far
life in the world, particularly life in large creatures, harder punishment than twice thrre months. But no, it
such as the elephant, whale, atc.1 If, as you allege, was not in the interest of "the powers that be" to make the
easier for him to bear. rather the opposit. He
nature is all sufficient, why do we not DOW hav ocular imprisonment
was advised to ask for mercy. But Lennstrand himself
proof of her powers in starting into Existence new would hear nothing about this. He desired justice, not
forma as she did in the beginning !
mercy.
Later he hoped that the opinion of Gi.ite. Hofratt would
These questions hav weight and are .well put.
itself manifest, so that the talk about" ger;eral offense"
How are they to be answered ? The truth is, they make
would cease, inasmuch as no one tbat had suffend under
cannot be answered exCBpt in a mere speculativ way. "general offense" could be found. But when the supreme
It is just here· that we are all obliged to be Agnostics. court in another decision, ignoring Gota Hofrat.t's binding
However, a little theorizing on the subject :rru~y be and self.evident judgment, sentenced ll.im to three months'
additional imprisonment, then he rEceived a severe blow.
admissible.
·
dearest hope; soon again to enjoy liberty, was thus frusAll the works of nature are influenced and modified His
trated. Other annoyances, but of smaller importance, inby conditions-that is, by the free play of cause and crea~ed his melancholy.
·
Shall adversity really hav succeeded in setting a brake to
effect. Every phenomenon depends upon the existence of some condition, making that phenomenon 8 the activity of this man, " whose courage was lilre th·e roarmountain stream?" W.e will unto the very last hope
necessity. The existence of the atmosphere is a con- ing
that such is not the case. But remember, you members of
dition, making the descent of rain and the ascent of the supreme court, you "guardians of justice," and all you
smoke possible. Heat, moisture, and soil are condi- ether supporters of throne and altar, that even if you should
tions making .possible the germination of seeds, the really succeed in closing the mouth of Lennstrand, then from
his adherents all over the country shall come a cry of
growth of plants, and consfquently the existence of all
pain, a cry snfficient.ly powerful to arouse not alone the
animal life. A. few years ago news came that, during sense of justice, but also much else which now slumbers.
an eruption of a volcano on one of the East India In ph•ce of Lennstrand shall thousands of mouths speak.
islands, there was thrown out with the lava an im- And even if you also should succeed in silencing them, there
mense mass of ice. If this was a fact, in that crater, is one whose mouth you cannot stop, and this one is Truth.
This article of Captsiu Thomson deserves some
then a mighty chemical laboratory, were generated
the gases, the conditions, similar to those used in explanation. From letters :received from Sweden it
our mc..dern ice factories. On the ground on which appears that the sickness Lsnnstrand suffers under
a brush heap has been burnt, the growth is always is an attack of that most fearful of all diaeasss,
different from that surrounding the burnt space, be· prison·consumption, brought about by the miserable
cause the heat of the fire and the deposit of ashes sanitary conditions of Langholmen prison. We will,
work a change in the conditione of the soil on that in one of the first· numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
spot. There is, in the life of every woman, a limited giv our friends a faithful description of the treatment
period, coupled with certain conditions, during which accorded Lennstrand, a treatment which, if kept up
child-bearing with her is possible. Now, nok unlikely, only a short time, will, we fe&r, add another martyr
the life of a world is somewhat similar to that of a to our oause. Another sentence pronounced and
woman, being subject like her to varying conditions Victor E. Lennstrand will leave L'lngholmen prison
which render it proli:flc in one stage of ita existence either sa a mental wreck or as a corpse. Lst a
and barren during the remainder of its time. Geol- shower of aympat.hetic letters rain d?wn in , our
ogy discloses to us the fossil remains of gigantic friend's prison cell. Remember that h1s suffermgs
monsters of various kinds that lived during the early are for the cause we all cherish. Lennstrsnd rnnst
ages of the world. Physical conditions at that time be preserved.
Captain Thomson speaks as though th~ p~raecu
favored their production and existence. As the
world advanced in age these conditions gradually tiona are due to courts and clergy. He 1s r1ght to
underwent a change, a change fatal to .these huge some extent. But let it be remembered that these
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cfficials are but tools in the band of that individual
who at present oooupies the Swedish throne, this
modern Philip II., King Oscar. It has been in his
power to show justicP, for no judgment in matters
pertaining to "blasphemy" is valid unless the kivg's
signature is affixed. Hence it is the king we ought
to censure more than anyone else. The attitude of
Captain Thomson is, however, plain enough to anyone acquainted with the conditions of monarchical
Europe.
G. N.
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Notice.
Mr. F. C. Mende, treasurer of the society, will be
traveling this summer, and does not wish lettera and
remittances addressed to him or to his order, but to
the ord~;r of Ida C. Craddock, secretary, at the new
office, Broad and Columbia avenue, over t.he bank.
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25~h, aUer this date. Please make a note of this;
R. B. WESTBROOK,
President Americsn Secular Union.
Philadelphi(], Pa., June 2, 1890.

Our ''Church Taxation " Pamphlet.
Our pamphlet on "Ohurch Taxation" has-to use
a favorit ex?ression-" just boomed." T.he first
edition of a thousand was exhausted long before our
own members at the x y z end of the alphabet were
supplied. Strangere-Liberals and il-Liberals-bav
written for a copy; and having read, hav written for
more. Blue Presbyterians hav nearly tumbled over
themselvs to praise it to us-even if they do as
quickly bob up to their old prim attitude at the
mention of secularizing the public schools. However, we are preparing a neat little tract for these
last, which we hope to issue in midsummer, if-ifour friends will please help us out financially.
For, with it all, the receipts for these pamphlets
hav not been as enormous as they should hav been.
Our little scheme for raising money by charging a
nominal sum for them bas not been a success. Some
850 of the thousand hav been given away freE-for
we hav not gone into the publishing business yet.
And, as we should probably giv away a still larger
proportion of the forthcoming second edition, we
hav concluded to say so, and to print on the cover,
"For free distribution." We trust that our friends
will, therefoTe, see the need of furnishing the wherewithal to help along the "free distribution " of this
very ~:ffectiv pamphlet.
Through the generosity of a few of our members,
we hav now in the treasury just about enough to
cover last mf)nth's deficit, to pay this month's running expenses, and the bill for printing t.he forthcoming second thousand of " Church Taxation." It
is doubtful if we shall hav enough left over to pay
sven for the envelopes and postage necf'ssary to
.send out this edition.
This second edition has been enlarged by the following addendum by D.r. Westbrook, which uplains
itself:
After the circulation of an edition of one thousand copies
of this pamphlet, an article ln favor of tte exemption of
churrh property from taxation ·has appeared in the Magazine
of Christian Litfrafure. and has been copied in Current Gomm.ent and Legal Mi~eella'fly, a law magazine published in
Philadelphia. The article was written bv Rev. Henry C.
Vedder, one of the editors of the Baptist Examintr.
It is to be regretted that be could not discuss this subject
without calling those who differ with him "fanatics and
visionaries," and that he should so freely use the words
"enthusiasts,"" nonsensical," and" absurd," and accuse all
who would tax church property in common with other
property with "oppressing religion."
1. Mr. Vedder urges that no government taxes all property, and illustrates it by the fact that there are certain articles on the free list in our tariff schedules; and he thence
concludes that churches should be free from tax. This is
such a perfect non stquitu,. that it needs only to be stated to
be refuted. A few !i.rticles-because we cannot produce
them or for other reasons--are Rdmitted duty free;
and therefore church property- bonafide real estate-should
not be taxed ! The two things bav nothing in common as
there .is a great difference between tea, which we ru'ust
import, and real estate, of which the churches generally get
the choice corner lots.
2. The writer says no unproductiv property should be
taxed; that it would be "overburdensome;" and he contends that church property is "essentially unproductlv."
He at the same time admits that. in the province of Quebec,
from $100,000.000 to $120,000 000 or church property is
entirelv free from taxation, and that the estimated income is

$10,000,000.

But is ch~rch propertyunproducti.v? How about Plymouth
church. which, in Mr. Beecher's t1me, rented its pews for
about $50,000 per annum? How about many other churches,

the pews of which rent annually for from $5,000 to $50,000? " Church Taxation " which is acceptable even to
Then, too, the pews in many churches are sold and the title many of extreme orthodoxy, and which wina conpasses with the estate of the holder and is estimated as so verts and causes discussion whertover it goee. It is
much money. Besides, the churches tax these pews themselva. The great majority of churches, from a business also preparing a tract on "The Bible in the Public
standpoint, are merely mutual clubhouses, kept up for the School!!," which, we hav reason to believe, will prodelectation of rich men and their families. It is common to duce an Equally telling effect on conservative. And
speak of "how many millions" such and such churches yet the very people for whom the American Secular
" represent." These churches would not be " overburdened" by paying just taxes. Ministers ·are ''hired," and Union is working, are starving it'out, by withholding
those who can "draw" best get the most salary. But sup- supplies!
American Secular U nionis! s, here is an opportunit.y
pose, for the sake of argument, that churches are essentially
unproductiv in an economic sense. What then? Houses for practical work in behalf nf our cause. We need
occupied by their owners produce no income of money. money for the "Church Taxation" parr.phlets; and
Vacant lots are unproductiv. Should these be exempt from
taxation? Then look at the millions of acres of "unseated we need it quickly. Who will help ~
·
IDA C. OnADnoon:,
lands" producing not a dime of income. Should these lands
be exempt from taxation? But it is said that they pay to
Corr. Sec. American Secular Union.
hold, because they increase in value. And does not church
Philadelphia, Pa., M~&y 29, 1890.
property increase in value also? But there are cheap
houses of worship, like the Friends' meeting-houses and the
mission churches. Well, then, the taxes would be low and 'J.llle Woman's Liberal Union and tile American
Secular Union.
could be paid as other expenses are paid.
In some parts of the United Stat;!B an attempt has been
R B WESTBROOK, Esq.: In answer to your P'tblio
made to compromise this matter of unjust exemption by charge against the Woman's National Liberal U uion
taxing all churches estimated above a certain value. Of
cour~e this puts a premium upon fraudulent assessments. convention held at Washington, D. C., F<~bruary
In the state of Washington, no churches are taxed unless 24~h and 25th, Jet me say: While it may not hav been
they are worth at least $5,000; and the result, as we are in- in all respects conducted according to the rules of
formed, is that no churches are estimated at more than parliamentary practice, could you not generously
$4,000. A similar dishonesty in the assessment of churches
allow some latitude for the inexperience of women
prevails in California.
Few, if any, church buildings are exclusivly devoted to in such matters, who bav not hitherto had the banereligious worship. Pews are owned and rented, and are as fit of either political or enclesiasticil training of such
really individual property as are dwelling-houses which are a kind as to make them skilled in the management of
rented. Concerts are advertised, and a money admission is
demanded and received. Oyster suppers and strawberry large be dies of people!
Was it not wise to avoid the danger of failure in
festivals are held, and refreshments generally are sold.
Bazars are conducted, and quasi-gambling is often practiced the very object for which the convention was called,
at church fairs.
by allowing a ge!'leral discussion of the resolutions
Any church which rents a pew or takes a collection is not and other matters, through the tactics of ostensible
strictly a public charity; and it should be rEquired to pay
the ordinary tax. Exemption from taxation is a kind of friends, but in fact covert enemies 1 For you are
"deadhesdism," of which honorable men should be ashamed. well aware that the "wolf in sheep's clothing" is
It is of the same incongruous character as is the custom of everywhere to be found, and especially might be susfull.grown ministers traveling on the half-fare tickets of pected in a gathering of women whose pronounced
young children, and expecting a discount on everything they
purchase, because they are ministers. Such things hav a purpose was the enfranchisment of their class from
very stultifying influence upon all concerned. The church theological and political oppression.
is rich, and becoming more and more extravagant; and it . While the action of. individuals in that meeting
oull:ht to pay its way in the matter of taxes.
may not hav been satisfactory to all, those are per3. But l'Ylr. Vedder urges that building a church increases sonal matters and hardly fair subjects for newspaper
the value of adjoining lots, and that, therefore, the church
should pay no taxes. Sometimes the price of property ad. criticism, and hav very limited connection with
vances, near the location of a church, but not always. The either the principles or aims in view.
building of a church sometimes depreciates adjoining propThe Secular Union, which baa been established
erty. The ringing of bells, the collection of undesirable for a long time, undoubtedly has done much to enpeople, the holding of meetings every night in the week
make the adjoining Jots undesirable. But the erection of ~ lighten the public, yet with all the length of time it
fine private dwelling always increases the price of adjoining has existed, it cannot claim to hav attracted the atlots. Shall we exempt from taxation all who make impron- tention of people to any such marked degree as baa
ments and thus increase values? The building of a factory, the one so recently formed through the untiring
or the opening of a mine, always advanceR the price of
property for miles around. Shall their enterprising owners efforts of the able and honest Matilda Joslyn Gage.
Let me ask you, is it not more creditable to any
be exempt from taxation in cons€queuce?
4. But the most plausible argument made by Mr. Vetlder person, of either high or low degree, to hav himself,
is, that churches promote morality, and that therefore they through his efforts, built even a hut, which might
should be exempt from taxation.
The general i!lfl~1ence of the churches, in the main, is good. afford comfort to some living thing, than to hav deSome perso:cs, 1t lB true, very much doubt whether certain stroyed the grandest work ever constructed by man
theological dogmas taught both in Catholic and Protestant or woman?
churches tend to a true morality. But it is not necessary to
The fundamental principles which were promuldiscuss this question here and now. It cannot be denied
however, that a large majority of the most atrocious defalca: gated at the meeting will liv when of every person
tions of the day are committed by churc-h-members, or by who was present it. will be said, as of the knights of
those who attend church. The morality of church-members whom Coleridge sung :
evidently, is not higher t1an that of the world in general:
Their swords are rust; their bones are dust;
Church. membership givs no credit in bank; and many perTheir souls are with the saints, we trust.
sons who never attend church are known as models of inWhile th<~ society there organized may not exist to
tegrity and uprightness. But it does not follow that, because the influence of the church is in favor of morality, it accomplish all they hoped and desired, the efforts of
should not share in bearing the expense of maintaining good any person to destroy the effect will place him in
government. A pure morality should favor honest taxation.
It should not shirk its share of the public burden, en the very much the same position as was Mrs. Partington
ground that it labors to promote public morality. Many when she undertook to sweep the tide back with a
other corporations do the same, and do not ask to be paid broom.
for it. Why should not the publi~ press claim exemption
As it . has been your pleasure to severely criticise
from taxation, on the ground that it advccates morality and the president and officers of the Woman's National
'
that its influence tends to elevate the people?
Dr. Wayland was right in the opinion that the church has Liberal Union in their manner of conducting that
no claim on the state for the incidental moral influence which convention, it is my pleasure to cite you the following
it may exert. The reputed head of Christianity is said to letter, which will convince you that from others than
hav found in the fish's mouth money with which to pay tax yourself we ~av received praise and encouragement
unto .Cresar, and has thus given the church an example not
of no small Importance. That you will eventually
to shuk the duty it owes to the civil government.
bring your little band into our union, onto a platIn the state of Maryland, at the present time, the ferro so broad that there is no room for a Jesuit to
Jesuits and ultra-orthodox Protestants are working stand and play into the hands of the church is my
hard te secure a constitutional amendment in favor prayer, with
•
'
of church exemption. This will Jilt the matter out
Truth for authority, not authority for truth.
of the reach of ordinary legislation, and will be a
Webster, S . .D., May 13th. MARIETTA M. BoNES.
serious blow to the cause for which we are working
-total separation of church and state. Ten thou"
OBJECTS OF THE WOMAN's LIBERAL UNION.
sand copies of "Church Taxation" ought to be
1.
To assert woman's natural rights of self-govern-distributed throughout Maryland as soon as possible.
ment, to show cause of delay in the recognition of
It would open the eyes of many now indifferent or
her demands, and to nromote fearlessness in the
opposed to church taxation ; and the circulation of denunciation of such cause.
this little pamphlet might entirely change the result
2 To preserve the secular nature of our governof the battle, and score a victory for us.
ment. and the prin.ciples of civil and religious liberty
A New York friend writes that a copy ought to now mcorporated m the federal Constitution and to
get into the hands of every member of Congress
arouse public thought to the imminent danger of a
and of the state legislatures. But, dear friends
union of church and state through a .proposed
these things all cost money ; and how can we do tb~
amendment to the Constitution, the object of which
work of the American Secmlar Union without funds?
is to recognize the Christiar. religion as the foundaLiberals, you bav long been anxious to strike an
tion of our government and the true basis of our
diectiv blow at the union of church and state; and laws.
right here is your chance. Here is a society-the
3. To show that the real foundation of the church
AmerJcan Secular Union-organized and ready for
is the dootrin of woman's inferiority by reason of
effectiv work. It has already made a favorable im- her original sin-a doctrin which we denounce as
pression on just the class of allies that we needfalse in science and its foundation a theological
the Liberal Conservative. It will shortly lay before myth.
the world a book which will show how morality can
RESOLUTIONS.
he taught in the public schools without religious
Resolved, That it is e~sential to the life of the republic that
dogma. It has now before the public a tract on the purely civil character of the government be maintained
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and that church and state be foreve,. kept separate; that the
legal foundation of our government is not any creed of
Christendom, nor any authority of the church, nor a divine
revelation, but it is simply the .co.nsent of the governed;
that the state has not grown out of the church, but should
outgrow the need of any church and be henceforth and forever independent of the church.
Resolved, That the efforts now made by the Christian
party to bring religion into politics in order to place a rel!g.
ions amendment in the Constitution of the United States
must be resisted, because the success of such efforts would
make the chutch the arbiter of the legislativ functions of the
government and place dangerous irresponsible power in the
handR of the priesthood.
Resolved, That according to the principles of the government of the United States of America, the church and state
are and must be forever kept separate. The state should
govern its civll affairs, giv its protection to every form of
religious belief and secure freedom from molestation to
every sect in the exercise of its religious sentiments, and
therefore any amendment to the Constitution proposed by
the so called Christian party in politics is destructiv of existing civil liberty and should be energetically OJ?posed.
Resolved, That the real endeavor of the Christian party in
politics is to establish a papacy ln place of the present secular form of government of the United States; that a papacy
does not alone mean a pope's one.man power in the church,
nor a claim of papal infallibility; nor an immoral pretense of
power to bind or loose sins, nor the celebration of mass, nor
use of holy water, nor the making of marriage a sacrament,
nor the doctrin of extreme unction, nor consecrated ground
for burial, nor the claim of any number of sacraments, nor
the establishment of po.rochial schools to teach children what
they C1111not understand, nor a celibate priesthoOd, nor any
form of theological doctrin regarding heaven, hell, or purgatory; but that a papacy is any church asserting divine
authol'it.y !or its teacb.ings and therefore claiming the right
to exercise civil power-whether that church call itself
Roman, Greek, Anglican, or Protestant.
Resolved, That t)le centralization of power, whether in the
church or in the state, is dangerous to civil liberty and to
individual rights, and therefore all attempts toward such
centralization, either in church or state, must be constantly
and firmly opposed.
·
Resolved, That as our nation is composed of people holding various and conflicting religious views, R')man Catholics
d sagreeing with Protestant forms, both disagreeing with
Jewish rites, and the Agnostic holding to no defined system,
therefore it is w~ong and unjust to impose religious instruction of any kind upon the pupils of our common schools,
and in simple justice to all people we denounce and oppose
every kind of religious instructiop. in our public schools.
Resolved, That the great principle of the Protestant Reformation, namely, the right of individual conscience and judgment, heretofore claimed and exercised by man alone, should
also be claimed and exercised by woman, who in her interpret.ation or the scriptures should be guided by her own
reBRon and not by the authority of any church or creed.
Resolved, That as the first duty of every individual is self~
development, the lessone of self-sacrifice and obedience
taught woman by the Christian church hav been fatal not
only to her own vital interests but through her to the vital
interests of the race.
Resolved, That every church is the enemy of liberty and
progress, and the chief means of enslaving woman's conscience and reason, and therefore as the first and most necessary step toward her emancipation we should free her from
the bond ~ge of the church.
Resol'!'Jed, That the Christian church, of whatever name, is
based on the theory that woman was created secondary and
inferior to man and brought sin into the world, thus necessitating the sacrifice of a savior. That Christianity is false
and its foundation a myth which every discovery in science
shows to be as baseless as its former belief that the earth was
flat.
Resolved, That morality is not theology, but has a basis independent of "Thou shalt," and "Thou shalt not;" that
right is right and wrong is wrong, not because any being in
the universe so declares, but in the nature of things, the
origin of right being in truth and not in authority.
Resol'Ded, That we seek the truth, come whence it may and
lead where it will; with the Greek Plato we deem nothing
so beautiful as truth; with Hindoo Mahrajah we believe no
religion can excel the truth; and with the American Lucretia
Mott we accept " truth for authority and not authority for
truth."

COLONEL INGERSOLL AND TRE WOMAN'S LIBERAL UNION.
NEw YoRK, April 25, 1890.
Mns MARIETTA M. :BoNES, Webster, S. D, My
Dear Madam: Accept my thanks for your letter of
the 25th of March, indorsing the resolutions passed
by the Woman's National Liberal Union, at Washington, D. 0. I agree most heartily with the first
resolution-that it is essential to the life of the republic that the purely civil character of the government be maintained. I also agree with the second
resolution, I am perfec~ly satisfied that if they ever
succeed in getting God into the Oonstitution, there
will be no roo.m left for the folks. So the fourth
resolution meets with my approval. I am hardly
sure that I am for all of the fif hh. I do want to see
power centralized to that extent, in the general government, that it can protect all the citizens of the
republic, and protect them in whatever state they
may happen to be. The sixth is undoubtedly right.
No one should be paid for guessing in the public
schools. Teachers should be called teachers, because
they teach what they know, and what some other
person can learn. The seventh is a self-evident
proposition. The eighth is absolutely true. The
church has taught to women only the slave virtues.
Women hav always been crawling on the floor of the
sanctutu·y, eating tbe dust of the temple, and it gave
me the greBtest pleasure to know that o. few women,
at Jeast, had outgrown the priest slavery~ I bav
said a great many times, and I say again, that the
parasite of woman is the priest. So the ninth resolution contains a good, wholesome truth. Every
church is the enemy of liberty-~lways has been and
always will be as long as it is orthodox. Woman
h"s bean the slave of the churcb 1 and not only the

slave of the church but the supporter of the church
-+.be caryatides beneath the altar are women. So
the tenth resolution is historically true. N otbing
can be more absurd than the fall of man through the
temptation of woman; nothing more idiotic than the
doctrin of the atonement, and nothing more absurd
or immoral than the idea that an innocent man can
su:ffar for the guilty and in that way make the guilty
innocent. The eleventh resolution is all right, and
is exactly to the point. Nothing is right or wrong
by reason of a declaration. A thing is right or wrong
according to its consequences, as these consequences
exist in the nature of things. Right and wrong do
not depend upon authority. We ascertain them by
experience-but they exist independently of all authority-in the nature of things. Your last resolution is good, but I like the word " happiness " better.
I seek happiness, come whence it may. I deem
nothing so beautiful as happiness. No religion can
excel happiness. But the l•st quotation, from
Lucretia Mott, " Truth for authority, not authority for truth," is splendid. All I can say, my dear
madam, is that I wish you and your Liberal U oion
the greatest possible success. . We never shall bav a
great generation of men until there bas been a generation of great women. When babes sit in the lap
of philosophy there will be hope for the world.
I am, with great respect,
Yours sincerely,
R. G. INGERSOLL.

Text-Books in Our Public Schools.
The state board of education will receive proposals on
.Tune 3d for the furnishing of such text.books as may be
hereafter enumerated for the use of the common schools of
the state for a. period of five years'trom and after the 1st day
of September, 1890.-Newspaper announeement.

The following letter tells its own story:
WASHINGTON SECULAR UNION, 2104 SIXTH STREET,}·
SEATTLE, WAsH., May 24, 1890.
To THE HoNORABLE :BoARD OF EDUCATION oF THE
STATE OF WAsHINGTON, Gentlemen: The Washington
Secular Union having been organized, and through
its efforts a fund provided to enforce and ·protect all
individuals in the "absolute freedom of conscience in
all matters of religious sentiment," as guaranteed by
Att. 1, Sec. 11, of the constitution of this state; and
further to see that "no one ·shall be disturbed in
person or pr.operty on account of religion," and
that " no public money or property shall be appro.
priated for or applied to any religious worship, exercise, or instruction," in violation of the provisions of
said section; the Washington Secular Union, believing that your honorable board has the public school
system of the state and its success uppermost in
your hearts while about to receive bids for and
determin what text·bookq shall be used in the public
schools of this young state for the next five years;
and believing that your responsibilities as a board,
under your oath of office, as well as your consciences
as men and individual duties as citizens of the state,
will cause you to protect llnd guard, as well as bow
in humble obedience to, the rigbt.s referred to and
guaranteed by the constituti'"'n, desit·es to call your
especial attention to the fact thnt many of the textbooks now in common usa iu the schools contain
quotat.ions from the Bible, known as King James's
version, and Bible stories and other matters of religious sentiment, belief, and instruction.
You will observe that in our constitution the exclusion is not of sectarian instruction, etc., but of
any religious worship, exerciaP, or instruction, and
that under our constitution there is not even room
for the contention madtl in the case on the relation
of Weiss, et al, vs. School District No. 8, in the city
of Edgerton, Wis., decided by the supreme court of
Wisconsin, March 18, 1890, and reported in Vol. 44
of the Northwestern Reporter, at page 967, to which
your attention is respect.fully called.
If any school.book o:ff~red or proposed to be used
in any public school of our state contains any religious instruction or sentiment. we respectfully request
your honorable board to reJect any and every such
book.
.
.
~~solute f~eedo~ of conscxence xn all ;'Dfl~t~rs of
rebgxo?s sentxme~t ~s guaranteed t? ev;e~y mdxvxdual,
and thxs nec~ssarlly mcludes e!ery md1v1dual scbolar
at our pubhc schools, and th.xs can only be effacted
by the use of text-books entxrely free from any religious belief or sentiment.
And we earnestly solicit that in the discharge of
your duties as the state board of education you will
remove all excuse for the hierarchy of Rome, or any
other power or person, to make just attacks upon
the public schools and school system of the state, on
account of the practices in and conduct of the public
schools in violation of the moat sacred rights guaranteed by the constitution.
We desire to call your attention to the fact that in
many of our public schools the teachers, in direct
violation alike of the letter and the spirit of the constitution, open school witn religious worship, exercise, and instruction, as happens to suit the humor,
faith, or caprice of. the teacher, or local school board,
in profound ignorance of, or utterly ignoring. the
fact that Washington is now a state, with a bill of
rights and a constitution.
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At Linden, Whatcorn county, the public school
exercises are opened by one of the teachers reading
a chapter from the King James's version of the Bible;
the Lord's prayer is recited by the entire school;
after which a gospel hymn is sung.
Reading the Bible is religious instruction. Reciting or repeating the Lord's prayer, or any other
prayer, is religious worship. Singing gospel hymns
is religious exercise. Why should such unlawful
proceedings ue tolerated, when even the most fanatical and bigoted religionist, equally with the Liberal,
is interested in the strict enforcement of the bill of
rights ? For if it is right and just to hav the Protestant Bible read, the Lord's prayer repeated, and
gospel hymns sung at the opening of public schools,
when or where Protestants are in a majority, then it
is equally right and just to hav the Roman Oatholic
Bible read, prayers to the Virgin Mary repeated,
and hymns or parts of high mass sung, when and
wherever Roman Oatholics are in a majority.
The officers and members of theWsshington SeemJar Union are eaDh and all most stanch and devoted
friends of our public schools, regarding them·as the
bulwarks of American independence, and the only
sure reliance for the perpetuation of our republic.
We should deeply deplore being compelled in the
defense of the sacred rights, so wisely and justly
guaranteed by our constitution, of absolute freedom
of religious sentiment to every individual, to appeal
to the courts, becauee we desire to avoid the religious st.rife, hate, and bickering such litigation would
engender.
We therefore ask the action of your honorable
board, believing you hav the right, power, and duty
to avert such litigation, or appeal to the courts, by
offiai&lly notifying all public school officers of the
state of their duty, and your determination to enforce
obedience to the Oonstitution, affording absolute
freedom of conscience in all matters of religious
sentiment and belief to every individual.
To insure which we ask you to positivly prohibit
the use of any book containing any religious exercise
or instruction, or that indorses or inculcates religious belief or sentiment, in any public school in the
state.
ReBpectfully yours, etc.,
R. WINSOR, President,
0. B. REYNOLDs, Secretary.

A Catholic Opinion of The Truth Seeker.
ALBANY, N.Y.
FRIEND P.: I must be candid. If you wish to preserve
my intimacy, or even friendship, you must ~iscontin~e
sending to me any more TRUTH S&&KBRS. An artiCle therem
:M:ay 17, 1890, headed" Questions of the Day/' b~ one Louis
N. Crill, Jr., has put me out of my growing ill temp~r.
You ought before this to know that I am a Roman Catholic,
and therefore cannot change.
What could be more irreligious, and I might add wicked,
thal'l the writer, whoever he be, to speak so unfeelingly of
the few cautionary and affectionate remarks of our holy
father of the V 11.tican in Rome to the Catholics in the United
Statee · also our h'>ly father's cautionary remarks on the
dange~ of unguarded thinking, the ~ame leading to doubt,
damnation, and hopeless Agnosticism ?
This Mr. Crill seems to take pleasure in raking to the B';lrface the roastinl! in Rome of Bruno and several other rehgious disturbers.- Why cannot these be forgotten? At any
rate send no more TRUTH SKKKKRS. What, hav you forgotten the divine mission of our holy father at R'~me? Why,
Friend P., the publishers of your seditious paper, THB
TRUTH S&KKKR, ought to be thankful that they are permitted
to print such a heretical paper.
Yours,
P. W.
Mr. E:litor I must admit I made a great mistake;
for I really' thought I bad watched this infant
thinker from his babyhood so closely that he could
be trusted to do his own thinking; but am mortified
to observe that he is still under the ban of the holy
father at Rome.
A SUBSCRIBER.
CoMPARATIVLY speaking, be not anxious to avoid
poverty. In this way the wealth ~f t~e universe m~y
be securely invested. What a pxty xf we do not hv
this short time according to the laws of the long
time-the eternal laws ! Let us see that we stand
erect here, and do not lie along by our whole length
in the dirt. Let our meanness' be our footstool, not
our cushion. In the midst of this labyrinth let us
liv a thread of life. we must act with so rapid and
resistless a purpose in one direction that our vices
necessarily trail behind. The nucleus of a comet is
almost a star.- Thoreau.
MEN cannot conceive of a state of things so fair
that it cannot be realized. Oan any man honestly
consult his experience and say that it is so T Hav
we any facts to appeal to when we say that our
dreams are premature T Did you ever hear of a man
who had striven all his life faithfully and singly toward an object and in no measure obtained it 1 If. a
man constantly aspires, is he not elevate~ T J?ld
ever a man try heroism, magnanimity, trut.b, smcerxty,
and find that there was no advantage in them? That
it was a vain endeavor T Of course, we do not expect
our paradise will be a garden.-1' horeau.
AT the Liberal Club, next Friday eveninll, Mr. T. ~·
Wakeman will speak of" The New :remperance M?ves m
Science and Sociology," and a collectiOn will be soliCited for
the benefit or Mr. Harman's defense fund.
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should release or excuse the society from paying it, declamation "full of sound and fury, signifying
would not the company hav given or appropriated nothing."
The affair cries haste, and speed must answer.
$100 of its funds to that society? If the society bad
paid its honest debts, and then the company had
Genuin Liberal, you who love freedom, right, and
Know Your Rights, and Dare Maintain Them. donated to the society $100, would it not amount to justice, if you hav not already done. so, please now,
ODe d!!.y last week, in the land office in this city of exactly the same thing T 'rhe 'society is $100 better to-day by next mail, send yom· contnbubon to G. M.
Seattle, a rabid fanatic, Ex-Judge Green, questioned off, and the company $100 out, by the operation. Boma~, treasurer Washington Secular Union.
and badgered a .witness for ilearly sn hour in regard The Hughes revenue bill is now law. Thanks to the
0. B. REYNOLDS,
to his religious opinions, denouncing him ~or disbe- indomitable energy and self-sacrificing devotion to
Secretary Washington Secular Union.
lief in God and in future rewards and pumshments, the cause of our treasurer, Geo. M. Boman, and the
Seattle, Wash..
endeavoring to bring the witnogs into contempt and efforts of the Washington Secular Union, that bill
------~~.------A Presbyterian Sabbath Excursion.
derision on account of his Infidelity. The ex-judge was amended so that it now decrees that all church
caught a Tartar. The controversy was interspersed property, private schools, and hospitals shall be taxed
What will Sabbatarians say to the following
with roars of derisiv laughter at the ex·judge, who at full valuation. And this is in strict accord with printed postal card issued by Presbyterians at the
the
constitution,
and
every
principle
of
right
and
finall) subsided, most ignominiously defeated in ihe
nat.iox:al capital'
theological discussion by the Infidel farmer: Not justice. All schools other than public schools are
You are cordially invited to attend the services, to be conrun
for
gain,
for
the
aggrandizement
and
benefit
of
alone Green but the counsel on the other s1de, the
ducted by the pastor, incident to the la;ying of the co~ner
lawyers in ~ttendance, the witnesses and spectators, the parties who control them. Even if no charge is stone of our Jll!ssion chapel at Charlton H1ghts (Branchv!lle),
all appear to hav been. oblivious of the ri~ht~ and made for tuition, they are only doing propaganda on Sabbath afternoon, May 18th, at 4 o'clock. Train leaves
privileges.guarantead witnesses by the cenat1tutwn of work, building up and st.rengthening their denomina- the Baltimore and Ohio depot 3:25 P.M., returning leaves
station at 6 o'clcck. Tickets at reduced rates may
the state. Liberals of Washington would do well to tions at the least possible cost. Hospitals, and other Charlton
be obtained at room 14, 1,003 F street, N. W., 1ill 4 o'clock
out out the following extraai.s from the constitution of so-called charitable institutions of the churches, are Saturday. We will expect you.
the state, adopted at Olympia Aug. 22, ~889, and established and kept up not for the good of the pubSincerely yours,
F. L. MIDDLR'ION.
paste in their bats or on their bedroom lookmg·glass. lio at large, but to glorify, gratify, and benefit the
Send a dollar postal note to the Truth Seeker Com- part.ieular sect that owns them. We rejoice at all
Some Masonic Correspondence.
pany for a few extra copies of this number, mark the good accomplished. W a honor and gladly giv full
OHARGE AND SPECIFIOATIONS
extracts from the constitution, and send the papers t>redit to the benevolence that prompts many Chris- Against John R. Bolton, member of .Azfec Lodge
to the clergyman and school board of your town. It tians to giv generously to sustain charitable institu- No.3, set for t.rial in and on the 24th day of Novemtions. So long ss they sustain them with their own
would be a great help to them.
money they hav an unquestionable right to manage bEr, 1887. I, FrRnk W. Smith, J. W., do here by
Art. 1, Sec. 6. The mode of administering an oath, or affiraeouse Brother John R. Bolton sa foiiowa:
mation shall be such as may be most consistent with and and conduct them to suit themselvs-to admit or
OHARGE:
binding upon the conscience of the person to whom such exclude whom they please. But when they fail in
Non-payment of dues.
Specification first:
oath or affirmation may be administered.
the business, when they hav to obtain public money
Sec. 11. Absolute freedom of conscience in all mat- taken from the pockets of the people, when the pub- Brother John R. Bolton has bten a member of this
ters of religious sentiment, belief, and worship shall be
lodge for the past thirteen years, during which time
guaranteed to every individual, and no one _s~all be dis- He sustain by taxation charitable inst.itutions, they he has paid dues to the amount of $2 75. bas bPen
turbed in pers~n or pDperty ou account of rellgton, but the should al!lo bav voice in the manag€ment, and the
libertv of conscience hereby secured shall not be so construed bsnefita of the institution be afforded to all taxpayers remitt.ed; he is now in arr6ara $12. Specificflti«'n
second : Brot.ber Bolton has openly repudiated the
as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify practices incon- &like without discrimination or preference.
sistent with the peace and safety of the state. No public
holy Bible, which has alwsys been given to Masons
Methodists, Presbyterians, and Episcopalians are
money or property shall be appropriated f,.r or applied to
the rule to their guide and faith, an act inconany religious worship, exercise, or instruction, or the sup- echoing the cry of the Catholics, "Away with all sistent and contrary to t.he principles of Masonry,
port of any religion~ est~blishment.
.
. godless schools !'' They are in full sympathy with,
No religious quahficat1on shall be reqmred for any pubhc and determin like the Catholics-if they cannot rule tlnd ask that a trial may be had Upon the above
charge and specifications, according to the law in
office or employment, nor shall any person be incompetent as
a witness or a juror in consequence of his opinion on mat- they will ruin.
such cases made and provided ; and in doing so, I
When our public schools conform to the law, and declare that I am impelled only by a sincere desire
ters of religion! nor be questioned in any ?curt of _justic.e
touching his rellgious belief to affect the we1ght of his testi- refrain from all religious exercise and instruction,
to do justice, and that the honor of Masonry be
and all parochial and other sectarian schools are
mony.
· ·
preserved.
Sec. 29. The provisions
of th•IB cons t•t
1 u t'IOU are mandatory, unless by express words they are declared to be taxed at full valuation the same as other moneyIn witness whereof, I hav hereunto set my hand,
making institutions, these latter will soon cease to this 31st day of Augu~t, 1887.
otherwise.
No person in the s!iste of Washington csn lega~ly flourish to the injury of our public schools and loss
FRANK w. SMITH, J.
be required to take any form of oath, or any spemal of practical education to the rising generation.
But eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. The
form of affirmation other than such !IS shall be most
REPLY.
church
folks at Lynden persistently violate the Jaw,
consistent and bi:uding upon their conscience. "I
LINCOLN, N. M., Nov. 8, 1887.
affirm I will speak the truth," ate., or "I affirm the and arrogantly defy us to secure its enforcement.
To THEW. M. AND BRETHREN .AzTEO LODGE, No.3,
contents of this s:ffido:,vit,'' etc., is all the law demands. They are seeking to establish a precedent that will be A. F. A!'.']) A. M., LAs CRUCES, N. M.: I received your
No person when !llaking such affirmation need raise used to justify religious worship in every school in communication dated 27th ult., embodying charges
the hand, bow the knee, sit, stand, or assume any the state.
and specifications against me, as a member of the
Had all t.he Liberals of the state had duly pre- lodge above named, and as I will not be able to anparticular position o'oher than such as best suits their
sented and impressed upon them the advantages, the swer personally, I can only submit the following
own pleasure and convenience.
No judge, lawyer, juror, or any other person has neceseity, the duty, to promptly enroll themselvs as defense.
any right, in any court of justice in this state, to members of the state organization, the dues would
As regards the first charge, "Non-payment of
question a witness or juror in regard to his or her hav provided sufficient funds. But as it is, the dues," I hav only to say, that I did not consider myopinion on matters of religion. Such questions are directors are, under the pressing emergency, com- self justified in paying any taxes, for the support of
an unwarranted impertinence and the only proper pelted to appeal for financial help. Money is wanted an i'nstitution the doctrine for the government of
response to any auoh question would be, 11 Mind your now, at once, without delay.
which I oou1d not believe.
. Thanks to the experience and wondrous skill of
own business !"
.
As regards the second charge, " Not believing in
Any law enforcing Sunday observance, or the re- Dr. H. Doane, the power of electricity judiciously the doctrine laid down in the Holy Bible," I will say
ligious observance of any feast, fast, or holy day, applied, and his medieated baths, the old machinery that I offered no opinion on that book until I had
is once more in repair, and although considerably re- read it all through; and, after having done so, I
would be unconstitutional.
duced in bulk, I am able to work. The doctor sug- found it to be a book of lies, contradictions, obscenAbsolute freedom of conscience in all matters of religious
sentiment, belief, and worship shall be guaranteed to every gests it would llreatly help me to recuperate to lay ity, murders, blasphemies, and impossibilities; a
aside all work and worry, and go fishing. I would, book without sense or meaning; a book of the compo.
individual.
No one shall be disturbed in person or property on account but I lack faith that I should find gold or silver sition of which a ten-year-old school-boy would be
of religion.
pieces in the mouths of the fish I might catch to ashamed; a book which caused the Thirty Years'
Hence no person pursuing any legitimate occupa- carry on this war for right and justice. Shall ap- war in Europe, and the JDquisition in Spain, and
tion or lawful pleasure or pastime on Sunday can be peals to the Liberals of the state prove equally a book that bas been the cause of more wars, blooddisturbed because of anyone else's religious senti- futil?
shed, and crime in the world for the past sixteen
The board of directors of the Washington Secular hundred years, than all other causes put together.
ments. What is lawful on any one day of the week
Union are not asking for funds for the benefit of any
is equally lawful on every other day of the week.
Oan any man of common sense and reason, and
The constitution positivly defines the only acts individual, any society, any sect, locality, or faction, with ordinary intelligence, read the following named
which can render a person liable to be disturbed in but to secure to every citizen of the state equal rights chapters and verses in the Bible, and say t.bat he beperson or·property, to wit, acta of licentiousness, or and privileges; to compel obedience to the law ; to lieves such vile stuff to be the word of God? Gen.
practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of preserve our public schools from destruction ; to re- xix, 30-38; xxx, 1-24; Deut. xxiii, 1; 2 Kings xv, 16;
the state. The constitution does not read-incon- lease from the chains of superstition and the do- Job xi, 16, 17 ; Ezek. xliv, 25.
minion of priestoraft all the children of the state.
• sistent with the peace and EJafety of the church.
I hav no other fault to find with the Masonic
No public money or property can be appropriated
Once we obtain a decision of the supreme court order. I consider it a good institution, and if I
for or applied to any religion~ worship.
all religious exercises and instruction in any public resided near the lodge, where I could attend the
Chaplains in our legislature, state prisons, work· school in Washington end for ever.
regular meetings, I hav no doubt but that I could
houses, insane asylums, or state militia may not be
The most devout Christians are as much interested soon cause the brethren to dispense with that oureed
paid from the publie funds. If snob persons exer- as Liberals in the enforcement of the wis~'~ provisions book called the holy (damned) Bible.
cise their calling it must be charged to Jesus, and he of the constitution, prohibiting any religious exerFraternally,
JNo. R. BoLTON.
or his followers must pay, and not the state.
cise or instruction in cur public schools, for if it is
No public money or property can be appropriated Protestant Bible, Lord's prayer, and gospel hymn,
LINCOLN, N. M., Jan. 17, 1888.
for or applied to any religious worship, exercise, or this year, it may be Catholic Bible and high mass
SECRETARY .AzTEO LoDGE, No. 3, A. F. and A. M.,
instruction. Bible reading is religious inatrnotion. next year. Why has not the one as much right in LAs 0RUOEB, N. M., Dear Sir and Brother: On the
Repeating the Lord's prayer, or prayer to any God, our public schools as the other !
8th of November last, I forwarded to you my "deis religious worship. Singing gospel hymns is reThe law of the state is all on the side of right, but fense" to the charges preferred against me by the
ligious exercise. Our public schools are sustained, the arrogant assumption, the lawbreaking proclivities, lodge, to which I hav, ss yet, received no reply.
the teachers paid, from public money. Therefore of priests and parsons render necessary an appeal to Will you therefore kindly inform me of the decision
any such religious worship, exercise, or instruction is the courts to enforce their obedience to its just re- of the lodge in the matter and oblige,
.
poaitivly prohibited by the constitution.
quirements. No other remedy will avail.
•
Yours fraternally,
JNo. R. BoLTON.
Exemption from taxation is actual appropriation of
Let those who d ~eire the work done send in their
public money. What ia it but to giv or appropriate contributions, giv evidence just bow much they really
HALL oF .AzTEO LoDGE. No. 3, A. F. AND A. M.}
the amount of tax,os due to the parties owning the desire the greatest good to the greatest number, and
LAB CRUOEB N. M., March 1, 1888.
propel'ty exempt! H some sn~iety was indebted to prove their Liberalism is a solid, genuin reality, not
JNo. R. PoLTON, EsQ., LINCOLN, N. M., Dear Sir: I
the Truth Seeker Oornpany $100, and the company veneered Christi!Ulity, beginning and ending in frothy am instructed l:>y theW. M. to inform you that, at a
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since th~ world begen. Heywood was a picture of II photographs and sold upon the etreete. The :vhole
an old-time "reformer," and talked about Garrison burden of Mr. Heywood's eloquent argument Is the
and other Abolitionists. He wore the collar and tie, admiesion that he was breaking a law for wh6it ha
frock ooe.t and low-out vest of 1861, and his hair and thought was a wholesome and laudable purpose, but
the cut of hi!! beard made his head look something there is no possible legal ex"use for do.illg such a
like that of Columbus.
thing. There is nothing to justify Mr. Heywood in
The foregoing are all true copies of the originals
Mr. Chase was very earnest and careful in his using language that ia too vulgar to be pur. into the
in my possesBion.
JNo. R. BoLTON.
replies, and answered some very searching questions statutes or the decisions of om· courts. Hia whole
without showing any spirit of unfairneaa. Mr. Hey- attitude shows that he glories in thus continually
wood led the witness over the usual series of ques- defying the laws of the land."
M.r. Jlflywood in Court.
tiona about the Bible and his belief in it, and.Mr.
At the (JOD(llusion of Mr. J 0huson's argument
Prom tile Boston Pap6rs ot Jrfa'll 23!!.
Chase rather got the b~at of him on that line. Here Judge Curtis took the papers and continued the case
There was a very extraordinary scene in the munic- are some of the questions he asked:
until May 312[;.
ipal court this morning when Mrs. Angela Fiduoia
"You regard the Bible as the word of God~"
_ _ _ _...,....,--'---Tilton Heywood, the wife of E. H. Heywood, stood
"1 do."
A One sided Game.
upon the witness.stand aud told how she had brought
"Are there not many passages in the Bible that
A
Man
with
a
Shotgun
said to a Bird: " It is all nonsense,
her children up and what she thought should be done are improper ?" ·
you know, about shooting being a cruel sport. I put my
in all families.
"I read every passage in the Bible to my mother skill against your cunning-that is all there is of it. It is a .
Mr. Heywood, who livll in I>rinceton, this state, before I waa twelve years old."
fair game.'' "True," said the Bird, " but I don't wish to
was in court charged by Agent Chase, of the Society
"Is it possible for children to be brought into the play." '·'Why not.?" inquired the Man with a Shotgun.
''The game," the Bird replied, "is fair, as you say; the
for the Suppression of Vice, with publishing obscene world without parents 1"
chances about even; but consider the stake. I am in it for
articles in one of his publications. In the court this
"Not in any other way that I know of at the you, but what is there in it for me?" Not being prepared
morning he was accompanied by George W. Searle, present time." Then referring to some of the with an answer to the queation, the Man with a Shotgun
his counsel, Mrs. Heywood, Mrs. Heywood's venerable pl:inted passages complained of, Mr. Heywood aaked: sagaciously removed the propounder. There is a moral in
this somewhere when you come to think of it.-In1Jtstigator.
mother, and two small children. The society was
"Do you object to those worda aa printed~,
t•epresented by Mr. Chase and B. P. Jobnaon as - "In a newspaper, yes."
No doub~ there is a moral in the above. The sitcounsel.
ut\tion is that of the church going a-gunning for
"Any published arraignment of such a crime 1"
The room was nearly filled when the case opened,
Liberal editors, s.nd the gun is "construetiv obscen"I mean in a newspaper for·public circulation."
and a number of women made energetic efforts to get
" Then you consider it obscene to print physio- ity," which, like & shotgun, can be made to cover a
in. But Judge Curtis had intimated to the court logical facts for the common people, and not w:ten wide mark, and is pretty sura to maim the victim
offillers that women were not wanted, and when one print,ed in large and expensiv books~"
however reGkless the aim or b3sotted the gunner.
did get in at one of the doors Officer Hudson
'E B. FOOTE, JR.
"I should not consider a medical book as obscene,
promptly escoded her out of the other. There were but a bGok hawked around the streets I should."
a great many lawyers present, and a number of fa.
"Did you ever know this publication to be hawked
The Sunday Opera.
vorad municipal court habitues found their way to around the streets ?"
Time:
Sunday
afternoon.
Place : A Gotham drawing-room.
seats.
"No, sir."
The publica.tiona complained of,·whioh are certainly
" Are you a paid agent of the society you
"Were you at church this morning 1"
not such as people of refinement would read or bav repreRent ~"
"Yes; I went to St. Ambrose's to hear the new
others read, to say the very best of them, were shown
" I am paid for my services."
soprano. I was diBappointad in her voice. It has
and put in evidence. Ml:'. Heywood claimed that his
"H~v I ever harmed you~"
not P<trength enough to fill that church."
paper is a reform paper, and that he believes in tell''Not that I am aware of."
"Do they hav a quartet choir there f"
ing the truth absolutely in all things. He called
"Hav I ever harmed any person to your
"No, they are all women and all blondes. They
sevE>ral witnesses as to the genuinness of his re- knowledge'"
sit up in front of the congregation and look right
form projects, and then his wifa was asked to take
"I never knew of anyone."
pretty."
"Hav you ever heard of an immoral word or deed
"Oh, I like the music at St. Athanasiua'a. They
the stand.
To describe Mrs. Heywood is to picture a motherly on my part, or on the part of my family~"
~a.v four organs, yon ~no~, ell connec~ed by electric" Never."
xty, sud a brass b!l>nd, D93!dea the loveliest baas. He
woman of fifty years, who is so well preserved and
fresh-looking as to appear not more than forty.
" Hav you ever heard of anyone that I hsv injured used to sing 1aadiug parts in the McShout Opera
There are few, if any, lines about her regular and in- or corrupted 1"
Company."
''No, sir."
"You go to the Church of the Crucifixion, don't
telligent features, and her voice is low and sweet,
and so curiously modulated as to seem afteoted. But
After recess the court reassembled, and Mr. Hey- you~"
there is no affectation discernible about her manner, wood began an argument in defense of his publica"No; I never goo there ~ny more ~eeause I d~n't
like the tenor. He does :fli!t so hornbly. L!lst time
or in the mental EffJrt clearly ahown in giving her tion and his doctrine.
testimony. And her testimony wsa probably as reHe quoted other books containing similar passages, I was there he saog 'Comfort ye my people' fit to
markable as any ever heard in a M!\esachusetts court beginning with the Bible. He recounted his previ- makB you ~>quirm."
.
.
"Oh, they don't spend enou~h on. thmr mus1c .to
of justice. She was not reticent; on the contrary, ous trial, impri3onm~:mt, and pardo:p, quoted extracts
she was eager to express her views, and it was so voicing favorable opinions from Senator Hoar and hav it really fine. St. A.thanasms gml the orgamst
evident that they were sincerely and truly her views General Butler, and said thfl,t in his opinion the just twice the salary."
"Well, I like bovs' voices every time."
.
that a silence fell upon the aasamblage as they list- present social conditions, particularly in regard to
ened. But men whose ears are daily attuned to the marriage relation, should be reformed, and this
"Oh, I don't. You.see it often happa~s that ":hat
police court stories, and whose eyes are bold and was his way of attempting to aid that reform. The a crowd of boys ce.n swg the onngregatw~ can s:ng.
searching, lowered their heads and sunk their eyes Word, he said, was after the style of William Lloyd Now I can't bear to beer a lot of untramed vowes
before the incongruity of the speaker-gentle, G&rrison's Liberator, with a department opsn to joining in."
"You may well say that! I'm glad you didn't
motherly, and earnest-and the ideas she advanced, opponents.
After telling what he thought of Ag-ent Ohaae, hear a woman in the pew with me at the Church of
which, to conventional minds, were shocking in the
and his perseouHon of him, Mr. Heywood said that Csl<stial Peaca singing, 'I my cross hsv taken.'"
extreme.
"You thought it was you who had to bear the
And the scene. was all the more impressiv beosuse he hoped Mr. Chase would liv long enough to dethe witness was a woman of intelligence. and had spise himself for his present work; he made an elo- cross."
quent plea f)r free speech. "If this whole question
"Yes, indeed, I did."
.
. .
opinions she knew how to express most t:ff~ctivly.
"But boys can sin~ very d:ffi.llult muSiC If they are
It would be quite impossible to describe the suJ- of the personality of the individual is not to be
jeots Mra. Heywood testified on, bnt they included recognized," ssid Mr. Heywood, ''what is to be the properly trained. At St. ~st,?eri?e's they_ga-ye .parts
the education of children as early as possible in lines result' The Word is a reform paper, which favors of the music of the 'Mesmsh q cute as well as 1t wa-s
of knowledge generally withheld from them. Ia this obedience to truth. Much matter is admitted to its given by the Oratorio S::~ciety."
"There is a little Jew treble there. wh? too~ the
education the methods of procedure, as advocated by columns that its editors do not appro~e, but they
the witness, included some acts which were startling insist that both sides shall be heard. The relatione soprano parts. He has a lovely VOICe JUst hke a
in their description. The pictures which are named of children to parents is regarded as the most impor- woman's."
" A good many of the best church singers are Jews,
in the writings complained of, the witness considered tant part of the movement, and there are thOUI'lands
absolutely necessary for the proper education of ohil· of oases where the child has fallen because of the I believe."
·
"Yea, they hav such a geniua for music, you
dren. Mr. Heywood, who conducted the examina- lack of just this kind of knowledge."
tion of his wife, would ask her frequently during her
The defendant closed with a atrong plea for jus- know."
.
.
" It must seem queer to tbem to smg our muslctestimony whether these acta as related, and the in- tioe.
structions, were not done and given solely for the
At the conclusion of Mr. Heywood's one snd a the words I mean."
"Ob, I don't suppose t~ey care for the w~rds.
proper and necessary instruction of children, and the half hour's address, Mr. Searle, his counsel, preI'm sure nobody cat;t hear them_ one-half the .•1m~.
solemnity of the mother could not well be excelled, sented a brief argument for the defense.
In his argument for the prosecution, Attorney They are pnid to sm9: th~. mns;~, and thev emg It
as she would reply:
"Most assuredly. Nothing but that, and that Johnson began by stating that Anthony Comstock beeutifully."-E. M. Hardwge ~n Home Jounwl.
had nothing to do with this case, and that no atspeoific&lly."
Mrs. Heywood said she was the mother of four tempt had been made to try it in the·new11papers, Voltaire's Rl'ndering of ~Iandeville's "}'able of the
children, the eldest of whom was twenty·three and as alleged.
Bees.'·'
,
HE> summed up the evidence bearing upon the
the youngest four years of age. The sweet·voioed
Once the bees, in worldly things, '
Harl a happv government ;
witness paused a moment, after describing her apeoifio articles (in the Word) mentioned in the comAnd tteir laborers and their kings
plaint.
·
methods, and then said :
Made them wealthy and content;
" I hav thought I hav reared four elegant children
" The queation is," he said, " is this man guilty of
But some greedy drones at last
worthy of establishing a race. I hav never withheld using language that is prohibited b~ the statutes T
Found their way into the hive;
any information from my children. I hav taught The wording of section 18, chapter 207, would seem
These, in idleness to thrive,
Told the bees thev ought to fast.
them not only the truth but the moral obligation of to explicitly say that he was guilty.
Sermons were their e>nly labors ; .
it. I consider that my teaching of my children has
"There is some language so bad and vulgar th~t
wo~k they preached unto their neighbors.
the legislature thought it unfit to put into the Btatbeen my sacrad duty."
In their langm;ge they wonld say,
And then her voice trembled and her eyes filled utes, and it is this kind of language that we claim
" Yon sha11 surelv go to heaven,
When to us YOll've freely given
this dafendtmt is guilty of using.
with tears as she continued:
Wax and ]l.~ney a11 a•yay."
"Now, what is ob%leuity ~
"It grieves me to the core to see you men fly at
Foolishlv the bees believed,
."In a case like this ~t is for the court or jury to
each other so."
Till by f>lmiu undeceived;
Heywood's examination of Agent Chase, whom he decide, and there are many cases to be cited where
When. their misery was complete,
All the strange delusion vanished l
called as a witness for the defense, was exceedingly this question has been very clearly settled. n
Now the drm1es are killed or banished,
amusing, and unless checked by the j adge he would doesn't follow that a picture which can lawfully apAnd the bees again may eat.
hav covered the whole question of morals ai:l discussed pear in a published medical work can be copied into

regular communication of this lodge, held Feb. 22,
1888, a trial was held on charges preferred against
you, and baing found guilty of un-Masonic conduct
you were expelled from the order.
Very respectfully,
CnAs. METCALFE, Sec.
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To Advertisers.
We call the attention of our subscribers who hav meritorious articles to sell to the following letter from the advertising manager of the National Typewriter Company :
"BosToN, M.Ass., May 31, 1890.
"TRUTH BREKRR CoMPANY: Is the typewriter doing right
in your hands? The advertisment in THE TRUTH BEEKER
hss proved a valuable investment to us. Hav had more
replies to our card in your columns than come from the old
established magazines, like Ha1'pe1''8, 8tYribne7's1 , ao~mopolitan,
and others. Thanks for your valuable acquaintance, and
may you liv long snd prosper, until every wrong against
human rights is annihilated."
Advertising rates will be made known upon application,
and our business friends will find our columns valuable to
them.

New York's Schools and the Sects.

\

A few days ago a friend visited this office and left
this memorandum:
" Miss --, teacher in 6th A clase in-- street school,
saic, ' I would not hav a boy in this class without he went
to mass.'"
The name of teacher and street were given. A day
or two afterward the same individual came in again
when the Editor was out, and this is the memorandum the business manager made of his errand:
"The man who told Mr.-- about the teacher's remarks
about scholars attending mass on slip handed in Friday is
afraid to back it up-fears ruin, wishes it withd1'awn."
The informant's desire for secresy is the reason
we do not print the name of this teacher and the
location of the school. But the incident is too important to go unnoticed. First, it shows what the
Romish church is doing in this city, where it has the
power, by placing its own teachers in our schools;
and, second, it shows how utterly incompetent these
teachers are. No young woman who constructs sen·
tences as does this teacher (for these are her very
words) is fit to. be placed in charge of a class of infants. Her true place would be with them, under a
capable instructor.
The religious folk hav been very busy with our
schools recently. The Romaniets are at their
ancient tricks--controling them to their own advantage when they can; trying to destroy when
they cannot control. The decision of the Wisconsin
supreme court has not ceased to be a text for
speeches and resolutions; the evangelical Protestants pretend to see in it danger to themselve, so hav
ranged themselvs in opposition. They seem to be

as much opposed to secular schools as the Oatholics.
An Episcopalian bishop of considerable note denounces the court, but proposes as a compromife, if
other states will follow its example, to be satisfied
with the teaching of the Ten Oommandmenb and the
Apostles' Oreed. This is as absurd a proposition as
could well be made, and the prePS hav very generally condemned it. The Apostles' creed is nothing
if not theological sectarianism, and to teach it to
children in the public schools would be to convert
these institutions into religious schools. And, as the
World pertinently says, the very large body of
people who do not accept that creed hav prf'cisely
the same status before the law in this country as
their fellow-citizens who do.
The Presbyterians hav also taken the matter up
seriously, and their General Assembly at Saratoga
last week adopted from its Oommittee on Bills and
Overtures a preamble, two whereases, and a resolution on the subject, as follows :
" A paper reciting the recent decision of the supreme
court of the state of Wisconsin, affirming the Bible to be a
sectarian book, and its use in the public schools to bP unconstitutional, and asking for a deliverance of the General
Assembly, having been received, your committee recommends that this Assembly reaffirm the action of the Assembly of 1870. [See Digest, pages 278-279.80 ] This action
declares an unalterable devotion to the public school system
as an agency next to the church of God, in laying a foundation of intelligence, virtue, and freedom in the United States.
Regarding the Bible as the Mllgna Charta of our best moral
and religious influences, we would consider its expulsion
from our public schools as a deplorAble and suicidal act, and
do hereby urge upon our m('mbers to cooperate with
Christian people in maintaining the place of this book of
God as an educating force among the youth. of our land.
The committee, therefore, moves the adoption of the follow.
ing resolutions by the Assembly:
·
"WHERBAB, a recent decision of the supreme court of one
of our states has affirmed the Bible to be a sectarian book,
and its use in the public schools to be unconstitutional, and
"WHERR AS, We see in this decision no mere local matter,
such as affects simpiy the people of that state, but the cul.
mination of an effort being made with relentless pertinacity
by a foreign hierarchy to overthrow the system of public
schools throughout the land ; therefore
'' Resol'Ded, That we affirm the importance of our public
schools to the welfare of our people ; that with intellectual
cultivation must go moral training, or the schools may prove
a curse rather than a blessing; but this moral training must
be based on religion, otherwise its sanction will not be strong
enough to grasp the conscience of the people, or its utterances obligatory enough to shape their character; that as
the Bible is the source of the highest moral teaching, weregard its exclusion from our public schools as a menace to
national welfare, and we urge the members of our church to
so arouse puhlic thought on this subject, from the pulpit,
the press, and ecclesiastical assemblages, that this book shall
be restored to its true place 1n our system of education."
There is nothing weak or undecided al>out that
Oalvinistic utterance. The Presbyterians propose to
maintain the present Protestant r<-ligious tone of the
schools, and every effort to seculariz 3 them will meet
their decided opposition. One of their orators, Dr.
Roberts, defined their desires pretty clearly when,
completely ignoring all non-Ohristians, he said that
" some non-sectarian religious instruction may be
introduced, as in England, without interfering with
the rights or disregarding the conscientious scruples
of any.''
Another movement, ostensibly in favor of secular
schools, but really to make all our schools more
thoroughly Protestant than they are at present, has
been made public durillg the past two weeks, and
has provoked a great deal of comment. This is the
ineorporation of" The National League for the Pro·
tection of American Institutions.'' Its work is to be
the presentation to Oongress of a constitutional
amendment in these words:
"No state shall pass any law respecting an establishment
of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or use its
propert.y or credit or any money raised by taxation, or authorize either to be used for the purpose of founding, maintaining, or aiding by appropriation, payment for services,
expenses or otherwise any church, religious denomination or
religions society, or any institntion, society or undertaking
which is wholly or in part under sectarian or ecclesiastical
control."
In one of the documents which the League is
sending to people likely to be interested in such a
movement some details of its project are given :
"We want no foreign schools with doctrins, ideas, and
methods at variance with our constitutional principles, disturbing instead of coneerving the national harmony, and dontroled by those who seek, by perverting the infant mind of
America, to use the American suffrage for the overthrow of
American institutions.
"We insist upon careful instruction in the fundamental

principles of American law, and the l'igid exclusion of sectarian or denominational teaching, and attempts to proselyti~e, so that the citizens of different faiths may secure for
their children, without fear of interference with their religious freedom, the unrivaled advantageS of the public
schools.
"It would seem hardly necessary to add that in seeking
to protect American institutions it is not proposed to overlook the dangers that threaten them from the perversion of
constitutional government by machine politics, by bribery,
electoral abuses, fraudulent naturalization and any other
form of political corruption. Nor are we unmindful of the
perils of an unrestricted immigration, which permits foreign
governments, aided by mercenary shippers, to transfer to
our shores the dregs of their populations, representing the
lowest forms of illiteracy, beggary, and crime, imposing new
burdens on our laboring classes, and serving unscrupulous
politicians for the most unworthy purposes."
It is quickly seen from this that " The National
League for the Protection of American Institutions"
is a Protestant movement to make our schools unseatarian but religious. As the Sun points out, " the
suggested amendment does not at all l!!f.lttle the controversy over religion in the schools. It forbids appropriations for sectarian purposes, but it does not
forbid religious instrnction in schools supported by
general taxation, the very bone of contention. The
main question of difference would continue to cause
discord and provoke religious animosities, the bitterest which divide society. If there is any danger
tbreatenillg the public school system, it comes from
the demand, whencesoever it proceeds, that religious
instruction should be provided in the schools to
some extent, greater or less. But the League does
not oppose this demand, and the sentiment of a large
parh of its members has been openly in its favor,
provided the teaching be agreeable to their own religious opinions. It insists upob the 'rigid exclusion
of sectarian or denominational teaching,' but not of
religion altogether. Yet there is no religious ins true.
tion which is not sectarian or denominational, according to the views of a great part of the people, or
which can be provided 'without interference with
their religious freedom.' If it be satisfactory to
Roman Oatholics, it is offensiv to Protestants, and
the same the other way. If it suit Ohristian believers, it outrages Jews, Buddhists, Agnostics, and unbelievers."
The work of this League is as much against what
we consider to be true American institutions as the
callous demand of Dr. Roberts, and that is also the
opinion of the journal just quoted. "In this republi()," it says, " there is no union of church and state,
as there is in England, and all religion is sectarian in
the sense in which the preacher and the League use
the term. Even the reading of the Bible and Ohristian prayer, as experience baa shown, cannot be introduced without offending consciElntious scruples."
The manifesto of the League is aimed at the Roman
Oatholics, but they are no more un;ust in their demands than are the J>resbyterians and other evangelical sects, and who, st.range to say, seem to regard
themselvs as going to the furthest limit of liberality in their proposed compromise. They are just as
determined as the Roman Oatholics that religion
shall be maintained in our schools, and their criticism of the schools is the same-that they are too
purely secular.
There is some gratification in knowing that in this
war between the two great divisions of Ohristianity,
the Secularists occupy the only tenable ground, and
that the press recognizes the fact. ''The whole matter is very simple if rightly viewed," says the World.
"The public schools are the educational agencies of
a purely secular state. Their sole function is to giv
secular education to the children of ·the state, leaving
parents and churches to attend to the religious side
of their training. It is not the business of the state
to teach religion. The state is unfH for that work,
and even if fit, it could not undertake it with justice
or any show of right.'' And the Sun defines the
Secularist position exactly in these words: "Nothing
is more apparent than that the existence of the
schools depends on the total exclusion of religion
from them. Forbidding public appropriations for
sectarian purposes will not save them, unless they
are made wholly secular in their instruction. Instead
of becoming more religious, the last vestige of relig- _
ious teaching muRt be removed from them. As they
grow more numerous with the growth of the population, the differences of opinion as to religion increase and become more irreconcilable. Even if
Protestantism and Romanism came nearer together
in sentiment as to the subject, unbelief and belief
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other than Ohristian would stand out in rebellibn.
The only way to save the system from overthrow is to demand the exclusion from it of all religious t<>aching, thus putting all parties on the same
footing. Then, the state giving no other than
purely secular instruction, parents can educate their
children in religion themselvs, if they are believers,
rmd in such religion as they believe, or send them to
such religious schools as they prefer."
When purely secular ~:~chools shall be the rule such
remarks M those of the nameless teacher, quoted by
the man who fesrs :ruin if it should be known that he
objected to them, will not be heard, and the way to
bring that about is for every interested person to remonstrate, not cringe, whenever the piebists show
their evil designs. The Sun thinks that the sentiment against any sort of union or connection between church and state is determined in this republic, and that if it ever rises to assert itself against
opposition, an evil day will hav come for the church;
but if all parents follow in this mfln's footsteps the
church will hav us down in the mud, and be walking
all over us, before anyone realizes the situation.
There is now a practical union of church and state,
and it bids fair to soon become a great deal closer.

Two Judicial Views of Spiritualistic Phenomena.
0 a the day that W. E. Reid was refused a new
trial by Judge Jackson in the flilderal court at Grand
Rs.pids, Mich., another medium was on trial in
another part of the country. The different views of
the matter taken by the two judges are interesting
when compared.
The second case was in Atlanta, Ga., and arose
out .bf an accusation of fraud against Mrs. Maud
Jones, who was described as a slate-writer and Spiritualist. The complainant alleged that he believed
her pretensions to Spiritualistic powers were fraudulent, and in order to expose them he agreed to pay
her one dollar for a seance, and did pay the dollar
after it was over, according to his contract. This is
substau.tially the chal'ge against Reid, but the
Georgia man was more honorable in fulfilling his
contract than the one who set Wanamaker upon
Reid, for he only paid thirty cents, holding out
inducements of future advantages for the balance.
The judge in the federal court and the judge in
the Georgia state court were wide apart in their
opinions of the province of government. Mr. Reid's
judge holds that "the government assumes to protect the incredulous," while the Georgia court held
that neither a criminal prosecution nor a civil suit
could be maintained upon these facts, inasmuch as
it was quite preposterous for a man to claim that he
had been cheated or overreached when he made the
agreement to pay the money under the belief that
the person who received it was an impostor, and
courts, he held, should not waste their time in any
event in attempting to pass upon the truthfulness of
the claims of those who profess to hold intercourse
with spirits. He thought such claims must be
regarded either as too absurd to be capable of deceiving anyone, or else as religious notions which the
law should let alone.
0 n the legitimacy of the alleged phenomena and
the attempt to suppress mfldiums the judges differed
as radically as upon the :province of the courts.
Judge Jackson at Grand Rapids asked, interrupting
Mr. Rsid's counsel:
" If the counsel exppcted that the government was bound
to prove that the defendant could not do what he claimed he
could do? Did the counsel suppose that the government
was obliged to prove that he could not do something impossi.
ble and supernatural? Would you expect the government
to prove a case like this : A man who advertised to take
sealed letters and read therein. the diagnosis of a disease
and then send a prescription for said disease-would you
expect a court to stultify itself by attempting to allow such
a thing to be proved i'"

To Mr. Reid's offer to answer sealed letters in
court Judge J eckson replied:
"Do you think the court would stultify itself or make
itself ridiculous by allowing anybody to attempt to prove
any such impossibility i' Suppose a juggler were present
and could pass around with an empty bottle and pour out
different, wines to each juror. Do you suppose that the
court would make a spectacle of itself by allowing him to
attempt to prove this, even though he would swear on a pile
of Bibles as big as the court house?,

And he concluded his decision in these words:
" There is not a particle of doubt as to the constitutionality of the statute under which this indictment is brought.
The power certainly rests with Congress to pr@ibit the use
of the mails to parties for fraudulent purposes. Congr\lSS

has the power to say what shall go through the mal.ls, and
consequently must hav the power t'l say what shall not. As
to the charge of the ti'l.al judge, I find that he said : ' If you
believe that Dr. Reid believed himself that he could do these
things-receive communications from the spirit land, etc.,
then you must acquit him.' That seems to me the fairest
kind of a charge, and it is going farther than the circuit judge
would hav gone. One of the witnesses for the defense received a letter, he says, which from its nature must hav
come from th'l spirit land. That same k.ind of an argument
would apply to other instances just as ridiculous. Suppose,
for instance, a surgeon sends circulars through the mails advertising that he can restore the dead to life. He is called
upon to prove it, and he says: 'Mrs. Jones was dead for
twenty-four hours, and I brought her back to life.' Here is
a case where the woman was in a trance and the physician
has just as good a claim to the argument as Dr. Reid."

The Georgia state judge took the contrary view
on all these points. He did not believe in such
prosecutions, for no law could be framed to cover
them that did not at the same time interfere with
freedom of religious belief, and if a man should desire to pay money for such entertainment, it was his
right to do so at his own risk. He had no remedy
at law for evil results from his own credulity. The
judge concluded with these words, very different in
spirit from those of Judge J aokson :
" If the claim of a Spiritual medium to hav communication with the spirits of the shadow land beyond the grave be
utterly and patently preposterous, how can any man be
duped by them? And if not utterly preposterous, how can
the government summon a jury to try the question of how
much truth or falsity there is in any particular creed or system or religious belief or doctrin i' If a man invoke the services of a fortune-teller to apprise him of future events, or of
a spiritual medium to inform him of the events transpiring
in the other world, he must abide his trade; if he pay over
the money with full knowledge he is duped. I will not impanel a jury to try the question whether his fortune was
truly told, or whether true spirits spoke to him from the
vasty deep."

Mrs. Jones consequently went free, while Mr. Reid
is now serving a year's sentence to_ the Detroit House
of Oc:.rrection.
Thinking both of these cases over, we like the way
of the Georgia judge much better than that of Judge
Jackson, and it seams more consistent with the
genius of onr government. If there are spirits, who
can say that they cannot communicate with the living T If there are none, why imprison mediums who
pretend to hold converse with another world and let
priests and ministers, who also pretend to tell about
that same world, escape 1 If a Spiritualist is foolishly credulous in believing in one other world peo.
pled by spirits, what shaH we call the religious folks
who believe in two other worlds, both peopled by
·spirits? And if it is the government's province to
protect people from their own credulil;y, why does
it not forbid the paying of money to get souls out
of purgatory? Hundreds of priests are to-day using
the mails to get cash for that very purpose.
On the whole, we think the government may as
well mind its own business in this matter. Spiritualism is a religion to thousands, and they believe
in spirit communication. · That is as much their inalienable right as the belief in henan and hell is to
other thousands. And they hav precisely the same
right to hav mediums to fool them-if it be fooling
-that the Cll.ristians hav to bav ministers and priests
to bambooz1e them. Reid in prison and Talmage
loose is a complete reversal of the eternal :fitness of
things, no matter how great an impostor Reid may
be!

Messrs. Harman and Heywood.
The petitions for the pardon of Mr. Moses Harman are now being circulated. Blanks c~~on be
obtained at this offie9. Some time this month the
motion for an appeal will be heard, and if it is
rejected the patitions must be depended upon to
repair one of the grossest legal outrages ever perpetrated in America.
On another page we print the report of the preliminary hearing of Mr. Heywood. The judge has
since rendered his decision, sending the case to the
grand jury, which will undoubtedly find an indictment against the editor of the Word. The judge,
writes Mr. Heywood, does not think the O'Neil let.
ter is obscene, but holds the editor on "plain
words."
As this issue of THE TRtr'rH SEEKER goes to press,
June 3:1, Mr. Haywood is being tried in the United
States court at Worcester. The district attorney is
a Oomatock-Wanamakar sort of man, and will undoubtedly do all he can to send Mr. Heywood to
pJ:'ison. He has, he says, orders from Washington-

whiah me&ns Presbyterian Sunday-school Superintendent Wanamaker-to "push Heywood." The
indictment in this court has three counts. The first
is ot the April Word, the second, Marc;h Word/
both of this year; the third is the April Word of
last year, which contained an article by Mrs. Heywood, called " The W omanls View of It," m reprint
of the leaflet on which Mr. Heywood was arrested in
1883, though Judge Putnam quashed the indictment
at the following May term of court. The case looks
ds.rk for Mr. Heywood.
Next week we shall be able, probably, to giv the
result of the trial, as District Attorney Allen will try
hard to "railroad" Mr. Heywood to prison. More
there is no time to say now.

Good

News~

Victor E. Lennstrand, imprisoned in Stockholm,
Sweden, for delivering the lecture printed in these
columns a few weeks since, and which the SwediBh
authorities pronounced blasphemous, was liberated
on May 2d by a pardon from the king, granted because of ill health. There are two mora judgments
hanging over him, however, which, if the king's court
decides adversely to him, may again consign him to
j!lil.
Lennstrand'a health is much broken, and he is unable at present to resume the editorship of Fritankaren, but will probably do so soon, if not returned
to the dungeon. He contracted prison consumption,
and must rest awhile ere taking up the pen. Let us
hope that Sweden will never again disgrace herself
by imprisoning men for speaking their thoughts.

Editorial Notes.
THK law of Kansas is, that criminals condemned to death
shall be confined for one year after sentence in the penitentiary, and then be executed at the pleasure of the governor.
Senator Ingalls says : " The result is an accumulation of a
job-lot of convicted felons, whose lives, which hav been
judic~ally forfeited, instead of being abbreviated are indefl.
nitly prolonged by improved diet, scientific sanitary regulations, and enforced goon habits, at the expense of the state."
EnGERTON, Kan., has concluded to let the husbands rather
than the wives do the office-holding. At the election held
on the 19~h to fill the vacancies caused by the resignations
of the ladies chosen a few weeks ago, a male ticket, composed chiefly of the marital partners of the retiring women,
was overwhelmingly victorious. The eternal fitness of
things seems to be somewhat conserved by this action, but
, that is no reason why women everywhere should not be entitled to assist in cJ.oosing their rulers and themselvs be
eligible to rule if they see fit.
THB Unitarian organ, Unity, relates that in a town near
Chicago the Congregational preacher has said that he would
never enter the Unitarian church nor invite a preacher of
that denomination to his pulpit, yet when the church was
set on fire by sparks from a burning building the same Congregational minister was the first to climb the ladder to put
out the fire and save the church. From this Unity concludes that the minister "gave better evidence of the real
nature of his creed in the help he rendered his townsmen in
an emergency than in his pulpit discourses defining Christianity." The puerility of such a conclusion ie. excellent
evidence of how theology makes men distort facts to impress
people with the idea that religion is an important thing in
the world. The Congregational minister's act was the triumph of humanity over creed, and simply shows that his
creed has not entirely ruined his manhood. His pulpit utterances are his religion ; his brave act was performed when
the pious part of him was off duty.

Muon indignation is expressed in Montreal over the case
of t.he ex-priest, the-Rev. Louis Martin, who has rejoined
the Roman Catholic church after deserting his wife and two
children, with whom he has been living for years. Tbe
general verdict is that the man's action is an outrage, and
that his conduct in every way is most contemptible. There
is a movement on foot to take action against Martin for
wife desertion and against the Roman Catholic ecclesiastical
authorities for conspiracy in aiding and abetting the same.
According to the law of the Roman Catholic church, once
a priest always a priest, and the marriage is, therefore. in
the eyes of the church, null and void. In accordance with
this law, this priestly scoundrel, after living with a woman
whom he recognized as his wife for several years, coolly
deserts her and her two children and is received by the
church with open arms, the poor woman and her two children
being left to look after themselvs as best they can. A dispatch from Canada says: "The question arises, shall the
church law 6r the civil law prevail? There is no doubt
that if the desertion had taken place in the United States,
where the church of Rome is not above the law of the ~and,
Mr. Martin wo,1ld be called to pretty sharp account, but
here, in the province of Quebec, where the law of the church
is supreme, the case is very different, and it looks very much
as if the woman and her two chl.ldren will hav to submit
to a cruel outrage."
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CALISTOGA., Cn , May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I shall soon 8end y0u money for one copy of
the picture book. I keep THE TRUTH SEEKER on account
.of the pictures.
Yours· truly,
JoHN DuMBA.OHER.

Faith and baptism are more worthy than good conduct.
••
k"1n d ness, g ood works , all hav
Mora 11oy,
.. no attraction for
heaven. Faith is the purifying substan_pe. Matt. xxiv, 14 •.
says : " And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witne8s unto all Elations, and then shall
" That meRns if they do not throw down
th
. e en d come.
'
their own religion. Verse 34 says: ''Verily I say unto you
this generation shall not pass till all these things be fulfilled."
The things spoken of are too numerous to mention here.
Read that chapter and see if they were fulfilled during that
generation or not. If not, Christ was mistaken; and if so,
we hav pas 8 ed to the other world.
J. R. PERRY.

Ev A.NBVILLE, MINN., May 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wrote you a few days ago that I should
not subscribe to your paper before August lat. But I can
not help myself; it must after this come regularly to my
home. The pictures in it take me. I shall giv the paper my
March 1, 1889.
best attention. As a Liberal paper, it is the best I hav ever
MR. EDITOR : Many are beginning to see the strides the
seen.
MA.RTIN GRA.U.
Roman Catholic church (with a big R) is making toward
supnme pov;er in this country. It often occurs to me that
WEST VIEW, 0., May 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5, which sum apply as it would be easier for the devilish church to gain supreBle
follows: $3 for renewal, $2 for cartoon book to be sent when power in this country than in a country governed by a king,
published, and when your pictorial Bible is published put queen, or czar, as they, the crowned heads, would be jealous
me down for a copy. Put my vote down for the pictures. of the church's power and would check it when they could,
I am convinced, from n;y own experience, th't tbe pictures but here, all they hav to do is to 11:et a majority of the votes
cause many to investigate and read, where without them and presto! the plum falls right into their hands and nobody
to eay nay, for does not the majority rule? And we poor
they would not.
L. C. TANNEY.
fools are making voters of the thousands of tools this political
GRA.ND RAPIDs, MwH., May 19, 1890.
church is crowding on us every year, so that if we continue
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 25, for which please send me the tbe naturalization laws for another ten years we may giv up
picture book when it comes out, also the story, "For Her the contest and let the pope of Rome rule this glorious counDaily Bread." I hope the pictures will be a success finan- try, and we shall prove ourselvs unworthy sons of nob'e
cially, and that you will be able to publish the Bible illus- sires, who, having been left the glorious heritage, had not
trations in the s~me way in the near future. I hav a lot of sense nor manhood enough to save it from the most ravenous
each arranged in large albums for the benefit of my orthodox monster that afi:l.icts the earth. It plainly tells us what it
friends, but would prefer them in book form. It would be means. It is not mealy.moutbed, but openly tells in encyc.
just elegant for the center table.
H. F. MILLS.
licalletters, by bishops, and in every other way that its inten.
tion is to root out our unsectarian schools and supplant them
JERRY CITY, 0., May 19, 1890.
with its priestly parochial schools, where nothing shall be
MR. EDITOR : It givs me pleasure to remit you $1, for
learned but obedience to the pope. Americans, arise, and
which you will be so kind as to send TEE TRUTH SEEKER for
kill this monster before its fangs reach your vitals, when it
four months to a trial subscriber-the third one on my cap,
will be too late to strnggle. Let us hav an American party
and I hope he will continue. It also pleases me to say to
outside the parties of politicians, both Republican and Demo·
you that you will hear from the two I sent you some time
cra't, either of which would sell us to Rome for the sake of
ago, in the way of more money, as they both assured me
office to themselvs. Let no man be sent to ConJ!:ress or state
that they would not do without the paper any more, and
legislatures who is not pledged against pope;y and for the
that the paper is 'of more consequence to them than all the
separation cf church and state in all its forms.
daily or weekly papers that come to them for perusal.
J. DowNxs.
Yours, etc ,
C. C. GERMA.NN.
BA.siN, MoNT., May 18, 1890.
DETROlT, Mimr., May 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I send money for three cartoon books. I
MR. EDITOR: In a recent communication a correspondent am a little late to express my notions about tbe cartoons in
makes the suggestion of having the Liberals establish schools THE TRUTH BEEKER, but here they are in a nutshell-the
of their own-a good idea, and very feasible. However, Lib- cartoons are just admirable. By all means do not let the
eral schools cannot be established in all communities, hence illustrations drop. Some find fault and say they are unI suggest that the Liberals combine and compel the teachers couth. The subject they represent is uncouth. Does anyin public schools to quit reading that filthiest of all books, one think it correct to represent a one-cent story with a $100
the Bible, to the pupils. The law is very clear on the sub- cut? The representations are just the thing in the right
ject, and has more than once been tested favorably to us. place. They could not be better. They do not need any
If Mrs. A. will take the matter in hand, I feel confident that improvement. They are a capital instructor. Well, I must
this objectionable feature will be done away with in the hav that cartoon book. My friend says be must hav it too.
public schools of E!\ton Rapids.
L. KNAPP, M.D.
He further says that he sends $3 to renew his subscription
to TEE TRUTH i:lEEKBR. He says he must hav it, although
MINNEA.POLIS, MINN., May 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Having reason to believe that many of the it injures his business a good deal. There are quite a numLiberal Swedes in this country read your paper, I ask you ber of Roman Catholics in this vicinity, but he keeps it on
to let them know that my lectures delivered in Minneapolis his table at his place of business. And right here I will
will now be published in the Swedish language and sent to say, I notice the effect of the cartoons. Around every new
any address. One of them is just now ready, and I send paper that comes can be seen a group of men looking at the
you a copy of it. Ita title in English would be, "The Devil, pictures and discussing 'ibout them, and a good many of
the Hell, the Eternal Punishment, and the Last Judgment." them will read 'he paper.
I was dumfounded when I sa.w the sentence, in THE TRUTH
The price is only ten cents a copy.
My work is meeting with a great success, which shows BEEKER, of Moses Harman, pronounced by Judge Foster
that the Liberal ideas are very much spread among the It is outrageous, raEcally. I, as a citizen of the United
Swedes in this country as well as in the old one. I am asked States, demand of the government that it see to it that the
to go to at least a dozen other places and speak, but yet hav sente!lce imposed upon Moses Harman by Judge Foster be
been too overcrowded by work in Minneapolis and St. Paul. commuted, and I further ask that Judge Foster ·be retired
I hope, though, to be able to lecture in Chicago, Kansas from the high position that he now occupies as judge, as a
man entirely unfit tor the position and power to judge and
City, and Omaha in a near future.
AxEL LUNDBBERG.
pronounce upon his fellow-man. Moses Harman charges
Judge Foster that he (Harman) was forced to trial without
ANAHEIM, CAL., May 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : At last we are on hand to pay for two copies proper counsel; that there was no good reason why his case
of the grand picture book that the gifted Heston is giving to could not hav been put off a few hours pending the arrival
the world. The tree of knowledge is a little the best yet of his attorney, which Judge Foster refused to do. Now,
produced. I am just convalescing from a severe attack of I submit that the subsequent action of Judge Foster proves
. Za grippe, so, of course, the Methodist Episcopal minister the defendant's statement to be conect. J. B. THOMSON.
called and used a little flattery-said I ought to join the
church so as to giv my "influence in the right direction."
I replied that he did not want me to become a hypocrit,
when I did not believe in Christianity; besides, I did not
expect to liv for four days, and I could say with truth that I
did not hav a doubt or fear of the future life, if there is one.
I then held an argument about the God question; gave him
an idea of my experience ; then showed him " The Tree of
Knowledge." Of course that paper will make him think
better than a treatis. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and
Watson Heston.
K. PARKER.
POTTER, ARK., May 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOB: I object to the teaching of Christianity. It
misdirects the energies of humanity. The mind is directed
in search of the surest passport to the skies. Day after day,
year after year, the pages of a large volume of parables, riddles, and dreams are perused, with no other good than to
divide people into sects, each one claiming to hav the surest
waybill. Christ, it is said, promised the Holy Ghost, which
should teach them the way of all truth. Who has ever received this truth? Point them out. Maybe it was Calvin,
or the pope of Rome, or Wesley. Who knows? Point
them out if you can. A study of this ancient puzzle, this
false absurdity, is detrimental to our interest here. It is an·
tagonistic to science and truth. It purports to settle all
questions of right or wrong for past, present, and future.

TwiN MouND, KA.N., May 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money to apply on my
arrears. It takes so much produce or bard labor to pay for
a dollar, that poor men handle but very few, and the Editor
soon feels the pressure. Having joined the Farmers' Alliance for the protection of myself and other producers against
monopolies and combines, and remembering those in bonds
the same as if bound with them, I am compelled to forego
the pleasure of reading the world-renowned TRUTH
S:&EX:RR for a time, at least, however much I sl:Jall miss it,
for every dollar I can consistently spare must be applied for
the defense and relief of my esteemed friend and co-worker
Muses Harman, now confined in a loathsome prison for no
crime whatever, but simply for advocating more freedom for
women, now just emerging from a condition of slavery
fraught with more pernicious and cruel results than was the
African slavery o! the Southern states. He is confined
simply for advocating one of the most needed reforms ever
presented to the human race, that of sexual abuse in marital
as well as other relations. He was convicted through a vin.
dictiv personal hate of Judge Foster and a bigoted. church,
especially the Young :Men's Christian Association, en.
couraged by a fanatical president and postmaster-general,
together with the Women's Christian Temperance Union;
also nine-tenths of the professed Liberals of this country,
whether members of the Secular Union or not, who, by their

profuse criticisms of Harman ~or publishing ~uch le~ters and
who (if silence givs. consent) 1ndorse
the cr1mes sa1d
· d"
1
d letters
J d
expose, hav al_l d1rectly or lll uect Y en_courage
u ge
Foster to conv~c~.. F~r be assured that If all professing
Liberals andSpmt1st~, mcluding yourself an~R. G. l~gersoll,
had labored as hard 1n defense of Harman s conat.Itutional
"b d thei
d h d
right to publish said letters,, an
a contr1 ute
r
money as liberally in Harm~n s defense, as a few hundred
of the _best men. and women 1n the world ~av done, no sane
judgeln the Umted States would hav convlCted him. Judge
Foster has proved himself unfit for the office he holds, and a
disgrace to the court he serves regardless of past frauds and
corruption. But advanced thiukers will be slow to blame
him for his vindictiv decisions, for he is built that way.
Comstock and his supporters are among the worst enemies
to liberty and a free government that ever infeSted any
country on earth, but their day will soon be over. They
can do but little else, and we need not blame them-they are
built. that way. The Women's Christian 'femperance Union
are using their combined efforts to crush the principles of ·
American· freedom and giv us instead a religious oligarchy.
They will sooner or later learn better, and must not be
blamed-they are built that way. The numerous church
organizations are zealously engaged in stuffing the tender
minds of all the children they can reach with their Sunday.
school exercise, Bible nonsense, and superstition. What
else can be expected from such children when grown up but
persecution and hate? But do not blame them-they are
built that way. Those milk-and-water Liberals who are
quite extensivly scattered over the :Western states, and a few
in the East also, act much as if they had arrived at the summit of progress and had no more to letnn, giving much of
their time in criticising more or less severely those who differ
with them. Do not blame them ; they are not thoroughly
weaned from their early training when they were built that
way. R. G. Ingersoll is a man wit.h few or no cqnals and
certainly no superior in eloquence; a. man who has done
more to educate and lift the churches out of their superstitious ruts by showing up the absurdity of their Calvinistic
creeds than all others combined. His numerous discourses
in favor of universal freedom, and the rights of man, woman,
11.nd child, hav never been excelled. But when he takes a
step backward to indorse a prot•·ctiv tariff, a gold and silver
~urrency, and to oppose the repeal of the whole Comstock
laws, he also presents evidence of early partisan training, by
depriving free men of their natural right to buy in the
cheapest market; by favoring a currency that always hides
when most neerled, and by siding with church bigots in
opp::>sing the repeal of Comstock laws. He too is built that
way, and may not be to blame, but if he does not learn better soon, I cannot blame those who blame him.
Your noble defense of Harman's innocence in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of May lOth ~Jame too late, for which I am sorry.
Better late than never, is a maxim containing some truth, and
if you are built that way you are entitled to an average
amount of leniency. Were it not for ~uch men as Harman, Heywood, and the Chicago Anarchists, and such
women as Blenker, Heywood, and Waisbrooker, who hav
the courage to speak and publish truths in advance of public sentiment regardless of persecuticw and death, preparing
the way, the present success and popularity of Ingersoll,
Underwood, and Mac<"lonald would hav been imp')ssible.
HENl!Y HIA.TT.
LINOOLN'B BELII!F-.A LETTE TO MR. REMSBURG.
PORTBMOUTH, 0 , May 7, 1890.
DEA.R FRIEND: In the last iBB 1le of THE TRUTH BEEKER
you solicit information as to "Was Abraham Lincoln a
Christian?" You desire it, as the solicitation states, for
a book which you are about to publish relativ to that
particular matter. I some time ago wrote THE TRUTH
i:lEEKER that I had the evidence of two worthy and truthful witnesses which might with a sort of "knock-out
propriety" (that is, to the church side) be added to
your already large accumulation of testimony, proving
"Honest Abe" an unbeliever. I intended to send it to
them, but your solicitation cut that short for the present,
and in as brief space as possible I will address it to you-you
in turn can send to THE TRUTH BEEKER. Of the two witnesses I refer to one is dead, viz , Hon. Oran B. Gould. His
death occurred several weeks ago at his be .. utitul home near
Franklin Terrace, which lies on the Ohio river, about fif.
teen miles east of this city. He was a grand old man, and
was known as the " Sage or the Terrace." He lived and
died a Freethinker. This the church denies, and sets up the
assertion that previous to dissolution he recanted. The fact
is that three weeks before his demise bis mind gave way,
and in this condition, tottering as it were upon the very edge
of his grave, a minister of the gospel called, took advantage
of the situation, and proclaimed him converted to Christianity. The robbery, as the church and their hireling thought,
was complete. In fact, a thief at night acts upon the same
principle. The purpose, the intent, was there. In my feeble
way I endeavored to vindicate the dead throngh the columns
of the Portsmouth Press. I based my article on a quotation
from you: "Law was his god; justice his creed, and liberty
his heaven." That served your purpose in the closing re.
marks as to Abraham Lincoln, and it served mine in vindicating Oran B. Gould. And here I will say that the martyred
president and the Sage of the Terrace were great friends.
Gould took a conspicuous part in politics, and w~s asquainted with the leading public men. :lie loved Ingersoll,
and when the great Agnostic passed this way in 1876 making
political speeches he became the honored guest of Gould for
the night. Oftentimes I hav heard him remark that that
night was the merriest ever passed in the old home. He
thought the colonel one of the greatest of men. As I
said before, Gould took a great interest in politics. He was
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a Republican of the Abolitionist kind, and when in Illinois
became acqnalnted with Lincoln. The friendship thus
formed never grew cold ; it waxed warm until the assassin's
bullet played its deadly part. Then broken in death, it yet
remained living !n memory. Gould was with Lincoln on
various occasions. He knew him well. The two believed
alike, that is, they were moralists. I hav Gould's own
words for this. They were spoken to me last fall previous
to my- Southern trip. At that time your articles on the
question, "Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian?" were appearing from week to week in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and that is
what brought about my interview at that time. I asked
particularly as to Lincoln'~ idea of Christianity. Said Gould:
"He, like myself, recognized no monsters for gods. He,
like myself, discarded the divinity of Christ, and the idea of
a hell's tire. He, like myself, admired Christ as a man, an!l
believed the devil and evil to be simply ' truth misunderstood.' He, like myself, thought good wherever found
should be accepted and the bad rejected. In a word, we
were firm in the belief of the Golden Rule, Do unto others
as you would hav them do unto you, and the passage,
that you'll reap what you sow."
The other witness, who still livs and has his being, is
Judge Robert Leachman. I met him when South. It was
at Anniston, Ala. He is a very old man now, being past
eighty. In his day he was quite prominent. He was born
in Virginia; when but a child his parents moved to Kentucky. In that state he received his education, and became
famous as a Ia wyer. lie afterward formed the acquaintance
of Abraham Lincoln. They too became close friends, and
always remained such. Upon leaving Kentucky Robert
Leachman located in Mississippi. He was practicing law
there when the war broke out. He was a Republican, and
as such, amid the threats and abuse of secessionists, he pro.
claimed the cause of Lincoln. Nothing daunted him. He
was brave and fearless, and stood his ground. Honest Abe
never forgot it., and had he not fallen a victim of assassination
he would hav called Judge Leachman to the Supreme bench
of the United States. That was the understanding between
them. Now, Leachman's testimony is of value for two
reasons, viz., first, he was near unto Lincoln ; and second,
he is a believer. He ss.ys: "Lincoln was not such a Christian as the term is used to imply by church-going people and
the members of churches. He was in the strictest sense a
moralist. He looked to actions and not to belief. He
greatly admired the Golden Rule, and was one of those who
thought ' One world at a time' a good idea. He substantially
demonstrated secession impracticable thus-that a wheel
could not exist within a wheel, a kingdom within a kingdom, a world within a world. He held to 'One at a time.'
He thought this a good place to be happy, as is shown by
his wonderful_ love for liberty and mercy. No, I can truthfully say, Abraham Lincoln was not a Christian."
Yours Liberally, etc.,
WILLS. ANDRES.
March 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed are some comments on the Hawes
hanging, from the Nashville Banner, on which I wish to
make some comment:
Rev. Dr. Pickard, !ftBaptist clergyman in Birmingham,
made a reference in a sermon to the execution of Dick
Hawes, the wife and child murderer, and said: "The demon
who went through the gallows on last Friday went straight
to hell. I do not believe that the gallows is a stepping stone
to heaven, but a springfall to hell." Whereupon the Knoxville Jou1·nal is moved to remarl;: : " We are not learned in
theology, but the teachings of the churches will hav to be
changed if this be true. We are taught that whosoever
repents his sins and believes in the savior will be saved. A
man condemned to die would very certainly repent, and the
belief would be all that was lacking."
Brothm· Rule, of the Journal, is getting into deep theological water. The Bible certainly teaches that the vilest sinner
may be saved if he brings forth fruits meet for repentance
and exercises a true faith in Christ. A noteworthy instance
of the assurance of salvation in the extreme crisis is the case
of the thief on the cross, but it is difficult to believe t.hat the
many brutal and hardened criminals who declare on the scaffold tha~ they will go st~ai~ht to heaven hav an adequate
concepti?n of the true prmC!ples and fundamental requisite
of a savmg faith. One can hardly accept the conclusion
that the gallows is the stepping-stone to heaven, and that the
murderers and other criminals who are doomed to death are
accorded by the exigencies of their helpless situation and the
fact th~t the day~ of their liv~s are ~efinitly numbered, an
exceptional certainty of making their calling and election
sure. It such were the case, those who commit the most outrageous offenses against the laws of God and man might-in
view of the britf and transitory nature of this checkered mundane life and the immeasurable prospects of the eternal life
-deem themselvs the most fortunate of mortals. We take
it that no just view of religion can compass the idea of plac.
ing a premium of future happiness upon crime or of making
the gallows the most privileged of the altars of salvation.
While none is prepared to deny that some of the vilest criminals hav attained a genuin faith before their execution it is
IJOt unlikely that in many of the frequent instances of 'scaffold repentance the miserable creatures are deluded into a
fervor and frenzy of emotion which they mistake for the
faith of th~ Chr!s!ian. While it is not for man to judge and
condemn m spmtual things, we doubt not that in many
cases the criminals who profess to be ready to step from the
gallows into t.he Christian's heaven would speedily return to
their evil ways if reprieved at the last moment and allowed
to liv out their natmallives on earth.
The first thing I will notice is, why should the Bible God
object to taking Hawes to his bosom? Hawes murdered
only three, while he murdered millions. Not only so, but he
continues to keep them in suffering. Hawes seemed to be
satisfied at the death of his victims, while the Christian God
is never appeased. Hawes is certainly the better of the t.wo.
I hav never read of anything in the history of the Apaches
or Comanches that would equal the depravity aiJd brutality
of the wholesale murder of the Midianites, and they, too, an
industrious, virtuous, and pacific nation. And then to giv

the maids over to the lust of the murderers-Hawes, though
bad, would hav revolted at such as that. And then every
advanced thinker will admit he was not sane for the time
being, and when reason asserted itself he would not let the
man be harmed that betrayed him. My verdict against
Hawes would hav been imprisonment for life. Then the
state would not hav been as brutal as he.
The Christ myth says a man must hate all his nearest kin,
yea, his own life, to be his disciple. Hawes did not do that,
so he is better than the Herald's young God it speaks so
commendingly of. Hawes loved his son a!'ld brother. This
young God said, "Love your enemies," but he damns his.
Example would hav been better here than precept. The
preachers, Dr. Pickard included, hate unbelievers and would
annihilate every one of them if they had. the power.
Will the editor of the Herald (for he must be a very intelligent man) tell his readers where heaven is? Does he not
know there is no such thing as up to space-that he revolves
every twenty-four hours with this globe, and it is up all the
time ? Does he not know it is as dark as Egypt is said to be
after he should get past the reflPction of light from this globe
until it should strike some other body? He can test that
any night by letting a ray of light pass through his window
pane until it strikes an object. Does he not know the higher
you ascend the colder it is? Would not the Herald be a
better educator if he printed such science, and all science,
than when it reta!ls such slush as Dr. Pickard's, the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union's, and Young Men's Christian
Association's, as it does? Will the Herald's editor tell us
what is the difference, chemically, between men and all
other animals? Will he enlighten us as to what the soul is?
where or what part of the human animal it occupies? where
was his before he was born? at what time it entered him?
did he receive it conjointly from his parents? Will he tell
us the difference between the human fretus at certain stages
and that of other animals, even the young chick at certain
stages? Will he tell us how much better a man he is now,
taking age and experience out of the balance, than he was
before he became ecstasied and imagined he had religionthat thing which makes a man a monomaniac and make'
him hate everyone that does not believe he is right? Will
the editor of the Herald read Rawlinson's "Ancient Egypt,"
chap. 3, vol. i, what he ·quotes from Brugsch's "History of
Egypt?" The forty-two laws of the Egyptian religion contained in the one hundred and twenty-fifth chapter of the
Book of the Dead fall short in nothing of the teaching of
Christianity. Does he not know all his Bible was plagiarized
from heathen myth older than the Bible purports to be?
Does he know that if its teaching was followed a few centuries man would go back to the same state of barbarism
that produced it? Man is but the reflex of the God be worships. That is why in the Dark Ages Christians could torture men and maidens, mothers and children. They wor.
shiped a bloody savage's God. -Will the Herald point out
one line or one word of its Christ, I mean one good one,
that is original? The Golden Rule was uttered five hundred
years before he was born, by a heathen philosopher. Now,
I hav been a reader of the Herald for a long time, and I hav
failed to see any Freethought paper, lecturer, meetings,
Secular Unions, or anything that would lead to Freethought
mentioned in its columns. But on the other hand, every
Sunday-school meeting, conference, synod, general assembly,
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, Young Men's
Christian Association, and pulpit filled by some reverend
D.D. that has not three ideas above the animal Balaam
rode, is detailed in first. class style. Now, let us Freethinkers
everywhere boycott every secular paper that refuses to
A THINKER.
recognize us and our rights.
BELVIDERE, ILL., March 16, 1890.
MR. KniTOR : I hav a great desire to relate my experience.
I will do my best not to be tedious while I relate how I became a Freethinker. When I was a young man I got converted and joined the Methodist church. I also got married,
and my wife was also a member of the Methodist church.
Now, although I was completely hedged in by church influences, although I had never read an Infidel book or :Beard
-anyone speak on the subject of Infidelity except the preachers
themselvs, yet in a few years I became an out and out Infidel.
And this is the way it happened. It began in a quarrel be
tween the minister and the leading classleader. The
minister thought the classleader too severe in his remarks to
the members of his class. The fact was, the leader would
not look on sin with the least degree of allowance. Some of
the lady members of his class complained to the minister,
because if the leader spied the least bit of jewelry or ribbons
or sign of either bustle or hoops on them, he would tell them
of it and lecture them severely on the subject. The minister
sided with the ladies, and told the leader he must quit talking so severely to them, but the leader would not quit. So
the minister turned the leader out of his office and appointed
another man. Then the row began; half of the church people sided with the minister, tl)e rest with the leader. My
wife and myself sided with the leader. The leader called on
me and asked my advice about starting a new church. I
said : 1 ' Go ahead. It's the only thing to do. I'll join and
help all I can." My wife also said, " Go ahead," but I could
not swear whether she said she would join or not. The next
Sunday the new church was organized, and I joined it. I
was elected secretary of the Sabbath-school, an office I held
until I abandoned the church. My wife did not attend that
day, and there's where my trouble began, for before the
next Sundlly arrived.she had an interview with a minister
who was in sympathy with the old church. He advised her
not to join the new church. He told her it was started in a
rebellious spirit, and in consequence it would never prosper,
etc. He sent a message by her to me advising me to withdraw from the new church and stick to the old one. This I
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did not feel inclined to do, for I had begun to do a little
thinking for myself, and did not propoEe to be led around by
the nose by either women or preachers. My wife was just
as set in her opinions as myself, so for two years she went to
one church, while I went to another. This was a bitter pill
to me, but I felt that I had done the right thing and was very
indignant that any preacher should meddle in mv affairs.
He knew that I had joined the new church and could not in
honor back out. He knew that my wife sided with the new
church and proposed joining it, but he appealed to her cowardice, and she was afraid to join the new church for fear it
would burst, and then she would feel awfully cheap to
hav to come back to the old church. 'But I bided my time,
and at the end of two years my wife and her adviser found
that they had made a mistake, for the new church prospered,
while the old one went down. All the young folks in the
old church came over in a body and joined the new, and the
membership of the Sabbath-school, which at first was only
fifty scholars, swelled to nearly two hundred. As we were
a progressiv church, we had some progressiv sermons
preached. The fact was, we had no regular preacher for
the first six months, but had to take up with any preacher
who offered to preach to us for nothing. The consequence
was, some of the sermons were not exactly orthodox. Listening to some of those specula tiv sermons caused me to become
a. little speculativ myself. Then other preachers hammered
at Infidelity and poor Tom Paine, and the more they hammered the more I began to reason on the subject. Then my
wife, becoming alarmed at the state of my mind, made haste
to join the new church. In fact, her old adviser advised her
to do so. But it was too late. For two or three years more
my wife, myself, and my family attended the new church
regularly, but I only attended from force of habit, for I had
lost faith- in religion. But I was still to all appearance a
Methodist, for I kept my mouth shut on the subject. Now,
it happened one day that the pastor and his wife were spending the day at my' house, and he took me to task for being
so lukewarm in church work. Well, I hardly know how it
happened, but I opened up my whole heart to him. Then
we went at it and had a regular discussion on the truths of
revealed religion, and I was astonished to find that he had
not a solitary argument to bring to refute anything I advanced. At the end of two or three hours' talk he slammed
the Bible shut and stared at me and said, "Why, Brother
Swail, don't you know that you are an Infidel?" I replied
that I had a suspicion that I was. " Oh, there's no doubt
about it," he replied; "you certainly are one. And now
will you please tell me what Infidel books you hav been
reading, for by the way you talk I am pretty sure you hav
been reading Paine's ' Age of Reason ?' " I told him that I
had never read it; that I had not the least idea what was in
it; also that I had never read any book or article in favor of
Infidelity in my life, or even heard any Infidel talk on the
subject. " Then how did you become an Infidel?" he asked.
I told him I suopected it was by listening to Methodist
preachers' sermons, for I had always noticed that in every
chain of evidence that they produced in favor of the truth of
Christianity, or the falsehood of Infidelity, there was a link
lacking, and whenever I tried to supply that link I would
discover that the whole chain was only a rope of sand. Of
course the preacher was shocked, but before we parted ke
begged me to conceal my views ft om my children and
neighbors, for it would hurt my reputation and do a great
moral· damage, etc. Then it was my turn to be shocked.
"What?" said I, " do you really advise me to play the hypocrit and to act a lie?" " Oh, no," said he, "not quite that,
but wait awhile till you get better posted. I am going to
lend you some books on this subject and you will come out
all right yet." "Very well," said I, "I will gladly read
everything on this subject, but I mean to read both sides.
I am goinp; to get Paine's ' Age of Reason ' as soon as I can
and read it." Well, do you believe it, the preacher never
again mentioned those books he spoke of. But I hunted
around and got acquainted with some Freethinkers. One of
them lent me the 1 ' Age_ of Reason " and some copies of the
Investigat01·. I did not know till then that there was a Freethought newspaper in the world. I read the "Age of
Reason," and was astonished at the discovery that I was a
bigger Infidel than Thomas Paine. I immediately subscribed
for the Investigator, and afterward for THR TRUTH BEEKER.
I then notified the preacher to erase my name from the
church-membership list, for I was no longer a Methodist.
When I entered the church I expected to find nothing but
harmony, love, and brotherly kindness. Instead of that, I
found the very opposit. Ani! the quarrels in the church
were the cause of many domestic squalls in my own family.
But they were the means that help<>d to open my eyes and
awaken me from the horrible nightmare of superstition that
I was in, therefore I am very glad it happened. So you see
I became a Freethinker in a different way from that in which
tbe generality of Freethinkers do. I hav a family of eleven
children. My wife and my three eldest grown daughters
are members of the Methodist church. My four ne&rly
grown sons I notice like to look at the pictures in THE TRUTH
BEEKER, and also to read and laugh at the jokes on the last
page. They occasionally, I think, read some of the inside
matter. My youngest little girls I observe spelling out the
little stories in the "Children's Corner." For that reason
I like the pictures and jokes for the sake of the boys, and the
stories in the "Children's Corner" for the sake of the little
girls. In order to accommodate my wife and big girls I fear
that you would hav to fill up the rest of the paper with Joe
Cook's and Talmage's sermons. But perhaps that would be
asking too much, so I will take THE TRUTH SEEKER just the
same if you do not print a single word in it about either
Cook or Talmage. Being brought up a Methodist, I am
naturally long-winded when I come to tell my experience,
so if I hav wearied you, l hope you will forgiv me on that
account.
RoBERT BwAIL.
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area of the cacao belt is comparativly re- said as hurt him, and he says to sho~ him three bushels," replied the man from Kenwhat he's stole and cotr>e along with him. tucky. "Then you just put tkirty-three
~z·,;~

#
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stricted. Besides this, this tree requires a
moist soil and a humid temperature, and so Then Jim stands up as prompt as he can, bushels of corn into the shape of a hog and
Jldiua Dr Miss Susll H. WIXoN, lt'a ll . the lands along the coast of the Carribean bein' held 80 tight, and says he, a-takin' out walk him off to market," said Stewart. At
this point in the debate Wickliffe sprang to
Ritw, .Ma88., to uihom ali OommgnfMUonsfafJr! sea, sloping from the mountain tops to the this bit of caliker:
" 'It's a piece of my mother's dress, si r. his feet and exclaimed very hurriedly, "Mr.
this Oormr shouid o~ unt.
shore, bedewed by the exhalations from the
i i
Speaker I Mr. Speaker I I acknowledge the
sea and irrigated by the numerous rivulets It's all I've got as was hers. I keeps t n my corn." The incident caused quite a laugh
"Between the dark and the dayligh\.
that course down the valleys, are found to be pocket, and I look at it when things goes
among the members and was never forgotten.
When the night is beginning w lowel',
in all respects adapted to cacao plantations. hard, and it helps me to sell.'
Oomes a. pa.nse in the day's ooonpatiou
, It is a very beautiful and .picturesque.
" And it did help him that time, for the
LITTLK FRKD came down to breakfast with
That is known &S the Ohildren's He.._."
i sight to look at the valleys and hills in the folks as was standin' round, hearin' it, the grippe in full force. " Bofe of my eyes
\ season when the Bois immo'rtelle is blooming. crowded up to buy his papers fast as he is leaking," he said, "and one of my noses
To Mary Ba(i)rd Finch •.
1
They hav beautiful violet-colored flowers, could hand 'em out. He sold most a hundred
don't go."
The poet goldfinch with pinions
which combined with the surrounding trees papers that day, and that night him and me
Like the glory of the sun's rays;
went
to
a
restring
and
had
such
a
supper
of
and their variegated flowers, presents an
The bullfinch with his crimson breast,.
Agents for the 'frnth Seeker.
appearance to the eye which is indeed lovely. hot stew and things as ye never eat. I keeps
Like ardent lovers' hearts ablazethe
kaliker
'cause
he
left
it
fer
me
with
the
OALiil'ORN!A.,
The
fruit
of
the
cacao-tree
is
a
great
big
How wonderfully sweet they sing,
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
pod eight or nine inches long, and it grows woman at the hospital.
How inspiring their song, how gay l
Yet I know of a Ba.(i)rd, a Finch,
" I wanted to do somethin' for him, but J. C. Scott, 22 Thira st., San Francisco, Cal.
not on the sprays like other fruits, but hangs
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Who sings more divinely tha.n they.
from the side of the trunks or one of the I'm broke just now and can't. Business ain't Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
The gentle zephyrs catch the notes
· larger branches. The pods vary in color brisk since he ain't in partnership with me
Francisco.
And send them floating on the breeze ~
from a deep crimson to scarlet and orange, no longer. I hain't got nothin' ter leave here Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San FranI list and hear their cade11ce rareicisco.
and a heap when gathered has a very pretty with him 'ceptin' this. I took it out of a
Their symphony among. th&·tlreelfCA.NADJI.,
appearance.
The
pods
contain
from
sixty
to
store
were
there
was
a
new
party
jist
movin'
In the &pring and bright summer tiine•
T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
They
are
opened
by
the
He
had
a
likin'
for
them
advertisin'
seventy
beans
each.
in.
Merry are the chimes of the birdsN. S.
The dear little poets, the bards,
sharp (macltetis) large knives of ·the (peons) cards."
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto,
Bnt they're songs without any words.
· laborers.
The lady glanced down at the Tittle mound James Foster, Welland, Ont.
No words to soothe the weary souls,
' The bfan in size, color, and form is very of earth, where the boy had placed a paste- R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
To cheer the lonely and the sad;
FLORIDA,
' similar to the almond. After the beans are board card from a shop window. The writTo banish grief and sorrow,
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
taken
from
the
pods
they
are
placed
in
large
ing
was
blurred
and
illegible,
except
the
two
To elev.. te and make them gla.il.
IDAHO,
heaps in fermentation boxes, where they re- words in large letters :
A. Erwin, Murray.
Then aing, still sing thy sonllB divine,
main for a few days, and are afterward taken
" Removed to--."
ILLINOIS.
And thy dear name immortalize;
. out in the sun and dried. It is afterward
Post-office News Co., lOS Adams st., Chicago •
Sing, ever sing thy songs, a.nd with
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
G. E. Wilson, 314 S. State st, and Brentauo
Them help the earth to Edenize.
i shipped to Europe or the United States in
Bros., Chicago.
.
Los AnvelB•, Cal.
SA.DIE A.THl!NA. MAGOON.
Paterfamilias : ''Wonder what's the matter
bags containing 170 to 180 pounds, which
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., C!:.!csg0.
sells from $15 to $25 per bag, according to with my watch ; I think it must need cleanINDill.A..
Looking at Both Sides.
ing." Tommy: "Guess it must be clean J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
the quality.
The good wife bustled about the hou~.
It is from the cacao bean that chocolate is enough, pa; cos I saw baby washin' it in the T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
Her face still bright with a pleasant; &mile,
LOUISIANA.
made. I infer thnt many of the children of bathtub this morning."
As broken snatches of ha.ppy song
A little girl was in a beautiful garden with AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
Strengthened her hea.rt a.nd her handsihe while, the Children's Comer hav seen the process
HAiilSA.OBUBBTTS.
The good ma.n sa.t in the chimney nook,
how the bean is converted into chocolate, and a number of ladies one day, when the follow- Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
His little <!lay pipe within his lips,
ing
conversation
took
place:
Lady
No.
1
:
therefore it would be out of place here.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
And all he'd ma.de and all he had lost,
"This is a perfect garden of Eden!" Lady Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
SOTNAB.
Ready and clear on his finger tips.
MIOHIG.A.N.
[We are grateful to our friend for his in- No.2: "Yes, and what a number of Eves are
"Good wife, I've just been thinking a bit;
!.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
Nothing ha.s done very well this year,
structiv and interesting account of the cll.cao- here!" Nellie (seven years old) : "Yes, and S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Money is bound to be hard to get,
tree. We hope the Corner may often hav not an Adam to Add-um up."
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit· ave.,
Everything's sure to be very dear.
"Mamma, what's hereditary?" asked
Grand Ranict&.
the privilege of welcoming his graceful and
How the cattle are going to feed,
Bobby, laboriously tripping over the syllables Swan & Co .. S'i Woodward ave., Detroit.
scholarly ess11ys.-En. C. C.]
How we're to keep the boys at school,
of the long word. "Why, it is-anything Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Is a kind of debit and credit sam
you get from your father or me," replied the Horace Haynes, Leslie.
I can't ma.ke balance by any rnle."
The Squarest Un Among 'Em.
11IBBOUB!.
mother, a little puzzled for a definition suited
She turned her around from the baking board,
The charitable ladies from the hospital to his years. Silence for two minutes. Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louh!.
And she faced him there with a cheerful la"Qgh;
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
"Why, husband, dear, one would really think · stood beside a little newly-made grave in the "Then, ma," he asked, "is spankin' hered- Lang
& Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
That the good, rich wheat was only ohaff.
Potter's Field, over which the preacher had itary?"
NBW YORK.
And what if wheat is only ohaff,
said the last prayer for the departed child's
"Be a good boy, Johnny," said the min- Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
s~ long as we both are well and strong 1
soul. One kind-faced lady, turning to walk ister, " and study hard. You may be the Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
I'm not a woman to worry a bitdown the narrow path, saw a ragged news- president of the United States some day." H. Adler, cor. Eseex&Grand sts., New York.
Bat-somehow or other, we get along.
boy stimding beside one of the mounds. She " Well, I guess not." " Why, Johnny, I am H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
" Into all lives some rain must fall,
had seen dozens of newsboys of the same surprised at you. Don't you want to be pres- Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
Over allla.nds the storm must beat,
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
Bat when the storm and pain are o'er
type every day-had passed them by un- ident?" "No, sir; it's bad enough to write J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
The sunshine is sure to be twice as sweet.
noticed on her way to the cemetery that compositions to suit the school-marm. When
NewYork.
•
Through every strait we hav found a road,
afternoon-yet it was strange to find this it comes to working over tariff essays that J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
In every grief we hav found a song;
boy in such a place, and there was something will suit a whole country full of kickers- New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
We ha.v had to bear and had to wait,
York.
Bat, somehow or other, we get along.
in the face bent toward the poor mound that excuse me."
S. J • .King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
tempted her to speak.
" For thirty yea.rs we hav loved each other,
OHIO.
Teacher (to new ten-year.old scholar):
Stood by each other whatever befell;
"Why, what brings you here, my little "Who made you?" Ten-year-old: "Don't John Jacques, Akron.
Six boys hav called us 'father' a.nd 'mother,.•
man?"
know." Teacher: "Don't know I You ten N. Hexter, 308 Supenor street, Cleveland.
And all of them living and doing well.
The boy looked up in astonishment. Drop- years old, and can't answer that question! VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st .. Cleveland.
We owe no man a. penny, mY dear;
ping his eyes, as if to hide traces of tears, he Why, there's little Willie, he is only three, W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland.
Are both of ns loving and well and strong.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati;
GJod man, I wish yon would smoke again.
answered:
and I know he can answer it. Who made Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
And think how well we hav got along."
"1-1 thought I'd jest come out and see you, Willie?" Willie (model scholar):
OBBGON.
He filled his pipe with a pleasant laugh,
where it was they put Jim."
B. F. Hyland, Corvallii.
"
God."
Ten-year-old
boy
:
"
Oh,
well!
he
He kissed his wife with a tender pride ;
"And who was Jim? Tell me about him." ought'er know-he's only been made three C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
He sa.id, "I'll do as yon tell me, love ;
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
"Jim? There weren't nothin' much about years, and I've been made ten."
I'll just count up on the other side,"
PBNNBYLVANI.A..
She left him then with his better thought,
Jim, 'ceptin' he was my pal, and he died.
Last Sunday little Alice, five years old, who Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
And lifted her work wi•h a. low, sweet song,
They wouldn't let me see him when he was is a regular attendant at Sunday-school, was George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
A song that's followed me many a yearsick and I thought I'd like to find out which with her class reciting their lesson when the I. A. Kirk. DuBois.
" Somehow or other, we get a.long.''
TBNNBBBBB.
one of these was his'n. They hain't given subject was turned to the passage of scripture
-Mackav Standara.
Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
him so much as a board to mark it."
where it speaks of Lot's wife turning to salt. D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
" Did you like him?"
Little Alice paid close attention until they
TB:i:.A.B.
The Cacao tree.
"Like him? Didn't I though? You just had stopped talking, when she spoke up and L. Andruss, Denison.
I suppose that many of the children of the bet I did! He was the squarest un among
said: "What did they do with her after she T, Theo. Colwick. Norse.
Children's Corner are acquainted with choco- 'em. Never took a cent he didn't earn at turned to salt?" Then before giving her H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH,
late, but perhaps are not with the tree from shines or sellin', and was allers fair at penny teacher time to answer, replied, " Oh, I know.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
which chocolate is obtained. It might per- ante. He made the others play fair, too.
I suppose they used her to salt meat and po- W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
haps be interesting to them to know some- Why, I seen him scoop in twelve cents all to
John A. Jost, Ogden.
tatoes with."
thing about the cacao.tree.
onct-fair play, too. Then the littlest fellow
~~--~~-----Henry Booth, Stockton.
Acknowledge the Corn.
The cacao-tree is from twenty to thirty feet in the crowd he cried 'cause he lost his two
W ABHINGTON TBBBITOBY,
high, and resembles a large hazel-bush, but cents and couldn't hav no supper, and Jim
The phrase " acknowledge the corn" is Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
BNGL.A.ND.
is rather thicker in the trunk. The leaf is up and gave him ten cents and buyed a variously accounted for, but the following is a
&Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
something like that of a sweet chestnut, only doughnut with the other two cents for him- true history of its origin: In 1828 Alexander Watts
London.
larger. It is planted out in plantations, at self, and giv me half, 'cause he allers looked Stewart, member of Congress, said in a speech C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
fifteen feet equidistant. It is generally set out fer me, I bein' smaller'n him. We liked that Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana sent their
AUBTBALIA,
out in the same way as a coffee orchard, ex- each other, I can tell ye, Jim and me. He haystacks, cornfields, and fodder to;N ewYork Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
cept that the young stocks may be trans- left me his newspaper bag and this here piece and Philadelphia for sale. Wickliffe, another W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NBW ZBALAND.
planted from the nursery after two months' of caliker, what he wanted me allers to keep. member, called him to order, declaring that
growth. An acre of land will accommodate 'Tain't nothin' worth nothin', rut he thought those states did not send their haystacks and A.. D. Willis, Wanp;anui.
about two hundred trees. The tree. begins to a sight of it. Ye see 'twas like this: One cornfields to the Eastern cities for sale.
bear sometimes at three years, but is never in day last winter he'd been trying all the "Well, what do you send ?" asked Stewart.
J. D. SHAW'S P AMPHLE1'S•
full bearing before it is ten years old, and mornin' and hadn't sold a paper, and he was "Why, horses, mules, cattle, and hogs."
yields annually two crops, and with proper so cold he was a-runnin' and hollerin' ter "Well, what makes your horses, mules, The Bible-What Is IU A pam.
phlet containing eight cha.ptors in refutation
oare it can attain the age of about sixty years. keep him a little warm, he happens to think cattle, and hogs?" queried Stewart.
of the assumption t.hat the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
A cacao plantation is shaded by very large of this in his pocket. He stops short and
" You feed $100 worth of hay to a horse.
utterances.
Price, 25 cents.
trees, the BoiB immortelle, or as it is called in takes it out and looks at it and puts it back In doing that you just animate your h"ystack
Studies In Thcolo~y. A clear exposiSpanish, El madre del cacao.
in his pocket and buttons his coat tight on it and get on top of it and ride off to market.
tion of the biblioa.l story of man's creation
and onrse, theologically donominf!,ted "the
For the proper development of the cacao- and runs on. A cop what sees him do it How is it with your cattle? You make one
fall." Prioe, lO c<mts.
tree, so as to produce remunerativ crops, it I comes runnin' after him, thin kin' he was get- of them carry $50 worth of hay to the E~st l"iberallsm. Treating the subject from a
requires at least a temperature of eighty; tin' off with something he'd been a thievin'. ern market. How much corn does it take to
nega.tiv and affirmativ stR.udJ:loint, showing.
what it is not and wl.la.t it is. Price, 5 couia.
degrees Fahrenheit. Hence it is that the And he ketches a holt of Jim in a way as Jim fatten a hog, Mr. Wickliffe?" "Thirty.
tf
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rience.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two sYSA SYMPOSIUM
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critica.l Be·
view.
BY
Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
COL.
R.
G.
INGERSOLL,
R.
B.
WESTBROOK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
Address THE TBU'l'H SEEKER CO.
E. B. FOOTE, Jx.,
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WIXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
THE
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. C. B. REYNOLDS,
.
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN •

DESTRUCTIVE

.A OOMPJDNJJIUM OF UNIVJD.llB.AL
HISTORY.

By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which -aniver·
sal history is "boilad down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination sim·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean.
Bis history has a oontinuitx, a rmsh, a carrying
power.!.. which reminds us str1kingly of Gibbon.[New .l:laven Palladium.
'l'he sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing, He has a stYle that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo, M3pp.,$1.75.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Address
28 La.fa.vette Pl •• New York.

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

SUJJJROTS OF pAPERS :

Is tlu-re an Affirmati'Oe, Positi'De, Oonsfll-luti'Oe Bide to Freethought1
If not, the -reason why 1
If the're be, in what, in 'JJOU'r opinion, does it consist, and in what shoukl it consist 1

CRrM~S AGAINST CRIMIHALS

PRICE 25 CEN 1'8.
Address

THE TRllTH SEEKER CO,

AN

Charles Watts's Works.

Tbe Tea{· l1ings o:f Secularbm Com
THE
pared with Orthodox Christian·
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
THEm
Secularism : Is It Founded on
Crimes and Persecutions. ·
Rea•on, and 1!!1 It Sufficlept
Meet the Needs or •t1a11kind't
svo, 1,119pP. Oloth, $3; leather, u; mc:u.•occo,
Deba.te
between tbe Editor of the Ba.lif•x
gilt ed!Ces, $4.50.
OB
Etening Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by Gaorge Jacob BolYOa.ke and
BY D. Ill. BENNETT.
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
DANCER AHEAD.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Belen H. Gardener. 60 pages, >5 cents.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
A.
Reply to Fatller 1 ambtrt.'s
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
•·Tactics o:f Inftde!s." 20 cents.
this Republic.
)I(
!
Its Orl;,tin, Nature,
OB1
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 1o
By A..~. GROVER.
cents.
The Church of Practical Religion. The
Horrors of tile French Rt!VO•
Price, paper, 25 cents.
BY REPORTER.
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages.
A.ddresp THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Price,
10 cents.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
oh urch without superstition, and its success. secularism: Destructiv and Con
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having esta.lllished
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital quostions
10 cents.
of human concern, religious, pelitical, and other- Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. wise.
The book is writte11- in well-chosen la.n·
to be ContradictorY and Defectiv as an Ethical
12mo, 800pp., $1.50.
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
gua.ge, and easily understood. There is lu<~t sum·
.A.pul~s of Gold. And Other Stories cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the rea.d.er and A;;-nosticism and Christian Theism:
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25.
hold his attention while the trnth is being brought
Wbtcb tslbe More Reasonable?
24Pages. Price, 10 cents.
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- to his mind.
some and Interesting Book, Without SuperstiEvolution and Special Creation.
J'or sale at this om.ce. Price, S1.oo.
tion, for Children and Youth. The Only Free10 cents.
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
Saints
and Sinners-Which 't 24
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
for
type, heaVY, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp,, boards, $1.
J'or the beaefit of our read- The l'iuperstilion of tile Christian
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~nndsy: A Plea for Liberty and Jusers who preserve their pa.pen
we offer a new style of l:iinder,
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
made for the purpoue, and
SAKYA BUDDHA.
, with the heading of THE The Glory of Unbel ef. 22 pages in
cover. Price, 1ocents.
TBUTH 8EEB:EB printed in
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ ofh!s Life and
r~~~·~!i!!-&.old letters on the outside. Nature and the Supernatural; or,
• Teachings.
-~
·
This binder allows the open.Beli ~::f and Knowledge. 24 pages.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of mg of the papers perfectly fiat. It also alloows the
Price, 10 cents.
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
Virtue."
from any part of the tile without disturbing the Tlte American !iecular Union ; Its
other parts.
Neces .. uy and the .Justice or Its
BY E. D. BOOT.
Bent by mail, postpai~ for 11.
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to ColOAddress THE TBUT.t1 BEEKER
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
nel Robert Inger11oll.l 82 pages in cover.
work.-Pro!. J. 111. Peebles.
U
28 La.fa.veUe Pi•• New York
Price, 10 cents.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
Tbeolo;;ical Presumption: An Open
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light "
BIBLE INQUIRER;
"Religio-Philosophical J ourna.l," and many Spirit.
LeHer to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax,
OB.
ua.list papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highlY of
N. B. In this Jetter the followinl!' subjects are
<lealt with: 1. Wbv Do the Olergy Avoid
'the book.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Debate? 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism
Containing 148 Proll.ositions
Toward
Christianity. 8. Freethou11ht and
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism.
Inspired Scriptures.
6. ChristianltY and Slavery. 16 l'&ges. Price,
~O'V READY.
BY A. JAOOBSON.
5 cents.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTB. JUST PUBA VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
Every Liberal needs a copy for readY reference.
LISHED.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
OF
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Christianity: Deff'ctiv and Un·
Price onlY 25 cents.
necessary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
COMPILED BY
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TRY S flUARE
\:&..

BINDER

THE TRUTH SEI:KEB

HORACE SEAVER.

This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver durin~r the
Past forty-five Years. It is neatlY printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtgator. Every Liberal shonld ha.v this book
tn his home. It is now ready for delivery.
Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Col. Kelso's Works.

The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

avo, 833pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of tha.~ philosophY.
Oloth, ll!mo, 245pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

New Edition, Beviset nnd Enlarced.

An Exposition of the True Metinin~e of this Char.
Mter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M,D., author of "Hebrew M:rthol.
{li'!:V·"
Pa.per, 8vo, 25 cents.

MEN, WOKEN k GODS.
•v HELEN H, CARDENER,

L. K. Washburn's Works.

OR,

THK

Conflict between Beason and Superstition.

:o
Religious Problems. Price, :o cents
Was J
Insane l Price, :o cents.

l!'ollowers of Jesus. Price, cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cente.
e~us

"Che Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 6 cents.

Giordano Bruno.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

N ew:Model Hall Typewriter

T~ :Best Sta!ldard

Typewriter in the World.

Cbili.Tp, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, Interchangeable
ype in all La.ngua.ges, Easiest to learn and
ra:Qjd as any. Agent.s wanted everYwhere.
WAllBANTED AB REPRESENTED. Address

National Typew-riter Co.,
10 Temple Place, :BostoD, Mass. P. 0. box 5159•
Bend for catalog and specimens of work.
18tl0

LOOKING BACKWARD
By Edward Bellamy,
Author of ''Dr. Heidenho:II's Process," etc.
It iB a thought-breeding book, a.nd all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inlipira.tion.-fNew York Tribune.
The ap~ea.l is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A SUI{gestion of a really practicable and fea.si.
ble so01a.l state greatly in advance of the Present.
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50o.
Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

HISTORY
01'

THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
ReVised Edition-ll vols-Price, sa,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., uL.D.
Addrll&a THE TRUTH SF.F.KER-

Essenoe of Religion.
By L. F.EllERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
mora.l.-B:ttract.
Address THl!i TRUTH BEEB:EB Co.
THR

Co~mian

Hymn Book,

Original and Selected Hymns
(Words and .MU8U)

For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
For Schools and tile Home.
OOJIIPILED BY

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.

The fool hath aald in his heart, There!& no God.

xiv, 1·
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por. -[Ps.
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw,
trait, and Monument.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.

With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE1 THOMAS DAVIDSON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fn a dollar.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.:vette Pla.ce. New York.

A. OOLLEOTION OF

BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

ON THE WORD GOD.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the DeitY to undertalre a crusade of one aga.inst the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

The onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

Introduotion by
.A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
the Moabites by the Jews.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 150 Qents.
By .A. C. MIDDLETON.
Sunday and the !'labbath. " A law TM Tradl Bt~MJlied at J:Jp8di.U.DiacrN.nta.
regula.tinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
10 cents.
Price,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
l!8
LafaYette
Place,
New
York.
The False Teaching of the Chris- Photo-engravinp of Mis& Gardener are for salt
tian Church. ''The Thirty-nine atthiso11ice. Prioe,.ac.: withantoaraph, I!Ootl.
Articles of the Christian church are thirty.
By Milton WoollB}', M.D., Author of "Hebrew
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Mythology,"" The Oa.reer of Jesus Ohrist."

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

Cb~~:tt~:~lty:

Miss Wixon's Works.

L. K. W.ASHBUBN.

N(J'IJJ York State Ba;r .Association, at Albany,

•o

ROMAN ISM,

ADDRE~S

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,
DELfVERED BEFORE THE

Aititr,.~•

TJJlll TRUTH REEKER.

ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Ohrls~
crucified nuder Pontius Pila.t_e, but that the
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of m.a.ry by Joseph
Panders., wa.a stoned and han ~ted for sorcerY a.bou~
75 years B.o. Cloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price, $1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at this
ol'lice.;

P

L.

K. W A.SHBllRN.

PmOR1

$1.50.

Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 ..
liS Lafayette Place, New York.
E very Lib era I Sl1011 Jd R ea d

THE BIBLE A.ND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH l'BI!FAOE BY DB. HABDWIOKE.
INTRODUCTION.
Oha.pter I Bible AstronomY and Evolution
Chapter II, Bible Biology and Evolut.ion; Chanter Ill, Bible Myths and Evolution; Chapter H',
Bible History and Evolution; Chapter V, Bible
Moralit:v and Evolution; OhaptAr VI, Bible Mir·
acles and Evolution : Chapter VII, MiraclAs Incredible; Cha.ptAr VIII. Bible Poetry and Evolution : ChaptPr IX, Bible Art and Fvolutim> : Chap·
ter X. Bible God a.ud Evolution ; ChaptPr XI. Soul
and Future and Evolnt.ion; Chapter XII, Beaven
Hereafter; OhaPter XIII, Oonolnsion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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l/otlrg.
Poetry for the Polemics.
THE DB ST'S ORBED.
I belieTe that God, who planted the hope
Of eternal life in the human breast
Has ample power to giv it scope,
Without any prompting by priest or pope,
And I trust his wisdom, for all the rest.

But I, pretending not to hear,
Moved off a little further.
"Lave off ye brute," says he to Tim;
"No m~n wud sthrike a lady."
But both the Doolans turned on him,
And in a whist the two ayethim
Were wallopin' O'Grady.
That night, whin I was home in bed,
Remembering that token,
I t0ok the notion in my head
That the wisest word I iver said
Was the one that wasn't spoken.

-India Exchange.

I believe this life is a primary school,
Where man is prepared for a higher
Poetry for the Poets.
Pphere,
That all will arrive at the selfsame goal,
GOOD MORNING.
When the Jew and the gentile, the sage and "Good morning, world I" On the wi.idow
the fool,
seat
Will resume life's task when they leave it She bqlanced her two little timid feet;
here.
- She clung with her dimpled hands and stood
Framed in like a picture of babyhood.
I believe that conditions are all that divide
The good and the evil, the high and the The clambering vines hung low and green
'Round the sunniest curls that e'er were seen
low,
That the humble serf and the king in his As she stood with beauty and light impearled,
pride
And bade "Good morning" to all the world.
Will stand on a level, side by side,
And the least will hav plenty of time to " Good morning, world!" and the great world
heard;
grow.
Each rustling tree and each singing bird.
The bud is the pledge of the future rnse_,
The dancing flowers and the fields of grass
The spring is the source of the mtghty Nodded and waved at the little lass;
stream,
And the far-off hills and the sky overhead
And I hav no doubt but time will disclose
Listened and beamed as the word was said;
That our imperfections cause our woes,
And the old sun lifted his head and smiledAnd that life is more than an idle dream.
" Good morning, world!" " Good morning,
-Li'DlJ Penney in Mt. Desert HM·ald.
child I"

Poetry for the Lovers.

GIRARD'S WILL

HA.:MMOOK.
AND
Beth and I in the hammock swung ;
June was sobbing its life awayDew, like tears, from each grass-point hung,
AN EXPOSE
And up in bent boughs, to greet the day,
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'sma~ificent
A wee bird sang this strain to me :
bequest to Phila.delphia by the Christum
"Love lingereth through eternity."
churches and Young Men's
Christi an Associa''All these round little worlds of dew
tion.
Disappear when the sun mounts high ;
By RIOll. B. WEBTBliOOl!.t D.D., LL.D.
So will this world th!lot cradled you
Prioe $1.
Address THE TliUTll SEEJ:Ell,
Sink in the stream of time and die.
What shall it matter to you or me?
Love is the child of eternity!"
Steel engravings of this celebrated. naturalist.
Widely opening her languid eyes,
2x1~ inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid.
Beth looked laughingly at my own ;
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
Was it a glance of sweet surprise
if
At finding how luminous life had grown?
" Why not love me now ?" said she,
"It's so long to wait for eternity!"
IN THE

Girard College Theology.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT,

The Reign of the Stoics.

- Wm. Ha1kell Simpson in Chicago N6Ws.
FIV& O'OLOOK IN THE MORNING.
The dew lay glittering on the grass,
A mist lay on th~ brook;
At the earliest beam of the glowing sun,
The swallow her nest forsook ;
The snowy bloom of the hawthorn tree
Lay thickly the ground adorning ;
The birds were singing.on every bush,
At five o'clock in the morning.
And Bessie, the milkmaid, merrily sang,
For the meadows were fresh and fair;
The breeze of the morning kissed her brow,
And played with her nut-brown hair;
But oft she turned and looked around,
As if the silence scorning ;
'Twas time for the mower to whet his scythe,
At five o'clock in the morning.
And over the meadows mowers came,
And merry their voices rang ;
And one among them wended his way
To where the milkmaid sang;
And as he lingered by h_!lr side,
Despite his comrade's warning,
The old, old story was told again,
At five o'clock in the morning.
A SUM:MBR ROMA.NOE.
We stood in the moonlight's tender glow,
And I thought her the daintiest girl
That ever lived; and I loved her so,
She had set my brain awhirl!
For she was charmingly gay that night,
And we stood on the shore in the soft moonlight,
And never a soul was nigh.
So I whispered low, "I love you, dear,
And you thrill me tkrough and through l
As I look in your eyes, in the moonlight here,
It is all that I can do
To keep from straining you close to me now,
And kissing your eyes and your lips, !vowIt's hard to be good!" said I

Then she looked up at me with a roguish
glance,
And a light was in her eyes,
That made my blood leap and the whole
world dance
In & rapture of sweet surprise.
"I suppose it is hard," she roguishly said;
Then, softly, and turning away her head,
She added, " What makes you try?"

-Exchange.

Poetry for the Philosophers.
WISE OONOLUSION.
Tim Doolan and his wife wan night
Were drinkin' av the crature,
Whin something started up a fight,
An' they wint at it right an' tight,
According to their nature.
O'Grady and mesill stood near
Expecting bloody murther.
Says he to· me: "Let's interfere."
A

THBIE

History, Religion, Philosophy, and
Maxims of Self-Control, SelfCulture, Benevolence,
and Justice.
With Citations of .Authors QuoUd from M
Each Page.
BY FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND,
Read the philosophers, and learn how to make
life happy, seeking useful precepts and brave and
noble words which may become deeds.-Seneca.
Ol'INIONS OF THE l'RESS,

This book shows that manY Christians might
learn much from these ancient heathen.-American Bookseller.
One of the most valuable helps for those who
wonld understand the character of human progress in all a.gea.-Nattonal Quarterl!l Revtew.
The author has shown himself a diligent student, an ardent admirer, and a faithfUl interpreter, of some of the most remarkable monuments of ancient thinking.-New Yorlt TrtiYune.
Reading this book, we find the doctrine of the
Stoics to be almost identical with the views held
by the broadest and most enlightened minds of
the present day.-Ctnctnnatt Commerctal.
Lecky says of Marcus Aurelius : " The pures_t
and gentlest s_pirit of all the pagan world." Marlvale says : "Of all the line the noblest and dearest." Taine says : "The noblest son! tbat ever
lived." John Stuart Mill says: "He Preserved
through life not only the most unblemished justice, but the tenderest heart."
Extra O!oth, 12mo, 248 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 TJafavett11 Plo."A- New York.

A so-called "Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary" is being offered to the public
at a very low price. The body of the book,
from A to Z, is a cheap reprint, page for
page, of the edition of 1847, which was in
its day, a valuable book, but in the ]lro·
gress of language for over FORTY YEARS,
has been completely superseded. It is
now reproduced, broken type, errors and
all, by photo-lithograph processt is printed
on cheap paper and flimsily oound. A
brief comparison page by page, between
the reprint and the latest and enlarged
edition, will show the great superiority
of the latter. These reprints are as out
of date as a last year's almanac. No honorable dealer will allow the buyer of such
to suppose that he is getting the Webster
which to-day is accepted as the Standard
and THE BEST,-every copy of which
bears our imprint as given below.
Iii?" n persons who have been induced to
purchase tho " Ancient Edition" by any
misreiJrese!ltations vlill advise us of the
facts, we will undertake to seo that the
seller is punished afi he deserves.
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.

TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRAR'I.

ADDRESS '£HE TRUTH

~"~he

SEEKER

OFFIOE,

World's Sages, Tltinkers, and
Seeker Around the World.
Reformers, The Biographtes oi A Truth
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate
throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosoph_ers (who were not
Christians), from -the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages.
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

engraving of the author in VoL I., and
each volume .illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt erlgos, $10.50.

Tile World's Sage~ Thinkers, and
Reformers. 1,07 o pages, Svo. Cloth,

Thl': Champions of the Chm·ch; Tlleir
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

graphical sketches of prominent Christians. A companion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Tlie Champions of the Church; 'l'l1eir
Crimes aml Persecutions. Svo.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00 ~ leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient The Gods aml Religtonfl of Ancient
and Moderu 'rimes. Vol. I. givs
and }lodern r_rimes. 'rwo Volumes.
a full account of all the gods the nations

Written in p1·ison. In clo.tll, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for tho two volumes; in
leflther, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes f1~lly all
the religious systems of the world, mclu_ding Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chnstianity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. JrL BENNETT. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Supernatural Religion.

From Behind the :Bars. A series of
letters written in prison.
Prico SL50.

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series
of lettors written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some aeconnt
of the International Froethinkets' Congress held at Brnssols, to which Mr. Ben·
nett was a delegate, followed by a description of what he saw in Engltmd,
Fr!lnce, Holland, and Italy. 'l'he letters
from Rome alono tU'e worth tho Jn·ice
of the book. WiLh a st.eel-plato portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $LGO.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exbaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. \Y. NEWMA..c'i", Emeritus
Professor of the London University. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; !eat'· er, $5.0G,
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Uible.

'l'reating upon tho gods of tile Semitic
nations, including Allah, Jehovtlh, Satun,
the Holy Ghost, J esns Christ, the Virgin
Marv, and the Bible. 'l'o the latter 230
pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very inferior p1·oduction for u Jirstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, E:mminat-ion of Prophecies, Reply to .Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r ,, ·eded "by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages. 8vo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

A.nalysis of Religious Belief.

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham·
medanism ·examined. historically
and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that bas appew:ed. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

An

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sacred Writings of the world. By VrscoUNT AMllERLEY, son of the late Lord
.,.ohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
i.Jomplete from the London edition. 745
vages, ~vo. In cloth, $3. 9,0;

Thh·ty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. ~L BEN::-!ET'r and Rev. G. H.
HUMFIIREY- This book has had a very
large sale, antl is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweel\
D. M. BE:rnETT !md Cnus RoMULus R
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

The foregoing. volume!! are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be
deducted from the price of each.

B.

F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FOR

S.,LE AT

THE

Over 700 page!.,

TliUTH SEEKER OFFICE,

Essays and LectUl'es. Embracing In, What \)bjections to Christianity 1
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. 11arn; divided into the following
theses: L Ch1istianity is neither new nor
origiBal, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles nncl supernatural achieve.
ments hav been as fu)ly ancl truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission
in the world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This ia
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

fiuence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; W.hat Lib.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Reformer; J\tiaterialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6(l
cents; cloth, SL

[nfiuence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
'Trial of D. 1\[, Bennett in the United
States Circuit Court upon the charge oi
Christianity and Materialism. 15
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

cents.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific llaterialism: Its Meaning
aml Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a ltlatelialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Po_-:..dcal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
W~Jman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
WHI the Coming Man Worship God~

An Open
5 cents.

Lett~r

to Jesus Christ.

L:terrogatories to Jehovah. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship upon a great Vfll'iety of subjects.
PaPer, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv·
ing many church incidents and his evolution from Chl'istianity to Liberalism. Facloth, 75 cents.

The Bock r.f Chronicles of the Pil·
giims iu the Land ot' Yahweh:

10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Chlistianity.

also the Epistle of Bennett tho Apostle tq
the r:;.'Jry'':h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

rrwelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-

file First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.

10 cents.

logical.

20 cents.

. 10 cents.

I

Religions of the World.
Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four The10Great
cents.
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, SO cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cents.

-

I

Underwood-1\laxples Debate. A fom''; A.n H
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD
our WI'th the Devi·1• 10 cents
and Rev. JoHN MARPLEs, Fully reported•. linful Saintlil and Sensual Shepherdic
Paptr. ~6- otn~; oloth,_60_c~ntau

)
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Trllth Seeker Tracts.
NOTE.-Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. ·when sending subscriptions for your
Trutll Secke1·, or money far books, please add
wlmtcvcr yon can ~or tracts, and, when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 1'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. oJI; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 6
35 :Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
31 Short Sermon. RQv. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christianity not a :Moral. X. Y. Z. ......
39 The True Saint. S. 1). Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. B. R Guild..........
52 Marplos·Unclcrwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers.............
54 Open Letter to J esns Christ. Bennett....
58 PI'O]>h<'eies. Underwood.....................
62 'l'ho .Jo\\'s and their God .....................
63 The Devil's Duo Bills. Syphers............
64 Ills we Endure-Canso and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortScrmon. N o.2.Rev.Theologicus, D. D.
61 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman.......
73 Ponndations. John Syphers................
14 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett..........
75 An Hom with the Devil. Bennett..........
76 Reply to K F. Brown. Bennett............
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett..........
Christian Courtesy. D. }.f. Bennett.........
RcvimlismBxamined. Dr.A.G.HumpLrey.
.Moody on I-I ell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........
Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
B•blo-Mauia. Otto C01·dates ................
Onr IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
The New Raven. Will Cooper............
Ichabod Crane Papers .........................
'Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
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Aooept my thanks for your excellent and useful
~
discourse. -James Parton.
I) 1
I O'l The Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... 6
I am much pleased with your address, and will
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... I notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a verY
Ten Oents Each.
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1 !!.ble
paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-Ths
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1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
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Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
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:49 Age of" Simms.................................. 3 &' Tkia book waa supp1'essed by the first Amer- 14. PHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. BY STARR
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:..4.5 JfYon Take Away my Religion? \Ylm~
ican publisher•..D
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Will Yon Give Me Instead. Martin .... 10
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much
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The Walla Walla l.lb, ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha)l, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Bmenoe Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and BelPcted Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDE1!, Beo.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetinll'B every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of M oralbts, No. 903,
Prairie Cit)', Ia.,
Meets every Sunday in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 80 PM. All L bersls are cordially invited. F. V. DBAPEB, Cor. Beo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
MMt• ev~ry Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvi.
tation is tXtended to all. Bests free.

Des !Doines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good TemPlsr Hall,
FiYnn Block. S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Leotnres followed by discussion. Fnends from
abroad heartilY welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINEll, Pres.

Porbmou1lt,

[IJill #I JI( 11'!1~

Is a :tegulnrly educated
and legally qualified Phy•
sicia.n, and the most sue·
cessful in his specialty a!l
his practice wilt pron.
Send lO cts. for his "Private Counselor." a book
for young and middle aged
n1cu, sutl"cring from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the result of youtbfl.ll
follies, iudcscretions and
excesses. lt sets forth an
External Application.-A
POSl'l'lVE CURE. The
book is worth many timer
its cost, and should be in
the hands of '>4Aiie amict·
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WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,
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m.

o., ~ecular Union

Meets every SundaY at 7 P M. in Grand Army
Hall Lectures, discussiOns, readmgs, · poems,
music and songs. A cordialinvitst.ion is extended
to all; especiallY to friends frl'in abroad. Correspondence solicited. J. L. TBENTBAllT, President.
WILL B. ANDRES, Beor~tsrY.

ed.
AN
HONEST ST A TE:\fENT.

"Similar advertisements
from unreliable prnctititners have been frequent•
lv nssniled and exposed by
the press but Dr. FELLOWS stands foremost in h!s r~a3ion, ~~.o~t him."-The National Vtew.

Address.

. Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINE: LAND ,·N.J.
Inquiries are frequently reoeiv~>d asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.1
First, we know that he is a reliable gentleman ox
rare professional skill, who has earned success by
good work. Second tbst he fulfills all bas Al!reements to tbe letter. Third, that he bas performed
cures of hopeless oases that in the olden time his
skill wonld bave been called mirsoulons. Fourth
and last. we know him to be an ho.e.est man and~
stanch Liberal.-Tlle Better Wall.
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CODS AND RELSCUJHNS/ WORLD'S SAGES,
A.N "'IEN·T A.N
v

AT the burning of the Texas Spring Palace,
at Fort Worth, on the 30th ult., twenty persons were injured, but only one, Walter
Hayne, was killed, and this was while risking
himself to save others. Russdl Harrison
also showed bravery, which has made him
popular.
STANLKY will lecture
through America this
fall.
A $40,000 statue of
Hendricks will be unveiled at Indianapolis on
the Fourth of July.
AT San Francisco on
the. 30th ult. a railroad
accident from an open
drawbridge killed thirteen.
IN Paris Nihilists were
arrested recently while
sending . explosivs to St.
Petersburg to use against
the czar.

THINKERS,
MODERN TIMES .
AND REl.,ORMERS.
D
. • Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,

Vol. I. Givs a Full Acoonnt o! a.ll tho Gods, meluding Jehov2h, Satan, the .Holy <;J-host,
Jesus Ohr1st, Virgin Mary. ~nd the Bible.
Svo, 835pp, Vol. II. Descnbes Fully a.U
the Relildons Systems of the World.
svo,957pp. Olotb,$3pervo!.; the
2 vols., $5; .Jeatllflr, $7; morooco, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Teacbors, Skeptios, Innovntors, Fonndars of
N('w Schoo!A of Thought, Eminent Boieliti~ts, t>to. (who w~re not Ohristinns),
from the time of Menu to the presant. svo, l,075pp., olot.b, $3;
leather, $4; mor., j::• e.,$4.50.
BY D M BENNETT
· ·
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, N. y;

CANNIBALISM: It was superstition that
caused human victims to be immolated; it
was necessity that caused them to be eaten.
Which is the greater crime-to assemble
piously together to plunge a knife into the
heart of a girl adorned with fillets, or to eat a
worthless man who has been killed in our
own defense?- Voltaire.
·

Is it more barbarous to
eat a man when dead,
than to ha.v him roasted
by a slow fire, or torn to
pieces by dogs and swine,
as is yet fresh in our
memories-and that not
between ancient enemies,
but among neighbors
and fellow-citizens-and,
which is worse, on pretense of piety and religion ?-Montaigne.
RELIGIOUS despotism,
monarchical despotism,
hav more than once olJ.
talned tl1e sanction, almost the love, of the population which they gov!N the Schuylkill valerned. Perhaps this may
ley the grass worm that
be partly accounted for
did so much damage
by the fact that, in religtwenty years ago has reious and monarchical
appeared and is creating
despotism, authority is
havoc.
always Pxercised by virBEVKN children were
tue of some belief or
recently bitten by a mad
opinion common to both
dog at St. Joseph, Ill.,
ruler and subjfcts; he is
and hav come to New
the representativ, the
York for treatment on
minister, of
another
Pasteur's method.
power superior to ali
human powers. He
ENGLISH papers take
speaks or acts in the
the occasion of Emperor
name of divinity or of a
William's receiving an
common feeling, and not
injury of the foot, to rein the name of man himmind him that he is only
self. of man alone.mortal and that he must
Guizot's Ilisto·ry of Civiltalk less about divine
ization.
right.
IT was at this time
N&w YoRK state has
that those strange theoenacted that no person
ri€s which Filmer afterinterested in the sale or
ward formed into a sysDAVID
IS
SORRY
FOR
SPOILING
SAUL'S
UNIFORM.
manufacture of liquor
tem, and which became
may hold public office.
the badge of the most
And it came to pass afterward, that David's heart smote him, because he had cut off Saul's skirt.-1 Sam. xxiv, 5.
This disables the mayors
violent class of Tories
and aldermen of many
and high churchmen,
cities.
first emerged into notice.
It was graveiy mainSTANLKY reproaches England with slacktained that the supreme being regarded
ness in contesting African territory with Gerhereditary monarchy, as opposed to other
many.
forms of government, with peculiar favor;
WILHAM THoMPSON recently became crazy
that the rule of succePsion, in order of primofrom attending religious meetings at Eldogeniture, was a divine institution, anterior to
the ChristiAn and even to the Mos·>ic dispenrado, Kan., and attacked his family with a
butch<:>r knife.
sation; that no human power, not even that
of the whole legislature, no length of adverse
AN Anarchist named Kaiser has been arpossession, though it extended to ten centurested on suspicion of attempting to blow up
ries, could deprive the legitimate prince of
the Haymarket monument. He does not behis rights; that his authority was necessarily
long to the Chicago circle, who would not
always despotic; that the laws by which, in
anger the public while working for a pardon
England and In other countries, the prerogafor their imprisoned comrades.
tiv was limited, were to be regarded merely
AT the unveiling of Lee's monument at
as concessions which the sovereign had
Richmond there was the greatest gathering
freely made and might at his pleasure resume ;
in that city since the war. Twenty thousand
and that any treaty into which a king might
-ANDmen in gray marched. Colonel Shepard of
enter with his people was merely a declaraNew York was denounced for his utterances
tion of his present intentions, and not a contract of which the performance coulrl be
against the preponderance of Confederate
over Union flags.
demanded.-Macaulay's History (lj England.
Two negro convicts who had escaped from
TH!' nations in which faith in theology
Trenton penitentiary after sandbagging the
remams the strongest at the present day are
keeper and robbing him of $800 and a recertainly not in the front rank of civilization,
volver, were overtaken near Philadelphia.
nor do they furnish striking examples of obeAfter they had fired and dangerously wounded
dience to the moral code. The southern Itala policeman, one was killed. The other was
ians, the Spaniards, and the Irish are prei'miCE. M. 290.)
captured, and sat all the rest of the day by
nently theological, but are not so conspicuous
the body of his mate singing hymns and
for tb.eir good social qualities. High in the
praying.
+WITI)+ ILLU$TR~.TIOil$.+
scale of piety, they are low in that of moralA NATIONAL convention of Christian Scienity.-Joltn Wilwn.
tists opened in New York on the 27th ult.
Two thousand, mostly women, were present.
I AM firmly persuaded that whatever is
PAGE.
PAG!.
Among the reports of progress was this from
injurious to the intellect is also injurious to
Calendar for r8go,
The
Middle
Ages,
Illustrated,
69
McGregor, Ia.: "All the members of orthomoral life ; and on this conviction I base my
Freethought in the United States, x88g, 17
The Priest,
dox churches !n this town of 1,500 people
70
conduct with respect to Christianity. 1'hat
The Supernatural vVorld,
hav withdrawn and hav become Christian
religion is pernicious to the intellect; it de!; 7I
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
The Reformation,
Scientists. The doctors are in despair."
mands that the reason shall be sacrificed upon
73
Remsburg,
Future Terrors,
the altar; it orders civilized men to believe in
77
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
ST. MARLEN, Germany, has suffered so
the legends of a savage race.- Winwood
The Inventio·ns of Science and the
T. B. Wakemau,
from hailstorms that on the 22d ult. the people
Reade.
Inventions of Christianity. Illusassembled in church and prayed for their
Mostly Fools. vV. Stewart Ross
trated,
79
cessation. While they were praying a storm
MKN are unhappy only because they are
(Saladin),
came up and lightning struck the building.
Freethought Journals in the United
ignorant; they are ignorant only because
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
Four persons were instantly killed and
everything conspires to prevent their being
s~~~
~
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
twenty were injured, four being rendered
enlightened; they are wicked only because
In Seacch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
completely blind. The people were panictheir reason is not sufficiently developed.44
Why I Left the Church, H. 0. Pentestricken, and in the mad rush for the doors
D'Holbaclt.
The Boler House Mystery, Nearly a
109
cost,
two children were crushed to death.
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
As to· crime, the science of heredity has
Gardener,
45
To satisfy objectors to the census questions
a great mission in this field. Conversion may
as to mortgage, ailments, etc., the commisrescue a few; but the improvement of the
sioner has directed that these queries need
race must be gradually effected by physical
-------~·----not be answered. Declination to answer will
improvement, by vivid impressions of the
be noted by the· canvasser, and the decliner
certainty of the punishment of crime, and by
will receive from Washington a mailed reNEW YORK:
the growth of prosperity. A disciple asked
quest for the information. After the statethe ancient Rationalist, Confucius, "Since
ment has been mailed to Washington and
the people are so numerous, what more is
there recorded without name, the communineeded?" Confucius replied, "Make them
cation will be destroyed, all being kept pri.
well off." "After that, what else?" "Invate. The physicians of New York and
struct them.'' Preaching and tracts will not
Brooklyn hav been asked for statistics of
restrain the starving. Comfort is a prerequitheir patients, but as the request was not
sit to learning. The question of capital u.nd
mandatory most hav declined replying, on the
labor is therefore a problem intimately conground that it would violate confidence.
nected with that of crime, and general thrift
However, no names would hav been pubmust precede general virtue.-Robert 0.
lished, and only the totals given the press.
.Adams.
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tions with regard to whose character and
cause we are as yet completely in the dark.
SA YB the Oregonian: " Presbyterians may
not be able to purge their creed of the docFnoM Prcctor Knott's Louisville lecture :
trin of infant damnation, election, predestina"Women in the olden days were not allowed
tion, and other cheerful features for a while,
to drink wine, and to prove that they had
but there is evidence of progress in their
not been orin king it they kissed everybody
church decrees, for all that. Witness the
they met. This would be better than Proaction of the Oregon presbytery at Albany
hibition."
last week in deciding that the students in the
ministry could not use tobacco. This may
THE London Women's Liberal Federation
not amount to much, it is true, but it indicates
will present a memorial to Mr. Gladstone
a belief (by one majority in the presbytery),
·asking him to include the granting of the
in the declaration that cleanliness is akin to
franchise to women In the program of issues
A DISPATCH from the city of Mexico, dated godliness, and is encouraging as far as it
to be settled at the next general election for June 6th, says that some of the Protestants
goes."
members of Parliament.
resident in Geretaro, where the religious riots
MARcus SNYDER, of Spirit Lake, Iowa,
GREAT preparations are being made in May- occurred last Sunday, hav ·received long,
•ence to .celebrate the 450th anniversary of the threatening, anonymous letters saying that writes to the Ironclad .Age: " ~ was at Des
'invention of the art of printing. On June 22d the Protestant ministers must leave the city, Moines and present in the supreme court
there will be an exhibition of specimens of or take chances of being murdered. The when Billings's case was argued. I heard
rprinting from the days of Gutenberg down letters are well written. One letter was sent nearly all the evidence read ; that is, all that
to the present time. On June 24th, the natal to the president by a Protestant inclosing the attorneys considered important, and I
·day of Gutenberg, the Gutenberg Platz and another asking him for protection. A prompt must say that I never before knew of anyone
the monument erected to him will be brill- reply was sent that they should be fully pro- being convicted on such slim evidence. Betected. As D. M. Bennett would remark, fore this I was of the opinion that Billings
iantly illuminated.
was guilty. I am now confi<ient that KingsSee how these Christians love one another.
A NUMBER of wealthy Jews recently offered
ley shot Billings and then ended his own life.
DR. A. SuPAN, the distinguished German Billings has a hard reputation; whether it is
'$200,000 for the Vatican's.copy of the Hebrew
geo~rapher,
makes
the
remarkable
assertion
iBible, but the pope would not sell. A simall on account of his religious views I am not
.Uar e-ffort to buy this Bible was made in 1512, in Petermann's Mitteilungen that changes in able to state. The supreme court will cerwhen Julius U. was greatly in need of money, the geographical latitude of places hav been tainly giv him a new trial or acquit him. I
lbut still he refused $100,000. The nearest observed for several years. It was thought think they will acquit."
•approach to such a price for a book hitherto that these apparent changes might be due to
ALEXANDER T AGLIAFERRO, of Alexandria,
was $50,GOO, paid by the German government errors in observations or Imperfections in
In 1884 for the missal formerly given by Leo instruments, but during the past year system- Egypt, writes to the directors of the Chicago
X. to Henry VIII., together with the parch-. atic observations hav been made at a number World's Fair that he is in a position to furment making that sovereign "Defender of of central European observatories which hav nish them an interesting exhibit. He has
the Faith." Oharles II. gave the missal to demonstrated that the geographical latitude sent the officials a photograph of a sarcophathe duke of Hamilton, and it stayed in his of._a place is not constant, or, in other words, gus which he asserts is that of Cleopatra. It
that the earth's axis Is subject to small varia. was recently discovered in Cresar's Camp,
'l'i!.mily two hundred years.

IJotts anti flippinns.

KAISER WILLIAM selected a dinner at Koaigsberg for delivering his conception. of kingship in the following speech : " It was here,
in the palace church, that his majesty, the
late Emperor William I., again proclaimed
before the whole world his kingship by the
grace of God. This 'kingship by the grace
of God' expresses the fact that we Hohenzollerns accept our crown only from heaven,
and are responsible to heaven for the performance of its duties. I, too, am animated
by this view, and am resolved to act and to
govern on this principle."

near Alexandria, by arcbreologists. When
the sarcophagus was opened the contents
were in ashes, with the exception of the
skeleton, which is still preserved. Mr. Tagliaferro says he is prompted to negotiate with
the Exposition authorities from notices which
he has seen in the newspapers from the United
States announcing that the khedive of Egypt
has been asked by the directors of the Exposition for the mummy of Ramises. His
price is $60,000 at Alexandria.
IT has long been a sileRt but gnawing grief
in the bosom of the New England clergyman.
We refer, says the World, to donation parties,
free parsonages, surprise parties, and kindred
games which rural congregations hav been in
the habit of playing on their innocent and
unworldly pastors. To giv a man a donation
party, eat up all the seeming eleemosynary
food, and all the provisions in the house
besides, has been a grim and expensiv joke
for more than a century. To provide a free
parsonage whose maintenance must cost
more than the minister's salary is a direct
outcome of the donation party theory. Such
a scheme has finally broken the back of the
pastor's patienee and he has revolted. It
was in Somerville, near Boston, and the society insisted that the minister should liv in a
$30,000 " mansion" which has been bequeathed to it. He had a house of his own.
His salary was only $3,000, and he insisted
that he could not afford the fine "mansion."
Then the society kinGly proposed to use part
of the house for "sewing circles and meetings," and that seemed to the pastor to make
the proposition even less desirable. The
donation party Idea has reached a climax
and there is a "rose of down" for the rural
clergyman.
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llommnnications.
Is It True That the Catholic Church Is the
Enemy of Progress~
The above question is propounded and answered
by a Catholic paper called Church Progress and
Catholic World, which was sent to me by a friend
in Ohio, requesting me to tell what I think about it
in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The author of the article opens up in this wise:
If you mean by progress, divorce, polygamy, sects, Slcialism, etc., yes. Such things are not the outcome of Catholic teaching.

While it may be true that Catholics do not openly
teach these things, yet is it not true that they
regard the Bible as a sacred book, written by divine
inspiration T If so, do they not indorse the loose
and lecherous conduct of D:ivid and Solomon
and all the old patriarchs and polygamous wretches
with hundreds of light women around them, and
who are represented to ba under the direct command
of Go~ 1 And dJ not Catholics teach that these men
were appointed to giv laws to and govern the people ? And is it not true that it was the law and the
custom for these divinely apRointed blisters on
humanity to put away their wives whenever the
whim took them without let or hindrance ? So that
there is really a lie covered up in the first paragraph.
The church has not been the enemy, but the beEt friend
and guide of this world's march to the highest ascents of
progress.

It takes one of long practice and possessed of the
devil's own grit to stand up unblushingly and lie befere a multitude, when two-thirds of the people
know he is lying.
If the above statement is true Catholics ought to
ba the most intelligent people in the world. But
the very reverse is tr,le. Not only so, but Catholics
hav the highest criminal rating according to their
number of any class of people in the country.
The mission of the church is to teach truths of the supernatural order, but as truths of the natural order are from
God also, the truths in both orders will not contradict each
other.

If the law of gravitation is a truth of the n!l>tural
order, does it not contradict the statement of the
supernatural order that men hav ascended bodilv?
If the science of astronomy is founded in truth, does
not its truth contradict the statement that the
planets were stopped in their courses, and that the
. crucifixion of Christ caused the sun to b9 darkened
&Jtd that Egypt was shrouded in darkness on account
of the conduct of a king who acted just as God compelled him to act! If natural truth is in harmony
with the §.upernatural, then 'the natural truth that
when people die life can never return ought to
harmonize with the supernatural statement that people jumped out of their graves and rambled about
the country. What is supernatural truth to a Oatholio is a natural lie to all people who take r.eason for
their guide.
The church always interested herself in the glory which
resulted to religion from being the foster mother and patroness of learning and science.

How does this statement tally with the fact that
the greatest ignorance prevails in the most Catholic
countries? In Italy seventy-three per cent, in Spain
eighty per cent, in Mexico ninety-three per cent of
the l?eople are illiterate. Is it because these peoples
are mtellectually inferior to other nationalities or
beoauee ignorance follows in the wake of Catholi~ism
~s naturally as sharks follow in the wake of a faminstricken ship? The author of this article was either
very ignorant or else he lied to deceive the people.
. · If G:uttenber~ h_ad waited seventy years longer before
mventmg the pnn~mg-pr~ss, and printing the Bible, and if
Columbus had wa1ted thirty years more before discovering
America, what eloquent orations we would hav on the
glories of the Reformation!

There are two point-blank lies covered up in the
above statement. And they show as much meann~sa
as a sneaking boy who lies to disgrace his mother.
The church would hav the world believe that it is
entitled to ~he glory of these two great achievements.
The t~uth 1s, the church fought the printing-press,
a,s an msan_e sava~e. would fight one who was trying
to. better h1s cond1t10n. The art of printing was dellounced ~y ~he church as the work of the devil.
The pubhcat10n of most books was prohibited, and
for yPars no book could be published without the
consent of the church. And evAn at this late dav the
church dictates to ita enslaved dupes the kind of
books which they may rend.
·
As for the project of the discovery of ·Americe, the
church fought it tooth and nail, and officiallv denounced it at the council of Salamanca. These 'facts
are too well known to be disputed by any except
Catholics, who are kept so ignorant that they are a
disgrace to the oiviliz~&tion of the age, in order that
they m'}/# the more easily be :fleeced by the church.

Is not that pretty rich 1 I knew ~be church would
lie, but a more disingenuous lie was never told by t.he
"father of lies." The church had the "golden opportunity/' and most damagingly did sb.e use it.
Why did the author of the article under consideration refer to this period as the " Middle Agee," instead of the " Ds.rk Ages," as it is generally called'
Was it because he was afraid that some of his readers
might be led to inquire what was meant by the
"Dark Ages," and what produced the darkness, and
thus find out that the church did " display her spirit
and scatter to the winds the sourcl'l of enlightenment?"
This "golden opportunity " of the church rolled a
wave of darkness over all Europe, that she did not
recover from for more than a thousand years. This
period was not called the Dark Ages because the sun
was shrouded in darkness, but because of the worse
than midnight darkness of ignorance and brutality
which prevailed during that period.
Let it be borne in mind that during this time thE~
power of the church was triumphant. Even the state
was under the c.omplete sway and control of the
church. "Notwithstanding the pretentious boast of
the church, there was not one in a hundred who
could write his own name, and the physical condition
of the masses was worse than that of our domestic
anim!lls to-day.
Their houses were of the rudest kind, built of mud,
or stone laid up without mortar. Their clot.hes were
after the moat primitiv pattern, made of hides ana
skins or plaits of straw bound round them with
thongs or strips of bsrk. Their food was black
bread, roots, e.nd herbs, nuts, wild fruits-in short, it
was little better than that of savages. And a more
superstitious race could nowhere be found.
Let anyone read the history of the Middle Ages,
and he or she will become satisfied that it is impossible to do justice to the subject in an article of this
kind. "Golden opportunity," sure enough, to the
church and the priesthood, but the masses were
reduced almost to & level with brutes, mentally and
physically.
The church had everything its own way; there
was nobody to oppose it-all were Catholics. They
were put to the rack or burnt if they were not. The
author of the article committed, so to speak, a rape
on truth and history, and was probably too intelligent
not to know that he lied. " 0 for a lodge in some
vast wilderness !'' 0 for a lodge anywhere where
Christians will not lie for the church !

1S~O.

wbllot is known as the Dark Ages the power of the
church was suprl"me. The church oortainly bad the
power, and if it was so anxious for the diffusion of
h:no_wledge, this period ought to bav been the brightest in the world's history, whereas it was the darkest
period recounted in history.
Does anyone believe that during the Dark Ages,
when the «'lhurch was so much engagPd in the diffusion of knowledge, learning was at all comparable with what it was in ancient Greece and Rome T
Is it not a fact that the people of to-day, who are so
far abeve the condition of the masses during the
dark period, are trying to reach the exce1lence of the
ancient masters in painting, literature, and oratory?
Is it not a fact that we look through the Dark
Ages, that period of " Cathol~c enlightenment," as
looking over a barren desert, to the green fields of
learning which lie beyond T
Is it not a fact well known to every student of history, that as the church became dominant learning
declined, that the palmy day of church power was
the midnight of mental darkness in Europe, and that
the power of thA church declined as learning revived?
The acknowledged fact that the church locked up
the treasures of learning tells the whole story. To
lock up ~he treasures of learning is a queer way to
educate the people.
Next, they tear violently from Catholics their property and
then charge them with poverty.

I wonder if this" author hero" supposed that t'.le
people bad ever heard of the Inquisition. What was
ita object 1 The extirpation of heretics. And the
property of heretics was confiscated, and as the
church had swallowed up the state, the property
went to the church. During the time of the greatest
ignorance and poverty to the people, the grandest
churches and cathedrals were built that the world
ever saw, and the chureh owned fully two-thirds of
all the property, and church dignitaries were rolling
in wealth.
Even to-day it is next to impossible to find a Cath-olic church without a piece of land in some way connected with it. The church has always understood
the power of wealth. I hav only space to hint at
these matters, but when they are fully understood,
snme idea of the great wealth of the church during
the days of its power may be found.
When there was something like a separation between the church and the l!ltate, the church owned
most of the property, especially the real estate ; some
She [the church] gathered up with loving care beneath of this property was taken possession of by the state.
the folds o! her mantle the literary treasures of the past, and The day of great wealth and luxury to the church
all she could find of the monuments of profane learning was the dark day of ignorance, crime, squalor, dirt,
from Greece and Rome.
and rags for the people.
We read that God put lying spirits in the mouths
The equal of these structures (churches and cathedrals)
of the prophets, but our Catholic author was so hav not oeen erected in Protestant times, and yet Catholics
crammed with them that there must hav been help are charged with being the sworn enemies of the fine arts.
from the "other fellow " too. It is notorious that
It must be conceded that the church erected some
the church preserved whatever upheld it, and altered very fine buildings, but while these God-houses were
or utterly destroyed whatever opposed it. This was erected the people were plundered to such an extent
true of the sciences, parti,.ularly that of astronomy, that they lived in the most miserable hovels ever
as well as of literature. And ehe has not outgrown found among any people claiming to be civilized.
her old tricks unto this day. It is true she cannot No doubt God was glorified, but the people were
destroy books as in the days of her power, but does degraded. No matter bow much the people suffer,
the next thing to it, by prescribing to her deluded as long as God is tickled.
slaves what books they may read. Not only so, but
Neither hav Catholics been behind in discoveries and inabe dictates to them whom they shall mlll'ry and to ventions. Nicholas the Cusan taught that the earth moved,
what eooieties they may belong.
not the sun, more than a hundred years before Galileo, and
If it is true that the church has been and is the was created cardinal for his learning.
patroness of learning, a great proportion of the soien·
No doubt the article under consideration was writtists and teachers and statesmen ought to be found ten by a Catholic and designed for Oatholioe, who
among the Catholics. Go into any city and compare are supposed to be too ignorant to know anything
the intelligence of the Catholic inhabitants with that about the facts of history. It is remarkable only in
of the non-Catholic, and then it will be seen to what one feature, and that is the wonderful faculty the
use the church has put this treasure of learning author displays of hitching a lie to nearly every word
which she gathered under her mantle with so muola in a sentence.
care. In every city and country Catholics are tbe
Is there anyone but a Catholic who does not know
most ignorant, riotous, and vicious people to be that Galileo was summoned before ·the Inquisition
found. Among the inmates of our prisons are to be and condemned for heresy in teaching the Copernifound a greater proportionate number of Catholics can theory of the solar system 1 How did it happen
than of e.ny other class of people. It is well that Nicholas was promoted and Galileo was perseknown that ignorance and crimfl go hand in hand the cuted for teaching the same theory ?
world over.
Copernicus, a priest, tau~ht the same doctrin under the
She appointed her monasteries to be the depositories of protection of Pope Paul III.
her treasure (learning) and commissioned her monks to
guard them.
How the lies do multiply.

When the church is condemned out of her own
mouth, and abe stands oonvict~d of Jying by her own
words, outside testimony is superfluous.
If the church was engaged in the diffusion of
knowledge, as is claimed, why lock up the treasures
of learning in the monasteries, and carefully guard
them by the monks. Suppose we should lock up all
our works on science and philosophy, our historie"
and text-books, and appoint those now engaged in
teaching to guard them, would that be a good plan
for the diffusion of knowledge! While there may
hav been a few dignitaries of the church who-were
educated, the masses were as ignorant as the animal
that held the palaver with old Balaam. And this
state of ignorance lasted more than a thousand years,
and always will exist wherever the church bears undisputed sway.

Copernicus was not a priest, was not educated for
a priest, never acted in that capacity to my knowl·
edge. He was a doctor of medioin, and a teacher of
mathematics. As for his protection from Pope Paul
III., or any other pope, a greater lie was never
uttered. When he wrote his great work, " On the
Revolutions of the Celestial Orbs," for fear of persecution from the church he delayPd the publication of
his work for thirty years. He was on his deathbed
when the first copy was brought to him, so thBt he·
never read a printed copy of his-own work. To claim
the honor to the church for the discovery and promulgation of the true solar theory displays a meanness that would disgrace the lowest thug in India.
This boastful Catholic authc:.r cannot only claim the
most lies, but the biggest and the meanest as well.

A Catholic first read the field of the heavens through the
The church set to work to rlissipate the darkness which telescope.
her spirit, and scatter to the winds the sources of enlighten- had settled on the world outside of her sanctuaries.
·As far as we know, Galileo was the first man who
ment.
If the church were the friend of mental darkness she had
durin~ the Middle Ages, the golden opportunity to display

One fact should never be forgotten, that during ever " read the field of the heavens through the tel-
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escope." It is true he was a Catholic, for the church will ali~ out of the mouth of a priest as easily as under the table. It seems unreasonable to me that
put to the rack or burnt all who were not Catholics. though 1t were greased.
JoHN PEaK.
investigators could permit such a sitting. I should
According to the letter the statement is true; accord(TO BE OONOLUDED.)
not.
ing to the manner in which. they treated him s meaner
Once while he was here I bought a new slate, sat
lie was never told nor for a viler purpose, for it was
How Slade Did it Seventy Years A.go.
down at the table with it in my right hand, gave my
written to deceive. For the church to persecute him
I thin~ the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is as fond left to the medium, and held the slate on my shoulder.
and render the last years of his life as miserable as of ·truth as my friend D. M. Bennett of old, and am Another person held my right arm and the left hand
possible and then claim the glory of his genius, in- prompted to reply to an extract from some foreign of the medium. The sound of writing was very
ventions, and discoveries, is an act of hypocritical journal which I observed in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of distinct, and on removing the slate from fifteen to
meanness below which it would be hard to descend. May 24th. It was in reference to Dr. Slade while in twenty lengthwise lines appeared thereon. The room
A Catholic discovered the compass.
Germany. Its absurdity almost makes it read like a had three v£ry large windows in it through which a
bright light poured, and I could sea well-well
Well, this shows genius. Not every man can poor attempt at irony or burlesque.
crowd as many lies in as few words as the author of
Let me speak of my own brief sitting with Mr. enough to know that Mr. Slade's foot did not get on
the adicle referred to.
Slade full twenty years ago: On this occasion a my shoulder &lid do the writing.
Another time up in MassachusettE', he gave me
I do not believe that it is known when the com- numerous party of inquirers invited him over to
pass was invented nor by whom, nor is there any Williamsburg, now Brooklyn, E.D. We availed our- some excellent writing. At several different times I
way of finding out. As far back almost as the van- selva gladly of this opportunity of investigating his had this experieuce. A friend and myself cleaned
ishing point of authentic history we find allusions to peculiar powers. It was evening; a friend and our the slates, put them on a bare floor in the middle of
an inshrument which must hav been used in directing two wives sat at a small table we had prepared. We a sunny room, and placed our feet on them. We
the course of a vessel at sea. As the compass has been had never seen Mr. Slade before, nor hav I seen him two and the medium joined hands and the writing
improved from time to time, as it has been; and as it sinco, nor would I know him again. He seemed to appeared on the under side of the slates, one slate at
has been introduced into different countries, different be an activ, intelligent gentleman. He made no a time.
Being a strong Radical myself though acknowledgtimes hav been assigned for its invention and differ- inquiries of us save if we had seen much of Spiritent individuals hav been credited with the invention. ualism. A small sponge was given ua to wipe oft' ing Spiritual phenomena, I hav a great regard for
But of one thing I am sure-that it was in use long the inner sides of the slates, as they were double. and sympathy with my brother and sister Radicals
before a Catholic dis~raced himself by lyiug for the hinged slates ; which being done a small bit of slate and Materialists who stop short of my exper1ence in
church.
pencil was laid between and they were closed. In this matter. With it they wc.uld doubtless think as
There are certain hints here and there in ancient this condition they were laid on the top of the small I do. With their lack of it I would surely be an
history which point to the use of the compass or table, and one of the hands of each, including Mr. unbeliever. I was slow to accept and cautious of
something akin to it. References to cel'lain people Slade's, were laid upon the upper slate. In this what I received. I only want the truth, let it lead
&9 understanding the " secret of night sailing " and q aiet position the elates lay I should say about two where it may. But knowing there is truth, I regret
to the "wonderful cup" which was taken to sea and minutes or so. As- to any scratching sound like seeing such articles as "Secrets of the Spiritualists."
considered sacred and kept in the t.emple when not writing I cannot vouch. On examining the slates It shows a gullible spirit which is foreign to the
in use, and to the "mysterious needle" which :floated when thrown open there were two communications.....,. German race. It tries to explain the slate-writing
in water, seem to indicate that the compass was in one from my brother, signing his full name, and by saying that Mr. Slade's bare foot does it, and that
use as far back at least as the time of the ancient another from my friend's father, also giving his full our wisest men, women, and scientists are duped,
name. The ladies were overlooked, but were watch- seeing nothing of these ~ymnastics though sitting
Cushites.
purposely to observe. No one of even tolerable
I would not wonder if Thales and Pythagoras ful to see any attempt at fraud.
intelligence
could be so deceived, it seams to me. I
This
is
the
only-and
brief-sitting
I
hav
ever
and Plato and Socrates and Solon and all the great
men in every age were Catholics. I hav been so had with Dr. Slade, and this was prior to his depart- cannot think that anyone outE>ide of orthodoxy has
that much faith in a medium's powers. For myself
much concerned about Catholicism reaching forward ure for Europe.
Some ladies, hearing of our experience, went to I shall h~<v to see some proofs before I can believe
that I never considered, until reading the article
Dr. Slade, who was in New York. They h8d pre- them able to outwit our brightest minds. It is too
referred to, how far it reached backward.
I hav heard of the Lord's prayer being written in pared double slates, properly cleansed, and between much like a whale story. It is giving the charlatans
a circle of the size of a ten· cent piece, but it was each a small bit of slate pencil. These four slates the brains and the skeptics the vacuum.
In defending Mr. Siade from the falsehoods of his
reserved to a Catholic to make that feat appear insig- were firmly screwed together in pairs.
From what was told us, their experience with Mr. accusers I am only standing for the truth. I would
nificant, by telling a lie in the fewest words of any
man who ever lied for God's sake. A f6w more lies Slade was similar to our own as before related. It do as much for thooe who so childishly abuse him
and then, as the ministers say, " we'll close with the was rather a delicate question, but they did ask Dr. did he turn f&lsely against them. I know that
Slade if he would try their slates. Smilingly he mediums do cheat. I hav studied EOme of their
benediction."
complied, but he remarked he could not be responsi- methods unknown to them and warned their victims
Father Secchi was the highest authority on astronomy.
against them. But I never found one using his foot
I began, when quite you.ng, to pay attention to ble for what might happen-writing or no writing. for writing. I hav had genuin writing from them
the subject of astronomy, and now for the first time The slates were laid upon the table-top, ee.ch sepa- and then had a slate which had been concealed and
hear Secchi's name mentioned as authority on tl::st rately, with Slade's hands and their own laid thereon. written on by other parties mixed up with the clean
science. According to our enthusiastic author the The ladies thanked him for thiiil out-of-the-way ex- ones and palmed off as genuin. I hav had such
greatest eculptors, philosophers, P"inters ; the great- periment, paid him, all1l returned home. What was eeilnces reported purposely to watch more closely
est musical composers and performers and the ~rea t- their surprise on unscrewing the slates at home to find how it was done. I know how it is and I warn
est singers, were Catholics. Then we are ind'3bted each had a written communication thereon, one from a investigators to look out closely for the prepared
to them for all that is known about galvanism; for husband and one from a brother. These double slate to get in its work when there are a number of
the discovery of the gases and their properties ; ior slates of the ladies I hav seen myself, with the slates in use.
the invention of the barometer, gunpowder, paper, writing thereon, which they almost held sacred until
Thanking you for your kindness, and with best
DAVID BRuOE.
and the art of engraving. And since he give Cat.h- the day of their death.
wishes for your Pxcellent paper, I am,
Brooklyn,
E
.
.D.
olics credit for algebra and arithmetic, he might with
Very truly,
AMABALA MARTIN.
equal propriety hav given them the credit of inventCairo,
fll.
More About Mr. Slade.
ing the law of gravitation and eclipses and the phases
of the moon. Because the more a Christian lies for
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
A.u Opinion of Thoreau's.
the glory of God the more will his grace abound.
The friendly correspondence between yourself and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
But t.here are a few things which are to be placed Mr. McArthur regarding the phenomena in presence
to the credit of Catholics which our "author hero " of Mr. Slade is of much interest to me; all the more send for publication an opinion of that exquisit and
has overlooked. Let me remind him.
so because I am personally acquainted with the original thinker, Thoreau :
We are indebted to Catholics for the igt:.orance medium. In connection with the discussion I bsv
Concord is just as idiotic as ever in relation to the spirits
and poverty and brutality of the Duk Ages. We also read "Secrets of the Spiritualists," from a Gar- and their knockings. Most people here believe in a spiritual
are indebted to them for the Inquisition-for the man exchange, and in face of facta with which I am world which no respectable junk bottle which had not met
a slip, would condescend to hold even a portion of for
torture and murder of millions of people for opinion's acquainted, I think it one of the most foolish articles awith
moment-whose atmosphere would extinguish a candle
sake-tor killing other millions in religious wars. ever published. Will you therefore allow me brief let down into it, like a well that wants airing; in spirits
We are indebted to them for the rack, the thumb- space in you1· exesllPnt paper to say a few words?
which the very bull-frogs in our meadows would blackball.
screw, the iron boot, spiked chain, and the rippingIn the fall of 1884, Mr. Slade came from the South Their evil genius is seeing how low it can degrade them.
knife. None will doubt that these are Catholic in- to my house utterly broken down in health. He The hooting of owls, the croaking of frogs is celestial wisdom in comparison. If I could be brought to believe in the
ventions, and few will dispute their just claim to the was very ill, and unconscious for hours at a time for things
which they believe, I f:\hall make haste to get rid of
honor of all the benefits which they hav conferred a week Ol' ten days. I engaged one of the best phy- my certificate of stock in this and the next world's enterpriseP,
upon tlie race. I am persuaded to believe that our sicians and a man attendant, the latter and myself and buy a share in the first Immediate Annihilation Comauthor is a great reader, but I am afraid that. he has giving the medicine, and taking all of the care of pany that offered. I would exchange my immoitality for a
of small beer this hot weather. Where are the heathen?
been too much confined to Catholic literature. I am the sick man day and night until be was convalee- glass
Was there ever any superstition before ? And yet 1 suppoee
inclined to think that if he would read " Baron Mun- cent. During the time, we hsd occasion to put Mr. there may be a vessel this very moment setting sail from the
chausen," "Gulliver's Travels," "Sinbad the S"ilor," Slade's feet in hot water various timef:l, to rub him coast of North America to that of Africa with a missionary
aud ot,her works of that character, it would not only out of faint.ing spells, etc., and at no time did the on board I Consider the dawn and the sunrise-the rainbow and the evening-the words of Christ and the aspirahelp t.o develop his propensity for" drawing the long '' prehensil" toe appear. We found no peculiar for- tions
of allithe saints I Hear music I See, smell, taste, f! el,
bow," but would giv polish and add zest and variety mation of toe or foot, and none of the unnatural hear,-anything-and then hear the idiots inspired by the
to his compositions.
foot-gear mentioned by the G-erman exchange. I cracking of. a restless board, humbly asking, "Please, spirit,
Some weeks ago I reviewed a begging sermon sent helped put Mr. Slade's slippers on and eft' his feet lf you cannot answer by knocks, answer by tips of the
to me by friends in Seattle, and since that time I hav many times, and handled them frequently during his table." 1!111!
Rochester, Mich.
A SunsoRI:aER.
had a number of papers sent to me from different three weeks' stay in my house, and found them reparts of the country containing sermons and articles markable in no way. He bad none with straps at
MEN make a great ado about the folly of demand~
for me to reply to. Of course I cannot answer them the bottom, and his stockings were such as other
all, but this one was so far from the truth, and one men wear.
ing too m?ch of lif? (or of ~ternity T) and of ~ndeav
lie crowded so upon the heel of another, that I
His hands were neither large nor rough, as stated oring to hv accordmg to tnat demand. It IS much
thought it proper to prick some of these Catholic by the German exchange. On tbe contrary, they ado about nothing. No harm ever came from that
bubbles of falsehood.
were small, for a man of his size, and white. He quarter. I am not afraid I shall exaggerate the value
I hav been very busy and hav only taken the time walked indoors considerably for exercise, and was and significance of life, but that I shall not be up to
to notice some of the most glaring. These are suffi- neither Ptea!thy nor boisterOUS in his movements; the occasion which it is. I shall be sorry to rememciently numerous, but there are two lies implied simply natural and like the msjority of gentlemen in ber that I was there, but noticed nothing remarkable,
-not so much as a prince in disuuise; lived in the
where there is one expressed. Though a man may slippers.
'
be trusted in every other respect, he will lie and misHe gave a great many sittings in my house and golden age a hired man; visited Olympus even, but
represent when his religion is brought into question. some to myself and family. In none that I ever fell asleep after dinner, and did not hear the converCatholics are particularly given to this., sin. A lie witnessed or heard of hera, did he sit with his feet sation of the gods.-Thoreau.
1
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" On another occasion," he writes, "I read in the found a home with Graf Kalkreuth, of Seegersdorf
Bible the story of Jacob and Esau ; and in this con- in Lower Silesia, who had taken an interest in him
nection my father quoted the passage from the Tal- Here he died on Nov. 22, 1800.
This, in short, is a sketch of the main features in
Benedict Spinoza and Solomon Maimon.
mud where it is said, 'Jacob and Esau divided beThe lives of these two men t.; ach ua a lesson of tween them all the blessings of the world. Esau the lives of these two men.
Intellectut\lly, they were both men remarkably
morality and of depravity, of virtue and of vice, of chose the blessings of this life, Jacob, on the congifted.
Spinoza became a skeptic through study;
merit and of demerit, of self-sacrifice and of selfish- trary, those of the future life, and since we are deness. In iptellect, both men were of the same scendant from Jacob, we must giv up all claim to Maimon was a skeptic by nature. Spinozfl was wise;
caliber-though Maimon may hav been somewhat temporal blessings.' On this I said with indigna· Maimon, erudite. Spinoza was firm in his convicthe superior-but their moral trait,s differed widely. tion, 'Jacob should not hav been a fool ; he should tions; while Maimcn was vacillating, uncertain.
They were of the same race and brought up in the rather hav chosen the blessi:ags of this world.' Un- As they were in their thought, so were they in their
same religion. Both were destined for the rabbin- fortunately I got for an answer, 'You ungodly ras- conduct. Maimon, as he 1·elated in his autobwgraphy,
ical order.
cal !' and a box on the ear. This, of course, did not had been an adherent of all philosophical systems in
Spinoza was born Nov. 24, 1632, at Amsterdam, of remove my doubt, but it brought me to silence, at succession. Spinoza would often say: " Reason is
my enjoyment, and the aim I hav in life ia joy and
Jewish parents, who came from Portugal to escape least."
serenity,"
and, "I look at human actions entuely as
the Inquisition in Spain. His father was a refined
He relates, in the same volume, of another time
and highly respected merchant of moderate means, when he saw the reigning prince, with his coud, in if I were dealing with lines, surfaces, and bodies ;
a man endowed with sound judgment and commnn all his splendor pass through the village to hunt, how and upon human passions, such as love, hatred,
sense. He gave his son a good training, and anxious full of admiration he was, and that, as he exclaimed, anger, envy, ambition, and all the other emotions of
to hav him become a future light of the synagog, "Oh, how beautiful !" his father whispered into his the soul, not as faults of human nature, but as qualspared no means to hav him accomplish this end.
ear, "Little fool, in the other world the prince will ities which belong to it just t.Be same way as heat,
Thus Spinoza entered upon his studies under the kindle the fire for us." He says of this: ''No one cold, !ltorm, thunder, and other similar phenomena
most favorable circumstances. His teacher,· Sol Levi can conceive the sort of feeling which this statement belong to the nature of the atmosphere, which may
Morteira, was one of the greatest and most learned produced in me. On the one hand I believed my indeed be inconvenient, but which are necessary and
Talmudists of his time.> he was the founder of a father, and was very glad about this future happi- which hav certain causes."
Ae to Maimon's ability, Kant writes to a friend,
theological school, and stood preeminent among the ness in store for us; but I felt at the same time pity
r-abbis of Amsterdam.
·
·for the poor princes, who were going to be doomed who has ~:~ent him one of Maimon's manuscripts for
Spinoza soon proved himself to be one of the to such a degrading service. . . . I was thrown perusal: "But what were you thinking about, my
most pro~ising students in the school. With ap· into the greatest perplexity on the subject, till some dear friend, when you sent me a big packet containing the most subtle researches, not only to read
parently httle effort he passed from the elements of ·game drove these thoughts out of my head."
Hebrew and the ~criJ?tures of the Old Testament to • He had an unquenchable thirst for knowledge. through, but to think out thoroughly, while I am
the Talmud, and m time became a master of the vast 'Among the books which his father had in his library still, in my sixty-sixth year, burdened with a vast
knowledge of Jewish theology. But this had just he found a number of interesting volumes, which he amount of labor in the completion of my ple.n ! . . .
the co~trary effe.ct to that desired ; .for, inste~d of u~ed to take to bed with him and peruse during the I had already made up my mind to send back the
becommg a rabbi, he became a skeptic. The mflu- .rught. One book on astronomy in particular en- manuecript with an excuse so well justifi£d on all
ence which Dr.. Van den Enden exerci~ed over him gaged his attention. He constructed a globe, and these grounds ; but a glance at it ·soon enabled me
may hav contnbuted somewhat to th1s result; for by means of the descriptions in the book was able to to recognize its merits, and to show, not only that
Spinoza studied Latin under him, and it was said illustrate all the lines and cireles, the axes, etc. But none of my opponents had understood me and the
that the doctor's great love for nature and the ·this came to a sad end, for his iather discovered the main problem so well, but that very few could claim
sciences often led him to instil radical ideas into the globe, and informed him that the Talmud was the so much penetration as Herr Maimon in profound
inquiry of this sort." In another passage Kant says :
minds .of his pupils. Spinoza bad also dipped into book be should study, and no otht>r.
the philosophy of Descartes, and that q,uite thor:Wor a time he attended school, but from the "Herr Maimon's work contains, moreover, so many
oughly, while pursuing his rabbinical studies; and description he givs it must be inferred that the acute observations, that he cannot giv it to the
the breach tbat occur~ed be~'Yeen him and h1s in- . pupils learned very little, and the t:reatment they re- public without its producing an impression strongly
structor showed that his pos1t1on was well fortified, i ceived at the hands of the schoolmaster was cruel in his favor."
In character Spinoza was independent, Gourageous,
and '!as not the result of prem!lture thought or in- and inhuman. Even the breakfast or lunch that they
s~Clent r?ason. ~twas not 1dle doubt, _but ~on- :brought to sch~ol had ~o be shared by their superior. virtuous, and firm ; Maim on, on the other hand,
VICtlOn, wh1c~ led. him to renounce t~e Jew1sh faith. :The course of mstruct10n was mainly of a religious dependent, timid, immoral, and fickle. Spinoza's
Every possible Inducement, from hberal promises ·nature. Grammar and other branches of science independence led him to earn a livelihood ; his courto bribery, to remain true to his faith, was offered ; that are essential to an elementary education were age led him to renounce his faith; his virtues led
him, but all were s~rsnded upon the firm moral sense •not taught. The Talmud and the Bible were the him to follow the dictates of his reason, and his firmof the profound thmker. After an attempt upon his ;important studies, while the little Hebrew that was ness made him as steel against temptation. Maimon's
dependence made him the slave of others ; his timidlife h~d been made, at the suggestion of ~ few of his !taught was ungrammatical and ·impure.
fan~t1cal opponents he . '!as excommumcated and : He stayed but a short time at this school, for his ity made him weak; his vices cost him his friends;
barushed by the authont1e11 of A,msterdam. E~er :father found it expedient to leave the nlace in order his fickleness led him into temptation. It is strange
aner this, he lived apart from all religious sects. Be · to save his family from starvation. The extraordi~ that a man of Maimon's intelligence and ability
visited different places and finally settled at Hague, nary methods and devices which Maimon the elder should be so devoid of moral strength. He was
where, after releasing his claim to his inheritance in . made use of to obtain money giv a cue to his char: nothing more than an intellectual monster who
favor of his sister, he sought employment with an : acter. It is sufficient to refer to the various bargains lacked all sense of duty. It seems that from amidst
op~ician. Here ~e was engaged in grinding lenses, :he entered into for money and commodities to obtain all his learning be could not deduce one principle of
Which brought him a moderate competence. Be had; for his son a wife. The details of these transactions morality; nor was he led thereby to follow some
no desire nor ambition to accumulate money ; in fact, ' are shocking. They fully illustrate the a] most total useful occupation so as to gain a livelihood. And all
on every occasion he man~ested an aversion to i depravity of the man, and the lack of ability of the this, in view of the wise ordinance of the Talmud,
which demands of every Jewish scholar to learn, in
worldly goods. Many flattermg offers were tendered ·• son to act for himself.
him, but he declined them all. An intimate friend, ; Maimon once more received instruction from his addition to intellectual knowledge, a trade or me~imo~ Van Vries, l~ft him UJ?On his death quite an ·father. He soon completed his studies, and became chanical art.
The wide difference which existed betw~>en these
mher1t~nce, but Spu;1.0za decline~ to ~~occept it, ~til well. known as a thorough scholar and expounder of
men
in their moral qualities may be attributed to
finally mduced by fr1ende to accept a sma.H pens1on. JeWish theology. He became a member of various
He ~ever. married.. He lived lik.e a philosopher, and religious organizations, but never remained with their training and environment. Spinoza had the
dunng his spare t1me wrote essays, completed his them long. In a number of families he was engaged benefit of a pleasant home life and surroundings, and
philosoph~cal works, and made observations in the as a private tutor, but he soon abandoned this occu- the social conditions of Amsterdam were far supenatural s.Clences: On Feb. 29, 1677, this truly great pation. Under peculiar circumstances brought about rior to those of Poland. Maimon, on the other
man, ~ffi~cted With consumpt1~n, paes~d awa_y.
by the greed of his father, he marrie.d the daughter hand, knew only of persecution, poverty, and shame;
M81mon was born at Nesv1z, In L.tthuama, about of a tavernkeeper. The result of thta alliance was a for the social conditions of Poland were deplorable.
the year 1754~ At the time of his birth his parente child. Maimon lived with his mother-in-law who The people mostly spent their time in riotous living
were in moderate circumstances, but owing to the fought with him incessantly. He cont1ibuted 'noth- and laziness, which was due to their oppression.
peculiar politica~ conditions of the country and the ing to the support of the family, but amid dirt and There was no incentiv to strive for nobler and better
general perseQntlO~ of the Jews, they soon lost their filth-for the people were very common-studied the aims. It is natural that Maimon, living under these
property ~~ond we~e red~ced .to abject poverty. His v~ious systems of philosophy, and mastered them influences, should become morally warped, y€t it is
strange that a person gifted with such remarkable
~th~r was a bright, mtell~gent man, of scholarly w1th an ease which was worthy of a genius.
1\ttainments ;. but he wa~ llhlftles~ and u~scrupulous,
His 111nquenchable thirst for knowledge and the intellectual qualifications should be morally so defi~(i these ~r8lta had an m:fluence In shapmg the char- severe treatment he received at the hands of his cient as to fall far below the average. This, no
fldlter .of h~s son.
.
.
.
mother-in-law caused him to desert his wife, and doubt, is due to the fact that the moral qualities are
. Mat,!Don s ee.rl! e~uce.t10n was under hts father's leave for Berlin, Germany. Here for a short time he less dependent upon the intellectual endowments.
?U"ectlon. In h1s s1xth y~ar ~hey read the. Bible attended school, and formed the acquaintance of men than upon the tr&ining and environment.
FRANKLIN A. BECHER.
~ogethe~, ~nd the. followmg mstances, whtch he like Mdses Mendelsohn and othere through whose
~elat~s m his autobiOgraphy, are illustrativ of his bent efforts he was soon employed as tutor of matheof ,~,md:
. .
.
matics, philosophy, and science in private families. Buckley and the Methodist Book Concern
· In t~e begmnu~g God created the heaven and They conceded his remarkable ability and learning
Catch It.
the earth. · Here I mterrupted my father and asked, and aided him to procure literary work such as:
From tliB New York Ttrnes of June 6th.
'But, papa, who created God~·
translating and writing essays upon phiiosophical
Our contemporary, the Christian Advocate, angrily
"'Go~ was ~ot created by an~on?,' replied my topics. For a time he su('ceeded remarkably, but, resents the Times's chtJracterizationa of the publicafa~~~r.. He e:usted from all ete~mty.
.
t~rou~h some unknown influence, he began to spend tion of the book, "Heroes of the Dark Oontinent,"
", :Q;d he e;nst ten years ~go 1, I ask~d agam.
h1s n1ghta in revelry, thereby becoming derelict in sold by the Methodist Book Ooncern, and extensivly
Oh, yes, my ~ather said.
He existed even a the diecharge of hie duties, so that. his friends soon advertised and "reviewed" in the Ad1Jocate, as an
hundred years ago.
withdrew their patronage. At the same time his act of religious piracy. We expected anger and re" Then, perhaps,' I continued, 'God is already a wife, who had learned of his whereabouts came to sentment. A pious newepaper that occupies an intith?.~sa.nd ye~s old?'
,
Berlin, _and demanded of him to return or t~ consent mate commercial relation to a book concern cannot
", Slle~ce ·. ~od w~s eternal.
to a d1vorce. Without any hesitation or regret he easily free itself from worldly passions, and censure
But,. I l?'Sisted, he must surely hav been born consented to a legal separation, which was granted. of its immoral practices quite naturally kindles its
at ~?,me tu~e.
.
The last years of his life were spent in abject pov- wrath against the censor.
' You httle ~ool,' sa1d my father, 'no! He was ert.y. His friendl'l had deserted him. The few pen~
We hav been led by the Christian Advocate's
foreve~ and ~ver.
nies he earned by literary work were spent in dis- charge that the spirit and language of our article
"With th:s answer I was not indeed satisfied, but sipation. In fact, he sank so low that his friends were "more untruthful than the advertisment it
I thought, Surely papa must know better than I, would not even giv him a few pennies to supply his condemns" to look into the history of this African
and with that I must therefore be content.' "
most pressing needs. Shortly before his death he, book a little more closely, and it is really a much
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more indecent and disreputable tffair than we had
supposed. But first, as the Christian Advocate objects to the assertion that the "Heroes of the. Dark
Continent " is a " pirated book," let us withdraw the
offending phrase. The book is not pirated, for, as
the Advocate says, it is not " an American reprint of
a foreign book." Let us say, then, that the public.otion of the book is not piracy, but is just plain theft.
The volume is made up of materials filched right and
left from foreign and American copyright books on
Africa. A compilation of this sort, though it should
be sternly reprobated by a religious newspaper, and
never be sold by a Methodist Book Concern, might
pass without the censure of the worldly, for the art
of compilation is useful, and has done much to diffuse
useful information. But not only has the substance
of the book been conveyed without honorable acknowledgment from storehouses of information filled
by the arduous toil of mnny African explorers, but it
was deliberately and craftily put fcrth with the
wicked design of forestalling a forthcoming book by
Henry M. Stanley, upon the sales of which the authorized American publisher!!, Charles Scribner's
Sons, will pay Mr. Stanley copyright fees. An
aroused public curiosity about Stanley's recent explorations was taken advantage of by Messrs. Hunt
& Eaton, the agents of the Methodist Book Concern,
to create a market for a book from which Mr. Stanley
will not only derive no revenue, but the publication
and. sale of which was certain in some measure to
diminish his profits from the authorized American
edition.
The proof of this asBertion is to be found in the
columns of the Christian Advocate, which, according to its own statement, is " the ~edium. through
which the Book Conc~rn makes 1ts busmeEs announcements." On January 2d this book was advertised in the Christian Advocate by Messrs. Hunt
& Eaton, as "The New Stanley Book," that description appearing in black display tvpe at the head of
the advertisment. On January 9,h the volume was
again advertised as "The New Stanley Book," and
this advertiement was repeated on January 30th,
February 6th, and February 13th. "Stanley in
Africa," was the display headline of anotbAr advertisment of the book. appearing in the Ch1·istian
Advocate of January 30th, February 6th, 13Lh, and
20th, and April 3d. In an advertisment of April 3d,
repeated on April 1mh and 1'ith, the agents of the
Book Concern more clearly reveal their intentiE>n to
entice and capture purchasers whose patronage
would legitimately hav gone to swell Mr. Stanley's
revenues from the authorized edition. " Do not be
misled," they say in con11picuous type. " The great
and popular book is one that pictures the whole of
Africa not a part · one that givs a complete life of
Stanl~y, not one that deals merely with an episode
of his career." This is palpably an attempt to depreciate Stanley's new book, already announced,
which will treat chiefly of his relief of Emin. Then,
on May 8th, Messrs. Hunt & Eaton publis_hed in t~e
Aclvocate their now celebrated adverhsment, lD
which they not only assailed Stanley's authorized
American publishers, but declared that " the business
of an editor is to make money for his paper, and as
long as you pay him for what you desire inserted he
will treat you just as kindly as he will anyone
else."
This is the advertisment that was withdrawn
after attention had been publicly called to its indecency with the explanation, published in the Christian Advocate of May 22d, that it had been prepared and inserted by " an employee of the subl!lcription book department without the knowledge of the
superintendent of the department or the agents."
Was it this same " employee" that " prepared and inserted" the advertisments published in January,
February, and April, falsely describing the " Heroes
of the Dark Continent" as " The New Stanley Book!"
And were the agents and the superintendent of the
subscription book de-partment of the Book Concern
in Europe, Asia, or Africa all that time! Doesn't
the editor of the Christian Advocate see that the
poor clerk isn't big enough to serve as. a scapegoat
in this serious matter! No doubt be IS a hardened
little sinner himself, and we sincerely hope he will
repent and be saved, but the agents of the Book
•Concern will never save thems{llvs in this world,
whatever may happen to them in the next, by turning him out into the wilderness. So far as the
offensiv advertisment of May 8hh is concerned, the
editor's plea that neither he nor anyone in authority
had rem!lrked its character before publication may
be accepted ; but that plea will not do for the advertisments, equally misleading and immoral, though
free from abuse and insult, which appeared almost
weekly in the Christian Advocate throughout the
winter.
We are reluctant to speak of the character of the
book itself. We hav hitherto refrained from doing
so but inasmuch as we discover that the Christian
Advocate, in its columns devoted to literature, editorially reviewed the book on April 24th, and :cot
only made itself particeps crimin.i.~ in the diehonora-
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ble undertaking of the agents by furthering their English National Secular Society's Conference.
The annual conference took place at the Secular
treatmg only an "episode" in his career, but had the Hall, Manchester, on Whitsunday. The attendance
hardihood to speak of this miserable and obscene of delegates and members was exceptionally large.
publication as " the beat and ·most trustworthy of
Mr. G. W. Foote was unanimously elected presithe various books upon Africa yet placed upon the dent, Mr. Bradlaugh having resigned a few months
mar~et," and to commend it to " the masses" " for ago, and the following ladies and gentlemen were
its educational value," it becomes almost an impera- added to the list ol vice-presidents: Miss Vance,
tiv duty to say that this book, by reason of its illus- Mrs. Thornton Smith, Mr. Arthur B. Moss, Mr. J.
trations and some passages of its letter-press, is one M. Wheeler, Mr. W. J. Birch, and Mr. Umpleby.
that no man could put upon his bookshelvs or
In the evening there was a crowded meeting and
show in his family without shame. lt seems to hav eloquent addresses were delivered by Mr. O'Donovan
been the intent of the publishers of the volume to (a new recruit for the Freethought army), Mr.
illustrate every phase of African nudity that has Arthur B. Moss, Miss Thornton Smith, Mr. J.
been made available either by the sketches of travel- M. Robertson, Mr. Robert Forder, and Mr. G. W.
ers or the creations of a filthy imagination. And Foote.
yet, disgusting as is the edition sold by the MethodIt is no exaggeration to say that Mr. Foote delivist Book Concern, there is an earlier edition contain- ered an oration which, for profundity of thought,
ing sixteen coarse wood cuts of naked negro women nobility of ides~, and brilliancy of rhetoric bas rarely,
that hav been omitted from the religious edition. if ever, been surpaesed by even the greatest of EngFor what purpose could these obscene images hav lish orators. It created quite a furore.
been so plentifully introduced in the book except to
The conference was in every way a great success.
cater to prurient tastes and increase the sales!
ARTHUR B. Moss.
Does not all the world know that most Africans reject
the fig-leaf ss burdensome? Would not one or two
Notice.
examples of Ethiopian fashions hav served all proper
Mr.
F.
C.
Mende,
treasurer
of the society, will be
historical and anthropological purposes T
traveling
this
summer,
and
does
not wish letters and
Taking it altogether, this business in which the
literary organ and the great publishing house of the remittances addressed to him or to his order, but to
Methodists' are engaged is about as unclean and dis- the order of Ida C. Craddock, secretary, ·at the new
reputable as any that has lately come under the pub· office, Broad &nd Columbia avenue, over the bonk.
lie eye. A sordid, conscienceless spirit of money- The undersigned may be addressed at No. 305
making bas evidently prompted the persons immedi- Second avenue, Asbury Park, N. J., until September
ately concerned in the enterprise. They deserve the 25th, after this date. Please make a note of this.
R. B. w ESTBBOOK,
prompt and severe condemnation of the great denom·President American Secular Union.
ination they profess to represent, and we hav no
Philadelphia, Pa., June 2, 1890.
doubt they will receive it.
effor~s to depreciate Stanley's fortbcoming::book as

Colonel

lngen~oll's

Opinion of the Census
Taker's Questions.
Prom tile Worla.

Colonel Ingersoll yesterday talked about the objectionable questions included in the enumerator's
official catechism.
"I suppose the government has a right to ask all
of these questions, and any more it pleases," he said,
"but undoubtedly the citizen would hav the right to
refuse to answer them. Originally the census was
taken simply for the purpose of ascertaining the
number of people~first as a basis of representation;
second, as a basis of a capitation tax ; t.bird, ~s a
basis to arrive at the number of troops that m1ght
be called from each state; and it may be for some
other purposes, but I imagin tbat all are embraced
in the foregoing.
" The government has no right to in vade the
privacy of the citizen ; no right to inquire into his
financial condition, as thereby his credit might be injured; no right to pry into his affairs, into his diseases or his deformities ; and, while the government
may 'bav a right to ask these questions, I think it
was foolish to instruct the enumerators to ask them, and
that the citizens hav a perfect right to refuse to
answer them. Personally, I hav no objection to
answering any of these questions, for the reas~n that.
nothing is the matter with me that money will not
cure.
"I know that it is thought advisable by many to
find out the amount of mortgages in ihe United
States, the rate of interest that is being paid, the
general indebtedness of individuals, counties, cities,
and states and I see no impropriety in finding this
out in any' reasonable way. But I think it improper
to insist on the debtor exposing his financial condition. My own opinion i"' that Mr. ~orter only. wants
what is perfectly reasonable, and 1f left to h1mself,
would ask on1y those questions that all people would
willingly answer.
" I presume we can depend on medical statistic!!on the reports of hospitals, etc., in regard to diseases
and deformities, without interfering with the patients. As to the financial standing of people, there
are already enough of spies in the country attending
to that business. I don't think there is any danger
of the courts compelling a man to answer these
questions. Suppose a man refuses to tell whether
be bas a chronic disease or not, and he is brought up
before a United States court for contempt. In my
opinion the judge would decide th~t the man could
not be compelled to answer. It 1s bad enough to
bav a chronic disease without publishing it to the
world. All intelligent people, of course, will be
desirous of giving all useful information of a cha,.acter that cannot be used to their injury but can be
used for the benefit of society at large.
"If however the courts shall decide that the enumerat~rs bav the riaht to ask these questions, and
that everybody must answer them. I doubt if --the
census will be finished for many years. There are
hundreds and thousands of people who delight in
telling all about their diseases, when they were
attacked, what they hav taken, h.ow many doctors
bav given them up to die, etc., and 1f the enumerators
will stop and listen the census of 1890 will not be
published until the next centary."

The Secular Union's M.onth1y Report.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED MAY1

1890.

T. A. Wilson, Reading, Pa. (new member) ........... . $1 00
San Antonio, Tex., Secular Society (charter fee),
through Charles L. Sauer........................... .
5 00
Flatonia, Tex., Secular Society (charter fee), through
Theo. E. Tanner ...................................... ..
5 00
G. II. Hauschild, Victoria, Tex.......................... ..
5 00
Neil Gregory, Philadelphia, Pa ............. -............. .
5 co
Samuel H. Galton, "
· " ......................... ..
5 00
Alexander Cochran, Franklin, Pa ........................ .
5 DO
Geor((e B. Tyler, Ocala, Fla. (new member) ........ ..
1 00
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr .. New York city .................... . JOO 00
S. Brewer, Ithaca, N.Y., $2 contribution:
. 60 1 doz. " Ch. Taxn." .. .
2 60
G. A. F. de Lespinasse, M.D., Orange City, Ia ...... .
5 00
Anton J. Kraft, Grantfork. Ill ............................ ..
2 00
T. R. BurrowA, Chatham, N. Y ........................... .
1 00
Prof. H. M. Cottinger, San Jose, Cal.. .................. .
1 00
Pamphlets "Church Taxation" to members and
others ..................................................... ..
6 90
Total. .............................................. $150 50
F. c. MENDE,
Treasurer American Secular Union (per I. C. C.).

Brotherhood of Moralists.
Report of tlUJ Propaganda Committee of the Brotherhood ( f
M01·alists, at Hannibal, Mo., for May, 1890.
BRORETARY'B REPORT.
During the month thirty.six membership certificates were
issued making the total enrollment to May 31st 1,043 members. 'The new members are from: New York, 1; Illino~s,
1 · Missouri 1 · Texas, 4; Montana, 1 ; Alabama, 6; Oh1o,
4 : Michiga~, 1'; Massachusetts, 2; Ontario. 2 ; Colorado, 13.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
'
TREASUEEF.1S RI!PORT.
Balance from April report ..................................... $10 75
J. T. Allison, Texas..............................................
40
F. Shod!, Colora~o ..... :.......................................... 1 lO.
Wm.Perkins Missouri ................................ _.........
50
Harman WettstP.in, Illinois....................................
1 00
Wm. Horsfall, New York.....................................
25
Expended .. ... .. .. •.. ... ... .... .. .. .. •.. .. .. .. .. .. .

$13 90
3 20

Balance on hand ................................ $10 70
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.

'I'lte Cruel Creed.
The demand for a revision of the Westminster Confession
of Faith is a result of man's evolution out of barbari.sm.
The confession will not be revised yet, however. The 1dea
of the vengeful nature of God, who is said by the Presbyterian creed to hav a world of endless torments in store f?r
women and children as well as for men, cannot be gotten r1d
of without a painful struggle by believers. Fancy a lo.t of
grown-up men disputing as to whether God fore-ordaJDed
men to eternal damnation in fire and brimstone or not! The
only way to get such monstrous ideas into a man's head is to
commence with him in the cradle. But w~en ~en ~nd
women hav grown up to m.aturity with tha! 1dea, It is hke
skinning them alive to convmce them of their e!ror .. Nothing but education and the advance of science will do 1t.
Presbyterians do not believe in, and are ~a~ better .t~an
their creed. The matter of creed is simply rel!g~ous poh!I?S,
d it ·s not so much a matter of morality as It IS of poht1cs
an to -v:hether the Westminster confession shall be changed
as not In the mean time all things are governed by law~~en tbeology- and there is comfort for all in that thought.
-Tlte J1t1·y.

w. F. JAMIESON gave three lectures in Sac Cit;y, two cf
them on "Nationalism;" three in Holstein; three m Oto, all
in the state of Iowa. Address at Des Moines, Iowa.
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Mr. Chamberlain'~ Reply to Mr. Overmyer.
education, religion, the fine arts, wealth, or any other
~omnmnications.
prescription. Honesty is t.he only panacea.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It is
Barre, .Mass., May 28, 1890. ELLA E GrnsoN.
my rule, as you kn?'Y•. to refrain from noticing personal nsw~paper crltlCISm. But there are ffatures
Education or Honesty~
A .Miracle Spoiled.
in Mr. Overmyer's letter in THE TRUTH. SEEK~ of
Everywhere we hear and read, "Vice is the eldest
On the Sunday before Memorial day there were May 31st last which seem to call upon me 1mperat1vly
soa of ignorance;" " education is the parent of thousands from New York at Greenwood cemetery to break that rule for once and to answer Mr. Over·
virtue." Are these sayings invariably true T Does preparing for the coming decoration. Among these myer not so much on my own account as fol' the
education alone insure virtue and exempt from vice! were Oommander John J. Finn, of Noah L. Farnham sake ~f "the unfortunate victim of all this blunderD Jes ignorance, in and of itself, constitute its pos- Post, G. A. R., fl.nd his family. They had marked ing, who utters no reproaches," and who is not now
sessor a villain T Some of the best persons I hav several graves for decoration, and then Mrs. F.inn in a position to spaRk for himself. I therefore beg
ever known werq the most ignorant. Yet for all proposed t.o visit the grave of Mr. Noye3, who w:as you will allow me space for a very condensed, and,
that I would not hav people kept in ignoranc'e for murdered several years ago at his store in Greenwwh for that reason, necessarily inadequate reply to Mr.
fear that knowledge would make them vicious. Some stre·et by a man named Dolan, who was h!lnged for the Overmyer's letter, from which reply I shall endeavor
of the most abandoned wretches I ever knew or heard tll'hne and converted into an angel. Mr. Noyes was to banish ss far as possible all that spirit and appearof were intelligent, highly educated men and womt.n. a personal friend of the Finns, and hiH widow bas ance of censoriousness which has been attributed
In one dally newspaper I read of a ban.k forger, an placed a bouquet over his grave regularly every Sun- to me.
insurance defaulter, 8 county treasurer embezz'er, a day since his death. And on this occasion there wss
The burden of Mr. Overmye1's complaint is in
clergyman wife-murderer, a college professor's elope· a fine fresh bouquet in position.
this psrsgmph of mine, which he quotes into his
ment, aud another clergyman guilty of the most
While the party were admiring it it was plainly letter, and to which he takes exception:
loathsome crimes in the criminal calendar. To be seen to move, snd for three times it rose several
Their [Messrs. Overmyer and Clemens] abandonment of
sure, these did not all occur in one day, nor in one inches pernendicularly. The women were very much Mr. Harman was due to a cnmbination of various influences
week, but all were under consideration at the same alarmed at the phenomena, and Mrs. Finn nearly which it is not necessary to dwell upon, such as local
time. Were any of these men ignorant T Were any fainted. There was something ghostly about it. Mr. politics, disapproval of certain of M.r. Harmn~'s met?ods of
financial and otherwise, confl1ct of mtcr('~t
of them uneducated? Had they not all possessed Finn, too, had some funny feelings, but being an old manao-ement,
betwc en Mr. Harman and the other clients, i.e., E. C.
superior advantages, and were they not as a com'!e· soldier and fireman, bad lost whatever religious Walker and George Harman, etc. I cannot look upon their
quence intrusted with the lives, property, interests, superstitions he ever bad, and he made up bis mind abandonment of Mr. Barman as justifiable.
and souls of their inferiors in point of knowledge to proba the miracle to the bottom.
When I wrote tbat I certainly had as little idea of
and experience, eaeh in his own especial calling or
He accordingly left his terror-stricken friends, and "assailing" Mr. Overmyer, and of "casting unjust
profession T· Aud yet they betrayed this trust, .how in spite of their protestations stepped ovu the rail aspersions " upon him, as I believe he has of assailing
b~sely none know so wall as the victims themselvs. of the plot and approached the grsvs. As he did so me. Indeed, just preceding the paragraph quoted I
This bre!lch of trust was not on account of their the bor quet again rose up two or three inches.
had written of Messrs. Overmyer and Olemens as
general ignorance nor lack of business taot, but in
At first he was in doubt whether the ghost of "the only lawyers, with the exception of Mr. T. B.
consequence . of it, eaeb. baing placed where his Noyes was rising up or that the devil had made a Wakemsn, that I had ever known o.r heard of who
superior attainments enabled him to use the same neat there, but mustering up oonrage he ran his cane had any conception of the way in which a charge
all the more efficiently while iudulging in his vicious with :much foree in to the ground beside t.he bouquet, like that against Mr. Harman should be met and
propensities, and screening himself, in some instances snd to his amazement out. sprang s full-sized wood- defended." If the English language can be framed
for twosoore years, and to the loss of hundreds of chuck which had burrowed there. At first Finn was ao as to convey a higher compliment to the legal
thousands of dollars, or even millions. Now, the as much startled as the woodchuck, but the women sbility of these gentlemen, I do not know how to do
education of these men did not prevent them from screamed and the woodchuck ran for his life. Finn it. My power of language is inadequate to say anybeing rascals, b1:1t helped them into and through soon recovered himself, but the ladies cannot get thing more flattering, and I hope Mr. Overmyer will
their dishonesty in defrauding their trusting inferiors over their nervousness.
not consider nor force me or any of Mr. Harman's
as these inferiors in education could never hav
Had Finn's cane not solved the mystery, it is friends to consider that this language of mme was
deceived and defrauded them.
probable that this would hav gone down to posterity f>n "unjust aapersio.a." I considered then and I
What, then, shall we say of education-away with as aemiracle. How many more such miracles hav consider now that Mr. Overmyer acted earnestly and
it? By_no means, but place honesty above it every- been performed by woodchucks, skunks, or othE:r sincerely, snd I wrote that paragraph with the intenwhere. An educated rasca1 · is the most deadly underground inhabitants it would be hard to say. tion of stating truthfully but briEfly what I believed
enemy to the normal growbh ofa people or individual. At all events, it is always safe to hsv a handy cans to be some of the cauees which led to the unfortuNever giv such a one a place above a berdsml,ln, and a stout heart, when it is an easy matter to solve nate rupture bfJtween Mr. Harman and his counsel,
and even there he is not fit for a muledriver.
them. A woodchuck can act the part of a ghost and with no intention of imputing insincerity to
Place, then, simple honesty above education, re· underground as easily sa an ors]inary medium in a either of the counsel. And when I said, "I cannot
Iigion, and wealth. Make it superior to all else. cabinet. And their methods are similar, and there look upon their abandonment of Mr. Harman as
Let it be the watchword everywhere. Lat the man are wonders performed with a flash of light or the justifiable" I spoke only of my views from my standW. A. TREADWELL.
be considered vile who is vile, whether he be a mill- punch of a sharp stick.
point, which I hope further on to justify.
ionaire, general, honorable, bank president, presiMr. Overmyer seems to object to my use of the
A Constitutional Convention in Kentucky.
dent of the United States, clergyman of the D D.
word ''abandonment," yet, considering the facts as
order or M.A. order, archbishop, pope, or even God
I am at our quiet country home for the first time he tells them, I think that word was rightly used.
himself. Try every person, speculation, pretension, in a long while, and I am reminded that it is the It was sn abandonment not merely of Mr. Barman,
creed, cau!Je, or religion by the strict rule of honesty, holy Sl\bbath by the sound of the Sunday school bell. but of a great principle as well, which principle, in
and see who or what would be spared. Surely, not It is a good time for calm reflection and serious its completeness, I fear, Messrs. Overmyer and
the church, its holy guides, its text-book, its savior, thoughts. Religious thoughts ! No, I do nob like Olemens both failed to see, when they, "hastily
or its Gods. Go into the business marts, and there the word, it has been so distorted and contaminated examining the paper" and "discovering the cause,"
you would find the same dishonesty. The profes- by selfish, designing men. But this is a good day i.e., the O'Neil letter, "in a brief note to Mr.
sions would not escape nor the filthy politics, neither for Liberals to think how to contrive meaM to thwart Harman which we both signed and returned by the
would the courts of justice, so called, and ae to social the designs of church people. I do not mean the messenger," "informed him LMr. Harman] that we
life-0 my soul, come not thou into the secret masses of the church people, for they are commonly could not defend him upon that charge," etc.
depths of its depravity! In every- day life between ignorant of the designs of their leaders, and if once
Let me, from my standpoint, outline the re&sODI!
neighbor and neighbor, under the guise of friend- informed would be their opposers. But I began thit> for my use of this word " abandonment." 0 ne of
ship, the moat subtle and deadly policy exists known letter for the purpose of telling the Liberals of an the moat sacred obligations which one man can posthis side of sheol. Tattlers and scandalizers, that important fact. When I hav done that I shall think sibly owe to another is the obligation which fin
should not be mentioned outside of mud-cellars, are I bav utilized this holy day to the best advantage.
attorney owes to his client. The attorney is bound
thick among the " society ladielil " of large cities.
Kentucky is soon to hav a constitutional conven- to bring to the discharge of that obligation his very
Let eda.eation and religion sink into insignificance tion for the purpose of amending the state constitu- best skill, diligence, and effort. This is true even
by the side of simple honesty. Were the world tion. In many respects the present constitution is though the client may bav committed the moat atrohonest it would be morally perfect ; for how soon, very libtlral, yet in many others it is defectiv. Re- cious and inexcusable crime, and though the evidence
when every motiv was pure, true, and good, would ligiously it is all right. However, it makes a preacher of his guilt is complete, positiv, and incontrovertible.
science come to the relief of mankind and through ineligible for governor of the state. It does not But the lawyer owes other obligations. He owes it
its facts teach the most ignorant how to liv without compel us to believe in witches and ghosts, Bibles, to his profession to elevate, ennoble, and dignify the
tyrannizing over others or wronging them in any Gods, or devils, before our oath is valid. Now, I law, to purify it and to purge away what he finds in
·particular. Fjrst, no one would hav any desire to hope that the Liberals throughout the state and it of error and oppression, and to make its adminisdo wrong ; and, second, education, true education, United States will giv this convention a little atten- tration fair and honest and its judgments just. As
would so enlighten the mind that the right would be tion and see that the church people do not break the lawyer receives more liberally than biiil fellowsought, perceived, studied, and followed, not merely down the Liberal clauses and insert their damnable citizens knowledge and experience to aid him in disas 8 duty, but from choice, for its verv .gratification, trash. We should make an ~ffort to hav church criminating right from wrong, so it is fair that he
as well as for its utility.
_
~
property taxable. I would like to see a petition cir- should giv of his effort more abundantly than others
Never, never until plain, simple honesty ia taught culated favoring the Nine Demands and presented to to protect right and to abolish wrong. The lawyer
and practiced, and becomes the education of the the convention. As soon as the nominations sre made always is and naturally always will be of the ruling
masses. will these crimes cease, and vice prowl only I am going to begin sending copies of THE TRUTH class, and the responsibilities of governing never ara
in t.he slums and purlieus of degradatiov.
SEEKER al!d other Liberal literature bearing on the and never should be divorced from the obligations
Now, in high life, so called, are perpetrated the subject to the nominee most likely to be elected in which such power imposes. The lawyer's obligation
most heinous crimes, in secresy and darkness, fit to my d:atriot. I hope the Liberals throughout the to his country and to humanity are no more to be
ignored than his obligation to his client, and when
startle the world when seen in open daylight. The state will do likewise.
remedy is not alone in education nor religion, but in
If any Liberal in the United States bafl litsrl\ture these obligations coincide and move together they
honesty, simple honesty. The educated husband which he would like to circulate in th11.t, way, he can create a binding moral force which cannot safely or
deceives hie wife; the accomplished, refined wife send it me at Pineville, Bell county, Ky. Our de- wisely be disregarded.
But Mr. Harman was not a common criminal. He
plays double with her liege lord; the fermer cheats structiv work is to break down the strongholds of
the merchant and mechanic, and vice versa/ the superstition. Our constructiv work is to implant in bad been guilty of no offense and had violated no
lawyer cheats his client and the client his lawyer- the human mind proper ideas of liberty. In that let law. He bad done no wrong and had injured no
one. Mr. Overmyer seems to be fully aware of this
if he can; the clergy cheat the laity snd the laity us never lose an opportunity!
S. P. HERRON.
the clergy. But why enumarste examples! Where
LIf Mr. Herron will send us the names of the del- when he says:
is ill-doin~ not found amon~ the highly educated, egates to t.he convention, when chosen, and their
In view of the atrocious decisions of courts which now
the parti::.lly educated, Md t.he ext.remely ignorant addn:saee, THE TRUTH SEEKER from its Literature stand as precedents in this class of cases his Rltepticism was
who can neither read or write! No rank, age, or Fund will supply them all with documents c!Aleulated quite pardonable. These decisions, however, are not law,
simply perversions of law. The idea that a man may
race seems to bo exempt from this mania of lying. to influence them rightly tow1n·d securil:lg a purely but
be imprlsonrd at hard labor for a long term of years, sufferHonesty alone is the antidote for vice and crime, not secular government.-ED. T. S.]
ing the penalties inflicted only upon felons, upon a convic..
0
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tion ot an alleged offense wlolerein it is admitted there is no policy I recognized the value of that publication and the part of the prosecution would be entirely thwarted. If
evil intention, is simply infernal.
'!as. rea?y to defend it as a matter of right. In pub- they could succeed in this, and I see no great difficulty in it
The same principle which was violated in the at· hshmg 1t Mr. Harman was guilty of an indiscretion if thev hav a judge who is disposed to be half. way honest, it
would be a great triumph for them, or either of them. There
tack.for which the Markland a~d Whit~head letters. not a .crime. I oan defend that publication, and de~ is
a lot of damned bad precedent mixed up in the law which
furmshed the pretax~, w~s also violated m the second · fend It successfully too, in any court where I can a little clear. headed vigor would weed out. A good deal of
attack upon the 0 Ne1l letter. I cannot see nor hav a fair hearing and be met with honest treatment it is to be found in that infamous old case of United States
understand the grounds of the discrimination which It was for the very purpose of defending that publi~ 'DB. D. M. Bennett. The judge in that case was so anxious
to get Bennett into prison that he laid down, as law, a great
Mr. ?~er.myer make~ ~etween the two cas.es, _an? I cation ~hat I took a useless journey to Kansas. A many
mischievous principles which are not law at all, and
am firm 1n the conviCtiOn that no such d1scnmma useless JOurney, because it did not suit the pothouse judges too lazy or too careless to thi]Jk for themselvs hav
tion will stand the test of reason. The very essence politician who there masqueraded in the ermin of been following the dicta in that case all along, and the conof their pretense that Mr. Harman had offended, was justice that any opportunity for a f!lir trial should be sequence is all this confusion which characterizes the decisions under this law. A good example of this confusion is
the false and illegal claim that a citizen of the United conceded.
found in the report of Mrs. Blenker's case (32 Fed. Rep. 691),
States may not publish his own thoughts in his own
I am glad that Mr. Overmyer has quoted at length where Judge Paul, blindly and foolishly following Benedict's
language; The lawlessness of this claim, the mean- a paragraph of Mr. Harman's that cannot be too outtagPOUS ruling in the Bennett case, charged the jury that
ness and hypocrisy of the way in which it was as· often repeated:
it was immatPrial whether the defend!!.nt knew the matter
serted, the usurped power wbioh made the asserAs to any hope of justice through an appeal to" general deposited by her in the mail to be obscene or not, also immaterial what her purpose was so long as she. did the act.
tion, the inhumanity of the effc)rt to silence Mr. Principl€ of constitutional right," we hav oniy to look at the As
to the purpose or intent part of the charge, Judge Foster
Harman's outcry, the dishonesty of the effort to htsto~y of our l~nd fo~ th.e past. dec~d~ m: two to become has disposed of that on the argument of motion to quash
misrepresent his intentions the character of his conymced that cc;mstltutwnal r1ght 1s Sl!Uply !i word to your indictment, and as to that part which relates to knowl·
ll th .
b" 'd t ·
. conJn~e. with-:-nothm,g more. _As a protectiOn of personal
assallants, a . ~SI:l com me
o Impose up?n ~IS and mt1zen nght it Is a howling farce-a delusion and a edge, Judge Paul overruled himself, and after careful consideration decided, on my motion in arrest of judgment, that
attorneys obhg~bons greater than those ordmanly snare-but as a protection to robbers and wholesale murder- it
was necessary not only to prove knowledge, but to allege
existing in that relation. .
ers, it is a magnificent success.
it in the indictment as well. . . .
What Messrs. 0 vermyer and OJemans " hastily "
I am glad that Mr. 0 vermyer comments fairly
Yours sincerely,
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
did, cannot be considered anything else than an upon that paragraph, and on Mr. Harman's estimate
The rest of this letter relates to matters purely
abandonment, and an unjustibble one. All the more that it was a "foregone conclusion" that he should personal, and is not· interesting in this connection.
unjustifiable, because they knew that few or no law· go to prison, in the following language:
It concludes with permission to send to Messrs.
yers were as well qualified as they by character,
Mr. Harma.n seemed deeply imbued with the idea that the Overmyer and Olemens if Mr. Harman saw fit.
attainment!i, aud special knowledge to try such a law could not afford him justice. He looked with suspicion
Now, Mr. Editor, I feel that I hav pestered you
case as it should be tried, and to present the ddanse and contempt upon all of the methods, processes, rules, and ·and bothered your readers too long with a matter
in the way it should be presented.
doctrine of the law. He was willing and anxious to claim which, after all, is not worth so much time and apace.
that what he did was done in good faith and with perfect
As to "local politic'l." The very first subject sincerity of purpose, but he apparently could not understand The main fact which confronts us now is that Moses
which I discussed wit·h Mr. Overmyer at his dE.ce in that good faith can be available as a legal defense. He Harman is in prison. In view of that fact I propose
Topeka was local politics and their bearing oa Mr. seemed unable to comprehend how a proposition so righteous to decline all unprofitable and inflammatory controhav any sanction in law.
H arman ' 8 case, an d we span t a 1ong t'tme upon th a t could
In view of the atrocious decisions of courts which now versy with those who ought to be my friends, and to
point. I learned more about local polit.ics liiUbse· •stand as precedents in this class of cases his skepticism was limit my efforts in the future to two lines of work.
qaently in an interview with Mr. Joseph K. Hudson, quite pardonable. These decisions, however, are not law 1 First, to do what I can to get Mr. Harman out of
editor of the Capital, Bnd I concluded from what I but simply perversions of law.
prison. Second, to do what I can to make the bene~eard all around that Judge Foster was a mere poliI do not share Mr. Overmyer's faith in the higher fits resulting from his imprisonment to my fellowtician, who would use his judicial power to accom- tribunals. I do not know what foundation there is men somewhat commensurate with the suffering and
plish any purpose, right or wrong, which he thought for such faith. I cannot agree with him when he deprivation which he, with most heroic self sacrifice,
would advan«'a his political interests. The j udga's says, "When brought rightly before the higher is enduring. If in this course I can be of any service
conduct toward Mr. Harman demonstrated tne cor- tribunals I hav an abiding faith that it will be utterly to Messrs. Overmyer a:rad Olemens they can rely upon
rectness of this opinion.' To what extent local poli- repudiated and condemned." The case is so confused my aasurance t-hat the utmost aid in my power will
tics may hav entered as R factor into the influences aow that I doubt if even Mr. Overmyer's skill will be rendered tbtom in tbe most friendly spirit and with
which combined to make up the decision of counsel avail to "bring it rightly" before the higher tribu- the most. hearty good will. En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
New York, June 2, 1890.
I cannot say, but I still think I did no wrong in in- nals. Mr. Harman's estimate of the administration
serting that as an element.
of justice wae correct. It was based upon an nbserThe conflict of interest between Mr. Harman and vation of such rascally outrages as that upon D. M
Murder with Prayer.
the other defendants bas been so painfully manifest Bennett, the bairbread~h esaape of Mrs. Slenker,
Down in a wild and· lonely region near the Arkan·
for the. past two years that I need say nothing in etc., and was amply confirmed by his own expe- sas bnrdar a young msn ll!lmed Kirby recently
support of my introducinf! that as a factor. It is rience. Mr. Overmyer struck the keynote when be st&rttd on a journey to Stona county, Mo., in cominconceivable that that collflict did not enter to some said that the publication of the O'Neil letter" 8 ngered" pany with sn old school teacher named Rogers.
extent into the consideration of counsel and to some the court. Why it should bav had that effect it is Both men were true believers in God and the
ext.ant influence their aotion.
not easy to see, but the judge's conduct certainly beautiJs of the Ohristilm faith, and yet, strangely
Under the head of " Disapproval of certain of Mr. proved him to bq a madman. It would bav been enough, while passing through a deep hollow Dall>r
Harman's methods of management, financial and profitable if Mr. Overmyer had stated his estimate Cow cre~:k young Kirby forgot his Sunday-school
otherwise,'' it is due to Meoars. Overmyer and Olem- of tbe honesty and charauter of the judge, who in his lessons and put two bullet-holes through the body
ens to say, and I do say with grateful pleasure, that eagerness to repel any possible defense put five min· 1of his unsuspectincr Onristian friend, Rodgers, and
so far as the matter of compensation for their services uteR ot his time against five years of Mr. Harman's. robbed him of his watch and $100 in money. After
is concerned they hav both been not merely honorable,
Mr. 0 vermyer is not qwite hir when he Elil>VB t~at the shooting, Kirby asserts that he was about to
but exoeedingly liberal and generous. Still I know I wrote Mr. Harman that his (Mr. Overmyer'F) views shoot himself, and thu!l save the state tb~ cos~ of
that Mr. Harman's methods of financial management were all moonshine. When I ueed thst expression heuging him in the sweet by and by, ~ut hts dym~
hav been not only displeasing to his attorneys, it was not so much in criticism of Mr. Overmyer as victim beggEd him to liv and gat forg1vnaas for hts
but hav exerted a very great influence upon them. of the great superstition which has claimed Mr. crime, in order that they might meet again where
The" otherwise" in my letter seems "to be con· Harman for a victim. But here is the letter. Let r~:volvers are unknown, and greenbacks are not yet
ceded by Mr. Overmyer, if we confine its meaning it tell its own story:
in circulat.ion. With Ohris~iau weakness young
to the O'Neil letter, and like publications. I am
N&w YoRK, March 15, 1890.
Kirby r•q•Jests the dying man to lead in prayer, and
willing to so confine it, taking the O'Neil letter as a
DEAR FRIEND HARMAN: I received a short note from you the murderer and his victim clasped hands and sent
type of the like publications which Mr. Overmyer re- vesterday, and this morning a packap:e containing all Mr. up a powerful appenl to the throne of grace.. It i_a
Overmyer's letters. I hav read Mr. Overmyer's letters, both
h
t
h
b
fers to. I bav already explained why in my judg- the long one and the short one. I want to Bhow them to__ said that "where two or t rea meet ogat er 1n IS
ment the O'Neil letter should not hav produced the and-- and will return them to you soon. I would say, do name, there is lle in the midst of them." We know
disagreE~ment it did.
not print l\-Ir. Overmyer's long letter. You hav printed not whether any third party was present, but we bav
M1•. 0 vermyer quotes part of a long letter which enough of the opposition. From now on to the trial I would no doubt that J aveh adjusted his ear-trumpet to
he wrote to Mr. Harman which Mr. Harman sent me print nothing but the strongest kinrl of favorable matter. catch every word of this unique _supplication .. If
As to your course in relation to Mr. Overmyel", of course I
b
and which I llommented on in 1\ letter included be- cannot advise. I can only giv my ideas, which at this dis- Ohriat was correct in his statement, we must ehevt~
low. In Mr. 0 vormyer's long letter he E'RYB: "I do tance from the scene may be very wrong. He seems sincere that "there is more joy in heaven over one sinner
not think you are right in this matter [O'Neil letter], and honorable in returning your note, etc., but is it altogether that repenteth, than there is over n~nety a~d ni~e
I c an n ot lend right
for himwill
to leave
in the face
the enemy
P In J. ·:JB~ persons, who ne€d no repentance, and With this
and I cons1"d er you so f ar wr 0 ng Lhat
''
other words,
not hisyou
separation
fromofyou
imply to
the
"
·
my sanction as a man to that which as a lawyer I can minds of court and jury that your crime is an indefensible 10spired promis before us, we hav no doubt that
see no defense for." Now, this ability to see a de- one? I still hope he may defend you and make such a when God bac!lme aware of the tragedy on Oow
fense is simply a question of degree. Oolonel Brad- vi,:;orous defense as I believe he is capable of. It seems to creek and of Kirby's repentance right then and
ley could " see no defense for" the Markland letter me there is only one error or misconception that stands in there' there was a great hullabs.lloo in heaven, and
. h d tt
. t d f tt•
the way of his seeing clearly through to your acquittal. He all t.h'e dar}·,·n!Z 11.••1, angels twanged their harps snd
nor f or t h e Wh tte ea 1e Gr, so IDB ·ea o sa mg expres~es it, in his letter. in these words: "Becau~e these
"'
~ •• " '"
up a valid and meritorious defense, ss he might hav things [O'Neil letter, et itt omne genus.-E. w. C.] do not sang hosannas, and the four and twenty bald-headed
done had he known as much about it as Me~srs. affect you, will you as a man of extended observation say elders who loaf around the foot of the throne
Overmyer and Oiemens, he fooled a. way Mr. Har- that they will not shock and pollute the young and degrade shouted "hslielouiabs," and the multitude of murder' c h &noes WI"th h"lS nonsense a b ou t tusam
·
·t
I !I and
discourage
them."stock
Now
this cry
"polluting
the "~rs ..
"'nd cut· throats who h!!.v gone before cried out,
mans
Y·
young"
is Comstock's
in trade,
andofthere
is no sense
my letter included balow I indicate how the O'Neil ln it whatever. Legally it is a fallacy. Mentally and "Save a l:iarp fnr Brother Kirby !" No doubt that
letter might hav been defended.
morally it is a superstition. It is a mere theory, entirely the tender-hearted Mary Magdalene wiped her
Mr. Overmyer says, "It is u'lderstood here that unsupported by any proof. The prosecution will not, for beautiful eyes on the sleeve o~ her ~oth~r Hubba~d,
. counseIe d 1•t8 ro·N
they cannot, produce any youth who has been polluted, de- and s•. Peter beoame so Sl?ltated 1il biB exultatiOn
61"II e tt er J pu bl"IWl· graded,
M r. Oh am b er1atn
discouraged, or led into vicious habits by a full
"
~
ld
.
tion. If so, he should stand ready to defend the act." knowledge of the truth. 'rhat is all moonshine. That is that for s time and times and half a time he cou
If such an understanding prevails there or anywhere, where the stubborn intrenched prejudice appears. You hav not find the keyho!e to unlock the gate to let in the
however fairly or honestly Mr. Overmyer may hav just as much right and just as strong reason to maintain the jus~ aoul of Brother Rodgers! After prayer, the
come by it, it is the result of 11 misstatement grossly opposit theory that the withholding of such knowledge is pio~s murderer pockets tha dead man's money and
.
. . .
t'
I
.
d"d what leads ignorant youth into pollution and degradation. w~•·ch, relonds his rsvolver, and departs, softly
mendllCIOUB m ItB mcep ·IOD.
never ID any way 1 And I believe that last theory to be the correct one. Now,
'""
..
any act or said any word which could by any stretch citizens are not, or should not be, convicted and imprisoned whistling,
of construction, however violent, be deRmed to be an on mere theories, however strongly those theories may be
Jesus loves me, this I know,
He will wash me white as snow,
advice to Mr. Harman to print the O'Neil letter. I backed up by prejudice. If :von are convicted, it will be
'N "II tt
d
h d
"d
upon that theory, which Mr. Overmyer has stated in the eto., and leaves the body of his victim to the t_ender
never saw th e O 61 e er, an never a any 1 e~ language I quote from his letter, and a damned fall:\cious
d t G
t
th
that there was Ruch a thing in existence unt.U I saw theory it is too and that theory will be made to take the mercies of the wolves and buzzar B ·
rea IB
e
H printed in Lucifer. Mr.. H~rmsn h~!l fully ex. place of proof.' There is the mi~chief of this whole business Christian scheme of salvation! Ponderously huge
plained these circumstances, and I am willing to rest ri~l?-t in a nutshell. An houest judge will not let this super- sud overgrown are the mysteries of godlines~!
upon his explanation.
~t1tton taketh~ place of proof. But t.tere are few ho~:wst Kir9y is now in j liil at Oz!\rk, Mo., and ere long ~111
f t th t I,
dnm ed JUdges. I belwve good 8trong lawyers, such as I consuler robably find th,~t t.he @'ihb~• i, the Q"ll.tfl to parad11 0 .
B u t no t WI"th Bt &n d"mg tb
· " ac • a
con ' n
both Mr. Overmver and Mr Clemens to be could so mam1ge P •
,
W
H ,
the publication of the O'Neil letter. as a matter of! on the trial of tlie case that 'this kind of tri~ky imposition
l
Carth(tg,, Jlo, Thhy 30, lSUO.
ATSON E~TO~

I

on
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The "Civil Policy" of "Sabbath" Laws.
We commend to the attention -of those hypocrite
of the American Sabbath Union who are falsely proclaiming that their purpose in endeavoring to procure more stringent Sunday legislation is only a
matter of "civil policy" the Oh'l'istian 'Statesman's
review of their arguments. " That Sabbath laws
cannot be maintained at all on the basis of mere
expediency or policy, or on the ground of preventing
a breach of the peace, is clear," says this candidly
bigoted journal, "from a simple reductio ad absu;rdum. If we hsv a civil Sabbath law· simply
because it coincides with the law of the Christian
Sabbath, it follows that where there is no Christian
Sabbath in fact to be coincided with, there can be no
Sabbath law. This makes all civil law dependent on
prevalent sentiment and practice. As in France, in
the days of the Revolution, the public sentiment
might favor one day in ten instead of one in seven.
The basis of expediency or policy or public peace
would rfquire the coincidence of the civil law with
the sentiment ; and then where would the Sabbath
bs' Or, again, gYeed of gain might rule public sentiment, and business and pleasure go on without any
day of rest whatever. What basis would there be
left for the civil Sabbath T The moment we depart
· from an immutable moral basis, that moment we are
adrift without compass or chart."
The only gYOund upon which " Sabbath " laws can
be maintained is religious, and the logical view is
that taken by the National Reformers, which is this:
" The state is the creature of God, and civil government is his ordinance. The state has its own moral
relations, therefore, with God himself, as well as with
its subjects. Its Sabbath law is for its courts, its
legislatures, its executiv officers, as well ·as for private citizens. Is there no question of morality in
the transaction or non- transaction of judicial business on the Sabbath T Is the old law maxim, Dies
dominicus non est dies juridicus, 'the Lord's day is
not a judigisl day,' a mere dictum of policy or expediency 1 May 1st or Decoration day may be made a
day on which no legislativ or judicial business shall
be done; but is it proposed to reduce the Lord's day
to this level in the es~imstion and conduct of the
state T Business may be suspended on other days as
a matter of convenience, of sentiment, of policy.
But the state is required by its author to suspend its
business on the Sabbath as a matter of moral obligation~ What is done on May day or Decoration day

may not be legal, but if it is morally right to do it
on any other day of the week, the doing of it on May
day cannot be morally wrong. But this is the very
essence of Sabbath violation. It is the doing of that
which would be right on any other day, but which is
morally wrong because done on the Sabbath."
If we admit that the' state is " the creature of
God," and that "civil government is his ordinance,"
then the " Sabbath '' laws are religiously right, and
there is no need to hypocritically maintain that they
sre desired as a matter of "civil policy." The question is, therefore, broader than the Sabbath Union
would lead the people to suppose. It is a question
of whether the church is superior to the state, for
that is the logic of the argument that God made the
state and that its administration is his ordinance. .
On this there can be no two opinions among true
Americans. Our government secures its right to
govern from the consent of the governed/ not from
God, nor any of hie prophets. No king claiming
divine appointment ; no pope with the same preposterous claim, can ever saddle themselvs upon us,
for the fundamental principle of our government is
directly opposed. To allow a God to direct our
affairs is to go back to monarchy, popedom, slavery;
for " God" means the self-elected interpreters of his
" will." There is no " God" but the preachers.
Their stock-in-trade, their capital, like the devil, is a
myth, and the business the clergy do is the largest
ever conducted with nothing back of it.
We hav had in this country once perfect "Sabbath" laws as the Ssbbatsrians desire. As a matter
of civil policy they had to be repealed or allowed to
die a natural death. To reenact them would be folly,
for" civil policy" ur.questionably was advanced by
their abrogation. On that ground, then, there can
be nothing done for the Sabbstsrian fanatics, and the
Christian Statesman knows it. The " divine law,"
in other words the welfare of the ministers, is all
that "s~bbsth " laws can be based upon. And this,
says the Statesman, "is where our ablest jurists hsv
based them. Judge Flsndrau, of the supreme court
of Minnesota, declared .that the Sabbath law of that
state ' can hsv no other object than the enforcement
of the fourth of God's.commandments, which are a
recognized and eJ'cellent standard of both public and
private morals ' (Brimhall vs. Van Campen, 8 Minnesota Reports, 13). Judge Caldwell, of the supreme
court of Texas, held that ' the object of the legislature was to forbid all secular employments on the
Sabbath, not excepted in the act. The disregard of
the Sabbath, the refusal to recognize it as a day
sanctified to holy purposes, constitutes the offense'
(Elsner vs. the State, 30 Texas Reports, 524). The
supreme court of Alabama said: ' We do not think
the design of the legislature in the passage of the
act can be doubted. It was evidently to promote
morality and advance the interests of religion, by
prohibiting all persons from engaging in their common and ordinary vocations' (O'Donnel vs. Sweeney,
5 Alabama Reports, 467. See also Wright vs. Geer,
1 Root, 474; Fox vs. Abel 2 Connecticut Reports,
548; George vs. George, 47 New Hampshire Reports, 27).".
Let us hear no more, then, about the" civil policy"
of "Sabbath" laws; no more about the poor workingmen; but let the Christians come out boldly and
say they want Sunday laws to benefit the churches
and ministers and creeds. They will then, at least,
possess the merit of honesty-something, in the
merit line, which they at present sadly lack.

Catching Up.
This confession of fallibility is found in the last
number of Unity, the Western Unitarian organ:
"The average heretic, who is compelled to throw
aside his old beliefs, and comes from the orthodox
church, holds a comparstivly plain and consistent
position, said Mr. Gannett, in his conference sermon.
But the position of the Unitarian heretic is necessarily anomalous, since Unit arianism has a habit of
'catching up' with its heretics, glerifying and ex·
siting great leaders like Emerson and Parker, whom
it once felt obliged to deny and ostrscise."
The Unitarians, in this respect, are very much
like the remainder of the world. Catching up with
heretics-unwillingly and unknowingly~hss been
the chief business of about ninety-nine of every one
hundred persons born into the world for the past
few thousand years. In all lands conservatism has
endeavored to hold back the pioneers in thought and
deed, only to finally be pulled up from its seat and
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set to hurrying after the leaders then almost lost to
sight around some new bend in the road of progress.
Myth and tradition and history all tell the same stor.:t
-some heretic scorned and ridiculed, then glorifted
and exalted Even the almighty, in that world-wide
fable of creation, had to to chase after heretical1nve1
who would not be content with statutory conditions.
And, according to the legend, what does not the
whole world owe to that beauteous rebel i and who
does not now note with joy the efforts of her daughters to catch up with her, and become mutineers to
their lords'~now very far from being almighty lords
-authority !
It is a blessed thing, says Ingersoll, that in every
age some one has had individuality enough and courage enough to stand by his own convictions-some
one has bad the grandeur to say his say. The trut,h
of this becomes more apparent from decade to decade. In the thousand years of Christendom's insanity heretics were killed, and not followed, and the
result was a millennium of stagnation. Every generstion was a copy of the preceding, more ingenious
only in devising machines to murder those heretics
with whom they were utto>rly incapable of keeping
pace, lagging and inconsfquentisl though the heresies were.
The heretic of the creativ myth is the type of the
world's real savior. But from her time to the time
of the creation of another tradition the world's advancement was due to the doubters, to the teachers
of new things, to the expounders cf new gospel. To
the law-giver Lycurgus, to the pyramid-measuring .
Thales, to the statesman Solon, to the philosopher for
whom the conservative mixed the poisoned draught, to
Aspssia, the teacher of both Pericles and Socratesall teachers in advance of their time-the world owes
more than it will ever pay. To the later heretics is
due still more, an almost infinit debt of gratitude,
and though the world has caught up with and passed
them, llODe the less do they deserve its tributes. Without Copernicus, without Galileo, the world would hsv
for many more years thought the sun and stars but
candles in 21 canopy lighted at night for its benefit,
and gone on indefinitly searchiPg for the four corners
of the earth. It has taken the Unitarians three hundred years to catch up with Servetus, and our philosophers still puzzle over the problems propounded
by Bruno. "Martin Luther started toward Humboldt-Wesley toward John Stuart Mill," but the
Lutherans and the Methodists are still far in the rear
of these two men. Shortly, perhaps, they may get a
glimpse of Humboldt, but it will be many decades ere
they see by the light that guided Mill. France has
nearly overtaken Voltaire-some of her sons and
daughters are ahead of him-but in this country how
few compsrstivly hsv yet caught sight of Thomas
Paine I To what a small band are Tyndall, Huxley,
Spencer, Darwin, more than a dim shadow on the
distant horizon ! Who now walks beside America's
own genius, sharing his humanitarian feelings, his
charity for all human mistakes, his sympathy with
all human misery, his kindness toward all life, his
detestation of falsehood, sacred or profane, his love
of the true and the good 1 Catching up ! The
world must travel a thousand years ere it catches up
with half of the heroic heretics it has scorned and
crucified, and when it takes their hands, those now
living will still beckon them on.
It is fortunate for the Unitarians that they never
possessed power to do mo!l'e than deny and ostrscise
their heretics. But those things they hsv done, and
some of them here in theEast srenotevennowputting
themselvs out of breath in their endeavors to catch
up with those they hsv thus treated. But the two
main branches of the Christian church, the Catholic
and the orthodox Protestant, hav gone far beyond
denial and ostracism of the heretics. "For ages
they were rivals in the infamous effort to rid the
earth of honest people. They infested every country, every city, town, hamlet, and family. They
appealed to the worst passions of the human heart.
They sowed the seeds of discord and hatred in every
land. Brother denounced brother, wives informed
against their husbands, mothers accused their children, dungeons were crowded with the innocent;
the flesh of the good and true rotted in the clasp of
chains ; the flames devoured the heroic, and in the
name of the most merciful God, his children were
exterminated with fsmin, sword, and fire. Over the
wild waves of battle rose and fell the banner of
Jesus Christ. For sixteen hundred years the robes
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the church were red with innocent blood. The
ingenuity of Christians was exhausted in devising
punishment severe enough to be inflicted upon other
Christians who honestly and sincerely differed with
them upon any point whatever."
Now these sects hav been compelled by evolution's
resistless force to become partially civilized, and
they are slowly trying to catch up. The Catholic
church has about got up to Galileo and no longer
forces the teachers of the heliocentric theory to ab]ure their discoveries as heresy. She has, in some
quarters at leal!lt, got beyond Martin Luther's gross
superstitions. Civilization has carried the majority
of Methodists up to Wasley, while Thomas Paine's
heretical Deism is now almost conservatism and orthodoxy among the scholars of the world. The Presby·
terians are traveling painfully along the highway
hallooing after the evolutionists that that heresy is
now reconcilable with the Confession of Faith-in
some places. And so it goes ; the heresy of one
generation is the orthodoxy of the next, and the
great leaders once denied and ostracised are later on
glorified and exalted.
But there remains one heretic the Christians are
not catching up with. None of them liv up to hi~;,
social teachings, and they are getting farther away
from his religious dogmas. If be were here to-day
he would no~ be admitted to their churches-except
in the poor gallery-and he would be fortunate in·
deed if he escaped imprisonment in a charge of lu·
nacy. His name was Jesus Christ.
·

Our Modest Reformed Presbyterian Friends.
Because our government does not recognize the
Christian religion the Reformed Presbyterians, successors to the old Scotch Covenanters or Came·
ronians, refuse to take part in electing officials or to
recognize any laws or institutions which they con
ceive to be inimical to those of the "kingdom of
Christ." This determination places them in a very
peculiar position, and at the meeting of the synod in
this city last week two measures were proposed to
extricate them from the dilemma their religious
obstinacy has led them into. The first was an overture by the United Presbyterians to unite the two
sects, and abrogate· the statute forbidding the mem·
hera of the Reformed church to vote for a candidate
for politi~al office who would be required to swear
to uphold the fc>deral Constitution. The second
measure was the formal approval of a petition to
Congress in favor of an amendment to the Constitution recognizing the Christir.n religion, so that the
signers of the petition may no Ianger feel obliged to
forego the right of suffrage. The petition contained
over two thousaad names, and several delegatee
thought that members of other churches who disapproved of a " Christless constitution" should be
allowed to sign the petition. This would mean a
union with the National Reform Association, other·
wise known as the God-in-the-Constitution party.
That these Covenanters hav never been a very
modest sect in their claims upon governments may
be seen from the ~· Solemn League and Covenant "
forced by them upon the government of Britain in
1650. According to Hallam the people were made
to take an oath whereby they bound themselvs " to
preserve the Reformed religion in the Church of
Scotland, in doctrin, worship, disoiplin, and govern·
ment, according to the word of God and practice of
the best Reformed churches ; and to endeavcr to
bring the churches of God in the three kingdom'! to
the nearest conjunction and uniformity in religion,
confession of faith, form of church government,
directory for worship, and catechising; to endeavor,
without respect of persons, the extirpation of popery,
prelacy (that is, church government by archbishoueo
and other ecclesiastical Gfficers), and whatsoev~r
should be found contrary to sound doctrin and the
power of godliness; to preserve the rights and priv
ileges of the p9rliaments, the libt>rties of the kingdoms, and the king's person and authority in the
preservation and defense of the true religion and liberties of the kingdoms; to endeavor the discovery of
incendiaries and malignants who hinder the reformation of religion and divide the king from his people,
that they may be brought to punishment; finally, to
assist and defend all such as should enter into this
covenant and not suffer themllelvs to be withdrawn
from it, whether to revolt to the opposit party or to
giv in to a detestable indifference or neutrality."
lt is evident that in all ages, climes~ and places,
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the Reformed Presbyterians imagin that they hav a I real issue is 8 question 8S to the right of an honest man to
valid claim to the earth. But, with due deference to speak his mind.
Most sincerely,
M. J. SaVAG&.'
their infallible interpretation of the word of God and
"At 9 A.M. to-morrow, June 7th, I hav to be in Boston to
consequent right to govern the world we advise respond to the report of the grand jury in the state case
th
t
t th
f
.'
pending. Hustlillg me from one case to another between
e.m O accep . a ove~ture o. the Umted Pnsb!" 'appearances,' 'hearings,' and' trials,' they hardly giv me
tartans and abolish their rule m preference to wait- time to breathe-such is the impetuous Vice Society frenzy
ing for a chance to vote till Congress puts Christ to hav me in prison again. With business mostly broken
and the Christian religion into the Conf.ltitution. up, to make adequate defense in the court cases, save my
To e.ccommodate 8 very few thousand Cameronians family from actual suffering for food .and clothes, and ~eep
. •
. .
.
my own soul and body together, is mdeed a task I E1ght
It IS much to be .doubted If It would be WISe t~ weeks now we hav been defrauded of our right to use the
remodel our or game document and ·reverse the tradi· mails ; not allowed to reach our subscribers. and other friends
tion of the republic. In 1650 the Cameronians by printed appeal; you can see, Mr. Editor, what power the
were in accord with the spirit of the age; in 1890 foe h~s to str9.ngle us. In behalf of the rig.ht of opini~n,
they are just two hundred and forty years behind touchmg ~orals, physiology, and language, m me now mth f
·
vaded, will you not speak to your readers ? We greatly
e Imes.
need assistance in this unequal struggle and shall be glad
indeed of all the aid friends can render. Thankful that you
How It Fares with Mr. Harman.
are giving so much space to pending cases, and trusting that
Mr. Harman has recovered from the illness con- more and mo~e able men and women will stand up for libsfquent upon his advent in the prison at Lansing, erty imperiled,
Truly yours,
E. H. HEYwooD."
Kan., and has been put to work in the kitchen. Mr.
Mr. Heywood has said for himself what ·he probSwartz, the pro tem editor of Lueifer, visited him a ably desired us to say. Ere this is read his trial will
few days ago and "found him in apparent good be over. If convicted he will undoubtedly appeal,
spirits, cheerful and hopeful in manner and in reason- so it is unlikely that he is in jail.
ably good health." He is as firm as adamant, says
Items of Foreign Freethoo~ht News.
Mr. Swartz, " in his belief that he has committed
For saying that a black statue of the Virgin found in a
no crime, and does not back down an,inch from his
position, nor does he want Lucifer to recede one iota Roman Catholic church represented the Egyptian goddess
Isis, and for remarks concerning the human nature of" God,"
from its policy and position."
Dr. Vaelbel, editor and lecturer, has been indicted for blasThe status of the case remains unchanged, and will phemy by the German authorities.
The eighteenth annual Congress of German Freethinkers
until Mr. Overmyer argues his appeal, or the petitions
are presented to the president. These petition- was held in Hanover May 31st to June 2d. The most promi·
nent Freethinkers present were Prof. L. Buchner, Dr. A.
blanks can be procured from this office, or from Fair Specht, Dr. T. Voelkel, Dr. P. A. Rt'Ldt, and Frau Hedrig
Play or Lucifer, at Valley Falls, and also from the Heinrich Wilhelmi.
The Humboldt Freethought Society in Leipzig, Saxony,
offices of Freethought, 838 Howard street, and Egoism, box 1678, San Francisco, Cal.; the .Individual- has been suppressed. It is the old tale of coooperation
ist, box C, Highlands, Col.; Pomeroy's Advance between the Christian church and the powers that be.
Victor E. Lennstrand being liberated from prison after the
7 hmtght, 234 Broadway, and Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 120
inhuman,
but very Christian, treatment had ruined his
Lexington avenue, New York city; the Investigator,
health, the Swedish authorities hav now directed their attenPaine Memorial Building, Boston, Mass.; the Iron- tion to Henry V. Berghell, prohibiting him from giving cerclad Age, Indianapolis, Ind.; the Plaindealer, tain lectures. But as the prohibited lectures are for sale in
Mr. Berghell intends to ignore the order, and in
Hastings, Mioh.; Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville, Pu- bookstores,
spite of king and church will let the people into the secrets
laski county, Va., and Secular Thought, 35 Adelaide ot orthodoxy.
street East, Toronto, Ont. Those at Secular Thought
One Day's Domestic Religious Intelligence.
o:ffi<Je are for the use of its subscribers in the United
The
Rev. C. H. Gleason, formerly pastor of the Congre.
States, as Canadian solicitation does not count with
gational church in Somers, Conn., has applied for absolute
the authorities. Mr. Walker says: "Now let us all divorce from his wife on the ground of her infidelity. Soon
get right down to work on business lines. Flippant after the death of his first wife he became ill, and decided to
criticisms and fierce denunciations of officials, saying investigate the merits of the Christian science method of
nothing of impotent threats, can do no good and are treatment. He went to Northampton, Mass., where he met
a lady who was practicillg the science cure, and eventually,
sure to do much harm. A plain statement of the to the surprise of his flock, he married her. A few months
facts with cogent reasonings frorr.. basic principles of sgo reports of an unpleasant character reached him. He
did not credit them until after he had located in Boston,
individual rights and the constitutional guarantees where
such stories came to his ears that he decided to apply
thareof are the imperativ needs of the hour. The for a divorce.
The prosecution closed its casa yesterday in the trial of
first thing to be done is to release Mr. Harman from
the living grave to which he was consigned in defi- Harris Broiler, the Salvation Army shouter, who killed one
anee of both law and justice." That is good advice. of his three wives at No. 284 Seventh avenue on April 3d,
and the defense was opened by Lawyer William F. Hickey.
Everyone in favor of having our courts administer The defense was first, that Broiler did not commit the muronly justice should get a few of these petitions and der, and that the evidence against him was purely circum.
stantial; and second, that if he did commit the crime he was
hav them numerously signed.
insane at the time.

M:r. Heywood.
We expected to be able in this issue tio giv the
whereabouts of Mr. Heywood, but are unable to, as
the law's proverbial delay prevents. As we go to
press we do not know whether he is free, still on
trial, or acquitted. The following letter from Mr.
Heywood explains the situation:
"PRrNOKTON, MAss., June 6, 1890.
" To THK EDITOR OF THK TRUTH SKKKKR, Sir: I appeared
for trial in the United States circuit court, at Boston, June
3d, but was postponed till the 4th, when Judge Nelson was
unwell, and the case went over till Monday the 9th. Among
other leading citizens, at the front, in defense, are Wm. I.
Bowditch, E~q., the old antislavery lawyer of Boston; A. E.
Giles, Esq., or Hyde Park, and H. H. Bigelow, of Worcester.
Rev. M. J. Savage, the ablest and most influential Unitarian
clergyman in New England, sends me a vigorous and timely
letter, of which I forward you this copy for publication:
" 'CHUROII OF THE UNITY STUDY,
}
" 'PRMBHOKK STnERT. BosTON, June 4, 1890
"'MY DEAR Mn. HKYWOOD: Understanding that you are
in another legal contest over your right to express your
opinions I hasten to send you a word that you are at liberty
to usc as you see fit.
" 'Were I not compelled to be in camp I would appear in
person and speak in behalf of justice.
" 'I need not raise the question as to whether or not I
agree with you in all your opinions or methods. It is a
petty and narrow type of man who can agree to work only
with h!:s own pe1·,yonal who. I wish. however, to say. as em.
phatlcallv as I can, that, in my judgment, it is either stupidity
nr sometldn,q worse, that can charge you with intentional
obscenity. It looks like a petty persecut-ion springing out
of the narrowest religious bigotry, rather than a manly zeal
for social purity.
" 'Whether I could work in just your way or not, I bell eve
you are true and manly in character, and are actuated by
high and humane motivs. I trust that those having the
matter ln hand will be broad-minded enough to set'l that the

The secretary of the interior has received a telegram corroborating the report that a white man was recently murdered on the Tongue river reservation in Montana by the
Northern Cheyenne Indians. The trouble, it is said, had its
origin in an effort made by the agent to arrest a medicin
man named Porcupine, who was exerting a very bad influence among the Indians. Porcupine is a full-blooded Cheyenne of great intelligence, who is at present upon a tour of
exhortation among the Indians. He assumes to be the forerunner of a red messiah, who is shortly coming to wrest the
land from the dominion of the white man and to restore the
buffalo and deer to the plains and forests and the fish to the
streams, as in the olden time.·
The Rev. Dr. T. C. Carter, editor of the Methodist Ll.dvo.
cat6, who two years ago received the solid vote of the South
for bishop, is the defendant at Chattanooga, Tenn., in a
church trial. The charges are made by the Rev. John
Swiney, pastor of the Jasper circuit, and the Rev. R. S.
Sampson. In their bill of complaint they allege that Dr.
Carter, "while attending a district conference at Pleasant
Grove Church, Marion county, in June, 1887, and while walking in company with Mary Ann Ramsey, now known as
Mary Ann Nelson, after the close of the night service, put
his arms around her, embraced her, exprePsed great admiration and affection for her, and solicited her to permit him to
visit her in her room after bedtime." It is f11rther allegerl in
the specifications under the third charge, which accuses Dr.
Carter of adultery, that the Nelson woman accepted his
proposition, and that he left his room late at night and
visited her in her room. The last charge is "subornation
and corruption of witnesses." The allegation is that on
May 7th last Carter induced Mary Ann Nelson to assert that
she was mistaken when she said he [Carter] was the man
who was with her, and that the man she meant was the Rev.
Mr. Sampson; also that Carter procured other witnesses to
swear fahely that Sampson was the man. Sampson is one
of the complainants and was Carter's room-mate at the time
of the alleged offense. Since the date of the alleged adultery the woman in the case has been a disorderly character
at Jasper, Tenn., although at that time she was livin~ with
her parents, with whom the two ministers were stopping
that night.
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L& RA YBVILLB, P A., May 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I esteem THB TROTH S&&K&B highly.
Yours,
C. W. SLocuM.·
STOCKTON, CAL., May 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me two cartoon books.
J. K. GARRETT.

D:KGR&ss, TEx., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I renew my subscription, and send twenty.
five cents for the ANNUAL. It is a hard time on us to raise
money here now, as our crop prospects are bad, owing to too
much rain and flood. I think I can send you a new subscriber or two after a while, but money is too scarce now. I
want the cartoon book, but do not send it until I remit the
money for it. THB TRUTH S&BKBR has become almost a
necessity to me. I vote to keep up the cartOODB if possible.
Respectfully,
J. L. RoG&RB.

ELLisToN, MoNT., May 30, 1890.
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., May 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am for Friend Heston's cartoons. He does
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for that noble journal, THR
more good than writing.
J. LAMBOTT&.
TRUTH S&&K&R. I cannot get along without it. Mr. Res·
ton's great work is volumes in the form of pictures. Take
MABILLON, 0., May 26, 1890.
March 15th, "Some Ordinances of God," and April 9th,
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2, for which send me the "Work for the Faithful "-they could not be better done.
" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" as soon as published. And the Christian friends, I tell you, are knocked by them
Yours truly,
S. HuNT.
with such a force that a good many in our vicinity are commencing to thinlt. that a good many believers are yet in the
TANEY, IDA., May 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I must hav the paper anyway. I will try to period of monkeys or not far from it, to believe nonsense.
Yours for liberty,
E. S. GLICK.
find some subscribers as soon as the spring work is done.
Respectflllly,
THOMAS WEAVER.
MARKSVILLE, LA., May 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am a constant ·reader of your most valuLINESVILLE, PA., May 24, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2, for which please send able paper. I look for it with eager eyes every week. I hav
me " The Freethinkers' Pictorial 'fext-Book " as soon as been trying to get you some new subscribers, but the present
high water prevents me on account of the stringency of
possible.
.D. C. THAYER.
money matters. We hav two churches in this neighborhood
SAN BERNARDINO, CAL., May 16, 1890.
and no school; plenty of faith and no education. I hav
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5-$3 for THE TRUTH S&RK&R, seen four or five who say they intend to subscribe for TR&
twerity.five cents for the ANNUAL, and the rest you may TRUTH S&&K&R as soon as they can get started with their
:apply howevu you like. I like the pictures.
crops.
Respectfully,
Lon. H. DANIEL.
Yours very truly,
MAGNUS HANSON.
SoUTH BosQUE, TEx., May 28, 290.
WxsT RroHFI&LD, Hay 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $5 for renewal and
MR. EDITOR: I will soon send you $2 for the cartoon book, Heston's cartoon book. We vote for pictures on both front
so count me in for one copy. I hav been trying hard to get and back of THE TRUTH SBEKBR by Heston, and some of
a subscriber, but shall bav to take the paper alone.
the portraits of the leading Liberals inside. My children
WM. CURRIER.
know more of the Bible from these pictures than most Sunday-school scholars do, and it is properly taught, i.e., not
SEA TTL&, W uH., May 17, 1890.
with that reverential awe which the average Sunday.school
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, out of which take teacher instils in their young minds. Long Hv THE TRU1"H
enough to pay for the cartoon book and the ALMANAC for18!JO, S&&K&R, its present editor, and its artist.
D. F. MARRS.
and apply the balance where most needed to help along Tax
TRUTH SEEKER.
H. L. YRBLER.
ARAPAHO&, NxB., May 25, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : I hav been trying to get a few recruits for
NAsRwAAKBIB, N. B., May 26, 1890.
the grand old TRuTH S&&K&R, some of whom hav been
MR. EDITOR: I want the pictures contln11ed on both sides, stanch believers in that Holy Queer and his stale old book
a• d more if you can afford it. They are the only part of the of miracles and ancient lies. I hav given the new subscribers
paper some ignorant Christians care to look at. I will order the benefit of your prices sent me, in order that the truth
one of the p;cture books soon.
S. H. GILL.
might be circulated among a would-be lot of preachers that
we hav here, if they only knew how to be such, who some
MIDDLEBURG, JND., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to record two obituaries: Isaac Ivins time in the misty past hav mistaken the measles or a wind
was born t:;ept. 30, 1806; died Jan. 17, 1890. His wife, colic for a call to preach, and the result is a lot of yallerlegged-chicken eaters, ignorant and superstitious enough to
Mary E. Ivins, died March 6, 1889. They both died very
believe that Jonah swallowed the whale instead of the whale
suddenly. They died as they had lived, Fr~::ethinkers. He
swallowing Jonah, if the good book only told them so.
had taken THE TRUTH S&EKBE ever since it was published,
WILLIAM GATH.
and taken many other Liberal books and papers.
Yours truly,

MRs. H. J. lvms.

CLIFTON, KAN., May 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send $2 for the cartoon book. The Farmt rs' Alliance and Industrial Union are adding so to their numbers here in Kansas that I think they will change the polit~cal complexion of things so that it will astonish the nativs.
This bas been and is now the Republican banner state, but I
think there will be a change for the better in the near future.
JoHN C. HANAN.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
LoNGSTREET, GA., May 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I send a new subscriber. I hav nothing to
say about illustrations, only this-the magnificent display of
horsemanship by Colonel Ingersoll and Hon. W. E. Gladstone was about the best, if not the best of all. Has Uncle
John Peck joined the church? His friends are inquiring for
him. His sledgehammer blows count for something every
time.
Very truly yours,
T. N. MABON.
BosTON, MAss., April2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I get but little time to read, and do not see
THE TRUTH S&&KER as much as I want to; but I feel more
· pious if it is in the house. It is a missionary to others and
that is some consolation. I am too much in sympathy with
Freethought not to do what little I can to help it alonl!.
Wishing you continued success, cordially,
A sister truth seeker,
C. FANN•R: ALLYN.
A;HLA:rm, ORE., May 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6 25, for which send
me three copies of the picture book, a.nd Ayer's •; Secular
Funeral Handbook." I am an old man and am liable to
pass in my checks some of these days, and I .do not want
· any preaching over me, for they will be sure to lie about me.
Long life to Heston and success to our noble cause.
Yours vuy truly,
0. CooLIDGE.
PAOIFIO, Mo., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: There appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER lately
qnite a number of articles attempting to expose the fallacy
of Spiritualism, and that too with a spirit of confidence and
arrogance which surpasses all warrant from present conditions, i.e., human life itself. This " death ends all " theory
-what an nbsurd, sPlf.contradicting, misleading idea it is J
U "death [so-called] ends all," how does one account for
the complexity of object life and natures; the myriads nf
worlds, for man that thinks it, for man that reasons, for man
lhat·loves, that hates, that schemes and contlives, that de~igns-in a wo:rd, for man of motiv and thought?
Yours truly,
AuG. H. KRUGER.

build a fl.ne hall for our purposes. Hoping to be able to
send you some more subscribers in the near future, I remain,
Yours tor truth, light, and liberty,
HENRY KNusT.
ST&U:BENVILLE, 0., March 19, 1800.
MR. EDITOR: ln your article on parochial schools, in T.ti:E
TRU~H S&EKli:R of March 1st, you say : "If the Cataolics
provide the schools at their own expense, they are certainly
entitled to them and to send their children to them." This
we admit •. If thE'y want religious schools, all right ; but the
state supplies secular schools for all and claims the right to
compel attendance there, and should hav it enforced against
a religious school established with the acknowledged purpose of breaking up the secular school system. Let the pub·
lie school be entirely secular. Let no Bible-reading be
allowed to offend Catholic, Agnostic, or jew, and then compel the attendance of all children, or children or all 1 and let
those who wish their children to attend religious schools
send them there at other hours. This can be done by state
laws and still the schools can be run by local boards, and
even if the priests did get a majority of the school board,
the state Jaw would bring them up standing if they attempted
to introduce any of their religious mummery in· t.he public
schools,
JNo. :bowNxs.
L&eAsstA, FLA., May 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Although past threescore and ten I am yet a
boy, not having been to bed for sickness for sixty years. I
had nine brothers and sisters that prayed to God and trusted
in Jesus l they are all dead many years ago. But :1: early
learned that God was a myth, always too far off to aid one
in anything, and Jesus was a dead Jew. But the forces of
nature were ever present; these I learned to subject to my
use, and consequently hav always enjoyed good health and
prospered.
My first lesson in seeking truth was to study space.
Space has no end. And it always existed. Electric force
always existed and consequently is the author of everything
in space. No God could possibly create the universe. If
one God, a million would be required.
Yet I am very religious. My religion is, to make my
neighbors happy. When I hav succeeded in this I am feeling ~plendid. All other religions are frauds.
Inclosed find $5-$2 for the book of pictures when done
and $3 for THli: TRUTH SBEK&B. May Heston and Peck liv
a century to paint and "Peck" 'em.
Yours ever in truth,
W. B. RADl!'OliD, M.D.
TwiN MOUND, KAN., April 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I intended to send my subscription some
time before it became due, but the lE>galized bandits who
hold a mortgage on my farm sent me not!ce that if the interest was not paid when due, they would eject me. I do not
propose to worry over my grievance, when we vote yfat
after year to perpetuate a system of legal banrlitism. Peepie who call themselvs free ought to blush that the~ are
willing slaves to a system that robs them of the fruits or
their industry. But if we suffer in this world we hav the
satisfaction of knowing that we will hav a good tittle beyond
the river, while those who bav robbed us we are to enjoy the
sweet revenge of seeing drift leeward in the roaring, flaming
tide ot hell. My authority for the retributiv justice that
awaits these moneyed sharks is Jesus, and of course I cannot
be wrong, as Christians tell us be never lied. Then look at
me, an ignorant old farmer, walking down the streets of the
New Jerusalem, that on earth was only fit to be a chambermaid for hogs and cattle-see me wi1~ my new regimentals
on, squinting over my larboard side to see their torture.
Mr. Editor, accept my sincere thanks for the manly stand
you hav taken in exposing the bidden deformities or that
curse of curses, the Catholic church.
ALEX. MoBBIDB.

PoRT HURoN, MicH., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I do not agree with your Materialistic views,
but as the glacier was nature's great plow to level the earth,
for men to reap and sow, who. can tell but that you are the
instrument to tear up old theology by the roots, so that the
children of earth can liv in peace? It is only a question of
time before you will acknowledge the truth of the Spiritual
philosophy. The forest must be cleared before the temple is
erected. Hence I say, go on with your work of showing up
the hypocrisy of the churches, as they pretend to be working
for the other world, while they grab everything in this mundane sphere that they can lift and carry off. The criminal
EscANABA, MroH., May 29, 1890.
class multiply in the same ratio as the churches increase.
MR. EDITOR : I am a French Canadian, just four years in
The churches are the curse of this nation to-day, and you
this country. I hav taken my first papers out, and I like the
hav the moral courage to show them up in their true selvs;
United States flag. I was a Roman Catholic four years ago.
therefore I will take your paper to help along t.he good work.
I was inclined to read history every day, and all kinds of
Respectfully yours,
W. E. LEONARD.
books, including the Bible, but was not able to get much
learning. But THE TRUTH S&&KER came in my reach one
GRANTON, Mo., May 23, 1890.
day through my friend Mr. James McWilliams, from GladMR. EDITOR: I hav been trying for some time to get
stone, Mich. I found it the best paper that ever I saw or
another subscription for your valuable paper, but hav failed
read. My eurroundings were not favorable to improve my
so far, though now I hav a new field to work in maybe I
mind in the least. By reading THE 'fRUTH SEEKER I am
will accomplish more good. If you hav any subscribers In
given some chance.
the towns whose names I inclose please let me know. Those
Now I will tell yon about a lecture here by an air-pilot,
three towns are all cloee together. If there are any Liberals
Colonel Copeland, on" The Mistakes of Bob." He got up
in either of them I want to know it, for they •. re the kind of
and commenced to speak ill of Robt. G. Ingersoll, the great.
people I like to associate with. I will continue to giv out
est man ofthe world, and told some of his stories about the
my papers as fast as I read them, and try to make as many
rib of Adam and about the windews of heaven being open,
converts as poaaible. Please let me know about what time
and made fun of him. I kept looking at him all the time to
the book of cartoons will be out, as I wish to hav a copy of take it all in, and I would grind my teeth with anger and say
it. I will do all I can here for the Liberal cause. I am not to myself, If he was here you would not make so much fun.
much acquainted here yet, but I will get so after a while. I If you see Colonel Ingersoll ask him if he is sleeping, or
think from the number of joss-houEes here there are a great what is the matter, to allow such sky-pilots to talk about
many professed Christians.
J. W. MoCoLLUM.
him. I hav read his works and I know that if he had been
here he could havplucked the goose very easily. I am going
MoNTESANo, WAsH., May 17, 1890.
to take THE TRUTH S&&K&R. Mark me down as an Infidel in
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $18 and please send your the first degree and put my name in full and do not fear.
valuable paper to the below-named new subscribers. ConJ~:~ADOR& GouLETTE.
tinue the pictures, as they are the best educators for our
cause. In miuute they do more work than the best orator
BRONSTON, KY., May 25, 1890.
could by a long speech. For the sake of humanity continue
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see that Ex-Rev. J. N. Maxey
them. Our small place of two thousand inhabitants is grow- understands my letter of January 1st better than Mr. Moot,
ing very fast, and a new elen;ent is coming, bringing new and still Maxey takes in only half the truth of my position.
ideas, as our last city election showed. The power of the Ex-Hev. Mr. Maxey is a writer whose letters I am generally
church is broken and Liberally inclined people are not now pleased with, but in his letter of March ·nth he certainly
afraid any more to show their colors. In a few weeks we makes a mistake in saying that he knows that there is no
hope to hav Mr. U. B. Reynolds from Seattle here to giv God. He says, "But in this case I think I can giv logical
some of his fine lectures to our reverends and their follow- and satisfactory reasons why and how I know there is no
ers, and by the fall I hope we will hav money enough to God." Mr. Maxey then proceeds and givs ample and satis-
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THE TRUTH ~.EEK.ER. JUN.Hl 1.4, 1890.
factory evidence for the faith tbat is in hlm, or theologically
for his lack of faith, but not a bit of evidence that would
justify knowledge. Now I will giv a simple rule that I think
is incontrovertible, which is this, It you believe a thing, you
do not know it, and if you know it, you do not believe it.
Faith ends exactly where .knowledge !Jegins. A. man can
truthfully say, I no longer believe it to be so because I know
it to be 'so.
Now, I hav for a long time thought that a great drawback
to science, knowledge, and tho happiness of man is the
honest belief of the masses in the efficacy of prayer. This
is Sunday, and I hav no doubt t.hat there are hundreds of
thousands of people here in the United States on their knees
talking to God, asking him to giv them health, long life,
and happiness. A.nd just think, if such an individual as the
Christian's God does not exist, how long and how far we hav
been traveling the wrong road. Hence I call oii the preachers, the world over., to establish beyond controversy the exIstence of God.
J. N. BROWN.
VINELAND, N. J., May 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just been reading the story of "A.n
Amateur Preacher " in your issue of May 24th, and it has
put me in an admirably jolly mood for a man who has just
passed his eighty-ninth yea\". I do not think I ~av laughed
so heartily over any other article for twenty years. It has
carried my mind back to the hell-fire sermons that I used to
hear when a lad, and preached over to the boys in our sports
after "metin' ;" and it follows the track of the parsons and
shows up their. character so accurately, it is a gem that ought
to be read in every family.
I hope Parson f:ltiggins will return to his missionary work,
and giv us the history of his travels, for the benefit not
only of this, but of future generations. It would become
more and more instructiv and amusing ag the priesthood of
all sects die out, as they certainly will in a few generations
from this.
One thing more-l wish you to giv us your definition of the
words Christian and Christianity. I hav always understood
that Christian meant one who followed Christ, and that
Christianity meant the doctrin that he preached. If this
is your definition of these words, then you or Mr. Heston
hav made a mistake, for in the same issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER you hav pictures labeled Christian gibbet, Christian
wheel, etc. Now, whether Christ was God, man, or myth,
he never used nor ordered others to use such instruments
of torture, and it seems to me unfair to giv them his name.
We often read of Christian churches, when, if the word
Christian means a church that obeys Christ's teachings, there
is not such a church on earth, and I hav long thought we
ought to hav new words to represent such churches, and not
disgrace Christ, even if he is a myth, by calling them by his
name.
Though Christ had an idea that there was a hell for the
wicked after death, he was far in advance of the wholesale
mnrderer M0ses, the Catholics, Puritans, and others who
used those instruments, and his name ought not to be mixed
with theirs.
We hear of Christian ministers; but if Christ ever lived
and said what the New Testament says, he did not speak the
truth. I can prove ttat every one of the eighty thousand
clP.rgymeR of all sects in this nation who make preaching a
trade, are on their way to everlasting fire, and I challenge
any one of the eighty thousand to enter a discussion with me
on the subject in any paper that will fairly publish both
sides ; and yet Christ never used any of those instruments of
torture to force people to believe him, as his pretended followers bav done.
Please tell us what you mean by the words Christian and
Christianity, or g\v us new words in their place.
J, HACKER.
Sincerely yours,
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOME, }
QurNoY, ILL., May 26, E.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR: A.s I am at le!sure, having abundant opportunity to labor for the advancement of the noble cause of
Freethonght and the grand old TRUTH SEEKER; and as I
am associated with men of every shade of belief, race, rank,
and color, who are constantly going and coming, and I consequently mingle with varied society, I trust I am accomplishing much good in sbaking the faith of hundreds-while
in turn they think I am as bad as Ingersoll, if not quite as
influential. I am constantly advised by my friends, and
chid, implored, and threatened by my adversaries, to desist
from the ultra course I take in ridiculing eacred things,
falsely so called. I am much pleased, in several of the
"Letters from Friends," in the last issue of your inestimable
paper, to see so many taking such a bold position. One day
last week, as I was feeling uncommonly bad, I thought I
would do well to write my funeral memorial, which I did,
and speaking of it in the presence of others, one comrade
desired to read it, to which I assented. A.s he read it aloud,
criticising its grammar and commenting, one man protested,
while the majority applauded him for his vituperation, ridicule, and abuse. When through reading It he threatened
my life, and threw my manuscript on the floor. I will here
giv a synopsis :
8oldie?·s' and Bailors' Home, CJltincy, lll.-A. dying request:
I hereby earnestly protest against auyone who believes in
revelation, or who has any reverence for the Bible or the
Bible Qod. oi!lciating as chaplain at my bnrial. But if there
is anyone :known as an Infidel or Atheist, I hope the follow·ing may ·be taken as a basis for what remarks he may choose
to make.
J. N. Maxey was born near Alton, Madison county, Ill.
When four years of'age his parents removed to Bond county,
[II. They were Methodist; his father subsequently joined
the Baptist church simply for convenience's sake. The subject of this memoir was from his youth dePp~y interested in
.religious subJects,, and gave much attention to teading and

discussing the Bible, believing it because he was taught to,
suppressing reason. A.s his parents died when he was in his
teens and he was thrown into varied society, he was thrown
with a variety of churches, viz., the Presbyterian, Methodist, and Baptist, being an exhorter and then a preacher.
But as he became better acquainted with logic, the Bible,
and the manner in which professors of theology 11ttempted
to explain away cavils, he became convinced that the Bible
is a humbug, teaching a corrupting atonement and false
morality. Here is what he says: "The Bible is the sworn
enemy of philosophy, the persecutor of science, discouraging
education, making hypocrisy a foul means to popuJ.uity and
Christianity a handmaid for evil in disguise, corrupting the
innocent and inexperienced until injustice is thought to be
justice." A.nd because Mr. Maxey made these discoveries
and published them, because he loved truth and justice more
than self and hypocrisy, he is despised. Within the church
none are too ignorant to judge; none who hav offended the
church are too good to malign, none too generous to mistreat, if it be so directed by church or priest.
Ex-REv. Jos. N. MAXEY.
MARroN, CoNN., May 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: He who suppresses a fact is a liar. The
grocer informeth not concerning the sand in his sugar. The
milkman sayeth not his milk is watered. A.nd the parson
preacheth not the defect!fof his religion. The professors of
theology tell us Darwin is in hell. In my estimation that
man was perfectly free from prejudice. He displayed the
facts to prove his theory, and also stated all the objections
he had di~covered. In this respect, if in nothing more,
Darwin was never equaled by priest or minister. There is
not a clergyman in the world who, if he knows anything
outside of faith, does not know that the objections against
supernatural religion are serious. That the Christian's Bible
is a vast mass of grave and comical errors; that the record
of Christianily is black as midnight, with only an occasional
star of humanity visible, and that Infidels hav lived honest
lives and died peaceful deaths, are facts well known to most
of the clergy. The clergy apparently desire the people to
believe as truth three falsehoods, viz.: 1. That the Bible is
God's word, and is strictly true; that is to say, therein is not
a mistake or an inconsistency. 2. That Christianity is a
most beautiful religion; that it hal! enlightened this world,
and filled it with happiness. 3. That Infidels are neither
honest nor intelligent, and that they usually die most horrible deaths. Now, i1 our ministers of the gospel are honest
men, let them unanimously undeceive t.he people. Let us
hav one Sabbath when from every pulpit in this land words
shall issue in substance as follows: "My hearers: We are
aware that the majority of you hav all your lives believed as
follows : 1. That the Bible is God's revelation to man, and
contains no erroneous matter. 2. That Christianity is a
splendid and harmless religion, and has been the only means
by which the world has been enlightened and life made joyous. 3. That Infidels are generally ignorant and dishonest,
and usu&lly die frightful deaths. My friends, I am here to
dissipate these beliefs. We hav allowed you to believe too
long these untruths. The Bible is God's word, but in it are
many foolish mistakes [here let the parson cite a few of the
biggtst lies, or rather productions of ignorance, he knows
are in Gnd's word]. The very prevalent notion that our only
true religion is perfe~tly harmless, we are sorry to state, can
not be proved by history [now let the clergyman talk a little
on the true relationship Christianity has borne to human
slavery, both bodily and mental ; also please tell your hearers
of some of the bloody persecutions your religion has been
the cause of]. That we hav deceived you regarding the Infidels I now propose to illustrate." Giv it to them strong.
Tell of the good Paine has done them. Tell them about the
Infidel Abolitionists. In fact, tell them all you know relating to all the great good Infidels. A.nd be sure and certify
that Infidels die as resignedly as do Christians.
Now, my dear ministers, I hardly think you will follow
my suggestions, for " the simple believeth every word." If
some parsons I know of should do as I request, they would
Jose their salary, because their congregations through listening to my reverend friends are so firmly impressed that the
Bible is strictly true, that Christianity has ever been contentment, and that Infidels are vicious sneaks, and die in agony
terrific, that such a revulsion of feeling would come over
them as to cause them to desert their religion, thereby losing
their souls. So you see it is best to let a vast horde of believers believe away. What we workingmen need are facts,
work, and justice, in the place of faith, hope, and charity.
We find in Colonel Ingersoll's eloquent expressions better
food for mind than in those brays of certain theological
asses. And we hav arrived at the conclusion that he who
die~ that some fool may liv is a bigger fool than the survivor.
We bate the orthodox religion. We hate the hypocrisy of
these " sacred" scamps, who vociferously shout and whack
pulpits (to direct attention from what they are saJing) and
say nothing of any particular value to us protlucers.
EDWIN N. BEKOHER.
ONEONTA, N. Y., May 28, 1890.
1\iR. EDITOR: Inclosed find an article cut from the World
of May 26<.h, which interested me very much, for I hav been
reading in TRE TRUTH SEEKERS of 1888 and 1889 the letters
from Elmina Blenker, W. H. Burr. and others:
PARKERSBURG, W. VA., M11y 25.-"This is where Diss
Dabar kept his ghosts handy," said President Beckwith, of
the county court, the other day when he found a trap-door
In his residence. The house is one formerly occupied by
the much-heard-of "Gen," J. H. Diss Debar, who, with
Mme. Messant, the allegP.d daughter of Lola Montez, created
a ~ensation in New York by their "spook pictureR" some
time ago. Diss De Bar was n Spiritualist and dabbled in the
occult art while here. His re"nces were attended by many
well-known peopln of this city, and his apparitions, 11plrit
rappings, and other mysterious performances at that time
caused general comment and wonder. No one could imagin
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the key to his mysteries until a few days ago, when Judge
Beckwith's family were taking up a carpet in the large room
used by Diss Debar during his seances. Judge Beckwith!
happened to notice that the floor seemed to hav been laid in
sections, and upon closer investigation found that in the
middle, or near the center of the room, where Diss Debar's•
cabinet stood, a large piece of flooring five feet long and
several feet wide had been once cut out snd replaced. Running along the walls of the basement was an outside web of
wire. Judge Beclrwith had known Diss Debar when here
and satisfied himself that it was by these means he produced spirits at will and eluded detection.
If death does not end all and there is a spirit land, the
query is, can the inhabitants of that land appear t<> the
inhabitants of this earth? I am a skeptic, and the letters
from many Spiritualists hav so far given me no reason to be
otherwise. Some of the writers t:.;y hard enough, by means
of a great deal of talk and little to the point, to make converts, thus aiding mediums, and themselvs, perhaps, in tbe
accumulation of the almighty dollar. Many are being humbugged, the mediums and their satellites laughing at such
credulity, though working for it and enjoying the fruit&
thereof.
While in Washington some weeks ago I attended a Eeance.
Fee, $1 ; twel1'e in attendance. One, at least, in the circle
was in collusion with the medium, to impress upon us tbe
truth In Spiritual phenomena. They succeeded in impres!ling my friend·anil me with this fact-that the whole performance was a fr~ud, and that the perpetrators ought to hav
been dealt with accordingly.
If Spiritualists, whether believers in their mediums for
gain or otherwise, wish to impress the people ut large that
they are not impostors, they will hav to get up something
new-something that does not look so terribly like juggling.
If there are spirits they certainly hav no reason to be very
proud of themselvs, for they seem to enjoy working in the
dark and in an under-the-table, behind. the-curtain way, and
never anxious to meet their earthly friends honestly under
honest conditions, an1 to be at the beck of mediums, many
of them without character. How can any of us ever desire
to become a spirit and to dwell in a spirit land?
0 spirits I Turn over a new leaf. Giv us a reasOII to be
proud of you. Do away with the curtains, the covered
slates, etc. Then tell us something worth the knowingsomething to make this world, to some of us, at least, not.
seem "an empty dream." ,
C. L. MILLENNEWARK, N. J., March 22, 1890'.

MR. EDITOR: About one month ago, I went to the town
of Carlstadt, N.J., a German settlement. I went in a store
to drum trade, and overheard the following conversation
between two German women. One ot them I was acquainted
with, having sold her goods before. The stranger said to
my acquaintance: " Last fall I lost my son. He had been
sick a long time with consumption. Just before he died he
desired to sit in the easy chair by the window, and looking
at an apple drop from the tree he turned his head and saidr
'Mother, do you believe that when we die we go to heaven i""
I answered him, 'Yes, my child, we all meet there i1 we
are pure and good.' 'Well,' he answered me, ·I hope it
may be so, for I should like to meet my dear mamma and
papa, but I don't believe it.' 'Why don't you believe it,
Otto?' I inquired with tears in my eyes. He said, • Don't
cry, mamma, and I will tell you. I hav just seen an apple
drop from that tree, and I hav never seen fruit drop till
ripe, and when it once falls I hav never seen an apple ga
back to the tree again, or any open graves where people are
buried.'" I said, "Excuse me for interrupting you, but I
should like to know l;low old your son was." She answered,
"Twelve years, sir." I told her he was a remarkable child
for his age. I then asked her if she believed what she told
her son about goin~t to heaven. She answered, " No. I
wanted to reconcile his mind for a change, for he knew he
could not liv long." "Then I suppose the child had heard
you and your husband talk against churches." She answered: "No; I always tried to impress my children to
believe in a future, although I was not a strict church. going
woman. I paid for a pew by the year, but since we hav
retired from business I hav stopped paying pew rent, for it
was business for me as well as the priest "-and pointing to
a funeral of a man who was killed on the railroad-" You
see, sir, that body has just had a high requiem said for the
repose of his sow. The priest prays and works for money,
and God gets the eoul. The priest has the best of the bargain." I then handed the lady a TRUTH SEEKRR and told
the lady that kept the store that I would bring up a dozen
more to-morrow. She thar.ked me,and, true to my word,
I carried up the papers. She said: "I don't see why the
Editor doesn't publish half his paper in German." They
had been reading the one I gave them., I answered them
that it would be a good idea. to do so, for Germany is a land
of intelligence and a land of song, and there are no; m lnJ'
Germans that cannot read. She said, "I will read th"se
papers and I think we will subscribe for the p~per." I told
her if she knew any friends ~o giv her copies to them wb.en
she got thro:Igh with them, as I always giv my papers away.
I hav given three away to-day.
Now, one word more and I am done. I ran against an
Irish Catholic woman, married to a literary gentleman of
education. She was drinking her beer when I entered her
door. She asked me if I would hav a glass of the aloes.
1 told her I did not mind, so she poured out the beverage
and poured out her mind on family affairs. She said her
husband was a Protestant and did not believe in any religion. He was older than she was and the priest told her her
husband was too old for her; that her burden was great, but
she would hav to carry it, and he felt sorry f,Jr her. I told.
her the priest was talking for him9elf. I asked her how old
the priest was. She answered, abrmt forty. ahout her age.
A.nd I felt sorry for her husband.
W. W. MoRrus.
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But it would be quite proper for the child
to do that voluntarily, if he so desired. No
two hav any business to become parents
lldit&l. ~ MISs Sus.Ul H. WIXoB, Fall unless able to feed, clothe, and educate their
Riww, .MII88., ro "'hom all Gommumcatfonsfm- children.
An aged man told me the other day that
this GOt"Mr should btl BMd.
he well remembered in his boyhood being
at one time the proud possessor of a silver
" Between the dark a.nd 1he da.yligM,
When the ni&'ht is beginning to lower,
half dollaT, the result of his own hard labor.
Comes a. pame in the daY's occupations
His father kept it for him until July 4th,
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
when he and his brothers went downtown
with their father to see the procession.
What did this father do but take his RobPeter, Pumpkin-eater.
bie's half dollar and buy some cherries, which
Peter, Peter, pumpkin-eater,
Ha.d a. wife and couldn't kPep her.
he distributed among the boys. He did this
He loved her well, as all. can tell.
without consulting Robbie, and the child
But With her he could never dwell.
naturally felt a great sense of wrong and inPeter, Peter, pumpkin·ea.ter,
justice at the act. He could not taste the
Also had nine chlldren, sweeter
cherries, and wondered the fruit did not
Than all else the world beside,
choke the others. When he went back home
Yet with them he could ne'er abide.
he sought a nook all by himself in the barn,
He was a. sailor, bold and free,
He compassed land and skipped the sea..
and gave vent to his injured feelings in a
When home he came he could not stay
good cry, and he never quite got over the inWhat seemed to him but one short day.
sult, for insult it was, and always wished his
Then off again the world to roam,
father had been more thoughtful of his little
He sailed o'er billows and through foam,
son's money-a.ll he then had in the world.
A lonelY wreck of human joy,
Nothing is gained by treating children as
Since when he was a s~lor boy.
inferiors. Self-respect and self-dependence
But now at home, he'• ceased to roam;
His wife and children round him come.
are important factors fu the formation of good
With brothers, sisters, friends, and all,
character. That which we would not like
He livs content without a. Equa.!l.
done to ourselvs we hav no right to do to
another, certainly not to a child.
Elf Song.
Prudence and economy are good traits to
I twist the toes of the birds e.-doze,
possess, but when carried to excess, they are
I tinkle the dew bells bright;
harmful and injurious. Wise counsel is
I chuck the chin of the dimpled rose
Till she laughs in the stars' dim light.
good; example is better. Parents should be
The glow-worm's lamp I hide in the da.mp,
themselvs what they would like to see their
I ste.tl the wild bee·s sting;
children become.
I pincll the toad till his legs are a.-cramp,
It is good to hav money to spend; better
And clip the beetle's wing.
0 ho! 0 hey!
still is it to earn that which you spend.
MY pranks I plaY
S.H.W.
With never a. note of warning.
--------~~~---------

I set a. snare for the moonbeams fair
All wrought of spider· web twine;
I tangle the naughtY children's hair
In a. snarl of rare design.
I flit through the house without any noise,
There's never an elf so BlY;
I break the toys of bad little boys
And the cross little girls who crY.
Ohey! 0 ho!
I work them woe,
Till crows the cock in the morning.
-Samuel Minton Peck in St.•'Vicholas.

corner GoBpH.
WHAT YOU SP.RND.
The.sweetest bread is that which is earned
by the sweat of the brow. Try it and see for
yourself. Earn something. As soon as a
child is able he should work a little. He
should learn to be helpful in some.way. Play
is very attractiv to boys and girls, but they
should not play all the time.
If it is true that "all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy," it is also a fact that
all play and no work often makes Jack a bad
boy. So the two should be combined, some
work and some play.
Jack can attend to the garden, somewhat;
he may, if he is a farmer's son, hav a ·little
garden of his own. The vegetables that grow
in that garden, planted and cared for by his
own two hands, will hav a fine flavor.
Jack can get the kindlings for the fire, bring
in. the coal, blackeR his papa's boots, amuse
the babY., keep his room in order, and, in fact,
be of assistance in many ways. There are
many chores that he may do to prove his
kindly and generous disposition.
I once knew a boy who earned money in a
small way by saving all the bits of brass, lead,
copper, etc., that came in his way. He sold
it one day, the first that he had collected, to
a. tin-pedler. The vender had many pretty
toys to please a little boy, but what do you
suppose this boy bought with his first money?
Among the articles displayed in the wagon of
the pedler was a tiny tin pail, painted red,
and upon it in gilt letters were these two
words, "Good Girl." Henry-that was the
boy's name-fancied this pail and purchased
it for the sum of eight cents. With a great
joy in his heart he placed the little toy in the
hands of his sister. "It's for you," he said,
"for you." "I earned the money myself,"
he continued,- with proud consciousness,
while his great eyes sparkled with a pure
delight, " and I didn't want to buy things for
myself, but something for you."
This act revealed a generous disposition,
and it made happiness for two little child
hearts.
It is right for cbildren to hav pocket money,
some to spend as they please, but it is better
that they should" render some equivalent for
it-earn it in some good way.
It makes them respect t hemselvs. For a
parent to take a. child's money that the child
has earned, to buy something for the house,
is not in good taste. The child feels robbed.
lUJlN

sight of her he advanced with the greatest
reverence, and embraced her, saying: "This
is indeed my mother." But precisely the
same story is told of Pope Sixtua V. and his
sister Camilla, whom the cardinals had caused
to be decked out in magnifieent array, to be
presented to the new pope after his exaltation.

Wbat the Little Ones Are Saying.
A gentleman asked a little girl what it was
that made one feel so funny when another
tickled him. " I suppose it ·is the laugh
creeping over him," was the instant reply.
Sunday-school teacher: "Now you may
ask any question you like." (Little boy in
the back row holds up his hand.) Teacher:
"Well, Willie, what is it?" Willie: "Be
we goin' to hav a picnic this year?"
"Why don't you wash the bottom of your
feet, Johnny?" asked a grandmother of a boy
who was performing the operation before
retiring for the night. "Why, granny, ye
doesn't think l'se going to stand up in bed,
does·ye ?" replied Johnny.
A little girl being sent to a store to purchase some dyestuff, and forgetting the name
of the article, said to the clerk: "John, what
do folks dye with?" "Die with? Why,
cholera, sometimes," replied John. "Well,
I believe that's the name. I want three
cents' worth."
"You see, grandma, we perforate an aperture in the apex, and a corresponding aperture in the base ; and by applying the egg to
the lips and forcibly inhaling the breath, the
shell is entirely discharged of its contents."
"Bless my soul," cried the old lady, "what
wonderful improvements they do make!
Now, in my young days we just made a hole
at each end a.nd sucked."

They Got the Scent.

Lighting a Fipe with lee.

There is a miserly old lady living in Oshkosh who, it is believed, judging from circumstances, has chests and chests of gold
secreted in her house somewhere. She is so
penurious and hates to part with her money
so bad, that when she is compelled from
absolute necessity to buy the necessaries of
life she walks to the store farthest from her
house so that she can keep in her possession
the money that mllst be spent for food a little
longer, and pays for her purchase with more
reluctance than Isaac of York could command
while parting with his gold.
It was told of this old lady that one day,
while counting over some money, a five-cent
piece dropped in a big wood-box filled with
wood, shavings, etc. She searched for an
hour in vain, and was almost distracted by
the loss, when a bright thought struck her.
She would hav a couple of little boys, who
were playing near the house, seek it. Accordingly she called them in and told them if
they would find the money which had dropped
in the wood-box she would giv them each a
cent. The youngsters, eager to earn the
price of a stick of candy, went willingly to
work, and after hunting for about two hours,
gave a howl of delight when they discovered
the missing coin.
The old woman eagerly snatched it from
them, and, after carefully depositing it in her
pocketbook, called them dear little children
and said they well earned their reward. She
then went into another room, brought out a
bottle that had once been filled with perfume,
and gave each one of the boys a scent of the
lingering odor, after which she called them
dear little darlings again and told them to run
away now and play. The little fellows were
so overwhelmed with gratitude at the old
lady's munificence that they kindly thanked
her in their abstraction.- Oshkosh Times.

Last winter quite a little excitement was
caused among a party of skaters on the !:!erpentine river, England, by one of the party
making a lens of ice and lighting the pipes of
the others. This reminds the writer that this
curious experiment was first brought before
the public by Dr. Scoresby, who, when in the
polar regions, to the great astonishment of
his companions, who did not understand why
the ice did not freeze the solar rays, performed
the same remarkable feat.
It may also be worthy of remark that Pro..
fessor Tyndall, when a tutor in the Royal
Institution, on several occasions set fire to
little heaps of gunpowder with rays from an
electric arc concentrated upon the powder by
lens of ice. His explanation was that, although ice &bsorbs rays of certain waves of
light and is gradually melted thereby, other
waves are not absorbed, and these latter produce the heating effect at the focus of the
lens. It is wholly a question of the relativ
motions of the molecules of frozen water and
the motions of the waves of light.

Parallel Stories.
There is a touchingly beautiful story told
of Maurice de Sully, afterward bishop of
Paris, to the effect that shortly after he had
been appointed canon and archdeacon an old
woman, clothed in drugget, with a white
staff in her hand, entered the city and inquired
of any whom she met where she might find
her son, Dr. Maurice. Some ladies, fearing
that.the new dignitary might feel humiliakt
if he fell in with his mother so shabbily
dressed, attired her in rich habiliments
threw a costly mantle over her, and then con~
ducted her to his residence.
But the archdeacon refused to recognize
her in those borrowed plumes. " My
mother," said he, ''is a poor woman who
never wears anything better than a gown of
drugget." They were obliged to take her
away and restore her original clothes, after
which they returned to the house of Dr.
Maurice, who, at the time, was the ceater of
a brilliant assembly. The moment he caught

Corre4ondence.
CoALrNG, ALA., May 26, 1890.
DEAR Miss WixON: I hav never written to
the Children's Corner. I am nine years old
and hav never been to school. My sister
teaches me at home. I love to read the Children's Corner and look at the pictures. I
love to hear my sister read in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I study in the Third Reader and
study spelling and arithmetic. I never go to
church, for I get tired of hParing them pray
and preach.
YOur little friend, H. BRANTLY WARD.
CoALING, A:u., May 26, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write to the Corner. I am seven years old.
Papa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. I like the
pictures. They are so nice. I hav never
been to school; I study at home. It is raining to.day. All the people here are Christians and they don't like us because we are
Infidels. I wish that there were some Liberals living here. I liv on a farm and can help
papa work some. I am going to study hard,
and when I become a man I want to lecture
for Freethought.
Your little Liberal friend, JOHN WARD.

I had a number of birthday presents.
Among them was " All in a Lifetime," and
"Summer Days," by S. H. Wixon. I am
delighted with them, and wish all the Liberal
young people could read them.
I read the letter of Miss Daisy Suter in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of May 3, 1890•. She livs in
Turkey, in that far-off land. I would like to
correspond with Daisy. If she writes me a
letter I will answer it.
I fear my letter is too long already.
Good-bye,
ELDA B. BILLINGS.
P. B.-Your" Summer Days at Ons.et" is
grand, and it makes me feel as though I must
go to Onset. I hav been to Staten and Coney
Islands. I shall always love the writer of
such lovely books as " All in a Lifetime "
and "Summer Days." Good-bye, ·ELDA.
~
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.
TBNNBI!SBII.
Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBIA.S.
L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTA.H.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TIIR1UTOB'f.
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
BN&LA.ND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
NKW ZBALA!ID.
A. D. Willis, Wan~n.nui.

FABIUS, N.Y., May 25, 1890.
EDITOR OF THE CORNER, Aunt Susan: {
wrote a letter some months ago and invited
the young people of our Corner to write to
me, and I was made happy by receiving
many excellent letters, most of whose writers
I am still corresponding with.
I also received a number of beautiful
autograph cards with my nn.me stamped upon
them from one of those new-found friends.
Plea•A BPn<l stamp for copy of
As I never heard again from that correspondPLAIN DEALER.
ent, I fear my letter of thanks was never Addre~~ ELMINA
D. SLI!.NKIJ:R, Snowville, Va..
received. I hope it was, as I certainly wish
4t'4
to acknowledge such kindness.
I write now to say that I will send a pencil
BIBLE OF TO-DAY.
drawing, of my own work, on cards six by
By JOHN w. Ci!AllWIOK.
seven in size, of R. G. Ingersoll, Robert
Burns, Susan H. Wixon, and J. E. Remsburg. This is a condensed rewli; of L!Jo scieul.i1ie criticisms of tho scpamte books oJ' tho Bible.
I will send any one of the four for twentyfive cents in stamps and· a stamp for mailing.
J.>rtoe, $1,50,
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RO.ME ~ REASON

FREETHOUGHT

A Memoir of Ohristie.n and Extra-Ohristia.nExperience.
By NA~BANII!iL RAMSAY WA~l!IBS.
A very oritical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatbolicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two sYs·
tems. It deale the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritical Beview.
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

IS IT

DESTRUCTIVE

28 Lafayette Place, New York.
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPBNDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which 'llniversa.l history is "boil~>d down" with surprising
skill.-lLitera.ry World.
ion turn over his pages with a fascination sim·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[lnter-Ocea.n.
His history has a. continuity, a rmsh, a. carr:ring
power_~, which reminds ua strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
'J.'he sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, 1s a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing. He has a style that remindB ns of Ma.oa.nlay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo, 543pp.,$1.75.
Address
THE TUU'J.'H l:lEEKEB 00.,
28 La.fa.Yette l'l •• New Yorlr.

A SYMPOSIUM
BY

R. B. WESTBROOK,
OAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
E. B. FOOTE, JR.,
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WiXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCYN. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
M.Rtl.MATTIEP. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
8UBJKOTS Ol!' p APKRS :
Is there an Ajformati:De, Positi'IJe, Oonsflructi:De side to Freethought!
If not, the reason why!
lf theTe be, in what, in yowr opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist!

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Address

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.
B~ A..~.

GROVGB.

Price, paper, 25 cents.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
Bvo, 1,119pP.

Cloth, $8; leather, $-l;
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

Address THE TRUTH 8EEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

TRY•SQUARE:
on,
The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

'.
m
BINDER

J
. =t

tory Lt>tters by George Jacob HolYoa.Jre and
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents.

A

Post free.

Cltrlstian1ty: Its Origin, Nature,
aod Influence. 32 pages. Price, 115
cents.

The Horrors of the French Revo·
Iutton: Their causes. 24 pages.

.

Col. Kelso's Works.

The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

svo, 838pp.,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245plJ., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

New Edition, ReviseS nnd Ealar~red.

An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char·
a.oter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthol·
OlltY·"
Pa.Per. 8vo,ll5 cents.

HEN, WOMEN k GODS.
.y HELEN H. CARDENER,

The Best Sta.uda.rd Typewriter iu the World.
<!leap, Portable, No Ink: Ribbon, Intercha.ngeable
Type in all L"ngna.ges, Easiest to learn a.nd
raPid as any. Agents wanted everywhere.
WABRANTI!iD A8 BEJ.>RlliBENTI!iD. Address

National Typewriter Co.,
10 Temple Pla.ee, Boston, Mass. P. 0. box 5159.
Bend for catalog and sPecimens of work.
W10

LOOKING BA.CKWARD
B)' Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune.
The a.p{leal is a waYS made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sellishnoss.-[Boston Post.
A SUI{gestion of a really pra.otica.ble a.nd feasi.
ble somal state greatl;r in advance of the present •
The romantic na.rrat1v is rich in its forecast of
a.ctnalvossibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo. cloth, $1.00; paper, liOo.
.\ddrees THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

HISTORY
01' TEE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPUNT
Of Europe.

Revised Edition-s vols-Prioe, u.
B:v J'OHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Addreea THE TRUTH BF.E.KER

Essence of Religion.
By L. FEUERBACH.
TranslatedfromtheGerman. Oloth,12mo,75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered. therefore im·
moral.-.N.ttt"aot.
Address Tm!: TBu~H SEEKER Oo.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,
OR 1 THK

Conflict between Beason a.nd Superstition.

THE

Cosmian Hymn Book,
A COLLECTION OF

BY T. C. WIODICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa..

Original and Selected Hymns

Price, 10 cents.

For LtbPral and Ethical Societies.
For Schools and the Dome.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

(Words and Music)

COMPILED BY

FESTIVAL OF A.SHT.AROTH.

Introduction by
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
the Moabites by the Jews.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lAnts.
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law
TM Tradl BuJJPliea at I:Jpm;Ml Discounts.
regulatin!{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
Price,
10 cents.
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
· 28 Lafayette Place. New York.
The False '.reaching of the Chrisof Misu Gardener are for sale
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine a~Photo-engravin,~rs
this office. Pr1ce. 40o.; with antonaph, 50 cts.
Articles of the Ohristian ohnrch are thirtyBy Milton Wooll~, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
~ine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."

L .. K. Washburn'.s Works.

New Model Hall Typewriter

Reply to Father l,ambert's
•· Tactics of Infio.els." 20 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER

The Career of Jesus Christ.

ON THE WORD GOD.

1.'he Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

PRICE, TEN OENTS.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
liB Lafayette Plaoe. New York.

Debate between the Editor of the Halifax

Evening Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefa.

HORACE SEAVER.

Adllress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

DELIVERED Bl!IFORE THE

Secularism : Is It Founded on
Rea~ou, and Is It Sulliciev.t to
Meet the Needs or t1lankind 1
morocco,

.Miss Wixon's Works.

Price, $1.00.

ADDRESS

N6'/JJ York State Bar Association, at Albany,
TheTeachingsofSeculari8mCom·
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
pared with 01·thodox Cllrtsttanlty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
The onlv Complete a.nd Authorizea Edition.

Price, 10 cents.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success . Secularism: Destructiv and Con·
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor; having established
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
-his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vital questions
10 cents.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. o~ human conce~, reli~ous, pelitica.l, and other- Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
to be Contradlctory and Defectiv as an Ethical
12mo, soopp., s1•5o.
w1se. The bo~k 1s wntten m well-chosen la.n·
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
· gnage, and easily understood. There is just snffi·
A.PP Ies 0 f Gold
. • An d 0 th er Stones- cient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and A~nosticism and (;hristian Theism:
for Boys and G1rls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25.
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Whlcb 1 stile More Reasonable?
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- to his mind.
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
some a.nd Interesting Book, Without SuperstiJror sale at this office. Prioe, 51.00.
Evolution and Special Creation.
tion 1 for Obildren a.nd Youth. 'I'be Only Free·
10 cents.
thinKers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever issued.
Saints and Sinners-Which? 24
66 full-page illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; large
fio
...
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus.1
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
The Superstition of the Cluistian
ForthebeBefitofourreadAddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus.
.
·
era who preserve their papers
weoffera.newstYleofbinder,
tice. ~6 pages. Price, 10 cents.
made
for
the
purpose,
and
SAKYA BUDDHA.
'
·
with the heading of THE The Glory of l.Tnbcl et: 22 pages in
cover. Price, 10 cents.
,
. l'BUTE SKEKKB printed in
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ ofhl.s Life and
·
gold letters on the outside, Nature and 1he Supernatural; or,
Teaehl.ngs.
This
binder
allows
the
open.Belhfand.Knowled;e. 24pages.
With Citations from Buddha's 1 1 Path of ingot the papers perfectlY fiat. It also allows the
Price, 10 cents.
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
Virtue."
from anY part of the file without disturbing the The American Secular Union; lu
other
parts.
..
BY E. D. BOOT.
Neces,.ily and the .Tustice of' Its
Sent by mail, post];l_a.i!!J for 11.
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo.
I take pleasure in spe2.king in praise of this
Address THE TBUTJi SEEKER,
work.-Pro!. J. M. Peebles.
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover.
tf
liS Lafavette Pl •• New York.
Price, 10 cents.
·
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in OeYlon. The "Banner of Light 1"
Theological
Presnn•pUon: An Open
BIBLE
INQUIRER;
" Religio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Sx>iri~
Letter to the Rw. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax,
OB,
naliat papers &nd lecturers hav sPoken highly of
N. l:l. In this letter the followinr! subjects a.re
the book.
dealt
with: 1. WbY Do the Olergy Avoid
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Extra. Cloth, 175 -pp., $1.
Debate? 2. ~'he Position of Agnosticism
Oontaining 148 Pro);l_OSitions
ChristianitY. 3. Freethonght a.nd
'l'oward
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Facts
and
Opinion b. 5. Chri•t and Heroism.
Inspired Scriptures.
6. ChristianitY and SlaverY. 16 pages. Price,
~OW READY.
BY A. JACOBS ON.
5 cents.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
NEW WORK BY MRS. W ATTB. JUS1' PUB·
. A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
LISHED.
As
a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
OJ!
the most e:ffectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Cbrhtiant1y: Deff'Ctiv and Un•
Price onlY 25 cents.
n~ce~~ary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
24 pages. Pr1ce, 10 cents.
OOJill'ILBD BY
Address TBI!i TEUTB BEEKER.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrin.ll the
past forty.five years. It ia neatly printed on
crea.m-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a. line likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investtgator, EverY Liberal should hav this book
ln his home. It is now ready for delivery.

AN

Crimes and Persecutions.

Address TEIE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

L. K. WASHBURN.

CRrM~S AGAINST CRIMIIAlS.

Charles Watts's Works.

OB

DANCER AHEAD.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,

~:al!lm

ROMAN ISM,

OR CONSTR JCTIVE?

Giordano Bruno.

1~.

K. WASHBURN.

PRIOR,

$1.50.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 LafaYette Place. New York.

E very Lib era1 Sh ou Jd R ea d

THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.

WI~ll l'RIFAOI!i BY DR. liAl\DWIOKE.
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra~shop.
-CPS·
xiv,
1.
INTRODUCTION.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, PorOhildren and fools speak the truth.-fOid Sa.w.
take a orusade of one against the Oolorado
Chapter
I,
Bible
Astronomy and Evolution;
trait,
and
Monument.
beetle I" Price, 10 cen to.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
ChaPter II, Bible Biology and .ljlvolnt.ion; Cba.n·
ter
Ill.
Bible
Jllyths
and
EvolutiOn; ChaPter IV,
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. With a complete list of the American subscribers
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEll
Bible HistorY and Evolution; ChaPter V, Bible
of the monument.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 to the fund for tho erection
MoralitY a.nd Evolution ; CbaptAr VI. Bible Mir·
BY
a.oles and Evolution : Ohapter VII, Miraci•s InPrice, 5 cents.
ANT~CHRIST.
credible; ChaptAr VIII. Bible Poetry and EvoluGEORGE
JACOB
HOLYO.A.KE,
DAVIDSON,
ROVING conclnsivly that there was no Christ tion ; Chapter IX, Bible Art and Evolution: ChapReligious Problems. Price, 10 cents THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN, THOMAS
crucified under Pontius Pilate, but that the ter X. Bible God R.nd 'Evolution ; ChaPtH XI. Bon!
KARL BLIND,
real Jesus, the illegitimate eon of Mary by Joseph and Future and Evolntion: Ohapt.er XII, Heaven
Was Jesus lnsane1 Price, 10 cents.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Panders., wall stoned and hanged for sorcery a. bout Hereafter; ObaPter XIII, Oonclnsion.
75 years B.c. Oioth, 4411 pages, with fnll Index.
The Public Sch~ols and the Catholic Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fc,'! a dollar. Price,
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
$1.50. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thil
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Church. Pr1ce, 5 cents.
Address THE T~UTH BEEKER CO.
office ..
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1/oetru.
Price, $1.

The Sea.
D~wn is dim on the dark, soft water,
Soft and passionate, dark and sweet;
L'lve•s own self was the deep sea's danllhter,
Fair and flawless from face to feet;
Hailed of all when the world was golden,
Loved of lovers whose names beholden
Thrill men's eyes as with light of olden
Days more glad than their fii11ht was fleet.
So they sang: -but for men that love her,
Souls that hear not her word in vain,
Earth beside ker and heaven above her
S'lem but shadows that wax and wane,
Softer than sleep's are the sea's caresses,
Kmder than love's that betrays and blesses,
Btlther than spring's when her flowerful tresses
Shake forth sunlight and shine with rain.
All the strength of the waves that perish
Swells beneath me and laughs and sighs,
Sighs for love of the life they cherish,
Laughs to know that it livs and dies :
:bies for joy of its life, and livs
'.rhrilled with joy that its brief death givs,
Daath whose laugh or whose breath forcivs
Ohange that bids it subside and rise.
~.A.Zoernon

Charles SunniJurne.

Why Should the Spirit of Mortal Be
Proud~

PBEBIDENT LINCOLN B FAVOB!T POE.M.
ObI why shonld the spirit of mor•al be proud 1
Like a swift-fi-Jating meteor, a fast flying cloud,
A flash of the lillhtning, a break of the "ave,
Man passeth from life to his rest in tho1 grave.
The leaves of the oak and tho willow shall fade,
Be scattered around and together be laid i
And the young and the old, and the low and the
high,
Shall molder to dust and together shall lie.
The infant and mother, attended and loved i
The mother that infant's affection who proved,
The husband that mother and infant who blessed,
Eaoh, all are away to their dwellings of rest.
The ma.id on whose cheek, on whose brow, in
whose eye,
Shone beauty and pleasnre,ller triumphs are by i
And the memory of those who loved her and
praised,
Are a.like from the minds of the living erased.
The hand of the king that the scepter hath
borne;
The brow of ~he priest that the miter hath worn i
The eye of the sage and the heart of the brave,
Are hidden and lost in the depths of the grave.
The peasant. whose lot was to sow and to reap i
The herdsman. who climbed with his goats up the
steep i
The bag11ar who ,wandered in search for sis
bread,
Hav faded away like the grass that we tread.
The saint who enjoyed the communion of heaven,
The sinner who dared to remain nnforgiven,
The wise and the foolish, the guilty and iust,
Hav quietly mingled their bones in the dnst.
So the mnltitude &oes,like the flower or the weed,
That withers away to let others succeed i
So the multitude comes, even those we behold,
To repeat every tale that has often been told.
For w11 are the same our fathers hav been i
We see the same si&hts our fathers hav seen;
We drink the same stream and view the same sun,
And run the same course our fathers hav run.
The thon&hts we are thinking our fathers would
think i
From the death we are shrinking our fathers
would shrink,
To the life we are clinging they also wonld olin& i
But it speeds from us all like a bird on the wing.
They loved, but the story we cannot unfold ;
They scorned, but the heart of the haughty is
cold;
They grieved, but no wail from their slumber will
come;
They j<)yed, but the tongue of their gladness is
dumb.
They died; aye I theY died; we thinas that are
now,
That walk on the turf that lies over their brow,
And make in their dwellings a transient abode,
Meet the things that they met on their pilgrimage
road.
Yea! hope and despondency, pleasure and pain,
We mingle together in sunshine and rain ;
And the smile and the tear, the son& and the
dtrge,
Still follow each other, like surge upon surge.
'Tis the wink of an eye, 'tis the draught of a
breath,
From the blossom of health to the paleness of
death,
From the gilded saloon to the bier and the
shroudOh! why should the spirit of mortal be proud 1

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOB:fl:
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohriatian
churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
By Rion. B- WEBTBBOOK• D.D., LL.D.
Price St.
Address TnE TBUTB BEBKEB

THE TRUTH SEEKER A.NNU AL.
Price, 95 Centl.

Conflict Between Mental Scinnce :tn<l 'rheology.
By EDGAR C. BI·:Ar.I•.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, t'i oen ts.

Socialism an~ U!ilitarianlsm.

Pr,face by

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution

By JOHN STUART MILL.
Price, $1.

'G, INGERSOLL.
Pl'icc, $1.

CreEd of Christendom.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.

A. Legacytotbe Friends of Free ))is·
cussion.

R~

Unansw-:lrable.

, Its Foundation Contrasted with iLH SnperHtrncture
By W. R GRim.
Complete iu 1 vaL, 12mo, :WDpp,, $1.50.

Paper, 12mo, 211 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. I

By BENJAMIN OFFEN;
:Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Morn! Phi.
lanthropi~ts 1 at 'l'ammany Hall, New York.
Price; $1.

IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
By A. B. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
"
15 cents.

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM

APOCRfPIIAL NEW TESTAMENT.
'rhe Gospels, 1~pistles 1 etc,, attributed tq Jeslls
Chnst and hi~ Apostle", aud uot included
in the New Testament.
Price,
$1.

AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.
By F. R. Ma.rvin, M.D.
Oi<>th,
•
•
.
50 cents.

WHICH:
SPIRITUALISll OU. CHRISTUNITU
By MOSES HULL (Spir,) aml
RF:v. W. F. PARKim (Chri~.).
!'rice, paper, f>(l ccHtH; cloth, 7:i <'nntH.
, -------------------

I

POCI{ET TllEOLOGY. i HEBREW

Mo!THO&.OCY;

I

'or

By VOLTAIRE.
The Rationale
the Bible.
Terse, witty, a11d sarg: s~~~:!~~nitions of theolog· Holy Scriptmes TrC'at ofNatmal Phf'nomcnn- Only
1
Price, 2~ cents.
By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D.

ASTRO·T HEOLOGICAL LECTURES.
Dy RE\". Ron'T TAYLOR.
Price, $1.50.

PP.I~STl YCELIB \r.Y

TIIE SAI3BA TI-I.
Dy M. FARRINGTON.
A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the
Claims of the Sablmt."Lriaus.
I
Price, 10 cents.

FXPOSED.

I

Svo, Gl:!pp.,

A~D

CON OF

By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany.
Price, 25 cents.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

-

3

$ ,GO.

-

Supernatural Religion.

ACCOUNT OF THF.
Christian :uHl All l'l'<!min<'nt Religion>! Beforo
and Since Christ. l•:xtr:wt from Sacred
Books nf tho l~ast.
B\' 11 R ~ 1· 1,,· 1 ,xs
Pric0 "1 "10
•
,
· •- · " ',
' ·~ "' ·

Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Religion 1
By E. E. GUILD.
R
f' Cl
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 8~ cents.
i Nature's eve lations 0 . lal'UC er
I
Physiognomy Illnstratecl.
PYRAMID OF' GIZEH.
I
Ry JoSEPII Snms, 1\I D.
Ancient Egyptian Oivtllza.~.on and Hebrew NarraIndividual traits in<lica-f,, d by the temperament
tive in Genes1s a&d Exodn•.
anrl f •-ttnr(j~.
By VAN BUREN DENBLOW, LL.D.
260 woodcnti<. 8\·o, GuOpp., cloth, 8~; leather,
Prioe, 15 cents.
8-t i morocco1 gilt Cllg·c~, 84.50.

I

RRLlGIOX OF COMMON SENSE.

-

Faith and Reason.

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.

PRO

-

A Historical and Critical Re\'iew. With Replies
to an 0 bjoctor.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, lLD.
QUESTION SETTLED.
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Price, 15 cents.
By MosEs HULL.

A FEW DAYS IN AZ'HENS.

t

I AMB~RL€Y'S UFE OF

JESUS.

His Character and Doctrines.
From the" Analysis of Religious Belief."
By VISCOUNr AIIIBEBLEY.
Pa.per, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ra.tiona.i""'C"'o;mu nism. i

By FRANCES WRIGHT.
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
Greek philosopher, and the author.
TEll: PRESENTNo~: ~~~~A.. REPUBLIO oF R_E_V_E_L_A_'_l'_I_O_N_S_'_O_F_A_N_T_I_C_H_R_I_S_T_.·
Price, 75 cents.
Advocates aABociate life and employment as a prePll.O\"IXG
vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign o
By A 0APITALBT.
Tiberins, but a Jesus wo,s Hanged a Cer~t
Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: olo., $1.
"Citateur, Par Pigault."
nry before, and Peter and Paul died
LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels.
before the Christian Em.
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
By ZEPA.
Full index, 446pp.,
- 81.50,
BY A. O. LYALL.
Prica, 10 cents.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

AN EYE-OPENER.

PruttS of Philosophy.
POPULATION Q-UESTION.

Antiquity and Duration of the World

'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.

Inquir,v into the Clair::-: of Bibiical Inspiration
and the Supernatural Element in Religion,
20 cents.
Price,
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlaugb !
Bv A. H. O'DoxOGIIUE.
and Annie Besant.
1
J
25 cents.
j
Price,
S1.
ASTRONOMI" AND WORSHIP
OF THE ANCIENTS.
TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-.
NATll,\,NIEI~ V.H!GH,iN.
ley. 10 cents.
I
By, GILBERT V' ALE.
By G. TOULMAN.

!

---=-------

POVERTY: Its l'anse and Cure.

20 cents.

Price,

How the Poor M~y Att~~c~.om!ort and lndepend·

Autobiography of Robert Cooper.

ByM.G.H.

Price, 15 cents.

Price,

BIBLE IN INDIA.

I
I

.A Radical Ncvtl of Ma1•ked .Ability.

BY FBEDEBIKA MAcDoNALD.
404 pages.
•
Price reduced to $1.

~-

A FEW WORDS A'BOUT the DEVIL.

10 cents.

BHAGA V AD-GITA. RPligion of
A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna
and Arjuna.
Translated by J. C. THo~rPSON.
Price, $2.

Inhumanity. i OTHER BIOGRAl'IDOA~KETOHES AND EssAYS.
By CHARLfS BRA.!)' AUGH

With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FBEDERIO HARRISON.
Price, 15 cents.

,
.,

RELIGION:

I

. '-'
•
With Portrait and Auto?wgraphy.
Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo,
260pp.,$1.25.

The Gibraltar;: ~~:~~?B~~:~: Oonatitnted. :

l\lONiiS, POPES, AND 'J'HEIR

With
POLITICAL INTltiGUES.
1
Exce.-ttons to the ChaTaCtEr of,
By J . .ALBERGER.
Chrht a~ a Gent•cmao.
By w. T. Purviance.
?.1 Gpp., SI. Smlcrl coptos, .10 cls. and 7a cts._
_ _ _ _ _ _2lcents.
, POPES AND 'PllBIR DOINGS.

I _

Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian
Revelation.
By Lours JACOLLIOT.
Price,
$2.

BIBLE IN

-----------------

IMAGE BREAKER.

THE BALANCE.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

A Text-Book for Investigators.
By REV. J. G. FISH.
Price,
$1.50.

Six Lectures.

.

. "

"

ACCOUNT OF
Chris~ and Vicegeren~s of
Paper, W cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Vicars of

GJ:.

DeclineofFaith.
CAS'•'~CJ AG.'JNSl'
THE' .''HURCH.
Protestant Intolera~~e.
'L
·
'-'
Washington an Unbeliever.
A Summary of tho Arguments agninst
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Christianity.
Paine and Wesley.
•
Price, cloth, 50 cents.
Christian S a b b a t h . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Each, 5 cents i bound, pa;;>., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

BIBLE INQUTRER.
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible,
and 152 :Marvelous Occurrences.
By A. J ACORSON.
Price,
~;cents.

NEW DISPENSATION.

SABBATH BREAKINC.
By JOHN E. REMSBrTRG.
Price, 25 oen ts.

BIBLE MYTHS.

St. Matthew Before tne Court

Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Nations of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning.
Copious Notes and Authorities.
" Cyclopedia of Reference."
Many Illustrations.
8vo, 600pp.,
price, $2.50.

FOR THE CRIME OF FORGERY.
By SECULARIST.
Price,
10 cents.

By D. W. HULL (Spir.).
Price,

15 ctnta.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price,
2~ cents.

----------------------------- THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.

SEMITIC

BIOGRAPHY OF SATAN.

GODS AND
BIBLE.

THE

Includinll" Allah, .Jehovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
Jesu~ Ohrlst, Vt' gm Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BE~NETT.
<From Vol. II. '' G,Jds and Religions.")
833pp,, pap., 60 <'.; clo., $1.

Historical Exposition of the Devil and his
Fiery Domains.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Price, 35 cents.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

I

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH I:!EEKER 00.,
18 LafaYette P.l., Newl:orll:. 1

"The Jews &nd their God stood on the lowest
plane."
Price, tO cents.

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
By F. R. MARVIN.
Price,
5 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 Lafayette Pl., NewYorll:.
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Tr"G.th Seeker Tracts.
NoTE.-These trncts nre especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending SlJbscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can !'or tracts. and. when received,
hand them amund among. your neighl:Jors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'roallow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oti; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to S!tclton's Letter. Bennett....... , 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ li
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett ...................
37 Short Sermon. R~v. ~'heologicns, D. D....
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ......
39 The True Saint. S.P. Putnam .............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty & Credulity of' the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild..........
fi2 :Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Que~tions for Bible Worshipers.............
54 Open Letter to .Tesns Christ. Bennett... ,
58 PmphPcies. Underwood.....................
62 The .Jew~ and their God .....................
63 The Dcvil's Due Bills. SJphers............
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No. 2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. ·c. A. Codmau.......
73 Foundations. John Syphers................
74 Daniel in the Lion·~ Den. Bennett..........
'15 An Hour with tho Devil. Bennett..........
76 Reply to K F. Brown. Bennett............
77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bcnnett. .........

82 Christian Courtesy. D. 11. Bennett.........
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 B1lllo·Mania. Otto Cor<lates ................
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichallod Crane Papers.........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slcnker................
100 !40th Anniversary of Paine's Birthday....
!0~ The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
:o4 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
i.05 Decadencfl of Christiau'ty. Capphro.....

2
2
2
I
3
3

5
3
2
5
2

10
3
5
2
5

3
2
2
2
IO
3
5

1
5
2
3

2
1
5
10
2
2
5

2
10
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LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
TME WORLD.
Published every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Oumpany, at
28 Lafayette Place,

NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR.

C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS MANAGER.

DUll.ING THE YEAR 1890 THE Tll.UTH SEEKElt
Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original

Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R. B. WE:STBROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
P ARKE:R PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
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The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tlle People's Liberties.
If yon have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know ofthem .. THg TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper m the world.
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W. S. BELL'S P A. MPH LETS.
LlHER'l'Y A.ND MORALl'rY.

Modem Science fssayist.

Ten Cents. Each.
PRICE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and nsefnl 1, HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
disoonrse.-JamesParton.
philo~ophy.
By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
I am mnoh pleased with yonr address, and wili
107 l'l!e Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... 5
THOMJ.>SON.
it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
110 Invocation to the Unh•erse. Bennett.... 1 notice
ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
A bea.ntifnl pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a. very 2. CHARLES
and influence. By Rev. JOHN W. CJIADWIOK.
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1. !lble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.1LJ.Savage.......... 2 A.ge,
• ow anna and worlds come into being. By
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Mr. GABBET P. 8EBVISB.
a4 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story. of
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
115 Tile Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. _
The nnmber of heads under which yon hav 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
divided
the
subject
matter
of
the
pamphlet,
and
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 the concise manner in which the point is dis·
OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3 cussed, should be highlf commended. Therefore 6. EVOLUTION
of zoological evolution. By D;. BossiTEB
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 I take ~~:reat pleasure m recommending "AntiRAYMOND
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not onlY in the oa.nse of temper- 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OOPE.
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10 anoeJpnt in the principles of self-government.8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature a.nd de123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and "ObJ. J .m.oOabe.
velopment. By Dr. lloBEBT G. EooLES.
•rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
server" ........................................ 10
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. By JAMEsA.BXIL524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... l')
ToN.
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. UnSAMPSON.·
derwood ......................................... 10
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
}30 The l<:tiiics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
G. JANES.
:34 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O.
MODEB.N IMITATION or c:e:B.IST,
PAliSHALL.
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
:38 Science ofthe Bible. ,fohn Jasper.......... 2 A.s to his Life on Earth and his Communism. 18. EVOLU'l'ION
'£ROUGHT. By JoHN W. CHADWICK.
:40 Astro·Theology ................................. 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTARB
Al Intldelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Anthor of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Or'aer or
HoYT NICHOLS.
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.......... 10
Oreattan.
15. THE EFII·ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMlNG OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
:43 Chang Wau Ho. Eli PerkmR......... ...... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
SAVAGE.
:48 WhenDidPaulLive? Scholasticus .......... 2
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
:•19 Age of Shams.................................. 3 W This book was suppressed by the first A mer.
28 Lafayette Place. :New York.
ican pu0Zi8her..8
:45 I(You Tako Away my Religion? Wha~
Will Yon Give Me Instead. Mm·tin .... 10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~50 The Liberty of Printing. Hmlbut aud
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
Wakeman ..................................... 10
2x1~ inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid.
:5l What is the Bible? M. W. li. ............ 5
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
:;.52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
u
}53 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.
:u5 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2 Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL·
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
OF
and a_yonnger brother who were lett parent·
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 girls
less, with little money, fa.u education and much
.60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 oonra.ge, to make their way through the world by
~ GI Protestant Persecutions. .... ....... ..... .. ... 3 going to Chicago. The a.ntnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a historY of a work16~ l~ighthand Last Letter from Ludlow Street
ing girl's life and experience in the citY of Ohicago
American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among bluff business men, kind hearted folks, $6.Good
Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels, $7.50;
164Biblelmpeachcd. Chapm·m ................ 2 and disreputable hypoorits. It is jnst snoh a story 9 Jew Is. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
of human life as we shonld expect Oolonel Inger- $16. For 3 ounce coin Sliver case. add $3.50; 4
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires ounce, $4 50; 5 onnoe, $6. In best open-race
and appreciates Is snre to be worth the attentior filled gold, dust. proof c~<se, 7 jewels, $16; 11 JewSCIENTIFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
els, $17.50: 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted, $24:~0;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
hinged cases, $3 more; hunting cases, $6 more.
l Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. ElRburg, M.D..................................... b
The New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
2 Evolution; Homogeneous to HeterogeAll modern improvements: in silverine, $19; 8
neous. Underwood......................... 3
onnoe coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 5 onnoe,
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
$25. :BEST open-face filled ~crew oa~e. $27; hinged,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
5 Resr.onsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, 1I.D ... 3
$8(1; hunting, $26; Lonis XIV style, $2 to flO more.
8eor~tMJ~ of th~ Amera"oa11 8Mular Union.
Ladies• best gold lilled, 7 jewels. $17; 11 jewels1
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
$18.50; 15 jew•ls, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solia
Prioe 10 cents.
'l Death. Frederic It. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
gold,
$10 to $20 mme. RubY and diamond ornaAddres8 Tlllll TBUTII BEEJUli:B 00MPA:S'I.
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
mentations up to $100 extra.
9 ~'he Unseen World. Prof. J. l<'iske.......... 10
:0 Tho Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
DBA MONDS.
Lectures....................................... 10
An elegant 3 stone, 8kt., solitaire pin and drops,
·:1 Is AmericaNewWorld? Dawson ......... 10
$600, worth $900; a ma.gnifl~ent .hair ornament
and pin and pendant oombmat1on1 rosette, 29
j2 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
brilliants,
$200, worth $800; one do., neart-shape!
AND
R. B. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
sapphire
and rnby in center. same price ana
TwBLVB 0THBB DISOOUBBBS OH' RBASON•
•3 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
va.lne. Pins, rings, droPs, stnds, from $800 down
B!J 0. B. PJWTHINGH.AM.
to $10 ; same proportionate disoonnts. A1l bought
Modern Symposium......................... 10
before late advance.
Extra cloth, lllmo, 288pp., $1.
W See note at head of column.
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OTTO WETTSTEIN, Bochelle, m.
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LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

AlEXAND-ER VON HUMBOLDT,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

These notices 0/1"6 for the benefit of Liberals
who mau be 'IJisiting the plUMs where these soaie.
tfes are located. Local 8eculwr Unions and
lfreethought Societui meeting . regulwrly can
ha'IJ their gatherings ad'IJerti8ed he're free by forwa;rding the necessa;ry information.

Thelt.II anhattan Liberal Clnb, N. V.
Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East lfith street. Lectnres and discussions. The public cordially invited.

RrookiJ n Philosophical Assocla·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and
l'lonth 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.llt., every
Sunday. Admission free. Discussions follow
lectures.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock a.~
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:;,.
meets everY Sunday in Indu11tria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts.• at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social Questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'l'rnth
F!eekerpnblioationsal,wa.yson handatohea.p rat€8,

Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston,
Meets every Sunday (from October to Jnne) at
2:45P.M., at Paine Memorial Building, APpleton
street.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sundar evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

The l!linneapoJis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7 :80 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MA.oolii:BEB,Pres.: LEBOY BEBBIEB, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secutar Union
Of Alliance, 0 •• meets the tl.rst and fourth Snn·
days of each month at Independent Chnrob, at
10:80 A..M•. Free discussion on all Liberalanbjecte.
Bnbscnpt10ns to THE TBUTH BEEKER and lnvestt.
gator are solicited.
B. G. Blii:ITH, Oor. Sec.

The Walla Walla l.lbt raJ Club
Meets every Bnnda:v at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Wa.ll~~o, Washington.
Science Leotnres.-Free Discussions.-Original
and SelAoted Readings and Poems. A large val·
ua.ble librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDEB, Bee.

MUwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall), Leotnre followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralbts,No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia .•
Meets ever:v Bnnday in the Liberal reading. room
hall at 2:80 P M. All Vbera.ls are cordially invited. F. V. DBA.PEB, Oor. Boo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
MAeto enry SundaY evening at Union Bqnare
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial Invitation is ~xtended to au. Beats free.

Des Moines Secnlar Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block~ S.E. corner nh and Loonst streets.
Lectures folwwed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartilY welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

Port8mouth, 0., Secular Union

Meets AVery Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand ArmY
Hall Lectures, discussions, readings, Poems,
music and songs. A cordialmvita.tion is extended
to all; especially to friends frcom abroad. Correspondence solicited. J. L. TBENTHABT. President.
WILL B. ANDBEB, Secretary.

l•lili--l·rr~

Is a regularly educated

and legally qualified Ph]•

sician, and the most su&-

SPECIAL SALE

cessful in his specialty a.a
his practice will pron.
Send 10 cts. for his "Pr1.-

vate Counselor." a book
for young and middle aged
meu, suffering from that
Lilc ·Wasting Weakness
as the result of youthful
follies, inde~cretious and
excesses. lt sets forth an
El:ternal Application.-.!.
POSITIYE CURE. The

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, tl.rst and third Bnnda.ys, at 2
P.llt., at the town hall. All friends of hnman
cultivation are invited. MA.RrusHEIGHTON, Sec.

book is worth many tinter
its cost, and should be in
the hands of ~w;e D.ftlict

ed.
AN
HONEST ST ATE:MR~T.
"Siwilar advertisement!
from unreliable pra10titi·
tncrs have been frl!qucnt·
ly nssa.iled and exposed by
the press but Dr-. FELf,01VS stands for-emost in h~& _p;o.f*ila·
sion, and'it is safe t.o trust him."- Tha Naticmat Vzetu.

Address
r

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND-, N.J.
Inquiries are frequentlY received 11sking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.1
First, we know that he is a. reliable gentleman or
rare professional skill, who has earned snooess by
!lOOd work. Second that he fnlfilh! a.Il bas agree·
menta to the letter. Third, that he has performed
cures of hopeless oases that in the olden time his
skill would have been called mira.onlous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an boaest man and a
stanch Libera.l.-Phe Better W'atl·
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICIONS
OF
AND REFORMERS.
Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers, ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

·\

PooR creatures that we are I how many
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in- ages hav passed away in acquiring a little
1 Bkeptic!t Innova.tors1 Founders of
A BUDDHIST congress is soon to be held in Teaohers
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New Bcnools of ·~·bought, Emment
Bcienreason.- Voltaire.
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
tiltB, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
Paris, with delegates from all parts of the
avo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the presworld. France alone h~s 30,000 Buddhists.
THE thousand :y,ears' perversion of our
the Religions Systems of the World.
ent. svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
Bvo, 957pp. Oloth, $8Per vol.; the
moral instincts has not been wholly redeemed
NBARLY every house in Bradshaw, Neb.,
2 vols •• $5; leather, $7; moby the educational influences of a short centwas demolished by a cyclone on the 3d, and
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
ury.-Oswald.
several persons were killed and many inTHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
BY D. M.BENNETT.
jured.
28 Lafaye1.te Place, N.Y.
ADDED to their reasoning faculties, Darwin
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
PROVIDBNOB has enendeavors to trace, esforced the Sunday law
pecially in the higher
against all dealers.
animals, the commencement of the moral sentiLoVELAND, Ia., WhS
ment, which he connects
wrecked on the 1st by a
with their social indeluge sweeping down a
stincts. A certain sense
gully above it, proceedof honor, of conscience,
ing from a cloudburst.
can scarcely be denied to
FBw answer the census
the nobler and betterinquiries on disease and
kept kinds of horses and
mortgage. Some who
dogs. And if the dog's
hav refused to answer
conscience is, not quite
the other questions will
unjustly, traced back to
be prosecuted.
the stick, we may ask, in
C.A.:MILLE DmtYFUS, the
return, whether the same
Radical deputy, has exholds not good of the
cited Paris with a pamruder sorts of man also ?
phlet calling for immedi-Strauss.
ate war for retaking
THE animal is led and
4).sace- Lorraine.
guided in its daily life
ON the '!th there were
neither by a blind, involheavy storms and hurriuntary impulse, nor by
canes in many states,
the influence of a higher
especially Iowa and its
power, but by reflectien,
neighbors, and in Ontario,
arising from comparison,
Can. Many houses and
judgment, and conclubridges were ruined, and
sions, in all of which an
lives lost.
essential part is played
by the organization and
A FEW days ago a
mental tendency inherwagon party of ranchited from parents. Even
men on the border of the
the process of thought
Tongue River Reservathrough which this is
tion were fired at by
done, is essentially the
ambushed Cheyennes,
same as in the case of
and several killed. Many
men, although the power
settlers hav fled.
of judgment is very much
CARDINAL MANNING has
weaker, and the inherwritten to Mr. 0':j3rien
ited mental tendency,
that " the Irish people,
owing to this lesser
the most profotrndly
power of judgment,
Christian on the face of
comes forward much
the earth, hav been afABIGAIL'S FIRST MEETING WITH DAVID.
more conspicuously than
flicted with every kind
it does in man. We
of sorrow for centuries."
And when Abigail saw David, she hasted and lighted off the ass, and fell before David on her face, and bowed
might therefore with
Perhaps their being so
herself to the grotrnd.-1 Sam. xxv, 23.
just as good a right conprofotrndly Christian is
tend that man works only
the cause of their a:fllieby the impulse of intion.
stinct, as trace the ac"Does you mean ter say, sah, dat I ain't tions of animals to that source. But the one
NEWFOUNDLAND fishermen are angry with
furnished wid de truf ?"
is as much a mistake as the other. Both act
~nds.
England for non-interference with what they
" 'Strue it any way dat's de handiest; jes by understanding or reason and by what may
deem aggressions by the French.
be termed instinct, if it be desired to preserve
way dat suits you de bes'."
A NoRTHERN Pacific train was boarded by IDtV. GILMORE BUGG'B BXPBRIRNCB WITH A RE- any
During this time the congregation had sat this word as the equivalent of the inherited
masked men near Salem, B. D., on the night
FRACTORY OHURCH-MBMRBR.
in silence. It was evident that the contro- mental tendenciee or faculties of the nervous
of the 7th, and the mail car rifled.
The Rev. Gilmore Bugg had nearly reached versy was more interesting than the sermon system; the only difference is that the ani'fHE Rochester Democrat and Ohronicle the end of his long harang when he dis- had been, for other brothers who had been mal acts more by instinct, and man more by
annotrnces the discontinuance of its Sunday covered that Brother John Fry was sound inclined to sleep were wide a wake now. The refl.ection.-Buehner.
edition in obedience to public sentiment as to asleep. But he did not continue to preach, preacher turned to his congregation and said:
WHAT wealth it is to hav such friends that
the Sabbath.
'' Bruders, er certain erfair is erbout to
as many white ministers would hav done; he
we cannot think of them without elevation I
IT is proposed to establish one-cent postage stepped down from the pulpit and approach- come ter er head in yo' presence dis ebenin'. And
we can think of them any time and anyDis bruder," pointing at Mr. Fry, "jest
on local letters in cities having carriers, and ing the sleeper, said :
where, and it costs nothing but the lofty disit is believed that this ·rate will soon be
"'Wharfo dis snorin' in de sanctified syny- becaze he wa'nt called ter preach, has allus position.
I cannot tell you the joy your lethad er sort o' jealousness o' me. Now dat
gog o' de Lawd P"
adopted for ali letters.
ter givs me, which will not quite cease until
Mr. Fry looked up with a start, and rubbing ain't my fault, but de fault o' de sperit dat the
8BcmtTARY OF STATE BLAINE has sent out
latest time. Let me accompany your fincalled me."
circulars to all consuls in Brazil requesting his eyes, replied:
" De sperits dat called you would make er est thought.- Thoreau.
" Anybody 'sturbin' de worship o' de ercainformation in regard to the means of extendman pretty blame drunk," Mr. Fry broke in.
sion, bruder ?"
ing American trade in their localities.
THE blessing of friendship, " doubling the
'''Bout fo' fingers o' dem sorter sperits would
" Yas, yo'se'f is a doin' o' dat fack."
take de ha·r offen er bench laig dog, an' I joys of life and lessening its sorrows," could
GERMANY has constructed many railroads
"Who, me?"
doan know o' nuthin' dat fits tighter den er not fail to be specially obnoxious to the
for the quick mobilization of her army on
"Yas, you."
moralists of a creed that seeks to lure its conbench laig dog's ha'r."
the French frontier, and much of her taxation
"I doan see how dat come."
"Bredrin," said the preacher, "doan you verts from earth to ghostland, and depreciates
arises from railways laid and operated for
" I does. It comes from you goin' ter
see how he tryin' ter 'suit me right yere? the natural affections of the human heart.
military rather than commercial purposes.
sleep, dat's how it come."
The phil' adelphia, or "brother-love," of the
" Look yere, you ain't cusin' me o' sleepin' Tryin' ter 'suit me an' he knows dat he dun New Testament, is, in fact, merely a "fellowA NEW religious sect has risen on a reservaborrid $10 frum me las' week."
tion twenty miles southeast of Pierre, S. D. in de house o' de Lawd, is you?"
Old Fry laughed with that heavy jolt so ship in Christ "-the spiritual communion
"Now, you look yere," said the preacher,
Their faith resembles the Mormon and also
and mutual indoctrination of earth-renouncthe old Jewish religion. The other day they " doan come er makin' o' er mouf, fur didn' characteristic of a negro's sarcasm. " Dun ing bigots. With the joys and sorrows of
made burnt offerings of calves. They call I see you ersleep-see you wid deze eyes dat lent me $10, is yer? Lissun at dot, bruders. natural friendship their prophet evinces no
Er preacher dun lent er man $10. Did you
de Lawd dun gib me fur sich pupposes ?"
their town Moab.
sympathy whatever. "I am come," says he,
" What, you stan' dar an' try ter tell dis ever year o'er preacher befo' dat went erbout "to set a man at variance against his father,
LocusTs hav appeared in large districts of yere congergation dat you seed me ersleep ?" lendin' money? Did you eber know er nigand the daughter against her mother, • • •
the Caucasus in vast numbers, and will entail,
" Come, dar ain't no use iR no sich talk ez ger preacher ter stop borrin' long ernuff ter and a man's foes shall be those of his own
besides loss of crops, the expense of employing dis yere," said the preacher. " You wuz lend any?"
150,000 men to destroy them, and of main- fas' ersleep an' dar ain't no use'n denyin' de
"This has went fer enuff," the preacher household." " He who hates not his father
taining troops to keep these trndisciplined fack; an' I wants ter gib you de procklerma- exclaimed. ''I wa'nt called yere ter be 'suited and mother, his brothers and sisters, cannot
be my disciple." "And the brother shall
men at work and at peace.
tion right yere dat I ain't called on by de by dis haug stealer."
betray the brother to death, and the father
SECRETARY BLAINE has sent gunboats to sperit o' de truth an' de bride dat say come
"Ab, bah!" Fry grunted, "er haug stealer the son."-Professor Oswald.
Behring sea to exclude Canadian fishers. ter preach ter no sleepin' sinners."
is I? Wall, ef you'll jest send back de forty
"Look yere, ole pusson," said Mr. Fry, pounds o' meat you got at my house de uder
The English say that this peremptory action,
before proper resort to international diplo- getting up, and through habit dusting off the day, I'll tell you who I stole it frum. I'll do
matic settlement, is designed to catch the Irish- seat of his trousers, " who you callin' er sin- dis case de man is er enemy o' mine."
"An' whut way is dat, Mr. Fry?"
Americans. They say that British gunboats ner? I mout'er dozed off ter sleep-an'
"Bruders," the preacher remarked when,
"It's ter fling him on de groun' an' poll.vPeter
done
dat-but
I
doan
want
you
ter
should follow.
with a great effort, he had calmed himself, gise ez I he'ps him up. Dat way suit you?"
roun' yere a gittin' in the habit o' callin' " dis is de 'sultinist pusson I eber seed, an'
The preacher reflected a moment and thus
BoMB m3nths ago capitalists interested in come
a.
sinner,
fur
you
mout
git
your
mouf
set
me
I'd like ter know whut we is gwine ter do answered : "Ef no uder way will do, sah,
Lower California lands and mines conspired
dat
ter
way,
an'
it
would
be
sorter
'barrassin'
wid him."
we'll try dat."
to throw off the authority of Mexico over ter you one dese days. Yere me ?"
"Dat ain' no question ter put to us,"
" Any particular holt you want?" Fry
that peninsula and set up an independent re"Neber
mine
what
I
yeres,
an'
neber
mine
answered a bow-legged old fellow who was asked.
.
public by force of arms, with a view to anwhat
I
harkens
ter.
I
yered
you
er
snorin'
"No, jes take er holt o' me in yo' own way
nexation to the United States. Arrangements ober yere, an' er man doan' snore lessen he yearning for a fight. "Jes settle it wid him
an' fling me ter suit yose'f. All l'se atter is
were made to capture Mexican ships and gar- asleep, an' er man doan' sleep in church les- right yere, sah."
"I would, but I doan know how."
de 'pology made in de presence o' de congre.
risons, and take possession of railroad and sen
he is er sinner. Yere me?"
"Whup him, sah; dat's de way. Ole _gation."
telegraph lines. &cretary Blaine learned of
"Now,
yere,"
said
Mr.
Fry,
"I
has
been
Steve dat de Lawd called ter preach fur us
They went outside. Fry seized the
the movement and vigorously suppressed it,
strivin' to git erlong wid dis congergation once woulder dun whupped him long fo' preacher and gave him an awful slam against
and the public has just got the news.
widout no trouble, but yere you comes erlong now."
the ground, and, as he bent over the parson,
lNTERNJ TIONAL copyright has been defeated an' calls me er sinner."
"1 uster be er gre't fighter befo' de sperit began to mutter an apology, but the preacher
again in Congress, from causes which Max
" Wall, ef you wan't er sinner you wouldn't called me," the preacher responded, glancing rose with a razor in his hand. He baa time
O'Rell describes thus : " There was not an hafter strive ter get erlong in de house o' de uneasily at Mr. Fry's powerful arms, "but I to make but two swipes. One removed Mr.
educated person that did not cry out for it, Lawd. De Christian gits erlong all right in had done hoped dat de Lawd wa'nt gwine let Fry's ear, and the other took off his nose.
not a newspaper or rqagazine that did. not de house o' de Lawd widout puttin' hisse'f me fight no mo. Mr. Fry."
"Brederen," said the preacher, as he wiped
advocate it ; but saloon-keepers and Western ter so much trouble."
"Dat's my name, sah."
his razor, "we'll now go back an' lissen ter
cowboys carry the day over the cultivated
" Bruder Bugg, you sorter put it on me in
de
rest o' dat interesting sermon."
"Is you gwine pollygise ?"
class." This distinguished observer adds that argyment right dar, an' I gibs you credit fur
They went in and there was not one among
'' Whut fur?"
" public opinion has no influence " in it, I does, sah, but we sometimes 'mires er
"Fur 'sultin' me."
them who failed to lend an attentiv ear,
America, and that Europeans do not "look man's argyment when we knows dat de truth
"Dar's only one way dat I eber does polly- thinking, of course, of an ear that lay outsid~
upon America as a free nation."
ain't one o' his artickles o' furniture."
among the dry leaves.-Opie P. Read.
giBe ter er man."
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WHAT

IN New Zealand a Mormon convention bas
just closed its sittings, at which it was oificlally reported that there are three thousand
Mormons in that colony, and that five hundred converts were made during the past
year.
AccoRDING to the latest report of the minister of education, there are forty thousand
primary schools in Russia. Twenty-two
thousand are public ~schools under the authority of the minist.ers of education, and
eighteen thousand are parish schools under
the management of the " Holy Synod." Religious instruction is given in the secular
schools by clergymen, who hav to render an
account of their doings to the government.
MR. BRA.DLAUGH, it appears, has been fishIng, and caught some good health as well as
fish. He says in the National RtfO'I"mer:
" Some folks like to know the results of my
week's holiday on the Clyde lochs. First, I
hav to report cheeks, nose, and hands all sunburnt and blistered; and next a catch of 888
fish weighing in all 228 pounds; last, and
most important, health certainly better. On
the whole I think my old self is coming back
again, and I thank the many kindly inquirers."
CITIZBN GBORGB FRANCIS TRAIN, since his
record-breaking trip around the world, has
quietly settled down on the shores of Puget
sound, near Tacoma. He Is communing with
the birds, cultivating psychic force, and
breathing pure air. He livs alone, never goes

PRIEST C.R AFT

DID

FOR

MEXICO.

employed as such and not following any
other vocation." This does not relieve the
editors of weekly journals, and THE TRUTH
SBBKBR Editor expects to spend two weeks
of every year hanging around the courts,
parting with his substance to horse railroads
and receiving about two dollars for his two
weeks' service to his country. The editors
and reporters of daily journals ought not to
hav been so selfish when getting their btll
THB Irish Oatholic, Dublin, states that the passed.
pope, in replying to the congratulations of
THis is the way the Oatholic R(J'I)ieto feels :
visitors at the Vatican, expressed himself as
strongly of the belief that great punishment " In Boston the public schools hav all at
was impending on society for its disregard of once become openly Protestant. The school
and indifference to the church. " The Lord," histories, against which Judge Fallon fought
he said, " will come no longer with a sweet so strenuously, were adopted by the board
and peaceful face, but with an angry one to almost to a man. The minority report
strike and purify his church. I am neither a agalm!t them had only two supporters. The
prophet nor the son of a prophet, but I feel significance of this incident is delightful to
in my heart sorrowful presentiments. A sea Catholics. One. half Boston is Catholic, yet
of evil is about to beat against the rock on the board of education has the audacity to
which the church is founded, and will leave introduce Protestant text-books into schools
nothing to be seen on the horizon but the chiefly supported by Catholic taxpayers.
threat of the anger of God. Prayer will not The histories against whose introduction
suffice to appease the almighty." The pope Judge Fallon struggled are Protestant hisprobably thinks that a crusade to restore his tories, designed to keep alive the lying Prottemporal power, or an increase in financial estant tradition, and to make Cl\tholic chilgifts to himself, would be about what the dren ashamed of their faith. The public
schools of Boston, with or without these
Lord wants.
histories, are Protestant, and will remain so
ON September let the new law relating to a few more decades. They are not the place
trial jurors in the city of New York goes into for Catholic children. But Boston Catholics
effect.. It was approved by Governor Hill haT been slow or unwilling to admit the fact,
on June 5th, and adds to the list of those and as a consequence their faith has suffered
relieved from the jury service hereafter the more than they know. The incident of the
following: " A professor or teacher in a col- histories will do much for them. We pray
lege·, academy, or public school, not following that the present Boston bo,.rd of education
any other calling, or an editor, editorial writer, may long preserve its present spirit, nail its
or reporter of a daily newspaper, regularly flag to the mast as it were, and so behave in
to Tacoma, which is only three miles distant,
and· cooks his cocoa on a $8 stove. He has
his books and manuscripts, and as he wanders
through the primeval forest his magnificent
crop of white hair is occasionally anointed by
the falling gum from the lofty pines. His
quiet retreat is now and again broken in upon
by delegations of school-children who come
to sit at the feet of the philosopher.

the future that within ten years their schools
will hold no Catholic child save those whose
parents hav always secretly grieved over the
-sad fate which made them Catholics."
AN editorial writer signing himself the
"Genial Observer" says in the London
Herald: " I hope the severe correspondent
who has written to the Sunday editor protesting against the publication of Sundsypapers,
except such as are devoted to religious labors
and Sunday anecdotes, will not think the
' Genial Observer ' profane in referring to the
possibilities of the future of the London sandwich men, mere especially in regard to St.
Peter's reception of such company. In case
he should do so I will now lift from the columns of one of those religious papers a little
story : The bishop was examining for holy
orders a candidate who was more deficient in
theology than brains. Among other questions
the bishop asked him, ' If you were in company with persons who impugned the doctrin
of the holy trinity, how would you defend it?'
'My Lord, I feel hurt by your supposing I
keep such company.' 'If, however, you
were accidentally to find yourself in the company of Unitarians, and they were to attack
you, what course would yon pursue?' ' Can
you doubt, my lord, what I should do? I
should, of course, leave the room instantly.'
And I commend to that anonymous postcarder, who pesters the Herald with texts and
profane postcard prayers for the publisher's
salvation, to take the hint. The Herald does
not desire to print a single copy more than it
can sell nor to hav among its subscribers one 11
reader who does not feel that he llBn be on
friendly terms, at least in an epistolary way,
with its directors."
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~ammnnieations.
Is It True That the Catholic Church Is the
Enemy of Progress~
If my friend in Ohio had carefully read the paper
through which he sent to me, he would hav found
a sufficient refutation to the article to which he
called my attention. It appears from the pope's
late encyclical that the church is indifferent to the
form of government of any nation. It only asks to
hav its own way. Thera is the rub. Let the church
manage the schools and teach children just enough
to be gulled by the priesthood, own all the land that
it wants, build as many costly churches as it pleases
and hav somebody else pay the taxes, control the
press and the speech and thoughts of the people, and
then it is indifferent about the government.
Ohurch Progress, commenting upon the holy
father's letter, says: "When the state encroaches
upon the domain of religion it is the duty of the
church, enjoined by God, to make resistance." Here
is the whole thing in a nutshell. Before I am
through it will be made to appear that free schools,
free books, free press, free speech, and free thought
all " encroach upon the domain of religion," and that
the church is "enjoined by God" to resist them.
Just let the church hav her own way in everything,
and then she will be quiet and :find no fault with the
government. Is not that a grand element to cherish
in this country 1
The same paper advises the Catholics at the forthcoming elections of the Garman Reichstag to " support the candidate who is least hostil to the church."
This shows that the Catholic element cares nothing
for the welfare of the state. That it is always
wielded solid for the interest of the church, and the
church is under the influence of the one·man power,
and that man a tyrant in a foreign land.
It is plain that the one-m~n power is fucompaHble
with the principles of republicanism. How long
will the American people continue to cherish an element which in the very nature of things is hostil to
the government they hav adopted 1 Whenever an
act of Congress conflicts with a dictate of the pontiff,
according to the principles which he himself has
declared, every Catholic will obey the foreign mandate, and set the act of Congress at naught whenever it is policy to do so.
In the day of Bishop Hughes this question was
squarely put to him : "If the pope shoqld interdict
an article which you had prepared 8nd believed to
be right, would you then dare to publish it ?" The
answer was quick and emphatic, "No."
If Bishop · Hughes dare not disobey the pope,
how would it be with the common herd 1 Oould
Bishop Hughes be a good American citizen when he
was under the control of a foreign power T Oan a
man serve two masters~
Our government rests upon the broad principles
of equality. The vote of the humblest individual
has as much weight as that of the greatest man in
the nation. Catholicism rests unon the idea that all
are subject to the will of one man.
The political prophets declared that slavery and
freedom could not exist together-that the country
must be ail slave or all free. Neither can a free government, resting upon the equality of the people,
ever be harmonized with the principle that all owe
allegiance to, and are subject to, one head.
How will it fare with the American idea in this
country when the Catholics equal us in numbers ?
And if their numbers increase in proportion to ours
as they hav for the last fifty years, how long before
that day will arrive! These are grave questions
which the American people sooner or later will be
called to solve. Every thoughtful American ought
to be asking himself, " What is to be done with the
Catholic element T"
I hav settled one principle in my own mind. N ci
Catholic should ever be naturalized or allowed to
vote in this country. For whatever he may say or
swear to, he will always be true to the pope and the
church. I would never debar a man from the rights
of citizenship who is in love with our institutions,
and will in good faith defend and support the government. But I would distinctly draw the line when
a man proposes to wield the electiv franchise and in
principle ignores the duties and obligations which
citizenship implies and imposes. What would be
thought of the idea of conferring the rights of citizenship upon an indefinit number of Russians if it were
known that every one, notwithstanding his oath of
allegiance to this government, was still in love with
the despotic power of Russia, and all the time true
to the interests of the czar ?
If my friend in Ohio had taken extracts from other
articles in Church Progress, he would in a great
measure hav not only shown the secret working of
the church, but would hav found a sufficient answer
to the lying pretenses of the particular article referred to.
This paper claims that a "Catholic school can only
!e fit for a Catholic child," which means that a Oatholio school is the only one fit for any child. And be-

fore I get through it will be made to appear that
Catholics tolerate no other where they hav the power.
Ohurch Progress urges the "Catholic press ever:y·
where to do all in its power to inculcate Oathohc
doctrin.') Had the church the power in this country,
the Catholic press would be the only one tolerated.
This paper further st&tes that " free books in the
public schools is the first step in Socialism;" in other
words, the first step out of Catholicism. I would
not giv a fig for the freedom of the mind where
there is •o freedom of schools, no freedom of books,
no freedom of the press. These Catholic claims are
un-American, and if carried to their legitimate results,
will subvert the free institutions of the country.
In an article ·on the heresy of John Huss, Ohurch
Progress says : " The various codes of the times in
which these sentences were pronounced looked upon.
heresy not only as an offense religiously, but as a
capital offense civilly.''
And in these times was not the state entirely
held in the clutches of the church? Was not the
will of the church the will of the state! In all times
and in all countries where the cburch has had the
power it has controled the state. And as the church
cannot err, it cannot change, and so it must follow
that if the church ever gets the power in this country,
an offense against the church will be an offense
against the state. Again we quote :
In the church and state a heretic was considered a most
dangerous enemy.

Ohurch Progress claims that John Huss was
burnt by the state, but was his offense against the
state? Not at all. His oftense was against the
church. He had the same right to express and promulgate his opinion that the pope had to express
and promulgate his. The equality of man is a doctrin which never can be indorsed by the church, but
it ie the very foundation of a free government.
Again : " It is only since the peace of Westphalia
that the civil governments bav ceased to consider
heresy as a capital crime. Ecclesiastically its nature
and the mode of procedure in regard to it are the
same." Here is expressed in unmistakable language from an undoubted Catholic source just what
I hav claimed-that the church is just as ready to
burn a heretic as it ever was-just as ready to control the state as it was before the peace of Westphalis, when it controled not only the fortunes but
the lives of its subjects. To my certain knowledge
the church already levies taxes on its subjects and
compels them to pay, and indirectly it lays taxes on
the community and compels even outsiders to pay.
The crime of John Huss was teaching doctrine
which the church did not approve, and the church
burnt him, and this shows how it deals with free
thought and free speech. And according to Oh~trch
Progress, it has the right to burn such books as it
does not like as well.
,
The council turned him LHuss] over to the secular power,
expressing the time-honored ·request that the. unfortunate
man's life be spared.

This language was intended to cover up hypocrisy
and deceit, if not a downright lie. At the time Huss
was burnt, 1415, no man could hold an office who
was not a Catholic. It was simply one body of
Oathelics handing a man over to ano~her body of
Catholics, well knowing that he would be murdered
when they did so.
In no instance in her [the church's] history, in which she
.has so acted, is there a case in which any government would
not be found, as the protector of religious liberty, to come to
her deliverance.

Here is religious liberty with a vengeance. Here
we get an idea of the construction that the church
puts upon religious liberty. Liberty to think as
ecclesiastics dictate, and liberty to be racked or
burnt if you do not. Just such liberty as the vilest
despot on earth givs to his subjects, but never the
lil>erty of being your own judge of what is right and
wrong ; never the liberty of books or the press or
speech or thought. Never the liberty of choosing
your own rulers or calling them to account. In
short, the prinQiples of Roman Catholicism are as
antagonistic to the principles of republicanism as
.death is to life. Some day the American people will
find that they hav been cherishing a serpent which
will sting them to death. As the power of the
church strengthens the love of republican principles
will weaken. When Catholicism obtains the mastery
in this country, as it certainly will, the world will
hear the death knell of American liberty. Listen:
In those days heresy was considered treason against the
state and a capital offense. Ecclesiastically its nature and
the mode of procedure in regard to it is still the same.

Has the church reformed? If so, when did she
bring forth fruit meet for repentance ? This ought
to convince every thinking person that the Catholic
church is the same peraecutihg, tyrannical hog that
she always bas been, and that she will return to her
murderous old tricks whenever she can get the
power.
After stating flatly that the " procedure of the
church is ever the same," the author of the Huss
article doubles back on his own statement and says :
That John Huss was burnt at the stake was not her [the
church's I responsibility.

This proves that Catholics will lie for the ch_!lrch .
when it is their interest to do so. Those who hv to
see the triumph of the Catholic church will E~ee our
free institutions involved in ruin.
.
One quotation more will close the Hues article :
Heretics were looked upon as enemies of the state.

Jefferson, Washington, Adams, Franklin, and all
the great and good men-'that the country has ever
produced, would hav been " looked upon as enemies
of the state," and condemned to death.
The spirit of Catholicism and of republicanism will
ever hav divergent aims and purposes. As the one
triumphs the other must decline. The noonday of
the power of the church was the midnight of mental
darkness and of poverty and savagery. It is for the
American people to decide between the two.
While it was the intention of the founders of the
government to giv free toleration to every system
of religion, and to int&rfere with none, no system of
religion must be allowed to interfere with the government if our liberties are to be preserved.
Now I propose to show, first that a free government never did and never can exist under Catholic
rul~>, and second, that unless there is something done,
in less than one hundred years Catholicism will put
out the fires of liberty in this country.
One pope has said : "America is the hope of
Rome." Gregory XVI. said : " The salvation of the
church will come from America."
. . .
,
Father Hecker said : " The man 1s hvmg to-day ,
who will see a majority of the people of the American • ·
continent :Roman Catholic." And further : " There
is to be a state religion in this country and that religion is to be Roman Catholic." Cardinal Manning
declares that the pope is .the supreme judge of what
is right and wrong, and again that " it .is necessary
ior every human being to be subject to the Roman
pontiff."
Bishop Gilman said : " God is above man and the
church above the state." Cardinal McCloskey said :
" Catholics are as strongly devoted to the temporal
power of the holy father in this country [the United
States] as in any part of the world, and if it should
be necessary to prove it by acts they are ready to
do so."
Hon. R. W. Thompson says: " Catholics are inimical to the government and political institutions of the
country, and their oath of allegiance is worth no
more than· the paper upon which it is written.· . .
Every ecclesiastic has to swear political as well as
religious allegiance to the pope."
The pope declares that " ecclesiastics hav a right
to immunity from the civil law," and again," In case of
coiJfl.ict between the ecclesiastical and civil powers,
the ecclesiastical ought to prevail."
In 1864 the pope anathematized all who " maintain
the liberty of the press, and all advocates of the liberty of speech."
An encyclical says : " Public schools should be
under the control of the Romish church, and should
not ·be subject to the civil power, nor made to conform to the opinions of the age."
The Rambler, a Catholic paper, says: "No man
has a right to choose his religion. No one, but an
Atheist, can uphold the principles of religious
liberty."
Says the Boston Pilot: " There can be no religion
without an inquisition for the promotion of the true
faith."
.
The archbishop of St. Louis said : ., Heresy and
unbelief are crimes, and in Catholic countries are
punished like other crimes."
Bishop O'Connor declared that " religious liberty is
merely endured until the opposit can be carried
into effect without peril to the Catholic world."
An encyclical of 1864 anathematizes "those who
assert the liberty of conscience and all such as main·
tain that the church may not use force."
In 1854, the same pope said : " The absurd doctrine in defense ·of liberty c f conBcience are a peatilential error." Every church ecclesiastic takes an
oath bf allegiance to the pope to " persecute and oppose heretics, echismatics, and rebels to the pope
and his successors, to his utmost."
Now, these quotations from the most undoubted
Catholic authorities show, without comment, that
whenever the Catholics gain the ascendancy in this
country the sun of our liberty is set. The most
stupid must understand that Catholics will carry out
these measures whenever and wherever they hav the
power, and that a frea government is an utter impossibility where these measures prevail.
It remains only to show that the day of doom is
not as far distant as some may imagin.
The Catholic church has always understood the
power of wealth. And no church organization knows
better how to accumulate it, or use it to the best ad·
vantage. ·
.
According to Father Hecker, the ag~regate wealth
of the church in this country was in 1850 $9,000 000.
In 1860 it had increased to $26,000,000; in 1870 to
$60,000,000. According to this increase what will
be the wealth of the church fifty years from now 1
In a little more than ten years next preceding the
year 1880, the city of New York gave the church in
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real estate $3,500,000, and in money $5,827,471-an
aggregate of more than $9.000,000, If we could get
at the secret of these bequests it would probably be
found that they were given for Oatholic votes.
Other cities hav given proportionate amounts.
These phenomenal gifts will be inm:eased as the
church gains power. There are thousands of people
who do not see that these vast accumulations of
wealth are the first step in usurping the power of the
state.
From this increase of wealth let us turn to the increase of numbers.
In 1800 the Catholics numbered 100,000. In
eighty-four years they had increased to 6,628,176,
In 1800 there was 1 Oatholic to 53 of the whole population. In 1850, 1 to every 14 3. In 1870, 1 to every
8 3. Iu 1880, 1 to every 7. 7.
In thirty years prior to 1850 the population increased 116 per cent; the Oatholic population, 294
per cent. Catholics never allow hereticg· to be
buried in consecrated ground. With this increase of
wealth and population, how long will it be before we
shall be begging of our Oatholic masters the poor
privilege of being buried in the country of Washing.
ton and Jefferson ?
Every reflecting mind must see that these principles, as laid down by the highest dignitaries in the
church, are subversiv of every principle of free government, and that when we giv them full power with
our&elvs we let a wolf into the door that will devour
the children of liberty.
And now 1 want to ask why we should confer citizenship upon Catholics who owe allegiance to a despot in " foreign country any more than we should
confer eitizenship upon those who OWA allegiance to
the czar of Russia. Let everyone refl~ot that the
pope of Rome can command every Oe.tholic vote in
this country. They regard him as holy, supreme,
and verily believe that the will of the pope is the
will of God. He exercises a censorship over the
books which may be read, the papers which may be
published. He diretJts the thoughts and consciences
of men, aud virtually controls all they possess. He
·directs the manner of conducting the schools, virtually selects the teachers, and wields the power of a
despot. Many hav realized the barbarous severity
of the Oomstock law, but with Romanism triumphant
in this country nothing would be allowed to pass
through the mails which the church does not approve.
Now the humbles& individual may publicly tell
what he thinks of any law, he may criticise any act
of the president-in short, according to the genius of
our government, he is the real sovereign. But n'lbody must criticise the pope or his religion. He is
perfect, and the Catholic religion was instituted by
·God himself. It will be a sorry day when we hav a
religion which is not only above the government, but
'Which shall constitute the government, and which
:no one shall be allowed to criticise.
Would it not spread al,.rm if it were known that
the next presidential term would find a Oatholic in
the presidential chair, and a majority of Oatholics in
the Senate and House of Representative?
When that day comes, as it surely will, and the
people begin to be taxed to support Oatholic schools,
and to build churches and cathedrals, they will begin
to wonder how it h~&ppened that they were caught
napping while the enemy passed the outer guard and
took possession of the country.
To be forewarned is to be forearmed. When a
.storm is gathering is it not wisdom to make prepara·,tion for it if in our power to do soT
The battle is already joined in regard to the com:mon schools, and through strategy and the duplicity
•Of political file leaders they will carry one point after
another, always assailing the weakest point., until
there will be nothing left which a freeman will feel
proud of.
To-day we can say " thus far and no farther;" tomorrow we may be driven to the wall by an enemy
who acknowledges no known rule of civilized warfare.
If we allow the enemy to bind us hand and foot we
may blame ourselvs for the chains which W"~ are compelled to wear.
JoHN PEcK.
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2. There is a class of acts that are not supposed to effect the doer, but are thought to help
or injure others. To diminish the rightful happiness of another is wrong and as unjust as it is
to rob him of money, fnr the latter is only useful to
the extent it promotes the ends of pleasure; therefore he whose action solely affects another and does
that other three times as much harm as good, is like
one who steals the value of $1 and returns twentyfive cents; but if the act produces no pleasure he
returns nothing, and he is in either case like one who
hes feloniously deprived another of something that
will not benefit himself. On the other hand, if the
deed does not affect the doer and it benefits another
the former may be likened to a benevolent financier
who suggests a profitable investment for the funds
of another. His advice is the result of financial
knowledge that he has acquired i:n his own behalf,
its value is determined by the loss and gain resulting
from the investment, and if there be no loss, the act
involved is one hundred per cant good, or wholly so.
3. There is a class of deeds which affect the happiness of both the doer and others. Some doubtlessly will insist that all acts are of this description,
but I hav admitted the possibility of two other
classes of deeds, which I hav considered with spacial
reference to the rights of man, and disposed of the
rights of all the other species by a poetical quotation
that appears elsewhere in this article. These actions
of the third class which promote the happiness of
both parties and increase the sorrow of no one, are
wholly good.
The sum is this, if man's convenience, health,
These deeds may be compared to the action of a
Or safety interfere, his rights and claims
person who, lacking sufficient money to make a deAre paramount and must extinguish theirs,
Else they are all-the meanest things that aresirable investment, borrows the remsir der and inAs free to Iiv and to enjoy that life
vests the whole successfully to the advantage of ell
As God [nature] was free to form them at t.he first.
concerned; but if the supposed investment is a fail-Cowper.
ure that brings pleasure to no one, the action h:We cannot, in all cases, compensate for the injus- volved is wholly evil. He who incommodes himself
tice of nature, nor c&n we hope that anyone born in to oblige another promotes the pleasure of the latter
this age will. inherit the perfect organism which at the expense of his own enjoymer.t, if the de~d is
should be his by right ; but man may yet subvert the a sacrifi{le, and if it be so the act is neither good
usual order of nature sufficiently to at least treat the nor evil, for it does not incr£aee happineBa ncr
members of his own species with justice-that he diminish it.
will do so is our hope. The natural physical governThe action is simply charitsble, ::md charity is an
ment which we must submit to is a prototype of the equitable distribution of good in e manner optional
civil moral one that might be founded on the equal to the beneficiary, w~ose personal happiness is of the
rights of men, " derive its just powers from the con- same importance as is that of the one he benefits.
sent of the governed," be a mutual government in
I include with charity all voluntary gifts and beneevery respect, and become eventualiy a nominal one. fits which involve a sacrifice to the giver, and I uLet us consider morality. It is moral to refrain from clude from it such gifts and benefits ss afford the
evil and it is righteous to oo good. I assume that donor as much pleasure as he could obtain otherwiEa
on the whole happiness is the greatest good and from the expenditure of the same amount of labor,
misery the greatest evil. I hold that each of these money, or value. All acts (save those of charity ard
factors is the negation of the other, the i11verse necessit,) are wrong if they promote the happiness
of that other, and mathematically its reciprocal. I of any person (or of all individuals) at the expense
also believe that it is the duty of every person to do of the rightful pleasure of any other i.auividual .
all he can to promote the happiness of his own This is true whatever be the ratios of +.he good and
species and that the rightful pleasure of one individ- evil involved, and whatever be the attendant circumual is as great a desideratum as that of any other stances.
If an action benefits another in the same degree
one; that the greatest desideratum is to protect the
rights of each individual and the "next greatest" that it injures his victim, the former is like one who
one is to do the most good to the largest number. having stolen money from the latter spends it at
All things are good to the extent they promote hap- par; if it benefits him more than it injures his vicpiness and evil in the degree that they oppose it. I tim, the former rosy be said to spend the money to a
know of nothing that. is wholly good or entirely evil. better advantage than the owner could, but if it
Moreover, an action may bring pleasure to one and benefits him less than it iiJjures the latter, be does
sorrow to another irrespectiv of merit or equity. In not spend it so well ; and if it benefits a third party,
this sense happiness is truly a commodity, and like it is like a stolen fund Bpent in charity. The transthe money on which it is so largely dependent it gressor is a thief in any case. If he accomplishes
may be earned, inherited, begged, borrowed, stolen, his purpose by force he is like a robber, if by decepor obtained otherwise. Money is a transferable tion be is a fraud, and this is true whether he wrongs
receipt for labor performed; a certificate of value an accomplice or a stranger. The comparisons I hsv
created ; an exchangeable commodity of fluctuating made are presented as illustrations, not as arguvalue. Let us assume it has a constant value and ments. They are designed to interest the " finanuse the " almighty dollar" as the symbol of a system cial" mind (which is very much the only one). They
of morality that may be compared to what the world may b~ recapitulated in a single sentence that will
considers financial equity, and be illustrated best by state their moral. It is right to promote the rights
a pecuniary compal'ison. Actions may be properly of man and it is wrong ~o oppose them; to violate
classed in three general divisions. 1. Let us con- them is crime ; to observe t.hem is morality. I class
sider such actions as solely affect the doer (if all actions as good or bad according to their sethere be such actions). These must be good if they quences, irrespectiv of the motive that inspire them.
bring him more pleasure than sorrow, and evil if Motivs must practically be nothing, because effects
otherwise. Then he who does an act that solely are practically everything; but like motive, nevereffects himself and produces on the whole three times theless, generally result in like effects. Good moas much sorrow as pleasure, is like a person who tive are inspired by conscientiousness, a blind imgivs one dollar for twenty-fivA cents, and cheats pulse that impels the individual to do what he beThe True Democracy.
himself to the extent of seventy-five cents; but if thEl lieves is right. The most atrocious crimes recorded
It is said, "A government is a necessary evil;" but act in question produces sorrow and give him no in history were committed under the influence of
I deem a righteous one a blessing and hold that pleasure, he is like one who throws a dollar away ; this faculty, by persons who believed they were
some form of government is necessary and inevitable. and on the other hand if the act brings him three saving souls and appeasing the gods. To many
We are controled by the same laws of causation that times as much happiness as displeasure, he is like "there is nothing so certain as uncertainty.'' '!hes"
govern the other forms of so-called matter, and these one who has obtained the value of one dollar for seem to attribute all phenomena to the operatiOn of
laws, their advantages and penalties, are immutable; so twenty-five cents; and if it occasions him no incon- supernatural chance. They speak of the "laws of
must man always be governed to some extent by his venience he is like a New Yorker that has found a chance" (which hav a practical value), but they asever changing environment, which can never become dollar and is that much ahead; assuredly. One who cribe no phenomena to the inevitable operation of
perfectly adapted to his progressiv needs. A natural saves in youth that he may invest in manhood, or the law of causation. The farmer, the seaman, and
government is an arbitrary one, and were we with- toils in manhood to provide for age, or practices the criminal are dependent on agencies they cannot
out a civil law we should experience the injustice denial in anticipation of a later indulgence, is like a control; so they trust their luc.k and take their
and confusion incidental to the general orders of person who invests his money with judgment, fully chances, hoping that their god~ will favox ~hem •. and
nature, who creates myriads of each species that must comprehending the attendant probabilities and un- can rarely be convinced that hke causes IDV!'riably
perish in infancy, and other myriads that must certainty. The adage that a high rate of interest produce like effects.. This observation applies to p~o
survive this stage to find life is a state of free con- means very poor security, is one that those who sac- ple in general but m a lesser degree. A really mflict in which each individual may gat along as he rifice this life to futurity by investing their legitimate telligent Ne~ Yorker once said to me that he had
can, and liv as long as he can on t.hcise that must pleasures in the 11 wild-cat securities " of religion, aeon a foundryman take molten iron in his hand and
throw it away. I asked him if he did likewise. He
would do well to remember.
perish in his behalf.
This assures the survival ; therefore the l'eproduction of the more selfish, politic, and powerful of
every species, and these are commonly called " the
fittest." It is stated as an axiom, in the Declaration
of ~ildepe?Jdence~ that all persons are created equal.
Th1s! obviOusly, IS an error. Congenital differences
oft-t1mes render men ingenious or idiotic, sane or insane, moral or immoral, well formed or deformed
healthy or invalid, useful or otherwise. These con~
ditions are as inequitable as they are dissimilar· it
is beyond the power of an alleged providence' to
equalize them; bu~ it is man's province to harmonize
them as much as possible, and to maintain the rights
of all so far as he can control them. Nature bestows
on men their various characters and endows them
with unequal and diversified abilities, but justice
acknowledges their equal rights. I consider it an
axiom that each individual is entitled equitably to
the oondition life, which is forced unconditionally
on all, and to the greatest common facilities for preserving, sustaining, and enjoying it. Men are also
entitled to exercise the fullest personal liberty that
can be shared in common, and this demands that
" the liberties of one individual must cease where
another's rights begin" and the liberties of each
individual shall be sustained so long as these do not
conflict with the rights of others. Moreover, it is
the right of every individual to be perfectly adapted
to his environment; to be born so and to liv so. I
conclude that all animals, including man, hav the
same natural rights for the same general reason~>.
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replied that he was not a fool and that his clothing i about me. One writes : "Is the~e anything I can do
was responsible for any appearance to the contrary. for you. I hav supposed that owmg to your age and
He said he supposed if I had done so it would hav infirmities you would not be put to hard labor, or
been just my luck to get burnt, but the foundry- that an eq~val~nt in money would be accepted
msn happened to escape injury and this is ascribable by the offiCial~ mstead o~ such labor. Hard work
to his good luck. In this case, said he, the same would soon kill yo!l. Will they allow,Jou to eat
cause would hav produced very different effects.
su~h food ~s your friends may send.you ·. Another
I tried to explain to him that were his hands as writes urgmg me to order the d1scontmuance of
tough as those of the foundryman, he could perform Lucifer and advises t~e signing ?f ~ pledge o'!l ?DY
the -same feat the latter did by taking the same pre- part neve! to engage 1~ the publ~cat10n of. a Similar
cautions in preparing his hand-by dipping it in paper ag~n. By so domg. he thmks the JUdge, the
water, anointing it with storu, or protecting it other- pr?secuting attorney, and .m fact ~~who know. anywise. He declined to listen to me, saying he knew t~ung of the case, would s1gn a petition t? Premde~t
all th!At I could teach him. I giv this incident in my Harrison asking for my release from prison. This
own words, as an illustration of a prevalent opinion. plan he thinks the. only hope. ~he.present sente~ce
One who can trace the operations of causation may of five yeRl's, w1t.h another 1~d1ctment h~ng1~g
foretell the future. It is not impossible that all past over me, he .says, Simply means, !~ my case, ImpriScauses are involved to some extent in each effect, and onment for life. He then adds: You can help no
that the latter is a factor to the same degree in a}! one by ~ying iJ;l the penitentiary. !our being where
effects to follow. I giv this conjecture for what it IS you are IS cau~m~ your dearest fnends the deepest
worth. Be it as it may, the relations of general sorrow of thett hves. Wer~ you dead they would
phenomena are so in~rioate that although we may know that you were out of. misery, but to know every
decide on a standard of good, we cannot determin in day .that 1o~ are suffermg mentally and perh~ps
all cases what acts will promote this end. Therefore physically IS Simply madness. I cannot rest knowmg
there will be differences of opinion concerning these you are where you are and that I cannot help you.
actions so long sa man differ at all, and I propose I do not believe you can know how I suffered when
that each individual ought to judge for himself such I sa!' yo~ disappear through that door ~a~urdar,
acts as primarily affect himself and secondarily affect evenmg w1th that gang of low, dep~av~d cnmmals.
society ; and that the majority. should decide th~se
That these letters and others of Similar tone hav
acts that primarily affect socxety and secondtu"xly moved me deeply, that they hav brought my heart
affect the individual. My remedy for such acts as into my throat, so to speak, and caused unm~m;ly
injure the doer by his consent-the acts.of charity t~ars to flow, I.will not pretend to deny. But wh1!e
excepted-is to educate him eo far as practicable, that smcerely t~a~king all _:who hav thus spoke.n for their
he may see his own errors and avoid those of others. sympathetic mterest m my welfare, I w1sh to say
no~ lose any.sleep or
I do not, howeveJr, advocate the general education of very briefly in reply=. First,
those who are incorrigibly vicious.
rest beca~se you think me suffermg .P~YSICally or
Education is the acquirement of knowledge, and mentally, for such-except to a very l1m1te~ e~tent
knowledge is power. Power is as good or bad as -is not the case. True, there are ~any.pr.Ivationa,
the mind which directs it ; accidents excepted. A discomforts, annoyances, and chagrms mCident to
learned rascal can do more harm than an ignorant and inseparable from prison life tha~ are not usually
one · and the more his moral education exceeds his met with elsewhere, but I hav long smce learned that
mental and physical education, the better.
to "devour the chagrins of one's lot" is the true
A government is needed to fulfill the following philosophy of life. I do not mean to say that .I am
purposes : 1. To protect the liberties of each indi- able, by a single effort, to gulp down the chagrms of
vidual to the extent that these do not conflict with my lot and think no more of them. I mean rather
the rights of another one; or, in other words, to ~hat by my pers.istent effort ! am ge~erally able, as
restrain the liberties of anyone when these do con- m th~ present mstan~e, to nse super1~r to !flY surflict with the rights of another. 2. To sustain the roundings, and to enJOY the calm satisfaction and
sovereignty of the individual-the. feeble-min~ed peac~ of mind t~at is not bor?l of circumstan~e, and
excepted-regarding those actions which affect h1m- that IS largely, if not wholly, mdependent of Circumself directly and others indirectly, to susti\in the stance.
.
sovereignty of the minority in those matters that
Secondly, I wish to say in regard to making
mainlv affect its peculiar interests, and to sust&in pledges for the future in order to secure. r~lease
the so'vereignty of the majority in regulating those that while I cannot foresee what I may be willing to
affairs that affect humanity directly an~ the individ- do a year or two from now, for the present I must reual indirectly. This restrains aggression but it gretfully decline to comply with the w~ll-me~nt ~ro
guarantees to every individual the greatest liberty posal of my friend quoted above. While ~st1matmg
that can be enjoyed by each. 3. A government is freedom of the body at its full value. I pr1ze mental
needed to reform the erring. Let it protect these or intellectual freedom still more highly. If ever
persona, whose characters, like those of others, are these prison doors open to let me out I want .to walk
"the results of inherited temperaments and circum- forth a free man! Not hampered or handicapped
stances." Let them be reformed by kindness, and with embarrassing pledges or promises. Just now I
conceded every right and granted every iiberty that feel much as I suppose Emerson felt when he wrote :
is consistent with the welfare of society. 4:. To " Let it not be recorded in our own memories, that
facilitate the voluntary cooperation of its conatitu- in this moment of th~ eternity, when !Ve who were
ents for purposea of production, employment, educa- named by our names, flitted across the bght, we were
tion, and defense against a common enemy. Such a afraid of any fact, or disgraced the fair day by a pu·
government must be the government of the individ- sill&nimous preference of our bread to our freedom"
ual by tha individual in his personal issues, the gov- (vol. i, p. 158).
. .
.
ernment of the minority by itself in its peculiar
My single sheet is about full. I Wish, m ~losing,
issues, and the government of all by the majority in to return heartfelt thanks to all who hav wr1tte~ to
those issues that affect humanity at large.
me here, and to say to all who may intend to write:
This is a true democracy. Its benefits should be Please be careful what you write, if you do not wish
free to all. It is good because it restrains license; me to be deprived of the privilege of receiving letters
it is better because it sustains liberty; it is best from the outside; and to all who, whether writing or
because it does not govern. A law that forbids me not, believe that " thoughts are things" I would say,
to lift a ton would not govern me nor restrict my please send some of your best thoughts hitherward ;
liberties, for obvious reasons. The system I hav and for mottoes or targets upon which to focalize
suggested cannot govern those who concede to those hitherward thoughts, I suggest the following
others the rights they are entitled to themselvs; and words: Patience, endurance, self. control, cheerfulit becomes obsolete to all as fast as its restraints ness, hopefulness, aspiration, inspiration. Yours for
can be dispensed with. It is consistent with Nation- Truth, Right, an~ Justice,
Mosxs HARMAN.
alism, Socialism, Anarchy, Prohibition, Equal Rights,
and labor. It is a platform on which all these may
unite their strength and discard their differences.
Mr. Heywood's Trial.
What can you do to promote this end! I can do
From the Boston Herala, June 11th ana 12t1!.
nothing.
JULIAN MAROELLAS.
It was just 10:30 o'clock when the rustling of
Judge
Carpenter's long black silk robe was heard, as
Mr. Harman's Monthly Letter.
he emerged from the little retiring·room in the
KANsAS PENITENTIARY, FIFTH DrvrsroN, CELL No. 27,} UnitEd States district court this morning and took
'
SUNDAY, JUNE 1, 1890.
'
his seat behind the high, plain-looking desk, preparDEAR FRIENDS, RELATIVS, FELLOW-WORKERS, AND atory to beginning the second day's proceedings in
READERS ALL : My firet month of convict life having the case of the government against Ezra H. Heywood,
expired I am permitted to send you another friendly of Princeton, charged with sending obscene, lewd,
greeting. I am very glad to be able to report myself and corrupting documents through the mails.
well and in usual spirits. That is to aay, my health
Mr. Charles H. Howard was on the stand.
is no worse than it has been for several months past. He said he was a clerk in a Princeton store, and was
I am glad to be able to say that I hav found my sur- also a deputy postmaster in his little town. Saw
roundings thus far less annoying and more endurable Mr. Heywood at the post·office on the 28th of April,
than I expected to find them. For two weeks or when he brought a number of copies of the Word
more I hav been employed in the kitchen-officer's in a basket to be mailed. When Mr. Heywood
kitchen. . My work there is not hard, and the fare brought the papers in he said he wanted them to go
better adapted to the wants of chronic dyspepsia. that night. The next morning Mr. Heywood came
My chief cause of mentBl worry now is the knowledge around and wanted to know what Postmaster Gregof the fact that my friends and relativs are worrying ory had decided in regard to allowing his papers to
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be forwarded, and the witness said to him that the
papers had been declared unmailable.
John H. Barlo, a post.offi.ce inspector, identified
certain papers he had taken from the mail containing
the article complained of. District-Attorney Allen
rolled two big leather mail pouches in f~ont of the
witness and asked him to open them, wh1ch he proceeded to do. When the contents were dumped
upon the floor there w~ a variegated pyramid ?f
little packages, and the Inspector began to pull It
over and select the various issues of Mr. Heywood's
publication.
.
A great deal of the court's time was occupied by
the inspector's disintegration of the stock of papers
which came from the mail bags. When the papers
came into the possession of the inspector he had
them taken to the train and brought to Boston, where
they hav been ever since.
Lawyer Chamberlain thereupon :filed a number of
objections relating to the violation of certain. po~tal
r1ghts which ate guaranteed by the Constitution,
claiming that the seizure of the papers was unreasonable and unauthorized, and an invasion of the
sanctity of personal liberty. The motion was overruled, and counsel noted an exception.
Postmaster Gregory was recalled and identified
the superscription on a number of the mail packages
as being in the handwriting of Ml". Heywood.
Re·cross-examined : Mr. Heywood brought the
papers to the office and expected them to go out as
others had. The clerk made the entry of the weights.
Counsel Searle then read portions of the indictment, showing that a number of errors were contained in that instrument, and he proceeded to address the judge, claiming that the charge in the
indictment was not descriptiv of the offense. Counsel went on at great length in his comments on the
weakness of the government's case, as it had not
been ahown that the defendant was guilty of knowingly depositing in the mails matter which was
lewd, obscene, and lascivious, and Mr. Searle, therefore, asked that the judge instruct the jury to acquit
the defendant. He also made a point that the papers
were not, in fact, mailed, as no stamps had been
placed on the wrappers, while the law provides that
postage must be prepaid, unless otherwise provided
for.
In answer the district attorney went out for a
decision he had in his mind bearing on these points,
but he was- gone so long the court took a recess.
When court came in the district attorney's arms
were burdened with heavy legal volumes, and he proceeded to combat the point raised by Mr. Searle, in
that the indictment was defectiv because the names
contained in that instrument were not the same
as on the wrappers of the papers introduced
as a part of the evidence. The authorities
quoted very emphatically declared that the difference
in an initial was immaterial.
The judge in his reply said that the first count of
the indictment [the O'Neil letterl would be thrown
out, but that he should refuse to instruct the jury
in accordance with Lawyer Searle's request.
The lawyer then asked that the indictment be
read to the jury, but again the judge interposed his
objections.
Mr. Searle then took up a position immediately
in front of the twelve men good and true, and, with
his thumbs in the tops of his trousers pockets, proceeded to open the case for the defendant. He
placed himself in close touch with the jurymen by
alluding to their intellectual and pleasant faces, and
then proceeded to explain certain cabalistic figures
and letters which appeared on the first page of the
Word. "Y. L.," he said, meant "Year ot Love."
The two material questions presented by the case
were whether the defendant deposited any or all of
these packages in the United States mail, and whether
these documents were unmailable by reason of their
being obscepe, lewd, or lascivious. Mr. Searle then
read from the Word certain articles coming within
the indictment and relating to sex ethics. We shall
show, he said, that Mr. Heywood is a graduate from
one of our leading colleges, a journalist of long
standing, and a man of superior education. He has
been an advocate of certain reforms during hia life,
always taking advanced ground, and his character at
all times has been unimpeachable. The latter yea1·s
of his life hav been devoted to bringing about an improvement in the home, and to trying to make of it
paradise on earth, or as near that as can be accomplished.
The first witness called by the defense was Jerome
Manning, a lawyer, who at one time resided in Worcester. He had known Mr. Heywood upward of
twenty years, and his reputation was all right so far
as the witness knew.
Dr. E. C. Hebbard said he had known the defendant for twenty.five years, and that his reputation was
good. He had never, in fact, heard a word against
him.
Mrs. Heywood was next called to the witnessstand. A judicial storm gathered immediately after
Mr. Chamberlain's first question, which was : "What
were the circumstances which impelled you to write
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the article in qneation l" (This referred to one of the
When Mr. Allen had finished, Lawyer Ohamber" He said he held them in accordance with a deciextracts read by Mr. Searle in his opening.)
sion of the department."
lain made an unsuccessful attempt to get in a correc·
" Don't you know that you can get an opinion tion of some of the district attorney's statements,
The judge said: " The only thing for you to prove
is whether the matter complained of was not ob- before mailing whether or not certain matter is and Judge Oarpenter then charged the jury briefly.
At the close of the charge the long-expected colliscene." But this did not satisfy Mr. Obamberlain, who objectionable to the post-office authorities?"
" I never knew it until this trap was sprung sion between Lawyer Ohamberlain and the court ocwas conducting the direct examination, and be atcurred.
tempted to make Judge Carpenter recede from his on me."
The charge had apparently not been very satisposition.
The Boston Globe's Re:Port oJ the Lalit Dav.
factory to the lawyer, for he entered a long list of
"You don't seem to understand what the issue is,"
Ezra H. Heywood, the noted Princeton publisher, exceptions to certain statements in it, winding up
remarked the judge. "All this talk is totally irrelevant. The purpose of this man in sanding out these made his appearance at the United States district by excepting to the charge in toto.
court this morning for the tqird time this week,
Judge Oarpenter could hardly repress a smile as
papers bas nothing to do with this cause."
"If evidence of this nature is going to be excluded, accompanied by a brown straw hat, a rather volumi- he replied that he had not made the statements
nous umbrella, a regular library of papers and docu- alleged by the New Yorker, and said that the latter
we might as well hav no trial at all."
"I shall not allow .those questions. I am sorry to ments, and several members of his interesting family. must hav been suffering from mental introspection.
The somewhat exciting tilts between Lawyer
He took some of the exneptions under considerasay it in that way, but I am compelled to," replied
Ohamberlain,
one of his counsel, and Judge Oarpen- tion, however, and then the jury retired to deliberate.
the judge.
Mrs. Heywood here attempted to address the ter yesterday had lent a new spice to the case, and
Mr. Heywood's View of the Matter.
court, but the judge held up his hand in admonition, the poesibility of a renewal of the legal pyrotechnics
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
but be did not succeed in stopping the witness until to-day drew a new contingent of spectators, not a
be gave her an imperativ order to cease her remarks. few of whom were eq nipped with copies of the Some days ago I sent you newspaper reports of the
naughty Word, into whose depth they dipped with so-called "trial," which indicated somewhat of what
Judge Oarpenter added to his ruling that the stat- evident interest from time to time.
was said and done. With Nelson on the bench or
ute prohibits the sending of certain matter through
After a brief colloquy between Mr. Heywood and
the mails, and declares it to be equally bad to for- the court as to certain evidence furnished the jury any other impartial judge we could hav won the case
ward documents of an obscene character, whether bearing upon the defendant's past record, the latter easily. The lawyers, Messrs. Searle and Ohamberthey are designetl for the enlightenment or the de- addressed the court and read an interesting argu- lain, did everything possible, and I made the best
appeal I could to the jury in the two hours allowed
basement of the world.
ment in defense of his position from manuscript. me; but "conviction" was inevitable under the
Mr. Ohamberlain continued to insist upon intro- He first quoted from the amendments to the Oonsti- adverse pressure upon us. Facts against me in my
ducing the motiv for the publication, when the jud5e tution of the United States, and dwelt with some record in previous cases were admitted in evidence,
ordered him to take his seat.
emphasis upon the fact that this well-known instru- but no facts stating that, in all previous cases, the
"Of course, I must yield," said the attorney.
ment is popularly supposed to guarantee that an government yielded the issue ultimately, were al"What is Mr. Heywood's reputation as a man of accused person shall be confronted with his accusers. lowed in evidence or in my address to the jury. As
high moral principles!" asked .Mr. Ohamberlain.
He strongly contended that he had meant no to alleged "obscenity," we were not permitted to
"I object," said the district attorney.
harm-that there was not any such statutory offense compare the indicted matter with the Bible, "Oupid'a
The question was ruled out, and the defense noted as obscenity-it is more a physical than a mental dis- Yokes," "Leaves of Grass," "Illustrated Physiolan exception.
ease. In fact, so confident had the defendant been ogy," Trall's "Sexual Physiology," for instance, or
" From your association with Mr. Heywood, what that the purity of his motivs and the integrity of his with other scientific medical or literary works. The
can you say as to his sobriety and personal work needed no vindication at the hands of any articles in the indictment were not allowed to be
integrity ?"
intelligent tribunal, that he had at first thought of read to the jury, so that they did :oot know what
An objection was sustained and another exception declining legal assistance altogether.
matter was in consideration until after they retired
filed.
There was not the slightest attempt on the part of to their room. There was really no "public trial,"
" Do you practice the principles set forth in the Mr. Heywood to veil ~he words and terms he used, which the Oonstitution guarantees every accused
articles published in these papers, Mrs. Heywood 1" but he made them stand out in as forcible relief as a person.
Objected to, and a third exception recorded.
collection of ancient statuary under the blaze of an
No complainant, not even as "decoy," material" I would like to get something before the jury electric light.
ized; but "instructions from Washington," saying,
bearing on this phase of the. case," urged Mr. OhamJudge Oarpenter gave close attention, but indulged "Push Heywood," indicated, " bodied forth" the
in a judicial yawn occasionally, and District-Attorney plaintiff as John Wanamaker, alias Anthony Oomberlain.
But the judge was inexorable, and in despair Mr. Allen gazed intently at the orator's back, while Law- stock. Postmaster Deacon Gregory at Princeton is
Ohamberlaiu remarked: " That is the end of our yer Ohamberlain, doubtless ruminating upon the "ordered" from Washington, so he says, to require
case. That is all, Mrs. Heywood."
rather discouraging outcome of his little " circus " anyone representing our publishing business to
She was followed by Mr. Heywood, who tightly with the judge the day before, followed more or less deposit for mailing printed matter, before he will
grasped in his left hand a document which proved closely the drift of his client's argument.
say whether said matter is mlillable or not ; that is,
later to be a copy of certain decisions bearing on
As for Mrs. Heywood, who sat with one of her he requires one to commit an " offense" li&ble to ten
cases similar to the one he was int~rested in. He rather pretty children on her lap, her gaze never years' imprisonment, before he can know whether a
testified that he had been editor of tlie Word for the wandered from the face of her better half, and she given paper or book is mailable. Such is the t.rap
past eighteen years.
unconsciously nodded approval when her husband which has been set for us in the Princeton post-office
" To what purpose is the paper devoted !'' was declared that not enough attention is being paid to since April 15th, and the jaws of said trap there are
Mr. Ohamberlain'a question.
the teaching of physiology in our schools, and that if still wide open, hungry for victims. Deacon Gregory
The district attorney objected, and Mr. Ohamber- a bad book was published he wanted his children to pronounced May Word mailable, but " orders" from
lain, pressing his point, said he wished to show that read it, so that they could learn the harm that was Washington require us to reenter the Word news.:
the publication was devoted to the furtherance of a in it.
paper for re-registration. So May Wm·ds hav been
scientific aubjeet. The judge would not allow the
In reading certain extracts from copies of the held back three weeks on this last trick to " push
Word, Mr. Heywood asked the court if those papers Heywood." There is no law to justify this outrage,
witness to answer.
"Has there been a promiscuous circulation of your could go to the jury, so that they could see what the but it is done all the same. This base assault on
general tenor of the publication was.
paper?"
the rights of publishers and subscribers is imper"Only by decoys and spotters." .
"All the papers will go to the jury," replied the sonal; yet, plainly enough, it is the devout voice of
" Are you under indictment in the state court!"
court.
Jacob Wanamaker, but the crafty hand o.f Esau
Upon the judge ruling this question out, Mr.
Once or twice the judge was compelled to invite Oomstock. Among others coming to the front to
Ohamberlain remarked, sotto voce, "It seems to me Mr. Heywood to hew more closely to the line, and denounce the outrage is Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harthat this man is the victim of the moat rascally per- he obeyed with more alacrity than did his counsel vard Oollege, a reader of our publications, and from
home I hav hearty assurance of cooperativ effort to
secution ever coming under my notice."
yesterday.
"One more remark like that, Mr. Ohamberlain, and
Anthony Oomstock, as pictured from time to time help us assert free speech, now again savagely
I will rule you out of this case," said the judge, by the defendant, was a veritable monster and the assailed in my person.
Truly yours,
E. H. HEYWOOD.
natural enemy of all free and indE~pendent women in
calmly.
Witness went on to state that he had published the country, and more than once did htil figure promEoston, June 15th.
------~~.-------his paper eighteen years, and it was not his purpose inently in the orator's remarks.
IT appears then that Bayle should rather hav exReferring to the origin of ~he prosecution, Mr.
to run counter to the laws of the government. When
he learned from the postmaster of Princeton that his Heywood said that it was "undoubtedly the voice of amined whether Atheism 'Or fanaticism is the most
papers had been withheld he asked him the reason, the devout Wanamaker, but the hand of Oomstock," dangerous. Fanaticism is certainly a thousand
times the most to be dreaded ; for Atheism inspires
and he replied that it was because of the "Mother " that is responsible for it.
article; he believed it was the department's ruling
After speaking for about two hours Mr. Heywood no sanguinary passion, but fanaticism does. . . .
that the sentiment of the article was wrong and ob- closed with an eloquent peroration that would hav Let us suppose, with the author of the Oommentarium Rerum Gal.licarum, that ~e high· chancellor De
jectionable. Witness asked the postmaster how he done credit to many a brilliant lawyer.
l'Hopital was an Atheist : he made none but wise
was to know what mailable matter was until after he
A recess was then taken.
had submitted it to the office. He gave no satiafac·
When the court came in again, District-Attorney laws · he recommended only moderation and concord.
tory reply and refused to giv the papers back.
Frederick D. Allen got up and opened his argument The ~assacres of St. Bartholomew were committed
On cross-examination there were a number of tilts for the prosecution. Postmaster-General Wana- by fanatics. Hobbes passed .for an .Atheist ; y~t he
between the judge and counsel, and the lawyers maker, addressing his Philadelphia Sunday-school, led a life of innocence and qmet, while the fanat1cs of
were given much valuable advice as to the merits of could not hav talked more familiarly than did his time deluged England, Scotland, and Ireland
many of their interrogatories.
Mr. Allen to the jury, as, striding up and down with blood. Spinosa was not only an Atheist, ~e
"Did you direet that wrapper T" asked District- before them, he told them that this was not a taught Atheism : but assuredly he had no part l;ll
Attorney Allen of the witness, as be held up a sealed question of free speech or freedom of the press, but the juridical assassination of Barneveldt ; no~ was 1t
he who tore in pieces the two brothers De W1tt, and
copy of the Word.
a question of morals.
"I decline to answer," replied Mr. Heywood. "I
He told them where they must draw the line be- ate them off the gridiron. . . . . They w~o hav
am not called upon to incriminate myself."
tween liberty and license, and said that while a man maintained that a societv of Athe1sts may ex1st, hav
"Had you ever mailed your paper at any other has a perfect right to teach his children what he then been right; for it ~is laws that for~ society ;
place than Princeton 1"
pleases, that does not giv him the right to put these and these Atheists, being moreover philosophers,
"I decline to answer."
teachings in black and white and send them through may lead a very wise and very happy hfe under the
"Did you say anything to the postmaster about the mighty enginery of the mails to other people's shade of those laws. They will certainly liv in
society more easily th~n superstitious . fan~tics.
the papers going out the night you mailed them ?"
children.
"I don't remember that I did."
As to the copies of the Word that were detained People one town with EpiCurean~ such as S1momdes,
"Did you make inquiry the next morning if they by the post-office authorities, he claimed that they Protagoras Des Barreaux, Spmosa; and another
bad been dispatched 1"
were held in. accordance with law, and that there was with Jans~nists and Molinists-in which do you
"I did."
'
no personal animua Qr mslice wbfttev~r behiPil the think there will b€! tbe most quRrrela and tn:mults ?
11 Wbat was said in response i''
-Voltaire.
·
proseeutioJJ,
·
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~ommnnications~
}'ear of' Gods.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.-Bible.
The love of life, the instinct of self-preservation, is
an element or impulse of all sentient beings that bav
a consciousness of existence as physical organisms.
This is from necessity a condition of life; as much
so aa dimensions, attraction, and gravitation are
conditions of inorganic matter_ We cannot conceive
of matter as existing without these conditions, properties, or qualities. Neither can we conceive of organic life, high enough in the scale of being to- be
endowed with sensation and power to respond to
nervous stimuli, as existing wHbout this instinct of
self-preservation.
From this root or basic point common to sensuous
organized life, springs all moral and intellectual
consciousness; all the passions, impulses, and propensitiea. To :flee or shrink from whatever disturbs,
distresses, or threatens to destroy the life of the
creature, and to seek safety elsewhere, is as natural
to animated beings, is as much a condition of
their existence as light, heat, and moisture are a
part of, essential to, and inseparable frOlL vegetable
life, Ol' as the properties of inorganic matter are in·
separable from it.
We talk about thfl designs of God when we contemplate the system of nature and we say "he willed
to create things as they are," as though he or it were
arbitrary, and had a choice in dividintz creation into
inorganic, vegetable, and animal life, and subdividing into infinit variety the forms which this life
should take. We are generally too blind, indolent,
or superstitious to look into the secrets of nature,
which are entirely within the reach of our vision, and
see that matter could not exist under the circumstances in any other way than that in which we find
it-that it is no more within the scope or functions
of God's power to change it than it is within our
own. Light, heat, iUi.d moisture, or their conservation in more subtil forms or forces, hav produced
all the degrees and qualities of life found in the
habitable earth.
All are the product of fixed laws and principles
inherent in matter, and no arbitrary or capricious
will of God can change them. The instincts of animala and man are as much the product of these
forces acting on the nervous system as are the physical forms of life. It is all evolution and progression. By 8 gradual process, change, advancement
from the lower to the higher, is ever proceeding.
Eich generation transmits its acquisitions or increased cap!wities to the next. This may not be
generally observed or believed, yet it has been
proved and demonstrated to be a fact.
Many animals through this process hav become
endowed with a high degree of sagacity and power
of selfcpreservation.
Man stands at the bead of animated beings in this
cerebral or intellectual development.
As there are grades of life among animals, so there
are grades of liie among men. As the species multiplied, some were necessarily crowded out of the
best environment and obliged to find quarters in
inferior localities, where climate, food, and surroundings were less auspicious, and their development was
thus partially arrested. These unfortunates are
still remaining in a state of savagery or barbarism.
In other instances multiplication has exceeded the
supplies of life so far as to stint and starve the
masses, so as to suppress or retard mental or moral
growth and prevent progress. Some of the older
populations remain in this condition.
Even in intelligent communities there are causes
operating often to keep a large proportion of the
people in a low and feeble state of moral and mental
development. Hereditary habits and restricted
opportunities seem to fasten themselvs on families
cl.sna, and localities, with a tenacity that it is ofte~
difficult to break up or reform. If any portion of
soei~ty remains in this ~ondition, it operates as a
contmual drawback on the prosperity of the more
fortunate_ They add to the burdens of the selfsupporting and tend to keep society more barbaric
b~ ~be debasing influence of their ignorance, superstitlOn, and attachment to their inherited lower
thon~hts and modes of living. The religious views
of this class react largely on society.
Tbe more enlightened and progressiv classes are
tethered to them and are kept back in the work of
progress and mental freedom. "Evil communicationa corrupt good manners and geod morals."
The upright in motiv lose their integrity by min~ling with and ~~apting their thoughts and teachmgs to the cond1t10n of the immoral, ignorant and
auperatitioua.
' .
We may not be co~scioua of it, but the virus of·
t.~e vul~ar secret.ly ~Oisona the channels of all moral
lire, an~ keep~ alive In th~ public mind many of the
~arbarw sentxments! ~~t1vs, and instincts that balOnged to more primitlv ages. Among these are
f~a~ and the ~~we a~d veneration that hav grown out
o, It. ,E'l:lo . wu<l, 1f_ they '!'ere onoa useful, are now
a:nong ~he gref!~e~;, .;,np<Jdunents to progress.

Until they are eliminated from the body politic,
our progress must be extremely slow.
After animals had advanced so far as to become
endowed with the special senses, perhaps there was
no one impersonal phenomenon that so affected the
higher order of life with fear and learned it to shrink
from dQnger, as the thunder storm. Earthquakes,
violent winds, and floods of rain would each startle
.the emotion, and prompt the animal to seek shelter
from the threatening danger. With these accompanied with brilliant or lurid :flashes of lightning and
sharp, terrific explosions of thundtJr, affecting the
three senses of sight, sound, and feeling so forcibly,
the animal could not fail to be impressed painfully,
and ita sense of fear aroused to activity in making
efforts to escape from the causes producing the
shock on ita nervous system. In certain stages of
animal life, fear baa been an indispensable auxiliary
to advance its development and to save it frPm destruction. It has had much to do in originating and
evolving the moral sense in man. His feeble reasoning powers were early excited into activity by the
thunder storm. Awed by its presence, he wanted to
account for it. His first impulses at explanation
prompted him to ascribe it to a personality residing
in the heavens.
An impalpable, invisible, but mighty personality,
the creator of matter and of man, was traveling in, or
by his omnipresence was occupying, different parts of
the heavem, manifesting his power in a threatening
way to awe and humble man into submission, or
otherwise he was in danger of feeling his vengeance.
It was from this prompting fear, and this kind of
reasoning, that the moral and religious emotions had
their beginning and hav gradually grown into such a
mighty force in controling human society. Every
child born, that liva to adult life, must go through
the same emotional and mental processes t.hat were
incident to the earlier stages of the race. The
example of the parent or of older companions, with
their explanations, lead the child into the mental
and moral path of its ancestors.
·
The terrific being who rides in the thunder storm
h1,mnta the imagination and impresses with awe.
Men are taught that the "fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom ;" that "to fear God and
keep his commandments is the whole duty of man."
Lessons that originated in a state of semi-barbarism
are strenuously pressed upon us as. the ultimatum of
divine truth and of unimpeachable authority. Appeals to fear as a mllana of restraint are characteristic lessons of the Hebrew scriptures. The period to
which they refer and purport to be a history of was one
in which man was governed more through fear than
from any higher or better motiv. Fear makes the
savage a natural coward and cruel to the enemy he
has in his power. Cowardice and cruelty go
together.
The savage reverences the chief that is in power.
He reverences and stands aghast before power
everywhere. This sense of reverence keeps him in
subjection. It paral;vzea his energies, suppresses
his ambition, prevents aspiration; it cows, and intimidates from enlightenment. Fear and reverence
are elements of savage life, and wherever they prevail man is in bondage, a victim to their low impulses, and is afraid of the light, the intelligence,
that might tend to diecredit or destroy his faith in
thflm.
Wherever we find fear and reverence they are
to·o often accompauied by meanness, intolerance, and
injustice. "There is no fear in love; but perfect
love casteth out fear: because fear hath torment."
"He that feareth is not made perfect in love." Fear
and reverence unmans, prostrates, subjugates, and
retards man's progress from barbarism.
In religious associations and communities these
fearing, reverent Christians, with all their profeasiona of piety, are the most serious and stubborn
obstacles to intellectual growth that society has to
contend with. They believe in a religion of fear and
not in one of light. They believe in subserviency
and submission, and not in intelligent independence.
They believe in placating the unseen powers and
surrendering to them, rather than in unmasking
them of their terrors, their threatened severe treatment of those who do not properly reverence and
obey them. In their estimation it is a. greater virtue
to submit with superstitious awe to the restrictions
imposed by a blind reverence for the ignorance and
barbarisms of the past, and suffer the evils it entails,
and call them a visitation from God, than to fearleasly and irreverently subject the whole theory and
system of faith founded on it to the severest tests,
in order to get at the truth. These reverent, fearing believers end worshipers will oppose and stifle
any inquiry, if they can, that might expose the fallacy and weakness of their cherished delusion.
They profess to be fri6nds of education, (Jf intelligence and culture, but they frown upon and forbid, as far as they can, their us.es in exploding and
dissipating the mists and mockeries of ancient error,
because they cherish them as precious, both from
their antiquity and for the affection they hav acquired
for them. Such is the weakness d humt~,n beings
tb+ ~!:i:J d:::s, fr:r:n:-n~!e:l w:tb n bh::.d rev?~enoe for
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theories and beliefs and by their effect on their feelings, is put forward to lead and giv direction to the
thoughts of the young.
Fear of men, reverence for institutions, opinions,
and usages, moral cowardice, are the bane and scandal of society. Evils and follies continue among us
unchallenged, yet meekly tolerated and countenanced,
lest in opposing them some one might be offended>
displeased, or some prejudices or feelin·ga be
wounded. Yes, most of us are afraid to tell the
truth and be honest. If we bav a judgment or opinion we are afraid to reveal it if it should be
unwelcome to those in authority, out of a reverence
for their positions, and a fear of a reaction against
our own prospects.
We expose ourseh I! to deserved ridicule and contempt, and curtail our usefulness, by our cowardice,
the product of o-ar fear and reverence. We stand
spar~ and keep our thoughts from one another, and
let things drift, or ba managed and mangled by the
bigoted, the incompetent, and vicious, because our
superstitious terrors hav deprived us of the proper
courage.
We fall in with the forms and follies we hav inherited, rather than allow ourselvs the right to doubt
or to test them by the light of truth, for fear of the
feelings of some one being disturbed. We speak of
our principles and convictions, but we know tbem
only by name, and carry them out in routine perf"rmancea, with obsequious precision, according to
our traditions.
The few look upon the masses as their followers,
and the many look to the few as their leaders. The
habit of reverent submission has stifled and forbidden, has obviated the necessity and suppressed the
ambition or aspiration for, independent thought or
inquiry.
Reverence and fear quench t.he vigorous life and
true intellectual courage of the mind, and reduce
the individual to a state of acquiescent dependence
on the will of otherB.
Because the world was governed by fear during
the dark and dreary centuries of the past, when
human beings were in a state of barbarism, when the
passions and emotions were strong, and furnished
the chief motive which appeals could be made to and·
control exercised by, it does not follow that it must
always continue so. If the childhood of the race requires the treatment of the individual child, it does
not follow that either the race or the individual
should always remain in its infantil or adolescent
state. Paul said he put away his childish things
when he became a man.
It is just as essential and indispensable that an
adult, cultivated, intelligent society should put away
all these ancient, childish lessons and practices, as it
is that the adult, intelligent man should do so. We
never can become what we should and what it is our
right to be, while we teach or countenance the barbarian precepts and proverbs of our benighted and
enslaved ancestors. They do not belong to us, and
they are a burden, a gloom, an overshadowing and
oppress~v nightmare to all who giv them credence or
heed them. We are told that "love is the fulfilling
of the law." "God is love," so we hav no longer any
occasion for fear even in our religion, or the law by
which we are governed, and if we will remain so
stupid, so enslaved and degraded, by the superstitions of the past as to giv any countenance to the
faith and lessons of barbarism, we deserve the ignominy and infamy we are entitled to and fairly earn.
Philadelphia, June, 1890_
T. E. LoNosrronE.

.Mr. J. B. Holgate and His 'l'rue Theology.
A few weeka ago a Liberal friend of mine forwarded to my address a pamphlet written by Jerome
B. Holgate and entitled, "The True Theology," asking me to review the same. Having been informed
that copies of "The True Theology" hav been distributed or sold all over the Union and are therefore
likely to be handed to Freethinkers by zealous Christian friends, I thought that the following criticism
of mine might perhaps pr<Jve useful.
According to the title of Mr. Holgate's pamphlet
his "true theology" is capable of "harmonizing revelation, reason, acience, the evolutions of history,
and furnishing a basis for a common faith." To giv
his readers an idea of his vast stores of information
and his varied knowledge, he at :first proceeds to giv
a short synopsis of ancient religions-a synopsis full
of misrepresentations_ He says that all religions
are developed out of one common .religion which prevailed on the great plateau in upper Asia, the inhabitants of which originally worshiped a supreme
being, and another being, a god of evil, who was
subordinate to the former. I am at a loss to know
where the writer, who is very careful not to mention
the authorities for his extrao1·dinary statements,
received this surprising information. We do not
know where etood the cradle d the human familyboth tropic and arctic regions hav been assigned-but
we do not know, judging from now living savage
tl'il:>es, that primitiv man could not hn.v possessed
words for low genm:alities and abstractionfl, hence
still less for an ide& like supreme being, which combines h:~h cn~r:.:l:ty with highest abstractness.
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Thousands of years must hav rolled by before man a Zeus and a Hera, and in the person of the former and soon will resound the herald's cry, King Jehovah
reached that point of mental development, and if Mr. we hav a triple personage: 1. The Zeu-os, Zeus is dead ! King Man he livs !
G. N.
Holgate had consulted the early hymns of Rig Veda Pater (Vedic Dyaus Pitar), the Zeus to whom the
Forestport, N. Y.
in place of the latter ones. he would hav perceived people prayed, the one only God. 2. The Zeus of
------~~.-~---that his supreme being, Varuna, is none but the the Olympian hierarchy, unjust, pleasure-loving,
The Wettstein Challenge.
heaven which covers Prethivi (earth) and hence iden- changeable, and impure. 3. The Zeus of the visible
The readers of Mr. Wettstein's challenge to
tical with the Greek's Ouranus, who originally was heaven, the Zeus to whom the Athenians prayed when mediums in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 31st were no
termed koilon (vault, hollow), a term retained in the they said : " 0 dear Zeus, rain thou on the fields of doubt impressed at first with the idea that. they were
Latin ·c03lum. Later in time Varuna becomes an the Athenians and on the plains." The spiritual. the to receive some light on the much-discussed subject
unseen almighty being, a father of men, but even Olympian (of early poetry), and the physical Zeus of slate-writing by disembodied spirits. But as they
then there is nothing spiritual or moral in his battles never we~e entirely separated. Like the Christian continued to read his article in connection with his
with Vitra, the demon of darkness, whose name is trinity, they remained, to some extent at least, " One challenge, they must hav concluded otherwise. For
built up on the same root as Varuna. It is simply a God as trinity and trinity in unity."
he demonstrates that he is a coward, afraid of that
battle of physical for~es.
Mr. Holgate believes in the garden of Eden myth; which he claims does not exist ; that he would not
Next Mr. Holgate informs us that this "high hence also in a live, activ Satan ; in one with hoof, trust himself, the four witnesses of his own selecGod," Varuna, was revealed to the Hebrews under tail, and sting. And to make his own harmonizing tion, or the entire populace. He says he will accept
the name Jehovah-Ja or Je (Lord), ho or hoa (high), scheme work, he does not giv even "the devil his due." a message that is written under his direction, as to
veh or vah (unborn, unchangeable, eternal). Not He states that the Hindoos called their gods devas, conditions, as coming from spirits, and adds : " This
being the owner of a dictionary of Vedic Sanscrit, and Siva (the destroyer and generator) was called simple test can be made by any witnessing the pheI cannot at present state whether the interpretation Maha· Deva (great, strong god) ; that the Persians nomena, proving conclusivly that what they behold
of the word Jehovah-allowing this to be a Sanscrit and Hebrews added the suffix ill or il, Deva-il, which on the slates is ail illusion, unless produced by trickderivation composed of three roots-is true, but I has become our devil. In this particular instance ery." He tells us in very plain terms that if the fact
may suggest that great care should be taken in the Mr. Holgate gets mixed up in ante-Vedic, Vedic, and be proved by his own rules and conditions he
translation of Sanscrit, which as a language is even newer Hindoo theology. The Vedic dark spirit is will crawl out of accepting the proof by claiming it
more flexible than the text of the Bible when inter- Vitra; not Siva or Maha·Deva, and the conflict be- to be trickery. And he imagine that the world will
preted by ecclesiastics to harmonize revelation and tween him and Indra is of purely physical significance. be convinced if he pays his hundred dollars and
science. There are twenty-one Vedic names for It was the Persians who introduced a spiritual mean- states the result. "A word to the wise" (especially
earth, and the word arha, for instance, can mean ray, ing ; they named the evil spirit Ahriman or Angro- the self-styled wise) should be sufficient. Mr. Wettsun, hymn, food, learned man, copper, etc.
Mainyus, and made him the leader of the devas, who, stein does not hav to put up one hundred, no, not
Letting Sanscrit alone, we will turn to Egyptian, from being the bright gods of the air in Vedic theol- even one dollar, to find ont whether there are disand we find here that the name Jehovah was known ogy, become malignant, deceitful beings in Zoroas- embodied spirits or not ; the exercise of his reason,
to the inhabitants of the Nile valley, who called it trian theology. The word devil, which contains the if carefully and jndioiously used, so that it will hold
Y-ha-ho or Y-ar-weh (Lord), and it was probably same root as the Latin divus, djavis, and the Teu- out, will prove the fact beyond any question of doubt.
known to the worshipers of Serapis, who called it J. tonic words demon, djcevel, dj6jul, diuval, and djew- Every human organism is sufficiently mediumistic to
ha-ho. In Ex. H, Jehovah styles himself " I am ful, is like those derived from the Sanscrit deva. demonstrate the fact of the existence of disembodied
that I am," and this Hebrew " I am" is exactly The Hebrew Satan, or Shaytan, is equivalent to the spirits.
identical with the "I am" found in the Egyptian Egyptian Pi-Tan; but the·t in the Hebrew Shaytan
It is not necessary to go to others for proof. The
name for God, "Nuk-Pa-Nuk" (I am that I am). is a teth, not a tau. Here the syllable tan is in no subject, however, is one requiring caution and good
As for the name E: Shaddai, this too corresponds to way related to Tan or Tanin, translated variously as judgment in pursuing an investigation ; it is not a
an Egyptian name, to Nut&r Nutra, and signifies whale, dragon, serpent. The serpent when used as subj eat to approach with " fear and trembling;" the
" the mighty one," "the terrible one."
a symbol signifies health and immortality; never, as seance room ia no place for a coward, a wise man
Like the surrounding nations, the Jews worshiped Mr. Holgate indics.tes, dominion, power, or suprem- (that is, a man that knows it all before he knows
for a long time a plurality of gods, a fact indicated acy of mind over matter.
anything), or a fool. It is necessary to be willing to
by the name Jehovah Elohim (Lord of gods), but
Yet the knowledge of Mr. Holgate in mythology learn in order to learn. The subject is one that
this word Elohim is likewise applied to ghosts, kings, is equaled if not surpassed by that·in psychology, deals with humanity, in and out of the mortal form,
judges; in fact, to persons and things that are high which is of the revealed kind, with an immortal soul and we find there are spirits in the flesh that are far
or great. And the same is the case with the wordfl and special divine interferences as supplements.
above many of those who hav passed out both menAdonai (Lord) and El Shaddai, which also are apSaye Mr. Holgate, "Human nature is made up of tally and morally, and as the tendency is in human
desires, understanding, reason, and judgment," and nature for those that are corrupt and degraded to
plied to natural as well as supernatural beings.
It was, says Mr. Holgate, this Jehovah, or El then he goes on, giving us as examples the duck and want others brought down to their level, it requires
Shaddai, who through the agencies of angels made a the chicken. He furnishes. no rational explanation caution lest the searcher after proof be led astray by
revelation to Moses on Mount Sinai. "This revela- of any mental phenomena. Thus, speaking of those evil spirits, designated by many, on account of
tion was a historical event, as much so as was our instinct, he says, "It is the guidance of an inscruta- the results that sometimes follow, as the devil.
Declaration of Independence, and there is nothing ble intelligence." In fact, his science is not even While we hav spirits in the flesh WQ can handle them,
like it in all other literature of the ancient world."
pseudo-science; it is but every-day ignorance in an tie them up as it were, but when they are liberated
I wish to state that here, as everywhere else where emotional dress and standing on a metaphysical from mortal environments, look out. They feed upon
Mr. Holgate poses as a religious scholar, he is v~ry base.
the misfortunes of the careless ones left behind.
much mistaken. It was not angels, but God himMr. Holgate may be a good and well-meaning The opposing influences are numerous on both sides,
self, who wrote the Commandments (compare Ex. man, but certainly he is no scholar. His acquaint- and must be guarded against. With the amount of
xx), and ancient literature does contain some- ance with the different sciences equals that of Moses literature published to day, giving full explanations
thing very much like the famous Ten Commandments with geology. The way he has studied history and of the different methods of proving the most stu-which we, by the way, do not possess in their sociology can be imagined when I state that he pendous fact of our lives, it is amusing to see so
original form. For the present form of the Com- attributes all individual, social, and political evils, many people paying their money to others for proof.
mandments I refer the reader to EL xx; originally destruction of monarchies and democracies, to the And all because they are afraid of spirits which they
they probably ran as follows: "I, Yahweh, am violation of God's law (the revelation of Mt. Sinai). know do not exist. Mr. Wettstein thinks that to
your God. W orahip no other . gods b~Rides me. If he during his twentycfive years' study had used a ignore his challenge would be admitt_ing fraud by
Make no image of a god. Comm1t no pefJ ury. Re- pair of common-sense glasses instead of a Bible Spiritualists. Everyone knows there 1s fraud pracmember to keep holy the Sabbath day. Honor your telescope, he would hav known that human society ticed in the name of Spiritualism, and the " :fish"
father and your mother. Commit no murder. Break is a growth, not an article manufactured; that every that are. caught by such frauds are generally the
not the marriage vow. S~eal not. Bear no false radical change in political geography is caused by a self-styled "knowing ones" and cowards. The seawitness. Covet not" (Dr. Oort in" Bible for Learn- disregard of the relationship of strategy to politics; son in Marengo is unquestionably open for one of
that every internal revolution has been the resuit of those fisher mediums, and if they read Mr. Wetters," vol. i, p. 18).
Better than these are the ten commandments of political equality existing side by side with econom- stein's challenge some of them will no doubt board a
Buddha: 1. Not to kill. 2. Not to steal. 3. To ical in€quality. It was this that destroyed the Gre- whaler and sail thither.
F. E. ORMSBY.
be chaste. 4. Not to bear false witness. 5. Not to cian democracy and killed ancient Rome. "Salifun.
Chicago.
lie. 6. Not to swear. 7. To avoid impure words. dia perdidere Italiam," says Pliny. Furthermore,
SEEING that man is essentially a social being, and
8. To be disinterested. 9. Not to avenge one's self. it is neither the serf nor the baron, the slave nor the
10. Not to be superstitious. And compare then free, but it is the half-free, who raises the standard can withont society, either not exist at all or only in
Ex. xx, 5, with the words of Christna: "Even of rebellion. Crush a people to earth it will not the' rank of a predatory animal, it becomes easy to
they who worship other gods, worship me, although rebel, but let the oppression be so strong only that understand that his living in social communion with
they know it not" (Bhagavat· Gita, ix). Which god it permits the oppressed to comprehend the existence others must hav saddled him with duties of reciprocappears the "most high "-Jehovah, the Jew's and of a better condition, and revolution will come. The ity which in course of time developed into definit
Christian's god, or Christna, the god incarnate of pressure of the iron hand of Louis XIV. was toler- moral axioms. The beginnings of this are to be
ated, but the slightest touch of the gloved hand of found in family life, which in the sequel developed
the miserable, superstitious Hindoos? .
Louis
XVI. raised a storm that ended in the glorious into tribal and national life. Morality ia, therefore,
Centuries before Jehovah revealed h1s Ten Commuch older than religion, the latter being on~y a re_
mandments to Moses, he must, in t\ fit of forgetful- French Revolution.
I will not begin any analysis of the theological quirement of the individual, w~ile the f?rmer 1s a. reness-we know he is of a story-telling and changeful
disposition-hav whispered them in the ear of some part of the pamphlet. Every Freethinker knows quirement of society, and h_ad 1ts germ 1n th;e earhest
Egyptian priest, for in "The Ritual of the Dead," that the Bible can be quoted in support of any beginnings of social existence. ;r~us, 1t. stan_ds
or as the Egyptian title runs, "The Manifestation to scheme. The reason I hav dealt rather minutely to reason that morality cannot hav Ol'lgmated m rehgLight," we hav the very same ten commandments with Mr. Holgate's work is, that it is a fair specimen ion, but is entirely independent ~f it. It. ~~s ~ot
(Birch. Bunsen's Egypt, vol. v, pp. 253-6. Lenor- of the many writings which appear every year, of until a oomparativly recent per1od of clVlhzatiOn
which it is claimed that they can reconcile science that the two became connected with each other, an_d
mant : Manuel d'Histoire Ancienne, vol. i).
Mr. Holgate is right in asserting that there is and religion. No writing has ever yet appeared nor by no means to the advantage of the form~r.. For 1t
nothing like the revelation on Mount Sinai in all will ever appear that can accomplish this feat. Sci- may be averred without fea~ o~ contradw~wn ~hat
other literature of the ancient world, and well it is; ence and religion are as antagonistic as fire and religion is jnjurious to morahty,_m so far as 1t ass1_gns
one testimony of human cruelty and foolishness is water. The former deals with facts, the latter with to it an aim based upon egot1sm and self-seekm_g,
enough. And yet this " revelation" of cruelty and suppositions. If mankind is to be saved, it will be whereas pure morality finds, and ought to fin~, 1ts
foolishness does Mr. Holgate want the world to accept through the agency of science, not by an adherence reward in itself, so that it may subserv:_e the ob]e~ts
as basis for all social, moral, and politioal relations ! and obedience to the supposed commandments and of ·society at large and be at the same t1me a bl~s~mg
Spanking of the religion of the ancient Greeks, our will of a supposed God living somewhere in a sup- to the individual, as a member thereof. The or1gmal
author tells us that they" allotted the lower atmos- posed heaven. There is nothing above nature, and obJect of religious institutions was not, as has been
phere to Juno; the higher, the ether, to Jupiter; highest in nature stands man. We hav no use for a admirably shown by E. Bournouf in the history of
while Jehovah was placed in the spaces above these, god; in the intellectual world Jehovah is known to creeds to make moral or virtuous men, but merely to
that is, in the third heaven. Now, the Greeks did hav joined the company of other gods, and behold ! afford 'corroboration of the metaphysical or supernatno such thing. They had no Juno P.Oi.' Jupiter, but Man ascends the steps leading to the former's throne, ural theories invented by our ancestors.-B~whner.
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Finally, BO the account drawn from the mission- zon in the person of Jackson, the agent of the British
aries' letters goes on, the approach of the land party East African Company. He wrote to Mwanga on
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
was announced. It was attacked by Karema before Deaember 15hh, sending one of the company's 1lags,
Mwanga's
little army crossed to the mainland, and and saying that if the king accepted the 1lag and
E. M. MA.oDO!I'ALD, • •
Editor.
Kal"ema
had
rather the best of the fight. The next pltced himself under British protection, the company
0. :P. SoDBBY1
Business Manager.
day, however, the allies united on the mainland and would help him. Mwanga acaepted the 1lag. A
I'UBLIBBJID BY
THE :l.RU1.H SEEKER~ OO.MP..ANY. they sent word back that they were marching on the little later Dr. Peters of the German expedition also
capital for the final contest. Then the missionaries appeared on the scene. From this point our inforliS LAJ!'A.YE'l'TE PLA.OE, NEW YORK.
and Mwanga went up to the top of a hill on the mation is very meager, and is of the nature of post·
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT es.oo PER YEAR. island, where, through their glasses, they could wit- scripts to the missionary letters. We only know
ness a part of. the battle. The work of destruction that both Jackson and Peters, who had plenty of
.A.ddrea8 aU Vommunicationa to THB TRUTH BBBKBR
OOJLPANY. .M~ all Drafts, ~ks, Poat-o;ffla and ll:D- had begun, and they saw great clouds of smoke ria- gunpowder, contributed their aid to set Mwanga
1'1'688 Mon811 ONWrs payab~ to CH.A.RLBB P. BO.MBRB Y. ing to the west of Rubaga, the hill on which the again on the throne from which he had twice been
royal palace stood. The Christians had set fire to thrust, and that in the final fights Karema perished,
SATURDAY,
JUNE 21, 1890. hundreds of huts. Soon a great rattle of musketry leaving Mwanga the only claimant to the throne of
began. The big battle was in progress in a marsh Uganda.
SUBSCRIPl'ION BATES.
at the foot of Rubaga. The fight lasted several
So runs the story of the Christianizing of the land
Single subsenption in advance .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• fiJ 00 hours. Both armies were stubborn, but the Chris- of Uganda. It will be noticed doubtless that some
One subscriptioB. two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
6 00 tians finally drove the enemy before them. Night- things are more prominent in it than others-among
Two new subscribers •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
600 fall, however, prevented them from completing their them that gunpowder is more potent than Bibles,
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
600 victory. A fresh supply of ammunition was sent off and that the heathen equipped with guns were
to the Christians during the night, and they were stronger than the righteous armed only with spears;
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
700 ordered to make a general assault on the enemy's that the missionaries are good directors of a war of
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
position at d&J.break. Early next morning Karema's conquest and that they know how to obtain all the
remittance •••••••••: ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8 iO capital was stormed and taken, and he and his worldly emoluments naturally following their conOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 heathen forces, with their Arab allies, were hurrying quest. In return for his two or three thousand
north as fast as they could go, hotly pursued by the dollars' worth of ammunition Missionary Stokes
Any number over tlve at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
Christian army. The killed on both sides were esti- received so muoh ivory that three thousand porters
mated at about four hundred. Karema and his sol- were required to carry his wealth to t.he coast, whence
IN PRESS.
diers distanced their pursuers and took refuge on he could ship it to England and obtain the cash for
the borders of Unyoro. The Christian army returned it. The other missionaries hav all equally well
to Rubaga, where two days after the big fight Mwanga rewarded themselvs, and there is every prospect that
was taken to the mainland and on the shoulders of they and their descendants will never regret their
his soldiers borne to the capital, where he was missionary work among the heathen. The only
One Hundred and Eighty-five Pictorial Argu- saluted as king amid general jubilation. But lie cloud upon the horizon is the prospectiv difference
found that his old-time power had not been restored between the two eminently Christian nations of
ment§ Against the Church, and Nearly
to him. The Protestants and Catholics parceled out England and Germany as to which shall own the
the same Number of Pages
the
offices among them and filled all the positions, country the men of God hav obtained.
of Reading Matter.
high and low, without consulting Mwanga. This
We trust that the next appeal to the babies in the
:Price, $2 ; advance orders solicited.
made him very angry, but he could not help himself. Sunday-schools to giv their pennies to the poor
His royal mother also complained bitterly that she missionarif'B who carry the gospel to Africa will be
The Christianizing of the Land of Uganda. was not allowed to appoint even the petty officers in generously heeded. How worthy these laborers are
of their hire !
At last the land of Uganda is Christian and a her establishment.
The restoration of Mwanga occurred on Oct. 12,
Christian king reigns thereover, and Christian misProsecution of Freethought in Germany.
sionaries are free to extend their work of conversion last year. The government with its prime minister
In
our items of foreign news last week was menand trading. Gunpowder and New Testaments hav or katikoro, its cabinet of councillors, its army and
tioned
the suppression of the Humboldt Freethought
done their perfect work, and the principles of the civil list, was completely established, and peace would
Society
at Leipsic, S~xony. In the Freidenker we
Prince of Peace and the cartridge-makers now pre- seem to hav been secured on a fairly permanent basis
find
the
decree of suppression :
vail in that part of African heathendom. The way if Karema and his Arab friends had not been prowl"The
Freethought
society, 'Humboldt,' located in this
the spirit of the Christian God got poseeeaion of the ing around the northern frontier. The missionaries
city, which according to Section 5 of its by-laws proposes to
Uganda heathen is told in letters from the jubilant resumed their labors. Houses were built for them, teach ' a liberal conception of the universe ' as well as to
missionaries to their friends in London, and a corre- and their converts worked in their gardens and sup- maintain ' a resolute position in favor of total liberty of conspondent of the Sun of this city has sent them to his plied them with most of their food. The heathen science,' has since its founding, in October last, at its nuparty had been the under dog in the fight, and though merous meetings kept up a systematic course of teaching
journal.
The conversion occupied about six months of last it now hurrahed for Mwanga as loudly as anybody, and exhortations by which not alone its members but outsiders attending its meetings were enticed from the belief in
year. Durine that time Bibles and bullets were gen- it was not represented in the offices. The nativ God and the Christian church ; their religious feelings undererously distributed to the heathen, the proportion Christians of Uganda believe that to the victors be- mined and Christian institution& held up as objects of
being a few thousand bullets to one Bible. There long the spoils. The Roman Catholics and the Prot- laughter and c1ntempt; and Infidelity and immorality hn
had previously been trouble in the royal family of estants were equal sharers in the offices. They had been propagated. At the last meeting these aims of the
Uganda, and King Mwanga, whom the missionaries buried their grave differences and were united in face society were so plain that certain utterances of the speaker
came very near being included under the conception of
had converted, had been deposed by his heathen of the common dangers that were likely to menace criminal
blasphemy, and there is no doubt that the principal
brother Karema. Before he became a Christian them from the heathen party. Everybody seemed aim of the society is the pursuance of certain lines of thought
Mwanga had burnt a good many of his brethren at to be fairly contented except Mwanga. He com- and teaching; and since these, in accordance with Section
the stake, but this was forgiven him by the mission- plained that he was helpless and was king only in 20 of the laws for societies of Nov. 22, 1800, are to be classed
aries when he repented, and they began a war tore- name. He undoubtedly inclined toward the heathen a!! immoral actions, the society has been found guilty of un.
lawful proceedings. Therefore, in accordance with said law
instate him upon his throne, believing, says the Sun party, and tried to play off one party of Christians and
contents of the ministerial letter of March 10, 1878, the
correspondent, that if Mwanga again ruled they and against the other, so as to weaken them. The young meetings of the Humboldt Society are pt"ohibited.
their white friends would run the kingdom to suit rascal, who owed the fact to the Christians that he
"This prohibition shall take effect immediately, and all
themselvs and line their own pockets. So they de- was still a king, instead of a beggar, was showing objects which might serve to continue the society, as furnitermined, with the aid of the guns and ammunition himself in his true colors. Professing the Romish ture, cards of membership, et~., are confiscated."
supplied by the white trader, Mr. Stt>kes, who had faith, like Constantine, the first Christian emperor,
Now, we know what is immoral in Germany-" a
gone to the country five years before as a missionary, he still inclined to the heathen worship, and was not liberal conception of the universe," and a resolation
to drive King Karema, the brother of Mwanga, and prepared to giv up all the old p~aotices. He still ''to maintain total liberty of conscience "-and tbey
his Arab friends out of Uganda. They had plenty had many wives and wanted more.
are, besides, akip. to "criminal blasphemy." This
of opportunity to perfect their plans, for they were
Meanwhile the supply of gunpowder was running decree was issued by the police of the city, and the
all exiles from Uganda, having been driven out when very low and fresh kegs had not arrived. Suddenly Humboldt Society is no more. Commeuting upon
the Arabs and Karema came into power.
a storm burs~ from a nearly clear sky. Karema had the order the Freidenker says: "And this is the libBefore any of the exiles started for Uganda Stokes received a fresh supply of ammunition from the king erty of thought and speech existing in the country
had supplied the party west of the lake Victoria of Unyoro, and was footing back to Rubaga as fast of the ' thinking' people I How miserable must be
Nyanza with ammunition. The plan was that while as his army could travel to show that he was still the condition of a religion to protect whioh its supone force was marching up the west coast boss of the country. Couriers from the frontier porters are compelled to use such means I The
another party should cross in canoes and land on an brought the unwelcome news to the capital. There Freethinker seems to be as free as a bird in the.
island near their own home. Then the two parties, was great excitement and commotion. An army was atmosphere of thought, yet how far from it he really
who numbered over two thousand guns and as many sent forth under Christian generals to stay Karema's is I every word he utters against the church religion
more spearmen, were to attack the capital of the progress, but spears could do nothing against guns, is called a crime, yea, stamped as immoral!"
heathen king simultaneously and hav Mwanga at and they were defeated. Then Mwanga and his
In keeping with this inquisitorial act is the indicthand ready to take the throne as soon as Karema wives were packed over to the island again, and all ment for blasphemy of Karl Schulze, editor of the
had been driven out. The scheme worked to perfec- the Christians paddled over with them. Karema Nordhauser Volksblatt, for publishing an Easter
tion, and the remarkable circumstance that the made a triumphal progress to Rubaga, and set him- poem, in which, according to our Germ1111 Freeheathen king possessed no bo•t!f Breatl1ttiaed the self up in business again as king.
thought exchanges, there is no blasphemy whatever I

The freethinkers' Pictoriat Text-~oot.

01\lH 9t tbe ObristiaDs,

Just tbell " friend in 11eed loomed above the bori- Siuoe tbe death of Frederick III., wbo was known
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to be a Freethinker, the church has found the state
ready to carry out its wishes. The present kaiser is
a very pious" war-lord," ready to pray and fight, and
to make a consummate fool of himself. So it has
come that in Germany, where there are thous~nds of
Freethinkers, and a Freethought party in the Reichstag, more · prosecutions for bla11phemy are begun than in countries where Freethinkers are comparativly scarce. The Freethinkers there should
wake up!

Indians Under Church Influence !
The unwisdom of parceling the Indians out to the
sects to be cared for has received no stronger illustration than the present difficulty on the Keshena
reservation in Wisconsin. The trouble is over a
contemplated change of agents; the Indians, under
the influence of the preachers, refusing to accept
Mr. Kelsey in place of Mr. Jennings.
From authentic sources reports bav been received
from the reservation which clearly show that the underlying cause of this refusal to recognize Mr. Kelsey
is religious differencas. The reservation bas been
for years in charge of the Episcopal and Methodist
churches, the Roman Catholics having charge of the
other Wisconsin reservation. During the past few
years the Catholics hav been trying to get a foothold
in Keshena, and hav been assisted by Agent J ennings, who is a member of that church. Bishop
Grafton, of the Episcopal church, in whose diocese
the reservation is situated, in a recent circular asking
for money for new buildings makes the following
charges:
" During the past few years the United States Indian
agent has been a Romanist and zealous partisan for his
church. In making my first visit about a year ago I found
that he had appointed the same day for making certain payments to the tribe which compelled a number of the young
men to be away, and as the missionary informed me prevented their confirmation. A number of Indians desiring to
send their children to Indian schools at Randolph and Carlisle were told by the agent that he cnuld put them, free of
expense, in as good schools off the reservation.
"On the death of Mr. Goodenough, an Episcopal mission.
ary, a Roman mission was established on the confines of the
reservation and a priest began to visit among the Indians.
Certificates of membership to a Rom!\n society, filled out
with the names of our prominent church-members and acknowledging the payment of dues by them, were anonymously sent about. The Roman authorities petitioned the
government to giv them a grant of land, and thus allow
them to enter the reservation and erect a church. They
tried to enlist the sympathies of the Indians by promising
them schools and sisters. Forty.three men, women, and
children were induced to sign a petition to the government
asking for the Roman church.
" It is obvious that an agent who has the power of appointing various officers and making donations of farming
implements, putting children in schools, etc., can exert a
very persuasiv influence upon the timid and needy. The
government directed the agent to call the tribe together in
council to see whether land and permission should be given
to the Catholics. The agent called tlie council, not in the
accustomed place, the cotmcfl house, but at one which on
account of the spring floods was inaccessible to many. An
official sympathizer was sent to notify those supposed to be
in favor of the Catholics. But in the official notice sent to
be read in our church the purpose of the meeting was not
stated, consequently there was a small attendance. Thirtynine, however, are known to hav voted against it. It is
claimed that sixty were in favor of it, but this is very doubtful, as a number of names were put to the petition who were
not present, and others say that they signed through threats
and promises. The real mind of the tribe was shown on a
subsequent occasion when, the matter being put to vote,
one hundred and thirty-four men voted that they did not
desire the Roman church, and the forty declined to vote.
" It is this same influence that is in a great measure responsible for the conaition of affairs at present. The Catholics want Jennings retained, and are said to be secretly
egging the Indians on to create such a row as will, it is
hoped, lead to his return."

People who are best acquainted with matters on
the reservation predict trouble when Mr. Kelsey
takes the management of affairs, and the secretary
of war has ordered troops to be in readiness to go to
the reservation.
There is no need of saying anything further. Religious sects always hav and always willfight among
themselvs and get others into trouble. They are
thoroughly selfish, caring more for their own aggrandizement than for anything else, and natural consequences follow their acts. It costs very little to
educate an Indian su:fficiently to become a good
Christian, and the government pays the sects well
for their efforts. B11t the sects return the favor by
attempting to deprive the government of all power
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Indians when the government takes them away from is not one of these ministers who does not know. that the
Lord cannot brand their foreheads with a scarlet letter; they
the churches, and educates them itself.

hav no faith at all in miracles, and their hats would remain
under their seats, unless some of the ministers thought they
could make a raise on them at the sign of the three golden
From the report of Mr. Heywood's trial in the balls. The Methodists are not afraid of the Lord ; but they
United States district court, reprinted on another keep a sharp lookout for fear their wives may catch them.

Mr. Heywood Convicted by One Court.

page, from the Boston papers, our readers will get a
good idea of the way he was convicted as per schedule made by Wanamaker. Judge Carpenter seems
to be a very rough tool to carry out even such
tyrannical purposes. The judge's charge, which we
will print next week, left the jury little room for discretion, and they returned the verdict of guilty after
being out but a few minutes. The O'Neil letter was
removed from their consideration on a technicality
of law, and conviction was had on the-Word of April,
1889, and March, 1890. It is a curious fact that the
articles complained of in these numbers were both
written by women-the e!U"lier one by Mrs. Heywood;
the latter by an anonymous " Mother "-and neither
one of them should ever hav bqen printed.
After his conviction Mr. Heywood moved for a"new
trial, and the motion will be considered at Judge
Carpenter's convenience. Meanwhile, the defendant
is on trial in the state court for practically the same
offense for committing which he has been convicted
in the United States court. His bail bond is $1,000,
and his trial occuri.l as this issue of THE TnuTa SEEKEB
is being distributed to its subscribers.
One significant thing developed in the United
States trial is the power the post-office department
has assumed. Wanamaker's tool, Deacon Gregory,
laid it down as law that publishers of papers could
and should send proofs of their publications to the
department for decision as to their mailability. This
is precisely the censorship long established in Russia,
and it is a new departure for our government to copy
the rules of that despotic administration. We do not
believe that Wanamaker can find any law for this
ruling. Postmaster& are allowed to examin secondclass mail matter to see that the postal revenue is
not being defrauded, but there is nowhere statutory
power to pass upon the morality of the printed
papers. That must be decided by the courts. A
postmaster cannot be a jury all by himself, and every
man has the constitutional right to a jury trial before being condemned as a criminal. This Presbyterian censorship is a thousand times more danger-ous to the welfare of the people than all the obscenity
Mr. Heywood will print.
Mr. Heywood and his friends will fight both the
United. States and the state cases to the limit allowed
by law, and the end is not yet.

A. Sample Christian.
Raising hogs and pr~Actioing Cllristianity does not
seem to improve the temper of Mr. John P. Trautman,of Hamilton, Butler county, 0., if we may jadge
by the following communication :
"COMBINATION HERD OF POLAND-CHINA HOGS.
"JoHN P. TRAUTMAN, HA.MILTON, 0., l p
. t
"JoHN R. VINNBDGB & SoN, HoP.s:, l:ND.,} roprle ors.
"HAMILTON, 0., May 15,1890.

" .MR. E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SKKKRB :
"I Received a Sample Copy of your paper a few days ago.
But hav no use for any such journal. and think it is a disgrace to our government that the Publication of such a paper
is carried on under its jurisdiction. I think it is time to put
a stop to all such work if we Expect or wish Peace and prosperity to crown our land Brother stop. think. and Reform
your ways Before to late.
JoHN P. TRAUTMAN."

We sympathize with our Christian friend, but unless the combination between Senator Blair, Frances
Willard's Women's Christian Temperance Union, the
Sabbath Union, the National Reform Association,
and Reformed Presbyterians, succeeds in getting the
national and state legislation it is after we do not see
how THE TnuTa SEEKER can be stopped.
What a delightful country this would be if all the
people were hog-raising John P. Trautmans!

Editorial Notes.

A BAPTIST clergyman of Maine has risen to implore his
brethren to be no longer idiots, but to become men and pay
their poll tax. He says that it is quite common for towns to
exempt clergymen from the payment of a poll tax, and inasmuch as the statute imposes the tax on all excepting
" paupers and idiots," he does not think the courtesy of exemption complimentary to the craft.
IT is generally known that the Protestant pietists of
Canada are pretty pious, but the following card in the Montreal Daily Witness is unique, in its depth of superstition,
even for them :

..............................................................................
CALL TO PRA.YER.
• In view of the approaohinll" eleohons all members of the
: Woman's Ohristian TemPerance Union of the province of
: Qnebeo are requested to observe Tuesday, June lOth, aa a day
: of SQ!loial Prayer, asking :
: . 1. That voters may be wisely guided in their choice of candi: dates.
:• 2. That those who are elected may be true to their Promises
: of supporting any prohibitory Dl.easure that may be brought
: before the House.
: 8. That the time may soon come when the sale of liqnor shall
: be no longer under the protection of law.
:
ELIZABETH MIDDLEToN, Bon. Pr.. sident.
ELLEN G. FosTER· Prest. D:>m. W. C. T. U.
:
ldABY E. flANDEBSON, Prest. Qaebec Prov. W. C. T. U.
J. E. Do"l'GALL, Prov. Supt. Special Calls to Prayer.
Montreal, May 29, 18UO.

:
:
·
:
:
:
.
:
:
·
:
•
:
:
·

..............................................................................:

We hav not learned whether the L:>rd .helped the" superintendent of special calls to prayer" and his friends or not.
In the same issue of the same journal there is a letter to the
editor from a minister which for pharisaical self-righteousness and general religious insolen'le 'is also unique. The
writer says : " I notice in the report of the visit of the duke
and duchess of Connaught to Niagara Falls that they hav
taken liberties with the Christian Sabbath, which will cause
God's displeasure to rest upon our land, .if we ministers of
the gospel and Christian people of the Dominion of Canada
keep silence about it. It is a sad matter that a duke and
duchess of our British nation should set such an ungodly
example before the people of our dominion. I do trust the
religious press will speak out on this matter, that our skirts
may be freed from the guilt of the public Sabbath desecration. I am a lover of ' principles of righteousness, which
exalt a nation.'" Canada has some queer people within her
borders I
THB attack upon the Roman Catholic church which the
National League for the Protection of American Institutions
organized itself to make is going bravely on. The initial
public meeting of the League was held here a few days ago,
and the Protestant bigots composing it told some plain and
unpalatable truths about their Catholic brethren. Col. R.
c. Hawkins was the principal speaker at the meeting.
"When I first came to New York in 1851," said Mr. Hawkins, ''we had a gentleman for mayor. The members of the
board of aldermen were also gentlemen. But soon after
1851 the decadence began. The Catholics then began to get
in their influence. They found that they had a commodity
to sell to the politicians. The compensation is shown by the
two blocks on Fifth avenue, occupied by their cathedral and
their orphan asylum. This property is worth $6,000,000,
and cost the Catholics almost nothing.'' Colonel Hawkins
declared that the term " religious institution" is a misnomer
when applied to the Catholic church. He said that that
church is a purely human institution, seeking to g-overn the
world by the acquisition of property and the use of political
influence. He referred to the attempt of Maximilian to
found an imperial government in Mexico as the first attempt
to seize this continent. South America next ca.me under
the eye of the Vatican, and Canada is now In a fair way of
being captured for the church. "In this country the peril is
great. What the Roman hierarchy has lost in Europe in the
last decade, it has more than gained in America.'' The
speaker said that Italy has shaken off the shackles of Rome.
Austria, l'rance, and even Spain, are more free from her
power than for years ; but America is the Mecca of all Catholic aspirations. In 1851, Colonel Hawkins said, the Roman
church had only between three and four thousand members
in this city, and owned property worth only $1,500,(00.
Now there are eighty churches, attended by five hundred
thousand people every Sunday. There are five hundred
priests, seventy-four educational establishments, one hundred
parochial schools, and the estimated value of the real estate
under the control of the Catholic church is $30,000,000.
The ease with which the Catholic Protectory obtains $264,000 from the city per year, and the Roman Catholic Foundling Asylum $261,000, was declared to be a disgrace to an
American city. Referring further to the government of this
city, Colonel Hawkins said: "The political degradation of
this community is without parallel in the history of the
world, and it is due to the Irish Catholic vote. Wherever
you find the Catholic influence you find political jugglery
and robbery. Children alive to-day willliv to see that power
dominant in this country. It will elect congressmen, senators, the president, and rule the United States." Colonel
Hawkins wisely said nothing about the vast grabs of real
estate and cash made by the Protestants, but that topic will
also come up for discussion when our legislature can be
induced to consider the subject of religious thievery.
Meanwhile, every accusation he made against the Roman
Catholic b!lmucuy at~nds true, &uq peopl~ ahoul4 t4ink

THE ministers of Oakland, Cal., are gathered together to
find out whether the Rev. Dr." Stratton, ex-president of Mills
College, hugged and kissed one of his female teachers after
she had retired for the night. Reporting the fact of the
gathering, Freethought says: "But suppose that in the midst
of these proceedings some clergyman with a quickened conscience should arise and say: 'Brethren, how many are
there of us here present who never committed the offense
charged against Dr. Stratton? Let us pray that the miraculous power of God may <muse the record of each to be written upon his forehead.' Then what a scrambling there
~he wo\Jld be tQr b~te /" ;No~ 1#0 1 de!lr l]rQtller 1 uqt IJQ, 'fllcrc it over.
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ARMSTRONG, lA., June 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $2, for which send me
your book of the pictures by Heston.
PETER H. BURT.
WEST FARMINGTON, June 9, 1890.
MR. EDrrOR: Inclosed find $2. Please send one of the
cartoon books as soon as they are ready.
A. H. WEEKS.
N&w CASTLE, PA., June 7, 1890.
MR. EDITCR: I inclose $2, for which please forward " The
Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" as soon as convenient.
Yours truly,
A. W. THOMPSON.
MT. HuRoN, N. Y., June 7, 1890.
MR. EDI'l."OR: Inclosed find $2, and send the " Pictorial
Text-Book" to the friend's address inclosed, and oblige,
G. w. SMITH.
NEw YoRK, N. Y., June 5, 1890.
EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $2 for the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Test-Book," advertised in Tru: TRuTH
BEEKBR.
JOHN SMYER.
~IE.

HALIFAX, N. 8., June 5, 189(\
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, and please be good enough
to send a copy of "The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book."
I wish every success to THE TRUTH 8.&EKRR, and believe me,
Yours truly,
W. JoHNSTON.
NoRTH HuRoN, N.Y., June 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I Eent you a postal requesting you to send
me the cartoon book when ready. To-day I send inclosed
the money for myself, and also $2 for the book to the friend's
T. W. SMITH.
address inclosed.
DENVER, CoL., April 16, 1890.
MR. EDrroR : Find' inclosed $3. Send the pictorial arguments against the church and the " Age of Heason and
Examination of the Prophecies" and the ANNUAL for 1890.
Hurrah for Heston and success to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours for progress,
I. N. SHORE.
SAN ANToNIO, TEx., June 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $5, for which
you will please send me when completed the book of pictures. Use the balance to help continue the pictures in your
valuable and m11ch read paper. " The Lord helps those
that help themselvs."
ALBERT BTEv.&s.
SToNY FoRD, N.Y., June 3, 1890.
J'riB. EDITOR: I believe the greatest pleasure I hav in this
world is reading TnE TRUTH SERKER, and when it comes to
hand Saturday night so I can hav it for my Sunday reading,
why, I am as happy as a man of my age, sixty-nine, can
well be. No ghosts or goblins, no Gods or devils, no heaven
or hell, bother my brain.
W. T. GALLOWAY.
DuoK LAKE, MioH., June 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav not been able to get even one new subscriber. The general tone of the paper is grand. I believe
THE TRUTH BEEKER is doing !1. good work and should be in
every family. The illustrations prompt thought and a de.
sire to investigate, and should be continued. All ridiculous
sayings and acts should be presented to the people. in their
true light.
J. A. COURTRIGHT.
BIG CREEK, GA., June 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am traveling and see several hundred men
every week, and I feel an interest in Moses Harman and
want to help l:lim all I can. Please send me about three or
four blank petitions and I will scatter them abroad, and
keep one myself and hav it filled out. I want to hav the
pleasure of signing my name to help a man gain his liberty that deserves it as much as Mr. Harman does.
J. M. MORTON.
CABOADE LooKs, ORB., June 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: As I do not wish to miss a single copy,
herewith please find $5 to renew my subECription and for
one new subscriber. This is the best I could do, but we are
going to hav Putnam with us the 24th and 25th of this month.
Probably then I can get some more. Do not stop Heston,
·as I think the cartoons do more good than harm, especially
the one on the front page April 9th.
C. F. KuNATH.
OTTAWA, KAN., June 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been trying to get a new subscriber,
but hav not yet succeeded, and cannot wait longer. This
seems to be a pretty bard place for THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Most of the brethren do not like it, as it does not agree with
the old stories that there must be no doubt about. The
pictures seem to hurt tbe worst, and are just the thing, and
I am glad they are to continue. The picture book I must
hav, and shall send for it soon.
SALEM FouTs.
GAYLORD, MroH., June 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: What are your figures for the work by Mr.
Bennett, " The Truth Seeker Around the World?" Will
you kindly send me a catalog of your publications? It is
a source of gratification to all noble-mind€d Liberals to
observe the spirited and aggressiv propaganda of Agnosticism. The warfare of science agai.r:st the traditional absurdities of ancient and medieval epocLs progresses vigorously, I!IDd the time is not far distant when, from the lofty
·. hights of universal intelligence, posterity shall complacently
·look back upon the filth and decay of creeds, ministerialism,
and all the vile superstiti0ns that hav darkened, in every age
and clime, the intellectual footsteps of mankind. I inclose
)'Gil $3.50 for TBE TRUTH S.&EKER, and take this opportunity

of expressing my warmest approval of tile eloquent Heston's that Liberals, above all othe1·s, should not use assertions of
their ignorance as actual facts." That is a good one. In
HoBERT PHILLIPS.
Voltairean attacks on tile church.
this case it evidently n;eans myself. I accept it and acIPAVA, ILL., May 19, 1890.
knowledge my mistake, sincerely regretting that it is not tile
MR. EDITOR: You can rely upon me as a life subscriber. E.rst one of my seventy odd years' standing.
Times are close here, and somehow people will not subscribe
But in the mean time, I am a little consoled in noticing
for that kind of literature, .so I hav been unable to procure that, ~hile the question rais~d by THE TRUTH BEEKER Editor
you any names, but I scatter my papers round where I think was as to the truthfulness of the HtYrald reporter's article
they will do tile most good. As for the pictures, I think concerning the late woman suffrage voting in Kansas,
they are excellent, and I would not do without them for Brother Skidmore-like my two previous friendly critics,
twice the cost. Let us hav the pictures by all means. Suc- Geo. Wilson, of Lexington, Mo., and J. H. Wood, of Detroit,
cess to Brother Heston, Brother Peck, and my old and Mich.-has been quite clear of sub&t.antially indorsing it, as
esteemed friend and neighbor, "Colonel Bob." Put me far as I hav seen.
down for a copy of the book of cartoons when ready.
I might add that Rand, McNally <'\:; Co.'s "Atlas of the
T. P. DUNOAN.
World," published in Chicago the fore part of the last decade
-in which Kansas City, Kan., is represented as a mere
CANoN CITY, CoL., May 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In response to the request of Mr. Dawes, of nameless suburb of Kansas City, Mo., depending on it even
Oregon, concerning Liberal schools, I will say that I believe for its mail-was the principal occasion for my mistake in
that direction. The number of chartered cities in Kansas
tile establishment of such schools is one of the most pressing
needs of our cause, and I will throw in my mite for this pur- was a conjecture of mine, and, undoubtedly, baseless.
Gentlemen, I thank you.
pose. But it seems to me th!lt Mr. Hauswirth's school in
Now, admitting all that is claimed for Kansas Cities by
Oregon is too far from the geographical center of the country to be well patronized, and without this the school would my kind critics-and I am not in a mood to question an iota
of it-will some one, if he can, please meet the question
not be self-sustaining after it should be well started. If it
ha~ to depend for a long time on donations it will be in great direct, and show that the New York Herald reporter's
article, copied in THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 19th, was a
danger of failure. Centrally located and having a goodly
truthful statement about the woman suffrage vote in Kansas,
number of Liberals interested and working for it all over the
and not a fabrication and mean fling?
C. H. Gn.&ENE.
country, it surely ought to be a grand success.
.
G. P. BRRNE.
ORANGE CITY, June 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say a little word in regard to the
S. 0TSELIO, N.Y., June 1, 1890.
foreigners question diEcussed by Mr. Downes and "MugMR. EDITOR : I am pained to learn that our old veteran wump." Being one of the foreigners myself, and living in
and faithful co-laborer in the cause of humaR liberty, J. H. an emphatically foreign settlement, the question touches me
Cook, of Columbus, Kan., is truly in need of assistance nearly.
from the friends of freedom for whom he has devottd his
I hav seen a body of about thirty foreigners not one of
life. He is confined with rheumatism and other ailments; is whom knew one word of English, who never heard about
not able to tea.ch, lecture, sell books, or do any kind of labor. the Constitution of the United States, whose only reading is
His unselfish devotion to the cause of liberty is one of the an impossibly stupid little religious paper published in a
chief reasons of his present distress. It has been his custom foreign language, stick out their horny claws toward the
tilrough life to giv ten cents to the cause and reserve five for ceiling of the courtroom, while a clerk of courts muttered a
himself-bad judgment vs. noble principle. He has done lot of gibberish that a nativ could not understand, and by
much service in clearing the way through the Dismal that solemn act the whole gang was tranAformed all at once
Swamp of Christian intolerance, and I trust all his friends into intelligent and worthy citizens and voters of this our sowill look in their pocket. books and see if they can find ten called glorious republic, and whenever an occasion arises
cents, or even $10, they can forward directly to him, at that their vote shall be required for any church cause, they
Columbus, Cherokee county, Kan.
M.P.
will cheerily and consistently help to vote the Constitution
to hell.
Los ANG:I!LES, CAL., June 4, 1890.
If law is good for anything-and I doubt it, because if for
MR. EDITOR: I see from Freethoug1tt you are receiving
the general good, it certainly would be declared unconstitumoney for the Moses Harman case, and inclose $1. While
tional by the Supreme Court-a law should be passed
I am an absolute Freethinker, I came some years ago to the
requiring:
fixed conclusion that the problem we hav to settle as preceTe.n years' residence in this country; ability to read, write,
dent to all possibility of a true, genuin exercise of free
and speak the English language;
speech, is economic freedom. To make independent thinkers
Knowledge of the Constitution of the United States;
on moral questions out of factory slaves is hopeless. There.
Any foreigner that has not grit enough and is not interested
fore I stick to economics, and wish others would do so.
enough in the welfare of his adopted country to pass the
This Harman business is, however, more than usually flaabove examination, after ten years' residence, should cergrant, and if I can scrape up any more dollars I shall send
tainly not be allowed to take part in determining the fate of
them along. Of course I here hav an everlasting drain on
others by the intelligent way of majority vote.
me. I am lecturing and traveling all the while in a country
A. LESPINASSE.
where towns are like needles in a bale of hay, and railroad
fares all the traffic will stand. Please send along one of the
AMERIOAN FALLS, IDA., June 5, 1890.
petitions.
Fraternally,
W. C. OWEN.
MR. EDITOR: Seeing in your issue of May 3d Mr. Wettstein's letter in relation to matter and its forces, I would like
CoALING, ALA., June 3, 11190.
to ask him, what created matter? Dld it always exist,
MR. EDITOR: Do you think it will be possible for the or does it contain some inherent element or principle that
keepers of the prison to keep Mr. W. E. Heid in prison? has the power of procreating? There is no beginning withWhat will hinder him from calling those spirits to his aid? out a force, spirit, or what you will, to enforce that beginWhen they can get between sealed slates and sealed letters, ning. Do you not· know there is yet to be discovered by
and move tables that four men handle with difficulty, don't scientists an unknown element or force that causes life, that
you know they can get into the keyhole and shove the causes matter to create thought, and the absence of which
bolts back? Besides, why did he not get them to giv a man- causes life or decay? The improvements in the electric
ifestation of themselvs in court and just jerk that judge out fluid may lead to the discovery of that unknown God. The
of his seat ? It has always puzzled me why they don't do undiscovered element that causes the grain .of wheat to
something useful. But they don't seem to care a straw for grow, a rose to bloom, may be one and the same that protheir friends, any more than Christ did for his. Now, that duces thought-that inflnit force that produces the eloquence
does not suit me. If I was to liv again, and was that way, I of Demosthenes, the statesmanship of Gladstone, or the inhad as soon not be, and if I do liv again I want a nice little ventiv genius of an Edison. We are but " children of a
woman and some babies and a farm and then I am willing larger growth," and the schoolboy of 1\!90 will jest at the
to sweat for them. I will close, hoping your editorials may science, philosophy, and religion of his ancestors of to. day.
grow longer and Peck's articles oftener.
H. J. WARD.
As Pope says :
Know then this truth, presume not God to scan,
UNITED STATES MILTTARY HoME, Wis., June 7, 1890.
The proper study of mankind is man.
MR. EDITOR: None of the "Letters from Friends" in THE
The man of to-day is a vast improvement on the Jewish
TRUTH BEEKER pleases me so greatly as that of Mr. John
God. For he, according to biblical accounts, made this
Downes, of Steubenville, 0., in the issue of May 31st. It
part of the United States, the Great American Desert, fit
has the right ring, and every word in regard to the machinaonly for the home of the tarantula, centipede, etc. But man
tions of that political machine known as the church of Home
comes along, sinks artesian wells, constructs great dams
is the infallible truth.
across mountain canyons, digs immense canals, carries water
If the members of Congress desire to hand down to future
hundreds of miles, makes the desert bloom like a garden,
generations the freedom handed down to us, they must place
raises the biggest Murphys and the finest fruits in the world.
the people of all nations on the same footing they hav
God could not do it, but man can. The Mormons here are
placed the people of China on-none to land on these shores
the best type of a religious pP.ople that I know of. I think
for the purpose of making this country a place of residence.
Brigham Young a far abler man than Jesus Christ. They
For several years past I hav been under the impression
are honest, benevolent, and hav that proper degree of igno.
that we are not far distant from a religious war. If such
ranee that goes so far to make a devout aTJd credulous memshould occur it would be confined to the northern section of
ber of any religious sect.
J.AMEB BROWN.
the Union, and as the report of the first gun reverberates
through the land the Confederate States of America will
HoGERS, ARK., June 22, 1890.
resurrect, a1-d nothing can prevent them from being acknowlMR. EDITOR: The Rogers Secular Union publishes a home
edged as a free, sovereign, and independent power; thus the paper, Light JJeart?'. This paper is read in our regular
grand fabric bequeathed to us by our sires will be shattered monthly meetings. We inclose a communication from
into fragments.
CliAUNOY BRoWN.
Pauline, Ark., with the request that you publish it.
H. M. MoGAUGHY, Editor Ligltt Bea?"e?·.
HooHESTER, Mron., June 9, 1890.
PAUUNE, ARK., May 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 31st I find a
FoR "LIGHT BEAHER :" ll'?·iends, B?·otlte?·s: Your Secular
letter from W. J. Skidmore, Skidmore, Mo.) criticising my Union is an oasis in an Arkansas desert. Among all
statements concerning Kansas City, Kan., etc., in my article the organizations of the state none are so valuable. By
lin a previous number of your paper. He says: "I believe the side of it, politics, Brothers of Fretdom, Wheels, Alii-
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ances, dwindle into insignific_ance. For we must hav perf~ct freedom, of thought or ilv and die slaves. From the
tmu:::v\~d. Jeh;:vs GbeoedncurersqeudJ_rAddatm b!orliewantindg toblnvest8lgat.e
'
~
e
o e ve an o ey.
em!barb.arlan nations believing their God ·possessed of human
passtons-anger, revenge! and persecution-hav sent fire
lind sword throUgh the world and by torture tried to extlnguish reason. And how well they hav succeeded. And
~,hey stan~ ready to. day! if tlrey had the power, to crush
mvestigatlOn and ostramse Freethought. Why, even the
meek and lowly Galilean said "I am come to bring fire
upon the ea1·th." "And thos~ of my enemies who would
not that I should reign over them bring hither and slay them
berore me."
. .
Wfoi~coedwanthts
tBh~blConsttdtuatlOnt amt ebn:iekd:-tthhe Sf undayh la ws
e 1 e use s a ex - oo m e ree sc oo1s?
Christians. They hav gone into politics invaded legislat'v
halls, besieged the capitol, and stand ready with their mJlions of .names asking for legislation in their behalf. They
are trymg to muzzle the press by threats of boycotting.
Their church property goes untaxed and still they are not
satisfied.
Then, brot.hers of the Rogers Secular Union, never falter.
Your cause JB a good one. The principles for which you
ate contending will liv when priestcraft, superstition, and
tytanny shall hav_passed away.
Work for the Nine :Demands of Libe;alism, taxation of
bhurch property, and the entire separatiOn of chnrch and
state. All. reli.l'l'ions die hard. And the Christian religion is
"
no exceptiOn. They hav mustered all their hosts against
~·dvancing Freethought; Lut even Sunday-schools, evangelJsts, and money cannot stop the progressiv mind of the nineteenth .cen;tnry. There are doubters in the church, and they
are thlnkmg about leaving the old craft and may hav
alreall.y stepped out on ten·,~ firma.
'
DR. W. R. BAOHELOR.

en

Tn&N1'0N, T&x., June 3, &.M. 2QO.
Mn. Kni1'0n: I hav been a long, faitbf:Il, and punctual
supporter of Tn& 1'nUTH 8&&K&R, and a fearless, outspoken
friend of Freethougbt at all times and on all proper occasions. 1'hough humble in circumstances, 1 am proud to
feel that I am living among the grea.t minds or this century;
that 1 am permitted to add my mite to push on the car of
progress, contribute to the overthrow of ecclesiasticism, and
allsist my fellow.marl to escape ffom that mental, moral,
social, und political degradation into which he has been
plunged for thousal'ds nf years by the king and the priest.
It is gratifying to know that Freethought is making steady
and permanent advances in the noble state of Texas. In
July next the L1berals will hav a grand gvtherlng ln Waco.
'Come, see, and be with us. This meeting will do much
good. It will unify and strengthen, and lead, it is hoped, to a
general organization of Freethinkers throughout .the state.
Organization we must hav or continue to work at great disadvantages. I am proud to see the North, Northwest, and
West rallying to the call for organization. Through it we
must get Liberal and modern thought literature before the
publlc. The church knows the great advantages of organization, and spares no means to feed the public mind on reading matter suited to its aims and purposes. Most of the
S,mthern states will ultimately be Liberalized and Secularized, but their redemption to Freethought will be a comparativly slow process for some years to come. The curse of
slavery and its universal concomitant, excessiv cotton grow.
ing, keeps the masses in bodily, mental, and social bondage.
I often think the world would hav been much further
advanced and better every way had every slave ship and
every vessel bearing cotton sent to America found a restingplace in the bottom of the sea. But the South will not
always be a slave to the cotton production. She will diversify her crops. She will build up manufactures. She will
gradually diminish her acreage in cotton and consequently
find more time for the education of her children. With improved educational fac'lities will C"me greater general meettal culture. A new and improved Liberalized literature will
find its way into every family. Then, and not till then, can
the South be set free from ecclesiasticism. Not till then will
her men, and especially her piiest-ridden women, cease to
read b'lolts better suited to the seventeenth than the present
century.
I am glad to see the cartoons still accompany Tn:& TRUTH
S&EKRR. Their sight makes the whining, white-cravated
crew howl with indignation; the starving wolf will howl
and so may they.
T. H. MANGUM.
BozEMAN, MoNT., May 22, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: Being a Christian with a superabundance or
grace, and, perhaps, a slight admixture of sanctification, in
view of the deep -interest our countrymen are just now
taking in the God-in-the Constitution question, I hav thought
possible a suggestion which if put in practice may lead to a
permanent and satisfactory solution of the problem; as follows. At our next presidential election, let the lost and
reprobate sinners who are opposed to a revision so desirable,
who think a tbree.lettered name added to our Constitution
so objectionable, select as candidates two of our most
eminent and popular statesmen ; nominate one for president
and the other for vice-president. We, the Christian party,
on the other hand, wlll nominate God for president, and
'f11.lmage for vice-president. Characteristically dull as Infidels are intellectually, it is absurd to suppase, or even for
a moment think, they will not perceive the commendable
nature of this proposition. I will not alone furnish a desirable solution to the entire question, but in case God should
be elected, no one can estimate the immeasurable blessinga
that would fiow. Gentle reader, I pray you meditate:
Abraham, secretary of state; Jacob, at the head of the
treasury department; David, secretary of the interior;
Joshua, or Anthony Comstock, secretary of war; Elijah,
postmaster-general ; while Solomon, no doubt, would do
credit to the nation as attorney-general. And who would
beat Cain at the head of the agricultural department, providing he can be found, a task apparently not difficult, owing
,to the fact that he is especially marked? Now, when you

1

bear in mind it is merely the presidential team and cabinet
officers that are named above, and then think of a civil service filled with angels, hide your heads in shame, and rejoice
.·
th t
dM
h
.
d
f
a a secon
oses as ar1?en to 1ea you out o a po1mea1
wilderness. Illiterate and Ignorant Infidels may look upon
the writer as a "crank" who knows not whereof he speaks,
but when 1 remind them that 1 spesk with some degree of
authority they can again hang their heads in shame. ln
;
·
closmg, I may remark that should the worldlings, by chance,
elect their candidates, we will in that case straightway revise
our creeds, and if possible place them on a plane of common
sense, a strain which in all probability they will not stand.
When considered in this light the absolute necessity of the
·
d'
·
electiOn of our can 1dates becomes apparent, rendenng, as
it would, a reviPion of our creeds unnecessary.
BunNEY BENT.
Nxw YoRK, May 30, 1890.
FELLOW TRUTH S&&K:&ns: This is Decoration day, and,
having nothing else to do, 1 will decorate our glorious old

TRUTH !:l&&KER with a little truthful common sense, by quoting from my revised Bible that which, as one of the revisions,
I hav written upon the eleventh page of the blank leaves in
the latter part of that fiendlshj filthy old book. Here it is:
To further prove, clearly, conclusivly, and unmistakably,
to any honest, rational, candid, inquiring, and ordinarily intelllgent mind, that this conglomeration of lies called the
holy Bible was concocted for the purpose of scaring, by and
through abuse-blackmail-the people of the world into sub· i t
df
h f
·
·
t · ·
d
m1sa on o, an or t e ostenng, protectmg, sus ammg; an
the perpetuation of, kings, emperors, czars, and popes, we
hav but to read and study it closely. "Neither shalt thou
countenance a. poor man in his cause." This moons that
you shall stand by the rich, in the courts and in all other
places, as do the priests, preachers, and the Ia wyers. See
Ex. xxiii, .3. "Thou shalt not steal" (Ex. xx, 15). It does
not say thou shalt not rob, subjugate, or enslave thy fellow.
man. But it does sanction, nay, it commands, all of these
higher barbarities and fiendish crimes that are committed by
kings, by emperors, by popeP, and by other rich and powerful rascals of the world; and usury, too. See Ex. xxi, 6,
21; Lev. xxv, 44-46; all of N urn. xxxi; Judges xiv, 19 ;
Matt. xxv, 27; Luke xix, 23; and hundreds of other passages in this infamous Bible. Tbe poor, if they get any
surplus at all, must steal it, since they hav not the power to
rob or the wit to cheat. Therefore "thou shalt not steal."
The poor dupe is told to "resist not evil" (Matt. v, 39),
but no matter what infamous imposition may be perpetrated
against or foisted upon you, you must "submit yourselvs to
the powers that be, for they are ordained of God." See
Rom. xiii, 1, 2; and 1 Peter ii, 13. Washington and his
compeers knew this, but they disregarded, disrespected, and
scoffed at such villainous Christian fiendishness, resisted the
fiendish Christian king of Eogland, George III., and estab.
lished the greatest republic the world has ever known .. May
Christianity never destroy it!
In Matt. vi, 9-12, the monarchical gush teaches the poor
benighted dupe to pray for monarchy. "Our father which
art in heaven, hallowed be thy name." Now, couched in
the ordinary language of onr time, that means to say,
Father, Son, Holy Ghost & Co., who are somewhere out in
space, may the style of your firm be sacred. Then comes
the first, because to kings the most important, petition in
the infamous Lord's prayer. Here it is, " Thy. kingdom
come [not thy republic, democracy, commonwealth, or commune, but thy kingdom] on earth." Now, the man who
honestly, earnestly, seriously, and sincerely prays for and
desires the establishment of a kingdom on this earth, is a
monarchist, and cannot be a true and worthy citizen of any
republlc, democracy, commonwealth, or commune. If he
prays for a monarchy without considering the signification
of his words, and does not mean what he says, he is a hypocrit, a mere babbler, and if he will babble on a subject so
serious, what may we expect of him in a jury box, or on a
judge's bench? No wonder there is so much corruption in
the courts throughout the Benighted States! No republic
can long endure wherein Christianity is permitted to receive
sufficient sustenance to enable it to des\roy the republic. As
was the cry of Garrison, Lincoln, and other Rationalistsabolit.ionists of chattel slavery, the twin brother to Christianity, mental slavery-" A house divided against itself cannot
stand." Christianity must go, or the great republic must go
down forever I Hear ye this my racket! "Emperor"usurper-Maximilian was placed upon the throne in Mexico
by the clergy. I was there and saw it, and know whereof I
speak.
Having quoted this decoration from my Bible, I will now
quote from the actions, which speak plainer than words. vf
the average American gawkies throughout the Benighted
States. Here it is: "Lie there; sleep sweetly, you brave
soldier [Eugene's father], we will scatter dead flowers all
over your dead body in that cold grave, under our dead
Constitution, every Decoration day, while the unrepentant,
unconstitutionally pardoned- ex post facto-rebel who
chuckles over the fact of his having slain you on ~he battlefield, is occupying the highest position of honor, trust, and
profit under the stripes." Pursuant to the teachings of the
Bible, the fiendish Christians, in the Benighted States, West
Indies, and Brazil, bought and sold their own mulatto
daughters and sons in slavery, and used their own pretty
muiatto daughters, and those of their neighbors, by and
through brute force and outrage, in servil concubinage, and
all the while, financially, slavery was a failure and a curse.
Is it not plain to observe why they did it? Hurrah for the
Fourth of July I
This is the Decoration offering of your rational co-laborer.
GN.
PORTSMOUTH, 0., June 9, 18\.10.
· MR. EDITOR: The Portsmouth Secular Union is gaining
ground. Rev. A. Shapiro, rabbi of the local Israelitish
church, has joined with us on the basis of "no union of
church and state." He is a valuable addition. He is highly
intelligent, full of eloquence, and has the necessary vim and
vigor to make himself felt when heard. His Liberal views
are as fragrance driving back the foul superstitious drafts
that waft this way. He says that for every superstitious
man he wishes we had ten Ingersolls.
At the Union's first regular public meeting a paper en-
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I titled, " Some Strange and Strong Thoughts," from

the pen
of James H. Feust, the veteran Freethinker of this region,
was read. He took the ground that Infidels and such lilu;~
d
·
1
lJ
were not rna e, but hke poets, scu ptora, etc., were . 01'1::1,
and he presented strong argument to prove the same. At
the same meeting J. L. l!'reuthart, president of the Union,
delivered a discourse on his childhood days, and the morals
and fables that he heard and read durino- that happy time.
. .
..
"'
·
It wa9 a w1tty compositiOn, calculated to knocK: out both
gods and devils.
Oa the occasion of the second meeting I lectured on
"church and state," presenting my matter under three
heads, viz., first, evidence to shoW' the meaning; of church
·
·
and state; second, evidence to' sllow that the bravest of the
brave hav stood and still stand on tl1e platform of no union
of church and state; and third, evidence s!iawing that taday in this country there is a practical union of tl!a spiritus.l
d th
an
e seen1ar.
. The third meeting was g~aced by the prese.nce of Judge H.
W. Farnham, a noted crimtnallawyer of Otno, who gave his
own autobiography, or why he was not a Christian. The
judge is always able but on this occasion he was abler than
ever before., His address was full of wit wisdom and elo.
. '
'
·
quence. ,,Around and a. b_out It encucled that,, bea'.!lt.lful
h
ht
B 1
th 1
h
f th d d
V dl
t oup: ,
e p for e lVIng, ope or e ea .
IVI Y
he presented the walk through life's narrow vale, leaving
uppermost In the minds of those present the quotation,
"Every cradle asks wlu!nce; and every coffin, whither."
b
George F. Cramer, Eeq '.an a le. young man of Henley, 0.,
addressed the fourth meetlng. Hts subject was "Man: His
Past, Present, and Future." Be handled it well, and illustrated the main conditions between savagery and civili?.ation
by means of stereopticon views.
Our next lecturer will probably be Wasi Crosg, first vicepresident of the society. He is a good talker, and an oldtimer in the ranks of Liberalism. The lecture committee

are also in correspondence with Judge Juan Fullerton, of
Kentucky, who will perhaps follow Mr. Cross. George Llght,
of Cincinnati, and John Downes, of Steubenville, a.re down
on the list, and will address us as soon as practicable. The
committee also expects to get Mrs. M. A. Freeman.
A few Sundays since Rev. F. W. F!l.gin, pastor of Sixth
street Methodist Episcopal church, was reported by President Freuthart a.s having said in his pulpit that he was ready
and willing to debate with any person on the subject of the
transfiguration of Christ, which proves Christ the'' sonship"
U
of "God." I brought the matter before the nion, and made
motion that a committee of three be appointed to wait on
Rev. Fagin, accept his challenge, arrange terms, etc. Judge
Farnham, J. Q Lewis, and myself were appointed the committee. We waited on the "reverend gentleman," with a
result as shown in the following report:
To THK PORTSMOUTH SJIOULAR Ur-;w:<~, Gentlemen: Your
committee appointed to wait on Rev. F. W. Fdgin, Esq.,
hav to report:
1. That the ''reverend gentleman" was called upon at his
residence Tuesday afternoon, May 27th.
2. That he received the committee kinrlly, an<). talked to
them in a "without money and without price" manner, being, for once at least, consistent with the teachings of the
lowly Nazarene.
3. That the committee's mission was stated plainly; in
other words, that the Portsmouth Secular Union having been
informed that he (Rev. Fagin) had recently said in his pulpit
in substance this : '' I am ready and willing to debate with
any person on the subject of the transfiguration of Christ,
which conclusivly proves Christ the' sonship' of God," and
that they had been appointed a committee to wait on him,
accept his challenge. arrange terms, etc.
4. That the Rev. Fagan acknowledged having preached on
the transfiguration of Christ, but explicitly and emphatically
denied having offered to debate on the subject. And to substantiate his denial said: " I am opposed to public debates;
it is utterly contrary to my belief. Such debateR do evil to
the cause." And as an illustration he told of Rev. Craigh.
ton, of Gallipolis, 0., wh•l challenged anybody for a debate
on a certain constitutional amendment about to be voted on
by the people of Gallia county, and who was taken up by
H~m. John L. Vance to his (Creighton's) sorrow.
5. That, having thus denied in toto what he was reported
as saying as to a challenge to debate, he finally asked who
was the informant ; that the committee presented J. L. Freuthart as that persona~e, and that upon learning this, Rev.
Fagin at once reconsidered his answer, and prepared an exit
from the uncomfortable trap he had by his own hand placed
himself in, thus: "Now, perhaps I said some such thing,
·and hav forgotten it. As I write only a few of my sermons,
and as the one in question was pelivered off-hand, it may be
1h&t I said what was reported."
6. That in summing the matter up we hav not stopped at
sunrise or sunset.
hav gone further and taken into con.
sideration the lire principle of this society, viz., truth and
veracity. We hold that the presidential chair of our Union
should be graced by one who adheres strongly and stead.
fastly to that principle. The question, "_Did .M:r: Freuthart
violate it?" has been put to the test, and m so domg we find
the negativ · that is to say, we find that Rev. F11gin has
handled the' truth very carelessly in the reported instance,
and that he did by voice in his pulpit on the Sunday in question challenge to debate on tlte subject above stated. The
committee lias rlra.wn these conclusions in this way: they
hold that Rev. Fdgin's denial in toto, and then the modification that followed when informed that Mr. Freuthart heard
him say what was reported, i8 a presumptiv admission that
he did say it, and that if anybody was mistaken he (Fagan)
was. . • . And further, that J. M. Stockham and Edgar
Woodson the first-named a member of Fagin's church, were
present a~d heard the challenge proclaimed as Mr. Freut~art
heard it. The committee are a unit that the pastor of S1xth
street Methodist Episcopnl church is sadly mistaken as to his
remarks, and that the president of the Portsmouth Secular
Union bas told the truth. This report was adopted, and ordered spread on the minutes.
We hav also appointed a committee, consisting of Judge
J<'drnham, G. W. E. Mitchell (formerly a Presbyterian divine),
and Alex. Criswell (lately converted from a Campbellite to
Liberalism), to look into the matter of exempted property in
our midst.
WILL S. ANDB&s.
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examination before the school-board. It was
humiliating. However, she wiped away the
tears and studied harder than ever.
At' the next examination she failed again.
Hd~Ua ~ Miss SulWl H. Wa:ol!l, Fall
iUNr, Maas., Co wliom all Oommunica«onsfor It was very !'lisappointing. She studied
more, and tried again. The third time she
tMa OONUr should ~ Nft"t.
was successful. To-day she is one of the
finest teachers in the country. "Try again,"
"Between ihe dark and the da,yllgh"
is her motto. It is a good one.
When the :night is beginning to lower,
Depend on your own efforts. Do your
Oomes a pause in the daY's ocoupationl
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
work with energy and perseverance. Learn
the causes of failure and avoid them. Be
truthful, earnest, honest, and hopeful, and,
In Jnne.
in the end, success awaits you. 8. H. W.
The summer ann slants down the lat'le,
The lane washed olean by summer rain,
And folds within its rosy urn
A Few Plain Words Regarding "Churclt
Dark velvet moss and fronded fern.
Taxation," by Richard B. Westbrook.
The purple asters faintlY sigh,
As zephyrs sweet go floating by ;
Few persons are aware of the vast amount
The lilY'S breath, in son oaress,
of church property in this country exempted
Breathes ont its life and dies to bless;
from taxation. The little pamphlet bearing
While low and still the day lies down,
the above title written by the prt'sident of
Beneath a star-jeweled, starl'Y crown.
The last low note of warbling bird
the American Secular Union tells the whole
Trembles and trills ere it is heard;
story in a few words.
And green leaves rustle overhead
The American Secular Union is trying to
Of bird &nd ba.bes in downy bed;
do all that is possible toward equalizing all
While harps lEolian from the trees
Giv back refrain to summer breeze ;
taxation, as well as to promulgate the factors
And field and sky and placid stream
of religious liberty and the equal rights of
Make real some remembered dream,
all men, women, and children.
When fancy's Pencil painted briaht
It is a great and noble work. Parents,
Fair Pictures in life's golden light.
brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, and cousins
The witching beauty of the hour,
With weird encha.ntment•s magic power,
can aid in this work by purchasing copies of
Holds me within its warm embrace,
this book on " Church Taxation" and circuTill I disoern all nature 'B grace,
lating it everywhere. The price is but ten
And feel her heart beat true and strong,
cents and the money goes to help the Union.
Forever right and never wrong l
She asks to pledge with sweet aooord,
Judge Westbrook has recently written
My heart to keep with her dear wore!,
another admirable little book called, " An
That word so oft misunderstood,
Yet woven through and through with good. Open Letter to Hon. Edward M. Paxson," in
which it is shown that Ron. Mr. Paxson has
A.nd granting this, the lights of ioY
been cherishing some very false and foolish
Flame in my soul without alloy.
theories, which do not reflect much credit
Above the clouds I need not soar
J'o find tb.e keY to heaven's door;
upon the chief-justice of the state of Pennsyl.
Nor wa.it till hushed is earthly din,
vania. The ease and grace with which the
To see its glories ushered in.
author upsets and demolishes the pet ideas of
For now I walk the pearlY way,
an ignorant past is most delightful to contemAnd taste celestial joy eaoh day;
With nature, brave, serene, and wise,
plate. This and the book on "Church
I pass stra.ight on to paradise.
Taxation,"
which is already in its second
And hence, in sweetest peace I dwell,
edition, should be in the hands of every intelContent to know that all is well;
That good in nature livs and moves,
ligent person in the world. The world
And boundless love each moment proves.
would be the better for it.
S. H. W.
Thus, through the spaoes, near and far,
In darkest night or morning star,
Keep a Note-Book.
Who will, may list the triumph sonli:It is a good plan to carry about with you a
Eternal law oannot be wrong.
SusAN H. WIXON. little blank-book in which to write your
thoughts. Many bright and original ideas
To Elmina Drake Slenker.
are no doubt lost on account of the failure to
My thoughts are with thee, Elmina, to-day,
jot them down at the moment. If you wait
I seem to see thee cheerful, though not gay ;
for a more convenient opportunity the
Flitting all around among all thy flowers.
thought is almost sure to slip from your
Perchance the fairies dwell amid those bowers.
memory and be forgotten.
In fancy I gaze on a pansy's face,
A. blushing rose full of beauty and gTaoe ;
Curious things that you see, dates of OCCarnations, m\gnonet, and immortals,
currences, memoranda, facts of observation,
Violets, verbenas, and lilY bells ;
new thought suggested by study or reflection,
The SYringa, the lilac, and snowball,
are many times worthy of preservation. A
ThYself the most interesting of all.
bright memory will retain much, but that
So kind, loving, honest, faithful, and true;
which is written can, with a truthful person,
Though unappreciated except by few.
Pen and tongue lashed, and almost ostracised,
be depended upon. You will therefore :find
A.bn9ed, misjudged, maligned, and criticised.
it of great service to carry note-book and
By zealous and p_nre (T) Christians arrested,
pencil wherever you go.
A.nd therebY of freedom•a EPeeoh divested.
A commonplace-book is also another valYet. still the same woman, grand and brave,
Seeking from woe humanitY to save.
uable accompaniment. In this you jot down
Teacher of all the little ohildren dear,
all the bright and beautiful sayings of others
The friend of them all from afar and near.
that you read in newspapers or books. SelecGreat and good, with truest nobility,
tions of poetry or prose that please your
Doing grandest deeds with facility ;
fancy, witty remarks, and the like, may thus
EnemY to every ohuroh and oreed,
be preserved, also the good and intelligent
Desiring from priesteraft the world all freed.
In evel'Y effort so uniting,
thoughts expressed by those you meet in daily
Ever reaching, and ever aspiring;
conversation, as well as or authors you read,
Loved thou art, and loved thou wilt ever be,
By the good, the true, and all who would be free. may be noted.
In this way you may come to hav a fine
SADIE A.THENA MAGOON.
McColl Statton, Los .Angeles, Cal.
book of reference for instruction of yourself
and others.
S. H. W.

Corner Gospel.

sRLF-DEPENDBNOE.
Some grown people as well as little.children
hav a great way of leaning upon others. Is
anything to be done? They like to coax
some one else to do it. Are there difficulties
in the way? They look tor another to remove
them. Now, the best way is for each person to
do his own particular work. Turn resolutely
about it. Take up the diffi.cultles one by one,
and turn them aside.
The more you are helped, the more assistance you will need.
Self-dependence is a great advantage in
this world. There is nothing like pluck,
energy, determination. Who wants to be a
weakling? You wish to be strong, able,
manly, womanly. Of course. The way is to
learn to depend upon your own efforts. You
never know what you can accomplish until
you try. If failure meets you the first, second, third, or eTen the fourth time, you .raeed
not giv up. The fifth time you may be suecessful.
There was once a girl who desired to be a
school-teacher. She had educated herself at
eevere oddlh She failed to pass & suooeseful
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womanhood awakes." Now, don't go into
ecstasies over your papa, the major (ursa
major), for I am told he. is only a great ~ear.
Then, you will be lost Without a compamon,
so I will ha v to giv you the dog stm·s. And
nearly all the rest of the starry world ought·
to belong to us by right of possession and
Correspondence.
residence, for when you praise us, you
WBsTBono, Mtss., June 8, 1890.
declare that we outweigh the universe, and
DKAR Miss WIXoN: Papa has taken THE are
angelic enough to dwell in starry spheres.
TRUTH SBEKER for two years. I hav one
MARY V. FOSTER.
brother, eleven years old. Just as soon as
papa brings THE TRUTH SEEKER home, the
THE dull boy sometimes displays an unexfirst thing I read are the letters in the Chil- pected streak of brightness. Teacher :
dren's Corner.
I will close for this time, hoping to see this "Which New England state haa two capitals?" Boy: "New Hampshire." Teacher:
letter in I>_rint, as it is my first one.
WILLIE MAllBHALL (age eight years). "Indeed 1 Name them." Boy: "Capital N
[For a little boy's first letter, it is a good ~nd capital H."
one. Write again, Willie.-En. C. C.]
tion wouldn't believe it and sent a committee
to Washington to get reliable information.
This was doubtless the first news telegram
sent.

Agents for the Truth Seeker.

0PIDR, CAL., May 29, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: My papa has taught
me to write and read, so that I can read the
little letters from the children in the grand
old TRUTH SEEKER, and write some letters !or
it myself if you will be kind enough to prmt
my lette; also. I will be six years old next
month, and I weigh sixty poun~s. I ~tudy
reading, writing, spelling, and anthmetic. .I
am in the third reader, and know the multiplication table up to the twelyes. I hav a
little brother, and his name IS Robe!t G.
Ingersoll Kaiser; and I hav one little sister;
her name is Annie Delila. I am afraid my
letter is getting too long. My papa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKBR a good many years, and
I like to look at the pictures. Also, I am a
true little Freethinker.
CORDELIA. EMELINE KusEl!:.

OALlli'OBNU.•
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. c. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ilve., Ban Francisco.
CANADA..
T. C. Allen &Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
N.S.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-9 Yonge at., Toronto.
James Foster, Welland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
FLORIDA..
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDA.HO.
A.. Erwin, Murray.
lLLINOII!.
Post-o:fllce News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago.
SwEDISH AND No&wE&IAN CoNsULATE,}
G. E. Wilson, 814 S. State at, and Brentano
SALONIOA, May 22, 1890.
Bros., Chicago.
(1'1.t
MY DEA.R Miss Wrx:oN: Mother and I both J.
Howe, 56 B. Halstead st., -~::ag'J.
miss poor dear Uncle Fisk's kind letters no:w,
Il!IDUllA..
it used to be such a· comfort to hear from him J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis •.
regularly. We shall be very glad to get t~e T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
book of Uncle Fisk's life you spoke of m
IOWA..
your last letter, if Mr. Hodge ~ill be_ kind M. L. D. Lansing, Madrid.
enough to send it to us when it IS published.
LOUISIANA.
Papa is now trying for a place in Persia, as AI. J. Dwyer, 926 Baronne st., New Orleans.
his business here has been very bad and ~e
IUiSA.OB.UBBTTB.
has written for work, and as soon ~s he IB Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
able to lind somethin_g to do we will leave Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
Salonica for good. We are all very glad ~o Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
leave it, as all the people here are ver.Y disKIORIGA.N.
agreeable, and we hav very few friends, A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
hardly any, although we hav been here more 8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
,
than two years. There are very few Engli~ Ohas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Ooit ave.,
and American people here. Mother says if
Grand Ranids.
we do make a move, perhaps it would inter- Swan & Co .. S'i Woodward ave., Detroit.
est you to know abnut the ways and customs Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
of the Persians. Mother is going to write Horace Haynes, Leslie.
you herself as soon as she has time to.
1liSBOUltl.
Would you mind sending me some old books Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
for reading you may hav to spare, as I hav E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
nothing to read and cannot buy books here, Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
nor is there a library, so I hav to depend upon
NBW YORK.
my cousins and friends for books. I ~v Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
read ''Apples of Gold'' over and over agam; Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
so 1 hav all my other books. Mamma and I H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
both think you must hav been very coura- H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
geous to make a speech in public. I should Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
very much like to hav a copy of the song you L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
composed; perhaps some day you may bll J, H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
able to spare me one.
New York.
With best love from mother and myself to J. Vanden Broeck, 897 Bleecker st., New York.
you dear Miss Wixon, believe me,
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
E~er yours affectionately, . DAISY 8UTEB.
York.
S. J • .King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
A. FRW WORDS TO MASTER OL.ARK.
OHIO,
· J!'ORBST HoME, CAL., May 29, 1890.
John Jacques, Akron.
D&AR Miss WIXON AND CHILDREN OF THE N. Hexter, 803 Supenor street, Cleveland.
CoRNER: Girls, I· reckon our friend Clark VanEpps & co., 259 Superior st .. Cleveland.
does not chew tobacco, doesn't smoke, and
Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland.
has no bad habits. If "she" copies after J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
him why is she not on the road to him(mel) Emory p, Robinson, Sydney.
instead of to Helena? I suppose Clark was
onao11.
too generous to use the masculin word she ol. B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
I call it his because it was coined by a He- c. H. Wilcox, Portland.
brew. Men hav named many bad places w. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
feminin names. Say, has he not treated
PBNNBYLVA.NU..
Sam ('s) Son a little shabby? Overlooked his Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
best character, and that, too, at a time when George LonJtford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
he was naming the sons. Samson claims J. A. Kirk, l:>u Bois.
not to be overlooked. And poor JohnStown,
TBNNBBSBB.
will he ever recover like She cago (Chicago) Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
down by the lake Miss she gan (Michigan)? D. p, Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
But then boys hav no sympathy for the
TBXA.S.
Antiquity of Electricity.
fallen. Boys' style of clothing-bah l You L. Andruss, Denison.
Thales, a Greek philosopher, who lived forget that you cried because your nurse put T. Theo. Colwick. :Norse.
six hundred years before Christ, is said to you in pants. Your supreme court wears H. s. Kratz, 806 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTA.B.
hav known the electric properties of rubbed gowns yet· drop in some time and see some
your s~ple styles when you visit Wash. lames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
an:ber. Otto von Guericke, in 1647, con- of
F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
ington. And while you are so free to talk,
structed the first electrical machine. Frank- remember you owe that gift to your mothe'r .John A. Jost, Ogden.
lin, in 1748, killed a turkey by electricity and tongue. Talk about the father of his coun-. Henry Booth, Stockton.
wA.SHINGTON TBRBITOBY.
roasted it on an electric jack before a fire try! Why, we hav mer maids, but there are
kindled .lJy the electric spark. Perhaps this no sir maids to bar their progress or hold Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
BN&LA.ND.
was the earliest actual use of electricity. As them back. A few male ships and men of
and the rest of the great deep is ours. Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
long ago as 1747 electric shocks were sent war
That " dad " of yours must be a sort of
London.
over short distances. Reisen, in 1794, by hydra-headed monster. I guess he is the c. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
A.USTRA.LIA..
using thirty-six wires, one for each letter or fellow that is said to be older than his mother.
character, sent messages over small dis- Well he "takes the cake," anyway. He Mrs. J. Hadfield, P1uk st., Sydney, N.B.W.
tances. Morse simplified the telegraph, has ~ half-brother in southern California W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
known as "Old Sol dad" (Soledad canyon).
m:w ZBALAND.
using only one wire, instead of from thirty to But come now, and I will show you other
Will w
i
'thirty-six wires. His first public message fields that woman has trod. It is uphill trav- A.. D.
is, an.e;anu •
was, "What hath God wrought?" This was eling, but I will lead you. Now look at that
Please send stamp for oopy of
PLAIN DEALER.
on May 24, 1844. Two days later the Demo- grand highway of progress up yonder in the
that is the milk maid's path. The Address ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va.
cratic convention in ;Baltimore nominated sky·
limits of it are known only to her. I think it -~4t~24:...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
James K. Polk for president and Silas Wright may reach to the celestial city. All along
y·
for vice-president. Mr. Vail, Morse's assist- woman's pathway in this world are to be
BIHLE OF TO-D.A ·
By JOHN W. CHADWICK.
ant, telegraphed the news to Morse in the found seeds of kindness, which justice in
capitol. Morse told Wright, and the conven- the coming year~ w~ll weaveh \nto. a Jewel · This is a c.ondeusotlrcsult of tho scientific criti.
tton was astonished -to get a dispatch from cr?Wn.
s OOOihB ,s Srl.erwni
cism~ of the separate books of t)lo Bible.
with mywriaedll,
s thfiB
o 8hh~g!J.er
mmg pta:
8 .. r .
, 1
l:rlm declining the no!Jlination. The conven- tell you there is hope tor thf} world "when :
l"rloe. $MG.

w.

w.

w.
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FREETHOUGHT

A New Book by Helen II. Gardener.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
The downcast e:ves of timid aoqnielioenoe hav
paid to impudent authority the tribnte of a
thoughtless yes.-.R. G. Ingersoll.
OONTENTB.
A Splendid Jadge of a Woman.
'.rhe Lady of the O!ub.
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Ohain.
The Boler House Mystery.
The Time-Look of vur Ancestors.
Florence Oampbeli's Fa.te.
My Patient's Story.
Price, paper, ~o cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 Lafa:vette Pl •• New Yorll:.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Ohristian and Extra-Ohristian Expe.
rienoe.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and O~~otholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two BYB·
tems. It deala the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of intlioting.-[Oritioal Be·
view.
Oloth, ll!mo, S1.7~.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ROMAN I S'M,

IS IT

DESTRUCTIVE

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

A SYMPOSIUM
BY
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
E. B. FOOTE, JR.,
!:lALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WJXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNA~
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURx,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIE80N,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUBJECTS OF p APKRB :
Is there an .Ajftrmati'IJe, Poaiti'IJe, aonstruc,ti'IJe side to Freethought '!
If not, tlte reason why!
1 f there be, in what, in your opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist '!

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Address

Charles Watts's Works.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecntions.

8vo, 1,119pp. Oloth, $3; leather, M; moroooo,
gilt edges, $4.00.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
28Lafayette Place, New York.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.

BY REPORTER.
This is the historY of an attempt to :found a
ohuroh without superstition, and its suooess.
Uncle Job SaWYer, tha pastor, having established
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human oonoem, religious, palitioal, and otherll!mo, 800pp., S1.50.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
Apoles of Gold. And Other Stories guage,
and easily understood. There is lust sufti.
for Boys and Girls. ll!mo, 888pp., $1.2~.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band- hold his attention while the truth is being brought
some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free. to his mind.
l!'or sale at this omoe. Price, 11.00.
thinkers• Ohildren•s Story-Book ever ISsued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4to, 224pp., boards. $1.
for
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
For the benefit of our read·
ers who preserve their J?apera
we
offer a new stYle of bmder,
8AKYA BUDDHA.
made for the J!urpose, and
with
the heading of THE
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
TRUTH BEBKEB printed in
'l'ea.chings.
ggld letters on the outside.
This binder allows the openWith Citations from Buddha's "Path of ing ot the papers perfectly
fiat. It also allows the
Virtue."
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
BY E. D. BOOT.
other parts.
Bent bymail,_postp~ for 11.
I take pleasure in spe~~oking in praise of this
Address THE TBU·nt BEEKER,
.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
if
28 Lafavette Pl., New York.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The " Banner of Light1"
" Beligio-Philosophioa.l J oumal," and man:v Bpiri~
BIBLE INQUIRER;
ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
OB,
the book.
Extra Oloth, 17~ pp., $1.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Oontaining 148 Pro)!ositions ·
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Belf-Oontradiotions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
~OW READY.
BY A. JAOOBBON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it ia
Oll'
the most effeotiv Ioonoolast ever published.
Price only 2~ cents.

Miss Wixon's Works.

BINDER

m

THE TRUTH SEEKEE

HORACE SEAVER.
OOMPILIID BY

L. K. W.A..SHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver durinlr the
past fortY-five years. It is neatlY printed on
oream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for deliverY.
Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The Career of J esns Christ.
An Exposition of the True Moanin11: of this Oharaoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents.

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
Bilk cloth, $3.

8vo, 838pp.,

Spiritualism Snstained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, lM!ipp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
~how

pared with Orthodox ChristianIty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
Secularism : Is It Founded on
Reason, and Is It Sumclent to
Meet the Needs of" Mankind?
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
Evening JCaUand Oharles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob Ho!Yoake and
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents.
A Reply to Fatlter Lambert's
"'Tactics of' Infidels." 20 cents.
Post free.
Christianity: Its Origin, Nature,
and Intluence. 32 pages. Price, 15
cents.
The Horrors of' the Frencll Revolution: Their Causes. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents.
Secularism : Destructlv and Con·
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
10 cents.
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
to be Oontradiotory and Defeotiv as an Ethical
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
A;;-nosticlsm and Christian Theism
Which J s the More Reasonable?
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution and Special Creation.
10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-Wbich? 24
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
The Superstition of the Christian
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus.
tioe. ~ pages. Price, 10 cents.
The Gloey of Unbel'ef. 22 pages in
oover. Price, 10 cents.
Nature and 11le Supernatural; or,
Bell .. :f and Knowled;;e. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents.
'l"he American ~ecular lJnlon; Its
Necesdty and the :Justice of Its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo.
nel Robert Ingersoll.} 81l pages in oover.
Price, 10 cents.
Theological Presumption: An Open
Letter to the B~v. Dr. B. Y. Burns, of Halifax,
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Olergy Avoid
Debate 1 2. '.l'he Position of Agnosticism
Toward OhrlstianitY. 3. Freethought and
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroi~m.
6. Ohristianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Pnoe,
5 cents.
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTB. JUST PUBLISHED.
Christian tty: Deft>ctiv and lin·
necenary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
24 pa~res. Price. 10 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.

BY

ANTICHRIST.

GEORGE JACOB HOLYOA.KE,
THOMAS DAVIDSON,
KARL BLIND,
THADDEUS B. W AKEMA.N,
LYDIA R. CHASE.

ROVING oonolusivly that there was no Ohrist
crucified under Pontius PilateJ but that the
r.eal Jesus, the illegitimate son of mary by Joseph
Pander a, was stoned and hanged for sorcerY about
7~ years B.o. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price, $1.00. Former price, $2.00. For sale at thi1
omoe •.

Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fn a dollar.
A-ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

National Type-writer Co.,
10 Temple Pla.ce, Bostoo, :Ma.ss. P. 0. box 5159.
Bend for catalog and specimens of work.
18!10

LOOKlNG BACKWARD
BJ> Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are
free to receive new light will tina in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
ftshness.-[Boston Post.
A BUI{geslion of a really practicable and feasi.
ble soo1al state ~rreatlr in advance of the present.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual poosibilities.-[Bost.on Traveler.
ll!mo, cloth, Sl.OO; paper, OOo.
AililresR THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

HISTORY
01'

THB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'f
Of' Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vois-Prioe, aa.
By .JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Addresa THE TRUTH BREKER.

Essence of Religion.
By L. FElJERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, limo, 7~pp.;
~o ots.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
moral.-.B'J:tract.
Addresa THB TBUTH BEUBB Oo.
THB

A COLLECTION OP

Giordano Bruno.

Price, 5 cents.

'l'he Best Sta.nda.rd 'Typewriter in the World.
Ohllap, Portable, No Ink Ribbon, Interchangeable
Type in all La.ngu~~oges, Easiest to learn and
ra.md as any. Agents wanted everYwhere.
W ABRANTED AB BEI'BEBENTED. Address

Original and Selected Hymns

QN THE WORD GOD.

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents
Was Jesns Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblie Schools and the Catholic
Chnrch. Price, 5 cents.

New Model Hall Typewriter

BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MEN, WOMEN k GODS.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Cosmian Hymn Book,

New E41tlon, Revised rotd Enlar&'8do

•v HELEN H. CARDENER.

'l'he only Com:plete a.nd Authorized Edition.

Conflict between llea.son a.nd Superstition.

OB1 THB

Introduction by
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction o
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
the Moabites by the Jews.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 00 cents.
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
Snnday and the Sabbath. " A law TM Trad8 Stt!JIPZied at t;p8Cial DisMunta.
regulating human oonduot on the Sabbath is
•
•
•
•
10 cents.
Price,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
an impertinence." Price, 10 oen ts.
l!8 LafaYette Place, New York.
1..1he False Teaching of the Christian Chnrch. " The Thirty-nine atPhoto-engranugsofMisiiGardenerare
this oftioe. Price, 40o.; with autograPh.forsale
00 ota.
Articles of the Ohristian ohuroh are thirty.
BY Milton Wooll4!}T, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
MYthologY," "The Oareer of Jesus Ohrist."
1
1.. he Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
The
fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God
of a minister's pra:vinl' God to kill grasshop.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por- -[Ps. xiv, 1·
Ohlldren
and foolli speak the truth.-[Old Baw.
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado
trait, and Monument.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
Paper, ll!mo, 10 oenta.
Followers of Jesns~ Price, 10 cents. With a complete list of the American subscribers
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.

Spiritnalism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1

DELIVERED BEFORE THE

New York State Bar .Association, at .AZbany,
The Tea«' hings of' Secularism Com·
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

OB

Price, paper, 25 cents.
&ddreBB TilE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

AN ADDRESS

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,

DANCER AHEAD.

By A. :J. GROVER.

CRIM~S AGAIIST CRIMIIALS.

THE TRlJTH SEEKER CO.

P

(Words and M'Uaic)
For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
For Schools and the Dome.
COMPILED BY
L. K. WASDBlJRN.

PRIOR,
t1.50.
AddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Plaoe, New York.
Every Liberal Should Read

THE BIBLE A&ND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH l'RI!FAOE BY DB. HAlUJWIOKB.
INTRODUOTION.
Ohapter I, Bible AstronomY and .!!lvolutlon ;
Ohaj!ter II, Bible Biology and Jjlvolutwn; OhaP•
ter III, Bible Myths and Eyol~twn; OhaPter .IV,
Bible History and E)volutmn, Oha.pter. V, BII?le
Morality and Evolution; Chaptflr VI, B1ble Miracles and Evolution : Obapter VII, Miracles Incredible; Chai>.t.er VIII, Bible Poetry and Evolution · Chapter IX, Bible Art and EvolutioP: Ohapter i. Bible God and Evolution ; Chapter XI, Soul
and Future and Evolution · Ohapt!lr XII, Heaven
Hereafter; OhaPter X):II, 6onolus~on.
Handsomely bound m olotb. Pr1oe$1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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among Spiritual periodicals a better con- article in the January Monthly, by Benjamin
ducted one than the Bettm· Way. It is pub- Reece, sud maintains that there has been
most increase of punishments for crime
lished in Cincinnati, at $2 per year.
where there is least education. In the
Unles.s otherwise spe~ified, all publications
"Why I am a New Churchman," is the "Aflirma.tiv Side of Agnosticism," Jamps A...
noticed here can lJe had of THE TRUTH SEEKER
title given a work by the Rev. Chauncey Skilton proposes the word "metagnosticism "
CoMPANY, at the prices named.
Giles. The particular ailment, out of the (knowing beyond) as a substitute for Agnosround of Uhridtian diseases, that afflicts our ticism, and publishes letters from Herbert
EPITOlllliS OF THREE SOIENOES: Comparativ
author, seems to be the febril anrl decidedly Spencer, Professor Huxley, and Dr. Lyman
Philology, Psychology, and Old Testament
rliscomposing one of Swedenborgianism. Abbott, to whom be had submitted his propThis is what some call the New Church. osition. There is au illustrated descriptlv
History. Chicago : Open Court PublishProbably our readers will be satisfied with article on "Tin and its Nativ Land," by M.
ing Co. Cloth, pp. 139. Price, 75 cents.
Bran rle St. Pol Lias. Mrs. Fanny D. Bergen
This excellent book contains three essays, CHUROH HISTORY- By Professor Kurtz. assuming, as the reason why our friend is a contributes the third instalment of her
Authorized translation from latest revised New Churchman, that it is because be doesn't
each by an 11uthority on the subject treated.
erlition by Rev. John MacPherson, A.M. know any better, or because he has not read "Animal and Plant Lore," comprising many
H. Olden berg lays before us the present state
Vol. III. 12mo, 544pp. Price. per volume, THE TRUTH SEEKER. 1f anyone yearns for curious popular superstitions. Prof. La
and results of comparativ philology. Prothe reasons more at len~rth, be may send 25 Roy F. Griffin describes the "Natural and
$2. New York: Funk and Wagnalls.
fessor Jastrow sums up the state of things in
The volume before us completes this labori- cents for the book to Wm. H. Alden. 2,129 Artificial Cements" now in the market, and
the department of psychology. C. H. Cortells the method of testing them. There is a
nell exhibits the outcome of the latest inves ous work on ecclesiastical history. It car- Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
sketch, by M. Leon Fredcricq, of Tbeodor
ries the Roman Catholic and Protestant
tigations of Old Testament history~
"The Christian Doctrin of Hell." is a pam- Schwann, the discoverer of the cell theory in
churches through the seventeenth, eighteenth,
biology, with a portrait. In the cnrrespondEVOLUTION: TRUE OR FALSE? By C. L. and nineteenth centuries to the present time. phlet written by J_ M. Wheeler and publishea ence department President Hill of the Uniby R. Forder, London. As the more civil.Abbott. Waco, ,Texas: J. D. Shaw. The learned author compares these two sys. ized
of the clergy are endeavoring to throw versity of Rochester defevds himself at
terns as they bav operated side by side, givPaper, 54 pp. Pr1ce, 25 cents.
ing special attention to the Lutheran church, into obscurity their ancient doctrin of hell length against the charge of misrepresenting
This pamphlet is compiled from the works the Reformed church, the Moravians, and the which is now so shocking the enlightened, Herbert Spencer, made In the previous numof the most distinguished authorities on both various " new and fanatical sects." Coming the author thinks it well that these shufiling ber, and his defense is thoroughly reviewed
sides of the question, and is designed to be a to the nineteenth century he first takes a. divines should be confronted with the author- in the Editor's Table. The other departmanus! of the facts upon which the doctrin general survey, then calls particular attention itativ delivera~ces of their churches on the ments are full of interesting bits of scientific
of Development is based. Being furnished to Rat.ionalism and Pietism ; Evangelical subject. Teachings regarding hell, of a matter. New York: D. Appleton & Co.
with accurate refe1 ences for every quotation Union and Lutheran Separation; Evangel- character revolting in the utmost to the spirit Fifty cents a number; $5 a year.
and statement of fact, it provi:~es the reader ical Confederation, Lutheranism, Melancthon- of this age, are collected from the fathers and
with the materials to enable him to decide for ism, and Calvinism; the disputes and forlllB the founders of sects and distinguished
himself whether Evolution is true or false. ·of worship ; Protestantism in Germany ; theologians down to the present day, snd IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES
The unique and systematic plan of this work, Home Missions and Foreign Missions. In here presented. Price, 10 cents.
IRON-CLAD SERIES.
with itB numerous tables and diagrams, discussing Catholicism the author considers
1 Atonement. Charles Brmll:mgh.. ........... 6
renders it at once a comprehensiv and reli- the States of the Church; her various orders;
E- P. Roe is. well known as the writer of 2 Secular ltesponsibility. G. J. Holyoak e.. 6
able handbook of organic Evolution.
the liberal Catholic movement; Catholic Ul- novels that convey useful information and 4 Inrtnenco of Christi,tnity on Civilization.
Underwood ................................. - 25
tramontanism; the Vatican council of 1869; moral incitation in an attractiv narrativ
FRUITS AND How TO UsE Tmm: A.. Practical the Old _Catholics; Catholic theology, and vehicle. "Nature's Serial Story" is tlle '1 Bnddl1i~t ~ihilism. Prof. llfax :Mueller... I 0
Manual for Housekeepers, containing nearly the relat10n of the Romish church to the latest one issued by his publishers, Dodd, 8 Reliorion of Inlmmanitr. F. Harrison ..... IG
seven hundred recipes for the wholesome various countries of .the world. The last Mead & Co. The scene is laid in a romantic 9 Rch:tion of Witchcraft. to Religion. Lyall. I 0
preparation of foreign and. domestic fruits 95 pages of this volume are devoted to chron- and retired country spot by the Hudson. 10 gpidcmic Delusiong. Marvin ............... 10
By Mrs. Hester M. Poole. 12mo, pp. 242, ological tables and a general index, cover Here a household composed of persons of ll Philosophy of Spi1·itnalisrn. ~[an·in ....... GO
cloth. Price, $1. Fowler & Wells Co., ing the three volumes and adding much to varied characters and callings watch and I2 •ryndall's Belfast In:mg·ll"al, ami Portrait .. 25
Publishers, 775 Broadway, New York.
comment on "Nature's serial story'' of l'l gssay ou llfiracles. Da\'i<l Ilnmc ........... 10
their value.
changing air and dress and sea!l'on. The H Land Question. Ch:vk; l3radh<ug"h.. ...... 6
We hav cookery books without end, but
amo"?g them al~ there hM _not been a. treatis' MIDNIGHT TAT,KS AT THE Cum. Reported work is calculated to awaken observation of 15 Were Adam and g,.e om 11irst Parent:;?
Charles Bradbugh ....... .,.... ............ 5
makmg a specut.lt_y 9f frmts and therr uses.
by Amos K. l!'iske. 16mo, vellum cloth, nature and inspire a love of her in "a' her
Mrs. Poole, appremat1v of the want of a work
gilt top, $1. New York: Fords, Howard shows and forms." It is illustrated with a 1 G Why do Men Starve'/ Chas. Bradlaugh.- r;
number of engravings that bring country 17 Loor[c of Life Dedncc<l from the Principii'
in this special}ine, has earnestly set to work
& Hulbert.
"'of J<'reethonght. George J. llolyoake. l 0
and ?8-refullY: prepared this book .. A~ intr9A.. brainy little volume, this, commending scenes pleasingly before one. Price, 50 cents.
18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 10
duct~on cons1ders th~ value of frmts m theu itself by aptness in expressing what many
Count Tolstoi's latest novel. "The Kreut- I9 L:<rgc or Small Families'? .A.. Holyoake.. 6
relatiOn to ~um':n d1et, and t~en. the ~epart- enlightened men and women are thinking, in
ment o! reClJ?CB lS opened, beg!nnmg ~t.h the this changeful time. The conversations, held zer S:)nata," which exists in Russia onlv in 20 SapsNtition Displayed, with :1 Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake. ...... .•. • 5
~pple, m Wh1Ch we find _duectlons for 1ts use in a q•1iet corner wom of the Asphodel Club manuscript (its publication having been -form nearly one hundred d1~ere~t wa~s; we ar.e on S>lturda.y nights, agreeably occupy a small bidden by the czar) and has not yet appeared 21 Defence of Secular Principles. U. W:1tts.. o
taken through a long EerJeS, mclus~v of frmt "owl party" of four-" Tom Benedict," an in book form in any language, will be pub- 22 Is the Bible Reliable'? Charles Watts.-... G
products ?f the ~emperate and troplCal zones, anxious and religious-minded young hus.. lished in English, in Boston, in a few 23 The Christian Doit\'. Clmrlcs Watts....... 5
the tamarind berng the last.
band; " Colonel Bloodgood," a 'Dieux mous. days, by Benjamin H. Tucker. The no..,el 2-! Mom! Value of the Dible. Chas. Watts.- G
tache with ruddy face, white hair, blue eyes, is the boldest work yet written by the 25 Fr(mthonght and Mod. Progress. Watts. 6
FREETHOUGBT : Is IT Dl!STRUOTIV CR CoN- and an explosiv temper and manner; "Judge Russian master. Dealing with the questions 26 Christianity: Its Natme, am! Influence
on Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 6
srRuonv? A.. SYMPOSIUM.
Gamaliel Truman," the guide, philosopher, of love and marriage, it urges a morality
The reader is requested to turn to page 168 and friend of the party; and" The Listener," that is more than puritanical in its severity, 28 Thonn-hts ou Atheism. Austin Holyoal•c. 5
of the March number of this magazine, and who is "amang them takin' notes," and who while handling the delicate subject with all 29 Is there a Moral Governor of tho Univers8? Austin Holyoake. ...... .. .... ... 5
read there an extensiv notice of this sym- finally concludes to " prent it." Benedict rep- the frankness of the realistic school. In St.
posium, composed of articleR by some twenty resents the conscientious and honest inher- Petersburg and Moscow manuscript copies 30 Philosophy of Sceu!arisul. Chas. Watts... 5
of the ablest Libersl writers in this country, itor of the traditional, and when roused to pass from hand to hand and are read aloud in 31 Has Man a Soul? Cha-;. Bradlaugh........ 5
38 Is There a Go<l'l Charles Bradlaugh.:.... 5
that first appeared in THE T~UTH SEEKER. really think and speak is no mean champion li.terary circles.
39 Labor's Pmym·. Clmr!es Bradlaugh. ...... 5
The Truth Seeker Company has put these of his accepted beliefs ; Colonel Bloodgood
We must commend a. work published bv 40 Po\•erty: 1ts Cause and Cure. M. G. H .• 10
articles into a beautiful ps.per-covered pam- is a good-natured but aggressiv fighter of
phlet of eighty-two pages, printed on good "whatever is;" Judge Truman is the chief the American Humane Education Society, 19 42 Science an<l Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
paper, and the price is twenty-five cents. It talker, however, and his calm, serene, con. Milk st., Boston. It is entitled, "Black 43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watt.~- 5
is for sale at this cflice. We consider it one siderate way of rli;cussingviews from which Beauty, His Grooms and Companions," and is 4± Logic of Death ; or, Why Should the
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
of the most valuable Freethougat publications he _entirely dissents Fliers a refreshing con- by Miss Anna Sewell. It is the autobiograthat has recently been published. The ques- trast to the heat of most debaters. The topics phy of a horse, and is very pleasing and 47 Poverty: Its Effects on the roliticul Condition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
tions answered by the writers are these: Is are various. The party discourse on Temper- interesting. The design of the writer and the
there an aflirmativ, positiv, constructiv side ance and Prohibition; they find the churchly publishers is to move the heart of the people
MANN!\ SERIES.
to Freethought ? If not, the reason why? Shepherds neglecting their true Sheep; they to sympathy with their friend the horse, too 1 Original :Manna for "God's chosen."....... 5
The
book
bas
sold
largely,
oftell.
maltreated.
If there be, in what, in your opinion, does it talk about Sunday observance, and then at
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bm<llaugh...... 5
consist, and in what should it consist ?-Free. large about Religion. They branch off to and also has been distributed free to a con- 4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barimnl... 20
siderable
extent.
Mrs.
Wm.
Appleton,
of
thinker's Magadne.
Political Immorality, and come back to Su5 200 Questions WiLhout Answers............. 5
perstition and Worship, with objections to Boston, put sixteen hundred copies in the 6 Dialogue between a Chri~tian Missionary
THE SuPPRESSION oF CoNSUMPTION. By G. making a fetich of the Scriptures. They hands of Boston drivers. It is to be hoped
and a Chinm;e llf:tndarin. ; ..•...•.......... l 0
W. Hambleton, M.D. New York: N. D. take up the question of the Irish-Americans that after a century or two more of the human- 7 Queries Submittccl to tho Bench of Bishops
izing
opnation
of
civilization,
the
citizens
of
C. Hodges. 40 cents.
and their divers elements of good and evil as
by a Weak bnt Zealous Christian....... 10
Christian countries will get to be nearly as
In this little volume Dr. Hambleton, presi- citizens. The chief interest, however, seems kind to animals as the inhabitants of India 8 Search After Heaven ami Hell. .A.. Holyoake............................................ 5
dent of the Polytechnic Physical Develop- to be along the religious line, and so they get and Japan. Owing to the manner of publiment Society of Great Britain, argues that back to Moses and the Prophets and Ancient cation of this "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the 9 ~ew Life of Jonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... !i
consumption is conquerable, and sustains his Scriptures generally. They discuss in this horse, buyers will send for it, not to us, as 10 A Few Words about tho Devil................ 5
argument hy brief nistories of several cases vein the value of Human Evidence, and the they may in other cases, but to the publishers 11 Ne\V Life of Jacob............................... 5
that bav been cured. Be believes that judi- Power of Personality, with applications to in Boston. The book bas 245 pages and is 12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake •.. IO
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoako JOo
cious exercise under proper conditions, ac- the foregoing. topics. The papers are full of sold at 25 cents.
14.A.cts ofthe Apostles: A Farce. A. fL ..• 10•
companied by specific treatment, details of clear thought and generous feeling, expressed
in
attractiv
guise.
They
will
lea:l
many
to
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H. I()
which he givs, will eventually conquer the
Tbe names of Herbert Spencer, President 16
Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
disease. Physical education, he thinks, think for themselvs, who bav not seriously Andrew
D.
White,
and
Hon.
Dlvid
A...
Wells,
attempted
that
interesting
exercise.
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
should be made a necessary part of our
contributors
to
the
June
Popular
Science
as
system of national education. With the
Monthly, are a sufficient guarantee that this 18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
necessary institutions, and this system of
"Looking Forward" is a pamphlet by is a remarkably strorg number. President 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Brad!angh. 5
treatment thoroughly andcontinuouslycarried Prof. C. Orchardson, 82 Ashland block, Chi- White; in a paper on the "Antiquity of 20 New Life of Moses. Charles llradlaugh... r.
out, he says, " I am certain we shall ha.v re- cago. It is a presentation of the principles Man and Egyptology," shows how Egyptian 21 .A. Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
duced the mortality from consumption to of Socialism, and any wishing to investigate
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna wo will
has been cramped and twisted to
truly insignificant proportions before the next that belief will find it. a clearly written man- chronology
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50worthfor $2;
make
it
agree
with
the
belief
that
the
first
century bas e2caped from its infancy. And ual _for the purpose. Price, 5 cents.
man was created just four thousand and four $5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
I bav therlgbttoexpressa.clearandempba'ic
years before Christ. Mr. Spencer, in his
opinion on this subject; for I myself and my
THE
Charles Watts bas written and printed
chapters on "Justico.," carefnlly
patients bav unquestionably completely re- another of his serviceable little A..ntichristian concludin~
the sentiment and the idea of j II Scovend from the diEease. A.. great, a splen- pamphlets. The title is, "Nature and the considers
tice. Mr. Wells contributes a description of
did, a noble victory over this disease lies in Supernatural; or, Belief and Knowledge." certain
"Evidences
of Glacial Action In
the hands of the profession."
Tllis production, like its fellow-works from Southeastern C'lnnecticut," accompanied by
the same source, is sound in reasoning and pictures of some of the immense bowlders
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
THE BIBLK: WHEFOE AND WHAT? By Rich- perspicuous in diction. Price, 10 cents.
which are thickly strewed over this region. Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Dible AnBard B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.B. PniladelProf. C. H. Henderson has the fourth of his
lyzed," "The Real BIBsphemers," "Spirpbia : J_ B Lippincott Co. Cloth, portrait
The Dramatic Mir1·or <t,uarterly sends us illustrated articles on glass.ma.king in this
itualism Sustained," et~;., etc.
of author, pp. 232.. Price, $1.
No.1 of its Vol. I. As its contributors are number. It is entitled, "In the Atelier of a
Tbls scholarly and ably reawned work by all of the first rank, we are willing to say Glass Worker," and tells bow the beautiful
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,.
the distinguished president of the Secular that it will giv satisfaction to all those who designs are produced that we admire In who is gifted with tbose rare powers that render,
Union now appears in a third edition. An turn their attention to the literature of the engraved, etched, and cut glass. "Atmos- the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the ,
enumeration of the chapter . beadings will theater. New York: Dramatic Mirror Co. pheric Dust," by Dr. William· Marcet, is an ordinary mind. The book contains many ideaa
yield a good conception of its matter: Chap. Price, one year, 85 cents; single number, 25 account of some kinds of the fine particles that will be new to the world and productiv df ·
I. Foundation of the "authorized" version cents.
that float in the air, and of the part they play good in furnishing food for thought. We trust it
of the New Tesb,ment. II. The new- version
in the phenomena. of nature. So much bas will bav tho immense distribution it so riohlv ·
basis (1881). III. Canonicity of the scriptWe feel disposed, meanwhile desiring our been written on the esthetic and sentimental merits.-[The American Idea.
ur_es. lV. Custody of the scriptures. V. readers to bear in mind our own stand as to aspects of architecture, that it is refreshing
O!otb, 12mo, $!.
!Y!Jra<;l~,. prophecy. martyrdo~, and church\ Spiritualism, to praiae a certain paper devoted to come upon Mr. Barr Ferree's paper on:
mfalhb1hty ... VI. Internal ev1dence. VII. to exposition of that belief. TboEe that be- "'Utility in Architecture," in which the ten-~
Addres& THE TRUTH SEF.lmR
Probable or!g!n of the Old Testament. VIII. i Jieve in Spiritualism and desire an organ of dency to subordinate use to looks is vigor- --·
Probable or1gm of the New Testament books. · their views, or those that do not believe but ouslyh:andlerl. Under the title, "Edncation THE TRUTH SEEI{ER ANNU.41;.,.
1
lX. Probable origin of certain dogmas found wish to bear the other side, will not find and Cnme," Hev. A. W. Gould replir'S to an
Price, 515 Centl,
· ''

Jllqw llubliqntiot(S.

in all religions. X. Is the nible strictly
historical or mainly allegorical ? XI. Were
the Jewish and Christian scriptures written
before or after the pagan bibles ? XII. The
summing-up. XIII. Interlocutory. We recommend this book: to every reader of our
paper. The portrait alone will be worth the
price of the volume to many Secular Union
members who would be gratified to view the
countenance of their chief leader against the
ranks of superstition.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.
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LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

PBIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for Your excellent and useful
disconrse.-JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
9.ble paper, and deserveswidedissemination.-The
Age,

ANTI PROHIBITION.

PBIOE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which the point is discussed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I take ~eat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the canse of temperance, but in the Principles of self.goverpment.J.J.McOabe.
~

'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
MODERN IMITATION OF CBRIST,
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order
Creatton.

or

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
&" This book was suppressed by the first American publisher·..8

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINE'rEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting .. ;,., 5 girls and a ;y:onnger brother·who were lett parent·
less,
with little money, farr educatlonb.and much
~GO Sabbath Observance. Coleman ............ 3 courage, to make their way through t e world by
JGl Protestant Persecutions ...................... 3 going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workIG2 BighthandLast Letter from Ludlow Street
girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 ing
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman ................. 2 and disreputable hypocrite. It is inst such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inl!'ersoll to be interested in; a.nd wha.tever he admrres
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... 6
2 Evolution; Homogeneous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ......................... 3
4 Literature of the Insane. Mnrvin.......... 5
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,·
5 nesr,onsibility of Sox. Mrs. Ohaso, M.D... 3
B~oretaf'JI of the American Secular Union.
6. Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Price 10 cents.
~ Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
8 TiowMarsupialAnimalsPropagate.......... 2
Address Til• TBUTH 8EEKEB OolrPANI.
9 The Unseen World.· Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
10 'rho Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson .......... 10
12 Evolution not .Atheism nor Materialism.
AND
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
TwBLVB 0THBB DISOOUBSBB OF RBABON.
i3 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Cmmbfor the
Modern Symposium ......................... 10
Btl 0. B. PROTHINGH.•U£.
Extra oloth, lllmo, 288pp,, $1.
IIF See note at head of column.
Address
'l'HE 'l'BUTH BEEKER 00.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

These notices (lll'e f!Yl' the benefit of Liberals
who may be ?Jisiting the plMes where these societies are located. Local Becul(lll' Unions and
/freethought Societies meeting regul(lll'ly can
hav t!;eir gatherings ad?Je?·tise(l here free by f!Yl'·
W(lll'd~ng the nec.essary injiYl'rnation.

Th Modern Science _EssaJist.
ft

'l'en Cents Each.
z. HEBBEB'l' SPENOER: His life, writings, and
philosophy, BY Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
Tl!OJIIPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
and infinence. By Rev ..loJIN W. CHADWIOK.
3. SOLA.B AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
t< ow suns and worlds come into being, BY
Mr. GABBET P. BEBVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EA.BTH : The story of
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES,
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life
begins. BY .Mr. WILLLI.llt POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
of zoological evolution. BY Dr. RossiTEB
RAYMOND.
7. THE DESOENT OF MAN : His origin, antiquity, growth. BY Prof. E. D. COPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and development. By Dr. lloBEBT G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.SKILTON.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C.
P ARBJIALL,
13. EVOLUTlON AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By JoliN W. CBADWIOK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTARB
HoYT NroJIOLs.
15. THE EF!i'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J'.
SAVAGE,
Address '1'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
l!8 La.fayette Place, New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2xl5 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.u

Meets every_ Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masomc Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leotnres and disonseions. The public cordia.llyinvited.

The Newark Liberal League
M:eets every Bnnday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 117 Halsey st., cor. Market
~t., Newark, N. J. J.Jectnres and discussions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:J'f
weets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts,, at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social qnestiona
Able speakers interest the andience. N.B.-Tru tli
'!eekerPublicationsalwayson h!l-ndat cheap ratep,

Chicago Secular 'Union
M11ets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Prmcess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectnres and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular 1Jnlon
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
av_e. ,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBEB,Pres.; LEBOY BEBBIEB,Sec.

Ellzur Wright §ecutar Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fonrth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
t0:30 A..M •. Free disonssi9n on all Libera.! snbjects.
:!ubsonptions to TJIE 'l'BuTJI BEEKEB and Invest1.·
'}ator are solicited.
R. G. t3MITJI, Cor. Sec.

The Walla Walla Llbi ral Club
Meets ev_ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
aa]l, Mam street, Walla Walla., Washington.
3mence Lectures~Free Discussions.-Original
~nd Se\ected 1\ea.dings and Poems. A large valuable librarY IB at the service of members and
friends, C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave,, {Fraternity Hall). Lectnre followed
by debates. 'l'he publio cordially invited.

8rotlter.bood ot Morali!its, No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets every SnndaY in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2:80 PM. All Liberals are cordially in·
vited. F. v. DRAPEB, Cor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., Freetltought
Society
~eetR

every Sunday evening at Union. Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is. extended to all. Seats free.

Des Doines Secular 'Union
Holds regular meetings at Good· Temp!ar Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust street•.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartilY welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
.

Port8moutlt, 0., Secular 'Union

Meets everY Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand ArmY
Hall. Lectures, discusstons, readings, Poems,
music and songs. A cordial invitation is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. CorresPondence solicited. J, L. TBEUTJIART, President.
WILL S. ANDBES, SecretarY.

J. D. SHA.W'S PAMPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

Studies In

negativ and a.ffirmativ standPoint, showing
what it ia not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
if

rtnliHRil'!~

Is a regularly educated
and legally qualified Pby·

l!lician, and the most sue·

c~ssful

in his spccin.Ity as
his }Jruclice will provt:.
Send 10 cts. for his "Prt·
Counselor." n book
for young nn;l middle aged
men, sutreriug from that
Life- Wasting Weakness
ns the result of youthful
follies, iude~crctiOns fllld
c:t.cesscs. It sets forth nn
1\xternnl •.t.pplicntion.-A
POSITlYK CURE. The
book is worth many timer
its cost, and shonhl be in
the hands of t~~c afflict·
'\'lltC

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels, $7.50;
9 iewPls, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adius1ed,

'l'be New Model "Otto Wettstein" Wa.tch,

DIAMONDS.
An elegant a·stone, 8kt., solitaire Pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnificent hair ornament
and pin and pendant combination, rosette, 29
brilliants, $200, worth. $800; one do,, hear~·Shapo,
sapphire and ruby m center, same pnce and
value. Pins, rings, drops, atnds, from $300 down
to $10; same proportionate discounts. All bonght
before late advance.
OTTO WE'l'TSTEIN, Boohelle, ID.

A clear exposi-

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a

AND

All modern improvements : in silverine, $19; 3
ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 5 ounce,
$25. BEST open-face filled oorew case, $27; hinged,
$30: hnnting, $26; Louis XIV style, $2 to $10 more.
Ladies• best gold filled, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels,
$18.50 ; 15 jew• Is, $25; adjusted, $35 ; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 more. Ruby and diamond ornamentations up to $100 extra.

Theolo~;y.

tion of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 oeqts.

OF

$16, For 3 ounce coin silver case, add $3.50; 4
ounce, $4 50; 5 ounce, $6. In best open-face·
filled gold, dnst.proof case, 7 jewe,ls, $16; 11 jewels, $17.50: 15 jewels, $18.50; adJusted. $24.{0;
hinged cases, $3 more; hunting cases, $6 more.

A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption t-hat the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

SPECIAL SALE

WATCHES

o.,

Ueets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.t 2
P.M.J at. the to'!\'n. hall. All friends of human
~UltivatiOn are mVIted. MA.llrus HEIGJITON, Sec.

ed.

AN
HONF.ST STATF.l!RXT.
usimilar nd\'Crtiscnlcnts
from tmrelinblc prac-titi·
tn.ers hnvc been freqtwnt•
Jy :t.ss:zilcd anrl cxrHlsC!l h]"
!he press, but Dr. FF.LLOW'S stands for~m?11t in ~!s ..Pt~f~IJ·
siou, nnd it is s~~s~."- Tli~ ~\attonal ltec:.

Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

Inquiries are frequently received asking what
we know abont Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. 1
First, we know that_he is a reliable gentleman or
rare professional skill, who has earned snccess by
good work. Second that he fulfills all bas agreements to the letter. Third, that he has performed
oures of hopeless oases that in the olden time his
skill wonld have been called miraculous. Fonrth,
and last, we know him to be an honest man and a
stanch LiberaJ..-T716 Better W~W·
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CODS .AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

AND REFORMERS.

ftms of l[hongltt.

Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
HmmY S:snnm, a well-to-do planter of Fort Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of aU the Gods, in· Teachers, Bkeptic@.t.Innovators1 Foul\!lers of
To .discover the true principles of morality,
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New Sonools of ·~·nought, Eminent ~oien
Worth, Tex., recently ordered his wife to go cluding
men hav no need of theology, revelation, or
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
ti&ts,
etc.
(who
were
not
Ohristians),
to work in the field with negroes and on her
of gods; they hav need· only of common
avo, 885Px>· Vol. ll. Describes Fully all
·
from the time of Menu to the presthe Religious SYStems of the Worlll.
refusing beat her. She tied, and applied for
sense. They bav only to commune with
ent. -avo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
avo,957pp. Oloth,$8pervol.; the
leather, $41 mor., g. e., $4.50.
a divorce. He has always alleged to his
themselvs, to rdlect upon their own nature,
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; moneighbors the divine right to beat her, deducBY D. M. BENNE'r'r.
to consult their visible interests, to consider
rocco, gilt edges, $8.
ing it from the text, " If thy right hand offend
the objects of society, and of the individuals
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
BY D. M. BENNE'r'r.
tbee, cut it o:ff."
who compose it ; and they will easily perceive
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 LafaYef.te Place, N.Y.
that virtue is advanta.
CmtY:BNN:BS are doing
geous and vice disadvanviolence in Montana, and
tageous to such beings as
frontiersmen hav tied to
.::
themselvs.-D' Holbach.
the settlements.
·
=
·
CJoLU11BUB has passed
! ~
MElli will be more
through a street- car
.,
moral when they learn
"'\
strike, with much riotthat morality does not
ing and violence.
rest for its authority upon
j
arbitrary edicts thunTHR bill for a tunnel
dered from the skies,
under the English Chan·(
but that its foundation is
nel failed to pass the
the experience of manHouse of Commons.
kind as to what is best
GBIThlA.NY, France, Rusfnr man.-Robert 0.
sia, and Switzerland hav
.Adams.
signed a treaty for mutual
TRB good is universally
suppression of Anarchy.
the pleasurable.
Con.
IN Italy mobs of unemduct Is good or bad as its
ployed workingmen freresults to self or others is
quently march about depleasurable or painful :
manding bread, and crethe need for commandate riota and conflicts
ments from God disapwith police.
pears.-Bpencer.
• THR Methodists in Canada haT refused their
ANonrnT history, anshare of the $60,000
cient astronomy, ancient
which the sects were to
physics, ancient medireceive from the Jesuits'
cin (up to Hippocrates),
estate appropriation.
ancient geography, ancient metaphysics, all are
ON the 13th storms and
nothing but ancient abfioods did much damage
surdities, which ought to
to railroad and other
make us feel the happiproperty at Rockford,
ness of being born in
Joliet, Rock Island, and
later times.- Voltaire.
other parts of Illi~ois.
CAMPHOR has risen
A PIIOPLB WhO regard
from eighteen to seventythe past with too wistful
five cents a pound owing
an eye, will never bestir
to large purchases by
themselva to help the on---~-Germany to use in makward progress ; they will
ing a new kind of powder.
hardly believe that progress is possible.
To
ColU'LAINT has been
them, antiquity is synonmade in Congress of the
ABIGAIL HASTETH TO GET THERE.
ymous with wisdom,
neglect of the Cunard
and every improvement
Steamship Company to
And Abigail hasted, and arose, and rode upon an ass, with five damsels of hers that went after her ; and she
is a dangerous innovacomply with the law on
went after the messengers of David, and became his wife.-1 Sam. xxv, 49.
tion. In this state, Euimmigration of contract
rope lingered for many
labor.
centuries ; in this state,
CATROLIOB are rejoicing in the triumph in
Spain still lingers. Hence the Spaniards are
the Belgian elections of" the Catholic party,
remarkable for an inertness, a want of buoy.
the party of honest government, whose
ancy, and an absence of hope, which, in our
triumph means the triumph of Christianity."
busy and enterprising age, isolate them from
the rest of the civilized world. Believing
Tm;: refusal of America to enact internathat little can be doRe, they are in no hurry
tional copyright draws this language from
to do it. Believing that the knowledge they
the novelist Haggard : '' The American nation
hav inherited is far greater than any they can
alone among civilized nations has hoisted the
obtain, they wish to preserve their intellectblack fiag."
ual possessions whole and unimpaired.TH~
Buckle. '
·
. AT. W arrentown, Mo., on the 9th, a colliAT present I am subsisting on certain wild
sion of two freight trains on the Wabash road
flavors which nature wafts to me, which unkilled eight men, injured twenty-two, and
accountably sustain me, and make my apkilled or crippled fifteen racehorses. A telegparently poor life rich.- Thoreau.
rapher had by mistake sent out the running
time as fifty minutes instead of five.
How
all things liv and work, and ever blend-ANDing,
ST. LouiS merchants and others ask Congress for more efficient protection against
Weave one vast whole from Being's ample
range l
Mississippi river fioods. J:lediment washed
down from the mountains is said to be conHow powers celestial, rising and descending,
tinually raising the bed. Great and fatal
Their golden buckets ceaseless interchange !
fioods like those in China are apprehended.
Their fiight on rapture-breathing pinions
winging,
BIBMA.ROK's latest utterance is : " OverFrom heaven to earth their genial infiuence
education has led to much dissatisfaction and
bringing,
disappointment in Germany, but in Russia it
Through the wide sphere their chimes melohas led to disaffection and conspiracy. Edudious ringing.
(E. M. 290.)
cation is making pedantic theorists and
A wondrous show l
-Goet'M.
visionaries, unfit for constitutional governIF the bulk of the human race are always
+IDIT6+ ILLU$TIVU10ll$.+
ment."
to remain as at present, slaves to toil in which
they haiD no interest and therefore feel no inN11w YoRK has established a short and
CONTENTS.
terest-drudging from early morning till late
slmole form of deed, mortgage, and executor's
at night for bare necessaries, and with all the
deed, antiquating the present mass of senseIIAGE.
!lAO!.
Calendar for t8go,
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, intellectual and moral deficiencies which th~
less verbiage, obsolete expressions, and end6g
5
implies-without resources either in mind or
less repetitions that serve only to confuse the
Freethought in the United States,r88g, 17
The Priest,
70
feelings; untaught, for they cannot be better
unlearned and add to the revenues of convey.
The Supernatural World,
7I
Faded Flowers. Poem by]. E.
taught than fed; selfish, for all their thoughts
ancers and recorders.
The Reformation,
Remsburg,
73
are required for themselvs; without interests
Future Terrors~
77
A ToLRno, 0., priest, having taken legal
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
or sentiments as citizens and members of soadvice, has refused to report to the board of
The Inventions of Science and the
T. B. Wakeman,
26
ciety, and with a sense of injustice rankling
eilucation the names, ages, etc., of the pupils
Inventions of Christianity. Illusin their minds, equally for what they hav not
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
of his school, as the state law requires. The
trated,
79
and for what others hav-I know not what
(Saladin),
Catholics say the law is "conceived in a
Freethought Journals in the United
there is which should make a person with
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
spirit of malice, envy, and hatred," and aim
any capacity of reason concern himself about
States,
96
to overthrow it. The priest has been indicted.
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
the destinies of the human race. • • •
In Search of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
Roman Cathoiic Dogmas,
44
But there is no ground for such a view of
D&PUTY PIGNATIILLI has attackecl in the
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pentehuman affairs. Poverty, like most social
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
Italian senate the instruction imparted in the
cost,
109
evils, exists because men follow their brute
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
Catholic seminaries, Inspired by the bishops,
instincts, without due consideration.-Mill.
Gardener,
whom he styles " bishops of resistance," be45
cause they carry on a propagandism against
TIBBD With all tkese, for restful death I crythe state by their pastorals and homilies, from
As, to behold desert a beggar born,
the pulpit, the confessional. and from the
And needy nothing trimmed in jollity,
Episcopal Mansion, by alms and subsidies
And purest faith unhappily forsworn,
distributed to their creatures.
And gilded honor shamefully misplaced,
NEW YORK:
And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted,
IT is rumored that the Lower California
And right perfection wrongfully disgraced,
filibustering scheme was a plot of the British
And strength by limping sway disabled,
to secure the annexation of that peninsula
And art made tongue-tied by authority,
the same ss that people and the East India
And folly, doctor-like, controling skill,
Company acquired Indian possessions. EngAnd simple truth miscalled simplicity,
land, it is said, was to be called on to proAnd captiv good attending captain ill:
tect the property and rights of certain of her
Tired with all these, from these would I be
subjects there, and was to assume a protectgoneorate. But the rumor is doubtful, and is cirSave
that, to die, I leave my Love alone.
culated mainly by England's foes.
_,~
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MEXICO

DID

THKRK is at least one Instance in which the
church can hardly arrogate to ~herself the
credit of effecting reforms which she. actually
opposed. That she was inimical to the
abolition of slavery in the United States is a
fact too recent in occurrence, and receiving
too frequent affirmation, to be denied or
covered. The New York Tribune, for instance, in a rehearsal of Rebellion history,
has to state this: "'fhe churches of the
North, which should hav been in the van of
progress and reform, betrayed their trust and
crouched placidly at the feet of the South."

"TRK model family" is the designation
that New York papers hav adopted tor the
purpose of denoting Colonel Ingersoll's family.
Two poker chips in the left trousers pocket
ot a St. Paul man saved his life the other
night by fiattening out a bullet from a burglar's revolver. As poker chips are lighter
and less bulky than the traditional life-saving
Testament they may perhaps supersede that
"THK pope a traitor to his country." That
useful volume. And probably more men
can be found in the great West with poker is the substance of a speech delivered by
Signor Crisp! at a recent meeting of the sur.
chips in their pockets than with Bibles.
ONE of the shameful workings of religion vivors of " the thousand," who, on May 10,
is thus set forth by the New York WO'J'ld: 1860, landed at Marsala, in Sicily. Crisp!
was one of the thousand ; he was the most
"We hav been so anxious to exclude sectaintimate friend of Garibaldi, and the sworn
rianism from our schools, and so jealous of
enemy of King Francis II. of Naples. In the
ecclesiasticism, that we hav virtually conspeech delivered by him on the occasion
cluded that it is better to do without morality
mentioned, he said that " the , pope is the
than to hav it associated with religion." By
worst enemy of his country, for he never
hook or crook, by means direct or indirect,
ceases to appeal to the foreigner to overthrow
religion has managed in every age to be the
the unity of Italy."
arch enemy of morals.
THK independent, a Protestant jour• al,
THK clergy seem to be entering into polisays : " The recent decision of the Supreme tics at this period more than ever before in
Court of the UniteEl. States, affirminp; the con- our history. They are not content with givstitutionality of the confiscating section of the ing 'moral and religious instruction, leaving
anti-Mormon Edmunds law, strikes a deadly the laity to apply it in practical affairs accordblow at the monetary power of the Mormon ing to their own consciences. Instead of
ol!garchy, and is a long step toward wiping this the clergy are takinp; the part of activ
out Mormonism in Utah." Will the I nde- political leaders with specific political designs.
pendent point out the article and section of the The R~!formed Presbyterian ministers are cirConstitution which makes it the duty of Con- culating petitions to Congress asking that
gress, orgivsit power, to wipe out Mormonism God shall be formally recognized in the Con,Or any othe.r religion.?
, Jltit)l\iop_lij! the only supreme ruler; and they

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL} $8 00 per vear.

FOR .PRIESTCRAFT.
are refusing to vote until their request is
granted. Methodists and Presbyterians in
their general convocations demand that religion shall become a part of the public scboGl
education, and a society, made up of ministers chiefly, has been organized to combat the
supposed influence of the church of Rome
upon school legislation. They cry out that
the schools must be protected against clerical
influence, and yet at the same time they protest that the secularization of the schools
muet not continue.-Bun.
Ex-JunG:s: . DrTTBNHORFBR and Anthony
Comstock got into a squabble in a police
court in thilijc.city last week, and Mr. Dittenhoefer said something which he ought to,
and no doubt can, prove. The judge appeared for George Smith, .a policy dealer, of
No. 42 Nassau street, who was arrested a few
days ago on evidence obtained by Mr. Comstock. Mr. Comstock produced Frederick
Luther, an ex-policy-dealer, and John R.
Collard, also a retired gambler. It was difficult for Judge Dittenhoefer to elicit anything
from the witnesses without frequent objec.
tiona and interruptions from Edmund E.
Price and Mr. Comstock. When the ex-judge
had his patience pretty well tested, he declared that Mr. Comstock's office was being
used by some functionary attached to it for
the vilest purposes imaginable. " Before I
get through with this case," continued the
judge, excitedly, ''I mean to show that there
is more corruption in the Society for the Prevention of Vice than the public would dare
dream of." We hope the lawyer will let the
sun go down upon his wrath many times and
rise up each morning determined to do as he
says.

Tms table tells the story of the results of
the abolition or practica1 disuse of capita!
pu~ishment in Europe: Belgium.-No executions since 1863. Number of murders ten
years before, 921; ten years af(er, 703. Finland.-No executions since 1824. Murders
extremely rare. Holland.-Capital punishment abolished in 1870, with decrease in
murders, despite incre ;se of population.
Switzerland.-Abolished 1874. Since reinstated by two or three CRntons. Prussia.From 1869--78, out of 484 condemned to
death, only one execution (Biidel). Portugal.-Capital punishment abolished. Roumania.-Abolished. Tuscany.-No execution for fifty years. Russia.- Capital punishment retained only for treason and military
insubordination.
THK business of Rev. Thomas A. Gree11, pastor of a colored church, and Sister Mary Ramsey in court at Indianapolis the other day,
reads amusingly. Mary says she became security for the payment tor Elder Green's best
suit of clothes, and the elder did not show any
great activity in paying for them. There was a
church meeting the preceding night, and numerous bills were read. Sister Ramsey wanted
her bill against Green read, in hopes that it
would prod him up a little and cause him to
produce some funds. He objected, and the
bill was not read. "He done sat dab on a
cheer," says Sister Ramsay to the court, "a
showen his white stock'ns and wearin' dose
close, and it makes me mad, and I don't
denies it. I just push him off dat cheer, an'
I push 'im baad, too." For this Green had
Sister Ramsay arrested for assault and battery, and Sister Ramsay had Elder Gree!.J.
arrested !or provokin!,!; her .•
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church and state, and force all the people to become Congress, and of all the various officers of the govChristians; but what claee of Chri~tians do they in- ernment from the president down to a cross-roAds
postmaster, and "!hich all state ~nd municipal c:fficia~a
tend to produce!
should keep in mllld, and that 1s, that as soon as this
Let
as
see.
In
the
synod
referred
to,
in
adopting
The True Inwardness of the National Reform a report on National Reform, they said: "It ie ours National Reform party (or Reformed Presbyterians)
Party.
to uphold the ideals of God, which hav orig!nated assume the control of the nation, every one of them
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In the National Reform csuse." In the Reformed must be not only a "moral " but also a "religious "
a former arttcle I asserted that the so called National Presbyterian we read thus: " The proposed amend· man for they intend to demand a "constitutional
Reform party originated in "Orangeism ;'' and with ment of the federal Constitution is an acknowledg pro~ision of moral and religious q~alitications for
evidence now in hand I ehall prove that ur,der ment by the ~overnment that God is the author and their ( ffictrs." Every l fficer of natiOnal, st.ste, and
another name the National R,form idea is nothing source of all authority and power in civil govern municipal governments wust be a professtd Chrismc.re nor less than'' Rt-fOl'med Presb:vterianisro ;" or, ment; that the Lord Jesus Cnrist is the ruler of na- tian and a member, of course, of "the church.'' The•
in other words, the prmciplt>B of the National Reform tions, and tba~ bis revealed will contained in the political demagogs of the day, the chronic cfficeparty are the princ:plfs of the old Scotch Covenant B1ble is the supreme law of nations. Now, the asso- seekers, and all who love place and power, must make
ere, or, as they are now called, the :· R~formed Pres ciation for National Reform proposes t.o hav these an open profession of reJigiott, and it will hav to be
byterian church." But among other branches d the distinctiv prmciples of the Reformed Presbyteri;m of the orthodox stripe, too, or they will not stand
Presbyterian church many strong opponents to the church sdopted into the Constitution of the United any chance of election or appointment to c:ffice.
National Rt:form idea are found. I mention this States, and annulling any parts of the Constitution · Who is it, knowing the unprincipled character of
fact lest any of your readers might infer from what that may be inconsistent with thei!e principles." many of the political hacks of the country, but can
I shall present that the whole Presbyterian body is These propositions of the National Reform party ore see that they will "join the church" solely for cffice,
to be blamed for this attempt to unite church and here claimed as the "distinctiv principles of the and at heart may neither believe or from the heart
state and to establish a national religion in the Reformed '·Preeb~terion church." And therefore obey the principles of the Christian religion-providUnited States, and to enforce its acceptance by the their adoption by the United States government ing these reform~;;rs themselvs 'understand them-and
people under penalty. of civil distress. It will be would be the adoption of the principles of the Re· will be hypocrite therefore?
.
observed from some quotations to be made, that the formed Presbyterian church, or in other words ReWill not these reformers be not only offermg
"Reformed Presbyterians" are not loyal American formed Presbyterianism is to be made the national a premium on hypocrisy, but also virtually disfrancitizens, and are indeed enemies to the present Con- religion. That we do not misrepresent their design chising every consistent Infidel in the land! No
stitution of the United States. I will now proceed and expectation will be seen by 'the following, from matter how moral he may be ; no matter how capabl~
to prove my position, and to prove it out of their the same paper, viz, "The prh<ciples of National he may be; and although he may hav lost an arm, or
own mouths. At a session of the Reformed Presby- Reform are our principles, and its work is our work. a leg, or an eye, or his health, and ensured any
terian synod, held at Rochester, N. Y., in 1886, a National Reform is simply the practical application amouut of physical suffaring, or sacrificed his worldly
memorial to Congress was adopted, ureing upon it of the principles of the Reformed Presbyterian possessions, in defense of the Union and the Constithe necessity of the religious amendment to the Con- church for the reformation of the nation."
tution, yet, unless he joins an orthodox church-and
stitution, as advccated by the National Reform party.
It is therefore evident that the Methodists, Bap- it may be unless he unites with the "Reformed
It complains that the Constitution has "no scknowl· tists, Congregationalists, Episcopalians, etc., are com- Presbyterian church"-be cannot even be a policeman,
edgment of God nor of the moral laws of his govern- mitting themselvs to the establishment of the pecu- or a town clerk.
ment" in it, and that thio fact " encourages the false liar doctrine of the Reformed Presbyterians. Now,
The thousands of Freethinkers in the United
doctrin that civil government has no mor!ll ncr relig- it may be pertinent to inquire what are the distinctiv States will bav to submit to " taxation, but without
ious duties to perform." It also says that "the principles of this church T "In the Shaff-Herzog representation." These reformers justify to-day our
refusal of the nation to acknowledge the authority Encyclopedia Rev. J. R. W. Sloane says of the Ra- forefathers in rebelling against .England on that
of Jesus Christ as king and to accept his law involves formed Presbyterians, ' The more special and dis- ground, but will they excuse the multitude of sothe nation in unspeakable guilt and exposesjt to the tinctiv principles of this church, the one in which called Infidels who will rffuse to pay taxes, because
chastening and destroying judgments of God," etc. she differs from all others, is her practical protest t.bey cannot hav any part or lot in the government !
These memorialists seem to be ignorant of, or oblivi- against the secular chMacter of the United States And what are their taxes to be used for! Among
ous to, the fact th&t for a hundred years the country Constitution. Holding to the univerEal hendship of other things, this, viz., t.he support of the church :
has been prosperEd beyond all precedents in the Christ., and that civil gnvernment is a divine ordi- '' By providing her funds out of the public treasury
history of nations; while such nations of Europe nance, and .one of the " all things" put under him as for carrying on her aggressiv work at home and in
and South America, which are under religious con- the mediatorial ruler of the universe, and that to him the foreign field;" that is, a support of the ministry
trol, or which are more or less directed or controled the allegiance of all nations is due, Reformed Pres- by the govern,ment. ·
by the church, and of course" acknowledge God and byterians refuse close incorporation with any governThese people are striving their "level best" to
his moral laws," etc., hav been visited with tenfold ment which does not in some form recognize those secure sn '.'amendment" to the Constitution that
more of what these "reformers;, would call " the principles and giv them effectiv expression in its will prohibit the use of the public funds for the sup_ chastening and destroying judgments of God," if legislation.
port of sectarisn schools. But they are anxious to
famine, pestilences, earthquakes, wars, etc., may be
"•On examination of the United States Constitution, hav the government use the public funds to support
called such "judgmer.ts." But let us see further that remarkable document is found to contain no a sec£arian clergy. For it is sheer folly to suppose
about this "memorial" of the Reformed Presbyte- recognition of God as the source of ~all legitimate that they would be wiliing that a dollar cf the public
rians. It closes with the following words. Please civil authority, nor of his Jaw as supreme above all money should be used to assist at home or abroad
note the loyalty (1) of these petitioners. For the human laws, nor of his son as governor among the any church that is not considered by them as orthoreasons given above they said : " That we who pre- nations. . . . The Constitution does not recognize dox or evangelical; and that, of course, excludes
sent this petition are unable, for these reasons, to the Bible, the Christian Sabbath, Chri~tisn m_orality, Unitarians, Universalists, Adventists, Seventh-Day
, accept the Constitution as a right fundamental law Christ.ian qualifications for civil offices, and ~iva no Baptists, Campbellites, Mormons, etc., es well aa
for the nation, and are, therefore, debarred on con- legal basis for any Christian feature in the adminis- Jews. Of couree the Catholics favor all this; nothscientious grounds from participation in the -govern- tration of government. . . . They take the deep- ing could suit them better than a constit1:1tional proment. We can neither take office under it ourselvs, est interest in thnt reform movement which has for vision which would insure support for the clergy of
nor by voting for others, lay this Constitution upon its object the amendment of the United States Con- the cbun1h of Rome. Of course the Presbyterians
them as the rule of their official conduct." I need stitution in those particulars in which they consider would be the last body of religionists to agree to
offer no comment on this statement, save that they it defectiv. Indeed they feel specially called to aid anything of this sort ; but how can they prevent it
in ao many words confe~s themselvs to be enemies iD its success, at whatever cost or personal sacrifice.'" being done? For it is only a question of time. The
of the Constitution, and are not, therefore, loyal It may not be amiss to inquire right here wbat is the thousands of Christians who oppose the pri11ciples
American citizens. Now, to see their identity with R<>formed Presbyterian idea of what the "mediatorial and plans of the so-called National Reform Party,
the National Reform party we hav only to read what ruler of the universe, Jesus Christ," will demand of and the thousands of Freethinkers, Jews, 11nd others,
follows, thus : " We pray you, therefore, to propose the government of the United States, and of the peo- who also are opposed to them, will not, of course,
such an amendment to the national Constitution as ple, as also of all other nations? Wi!! will let Rev. vot6 for their candidates (if th6y would be allowed
shall suitably acknowledge almighty God as the J. M. Foster tell us, for he is a Reformed Presby- to vote, which may not be the case), and would leaTe
source of all authority and power in civil govern- terian. He says: " The duties which the reigning them (as compared with the Catholim:o) in the minorment, the Lord Jesus Christ as the ruler of nations, mf.diator requires of nations" are "(1) A constitu- H,y in most of the congressional districts in the
and his revealed will as of supreme authority in tional recognition of himself as king of utionE!. United Statee. But al9 they propose to disfranchise
~ati~na~ affairs, and so place all Christian laws,
(2) A constitutional recognit.ion of their duty e.ll "logically consistent" In:fidelA, 8Ccording to Rev.
InstitutiOns, and usages on an undeniable legal basis as the divinely appointed k<':fper of the moral law. Mr. Coleman in the Christian Statesman, who said,
in the fundamental law of the land."
.
(3) A constitutional i rovision of moral and "To be perfectly plain, I believe that the existence
· This is the regular National Reform perty plat- religious quali:ficatioiJs for their officers. .
. (4) of a Christian Constitution would diefr11nchiRe every
form. I ha't referred in a former article to some of An acknowledgmeiJt and exemplification of the duty logically consistent ILfidel ;" and as Rev. J onatbsn
the " Christian laws, institutions, and usages " which of national covenanting with him. . . . (5) An Edwards said that "the Seventh-Day Baptists [and
these Reformed Presbyterians demand shall be made acknowledgment aiJd performance of the nation's of course all other Sabbatarian~ J .must be counted
• the fundamental law of the land, but it will not be duty to guard and protfct the church by suppres~ing t<'get.her," as "one class,'' with ''Atheists, Deists,
amiss to refer to a few that shall be enforced all public violation of the moral law, by maintaining and Jews," so then all Christians and all others who
upon all classes residen~. in the United States. 1. a system of public EcboolP, indoctrinating their youth oppose their proposed "amendments" are to be disBelief in one true and living God. 2. Belief in Jesus in morality ~>lJd virtue, by exemptiug church prop- fnmchised. This then will leave the contest for
Christ as the only begotten soa of God. 3. Belief erty from taxation, and by providing her funds out cffice to be settled by the National Reform Party on
in his death, eurial, resurrection, and ascension to of the public treasury for carryin~ on h_er aggressiv On!l side, and the Catholics on tbe othf'r; and if the
heaven. 4. Belief in his atonE>ment his mediator- work at home and in the foreign fi,ld.''
is~ue was maile to. dav, it is extremely doubt.ful that
ship, his return t? earth and judgme~t of the world,
Now, is there a man or a womi\n in the country th~ National Reform Party could carry one feurth the
etc. 5. All parties must repent and confe•s thE>ir who will pause just a momf'nt to think on these vari- congrf'ssional districts in the country, nor could they
sins. 6. All must be l'>aptized. 7. All must be con- ous positions nf the National Reform party, alia~ control the legislatures of but few statea ; so they
firmed. 8. All must partake of t.hA sacramE>nt or the Reformed Presbyterian church, but who can see could secure only a minority of the national senators.
eucharist. 9. All must pray. 10 R<>ad the sc~ipt that all this means a complete union of church and
They could not elect a president and viceures. 11. Support the ministry. 12. Attend church, Rtate, and that the church is to be the Reformed president. But the Catholics eould elect them, and
etc. For what these people demand is that " all Presbyterian~ I fancy that I see a smile on the face the majority of Congress. They could thus secure a
Christian laws, institutions, and usages" are to bP of Cardinal Gibbons and the whole Roman hierarchy Roman Catholic cabinet, Roman Catholic heads of
placed on an undeniable legal basis. So that as in the United States at this thought, and I fancy departments, and all the ambassadors and consuls to
these laws, institutions, and usages are the distin- that I bear them saying, "We will see about that in foreign lands. They would control the army and
guishing characteristics of the Christian religion ; due time, but for the present we will encourage the navy-in a few words, they would control the entire
and the acceptance of, obedience to, and observance Reformed Presbyterians to pull our chestnuts ou~ of government, and establish as the "national religion"
of, these laws, etc , constitute a Christian character the fire.'' There is one point in the foregoing decla- that of the Roman Catholic church. They would
and constitute those who do thus accept, obey, and rations of the " principles" of the Reformed Presby- :find upon accession to power, a ConRt.itution framf'd
observe the church; so they intend to thus unite terians worthy of the attention of the members of so as to demand tl:e suppo&t of" the church" in "her
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home and foreign work," out of the general treasury,
and the largest portion of this fund will bav been
furnished by the Protestant clesses, and the Infidels,
etc., of the country.
.
As soon as these blinded zealots hav secured their
object in changing the Constitution the Roman leaders in foreign lands will at once do their utmost to
:flood ~be United States with Catholic emigrants;
and after the opponents of the Reform party hav
succeeded in disfranchising their enemies they, as
before said, would be in the minority in many states,
while the Catholics securing control of the state legislatures would speedily change the naturalization
laws, giving aliens the rights of citizenship, perhaps
immediately upon arrival at our shores; and by
judicious placing of these emigrants where their
vot.es would be most needed, that church would soon
control the few districts that may at the present
hour be in the hands of the National Reformers.
There is one scripture that these Reformers may find
fulfilled at that time, viz., "The measure that ye
mete, to you it shall be measured again." They intend to demand "religious qualifications" of all
officers of the government. The Romanists will insist that they shall be "religious " according to the
Catholic idea, i.e., that they shall be Catholics.
Rev. Jonathan Edwards admits that the Seventh
Day Baptists are believers in " God and Christianity," but would be favor one of them holding office,
although they are Christians, and Protestant Christians at that! Nay, but he and his fellows class
them with Atheists, Deists, Jews, etc. "They must
be counted together," said he. "These all are, for
the occasion, and as far as our amendment is concerned, one class," he said.
Why does he so class them ? Because, said be,
" they use the same arguments and the ssme tactics
against uA."
That is, because these Seventh Day believers in
God and Christianity do not agree with the National
Reform party on the Sabbath question, they must be
c'lunted and treated as Atheists, D~ists, Jews, etc.
Upon that ground, i.e., of opposition to some or perhaps most of the doctrine or dogmas of the church
of Rome, that church when in full control of the government will-as she does now-count them as her
enemies, and disfranchise them. At least she will
see to it that none of them will hold an c:ffice of any
description, in any part of the country where she
bas the control.
In another way are these Reformers preparing the
way for Rome rule. Prof. C. A. Blanchard, one of
the prominent National Reformers, publicly assumes
that as " Constitutional laws punish for false money,
weights, and measures, and of course Congress
establishes a standard for money, weight, and measure, so Congress must establish a standard of
religion, or admit anything called religion." But
what shall that " standard" be 1 The Reformed
Presbyterians hav a " standard." So does every
other denomination represented by the National Reform party. Congress must adopt one of them, or
"9dmit anything called religion." It cannot adopt
them all, for they do not all agree. If it adopts one
of them, that of the Reformed Presbyterians, for
instance, will tbe B&pt.ists. or Methodists, or Episco·
palians submit to it 1 By no means. Will these
National Rdormers, or the churches represented by
them, agree and unil;e upon a" standard of religion~"
Well, they hav not been enabled to do so during the
past two or three hundred years.
But whatever "standard" they should adopt, the
church of Rome cannot and will not sgree to it, nor
submit to it; and will therefore bend all of its
energies to secure a sufficient majority in Congress
in order to establish the Roman Catholic " standard"
as the national religion.
But suppose the Reformed Presbyterian "standard" should be adopted, what would that "standard" beT Now let it ba understood that the Reformelll Presbyterians claim to be the only representativ and true conservator of Covenanter principles,
and to be the lineal and direct descendant of the
Covenanters of Scotland and England.
To learn what Reformed Presbyterianism is one
need but understand the Covenanter&' principles.
Under what was called a "Solemn League and
Covenant," they succeeJPd in causing an ordinance
to be adopted by the English Parliament, which
declared that "Any man denying the doctrin of the
trinity, or the divinity of Christ, or that the books of
scripture are the word of God, or the resurrection of
the body, or a future day of judgment, and refusing
on trial to abjure his heresy, 'shall suffer the pain
of death.' Any man declaring [among a long list of
other errors] 'that man by nature hath free will to
turn to God,' that there is a purgatory, that images
are lawful, that infant baptism is unlawful, anyone
denying the obligation of observing the Lord's day
or asserting ' that the church government by presby·
tery is Antichristian or unlawful,' shall, on refusal to
renounce his errors, ' be commanded to prison'"
(see Green's Larger History of England, book vii,
chap. 10, par. 11).
From the foregoing the Unitarians, who deny the
trinity; the Methodists, Free Will Baptists, and

o.thers who believe in "freedom of the will;" the Bapt1sts and others who deny that infant baptism is lawful; th.e Seventh Day Baptists and Seventh Day
Adventists, who deny that Sunday is the true Sab·
bath; the Episcopalians and others who oppose the
~re~yterian. idea .of church government; the Cathohcs who beheve m purgatory, etc., are all to "be
commanded to prison," and some must "suffer the
pain of death." This then is what may be expected
when Covenantism or otherwise "Reformed Presbyterianism" is made the" standard religion" of the
land. And yet Methodists, Baptists, Episcopalians,
and' others are doing their best to secure the establishment of Covenanterism alias Reformed Presbyterianism, alias National Reformism, by Congressional enactment.
Well, as they are sowing the wind, they must
reap the whirlwind. So, if Reformed Presbyterianism demands the imprisonment and death of dissenting Christians, what mercy can Atheists, Deists, Infidels, and Jews expect ? Therefore, in view of the
fact that Reformed Presbyterianism is but another
name for Covenanterism, and that means persE-cution
unto death of all dissenters, it is well that those who
dissent shall understand what their fate may be
when Reformed Presbyterianism rules the land. Of
course they will not submit without a struggle even
unto death. They might as well . begin to prep&re
for the issue. Reformed Presbyterianism, bigotry,
intolerance, and persecution mean one and the same
thing. Will Americans be warned in timeT
May 8, 1890. _
A MnsroNABY AT SEA.

Our London Letter.
. Freethought, as represented by the National
Secular Society, is evidently gaining in strength and
numbers. The report of the conference held in Manchester on Whitsunday forms pleasant and interesting reading. There has been a considerable increase
of members, eleven new branches hav been opened,
and the income of the society has been augmented.
The activ management of Mr. Foote has borne good
fruit so far, and there is no reason why the society
should not go on and prosper, and make itself· a
power in the land. The president's proposition that
the yearly subscription of members be reduced to
o.ne shilling caused some discussion, but was carried
by a considerable majority. The aJnount is certainly
a small one, but it will enable rr.any to become members who could not well spare a larger amount, while
it is open to those who can giv more money to do so.
It is to be hoped the scheme will be found to work
well, and entail no loss to the society. It will certainly cause as little annoyance to the Christian Evidence Society, as their agents will find it more and
more difficult to hold their ground. I beard one of
them the other Sunday evening in a public park,
maintainintl that the Bible was strongly opposed to
slavery; but one of the audience, a workingman,
sprang to the rostrum, and quoting chapter and verse,
exposed the Christian Evidence man, much to his
annoyance, and he could only reply in the usual man·
ner, by abusing the Freethought party; after which
he took up his platform and departed amid much
laughter. As it is the custom of these Christians to
pass the hat round, and on this occasion there was
nothing to be gleaned, the chagrin was exceedingly
great; and the pathetic appeal of another member of
the party, that be had come a long way and at his
own expense, solely for the purpose of saving souls,
met with no favorable response. If matters go on
like this the Christian Evidence agent will soon become as scarce as the Punch and Judy man.
The Manchester Woman's Christian Temperance
Association hav been advertising in several pape:rs
their intention of observing Monday, June 9th, as a
day of special humiliation and prayer on account of
the drink traffic. It will be a stiff day for the Lord
if the program is carried out; nine hours of prayer,
etc., surely ought to hav some effect. If the bill to
compensate publicans is thrown out I suppose this
association will take the credit, but to be consistent
they must admit, if the bill is passed, that their God
favors the public house interest, and consequently
they should at once dissolve the soeiety anJ all take
to imbibing strong drink. But I suppose they will
only say, in this latter event, that they did not worry
the Lord enough, and make up tl~eir minds to giv
him another dose.
·
Sir Andrew Olark, president of the Royal College
of Physicians, has had his. little say at the annual
meeting of the Christian Evidence Society, when he
''boldly" avowed himself a Christian, saying he had
come through seal' of doubt to the quiet haven of
belief. Unfortunately he gave reasons for the conclusions he reached and so spoiled himself, because
there waa nothing new or original in them. He must
hav had an overdose of Paley sud other exploded
theological arguments and had not stopped to consider them before attending the meeting. I should
imagin he primed himself just beforehand, and then
rushed down to deliver his version before he forgot
all about it.
.
Dr. Lunn, formerly medical missionary in India,
will get himself into trouble if he goes on telling the
trutli about missionaries in the East. He has stated
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I what every Anglo-Indian

knows, that these men liv
like the members of an aristocratic caste, and do not
mix in with the people on equal terms, consequently
he has brought a nice nest of hornets around his
ears. He has had to explain that this is greatly the
fault of the 'Hindoos, who appreciate only Englishmen who treat them with obloquy and contempt.
No doubt this amendment will somewhat assuage
the wrath of the missionary societies, and satisfy
those who subscribe so liberally as a set off against
their rascality in the way of business.
J. D.

To the Liberals of Texas.
After considerable discussion through the columns
of the Independent Pulpit and an extensiv correspondence with L~berals in this state it has been
determined to hold a general meeting in Waco,
Tex., July 15, 16, and 17, 1890, to which all who hav
at heart, and bold dear, that absolute freedom of
thought and expression, in the search for truth, which
is the natural right of every rati'llnal being, are cordially invited.
The object for holding such a meeting is to inaugurate a system of positiv, tolerant thought, ethical
culture, and practical benevolence, in which all Liberalminded people can unite and work in harmony for
the moral elevation, intellectual impro~ment, physical amelioration, social well-being, and consequent
happiness of the human race. Therefore, the following subjects will no doubt be discussed in such order
lUI may be agreed upon by those in attendance :
1. Is an organization practicable f
2. On what basis shall it be established !
3. What particular aims are to be attained by it f
4. What methods of work will be most effectiv in
the attainment of its aims!
With an object so laudable for an incentiv, and
with subjects so important for discussion, it is expected that the occasion will be one of unusual interest
to all morally disposed, Freethinking people, and a
large attendance is solicited.
J. D. SHAw.

Eminent Women.
MABY ROBINSON OWEN.
Everybody has heard of Robert Dale Owen. He
has been a sort of human god to a vast army of worshipers, and especially to those kindly people who
love and adore an honest, earnest, radical worker for
human good.
.
But probably very few of those who thus remember the husband, know aught of the wife, a woman
equally good, true, and noble, equally worthy of
honor, love, and reverence, Mary Robinson Owen.
Mary went to hear Mr. Owen lecture in New York.
Mr. Owen was speaking upon equality of sex, and
few in his audience had any sympathy with his opinions. As his gaze wandered from face to face, seeking some recognition for his theme, he was attracted
by the magnetism of Mary's attentiv gaze, and afterward spoke, as it were, to her alone.
When she got home she said to her sister, " I hav
seen the man I shall marry ; he is the homeliest man
I ha.v ever known; but if I am married at all he is to
be my husband." A few months after (April, 1830),
they were married. The marriage consisted simply
of signing a document, written by Owen himself, with
a justice of the peace, ana the immediate family, as
witnesses. After a wed:ling tour in Europe, they
returned and settled in New Harmony, Ind., where
the father, Robert Owen, had been making experiments in community life.
The roughness of pioneering in the then wilds of
Indiana was something new to that delicately reared
couple ; but strong principle animated them, and
earnest determination carried them through.
Mary's life was a busy one, and though not so
notedly public as that of her husband, who shall say
its real influence for good has been less important and
widespread ?
She was a woman wise b~yond her time. "Lovers
and business men, struggling youths and perplexed
mothers, children and veterans, poured their griefs
and fears, their hopes and disappointments, into the
listening ear of sympathy, knowing that the clear
judgment of this little woman could unravel much
that seemed to be in hopeless entanglement."
She reared four children of her own, and took
seven other young people under her protection.
" Pasture and stable, hennery and dairy, yard and
garden, kitchen and parlor, were all under her immediate guidance and control." When the children
were reared, she turned her attention more to public
work and woman's work. She was well calculated to
giv instruction upon rearing children, and all kinds
of home work. "Her manner was the earnest manner of a woman who has looked into the heart of life."
She taught that self-government was t.h~ primary
principle and broad foundation of true. hvmg. She
had no belief in scolding and fault-findmg; but led,
guided and requested. Her home was cheerful and
happy ~nd well·ordered. The influence of this good
mother and good woman is vast and far-reaching,
and will never end. Much of Robert's best work
grew out of the companionship of this life-long friend,
counselor, and helper, Mary Robinson Owen.
ELMINA. DRAKE SLENKER.
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R. B. WESTBROOK,
President Amerimm Secular Union.
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The Allerican Secular Union Budget.

•

the editor, thanking him for his bold and fearless the National Liberal League in Philadelphia in 1876,
stand in giving such articles prominence, and send- and since frequently reiterated by the American
ing him one of our " Church Taxation" pamphlets Secular Union. It is certainly amusing to call on
for further points; and we hav received from him a Colonel Ingersoll to know what he thinks of their
resolutions when he has been president of the Secumost encouraging and sympathetic reply.
Now, dear friends, there is just one lesson wwch lar Union and is now a vice-president. In one of the
is to be gleaned from these three disconnected items Fayetteville resolutions women's suffrage is affirmed,
of news, and it is this-the value of cooperation but no more strongly than has been done a thousand
among Liberals. If, instead of being broken up times by several other societies. That the church
into dozens of unaffiliated societies, we were welded by its general teaching bas not encouraged the true
into one solid organization, we could strike telling development of woman is truthfully asserted in one
blows for Freethought at every point. We should of the resolutions, hut it is not true "that every
be able to strike 11 In God We Trust" forever from church is the enemy of liberty and progress," and
our debased eighty-five cent dollar. We should pos- " that the Christian church of whatever name is
sess a full corps of traveling speakers, at more profit based on the theory that woman was created seconto the latter, and at. less expense to ourselvs, than at dary and inferior to man," etc. The Universalists,
present. And we should effectually hinder the plans Unitarians. Hicksite Quakers, and many other liberal churches utterly disprove this statement.
of'the church exemption people in Maryland.
(3) It makes me smile at the hope that you so
These three things, with many, many more important ones, could ba accomplished if for one little benevolently express, "that you [American Secular
year the majority of Liberals would consent to serve Unionl will eventually bring your little band in our
in one united army under organized and capable union," etc. Our society has been in existence fourleadership of their own cho.ice, and to uphold those teen years and numbers hundreds of local societies
leaders with something of the loyalty that obtains and thousands of private members from the Atlantic
among our opponents. It is something of which to the Pacific. Besides, it bas several objects in view
Liberalism ought to be ashamed-that so vastly in- which your society has not, and ours is not a
ferior a force in numbers as is the ecclesiastical party woman's suffrage society at all-though many of us
in America to-day, should so frequently outwit the favor equal suffrage. No, Sister Bones, we most respectfully decline the honor of being swallowed .
friends of progress and religious freedom.
What is the remedy, do you ask T I reply: Organ- Our Secular Union ox might burst your Woman's
Union frog. We do not want to kill you, but we
ization and ccoperation.
The American Secular Union is doing what it can want to help you; and one way of doing so is to
for freedom cf thought. Wherever it can, it strikes criticise you and denounce gag-law and the onea blow for that religious liberty which can be secured woman power.
(4) I am heartily in favor of a Woman's Suffrage
only by total separation of church and state. But
what can so small a standing army accomplish for Society of a more liberal type then anything we now
the widespread interests of the cause for which it is hav. One that will not succumb to the orthodox
church and the Bible, or to any of the claims put
fighting!
We rejoice in the work which some of our members forth by the "standing order," but we hav not got it
hav accomplished during the past yeRr, and we are yet. I hav letters by t.he dozen approving of my
grateful for the support which we hav hitherto criticism of the Gage usurpation from those who
received, both in small and in large ways. But we were present at the convention, and until the narne
need many more soldiers than we hav. Yes, Lib- of the society, the officers, and the platform are suberals, you ought every one of you to belong to this mitted to a public body called together for the purarmy. You ought to be organized into companies pose, "the Woman's Liberal Union" is a delusion and
and regiments in your local towns. You ought to a snare. You might as well understand this and bebav your American Secular Union badges and your gin the work de novo. Tallyrand said, " A mistake
rallying-cry, your eamp-fires and your grand military is often worse than a crime." The mistake of the
reviews, just as the ecclesiastical party hav. And, Washington convention was in not trusting the peolike them, you should support the leaders whom you ple. You must do flomething to atone for this at
yourselvs hav placed at the head of the controling your next meeting. You must tell the truth in your
resolutions. Free discussion would hav prevented
central organization.
It sheuld not be necessary for us i;o appeal for this humiliation. I will help you every way possible.
money, as we hav had to do for the past two months, I do not want to tear down, but to build up. I do
and as, from the present appearance of the treasury, not want you to be auxiliary to us. I never had
we shall probably hav to do again this month. It such a thought. We will not, orgsnically, be auxilought to be a matter of pride with each Liberal to iary to you. Let us help each other without the
belong to the army of the American Secular Union, petty jealousy for which women are so proverbial.
R. B. WEsTBRooK,
rmd to help carry on the battle to the best of his Let us hav peace.
PreP. AmAtican Secular Union.
ability, both with money and with personal influence.
Asbury Park, June 13, 1890
I repeat that the battle of Liberalism, in the matter
of total separation of church and state, is an easy
Resolutions of the Portsmouth, 0., Union.
one to gain, provided that our people will become
WHEREAs, The American Secular Union and its
organized. The majority of the male population of
the United States are to-day not only non-chnreh- auxiliaries believe that " the world is full of
goers, but thorough Liberals at heart. A large, beauty, that there are ' fair humanities,' and that this
though constantly lessening, r roportion cf the glorious side of life should be emphasized so that
women, it is true, continue to be church-goers · but every hearthstone may be brighter and better;" and
WHEREAS, This, our home, the great Northwest, is
this will not prevent the msjority of these from' joining hands also with the American Secular Union, a spread of territory in itself of nature's most magnifi ·
when our society shall prove itself to be a permanent ceDt forms and man's largest enterprise ; with a life
and well-equipped organization, with a definit and so vast that not for a moment should be forgotten
loyal following. The more conservativ women are the defense of its liberty and the heralding of its
the more likely they are to be swept away with the hope;" and
WHEREAS, "The growth of Secularism up to the
current of enthusiasm which such a society, and only
present time makee necessary new instrumentalities
such a society, can create.
Liberals, we want you, one and all, to enroll your- for its further advance, and as our aim is cooperation
selva in the army of the American Secular Union. with all Freethought societies, which are now doing
How many will enlist as regular members at once 1 such valiant service," be it therefore
How many who, for any reason, cannot become memResolved, That this body, in connection with other like
bers just now, will send in their mite to help along organizations, people, and papers, especially endeavor to
the work' Remember that every little contribution illustrate the progress of the great Northwest.
Resolvtd, That a lecture campaign be inaugurated for this
helps to ewell the general fund.
purpose, by which greater liberty shall be attained, and that
We need money and we need workers-many, already p0ssessed, retained.
many more of the latter than we now hav. For not
Resolved. That Mrs. M. A. Freeman, of Chicago, Ill , be
until Li~erals shall be organized into a permanent, recommended to the different Freethought societies and citiz~ns through(lnt Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentueky, West
well-equipped body, under capable leadership, and Virginia.
and Pennsylvania, as the first lecturer, and that
loyal to that leadership, will they be able to deal the such societies and citizens be requested to "join in," write
deathblow to ecclesiastical power in the state.
her at once as to terms, dates, etc., and to arrange for her
reception.
IDA C. CnADDOOK,
Resolvtd, That a copy of these resolutions be presented to
Corr. Sec. American Secular Union.
each of the orders and citizens above mentioned, also a copy
Philadelphia, June 20, 1890.
to the directors of the American Secular Union, and Mrs. M.

. 1. "A bill bas passed the House of Representative
authorizing the director of the mint, with the approval of the secretary nf the treamry, to change th&
·patterns and styles of United States coins." So says
our esteemed antagonist, the Christian Statesman.
The Statesman evidently thinks this bit of news
worth publishing as the second item on its editorial
page. As the organ of the God in-the-Constitution
party thus pointedly calls the attention of its people
to this matter, we may infer one of two things; either
it fears that the one concession already made to its
party (of the ''In God· We Trust" motto on the
Bland dollar) may be withdrawn, or else it hopeF for
further concessions. At all events, it behooves Liberals to be up a:nd stirring in this matter.
How many of you who read this item and who
recognize the importance of a protest· against this
union of church and state in the mottoes on our
coins, are willing to put your objections into some
practical form that will hav its effect upon the said
director of the mint and secretRry of the treasury T
There are auxiliaries of the American Secular
Union organized all over the country. Let the members of these, and indeed of ·all Liberal clubs,
whether auxiliaJy to us or not, make known their
wishetfin this matter to their legislators at Washington. Let them, both through their societies and as
individuals, insist that their repreEOentativs there shall
see to it that no more "In God We Trust " or any·
other religious mottoes shall be stamped on the coins
of " free people.
2. The Portsmouth, 0., auxiliary to the American
Secular Union (president, J. L Treutbart; secretary,
Will S. Andres) is booming our cause. Judges,
lawyers, editors, and other leaders of thought in the
town are doing what they can to make the local society a success. and the r8llk and file of the membership seems to be composed of the most activ and in11uential of the citizens. They are going tn work in
a business-like way, too, i.e., attempting cooperation
with our other auxiliaries and with Liberal societies
in general in obtaininp lecturers. The first lecturer
chosen is Mrs. M. A. Freeman, and she is to be followed by others. These lecturers are, by a recent
set of resolutions of the society, to be recommendfd
to the different Freethought societjPs and citizens
throughout Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, West
Virginia, and Pennsylvania. These societies and
citizens are to be requested to cooperate by writing
at once to Mrs. Freeman for terms, dates, etc. and
arraJJging for her reception. Later on, it is h'oped
. that a system of cooperation can be perfected by
which each of our leading lecturers can make the
rounds of the Liberal societies in these states in turn
at the least possible expense to both lecturer and
society. This scheme is worthy of consideration,
not only by our Liberal friends in the states abovenamed:. but a}l over the country. With organization
and cooperation, the traveling expenses of each lecturer would bs less, the outlay for eaeh individual
society would be less, and the lecturer would hav
mrre dollars in his poeket at the end of the year.
3. Some of our orthodox friends are falling into
line with us. It will be remembered that we hav
laid great stress of late on the necessity of flooding
Maryland with pamphlets on ''Church Taxation."
An Open Letter to Mrs. Marietta M. Bones.
The Jesuits and tiltra-orthodox Protestants in that
DEAR MADAM: Your letter addressed to me in THE
state are working hard to hav church property exempt TRU'~H SEEKER of June 7th, dated May 13th, deserves
from taxation by a constitutional amendment which a b~Ief reply. (1) You cannot plead youthful inexwil~ lif~ the matter beyond the reach of o:dinary per1ence on the part of Mrs. Matilda Joslyn Gage,
legislatiOn.. The Maryland newspapers, almost with- m the management of the Washington convention
ont exception, hav been strangely silent on the sub- as she has been activly associated with Elizabeth
iect. and ODe cannot help thinking that thev hav been Oady S~anton and Susan B. Anthony in conducting
muz~l~d. Late!y, however, the Baltimore Methodist, conventions for about forty years. The rest of you
by Rlvmg prommence to certain articles by one Ed. really bad nothing to do except to look on, so your
L. Str?ughtcn and otbuP, blls bravf'ly ccme to t.be p}f'P. of the "baby act" is unavailing.
front m ~ehalf of the_ equitable taxat.ion of church
(2) As to the resolutions themselvs, all but four of
property 1n common w1th other property. W a wrote . them are aubatan.tially the same as those adopted by

A. Freeman, respectivly; and further to all foreign journals
of Freethought and local papers for publication.

WnEREAs, The American Secular Union is" representativ of the times in which we Iiv, dealing with
realities, recognizing the importance of this world
and all its interests and welfare, giving living pictures
of to-day, expressing the hopes and aspirations as
well as the struggles of the common people, and
striking with unflinching band at the wrong that exists, and making no compromises," and
WHEREAS, It is nearing the time when the annual
congress of t.he American Secular Union conveneP,
and as such a gathering· is a notable flffair made up
of the most prominent orators and leaders in forward·
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irig the thoughts above presented, representing all Judge Carpenter's Char;-to Mr. He;;ootP~T:ean~~Y the words lewd; obscene, and la~civious, an;-I
J nry
shall make only one or two observations on the meaning of
parts of the United States, from ocean to ocean, and
•
them. Lewdness or obscenity I suppose may c:msist in a
gulf to lake, and as invited guests the" bright lights"
We hav here a case not materially different from other written paper in either one of two points; or specifically, it
of Fr~ethought in the Dominion of Oanada, for the cases that hav been presented to you for your decision. It may exist in the words or in the thoughts that are conveyed.
north, therefore be it
Is a question whether the defendant has violated the laws. It may be possible that observations of a perfectly proper
Resol'Ded, That we as an auxiliary and part of the American
Secular Union, plead for the session of the next annual congress in this, our nativ city.
Resol'Ded, That we, as a body, extend an .invitation to the
public, and especially the press, to assist to this end.
Re.9olved, 'l'hat the matter be taken in charge by the president and committees of the Portsmouth Union, and that no
delay occur in urging the matter and gaining the point.
Resol'Ded, That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to
the president of the American Secular Union, and that they
be presented to papers at home and abroad for publication.
J. L. TRKUTHART, President.
WILL S. ANnRKB, Secretary.
The

School Board C.iomes Down.

The school board at Lynden, Whatcom county,
Wash., finding the law unmistakt\bly against them,
reconsidel'ed their recent defiance, tmd hav instructed
the teachers to discontinue all religious exercises or
instructions in the publio schools.
Having justice, reason, and all the law, on our side,
the directors of the Washington Secular Union hav
pursued the most patient and conser\'ativ course,
studiously avoiding anything like dictation, o:ffensiv
or hasty action.
Vice·President Tobiassen, our executiv officer for
Lynden, first obtained evidence that the public school
was opened with reading the Bible, repeating the
Lord's prayer, and singing gospel hymns. He then
waited on the members of the school board, called
their attention to the requirements of the constitution, and kindly requested them to instruct the
teachers to obey the law. They asked time to consider the matter, which was granted them. After
nearly three weeks they informed him of their deter·
mination to continue religious exercises and instruc.
tiona in the schools, and defied the Liberals to stop it.
Under advice of our president, R. Winsor, one of
the most shrewd and able lawyers of the state, we
sent lettert'l to the superintendent of public instruction and to the state board of education, calling their
c_.ttention to the facts, and asking them to take action
in the matter.
Determined if possible to avoid litigation and the
fierce religious dissension and bitter hate it would
engender, I went to Lynden, and at the Opera House
there delivered two lectures, calling attention to the
law, and proving that it was equally to the interest
of the most devout Ohristian as to that of the Liberal,
that the wise and just provision of the constitution
(Al't. i, Sec. 2) should be enforced.
The following extract from a letter of Vice-President Tobiassen, of Lynden, dated June 8,'1890, will
be read with interest: "Last Tuesday E. 0 Nsil and
Wm. Lauckhart, two of our most influentisl citizens
(both members of the Washington Secular Union and
of the Lynden Secular Union), visited the public
school. As soon as school was called to order the
principal announced to the school that he had received orders from the school board to henceforth
discontinue all religious exercise or instruction in the
Pchool. One of the pupils asked if they might sing
a gospel hymn. The principal answered, 'No!'"
An item in the last Lynden Press states that "our
public schools are now opened without prayer, scripture reading, or singing, greatly to the disgust of
many of the pupils."
Beyond doubt the Lynden school board did not
revoke their first decision, especially in view of the
excitement on the part of the religionists, unMI after
consultation and advice from the superintendent of
public instruction.
If so, thus ends all religious worship, exercise, or
instruction in any public school in the state of
Washington.
Glory, glory, glory, to practical organization !
All funds contributed for the purpose of the "Defense Fund," to make appeal to the courts, will be at
once returned to tht- generous donors.
Our next struggle will be to enforce obedience to
the law in regard to taxation of all church property,
at its full valuation.
Once again I call on every genuin Liberal of this
state, in any precin('lt where it has not already been
done, to send in their names as members of the
Washington Secular Union, and induce all Liberals
in their neighborhood to do likewise, and, as soon aa
this is done, elect from their own number a vicepresident cf the state society, who shall be the executiv officer of the Washington Secular Union for
that precinct. So that by right of office, and in performance of duty as the authorized officer of the
united Liberals of the state, the assessment rolls
may be examined, and when church property is not
sssessed at full valuation as the law requires (Art. i,
Sec. 2, of the constitution, and H. B. 179, by Lughes,
of King county) demand complitmce, and in any case
of refusal report to me as secretary of the Washington Secular Union that I may lay the matter before
the board of directors for prompt, energetic action.
0. B. REYNOLDS,
Secretary_Washington Secular Union.
2,104: Siloth street, Seattle, Waslt.

Long ago in the beginning of the government the postal nature may be made in evil and indecent words, so that the
service was establi11hed for the convenience of the people and obscenity and indecency of them consists in the words and
for the carrying of such things as the legislativ department not in the thought which may be expressed. Then there
shall tlilink proper. It is of course not true that any person may be an obscenity far more subtle and reprehensible than
has a right to send through the mails any package. If Con- through words that are in themselvs indecent and obscene.
gress had eeen fit to exclude all printed matter from the It has been suggested here that as for the obscenity of the
mails no harm would hav been done. From the things that words themselvs they are proper to use, that it is proper to
may be sent through the mails a great variety of objects are use words under some circumstances which under other citexcluded. Poisons and live animals may not be sent through cumstances would be obscene. This suggestion is quite true.
the mails. Indecent publications may not be. It is for It is true that some words used in private used between peroffering for transmission such a package as this that the sons holding certain relations to each other may be such as
prisoner is now arraigned. He is arraigned for attempting would not be obscene but when used in public they become
to use the United 8tates mails in the commission of what I indecent. It is sometimes proper in technical or scientific
suppose may fairly be designated the foulest, meanest, low- 'works to use words and make declarations and representsest offense of which a human being can be guilty. I sup- tiona of things which while grossly improper in ordinary life
pose there is no offense which can be committed against the become proper because they are necessary, but these papers
persons of our fellow-beings w1ich reRches in bight of evil do not come under any of those heads. This paper is a
or depth of depravity such offenses as are directed against newspaper, a publicly printed paper intended, as it is said,
the mind as well as the conscience of our fellow-citizens. for the purpose of reform. If so, of course it must be dis.
Therefore I say the offense, so far as my imagination of guilt tributed among those who suffer from the evils in question.
goes, is monstrous. You must decide whether he is guilty It is therefore not a technical or scientific paper nor is it a
or not. If he has done it the punishment will not interfere confidential communication. You must therefore determin
with the right of free printing nor with any other right of whether the language so used in a public newspaper is obcitizenship. We all hav happilythe right freely to express scene and whether the language which the prisoner himself
our opinions on all subjects and spread them freely when- has used and which could not well be misunderstood are the
ever they can be properly published. This is subject to the words and thoughts which are fit and proper under the cirrestriction that the things we say and things we write shall cumstances under which they were printed.
Now there is only one other observation on the same subbe proper, fit, and decent things. There is no freedom in'
this country for a man to do anything except to do right. ject in behalf of the prisoner. It is suggested that he has
The name of freedom is prostituted when it is employPd to us<>d obscene words and thus obscene thoughts, if he has so
signify a privilege to do an evil thing. Now, another obser- used them, under a sense of duty. He claims that he ought
vation. It is said that the statute that we hav under con- to use these expressions in the interest of public morals and ·
sideration has set a trap into which he has fallen, that tbe for the good of society. It is not for us to dispute if he says
prisoner innocently and conscientiously believed he was that use is proper. It does not concern us in this investigadoing nothing that would seem to him to be wrong. · tion. It is familiar history that the greatest crimes hav been
He has fallen .into the trap and finds himself caught-. committed by persons who believed that they were doing
There are such laws as that; Sometimes py differences in God service. Honest persons hav been tortured and put to
construing a statute it happens that the law is a false light, death. The greatest outrages against the rights of men hav
a trap. In such case it would be becoming to you to see to been perpetrated by men who thought that they were comit that no man suffers. We are here to administer the Ia w manded by the divine being so to do. They do not, however,
and we are here as citizens and not as automatons. If we excuse persons who under such pretext, whether sincerely
consider that the law is a trap I should B«~e to it that you or not, violate the laws of the land, or violate the law
were in no danger of falling into mistake. If it were so. It of decency. It is right for us to hold that no person
is not so. The statute is plain, clear, and distinct. He .was should think that purity, manliness, and virtue could
caught, he says. It is quite true. He was not trapped into be promoted by sending through the mail a lewd, lasthe commission of the act and he was detected in the com- civious, and obscene paper. We hav before us an exammission, and it is for that that he complains. He says that pie of a person who apparently, with the education of a
he had to put these papers in the hands of the postmaster, respectable man, yet believes it. All that can be said about
and then the postmaster held the papers and there he is in that, is that however we should· pity that state of mindthe trap. He needn't hav deposited. Is it to be desired by however we may regard his view, we may object to punisha citizen to avoid this statute? lf it can possibly be consid- ing him-nevertheless we ought to punish him for any
ered that any decent citizen will hav any question whether wrong and indecent acts which he may be guilty of or has
he shall avoid it or not. If he wants to &void it it is very done.
Mr. Chamberlain: Regarding showing of pictures to his
easy to do it. Respectable journals are deposited without
fear of it. If a man desires not to do his duty in good faith, children?
with a foul object, if he desires to sail as closely as he can
The court: He showed' them. That is quite correct. The
to the commission of a crime, if he desires to get as many attorney said that it was the testimony of the prisoner that
indecent words as he can into his paper, or words that are he showed to his children certain obscene pictures. I do
just close to indecency and yet escape, if he is anxious to not remember that the prisoner characterized them as
court the dignity of martyrdom and escape its penalty, then it obscene. He said they were pictures which showed the
is easy to see that he has a somewhat difll.cult problem be- organs peculiar to men and women in various postures.
fore him. The way of the transgressor is hard, and the path You will hav to determin whether such pictures are or are
of the man who desires to go as closely as he can to trans- ·not obscene.
gression will not be found free from difll.culties.
Now, let us go to the technical questions, and they are but
Lectures and Meetings.
two in number. I say to you in the first place in considering
THK
last
lecture
for this season of the Liberal Club will be
this indictment, the first count is not to be considered by you.
The testimony properly applies only to the second and third by T. B. Wakeman, on "Present Political Outlooks," at 220
counts contained in the second and third leaves of the indict- East 15th street, Friday evening, June 27th.
ment. The charge also relates to two copies of the newsW. F. JAMmsoN writes: "In the course of a few weeks I
paper. You will bear in mind the business of the govern- will again, after an absence of four years from the land 'of
ment in attempting to find him guilty here is to satisfy you cool breezes and beautiful parks, travel and lecture in Minthat the charge is correct. The government takes the nesota. I hav remained longer in Iowa than I expected to
burden of proof. Now as to the fact and considering what when I came last fall, most of the time quite busy, although
he deposited in the post-ofll.ce for mailing. It has been traveling is rather costly. In a few places Freethinkers preclaimed here that the depositing in the post-ofll.ce is admitted. sent a bold front to ' our friends, the enemy.' And in such
That is not so. When, however, you come to the statements localities Freethought is respected, while in many places
made by the postmaster and· the prisoner as to what he did, where Liberals are timid and temporizing, the Christians are
as an official in this case I think I am right in saying that they undisguised in their contempt of 'Infidelity.' I hav already
do not differ. It was ~;taterl by both of them that the prisoner received several invitations from Minnesota, a state which I
brought a basket of papers to the post-ofll.ce and put them on very much like. I would be glad, however, to make a
the counter, offering them thus to the postmaster for the pur- number of lecture engagements near together, in order to
pose of sending them through the mails. That constitutes the avoid long trips. I may be addressed at Des Moines, Ia."
act of depositing them in the malls for transmission, and anJ. E. RKMBBURG is now conducting a summer campaign in
swers that question in the afll.rmativ. The only other question which may be made upon that testimony, Were these the Northwest. His appointments, a portion of which hav
two packages among those contained in the basket ? The already been filled, are as follows:
postmaster deposes that they were and that he so marked Galt, Ia....................................................... Fri., June 13.
them. There is the fact that the prisoner stated to Torrey Conrad Grove, Ia ................................... Sat., Sun., 14, 15.
that he had sent copies to him and they had been detained New HamJ>ton, Ia .............................................. Mon., 16.
by the authorities. We hav the statement of the prisoner Delavan, Minn .................... Tues., Wed., Thur., 17, 18, 19.
that he does not think these could hav been conveyed in the Utica, Minn ........................................................ Fri., 20.
basket. Regarding that testimony you will make up your Waterville, Minn .................................... Sat., Sun., 21, 22.
minds whether they were delivered to the postmaster. If Plainview, Minn ................................................ Mon., 23.
you find that they were not you may stop your investigations, St. Paul, Minn ................................................... Tues., 24.
go no further, and find" not guilty." If you find they were. Anoka, Minn .................................................... Wed., 25.
It has been argued that in order that these papers shall be Kasson, Minn ................................................... Thur., 26.
held to be obscene you must find that each and every part is Hudson, Wis .......................................................Fri., 27.
lewd. This is not the law. In order that you shall find that Neilsville, Wis ....................................... Sat., Sun., 28, 29.
they are lewd and lascivious, it is necessary to find such St. Cloud, Minn ................................................. Mon., 30.
matter in them. If you do find it, that constitutes the paper Grand Forks, N.D ..................................... Tues., July 1.
a lewd and obscene one. The fact that there may be very Wahpeton, N. D ................................................. Wed., 2.
much unobjectionable matter does not excuse it. If you find Buffalo, N. D .................................................... Thur., 3.
any part of it so lewd, lascivious, and obscene, you should Valley City, N. 'D .................................................Fri., ~·
then resolve the question in favor of the government. Now, Jamestown, N. D ....................................... 8at., Sun., 5, ti.
as to what parts of these papers are lewd or obscene, the Huron, S. D ....................................................... Mon., 7.
government has selected portions, shOWli in the indictment. Henry, S. D .................................................... Tues., 8.
You will look at those articles as you find them printed, and Estelline, S. D ..................................... Wed., Thur., 9, 10.
at no other. It may be that this paper will seem to you im- Bruce, S. D ......................................................... Fri., 11.
portant in making up your mind whether they are lewd, Correctionville, Ia .................................. Sat., Sun., 12, 13.
lascivious, and obscene. These articles hav not been read Omaha, Neb ................................... ,.................. Mon., 14.
Eagle, Neb ...................... ;.-............................... Tues., 15.
to you up to this present moment.
It should be seen the question is whether these are or are Loup City, Neb .................................. Y'{ed., Thur., 16, 17.
not obscene, a question peculiarly fit for you to determin out Gibbon, Neb ....................................................... Fri., 18.
of your own observation and out of your own conscience, Friend, Neb .......................................... Sat., Sun., 19, 20.
untrammeled by arguments or any notion you may hav as Sterling, Neb .................................................... Mon., 21.
Tecumseh, Neb ................................................. Tues., 22.
to how others may regard it. It is a pure question of fact.
Is this article, or either of them-are they to either of you Elk Creek, Neb ......................... , ....................... Wed., 23.
-lewd, lascivious, or obscene? Now it is suggested that Salem, Neb ...................................................... Thur., 24.
Mr. Remsburg organized Secular societies at Atlantic, Ia ,
anyone will hav difficulty in knowing what is meant by those
words. These words are common worus. Every person and Galt Ia. with the following officers : Atlantic, J. Bardtliving among us has frequently heard them and knows what mann president; Otto Wilken, secretary ; Otto Shields,
they mean. They are to be determined and construed by treas~rer · Galt, J. H. Birdsall, president; Elliott Munson,
you, giving them their ordinary sense. You know what is secretary; ,Tames Winslow, treasurer.
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The Times and Jim Buckley.

,

THE METHODIST BOOK CONCERN CHARGED WITH PUBLISHING
AN OBSCENE BOOK.
J.i'rom the New York Times or June 13th.

No subject is at present quite so distasteful to the
editor of the Christian Advocate as the conduct of
his religious paper and of the Methodist Book Coneern, with which his paper has intimate business relations, in advertising and selling the African book
of which we hav a pretty fair history in our issue of
June 6th. · He would fain drop the subject altogether,
and he wishes from the bottom of his heart that the
~ imes would drop it. If our righteous contemporary would giv his soul the great benefit of confession,
if he would show a contrite heart and a penitent spirit,
we would gladly oblige him. But to our exposure
of the dishonest character and the obscene contents
of the book in question he makes this reply :
The New York Times withdraws its charge that the book
whose improper advertisment naturally evoked severe condemnation is " pirated." This shows that it made its savage
attack in total ignorance of the subject. But to sustain its
reputation for never withdrawing an erroneous charge without, if possible, covering its retreat with another attack, it
changes the charge to "plain theft," and says that it is
"filched right and left from foreign and American copyright
books on Africa." This is not so. Like all compilations,
the author got his fac s somewhere, though quoting from
many sources, condensing, and paraphrasing, but did not infringe copyright. Whether a good, bad, or indifferent book,
we do not say ; that is a matter of literary criticism ; but it
is not "plain theft." Two. thirds of it were written before
Stanley emerged, and what is said about his last tour is not
filched from copyright matter, American or foreign. By
taking parts of advertisments and suppressing the rest, the
Times makes a plausible story as false in effect as its original
charge. If its editorials usually are made up in the way
these hav been, by writing first and trying to get facts afterward to justify or hide original mistakes, the readen of the
Times can learn nothing from it but the caprices, prejudices,
a.nd perversions of its anonymous editors.

Inasmuch, reverend and dear sir, as you think it
not unbecoming to meet proved charges of dishonorable conduct in such a fashion, we must inquire who
you are and what your early advantages may hav
been. Appleton's "Cyclopedia of American Biography" informs us that you wsre born in New Jersey,
educated at the Pennington Seminary, " entered the
class of 1860 at Wesleyan University, but left during
freshman year to study theology at Exeter, N.H.;"
joined the New Hampshire Methodist Episcopal conference; were stationed at Dover, and subsequently
transferred to Detroit, and t~n to Brooklyn ; were
a delegate to the Methodist ecumenical conference
in London in 1881, and the same year were elected
editor of the Christian Advocate. Now, where
were you taught that the publication, the " puffing,"
the adverhising and selling of a book deliberately put
forth to cheat the author and the publishers of
another book constitute an honorable business, or a
business in which a doctor of divinity may be permitted to engage? Was it at Pennington, at Wesleyan University, or at Exeter ? In the last-named
place did you ever happen to meet Gideon R. Soule ?
What do you suppose that stern and righteous man
would think of you and your dodgings and your lame
excuses and your obscene book business if he were
alive now! Somewhere in the course of your training you hav come under sound moral teaching, for,
in the course of an article on " The Decay of Righteousness Our Country's Threatening Danger," published in your paper of the 12th inst., you say :
One great danger of our times is a partial holding of this
theory that between right and wrong, honesty and rascality,
truth and falsehood, there is no sharp dividing line, but only
a shading insensibly of one into the other; that it is only
& matter of degree, not of kind.

It seems to us that this "theory" has found pretty
firm lodgment in your office and in your great Book
Concern. Compare our charges with your answer,
and ask yourself whether you hav kept in view " the
_ sharp dividing line " between honesty and rascality,
truth and falsehood. As to the origin of the book,
we said this :
A compilation of this sort, though it should be sternly
reprobated by a ·religious newspaper, and never be sold by a
Methodist Book. Concern, might pass without the censure of
the worldly, for the art of compilation is useful, and has
done much to diffuse useful information. But not only has
the substance of the book been conveyed without honorable
acknowledgment from storehouses of inrormation filled by
the arduous toil of many African explorers, but it was
deliberately and craftily put forth with the wicked design of
forestalling a forthcoming book by Henry M. Stanley, upon
the sales of which the authorized American publishers,
Charles Scribner's Sons, will pay Mr. Stanley copyright fees.
An aroused public curiosity about Stanley's recent explorations was taken advantage of by Messrs. Hunt & Eaton, the
agents of the Methodist Book Concern, to create a market
for a book from which Mr. Stanley will not only derive no
revenue, but the publication and sale of which was certain
in aome measure to diminish his profits from the authorized
American edition.

If the compiler of the book had been an honorable
workman, he would bav made some acknowledgment
of the sources from which he compiled, but you
know that this is not. the gravamen of the charge.
The discreditable part of the business is the studied
atteinpt made by the agents of the Book Concern,
aided and abetted by you, to palm this trashy and
indecent volume off upon the public as" The New
Stanley Book," for so you repeatedly advertised it in

The :t'imes made also this further thought which is iu his ~ind. He labors over it p~
tiently, affectionately, hts whole soul wr~pped up xn
It becomes almost an imperativ duty to say that this book, the desire to express to the fullest that xdea or emoby reason of its illustrations and some passages of its letter- tion which is in his heart. Sometimes it is the labor
press is one that no man ccmld put upon his bookshelvs or of years; delicate shadings~ strong, v_igorous strokes,
show' in his family without shame. It seems to hav been a defiance of technical rules If need be xn order thereby
the intent of the publishers of the volume to illustrate e.very the more strongly to bring out the idea upon the
phase of African nudity that has been made available either
by the sketches of travelers or the creations of a filthy imag- canvas· the touch of a brush guided with the superb
ination. And yet, disgusting as is the edition sold by t?e delicacy which truth and love compel; and in this
Methodist Book Concern, there is an earlier edition contain- way the painter at last produces upon canvas that
ing sixteen coarse wood cuts of naked negro women that idea which was born within him and which makes
hav been omitted from the religious edition. For what. purpose could these obscene images hav been so plentifully clear to men for all time the power, the beauty, the
mtroduced in the book except to cater to prurient tastes and strength, the loveliness of that conception. .
increase the sales? Does not all the world know that most
Now, that is precisely what the man wh? xs to deAfrican races reject the fig-leaf as burdensome? Would not
liver
an oration must do if he is true to hxmself and
one or two examples of Ethiopian fashions hav served all
if he would make the impression of the idea as it
proper historical and anthropological purposes?
What do you say in reply to that acuusation 1 Not exists in him clear, strong, persuasiv, and emotionone word. You are afraid and ashamed to let your stirring in those to whom he is to disclose it by
readers know that your paper has been engaged in means of word-pictures. For a great oration, a tr.ue
such a dirty business. You do make this remal'k oration is but the painting of ideas by words mabout the book : "Whether a good, bad, or indiffer- stead of by colors, and the trnth that is in it will be
ent book, we do not say; that is a matter of literary suggested as impressivly and as surely, if the speaker
criticism." But in your "literary criticism" of the has been true to himself, as does the· wonderful
book-not an advertisment, but an editorial book re- painting upon which multitudes, for. generation after
view-on April 24th, you said that this was " the best generation, I~ok with wo~~:der and. wx.th the best emoand most trustworthy of the various books upon Africa tions of their nature sttrred wxtbxn them. Now,
yet placed upon the market," and you recommended when we consider that it is with such methods as
it to the "masses" for its "educational value." And this that ~he true oration is perfected and delivered to
you hav the effrontery .to say that the Tim~s, "by the hearers it is easy to see that it is impossible to
taking parts of advertisments and suppressmg the formulate it while a man is standing upon his feet
rest," made " a plausible story as false in effect as the and to create on the instant and deliver thoughts by
word of mouth which shall stand the test which
original charge !"
makes
or breaks an oratorical effort.
Rev. Dr. Buckley, yours is a very sad case. You
Colonel Ingersoll said these words with much of
are an appointed teacher of religious truth. You are
a doctor of divinity and of laws. You are a guardian that fervor and earnestness which distinguish him as
of public moralll!. You stand on the watchtower, and an orator. The remarks tbemselvs might hav been
in your weekly writings you warn the people that called a little impromptu oration, deliver~d on the
the "decay of righteousness :• is. " our co~ try's suggestion of the moment, and yet they Illustrated
threatening danger." And thxs exalted vocatxon of the force of the assertion which he made, for it was
teaching and preaching you carry on side by side, plain that he had thought much and deeply upon
without moral inconvenience or discomfort, so far as this subject, and had in realitJ: already compose~ an
we can discover with the very shady business of pro- oration in which the central tnought was the Idea
moting the sal~s of a disreputable and disgusting expressed above. I asked him if there were not in
book. Moreover, try as we may, we can't make you his experience, both in his own career and in listenacknowledge that the book is disreputable and dis- ing to the great orations of _others, some other qualigusting, and your only answ~r to our amply sustain?d fications than those of whwh he had spoken. He
charges is that by suppression of parts of advertxs- replied that there certainly were. He said:
It takes not only the power of composing an oraments we hav made up a story that is plausible but
false. By the way, what has become of that pirated tion but the experience which comes from long pracreprint of the Oxford Bible which your Book Con- tice and patient labor in improving before the orator
cern's agents were advertising so conspicuously in bas delivered himself of his best. This is a matter
of experience ; there· is a great deal in that. An
your paper a few weeks ago ?
orator must learn, and must learn by practice, how
Ingersoll on O'ratory.
to formulate his thought in words so that it shall
p, om the PM!aaezvl!ia Press.
reach the audience or impress the reader with the
As Colonel Ingersoll's Indianapolis address in 1876 best effect. There are no rules for such practice;
is regarded as the model of Decoration day oratory, each man must determin for himself ; he must learn
and has gone into the school-books as a specimen of by experience ; he can acquire tha art of preparing and
chaste and exalted eloquence, it seemed to me that delivering a great oration only after many and arduous
perhaps he might be willing to say something both trials. If he possesses the gift he wiil sooner or
about the manner he adopted in composing this later be taught by his own intuitiv perceptions what
address, as well as upon the general subject.
is the best to be done in each and every case.
I said to him that there prevailed a general belief
I said to him that his remarks seemed to run
that the Indianapolis address was impromptu, or, at counter to the opinion which bas always prevailed,
least, Pxtemporaneous. Colonel Ingersoll sai~ that that Webster's greatest oration, that one which he
this opinion was entirely wrong, and was as mcor- delivered in reply to Hayne, was prac•ically an imrect in regard to his addresses as it was in regard to promptu speech, as but a single night intervened
any speech or specimen of oratory which was thought between Hayne's fiery oratory and Webster's great
worth preserving. I quote his language from mem- reply. It was also a matter of history that during
ory, but still with sufficient accuracy:
that night Wabater had made an effort to compose
There is no such thing as an extemporaneo.us h.is reply. In answer to this, Colonel Ingersoll eaid
address. Of course, I mean by that an address that the popular impression in regard to thnt address
which is dignified, worthy of the occasion, and com- was wrong. He said :
mands attention and respect. There never was and
Why, the speech which we read now is not in
there never will be an impromptu speech. Of course form, though it is in spirit, the address which WebI know that some men hav delivered speeches which ster really delivered. He spent many days in carehav attracted wide attention, which are reported to fully revising and writing out the speech, and the
hav been inspired on the moment. But in the nat- published speech is Webster's revision and not the
are of things this is impossible. If you analyze a actual speech heard in the Senate chamber. ;Furgreat speech, and consider what is necessary to make thermore, it is well known by those who hav made
one, it is easy to see that such a thing as impromptu some study of Webster's life and career that he had
oratory is impossible. Now, a speech which is ~rue been for many years preparing this speech ; he bad
oratory must, in the first place, suggest sublime, bestowed upon it precisely that labor which I hav
deep, and eternal truths. There must be thought, described as essflntial to the conception and compoand it should be thought which is capable of pro- sition of a great oratorical work. He had turned
ducing correspondingly great emotion and sentiment these constitutional truths over in his mind, thought
in the minds of those who hear it spoken. There- deeply upon them, elaborated his conception, fortifore, the thought cannot help being sincere; it must fied his opinion by .reference and study, and was
reflect the very truth, as the mind of the utterer has really composing this great constitutional exposition
conceived it ; and so no really great oration has ever during the space of many years. He knew well
been delivered which did not spring from the heart enough that the time would come when he would
of him who spoke it.
deliver it, and when the time did come, whether of a
Sometimes the thought is developed after excessiv, sudden or by prearranged impulse, Mr. Webster was
and it might be said exquisit, labor and turmoil of perfectly ready to deliver the speech. Therefore, I
the soul. The operation of cor1structing or compos- declare that Webster's reply to Hayne was not an
ing a speech which is truly great is precisely sim- erctempore speech. That he may hav been called
ilar to that which enables the painter to express great upon of a sudden to deliver it does not impair the
emotions by colors and with the painter's brush upon force of what I say. He was all ready to deliver it,
canvas. The making of a great speech is like the and for a long time had been all ready. It was easy
formulating of a great painting. See how the oper- enough for him to reply to the temporary interrupations are similar. The painter conceives a great tions of Mr. Hayne and others; anybody could do
truth, an idea capable of suggesting the profound- that. The reply might be interjected into the speech,
est realities of nature and of calling into being the but it formed no part of it.
sublimest emotions of the human intellect; be takes
I reminded Colonel Ingersoll of the current anechis palet and his brush, and with infinit patience dote about his hasty preparation of the famous
mixes his colors and develops upon the canvas the address at Cincinnati in 1876, which· has gone into
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history under the name of the " Plumed Knight "
speech. I told him that it seemed to be pretty well
authenticated that he had neglected to write the
speech, although besought by his brother to do so,
until the night before the nomination of Blaine was
to be attempted, and that then, after he had gone to
bed, he did get up in response to his brother's
request, and, taking a few sheets of paper, dashed off
the speech in a few minutes and then returned to his
bed. There was a suspicion of a smile about the
colonel's lips, and it seemed to me as though this
anecdote bad brought humorous recollections to
mind of that midnight scene in the hotel when,
rather petulantly, he yielded to his brother's request.
But he said, speaking in seriousness :
Yes; it is true, so far as the writing is concerned,
I did sit down and put what I had to say upon paper
-all but the first paragraph. The first paragraph
was suggested by something which I had beard upon
the floor of the convention. A speech had been
made nominating another candidate than the one
whom I was to put in nomination, and some reference had been made to Massachusetts. That· gave
me an opportunity of saying in a single sentence
something contemporaneous and suggested upon the
moment, but after I had spoken that one sentence I
delivered the speech as I had written it out, but the
writing out of the speech was a mere mechanical
operation. It was no part of its composition; the
ideas which I had and which I uttered were those
which had been in my mind, bad bean turned Qver
in my mind, and had been composed long before.
I asked him if the same operation characterized
the composition of the Inditmapolis Decoration Day
address, which was delivered in the same summer
that the "Plumed Knight" speech was. Colonel
Ingersoll did not seem to remember whether he bad
written out that address beforehand or not, but he
asserted that its composition had been going on in
his mind for years. The apaech formulated and expressed the solemn and sublime emotions caused by
an experience upon the battlefields and by familiarity
with the awful tragedies of war. It represented
thoughts which had filled his mind since '61.

.An Interview witlt M.edium Reid.
ll'rom the Det1·ott Euentng New•.

Modern Spiritualists are never quite at peace among
themeelvs aud fail to bs.rmonizs either in their views d
practical occultism or the mystic~} theories upou
which they are based. The riddle of the Rphynx ia
stili a poser, and all that is claimed to be known
through disembodied souls and spiritual f Jrces as they
manifest themselvs through some seer, medium, in
trance, semi-trance, eemce, or any other of the accepted inspirg,tions which connect the spiritual and
the ma~erial, is equally beyond the comprehension-or
faith of the uninitiated. There are still teachers of
these strange doctrine, however, and they find their
followers not oaly willing to accept the infallibility of
the creed but to pay well for the services of those
who would hav the world believe that their souls are
attuned in accord with absolute divinity and that the
mysteries of creation are· unveiled at their bidding.
The mystery that surrounds the SpiritualistiC
apostles, the exposes, the frsudt1 and claims of frauds,
the unexplained phenomena and the inevitable conflict with the accepted religion of ages, invest
the subject with unusual interest. Hence it
was that the News called upon Dr. Reid, for he is
rather conspicuous in his connection with the subject. The doctor reBides at Grand R~pids, but is at
present serving his country in the Detroit house of
correction. Just why this favored communicant
with the spirit world ·is subjected to this indignity
will appear below. When called upon the doctor was
willing to grant an interview, and a guard conducted
him from the factory where he does a simple part at
putting cane bottoms into chs.irs, to a place tbst's
sec,re and at the ssme time comfor~able.
The man whose professed faith and questionable
works got him into trouble is far from being an ideal
criminal. He looks shout forty, is above the medium height, finely proportioned, quick in movement,
clean cut in appearance, hM piercing black eyes, black
hair just touched with gray, a handsome mustache,
and a dark skin through which fbw the evidences
of good health. He is a ready and an intelligent
talker, has considerable magnetism, a smooth voice,
and an assurance that ia nicely tempered by good
manners as well as by lightly alluding to anything
which might appear as too strongly asserting his perfection in matters generally accepted as supernatural.
After stipulating that a copy of what he said
should be given him and another sent to his wife in
Grand Rapids, the doctor gave faets as follows:
"I was arrested June 5, 1889, and as I was not
convicted until the latter part. of last April, you will
concede that I fought a good fight. I was taken for
a violation of the United States postal laws, it being
claimed that I wrongfully professed to obtain communications from the spidt land. I had a preliminary examination June 27th, and was placed nnder
$500 bonds, which I furnished, to appear before the
grand jury. I was indicted, and had roy trial late in
November, before Judge Severens, of the United
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States court; Hon. A. B. Richardson the famous sion is prima facie evidence of fraud. H cost me
criminal lawyer of Meadville, Pa., and Frank S. Don- $3,000 to make the fight, and at the end I got a year
aldson, of Gran.d Rllpids, acting a~ my attorneys. at hard labor in the Detroit house of correction."
The case occupied four days, the jury disagreeing
" Is it hard labor ?"
and f.Jtanding six to six.
.
''I've had harder," and the doctor laughed cheer"In that trial three sealed letters were introduced, ily. "One thing sure, I get a better show here than
one of th.em written by Dr. Claflin, of Marshalltown, I did in the United States court. I couldn't ask
Ia. He IS a brother of the former Victoria Woodhull better treatment."
and Tennie Claflin."
When an attempt was made to go into the doctor's
"They hav just flitted back to Europe," and the antecedents and history there was a noticeable conreporter's statement was welcome· news to Dr. Reid. traction of his volubility.
·
"No! Gone back, hav they~ Got too hot for
"Were you born and raised in Grand Rapids,,,
them over here, did it 1"
"No, I've been there three years."
" Had business on the other side."
"Where were you born?"
"I guess so. We've got enough Claflins here
"I went to Grand Rapids from California."
without them.
"Born and raised there?"
"It was their brother's communication th!!.t got
"Yes."
me into trouble when I was way behind in my work
"What part of the state?"
and needed every minute of my time. I bad several
"Well, I lived all over the state."
stenographers helping me, and I was a very busy
" What was your business ~"
man with my magnetic healing, my weekly news"I did numerous things. I was in the mrrcantil
paper, the Banne'r of Life, and my Spiritualistic trade and devoted a good deal of time to newspaper
work in answering sealed letters. This Claflin letter work. I'm running the Olive B'ranch at Grand
wanted to know how he could accomplish the ruin of Rspids now, or doing what I can toward it from this
a certain party. After I ascertained the contents of distance and under these circumstances. I tell you
the letter I refused to answer it, and returned the the treatment I hav received is creating a big agitaamount of money it contained."
tion among Spiritualists. All the leading papers of
"How did you learn what was said in the letter'" my belief hav taken it up, and they're .carrying the
" Through communication with spirits and exercise war right into Africa. Too many people know what
of the same power which enabled an automatic re- I can do for such an outrage to pass unnoted. I hav
sponse to letters that I never opened or saw. When answered as high as fifty. seven sealed letters in one
I declined to accede to Dr. Claflin's request I re- night, and a dozen in an evening was usual. Hunceived a number of threatening letters. I finally dreds of people about Grand Rapids can attest my
called on the United States attorney, told him the powera."
" When did you first discover them yourself ?"
contents of the letter, and asked him if I could safely
"Some twelve or fourteen years ago."
bav it opened. He said that I could, and I there"How?"
upon notified Claflin that I would bav the seal of his
"Through acquaintance with Spiritualists, and a
letter broken in the presence of ten business men of
Grand Rapids, which I did, its contents being just test of my mediumship."
"How long hav you practiced magnetic healing ?"
what I be.d foretold.
"Only since going to Grand Rapids."
" J aa. Vincent, a friend of Claflin, also sent me a
"Will you resume business at the old Btand in the
letter, inclosing 35 cents instead of the fee. of from
$1 to $5. This I sent to the post-cffice inspector at sealed-letter business!"
"Not a bit of it. I've bad a genteel sufficiency of
Chicago, who had seen me read letters harder than
either of these in controversy. Claflin did not dare sending such answers through the mails. I'll opercome to the state, so Vincent made the ~omplaint. ate on the platform and I'll show that I :bav been
The prosecution in the first tdal tried to prove that falsely accused."
--------~.-------the objectionable part of Claflin's letter, which was
Items of Foreign Freethongbt News.
on a separate piece of paper, was a forgery, but we
Henry V. Berghell, the Swedish Freethought
showed that the paper, the ink, sud the writing were
identical. They never took that tack again. In the lecturer, has a rather hard time of it with authorities
first case only one person out of ten claimed that I and ministers. In Jonhltping the police tore down
must hav opened the lettel" surreptitiously and in- the billa advertising his lecture, and prohibited the
meetin&r. Yet in spite of this the meeting was held,
serted the obscene question.
"The second trial lasted over three days. All the llnd JooHiping's mayor, a bigot by the name of
evidence they offered againRt me this time was from Palmgron, has, for giving these orders, been subject
some mediums who swore, in fiubatance, that they to a complaint by Mr. Bergbell addressed to the prohad professed the same power which I possess, but vincial court. While lecturing in Norrkiiping, Mr.
that it was a fraud, and that they never took any Barghell invited the clergy to attend, but of course
compensation for pretending to.exercise it. I can the pulpit-pounders were conspicuous by their abprove that they did. · I wanted to show evidence of sence only. But as soon as the Liberal lecturer left
scoreR of lett~ra answered correctly, but the court the city they Clune fortb, snd Patltor Arblin did not
wou1d not permit. I tried to get in the testimony hesitate to show his courag~> by calling the ab8ent
of those to whom I hsd returned money because I Infidel a liar and coward. Unfortunately Berghell
returned two days later, and when hearing the "glad
could not answer them, but it wss no go."
"Couldn't you read endauewer all the sealed letters tidings," he caused to be printed a thousand copies
of a short answer to said minister. The copies were
sent you'"
" No, there were fully a fourth of them to which I distributed on the street, snd caused a severe attack
of "colic" among the orthodox. Well, our friend
could obtain no response."
will get used to such treatment after a while, it is so
"Why?"
"That I can't explain ~ny more than I can hun- verv Christian.
The health of Mr. Victor E. Lennstrand is slowly
dreds of other mysterious phenomena. I only know
that I couldn't and tbat I returned such letters. It improving, and we hopa €re long to hear that he has
is not every departed spirit that I could commune re asi!umed his position as lecturer and editor. His
with, nor are they always as propitious at one time presence would be quite a help to the cause. His
as another. Numerous conditions hav to do with lecture. "Why I Am Opposed to Christianity," is
up for 'the courts. The clergy wsnt the publication
this, but I can't explain."
" Why didn't you sit right down in the courtroom of it prohibited ; yet we think they will not succeed,
and show them tbnt you could do what you inasmuch as all ca.ses relating to liberty of press are
to be judged by juries, and these never went back
professed'"
"I did want to and was headed off there again. on Lennstrand.
Another Liberal has been indicted for blasphemy
The district, attorney had s lot of letters with him
and a, folding-slate wrapped up. He had boasted in Germany. In this instance it is the president of
that he would show that I couldn't read, much less the Free Religious Society of Rixdorf- Berlin-Mr.
answer, a sealed message. My attorney took up this P. Steinmar. Yet we need not be surprised. Anychallenge given out of court and proposed to chance thing may be expected from s government whose
the test which must cwnvic~ me if I failed. The besd claims the " divine right" of kings, and who
district attorney couldn't object quick enough, and I baG ordered that every German soldier shall in his
was prevented this means of escape. Yet the judge, knapsack carry a copy of the New Testament. .
The eighth annual congress of German Freethmkin his charge to the jury, said that if I honestly believed that I could obtain answers from the spirif.s ers is over and may be pronounced a splendid sue·
of the departed, I was not guilty. How wss I to cess. A good deal of hard work was done. A union
show not only faith but ability to perform under of the German Freethinker Society with the Free
Religious Societies was brought about. The Freesuch rulings~
" When I moved for a new trial before Judge thought organ, the Menshenth1lm (.Reign of Man),
Jackson I had Moulton and Rogers, becausm the is to cease its existenae, and a new paper acceptable
former is a noted Spiritualist and wanted to argue to all Liberals is to be startE>d in Fulda, Dr. Specht
from his standpoint as such. We had thirty odd assuming the position a~ editor. The next congr~ss •
reasons why we should hav another show, but as will be held in either Erfurt, Hamburg, Mannhe1m,
many thousands would hav done no good. Judge or Solingen.
Lectures were delivered, by Dr. Specht-" The
Jackson was very sarcastic, and among other things
said that if any man would swear on a stack of Bibles Positiv and Negativ Side of Freethought ;" Dr.
as big as the court-house that he could answer sealed Voelkel-" Thomas Paine and His Motto, ' The
letters, the judge would not believe it. He agreed World Is Mv Couatry, to Do Good My Religion;'"
with Severns also in saying that anything bordering Fr~u Hedwig Wilhelmi-" Do We Need a Religion!"
on the mysterious and beyond ordinary comprehen- while Dr. Rudt spoke about "Spiritualism."
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In the states the union is closer. In all of the of the Inquisition. It is only because people willstates, except California and Washington, churches fully close their eyes to these things that they imFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
are free from taxation, and in New Hampshire the agin the church and state are separate in this country. J ost to wake them up we will giv some of the
E. M. MAooo:tULD,
Editor. constitution provides that towns may provide for the
cases
occurring within a few months.
support
of
Protestant
ministers.
All
property"
used
c. P. SoHBBBY,
Business Manager.
C.
W. Cook, of New Haven, Ind., was· convicted
"
religious
purposes
"
is
exempt
in
Alabama,
for
PUBLISBliD BY
THE 7..RU7.H SEEKER OOMP.ANY. Florida, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, and fined because ·he allowed an automatic cigar
North Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Tennessee, machine to work on Sunday.
28 LA.B'AYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
Baseball players hav been arrested in Grand
and the two Virginias. Only in fifteen states (CaliPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR. fornia, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Louis- Rapids, Mich., for playing on Sunday.
R. M. King has been convicted in Obion county,
iana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missisfippi, Missouri,
Addre88 all Communications to THE TRUTH BHHKHR
Ohio,
of violating the Sabbath, and fined $75.
Oregon,
Pennsylvania,
Texas,
Was.b.ngton,
WisconOOMP ANY. Mak6 all Drafts, CMclcs, Post..off~Ae and E~
The schools in New York are always closed on
press M01UJ11 Orders payable to &HAR.LHB P. SOMERB Y. sin) do the constitutions provide 18ll inst sectarian
appropriation, but these provisions anJ all rendered Good Friday, which is nothing but a rPiigious holy
SATURDAl:,_
JUNE 28, 1890. void by chicanery of legislatQrs who are ~nder church day.
In Wisconsin it took a decision of the supreme
influence. In these states there is no eonstitutional
SUBSCRIPTION BA.TES.
provision against compulsory support of sectarian court to prevent sectarian instruction in the public
Sfngle subsenption in advance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , . 00 churches, though it is not done ; and all the terri- schools of Edgerton.
One subscriptioB. two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
600 tories exempt churches.
South Norwalk, Conn., recently closed every busiTwo new subscribers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 600
ness
place in the (jity.
Church
and
state
are
further
united
by
the
emOne subscription with one new subscriber, in onereThe
committee on Education and Labor in the
ployment
and
payment
of
chaplains
in
all
the
state
mittance .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 00
legislatures except Washington. All the states, ex- House of Representative has reported another bill to
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
700 cept the same, notwithstanding constitutional pro· make Sunday labor in the District of Columbia
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
hibitions, make appropriations for religious and illegal. lfhe bill bas passed the Senate.
remittance ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8 60 sectarian purposes. Even California, with an ironPostmaster-General Wanamaker has discontinued
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 clad constitutional prohibition, lets religious institu- Sunday mail service because Sunday is a Christian
tions get hold of state funds; and no doubt the holy day.
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
With one remittance.
In Chicago, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cleveland,
Christians of Washington will find some way to
break into the state treasury when the Liberals are Pittsburgh, Newark, N. J., Omaha, Minneapolis, and
IN PBESS.
not watching them.
other cities Christian societies hav closed or are tryPublic schools form another close connection be- ing to close theaters, cigar stores, concerts, and
tween church and state. In no state or territory other places of business or amusements on Sunday.
President Harrison has ordered the religious
are public schools conducted without religious worship, and this, too, often in violation of laws and observance of the Sunday by the officers and men of
One Hundred and Eighty-five Pictorial Argu- constitutions. The Christians hav no sense of shame the army and navy.
in this matter, nor do they mind a violation of law
Some twenty or thirty Seventh Day Adventists
ment~ Against the Church, and Nearly
in carrying out their purposes. In New York, for hav been prosecuted, convicted, and imprisoned in
the sam~ Number of Pages
instance, it has been decided several times that sing- Georgia, Arkansas, and other states for not keepiilg
of Reading Matter.
ing religious hymns and Bible reading in schools are the Christian Sabbath.
Price, $2; advance orders solicited.
illegal, but it is done every school-day in the year. The
H. J. Ward, of Coaling, Ala., has been deprived of
children are taught to believe that Christianity is as his civil rights, and refused the privilege of using the
true as the multiplication table, and as much a part courts, because he is not a Christian.
The Union of Church and State.
These are but a few of the hundreds of cases that
of
their life as their duty to obey their parents and
It seems by the subjoined communication that a
hav been published of persecutions for Sabbathteachers.
minister exists who doubts the word of THE TRuTH
By the appointment of public religious holidays, breaking and violating other Christian rules. They
SEEKER:
and
by the enactment of Sunday laws, Ohristianity is show how the church uses the state to enforce its
" SALIDA, CoL., June 10, 1890.
• EDITOR TRUTH SKEKKR, Dear Sir: You say there ls now imposed upon us, and the church and state united; peculiar notions, and how Christian officials use their
a practical union of church and state, and it bids fair to soon the state punishing the people who violate the laws power for the benefit of their churches. Everybecome a great deal closer. True, emphatically; but when which are nothing at all if not of religious signif- where, almost, the church controls the state in many
I said so to Rev. Mr. White, he asked for the proof of it.
Would it not be well for you to take this for a text for the icance. In itself it can be no sin to labor on Sun- ways, and secular government is made subordinate
sake of others, ignorant of the two most important facts day ; the sin is . in breaking the holy day of the to religious principles. These cases are representachurch. It was only two weeks ago that we published tiv: one stands for thousands of others of which we
which concern us as Americans and Liberals?
" C. M. OVERTON."
the decision of judges in Minnesota, Texas, Alabama, do not hear. And we hav said nothing in this list
There is a popular belief that church and state and New Hampshire that the disregard of the "Sab- of the colossal union formed by church exemptions
are separate in this country, but the belief belongs bath," the refusal to recognize it as a day sanctified to and sectarian appropriations. We do not know-no
to that class of traditions which investigation shows holy purposes, constitutes the offense. In ne&rly all one knows, because the statistics are concealed-the
to be without foundation in fact. The basis for this the states the same view has been taken by Christian enormous amounts of money the states giv to the
particular tradition is that the founders of the gov~ judges, and those refusing to keep the Christian churches. In this city alone it is about two millions
annually. In all the states the amount must b'e
ernment intended to separate the two; that the first holy day punished according to law.
In the judicial oath, too-calling upon the Chris- fabulous. The exemptions are still more costly to the
president officially declared tha! the government is
not Christian; and the clause in an amendment to tian God to attest the truthfulness of the witness- people-something like $30,000,000 per annum on
the Constitution prohibiting the establishment of there is a direct union of church and state. In nearly the $1,500,000,000 worth of exempt church property.
half of the states a man who does not believe in the So burdensome has this financial union become in
any religion.
There is no doubt that a majority of our people two chief articles of the Christian faith-the exist- Maryland that the last legislature passed a bill subreally believe church and state to be separate, and ence of God and the reality of future rewards and mitting a proposed amendment to the clause of the
that we could never hav an established church any- punishments--has no standing in court. Agnostics state constitution which exempts church property.
where from Maine to California. This is an error in and Atheists are forbidden to testify, or their testi- The amendment provides for the taxation Qf all
property. In Baltimore alone over fifty million dolthinking. The supreme court has decided again and mony is discredited because of their unbelief.
And closest of all unions is the barbarous and iniq- lars' worth is now exempt and the evil is so great that
again that the amendments are not binding upon the
states, and therefore only the national government uitous blasphemy laws which are in force in Con- even some of the Methodists are clamoring to do
is prohibited from setting up a church. Any state necticut, Dakota, Delaware, Indiana, Maine, Mary. away with this union of church and state, and are
can do it if the people so will ; though it is a fact land, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, asking for impartial taxation, and seem willing to
that most, if not all, of the state constitutions pro- New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Ver- pay their taxes, because the Roman Catholics own
hibit it likewise. But by changing their constitutions mont, and the dead-letter Maryland law which pro· two· thirds of the exempt property I
they can do it.
vides the death penalty for blasphemy in the District
We could fill columns with facts on this subject.
The United States government, however, does not of Columbia. It is not many years since the author- Look at the union of church and state in Poughkeepmaintain the spirit of this amendment. Congress ities of Delaware were trying to get hold of Colonel sie, where the school board paid for the schools and
gover1ls the District of Columbia and the territories, Ingersoll for blasphemy, and every reader of THE Catholics taught them I Look at the discontinuance
and in all these places churches are exempt from TRUTH SEEKER recollects the con~iction of C. B. of public schools in Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
taxntion, religious societies receive public funds, and Reynolds in New Jersey on the same charge.
and Kansas through the union of school authorities
the Christian religion is recognized. Chaplains are
These are the most flagrant of the statutory in- and the priests I All through the country whEre
employed a.nd paid from public funds in both houses stances of the union of church and state. Practical the church authorities hav power they are making
of Congress, and in territorial legislatures. All but instances of the union can be multiplied indefinitly. the taxpayers support their religion. In Illinois the
one of our presidents hav issued religious proclama- Every dollar, every rod of ground, given to churches Protestant authorities of the state university refuse
tions. There are Sunday laws enforced by national and church institutions is such union. Every prayer to allow a student to complete his course of study
power, for though the territories hav local legislatures made in a legislature is such union. Every prosecu- because he would not attend chapel! In Concord,
which make laws, Congress is their superior. Sectarian tion for Sabbath breaking is such union. Every N. C., a man who has performed public services can
Christianity is recognized by Congress, too, in giving witness rejected because of unbelief indicates the not collect his pay because he cannot conscientiously
the Indians to the sects to educate, and the granting union. Every religious song and reading from the take the oath which Christians hav devised, as he
to the sects of government land for religious pur- Bible in the public schools is such union. Every does not believe in God and future rewards and punprosecution for blasphemy is such union-a revival ishments.
poses.
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These unions of church and state already exist,
but still the church is not satisfied, and each branch
of it is striving to obtain full power over the people
and restore the old regime. The Catholic would
take us back to the Middle Ages ; the Protestant to
Puritan times. East and West the Catholic church
is making prodigious strides toward accomplishing
its purpose. The votes of all its slaves are at its
command and they are used for its welfare. The
Protestants already control the public schools, and
they are endeavoring to control the government of
the country as well. A writer, Mr. Loughlin, in the
Dubuque Telegraph, states the case plainly and
truthfully. "Protestantism," he says, "is and has
been since 1833 openly and secretly plotting away
the religious rights of the people through an organization formed with that object in view, known as the
National Reform Association. This society is composed of ministers and lay representative of the various Protestant denominations. The object contemplated by this society is a religious amendment to
the federal Constitution-an establishment of church
and state. It originated at Xenia, 0., in February,
1863, in a convention composed of eleven Protestant
denominations who assembled for prayer and conference, not in relation to the am~:~ndment of the Constitution, but the state of religion. Meetings (small
in numbers) were held shortly after in Pittsburgh
and elsewhere. At first the association was called a
religious council. Now it is the 'National Association to Secure the Religious Amendment of the Constitution of the United States.' The first national
convention was held in the First United Presbyterian
church of Allegheny, Pa., January 27, 1864:, at which
a large delegation was appointed to present the matter to the attention of President Lincoln. Conventions were held in New York in 18G8, in Columbus,
0., February, 1869, and in Monmouth, Ill., 1871. National conventions were held in Pittsburgh, 1870;
Philadelphia, 1871; Cincinnati, 1872, and New York,
1873. The business committee at its Cincinnati
session recommended that the delegates to the Convention hold meetings in their respectiv localities to
ratify the proposed religious amendments to the constitution, and that twenty thousand copies of the
proceedings be published in tract form for gratuitous
distribution among the people ; also that auxiliary
branches be established in every state.
" Among the resolutions adopted at this session
were the following :
" 'Resolved, That it is the right and duty of the United
States as a nation settled by Christians-a nation with Christian laws and usages-to acknowledge itself in its written
Constitution to be a Christian nation.
" 'Resolved, That, recognizing the importance of this subject, we pledge ourseivs to present and advocate it until the
nation shall declare its Christian character.'

"The then President Brunot announced the chief
object of the Natioaal Reform Association to be:
" • Such an amendment to the Constitution of the United
States (or its preamble)as will suitably acknowledge almi~hty
God as the author of the nation's existence and the ultimate
source of its authority, Jesus Christ as its ruler, and the
Bible (the Protestant version) as the supreme rule of its conduct, and thus indicate that this is a Christian nation, and
place all Christian laws, institutions, and usages on an undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law of the land.'

" Here, then, is an open and avowed declaration of
hostility to religious liberty in the country and an
unmistakably expressed determination to invade the
constitutional guarantee of the right of the citizen
to worship according to the dicta tea of conscience or
not to worship at all if so disposed. The adoption
of such an amendment would make Christianity the
religion of the nation, and with the Bible declared in
the Constitution to be the ' supreme rule of conduct
of the nation,' its retention in the public schools
would then be perfectly justifiable and its reading be
' put upon an undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law of the land.' While this great Protestant
association is in existence it is inconsistent and hypocritical in the Protestant clergy to prate and lecture
in favol.' of non-sectarianism in public schools, the
abuse of the taxing power of the government, or
against the establishment of church and state. But
it may be objected that this society is not in favor
with the majority of Protestant ministers. Let us
see. It is the boast of the friends of the Blair bill
that it received the appronl of every Protestant
minister and society in the United States, and this
measure sought to incorporate the God idea and
nationalize the Sabbath as a day of rest and Christian
worship. The St. Joseph district conference of the
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Methodist church, Marysville, Mo., passed the fol- each can determin for himself. Again: A charge to
the jury should state the law precisely and definitly.
lowing resolution Oct. 4:, 1882:
If
the judge considers it necessary to refer to the
" 'Resolved, That we do most he1utily commend and
testimony
of witnesses that testimony on both sides /
indorse the object of the National Reform Association, and
we pledge to them our prayers for success in securing their should be stated antithetically and the jury left to
commendable and much-needed amendment to our national decide which of the two contradictory stories is the
Constitution.' ·
true one. Judge Carpenter did not do this.
" The general conference of the same church held
It is monstrous for a judge to endeavor to influin Philadelphia two years later (1884:) adopted simi- ence the jury by such a statement as this charge
lar resolutions, declaring Christ a1:1 the foundation of contains, that the offense Mr. Heywood was called to
civil law. The Iowa State Baptist Association at answer "might fairly be designated the foulest,
Shenandoah, Oct. 5, 1882, embodied the same senti- meanest, lowest offense of which a human being can
ments as follows :
be guilty.'' And the statement that the right to ex" 'Resolved, That we earnestly approve of that part of the press and publish our opinions upon all subjects
resolutions adopted by the Protestant National Association, freely " is subject to the restriction that the things we
which aims at the enactment of such laws as will lead to the say and the things we write shall be proper, fit, and
better observance of the holy Sabbath, and the use of the
decent things," is just the notion under which many
Bible in our public aclwols; that we should acknowledge
a truth has been sought to be suppressed. How
through the Constitution our faith in God and Christ.' "
shall a jury decide what is proper, fit, and decent T
" And only last week the Presbyterians in their It was not proper, fit, nor decent for Galileo to exGeneral Assembly at Saratoga declared in a set of press the opinion that the earth moved, nor was it
resolutions that the expulsion of the Bible from our proper, fit, nor decent for Wm. Lloyd Garrison to
schools was suicidal and deplorable, and urged declaim as he did against chattel slavery, etc., etc.
Protestants everywhere to protest and so aroul!!e
It is simply preposterous for the judge to stand.
public thought on the subject from pulpit, press, and up there and say that "respectable journals are deecclesiastical assemblages, that the :Sible shall be r~ posited in the mails without fear of this law." What;
tained in the public schools.
constitutes a respectable journal~ Was the E!Jening,
" This society has branches in every state in the Telegram, which contained outline wood-cuts of
Union, incorporated with headquarters at Washing- nude pictures from the P&ris Salon, a respectable
ton, tract societies, lecturers employing a part or paper T If yes, what made it a respectable paper T
whole of. their time traveling up and down the coun- Was it not respectable because it was so rich and
try from Maine to Oregon, and official organs estab- powerful that the obacenists did not dare attack it as
lished, in one of which, alluding to the Infidel and they would eagerly hav attacked weaker and less
Jew who would be deprived of religious liberty, it influential paperT What about the case of the
says : ' If they ins~st on so working as to interfere, Northern Ohio .Democrat? Was not that a respecor violate the amendment, they must either move or table paper! What is the test of their respectability! ·
be moved away/"
Is it not after all a very misleading standard for a
It is this society which on another page of this judge to set lllp in such a case, that of respectability T
issue of THE Tnurn SEEKER Mr. T. W. Smith, a ChrisThe judge says, "If a man desires to get as many
tian missionary, completely dissects. Alone, the indecent words as he can into his paper, or words
National Reform A~sociation would not be formi- that are just close to indecency and yet escape, if he
dable, but it has the support of other Christian organ- is anxious to court the dignity of martyrdom and
izations, and has its friends in nearly every legislativ escape its penalty, then it is easy to see that he has
hall in the country.
a somewhat difficult problem before him.'' Now,
No union of church and state ! It is all union; this talk was not merely thoughtless and unbecoming
the Chl'istians are sitting astride our necks like the in. the judge, but it was just the kind of talk that a
Old Man of the Sea. They hav put their religion into judge should avoid. The manifest purpose of it was
nearly all our laws, and they hav made our govern- to induce the jury to think that they had in the dements conform to their superstition in scores of ways. fendant just such a person as ~he judge described.
And, not satisfied with this, they are trying to get
The charge that the finding of lewd and lascivious
their God recognized in our national Constitution ; matter in a paper is sufficient to constitute the whole
to establish their inquisitions all over the land; and paper an obscene paper is interesting. In applying
to make all legislation, state and national, conform to this rule to the Bible there seems to be no escape
their ideas.
from the conclusion that the whole Bible is obscene.
There is a closer practical union of church and This is an item of much importance to our Christian
state in this country than there is in some countries friends. A few more legal decisions of this kind and
which hav a state religion.
they will perhaps realize that he who plants the
wind will reap the whirlwind.
The concluding sentence of the charge exhibits
Two in Prison : The Other Probably Going.
very clEiarly the judge's disposition. Before reading
Medium Raid, with whom the Detroit Evening through the charge to this portion of it the reader
News recently had an interview (reprinted on page will hav discovered the spirit which culminated in
4:07), seems to be cheerful for a man in jail, and just the last clause, " However we may regard his view,
as confident as ever that Spiritualism is founded on nevertheless we ought to punish him for any wrong
facts and that he is one of its prophets. Whether and indecent acts which he may be guilty of or has
these things be true or not, he is unjustly suffering, done.''
or else every other medium and priest and minister
The word " indecent" is so broad and indefinit
ought to be keeping him company.
that the judge should hav left it out of his speech to
There is no further news from Mr. Harman, the jury. There are a great many things which the
except that his physical health remains good. The average man regards as indecent that are neither
petitions for his release are being activly circulated criminal nor obscene. To use the words, " proper,"
from the offices of all the Freethought papers.
"decent," etc., givs a jury too much latitude. A
Postponements hav been the order in Mr. Hey- Christian unhesitatingly calls a Freethinker's arguwood's trials. The motion for a new trial has not ment indeeent; a Freethinker just as unhesitatingly
been argued in the United States court, where a and with a million times more truth retorts that the
conviction was had last week. The state case, Mr.. Bible is indecent, improper, and not respectable.
Heywood writes, was "liable to come on" last Mon- The judge, therefore, should not hav used the wordfil,
day, the 23d. Whether it did or not we hav not but confineEl the jury's attention to the words printed
learned.
by Mr. Heywood, the law, and the definition of
On a preceding page (4:05) is the charge of Judge obscenity. No man should be sent to prison because
Carpenter which convicted him in the United States he is "improper.''
court. The charge is much like other judicial charges
in similar cases, and is strongly against the prisoner.
WRITING about the Cassadaga Lake Sp'ritual picnic in the
A few of the things to which fair~minded people Progressive Thinker -Lyman C. Howe says: "P. L. 0. A.
will except in this address to the jury may be Keeler is also on the grounds and expects to remain until
camp opens. This will giv an opportunity for skeptics and
briefly stated.
seekers in western New York to test his powers before the
In every criminal trial it is the duty of the judge
rush of August comes." It seems to us that Mr. Howe
to see that the defendant is adequately defended and should hav left out the invitation to skeptics. It sounds
has fair play; that no unjust advantage is taken of very bold and fair, but Mr. Keeler will not back up his
his situation and that the presumption of innocence backer's words. He is the medium who refused to giv any
has its full operation in his favor. How far Judge seance at all to Mr. McArthur and the Editor of THK TRUTH
CarpenteJ: fulfilled these duties toward Mr. Heywood S&KKKR when they were in search of a spirit.
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state. The editorials are stirring exponents of present issues.l Catholic worships to-day. And they come down to the tents
Roman Catholicism is the danger of the hour. 1 tremble for of Moses and the prophets, and they find evidence there that
the result.
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
they are the elect and the Jews are the lost, notwithstanding
•
-the fact that they pretend to believe every word the Jews
LoTus, CAL., 'June 8, 1890.
PRATTSBURGH, N. Y., June 14, 1890.
wrote up to the time of Christ, when the Jews would not
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $6, for which please forward three
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for the best paper I abandon what they had been taught by their inspired
copies of the book of pictures.
G. W. RAMSEY.
ever read. Please never stop it. I read all with great in- prophets for thousands of years and get Christian religion.
terest. And when James Parton found fault with the car- The Methodist brother preaches himself into heaven and the
BLUFFTON, TEx., June 15, 1890.
toons I felt like giving three rousing cheers for him, for, as poor Jew out of heaven. The Methodist never fails to imMB. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2 for your " Pictorial Text- I thought it would, it proved a great boom for the paper. press his hearers with the fact that he loves Jesus above all
Book." I am very anxious to see it.
D. M. BAKER.
He might hav been sincere in his objections, but I hav else, and never tires of calling on him for his daily bread,
doubted it. I think that he foresaw the result. It has and thanking him for what he is about to receive.
PomT PLEASANT, W.VA., June 14, 1890.
helped the paper more than anything else could hav done.
Now, to show the hypocrisy of the Methodist Episcopal
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for the cartoon book, and
The vote has been almost unanimous for the pictures. Now, brother, and to prove that he ie a rank fraud, it is not neceswhen your pictorial Bible is finished put me down for a
I vote for three rousing cheers for James Parton, the man sary to refer to history ancient or modern, for the reason
copy.
Yours, etc.,
J. R. SELBE.
that has done more than any other for the cause in showing that there are millions of living witnesses in these United
up Christian absurdities. I will say to you, go ahead. You States to-day who remember when the c1vil war broke out
GREELEY, CoL., June 11, 1890
know just how to edit THE TRUTH BEEKER. Send me the in 1861, when it was left for them to choose which they
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $2, for which please send to
. cartoon book as soon as out, and I will remit on receipt. I loved best, their Jesus or their politics. You remember the
the friend's address inclosed the " Freethinkers' Pictorial
wish I could do more for the cause. I think I will some Southern brother stood by his n ggah and the Northern by
EuLAH C. STILLWELL.
Text-Book."
Yours truly,
time.
GEo. H. LooK.
his Abolition doctrin. They threw their Jesus overboard
and stood by their politics like little men, for which, if anyCITY PoiNT, FLA., June 7, 290.
OTTUMWA, IA., June 9, 1890.
thing, I admire them, For downright hypocrisy the MethMR. EDITOR: I vote for the pictures, but, pictures or no
MR. EDITOR: I hav often wondered why the Freethinkers
odist is surpassed only by the Catholic priest, who says to
pictures, THE TRUTH SEEKER is indispensable to us, and as
throughout the country thought it necessary to defend, with
his dupes, I can forgiv your sins.
GEo. BAKER
long as I can raise a dollar I expect to remain a subscriber.
influence and mouey, anybody charged with sending obscene
Yours truly,
C. L. FABER.
literature through the mail. In advancing the arguments of
SAN MAROIAI., June 8, 1890.
Freeth ought and liberty is it necessary to sink into obscenity?
To H. WETTBTJUN: I read carefully your challenge to
S. 0TSELIO, N.Y., June 1, 290.
MR. EDITOR : If my purse was as large as my soul, I I think not. The evidence on our side is ample without mediume. On reading your article, which I hav no doubt
would send $50 and call it a glorious investment. I vote for resorting to the questionable, the obscene. The greatest you intended for an argument, but which seems to me more
Heston and the cartoone. I want the new book of cartoons arguments that I hav ever read could be read Lefore a class of a question-begging effort, I came to the conclusion, if yon
of school-girls.
had known anything of the subject of Spiritualism you would
soon.
MARY PEOK.
I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER for nearly ten years with never hav written such an article. While your article will
CASTANA, IA., June 10, 1890.
great profit and-pleasure. Ottumwa is an enterprising and never make any impression on Spiritualism other than favorMR. EDITOR: I inclose $40. Send Mr. Reynolds or the wide-awake city, and I believe that a good lecturer could able, I think it will fully convince many who read of one
treasurer of the Washington Secular Union $20. Send me organize a Liberal League. There are quite a number of fact, far from patent to yourself, i.~., you don't know, and
two copies of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," and Freethinkers here that by an organized effort could do some you don't know it. Brother Wettstein, if you are seeking
the other books on inclosed list. The rest of the money use good work.
JOHN W. DAYTON.
the truth you may find it and it will not cost you the $100,
where it will do the most good.
and I will promis you the Spiritualists-will not " kill the
BEDFORD,
MoNT.,
June
4,
1890.
Yours for the truth and right,
F. A. DAY.
fatted calf" for your benefit. You quote, "0 consistency,
MR. EDITOR : I send you to- day two copies of the Helena
thou art a jewel," and then ask Spiritualists to "make a
CELINA, 0., June 10, 1890.
Herald, containing lett.ers from a namesake of yours, Henry
MR. EDIToR: Please find inclosed $3 for the renewal of McDonald, on Jerusalem and Rome, thinking they may note." I will do so by calling your attention to a very immy paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. Let her come and hit those interest you. The Herald has always been a very conserva- portant fact yon seem to hav overlooked-the name of that
Bible-pounders hard. John Peck is surely full measure. tiv paper, careful of offending the churches, especially the jewel is not Wettstein. In the article immediately following
Heston is all right; long may he continue in the good work Catholic, which is a great power in Helena, and I was sur- yours rea:iers will find goods of the same chain and filling.
You should know the writer, as I think you would be to
of showing up the absurdity of priestcraft.
prised at the publication of these letters-which is probably
each other a joy forever. Candidly, as an independent
Yours respectfully,
HENRY T. NrooUM.
owing to Mr. McDonald being a wealthy and popular citizen thinker, were I an honest medium-! am not a medium-!
of Helena, but I do not know.
would treat your silly offer as an insult to a class of people
MoNTREAL, CAN., June 10, 1890.
Soon after my return from the Woman's National Liberal
MR. EDITOR: I hav now been a subscriber to THB TRUTH Union convention in Washington I had the objects, resolu- equal in intelligence to Liberals and superior to them in LibSEEKER for the last few years, and can heartily indorse all tions, and some of the proceedings published in our lccal erality. I only wish to express my opinions of that class of
that has been said in praise of it by others. I read with paper. The next morning the Catholic priest (a fat young essay. No doubt you will be noticed by others more compleasure your decision to continue the pictures, and I am Belgian, resident at the headquarters in Helena) rushed into petent. If you desire truth, seek out some Spiritualist,
sure had they been removed the strongest arguments against the office and delivered a great tirade, saying that " such make your desires known to him in a respectful manner,
superstition and fraud would hav been omitted from your things must not be published, they would ruin the country," act on his or her suggestion, practice reasonable patience,
and see what you may find-is the advice of a candid
paper.
JoHN R. CONWAY.
etc. I do not think he frightened the editor much, however.
reader.
W. J. RJBLBY.
A poor but intelligent squaw near here has had her chilCRESSON, PA., June 10, 1890
dren at St. Peter's mission near Great Falls. She went there
NEENAH, Wis., June 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav enjoyed your paper so much that I herself and worked a short time, and the terrible abuses and
MR.
EDITOR
:
If
you
can,
will
you please answer the folfeel I cannot do without 'it. My means are very limited, or infamies practiced there caused her to bring her children
I would gladly help along the good cause. What a boon away and hav turned her from being a faithful Catholic, as lowing question for me ? I hav always believed in deeds,
THE TRuTH SEEKER would hav, been to me some years ago, she had always been before. I wish I could ventilate the not faith, according to all teaching. A few days· ago a
when I floundered around in the darkness with no helping deviltry practiced in that school and make the government thought came to my mind. Was the word faith translated
right? or rather, in the original copy was that word faith
hand to lead me into the light.
ANNIE M. EloYLE.
stop it.
How can I?
EvA WARREN CoLLIER.
used ? The more I read the more I am convinced it means
all the highest principles of honor, like truth, loyalty, justice,
SPREOKELSVILLE, MAm, HAWAllAN ISLANDS,}
FAWLEY
PLA~OE, QumoY, ILL., June 11, 1890.
May 24, 1890.
charity, etc. I am writing of the faith mentioned in the
MR. EDITOR: I inclose an order for your holy Bible pict
M:&. EDITOR: I am glad to know that you hav decided to
New Testament.
continue the pictures in your valuable paper, and also to ures to the amount of $2. I do not buy this book exclusivly
I just finished the Bible yesterday ; commenced to read it
for
my
improvement
in
freedom,
but
that
I
may
show
it
to
-Issue them in book form, so I hasten to inclose $5, for which
New Year's day. I read it for investigation. In my opinion,
please send me one copy of Heston's cartoons, and one of my Christian friends whose mental obtuseness cannot be from what I hav seen of life and heard of people's opinion,
his pictorial Bibles when published. I send kind regards to reached by argument, but may be touched through the eye, if our land did not hav any better laws than and was as ignoWatson Heston, John Peck, and all the good truth seekers as pictures often explain themselvs, and even if caricatures rant as the lands of eighteen hundred years ago, Col. R. G.
are in many cases more efl'ectiv than the cold letter. ''The
who are laboring in the Liberal vineyard. WM. BARCLAY.
Ingersoll would be stretched upon a cross. He would be a
spirit [pictures] quickeneth, but the letter killeth." I would
second Christ. The bigots would crucify him for teaching
PRAIRIE CITY, !A., June 9, 1890.
say, it depends a g0od deal how the letters are put together.
a better religion than is taught and our Bible holds.
MR. EDITOR: Please publish the following and oblige. A Like a piece .of machinery, if wrongly mated they would be
Please answer me what you think the word faith means in
Union Liberal meeting was given in Union Hall yesterday at useless and in many cases dangerous to our physical wsllthe Bible.
OLIVE M. LA BARRE.
2 P.M., under the auspices of the local Brotherhood of Moral- being. The Roman Catholics and Lutherans are kicking
[Buck's " Theological Dictionary" haa the definition :
ists. Prof. John E. Remsburg was present, and for over an like an army mule against our compulsory school law, and
hour addressed a large audience on the life and works of are sending out circulars to our candidates for office. What "Faith is that assent which we giv to a proposition ad_ Thomas Paine in an able and telling manner. This Is Pro- the office seekers will answer it is very easy to surmise. vanced by another, the truth of which we do not immediately
fessor Remsburg's third visit here, and that he may return They will come right down, and, as usual, eat crow, caw perceive from our own reason and experience." That is,
soon is the wish of all who heard him.
IRA E. DRAPER.
and all. There will be no independence in this country faith is that acquiescence which the timorous part of man.
among our politicians until the church is made to feel that kind has been induced to render to propositions advanced by
PAROWAN, UTAH, Jun·e 5, 1890.
the laws of our country are above the church. I saw a priests of such a nature as to secure themselvs revenue and'
MR. EDITOR : Please send some petition blanks for petition. Roman Catholic funeral procession the other day; the relig- power, notwithstanding that the truth of the propositions
ing Mr. Harman out of prison. I will circulate them, and ious banner in front, and the American flag relegated to could not be perceived by any of the means of knowing that.
make up a subscription also. I am a Freethinker, and second place. This ought not to be allewed, and would not we hav. Christ enjoined faith in himself personally; but
always was. I .think the Christians will get ashamed of be if our demagogs did not hanker for the votes of the the tying of faith to any one person is abhorrent to the
themselvs if there Is any shame to them. I had a talk with ignorant and degraded followers of the pope. It will ever be genius of modern science. It is true that there are conjecta Christian from Kentucky the other day, and I made his thus until our naturalization laws are changed, and our im- ures to the effect that where Christ seems to require devobelief appear so ridiculous that he l!iughed at it, but he said migration laws are made to conform to what is right and tion to himself he actually means devotion to those qualities
he could not giv his God and did not know he had any. just. Liberal candididates are almost as bad as the Chris- that you mention. We hav published some pamphlets by
Well, if the president is like a Presbyterian minister that I tians are when it comes to wanting votes.
Mr. Longshore developing such a theory. But what Christ
know, why, it will do no good to petition for Mr. Harman.
said is of slight account. If by chance a few not unwise
Yours truly,
JoHN L. MooRE, J.P.
I will cloae, wishing you· a long life. Please send catalog.
counsels found a place among the mass of rubbishy 'deliverYours, etc.,
WM. W. PAGE.
ances that he inflicted on the world, we need scarcely interKEISITON, May 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The Cincinnati Enquirer of the 16th inst. mit our harvesting of the rich crops of science to go
FRIENDSHIP, N. Y., June 10, 1890.
published a glowing account of the centennial celebration of back and sift them out. If Christ ever made the remark
MR. EDITO:& : To my mind the illustrations in THE TRUTH Methodism in Kentucky, at Lexington-the Northern branch that we should observe truth and justice, he said only what
SEEKERS Nos. 21, 22, and 23 portray the absurdity, unfair- at the Centenary Methodist Episcopal church, and the South- every person iuound us may be heard to say often enough.
ness, and cruelty of the Christian religion paramount to any ern at the Tabernacle at Woodlawn park. Both places were Men hav "'lways desired, and enjoined in a general way, the
before given. How can sensible people be so blinded by well attended and much enthusiasm was manifested. They observance of truth and justice; just what constituted truth
ignorance and superstition as to believe palpable falsehood? had sermons, prayers, and songs. And to prove to the and justice in particular cases is that which has been difficult
Bon. A. B. Bradford is excellent. He writes with all the world that they are 'the elect, they, as usual. went back to to determin. On this, Christ helped us to no knowledge
wisdom and polish of the thinker and scholar. He has the the creation and dug up all the fables and prophecies re- instead, he put the searchers for it on the wrong track for
richness and vigor of ripe years, with none of the infirmities. corded in the book of books, and came down the stream of centuries. It is Science that is progressivly endowing us
May all who can, promptly send aid to C. B. Reynolds, to time to the flood, when their merciful father destroyed his with this exact knowledge of truth, on social rights and
combat the issue now forced upon the people of his adopted children for worshiping idols, images, just such as_ the Roman duties and on all other matter!!; and it is in service to her,
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and in ridding believers of that engrossment of attention by
Christ's crackbrain doings and sayings that keeps them from
joining us in this service, that we must expend all our endeavor.-ED. T. S.]

in the spring of 1885 I was sent upon a special mission from
Fort Keogh, Mont., to Pine Ridge or Red Cloud agency in
southwestern Dakota, a distance, the way I had to go, of
about five hundred miles. I rode an Indian pony which was
sh.od in front only. My route took me through the Black
Htlls country, where busy and important mining towns had
already sprung into existence. 1 came first to the town of
Speartis~; next to Deadwood, the metropolis of the Hills,
wedged ln between two mighty mountains. Here I rested
two days; then on to Rapid City, a town at that time of
about two thousand inhabitants, forty-five miles from Deadwood, and lying.on the plain close to the foot-hills. From
Rapid City to Pine Ridge was about one hundred and twentyfive miles, and no towns lying between. A smvey, however,
had been made for a railroad to Rapid City, and my way
was along the line of survey. White settlers had begun to
locate claims, so that every mile or two I found the cabins
and shanties of the pioneer homesteaders. Toward evening
of my first day out from Rapid City my horse became suddenly very lame. Having no shoes on his hind feet the
long distance and rough road tJ;trough the mountain' had
worn his hoof through to the quick. Near by was a little
cabin, where I applied for shelter for the night. The single
occupant, a young man, told me that I was welcome to all
that he had, which was little enough to eat and absolutely
nothing for my horse. He advised me, if I could, to go
on a mile and a half, where I would find the )3ennett
brothers, who were well fixed for keeping travelers, with a
good stable, hay and oats for my horse, and a commodious
house, nearly completed, that I could sleep in.
I am a member of the G. A. R., so I asked him if he knew
of any members about there. He said no, but he thought
the Bennett brothers had served in the war; that they were
twin brothers, about fifty years old and from the state of
Maine. I decided to go on, hoping to find a hearty welcome
from a comrade of the late war. The sun had disappeared
behind the mountains when, tired and hungry, I reached
the Bennett ranch, leading my disabled horse, which I tied
to the fence, and proceeded to the house, through the open
door of which I saw the family, consisting of the brothers,
their wives-who were childless-and an adopted child, a
bright, intelligent girl of ten, at supper. The brothers
turned their faces squarely toward me, scanning me closely
as I approached the door, observing which I gave the hailing
sign of our order so plainly that had they been members
they certainly would hav recognized it. To my disappointment the signal was not answered, and I knew they were
not members. When I reached the door the following dialog ensued:
"Good evening."
"Good evening."
" Can I get accommodations here to-night for myself and
horse?"
"No; we don't keep travelers. Mr. Lewis live two miles
further on; he's better fixed 'n we are. Guess he'll keep ye."
"But, my friends, my horse is very lame-so lame that I
don't see how I can go any farther, and I am very tired and
hungry. If you will giv me something to eat and something
for my horse, 1 will pay liberally for it, and I can sleep on
the prairie ; it is not cold, and I am accustomed to camplife."
"No; we don't want strangers camping around here.
You'd better go on to Mr. Lewis."
" Well, do you know of any members of the Grand Army
living in this neighborhood?"
" Grand Army I Why, we are unworthy members ourselva. Are you a clergyman?"
"No-o; not exactly a elergyman."
" But you are a professor?"
"Oh, yes; praise the Lord. I'm a professor."
"Come in, brother; hav some supper. You can stay
here. David, go and put the gentleman's horse in the
stable."
Here were two men fifty years old born and raised in the
state of Maine who had never heard of the Grand Army of
the Republic, who supposed there was no Grand Army but
the " army of the Lord."
When he used the term "professor" I knew he was a Baptist, so of course while I was there I was a Baptist toohad to be or get tired out. I was not surprised in the morning at the breakfast table when I was called upon to say
grace, and I was not unprepared, for I had been rehearsing
an hour before anyone was up, so I banged away with a
blessing, and I must hav got it off all right, for it didn't sour
the milk or addle the eggs. The cold shivers ran down my
back, however, when we were done eating, to see everybody
ranging themselvs in a circle round the room. "Family
prayers, and they'll ask me to lead in prayer!" But they
didn't. I stayed with them a week till I could get my horse
shod. During the entire week they delegated the table
service to me, while the brothers took turn and turn about
praying.
E. H. ALLISON, Scout U.S. A.

BRAMBLE, IND., June 13, 1890.
MR. EorTOR: People for the want of knowledge and experience very often form wrong ideas and teach very absurd
doctrine. Is <leath-bed ·evidence true? has always been a
question of doubt in my mind. How can we possibly know
for certain that it is a fact, after 011r dying friends tell us
that they are going to heaven? I will admit that it seems
reasonable that if a person ever tells the truth in his lire, it
will be when death is staring him in the face, ready to usher
him into eternal happiness or eternal torment. But I come
to the more reasonable conclusion that no one has ever died
in a rational state of mind. A person racked with fever and
pain cannot be in a perfectly rational state of mind. Do not
the medicine generally given in sickness intoxicate or impair the brain ? Therefore if a person is sick, and ::mder the
influence of medicin, and just before death should say to his
friends : " I am going to join the angels ; I see heaven wide
open, and I am going there; I do not fear death," etc.; that
is no positiv proof to me that he goes there, even if the fact
was established that there is a heuven and hell. No one
would desire eternal punishment in preference to eternal
happiness, even if he deserved the punishment. If a man
commits a crime and he is arrested, and is to be tried before
the courts of our country, he will naturally desire to be
cleared, although he knows he has disobeyed the law, and
most criminals really think they will be cleared. As the
fact of the existence of a heaven and hell are not established,
for a person on his death-bed to say, "I am going to heaven,"
does not even prove that there is a heaven · and if he were
to say, "I am going to hell," it would not ~rl)ve that there
is a hell. Some people's minds are stronger than others in
life, and it may be that some minds are weaker than others
when death seizes them. I am of the opinion that when one
is dying and says, "I am going to heaven," the assertion is
brought about by the desire of heaven, or the fear of hell,
and probably if he should rally and overcome death and liv,
he would remember nothing he had said regarding he!'Ven.
And if one should say, "There is no chance for me; I hav
waited too long; I am going to hell; I can see the terrible
spectacle," it does not even tend to prove that there is a hell,
and I would apply the same reasonable hypothesis as in the
other case. I hav cared for and nursed a great many sick;
hav given a great deal of medicin, and know its effects upon
the human system. I hav never died, but hav been so low
with fevers several times that I was given up by both friends
and physicians. Once I contracted a violent case of malarial
fever in the far South. It kept met wo months. I was given
up to die. I thought I was going to die. I was an orthodox
Christian believer then. My thoughts were, during my illness, sometimes on the terrors of hell, and sometimes on the
joys of heaven. I came to the point that I thought I was
just about to leave this earth. I called to my nurse. I told
him I was going to die, and was going to heaven. I could
see Jesus at the right hand of God; could see my angel
mother, and all my departed friends, all in white robes, with
long snowy white wings, whose tips reached the ground.
They beckoned me to come, etc. I was telling my nurse all
about what I could see in heaven, etc. But I did not
die. But if I had died, all the clergy and Christians in that
whole country would hav said that I went straightway to
heaven. I was then quiet for about ten minutes. Then I
was down in hell among the devils. I could see the old
devil and the young devils, with chains about their necks,
and with pitchforks. They were forking the brimstone
flames over the poor victims of eternal hell. I was telling
my nurse all about these horrors •. Now, if I had died while
speaking of hell and its torments, all the clergy and Christians would hav said I went to hell sure. When I got well
my nurse told me of the things I had said, but I did not remember it at all. One thing I am glad of, that what people
say is not always true. And maybe there is no eternal hell
to torture people in after death. I hav ceased to believe in a
hell prepared by a merciful and loving God. I hav no fear
of hell now. I do not think death-bed evidence is reliable.
It all the best friends I hav were to die, and say while dying
that they were going to heaven, it would not be positiv proof
that they are going there. Maybe there is no heaven. It
may be that death ends all. If there be a heaven and hell, I
think the only way to reach heaven is by right doing. I
do not think the way to gain heaven consists in believing
something or having faith in something tbat a person cannot
possibly believe or hav faith in. I cannot believe thata God
would create and hav me brought into the world without my
consent; created as I am with a mind so that I cannot believe certain things (that must be believed according to
Christian doctrin in order to gain heaven), and then damn
me forever because I cannot believe. Why, it would be horrible. I would not do the like. And if there is a God with
MoNTPELIER, IND., June 11, 1890.
intelligence and ingenuity enough to create the earth, sun,
MR. EDITOR : Thinking you would be so kind as to let me,
moon, stars, and man, I think his mercy would far exceed a subscriber, occupy a small space in which to state a few
mine, for mercy and intelligence are, or should be, in unison. facts in reply to the article in THE TRUTH BEEKER of May
CHAB. A. GLENN.
31, 1890, by H. Wettstein, entitled,·" A Challenge to MediFoRT PIERRE, S. D., May 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR; Thus far I hav been able to procure but one
subscriber, but the leaven is working, and I trust before the
summer is past I shall hav more names on your books. I
hav wondered if I could not write. short stories of adventure
that would be of interest to your readers. I hav been twentyfour years in Dakota and nearly all or that time employed by
the government in activ service as scout, guide, and interpreter. During this long period I hav had D'any adventures.
One, illustrativ of "Christian charity," I will relate. Early

ums," I proceed to write the following. There is a lecturer
and medium by the name of Colby, from California, that
was in Jay county, perhaps ten miles from Montpelier, that
gave lectures and tests of independent slate-writing. My
health is such that I seldom get from home, and could not
attend the meetings, thereCore I cannot make my statements
as definitly as I otherwise should. I recently visited Lindley
Blackledge, M.D., of Pennville, who showed me a small
slate that had on it green leaves, a red flower, and several
names of relative of himselC and wife all plainly written, and
one of them across the picture, part in slate-pencil color and
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part in yellow. Dr. Blackledge told me that he bought two
slates out of a pile in a store and took them to the Hall, five
miles distant ; a lady cleaned them, and he placed one on
the other. Mr. Colby took one corner of the two slates in
his right hand, a third party holding the opposit corners of
the slates, and he, the doctor, holding the medium's left
hand, they holding the slates as high as the top of their
heads and standing on their feet without any table to conceal their tricks. They held the slates ·in that position a few
minutes in the lecture room, in full view of the audience,
with kerosene lamps in full blaze, and .when they let them
down the upper side of the under slate was as I saw it,
which was perhaps six weeks after it was written. There
were said to be other slates written on that are good tests,
which I hav not seen-one of them written on in full daylight. The slate-writing tests above described can be testi.
tied to by any desirable number of reliable witnesses, and
the writing is on the slates, held sacred as tokens from the
departed.
I will now describe a second test. My wife and I went to
Anderson Sept. 26, 1889, to the state association of Spiritualists. When we got off the train, not knowing anyone, we
secured a guide to conduct us -to Westerfield Hall, where
the first meeting of four days' term was in session. When
we entered a woman was speaking. We seated ourselvs
behind all the audience. 'fhe spell.ker finished the lecture in
perhaps fifteen minutes, when a stranger came to us and
spoke, calling us by our names, William and Eunice, and
said to me, "Sarah and Hannah are here, and Hannah has
her hand on the lady's head "-describing her minutely, and
-"I see a gentleman by you "-describing him, and putting his hand on his right side he said-" It seems as though
he had a sore here in his last sickness." He also said, " I
perceive you had trouble getting here. One class of spirits
were opposed to your coming and did what they could to
prevent it, but another class wanted you to come and encouraged you what they could." The facts are, I had two
sisters, Sarah and Hannah, and a brother Aaron that died of
a scrofulous fistula running around his right side, all of
whom he accurately described ; and we had so many
hindrances in getting away from home that we thought we
should not succeed in getting started.
I will next describe an instance of Quaker inspiration in
1848. My wife's father, Horton Brown, a Hicksite Friends
minister, made an appointment to preach at a private house,
having obtained the consent of the owner. When the time
came I went with him, and found a few friends there, aud
the family anxiously looking for a Free Will Baptist lady to
preach there at the same hour-a set-up job to cut him out.
I was vexed, and wanted him to leave, but he coolly replied
that there was no hurry, so unlike himself that I was surprised. He finally proposed that he would occupy the time,
and if she came, he would giv the place to her. But she
failed to appear. He preached the finest historical sermon I
ever heard, giving an account of the emperor Constantine
and of . the various councils to formulate the various Christian creeds and dogmas and to decide what books were
canonical and what not in constructing the holy Bible, and
what terrible quarrels they had among themselvs, and what
deceit, fraud, and corruption they practiced at these councils, quotin~ the church fathers, St. Augustine, Athanasius,
and others, quoting quite freely from the historian Mosheim.
The next day he and I were at work on the farm. I commenced asking him questions in regard to some things he
had said, and found he knew very little about what he had
said on the subject. He replied by saying that he had read
ecclesiastical history when he was young and supposed he
became illuminated so much that it came to him.
Next I will tell of an incident in 1850. I went to my
father-in-law's house one summer morning and spoke to him,
and he said, "Well, William, I was at thy father's last night
[a place he had never seen] and I saw Aaron [my brother],
and he showed me the garden, yard, and orchard "-and
went on to describe them, and after he had finished his description I told him he must be slightly mistaken, and told
him how it was the last time I saw it. He replied, " That
was the way I saw it, anyhow." I went to the place the following autumn and found it the wayhe described it, instead
of the way I thought it was. There had been changes made
sine~e I saw it.
To sum up the evidence. The slate-writing test I think
contains all Brother Wet~stein's five conditions, though
written prior to them, therefore we will conclude it is a
genuin spirit communication, the picture and writing being
well executed in only a few minutes. The Anderson test
conveys the evidence of the presence of my spirit sisters and
brother, and that there is a class of spirits that did not want
us to go to the association for fear we might giv or receive
an influence that they did not want, because they are afrain
of the truth; also that as we find in this world, so will we
find in the next, ignorance, prejudice, bigotry, superstition,
and human frailtie~ generally. The foregoing account of
Quaker inspiration shows that there is a class of spirits that
wish to giv the inhabitants of earth the truth as they understand it, and another class that would tell a lie for the glory
of God, that still worship old creeds and dogmas and are
afraid to let the truth be known ; and in this case the woman
was unable to fill the appointment, therefore that party was'
foiled; or i~ shows that it was not spirits, but the speaker
was self-illuminated.
I wish I knew more of mind acting on mind and mind acting on itself. If the mind can act on itself to enable one to
reveal buried facts or truths or to visit places that it has
never seen while the physical body is in bed asleep, does it
not' go to prove the independence of the mind or spirit of
the physical body, that foreshadows the life beyond? I
thank Brother Wettstein for his candor, and think he is
honest, and also thank Brother Macdonald for giving both
sides a hearing.
WILLIAM ALLEN.
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In the future just what we wish to see;
And these little boys, and little-women,
Will each come to be the good citizen:
Healthful and truthful, good·natured and bright,
Cheerful
and roBy as morning's fair light,
lldlt6d lJr MISs Bullli H. Wa:olll, Fall
Earnest and fa.ithfnl to every trust,
Ri-, .MIJ88., to tAIMm all Oommttin.CM«onsfor They shall be counted with the true and juat.
this 00f'1Uf' shotl!d b~ am~.
And I will sing always, chip, cherry, down,
Of the bright children in the goodly town."
Then the Robin Redbreast flew off the fence,
" Between ~he dark and the da.yligM,
And he was a bird of intelligence. When the night is beginning w lower,
So, I've told yon the song he sang to me,
Oomes a pause in the day•s oooupatlonl
a tra.-la-Ia.-la, tra-la-le.
B. H. W.
With
That is known &B the Children's Hour."

The Robin's Song.
Robin Redbreast aat on the garden fence,
And he was a bird of intelligence r
He oped his mouth with a tra.-la-le,
ABd this was the song that he sang to me :
"Up, chipper cherry, and chip cherry, down,
There's a school away in a goodly town
Where the lads and lassies are bright and true,
And as sweet and fresh as the morning dew i
•Twonld delight your heart and gladden your
eyes
To see how hard each little one tries
In all that is good and true, to excel,
That they each of many good works may tell.
They hav teachers kmd, and they mind them, too,
Except sometimes, they forget to do
'
Just everything that is told them-yet,
Maybe you, youreelf, might sometimes forgetSince no one on earth can quite perfect be,
And all hav faults-well, except yon and me !•'
Robin Redbreast paused, with a knowing wink,
And then went on with a "Chip, chipper, chink."
But theee little ones, as I hav been toM,
Are about as good as the best of gold i
AYe, much beher tnan gold, for they can see,
They can hear, they can talk, oa.n learn to be
Tha best kind of children, noble and true,
Rich in the graces, and in goodness too.
Now, gold is a metal, and can't do that,
It has no eyes and ia blind as a bat;
It has no ears, no speech-it has no thought,
Neither does it know how much it ls sought.
But the worth of a child has ntlt been toldIts value exceeds a world full of gold ;
And the tiniest child in that town there
Is a priceless iewel, shining and fair;·
And under the touch of a training hand,
Ohildren, like flowers, grow and expand.
Up the ladder of time they are climbing,
And oh~plets of roses they are twining,
To wear, by and by, in the school of life,
When they reach its cares,itswork and its strife."
Just then a sparrow perched on a tree,
Espyiugthe robin, sharply sa1d heAh, friend, good morning, good morning, I sar !
May I ask the tune yon are singing to-day,
With such a rollicking, musical note
That, really, you're almost splitting your throat?"
Swick!" ohirp9d the robin, "I'll tell yon right
here,
And yon may go spread it both far and near l
I sing the praise "-and the robin sang low" Of some little boys and girls that I know,
Who would not disturb the eggs in my nest,
Nor hurt my house, or my babies molest.
They know 'tis better to love than to hate,
So they never frighten me or my mate."
I listened again, and the bird went on
To sing of the children in this good town.
"fhey know," sang he," as well as yon or 1The truth of the same no one can denyThat doing the best, and all that one can,
Doth make of a boy a right noble man,
And changeg the girl to a woman true,
Good enough for me, and also for you-;
And the one who the brightest crown shall wear,
Here below, or above, or anywhere,
Is he who, true as the stars in the sky,
Turns away from wrong, and ever doth try
To practice the right, w.nate'er his station,
No matter about his name or nation.
And these little ones, be they more or less,
Each has the power to harm or to bless;
To aid in making the world much better,
Or still to rivet each chain and fetter.
But there is reason to hope and believe,
These same darlings will ne'er ma.ke us grieve;
But they will, in the good time to comeThough some may afar in other lands roamBe the pride and joy of teacher and friend,
Whose love and good· will around them doth blend.
1
In this very fine school there are some gems
Which are fit to be set in diadems.
One is called Punctual-Wisdom another,
And System, who sticks close as a brother.
Rely{)n Yourself, and Mister Workwell,
Of peB.ce and contentment they both can tell.
Then there's Charity, white as an angel
Bent us to cheer-a blessed evangel.
Her mantle is broad, it oovereth all;
Since no one is sure that he may not fall,
She Bays, 1 Let us be kind to each other,
And see in each a sister or brother .•
"'l'hen, there are others-yon •ve known them
beforeTheir names hav been mentioned once, twice, or
more.
I'm sure yon hav heard of one Mister Try,
In this goodly school he ever is nigh;
His partner-chip "-and the robin looked queer' O!t is referred to as 'Old Persevere !•
·A friend of this school-a friend of mine, tooHas told of the good that these giants do;
How.they work wonders in science and art,
When ruled by Patience and Mister Great Heart I
Then, there's stout I Can, and the prince I WlllTheY won't let 1 Can't Do It' step o'er the sill;
For he is a foe much to be dreaded,
And long since ought to hav been beheaded.
But, when tempted to ininre a neighbor,
Brave.eyed Won't Do It asks as a favor,
That the hand and the tongue each will refrain
From the deed or the word that carries but pain."
'I'm sure," chirped the bird, "these children
will be

"A. Tlwugbtless

Yes," by Helen H.
Gardener.

"A Thoughtless Y-es." This is the taking
title of Helen Gardener's last book, in paper
covers and containing two hundred and
thirty pages. It holds a handful of bright,
brilliant stories, nine in number, and they
are written -In the author's clear, vigorous,
and comprehenslv style. The matter of them
offers food for thought and reflection.
It is a book for the seaside, for summer
afternoons. Everyone will want to read this
Corner Gospel.
bright and breezy offering of a clear-seeing,
ABOUT OIGARETB.
witty, and intellectual woman, so no doubt it
It is said that nervous diseases and insanity will find a ready market and buyers by the
are on the increase; that these diseases are million. It is published by the Belford Co.,
even prevalent among young people and New York.
SusAN H. WIXON.
children.
It is said, too, that one great cause of such "Little J cck Horner Sat in the Corner."
ailments is tobacco-the smoking of cigars "Whenever I go back: and forth to school,
and cigarets.
How many quite bad little boys I see!"
There is an enormous consumption of This was Jack Horner's brief sollloqny
cigarets in the United States, more than one As he sat by the chimney on a stool
not acquainted with the figures would think. (It is quite clear that Johnny was no fool)
The United States commissioner, in his Eating a piece of Christmas pie; a ad he
returns for the year 1888, declares that a tax Could not help feeling-very properlythat year was collected on 2,151,515,360 Thankful that he was one who, as a rule,
cigarets.
Had his good things, while other boys had
Inquiry shows that the bad habit of smoknone;
ing these innocent-looking cigarets is not A small boy's grace it was before his pie,
confined to grown men and women, but that A plum appeared, which he did not refuse,
school-boys and school-girls are habitual When he took up the moral he'd begunusers of the same.
( His childish egotism pray excuse)
Now, let us look at the composition of "Oh, what a very, very good boy am I!"
a clgaret. Stumps of cigars, the end that has
-St. Nicholas.
been held in the mouth of nobody knows
To TAKK OuT A RusTY SoRa:w.-The hinge
whom, or how much he may hav been diseased
with cancer or other fetid sickness, some of the woodhouse door was broken, and
morphine, or some form of arsenical prepara- Farmer John, who never liked to see things
tion. This is wrapped in some cotton paper going to pieces, went to work to replace the
manufactured from the rags collected by rag- broken hinge with a new one, says the Ame1'pickers in the streets and elsewhere. Oh, ican Agricult1trist. The old screws, however,
but the rags are cleaned, you say. Yes, but had rusted, and, although a man of muscle,
the lime used in cleaning and bleaching is not one of them could Farmer John budge,
harmful to the throat and nasal passages of until Willie came out to see what was going
the cigaret smoker. There is a kind of rice on. Now, Willie is a great reader. His
paper used to wrap cigarets in, but this is father often thinks he spends too much time
not used much, the other being so much over his books. " Let us try the Russian
way," said Willie; and going to the house he
cheaper.
You can readily see how such a compound heated the kitchen poker red-hot, and vressed
it to the head of the screw for a few minutes,
would naturally affect a consumer.
A young man in the very prime of life when the screw was easily taken out with a
gradually bPgan to "run down "-became screwdriver. So much for "book learning."
pale and thin, and was obliged to leave his So much more for the bright boy.
business and go away for his health. He
ATTAR of roses is a volatil oil of soft concame pack no better than he went. Tb.en it
was the cause of his illness became known. sistency, is nearly colorless, and is obtained
He was a smoker of cigarets. He abandoned from rose water by setting it out during the
the habit, became well and happy. Another night in large open ves8els and early in the
persisted in the habit, not knowing, perhaps, morning skimming off the essential oil which
the certain and sure injury he was working fioats at the top. The India and Persia roses
upon himself. He sickened and died from are chiefly used in its manufacture, and it is
stated that 10,000 bushes with 100,000 roses
polson by arsenic imbibed from cigarets.
Ther.e are few sadder sights than a victim will yield only 180 grains of attar. It is a
of a ruinous habit on the road to sure destruC- delicious perfume, and is exported to Euro.
tion-health gone, trembling, tottering, pean countries in small vials, and is exceedshaking, though in the prime of his years, a ingly costly. The word "attar" is traced to
mental and a moral wreck, nervous, unhappy, the Arabic" i'tr," which means perfume.
despondent.
THK political maxim, " To the victors beThere is no more beautiful picture than
that of a healthy, happy, vigorous manhood long the spoils," is usually attributed to Willand womanhood, clean, sweet, full of iam L. Marcy, secretary of war in Polk's adstrength, physically, mentally, morally, in all ministration, and secretary of state under
ways a clear, firm understanding, a king, a Pierce. In a speech in the Senate, in 1842,
queen, ruling over all false appetites and evil he said ; " They see nothing wrong in the
passions. Sweet health of body, health of rule that to the victors belong the spoils of
mind, unstained and unpolluted by the touch the enemy." The same sentiment is exof poison in any way, its owner can face the pressed by Catiline to his followers, as given
in the Catiline conspiracy in Sallust.
world in his strength and nobility.
Aim to rise superior to everything that
TnK old common law said that all robbers
would harm and destroy. Resolve to be a
and felons be pursued " with horn and with
man in the full meaning of the word, a wo·
voice" from county to county. This means
man in all that constitutes true womanhood.
of communication was called the" hue and
The world needs such to do its work.
cry." This title was given to a gazet which
S.H.W.
advertised felons in 1710.
------~~--------
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J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
OANAD.&..

T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax

N. S.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
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R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
lrLORIDA.
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO.
A.. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOII!.
Post-office News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago
G. E. Wilson, 814 S. State st, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
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J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
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IOWA.
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S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
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Grand RauldP.
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Herman Relf, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
lliBBOUBI.
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B:. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
NBW YORX.
Brente.no Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork
H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 897Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
::t J • .King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany.

omo.

John Jacques, Akron.
~- Hexter, 808 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st •. Cleveland
W. Smith, 829 Superior st., Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
OBRG<JN.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallla.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
PBNNBYLV.unA.
Or .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phlla
-1eorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phlla.
J. A. Kirk. 'DuBois.
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Wm. B. Fisher, 831 N. Cherry st., Nashville
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TBX.&.B.
r:.. Andruss, Denison.
r. Theo; Colwick, Norse.
8:. S. Kratz, 806 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UT.&.H.

lames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
'ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
'lenry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBBBITOBY.
:)tine Bros., Walla Walla.
BNGL.UID.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street
London.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, PRrk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NBW ZBALAND.

A.. D. Willis, WanganuL
Please send stamp for copy of
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general supposition is that it reflects upon
citing romances of the day.
tailors in some indefinit mauner, and no one
Price,
cloth, 8 cents.
knows where the saying originated. Now,
ANEXPOSi
----~------------~-----the truth is, explains Golden Days, that the
saying is misquoted, and the proper word is Ofthe perversion of Stephen Girard•smagni1loent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
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churches and Young Men'S
often written, and its origin can be traced
FOR 1890.
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By JOHN FISKE, 1\f. A., LL.B., of Harvard College.
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The Pope and the Sultan.
The pope he is a happy man,
His palace is the Vatican.
And there he sits and drains his can;
The pope he is a happy man. ·
I often say when I'm at home
I'd like to be the pope of Rome.
And then there's Sultan Saladin, ·
That Turkish sol dan, full of sin;
He has a hundred wives at least,
By whichhis pleasure is increased.
I've often wished, I hope no sin,
That I were Sultan Saladin.
<'

But no, the pope no wife may choase,
And so I would not wear his shoes.
No wine may drink the proud paynim,
And so I'd rather· not be him.
My wife, my wine, I love, I hope,
And would be neither Turk nor pope.

-Johann Wilhelm Gleim.

Paradise and the Sinner-New Version.
One morn a sinner at the gate
Of Eden stood disconsolate,
And as he pondered on the things
In life he'd done, his wild oats sowing,
He felt the pangs that conscience brings,
And both his cheeks with shame w~re glowing.
He thought of all the vows he'd broken,
He thought of falsehoods lightly told,
Of all the hasty words he'd spoken,
And aU the tricks he'd played for gold.
" Ah, me!" he cried, " I own my sin,
So, pitying angel, let me in."
The angel beard the sinner's tale,
He blushed not, neither turned he pale,
But ''Think yon, then," in wrath he cried,
" For crimes like these to pass inside?
Your life's not been so badly spent;
You must do something worse by far,
Come back with something to. repent,
And then I'll raise the crystal bar."
The sinner he flew from the spot sublime
Away to the earth below,
" I wonder," he thought, "what kind of
crime
Is reckoned the worst en haut."
He picked a pocket and stole a purse;
He plotted against the crown;
• He changed two babies put out to nurse,
And he left a do!!' to drown.
"Good," said the angel as he heard
A list of the sinner's sins ;
"But this is only about a third
Of the crime that entrance wins.
Your record, I trow, must be blacker far
Before I can raise the crystal bar.".
The sinner flew back to the earth once more,
And he steeped his hands in his brother's
gore;
He poisoned his wife by slow degrees,
And hanged his twins on a couple of trees;
And then with a broken and rusty saw
He cut off the head of his mother-in-law;
And he cried, as a shuddering world turned
sick,
"If the chaplain's right, I hav done the
trick."
. Once more he stood before the gate
And told his tale and asked his fate.
The angel smiled-said, "Right you are,"
And swiftly raised the crystal bar.
But oh, when the sinner was once inside,
" There is some mistake!" he in terror cried,
As down in the bottomless pit he fell,
And found he had knocked at the gate of
hell.

I tread his order under my foot I
" Cut loose these poor ones and let them go ;
Come what will of it, all men shall know
No warrant is good, though backed by the
crown,
For whipping women in Salisbury town !"
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Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; InJustice to Woman·
Unki11rlneBB to Ohildren; O.nzelty to Animals;
Human Baorificea; OannibaJism ; Witchcraft·
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
11nd Vagrancy; Ignor~noe and Idiocy; ObscenltY. l:'r 1ce, smgle OO.Pies, 25 cents i 6 copies, S1
Special discount on larger qua.nti~ies.
•

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Ori&in of the Sabbatic Idea.; The Jewish Babbatlll The Ohristian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!;xamination of
Bunda.l' Arguments i Origin of Ohristian Sabbath; Testimony of the Ohristian F..!!tthers; The
B11.bbath durin~ the Middle AJieB; The Puritan
Sabbath; Teatunony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law&. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

l'homas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the ~uthor-Hero's life, delineates the leading trruts of his character and genius, and vindicates hiij name from the aspersions oast upon
it. Ohoice extracts from • Oommon Sense,•
"Amerioa!l Orisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Beason " are giveD.; 8.lso, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Beoond editiOIJ,~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
n~atJY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Ohristian ilabhath. Ea.oh
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.

The Apostle of' Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hal!J before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, olanuary 1!9, 1884. Price,
10 cents.

Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, J ef-

fersonJ Washin.«ton, Franklin. A lecture deliverea before the Tenth Annual Oongress of
the American Secular Union, in Chickering
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents.
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Truth Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethonght missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeket·, or money for books, please add
whatever you can :or tracts, and. when received,
lJand thorn around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 1'oallow much to be done in this wu.y with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per ecut. ofl'; on two
dollars' worth 20 oJl' · on five dollars' worth,
40 off· on ten' dollars' ~vorth, 50 oJl'. This rate
of dis~ount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by ml!ubers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
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p A.MPHLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

The Modern Science hsayist.

Ten Oents Eaeh.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for Your excellent and usefnl 1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
discourse.~ames Parton.
philoPophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown .............. .
I am much pleased with your address, and will
THOMPSON.
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
110 Invocation to the Universe. ,_Bennett... .
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a verY 2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
Ill Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.. ..
and influence. By Rev •.I OHN W. CHADWICK.
!!.ble Paper, and deserves wide dissemina£ion.-The
112 ScnsibleSermon. Rev.U.J.Savage.......... 2 Age.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
•· ow suns and worlds come into being. By
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Mr. GAliRET P. SERVIss.
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. l
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4.
EVOLUTION
OF THl!l EARTH : The story of
115 The '.'Venders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
ll6 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
The number of heads under which you hav 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM I:'OTTS·
the concise manner in which the pomt is dis- 6. E-VOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3 cussed,
should be highl:y o·ommended. Therefore
of zoological evolution. By D . RossiTER
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 I take great pleasure m recommending "AntiRAYMOND
.
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper- 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10 ance,
uity,
growth
By
Prof.
E.
D. CoPE.
but in the principles of self-government.123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob8. EVOLDTiuN OF MIND: Its nature and deJ.J.MoCabe.
'fHE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.
velopment BY Dr. liOBEBT G. EcoLE!!.
• server" ........................................ 10
9, EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. By J..rnEsA. SKIL524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11)
TON.
125 German Liberalism. N eymann...... ... ... 2
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. UnSAMPSON.
derwood ......................................... 10
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By Dn. LEWIS
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
G. JANES.
~34 1'alks with the J<~va'ng·elists.................. 5
MODERN
IMITATION
OF
CHRIST,
12.
P~~~~~
EVOLUTION. By NELSON o.
137 Christian Love. C. L. J ami's............... 3
AS RELATED TO R!!LIGIOUS
!38 Science of the Bible. ,Tolin Jasper.......... 2 As to his Life on Earth and his Communism, 13. EVOLUTION
THOUGHT. By JoHN w. CHADWICK.
!40 Astro-Theology ..................... ............ 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
14. PHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. lly BTAliR
:Al Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or
BoYT NICHOLS.
:42 Synopsis of All Rclig·ions. Saxon.......... 1 0
15. THE EF~<'ECTB OF EVOLUTION 0'< THE
C'reattcm.
COMlNG CIVILIZAT10N. BY MINOT J,
:43 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Pcrkms............... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
SAVAGE.
:48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
:49 Age of Simms .................................. 3 W This book toas supprtJBsed by the fi?·st LlmM"·
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
:.45 If You Take A way my Religion? Wha'.
ican publisher . .J8
Will You Give 1\Io Instead. Martin .... 10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~50 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut at:<!
Wakeman ..................................... 10
Ste~l engravi.ngs of this oele_brl),ted natur&l~t.
:.5::. What is the Bible 'l M. W. IT............. 5
2x1~ mohes, srutable for frammg, sent postpaJd.
i52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
for 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
if
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
Preface
by
R.
G.
INGERSOLL.
:56 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread ls the st.ory or two young
OF
·:59 Boston Bennett IndignaLion Meeting...... 6 girls and a younger brother who were Iert parent•
less,
with
little
money,
fa1r
education,
and
much
~GO Sabbath Observance. Coleman ............ 3 courage, to make their way through the world by
]61 Protestant Persecutions,. ..................... 3 g_oing to Ohioago. The autnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work162 Ei,hthand Last Letter from Ludlow Street
inlr girl's life and experience in the citY of Ohioago
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2 50, $4,
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among
bluff business men, kind hearted folKs, $6. Best gtades in silverine case, 7 jewels. $7.50;
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a storY 9lew• Is. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Inger- $16. For 3 ounce coin silver case. add $3.50; 4
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires ounce, $4 50 ; 5 ounce, $6. In best open-race
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention filled gold, dust-proof caRP, 7 jewels, $16; 11 jewSCIENTAFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world Price 26 cents.
els, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted, $24.50;
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
hinged oases, $3 more; hunting oases, $6 more.
burg, M.D ..................................... li
Tbe New :Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
\l Evolution: Homogeneous to HeterogeAll modern improvements : in silvPrine, $19; 8
neous. Underwood......................... 3
ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 5 ounce,
4 Literature of the Insane. :Marvin.......... 5
$25. BEST open-face filled •crew ca•e. $27; hinged,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
5 Resr.onsibility of Sox. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
$30; bunting, $26; Louis XIV style, $2 to $10 more.
B~tJretM1J of the American Seoular Union.
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Ladies' best gold filled, 7jewels. $17; 11 jewels,
$18 50 ; 15 jew• Is, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
'1 Death. Fredel'ic R. :Marvin, M.D.......... 3
Price 10 cents.
gold, $10 to $20 more. Ruby and diamond orna8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
Address THil TBUTH BBBKBB OOHPAliiT.
mentations up to $100 extra.
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
::.o The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
DIAMONDS.
, Lectures....................................... 10
An elegant 8 atone, Skt., solitaire pin and drops,
·n IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson.......... 10
$600, worth $900; a magnificent hair ornament
l2 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
and pin and pendant combination, rosette, 29
brilliants, $200, wor~h $800; one do., hear~·shape1
AND
R. S. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
sapphire
and ruby in center, same pr1ce ana
13 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
TwBLVB 0TIIBR DISOOURSBS OF RBA.SON.
value. Pins, riltgs, drops, studs, from $300 down
Modern Symposium ...................... , .. 10
Bv 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
to $10; Jjame proportionate discounts. All bought
before late advance.
Extra cloth, 1l!m.o, 238pp,, $1.
B See note at head of column.
Q'l'TO WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, m.
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'Disiting the places where these societies are located. Local Secular Unions and
lfreethought Societies meeting regularly can
ha'D their gatherings ad'l!ertised here free by forwarding the necessary information.

ThelUanllattau Liberal Club,N.V.
Meets everY Friday evening, at. 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple; 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal ·Lea;;ue
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social Questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:)'7
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood.sts .• ~t 2:30 and. 7_:80 P.M. for ,lectures and
free discussions on rehg10us and soo1al questions
Able speakers interest the a.udienoe. N.B.-Trut.li
Beekerpublioations always on hand at cheap rates.

Chica"o Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 1'.111:., a.i
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Keut,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
at. the to!ffl. hall. All friends of human
cultiVation are mV1ted. MAliiUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

P.M.~

Tl1e Mlnueapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBEn,Pres.; LEROY BEJmiEB,Seo.

Ellzur Wrl;;ht Secular Uulon
.Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.,M .. Free disonssi!m on all Liberal subjects.
Subscnpt1ons to THE TBUTH SEEKER and Investf.
gator are solicited.
R. G. ~MITH, Oor. Bee.

The Walla Walla Lib: raJ Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha.ll, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
SCience Leotnres.:-Free Discnssions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large v&lU!!ble librarY is at the service of members and
fnends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. OALDEB, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis .. Liberal Club
Holds meetin!l'S everY Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Ifloralbts,No. 903,
Prairie Cit}'. Ia.,
Meets every Sunday in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 30 P M. All Liberals are cordially invited. F. V. DBAPEB, Oor. Sec.

San Francisco. Cal., Freethou;;ht
Society
MeetA every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial m'ri·
tation is extended to all. Seats free.

Des lDoines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar ·Hall,
Flynn Block, S.R corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F_n_AN_KL_m_STEINEB, Pres.

Portsmouth,

o., Secular Union

LIFE OF

Meets everY Sunday at 7 P lii. in Grand Army
Halt Lectures, discussions, readings, poems,
music and songs. A cordlalmvitation is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. Correspondence solicited. J. L. TBEUTHAliT, President.
WILL 8. ANDBEBt SecretarY.

Joshua Davidson:

J. D. SHA.W'S P A.M.PHLETS~

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT,

·FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

SPECIAL SALE

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

The Bible-What Is IU

A pamphlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
Studies lu Theolo;;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 cents ..
Liberalism. Treatmg the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standjloint, showing
wiftitisnot and what it is. Prioe,5oents.
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siciau. and the most. sue•

ccssful in his specialty a~
his practice will provt.
Seud 10 cts. for his •·Pri·

vate Counselor." a book

for young nnd middle aged
meu, su(fcring from that
Life· Wa::tint; Wcnkncsa
as the result of youthful
follies, indcscrctions and
excesses. It sets forth nn

F~~J~fi-tPtt~~~;i.ou.Th~

book is worth many timer
its cost, and sl10uld be in
the hands of ..4Aiie c.ftlict

ed.
AN

HONEST STATE:\lE~T.
''Similar advertisements
from unreliable practiti·
tners have been frequent·
ly nssniledandt'~po!<ed by
·be press, but Dr. FELLO\\S stands forcm~st in ~~s r~o!eli·
~ion, :mel it is safl' t.o trust. him."- The Xational fteU7•

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,
Inquiries are frequently received asking what
we know about Dr Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.
First, we know that he is a reliable gentleman oi1
rare professional skill, who has earned success by
good work. Second tbat he fulfills all bas agreements to the letter. Third, that he has performed
cures of hopeless oases that in the olden time bis
skill would have been called miraculous. Fourth,
aud last, we know him to be an boars~ man and a
stanch Liberal.-.The Better Wart.
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Jilews of tli• 'flle•h. Icoos AND RELICIONS
===========.
IANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
GERMAN~ and England hav .settled t~elr I Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of a.ll the Gods, in-

I

African chums, the former gettmg extensiOn I eluding Jehovah, Sa. tan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohnst, Virgin Mary,IJ.nd the Bible.
of territorv in the Congo State and the latter
obtaining Uganda.
Svo, S35PJ?.. Vol. IT. Describes Fully all
the Religious Systems of the World.
A MAN has been arrested in E. Milton, ,
svo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
Mass., for drawing five pensionR under ficti- i
2 vola., $5; .leat!lAr, $7; mot'
H
ld h
.·
d l ·
rocco, snit edlles. ss.
lOUB names.
e ~ou
av.con ,mue ' om~
BY D. M. BENNETT.
so had he not applied for a stxth.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
SWITOHMEN at Cleveland struck on the 17th.

WORLD'~ SAGES, THINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

B~::c~:r~.s gt;ggig~ ~~~~~~~~~~:O,~~~~h~fs•
New Schools of 'J.'hought, Eminent Scientists, etc; (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the present. avo, 11075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Plaoe, N.Y.

TBE large cities in
Japan sre on tile.verge of
starvation.
TBE census has ascertained that Philadelphia
has 1,000,000 population.
ATDunbar,Pa., thirty.
one miners were killed
by an explosion of gas
on tile 16th.
IN Louisiana tilere is a
fierce contest between
parties for and against
the lottery.
TBE death rate in New
York per 1,000 inhabitants has declined during
the past ten years from
26.2to 24.
IN an affray between
negroes and whites at
Brookside, Ala., on the
16th, one person was
killE:d and several were
wounded.
JoHN D. RooKBFELLRR,
one of the three heRds
of the Standard Oil
monopoly, every little
while givs a huge check
to some church.
A NRW plot against the
czar has been discovered.
The imperial palace at
Gatsch!La. was undermined. The guards at
all the palaces hav been
doubled.
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DAVID MARRIE'fH A FEW TIMES.
David also took Ablnoam of Jezreel; and they were also both of them his wives.-1 J::lam. xxv,

MRXIOO, it is said, will
demand that the United States punish the .A New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
ringleaders in the conspiracy for the conquest
-of Lower California.
TBE Catholics in Italy hav as a last resort I
-got u!W>etitions to the senate not to giv final! The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav
enactment to t.he law that deprives the clergy I 'Paid to impudent autl1o•ity the tribute of a
thoughtless yes.-.R.. G. Inuerso!!.
of the handling of charities.
__
THERE is much jealousy between Emperor
ooNTENTS·
William and the chancellor whom he retired.
A Splendid Jadge of a Woman.
The Lady of the Club.
Bismarck keeps talking in his private station,
Under Protest.
and William has notified foreign powers that
Fo-r the Prosecution.
"-Rusty Link in tbe Chain.
the ex. chancellor's utterances are unofficial.
The Boler llouse Mystery.
ELIGIOUS
animosity
still
embroils
Crete.
'l'he
Time-Lock of Our Ancestors.
R
Florence Oampbell's Fa.te.
A few days ago Christians ambushed and
MY Patient:a Story,
shot three Turkish soldiers and a Cretan
Price, paper, ~o cents; cloth, $1.
Mussulman. In revenge a party of MussulTHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
•R r.o.t... v .. tt" PL N'"w Ynrlr.
mana killed a Christian, and threaten further
reprisals.
ON St. Anthony's day 10,000 affiicted perPons gathered at Father Mallinger's church in
Allegheny City, Pa., to celebrate that day and
benefit by the miraculous powers of curing A Memoir of Christian and Extra.-OhristianExperience.
that the priest is given out to possess. Each
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATD8,
gave tile church twenty-five cents to $5.
A very critical analYsis of both Protestantism
A oiTlZENB' party is being organized in a.nd Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate
experience with the two sysNew York city to elect an honest non- tems. It persona.!
deals the most trenchant blows which
partisan municipal administration this fall. pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritical ReUnfortunately, the part.y bids fair to fall view.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
under clerical influence, and also into the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
hands of one of the parties aimed against.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Powmmr.y asks Gompers for a meeting at
which the general officers of the Knights of
Labor may meet. and refute charges made
against them by the Federation of Labor.
OB
Gompers demurs to certain conditions of the
meeting as unfair, but offers to take part in a
DANCER AHEAD.
!air interview.
HERR PEUKERT, an Austrian Anarchist The Reason Why a Good Roman Catilolic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
, , .. just landed, was roughly handled by his
~his Republic.
· r. fellow-Anarchists at a meeting on the 18th.
· They suspect him of being a German spy sent
By A. ~. GROVER.
to foment such disturbances here as will
induce tile American government to agree
Price, paper, 25 cents.
with Germany to extradite political offenders.
&ddreu THE TRUTH SEEKER 00
THE earl of Wemyss snd March recently
assailed, in the House of Lords, the tendency
of the government toward Socialist legislation,
especially the haclination of the London
county council to abolish ground rents. He
said that not alone land, but freedom of con- All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
tract and private enterprise were threatened;
and that to substitute statA help for self-help Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp,, $1.25.
would destroy the nation's fiber.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

8AKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his L!fe and
Teachings.
Witil Citations from Buddha's "Patil of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I ta.ke ple&sure in spe&king iri praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
scboo!B in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosopbic&l J oumal," a.nd many Spiritualist papers a.nd lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra. Cloth, 175 pp,, 11.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28Lafayette PI., New York.
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A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS

ROME~ REASON BORACE

01

,8EA.VER.

OOMPIIJID BY

L. K. W .ASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the a blest a.nd
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver durin~~: the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
Investigator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery,

Prlee, $1..00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

R 0 MAN I S M, L. K. Washburn's Works.

Miss Wixon's Works.

Hour. An Exceptionally HandMosT of the large cities complain that the Story
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersticensus enumerators skipped many persons.
tion, for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Ohildren'B Story-Book ever issued.
St. Louis will demand a new count. Seven
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
enumerators of Minneapolis hav been arrested
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illushy deputy United States marshals on a
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
cbarge of having added ten to forty thousand
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
fictitious names, to add to the apparent populousness of the city as contrasted with its
The Career of Jesus Christ.
rival, St. Paul. Minneapolis has held an indignation meetirg denouncing tbe accusation An Exposition of the True Meaning of this ObarMter as deacribed in the New Teaiam.ent, By Milas a. plot of Flt. Paui's. lo any event, M.inne· ton
Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew l)lytholapoliJ:I will hav a new count.
OID'•"
:Paper, avo, 25 oents.

Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law

ftms of f[honght.
===========
TBE man who with realizing earnestI

ness believes the doctrin of exclusiv sal.
vation, will habitually place the dogmatic
above the moral element of religion; he will
justify, or at least very slightly condemn,
pious frauds or other immoral acts that sup.
port his doctrine; he will judge men mainly
according to their opinions, and not according
to their acts ; he will lay
greater stress on those
duties that grow out of
an ecclesiastical system,
than on those which grow
out of the moral nature
of mankind ; · he will obtain the certainty that is
necessary to his peace by
excluding everv argument that is adverse to
his belief ; and he will
above all manifest a constant tenrlency to persecution. On the other
hand, men who hav been
deeply imbued with the
spirit of earnest and impartial inquiry, will invariably come to value
such a disposition more
than any particular doctrine to which it may
]Pad them ; they will
deny the necessity of
correct opinions; they
will place the moral far
abovp the dogmatic side
of their faith ; they will
giv free scope to every
eriticism that restricts
their belief; and they
will value men according
to their acts, and not at
all according to their
opinions. The first of
these tendencies is essentially Roman Catholic.
The second Is essentially
Rationalistic.- Leoky.
THE majority of Christians believe in making
the best of both worlds,
though any candid reader
43.
o.f the New Testament
must see that they are a
different order of Christians from the original
sect, and hav virtually evolved a new rellgion
to suit the times. The apostles and early Christians were looking for tile speedy return of
Christ, and therefore taught contempt of the
world. A good old man, who spent his days
in prayer and tract distribution, was admiring
the noble ship in which I was about to embark on a voyage around the world. ''Yes,"
I said, " we hope to hav some good times in
her." "Ah, my dear brother," said he, "we
can't take any pleasure in this world that has
crucified our Lord." His view of life was
similar to that of the " dear brother" who
shut his eyes in the rars, lest the beauties of
this world should distract his thoughts from
Christ and the age to come. They considered
inventions and arts as man's effort to improve
what God had condemned. Though Christians generally may now disavow these
pietistic views, they cannot deny their scripturalness ; and consistency should lead them
to follow them, or else admit that the New
Testament is not their infallible guide. These
views of the future life, as being so immeasurably the object ot our concern, discourage
efforts for the increase of knowledge and invention or the improvement of the material
condition of man, the saving of his soul being all that is W<,rth attention, since the worlri
and all in it is to be burnt up.-R. 0 . .Adams.
IF for a moment we make way with our
petty selvs, wish no ill to anything, apprehend
no Ill, cease to be but as the crystal which reflects a. ray-what shall we not reflect I What
a universe will appear crystallized and radiant
around usi-Thoreau.

regula.tin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is SPIRIT sublime I

Thou gav'st me, gav'st me
all
The False Teaching of the Chris- For which I prayed! Not vainly hast thou
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
turn'd
Articles of the Christian church are thirty- To me thy countenance in flaming fire :
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. Gavest me glorious nature for my realm,
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think And also power to feel her and enjoy;
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- Not merely with a cold and wondering
glance,
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolorado Thou dost permit me in her depths profound,
beetle I" Price, 10 cents,
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. As in the bosom of a friend to ~aze.
•
I It F "th
F
Before me thou dost lead her hving tribes,
SpiritnaI ISm: s a ai or a act 1 And dost in silent grove, in air and stream
Price, 5 cents.
Teach me to know my kindred. And when
Religions Problems. P.rice, 10 cents
roars
Was .Jesus Insanel Pnce, 10 cents. The howling storm-blast through the groanThe Public Schools and the Catholic I ing wood,
Church. Price 5 cents.
1 Wrenching the giant pine, which in its fall
•
1 Crashing
sweeps down its neighbor trunks
and boughs,
The Candle From Undt r the While with the hollow noise the hill resounds:
Then thou dost lead me to some sheltered
:Bushel
cave,
(Mark iv, 21); or,
; Dost there reveal me to myself, and show
Of my own bosom the mysterious depths.
1,306 Questions to the Clergy : And when with soothing beam, the moon's
And fo1 the Consideration of Others.
pale orb
Full in my view climbs up the pathless sky,
Instructi'De, Interesting, and Laughable. 11 From crag and dewy grove, the silvery forms
BY WILLIAM HART.
1 or by-gone ages hover, and assuage
Price,
•
50 cents.
· The joy austere of contemplativ thought
-GoetlUJ,
Address THE 'rRUTt£ SEEKER CO.
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.
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Mns. AMELIA BLOoM&:R, who fs now ninety! Elizabeth Smith Miller. Mrs. Bloomer took
years of age, comes along with a tardy denial ! up the brief gown where Mrs. Miller laid it
that she invented the Bloomer costume from down, and wore it for five or six years in
AoooRDING to one of our subscribers who . which she achieved an extensiv fame. She public and private. Mrs. Bloomer does not
belongs to Troop G, 1st Cavalry, stationed W~9 n~t,.she says, the first person to wear it, wear the Bloomer skirt now, but contents
at Fort Custer, Mont., the outbreak of Chey- 1 thiB distinguished honor belonging to Mrs. herself with the garment of conventionality.
enne Indians has been
He has
exaggerated.
just returned with the
troop from among them,
and reports Qll quiet, one
man only being killed, a
ranchman named Ferguson.

NoTWITHSTANDING the decision of the supreme court of Wisconsin that the reading of
the Bible in the public schools of that state
is unconstitutional, the school board at Egerton has continued to use the Bible in its
opening exercises. The result has been the
issue of a mandamus
commanding the board
to cause the teachers to
cease the practice.

THE Oatltolic News
says: "'The Women's
Christian Temperance
Union, in defiance of all.
truth, honesty,and ChrisA OLERK in the custom·
tianity, assails Chief Jushouse was told by the
tice Taney in his honored
deputy collector the
grave. This is a sad
other day that his posipicture of the moral contion· was vacant, the ofdition of these ladies.
fense being WI iting letters
Unless they repent and
to President· Harrison
make their peace with
and the Brooklyn postGod, they must be nummaster. The clerk's
bered with the reproname is Azuiah. When
bates. It is a sad and
notified that he must
melancholy state of sfleave he threw up his
fairs. But truth is powhands and protested solerful avd must prevail,
emnly, " No body but
even if some American
Jesus Christ has power
ladies devoted to temperto suspend me.!" Hereance, and who suppose
fused to go, and devoted
themselvs to be Chrishimself to addressing antians, lose their immortal
other of the manilla ens o u 1s. Chief Justice
velopes which he has
Taney did not declare
loaded the Brooklyn
that the negroes had no
lamp. posts with. This
rights whick the white
had on it: ''Benjamin
man was bound to reHarrison, you are a thief I
spect. On the contrary,
You bought your way to
he dep!ored the actual
the president's chair !
state o! public opinion
DJ.mn the p::>pe !"
when the Constitution
was formed, and when
SPEAKING of the city
the Dred Scott case came
election in that city, the
before the Supreme Court
Abingdon Enterprise
of the U dted States.
says: " The pulpit struck
Refer, unchristian
a blow and every arguwomen, to the decision
ment imaginable was
as it stands in the reports.
brought to bear on the
What does Chief Justice
voters." Now, by what
Taney say ? Here are
1·igltt did " the pulpit
·his words : ' It is difficult
· strike a blow?" If the
at this day to realize the
pulpit has a right to
state of public opinion in
strike a blow at a city
relation to that unfortuelection, then it has II
nate race, which preright to strike a blow at
vailed in the civilized
any and at all elections
and enlightened portions
.::....at national, state, conof the world at the time
gressional, and all other
of the Declaration of Inelections. Is the pulpit
dependence, and when
a political rostrum and
the Constitution of the
the church services 'on
United
States was framed
l:lunday a political meetand adopted ; but the
ing? We tell you, Mr.
public history of every
Ente1-p1ise, and ali you
European nation displays
preachers, you are treadit in a manner too plain
ing a volcano, when you
to be mistaken. They
turn your pulpits into
had for more than a cent
political rostrums, and
ury before been regarded
your Sunday services
as beings of an inferior
into political meetings,
order, and altogether unwhether at city elections
fit to associate with the
or state and national elecwhite race either in social
tions. Our political inor political relations, and
stitutions were not built
so far unfit that they had
that way. We say to
no rights which the white
you, hav a care. The
man was bound to reworld had enough of
spect.' Consult the laws
that sort of thing for a
of Virginia, Maryland,
thousand years and more
New
York, New Jersey,
CHRISTIANS.
all over Europe.-Gales
RELIGION IN OUR SCHOOLS.-A HINT TO
and even Massachusetts,
burg, Ill., Press· and
and you will see the
Pt!ople.
the past ten years from this cause alone the truth of what the chief justice states. See
FATHER
CROWLEY,
a
priest
at
Bantry,
IreTJURE was a colored baptizing in Atlanta
female populatlo~ of the city has incre~sed: the negroes bur~g at the stake I See
the other day, reports the Journal of th~t land, has been sentenced to a term of impris- 10 000 more than the male population.
,. the murders committed, where the murderer
onment
for
intimidating
a
Protestant
clergycity, but one of the converts was missing.
'
escaped because there was no witness but a
When the committee went to look her up man.
CITIZEN TRAIN, now a citizen of one of negro or a Catholic I See the children of
they found her in the station holl.se. She
Tacoma's suburbs, proposes to organize a: negroes sold to buy Church of England altar
ON an average 85 more boys than girls are
had " borrowed" a white dress to be baptized
company of five hundred American editors plate I 8hame o~ yo!l women who degrade
in, but before she had occasion to wear it the born in New York every week. On the and take them around the world in fifty days 1 the name of American and Christian by your
owner missed it, took out a search warrant, average 55 more males than females die in next fall at $500 per head. As the champion I slanders. Let me cite in conclusion the
and found it in the good sister's possession. New York every week. By force of natural globe-tr~tter the Citizen thinks that he can 1 words of a Puritan worthy: ' Unless you re
Ail a matter of course her arrest followed, increase, therefore, the female population outdo the be~i of Cook's guides.
pent you'll all be damned Barebones.' "
grows more rapidly than the male. During
and the church is now minus one member.
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Jlommunications.
1'he Lord's Prayer in Our Public Schools.

•

R9ligion, like the measles, is contagious, can be
caught in a minute. Liberalism is evolution, always
a slow procees ; it results from exercise of the reasoning faculties, and can only be attained by earnest
thought and diligent study. Honest· hearted people
remain ensnared in superstition because they do not
think. Many are really amsz~d, horri.fisd, that anyone should object to the use of the Lord's prayer in
our public schools. They bav used or heard the
prayer all their lives; always re>garded it as the
grandest embodiment of Christianity, inculcating
holiest reverence for Christ and God.
Discussion will bring out the facts, and convince
honest Christians how grossly they hav been dece1ved by taking things for granted without thought
or examination.
I want to call sttention to a few objections to th~
use of the Lord's prayer in our public school!!, from
the most devout Cbristian standpoint.
To use it is in direob violat.ion of the sxpress commands of Christ. In the verses immediately preceding the form of prayer (Matt. vi; 9-13) Christ ad
monishes u~ in tbe~e word&, verse 6: ''But thou,
when thou prayest, enter into thy closet., and :whe.n
thou hast shut tby door, pray to thy father wh1ch 1s
in secret."
The revised version reads: "But thou when thou
prayest entsr into thine inner chamber. and havinp
shut thy door-, pray to the father which is in secret."
How can we expect our children to reverence and
obey lhe teachings of J esuo in other matters if we by
precept and example teach them to disregar~ ~is
plainest instructions in regard to prayer? If Cnnst
did not mean what he so distinctly and unequivocally
declares, who bas s.uthority to inform us what he
did mean' The· Roman Catholic depends on the
pope snd the unwritten tradition, but what will
Protestants da who declare "the Bible is our sole
rule of faith and practice~" AU are opposed io the
teachers in our public schools giving their sectarian
interpretation to any Bible text!!. So the children
must accept scripture just as it reads, and if they do
they can form no other idea from the words of Christ
than that be requirEs they should, when about to
use that form of prayer, go alone to their room and
carefully shut the door so that none <lan see or hear
them. Christ insists the prayer should only be
offered in secret. To offer the prayer in a public
school is then to teach the scholars to ignore and
despise the teachings of J ~sus.
It is never quoted as Christ taught it. The Lord'tl
prayer when used in our public schools is never repeated as Jesus gave it. Consequently every repetition of it destroys :reverence for J esu", since even the
very prayer he taught us bas, before it iil suitable for
our use, to be altered and amended by the wisdom
of man.
Christ says: "Wbeu ye prsy, sa.y, Aud forgh us
our sins, for we also fcrgiv everyone that is indebted
[indebted, Greek, opheilonti, what one has len~, a
debt, what is justly dua to anyone] to us" ( L'.lke xi,
21 4).
The revised version reads, .. For we ourselvs also
forgiv everyone that is indebted to us."
Ere we can offer this pnyer we must remit, dis·
charge, forgiv everyone who j astiy owes us anything
or we declare a lie to the very face of God. Surely
we ought to Qbject to hav our children thus taught
to b~ utterly regardless of truth.
It will be ciaimed the prayer is generally repeated
as given in Matt. vi, 12: " Forgiv us our debts as weforgiv our debtors." But in Matthew's version of the
prayer we find an addition (verse 12): ·"For thine
is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, forever, amen "-fourteen words not found in Luke's
· version and omitted by Matthew ino the revised ver·
sion. If the assertion that we forgiv all debts due
us can be altered and amended, and fourteen words
added in the very prayer Christ taught, will not
children be inclined to doubt all scripture? How
are they to know when it is right to accept Matthew
and reject Luke? H such discrepancies are daily
forced upon their attention as exist in the L1rd's
prayer in Matthew and Luke, botla alike inspired of
God and written under direction and influence of the
Holy Ghost, is there not g1·eat danger that the minds
of the more intelligent pupils of our public schools
will be filled with serious doubts of the divine inspiration of any part of the holy scriptures '
It should not be used because it is blasphemous.
The Lord's prayer should not be used in our public
schools because its teaching is derogatory to the
character of God, inasmuch as it charges God with
leading us into temptation. "And lead us not into
temptation" (Matt. vi, 13). No other inference is
possible but that God tempts, solicits us to sin, and
. tbat it is necessary to every day earnestly pray to
tHm to induce him to re.frain from so doing. The
subtle theologians try to mend the matter by sayinetbat in the original it is, Suffer us not to be tempted,
put us not to trial or test. But the average pupil of
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our public schools is not up in Greek. The Greek
is parazoo, to make trial, to prove, put to the test,
to prove by soliciting to sin, to tempt; whence per··
asmos, trying, temptation, soliciting to sin. If scbool
children desire to know the meaning of the word
they would be most apt to prove scripture by scripture, and find out the meaning of the words tempt and
temptation when used in other texts. "And he was
there in the wilderness forty days tempted of Satan"
(Mark, i, 13). "W~tch and pray that ye enter not
into temptation" (Matt. :xxvi, 1). "That Silotan
tt-mpt you not" (1 Cor. vii, 5). We hav no way pro·
vided to prevent the devil from tempting us. But we
can coax God not to tempt us if we pray him not to.
"Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted
of God for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither
temptetb he any man" (James i, 13). _Any ordinary
smart child at school would wonder, 1f God never
tempts any man, why did Jesus teach .us to ask God
not to lead us into temptation, and agam, why J ~roes,
inspired of the Holy Ghost, declares God does not
tempt us. And it is certainly blasphemous to claim
God does tempt or solicit us to ein. Yet the sa':lie
Holy Ghost inspir~d Luke to write that Jesus satd,
a When ye pray say, And lead us not into temptation."
The use of the Lord's prayer in our public schools
rc. bs children of self reliance, hinders and discourages cultivation of the principle of doing right from
Jove of right and discoursges cult.ivation of courage
to resist evil. Matt. vi, 13: "But deliver us from
evil." That is, we are to rely on God to deliver us
instead of making €ff>rt ourselvs. God leads us
into temptation, and so if he does not deliver us from
the evil, he alone is responsible for any sin committed, since he leads us into it, and being almighty
could deliver us if he would. If he does not and
we perpetrate any crime, it is simply because it was
his will and desire that we should. Suppose the
Bible lesson preceding the Lord's prayer was Rom.
ix, 11-23. Verse 18 reads: "Therefore hath he
mercy on whom be will hav mercy, and whom he will
he hsrdeneth." Vsrses 21, 22: "What if God, willing to show his wrath and to make his power known,
endured, with much long suffering, the vesseis of
wrath fitted to destruction: And that be might make
known the riches d his glory on the vessels.of mercy
which he had afore prepared unto glory." If the
ninth chapter of Romans is tme, God leads us into
temptation and does not deliver from evil unless we
are of the elect. It is true R'lm. viii, 28, declares:
"And we know that all things work together for
gocd to them that Iove,God, to them who are called
according to his purpose." That last clause is carefully omitted by the ministers. Not to those who love
the Lord, but to those only whom he did pred~eti·
nate for glory, do all things work together for good.
The Lord's prayer should not be med in our public schools, because it is simply s J swish prayer, the
paternoster of tbe K'ldesh. It is intensely objectionable because it is un-Christian, for it utterly ignores
Jesus and teaches that we bav no need of Christ as
cur mediator, savior, or redeemer. It instructs 1ll!
to go direct to God in our own right, as a child to
its father, needing no intercessor. "Our father."
Our wants are to be made known and forgivness
of sins obtained, not through the merits or the atoning blood of Jesus, but on our own merits, because
we "forgiv our debtors." There is not the fsintest
allusion to Christ, or any int-imation that we hav any
need of him in any way. Christian, honest now, do
you desire your children to be taught Judaism in
our public schools? Suppose the teachers read for
a scripture leseon, "Before mo there was no God
formed, neither shall there be after me. I, even I,
am the Lord, and beside me there is no savior"
(lea. xliii, 10, 11).
If, it is <llaimed, it is Jesus, the savior himself, who
is speaking, then, "I am the Lord and there is none
else, there is no God beside me. I girded thee
though thou hast not known me: That they may
know from the rising of the sun, and from the west,
that there is none beside me. I am the Lord and
there is none else"* (Isa. xlv, 5, 6). If this is God,
the father, speaking, he most positivly denies the
son. If it is Jesus, he as positivly denies the father.
Now, &fter reading the scripture, let the Lord's
prayer be repeated.
Mark tte perfect harmony. God in the Oid Testament denies the savior, and the Lord's prayer in
the New Testament repudiates and ignores the
savior.
Oh, from a Christian standpoint, how very objectionable is the use in our public schools of the Lord's
prayer!
·
In conclusion just one objection from a patriotic
standpoint. All admit that the very first duty of
our public schools is to inculcate love and devotion
*The declaration of Christ (John x, 33), "I and my father
are one," quoted by dishonest quibblers, trying to make it
appear G)d spake of himself and Jesus as one person, is
explained by Christ himself (John xvii, 21): "That they
all may be one, as thou father art in me, and I in thee, that
they also may be one in us."
Christ declares he and God are one, only as all believers
may be one in him and God.

to perpetuate and sustain
our Amencan mstttutlO~s, a .government by the peopie, for the peop~e. WIll .this be most surely accomplished by teachmg the chll~ren to every da~ pray t~
God for the speedy e~tabhshment of a kmg~om .
Will cent~ring all. the1~ hopes of future happmess
and glory m ~ commg kmg~~m:-tb:e every day. pr~y
ing, '' Thy kmgdom come -msp1re self-sacnficmg
devotion to the republic T
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Ghostology.
The word " spirit" and the thoughts associated
with it lie at t.he foundtition of religious faith.
Al3 the word l'epresents an abstraction or a phantom, it has received no settled, accepted definition.
Not cognizant to the senees, it cannot be manipulated nor analyzed. Each is at liberty to teach, be
taught, or believe what he can, what he is told, or
what is popular in his church, in his community, or
whatever he may hav inadvertently accepted in his
childhood, respecting it. Since its existence cannot
be demonstrated to the understanding as ine more
material things, everyone is at liberty to believe
what he pleases.
·
It is curious to observe how people ar& affected,
influenced, as they come under the diffareut varieties
of this faith in spirits, or the spirit. What serious
and ssd mischief some forms of it work on human
life and ch!lra.cter!
The old and popular superstition that faith is for
above and superior to reason, has done much to prepare the mind to acquiesce in the belief, and to trust
implicitly in what is taught by the church and religion concerning the spirit, without caring to inquire
or to know anything more or further as -to the authority, origin, Ol' authenticity of the vague and conflicting theories and notions people entertain.
They believe it and are Patisfied, and they would
rather not be disturbed.
The history of a religious faith is identified, if not
identical, with the language in which it is first
recorded.
Religion had much to do in developing language,
and in turn language mucb to do in developing religion. They bav both added much in developing
mental activity, but they hav been very far from
always wisely engaging the mind.
Religion had its uses in building up faith and thus
leading men out of savageism. Knowledge will next
supplant faith and lead men out of superstition.
We can trace our religion back to Greece through
a connected history. Our ideas of spirit originated
or prevailed there.
Not 01,e of the King James committee of fortyseven who gave us our authoriz'3d version of the
B1ble was a competent Hebrew scholar, nor could
tell us tbe meaning of these abstrao~ characters or
hieroglyphics of the aucierJt writers. The Greeks
had the O!d Testament fluxed into their mythological
dialEd in a translation called the Septuagint, centuria~<~ before the Christian era.
From tbis avowedly corrupt Greek version of the
0 1d and the grossly corrupted Greek New Testament, where spirits, angels, demons, ghosts, and
every other form of the invisible personalities are
made to figure in fantastic roles, as found in the popular literature of that day, and pictorially represented
in our Bible, we hav derived our spirit theories and
ghostolcgies, which hold us with such firmness and
fidelity to our faith in the" spirit," which is the foundation and origin of that divine religion we call
Christianity.
Some of the opinions and belief9 of other pagan
nations of Europe hav been incorp~rated with them
since. The philosophers, the more learned and wise
men of Greece, had s rational use for the word in
their l"nguage which represented our word spirit.
With them it meant the animus, impulse, the
motiv, the sense or feeling that impelled men to
action.
It was uniformly understood among them and was
intelligently used to expl'eSs a definit thought.
But ihe vast people, the unedu!lated masses, with
the slaves, took the abstract term without any clear
meaning or understandin~ of it, and built on it, to it,
and around it a stupendous theory and system of
mythology.
They gavs to the spirit a personality; it existed· in
thousands of forms and qualities. It was everywhere, did everything. Every motion in the outer
world and every emotion within living things was
produced by spirit, or a spirit. It was a demon, a
spirit, a ghost, or a God, and all physical nature was
alive, permeated and governed by these invisible existences. Except with the few philosophers, this
was the universal belief. There was an inferior
mythical literature produced adapted to this faith.
The preparation and dissemination of this gave employment, popularity, and a living to those engaged
in it. Men with a little learning-su:ffi<lient to read
and write-without science or philosophy, but ambitious for distinction as leaders, would naturally be
attract, d to this field.
Soma of the more learned writers and scholars in
that d~y took advantage of thia mythological state
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and taste of the people and adapted the s~yle of composition to it, .as we see in Homer's works, the
" Iliad" and" 03yssey." These writings i~ mythological style are now our standard of Greek hterature,
called the classics. They hav for nearly two thousand years been the tubs aud the theme for the inspiration, in divinity schools,· for professors and
students.
The Oht"iatian clergy generally derived their faith
in spirits from 'this source. The epistles of Paul
and the othet> N aw Testament books were written by
parties partially under the influence oof this Greek
faith in spirits.
.
So that we find passages in that volume derived
from the phllosophers, and others representing the
mythology as held by the masses of the more ignorant and superstitious. The philosophers and most
cultured men of Greece would not descend from
their wiser philosophic opinions to the corrupt compound faith as compiled and taught by their less
intelligent and inferior contemporaries, who became
apostles and aivo!lates of the system of religion they
built up out of tradition, mythology, allegories,
metaphors, fables, and legendary stories, and called
Ohristianity. Our New Testament abounds in passages recognizing a faith in these Greek demons o_r
spirits.
Yet there are passages just as distinctly_r~presenting the rational, intelligent view of. t~e spmt a~ ~eld
by the philosophers. Modern Ohrisbans are dlVld~d
in their faith and some are mixed and uncertam
about what they should believe respecting what is
c.ollfd spirit.
We aU get our views from these ancient G~eek
writings, and from the comments, the speculatiOns
and religious creeds, derived from what men hav
thought they teach. It is wonderful what a fas~ination and infatuation our early lessons from tnese
exert over the mind. Men of extensiv learning, of
broad, rational, and scientific views on everything
else, are as but credulous children in what is called
religious hith.
T hey can grow up and onward in everything else,.
but they are paralyzed as to power to grow out of
this.
So the genentions seem to ~a enslaved by a me~ tal
bondage apparently irremediable. In. c.onversi~g
with educated and even learned people It Is surpriS·
ing to find bow childlike and imbecil and someti~es
ridiculous t.hey make themselvs appear-how bhnd
and utterly unconscious they are of the folly and
weakness of their hith. They innocently hold on to
the ignorant G:eek faith and speak of the personified
demons as complacently as did their ignorant, degraded, mythological ancestors, without meaning to
sanction the low and· vulgar views of a darker age.
Tbey cannot see nor appreciate the true meaning
which ancient scholars expressed through this word
spirit. No, there is nothing m~~;ryelo~s, myst~ri_?us,
or fascinating to the mind and feelings m the ongmal,
true view of the meaning of spirit.
There is a morbid craving for exhilaration, for the
startling or eniting influen~es. of the invisible or ~nearthly on the mind; hence It IS drawn by an affimty
for and a feeling after the extraordinary, the superhuman, and invisible. The popularity and parma.
nancy of the faith in a demonology has grown up out
of this fact.
People will find their gratifications if they. can,
even at the expense of reason and the established
truth.
The spirit of a thing is the purpose or true view
for which a thing exists.
The spirit and purpose of law is to restrain and
reform the evil doer and to protect society.
The spirit of the Oonstitution of the United States
is to protect and preserve the rights, interests, and
prosperity of the people.
The spirit of the gospel is to save men and ~ot
destroy them. It is to re(orm, elevate, and purify
life.
Let the letter seem to teach what it may in these
things, the spirit and objects of them all a5 understood by their authors and teachers, and as meant to
be taught to the people, were to save, to improve, to
advance and exalt the condition of the human
family.
Jesus and Paul by the text are made to teach this
view of the spirit, but the Gree~ wr~ters of· the N JW
Testament evidently did not behave 1t. Most people
prefer the Greek to the rational definition of spirit.
Later authors such as Milton and Sweden borg,
hav defended and embellished the Greek faith.
Milton did not believe in his own theories, but he
indulged his genius in constructing an artistic poem
for his own lilntertainment and the amusement of
mankind as Hom·er Peems to hav done in the Iliad.
Swede~borg appears to hav labored seriously
and earnestly to maintain as genuin the principles
and elements of the old Greek mythology. Thousands hav been captivated with the charms! the
ideals and pictures with which he bas embellished
'
.
t s of
the existences,
the' functions, and environmen
these demons.
He has elaborated a modified, if not in some
respects a new ·system of faith out of the fragments
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that hav come down to us from their ancient litIngerson on Vivisection.
erature. He has his followers and admirers organFrom the Globe-Democrat.
iz"d into the "New Ohurch."
Robert G. Ingersoll has addressed the following
Not a few of distinguished Egglish writers hav
to a Boston philanthropist on the evils of vivtaken great liberty with the word, and Each given to letter
isection:
it a new and fanciful definition. Prominent among
LAw OFFIOE RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. }
these are Bacon, Locke, Pope, and Shakspere. AU
45 WALL ST., NEw YoRK, May 27, 1890
being standard authors, they hav established their
PHILIP G PEABODY, EsQ , Boston, Mass., My lJear
different ideals of "spirit" in our literature. So
Friend: VIvi~fjction is the Inquisition-the Hell-of
that spirits hav gradually taken on these protean Science. All the cruelty which the human-or rather
shapes and mystical meanings among us:
the inhuman-'o.eart is capable of infl:cting is in this
Most of our religious sects were started, and their one word. Below this there is no depth. This word
dogmas and creeds were f.Jrmulated, when bu~ few lies like a coiled serpent at the bottom of the abyss.
of their adherents could either read or write to any
We can excuse, in part, the crimes of passion. We
purpose, and received their spirit theories and theol- take into consideration the fact that man is liable to
ogies from a credulous and bigoted priesthood, fol- be caught by the whirlwind, and that from a brain
lowing the lead and light of these classical expound- on fire the soul rushes to a crime; but what excuse
era of their Greek prototypes in embellishing "the can ingenuity form for a man who deliberately-_
faith once delivered to the saints."
with an unaccelerated pulse-with the calmness of
How the pious thank God for these revelations of John Oalvin at the murder of Servetull-'3eeks, with
the mystery of godliness!
curious and cunning knives, in the living, quiverinll
Modern Spiritualism is another phase of the same flash of a dog, for ail the throbbing nerves of pain 1
ancient mythology, started from nervous phenomena The wratch€6 who commit these infamous crimes
in a family in the state of New York. A tremendous pretend that they are working for the good of man;
and widespread faith has been constructed out of that they are actuated by philanthropy; and that
-these and similar phenomena in. some other places, their pity for the suff~rings of the human race
and out of a well-planned system of necromancy drives out all pity for the animals they slowly
that has grown up in connection with it which bas torture to death. But those who are incapable
been extensivly patronized and profitably pursued of pitying animals are, as a matter of fact, incal?a~le
for a quarter of a century. There was something so of pitying men. A physician who would cut a hv~ng
strikingly fa~cinating, so beautifully a'tractiv and rabbit to pieces-laying bare the nerves, denudiDg
comforting in this modern Spiritual theory of spirit them with knives, pulling them out with forcepspersonality, that multitudes hav been enamoured would not hElsitate to try experiments with men and
with it and hav given in an adherence to it, because women for the gratification of his curiosity.
it was so hopeful, so promi~ing, and gracious.
To settle some theory he would trifle with the life
This modern, happy theory of the spirit simplifies of any patient in his power. By the same reas?n he
ghostology, ·by relegating it from realms of joy or will justify the yi~is~ction of animals a~d patients.
torment in the future, to the present and to the He will say that It Ill better that a few ammals should
spheres of the living. This modern theory is suffer than that one human being should die; and that
a practical return to the old Greek mythology, it is far better that one patient should die, if through
where tbq Gods, ghosts, or demons were ever pres- sacrifice of that one, several may be saved.
ent and became "spirit guides" or "guardian spirBrain without heart is far more d~tngerous than
its," who prompted, inspired, an~ impelled the living heart without brain.
·
to all their thoughts and actions. Then human
Hav these scientific assassins discovered anything
beings could not liv as such, or at all, save by t~~ aid of value ~ They may hav settled some disputes as
or permission of the Gods. All matter was vlVlfied to the action of some organ, but bav they added to
and life tolerated at their mercy or caprice. With the useful knowledge of the race~
this belief cousistently could -they say, "Of ourselvs
It is not necessaay for a man to be a spewe can do no~hing," and use similar expressions, and cialist in order to hav and express his opinion
honestlv record them in thai, holy books-our N aw as to the right and wrong of vivisection. It
Testam~nt gospels-for the benefit of their success· is not necessary to be a scientist or a naturalora through all coming time. Modern Spiritualism ist to detest cruelty and to love mercy. Above
as such would not exist among us, nor other forms all the disooveries of the thinkers, above all the inof the ghost theories as found in our church theolo- ventions of the ingenious, above all the victories won
gies, had we not been taught by these ~r?ek. wri~ on fields of intellectual conflict, rise human sy~pa
ings that the lessons there found were a d1vme mspl- thy and a sense of j uatice.
ration, as a revelation from the chief of these Gods,
I know that good for the human . race can
the Jehovah of the ancient Hebrew writers.
never be accomplished by torture. I also know
These theories and doctrine of spirits are so gen- that all that has be~>n ascertained by vivieral, having come down to us t.hrough s? man~ cant- section could hav been done by the dissection of
uries, and are so interwoven with what IS considered the dead, or at least of animals completely and perthe bast life of the people, and they sppesl so to our fectly under the merciful influence of ether. I know
highest ideals of the mysterious and marvelous in that all the torture has been useless.. All the agony
what we are taught as creativ wisdom, we cannot soon inflicted bas simply hardened the hearts of the
expect to see them all surrendered. It is considered criminals without enlightening their minds.
too much for human nature to endure. So they are
It may be that the human race might be physically
cherished in some form by the living for the comfort improved if all the sickly an~ deformed babes. were
there is in the thought that these spirits do exist fqr killed, and if all the paupers, hars, drunkards, thieve~,
our benefit, and that in leaving t~is world _we will villains and vivisectionists were murdered. All this
join the angelic hosts who really hv and thmk and might, 'in a few ages, result in the production of a
·love, endowed with a personality, somewhere and generation of physically perfect men and women;
somehow in the real~e ~f sp~ce ~ey~n~ all forms of but what would such beit gs be worth-men and women
tsngible matter. If 1t Is an IllusiOn It IS tender a.nd .healthy and heartless, muscular and cruel-that is to
beautiful, and the believer asks, why seek to depnve say, intelligent wild beasts.
us of its consolations T
•
•
"Never mm I be the friend of one who vivisects
Are illusions always to constitute a portiOn of our his fellow-creatures. I" do not wish to touch his
experience' !--re t~ey indispen'sable to the .existence hand.
of a rational, mtelhgent bemg T If. th?re IS su~h a
When the angei of pity is driven from the heart;
halo of fas~ination abou~ t~em. tha~ hfe Ill defect1v or when the fountaiu of tears is dry,-tbe soul bea failure without them, 1t Is tm~e It ~as known, and comes a serpent craw~ing in the dust of a. desert.
that the forces which are d1spelhng th~m were
Thanking you for the good you are d~mg, and
arrested. We know Greek life was much mvolved wishing you the greatest success, I remaiD,
in them. We know they ex~sted with terrific effe~t in
Yourl:l always,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
Europe in the Dark and M1ddle Ages, and exercised
a prostrating, magical power. To deny or dou~t the
The African Missions.
popular hith in thep1 was heresy, dangerous, If D;ot
H. H. Jobn~on a Ohrist.ian African explorer, ad.
death. Witchcraft was one of its forms and had 1ts mits in the Ninet~enth Century that African missions
day. S!lience, intelligence, annihilated it.
. hav not been successful. "Many of the missions,"
One by one these. ill~sions ale hlling before science. It. threatens m hme to sweep them all away. says he, "number among their adherents all the. drunkMust it be permitted to march on till .it produces ards, liars, rogues, magdalena, and .nncle~n _livers at
this sad catastrophe? Is man material and ra- the colony." He tells of some nat1v Ohr1stia~s ~ho
cooked and ate the bodies of some nativ Oh_nstia~s
tional enough to liv in a world of realities? Or whom they had killed in a quarrel, and their nat1v
must he always be suspended between the false and Christian pastor merely suspended them from cburob
true, the real and fanciful, the visible and invisible.
privileges-did not expel them. He furt~er say~:
as the only genial and natural place on the theater "I regret to say that with very rare exceptiOns nat1v
of life T
African pastors, teachers, and catec~i~ts are bad men,
Philadelphia, July, 1890
T. E LoNGSHORE.
possessing not a particle of true. rd1g10n and not eve~,
b you would convince a man that he does wrong, the sturdy manly virtues of their savage forefathers.
do right. But do not care to convince him. Men All of wbich go£>s to prove that Ohristianity has
will believe what they see. L<"t them aee.-1'/wreau. made thf>m worse in~tean of bet.ter.
MEN are not ooncer>led under habits, but are
MoRALITY is independent of religion, being the re- . rnvealed by them ,· they are their true clotbes.suH of universal experience of the best methods of "'
1'/w?·ea'u.
living.-Gapt. R. G. A dams.
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truthful in speech, faithful in conduct, are character- man, and with most audacious effrontery they liv
upon stolen revenues bequeathed to feed and educate
8""
istics of real religion.
.
" Mysteries of religion r• There are great and ob- the poor.
0 that the wise from their bright minds would kindle
Religion-What Is It 1
vious reasons why priests pretend to see mystery
Such lamps within the sphere of this dim world,
where all is as clear as day. When a system of reThat the pale name of priest might shrink and dwindle
What palpable deceit but for.thy aid,
lioion is formed, although it may be full of unreasonInto the hell from which it first.was hurled.
Religion ?-but for thee, prolific fiend,
"'
d":ffi It
f f
k"
"t
Who peoplest earth with demons, hell with men,
able creeds, I grant the I cu Y o orsa mg I ;
Religion,
what. is. itT It is a heavy chain whi~h
And heaven with slaves ! Thou taintest all thou lookest but why do men cling so tenaciously to it! It is
binds
the
slave
1t 1s the corner-stone of the fabnc
-8hellfy.
because the priests, the suppossd, or pretended meeupon!
" Tbou taintast all thou lookest upon;'' is indeed a sengers of God, hav enveloped it in mysteries which on which priest~ hav built for ages in fancied security,
truth which cmnot be denied, for wherever we look hav been too great for the maES'S in their ignoran!le it is a cramp ~which has seized man~ a stro~g
in the past history of the world it will be seen tha.t to disperse and break through. But there is nc need swimmer in the stream of life, and disabled h1m
the prevailing system of religion has always been the of mystery in real religion, for all is reasonable snd until the waves hav cast him on the shore a dead
precursor of evil. When Christianity grew strong natural, and there are men to-day who will, I am and useless member of society. It is the scepter
and held intolarant away, society was bleeding at proud to say, do broad justicA now, and strive to with which the few rule the mass. It is poison to
every pore. Whole towns were slaughtered, and make progress a grand fact. Why is there need of the intellectual man and fine food for the fool.
vast countries desolated. The young and the old mystery ! Why shoul~ we forsake knowledge .and Wrapped in a Bible, with a miter and a crown, under
weiiElleft to perish on the hillsides, cities were burnt, manliness! The practices of presumed mysterious the protection of the sword, for ages it has lain a
thousands were murdered, because the Chrieti~n dead men are not to be accepted as guides for weight upon the minds of the people and debased
church had determined to become masters of the living and r~asonable beings.
The fading, flick the world's intellect. Rsal"eligion would lift us up,
world. Previous to the Christianity of Constantine, ering lights of barbarous nations, of extinct genera- while popular religion would keep us down.
Let us dare to be honest and scorn to be mute
when Ca:nar ruled, the whole earth groaned under tiona, are decidedly incapable of deciding the moral
While priests are degrading the popular mind ;
t':le terrible despotism of loot-paid robbers, and under standard of the present day. Christians hav manopFor armed with the truth, we can't fail to refute
the cruel hand of religion the condition of the peo- olized the dictionary, and hav given a term of
· Their transparent sophisms whene'er we're inclined.
p1e improved nothing during the hundreds of years heathen origin a ._private interpretation. Religion
Let us join in the conflict, then, now beinp; fought
•Gainst falsehood and fraud, and manfully dare
of popish suprem~cy. In three hundred years has been so long associated with superstition, cruelty,
To loudly proclaim in language the thought
during the activi•y of the infamous Inquisition, three and despotism, that all honest people hav an aversion
That religion's a mockery, delusion, and snare.
hundred thousmnd persons were, by its command, to those who pretend to believe and practice it.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
burnt strangled, or imprisoned as heretics, and the Nevertheless, a really good man is to be revered,
struggle to free the world from the terrible hand of although he be found among thieves. Thoughtful
despotic co:cq'lerors and from the intoleranee of the people look on popular religion as a species of comThe Great Evangelist.
presumed almighty priePts would not perhaps hav mercial tree, the branches and leaves of which shelter
To anyone who cherishes an interest in-the welfare
ceased ere now bad not these human gods quarreled birds of evil genius, and the articulations of these and progress of the human race, it is painful to see
in their councils and crushed each other. It is birds are to be considered an evil omen, while the how low an attibde the popular religion of the day
indeed lamentable to know that in this supposed age· mysteries are employed by them in order to hide their occupies in the scale of justice and morality. O.ae of
of toleration men still exist who believe it a horrid infamous intrigues, engross men's attention, and the evidences of this fact is that Sam Jones is styled
erime for the people to think for themselvs in matters keep them in ignorance. The time that might hav by the public press, and accepted by the Christian
of religion. Monster Custom has in all ages created been appropriated to the diffusion of useful knowl- ma~ses, as " the great evangelist."
zealous conservative eager to uphold ihe cruelest edge has been spent amidst the confusion of useless
The people of this city are in some respects very
sensitiv and exacting on questions of decorum and
and most tyrannical abuses. But as imprisoned knowledge.
wild fowl refuse to bree~, so ceged thought cannot
The motive of real religion exist in our own-sense propriety. For years their extreme sensibilities hav
grow, while fettered reason soon becomes stone· o! right, and the kn~wn adv.an:tages o~ a virtuous, been shocked by the existence of a variety theater iD
blind.
useful, and truthful hfe; for It IS a trmsm that the their midst, and when at last it was closed, it seemed
The int6llect of slaves is always groveling. Their good alone are truly great, noble, and happy. These to giv universal satisfaction to the prospectiv saints.
fettered thoughts hav no wish to rise, hence the rule truths are discoverable only by trials and experi- Strange as it may see!D, this v~ry religious class
menta. They are not built upon any mysterious hesitate not to giv thell" unqualified approval and
of the priests was long and terrible.
The fever of imagination, which led on the ear- doctrine or ancient myths, but on the real nature of support to Mr. Jones, who, in the name of religion,
liest reformers, at some length, af~er years of man.
Mys~eries are not fitted for man.
They fulminates billingsgate eo low and off,msiv that it
weary toil, arduous undertakings, almost unsur- cumber him in his onward path, they cramp 1his en- would put to shame the star actor of a variety
mountable obstacles, pnduced in the hearts of the . ergies, divert his intelle<» from a useful course, and theater troupe, and that too without exciting the
people the first germs of the purest religion that make him a wild enthusiast, a miserable dupe, an least signs of protest from his eanctified hearers.
can be conceived, called the religion of humanity, or oppressed slave, or an artful tyrant, all of which are He has just finished a series of meetings here, and
in other words, man's humanity to man. This is no great stumbling blocks in the path of progress.
at the close preached a sermon exclusivly to men,
Re~igion, what is it and what is it doing! We and was very severe in his denunciation of swearGod-ordained religion, and one which needs no help
can see in our daily intercourse with those who are ing; yet at the same time relieved himself of a suffifrom the priests.
Taere iiB in man a permanent and imperishable self styled religious that they endeavor, to the utmost cient amount of fi ;h-market slang and pot-house
hope which takes a firm hold on human nature itself. of their ability, to transform faith into respectability. vulgarity to discount in offensivness a whole deckIf it dies or is destroyed under one form, it will Raligion controls power unjustly through ita organi- load of profanity. The worst feature of the whole
come to life again under another without the help of zation, monopolizes offices for its proteges, raises matter was that there was not a newspaper in the
those pious frauds called priests.
agitations for its-own sacurity, erects a censorship in city that had the inclination or courage to condemn
There is, however, a vast difference between real order to control the workers; it bribes the press, this open and flagrant outrage against the Jaws of
religion and the religbns that are common in many threatens public societies, usurps places of power, morality and decency. We would not defile the col-.
nations; it is indeed the difference between religion denies the freedom of thought and utterance, erects umns of THE TRUTH SEEKER by giving literal quotaand superstition, or the diff ,renee between a practice schools for demoralizing the minds of our children, tiona of these evangelistic slang phrases. If anyone
which is desirable or useful, and a belief that is in- occupies the pulpit, the platform, and the press in desires to know of their special nature, he can find
capable of verification by experience.
preaching error for individual profit. No sensible modified extracts of them in a recent issue of the
Real religion teaches a m!l.n to be cheerful and joy- man to-day sincerely believes that it is for the love of Nashville American.
ous, that gloom is not his only mood, and that inno- edupation that the churches take such interest in
Upon what ground can this unqualified appronl
cent recreation is not vanity. Objects that instruct schools, but the gist of the whole matter lies here. of clerical b 1ackguardism by the Christians of this
the mind, enlarge the understanding, purify the The school ist the theater in which the mind of the and other cities be explained? We hav given the
heart, snd create blissful emotions, these it is always child is molded into the cast which keeps him the matter some thought and can attribute it to DO other
religious to oontemp1e.te, and no enlightened moral dupe of the priest. Without schools the churches cause than the low and debaaing in:6uenee of the
man can doubt it. A thousand calamities overtake would be extinct in one generation. Th£>refore it" is Bible.
man in life, and when in the midst of ruin and s work of necessity with the priesthood to pervert
Any man or woman that can accept as the word of
misery the popular religion of Chri~tendom directs a positiv good into a pregnant evil. The work of the God that old compilation of contradictions, errors,
his attention to unknown causes to explain known followers of real religion is to meet this decisivly and falsehood, cruelty, outrage, and obscenity, is thereby
eff~cts. When surrounded by pe3tilent vapors and in earnest. The freedom of the world is not to be qualified to indorse without protest Jones, Talmage,
decomposing substances which produce pain and won by mere declamations or generalized abstrac- and the great army of evangelical slang- slingers who
sickness, popular religion says, " Set your affections tiona, but by strictly attending to the minutire of are a disgrace to the age in which we liv.
on things above." And if man constantly fixes his life. Real religion would cultivate the judgment eo
Take, for examples, the delectable stories of Noalh
eyes on the heavens, it is no wonder that he is some- as to discern a fallacy or an imposition, and, by the and his drunkenness, L"t and his revolting incesb;
times f mnd stumbling with his feet. While on the justice of our inference, to proceed to strengthen the with his daughters, Abraham and his wife blackmail•.
other hand "real religion " points direct to the true by adjudicating upon the false. Real religion ing the shepherd kings, "the expulsion of Hagar,"'
known causes of dieasters !lnd insists on their re· would teach man that to be useful in life he must good old Jacob lying Esau out of his rights, Jiudah'&l
moval, it discovers the methods of natura upon which study the acts, and by them the motive, of his ene- liaison with Tamar, his daughter-in-law, by tha roaCithealhh depends and inBtruets man to regulate his life mies, for the sof·,est sward may coJ).tain a pitfall, and side. Then start in on the long, hideous, erimeaccording to these methods.
the smoothest tongue may construct a lie as leprous stained career of Moses, characterized by murder,
Popular religion destroys the happiness of man- in its power as calumn:v.. Despots do not thrive by rapine, outrage, treachery, and cruelty. Next wade
kind by plMing virtue on a false foundation. The the institutions of the' country, for despotism can through the horrors, wrongs, and bloodshed deprevailing dogma amongst religionists is that the only exist whe'l the human mind has failed to cherish ecribed in the books of Joshua and Samuel, and wind
good of this life should ba deapised, for they urge liberty. We are at present li9ing in critical times, up with the history of David and Solomon, with its
that the possession of good here is an obstacle to the for within the past few weeks we hav witnessed one murders, adultery, incest, rape, and outrage, and you
enjoyment of good hereafter. Therefore a religious of the grossest outrages upon the liberty of a people, hav a record·of crime in its most ultra phases that
man can neither obtain tl3f1Ch happiness himself, or perpetrated upon the person of Moses Harman. By has no equal in any book, written and published by
impart so much to others, 8£ the man who thinks it ibis act alone, the case of Mr. Heywood and others, any people, in any age; and when any class, by
desirable to find the greatest amount of bliss in this the liberty of the American press has been menaced Sunday-school.and pulpit training, can be deluded into
life, witheut any regard whatever to the question of and threatened, and who can say that the next step the belief that this horrible record is the word of
a future state of existence.
the bigots will undertake will not be to place a limit- God, and that such old drunken, lecherous reprobates
Real religion ie a bindin~ principle, and not a col- ation or restriction on public meetings, a step which as Noah, Lot, and Judah, Moses, Joshua, Samuel,
leoti on of dogu 3'!. There IB no religion· worth hold Americans should never allow? The inference to be David, and Solomon, were righteous men and in high
ing but that of right doing, and whosoever pretends drawn from the above case is decisiv. Christian favor with God-when thus deluded they are ready to.
to more or practices less than this is beside the truth. ministers lead the people to destruction by interfer- indorse Sam Jones, Talmage & Co., and accept their ·
The good, the great, the noble hav ever reverenced ing with the social regulations of the country. They driveling as the gospel of truth. I think we do
the religion of justice, and tha~ includes all virtue. keep the pulpit and would tt·y to usurp the platform. wrong to cherish any sentiment of censure or reIt asks of no man no course of conduct at variance They levy blackmail on the rich and tax the poverty proach against this unfortunate class. Our first step .
with his highest interest. To be honest in his belief, of the poor. They sow discord between man and . is to down the Bible as a code of morals. · It is the ,
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chief obstacle to-day to the upward and onward
march of man to a higher civilization and a purer
• morality.
·
Christ said: " He that believeth shall be saved,
and be that believeth not shall· be damned." What
. a great benefit he might hav conferred on ~ha world
by transposing that command to the fol!owmg: "He
that is just and truthful and doeth right shall be
saved;'' but by "grace ye are saved through faith,"
and thus do Christians propagate doctrine that
discourage right doing, and license crime. For are
we not constantly reminded that our own "good
works are as filth and raga," while faith is the chief
desideratum in. the salvation business? If we can
free society·from the pestilent teaching of the Chris·
tian theology, there is enough of innate good in men
and women to guide them aright, once that the
original sin~'' Jesus paid it all "-and the heaven,
bell, and damnation is removed or taken off them.
On Feb. 24, 1886, Sam Small said in Farwell Hall,
Chicago, that be would sooner bav a drunkard for a
teacher in the public school than an Infidel. Well,
this was a perfectly natural conclusion for a man who
accepted Noah as a " preacher of righteousness," and
Lot as a "righteoue man." Jefferson, Franklin,
Paine, Ethan Allen, and many scores of men of their
high intellectual and moral standing, cannot excite
any spirit of approval with M~. Small, but his habits
and principles being in strict keeping with the old
Bible reprobates, of coura.e be would prefer the latter
to the former.
The Bible is a filthy fountain sending forth its
fetid waters through a hundred thousand channels
to poison, distemper, and deprave the stream of
human life. Pedigree it, expose its rottenness, and
when it is shorn of its pernicious influence through
Bible class, church, and Sunday-school, man will
make a new departure and will soon experience a
higher and purer life career than is possible for him
to reach under the orthodox regime of total depravity,
salvation by faith, and the blood cleansing, Jesuspaid-it-all theories.
WARREN SMITH.
Nashville, :I enn., May 30, 1890.

.A Legal Criticism of a J ndicial Charge.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A
very careful examination of the charge of Judge Carpenter in Heyw1od's case, published in your last
issue, has convinced me of its injustice and unfairness.
It is impossible for any fair-minded lawyer, approaching the subject with a judicial mind (which, in
the last analysis, simply means unembarrassed with
partiality or prejudice), to avoid the conclusion that
Judge Carpenter was guilty of a wicked intent to
usurp the province of the jury, and to i~fluence them
to convict the man who stood before him, presumed
to be innocent until found guilty by the jury in
the free exercise of their judgment. To make this
charge against a jud~e is, as any lawyer knows, a
serious accusation; but it ia not possible to arrive at
any other conclusion.
·
Judge darpenter starts out by asserting a proposition which is absolutely untrue in law, and is a violation of a trui:m so elementary that it is probably
laid down to students in every law school of the
country as an axiomatic truth in the very first week
of their scholastic instruction. If Judge Carpenter's
legal knowledge is to be gaged by this assertion ·we
must hav but a poor idea of his acumen.
" There is no freedom in this country for a m!ltn to
do anything except to do right." I oppose to this
the assertion that "nothing is (legally) wrong but
that which the law forbids."
If it were true that fteedom only consisted in freedom to do right, there would be as many varying
laws as there are conceptions of what is right. It is
useless to elaborate ar~ument on this ridiculous dictum of Judge Carpenter, who if he knows any law
will be ashamed to see this part of his charge repro·
duced in cold print.
But worse immediately follows. The jadge proceeds to take the case out of the hands of the jury,
and practically directs them to find agl\inst the prisoner by assuming as proved what it was the sole
province of the jury to find. Judge Carpenter told
the jury:
1. That the act of offering the papers to the postmaster was with the intent to mail [clearly a question of fact for the jury].
2. That the act of asking the postmaster if he
would take the papers for mailing was proof of guilt,
because "respectable journals are deposited without
fear of it." This was a most outrageous intrusion on
the province of the jury, more suited to· a prosecutin~ officer than a judge.
3. Judge Carpenter then assumes as true what it
was the sole province of the jury to fiud as a fact, as
follows : "If a man desires not to do his duty in good
faith, with a f'oul object, if he desires to sail as closely
as he can to the commission of a crime, if he desires
to get as many indecent words as he can into his
paper, or words that are just close to indecency, and
yet escape,'! etc.

Here are assertions of the judge, first, as to the
animus or intent of the prisoner; second, as to his
having committed a crime; third, as to the language
being indecent, .all of which were questions for the
jury.
There are no qualifications in the charge which
submits these questions as facts to be passed upon
by the ju1•y, but the judge throughout refers to them
as propositions without dispute. That this was clear
error see 2 Park Or. 223, 15 How Pr. 557, 6 Park
Or. 209, People v. Rogers 13 Abb. N. S. 5370.
The questions of law passed upon by the judge, or
what he calls "technical questions," indicate an equal
degree of want of knowledge of law.
1. That to bring a basket of papers to the postmaster " c ffering them to the postmaster for transmission through the mails" is equivalent to depositing them in the post-office, when ~he postmaster refused to take them, as was the proor in this case,
must be a shocking proposition to any person with
the most elementary knowledge of legal principles.
2. The judge neglected to charge the jury at a»upon the most vital element which went to make up
tha essential element of the offense charged, i.e.,
what is "obscene, lewd, or lascivious" within the
meaning of Section 3893 U. S. R. S.
Judge Carpenter did not d6fine either of these expressions, but left it to tte bucolic minds of the
jury to giv to the words on which the indictment was
based any interpretation they pleased, saying, "Every
person has frEquently heard them and knows what
they mean. . . . You must therefore determin
whether the lan~uage so usEd is obscene and the
words used are fit and proper under the circumstances under which they were printed."
As late as 1882 it was held that language may be
coarse, unbecoming, or even profane, and yet not
withha the act; but the charge of Judge Carpenter
makes no distinction wratever which the intelligence
of the average juryman could entertain. See U. S.
v. Smith 11 F. R. 663. Judge Carpenter finally
again usurps the prerogativ of tbe jury by declaring
that the paper mailed by Heywood was " a lewd, lascivious, and obEcene" paper. Now, this was just
what the jury were there to determin, and it is impc.ssible to conceive of anything more reprehensible than
such language from a judge to a jury, expressed
without qualification, reserve, or limitation.
I desire not to fall into the fault of Judge Carpenter and to prejudge his case" before the bar of public opinion; but as no man is so depraved that the
law can affvrd to refuse him a fair trial conducted
according to the immemorial forms of Anglo-Saxon
jurisprudence, I hav no hesitation in declaring that
to find 11o parallel for this charge of J udga Carpenter
in the Heywood case it would be necessary to go
back to the evil days of a Jeffreys or a Scroggs.
Yours truly,
AuGUSTUS A. LEVEY.

'l'hooghts On Prayer.
'Tis true as Pope expresses it, "'Tis education
forms the common mind," buh I am afraid it will be
many years hence ere the absurdity of vociferation
in prayer will become unf!lshionable. The folly of
proying to a personal God ! A God who has his
pets and favorite! A God who. is willing and able
to suspend the laws of our stupendous universe to
mitigate the poignancy of our follies, crimes, and
blunders.
The writer has before him seve~:al Roman O&tholic
and Protestant prayer- books which hav daily usage
in our churches and at public ceremonials. These
prayer-books speak badly for the intelligence_ of ~eir
originators and supporters, and cannot be JUStified
eave on the plea of ignorance or fashionable hypocrisy.
Prayers from the above-named books, if addressed
to an earthly sovereign, potentate, or friend, could
not be oftere:l without being held as a direct insult
to the recipient's intelligence, wisdom, power, and
goodness.
.
In our walks through life and conflicts in ita various mutations we should ever bear in mind nature's
inflexible laws, and expect no favoritism for their
transgression. A single illustration will, convey my
meaning.
Two individuals are supposed to be crossing a
stream of water in a boat. It upsets. The prayerful, pious unfortunate, in hope for aid from his " personal God "-but in violation of all natural lawelevates his arms and hands above his head and consequently sinks and drowns. The other unfortunate,
availing himself of the art of swimming-perhaps
somewhat irrevt~rent in expression-strikes out for
the shore and is saved.
The writer would by no means decry the indulgence in audible prayer if the patient is so inclined.
It seems to he a species of flesh-brush, and perhaps
tends to vivify the soul's torpiol cuticle of the vociferation or patient.
The most consistent body of Christians known to
the writer is the society of "FrieJJ.ds," known as
Quakers, who make no audible prayers. These Christians are aware of the emotional or psychological
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effect of auricular appeale, and justly con'leiving etod
to be a divine spirit, as such worship him.
D. B. CPIRITITALIST .

Items of Foreign Christian News •
The members of a Greek Catholic church in Scutare,
Albania, are divided into two hostil camps. The
patriarch of Constantinople called a certain priest to
fill the pulpit of the church, against the wishes of
a part of the congregation, who started a tumult the
very first day the .priest officiated; it came to bloodabed, and Turkish soldiers had to be called in to
quell the disturbance. Several lives were lost and
the church is now closed by the Mohammedan
authorities. " How these Ohl-isti'llons do love each
other!"
According to the Frankfort Ettrier, the princeregent of Bavaria has ordered all Catholic officials of
that country to take part in the public Corpus
Christi procession. The German empire is getting
to be a very pious country ; the Vberals should
wake up bdore it is too late, and their only salvation
from ecclesiastic tyranny ia found in a strong organiz.ation which dates to put a bold front to the enemy.
The Christians of Jonkoping, Sweden, lately held
a prayer-meeting in which they besought their God
to help . Mayor Palmgron in the law£uit brought
against him by Henry V. Borghell, for unlawful
piety, as exhibi~ed in his preventing the latter from
giving a series of lectures in B!l.id city. Of course
their God will help them.
The Salvation Army has held its yearly conference
in London. It appears that the army now consists
of 8, 880 cfficers commanding 2, 799 corps, distributed
in 32 countries. The contributions amount to
$3,790,000. The weekly papers hl!lov rw aggregate
circulation of 678,420 numbers, and during the past
year 1.811,700 meetings were held. Even the Salvationists can teach us Freethinkers a lesson ; let us
"go and do likewise." ·
G. N.

W. S. Bell Caned.
The meeting of the San Francisco Free1hought
Society last Sunday night was a most pleasant affair,
including an address and a presenhation. The hall
was filled with an intelligent audience; Prof. W. S.
Ball was the orator of the evening, and " Popular
Obiections to Freethought" was the theme of his discourse.
During the lecture Mr. Schou occupied a front
seat. He was loaded with a handsome cane, which
he desired to present to Prdessor Bell, and with a
speech for the audience. As soon as opportunity
was offered he delivered both. Taking the floor Mr.
Schou held up the cane and proceeded to describe it.
The wood, he said, came from Palestine, and was
therefore holy. The bead ~f the cane w~s _of horn,
and having a hole through It, could be s1mdarly described. As for the band covering the joint of the
stick and the horn, tlil.at was of coin silver, one d the
gods of t.be American people, and therefore holy.
On behalf of the Freethought Society and the Libei:·
ala of San Francisco, Mr. Schou would present this
cane to Professor Bell as a token of their esteem and
a pledge of their admiration and good will.
There was graat enthusiasm. Mr. Bell aec~ted
the gift with thanks, but biled to show sufficient
emotion to justify the customary statement that he
was deeply moved. On the contrary, he was quite
cheerful. He looked at the cane a moment nflectivly and then remarked thet it was Cain that killed
Ab~l. History repeated itself, and h~e we had once
more the coDjunction d cane and a Bell, though
without fatal results. Mr. Bell made othH jokes d
equal atrocity and then, speaking more sanely,
thanked the d~nors fo~ this evidence of their kindly
remembrance, and retired ami.d a salvo of appl~use.
As previously stated, it was a most pleasant aff~Ir.Freethought. ----.-ii~---.Marric(l.
It will be of deep interest to the Liberals throughout the
United States to learn that our friend who in youth was a
Garibaldian volunteer;. who, a f~w yea:s afterward, was
promoted for gallantry m the Un10~ service; who lat~r on
was a member of the executiv comm1ttee of the _InternatiOnal
Typographical Union; and subsequently. c~a1rman of the
executiv board of the general assembly, Knights of Labor;
who more recently was the energetic Secretary .of the
American Secular Union-widely renowned as a dashmg and
fertil newspaper corrcspondent-Mr. E. A. Steven~. was
uniterl in marriage at Chicago, on Tuesday, June 17th, to
Miss Ella Godman Stiles, youngest daughter of the late John
c Godman for many years treusurer of Morrow county,
Ohio, and a' niece of James Godman, ex-auditor of the state
~0~.
The happy couple hav our warmest congratul_atlons and
we sincerely hope that their pathway through llfe may be
strewn with roses.
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
Rochelle, Ill.
------~~------

IT is better to hav your head in the clouds, and
know where you are, if indeed you cannot get it
above them, than to breathe the clearer atmosphere
below them, and think you are in paradise.- Thoreau.
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#!ommnnications.
A. Voice From the West Indies.
A new religious sect has made its appearance in
Trinidad.. They look very much like the Salvation
Army. A few Sundays ago in the center of a small
op"n square in the east end of this city there were
three iudividuals, one of whom was a female distribuliing tracts, of course of the usual gospel-grinding
class, such as "Oome to Jesus," etc. A large crowd
assembled, composed chidy of the" rag-tags" of the
city. Singing commenced with the usual sermons,
prayers, etc., but after a while they scampered off,
perhaps to try their skill iii fresher :fields, and, who
knows, more remunerativ.
Among the religious feasts none is observed with
more sanctity and veneration by the Roman Catholics than that of Good Friday. Good Friday is a day
on w~ich all saloons, or, as they are called here,
" grogshops," are forced to close by the government.
On this day bands of street Arabs and ruffians armed
with rattlers and c1urying with them Effigies of Judas
Iscariot, parade from street to street howling and
rattling their rattlers, according to them to drive the
devil away.
Last week there was another feast, Corpus Christi,
which is also observed both by church and state.
On this day the Roman Catholics, headed by a brass
band, march around a large equare -facing the
cathedral, and stop at several places_ where altars are
erected. From these aUars they offer up prayers,
with the usual incense-burning, holy water .sprinkling, etc.
It is a peculiar coincidence that on that day it
always rains. It looks as if " the Lord in his divine
benevolence sends them strong" showers of rain to
stop their processions. When Roman Catholics are
asked, ''Why does God send down rain to stop your
procession T" "Oh," they say, "he is glad, you
know; it is a sign of approval." Fine style, indeed,
of showing approval !
The Anglican bishop is at it again with his flock.
This time it is again on account of the cross on the
altar. He bas threatened excommunication to some
who bav stopped going to church on account of that
appendage. There is at present a tremendous religions controversy going on in the island.
Our friends at Barbsdoes are to the front. They
hav formed a branch of the national Secular Society
and are determined not to be left behind. Our
friends also at Venezuela hav started their :first Fi'eethought paper. It is called El Libre Exame, and
from its tone it looks as if it will do a great good on
the neighboring continent. Success to them sll.
SOTNAS.

The Scope of the Harman Prosecution.
In David Overmyer's letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the comments of other Liberal contemporaries:
I regret to note that the main point is omitted and
perhaps by a premeditation of despair. Th:y all
sentimentalize about the hardship with which Harman is treated; but they do not squarely face the
question whether any besides or above his subscribers are the legal and constitutional as well as natural
and moral judges of the contents of the paper they
pay for.
There are even petitions for pardon being circulated, f!>nd by or~ans that affix the principle of pers?n~lllber~y. ~ow the p~rpose of an invasiv party
axmmg at xmperxal despot1sm, and which would bav
this accepted in fact before proclaiming it, may be as
well_ served by an act of pardon as by an iniquitous
pnmsbment ; better even if this is rendered unpopular by the personal conditions of the victim. Mr.
Overmyer seems to regard the case aQ ind ..fensible
merely because hie judgment and taste condemn such
publications as D.r. O'Neil's Jetter. Why, that is a
very proper reason for subscribers to withdraw their
SU;PP~rt from the paper, but when, or by what constxtutional laws, was the fliculty of such censorship
conferred upon judges o.r juries outside· much more
that of jailing a p~Jblieher· for presenting what thes~
censors m~y not like' What facts or what arguments
of any weight may no~ the representativ organs of
the party in power condemn as obscene or blasphemous or treasonous T
Liberty of the press must be complete or null. If
untrammeh•d by law, no one can exercise it save at
his own cost, and j 'lBt in ratio as he offends his sup·
porters, his influence ceases.
. Mr. Overmyer may probably assent to theee positiOns; yet regard them as untenable before a Kansas
court.
· It seems that Mr. Heywood hopes better from
those of Massachusetts, but the constitutional question comes before the Supreme Court of the United
States.
The a~tocrat of Liberty deplores the impolicy of
con!rontmg the ~stabJished powers on an issue which,
besxdes t~e nastm~s.s of the O'Neil letter, is unpopular, from xts opposxtxon to marriage, which he regards
as a fatal consequence of our false economic arrangements.

•

Oertainly, the emancipations of woman and labor
are intimately linked; but the main point, of the lib·
erty of the press, is all the same, whatever the par·
ticular occasion that questions it. This principle is
all the more salient, by reason of the bad taste dis·
played in the letter. I deplore, therefore, the apologetic tone of pleading Mr. Htuman's "good intentions." A governor or president may base a pardon
upon these, or on Mr. Harman's personal conditions, but they are not to the purpose as regards a
free press.
The conspirators for despotism would of course
select for their first exper1ments some unpopular
extremists, but little sagacity is needed to foresee the
extension of their inderu erup1t1·gatoriu81 if they succeed, by default of energetic combination among the
friends of personal liberty in defense of their rights,
constitutional, moral, and natural.
Not improbably members of the Supreme Oourt
of the United States bav been sounded and their
consent to the eonspiracy secured; nevertheless, an
appeal to this court is inevitable. If it sustain the
constitutional liberty of the press, it must put down
the Oomstocks and Fosters. If it side with them,
it will help to effect a necessary crystallization among
the friends of liberty analogous to Russian Nihilism.
The enemies of personal liberty, i e., of all except
their own to oppress others, would like to haT the
case of Harman and Heywood considered as personal,
isolated, and accidental. I opine that on the contrary
it should be considered as one of the premeditated
stepi'! of an invasiv policy, the ultimate object of
which is to establish a despotic theocracy.
Obscenity is but the casual pretext here. It is not
pretended that there was any in preceding persecutions of Walker and Harman for their so-calh•d
"autonomous marriage," a family affair.
The Walter Reid imprisonment, the stoppage of
the Sunday mails, the Blair and compulsory education bills, the provisions o{ the new census, all inva·
sions of personal liberty, cluster round the protectiv
tariff b!Anner of the party in power, which increases
its corrupt influence by pension bribery carried to
extremes hitherto unheard of, such as "compensation for mental agony" during the interstate war,
which General Trumbull ridicules in the Open Court.
EDGEWORTH.

Rationalism and Soap.
A Rationalist ought to take the best possible care
cf himself, believing that there will never be but one
edition thereof. I read in Secular Thought lately
the remarks of a doctor in regard to the care of the
teeth, which he summed up in "White Castile soap
and a brush." I asked a druggist for some and be
threw out a cake branded " Oolgate." It _was only
ten cents, but I had read so much in THE TRUTH
SEEKER about him and am acquainted with one of his
agents, and think be loves tyrannizing more than he
hates obscenity, so I asked for some other brand.
The druggist insisted that I take that and said it was
English soap molded over. It was only ten cents,
he said, a trifle. But I did not like to giv Oolgate the
profit on even ten .cents, and besides, if a man is a
hypocrit, as I judge him to be, I would be afraid to
use his soap; it is probably not what it pretends to
be. At last the druggist produced some other which
from its brand was not Colgate's; I took it, used it,
and found it excellent.
Some years ago a villain was writing anonymous
lettera of the vilest character to the most respectable
girls in this place. If be bad been caught he would
hav been bange:l without the formality of a trial.
Whilst we were trying to entrap him the postmaster sent for a prominent member of the Vice Suppressor's Society. He took it very coolly, did not
think much of it, not a very grave offense, and I made
up my mind from talking with him that it was because there was no heresy in it. Unadulterated obscef!-ity is not what they are after. The agent told
me m so many words that the book for mailing which
Bennett was imprisoned was not unmailable matter.
GEO. WILSON.
.

La Roy Sunderland on Spiritualism.
Extract from his letter toW. H. Burr, Jan. 7,1875:
I am confident that you must agree with me, when I
say that there has been no such failure in humanity which
renders it absolutely essential for any form of medi~mship
between God and man or between the living and the dead.
And as to modern mediumship I hav always said that it was
a godsend tv humanity, because It is t.he most efficient remedy for ancient mediumsbip, assumed between us and God•
And for this reason humanity will owe a debt of gratitude to
~he modern form of mediumship, down to the latest ages. It
IS the old adage, "A hair of the same dog cures the bite."
With me man's condition after death is an open question,
an.d the more so from my familiarity with modern mediumship. For twenty-five years I hav had daily conversations
with Invisible personages. But I do not know who they are
nor on what planet they were born. I do not know what a
"spirit" is. They hav told me many stories, but I do not
know that they once had a human body like mine. If they
did, then I incline to the opinion that in the death of the
body all its memories perish, and we begin on the other side
of. Jordan, de n()'l)q, a new life, similarly as we began this life
without any memory of our former state. Certainly this
theory will explain the condition of a Jarge percentage of
"spirits" who callllot remember their own names, or 1my-

thing else, until we suggest to them what to say. Indeed this is only what spirits themselvs hav said to us.
WAS HORA.OE SEAVER A SPIRITUALIST!
Extract from a Jetter of LaRoy Sunderland to W.
H. Burr, May 18, 1874:

I hav been familiar with Mr. Seaver for more than twentyfive years. , • . When his wife died some years ago it
was by his request that I attended and made an address at
her funeral. And so also at the funeral of his mother.
• • . His wife was a medium and he admitted her clairvoyance, while he Ignored it in his paper. And I hav heard
him challenge people in public to come to his house where
he would allow them to witness the real phenomena in dispute, called Spiritual.

The Bible and the Public School.
Frmn the Inaepenaent.

We bav read, with hearty approval, the opinions
recently delivered in the supreme court of Wisconsin in regard to the question of the Bible in the public schools of that state, the full text of which has
been published in the Albany Law Journal. This
reading only confirms our opinion of this decision as
heretofore expressed.
Mr. Justice Lyon delivered the opinion of the
court ; and Messrs. Justices Cassoday and Orton delivered concurring opinions. The case before the
court was that of a petition for a mandamus, commanding the school, board in the city of Edgerton
to cause the teachers in one of the public schools of
that city to discontinue the practice of reading, during s~bool hours, portions of King James's version
of the Bible. The petitioners for the mandamus
were residents and taxpayers in Edgerton, and presumptivily Catholics in their religious fait.h, although
this fact is not stated in these deliverances. They
complained of the practice above referred to.
This petition brought squarely for the court the
question whether such a practice is consistent with
the conl!titution of the state of Wisconsin ; and this
question the court unanimously answered in the negativ. And, that our readers may better understand
the case, we submit in the following order the several points decided.
1. The first point is the construction of Article X,
section 3, of the constitution of the state, which
declares that " the legislature shall provide by law
for the establishment of district school'-', which shall
be as nearly uniform as practicable, and such schools
shall be free and without charge for tuition to all
children between the ages of four and twenty years,
and no sectarian instruction shall be ollmoed therein."
The court held that the reading Gf King James's
version of the Bible in the public schools of the
state during school hours, is " sectarian instruction"
within the meaning of this constitutional prohibition,
and hence inconsistent therewith. Mr. Justice Lyon
said that the prohibition " manifestly rders exclusivly to instruction in religious doctrine," and in such
doctrine as " are believed by some religious sects and
rejected by othere." The court took judicial knowledge of the fact King James's version of the Bible is
not accepted and used by all " religious sects " in
Wisconsin, but is accepted by some of these sects and
rejected by others. Hence, as between them, all having
the same constitutional rights, the court held that
ye~sion to be a " sectarian " book, and the reading of
xt 1n the manner and for the purpose set forth in the
complaint to be forbidden by the constitution of the
state.
.How any other conclusion could hav been drawn
from the pre~nises~ we are not able to see. We presume that there 1s not a Protestant in Wisconsin
who would hesitate a moment on the point, if the
book read bad been the Douay version of the Bible
which is acceptable to Catholics, or the Koran o~
the Book of Mormon. The reading of such a b~ok
as ~ part ~f scho~l exercises, whether for worship or
rehgxous mstructxon, would be offensiv to Protest~nts, and they 'Yould bav ~.ood cause for complaint,
~ust as t~e reading of the Kmg James version, which
xs somet1mes called the Protestant Bible, is Gffensiv
to Oatholics. It should not be forgotten that
under the constitution of Wisconsin, Catholics and
Protestants bav on this subject precisely the same
rights,_ and that neither can claim precedence over
the other. The aonstitution of the state makes no
difference between them, and determine no ques~ion r~lating to their differences, or any other religIOus. ~xfferences. It deals with all the people simply
as mtxzens, no matter what may be their religious
tenetE~, or whether they hav any suoh tenets.
2. T~e second ~oin~ decided is, that "the practice
of readmg the Bxble m such schools can receive no
sanctio~ f~om the fact that pupils are not compelled
to remam m the school while it is being read." On
this point we quote, as follows, the language of Mr
Justice Lyon :
'
When, as in this case, a small minority of the pupils in
the public school is excluded, for any cause from a stated
school exercise, particularly when such cau~e is apparent
hostility to the Bible which a majority of the pupils hav
been taught to revere, from that moment the excluded
pupil loses caste with his fellows, and Is liable to be regRrd!ld with av~rsion, and subjected to reproach and insult.
But It is a l!luffiment rdutation of the argument that the praCtice in question ~ends to destroy the equality. of the pupils
which the constxtution seeks to eatablieh and ·vrotect1 an«;\
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puts a· portion ot them at a serious disadvantage in many !serious contribution to the di~cussion is a long letter
ways with respect to the others.
from Mr. John Jay, of New York, to the :limes of
The plain fact is that not to compel the attend- that city, collating a large number of judicial deci·
ance, upon such reading, of the children of parents sions which are held to maintain the proposition that
who object to it, fot• the sake of continuing the Christianity is the law of the land. The let•er is a
reading, is a virtual confession that the reading baa monument of curious and industrious research, but
a "sectarian" character, as between those who de- most of its evidence is remote from the real question
sire it and those who object to it. It is merely an involved. Many of the decisions deal with questions
attempt to get round what is apparent on the face of of Sabbath breaking and church desecration, and
the case.
involve issues of social order rather than of religious
3. The third point decided is that "the readivg of duty. The case upon which Mr. Jay seems to rely
the Bible is an act of worship, as that term is defined most confidently is one in which" man was indicted
in the constitution; and hence the tupayers of any for reviling the scriptures, and it waq held that be
district who are compelled to contribute to the erec- could rightly be convicted and punished even
tion and support of the common schools, bav the though there was no statute directed expressly at
right to objech to the reading of the Bible, under his offense. This does not prove that Christianity
the constitution of Wisconsin, Article I, section 18, was the law of the land, even at the time when the
clause 2, declaring that no man shall ba compelled ruling was made. It only proves that decent respect
to . . . erect or support any place of worship." for the religious sentiments of a large majority of
This provision is in what is called the ''DEclaration the community wes held to be part of the duty of a
of Rights." The opinion delivered by Mr. Justice good citizen. This principle would probably be held
Cassoday on this point is, to our understanding, to be a part of the common law by conservativ
clear and conclusiv. Bible reading in public schools judges, who would hesitate to assent even to the
has the form and intention of religious worship; vague and general statement quoted by Mr. Jay from
and this being the fact, then to compel the people by Ddniel Webster that" Christianity, Christianity indetaxation to erect and support public schools, in which pendent of sects and parties, general, tolerant Chrissuch reading is a practice, is to compel them by law tianity, is the law of the land."
to erect and support places of worship. The fact
The trouble with this statement is that it is a
that these places are also used for other purposes rather sentimental generalization, expressed in terms
dc;>es not relieve the diffi<lulty. The constitution ex-~ having no meaning which answers to the act.ual facts
pressly declares that the people shall not "be com· of existence. Religion, as we hav to deal with it in
palled to t>rect any place" that is used for the pur- the actual aff111irs of life, as the law finds it, and as it
pose of worship. To tax a man to erect and support confronts the state, is not a matter of inward sentia public school, and then to introduce the element of ment, of spiritual emotion ; but a matter of organizareiigious worship into that school, is to make a com- tion, of rule, of formally confessed adherence to
specific doctrin, of creeds and confessions and articles,
bination which the constitution forbids.
4:· The fourth po:nt decided is, that "as the read- catechisms and rituals, ceremonial observance, and
ing of the Bible at stated times in a eommon school rigid compliance with outward forms. This is 'the
is religious instruction, the money drawn from the side of religion with which the law and the state hav
state treasury in support of such school is 'for the to deal. In this sense, there is no "general, tolerant
benefit of a religious seminary,' within the meaning of Christianity, independent of sects and parties." The
the constitution of Wisconsin, Article I, section 18, law can deal only with the outward, formal expresclause 4, prohibiting such an appropriation d the sions of religious belief. There are no such· outward
funds of the state." The design of the clause re- forms of expression common to all the bodies calling
ferred to is to prevent the state from using the public them selva Christian. The only things common to
funds to defray the expenses of religious instruction; 1111 sects are certain ethical sentiments, which Chrisand this design is frustrated just as really when tianity neither invented nor monopolizes; which are
these funds are used to support "religious societies the law of this land and of all lands because they are
or religious or theological seminaries.~' Mr. Justice the moral law of the race. The Christian sects hav
Cassoday in hia opinion sets forth this point neither common beliefs nor common practices in matvery clearly.
·
ters purely reHgio11S. They bav not even a common
We hav thus given the pith of the argument on scriptures. They do not agree in their interpretsthis subject as stated by the three justices of the tion d the teachings of their founder, in the articles
supreme court of Wisconsin. We seen~ escape from of thai faith,_ nor in the practices. '!'hich are its o~t
the conclusion reached, and bav no dos1re to escape ward expressiOn. The state desmng to recogn1ze
it since we thoroughly believe in its correctness and enforce a "general, tolerant Christianity" finds
e;erywhere. To the argument that "the exclusion nothing to lay hold of. There is no such thing.
of Bible reading from the district schools is derogaThis is the answer to the contention that Christory to the value of the holy scriptures, a blow to tianity is the law of the land. Christianity as a spittheir influence upon the conduct and consciences of itual sentiment may be the law of the world, but
men, and disastrous to the cause of religion:'' Mr. Christianity as a professed faith and a body of docJustice Lyon thus replied:
trin, can be the law of no land, bec~use n?ne ~as
We most emphatically reject these views. The price- been able to frame a concrete expressiOn of 1ts fa1tb
less truths of the Bible are best taught to our youth in the and doctrin, capable of statutory definition, to which
church, tl}e Sabbath and parochial schoo_Js, the social :elig- all or any considerable moiety of its professors can
io.us meetmgs, and, above all, by pa_rents m the home ctrcle. assent. The creeds of the various religious sects
Tnere these truths may be explatned and enforced, the
·
I d · th 1
spiritual welfare of the child guarded and protected, and hav b~en the law of _variOUS .a!l. s In ' e ast .ten
his spiritual nature directed and cultivated, in accord- centunes, as the Spamsh Inqms1bon and the Thtrty
ance with the dicta~es of the pa.renta.l conscien?e· Toe con- Years' war testify; but Christianity itself is too ?lust.itution does not mterfere With such teaching and cult- aiv a thing to be crystallized into statutory expreSSIOn.
ure.
Roman Catholicism is the law of the Austrian and
The doctrin of the coi.lstitution of Wisconsin, as Greek, Catholicism the law of the Russian land ;
thus settled by the supreme court of that state, is, Lutheranism is the law of Sweden and Norway, and
in our judgment, the true doctrin for every state Anglicanis~Jhe law of Great Britain, but Cbristi~n
in the Union. It remits the question of religious ity·is the law of no land under the sun, because 1ts
instruction, as to what it shall be, ·as to the spirit is incapable of statutory formulation, beyond
agency giving it, and as to the cost thereof, to vol- what is involved in assent to the ethical propositions
untary, private, and individual effort, and devotes the it shares in common with modern civilization. Least
public school, created and regulated by law, and of all is Christianity the law of the United States,
supported by a general ~axation ?f th;e ~eopl~, e~- which was the first enduring government to recogclusivly to secular educ~tlon. Th1s prm01ple 1s m niza the inutility of state recognition of religious
harmony with the nature and structure of our polit- sects, and the impossibility of state prescription of a
ical institutions, and is, moreover, just and equitable general, tolerant Christianity•. independ.e~t o~ sects
as between religious sects. It favors no one of them and parties. The only ment1on of religiOn m the
and proscribes no oue of the&; and while it leaves Constitution is in the prohibition of interference with
them all free to propagate their religious beliefs in freedom of religious belief. With this the spirit of
their own way, and at their own expense, it give to the common law, which inculcates a decent respect
the whole people, at the cost of · the whole, a system for religion, is in entire sympathy. Together, they
of popular education that is certainly good as far as express the entire attitude of the state toward religit goes, and is all that the state can giv, without ion, which is negativ and permissiv. All religions
i•self becoming a religious propaeandist. Catholics are allowed and defended in their properrigbts, none
and P.rot~tants alike ought to be satisfied with it. is favored or inculcated. Christianity is no more the
There is no other basis on which the school ques- law of the land than Buddhism or Mohammedanism.
. tion can be justly settled as between different religThe Sunday Newspaper.
ious sects.
There are very few people who will not be sorry
Christianity Not the .Law of the Land.
Front the Ot·eaontan.
to part with the Sunday edition of the well-edited,
A curious controversy is going on in the East over healthy-toned .Democrat and Chronicle.
It bas had a large patronage among the better
the proposition that Christianity is the law of the
land in the United States. The contention was class of professing Christians, who will now buy
made by a recent Methodist conference to enforce some other paper in order not to get behind the
the demand for religious instruction in the public news on that day. As for the scruples and the soschools. It was promptly disputed by the secular called wickedness of publishing Sunday newspapers,
press. · This brought a flood of protests and argu- the talk about it is the veriest humbug and religious
meote from the ecclesiastical lawyers. The most selfishness-nothing more. It is the warfare of one
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profession against another-a fight between the
pulpit and the press for public patronage. A man
who recoils from reading a Sunday paper because it
is dated Sunday, and will read a sermon published
in a Monday morning paper without scruple, is
either dishonest, )gnorant, or a pious lunatic. He
ought to know, and generally speaking does know,
that all the work on a Sunday paper is done during
the week, finished off on a Saturday night, and
printed long before daylight c,n Sunday morning;
whereas the Monday morning paper has to be written up and composed mainly during the holy hours
of the blessed Sabbath, while the people are at
Sunday-school and church.
In regard· to peddling the Sunday papere, it may
be said that thousands of dear little boys, anxious to
help their often half-starved mothers, make by that
means money enough to giv them many necess&ries
and comforts. We should never forget, in our ebullition of piety, that half 'the people in Christendom
are elowly starving to death for want of proper
nourishment, while the other half are living in
extreme luxury and comfort. If those who are posing as reformers, but who are in reality religious
tyrants, were really honest in regard to what they
call Sabbath desecration, they would pitch into the
papers that are published Monday morning. But as
many of them own stock in such p!!.pers, or are
afraid to antagonize those who do, they keep their
pious mouths closed. Everybody who has any common sense knows that it is not wrong to do anything
on Sunday that is honest and good on Monday.
Newspapers he.lp men out of their barbaric notions
and to clear their brains from the cobweb of superstitions that men hav formulatad in order to get
power and grow ricb.-The Jury.

How Doctors of Divinity are Made.
This is the time when I am anticipating letters
from men asking me to use my influence with a college to secure for them the degree of doetor of divinity. I write this, not so much in seif-defense as
in reference to what is an evil custom. Y€s, it is a
custom, and it is a custom altogether too common as
well as AviL The method is somewhat of this sort:
Mr. X. Y. thinks the time has come when he wants
to write "D. D." after his name. He looks over the
list of colleges among the officers of which he has
friends; he writes to one of them; his friend replies
that he will do all that he can to secure the degree
for him. He then writes to some distinguished and
able minister, saying that there has been some mention of himself as a candidate for doctor of divinity
in-- college, and he is sure that if this distinguished
and able minister will be so good as to write a letter
to the trustees of the college, a letter from a gentle·
man so distinguished will hav great value.
The distinguished and abie gentleman writes the
letter. Hs multiplies this able s.nd distinguished
minister by some six or ten. The impression created among the trustees of - - college is tbat the
world is demanding that the degree of " D-D." be
conferred upon this man; and, nine cases out of ten,
conferred it is. All this is bad. It is bsd for the
man who receives the degree. The degree is somewhat of a lie. It is not conferred as an honor, but
is conferred as the result of his own personal application. It is bad for ibe college, which is dragooned into giving a first-rat~ degree to a thir~-rate
man. It is bad for the meanmg of the degree 1tself,
debasing it. It is now in certain ways more honorable not to bav tl::e degree than to bav it.-Correspondent Chicago Advance.
NATURAL laws are immutable, that is to say, they
are inaccessible to caprice or to outside ir.:fluence,
and they must be regarded as beivg as eternal as
matter and as nature itself. Nothir;g can happen in
the universe, be it the greatest or the least of things,
except by the iz:fluenca. and as the result of natural
laws. Rigid inexorable necessity rules the ,whole
snd the course of nature. "Natural law, says
Molescbott "is the most stringent expression of
necessity."' There is neither exception nor limit&·
tion here and no conceivable power is able to escape
from thi~ necessity. At all times and for evermore,
a stone which is upheld by no support falls toward
the center of the earth · never has a command been
given, nor ever will su~h be give~, bidding the sun
stand still in heaven. The expertence of more than
a thousand years has pressed on observers ~be conviction of the immutability of natural laws w1th _ever
increasing and at last with such absolute certamty,
that not the least doubt can remain ~s to t~is great
truth. Inch by inch has science, m s~ekmg. af~er
light won their positions from the anCient child1sh
creed of the world wrested from the bands of the
gods their thunder' and lightning and the darken~g
of the stars and has subdued under the controlmg
fingers of :Oan the mighty forces of t~e old-~orld
Titans. All that seemed incomprehensible, ml~acu
lous, caused by a supernatural power! ho~ qmckly
and how easily has the torch of mveatigatlOn shewn
it to be the outcome of hitherto u• kunwn or i~
perfectly e6HrpQt\3d natur"lfQroes -B~tchner.
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are the clergy's rights-their right to dictate to the
people; to be supported by the people; to hav state
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funds used for their own purposes ; to be exempt
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Editor. lorums in the community, dealing out punishment
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divert suspicion from them and at the same time
with one remittance.
keep the Romish church fully informed of all the
doings of the new party. When it comes to pracIN PRESS.
tical politics the Romish church here never gets left.
But if the committee hope that Corrigan will help
to overthrow the rule of Tammany Hall they show
themselvs totally nnacquainted with his church and
wholly
unfit to take part in any practical affairs of
One Hundred and Eighty-five Pictorial ArguCorrigan's
church gets all that can be given it
life.
ment~ Against the Church, and Nearly
through
Tammany,
and has no reason to desire a
the same Number of Pages
Neither
will
she divide with the Protestants.
change.
of Reading Matter.
The Protestants' legislativ stronghold is Albany,
among the country Protestant members, to whom
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they owe all the subsidies now enjoyed by them.
has got New York, and the honor of figuring
Rome
A. Clerical Political Party.
among a respectable committee of Protestant clergy
Under the thin disguise of a" Citizen's Movement"
will not induce Corrigan to " divvy" the booty.
the clergy of this aity propose to "go into politics."
The committee in its preliminary work administered
In the general dissatisfaotion with our present munic·
the usual number of pounds of sugar to "Labor,"
ipal administration they think they see their chance
but ·at the meeting for the selection of permanent
to reinaugurate the "good old days" when the clergy
committees "Labor" was carefully omitted from the
had charge of the political as well as spiritual affairs
representation. A labor representativ, Mr. Cornelius
of the people.
Doody, made a speech on this omission. The meetThe condition of affl\irs here at present is that
ing, he said, had provided for the aristocracy and the
Tammany Hall is ruling the city. Incompetence,
clergy, but nothing was eaid as to what was to
corr11ption, and criminality mark its rule as a matter
be done with Labor. He remembered that when
of course. Several Tammany officials hav been aonLabor had a candidate most of the men in the room
victed, and a legislativ investigating committee has
opposed him. They did it to save society. But
found that many more of them ought to be convicted.
now the saviors of society send out invitations to its
The opposition parties &re the Republican and
destroyers to meet with them. Notwithstanding
County Democracy. The first stands no chance at
this, the labor people were not put upon the com.
the polls; the second but little more, unless reas representative, and Dr. McGlynn's name
mittee
inforced from some quarter.
tabled
when proposed. This was presumably
was
It was because of these facts that Heber Newton,
Mr. Corrigan.
done
to
oblige
a Socialistic heretical Episcopalian, and some of his
Altogether,
this
clerical movement is a great deal
brethren of the pulpit, jumped in with their" Citizen's
a
humbug.
If
it
does anything, it will be dividing
of
Movement." The idea was to get the business men
Hall to keep that iniquithe
opposition
to
Tammany
and :tnercantil exchanges to follow the lead of the
tous
organiz11.tion
in
power.
But if a miracle shC?uld
preachers and start a party which should regenerate
materialize
this
fall,
and
the
clerical candidates be
the city, clearing its fair fame, fostering its business
as
badly, if not worse,
elected,
New
York
would
be
interel!lts, and cherishing the physiaal, mental, and
off
than
ever.
"The
interests
of
God " cannot be
moral welfare of the whole people. This, it will be
l!'econciled
with
the
interests
of
the
people.
observed, is a large program, and required a large
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committee to properly take aharge of it. So they
had a meeting-Mr. Newton and his fellow. reformers
-last week, and adopted resolations providing for
the appointment of a " Committee of More than
Seventy.five." At the meeting the Rev. Thomas J.
Ducey, of St. Leo's Roman Catholic church, explained
the objects of tbe movement. It was started, he
said, for the purpose of making nominations for the
interests of all classes, to promote the interests and
protect the rights of the whole people. He disclaimed that the movement was in the hands of the
unjust and unsympathetic rich, or in the control of
bosses of any kind, even churchly bosses, though
there were so many clergymen prese:at that he felt
surrounded by holiness. The movement was founded,
he said, on two principles on which both the old
church and the new churches could unite, 11 in the
interests of God's rights and our neighbor's privileges."
11
The interests of God's rights," is a good phrase,
and those who hav read ecclesiastical history will hav
little difficulty in understanding it. '' God's rights "

-~---------.~~------------

The Mormon Persecution.
More and more boldly are the religious and semireligious journals telling just why the Mormon church
property was confiecat&d by the United States government. The .Mail ana E-;r,press now says :
"Mankind's objection to Mormonism rests not simply on
their detestation of a religious system which systematically
inculcates disobedience to the Seventh Commandment,
which is against adultery, but it rests as well on their utter
abhorrence of every tenet of the imposture which, under tlie
name of a religion, inculcates the breaking of every one of
the Ten Commandments, in the keeping of which, only, is
there life for a man, a family, a community, a country, a
globe."

This abhorrence of religious imposture comes with
bad grace from a Christian, and especially when the
abhorred imposture has for its foundation the same
" divine revelation" that has the Christian imposture.
And the main difference between Mormon and other
Christian adulterers is that the former publicly acknowledge their views while the latter keep them be·
hind the scenes.

But we still insist upon knowing where the United
States obtains the power to co11fiscate church property and suppress a religion 1

The Presbyterians and the World's Fair.
The Presbyterians maintain a committee on Sabbath observance, Elliott F. Shepard, chairman,
which reports to its general assemblies. At the
meeting in Saratoga last month the committee presented a roseate summary of the status of Sabbathkeeping. The committee said it found " that from
all sections o'f the United States and territories and
from foreign lands tidings hav been constantly coming during the past year that indicate the strong,
steady, and widespread uprising of public sentiment,
Christian conscience, and philanthropic, patriotic,
end religious agencies for the preservation and proper
observance of the civil and Christian Sabbath." It
also found, so it said, that "imperial and republican
governments on the continent of Europe, Germany
and F.ranoe, Switzerland and Belgium, Great Britain,
with other nations, hav joined hands in social labor
and hygienic congresBfilB for securing the temporal
blessings of the weekly rest-day to all classes of people who work with their bodies and with their brains."
But it was in Canada that the committee found the
most to rejoice at. The Presbyteril\ns in the Do·
minion were ha.rd workers, and "for systematic movemad, far-reaching methods, extending to every
Presbyterian church session and pastor, and for satisfactory informl\tion and efficient results, we [the
committee] know of no other ecclesiastical organization so complete an:l so worthy of imitation as this
mndel church work for the preservation and sanctifi·
cation of the Lord's day."
Returning, however, from foreign countries, tbe
committee then considers our own land, and givs
details. The Sabbath question has come to the
front in nearly every city and state and territory in
connection with Sabbath legislation and the enforcement of the laws proteoting the Sabbath against the
encroachments and disturbances of railway and
steam traffic,Q excursions to the great summer resorts, public amusements, noisy processions, baseball
games, the opening of museums, theaters, concert
rooms, libraries, art museums, and the secular Sunday newspapers. Through the exertions of its local
Sabbath Unions, Law and Order leagues, and
preacher!!, many Suaday law-breakers hav been
brought to book, and the " good work still goes on."
The report then continues :
"The approaching exhibition of the industry of all nations at Chicago in 1893 will call forth all the wisdom,
energy, and decision of the friends of the American Sabbath
to prevent an international profanation of the national restday throughout the prolonged period of the World's Fair.
Already the toGsin of defiance has been sounded by the enemies who demand its opening on every Sabbath of the
Exposition.
"The good example set in the Philadelphia Centennial
Exposition of 1876, and by the American Exhibition, with
the aid of our government officials, at the Paris Exposition
of 1889, should encourage the utmost unity of action for the
exhibition of· 1893.
"In our last annual report we referred to the fact that
efforts were making in Washington to reduce the amount of
Sunday labor in various directions. These hav been successful in the following respects:
"The president of the United States (Harrison) has issued
an erder entirely doing away with the Sunday inspections
and reviews of the army. The postmaster-general (Wana
maker) has closed the department in Washington agains
being used as heretofore by troops of idle clerks and their
friends as a lounging and smoking rendesvous on the Sab
bath. We also report with pleasure that there is a manifes
decrease in the use of the Sunday newspapers by the com
munity, and at least on~ influential and widely circulated
journal, the Rochester Democrat, a Republican paper, has
decided to discontinue its Sunday edition. As sample cases
we select the following from various parts of the country :
"A vigorous attempt is to be made. to enforce the good old
Sabbath laws of Michigan at Grand Rapids.
"Elizabeth, N. J.-Mayor Rankin of this city has closed
all places of business on Sunday. Everything has been
sealed-candy and rum shops and all other ~la·ces where
business is transacted. And the mayor is sustained by the
moral element of the city."

The most important thing touched upon iD this
report is the desperate attempt the fanatics wm
make to close the World's Fair on Sundays. The
enforcement of the " good old Sabbath laws of
Michigan," and the closing of Elizabeth's candy
shops, are local acts of tyranny which the people
who submit to them deserve for their subservience
to the fanatics; but if the Sabbatarians shall succeed
with the World's Fair it will be a national calamity
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A.t Philadelphia in 1876 the gates of the exposition
were locked on Sunday and opened only to the
ingress of prominent people who thus viewed the
exhibits without the annoyance of " the mob." It
was an outrage inflicted upon the tens of thousands of Philadelphia's workers and upon the hundreds of thousands of visitors who could ,remain in
that city but a few days and who desired to see all
that the fair contained. It was the act of religious
bigots, of arrogant usurpers of power, of scheming
pietists who sought the aggrandizement of Ohristianity.
Ohicago has the reputation of containing many
Liberal-minded men. There ought to be formed
some organization for making known to the managers
of the fair the will of the people in respect to Sunday opening; otherwise the Presbyterian bigots,
backed by the national government through President Harrison and P.M. G. Wanamaker, may accomplish their tyrannical purpose.

unfit to be introducfd into families. The editor of this
paper does not personally read every line of all the books
that are advertised in the Christian .Ad1Jocate, and had not
read this work till a few days ago. As to the pictures, he
fiads them such as occur in illustrated books on the uncivilized races of the world ; more of them are in this book than
others, as it describes the whole of Africa and a greater number of tribes and customs. That there are too many and
that some are very coarse is the fact. In the verbal description of such scenes passages are found in books of travel in
barbarous regions which, taken apart from thtir setting and
purpose, would seem improper. To isolate t'Mm would be dishonest toan1J book if its generalst11le wtn-e unexceptional. • • •
Nevertheless, we hav found in this book Se1Jeral passages
which are 'Dulgar, and deserving of condemnation. If they
had been seen by the firm (which gave orders that every
questionable illustration should be omitted-in pursuance of
which many were removed) they would hav been rewritten,
or the book rejected. It they had been seen by the person
who prepared a short summary of the contents with a general commendation for the ' Literary Department,' they
would hav been sternly reprobated.
"The author having written other books, some of excellent
repute, and the general style being free from occasion for
criticism, these repulsi'D, obnoxious sentences in descriptions of
Mr. Savage Upon Mr. Heywood's Case.
the appearance, habits, and morals of certain tribes e,ccaped
In these columns, June 14th, embodied in a com- notice. These passages and some of the illustrations should at
once be eliminated."

munication from Mr. Heywood, we printed a Jetter
from M. J. Savage, whom Mr. Heywood described as
"the ablest and most influential Unitarian clergyman in New England," sympathizing with that gentleman and characterizing his arrest as " petty persecution springing out of the narrowest religious bigotry,
rather than a manly zeal for socialpurity."
A. great many of Mr. Savage's friends hav sharply
criticised him for writing the letter, their opinions
being substantially in agreement with the view of
the Boston Evening Record, which could "not believe that Mr. Savage ever saw one of Heywood's
disgusting publications." Mr. Savage has now written to the Boston Herald as follows:
"When I wrote my letter to Mr. Heywood I believed I
was right. And when I think of it I take little account ot
misrepresentation or attack, for, lhough I do not enjoy
either, I am used to both. I was out of town during the
trial, and consequently its details did not come before me. I
had seen several copies· of the Word, though I hav never
been a subscriber or regular reader.
" I said in my letter that I did not regard his writings as
' intentionally' obscene; but he knows that I ha v never
agreed with nor indorsed either his ideas or his methods.
Since my right to differ from another involves his right to
d1ffer from me, and both involve the general right of freedom to think, to speak, and to print, I hav always been
ready to contend for this. From Plato down to Tolstoi the
right to express so-called ' dangerous' social opinions has
been asserted and has also been trampled on. In the court
of morals, it seems to me that the intention of the writer is
of J'lrst-class importance. The publishing of obscene literature, or of such papers where the only object is to make
money by pandering to the lowest tastes-this is one thing.
But it seems to me absurd to place Mr. Heywood in this
category. His only pay for what he seems to regard as a
' reform' is poverty and the jail.
"These considerations reveal the attitude I occupied in
writing my first letter. For, while I hav not agreed with
him, I hav felt that the engin which crushed him might be
turned to crush others who dared to brave popular opinion.
For, if what the majority regard as 'dangerous' opinions
are not to be tolerated', then liberty dies and progress ceases.
But, while all this is true, I find I was not acquainted with
all the facts. I meant what I said, and take back nothing so
far as concerns the principle I supposed myself defending.
But liberty has a hard enough balltle to fight, and no one,
under the guise of friendship, has a right to load her down
with needless burdens.
"Since the close of the trial and my return to town, an
article has been shown me such as I did not know anyone
had ever either written or printed. I can fight for a man's
right to publish Ideas I neither hold nor indorse, but I can
not, though only by silence, even seem to indorse such an
article as I refer to. I therefore ask you to publish this letter, in justice to myself as well as to the principles at stake."

We think Mr. Savage has stated a great truth,
and.' ~tated it clearly, in the foregoing. "No one,
under the guise of friendship, has a right to load
Liberty down with needless burdens." We hope
Mr. Heywood will get clear of the inquisition, and
then reform.

Where Is Comstockl
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week we reprinted
from the New York Times an editorial charging the
Methodist Book Ooncern with printing a book containing obscene images, printed to cater to prurient
tastes and increase the sales. The charge was so
plainly ma<le that Dr. Buckley could not ignore it,
and in the 0/tristian Advocate he attempts a reply.
His reply is a virtual admission of the truth of the
accusation. He says :

Now, where is Oomstock and Soapboiler Oolgate,
and the remainder of the pious and pure crowd which
compose the Society for the Suppression of Vice!
Why are not Hunt and Eaton, the agents appointed
by the Methodist general conference to conduct the
Book Ooncern, prosecuted ? Dr. Buckley pleads
gui_lty to the charge, and <lffers excuses. Let us examiD these excuses and see if they would shield him
in the United States court. First. He did not
know the improper pictures and words were there.
But this is no excuse. Principals are responsible for
the acts of their clerks. Dr. Foote was fined $3,500
for an aat of his clerk, done without his kpowledge,
under this very statute which would apply to the
Book Ooncern. Second. The pictures and words
are not improper unless isolated. But the courts
hav decided that such obnoxious words and pictures
must be isolated. It was so held in D. M. Bennett's
oase; in Mr. Harman's case; in Mr. Heywood's recent case. Judge Benedict would not allow Mr.
Bennett to prove the good purpose of the book, or
that its general style was good. { ndge Oarpenter,
only two weeks ago, decided that the=iaw a1d not require that the whole should be obscene to make it
unmailable. He said in his charge to Mr. Heywood's
jury:
"It has been argued that in order that these papers shall be
held to be obscene you must find that each and every part is
lewd. This is not the law. In order that you shall find that
they are lewd and lascivious, it is necessary to find such
matter in them. If 1JOU do find it, that constitutes the paper
a lewd and obscene one. The. fact that there may be ury
much unobjectionable matter does not excme it. It you find
any part of it so lewd, lascivious, aud obscene, you should
then resolve the question in favor of the government."

First were the Christians.
held these sentiments :

The Rev. H. 0. Bascom

" It the federal Constitution provides no power to impose
prohibition, there ought to at least be power in it to dissolve
its infamous partnership with the rum traffic. I{ the Constitution be such a futil instrument, then for one I say, with
Horace Greeley: ' Spit on the Constitution and step on it.'
[Wild applause.] It things hav come to such a pass that
whisky is dominant in this country, I am ready for my
musket."

J o Oook agreed with him, saying :
"I fear that we may ultimately need the musket. We may
hav barricade riots yet. When the path to political preferment leads through the ginmill, free government is a farce,
and the future may conceal a tragedy."

Mr. Gompers then put in the views of the working man. Laboring men, h~ said, look with considerable indifference on the liquor agitation. Liquor
traffic reformers as employers usually are more unfair to employees than other reformers :
" Legislativ restriction does not affect the rich, who buy in
large quantities, while prohibition has resulted in worse
liquor at higher prices than before. Law does not make
men sober. Sobriety and temperance result from improvement in men's condition and surroundings. High wages
bring this about. There are three classes of drinking men.
They are the very rich who hav nothing to do; those who
are worn out and drink to brace up at night; and those who
are idle. Who can tell how much our trying climatic conditions cause im overtaxing of the powers, and stimulants
are indulged in to tone the system up to its work? It is in
the physical and moral condition of the workingmen that we
must seek for the cause of intemperance."

Mr. T. B. Wakeman, who may be said to hav
represeuted Infidel prohibitionists, took this view
of the matter :
"The trouble with prohibition is that it partakes of fanaticism. The prohibitionist cries, ' I am holier than thou.•
"You are defeated in state after state because you put on
airs and say, 'We are ·holier than thou.' You find the
working people against you, and you always will so long as
you prosecute this course. Prohibitionists would never
succeed unless they got the workingman with them. At
present the labor question stood athwart the path of prohibition. To bring the workingmen to their side the prohibitionists would hav to change their methods. The question
would hav to be put on some scientific basis, and some plan
would hav to be devised that would put rich and poor on an
equality with respect to the application of prohibition. The
true way to succeed with them is to go ahead with prohibition slowly, as far and as fast as it can be enforced. Then
keep educating, educating, educating."

Judging from these remarks, it looks as though
Prohibition suffers greatly from divided counsels.

Editorial Notes.

A NEW phase of the Heywood case was reached on Saturday morning last, the 21st, reports the Banner of Light,
when Messrs. George W. Searle and E. W. Chamberlain,
attorneys for Heywood, filed in the clerk's office of the
United States circuit court (1) a motion for a new trial, (2)
a motion in arrest of judgment, and (3) a bill of exceptions.
The latter is reported to raise legal questions of general
interest to the public as well as to the accused. These quesThere is the law. Mr. Buckley admits th~ tions will be argued at a time to be arranged between the
court and the counsel before Judges Carpenter and Colt,
in the book were vuli ar and im ro er. That sitting jointly as the circuit court for deciding exceptions.

he Vice Society proaecu e the
Methodist Book Ooncern. It has not one excuse
that stands the law as it has been construed to the
detriment of heretics. No expert proof as to what is
obscene is admitted; the purpose of the book is immaterial; lack of knowledge of its character by the
principals is no palliation of the offense; and that the
great majority of jts pages are wholly unobjectionable is just no excuse at all ! In short, everything
Buckley urges has been decided, and adversely to
him. Men hav been sent to prison for doing just
what his concern has done, and his excuses pav been
swept aside by all the United States courts which
hav tried obscene cases.
Let the Methodist Book Ooncern be prosecuted;
or Mr. Harman released, the prosecution of Mr. Heywood discontinued, and reparation done to the memory of D. M. Bennett, a man Buckley has often vilified, but whose oldest and. most worn shoes the Methodist editor was never worthy to blacken l

The Trouble With the Prohibitionists.

There was a National Temperance Oongress held
in this city last month, and some of the speeches
made were pretty good samples of Ohristian tolerance, for as usual the Christians captured the congress, and made it a pious prohibition convention, at
which T. B. Wakeman and the labor representativ,
Samuel Gompers, seemed somewhat out of place.
The different views of the " Temperance '' 'people
" The Times, • • • searched the book itself, and present as to the methods to be pursued to crush
.charges that it contains indecent illustrations and passages the '!serpent in the grass" are, however, interesting.

PsYoHOLOGISTS and medical men may be interested in this:
One of our oldest subscribers, Alvah H. Walker, of Southwest Oswego, N.Y., died recently. LastFebrmi.ry he wrote:
" DEAR TRUTH BEKKER : This is the first time I could hold
up my head long enough to write. I don't want you to stop
the paper. I think my' grip' and other complications came
to an end yesterday; but say I don't stop the paper nor the
pictures." Alas, his hope of regainiug his health was not
realized, for dated June 7th we received this letter from his
wife: "MR. MACDONALD: r write to tell you that Alvah H.
Walker died May 17th. His mind ~rew clear before his death
and he saw your paper in its true light, and refused to look
at it Ol" hav it in his room. I request you to not send any
more." We should like to hav these actions of Mr. Wslker
fxplained on scientific grounds-adding, if it will go toward
solving the problem, that Mrs. Walker is a Christian.
IN 1881 a Medical Mission was opened in New York city,
which has since developed into the International Medical
Missionary Society, a Christian institution, which sends medical missionaries to India, China, and Africa. The society
has published a tract called "Our Suffering Sisters," detailing the barbarous treatment of women in Burmah and Siam
when giving birth to children. In the account there is an
exact parallel for every feature in the Markland letter which
was objected to in the trial of Moses Harman, and the aecount is much longer and in more minute detail. A peculiar
thing about the society and its circulation of this tract is
that one of its officers is the wife of wobble-jawed Killian
Van Renssaellaer, treasurer of Anthony Comstock's Society
for the l:)uppression of Vice; and it suggests the query
whether the Comstock law is to be enforced against heretics
by a penalty of five years' imprisonment, when their charity
begins at hnme, while the malls are free for Christians who
express similar ideas in similar language, but confine their
efforts to work among the heathen abroad."
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LouiSVILLE, KY., June 16, 1800.
M:a. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the " Freethinkers' PiCtorial Text-Book."
HERMAN PrTTLKKO.
LKONARDVILLB 1 KAN., June 16, 1800.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. Send me the picture
book when ready and use twenty.five cents for the TRUTH
SK"SKBR ANNUAL. The rest is for Heston's cartoon fund.
PKTKR WBTTBTKIN.
PARKERSBURG, 0RK. 1 June 8, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Your way of conducting the paper is entirely
satisfactory to me, and I look on THK TRUTH SEBKKR as one
of the greatest educators published.
D. JoHN Zowxs.
Respectfully yours,
CLKBUNK, KAN., June 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I received your sample copy of your paper,
and after reading it over I thought I would giv it a trial.
Please find $1 inclosed, for which send me THK TRUTH
SKKKBR for four months on trial.
JoHN SwANOARA.
DuQuoiN, ILL., June 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5, for which please
send me one copy of 11 The Freethinkers' Pictorial TextBook," and the remaining $3 please forward to E. H. Heywood to aid him in his fight against his persecutors, and
oblige,
THoMAS GoDDARD.
BouLDER VALLEY, June 11,1890.
MR. EDITO~: Inclosed please find $2 for the cartoon book,
and I hope to eee the back- psge cartoons in book form, when
I will hav one or more copies if money can be had to purchase them. I think they would be immense arguments
against the Bible inspiration theory.
P. B. MILLS.
SEDALIA, WASH., June 11, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: You will please find $1 to continue my subscription to the best and most Liberal of all Freethought
papers. The pictures are all excellent. Continue them. I
will as soon as I can send for one copy of the cartoon book
now in the hands of the printers.
J. D. EDGAR.
CAPRoN, ILL., June 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me blank petitions for the
Harman case. I hav no money to help him out, but if I can
render him any assistance by circulating a petition I am
willinl! to do all I can to prevent such an outrage being perpetrated as to incarcerate a man in a vile prison for five
years for so small an offense. Every .Liberal ought to spot
that judge. He is far worse than a Benedict.
W. I. Fox.

/

INDUSTRY, KAN., June 10, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : Without THR TRUTH SKKKKR I do not see
how I could get along, for it would cost me $10 a year if I
was to get the same amount of information in book form. I
was very glad indeed to know that you received a sufficient
number of new subscribers to continue the cartoons, as they
are convincing and strike right at the root of Bible superstition. I shall send for one of the " Pictorial Text-Books"
before long.
J. B. WisK.
AsPEN, CoL., June 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $10.50 for renewal, with three
others all new, and "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
for myself. When you commence work on Bible pictures I
will send you money in advance to pay for a copy. I hav
used the one dozen Helen Gardener's "Men, Women, and
Gods" you sent me with grand results. I think it one of the
best war guns we hav, especially as a means of getting the
women to think a little. With best wishes for the grand old
TRUTH SKRKKR'B success, I am,
FRKD. B. MosES.
Yours respectfully,
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., June 16, 1890.
MR. Em ToR: Here in our town are quite a goodly number
of bright, pretty girls from fourteen to seventeen years of
age that belong to the holy Catholic church; and one of the
girls, abQut fifteen years of age, told a lady that is a Freethinker that that old devil the priest asked them questions
about what they did when alone with the boys that are not
fit to be seen in print. •.. Why," Bjlid the girl, "he asked us
things that would just make your face burn with shame."
The lady asked her if she answered them, and she. said,
"Yes, we hav to." "Well," said the lady," I would h!v
slapped him right in the face." What can mothers be thinking about to let such vipers talk such stuff to their young
daughters here in this enlightened country? Will they
never get their eyes open? May my everlasting curse rest
upon their priests·and their old Italian God.
Yours for honesty and truth,
JoHN R. CoATS.
HARMONY, IND., June 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see on page il63 a thinker asks questions
of the Herald concerning the soul. That saves me the
trouble.
There is another little affair that I hav not seen suggested.
That is in regard to the making of the mythical Adam. Why
was it when the Gods put him up and set h1m to running
they then, as I express it to some of my theological friends,
had to chloroform him and go at him like cutting up a hog,
instead of making the woman at the same time and out of
the same material if they had mud enough?
1 am the only man here that will talk. There are others
that will talk to me, but from fear of unpopularity or other
causes they keep still. I am just fool enough to telf what I

think. It hurts the little upstarts of gospel. pedlers. They
shy around me; th~y will not stand fire.
I would like to hear through the columns of this journal a
little comment on that Adam and Eve business, just for fun.
JKBBK MAURER.
Yours with regard,
MouND CITY, KAN., June 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I will get Heston's pictorial book as soon as
it is out. Continue the pi€tures. Heston is a brick.
If I had a million to invest I would place half of it
at disposal to be used against any litigation that might
ariEe to disparage the claims of the Girard will case in
cleaning out the church influence that rides over that beneficent institution and impairs its purity and usefulness; also
to help out Brother H~rman, and Heywood, and Hacker.
The next great fraud-to Christianity-is the financial system adopted by the several prime governments of the world,
or Europe and America, and establishing the single metal
standard, by which labor and agriculture is cheated and
depressed; but the people are beginning to be be Educated
up to the fact and are combining for liberty and selfprotection.
WILLIAM B. LKWIB.
SAN MAROIAL, N. M., June 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I donated your paper to our railroad reading-room at the beginning of the year; but, strange to say,
it has never got there. The keeper of the room, being a
Roman ()atholic, and an emissary of the priest, after failing
to get permission to boycott the paper from the head of that
department, or from the superintendent, assumed that
authority on his own responsibility. The brilliant gentleman
informed me that Ptck's Sun was also excluded front the
room. Now, what is the reason Judge and Puck may
occupy space on the shelve? I searched three months for
the mysterious fate of the paper, and finally, after speaking
of the matter personally to the superintendent, I discovered
my crystallized fossil had met all of my inquiries with a willful and unnecessary falsehood, and appropriated the papers
to what purposes I do not know. I presume his Democratic
Roman proclivities will next exclude Republican newspapers.
I am a little surprised that the department official permits
W. J. R
such an action.
_
RBDMON, ILL., June 13, 1890.
l'tfR. EDITOR: I am with you as long as you advocate free·
dom for a man to express his honest opinion whether it be
right or wrong. It is the best any man can do.
Whenever the strong want to enslave the weak they advccate "protection," and so far it has been a winning card.
I hope the time is coming when the people will see that it is
a delusion and a snare. TaB TRUTH SKBKBR thinks our children should be protected. I will vouch for them if they hav
made good choice of a father. " Truly our conscience does
make cowards of us all." The disciples came to Christ and
said, "There are tares among the wheat; shall we pluck
them out?" he said, "Nay, lest ye pluck the wheat out also."
To destroy all the bad would be to do away with all the good.
Rather set them side by side and let us hav the manliness to
choose. If we choose the right we are entitled to credit it;
if we are protected we establish no virtu.e. In my opinion
the best protection we can giv our children is to be honest
Yours truly,
MARK Row&.
ourselvs.

the truth. And now, reviewing it all in my mind, I conclude man, lectures, and mode of delivery are all just as
they should be. Wherever there are those who contemplate
procuring a speaket:. on this question, should they engage Mr.
Remsburg they will, I believe, feel repaid.
That THK TRUTH SKKKBR may ever stand to her motto and
her name, is my aspiration.
ADA L. BRINKER.
8TKUBKNVILLB 1 0., June 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see that fearless writer ia TaB
TRUTH SKKKKR agrees with me ~n regard to the Catholics
being made citizens of this republic, but think he is wrong
when he says the day will eurely come when we shall hav a
Catholic in the presidential chair and a majority of Catholics
in the SPnate and House of Representative. As he says, to
be forewarned is to be forearmed, and the people of this
country when they see. the tendency of their present laws,
making citizens of every Catholic the pope's minions send
over to this country, will see to it that the citizenship shall
be withdrawn. This will be drawing the teeth of the hyena
that is bent on devouring us. But we cannot do this with·
out repealing the naturalization laws altogether, as they
would claim it was making a religious test to deprive Catholics alone of the privilege of citizenship. Besides, the Jesuits would not hesitate to sw~ar that they were not Catholics
at all, but good Protestants. I know of one case of a doctor,
an Irishman, who actually joined the Presbyterian church in
Steubenville, but when in Pittsburgh or Cincinnati would be
cheek by jowl with the priests there, would visit them at
their monasteries and boast when he came home of the glorious time he had had living on the luxuries of the season and
drinking wines and brandies of the best brands. Their oaths
are nothing. They are absolved before they utter them. So
I see no other way to check this mighty organization than
refusing to naturalize any foreigner. This would be no
check on the Immigration of intelligent men. They would
see that it was necessary for our self. protection, and kno IV
that their children would hav the blessed privilege of citizenship in the first and grandest republic in the world. But if
we put this off for another decade, the serpent will be eo
coiled about the body of our republic that we may struggle
in vain.
JoHN DowNES
MooDY, TKx., June 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Liberalism is growing, slowly but surely.
The great corner-stone of Christianity-St. John-is gradually
crumbling. The investigator, the reasoner, is taking the
place of the theologian. Yet the theologian plays a big part
in staying the march of progress. Who would think of investigating the Bible making one go crazy ? A man by the
name of Hamlin, a Freethinker, who is trying to do an activ
part in the advancement ·of Freethought, was accused of
making a woman by the name of Cruise go crazy. She,
after forming his acquaintance, began visiting. Hamlin is
well posted, and she began talking to him about the Bible,
he, of course, getting the best of the bargain. Months
passed on, and they still continued to argue whenever they
met. She became interested in finding out what was in the
Bible, going to him for information whenever needing.
Still time passed on, and a few months ago the woman be·
came crazy from some cause. Of course the few ignorant
Christians said it was the influence of Infidelity that camed
it, some threatening to take their guns and go and kill him
-but they did not. Other threats were made, but none
carried into effect. It has nearly all died out now, and the
people are beginning to learn that education and investigation make no one go crazy.
Still the great b:1.ttle between Christianity and Infidelity
goes on. Everything the Christian can get against a Liberal
is howled from the pulpit, until the entire ignorant world
hears it. But still Liberalism grows. Every year, every
month, every day, every hour, she grows grander and
brighter. We see her light rising in the east and the west,
the north and the south ; and at last the torch of liberty will
shine in all the world.
When Liberal Hall, of Waco, was burnt, the cry was
made, " Good for the Infidels," " That's a warning for
them."· But still the Liberals took no belief in that; for the
hall is going to be twice as big as before. And the convention to be held in July will be a great memorial of Free thought
in Texas.
JoHN M. SIMMoNs,

LExiNGToN, KY., June 11, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The defense of the rights of man can only
be brought into definit shape by individual reasoning and
influence. Condorcet remarks of Voltaire, that he seemed
to hav but one object in life, which was to "snatch victims
from oppression."
There are always men whose wealth originates in the
tears and blood of their fellow-citizens. But it cannot be
supposed that institutions can exist much longer which
ignore the rights of men.
Where ownership of land is allowed, see how rapidly lots
will sell, with none reserved for the poor, so that the future
prospect for them is still beggary and injustice. Where,
then, shall reform begin which secures anything for the
poor? Suppose the government should hold every fifth
township or county from which indigent persons may buy at
any time as they may plan among themselvs in their own
humble way. Let houses be built by, the state, no two alike,
the finest buildings reserved for those who take the best care
PrNBVILLK, KY., June 17,1890.
of the property. When these poor become capitalists by
MR. EDITOR: I must thank you for the publication of my
tlre purchase of other lands, let them imitate government
agents, and reserve houses and lands in the same way. Let communication in your issue of the 14th, also for sample
cruelty and cruel speeches be no longer the chief luxury of copies ot THK TRUTH SKKKKR for diBtribution. Your note
following below my letter In THK TRUTH SKKKKR I must
the rich.
ALHAzA.
thank you for. We vote for the candidates to our constiDELAVAN, MINN., June 21, 1890.
tutional convention at the coming August election. ..As:soon
MB. EDITOR : Although not a subscriber for your grand after the election as it is possible for me to obtain the. n~meJ
journal, I hav been for three years prior to las>, fall. I then of the candidates elected, I will send their names and adread the paper most attentivly and thoughtfully. I can dresses to you.
justly say it enlarged my views on many subjects and broad
I left Coalton, Ky., for this place a few days ago. I
ened and deepened my charity in judgment of others. At boarded the train with an armful of back numbers of THK
present I make my home for the most part with my grand- TRUTH SKKKKR which I made use of in this novel way.
parents, who are both tried and true Freethinkers, and old Everywhere the postal clerk threw the mail off I threw a
subscribers of TRK TRUTH SKKKER, of which ·they are very copy out of my window onto the mail bag. I had written my
much enamored. They hav preserved a portion of the oldest name and address on the margin of each paper, hoping that
numbers in scrapbooks, arranging "Gems of Thought" in I would get some comments of the parties that got the papers, .
but as yet hav not. For a long time I hoarded the copies of
one and the cartoons in another.
I hav this week enjoyed listening to three discourses THE TRUTH SKKKKR as a miser does his gold, and it was a
upon Freethought, rendered by one of our Western lecturers, long time before I could persuade myself to giv them away,
the earnest, talented, and brave J. E. Rem~burg. I had but after a long struggle I began the work. Knowing the
never before heard a lecture of the kind, yet, as just stated, need of Liberal educativ work as we do, subscribers should
careful reading of THK TRUTH SKKKKR and pamphlets, book-s, not hoard up their papers but pass them to their friends and
speeches, etc., of like matter had prepared me in a measure neighbors. At first thought we may think it would do no
for what I might hear from his lips, yes, his brain, his heart. good, but I know from experience that it will do good. If
He does not storm with noise, contortions, frantic gesturiog, we look back at our own case the most of us will recollect
or hurriedly uttered sentences. He speaks with a clear tone that our first impressions of Freethought, disbelief or doube
. of voice, moderate yet earnest, portraying vividly and telling in the so-called sacred writings, were not good, I can weU
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remember how the Boston Investigator shocked _my ideas
whe.n I read it the first time, ..~nd I thought it a very bad
paper.
While in Lexington I visited the court house for the purpose of seeing Joel T. Hart's" Woman Triumphant." It is
a beautiful piece of work, yet I could not help thinking how
it would shock Anthony Comstock's modesty, notwithstanding man] of the most refined ladies in this country hav contributed to the erection of this beautiful work. Neither are
they ashamed to let the worl<! know it, as their names are in
a pamphlet suspended from the railing that surrounds the
work. Anthony, you are so modest.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
S. P. HERRON.
WALTON, IND., June 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I see that Brother Backer is a little muddled
about the meaning of Christian and Christianity. I do not
know what kind of instruments of torture Christ used himself or whether any, but he says: "Bring hither those mine
enemies that wo:1ld not that I should rule over them and
slay them before me" (see Luke xix, 20) .. To hav this order
fnltllied would require the use of some kind of instruments,
whether it be the gibbet, shotgun, or wheels. Now this
order was given by Christ. So that the order given by him
would be called" Christian," and the fulfillment of the order
would be called Christianity. Here is another Christian
(Christ's) order: "If any man come to me and hate not his
father·and mother and wife and children and brethren and
his sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my disciple" (see Luke xiv, 26; xii, 49-53). Now, to fill these
orders in good No. 1 style would be called Christianity. If Mr. Hacker will look around he can see these orders
carried out in a good many families. I hav no respect for
Christ, God, or anybody else thu twill use such language as the
following: ''Think not that I am come to send peace on earth.
I come not to send peace, but a sword. For I come to set a
man at varianc~ against his father, and the daughter against
her mother, and the daughter-in-law against her mother-inJaw, and a man's foes shall be they of his own household."
You will find this language in Matt. x, 34-36. Now you
can see that this is nothing more nor less than the dry-rot
Lalderdash of Christianity.
Sometimes Christ appears to be in a contrary mood from
the above, for he says: " If a man strike you on one che~k
turn to him the other also." Sometimes he appears to be
very benevolent. He says: "If a man asks for a coat
giv him a cloak also." I hav heard drunkards talk about in
some such manner as this. It might be that he (Christ) had
imbibed too much of that wine which he manufactured from
water at a certain wedding feast, that caused him to become
so benevolent as to giv more than was asked for. Sometimes
Christ tells lies, for he says : "Drink of any deadly poison
and it shall not hurt yon." Also, "Ask, and it shall be
given, knock, and it shall be opened." "If you hav faith
the size of a mustard seed you can remove a mountain·."
Now, if he had said that if you had a bank about the size
of the public debt of the United States, it would hav sounded
more like the truth, especially if the mountain was not too
big.
Mr. llacker says: "I hav long thought that we ought not
to disgrace Christ even if he is a myth." A man that tells
lles and has people slain before him, and dist.urbs the peace
and quietude of whole families, I do not see how one could
manage to "disgrace" such a fellow, whether he be a myth
or a reality. Now for the grammatical declension, Christ,
Christian, Christianity.
Blair and others are now trying to get bills through Congress on the principles of Christ, Christian, Christianity. If
these men succeed in getting their bill through both houses
of Congress, then you and I will be "brought hither and
slain before me," or hoist the white flag. A la mode Harmon, Heywood, Bennett, Bruno, Hypatia, et al.
Here are Blair and his disciples, who would think no more
of stabbing the vital principles of the Constitution of the
United States for the principles of Christ, Christian, Ohristianity, than Freeman did of the vital principles of his
little child when he dashed the butcher knife into its
body for the principles of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Now
this is what I call Blairism, or Christ, Christian, Christianity. In the state of Washington the school officers are determined to stab the constitution of the state or hav a fight,
and all for the principles of Christ or Blairism to be taught
in the common schools. The Liberals of that state hav got
to fight for the principles of their constitution. Was,hington
is a young state yet, and we of the older states should help
them, as it will hav to be fought through the courts, and
this kind of fighting takes money. I uotice that when fighting has to be done with money the Ohristians are ahead
of the Liberals. This should not be. Look at the editor of
the American Sentinel, who is fighting Blairism vigorously.
Is Freeth ought helping him as much as he deserves? Every
Freethought person should subscribe for his paper. His
address is, .Anoe1·ica.n Sentinel, 43 Bond street, New York.
I take his paper. It knocks the persimmons from Blairism,
or depraved Christ, Christian, Christianity. Although the
editor is or calls himself a Christian, he is not affected with
the dry rot yet. I think that he b:as too much sense to ever
become affected with said disease. It is the ignorant that
keep up this disease, so prevalent, and Talmage and the
Blairs are inoculating the virus into the ignorant for the
bread and butter that is in it.
E. VAN BusKIRK, M.D.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., June 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Every person who has an opinion of his or
her own ought to freely express the same-to be outspoken
and fearless. Unfortunately there are too many who for
flOJ)l~ cause do ~o~ freely _express their conviction. The
·

..

don't-care people compose a large number of those. To save
my life I cannot reserve my opinion or keep- in the background. No good cause ever triumphed by lukewarmness,
cowardice, or indifference. The great cause of Universal
Mental Liberty is a modern one. Millions of people do not
commit themselvs one way or the other. A good many are
wavering in belief but keep in the background of faith,
or inactivity. This mighty contention between science and
reason 118. religion and superstition is a battle that will never
end, for the powers that be, Christianity, aristocracy, and
wealth, are intrenched so advantageously and powerfully
that it seems an impossibility to reverse the existing ordH
of things. It is like trying to conquer fate. But, as I repeat again, it is the duty of all who are in sympathy with
Freethought principles and mental liberty to become positiv
in their views. All life is warfare. Science and Freethought
is impartially devoted to finding the truth, whatever it may
happen to be. Whether it brings comfort or despair cannot
be helped. I am a Freethinker because I do not want to be
humbugged by any promises of future bliss beyond this unequal and imperfect life. I hav to my sati~faction been convinced by bitter experience that fate is the Gbd so long worshiped-fate, both cruel and kind, that rules our destiny.
That the condition of mankind is deplorable is sadly true.
The churches, Protestant and Catholic, in accord. with the
powers that be are humbugging the poor with counsel that
they must be content to suffer and struggle for a bare living.
Inequality is a beautiful idea with the churches and the
existing order of things. The ·rich and influential, with the
chur~hes, are enslaving the poor. By this time hav even the
masses become suspicious that there is a screw loose in the
universe. They are suspecting that something is wrong. A
few of the oppressed are getting their eyes open, but too
many are so steeped in ignorance and superstition that they
will never see the truth. Look at the rich church-members
·and their hypocrisy is only to:> plain. The Bible says it is
easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for
a rich man or woman to enter into heaven. Do the rich believe that admonition of holy writ. To a man they do not.
They are wise and shrewd enough to make pretensions of
their piety, but in reality are hypocrite. So tbe churches
are teaching and humbugging millions, first by Bible promises, absurd claims of a God, and heaven and hell, unproved;
second, by being in accord with those of power and wealth
to hold in subjection and contentment the downtrodden
classes; third, by enslaving all so foolish as to be enslaved.
There is one consoling fact to Freethinkers-to know they
set themselvs free from myth and tyranny. They alone
,Jrnow what sovereign individual liberty means. They know
the uncertainty of the past, the terrible, cruel struggle of
mankind. They know it is all in vain to look for a savior
outside their own knowledge. They alone know how to
analyze and sift the evidence impartially as it is revealed.
They know that corroborated positiv testimony proves a
fact beyond all doubt. They know and are wise enough to
disbelieve what cannot be proved. They know the truth
itself only can make us happy and free. Those now mentally free should certainly be radical in their convictions
and therefore brave and fearless in this great reform movement in behalf ot truth, happiness, and liberty as against
superstition, royalty, aristocracy, and the powers that be.
This life is a failure because might makes right. Injustice
often triumphs over justice. Slavery and oppression has
been the curse of the world and is to-day. The toiling
masses hav been unconscious of their enslaved condition all
along, but time and intelligence are somewhat awakening
them, and the most intelligent of them are beginning to suspect, and to suspect is the beginning of their emancipation.
It is the unsuspecting and unwary who are always the victims of cruelty and wrong. Eternal vigilance is the price of
all. The root of all evil is ignorance. Ignorance is the misfortune of the poor, and as one class oppresses the other it is
no wonder millions hav their hell here. The Bible says,
"The poor ye always hav with you;" charity then is a sweat
virtue. But the person of Reason says if God's works are
perfect there would be no necessity for charity, for all would
be favored equally. Justice is sweeter than charity. One
pers<'n has no more right than another to be favored with
the blessings of this world, but as some are up in the world
and others down it is plain there is something wrong. It·is
nonsense to say we are responsible for our condition in life.
We are the creatures of circumstances. We hav no choice
in our coming and going, but are born into a world where
we are apt to be humbugged and wronged if eternal vigilance
is absent. I ask any intelligent man or woman, Christians
especially, how is it possible for all to be equal in life? Nature is partial and-cruel. Some it favors with beauty, brightness, and strength ; others just the reverse. The less
favored" cannot compete with the most favored. These are
the odds against many, besides the circumstances and conditions surrounding them in the wNld. The great gulf between the rich and the poor is becoming greater. All find
life worth the living, and as population increases the struggle
for existence correspondingly increases. It is plain to me
there is no hope for the wrongs of lhe oppressed in any condition of life only through Freethought principles. The
churches are teaching everything is just and right, that all
are favored equally, thanking God for life. Rather than one
individual should be wronged, the world should perish. The
rights of one are as sacred as the rights of billions. This is
Freethought principle.
THos. J. CoNNoRs.
Nxw YoRK, N. Y., June 22, 1890.
FELLOW TRUTH SBBKBRB: Do you not observe the wily,
villainous trickery of the fiendish Christians of the United
States? May we not,· by ''looking backward" Over the
course of time, clearly behold the downright outrages that,
pursuant to the " statutes " of their "God "-the same God
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which they now propose to establish in our Constitution of
the United States, that so they may reenact those same
statutes and rtcstablish chattel slavery throughout tbis
country-they perpetrated against humanity, and against
the Constitution of the United States, in order to practice
the fiendish statutes of their God.
Neither of the words slave, slavery, African, negro, black,
mulatto, yellow, or white ever occupierl a place in the
Constitution of the United States until it was placed there
after the inauguration of the Rebellion, and every clause of
that great and solemn document which the lawyers and
judges all along the entire line of the hist:lry of our government, so construed as to say that it meant slave and slavery,
stands there and constitutes a part of that important document as it is this very day. Does it mean slave or slavery
now?
By their vlllainous constructions of the Constitution of our
United States they so distorte<l it as to hav it imply slaves
and slavery, when all the while, and from the beginning of
its existence, by that word "justice," in the preamble, and
that word "people," in the fourth amendment of that Constitution, slavery was radically and thoroughly abolished
everywhere under the flag. Was there ever any justice in
slavery? None other than fiends will answer in the atlirmativ! Were there any people in Africa before a white man
had set foot upon their shores? None other than fiends will
answer this in the negativ! That being the case, I am
eminently right. Noah Webster says that "bondman"
means "a man slave."
Now, I will show you as to how they are going to amend
our Constitution of the United States, and, by its provisions,
establish chattel slavery throughout North America. They
may tell you now, that the thirteenth amendment will preclude the possibility of any such thing; but, the statutes of
their God being above and superior to the laws of man, tb.ey
will say that because of sin('' crime") against God, the people must serve in slavery; and in accordance with the
thirteenth amendment as it now stands. They will, if we
do not wake up, place their God in our Constitution ; and
the same God, too, that they say talks to us, in and by his
statutes in Lev. xxv, 17, 18, 44, 45,46: "But thou shalt fear
thy God: for I am the Lord your God." "Wherefore ye
shall do my statutes, and keep my judgments, and do them."
" Both thy bondmen and thy bondmaids, which thou shalt
hav, shall be of the heathen "-Freethinkers. "One who is
unacquainted with the true God," says Webster-and that
means me 1-" that are round about you; of them shall ye
buy bondmen and bondmaids." "Moreover of the children
of the strangers that do sojourn among you, of them shall
ye buy, and of their families that are with you, which they
begat in your land: and they shall be your possession."
" And ye shall take them as an inheritance for your children
after you, to inherit them for a possession : they shall be
your bondsmen forever" (Deut. xiv, 21). "Ye shall not
eat of anything that dieth of itself: thou shalt giv it unto
the stranger that is in thy gates, that he may eat it; or thou
mayest sell it unto an alien." Oh, what a God! Tum him
around here till I giv him a kick. All of Num. xxxi-too
long to quote here ; read it in the Bible. In Luke xix, 27 :
"But those mine enemies which would not that I should
reign over them, bring hither, and slay them before me."
Upon this the Christian's fiendish Inquisition was founded,
and on many other passages in their fiendish old Bible.
Having established that God in our Constitution of the
United States, of course these barbarous statutes of this
fiendish God must be carried out and executed to the letter,
and not only the colored people must be sold into slavery" bondage "-but also the poor white trash, and it will be legitimate and constitutional.
No man can read and understand our Constitution of the
United States unless he has the Articles of Confederation at
his elbow, or in his mind. The first clause of Article 6 of
our Constitution provides thus : " All debts contracted, and
engagements entered into, before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid against the United States under
this Constitution as under the Confederation."
Since the framers of both of those great documents were
more anxiously desirous to make this Union perpetual than
they were to perfect any other part of it, they ridiculously,
if possible, supererogated it in order that it might leave a
lasting impression by constituting the very last words of the
Articles of Confederation, thus: "And the Union shall be
perpetual." Since that was the most important " engage.
ment entered into," it is imperativ upon the United States to
perpetuate this union; and whoever may be vested with
power to enforce it, and neglects to do so, outrages the people by prostituting exeoutiv· powers to his own private
villainous desires, and is a perjured, pitiable polluter.
Thanks to the wisdom of Dr. Franklin, that is just wherein
he had all of the would-be destroyers of our Union hoodwinked, and upon their beam's end, so to speak! How
careful he was not to say Articles of Confederation, lest they
were to rake up and lay bare the point I It is evident that
he did not intend that they, at that time, should observe it,
lest they were to prevent its forming a part of our Constitution, and thus eventually lead to dismemberment. But it is
evident that he did hope that, in the course ot events, when
occasion might require it, a clear and observing intellectpresent company always suspected-might emerge from
among the people, and, as clear as the noonday sun, point
out the article and clause iu the Constitution of the U uited
States wherein it is expressly provided that "the Union
shall be perpetual," and thus go on and perpetuate it.
If we permit the Jew's and Christian's God to occupy
a place in our Constitution, he will kick about so terribly, as
by reading the Bible we may see he did in days of yore,
that he will knock It all into'' smithereens." Petition your
Congressmen to ward him off I
G. N.
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~hildrtn' s

nounced as ''The Little Patriots," represented
by as small boys and girls as can be taught to
giv the quotations nicely. Let the boys carry
lldtt& 7Jr Miss BusA.l!l H. Wu:o111, Fall flags and the girls wear sashes of red, white,
Blew, AlfiBB., to t~~hom all Oommt~.nfolltionsfOJ" and blue, passing over one shoulder and
under the other arm. The scene represents
tilis Oorrur should btJ &IJ1lt.
an old man with a long beard and a suit of
army blue sitting in an arm chair, leaning
" Beween the dark and the daylight,
over with his chin on his cane, which both
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the day•s occupations
hands grasp. The children come in to martial
That is known as the Ohildren•a Hour."
music played by a band or on a piano. If
neither can be had a drum will do. Let the
Fable.-The Mole and the Fox. performers execute a pretty march, if the size
of the stage will permit, before grouping
A mole that erst had oft~n bent
themselvs around the old man. If he sits
His thoughts on nature's dark intent,
In leaving moles in gloom profound
facing the audience the children may arrange
And fruitless burrowing •neath .the gronnd,
themselvs on either side, so that each can
Resolved one d~y, he scarce conld see
look both at him and at the audience. The
How it were worth one's while to be.
old man, raising his head, says:
A fox, with pions vreoepts stored,
The hnmble groundling'S plaint o•erheard
0 darling little patriots,
Then. to rebnlle the donbts expressed,
So gay and full of life,
With holy zeal the mole addressed :
Pd spare you all the agony
"I took," said he, " your narrow view
That marks a nation's strife.
When I, friend mole, was blind like you
But if your country needs you
But, with superior vision blessed,
To help put down a wronp:,
The wholesome truth now stands confessed
Stand ready at her faintest callThat all the ius encountered here
Be brave and tTue and strong.
But for a better atate prepare ;
If this grand idea you repel.
Then the following quotations on patriot.
You're a.n unregenerate Infidel.''
ism are given as numbered by the children.
Then spoke the mole : " I own, friend Fox,
I.
Our views may both be orthodox,
And yet may vary-as we :find
The United States is the only country with
Among men, some are color blind :
a known birthday. All the rest began they
To this man's vision that is seen
know not when, and grew into power they
A blue whioh to another's greenknow not how. There is no" Republican,"
Shall this man •gainst his brother rave
For differing views and oa.ll him knave f
no "Democrat" on the Fourth of July-all
You entertained the views I do,
are Americans, all feel that their country is
Till light superior dawned on you;
greater than party.-James G. Blain~.
· Then without censure let me be
II.
Till a like oh&llge is wrought in me."
Love of country is one of the loftiest virt-Frederic C. Coqver.
ues which the almighty has planted in the
human heart. Patriotism knows neither latFor Fourth of July.
itude nor longitude. It is not climatic.A.NNIB !BABEL WILLIS DESCRIBES BOMR ENTER·
-Emory A. Storrs.
TAINING TABLEAUX.
III.
They Moy Be Foll()'IJ)ed with an Exercise Kn()'IJ)n
The man who loves home best, and loves
as " The Little Patriots," Which is Here
it most unselfishly, loves his country best.Described-Full Directions Are .Also Gi'Den. J. G. Holland.
Here are some suggestions which may be
IV.
utilized by themselvs or given in connection
Patriotism is trustful and simple, like
with other exercises celebrating the " Glori- family affection, and its subordinate place in
'ous Fourth."
the ordinary life of the nation is seen in the
TABLEAU I.
fact that it rarely shows itself except in the
The following may be recited by a boy who national emergencies.-J. G. Holland.
stands before a curtain, which should be
drawn aside at each tableau:
That patriotism which, catching its inspira.
This is the Fourth of July.
tion from on high and leaving an immeasur.
This is the boy who, with vigor and din,
able distance below all lesser, groveling, per.
Got out of bed early to help usher in
sonal interests and feelings, animates and
The glorious Fourth of July.
prompts to deeds of self-sacrifice, of valor, of
[The scene, beginning with the eecond line,
devotion, and of death itself, that is public
shows on the stage a boy sitting in a great
virtue; that is the noblest, the sublimest of
easy chair. His head should be bandaged,
all public virtues.-Henry Clay.
one eye being covered and his face well
VI.
plastered; biB right hand, bound up, should
Th'e love of countTy is universal. It has
rest on a pillow. Beside him may be a table
it!! seat deep down in the human heart. It
with numerous large bottles of liniment, etc.]
strengthens with our years ; is not weakened
This is the cash that was squandered with joy by distance, and we all feel the magnetism of
For cannon and powder by this lusty boy,
its wondrous power.-John F. Dillon.
Who got up right early with vigor and din
VII.
To play his part bravely in ushering in
We cannot honor our country with too
The glorious Fourth of July.
deep a reverence; we cannot love her with
TABLEAU JI,
[This tableau represents Ben and his father an affection too pure and fervent ; we cannot
standing together. The latter is holding out serve her with an energy of purpose or a
some silver and greenbacks in his hand, and faithfulness of zeal too steadfast and ardent.
Ben, with a broad smile, is reaching out both -Grimke.
hands to take the money.]
·
•
VIII.
A man's country is not a certaln area of
This is the cannon that went off too soon
And made the boy see both the stars and land-of mountains, rivers, and woods-but
the moon;
it is principle; and patriotism is loyalty to
'Twas bought with the money expended with that principle.- G. W. Ourtis.
joy
The old man asks : '' Cannot any of you
For crackers and powder and things by the
repeat some stirring words about the bright
boy,
Who with shouting and bustle and vigor and banners which you held aloft so proudly just
now?"
din
Got up mighty early to help usher in
IX.
The glorious Fourth of July.
·
The American fiag has been the symbol
[In this tableau Ben very smilingly stands of liberty, and men rejoice in it. Not
near a large toy cannon, holding in his hands another flag on the globe has such an errand,
the things necessary to fl.re it off. In the or went forth upon the seas carrying everybackground stands his mother, who, has an where, the world around, such hope for
expression of terror on her face and holds out the capt!v and such glorious tidings. The
both her hands, as if beseeching him not to stars upon it were to the pining nations like
the morning stars, and the stripes upon it
play with the cannon.]
were beams of morning light.-Henry Ward
This is the bill that the doctors sent in
Betcher.
For stitches and plaster and medicin;
X.
Result of the cannon that went off too soon
And made the boy see both the stars and the
Let us, then, twine each thread of the glomoonrious tissue of our country's fisg about our
The boy who with bustle and vigor and din
heartstrings, and looking upon our homes
Got up in the morning to help usher in
and catching the spirit that breathes upon us
The glorious Fourth of July.
from the battle-fields of our fathers, let us
TABLEAU III.
[This scene represents Ben's father sitting resolve, come weal or woe, we will, in life
by a table looking over the doctor's bill just and in death, now and forever, stand by the
sent in. It may be put with heavy, black stars and stripes.-Htnry Ward Beecher.
XI.
writing on a sheet of legal cap paper and the
father should hold it out at full length, with Though many and bright are the stars that
appear
an astonished look on his face. Ben may be
In the fiag by our country unfurled,
in the background, on a rocking-horse, or
And the stripes that are swelling in majesty
playing some indoor game.l
there,
The next part of the exercises may be anLike a rainbow adorning the world.

florntr.

v.

Their light is unsullied as those in the sky
Correspondence.
By a deed that our fathers hav done.
BALLSTON SPA, N.Y., June 12, E.M. 290.
And they're linked in as true and as holy a tie
DEAR Mrss.WIXON: In THE TRUTH BEEKER
In their motto of, "Many in One."
of May lOth I saw that you wished me to take
up the dime fund again, but I must say it
-G. W. Cutter.
would be impossible for me to do so, as I am
XII.
learning my trade, and my time is wholly
Let this banner wave forever,
taken up.
May its lustrous stars fade never
I hope you will pardon me for not answerTill the stars shall pale on high ;
While there's right the wrong defeating, ing sooner, but THE TRUTH SEEK~ has been
While there's hope in true hearts beating, away from home, and mother and I both hav
been very sick.
Truth and freedom shall not die.
I feel sorry for the old people, and perhaps
some other young lady,.or gentleman would
As it floated long before us
Be it ever floating o'er us,
·
get up a dime fund. If they do, I will add
my mite .. So, wishing you and all .the read.
O'er our land from shore to shore ;
There are freemen yet to wave it,
ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER success, I will
Millions who would die to save it,
close. remaining, as ever,
·
Wave it, save it, evermore.
Yours in love, liberty, and truth,
SADIE THORPE.
- Demter Smith.
In conclusion the old man repeats, with
OAK MILLs, KAN., June 18, 11: M. 290.
upraised hand, these lines by Samuel L.
DEAR Miss WixoN, Kind Frumd: As I
hav a few leisure moments I will improve
Simpson:
them by writing to you. Your article enOh, bless the flag I let it float and fill
titled" Corner Gospel," or "Earn What You
The sky with its beauty, our heartstrings Spend,"
in the last Children's Corner of THE
thrill
TRUTH SEEKER, was very instructiv. Every
To the low, sweet chant of its wind-swept boy and girl should read it very carefully, as
bars,
it contains many things that would be of
And the chorus of all its clustered stars.
much importance to them. "Earn What
Embrace it, 0 mothers l and heroes shall You Spend" is a good motto, and those who
grow
heed its advice will never want for friends.
While its colors blush warm on your bosoms
I just sent to Miss Elda S. Billings, Fabius,
of snow.
N. Y., for one of her pencil drawings. She
Defend it, 0 fathers I there's no sweeter death must be an accomplished young lady. I read
Than to float its faif. folds with a soldier's her letters to the Corner with much interest.
last breath.
are well composed and are a credit to
And love it, 0 children l be true to the sires They
her. I agree with her in what she says ab0ut
Who wove it in pain by the old campfires. your books, and hope that every child in
-Annie Isabel Willis.
America may some day hav the opportunity
to read them.
In the Corner of March 15, 1890, is a letter
A. Home for Aged and Indigent Liberals.
from Miss Mollie Randolph, and in that letter
Our friend Mr. J. Waters writes as follows, she
corrects a mistake that I made in an
concerning a home for aged, infirm, and des- article entitled "Nicknames of Noted Amertitute Liberals :
icans," in which I stated that James G.
"I was grieved to learn of the condition of Blaine was given the title of the "Plumed
tB.e veterans Casey and Cook. Is it not time Knight" during the Blaine. Cleveland camthat Liberals exhibited liberality worthy of paign. I would like to say to the readers of
the Corner thu.t I made that statement unthe name they bear by providing a home thoughtedly. I hav read Colonel Ingersoll's
somewhere in this wide land for those who speech nominating Blaine for the presidency,
hav fallen by the wayside, wounded and dis- and remember the sentence in which he spoke
abled by the hand of persecution for truth's of Blaine as the" Plumed Knight," but when
I wrote my article I did not think: of the fact
sake?
that it was at Cincinnati in 1876. Neverthe" All must know something of the vindic- less, I wish to thank Mies Randolph for cortiv spirit with which meul·and women hav recting my mistake, and whenever I make an
been pursued, who hh v been true to their uncorrect statement in the Corner, or anyconvictions of duty, and dared to oppose the where that she may see it, I hope she will
popular fallacies of the times. Not a few be quick to correct it. I am always ready to
be corrected and always willing to take adhav been made to feel in some way the cruel vice. I again thank Miss Randolph for her
hand of oppression. 'fhey hav been regarded kindness.
with the evil eye of suspicion. ostracised,
Heston's cartoon, "Murder with Prayer,"
reputation injured by datk. . insinuations, in the last TRUTH SEEKER, is a good one.
business boycotted snd ruined, and, in every His article on the same is very amusing, and
I had to laugh when I read this extract : '' If
way possible, the victim is made to feel the Christ was correct in his statement, we must
withering blight of prejudice and bigotry, believe that ' there is more joy in heaven over
and when he succumbs to the infamous load one sinner that repenteth, than there is over
heaped upon him Superstition shakes its ninety and nine just persons who need no
scrawny finger, and cries out, 'Behold the repentance,' and with this inspired promis
before us, we hav no doubt that when God
miserable end of the Infidel.'
became aware of the tragedy on Cow Creek,
"Liberals are accused of being heartless, and of Kirby's repentance right then and
cynical, critical, fault-finding iconoclasts, there, there was a great hullaballoo in heaven,
whose efforts are in the line of destruction and all the darling little angels twanged their
rather than construction, and whose emo- harps and saJJg hosannas, and the four and
twenty bald-headed elders who loaf around
tional natures are as dry as a desert, from the foot of the throne shouted 'halleluiabs,'
whose arid depths no sigh of pity ever swells. and the multitude of murderers and cutThese assertions are untrue, and Liberals throats who hav gone beforP. cried out, 'Save
should demonstrate their untruthfulness by a harp for Brother Kirby,'" e·c. Mr. Hestangible facts in the erection and support of ton is a " dandy." Who can estimate the
amount of good he is doing ? Long may he
an asylum for those who hav been brave and liv
to hurl his sarcastic thunderbolts of arguimprudent enough to stand up and be counted ment against the boastful and haughty theo.
for justice to all men and equal rights and logians, and place before their eyes his efprivileges for all men, and face the scorn and fectiv cartoons, that are already causing many
obloquy of enemies made thereby, who hav to "open their eyes," and throw off the
relentlessly pursued them until misfortune, shackles that havbound them down like serfs.
My letter is getting rather lengthy, so I
marking them for its own, has brought them will write no more at present. With best
to a state of helpless dependence.
wishes to you and all the readers of the Cor"To build monuments to the' memory of ner, I remain,
Yours in the truth of Freethought,
those who hav died mar.tyrs to Truth Is well,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
and to build a sheltering home for helpless
living heroes is also well. Liberals should do
Wanted.
both and thus honor the principles they proOontribution of books, pamphlets, and papers for
fess and the name they bear.
free circulating library, Tbe harvest is rioe and
''You truly say that the children of your laborers are few. I am anxious to work but too
'Corner' hav not the means to engage in poor to buy bo~~·w. WILIIINBON, Watchmaker,
329 N. Oberry st., Nashville. Tenn.
large philanthropic enterprises j but can you
not suggest some plan by which they can so.
by Helen H. Gardener.
licit ample means from those of mature years A New
and larger means to set on foot something of
the nature I hav suggested?"

Book

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav
A. Short Lesson.
paid ~o impudent autbo•ity the tribute of a
·
Disciiminate in the use of the preposition of thoughtless yes.-.R. G. Inuerso!!.
after the adverb off. Don't say : "Six yards
CONTENTS.
A Splendid Judge of a Woman.
of sillr. were cut· off of that piece;" "The
The Lady of the Olub.
apples dropped off of that tree." Omit
Und~r Protest.
For the Prosecution.
the of.
A Rusty Link in the Ohain.
The Boler liouse Mystery.
Be careful how you employ the words older
The
Time-Look of our Ancestors.
and elder. Two or three examples will illusFlorence Oam_pbell•s Fate.
MY Patient's Story.
trate their use : " 'fhe elder son is the most
Price, paper, 60 oents; oloth, $1.
gifted in the family; he is older than his
THE T.RUTH SEEKER 00.,
brother by five years." " He is the older;
iB LafaYette PI •• New York.
soldier of the two, and the oldest in the r.egi-1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ment." "He is the elder of the two poets, 1TllE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
and the eldest poet in the realm."
)
·Price, lJI) Oentlo
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MYTHS AND MYTH·M 'KERS.
Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by
Comparative Mythology.
By JonN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College.
- Price, $2.
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IS IT

D E S T R U C T IV E .OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

BEYOND THE VEIL.

A SYMPOSIUM

Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B.
Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through
BY
Mrs. 1<'. H. McDougall and Mrs.
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.]
E. B. FOOTE, JR., ·
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
SLeel Engraving of Randolph.
Price, $1.50. H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
· SUSAN H. WIXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
A New Eno-lish Edition of the Koran of Moham. C. B. REYNOLDS,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
rued, to ~vhich is added tho Life of Mohammed or the History of that Doctrine
8UBJBOTS OF p APBRS:
'~hich was begun and carried
Is there an .Ajftrmati'De, Positi-se, Constructi'De Bide to Freethought!
on by him in Arabia.
If not, the reason why!
SALE's edition.
Price, $1.50.
If there be, in what, in your opinion, does it ()()11,Bist, and in what should it consist f

THE KORAN.

HUME'S ESSAYS.
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia.
logues on lifatural Religion.
Price, $1.50,
By DAVID Hm!E.

Address
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Man's Nature· and Development.
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARRIET
MARTINEAU.
Price,
$1.50.

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text· Book.
Thirteen Lectures on the Bible.
By Ron'T COOPER.
Price, $1.

by~n old rcllahleftrm;la~j"P'Ofits.

~RlM~S AGAIIST CRIMIIALS.
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ADDRESS

By BOBT. G. INGERSOLL,
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DELIVERED BEFORE THE
New York State Bar ABBociation, at Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:

The only Com:plete and Authorized Edition.

SUPERS riTION IN ALL AGES. By JEAN MBSLIER (born 16~8) 1
A Ctttholic Priest who Renounced Christianity.
Portrait.
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1.
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Charles Watts's Works.

TheTearhln;rsorsecularism()om
pared with Orthodox ()hrlstlan·
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
THEm
Secularism.: Is It Founded on
Crimes and Persecutions.
Rea,on, and Is It Sumcient to
Meet the Needs or IDaaklnd?
Svo, 1o11111lp. Oloth, $3; leather, ''; morocco,
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
gilt ed~~:es, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28La.fa.yette Place, New York.

TRY•SQUARE:
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and Oharles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob HolYoake and
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 P&II'OB, £5 cents.
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PRICE, TEN OENTB.
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Reply to Father Lambert's Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
• ·Tactics of Inflde!s." 20 cents. It is a thought-breeding bookJ and all who are
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Post free.

free to receive new light will tina in it satisfaction
and in11piration.-jNew York Tribune.

()hrlstlantty: Its Orl;rln, Nature, The ap\)eal is ways made to a man's reason.
aod Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 a.nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel•

cents.
rhe Church of Practical Religion. The
Horrors of the French R evo•
Orlglo and Development or Bell;-·
BY REPORTER.
lotion: Their <:au~es. 24 pages.

.fishness.-[Boston Post.
A SU!fgestion of a really practicable and feaiJJ,
ole soc1alstate ll'reatlr in advance of the present
rhe romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecaat of
Price, 10 cents.
actual Possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
1
Secularism: Destructiv and ()on
111mo, cloth,$1.00; paper,IIOo.
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price
Addresa THE TBUTH BEEKER 00,
10 cents.
HISTORY
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
o:r THE
to be Contradictory and Defec~iv as an Ethical
Guide. 24 pa.ges. Price, 10 cents.
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'I

Ions Idea!! and Beliefs.

This is the history of an attempt w found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Baw:ver, the pastor, having established
b.is pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. of
human concern, religious, pelitical, and other·
With Explanatory Observations on his Writings. wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
guage, and easily understood. There is just Bnfii·
By GILBERT VALE.
Price, $1.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and Aa-nosticism and Uhrh;tian Theism.
Of' :Europe.
b.old his attention while the truth is being brought
Wb1chl!itbe More Reasonable?
Revised Edition-s vols-Price,SI.
A BlJSINESS Mti.N'S SOCIA.L AND o his mind.
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
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cents,
From a Poor Man's Standpoint.
Price, $1.
Saints and Sinners-Which? 24
pa.ges in cover. Price, 10 cents.
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For the benefit of our read· The f!iiuperstillon of the ()hrlstian
By L. FElJEBBA()H.
~on day: A Plea. for Liberty and Jus
Price, cloth, 35 cents.
' ·
r'_ ·
era who presene their 11apera
weofferanewstyleofblnder,
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 'lllpp,;
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made for the purpose, and
50 cts.
LETTERS TO EUGENIA.
i
.with the headin~~: of THE The Glory of 1Jnbel ef. 22 pages in
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore lincover. Price, 10 cents,
J
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TRUTH BEEXEB printed in
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices.
g_old letters on the outside. Nature and the Supernatural; or, moral.-N.ttract.
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Address THE TRUTH BEEKBB Oo.
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Price, 10 cents.
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Price,
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and
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CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. Address
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nel Robert In~~:ersoll.) 82 pages in cover
Ultimating in the Religion of Science.
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Price, 10 cents.
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By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.J
Theolo;rlcal
Presumption : An Open
BIBLE INQUIRER;
Letter
to
the
B
v.
Dr.
B.
F.
Burns,
of
Halifax,
Original
and Selected Hymns
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents.
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N. B. In this letter the following subiects are
(Words
and Music)
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with:
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Do
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OlergY
Avoid
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Dabate 1 2. The Position of Agnosticism
Oontaininll: 148 Pro~>_ositions
Toward Obristianity, 8. Freetbon~~:ht and For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
\Vith References to the most Plain and Striking
For Schools and the Home.
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Belf-Oontradictions of the so-called
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism
Inspired Scriptures.
6. ChristianitY and SlaverY. 16 pages. Price
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 eents.
COMPILED BY
BY A. JAOOBBON.
5 eents.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUST PUB
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K.
WASHBlJRN.
Mortality of Ute Soul and the Im
EverY Liberal needB a COJ>.Y for ready reference.
LISHED.
PRIOR,
:t1.50.
!.s a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friendB, it is
mortality of Its Elements.
()hrlstlantty: Def.-ctlv and 1Jn
\he most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Address
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
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By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI..
Price only 25 cents.
necesl!lal'}'. By Kate Eunice Watts
iS Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
24
pages.
Price,
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cents.
15 cent~.
Price,
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Cosmi"an Hymn Book,

LIFE OF PAINE.

Gol. Kelso's Works.

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. rhe Bible Analyzed.
Character of the J ow ish Jehovah Delineated.

"For Sledge-

hammer Loll:ic unsurpassed."

Price, 35 cen,ts.

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A Troatise on the Population Question.
By R. D. OWEN.
35 cents.
Price,

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
BY D. M. BBNDTT.
10 cents.
Price.

IF, THEN, AND WHEN.
()hurclt Doctrines,
By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.] Price, 10 cents.

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
BY HUBLBU'l and WAJtDLU'.
Price. 10 cents.

JCHABOD CRANE PAPERS.
Daringly witty and inexjlressiblY laughable
onslaughts on Ohristtantty,
Price, 10 cents.

'BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS,
Price, 11 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
IS LafaYette 1'1., NewYorll:,

silk cloth, $8.

Bvo, 83Spp.,

~piritnalism Sustained. This work
goes not BO far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christiane are inconsistent in denY·
ing the alleged truths of tha~ philosophy.
Oloth, 111mo, 24llptl., $1.
Adjlresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Every Liberal Should Read

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION
OR1

Confiict between :Beason and Superstition.
BY T. C, WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelvhia, Pa.

New Edition, Revised ODd Enlareed.

Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.
Introduction by
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destmction o
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
the Moa.bites by the Jews.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lents.
·By A. C. MIDDLETON.
~ TraiU Supplied at t;pedal Diacounts.
10 cents.
Price,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
liS Lafa:vette Place, New York.
Photo-en~~:ranngsof:Mis1Ga.rdenerare for sale
aUhis office. l'rice, 40o.; with autonaph, 110 cta.
BY llfilton Wooll~,M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Jd:vthology," "The Oa.reer of .Jesus Ohrist."
The fool hath said in his heart, Thereil no God
-rPs. xiv, 1·
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por. Qhildren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Baw.
trait, and Monument.
Paper, 1llmo, 10 oent.l.
With a. complete list of the American subscribers
AddreRR THE TRUTH BEEKER.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BY
ANTICHRIST.
ROVING conclusivly that there was no Ohrist
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THO!lAS DAVIDSON,
crucified uuder Pontius Pilate, but that the
THADDEUS B. W AKE!lAN,
KARL BLIND,
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LYDIA R. 0HASlll.
Pandora, was stoned and han~~:ed for aorcerY about
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THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH PREFACE BY DB, HABDWICKE,
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INTRODUCTION.
Ohapter I, Bible Astronomy and Evolution;
Ohanter Ill Bible Biology and Evolution; Oh!H!·
ter III. Bib e Myths and Evolution; 'Ohapter IV,
Btble HistorY and Evolution; Ohapter V, Bible
Morality and Evolution ; Ohapter VI, Bible Mir·
a.oles and Evolution : Obapter VII, Miracles In·
credible; Ohapter VIII. Bible Poetry and Evoln·
tion ; Ohapter IX, Bible Art and Evolut.ion: Chapter X. Bible God and Evolution; OhaPtAr X£, Soul
and Future and Evolution : Ohapter XII, Heaven
Hereafter; Ohapter XIII, Conclusion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.
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MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A

COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which wniversal history is "boiled down" with surpriBinlr
akill.-[Literary World.
.
ion turn over his pages with a fascination lim·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washin~rwn
Irving.-[lnter-Ocean. . .
His history has a contmmt:r, a rii.Bh~ a carrying
power..!. which reminds us strikingly or Gibbon,[New 1:1.aven Palladium.
.
The sketch of early EgYPtian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing, He has a style that remindB us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Ei~~:hth edition. Extra cloth,1llmo, 1148pp.,S1. 75.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
ss LafaYette Pl., New Yorll:,
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Obituary.

IRON-CLAD AND MANNA SERIES

On June 1st, Brother Jacob Brown,
of East Penfield, N. Y., after a .lingering
illness, died He was a consistent Liberal, a
prosperous farmer, and respectable citizen.
He was a great reader, and for years had
taken THB TRUTH SBBKBR.
Brother Brown buried his wife a year ago.
He had no children. His nearest rclativs
were nephews and nieces. He passed away
with no fear of death, quietly, painlessly.
He was a strong .Materialist, but in the last
few days of his life he thought much of his
departed wile, and at times seemed to feel
her presence.
He desired to be buried consistently with
his views. His wishes were respected in this
matter, and I was called upon to officiate.
The funeral was well attended, at his residence, Wednesday, June 4ih, at 1 P.M.
The exercises commenced by my reading
the little poem-one verse of which I givWhen we lay us down to sleep
In some sad sweet day to be,
When the grasses wave and creep
Softly over you and me,
Who will miss our faces then,
Who of us sweet thoughts will keep,
In that happy moment when
· We shall lay us down to sleep?
'.rhe introductory remarks were as follows :
The occasion of our meeting here is no uuusual one-tlie day after the summons comes to
call some friend, neighbor, or relativ from
our midst.
The principal incidents in the life of
Brother Brown are doubtless to most of you
well known. He has spent his life in your
midst. You are acquainted with his views.
He believes in nothing supernatural. He
lived for this world. He had no faith or hope
of a Lereafter. He had outgro:wn all superstition, and most earne~tly desired to be
buried consistently with his views of life and
conditions existing after death. All must
respect the sincerity, though they may differ
from him.
Our brother believed in Freethought and
the gospel of humanity-doing right because
it is right, not for any hope of a reward hereafter or from any fear of punishn,ent.
Who can estimate the influence of such a
life? Bis work is done, I trust well done.
He lived to a ripe old age. For seventy-nine
years he has lived among you. His joys and
sorrows are over. No more pleasure, no
more pain. A brief address, and he who lies
so silently before us will be carried to his last
resting- place.
After the aC:dress, which was listened to
with much interest, I read Willi&m Cullen
Bryant's "Thanatopsis."
The concluding exercises were at the grave,
five miles from his home, in Fairport cemetery.
The grave was entirely lined with evergreens
when the rich casket, with choice flowere,
was lowered in it. I read the selection, "I
am weary, lay me low," and concluded with
these words : " Here in the bosom of earth
we"leave our brother. May-we kindly cherish
the memory of his many virtues, for humanity's sake. Rest in peace, our brother.
Farewell, and forever." F. C. REYNOLDS.
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39 Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlaugh ... _... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H .. 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
43 Christian Scheme ofRcdernption. Watts. 6
4.± Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the Peopl~. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
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1 Original Manna for " God's chosen."....... 5
3 New Life of D;wid. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard ... 20
5 200 Questions WitllOut Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
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Principles of Secularism.
.A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Author of ".Tl!e Secr(/t .of the East, or the Origin
this Republic.
of the Chr1stmn Relig10n and the Significance
of its Rise a:cd Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
B;v A • .J. GROVER.
ure,'' "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the C~e of IntemperPrice, paper, 25 cents.
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F:elix L. Os:vra14 is a well-known and vigorous
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All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
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Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories
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Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

12mo, 300pp., 51.50.

for Boys and Girls. 12m'l, 383pp,, $1.25.

some and Interesting Book, Without Snpersti·
tion 1 for Children and Yout.h. The Only Free
Children's StorY-Book ever issued.
thins:ers'
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus- Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Anatrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" SpirAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
itualism Sustained," et~;., etc.

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker
who is gifted with those rare powers that rende;
the subtlest conceptions the easy Property of the
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas
AND
that will be new to the world and productiv dl
good in furnishinl:' food for thought. We trust it
will hav tbe immense distribution it se rich))"
merits.-[The American Idea.
AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Cloth, 12mo, $a,
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
:
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Price ,1,
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"H@l' on er min it .. D u's suthin' 'bout die
dat you doan understan'. I'll· tell you how
it is. Las' night my appertite commenced
ter talk ter me er gin, an' the fust thing I
knowed it wanted shote. I tole it ter keep
still, dat I didn't wanter pray for shote case
de Lawd wa~n't much in favor o' haug meat
no how, but it kep' on an' wouldn't gib me
no rest. Den I got down on my knees an'
axed de Lawd ter please, sah, gib me a little
shote meat, but der prar wan't answered.
Den I says : 1 Lawd, ef you won't send de
shote meat, won't you please tell my mind
ter lead me ter whar I kin git some?' De
Lawd done dat. He tole my mine, and de
fust thing I knowed my mind say : 1 Sam, go
ober yander ter Mr. Henly's.' • L1ok yere,'
says I, 'doan sen' me ober du, case I lube
dat man an' doan wauter take nothin' dat
'longs ter him.' My mind got mad den.
' Come yere,' it says, an' at de same time-it
gib me er jerk. ' Come yere an' go on ober
) antler an git er shote, or I'll hurt yon.' I
wuz sl!:eered, sah, case my mind ueber acted
dat way befo', aq' then it jerked~ me 'gin
tore my collar, 'sah. See yere. Tore my
collar, sho's you bo'n. Wall, I jes had ter
go, fur I knowed dat de Lawd had dun tole
my mind what ter do. l::lo now yere I is,
stand in' right yere wid er man dat I has all us
lubed, er cuzin' me o' stealin' er shote. Oh,
l'se almos' er shamed o' you."
" That's all right. I'll lock you up until
morning, anol then I'll send you to jail."
" Whut, blamin' me fur whut de Lawd tole
my mind ter make me do ! Look yere, Mars
J ohri, ain't you jakin' wid me?"
"You'll find out when you go to the peni
tentiary .''
·
"W'y, jest think cr minit, man," the old
negro pleaded; '' jes look at de merics o' dis
case. Ain't I showed you tle proof, showed
you whar my min' tore my collah? Lissun
I wanted de L!l.wd ter send me some shote',
doan you understan', an' axed for it, an' de
Lawd wouldn'• sen' it ter me, but agreed ter
tell my min' ter lead me ter it. Den my min'
grabbed me an' fotch me ober yere. Dat's
all dere is, an' is you gwioe to hol' me 'spon
Bible fur dis?"
"Yes, to the extent of one year, at least."
"Well, sah, I ain't got no mo' ter say. Nowonder de overflow comes an' de wind blows
houses erway when de white folks 'sputes de
will o' de Law d. Suthin' awful gwine happen
yer ; mark my word ef dar ain't."- Opie P

HB HAD SUBLIME FAITH,
The morning was beautiful. Dripping
vines hung from the trees and the mullen
stock had begun to hold up its fuzzy head.
The buzzard sailed round and round, moving
just the tips of his wings, and the peachorchard shote, Eqnealing as he went, trotted
down the lane.
An old negro sat under a tree near a field.
·
A planter came riding along.
'"How are you, Sam?"
"Putty well, Mr. Henly ; how is it wid
yo'se'f ?"
"All right, but why are you idling away
your time this· bright morning? Why ain't
you plowing ?"
"Wall, sah, I doan kere about it."
"Not sick, are you?"
"No, sah, ain't sick."
" Why, then, don't you go to work?"
'' Ca~e I jined the church las' night."
"Wbat difference should that make?''
"Good deal o' diffunce, case l'se gwine try
prar er while now. 'De Bible say,, not by
work Jess some pusson go er roun' an' brag
er bout it, an' dar is a gre•t miration made er
bout prar, so I thought dat 'stead o' workin'
dis year I would set in de shade an' pray.
Tain't no trouble fur m(l. ter pray, but I tell
you what is er fact, 'sociatin' wider mule out
yander wh~r de sen scatters his smiles gits er
man down. Been er workin' yere now fur er
good many years, an' ain't got nothin' yit, an'
I doan reckon prar widout work kin leave
me much wus off den I is now. l'se gwine
ter pray dat all dese weeds out dar drape
down an' dies, an' dat de fines' cotton you
eber seed springs up in dar place. Den I'se
gwine ter pray dat de rain come when it is
needed, an' den long in de fall l'll pray dat
de cotton be picked an' ginned an' den_ sold,.
an' de money handed ober to me."
"Your faith is very beautiful, old man,
but when fall comes and you find that you
hav nothing to show but an enormous crop
of weeds, you will find that your judgment
was weak."
"Oh, I kain't he'p dat, Mr. Henly. Da
Bible an' de preachers tells me ter pray fur
what I wants an' I gwine do it, an' if it rloan
turn out all right, w'y I kain't he'p it. As I
said, I'se tried work an' it doan 'pear ter do
no good, an' now I'se goin' ter try prar. Is Read.
you got some chawin' terbarker er bout you,
Mr. Henlyi'"
·
"Why don't you pray for your tobacco,
PAINE'S WORKS.
Bam?"
Paine's
Theological "\Yorks~ inelud
The old negro began to scratch his head.
ing The Age of Rer1son, Exruninntwn o
"Wall, sah. I blebe I will, sense you speaks
Prophecies, Letter to the Bisi:wp of Llaner bout it; an' while I'm at it I mout as well
dnff, Reply to :il:Ir. Erekine, Letter to Capray fur er right smart patch to spring up
mille 1-Jrdan, et<.., etc., with a lifo o
ober yander an' grow de same time dat the
Paine, nncl a steel-plate portrait. 12ruo
cotton does. Good mawnin', Mr. Henly I
In pnpc?' covers, $1.00; cloth, $1.50.
musn't waste no mo' time fur de season is' er
creepin' er lrng an' I must be gettin' down Paine's Great Works (complete)
ter my prayin'."
in one volume. Cloth, $3.00; leathe1·,
Several days ·later Henly saw old Sam sit$!.00; morocco, $!.50.
ting in front of his cabin eating something.
"Hello, old man, what are you eating?"
Paine's Political Works, including
"l'se grin din' up er spring chicken, sah ?"
Common Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of
" Where did you get it?''
Man. Cloth, $1.50.
"Well, sah, I wuz layin' yere on the bed
The
Age of Reason. An investiga
las' night, er thinkin' whut wuz good ter eat.
tion of true and fabulous theology.
I ain't had much o' er appetite fur seberal
Wiuhout a peer in the world. Paper, 2ii
days, fur l'se been so busy gettin' my prar
cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
crop in, an' all on er suddent I thought dat
I would like ter hab er right young chicken. The Age of Reason artd A'~ Exam
Den I prayed dat one would come an' I
ination of the Prophet..2s. Pa
dozed o:ll' ter sleep. Putty soon I woke up
per, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
an' yered suthin' scrntchin', an' I looked up
I did, an' dar by de foot o' de bed er rakin; Common Sense. Paine's first work
an' er clawin', wuz de fines' chicken you
15 cents.
mighty nigh eber seed. He , wuz so feered
The
Crisis. Containing numblilrsfrom
dat I wouldn't wake up dat he had dun
I. to XVI. iilclnsiv. Pnper, 40 cents;
pulled some o' de kiver offen me-dragged
cloth, 1fi cents.
one sheet clar down ter de foot o' de bed. I
got up powerful quick, I did, an' ebt>n when The Rights of Man.
For the op
I gunter put de water on ter seal' him he
pressed of humanity. Paper, 40 cents
didn't run er way, but danced roun' like he
aloth, 75 cents.
mighty nigh tickled ter def; an', sah von
know whut dis chicken done?" the old f~How
added, holding up a piece of the fowl,'' why,
SING, BiroTHERS, SING.
he sung er tune while I wuz killin' him. He
USE THE
is de sweetes' meat I ever seed."
"You hav found, then, that praying pays?"
"In er measure, yas. sah. De weeds is In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
still growin' powerful down yonder whar I eating. TnE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
the beat poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
wants de cotton, but da kaint stan' it much br
I iP hiliilllY recommended by Meusrs. Wakeman,
longer. Dar ain't no weed, sah, dat kin Par'.on.
Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
stan' up befo' prar. Some o' 'em is done and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price.
1!6
een
ts
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scorched on de top, an' it ain't gwine be long
fo' da falls down, an' den de cotton stalk will
fling up its bloom an' shout hallelnj~h."
One night Henly heard a distnrb!l.nce in
his hog-pen. The moon was shining, and by
creeping low on the ground Henly reached a
point from which he could see all that was ~Memoir of Christian.and Extra-ChristianExpe
r1ence.
going on. It did not take him long to see
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATBBB.
enough. He saw old Sam throw a pig over
the fence. Henly .rushed upon the thief and
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
seized him.
·
!'n~ O~ttholicism, from tl!e vantage-ground of an
mt1mate
personal expenenoe with the two BYB
"Wall, fo' goodness, ef dis ain't Mr.
It deals the most trenchant blows which
Henly! W'y wut you doin' out dis time er lema.
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Re·
night? You ketch yo' def o' col' ef you keep view.
Oloth, 12mo, Sl. 75.
on', an df'n whut de folks o' dis 'mnnlty
gwire do?''
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
" Come on here, you old thief."
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
"W'y, whut you come call me er fief fur?
Keep on dis way an' atter while I won't blebe
dat you thinks I'se honest"
SOCIAL WEALTH,
"You old scoundrel, I'll send you to the
Th~ Sol~ F(J(Jtors and .E(IJaot Ratios in th~
penitentiary."
.Aoguir6m6nt and .Apportionment.
"Who, me? Fur goodness sake, whut I
done, Mars John?"
By J. K. INGALLS.
"Yon know. What are yeu doisg with
Price, Cloth,
•
•
tt.oo.
this pig?"
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New Schools of Thought, Emment Bcien- · oluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
tists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
from the time of Menu to the llresavo, B35pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
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THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
CATHOLIOB will hold a
congress in Chicago during the Exposition.
Tl111: czarowitch of Russia will start on a
tour of the world August 1st, returning by
way of the United States.

Tl111: Chicago fair will
be called the World's
Columbian Exposition.
A 450TH anniversary of
the invention of printing
has been celebrated in
Mainz, Germany.
AT Gallatin, Tenn., on
the 28th ult., a tornado
by providential visitation
demolished a church.
THE Louisiana Lottery
bill has been passed by
the legislature and will
be voted on by the peOple.
SPAIN is suffering from
cholera, and cordons of
troops hav been placed
around the infected districts.
STANLEY has been appointed governor of the
Congo Free State and
will begin his duties with
1891.
THE Congregational
church at Ashford,
Conn., one of the oldest
edifices in the state, was
destroyed by lightning
on the .25th ult.

·'

llr God inspired the writers of the Bible, it
would also be necessary to the fulfillment of
his purpose that he should superintend the
compilation of its books by councils, its
translation by scholars, and its interpretation
by commentators. But the facts do not show
that this has been done, as new versions
would not be needed, nor would doctrinal
quarrels exist.-Robt. a.
.Adams.
THE continually progressiv change to which
the meaning of words is
subject, the want of a
universal language which
renders translation necessary, the errors to
which translations are
again subject, the mistakes of copyists and
printers, together with
the possibilir y of willful
alteration, are of themselva evidences that the
human language, whether
in spe~ch or in print,
cannot be the vehicle of
the word of God. The
word of God exists in
something else.-Paine;

SooNER or later the
spirit of truth will be
regarded in Christendom,
as it was regarded by the
· philosophers of ancient
Greece, as the loftiest
form of virtue. We are,
indeed, still far from that
point. A love of truth
that seriously resolves to
spare no prejudice ami
accord no favor, that
prides it~elf on basing
every conclusion on rca.
son or conscience, and
on rejecting every Ule.
gitimate influence, is not
common in one sex, is
STANLEY's book, " In
almost unknown in the
Darkest Africa." was
other, a ncr is very far
published on the 28th ult.
indeed from being the
simultaneously in AmerSAUL GOETH WITCH HUNTING.
actuating spirit of all
ica, England, Germany,
who boast most loudly of
And Saul disguised kimself, and put on other raiment, and he went, and two men went with him, and they
and other countries.
their freedom from prej.
came to the woman by night : and he said, I pray thee, divine unto me by the familiar spirit, and bring me him up
FBANOE objects to the
udice. Still it is to this
whom I shall name unto thee.-1 Sam. xxviii, 8. ·
African agreement of
that we are steadily aPGermany and England
pr<fximating.-Leeky.
in which they estabIT would seem a truth irrefragable, that the
lished a protectorate over Zinzlbar, which
search for each of these kinds of truth must
she wants for herself.
be followed out on its own lines, by its own
ILLINOIS and neighboring states hav been
methods, to its own results, without any
suf!'ering from a remarkable spell of intense
interference from investigators on other lines
heat. In Chicago 50 to 200 persons were sunor by other methods. And it would also
struck daily, many fatally.
seem logical to work on in absolute confidence that whatever, at any moment, may
Tl111: case ap:ainst the North River Sup:ar
seem to be the relativ positions of the two
Refining Co., N.Y., as a trust, has been dedifferent bands of workers, they must at last
cided by the court of appeals against the comcome together, for Truth is one. But logic
pany. It was regarded as a test case.
is not history. History is full of interferences which hav caused the earth dear.
A PROPOSAL by Republicans to transfer the
Strangest of all, some of the direst of them
supervision of federal elections from state
hav been made by the beet of men, actuated
authorities to federal deputies, is meeting opby the purest motive and seeking the noblest
position in Congress from Southern members
results. These interferences, and the strugand others.
-ANDgle against them, make up the warfare of
ON the 25th ult. the Church of the Blessed
science.-Prof. A. D. White.
Sacrament, New Rochelle, N.Y., was struck
As for passing through any great and gloriby lightning. The city's fire service made
ous experience, and rising ab{/'/)e it, as an
valiant· efforts to save the untaxed building,
eagle might fi v athwart the evening sky to
but without success.
rise in to the still brighter and fairer regions
of the heavens, I cannot say that I ever
BusiNEss on the Illinois Central railroad
was at a standstill several days last week besailed so creditably but my bark ever seemed
cause of a strike of 1,500 conductors, switchthwarted by some side wind, and went off
men, and brakemen, but they resumed work
over the edge, and now only occasionally
<E. M. 290.)
tacks back toward the center of that sea
at the company's terms.
again. I hav outgrown nothing good, bnt, I
AssOOIATB-JUSTIOE HARLAN of the United
do not fear to say, fallen behind by whole
+UJITf)+ ILLU$TR1UIOll$.+
States Supreme Court, in a lecture before the
continents of virtue, which should bav been
Law College of the University of Wisconsin,
passed as islands in my course; but I truststrongly favored entire freedom for the press,
CO:N'':t'::El:N'':t'S.
what else can I trust-that, with a stiff wind,
and affirmed that the standard of public
some Friday, when I hav thrown sr>me of my
PAGE.
PAG~.
morality and virtue is higher than it was
cargo overboard, I may make up for all that
Calendar for r8go,
The Middle Ages. Illustrated, •
69
5
twenty-five years ago.
distance lost.-Tltoreau.
The Priest,
Freethought in the United States,r88g, 17
70
AT Spokane Falls there is contention be0 BLEsT, whom still the hope Inspires
The
Supernatural
World,
71
Faded Flowers. Poem by J. E.
tween the Spokane Street Railway Co. and
To lift himself from error's turbid flood I
The Reformation,
73
Remsburg,
the City Park Transit Co., each wanting to
-Goet'he.
Future Terrors,
77
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
lay tracks for an electric and calJle line on
To those among us who hav made some
The Inventions of Science and the
the same street. By counter-working of the
T. B. \Vakeman,
progress in the study of moral philosophy, it
Inventions of Christianity. !1luscity and the state authorities and reciprocal
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
is now, I presume, become sufficiently evitrated,
79
warranting, the mayor, city council, sheriff,
(Saladin),
dent, that morality may exist independently
and police are under arrest.
Freethought Journals in the United
Record of the Spanish Inquisition,
of religious ideas; that the distinction be44
States,
A Nxw YoRK World reporter has been entween moral good and moral evil, the obliDates of the Fabrication of Some
In
Sea;-ch
of
a
Spirit,
E.
M.
Macdonald,
97
gaged two months in personating a gambler
gation to avoid evil and to cleave to that
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
44
and running a pretended gambling-houge,
Why I L~ft the Church. H. 0. Pentewhich is good, arc laws as much acknowlThe Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
that he might investigate the alleged practice
edged by man, in his proper nature, as the
cost,
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
of police authorities in selling protection to
laws of logic; and which spring as much
Gardener,
such places. He paid money for protection
from a principle within him as in his actual
to a lawyer, a ward detectiv at his station
life they find their application.-Guizot.
house, a roundsman at his station house, and
MORALITY is, like everything that man
several ex-aldermen. His revelations arc
possesses, the outcome of a long aeries of
creating a sensation.
acquirements handed down from generation
NEW YORK:
to generation, and depends .on definit natural
THE accusations against Englishmen of
and social conditions ; it is therefore by no
rank of meeting at a house in Cleveland street
means the same eternally, but by its very
for atrociously immoral purposes, hav been
nature it is a product of growth and a
hushed up. Newton, a lawyer, has received
thing that changes-an expression of human
six weeks' imprisonment for abetting escape
knowledge, which proceeds and progresses
qf suspected persons. An editor who was
with that knowledge itself. What we call
unable to prove charges that he made against
" moral feeling " has its origin in the social
a nobleman, has been imprisoned for libel.
instincts or habits which each human (or
The general belief is that at least several of
animal) society develops, and must develop,
the suspected persons were guilty. The
within itself, if it is not to perish by its owu
affair will be used as ammunition by agitators
incapacity.-BuohnfJI'.
against peerage.
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INFALLIBLE JUDGMENT OF THE

IJfotts and Qilippinns.
THE Con'Derted Catholic of this city says that
"it is painfully true that former priests, and
even converted priests, will receive ample
compensation for their serviceg in denouncing popery in all its phages, and especially if
they speak of the immorality and wickedness
of Jesuit priests and nuns, but they can
starve if they trv to preach the gospel to the
Roman Catholics." The American Sentinel
thinks this simply shows that the contest between Catholics and Protestants is no longer
one of principle, but is simply a fight for advantage. This is further shown by th·e fact
that Protestants are so ready to adopt Catholic methods and invoke the aid of the civil
power to advance their interests.
THE Catholic American says: "The Nationalists are simply insane. They seem to desire
the supplanting of almighty God and his
ordinances by the divinity of the state."
Without passing here upon the Nationalists,
·one way or other, we wish to hold up to opprobium this sentiment of the Catholic paper.
If Catholics desire to discredit the Nationalists, they should do so upon !!'rounds and
proofs that their schemes are detrimental to
the interests of the community. These are
the only permissible grounds. This opposition to every change from the existent and
the old, simply !Jecause it is a change, and
denunciation of it as supplanting God's established order, is what has worked such incomputable harm throughout human annals.
THB: Methodist Times of London says :
"Nothing in tlie whole history of ecclesiastic~! Olu'istianity is so indefensibl~ ~nd outrag-

MAJORITY-THE ARGUMENT OF NUMBERS.

eous as the indifference with which the
church~s hav tolerated the long reign of militarism. Even now we hav apparently less
sympathy with the· prince of peace than
Atheists, Socialists, and revolutionary Nihilists, who are never tired of denouncing war
and pleading for a new era of universal brotherhood. It is impossible for Christian
chuTches to repudiate responsibility for the
existing condition of Europe. If we acted
toget-her, a EuTopean war would be impossible. If all the ministers of religion of the
evangelical, Anglican, Latin, and Greek
churches agreed to establish a' truce of God,'
neither the German emperor, nor the czar,
nor anybody else, could move a regiment."
THE Pittsburgh Ch1-istian Advocate voices
the feeling of all the friends of pronounced
Christian principles in civil government,
comments the Christian Statesman, when it
says: "We confess to very great disappointment in the religious features of President
Harrison's administration. He is a Christian man, au officer and for years a Sabbathschool teacher in the Presbyterian church.
Much was expected of hi min the way of proper
example in his high office, and of respect
for the Christian principles and sentiment of
the country. But in some respects we hav
not seen them. Intoxic!\ting liquors hav
been served on his table on state occasions,
and lately a 'german,' one of the most o.ffensiv and disgusting of all tho public dances,
was given in the White House. It was a full
dress (ratter undress) affair, such as but few
thoughtful mothers would suffer their daughters to attend, Chaplain Milburn says there
has not been any such public exhibition in
tlle presid!lntinl mansion since the marriage

of Pre&ident Tyler. Pretty soon the people
will wonder what the difference is between a
Christian president and one who is not a
Christian. "
THE retrogressiv character of Emperor
William's obtrusiv assertion of his claim of
divine right, provokes comment. A London
writer thus contrasts the spectacle of the
Paris Exposition that was held to celebrate
the overthrow of divine and other monarchism, with that presented by this young German bigot: "In June, 1888, workmen were
toiling in the Champ de Mars upon the foundations of a noble exhibition, planned to celebrate the centenary of the death by violence
of the Divine Right of Kings, and four thousand miles westward, in the city of Chicago,
national delegates were assembled to select
the twenty-third president of a great republic,
which also stood upon the threshold of its
hundredth birthday. These were both suggestiv facts, full ot hopeful and inspiring
thoughts to the serious mind. Taken by
themselvs they seem very eloquent proofs of
the progress which Liberty, Enlightenment,
the Rights of Man, and other admirable abstractions spelled with capital letters, had
made during the century. But unfortunately,
history will not take them by themselvs.
That same June of 1888 witnessed a spectacle
of quite another sort in a third large city-a
spectacle which gave the lie direct to everything that Paris and Chicago seemed to say.
This sharp and clamorous note of contr.adlction came from Berlin, where a helmeted and
crimson-cloaked young man, still in his
thirtieth year, stood erect on a throne, surrounded by the bowing forms of twenty ruling soveieigns, and proclaimed with tJ1e

harsh, peremp~ory voice of a drill sergeant,
that he was a War Lord, a Mailed Hand of
Providence, and a sovereign specially conceived, created, and invested with power by
God, for the personal government of _some
fifty millions of people."
THEBE is a child's paper published in the
interests of the Catholic parochial schools
called the Catholic Youth. We quote from
it: "Catholic parents should not be induced
to send their children to the public schools
for the reason that they are acquainted with
some of the principals or teachers of these
schools and think them to be good Catholics,
who will see that their children's religion will 6
not be interfered with while they are under
their charge. The reason is a bad one; the
principals and teachers in the public schools
may be Catholic!, but they are forbidden to
teach religion of any kind to their scholars.
Therefore, the Catholic children might as
well be under the care of Protestant, Jew, or
Infidel teachers. Some of the Catholic teachers in the public schools are so zealous in
their business that they travel around their
school district and try to induce Catholic
parents to take their children from Catholic
schools and send them to the public schools.
Their motiv in doing this is to keep their
classes well tilled so as not to lose their place
as teachers, or not lose their reputation for
good attendance in the different classes.
They are looking out not for worldly interests, and Catholic parents should pay no heed
to their solicitations. As for the Catholicity
of such teachers, it must be at a low ebb,
because they are working in direct opposition
to the laws of the Catholic church, in w_hic!;l
they claim a men:bershl:p."
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SOME CHURCH DOCUMENTS.

SENTENCE AND ABJURATION OJi' GALILEO.
Sentence of the '1 ribunal of the Supreme Inquisi
tion against Galileo Galilei,, given the 22d day
of June of the year 1633.
We, Gasparo d S<J.nta. Croca in Gr:rusalerume, Borgia;
·
Brother Felice Centino of S. Anastasia, called Ascoli;
Guido of Santa Maria del Popolo, Bentivoglio;
Brother Desiderio Scaglia of S. Carlo, called of
Cremona;
Brother Antonio Barbarino, called of S. Onofrio;
Laudivio Z!\cchia, of S. Pietro in Vincoli, called of
San Sisto;
Berlingero of S. Agastino, Gessi ;
Fabricio of S. Vincenzo in pane e perna, Verospi;
Francisco di S. Lorenzo in Damaso, Barbarino ;
Marzio di Santa Maria N uova, Ginetti.
By mercy of God· Cardinsis of the Holy Ron:. an
Church, Inquisitors of the Holy Apostolic See, in the
whole Christian Republic specially deputed against
heretical depravity :
It being the case that thou, Galileo, son of the
late VinceDzio Galilei, a Florentine, now aged
seventy, wast denounced in this Holy office in 1615:
That thou heldelilt as true·the false doctrin taught
by many, that the Sun was the center of the universe
and immovable, and that tbe Eut.h moved, and bad
also a diurnal motion. That on this Bame matter
thou didst hold a correspondence with cert.ain Ga.
man mathematicians: That thou hadst causad to be
printed certain letters entitled On the Sola'!' Spots,
in the which thou didst explain the said doctrin to
be true; And th&t, to the objections put forth to thee
at various times, based on and drawn from Holy
Scripture, thou didst answer, commenting upon and
explaining the said Scripture after thy own fashion :
And thereupon following was presented (to this tribunal) a copy of a writing in form of a letter, whic:h
was said to hav been written by thee to such an
one, at one time thy disciple, in which, following the
position of Copernicm•, are contained various propositions contrary to the true sense and aut.hority of
the Holy Scripture :
This Holy Tribunal desiring to obviate the disorder and mischief which had resulted from this, and
which was constantly increasing to the prejudice of
the Hoiy Faith ; by order of our Lord (Pope) and of
• the most eminent Lords Cardinal of this Supreme
and Universal Inquisition, the two propositions of
tqe stability of the Sun and of the motion of the
E&rth were by the qualified theologians thus lidjudged:
That the Sun is the center of the universe, and
doth not move from his place is a proposition absurd
and false in philosophy, and formally heretical;
being expressly contrary to Holy Writ : That the
Euth is not the center of the universe nor immoveable, but that it move!!, even with a diurnal motion,
is likewise a proposition absurd and false in philosophy, and considered in theology ad minus
erroneous in faith.
But being willing at that time to proceed with
leniency toward thee, it was decreed in the S!\cred
Congregation held before our Lord (Pope) en the
25th of February, 1616, that the most eminent Lord
Cardinal Bellarmine should order thee, that thou
shouldst entirely leave and reject the ssid doctrin,
and that thou wast neither to teach it to others, nor
to hold and defend it, to which precept, if thou didst
not giv heed, thou wast to be imprisoned : and on
execution of the said decree, the folio" ing day in the
palace and in the presence of the said most Eminent
Lm d Cardinal Bellarmine, after having been advised
and admonished benignantly by the said Lord Cardinal, thou didst receive a precept from the then
Father Commissary of the Holy Office in the presence
~ of a notary and witnesses, that thou shouldst entirely abandon the said false opinion, and for the
future neither uphold nor teach it in any manner
whatever, either orally or in writing j and having
promised obedience, thou wast dismissed.
And to the end that this pernicious doctrin might
be rooted out and prevented from Ppreading, to the
grave prejudice of Catholic truth, a decree was
issued by the Sacred Congregation of the Index, prohibiting books which treated of the said doctrin,
which was declared to be false and entirely contrary
to Holy Scripture.
And there having lately appeared here a book
printed in Florence this past year, whose superscription showeth thyself to be the author. the title being:
JJialog of Galileo Galilei on the 'Jlwo Great Systems of the World, the Ptolemaic and the Copernican : and the Sacred Congregation having been informed that in consequence of the said book the
false opinion of the mobility of the earth and the
stability of the sun was daily gaining ground; the
Baid book was diligently examined, and waa found
openly to transgress the precept which had been
made to thee, for that thou in the said book hadst
defended the said already condemned opinion, which
f:iod been declared false l;>efo~e thy fa(.le 1 w}le;reas

thou in the said book by means of various subterfuges Roman Church, after ihe manner that We shall
dost endeavor to persuade thyself that thou dost require of thee.
And to the end that this thy grave error and
leave it undecided and merely probable. The which
however is a most grave error, since in no way Clln t-ransgression remain not entirely unpunished, and
an opinion be probable which has been declared and that thou mayest be more cautious for the future,
and an example to others to abstain from and avoid
defined to be contrary to Holy Scripture.
Wherefore by our ·order thou wast cited before similar offenses, We order that by a public edict the
this Holy Office, in which being examined upon oath, book of JJialogs of Gulileo Galilei be prohibited,
thou didst acknowledge thyself to hav written and and we condemn thee to the prison of this Holy
caused to be printed the said book. Thou didst Office during Our will and pleasure; and as a saluconfess that, ten or twelve years previously, after tary penance We enjoin on thee that for the space of
having receivea the precept above mentioned, t~ou three years thou shalt recite once a we~k the Seven "
didst begin to write the said book; that thou dtdst Penitential Psalms, reserving to Ourselvs the facuHy
ask for a license to print it, without signifying to of moderating, changing, or taking from, all or part
those from whom thou didst receive such license, of the above.mentioned pains and penalties.
And thus We say, pronounce, declare, order, conthat thou hadst a precept forbidding thee to hold,
d€fend, or teach in any way what.ever such doctrin. demn, and reserve in this and in any other better
Thou didst likewise confess, that the said book is way and form which by right We can and ought.
Ita pronunciamus nos Ga1·dinalis infrasc'l'ipti,
in more places than one so written that the reader
F. Cardinalis de Asculo.
might form an idea that the arguments brought
G. Cardinalis Bentivolius.
forward in favor of the false opinion were pronounced
D. Cardinaiis de Cremona.
in such guise that by their efficacy they were more
A. Cardina.lis S. Honuphri.
apt to convince than esey to be overturned; excusing
B. Cardinalis Gypsius.
thyself for having fallen into an error so alien, sayest
F. Cardinslis Verospius.
thou, to thy intention, for thst thou hndst written in
M. Cardinalis Ginettus.
form of a dialog, and for the natural complacence
with which each one doth view his own subtlety in
'fBE ABJURATION OF GALILEO.
showing himself more acute than the common herd
I, Galilee Galilei, son of the late Vincent Galilee,
of men, in finding even for false propositions ingenious discourse to make them apparently probable. a Florentine, of the age of aeventy, appearing perAnd a convenirnt period having been assigned sonally in judgment, and being on my knees in the
thee for thy defense, thou didst produce a certificate presence of you, most eminent and most reverE>nd
written by the hand of the most eminent Lord Car- Lords, Cardinals of the Universal christian Commondinal Bellarmine, procured by thee, as thou saidst, wealth, Inquisitors General against heretical depravfor the purpose of defending thyself from the calum- ity, having before my eyes the holy gospels, on which
nies of thy enemies, who had said that thou hadst I now lay my hands, swear that I always believed,
abjured and badst been punished by the Holy office. and now believe, and, God helping, that I shall for
In the which certificate it is written that thou hadst the future always believe whatever the holy catholic
not abjured, neither hadst thou been subjected to and apostolic Roman church holds, preaches, and
punishment, but that only the declaration made by teaches. But because this holy office had enjoined
Our Lord (Pope) and published by the Sacred Con- me by precept, entirely to relinquish the false dogma,
gregation of the Index had been made known to which maintains that the sun is the center Qf the
thee, the which contains that the doctrin of the worl:l and immovable, and that the earth is not the
Earth's motion and of the stability of the sun is con- center and moves-nor toJlold, defend, and teach by
trary to Holy Scripture, and may therefore neither any means, or by writing, the aforesaid false doctrin
be defended nor held: and that whereas in the said -and after it had been notified to me, that the
certificate no mention was made of two particulars aforesaid doctrin is repugnant to the holy scripture,
of the precept, to wit, docere and quovis rnodo, it I hav written and printed a book in which I treat of
was to be thought that in the course of fourteen or the same doctrin already condemned, and adduced ·
sixteen years thou hadst lost all remembrance of it; reasons with great efficacy in favor of it, not offering
and that for this same reason thou hadst been silent any solution of them; therefore I hav been adjudged
respecting the precept when thou didst ask for and vehemently suspected of heresy-namely, that I
license to print the said book. And all this thou maintained and believed, that the sun is the center
saidst not to excuse thy error, but that it might be of the world, and immovable, and that the earth is
attributed to a vain ambition rather than to malicious not the centflr, and moves.
Therefore, baing willing to take out of the minds
intent. But frc.m the said precept produced in thy
defense, thou bast aggravated thy faults; whereas, of your eminences, and of every catholic christian
the said opinion being therein declared contrary to this vehement suspicion, of right conceived against
Holy Writ, thou hast nevertheless dared to treat of me, I, with sincere heart and faith unfeigned, abjure,
it, to defend it, and to persuade that it was prob. execrate, and detest the above said errors and hereable; nor doth justify t.hee the license which thou aie<~, and generally every other error and sect condidst extort with craft and cunning, not having noti· trary to the above said holy church; and I swear
that I will never any more hereafter say or assert, by
fied the precept which had been given thee.
And, as it appeared to Us that thou hadst not said speech or writing, anything through which the like
the whole truth concerning thy intention, we judged suspicion may be had of me-but if I shall know any
it to be necessary to proceed to the vigorous exami- one heretical, or su!!pected of heresy, I will denounce
nation of thee, in which (without prejudice to any of him to this holy office, or to the inquisitors and ordithe things confessed by thee, or deduced against nary•of the place in which I shall be. I moreover
thee, as above, respecting thy said intention, thou swear and promis, that I will fulfill and observe enansweredst like a good Catholic. Therefore, lmving tirely all the peni~ences which hav been imposed
seen and maturely considered the merits of thy case, upon me, or which shall be imposed by this holy
with thy above-mentioned confessions and excuses, office. But if it shall happen, that I shall go conWe hav adjudged against thee the herein-written trary (which God avert.) to any of my words, promises, protestations, and oaths, I subject myself to all
definit sentence.
Invoking then the Most Holy Name of Our Lord the penalties and punishment, which by the holy
Jesus Christ, and of His Most glorious Mother canons and other constitutions, general and particuMary, ever Virgin, for this Our definit sentence, the lar, hav been enacted and promulgated against StiCh
which sitting pro t'l'ibunali, by the counsel and opin- delinquents-So help me God, and his holy Gospels
ion of the Reverend Masters of theology and do0tors on which I now lay my hands.
I, the aforesaid Galilee Galilei, hav abjured, sworn,
of both laws, Our Counselors, we present in these
writings, in the cause and causes currently before Us, promised, and hav bound myself as above, and in the
between the magnificent Carlo Sinceri, doctor of fidelity of those with my own hands, and hav subboth laws, procurator fiscal of this Holy Office on scribed to this present writing of my abjuration,
the one part, and thou Galilee Galilei, guilty, here which I bav recited word by word. At Rome in the
convent of Minerva, this 22d day of June, of the year
present, confessed and judged, on the other part:
I, GALILEO GALILEI, hav
We say, pronounce, sentence, and declare, that 1633.
thou, the said Galilee, by the things deduced during
abjured as above with
my own band.
this trial, and by thee confessed as above, hath rendered thyself vehemently suspected of heresy by
this Holy Office, that is, of having believed and held
BLUE LA.WS.
a doctrin which is false, and contrary to the Holy
LAWS OF CONNECTICUT.
No one shall be a freeman, or giv a vote, unl(lss he
Scriptures, to wit: that the Sun is the center of the
universe, and that it does not move from east to be converted, and a member in full communion of
west, and that the Earth moves and is not the center one of the Churches allowed in this Dominion.
of the universe : and that an opinion may be held
No man shall hold any offi(le, who is not sound in
and defended as probable after having been declared the faith, and faithful to this D.>minion; and whoand defined as contrary to Holy Scripture; and in ever give a vote to such a person, shall pay a fine of
consequence thou hast incurred all the censures and £1 ; for a second offense he ahall be disfranchised.
penalties of the Sacred Canons, and other decrees
Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God to
both general and particular, against such c,ft'enders brar true allegiance to this Dominion, and that Jesu~:~
imposed and promulgated. From the which We are is the only Ring.
content that thou shouldst be absolved if, first of
No Q11aker or Dissenter from the established wor.
all, with a sincere heart and unfeigned faith, thou ship of this Dominion shall be allowed to giv a vote
dost before Us abjure, curse, and detest the above- for the election of Magistrates, or any officer.
mentioned errots and heresies, and any other error
No iood or lodging shall be a:lford!ld to a Quaker,
an\} heJ"esy contrary to the Catholic ~n!l Apostolic 4damite1 OJ.' other He~:etic.
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If any person turns Quaker, he shall be banished
and not suffered to return but upon p,ain of death.
No Priest shall abide in the Dominion; he shall
be banished, and suffer death on his return. Priests
may be seized by anyone without a warrant.
No one shall run on the Sabbath day, or walk in
the garden or elsewhere, except reverently to and
from meeting.
No one shall travel, cook victuals,· make beds,
sweep house, cut hair, or shave, on the Sabbath day.
No woman shall kiss her child on the Sabbath or
fasting day.
The Sabbath shall begin at sunset on Saturday.
Every rateable person who refuses to pay his proportion to the support of the Minister of the town or
parish, shall be fined by the Court £21 and £4 every
quarter, until he or she pay the rate to the Minister.
CONNECTICUT CODE, 1733.
Non·attendance on public worship, to be punished
by a fine of three shillings.
NEW HAVEN CODE1 1655.
Whosoever shall profane the Lord's day or any
part of it, either by sinful, servil work, or by unlawful sport, recreation, or otherwise, whether willfully
or in a careless neglect, shall be duly punished by
fine, imprisonment, or corporally, according to the
nature and measure of the sin and offense. But if
the court upon examination, by clear and -satisfying
evidence, find that the sin was proudly, presumptu·
ously, and with a high hand, committed against the
known command and authority of the blessed God,
such a person therein despising and reproaching the
Lord, SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH, that all
others may fear and shun such provoking, rebellious
courses (Numb. 15: from 30 to 36 verse).
MASSACHUSETTS CODE1 1634-5.
If any christian so called . . . shall contemptuously behave himselfe toward ye word preached, or
ye messengrs thereof called to dispense ye same in
any congregation, .
or like a sonn of Corah
cast upon his true doctrine or himselfe any reproach
. . . shall for ye first scandole be con vented . . .
and bound to their good behaviour; and if a second
time they breake forth into ye like contemptuous
carriages, either to pay £5 to ye public treasury or to
stand two houres openly upon a block 4 foote high,
on a lecture day, wth a pap fixed on his breast wth
this, A Wanton Gospeller written in capitan Iettrs yt
othrs may fear & be ashamed of breaking out into
the like wickednes.
Though no humane powr be Lord ovr ye faith &
consciences of men and therefore may not constraine
ym to beleeve or pfes al!'st their conscience, yet because such as bring in damnable heresies tending to
ye subversion of ye Christian faith . . . ought
duely to be restrained from such notorious impiety,
if any christian .
shall go about to subvert
. ye Christian faith, by broaching . . .
any damnable heresy, as deniing ye imortality of ye
soule, or ye resurrection of ye body, or any sinn to be
repented of in ye regenrate, or any evill done by ye
outward man to be accounted sinn, or deniing yt
Christ gave himselfe a ransome for or sinns .
or any othr heresy of such nature & degree . . .
shall pay to ye comon treasury during ye first six
months 203. a month and for ye next six months 40s.
p. m., and so to continue dureing his obstinacy; and
if any such peon shall endeavr to seduce others
he shall forfeit .
for every severall offense
. . five pounds.
For ye honnor of ye aetaernall God, whome only
wee worpp and serve Lit is ordered that] no peon
wthin this jurisdicon, whether Xtian or pagan, shall
wittingly and willingly psume to blaspheme his holy
name either by wilfull or obstinate denying ye true
God, or reproach ye holy religion of God, as if it
were but a polliticke devise to keepe ignorant men
in awe, . . . or deny his creation or goumnt of
ye world, or shall curse God, or shall vtter any other
eminent kiod of blasphemy, of ye like nature and degree; if any peon or peons wtsoeuer wthin our jurisdicon shall breake this lawe they shall be putt to
death.
MASSACHUSETTS CODE1 1646. ,
That wheresoever the ministry of the Word is established, according to the order of the gospel,
throughout this jurisdiction, every person shall duly
resort and attend thereunto, respectivly, upon the
Lord's days a.ad upon such public fast days and days
of thanksgiving as are to be generally held by the
appointment of authority. And if any person within
this jurisdiction shall, without just and necessary
cause, withdraw himself from hearing the public
ministry of the Word, after due means of conviction
used, he shaH forfeit for his absence from every such
public meeting five shillings.
PLYMOUTH COLONY CODE, 1651..
It is enacted by the court that whatsoever person
or persons shall neglect. the frequenting the public
worship of God that is according to God, in the
places where they liv, or do assemble themselvs upon
any pretense whatsoever, contrary to God and the
allowance of the government, tending to the subversion of religion anCJ churches, or palpaille profanation
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of God's holy .ordinances, being duly convicted, v:z.,
everyone that 1s a master or dame of a family, or any
~ther person at their own disposing, to pay ten shilhngs for every such default.
VIRGINIA CODE, 1o23.
Whosoever shall absent himself from divine service any Sunday without an allowed excuse shall forfeit a pound of tobacco ; and he that abse~ts himself
for a month shall forf'eit fifty pounds of tobacco.
THE PULPIT ON WITCHCRAFT IN AMERICA.
REV. COTTON MATHER'S EXHORTATION WHICH PRODUCED
THE MASSACHUSETTS EXECUTIONS.
These witch~>s . . . bav met in hellish randezvouszas. . . . In these hellish meetings,
these mons~ers hav associated themselvs to do no
less a thing than to destroy the kingdom of our~Lord
Jesus Christ in these parts of the World. . . .
We are truly come into a day which, by being well
managed, might be very glorious, for the exterminating of those accursed things. . . . Consider,
also, the misery of them whom witchcraft DllllY be
let loose upon. What is it to fall into the hands of
devils! Oh, what a direful thing it is, to be prickt
with pins, and stab'd with knives all over, and to be
fill'd all over with broken bones? 'Tis impossible
to reckon up the varieties of miseries which those
monsters inflict where they can hav a blow. No
lei!S than death, and that a languishing and a terrible
death will satisfie the rage of those formidable
dragons.
BILLS FOR EXECUTING HERETICS.
BILL FOR BURNING RIDLEY AND LATIMER.
DINNER.
Bread and ale .................................................... £0
Oysters .............................................................. 0
Butter ............................................................... 0
Eggs ................................................................ 0
Lyng ................................................................ 0
A piece of fresh salmon....................................... 0
Wine ................................................................ 0
Cheese and pears................................................ 0
The three dinners ........................... :.. £0
TO BURN LATIMER AND RIDLEY.
For three loads of wood fagots to burn Latimer
and Ridley ............................................... £0
Item, 1 load of furze fagots................................. 0
Item, for the carriage of these 4loads ................... 0
Item, a post....................................................... 0
Item, 2 chains.................................................... 0
Item, 2 staples.................................................... 0
Item, 4 laborers ................................................. 0
1
BILL FOR BURNING CRANMER.
For 100 of wood fagots for the fire ....................... £0
For 100;\- of furze................................................ 0
For the carriage of them..................................... 0
For two laborers................................. .. .... .. .... ... 0

0
0
0
0
0

2
1
2
8
0

0 13

0 2
0 2
2 6
12 0
.3 4
2 6
1
3 4
0
2 8

t

5 8
6
3
0
2

0
4
8
8

0 12 8

BILL FOR BOILING FRIAR STONE.
s.

d.

Paid two men who sat at the kettle and parboiled him. 1 0
To three men that carr'ed the quarters to the gates
and set them up........................................... 1 0
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duced thedr.eby in the slave str.tes; that we, as a conf erence, 1sclaim all connection and ccoperation
with or belief in the same; and that we hereby
recom~end to our juni~r .preachers, loc!\l brethren,
and pr1vate ~embers w1thm our bounds to abstain
from any connection with them, or participation of
their acts in the premises whatever.
2. Resolved, That those brethren and citizens of
the North who resist the Abolition movements with
firmness and moderation, are the true friends to the
church, to the slaves of the South and to the constitution of our common country, et~.
New York Conference, 1836.
1. Resolved, That this conference fully concur in
the advice of the late general conference, as expressed
in their pastoral address.
2. Resolved, That we disapprove of the members
of this conference patronizing or in any way giving
countenance to a paper called Zion's Watchman *
because in our opiilion it tends to disturb the pea~e
and harmony of the body by sowing dissensions in
the church.
Georgia Conference.
Resolved ~tnanimously that, Whereas, there is a
clause in the disciplin of our church, which states
that we are as much as ever convinced of the great
evil of slavery; and whereas the said clause has
been perverted by some, and used in such a manner
as to produce the impression that the Methodist
Episcopal church believed slavery to be a moral evil.
Therefore, Resolved, That it is the sense of the
Georgia annual conference that slavery, as it exists
in the United States, is not a moral evil.
Resolved, That we view slavery as a civil and
domestic institution, and one with which, as ministers of Christ, we hav nothing to do, further than to
ameliorate the condition of the slave by endeavoring
to impart to him and his master the benign influences
of the religion of Christ, and aiding both on their
way to heaven.
That the Georgia annual conference regard with
feelings of profound respect and approbation the
dignified course pursued by our several superintendents or bishops in suppressing the attempts that hav
been made by various individuals to get up and protract an excitement in the churches and country on
the subject of abolitionism.
.Resolved, further, That they shall hav our cordial
and zealous support in sustaining them in the
ground the.y hav taken.
South Carolina Conference.
We hold that the subject of slavery in these
United States is not one proper for the action of the
church, but is exclusivly appropriate to the civil
authorities.
BAPTIST CHURCH.
~addressed by Charleston Baptist Association to
~~~ Legislature of South Carolina, 1835.
Tlie undersigned would further represent, that the
said association does not consider that the holy
scriptures hav made the fact of slavery a question of
morals at all. The Divine Author of our holy religion, in particular, found slavery a part of the existing institutions of society; with which, if not sinful,
it was not his design to intermeddle, but to leave
them entirely to the control of men. Adopting this,
therefore, as one of the allowed arrangements of
society, he made it the province of his religion only
to prescribe the reciprotlal duties of the relation.
. . . The right of mastm·s to dispose of the time
of their slaves has been distinctly recognized by the
Creator of all things.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 1836.
Committee's report to General Assembly, 1835That after the most ma~ure deliberation, which
they hav been able to bestow on the interesting and
important question referred to them, they would
most respectfully recommend to the General Assembly, the adoption of the following preamble and resolution:
WHEREAS, The subject of slavery is inseparably
connected with the laws of many of the states of this
Union, with which it is by no means proper for an
ecclesiastical judicature to interfere, and involves
many considerations in regard to which great diversity of opinion and intensity of feeling, are known to
exist in the churches represented in this Assembly :

PROSLAVERY DECISIONS OF AMERICAN
CHURCHES.
CLERGY OF RICHMOND, VA 1 JULY 29, 1835.
Resolved, That we earnestly deprecate the
unwarrantable and highly improper interference of
the people of any other state with the domestic relations of master and slave.
That the example of our Lord Jesus Christ and
his apostles, in not interfering with the question of
slavery, but uniformly recognizing the relations of
master and servant, and giving· full and affectionate
instruction to both, is worthy of the imitation of all
ministers of the gospel.
That we will not patronize nor receive any pamphlet or newspaper of the antislavery societies, and
that we will discountenance the circulation of all
such papers in the community.
That the suspicions which bav prevailed to a considerable extent against ministers of the gospel and
professors of religion in the state of Virginia, as
identified with Abolitionists, are wholly unmerited,
believing as we do, from extensiv acquaintance with
our churches and brethren, that they are unanimous
in opposing the pernicious schemes of Abolitionists.
· Re;olved, 1. That it is not expedient for the
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
General Conference, 1836.
Assembly to take any further order in relation to lihis
1. Resolved, By the delegates of the annual con- subject.
ference in general conference assembled, that they
disapprove in the most unqualified sense, the con- PRICE-LIST OF ABSOLUTIONS AND INduct of the two members of the general conference
DULGENCES IN THE ROMAN OATH~
who are reported to hav lectured in this city recently,
OLIO CHURCH.
upon, and in favor of, modern Abolitionism.
SCHEDULE OF POPE .JOHN X:S:II.
Pranc8. Sous.
2. Resolved, By the delegates of the annual concommitting the sin of the flesh,
ferences in general conference assembled, that they An ecclesiastic
whether with nuns, bis cousins, n;eces,
are decidedly opposed to modern Abolitionism, and
12
god·daughters, or any other woman......... 67
wholly disclaim any right, wish, or intention to inter- A priest defiouring a virgin.............................. 2
8
fere in the civil and political relation between master Permission to a nun, who has abandoned herself
15
to several men, to become abbess ............ 131.
and slave as it exists in the slaveholding states of Permission
to priest to liv in concubinage with
this Union.
1
his relative........................................... 76
Ohio Conference, 1836.
. 1. ResoZved, ~~at .we deeply ~egret the ~ro~ee?*Zion's Watchman is a newspaper devoted to the antimgs of the AbohtlODlBts and antislavery SOCietieS lD slavery cause and the religious interests of the Methodist
the free states, anq the conseq,uent excitement pro- . Episcopal churc;:b.
·
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boys but as she was poor and had to work for a living ~he sent the baby, Aurora, to her grandmothu,
wh~ adopted her and kept her while .she lived. The
grandmother was a. woman of str?ng charac~er,
proud and aristocratic, and her few fnends were hke
7
131
No church property has been so exempted, but on herself-people of her own age and d_evoted. to learn4
ll'i
15 the contrary the legislature passed " An act to pro- ing, mind, and character, so the !1t~le g1rl had a
17
9
32
vide for the assessment and collection of taxes in the lonely time of it, and all her asaomat10ns were of a
R~t~oif'l of Washi11gton" (page ~~06 of session law~ ~f nature far beyond her age. The books, the talk, the
2
15 1889-90), in exact harmony w1th the letter and spmt employments and enjoyments of the old lady and
17
15 of the constitution in Section 5 of said act enumerat- her friends v/ere all unsuited to her age and temper17
15 ing property that shall be exempt from taxation, ament.
17
269
rightfully and justly omitting exemption of any
So she wandered off in the fialds and woods that
church, private school, or hospital propert.y-ot.her surrounded the stately, gloomy hom~, ..finding in
17 than public eobools and county hospitals. And Sec· nature and in horseback ridings her h1gnest pleas·
218
tion 48 of said act provides,
9
17
urea and "looking directly and lovingly into the face
87
That all property shall be assessed at its true and fair of n'ature, she learn~>d the secrets which akies and
value in money. In determining the true and fair value of
10 real and personal property the assessor shall not adoJ?t a water, fields and lanes, can teach the heart that loves
731
lower or different standard of value because the same IB to them.''
With her intense, passionate disposition, and a
serve as a basis of taxation.
15
131
heart craving love, it is no .won de~· ~he secretly ha~ed
And in Section 154 of said act,
the aristocratic, domineenng spmt of caste,. wh10h
All laws and parts of taws heretofore enacted upon any of cut. her off from the society she would hav enJoyed.
Taxation of Church Property.
the subjects in this act provided for be, and the same are
Aurore though cut off from genial companionship,
The followin~ is a letter from 0. B. Reynolds, sec- hereby repealed.
was by n~ means neglected edncationally. S~e had
retarv of ~e Washington Secular Union, to GoverThus the territorial law exempting church propnor Ferry, announcing the non-assessment of chu~ch eortv from taxation unless of llreater value than the best teachers in all things fitting her station.
Madam Dupin the grandmother, was an admirer
property by the assessors of the state, and u~gmg $5:ooo is repealed, rendered nugatory and of none
Rousseau aNd Aurora listened eagerly to the conof
the governor to insist on their prompt complumce eff,ctversations, ~hich helped to mako her a revolutioniet,
with the constitution :
First, by the plain and unmistakable provisions of and though but a child she rend the works of RousWASffiNGTON SECULAR UNION,
} the constitution as herein quoted.
seau with enthusiasm, and p0opled her little world
2105 SIXTH STREET, SEATTLE. WAsH, June 26, 1890.
Secondly, by the act of the legislature herein re- with heroes modeled from wch souroes.
HoN ELISHA P. FEBRY, Governor of the State of ferred to the which became the l3W of the state and
At fifteen she was sent to a convent in Paris to
Washington, .Dear Sir: The board of directors of of bindin'g force and effect at the expiration of ninety
finish
her education and grew devout and pious.
the Washington Secul81' Union would respect,ully days from the adjournmE>nt of the legislature, to-wit,
Oharmed
with the s~eming peace and quiet of the
eall your attention to the fe«i tbat James A. Garfield this 26th day of June, 1890.
sis~ers all so different from her wild, restless, vehesaid in Oongress, June 22, 1874:
The secretary of the Washin~ton Secular Union ment ~haracter she wisheJ to become a novice, but
The divorce of state and church ought to be absolute. It has made special inquiries in different parts of the
ought to be so absolute that no church property anywhere state, and from other reliable information the board was finally pers~aded by the sisters and her confessor
to wait awhile, as her relativs would be so opposed
in any state, or in the nation, should be exempt from equal
taxation for if you exempt the property of any church of directors of the Washington S<>cular Union verily to it. She consented, snd the feeling naturally wore
organiza'tion to that extent you impose a tax upon the whole believe that very many auditors and assessors off and "Sainte Aurora" was the life and soul of all
throughout the state are acting as though the terri- th~ recreations ailowed in the convent, which included
community.
Gan. U. S. Grant, in his message of 1875, wrote : torv 11\W exempting church property to the value of even theatrical performances.
In cGnnection with this important question I would call $5 000 was still of binding force and effect, and willWhen about sixteen her grandmothe1· died and she
your attention to the importance of correcting an evil, that, fully or in ignorance are ignoring the requirements became heiress of the Dupin property, and then she
if permitted to continue, will probably lead to &reat troubt~ of the constitution
sent word for her mother to come and liv with her.
before the close of the nineteenth century. It IB the acqut.
Therefore, the officers and members of the Wash- Though she had always longed for her mother, she
sition of vast amounts of untaxed church property. In 1850
I believe the church property of the United States, which ington Secular Union respectfully appeal to you as found after she came that they were very unconpaid n'l tax, municipal or state. amounterl to $87,000.000. In governor of the state, that in compliance with Article genial in tastes and pursuits. Aurora was an aristo1860 the 11mount was doubled. In 1870 it was $353,483,- iii Section 5, of the constitution, ~>nd an act of the
587. By 1890, without a check, it is safe to say this prop- legislature (p. 64, session laws 1889-90) entitled, crat by training and habit~-though in theory a
daughter of the people-so there ~as no real symerty will reach a sum exceeding three billions. So vast a
sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of government, "An act relating to the duties of the governor," pathy of feeling between them. Fmally Aurora dewithout bearing its proportion of the bur~ens and .expenses Section 1, first-to supervise the conduct of all ex· termined to try maniage as 8 road to freedom, and
of the same, will not be looked upon acqUiescently by those ecutiv and muvicipal officers ; second-to see that
who hav to pay the taxes. In a growing country, where sll offices are filled, and the duties therefor per- she became Madam Dudevant. The husband was
real estate enhances so rapidly with time as in the United formed, you will immediately issue instructions to twenty-seven and an officer in the imperial army, and
of good standing and character.
States there is scarcely a limit to the wealth a ! · be
acqui~ed by corporations-religious or otherwiif~
wed the auditors and assessors throughout the state that
"The mother was glad to be thus happily rid of
to retain real estate without taxation. The ace· - · ation of whenever, in any part of the state, church property the c81'e of this unmanageable and eccent-ric daughter,
so vast a property as here alluded to, without taxation, may has not been equitably assessed at the same ratio as
lead to sequestration without cons:itutional authority, and the adjoining property-as the constitution provides while she hoped the joys and cares of wifGhood would
tone down tb.e too exuberant n&ture."
through blood. I would suggest the taxation of all property
-they proceed forthwith to assess such propequally.
M. Dudevant was dogmati(', commonplace, dull,
In h81'mony with these admonitions, founded on erty, and to enter or cause the same to be entered on and uninteresting. "He walked always on life's
wisdom, justice, and true patriotism, the framers of the assessment roll of their respectiv districts or pre- levels · the bights and depths were to him undiscovcincts, the same as they would do on discovery that erable: To a woman like himself he would hav made
our state constitution provided :
any other property had willfully by negligence a model husband; to a woman of George Sand's keen
Art. i, Bee. 11. No public money or property shall be appropriated to any religious worship, exercise, or instruction, or design been omittP-d, passed over, or not entered sensibilities impassioned and impulsiv nature, life
on the p,ssessment roll for tax!\tion.
or the support of any religious establishment.
with this st~lid matter-of.fact man becsme a series
The Washington Secular Union does not attack of battles again~t trivialities end pettiness which soon
We appeal to you, would not exemption of any
church property from taxation be to appropriate and the rights of the church when insisting upon the just became too hard to be borne."
apply the amount of the taxes that should be paid taxation of its property, but simply claims obedience
We all know tb~~.t while great trials may be met
by the owners of said property to the support of to the provisions of the constitution, and justice to with firmness and fortitude, email worries and little
the people, and is but heeding the admonitions of continual aggravations wear •out the beat of. resoluthat chur<~h or religious establishment T
Is not such exemption repugnant to, and a violation the distinguished statesmen, Gen. U. S. Grant and tions. They separated by mntual consent when she
James A. Garfield.
alike of the letter and spirit of, the constitution T
was twenty-four years old. She kept his two chilThe exemption of church proper.ty to the value of dren and was the most devoted of mothers.
Art. vii, Bee. 1. All property in the state not exempt under
the law of the United States or under this constitution shall $5 000 has resulted in dishonesty of assessors and
She found it hard to liv on her small incowe. She
be taxed in proportion to its value, to be ascertained as pro- co~nivance at evasion of the law for pecuniary gain
tried painting, and then turned to literature.
vided by law.
by some of our most wealthy churches. Although
She had a friend-some said a lover-Jules SanIs not this provision peremptory, and of immedi- there are quite a number of churches in the state
dean.
The two friends wrote some novelets in conate effect T Had the territorial law exempted all valued at from $10,000 to $GO,OOO, examination of
junction
with one another under the name of "Jules
iron-workers from taxation, would there be a shadow the aPsessment rolls shows very, very few assessed at
of doubt in any sane mind that on the adoption of over $4 000. Thus the revenue of the territory has Sand " and hence originated the idea of her adopted
nam~, George Sand, as it WBEf thought _then no
this constitution all such exemptions ceased ?
been defrauded, and the burden of honest taxpayers woman could win fame and money 1\f! a wr1ter, and
Would it hav been pretended that the territorial made heavier.
her mind being strong and forcible, her works were
law exempting iron-workers held good for another
Trusting your prompt action will avoid appeals to
year, despite the provisions of the state constitution? the various county boards of equalization, with fierce as eminently masculin as feminin, thus proving there
Would not such unjust discrimination, preference, contentions, dissensions, and appeals to the courts, is no sex in mind.
Hard and laborious as her labors now became,
and appropriation of public money by the exemption
Respectfully your obedient servant,
she was happy because free.
of certain corporations who dealt in iron over all
0. B. REYNOLDS,
She shocked society by many innovations of word
other property-owners be self-evidently repugnant
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
and deed and even went so fe.r as to don male attire
to the constitution T
for the p~rpose of being mble to go out more quietly
Art. vii, Bee. 2. The legislature shall provide by law a
Eminent Women.
and unobservedly.
uniform and equal rate of assessment and taxation on all
GEORGE SAND.
Though once conde~ned by ~ea;ly all as living an
property in the state according to its value in money, and
shall prescribe such regulations by general law as shall
The name of George Sand has been familiar to immoral life we find t1me has vmd10ated her, and she
secure a just valuation for taxation o! all property, so that most of us for generations, and there are yet few of now stands' as the head of e.ll French writel'S of
every person and corporation shall pay a tax in proportion her admirers who know her by her real name, Amanfict.ion.
of the value of his, her, or its property.
Her soul was full of purity, high aspirations,
Art. xxvti, Sec. 2. All laws now in force in the territory of tine Lucile Aurore Dupin. She was born in the
Washington which are not repugnant to this constitution province of Berry, France, in 1804. Her father's noble feelings, graud principles, and admirable
shall remain in. force until they expire of their own limitation family was an old and very aristocratic one. He beliefs. Oonscientioue, loving, ond truthful, honest,
or are altered or repealed by the legislature.
displeased his proud mother by marrying a trades- fr&Lk and entrgetic, she accomplished almost miraAll property in the state, every person and corpo· man's daughter. He was killed at thirty years of cles. ' Independent and eelf.reliant, she was ages
ration, shall pay tax. The territorial law exempting age by a fall from a horse, leaving four children- beyond her time,. an~ even It~w the world fails to
church property to the value of $5,000 is repugnant three boys and Aurore-with but little means to appreciate her as 1t will some time do.
to the just and Equitable provisions of this constitu- support them. His mother offered to take charge of
Her novels "Indiana'' and "Oonsuelo " are her
tion, and, by Article xxvii, Section 21 is therefore her son's children if their mother would giv up all best· known works, tmfl once read are never forgotten.
made void and of non-effect.
claim on them. The widow would not giv up her
Bhe died June, 1876, and over her grave ihe groat
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Art. xxvii, Sec. 2. Provided further; th.at the prop~rt:r of
the United States, and of the state, counties, school districts
and other municipal corporations, and such other property
as the legislature may by general law provide, shall be exempt from taxation.
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Victor Hugo thus eulogized her: "She is the one
great woman in this country whose mission it was
to finish the French Revolution and commence the
Revolution of Humanity. Equality of the sexes
being a branch of the equauty of man, a great
woman was necessary. It was for a woman to prove
that her mind might possess all gifts without losing
a particle of her angelic nature-might at once be
strong and gentle. George Sand was that woman.
She is one of the glories of our age and country.
She had a great heart like Barbee, 1.11 g~:eat mind like
Balzac and a great soul like Lamartine. She was
good 'and accordingly she had det~:actors, but the
insults to her were of that kind which posterity will
count as glories."
Thus it is the world crucifies its saviors, imprisons
its teachers, and maligns its helpers; and
It is the one who does the best
That gets more kicks than all the rest.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
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alties. Those penalties bear with ponderous oppres- should feel indignant, and that they should make a
sion upon honest citizens who innocently transgress strong effort for a new trial or unconditional pardon.
or who are guilty of technical violations of some preBut there is another side to this question, and it is
posterous malum prohibitum, and the discrimination .one that all Freethinkers should consider carefully,
practiced in the application of law works the de- and not allow their natural sympathy for the unfortthronement of all respect !or law.
unate to so warp their judgment that they inadverI think the fellows that make these laws had tently assume a position that may place each indi·
better obey them. I hav been of that way of think- vidual in the wrong, and in the end work an injury to
ing ever since the memorable exposure of the vase- Liberalism in general.
Those men, each and ali, bav promulgated theories
line and salycilic acid pamphlet. But now there
comes to band another case which more than ever and engaged in practices contrary to law. They
confirms my notion that some way must be found to knew it, but each persisted in his course. The laws
compel obedience to law on the part of those who may be wrong, but breaking them does not right
work the legal racket on their fellow-citizens.
them. Those men may be, and probably are, honest
The Internatid!al Medic&} Missionary Society, in their convictions; they may really believe not
with headquarters at 118 East Forty-fifth street, in only that what they advocate is true, but that the
the city ot New York, professes "to heal the sick, world will be bettered by belief and acceptance. But
and preach the gospel in New York and other cities, that does not justify them in knowingly, willfully,
and to train young men and women to go abroad as and perseveringly placing themselvs and their friende
medical missionaries."
and followers in the position-to state it mildly-of
About the time of the conviction of Moses Harman those who seek to disregard laws made and placed
and his sentence to five years' imprisonment for mail- on our statutes by proper authority. It is the priviOn the 'rbreshold of Prison.
To THE EDITOR oF TIIE TnuTH SEE~ER, Sir: News ing the Markland letter, there appeared a little lege and duty of Liberals all and everywhere to
from Boston tust iU! motions are overruled and that sixteen-page pamphlet published by this Interns· point out the evils of existing laws-and they are
Uuited States District Attorney Allen will move for tiona! Medical Missionary Society entitled, "Our many-and in every· legitimate, proper manner
my sentence at 11 A.M. to-morrow. Judge Carpenter Suffering Sisters." This pamphlet is a reprint of an endeavor to bav them amended or repealed and betseems to think tnat no law or custom can hinder his article written by Mrs. Geo. D. Dowkontt and tar ones substituted.
Freethinkers will not fill their ranksllor strengthen
will t.o make "punishment" sw1f G and severe. June originally published by said society in its periodical,
25, 1878, twelve ye~rs sgo, thsy bad granted, in the the Medical Missionary Record, and the purpose of the cause they advocate by either directly or inssmtl court, five months and seven days between con- the reprint was that this article should be in a con- directly tendering their sympathy by words or acts
viction and sentence. Now the Comstock-Wana· venient form for general and promiscuous distribu- to assist those who bav knowingly placed themselvs
maker order to " push Heywood " seems to hav free tion. The society urges those into whose hande under the ban of the laws, and then, posing as
course to " stamp out " whom it will. Many thanks this pamphlet may fall to "giv ten copies to their martyrs, through their friends gone begging ~or
to you snd other Freethinkers for the timely and lady friends" and promises that copies will be sent means to help them out of the trouble they hav will•
kindly service rendered. Whatever to-morrow brings free on application to the author, whose address is fully placed themselvs in.
There is mu:ch need of all the money that Ltberalroe, I trust Mrs. Heywood, the children, and the Word, given as at the above headquarters.
The copy which lies before me, as -I write, an- ism can command, to be used to promote the general
as exponents of liberty in right here invaded, will
hav the co-operativ support which the cause and the nounces that "a first edition (2 000) of this little principles of the American Secular Union, and place
book being exhausted, a second edition (of 5,000) is prominently before our people, by lectures and the
occasion bespeak.
In your issue of June 21at, you spoke of Wana- now issued," and that " fifty copies can be bad for diffusion of {lrinted information generally, the immaker's order to Deacon Gregory, the postmaster one dollar." It is within my knowledge·tbat anum- pending ~anger to our libertie~ cause~ by the great
hare, relativ tq furnishing "proof" of publications ber of copies of " Our Suffering Sisters" hav been Eifforts bexng made for a practxcal u~xon of ch~cb
"deposited or proposed to be deposited in the mails and state by amendments to our national Constxtufor inspection before mailing, as like the Russian for
mailing and delivery" by the author.
tion and otherwise.
system. Please note in June Word that order goes
The first page of this book contains a list of officers
It is not in accordance with the principles of true
much further than czarism. A copy is requ~d to and
members,
among
whom
is
discernible
a
pientiLiberalism
to even indirectly seem to giv countebe deposited for mailing before one can know ful sprinkling of names of members, contributors, nance and support
any of the cranky ideas of Anwhether it is mailable or not. That is, Wanamaker and sympathizers of the "Vice Society." Turning archists, Socialists, to
freelovers,
or of those who bav
"orders" that one must render himself liable to ten over to page 7 under the sub-title ''Barbarous extreme and unacceptable ideas
of sexual and
years' imprisonment and $5.000 fine as a means of Ignoran6le," we' find a perfect c?~~terpart of depraved notio~s of social and fam~y
relations.
learning what is mailable and what not.
the
Markland
letter.
It is a descrxptxon of "the There are more xmportant and better thxngs that rePlease note also that Wanamaker's "order" to fearful tortures that tender women hav to endure quire all the mental, physical, and financial aid that
Deaccn Gregory to bold publications to be used as through the ignorance and superstition that enshroud can be oJ:>tained to ~dvance our cause.
bBsis of prosecution wss utterly illegal:
their Jives," and presents in vivid colors the. ago~ies
O?casionally, durxn~ the past three yea~s, I bav
Such matter may be sent by express without violating any
law of the United Stat.es.-Benedict, J., in U. S. vs. Bennett, w!lich the women of Ragoon, Burmah, suffer m child- rece1ved sample cop1es of a paper published at
birth through the barbarous treatment of ignorant Princeton, Mass., with the following at the bead of
16 Bte.tch, b58.
Nor can regulations be enforced against the transportation native midwives. The writer showe the honible the editorial column: "Pay no interest, rent, profit,
of printed matter in the mail, which is open to examination, €ffects of ignorance, and deplores the lack o~ se~- ta;x:es, or othe_r ~njust de~ands. Produce, exchange
so as to interfere in any manner with the freedom of the
press. Liberty of circulating is as essential to that freedom knowledge, in the same way Mr. Markland does m h1s wxthout restrxctxon and Without. ro~bery. Mar~y !lot
as liberty of publishing; indeed, without the circulation the now famous letter. The spirit and purpose of both at all ; but serve, recreate, findmg m reason rehgxon,
.
. .
publicatiou would be of little value. It, therefore, printed writers seem to be the same. To complete t~e par- and in love la_w."
mat t.er be excluded from the mails, its transportation in any allelism the writer who describes the suffermgs d
The paper xs a labor union and Anarchxstxc pubother way cannot be forbidden by Congress.-Field, J., in women in India ~akes use of the Latin term for lication, and advocates what it considers Liberal
Ex-Parte Jackson, 6 Otto, 733.
the female sex 'organ in very much the same way Freethought principles.
.
After declining to mail matter the post-office de- thllt Mr. Markland usee the Latin term for the male
All true Liberals who hav at heart the promotiOn
partment has no further property or moral j urisdic- sex organ in his story of the sufferings of women in and success of that Liberalism that will make better
tion over it. But what is law to the Vice Society America. The fact that the only perceptible diff .lr· social relations and retain in purity the principles ?f
hounde, thirsting for Freethought blood?
ence between this little book and the Markland let the government formed by our fathers, should gxv
The state caee still drifts; {lrobably Henry Chase, ter is that in the first sympathy is evoked for "our such sentimen~s a wide berth.
CoNVERSE CLOSE.
the "agent" of the Boston Vice Society vipers, will suffering sisters" many thousands of miles away,
Grattan, Mwh.
hav to wait until the chief rattle-snake, Anthony while in the last compassion is asked for "our
----.-t,___ _ __
Oomstock, alias John Wanamaker, bas fastened his suffering sisters "-at home, bas led some one to query
The Secular Union's .Monthly Report.
fangs in me. But the people will, by and by, sense wbe!;ber the law is to be enforced against us by a
, SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED JUNE, 1890.
the truth we stand for, see and say that the right penalty of five years' imprisonment when our charity Ulysses Tanner, Cannon Fall~, Minn. (new member). $ 1 00
thing was done at the right time and by the right begins at home, while the mails are free for those who Mrs. Eliza Burnz, New York city........................... 10 00
man and woman here. In bonds or free, ever yours express similar·ideas in similar language, but confine A Friend Philadelphia, Pa. (new member)............. 10 00
for Mental Freedom,
E. H. HEYWOOD.
their efforts to work among the heathen abroad.
W m. Smith, Geneva, N. Y. (free'' Church Taxation "
Princeton, Mass,, July 2, 1890.
No more humiliating and exasperating spectacle
pamphlets) ................................................. . 50 00
2 00
0
was ever presented to the American people than that ~~~ W1~~~e~~o~, N~ty~.'..~:.~:·.::::::·.::::::::::::·::.:·:.::·.:·. 1 00
After writing you July 2d, word came that sen- of the barefaced, unrestrained, promiscuous circula- R. Butterfield, Sacramento, Cal.. ......................... .. 5 ·oo
tence ia delayed; bow long or why I know not. tion of "Our Suffering Sisters" by the same people A. Parlett Lloyd, Baltimore (new member) .......... .. 5 00
Possibly light is dawning into one " dark place of through whose co-operation the infamous Vice So- C. M.-Buck, E. Milton, Mass. (60c. 1 doz. ,, Church
the earth" (t.he United States court in Boston).
Taxations," 40c. A. 8. u-. treasury)............... 1 00
C 'Ietv ha" been enabled to imprison Moses Harman
"
Golden Ethical Secular Society, through R.N. Howe,
E. H. HEYwooD.
July 4, 1890.
for ·five years under pretense that he did a great
Golden, Is.................................................. 4 00
wrong in mailing the Markland Letter.
Pamphlets........................................................... 3 60
Our Suffering Sisters.
I don't say there is anything obscene about" Our
Beaconsfield once said, "There are Jews and Suffering Sisters." I simply say that the fellows
Total ................................................ $9 2 60
Jews.'' In the same sense it is fair to say there are who made the laws bad better be made to obey them.
Trea~urer American Secular Union ~e~i.M~NC.):
laws and laws. Some laws are useful for the protecJAMBLIOHUS.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 1, 1890.
tion of the people, other laws are of no use but to
Heywood, Harman, and Reid.
excite contempt. A vast volume of this latter class
AMoNG the curious habits of Christian people is
of laws is being ground out oi legislativ mills in our
In many respects the situation of these three men
times, and we are suffering from overproduction of is of a nature to call forth the sympathy of all friends that of kissing a very dirty, greasy book, tbat h~s
unmarketable law, much of it badly damaged, much of humanity and lovers of justice everywhere. In been handled by people in all stages of filth and m
of it a mass of festering corruption thr~.t threatens each case the rulings of the judge during trial and many stages of disease. When they 'Yant to assure
social pestilence.
the charge to the jury is of such a character that to an their neighbors that they are speakxng the truth,
This country is effiicted just now with a swarm of unprejudiced observer it would seem that the high, they take an oath in the name of their God and then
unprincipled busybodies who bav a mania for regu- manly, and dignified character usually supposed to put their lips to this unclean relic. Where a duke
lating other people's morals by law. The practical control a judge, especially of our national courts, connected with royalty, however, was concerned, an
result of this meddlesomeness of the incompetent is has degenerated to a level with a mere pettifogger innovation was made, and a nice, new, cle~n cover
that laws are enforced to just that extent which will practicing in the lowest police courts of our cities. was put on the dirty Bible ere the due~! hps were
enable the police and constabulary to use them as a In each case there seemed to exist a spirit of mali- pressed to its surface! . Am~ng th~ mmor advan·
means of extorting blackmail, and not one whit fur- cious vindictivness unworthy of a judge. For those tages of being an unbeliever xs the rxgbt of affirmather. While the rogues who make laws and the reasons it ia not strange that the sympathy natural tion which protects the heretic from the unclean
sharpers who make a net profit from their violation to humanity in behalf of the oppressed should be pra~tice which the Christian is compelled to perform.
after paying roundly for immunity, efcape legal pen· aroused, and that the personal friends of those men -.Annie Besant.
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their sincerity by immediate enrollment in the ranks tianity or introduce my religious opinions, etc. I
of the Washington Secular Union, and election of a assured the committee I never carried politics into a
vice-president to be executiv officer of the state so- lodge-room or favored even the most able and
for their precinct. Is this asking too much ' humorous ~f singers indulging in comic songs at a
ciety
Progress of the Work in Washington.
Why should not all shsre t~e burden, when all will funeral. It never seemed to hav occurred to the reThe following extract from the editorial columns be benefited by the result! Please answer at once. ligionists that there was real need to request the
ministers and pious choir not to introduce their reof the Lynden Pioneer Press is the best commentary on the actual results accomplished by the Washligious opinions.
.
SUNDAY LAW ENFORCED IN WASHINGTON.
Two ministers preceded me; each read the ordiiiJgton Secular Union:
My constant, earnest appeals for all Liberals to
A reque<t has been made that the Press publish an article enroll in the state organization for mutual protection, nary laudatory sermon, paying just, deserved tribute
upon the subject," What religion shall be taught in our pub- that so we may reap the harvest of the good seed to the noble heroes of the war.
lic schools?" It is not deemed advisable to open up such a
When I stepped upon the platform, two or three
field for controversy through a local paper. The Secular Un- sown, and enjoy the fruits of our bill of rights in the men and women noisily rushed out. I am assured
ion has succeeded in having the reading of scripture, prayer, constitution, meets with cool indifference from many.
and singing discontinued in the schools of Lynden, and the "Law is all right ; no need of .-ganization. Can that some of the feminin fanatics pinched the babies
Press don't purpose to be drawn into the controversy at this not hav any religious exercises in our public schools. within reach, in hopes their cries would disconcert
stage either upon the one side or the other.
We do not hav to take oaths; we sffirm just as we the ugly old Infidel ; but that after I had spoken a
In many public schools in the state religious exer- please. All church prop"rty has to pay its full share few minutes they an~rily hushed the little dsrlinga'
cises and ins traction are persisted in, in defiance of the of taxes. They never can enforce any Sunday law. faintest whimperings, so eager were they that all
law. That generous, loyal, and trusty champion of Our constitution fixes all that," they say. Yes; some should hear. The reason was, I claimed some reLiberalism, Peter Seide, of Davenport, Lincoln co., Liberals, at cost of time, means, and hard work, membrance, some little tribute of respect and gratiprotested against the teacher enforcing recitation by secured all that. The constitution does guarantee tude, for the soldiers of that other, more heroic army
bis children of the Lord's prayer, or the use of any absolute freedom of conscience in all matters of who endured the horrors of war with no soul-stirring
prayers in the public schools, but the teacher persists religious belief and sentiment, and that no one shall music of fife and drum, no glittering pride and
ia defiance of remonstrance.
be disturbed in person or property on _account of pomp of military display, no grand ambition of fame
The average Christian teachers seem to be of the religion.
and glory, no chance of promotion on the field or honopinion that so far as indulgence in religious exerBut eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. And orable mention in the dispatches, to inspire them,
cises is concerned, they will be sustained by the if Liberals do not watch, guard, and defend the yet suffered privation, sickness, death, only to be
church in defying the law. Our worthy president, rights and privileges the constitution affords us, the then as now ignored, forgotten. No, no! never,
R. Winsor, has made a brief giving the law-points, and despotic tyranny of the church will be exercised never, never quite forgotten.
sant it, accompanied with a kind letter, to that teacher, despite our constitutional guarantee.
To-day we see the scarred and mutilated veterans,
urging obedience to the constitution, and thus avoidIt is only by rigid, scrimping economy that I can and rightly giv them our grateful sympathy and
ance of litigation, with its attendant irritation and liv. I cannot afford the luxury of a d&ily paper. I t-ributes of praise. But we cannot see the poor old
fierce dissensions.
hav to depend on accidental opportunities to read mother's bruised and bleeding heart, DOl' listen to
I was about to return funds contributed to the other people's. Our president informed me that t.he her sobs of despair in her lonely life-her only boy
" defenSe fund II When We received reliable informa- Post-Intelligencer contained an article on religion in killed.
tion that the state university in this city has regul~r our schools that I ought to read. So I indulged
We cannot see the agony of woe on gentle-looking
chapel exercises, Bible reading, prayer, sermons, in the extravagance of purchasing a copy, and looking women's faces when news of the battle came-bushymns, etc.
band father, brother, lover, in the fight.
over the papers found the following article :
Our president and some member of our board of
W~ can recall the harrowing, pitiful sight of the
TAOOMA, June 18.-The clerks employed in the retail
directors will visit the university during its sessions, clothing trade recently formed an association with the prin- mutilated forms, the ghastly wounds, the bleeding,
so as to proceed on sure evidence, and then enter a cipal object of securing the closing of all clothing stores on quivering flesh, the dying groans of the hospital.
protest, furnishing the faculty with brief, so they can Sundays, and appointed T. Nash to hav the Sunday law But oh, the prolonged dumb agouy of the deOn Monday warrants were sworn out against
not plead their violation of the law was from lack of enforced.
L. :rtloses J. E. Herlich, David Jordan, and Abe Blask. spairing, bleeding hearts of the brave army of gentle,
knowledge of its requirements.
They wefe heard before Justice Patrick this morning and heroic women, martyrs to the cause of freedom.
An act in relation to the establishment and govern- fined $25 each and costs. The cases were all appealed to Oh, the piteous cries of orphaned children !
ment of the University of the state of Washington the superior court.
You cannot see the weary toil, the hard, bitter,
(pages 516 to 521, Session Law!', 1889-90), provides:
There are no members of the Washington Secular lonesome struggle with poverty, that forbade even
Sec. 15. The fund of the university shall be derived from Union in Tacoma. I hav written to each of the the luxury of tears, for tears might. impair thlil sight,
the proceeds of sales of lands devoted by the United States parties arrested ~d hav arranged to go the;e ~nd needed to earn bread. Soldiers' widows, "sewing at
for the endowment of the university, and the admission and deliver lectures m the basement of the Umt1man once a shirt and shroud " to. keep life in the poor
tuition fees of the students, and such appropriations as the church-the only place attainable-on the evenings orphaned little ones !
legislature may make.
Whilst glowing eulogies, tributes of respect, and
Sec. 21. The sum of ten thousand dollars is hereby ap- of the 25th, 26th, and 27th. I presume none of the
parties are Liber&ls; certainly they are not liberal, garlands of beautiful flowers, so well deserved, are
propriated, etc.
State constitution, Art. i, Sec. 11. No public money or for they do not subscribe for any Liberal paper, are lavished in profusion on the grand army of heroic
property shall be appropriated for or applied to any re- not members of or contributors to the Washington men, I only ask, let one tear fall, spare one little
ligious worship, exercise or instruction, or the support of Secular Union. But the wrong done them, the out- flower to adorn the grave and honor the memory of
any religious establishment.
rage of arrest and fine, the ignoring of constitutional the heroic women who made it possible for the men
Doubtless we shall hav a fierce contest, for the rights, is just the same, and if not checked it will to fight to preserve intact the glorious galaxy of stars
religionists will rally all their forces. But if s. big surely reach Liberals erelong.
that adorn our nation's flag.
.
fight, it will surely result in our obtaining a big
0 that the facts might be realized, so that each
At the lecture in the evening there was a large
victory, for reason, right, and all the law is on our Liberal would feel the duty to be prepared for de- attendance-more women than men. Saturday night
~~
.
fense of others, so that when the iron clutch of ec- the down-pouring rain did not dampen the enthuThe one only great trouble is lack of funds; clesiastical despotism seized on one, all could rally siasm ; I had large attendance and good interest;
despite the most careful, rigid economy, we are to the rescue.
after the lecture a grand social dance, under the
miserably hindered for lack of means. I hav hesitated
I shall do all possible with our very limited means cheering influence and direction of that whole-souled
to publish the list of contributions, because of dis- to arouse the people of Tacoma to a sense of the champion of Lib"'ralism and embodiment of kindlike to expose how meager hav been receipts, and great wrong done, and endeavor to post them on the heartedness, R. A. Brown, and the congenial, handhoped each day the amount would be swelled to law of the Sabbath and Sunday, both biblical and some young giant, Worthen. All declared it was a
creditable proportions. But publication cannot be constitutional, in hopes the informed intelligent will truly enjoyable time, and regretted that midnight
deferred beyond next week.
check fanatics in such out.rages on personal lib- came so soon, and that in consideration for t-he feelThe apathetic and careless will please take due erty and the constitutional rights of the citizen.
ings and prejudices of the pope's Sunday-keepers the
notice and govern themselvs accordingly. Your confestal occasion ended as the clock struck twelve.
tribution may necessarily be small; then t}le less
FURTHER CAMPAIGNING.
There is a bright and glorious future for the
reason for withholding it. If all will do the little
Desirous the religionists of Lynden should realize Lynden Secular Union, composed as it is of the best,
they can without inconvenience or real self-sacrifice, that the action of the Washington Secular Union in most intelligent, and influential citizens of the town.
they will spare anxiety, weary care, and cruel injus- insisting on the cessation of all religious exercises or
Wbat courage and perseverance can accomplish
tice to the workers, and funds absolutely needed to instruction in our public schools was prompted solely under the most adverse circumstances follows.
insure successful prosecution of the work will be on by desire to promote the greatest good to the greatRoeder, Whatcom coun.ty, is not even a little
est number; and that obedience to the just and wise village, only a school-house on a country road, the
hand.
·Church property throughout the state is not being provisions of the constitution conduces equally to little settlement of Nooksack on the other side of
assessed as the constitution demands. I hs.v pre- the benefit and best interests of Christians as of the river rabid Presbyterian, a few Liberals scatpared letters to the governor urging his issuing Liberals, I went to Linden and there delivered tered over five miles of bad roads. Not much use
special instructions to all auditors and assessors of lect'lues on "What Religion Should be Taught in to try to organize a Liberal society, eh? But D. E.
the state, insisting on their performance of their Our Public Schools 1" and ''Why the Cross Above Rice,· one of those quiet, modest, persistent forces
duties in compliaRce with the requirements of the the Flag'"
that effect great results without much surface comconstitution, but delayed forwarding it under advice
Through the efforts of Frank O'Neil, president of motion, loving the truth for truth's sake, with a
of our astute president, R. Winsor, until we can the Lvnden Secular Union, and one of the moat de- hereditary benevolence well cultivated by constant
accompany the letter with evidence tllat in many serVEdly popular comrades of the G. A. R. post, I exercise, is a power for good. It was through his
parts of the state the assessors are willfully or received an invitation by unanimous vote of the post efforts I was enabled to giv the first Liberal lecture
ignorantly omitting to assess church property, thus to deliver an address at their memorial services to at Roeder school-house. Three times I hav been
occasioning loss to the revenues of the state, and be held at the Opera House, on Friday morning, there and each time a savage storm. At my second
increasing the burden of taxation on other property. Decoration day.
visit, despite dark, fierce wind, and snow, I obtained
I hav written to our vice-presidents to interview the
But the spirit of bigotry was rampant-the church eleven names to the Washington Secular Union, and
assessors of their respectiv districts and write me choir would not sing-the parsons· would go into they elected J. W. Bell vice-president, and organized
the reasons given for such non-compliance with the fits, and were giving the post fits for extending me the Roeder Secular Union with D. E. Rice for presilaw. But I am embarrassed and hindered because the invitation-some of the fanatics vowed they dent. At my last visit it rained incessantly from
in so many places Liberals hav failed to enroll as would leave the hall and break up the services if Saturday night until 3 o'clock Monday afternoon.
members of the Washington Secular Union, and no that awful wicked wretch of an Infidel was allowed I will let the Lynden Pioneer Press tell the story,
vice-president has been elected with whom corre- on the platfnrm. But the friends of reason and for none can accuse it of favoring the Liberals :
spondence can be maintained on this and many other right were firm. The caldron of religious bigotry
One of the most enjoyable entertainments of the season
was boiling. Speaking was adjourned until 2 o'clock was given by the Roeder Secular Union on the evening of
important matters.
Let every Liberal in Washington who really desires in the afternoon. During the interim the high re- June 2d. Mr. C. B. Reynolds had been giving a brief series
of lectures, which culminated in a dance and supper at the
the cessation of religious exercises and instruction in spect for Frank O'Neil of all classes enabled him to school-bouse.
In spite of the rain and mud the 5chool-house
our public schools, the just taxation of all church allay the fury of pious frenzy. A committee was was literally packed by an eager and intelligent audience to
property, and the abolition of compulsory Sunday appointed and waited on me to ask assurance that I listen to the intellectual treat given by Mr. Reynolds on the
laws-who has not already done so-giv evidence of would not in my address make any attack on Chris- subject of" Education." After the lecture the benches were

flommtmieations.
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set aside and the stove removed, and until 3 o'clock in the
morning the votaries at the shrine of Terpsichore tripped tile were rea~y to imprison him. But they could not
li~ht fantastic. Refreshments were furnished by Mrs. D. E. des_troy h1s work; though he could and did destroy
Rice, and her well-known skill in the culinary art renders tli.etr creed. .
.
praise unnecessary. Receipts of the evening, $47.40.
From Volta1re _to Thomas Paine is the next step.

The Nooksack Reporter gave an equally complimentary notice of the lectures and festival.
After the organization <-f the Roeder Secular U nion, three different times Mr. R!ce appointed a meeting to complete organization and commence work,
and each time the elements combined to render any
meeting impossible; undauntedly a fourth appointment was made, and a large attendance rewarded his
persistency. The society now meets regularly every
other Sunday, has lectures by home talent, discussions, literary, music, and science school. And this
has all been effected by one man's self-sacrificing, persistent endeavors.
Now the onward march is easy, for Mr. Rice has the
help of that jolly old veteran, Charley Shea, and his
popular son Charley Shea, Jr.; Mac, the fenyman,
rough as an old oak, with heart as true, generous as
the sunshine; the erudite D. Bell, an able musician,
and the well-posted but inert S. Force. They are all
rE>joicing in the acquisition of Mrs. E. M. Wilcox, a
lady of culture, very thoroughly posted, with a moat
lovable, winning way of charming away prejudice and
arousing to thought and investigation all with whom
she converses, an admirable worker in the cause.
A new city, Nooksack City, aome five miles off,
has sprung into existenca, and as result of the efforts
at Roeder I hav urgent invitation to go there to lecture and good hope of working up interest and forming another local Liberal society.
Tile work is onward; let us all be encouraged-do
all the little we can, and victory is sure to follow.
c. B. REYNOLDS,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
2104 6tlt st., Seattle, Wash.

What l!"'reethought Has Done for Mankind.
The Eoglish statesman, Mr. Gladstone, who is not
in the habit of making admissions, bas in his recent
series of articles on " The Impregnable Reick of Holy
Scripture" acknowledged that the " destructiv criticisms of heretical writers are for the moat part
valid."

This is a significant admission. It is an acknowledgment from an accomplished opponent that the
labors of the great Fteethinkers of the past hav not
been in vain.
And what has destructiv criticism done'
It has impeached the authorship and authenticity
of the Pentateuch, demonstrated the unscientifi\l
character of the early chapters of Genesis, overturned
the story of the fall, laughed the fable of the
flood out of the minds of men, and put the stories
of the tower of -Babel, Balaam's talkativ quadruped, Samson's invincible j'lwbone, and Jonah's
whale on the B&me level as t.b.e Arabian Nights and
Baron Munchausen's tales.
It has done this for the Old Testament. What
else ? It has done much more. Havin~r removed
the chief prop of the Ohristian creed, the fall of the
first Adam, it has by the same stroke broken the
second prop, the doctrin of atonement by the second
Adam-Jasus. All tbis it has done in a multitude
of ways; so that if one method fails to remove
deeply rooted superstitions, another as certainly
succeeds. Indeed, destructiv criticism not only goes
the length of destroying the basis of the Christian
creed-its logical end ig to destroy supernaturalism
altogether. Let us for a few moments consider the
services of our great dead to the cause of intellectual
freedom.
. Nearly five hundred years before the alleged birth
of Chriat, Socrates denied the Athenian gods. True,
he believed in a fanciful deity of his own manufacture,
but he was regarded as an Atheist in his own day.
The fair Hypatia, too, who was barbarously murdered by a Christian zealot, rendered signal service
to the cause of Freetbought.
And what shall we say of Bruno-the martyr and
hero, who in the sixteenth century used the destructiv
method successfully not only against the Bible, but
against the false science that was then accepted by
the schools in all the nations of Europe.
What genius ! Wha~ honesty ! What courage !
We appreciate his genius; and shed tears of sym·
patby as we read of his heroic death.
We turn next to Spinoz~.
He was born at Amsterdam on Nov. 24, 1632, and
died Feb. 21, 1677. Another great destructiv critic.
Himself a Jew, be brought his great knowledge of
Hebrew to bear upon the examination of the Bible,
and di1>1credited its value by purely scientific methods. For this he was anathematized by the Jewish
church, and made an outcast; by simplicity of living,
by patience, industry, and perseverance, be became
one of the greatest of the world's philosophers.
From Spinozl\ we come to Voltaire, the poet, play.
wright, and philosopher.
Voltaire was a wit. He threw the dart of sarcasm
into the very core of Christianity. He ridiculed the
false, and laughed the foolish out of men's minds.
No wonder the priests hated him. NC' won.der they

\ sponding indeed to the migration of birds from latitude to latitude, not so maasiv as to darken the air,
but . thick enough to indicate a community and
definitness of purpose. They would :find schools
W~at a spl_end1d destructiv critic he was !
generally closed. Churches, they would observe,
. Ne1ther Bts~op Watson nor the whole bench of share the phenomena. affecting houses devoted to
b1sbops from h1s day down to the present time could pedagogy; but when the character of the temples ie
answer the "Age of Reason." This work not only investigated, the result would arouse conjecture and
exposed the errors of the Pentateuch; it made war inquiry.
al~o. a~ainst t~e morality of the Bible, ~~d. left the
'.rhe founder of Ohriatianity had not bidden his
Cnnst1~~ nothmg bl!t a bu_ndle of contramct10ns and apostles pr~ach the gospel except in the heated term;
absurdtt1es to constitute h1s creed.
and the savmg of souls might reasonably be assum~d
A n_umber of ~reat critics hav ~risen since the days a daily and a nightly business, Binca day and night,
of Pam€-men hke Colenso~ Kahsch, Strauss, Rene.n, through winter solstice and summer languor, death
and others- but had 1t not been for the snaps the cord and sends men before the judgment
courage of these earlier heretics, the later men would seat. The visitors would find that the churches
probably hav gone to the grave without contributing closed and the ministers absent are all Protestant.
The Catholic churches sra open as usual.
much toward our intellectual emancipation.
What, then, has Freethought done for the world 1
But what of the ministers 1 Are they all fishing,
It has given us science.
canoeing, hunting 1 Are they praying on mountain
Science is knowledge, and this knowledge, the tops and reading tbe Bible in the seclusion of forests'
germs of which were sown by the illusbrious Free· Are they keeping a leafy spiritual fast which will
thinkers of the past, bas converted the world from a bring them back purer of heart, clearer of mind,
howling wilderness of barbarians into a home of com- stronger for the work they believe is the Lr;rd'a'
parativ comfort for mankind.
.
Verily, no. They hav closed their churches, but they
What has Freethought done for the world!
hav carried the bigotry thereof with them and they
It has abolished slavery; destroyed the idea of are engaged in those annual conventions which are
witchcraft; improved morality-made, indeed, the the chief illustration of t.he vitality of Protestantism.
value of an action consist not in obeying the will of Without these conventions it would be doubtful
an imaginary deity, but in promoting human well- whether the Protestant sects would remain organbeing.
.
ized. The attendance at their weekly services is
And so we sing the praises of Freethought and generally slim except when something sensational is
ex~ol the virtues of its heroes and martyrs; and this the allurement. They are able to buy better music
we shall continue to do until the people come to talent than C!!.tholic churches, the bast music in
recognize the source cf H:eh.- adv!lucement and to which is furnished by the congregation when they
acknowledge their indebtedness to the world's great sre eo fortunate 8!1 to sing, snd by boyB trained to
heroes.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
assist in the sanctuary. The Protestants hav cosy
audience chambers. They hav fashion, style, wealth.
Pitiful Lying.
Yet during the months when their pupils are occuSeclusion or quietude is no relief from usefulness, pied at home, and during the vacations when so
even in the advisory department. And in this I ha.v many of the conventions and assemblies are held,
been rather unfortunate. Recently I received a let- only one phenomenon ia discerned which is palpable
ter from my friend A. C., who was located by my proof that Protestantism is reaUy alive. This phe·
advice in a town in Connecticut, reputed as a healthy nomenon is the periodicity and vigor with which the
spot, I apprising him at the same time its inhabitants ministers slander the Catholic church.
Periodically the phenomenon breaks forth. Meu
had fixed beliefs in Calvinism or predeRtination,
which protected them from sny religious controversy, who hav bsen somnolent all winter and hav generwhich, by the by, although an enlightened Liberal, ally sent their congregations to sleep, break out into
he greatly detests. But hera ia what he writes me: violent vituperation the moment the annual conferMy old stand-by friend D. B., I find this small town much ence or meeting or synod begins the summer camas you described. The boating, fishing, crabbing, and oys. paign against the pope. Obscurities whom want of
tering are all one could desire, and my quiet snoozes in meet. learning, lack of opportunity, and deficiency of everying on Sabbath days (I had almost written Sundays) pass thing intellectual and social hav combined to prewithout observation or comment.
There is a soothing mildness in the parson's long prayers serve in shadow, seize upon the occasion to distinand rural sermons that I begin to like, and the nasal render- guish themsalva by the fervor of their falsehoods
ing of " Old Hundred " is particularly pleasing to the ears of about Catholic belief concerning church and state.
an invalid. · \'ii)is is noted for being an unusually quiet town,
R:moorous demagogs, incapable o! even muddling
but last Sab~ it had a remarkable episode in the way of a
change. The afternoon services were somewhat curtailed to scripture, so little do they know of it, find at thssa
allow to Rev. Dr. Ralps to· make a few remarks particularly times spla11did chances to get their scurrilous ecreeds
addressed to young people. He commenced by dwelling on into the newspapers and afterward :fl.a.tter themselvs
the importance of professing a religious life, the earlier the that they mav expect a call within a twelvemonth at
better. He said his pious father took early opportunities to
impress upon us children as we beheld some ragged, hatless, another$1,000 a year. The same old lies are told over.
unshaven, passing ngrant, the awful neglect of religious Year after year the same men will stand up in the
training, and yet he wouid shudderingly remark that disgust. asme resorts and utter the same calumnies which
ing as this poor wretch was he was quite superior in ap. were uttered there before then and will be repeated
pearance to Tom Paine, the great Infidel, the author of the after they ~re gone.
"Age of Reason;" this homeless,houseless Infidel exceeded
No considerable body of Protestants can agree
him far in filthiness, rags, vermin, and bloat.
He continued by saying his father was accruainted with a upon anything a:ffirmativ within their own organizafriend who was at Tom Paine's deathbed, and said his tions. They ere at outs among themselvs over the
screams for divine mercy were heard a square off and were liquor question. They differ about the fusion of
terrific I
Here a heavy chest groan resounded from various qnar- whites and blacks in churches and schoo1a and about
ters of the meeting-house, accompanied with much sighing !livorce. They quanel over forms of church societies
from the women. The reverend doctor looked painfuily and forms of church service. They disilgree about
down upon his sympathetic crowd; but he resumed:
the Bible in the public schools and they cannot
'• My Christian friends, I hav been asked perhaps a hundred agree upon compulsory education. As for doctrinal
times if I had read his damnable book. I hav but one
answer to this daring question, and that is a pious ne~ativ. unity, as well expec~ the stars to change their cirNo I and I caution all young people within hearing to fol. cuits a.s Protestants to unite in dogma. All with
low my example and to remain in pious ignorance! God them is negativ, fragmentary, dissolving, except theil.'
knows his men, and he is blind indeed who cannot perceive determination to assault the Catholic church and to
his divine agents-agents in building up his earthly kinglibel Catholics. That and that alone is eubstantiv
dom.
.
''In vain the impious Franklin drew lightning from heaven. and Protestantism.
Nothing live by negation and live healthfully.
In vain did Washington blaspheme in the heart of battle; or
Tom Jefferson utter that unscriptural assertion that all men Therefore because Ptotestantism is subshantial only
are created free and equal, thus freeing by thousands the in this, its membership is shifting and transitory.
wooly nigger&."
I assure you, my friend D. B., my condition was trying Its more independent men are as a. rule Infidels or
for an invalid; but repressing feelin~s, I was astounded by indiffarent. Its women attend church largely for
the exclamation, "Ratps, you are a damned liar, and a cow- the social status and opportunities expected. Its
ardly defamer of great and good men; yes, a prince of liars." creeds are either never stated or are disputed when
But here the speaker, whoever he was, was cut short, being
seized by three stalwart deacons and dragged to the door, stated. Its pulpits are dedicated to politics, socioland, I presume, summarily punished for interrupting the ogy, literature, pseudo philosophy, and fads. No
meeting. My weak condition precludes me from saying wonder so many of the Protestant churches are
much, but I make good use. of Paine's "Age of Reason" closed a part of the year. The wonder is that they
that I purchased at Tn.o: Tnu"l'H SEEK.&R office by lending it can be kept open the rest of it.
around.

D. B.
Now comes science, !l.nd asserts that nothing has
Behold, How the Brethren Love One Another! been made all at once, and that all the facts of creaF?·om the Catholic Revtew.

If it were the custom of persons residing in other
planets, if other be inhabited, to visit earth during
the summer season they would observe the regular
recurrence of certain phenomena, physical and meta
physical, political and tJOcial. They would :find earth
people, whose habitation ten months in the year is
rural, seeking urban change. They wo•:tld find urban
residents :fl.oeing to the count.ry. .A considerable
movement of population .might be ,detected corre-

tion are or will be SO!>OUnted for by the theory of the
evolution of matter. Everything now and in the
past h!lB grown or developed. by slow s_tsges f~o~
simpler forms, in accordance w1th laws wh1ch ar~ JUS~
beginning to be clearly understood. There IS no
such thing as the " act of God," as that term bas
usually been understood; but every event, from the
lightning's stroke to the musketo's sting, is traceable
to the workings of law. God never interferes by
miracles or special providences.-.Rob·ert 0. Adams,

TH~
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pious lie. you hear, and look for your re~ard in course be the wiser method, but if it can'~ be forced
another world, for verily I say unto you, you w!ll to go, then it should be amended. The most absurd
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT,
things in the world are the Sunday laws for great
hav a bad enough time of it in this.
cities. In New York, for instance, we hav a very
The
worst
sinner
on
earth
is
the
liar,
and
it
is
the
E. M. M.&onol'I'ALn,
Editor.
stringent Sunday law, but it affects chiefly those in0. P. SOHBBliY,
Business Manager. credulous man that breeds him, as sure as rotten
flesh breeds foul worms. The priests and preachers stitutions and businesses which it ought not to affect,
PUliLIBHliln :BY
T.HE 1. R U 1. H SEEKER OOMP.ANY. who devour the substance which should support and is violated in all the businesses which could best
better and honester men would find their occupation be spared on that day. Sunday in New York is a
liS LA.FAYETl'E PLAOE, NEW YORK.
gone without the faithful believers who swallow 9ueer day. In the first place, all the museums and
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. absurd fables and pay for them in good dollars. libraries-except Cooper library~are closed, and all
The forger, the swindler, the confidence man would the gin-mills and disreputable resorts are open,
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER
hav
no victims, but for the spirit which is cultivated where, behind screens and drawn shades, men use
OOMP.d.NY. Mak6 all Drafts, (]Mcks, Post..ojfks and ErDby
faith
of belief in "the evidence of things not more liquor and do worse acts than on any other
pr~ss M01tey Ordtirs payabltJ to (JH.d.RLEB P. BOMERB Y.
seen." The fires of Smithfield would never hav day. If the museums were open many would be
JULY 12, 1890. been kindled, the daggers of St. Bartholomew would drawn away from these injurious places. Secondly,
SATURDAY,
hav been unstained by blood, the dungeons of the no one cares a rap for the Sunday law except the
Inquisition would not hav incarcerated suffering preachers. The people use the day for excursions,
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him. That is a theological virtue and a human country communities its use is for the benefit of
crime. "Taka, therefore, no thought for the mor- liquor-dealers who do a "bottle trade." In large
row, for the morrow shall take thought for the cities the dishonest officials profit by it. But in no
One Hundred and Eighty-:H.ve Pictorial .Argn- things of itself" (Matt. vi, 34). Thousands hav fol- place does it promote morality and honesty. A man
lowed this precept, and the morrow has taken prevented from taking harmless recreation openly
ment~J Against the Church, and Nearly
thought for them in the almshouse, the jail, or the will usually resort to harmful pleasures slyly. The
the same Number of Pages
"Continental Sunday" of Europe is a thousand
pauper's grave.
of Reading Matter.
Charity is a word which has a pleasant sound. times better as a moral agent than the Puritan Sab
Price, $2 ; advance orders solicited.
When we hear it we think of kind words, gentle bath of New England.
thoughts, and loving, helping hands. But these
"Fighting Ingersollism."
belong
to its hmman side and hold at best only a
Theological Virtues and Human Vices.
secondary
place
in
the
theological
virtue.
"Thou
Mr.
Anthony
Comstock and his smut-bag do not
That Christianity, whether true or false, is worthy
shalt
love
the
Lord
thy
God
with
all
thy
heart,
and
always
succeed
in gathering in the shekels of the
of preservation as a support to public morality, is a
with
all
thy
soul,
and
with
all
thy
mind.
This
is
the
Our
Spiritualist
friend, J. R. Perry, of
faithful.
favorit argument with many who are compelled to
admit that it rests, to say the least, upon insufficient first and great commandment" (Matt. xxii, 37, 38). Wilkesbarre, Pa., who makes organs and confutes
evidence. Blind leaders cf the blind, they fail to see All for God, nothing for humanity. We must love the Materialists, reports that recently the smut-bag
the incontrovertible logic of facts, which points it the God described in the Old Testament, the insti- was circulating in his town for the purpose of hold
out as the greatest foe to human virtue existing gator of the murder of whole tribes of.t.b.uman beings, ing a meeting to glorify the vaseline-and-salicylic
among us. That those who hav most religion the slaughterer of women, of childrelt,"and of help- acid president of the Vice Society and incidentally
are not the best members of society is our daily expe- less, innocent cattle. Human n11ture hates him, for to recoup its funds. Comstock visited the preachers
rience. Human nature, not perverted by religious he is hateful beyond the power of words to express. and the leading pietists but the cash to hire a hall
belief, always knows good from evil, though it often We must love the God of the New Testament, who was not forthcoming. Some one, who must hav
chooses to follow a wrong path. It is in .the pious consigned his only son to a cruel death upon the been a practical joker, advised the smut-bag to visit
soul that we find the judgment corrupted as well as cross, because his combined omniscience and omnipo- Mr. Perry's organ shop. Mr. Perry was not there
the will. The deluded being filled with fear of an tence could discern no other way to save a world bnt his boys were. "I want," said Comstock, "to
imaginary God becomes so utterly confused that he which in his own caprice he had created. Human collect funds to hire a hall and lecture on the evils of
nature must find a worthier object to love, or love Ingersollism. Ingersollism is ruining tho morals of
does not even know his duty to his fellow-man.
The theological virtues, so called because they are must wither, perish, and decay in the heart of man. the young people of the country. Vice is rampant,"
the fruits of a supposed knowledge of God, are three: We must love the God of nature who visits pesti- etc., etc. "But I hav always heard," replied one of
Faith, hope, and charity. Theological virtues they lence, famin, fire, and plague alike upon the just and the sons of his father, "that Mr. Ingersoll is one of
may be, but human vices, sins against ourselvs and on th~ unjust, who uses no discrimination, shows no the very best men in the country, and I believe in
mercy, feels no pity, knows no justice, but scatters his teachings myself."
against each other, they certainly are.
Comstock was astonished. "I hav come to the
Faith, aceording to the definition of St. Paul (if blessings and curses, prosperity and adversity,
he wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews), is "the sub- regardless of where they may fall. Away with the wrong place," he gasped, and grabbed his bag and
stance of things hoped for, the evidence of things love of God, source of hatred and neglect of man. disappeared. He left town the next day, unable to
not seen " (Heb. x~ 1). This is nonsense, a jumble Tear from it the sweet name of charity, which it has find people foolish enough to believe in his obscene
of words without sense. We hope to receive things stolen from humanity, and in which it seeks to cloak tales of woe and to pay money to see the contents of
in the future, and if we already possess the sub· its unnatural deformity. · In this theological virtue his satchel and hear him repeat his stale lies about
stance of those things, we hav nothing left to hope behold the human vice, fruitful mother of barbarous the good work he is doing "with the help of God.''
There never was a viler slander upon a man or a
for. Faith is not the evidence of things not seen, crime, Fanaticism.
cause
than this claim of the Vice Society that its
There
is
work
to
do
in
the
garden
of
this
world.
but belief in things for which there exists no eviFoul
weeds
that
hav
been
sown
by
the
arch
enemy
is"
fighting Ingersollism," by which Smut-bag
work
dence. It is the first of the theological virtues, from
which both the others derive their being, but as a of mankind (not the devil but the preacher) hav to Comstock means Freethought. With infinitly better
human vice it is called credulity, and is the source of be rooted up and cast away and burnt to ashes. grace could a society to suppress vice say it was
countless errors and superstitions. The author of These theological virtues must be banished to eter- fighting the Bible and Christianity, for the Bible
the above· quoted epistle continues: "Through faith nal sheol that the natural virtues of humanity may contains a good deal of what the United States term
we understaud that the worlds were formed, through bav a chance to grow. Then in the place of faith, obscenity, and the Christians are circulating that
the word of God, so that things which are seen were hope, and charity, knowledge, prudence, and paternal book by millions of copies. Comstock could, if he
were not a canting hypocrit, make good points in
not made of things which do appear" (v. 3). Just so. love may flourish and bear fruit.
that manner.
By faith, if we, unfortunately for us, hav inherited
"Ingersollism," we suppose, is what Col. Robert
Sunday Laws.
that mental disease, and hav not yet eradicated it
G.
Ingersoll thinks and saye. Touching this quesfrom our brains, we understand that scientific truth
The Attorney General of Louisiana, if we may betion
of vice the colonel has published a paragraph or
is false and theological falsehood true. " By faith lieve the Pp,arl of .JJays, the organ of the American
two
in
reply to the same charge made by another
Abraham, when he was tried, offered up Isaac" Sabbath Union, has done a sensible thing. In his
(v. 17). He was ready to murder his own son, because report to the legislature he recommends that the canting and clownish hypocrit, the Rev. Mr. Talhe feared to displease a tyrannical and wicked God. Sunday law of tho t state be stricken from the statute mage, Doctor of Divinity. The colonel said :
"Mr. Talmage, in order to make a point against InSince his time many of the faithful hav steeped their book or else modified so as to correspond with pubhands in blood, in their anxiety to save their own lic sentiment upon this subject as it exists in New fidelity, states from his pulpit that I am in favor of poisoning
the minds of children by the circulation of immoral books.
miserable souls, which were not worth preserving at Orleans.
The statement is entirely false. He qught to hav known
any cost. · Hav faith, my brethren; believe every
To strike the law from the statute books would of that I withdrew from the Liberal League upon the very
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question whether the law should be repealed or modified. I
favored a modification of the law, so that books and papers
could not be thrown from the mails simply because they
were' infidel.'
" I was and am in favor of the destruction of every
immoral book: in the world. I was and am in favor, not
only of the law against the circulation of such filth, but
want it executed to the letter in every state of this Union.
Long before he made that statement, I had introduced a
resolution to that effect, and supported the resolution in a
speech. Notwithstanding these facts, hundreds of clergymen hav made haste to tell the exact opposit of the truth.
This they hav done in the name of Christianity; under the
pretense of pleasing their God. In my judgment, it is far
better to tell your honest opinions, even upon the subject of
theology, than to knowingly tells falsehood about a fellowman. Mr. Talmage may hav been ignorant of the truth.
He may hav been misled by other ministers, and for his
benefit I make this explanation. I wanted the laws modified
so that bigotry could not interfere with the literature of intelligence; but I did not want, in any way, to shield the
writers or publishers of immoral books. Upon this subject
I used, at the last meeting of the Liberal League I attended,
the following language :
" 'But there is a distinction wide as the Mississippi, yes,
wider than the Atlantic, wider than all oceans, between the
literature of immorality and the literature of Freethought.
One is a crawling, slimy llzud, and the other an angel with
wings of light. Let us draw this distinction. Let us understand ourselvs. Do not make the wholesale statement that
all these laws ought to be repealed. They ought not to be
repealed. Some of them are good, and the law against
sending instruments of vice through the mails is good. The
law against sending obscene pictures and books is good.
The law against sending bogus diplomas through the mails,
to allow a lot of ignorant hyenas to prey upon the sick people of the world, is a good law. The law against rascals
who are getting up bogus lotteries, and sending their circulars in the mails is a good law. You know, as well as I, that
there are certain books not fit to go through the mails. You
know tB.at. You know there are certain pictures not fit to
be transmitted, not fit to be delivered to any human being.
When these books and pictures come into the control of the
United States, I say, burn them up I And when any man
has been indicted who has been trying to make money by
pandering to the lowest passions in the human breast, then I
say, prosecute him I let the law take its course.'
"I can hardly convince myself that when Mr. Talmage
made the charge he was acquainted with the facts. It seems
in'credible th11.t any man, pretending to be governed by the
law of common honesty, could make a charge like this knowing it to be untrue. Under no circumstances would I charge
Mr. Talmage with being an infamous man, unless the evidence was complete and overwhelming. Even then, I should
hesitate long before making the charge. The side I take on
theological questions does ~ot render a resort to slander or
calumny a necessity. If Mr. Talmage is an honorable man,
he will take back the statement he has made. Even if there
is a God, I hardly think that he will reward one of his children for maligning another; and to one who has told falsehoods about 'Infidels,' that having been his only virtue, I
doubt whether he will say: 'Well done good and faithful
servant.'"
Let Smug-bag Comstock cease his prating abaut
" fighting Ingersollism," or throw aside even his
hypocritical pret~nse of being honest.

Against the Christian Religion.
The following item of Christian news has escaped
our notice till now :
"WASBINGToN, D. C., June 14.-Commissioner Douglass
says, speaking of the intention of the commissioners to stop
the baseball game to-morrow : 'I thought it would shock
the country to learn that such a thing as Sunday baseball
was permitted at the national capital. If we had been unsuccessful in finding a law, I should hav done my utmost to
manufacture one.'
"'You found a law, then? •
"'Yes, we did. The old common law of England held thai
the Cnristian religion was a part of the common law, and
when the first settlers came to this country they brought the
common law with them. You know that it is against the
Christian religion to play ball on Sunday, for on its face it io
a violation of the fpurth Commandment. That is the law we
operated upon in this case.'
" The Washington Base Ball Club determined to-night not
to contend with the district commissioners, but to go over
into Virginia and play on a neighboring race-track."

If there is any dishonest and tyrannical proceeding to which Christians
not resort to compel people to do aa the Christians want them to do, some
church paper ought to bring it forward.
What playing ball has to do with the Christian
religion, or what the Christian religion has to do with
"common" law, is something no fellow knows. Sunday breaking is purely a statutory crime ; the best
Christians in the world hav amused themselvs with
. games on Sundays, and never dreamed that they were
· doing anything against the Christian religion. The
Puritan Sunday is a comparativly recent development
of Christian tyranny. And if Christianity is a part
of the common law there are a great many people
who hav yet to learn the fact. A good many little

will
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judges hav said so, but it is not yet a settled
principle of law · the U aited States Supreme Court
th
d • ~h
• th G' d ' d · d d th
10. e irar case . eCJ e
e O er way, an 10 e
Kmg Sunday breaking case, of Tennessee, the lawyers
will again appeal to that court to know if .a Seventh
Day Adventist who keeps the Sabbath and violates
Sunday can be fined without redress. Mr. King's
•
• .
law~er.s ~ift'er ~rom Commtsstoner Douglass about
Chr1Sb1amty be10g a part of common law, and propose to hav the Supreme Court decide these points :
1. That the observance or non-observance of any
particular day, as sacred, is solely a matter for the
individual conscience of each citizen, and that the
conscience of any one citizen has no right to pind or
regulate the conscience of any other citizen in this
or any other matter.
2. That it is a physical impossibility to set aside
any particular period of time as sacred to be observed
by all alike, for by reason of the revolution of the
planets the divisions of time are radically different in
different latitudes; that is to say, that while in Tennessee it may be the day we call Sunday, the same
period of time may be Saturday or Monday in other
parts of the country.
3. That, inasmuch as the defendant is a member of
the Church of the Seventh Day Adventists, and therefore adheres, as a matter of religious faith, to the day
called Saturday as sacred, the action of the court in
this case is an interference with his religious liberty,
an assumption on the part of the state to supervise
and control his religious practices, and therefore
unconstitutional.
When we get the decision in this case we shall
know con11iderable more about common law de facto
than we do now.

A New 'Pnritan Country.
The Mosquito Reserve in Nicaragua is the latest
place to use the Bible as a model for its laws. Its
·• Sunday Protection Act," passed last September,
runs in these words :
"Be it enacted in council assembled and it is hereby
enacted, that the day called Sunday is the appointed Sabbath
of the Lord our God in this land of the Mosquito Reser~e,
and in it there shall not be done any manner of work, liable
and under penalty of $10 and not to exceed $25 as heretofore.''
The M01;quito Reserve Christians also believe that
witchcraft may be practiced still, and to discourage
it hav enacted :
" That all person or persons who practice and stand
charged with practicing necromancy, obea, or obeaism, or
employing charm or enchantment or killing, or otherwise
hurting or attempting to hurt by poison, or by administering
such noxious or hurtful draughts, as may tend to stupefy, or
intended to stupefy any person or persons, by such wicked
art or act, or acts or deed, shall be guilty of felony or misdemeanor or both, and shall suffer fine, imprisonment,
corporal punishment and transportation, or fine, imprisonment and transportation.
"Should any person or persons attempt by necromancy,
or by obea to discover hidden treasure, or to restore
stolen goods or to provoke unlawrul love, or to hurt any
man or beast shall su:ffer fine, imprisonment, and transportation."
The Reserve is controled by a hereditary chief, and
one of the governmep.t's prime ministers is the Rev.
J. 0. Thomas, a preacher and politician and merchant.
From its laws we should judge the Reserve to be a
second edition of Connecticut under the Puritans.

The Turpitude of Legislators.
It is not often that our national legislators talk
bard constitutional sense, and Senator Vance of North
Carolina is entitled to hav his speech on the admission of Idaho into the Union treasured up by the defenders of our Constitution, even if his illustrations
do hit the Christians pretty hard.
It was July let that the bill to make Idaho a state
was considered in the Senate, and finally passed.
Mr. Vance opposed it on the following grounds:
"The preliminary proceedings had been unauthorized by
any legislation; the population of the territory was not
sufficient to entitle it to one representativ in the House; the
constitution under which it proposed to come into the Union
was not in conformity with the Constitution of the United
States, in that it proscribed and disfranchised men for their
religious opinions, and that the apportionment of its legislativ districts was so notoriously unfair and one-sided that it
ought not to receive the sanction of fair and honest men in
the Senate. A man, by the mere fact of his belonging to the
Mormon church, Mr. Vance said, even though he had only
one wife, or no wife at all, and though he conducted himself
as a good citizen, was, under the constitution of Idaho, disfranchised and rendered forever incapable of voting, holding

office, or sitting on a jury. That was what he protested
against. Those pious men in the mountains of Idaho undertook to proscribe men for their religious belief. If alive to.
day Moses, the great lawgiver of Israel, could not be mayor
of a cross-roads town in Id:~uo. Tae p1triarch could not
sit in a town council and assist in proclaiming an ordinance
for winding up the town clock or impounding hogs. King
Solomon, in ~U his gt?ry, c0uld not issue a warunt !or fifty
cents, and Kmg Da v1d, 'the man after God's own heart,•
could not serve the warrant, and the rabbi could not sit upon
the jury that tried the case. The prophets of God could not
be overseers or the road along which they traveled with
sandaled feet to deliver the divine message of wrath to sinful citizens."
When any state, or proposed state, disfranchises a
man because of his religious opinions, however foolish, absurd, and superstitious those views may be,
that state or proposed state needs reconstruction.
To allow Roman Catholics to become citizens and
bar out any other Christian sect is an inconsistency
greater than any crime the Mormons ever committed.

Editorial Notes.
WB hope all of those interested in securing the liberation
of Moses Harman from prison will send here for copies of
the petition to the president, get them filled, and return
them to us as soon as possible.
ON Tuesday, the 24th ult., Judge Bain, at Winnepeg, Manitoba, gave judgment in the famous separate school case.
The judge upheld the law recently passed by the legislature
abolishing separate schools, and granted an injunction to
restrain teachers in Catholic schools from holding religious
exercises.
AROBBISHC.P MrK& CoRRIGAN has again triumphed over the
friends of Dr. McGlynn. Dr. Burtsell, who defended the
recalcitrant priest, was months ago, ordered to remove from
his city parish to Rondout, but refused to go, and appealed
to Rome. Rome has now decided against him, and the
machine, as McGlynn calls the hierarchy, is thereby strengthened. For unadulterated and cussed despotism the Roman
Catholic church stands pre-eminent.
THB Oatholw Review says of the clerical committee of the
"Citizens' Movement," which we mentioned last week :.
"The Citizens' movement, which began to move forward
last week, signalized its first start-and it will make many
more of them-by nominating a batch of clergymen to its
managing committee, among whom were Archbishop Corrigan and Rev. Father Ducey, with a hint that Dr. McGlynn
might yet be introduced. A more ill-assorted company of
ecclesiastics we hav yet to see. Their selection illustrates
just how much the citizens of this particular movement
know about public men and public affairs. We can assure
them that they hav dropped into a mudhole in their Catholic appointments.''
THE bishops of Brazil recently addressed a long pastoral
to the faithful under their charge. It has reference to the
change of government in that country, so far as it has
affected the church. Two actions of the provisional government are separately objected to-the disestablishment of the
church and the placing of various sects and sectaries on a
footing with Catholicity. The bishop says: "The situation
of our Brazil is not very brilliant just now. By a singular
acoustical phenomenon, it faithfully repeats, on this
side of the Atlantic, all the echoes of European revolutions.
The spirit of hostility toward the church ferments among
among us, during our exigencies, incarnated in a powerful and domineering sect. No, unfortunately, we can expect neither protection nor favors in the state as it is.''
Commenting upon their pastoral and Brazilian affairs, the
Freeman's Jonrnal, a Catholic organ in this city, prints this
call to arms: "It may require a struggle to overcome the
force and fraua that the irresponsible military junta, now
ruling Brazil, will employ at the autumn elections. But the
Brazilian people, as has been abundantly intimated, will
not allow Senhor Fonseca and Company to continue
in power. It is to be hoped that a counter-revolution will
not be necessary. But the cabal should be overthrown at
all costs.''
MR. ANGus GRIFFIN desires to know how many Liberals
there are in the United States, as he is often asked the question. To which we can only reply, we do not know, and no
one else does. 'rhe census does not ask the question of
religion, and figures on that subject are gathered from church
yearbooks. As nearly as we can tell, there are but a !ew
thousands of activ Liberals-men and women who oppose
the church's theol0gy and politics-perhaps fifty thousand.
Then there are the Spiritualists, a. few more thousands who
are also Liberals, and several hundred thousands of" Christian Spiritualists." Besides these are a. great mass of people, mostly men, who are Agnostics, unbelievers in all of the
creeds, but unaffiliated with other heretics. These must
count up to millions in the variouq large cities. 'rbey are
chiefly business men who read Radical publications on the
quiet, and semi-Rad'.cal publications which the "literary"
folks and the newspapers hb v made "respectable" openly.
Then there is a. great body of millions more of indifferen~ists
who do not go to church, but who do not read nor think
upon the subject. The real church folks number about
twenty millions, but 11 church-member of to-day, except in
unprogressiv ph'ICes, is no more like the Christian of half a
century ago than our electric light is like the pine torches
of our ancestors. The evolution and the influences of civilization are doing their perfect work even upon the Presbyterians; and in time will get down to the Methodists.
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GARNETT, KAN., June 23, 1890.
MR. EDIToR: Send along the paper, pic:ures and all. I'm
no prude.
Yours truly,
CHARLES GREGG.
WANGMAN CRERK, June 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Put my vote down for pictures. I hav tried
to get some subscribers for your paper, but in vain so far.
I giv the papers away as soon as I hav read them. Sc>me
people like them and some do not.
F&ANK FoRBLAND.
WALNUT GRovE, KAN, June 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send the old, reliable TRUTH SEEKER
for another year. I like the p•er very much, pictures and
all. Long liv THR TRUTH SEEKER, and Heston too
Yours fraternally,
W. H. NoAH.

"The Origin oftifeon the Earth." The doctor ably replied
to all who criticised his position. There is a Congregationalist church here, and prospects ot a Catholic church soon
being built. Port Angeles is situated similarly to New York
city or S!l.n Francisco, and is destined to soon become a
great city, a great power for either good or evil, truth or
superstition. Some of the Liberals here were deluded into
helping build the Congregational church; with the understanding that we could use it for Liberal meetings when the
Christians were not using it, and what they learned by the
experiment they might hav learned a great deal cheaper in
THE TRUTH BEEKER if they had studied it carefully.
We respectfully invite all Liberals who come to western
Washington to come to Port Angeles, and hope that many
of them will make their homes here and join us in building
a city as free from superstition as possible. I will' send for
a cartoon book before long, and hope you will soon hav the
Bible cartoons in book form. The cartoons should also be
in tract form, which '!.ould enable us to send a few to many
places where we could not afford to send books.
FRANK MoRSE.

as good as a volume. I am specially well pleased with his
pictures of June 7th, "A Few of the Fraudulent Relics Exhibited to the Faithful." It is immense. Said picture
brings old facts to my mind. In the year 184.4 the coat o
Christ-or the "Holy Lord God's Coat," as we used to call it
in Germany-was on exhibition in Fraves, or Frhir. My
mother was one of the many thousands of pilgrimg who
walked to Fraves, :a distance of about forty miles from
where we lived at the time, to receive the blessing and
indulgence which were granted to those who were permitted
to see and touch the holy coat. Every one of the visitors
was obliged to giv a certain sum of money. My mother and
others said that there was more than a wagon-load of money
on the altar where the coat was exhibited. It was a bonanza
for the church. At the time, my father made the remark
that there was no more efllcaey in Christ's coat, which he
doubted to be genuin, than in his own cont. l!'or this
offense he was promptly ordered before the priest to get a
lecture for this terrible blasphemy.
All my brothers and sisters and relative are Roman Catholics They dislike me.on account of my Infidelity. But I
let them cling to the old superstition and falsehood, and I
will stick to L\beralism and the truth.
I feel perfectly happy now, but in olden times, when I
was a Christian, I was always miserable. The idea of swallowing the creator of heaven and earth, God, man, and allsuch cannibalism was against my nature.
I hav been trying hard to get a subscriber for THE TRUTfi
BEEKER, but in vain. There are a Jew so called half Freethinkers in this town, but they dare not take a Liberal paper
for fear it would make them unpopular. There are four
churches in this little town, and most of the folks go to
church for society's sake.
I want to make a suggestion to all Christians of the world.
Let them organize a congress, and enter into an agreement
to take a t'l"ial term of Freethought and Liberalism, say for
ten years. Let them discard all Gods and religions and
churches Let them allow the priests and preachers to take
care of themselvs for ten years. Let tb.e Christians-or apprentice Liberals-organize Secular U aions and Liberal
libraries in every town to take the place of churches. Let
them purchase Liberal and scientific books to take the place
of Bibles and hymn-books. Let them invest the same amount
of money toward educating themselvs and children as they
used to invest In churches and priests. And at the end of
ten years let them look around and see the result. If the
people hav intellectually and morally advanced, then let
them keep science and Liberalism; if they hav fallen, then
let them go back to priestcraft and ignoraDGe.
This world wants more such men as R. G. Ingersoll, D.
M. Bennett, Horace Seaver, Thomas Paine, and others, to
take the place of preachers and priests. Thls world wants
more science and truth, and less superstition and religion.
HENRY BISSON.

MARTINSVILLE, ILL.,June 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $7, for which please send THE
TRUTH BBEKER to the two new subscribers designated, and
send me the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." I hav
EAGLE, NEB., June 24, 290.
been some time working up this little order ; will try to do
MR. EDITOR: I could not do without THE TRUTH SEEKER,
something more as soon as possible. I vote for a con- even if times are hard. I hav tried to get a few subscribers,
tinuance of the pictures in the p!lper. They are great eye- but hav failed, but I will try again. They are so bigoted
J. T. HoUSER.
openers.
and narrow-minded, and you cannot convince an old person
of his errors. But I hav great hopes of the rising generaAMITY, ORE., June 12, 1890.
tion, as Freethought is catching. I liv near a German
MR. EDITOR: I hav many enemies here to battle with, in Lutheran church and parochial school, and all the parents'
the way of Christianity, but friendly otherwise. There is children that belong to this church are growing up with a
any amou,nt of disbelievers who, for fear of offending mother, bigoted education. We hav had a gr)Qd public school before
wife, child, or some friend, hold their peace. I hope some this church was built here, and more good-will and harmony
wide-awake speaker will come to this place and open the among the people than there is now. I hav h~ard the
eyes of some of the gospel-stuffed youths of this place. I preacher denounce the public schools from the pulpit as
send $2 for the picture book.
J. C. RoBISON.
schools of the devil, g~'dless schools. Now, if this is not
Anarchism, I do not know what it is. They are endeavorUNION, Mo., June 23, 1890.
ing to destroy our schools of learning, as Christianity cannot
MR. EDITOR: I hav seen a copy of your paper recently propagate its isms where there is learning. As soon as the
and was very favorably impressed-in fact, was highly people are better educated they will discard religion, and of
pleased to see such free thought, so many progressiv ideas, course that means minus bread and butter to the sky-pilot.
such clear and logical reason, in print and in public circula- Oar free school must be maintained by all hazards, with no
tion, and I must say, press on. It is the means to an end interference of God, priest, or devil. Talk about Uhristian
that is necessary, as it is self. evident it is making life a love, why, there is no such thing. Right here in this church,
success.
W. M. MEYEitSIEOK.
on the last night of the old year 1889, two prominent church
lights nearly got into a hand-to-hand fight, and if it were not
JASP&R, ALA., June 23, 1890.
for the interference of other members, they would hav had
MR. EDITOR: Why is it a fact that people will not reason? a Sullivan-Kilrain fight, with God as referee. 0 ye vipers
If all were honest and would closely obsene facts, with an and hypocrite I If there is a person that can lie, it is a
enlightened intellect we could come to the same conclusions. hypocrit Cb.ristian.
0. R. BoEBEW&TTER.
There are two kinds of facts. One is apparent, which makes
the sun go around the earth once in twenty.four hours; but
DELAVAN, MINN., June 22, 1890.
the real fact is that the earth revolves to produce this result.
MR. EDIToR: We ha.v just received a series of Liberal
Apparent facts make theories, but real facts make science.
lectures from that great and gifted man, J. E. Remsburg, on
The greater part of our conclusions are based on apparent
the nights of June 17th, 18th, and 19th. I attended every
factFr, and not on the real or true facts. This is why we do night. I work out in the country three miles from town. I
not agree in our reasoning. Real or a true understanding of was lucky enough to get a ride into town the first two evenBosoOBEL, Wis., June 25, 1890.
facts will always lead to science or demonstration; this ings. Notwithstanding it rained Thursday and I had to
MR. EDITOR: Error is born to falter upon the borders of
should be our object in all branches of thought.
walk. if I attended, I walked, and felt fully repaid in listen- truth, serving only to mislead and corrupt the human race ;
J. K. DEARTH.
ing to the lecture, the subject of which was, " The Apostle and the widest scope of its action may readily be traced
of Liberty." There was one lady who told another she was through all known time to the characteristics and acts of
CHARLESTON, VT., June 25, 1890.
a fool to go near the lecture. "I never go near 'um! I religious organisms .. This self-constituted evil came early,
MR. EDITOR: I am getting disgusted with illiberal Liberals. never would go near •um! I won't hav nothing to do with and paved its way by plea of piety to universal control,
I hav spent several days' time distributing those papers, and •um I" But for all this advice she did attend-every night, finally issuing OVPr the world in race contention and widehav sent some out of the state, but I do not know as I hav too. And another lady threatened to lock her husband out spread destruction. Fortunately glimpses of light and hapgot one subscriber. Yet it may be like C!lsting bread upon if he went a second evening. And yet there were others piness, heralded stage by stage by the growth of intelligence
the water, to return after many days. I think that there is more charitable in their views, not hesitating to say, "We adverse to the characteristics of the prevailing religions,
nothing that has so dwarfed the human mind as the Chris- should hear both sides of the subject."
came upon the scene, which ultimately has brought our latter
tian religion.· Whether there ever was such a man as Christ
I hav read some of the writings of Thomas Paine, Col. R. centuries to conditions grandly hopeful as to the future of
or not I neither know nor care. Brrt one thing I do know, G. Ingersoll, J. E. Remsburg, Helen Gardener, John Peck, our race, in that that rational liberty, universally distributed,
tha.t the pretended sayings of his in that old Jew-book hav and others. I think the ideas we receive from such litera- shall be enlarged and made good for all time. Truth,
caused more ml.sery and suffering and bloodshed-yes, a ture are far in advance of those we hear from the pulpit.
then, would ever prevail, and would ever be the world's
thousand times more-than everything else in the last two
Fraternally,
EvA R. LEE.
handmaid of social unity.
thousand years. But this much I can testify to as true, in
Following my introductory statement, in the main remy own family and neighborhood, as the effect of the Chrislating to prehistoric race conditions, it has occurred to me
BoWIE,
TEx.,
June
23,
1890.
tian religion. Matt. x, 34, 35: "Think not that I come to
MR. EDITOR: I receive the grand old TRUTH BEEKER regu- in this direction, that a fresh point bearing upon God's
send peace, but a sword. For I come to set a man at
larly,
and sometimes I think it should be named the Truth alleged interest and responsibility in the human race may
variance against his father, and the daughter against her
be worthy of note, inasmuch as truly sensible and rational
mother, and the daughter-in-law against the mother-in-law." Finder.
Freethought is moving here. We organized yesterday, people do not hesitate to condemn the B1ble Adam and Eve
Please find inclosed $2 for the picture book.
·
A. l!"'. CoLE.,. the 22d, with about ten members; elected president and story as bogus. First, then, we are informed that God's
secretary, and will be known as the Bowie Freethought power is infinit; that he created all things to his own liking,
Society. We expect to send a delegate to the state Liberal the human race especially as to liking. This allegation re0TFORD, N. 8., June 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: New ground has again been broken in Nova convention at Waco, Tex., July 15 to 17, 1890.
minds one of Darwin's prehistoric half- bred, evoluted manScotia, by Mr. Watts delivering two lectures here, WednesWe hav a small town of about twenty-five hundred popu- monkies whom God deposited-to his own liking-on earth
day and Thursday, June 18th and 19;h, This, as I think lation, but four joss-houses find customers and as many sky- to lead the van of all possible humanities then yet to appear
you hav heard before, is a very orthodox town, and the pilots find a good, easy living at the expense of the ignorant on earth, their forms, natures, and characters included.
ministers and lea.ders of churches and Young Men's Chris- and superstitious.
Well ! Starting upon the original and considering the counttian Associations did their best to keep the members of their
On Friday, the 20th inst., Dr. James Billings, Universal- less issues of subsequent diff, rentials of the race, one is
congregations, etc., away by reporting that the lectures ist missionary, got permission to deli~er a s~ries of sermons again reminded of the fact, that intlnit power, adorned with
would be nothing but ridicule and abuse. Probably they at the Christian joss-house. He preached on Friday night infinit judgment and taste, had discounted its abilities in
thought Mr. Watts was the same stamp of a man as Clark and Saturday was notifiea that he could hav the house no construction, at its first trial. Bogus again I
Braden, whom they got to lecture last fall, and who, report longer. The fact is, he taught them from the Bible that
Summarily given in a business way, it should appear that
says. told the ministers, etc., not to hav anything to do with the chances were that the majority of them would go to at the prehistoric period mentioned, God, if there-being
Mr. Watts, as he would only lead them out beyond their heaven, and only a few, in fact none, would go to hell. infinit as a person, he must hav been there-neglected his
depth, and they would be left there. However, in spite of This was too much for the Christians. If they were not chosen, functionary trust, the crown of all life, by letting
admonitions, etc., there were quite large audiences, and even going to hell he could not preach in their joss-house, as it stolid ignorance capture all of humanity that might follow
the most orthodox were surprised, and expressed great satis- did not suit them.
on the earth, thus making himself responsible-infinitly so
faction at the eloquent, logical, fair, and gentlemanly way
I esteem THE TRUTH BEEKER very highly, and think it the -for whatever In human evil might follow in consequence.
in which Mr. Watts handled the subjects of" Christianity VB. grandest exponent of the falsity of superstition. You hav Then, to think how easy it would hav been for him to hav
Secularism," and "Unbelief." Discu9sion and criticism penetrated into the gloomy recesses of Catholicity and big- placed highest intelligence there instead in order to forecast
were invited, but as the clergy were conspicuous by their otry, and hav banished it from the minds of thousands. the growth of social good, in surety.
absence, no opposition was offered.
Considered as business, was ever so great a mistake
Welcome, TRUTH B:ll:EKRR, and may your example be fol.
ONE OF THE CoMMITTE&.
lowed by your successors. Continue the pictures.
launched so carelessly upon the world? Having the power,
would not a clod-headed farmer do better? Surely Bible
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
8. P. BENTON.
history and religious asseverations hav ever been paltering
PoRT ANGEr.Es, WAsH., June 18, 1890.
Rro&VILLE, IowA, June 23, 1890.
or deceiving at the expense of truth and in the f11ce of piety.
MR. EDITOR: Our society here is growing larger and
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Heston deserves infinit credit for the
A word farther. The world's one thousand reli;;;ious sects
more interesting. Dr. F. S. Lewis delivered an instructiv
lecture last Sunday evening at the school-house, subject, good work he does with his pictures. Each one of them is are so constituted as to make it impossible for any one or al ·
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of them to rightly claim any relation whatever to any form
of godlike power. To me the entire scheme appears only as
organisms seeking and contending for greatest power,
severally ; added to an equal de~ire to attain grandeur in
position, to be so elevated by the "mammon of unrighteousness." I hav never been able to locate God. Monism tenders the closest view.
D.
Mosoow, IDA., June 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I read THE TRUTH SEEKERS and pass them
around in the missionary circuit as best I can. The effect.
of conversion from superstition to humanity and falsehood
to truth, from illo~:lcalncss to logic, is very slow; and I can
not see why it should not be faster, for when I was supersti.
tious, it did not require but two or three copies of Trrn
TRUTrr BEEKER and the same number of Ingersoll's lectures to
regenerate me from the ·low rut of superstition, hypocrisy,
cowardice, and blind faith-which are the four leading elements o! the Christian rellgion. I liv in the eastern part of
the new state of Washington. The people are eccentric in
the many beliefs. Some are out-spoken Infidels. In the fifteen months I hav lived here I attended one funeral. The
man that stood between God almighty and common people
on this occasion, called minister of Christ's gospel, informed
the mourners that the case of the little innocent was only a
mere change, no annihilation of life by any means; that
their Lord said suffer little children to come unto him and
forbid them not, for he was a loving God, etc. I wondered
why his love was not great enough to let the parents keep
the child and obviate all grief. I cannot· conceive how people can trust their ncar and dear to the tender care and nurture of a God that allured an innocent and virtuous woman,
as far as we know, as he did the Virgin Mary, and then
through stratagem or chicanery palmed her off, child and
all, onto poor Joe. Doubtless the readers of TrrE TRUTH
BEEKER hav heard of the song of Foolish Joe. I think he
was the fellow. I think the correctest way of proving a
man's manhood is, in the event of doing wrong either by
accident or intention, to beg pardon and make amends as far
as is in such man's power. Gods are not excepted from the
same rule. Instead of this God marrying this betrayed virgin, and swearing he would protect her, if his relativ ostracised and disinherited him, he does quite the opposit.
Bow much longer are people to be bamboozled by such
humbuggery? I think that all Liberals should report themselva and volunteer to contribute, ever so little, to the great
cause of human freedom. I hav heard Christians say if it
was in their power they would imprison our great apostle,
Colonel Ingersoll. The great work rests in teaching the Liberal sentiment into the people, as the sentiment of the people
is generally carried in the laws, let them be good or bad,
opprcssiv or liberal. If men want to harvest or thrash on
Sunday they are not persecuted. Petitions were signed here
last winter· against the Blair bill and giving one religion
advantage of another. This state is doing some good Liberal political work, as has been reported by C. B. Reynolds.
We w~nt all church property taxed and not a person paid
by the public tax for their time spent in prayer, from United
States chaplain in the Senate to school-teacher. If the superstitious want to waste their time in such nonsense, let them
do it at their own expense. If there is a future and better
existence for people, managed by a deity, I would rather
think it an Infidel sentiment than an orthodox sentiment,
because we advocate better principles. And should there be
a reckoning up at a judgment day and the b )BB God-him or
it, or what is proper to say in this particular; perhaps John
Peck or some one can answer; you all know what I mean
-should be an Infidel in every sense, and suppose the same
bigoted, inhuman principles should be carried out on the
Christians that their God is carrying out on us for unbelief,
would the Christian not wish he had embraced Infidelity?
Is it not as logical for us to reason about what we do not
know anything about as it is for them?
I will hav to take issue with Bloomer and others on Prohibition. It is nothing rare to see rlefenseless women and children in this country in more or less trouble and distress, and
men's faces black and blue, the effect of the saloon and
gambling table. Stamp me in favor of woman suffrage and
the suppression of drunkenness.
JoEL MoCALI.IBTER.
INDIAN GRoVE, Mo., June 22, 1890.
MR. EmTo.R: The Rev. Mr. Hurly, in a sermon delivered
recently at the Centenary Methodist Episcopal church to a
crowded house, assailed the character of the Atheist in a
very vindictiv manner. The inclosed letter was written in
reply thereto, and presented to the home paper for publication, which, however, was unceremoniously refused.
w. E. WALTON.
R&v. MR. HURLY, KEYTESVILLE, Mo., IJear Sir: I wish to
assure you at the outset that I mean no offense by the folfowing, and should you take any exception to the same, I
trust tltat you will be kind enough to practice your theory of
forgivness until seventy times seven in this case, as I feel
assured you will do. My object is to submit a few criticisms
on your }ate exposition of the character of an Atheist. You
talTe the position, in fact you affirm positivly, that the
intelligent Atheist, or person that rejects God-you mean
Jehovah, of course-has no conscience. The term conscience
is not ambiguous. It means simply man's conception of
right and wrong. Hence the idea of an intelligent Atheist
having no conscience is ludicrous, absurd. Man to possess
a conscience must of necessity be intelligent. No one knows
this any better than yourself. I am willing to concede that
you possess a conscience, that you hav an acute perception
of· right and wrong, but I am not sure that you are not
altogether remorseless and therefore without a proper respect
for your conscience. You appear willing to impeach the
motiv of every generous deed, and of every noble achievement, and to deny and discredit all evidence of an honorable,
just, and upright spirit, exhibited on tile part of- an Atheist.
And why? It certainly cannot be simply for the purpose of
smirching and blacking his character in the estimation of his
Christian neighbors. I hav never committed a crime in my
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life which if br~ug)lt to the light of day would be cognizable pate myself from so grave a charge as that of being afraid of
by any sort of JUStiCe, unless it be an occasional desecration spooks I didn't believe in, it might be looked upon as a seriof the Sabbath, and this alleged offense is answerable only ous reflection upon the intelligence of your readers.
to a court of iLj 'at:ce. I hav a few friends with whom I
I would only remark en passant that I am still patientlv
a~ intimately associated who hav evidenced their friendshlp by years of unswerving fi-'lelity and faithfulness. No awaiting the arrival of his promised "whalers carrying the
one with whom I ever had any business transactions has _fisher-mediums hitherward on their errand of capturing the
ever indicated a want of confidence in my integrity. I hav fish that are caught by mediumistic frauds." But as the
endeavored to be an exemplifier of all that was pure and
good, and my hhrhest ambition has been to .accumulate a " catch" is counted by the thousands, and mostly among
competence for my family and to instruct my children in the his own clan, methinks he ought to look in a different direcp~nciples of justice and truth. But alas, I am suddenly tion for it. But pending the arrival of his "whalers," I
seJzed up b:f a verit~ble Torquemada, fired into a flame by would advise him to rest from his mental labors, lest his
the smoldering spirit of the Holy Spanish Inquisition. He overwrought spirit will disembody itself from its "fleshly
sounds the note of alarm, "Look out, brethren for that
awful AY,heist_l He has n_o conscience I If he t~eats you tabernacle" to take unto itself wings for spirit-land. His
kindly, It is simply a cunnmg device by.which he expects to frantic effort in expounding metaphorical spirit-lore certainly
be treated kindly in return. If he pays dollar for dollar it is seems to render such a precaution highly necessary.
because he desires that you should treat him in like manner.
Turning our attention to page 394, same issue, we are conAnd this is all very foolish and sinful."
Did it ever occur to you, my dear brother, that your entire fronted with the following questions propounded by Mr. J.
scheme of Christian piety is underlaid with the most sordid Brown, in reply to mine of May 3d: ".What created matter?
and selfish of motive, with a superficial, but most transparent Did it always exist, or does it contain some inherent element
covering of purple and tinsel? Is it not declared that Christ or principle of procreation?" Replying I would say that
had respect to the recompense that he should receive in what we conceive as matter is the temporarily condensed
consideration of which he sacrificed his own body? H~w
ever, a just recompense or reward was exactly what the cosmic force pervading space, which our crude senses are
C~ristian did n?t want, and it .is to escape justice that he not able to resolve into their true nature of aggregated forcechngs so tenamously to the cross. Hear an apostle on this centers, and is eternal, hence was not created. This cosmic
subject: " If the words spoken by angels were steadfast and force is the Atheist's God, having the power, like the Theevery transgression and disobedience received a just recom- ist's fancied personal God, of procreating the multifarious
pense or reward, how shall we escape if we neglect so great forms into which it Aggregates. I agree with him in saying
salvation?" Escape what? A just recompense or reward.
So to Christ they fly, and he becomes a party to a general that "there is no beginning witJ;wut a force, spirit (i.e., inconspiracy to rob justice of its victim and thus shield the telligence), or what you may call it, to enforce that beginmalefactor from a justly deserved punishment. The upright ning." This averment is generally understood as necessitatAtheist is just, and desires only that justice be meted out to ing a creator, but if correctly interpreted shows that instead
him in return. The Christian, aided and abetted by his of 'fheists and Atheists being directly opposed in their docdivine savior, expects to escape justice. I pity, and would
pray for if I thought it would do any good, the man that trios, they really can join hands fraternally across the imcan vindictivly assail the untarnished character of an Atheist aginary chasm that separates them. The beginning of every
simply because it was developed independent of church in- formation of matter, the Atheist admits, implies a creator,
fluence; that will contend-without a blush that he can tres- but this creator is immanent within their very components,
pass against his brother until seventy times seven, that he having the potentiality to arrange them in accordance with
caa maltreat and abuse him, and like the typical David of their primitiv judgment and requirements, and the capacity
old commit the darkest and most infamous crimes, and then
at any moment turn to the savior, who will graciously ab- to adapt them to surrounding conditions or influences. In
solve him from all guilt. Herein lies the difference between other words, "No beginning without an incentiv force," is
the Christian and myself. I believe that I must answer at the Atheist's doctrin in regard to the eternal mutations of
the inexorable bar of justice for my conduct. The Christian cosmic force or matter which had a beginning in each ot
contends that he has a city of refuge that will shield him their individual forms they perpetually assume through their
from the consequence of his evil conduct. Now, to put· the
question squarely, could you look with an eye of approval own creativ force. This force itself, however, is as eternal
on the minister that would giv a pressing invitation for and immutable as the Theist's God. The terms "Atheist"
everybody to attend service at his church, and then after and " Infidel" are misnomers therefore, they reCOj!"nizing a
the congregation had assembled and everyone was observing creator-call it God, nature, or the creativ force of the unithe very strictest decorum, affect an air of sacerdotal gravity verse-and being infidel to nothing but the God of supersti.
and assail with the vilest aspersions and imputations the
character of the Atheist, not for any alleged immoral con- tion. Scientists agree that cosmic force is all-sufficient.
duct, not for the habitual practice of any known vice, but to produce every phenomenon and every form of animate and
simply because he did not happen to hav the ac<.,eptable faith inanimate life; is it therefore not a manifest absurdity to
in regard to something, or perhaps nothing, that no one add a God to it, an act of supererogation born of ignorance?
knows anything about?
Is one god not sufficient, the only real, tru!') god of cosmic
The best I can say for most Christians is that they are in
many things better than their creeds. But I believe you will force? True, we do not yet comprehend the exact nature of
admit that the individual whose spring of life is constantly this creativ force, but has the church from time immemorial
bubbling over with acts of kindness and expressions of sym- not thrown every conceivable obstacle in the way of those
pathy for suffering humanity; whose inherent love of truth who endeavored to ascertain its nature? Of its potentiality
and justice develops a splendid, upright character ; one who none can hav any doubt, as we behold it all around and
practices virtue for its own dear sake without fear of punish- within us, but of the Theist's additional God there is not a
ment or hope of reward, is infinitly superior to the abnormal,
apathetic, frigid nature that can only be moved to acts of particle of evidence. And is it not the bight of folly to askindness and expressions of sympathy by the spectacle of a sume one, considering that it saddles us with the still greater
crucified and mangled savior, supplemented by the fear of a mystery of his being or origin? Does it not complicate diffiburning hell and an intense longing for a crown of glory and culties by adding a God to the universe, instead of simplifya harp of gold.
I must confess myself highly gratified by these suicidal ing them? Hav we not two existences to account for then,
spasms of righteous indignation. I believe they hav always God and the universe, instead of that of the latter only?
been characteristics of the Christian clergy throughout the The latter we knO'W exists; then let us discover the true natworld. They hav a strong tendency to disintegrate the ure of the force that caused its various formations, but in the
organized forces of orthodoxy. Not long since, a practicing name of common sense don't let us add a vastly greater mysphysician, one that stands high in the profession and is widely tery to it, a mystery based on purest assumption, without a
known throughout the country, told me that he had lately
been engaged in reading the Bible through, and as a result vestige of reason to support it.
had come to the conclusion that preaching was simply a proBut, noting your correspondent's further remarks, how
fession, and that he had become so disgusted with clerical innocently can a child not fondle with a diamond in the
arrogance and censorship during the time that Mr. Bell rode rough without realizing its value! He says : "The improvethe Keytesville circuit that he had scarcely been inside of a
church since. I am personally acquainted with perhaps a ments [or researche~] into the electric fluid may lead to the
score of similar cases, all of them above the average for discovery of that unknown God." My dear sir; it is it I it
intelligence. They hav had the theological chimeras ex- is your God I You hav it right there in your grasp! Your
tracted from their craniums and their minds freed from a "unknown God" is embodied right within what you call
state of servil superstitious bondage that has become utterly electric fluid, the sparkle of its luster being still hidden from
intolerable since the broad expanse of intellectual freedom
our mental gaze by the incrustation of our ignorance. Pohas opened out before their extended vision.
larity, the dual principle of electricity or magnetism, must
W. E. WALTON.
Respectfully,
indeed be the principal characteristic of atoms or forcecenters and the main factor, through its attraction and repulMARENGo, ILL., June 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In yours of June 21st Mr. F. E. Ormsby sion, of all we behold in nature. Add to this property the
says that "the readers of Mr. Wettstein's challenge to me- incomprehensibly low degree of conscioumess, called by Eddiums, in yours of May 31st, were no doubt impressed ut ison the primitiv judgment of atoms, and also their probable
first with the idea that they were to receive some light on sexuality, as being identical in its nature with polarity, and
the much discussed subject of slate-writing by disembodied a theory is formulated that can explicate every phenomenon,
spirits," and furthermore that my inviting witnesses to note through the processes of evolution, from the mind and sex
proceedings at the sitting was evidence "that he is a coward, of organic beings to the infinit worlds gyrating through
afraid of that which he claims does not exist," etc. Accord- ~pace. No chance, therefore, in all we behold; no fortuitous,
ing to these sage observations, I presume he fancies that hap-hazard throwing together of dead matter, the Theist's
I desired the presence of these witnesses to guard against a scornful imputation against Materialism, but all the result of
possible onslaught of the spirits who should happen to put the tiny monad's choice. With this primitiv atomic judgin an appearance. lie is evidently not aware that I am well ment recognized by scientists (which I elucidated over ten
fortified against such assaults, not knowing that a few well- years ago), with this electiv affinity of force established,
directed invocations of the blessed Virgin will put them to what need is there to postulate a supervising and supernatrout, not to say anything of two or three amulets and talis- ural creator? Recognizing the all-sufficiency of nature in
mans I habitually wear to keep them at a safe distance. I the primit!v judgment of her constituents, is an auxiliary
am now referring to "those evil spirits," to quote his own being in the shape of a supposed God therefore not a perwords, "designated by many, on account of the results that fectly useless and superfluous adjunct? The unrestrained
sometimes follow, as the devil!" But, seriously speaking, forces of nature when on their terrific and merciless exploits
when I endeavored to "throw some light on the much dis- of destruction resulting in Johnstown cataclysms, Ashtabula
cussed slate-writing manifestations," I did not hav the hardi- horrors, cyclones and earthquakes destroying human beings
hood to expect that such light could ever dawn upon intel- by the thousands, and the endless woe and misery to which
ligences which could construe my proposition of having wit- humanity is subject. indeed preclude its being under provinesses present as cowardice, and it would therefore be a dential care, and ought to be sufficient evidence to every un.
waste of time and of printers' ink to take cognizance of his biased mind that nature acts of its own volition and is not
other inanities ; in fact, if I thought it necessary to excul- controled by an extraneous guiding hand. H. WETTSTEIN.
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water, while it lies curled up at the bottom then how long will it take the orthedox, for
of the jar there will be fair weather, but be- they don't try? It seems Liberals hav a
fore rain, wind, or snow it will be agitated, herculean task, vet we will hope. When the
French nation brought t.he remains of NapoBdit&J. by Miss SuiWI H. Wxxol!l, Fall and will rise to the surface, and if it comes leon from St. Helena, they esteemed it an
entirely
out
of
the
water
you
may
expect
Riew, Mass., to Ulhom all Oomm'Unications/Of'
honor to declare him the greatest warrior of
thunder.
ancient or modern times. We can claim
this a - should b~ unt.
Before rain ants are bustling and activ, and more-one of our leaders (Ingersoll) haA even
will carry their eggs from place to place ; made war on the Gods, and will in time de" Between the dark and the dayligh\,
throne them. We are looking forward with
bees are busy, but do not go far from their interest to the state meeting of Liberals of
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day•s occupationl
hives ; crickets sing and try to get into the Texas. I will close, hoping all our actions
Thai is known as the Ohildren'B Hour."
house ; flies are very annoying, and bite may be as footprints on the sands of time,
sharper than usual ; and spiders spin gos- that may cause some one to take courage
samer webs in the air. If ants clear their and climb to bights sublime.
Sweet Pansy.
J. HAROLD WARD.
hole
and pile the dust high before 11 A.M. it
Would you know what German children
[It is well that we differ in our opinions.
will
be
fair
the
rest
of
the
day.-Boston
Oal! this flower dear and sweet 1
If all thought just alike, the world would be
"Little Stepmother," they name her,
Journal.
a dull place. While we hav a right to our
And they tell her tale complete.
own views, let us always respect the opinions
Why Throw 1t Away 1
Here's the foremost middle petal;
That's the stepmother herself,
"Evil is wrought by want of thought, and of others, remembering that they hav the
And her daughters two beside her,
not by want of heart," wrote the poet. On same right to them as we hav to ours.
Jnst like her each pretty elf.
Saturday more than five thousand pounds of
Mr. McArthur is a candid, upright, sincere,
See, behind, two other Petals,
fresh fish were thrown away in one of our and honorable gentleman. He may hav some
On which diffarent hues are shown.
city markets on the presumption that it would light that others cannot hav by nature of
These are the stepdaughters. always
SJ:loil before the Monday purchasers arrived
In the background, and alone.
Why was not some one thoughtful enough tq their organization. The editor of the Corner
distribute this food-which when cast away cherishes profound respect for his honest
So, to Garman children, PansY
was in perfect condition-to the starving convictions.-En. C. C.]
Tells her story o'er and o'er ;
poor of the city; to the gaunt, hungry cloakAnd they lis~en. and they sing it
In a little song once more.
makers who are suffering in their terrible
struggle for decent wages? It would hav
But I love our own name better,
helped them one day's journey farther along
For it sounds more heartsomely ;
the difficult road to independence.-MornSweetest Pansy, dearest Pansy,
ing Jou1•nal.
She shall always be to me.
Pretty Polly.
-Our Lttt,le Ones.
"Under Nationalistic rule such an act as the
"Polly" is a bird that can talk! It is very
above could not hav happened," writes a
Handsome Is that Handsome Does.
friend. True. When the relations of the funny, truly. And the queerest or all queer
Out of sight, my boys and girls,
brotherhood of the human race are estab- birds is the parrot, because it can talk.
Every root of beauty starts ;
There are three hundred species of these
lished there will be no " starving poor," no
So think less about your curls,
odd birds, and they are found in great num"gaunt,
hungry
cloakmakers;"
or
any
other
More about your minds and hearts.
persons, suffering for the actual necessaries bers in warm climates, although they can be
Oherish what is good. and drive
of life that others may loll in idleness and easily acclimated and thrive well, when
Evil thoughts and feelings far,
For, as sure as you're alive,
luxury. Humanity is in a semi-barbaric caged, in cool countries.
You will show for what yon are.
Some varieties are exceedingly handsome,
condition, ignorant and untutored, or these
-Alice Oarv.
conditions could not exist to-day. 1Yiay the the plumage being brilliant and beautiful, and
time hasten when the brute will be eliminated many of them exhibit remarkable power in
Weather Sayings.
from the human being, and he will come to imitating not only different fowls and animals,
The aurora borealis always indicates a realize that he only truly livs who livs not but also the human vgice, their thick, fleshy,
change of weather, and if it is very red the for himself alone, but for all-when be will black tongue enabling them to articulate
weather will be very cold.
look beyond the narrow boundary of a selfish words distinctly.
A mackerel sky in the west indicates rain. circle into the broad expanse of a picturesque
Parrots hav a firm, strong bill, arched, and
If there be a sheep sky, or white clouds driv- heaven-a heaven not far off but close at the lower mandible is notched at the end.
ing to the northwest, it will be fine for some hand, and within his reach.
They can bite terribly, and without seeming
S. H. W.
days.
effort will draw blood on the adventurous
A halo around the moon indicates a comstranger who may attempt to caress them
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
ing storm. The number of stars seen within
It was the little girl's first visit to a dairy when they are not in the humor for familiarhe circle shows the number of days before
farm. ''Uncle Zeb," she asked, "which one ity. They hav two toes in front and two at
t will occur.
of all your cows givs the most milk?'' Uncle the back of the foot ; when they walk the
If the leaves of m9.ples and other trees turn
Zeb was a truthful man. He laid one hand toes turn in and they present a most ludicrous
up so as t'l show their under side it is a sign
on "Old Crumplehorn," carelessly placed appearance, but they are great climbers, and
of rain. Dandelions, tulips, and other flowers
the other on the pump, and said, " This can get to the tip.top of a tree or a house
close up before rain.
even, in short order. They can also fly well.
one, child."
If birds flock together in September it is
Not many years ago a gentleman had taken When they eat, they hold their food in the
he sign of a coming storm. If crows are
affectionate leave of his wife and daughter right claw, sud are fond of fruits with seeds;
seen going south in the fall it is a sign of
for a three months' trip abroad. The child, a they also like grain, nuts, pastry, corn, rice,
colder weather; but if they go north there
lovely girl of two and a half years, stood by and occasionally a bit of beefsteak or a
will be warmer weather.
a chair with her thumb in her mouth-a chicken bone, which latter they will pick
If there are no falling stars to be seen on a
favorit pastime, and to her a panacea for all quite clean.
bright summer evening you may look for fine
The paroquet, macaw, lory, and cockatoo
childish ills. She watched her mother for a
weather. If there be many falling stars on
belong
to the parrot tribe, but these do not
few moments, saw the tears filling the lovely
a fine summer's eve you may expect thunder
eyes and dropping one by one from her speak words. Parrots are monogamous, that
and heavy rain.
cheeks, then went to her side with a com- is, they hav one mate and remain always
"If it thunders in the morning it will be
forting tone, and looking pityingly up to her faithful to that one. On account or their infearful before night." "Winter thunder is
telligence and cuteness they hav sometimes
face, said, " Mamma, suck 'oo fum I"
to old folks death and to young folks plun·
been
called "feathered monkeys."
"What do you want, Johnny?" said an
der." It is said that persons in consumption
There is a kind of parrot called the " love
Elm street drug man to an urchin counterhav died during a thunder storm.
high. '' Something to keep moths out of birds." These are small in size and noted for
If wild geese come from the north early in
carpets?" "Yes," answered the boy; "that's their affection and devotion to their mates.
the fall it is the sign of an early winter. If
The gray parrot, found in West Africa, is the
what I c.amphor."
they go north early in the spring it is a Eign
Dickie, six yE>ars old, had a pair of boots. most remarkable talker, and this kind has
that the winter is broken. The Phce be bird,
He cut one of them with a hatchet. The been taught to repeat long sentences, the
or pewee, sings before warm weather.
father became very angry and scolded inces- whole of the alphabet, and can sing songs.
A south wind brings rain, a northeast wind
santly. The little fellow looked his father in Some green parrots can do nearly if not quite
a severe storm, and a northwest wind fair
the face and said, " It you don't stop talking as well.
weather. If the wind veers round with the
In a wild state they make their nests in a
you'll get me mad, too."
sun, there win be fair weather. If the wind
hollow tree.
starts up while it is raining, it will blow the
Parrots sometimes seem to realize the meanCorrespondence.
rain clouds away, and there will be fair
ing of the words they utter, will say" What?"
CoALING, ALA., June 29, 1890.
weather.
Miss s. H. WIXoN: This is my second let- in answer to a question, and then reply with
When you feel the d.:w falling heavily in ter to the Corner. I like your .. Corner intelligence. They hav great memory, can
the evening you may be sure it will be fair Gospel "--that in THE TRUTH SEEKER of call the names of the various members of the
next day. When in the morning you see the June 21st is splendid. I hav read with much family with whom they liv, and make themground covered with webs, covered with interest "In Search of a l:lpirit," and Me- selvs very amusing to big folks as well as
dew, and dew on the ground around, it is a Arthur's replies. Here are two men, talented, little ones.
honest, and sincere, both Liberals, yet they
sign of rain before night, for the spiders are see things so differently that burning would
They attain tr> great age, seventy.five or a
putting up umbrellas.
not change them; rationally considered, is hundred years if well cared for, and the older
A halo around the sun indicates that there this not a powerful argument against a rev- they grot'l the more they know.
will be rain or snow soon. If the sun rises elation? This is not all. Some cannot see
My parrot is a nativ of South America, and
alike, some cannot understand words
clear and soon goes into a cloud it will rain colors
alike. It is 8 hard thought to know we shall was brought to me as a present by a seabefore night. If the sun shines while it rains be annihilated, yet it seems to be
8 fact. captain who is now dead. His name is Robit will rain the next day. A sun dog, or Some reason like this: The butterfly was ert, but ia often called" Polly," which is a
mock sun, indicates that there will be stormy once a caterpillar, but does it know it? The nickname for all parrots.
weather very soon.
cabbage is converted into living tissue, but
He is attached to me, and will kiss and
If rain commences before daylight it will does it appreciate or know the change? Is caress me with his bill, being very careful not
the
person
as
comfortable
and
happy
that
has
hold up before 8 P.M. If it begins about noon had a member amputated after as before it to hurt me.
it will continue through the afternoon. If waa diseased? Would not the spirit be misHe will scold at my sister because she has
not till 5 P.M. it will rain through the night. erable without its house? It seems from the been obliged to chastise him with a stick
If it commences after 9 P.M. it will rain the read!ng of that "holy boo~" that heaven is sometimes when he has been naughty.
next day. If it clears off in the night it will not _Just al~ right for the satnts unti! they get. He will crow and cackle like the hens will
then bodiPS. Another thought-It would ·
.
.
'
rain the next day.
seem that McArthur had bestowed a good\ whistle, bark hke a dog, mew hke a cat,
Frogs and tree-toads peep before rain. If deal of thought on Freethought subjects yet chatter like a monkey, and talk like a human
a leech be kept in a glass jar partly filled with he has not evoluted much past orthod~xy; 'being. He calls" mother,"" papa,"" Susie,"
<O?c

cJcience 9Iolnmn.

" Bridget," " Polly, pretty Polly," " Polly
wants some dinner," "Get up I It's 5
o'clock,"" l:ltop your noise,"" Mind your p's
and q's," "Hello there,"" Does your mother
know you're out?" and many other words
and short sentences. He will call "John I
John! J ohnl" which is the name of the coach
man across the street, and in such a natura
tone that John runs hurriedly into the house
to see what is wanted, when Robert laughs
"Ha. ha, ha," and screams and laughs again
as i! he perfectly understood that he was
playing a joke on poor John.
Sometimes Robert will cry and whimper
like a child, and again he will scold, and say
" I'll whip you-inch of your life I" He is
jealous, and grows very indignant if his
mistress happens to pet a little girl in his
presence, or fondle a kitten or dog. When
little Susie was alive, he would pull her hair
whenever he had a chance, thinking she re
ceived too much attention, or more than was
given to him. Once he bit the dog because
he came too near his perch, and said, " There I
take that!"
He would eat with the cat, when we owned
a cat, but would whip her with his beak i
she became too greedy. When he is out on
the lawn, he will feed the sparrows who creep
through the bars of his cage, dropping bits of
bread for them to pick up.
Joe, the colored man who livs in our family
said once, '' Dere's no use talk in', Miss Susan
dese yere parrots are de ole-fashioned folkses
_:_dere our great granfaders."
I once heard of a parrot who caused some
trouble in a store, where he was allowed the
privilege of walking about. His master lost
a half sovereign, and accusPd the shop girl of
taking it. She indignantly denied the accusa
tion. But the man still had suspicion of her
and intentionally left another coin upon his
desk, which also disappeared. Be tried
several coins in this way, with the same
result.
Finally, he had the girl arrested; and
brought before a magistrate. She escaped
conviction, and begged her master to try
the coin business once more, and keep a
strict watch. He did so, and was astoni~hed
to see the parrot watch his chance and
slyly appropriate the coin and drop it in a
hole in the floor.
Investigation brought all the lost coins to
light, besides thimbles, and many small ~rti
cles that the mischievous bird had dropped
in the hole in the floor at various times.
S.H. W.
QuESTIONS.-How many species of parrots
Wnere a.re they found? What remarkable power
do they possess 1 What enables them to talk 1
Deacribe beak and toes and general a.ppe~ra.nce.
What is their prinCipal food 1 What va.rieti~s are
there that do not speak words 1 What peculiarity
belongs to parrots 1 What are they called sometimes 1 What of the" love birds 1'' What of the
gray parrotT Tell what you remember of Robert.
What was Joe's remark concerning pa.rro~s 1 Be.
late the work of a. mischievous parrot. Tell what
you may know of parrots that hav come under
your own observation.
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to the fund for the erection of the monument.
BLASPHEMY .AND THE BIBLE.
BY
ANTICHRIST.
BY
B. REYNOLDS.
GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE1 THOMAS DAVIDSON, pROVING conclusivlY that there was no Christ
Price, 5 cents.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
/
crucified under Pontius Pilat_e_, but that the
LYDIA R CHASE
1 real Jesus, the illegitimate son of mary by JosePh
1 Pandera, was stoned and hanged !or sorcerY about
•
•
For all of the above books address
Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fn a dollar. /75 ,Years B.c. Oloth, 44~ pages, with full In de;.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Pnce, $1.50. Fc~mer pr10e. ~2.00. For s&le at th1P
4.ddt'&lll THE TJlUTR SEEKER 00.
!8 Lu.fa:vstte Pl •• NewYru-JI:. j
Gffice.
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By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,

SUPERSfiTION IN .ALL .AGES.
By JJ~AN 1IESLIE!l. (born 1 G78',
A C,Ltholic Priest who Renounced Christianity.
Portrait.
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1.

CRIMES AGAIHST CRIMIHAlS.

THE TB.U'l'H SEEKER CO.

THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH PREFACE BY DB. RABDWIOKE.
INTRODUCTION.
Chapter I, BiblA Astronomy and Evolution;
Chanter II, Bible Biology and Evolut.ion; Chan.
t.er III. Bible Myths and Evolut.ion; Chanter IV,
Btble History and Evolution; Chapter V, Bible
M:oralit:v and Evolut.ion; Chapt~r VI, Bible Mir·
acles and Evomtinn : Chapter VII, Miracl~>s Incredible; Chapt<~r VIII. Bible PoetrY and EvolntiOJ> ; ()hapiPr IX, Bible Art and F.volntioP: Chapter X. Bible God and Evolution ; ChaptPr XI. Soul
and Fnture and Evol1Hion; Chapter XII, Heaven
Hereafter; Chapter XIII, Conclusion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
Addre~s THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It ia reallY a rema.rkable book, in which universal hiet.ory is "boilod down 11 with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
Ion turn over his pages with a fascination aim·
ila.r to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving .-[In tor-Ocean.
His history has a continuity, a. rttsh, a carrying
power.!.. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New J:iaven Pall!.. dinm.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a style that reminds ns of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3pp, ,$1. 75.
Addr!l!S :;I'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa:votta Pl.. Now York.
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IRON-OLA.D AND MA.NNA SERIES

IRON· CLAD ~SERIES.
1 Atonement. Charles Brad! aug h.. • .. . ... . .• 5
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 6
4 Influence of ChriBtianity on Civilization.
Underwood .... : ............................. 25
'i Buddhist ~ihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ... 10
8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison.... . 15
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
10 Epidemic Delusions. Man·in ............... 10
11 Philosophv of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... 50
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .. 25
13 Essay on Miracles. DaYid Hnme ........... 10
14 Land Question. Ch~.rles Bradlaugh. ....... 5
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents ?
Charles Brad laugh......................... 5
16 Why do Men Starve? Chas. Bradlaugh.. I>
17 Logic of Life. Deduced from the Principii"
of Freethonght. George J, Holyoake. 10.
18 .A. Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlangh .... 10
19 Laro-e or Small Families? .A.. Holyoako.. 5
20 Sup~rstition Displayed, with a Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Wntts.. 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence
on Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe'! Austin Holyoake. ...... ......... 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5
31 H,ts Man a Soul? Chas. Bmdlaugh........ 5
38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh.. .... 5
39 Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlaugh ....... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H .. 10
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
43 Christian Scheme ofRedernption. Watts. 5
44 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
4 7 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
MANN 1t. SERIES,
1 Original Manna for "God's chosen."....... 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard... 20
5 200 Questions Without Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10
'i Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Ze::tlous Christian ....... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoake............................................ 5
9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
10 .A. Few Words about the Devil................ 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
12 Danie~ the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake... 10
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous AspecLs of Christianity. A. H. 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
1'1 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Brad!augh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
21 .A. Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2;
$5 worth for $3 1 and $10 worth for $5.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

PIONEER PITH.

Advanoement~Soienoe

EVOLUTION THEORY.
Three lectures by PRoF. THos. H. HuXLEY.
Papar, 10 cents.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBT.E STORIES,
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers tha. t render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv rJf
good in furnishinll: food for thought. We trust it
will hav the immense distribution it su richl.v
merits.-[The American Idea..
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
Addresl THE TBUTH SEEKER.

THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR, THB

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIUION
of the FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of 11 The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Ohristian Religion and th~ Significance
of its ,Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nature,'' "Household Remedies," 11 The
Poison Problem, or the Oause
and the Oure of Intemperance," eio.. etc.
Felix L. OsYald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subieots.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, 1~o, lHOpp., $1.
Address

THE TBUTR SEEXEB 00.

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti.
cles on Prayer.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., ll5 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 cents.

AGE OF
REASON.
II\VESTIGAT!ON
Ob'

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.

TRUE AND FABULOUS THEOLOGY.

"Jesus the Lord God, Oreator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT and REv. MR. TEED.
Paper, 30 cents.

Paper, Svo, H2 pages. ~5 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Wit.h ExuiiNATION oF THE PR>PHEOIES, pap. 40o.

BfSANT-HAT CHARD OfBATf.

THE GALLEY SLAVE.

BETWEEN

ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOHA.RD
ON
Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Oba:r!Mlter, and the
Influence of Christia:rlity.
Price, ll5 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.
Oomparing the Bible's Best Teachings and Say.
ings with those of Philosophers who
Li'"ed previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DARLING.
Paper,
•
•
50 cents.

BURGfSS-UND[RWOOD DfB.\Tt

B11 THOJfAS PAINE.

ALAMONTADA,
BY J. H. D. ZBOHOXKE.
"A philosophical romance."
Paper, 2l cents.

I~IFE

OF JESUS.

His CHARAOTKR AND DooTRIN.
Being a chapter from "Analysis of Religious Be·
lief."
By VISCOUNT AlliBERLEY.
Paper,Svo, 1'i"Opp., ~5 cents.

--------------·--·

COMMON SENSE~

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.
By B. F. UNDERWOoD.
Price, 10 cents.
IS

AMERICA

THE NEW WORLD?
By L. L. DAWSON.
Price,
10 cents.

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS
<Zion Hill Bantist.) His Evolution out of
Christianity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
cents ; olotb, 75.

ECCE DIABOLUS.

Jehovah-Worship ani! Devil-Worshin Identical
i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings.
By the Yery Rev. Evan Davies, .Arch-Druid o
Great .DritaL....
Price,
ll5 cents.

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM;
OR, PosiTIVIST 0ALIIINDAR. Brief Exposition of
the Oomtean System.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50.

Eight

Sci~ntific

Tracts.

EVOLUTION, DARWINISM,

~tc.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others.

~ml~ fABRICATiOHS RtfUTfD. Answers to Christian Questions EPIDEM;~ce,~o;t~us 1 oNs·
Errors Exposed.
B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

o.

By

and ArgumentsBy D. M. BENNETT.

Paper, 146pp., 25 cents.

BIBLE MORALS.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

TWENTY ORill£!iJS and VICES

MARIA MONK,

Sanctioned

oy

dcriptm·e.

lly J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 2~ cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.
By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM,
By MAx MULLER, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIR!TION OF BIBLES.
By J!io. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of 11 Deity Analyzed," 11 The Bible Analyzed," 11 The Real Blasphemers," 11 Spiritualism Sustained," et~J., etc.

EVOLU'fiON:

TnE GIST OF LEOTURES ON RATIONALISM.
A SUMMARY OF EVIIJENOE.
ON CHRISTIANITY.
By 0APT. R. C. ADAMS, President of Montreal
& BY CAPr. B. C. An.~llls.
Between B. F UNDERWOOD and Prof. o. A. Bur·
Pioneer Freetbou~rht Olub ; author of
gees, Pres. of N. W. Ohristia.n Univ.
" One of'lftle cheapest a.nd best books on the sub"Travels in Faith from Tra· .
Paper, 18Bpp,, 50 ots.; olo., so.
ject."
dition to Reason,"
and
Paper, 15 eents.
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
A compendium of scientific and critical lore.
Best handbook for introducing the general
reade.- to the principles and data on which B~·
tiona.lism is baaed.
·
The Belfast Address.
By THOMAS PAINE.
Paper, 12mo, 100pp,, 25 cents.
Written in 1776.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Price,
15 cents.

Christianit~ and

Maktial'sm.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REW A.RD FOR CR,IME.
By

o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

CONVENT MYS1'ERIES.
l'aper. !:0 ~ents; cloth, 75.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.
By M. BABOOCX.
Price, 15 cents.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
Adventures in the Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. UooK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.
By THOMAS PAINE.
Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the army.
Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.
ITS

RELATIONS TO

RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. B. COOPER.
Paper, 20 o.; flexible clo., 3).

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Radical Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50o.; clo., 75.

~--------------------------·

For all of the above books address
THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
IS

LMs.,yettfJ 1'1,, ~ew iork.

Essay on Miraoles.
By DAVID HUJIIE.
Price, 10 cents.

ESSAYS
AND LECTURES,
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Paper, 300pp,, fO

c~nts;

cloth, $1.

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
5o., ~0~. per doz., 25 for $1.
----------·-----------

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY
better than

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.
By M. BABOOCX.

By PRoF. JorrN FISKE.
Price, 10 cents.

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
BY ANNIE BEBANT.
Price, 10 centf.

GOTTLIEB: HIS LlFE.

Price, 10 cents.

A Romance of E11rth, Heaven, and Hell.

ROARING liON 01 THE TRACK.

BY 8. P. PUTNAM.
Price, 2; cents.

By M. BABOOCX.

Heathens of the Heath.

Price, 10 cents.

SUPERSTITION :

RADICAL

ROMANCE.

RELIGION OF

By WM. MoDoNl<!ELL.
500pp., paper, SO cents.

" BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.

By M. BABOOOX,
Price, 15 cents.

Why Don't God Kill tne Devil?

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and Price, 25 cents.
HISTORICAL STA.ND.P.OINT,
ByW. N. MoLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.

By F. R. MARVIN, l\I.D.
Price, 10 cents.

By M. BABOOOX.

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.
A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, 23 cents.

The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., 3Jc.; clo., 50.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATJI

'

OR,
SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TO DIE?
BY J. G. HOLYOAXE.
Price, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC OF

LIFI~,

DEDUOED FROM

JESUS CHRIST:

THE PRINOIPLB OF FREETHOUGHT.

His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERFECTIONS.

By G. J. HoLYOABE.
Price, 5 cents.

By W. 8. BELL.

Seoular Responsibility

Price. 115 cents.

------------RESURRECTION of JESUS·.
CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
By W. 8. BELL.

Price, 10 oen ts.
FIRST EPISTLE of

BENNE'l'T, Apostle, to TRUTII SEEKERS.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
/ Price, 10 cents.

By G. J. JOLYOAXE.
Price, 5 cents.

GEN"ESIS I, II:
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION,
By A. R. GROTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

---------------------------·-

Godly Women of tne Bible~
A History of

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 8 cents.
;For all r r tho above books address
~HE 'J'RUTH I:!EEKEB 00,,
~B TJ!\!ayette PT,. New York.

ALL THE WOMEN WHO F!GURB IN THE BIBLE.
BY
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Oentury,
Pap., 50o .; cJo., 75.
For 11-ll of the above books address
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl .• New York.
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whatever von can !'or tracts, and. when received,
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a liLtlo money the !bllowing discounts are made.
On ono dollar's worth 10 per cent. oJI; Jln two
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40 o!I; on ten dollars' worth, 50 o!I. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
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aro out of print.
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THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.
PUblisluxl every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Omnpany, at
28 Lafayette Place,
NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR.

0. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS

MANAGER.

DURING 'l'lUl YEAR 1S90 'l'H:! 'l'li.'O''l'H SEEKEI

Will Print the Mo8t Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R. B. WES'l'BROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
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HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
The Editor of TUE TRUTTI SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," :1\IISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has bocn elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethougllt, ami is Always on Guard
Against tiLe Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon the Peo111e's Liberties.
If you have any Ideas or Reforms ealculatecl to benefit humanity write lo THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know oftllem. 'r'HE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.
THE TRUTH SEJ•;KER is devoted to the defense of ]\{ental Liberty, of American Institu.
tions, and the Prescrv[ttion of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
opposed to anything tending toward a unioa of church and state, either in name or in fact.

,. ., . Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' 'rrial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPA...L~Y, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YoRK.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

'TnB Modern Science Essayist.

These notices are for the benefit of Libe?-als
who may be 'Disiting the places where theBe societies are located. Local Beaulwr Unions and
Freethought Societies meeting regularly can
ha'D theilr gatherings ad'lJertised here free by forwwrding the necessary information.

The J.Aanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East !5th street. Lect.
uresand discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Beats frefi and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lea(;ue 2M"
meetseverySundayin lndUistria!Hall,Broad and
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
SeekerPublioationsalways on b.and at cheap rates.

Cllicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30 P.H., at
Princess OPera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Soclet)'" of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third SundaYs, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. Mums HEIGHToN, Sec.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.; I~EROY BEBBIER,Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun·
da.Ys of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free disonssiun on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB and lnveBti·
gator are solicited.
R. G. tlMITH, Cor. Seo.

The Walla Walla I..ib. ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valuable library is at tb.e service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.

-Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave.; (Fraternity Hall). Lectnre followed
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralbts,No. 903,
.
Prairie City, Ia.,

Ten Cents Each.
PR;IOE, 15 CENTS.
Meets ever:v Sunda:v in the Liberal reading-room
Accept my thanks for your excellent and nseful 1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and hall at 2: 80 P M. All V berals are cordially indisconrse.-..:James Parton.
vited.
F. v. DRAPER, Cor. Sec.
p_hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
JO'l The Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... t
I am much pleased with your address, and will
THOMPSON.
110 Invocation to the Universe. ~Bennett.... J notice it inHan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very 2. CHARLES .ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, San Francfsco, Cal,, Freethought
Ill Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... 1 ~ble
and influence. By Rev ..Jon!! W. CILI.DWIOK.
Soctet)'"
paper, and deaorves wide dissemination.-The
Il2 ScnsibleScrmon. Rev.l\f.J.Savage.......... 2 Age.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: MeetR every Sunday evening at Union Square
,..ow suns and worlds come into being. By Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordia.! mvi113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS.
tation is extended to all. Seats free.
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The storY of
115 'l'he \Vonders ofPmyer. Bennett.......... 2
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
Des lftoines Secular Union
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
The number of heads under which YOU hav 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life Holds regular meetings at Good Temp!ar Hall,
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 divided the subJect matter of the pamphlet, and
begins. By Mr. WILLIA.M PoTTS•
FlYnn Btock, S.E. corner 7th and Locnst streets.
the concise manner in which tb.e point is dis- 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order Lectures
followed by discussion. Friends from
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3 cussed,
should be highi¥ commended. Therefore
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RosSITER abroad heartily welcome.
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 I take j;{reat pleasure m recommending 11 AntiFRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.
RAYMOND·
Prohibition "to the consideration of every Person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temper- 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq.
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett... ; ...... 10 ance,
Portsmou1h,
0.,
Secular Union
uity, growth. BY Prof. E. D. CoPE.
but in the Principles of self-govemment.123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de- Meets every SundaY at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readings, poems,
velopment. By Dr. HoBERT G. EooLEs.
scn•er" ........................................ IO J.J.McOabe. 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
mnsio and songs. A cordial invitation is extended
9. EVOLUTIONOFSOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.SKIL- to
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11}
all; especially to friends from abroad. CorresToN.
pondence solicited. J. L. TREUTHART, President.
I25 German Liberalism. Ncymann............ 2
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY WILL B. ANDRES, SecretarY.
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. UnSAMPSON.
derwood ......................................... I 0
Port Angeles Secular Union
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIB
130 Tho J•;thic~ of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
G. JANES.
Meets everv SundaY at 7:30 P.M. in the public
:34 'l'alks with the Evangelists.................. 5
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C. school building in Po~t Angeles, Wa~h- Lect:lll:ODE:BN IMI'l'A 'l'ION OF CB:li.IS'l',
p Al\SH.A.LL.
137 Christian Lore. C. L. James............... 3
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in·
138 Science oftho Bible. ,Tohn J'"JlCI'.......... 2 As to his Life on Ea.rth &nd his Communism. 13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS vi ted on at! subjects. Liberal Jitera.ture distrib·
THOUGHT. ByJonN W. CHADWICK.
uted free.
FaANK MansE, Sec.
140 .Astra-Theology................................. 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
OF EVOLUTION. By STARR
Al Intitlclity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer of 14. PHILOROPHY
HoYT NIOHOLS.
SOCIAL WEALTH,
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... 10
Oreatton.
15. THE EF~<ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
:43 Chang Wau Ho. g)j Perkms ............. ..
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J. The Bol~ F(J()t<Jr8 and .Hxaot Ratios in t,lje
Cloth,
12mo,
279
pp.,
75
Cents.
SAVAGE.
148 WhcnDiJPanlLiYc? Scltoiasticus .......... 2
Aoquirement and Apportionment,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
:Ml Ago of Shams.................................. il W This book toas sunn·essed by the ji1·st Ame?-28 LafaYette Place, New York.
By J • .K. INGALLS.
:.45 lf Yon Take Away my RC'Iigion '/ Wha~
ican publisher ..e
Will YonGi,·oMeJnstead. Martin .... IO
Price, Cloth,
tt.oo.
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:50 Tho Liberty of Printing. Hmlbnt nuLl
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Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
15~ What is tho Bible?
:h-L \V. II............. 5
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
152 A Remarkable Book. Dong-las............ 2
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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vatc Counselor." a book
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~GO Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 less, with httlo money, fair educattonhand much
Life·
Wasting Weakness
courage, to make their waY through t e world by
as the result of youthful
JGl Protestant Persecutions ...................... 3 g_oing to Ohicago. The author is also the heroin.
follies, indc~cretions and
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workexcesses. lt sets forth an
162 Eighth and Lnst Letter from Ludlow Street
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
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THE emperor of Austria has with difficulty
made peace between the Bohemians and
Germans in the province of B:>hemia. Dissensions between the three races that compose
his empire, Slav, German, and Hungarian.
giv him perpetual trouble. It is to be hoped
that America will assimilate her breeds better,
and escape such conflicts.

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COD8 AND RELICIONSI
f'lnUJ of flhought.
OF
AND RE}~ORMERS.
ANCIEN1,
AND
MODERN
'l,IMES
•.
=
=
====
Biogra.J>hies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scientists, etc. (who were not Ohristia.ns),
from the time of Menu to the present. avo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place. N.Y.

THE hot spell caused
hundreds of deaths in
Chicago.
THE cholera in Spain
is being promptly put
down, thanks to a displacement of ecclesiastical by scientific remedies.
AT Lou1sville, Ky., a
Fourth of July picnic
party in a wagon were
struck by a locomotiv,
and three killed and nine
badly injured.
AMONG the accidents of
the Fourth the most considerable was the mangling of six men by powder placed in a tree, at
Tower City, Pa.

Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, in-1 PtwPHKBYING is lying professlonally.clnding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, p,~ine
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
·
svo, S85P)?. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
THE priests thereof divine for money.the Religions S:rstems of the World.
Micah iii 11.
svo,957pp. Oloth,$8pervol.; the
'
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; mo'l'HE church exchanges mlatakea for prorocco, gilt edges. $S.
visions. faith for food, prayers for pence.BY D. M. BENNETT.
l
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nge1·so •
THE reign of superstition begins to yield to a
religion of reason and
humanity.
The 1l. r s t
forerunners or that religion appeared il.t the end
of the sixteenth century,
when the philosophers of
northern Europe first
dared to appeal from
dogma to nature, and
since that revival of common sense the prison
walls of clerical obscurantism hav been shaken
by shock after shock:, till
daylight now el'lters
through a thousand flsaurea.-P1·t!f. Oswald.

Wno has unlocked the
gates of the morning?tladi.
I oAN but jnage things
by their effects, and
SAN FRANOisoo Nationbooks by the words they
alists will attempt to
contain. Fnr the things,
carry the next election,
I see their t ffects all over
and remove many
Christendom; I eeu '1.
branches of business from
holy alliance. clothed in
private to municipal conthe robe of ortho!l.oxy
trol.
and lordivg it over the
rights and reason of mnn
IN accordance with the
For the words, they are
wish of Captain Ericsson
neither weak nor 0
that he be buried in his
doubtful import. 1he
nativ land, Sweden, Conscriptural penmar, wbt n
gress has detailed a veshe writes or dcctrins and
sel to convey his b(dy
mysteries, often writes
across.
in parables, that we may
AN incendiary fire dehear, yet not understand;
stroyed the large M. E.
but when subrnis<ion to
church at Manasquan,
kings and governors is
N. J., on the night of the
his theme, his words are
SAUL INTERVIEWETH SAMUEL'S GHOST.
plain as truth itself.
4 th, the culprits being
· h e of? An d s h e sa.I'd , A n old man cometh up; and he is covered up with a
Thne
believed to be members
And he .aid unto her, What form IB
. is nothing left to
who seceded from the
mantle. And Saul perceived that it was Samuel, and he stooped with his face to the ground, and bowed himselr.conJecture, no eastern
church and established a
metaphor to so1ve. nor
1 S am. x xvii'I, 14 ·
new one at a split a few
dark saying to unriddle.
months ago.
.
"Let every soul be subject to the higher pow.
ABOUT 2,000 of the Order of Railway Con-I
~
ere; for t-here is no power but of God; the
ductora, being opposed to strilres, hav ~eceded ,.
0
'
"'
' powe~s that be are ordained of God." lgnoand formed an Independent Order With decox
ranee 1tself cannot misinterpret the command.
lara tiona against striking.
I A. Memoir of Ohristia~i:~~e~xtra.-OhristianExve~AN C ~ R A HE A~ •
-Robt. Dale Owen.

'ROME REASON IR

ARoUND Amite, La., negro~a and whites hav
made small arsenals of their houses, armed
P osses of both colors are going. about, and
several men hav already been slam.
.
.
ON the 29th ult. a Missouri Pacific passenger train was wrecked near Nevada, Mo.,
by rails apreadivg wh\le rounlling a curve,
2 persona being fatally and 27 danger~usly
hurt.
THB bill to place Congressional and other
national elections in charge of federal supervisors, has passed the House notwithstanding Democratic opposition, and will be voted
on by the Senate soon.
THE anniversary of the inauguration of
Bruno's statue was commemorated by some
societies by visiting it and depositing a wreath
of flowers. The brass star that was stolen
from the permanent bronze wreath was replaced.
DR. WINDTHORST, leader of the Catholic
faction in the German parliament, makes his
party's support of the army bill that the
kaiser is anxious to carry, conditional on
their being granted their own primary
schools.

By NAT!Ul!IEL RAMsAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two systems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is oapable of infticting.-[Oritica.l Re·
view:.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Address '!'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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A RULE which forbade all opposition to in-

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic jury, would hav a tendency to giv a license
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
thl 8 R
bli
epu .c.

BJ' A.. J. GROVER..

.A.pul~s

of Gold. And Other Stories

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp,, $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth. The Onlr Freethinkers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever ISsued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, hea.y:y, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

GIRARD'S WILL

AND
CHIEF CRoWLEY of the San Francisco police
says 1hat lack of employment Is the main
cause of prostitution; when the c11.nneries are
AN EXPOS:fl:
running there .there is a large dimin:1tion of
arrests for that. offense. He thinks that the Of the perversion of Stephen Girard•smagniftoent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristia.n
best remedy for all crime would be some
churches and Young Men's
scheme affording all opportunity of work.
Ohristian Association.
NEw JBRBEY has enacted a law to prevent
By RIOH. B, WEBTBROOX 1 D.D., LL.D.
the employment of Pinkerton detectivs to
Address THE TIIUTH BEEKER.
quell strikers. It forbids the sheriff of a Price $1.
c-1unty, the mayor of a city, or any other
person authorized by law to appoint special
deputy sheriffs, special const11bles, m~<rahals,
policemen, or other peace officers to appoint '3unday and the Sabbath. " A law
as such any person who shall not be a citizen
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
of the state, and no person shall act as a peace
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
officer without having· an appointment in The .l!'alse Teaching of the Chriswriting from a person authorized by law to
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
appoint him.
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 aents
CARDINAL GIBBONS Baid in a recent Speech
at llaltimore: " We must make up our minds The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop.
that poverty in one shape or another wili
pera, or trying to induce the Deity to underalwa.yd exist among ua. It is in accordance
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado
Price, 10 cents.
beetle!"
with the economy of divine provide'oce that
men should exist i.--1 uoeq•Ial conditions in Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
society for the exercise of benevolent virtues. Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
S::>me are blessed with the good things of this
Price, 5 aenta.
world that they might exercise toward their Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents
less favored brothers the virtues nf charity, Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
benevolence, and generosity. 01hers are
poor that they might practice the -virtues of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 6 cents.
patience a.nd gratitude to their benefactors,"

Girard College Theology.·

L. IL Washburn's Works.

to insult., because some would feel that they
were bound by it, whilst others would despise
it, and liv in continual depredation on the
conacientioua.-Palty.

THAT a gradual transition, passing through
countless intermediate gradations, exists between man and animals, both in mental and
corporeai characteristics, can only be denied
SAKYA BUDDHA.
by those who insist upon setting their own
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and opinion above facta.-Buclmer.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
A.ddreu THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.

I

Teachings.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduaed into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritua.list papers a.nd lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra O!oth, 175 PD., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

l';!OW READY.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
OF

HORACE SEAVER..
OOMPILBD BY
L. K. WASHBURN.
This volume comprises some of the a blest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver durine the
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
~ream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a. fine likeness of the venerable editor of the
lnvest1!]ator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now ready for delivery.

Price, $1.00.
Ad1lreas THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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By JOHN W. CHADWICK.
This is a condensed result of the scientific criticisms of the separate books of the Bible.
l'rioe. $1. 51.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
ln Exposition of the True Meanine of this Oha.r.
a.oter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew M:vthol%!Y"
·.
Paper. Svo, 25 oenta.

ESSENCR OF

CHRIS I'IANI'l'Y.

BY LUDWIG FEUERBACU.
Translated from the German by George Eliot.
Price, $3.

As the most complex organism can be
traced back to the simple cell, so the profoundest operations of the mind are the result of an unbroken RECent from the first
instlnctiv effort of the lowest animalcule to
propagate ita species or obtain food, and this
gradual development of mind can be followed
through all the animal kingdom up to man,
the difference between the mental operations
of man and animuls being differences of degree, not of quality. The ant, t.he horse, and
the dog think the same kind of thoughts that
men do, as far as their range of thought extends.-Robt. 0. Adams.
TWO OOMPLAOENT ONKB.
My actual life is a fact, in view of which I
hav no occasion to congratulate myself; but
for my faith and aspiration I hav respect.
It is from these that I speak. Every man's
position is in !act too simple to Le described.
I 1lav sworn no oath. I hav no designs on
society or nature or God. I am simply what
I am, or I begin to be that. I li'D in the p1·esent. I -~nly remember the past and anticipate
the future. I love to liv. I love reform better than its modes. . - . I believe something and there is nothing else but tht~t. I
know that I am. I know that another is who
knows more than I, who takes intere~t in
me, whose creature, and yet whose kindred,
in one sense, I am. I know that the emerprise is worthy. I know that things work
well. I hav heard no bad newa.-Tlwreau.
THE world's my delight.
I gaze on tbe distant,
I look on the near,
On moon and on planet,
On wood and the deer:
The beauty eternal
In all things I see;
And pleased wi1h myself
All bring pleasnre to me.
Gbul eyes, look around ye
And g11ze, for whate'er
The eight they encounter,
It Bt!Jl hath been fal.r J - Goetlte,
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JjJotts and lflippinns.
THE arrest of a Kansas City parrot for
using profane language is as sensible, says
the San ~·rancisco Ji'retJthought, as any arrest
made for the same offense. To preaerve the
similarity to other cases of the kind the blasphemous bird should get a long term in jail.
It might also be fined.
JEsus !e the ideal priest. He is Rome's
noblest pattern. His rank prejudice, his colo3sal conceit, his narrow spirit, his antihuman sympathies, all make him the idol of
Roman Catholicism. He is the man-god of
the Vatican. He came not to teach, but to
·rule-not with love and kindness, but with
:sword and condemnation; not to help and
·encourage humanity, but to gather it into
his kingdom.-lnvestigato1·.
ToLSTor is decidedly of opinion that mar·riage is not a Christian institution, and calls
·our attention to the facts that neither Christ
·nor his disciples married, and that the really
rdevout Christian looks upon wedlock as a sin,
:and wll! always avoid it. Just as (giving
()hapter and verse for it), he says, there can
be no Ohristian liturgy (Matt. vi, 5-12), nor
t'lhurch fathers (Matt. xxiii, 8-10), nor armies,
law-courts, or states. Christ's kingdom, as
be himself is so often reported to hav said, is
not of this world at all; and perhaps, says
Secular Thought, the sooner it is relegated to
the world to which it rightfully belongs the
better it will be for this one.
THE D~nison Gazette~1· thus refers to some
Texas prllachers that go about the country
:playing Moody and Sankey in a sort of cheap
way : "The gospel firm of Burnett and
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"GOOD OLD PATRIARCHS."

Mulkey hav struck their tent on the circus
lot and departed for Denton. This combination never blows about its box-office receipts
so we are unable to state definitly whether
or not the engagement was satisfactory. If
the free list was not unusually large, however, there can be no doubt as to its complete
success. As to the merits of the attraction
the popular verdict confl.icts, some stating
the management put up a good show, and
others, that it was queer, very queer indeed."
IT is explained by a writer in the Popular
Science Monthly that there are several causes,
other thau increase in wrong-doing, for the
rapid growth of our prison population in certain parts of our country. One of them lies
in the transition from an unsettled condition
to e. settled condition on our constantly advancing frontier ; another is in the change
from slavery in the South 1 and a third is in
the gradual elevation of the standard of human conduct, making crimes or actions that
had been only lawful escapades in earlier
times. Of course, it is obvious that in a new
country there will be a certain amount of
lawless conduct unpunished at first, before
sheriffs, courts, and jails are in running order.
But the rapid increase in the proportion of
criminals, as the state grows older, does not
mean more crime ; it often means less. The
evil· doers are t~rrested and sentenced, and so
get into our prisons and our census; and
then we are told that crime is increasing.
JUNE 2d, Joseph Keeter and Joseph Barnett, of Indianapolis, were fined by Mayor
Sullivan for taking photographs on Sunday.
The former, with costs, paid $19 50 and the
latter paid $13.25. Both were amateurs engaged in taking landscapes. George Wilson

and Ruth Keeter were arrested for the same
offense, but their cases were continued.
Laws that make such things possible ought
to be promptly abolished, comments the
American Sentinel. We suppose, however,
that the Indiana Sunday law is simply a "civil
regulation" to "preserve the health of the
people" by keeping them from working too
hard. ·Sunday is a very peculiar day. It
would no doubt be all right for the mayor of
Indianapolis to take his carriage and drive
on Sunday, or for any number of people to
devote the day to feasting and visiting, but
taking photographs of landscapes is not to be
tolerated.
·
THERE is getting to be in America an undesirable frequency of cases of inquisitorial
and oppressiv administration. Judge Tuley
declares in a letter to a Chicago society that
there the police arrest, on bare suspicion and
without warrant, persons not found in the
act of violating the law; that they undertake
to determin who shall and who shall not meet
in open public assemblage to discuss political
or economic questions ; that after one hundred years of liberty in this country a citizen
can be arrested without warrant, consigned
to a prison cell for eight days (a recent case
in connection with a dynamite find at the
Haymarket monument), and prevented from
communicating with his friends, denied the
privilege of consulting with his legal adviser,
and not even informed of the accusation
against him; and when in answer to a judicial mandate, the door of his pi!son cell is
opened and the officers of the law required
to show cause "why this violation of the
citizen's personal rights," the" chief executiv
officer of the pollee can make " return " to

him, to this free man's writ of habeas
corpus, that he arrested this citizen upon
the letter ot·. an unknown party and detain£d
the citizen in prison while trying to find such
unknown part.y-" a return" the like of
which never before disgraced the records of
a civilized country.
SA.Ys J. D. Shaw in the July Independent
Pulpit: ''The meeting here [at Waco, July
15th] this month will test the working
strength, the sacrificing zeal, and the moral
courage of Texas Liberalism. As to Infidelity-unbelief in the divinity of the Bibleit exists everywhere, in every county and
precinct. Infidels can be numbered by thousands, men and women, rich and poor,
learned and unlearned, church members and
outsiders, but this cannot be said of Liberalism and Liberals. If we could announce to
the managers of railways throughout Texas
that one out of every one hundred of the Infidels in this state are expected to attend that
meeting, no doubt they would readily extend
to us the ss.me reduction in rates of travel
that they generally extend to other large
gatherings, but this we dare not do. In fact,
we are perfectly at sea in attempting to make
any estimate upon the number that will
attend. It is a sad commentary upon the
candor and intellectual honesty of our times
when we are forced to believe that there are
in fact about ten Infidels-unbelievers-to
every Christian believer, in this state and
yet not one out of every one hundred of these
Infidels is a Liberal. But some one may aFk
right here : ' Are not all Liberals Infidels ?'
To this we answer yes ; but all Infidels are
not Liberals, and that is where our chief
difficulty lies."
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repentance. The party is anti-German, henae it hates
When a child reaches the age of fourteen years, it
everything that comes from the" Vaterland," makes can be confirmed, and this final ceremony of supera great halloo over everything purely Scandinavian, stition while not demanded by law, is yet considered
·
·
·
and evim w1'shes to introduce into the schools Norse socially' a necessity, _the confirmation attesta_tion being
1'he Religious Condition of Denmark.*
mythology as introductory to the study of Christian- a card of introductiOn t o th e wor ld of busmese.
. in the yesr 1026 Ring Canute the Great under- ity. It teaches people to enjoy themselva and take
As is to be expected, there exists a g1·eat deal c.f
tqok a pilgrimage to Rome,· and on this occasion plent.y of muecu!e.r exercise ; hence its nickname, ancient and medieval superstition, among the agricultDenmark was in religious aspects officially connected "muscular Christianity." In the census returns the ural part of the popula~i?n espeoial~y. Belief_ in
w}~h Rome, and_ henceforward_ the pope was recog- Grundtvigians are, of course, counted as belonging the existence of ghosts, fr.mes, msser, m the heahng
mzed as a superiOr by the Damsb crown and church. to the state church.
quslitiea of dead men's bones, blo?d of an executed
Yet it must not be imagined that the great body d
For the ms.intenance of the clergy, whose stllarif?s c1·iminal etc. is prevalent, but owmg to the excel~e people, or enn the nobility, were actual Chris- range from ten thoueim:l to seven hundred crowns a lent com'moD-~chool education (natural philosophy is
t1ans. The ancient faith continued to hav its adher- yeur, and for keeping in repair the church buildings taught) it will soon be a thing of the past.
ents, seore,tly it may be, for centuries to come. (which always are repaired by public subscription),
Church attendaDce at Copenhagen is '!ery slim:
When the Reformation shed its light over Germany, the government compels every national taxpayer to Only few men go, and it is only on great holy days,
a few of its rays reached Denmark, but the advocates pay a tithe, which is added to his national tsx and or when a minister is known to be Aon excellent speaker,
of the new faith were bitterly persecuted by the collected as such; and from paying this tax no one is of liberal cast, that a church is filled. In the rural
Catholic clergy, and it was when King Frederick-III. exempted ; hence people belonging t.o other sects, communities the matter is worse, and many church{ls
on the diet of Odense had proclaimed universal tol- and Freethinkers, bav likewise to contribute their are virtually falling into ruins. It is in the small
eration that the Lutheran faith first made visible mite. The sum thus collected ~xceeded in 1888 the cities only that church-going is practiced, and hence it
progress. Hie son, Christian III., confiscated the actual church expenses by nearly one hundred thou- is iu such places that the clergy are considered "someproperty of the Roman church and closed the mon- sand crowns, and is officially turned into the public body" by almost everybody. At the capital they
asteries (1536), and was at the diet of Oaense, 1539, school fund. But actually only a small part of it pose as "ladies' men" if they are good-looking, but as
declared the head of the DiUlieh-Lutheran st.att> goes that way; the rest is used by the government a rule they do not belong to any certain class of sccichurch, an institution which exists yet, and in spite to defray "political" expenses-that is, it is used to ety. "Why, only a minister 1".
of the constitution of June 5, 184.9, which abolishes bribe with.
Denmark being s. "Christian" country, it l:!as of
the state church and introduces the Danish People
According to the census returns of 1880 the popu- 1\"0urse its Sunday laws. But they are very harmle8s.
church.
.
lstion of Denmark was 1969,039 individuals, who In the cities outdoor work is prohibited, and all stores
The king, who, according to the constitution, shall .were divided according to their faith as follows :
are closed from 9 A M to 4 PM, but the back-dot ra
belong to the Evangelic-Lutheran church, is nomi- L th
s
Church of En.rzland
" are all open and you can make all the noise you please
1
951
513
12
u eran ............ ' 3 ·946 Q, 1akers..............
"
•
· 'd e;
na llY t h e h ead of th estate church, the affairs of wh ich Hebrews.............
117v while erectmg
a new b m'ld'tng-1'f you k Aep ws;
are since 1884 governed by a church court, consisting B!lptists.. .............
3 687 U uited Brethren...
60 drive a nail outside the building and you will J· e fined
2 985 Presbyterians ......
21 ten crowns for Sabbath breaking.
Curin: s law !
of 7 bishops, 1 professor of theology snd 1 of laws. Roman Catholics..
15 After 4. o'clock every plaoe of ammeroent i~ opeD, ex1 363 Greek Catholics ... ·
:Besides these officials the church bas 72 a?:chdeacons Rei'med churches.
1G
1 ·722 :::lwedenborgians.. ·
(provster)
and 959 ministers, and about 3,000 minor Irviugians............
Mormons.............
ffi
1,036 l\'lohammedans.....
8 cep.,~ th e na. t'10nal museums, th a t ar e open b f t ween th
· e
o oials. To the support of these holy men the Methodists.. .. .......
746 Religion unknown.
1,067 hours of 9 and 4. All theaters are going in the evsnnation pays yearly between seven and eight million Various Christian
No positiv religion.
1,074 ing. In every dance-bouse the many Dane can
sectf .. · .. ...........
444
swing his best girl, and the railroads and excursion
crowns.
. It ~ay be asked why the government, in direct
The greg,t prepondera.nce of Luthenms I hav boats are running all dsy long.
VIOlatiOn of the express words of the constitution ·accounted for already, and it is the opinro:u of men
The D~nish Freethinkers can be divided into two
and of public sent!ment, studiously refuses to intro- who ought to know that were an honest ce:nstts taken ·classes. The one, the moderate clai s, whose repreduce the People church. The reasons are princi- the number would be considerably smaile:r.
~entativ is Mr. E. L. Larsen, B. Th., librarian at the
pally two. The queen of Danmark, a G~rman prin01 course the clergy does not love ths exponents Great Royal Library, do not wish religion abolished
cess, is very religiously inclined and very influential; of Freethought, and it is no uncommon t~1ing to hear but wish it subjected to a revision, which would create
she considers herself a mother of the Danish people, a ministEr treat his audience to a sermon de,cribing a philosophy, that allows ample space for religious
and hence is much concerned in their future welfare -Infidels as monsters, or tell them how "hsrd" these feelivgs. This class, however, is not very large.
-as regards the ot.her life-and she fears, and not •wicked beings die. But such s~ories are listened to
The members of the other, the radio&! class, to
without reason, that the abolition of the state church ·with bsif an ear only. The audience, mol!t of which which most of the scientific and educated belong, are
and thereby of religious teaching in the schools will attends for policy's sake only, Mnsiders where they either Agnostics, following Herbert Spencer's philos.
bring about a sad. change, doubly sad, because not come from. Thera bas, however, during the last opby, or pure Atheists. It is to thA last sub-division
&!one will a large number receive no religious inatruc- few year a been a clerical reaction, owing to the fact that the most eminent of Danish Freetbir kers, Mr.
t10n whatever, but the loyaity of the nation to her that, tbnks to the lying spirit of pulpit and govern- George :Brandes, Dr. Ph., LL.D., beio1•gs.
~us band and own self will be considerably cUmin- ment press, Freethought hss. been associated with
Dr. :Brandes, who, through his numer(, us writings,
1shed, a state of affa.lrs royalty cannot afford to bring that scarecrow for most Dan'Bs, Socialism. Stili, no which hav been translated into all El\uropean !anabout. But there is yet another point. The present .actual religious persecution has taken place since guages, has achieved a worlcl-wide rPputation, was
administration which holds the rudder of the state is 1849.
born at Copenhagen Fob. 4. 1842 He studied at
heartily die.iked by the body of the people, a fact
There beii;g no organim-d Freetbought party, it the university of bis nativ city (1859-64), and applied
plainly seen in the late returns toFolkethinget (house follows that there is no purely Libez:~l periodical 1 himself first to the study of law. later to philosophy
of representative), where nine-tenths of the members .publwation. Yet every :now' and then there appear 1and esthetic!!. He p!HlRed his examination with highelected belong to the opposition.
in the larger monthlies exceilent articles which dis-, est honors, having already (1862) received the univerIn keeping up the state church the government . play 1!. strong Antichristian feeling. :But it is to be sity's great gold medal for an e~~av on " Falalism
can at each general election count on four thousand , regretted that the high price of these magazines, and among the Ancients." Tha years 1865-72 be passed
solid clerical votes. These votes it might not receive :the fact that the miters always presuppose a very in SwEden, Germany, and France. Returning from
~ere t~e stat~ ~bur~h ~bolished; hence its tenacity _·liberal education ()f their readers, prac~ically keep his travels, he bec&me private tutor at the university,
m keepmg th1a mst1tut10n alive.
·them outside the pecuniary and intellectual resoh of but the opposition against biro of the government
The strong opposition has, however, compelled the greater part of the nation, which therefore seldcm and clergy, brought. about chiefly by hia work, pubthe government at different times to accede to the srrivea at that stllge of intellectual development where lisbed in 1868," The Dualism of the Philosophy of
d~m~ds of the opposition and amend the rigid eon- Freetbougbt is the result of personal acquaintance the Present Time," and his lectures on ·• Great Literstitutlon of the old state .(,lhurch. Thus in 1849 with bistoriO\\i and scientific facts and theological ary Currents of the Nineteenth' Centut·y,'' made him
equal civil rights were granted to religious ~acts out- fancies and suppositions. Hencf\ the average Dane leave Denmark and seek a home in Berlin, where nt
side the state church; but it was as late ss 1878 that never passG& the stage of simple skepticism.
the university of tbst city he filled the chair d esthettbe same rights were conceded to Infidels and then
And the. ole:rtgy does wt1atever is in its power to ice. In the year 1882 he returned to Copanha~en,
chiefly owing to the fact that an Athei~t Edward keep him in ignorance ot the actual state of things. his fellow-countrymen having guaranteed him four
:Brandes, MD., waq repeatedly sent by his 'constitu- It is oruy te1.:1 years ago that tbe university, which t-housand crowns for a term of ten years, with tbe
ents to represent them in Folketbinget. The doctor bas ths. aol:e right of pttblishi·og almanor.cs, loft out single stipulation thst be should deliver public lectrefused to take the oath and to his persistency and " year sin69 the creatiou of the world;" as soon as urea on literature at Copenhagen. And it is cbidly
the loyalty of his constituents the Danish Freethink- this (lmi~aion was noted the edition was suppresaed due to him and Mr. E. L. Larsen that our frifnaVJkers owe t~e right. of " testifying." In 1857 compul- and< the fumlty received a severe reprimand for the tor E. Lennotrand was enabled two years ago to d£ •
sory baphs~ wa.s abolished by law; but note the "aadacity" it had displayed. Since then the year liver a lecture to a crowded house in t·be second largsh~ewd.n,~_ss of the cierical party. The names of the b&B been in.
est theater at Copenhagen, and during the -late imc~uldr:en ha~ to be enroled in the church books of
Knowing that lessons taught in childhood are not prisonment of Lennstrand be used hi<~ powerful
tqeif respectiv districts within the year after birth, ·easily forgotten, the school law provides for religious influence among the educated Cllasses in biB fav,-r.
and thus at each census all Freethinkers that do not teachings in all public achoCJls attd in tbe lower
GusTAVE NELSON.
expressly declare themselvs as such to the census classes of academies. !Ill the public schools the da-y's
officer,andtheir_cbildren,arecounted as hRionging work isopened withsing~ng a byronor two; then
.A ltdigious Wail.
to the Evangehc-Lutberan church. In 1851 civ.il other songs, mostly of patriotic charac);er. And
Secretary Foster, of the National Reform Associamarriage was granted, and in 1868 there were estab- besides the hymn-singing, four hou,rs are set apart iion, complains: "In 1863 Congress resolved to
lisbedf "~1 ~cting communities;" that is, twenty or every we€k for religious i:nstructiQ!J. The pupil is in request President Lincoln to proclaim a fast that
m?re amtte~ can form an independent community, these taur~ht Bible history, catBohism, and hymns. the nation might seek the favor of God 'through
Without leavmg the state church if they can maintain In academies the ssme subjects are taught, but no the merits of Jesus Christ.' :But no Congress
a minister.
'
hymn-singing is indulged in, and the hours of relig- bEfore or since officially recognized Christ. In
Yet the spirit of dissatisfaction has shown itself ious Htud;v vary according to th€l principal's taste, thirty-seven out of forty-two state constitutions God
not ~l?ne,in the appe~rance of_ these "electing com- but must be at least one hour.
is recognized-Kentucky, Michi~an, Oregon, Louismun1t1es, but also m the b1rth of a strong antiSchool attendanCfJ being strictfj"' enforced, and the iane, and West Virginia are silent-but no state conchurch party for the abolition of the union of church years of school age from five to fourteen, it follows stitution recognizes Christ. No political party liver
and state, and this party ia found in the church that thf.) children of the poorer clm:~fles of socit.1ty im- recognized Christ in their national platform. Not
itself. I refer to the Lutheran sect known as Grundt. bibe superstition for seven succi«>~Bsiv years, while one of t'he Thanksgiving proclamations of our presi- •
vigians, ~amed so ~fte~ its fnunder, the late Bishop those who attend private scbooils seldom receive dents contains 'the name that is above every namP.'
Grundtv1g, who d1ed Ill 1872. Grundtvig and his more than three or four years. If the parents do The executiv committee of the National Reform
followers place the Apostles' creed before and above not wish their children to attend religious studies, Association wrote a letter to President Harrison last
the :Bi~le; think a great deal of baptismal grace, Jess their wish is complied with, if the7Jr can giv satisfac- 0Jtober asking him to recognize Christ in his forthof contmual preaching, nothing at all of exercise of tory proof that the children at Jaome will receive coming Thanksgiving proclamation. Although he is
"suffici!3ntiy "moral and religious instruction. It ia an elder in the Presbyterian church and for years a
*For the statistics contained in this article the author is to be regretted that but few parell ts take advantage teacher in the Sabbath- school, the lettH waB not
inilebted to E. L. Larsen, B. Th., librarian at the Great Royal . of this law ; but perhaps it is dul9 to the fact that answered and his proclamation did not contain the
Library, Copenhagen.
1Infidels are not loolted favorably upo.n.
name of the reigning mediator. If Obrist be the
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Tfi..t!i TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 19. 1890.
king in this land, where is his honor? The govern·
ora of our states hav generally followed the example
of our presidents in omitting the name of Christ
fl'Om their Thanksgiving prociamations. The people
hav thus been educated away from the Bible doctrin
th~t Christ reigns as king. 'The Pharaoh in E>{ypt
knew not Joseph.' The people here are the Pharaoh. They know not our New Testament Joseph.
The N11tional R9form Association is the Moses sent
to announce the fact that Christ reigns and the
people must bow to him. The coLfliot may be bitter
as th~t of E~ypt. But Ohrist must be owned as
king. We must bow to him or perish by his hand."
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'l'he Los Angeles Assembly of Progress.
I was proud of- Mr. Savag13's position in the HeyI hav long been intensely anxious that the Liberals wood letter, but felt disappointed to read the one in
should hav a mutual aid society for both sexes that THE TnuTH SEEKER in which he stultifieil his previ;vould. make sure provision for dependent loved ont1s, ous noble position. Must I, forsooth, know what
m wh1~h no prayers or mummeries, religious Ol." opinions a .ruan expresses or how he exprassail them,
otherw1se, would be allowed-a society founded and in ·order to maintfAin his right to do so' Not at all.
~onducted on strictly business principles, affording He has a right to express his thought, whatever it
msurance. at actual cost; paying fair salaries for may be, and in a m9onner to suit himself; else he has
n~e.d~d work d~me, but with no sinecures, fat jobs, or not the right of free speech.
If he wrongs any individual by so doing the par•
d1v1s1on of spmls among managers.
·
Because so fully realizing the great need l'nd ad- ~;JOn wronged has the right of complaint. Where is
•
vantages of such an organization, I am the more the person who claims that Harman or Heywood has
wronged
him
T
anxious that no unreliable or fallacious scheme should
But w.e are told by Mr. Savage and others "we
be accepted, for it could only result in distrust and
must
not load down liberty with needless burdens."
would
greatly
impede
the
progress
of
the
genuin.
Assembly of Progt•ess.-L. S. P. (Liberty, SciWho is to judge what is needless unless it be the
By
long
and
careful
study
and
consultation
with
ence, and Progress).
iihe best actuaries of the United States, I find that persons writing or speaking? Who is to act as cenThe Assembly of Progres~ has been founded to the actual cost of $2 000 insunnce on lives selected sor-Savage or Comstock T This is always the cry
.
supply a long-existing vammcy in society. Among with ordinary care and precaution, between the ages of time-serving policy.
I remember when some of the great men in the
all c~vilized, _inte~ligent aggregations of people, bar· of twenf.y-one to thirty.fiv<-, is $11 per year· from
mou1ous BOC!ilty 1s moat important to the welfare and thirty-five to forty-five, is $17; from forty.flve to old Liberal League thought a demand for the repeal
of these odious laws enacted for the sola purpose of
happiness of communities, and, in order to realize sixty, is $30.
~he gre.atest degree of ho.ppine~s. in society, it
This is not on the "pass your hat" system, but. persecuting Liberal publishers and crushing their
1a most 1mportsnt that people of s1mllar views on the combines the mutual cooperat.iv assessment and the papers, was "loading down Liberalism." Thsy, after
leading vital questions of the age should, as much as old line systems, affording all the security of the old a severe and long contest, succeeded in unloading,
and we are now reaping the result.
possible, be united together in social, moral com- line, with all the advantages of the ccopflrat.iv.
There is no such thing in reality as blasphemy or
pac~s for th~ir own mutual advanc~ment and prosEich policy is issued for $2 222-the $222 at the
penty. It 1a clear you cannot umte Catholics and death of the member to be paid into the reserve fund obscenity. To a bigoted Christian Liberal ideaq are
Protestants in the same society with that degree of of the society, and the $2,000 to the heirs of the de- blasphemous though they be most sacred truths.
To a sensu11.list or a Miss N !ltncy, if you hlk of sex
social concord which should characterize society ceased.
formed for the m~tual benefit and advancement of
The death-rate average would be ten to every matters as you would disoua11 any other natural
its members, and the same rule applies to ·the Metft- t.bousand members each year. Every death secures organic function, they pronounce it obscenity.
Both of these constructiv crimes are figments of
odists and Presbyterians, and to other societies hold- $222 to the reserve fund, thus accumulating a reserve
ing adverse religious opinions; and particularly is fund proportionate with the increase of membership diseased brains inherited from e.n ig:uorant ancestry.
this true with Ft·eethinkera and believers in orthodox affording security and guarantee of permanency of tb~ When normal br!iin power domini!. tea, all low thoughts
religions. The Christian's feelings ore wounded society~ The Assembly of Progress asks fifty cents connected with sex matters will cease, and the very
whenflver the truth of his faith is questioned while a month dues. This is excessiv, and shows either a word obscenity will become obsolete, ju!St as will
the Freethinker will not accept the orthodo~ faith lack of consideration or too much consideration for the word blasphemy when the right of free speech
without proof, nor believe the "stories that are told the officers and managers. What ! fifty cents a is recognized l;>y all.
But mark this: The great effort now being made
of the miracles of old," and this breeds dissension month too much for each member to pay to meet ex
to
stop the discussion of marital iniquities is the
and discord; alas ! toe often engenders an animosity penses of doing all the business of the society T
which creates permanent enemies who might other- How many members do you expect to obtain ? 0 h, church's shrewdest method to maintain her power
wise hav lived as friends. Therefore the segreaa- the first year at least seven bundred. We do not over the people. Onlle let the idea obtain that prop·
tion of thege opposing elements is necessary to the propose to issue benefit polieies until after we get arty ownership in woman is a crime, that our margeneral welfare of society.
that number. No fear but we shall reach over one riage system is one of enslavement of woman, and
The Catholic church by its thorough organization t.housand members the first year, say two thousand once let a generation be born of free mothers, free
is a great power and wields a wonderful inflaence on the second year, we shall hav ten thouaand in a very from sex dominations as weil ss in everv other
society and the body politic; and so it is with the few vears! Seven hundred members at $6 par year, res peat-and how would the church be found! Her
Protestant church. It is organiz9d throughout the $4,200 for doing business the first year. Btlt there power gone, her pews empty. Aud she knows it, and
civilized world, and in consequence of its thorough 1s also a $5 membership fee from males 1md a $3 one is fighting against it with ali her power, and many
organization it is strong, and its power is felt as from all female members-not less th&n $3 000 m'lre Liberals, in their ignorance, are helping her. Such
well in politics as in society. There are e.lso organ- -over $7,000, with the hope of its reaching $10 000, free born citizens wouid not brook church domination
ized a large number of soci111l and benevolent secret for doing the business of the society the first. Y~'ar ; or state denial of natural rights; hence the desperate
societies, which, as a general rule, are prosperous and $20,000 for the second year, and making $100,000 a eff)rt to stop the discussion of this great., this underincreasing in numbers. But the Liberals, who repre- :year for doing the business if ever the membership lying principle upon which all reforms are based,
the question of sex freedom and self-ownership.
sent a large part oi the intelligent "portion of man- reaches ten thousand.
kind, hav practically no organization, and are thereB3tter go slow bdore joining such a progressiv as- When I see people criticising methods in this grea~
fore unable to exert that influence upon society sembly. Such " progress" benefits only the promot- fight for liberty, instead of holding up the hands of
which is their right by reason of their numbers and ers of the scheme. Five dollars a week sick benefits to those brave enough to dare the world's frowns and
intellectual position. Without organiz!ltion we are all, rich or poor, is a delusion to the worthy poor, and jeers in the hope of helping the human race to a
without unity of action; without organization our an incentiv to fraud for the unprincipled, and will better condition, I somet.imse feel they are not worth
power is unknown; without organization we hav prove utterly impracticable in a society extending over the effort, and that they deserve all the stripas they
little knowledge of our numbers, and are almost the whole United States. The only safe sick benefit are receiving from church and state. But brave
helpless to advance our causa for truth and freedom. is to supply needy members with amounts euffi- sonia, inspired with noble thoughts, will speak them,
There having been no general beneficiary organ- cient to secure nursing, medical attendance, etc., and and speak in their own we.y. And if the world is not
ization of the Freethinkers, there are now many necessaries for dependent loved ones. This can best yet far enough advanced to defend them in their
Libemls who are members of some of the various be done by loans from the reserve fund of the rights so to do, then must they suffer as in the past.
secret beneficiary .orders, notwithstanding the offBn- society, secured by pledge of the sick member's a<1d But as Fenelon said to Louis XIV., "Woe to
him who comprehandeth the truth and speaketh it
siv religious ceremonies in common use in most of two other members' policies.
not.
And woe unto you if you ate not worthy of
I do not doubt the honesty a~d good intent of the
the secret orders. The want of society, the im·
JuLIET H. SEVEBA.NCE, M.D.
portance of co-opera.tiv insurance and sick and L::Js Angeles Assembly of Progress, but their scheme learning."
funeral benefits so common to benevolent orders, is not practic&l or reliable. I hope, however, that it
Items of Foreign Christian News.
and the absence of a Liberal organization, hav driven will result in great good, by arousing attention, disthem to join these societies however unpleasant cussion, and intelligent a!ltiou-on this subject thst
Following the example set by their Englishthe religious ceremonies may be. In consideration will eventually giv us a safe, reli!toble, practical Liberal speaking brethren, the German-Evangelical-Lutheran
C. B. REYNOLDS.
of these facts, and to advance the cause of Free- mutual aid society.
church at their late convention held at Eisenach,
thought, the Assembly of Progress baa been organresolved to revise their creed and to underSaxony,
Dr. Severance Heard From.
ized. It provides all the advantages of kindred
take a new translation of the German (Luther's)
societies, such as coo perativ insurance, sick and
Although still unable to attend professional duties B!ble. Revisions seem to hsv come into fashion
funeral benefits with the least p_ossible expense con- from the effscts of my injuries, I cannot refrain from among our Christian friends.
sistent with 'l sound financial basis, and presents expressing my opinion of the inhmous outrages
the opportunities to Libarals to perfect a. genenl against citizens' rights in the persons of Moses Harand permanent organization, such as will thoroughly man and E. H. Heywood, unjustly convicted ttnder
How the Christians convert the dusky African can
organize the Ftsethinkers throughout the civilized the most arbitrary and vindictiv ruling of the judges. be imagined when it is known that during one week
world. With a thorough organiz!l.tion, such as can who, like Judge Gary iu the Anarchists' trial, rendered there was at Madeira, where most, but far from all
be brought about through the Assembly of Progress, the verdict in advance of the jury. The names of ships going to Africa touch, declared the following
the Liberals will be in a condition to wark, and work Carpenter, Foster, and Gary should be held in just amount of liquors, representing $5,230,000:
successfully, for the c~use of liberty and truth. remembrance as most cruel and tyrannical, tram 36 000 barrels of rum.
2S.OOO cases of Irish whisky.
Their numbers will be known, and Liberal literature piing the rights guaranteed by the constitution to the 24.000 butts of rum.
30 000 c!lses of Old Tom.
can be generaBy circulated through the country. iDdividual under their feet in their mad fury, with 800.000 demijohns of rum.
15,000 cases of absinth.
40,000 cases of vermouth.
With thorough organization a system of missionary the delusiv hope of crushing out ideas from which 960 00\J cases of gin.
30,000 cases of brandy.
work can be effected among the unfortunate who they dissent.
hav never seen the first glimmering rays of true light.
Poor fools ! bav they never read history and
No wonder such individuals as the king of Uganda
With the Assembly of Progress organized in every learned from it that ideas cannot be hanged, or are to be baptized. We suppose the pope, who is to
town and city in the country, our Liberal lecturers thoughts confined in dungeons T Some of the critics be bis godfather, has promised his "child" several
will receive an audience and a welcome heretofore of the methods of Harman and Heywood, while pro- demijohns.
unknown. The A9sembly of Progress is a society fessing a comprehension of the meaning of liberty
free from religious ce1·emonies and therefore free and indorsing the principle that "the liberty of the
Even the German universities are infested with
from religious wranglee, hatreds, and strife-a society individual is only limited by the eque.lliberty of every
wherein Liberal-minded people can assemble together other one," in the next breath, bke Mr. Savage, as- the spirit of bigotry. H appears that the president
in a pleasant and social manner and peacefully discuss sume to know what should or should not be said or of the now prohibited Freethought society, Humintelhctual and rei' nt :fb sulcj gct.s without the inter- written. A liberty which meant the right of another boldt (Leipzig), has been ejected from the university
fer ... • ca of an assumed J,it.l, ·r f'lRr of the encroach- to speak or write what I indorse is no liberty at all. in said city. The expulsion of Mr. Walther Msy is
Any tyrant in the world will grant a man that priv- to last ss long as he identifies himself with the
tlltli.. ;,~ cf religious creeds or faiths.
Leipzig Freethinkers. What next T
J. M. Voss, Grand Prefrc~.
. i I ega, himself being the censor.
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-------------blasphemy,
the
obscenity
~eare.
will ce~se to h1oV
against their opponents they must be welded into a
e

solid organization. To scatter their forces after the
wasteful methods of guerilla warfare is to weaken
their e:ffectivness. O.rganization, and only organizaR. B. WESTBROOK, President.
tion, will to-day enable Liberalism to successfully
BOAI\D OF DIRECTORS.
R. B. WEs:rRRoox. President, • 805 2d ave., Asbury Park, N_. J, resist the encroachments of the church upon the
E. B. FooTE, JR., Vice-Presidont,120 Lexington ave., New York O!ty.
T B. WAKEMAN, Vice-President, 93 Nassau street, New York c1ty. state.
J. E. REMSBURG, Vice-President, .
.
•
. Oak Mills, Kan.
The peril to our religious liberties presses fast
JuLIET H. l:lEVERANOE, Vice-President,
•
Milwaukee, Wis.
In.< 0. 0RADDOOX, Secretary,
Philadelphia, Pa. upon us. Comrade, you who are out in the field,
F. G. MENDE, Trea3urer,
• Philadelphia, Pa.
will you not do all in your power to rally your.felCORRESPONDING 8EOBETARY, Ida 0. Oraddook, Broad and Oolumbia low-soldiers under the one etandnd of the Amerxcan
ave., PhiladelPhia, Pa.
.
.
TREASURER. F. o. Mende, • 1814 Greene strest, PhiladelPhia. Pa. Secular Union, that we may m!U'ch forw!\rd without
hindrance to the victory which should be ours T
R. B. WESTBROOK, President A. S. U.
An Appeal to the Liberal Lecturer.
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer
'' '' "
DBar Fellow-Worker: Ths American Secular
InA C. CRADDOCK, Corr. Sec. " " "
Union snd yourself are both working for the same
Philadelphia, Pa., July 12, 1890.
caus.:-(1) the right to the expression of independent thought unhampered by ecclesiastical tyrnnny;
Near the Prison Door.
(2) the total separation of church and state. Each
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: As
of these things is but a different expression of the evidence of the progressing obsession of " the govsame right, and the success of the one means the ernment " prosecution in Boston, here is s copy of
success of the other. The American Secular Union the United States district attorney's brotherly note
is however devoting its energies especially to the to Lawyer Searle, last week:
s~cond of these things-total separation of church
BosToN, July 1, 1890.
BROTHER SEARLE : I find that there will be nothing to
and state. Realizing, as it does, that law is the crystallized expression of the people's will, whether hon- interfere with the disposition of the Heywood case on
Thursday of this week. I will therefore move, on July 3d,
estly or fraudulently obtained, and that the .God,-in- at
11 A.M., for sentence of Heywood. Kindly see that he is
the-Constitution party, backed by local legullation, here, and report to Mr. Stetson to-night, if this time is agreeare to-day powerful enough to infuse into the law of able.
Yours sincerely,
F. D. ALLEN.
(Signed)
the land thsir own sectarian and tyrannous ideas,
the American Secular Union would urge upon your
Tha obsessing spirit "rises" in its tone, and hence
consideration the need for solid organization among the medium, bespeaking authority, ia more imperativ
Liberals, and would ask you, as a public worker, to this wook. Here is 8 copy of the latest manifesto
help the national society. We ought to be united from the Comstock-Wanamaker outfit:
into one undivided army. It should be as much of
BosToN, July 10, 1890.
G. W. SJURLE, EsQ., BosToN, Dear Sir: Please call at
a discredit for Liberals to stand aloof in <diques and
office the first of the week-say on Monday next-and
not help fight under the standard of the national this
arrange for imposing sentence upon E. H. Heywood.
organization, as it would be among our opponents to
Yours respectfully,
set up an isolated church which should f~rswe1u·
FRANK D. ALLEN, U.S. Dist. Atty.
(Signed)
allegiance to the sect to which it professes to oelong.
So, you see, Comstock's spirit (Comstock himself
The ecclesiastical party gain on Li.benols because was dead and damned in the minds of all intelligently
church people pull together, while Liberals. hav .~sen honest persons years ago), Comstock's medium,
hitherto but a rolle of sand wherever pubhc cooper- Judge Carpenter, will probably sentence me the 16th
ation has been concerned.
or 17th, next W edneaday or Thursday. I mean no
As you are striving to bring abo~t the same thing disrespect, of course, to the noble word " medium"
as we, will you not work with us and for us ! Will in the above use of it.
you not speak a good word for the national organizaIn his own matchless way Colonel Ingersoll shows
tion to your audiences ! Will you not do what you how much more savage ghosts hav been than real
can to induce Liberals to enrol themselvs in the persons. So I expect severer sentence than if the
national army of the .American Secular Union, so real, human, flesh-and-blood Comstock were to imthat we may all make a long pull, a strong pull, and pose it.
a pull all together in defense of our freedom from
Twelve years ago they gave us, in regular course
church dictation !
of law and custom, five months and seven days on
We do not ask you to giv up your independence appeal, and allowed the case to be re-argu~d before
as a lecturer to do this. We should be glad, indeed, two judges. In Mr. Bennett's case, I think three
if you could manage to collect money for us. But, months and two judges were allowed. Now Carif you feel that that would interfere with your owu penter, the most obtuse, unjust, imperious, and unincome, we will not ask you to do this. We only ask scrupulous judge who has yet sat in these cases,
that you use the American Secular Union as a back- shoves all the motions and exceptions aside, refuses
ground for your lectures; that, when you shall b&v to sit with another judge, drags his victim into a
roused your hearers to a sense of their wrongs under blind alley, and brains, ·bludgeons him, alone ! But:
the present unjust union of church and state, and "If thou seest the oppression of the poor, and
shall hav your hearers wrought up to an eager desire violent perverting of judgment and justice in a
for action, you will point them to the American Sec- province, marvel not at the matter : for he that is
ule.t Union as the nationai army in which they should higher than the highest regardeth ; and there be
enlist, if they would help destroy the evils which you higher than they" (Eccl. v, 8). The hotly serviceable
are denouncing.
mediums of an obscene spirit, Allen and Carpenter,
Why should you not cooperate with us in this will find that " there are higher than they" before
wmk~
they get through with this " suppressing" business.
Such cooperation, if properly managed, would Wendell Phillips used to say, "Antislavery trath
mean a gain both to the cause and to you individu- floats further on the hisses of a mob than on the
ally. Think what a solid organization of the majority accents of .the most eloquent oratory." Though
of Liberals in the country would mean.
superstitious savagery now riots in judicial ermin,
1. It would mean cooperation in our attacks upon the sober sense of the people will assert right, now
the enemy. When a wrong anywhere in the country trodden in the mire of debauched authority. 01
is to be struck at, it would mean that the whole course, physically, they can dispose of me; but, more
strength of the organization would go into the blows alive after " death" than before, citizen right to
-instEad of the matter being left, as now, to a help- mental enlightenment, the integrity of the human
less protest from a few Liberals in the immediate body and the human mind I stand f<lr, will be irrevicinity.
sistibly vindicated, whatever becomes of the flesh
2. It would mean a cooperation which would and blood of its materially transient exponents.
"carry the war into Africa." The Liberals outnum- Civilization gains in proportion as mind develops,
ber the church party ten to one, and it is only the becomes able to tell bodies what to do and what not
superior organization of the latter which renders to do. That brilliant, heroic, and lifelong exponent
them so bold and aggressiv in their onslaughts upon of Freethought, Elizur Wright, said: "If there is
our religious liberties. With equal organization on any unpardonable sin, it is telling a lie to a woman
our side, we could soon cause them to feel our influ- to win her love. We must hav truth in that spot, or
ence for the right.
this world is a bell."
3. It would mean that each lectu:rer in the country
For truth between adult sexes, for truth between
would hav a regular series of appointments mapped parents and children, Mrs. Heywood and I stand.
out for him by the ceniral organization, in addition As you noted, the two indicted articles were written
to those which he might make independently, so that by women-one of them, "The Woman's View of
.he could canvass any given section of the country at It," resenting Comstock's effort to supervise materthe least possible expense to himseli and to the local nal function by act of Congress, was written by the
societies before whom he lectures. This would mean mother of my four children, the woman with whom
more dollars in his pocket at the end of the year, as I hav had the honor to share a home twenty-five
well as a more systematic advertising of the cause; years. It is high time woman's right to an opinion
while, a.t the same time, it would bring him into as to the use of her own body by man was respected.
·contact with more people within a given area. Such You hav your opinions, Mr. Editor, I mine, and you
8 plan, of course, should not encroach upon the hav well said that you will fight for the right of anright of a lecturer to make his own independent other to differ from you.
engagements.
Though rash frenzy now moves those in power to
T.i:le tendency of the time is toward consolidation reckless action, there is a day after to-day, and I hav
and cooperation where work of any magnitude is to not the least doubt that right in me, now fiercely debe undertaken; and if Liberala are to hold their own nied, will ultimately win. Like verbal treason and

....

power over any decently mtelhgent mmd. Co~.
stoak's spirit now t·uv.a things. In 1~78, De~ens ; m
1883 Nelson; in 1884 (state case), Pitm&n; xn 1887,
Dam~c:ratic United St10tee District Attorney Geo. M.
Stearns-in all the past cases at.rong men st9od between me and the foes of freedom, order, pur1ty, aEd
progress, though now no Republ!can. _official !-H~s
sense and strength to beepeak mo~era~Ion Rlf.ld s~~~y
the hand of violence. Intellectuol liberty, for wham
you and I liv and serve, will not fail, or the ca\lso
of popular right anywise go backward. Rat-her . tho
word is Forward, whoever falls in tho glorwus
struggle.
E. H. HEYWOOD.

Ecclesiastical vs. Uivil Authority.
To· THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, S'ir : I bav
just issued and distributed, mainly i.n single w~appors,
and gratuitously, a thousand copwa of a d1aoourse
of mine, entitled, " Ecclesiastical vs. Civil Authority
-God in the Federal Constitution, Man and Woman
Out."
It has met with unexpected favor and apprm· a!.
And certainly all the signs of the times indio&te the
fearful need of such a word of warning.
I now propose to issue a larger, cheaper edition,
with a few important additions, at ten cent~ par
single copy, three copies for a quarter, and fiftHi.l
for a dollar; sent by mail on :receipt of price.
.
The discourse tre&ts of three general but most lmporbmt particulars-the rights and wron.gs of
woman in state, society, and church, the God-~n-l.he
Constitution conspiracy, and the non-taxation of
church and other religious property. And suroly
three more momentous problems are not now iu
.
, .
4uman agitation, nor thought. .
The free list will not be dtscontmued, nor lil 1t
intended that money be made by this entsrpri~e,
while it is also hoped that none will be lost by even
the purchasers and readers. And it is furth-'r
earnestly desired by the author of the lectu~e, tbnt
none will buy in g!eater number than can lla woll
and wisely distributed among readers.
The present prospect is portentous of stupel!-d~>ua,
but not desirable, events and results. The religiOus
activities ·alone are of such character, variety, and
power as to render it almost certain that freedom,
civil or religious, is not to be had and secured
without another appeal to the s'!ord. Af:1d both
church and pulpit are as ready to dxe as to kill, or to
kill as to die in defense of their God of battles and
blood-the God they hav devoutly worshiped, wit.h
human sacrifices sometimes of their enemies, with
fa~ot and fire, for more than fifteen hundred ye,1n s !
The tract can be had, in any quantity, of the
author at Concord, N. H.
Faithfully and fervently yours for the trne and
right, at wh&t~ver cost,
PARKER PrLLSBunY.

Immortality of Man.
It is a popular belief that there are certain principles and tenets supposed to be essentials which are
common to all religions or to the different forms of
sectarian faith. Among them is that cardinal one
called the immortality of the soul, or the beliGf in a
future life. These essential or primary elements of
faith probably all hav a philo~:~.ophic foundation, a
scientific basis.
When the human mind first began to grapple with
metaphysical problems, there could be no unity of
methods, no equal opportunities among widely
scattered theorists and investigators, that could lead
to unity of results in their conclusions.
Every period of the world's history accords with
our own experience in this, that there hav been some
master minds, some deeper thinkers and investigators,
who would collect and collate the accumulated knowledge and speculativ notions of those who hav gone
before and formulate them into a system of philosophy that could be vindicated and sustained by the
facts of experience and by the laws or principles of
nature.
These leading minds hav evolved the theories and
recorded them, and they hav come down to us through
many generations, often receiving additions and
amendations or such alterations as the intellectual
condition or demands of faith seemed to require.
Different nations with different degrees of intelligence
would vary the interpretation to adapt it to the
capacity of those who were to receive it. It is from
this cause that the ideas of immortality are so varied
now in different parts of the world.
None of these popular, empirical theol'ies of immortality that sway the minds of the ignorant or unscientific masses can be relied upon as real, since they
are all in conflict in some important points, snd •
none of them can be verified or demonstrated to
accord with the known facts of nature or with common experience.
They are all crude outgrowths of feeble mental
development and a morbid activity of hope, marvelousness, reverence, and ideality. The visions and
spectral images, these gross conceptions of a future
life engendered by the emotions and hopes, no matter
what shape they take, how beautiful, picturesque, or
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ecstatic, how blissful or enduring, how gorgeous or
transcendent they may be painted, are all unreal, and
hav p,o foundaMon in those true principles, on that
genuin soientifio basis of a verifiable or .demonstrable
immortality, discovered and taught by ancient
philosophers.
Our vague ideas of the dootrin of the immortality
of the spirit full.v grown out of the crude, undeveloped
minds of those who hav been entrusted to expound
and elucidate it. They hav been incapable of understanding a principle, a fact, or a truth, unless it was
a~sociated wi~h a personality, a living, activ individual, an inc~~ornation and organic structure through
which it could be exhibited, manifested, and exemplified. So that the spirit of a man must take and retain
a form as a separate personal entity to exist in the
fu~ure, otherwise it must become annihilated and
extinct. This false anthropological conception of
immor~ality originated with the savage and lingers
everywhere in societies whose conditions and oppor·
tunities hav not yet so advanced as to enable them to
gr~<.sp and comprehend the true views as understood
and taught by the wisest and greatest teachers of
the past.
That the spirit which animates men is immortal is
a philosophic truth.
Let that spirit ba good or evil, kind or cruel, broad
and generous or mean and narrow, selfish or benevolent, wise or vindictiv, it never dies out or experiences annihilation, but is Aver activ, being reproduced continually and forever in some human form
by the laws of life through a transmission of inheritance and conditions, somewhere in the arena of the
human family on this habitable globe.
Every passion and emotion, every attribute, every
faculty and acquisition, is immortal. Since the hour
the first man appeared on earth the constituents that
made him a man hav ever existed; so that his immortalit,y in the past remains unbroken, and his
immortality in the future is equally certain.
Even if be were to become extinct as an organized
being, the forces that constitute him a man would
still exist somewhere dormant in nature, maintaining
their immortality.
We will not enumerate or descant on the lessons
history teaches us of what the past has suffered from
these gross, animal views of immortality-how
much these erroneous sentiments hav had to
do in engendering religious strife and warswhat hates and revenges hav been cherished and
gratified by sects, provinces, and kingdoms against
each other for teaching heresy, in holding and inculcating unorthodox doctrine about the nature, con~
ditions, and destiny of the soul or spirit, in a future
state of existence !
Whereas the true views exempt all who hold them
from the temptation to indulge in the crimes and
cruelties that bav always been prompted by the false.
Errors of opinion on questions involving eternal consequences bav given rise to the.most implacable and
malignant animosity and the most embittered and
relentless persecutions.
The immortality of m!l.tter and of the force or
spirit that pervades, animates, and energizes it, were
themes that might well employ the minds of the
great thinkers and the speculativ genius of the past.
As far as our records introduce us to man's earliest
life on the globe, these questions hav engrossed the
minds of thinkers and the leaders of peoples. They
will ever furnish topics for speculation and inquiry.
The wise and intelligent will always be interested,
entertained, snd ~mproved by their discoveries of the
harmonies and unities existing everywhere in nature.
The mysteries that distract the ignorant are continually receiving solutions through the researches and
revelations made by the students who sit as humble
pupils at the footstool of nsture. The very lessons
that purify and perfect the wise seem to poison and
pervert the minds of those who do not understand
them.
"Eter~al life" and " everlBSting life" are other
forms of expressing the same thought. The ancient
philosophers in evolving their theories of immortality
made use of these words or their equivalents in elaborating the idea. The postulate of eternal life is but
the simple statement of what is seemingly an eternal
truth. These ancient thinkers had no knowledge of
when life began, when this "in the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth" occurred, and as
it had 0ontinued for unnumbered centuries the next
rational inference was that it would ever continue
-that the stream of life in this world would be
eternal, everlasting. It is the testimony of modern
scholarship and of biblical students that this is the
only sense in which the ancient more advanced
thinkers meant to use it and hav it understood.
The peculiarities and forms of life, even to the
visage, temperaments, and aptitudes, are transmitted
and reproduced for many generations, so that almost
the personal identity of ancestors is exhibited in
descendants so distinctly as to suggest the idea and
the faith not only in a spiritual but of a physical immortality-of a resurrection of the buried parent in
the person of his offspring.
Discussion of these subjects among the old biologis~{;l might be very philosophical Qn~ i~t~resting to

them, but when they passed from the schools to the
heathen, or to the ignorant, uncultured man of the
heath, as individuals in isolation, or even in nomadic
tribes, they were not understood in any scientific
sense, but took the form of ghosts or sprites, retaining their per~;~onalities and inhabiting an invisible
world somewhere in space, to be revealed after death.
In this way the science, the philosophy and facts, of
the few who ~ere engaged in efforts for the solution
of the great mysteries and problems of nature were
converted by the credulous and unreasoning masses
into a system of startling and awe-inspiring superstition. This opened the way and crea.ted a demand
for priests or teachers to entertain and instruct the
multitude in reference to their conduct here, and its
connection with their fate when they pass from this
earth after deeth to an upper or a nether world, to
enjoy or suffer in person the.t immortality or eternal
life which their superstitious guides and teachers
bad in their low, sensuous conceptions formed out of
the entire misunderstanding of the lessons evolved
from the discoveries and conclusions of sages and
philosophers.
·
·
The question now presents itself seriously to the
minds of the enlightened people of this era, which of
these theories commends itself as the most probable
and rational to our judgment, our understanding and
reason T Which does the lesson of all nature most
confirm and approve ? Shall we take the wisdom
that evolved the moat rational thought, or the ignorance and superstition tliat invented the most irrational and impossible T Shall we follow the multitude because they are the more ignorant, less thoughtlui and more credulous, yet popular majority, who
hav gained an ascendancy by decrying and resisting
sci~nce all,d reason as the guides of life, and terrifying the weak and unthinking by appeals to their
marvelousness1 their reverence, and their faith 1 If
the majority are thus led, shall the minority surrender
their scientific convictions, yield their assent, and follow them 1
If we take for granted that the theories of the
credulous multitude are correct and that man does
exist as a conscious personality in an invisible ethereal world, endowed with the attrihutes of a sensuous,
organized being, it is impossible for us to conceive
how that existence is sustained or what are the conditions and relations of being with any conceivable
environment. We know of no form of organized life
that is not subject to certain structural laws involving
a constant waste and process of nutrition, to replenish the consumption of material ever accompanying
the vital action of living beings. To think o! an
individual life without decay and death conflicts with
all we know and is a proposition that defies the
powers of the intellect to entertain. To accept it is
to discredit all we hav ever learn~d, and to relinquish
our faith in the stability or reality of the demonstrated
facts of nature. We must entertain the theory, if it
is in any sense admissible, as an undemonstrated,
rinverifiable assumption or dogma and never as a
working hypothesis. If what we call reason is really
a human faculty, we can hav no use for it in that
visionary, prospectiv eternity of the dogmRtist. It
is an endowment evolved from our material environment that we may preserve ourselvs from destruction
by the hostil elements and keep in touch with the
factors and forces that sustain organic life.
But in an immortal existence there can be no wear,
no waste nor decay, no end, no use for thought, for
reason, for mental or moral effort. It is simply to
exist without a purpose or a capability, without
motiv or emotion.
To be obliged to exist in this torpid, moribund,
inactiv, purposeless state, and that eternally, is a
conception revolting to a conscious being, abhorrent
to reason snd humanity.
Why or for what purpose was such a provision in·
stituted? In the material world of life things exist
from necessity. The latent forces inherit in matter,
ever activ and evolving, and by an irresistible propulsion are projecting to the surface of the planet all
that vivifies and beautifies it. This is the cause and
condition of life. To liv forever without any of the
conditions, would be a gratuitous burden, a cruelty
unworthy of human thought, much less a design of
any infinit wisdom, to whom or which we giv the
credit in this nether world, of exhibiting to our senses
causes and effects, law and order, life and adaptation, and a field for intellectual exertion, and that
exertion which constitutes the zest of being. To liv
forev6lr for no purpose, in eternal uselessness, hibernating, can hav no attractions, and would 'be a fate
one would suppose every living being would be happy
to escape.
If we admit the dogmas of this theologic immortality in any of their variety, and we hold the believers
to any consistency of faith in it as a universal principle of nature or providence, it must take in all the
human family on this planet at least, and for all time.
If there are living on the earth a population of fifteen
thousand millions, and we estimate the average
human life the world over at thirty years, then every
thirty years this vast population is swept from this
mortal into the immortal life, and we at:~sume this
l'4ange ha!;! l;>eeq. iq. o~erat~ol,l. f<.>r only one. thollt;t'.'n<l

centuries, the number thus translated exceeds anything the human mind can conceive. Do they require space? Where can it be found? If they exis~
for any purpose, what is it? Our modern Spiritualists tell us there is all about us an atmosphere,
a sea, of these guardian angels in which we breathe
and move, and the evidence they offer of the fact is
that they claim to hav communication with some few
score, perhaps, of them. But these reputed visitants
giv us no satisfaction in regard to the occupations
of the numberless millions who fail to report themselva.
Yes, here is a problem that apparently defies the
genius and intellect of mortals and immortals to
solve. We must infer that nearly all of those who
entered eternity ·one hundred thousand years ago,
and the untold legions of recruits that hav joined
them since, are hibernating somewhere, awaiting the
resurrection for some unknown purpose.
The army of wiseacres enlisted in this school of
a theological, personal immortality, though positiv
and brave in ita defense, hav many humiliating and
insuperable difficulties to encounter.
While claiming to know that spirits do exist and
communicate with them, and giv such satisfactory
tests of their presence, yet they impart little that
can be relied on as historical, scientific, or descrip·
tiv of the ethereal world and its denizens. The
spirits seem chary in revealing its mysteries and
purposes, and their messages ere meager even to the
elect; and they apparently take no interast in common folk. When an honest, earnest man in pursuit
of more knowledge goes "In Search of a Spirit,"
they elude him, exciting a suspicion of something
wrong and that there is a trick in the trade they intend to conceal. It looks like s conspiracy between
them and their earthly allies to keep all in the background possible, to aave any risk of exposure of
secrets to critics or curious inquirers, that are reserved for the benefit only of the credulous.
This is a happy arrangement, and has long been
known and practiced by theologians successfully to
win believers.
T!tey hav found there mus~ be great latitude and
liberty taken and many excuses granted them, in discussing the things of the invisible world. The spirit
world is made for believers only. Infidels, doubters,
and critics hav no claims there.
They need not hope on leaving the earth to t!'re
any better than they hav here.
If they are permitted to occupy some .obscu~e corner and there remain to atone for their presu <1,_.,;,; Fl,
they must accept it as an act of mercy that they
were even worthy of being recognized as spirits.
Philadelphia, July, 18\JO.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BELL will spend the summer in Oregon and Washington lecturing. llis address is 100 South First streei,
Portland, Ore.
W. F. JAMIESON delivered the Fourth of July oration in
Hampton, Ia., to several thousand people. Sunday evening,
July 13th, he was to lecture in New Hartford, Ia.; is
engaged to giv three lectures in Colesburg, Ia.; will then
visit Minnesota to lecture and debate; is engaged to deliver
a course of lectures in Milbank, Dak., and there is talk there
of a Catholic priest meeting him in debate. His first lectures
in Minnesota will be given in Byron, Kasson, and Plainview.
Liberals in that state wishing courses of lectures should
address him at Des Moines, Ia., as his lecture engagements
are several weeks in advance.

Religion in School.
From ll!e New Yo1·1i: W01·l£!.

Archbishop Ireland, in his address before the National
Educational Association at St. Paul on Thunday, declared
that though he is a Ca1holic prelate he would rather hav
Protestantism taught in the public schools than to hav no
religion taught there.
The utterance indicates a very Liberal mind, bnt it is
founded as too much of the di~cussion of this subject is,
upon a total misapprehension of the question. It is loOt a
question of Protestantism or Catholicism. It is not in this
country even a question whether or not the children would
be the better for religious instruction. It is simply a question of the functions of the state and the rights of men.
Ours is a purely secular state, in which men of all reJig.
ions and men of no religion are upon an exactly equal rooting before the law. It has nothing whatev~~ to do. wi!h
creeds or with religion, except to protect all Citizens ahlre.m
their perfect religious liberty. The public schools are mamtained by the secular state for ~he ~ecular educati~n of ~he
children· their religious education Is a matter with which
the state' has no business to concern itself. That is a matter
for parents and pastors.
. .
. .
The state has no more right to teach a rehg1on whrch 1s
held by the great majority of the people than to teach one
held by only one of all its citizens. It has no right to interfere with religio.::n_a_t_a_u_.___,..._ _ __

IF you had asked the wbol.e earth, b~fore. the time
of Copernicus, Hss the sun r1sen T has 1t set to-dBy!
sll men would hav answered, we are quite certain of
H. They were certain, and they were in error.
Witchcraft divinations, and possessions were for
s long tim~ the most certain things in the world in
the eyes of society. What an innumerable crowd of
people who hsv seen all these fine things tmd who
hav been certain of them! At present this certn.inty
is a little shaken.- Voltafrc,
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The Elephant-Under-the-Earth.
Prot. Patllon SPence in a Cll.icago Paper,

The child asks the father what supports the earth.
To avoid an explanation which is beyond the child's
comprehension, the father teBs him that it rests upon
a great elephant's back. The child, who is intelligent
enough to think that the earth needs a support, at
once wondErs what supports the elephant, and if
told that it stands upon a terrapin's back he ag!Un
asks what supports the terrapin, and his mind thus
follows the trail ad i1~jinitum, never finding any
final support that does not itself need to be supported
as much as the very earth with which he began his
questions. So, even he, child as. he is, comes to the
conclusion that his father's explanation is all fudge.
The foregoing is a very plain case of false philosophy ; so plain, indeed, that everyone at once rfj acts
it as insufficient and inadequate. We hav introduced
it here because its very simplicity and plainness will
enable us, by comparison, to see the fallacy of many
scientific theories and philosophical explanations,
some of which are now, and hav been in all ages, accepted by learned and wise men without murmur,
although they are of precisely the same character as
the theory of the elephant-under-the-earth, and are
.just as absurd and ridiculous. Our books, ancient
and modern, are full of such foolish inventions of
men of science and philosophers; they are taught in
our schools, colleges, and universities; they are
preached from our pulpits, and they pervade the
popular mind, cropping out in the columns of our
magazines and our weekly and daily papers, and in
the conversation of the learned and the unlearned,
as matters that are fixed and settled and not to be
questioned for a moment~and woe be to him who
does question some of them.
Before we proceed in the application of our illustration to other theories, so as to make their absurdity appear as plain as that of the illustration itself,
let us look more closely at the elephant supporting
the earth, and see what that supposition involves.
In other words, let us see what an elephant-underthe-earth really is, so that we may ever after know
him at first sight, no matter bow disguised or by
whom introduced.
In the theory of the elephant-under-the-earth, we
find the following elements which are essential, characteristic, specific:
1. It is supposed that the earth cannot support
itself.
2. The elephant-under-the-earth is also a supposition, a pure invention, made to supply a supposed
need.
3. The sole business of the elephant·under-the.
earth is to do that one thing-to support the earthand there it must stand forever, merely supporting
the earth, with no other offi~e or function. In other
words, one thing is supposed to hav been created, or
to bav h"ppened into being, merely to wait upon
another-to do the work of another, work which
that other can just as well be supposed to do for
itself.
4. If the earth is inadequate to do its own work,
the elephant-under-the-earth is equally inadequate,
and so needs a terrapin under it; and the terrapin,
for the same reason, needs something under it, and
so on ad infinitum.
5. Then. to meet all the requirements of the case,
-we must do violence to our own reason, and suppose
the elephant-under.the-earth to be not only big
enough and strong enough, but in every respect fully
adequate and adjustable to the work. Of course,
when a need is to be met by a supposition, it is easy
enough to suppose a supposition that is fully ade·
quate and adjustable to all the requirements of the
case, no matter how unintelligible it may be. There
is no use in mincing matters. Suppositions are
cheap-they cost nothing.
6. The elephant-under-the-earth is totally unnecessary; for it is just as easy (and it is more economical
of elements or principles) to suppose that the earth
can support itself, as it is to suppose that the elephant can support itself.
The foregoing being characteristics of the elephantunder-the-earth (I mean of the species), then in look·
ing for the elephants-under-the-earth (individuals of
the species) we must not look for immense fourfooted beasts with leathery hides, short, tufted tails,
ivory tusks, and great muscular trunks; for none of
these enter into the constitution of the species~ On
the other band, all things that contain the foregoing
specific characteristics, no matter whether they be
things visible or invisible, tangible or intangible,
shaped or shapeless ; no matter for how many centuries or millenniums they may hav been cherished
as the very energ-y of the world, the very soul of
man, or the very God of the universe; and no matter how completely they hav been fused and welded
as something real, rational, and ever-abiding into our
mental machinery, and into our language, and into
the very forms and habits of our thinking, are,
nevertheless, all equally fictitious, equally unphilosophical, and equally absurd and ridiculous. Sooner
or later science will disown them and philosophy
must ultimately reject them all. Take, for instance,
the following examples :

Bodie&! are known to va1•y in temperature, being
now hot, now warm, now cold. To account for this
varying temperature, it was at one time supposed
that there exists in nature an imponderable element
distinct from matter, to which the name caloric was
given ; and that if a body takes into itself some of
this caloric it becomes warmer than it was ; and on
parting with caloric it becomes colder than it was.
Caloric bas, long since, shared the fate of the ele
phant under-the-earth. It has given way to the
modern theory that water warms itself by the rapid
vibratory motion of its molecular constituents. And.
if we test the caloric theory by the six characteristics
already enumerated, we shall see that it is merely an
elephant-under-the-earth, and was justly abandoned,
even if there had been no such reasons as we now
hav for believing that matter warms and heats itself.
Again, it is supposed that mere matter is dead ;
yet we see living things all around us. How is
that! The prodigal inventor of ultimate elements
comes forward with his vital principle, and supposes
that it, under certain circumstances, gets into matter and makes it alive. The theory of a vital principle is pretty well abandoned in recent times, though
there are still a few able and learned men who cling
with tenacity to that ridiculous and unnecessary hypothesis. If the reader will take the trouble to
analyze it, be will find that it contains all the specific
characteristics of the elephant- under- the-earth, and
as such should be surrendered.
To the same class belongs the theory of an electric
fluid, considered as an element distinct from matter.
The theory will not cover all the facts, and is now
regarded either as obsolete or not proved; and
although the term; electric fluid, is still used in
standard treatises on electricity and magnetism, and
the passage of electricity along a conductor is spoken
of as a flow of something, yet such an expression is
not intended to convey the idea that there is an
actual flow of an element which is distinct from the
matter that constitutes the conductor, but is simply
used as an illustration, a comparison, which will
enable us to conceive the movements, methods, and
formulated laws of electricity and magnetism, for
which, as yet, there is no satisfactory theory that will
serve us any better, or as well. The same may be
said of human or animal magnetism, when spoken of
as an element distinct from matter. It is an unphilosophical hypothesis.
Again, it is said that matter can neither feel nor
think. Yet we know that animals and human beings
do think and feel. Philosophers were here in a
quandary again; but only for a little while; for
nothing is easier than to imagin an immaterial element whose special business is to think and feel; and
there is nothing easier than to suppose that it, somehow, gets into the bodies of men and animals,
and does their thinking and feeling for them.
But this theory of an immaterial element, a thinking principle, a mind, considered as something
different from the element called matter, is evidently
an elephant-under-the-earth, having all its specific
characteristics, as follows :
1. It is supposed that matter cann~t think or feel.
2. The immaterial element, the mind, as something
distinct from matter, is a pure invention, made to
supply a supposed need.
3. The sole business of that immaterial element is
to do that thing, to think and feel for matter-to
wait upon another element called matter-to do its
work, work which matter can just as well be supposed to do for itself. If it be said that no one ever
perceived matter in the act of thinking or feeling,
that it is necessarily non-sentient and unthinking,
and that it is impossible for us to understand how it
can think or feel, it can be said, with equal truth,
that no one ever perceived an immaterial element in
the act of thillking or feeling; that there is nothing
in the nature of such an element that necessarily
makes it a thinking and feeling element, and that it
is impossible for us to understand how it can think
or feel. If, therefore, I ask you how your immaterial
principle really does think and feel, you can only
answer, I make it do so. How? By my supposition. But cannot a supposition do as much for
matt~r'

4. If we are obliged to suppose that one element.,
matter, can neither think nor feel, we are equally
obliged to suppose that the other element can do
neither, and, therefore, needs some other element to
think and feel for it; and eo on, ad infinitum.
5. But suppositions are cheap; and as one seems
badly needed here, it is made fully competent and
duly adjusted to its work, although in doing so the
inventor is compelled to do violence to his own reason by supposing that what is invalid in one case is
perfectly valid in another similar case-that while
the earth cannot support itself the elephant can.
6. The immaterial principle is totally unnecessary,·
for it is just as easy (and it is more economical of
elements or principles) to suppose that matter can
think and feel as it is to suppose that aay other
element can.
In this discussion it is not necessary that we
should make any attempt to find out what matter
really is; nor is it necessary that we should know

what it is. What we tu~ now aiming at is simply to
show that, in interpreting that phenomenon of nature,
it is unnecessary and unphilosophical to multiply
principles or ultimates; and that even two (matt~r
and mind) are as bad as a dozen, because one will
answer all the purposes required. In the case of
matter and mind, it is immaterial which one is supposed to take precedence over the other in their
joint action. Turn them up side down or right side
up, and, in either case, one is elephant to the other,
and is therefore unnecessary.
I hav no doubt, however, that the ultimate analysis of what is called matter, will show that it consists
of the same element as what is called mind; and
that, therefore, the ultimate constituent of the universe of matter and mind is not two but one element,
call it force, spirit, matter, mind, consciousness, or
whatever you please. In my "New Theon· of ConsciousnPRs" (See Journal of Speculativ Philosophy,
July, 1880), by a process of speculativ reasoning I
found myself driven to the conclusion that the atom
of matter is an ultimate' of consciousness, after having, in the same article, identified force with consciousness and hence also with matter. And as I
now look at it, it would not be a difficult undertaking
to prove the same thing about matter, n.ot by speculativ reasoning merely, but by an appeal to facts
which are in the possession of everyone.
One more example and I am done. We look out
upon the vast and wonderful visible and tangible
phenomena of the universe of matter-its boundless
sea of stars, some of which seem held by invisible
l:ands iu the same relativ positions for ages, while
others revolve in such well-defined, mathematical
curves and times around our sun, that their exact
places in the heavens can be predicted with certainty;
its crystallizlltions in mathematical forms Bl'Ound
mathematically determined axes ; its chemical rela·
tiona of atoms that can be definitly expressed in
numerical formulas; its curious microscopic vegetable
and animal germs which, though containing nothing
that bears the slightest resemblance to either an
animal or a vegetable, yet, when placed under suitable conditions, are steadily urged forward through
a regular series of changes in their outward form
and their internal structure unt.il, in one case, a lily,
a fern, or an oak, perhaps, is the final outcome, and,
in the other, a fly, an elephant, or a man, mind and
all, is the ultimate result. Now, it is said, how can
unaided matter do all these things and the ten thousands of others which are equally as wonderful but
which are all beyond its capacity t We must look
to some other element to do them, some other principle that shall take matter as the potter takes the
clay and mold it into all the various forms which we
see around us, at the same time imparting to them
motion, heat; chemiclll affinity, life, and mind. We
must, in imagination, make that principle vast
enough, strong enough, skillful enough, thoughtful
enough, wise enough, and in every way competent
to do all those tbingR. We will call it God, Lord,
Jehovah, almighty. Nevertheless, call it by all the
exalted names you please, and endow it with all the
ineffe.ble attributes in the vocabulary of human language, and mystify and hide it beh~d the thick and
impl:lnetrable veil of all the deaf, dumb, blind, and
impotent infinitudes that the human mind can conjure up, you can never succeed in disguising it beyond
recognition. n still has all the specific characteristics of the elephant-under-the-earth, and should be,
and ultimately will be, njected by all thoughtful
men.
The watchword of science is genesis. The watchword of philosophy ie causality. Genesis and c~aus
ality are substantially one and the same thing; the
different ~ames being simply expressiv ·of different
ways of looking at the universe. Science looks from
below, through the procedure or genesis of one thing
from another, up to the final ultimate or element
from which they hav all proceeded ; while philosophy
looks down from that ultimate, through its causal
relations, and thus embraces all things and their
genetic procedures. Hence, philosophy must begin
with monism, or a theory of one final ultimate or
element; and science must, in the end, demonstrate
the truth of monism; for, in a universe of two or
more ultimates, there c'ould be neit.her a universal
causality nor a universal gen.eeis. D;fferent ultimates
and their procedures could hav no genesis from each
other ; for by that very genesis, they would cease to
be different ultimates, and the one from which they
all procePded would be the one final ultimate. Nor
could diffdrent ultimates be causally and efficiently
related to each other. Therefore, on a cosmical
theory of two or more ultimates, there being neither
genetic nor causal and tffi<lient relations between
them, each ultimate and its procedures would constitute a universe by itself; and we would thus hav,
instead of one universe, as many universes as there
are ultimates, all independent of, and forever isolated
from, each other. Hence the endless trouble and
perplexities which philosophers in all ages hav had
in their efforts to explain our universe on the supposition that it is composed d two ultimate constituents, matter and mind. The gulf between them has
never been bridged, and never can be.
o
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difficulty sprang t.hat curiosity of philosophical literature, Leibnitz's explanation of the relation betwt>en
mat,ter and mind. Admitting, as he did, that matter
and mind are different ultimates, he was obliged to
admit that the one could not act upon the other
Hence he contended that there is no real causal and
efficient relation between them, but only a seeming
relation, which he explained by his theory of " Preestablir,hed Htn·mony," substantially as follows: I
make two clocks so exactly alike in their works that
they shall always keep pace with each other, the
hands of both always pointing to the eamo hour and
minute. The one being perfectly independt-nt of
and isolated from the other, neither one causEs the
other to register the same time as itself; but they
register the same time because I prEestablished eucb
a harmony ·between them. In the same way, as
Leibnitz supposed, God made a universe of matter
and also a universe of minda, perfectly independent
of, and isolated from, eaeh other; yet he establishe.d
such a harmony in their movements that where one
shows up a certain phenomenon, the other shows up
its corresponding phenomenon. Thus, I will my arm
to move. My will does not move the arm, however;
b~>cauee the will and the arm hav no causal and
efficient relation to each other; but, nevertheless,
my arm moves simultaneously with my will that it
shall move, because my body, in the course of its
own independent actions, baa just reached that point
where my arm moves simultaneously with the equally
independent action of my mind which just then wills
that my arm shall move.
Berkeley attempted to solve the difficulty now under
consideration by annihilating the external world, the
world of matter, considered as something separate
and apart from, and outside of, each individual mind.
So ingeniously did he do this, that Hume considers
his arguments "unanswerable, although they convince nobody." And, in more recent times, Bain
declares that "all the ingenuity of a century snd a
half, has failed to see a way out of the contradictions
exposed by BerkelEy." But Berkeley simply evades
the diffi<1ulty by ignoring a fact which is a persistent
part of it, and which, therefore, must be admitted
and explained by any adequate cosmical theory.
Berkeley, ae a monist, udmitted but one ultimate,
namely, mind; but he denied the real external existence of what is called matter, which everyone kuows
has a reel eJ"istence, external to, outside of, and d:fferent from, every individual mind and all its sensations or other states of consciousness. We know
this by an actual demonstration, as valid as an intuition, as I hav explained in my "Facts about External Perception," published in the Journal of Speculativ Philosophy, Ootober 1885. The question here
is, not what those things caUed matter are made of ;
for, as we hav already seen, monism is the only
philosophical cosmioal theory ; and, on any monistic
theory, matter must be made of the same stuff that
mind is made of, call that stuff spirit, force, mind,
consciousness, matter, or what not. But the quee.
tion to each iudividual now is, whether the things
which he perceives around him, and which are callEd
matter, are outside of hie own mind and hav a permanent existence outside of hie own mind and of all
other minds, so tliat they abide when stripped uf those
sensations in his own mind which are related to them;
-and still endure when he is asleep or unconscious,
so that when he awakens or comes to consciousness,
he may again perceive those very same outside
things. Berkeley answers this question in the
negativ, and thus annihilates the external world,
ignoring the very first lesson which nature demonstrated to him, as to Hume and to everyone else, eo
irresistibly, that (as Hume was honest enough to
admit) it dominates and controls the e.keptic even
while he is repudiating it. Berkeley even goes so
far as to assert that it is impossible to conceive of
an external object, such as a ho!lse or a tree, existing independent of and outside of all minds whatsoever. Now, to each individual, external objects
are obj lOts which now. exist, but are not in. his
consciousness. Such ObJects can never be got mto
his consciousness, and can never be known to him
by intuition, but only by demonstration. But
according to Berkeley's principles, what are called
external objects are, to each individual, objects
which seem external although they are really in his
consciousness. Such objects do not exist at all
when not in his consciousness (fo" they are simply
his sensations, which, of course, are his own and
nobody else's; nor can anybody els9's be, or become,
his), and can never be known to him by demonstration, but only by jntuition.
Berkeley's external world is, to each individual,
only a seeming, fictitious extornal world, all of
whose constituents are really internal, in conscious
ness, subjectiv. And the same is true of Kant's external world; it is subjectiv, internal, and is only
seemingly, fictitiously external. With both of these
philosophers, the conversion of th~ real}y internal
things into seemingly external thmgs, 1s brought
about by a kind of hocus-pocus-divine hocus·pocue
with Bsrkeley, and the hocus-pocus of categories
with Kant-for ·nothing but actual hoQus-pocue (a
~,ric!_!: which "no fellow can find out," !lnd whioh it

was never intended that any fellow should find out)
can ever convert the internal, the subjectiv, into the
external, the objectiv; nor even into a seeming
ex~ernal, unless there be a real perceived external
obJect to aid in the work as a foundation of the whole
process.. The very idea of externality, or of seeming
externality, Gould never hav been suspected, conceived
of! dreamed of, or ·in any _way got into our beads,
w1thout a real external obJect. to develop that idea
in our minds, not by intuition (for it oan never come
to us in that wa:y) but by demonstration. But a
further discussion of this subject would require that
I should enter more fully than would be justifiable
here, upon a consideration of external perception, a
mental process of which Berkeley had not the faintest
idea, and Kant only the most bewildering, lumbering, and confused one.

Before and After.
It is claimed by some that during the second and
third century numbers of Christians were subjected
to persecution and prosecution by those who d1ffered
with them on th('l subject of religion. And Wm. Paley urges that " there is satisfactory evidence thai
many, professing to be original witnesses of the
Christian miracles, passed their lives in labors, dangers, and sufferings . . . inconsequence of their
belief in those aocounta !" How far these claims are
true must be ieft to the student, who will soon discover
that these "original witnesses "are few in number.
During the second and third centuries, the church
of Christ, a patchwork of older materials, appears to
hav grown in power and influence, and commanded
the services of many writers well qualified to cham·
pion their faith against those who it ie alleged subj ~cted them to "labors, dangers, and sufferings."
Prominent among these champions of the faith are
the names of Jus tin Martyr and Tertullisn. J uetin
Martyr about the year 147 addressed his First Apology to the emperor, senate, and people of Rome. Justin, like other early apologists for Christianity, wrote
principally against perlecution and pleaded for toleration. He says:
''I ask you, what is the proof of a man's guilt T
Is it his name or his actions 1 A man is accused of
being a Christian; he denies that he is one; you immediately set him at liberty, you hav no fault to find
with him. Another, on being accused, makes an open
and honest declaration of hie faith: you immediately
condemn him. In fact, we are oniy proscribed for
our name. Is it not rather the sctione and life of
thesa men that ought to be illquirad into?"
T.b.e Apology of Tertullian was written two or three
years before the year 200. He demonstrates the injustice of persecution for religion's sake, and pleads
with considerable force for religious toleration. · In
his address to the proconsul Scapula he pleads for
real freedom. "It ought," he says, ''to be left to the
free chlioe of men to embrace that religion which
seems to them most agreeable -to truth. No one is
injured or benefited by another man's religion; it is
not an act of religion to force religion, which ought
to be adopted ~>pontaneously, and not by compulsion."
In the year 324. Constantine, the first Christian
emperor, attain~d undisputed and sole authority. A
change took place. All arguments in favor c,f perfect freedom and religious toleration, which are found
in all the early apologies, disappear entirely from
Christian writings when Constantine ascer ded thethrone of the Cre3ars. ''In the fourth century multitudes were drawn into a profession of Christianity,
not by the power of conviction and arguments, but
by the prospect of gain and the fear of punishment."
For the first time Christians saw, in Constantine,
a co-believer on the throne. And during his reign
''the church grew swiftly in power sud infl,lence, a
growth much aided by the penal laws passed against
paganism. The moment Christianity was able to
seize the sword, it wield"d it remorselessly, and c11t
its way to supremacy in the Roman world. Bribes
and penalties shared toge~ber in the work of conversion."
Before Chrietianit.y became a power it could plead
for freedom and tolerat.ion; after it became a power
its pleadings were forgotten. Was it not a wolf in
sheep's clothing 1
RoBT. J. MuRRAY.
Nottingham, Eng. ·

which seven persons ~:~aved themselvs in a cave and
repeopled the earth, and the old inhabitants of Mexico similarly tl!'aced their descent from a like number
of p.ersons, each of whom was hidden in a separate
cave during the inundation of water. How this peculiar use of the number spread from the Old to the
New World it is impossible to say, hopeless to conjecture. Maybe its marvelously frequent employment is a tra1t of character common to man.
At any rate there are seven holes in a man's headtwo ears, two eyes, two nostrils, and a mouth-and
formerly he was supposed to possess seven pairs of
nerves. It is noticeable, and certainly singular, that
the aneient people of Peru were found to be employing a seven-day week without planetary names for
those divisions of time. The ancient Jews considered this number the embodiment of perfection and
unity; thus they say the Hebrew letters composing
Samuel hav the value of seven, this name having
been given to him because of the greatness and perfect.ion of his character.
Undoubtedly seven is the sacred number. There
are seven days of creation ; after seven days' respit
the flood came; the years of famin and plenty were
in cycles of seven; every seventh day was a Sabbath;
every seventh year the Sabbath of rest; after every
seven times seven years came the jubilee; the feasts
of unleavened bread and of tabernacles were observed
seven days; the golden candlestick had seven
branches; seven priests with seven trumpets surrounded J ericbo seven times and seven times on the
seventh day; Jacob obtained his wives by servitudes
of seven years; Samson kept his nuptials seven days,
and on the seventh day he put a riddle to hie wife,
and he was bound with seven green withes, and
seven locks of his hair were shaved off; Nebuchadnezzar was seven years a beast ; Shadrach and his
two companions in misfortune were oast into a furnace heated one seven times more than it was wont.
In the New Testament nearly everything occurs
by sevens, and at the end of the sacred volume we
read of ceven churches, seven candlesticks, seven
spirits, seven trumpets, seven seals, seven stare,
seven thunders, seven vials, seven plagues, seven
angels, and a . seven-headed monster. Such are
merely a few instances of the sacred use of the
number, whose employment in this connection seems
common to all nations and all religions.
Not very long ago in England the seventh son of
B seventh eon was reputed to possess singular powers
of healing. The sleepers of Ephesus are seven;
Barbaroesa changes his position during his long
sleep once every seven years; Olger Dansk stamps
his iron mace on the floor once during the same
period; Olger Red beard's sleep is so sound in
Sweden that his eyelids lift only once in seven years;
Tannhauser. while riding on his way to the Wartburg, sees Venus before him in all her loveliness, and
getting off hie horse, follows her to a cave in the
mountains, where he spends seven years in enthrallment. Similarly, in Scotland, Thomas of Ercildoune
meets a beautiful lady of the elfin race, who leads
him underground, where he remains with her for
seven years.
Brotherhood of .Moralists.
Report of tlte Propaganda Committee of the Brotherlwod of
Moralists, at Hannibal, Mo., for June, 1890.
BRORETARY'S REPORT.
During the month twenty-one membership certificates
were issued, making a total enrollment of one thousand and
sixtv-four members. The new members are: From Texas,
8: Minnesota, 5; Michigan, 2; Kansas, 2; New York, 2;
Missouri, 1; Ohio, 1.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
Balance from May report ...................................... $10 70
Thos. Wilbur, 1t1ichigan............. ...........................
50
W. A. Aisenman, Michigan....................................
25
Dr. F. Robertson, Ohio......................................... 1 00
For constitutions ............................................ ·.....
20
Mailing constitutions..........................

$12 65
2 85

Balance............................................. 9 80
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.

LET us see if the methods of the Rationalist will
compare with those of the Christian. ~h:e cross of
Christ is the great remedy of the Cbr~ettan. I~ a
man is evil, he is taught that, by an emotional consideration of the death of Jesus, a supernatural change
'l1he Number Seven.
is wrought upon his nature, which will enable him to
From the London Globe.
be good henceforth. This effect is often produced,
Pythagoras, who lived before the days of Seven and in many cases is lasting; but more often, when
Dials, pronounced the number to belong especially t,he emotion has subsided, evil practices are resumed.
to sacred things; and we find Hippocrates, four and Under the stimulus of the love of Christ, men rea half centuries before our era, dividing the t~gee of solve to reform their lives ; but feeling declines, and
man into seven, an arrangement afterward adopted temptations conquer. Has the Rationalist a better
by Shakspere. But long before this the Egyptian method of reform~ He believes that reason is a more
priests enjoined rest on the seventh day, because lasting influence than emotion; that the prospect of
they said it was an unlucky day, a dies in faustus, present benefit is mo.-e potent thau t~e hope of future
though there is little doubt that this ancient institu- reward· that as material progress lB gamed by the
tion of a Sabbath was primarily derived from the study of natu're, so moral and mental advance is to
Chaldeans.
come by the study of man's history and habits, and
There were seven planets in Egyptian astronomy, bv observation c:f na~ure's meth_ods of development.
and hence "the seven days of the week, each ruled by He sees that evd ar1ses ~rom I_gnoranc~ of nat,ural
and nllmed after its proper constellation. The law, or from non-conform1ty to 1ts teachmge.-~. Q.
ancient Peruvians had a tradition of the deluge from , Adams.
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Not Convincing Arguments.
In an anniversary address at Sturgis, Mich., under
the title of " The Relation of Spiritualism to Christianity," a Spiritualist orator recently said, among
other things :
"Spirituallam proffers the key ihat unlocks the mysteries
of the ages. It constituted the foundation-stones of all the
ancient faiths. It was the mighty uplifting force that gave
to the world its inspired teachers and immortal leaders. The
spiritual is the real. God is spirit.
"Pythagoras, the famous Samian, taug.JJ.t that angels and
spirits exercised a guardian care over mortals. Socrates
had his ever-attending spirit helper to whom he. listened.
The apostles healed the sick, saw visions, and witnessed
transfiguration. Constantine saw a flaming cross in the
heavens with the ominous words, 'In this sign shalt thou
conquer.' Joan of Arc saw visions and conversed with
risen saints. Torquato Tasso frequently heard the voices of
spiritual beings. Antony, of Egypt, met angels by the way.
side and had holy visions. St. Francis of Assisi put down
demons and talked with angels. George Fox, the Quaker,
was entranced and had the spiritual gift of healing. The
Wesleys heard spiritual sounds and mysterious noises in
their home when at prayer. Baron Swedenborg conversed
with spirits and angels during twenty-seven years Of his
eventful life. Savonarola, Bruno, Boehman, and Roger
Bacon were Spiritualists, inspired and possessed o! mediumistic powers. John Bunyan and Richard Baxter were Spir.
itualists. Just before Baxter's death he published his
work,' The Certainty of the World of Spirits Fully Evinced
by Unquestionable Histories.' Dr. Adam Clark declared his
belief that there was a ' spiritual world in which human
spirits, both good and bad, lived,' and that 'these spirits
hav intercourse with this world and become visible to mnr.
tale.' The French president, Thiers, said : ' I am a Spiritualist, an impassioned one, and I am anxious, I repeat, to
confound Materialism in the name of science and good
sense.' Senor Castelar, professor of history in a j:;pauish
- university, is a Spiritualist. 'I believe,' said he, ' that I
oolllmune with beloved ones lost to my sight during this
my troubled earthly life.' M. Camille Flammarion, the
French astronomer, is an avowed Spiritualist. John Bright,
the British statesman, said to me in his own mansion, in
- presence of Mr. Bailey, a poet of some note, that he 'had
witnessed marvelous manifestations with D. D. Home and
others that he could account for only upon the hypothesis
that the agencies were !pirits.' Ex-Premier Gladstone, who
has investigated the spiritual phenomena, said: 'I know of
no rule which forbids a Christian to examin into the signs of
preternatural agency in the system called Spiritualism.'
While lecturing several months in London upon Spiritualism
and cognate subjects, I had no more patient listeners than
A. R. Wallace, the naturalist, and C. F. Varley, the electrician. Memories of the past remind me that in other lands I
sat in seances with Victor Hugo; H. R. H., the prince of
S:>lms; William Crooks, F. R. S; Leon Favre, consulgeneral of France, and other eminent statesmen, scientists,
e~v&ns-all Spiritualists I What a chain ot testimonies

stretching in golden links adown the ages l My thought
this hour is fully expressed in the clear-ringing language of
that eminent English naturalist and scientist, Alfred Russel
VI allace, F. G. S.: 'My position, therefore,' says he, 'is
that the phenomena of Spritualism in their entirety do not
require further confirmation. They are proved quite as well
as any facts are proved in other sciences.'
"The consensus of opinion through the enlightened world
ta-day admits, no douot, the verities of Spiritualism. The
bat.tle, however, is not yet fully fought. Far from it. There
is commotion and mental watfare in the very air. And the
grt•at moral and religious battle-ground in the future wlll be,
not between Spiritualism and Christianity, but between
Spiritualism and Materialism. The bittere~t and most merciless opponents to-day of Spiritualism are such prejudiced
scientists as Haecl!:el, Lancaster, and Huxley. And the Psychical Research investigators are not much better. Their
pseudo-methods lead to Sadduceeism, Agnosticism, and bald
Materialism."
We make this long extract to point a moral. It
contains all the material of the fallacious kind of
argument-the authoritativ "I said it;" assumptions
without support; the great-men-believed-it, therefore it's t.rue argument; unreasoning denunciation of
opponents, and all the other oratorical tricks which
catch the ear but fall flat to the ground bdore the
logical reasoner.
.
"The spiritual is the real; God is spirit." All
right-, if true; but what is spirit! How can we get
hold of it and know of its existence ' If we go to a
materializing seance, which is the only proof of the
assumption of &piritual existence that Spiritualism
offers us, we find that we can know nothing of spirit
except through matter-that spirit must put on
matter to communicate with us to be real. Isn't the
dictum, then, that the spiritual is the real a little
premature! Similarly, how do we know that God is
spirit! AU the spirits that Spiritualism shows us
are spirits of men and women; God never materialized. So, what proof hav we that God is spirit,
admitting that there are spirits! The real to us is
what we cognize through our senses ; we know of
no consciousness without material organization, and
the Berkeleyans stumble against a stone wall in the
fact that a man exists, endowed with life, before he
is conscious of it. Therefore consciousness, which is
our orator's "spirit,'' must follow and not precede
organization, going to show that it is the organization, the material, which is the real, and not the
knowledge of the organization. And to pronounce
spirit to be God is simple theological claptrap, for
which there never was, and, in the nature of things,
never can be any tangible evidence.
To quote a long list of eminent people who " saw
visions" and believed certain things is no proof
whatever of anything. The race has always been
full of superstition and imagined thousands of things
that never existed. Luther saw the devil, he said,
but who believes him! Clement of Rome believ~>d
that the phenix renewed its life every five hundred
years, and Origen defended the belief. Tertullian
believed the same. The fellow who wrote the episUe
of Barnabas believed that the hyena changes jts sex
every year ; that a hare had as many young as it was
years old, and that a weasel conceived with its
mouth. Among some of the eastern barbarians it is
believed to this day that mothers sometimes giv
birth to children through the mouth. Justin Martyr believed in demons, and said they were the
offspring of angels who loved the daughters of men.
Clement of Alexandria said that plagues -and hail
storms were caused by demons. Origen believed
the sun, moon, and stars to be alive and occasionally
inclined to sin. The Christian fathers said that to
deny the existence of Incubi and IJusii was an
impertinence, so much trustworthy evidence of their
existence was there. Thousands of persons testified
that two excommunicated nuns buried in the earthen
floor of a church used to arise and go out of church
till the mass was over, when they returned. As for
the belief in witches, it was universal ; all the great
Christians believed in them. Why not quote them
to prove that women really did ride through the air
on broomsticks, make cows giv bloody milk, and
cause people to fall sick! Surely Clement and
Origen and Tertullian were as eminent and as
worthy of belief as Antony of Egypt and St. Francis
of Assisi.
Because men believe a thing is no proof whatever
that it is true. Pythagoras believed in the transmigration of souls. Is metempsychosis a scientifically
established fact because he believed it T•
Such arguments are ridiculous!
Spiritualism's worst enemies to-day are not the

scientists nor the Materialists, but Spiritualist~!
themselvs who make their cause absurd by their
superstitious credulity and foolish talk, and Christ.ians who persecute thrm because Spiritualism is a
rival religion. If Spiritualism is a fact, no scientist
will deny it when it is so shown. But it cannot be
so shown by talk, by theorizing, nor by quoting
the belief of dead and gone ignorance. It must be
shown by facts which all can see. Spiritualists, and
especially the priests of the faith, the mediums, must
remember, as Da Vinci long ago proclaimed, the
fundamental principle that experiment and observation are the only reliable foundations of reasoning in
science, that experiment is the only trustworthy interpreter of nature, and is essential to the ascertainment of laws. It won't do to abuse those who,
honestly seekiilg those facts, find chicanery and
jugglery instead of intelligence from another world.
Spiritualism should be open and gentle ; it can
not afford to be arrogant and intolerant. Let
it show the world that it has the truth and is
not simply another phase of theological and
superstitious tyranny over ignorant and credulous
mortals. Everybody hopes for immortality-so
colossal is the conceit of the race-and Spiritualism,
to win the world, has only to show to men t.hat this
will be res.lized.

St. Anthony Again.
Brick Pomeroy's Advance Thought reveals another instance of the moral turpitude and reckless
work of Anthony Comstock. A Mrs. Read in Brooklyn, after a heated quarrel with her neighbor, complained to the secretary of the Vice Society that she
had received through the U aited Statss mail a vile
postal card, and that in her opinion the writer was a
little twelve-years-old girl, Josie Springer, child of a
family she had taken offense at. United S~ates District Attorney John Oakly looked into the case, was
satisfied the child was innocent, and refused to apply
the machinery of the law to break down the life of~
mere child.
Then went Anthony Comstock before Judge
Tighe's court, in Brooklyn, who, simply baaause
Anthony Comstock presented the complaint, listened
to it. At the trial, no one coming to admit writing
the postal card, Comstock, as an" expert," swore that
the writing was done by the child defendRnt. The
child denied ever having written or thought of writing to Mrs. R3ad, therefore, in the opinion of Comstock, concurred in by Judge Tighe because Comstock
had so expressed himself, Josie Springer was adjudged guilty of defying the laws and insulting sixtyfive millions of people, torn from her home, and ordered imprisoned for one year !
'
"For. this great wrong to a child," says the indignant Brick, "Mrs. Read will yet suffer months cf sorrow. Comstock may not suffer, as cruel, cold, selfish, mercenary natures like his are not born to suffer so much as to call attention to what results from
clothing a hog with power and converting its heart
into a cake of soap. The cities of New York and
Brooklyn are full of men who defy law and Anthony
Comstock. He dares not proceed against them, but
to 'Yin applause from those who cheer without exam.
ination, singles out a child against whom before nor
since has a word been spoken, and to secure the smiles
of Mrs. Read, is guilty of a violation of innocence.
We trust that every little girl in this country will look
upon Anthony Comstock and upon Judge Tighe as
contemptible men, each unm to occupy the station
he holds. If there is not a hell for those who abuse
the power intrusted to them, there ought to be."
But Comstock is a Christian who has been saved
by the blood of the lamb, and would not go to hell if
there were such a place!

Representativ Christians.
It is a fact not at all peculiar that the two firms
chiefly interested in the reproduction of the Encyclopedia Britannica, which the prees of the country hav
united in calling a theft, are both presided over
by notoriously pious men-Rev. Dr. Funk and
Sunday-school Superintendent Wanamaker. Dr.
Funk printed the books and Wanamaker sold them,
and both defended their action until public clamor
grew so loud that Dr. Funk announced that no more
orders would be received for the books. The Waterbury American says of the trans~ction :
"The Rev. Dr. Funk has given in. His firm (Funk &
Wagnalls) is one of the firms which bav been stealing "
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million dollars' worth of property belonging to the Messrs.
Black of Edinburgh-in other words, the Encyclopedia
Britannica, which the Messrs. Black publish, and to bring
out which has cost them an expenditure of $1,000,000.
Their looting of this valuable literary venture called forth
severe strictures in the press, especially as Dr. Funk is as
prominent religiously in Prohibition circles as is Mr. Wanamaker, his fellow-pirate, in Republican circles. Under fire,
apparently-for the Messrs. Black cabled that they had
received no proposition for remuneration previous to the
general pr~ss censrire-Dr. Funk made remittance to them
of part of the plunder. This tender the Messrs. Black rejected as soon as made. Next it was discovered that the
pirated edition contained valuable articles and maps written
by Americans and copyrighted in this country, but also sold
to the Messrs. Black for publication in their Cyclopedia.
The Scribners, who held the American copyright, immediately sued Dr. Funk's firm for taking their property, and
Judge Bhipman of the United States court decided for the
Scribners. At first Dr. Funk talked of fighting the decision
to the last legal quibble, but, on second thought, it was
decided to surrender."

Dr. Funk and Mr. Wanamaker are very prominent
representative of Ohristianity. One is a strong
advocate of pious prohibition, the other is a cabinet
officer who uses his position to further the interests
of his ll'eligion. ·The Ohristian church ought to be
proud of them.
------~~.--------

Cardinal Gibbons and Sunday Observance.
When Oardinal Gibbons wrote favorably of restraining undue hilarity on Sunday by law the Amer·
ican Sabbath Union jumped high from excessiv
joy aQd added seven million Roman Oatholics to the
petition for the enactment of the Blair Sunday bill.
Now that the head of the Romish church in this
country has more clearly defined his position, and is
in favor of open public libraries and museums, and
"innocent relaxation," what will Blair and Orafts and
the other fanatics say?
Sunday baseball in Baltimore, the home of Gibbons, has brought about the discussion of the Sunday question in that city, and Oardinal Gibbons
contributes this opinion to the quarrel:
''I think that Sunday should be, first of all, a day devoted
to rellgious worship, and second to innocent and healthful
recreation, as being the only day in which the great masses
of the people hav time to seek relaxation from their work.
The danger is in the excess either way, and I entirely agree
with Dr. Weld, pastor of the First Independent Christ church,
in deprecating the closing of our art galleries, libraries, etc.,
absolutely to the public. Presupposing that a certain portion of the day is set apart for religious exercises, I think
that any recreation that will contribute to the physical,
mental, and moral benefit and enjoyment of the masses
should be encouraged. I think that baseball is a game that
is in contllct with the qtiiet decorum and tranquillity that
should characterize the observance of the Lord's day, and
is too violent an exercise to be conduciv to such harmony.
"But whatP.Ver may be tae abuses arising from Sunday
baseball, I regard the baseball players and observers of the
game as far Jess responsible than those who utter from the
pulpit on the Lord's day unjust and uncharitable statements
about their neighbor. The Christian Sunday is not to be
confounded with the Jewish or even with the Puritan Sabbath. It prescribes the golden means between rigid Sabbatarianism on the one hand and lax indulgence on the
other. There is little doubt that the revulsion in public
sentiment from a rigorous to a loose observance of the
Lord's day can be ascribed to the sincere but misguided
)':eal of the Puritans, who confounded the Christian Sunday
with the Jewish Sabbath, and imposed restraints on the
people which were ropulsiv to Christian freedom, and which
were not warranted by the gospel dispensation.
" The Lord's day to the Christian heart is always a day of
joy. The church desires us on that day to be cheerful without dissipation, grave and religious without sadness and
Jllelancholy. She forbids, indeed, all unnecessary servil
work on that day, but as the Sabbath was made for man
and not man for the Sabbath, she allows such work whenever charity or necessity may demand it. As it is a day coneecrated not only to religion, but to relaxation of mind and
b0dy, she permits us to spend a portion of it in innocent recreation."

In this the cardinal follows closely the line long
ago drawn by the Romish church authorities. That
the church is the authority for Sunday consecration;
and that after the people hav been to church, and
paid the money demanded, they may spend the rest
of the day and their money in doing anything that
the church thinks will not weaken them in their devotion to her interests-which are the interests of
the priests. The condemnation of baseball is a sop
to the American Protestant notion of how Sunday
should be spent; in Oatholic countries the church
is not eo fastidious, for Spain enjoys its bullfighting
on Sunday, which is a considerably more indecorous
game than baseball. Roman Oatholism is aspiring
to respectability nowadays, and to equal.regard with
:Proteetl,\ntiem in t,he opinion!! of An;u~;r~~~n.!!, She
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aIso aspires to a more than equal share of public cash
and irlfluence.
But how will Blair and Orafts and Knowles and
Shepard and Frances Willard' and the rest of the
American Sabbath folks reconcile this opinion by Oardinal Gibbons with his alleged advocacy of the
Blair Sunday Rest Bill ?

I

Some Antiques.
We do mot know the age of Judge Pennybacker,
of Philadelphia, but his sentiments indicate that he
has arrived at that ·time of life when justices are entitled to retire from activ duty.
In the case of the People against Waldman, a
barber of the Quaker City, for shaving a customer on
Sunday, Justice Pennybacker said: "It is contended
on the part of the defendant that since there are
some persons whose beards require shaving daily,
and there are some whose occupations through the
week make it impossible for them to get shaved
except· upon Sunday, the conduct of defendant's
business upon the day in question was a work of
necessity. It seems to me quite obvious that this
argument is a fallacy. If it had appeared that the
work which was done, was limited to such persons,
there would be ground for the allegation; but otherwise it would result in the entire abrogation of the
act of 1794."
Veneration for age may, under certain circumstances, be beautiful to behold; and so may be people who serve to connect the pushing present with
the fading past. But such excessiv veneration for
an ancient statute will probably not be found to be
held by anyone else outside of Philadelphia or New
Jersey; and as for the judge himself he can with
plausibility request retirement on a pension on the
age of his sentiments alone. No one would think of
disputing his claim.
Justice Penny backer also decided in the same case
that the shavee is equally liable with the shaver, and
this recalls the narrow escapes the Freethinkers had
at the last congress of the American Secular Union
and the recklessness, not to say treachery to liberty,
of President Westqrook in assembling· the heretics in
Philadelphia. If all of them had been arrested,
would President Westbrook's real estate hav been
sufficient to secure their appearance in court Monday
morning ~ What if THE TRUTH SEEKER reporter,
who never shaved himself but once, and that with
Editor Washburn's razor at White Sulphur Springs,
had, after diving into the hotel basement, through
the bootblack's room, past the lavatory, around a
corner to the right, down an alley lined with whisky
barrels, over some benches, and then through an iron
door into a barber shop locked and barred and
screened-what if, after this journey, he had been
arrested and taken away to Judge Penny backer's
court, how would the Liberals of tj11e country ever
hav known what the Secular Union congress did~
Yet it might hav been done under the statute of 1794,
and the reporter's mantle of constitutional rights
torn into shreds. Pr~sident West brook cannot be
easily forgiven for exposing the delegates to such
fearful risks; for however greatly one admires the
antique, laws of 1794 and judges like Magistrate
Pennybacker are too musty to make encounter with
them agreeable or profitable.

"A Thoughtless Yes."
Oongratulations of Helen Gardener are now in
season on her success in entering the field of
literature as literature, with a moral. Her book,
"A Thoughtless Yes," has jumped into popularity
with a bound, ihe first edition selling within eight
days. Bret Harte and Robert Louis Stevenson are
about the only writers of short stories who can command such interest, some of the writers for Scribner's and the Oentury magazines being content if
enough are l!lold within the year to pay the cost of
production. That Miss Gardener's radical stories
should be read as eagerly as they are confirms
Oolonel Ingersoll's opinion that in this work she
has found her field, where her dramatic genius can
better reallh the people than by direct preaching.
The majority of collections of short stories are
mere time· killers, dealing with no questions and stir·
ring no thought. These, on the contra,.y, touch
topics of law, heredity, labor, religion, and other
matters to which the general public hav heretofore
"paid the tribute of a thoughtless yes," and the int~rest in them, by means of this style of presenta-

tion, indicates that " timid acquiescence" is growing
curious if not bold. It is a triumph lor Miss Gardener•
of more import than mere personal gratification, that
such radical tales hav won their immediate way to
public regard. It is a straw in the indica tiona of
our cause, and Captain Adams's prophecy that "fun,
fict~on, and fashion " are to be the strongest weapons
against orthodoxy finds corroboration in the rapid
sale of the book.
With a few of the stories our readers are already
familiar, as they hav appeared in these columns, two
of them being written for us. In every one of them, as
the Newark Advertiser admiringly says, there is a vein
of freshness and originality which is truly charming.
"The narrative are entertaining, and the incidental
ideas are often novel and striking. It is decidedly
no 'thoughtless yes' to assent to the statement that
they are an entire literary success." In some one of
the stories will be found something to touch every
reader. Freethinkers, Labor Reformers, and Woman Suffragists all find material for missionary work
among their neighbors in the pages. Aa Matild&
Joslyn Gage, president of the Woman's National
Liberal Union, says of the story, "For the Prosecution," "it is at once strong and pathetic and trueoh, so true! But the world does not know; it is
stupidly ignorant, blinded by the Bible theory of
woman's creation for man. Ah, the church! It has
damned woman and the world-the world so fearful,
so superstitious, that it dares not investigate and does
not know that it sinks with all the injuatice it does !
And those who, greedy for power, care not by what
means it is gained ! What slavery ever yet compared
to the bondage of the will, to the destruction of free
thought!" Of the complete work Oolonel Ingersoll
says : " I think .the stories are marvelously good.
Miss Gardener certainly has dramatic genius. She
should put all .her ideas, theories, and fancies into
the form of story ; it is far better than the direct
preaching, because it touches the artistic sense and
reaches the heart and brain through the perception
of the beautiful and dramatic. I hope that she will
write a dozen short stories, and print them fir6t in
book form. Their success is assured."
Like Mrs. Gage, we are all proud cif our beautiful
story writer, thankful for her, and hope she will liv
long to do much more good by her pen and voice.

Editorial Notes.
UNBELIBVEHB will say, "There is no providence." " Do
you see that wheat?" said one of them to a Christian. "I
planted it on Sunday ; I cultivated it on Sunday; it is the
best crop in the country, and I will harvest it on Sunday."
The sensible reply was : " God does not always settle his
accounts with sinners in October." To which his word in
many passages adds, says the Christian .Ad1Jocate: "Nor in
this mortal life." Which is a Method is tical way of saying
that God will take it out of us when he gets us in hell.
Cheering belief !
WHBN the ministerial mind dives into every-day affairs it
sometimes brings up great chunks of wisdom. This retlection is induced by reading the following exhortation to the
ministerial brethren of the Rev. Jim Buckley in the Ohdstian .Ad1Jocate. He is writing about "Vacation:" "Ministers and editors are in the habit of urging Christians to be
especially careful in their conduct when away from home.
Such advice is necessary; but a wise layman, who has
traveled much and is not censorious, assures us that, in his
judgment, many ministers are less careful than average lay.
men. We fear that his opinion has too much foundation.
A word to the truly wise should be sufficient. Brethren in
the ministry, let us so speak and act that no iayman can find
in our word or conduct an excuse for impropriety of deportment or neglect of the duties which we inculcate at home."
If the brethren will only lay this exhortation to heart, there
will be fewer scandals for the newspapers to chronicle.
Summer is the time for camp-meeting, and camp-meetings
are great trials to the godly.

--------

THB Rev. Henry Frank, of Jamestown, N.Y., has been
expelled from the Western New York Association of Congregational churches on resolutions charging him with " a
Jack of faith in a personal God, the deity or Jesus Christ,
and the inspiration of the Bible; with holding up to derision
doctrine and views dear to the hearts of the Evangelical
Christi!lns." There is no doubt that the charges are true,
for Mr. Frank has for two or three years been a heretic, but
the unfairness shown in '• trying" him retlects great discredit
upon the Congregationalists. Mr. Frank was given but a
few days to prepare his defense; "the judge, jury, and
prosecuting attorney were all one, the evidence was all in
before the court opened, and the verdict rendered before the
accused had time to recover from his astonishment. Nothing," says the Jamestown Sun, "in the history of ecclesiastical procedure can be found to compare with it for the un,relenting speed with which every movement was executed."
Mr. Funk lectures every Sunday to an independent congregation, which followed him from the orthodox church, and
publishes a little journal full of heresy, but not of $he radical sort.
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iutendent of schools, a church-going lawyer, a few soul
(dollar) saving merchants, and last but not least an Infidel
lawyer. What in the name of all invented Gods is to be
done if each of these fellows should expect and demand, for
favors received, that I should eventually and permanently
take sides with him on the chances of heaven or some ot)ler
nowhere? The last named (Infidel lawyer) would be my
choice if only he could be induced to be as brave in the expression of his religious sentiments as he is forward in the
courtroom. I hope the numbering of the people this time
will not hav sn bad an effect on us common Israelites as it
did in the time of the much-bowomaned man-after.God'sthe slimy coils of that terrible monster, the Presbyterian own-heart (David), without the then instructing two lords
church. My last payment falls due on the first day of (God and Satan).
FRED. S. DAUBERBMITH.
August, which will relieve my little all from the grasp of a
BLOOMDtLE, 0., June"24, 1890.
revengeful Christian tyrant. Yes, you will readily underMR. EDITOR: John Peck's letter in the last two issues of
stand how we-a little band of us-sympathize with you and
your noble work, when I tell you that we hav carried the your good paper concerning the Catholic church, and, in fact,
war to the very altar of the most holy of holy tabernacles of a thorough acquaintance with the institution, make me wish
this place. We hav plucked from the anxious seat ovl'r for a voice as loud as thunder to proclaim to the multitude
fifty men and women, and created a f;eneral stagnation in the doings of these bloated, blackcoated wolves in human
the Second Presbyterian church, for which it has tried to form. Every individual in this great country should be inswallow us alive. But, thank God, the first of the cnming formed of the inoer workings of this abominable pestilential
month will set us free, when we propose to renew the battle institution. The oath of installation taken by the Jesuits
with renewed vigor. I hope soon to send you a detailed should be put in pamphlet form and circulated a millionaccount of our mode of operation, also an account of our fold. Every Freethought man should take avail of each opsuccess.
E. H. BAKER.
portunity to expose this agglomeration or condensed evil,
and to point out this biggest and black~st spot on the pages
MoNTAGUE, TEx., June 29, 290.
of history. And what a hollow pretense she make8MR. EDITOR: I want to sell our home and go to the Ka- ostensibly for our weal and improvement, b•tt really for her
weah Colony. I hav a son there, but I cannot sell hf're for own gain and aggrandizement! The idea that such a
enough to get there. Our home has been valued as high as hideous monster, shriveled and blood-begrimed, should
$2,500, but we could not get $300 for it now in money down. claim beauty ani! respectability, and in the latter end or the
We are between two railroads. It is a county site. and there nineteenth century hurl her denunciations at our public
is a good school here. A railroad would make us all right. schools and institutions and call them hotbeds of immorality,
There may be a cross-road some time that will help us out. when, forsooth, most of us know the facts to be just the reI am circulating petitions for Harman, doing all I can in verse, is just too irksome ! :S:o for a lot of us to •' 11eck "
Liberal work, but this Christian ignorance is a hard thing to away at the old hag of a church and arouse public sentiment
fight. There is a protracted meeting running in our hearing on this theme. Thoroughly educate all on this point, even
most of the·time. They hav to keep it going to keep the the Catholics, and erelong she will hav to reef in her salle
converts from backsliding. There is a batch of converts and come· to and get out of the list of contestants for com.
just on, so we will hav to guard all things or they will be mon favor. Her recnrd, above all others, is too sulphurous,
stolen. Of course there are a few good people here, but no too fiery, too bloody, too cursed and horrible, to merit the
Liberals that take Liberal papers. They are afraid of the countenance of any thinking man.
C. C. G.
church influence or that their business will be injured.
Yours truly,
GEo. W. CARPENTER.
RoANOKE, VA., July 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2.60 for the picture book, the
CHATEAU, MoNT., July 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: As I hav never noticed any news from these ANNUAL, 11nd the June 28th number of THE TRUTH SBBKER,
parts in THE TRUTH BEEKER, it would not go amiss to inform which"! hav lost by its falling into the hands of a Christian,
your readers that ministers in this part of Montana are not who destroyed it.
And "!low I would like to ask your opinion, and through
getting rich. People hav healthy minds, and do'not need
their medicin. The writer has made it his business for the your coJumns, that of your readers, if we disbelievers in
last two years tb draw from people, in a sort of disinterested superstition should not hav a secret society for mutual supway, their opinion upon religion. Your correspondent did port and protection. For my part, there seems to me to be
not want them to know his opioion first lest it should hav great necessity for it.. Our enemies nearly all belong to
some influence over them. A good three. fourths of them are some one or more. Every honest disbeliever is debarred
from Masonry, Oddf6llowship, and nearly every friendly and
not Christians. Many of them are Atheists. These are
benevolent society, because to join we must believe, or pregenerally the smartest men I meet. Now and then a Spirittend to, in some hobgoblin of a god. I feel the necessity for
ualist comes along. Some of them hav everyone's opinion
but none of their own. This class never fails to be hollow such a society more than ever here, submerged as I am in
between the eyebrows, and directly above the root of the an ocean of bigotry, eupuetition, and hypocrisy. If I
nose. The tracts that you will send will be distributed should die here, what would become of my little family and
among my friends and enemies. I do what little I can the home I hav gathered around them? The Christian
children are taught to call my children heathens, because we
around here to promote the rights of man, and would be
do not go to church and Sunday-school. What would they
pleased to do a little elsewhere if I.had the power.
do if their supporter and protector was gone ? We know
WM. BEVAN.
well enough the power of the Masons and Oddfel!ows-how
they stand by, befriend, and protect each other. We also
RED CANoN, WYo., July 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The subject of hypnotism is now rEceiving know the power of the Jesuits-how they cling to each
more ~::ttention from scientific men than ever before. It is a other like a burch of snakes, and you cannot touch one
subjFct that is particularly worthy the attention of Liberals. without stirring up the whole pack. Why should we a! ways
When a man perceives the established creeds of the old expose ourselvs in the open field while our enemies are forchurches to be radically wrong and resolves to base his con- ever in ambush? It might embrace an institution, built by
victions alone upon science and reason, he is often too the society, where our orphan children could be educated, a
J oBIAH FRIEND.
willing to see in Spiritualism proofs of a life hereafter, which home for the aged, and likely more.
is the hope that the old religions hav fostered, and which he,
when renouncing their creeds in the main, is most unwilling
DAYTON, WABH., July 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which please renew my
to forego. Usually when men argue as disinterested seekers
for truth their remarks are free from rancor and personality ; ~ubscription to your valuable paper, and send me the pictyet some Spiritualists in their letters treat an Atheist as ure book. You may observe there are plenty more votes
though he was anxious to rob them of the sweet luxury of a for Heston if the opposition had shown up Rtrong enough to
life hereafter. Forages religions havcompelled men to bow call them out. They were much like the Spiritualists-they
dnwn to an assumed personality (a God) and prepare for a were all taking notes, but so long as all intelligent objeCsecond life (a heaven). Thus no wonder feelings relating to tions were answered they did not think it necessary to chip
these mental states hav become hereditary, and as soon a3 in, but they are among your r.eaders all the same. In relascience rendered ecclesiastical ideas untenable men looked tion to the 'spiritual question (if a man die, shall he liv
for phenomena that would seem to substantiate the belief in again?), whether it be one phase of the question or another
a God and a heaven. To each of these beliefs, owing to giving evidence of the same, there has been little advanced
inherited cerebral structure, there were pleasurable feelings by your correspondents on the negativ side that I could not
attached. For the Antichristian, then, there were a class of hav answered very easily, and I hav had but limited means
phenomena to which he could go and seem to obtain proof o! investigation, and then had to pursue it against the church
of a life hereafter. These phenomena are now included on the one side and the skeptic on the other, and it is hard
under the name hypnotism, and just as surely as geology to say which was the most unreasonable. Each phase of
undermined Genesis, hypnotism will cast to the winds the the phenomena that has been advanced by the super.mundan~
hopes based upon Spiritualism.
J?R. BoYNTON.
(not supernatural, as many of your correspondents designate
them) lntelllgences, has been explained in about one hunCREBoo, lA., July 6, 1890.
dred ways, and I bav refuted them one after another until
MR. EDITOR: Since tire end of May my time has been ab- the inventiv genius of the skeptic gave out, and then he
sorbed in the census business. It seems a wonder that I, an began denunciations upon general terms. It is the same
outspoken Infidel, did receive this appointment when a num- with many writers in your <aluable paper. They seem to
ber or church-going applicants were in the field against me. leave all their intelligence and candor behind them so soon
Perhaps the novelty in the case did it. My recommendation as they approach the subject of immortality. A thousand
contained the names of a rather motley lot, viz., a Roman facts are as nothing to one of their suppositions. And lastly
Catholic congressional aspirant and ex-senator (state), a comes one who knows so much about mesmerism that he
Methodist banker and two Methodist publishers (county knows all who hav ever witnessed any phenomenon that has
papers), a Baptist clerk of court, a mugwump county re- not come under his own observation hav. been subjected to
corder, a nondescript county auditor, a ditto sheriff, a half- that power. I hav met personally a number of such philosSpiritualistic county treasurer, a hypocritical county super- ophers, and they invariably get upset in. tb.e very first en-

munications published that some of your subscribers are
believers in the phenomena of Spiritualism. Now, I would
suggest that all who are convinced that there is reality in the
matter, and that from their knowledge all is not humbug,
KEYSTONE, Mo., June 28, 1890.
would so manifest it through your paper that we may know
MB. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $2, frr which please how many there are. You can class me as one. None
send me the book of cartoons.
IRA J. KEELER.
should be ashamed to make known "their honest convictions
in this respect, or, for that matter, in any other respect.
EL MoNTE, CAL., June 28, 1890.
WILLIAM HART.
MR. EDITOR: Please renew my subscription t.o THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and place $2 to the benefit of the Literature Fund.
RwHMOND, VA., July 5, 1890.
Yours truly,
A. W. HoYT.
MR. EDITOR:. I am, and hav been for the last two years, in

i,tlttrs Jront. Jlritnds.

MoNTPELIER, 0., Julv 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am of the opinion that the pap_er is doing
a. vast amount of good. We vote for pictureP.
Your~ truly,
Jos LtNDERSMITH.
CoLERIDGE, C.u•.. June 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, $3 to renew and $2
for the picture book, as soon as it is ready. Heston is the
boy. I hav to laugh every time I look at the{)aper.
J. L. RowELL.
LEADVILLE, CoL., July 1, 1890
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $13-$7 for my own
renewal, which is my sevenreenth. with two new subscribers
according to addresses inclosed, and $6 for three cartoon
books. Please send the books to my address.
JosRPH HENRY.
WEBT RANDOLPH, VT., July 7, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: It i• too bad that our people come forward
so slowly in financial aid in the cause of liberty, truth,
reason, and justice, when old fables under the p;uise of
" Thus saith the Lord" receive the money thev do. If I was
able, I would like to giv more.
SAMUEL BABs.
ELMORE, IJ.L., June 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I can hardly get along without THE TRUTH
·SEEKER. I am not able to read it myself. My wife reads
the most of it to m". My eye is but little, if any, better.
Not being able to help in the good cause, is what hurts your
humble servant.
DENNIS MoRRIS.
AnoH BEAOH, CAL., June 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclo8ed please find $5- $3 to apply to my
subscription, and $2 for the cartoon book. I shall place the
book in my hotel library at Arch Beach. The cartoons are
the best arguments that I can use on our benighted Christian
brethren.
H. S. GoFF.
MARous, lA., June 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much interested in your paper,
and I will do all in my power to get subscribers for the same.
I hav showed it to orthodox Christians, who receive it with
the remarks, "Don't giv us such poisonous papers," and, "If
you ·read such papers, you will surely go to bell." That is
the opinion of those near-sighted people who hate the truth
and the light.
Yours truly,
NELB PEABBON.
BLAOK JAoK GRoVE, TEx., July 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: As Dr. Radford says, may Heston and Peck
1 v long to paint 'em and "peck" 'em. Brother Longshore,
I love to read your articles. I would like to read an article
from Colonel Ingersoll occasionally. He is a very brilliant
light in the Freethought world, the foremost orator of the
age.
As I am here alone, it would afford me much pleasure
indeed to correspond with some of the Liberal young ladies
if I can possibly obtain their address.
JosEPH STIDHAM.
NATIONAL SoLD!ERB' HoME,
l
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., June 25, 1890.)
MR. EDITOR : Accept inclosed money for the picture book
and a continuance of your invaluable TRUTH SEEKER-yes,
more than that, also truth finder. 0 sentinels, pickets,
skirmishers for mental liberty, persevere in order to keep
secular our American Constitution and save it from the
danger of the dark spirit of inquisition which is forging
shackles for the d ~struction of intellectual liberty and
progress!
F. LEBER, BR.
BuzzARD's BAY, MAss., July 8, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Although dollars are dnllars with me in my
old age, I shall try hard to keep my name on your list while
I stop on this side of life. It. cannot be long. I am close to
eighty. After years of hard thinking on the evidence that I
hav had, I cannot doubt a continued life without doing violence to my best-reasoned conclusions. .I hav no strong
desire to make converts of my Agnostic friends. They are
my trusty companions in arms against religious despotism,
and deception whatever name it may bear.
.E. 0. pARKE.
ATTLEBORO, MABB., June 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I thought I would inquire of you about
what time the picture book will be out. I am going to send
for fifteen books, and I am going to try for twenty. Five
men hav paid me their $2; mine and four more that hav
agreed to pay me in August make ten books that you are
sure of. Five more say they will take it. Some more want
to know how long they will hav to wait for the book, so if
you will tell me about when to expect it, it will oblige me
very much. Remember every book I send for is a vote for
the pictorial Bible.
E. C. SLY.
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., June 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to find that you are so impartial in the management of your paper as to giv all sides a
hearing upon any question or subject. I find by the com-
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counter. Let them write about what they know, and. be
willing to learn the alphabet of other subjects before they
set up for teachers or critics, like so many of your able contributors, whose thoughts and observations it is a pleasure
and a profit to peruse.
DR. G. ORCHARD.
IPAVA, ILL., July 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I noticed in a recent issue of THE TRUTH
SBKKKR a short letter from the pen of Hon. Thomas P.
Duncan. Now, it comes to me that it is very essential for
all who get THE TRUTH BEKKER to p~ss it around, for it was
through the reading of a few copies of THE TRUTH SKKKKR
that Mr. Duncan became a subscriber for your valuable
paper. He, like the writer, is a devoted admirer of Colonel
Ingersoll, John Peck, and Heston, but my admiration
extends beyond these great and brilliant word and pencil
painters. The mothers of the above and heroes gone hav
my lasting and deepest respect. "0 woman, thou wert
mRde to temper man I" 0 mothers, thou art and haT been
the womb of all intelligence and progression, because,
according to history, every man-with one exception-had
a mother. I am glad John Peck is getting in his cannon
shots on the Catholic and doctrinal curse of man. Let
every reader of the grand old TRUTH BEEKER use it, and his
every eff,>rt, to pull the scales from his neighbors' eyes, that
the sun of reason may shine in on their minds a little to
eradicate the opaque and pessimistic teachings of superstition, that they may see the trickery and chicanery. Giv
Blair and the Prohibitionists and the God-in-the-Constitution
party the power to prohibit, and progress or evolution of
the mind will be devolution. They wlll not only tell us what.
we shall eat and drink, but what we shall say and think.
Why, the time is here when we need a Paine to teach and a
Henry to exhort. Are we disposed to be of the number of
those who, having eyes, see not, and having ears, hear not,
the thing which so nearly C!Jncerns their temporal salvation?
Is it any wonder Henry said, "Giv me liberty or giv me
death?" Every lover of liberty must be on the alert and
keep the ·old flag a hove the cross, or the iron heel of "Submit yourselvs to the powers that be" will tear down the flag
and the beauties and comforts of liberty will be gone. I
close as I commenced, scattering papers.
Yours for humanity,
C. S. RANDOLPH.
NEoLA, IA., July 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In Burr Oak, Mich., on June 29th, my
father, eighty-nine years old, passed out of this life into his
everlasting sleep. He never made any profession of religion
and never took any stock whatever in the churches or the
Bible. I was there to visit him only a few days before he
died, and the last words he said to me on the subject of
death were that he believed in the Ingersoll theory. He is
one more to the large number of unbelievers that hav passed
from this life without any fear whatever of the future. His
.life has been a life of usefulness. He was ready to grasp any
and all truths and hold fast to them. I do not think any
man or woman on earth can say that he ever wronged them.
He never trusted in GJd to pay his debts. He died a poor
m>1n in dollars and cents, as all men do that never seek for
anything but what honestly belongs to them. He would sell
the last thing he had to pay an honest debt. If all men
were like him there would be no millionaires and all would
hav a plenty to make themselvs comfortable. I am now
fifty-six years old and I hav the first m~n to see that has
made a fortune that would not grasp every dollar he saw in
sight whether it belonge.d to him or not, if he could do so
and evade the law. Oh, how I long to see the Bellamy
theory carried out, and do away entirely with individual
ownership. Then and not until then will every man hav his
share of this world's goods. How anyone but a selfish,
bigoted person can object to this theory is a wonder to me.
I hav b:mght and sent afloat three copies of "Looking
Backward," and I only wish that every man and woman in
the land would get and read it. All the glowing pictures of
heaven made by the ministers are nothing to compare with
a government under the Bellamy theory. I am going to try
and get up an organization 'here to promulgate those doctrine.
Oh, gentlemen, when I read of the Christian persecution
that is going on in this country it fairly makes me shudder.
It reminds me forcibly of what we would hav to come to if
the church only had the power. How can people with the
first particle of liberality or disposition to do unto others as
they wish others to do to them rest contented and seemingly
unconcerned about our future welfare? If the churches
ever get the power it will be like living in a community of
horse-thieves-it will be necessary to belong in order to be
safe, and the outsiders of the church will hav no show at all.
want everyone to examin the platform of the new political
party of Michigan, and I sincerely hope every state will
organize a new party and indorse their platform. The woHd
is still moving in progression, and there is some hope if we
· continue to work with all our might.
Yours forever, a truth seeker,
D. W. WHITNEY.
SoLDIERS' AND BAILORS' HoME, l
QUINOY, ILL., July 7, K.M. 290 j
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to express my sincere gratitude
to you for the inesUmable gift of yom invaluable pe.per,
issue of the 5th ult. Like all of the copies of TaR TRUTH
BKKKKR, it abounds in overwhelming arguments, testimonies,
and condemnations simultaneously for the overthrow of
Christianity. Yet if I am allowed to criticise, I wish to offer
a few thoughts for the consideration of your readers upon
the best plan to manipulate propagandism. Women control us. It seems to me that the Women's Liberal convention
has opened up for us the right channel. Men as well as
women are apt to yield to the influence ot the softer sex:, and

jas Mrs. Eliza Archard Connor said) the clergy are standing
upon a high pla.tform supported by the Women. Now, if
the Women's Liberal Union would select trustworthy
propagandists, whose duty would be to travel, lecture, and
distribute Freethought literature and TRUTH BBKKBR copies,
and solicit subscribers, it seems to me it would be a laudable
and profitable enterprise. And for the further encouragement of such I promis to furnish for the same ne~>rly $100
worth of books, and $10 in cash, as soon as Uncle. Sam has
distributed the pension lund. I am proscribed as "Bob,"
"B9bby," and "Ingersoll." I am making many friends,
converts and enemies. I hav many hot discussions. I hav
been ordered to silence by our commanding officer, but told
him I should not neglect my duty on his account. I keep
the FTeethinkeT's .Magazine circulating through the Home,
so the good work is being stirred up. I hav made arrange.
menta for Remsburg to lecture here this fall, and expect to
make engagements at Hannibal, Mo., when I h·ear from him.
I will add a word on the vital ·importance of a radical
change to an improved vocabulary. Inasmuch as a per.
feet language is essential to perfect knowledge and under.
standing of all matters and subjects, and whereas our
language is very defectiv, I hereby appeal to the writers of
THB TRUTH BKKKKR, as it is, so far as I know, the most advt~nced journal, to giv their views as to the best method of
compiling a dictionary which in the future will be approved:
and at the same time rid our language of much dross and
C(}nfusion. Such words as the intlnit, supernatural, divi!le,
revelation, soul, spirit, God, devil, hell, etc.-all and many
more such words seem to hav their foundation only in
fancy, and are misnomers.
Ex-Rxv. J. N. MAXEY.
CoALING, ALA., June 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The letter you received from Troutman, the
hog-raiser, exhibits the animus of a conceited bigot. He is
a match for Holy John. But that is just the sort of folks I
liv among, and if you will imagin every man in northern
Tennessee like him then you will hav a pretty good idea of
my surroundings. I got you a subscriber· at Coaling. He
came·to me the other day and said, "Mr. Ward, they giv
me hell." "Who?" said I. "One no more than anotherall. They call it Ward's paper." You see it takes nerve
to stand persecution. I asked him why they did not
come to me. I would giv them hell. This is why it ig
impossible to keep up a circulation of the paper. There are
but few that are posted on the Bible. That is where we
·
lack. ·
I inclose $1 for Harman, and will yet niake one of one
thousand to giv from $1 to $5 to test an Agnostic's rights in
all the courts.
Now, if you will let me, I will tell J. W. Mehaffey, of
Concord, N.C., how hard I contended for my rights in the
state whose honor I fought for from 1861 to 1865, and now I
am an outlaw-as are all Infidels, but many do not know it,
and I hav thought some wanted to suppress the information
lest it might hurt the cause. I do not think that way.
Though Spartans' valor had been displayed on many a
bloody field, it never shone more conspicuously than when
they knew their doom, at Thermopylre. "Come, let us dine
cheerfully, for to-night we will sup with Pluto!" I brought.
suit for an honest contract, for value received. When I and
my witnesses stepped out to be qualified for evidence, I
never held up my hand. The defendant called the court'o
attention to it. He, the court, replied thqt Mr. Ward WAS
not going to take an oath but was going to affirm. The
court, after qualifying my witnesses, looked up at me and
said, "Mr. Ward, if you don't take an oath you can't tes.
tify." I turned from the court saying I would not do it theo.
So the defendant was discharged, and costs was assessed
against me. I then wrote to a prominent lawyer in Birmingham, a&king him if an Agnostic had the right to testify in a
court of law. He wrote back that an Agnostic was one
without knowledge, and a person without knowledge was
not a competent witness. I then wrote to Ingersoll. He
wrote that I had no remedy-! had better emigrate. I then
wrote to one of the supreme judges of Alabama. He
referred me to Greenleaf's Decisions, which says that one
without religion can't be a witness. I then wrote to the
editor of the In!Upendent Pulpit to bring our cause before
the Texas Liberals and let us test our rights as one man, and
he declined. I offered to fee a lawyer at my expense through
all the courts. I then wrote to Chief-justice Fuller, inclosing
stamps, to know· if a man that paid taxes and served the
state in all it required of him was not entitled to its protectection though he did not believe in any religion. He never
answered. I then wrote to the Editor of THE TRUTH SKKK&R.
He wrote to me he would do all he could, he would bring
my case before the people, but to write to Judge Westbrook.
I did so. He wrote there was no money in the treasury, anq
besides they were more interested to get the Nine Demands
just now. Mr. Mehaffey, your doom is fixed. You and all
of us stand beyond the mgis of law. Though the meanest
believer should assault you or your family and rob you, your
lips are sealed. I set about finding' out what states recognized us. I found but four, and that only partially. Blasphemy laws still exist here. I can and do say, damn any
God that would make such a book as the Christian Bible.
And right here I want to say, the man or woman that veils
their actions and dissembles for the sake of popularity
degrades his or her progeny to creep and crawl through lire
sole leather for others. Look at individuals, families,
nations, that hav been forced to acquiesce in things they did
not believe, and they are dissemblers as a rule. The laws of
this country are debasing the people. The church is trying
to suppress all oppOsition. Not long ago a preacher told me
THB TRUTH BEKKER and all such would be suppressed in the
mails. We do not know all their tricks. It is like two armies
about to join ba ~tie. Let us do our best.
H. J. WARD.

45't:*

BROOKLYN, July 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Lord Byron once made his publisher a present of a Bible inscribed on the fly-leaf with the hortatory,
" Search the scriptures, for they are they which testify of
me." The publisher was delighted with the gift, but often
wondered why his not oTer-pious lordship should select that
particular book for a testimonial, but his wonder ended
when one day he hRppened to turn to John xviii, 40, and
read, "Now Barrabbas was a publishe1'."
"Ye blind guides, that strain at a gnat and swallow a.
camel." "Woe unto you Pharisees, hypccritsJ for ye outwardly appear righteous unto men, but within ye are full
of hypocrisy and iniquity." Searct the scriptures, ye Comstocks, ye Gerrys, ye judges and juries of obscenity, and all
ye of the morally particular but not particularly moral suppressors of vice, for they testify of you.
But will ye "search the scriptures," as ye are exhorted
from the pulpit to do? I defy you to do so, and then with
any consistency or decency send such men as Harman and
Heywood to jail for sending obscene matter through the
maile. Ye Pharisees, hypocrite I Did you ever receive a
Bible or send a Bible through the mail? Then you hav both
received and sent obscene and filthy matter through the
mall, and you ought all of you to be in stripes with Harman.
Did you ever get a birthday present of ·a Bible from your
mother or father or a friend, with a prayerful exhortation to
" diligently search the scriptures?" Then were you not
shocked to get, and your mother, father, or friend ashamed
to giv you, a nicely bound book that contained within its.
covers such outrageously filthy, obscene, and indecent
stories, which you must hav read if you hav "searched the
scriptures ?"
Of course you, who hav sent that bad man Harman to jail,
are all pious men, in whose veins courses the fire of religious
zeal for moral purity. None but men of the most exalted
piety could judge Harman and condemn him, and we know
that no man can be elected to the bench in this country unless he be a. man of the highest morality and the most spotless chastity. It is a judge's duty to uphold public morals.
That is wh11t he is there for; to see to it that every evil doer
gets the jail that is due him; to see to it that all ballot-box
stuffers, all "blocks-of-fivers," all "fat friers," all boodlers,
lobbyists, and all $400,000-election-fund raisers are driven
with a scourge out of the holy temple of our thrice holy
republic. Well then, seeing that swift and terrible retribution always comes on these miscreants, are we going to allow
our God-founded republic to be overthrown by a lot of people who mention certain physiological facts which are too
shocking to be mentioned in print? It is truly awful that
such people should be allowed at large. Why, such people,
if not restrained, would even go so far as to expose their
naked legs at the seaside. Do not we all remember how
Mrs. James Brown Potter-or James Potter Brown-once
recited "'Ostler Joe,'' and shocked a lot of ladies who would
rather hav been at Q:1een Victoria's reception of half-naked
ladies than hav heard it?
How thankful we ought to be that in this republic of monopolies and trusts, and tariffs and election thefts, and legislativ steals and jobs, and infernally paved streets handed
over to the elevated railway, steam-heating, gas, water, and
electric light and power thieves, this republic where hoodlums and pigmies come ever to the top, ought we not, I say,
to be thankful that there aro found at least twelve righteous
men in our Sodom who hav the courage to save us by sending '.'obscene" men through the penitentiary?
And when these doughty champions of public holiness rest
themselvs in the house of God on the blessed Sabbath, how
uplifting the sight of the white-robed man of God intoning
a portion from that gilt-edged, richly bound "word of God,"
which for the life of him he dare not read out aloud at some
portions. You drowsy judges, how quickly you would be
wide awake were your pulpit man to take his text out of
some chapters I could name. Would not your heart thump
if he were to simply read out aloud some " portions" of the
word of God so monstrously obscene and vile that Harman's
crime would pale into nothing by contrast? A~d what
would you do about it? Indict him for reading the word of
God? Would you call in S!lint Anthony and seize him and
his obscene literature? or would you wriggle and squirm in
your own legal trap, and learnedly split hairs on the difference between sanctified filth and unsanctified physiological
utterances? Or would you try to. show that filthy stories
that ha v been circulating four thousand years hav established
their right of eminent domain? In which case how old
must a filthy story be and how many editions must it go
through to be exalted to a place on gilt-edged leaves, be.
tween gold and vel-y-et covers, on velvet cushions in the holy
of holies?
Woe unto you Pharisees, hypocrite I You hav family
reading of the scriptures and prayers. Of courae you hav,
and when you hav read around to a certain chapter you skip
it and the children wonder why papa has missed one, and
f~r the life of you you dare not explain. You do not want
to blush crimson before your family, and make them blush
crimson too. And yet you do not mind carrying the Bible in
your satchel, in your trunk, giving it as a present to young
people, asking them to " read .it e'!'ery day," se~dinl!: it
through the mails, and even putting 1t on the table m court
to swear witnesses on. So the witnesses against Harman
and Heywood swore on a book of filthily obscene stories that
they sent obscene matter through the mails.
Ye blind guides, that strain at a gnat and swallow a cam~!.
Are ye not indictable on the same charg~? Cann?t we indiCt
every good Christian for buying, .sellmg, ~eepmg, _g1ving
away and circulat ng obscene matter, begmnmg w1th the
president, the postmaster, l:l1int Anthony, and Harman's
judge? If not, why not? Yea, why not?
F. SORIJIJSHAW.
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stable or drawing-room. The girl who washes to above. The ramifications of their comdishes will not stand at the sink in white silk, pact were very numerous and extensiv. For
although not lacking in the elements of true example, if anyone had dealings with Boy- - - - - - - - ·---------- --:=====----===.-:-:-=
cott 'or those who represented him, then no
.Hd~tdd 1JJJ Mms SuSAN H. WJ.J[ON, Fall womanhood in the pantry or the parlor .
Science and Progress.
Clothing should be adapted to the work we one was to hav any dealings with that person.
Rf11er, .Mas8., tv w:1om all O!Jttttntm.icatian.sfor
are
doing.
It
should
be
as
neat
and
clean
as
If
a
man
worked
for
Boycott
he
was
looked
A
SIMPLJ!:
PROOII:BB FOR OONVERTING A KNIFE ·
th~ Oor?Mr should be 3ent.
possible. In society one should endeavor to upon by his old friends and neighbors as a
BL;DE INTO A PEHMANENT MAGNET.
appear as well dressed as tt e average, not in strr.nger-no one would sell to or buy of him,
Take a pair of iron tongs and a knife, and
" Between the dark and the da.yligh~.
the extreme of fashion, nor yet very far be- no one was to know him. The effect of this holding them clasped and upright, rub
When the night is beginning to lower,
hind it. Neatness and elegant simplicity are agr~ement when carried to this extent was the knife blade briskly with the end of the
Oomes a. pause in the day's oooupations
That is known ItS the Ohildren•s Hour."
always p· eferable to gaudy display.
just what its authors proposed, and "boy- tongs, taking care to rub only in one direction
The wise person will not be lavish in ex- cotting " has become a very forcible phrase. -toward the point of the knife. When the
penditures of dress, nor will he be in debt to
[FOR RECITATION.]
point is reached the tongs must be lifted back
his tailor. It is silly to indulge in costly
Wltat He Did.
toward the handle and the motion repeated.
The People's Advent.
dress, besides being cruel toward some who
One would say that Shakspere, at least, The knife should be occasionally turned over
'Tis coming up the steep of time,
hav not the means to purchase even the com- must be the one exceptional prophet to be so that the friction may be applied to both
And this old world is growing brighter !
We may not see its dawn sublime,
monest clothing.
honored in his own country, but, widely sides. In about a minute the knife blade
Yet high hopes make ihe heart throb lighter.
There is a satisfaction in being able to earn spread as we know his fame to be, at least will be found to be magnetic, and capable of
We may be sleeping in the ground,
your own clothes. " Behold the lilies of the one Englishman had no very clear idea of its supp(\rting a needle or steel pen, and the
When it awakfs the world in wonder;
field : they toil not; neither do they spin ; cause.
But we hav felt it gathering round,
magnetism is quite perniiment. The point of
And heard its Voice of living thunder.
yet Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
the blade corresponds to the north pole of
Some
years
ago,
while
passing
through
'Tis oorning! yes, •tis coming !
like one of these." Of course not. You Stratford-on-Avon, Mr. Toole, the English the magnet. Popu.lar Science Newa, which is
'Tis corning now, the glorious time,
wouldn't expect it. Yet Solomon would hav comedian, saw a rustic sitting on a fence.
authority for the foregoing directions, says
Foretold by seers and snug in story;
been a wiser and a better man if he had per" That is Shakspere's house, isn't it?" he the cause of this phenomenon Is not quito
For which. when thinking was a orime.
formed his sh,are of the world's work, and asked, pointing to the building •
Souls leaped to heaven from scaffolds gory !
clear, and is worthy of further inveatigation.
They passed, nor saw the work they wrought,
earned his board and clothes by the sweat of
A NEW SMOKE- OONSUMING A.Pl' AHA. TUB.
"Yes."
Nor the cro'lfned hopes of centuries blossom ! his brow, instead of lolling about in regal
An
English exchange calls attention to a
"
Ever
been
there
?"
But the live lightning of their t.honght
splendor, with slaves to do his bidding. Abrecently invented and patented apparatus for
"No."
And daring deeds, doth pulse earth's bosom.
sorbed in some honest and honorable employ.
'Tis coming! yes, •tis coming !
the combustion of smoke in ordinary fur" Brought up here ?"
ment wherewith to help our common human.
naces. It consists of an arrangement of
"Yes."
Creeds, empire9, systems, rot with age,
ity, he would never hav uttered the absurd
But the great people's ever youthful !
brickwork channels placed underneath the
"Did he 'Write anything?"
And it shalLwrite the future's p9,ge,
sentence, "Vanity of vanities-all is vanboiler. Near the first bridge there is a ven" Oh yes, he writ."
To our humanity more truthful!
ity~,
tilating door, which can be opened or closed
"What was it ?"
Th9 gnarliest heart hath tender chords,
Lastly, dress as comfortably and neatly as
"Well," said the rustic, "I think he writ at will. The apparatus is connected with a
To waken at the name of" brother,"
your means will permH, and aim to keep the for the Bible."
And time comes when brain-scorpion words
second bridge, or air chamber, where the air
We shall not speak to stint each other.
clothing of your mind, as well as your body,
is heated to over 400° in passing-. The hot air
'Tis coming ! yes, 'tis coming I
clean, handsome, complete, and wholesome.
causes complete combustion. It is contended
Correspondence.
Freedom! the tyrants kill thy braves;
Thus will you be entitled to the respect not
that three advantages are gained by the inYet in our memoriesliv the sleepers,
KrowA, CoL., June 27, 1890.
only of yourself, but of all around you.
Though murdered millions feed the graves
MIBB SusAN H. WixoN: As all the boys vention. In the first place the fuel .e:eneratos
S.H.W.
Dug by da:>th'd fierce red-handed reapers;
and girls seem to be writing to tbe Corner, I more steam, and in the second there is a great
The world shall not forever bow
thought I would contribute my mite. I saving of fuel. The gases which ordinarly
To things which mock G~d's own endeavor;
would like to correspond with readers of the pass up the chimney into the atmosphere are
A King's First Earnings.
Tie nearer than they wot of now
King Victor Emmanuel of Italy was in his Corner. My father has taken THE TRUTH ignited and consumed, so that less fuel has to
When flowE-rs she.!! wreathe the sword forever.
SEEKER about four years; we think it quite a
youth a keen sportsman and a fine shot. paper all through, especially the Children's be used. The third, and by no means the
'Tis coining ! yes, 'tis coming !
One day, having wandered away from his Corner. Oh, yes; hurrah for Walter W. least, advantage gained by the nee of the ap.
Fraternity! love'• other name!
Dear, heaven-connecting link of being !
party, he was returning by an isolated road ()lark! That was pretty rich. Miss Mary paratus is the reduction of the smoke nuiThen shall we grasp thy golden dream,
from a hunting expedition .. He espied a Foster did pretty well, too. She is getting sance to a minimum.
As souls, fnll-statnred, grow fa.r-seeing.
covey of partridges· in a copse near by, and, rather hard on him ; instead of going to HimIRONING BY ELEOTRIOITY.
Thou shalt unfold our better part,
mel he is going to B:elena-that is a hard hit.
raising his fowling-piece, he killed a brace at I suppose he can hardly answer that,
And in our life-cup yield more honey:
And now comes the report from St. Paul
L\ght up with joy the poor man's heart,
a shot.
but he can try awfully hard, I guess. I will of the successful applic'ltion of electricity to
And love's own world with smiles more sunny.
A peasant who had been watching him close for this time. Ever yours,
heating the iron rolls of a laundry. It is
'Tis coming! yes, •tis coming!
WALTER PAOE.
attentivly now hurriedly crossed the road and,
claimed that this method give an economy,
Ay, it must oome! The tyrant's throne
P.S.-Why not hav an exchange column in
hailing him, said :
Is crumbling with our hot tears rusted;
Corner? Let others speak on this ques- by meter measurement, of more than 25 per
"That was well done. Whoever you are, the
The sword eart.h's mighty hav leaned on
cent over that of gas at $1.25 per thousand,
tion.
W. P.
I9 cankered, with our heart's blood crusted.
you know how to handle a gun."
as formerly used for this purpose. 'I'he StiRoom ! for the men of mind make way !
"I'm glad you think so," responded the
tionary Engineer explains that the device by
ToURTELOTTB, CoL., July 5, 1890.
Ye robbsr rulers, pause no longer ;
king, laughing.
DEAR AuNT f:luBAN: I now take my pen in which the heating effects are obtained conYe cannot stay the opening day;
" I only wish you could shoot a fox who is hand to write a children's letter, hoping to sists of German silver wire wound on a
The world rolls on, the light grows strongerThe people's advent's coming !
robbing me, one by one, of all the fowls in my find you all well as it lea vee us at present. cylinder of asbestos paper which slips inside
This is my first letter to the grand old TRUTH the iron roll. The current is obtained from
-Gerald, .Massev.
barnyard."
and if I see my letter published I
"Well, perhaps I can. I'll see what I can BEEKER,
will try again. I ha v written letters to the the commercial lighting circuit, and is paid
A Mistake.
do for you."
Plaindealer and to the Boston In1!eBtigato·r. for at the same rates and under the same conA little cloud, one summer day,
" If you kill that fox," said· the peasant im- I suppose all the children of the Corner had ditions as that used for lighting, the current
While roaming o'er the sk~ so blue,
a good time on the Fourth of July, on that passing through a meter.
pressivly, " I'll giv you two lira."
Began to scowl and pont, and say,
"Very well. I'll bring my dogs and be grand day on which our fathers George
IB ELEOTRIOITY MANUFAOTURED?
"Oh dear ! what is there I can do 7"
Washington and Thomas Paine should ever
here to-morrow."
The question whether or not electricity is
be remembered. This time in 1889 I was in
Now, just below it, midst the corn,
" Will you giv me your hand on it?" said Missouri just getting over the Fourth. But manufactured is now being tried in certain
An old man stood, with hoe in hand,
the farmer, extending his horny digits.
this time I am in Colorado on the Rocky courts. If it is manufactured, the producers
In tattered clothing, all forlornThe king gave him his hand and was mountains, and it is" a rocky road to Dublin." in numerous states are liable to taxation.
He seemed at work upon the land.
punctual to the hour appointed on the follow- But the mountains are beautiful in the spring- Beniamin Franklin held that electricity was
"Ha ! ha !" the cloudlet laughed, and said,
"Now hRre's a chance to hav some fun !
ing day. The fox was on hand, too, but time. You can look over mountains over not manufactured, but was taken from one
mountains. I hav· not been in Colorado a
I'll rain upon your hoary head,
King Victor's sure aim brought Reynard's year yet. I suppose you hav seen some of body to be delivered to another, and that
My ancient friend, and make yon run!"
career to a sudden end.
my letters in the Plaindealer. It is so hot practically nothing was lost in the transac·
But though the cloud rained hll.rd and fast,
His majesty hastened to the farmer with here that it will make one lazy, but it is nice tion. Hitherto, says the Indust1·ial World,
The farmer wouldn't budge a bit,
and cool at night. I can hav snowballs yet. our scientific men ha v held this to be true in
his prize.
Till in a pet the cloud at laet
" See!" he called out, "now you owe me· This is the first Fourth of July I threw a a broad sense .
. Oried out, "I never saw such grit!-'
snowball. We hav loads of wild flowers
two lira."
Because the farmer wouldn't scare,
now. We are living in Tourtelotte Park, A GREAT GOLDEN' VESSEL FOUR ORNTURIII:B OLD.
"You shall hav it. You've earned it," and it iB a park. It is either mud or dustIt Bulked and frowned the livelong day.
The temple of Buddha, in Ceylon, contains
How could it know the figure there
answered the delighted farmer cordially.
there are no sidewalks here. We hav three one of the most famous of the world's colWas just to keep the orows away 7
The king looked curiously at the coins as saloons, one school-house, four stores. No lections of treasures, and unique among tho
-BvJ]alo Times.
they were handed to him. "Only to think," churches up here, but there are enough down many rare things found there is a curious
town to make up for it. I lived in Aspen
he muttered to himself, "that th~ is the first eight
months, and it a very pretty place. I golden watering pot, used by the priests, and
Corner Gospel.
money I ever earned."
am sixteen in March. I do not go to school, which plays an important part in the sacred
GOOD OLOTHES.
On the following day the peasant's wife but my brother Horace goes to school. He
Do I believe in fine clothes ? Certainly, but received a present of a gown, a necklace, and studies reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, rites.
The Philadelphia Rtcord says that the vesnot extra -fine. You feel better in a new, a pair of earrings. Then it was that the and geography. He will be thirteen next
sel
is known to .be over four centuries old,
clean suit than in an old one. Good clothes farmer learned who it was he had hired to February. There are only twenty-one going
to school here. I will bring my letter to a and is one of the most valuable jars in the
confer upon the wearer a certain respect and kill his fox.
close, as it is getting long. So no more.
world, being worth much more in the open
courage that cannot always obtain with infe.
-------~~~--------From vour friends,
market than even the celebrated peachblow
rior or ragged clothing. If seeking employ.
The Term "Boycott."
RHoDA AND HoRAOE MABoN.
vase of which so much was said a few years
ment the well-dressed person is far more apt to
The origin of the term " boycotting " was
[Thanks for the pretty wild flowers. We ago. The metal and the gems in the '' Kenobtain favor than the ill-dressed. In a certain as follows : A Captain Boycott was the agent
hope you will write again -En. C. C.]
diya" are appraised at $3fl,OOO.
way good clothing is a preventiv of crime. It of a land owner in Ireland. His policy
is not common to associate evil with fine ap- proved to be distasteful and offensiv to the
A LITTLE West End girl who was being A New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
parel, though it sometimes happens that the tenants, and such was their feeling in the
wearer of elegant clothes is a big scoundrel. matter that they asked the landlord to remove fcolded by her mother about something
But rags an'd wretchedness generally go to- him. This was refused, and in retaliation which she denied having done finally drew
gether. Vice, crime, and squalor are more the tenants and their friends refused to work herself up with great dignity and remarked:
The downcast eyes of timid acqnie~oenoe hav
nearly allied than good intentions and rags. for or under Boycott. They would not har- "Well, mamma, I know nothing whatever
paid to impudent antho•ity the tribute of a
Not that one may not be well intentioned, hon- vest his crops, and they made an agreement about it and care less."
thoughtless yes.-R. G. Inl)tl1"soll.
orable, and upright in tatters and living in a among themselvs that none of them or theirs
OONTENTB.
hovel, but a person of the above character should assist or work for him in the harvest. A QUEER little boy who had been to school,
A Splendid Jndge of a Woman.
The
Lady
of
the Club.
And
was
up
to
all
sorts
of
tricks,
will not, as a rule, be found in ill conditions- His crops were endangered, when relief
Under Protest.
at least, he will soon find a way out of them, arrived in the persons of certain Ulster men, Discovered that 9, when upside down,
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Chain.
W oukl pass for the figure 6.
if well and strong.
who, under the protection of troops, harThe Boler llonse MysterY.
Of course the clothing must be adapted to vested the crops of Boycott. The defensiv So when asked his age by a good old dame, :
The Time-Look of our Anoesto1·s.
Florence Ca~pbeli's Fate.
the work one is doing. An hostler in a stable league of the tenantry was much more powerMY Patient's Story.
The comical youngster said,
\
should not wear fine broadcloth, but he ful and effectiv than might be supposed from " I'm 9 when I stand on my feet like this,
Price, paper, 60 oents; cloth, $1.
'!'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Bhould be t)le gentleman everywhere, in tbe the single instance of the !;Ombination rr,ferred
But 6 whel! I stand on my 4ead !"
'
· · ~8 I,.~fll>YB~~e 1'1,, New Xo~k,
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silk cloth, $3.

Svo, 888pp,,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

New Edition, Revise!~ rotd EnlarJred.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. C.~RDENER,
IntroductiGl!l by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 IJents.
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SCIENCE VERSUS REliGION
OR 1 THE

Confiict between !Ieason and Superstition.

BY

ARTHUR

B. Moss.

WITH PREFACE BY DR. HARDWIOKE.

INTRODUCTION.
Chapter I Bible Astronomy and Evolution;
Chapt.er II, Bible Biology and Evolution; Cha.P·
Philadelphia, Pa.
ter III. Bible MYths and Evolution; Chapter IV,
Btble Histoi'Y and Evolution; ChaPter V, Bible
Moralit:v and Evolution ; Cbapt~r VI. Bible MirPrice, 10 cents.
acles and Evolution : Chapter VII, l\Iiracl~s InAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
credible; Chapter VIII, Bible PoetrY ?.nd EvoJu .
tion ; Chapter IX, Bible Art and Evolution: Chapter X. Bible God and Evolution; ChaPtPr XI, Soul
Fut!lre and Evolution; Chapter XII, Heaven
FESTIVAL OF ASHTA.ROTH. and
Hereafter; Chapter XIII, Conclusion.
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
the Moabites by the Jews.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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THE
10 cents.
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Giordano Bruno.
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ROVING oonclusivly that there was no Christ
crucified under Pontius Pllat_eJ but that the
P
real Jesus, the illegitimate son of marY by JosePh

Sincle copies 15 cents; ten copies fell' a dollar.
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THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.

BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,

ON. THE WORD GOD.

An Exposition of the Trne Meaninll of this Char·
acter as described in the New Testament, By Mil·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,"
Paper, avo, 25 oents,

The only eomplete and Authorized Ed.itiou.

It is a thought-breading book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune.
The anpaal is always made to s. man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
fishnass.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feaslble socieJ i!tBts greatly in advence of the preseni
The rome.ntic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.oo; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER co.

Post free.
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A Memoir of Christian antl Extra-ChristianExpe.
rience.
Photo-engravin.&"S of Mis11 Gardener are for sa.le
ai this office. Pricer 40o.; with autograph, 50 otia.
BY NATHANIEL RAM8Al! WATERS.
By Milton Woolle:v, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
and Oatholiciam, from the vantage-ground of an
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
intimate personal experience with the two sys.
-rPs.xiv, 1.
tams. It deala the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical Re- His Life, Works, Wortl1, Ma1·tyrdom, Por- Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
view.
trait, and Monument.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
With a complete list of the .American subscribers
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to the fund for the erection of the monument.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE

New Yo-rk State Bm· Association, at Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

Pandera, was stoned and hanged !or sorcery about
75 years B.o. Oloth, 446 pages, with full Index.
Price, $1.50. Fc~mer price. $2.00. For sale at thil!
omoe.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN,
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which nniver.
sal history is "boilod down" with surprisin);
ski!l.-[Litera.ry World.
jou turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
His history has a continuit7., a rash, a carrying
power_~. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
'l'he sketch of early Egyptian history, in th~
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 54Spp,,$1.7t.
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DID MAN FALL? Self-Contradictions

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.. • .•• .. ....
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake..
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization.
Underwood...................................
7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. :Max Mueller.••
8 Relio-ion of InhumanitY. F. 'Harrison .....
9 Reh~ion of Witcltcraft.to Religion. Lyall.
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ...............
l l Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin .......
12 Tvndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait ..
13 Essay on Miraclm:. Da,·id Hum e...........
14 Land Question. Ch1.rlcs Bradlaugh. .......
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh, ... ... ... . .. . . ..........
16 Why do Men Starve? Cbas. Bradl~ug:h..
17 Lo"iC
of Life Deduced from the Prmcrpll'
0
of Freethought. George J. Holyoake.
18 .A. Plea for Atheism. Clms. Bradlaugh ....
19 Lar£re or Small Families? .d. Holyoake..
20 Super;;titwn Dispht,·ed, with a. Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holroake. ..........
21 Defence of Secuhtr· Pr-inciple~. C. Watts..
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Ch:tr!es Watts.....
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts.......
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts..
25 Freethouo-ht and :Mod. Proc;ress. Watts.
26 Christianity: Its Natnre, ~nd Influence
on Civilization. Chas. Watts............
28 Thouo-hts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake.
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Universe? Austin Holyoa ke. .. . .. .... ......
30 Philosophy of Seculari,;m. Chas. Watts...
31 H:1s Man a Soul? ClH<3. Bmdiangh........
38 Is There a God'? Charles Bradlaugh ..... .
39 Labor's Prayer. Char:es Bradlaugh ...... .
40 Po1·erty: Its Cause and Cure. l.L G. H..
42 Science and Bible Anmgonistic. Watts ...
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts.
4.-! Logic of Death; or,_ Why Should the
Atheist Fe,lr to Die? G. J. Holyoake.
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the' People. Chas. Bradlaugh.
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Price,
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BIBLE.

PROPOSiriOSS, Theological. Moral, His·
tOriCll-1, and Speculative, each proved affirruativzly and negatively by quotations from
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palpable and strikinrc self-contradictions of the
5 so-called in•pirBd word of God.
BY W. H. BuRR. 72 P<>ges. Price, 15cents.
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BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Price,
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UNIVERSE ANAI.!YZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A..M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etf.., etc.
The latest and best work of an a.11alytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv df
good in fnrnishin!l' food for thought. We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richlv
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1,
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Price,
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.By A. HoLYOAKE.
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BY M. D. CONWAY.
Price,
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EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.
BY A.. L. RAWSON.
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BELL.
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If Yon 'l'ake Away My Religion
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BY MAllTIN.
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A PLEA FOR ATHEISM
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Dialogue Between a Christian Mis·
- sionary and a Chinese Mandarin.
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ScimJCt) and Theology.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
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ANCIENT AND MOD.ERN.
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Zxamina.tion of the Morals and HistorY of the NeVI
Testament.
By PROF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

LAY SERMON.
On the Labor Question.

By R. G

RELIGION of COMMON SENSE.
By Professor L. Uhlich.
Pr_ice, ss_c_e_n_t•_·- - - - - - - -

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply toN. 1.
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R.

G.

IJI'aph Company
against the

With "ROMA.N CATHOLIC CANARD."
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>'estern Union Telegraph Companu
Price, 10 cents.

Scientific Materialism: ITHE STAGt AND THt PUlPIT.
ITS 1riEANING and TENDENOY.

By R. G, INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100.

By B. F. UNDER"I"OOD.
Price,
10 cents.

I l'RU l'fl SEEKER TRACTS. TH ~ TRUTH OF HISTORY
V,(Bound.)
18mo, 525 Pages in each val.
Per voJ, pap., 60c.

TWELVE TRACTS.
Bible

By R. G. INGERSOLL.

III, IV,

W. orship.

Darwinism.
Design Argument.
Evolution.
Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
BY B. F .. U:sDERWOOD.
_________2_~_c_an__t_@·---~---

MATERIALISM:

TWO LIT'I'LE RED Jlll'TENS.

A Story of the Rightway Almshonse. By Jennie
Butler Browne. 5 cents.
!Ts HISTORY AND lTS lNFLUENOE UPON
SociETY.
BY DB. LomB BUOHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
ON THR ExrsTENOE OF A PERsoNAL GoD AND
!NSPlRA.TION OF 80RIPTUREB.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar·
plea.
Paper, 85 cents ; cloth, 60.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

UHO[RWOOD-M~RPLES DEBATE

Christian Absurdities.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Religion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Healt-h-Laws of Nat
ure,:' "Household Remedies," ''The
Poison Problem, or the Oause
and the Oure of Intemperance,'' e\c., etc.
Felix L. Os.... ald ia a. well-known and vigorous
~~~rG~~eft~~ntific and socia.l subjects.-[Oin.

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the
Dead 1

Oloth, llkno, 240pp,, $1.
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WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP GOD?
By B. F. UNDERWOOD,
Price,
10 cents.
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By E. D. Blakeman.
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Wrongs.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.
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of the FUTURE.
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!s the God of Israel tha True God?
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Masonic V~nd1cation of Right.
PHOTKST 2\.GAINST PRRSROUTION.
By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Pdce, 13 cents.

Her Past and Pre~ent: Her Rights and ; TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.

Confessional: Romish and Anglican.

THE NATURAL LAws oP

1NDUSTHIAL PRODUOTION AND

FROM A 11£A1'ERIALISTIO S1·ANDPOINT.

And 01her Lectures.

W"O MAN:

the Bible.

By E. c. w ALKRR.
10 cents.

SPlRITU. A.LTSl\1

Jl'enc h 0 f B'IS h ops,I Vola. I, II,
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.
Price, 10 cents.

BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
Paper, 5J cents; cloth, $1.

BIBLE TEMPERANCE.
Liqnor-Driuki''fl C!omm.l'.ndcd, Defended, wul E?~joined by
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THE CHURCll.
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By Jooeph E. Peck.

THE NEW AGE.
Price,
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Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.
Price,

1£a.ch day and month of the year being named
after the groat benef .. ctors of the race,
whoso pnrtra1ts are l'!i~en. Instituted by Aurr. Oomt~.
Cards, 1l:t14: printed on hnth ~ides, 25 cents; '>n
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Acts of The Apostles. A Farce.
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SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR CHRISTIANS.

SISTER LUOY

As TO NEW HALL CONTENT.
And a. Few Words on Auricular Confession,
Price, 10 cents.

SPROULATlVE PuoPoHTIONS.
Pric•, : 5 CGD ts.

T~e Candle from Under the Bushel

THE
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10
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1,306 Qnestions to the Clergy:
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And for thu Consideration of Others.

MANNA SERIES;
I Original :Manna for "God's chosen."....... 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh... ... 5
4 Whv I was Excommnnicated. Barnard ... 20
5 200-Questions WiLhout Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese MAndarin ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak bnt Zealous Christian ....... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. .A.. Holyoake............................................ 5
9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
10 A Few W01ds about the Dev~l................ 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ... 10
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. .A.. H. 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Brad!augh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Brad:augh... 5
21 .A. Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per doz ... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
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$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
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VOLTAIRE
IN EXILE.
Memoirs.
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. dn
Cbatelet.
By n. G.~.sTINEAu.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

.v ,UFS AND WANDERINGS.
A L .beral Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Pap., 5~e.; clo., $1.
---·------·----

BIBLE Il )()L.A'TH '{.
By R

0. INGER)OL/,.

Price, 3 c.::. nt::J ; IH?r dr ze1 , 3) cc

lJ i

1 ;

Jl(:r lOJ,

:f.l(..

For all of the above books a<ldrcsa
THE rRlJTH SEEKER CO. ,
28 L<tfayetto r ., No11 i; vrk.

MIRACLES
AND

MIRACLE- WORKERS.
By JOHN P EOIC.

--

Price,

10 cents.
THE

oRDER OF CREATION.
A DIBOUBSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.
On the Oonflict between GenAsis and Geology
12mo, 178 pages, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

"Onr Father in Heaven."
By CHAB. STEPHENSON.
1 cent; 50 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand

-------------------------------PERSONAL EXISTENOE
AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R flliiiTII.
10 cent&.

WHAT LIBERALISM OI!'I,JiJRS U'
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY.
BY B F. UNDERWOOD.
l'' {'!'. 1.0 ,..ent.s,

-------------------

-------------

For all of tho above books a<ldr£sa
THE TRU'I'H SEEKER 00 ..
ga JAara.v'ltte .Pl .• Now York-

f~:HE

Trnth Seeker Tracts.
Nom.-Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distributi•1n as Frcethought missionary documents. W !ten sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
,;,rhatcvet· yon ean !br tr:ccts. nnd. when received,
baud them armtnd anJOng your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'o allow much to be clone in this way with
nlittlc tJJoJJoy tile following disco mts are mudc.
On ono uollar's worth 10 per CCllt. oJI; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oii; on five dollars' worth,
40 oJf; on ten clo!larB' worth, liO off. 'l'his rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by uumbcrs. 'l'he numbers not mentioned
are out of priut.
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LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN

These notices are for the ·benefit of Liberals
who mwu be visiting the places where these societies are locazed. Locol Secular" Unions and
~reethought Societies me-ting regularly can
ha.v their gathe1·ings adverti.~ed here free by forwarding the neeessMy information.

THE TRUTH -SEEKER.
THE WORLD.
'

PUblished every Satu1·day, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker OCYmpany, at
28 Lafayette Place,

Tho ";~~anhauan Liberal Clnb,N,Y.

NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR.

0. P. SOMERBY, BuSINESS MANAGER.

DURING 'l'HE YEAR 1890 'l'HE TIUl''l'H SEEKEB.

Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journah

Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDE:NER.
R. B. W'"STBROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
37 Short Sermon. RQV. Theologicus, D. D.... 2
PARKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
38 Christianity not n Moral. X. Y Z. ...... 2
JOHN E. Rl~MSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
39 The 'l'mo Saint. S. 1'. Pntrwm......... .... 1
CHARLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bctmett. 3
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
4 7 Cruelty & Credulity of tho llumatt Race.... 3
J. H. BURNHAM.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
49 Sem;iblo Conclusions. K K Unild ......•... 5
li2 Marplos-Undcrwood DeLate. Underwood. 3
JOil:N PECK.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
53 QJJcstions for BiLle Worshipers ............. 2
THADDIWS B. WAKEMAN.
W. F. JAMIESON.
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
H. 0. PJ!;NTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
58 l'roJlh~cies. Underwood..................... 2 ·
And many others.
G2 '!.'Ito .lew,; and their God ..................... 10
TI-m TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
G3 Tho D"vil'~ Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
G4 Ills we l~ndme-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5 such emiucnt writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
65 ShortSe•·mon. No.2.Rev.Thcologicus,D.D. 2 HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
'l'hc Editor of THE TRUT'l S~;EKJ<:R'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
67 Sixteen 'l'ruth Seeker Leaflets. l\ o. 2....... 5
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.
71 Pttine's Anniversary. C. A. Codrnan....... 2 The Truth Seckel" Gives all the News of Freethought, au<l is Always on Guard
73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
Against tile Encroacltme11ts of Ecclesiastics UllOn the People's Liberties.
H Daniel in the Lion'~ Den. Bennett.......... 2
Jf von h:t\'C am· Ideas or Reforms calcnl::tted to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
7 5 An Honr with the Devil. Bennett........•. 10
7G Reply to K F. Brown. BcnnC!tt.. .•.... ... 3 SEEKlbR (sending yonr subscription) and let the world know of them. Till£ TRUTH SEEKER
pttblislws each week more letters from the peoplE'! than any other paper in the world.
77 '!.'he Fear of Death. D. M. Bcnuctt. ......... 6
THE TltUTH SJ<;J•;Ki<;It is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institu82 Christian Courtesy. D. JIL Bennett......... 1 tions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and tho maintenance of human rig-hts. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
S:l Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Ilumphrcy. 5
8·1 :Moocly on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........ 2 or reii,ious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
89 Lo~ic of Prayer. C. Stephenson .......... 3 oppos:d to anything tending towarLl a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
90 Btblo-)fania.
Otto C01·dates ................ 2
""' Send 83 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' '11rial.
91 Om hlcasofGocl. B. F. Underwood......... 1
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YoRK.
9-1 The :Ne\,' Rtwen. Will Cooper............ 5
96 Ichabod. Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providcnces. W. S. Bell .......... 2
9S Snakes. Jl[rs. E. D. Blenker................ 2 W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
100 J.!Oth Anniversary of Paine's Birthday.... 6
102 The Old Religion and N"ew. Bell.......... 2
UBERTY AND MORALITY.
:oJ Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson .•..•... 10
Ten Oents Each.
PBIOE, 15 OENTB.
105 Decadence of Christiar>'ty. Capphro..... 2
Accept mY thanks for Yonr exoelient and useful 1. HERBERT SPENOER: His life, writing~, and
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
phi!oeoPhy. By 1\Ir. DANIEL GREENLEAF
! am much pleased with Your address, and will
THOMP!'ON.
.
l O'l l'lte Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... r notice
it inMa11.-T. B. Wakeman.
ftOBER'r DARWIN: His life, work~.
110 InYocation to the Universe. :j)Bennett.... l
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a verY 2. OHA.RLES
and
influence.
BY
Hev.
JoHN
W.
CliADWIOK.
Ill Reply to Scientillc American. Bennett.... 1 3.ble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savage....... ... 2 Age.
ow 2nns and worlds come into being. By
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Mr. GARRET l:'. SERVISS.
ANTI PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION OF 'l'Hl" EARTH: The story o!
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. I
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
geology. By Dr. LEWI8 G. JANES.
115 The Wonders of Pt·aycr. Bennett.......... 2
1'he number of heads under which Yon hav
OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
116 'l'he Sunday Question. Bennett......... •. 2 divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and 5, EVOLUTION
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS·
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 the concise manner in which the point is dis· 6. EVOLUTION OF ANil\It.L LIFE: The order
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3 oussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
of zoological evolution. By D •. Rosa!'l'ER
I take great pleasnr6 in recommending " AntiRAYMOND
I20 The New Age. W. S. Bell. ................. 10 Prohibi
twn "to the consideration of every person 7. TBE
)
DESCENT OF 1\IAN: His origin, antiq.
who is interested. not only in the cause of temper·
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. OoPE.
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10 ance, but in the principles of self-gover:nment.8.
EVOLt:TH·N
OF MIND: Its nature and de.
J. J.MoOabe.
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Obvelopment By D•·· .IWBERT G. EccLES.
'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
scrv~r" ........................................ 10
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. By JAMEs A. SKII.524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ..............•....... 11}
TON.
125 Gennan Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
12G Crime~ anll Cruelties of Christianity. Un11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEwr~
derwood ......................................... 10
G. JANES.
:1.30 The Ethics of Religion. Cliil'ord.... ..•... 5
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
MODE!.m· UHT.'l.'I'ION OF CHRIST,
:3-i Talks with the Enntgclists.................. 5
pAll SHALL.
137 Christian Love. C. L .•Tames............... 3
As to his Life O!l Earth and his Communism. 13. EVOLUTION AS RELA'I'ED TOR ':>:LIGIOUS
l38 Science of the Bible. ,T ohn Jasper.......... 2
L NN LINTON
,
"l'HOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0BADWICK.
By ""R"
140 Astra-Theology................................. 5
ill "· E.
y
'
' 14. PHILO"-OPHY OF EVOLUTION. BY STARR
BoYT NrcHOLS.
'
::.41 Intitlclity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Orcter or
CJreation.
15. THE EF"EOTS OF EVOLUTION 0\f THE
::.42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... 10
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
_ 75 Cents.
~~~~:.G CIVILIZA'rlON. BY 1\IrNoT J.
:43 Chang \Yan Ho. Eli Pet·kms......... ... ... 2
::.48 When Did PanlLivo? Scholasticns.......... 2 Ilia"" 'l.'hi8 book wa.~ suppnssed by the ji1·st A merAddress '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
:49 Age of Shams.................................. 3
·
publ"t8r~r
'·- • ._8
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::.4.5 lf Yon Take A way my Religion 'l Whn~
Will Yon Give :Me Instead. Martin .... 10
THE TRUT.H SEEKER CO.
~50 The Liberty of Printing. Hmlbnt 1u:d
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
\Vakcman ...................•.........•....... 10
2:1.15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaiti
:u ~ What is the Bible? 1L W. H............. 5
for 25 oent•.
A.ddreos THE TRUTH ~EE:KER
~.02 A Remarkable Book.
Douglas............ 2
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A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ li
------------------------~iiii Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread Is tne s«:Jry or two young
OF
girls and a younger brother who were left pttrent·
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 ' less, m'J)JJ little money, fau education, and much
W~,TCHES
~GO SaLhath Observance. Coleman .•....••...• 3 oourage, to ma.ke their wa.y tllrongh the world by
going to Ohicago. The an thor is also the heroin.
JGl Protestant Pcrsccntions ...................... 3 The
narrativ is, in the main, a hi•tory of a work.
I G2 Eighth uncl Last J,e,tcr from Ludlow Street
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
G"od Americ~.n Nick~! Stem-winders, $2 50, $4.
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among bluff business men, kind heart~<! folks, $6. Beat g1 ades in ~ilv~rin~ case, 7 jewels, $7.50:
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just
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story
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The Modem Science fssayid.

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

Meats everY Friday evening, at 8 o'clock, at Ger·
mr>n Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Lectand diacusaionB. The Public cordiA.llyinvited.

~res

'l!he Newark Liberal League
M_eets every Sunday a-fternoon at 3 o'clock at
Ltb~ral League Hall, 177 Bal.,ey st., cor. Market
;r. .. Newark, N. J. Leomres and discussions on
religious and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

~:i'

meets avery Sunday in Indn2trial Hall, Broad an
Wcoq .ats., ~t 2:30 and. 7.:30 P.M. for lectures and
free atsonssJons on rellgwus and social questions
!ble speak~_ra il:~te~est the audience. N.B.-~rutli
l'isekernnbucatwnseJwR.YRon handatoheap rates.

t::bicago §ccular Union
M~ets

everY i!!unday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Pru;_cess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
r~ec.ures and debates. Strangers from abroad
at·e walo0me.

Tile Secular §ociet.y of Kent,

o.

i

liaets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, a.t
P.M._. at. the to"!"'n. hall. All frienda of human
cu!tlvatwn are mvrted. MA.Bros HEIGHTON, Sec.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Run day at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
~v.e.,Rooma!2 and 14, EA.stman block, MinneapoliB,
!limn. J.F.MAcoru:BER,Prea.: LEROY BERRIER. Sec.
Wrl~;ht.

!:l>llzur

Secn•ar Unton

Ot Alljance, 0 .. meets the first and fconrth Sun-

deY8 of ea•Jh month a.t IndependPnt Chnrcb, at
!0:30 A. •.Jl.~.. Free dtscm~l')U on a-ll Vberal subjects.
>lubocnpclOns to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investt.
qawr are solicited.
R. G. bMITB, Cor. Seo.

The WaHa Walla .lib ral Club
Meets ~vPry Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
na)l, 1\Ie.m street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Smence Le~tn"es-;-Free Discnssions.-Original
and Sel~ot-2<1 Readmgs and Poems. A large val·
uable library lB at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A..W. CALDER, Sec.

l.U!hvaukee, Wis •. Ltberai-CinhHolds meetin2"8 everY Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by dAbatPB. The public cordially invited.

6rotllerhood •of Jnoralbts,No. 903,
Prairie Cit). Ia.,
Meets even- SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
h!'.ll at 2:30 P JU. All L berals are cordially inVlted. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., Freetb.ou~ht
Soelet.y
MPat• every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post stre6t, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mVi·
;a.twn 1s extended to all. Seats free.

Dc;o l\li oine1o !!lecular ('Ilion
Holda n.'gular mejltings s.t Good Templar Hall
Flynn Block, S.E cornet 7th and Locust strefts:
Lectures followed l.ty di•cnsslun. Enends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

--------Port~moulll,

--.

--

0., !iiecular Union

l\Ieets evory SundaY at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall Lectures, discnsstons, readt!.>gs, poems
mnsw and so.ngs. A cordialmvitation is extend~d
to all; ~•wc!ally to friends from abroad. Correspondence solicited. · J. L. TBEUTHART, President.
W~L S. ANDRES, Secretary.

PtHl Angeh:s Secular Union
Meets l verv. 8n~day at 7:30 P.M. in the public
•cnool bmldmg lll Port Ang~lee, Wa•h. Leot·
m·es, songs, an!l select readmg. Discussion inVlted on ><11 subJects. Liber"l nter,.tnre distrib.
nted free.
FRAJSK MoRSE, t!ee.

S 0 C i A .L

W E A. L

•r H,

The 13ol~ ff'actut"~ and Exact Ratios in the
Llcquir~mtnt and Apportionment.

By J. K. ING.U,LS.
t!J .09.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

I;; a regularly educated
aod !cg:1ll~· qunlifii>d Phy·
sician. and the most successful in llis specialty a~
his practice will prol·t.
:Scud itt cts. for his •·Prl.·
•at•' C'uum:eJor.'' a book
fet· younf: n!ld middle aged
men, sutlcriu; from that
L1fe · '\'a~tillg Weakness

SPECIAL SALE

AND DIAMONDS

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

n~

the rc;o.ult of >Outhful
follies. intl£'~a~ti0ns and

exce~ses.

It sets forth nn
External .'tJ•)Ilicntion.-.:'

ro~ITJYJ<:

rt1 RE.

The

book is wortl1 ma~.r timet
lt:; <:ust. nud should lle in
th~! bauds of -.~..o.,.c aftlict

ect.
AN

RO~F.ST ~T.·\I'i-:~!1-~:\"T.

••Similar ad\"Ntisemcuts
n-om unrelinblc r•rnditi·
tner:o ban• been !"ro.~()tlt'llt·
1"' nss~ilcd anoJ exposed by
he pres'>. hut Dr. FELLOW'R stands foJ"CIHCist in his J''t"'C\lli·
>ion, and it is :.af(' fl) trust him."- The 1\"ational l'tctv.

.Adclrcs.'!,

. Dr. R. P.

FELLOWS~

Inquiries are frequently receivPd asking what
we know about Dr Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.1
Ftrst, we know tbatbe is a reliable gentlfman <•!
rare professiOnal ~kill, who h!LS PRrn~d enccess by
good work; Second that he fulfills all ha• agreements to tbo letter. Th1rd, that be ba• perf< rmed
cures of hopeless oase8 that in the olden t•me biB
sk1ll would Lave been called IDlracnlon•• Fourth,
and last, we know him to be an honest man and &
stanoh Libera.l.-Xhe Bettet" Wall.
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ENGLAND, it is said, will retake from our
p;unboats all Canadian sealers seized for acts
that sre illegal under the seal-fishery treaty.
STANLEY was married on the lOth to Miss
Dorothy Tennant, a.n artistic and literary
London lady. He is ill with the jungle fever,
and had to sit at the altar.

THE 'TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 1. 9, 1890.
WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICiONS i
OF
I
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES. '
Biographies of soo of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skepticlh,.Innovators, Founders of
New Schools of 'J."nought, Eminent Scientists, 11to. (who were not Ohristia.ns),
from the time of Menu to the present. Bvo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Laf!!.Yette Place, N. Y.

GIBBONS and Tasche.
reau are each named for
the next pope.

- ~
Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, inl·r is a difficult thing to bestow a charit.y in
t t d h
t th b
olnding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
! such a way as no
o o arm o e ene8vo, 885PJ?. Vol. II. Describes Ji'nlly all
ficiary.-11'. P. Grandon.
the Rehgious Systems of the World.
THE Christian church of the fourth and fifth
svo, 95'i'PP. Oloth, $3per vol.; the
2 vols., $5; .leather, $7: mocenturies, by its indiscriminate almsgiving on
a large scale, helped on the degeneration of
roooo, g1lt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
th R mau state _Prof JV1n G 8·umne1·
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
e o
" · ·
·
· ·
·
IF what the majority
regard as " dangerous "
111!
11:11 '1.11 '1/: I
jl 1 I Ill
opinions are not to be
ririJ!lr ill!
I
tolerated, then liberty
)l•ri1
dies and progress ceases.
-M. J. 8avagi!.

I

I

l

LONDON has had partial strikes among postmen, policemen, and
military.

'

1

THE problem of the
state is, how differing
men may get along together, and not how
agreeing ones may.Bierooww.

TEE sugar trust will
carry on its operations
under a. new form, so a.s
to evade the law.
TEE Russian war office
has demanded the larg.
est number of recruits in
its history, 270,000.
BISMARCK Will obtain
re-entrance to the Ger.
man parliament by being
elected from a district.

A NEUTRAL state of
feeling [Epicurus taught]
is necessarily imperilecl
by a. greedy pursuit of
pleasures ; hence the
dictum, to be content
with little is a great good;
because little is most
easily obtained.
The
DEMOCRATS say that if
regulation of the desires
the federal election bill
is therefore of high mois passed its carrying out
ment. According to Epicwill be resisted by force.
urus, desires fall into
J. D. RooKRFELLER, the
three tzrades. Some are
Standard Oil monopolist,
natu1·al and necessary,
has given the Bsptist
such as desire 0f drink,
Educational Society anfood, or life, and are
other $100,000.
easily gra titled. But
when the uneasiness of a
Nxw YoRK cloakmakwant is removed, the
ers, male, who were get-.
bodily pleasures admit of
ting $6 a week, struck
no further increase ; anyseveral weeks ago, and
thing additional only
are in much suffering.
v a 1' i e s the pleasure.
Hence the luxuries which
A TORNADO near St.
go beyond the relief of
Paul laat Sunday de.
our wants are thoroughly
molished many houses
superfluous; and the
and killed or injured a
desires arising from them
large number of per.
(forming the ucond grade)
SA.UL IS COMPELLED TO TAKE SOME: REFRESHMENTS.
sons.
though natural, m·e not
ENGLAND has called on
But he refused, and said, I will not eat. But his servants, together with the woman, compelled him, and he
necessa?·y. A thi1·d class
Canada to expend a millhearkened unto their voice. So he arose !rom the earth, and sat upon the bed.-1 S1m. xxviii, 23.
of desires is neither nat-.
ion a year on military
ural nor necessary, but
defenses, as was agreed
begotten of vain opinion ;
at the federation, and the province is doing
such as the thirst for civic honors, or for
so and arming.
power over others ; those desires are the
most d fficult to gratify, and even if gratified,
ON the lOth there was a race riot in Fayette
entail upon us trouble, anxiety, and peril.
county, Tenn., in which ten negroes were
Epicurus did not, however, deprecate positiv
wounded, four fatally, and eight whites
pleasure. If it could be reached without
wounded, one fatally.
pain, and did not result in pain, it was a pure
IN view of possible mob assaults, the new
good; and, even if it could not be had witharmory of the First Infantry Illinois Naout pain, the question was still open, whether
tional Guard, begun on the 12th, will be built
it might not be well worth the price. But in
to withstand a siege of any common shot.
TH~
estimating the worth of pleasure, the absence
of any accompanying pain should weigh
AT Dartmouth, N. S., on the 11th, by the
heavily in the balance. • • • A man
slipping of a. cbain part of a bridge sunk and
could not be happy until he had surmounted
600 persons awaiting a steamer were thrown
I'
the fear of death and the fear of gods instilled
in the water. All were rescued but seven or
by the current fables, which disturbed all
eight.
tranquillity of mind ; until he had banished
-ANDJunGE GuNBY of the Louisiana court of
those factitious desires that pushed him into
appeais said before the National Educational
contention for wealth, power, or celebrity;
A.sPociation on the 11th that educational
nor unless he behaved with justice to all, and
suffrage qualification is the solution ~r the
with activ devoted friendship .towartl a few.
race problem.
Such a mental condition, which Epicurus
thought it was in every man's power to
A.T Avondale, Ala., on the night of the 9th,
arquire by appropriate teaching and companRev. Daniel Martin attacked Samuel Walker,
ionship, constituted virtue; and was the sure
who was accompanying home a girl of whom
as well as the only precursor of genuin happithe preacher was jealous, and split his head
ness. A mind thus undisturbed and purified
with a.n a.x. He wounded Marshal Fitzwas sufficient to itself. The mere satisfaction
gerald when arrest was attempted, and fled.
CE. M. 290.)
of the wants of life, and the conversation of
ON the 8th a tornado did much damage in
friends, became then felt pleasures; it more
+WIT I)+ ILLU$TRIUIOll$.+
Maine and neighboring states. At Winthrop,
could be had without preponderant mischief,
Me., it signified divine disapproval of
so much the better; but nature, disburtheneEl
ch-:Jrches by precipitating the belfry of the
CONT:SNTS.
of her corruptions and prejudices, required
M. E. church thwugh the roof of a dwelling
no more to be happy. This at least was as
PAGI:.
near by, inflicting on an old lady a probably
much a.s the conditions of humanity admitted :
Calendar
for
r8go,
The
Middle
Ages.
Illustrated,
•
5
fatal injury.
a tranquil, undisturbed, innocuous, nonFreethought in the United States,r88g, 17
The Priest,
competitiv !ruition.-Bain's Moral Boience.
ON the 12th the fireman of a train on the
The Supernatural World,
Faded Flowers. Poem by]. E.
ALL places, that the eye of heaven visits,
Chicago and Northwestern railroad became
The Reformation,
Remsburg
insane and grapp1ed the engineer with deadly
A.re to a wise man ports and happy havens :
Future Terrors
intenti'ons. The train was left unguided for
Teach thy necessity to reason thus ;
The Inauguration of the Bruno Statue.
The
Inventions
of
Science
and
the
a long run, and would ~av been wrecked at
There is no virtue like necessity.
T. B. \Vakeman,
Inventions of Christianity. Illusthe first unturned switch, when the trainThink not, the king did banish thee;
Mostly Fools. W. Stewart Ross
trated,
men suspecting something wrong from the
But thou the king: Woe aoth the heavier sit,
(Salo.din),
Where it perceives it is but faintly borne.
trai~'s passing stations, climbed ahead and
Freethought Journals in the United
Record
of
the
Spanish
Inquisition,
44
Go, say-I sent thee forth to purchase honor,
overpowered the madman.
States,
96
Dates of the Fabrication of Some
And not-the king exiled taee: or suppose,
In Sea;ch of a Spirit. E. M. Macdonald, 97
PARLIAMENT has given electric companies
Devouring pestilence hangs in our air,
Roman Catholic Dogmas,
44
Why I Left the Church. H. 0. Pcnteright to erect poles and wires on buildings
And thou art flying to a fresher clime.
The Boler House Mystery. Nearly a
I09
against owners' consent, and enter at any
cost,
Look, what thy soul holds dear, imagin it
Tragedy, with a Moral. Helen H.
time to inspect or repair them. Bradlaugh
To lie that way thou go'st, not whence thoU!
Gardener,
45
opposed, pointing out that in America it was
com'st:
not allowable to attach wires to property
Suppose the singing birds, musichns;
without the cwner'e permission, and warn1'he grass, whereon thou tread'st, the presence
------~·~~-----ing Parliament that they were authorizing.
strew'd ·
confiscation of property rights without comThe flower~, fair ladies ; and thy steps, no
NEV'IT
YORK:
pensation.
more
Than a delightful measure, or a dance:
GoMPERS said at the National Temperance
For gnarling sorrow hath less power to bite
Congress a month ago that the eight-hour
The man that mocks at it, and sets it light.
movement is favorable to temperance, and
-Bhaksp~e.
that men are driven to bar-rooms by long
HABIT is a forestalled and obstinate judge.
hours. Declarations by London men of note
-Rush.
being adduced against him, he has written to
London and obtained proof that these decHABIT a second nature? Habit is ten times
larations were never made. John Burns
nature 1-Duke of Wellington.
writes that short hours decreases demand
OuR nervous system grows to the modes in
for drink and Increases requet.t for libraries
which it has been exercised.- Dr. Carpenter,
and the like.
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FORKS OF THE ROAD-AN

~lippinns.

MRs. IRA. L. LIKES, of Hayes City, Neb.,
has the reputation of being one of the fmartest lawyers in the state. She is only twentynine years old, but she has been an enthusiastic law student ever !Iince she was seventeen
years of age.

PARTING.--SEE

the Sabbath, and agreeing to use all means assist in discouraging this vice which has
within their power. to prevent the concerts disgraced the American people."
from being given.
" I NOTIOED a queer thing recently in Phila·
CAPtAIN BRIDGE, of the British navy, who delphia," said a New York man the other
is said to hav visited more islands of the day. "It was Sunday, and all the street. cars
Southern Pacific than any otber man, remarks ran as usual except that there were no bells
that in all his travels he never saw a cannibal on the horses. They told me that was the
who was not ashamed of the practice, except law there. They hav to wear bells weekon the island of New Britain. They are days, so that people will notice them coming
cannibals of another sort, evidently, who told and get out of the way, but Sundays, appar.
Uoquilhat in Central Africa that the nobler ently, it does not make any difference
the animal the better the food, and they whether folks are run over or not. The
could conceive of no finer aliment than human proprieties are observed you see, but business
flesh.
is not interfered with."

A CoNGO nativ who has been taught to
read and write, has just sent a letter, his
first, to the archbishop of Canterbury. It is
as follows: ''Great and Good Chief of the
Tribe of Christ, Greeting: The humblest of
FRoM Saratoga comes a story of trouble
your servants kisses the hem of your garment,
and begs you to send to his fellow-servants between the Roman Catholic priest and the
electric light company at Schuylerville.
more gospel and less rum."
Under legal powers, the latter were about
CoL. ELLIOTT FBKF.A.WFUM SHEPARD added erecting a pole opposit the Catholic church,
to his usual scripture quotation yesterday a but the priest objected and opposed the comseries of elegant extracts from the works of pany's men by physical force. It is nothing
the Hon. Henry Wander wit Blair. The king new for the Catholics to object to enlightenof the cranks, says the 8un, wlll not relish ment, comments Beoular Thought, but in this
the juxtaposition. He is jealous of the Bible, case there is an idea that it may be necessary
and to say the truth, it does not contain to call out the soldiery to protect the
nearly as many words as one of his speeches. workmen.
FoR several years the local bands hav given
weekly open-sir concerts at Seaside and
Washington parks, at Bridgeport, Conn., on
Wednesday and Saturday evenings. It is
now proposed by the Wheeler Wilson band
to giv Sunday afternoon concerts at Seaside
park, and such a concert is announced for
next Sunday. Business men and working
people are largely in favor of these concerts,
but at the morning prayer-meeting on Saturday, of ch:Irch people, a resolution was
adopted protesting against a profanation of

ETERNAL

AT the meeting of the Chicago American
Secular Union on Sunday, July 6th, the following was unanimously adopted: "Whereas,
During the past year prize fights hav been of
frequent occurrence in this city and throughout the country; now, therefore, we, the
'Seculars,' in public meeting assembled at
the Princess Opera House, Chicago, this
(Sunday) evening, do emphatically denounce
the same as injurious to good morals and
inconsistent with the spirit of the age, and
that we call upon all law-abiding people to

TH:u: cause of woman's suffrage has received
an unexpected impetus in the American Congress. The House committee on the judiciary
has reported in favor of proposing an amendment to the Constitution granting it. Minority reports before hav favored it. Thus the
present speaker, Mr. Reed, prepared and·
presented to the forty-sixth Congress the
yiews of the minority; as did Hon. E. B.
TAylor in the forty-ninth. But this is the
first favorable majority report. There seems
to h1:1v been no dissent. The report claims
suffrage for woman because otherwise she
really has no means of consenting to the government; and the Declaration recites that
"governments derive their just powers from
the consent of the governed." There are
twelve million of voting age. No matter if
all would not vote; all men do not. This is
no reason for unjustly withholding a privilege.
They are intellectually qualified, the report
recites. Even as rulers of the greatest nations
they hav succeeded. There would be less
discord at home if they could do part of their
talking at tM polls. If the polls are not
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orderly and decent, they would make them
so. They go every place else without raising
the question of propriety. Their right to
acquire and hold separate property has not
impaired the domestic relations of married
people, but has made women much more
useful members of eociety.
PRINOB BISMARCK, SOme eighteen years
ago, came to the conclusion that women are
not to be judged according to a more rigid
standard than men. So he instructed the
German embassador to turn a deaf ear to
what the Montpensiera said about Queen
Isabella. All, he contended, that should be
required of a female monarch in the way of
morality was what men of the world de.
manded of each other. The duchess de
Montpensier's rivalry to her sovereign and
sister was based on her own superior virtue.
All that rivalry, however, seems now a long
way back: in the past. Isabella worships her
Montpensier grandchildren, who are redheaded imps with, what is rare in Spain,
freckled faces. She is now suffered to liv as
she likes and talk as she pleases, without
giving offense to anybody. There never,
perhaps, was a more plainly outspoken tongue
than hers. The empress Eugenic used to
make a great fuss toward the close of the
empire about the hereditary and other ante.
cedents of ladies who wanted to be presented
to her. She was apprised one day of the
marriage of a certain duke, an ex-assistant to
an apothecary, whom, for peace sake, Isabella
had ennobled, and was asked to receive the
lady. "Who is this duchess P" said Eugenic
to her former liege lady. "There's nothing
to be objected to in her," said Isabella
"she's rich, and I hear that she's the pope'A
daughter. One cannot go higher than that."
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l!ommtmications.
The Christian Church vs. Reason and J ustiee.
There was one period of twelve hundred yl!ars
within the historical era, in which justice was ignored
and reason branded as a crime. During this period
the devotees of science were immured in dungeons,
gibbeted on the scaffold, or burnt at the stake
alive, by authority of the Christian church; and so
completely did ecclesiasticism suppress scientific
investigation, and discourage the arts and sciencet>,
that this period of church domination is familiarly
known as the ''Dark Ages," and the history of barbarism furnishes nothing that will compare with it
for tyranny, war, oppression, and wrong, except it
be the history of God's chosen people as recorded in
· the Bible. Those magnificent libraries at Alexandria
and Tripoli, containing the scientific and literary
wealth ·of the world, were utterly and wantonly destroyed by the band of Christian vandals, and then it
was that the bright era of pagan intelligence was
superseded by the long dark night of Christian
ignorance and superstition_ Dr_ Draper informs us
that during this period, scientific investigation was
branded as a crime, and men in terror burnt their
libraries to save themselvs and families from destruction. But then why not ? Did not Moses command
us by divine authority "not to pity or spare," but to
kill even our nearest kinsmen if they suggested a
change from the popular religious belief T Paul,
after he had propagated the horrid and loathsome
doctrine of " original sin," " total depravity," "predestination," and that God loved one child and hated
another before either of them was born, and that
the Lord sends his children " strong delusions to
believe a lie that they might be damned because
they believed not the truth" -after propagating these
and other doctrine so contrary to the best impulses
of our natures, he coolly declares that if anyone else,
" even an angel from heaven, should preach any
other doctrin, let him be a\lcuraed_" He warned his
followers to " beware that no man spoil you with
philosophy." Eusebius, the great church historian
of the fourth century, taught that "science is false,
and investigation useless." Martin Luther, the father
of Protestant Christianity, declared that "Reason
was a poisonous beast with many dragon heads-an
ugly bride of the devil, and the all-cruelest enemy of
God." In his last sermon at Wittenburg, just before his death, he branded reason as ''the Great
Harlot," "the Devil's Bride," and "Worst seducer
of mankind."
Under such leadership, is it to be wondered at
that the Christian world retrogressed into a state of
ignorance and barbarism, and that Christianity became an inveterate foe to science'
.
During thirteen hundred years Christianity gave
to the world not a single astronomer, chemist, or
philosopher; but during that time it produced an
Indicopleustes who ~nlightened the church on geography by representing in his " Cosmas " that the
·earth was an oblong square inclosed by high walls
with upper and lower stories, and that in the upper
story angels manipulated a system of water-works,
consisting of numerous large cisterns, to regulate
the amount of rain on the earth. Then there was
Cosmas, another biblical philosopher, who wrote his
"Christian Topography" (as he says in his preface)
" to denounce the false and he~then doctrine of the
rotundity of the earth." He taught in this work,
that the " Tabernacle in the wilderness was a correct model of the universe," that the earth was "a
rectangular plain four hundred days' journey east
and west, and two hundred north and south from
one extremity to the other_ This oblong rectangular plain" was, according to this Christian philosopher, "tilted a little to the south, which causes the
Euphrates, Tigris, and other rivers running south to
run very rapidly, because they run down hill · while
those running north, like the Nile, run more ~lowly,
because they hav to ruu up hill." These truly scientific treatises received the unqualified sanction of the
church authorities, and were approved as standard.
In these two so-ealled scientific writers we hav correct samples of what the church is capable of producing when left to exert her power unrestrained by
the modifying and elevating influence of modern Infidelity.
The church during this period also produced some
distin~uished historians as well as philosophersBanting, in his " Itinerary of the Holy Scriptures,"
written on his return from a tour to the Holy Land
in 1581, describes the Dead sea as "changing color
three times a day_" "It spit forth fire, threw up
masses like burning pitch, and which, when they fell
back, swam about like oxen." Pierra Bilou, on his
return to France from a trip to Palestine, also in the
seventeenth century, reported that he had "seen the
stone on which the disciples slept while Christ
prayed;" "the stone on which Christ sat when he
raised Lszarus ;'' "the Lord's footprints in the
solid rook at the place where he ascended up to
heaven," and also "the stone which the builders
rejected." Between Bethlehem and Jerusalem is a

field covered with pebbles, which he accounted for \ hundreds of others of a like character we might
as follows : ''A peasant was sowing peas on this field, mention.
•
and the Virgin passing by, inquired what he was
In 1771 Dr. Joseph Prtestly, a noted chemist of
sowing. He answered pebbles, and his peas were England, discovered oxygen, the basis of life. In
turned to pebbles." Verily a joke on the peasant !
1791 his house, library, and laborator~ w!ls burnt and
Eugene Roberts was a Christian map-maker of the utterly destroyed by an ortbo?ox Chrtsttan !Doh, and
same century, and in his "Standard Map of Pales- be was forced to :flee to Amertca for.pro~e~tton.
tine," he designated the exact place where Samson
~et 1D the face of ~ r~co~d of thts ktnd, a record
slew the Philistines; whtJre he hid the gates of whtoh for. outrage, IDJustw.e,. and cruelty wo~ld
Gaze.; the cave in which Adam and Eve bid after sham~ hellttself,. moder~ Chnsttans hay the audacttY.
their expulsion; the place where Baalam's ass spoke ; to ~l~Jm for thetr .Pm~td, man-degradmg system of
the tree on which Absalom bung by the hair; the rehg10_n all the sctentdic advance!Dent of th? ag.e,
place where Jacob and God had their _famous wrest- when m fact th~y.hav been a horrtd obstructxon xn
ling match ; the exact epot where Elijah started on the w~y of m~n s mtel.lect.ual and mo!a~ advancement
his journey to heaven in his chariot of fire; where ever s~nce _thexr orgamzatton as a rellgwus body.
Lot's wife was turned to a pillar of salt, and a point . Ga~nsmlle, Ga., July 9, 1890. W ABREN SMiTH.
in the sea where the whale swallowed Jonah. He
A Basket of Bottles.
also givs a very interesting and edifying description
DAJIINED FOR THEIR PARENTS' S!Nof the basilisk-an animal eighteen inches long,
shaped like a crocodile, and which killed people by a
Dr- Legrand du Saule, a celebrated French physician,
single glance. One of these animals found its way claims that seventy-five per cent of epileptic children in
into Rome, and commenced killing people by the Paris hospitals are born of intemperate parents_
The best time to let mischief alone is before it is
score, and in turn was killed by the prayers of the
pope. ''It is compelled by providence to cry aloud meddled with, and the best time to prevent crime is
three times when it comes out of its cave, and, by before the influences occur which will caus.e its
the mercy of God, it is killed by the crowing of the perpetration.
Doubtless not less than seventy-five per cent of all
cock." This writer represented that the Ohurch of
the Holy Sepulcher was situated exactly fit the diseases bav the same inception, and all the medical
center of the earth, and that the cross on Calvary skill in the world has never professed to arrest a like.
occupied the exact spot where once grew the fatal amount. So the liquor-dealer counteracts all the
''tree of the knowledge of good and evil." Clement, doctors and has a large stock of death left over, and
omi of the early fathers, describes, the phenix as a thus ever one man's cupidity is visited upon other
veritable bird. Such was the class of writers pro· people's children.
INFANTIL BANDS BONDS OF INTEMPERANCE.
duced by the church during the Dark Ages, and they
Correctional, reformatory, and lunatic institutions are in
set the world back a thousand years in its intellectual
existence and multiplying all over the land.
march.
Their inmates were once babies, who, without a doubt,
Be it remembered that the Christian authorities were
dressed with too closely pinned bands that compressed
accepted the above class of fable-writers as the true and crowded the stomach and intestine, and made the
exponents of philosophy, and approved their false stomach irritable, calling for something. That" something"
statements and driveling rot as scientific truth. But was administered, perhaps, by the hand of a loving mother
while it indorsed this class, what was its attitude or father, " to stop baby's restlessness." 'fhat " something"
was an intoxicant that it ever after craved, till, at length, its
toward that class of true philosophers who, by ob- insatiable
appetite led to depravity and a home behind iron
servation and experiment, were laboring to disconr bars.
.
The returns from correctional institutions declare of more
the grand truths of the universe, and elevate ~ail to
higher standards of civilization and enlightetffiient! than nine-tenths of the inmates "it was rum that brought
here."
We will see. During the fifth century the Christian them
Men and women may legislate, crusade, unite, and pray,
church suppressed the Greek school of science. but not till mothers-women-learn to apply clothing to the
Hypatia, the maiden philosopher of Greece, who was bodies of newly born infants in a manner that is safe and
the exponent of this school, while on her way to healthful, that frees the stomach from abnormal irritations
cravinge, will the time come for "temperance to encirlecture to assembled thousands at the temple of and
cle the whole earth."-Mrs. 8man T. Con'Derse in Foote's
Serapis, was dragged from her chariot in the streets Health Monthly fOT May, 1889.
of Alexandria by a Christian mob, forced into an adThe above statement may seem to some far-fetched,
joining church, ravished, and brutally murdered, and
but
the logic is legitimate and the facts speak for
that, too, by the order of a Chri~tian archbishop.
thsmselvs. I hav always regarded tight swathing of
Roger Bacon was imprisoned fourteen years for
the crime of practicing chemistry, and died from the babies as both uncomfortable and injurious, but hav
not before heard from a woman who decidedly
effects of Christian brutality.
declared that infant's belly-bands were bonds of iniqCopernicus, at the commencement of the sixteenth uity. Mrs_ Converse proves her point, so, mothers,
century, wrote an astronomical treatis called, "The be careful.
Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies," and waited
WHOSE CRIME !
thirty-six years before he dared to publish it for fear
It is nothing less than a crime for temperance men of New
he would be cremated l?y the church for doing so. Jersey to defeat the only practical measure which there was
No sooner did this work appear than it was seized by a chance that the people would sustain, and to throw the
state into the hands of the liquor-sellers--New YOTk Trib.
the Christians and burnt, and the author would hav une,
August 8th_
suffered a like fate at their hands had he not died
This
boomerang, aimed at the Prohibitionists,
the day after his work was issued from the press,
and thus was this malignant ecclesiastical monster comes back with a vengeance upon the Republicans_
cheated out of one victim by the merciful agency of How could the state be thrown into the liquordeath_ Martin Luther, an old brute in human form, seller's hands except by the Republican's effort or
called this great Hl1ngarian scientist "a fool and an neglect! Tbe only practical measure is that of the
upstart," and disposed of his grand discoveries by Prohibitionists, and if the people will not sustain
saying, "Joshua commanded the sun to stand still, that, so much the worse for the people, whoever
which he would not hav done if the sun did not they are.
BALOONACY.
move.":
"You temperance folks are running temperance
Galilee near the close of the sixteenth century invented the telescope, discovered the laws of falling into the ground," we are often told. I do not know
bodies, also the belts across Jupiter and the rings how: temperance can be run into the ground-its
around Saturn, and for the commission of this hei- course is always elevating; but intemperance will
nous crime against Christian igno-..ance and supersti- surely run men into the earth, or deeper, for its
tion, he was seized, thrown into a prison, and forced trains all run on the down grade.
Perhaps I shall be by some called a slow scholar
to recant and denounce the glorious truths be had
discovered, under penalty of being burnt at the stake for not knowing that temperance should never be
alive. He was, notwithstanding, incarcerated in a carried into politics, for I hav often read it from the
dungeon, and during the remaining ten years of his quills of befuddled editor~J, heard it from the
life was treated with the most remorseless barbarity. campaign stump, reform club platform, and gospel
Bruno in the sixteenth century, for the like offense mission, and been kept awake nights hearing drunken
against Christianity of making astronomical discov- men applaud the sentiment to the echo.
The saloon demands all the room there is in polieries, was burnt alive.
tics, but whether it will continue to hav it or not
Calvin, the Protestant tyrant at Geneva, burnt at depends upon whether it can keep the people stupethe stake Michael Servetus, the distinguished Span- fied enough to permit its universal sway.
ish physician, because he had the unpardonable
CHINESE AND CHRISTIAN.
effrontery to con.tend with the old Geneva fiend tbat
history tells us that three thousand years ago the
it was impossible for a son to be as old as his father. artChinese
of distlllation was discovered in China, but the effect of
Such was the treatment dealt out to the world's distllled liquors was found to be so corrupting and demoralgreat intellectual and moral heroes by the Christian izing that distilling was prohibited. The man who had made
church du!in.g the peri~~ of it.s dominant power, and the discovery was banished to a lonely isle, and there comtheae Chrxsttan barbantxes d1d not cease until the pelled to spend the remainder of his days. (I am afraid
a great many tramps who walk our streets, wondering
Christian world was compelled to call a halt in its that
why they are not as rich as other men, would object to such
bloody career by such grand old patriots and philan- a law in America.) Thus the art was lost and was notrethropists as the immortal Thomas Paine, Jefferson discovered until in the eleventh century, when it was again
.
Franklin, and a host of other noble Infidels of th~ brought into use, this time by the Arabians.
eighteenth century_
China got along very well without whisky, to
To show with what tenacity the infamous church begin with, and indeed for three. thousand years has
system adhered to its policy of persecution and maintained the integrity of its government without
cruelty, we will refer to a single instance among much war, whilst our Ohristian countries hav been
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fighting among tbemselvs all along,· when they were pious people of the past goes farther than anything prison-houses, whilst the demoralization bill does not
so obfuseated with drink they did not know what else toward explaining their ferocious persecutions. come within the rules of arithmetic.
their row was all about.
HOW TO SAVE souLs.
Tyngsboro, Mass.
JoHN P. GUILD.
If you say Christian countries are in advance of
Ll~ten to Dr. Helwig's own defense for accepting the Ohio
China in civilization, I ask, Did whisky help them to
nommat~on: "~d now, my friends, coming to me a~ this
Items of Foreign Freethought News.
be so? And again, bow much farther might they be nominatiOn does m this way, I feel myself, and I want you
advanced bad not early Christianity done all it could all to feel, that the choosing has been of the Lord. I shall
Says Dr. Voelkel in his .Free Religious Sunday
to block the wheels of progress and beat back the enter upo~ the campaign with the same seriousne~s, with the Paper: "The Dissenters in Austria are entirely withsame. feelmg of deep sincerity and earnestness, as I do in
light of the East T
preaching a sermon of the gospel. They say, 'Don't take out legal rights. They are compelled by law to anPmTY1 POTEEN, AND POTATIES.
politics into the pulpit.• I hav no conscientious scruples nounce the arrival of their newly born children to
against a minister entering politics. I thank God that I had one or another of the state-patented religious ·
Ohl no wonder that we Oirish boys
backbone enough to take an unequivocal position on this societies (Evangelical, Catholic, and Jewish), and
Are all so free and frisky, •
question years ago. I know nothing that will save so many
The good Saint Pat, he taught us that,
souls as the succes~ of the politics of the Prohibition party. let them either be baptized or subjected to the JewAs well as to drihk whisky ;
The politics that Wlll close the nine thousand saloons in Ohio ish custom of circumcision. Hence Mr. Josef Rosh
Och I to be sure, he had the knack
a!! d. the one hundred and seventy-three thousand breweries, made his snnouncement to the synsagog. It is a
And understood distillin',
distilleries, and saloons in the United States, will save more girl ; had it been a boy then Mr. Rosh would hav had
His mother kept a shebeen shop
souls than hav been saved in this country In the last quarter to let them perform the ancient ceremony evolved
Near the town of Ennlsklllen.
of a century."-Protest, 1889.
from paganism."
Pity and poteen together hav been too much for
The best way to keep men out of bell is to keep
Austria must be a paradise for the " elect." And
the paddies, and that is why they bav to liv on potaties. Except for drink and devotion, the sons of bell ~>nt of men, and in. n~ way can men get so much in spite of such evidence as is here given-thousands
the _Green Isle might to-day be as they were before bellmto .them as by drmkmg liquors. A temperance of more examples might be quoted-there are yet
William the Norman, the brightest and most pros- gospel will go farther than any other toward saving people who calmly allow the church to bav things
perous of the divisions in the now United Kingdom. men from perdition. When the Christian ministers her own sweet way.
So long as John Bull keeps sober and sends his all _g_et the sense and courage to· preach and vote
The decision of the police court of Leipzig in the
bead-tangier to his neighboring cattle, he can remain pobt1cal temperance on the principle of practical
righteousness, they will be more useful than orna- case of '' the State verstts the Humboldt Freethinker
boss of the yard, you know.
mental. Let our Freethought lecturers take the society " has been sustained by the district court.
APKA SHRAB.
hint.
This, however, does not end the matter; the case is
Native of India call liquor made and sold by govHOW TO MAKE CRIMINALS.
already appealed to a higher court. Here there is a
ernment license, "Apka Shrab," government shame
Sir Matthew Hale declared, even so long ago as 1670, that good chance for Jehovah to work a miracle-" Let
water.
eighty per cent of the crimes committed in England were there be light !" ltis in this city of Leipzig that Dr.
The emir of Bokbara bas bad it stipulated in a due to drunkenness.
Voelkel was prohibited from lecturing a short while
treaty with Russia that liquors are not to be adAnd so it has continued, and so it is in the United ago on so innocent a subject as the workings of the
mitted except for the diplats and the eastern commu- States, only more so, as both British and American
nervous system, the police authorities declaring that
nity. .
judges affirm. If eighty per cent of the police power the fact of the doctor being a Free-Religious lecturer
In Constantinople liquor saloons are called Chris- had been exercised to · stop the drink business, it
was reason enough to render a lec~ure impossible.
tian drinking-pla<>1es.
would bav been largely subdued, if not quite
Ireland's rentage is twelve and a half million equelcbed, whilst direct improvement of morall!l
·on March 16th last Mr. Edwald E. Vogtberr, a
pounds, her drinkage eleven and one-fourth millions, thereby would bav so toned up society in general
lecturer
connected with theFtee-Religious Societies,
and another large slice for popeage. Alas, poor that the other twenty per cent would now be much
delivered
a lecture in Rixdorf, the result of which
Ireland I Piety and poteen makes her liv on pota- less than it is.
was three indictments-for blasphemy, for ridicule of
toes.
.
A ROYAL RUM BILL.
the Bible, and for making the church an object of
Rev. John Williams, Wesleyan missionary, says
Mr. Labouchere states the almost incredible fa~t that in contempt. The local court found Mr. Vogtberr guilty
they are not troubled with Infidel literature in West the accounts of the expenditure of the British sovereign,
in the second indictment, but declared him "not
Africa, but :floods of rum demoralize the people.
liquors are set down as costing £9,583; ale and beer, £14,guilty" in the two others. The case was appealed ;
£50,113
for
Intoxicating
642;
wine,
£35,888-altogether,
BREAD OB llEEB.
drinks. So much for the social example of the royal family. and now Berlin's second county court finds him guilty
Hon. Richard Trevilllck, a leader among the Knights of
It takes a deal of stimulant to screw the Chris- in the third indictment, but not in the others. The
Labor, considers intemperance the curse of organized labor.
He says: "The labor question will never be settled until tian courage up to defend the faith in the divine sentence was, in each instance, three days' imprisonthe liquor question is. If the money spent for liquor every right of kingP, queens, and their jaoks. $250,000 is ment, and, considering that death is the reward for
year was turned into the labor channels for two years there rather a steep rum bill for one poor family, but the offending the emperor, we can but say, Poor Jehovah!
would not be an idle man in America."
The case is now carried to the supreme court, which
dear people who bav it to pay for their kind mistress
I do not care what scheme of law, government, and her precious children should be congratulated probably will find him guilty of blasphemy.
We can but designate the whole proceeding as an
society, religion, or philosophy you bav, so long as that they do not bav it to drink tbemselvs. So long
the llieas predominate that liquor is something as bell-broth bas got to be made oi good wheat and immense farce, which disgraces the German courts.
sacred, that a rum-shop is a holy of holies, that it is barley, to keep the farmers from idleness it is well to Yet what can be expected when men are called upon
better to buy beer than bread, that there is more keep a worthless royal family on band to consume to convict a person of a crime the nature of which no
fun in being a drunken fool than a sober thinker, the cursed stu:ff. I do not envy the royal ma-iesty court can ever fathom 1
that it pays for the state to take $1.50 for licensing a any more; it should bav our largest sympathy.·
A German Freethinker living in Russia bas
business that robs a man of $10 in money, as much
SENATOR INGALLS BAYS IT DOES PROHIBIT.
donated a large sum of money to the erection of a
more in time, much more in repute and character,
Kansas has abolished the saloon. The open dram-shop Baltzar institut.ion, which will accommodate a printand causes an unmeasured amount of crime, society
traffic is as extinct as the sale of indulgences. A drunkard ing and publishing establishment, bookstore, library,
will not be a success, and it will remain a doubtful is
a phenomenon. The bar-keeper has joined the troubadour,
proposition if life is worth living.
the crusader, and the mound-builder. The brewery, the and an Old Folks' Home for ten women or men.
distillery, and the bonded warehouse are known only to the The objects of the institution, with which a Baltzar
THEBE IS BLOOD ON THAT MONEY.
archreologist. It seems incredible that among a population
We see no way for a well-informed Catholic conscience to of 1, 700,000 people, extending from the Missouri river to society is connected, are :
1. The publication and distribution of Liberal literkeep a saloon. We wish to God that every Catholic would Colorado, and from Nebraska to Oklahoma, there is not a
quit the business. Look around. Take a generation or place where the thirsty or hilarious wayfarer can enter and, ature ; assistance of studies in the line of free inquiry
two. Where does the money made in liquor go ? It is bet- laying down a coin, demand his glass of beer. This does and in the holding of lectures.
.
ter to leave your children without a cent. For there Is blood not imply that absolute drouth prevails everywhere, or that
2. Self-development ; closer relationship between
on that saloon money-the heart's blood of insulted, unde- "social irrigation " has entirely disappeared. But the habit
servedly despised, neglected, an~heart-broken fathers, of drinking is dying out. Temptation being removed from existing societies and individual members in Germothers, wives, and sisters. The guardian angels of the the young and the infirm, they hav been fortified and many, as well as with those from foreign countries ;
poor dejected orphans hav cursed that money, and the redeemed. The liquor-seller, being proscribed, is an outlaw, publication of a Free-Religious People's Library.
broken-down drunkard has breathed upon it the hell-fire of and his vocation disreputable. Drinking, being stigmatized,
3. Assistance of old and deserving soldiers of the
his own deapair.-Ole'lleland, 0., Catholic Uni'l:ler88.
is out of fashion, and the consumption of intoxicants has army of Freetbougbt.
If Catholic teachers would always o:ffer such doe- enormously decreased. Intelligent and conservativ'observers
The means to realize these objects are to come
the reduction at ninety per cent; it cannot be less
trio as this and ecclesiastics enforce it by their dis- estimate
partly from the endowment fund, partly from yearly
than seventy-five.
eiplin, the Roman church would be a less reproach
Prohibition prohibits. The prediction of its opponents self-assessment of the members of the Baltzar Society.
to Christendom. Two-thirds of the l!laloons in this has not been verified; immigration has not been repelled,
We can but congratulate our German friends on
country are kept by Catholics. How largely Peter's nor has capital been diverted from the state. The period the realization of this grand object, for which we prebeen one ot unexampled growth and development.- dict a bright future-if' they can make the churchPence is helped out by· the profits I don't know. has
TheForum.
Certainly there can be no worse heresy to humanity,
keep her fingers off. Our English brethren bav a _
There is one rum lie nailed. Nobody need say society with objects simil&r to the Baltzsr; but what
saying nothing of divinity, than intemperance, nor
by the Catholic faith can any drunkard inherit the again "Prohibition doesn't prohibit." If Freethink- can we Americans show T Let us go and do likewise.
kingdom of heaven. Yet that church damns a man ers do not want to wake up some fine morning and
for looking at the stars, but fellowships him in re- find the best work for humanity done while they
In Sweden things proceed as usual; that ill, the
were dreaming, they need to bestir tbemselvs and Freethinkers are activ, V1ktor E. Lennstrand's health
tailing bell-fire.
help kill the master curse of man. Don't be copper- is improving, and the clergy and government are
DIVINITY AND DRUNKENNESS.
The messiah of antlnaturalism sanctioned the use of alco- beads in this war of emancipation.
making their fifth attempt to pack a jury that will
holic drinks by his personal example-nay, by the associaUNANSWERABLE ARGUMENT.
find Mr. G. Wilhelmson guilty. Mr. Wilhelmson
tion of that practice with the rites of a religious sacrament.
The statistics of the state of Maine show that twenty years
The habit of purchasing mental exaltation-even to a fever- ago nineteen farms of twenty were under mortgage. But owns a printing establishment; and from it has been
dream-at the expense of the body, agreed perfectly with now, under twenty years of Prohibition strictly enforced issued Lennstrand's famous lecture, "Why I Am
the tendencies of a nature-despising fanaticism, and during and obeyed all over the state, except in some of the princi- Opposed to Christianity."
the long night of the Middle Ages monks and priests vied in pal cities, only one farm In twenty is mortgaged. That is
Since his liberation from prison Mr. Lannstrand
an unprecedented excess of alcoholic riots. Nearly every the best argument ever used for Prohibition.-Boston In'l:les- bas been the recipient of two con~ratulatory addresses
one of the thick-sown convents from Greece to Portugal had tigator.
-one from the Freetbougbt Union of France, .and
a vineyard and a wine-cellar of its own. The monastery of
And is it not a good enough argument T Take one from the Secular Society of England-besides
Weltenburg, on the upper Danube, operated the largest
brewery of the German emplre.-Feliro L. Oswald's Bible of o:ff the rum tax and the people can better a:fford to numerous letters from private individuals.
Nature.
When we became aware of our friend's liberation, we
pay a dozen other taxes. It is the single tax-tbe
There is much to sustain the supposition that rum tax-that is playing bell with the farmers and proposed to start a similar address, but, upon second
drunkenness bad its origin in devotion to the gods. everybody else in this country. What sense is there consideration, we gave it up, owing to the fa~t that
The earliest accounts .of worship show wine used as in Freethinkers whining that other people pay a in proportion to the size of our country the Liberals,
libation to the gods, and it is a relic of this supersti- hundred-million-dollar gospel tax, while they help to whose signature was desired, were few and far between.
tion that is seen in the custom of tipplers to spill a pay, or bav nothing against it to say, a billion-dollar Hence we ldt the matter to each individual, and supportion of their dram before they drink-for luck, guzzler tax? And an equal amount is lost in the pose that .many are the congratulatory letters from
they say. But who is luck, unless a god who loves guzzler's time, as much more in crime and courts, the United States that bav reached Bryggaregatan 25,
GusTAVE NELSON.
liquor 7 The almost uniform drunkenness of the as much more in poor-houses, crazy-houses, and Stockholm.
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Church Taxation in Washington.
constitution to appeals to co.ntinue the exemption of and do not comply with ~&id section 62, in raga~d to
CoP'IJ or a zetter trom the state &culm· UMon seo·etar11 to the atto1·" church property from texat.ion.
And the ana war was pl'Operty of churches, prlv&te sc.h~ols, and hosplt:.ls,
ne11-gwem1.
approved by the people of the state of Washington will ~hey noi. ren.der thfJmsel~s hs le to tl1e pena .1es
WASHINGTON SECULAR UNION, 2104 ~:s:TH ~h.,}
by their overwhelming majority vot.e, indorsing and provided by !'!ect1on 145 of said act (pag_e 661. Sess10n
SEATTLE, WAsH., J~Iy
7,
1890.
·
th
s>"t t'on •
Laws ' 1889-90)? "Eval'y
countyf ~udttor kand every
....
ra t'f
l ymg • e COn uloU !
.
· 1
HoN. W. ct JoNES, Att01·ney-General sta.ta of WashAnd the legislature, so far from sanotioning 11o con- count)' assessor who In any 0 ~ 88 • r~ uses or . uowiDg .Y
ington, Spokane Fo1lls, .Dear Sir: A.s aeorets:ry of the t,inuance of exemption of chnroh property from tan· neglects to perform any duty enJ ~med on hlm by _this
Washington Secular U c1ion, I wrote the g·ove:rnor of tion passed "Au act to provide for the assessment aot, or who consents to, or oonmves at. ~ny evae~ons
the st11te June 26;h, calling hi!! attention to the fact and' collection of taxes in the st<~t.e of W~tabington of itlil provisions whereby any proceedmg reqmred
• that chm•ch property, as well as that of private [page 606, Session L'llWB, 1889-1890] in exact bar- by this act is :prev<mted o~ hindered, or ~he~eby any
schools and hospitalt:l, li:oble 1-.o taxation by the pro- mony with the letter and spirit of the constitution." property reqmred to_b~ hate~. for taxatlOl! 18 unlawvisions of our ~te.te constitution, wss being .omittsd
Section v of said act, enumerating propert~ that fuliy exemp~ed, $r tlie nlua~tOn. ~hereof lB entered
from the ~ssessment rolla by suditors and assessors shall be exempt from taxation, rightfully and Justly on the tax het ~~ot less than 1ta tine value, ah~ll for
throughout the state.
omitted exemption of any church, private school, or every such neglect, ref11sal, consent, or conmvance
And in accord with adicla iii, section 5, d the hospital property-other than public schools and forfei~ and pav to the stat~ not _less than $200 nor
constitution, and an act of the legislature relating to county hospitals. The law demands all property in more 1;han $1 000, at the d1scret1on of the ~ou~t, ~ 0
the duties of the governor (recorded on page 64, the state, every person and corporation ownin~ b.e r~?overed before any court of competent JUrtBdiC•
Session L!lws, 1889 and 1890), I urged him to giv property, res! or personal, shall pay tax. The tern- hon. .
.
instructions to aud1tors that tbey must comply with torial law exempting church property to the value of
5. If there are w!l~ful and known ?mlSSlODS of
section 62 of an act of the legislature, entitled, "An $5 000 is repugnant to the just and equitable pro- asse~sme~t and taxation of c~urcb, pr~v~te school,
act to provide for the assessment and collection of vi~ion~ of the constitution, and by article xxvii, sec- and nosp1tal p1•oparty-~mountmg to mtll~on~ of ~ol
ts:ias in the stste of Washington" (page 628, Session tion 2, is made void and of none effect.
lara of prope.rty _unassessed and untax~d, m -w:tolat10n
Laws, 1889 and 1890).
All good citizens must fully indorse your very able of. the conatitutiOn, and the act.
tne legtslature,
Governor Forry kmdly replied:
and logical declaration: "It is incredible that the woul~ n?t the proof of such o~ulstons . be good and
eople of the state of Washington intended, when suffiaten!i reason, ~nc1 defenae m an_y smt, for refusal
·
·I
h
uch assess
Your communication of the 26th has been received. The P
question which you submit to me is one purely of a judicial they adopted the constitution of the state, to exempt to pay taxes on ?•· let; proper ;r-smce. s
. character, a.nd is one which the executiv of the state has no the right of way of the Northern Pacific Rtilroad ment and. iant10n lB excesetv and tlle_gal, be1~g
power to demde.
Company."
i';'creased m amount on account of the Wtl!fnl OmlFJ·
Tll.e construction which you giv to the constitution a.nd to
And it is even more incredible that they intended e10n of aesessor!l to obey _the law and assess church,
section 1 of the act approved February 25, 1890. is too libh I
h
·• 1
• t c' oo' and hospt•~l property~
era.l. If tha.t construction was carrie.!! out by me to its log- to exem\)t church, private llC oo ' or osptol), prop- prl~& e, s n !•
"'"
.
·
k
ica.l conclusions I would be clothed with autocratic power. erty. You simply announce a well-known and u.n'I~e Wsshmgto;t Seculsr
ut!m. does not at~ac
I hav this da.y wired the attorney.general for his opinion disputed fact when you say, "The people did not so the r1ghts of the cnurch when _wSistmg_upon th~ JUst
upon tbis subject, and when it is received I will forward intend when they voted to adopt that cons~itution." taxa~ion _of its property, but. st~n:ply clatms obedtence
you a. copy.
Yours truly,
ELISHA P. FERRY.
Had the territorial law exempted from taxa.tion all by tne clm:ch _to the oonstttutw~ a~d. laws of the
And on July 1st I received another letter stating: persons or corporations engaged in iron wmks, would state, and Just.tce to the peoi?le, ll!Btstmg on. equal
Attorney-General Jones wires me ag follows: Ta.xa.tion there be a shadow of doubt in any sane mind that or.:. an~ enct Jnstwe for ~ll! end m tb1e m~tt~r ~~ but
church property governed by old la.w.
the adoption of this constitution all such exemption actmg on the adroomt10ns of those d1stmgu1shed
In the Post1nteUigencer of the 4%. inet. is pub- ceased 1
statesmen, Generals U. S. Grant and James A. Garlished an extract from your opinion, filed on the 3d
Would it be pretended that the territorial law ex field. .
.
.
.
inst., in regard to exemption from taxation this year empting iron works from taxation held good for anTrustmg your prompt act10n will avotd appeals to
of the right of way of the Northern Pecific R~ilroad other yEar!
the vsrious cou~ty ~oar?s of equ~liz=-tion, ~nd preCompany, which opinion give evidence that you hav
The concluding words of your very ably expressed vent the otherwtse meVIta_b}e fierce contont10ns and
changed your mind in regard to taxation of church opinion in rPg ..rd to state taxation of the right of appeals to the court£~, awattmg your reply,
property being governed by the old law, or, if you way of the Northern Pacific railroad could not posYours truly, .
C. B. REYNO~Ds,
hav not, I respectfuliy call your attention to the fact, sib!y better express the facts in l'egard to taxation of
Secretary Washmgton Secular Un10n.
that every argument so ably and forcibly adduced by church property.
•
you to prove that exemption of the riuht of way of
You say, "Nothing but the clearest and most exMr. He:ywood's Situation.
the Northern Pacifia railroad in this state from taxa- plicit words will suffice to create the exemption conEDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Thursday, July 24th, at 11
tion ceased with the adoption of our state constitu- tended for." (Will you please to point out, quote, AM, is fixed for the final disposition of my United
tion, applies with even greater force and positivness the clear and explicit words that exempt church States case. As the usual two judges, in cases of
to all church, private school, and hospital property. property from taxation !) "I sm therefore of the appeal, are not allowed us, there is little hope that
In the opinion referred to you say: "It remains to opinion that the right of way of the Northern P~tcific arguments before Carpenter, alone, will move him to
be seen whether th"' people by the constitution hav Railroad Company, together with all superstructure intelligent conclusions. So sentence seems inev,table.
made any such exemption. Section i, article 2, of of every kind erected thereon, is legitimate subject
Yours truly,
E. H. HEYWOOD.
the constitution, provides as follows: "All property
of state taxation, and should be so assessed and taxed
p nrweton,
·
,,.
J u 1y 19, Y.L. 18.
.
.m.ass.,
in the state not exempted under the laws of the this year."
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United States, or under the constitution, sh~ll be
tll.xed in proportion to its value, to be ascertained as
provided by law." The foref!oing provision of the
constitution did not go into dre(lt until we became s
state. But that moment the exemption in its charter ceased to be operativ.
Unquestionably your position is well taken, is impregnable, fJr to exempt any corporation property,
civil, commercial, or religious, is repugnant to the
letter and spirit of the constitution. You rightly
declare that section i, article 2, is peremptory and of
immediate effect. But why then is '' taxation of
church property governed by the old law T" Does
not section i, article 2, apply equally to all p1·operty
in the state, without exception, other than that
enamerated in article xxvii, section 2, of the constitution, "provided further that the property of the
United S~ates, and of the state, counties, schooldistricts, and other municipal corporations, and such
other property as the legislature may by general law
provide, shall be exempt from taxation~"
No church property has been so exempted, but on
the contrary the question of exemption of church
- property was very freely.and fully discussed by the
framers of the constitution.
The Washington Secular Union was instrumental in furnishing every one of the members
of the constitutional convention with pamphlets, cartoons, and documents, proving the gross inj 11stice of
all such exemptions.
And after full and exhanstiv dil3cusaion of the subject, article i, section 11, was adopted: "No public
money or property shall be appropriated fur, or applied to any religious worship, exercise, or inatruotion, or the support of any religious establishment."
I appeal to you, would not exemption of any
church property from taxation be to appropriate and
apply the amount of taxes that should be paid by
the owners of said property, to the support of that
church or religious establishment ? And to clinch
the matter beyond all reasonable doubt or controversy, article vii, section 2, declares: " The legislature shall provide by law a uniform and equal rate of
assessment and taxation. on all property in the state
according to its value in money, and shall prescribe
such regulations by general law as sbaU secure a just
valuation for taxation of all property so that every
person and corporation shall pay a tax in proportion
of the value of his, her, or ita property."
This was the answer of the framers of our state

We claim there needed no new machinery of law
to make the right of way of the Northern Pacifio
Rc;.ilrosd Company, and all church, private school,
and hospital property taxable, despite any exemptiona under territorial laws.
All such property heretofore exempt, may be listed
undar the old law, or under the recent act of the
legislature, or assessment begun under the old law
may be completed under the said act of the Jegislature, in accord with section 154 (page 664, Ssseion
Laws, 1889-90), which provides that all proceedings
for the assessment of any tax, or collection of any
tax, may be completed pursuant to said act.
But we are confirmed by your opinion filed on the
3d instwt, that no matter under which law assessment this year is made, the con.stitution of the state at
ita adoption annulled any exemption of right of way
of the Northern Pacific Riilroad Company or of
church property by article vii, section 2, herein before
quoted.
The officers and members of the Washington Sec·
ular Union respectfully request you to make public
your opinion on the following points:
1. Did not the constitution on its adoption by
the people, annul and render nugatory the territorial
law exempting church property from taxation to the
value of $5,000 ~
2. Did not the act of the legislature in regard to
assessment and collection of taxes, herein referred to
(page 606, Session Laws, 1889-90), go into E:ffect at the
expiration of ninety days from the adjournment of
the legislature, to wit, June 26th-and is not said
act, and each and all of its provisions, law of the
state to-day!
3. If said act is of binding force and effect, then
will you cause all auditors and assessors to be notified
of that fact, and call their at.tention to section 62
(page 628, Session Laws, 1889-90) : "The county
auditor shall carefully examin the asP.eesment books
when returned to him by the assessor, and if he dis·
covers that the assessment of any property has been
omitted, she.ll enter the same upon the proper list,
and forthwith notify the assessor making such omission, who shall immediately proceed to Racertain the
value thereof, and correct the original return; in
case of the inability or neglect of the assessor to
perform this duty, the auditor shall ascertain the
value of such property, and make the necessary corrections ?"
4. If auditors or assessors neglect to obey the law,

At the Forks of the Road-An Eternal Parting.
In a recent railroad accident, a family of four persons were inst1mtly killed. The father and son were
unbaptized Infidels, but the mother and daughter
were baptized believers and belonged to the church.
The picture on the first page of this TRUTH SEEKER
is intended to convey a bint idea of the parting of
that family in the land of shades.
A~cording to the Ohristien creed, when these
departed souls arrived at the forks of the road where
the devil's turnpike leads off from the heavenly foot ..
path, we may nat'i-ally suppose that Satan was on1
the lookout for game and seized on the father andt
son aa his meat, while winged angels swooped down1
to guide the mother and daughter through ths>
pearly gate into the blissful servitude of heaven·.
An obedient Christian who is well fortified in the
doctrin of bate, as commanded in Luke xiv, 2'6,
might take some pious comfort in a situation like
this, but a humane heathen would undoubtedly prefer to believe in the horrible vagaries of an ablebodied nightmare or a harmless Joss rather than this
Christian doctrin or a God so pitiless and fiendish
as the superannuated individual who is said to be
the author of such crueUy as this.
Carthage, Mo., Jaly 12. 1890. WATSON HESTON.
The Cause of Crime.
I clip the following from your issue of 12th inet.:
Chief Crowley of the San Francisco police says that lack
of employment is the main C!luse of prostitution ; when the
canneries are running there there is a large diminution of
arrests for that offense. He thinks that the best remedy for
all crime would be some scheme affording all opportunity of
work.
When chiefs of police get to thinking want of
work the cause of crime, something seems about to·.
break. Why should there be want of work T Is it.
because there exists a superfluity of all those com,
modities which work creates T This is incredible,,
since there are people who resort to crime in order·
to get food, clothes, shoes, shelter, beer, and tobacco..
Is it because material on which to work is lacking 1:
This cannot be, for in most of the trades we hear·
complaints of a superfluity ofsuch material. "0 ~er~·
production," no market, general glut, is the cry of
capitalists, at the same time that men reBort to rob.
bery and girls to prostitution in order to avert actual
starvation. So anomalous a situation as too much
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wealth of all kinds, inducing crime, beggary, and
even fRmin, wma certainly never known until very
lately; and according to a man's own temper the
paradox must excite either 1attghter, indignatiOD, or
hard thinking. Let us see which appears most suitable.
1. L~ughter. If Owlsl!lBilS or Swift had told his
contemporaries that in 1890 people would be beggin~!, 'stealing, :md starving, baoanse they had grown
too rich, the buttons of his hearers would. certainly
hav aufferAd. All ihe faaetiw in" Gulliver's Travels"
and the "Praise of Folly" wou 1d b.av pe.led tlwh· ineffectu"l fires before such an in6ff~bl~abam:dity. Ths
nineteenth century is not more stupid th!!.n the
eighteenth or the fifteenth, that i~ should receive
such bottomless bosh for science. Tho only renaon
it does not explode is that the matter is too ee:rioua.
2. Indignation should e.l w;qs ba kept for t.he last
thing.
3. Hard thinking. What me-ana this overproduc.
tion which compels the beuevolent capitalists to
form trusts, condemn their employees to cl'imepro:lucing idleness, an~ tax th.emselvs for chari.!;y's
sweet sake? It does uot not mean general overproduction, for the only object of producing a surplus is to aell it, the only object of selling one thing
is to buy another, the fact that a roan wants to sell
proves tbat he wants to buy, and the bet that he
wants to buy is proof that he does not get enough
of some product or other. It might mem.n overproduction in a particular line, but the fMta m·e
against, the idea that such pllrtial overproduction ex:
ists. In New York t,here is said to be actual s~arvati.on
just now, but in New York within the month the
trusts hav been destroying whole shiploads of food.
Relativly to the needs of the consumer there is no
overproduction. There is overproducbion only in
relation to the purposes of the capihlists. That the
capitalists may realize ~ profit on their investments
their.gooda must be somewhat scarce. And accordingly the interest of the capitalist, as Adam Smith
taught, is hostil to the commonweal.
ThB
interest of the community is that prices should
be low and w~ges_ high.
Tha interest of
of the capitalist is tht;t prico~ should be high and
wages low. This being the case, why shoulcl the
.commupity protect the capitalist in doing wh1:1.t enriches fiim by impoverishing others? If s poor nmn
should burn a ship to raise wages the police would
turn out to atop him. When capitalists destroy a
oargo the police tmn out to prevent anybody from
stopping them. Chief Crowley wants a plan to
afford all an opportunity to work. I wiil suggegt a
simple plan. Let the police stop a~sistingcapitelista
to produce that degree of poverty which is necessary
to their profits. Chief Crowley is one of a growing
class-the class who talk Anarchism ss M. Jourdain
talked prose. What they want is somebody to tell
them the name of it.
C. L. JAMES.

Eau Claire, Wis.
-------4~~------

Who Will Answer 1
I would like to ask a few questions :
What evidence hav we of any God ?
What evidence hav we of immortality ?
What authority can one man rightfully hav over
another?
How is the rule of a majority any less destructiv
to freedom than the rule of a monarch ?
_What right does maa hav to what he does not
earn?
What right has any _man to hold vacant land out
of use!
What right does one man or combination of men
hav to monopolize the issue of money !
On what grounds can compulsory tantion be enforced?Are interest, rent, and profits earned by the
receivers!
Cau they be collected without force ?
What right has a policeman to use force?
Wbat right has any man or body of men
interfere with the absolute individual freedom of the
human race?
G. A. CHAPIN.
Lowell, Mass., July 12, 1890.

to

A.nd There Should Be No Bible in the Schools.
From the San Francisco A rqonaut.

The first great principle that should be kept
steadily in view, and to which all political parties
should be compelled to direct their course, is that
there is no state religion in the United States, and
none is permitted in the general, state, or municipal
governments-that there is no God in the Constitution. Religious opinions are free, and religious
worship is free within the law, and religious organizations, as such, hav no right to intermeddle or
interfere with the administration of politic!!al aff~irs
in any part of the Unit~>d States. Education nuderlies the entire hbric of our republican government;
and in the solemn covenant which givs it a na.tional
and recognized existence, it is provided that every
citizen within the jurisdiction of the commonwealth
shall enjoy unrestricted fr~>edom of religious opinions and their unrestrained expression within the
law. Two enemies hav alraady shown a disposition

~o interfere with.ou~ ~ducationalsystem, viz,, foreignIsm and ee;(Jleaiast1msm. Roman Cathoiic alilmB
would destroy tha Arneric~nism of common schools,
and ~cclai:l~&sti~ism would rob it of its liberal, pro-

gressiv, smeut1fic, and unde.uomina~ional chuacter.
We here reflect the opinions of Mr. Fri!.nk M. Brie
tol in a communication to the Inter Ocean, of
Ohic&go.
The integrity of om: common school system is
based upon the English language. It ie the language
in which 011r Constitution ia wxit·tan and m which
our lawa are printsd. It is the language of our
daily lifa, and while we do not ciaim that H is batter
than tho Germ!in, the French, or the Spanish, it is
ours, and because it is ours it is bet.ter than any t.hat
can be substituted for it. Aa our :thg is more b;;au
tiful than IJ,ny foreign davioe or emblem bacauaa it is
ours and ac.sociatad with our p~iriotic and loyal
traditions, so the English language ia connected with
our literature, our laws, and dear to us because of
i!s association. We would hav no foreign flag
elevsted above the starry banner on cur soil, or on
the decks of our ships, or in any place where our
flag should be unfurled. We would hav no foreign
.langm~ge taught in o,ur schools, or spoken in our
legislativ hnlla, or printed in onr code of laws, and
we would make no treaties in which the English
langu:og9 should not b@ spoken and printed upon
t<qualit.y with the nation with whom wo negotiate;
and when any person, priest or layman, professor or
school-master, Garmar.1. Lutheran, Soo~ch Pl·.asbyterian, It~lian Romanist, Mohammedan, Turk, or
Jew, undertakes to dictate the introduction of any
foreign tongue into our schools or school-books, we
should regard it as the gross and cheeky impertinence of uneducated and vulgar foreignism. It is
always the bastard birth of an iliicit intercourse
between alien ecclesiastics end nativ-born demagoge.
It means the destruction of Americunism ~tnd the
overthrow of our common schools. The sire is an
alien clerico, the dam an American mare, the foal
a long-eared hybrid, whose intelligence is measured
by the music of its mouth. Foreignism is less
dangerous than ecclesiasticism. The ecclesiastic is
more untiring, mm·e subtle, and is better orgsnizad
and in all respects better equipped than the demagog or poiitiaie.n. Ecclesiasticism sees snd knows
that the only thing that its church, or any chui·ch,
has the right to fear ia the kind of education attain·
able in free American, non-sectarian, common schools,
from whioh the priest, nun, and political demsgog
are rigorously excluded. The only thing which religious denominations hav any cause to fear is that
scientific education which leaves the mind free from
all sectarian bias; that education which giva the
mind permission to think logically and act upon
the logical deductions which arise from the student's
own independent reasoning. The American schoolhouse affords no shelter for priest, or nun, or
Sunday-school tescher to interpret the sacred
writings. There is no port.ion of the Bible worth
tsaching which requires denominational interpretation, and any ecalesiastical or priestly interference in
the school·room is simple impertinence. Whenever
this is Permitted our common schools cease to exist,
and in-their place we would bav Hebrew, Chineee,
Roman Catholic, German Lutheran, and Protestant
sectarian schools, and all the religions in the world
would claim their share of the public moneys in order
that their children might be educated in all the absurdities of their particular dogmas ; parochial
schools would be substituted for our non-sectarian
public schools; children of the nineteenth century
would be educated as were the occasional pupils who
had the opportunity of any education ~n the fifteenth
century-a kind of education which would imprison
Galileo and Giordano Bruno, and which, after three
centuries, would refuse them a monument; the same
kind of education which left the south of beland
with sixty-five per cent of illiteracy, Italv with eighty
per cent, South America with eighty-five per cent.
This kind of education would perpetuate political
strife and sectional bitterness and keep alive ignorance, bigotry, and superstition, as ih has done in
Newfoundland, in the province of Quebec, in the
kingdom of Spain, in Italy, in parts of France, in
Mexico, and in the Central and South American
republics. Very many Roman Catholics are true to
the country, but the Roman hierarchy is not true
and not loy~!, nor, in any sense, republican. It does
not believe in the power of the people. It is tm
ecclesiasticml tyranny aiming at a complete political despotism, and claiming the divine right of one
man, and he old and weak, and Italian, to sway the
scepter of ·universal temporal, civil, and spiritual
power. It is not government of the people, by the
people, for the people. It is the government of the
world by the church and for the church. Destroy
the common schools and the priest would be lifted
above the school-master, and the people would, in
the progress of time, be reduced to the peonage,
bondage, and slavery that always attend ignorance
under the dominion of priestcraft. Of the article
from which we hav most fully drawn our argument,
we giv the peroration:
"From ocean to ocean, let the freeman's cry be

heard: 'Milli.o:ue, millions for the common schoBi~,
but not one cent for denominational substitutes.'
The common school will endu:ra with_ our libertieP,
our liberties with the common schof)l. If there
must come the issue between the enemies av.d the
friends of pop;lar education, l~t i.t come. While we
dread the conflict, we do not fear the results. The
scepter of oppression is broken, the will of the people is suprema. The face of the age _is sunward.
The stride of the republic quickens toward the
splendors of the perfeat day. It has been said-the
apirit of our ancestry has said it; the noblest heroism of the past baa said it; our twelve millions of
school-children hav B&id it; the freeGt and most enlightened press of the world has said it ; the great,
honest, pa;;riotic he~rt of the people has said it, with
11. voice like the w~Aves that bast against these shores
of freedom; a mighty and triumphant Amerimmism
bas said: 'The common school, with law-protected
liberty, ehall forever s~and.' "
News of the Sunday Obsenance Straggle.
From the Pearl of Dayr, 01•gan or the Amertoal< Sabbath. Unton.

The Staten !Bland police raid~d. two museum shows that
were giving exhibitions on South Beach, Sunday night,
July 6 h.
The first of 8unday baseball games at Rocky Point, R.I.,
was scheduled for July 6Gb, between the Athlet.ics or Olneyville and the Wanskucks, both of the state league. Four
thousand people were present. Col. Amasa Sprague, sheriff
of the county. would not allow the players to go upon the
field, threatening to arrest them and prosecute the managers
of the resort if the game was started.
The National Commissioners of the Columbian World's
Exposition held their fir~t formal meetin~< two weeks ago in
Chicago. It w&s announced at this preliminary meeting
that the North American Tnrners' Society was on hand with
four requests of the W or! d's Fair commhtee: First, to
employ only union men; second, to allow only eight hours'
work; third, to open the Ex:position seven d"'ys of the week;
fourth, to allow the sale of liquors of every description.
Tbe American Sabbath Union is represented on the
Pacific coast in the form of a monthly publication, edited by
the Rev. Dr. Edward Thompson, an energetic and successful
district secr!ltary of the Union. We are glad to welcome
this new ally in the important work of diaseminating Sabbath
literat11re. The following article, taken from a recent number of Dr. Thompson's journal, will show under what difficulties the friends of the Sabbath labor in their heroic efforts
to secure a Sunday law for California:
"We find many opposed to this movement in Culifornia.
First we may name the Infidels, who are more numerous
here in proportion to the population than in any state in the
Union. A~ soon as it became known that an effort would
be made 'to replace the Sunday law on the statutes of the
state, a convention was called of 'Spiritualists, Deists, Materialists, Liberal Christians, Agnostics,' etc., to form a
'union in opposition to the American Sabbath Union, the
Women's Christian Temperance Union, and kindred organ.
izations."
The convention met in Irving Hall, San Francisco, raised
a large sum for campaign purposes, and has ever since been
circulating its literature and speaking through ita orators all
over the state.
" The next class of the Sunday opposers is the Seventh
Day Adventist denomination, which has been growing very
rapidly in this state for some years past, and is the most
aggressiv of all our foes. They are largely a religious people, and they recognize the importance to man of a day of
rest and thought and worship, but because we do not fix
upon their day they wage war upon the movement.
"The old Californians, with a few exceptions, are opposed
to Sunday legislation. California has been so well worked
by the opposition that neither of the two great parties will
probably espouse our cause. It is an unpopular agitation,
and we shall hav to pull hard against the political waves.
We believe now is the time for all good men of all parties
and all creeds to combine on those state senators and members of the lower house who shall favor the Sunday law, and
vote solidly against those who will not, no matter if they
belong to their favorit party. That is the only way in which
we can secure a Sunday law for our state. Till the good
people unite and make a strong sentiment for the Sunday
law, the secular press will not help us. Generally it says
nothing, pro or con, for fear of displeasing some patron, for
heavy advertising often comes from the opposition."

Science.
From the Jury.

Amid the din and confusion of doubting millions wrangling over doctrine, standards, and ancient theories, science
stands to-day in ca:m and majestic grandeur, the safeguard
and refuge of mankind. Crowned with the diadem of
truth, clothed in the golden robe of reason, it carries in its
hand the written experience of the ages. Its field of action
is the universe, its pathways through the soundless deeps of
eternal space, amid which revolve the myriad worlds. It
has rescued man from the thraldom of superstition. the curse
of ignorance, and the iron hand of kingly and priestly
tyranny, clothed him in his right mind that he may behold
the glories of the Lreativ power, and with an intelligent and
unbia~e<l mind search out the truths of unchanging and
et.ernallaw. It imparts to its votaries knowledge gained by
experience, truths gathered unrler the guidance of reason;
demonstrates its discoveries and puts them to practical use.
It places no barriers upon human thought and imprisoBs
none within the gloomy walls of dogmatism. It demands
exact weight and measure, perfent justice, and perfect,
unadulterated truth. Hit enters the quagmire rt is to reach
the verdure and tbe monptain beyond. It is fearless in its
march. makes no concessions, asks no favors. It demands
obedience to divine law, which is natural law. It demonstrates the value of virtue, truth, and honorable deeds. It
has harnessed the lightning and placed a girdle around the
world; it is strangling ;li~ease, ,tu~ning de~erts into garde~s,
and in countless ways hfttng man 10to a htgher plane of hfe.
It bas looked even "beyond the veil," and to its searching
glance, and listening, patient ear, there has come a response
to satisfy the heart yearnings of tbe race.
Tbe keys of every door in the universe are in the hands of
science.
U non this rlying era's grim
R"'tirh)g

tra~e

by love, in outline dim, The future's face.
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~qmmnniea:tions.
'l'he Writings of the New

T~stament.

Translatea 011 Gustave Nelson.

What are the real facts in regard to the authenticity ·of the writings contained in the New Testament~
Are they genuin productions written by the men
whose names they bear ?
During a period of one hundred and forty years
several attacks hav been made upon the authenticity
of the New Testament, partly because the books were
not written by the persons claimed to be their respectiv authors, and partly owing to the fact that
these writings exist no longer in their original form.
The attacks begin at the time of the Reformation,
for Luther himself speaks rather unfavorably of the
epistle of James, and denies that Revelation was a
work of John. But it is from the middle of the last
century only that we can speak of genuin Bible
criticism appearing, and it has been kept up until the
present time.
The first and, perhaps, most renowned of biblical
critics is David Michaelis, who for forty.six years
was professor in Gottingen, and taught in his" Introdulltion to the Divine Writings of the New Covenant "
(Gottingen, 1788) that the epistles to the Hebrews,
those of James and Jude, and Revelation cannot be.
rejlarded as genuin snd canonical.
Johann Salome Semler prepared the way for the
Rationalistic movement of his time by his work,
"Guide to a Free Interpretation of the New Testament," published in 1757. In this work he denies
the authenticity of several books, ·among otb!"rs Revelation and tbe epistle to the Hebrews. Of 2 Corinthians he mabs three seperatA Ppi~t.les.
Gottfried Eichhorn, 1804-1827, professor in
Gottingen, in his "I!'trniluett~">'l to the New Testament," and Grisson, 1804-1805, entertains doubt as
to the genuinness of the gospPl of Luke, the two
last chapterfl of RPmans, 1 and 2 Peter, the epistles
to Timothy 1 and 2, and tbo epistle to Titus.
Christian Schmidt, in 1804, identified himself by
his "Historio-Critical "introduction to the New Testament," published in 1828, with the school of Semler. He denied the authenticity of 2 Peter and 1
Timothy, chapters first and second of Luke, and had
doubts of 2 Thessalonians.
·
Leonhard Bertholdt. in his "Historico.Critical
Introduction to the New Testament's Writings,"
doubted, like Ullmann and Ilhausen, the genuinnes!l
of 2 Peter; still, like both these professors, he did
not entirely reject it.
In Wilhelm Martin Leberecht De Wette's "TextBook in Historico-Critical Intrf'dnctirm to tbe
Writirgs of the New Testament," 1818, 1826, 1830,
1834, 1842, 1848, this famous and learned professor
from Basel, who was so conscientious an expounder
of the Bible in his beautiful translations, and so rich
in orthodox material, even he adheres to those
learned theologians who hav expressed the greatest
doubt about the canonical books. He douhted tbA
authenticity of Matthew, Luke, the Acts, 1 and 2
Peter, Hebrew, Timothy, Ephesians, and Revelation.
Ferdinand Guericke in his "Contribntions to
the Historico-CriHeal Ir>~roduction to the New Testament " (HallP, 1828 ; Leipzig, 1843) doubted the
genuinneas of 2 Peter, but in his" Complete History
of the New Testament" (Leipzig, 1854) he withdraws
his objections,
. August Schott in his "Intrnduction," 1830,
doubted Revelation, Mark xvi, ~20, Timothy, and
Titus, which latter two be attributes to Luke.
August Credner in his "Introduction," published
in Halle in 1836, followr; Prof. D'l Wette and denies
the authenticity of Mark, 1 and 2 Timothy, Revelation, and 2 Peter.
Gottlieb Neudecker, who in 1840 published in
Leipzig his "Historico-Critical Introductory Textbook," followed Credner and disputed the genuinness of Matthew, Mark, 2· Peter, and the epistle to.
the Hebrews, which he considered as the work of sn
Alexandrian Jew-Christian versed in the philosophy
of Philo.
Edward Reuss, professor in theology in Strasburg, who, in 1854, published in Braunschweig
"The History of the Sacred Writ.irgs," the first edit.ion of which appeared in Halle, 1842, bad already in
1840 published an "Introduction to the Gospel of
St. John." This so. called gospel of Matthew is,
according to him, a part of an ancient Hebrew writing which contained the story, but not the particulars of the· same, which are narrated in the present
gospel. Mark is a rewritten edition of the "Gospel
of the Ancients," and regarding the ao-called gospels
of Luke and John, we are not at all sure that these
two men wrote them. The account of St. Paul's
travels is of another hand from the rest of the Acts,
and in the gospel attributed to John there, the words
and thought! put in the mouth of Jesus belong, with
regard to form, to the editor of this go~pel. The
gospel of John, the epistles of James and Paul, contain three mutually contradicting Christian fundamental ideas. The spirit of the epistle to the
Hebrews is Jewish-Alexandrian, and its reflections

over the death of Jesus are not Pauline. 2 Peter 1 (Th~ Three Pastoral Letters of John, Heidelberg,
belongs to a later period than that in which Pster 1829) ; Credner says J obn is not their author.
lived, and it is impossible to state with certainty how
A~ainst the epistle of Jude: Dabl, 1807; Schwegmuch Peter had to do with the composition of the ler, 1846.
first epistle named after him. The authorship by
Al{ainst the Rllvelation: Seml~>r. 1771; Lang~,
John of the first and secovd epistles is very uncer- 1797; Oludius, 1808; De Wette, 1818; Bretschnextain; but certain it is that Revelation is not a work der, 1820; Ewald, 1828 ; Schott, 1830 ; Cr~dner,
of his, but a poetic narrativ of the persecuted church, 1837; Neander; Li.'Hlke, 1852; Reuss, 1853; DtesterVmTOR E. LENNSTRAND.
and it contains the spiritual and material expectations dick, 1870.
of the synagogs. .
Ferdiliand Christian Baur, 1845 and 1847, and
"God in Our Government."
Schwe11ler, 1846, both learned men belonging to the
The
above
ia the title of an- article signed, u A.
new Tiibingen school, published cc Introductions."
To the first-mentioned we owe likewise "Paul, the Homrigbaus," in a late number of the Observer, a
Apostle of Jesus Christ," Stuttgart, 1845, and Lutheran organ published in Philadelphia. With
"Critical Investigations of the Canonic Gospels," the ignorance and conceit so common to religious
Tiibingen, 1847, while Schwegler wrote, besides his writers upon the subject, it begins:
"Introductions," " The Post-Apostolic Age," TiibinDespite all untoward tendencies and the much magnified
gen, 1846. These theologians and their followers omission of the recognition of "God" in our Constitution,
carried their attacks further than any other of the deep down in the core of our national make-up is lodged
of our Christianity. In proof of this, we essay to
then existing schools in Germany. In their eyes the the kernel
a few facts, though there be many more. In the Declagospels were ancient writings of no great importance cite
ration of Independence Mr. Jefferson t.hrice reverently men-yes, only mutually contradicting documents. Both tions the creator. This document became the basis of our
of them rejected Paul's three so-called pastoral epis- Constitution. Our government is non-religious, but not
tles and his epistle to the Philippians as belonging to irreligious. It is not on parchment, but on hearts, where
delights to see his name engraved. Constantine and the
the style of composition found in the writings of the God
Roman pontiffs had Christ's name emblazoned all over the
supposed St. John. Schwegler thinks the gospel of empire, yet that empire went to pieces. All over the Jewish
John belongs to Montanism.
commonwealth the name of Jehovah was held in such awfnl
Baur regarded 1 and 2 Thessalonianf1 and Phil- adoration that people dared not take that name upon their
yet they murdered the prince of peR.ce.
emon and the two last chapters of Romans as lipsI11'· the
constitutional convention of 1787, it was Benjamin
being doubtful. According to Schwegler the epistle Franklin who introduced a motion for daily prayers. That
of James was composed in the latter part of the motion carried and prayers were had during all those seAsecond century, and be denied the genuinneas of the sions. At the inauguration of our first presiilent in 1789
epistle of Jude and that to the Hebrews. Both t.he open Bible was kissed. Ceremonies being ended, Washand the legislators proceeiled from the Senate chamBaur and Schwegler rejected the epistle to the Colos- ington
ber to St. Paul's church (New York), where the chaplain of
sitms and believed that 1 Peter was composed in the the Senate conducted divine services. Prayers for the presi-.
second century, with the object in view of uniting dent were said and the Te Deum was sung. We could wish
the followers of Peter and Paul. This school re- for a return of that custom.
Again, on the sixteenth day of this very month, 1790. just
garded as genuin the epistle to the Romans, except one
century ago, when the plan of the present city of Washthe two last chapters, both epistles to the Corin- ington was projected. which plan is now on exhibition in
thians, and the epistle to the Galatians.
the lecture hall of the National Museum, provision was made
Such are the opinions of the leaders in theological for the assignment to each religious body of a parcel of land
criticism in Germany during the last one hundred upon which places of worship mi~ht be erected. That the
church was not so remembered is owing to the fact
and forty years. With the exception of the epistles Lutheran
that then we had no existence in this city. The year 1833
to the Corinthians and Galatians, not a single writing shows our first organization. Another plot of ground was
exists the genuinness of which has net been attacked set aside by Congress for th!l construction of a national
in their introductions ; and scarcely one among these church building, which " should be used on all occasions for
Thanksgiving services, funeral orations, and other ptl.rposes."
theologians bas not expressed his doubt concerning It
was to be assigned, however, to no "particular sect," but
one or another part of the New Testament.
equally accessible to all denominations~ Whether this plan
Against the I!OiltJel of Matthew : Schulz, 1814; was really carried out I know not. Suffice it to say that in
Soh leiermacher, 1832; Schurkenbm·uer, 1831; Lii1ln=~. these facts we hav a recognition of God if we hav anything,
1832; Neudecker, 1840; DeWette,1848; Reusa,1853, and this at the very cradle of our national existence. To
hav ushered om nation into life without God would hav
·
and N sander in his " Life of J asu."
meant extinction. The Supreme Court, too, has repeatedly
AgainE~t the gospel of M"rk: Neudecker, 1840; recognized our religion as the Christian religion. Recognition of God is manifested in every annual presidential ThanksCedner, 1836; Schwegler, 1846; Reuss, 1852, etc.
Agaim•t the gospel of Luke: Rflh.midt, 1804; Eiol>- giving proclamation. Prayer opens the two Houses of Conbnl'n, 1827; S!>hJeiPrmacher, 1832; De Wette, 1818, gress every day.
Thia is made up of an attempt to prove that "in
1834; Baur, 1845, 1847, etc.
A~ainat the gospel cf John : Vogel, 1801; Olndiu'>, the care of our national life is lodged the kernel of
1803; BretE!nhneider, 1820; De WAtte, 1830, 1843; our Christianity." In regard to the acknowledgment
Schwegler, 1846 ; Ma~nus Eribon. 1846.
of the deity in the Declaration, we would say that
.Againli't the Acts : De Wette, 1818; Credner, 1836; the author of that grand document was not a Christian, but a Deist, and reference to the Christian
Baur, 1845 ; Schwegler, 1846; Reuss, 1853, etc.
Against the two JPE!t chapters of the Ppistle to the religion is nowhere to be found therein. The DeclaR"mans: Sernl~:r, 1767; Eichhorn, 1810; Schultz, ration was merely an avowal by the colonies that
1834; Baur, 1845.
they were free and independent from England, and
Against 2 Oorh:1thians: Semler, 1767, and Michel e~·en if the "kernel of our Christianity" were found
Weber, 1779, 1806; both made two letters of to be there, it was afterward superseded by the first
tbi<~ epistle.
amendment to the Constitution, which reads: "ConA·zainst the epistle tC\ the Philippians: Shrader, gress shall make no law respecting the establishment
1830 (ch. iii, v. 4); Baur, 1845, fl,nd Schwegler, 1846. of religion." Next comes the remsrkable statement
. A~ainst tb~o1 f\Pistle to the Epbesians: De Wette, that " Our government is non-religious, but not
irreligious." And "it is not on parchment, but on
1818; Baur, 1845; Schwegler, 1846.
A~ainst tbB enistle to the C'llnPsians: Mayerho:ff, hearts, where God delights to see his name en graven."
1832; B9.u,., 1845; Schwegler, 1846
We bater defines irreligiods as " destitute of religion"
Against 1 Theesalonians: Baur 1845, 1847.
and "indicating a want of religion." The Latin preAgainst 2 ThesealonillnR : Schmidt, 1804, 1805 ; fix non is aleo used in a negativ sense, and· only the
ingenuity of a priest can distinguish any difference
De Wette, 1818; Baur, 1845,1847.
Again!'lt 1 Timothy: Soh.ieiermacb r, 1807; Eich- between them. The fact is, our government tolerhorn, 1812; DeW ~?tte, 1826 ; SClbott, 1830; Neander, ates all religions and grants special privileges to
1832 ; Credner, 1836; Baur, 1845 ; Scbwegler, 1845. none. _If it was religious itself it would not do so,
A~aiust 2 Timothy: Eichhorn, 1812; De Wette, but as it is not it is irreligious or non·religious, just
1836; Crei!ner, 1836 ; Baur, 1845; Baur and Schweg- as you are pleased to call it.
ler, 1845, 1846.
It seems, however, that if God is written "on
Agaivst the epistle to Titus: Eichliorn, 1812; De hearts," he is still unable to hold his own. His
priests at the present day think him securer on
Wette, 1826; Baur and Schwegler, 1845, 1846
parchment than on hearts, and hence they attempt
Against the epistle to Philemon : Baur, 1845.
A~ainst the Ap;atle to the Hebr~ws : Semler, to amend the Constitution to that effect. When
1767; Schulz, 1818; De Wette, 1826; Schwegler, BE>njamin Franklin introduced a motion for prayers
1846, ar;d others.
in the constitutional convention that motion was not
AgainR!: the epistlB of James: De Wette, 1826; carried, and "prayers were not held durin(i\' all those
sessions" (see J. S. C. Abbot's "Life of ]'ranklin"
Schott, 1830; Kern, 1835; Schwegler, 1846.
Against 1 Peter : Bludius. 1808; Eichhorn, 1812, ..nd Parton's "Life of Franklin"). The motion was
believed its author was Mark; Schwegler, 1846, lost by an overwhelming majority, only three or four
and the Ti'tbingen school, held it to be the work of voting· in its favor. Franklin, like Jefferson, was a
an unkrnwn author liviD(>' i:n the second century; De Deist.
Wette, 1818, and Reuss, 1853, find the epistle at variThe fact merely that " the legislators proceeded
ance with both history and the chauoter of Peter.
from the Senate chamber to St. Paul's church, where
A!{ainst 2 Pet<>:r: Schmidt, 1804; Eichhorn, the chaplain of the Senate conducted divine services,"
1812; O:hausen, 1812; Bertholdt.. 1826; Guericke, no more proves the legality of the act. than the fact
1828; De Wette, 1828; Mayerhr:ff, 1835; Crednc.r, that certain Ul'.ited States officials just before the
1836; Neudecker, 1840; Ruther. 1852; Reuss, 1853. war stole government bonds, proves the legality or
Against 1 Jobn: Lange, 1767; Cludius, 1808; justice of that act. No doubt the author of this
Bretschneider, 1820, regards this as well as the two article wishes "for a return of that custom." It
other epistles as belonging to Presbyter John.
would enhance the authority of the priests, and toAgains~ the two minor epistles of John: Paulus gether with a national recognition of Christianity by
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the Constitution, would make the church practically
the ruler of- this country.
The granting of land to " each religious body,"
and the recognition of God in our Thanksgiving
proclamations, and the assertion in regard to the
Supreme Court, all come under the same head. We
know that priestcraft has always besn strong in this
country, and that it has defied all laws that stood in
the way of its plots and schemes. We know that it
has insinuated itself into our government, manages
to hav its God mentioned in our proclamations,
places its Bible in our schools, and moans out its
prayers in our halls of Congress. But is this in accordance with the Constitution 1 Is this therein
provided in any manner, directly or indirectly~ No,
it is done because the church has power enough to
override laws, Constitution, and justice. Notwithstanding the fact that the aupreme law of the land
forbids the recognition of religion, the church and
clergy would no more obey that provision one hundred years ago, than it does to-day. Even now, in
states where no Sabbath laws are in force, where the
Bible is forbidden to be read in schools, and where
ecclesiastical property is not. exempt from taxation.
justice dare not relax its vigilance for a moment. If
it does, the church will defy them all.
In our times, when some second-hand statesmen, some
pot-house politicians, and some unwashed foreigners, combine to 11nbvert the nation by robbing her of her God, it is
truly refreshing to know that the foremost statesmen and
rulers, transatlantic and cisatlantic, are still controled by
the principles of the book of books. Indeed, a self-governing
people is more in need of Bibles than of armies, armaments,
and navies.

We will pass by the epithets of "pot-house politicians," " second-hand st~tesmeil," and " unwashed
foreigners." The author of these articles is undoubtedly irresponsible for what he says, but men c.f his
type are the very ones who are "combining to subvert
the nation." We hav more to fear from those who
are trying to connect church and state, than we bav
from all the foreigners who emigrate to this country.
The foreigners of whom we need hav fears are the
scum and slime of Catholic countries, who are like
clay in the hands of the pope and the priests, and
who are to-day doing more to abolish American institutions than all other influences combined. Freethinkers and Infidels do not wish to change the Constitution. They simply want to leave it as it is.
AU they are contemling for is obedience to it; and all
who disobey it, or seek to incorporate Christianity
into it, like Blair, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, and the Catholic church, are traitors to
their country, and should be dealt with as such.
Eighteen hundred years ago, the devil carried God
through the air and placed him on the pinnacle of
the temple, and from there to the top of tha
mountain. To-day, " second-hand statesmen, some
pot-house politicians, and some unwashed foreigners"
are trying to haul him out of t.his country. Poor
God ! Between the two he has been most pitifully
" shaken up."
·
The Revolution of 1776 secured our independence and unsurpassed free institutions. But how came it, we must ask,
that these things are true of England and America, whilst
the Revolution of 1793 in France utterly failed-yes, settled
into blacker darkness than that which it proposed to remove?
England could exchange James II. for William III., and
America could exchange George III., with his divine right
obstinacy, for a free republic, while all that France could do
was to put. Mirabeau, Danton, and Robespierre in the place
of Louis XVI. l!'rom that time on it appears that either the
devil went to France, or France to the devil. Why, we ask,
such different results? Reader, go below the surface. Let
the open Bible of England and America, and the rampant
Infidelity of France, tell the tale.

The French Revolution a failure ! This is news
to the modern world. Hear what. Buckle says: "The
French Revolution is unquestionably the most important, the most complicated, and the most glorious
event in history." Von Sybel, in his history of this
great conflict, says : "Serfdom, feudal jurisdiction,
manorial ground rents, tithes, game laws, saleable
offices, clerical fees, robbing dues, municipal and
provincial privileges, privileges of rank, exemption
from taxes, plurality of offices and livings, were all
swept away in one night. Many things the assembly
did that night that WPre of little moment, but there
were advantages gained that night that were eternal
-freedom of labor, equality before the la~, and
unity of the state." If the author of this article
would " go below the surface," he 'would not make
so many erroneous statements. FRANKLIN STEINER.

IJes Moines, Ia.
Tb.e Study of Languages.
" The world is my country, to do good my religion," said a grfat teacher. But half of the world
of E 11ropean origin does not underPtand the language
in which the sentence is writt~n, and doing good is
much limited thereby. It is becoming important to
understand foreign languages, for that will enable us
to communicate with our Liberal brethren abroad.
Among those whose mother tongue is English there
are some who are disposed to be illiberal toward
other languages. I am so sure that " the law of the
least effort" wiJI cause the English to root out all
other languages with which it comes iii eontaot that
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I am perfectly willing to see "a fair field and no I under the heading " F.reethought," it is estiwsted
favor." A language that has lost its inflections to a there are three millions against one million in 1886,
great axte~t, and whose genders are distinctions by whilst in 1875 there were six million nine hundred.
sex, must m the struggle for existence beat those thousand of no particular reHvion. The number
t~at carry a mass of baggage in the way of inflec- swelled year by year until in 1889 they amounted to
t10ns and that put some feminin beings into the twelve and one-half mHiicns. As these do not apneuter gender, as, for instance, the maiden in Ger· pear to be ascertained quantities, there is but little
man.
doubt they are rather under than over estimated,
If anyone will put in his waste hours studying a and would total up considerable more if a true return
language ~e will be astonished to see how much prog- were given, conseq11ently it would not be expedient
ress he will make. Why not study languages all that this should be given in a government paper, as
one'~ li!e? To the English-speaking it is especially the influence of such numbe<·s would far outweigh
grat1fymg as well as easy, for we find our language the slight advantage that would accrue from the fancy
interwoven with every language of Europe. English increase the state chur>Gh might show.
is called a Low German dialect. Lowland and highIt appears that the Rev. F. BI1Bil>nn has not gained
land, or coast and hill, would convey more clearly the the love of his ebildren by hia arbitrary action
meaning than Low and High, perhaps.
The toward· their mother. Mrs. Basant was able to anEnglish-speaking person who knows :no language but :nounce that her son, who lias just attained his rnaEnglish, cannot know much about that. But let him jority, has elected to be with her, and the daughter
learn Highland Germau, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, of whom she was .rob bad some few years back is also
old and new Icelandic, French, Spanish, Italian, snd likely to return as soon as she possibly can. They
Portuguese. Then it is as if he stood by a tree and cannot hav much respect fo-r the religion professed
could with his mind's eye penetrate the soil and see by their father, and it is not at all surprising
where every root grows. There is a deep pleasure that they will hsv nothing to do with it. Mrs.
in recognizing a word, say, for instance, the word Besant has the congratulations of all her friends,
"father," from Sanscrit down to English in a dozen who cordially wish her a fuil share of happiness in
or twenty languages-knowing it as quickly as you the love and attention of tha children, of whose
see it. One good way to learn a living language is companionship she has been deprived for so many
to read the daily news in it.
years.
J. D.
One humanizing effect of the study of langua.~es ·
God in the Constitution.
is that it forcibly impresses us with the truth of the
FTom the New Yorlc Sun.
brotherhood of man, especially of Aryan man. We
see that the Aryan toi>gues all came from some
The Reformed Presbyterians refuse to vote because
original source. It opens up a vast historical view, there is no formal recognition of God and the divine
and greatly widens one's horizon. To me .it is a sovereignty in the Constitution of the United States.
great pleasure to read the Fritankaren,_ of Stock- Ten thouaand of them accordingly hav signed a
holm, and the Sontags Blate, of M~gdeburg. Some petition to Congress urging that the omission be
of these days we will be having international meet- supplied, and their synod, in session here, has
ings, and then how pleasant would it be for each adopted a report advising that the sendii:g of such
delegate to speak in whatever language he feels petitions be kept up.
Meantime the Presbyterians proper are considermost familiar with, and be understood by all the
others J Instead of chasing foreign languages out of ing how they can get the doctrin of God's sovereignty
the public schools it might be a good pl&J:l to hav out of their creed, or, at least, how to modify its
each study begun in English and reviewed the next statement so that it shall be made agreeable to
human reason. They are willing to recognize God
session in some other Janguage.
Mr. Heywood speaks of having changed his name in their constitution, but they want him to limit his
from Hoar because he feared ridicule. Hoar is power by the vote of the majority of the presbyteries.
Swedish for hair. It is printed in Swedish with a They insist that he shall govern after the method of
small o just over the a.. To one who studies the parliamentary restraint, that the divine sovereignty
tongues many a curious history is tcld by proper shall be limited, and no longer absolute rmd without
names as well as by other words.
GEo. WILsoN.
regard to human suffrage.
The Reformed Presbyterians are s comparativly
Our London Letter.
small branch of the great Presbyterian family, and
The report of the special commission appointed to are probably looked upon by the rest as cranky felinvestigate the truth of the charges brought against lows, who carry their uncompromising spirit to an
the Wesleyan missionaries in India by Hugh Price absurd extreme. But they liv up to their convicHughes has been made public. It is just such a tions and deserve respect in consequence. They do
report as might hav been expected, as it would not not try to hedge, but accept the conclusions from
do to admit tbat the missionaries were other th&n a their doctrine boldly and without evasion. They
most self-denying body of men. The commissioners believe that the only true sovereign in the universe is
say that the missionaries hav very moderate stipends, God and that earthl:v rulers are bis mere creatures,
and cannot possibly liv extravagantly nor ket.p up powerless against his will. Hence they declare that
any degree of style, therefore it is resolved that in a government which does not so proclaim, and act
future, instead of receiving their salaries in gold, accordingly, ia wicked and godless, and to take part
they will be paid in silver currency, which will make in it is sin.
But the main body of the Presbyterians rebel
an average reduction of £GO per annum. There is a
decided element of weakness here, for, if they are aaainst the theory of the absolute sovereignty of
not overpaid already, why reduce their salaries T If God when it runs counter to their notions of what
such action be necessary, it clearly proves that they justice ought to be. They want to profess to believe
hav been overpaid, and therefore the charge of luxuri- in an omnipotent and omniscient God, and yet to
ous living may be considered as proved and admitted. avoid the necessary conclusion that he has deterAlthough the committee passed a resolution express- mined unchangeably whatever he brings to pass.
ing its great satisfaction that its Indian missionaries They say that there is only one will in the universe,
1:1ore thus completely exonerated, tbo11e who hav per- but when their own willa are in opposition to it, they
sonal knowledge as to the actions of these individuals want to deviae soma way of escaping the inevitable
in the East will not hav their opi~s altered by collision.
God, savs their creed, is absolute in his sovereignty
any amount of such whitewashing, but if the rich
and ignorant subscribers to the missionary fund can over every human creature. He has devised a system
be deceived by the report, the desired object will be of rewards and punishments, sending some men and
attained. It was well for the commissioners that angels to hell, and others to heaven; and logically,
the charges were brought by such a man as Hughes, continues the Westminster Confession, he, the allwho is not in very good odor, and as he is somewhat knowing and the all-powerful, must hav known from
notorious for concocting and publishing stories of the beginning what was to be the fate of each
the conversion of anonymous Infidel leaders, which creature to be made. That is the doctrin of election,
cannot be sustained on investigation, his statements and how can you get rid of it without denying the
are held in considerable doubt even when he may personality of God, or throwing overboard belief in
•
•
speak the truth, and so he will hav to share the future reprobat.ion T
But the Presbyterians are trymg to get over xt.
ordinary fate of all convicted liars.
An endeavor h&s been made in Parliament to ,get They want a more agreeable doctrin. They want
the question of religious belief placed on the census to believe that even if some people are to be damned,
paper for next year, but the motion was promptly Gocl did not foresee and decree their fate from all
thrown ou~, and perhaps it is better that it is so, eternity though he foresaw and deareed whatsoever
for unless everyone feels free to stlt\te the truth, was to happen. They recoil from the thought of
such a religious census would be entirely mislead- becoming downright Atheists, yet they would make
ing. The archbishop of Canterbury opposed the of God only the e.x:pression of their desires, not a
idea, though why he should hav done so is not clear, personal ruler with mankind as his powerless subfor there is no doubt thousands of poor householders, jects.
The situation is very remarkable. It seems to us
more particularly in the country districts, would hav
claimed to believe in Episcopacy solely with an eye that the first effort of the Presbyterians should be
to future benefit. On the other hand, there is :a:;o to keep God in their Confess~on of Fai~h, rather than
doubt th~~tt many who hav nothing to fear from so to bring it to pass that h1s sovere1gnty s~all be
doing would enrol themselvs as Freethinkers. Prob- recognized in ths Constitution, a document whxch has
ably the archbishop thinks it would be better not to no relation to religion, and lays down the f~nd!'
let it be known too publicly that they are so numer- mental principles of government for a :epubhc m
ous as he must well know them to be. In the yearly which the separation of chu\"cb and state xe complete
religious statistics given in Whitaker's Almanac and :final.
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The Untaxed Churches of Philadelphia.
We are glad to note that here and there the people of the country are awakening to the fact that the
exempt-from-taxation property is becoming a burden
too onerous to be borne. The proposition to amend
the constitution of Maryland eo that churches and
other non-productiv real estate may pay their share of
the cost of the government, has already been noticed.
Mr. Reynolds has extendedly told us what the state
of Washington iEl doing. The latest protest against
this indirect robbery is from Philadelphia. The
evening Item has taken the matter up and publishes
a long list of churches, hospitals, charitable institutions, and state and national properties which, by
being exempt, increase the taxes which must be paid
. by the non-exempt property. The question, says the
Item, is a serious one, and concerns every citizen
proportionately to the amount of money he owns.
No one owns so little that he does not feel the increase. The city treasury, adds the Jtem, needs
money and needs it badly. Each year councils agree
on the figure which citizens must pay as a tax on
their property, to put that money in the city treasury. Each year $84,884394 of property is passed
over and goes untaxed; nay, the amount is daily
growing larger. Do not the people who hav other
property pay much more than they in proportion
ought because of this'
Of this vast amount of untaxed property over
twenty millions are in church edifices. The following is a list as compiled by '1 aggart's Times:
"Methodist Episcopal churches, 124; assessed at $2,714,100.
"Presbyterian churches, 121; assessed at $4,249,500.
"Protestant Episcopal churches, 104; assessed at $3,543,200.
"Baptist churches, 94; assessed at $2,197,500.
"Roman Catholic churches, 86; assessed at $3,866.200.
"Lutheran churches (German Reformed, etc.), 58; assessed at $2,976,100.
"Friends' meeting houses, 19; assessed at $64,000.
"Jewish synagogs, 14; assessed at $419,000.
"Universalist churches, 5; assessed at $127,000.
"Unitarian churches, 3; assessed at $92,000.
"Moravian churches, 3; assessed at $75,000."

This list foots up to $20,323,600. In addition
there are sixty-nine churches the value and denomination of which are not given in the assessor's books.
In addition there are charitable institutions, which
are next door to churches, as follows::

No. of
Ward. Ohuroher.
1st
5
2d
18
3d
9
4th
5
5th
6
6th
10
7th
14
8th
19
9th
8
lOth
18
11th
0
12th
1
13th
5
14th
3
11
15th

Assessed

$

value.

35 BOO
335.8011
88.800
148.000
64 000
432 000
715 000
1,129 500
1,267.090
1,008 600
00.000
2 BOO
71.700
231,500
253,500

No. of
Ward. Ohurohes.
16th
0
17th
1
18th
7
19th
6
20th
0
21st
3
22d
30
23d
12
24th
23
25th
12
26th
6
27th
26
28th
20
29th
9
30th
4

$

Assessed operation, and made it a waste of time to attempt
value.
000,000 aggressiv work which interfered with the priests of
7.000
113,000 the Puritan faith ! Did he stop to think of the
38,500 witches hanged on Boston Common, and the Quaker
000,000 woman, naked to the waist, whipped through New
12 000
443 700 England streets by the Puritan Protestants T Did
134.800 he see by mental vision the banished Baptiets and
761.500
187,650 the tortured heretics T
106 500
" Giv any orhhodox church the power, and to-day
1,848.900
they
would punish heresy with whip, and chain, and
760 000
3,445 500 fire. So long as a church deems a oertain belief
28,000

essential to salvation, just so long it will kill and
The Russo-Greek church
The large amount in the twenty-ninth ward iR deems a belief in its creed essential to salvation, and
chiefly Girard College property, a Secular institution the evangelical Christians are as truly heretics to
that creed as the Quakers were to the creed of the
stolen by Jesuitical Protestants.
Considering this matter the Item says: "Ohurches Puritans.
of every denomination should pay the regular tax.
The Confessional.
This is not a matter of sentiment, but of business.
The
Catholic
.Review copies fl'Om the Christian
The people, indirectly, pay the taxes of the churches.
.Register,
a
Unitarian
organ, these words of a correThe rate of tax they pay on their own property is
spondent:
increased by the exemption of the immense amount
''The confessional has given the church an immense power
of church property. Then those who belong to the
over the conduct of its members, which I believe it has used
smaller denominations, which hav but little property, wisely in the interests of female purity. Undoubtedly its
pay the taxes, together with the rest of the people, female orders hav aided in this good work. Unfortunately,
on the property of the larger denominations. Again, the great body of Protestant young girls are receiving no
the non-church-goer pays taxes for the churches instruction or friendly counsel on that subject from either
in which he has no interest. The Masonic Temole minister or mother. Personal purity has been held too deliis assessed at $1,000,000 but it is exempt from ta;a- cate a subject for even a mother to allude to, and so the
child is left to chance to learn the most sacred things. Let
tion. Why ? It is neither a religious nor a chari- the Protestants gladly admit what the Oatholics are doing in
table organization. Why do the great mass cf peo- that respect, and emulate their example."
ple, who are n·ot Masons, pay the taxes on t.he
This utterance, naturally, pleases the .Review. It
Masonic Temple!"
shows, it ssys, " that the superiority of the Oatholic
We regard it as a very healthy sign that the Sec- system is becoming known and appreciated by many
ular Union has induced others to consider this outside the church." Then it goes on to il!llorm such
matter. Men can be reached by way of their pockets idiots as this Unitarian and other Protestants what
quicker, perhaps, than through their sense of justice. they must do to emulate the example of the Oatholics.
There never was an argument in favor of exempting
"In the first place, they must be convinced that confession
churches that would bear examination. It is not is a sacrament, of divine institution; that it is not only a
good publia policy; it is against honesty; is wholly duty but a privilege-in fact the greatest boon of God to
unjust. We hope that the Item will not allow the man; that when our Lord said : ' Whose sins ye remit they
question to disappear from sight, but will follow its are remitted unto them, and whose sins ye retain they are
retained,' it was not necessary for him to add a command
good beginning up by agitation which shall compel that the people should confess to them, for the necessity of
the legislature to remedy the enormous and enor- confession is implied io. the very power of remitting and
mously increasing evil.
retaining sins. For how could they tell what sins to remit
Total ........................... $13,693,650 burn if it has the power."

.....----

---....--~~--

The sub·committee on permanent organization of
the World's Fair Oommission held its first meetiDg
on July 16th at Philadelphia. Mr. Thomas Cochran,
who was chairman of the finance committee of the
Centennial Exhibition, gave the committee a general
idea of the manner in which the Centennial Exhibition was conducted. In the course of the. conversation the question of keeping the Fair open on Sundays arose. On this question the committee was
unanimous, all of them expressing the opinion that
the exhibition should remain open on Sunday.
We trust that the American Sabbath Union and
God-in-the-Constitution people will not fall down in
fits when they read this.
------~~--------

History Repeats Itself.
The Christian Advocate complains that it is a
waste of timee attempt aggressiv Protestant work
in Russia. Not until the whole constitution is
changed, it says, can it be effected.
The cause of these discouraging words is that in
Wytepsk several men "of the best character" are in
the inner secret prison, where they hav been held
during the whole of the present year. Their only
offense is that they hav tried to spread the " evangelical" teachings of ·the gospel among their ac·
quaintances. They are now told that they will
probably be deprived of their property and rights,
and some will be imprisoned as common criminals,
and others banished. either to Siberia or beyond the
Caucasus. Russian law concerning religious teaching,
says the Advocate, is in the interest of the orthodox
Russo-Greek church. So long as the priests are not
interfered with, or proselytes made directly from
that ohurch, little disturbance is made ; but if their
revenues or congregations are interfered with, or
their attention attracted in the ·slightest way,
they can put the machinery of persecution in operation.
When the editor of the Advocate wrote that did
he stop to think that his description fitted our own
country but a comparativly few decades ago? and that
it was not the Russo-Greek but the Protestant
church which put the machinery of persecution in

and what to retain unless they were confessed with their
attendant circumstances? But the penitents must also be
convinced that there will be no possibility of their confidence
ever being betrayed; that the lips of the confessor will be
forever sealed; that they can go with even more confidence
to their spiritual than they can to their bodlly physician for
advice and direction upon the most delicate subjects, and
that as the bodily physician is prepared for his very responsible and delicate office by a long course of special scientific
training, so should the spiritual physician be prepared for
his even more responsible. and if possible, more delicate
office, by a thorough training in the science of moral theology, which has reference to the guidance of souls in-all the
various relations of life. . • . The wisest and holiest
among us need spiritual direction, while for the young of
both sexes the confessional may be said to be the only real
safeguard against the temptations to which they are
exposed."
·

In the breaking up of the Protestant creeds, the
evolution from primitiv barbaric theology to an
ethical system which shall offer to men rules of con·
duct for happy guidance, the growth from Ohristianity to Rationalism, it is inevitable ~hat the conservativ, the fossilized, the one in whose nature
linger relics of the past, shall turn to the unprogreesiv sect and find therein a haven for its slavish
soul. But that a Unitarian, a member of a sect
which is supposed to be the highway to heresy-yea,
heresy itself-should "cling lovingly to the legends
of the bib and rattle" and " crawl back in cribs and
ask to hear the rhymes and fables once again," is
indeed a surprise. For if there is one thing which
we had supposed the decent portion of the world
agreed upon it is that the confessional has been the
source of more immorality than any other institution
which the Romish church adopted from paganism.
The confessional has ever been, if our histories are
not all false, "the key to open the door of seduction
and adultery. The canker of our social life has
been the Ohristian creed, the bandit of our morals
has been the Ohristian priest." Anglicanism is the
one sect of Protestantism which has borrowed this
corrupting "sacrament," and through its means,
says an English writer, Rome has " again asserted
her power to whisper her infamies into the ear of
the English wife and the English maiden, in order
that she may make the English home impure sub
rosa, and transform the flower of English womanhood into brazen Phrynes."
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Priests, says the Review, receive thorough train· daughter, Lucretia, by festivities, at which his mising in the science of moral theology. If the Review tress, Julia Bella, was present, and which was enhad said immoral theology its st111tement would hav livened by licentious plays. , . . All the clergy
been true. Den's and Liguori's" Moral Theologies" kept mistresses, and all the convents of the capital
are so utterly immoral that they cannot be trans- [Rome] were houses of ill fame."
lated into the English language without subjecting
The licentiousness of the clergy, says Erasmus,
the translator to fine and imprisonment. A few " has debauched and turned into poor profligates
yenrs ago the founder of THE TBUTH SEEKER under- one hundred thousand women in England." "Yet
took to let the public know just what these books who is he, though he be never so much aggrieved,
taught the priests. The writer of this was given who dere lay to their charge, by any action at law,
the task of preparing them for the printer; but he even the leading astray of a wife or daughter 1
found them so thoroughly rotten that he advised a If he do, he is by and by accused of heresy," and the
djscontinuance of the work, and the "copy" was Inquisition knew how to punish heresy. One of the
burnt, and the plates completed were thrown into commissioners of the report to Parliament, in 1563,
the melting-pot. When, some years ago, the Prot- at the instigation of Henry VIII., writes as follows
estant Evangelical Mission of London disseminated of the English monasteries : " There were found
such a translation of certain parts of the moral in them, not seven, but more than seven hundred
theologies bearing on the confessional, of Dens and thousand deadly sins. Alack, my heart maketh all
Liguori, Lord Ohief.Justice Oockburn, in the court my members to tremble when I remember the abomof quean's bench, found the book obscene, and it inations that were there tr:yed out. 0 Lord God!
was likewise suppressed. And in a little work by what canst thou answer to the Oities of the Pltain
the editor of the Agnostic Journal, W. Stewart confounded with celestial fire, when they shall allege
Ross, of London, "The Oonfessional Exposed," the before thee the iniquities of those religions which
larger portion of the extracts from these two books thou hast so long supported! . . . Truly, the
has to be printed in Latin. At the conclusion of monstrous lives of monks, friare, and nuns hav deseveral pages of quotations Mr. Ross says, "Enough 1 stroyed their monasteries and churches, and not we."
I can wade no further into this Latin filth. "The commissioners," writes Burnet, "found great
Through a breach in the ramparts of Rome I feel factions in the houses, and barbarous cruelties exer
I hav the courage to rush, unhesitatingly, against cised by one faction against another, as either of
the spears of all her Gods or the curses of all her them prevailed. . · . . But for the lewdness of
flamens. But Rome has nonplussed me this time; the confessors of nunneries, and the great corruption
in the breach she has put a dunghill, reeking with of that state, whole convents being found almost all
defecation, cataplasmal with offal." How books of with child; for the dissoluteness of abbots, and the
which this is a correct description can teach morality other monks and friars, not only with harlots, but
is one of those things which Jesuitism alone can married women, and for their unnatural lusts and
explain. And if moral theology as taught by Rome other brutish practices . . . are not fit to be
is a safeguard against the temptations to which spoken of."
youth is exposed, what would be an immoral theolIt is claimed, and undoubtedly with ample reason,
ogy which is no safeguard at all T
that the making it compulsory for women to confess
The confessional· was established as an essential to the priest had much to do with their seduction
part of church disciplin at the fourth Lateran Ooun- and the fearful state of morals which obtained. It
cil in 1215 A.D., though the practice iR older. It was is stated by Llorente £he historian that in Spain, so
a superstitious growth from Jewish and pagan great was the outcry against the immoralities of the
beginnings, adopted authoritativly by Rome under priests that the Inquisition granted to the females of
Innocent III. to increase ecclesiastical power. From a certain locality the rigM to denounce the guilt of
that date, says the writer previously referred to, till their confessors, and how the number of priests in·
the hammer of Luther sounded on the church door criminated was so great that thirty secretaries were
at Wittenburg, Lust and R!t.pacity had it all their engaged for sixty days in taking down the deposiown way. It is a disagreeable subject, and one tions of the women whom the confessors had seduced
which we would like to pass by in silence, but when, or attempted to seduce, till at length the depositions
in these days, Unitarian writers are found advocating became so multitudinous and appalling that it was
its adoption by Protestant sects, it seems imperativ deemed best to suspend investigations and burn the
to recall its disastrous consequences when enforced records of infamy. In Italy the Memoirs of the
by the priests of the Romish church. To do this it Roman Oatholic bishop of Pistoria snd Prato were
is necessary to use but a fraction, and that not the once published by the papist Italian government as
most vulgar fraction, of the facts cited by Saladin in a protest, a11d as evidence that state measures would
be required to prevent the Italian nation from hastenhis ea:pose of the infamous sacrament.
The confessional was the nemus between the mon- ing to inevitable ruin. In these Memoirs is a depoastery and the convent. " The nuns were, by the sition by the prioress of St. Oatherine. She says:
questionings of the confessor, familiarized with the "In compliance with the request which you made me
most secret sins of the celibate priest's libidinouP.> this day, I hasten to say something, but I know not
heart. Sexual amours are not safe topics for con- how. Of those who are gone out of the world, I
versation between man and woman. The prurient shall say nothing. Of those who are still alive, and
suggestivness of a wily confessor would be, generally, hav very little decency of conduct, there are many.
enough to leave the unhappy 'Bride of Ohrist' with With the exception of three or four, all those whom
the burden of her dishonored person and her broken I hav ever known, alive or dead, are of the same
vows." The women inside the convents and the character ; they hav all the same maxims and the
women outside them were the prey of the priests. same conduct. They are on more intimate terms
D'Aubigne in his "History of t~e Reformation'' with the nuns than if they were married to them ! I
says: "In many places the peeple were delighted at repeat it; it would require a great deal of time to
seeing a priest keep a mistress, that the married tell half what I know. It is the custom now, when
women might be safe from his seductions. . . . they come to visit and hear the confession of a sick
Oorneille Adrian at Bruges, the Abbot Trinkler at sister, to sup with the nuns, sing, dance, play, and
Oapel, imitated the manners of the east, and had sleep in the convent. It is a maxim of theirs that
their harems. . . . In many' places the priest God has forbidden hatred but not love, and that
paid the bishop a regular tax for the wom~An with man is made for woman and woman for man. I say
whom he lived, and for each child he had by her. that they can deceive the innpcent..,and the most
A German bishop said publicly one day, at a great prudent and circumspect, and that it would be a
entertainment, that, in one year, eleven thousand miracle to converse with them and not fall ! . . .
priests had presented themselvs before him for that The priests are the husbands of the nuns, and the
purpose. • . . Rodrigo Borgia, after having lay brothers of the lay sisters. In the chamber of
lived with a Roman lady, had continued the same one of the nuns I hav mentioned, a man was one
illicit connection with one of her daughters, nameJ day found; he fled away, but soon after they gave
Rose Vanozza, by whom he had five children. He him to us as our confessor extraordinary. How
was a cardinal and archbishop, living at Rome with many bishops are there in the Papal States who hav
Vanozza and other women • • . when the death come to the knowledge of those disorders, hav held
of Innocent VIII. created a vacancy in the pontifical examinations and visitations, and yet never could
chair. He succeeded in obtaining it by bribing each remedy it, because the monks, our confessors, tell us
cardinal at a stipulated price. . • . Borgia be- that those are excommunicated who reveal what
passes in the order I Poor creatures ! they think
came pope under the name of Alexander VI.
are leaving the world to escape dangers; and
they
He celebrated in the Vatican the mar~o'iage of his
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they only meet with greater ones. Our fatherEI M!d
mothers hav given us a good education, and here we
hav to unlearn and forget what they hav taught us.
Do not suppose that th_is is the case in our convent
alone. It is just the same at St. Lucia, Prato, Pis&,
Perugia, etc. I hav known things that would sst.on-ish you. Everywhere it is the same. Yes, e,.erya
where the same disorders, the same abuses prevail.
I say, and I repeat it, let the superiors suspect as
they may, they do not know the smallest part of the
enormous wickedness that goes on between the
monka and the nuns whom they confess. The monklll
are all alike with their penitents."
Il anyone believes that these things lia-v all passed
away and that the priests of to-day are pure m.e:n, let
Lim read Ohiniquy's and Edith O'Gorman's boobaccounts of to-day and of our own country. He wili
find that the confessional is " as lewdly suggestiv as
ever it was, and the priests and priestesses of the
Christian faith as grossly licentious as ever they
were-a blight, a canker, and a curse to society as
far as it comes under their influence." "There is not
a Romish priest extant," says Dr. Nolan, "who has
acted in the capacity of a confessor but must admit
the truth of this observation, that each day's confef'.'
sions had been the continued causes of unchaste eX:•
citements in his mind. Oh, my friends, there is no
Romish clergyman, no matter how satisfied he may
appear in your estimation, but must allow that the
first subject of his own confession to another priest
is an acknowledgment of his having indulged in Ull-'
chaste thoughts on account of the indecent recitals
made before him in the confessional. I could relate
many practical proofs from others corroborativ of
my statement, were it not that a principle of honor
prescribes the necessity of silence in this respect.
While I thus uplift the veil of mystic darkness from
over the confessional, must not you yourselvs admit
that this pretended tribunal of forgivness has been
often, to your ·own knowledge, converted by the
priest into an apology for crime! Has not this
practice of inquisitorial debasement often exposed
the weakness of the penitent, and has it not consequently furnished the lecherous dispositions of many
priests with an easier and more appropriate mode of
seduction! Has not the innocence of virginity been
often despoiled through the confessional, and has
not the morality of otherwise virtuous women been
frequently corrupted through it ! Is there a single
diocese in Ireland but furnishes proofs of Romish
clergymen who hav been suspended for the notorious
crime of having converted the tribunal of confession
into an apology for wickedness! The very diocese
in which I offi.ciat~d as a Romish clergyman affords
sufficient proofs of the correctness of my statement.
Yes, and were the privacy of the confessional to be
fully developed, it would then be ea3ily seen that
such abuses at confession as hav been known would
stand as rare specks on the general sheet of confessional corruption."
We say with Saladin, Enough! We can wade no
further into this filth. To apply the words of Oanon
Stowell to the Christian Register's correspondent,
we cannot feel free to think that any Unitarian will
ever go himself, or allow his wife or daughter to go,
to that slaughterhouse of freedom and purity. So
far from being a safeguard for the young, or a means
of moral teaching, the confessional is responsible for
untold corruption, and is in itself a foul ceremonial,
if the priests put to penitents the questions and suggestions taught in their "Moral" Theologiee. Instead of being, as the Revie~c insinuates, a means of
relieving their troubled consciences on "certain subjects of a delicate nature which above all others need
the advice of a trained, judicious, and wise spiritual
director>" it is the inquisition through which coarse,
licentious men teach the young unmentionable vileness and accomplish purposes as black as their own
Jesuitical natures. That anyone should counsel
Protestant ministers to emulate the example of
Rome's priests is monstroul!ly infamous.
A.oaoMPANYING a picture of a disreputable-looking, scrawny,
and sanctimonious l>edagog, Truth says: "This is a portrait of the Wisconsin school-teacher who persisted in reading prayers and the scripture, instead of teaching the boys.
:S:e looks it, doesn't he? He knows all about the laws of
Moses, but nothing of the Constitution of the United States.
He believes in flagellation and prayer, but the taw is to him as
a sealed book. He is just the fellow t1 bring up lads to vote
for federal eleGtion, prohibitiv tariff, spoils to the victor,
anti-liquor laws, corrupt balloting, and God in the Constitution.''
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I want that picture Bible and must hav it. I think that
will ·offset the beautiful story-book that has flooded this
country in the past two years. My religion is my honesty.
and I intend to fight it out on that line. If I was able I
WAVERLY, NEB., July 12, 1890.
would buy everything on your list of books. I hope to be
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for two years' subscrip. able to continue TrrE TRUTH SEEKER while I liv. All the
tion. I am an old subscriber. Allow my name to remain reading I hav ever had favoring my natural position has
upon the " roll of honor" as a member in good standing in been from your office. Poor Bennett, his works will liv
the big church of truth seekers. Wishing you prosperity always.
Your friend,
S.D. HouSTON.
personally, and an increased circulation of your grand paper,
I remain,
Yours truly,
MRB. S. J. CARPENTER.
WAVERLY, WABH., July 6, 1!390.
MR. EDITOR: I am in favor of the pictures. Many of
PooATELLO, IDA., July 3, 1890.
them on the front page of the paper show up grand ideas,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, for which you will and for my part I cannot see how Christians can take offense
please send me the pictorial book when finished. I hope to at them, unless the truth is painted too plainly for them.
be able to get a good club in this glorious town of Free. When I was a boy I lived in the state of Iowa, and I was
thought in the near future, both for the book and THE TRUTH well acquainted with a man who lived in my neighborhood,
SEEKER. Kind regards to Brothers Peck and Heston. May who if anything derogatory to his stan~l.ing or character was
spread, and he knew it was a false charge against him, was
they liv long and prosper.
C. PAULBAN.
perfectly unconcerned about it. But one time a bit of scanNATIONAL SoLDIERs' HoME, LEAVENWORTH, KAN.,}
dal was started on him which caused him to go on the warJuly 12, 1890.
path. When asked his reason for letting so many bad reMR. EDITOR: I actually needed hot to renew, because I
ports about himself go unnoticed, and being so hostil on this
find your paper regularly in our library. But as I am one
occasion, his reply was, " Gentlemen, lies don't hurt, don't
of the oldest subscribers I hold on to it still. I am seventy
amount to anything; but damn these truths!" And so with
years old. I concluded to hold out to the last. Every numthose Christians who look at these pictures and take offense
ber I receive I send out on missionary work. I feel sorry to
at them. It is because the true aims and workings of Cathkeep up the fight only with the paper. Some more ammuniolic and Protestant churches are shown up in such fine style.
tion would be more serviceable.
P. lliiNKWITZ.
Hurrah for Heston, and may he hav a son growing up who
will be able to fill his place after he is gone, if the world is
FRrxND, NEB., July 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $4, for two copies of the . not civilized until then. But I wish him a long life and
plenty of happiness with his family, if he has one. I will
picture book.
B. F. DASHIELLE.
J. E. Remsburg will deliver three lectures here on the 19th send my mite for him after a while.
and 20th of the month. The local paper of Friend printed a
BLOOMDALE, 0., July 13, 1890.
notice of the lectures, and I understand the Methodist parMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for one year's subson, Rev. Mr. Barker, read his pedigree the next Sunday
scription for myself and friend, as we hav been
from the pulpit for daring to notice an Infidel lecture. We
taking THE TRUTH S.&EKER for four months, and are so well
invited the reverend gentleman to attend the lectures.
pleased with it that we think we cannot get along without
J. W. GILBERT.
it. And we owe a debt of gratitude to our friend for his
efforts in inducing us to subscribe. I can say for myself that
NEWARK, N.J., July 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: It is natural to liv and die, but it is unna'tu- I obtained a great deal of useful information through the
ral that children of one mother should exist in unequal con- paper in regard to Bible questions.
I am at times a little diverted when talking with Chrisditions. Dame Nature should shower her blessings equally
upon all of her children. Ali are entitled to their share of tians on the subject of the Bible. They will all say, Oh, you
health and wealth. But unfortunately they are not possessed· will see the time when you will see your mistake. I will
of just shares. Some are born in luxury and affluence, say, If I am mistaken I would like to see it now, and as the
others in poverty and toil; some in health, others in dis- Christian people all over the world are praying to their God
ease; some comely and beautiful, others hideous to look at. to show unbelievers the error of their ways for thousands of
Preachers say that all is brought in this world by an all-wise years it seems strange that he does not do it, which fully
providence. Well, I answer there ia very little equity in confirms the fact in my mind that" there is no such thing as
the distribution and no wisdom in partiality. If it is igno- prayers being answered. And further, if he would only
rance to be partial, then it is criminal for providence to be cause us to see our mistake just when we come to die, then
it would be of no use to trouble ourselvs about it through
wise.
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.
life in trying to believe something that we cannot know anyGrnsoN, GA., July 8, 1890.
thing about until we come to die. But I think we know
MR. EDITOR: I put in my order some time ago for one just as much about that part of it as we ever will know.
copy of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," and I see And another query in my mind is how there can be so many
in the last TRUTH SEEKERS that it is now in press and wish different creeds and doctrine, and all at war with each other,
to obtain one as early as possible. I herein inclose $2, which when they ar6 all taken from the same book. It seems to
you will please receive and send the book as soon as you can me that if the book is the inspired word of God for the sole
get it ready.
salvation of his people, it would be so that all coul:i under.
I still keep laboring in the cause of Freethought and think stand it alike. And another point is-some people will get
I am doing some good. I am a careful reader of THE TRUTH up in their church and say that they are not living for this
BEEKER. I read and then lend them out for others·to read, world but for the next, and still they try to get all of this
and almost all who read them like them well. I shall keep world's goods that they can.
DAN WINELAND.
trying for subscribers, and I hope for some success in the
CouNCIL VALLBY, IDA., July 5, 1890.
future. I liv in that portion of Georgia where orthodox
MR. EDITOR : I like to read the " Letters .from Friends."
Christianity has heretofore entirely predominated, and I am
The Spiritualists are rather roughly handled in the iseue of
certain that Freethinking is now increasing. I am,
June 21st by Mr. Ward. It seems that Spiritualism is like
Ever yours in the cause of Mental Freedom,
the Gods and relics of all time. They could perform almost
SEABORN KITCHENs, SR.
any feat when alone or among. friends, but when a rabble of
NoRTH Au&ELIUB, MroH., July 11, 1890.
enemies had entered a sacred shrine, the God or relic was
MR. EDITOR: I must tell you that we had a debate at our most provokingly inactiv. I am not a Spiritualist, for the
school-house on the affirmation that woman's intellect is same reasons that I am not a Christian. But I am willing to
equal to man's, and we had a lively old time. There was a giv everyone his due. Theirs is a great improvement over
Free Methodist minister there, and he told the ladies what Christianity in the fact that they are progressiv. This is ob_ the divine will was in regard to the sex. So you see he was vious from the fact that they substitute a republican or Aninterpreting God's will. Then I wanted to know what the archistic form for the old mona.rchy of heaven. I tell you,
speaker knew about the divine will. In the first place, I progress on this little earth will tell, even to the farthest ehds
referred him to the Hindoo woman who throws her babe to of space. I am satisfied that if we ever try Socialism and
the crocodiles to please the wrath of her God, thrrmgh the find it as represented, it will be adopted in the spiritual
interpreting of the divine will by her priest. Then I referred world. There would be vast advantages derived from its
to the Catholic nunnery, and I wanted him to look at the use there. A system of coi:iperativ telephones could be esyoung women in there by the same process of the priest. tablished between the atmospheres of different earthly assoThen I referred to that dirty system of Mormonism, all kept ciations, so when a spirit was wanted at another place he
up by the same process of the priest, all by the interpreting of could be sent for instantly, thus saving the mortification of
the divine will of God. Then I spoke of burning witches, a medium in not always getting the proper answer.
hanging Quakers and whipping them through streets tied to
But I always find a Spiritualist an economic reformer, so
a cart's tail in mid-winter, and a good deal more which I I think Atheists, Deists, Agnostics, and Spiritualists should
bav not space to write. I say, away with such jackasses. all work together as Liberals, and not quarrel over the spoils
The priests do not like me.
JosEPH LAKE.
that are not WO!l. Whatever we may believe concerning a
future existence, all Liberals stand on the ground that though
STEP, ALA., July 10, 1890.
our station in some future existence may depend on our deMR. EDITOR : I want you to understand that you and the velopment here, it does not depend on our belief or faith.
cause that you are so valiantly battling for has no better This, I think, is the true Liberal position.
friend nor stronger advocate in this world than myself. The
Then if we dispute in a friendly manner over these nondoctrin you teach seems to hav come to me by inAtinct, nat- essentials, we should ever keep in view, working together
ure, twenty years ago, and coming under your influence for for the reformation of mankind, measures as follows:
two or three years has only confirmed my natural conviction First, get rid of that traditional compilation of stories known
after trying to be a Christian and reading the Bible for thirty as the Bible, which is a standing defense of every act of
years. I am now as confirmed an Infidel as live on earth. mankind from king to beggar. Second, make mankind
I am nearly seventy, but hav no fear of the future. I am brothers by industrial reform. After these vital questions
much more happy than I used to be when trying to be a are solved, then we may turn our attention to the conflict
Christian. I am the only outspoken one in this section, but between Spiritualism and Materialism, and to some extent
I tell you there is an undercurrent at work even here in this settle that mental struggle. Let us hav cooperation now.
ChriRtian laud that some day after I hav gone over the river
Send on some Harman bhmks. We might as well petition
will be heard from. Policy and personal motive is all that Comstock as President Harrison, but nevertheless we will
is clogging the wheels of progress here.
show him we are not asleep.
J. P. ToWNLEY.

MAREN<'lo, ILL., July Hi, 1890.
MR. EmTOR: In yours of the 12th inst. you made a statement which should not be pa&BP.d by unnoticed by Materialists. You say incidentally, under the heading, "Fighting
Ingersollism," that your '' Spiritualistic friend Perry makes
organs and confutes Materialists." Now, whether this was
intended as a sarcasm or as a joke at !lome one's expense I
know not, but at any rate it was great news to me, as well
as, no doubt, to other Materialists, to see that they had been
confuted by supernaturalists of any denomination, and by
letting us know when and where we were thus placed !tors
du combat you will place us under obligations. If Materialists were confuted it must hav been by Spiritists telling us
some of their experiences, or referring to several manifestations as irrefragable evidence of spirit existence, as I know
of no other arguments they ever advanced to sustain their
"spirit philosophy." Like the Christian who quotes scripture to prove the genuinness of the Bible, so do Spiritists
adduce the visions mesmerically (or otherwise) produced to
prove that there are spirits. One promis is precisely as
valid as the other. They assume both are genuin, having
such exuberant faith In them, and do not think it necessary
to furnish other proof. They present a well-executed counterfeit of the genuin article-the Christian his Bible for his
inspiration, etc., and the Spiritist his visions for his spiritsand claim that they are proof enough. They hold a bogus
dollar before your eyes and say, "Don't you see it is a dollar-what more proof do you want?" That is Spiritualist
and orthodox logic, and that is the way they "confute" the
Materialist's arguments.
Or, perhaps, in an emergency, when hard pressed, they
" confute" them as they did my challenge and the views
therein expressed concerning the nature of these manifestations, namely, they ignore them entirely, which in former
ages was considered evidence of being ignominiously
cornered or floored I But the rules of discussion seem to
hav changed since then. Now when anyone is silenced, he
is considered the victor, having by his silence" confuted"
his opponent. It must be a surprise, therefore, for Materialists to learn that they were confuted without knowing when
and by whom. So they might as well prepare themselvs to
pass all eternity in ethereal space, for thus having let Spiritists " confute" them by being caught napping, which will
now render their souls immortal nili viii. No escape for
them; Spiritualists hav so ordained it, so the other side may
as well resign itself to its fate. And all this because they
were " confuted" without even knowing that anyone had
assailed their premises, except perhaps with ephemeral phantasmagoria of an overheated brain.
H. WETTSTEIN.
STEUBENVILLE, 0., July 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I had about made up my mind that I had
nothing more to say on the question of naturalizing foreigners, especially Catholics, when I came across the following,
which I clip from the Pittsburgh Dispatch of the lOth inst.:
NEw YoRK, July 10.-The following communication from
a correspondent at Antioch, North Syria, is published this
afternoon : A Catholic priest, deep in the councils of Rome,
whose intimacy I hav the fortune to possess, told me of a
plan whereby the Maronite Catholics of Mount Lebanon
intend to emigrate to the United States. Unable to get a
permit from the sultan of Turkey, they will. by stealth,
cross over to Cyprus, British te~ritory, aud sail thence, as
some detachments hav already done. Another tremendous
army of Asiatics is preparing to emigrate to the United
States in the autumn. These last are Armenians. Even
Armenian paupers in this region, returned to this couutry
at the expense of Pennsylvania churches, are preparing to
return in the autumn again to test the infinit folly of Americans. They entertain the most sovereign contempt for any
Jaw of Congress, as the infinit sham of an examination at
New York has once been passed by them. With the continued grinding poverty and military burdens, with the
increasing taxes, the great masses of western Asia and
northern Africa are determined to go to the United States.
Loving my country as my life, I earnestly invoke your instant
attention to this alarming sta\e of things, that in some way
Congress may stem the torrent of these hordes of vandals,
who will ultimately destroy American institutions. I am
entirely sure that the Maronite Catholic movement is stimulated to the utmost by the Romanists. Let Congress awaken
and check these movements. There is no time to be lost.
If any man who loves his country, whether nativ or
adopted citizen, can doubt after reading that that the Catholic propaganda are conspiring to capture this country to
the church, by an organized .effort to get the majority of
voters by any and all means in their power, he must be blind
indeed ; and if the hordes they are pouring ln on us are all
naturalized, their object will be gnined in another decade,
in my opinion. The naturalization laws must be repealed
or worse will happen. The Catholic church has hundreds
of societies armed and drilled, ready for the fray when they
see their time has come. And lately at Pittsburgh was a convention of all of them to consolidate the whole into one
army. Why is it the people are so supine while the enemy
is laying his plans every hour, in secret and openlyopenly enough to show his intention ? People say to me :
Oh, if it comes to that, we can put them down as we did
the Sout.hern rebels. But I tell them the Catholic church is
a more wily foe than they ever had to deal with, and before
they strike a blow they will hav the chains so wound around
the body politic that it will be of very little use to struggle.
What is done must be done at once, and one of the first
things to be done is to stop naturalizing any foreigners; after
that it may become necessary to confieca.te the property that
is held in trust by the bishop for the pope-to giv them the
same medicin the Mormons (Confisc11tion of Mormon church
property under the Edmunds act has been declared constitutional by the United States Supreme Court.) hav been treated
with, and what the Mexicans and Brazilians hav had to do
to keep the state out of the hands of the church.
JNo. DowNEs.
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LEXINGTON, KY., July 7, 181!0.
MR. EDITOR : Philosophy has been instrumental in training the mental faculties which belong to our nature, but
oftener, as in case of Rousseau (under whose auspices a
good plow was invented, which seemed to arouse to new
life the laboring classes of Europe), good has been done by
the introduction of labor-saving machines. Mr. Heston's
picture of the tools presented to the savage, is beautifully
suggestiv.
But there is a strange fascination about those vivid,
luminous thoughts and impressions which require no deep
study; those deep, delusiv hopes and fears which are used
by the clergy in charming and chaining the helpless mind.
The manacles we wear are fastened about us in childhood.
The horrid epoch of Nero also produced Seneca, but eoon
Christianity presented to man the deadly absinthe of religious faith. At once he becomes a demon, and civilization
again is only the dream of the theorist.
Many things prevent the march of true evolution. The
insane applause which greets the voice of the great orator
who touches some heartstring, which sends forth rich melodies upon the air-even this may be a dead weight to improvement.
But all other contending influences are as nothing to the
iron grip of the modern clergy, whose demoniac power will
not giv us a chance to breathe the air of freedom of thought,
which alone preserves truth intact. The clergy hav bound
truth hand and foot, throwing her into a dimly lighted cavern which they call "religious society."
"The Protestants hav possession of the public schools,"
you say. The hellish and unreasonable opposition of the
church to the dictates of reason shows plainly what awful
calamities are just upon us, like monsters in a jungle just
ready to spring upon our peaceful homes. The vulgar and
prejudiced histories, to which the multitude cling, are like
conventional masks upon the face of honor and unswerving
rectitude. You might as well try to reason with a volcano
or whirlwind as with a red-hot, money-loving clergyman,
surrounded by his bloodthirsty, iron-handed, crafty minions.
Dear friends, stand firm; the dawn is near. Like Voltaire,
we will welcome every occasion for " avenging insulted
humanity." "We would not love the world so well, did we
not love honor more."
The modern Jew has his reasoning powers left uncorrupted because they hav not been drugged to death by the
crazy dreams of the New Testament.
"No man of sound judgment can reconcile Sunday Jaws
with the idea of personal freedom and the rights of man in
the pursuit of happiness. The same spirit instigated the
massacres of Bartholomew and Sicilian vespers, revoked the
edict of Nantes, lighted the fires of Smithfield."
Who is this august character, this God in the schools, but
a fierce monster without feeling or conscience, ready to kill,
burn, and destroy his helpless victims, also denying justice
to those giants of firmness, Reid and Harman, when even an
eager, life-loving insect has a right to a good place in the
universe. His Sunday and week-day persecutions are alike
days of blood and infamy without reason, mercy, or justice.
But, sir, the reservation of lands for the poor by the government, is all that can save this great country from destruction. Will you, and Mr. Trueblood, and others, please
elaborate a plan for this purpose, if you think it would meet
the wants of the period? Are the poor to be crammed into
loathsome corners by speculators who are wolves in human
shape ? Their gilded deRB are the homes of the most
ferocious animals, who always prey upon men, though their
ALHAzA.
bloody hands are filled with Christian gold.
SALIDA, C..u.., July 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: This is the Fourth of July. I want to
swear. May I? Not at the God-cursed church nor the
priest-ridden populace, but at the Liberals. We had a free,
just, secular government. Now what hav we? You hav
told the story. Even the Rev. Mr. White, elder of the
Materialist church, give it up. But he does not vote as he
prays-helps the priests shut up the saloons on Sundays.
I do not know that this is church and state. You tell him.
He will get right up from his devotions over God and his
book, and set up God and his day. Wake him up; hold
him up. Shake him over the hell on earth he is building
for himself and his neighbors.
Truly it is all a mess. The state is a mere instrument of
the church. Who is responsible? The majority. Who
constitute the majority? Liberala-'-at least, non-church
members-two to one. The priests beai-.rule and the people
love to hav it so. The Liberals are responsible, first through
their apathy and indifference, and second from their activity
on the wrong side. They are too lazy to ascertain the facts,
and when they do discover danger they are too lazy to think
how their own actions will affect a desired result, and become
more dangerous as friends than as enemies. And when not
too lazy to think methodically, they are too cranky, lopsided, and bull-headed to be governed by common sense
and do anything that is prac~cal or sensible.
The first class-the lazy Liberals-is fittingly represented
by Elder White. No, he is not lazy-he is too busy in his
amusements laughing at Heston's pictures or the crudities
and absurdities of Bible characters to know anything about
what the saints are doing in America. 'fhere is nothing to
fear, say such men. Science is advancing. Hell is cooling
off. God is cornered. The church is on its last legs. No
danger except possibly from the Catholics.
Another class see danger and fight the church with voice
and pen, but aid it with their votes. They invest the state
with the same tyrannical powers that govern the church.
Sinner and saint betray liberty with equal facility. And the
state has nothing further to fear from church encroachment,
for the Liberals hav already robbed it of all virility. A

pious Comstock walks into the citadel of liberty by the same
gate that paternal Wakeman opens. One prescribes for the
body in the name of science; the other engineers the soul
in the name of religion, and the man does not liv who can
lay down a principle that would admit the one and exclude
the other. The Anarchist can see this clearly, and yet, in
the great fight between the two kinds of government-paternal and democratic-between liberty and slavery, church
and state-he is content to be a neutral or bestow two kicks
upon the state to one against the church. And yet he knows
that his own liberty is at stake. He knows that law is, law
has been, law will be, and the only question is as to the
character of that law. He knows that organization alone
can meet organization; knows that there is no power on
earth that can grapple with an ambitious priesthood except
the state; knows that that state will be as Liberal as the
Liberals make it. And yet he is content to do nothing or worse
than nothing, atoning for each stab at the state by making
a face at Comstock. If tl:ree of these braves should happen
to fraternize, fall into line, and pucker in concert, how the
vice agent would tremble.
Just now the Anarchists extraordinary hav the field. The
average Liberal has no devotion, is not in earnest about anything. These~will sacrifice themselvs, their friends, and their
cause on the slightest provocation-sacrifice them to a whim,
a fancy, a mere question of words. These are doing valhnt
work for church and state and Comstock. They are the
especial friends of women. Let us see. Woman's first need
is not talk, but a home; not agitation, but protection; a
just status in marriage and society. Not criticism, but betterment; not ranting, but a remedy. These Radicals hav
no remedy, and woman's last estate under their regime is
worse than the first. The Shakers are the only Liberals who
hav done anything to better woman's condition. I say this
in full view of all my honorable sisters are saying all the
time ad nauseam in Lucifer, and I aver they are as unwise
and unbalanced on this question as their orthodox sisters are
on the temperance issue. They hav been all through a damage to Harman and a detriment to their own cause.
But if rational discussion be the need on this question of
sex, the Heywoods and the Harmans are taking just the
course to make it. impossible. They hav no issue with either
Judge Foster or Carpenter over this. They hav no occasion
for martyrdom except as they manufacture it. Their cause
is not the cause of women nor of free speech. It is not the
cause of the Liberal press. On the contrary, they are jeopardizing the very existence of every Liberal paper in the
land. Why, then, should the Liberal press make it their
cause? Why rush to their defense, to shield them from the
known consequences of their course-a course which they
hav repeatedly denounced as willful, stubborn, or foolhardy?
This is no time to be led away by sympathy. I know its
power, but I protest against its influence. Are we so clannish as to support a Liberal simply because he is a Liberal,
to any and every extent? There is no propriety nor consistency, no sense, in appealing to the law in favor of those who
uniformly defy the law and propose to continue it. There
is just one thing for these men to do-promis to stop printing
needlessly offensiv matter. In the name of all that is at
stake in the death grapple between liberty and slavery,
church or state, I protest against the Liberal forces being led
off and scattered, to waste their strength over minor ma·~ters
and personal, frivolous issues.
C. M. CLINTON.
PHILADELPmA, July 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Although I am a Liberal of thirty years'
standing, I am, as yet, but a new subscriber to your grand
and truly American paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am sup.
plied with my paper by the news agent of our district. I
think that this method give more publicity to your paper,
snd might prove the means of securing to you some new
subscribers among people that I cannot reach myself. I
know that the pictures hav already attracted attention, and
may create an interest. Hence, my object. I am highly
pleased with the paper myself. I admire the style of many
of the articles I find in it. They are plain, sharp, and convincing; true, reasoning, and indisputable. They are
exactly what is wanted for the times. Religion is not given
much to reason, therefore we must keep ·hammering at it incessantly. Religion is founded upon nothing and nourished
by ignorance, and as we know the elements with which we
hav to deal, we must persevere with our truth and logic,
and endeavor to light up that spark of reason which is found
from time to time.
It has been my misfortune, here of late, to run counter
with people who are of the Gad-in-the-Constitution per-.
suasion. These people are the most obdurate, callous, and
unreasonable of all that I ever met. Their argument is for
church power alone; they care not about the rights and
liberties of others. They say that, as the Christians are in
the strongest numbers, they hav a right to demand a
Sunday law, or any other Jaw for the benefit of the church,
and that the legislature has a right to enhct them, and that
the state has a right to enforce them. I hav also read statements in the dally papers to the same effect. If such statements are true, then of what worth, importance, or consideration is the Constitution? It I understand it rightly,
the Constitution is a document of the states, by the states,
and for the states. The Constitution embraces a code of
laws in conformity with all those principles necessary for
the establishment of a perfect liberty, and that will accord to
all American citizens equal rights and privileges. While
the Constitution will tolerate all manner of religions, whose
creeds do not conflict in any way with its general character,
it cannot, nor dare not, acknowledge any religious gods.
To the contrary, it declares a separation of church and state.
Is this not an invitation to the Christian church, or any
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other church, to keep their hands off? As the Constitution
of the United States is made by the states, it therefore becomes a part and parcel of each state. If, therefore, states
enact any law to the benefit of any church, do they not
thereby acknowledge the power of such church, and violate
their obligations to the United States? And if they enforce
such religious laws, do they not enslave all American citizens
who are not followers of the state's favorit church? The
Constitution guarantees to every American citizen his or her
religious liberty. Any citizen has a right to worship either
of the score of gods now in vogue. And while doing so,
people of other gods hav no right to molest them, nor to
enforce the laws of other gods upon them. Do the Christians, as true, patriotic American citizens, endeavor to
preserve their rights to American citizens? No! But they
enact laws in the interest of their own church, and enforce
them upon all the people ; rob them of their citizenship,
reduce them to slavery, and set the organic laws of the
nation at defiance. Can such tyranny, such outrages against
the rights of citizens, be sustained by the lying howl of state
rights? If such diabolical legislation is state's rights, could
not any other religion or creed, on gaining strength by
numbers, rule a state supreme also, by having laws enacted
to the particular benefit of its own church? Hav not the
Mormons as good a right to rule a state in the name of their
church as the Christians hav? Hav not the Jews the same
right also? And if, in the early future, the Liberals should
find themselvs the greater power of a state, could we not
then retaliate against reli~ion, by making tyrannical laws for
its suppression ? Could we not establish the fact that religion is witchcraft in a new form, and enact laws for its
abolishment? Would religion then ask for state rights?
No. They would appeal to the government, and ask for
their religious liberty; which they would hav a right to do,
and they would also hav a right to hav their prayers granted.
We are now asking fo;r our American liberty. We hav no
redress. We appeal to the religionists themselvs. They
are inexorable. They will concede nothing, but deny us
everything, even our birthright. This is church power and
not state right, as the church would hav us believe. They
thus work their schemes of usurpation and coercion from behind the bulwarks of the state. A st,ate's first right, and
first duty, is to annul or repeal all such iniquitous laws, and
thereby preserve to her citizens their religious liberty and
protect them against unlawful taxation. Does this power,
appropriated by the Christian church, to abuse, to torture,
to destroy, come of divine inspiration ? If so, then it behooves the liberty-loving American citizens to place
themselvs in conflict array, to despoil the enemy of our
peace, and to destroy the destroyer of the innate attributes
o! the men of men.
When by man 011r land is scourged,
In the name of Gods, divine;
Mighty truth shall be our sword,
Our love, to liberty's shrine.
We are told that religious priests, or ministers, are called
by God, to teach his gospel. If this is true, then what shall
we say concerning the variegated Christianity as we find it
to-day, divided into parts, cut into fragments, tattered
and torn, rent asunder by quarrels and dissensions ar!sing
from the superstitious prejudices? And all of these quarrelsome, snarling puppets of God are called to preach GCJd's
gospel, everyone teaching differently. Discord and disunion
is now the only motiv power to their religious enthusiasm.
And God himself-he is the right kind of a God for the
Christians. He is flexible. He is one God to many different denominations and creeds. He backs up all
tkey say of him, no matter how various. It is the
Jews without a Christ, and the Christians with a
Christ. It is the Catholics with a purgatory, and the
Protestants without a purgatory. It is the Methodists with
their terrible hell, and the Universalists without any hell. I
can but admire this generosity and leniency on God's part.
He allows Christians to believe as they please. And
if Christians wish to appear as godly as they claim to be,
they will accord these same rights to all other people. If
it were possible for the Jews, by increasing in their numbers,
to raise once more in the ascendant, God would return,
like a boomerang, to his starting-point. He would disown
his son, Christ, and excommunicate the Holy Ghost. We
should then hav once more the God of our fathers, of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and of Solomon, the wise king.
who had children enough to fill his great temple at Jerusalem.
We would hav the old system of burnt offering and sacrifice
restored. Witches would again abound, to counsel the
kings of God's nations, presidents, and congresses. Gov.
ernors and legislatures would become a thing of the past, as
the Jaws of man are as blasphemy compared with the divine
knowledge of priests and kings, obtained through the
agency of God's witches.
Tithes and tributes would be levied upon all the people
for the support of the church, no matter of what creed,
color nationality, or previous condition. The Sflbb01th
Satu;day law would go into practice once more, the social
system of polygamy would beco~Il;e prevalent again,. a~d
God would sanction all of these thmgs to-day ail he drd In
days of yore,
When men made their God, they fashioned. his character
like unto that of men, that God himself might appear more
godly.
.
.
.
1 will change the subject, and close, by Inserting this from
the Philadelphia Rec01·d:
THE LIYES OF .MEN.
'Tis strange about the lives of men.
They liv, they love, they die. And then.
What then? Ah, don't I wish I knew ;
But r~ally cannot tell. Can you ?

J.

s.
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republic. Many a brave man has bared his the fair sex, for it has long been noted for its home school where we study both schoo
bosom to the storms of shot and shell for the large.footed girls. But it must be remem- books and music.
1 went to a circus on my birthday and had
sake of American independence. Brave m!m bered that " She.cago" is (in) lll.
a nice time. Mamma gave me mitts, cap,
Did I cry when I was first put into and a gold pen for my birthday present. I
Jldited bf MIBS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall were with Washington on the bloody field of
RWM', Ma88., to rDhom all OommuniMtfonsf01' Monmouth. They fought by the side of the breeches? Well, no. I felt prouder than a like to hav gir sand boys write to mo. Well,
dying Warren on the blood-soaked ridge of peacock and richer than Cree sus; and perhaps I will close for this time. From
this (JornM" sllould be s~nt.
ABBIE HUNDLEY.
Bunker Hill. Th~y were with Arnold and the happiest day in my lite was when I shed
Montgomery in their heroic charge upon petticoats and bloomed into a full-grown
"Between the dark and the day]jgM,
"A SWITOH is matter," said the boy;
Quebec. They were with Lafayette and boy.
When the night is beginning to lower,
" It guides my acts, I find ;
Pulaski at the Brandywine; with Stark at
The judges of the Supreme Court may
Oomes a. pause in the daY's occupations
'Tis thus a force my folks employ
That is known as the Ghildren's Hour."
Bennington; with Arnold at Saratoga; with wear gowns, but that is so they may be disOf matter over mind."
Wayne at Stony Point; with DeKalb at tinguished from the prisoners. But it makes
Camden, and on every bloody field of the them look more like fools than judges.
Six. and Sixty.
Ag~:mts for the Tn.th Seeker.
Revolution they fought, bled, and died that
I think the women must hav a mortgage
Light of the morning,
OA.LIFOI!5IA.
their country might be free. No nation in on the "mother tongue;" for if they are not
Darling of Dawning,
1. E. C!ark, Los Angeles.
.
careful
they
will
wear
it
out.
But
those
who
the
world
can
boast
of
men
who
fought
with
Blithe little, lithe little daughter of mine !
J.
C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
more courage, bravery, and determination use it most wisely are the master minds.
While with thee ranging
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Sure I'm exchanging
than did the soldiers of the American RevoNo, there are no" sir maids," but there are Estate o! S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Sixty of my Years for six years like thine.
lution. They were inspired by the thought mer men. But is it not rather unpatriotic to
Francisco.
Wings c..nnot vie with thee,
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Franof
independence;
their
souls
were
animated
compare
imaginary
mermaids
to
the
"father
LightlY I :fly with thee,
cisco.
by the sentiment of that lofty declaration of of his country?"
Gay as the thistledown over the lee;
OANA.DA.
Life is all magic,
Patrick Henry, 'Giv me liberty or giv me
If the Milky Way belongs to womanhood, T. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
Gomic or tragic,
death,' and they pushed ahead, heedless of how does it happen that it is composed of so
, N.S.
PlaYed as thou playest it dailY with me.
the flying shot and shell that swept their many sons (suns)?
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
Floatin~t and ringing
ranks like a wild tornado. 0 America l bow
" There is hope for the world when woman- James Foster, Weiland, Oo.t.
Thy· merrY singing
can
you
fail
to
honor
your
brave
defenders?
hood
awakes." Of course she bas not yet, R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Gomes when the light comes, like t-hat of the
They made you the grandest nation on earth but the world seems to get along all right Jas. Douglas, 46 E.ll"LORIDA.
birds.
Bay st., Jacksonville.
List to the plaY of it !
-they placed upon your brow a wreath of without her help.
IDAHO.
That is the waY of it;
everlasting glory. At their feet lie the great
Where did girls get that barbarous custom A.. Erwin, Murray.
All's in the music and naught in the wordsILLUWIB.
evils that hav threatened the destruction of of boring their ears? I think they must hav
Glad or grier-laden,
Post-office News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago
your liberties, on their swords and bayonets borrowed it from the Africans.
Schubert or Hadyn,
Ballad of Erin or merry Scotch laY,
is written your history, and by their sides
"When you praise us you declare that we G. E. Wilson, 314 S. l"3tate st, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
Like an evangel
stand the glorious stars and stripes without outweiszh the universe, and are angelic enough J. W. Howe, t56 S. Halstead st., C!:icag<J.
Some babY angel
a
stain
on
them."
to
dwell
in
starry
spheres."
INDIANA.
Brought from sky nurserY stealing away.
Perhaps some of Miss Mary's masculin J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Surely I know it,
friends ha v seen fit to render her such praise. T. P. Monroe, postmastllr, Dunkirk.
Corner Gospel.
Artist nor poet
IOWA..
Guesses my treasure of jubilant hours ..
If so she undoubtedly deserves it-the last
PRJJ:OIOUS TIME.
M. L. D. Lansing, Madrid.
Sorrows, what are theY 1
part at least; but I think the firsl part must
Do
we
realize
the
value
of
time?
Not
generLOUISIANA.
Nearer or far, theY
A.l. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleane
Vanish in sunshine, like dew from the llowers; ally. Wewasteit. Wesquanderit. Wethrow be a little exaggerated.
Worcester, Mass.
WALTER W. CLARK.
M.h.!lBA.OB.UBBTTS.
Years, I am glad of thom l
it away in the most reckless manner. Here
Would that I had of them
[The above communication ends the sharp Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
an hour, there another, until the greater part
Joseph .Marsh, Northampton.
More and yet more, while thus mingled with
o(daylight has flown, no one knows whither, little tilt between two among the brightest Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
thine.
and
wittiest
of
our
large
and
constantly
and
the
hour
for
sleep
has
come.
But
what
Age, I make light of it !
l!lOHiaA.N.
Fea.r not the sight of it.·
shall we do with it? Oh, there is so much, so increasing family. If continued, it must be A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
Time's but our phi.".- mate, whose toys are divine. very much, to do. Development of mind and by private correspondence; but we shall be 3. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 485.
-T. w. Hiquinwn in Cen!uru.
body, of all the faculties. is imperativ upon always glad to hear from both of our smart Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.
Grand Ranid~.
us. By making the most of ourselvs we young friends upon topics of general interest.
'\wan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Ned and His Pony.
-ED.
C.
C.]
make the world better, we contribute to the
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
--~----~~------A ponY had been given to Ned,
general welfare. Life is sweet as we use time
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
A Parable of Love.
To his delight and joy,
H!6SOUEI.
properly and profitably. It is a burden when
"I'll master it," said the ax; and his blows
A tinY little qMdruped
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
we dawdle aimlessly and foolishly along, fell heavily on the iron.
To suit 11 tinY boY.
91. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
throwing the costly possession of time away
But tiny boys of course increase
But every blow made his edge more blunt, Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
1
as
lightly
as
thistledown
floats
on
the
air.
In size, their legs grow long ;
until he ceased to strike.
NllW YORK.
And ere two years had passed away
Time is ours now. Let us employ it. The
"Leave it to. me," said the saw, and with 3rentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Ned was both tall and strong.
message is always, Do something, be some- his relentless teeth he worked backward and Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
"I'm in an awkward fix," he cried,
thing. The flowers of light, life, and beauty forward on its surface until they were all H. Adler, cor. Es~ex&GrBnd sts., New York
"For this will never do ;
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
are
on the mountain-top. They are for you, worn down, and broken he fell aside.
Mv feet will soon be on the ground
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
but
you
alone
must
pluck
them.
Another
can
Unless his legs grow too!"
"Ha, hal" said the hammer. "I knew L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
not gather them for you. The glittering jewels you wouldn't succeed. I'll show you the J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
But, boys, do you suppose that steed
of science and truth are for you, but you must way."
New York.
·
Would grow an inch 1 Not he.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
He'd trot and gallop, eat and drink,
strive for them yourself. Action, employBut
at
the
first
fierce
blow
off
flew
his
But that was all, you see.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
ment, energy, toil, are necessary adjuncts to head, and the iron remained as before.
York.
His growing daYS were done before
honorable living. Time will not wait. The
"Shall I try?" asked the soft, small flame. :3. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
He ever came to Ned,
surging waves go on and on, flowing faster
OHIO.
They all despised the flame, but he curled
And as the boY took in this truth,
and faster. If you do not steer your craft you gently around the iron, embraced it, and John Jacques, Akron.
"I'm in a fix," he said.
must drift, you know not where. The gold never left it until it melted under his irresist- ~T. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
One daY, wben he was riding fast,
Van Epps & Co., 259 Sup~rior st .. Cleveland
of time is the faithful use of it.
The pnny cast a shoe ;
ible influence.
W. Smith, 829 Superior st., Cleveland.
Gries Ned," We'll ViEit blacksmith Joe,
How many might truthfully put up some
There are hearts hard enough to resist the J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
And BGe what he ca.n do. "
such notice as this, as suggested by that fine force of wrath, the malice of persecution, Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
Joe pared the sturdy little hoof,
thinker and teacher, Horace Mann: Lost, and the fury of pride, so as to make their
ORBGON.
He pared and pared away,
yesterday, somewhere between sunrise and acts recoil on their adversaries; but there is B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
The while young master watched the deed
C.
H.
Wilcox,
Portland.
sunset, two-or more-golden hours, each a power stronger than any of those, and hard
In horror and dismay.
·
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
one set with sixty diamond minutes. No indeed is the heart that can resist love.
At length he spoke, "Look here now, Joe,
PBNNBYL VANU.
reward is offered, for they are gone forI don't feel quite at ease;
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
ever."
MY pony's small enough iust now,
George Longford, 1108 Leopard st., Phila.
A Bird Story,
Don't make him smaller, please !"
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
Then let us resolve to lose not one precious
The Examiner tells a pretty story of two
TBNNllBBBB.
minute of time, but use each with all care and
birds in Dr. Prime's collection. Last spring Wm. B. Fisher, 831 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
A. Bright Speech.
diligence.
one of the old birds, a gray sparrow, became D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
Gather your roses while you may,
BY A RISING YOUNG MAN.
TBX.A.S.
blind. Straightway a little dark brown and
Old Time is still a. flying,
·
At a Fourth of July celebration (this year)
white bird, known as a Japanese nun, and [,, Andruss, Denison.
And
this
same
flower
that
blooms
to-day
George J. Remsburg was called upon to
l'. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
To-morrow may be dying.
named Dick, became the sparrow's friend. EI. B. Kratz, 806 Houston st., Fort Worth.
make a speech. He responded in a few reThe
sparrow's
home
had
a
round
hole
as
a
S.
H.
W.
UTAH.
marks from which the following extracts are
doorway. Little Dick would sit down on a fames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
taken: "Ladies and Gentlemen, FellowTo .Miss Mary Foster.
perch opposit the hole and chirp. The blind W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
citizens: I hav been called upon to make a
bird
would come out, and guided by Dick's fohn· A. Jost, Ogden.
No,
I
do
not
smoke
or
chew
tobacco,
nor
speech and I am sorry to say that I am untlenry Booth, Stockton.
do
I hav any very bad habits. Womankind chirps would leap to the perch, and so on to
WASHINGTON TBRRITOBY,
prepared, but nevertheless I am going to say
the
seed
cup
and
water
bottle.
But
the
most
will
ever
pick
up
rubbish
where
she
could
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
a few words, for on an occasion like this
curious part of tbe performance was when
BNGL.A.ND.
when we hav assembled together to cele- find gems. She still holds fast to Christ for
Watts & Co., 1'7 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
brate the glorious Fourth of July-! can an example and leaves our noble Ingersoll in the blind sparrow would try to get back into
London.
the house. Dick would place the sparrow
hardly refrain from. giving utterance to my the cold.
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
exactly
opposit
the
hole
by
showing
him
She-ol
is
used
simply
to
scare
womanhood,
feelings. But when I realize the true greatness
AUSTRALIA.
and grandeur of this memorable day, I can for if he-ll was used it would remove her along the perch. When opposit, Dick would Mrs. J. Hadfield, PR-rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
not summon words strong enough to express holy horror of that place; but God's domains chirp, and the blind bird would leap in, never W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
failing.
AfBW ZEALAND.
my feelings. I feel that we are doing our are still called he-aven for a sort of drawing
A.. D. Willis, Wanlo"(anui.
card.
------~~-------duty when we meet here in this shady grove
Correspondence.
Perhaps Sam('s)son ought to hav been
amid the beneficent fruition of nature,' to
STILLWATER, MONT., June 29, 1890.
mentioned,
but
it
must
be
remembered
that
celebr"te this me!llorable day, for just one
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought "l would
hundred and fourteen years ago to-day, my a woman was the cause of all his misfort- write to you, because I saw other children's
unes.
And
while
Bible
characters
are
letters in THE TRUTH BEEKER. This is my All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
fellow-citizens, the old liberty bell in Philadelphia ' proclaimed liberty throughout the being named, Ham Ilton, named after the first letter in the Children's Corner. My
12mo, 800pp., $1.50.
has been taking THE TRUTH BEEKER
land, unto all the inhabitants thereof.' The colored gentleman who went up in the ark, father
for a long time. My class-mate and I look Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories
should
not
be
forgotten.
for BoYS and Girls. 12mo, 8B8pp., $1.25.
sword of Washington, together with the penq
in the Children's Corner and read the letters
0! course
of Paine and JetfP.rson, and the eloquent apof every paper. I think l will write to a Story Hour. An Exceptionally Bandsome and Interesting Book, Without Supersti" Mistress Mary, quite contrary,"
girl named Maggie Sailor•.
peals of Patrick Henry, James Otis, and the
tion, for Ghildren and Youth. The Onlf FreeMy father has been wanting my sister and
thinkers• Ghildren's Story-Book ever ISSued.
Adamses, were the originators of American would never be so mean as to mention
me to write to you for a long time. He is a
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
independence, and it was this strong pilla t Mad(i)son.
type, heav.v, toned paper, broad margins, illnB•
ranchman with lots of sheep, and I liv too
trated oovers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
upon which they laid the foundation of our
No doubt "She-cago" should belong to far to go to school in town. We hav a little
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER GO.

Miss Wixon'sWorks.
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By VIscouNT .AllrnERLEY.
Anthors.
4 7 Poverty: Its Effects on the Politieal ConBy G. 0. DABLINCI,
Paper, Svo, 170;;Jp., 25 cents.
dition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5
EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.
Paper,
•
•
50 cents.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others.
MANNA SERIES;
1 Original Manna for" God's chosen."; ..:... 5
E PInE M
I 0 N 8 • 3 New Life of D1wid. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
4 Why I was Excommunieated. Barnard... 20
By F. R. MARviN, M.D.
5 200 Questions Without Answers............. [)
. Errors Exposed.
and Arguments.
Price, 10 cents.
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
By. D. M. BENNETT"
and a Chinese M11ndarin ................... 10
Price, 15 cents.
'1 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
Paper, 146pp., 25 cents.
by a Weak but Zealous Chrlstian....... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. HolyBy DAVID HUJliE.
oake............................................ 5
Price, 10 cents.
9 New Life of .Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
10 A Few Words about the Devil......... ·....... 5
TWENTY CRIJlf.JiJS and VICES
11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
Sanctioned oy dm·ipture.
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ... 10
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
CONVENT MYSTERIES.
By J. E. RElii:SBUBG.
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Ilolyoake 10
Paper, 300pp., eo cents; cloth, $1.
Price, 2~ cents.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. II. 10
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
United States and Canada.
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bmdlaugh... 5
5o., 50~. per doz., 25 for $1.
By M. BABCOCK.
By M. E. BILLINGS,
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
Price,
15
cents.
Price,
25 cents.
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
By PROF. JOHN FISKE.
21 A Secular Prayer. Ilolyoake. Per doz ... 10
Price, 10 cents.
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
By MAx MuLLER, M.A.
better than
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2;
GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
Price, 10 cents.
$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
By ANNIE BEBANT.
Price,
10
centE.
GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
By M. BA:BCOCK.
Price, 10 cents.
and Religion.
THE
GOTTLIEB: HIS L1FE.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell.
Price, 10 cents.
By s. P. PUTNAM.
Price, 25 cents.

Advancement~ Science

COMMON SENSE.

EVOLUTION THEORY.

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.

AGE OF REASON.

ALAMONTADA,

BfSANT-HATCHARO OfBATf.

ECCE DIABOLUS_

LIFE OF JESUS.

BIBLE BALANCED.

Eight Scientific Tracts.

----------------·---·

BIBLE, fABRICATiOMS RHUTf.O. Answers to Christian Questions

BIBLE MORALS.

;~ce. ;c;t~ us

Essay on Miracles,

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

MARIA MONK.

ESSAYS AND LECTURES.

GI-IOST OF ST. JOHNS.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

BUDD HIS f NIHILISM.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

ROARIMG liON 01 THf TRACK.

Heathens ofthe·Heath.

By M. BA:Bcocx.
Price, 10 cents.

RADICAL

ROMANCE.

Chnstianit~ an~ Matelial1sm.

SUPERSTITION :

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

BELIGION OI"

By WM. McDoNNELL.
~pp., paper, 1!0 cents.

" BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

HOLY.BIBLE ABRIDGED.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR Ct.tiME.
By

o.

B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

By M.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.
Adven tnres in tbe Land
of Oosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. IIooK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.
By THOMAS PAINE.
Written dnrinll" the American Revolution, and by
order of Ge.neral Washington read
to the army.
Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75.

CULTIVAT!ON OF )RT.
ITS RELATIONS TO

RELIGious PuRITANISM A,ND MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. R. OooPEB.
Paper, 20c.; flexible clo., a;.

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Radical Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50c.; clo., 75.

For all of the above books address
'l'HE 'l'RUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 LafaYette Pl., New York.

The passages nnfit for family reading.
Pap,, 3olc.; clo., 50.

Price, 15 cents.

WhJ Don't Go~ Kill the Devil?

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and Price, llS cents.
HISTI>RICA.L ST A.NDP.I>IN1'.
BYW. N. McLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.

BAJ~cocx.

By M. BABCOCK.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATI-I,

OR,
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TO DIE?
BY J. G. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cenb.

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.

THE

A LIBERAL BTOltY. ByMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, 25 cents.

LOG1C OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FROM

JESUS CHRIST:

THE PRINOIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.

His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMP1JJRFE01'IONs:

By G. J. HoLYOAKE.
Prica, 5 cents.

By W. S. Bli:LL.

Secular Res"(>onsibili ty

Price, 25 cents.

RESURRECTION of JESUS·
CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
Price, 10 cents.

•

By W. 8. BELL,

FIRST EPISTLE of

By G. J. ~OLYOAXE.
Price, 5 cents.

GE ~ESlS I, II:
BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION,
By A. R. GRoTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

By D. M. BENNETT,

Go~l~ Women of the Biblea

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.

ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIB:<.:E.

BENNE'I'T, Apostle, to TRUTH SEEKERS.
Price, 10 cents.

A History of
By D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 8 cents.
For all of the above books address
THE 'J'RUTH MEEKER CO.,
28 LafayeUe Pl., New York.

BY
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Oentnry,
Pap., 50o.; c!o., 75.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Anthor of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir·
itnalism Sustained," etc;., etc.
The latest and best work or an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideal
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv df
I'OOd in furnishinA' food for thon~~:ht. We trnat it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richbr
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 1llmo, $1,
Addresl" 'l'HE 'l'RUTB BEEKER.

THE

Bi~lo of Naturo,
OR,

THE

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to tluJ RELIGION
of tluJ FUTURlJJ.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or th!l Orilrin
of the Ohristian Reli~~:ion and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline.'' "Physical Edu·
cation, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
nre," "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Oanse
and the Onre of Intemperance," e\o,, etc.
:E:elix L. O&)ll'altj. is a well·kp.own and vigorous
wnter on sment1fic and so01al ·Snbjects.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, l»alo, IMOpp,, $1.
Addre111 'l'HE 'l'RUTB SEEKER 00.
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Truth Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-These tracts are especially intended
f'or distribution ItS Frcethought missionary doc\1ments. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for bool<s, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and. when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. To allow much to be doM in this way with
a little ·money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. oil; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oii; on five dollars' :worth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, fiO off. Th1s rate
of discount is given on these tmcts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.

M Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
l!9 Pa,ine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ li

1!5 Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
ll7 .Short Sermon. R(lv. Theologicus, D. D....
,ll8 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z •.•.•..
ll9 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. R Guild..........
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood.
.li3 Questions for Bible Worshipers.............
li4 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
liS Prophecies. Underwood.....................
62 Tho .•rews and their God .•.•••.•...•.••.•.•••
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............
6·:1 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
66 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus, D. D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman.......
73 Foundations. John Syphers................
74 Daniel in the Lion'~ Den. Bennett..........
7 5 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett..........
76 I}eply to]~. F. Brawn. Bennett............
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett..........

2

2
2
1
3
3
li

3
2
li

2
10
3
li

2
li

3
2
2
2
10
3,

II

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1
83 RcvivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.

84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopp!!. ...•....
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 Btblo-.Mania. Otto Cordates................
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood.........
94 Tho Ne1o1 ·Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod Crane Papers.........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ... .•.• ..... .•.•
100 l40thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday....
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell ..........
~04 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson .•..••.•
105 Decadence of Christian'ty. Capphro.....
I 01 l'he Safe Side.

II

2
3
2

1
li
2
2
li
2

10
2

H. B. Brown............... '

113 Come to Jesus. Bennett.....................
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston.
115 The \Vonders of Prayer. Bennett..........
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett .•.••.••• _..
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............
119 The New Faith. Stoddard..................
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell ..................

.,

2
2
1
2
2
3
3
10

122 World's Great Religions. Bennett..•••.•..• 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" ........................................ 10
1124 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 The Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 6
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5.
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2
l40 Astra-Theology .............................. \.. 5
:41 Inlidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon...•..••.• 10
143 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkms............... 2
:48 WhenDidPaulLive? Scholasticus.......... 2
:49 Ago of Shams .................................. 3
145 If You 'l'ako A way my Religion? Wlm';
Will Yon Give Mo Instead. :Martin .... 10
'l50 Tho Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
Wakeman •.•.• : ............................... 10
:s::. What is the Bible? M. W. H............. 5
i52 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5.
:;_55 Co·operationSociety's Redeemer............ 2
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting......
~60 S:~bhath Observance. Coleman............
]61 Protestant Persecutions......................
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett. •••••••..•..•..•..•.••••.•...••
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................

li

3
3
10
2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Pro£ Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... 6
'l Evolution; HomoW'eous to Heterogeneous. Underwood......................... S
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... G
li Rcsr.onsibilityofSex. ·Mrs. Chase, M.D... 8
6 Gmduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 8
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... • 2
9 ~'he Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.••••••••• 10
!0 Tho Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures..••••.•.•••••...••••.••.....••.••••.•• 10
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson.••.•••••• 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. S. Brigham, M.D •••.•••••••••••••••••••• 1i
lS Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modem Symposium.•....•••.•..•••..••.•••• 10

tliF See note at head of eol'BDlD.
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pAMPHLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY •

J

Ten Oents Ea.ch.
PBIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful 1. HERBERT SPENOER : His life, writings, and
disoourse.-Ja.mesParton.
p_hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
I am much pleased with your address, a.nd will
'THOMPSON.
notice it inJfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
2.
OHARLES
ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pa.geB. It is a. verY
and influence. By Rev. JOHN W. CHADWIOX.
~ble paper, and deserves wide dissemina.tion.-The
s. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
Age.
.-.ow suns a.nd worlds come into being. BY
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISS. ·
ANTI- PROHIBITION.
4. EVOLUTION 'OF THE EARTH: The storY of
PBIOE, l111 OENTS.
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
The number of heads under which you ha.v 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life
divided the subject ma.ttet of the pamphlet, and
begins. By Mr. WILLLIJl[ PoTTS.
the concise manner in which the point is disOF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
C1lllsed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore 6. EVOLUTION
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RosSITER
I ta.ke ~rea.t pleasure 1n recommending "AntiRAYMOND.
Prohibltion "to the consideration of every person 7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqwho is interested, not onlY in the oa.use of temperuity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OOPE.
a.noeJJlut in the principles of self-govemment.8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de·
l.l. .m.oOa.be.
velopment.
By Dr. lloBERT G. EaoLEB.
'fHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BY JAMEs A: SKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON •
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O.
MODEIN IMITA'l'ION or c:a:li.Isrr,
PARSHALL.
AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. 18. EVOLUTION
THOUGHT. BY JoHN W. CBADWIOX.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR
Author of "A Protest and a. Plea.," in Oraer of
HOYT NIOHOLS.
15. THE EFii'ECTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
Orea.tton.
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
W This book waB wuppressea 1Yg t'M first Amer28 Lafayette Place, .New York.
ican publiBher•..e
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LIFE OF

.Joshua Davidson:

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Meets everY FridaY evening, a.t 8 o'clock, a.t Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect•
nres and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
M.eets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock a.t
L1beral League Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Seats free a.no:l
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2M'
meets every BundaY in lnduatrial Hall, Broad an
Wood sts •• a.t 2:30 a.nd 7 :30 P.M. for lectures a.nd
free discussions on religious and sooia.l questions
Able speakers interest the ll.Udienoe. N.B.-Trutb
Seekerpnblioationsa.lwayson ha.ndatohea.pra.tes.

C::hlca;-o Secular Union
M~ets

every ~nnday evening a.t 7:30 P.M., a.t
Pnncess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from a.broa.d
are welcome •

The Secular Society of Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular linton
Meets every Sunday a.t 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.v.e.,Rooms12 a.nd 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAoOMBER,Pres.; LERoY BERRmn, Sec.

Ellznr Wrl"ht Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fonrth Sun·
days of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A,M •. Fre~ discussion on a.ll Liberal subjects.
SubscnptlOn.s ~o THE TRUTH SEEKEB-a.nd Investfqator are sohc1ted.
R. G. t:iMITH, Oar. Sec.

The 'Valla Walla Libtral Club
Meets a~ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha.)l, Mam street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
SCience Lectures.;-Free Discnssions.-Origina.1
a.nd Bejeoted ~eadmgs and Poems. A large va.lU!!blo hbra.ry 1s at the 8ervioe of members a.nd
fnends. O. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club

Holds meetings every Sund~y evening at 216
Grand a.ve., <Fra.terni~y Ha.IJ). Lecture followed
by debates. The pubho cordially invited.

_grotllerhood ot irJoralbts,No. 903 1
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets everY SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
h!'ll a.t 2: 30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially inVIted. F. v. DRAPEB, Oar. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
Meets every Sunday evening a.t Union Square
Ha)l, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordia.! mvitatlOn 1~ extended to all. Seats free.

Des l!loines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templa.r Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

---------------Port!!mouth, o., Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at .7 P.M. in Grand Army
Ha.ll,. Lectures, d1scusswna, readin(I:S, poems,
musiC a.nd songs. A cordial mvita.tion 1s extended
to all; esPecially to friends frl!m abroad. CorresPondence solicited. J. L. TREUTliART, President.
WILLS. ANDRES, Secretary.

Pot t Angelts Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7:30 P.M. in the public
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures, songs, a.nd select rea.dmg. Discussion invited on all subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRAN X MORSE, t!ec.

SOCIAL WEA.L·tH,
The

Sol~ Jl'(l(Jtors
Ao!luir~m~nt

and Ert(l(Jt Ratio8 in t'M
and Apportion7TUJnt.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

u

Pre:tace by R. G. INGERSOLL·

SPECIAL SALE

For Her Da.ily Bread is the story or two young
girls and a. r,ounger brother who were Iert parentless, with little money, fair educat1o~ 1 and mueb
courage, to make their wa.Y through roe
world by
going to Ohioa.go. The author is aJso the heroin.
The na.rra.tiv is, in the ma.in, a. history of a. workinll' girl's life and experience in the city of Ohioa.go
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a. story
of human life a.s we aholild expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in; a.nd whatever he admirel!1
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of thl) world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Oll'

'rbe New Model "Otto 'Wettstein" 'Watch,

THE NEW GOD

All modern improvements: in silverine, $19; 8
• . ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce. $28.50; 5 ounce,
$25.
BEsT open-face filled ~crew case. $27; hinged,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
$30; hunting, $26 ·Louis XIV stYle, $2 to $10 more.
8etJretiJt7/ of the Amwican Secular Union.
Ladies' best gold filled, 7 jewels. $17; 11 jewels,
$18.50; 15 jew•ls, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
Price 10 centa.
gold, $10 to $20 more. RubY a.nd diamond ornaAddreaa Ts• 'l'BUTB BBEJ::U OoJrPAllll.
mentations up to $100 extra..

.

DIAMONDS.

THE SAFEST CREED, :~~~~ ;~~r~:~x:~J;!~gLJ~:~\:i~~ :~~~~~ti~

81.00.

Is a regularly educated
e.nd legally qualifi~d Physician. and the most sue•
cessful in hi>l spt.'Cialty !UJ
his practice will proVt.
Send JU cts. for his ··Prt·
vate C(luuselor," a book
for young and middle aged
men, sutfering.from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the resl1lt of youthful
follies, iude!lcretions and
e:tcesses. It ~ets forth an
External Application.-~~
POSITIYI<; CURE. The
book is worth many timet
its cost, and should be in
the hands of \~lie o.ffiict-

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS.
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2. 50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine oa.se, 7 jewels, $7.50 ;
9 lewflB. $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
$16. For S ounce coin silver case. add f-8.50; 4
ounce, $4 50; 5 ounce, M. In best open-face
filled gold, dust-proof case, 7 iewels, $16; 11 jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted. $24.50;
hinged oases, $3 more; bunting cases, $6 more.

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first end third SundaYs, at 2
P.M.,, a~. the to)'l'n. hall. All friends of human
cnltlva.10n are mVIted. Maroa HEIGHTON, Sec.

Steel engravings of this celebrated na.turaJist.
l!X10 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid,
1 for 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

AND
TwBLVB OTHBB DxsoOUBBBB Oll' RBABOlll
•
B!J 0. B. l'ROTHINGH.A.M.
Extra. cloth, 1l1mo, 2S8pp., $1.
THE TBUTB BEEKEB 00,
Addre11

· These notices are for the benefit of Liberalff
who matJJ be '!Jisiting the plaas where these 8ocieties are located. Local Secular Unions aru1
J; reethought Societies meeting regularly can.
ha'i! their gatherings ad'!Jertised here free by forwarding the n(J{)(Jssary information.

The ll!anhattan Liberai«Jlub,N.Y.

NEW YORK CITY.

10

110 Invocation to the Universe. >liP Bennett.... J
Ill Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.... l.
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage..........

1~90~

ed.
AN

H01\'"ER'r ~TA'i'E~fRNT.
"Similar ad,·crtisements
trom unreliable practiti·
Juers haTe heen frequent·
ly nssailed and e:>-:posNl by
the press, but Dr. FELLow·s stands for~m?.tl in ~!s P'"Q.(>.!&·
ii<Ju, and it i!l safe t.o trust hitu."- Thellat1011al rrew.

Address,----

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

Inquiries a.re frequently received asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.1
First, we know that he is a. reliable gentleman or
rare professional skill, who ha.s earned success by
· brilliants, $200, worth $800; one do., hear~·shape, good work. Second tba.t he fulfills all has agreements
to the Jetter. Third, tha.t he has performed
sapphire and rubY in center, sa.me prwe. and
value. Pins, rmgs, drops, studs, from $300 down cures of hopeless oases that in the olden time biB
to $10; same proPOrtionate discounts. All bought skill would have been called miraculous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be a.n hoaest man a.nda
before la.te advance.
stanch LiberaJ.-XM Better Wall.
,.
O'l'TO WETI'BTEIN, Rochelle, lli.

;·
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BBITIBR censuses having given conflicting
and worthless returns, a new method of
supervising them, with a permanent bureau,
will be established. Many desire that statistics valuable to medical and social science be
collected, but the American opposition to
such measures has decided the authorities
against them.
OKLAHOMA'S crops are
nearly ruined by drouth.
RoMR will hold in 1900
an exposition to surpass
all predecessors.
INTRBRBTRD parties in
Chicago are disputing
over the Exposition site.

WORLD'S ~AGES, THINKERS, I COD$ AND RIEL.ICION8
01!'
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT
AND
MODERN TIMES.
Biographies of 800 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teaohers, BkepticiJ.I. Innovators1 Founders of
New Schools of 'J.'hought,Eilllnent Bcientists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the present. avo, 1,075pp., cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
By D • M· BENNETT ·
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place, N. Y.
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IN England 57 out of
113 prisons hav been
closed, owing to the falling o:lf of crime.
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BLAINR recommends
free trade with such
American nations as will
make it reciprocal.
THR German pilgrimage to the pope has been
followed by one of 6GO
persons from Spain.
STANLEY's C:iscoveries
show the Nile to ha v the
greatest length of any
river in the world, 4,100
miles.

/

THR Catholic CiUzen,
of Milwaukee, has made
an estimate of Wisconsin
Catholics ·as numbering
520,000.

./

THR Catholic archbishops of the country
assembled at Boston on
the 23d, for an object not
made public.
AT Tuscumbia, Ala.,
on the 18th, a street
shooting affray resulted
in the death of a mayor
and two judges.

ofl[hottght.

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, ineluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, WHAT makes all doctrine plain and clear?Jesus Ohr1st, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
About two hundred pounds a year.
avo, 885PJ,l· Vol. II. Describes Fully all
And that which was proved true before,
the Bellgious SYstems of the World.
Proved false again ?-Two hundred more.
avo,957pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the
-Butler.
ll vola., $5; leather, $7; morocco, gilt edges, '$8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THR principal reason why the churches
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
hav wanted people to go their road is, that
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DAVID SENDS AFTER MICHAL.
And Ish-bosheth sent, and took her from her husband, even from Phaltiel the son of L!!.ish. And her husband
went with her along weepmg behind her to Bahurim. Then said Abner unto him, Go, return. And he returned.2 Sam. iii, 15, 16.

TR:s: tornado that ravaged parts of Michigan
upset a Sunday excursion boat on Lake Pepin,
and of 200 lives over 100 were lost.

~'

L. K. Washburn's Works.

AN aeronautic division will be established
OB
in the Prussian army, and the larger forts
DANCER AHEAD.
provided with balloon corps.
__
BY the bursting of a blast furnace at New The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
York on the 19th, seventeen men were burnt
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
by a flood of molten iron, at least one receivthis Republic.
ing fatal injuries.
--

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law

THE steamer Hibernian on its trip from
Glasgow to Liverpool grazed an iceberg in
a fog, narrowly escaping running into it and
being dashed to pieces.
ON the 15th 1.500 kegs of powder exploded
at King's powder mills near Cincinnati. At
least 10 were killed and 30 injured. Houses
were wrecked for miles around
RRv. Dn. MITOHBLL, of the fashionable
Presbyterian church of Fort Worth, was
arrested on the 13th for forgeries against
several banks. High living was the cause.

TRB Western Union Telegraph headquarters at New York was burnt on the 18th, the
ignition proceeding from an electric wire.
The loss was $250,000, besides $100,000 on
its week's trade.
THR project to build railways connecting
the United States with Mexico, Central
America, and South American cities, has
been awaiting the dilatory accession of San
Salvador to a federation of the Central American republics.
CoNTENTION over the federal election bill
wages hotly. Damocrats say it will enable a
party in power to continue indeflnitly. To
the Democratic designation of it as a "force"
bill, Republicans urge that it is not for force,
but against the force which, they allege, now
dominates Se>uthern balloting.
NRW YoRK's population, estimated by the
local supervisor of the census at 1,620,000, is
put by National Census Superintendent Porter at 1,513.501. It is said, with what truth
we do not know, that Porter under-estimates
the city to deprive it of one of its eight representative in Congress.
DIBPATORBB announce a declaration of war
between the Central American republics of
San "alvador and Guatemala. ·A battle,
rumor says, has been fought between armies
each of which numbered about 10,000 to
20,000. Salvador is a small republic of
the size of New JerFey, with a populalion of
700,000, all but 10,000 aboriginal or mixed
rRces. Guatemala is an older republic,
nearly as large sa Pennsylvania, with a population of 1,400,000, of whom one-third are
European. The nations had long been
jarring, and a breach was expected. There
is no good cause, and the movement is disgraceful. Some think that the U uited States
should compel the belligerents to make peace.
But these dispatches may be contradicted
and shown to be but rumors by later ones.

R 0 MAN I S

BJ" A. _.. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the DeitY to undertake 11 crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
., SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ ofhls Life and Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents.
Teachings.
The
Public Schools and the Catholic
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
AND
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
AN EXPOSt
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Of the perversion of Bte]lhen Girard's magni1lcent
28 LafaYette PI., New York.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Oiu'istian
churches and Young Men's
Ohristian Association.
~OW READY.
By RIOH. B· WEBTBBoox, D.D., LL.D.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
Price Sl.
Address TilE TBUTII BBBKBB.

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

OOJilPIIJID

BY

L. K. WASHBUBN.
This volume comprises some of the ablest and
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the
past forty-1lve years. It is neatly printed on
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains
a 1lne likeness of the venerable editor of the
lnvesttgator. EverY Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now readY for delivery.

Agn'JStio Annual
FOR 1890.
Edited by CHARLES WA'l'TS.

CONTENTS.
Agnosticism and Immortality ...... Samuel Lain X.
A Sonnet ............................... Joseph Ell.s.
Who Was Moses ? ..H. J. Hardwicke, M.D., F.B.O.B,
The Oomfort of Agnosticism ..... E. Lynn Linton.
Are Miracles Oredible ? ... Oonstance 0. W. Naden.
The Oontest Between Agnosticism and Theology,
Price, $1.00.
John Wil~on, M.A.
Above : A Poem ................... W. Btewart Ross.
Adllress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
The Evolution of the Agnostic Idea,
B. Bithell, B.Bc .. Ph.D.
New Fatalism ........................ B. Russell.
A New Book by Helen H. Gardener. The
Descartes's Proof of the Existence of a God.
F. J.Gould.
A Poem ........................... w. B. McTaggart.
The Free Expression of Opinions .. G. F. Underhill.
Fragments ......................... William Maccall
The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav
Price. 26 cents. For sale a.t this office
paid to impudent autboTity the tribute of a
thoughtless Yes.-R. G. Inr;ersoll.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

BIJ:SLE OF TO-DAY.

OONTENTB.
A Splendid J adge of a Woman.
The Lady of the Olub.
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in tbe Ohain.
The Boler House Mystery.
The Time-Look of t • ur Ancestors.
Florence Oall!pbeli's Fate.
My Patient's Story.
l'rice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 LafaYette 1'1•• .New Yorll:.

By JoHN W. CHADWICK.
This is a condensed result of the scientific criticisms of the separate books of the Bible.
Prloe, $1.51.

ESSENCE OF

CHRISTIANITY.

BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH.
Translated from the German by George Eliot.
Price, $3.

believers as the owners
or turnpikes do people
who go 'cross lots. The
toll. gate man always tells
you
that other
roads
are
dangerousfilled
wIt
h
quagmires and quicksands.-Ingersoll.

IN their writings and
conversations the philosophers of antiquity
asserted the independent
dignity of reason.- GilJ.
bon.
ONE of the worst things
about the Bible, one of
the worst in the average
religion, is that it demands the sacrifice of
self-respect. Every man
is compelled to admit,
before he becomes "'
Christian-before he ls
fit even for conversionthat he is wholly and
thoroughly depraved in
t11ought and act, in mind
and flesh; and, in additi0n to this, he must giv
up and throw away thP.
fruit of his experience,
observation and reason.
Voluntarily he goes back
to the childhood of the
race.
Be becomes a
frightened barbarian-an
anxious savage.-Ingersoll.

FoRMERLY,
whoever
was posse8sed of a secret
in any art, was in(langer
of passing for a sorcerer ;
every new sect was
charged with murdering infants in its mysteries; and every philosopher who departerl
from the jargon of the schools, was accused
of Atheism by knaves and fanatics, and condemned by blockheqes. Anaxagoras dares
to assert, that the sun is not conducted by
Apollo, mounted in a chariot and four; he is
condemned as an Atheist, and compelled to
fly. Aristotle is accused of Atheism by a
priest, and not being powerful enoagh to
punish his accuser, he retires to Chalcis.Voltai?·e.
EVERY man who finds a fact, is the enemy
of theology.-Ingersoll.

EvRRY man should stand for a force which
is perfectly irresistible. How can any man
be weak who dares to be at all? Even the
tenderest plants force their way up through
the hardest earth and the crevices of rocks;
but a man no material power can resist.
What a wedge, what a beetle, what a catapult, is an earnest man l What can resist
him I - Thoreau
AoTION is the highest perfection and drawing forth of the utmost power, vigor, and
activity of man's nature.-Bouth.
FoROR can be neither created nor destroyed.
-Buchner.
A MOVRMRNT in favor of Materialism has
arisen in Germany. • • . The third and
most popular expounder of these Materialistic views is Bi.i.chner, in his book,
"Matter and Force," which was first published in 1850, has run through a great
many editious, and has been also translated
into English. It it not necessary to expatiate
upon the views of these writers. Their handling turns partly on the accumulated proofs,
physiological and other, of the dependence of
mind and body, and partly upon the more
recent doctrine as to matter and force,
summed up in the grand generality known
as the correlation, conservation, or persistence
of force. This principle enables them to surpass Priestley in the cogency of their arguments for the essential and inherent activity
of matter; all known force being, in faflt,
embodied in matter. Their favorit text is
"no matter without force, and no force without matter." The notion of a quiescent impassiv block, called matter, coming under
the influence of forces ab extra, or superimposed, is, they hold, less tenable now than
ever. Are not the motions of the planets
maintained by the inherent power of matter?
And, besides the two great properties called
inertia and gravity, every portion of matter
has a certain temperature, consisting, it is
believed, of intestin motions of the atoms,
and able to exert force upon any adjoining
matter that happens to be of a lower temperature. Then they ask with Priestley and
Ferrier, "Why introduce a new entity, or
rather a nonentity, until we see what these
multifarious activities of matter are able to
accomplish ?"-Prof. Bain.
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IJoits and gjlippings.
CHRISTIANITY seems to be largely a matter
of climate. Even our preachers now giv us
over and take to the woods.-Boston Com.
monwer~ltlt:

THE European Peace Congress arrived at
the conclusion that declarations of war should
be subject to national control. The democratic principle is to be applied in its most
elementary form.
AT the beginning of this century 21,000,000
persons spoke English, 31,500,000 French,
30 000,000 German, 31,000,000' Russian, 26,000,000 Spanish, and 16,000,000 Italian.
Now 125,000,000 persons talk English, 50,000,000 French, 70,000,000 German, 40,000,000 Spanish, 70,000,000 Russian, and 30,000,.
000 Italian.
HYI'NOTISM has reached that point that the
French authorities think of creating a su.
perior council of medical jurisprudence at
the Ministry of Justice, to be composed of
medical men and magistrates, who will be
H quired to giv opinions as to the res pons!.
bility of criminals in connection with the
questions of suggestion and hypnotism, and
of heredity.
THERE should be a statute forbidding poli.
ticians to meddle with the truth in any manner. Some may object that such a law is unnecessary, for the reason that politicians very
rarely do meddle with the truth. But they
do sometimes, and when they do truth is in
danger of great bodily harm, and truth should
be protected, for it is sometimes quite useful.
-Kent .Adve?·tiser.
IT is stated that $800,000,000 of church
property is now exempt from taxes in the
United States. This, iffairly assessed, ~(mid
yield a revenue of $10,000,000 a year, or
nearly enough to support our poor. As it is,
a large number who never enter a church are
paying far more than their just share of the
burden of taxation. If this is justice, some
people cannot see it in that light.-La Salle
Republican.
A CA.THOLIO journal's correspondent in
Italy complains that " the country is overrun
with Masonic and anti-clerical processions;
the numerous fetu and commemorations of
revolutionary heroes and celebrated unknowns hav brought about several riots in
public places. M. Crisp! has forbidden the
celebration of any Christian feast outside the
churches, or without the permission of a prefect."
AT the instance of Bishop Alexander of
Moscow, reports the Sun, the arrangement
of funeral processions has been taken out of
the hands of undertakers. The clerical
council of the city ha v established a funeral
bureau, whose function is to arrange all
funeral processions of the city of Moscow for
the rich and the poor, according to the
orders of the mourning families. There will
be seven classes of obsequies, each according
to the price which the mourners may be
willing to pay.
THE Political Wo·rld, of London, says:
" The Sunday question has cropped up in
New South Wales, where it appears there
are some pious people who think it wicked
to indulge in innocent amusement and recre.
ation on Sundays. Curiously enough an old
imperial act of George III., making Sunday
entertainment illegal, has been found by the
courts to apply to the colony. A well-known
colonial theatrical manager has been lined
for contravention of this moldy statute. But
the victory gained in the law courts by the
promoters of the proceedings is, after all, a
doubtful advantage, seeing that this attempt
to revive antiquated statutes was strongly
condemned by the judges,_ who, indeed,
expressed themselvs in favor of a reform of
the law so that the subject of Sunday entertainment might be placed on a footing more
in accordance with the general view of the
present day."

ll>t N~w l!"Gfk,

li. "lL, u ~~ ~-

New- York, Saturday, August 2,1890

A SOMEWHAT imbittered contest over the
teaching of German in the public schools
in Indianapolis has resulted in a victory, tem.
porarily at least, for the Germans. A. decision
was rendered in the circuit court last week
in their favor. The decision is based entirely
upon section 4,497 of the Indiana Statutes,
which provides that whenever twenty-five
parents or guardians shall so demand it shall
be the duty of school trustees to employ
teachers to giv instruction in the German language. The court thinks that there is no
room for doubt as to the intent of the law.
The city school board,;will appeal the case to
the supreme court.

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 per year.

be reJ;tewed, for the electric light company is deaf ear to her touching appeals. It seems
determined to set the poles, and the church that the daughter has been imbued with a
people are equally determined that lt shall prejudice against the life of an actress. She
not complete the work. The militia will be refused to recognize or accompany her
kept in readiness, and in a few minutes' mother. The nuns encouraged her in this
decision. Frau Pajor, however, continued
notice will be on the ground.
to
plead with her daughter, and finally, after
VroE-CHANOELLOR BIRD has rendered a
decision for the plaintiff in the suit of Mrs. a violent scene, in which the nuns partici ·
Mary Pieroni against Father Patrick Corrigan, pated, she succeeded in getting the girl to ac.
of Hoboken, in which it was sought to recover company her. A few days later a schoola piece of land and several houses at Fort Lee, mate of the girl and one of the nuns called
N. J., which the woman alleged she had upon the mother and girl. Frau Pajor, not
deeded to the priest in consideration of a thinking of losing her daughter again, went
to the theater, leaving her with the visito:rs.
promis on his part to secure for her a sepaUpon returning home late at night she was
ration from her husband. The complainant
surprised to find her child gone. It is SUJ=·
THE pope's allocution in the private con- .alleges that Father Corrigan failed to carry posed that the girl returned to the convent,
sistory of June 26th, reads fn part: "We out the agreement, and that as a result her as no trace of her has been found. At the
cannot be restrained from raising our voice husband came back to liv with her and convent admittance was refused to Frau
anew, and we cry out with reason, in all wouldn't go awayagain. Father Corrigan,
Pajor.
freedom of soul, as the hostility of our en- in his answer, denies all the allegations of the
SUPERSTITION is always at its bight When
emies fastens itself upon the last remnants of complaint so far as they involved any wrong.
ecclesiastical property. In that war which doing on his part, and alleges that he had trouble oppresses the heart. This is true of
lasts so long against the church, she is each paid Mrs. Pieroni $1,000 for the real estate, nations as well as of individuals. In Russia
day the object of new outrages and attacks. and that there was no other consideration the most absurd superstitions are rampant at
Nevertheless we do not despair because we involved in the transaction. The vice-chan- the present time. Prophets of evil appear in
place the greatest ana the fir~est hope in cellor's o~inion declares that the ~vidence is almost every province and city. Quite
divine aid. God himself will defend his strongly m favor of the complamant, and recently such a prophet, announcing the deril!'hts, and he will giv to us-to us who bat. decrees that the convey_ance of the property struction qf Odessa, appeared in the theater
of that place and came near creating a panic.
tie for his glory and the salvation of men to the priest be set as1de.
-the strength to struggle and the power to
A. PAMPHLET about to be published by Sig. In Serpookhov, in the government of Mo~cow,
conquer."
nor Toscanelli declares that in 1889 there a similar but more characteristic incident occurred. An official announcement was plaTHE Sabbatarians are flying at high game, was really a p_roject for the pope's departure carded on the street corners. The common
from
Ron'ie.
His
departure
had
been
arattacking the queen for violating their com·
people of that godly place are unable to read.
mandments. That wicked old lady allows ranged with the French embaesador at the They requested a man who looked like l
Vatican,
who
contrived
to
leave
in
such
a
military bands to play on Sunday afternoons
priest to decipher for them the contents of
on the east terrace of Windsor Castle, and manner as to excite suspicion, and then te!e. the bill. He unhesitatingly and positivly
graphed
t9
the
pope
from
Paris:
"
It
is
the set of busybodies who call themselvs the
declared that it contained the warning that
Lord's Day Observance Society, scandalized necessary ~o act promptly, all is ready." The the city of Serpookhov would be swallowed
by this act, hav addressed a letter to the Italian government, on being informed of in the ground. In less than an hour the news
qu' en asking her to suppress the bands. this, had. the Vatican strictly watched, in spread throughout the place, and the people
They tell her majesty that she is hindering order that it might know of the pope's de- abandoned their work and began streaming
parture as soon as it took place. In conseChristian efforts to instruct the young and to
out into the fields in large crowds. All the
win to holiness multitudes who are in sore quence of this the clerical journals com- factories were deserted by the laborers. It
need of instruction in the truths of God's plained and the Vatican demanded an took some time before the frightened crowds
holy worq. This impudent cant has thus explanation from Signor Crispi, who replied were restored to reason and to their regular
far been left to answer itself, save so far as that the surveillance had been instituted in pursuits; but the originator of the trouble
order that the government might be made
it is greatly ridiculed in the secular press.
aware of the departure of the pope, for as could not be found. So, also, false prophets,
wizards, clairvoyants, and mystics of this
THE greatest money-extorting machine that the immunity of the guarantee extended to
kind hav made their appearance in Kharkov,
ever existed is the Romish church. As one the pope's person and not to the Vatican, the
Kursk, and Kiev. Happily in all instances
good authority recently asserted, " She; latter would, in case of the pope's flight, be
serious trouble has been averted by the prompt
always givs nothing for nothing." She never immediately occupied and declared Italian
interference of the authorities.
helps the poor unless she gets ten t.imes as territory, making it forever impossible for
NEVER was a more wonderful mingling of
much back. She mortgages the orphans in the holy father to come back. It was. this
her asylums, body and soul, for what she ex- condition that caused the project to be aban- strange elements than in this great temple of
the holy sepulcher. The Greeks ha v one
pects from them in the future. The Boston doned.
portion of it, the Latins or Roman Catholics
He1·ald of Sunday said: "In Denver, Col.,
"REOBNTLY, on a run between Buffalo and another, the Armenians a third, and there is
there has lately been opened a convent for
Cleveland on the Lake Shore road," said a also a division, 1 think, for the Copts. In
aged widows of means, who may wish to
dining-car conductor to a Sun writer, "I had the holiest sanctuaries of all, where, as all be.
spend their remaining years in retirement and
as guests .Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Ingersoll.. At lieve, the Lord was crucified and buried,
prayer. They must be free from all family
dinner an amusing incident occurred. Mr. there hav been struggles, sometimes ending
ties and willing to liv under the vows of reIngersoll and his wife were seated at a table in bloodshed, between the conflicting
ligion in obedience, poverty, and chastity.
by themselvs, when three traveling men came churches. People say that still, but for the
Their occupation will be reparation to the
in and seated themselvs just back of them. Turkish soldiers about, such struggles would
Sacred Heart. As all are destined to a life of
None seemed to recognize the colonel at first, take place again. The special moment of
prayer, with no occupation, it is necessary
but suddenly one of the party sighted him, and danger when such unseemly strife has hapthat each shalf hav a dowry s:1ffi.cient for her
hastily motioning me to him, ordered a qLtart pened has been the moment of the supposed
support. The amount required is $4,000."of champagne iced and sent to Mr. Inger- miracle of the holy fire, which takes place
B?·itislt•.American Oitken.
soli's table with his compliments. It was on the Saturday between Good Friday and
A DISPATOH from Troy, N.Y., describes a quite evident that he had no personal ac- Easter, according to the Greek calendar. On
second attempt by the electric light company quaintance with the colonel, but merely this day, in the afternoon, the Greek patriarch
to erect its pole before the Church of the wanted to open the way to one. I got the comes down with a solemn procession to the
Visitation. The court having decided in the wine ready and carried out my instructions holy sepulcher, and entering into the little
company's favor, and issued an injunction regarding it, when Mr. Ingersoll, without a chapel with his attendant bishop alone, after
restraining interference by the congregation, glance at the donor, promptly and politely a short interval of hushed expectation, puts
a detachment of workmen proceeded to the declined it, and I, of course, so reported to forth, through a round aperture in the wall
work. In the mean time the congregation Mr · Smarty· At the conclusion of the meal, of the sepulcher, the miraculous fire which is
responded to the call from the church bell, as Mr. Ingersoll roEe to leave the car, the supposed to spring from the tomb. Nothing
the tolling of which was understood by all of drummer ventured the hope that he had not could be more extraordinary than the aspect
them. The women, upon their arrival, offended by his act, when the colonel, with a of the great area below, upon which we look.
planted themselvs upon the ground, and the smile, said:. 'Oh, no; but the fact is my down from the lofty gallery that surrounds
employees of the electric light company, who phy.sician has forbidden me the use of wines the dome. It is crowded with men, many of
were instructed to erect it, were thus foiled. or liquors,' and he bowed and passed on."
them in white tunic and drawers, their upper
They stood by dumfounded, but when urged
VIOLBNT anti-religious feeling has been ex- dress put aside, and everything that would
by the superintendent to complete the work cited in Vienna by a case of abduction by impede them in running. They push, and
they made a raid. They were warded off by nuns. Five years ago Frau Pajor, a married crowd, and jostle, not to say fight, with arms
tlie women, who fought vigorously. A riot stage singer, placed her little daughter with and legs and lithe bodies, that twist as if
was feared, and the sheriff of the county the Ursuline nuns of Bad Fuered. Some there was ilo bones in them, darting themcalled out the Sara tog~ Vitizens' Corps. days ago the mother came to claim her child, selvs out and in o_f the many-colored, seethTheir services, however, were not needed, who is now sixteen years old. A remarkable, ing crowd, which Is never still for a mo~ent,
for the trouble was quieted, and at a late and pathetic scene occurred. The girl re- to get to, the spo.t nearest the openmg.hour everything was quiet. The trouble may, fused to go ·with her mother, and turned a 1 B&aokwood s MagauM.
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for that mental knight-errantry to activly employ
the imagination and enlist the nervous energies.
The field of the unreal and speculativ is without
boundary and givs ample range for the most hungry
Divine Revelations.
greed in the realms of novelty and adventure. RsligThe dectrin of divine revelation in the orthodox or ion and its mysteries furnish a happy repast for the
mythological sense is fast fading out of the minds unsatisfied cravings of a longing nervous vacuity.
and confidence of intelligent people.
If while yielding to the reverie, a thought, an idea, a
By intelligent people is meant those who hav given project, a theory or suggestion, should be indulged
attention to the principles, the facts, and phenomena by the mind, especially if it should seem plausible or
of psychology and metaphysics.
practicable, it is straightway a divine visitation and
The subiect of divine revelation is one so serious m!lst be heeded. If it should be in any sense new
and mysterious that those who believe in it in this or original that would be an additional voucher of its
sense accept it so reverently and implicitly that they supernaturalism. DiscovElries in the scie!lces, arts,
are often unwilling and unable to reason upon it, to or inventions may be made by the exerc1se of natlisten to or believe anything calculated to excite a· ural ingenuity or human reason; or it is thought
doubt of its reality and reliability.
they may in some obscure or indirect way hav been
Thev believe in it because they hav aeen taught it, aided by divine interposition. They being only secand th·e testimony of their teachers is all the author- ular matters, we do not trouble ourselvs much about
ity they want; and their misconception of the nature their origin or whence they come. But visions in
of evidence furnishes them a satisfactory l10nfirma- morals, metaphysics, schemes for conduct or plans
tion. A holy bigotry and pious stubbornness are for life involving some special gratification of the
their shield and defense.
ideal, the marvelous, or devotional, we are sure to
They will not reason on the probability or possi- attribute to the direct action of God upon our minds
bility of being deceived in their experiences and their or feelings. These nursery foibles and fallacies
faith respecting it.
a.ccompany us even with our gray hairs and are carThey hav no curiosity nor disposition to inquire ried to the grave. Science, reason, demonstration,
how human beings first discovered thst God made are nothing to the one given over to the charm and
special revelations to his favorit servants. · They thraldom of this priestly hallucination-this ancient
do not know why it became necessary that he should heathen theology. For its birth was in barbarismdo it, or how he does it, or anything more, except it was c-radled in priestcraft, and its fruitage is in
that he does it, and that is enough.
modern superstition, strangling the truth and arrestReligious credulity is the bane oi civilized society. ing mental progress. How convenient it is to make
Men much rather believe than know; they hav far a God after your own pattern and then enlist him in
more confidence in faith than facts, in fables than the service of your own superstitions, and in the
verified truths.
suppression of the heresies of those who are laboring
Men elevated to responsible positions in church to deliver you from spiritual delusion and introduce
and state, as deacons and elders, use their influence you to the truth ! How comfortable it is to hav a
to suppress intelligence, stifle investigation, and God who understands us, and knows how and when
interpose their official power to arrest the spirit of to communicate with us what he wants us to do!
_ inquiry. They confess their own ignorance, and also
The whole theory and doctrin of the Bible being a
their desire that others should not know more than divine revelation in ~tny special or proper sense is a
themselvs and thus discredit their authority.
forgary and fraud. The Protestant reformers were
On the subject of divine revelation, they present forced into this :flimsy faith when they left the mother
with the most solemn gravity their pueril and child- church and rejected the pope as the oracle chosen of
ish ideas, the nursery lessons of past ages.
God· for the only channel through which he commuTheir reasonings are of the feeble order, for the nicates his will to men. A religion without a divine
weakest purposes, and they run thus.
revelation Luther soon discovered would be a fail• Man bas five senses, and through them he receives ure, so he seized upon the Bible as ~he substitute for
innumerable impressions on the brain; but these im- a pope and insisted it contained the whole revealed
pressions are all human, received through the organ- will of God. Before that the church held the Bible
ism. And they constitute animal or human knowl- as a mystery which the people should not read nor
edge, which is common to the higher order of the believe till its meaning was interpreted or revealed
brute creation. These senses, from the environment by the church officials, its divinely appointed custoand the needs of the creature, receive various diane. Luther maintained the right of private interdegrees of development and acuteness. This is mani- pretation of the Bible as the entire will of God and
fest in such wonderful extremes that the capacity or succeeded in establishing this faith among Protaptitude is transmitted from parent to offspring in estants. The reformers were driven to this forgery
such perfection, and answers such marvelous pur- and fraud when they dispensed with the pope; for
poses, that we cease to credit the power thus exhib- the people were too i£?norant and superstitious to
ited to the exercise of one or more of the senses, but f-ollow a leader who had not for his guide a divine
we represent it as something different and superior ; revelation. The function of religion in those days
in animals we call it instinct or intuition, and in man was not to make men honest, but to make them
inspiration or revelation. The olfactory or scenting believers. The success that resulted from this use
sense in the dog, the sense of sight and location in of the Bible was accepted as ample justification for
the carrier pigeon, and their powers to respond to forging for it a new character. Taking it from the
the revelations of these senses, to most people are church archives as only a musty relic of ancient literanothing short of miracles.
ture and giving it preeminence as the "word of God"
To them the skill of the beaver, the bee, and the and a divine revelation, was acting on a longant are also exhibitions of a special, divine impulse established church maxim that "the end justifies the
or intuition.
means."
We are taught these lessons, and it is easier and
The Bible would never hav been known or sussafer to believe they are true than it is to doubt or pected of being a divine revelation if the priesthood
reason upon it.
bad not invented the idea and vociferously proThe facts and knowledge obtained directly through claimed it to the ignorant, gaping, credulous multi·
our senses we call human, because we know they are tude, in order to make proselytes.
simply impressions on the organism.
There never was and never oan be but the one
But the process by which the mind can use these principle and method of revelation, and that must be
impressions, analyze, compare, and combine the in accordance with fixed law. Oall it instinct or insimple into the complex, and evolve from the ele- tuition, inspiration, impression, or impulse, it never
ments and principles of the known visions and con- arises to the dignity of a revelation till it is grasped_
ceptions of the unknown, we call spiritual. The by the understanding and judgment. Nothing is a
industrious and careful observer accumulates a vast revelation unless it accords with known facts, or
mass of facts on some special subject. These he while it is in any sense involved in mystery. A book,
arranges into a system or order, and out of them a dogma, or a creed may be believed, but it is not a
constructs his theories of their origin and uses, and revelation until it is understood. The simplest geothus makes discoveries or receives revelations beyond metrical formula is a mystery till it is understood,
his less observant and less critical fellows. By and then it becomes a revelation. We cannot underdwelling on his subject, the mind acquires the habit, stand God as a personality or a principle; we can
and without any effort, in unexpected moments, with- therefore hav no revelation from that source. " Who
out any special premeditation, new aspects and rev- can by searching find out God 1" "Oh, the depths
elations will burst upon it. The individual having of both the wisdom and power of God ! how unthese experiences, his more credulous and supersti- searchable are his judgments and his ways past findtious neighbors, not being able to account for them ing out." When our minds are engaged with any
on any scientific principles, ascribe them to a divine subject, whether secular or sacred, it is in vain for
agency as special gifts of secret insight. If the sub- us to claim or pretend it is the work of a God. Such
ject is religion, then the revelation is a divine inspi- claims did for the Dark Ages to subdue and to
ration, or a spiritual impression. Such a claim is frighten into submission silly people, but they hav
made for it, and is awarded to it. The neophyte in lost their power now, except with the weak, the trupsychology, or in the science of mind, can account culent, and superstitious. They may be learned in
for it in no other way, and seldom will he listen to books, skilled in the literature, and disciplined in the
any other explanation.
traditions, yet they are weak and vapory in everyThe enjoyments of life and the worth of living thing that is sound and substantial in the divine and
consist in nervous exhilaration, in the excitation and real.
activity of being; and the mysterious or inexplicable,
It is one thing to be smart, flippant, and versatil
the indefinable in nature, furnish the topics and texts in the scholasticism of a popular faith; to be volu-

flommttniiations.

ble and turbulent in defense of a dogma-and quite
another thing to be a student of nature and a devotee of truth; to be a patient pupil at the fountain of
infinit wisdom, scrutinizing and contesting with rigid
analysis every lesson that may be offered for accaptance. It is one thing to be learned in a faith and
another thing to be wise in that which is known to
be real.
Without revelation we could never get at the
truth; with it all mystery and darkness are dispelled,
all error dissipated, and the pathway of life made
plain and easy. These are its fruits and justly entitle it to the name of divine. All real revelation of
nature's mysteries is divine. Whatever tends to
disperse the mists of superstition, clear the mind of
error, and open it to the light of truth, is a divine
revelation. Everything that claims to be divine revelation and does not do this is a fraud and a snare
to capture and enslave the unwary and simpleminded. There is much of the latter in the world,
and it resembles the "devil transformed into an
angel of light" to deceive the very eleot. It is intrenched in the pulpit, in the chief seats of the sanctuary, and under the guise of piety and holiness it is
captivating the unsuspecting with its glittering illusions and special promises of rewards in this world
and the world to come, to all those who accept it.
Yes, divine revelation in its true sense is a verity,
and let everyone who seeks the truth wait on it, and
receive elsewhere no lessons for authority. It is the
source of all truth in divi:ue things. Liv close to it,
and wait upon its ministrations and openings. But
unless we know how it comes and where we are to
look for it, we cannot fail to be deceived by the
specious counterfeit which will on every side be
offered to us by self-deceived, arrogant worshipers at
the shrine of falsehood and delusion. The masses
are lured and trammeled by the devoted victims of
this ancient, spurious type of so-called divine revelstion. Its guise of holiness makes it doubly dangerous.
So far as we accept the true will it deliver us from
all error. It will place us on a pinnacle where we
can serenely stand, figuratidy speaking, in the very
presence of God; and we will derive our knowledge
from the fountain of all truth, the unimpeachable
sources of wisdom. We will hav nothing to fear,
nothing to conceal, but everything will be transparent in purity and excellence.
No disguise or affectation, nor assumptions of any
kind, will be needed ; no titles or honors or places of
distinction will be used to giv weight or authority
to that which, in itself, is above all human testimony.
Nothing factitious or evanescent can add to, or detract from, what stands preeminently above all
man's devices in any inferior revelations.
To be morbidly affected with religion, and with
that disturbed state of the mind and nervous system which givs rise to vagaries and visions construed into, or supposed to be, divine revelations,
correspondingly affects conduct and character. It
produces a belief and the disposition that we must
depart from ordinary human manners and methods,
in our intercourse with society, in doing the newly
revealed duty. The belief that God is personally
present, and impressing the mind and emotions with
these revelations of his will, irresistibly changss the
voice, the expression of countenance, the positions of
the body, the action of the muscles, the habits of
eating and drinking, the quality and mode of the
costume, and works a general transformation. Without these changes in the regime-in the moral
and personal aspects of life-the individual and
others for whom the benefit of the special revelstion was supposed to be given, could not be confi.
dent of its genuinness and reliability. Such outward
signs are believed to be the certain and the invariable accompaniments of a genuin divine revelstion of this spurious order. And these revelations
would not be accepted by those who believe in them
-without such external tokens and evidences of their
divinity. These spurious revelations can be distinguished from the real and true by always being
thus verified, while the latter never are by anything
of the kind, as they need no outward confirmation,
having within themselvs those inherent qualities
and properties that carry with them irresistible evidance, and which are all-sufficient.
Let his mistakes or failings be what they may, the
true revelations that Jesus made to his disciples in
Judea, according to the record, were without these
outward signs and personal airs that accompany the
false. His religious neighbors, the Pharisees, like
many of the same kind among us here, would not
credit his testimony as divine revelations, because of
the absence of these signs. But he said "a wicked
and an. adulterous generation should hav- no sign."
They should place their evidence on a higher basistheir own powers of discernment. " Why even of
yourselvs judge ye not what_ is right!"
He was severe on the Pharisees for parading these
external signs in their long prayers, their disfigured
countenances, broad phylacteries, and other methods
of showing their communion with God.
It is very clear, from the direct and positiv style
and language of Jesus, that neither hif! tones nor
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mannera were either pious or _affected, or bore any
other evidence of this spurious divinity.
Among the radical reformers of the past George
Fox was entirely free from them. He was so exemplary in that respect, so determined not to mislead, or deceive by these false outward signs of piety
and professions of religion, t~at his contemporary
biographer made special mention of it as one of his
exceptional virtues, and of his aversion to those outward, whining priestly tones, airs, and devices assumed by th~se who clai~ to be under a divine
special guidance and revelat10n.
Almost everywhere among high professors of religion who claim to liv in intimacy with God, we
see these ghostly airs assumed, for the sole purpose
of the parties to pass, through these fraudulent
means, for what they are not, and for deceiving tho
people.
T. E. LoNGSHoRE.
Philadelphia, July, 1890.

Bruno.
[In September last year Mr. C. Bradlaugh lectured in
Nottingham, taking for his subject, "Bruno :.1600·-1889."
Since Mr. Bradlaugh's departure the Catholics hav been
busy denouncing Bruno from their pulpits. ' I sent to Canon
Harnett the letter appended in answer to one sent by him to
local papers. I do not claim for it any special
one of
literary merit, but send it hoping it may interest some of
your readers. The name of Bruno has a special claim on
tP,e sympathies of all Freethinkers.-R. J. M.]

our

Sm: While hunting up some information in some
back issues of the Guardian, I came across a letter
of yours on the above subject. The paper bears the
date of Oct. 1, 1889, nine months ago. As one
who has lectured from the same platform as Mr.
Bradlaugh, and as one who has "held up Bruno to
admiration," I ask leave to plead on behalf of this
dead Freethinker. My only apology for addressing
you is (if one is needed), Bruno was a heretic, and I
share his heresy.
·
"Implacable hatred of the Catholic church, and
cf its visible head on earth, is the main ~dea of these
men in holding up Bruno to admiration." As far as
I am personally concerned, yciur words are true. I
hav no love for your church. Why should I hav?
What bas your church done for me or mine T Gaz·
ing backward through " the portals of history,"
what has your church done for humanity! Instead
of " wicked men " " inflicting a lasting insult to
Christianity," has not Christianity, as personified by
your church, offered a lasting insult ·to the human
race! You invite "anyone" to read Berti's work;
let me invite you to read another-Rule's Hi~tory of
the Inquisition. Compare, I pray you, the life of
Roderic Borgia, Pope Alexander VI., with that of
Bruno of Nola, and tell me candidly which of the
two you consider the most "infamous," the most
" foul and full of obscenities !"
It is quite true, as you say, that Bruno made "a
direct assault on the Christian religion." That as·
sault has continued ever since. I glory in it. And
I trust the unveiling of a statue to Bruno is not regal'ded as "a mere barren act of homage, but as the
beginning of a new period of agitation, which shall
rouse the popular classes against the church of
Rome." And one of the strongest opponents your
church has to face in this country is the man you
oppose in the columns of a daily paper, not having
the courage to oppose him on the platform.
You say it is not true that the Inquisition '!as
hunting for him, because he had many towns, hke
Geneva, where he might hav lived in peace. Do you
not know that there are Inquisitions and Inquisitors,
of a milder kind, in other creeds besides that of the
holy Catholic cbul'cb! Inquisitors to-day dare nop
burn, but they still rob men of their liberty; others
they try to ruin; some they try to rob of their chil·
dren, and sometimes succeed ; and in places where
Christian toleration makes Freethought unsafe, some
may lose the means by which they gain their daily
bread. Bruno did go to Geneva. Geneva offered
him a cloak, sword, and bread, and intellectual imprisonment for life. Bruno looked at the glorious
Alps, and thought of the sweets of liberty. Cho~s
ing liberty to servitude, be left the home of Calvm,
the murderer of Servetus. To say be might hav lived
there in peace is only partly true. Bruno might hav
lived there in peace if he had no opinions of his
own. He knew how to value thought, and knew
how to die for it.
"Whatever punishment the state passed upon him,
and it is not at -all clear what it was," we should re.
member heavy penalties were enacted for slight
crimes. How innocent! For the word " state"
substitute the words "Catholic church." The punishment, as you know, was years of .im~ri~onment and
death by burning in the Campo d1 F10r1. If you do
not know these facts, how do you fill up the void in
Bruno's life between May 23, 1592, and the 17th
February, 1600? If you did know these facts, what
do you mean by stating it is not at all clear what
his punishment was? Is not imprisonment and
death by burning punishment T If not, what is it?
"Bruno appears to hav been an apostate, a blasphemer, and an avowed pantheist." Sir, the predominating caaracteristic of your church is bigotry-

bigotry of the worst kind. Whenever men hav been
gr3nd enough to think for themselvs, and bold
enough to honestly teach what they hav thought,
your church bas always been ready to call these men
blasphemers. If these " blasphemers " belonged to
your church, and dared to think for themselvs, you
label them " apostates," as though they were not as
lronest in their thought as you are. The blasphemy of
Bruno's life was his pantheism. That was his real
crime against the Catholic church.' The Catholic
church has always hated a thinker Oil precisely the
same lines as a burglar hates a policeman.
Now I hav done, unless you care to send this,
with your answer, to the public pres~.
Nottingham, Eng.
RoBERT J. MuRRAY.
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fair, with kindly blue eyes and regular features; she
slight, with d!lrk hair and eyes. Both of the sunniest spirit-both free to take their own way, as such
fine souls always are, and yet their lives were so perfectly one that neither of them led or followed the
other, so far as one could observe, by the breadth
of a line.
In his young days James Mott was a teacher. Ht~
then engaged in the cotton business, but dropped it
just as it was becoming profitable, because it wa1
connected with slave labor. Then he took up the
wool business, which proved financially succeasful,
so that he retired on a competency, which enabled
them to take a trip to Europe, and afterward to liv
a life of leisure indulging in literary pursuits.
Lunretia was a gocd housekeeper and took the
entire
charge of her children. She did not rest conEminent Women.
tent in simply caring fer home, but filled and rounded
LUCRETIA MOTT.
out her life by riding, study, and activ work in all
When the excitement of antislavery meetings and kinds of reform.
conventions was about at the highest stage, I rememGlancing at the platform on one occasion in Philaber well seeing the mild, beautiful face of Lucretia delphia, the central figur& is Lucretia Mott in
Mott at some of these meetings at Pleasant Valley, Q1111ker costume, in the zenith of her refined beauty.
N.Y.
A1:ound her are grouped James Mott, William Lloyd
It was a face which, once seen, could nenr be for- G11rrison, Wendell Phillips, Thomas W. Higginson,
goLten. I see her this morning just as I saw her R:>bert Purvis, Charles Burleigh, Ernestine L. R)se,
then, and hear the lpw, gentle, earnest tones of her Frances Dana Gage, Hannah Tracy Cutlar, Lydia
voice, as it always spoke for freedom, kiiidliness, Mott, Martha C. Wright, Ann Austin, Sarah Pugh,
and reform.
Hannah :Qulington, Mary Grew, Matilda Joslyn
But in writing of her, I draw, not from memory, Gage, Susan B. Anthony, and Lucy Stone, as refined
but from Mrs. E. C. Stanton's memorial address of and remarkable an assembly of men and women as
her, delivered in Washington, in 1881.
would be found in any European court. Yet these
In January, 1793, the little ieland of Nantucket were the people so hated and ridiculed by the press
" welcomed to its solitude a child destined to be one and pulpit, whose grand utterances and spicy debates
of America's most famous women," Lucretia Mott.
were stigmatized as the "maudlin sentimentalism of
In 1708, Mary Starbuck, the "Great Merchant," a unsexed men and women."
woman of remarkable intellect and executiv ability,
Look at these names now and see what time bas
"converted the colony [at Nantucket] to Quakerism, done for their redemption, and thke heart all ye who
and vindicated woman's right to interest herself in are at this day maligned, ostracised, fined, and impristhe commerce of the world. Perhaps she, like the oned for being in advance of your age and giving
good genii of old, brought her gifts to that cradle your best thoughts to the world.
and breathed into the new life the lofty inspiration
As a minister in Q'laker meeting L'lcretia had her
th~t made this woman the prophet and seer she was. crosses to endure-crosses as heavy as now fall on
Here were the descendants of John Wolman, William the heads and hearts of the pioneers of to day. Har
Rotch, George Fox, the Maeya, the Franklins, the motto was, "Truth for authority rather than authorFolgers; and in this pure atmosphere, and from ity for truth." She says, " The doctrin of original sin
these distinguished ancestors, Lucretia Mott received never commended itself to my reason or conscience,
her inheritance. Her father was an honest seafaring except on the theory of original holinesa also." She
Quaker; her mother belonged to the Folger family, was thoroughly optimistic, believing in a love of the
whose cult~re, genius, common sense, and thrift good, ihe true, and the beautiful as the ruliiig moculminated in Benjamin Franklin, and later in tive of the majority of life's children.
Lucretia Mott." So here again we see the motherThough to her heart's core she was a Hicksite
heredity produci.ag the grand and noble offspring. Quaker and a true expounder of the tenets of Elias
Lucretia says in her diary: "I hav always loved the Hicks, yet she was feared, traduced, maligned, and
good in childhood, and desired to do the right. In dreaded as a thorn in the flesh among the followers
those early years, I was activly useful to my mother, of his doctrine, just as a real Christian is now feared
who, in the absence of my father on his long voyages, and maligned if he attempts to preach the real Christ
was engaged in mercantil businesl', often going to -as a man and a reformer, instead of a ranting and
Boston to purchase goods in exchange for oil and dogmatic fanatic.
candles, the staple of the island. The exercise of
One of the best preachers they had, but so identiwomen's talents in this line, as well as the general fied with popular, or rather unpopular reforms, they
care which devolved upon them in the absence of would hav given much to hav had her expelled from
their husbands, tended to develop them mentally membership, "but she understood her own rights
and physically."
and the FriEmds' disciplin too well to violate a single
In 1804 the family moved to Boston, where rule. Although her enemies kept close watch, they
Lucretia was sent to the public instead of the select never caught her off her guard."
schools, as in the latter the pride of class might be
When the Friends split into Hicksite and orthoengendered.
dox, and she saw the cold, averted looks of "those
Mingling with the poor, and noting their patient whose confidence she once enjoyed, and was shunned
struggles with poverty, gave her a feeling of sym- as unworthy of notice," she said, "all this was hard
pathy for the masses, which grew and increased in to endure, but it was the price I paid for being true
all the after years of her life.
to the convictions of my own soul.''
Her father lost his property by indorsing for a
Collyer says of her speaking, " There was not the
friend. He never recovered from the blow, and the least hint of premeditation, while there was a boundsupport of the family henceforth mainly devolved on leas wealth of meditation, in her deep, pregnant
the mother, who was energetic, ambitious, and thoughts," thus proving that inspiration, eloquence,
courageous.
and ~mpromptu speaking come from deep study, a
The parents, like all Quakers, felt that a good full mind, and carefully digested convictions. She
education was the best blessing they could bestow was always ready, pro~pt, and quick to act.
on their children, and in her fourteenth year Lucretia
When Garrison wrote the declaration of antiand her elder sister were sent to "The Nine Part- slavery, and the members were a aked to sign, James
ners," a Q11aker boarding-school in Duchess Mott stood by the desk. Thomas Shipley said that
county, N. Y.
"before signing it would be wall to consider, as it
At fifteen she became assistant teacher, and at the would bring down on their beads terrible persecuend of the second year was offered the situation of tions, and great losses in their business relations.
teacher, with the inducement of entitling a younger He said he should sign it himself, but advised James
sister to her education. Lucretia had her share of Mott and others to pause. The moment Shipley
life's trials. "All one of eight children in her. father's ceased speaking, Lucretia, in a brave, inspiring tone,
house, with his financial embarrassments and sudden said, 'James, put down thy name,' which he quickly
death, and afterward with five children of her own, did, joining in the general smile of satisfaction. At
and her husband's reverses, Lucretia's heroism and a social gathering one evening Dr. M)ore was constrength of mind were fairly tested. In both of versing with her, strongly condemning the fanaticism
these financial emergencies she opened a school, and and impolicy of the Abolitionists, and especially the
by her success as a teacher bridged over the chasm." women. He finally became too insulting for the
In her eighteenth year she married James Mott, gentle, Quakerly woman, and she arose in indignawhose acquaintance she had formed at the boarding tion and as she left him she remarked, "AU I hav
school, and for half a century they enjoyed a true to s~y to thee in parting is, 'Gat thee behind pte,
and congenial companionship. He had the cool Satan.' " He quietly took his bat au.d dep!\rted.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
judgment, she the enkindling enthusiasm; he had
the slow, sure movement, she the quick, impulsiv
(TO BE OONOLUDED)
energy. He enjoyed nothing more than silence, she
NoTWITHSTANDING the enormous quantity of books,
nothing more than talking. The one was completely
how few people read ! But if they read, and read
the complement of the other.
Collyer says theirs was the most perfect wedded with advantaae, should we bav to witness the deplOl·
able infatuations to which the vulgar are still every
life to be found on earth.
They were both of a beautiful presence-he large, day a prey ! - Voltaire.
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Mr. G. A. Cllapin's 'l'welve Questions.
What evidence hav we of any God?
Answer. If by the term " God" the writer means
an absolute personality, the first cause of all things
I reply, None. But if be means by " God " th~
"~niversal ~nergy" o1· activity, I reply we hav no
evidence of 1ts nature, and are only conscious of its
manifestations. Nature never manifests eny of those
qualities which are distinctivly human.
2. What evidence hav we of immortality?
Ana. If immortality means conscious existence
after the dissolution of the physical organism I rep~y, N~ne. The question involves two problems,
VIz. : F~rst. le man a unity or a duality! Second.
Where IS the locality of immortal reeidence 1 To the
first I reply that science has found man to be a living organism, and that when he is dead he has
ceased to liv, and not that "life has gone out of
him." To the second I reply that the heavens (or
the space so-called) is being pretty well searched by
astronomers, and no doubt when this locality is
found due mention will"be made of the fact.
B. What authority can one man rightfully hav over another?
· ~.ns. The !}uthority arising from superior mental
ab1hty and larger experience. Huxley and Darwin
speak with that authority which comes from intimate knowledge of their special branches of science.
4. How is the rule of a majority any less ·deatructiv to
freedom than the rule of a monarch?
Ans. The term "freedom" is sus<~eptible of different meanings in diffdrent countries, and under dif·
ferent circumstances. The rule of the majority is
less destructiv, because the rights of the minority
are not so liable to be overlooked.
5. What right does man hav to what he does not earn?
Ans. The qu"lstion is peculiarly stated. The
. wor~s ·"right" and "earn" are too loosely used to
adm1t of a clear answer. The " right " may depend
upon th_e uses to whioh he puts his earnings, and his
possessions may come not from his own immediate
exertions, but from the exertions which others hav
been. enabled to make ~onsequent upon his former
exertions. An answer 1s possible when these two
terms are defined.
6. What right has any m~n, to hold vacant land out of
use?
Ans. None, in the strict sense of the word. If
his intentions are to use it, a reasonable time should
be allowed him to develop his plans.
7. What right does one man or combination of men hav to
monopolize the issue of money?
. ~ns. T~e right which comes from a general recogmtiOn of 1ts currency. Money is only a measure of
valu!l. A ~ollar bill is a promis to pay. So long as
the Issuer 1s known to be solvent it is a dollar. A
check or bank draft is of the same character. Every
mau has a right to issue his own money-check or
draft-so long as he can giv its equiulent in wealth
when called upon to do so.
8. On what grounds can compulsory taxation be enforced?
Ana. 1. Public necessity. 2. The desire on the
part of some to escape the obligations incidental to
social life.
9. Are interest, rent, and profits earned by the receivers?
Ans. Sometimes.
• 10. Can they be collected without force?
~ns. Yes, when man are fRitbful to their undertakmgs.
11. What right has a policeman to use force ?
Ana. ~hen he i~ resisted in the discharge of his
duty. H1s ~orca 1s derived. He repres~nts the
health:y pod1on of the community, and will be a
necessity so long as the brute nature continues in
man. When men acknowledge in their conduct that
one I?an's rig~ts are limited by the rights of another
a pohceman will be an extinct species.
_12. What right has any man or body of men to interferA
With the absolute individual freedom of the human race? '
. ~n.s. In our present stage of civilization absolute
tndlVldual_ freedom cannot exist. Absolutism would
be despot1s~. HumBn beings _are too interdependent to permit of such a condition. Society must
protect. itself; it is only possible where individuals
subordmate themselvs to the well-being of the mass
Brooklyn, N. Y.
HENRY ROWLEY. ·
1.

The All-Father's Pets.
If the earth was created by an all-wise deity who

loves the gentle and guards the good how is it that
in the struggle for existence, these alV:ays becometh~
prey of the crafty, the cruel, and the strong 'l In
the vegetable kingdom those plants most bea~tiful
or useful to man are easiest injured. The early frost
destroys the flowers and corn, but weeds unsightly
a':ld worthless flourish as before. The mangled lily
d1es, ~ut the trampled thistle springs up again to
send 1ts seed afar on every breeze.
O~r ~seful plants require careful protection and
?ultivat1on; left to themaelvs they would degenerate
mto worthless forms, or perish utterly. They hav
been created by the persevering intelligence of man

SEE.K.~R,
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-are the enemies of nature, which alwaylil seeks to
destroy them and giv their room to weeds and brambles. The all-father then has given injurious and
worthless plants an advantage over all the useful and
beautiful ones in the struggle for existence!
In the animal world it is not the nightingale or
oriole, the lamb or the new- born babe, that nature
loves the best, but the serpent with its poison fang
and the bird of pre:r with cruel claws. The wild
fawn must hav·food or die; the cobra can fast a year
and hav strength left to kill the noblest man in
IndiR. A pure, fair young Italian girl is struggling
in the arms of the robber chief; her whole life has
been devoted to the service of God and saint; her
prayers and tears should hav power to move the
father's heart, but be is dumb and cold as the mountain crags, and lying there upon the Alpine daisies,
dishonored and murdered, she is food for wolves and
vultures. Half a century later the bandit devil
receives the last rites and consolations of holy
church, dies peacefully in his bed, and is buried
under the pines upon the mountain side, and the
daisies spring up and cover his grave with perfumed
snow.
JAMES M. MaCANN.
Bridgeport, W. Va.

Items of Foreign Freethought News.
ThRt our readers may hav an idea of the work done
in behalf of Mental Liberty, we can inform them that
during the past year the secretary of the German
Freethought Association mailed 2,068 letters, 1,208
postal cards, and 10.204 packages of printed matter.
Do we need better proof of the gradual awakening of
the people to the danger of submitting to the dictates of a tyrannical priesthood ?---Dr. Voelkel,
lectur~r and edit'or of t~e Frei-religioses Sonntagsblatt, IB at present treatmg the German Liberals in
various cities ,to a lecture on Thomas Paine. The
audiences of our friend are surprisingly large to an
American; gatherings of four to six hundred are very
common. We see but one reason for the difference
in size between German and American audiences : the
GermRns are not afraid of announcing themselvs as
Libe't'als, while the Americans, well-that almighty
dollar, and still more almighty clergy. Let us be
ashamed of ourselvs.
A correspondent to the Parisian paper X LY Siecle
Century) writes that the governor of
Kurland' has published the following order:
Whereas the Jews are not Christians; they liv in
darkness and do not know the light of the Christian
religion. It is therefore right that the Jews should
pay all the costs of lighting and the gas·bills for
the cities of Mitau, Liban, Windrm, etc., that they
on their part may 'enlighten' the Christians.
Resolved, that hceneforward all the costs of the lighting of the above-named cities be borne by the Jews
living therein." Commenting upon this the Milwaukee Freidenker says," This is Russian justice and
Russian Christianity." What about· the American
Christian justice in taxing Freethinkers for the support of churches? Brother C. H. Boppe might fitly
hav remarked.
(Ninetee~th

In Italy Prime Minister Crispi has scored a
great victory. July 3d, the Italian senate by an
overwhelming majority indorsed the transference to
state administration of Opere Pie, the charitable
funds whose handling has heretofore so benefited
the clergy. Poor little pope, his protest of June
26th addressed to the senate, was of no avail.

has not its equal 'as a missionary document among
the publications issued in the Scandinavian languages. The address is Brygareggatan 25, Stockholm.
GusTAVE NELS N.

Mr.

H~ywood's

Case.*

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Since
July 2d, when I received from Mr. Searle the rather
startling news that Judge Carpenter had overruled
all exceptions, violated law and customs, in denying
me appeal and rehearing before two judges, and that
I was called for sentence the next day, at 11 A.M., unpleasant suspense has not been encouraging. It re·
calls days of my childhood, when my father, Ezra
Hoar, a devout Baptist, at evening family service
used to lead in singing :
The day is past and gone,
The evening shades appear :
Oh, may we all remember well,
The night of death draws near.
I knew somewhat of the rigor of even liberal jailshow easily they can take life, as well as health and
cheer, in those living tombs, where, as I write this,
millions of humRn beings, no worse than you and I,
Mr. Editor, are under legalized torture; hence the
outlook of five years in prison, which Judge Carpenter, to-morrow, will probably consider a ''light sentence," is not attractiv. I hav had the ablest
defense lawyers could render. J. F. Pickering, my
senior counsel in the c"se of 1877-8, and in the case
of 1882-3, gave valuable advice. George W. Searle
is one of the best criminal lawyers in Boston, a lifelong student in literary and reformatory fields, alert,
adroit, cogent, and tireless in behalf of whomsoever he
acta for in court. Without detracting from the great
services rendered by Pickering, Wakemav, Park,
Cobb, and many other good lawyers in previous
easel!, it is due to Mr. Chamberlain to. say that he is
the best-posted lawyer in these states on obscenity
cases-a clear-headed, able, ready defender of Personal Rights by tongue or pen, wherever they are assailed. With him reform is no matter of pretense or
cant, but ~oork, needing to be done regardless of personal cost to himself or others. The conspicuous
ability, scholarly accomplishment, and timely service
be incarnated in Mrs. Blenker's case, before Judge
Paul, at Abingdon, Va., will not soon be forgotten
by Freethinkers, or others who hav at heart the
good of human beings or the imperativ need of progressiv work.
Since Saturday evening, May lOth, when .Arresting
Officer McCauseland took me from Princeton depot
swiftly back to Boston, and put me in the courtbouse cel~!.lr, which they dignify as the " city prison,"
many ludicrous, as well as tragic, events hav transpired which I cannot now, amid pressing trials in
the few hours of liberty left me, even allude to. The
transient frenzy to " suppress" dissenters from
Christian law and order, which just now obsesses
some district attorneys and judges, has no popular
approval. All this comes about here, as Mr. Harman's fate in Kansas, by the activity of the mercenary nests of Vice Society vipers in New York
Boston, and St. Louis, of which Comstock, Chase:
and McAfee are the "agent" reptile. For the first
time in seventeen years Christian decoy has a president, Harrison; a postmaster-general Wanamaker
. Princeton, Deacon
' Gregory-'
an d a :postmaster _m
three p1ous men, Willing ~ervants of his obscenityship,
Anthony Comstock. Without law, and against law
Wsn~maker "?rdered" Deacon Gregory to decei,-~
n;te, he to me, m order to get possession of publications to be used to compass my imprisonment. Will
Wanamaker's "order" to local postmasters to deceive and lie for morality's sake and Christ's sake be
acc~pted as law by the American p61ople 1 is tlie rather
serious question now confronting citizens. Judge
Carpenter accepted that " order" as law and thereby
secured my conviction. United States DistrictAttorney Frank D. Allen so far lacks mind of his own
that he tells Mr. Searle he can't allow us the usual
appeal hitherto assured by law and custom in the
United States Circuit Oourt, because the authorities at Washington "impetuously urge him to
hav me speedily sentenced." Judge Carpenter is
an inte':lse Me~hodist ; f~equents dog-fights, prizefights ; IB of a hght and frivolous strain ; knows little
of, and cares less for, the grand issues involved in
these cases.
No doubt he is obtusely, vulgarly
"honest;" that it seems to him right to do what he
bas power to do with the victims of his " pure" venge~nce, but an "honest " knave is quite as difficnlt a
thmg to reason with as a tricky fool. So Mr. Chamberlain very properly thinks it not worth while for
him to come to Boston to attempt further argument
before Judge Carpenter, who is to sit alone tomorrow, to decide the case. Whether Mr. Searle or 1
can let daylight of truth and reason into his densely
dark mind is a question.
Before going behind prison bars again (being
taken, rather, for I do not arrest, try, or jail myself),
allow me to refer to two or three of m.y critics. In

. July 8hb, Viktor E. ;tennstrand was for the fifth
t1me declared not guilty o_f blasphemy by a jury;
hence both he and Mr. Wilhelmson, the publisher,
hav escaped the clutches of the clergy this time.
We congratulate our friends. One would think that
this time the Swedish government ought to realize
what the public sentiment is, and that its previous "Christian" conduct only makes it an object for
the contempt and laughter of the intelligent part of
mankind. Mr. Lennstrand announces that the yearly
congress of Swedish Freethinkers will be held in
Stockholm, August 9th and lOth, and that he will
take the warpath immediately after. We expect some
noise then in the orthodox camp.---Henry V.
Berghe11, who is indicted for blasphemy in Jonko~
ping, is getting" Christian experiences." A witness
for the prosecution testified under oath in the court
that he had taken down notes of M. Berghell's lecture and that these notes would clearly prove the
wickedness of the defendant. Several persons prese~t then called ~pon Mr. Berghell to prosecute the
Witness for perJury, offering to prove that he had
tak~n down no notes. But Mr..Berghell was not a
behever, hence the Christian perjurer went free.
--.-Our friend Captain Otto Thomson is at present
bearmg ~he ~runt of the battle. The organization and
the pubhcat10n of Fritankaren has fallen to his lot
and the fate of the latter is a source of fear to th~
brave captain. The crisis has come · and we call
upon our Scandinavian brethren here in America to
*Mr. Macdonald, Editor of THB TRUTH SEBKBR being
send in their mite. For one dollar you will get Fri- absent
on a fortnight's vacation, editorial opinion ~n Mr
t(fnkaren a whole year, and we can assure you that it Heywood's case is deferred till his return.-En. protem. ·

THE TRUTH SEEKER. AUGUST 2. 1890.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 12hh Converse Close says
of Harman, Reid, and me : ''Those men, each and all,
hav promulgated theories and engaged in practices
contrary to law." This statement is false, every
word of it; we hav simply urged amendments of
' present imperfe.ct institutions and customs. The
guarantees of religious liberty in our state and federal constitut.iona include moral liberty, which is a
part of religious freedom, and hence included in it.
Mr. Clo'i!e quotes the statement of ideas kept standing at the bead of the editorial column in the
Wo1"d, adding: "This paper is a labor-un!on, An~rch
istic publication, and advocates what 1t COllBlders
Liberal Freethought principles." Is it not my legal
right to do so? Has Mr. Close got so far into parfeet society, the millennium, that no further discovery
or utterance of truth is necessary or " legal '" The
Declaration of Independence affirms the right of citizens to alter or abolish government if they think
best. to try. Messrs. Reid and Harman are im
prisoned for no real offense ; they were exercising
their legal natural right to deal with others as was
mutually agreeable ; the " crime" for which the;~
suffer torture is purely :fictitious ; nobody is in
vaded, nobody hurt; it is nobody's business what
our thoughts, words, or actions are if there is no
overt act harming others' persons or property. Mr.
Close ought to hav sense enough to be ashamed to
side with the Christian scamps who imprison us.
What I mean by wordocracy (of which Mr. Close
quotes the proclamation) is j11st what Paine and Jefferson meant by democracy ; what Garrison meant in
demanding " Liberty for each, for all, and for ever ;"
what Andrews meant in the Pantarchy; what Proudbon meant by Anarchy; what Josiah Warren meant
by " True civilization." D,)es Mr. Close really
think growth, progress, disorder.ly or illegal ? If so,
so much the worse for his law and order.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 5 tb, you said : " We
hope Mr. Heywood will get clear of the inquisition
and then reform." I favor evolution in morals, pbyaiology, and language, express opinions and print
others' opinions ; supposing you do differ from me,
is not that your right? Is not my right to speak to
others who choose to listen-to giv or sell a paper
to others who wish to read-st.rictly legal! Hav I
invaded, hurt anybody' If not, wherein do I need
to " reform!"
In Libe?·ty, some time ago, Benj. R Tucker wrote
of my " seeming determination to outdo Harman in
rashness." E. C. Walker, in Fair Play, says I heedlessly "rush upon the naked sword of an athlete,"
"deliberately walk into the enemy's stronghold, and
stretch myself upon its racks." Geo. E. Macdonald
says in F1·eethought: "Mr. Heywocd appears to hav
voluntarily placed his bead in the lion's mouth, or
rather laid it at the ass's heels." When their work
was being done some said Garrison and John Brown
were" rash," "foolish," "crazy," but intelligent sense
now sees in them pioneer exponents of natural law
and order. Bacon (not H. S. Bacon, the unterri:fiad Damocrst who takes THE TRUTH SEEKER in
Worcester, Mass., but the old B1oon who was Shskspere) said, "He who bath a wife and children has
given pledges to fortune," cannot act freely. Perhaps Mr. Tucker's hesitancy is dua to the fact that
he bas a baby; its name is "Anarchy," and a very
bright and worthy child it is. But in personating
Freethought I enact Anarchy in its bast sense, as
Mr. Tucker's child will concede, if it livs to grow
up. Mr. Walker seems to ~hink his baby, "Autonomy," is endangered by one outspoken newspaper in
Massachusetts ; that bravado, not sense, animates
me. Wait and see, please. Whether I come out of
prison alive, physically, or not, I will not commit
moral suicide by suppressing my thought relativ to
soul and body issues up for consideration. If Mr.
Tucker's or Mr. Walker's church is liable to be upset by printed Freethought in the Word, or elsewhere, it is weaker built than I supposed. Our royal
George shall reply to himself :
When there is general doubt about the thickness of the ice
the man who goes ahead and tests it is regarded as a useful
person if be finds it safe, and a fool if be breaks through and
gets drowned. We are ignorant of the amount of liberty.
we may enjoy until we feel about us and find how light the
bonds are; but we can safely risk our last dollar on the
proposition that we will never hav any more than we reach
out and take. The blessed " people" represented by the
church and state are not in the habit of extending favors to
us in the form of new liberties. If Mr. Harman had not published the Markland letter, Mr. Tucker or I might hav done
it and got five years in the penitentiary. His act costs Mr.
Tucker and me nothing. but knowledge of it is worth as
much to us as to him. Heywood's'' Cupid's Yokes" taught
us the same lesson free of cost to ourselvs. So I feel a
certain sense of gratitude to these pioneers.-F1·eethought.

We hav published books and a newspaper here now
nearly twenty years. You and I, Mr. Editor, differ
in ideas and style of expression; but the right of
each to do his own work in his own way is unq11estionable. It is only lack of faith in truth and human
nature that thinks plain-spoken intelligence unsafe.
What newspaper act ever did more for journalistic
progress and civilizing, Anarchi11tic growth than
Bennett's, when he came home from the Watkins
convention, where he, Bell, Tilton, an" another were
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raided for seiling "Cupid's Yokes," and said in THE
Initiation of Organs.
TRUTH SEEKER that he would sell, deliver in hand, or
Professor Romanes in the Nineteenth Oentu1"y
mail the book T
has the following refutation of certain arguments of
We need more " cranks," more " rash " assertion the pious against the development of organs by
of right denied. Dr. FraLklin said, "Where liberty evolution:
is, there is my country." Let us better the instrucI suppose there are few structures in the animal kingdom
tion, saying where liberty is not, there we will work so remarkable in respect of adaptation as the wing of a bird
or a bat; and at first sight it might well appear that a wing
to realize it.
But time flies, and this, probably my '' last will could be of no conceivable use until it had already acquired
enormous proportional dimensions, as well as an immense
and testament " to you for some time hence, must amount
of special elaboration with respect to general form,
close. Though there are seeming defeats, yet Bunker size of muscle, amouut of blood supply, and so on. For,
Hill leads to Yorktown, Harper's Ferry to negro obviously, not until it had attained all these things could it
emancipation; "light liftllctions" come now and begin to raise the animal in the air. But now, observe how
is this argument. Although it is perfectly true
then, but, in the long run, liberty is synonymous fallacious
that a wing could be of no use as a wing until sufficiently
with victory. Twelve years ago " the heathen developed to serve the purposes of flight, this is merely to
raged" more hotly against "Cupid's Yokes" than say that until it has become a wing it is of no use as a win~.
now against the Word. Did they suppress my book.T But it does not follow, "as a matter of necessity," that 1t
was of no use for any other purpose. The firRt modificaThey advertised it. So now, whatever becomes of tions
of the fore limb, which ended in its becoming an organ
me, personally, the truth we work to realize will win, of flight,
may very wPII bav been due to adopting it as an
and all will be the better for it. Guizot, the French organ for increasing rapidity of locomotion of other kindshistorian, said, "A man never rises so high as when whether on land, as in the case of its now degenerated form
he cannot tell where he is going;" we all march in the ostrich, or in water, as in the case of the greatly expanded pectoral fins of the so. called flying-fish. Moreover, ·
" under sealed orders," often walk off precipices, in
the so-called flying squirrels, we find the limbs united to
but though in faith our steps "fall on seeming void," the body by means of large extensions of the skin, so that
in fact we find" the solid rock" beneath inquiring when jumping from one tree to another the animal is able
to sustain itself through a long distance in the air by merely
feat.
out its limbs after the manner of a parachute.
In August, 1878, when H. L. Green welcomed spreading
Here, of course, we hav not yet got a true wing, any more
the Freethought hosts to Watkins Glell, honoring than we hav in the case of the flying fish, but we hav the
Christian speakers by extending to them the cordial foundations laid for the possible development of a future
hospitality of a free platform, and giving them the wing somewhat upon the pattern which has been so wonderperfected in the wing of a bat. And through all the
critioal attention of intelligent listeners, Christian fully
stages of progressiv exptmsion which the skin of the squirspies skulkad about, and got under arrest and held rel (or the fin of the flying fish) has undergone the expansion
for trial four Freethinkers for selling my book. has been of use, even though as yet the organ bas not so
On his way home J. P. Mendum, the brave old much as begun to acquire the distiuctiv functiolls of a wing.
publieher of the Boston Investigator, called 2t the Here, then, there is obviously nothing "prophetic" in the
any more than there was in the case of the swimHotel Dedham, where I was then a United States matter,
bladder and the lung, or in that of the nerve. ending and the
guest, and told me the stunning news. Was Bennett eye.
frightened~ Rather, he rose in righteous wrath to
Hardly a Case in Point.
the level of brave, wise, timely action, for which
From the Boston 7'ransaript,
millions are now grateful. Burke said, "A conThere was a funny incident out in one of our intellectual
tented slave is a demoralized man." I don't see how suburbs, which did not go far to help the Christian Science
citizens can sleep nights under the revolting, in- doctrin. The occurrence was in this wise : A prominent
famous censorship of opinions now imposed by Com- expositress of the doctrin of Christian Science was invited
by a number of ladleS in one of the suburbs who had become
stock, Wanamaker & Oo. In Irish phrase, I for interested
in these doctrine and wanted an authoritativ
one " will not be satisfied unless I am dissatisfied " exposition of them, to come out and talk on the subject.
with the foul despotism dominant in obecenity stat- She came, and began her address in a small lecture room.
utes. Those not in prison for protesting, I fear, . "Ladies," she said, "I wish to impress upon your minds
fact that nothing exists as' it appears to us to exist. All
hav not done their duty. Thanking you, Mr. Editor, the
matter is unreal; it is a delusion, a hallucination. Nothing
for the generous space given in your columns to is matter-all is mind. And this truth does not apply merely
these pregnantly important and intensely interesting to what is called disease and its phenome>1a. The more
questions, and rejoicing in your steadfast devotion to ordinary things about us are as much hallucinations as ao.
mental freedom, I am yours for the right and power called disease. I will giv an illus.ration.
"Yesterday I w&s engaged in housework, and I had occato know something about physiology, morals, lan- sion
to cut up and prepare a number of quinces. Now, you
guage, and yet be pe1·mitted to liv outside of jails.
all know how terribly quinces are supposed to stain and
blacken the hands. For days and days, under the old
EzRA H. HEYWOOD.
thought, I hav worn upon my fingers the dark stains made by
Princeton, Mass., July 23, Y.L. 18.
Bos:roN, 3 P.M, July 24, Y.L 18.
MR. EDITOR : Searle did admirably ; the case could
not hav been better presented. But the sentence is
two years at hard labor in the state prison. If the
government can afford it I and mine can afford it.
Banished from his home city Dante asked, "If I
go who remains~" Well, Mr. Editor, there are hosts
of protesting citizens outside. I go behind bars
knowing that right has been discerned and duty
done by me and mine in behalf of citizsn Freedom
invaded, and trust Mrs. Heywood and children, all
workers for right, the Word and the cause they bespeak, will bav the cci:iperativ support that liberty,
struck down but not dismayed, deserve!!.
Yours truly,
E. H. HEYWOOD.
Fl'om the

Bo~ton Datl~

Globe of Jul!J 25th.

Ezra H. Heywood, publisher of the Princeton Word, who
was convicted of sending obscene literature through the
mails, was sentenced yesterday in the circuit court by Judge
Carpenter to two years at hard labor in Charlestown state
prison.
Such a scene as that which immediately preceded the imposition of this sentence is seldom seen in Boston. Confusion reigned supreme and the assistance of marshals was
needed to qnell the disturbance.
A lengthy bill of exceptions was put in by defendant's
counsel, asking for a new trial and for an arrest of judgment. The court refused to admit the exceptions or to
grant the motions for a new trial or for an arrest of judg
ment.
The court was just asking for instructions regarding tbe
punishment in such cases, when, seeing Mr. Heywood arising to his feet, the court asked if he had. anything to say regarcling the severity of sentence.
·
Mrs. Josephine S. 1'ilton, sister of Mrs. Heywood, who
until now had been a quiet though earnest listener of the
proceedings, arose to her feet and exclaimed : "Men of
Massachusetts, are you going to permit and countenBnce a
court that does not giv justice, and that does not countenance liberty ?"
The marshals interfered here, and Mr. Heywood, who
meantime was upon his feet, declared his innocence of immorality, said he had been decoyed into a trap by United
States offici» Is, and that the whole performance was a montrous piece of injustice.
ThG court said that no further remarks need be made on
that subject, as that question had already been decided upon
by a jury.
Mrs. Heywood, wife of the accused, asked to be allowed
to say a word but was refused.
Mr. Heywood's only remark was that he was not there to
plead for mercy.
He was then sentenced to Charlestown prison for two
years at hard labor.

paring quinces. Well, as I worked over these quinces yesterday, paring, quartering, handling them, I thought_, 'How
foolish, now, to suppose that these unreal, unsubstantial, nonexisting things should stain my bands 1' and I resolved that
they should not stain my hands, and that I would not look at
my fingers until my work was over and then would find
them perfectly clean. Well. ladies, not alone did I pare and
quarter these quinces, but after I bad completed them I had
occasion to cut and prepare a' number of tomatoes, and you
know how dreadful they are supposed to b~. I pared my
tomatoes, cut them and sliced them, handling them freely all
the time; when I was all done with both I rinsed my hands
and looked at them, and they were perfectly clean and white,
and not a stain upon them."
When the " Scientist " had reached the stage of the tomatoes the women of the audience began to look wonderingly
and significantly at one another, and when she announced
the miracle handkerchiefs were stuffed into mouths all over
the little hall, and chests were heaving with suppressed
laughter. Being in considerable part housewives, the ladies
knew' that in the nature of mere material things the juice of
tomatoes will wash away and utterly reniove the stain of any
other fruit whatsoever, and after cutting up tomatoes, not a
vestige of the quince stain could hav been left upon the
woman's hands, Christian Science or no Christiil.!l Science.

Lectures and Meetings.
THB: Spiritualists of southwestern Michigan will hold a
ten days' camp-meeting on· the public park, South Haven,
Mich., August 8th to 18th. Among the speakers engaged
are Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids; Moses and Mattie Hull, of Chicago, and Mrs. E. C. Wordruff, of South
Haven. There wlll be music by Professor Davis, the Har.ris twin sisters, and others. All are invited. Each must
provide his own tent ; board can be had near by. Season
tickets, fifty cents; or ten cents each day.
W. F. JAMIESON gave a lecture Sundayeveni11g, July 13th,
in Bowen's Grove, near New Hartford, Ia., and ttuee lectures in Colesburg, Ia., July 18th, 19th, and 20 h. He is
arranging for several lectures and debates in Minnesota,
at Kasson, Byron, Plainview, and Princeton. Liberals
living ncar those points can address him at Des .Moines,
Ia. Mr. Jamieson and Elder L. T. Nichols, of Claremont, Minn., will conduct a joint oral debate of eight
nights in Kasson, Minn. The point~ _of debate are:
1. The Bible is wholly of human or1gm, and abounds
in contradictory, immoral, absurd, and inconsistent teachings. This will be affirmed by Jamieson the first four nights.
2. The teachings of the New Testament are all moral and
elevating. Nichols affirms the next four nights. The elder
writes as if he is eager to show how little ground the Freethinker has to deny the Bible. Mr. Jamieson has accordingly sent him a polite invitation to meet him in debate
whenever the people may call for it. A very large attendance
is expected at the Kasson debate.
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~ommnnitafions.
He Dodged the Question.
A few evenings since John H. Watterson, a Oatholio bishop with headquarters at Columbus, 0., delivered a lecture at the Grand 0 pera House in this
cit.y, the subject of which was "Miracles." A fair
crowd li!!tened to his harang, consisting in the main
of those who make the sign of the cross and count
beads. A few Protestants were also there, and the
Freethinking classes were not conspicuous by their
ab3ence. The latter were on hand in quest of information. They had paid their money perchance to
gain a crumb of positiv knowledge concerning
another world, but they received it not. The same
old hoots that hav been hooted since the time of the
first popish owl were hooted over again. The Protestants were given the cold shoulder-in other
words, were told they h&d separated from the true
. cburcb, and were to day following "false prophets
and false Ohrists." Poor Protestant ! He dare not
deny, and during Watterson's talk at least he was
compelled to swallow bit~er Oatbolic pills. And
thus it has been for years and years. The Catholic
has accused the Protestant of blasphemy, and the
Protestant has never tired in hurling the same accusation in the face of the Catholic. It has been and
is now the story of "I hav come not to bring peace
but the sword." In this respect the passage, "Eat,
drink, and be merry; for to morrow we die," is lost
sight of.
Watterson received no verbal introduction preceding his lecture. That came through the columns of
a daily paper. It gave out that he was to answer
Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll's P Jrt II. on " Miracles,"
which appeared in the March number of the North
American Review. This preface announcement was
a complete lie from beginning to end. It styled
Ingersoll as an Infidel, which is false. An Infidel
is one who professes something that he does not
believe. Colonel Ingersoll is not such a creature
Persons of that stamp generally thrive best when
connected with some church. You can find them
occupying pulpits, swinging censers, and collecting
money for the heathen. The pulpit, the censer, and
the heathen are the worse off for it.
It was also stated that Ingersoll believed in the
non-existence of a God, which is a lie cut and dried.
Being an Agnostic, and not an Infidel, he neither
&ffirms or denies a God, but does deny a hell of fire
filled with brains and innocence, and a cruel Jehovah,
and a heaven containing thieves, murd-erers, and
impostors, crowned and winged. He denies all the
monsters of the skies, and claims for man the rigH
to make an honest God. To use his language, "An
honest God iEI the noblest work uf man.''
Watterson commenced his lecture with the" build
ing of the towfr of Babel." He continued along
the moss-grown Catholic path, reciting the so tilalled
miracles of old, and the supernatural work f.lCComplished since then through the instrumentality and
for the use of the Catholic church, solely and alone.
Said he: "And the Lord came down and confounded
their language: 'l;'he p~'~ople were scattered thereby
over the face of the earth. Djfferent languages thus
originated, followed by different beliefs. Infidels
and such like were divided by the rule of very vulgar
fractions."
Learned and immense argument for a bishop ! He
believes the Lord came down. Where from? From
" heaven" or from "purgatory~" Is it possible for
an omnipresent being to descend from a point above
to a specified place below., In answering these questions Watterson should bear in mind that at the
outset he admitted that the Lord did come down to
see " the city and the tower." This further admits
that the Lord's eyesight was defectiv-that he
could not see from where he lived or from where he
. was. And still further, it destroys God's most
potent attributes, those on which the church so
much depends. It makes it impossible for the Catholic God to be everywhere-" in every atom, and in
every star." His " power to perform the miraculous "
disappears. It is consigned to the tomb-buried
beneath a million facts, the last of which is Watterson's opening remark. Poor fellow! With his own
weapon he rendered powerless th£: main support of
church and priest. He comes in under the old
couplet:
And Satan still some mischief finds
For idle hands to do.

As to the "confounding of their languagE>," I do
not see how it could be, only by the destruction of
memory. Did Watterson's God do this! Will he
explain how!
According to Watterson's remarks, tsken from the
holy evidence, this confounding of language made
the builders of the tower scatter over the face of
the earth; thus resulted different languages and
different beliefs, and Infidels and such like were
divided by the rule of very vulgar fractions. Is it
possjble that people when they lose anything of
value immediately separate and scatter here, there,
and everywhere 1 Ia this an established rule of
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action T Were a party of persons to lose a wallet of·
money on the streets of a city, would they at once
go to other cities to look for it? Says Ingersoll:
" Why would the confounding of language make them
separate ! Why would they not stay together until
they could understand each other~ People will not
separate from weakness. When in trouble they
come together and desire the assistance of each
other. Why, in this instance, did they separate?
What particular ones would naturally come together
if nobody understood the language Of any other person! Would it not hav been just as hard to agree
when and where to go, without any language to
express the agreement, as to go on with the building
of the tower ?"
A person who reasons and investigates for himself
knows that man gets his ideas from nature, Bishop
Watterson and the Bible to the contrary notwithstanding.
These ideas are_ expressed by certain sounds suggested by his experiences, arising from having loved,
enjoyed, hated, suffered, and hoped.
"Do we not know that words are continually
dying, and continually being born ; that every language has its cradle and its cemetery-its buds, its
blossoms, its fruits and its withered leaves T''
Ae to the birth of beliefs, I hold a different opinion
to that laid down by Watterson.
Of Catholicism, Methodism, Presbyterianism, and
such like-of their true origin, their crueltieP, and
their crimes-! will not hav time to speak. It s'bfficeth to say that each and every one when .in the
minority has been liberal indeed, but in the ascendancy arrogant and unmerciful. As to Freethinkers
in general, Watterson thinks they came from the
" very vulgar.'' ·I will ask him if he thinks George
Washington came from such a source? That Jeffer
son so descended T That Abraham Lincoln lived
and died a relativ of the vulgar T Another thing,
does he consider Noah, Lot, Abraham, and David
samples of the opposit ~ Does the Bible contain
nothing vulgar~ Is the song of Solomon overflow·
ing with the virtuous? Is not the story of Jesus
Christ's birth blasphemously obscene T
Dropping the tower of Babel, the confounding of
the language, the scatterment of the people, etc., he
said : "Perhaps a great many of you hav read Mr.
Robert G. Ingersol.'a latest production concerning
miracles. It appeared in the March number of the
North American Review. Now, to-night I am going
to do what he has not done. I am gdng to tell you
what a miracle is. There is nothing like a clear definition, and evidently Mr. Ingersoll does not comprehend such a definition. A miracle is a sensible
event outside the order of created nature." Thus he
set out, declaring the positiv existence of the super
natural, and then jumping about like a bullfrog from
bank to bank, not knowing where he jumped. He
accused Mr. Ingersoll, all Freethinkers and Protestants, with "begging the question.'' The truth is,
Bishop Watterson "dodged the question,'' and were
I to play hide and-seek with him for one night for
money he would break me before the dawn of day.
He failed to answer Colonel Ingersoll's Review article. In fact he never referred to a line of it, and
spent the time in quoting David Hume and several
others to prove that Voltaire and Ingersoll were
wrong. What Hume wrote cannot be held as containing the thoughts presented in Ingersoll's Review
article. To hav answered that Watterson should
hav confined himself to the claims and questions
which it contains. The proper way and the fair way
for him to do would be to answer it like a man
through the columns of the Review over his signature. This I defy him to do. I defy him to make
his argument thus, and rest the case witn the people of the world. I even defy him to meet the questions in this very humble epistle. Will he do itT
As he failed to quote Ingersoll in his Portsmouth lecture I will now do it for him. The proposition laid down by his definition of a miracle is in
substance this: "Nature exists. The creature of an
infinit intelligence, man, looks about him and realizes
that all he sees did not come by chance. Through
the senses God reveals himself to finite mortals."
Does he mean to say that the God that came down
to see the city and the tower, the God he robbed of
potent attributes, made mankind and created
nature! Does he mean to leave this inference, or
has he a supply of Gods on hand? Co1onel Ingersoll once said : " It is illogical to say, because of the
existence of this earth and of what you can see in
and about it, that there must be an infinit intelligence. You do not know that even the creation of
this world and of all planets discovered required an
infinit power or i1'.finit wisdom. I admit that it is
impossible fJr me to look at a watch and draw the
inference that there was no design in its construction,
or that it only happened. I could not regard it as
some freak of nature, neither could I imagin that its
various parts were brought together and set in motion by chance. I am not a believer in chance. But
there is a vast difference between what man has made
and the materials of which he has constructed the
things he has made. You find a watch and you say
it exhibits or shows design. You insist that it is so
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wonderful that it must hav had a designer-:-in other
words that it is too wonderful not to hav been construct~d. You then find the watchmaker, and you
say with regard to him that he, too, must hav had a
designer, for he is more wonderful than the watch.
In imagination you go from the Wt&tchma~er to the
being you call God, and you say he des1gned the
watchmaker but he himself was not designed because he is t~o wonderful to hav been designed. And
yet in the case of the watch and of the _watch~ake;,
it was the wonder that suggested derngn, whlle m
the case of the maker of the watchmaker, the wonder
denied a designer. Do you not see that the argument devours itself' If wonder suggests a designer,
can it go on increasing until it denies that which it
suggested? You must remember, too, that the argument of design is applicable to all. You are not
at liberty to atop at sunrise and sunset and growing
corn and all that adds to the happiness of man; you
must go further. You must admit that an infinitly
wise and merciful God designed the fangs of serpents, the machinery by which the poison is distilled,
the ducts by which it is carried to the fangs, and
that the same intelligence impressed this serpent with
a desire to deposit this deadly virue in the flesh of
man. You must believe that an infinitly wise God
so constructed this world that in the process of cooling earthquakes would be caused-earthquakes that
devour and overwhelm cities and states. Do you see
any design in the volcano that sends its rivers of
lava over the fields and homes of men 1 Do you
really think that a perfectly good being designed the
invisible parasites that infest the air, that inhabit the
water, and that finally attack and destroy the health
and life of man' Do you see the same design in
cancers that you do in wheat and corn T Did God
invent tumors for the brain T Was it his ingenuity
that so designed the human race that millions of people should he born deaf and dumb, that millions
shou1d be idiotic! Did he knowingly plant in the
blood or brain the seeds of insanity T Did he cultivate those seeds ! Do yo1:1 see any design in this?''
Let Mr. Watterson giv his attention to these questions. Let him answer if he can. He accuses Colonel Ingersoll of ''begging the question." The f&ct
is he has been for years begging for answers to what
he has aeked. As yet no sound response has come.
Such as Watterson bav been dodging all the while.
They dare not speak out, honor bright. Why T
Because they are intellectual slaves. They are held
in bondage by creeds, the lines of which are black as
night. Two hundred years ago they would hav answered by brute force-with lash and sword and
flame. The advancement they hav made and l.re
making to- day is not due to the miraculous but to
Liberal thought and work, naturally produced and
naturally given. They ought to be thankful. But
they are not. They are full of hate, and wish again
for the barbarity of the past.
Watterson lays great stress on the "miracles"
that the Catholic saints hav wrought since the days
of Jesus. It is impossil\'le, according to his version,
to palm cff a sleight-of-hand trick on the pope. He
admits that a miracle to be at all must be superior
to nature ; in other words, if produced within
nature it would not be a miracle, but a natural fact.
It must be supernatural and produced by ~upernat
ural power. And yet he has the audacity to llppeal
to the natural to prove the supernatural ; to establish for you and me a miracle by natural · persons
through natural means. He should not cut loose
from ths supernatural wagon, but remain in the
harness and prove the miraculous by the miraculous.
On the night in question he referred to a eo-called
miracle said to hav occurred in France. The substance of the story was this: A child not two years
old was apparently dead. The mother, frantic
with grief, grabbed the little one in her arms and
rushed out into the open air. It was in the month
of February and the water cf a stream near at hand
was icy cold. Miraculous cures had been effected
here by making the sign of the cross and appealing
to the Virgin (?) Mary. To this stream the mother
made· her way. She pasE!ed th1·ough the streets of
the city like a raving maniac, and arriving at the
water's edge, notwithstanding the entreaties of
bystanders to desist, plunged her darling into the
cold, crystal stream up to its neck, at the same time
going through the manual of popish incantations.
From thence she returned to her home and put the
baby to bed. It slept for twelve hours, awoke, and
at once wanted nourishment. This was given and
signs of returning strength were manifest. Presently, although before it was paralyzed, it made an
effort to get out of its cradle, and the next day, when
the mother was in another room, it did leap forth
and walk. This particular miracle was investigated
by the Catholic church and passed the gauntlet. It
was marked genuin, and thus labeled ia palmed off
on the ignorant and credulous thousands who grovel
in the dust and pay for purgatorial prayers. My
heart goes out to them, one and all. May the day
soon come when they shall be banished from Eden,
''that their eyes may be opened1 and they become as
gods knowing good from evil."
In looking over the above miracle report it will be
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noticed that the babe was only plunged into the · ligion-1( real religion?" Throw away the cruel word over in China that a Presbyterian missionary was
water up to its neck. Do_es not that show that the '' religio.n," and change "real" to realism, and call seeking to convert. ' A poor "pagan" follower of
mother was under. the mfluence C?f t~e na~ur~l ? these virtues realism, if you please, but never, no, Confucius " the Wise," who, in his wonderful code
Was she not obeymg the natural mstmct w1thm 1 never disgrace these cardinal virtues with the ulcer- of morals, written five hundred years before Christ,
0 hherwise what would hav been the result T Will ous word " religion !"
renders the Golden Rule in eight different forms.
Bishop Watterson claim that t~e chi!d could hav
All religions hav to steal the cardinal virtues in
The circumstances of the case are simply these:
lived under water? Is he a behever m the estab- order to be respectable, and of any value. Do not About three years ago a missionary coBnected with
lished rule " that fire burns and w;ater drowns 1"
then pay these religions the poor compliment of ap- the Canton mission went to a neighboring town to
Last November myself and family took our depart- parently accepting from them what bas always been establish a branch. He soon made the acquaintance
ure for the South. It was on the 16th of the month. ours, the property of the dissenters, and which they of Lee Obi Sing, an intelligent nativ, wb.o gladly
The train that carried us from home was very late, hav ,so feloniously wrested from us and so mixed accepted the opportunity to investigate the Christian
and we got to Cincinnati close. on to midnight. The with their mummeries as to make e;en truth itself religion. He was so sincere and frank in his manner
mercury bad fallen to a low_ point. I~ was bitter ashamed to be found in their counterfeit company, that the missionary had strong hopes of his convercold. The first touch of _wmter had m_vaded the baptized with the fictitious cognomen "real religion !" sion. But finally he asked the missionary one day
north. Our first-born was JUBt over a terr1b~e attack I hav said enough.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
concerning the fate of infants and that of _his ancesof typhoid fever one month, and the exposure of
Bwrre, Mass., July 6, 1890.
tors who had died without Christ. After repeated
that night produced a return of fever. He was
attempts, as usual, to evade the question, the missionburning hot. We called in a physician, Dr. Arm.
ary was finally cornered, and compelled to admit
Transubstantiation.
strong by name. What did he do? Said he, "Put
that his religion taught that they were in hell. The
A lady in a certain email village donated to her iBdignation of the Chinaman burst forth in expresthe little fellow in a bath, hydrant cold. Keep him
in ten minutes." We did it. We made no signs nor church the bread and wine for sacramental purposes. sions of horror. He told the missionary that he did
offered up any prayers. We followed the advice of An old, gray-haired negro man was chosen to per- not want his religion-it could not be true. It was
the man of medicin. Lifting our child from the form the duty of conveying the sacrament to the vil- too unreaso:raable, too unjust, too cruel, too vindictiv,
cold water, we wrapped him in a blanket, and soon lage church. The old negro, being called to perform too devilish for him to believe. He would not liv in
he was in sweet repose. He slept soundly and his solemn duty, raised his hat, and with awe ap- its heaven unless his ancestors, his relative, his wife
every minute of his "forty winks'' gave him strength proached the tray bearing the sacrament. With a and babies, could be there, too. If they were sent to
and vitality in proportion. When he awoke he solemn and faltering voice he said, ·"Mia sus, I is hell he desired to go with them to comfort them and
showed a good appetite, and nourishment adminis- been gwine to ax you dis long time what dis am."
share their fate. Nothing should separate him from
Mistress : "What is the aacrament ?"
tered increased his strength. He was not a year old
those he loved. Heaven would be a hell to him,
Negro : " Who am de sacramen' !"
then. Had he been two years of age I hav no doub-t
knowing they were in torment.
Mistress: "The sacrament is taken in representahe would hav " leaped from his cradle and walked."
This being the culmination to a long series of simAnd another thing-during the time of his long siege tion of the body and blood of the blessed lamb; ilar failures and disappointments, it made a deep
with the terrible typhoid his mother aad I flatly only those that are quickened and born to a life of impression upon the' missionary's mind. To liv at
refused to hav him baptized. The Christians about immortality partake thereof."
ease and hold down a profitable job did not satisfy
Negro: "I doan' 'zactly see.''
us made daily calls, pleading that the little one be
him. He was too conscientious. He resolved to
Mietress: "Not being born again, it is impossible throw up and return to America. He did so, and
sprinkled. He would be lost, they said, if he was
not, and if anything would cure him, baptism would. for you to understand the glorious feeling that tendered his resignation to the Board of Missions.
No doubt these people were sincere, but we were also inspires the true Christian soul after partaking of He told them plainly of his failure and discourage.
sincere in our way. We had investigated and they the blood and body of the blessed lamb."
ment; explained to them the nature of the obstacles
"Daas am 'culiar doin's," remarked the old negro in the way of success, and pointed his argument by
had not. We did not depend on signs and wonders
-they did. So we said, "It is good medicin and man, as . he deposited his tray on the small table in giving a vivid narration of his conversation with Lee
good nursing that will count. We trust more to the village ·church, and retired to the corner to Obi Sing.
that than to prayer and water." We followed our remain until the solemn occasion ended. Returning
The board realized at once that the long-dreaded
creed and our boy is living to-day. Now, I hav home the old negro man said to his wife : " See here, crisis had come. Something must be done. Either
related a case similar in all respects to Watterson's Hanna, I is gwine to tell y:o dis an' yo must not the creed· must be changed or missionary labor in
illus~ration, with the exception of the side issue of blab to de adder niggas. To- day me axed de missus China abandoned. This conclusion was communiparalyzation. Does he believe that God specially what dis was on dat tray, and she say it was de body cated to others and the leaven spread. The seed of
enacted this cure? Will he giv Dr. Armstrong no an' de blood of a lam. and dat a puraon hab to be rational truth so unconsciously sown by the humble
credit at all? Would he believe it a miracle if I born agin fo da could eat dat body and drink de " pagan " in Christian soil took root and grew, and
would claim it such T In fact, does he think the blood of dat lam. But yo noes dis nigga waen born brought forth an abundant yield. The harvest of
miraculous occurs among Protestants and Free- again, and me tells you dis, dat de blood of dat lam reason is being gathered in, and the promis for the
thinkers T Does he believe in the miracle of the am good. After dis nigga got a whiff of dat blood future is bright.
Hindoos? Will he· giv credence to Mohammed's he nearly emptied dat pitcha and put wata in de
It is a law of nature and an axiom of natural phipitcha agin. And doan yo know dis nigga was a losophy that no two bodies in motion can come into
ascension!
Bishop Watterson is a finite being, yet he talks as settin' in dat back corner a tremlen' for fea de misus contact without the direction of each being changed.
though he had an infinit comprehension. He spreads would find it out. But dem people what was born This is true of persons, of religions, and of nations.
himself upon the rock of St. Peter, and proclaims agin coulden' tell the difference 'tween good and bad China being very much the older and greater of the
that God amount!! to n&mght if all things are not blood. Dem long-headed parsons might. palm dat two, in coming in contact with her greater momenpossible wjth him. And then he claims that all bread for body off on .dem women, but me tells yo tum, we shall receive as a matter of fact the
things are. Being finite, will he inform me how he dis-he coulden' make dis nigga bleeve dat bread am greater deflection from our course. The chances are
S. 0. SAxET.
in the same disproportion against us, that, in the
comprehends the infinit T Does he honestly think mutton."
place of Christianizing China, we shall be paganized
that nothing is impossible with his God ? Does be
Truth Stranger Than Fiction.
by her instead.
really know this T If so, will he explain how God
From the Leavenwo1·t11, Kan., SUn.
But there is no reason for alarm. What is, is
would go about to make two trains pass on one and
For
many
months the papers /.lav been filled with right. The Jaws of natm:e are good. Nothing takes
the same track without injury and without loss of
life? Does he think he could make the thread that news and discus'sions concerning the great doctrinal place but in accordance with law. This is only a
courses the spool hav only one end T That the head upheaval in the Presbyterian church. The question result under the infinit law of commercial exchange.
of a tiny insect could be severed from its body and of overhauling a creed and eliminating important dog- We arB shipping our surplus product of idealism to
tba parts sewed together with a log chain T I am mas, that for hundreds of years hav been believed to China and exchanging it for the overstock of realnot willing to b~lieve all these things. It remains be true, must certainly be one of great moment to its ism that she has on hand. We hav too much theolfor Finite Watterson to make plain the assertions he adherents. The membership of that church has ogy and not enough reason, too much faith and not
makes and answer the questions that daily arise argued and disputed over the proposed change with enough practice; while China has too much materialantagonistic to the miraculous. Let us hear his more or less warmth. The churches and presbyter- ism and not enough poetry, too much fact and not
ies bav prayed, reasoned, wrangled, and voted, and enough fancy, too much reason and not enough emoWILLS. ANDRES.
say.
the result is that the liberal or progressiv ele- tion. A fair exchange is no robbery, and will, we
Portsmouth, 0., March 29, 1890.
ment has carried the day. The national council is trust, be a benefit to both. China is old, great, and
now arranging the plans and specifications for making wise. She is, so to speak, our great-great-grandmother,
Religion-What Is It 1
the change.
and we really ought to be a pupil at her feet instead
Religion is the fanaticism of error.
It is a serious thing for a person to giv up a cher- of presuming to be her teacher.
There is no "real religion." What is called such ished belief. It involves a snapping of heart-strings
is science, honesty, morality, love, justice, truth, etc. like standing beside the couch of a dying mother.
Confusion as to Divine Guidance.
" Right-doing " is not religion. Right-doing is But such is the order of nature. Dogmas liv and die.
From tile San Francisco Arqonaut.
duty, justice, and wisdom. Religion is faith in error Beliefs are transitory. What was true in the light of
the early days of Maine Methodism it was the custom
yesterday is found to be false in the light of to-day. forInyoung
and a worship of myths.
ministers to consult their presiding elders before
The office of religion, especially the Christian re- When the conservativ old Presbyterian church cuts taking a wife.
Once, during a camp-meetin~ in eastern
ligion, is to despise, persecute, and put to death all loose from its moss-grown moorings it is time for us Maine, a young minister approached the presidmg elder and
dissenters. O.ne of its commands is, "Those my all to be moving on.
said he wished to be married.
" Whom do you propose to marry?" asked the elder.
It may be said that this marks an era in theological
enemies, which would not that I should reign over
said the young man, "the Lord has made known
them, bring hither, and slay them before me" evolution in this country, for its influence will extend to "Well,"
me very clearly that I should marry Sister Mary Turner."
through all the various denominations, begetting a
(Jesus).
"I know her well," said the elder; ''she is a fine girl. I
Why not call the cardinal virtues by their right like spirit of dissatisfaction with the old shackles of will see you again before the meeting closes."
D11ring the week four other young ministers consulted the
names, and not label them with the accursed word human thought, inciting· inquiry, doubt, discussion,
elder on the subject of marriage. Each of them
" religion," and tlaus disgrace them? Why not call and demands for greater liberty, and resulting in a presiding
gave the name of the young woman to whom he proposed to
honesty honesty, and not religion! Why call justice general shaking-up and the setting of new land- offer himself. They had all prayed over the matter a great
religion; why not call it justice T Is not the word marks.
deal and each was certain that it was the Lord's desire that
justice good enough to define it with an:l distinguish
The question now comes, to whom or to what he ~hould marry the person named. Neither of the five
it by ? Why should love, forgivness, and charity be cause are we indebted for this great theological revo- young men knew that anyone else had consulted th~ elder
on that subject. On the last day of the C!lmp-meetmg, at
claimed as religious virtues, when tens of thousands lution! Who among all the lowly sons of men was noon,
the elder called the five young ministers to his tent to
of people practice them daily who utterly repudiate honored by omnipotence and chosen by him to giv receive his opinion. He said :
"Now, brethren, it may be the will of God for you to
all religions ! Benevolence, too, is said to be one of utterance to the words that set in motion this giganthe Christian virtues, as if no one was benevolent tic wave of human thought? Was it the high and marry, but it is not his will tha,~ five Methodist ministers
outside of Christianity I Why not let these virtues gifted Talmage! Or the great and honored Glad- should marry little Mary Turner. .
stand upon their own merits instead of submerging stone? No, it was neither one. To answer this
Trus side to-day, to-morrow t'other burns,
them beneath the Christian blood of religion ! Why question will surprise and startle you. You will not,
And they're all God almighty in their turns.
eclipse these excellent qualities under the fogs and you cannot believe it.
-.Dryden.
For it was none other than a poor " heathen" away
myths of heathen Christianity by calling them re-
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WB regretfully announce that Artist Heston has been
compelled to succumb to an increasing physical debility
and disorder, and lay by his pencil !or several weeks. He
will seek a change of air, and, we presume, and certainly
hope, will be able to resume his designing for THB TRUTH
BEEKER by September.
------------~~.-------------

The Holy Land.
A sensible American traveler named Henry Mac
donald communicates to a home journal some descriptions of Jerusalem and its environs "!hich, as
giving the truth on subjects long obscured and falsified by Christian reporters, is worthy of notice.
This city, with the surrounding country, has been so
idealized by pioua poets and enthusiasts who never
saw it, and ita physical characteristics hav been so
used to typify spit'itual ones, that any attempt at
truthful description h!!.s always been a thankless
task. But despite the praises Christians lavish, this
writer avers that the unbiaaed observer can scarcely
see in the rocky, bleak, unpicturesque hill, surrounded with monotonous, gloomy ravines, and
hopelessly arid, desolale ridges of rock, that Mount
Z lon "beautiful in situation, the joy of the earth."
J eruaalem's streets this correspondent describes as
dirty, winding, ill-paved, steep lanes1 reeking with
indescribable filth, and impossible to traverse with
any kind of a vehicle. Not a well or a drop of living water is, or ever was, within its infected walls,
nor ne::.rer in any direction than two and a half
miles, and that a small, ill-smelling pool. Within the
walls of thi~ city, which only the most malignant
sarcasm could dub "holy," is more repulsiv wretch.
edness, heart-broken degradation, hideous, leprosydeformed, sot·e-eyed, sordid imposture, blind fanaticism, and putrid filth than on any other spot of similar
dimensions on this trouble-laden planet. Here is
the place to anatomize all the baser qualities of mankind. · Originally a robber stronghold, even in
D.ivid's time it was IHtle better than a hill fort, the
wild hold of a successful sheik; it could not hav been
much better in Solomon's time, a:ad after his death,
on the disruption of the little kingdom, it lost its
importance until Herod's time, when it achieved its
greatest magnificence, which itself did not exceed in
character or extent that of the present day.
Since the days of J eaus it has been pinched by
famine, desolated by wars, bloodied by massacres,
and its buildings destroyed time and again, but not-

withstanding all that the credulous pilgrim is shown
the-exact places where events occurred that were of
trifling importance at the time, more than eighteen
centuries ago. A man could throw a stone the entire distance of the Via Dolorosa, yet in this small
space the pilgrim is shown Pilate's house and judgment seat; where Jesus leaned his shoulder against
a house and left the impreersion in the solid rock;
where he met hie mother, the house of St. Veronica,
upon whose handkerchief he left the imprint
his
face; the house of Dives and the stone upon which
Laz~rus sat; where Simeon was compelled to take
the crosl', and the sepulcher. A child would ask
how this narrow lane, with its Sharp turns and DU·
merous windings, happens to correspond so exactly
with the ancient one, or how arches, walls, houses,
and stones could remain intact and be identified
after the total destruction of the city by the Romans.
It will occur to most as strange that a God so
prolific as ours is account£d to be in visible testimonies, should hav left in such littleness and squalor
as our traveler reports the city that he once blessed
with his presence in :flesh. Oould Jerusalem now be
pointed out to us as the chief city of the world, and
its inclosing province as a seat of arts and scienceP,
prosperity ar.d gkry, the Christian contender could
indeed claim a certain measure of attestation. But
precisely antithetical is the state of the land as set
forth in the preceding paragraph.
The instance of frauduhmcy in the relic business
given above is but one among multitudes. The
Ohurch of the Holy Sepulcher is where credulity is
stuffed to more than repletion. Within this church
is shown some of the earth from which Adam was
made, also his grave; a pillar marking .the exact
center of the earth as pointed out by Jesus; the
silver cup used at the last supper; the spot where
Abraham offered up the ram in place of Isaac, and
the bush in which the ram was caught; the stone on
which John the Baptist was beheaded; the tomb of
Joseph of Arimath!'a. and Nicodemus; Jesus's prison
and the spot whue the Virgin ·stood; the place
where the two thieves were crucified and t.be hole in
which the true cross stood. The pillar to which
Jesus was bound ie inclosed in a screen with a hole
in it, through which tbe pious thrust a stick, the
application of which will cure disea£e. A small
marble slab, with an aperture two inches wide, is
shown as the rock that was rent in twain. T~e
sepulcher is incloseJ. in a little marble chapel about
seven feet equare, on one side of which is the stone
couch upon which Jesus is said to hav been lsi d.
Here the following incident attended our relater's
investigations:
''On the end of the couch is a money plate, which I noticed
was well supplied with coin and bills. I turned to look at
the tawdry, tinsel ornament of the place, and the attendant
priest, thinking I was going out without giving the customary fee, tapped me on the shoulder and pointed suggestivly
to the plate. This is the secret of all the shrines and holy
places. If you attempt to pass any you are followed, the
fame of the place is extoled, and you are importuned to look
at it."
Through a hole in the wall of the sepulcher where
JHr. Macdonald met this exemplification of priestly
methods, is shown at Easter the miraculous holy
fire that descends from heaven and lights the lamps
within.
The fostering of folly and superstition in this
church is not the only result of this deliberate imposture of the clergy; it arouses the worst passions
of ignorant pilgrims. No year passes without some
accident, some old woman crushed or weakly person
trampled to death by the frantic, fanatic hordes.
Rival sects stab each other in the confusion. Not
many years ago more than four hundred persons
ware killed in the melP.e in this church, some of
whom were piled up on the stone of unction itself.
Turkish guards are stationed in the church to keep
the rival sects from cutting each other's throats.
It ia the opinion of this communicator that nowhere
does the Turk appear to better advantage than at
Jerusalem. Nowhere does his stern monotheism
appear to better advantage than when contrasted
with the gainful, superstitious idolatry and the
mutual animosity and rivalry of the different
churches. He governs and farms out the sacred
ground, and philosophically prefers taxing superatition to persecuting it. Each church bids against
the other for privileges, and their bribes are pocketed and repaid with unmeasured and deserved contempt.

of

0 ur describer says that "no critical person can
believe that t.he c1mci:fixion took place on the spot
indicated ;" and from the grounds he give, this
affirmation may indeed be safely made. The New
Testament writers declare Jesus to hav been cruci· :fied "without the gate," nigh to the city, at a place
called Golgotha, and apparently near some public
thoroughfare; they also say the sepulcher in which
his body was laid was hewn out of a rock in a garden
at the place of crucifixion. But by this writet'a account this place is far within the city walls, and
ronny requirements must always hav been abllent
from the locality now assigned. The early Ohrietian
Writers do not make the slightest allusion to the
scene of those events; no importance was attached
to them. The places were not heard of during three
hundred yeaTs, when, Christianity becoming a state
religion, Constantine's mother, an ignorant, credulous old lady of eighty years, was persuaded by the
clergy to look over the sites of actions of such im·
portance. The sucaess of the undertaking was
assured from the start. After digging a great depth
three crosses werJ miratlulously found. A noble
lady lay sick unto death ; two of the discovered
crosses were shown. her, but they only made her
worsf'. At the sight of the third she sprang from
her bed p>rfectly cured. Thus the site of the cruci:fixion was discovered ! Such evidence is good only
for such centul'ies as invented it.
The entire country is filled with fictitious places
of imrortanca to Ohristianit.y which are a source of
revenue to the custodians. Holy sites were asked
for, sought for and invented. The faint outline of a
legend becomes a full and glowing picture, and as
time advances is gradually embellished with graphic
detailP. Divine intonations, miraculous tests, and
even the evidence of the devil himself are all
adduced in proof. Oonjecture becomes certainty.
From the top of Mt. Olivet Mr. Macdonald
obtained a view which enabled him to form an easy
conception of the extent of the former empire of
God's people. King Solomon's empire was scarcely
the s:za cf New Jersey, not one fifth the size of
Ohio, snd as its physical character must hav always
been the same as to-day, we,must account for the
stories of its msgni:fiJence by that infirmity of the
oriental, exaggeration. L'l.nd becomes better by
lying idle, rocks disintegrate and form soil ; if there
was soil in ancient dl\ys it must hav miraculously disippeared, as there are no traces of it, even
where it might hav bean washed to. .A. people from
the deserts of Sinai might imagin any country where
a tree grew or where it eyen rained as a" land :flowing with milk and honey." A small, steril, pastoral
country is never wealthy; the people of Palestine
had neither arts nor ltl.anufaetures, and must hav
been peculiarly poverty-stricken. From all the
numerous excavations nothing older than the Roman
period has been obtained. The stories of Solomon's
magnificence, outrivaling that c.f x~rxes, his harem
of one thousand wives and his temple, must be
ascribed to the p!.triotic euggeration of a late
writer.
The account of the di:ffdrent sacred platles around
Jerusalem can be, this writer says, as said D. M.
Bennett and every plaindealing man that has been
there, but a monotonous recital of fraud and imposture. At the Ohurch of the Ascension is shown where
the foot of Jesus made an· impression on solid rock
as he ascended to heaven; at the chapel of the
Assumption of the Vugin is the rock bearing the
marks of her girdle she let fall to convince St.
Thomas; another shows the imprint of the foot of
the rooster that crew at Peter's denial; in the garden of Gethsemane, a place about fifty yards square,
the priest shows the impression in the rock of the
bodies of the disciples who fell asleep while Jesus
prayed; the garden belongs to the Roman church,
but the Greek church, enraged at the monopoly,
hav started an opposition one. They do not care to
exhibit it much yet, as they wish to wait a few years
until the trees look older. The writer's words upon
some further ones of the marvels exhibited compel a
smile from the reader:
"A deep grotto at Bethlehem is shown as the birthplace
of Jesus, and within a few feet of the stone manger, in which
lies a dressed-up doll to rep~esent Jesus, is a small hole
where two thousand of the children massacred by Herod
were thrown. Whether Jesus was born at Bethlehem or
Nazareth is a matter of conjecture, but this grotto was certainly never a stable, unless the animals were miraculously
endowed with wings."
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0 11r readers are probably aware of Russia's desire
to extend her sway over this and adjacent lands in
the East, and they know how useful an instrument
religious proselytism has always proved in such
schemes of enlargement of the domains of despots.
Accordingly we meet both in cable news and this
letter _the statement that the great mass of pilgrims
are Russians. Tb.e pilgrimage to the holy places is
a political movement, a crusade. Russian money is
ft•eely l'lpent in the erection of churches and convents. Russian vessels are subsidized to carry pilgrims cheaply, and Greek church convents feed them
five days free of charge.
Of the character of these blind tools of the czar
and the Greek church, the pilgrims, we obtain no
fhttering account. Both men and women wear
great boots; their bodies clothed with padded,
q 11ilted garments, giv them a stunted appearance.
Their rolling, waddling, ungainly gait, like that of so
many bears ; their ·Tartar eyes and noses, and hard,
leathery faces from which no ray of intelligence
ever beams-all make up an appearance that is
scarcely human. Nothing can be more pitiful or
present a more abj.;ct appearance than these devotees as they crawl from one site of superstition to
another. No fakirs or dancing dervishes yield themselva up to mo1·e unreasoning fanaticism than this
horde of semi-human savages, who are noted for
their devoutness and orthodoxy.
It has been customary for Freethinkers to remark
upon the characteristic inconsistency Ohristians_ display in ill using a certain race because that race
were foreordained from eternity to be the choiceless
- -and, as we see in the event, the beneficent-instruments in an action for the saving of the world.
We daily hear of some persecution of the Jewish
people in European CI)Untries; and that their fare in
the vicinity of their ancient abode is the same this
correspondent informs us:
"There is one point of unanimity among all the sects and
races-hatred of the Jews, the race which has furnished the
prophets and apostles; an unreasoning hatred when we
reflect, as Disraeli expressed it, that one.half of Christendom
worship a Jew and the other half a Jewess. Even to-day a
Jew is not allowed to pass in front of the Church of the
Holy Se1mlcher."

Such, then, is the condition of that spot of earth
which if any should certainly hav been elected ~o
favor and prosperity by the Lord. Wretched it
was, wretched it has continued, and as wretched it
remains as has the doctrin to which it gave birth
made mankind whe:raver it has penetrated. ·such, be
it noted, is the territory whose smiling loveliness
and holy beauty supplies our pious literature with
an inexhaustible theme. Such are the holes and
hummocks and barbarian dens whose minutest particulars American children spend priceless hours of
youth in memorizing, to the exclusion of that real
instruction for lack of which nations falter and
humanity groans. Such, too, are the purposes of
delusion and defraudation for which the shrines are
administered and the relics exhibited; such are the
political and despotical ends which they are maintained to subserve, and such are the foul lies by
which the whole detestable system is perpetuated.
A Pulpit Ass.
In his sermon of the 20~h ult. the Rev. Frank
Brobst, of the Westminster Presbyterian church,
Ohicago, Ill., uttered these sentiments on the Lake
Pepin disaster :
"Last S9.bbath was a day full of horror. A disaster of a
terrible nature swept down upon scores of individuals who,
instead of following the law of God for the observance of
the Sabbath, were engaged in doing their own pleasure-exercising their own personal whims and caprices. With no
regard for God's wish or law, they embarked on a boat for
a pleasure excursion across the lake. The tornado came
howling and shrieking along, seized upon their craft, and
overwhelmed it in the deep water. The surroundings, so
entirely godless, were seemingly so secure, so safe. Then
the storm came, and showed their utter helplessness before
this frightful judgment. Sabbath desecration always
brings disaster. It is God's law."

It is no easy matter to choose from the execrable
charecteristics of this utterance, the one that deserves first mention and preeminence in our holding
forth of the whole to the scorn of the world. Nor
would two of these pages suffice for the deserved
reprobation of all the imbecility, falsity, hear~less
ness, bigotry, selfishness, and meanness that is
stuffed into these dozen lines.
The implication that there is a law of God for the
observance of Sunday, the first day of the week, as

the Sabbath that God is said to hav commanded
the Jews to celebrate on the seventh day, is a falsehood. The denunciation of the excursionists for
" doing their own pleasure " is a cry of clerical indignation at the passing of the old regime under
which the prucher compelled the people to do his
pleasure instead of their own. The use of the expression, "exercising their own personal whims az;d
caprices," to indicate the seeking of a mite of relief
and change, of natural pleasure and healthful exercise, in the rare interval of wearying and cramping
toil, writes the speaker down a soulless villain of
whom there can be less hope than of many a felon
that fills a cell. The condemnation of the poor victims of the lake for having "no regard for God's
wish or law," we shall correctly receive as abuse of
those who hav no regard for the clergy's wish or
law-those who do not better fill the Rev. Frank
Brobst's pews and pockets. As the clergyman
dwells upon the fact that " the surroundings, ao entirely godless, were seemingly so secure, so safe," and
then introduces the breaking of the storm, he seems
to gloat over the dashing of the hopes and the de·
struction of the lives of the unfortunates. In the
statement, "Sabbath desecration always brings disaster; it is God's law," the speaker, who should know
·as well as everyone else that. statistics reveal no
more disasters on Sunday than on any other day,
shows him!!elf either a conscious liar or a fool.
Why are such malicious witlings, such envious
simpletons, such peevish asses, such covetous dolts,
such vaporing knaves, such selfish blockheads,
such querulous babblers, as this Rev. Frank Brobst,
listened to for one momf!nt by a gathering of pro
fessedly sensible and decent Americans!

A Freethought Museum.
The London Freethinker is the recipient of letters proposing the founding of a Freethought
Museum. One writer says:
" It would act as a great moral lesson, as it should include models of the instrun:ents of torture formerly used as
'a1·guments against heretics. The thumb-screw, the iron
boot, the rack, the collar of torture, the scavenger's daughter, etc., etc., all should be represented. A literary department could also be made very interesting, as there are many
who would doubtless contribute some rarities. I should be
pleased to contribute a letter written by the grand old
martyr, Richard Carlisle, to my father more than fifty years
ago. I disentombed it lately from an old desk, where it had
been quietly locked up for many years."

We commend the project, and entertain the expectation that some future decade may discover among
American Freethinkers enthusiasm and means ade·
quate to the erection of a like institution here.
Figural representation of such objects of consideration as admit of it, is not a . little more impressiv
than verbal. Though unable to reach to the mode
of presentl6tion projected in the museum, we ourselvs
hav at least made an advance upon merely letterpress description, in the gallery o~ vivid illustrations
of Ohristian figures and doings that we are composing by our weekly cartoons. And the little
collection of engravings of 'pious instruments of
torture that eml!lellishes our last ANNUAL perhaps is,
as calculated to bring to the mind the horrible
reality of the subject with something more of fulness than mere words would do, not altogether to be
despised.
The sooner such museums are established the
more complete can the collections be made. There
are now passing away in our midst many types of
fearfully and wonderfully made Ohristianity that if
not now secured and preserved will be irretrievably
lost to our progeny. The Oalvinist, supposed by
nearly all to be fossilized safe against time and
change in that rook called faith, is undeniably begin
ning to exhibit stir and transformation. It is too
much to hope that action will be taken in time to
secure a fit Mormon contingent to this truly moral
show; jars and alcohol will, we fear, be brought forward too late, and posterity will hav to content itself
with merely a wax group of the Latter Day Saint,
embosomed in accessory connubial figures, with a
finger upon his pentateuchal passages of empowerment. The Roman Oatholic monkish orders constitute a more enduring genus, and many species of
this breed, of curious cranial deformity and interesting grotesqueness of garb, may diversify the exhibition galleries. OI the laymen of this last-mentioned
church, suitable types may be preserved with no
great addition of spirit to that already in them;
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and the· singular constitution of those among the
God-in-the-Oonstitutionists who are now attraf:lting
the most attentic.m-their rare blockish or wooden,
if we may so express it, fiber-their present condition, if assertions be true, of half-petrifaction, would
ask but trifling expenditure of alcohol. N CJt delaying to enumerate the many other obtainable specimens equally edificatory to the naturalist of the
future and diverting to the youth, we nead only
advert, as su:ffif:liently evinciv of the prodigious success that muat gratify such an enterprise, to the
effect of the very Talmage, pickled in the Chamber
of Horrors.

Faith Cure.
OasE>s in which children, or others in a dependent
relation, hav been allowed by persons believing in
Faith Oure to suffer illness without medical &id, are
numerously reported. Two this week are as follows.
In Omaha, Neb., a woman has died through reliance
on a female professional FaHh Ourer. The healer
has been held for trial. The- local paper remark3,
" If she can be well punished, her fate may discourage other medical frauds who Iiv on public
credulity." We were unaware that we had in
Omaha a fellow-journal of our own Antichristian
principle ; yet no Jess can we infer from the characterization of Christ and those who heal under his
strict directions as " medical frauds."
England furnishes the case of the death of Reuben
Vaughan, aged four years and four months, at Grays.
His parents belonged to the sect known as the
Peeuliar Paople. On the hther being asked by the
coroner whai; it was that doctors were ~?ent for if not
to be used, he replied that those who love the Lord
prefer oil and faith. The coroner said he "wished
these people would come to their senses." A good
way to help get them back to their senses, we suggest, would be for him, the coroner, to drop the
allegiance that-we are justified in presuming-he
pays to the Ohristian church. Hill! church rests upon
divine deliverances of which one of the most explicit
is the command to use oil tt.nd faith. If this is not to
be heeded, none are to be he€ded. If fJr people to
obey this is to go out of their senses, then it appears
not unlikely that for them to obey the others is to go
out of their senses. If the coroner feels as something deplorable this result of following a scriptural
precept, it would, we should think, naturally occur
to him to look about and see whether there are not.
to be f-Ound a good many more deplorable results
of following other scriptural precepts.

Editorial Notes.
THROUGH the influence and hard work of a few Freethinkers, the Fceethought society of Bufhlo, N. Y., which
since 1881 has slept the sleep of the blessed though scarcely
that of the just, has been aroused. Lectures and debates
are held, and the F1·eidenker informs us that the attendance
is generally above the average at public meetings. There
are many dozing societies here in the United States.
To all of them we say, Wake up! Never more than now
was organization needed.

-----

"OuR MEDIUM" JULIA M. KELLOGG, of San Diego, Cal.,
asks for copies of one of THE TRUTH SBBKBR pictures, " in
compliance with the desire of our good brother D. M. Bennett, who has visited us many times." Mrs. Kellogg indorses a pamphlet, "The Tiny R9.ps, by D. M. Bennett,
on the Papal Tariff, througl!. Our Medium, Julia M. Kellogg,
with Patriotic Devotion and Love of Charity." Mrs. Kellogg
must be a remarkably brazen fraud or a very guileless
woman. The pamphlet is made up of extracts from the
writings of D. M. Bennett, Colonel Ingersoll, and others,
changed to suit Mrs. Kellogg's spiritual views and claims of
mediumship, and is a dishonest production. If her business
transactions are not more honest than her mediumship we
should :r;refer to make her a present of what she desires rather
than to sell it to her.
THE Baptist churches of Middletown township, N. J,, are
having hard luck. There are four churches of this denomination in the township. and three of them hav been struck
by lightning this year, and the season is not very far advanced either. First the Baptist church at Chanceville was
struck, then the steeple was torn off the Baptist church at
Middletown and a few days ago the B9.pt.ist church at
Atlantic Hi~hlands was struck. The only other Baptist
church in the township is at Navesink, and it is said that
every time there is a thunder-storm the people of that
church are in a painful state of mingled expectation and
dread until the storm is over. No hotels or saloons in Middleton township hav been struck. This selection of ecclesiastical structures for providential wrath will, however, hav
little effect on the belief of the Christians about, that their
faith is continually attested by signs and wonders, while Infidels are perpetually being stricken dumb in the act of blaspheming, or otherwise significantly chastised.
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there are still a ~reat many that hold to Mother Grundy's
superstitions and cannot come out of the fog to the light of
common sense, and will not till they trust to man instead of
their God. Please count me one for the picture book.
DANVILLE, ILL., July 21, 189().
When I see they are ready I will send the money; and may
MR. EDIToR : I hope there is no possibility of the pictures
they long continue.
Yours for faith,
C. FORM.AN.
being dropped. They make THE TRUTH BEEKER the Truth
Finder and the Truth Teller.
S. W. LouTZENHISER.
LKTOHKR, CAL., July 11, 1890.
MR.
EDITOR:
It
is
painful
to find that some Liberals in
BROMFIELD, NEB., July 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: There are plenty of skeptics around here, name are so illiberal as to find fault with those who hav the
but I hav not been able to induce any of them to subscribe. courage to stand up to their convictions of right and to giv
The most of them do not like to take the paper because their expression to the same, and defend the rights of others to do
likewise. I hav just read an article in Freethought, by 0. S.
wives would not like it.
MRs. P. GuLIOK.
Barrett, in which he advises that the writings of Elmina D.
Blenker should be suppressed. But Ihav failed to see in all
HUBBELL, NEB., July 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I ought to take the first opportunity to help she writes anything that is of an unkind or immoral nature.
and support, for it is my greatest desire to see our cause She has ever been foremost with pen and purse f0r the
thrive and prosper, and it is my wish to become a member assistance and alleviation of truth and distress, under all
of your ranks in file. But that Is one of our impossibilities circumstances, a true sister of charity, as many can testify;
in the village of Hubbell, for although there is a small num- and to her many as well as myself are indebted for packages
of choice liter11ture from week: to week; and to show how
ber of Freethinkers they hav never been aroused.
liberal she really is, she sends all kinds of periodicals, both
. MRs. 0. BLOPANBKY.
Spiritual as well as Materialistic. Now, for one who has
CARLISLE, lA., July 21, 1890.
thus grown out of the narrow grooves of selfishness of beliefs
MR. EDIToR: I tried to get you some subscribers, but it or disbeliefs, to be called upon to lay down her arms-pen
is up.hill business here. ·I am the only one here that will -is, to say the least, equivalent to asking her to become a
speak out openly and fight the so-called Christians, and as I traitor to the cause of right she hag enlisted, with a host of
am in business I am boycotted on every hand.
other brave men and women, to defend. Unless the soContinue the pictures, by all means, as they show up the called Liberals shall stand together in the work of preparing
old Jew Bible in all its hideousness, and glv the common the way for a higher civilization and purer lives and juster
people an opportunity to discover the fraud of priestcraft.
forms of government, the machinations of the enemies of
freedom will dethrone liberty and ere long enshroud the
M. GUISINGER.
world in the darkness of the Middle Ages.
AUBURN, lA., July 18, 1890.
LUNA HUTCHINSON.
MR. EDITOR: Within find renewal and a new subscriber
for one year, and you can count two more votes for the
PAULINE, ARK., July 13, 1890.
pictures. Many thanks for your kindness in sending the
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a new subscriber. The ball
paper so long after my year expired. I will try and be keeps rolling and the good work is slowly but surely gainiBg
more prompt in the future. Were I able I would gladly do ground. There are quite a number of Liberals here but we
something for Heston, but being a poor Infidel I must be are unorganized, and of course unable to do good fighting.
content with wishing you all success in your endeavors to The Christians are preparing ·for another Brush Arbor meetspread the light and truth to all mankind.
E. M. CARR.
ing such as they had last; summer. Then all the Christians
will hav another opportunity of shouting themselvs hoarse,
BURTON, July 16, 1890.
and whooping so loudly and long they will no doubt again
MR. EDITOR: I like THK TRUTH BKKKKR much. It is a excite all the dogs in the neighborhood to pitiful, mournful
grand paper, fearless and true. Long may it continue to do howls. If this work continues from year to year the little
its noble work. I am pleased that it givs fair play to Spirit- heaven that John saw will soon be full of Arkansas snuffualism, and does not m')ck or deride. Examin carefully, takers.
without fear or favor, and you will find a great and comfortThis is the home of Dr. W. R. Bachelor, a stanch Liberal
ing truth, and one that can stand near approach and close and a true friend of humanity. The doctor was expelled
investigation. Great souls " over there" return to aid us from the Masonic fraternity a few years ago for writing the
in all honorable affairs of life-but . do not clip our own pamphlet, "Fiat Lux." He is a poor man but does what he
responsibiliti.
D. HIGBIK, M.D.
can to free the minds of his fellow-men from the awful fea1:
of an imaginary hereafter. "Fiat Lux" is a "candid inquiry
BowiK, TEx., July 18, 1890.
into biblical harmonies." The price of this work is twentyMR. EDITOR: Believing there are many Free thought peofive cents. I hav twenty-five copies and will sell all or any
ple desirous of learning something definit about Texas and
number of them at twenty cents each, and giv the entire
its agricultural, horticultural, mineral, and various other inproceeds to assist Messrs. Harman or Heywood, or both, in
dustries; price of lands ; water; health, etc., I would be
their struggle with Comstock & Co. Any of our Liberal
pleased to answer inquiries. I hav been a resident fourteen
friends who would like to hav the book and at the same time
years. I am a mechanic. I hav a desire to induce Freeassist in maintaining free speech and a free press, can giv
thought people Wishing to ..Qome this way to settle in this
twenty cents to the proper authorities to assist either Harpart. We hav quite an element of Freethillkers here and
man or Heywood, and I will send the book free by mail.
hav a good society, and would welcome all Freethinking
Hoping to hear from at least twenty-five of our Liberal
people. Please inclose two-cent stamp when writing for
R. HKNRY HAWKINS.
friends on the subject, I am,
information.
Go for 'em, Heston.
8. P. BKNTON.
July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: For some tiine past I hav directed my attenMILTON, N.D., July 18, 1890.
tion to reading the pages of THK TRUTH BKKKKR, and notice
MR. EDITOR: I would like to hav you say, through THE you hav quite a number of contributors who, in a carnal
TRUTH SKKKKR, that I hav got Secular meetings started in sense, might be considered shrewd observers of events and
Milton. We meet every Sunday at 4 o'clock P.M.
doings. Do you know you hav a great responsibility restMr. John Marshall, lawyer, givs his office free of charge. ing upon you as a director of the thoughts of mankind ?
The clergy kicks, of course. Nevertheless, we hav from For thus it appears to one who nightly sleeps with the holy
twelve to twenty.five in attendance.
word of God, the Bible, under his pillow.
:Mr. Marshall and myself read Ingersoll, Remsburg, PutIt takes little argument "with me to show the wrath of
nam, H. H. Gardener, and other authors of the Secular stripe.
God is upon the doings of this generation. We can readily
Mr. Marshall is a clear and forcible· speaker, and I think we
observe this to be a very reckless and daring generation, but
shall be able to counteract in some degree the pernicious instill not without its parallel, as fully journalized in the
fluence of orthodoxy.
Bible. The fall of Sodom and Gomorrah should act as a
S. E. HAIGHT.
Yours for truth, justice, and liberty,
caution. No doubt these ancient sinners were indulging in
abomin~tble amusements in violation of the holy Sabbath, in
TYNG3BoRo, MAss., July 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose payment for THK TRUTH every sinful variety-horse-racing, wrestling, ground and
SuKRR. The best thing about the paper is, it does not lofty tumbling, quoit-pitching, and so forth-when an enraged
break freedom's back with a load of filth. Manure is good God showered his sulphur and flames on their heads. But
in its place, but it is not in good taste to hav it in the sugar- the pious and virtuous Lot, warned by the angel, retreated
bowl. All the same, it is a shame to damn & man for bad from the Eloomed place with his family, and was saved ;
diction. It is evident enough that Heywood, Harman, etc., but alas, his wife, recollecting the fascinations of Sodom,
are jumped upon for their words, because the Christian looked back, and was Instantly transformed into a pillar of
cranks can get no other legal hold to try to stop free speech. salt, which stands to this day, and of which Brother Tal.
I would like to hav Heston make a picture of the Bible mage has obtained a large chunk.
propped up by joss-sticlrs, or joss-sticks propped up by the
I hav been fearful you seldom read the holy Bible, or if
Bible, for Chinamen to swear by in court, as mentioned in you do it is done through carnal eyes. But I repeat again
THB TRUTEI BKKKKR some time ago. I shall want the picture you hav an awful responsibility resting upon you. But it
book.
J. P. GuiLD.
is never too late to repent, for "by faith ye are saved." Holy
Christian faith Is a great panacea and magical invigorator of
GYMPIK 1 AUSTRALIA, June 4, 1890.
the soul; the want of which, no donbt, the miserable Dives
MR. EDITOR: Keep on with the pictures, as they are good suffered. We read in holy writ that in hell he lifted up his
eye-openers, and I like them myself. Many will look at the eyes and besought a drop of water of the pious Abraham to
pictures that would not read the paper. I am glad to see cool his parched tongue. A Christian can easily imagin
you are going to hav them in book form, for I hav often how our saintly father Abraham smilingly shook his pious
thought they would make a good family Bible, and I saved head.
mine all up for the first year for that purpose, but when
We want no repetition of the warnings of an angry God I
anyone sees them that will accept them I giv them away DB these portentous indications of disturbances surround.
and lend them out, so I hav but very few in hanil. I ing us-cyclones, tempests, and :hurricanes-hav no meanthink they will do good, as people like to read them, and if ing? 0 God, defend us I
it was not so far away I believe some of them would sub.
The rude intrusion of creatures calling themselvs scientists,
scribe to your most loved paper. Liberalism is spreading, as it were rushinp; wildly into God's private laboratory, is
as the people are beginning to think for themselvs. But surely a divine insult. And more daring still, through some.

i,tittrs Jront. Jlritnds.

I thing they call Spiritualism

they are endeavoring to make
God explain himself. But mark how quick the retribution
-" for God will not be mocked "-the burning of all the
electrical apparatus of the Western Union I
I doubt, from the known earthly or carnal reas_onings of
your associates, if you believe in prayer, but you JUSt try it
once. I can vouch for it. It is a healthy exercise. If not
for yourself, pray for the souls of some of your contributorsLongshore, Peck, and Elmlna. Dreadful the thought that,
like Dives, in hell they should be looking up.
CALVIN.

BKNKVor.A., MD., July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: On the 2J of July Brother D. H. Newcomer,
of Benevola, Washington county, Md., after a lingerln~ illness, died. He was no member of any religious denomination, and durhig the last year became a subscriber to TRE
TRUTH SRKKER, which he seemed to enjoy very much. He
was ao Liberal that he gave the ground for the United Baptist church, which Is located about one hundred and firty
yards from where he lived and died. While his mind was
strong naturally and so developed by much reading that he
could see the inconsistency of churches generally, yet, as he
knew his friends wanted to build a church near him, and
that many of them meant everything for the best, he thus
far helped them.
He was unassuming and quiet In his manner, although
elected to the house of delegates and once to the state senate,
and a bank director upward of forty years. His age was
seventy-five years four months and twenty-five days, and
tis good and noble wife and five children, f"ur sons nnd one
daughter, survive him. The youngest of the children is
thirty-five years, and to the 8onor of the family it can be
said so far the black sheep that is the trouble of every
family has not put in his appeara:JCe, which I credit to the
true home training.
The deceased was buried on the 6th, on Sunday. After a
few appropriate remarks at the house by Rev. D. F. S·nuffer
of the German Baptists, and Joshua Harp of the United
Baptist church, his neighbors, who knew him well and spoke
as well of him ag if they expected to meet h~m and associate
with him in the beautiful hereafter as they had associated
here, his fellow-bank directors and a large concourse of people
accompanied the body to the old Farkneys meeting house
burying-ground, where we know it will rest no more unassumfng than in life, until all may learn that true greatness is honesty and simplicity of life.
As a friend and sometimes a very intimate associate of
deceased during the last forty years, I only wish that all true
Liberals, or those who remain outside the churcheR, might
liv the truly honorable lives, and leave behind them the same
kind of good children, as monuments to their virtues. Large
marble monuments in fashionable cemeteries, with recklessly
raised children depending on oth~rs for a living, and on G .. d
for all the good or bad they do, seem to me poor representative of our virtues while living.
JOHN M. GRoH.
BAN ANTONIO, T&x., July 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamps for p!\rdon
blanks for Messrs. Harman and Reiil. We intend to circulate them among the Liberals of this city, and thus do our
share toward righting the wrong that Christian fanaticism
has inflicted upon an awful Infidel and so-called foolish
Spiritualist. The writer differs somewhat with Mr. Harman's views, and most radically from those of Mr. Reid, but
in spite of all diversity in opinions and belief, he recognizes
the fact that both men are victims of blind Christian fanaticism.
As THK TRUTEI 8KKKKR undoubtedly reaches ecores of Liberals in this section who are unacquainted with the San
Antonio Secular Society, I hope that you will giv me a
little space to state some facts about it.
This society was temporarily organized March 7, 1890, at
the close of a lecture given here by Mr. John E. Remsburg.
Soon after, Mr. J. D Saaw was invited to speak here, and
after his three lectures the society was permanently organized with a membership of almost ninety. Since then we
met every Sunday night, carrying out a program of some
kind, until the hot weather compelled us to postpone the
meetings until August. These meetings will be resumed
erelong, and every Liberal who passes through the city is
cordially invited to attend them.
The society has adopted the American Secular Union constitution, and boldly stands up for the total separation of
the church from the state. Its membership fee is twentyfive ce:ata, and monthly dues the same. The membership is
not confined to citizens of s~n Antonio, and has a number
of members in small cities all over the state where they are
not strong enough to organize themselvs. We hope that all
of the Liberals outside of the city who would !Ike to aid the
cause, but are in a like position, will lollow the example
that has been set, and send in their names, addresses, and
membership fees.
The society circulates among its members at home all of
the Freethought literature they want for their own use and
for missionary purposes, and it sends bundles of such
reading-matter to all of Its members in other towns and
villages, who wish to spread them among their friends and
neighbors, and there is no doubt but that some good comes
from it. As a conseq11ence of our work in that direction,
our supply of literature Is almost exhausted, and we are
compelled to call upon the Liberals who can spare any such
literature to send it on, for, while the S!l.n Antonio Secular
Society is not at present In a condition to perform anything
in.the legislature of the state, it will exert all its power in
educating the masses up to the aims and objects of Liberalism, so that when we are firmly organized all over the state
our work in the legislature will be comparativly easy. With
an aim so practicable and laudable, every Liberal in the
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state ought to come forward and aid us in every possible has probed deep into the hidden mysteries of bibliology that
manner.
in a similar manner the irrepressible conflict between right
Before closing, I must mention the death of Mr. Frank and wrong, the universal antagonism of moral principles,
D.maldson, a member of our society, and a subscriber to was inaugurated. In relation to this conflict there is no
your paper. He was conscious till the last few minutes, neutral ground. It is claimed that the whole course of natemphatically declaring that he wanted no preacher near his ure became subverted, including all animated being. The
grave, and his was one of the numerous strictly Secular sensible and the idiotic imbecil were all alike drawn into the
funerals that occur in this city.
OTTo PRA.EGER,
dreadful vortex of fratracidal strife and inextricable horror.
Secretary l:h1.1 Antonio Secular Society.
And all for the express purpose of painting on the canopy of
heaven, for ~he benefit of man and the glory of Jehovah,
Lucifer & Co., the beautiful contrast between a state of unalloyed happiness and a condition of ceaseless turmoil and
RED CANON, WYo., July 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Every priest, preacher, and bishop-be he unending strife.
On account of the utter impossibility of adjusting the
Catholic, Protestant, or Mormon-is a slavemaker and a
affairs of the universe to the changes that would inevitably
slaveholder.
A religious sect, as it becomes stronger, becomes jealous follow, this firm has not been, and is not likely to be, officially dissolved, as in the case of the contemplated alliance
of any authority except its own.
The more allegiance an individual holds toward his between the hostil factions of the Christian religion. These
church the more treason he has sworn agaiast the govern- two self-constituted proprietors of the universe suppress the
ment; he has ceased to be an honest partner of the nation, natural feelings of hatred and malevolent vindictivneas that
bu~, whipped under the lash of fear, and fascinated by illusiv wrangle in their breasts one against the other, and for the
chimeras of hope, he has given hirqself into slavery to the sake or the common interest they continue to fraternize and
priest or preacher, and believes that he must love his cb.urch ccoperate together, each ef them at the same time, however,
secretly hoping and stealthily conniving for an opportunity
better than his country, his Jesus more than his family.
To.day the Catholic church is the most powerful corpo- to assert his individual supremacy, seize the exclusiv conrate body in the world, and the question w;}l soon be tested trol of the universe, and crush all opposition beneath his
feet.
whether or not she will run this government.
Catholicism is reason-proof, and no logic but that of force
Exactly thus the Christian alliance, after they hav surcan ever reach her vital centers.
mounted every obstacle that stands opposed to their accesYet this government considers non-resist~nt policy to be sion to universal empire, will waste their energy and strength
more democratic, therefore more just. If non-resistance is in fratricidal strife and reenact on the grand stage of the
the correct policy of a good government why should not world's theater all the horrors of the Inquisitnrial age which
government be non-resistant in all things, leaving individ- like some hideous dream will haunt the blood-stained pages
uals to look out for themselvs as best they cari?
of the world's history for all time to come. We are unable
Wherever we see a religious sect there we see an organ- to giv but one apology for the atrocious barbarism that
ized power that would usurp the power of government and characterized this long, dark, and gloomy period of the
govern as a despot if it could.
world's history. The Christian religion was at that time in
Likely it will take a few centuries more, and several more the zenith of her power. Bhe swayed the scepter of uniexperiments in government making, several reformations versal empire. She was at that time mistress of the unciviland revolutions, before humanity will learn the cause, cure, ized world, the former civilization having succumbed to the
and prophylaxis of the diseases from which a government chaotic confusion of moral principles that prevailed during
may suffer and finally expire. The world has never yet be- this long, uninterrupted period of intellectual night.
held a healthy government.
Relativly speaking man constitutes but an infinitesimal
Fortunately this government at her birth suffered from no portion of the universe, and yet it is with man chiefly that
hereditary taint, thanks to Paine, Jefferson, and Franklin, Jehovah, Lucifer & Co. hav to do. In fact, so inseparably
and others of broad and liberal views.
connected are they that one or the other of these antiquated·
Yet the very fairness, honesty, and equity exercised by the gentlemen constitutes the second person in the dual nature
founijers of our government left avenues open by which of which man is possessed, and that for the express purpose
microbes of disease could enter and be treated like gentle- of dominating the moral and intellectual nature of man to
men.
direct the energies of his mind and body under all the vicisThe slimy priest, the hungry blood-loving preacher, were sHudes of life, in the most trivial affairs as well as in the
treated with the same re~pect that is due to men. The doors most trying emergencies. This second person in the dual
were open, truth was supposed to issue from ecclesiastical nature of man is suppose'd to point out with the utmost prelips callous with lies, their word was taken that they would cision and to direct and influence the individual in the way
labor toward the perpetuation of a free government where he should go. Now, after a practical test extending through
all were treated as equals. They were allowed to indulge many consecutiv generations, it cannot be denied that
in their chosen incantations, and use such influence over the this doctrin has exerted a pernicious influence on manminds of men as they could by playing upon the chords of kind. It dethrones and degrades the dignity of manhood.
hope and fear.
It utterly destroys man's accountability to himself and his
The little corporations over which these priests and fellow-men, the only tribunal to which man is amenable for
preachers ruled hav now become powerful, and in subtll' his conduct. It drags man bound in suppliant chains to the
ways they are casting disgrace upon the principles of de feet of a f_oreign despot who has been elevated to his lofty
mocracy. B"on they will become bolder, and say to the and unapproachable position of power by the servil adulagovernment that let them in and trusted them : " Take a tion of his willing victim. It makes of man a pliant tool in
rest and let us govern; we hav a machine of our own inven- the hand of a crafty, unscrupulous priesthood, qualified for
tion, named the trinity j it includes a personage named the perpetration of every imaginable species of intrigue and
God; he was never married, but he had a son, named J_ fraud that may be considered necessary to combat the oppoChrist. William the Conquerer had a similar pedigree, sition with which ecclesiasticism has to contend. All the good
and he was a great monarch. It is our opinion that ' J e.' that may be accomplished through earnest, persistent, well
is just cut out for the ruler of nations ; bminess detains him directed effort is attributed to Jehovah, senior member of
in heaven just at present, but as we are his vicegerents the firm. Man receives credit only as· the instru'ment ur
on earth there will be no trouble at all in providing the machine through which Jehovah & Co. are supposed to
American people with an abundance of government. Let exhibit their power. All the dark and infamous crimes that
us pray!"
men commit are charged either directly or indirectly to his
Since America has furnished a hot-bed for the growth of satanic majesty, junior member of the firm, and man virtu
the various religious sects, particularly the Catholic, I see ally escapes the responsibility of his conduct and thus
no other way than to face the inevitable doom of the future becomes a nonentity equal in infinit nullity to the one that
and see ecclesiasticism again hold the reins of government. existed prior to the time that Jehovah, Lucifer & Co. created
Sooner or later the people will rebel against her despotism the universe out of no-thing. If you are a well-disposed
and another republic will be organized. Let us hope that person and practice virtue for its own sake; if you alleviate
it will not tolerate any organized religious sect.
suffering by acts of kindness and expressions of sympathy;
DR. C. E. BoYNTON.
if you pick up the fallen and restore the castaway to the
bosom of socie:y, family, and friends, and by gentle admonition and kind reproof keep others from falling, you are
INDUN Gnovs:, Mo., July 12, 1890.
entitled to no credit. You are given to understand that you
MR. EorToR: According to Christian mythology Jehovah are but an unworthy wor.m of the dust, conceived in sin and
and Lucifer are both supreme in the management of the uni. born in iniquity; that of yourself you can do nothing; that
verse, though it is claimed by the bibliolatrist that Jehovah you are but clay in the plastic hand of the great I am, and
is just a little bit the "supremest." However, if we arc to that it is God that works into you the will or di!iJl9Sition to
judge from the display of executiv ability for strategic ma- do his pleasure. On the other hand, if you squander the
neuvering in the sanguinary contest in which these two in. gilts of a bountiful providence in riotous living and become
dividuals are engaged, it would be a difficult matter indeed, a vagrant in the world; if you shed innocent blood; if you
at the present time at least, to determin exactly what the allure the innocent and confiding from the path of virtue; if
final result is to be.
you desecrate the family hearthstone and wreck the happiness
At some very remote period of time these two joint pro- of the domestic circle ; if you are recreant to every principle
prietors of the universe became involved in a feud, the re- of justice and every sacred trust that has been placed in your
sult, I am led to believe, of a difference of opinion as to who, care, and your intelligence recognizes the hideous deformity
if either, of the two was entitled to precedence in the man- of your wretched, depraved nature, you escape the responagement of the universe. This estrangement disrupted the sibility of your conduct by laying the blame all on Satan.
spirit of fraternal affiliation that hitherto had existed between You believe in an overruling providence that directs the
these two individuals, and they at once became diametrically actions of man. You hav been taught that all things are in
and irreconcilably opposed to each other, and since that perfect harmony with the divine mind; that nothing is
time they hav been the great source or fountain-head from allowed to occur contrary to the will of God. You argue
which emanates that most diabolical spirit or principle of that if God engages in world-making the probability is that
antagonism which in some mysterious manner, so it is he will create exactly the kind of a world he desires to ha v;
claimed, involves all animate creation in a ceaseless struggle that the existence of the world has been perpetuated without
with the forces of nature to perpetuate an existence on the any change except through the inexplicable law of natural
earth. And we are informed by the sagacious Wibeacre that evolution. Confirm your faith in this conclusion. You hav
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heard of a certain class described by the apostle Peter as
having eyes full of adultery; that cannot cease to do evil;
beguiling unstable souls. You feel that you belong to this
class; that you are the emissary of Satan, employed by
Jehovah as were the lying spirits of old, and thus tllHng your
place in the grand scheme of heaven's appointment just as
it may happen to suit the caprice of him that works all
things after the counsel of his own will; that subordinates
every opposing power ; that surmounts every difficulty; that
rules among the children of men, and, as Daniel says, tears
down kingdoms and builds up kingdoms, and places over
them the basest of men.
The conclusion, therefore, cannot be avoided, that according to Christian mythology man is simply a machine, moving
only as he is moved, acting only as he is influenced or
impelled to act by some extraneous motiv or subtle influence
over which he has no control, and that acting through the
avenues of the senses impels or irresistibly carries him along
in many instances contrary to his own conception of justice
and propriety, and in every case utterly helpless, unable to
resist the power of that immutable law tha.t makes of man
an automatic machine grander and more sublime in its wonderful mechanism than everything that has ever been on
exhibition in the grand art museums of the world. Of
course, it is urged that man is free to act; th"at he is unrestrained; that he may use hill own volition. Admit this to
be true and yet the fact remains that man is compelled to
choose between two masters, and if compelled he can
not be free. He must submit tq tli.e inevitable. This
machine, by virtue of a protectiv tariff for revenue
only, is monopolizP.d and manipulated by and in the exclusiv
interest of Jehovah, Lucifer & Co.; though it seems strange
that the individual interest of these two joint proprietors
could be advanced in this way, but such, however, is the
case. It is somewhat remarkable that no other invention
has been discov6red that could be utilized with profit by the
above-mentioned firm. This firm is known throughout the
habitable earth by the name of Jehovah, Lucifer & Co., the
head clerk and subordinate manager of all offices being
known to the general public as the Holy Ghost, but who is
familiarly known and addressed by the principal managers
at the home office by the significant cognomen, " the comforter." He modestly accepts the title as a recognition of
special merit. And be it known that this ghost never fails
to materialize as the self-same individual ghost at any number of different localities,· though the points at which his
presence may be required are as remote from one another
as the antipodes, if by so doing the interest of the home
office can be advanced and built up.
This symmetrical, complex machine, man, possessed with
such wonderful adaptability, has been in constant use from
time immemorial, and by some mysterious, inscrutable law
regulating the transmutation of primal germs this wonderworking machine has acquired the habit of reproducing
itself, so that when musty with age, and when corroding
time has marred the beautiful consistency of its symmetrical
structure, and it is without ceremony or regrets cast aside
and consigned to perpetual desuetude, its place is at once
filled with another one in perfect working trim; without any
additional cost to the Company. Bo it may be seen that
from the remotest period of time there has been one constant,
uninterrupted activity of this celebrated firm in the employment of this machine. This machine when not under the
immediate supervision of the senior member is superintended,
with an approximate degree of success, by the junior member of the firm. In fact, it is generally conceded that he is
the most skilful of the two in the manipulation of this
wonderful machine.
The phonographic capacity of this machine is remarkable.
Not long since we witnessed the rendering of a piece that
had been stereotyped or registered on the sensitiv foil of one
of those machines by that still, small voice of which clerical
gentlemen hav so much to say and by which they hav recei...-ed the most astounding revelations, which they claim
are a perfect transcript of the divine mind. The rendering
to which we refer was indeed a revelation to me, for it
declared in the most emphatic terms that the irreligious person recognizes himself to be inferior in every way to the
higher type of orthodox (Jhristians, and that he can only
hope to compare with credit, in the eye of an intelligent
public as well as in his own estimation, with the lowest type
of immoral parasites and loathsome scavengers that so multitudinously infest, and flourish in, the orthodox camp.
Such egotistical phariseeism is not to be expected and is seldom met with from any other source.
The individual that does good from his own spontaneous
impulse, without the fear of punishment or the hope of
reward, is infinitly superior to the frigid, callous nature that
can be moved to acts of charity and .love only by the spec.
tacle of a mangled, bleeding, crucified savior, the terrors of a
burning pit, or selfish, irrepressible desire for a crown of
glory and a harp of gold.
A continual dropping will melt a stone. This truism is
demonstrated by a retrospectiv view of my past efforts as a
Freethought propagandist. Eight years ago there was not
to my knowled~e an outspoken Infidel in my immediate·
neighborhood, except myself, but having imbibed an ag.
gressiv spirit I resolved myself into a nucleus from which
the radiating principles of Freethought hav illuminated the
minds of a small number, that hav revolted against the
galling chains of priestcraft and mental serfdom; and the
result is we hav secured three subscribers for THB TRUTH
BEEKER in less than one year, and expect as many more in a
very short time.
I am not in favor of Heston's cartoons. In my judgment
they do more harm than good as an iconoclast. The paper
that finds its way into the greatest number of orthodox
homes is the one that will achieve the grandest success.
w. E. WALTON.
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some ob de ebils which povity is de moder didn't use it. De preacher tole him dat he
ob, and which causes so many runts and did use it, but didn't spend it, kaze he put
de money in his jacket pocket on de left side
ruean pigs among de human folks.
to make him feel brave when he preached to
1.
Da
fust
cuss
ob
povity
is
en'l!y.
De
BcliUd lJr Miss SuUN H. WIXON, Fall
de
sinners. He said he felt like a poor, cowscripter
says
dat
envy
is
de
rottenness
ob
de
Bi•IJf", !Lf188., to teliom all aommuniMtionsfor
bones. I think dis is in de book of proverbs, ardly cuss when he preached to de people
this aornw slio'Ula ~ sent.
too. Now, ef a pusson's bones if rotten, how what had property, and remembered dat he
de debil could he hoe corn, or pick cotton, hisself had nothing in dis yere world but a
" Between the dark and the daylight,
or dribe a plow in a stumpy field? (Here an wife and nine children at home and one mule,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's oooupationl
old woman in the audience sung out from who couldn't r!Q to meetin' kaze dey had no
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
the far end of the room : " Brudder John- good close. But when he stood behind a
Eing, you must quit yo ole practice ob swear- $50-bill, even if he didn't own it, he could
in', now yo got to be a preacher ob de eber- feel brave as a lion, and make de sinners
'' ittle Brown Hands."
Iastin' gospel." The preacher resumed.) tremble wid fear. Dere Is nothing, my
They drive home the cows from the pastnre
Well, brederin, it is a fac' dat I used to brederin, dat takes de starch out ob a man,
Up throngh the long shady lane,
Where the qnail whis~es lond in tb.e wheat field, swaar a good deal in old slabery times. and m'lkes him feel like a wet rag, like povAll yellow with ripening grain.
When de slavedriber licked my pore cousin ity.
They find, in the thick, waving grasses,
2. In de next place povity destroys poor
what had de rumatiz in his jintes so dat he
Where the scarlet-lipped strawberry grows;
people by taking away from dem dere pride.
could
not
keep
up
wid
de
rest
ob
us,
I
could
They gather the earliest snowdrops,
When de Lawd was a mixin' up ob de clay
not help but coss him, when he went away,
And the first crimson bnds of the rose.
he was so hard-hearted. I felt good clear in de Gardin ob Eden to make de fust man
They toss the hay in the meadow,
down to my toes ef I could cuss him right out ob, he had a lump ob pride what he was
They gather the elder blooms white,
They find where the dnsky grapes pnrple
smart. I hab been tryin' to git red ob dis gwine to use in makin' ob his backbone. He
In the soft-tinted October light.
swearin' eber since I begun to preach de wanted to stiffin it so dat he would walk
They know where the apples hang ripest,
everlastin' gospel, but a bad habit I find, es- straight and neber would stoop down to do a
And are sweeter than Italy's wines;
pecially swearin', sticks to a fellow like a mean thing. But while de Lawd was walkThey know where the frnit is the thickest
briar-bush to a sheep's tail, and every now ing around in de cool ob de day, de debbil
On the long, thorny blackberry vines.
and den de cusses pops out ob his mouf wid- slipped up, and stole it away so dat ole Massa
They gather the delicate sea-weeds,
Adam had no stiffenrn in his backbone. De
out any notice dey is comin'.
And bnild tiny castles of sand ;
Well, I was gwine to say, when Sista Jones Lawd tole him not to eat de fruit ob a certain
They pick np the beantifnl sea-shellsFairY barks that hav drifted to land.
hauled me ober de coals for swearin', dat tree in de garden, ef he did it would ruin
They wave from the tall, rooking tree-tops,
envy was de fust ebil dat comes ob povity. him. But when de woman come to him one
Where the oriole's hammock nest swings,
A pore young woman, when she comes to day wid an apron full ob apples, she axed
And at night-time are folded in slnmber
meetin' on Sunday, looks round on all de him to stoop down she wanted to tell him
By a song that a fond mother sings.
sistas to see bow dey is dressed, and when she something. Den he spied a nice apple. Den
Those who toil bravely are strongest;
finds dat dey all hab better close on dan she she put it to his nose, and it made his mouf
The hnmble and poor become g•ea.t;
has she experences dis feelin' ob envy. She water. Den she tole him she had been eatin'
And !rom those brown-handed children
Bha.ll grow mighty rnlers of state.
don't see why all de rest has nice close, and some, and it made her so wise dat she knowed
The pen of the anthor and statesmannice bonnet and ribbons, and she has none. a good many things she didn't know before.
~· The noble and wise of onr landSo she sits down and sulks like a bauky Den, my brederin, de fat was in de fire, for
The sword and chisel and palet,
boss. She don't seem to know dat dese nice he eat de apple and de Lawd found it out and
Shall be held in the little brown hand.
dressed
gals works hard durin' de week, and cussed him for it I Ef de pore ole man had
-New Haven News.
gits de money what helps to git de close. been too proud to stoop, how different dis
She is too lazy or too stubborn to work, world would be from what it is I Yes, pride
Brother Johnson's Sermon.
keys her bones are rotten wid envy. De nex' is one of de werry best things in a man. It
IRon. A. B. Bradford sends the SPrmon Sunday she comes to meetin' wid a mighty makes him walk perpendickeler and not
below for the enjoyment of the readers of the
slantindickeler, so dat he neber falls on his
Corner, little and big. The sermon con- fill.e bonnet on, and !all drest up, and some
tains the sparkle of genuin humor as well gole rings in her yers, and on her fingers, nose.
Here was another interruption from Mrs.
as some grains of wholesome truth. It and a sealskin B!l.Ck. Den de sistas looks at
was taken stenographically on the spot, her, jis as she looked at dem befo', and won- Jones, a tall, spare, widow woman, who eviand is a fine specimen of negro preach- ders how she could afford to dress so fine, dently had a pretty good mind, and who
ing. Mr. Bradford has our thanks for his
said: '' Brudder Johnsing, whar a bouts in de
kindness and also for his appreciativ words so werry soon, when she was so pore. De
scrl,ptur you find dat what you say in de garnext
go-off
she
is
arrested,
and
taken'
to
jail
relating to our work in this department of
THE TRUTH BEEKER. We trust always to for .stealin'. All dis comes ob envy, and den ob Eden about de debbil's doing?" The
merit his approval.-ED. c. C.]
envy comes ob povity, and de destruction preacher resumed : " Sister Jones, ef you
"The destruction of the poor is their pov- and ruin ob de pore is dere povity. All de feels dat you can preach de eberlastin' gospel
rest of you gals works hard and lays up yo better dan me, you better try it de nex' Bunerty" (Prov. x, 15).
De t€x' wp.at I take on dis occasion is from money, and den you can git nice dresses dat day. You axes werry foolish questions. I
de book of Proverbs. De learned scholars you can pay fer, and feel brave, kaze you is the servant ob de Lawd to preach de ebersays dat old Massa Solomon wrote dis yer know dey is paid for. But de young woman lastin' gospel and you is de hearer. De
book. Ef he did, he ought to be called de I speak ob had dis envy in her heart, and it scholars in school neber disputes wiv de
werry wisest ob men, kase a proverb is as made her eyes green, and her bones rotten, teacher. Dey jes believe what dey is told.
full ob wisdom as an egg is full ob meat; and so she went to de prison. How mean, Ef you is 'ligus you jes believe what de
and as a hungry man likes to eat a nice and like de pore white trash, she must feel preacher says wivout axin' queahons. It is
stuffed possum wiv plenty ob graby, so a dere, when she minds what she did wid her dis axin' ob queshons which de debbil puts
smart preacher lubs to study on a proverb, young mistress nice close, stead of dressin' people up to what plays de debbil wiv religand pick de bones ob it clean. My tex' is like de rest ob d~ culled sistas, and feelin' dat ion. De 'postle says dat we is saved by faith,
one ob dat kind. I hab been intending for a she earned ebery stitch she wore. But dat not by axin' ob queshons. So, Sister Jones,
long time to preach on dis yer tex', for I hab isn't de wust ob it. Stealin' is bad, and ef you want to be saved, listen to de preacher
been studyin' on it eber since befo' de war, gwine to prison and bein' shut up in a cage ob de eberlastin' gospel and shut yo mouf.
in de cabin and in de cornfield. Some time like a bear, is bad, but to be ashamed ob one's Some pussons has got de idee dat it is wicked
ago, my ole massa, what used to be, tole me own self is a good deal wusser. Ef a puss on to be proud. But dere is two kinds ob pride
dat Mists Jorge, away up in New York, had knows dat I:.e is innocent ob what is laid -one good and one bad. When a gal finds
got up in dat town what dey calls a anty. agin him, dey may send him to jail, but he is out p.t de lookin' glass dat she is werry putty,
pove'ty s'ciety, an dat he prints a paper ebry happy, kaze ef he has unjustly lost de respect den she cocks up her· nose at de rest what
week to help on de doin' away wiv poverty of de people, he still keeps his own. De 'postle ain't so putty, and steps around among de
altogether. So I gived de ole man de money Paul was put into de jail once, all alone, and sisters jes like a peacock in de barnyard
to pay fer it, an axed him to send an git de for no good cause, but he had no occasion to struttin' among de dunghill fowls, to show
paper. I hab been readin' ob dis yere paper duke his head when he passed de lookin' dem what a nice tail he has got. He tries
for a long time. Dere is a good many hard glass hangin' on de wall, for fear he would see his best to hide his legs wiv his wings, kaze
words in it what I can't ezackly understand, de pictur ob a mean skunk. He could look dey is so ugly. De chickens dey likes to see
but my darter Lizey what goes to de school de debil in de face, and tramp upon his tail, de eyes in de tail, but when dey squint down
has got a dixiniary, as dey calls it, what and feel like a man 1 kaze he knowed he had and see de legs dey says, 'Golly, how ugly
dey is I' But what right has de peacock to
clears up de meanin' ob de big words, and done no harm.
when I gits run up a stump, my darter, she
I suspect dat all ober dis country dere is a be so proud ob his tail? It was de Lawd dat
comes wiv de book, and tells me de meanin' big amount ob misery growin' out ob envy. gib it to him. Ef he made de tail hisself,
ob dem, so I can see what Mr. Jorge is dribin' De class of pore white folks dat squatted on den he had a right to feel proud, but seein' he
at. On dis account I now feel m')re able to rich folks' land, and neber worked, but jes didn't, his pride is ob de bad kind. So,
preach on dis tex dan I eber was befo ; and hunted and fished for dere libben befo' de when a man what is very pore gits rich kaze
as all ob us niggas hab become free by war, is misrabler dan de darkeys; and when his grandfather has left him a fortune, he
Massa Lincum's proclumation durin' de dey see any ob de culled people doin' busi- scorns to talk to his old friends who is still
waar; and as we had such a big bellyful ness, and gittin' well off, and dere childen pore, and gits de disease ob de big head what
ob povity while we was all slabes, I want to dressin' good and goin' to school, dis envy kills so many bosses in de West. He forgits,
do what I can to git you, and myself, too, makes dem feel down in de mouf. No won- as de 'postle says, de hole ob de pit whaar he
out ob dat destruction what de tex says a der dey eats clay and drinks rye coffee, and was digged up. Dat is de same kind of
pore man is in, jes kase he i.s pore.
de wimmens rubs snuff and de chi! dens don't pride as de peacocks. But de right kiad
My brederin, I ha.b obsarved, sence I quit go to school keze dey is so ragged. De pov. ob pride is whaar a man stands and looks at
bein' a slabe, dat amung de white folks, as ity strikes in on dem like de measles, and de povity he finds hisself in, and den stifwell as de black people, dis yer povity is de kills all dere ambition, and dey jes wegetate, fenin' up ob his backbone and spittin' on his
biggest ob cusses, kaze it produces a lot ob as Brudder Corning says, like taters in a hill, hands, he swaars dat he will git out ob it and
oder cusses. It minds me ob a sow which and cabbages in a patch, what ain't hoed any. hav some property ob his own or die a tryin'.
Now, povity kills a man's pride. Den he
sometimes has as many as a dozen pigs at a I tell you, my bredrin, dat povity cuts de
litter. Indeed, I knowed a sow of ole Masts hamstrings ob a man, and lets him down to quits res pectin' ob hisself kase he sees nobody
Brown's what had fifteen pigs at once, which de ground. A white preacher I heard ob else respect him. Den de bars is down and
is more dan she had tits to suck. Of course, once went ebery Saturday night to one ob away he goes to de debbil. Den he has de
dere must be a lot of runts. Jes so, my bred- his rich men and borrowed $50, and he al- hang-dog feelin', as ole Uncle Joe said he had
erin', wiv poverty. It is a gre'l.t breeder; ways took it back a Monday mawnin'. After when he was kotched in de Widow Wilkins
and I propose on dis yer occasion, wiv de awhile de rich man axed him about dis cus- chicken pen one night. Uncle Joe used to
help ob de Lawd, to call your attention to tom, what for he borrowed de money and swear a little, and said he felt like a damn
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mean slink ob a n!ggah. In de slabery times
we was all lazy, and thieves and liars and rascals, kaze we was all pore and didn't own
nothin'-not eLen ourselvs or our children.
How could we be anything else? We always
kept, like de pore white trash, four or five
dogs, so we might feel dat we had some
property anyhow. De man inside ob us was
all covered up and most dead wiv de rubbish
dot povity piled up on us. But when Massa
Lincum knocked de chains off from our
limbs by makin' ob us free we sperunced a
new kind ob feelin'. We got crazy to learn
to read and write and cipher and git some
land, so dat we might hab a home and make
a good Ubben out ob it. Land and liberty to
own and work it for ourselvs, dat's what
makes a man d!ffrunt from a boss.
3. De next cuss dat povity infiics on a pore
man Is to dribe him to de saloon. Wben a
man is right pore, and has dis hang-dog
feelin' dat ole Uncle Joe tells ob, he gits
down, down, werry low. All around him is
dark and hopeless. He feels dere is no use
of doin' nothing, kaze his eyes is sot, jes like
a dead bosses. Den he goes to de saloon ;
alas, he meets a lot of fellows j es as pore as
hisself, and dey frow in dere pennies, and
fills dere bellies wiv rot.gut whisky, and
when de whisky works, dey forgits dere
povity, and dey all feels big and rich, and
talks about buyin' farms and racehosses, and
goin' up to New York to see Massa Barnum's show; and all de time de pore debbils,
all put together, hasn't money enough to buy
a ticket to Baltimo'. Den, when dey go
home, and see only pone on de table, and all
de whisky is out ob dem, dey feel wusser deneber. It is not de drinkin' what makes dem
pore, it Is de povity what cuts dere hamstrings and dribes dem to drink. Ef dey hav
good wittles to eat, and good coffee to drink,
and some books to read, and no debts or
rents to pay, and no dogs to flll de house wib
fleas and eat dere heads off ebery week, dey
would not want to go to de saloon, and drink
rot-gut, and smoke dock leaf terbaca. I tell
you, my briderin, Mists Jorge has got de
right sow by de yer, and all de pigs too,
when he does not accept de invitation ob de
Prohibitioness to help dem bail out de Chesspeak Bay in tin pails, while a dozen big
ribera is a runnin' into it all de time. Massa
Jorge does business wiv a big augur, 'stead
of a gimlet, when he says in his paper dere
is no use tryin' to empty de bay wiv tin
pails; but dat de wise way is to cut off de
streams up in de mountains, or dry dem up.
What he means by dis parable is, dat it is
povity dat leads to drunkenness, and not
drunkenness to povity; dat povity discourages a man, but if he had a farm and a
nice home, and good cloae, and a little money
comin' in to him, he would be so happy wiv
his family dat he wouldn't want to go to de
grog-shop, and craze hisself wiv whisky.
Povity makes everybody dat is well off
despise a poor man, and can he 'spect hisself
when nobody else 'spects him? Dat•s why I
said dat de biggest loss for a man to hav is to
lose his pride. It is jes like a steamboat a
Iosin' of its steam.
Hole on to yo seat, now, Sista Jones I I
know what you is gwine to say, dat ef happiness comes ob havin' plenty ob money, den
Mister Gole, away up in New York, who,
dey say, has more dan a million ob dollars,
must be de most happiest man en de world.
But he isn't, for Mister Gole is a crazy man,
and ef all de people in de Norf was not as
crazy as he is, dey would send him to de hospital, and de dQctors would put blisters on
his head for bein' c~azy. You all look
scaared at dis, but I am right. What would
you think of me ef I would come to meetin'
nex' Sunday wid six obercoats on ? One
obercoat is good and comfortable, but ef I
would struggle wid my wife in tryin' to put
on five more, and come into the pulpit
foamin' wid sweat, and begin to take off de
obercoats, one after de other, de sistlls would
be whisperin' around dat something was out
ob order wid Brudder Johnsing's upper story,
where he keeps his wits. We read in de
scriptur' about old Agur and his praar to
God. Now, jis listen sharp, and I will tell
you about it. He says to God in his praar :
"Gib me neither povity nor riches," Why
not povity, Massa Agar? "Lest I be poor
at~d steal," Massa Agar says. Jis what I has
been sayin' to you dis mornin'. I guess dat
dere was no 'stilleries in de neighborhood
whar Massa Agar Jibed in dem times, and
whar dey made rot-gut, or he would a mentioned stealin ob de neighbors' chickens, and
pigs, when he got drunk, and beat his wife
and children, and end up in de jail or de
gallus.
Listen again. Why should not de Lawd
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gib yoil riches, Massa Agar ? " Lest I be full,
and deny thee, and say, who is de Lawd ?''
Dat is de reason why de blessed Jesus says
dat a camel, with a great big lump on his
back, could no more go frough de eye ob a
darnln needle dan a rich man could enter
into de kingdom ob heaben. Now, when
Massa Gole knows dis, and piles up de money
bags on top ob his back, and comes, and
knocks at de strait gate, and axes to be let
into de church, kaze de debbil is after him,
do you suppose that he can git in ? No, he
is too full of selfishness. He has denied God
as de parent ob de rest ob us, and when de
door-keeper talks to him about de Lawd, and
his commands to de rich people to consider
de pore, and help dem to glt on to dere own
legs, and not lib on charity, Massa Gole says :
" Who d~ debbll is de La.wd? He didn't
own no railroads, nor no stock In de Western
Union, or de banks." Massa Gole wants to
git in at the narrer gate, and den go up into
de city ob de New 'Rusalem, wid his money,
to build street railroads, like Massa Jacob
Sharp, and.make more money. But de saints
in dat city don't want no street kyars and no
money. De streets demselvs is made ob
gole, and de people dat livs dere has got
wings on dere shoulders, and flies up and
down de broad abenues like swallows
ketching files in summer time, and dem dat
has no wings yet skips along de streets wid
silver slippers on, and is all covered wid
shinin' jewels. Now, isn't. Massa Gole as
crazy as a bed-bug, when he loads himself
down wid more riches dan he can possibly
enjoy? Isn't he tryin' to be comfortable
wid six overcoats on ?
Ole Massa Petah Cooper was a rich man,
but he only wore one oberco&J;. at a time.
He kept hisself all de time young and happy
by usin' his money in doin' good to other
people. I neber was in New York, but dey
tell me dat Massa Petah built a big house in
dat town whar yeung men and women who
was pore could go and learn trades, so dat
dey could make a good Ubben for demselvs,
and not run de streets as tramps and wagsbones, like so many does. What a taste befo'
hand ob heaben Massa Petah had, as he saw,
ebery year, dozens ob young men and women
gwine out of his big school wiv good trades,
and den gwine into business dat would save
dem from povity, idleness, and crime, and all
de rest ob de cusses I And how happy he
must a been, as he lay on his bed a dying,
when de blessings of dem he had helped and
saved, come· up like music in ,his yers, and
lifted de cloud what hangs ober de grave,
and let him hab a sight ob de New Rusaleml
De ole man was so young and so happy, I
hear, dat de New York people got it into
dere heads dat he would lib as long as Mathusalem. But he didn't. He died at last,
and is now walking up and down de streets
of de New 'Rusalem, and gwine in and out
ob de pearly gates and enjoyin' hisself wiv
ole Abrahal!l, Isaac, and Jacob. When he
knocked at.de gate ob de great city de 'postle
Petah, his namesake, what keeps de doors
dat swings in, but neber out, says to him:
"You is Massa Petah Cooper of New York,
I believe, what built de institute in dat town.
Walk in, Massa Cooper; dis white kyard will
entitle you to a very comfortable seat among
de good folks, and dis yer blue one, when
you show it to de music master, will entitle
you to a golden harp to play on, while here,
in dis little bottle, is some Aye's pectoral to
keep you from gittin' hoarse in de frost,
when you sing de hymns." Yes, my brederin, de man what piles up more money dan
he can possibly use, and done enjoy hisself
here in doing good wiv his overplush, is a
crazy man and a fool, jes as I would be ef I
would come to meetin' nex' Sunday, tuggin'
and sweatin' along de road wiv five or six
obercoats on in,stead of one. You would
suppose. when you looked at my shirt collar
and bosom, ef you didn't know what was de
matter, datI had slipped off de log and fell
into de crick, I was so wet wiv sweat.
De nex' Sunday, de Lawd willing, I will
preach on dis tex', "-He dat tilleth his land
shall hav plenty ob bread." Let us pray.
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guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
J'or sale at this omoe. Price, Sl.OO.
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BIND:EB for TH:E TRUTR S:E:EK:ER

mod·
ers who preserve their J?apera
we offer a new style of bmder,
made for the pnrpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH BEKKER printed in
'
ggld letters on the outside.
-····-· . · This binder allows the open' - -·
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail.t.POStR_ai!!J for ll.
Address THE TRUT.u SEEKER,
\f
2a Lafave\te Pl .• New York.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OB,

A Key to Bible Investigation.

Containing 148 ProR_ositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a copy for read_y reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
the most effeotiv loonoolast ever published.
Price onlY 25 cents.

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed.

"For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed." avo, 883pp,,
silk cloth, $3.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as ta
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

New Edition, ReTise4 Md Enlarpd.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
•Y HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 '3ents.
Thl Tf'fJd6 BttifJPlkd at ti']J6dal DiacountB.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
Photo-engra.vin,gs of lllisa Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price• .we.; with a.utoll:raph, 110 oil.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE

New York State Bar .Association, at Albany,
The Teachings or Secularhm Com·
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
part:d with Orthodox Christian•
'l'h~ onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition.
tty. !l'6 pages. Price, 25 cents.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
Secularism: Is It Founded on
Rea~on, and Is It Sufficient to
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Meet the Needs or rtJ.ankind?
2a LafaYette Place, New York.
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
Evening Mail and Charles Watts. With PrefatorY Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and
11..
11..
Colonel Ingersoll,- and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents.
By Edward Bellamy,
A Reply to Father l.ambcrt's Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
"Tactics or Infidels." 20 cents.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
Post free.
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and
inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
Christianlt}': Its Ori~in, Nature,
The apJ<leal is a ways made to a man's reason,
aod InJluenc!·. 32 pages. Price, 15 and
to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel•
cents.
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A
suggestion
of a really practicable and feasiThe Horrors or the French Revoble social state greatl;v in advance of the present.
lution: Their CD-u~cs. 24 pages. The
romantic narrattv is rich in its forecast of
Price, 10 cents.
aotual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Secularism: Destructiv and Con·
12mo, cloth, $1.oo; paper, 50o.
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
10 cents.
HISTORY
Bible Moi·ality. Its Teachings Shown
to lle Contradictory and Defectiv as an Ethical
OJ' THB
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMEN'l
A~nosticism and Christian Theism:
Of Europe.
Which fsthe More Reasonable?
Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, ta,
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Evolution and Special Creatiou. BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Addresa THE TRUTH BF.EKEB.
10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-Which? 24
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
The ~uperstitlon of the Christian
!Jiunduy: A Plea for Liberty and JusB"Y L. FEUERBACH.
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Translated from the German. Cloth, I2mo, 75pp,;
The Glory of Unbel ef. 22 pages in
50 ots.
cover. Pnce, 10 cents.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im•
Natur~ and 1hc Supernatural; or, moral.-B:!:tract.
Deli, rand .Knowledge. 24 pages.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
Price, 10 cents.
'Ihe Amertcan ~ecular Union; Its
THB
Necesdty lind the Justice or Its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colonel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover.
J
Price, 10 oen ts.
A
COLLECTION
OF
Theological Presumption : An Open
Letter to the B v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax,
Original and Selected Hymns
N. s. In this letter the followinl!' subjects are
deaH with: 1. Wb:v Do the ClergY Avoid
(Words and Music)
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism
Toward Christianity, 8. Freethought and For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between
For Schools and the Home.
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism.
6. ChristianitY and Slavery. 16 ];)ages. Price,
5 cents.
COMPILED BY
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUST PUB·
L.
K.
WASHBURN.
LISHED.
PRIOR,
$1.50.
Christianity: Def.-ctiv and Un·
necessary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
2a LafaYette Place, New York.
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Every Liberal Sltould Read

LOOKING B 'CKW 'RD

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

Essenoe

of Religion.

cQSIDlan
.

Hymn B00k

THE BIBLE .AND EVOLUTION.

BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH l'Bl!FAOE BY DB. HABDWIOKE,
INTBODUOTION.
Chapter I, Bible Astronomy and Evolution;
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Chapter II, Bible Biology and Evolution; OhaPPhiladelphia, P!l..
ter III. Bible Myths and Evolution; ChaPter IV,
Bible HistorY and Evolution ; OhaPter V, Bible
MoralitY and Evolution; Chapter VI. Bible MirPrice, 10 cents.
acles and Evolution : Ohapter VII, Miracles InAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. credible; Ohapter VIII, Bible Poetry and Evolution ; Chapter IX, Bible Art and Evolution: ChaPter X, Bible God a.nd Evolution; ChaPt"r XI, Soul
Future and Evolution; Ohapter XII, Heaven
FEST IVA.L OF .A.SHT.A.ROTH. and
Hereafter; ChaPter XIII, Conclusion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
the Moabites by the Jews.
·
THE
By A. c..MIDDLETON.
OR,

THB

Conflict between Beason and Superstition.

Price,

Giordano Bruno. ROME~

The Candle From Under the
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, PorBushel
trait, and Monument.
1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
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10 cents.

REASON

A Memoir of Chrilltian and Extr&-ChristianExperienoe.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
With a complete list of the American subscribers
A very critical analYsis of both Protestantism
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
BY
intimate personal experience with the two systems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE,
THOMAS DAVIDSON, pure logic is capable of intlioting.-[Oritioal Be·
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
view.
Cloth, 12mo, Sl. 75.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fc!'l a dollar.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Address THE TRUTH BEElBllB CO.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A OOMP.BNDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boilod down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
Ion turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving:.':""[lnter-Ooean.
·
His history has a continuity, a rash, a carrying
power.J.. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New .uaven Palladium.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
ftrst chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing:, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra oloth,12mo, M8pp,,S1. 75.
Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
sa Lafayette Pl., New York.
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DID MAN FALI~? IRON..o~:~N~!~~~E~~E!.SER£ES

Self-Contradictions of tne ~lblr.~ Mo~~~~ a~~!er~t!I:~:~p~~~~yr.
144 MoRAL, THEOLOGIOAL, HISTORICAL, AND
SPECULATIVE PROPOSITIONS.
Prior, :5 cents.

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.

Compamtive Mythology.
The Location and Topography of the Gar.
By JOHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College.
den of Eden &. Fact.
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
Price, $2.

85,000 REWARD.

BEYOND THE VEIL.

By IBBAEL W. GROH, Author of "Is the God
of liirael the Tt·ue God 1"
B.
Paper, 10 cents.

Book of the Gene·at.ion of Jesus. First Trans,
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r.
from the Hebrew Original Story ot Jesus.
Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through
Price, 15 cents.
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs.
SHELLEY AS A PHILOSOPHER AND
Lnna Hutchinson. [Spir.]
:REFORMER,
Steel Engraving of Randolph.
Price, $1.50.
By C. SOTHERA.N.
Paper, Svo, W cents; cloth, 75.-

SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY.
FOR CHRISTIANS.
A CARTOON
From The Trutll Seeker, July 11, 1885.
17x24 in. 6 for 30c ., 12 for 50~., 2:S for$!, 100 for $3,

JOHN'S
WAY.
Story. 15 cents.

Radical

Domestic

By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.

LITTLE LESSONS
FOR

LIT T' L E F 0 L K S.
By MRs. E. D. SLEJ>KER.
Boards, 4J cents.

SOUL PR OBLEj\1S.

FROM .A M.A1'ERT.ALIBTIC B1.ANDPOINT.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents,

Religion Not History.

Reply to N. Y.

o~~erver.

G. INGERSOLL.

With "ROMA.N CATHOLIC CANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

Scientific Materialism:
ITS MEANING and TENDENCY.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.

TRU fH SEEKER TRACTS.

<Bound.)
Vola. I, II, III, IV, V, lSmo, 525 pages iu each vol.
Per vol, pap., 60c.

TWELVE TRACTS.
Bible Worship.
Darwinism.
Design Argument.
Evolution.
Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
·By B. F. UliDERWOOD,
2:; cents.

Price,

-

-

-

-

$1.50.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.

Memoirs.
His Life a.nd Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. du
Chatelet.
By B. GASTINE-AU.
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

W .l.IFS AND WANDERINGS.
A Libera.! Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM.
_ _ _ _ _ _P_a..:.p...:'' 50o.; cl_o_._,$_1_.- - - - -

BIBLE IDOLATHY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

_ Price, 3 cents ; per dozen, 3J cen ta ; per 100, f2.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.

Specimen of 'l'he Bible.

Esther.

BY A. HoLYOAKE.
• 10 cents.
'

l Acts of The Apostles.
Price,

A Farce.

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.

Price, $1.

B~

Price,

Origin and Development.of Reilg·
tons Ideas and Beliefs.
By MORRIS EINSTEIN.

ABUSINESSltU. N'S SOCU.LAND
RELIGIOUS VJE'\VS.
From a Poor Man's Standpoint.

A. HoLYOAKE.
10 oen ts.

LIBERTY AND .MORALITY.
BY M. D. CoNWAY.
Price,
5 cents.

Price, $1..

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.
BY A. L. RAWSON.
Price,
10 cents.

THE NEW AGE.
By w. s. BELL.

I

Price, $1.

Price,

-

-

10 cents.

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS IIf You 1'ake Away ~fy Religion
· What Will You Give Me Instead 1
Price, cloth, 35 cents.
Price, -

LETTERS TO ·EUGENIA.
A. Preservative Against Religious ~rejudices.
By BARON D'HOLBA.CII. .
Price,
•
$1.

BY MAhTIN.
10 cents.

A PLEA F 0 R ATHEISM

I

BY CHARLES BRADLA.UGH.
Prioe.10 cents.

Charles Bradlaugh.. .......... 5
2 S>'Jcular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake., 5
4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization.
Underwood .................................. 25
'1 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller... 10
8 Religion of Inhumanit:y. F. Harrison .... , 16
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
10 l~pidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... 10
11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... 60
12 1'yndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait .. 25
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e........... 10
14 Laml Question. Cht..rles Bradlangh.. ...... 5
15 Were Adam and ]i}ve our First Parents?
Charles Bradlaugh. ...... ...... ............ 5
16 Why do Men Starve 'l Chas. Bradlaugh.. I>
17 Logic of Life Deducctl from the Prin'cipll"
of Freethonght. George J. Ilolyoake. 10
18 A. Plea for A.thei~n1. Chas. Brad laugh .... 10
19 Large or Small l!'amilies? A.. Holyoake.. 6
20 Superstition Dispiliyetl, with a Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoakc........... 5
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Chal'ies Watts..... 5
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
24 Moml Value of the'Biblc. Chas. Watts.. 6
25l!'I·eethonght and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
26 Christianity: Its Nature, nml .Influence
on Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 5
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyonke. 5
29 Is ,there a Moral Governor of tho Universe? Austin Holyoake ....... ....... :. 5
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Clms. Watts... 5
31 H:lS 1hn a Son!? Chtls. Bmdla11gh........ 5
38 Is The1·e a God? Charles BI·adlaugh...... 6
39 Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlangh ....... 5
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. :M. G. H.. 10
·12 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 5
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
4.4 Logie of Death; or, Why Shoultl the
A. theist l<'ear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Condition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5

MANNA SERIES•
Ol'iginal Manna for "God's chosen."....... 5
New Life of David. Cims. Bradlnugh...... 5
Wh\' I was Excommunicated. Barnard ... 20
200.Qnestions Without Answers............. 5
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and u Chinese :Mandarin ................... 10
7 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zea\mis Christian....... 10
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A.. Holyoake.............................. : ............ , 5
9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugll...... 5
10 A. Few Wmds about the Devil................ 5
11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake... 10
13 Specimen of tile Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10
14 A.cts of the Apostles: A Farce. A.. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A.. H. 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlangh.... 5
19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlangh. 5
20 New Life of Moses. Charles Brad!augh... 5
21 A. Secular Prayer. Holyoake•. Per doz ... 10
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
send Sl.lO worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2;
$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
1
3
4
6

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS :Dialogue Between a Christian Mis·
.
Ultimating in the ReliD"iOll of Science.
•
sionary and:" Chinese Mandarin.
o

By HUDSON TUTTLE. [Spir.J
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Prrce, 10 cents.
--·---------------

THE

Queries Submitted to the Rench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

LIFE OF PAINE.

Price, 10 cents.

By J. E. REMSBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eents.

Men,Women,and Gods,
And Other Lectures.

Mortality oCtile Soul and the Im·
mortality of Its Elements.
Price,

BY HELEN H. GARDENEBt
With an Introduction by R. G. IngErsoll.
Paper, 53 oen ts; cloth, $1,
~

By A.. S. DE PELLEGRINI.
15 cents.

Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated.
Price, 35 cents.

UIDfRWOOO-MARPLES DE~ATE

BIBLE.

Thirteen Lectures on the Bible.
By RoB'T CooPER.

For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.

ON THE EXISTENCE OF A. PERSONAL GoD AND
INsPIRATION oF ScRIPTURES.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Marples.
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60.

THE

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-Book.

JEHOVAH UNVEILED.

TWO LITTLE BED MITTENS,

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
OF

BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Price,
10 cents.

TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.

A Story of the RightwaY Almshouse. By Jennie
Butler Browne. 5 cents.

BY WILLIAM HA.BT.
to cfnts.
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RELIGION of OOJffJfiON SENSE.

R.

Price,

HUME'S ESSAYS.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

By

And for the Consideration of Others.

Imtruotive, Interesting, and Laughable.

Essays and Treatises. A.utobiogmphy and DiaPROPOSITIONS, Theologioa.l, Mora.!, Hislogues on Natural Religion.
torical, and Bpeoula.tive, each proved af·
firmatively and negatively by quotations from
By DAVID Hu~IE.
Price, $1.50.
·scripture, without comment; embodying the most
palpable and striking self-contradictions of the
so-called inspired word of God.
By W. H. BURR. 7~ pages. Price, 15oents.
SUPERS riTION IN ALL AGES.
By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678),
---A. Catholic Priest who Renounced ~hristianity. D A N IE L THE DR E A MER.
Portrait.
BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1.
Price,
10 cents.

With Explanatory Observations on his Writings.
By GILBERT VALE.
Price, $1.

PAINE VINDICATED.

1,306 Questions to the Clergy:

A. New English Edition of the Koran of Mohmumed, to which is added the Life of Mohalllmed, or the History of that Doctrine
which was begun and carried
on by him in Arabia.
Price, $1.50.
SaLE's edition.

Examination of the Morals and HistorY of the New
Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEwlli:AN.
Price, 25 cen ta.
BY Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cen t•.

(Mark iv, 21); or,

THE KORAN.

WITH TIIEOLOGlCAL AME:tiDMENT AND STATE PEa· Man's Nature and Development.
SONALITY.
ByJoaepll E. Peck.
By HENRY G. ATKINSON. F.G.S., and HaRRIET
Pap., 25~.
MARTINEAU.

SP IRITU A.L 1SlVI

The Candle from Under the ~ushel

1 Atonement.

WOMAN:
Her Past and Present: Her Rights and
Wrongs,

MATERIALISM:

A. Treatise on the Population Question.
By R. D. OWEN.
Price,
35 cents.

ITs HisToRY AND ITs INFLUENCE UPoN
SociETY.
BY DB. Lours BUOHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
By

D.

M~

BBNBETT.
10
...:..::.:oen::.::.::ts.:...._

IF, THEN, AND WHEN.

·Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.

Church Doctrlnu.
By W. S. BARLow. [Spir.]

Price, 10 cents.

.
. .
. Confessional: Romish and Anglican.
An Expou'i.
The Liberty of Prmtmg, and Reply. I
BY HUBLBUT and WA:una.•··
l'rioe. 10 oenta.

Thela.test a.nd best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world a.nd productiv df
good in furnishin~t food for thought. We trust it
will ha.v the immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea..

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 oen ts.

MORAL. PHYSIOLOGY.

_P_rio--:-e,- - - - - --

BY JOHN R. KELSO,, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "'!:be Bible Analyzed,"" The Bea.l Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," ew., etc.

I

BY SALADIN.

DI"d

Price; 30 cents.

Jesus Christ Rise From the
Dead 1

O!oth, 12mo 1 $1.
AddresJ THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE

Bi~lo

of Natura,
OR 1 THE

Principles of Secularism.
.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIUION
of the FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of ".T~e Baor!)t _of the·Ea.st, or the Orill'in
of the Ohrtsttan Uebg10n and the Significance
Daringly witty a.nd inexpressibly laughable
BY SALADIN.
of its Rise a:o.d Decline," "Physical Eduonslaughts on Christianity.
1
cation, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
Price, 10 cents.
Price,
25 Cents.
ure," "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of In temper.
BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. WILL THE COMING MAN WORSHIP GOD1
anoe," e\o.. etc.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
BY C. B. REYNOLDS.
Price,
,
,
,
10 cents.
E:eli:z: L. Os:wa.h~ is a well-known and vigorous
wnter on sctentlfio and sooia.l subjeots.-[Cin...
Price, 5 oen ts.
Com. Gazette.
For all of the above books address
Cloth, 19mo, 240pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
For all of the above books address
'rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Addreas
'.1'HE TRUTH BEEKER OQ,,
18 La.fa.vette Pl •• NewYork.
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Truth Seeker Tracts.
NoTEl.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever )COU can for tracts. and. when received,
hand thein around among your neighbors, or
leave thorn in hotels, places of public assemb.ly,
etc: 'l'oallow much to be done in this way wrth
a littlo money the following discounts aro made.
On one dollar's worth Hl per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on Hve dollars' worth,
40 oll' · on ten dollar8' worth, 50 off. Tlus rate
of dis~ount is given on these tracts only. Pleaso
order by numbers. Tho numbers not mentioned
arc out of print.
23 Reply to Sirclt~n's _Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedrcu.tJOn. Underwood........ li
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
31 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christimrity not a Moral. X. Y, Z .......
39 The l'r·ua Saint. S. P. Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruolty & Credulity of the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild ..........
52 Marplas-Undorwood Debate. Uudm·wood.
53 Q•rcstions for Bible Worshipers.............
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
liB Pmplrc•cies. Underwood.....................
62 'rho .Jews and their God .....................
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............
64 Ills we l~ndnre-Causa and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSa•·mon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
61 Sixteen '!'ruth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
'10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
'11 Paine's Anniver·eary. C. A. Cadman.......
13 Poundations. John Syphers................
'14 Daniel in the Lion'~ Den. Bennett..........
15 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett..........
'16 Reply to E. l!'. Brown. Bennett............
'11 TJraFearofDeath. D. !If. Bennett..........
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett .. : ......
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
8,1 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 B1blo-Mauia. Otto Cordates.......... .•••••
91 Our ldeu.sofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
9,1 The Nel-l ltaven. Will Cooper............
96 Iclmbod Crane Papers.........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ................
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:BIBLE-wHENcE AND wHAT~
By R. B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D.
Prico, $1.

CoNTINBNOB durivg the years of development rewards itself in health and vigor, both
')f body and of mind. Success in every line
of endeavor is the reward of reserved strength.
That strength becomes available in the needs
By JOHN STUART MILL.
THB government of the Argantine Republic of after years, and is the chief basis of that
Price, $1.
love
of
independence
and
impatience
of
has been overthrown by a military conspirtyranny
found
only
among
manful
and
contiacy, aud disorder prevails.
nent nations.-P7'of. Oswald's Bible of Nature. .A Legacy to the Friends of Free DisIT is said that Bismarck will visit the pope,
cussion.
the move being due to his wife's strong THoUGH I look old, yet I am strong and lusty;
By BENJAMIN OFFEN,
For in my youth I never aid apply
desire to see and consult him.
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood;
Formerly Lecturer of tho Society of Moral PhiCoMMISSIONER PoRTER is reminded from all Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo
lanthropi~ts, at 1'anunany Hall, New York.
parts of the country that the errors. of his The means of weakness and debility:
Price, $1.
enumerators are simply countless.
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty,
but
kindly.-Bhakspere.
RBv. ABNER VERNON, of Clarksburg, W.
APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT.
Va., has eloped with the wife of Charles
IF a building is unsafe, it may be torn The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus
Echols, bot.h leaving large families.
down before the plans of the new edifice are
Christ twd his A poslles, and not included
CoLORADO has had destructiv storms and wholly completed. If a beacon is false, let it
in theN ew 1'ostament.
be
removed,
even
before
the
true
light-house
floods. Near Golden a cloudburst struck a
Price,
$1.
can
be
built.
If
a
belief
that
God
wrote
the
camping party and drowned three.
Bible is untrue, and is moreover debasing to
ASTRO·THEOLOGICAL LECTURE-S.
ON the 22d ult. a tornado near Marshall, the intellect, let it be overthrown. If it is
J't:linn., demolished three farmhouses and in- false that God of his own free will has
By REY. Hon'1• TAYLOR.
jured several persons, perhaps :fatally.
elected some to everlasting life, and left the
Price, - $1.50.
vast multitude of his creatures to suffer endON the 26th ult. a tornado devastated South less
torment
in
hell,
and
if these ideas are
Lawrence, ~lass., and vicinity, wrecking injurious to both mind and heart, destroy
thirty buildings and killing ten persons.
them I The sooner the better. The abolition
By :M. lc,umiNGTON.
THB potat0 blight has ravaged large parts of slavery was opposed by good and wise A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the
men,
because
freedom
would
lead
to
license.
of Ireland, and" the nativs having sent all
Claims of the Sabbatnrians.
their money to the pope, they are menaced Did this idea stop the antislavery party? The
Price, 10 cents.
event
proved
the
truth
of
the
objection.
The
by starvation.
ignorant negro became the prey of the politiBRAZILIANS received a squadron dispatched cians who wanted his vote; and, trusting in RKLlGION 0}, COMMON SENSE.
from our government with enthusiasm as their promis that the government would giv
By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICII, of Germany.
bearer of good will from what they termed to each man forty acres of land and a mule,
"the mother republic."
he abandoned himself to the license of laziPrice, 25 cents.
ness, which he considered the essence of
THB war between San Salvador and Guate- "freedery," until the inexorable logic of
THE SUNDAY QUESTI01\T.
mala is being waged furiously. Each side hunger and suffering taught him that true
claims victory. The president of Mexico freedom was liberty to work and do right. A Historical aml Critical Redow. With Replies
says that that country will not interfere.
to an Objc•ctol'.
He soon learned the lesson ; and the doubled
By GEORGE W. Baowx, 1LD.
THE destitute striking cloakmakers in New production of the South and its good order
York hav done violence to those who filled now prove that freedom is not a curse.Price, 15 cents.
their places. They are being inflamed by Robt. C. Adams.
Anarchists, and police are held ready for
NBw ideas come into this world somewhat
A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS.
them.
like falling meteors, with a flash and an
By FRAKCES WRIGHT.
FIFTEEN French Catholic pastors of Massa- explosbn, and perhaps somebody's castleEmbellished
with the portrait of Epicurns, the
roof
perforated.
To
try
to
polish
the
stone
chusetts and Rhode Island, and seven hunGreek philosopher, ll!l(l the author.
dred of their parishioners, recently went on in its descent, to giv it a peculiar turn, and
a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Anne de make it whistle a tune, perchance, would be
Price, 75 cents.
of no use, if it were possible. Your polish
Beaupre, Canada.
stuff turns out not to be meteoric but of this
SECRETARY BLAINE has submitted the Beh- earth. However, there is plenty of time, and
ring sea corre•pondence to Congress. The nature is an admirable schoolmistress."Citateur, Par Pigault."
text of the British ultimatum conveys a clear Thoreau.
LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels.
threat. The United States is to be "held
By ZEPA.
FOROB
is
no
impelling
God,
no
entity
separesponsible for seizures."
rate from the material substratum; it is
Price, paper, 50 cent~; cloth, 75 cents.
IN Ohio the Grange, the Alliance, the inseparable from matter, is one of its eternal
Farmers' League, the Patrons of Industry, indwelling properties. A force unconnected
and the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association with matter, hovering loose over matter, is Antiquity and Duration of the World
will carry on a vigorous campaign this fall, an utterly empty conception. In nitrogen,
By G. T01:7LM.4'f.
endeavoring to send farmers' candidates to carbon, hydroge11, oxgen, in sulphur and
Price,
20 cents.
Congress.
phosphorus, their several properties hav
dwelt from all eternity.-Molesohott.
ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIP
IN England the queen and all classes are
OF .THE ANCIENTS.
agitated over the exile of the Second Battalion
FuNDAMENTALLY, as is readily seen, there
of the Grenadier Guards to' foreign service, exists neither force nor matter. Both are
By GILBERT YALE.
on the 22d ult., as punishment for insubordi- abstractions of things, such as they are,
Price,
20 cents.
nation which was fomented ag1ong them by looked at from different standpoints. They
Socialist@.
complete and presuppose each other. Iso.Autobiography of Robert Cooper.
CAPT. BBNJ. TILLMAN, the gubernatorial lated they are meaningless. Matter is not a
Price, 15 cen td.
candidate of the farmers' party that has grown go-cart, to and from which force, like a
up so remarkably in South Carolina, conducts horse, can be now harnessed, now loosed. A
particle
of
iron
is
and
remains
exactly
the
his canvass amid unceasing violence, and it
is not improbable that he will be killed be- same thing, whether it shoot through space A Discourse on Divine l\Iatters between Krishna
as a meteoric stone, dash aloog on the tire of
fore election.
an engin-wheel, or roll in a blood-corpuscle
and Arjuna.
INDIANA is exerting herself to crush White through the veins of a poet. Its properties
Translated by J. C. THOMPSON.
Caps. Heavy damages hav been given for are eternal, unchangeable, untransferable.Prlce, $2.
the beating of Marion Kendall, resulting in IJubois.Reymond.
his paralyzation, notwithstanding that his
NoTHING in the world authorizes us to
offense had been assault of a girl and that the
White Caps who whipped him were respected suppose the existence of forces in and by
Ilindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian
themaelvs, without bodies, from which they
citizens.
Revelation.
can go out and on which they work.AT Savannah, Ga., on the 24th ult., three Cotta.
By Lours JACOLLIOT.
lives were lost in the blowing. up of a boardingPrice,
$2.
As we can think of no force without a
house, supposedly by a discharged servant.
On the 23d ult. the Grand Union Hotel at material substratum, so we know of no mat.
New York narrowly escaped an incendiary ter which is not connected with a number of BIBLE IN THE BALANCE.
fire which is attributed, though without con- forces.-.F. Mohr.
A Text-Book for Investigators.
clusiv proof, to a scrubwoman who had been
FoROE without matter is not a reality, and
By REV. J. G. FISH.
reprimanded.
both by their union hav made the world and
·Price,
'
$1.50.
AT the feast of St. John the Baptist, patron all its phenomena. Without matter no
saint of the French Canadians, the procession force, without force no phenomenon, also
at Montreal, which was two hours in passing, without matter no_phenomenon.-Ph. Spiller.
was remarkable for the almost entire absence
148 SLriking Self-Contradictions of the Bible,
WE know of no matter which does not
of the English flag. In former years the rule
and 152 Marvelous Occurrences.
possess
force,
and
on
the
other
hand
we
generally followed was that each society be
By A. J ACO!lSON.
know
of
no
forces
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GBN. JoHN C. FRRMONT, the noted Western
pioneer, is dead.·
ON the 21st ult. a tornado ravaged Trail
county, N. D., killing seven persons.
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intolerance of which that part of the Rhine
province is capable. At a meeting which
was held a few days ago at the house of an
THE American Federation of Labor has, 1 eminent lawyer at Dusseldorf, letters were
through its president, issued invitations to an; read from some of the most eminent authors,
international labor congress, to be held in : poets, and all parts of Germany, advocating
Chicago in the year 1893.
the ere~tion of such a monument. The emperor hrmself, orthodox though he is in his
THE proprietors of three newspapers pub- religious views, is altogether in favor of the
llshed on the island of Malta ~av been ex- monument, and it is to be hoped that this
communicated for printing articles against time the narrowness of the Dusseldorfer will
the pope and the bishop of Malta.
not prevent the erection of the monument."

Jloks and IJlippings.

I
I

I

THE ,?rleans, N. Y., .Herald remarks th~t
THE idea of !!.pplying the name "corporathose who want religion in the public tion" to what is commonly called a ohurch
schools seem to be more anxious to introduce in the case of the Roman· and the Mormo~
their o-:;n theology than to introduce good institutions, is a particularly happy one, as
morals.
well as true in every particular. Did it ever
THE pope has authorized the drawings for occur to anyone in whom all the rich properhis own sarcophagus for the Church of St., ties of the corporation in this city are vested?
Giovanni, to be erected three years after his The archbishop forms a corporation of one to
death. It will be of Italian porphyry, and hold them. They are not the property of the
cost $25,000.
laity, who pay for them, but of the poor (?)
THE growth of the German universities is 1priest. We often he~r complaints against
well illustrated by the fact that within the . the assessors for favonng this or that corpolast forty years the number of professorships 1ration by letting it off with a lighter taxa.
at the Prussia universities has increased fifty./ tion than it should, but the Roman corporathree per cent.
tion gets off scot-free.. Is not this a favored
.
.
body corporate ? To boldly declaim against
IF governments derive their powers not the injustice of this is, forsooth, bigotry and
from the people but from God, as the Na- intolerance, but it will be found on a calm,
tiona! Reformers assert, how comes It that dispassionate investigation that such favors
the p~o~le can and do reform governments? I to this corporation are the result of bigotry
How lB 1t that they can aud do take from and intolerance to the rest of society.-Ghigovernments powers which they formerly I cago Loyal .A'TMrican.
held ?-American Sentinel.
THE situation of affairs touching the
AN Edinburgh millionaire has conveyed 1 World's Fair at Chicago is profoundly dis£84,459 sterling-nearly half a million dollars couraging to those who desire-as all Ameri-to trustees, himself being one, to advance' cans must-that nothing shall stand in the
the cau~e at home and abroad of total absti- way of the complete success of an enterprise
nence from liquor, tobacco, and opium, and. involving the honor of the country. There
for "disseminating a knowledge of the anti-; is a quarrel, having three or more sides to it,
scriptural character of the church of Rome." : over the question of site· there is a political
I
'
IN Massachusetts an attempt to assault a 1 wrangle between the city ~u.thoritles and the
four-year-old child was made a short while ' fair ~anagers an~ the pohtiCians opposed to
ago. The criminal went free, because the the mty authorities.;. t_here is .grave ~oubt as
only witness to the dastardly act was the to financial possibil1~1es; railroad mterests
assaulted child herself, whose testimony was. and,pr_operty o':ners interests and ~peculamterfere embarrassmgly
at
no t t ak en as val .ld , f or th e reason tha t sh e i tors mterests
.
.
h d o conception f the sacredness 0 f an every pomt ; the Sunday questwn has been
\h n
I raised, and now the legislativ special session
oa ·
called to provide for the fair is threatened
OF the priests of the. Catholic church in with invasion by all the antagonistic forces.
1
this country, numbermg in all 8,332, Meanwhile the board of agriculture has be2,217 or about one-fourth, according to a come dissatisfied and threatens to withdraw
recent report, a1'e members of religious agricultural sup~ort entirely if its wishes are
orders. Of this number 637 are Jesuits, 323 not gratified in the matter of site.
Benedictines, 231 Franciscans, 193 Redemp- '
torists, 96 Dominicans, 82 Capuchins, the I HAD the dreadful disaster which befell on
remainder being divided among nineteen Lake· Pepin a week ago Sunday happened a
other religious orders.
· generation earlier, what warnings would hav
.
.
I come from pulpit and press on the conseBrBMA.ROK sa1d in a late interVIew that he quences of breaking the Sabbath I It would
differed with the emperor on the question of hav been a clear case in which God had
Socialism. The emperor had decided to try ' unmistakably stricken in his wrath the wicked
1
to ind~ce the Socialists to maintain a peace- people who had presumed to break his holy
ful. attitude by means of conc~ssions, but he law. We hav not as yet an opportunity to
(B1emarck) believed in fightmg them as see, but we doubt if we shall be permitted to
blackmailers. The sooner they were defied ~ see a single instance in which the dreadful
the better: . The time would come, he sa~d, : event will be turned into a warning. The
when Soma.hsm would be found to be a mlli- change in this regard that has come over the
tary questiOn, and in place of the present , public mind is so widespread and deep that
mild state of siege there would be a univer- the smallest of sectarian zealots are compelled
sal state of war.
to abate the zeal that never was according to
THE 0711-istian Guide, published in Boston, knowledge. Once the plague, cholera, and
by Rev. J. B. Daly, a converted priest, says: J even minor forms of pestilence were regarded
"Bishop Doane, in an article on the school I as tokens of God's wrath upon a sinful
question, remarks that 'separate schools for 1world. Now they are seen to hav their occaProtestants and Romanists are allowed in . sions in climatic and sanitary conditions 1n
England and Holland.' Well, that is a very which human sinfulness is hardly so much a
good reason why we do not want separate 1 factor.-Ohristian Leader.
.
schools in the United States. Separate
OPPONENTS of the federal election bill imschools would necessarily be religious ; and
pute various motivs to its promoters,
the United States could not support such
according to the opponents' own views and
schools, for the most prominent feature of
opinions. The particular view taken by the
our government is the separation of church
official organ of the Farmers' Alliance Is this :
and state."
"Just what effect the federal election bill
THE Pall .Mall Gazetw, referring to there- that recently passed the House will hav, or to
vi val of the proposal to erect a monument to what extent it will reopen sectional hostilities,
Heine, the eminent Freethinking poet, in I is difficult to determin at this time. The
Dusseldorf, his nativ town, says: "When source from which this bill emanated-New
1
the project was first started some two or · England-is positiv proof that it is intended
three years ago it was opposed by the ortho- 1. to provoke disturbances, breed riots, and predox party of the district with all the religious ! pare the way for further acts of repression.

I
i
I

I
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If this scheme is successful, sectionalism, way. · A horse-trainer of national renown

with all that term implies, will again curse told me not long ago that he had been workthe people of the South and West, and the ing on that theory for many years, and that
East will, as usual, fatten and thrive in con- he found the offspring of trick horses were
sequence. It is to be hoped that the organ- much more easily taught than those which
ized wealth producers of either section will came from animals never trained in the
resist all such efforts, and refuse to be made ring."
a tool by monopoly and greed to the extent
IN the earlier times the virtues of the
of again falling into a pit prepared expressly church were brought into actual and pracfor them by the wily politicians and money tical use. • In the days when the church
owners."
authorized and traded in mystic devices a
No other country on the globe is so deter- rusty medal demolished the measles, a mysmined an advocate of compulsory common- terious-looking piece of old parchment
school education as is Prussia. The govern- banished pain ; a mysterious maneuver of
ment there has recently promulgated a new the hand so terrified a full-grown tumor that
school law which will go into force the first it immediately disappeared, and not infreof October of this year. Each and every quently would a pocketful of dirt from
child is compelled by the law to attend the authoritativ quarters occasion considerable
public schools from the completion of his annoyance to his satanic majesty. The folsixth to the completion of his fourteenth year, lowing are specimens of an art which flourand this is not for a few consecutiv weeks or ished in the early history of the church, and
months, but for the whole year. By agree- which is unfortunately not entirely extinct in
ment between parents and school authorities, our enlightened day. The amulet repreentrance and departure from the schools may sented an early and approved device for contake place a few months earlier or later than taining distinct virtues; in addition there
the legal age. Unless excused for good were numerous forms and kinds of recepreasons, satisfactory to the local authorities, tacles for bottled virtue. Even small quantithe absence of one day is punished by a fine ties of bread which had been consecrated in
of from ten pfennigs (2-§- cents) to 1 mark the sacrament of the eucharist were worn by
(24 cents), or by imprisonment of the parents the living and buried with the dead as
from 3 to 24 hours. In certain cases the a defense against evil spirits; dirt and dust
parents can be compelled to work out this from the holy land always commanded a
fine. Employers who permit children to stiff price in the market, being an infallible
work for them during school hours are fined panacea against certain evils; crosses, pasas high as 100 marks or are imprisoned 14 sages of scripture, relics of the martyrs,
days.
images of the saints, and a multitude of other
THE ministry of public education of Russia things were worn by the people as preventhas issued new rules and regulations for the ivs against disease, danger, and witchcraft.
conduct of free public libraries, established There were special charms for certain disby churches, communities, literary societies, eases and accidents, from being wounded in
or private citizens. Among them are the battle and for arresting hemorrhages.-Pittsfollowing: Every such library must stand burgh Press.
under the direct supervision of a committee
CIVILIZED Europe is shocked at the receipt
appointed by the civil, religious, and educa- of the full details of the new Russian persetional authorities of the place. A catalog of cution of the Jews. The Russian edicts are
books and periodicals allowed to be circu- of the most cruel cbaracter. The first edict
Ia ted in such libraries will be issued annually says: '' N 0 Jew is any longer permitted to
by a commission appointed by the ministry own or even farm land." All Jewish landof popular education and the holy synod. owners farmers and agricultural laborers
The local committee shall hav the power to are th~s expelled from their village homes.
close the library and to confiscate the books: Unless they hav 1 aved means enough for
as soon as they discover any dep~r~ure from., their sustenance they will be reduced to begthe new rules. No book of a rellgwus tend- gary. To intensify the severity of this edict,
ency beside that of the "Orthodox church;" the government officers hav. included hunand no book on history, social philosophy, dreds of small towns in the category of counor descriptiv foreign life, save those that are try villages, and expelled Jews from them by
approved of by both the general and the tens ot thousands who will thus be rendered
religious censors, should be contained in the homeless. These' laws known as the May
catalogs of the free public libraries. The laws, were promulgat:d in 1882, but never
managers of a library desiring to purchase enforced until now. The second edict pronew books must make out a list of those vides that all Jews, numbering many thoubooks and present it for approval to the local sand families settled outside the sixteen
committee, .and, having ob~ained their. ap- spooified cou~ties shall be expelled. An
proval, the list must be submitted to the high. equally large number of the artisan class will
est government official of the place, without be rendered homeless by the enforcement.
whose sanction the purchase cannot be The third edict withdraws permission for
made.-Bun.
them to reside outside these sixteen counties.
"I Do not go to the extent of some scien- All Jews are precluded by the fourth edict
tists," said a distinguished student of the from holding mining shares or connecting
animal kingdom recently, "in the opinion themselvs in any way with the mining industhat a time will ever come when the lower try, and the fifth still further restricts their
animals will possess the power of speech, but participating in the educational advantages.
I firmly believe that in a few generations cer- The sixth edict imposes upon the Jewish
tain of these animals will advance to a won. students another disability by closing the
derful degree in the matter of intelligence. legal profession against them, while the sevExperiments hav been already made in Eng. enth edict excludes them from the engineerland which demonstrate that some of them ing, naval, and medical professions and from
are capable of almost everything except the all government offices. The cruel part of
power to speak. Shepherd dogs hav been these prohibitions is that an enormous protaught to count, and, at the order of their portion of the Jewish population are skilled
master, will bring back a certain number of agriculturists, artisans, and professional men,
sheep from the pasture, if credence is to be who were all adding largely to the wealth of
placed in the reports which hav been made the empire. All these will now be ruined.
from time to time within the last few years, It is estimated that nearly a million people
and which bear the stamp of authenticity. In will be expelled from their homes under
order that the education of animals-like these most tyrannical and reactionary new
cats, dogs, and horses, which hav already laws. Only one object can be contemplated
shown a certain degree of mentality-may be by the instigators of the persecution, namely,
brought to the highest state of perfection it is the total extermination of the four million
necessary that the more intelligent of those Jews in Russia. The Holy Orthodox church
brutes should be kept apart from others of of that land is determined that no dissenters
their kind, and should be interbred, while shall continue where t~ey present to her
their offspring should be treated in the same 1 fiocks a living contradictiOn of her doctrine.
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f/Iommttnieations.
The French Revolution: Its Causes and Infln·
ences.

This great Gallic re~olt of the eighteenth century
must possess a charming interest to the lover of civil
and mental liberty. In it the two greatest curses of
humanity, kingcraft and priestcraft, received their
deathblow. The evils and corruptions of centuries
were revenged in one terrible conflict which drenched
Europe in blood, and which pulled down and built
up kingdoms. It obliterated the last vestiges of the
Middle Ages. Now for the last time did an emperor
wear upon his head the crown of the Crosars, and
never since the days of Charlemagne was Europa so
completely under 'the sway of one man's power.
The world is beginning to see that such national
outbreaks are not the result of the new ideas or
fanatical enthusiasm of the age in which they reach
their culminating point. Philosophy and reason
teach us thst such insurrections hav their causes
deeply imbedded in the centuries of national history.
Like the mmses of the lste civil war in our own country, the causes of the French Rsvolution date back
into the earliest history of the country. Through
the years that intervened the blue aky of peace was
darkened, and suddenly the cloud of accumulated
tyranny and corruption burst with tt @lap of thunder,
destroying much it ia true, but ss the winter gale
sc!Attera the withered leaves of autumn upon the
ground, preparing the tree for the blossoming bude
of spring-time. For two centuries the wealth and
prosperity of the French nation, like the great rock
of Niagara F11lls, bad been slowly,. but terribly worn
away by the :fl. ')Od of profligacy and corruption that
characterized its rulers, botl:i spiritual and temporal.
The magnificent achievements of Richelieu and Colher~, the two ministers who were the glories of the
ages in which they lived, were not emulated by their
successors. The French people did not " add by
their own toil to the acquisitions of their ancestors,"
and natione.\ degeneracy was the result.
In the ages just preceding the great event of
which wa are speakiug there were three distinct
classes of people in France-the clergy, the nobility,
and the commons. The customs of the middle
ages, which lingered so long in France, made the
latter class dependent upon the two former. Medieval influences did not gradually subside, and civil
liberty grow from their ruins, as was the case in Englaud. Buckle says this was because the French
people looked upon their government with a superstitious reverence, and always forbore to assail it,
however corrupt or tyrannical. Thus, as the same
great author says, France did not follow the example
of other nations, who preserved an equilibrium by
reforming their government as they diminished their
superstition.
It was the duty of the king to tell the people what
to do, and of the priest to tell them what to believe,
and of the people to submit to both without a murmur.
One-fifth of all the lands belonged to the king,
one-fifth to the clergy, and one-fifth to the nobility.
Thus three-fifths of the real estate of the kingdom,
and that by far the most valuable, was in possession
of lhe privileged classes.
Not only were the people almost wholly exempt
from Ia.nd-holding, but they were compelled to pay
the taxes upon the property of the clergy and nobility, who paid no tax whatever. Here is a lesson
for our own country at the present day: The practice of exempting from just taxation the property of
a favored few, either political or religiouP, then
allowing them to accumulate wealth at the expense
of the community at large, will at one day end in
disaster to the nation. Those on whom the load is
piled will groan under the burden and throw it upon
the ground. The brawny sons of toil, already
oppressed by heavy taxation, will refuse to support
a million-dollar cathedral dedicated to the seTvice of
superstition, and a class of idlers and deadheads.
Let our legislators who are afraid to denounce this
growing evil for fear of offending Motb.er Grundy,
whose ir::fl.•1ence alone supports the monstrous monopoly, look back upon the sunny :fields of France
and prl'fit by her experience.
These privileged classes plunged the country into
useless wars, which ran the government deeply in
debt, thus increasing the rate of taxation. Money
was not only required for war, but the government
strutted in almost oriental magnificence, and this,
too, came from the hard earnings of the people. The
nation was becoming poorer and poorer, and its
rulers corrupter than ever. The deluge, predicted
by Louis XIV., seemed near at hand.
We hav, however, been looking at but one side of
the picture. We hav but noticed the imbecility and
corruption into which the state of France had sunk.
Strailge to say, at this time the intellect began to
exert itself as never before. A school of philoso.
phers arose, who began to question the very foundation upon which society and government were
founded, and to investigate the claims upon which

the church and state held the masses in bondage.
At the head of these stood the great philosopher
and grand intellectual monument of the eighteenth
century-Voltaire. Next to him stood D'Alembert
and Diderot. Among the others was Rousseau, Turgot, and Helvetius. These great thinkers had their
thoughts published together in a work of thirtyseven volume!', called the "Encyclopedia Francaise."
This work may well be called the text-book of the
conflict, as it pointed out the grievances under which
the people were bending, arousing them to demand
a new order of things. In it prieatcraft and kingcraft saw their doom, and both did all they could to
suppress it, but to no avsil. The masses could no
longer be soothed by royal :fl.~ttery or priestly hypocrisy. T.hey were now conscious of their Wl'Ongs,
and nothing could direct their attention to anything
else. Another powerful influence at work on the
French mind was tbe American revolution. The
presence of Benjamin Franklin at the court of Ver·
sailles created the greatest enthusiasm for the cause
of liberty.
This enthusiasm soon found a Muse for demon·
stration. One evening Franklin and Voltaire went
together to the theater, and aftey the play was over
they were called upon the stage. The audience,
with heartfelt gratitude for the good these two ·great
men had accomplished for humanity, when they saw
the sagea of the Old World and the New embrace
each othQr, shouted from the top of their voices,
"Solon and Socrates." The great Voltaire died
shortly after this, little thinking of the mighty conflict that wss soon to thunder above his grave.
The cloud thst had bean gathering for centuries
was becoming denser and denser. The crops bad
failed and the starving multitude were raving for
bread. The nation was drowned in <lebt. The extravauances of ages had made it insolvent. King Louis
XVI., while he was of a kind and generous disposition, was weak and effeminate, and with little power
of resolution, both of which qualities were greatly
needed in such a crisis. Not knowing what to do,
he called together the house of deputiel?, or French
parliament, to see what action they would take.
This assembly consisted of three orders, representing the three classes of people-the commons, consisting of the representative of the people; the
clergy, composed of the dignitaries of the church;
and the nobles, representing the aristocracy of the
kingdom. . The princip&l reason for calling these
men together was to consider the fintmces of the
kingdom, which were now in their worst condition.
On the second day of the session the fir at disagreement began. The nobles and clergy saw that they
stood no chance in the house of deputies, as the commons then outnumbered them two to one, and could
thus defeat any of their plans.
Thereupon the two privileged orders retired to
an opposit chamber. N sgotiations between the two
parties began, and were continued for five weeks,
but no conclusion could be reached. The commons
then declared themselvs the only legal &sBembly in
France. They all took an oath not to adjourn until
they had adopted a constitution for their oppressed
country.
The king, amazed at this, sent i\ messenger, who
ordered them to disperse, when M;rabeau, their
president, called the "ShakEpere of oratory,"
dashed to his feet, his large dsrk eyes :flashing
as lightning, and in a voice of thunder ·said
to the embassador, "Yes, monsieur, we hav heard
what the king has advised you to say, but you ean
not be the interpreter of his orders to the states·
general. You ·hav neither place or right of speech
here. You are not the man to remind us of it.
Go, slave, and tell those who sent you that we are
here by the will of the people, and that nothing but
bayonets can drive us hence."
All Europe was paralyzed by these words. For
the first time the authority of the crown was openly
defied, and the representative of the people in control of the government, daring all opposition. The
king, persuaded by the· I1"bles and clergy, orders
troops in the vicinity of Veraailles. These forces
were composed chiEfly of Swiss and Garman mercenaries, who had no sympathy with the popular
opinions. The thought of these foreign hirelings
being brought in to cut down the liberties of the
people, instead of intimidating them only enraged
them the more. Finally, at a large gathering
of the people in one of the parks of the city, Camille
Desmoulins jumped on one of the wine tables, and
cried· out, "Citizens ! there i~ not a moment to lose;
the removal of N eckar is a tocsin for a S b. Bar.
tholomew of the patriots. This evening all the
Swiss and German guards are coming out of the
Camp· de-Mara to slaughter us. There remains for us
but one recourse; let us rush to arms !'' The cloud
had broken. Tyrants all over the world trembled for
their thrones. This waa especially true in England,
where the progress of liberty was swiftly advancing.
Laws against the freedom of the press and the
liberty of speech were rigidly enforced. Edmund
Burke, being a pensioner, and knowing that the
downfall of royalty would end. in his own downfall,
wrote a pamphlet denouncing the French Revolution

in all its bearings. Thomas Paine replied to him in
one of his greatest works, "The Rights of Man."
Plline had well said, "Where there is no liberty, there
is my country."
His reply to Burke is one of the grandest appeals
ever made . by man for his fellow-men in distress.
Yet for writing it, he was banished from England
and compelled to flee to France. In this country its
ilJ:fl.uence ·was keenly felt. The Republican party,
with Thomas Jefferson at its head. remembering the
aid given by the warm-hearted Frenchman during
our own great struggle for liberty, expressed warm
sympathy with their French brethren, while the conservativ, or federal party, thought the United States
ought to take no part in foreign affairs. Much bitterness of feeling existed between the parties because
of this difference.
Let us pause and observe the effect this conflict
had upon the world. All the abuses mentioned in the
former part of this paper were obliterated. Von
Sybel, in his "History of the French Revolution,"
says: "Serfdom, feudal jurisdiction, manorial ground
rents, tithes, game laws, saleable offices, clerical fees,
robing dues, municipal and provincial privileges of
rank, exemption from taxes, plurality of offices and
livings, were all swept away in one night. Many
things the assembly did that one night which were
of little moment, but there were advantages gained
that night which were eternal-freedom of labor,
equality before the law, and the unity of the state."
The terrible excesses to which the French Revolu·
tion was carried hav attracted the attention of all
who hav written upon the subject. Charles Watts,
the Secular Cicero, bas given three reasons for these,
in his excellent pamphlet, "The Horrors of the
French Revolution: Their Causes." " 1. The persistent alliance of the church and priestcraft with the
political and social corruptions of the time. 2. The
fever of despair into which the crown, the aristocracy,
and the clergy had driven the people. 3. The interference of the allied European powers in the internal affairs ·of the French people by a threatened
uncalled-for and remorseless invasion of their
territory."
Alison says: "France would hav done less at the
Revolution had she done more before it. She would
not so mercilessly hav wielded the sword to govern,
if abe had not so long been governed by the sword ;
nor could she hav sunk for years under the guillotin
of the populace had she not groaned for centuries
under the fetters of the nobility."
In the same strain Thomas Carlyle spe11ks: "Fancy,
then, some five full-grown millions of such quaint
figures, with haggard faces and woolen jupes, with
copper-studded leather girths and thigh sabots, starting up to ask their whitewashed upper classes virtually this question: How hav ye treated us T How
hav ye taught us, fed us, and led us while we toiled
for you' The answer can be read in· the flames over
the nightly skies. This is the feeding we had of you
-emptiness of pocket, of stomach, of head, of heart.
Behold, there is nothing in uE-nothing but what
nature give her wild children of the desert-ferocity·
of appetite, strength grounded on hunger. Didl.
you mark among the rights of men that man was not.
to die of starvation while there was bread reaped by·
him! It is among the mights of men."
We know that revolutions sometimes bring Blf
ma~y evils as they take away, but they are the only
cure for centuries of misgovernment. The evils they
bring last only for a time, but the evils they obliterate and the reforms they reave are, as one historian
FRANKLIN STEINER.
has said, eternal.
Iowa.

Immortal or Not 1
To THE EDITOR OF THE TBUTH SEEKER, Sir : As the
subject of personal immortality is still up in your
hospitable columns, and is Dot likely soon to be
downed by anybody's bidding, will you please allow
room for s little of Thoreau's thought upon it?
The occasion was as follows: The brig St. John,
laden with emigrants from Galway, Ireland, was
wrecked off Cohasset, Mass., Sunday, Oct. 7, 1849.
Mr. Thoreau left Concord for Cape Cod the next
Tuesday, and hearing at Boston of the catastrophe,
concluded to go by the way of Cohasset. The foll9wing are some of his reflections:
Why care for these dead bodies? They .really hav no
friends but the worms and fishes. Their owners were coming to the new world as Columbus and the Pilgrims <:lid.
They were within a mile of its shores, but before they could
reach them they emigrated to a newer world than ever
Columbus dreamed of, yet one of whose existence there is
far more universal and convincing evidence-though it has
not yet been discovered by science-than Columbus had of
this; not merely mariner's tales anrl some paltry drift-wood
and sea-weed, but a continual drift and Instinct to all our
shores. I saw their empty hulks that came to lhnd; but
they themselvs, meanwhile, were cast upon some shore yet
farther west, toward which we are all tending, and which
we shall reach at last, it may be through storm and darkness as they did. No doubt we [they ?l hav reason to thank
Goa that they hav not been shipwrecked into lifo again.
The mariner who makes the safest port in heaven, per~
chance, seems to his friends on earth to be shipwrecli:ed, !or
they deem Boston harbor the better place; though, perhaps,
invisible to them, a skiltul pilot comes to meet him, and the
fairest and balmiest gales blow off that coast, while his good
ship makes the land in halcyon days, and he kisses the shOre
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in rapture there while his old hulk tosses in the surf here.
It is hard to part with one's body, but no doubt it is easy
enough to do without it whPn once it is gone. All their
plans and hopes burst like a bubble. Infants by the score
dashed upon the rooks by the enraged Atlantic. No, no I
If the St. John did not make her port here, she has been
telegraphed there. The strongest wind cannot stagger a
spirit. It is a. spirit's breath. A just man's purpose cannot
be split on any grampus or material rock, but itself will split
roc~s till it succeeds.

Rochester, Mich.

A SuBSORIDER.

:Satan.
The eminent Italian poet Carducci is the subject
of an article in Harper's Magazine, which contains
a translation of the poet's " Hymn to Satan," the
issue of which infuriated the orthodox. This stirring
poem, in which Satan is to be understood as typifying
the natural energies of affection and reason which
are antagonistic to the Christian asceticism and unreason, we here reproduce :
To thee my verses,
Unbridled and daring,
Shall mount, 0 Satan,
King of the banquet.

Showest the lightning-flash
Of the new time
•
Shining behind the dark
Bars of the cloister.

Away wlth thy sprinkling,
0 priest, and thy droning,
For never shall Satan,
0 priest, stand behind thee.

Seeking to fly from thee
Here in the world-life
Hides him the gloomy monk
In Theban deserts.

See how the rust is
Gnawing the mystical
Sword of St. Michael;
And how the faithful

Oh, soul that wanderest
Far from the straight way,
Satan is merciful.
See Beloi:sa,

WiPd plucked archangel
F>1lls mto ~.mpt.iness I
Frozen the thunder in
Hand of Jehovah.

In vain you wear yourself
Thin in rough gown; I
StU! murmur thll verses
Ot Maro and Flaccus

Like to pale meteors, or
Planets exnauRted,
O·it of the firmamPnt
Rain down the angels.

Amid the Davidic
Psalming and wailing;
And-Delphic figures
Ulose to thy side-

HerP in the matter
Which n .. ver Rleeps,
K·ng of phenomena,
Kiug of al1 forms,

Rosy, amid the dark
Cowls of the friars,
Enters Licorida,
Enters Glicera.

Thrm, Satan, livest I
Thine is the empire
F"lt in the lhrk eyes'
Tremulous fi!lshing,

Then other images
more fair
Come to dwell with thee
In thy secret cell.

Whether their languishing
Glances resist, or,
G. ittering anrl tearful, they
Call and invite.

Lo I from the pages of
L vy, the tribunes
Ail a•dent. the consuls,
The crowds tumultuous,

How shine the clusters
With happy blood,
So that the furious
Joy may not perish I
So that the languishing
Love be restored,
And sorrow be banished
And love be increased r
Thy breath, 0 Satan I
Mv verses inspires
When from my bosom
The gods I defy
Of kings pontific!).!,
Or kingA inhuman :
Thine is the ligb.tning that
Sets minds to shaking.
For thee Arimanne,
Adonis, Astarte;
For thee lived the marbles
The pictures, the parchments,
When the fair Venus
Anaidomene
Blessed the Ionian
Heavens serene.
For thee were roaring the
Forests of Lebanon,
Or the fair Cyprian
Lover reborn;
For tla.ee rose the chorus,
For thee raved the dances,
For thee the pure .shining
Loves of the virgins,
Under the sweet-odored
Palms of Idume,
Where break: in white foam
The Cyprian waves.
What if the barbarous
Nazarene fury,
Fed by the base rites
Ot secret feastings,
Lights sacred torches
To burn down the temples,
Scattering abroad the
Scrolls hieroglyphic?
In thee find refuge.
·
The humble-roofed plebs,
Who bav not forgotten
The gods of their household.
Thence comes the power,
Fervid and loving, that,
Filling the quick-throbbing
Bosom of woman,
Turns to the succor
Of Nature enfeebled,
A sorceress pallid,
With endless care laden.
Thou to the trance-holden
Eye of the alchemist,
Thou to the view of the
Bigoted mago,

Awake; and the fantastic
Pride of I•.alian
Drives thee, 0 monk,
Up to the capitol;
And you, whom the flaming
Pyre never melted.
Conjuring voices,
Wiclif and Buss,
Send to the broad breeze
The c~y of the watchman:
" The age renews itself ;
Full is the time I"
Already tremble
The miters and crowns.
Forth from the cloister
Moves the rebellion.
Under his stole, see,
Fighting and preaching,
Brother Girolamo
Savonarola.
Off goes the tunic
Or Martin Luther ;
Off go the fetters
That bound human thought.
It fbshes and lightens,
Girdled with fllme.
Matter, exalt thyself I
Satan has won I
A fair and terrible
Monster unchained
Courses the oces.ns,
Courses the earth ;
Flashing and smoking,
Like the volcanoes, he
Climbs over mountains,
Rwages plains,
Skims the abysses;
Then he is lost
In unknown caverns
And ways profound.
Till lo I unconquered,
From shore to shore,
Like to the whirlwind
He sends forth his cry.
Li.ke to the whirlwind
Spreading i·s wings
He passes, 0 people,
Satan the great I
Hail to thee, Satan I
Hail, the Rebellion l
Hail, of the reason the
Great Vindicator I
Sacred to thee shall rise
Incense and vows I
Thou hast the God
Of the priests disenthronedl

or days

I

Bibles, Ancient and .Modern.

Ljberal John Adams.·

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I find
in the New American Cyclopedia, in the article
John Adams, a passage that may be of seasonable
interest to most of your readers. Adams was born
O!lt. 19, 1735, just one century, lacking four months
and one da.y, before the writer of these lines. His
hther was a deacon of the church, a seleetman, and
a farmer of limited means, but to agriculture he
added the business of shoAmaking. John, ·who was
the eldest son, thus obtained means to acquire an
education, and was graduated at Harv&t'd College in
1755. His first occupation sfuer graduating was to
teach the grammar school in Worcester, Mass. This
avocation was so uncongenial to his mind that, in
order to gain relief, he began, in addition, the study
PROVERBS, OHAPTBR V!I.
IMITATION.
of the law. He had thought seriously of the clerical
1. My son, keep my words,
1. My daughter, keep my profession, but, as he himself expressed it, "the frightlay up my commandments words, and lay up my com. ful engine of ecclesiastical councils, of diabolical
with thee.
mandments with thee.
malice and Calvinistic good nature, had terrified him
2. KPep my command2. Keep my commands, and out of it." In short, he took his own measure-the
ments, and liv; and my law liv; and my law as the apple
measure of his true manhood-and discovered that
as the apple of thine eye.
of thine eye.
3. Bind them upon thy
3. Rega'rd them as the sal- . he was decidedly too large to occupy the sacred
fingers. write them upon the vation of thy soul, write rostrum. I shall not occupy space to rec!ipitulate
table of thine heart.
them on the tablet of thy all the events that culminated in making him the
heart.
second president of the U aited StateR; for my pres· 4. Say unto wisdom, Tholl
4. Say unto wisdom, Thou
art my sister; and call under- art my sister; and call under- ent purpose is to giv as briefly as I can the passage
to which I referred, which, it seems to me, especially
standing thy kinswoman.
standing thy mother.
5. That they may keep thee
5. That they may keep in view of the time and circumstances, exhibits him
from the strange woman, thee from the adulterous man, as having a decidedly heterodox, not to say skeptical,
from the stranger which :fiat. t•nd !rom the lecher which
basis. The cyclopedist says: "Another subject on
tereth with her words.
flattereth with his words.
6. For at the window of
6. For at the side of my which he continued to feel a great interest was
my house I looked through house I looked through the theology. He had begun an Arminian, and the more
my casement,
curtained window, ·
he had read and thought, and the older he grew,
7. And behold amon~r the
7. And behold among the the freer views he took."
simple ones, I discerned simple ones, I discerned a
Though clinging with tenacity to the religious in·
among the youths a young young woman void of understitutions of New England, it would seem from his
man void of understanding.
standing.
8. Passing through the
8. Passing through the correspondence that he had finally curtailed his
street near her corner; and street near his corner; and on theology to the Ten Commandments and the Sermon
he went the way to her her way he enticed her to his on the Mount. Of his views on this point, he gave
house,
9: ln the twilight, in the house.
9. In the twilight, in the evidence in his last public act, to which we now apevening, in the black and evening, in the . black and proach. Mrs. Adams had died in 1818, but even
dark night:
dark night.
that shock, severe as it was, did not unsettle the
10. And, hehold, there met
10. And behold there met firm grasp of her husband on life, ita enjoyments
him a woman with the attire her a man dressed in gaudy
and ita duties. When in consequence of the erection
of a harlot, and subtle of attire, and black of heart.
of the district of Maine into a separate state, a conheart.
11. (She is loud and stub11. Be is froward and entic- vention was to meet in 1820 to revise the constituborn; her feet abide not in ing, his feet make many steps tion of Massachusetts, •
he was chosen a
to catch the simple and unde- delegate; and upon his appearance there was reher house:
filed.
12. Now she is without,
12. Now is he without, ceived by the members standing, with every demonnow in the streets, and lieth now in the street, and lieth stration of affection and regard. A series of resoluin wait at every corner, tions was forthwith offered and passed, containing
at every corner.)
that with his much fair speech an enumeration and warm acknowledgment of some
he may cause her to yield.
13. So she caught him, and
13. So he caught her and of his principal public services, and caliing upon him
kissed him, and with an im- frowardly kissetl her, and to preside. This he declined to do on the score of
pudent face said unto him,
with devilish impudence said age and infirmities. The same cause also prevented
unto her,
his taking any very aetiv part in the proceedings.
14. I hav peace offerings
14. This day will I make Yet he labored to produce a modification of the third
with me ; this day hav I paid my spoken words true; this
article of the Bill of Rights, on the subject of public
day will I pay my vows.
my vows.
15. Therefore came I forth
15. Therefore came I forth worship, and its support, an article which, when
to meet thee, diligently to to meet thee, diligently to originally drawing the rest of that instrument, he had
seek thy face, and I ha v found seek thy face, and I hav passed over to other hands. But the time had not
found thee.
·
thee.
16. I hav decked my bed
16. A lie told out of the yet come for such changes as he wished. The old
with coverings of tapestry, blackness of his heart, words Puritan feeling was still in too great force to acwith carved works, with fine fitted to apply to any other knowledge the equal rights, political and religious,
linen of Egypt.
woman as well.
of others than Christians. Yet, however it might be
17. I .)J.av perfumed my bad
17. My house is decked
with myrrh, aloes, and cinna- with coverings of tapestry, with his colleagues or his fellow-citizens, Mr. Adams
with carved works, carved in this movement expressed his own ideas. O.ae ef
mon.
by the cunning artists of his latest letters, written in 1825, and addressed to
India.
Jefferson, is a remarkable protest against the
18. My beds are of fine blasphemy laws, so called, of Massachusetts and the
18. Come let us take our
fill of love until the morning; linen redolent with the per.
let us solace ourselvs with fumes of Syria and Lebanon. rest of the Union, as being utterly inconsistent with
the "rights of free inquiry and private judgment."
l0ves.
19. Come let us take our
19. For the goodman is not
I hav thus transcribed, almost verbatim, only with
at home, he is gone a long fill of love until the morning; a slight departure for brevity, the language of the
let us solace ourselvs witn
journey:
Cyclopedia; and I particularly offar th!s to yo!ll'
loves.
20. For thy father is not at readers, because a friend of some pretens1ons to his20. He hath taken a bag of
money with him and will home; thy mother hath gone torical learning has claimed that the elder Adams
come home at the day ap- a long journey, even to the was a sound orthodox Christian. and that he wrote
grave, who can say whither? a work against P<~oine's "'Age of Reason': and a ser~ea
pointed.
21. With his much fair
21. With her much fair
speech she caused him to speech he caused her to yield, of letters to his sons on "The B1ble and 1ts
yield, with the flattering of with the flattering of his lips Teachings."
her lips she forced him.
he enticed her.
This is true of John Quincy but not of his father.
22. He goeth after her
22. She goeth after him It is true that the elder Adams differed in some of
straightway as an ox goeth straightway as a bird to the
to the slaug;hter, or as a fool snare of the fowler, or as a his views on politics from Paine, but I do not thi~
to the correction of the fool to the corr~:ction of the he considered that this patriotic Dsist was grea.tl_Y m
error in his religious ideas. As to John Qumcy
stocks;
stocks.
23 Till a dart strike Adams's pious and pueril letters (which hav b~en
23. Till a dart strike
through his liver as a bird through her liver even as the
hasteth to the snare, and bird basteth to the snare and published) addressed ~o his. so.ns ?u th~ "~ible and
knoweth not that it is for his knoweth not it is for its life. its Teachings," all the1r mer1t bes 1n thetr p1ety, and
shows plainly a stage in the mental and moral decalife.
24 Hearken unto me now
24. Hearken unto me now, dence of a once great family.
J. K. P. BAKER.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
Bible is always quoted by the clergy as having been
a. power in the elevation of woman. Is this so'
After much reading of it I am forced to take an
opposit view. I hav been surprised and astonished
in numberless places in the "good" book by its
seeming low estimate and unfair treatment of the
female character. In order to show it more clearly,
I shall place in two columns, aide by side, the seventh
chapter of Proverbs, and then the reverse picture
painted by myself. Now, I do not pretend to the
wisdom of Solomon, but I do claim in this imitation
a. more truthful picture of human life than is given
by the Jewish king.

therefore, 0 ye children, and
attend to the words of my
mouth.
25. Let not thine heart decline to her ways, go not
astray in her paths.

26. For she hath cast down
many wounded; yea, many
strong men hav been slain by
her.
27. ller house is the way to
hell, going down to the
cb.ambers of death.

therefore, 0 ye women, and
attend to the words of my
mouth.
25. Let not thine heart incline to his ways ; do not be
led astray by walking in his
paths.
·
26. For he hath cast down
many virtuous women; yea,
many glorious daughters hav
been slain by him.
27. His devious paths lead
-down to bell, his devices
overflow the chambers of
death.

RELIGIEUSE.

WE claim that not only does R!ltionalism refute
the charge that it is solely Jestructiv, but all valuable construction is secured by its methods.
Where Christianity influences int~lligent pe~ple
for good, it is owing to its adJp:10n ?f Rlltl?n·
alism. Its modified supernaturaltsm IS. serviceable to some heathen races as a steppmg-stone
toward naturalism ; but the motiv forces that ad·
vance civilization are not prayer, conversion, and
religious dogmas, but. knowledge of nature and the
application of her h1therto secret powers to the
welfare of man.-Robt. 0. Adams.
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The American Secular Union Should be Sustained.
The earnest appeal of President West brook published in all the Liberal papers reminded me that
I had not sent in my yearly contribution to the Secular Union.
I will embrace this opportunity to say a few words
in connection with the general course pursued by
that gentleman sines he baa occupied the position of
president of the American Secular Union. Up to
the time that he published his views in relation to
the line of operations that seemed most opportune
for the officers of the UniGn, there had been a gen.
eral impression among Freethinkers who had been
supporting Freethought literature and Liberal
associations that the American Secular Union was a
religious organization. That is, it was supposed by
many that those who united themselvs with Secular
societies, local or general, did it with the object of
helping to organize an association which had constructiv principles of a religious character. Such
was my impression when I favored the change of the
name of the Albany Liberal Association to that
of the Albany Secular Society. Our association
had always been a sort of debating society, and while
the organization existed it continued to be such and
nothing more. Notwithstanding that I performed a
great deal of labor in trying to make the new movement a success, I found it almost impossible to make
any number believe that there was anything religious
about the word Secular, although there was religion
enough in it for me, taking the philosophical interpretations given to it as an ethical movement by Mr.
Holyoal!'e, Mr. Watts, and others. In fact., so far as
I am concerned myself, I care not what name be
given to a philosophy that is basad on reason and
knowledge, if it possesses the valuable elements
of what is called religion without any of the superstition, debasing hypocrisy, and fiendish selfishness
displayed by the various Christian and other socalled religious sects.
But irrespectiv of my own views on the subject,
it seems quite out of place for most people-! refer
to those I hav come in contact with-~o regard the
word secular as having any application to the sentiment of religion. In all the affairs of life the word
secular is usually interpreted to mean something
that, if not opposed to religion, is, at lea!!!t, entirely
unconnected with it. Thereforre, when the program
of the last Secular congress waa publil!bed I heartily
rejoiced. I thought that it was an excellent stroke
of policy on the part of President West brook to
secure the approval and assistance of popular men
who were not connected with us from a religious
standpoint.
I believe that the majority of the people of this
country, if a fair and intelligent opportunity were
given them, would vote for the total separation of
church and state in all the departments t>f government, local and general. But the trouble is that a
fair and intelligent opportunity cannot be presented,
for many reasons, until this great auxiliary to our
cause is put in better working order. It is only
through the effectivness of such an organization as
the American Secular Union that we can hope to
stem and turn back the tide of sectarian aggression
and ecclesiastical legislation.
J. J. Mc0ABE.

The Chicago Secular Union.
For some months past two Freethought societies
hav had an existence in Chicago-respectivly, the
Chicago Secular Union, and the American Secular
Union of Chicago. A union of the two has just been
effected, the latter society returning its charter and
combining with the Chicago Secular Union:
Of this organization Judge C. B. Waite was eleeted
president, John F. Geeting vice-president, Dr. Jos.
H. Greer treasurer, and Mrs. M.A. Freeman secretary.
The society considers itself fortunate in its selection
of president. Judge Waite is a well-known Liberal,
the author of the 4' History of Christianity," a work
which has received the most favorable commendation from the press, both in this country and in

Europe. Judge Waite was one of the speaksrs at the
congress of the American Secular U .a ion held in
Chicago three years ago. He was perfectly competent to t.reat his aubj ect-" Fteethought in Eur?pe"
-intelligeiltly, having become personally acqua~nted
while abroad with a number of the most promment.
Liberals. He is sn able jurist, and under. General
Grant's administration was appointed judge of Utah.
Mrs. C. B. Waite, his gifted wife, is publisher and
editor of the Chicago Law Times, and has recently
brought out a pamphlet, written by her husband,
entitled, " Conspiracy against the R!!public," a c.onsideration cf the Blair amendment to the Constitution.
Mr. Geeting, the vice-president, is a young lawye.r
intensely, or rather aotivly, interested ~n t~e secultmz!!otion of the state. In the combinatiOn of t~e
two societies the Nine Demands were adopted as a
basis of work, the new society declaring itself an
auxiliary to the national organization.
Dr. Greer, the treasurer, is peculiarly fitted for his
offille. If the .society happens to be in arrears the
doctor is both perfectly able and willing to supply
the deficiency, qualities that are appreciatPd in a
tn-easurer. The society trusts, however, that under
its present .management it will not be compelled· to
impose further upon the doctor's good nature.
Mr. James Abbott, the retiring president of the
American Secular Union of Chicago, remains with
the society as an · activ worker, being one of ·the
board of directors. Mr. Abbott is s man of culture
and ability, and h!.l.s takan a deep interest in the welfare of the society.
Last evening, July 27th, Judge C. B. Waite lectured before the Union on "Church and State." Not·
withstanding the warm weather the audience was
quite large, many prominent citizens being present.
The judge said: The Constitution provides that
Congress shall make no law prohibiting free speech,
free press, the right of the people to meet in peaceable assembly, and it shall not infringe upon religious
liberty.
These provisions were in the form of
amendments, and without them the Constitution
would never hav been adopted. These amendments
were made to guard the rights of the states and of
the people against the encroachments of federal
power. There were ten of these amendments, and
they were part of the Constitution itself. The last
five amendmsnts have been made to meet the exigencies of the government. The powers of the state
government are inherent in the people of the state.
Certain limitations hav been placed upon that power.
But within these limitations the state is sovereign.
It is just as dangerous for the federal government
to encroach upon the rights of the state as it would
be for the state to usurp the power of the general
government. Every amendment to the Constitution
is a danger to our form of gov6rnment. The Blair
amendment, proposed in time of profound peace, is
a plain encroachment upon the rights of the states.
No such emergency exists as gave rise to the amendments following the war.
The Blair amendment is in direct and dangerous
antagonism to the original Constitution, which gave
Congress no power over the subject of religion or
education. The resolution proposing this amendment provides that
Each state in this Union shail establish and maintain a
system of free public schools adequate for the education of
all the children living therein, between the ages of six and
sixteen years, inclusiv, in the common branches of knowledge, and in virtue, morality, and the principles of the
Christian religion.

If the principles of the Christian religion could
be easily determined the matter would be simplified.
Jesus had far less to do in establishing that religion
than Paul. J esua denounced hypocrits. Paul de·
nounced those who differed with him honestly in
opinion, declaring in Gal. v, 12 : " I would they
were even cut off who trouble you."
In a speech in a convention of the National Reform Association, held in New York in Feb., 1873,
Rsv. Jonathan Edwards, D.D., said:
We want state and religion and we are going to hav it. It
shall be that, so far as the affairs of state require religion, it
shall be revealed religion-the religion of Jesus Christ. Tke
Atheist is a dangerous man. Tolerate Atheism, sir I There
is nothing out of hell I would not tolerate as soon. Atheism
and Christianity are contradictory terms. They are incompatible systems. They cannot dwell together on the same
continent.

The 1spirit here exhibited is the same as that which
left its footprints in the Blue la we of several of the
American colonies. · It is inherited from the Inquisition, and turns for its justification or excuse to
the teachings of those who founded the Christian
religion. It is no answer to the Blair bill to say that
no public money shall be expended in the teaching
of tbe doctrine o-f any religious sect. It still remains
that a combination of sects might declare what should
be taught. Nor does it detract from the dangerous
character that the author should say that " no state
shall ever make or maintain any law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof."
This is mere subterfuge. What more efficacious
law respecting an establishment of religion could its

vohwies desil'e than an act requiring the principles
or dootrins of that religion to be taught at the public
expense?
The eclllesiaatioa.l power has lost ita hold on the
reason of man. This attempt to gain control of the
Constitution is a desperate effort to bring the aid of
the civil power to the aupport of a lost cause. The
attempt should be met with a prompt bUd merited
rebuke.
Let the Constitution remain what our fathers intended it to be, the common heritage of a great,
a generous, and a free people.
At the conclusion of Judge Waite's lecture, of which
I bav given only the merest outline, a vote of thanks
was tendered. On Sunday evening, August 3d, a
debate will be held before t.be society on protection
and free trade, and on August 10bh a lecture will be
given by Moses Hull.
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
Secretary Chicago Secular Union.
•

Washington Secular Union.
RXOBIPTS FOR DEFENSE FUND,
R. A. Brown, Lynden ........................................... $
Via C. C. Glenn, Montesana.......... .......... ...............
" Jas. Jarrell, Stella .............................. ,............
" Jacob Drisslcr, Wallipa...................................
R. M. Stinder, St. Louis, Mo..................................
C. F. Charlis, Dallas, '£exas...................................
Y. M. Sutton,
"
" ............ ........ ..............
Dr. D. M. Angus. Tacoma.....................................
Horace Brown, Walkerville, Mont..........................
B. F. Brown, Olympia............................................
F. A. Day, Castana, Ia...... ...................................
John Gronow, Seattle...........................................
P. Jensen, Davenport............................................

5 00
10 50
6 00
18 00
1 00

1
1
1
2
5
20
2
1

00
00·
00•
00•
0()

00
00
00

Total received to date, July 31, 1890............. $ 73 5()i
If any hav remitted who are not here credited, please:
C. B. REYNoLDs, Secretary.
write me at once.
2,104 6th st., Seattle, Wash.

Progress of the Work in Washington.
This being vacation, no further action can be taken·
in regard to religious worship in public schools till
they reopen. But I hav in my possession a letter
wriden by R. B. Bryan, state superintendent of public instruction, sent by him to one he supposed to be·
very desirous to continue the use of the Bible and:.
the Lord's prayer in the public schools, in which he
writes: "The supreme courts of other states where·
the provisions of the constitution and laws are similar·
to ours hav decided that religious exercises cannot
be conducted in connection with school work, even:
to the repeating of the Lord's prayer." When tbe1
schools reopen we may hav to appeal to the courts BOJ
as to definitly settle the question throughout the
state.
In regard to our state university I hav already,
in the leading daily papers, published a protest of
the Washington Secular Union against the resolution of the board of regents "that religious exercises at the university shall be c0nfined to reading
the Bible and the repeating of the Lord's prayer."
This is palpable and direct violation of the plainest
provisions of the constitution. I am preparing a
personal letter to each of the regents, giving the law·
and the facts, an(J am sanguin that before the time'
arrives to reopen the university they will be induced.!
to rescind that resolution. Should presentation of:
facts and arguments fail to induce them to com·plyT
with the law we must be prepared to try the e:ffect~
of mandamus of t.he courts, and the forfeiture of the;
$10,000 appropriation of the legislature. Thera:iS.
no ehadow of doubt about the final result.
It is admitted that under our state constitution
and Jaws of the legislature, all exemptions from
taxation of church property are annulled, but the
design of the church fanatics appears to be to obtain
delay. They insist on exemption of all churcbt
property of less value than $5,000, ignoring the provisions of the constitution, claiming assessments
must all be made under the old law this year, in
the hope that if the law is thus allowed to lie
dormant, interest in the matter will decrease and
the law become a dead letter. The Washington
Secular Union will dispel such hopes by its vigilant and persistent demands for justice and obedience'
to the constitution by church folks. Attorney-general!
Jones baa so far failed to reply to my letter, but the•
Post-Intelligencer, the leading Republican paper off
the state, give this significant item, under date ofi
July 26 bh : " Governor Ferry has summoned Attoro.
nay-general Jones for consultation on important legal
business for the state."
The Northern Pacific railroad will hardly pay taxes
on its right of way, on the claim of the attOJi'neygeneral that its exemption from taxation was anmdled by the passage of our own state constitution,
while the exemption of church, private school, and
hospital property is continued despite the constitution.
The willful neglect to assess all property equally,
as the law provides, may result in serious difficulty
in collecting taxes from any property-owners who
hav courage to protest, for it is undeniable that the
omission of hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth
of property from the tax lists creates greatly in-
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creased burdens, and does gross injustice to honest
taxpayers.
I hav again visited the victims of Sunday laws at
Tacoma, who were arrested and :fined $25 and costs
each for selling clothing on Sunday. The cases are
appealed to the superior court, and arrangements
made that when the case is reached the Washington
Secular Union will be represented by able counsel.
Members of the Washington Secular Union are
reapectivly reminded that six months' dues in advance, July 29th to Jan. 29, 1891-$1-are now
due. Please remit the dues, accompanied with such
contribution to the defense fund as your interest in
the work prompts.
0. B. REYNOLDs,
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
2,104 6th st., Seattle, Wash.

The Assembly of Progress.
Such was the headline of an article in THE TRUTH
SEEKER recently, from the pen of J. M. Voss, Esq.
Immediately following it was another from 0. B.
Reynolds, known the world over.
Article one was a description of the new order, its
aims and its benefits; while article two was a penpicturing of the Los Angeles Assembly, with the
closing words: ''I do not doubt the honesty and
good intent of the Los Angeles Assembly of Progress,
but their scheme is not practicable or reliable. I
hope, however, that it will result in great good, by
arousing attention, discussion, and intelligent action
on this subject that will eventually giv us a safe, reliable, practicable Liberal mutual aid society."
Now, I am heartily in favor of something on the
plan of the above, that is to say, something that will
so increase the growth of Liberalism, so band Liberals together, that the most sanguin expectations will
hav been surpassed. But I do not think for a moment that that something ought to be separated
from, and independent of, the American Secular
Union. Far from it. I think it the bight of folly to
go seeking for strange gods; in o~her words, we hav
a national organization. It has been in existence
for fourteen years. It has made a good fight, and is
still bravely withstanding the shooks and storms
of cruel priestcraft. Oan we afford to desert the old
ship T I think not. It is better, far better, if we
hav new improvements, to add them to the American
Union, thereby increasing its power for humanity
and the rights of men. Every time an organization
is formed which is separate and distinct from our
national order, so much power goes to waste ; that
is to say, the church is really benefited, and smiles
the smile of contentment. We should, one and all,
tend to the most substantial and enduring " organization and cooperation." "United we stand, divided
we fall," is forcibly· applicable. The old motto is
true, and being true, should be heedad with patriotic
ardor. For my part I think the Assembly of Progress movement premature, and further, that instead
of aiding the Liberal cause it will giv it a set-back by
crippling its strongest support, viz., the American
Secular Union. The place for the matter in question to be settled should be at the next session of
the American Secular Union congress. From now
on breeze it and talk about it in the papers and
among yourselvs, and at the congress :finally discuss
and settle it. For some time it has been a pet idea
with me-it has in fact been with me at my meals, a
bed partner, and not absent in the dreams of the
night time. I hav thought of the American Secular
Union's birth. I hav followed it on through the
dreary years. I hav watched with zeal its onward
marches until now I can see its standards moving in
nearly every state and territory. I realize its influence and position, its greatness for good. I know
the strength of its principles, and a roster of intelligent, moral, and judicious members hav acquired the
influence it has Rnd the position it holds. And I for
one am in favor of making it so great that no opposition or hostility can destroy. Let us, I beseech you,
continue the good work eo admirably begun until
· every Liberal is a member, and an auxiliary is organized in every city, village, and hamlet in the United
States.
How can this be done T Just as I stated above,
by clinging steadfastly to the old ship, by unflinchingly t~nding to the strongest possible "organization and cooperation." . By so doing, when the aid
society or such like does come it will be run in con·
nection with the national order and not out in the
cold and friendless world alone, wagging with it to
keep the fire of life ablaze and not knowing why it
wags. Oh, no ! Giv me my medicin prepared by
the tried and trusted physician, the friend of my
boyhood days and after life, and not the drachm
mixed by the young and inexperienced drug clerk. To
organize an aid society distinct from the American
Secular Union is, to my mind, like going back to the
days of the bleeders and blisterers, "who," as Ingersoll says, " took a man on the point of a lancet to the
verge of eternity and then practiced all their skill to
get him back again." I think in connection with
every auxiliary throughout the country should be
run a " camp," with degree work, religious ceremony
of OO\ll'Se excluded. Let there be three degrees,

Rimilar in name and some r~spects to those of the
Patriotic Order Sons of America-that is, the first to
be the Red degree, the second the White degree,
and the third the Blue degree, !'!ymbolizing the colors
in our national flag; the ceremonies to be founded
on the history of our l!nd and the principles of our
government ; and the regalia, a sash of red, white,
and blue, studded with stars, like our country's
b;mner. In adaition to the social and fraternal benefits conferred each camp will be a beneficiary ns~o
ciation, taking care of the sick and distressed members, administering to their necessities, paying aick
benefits in case of sickness, and funeral benefits in
case of death. There can also be connected with the
order, under the management of the national organization, a separate additional life insurance feature,
known as the "Liberals' Benefit Fund of the American Secular Union." Membership in the insurance
would, of course, be made optional wiUa members.
This is my plan. It has bean submitted to the
Portsmouth Secular Union, whoae members hav
agreed to hav it in turn presented to the next session
of the American Secular Union congress. It will, in
my judgment, greBtly improve and strengthen the
American Union. It will pave the way to wield a certain and controling hand in shaping the future career
of our nation. It will be the means of starting new
auxiliaries and with surprising rapidity. And ths
older ones with the new feature attached will add
larger numbers to their roster at each meeting.
With the "camp" addition the auxiliaries will lose
none of that publicity which is an essential and life
principle. They will continue as ever with their
public sessions. free to the public, open to all. The
"camp" will simply be, I might say, an improvement
added to the privata business meet,ings. There are
many advantages to be gained by it. For instance,
there are two classes of Liberals, those of the G&Iileo
stripe and those of the Bruno kind. These latter form
the membership of the American Secular Union;
all ought to be members. To mske the :first-named
element available is the que<~tion. How will we do
it' is asked. My answer is that it is plain to be
seen that for many years to come the two kinds will
be visible to the experienced eye. That eye also
sees, and its possessor is aware, that something
ought to be done to please both crowds; that as the
G!llileo Liberal seems to halt between two opinions
in the open, afraid of the church and its boycott in
his business, the better plan would be to furnish him
a barracks in which' to fortify and successfully withstand the arrows of the rabble, and that this barracks shall be the "camp" above described. Another
great thing to be derived by the " camp" system
would be the burial of our dead. Thereby we
would be with our friends, our brothers, through
sickness and in death. The church no longer could
steal the name of " Infidel " in the last hours and
utter hollow words of mockery o'er the tomb. Let
us rally for the "camp" or something like it. Let us
raise our flag a little higher and make more plain the
words upon it: "Equality, Liberty, and Fraternity,
the three grandest words in all the languages of
men."
WILL S. ANDRES.
Portsmouth, 0., Aug. 1, 1890.

in the supernatural I should hav turned from a Saul
to a Paul as surely as did the original on his way to
D!lmasous, as I had exactly hia experience, but
the authorities, as soon as they became aware of what
had taken place, feared that my reason was at stake
and in greatest haste liberated me.
Six months I waa confined in prison because I had
given expression to my honest opinions-opinions
which in fact are shared by the majority of inhabit·
ants of Swedan. The lechure for which I was twioa
sentenced to three months' imprisonment, bad meantime been printed but not confiscated. Three members of the Utilitllrian society then took the hazardous step of announcing the pamphlet to the minister
of justice and in the name of the law demanding a
judicial indictnwnt of it. A jury was impaneled
and has now, July 8th, declared that the lecture for
which I had suffered was not criminal according to
Swedish law. It is the filth time a jury has declared
me not guilty, and it can now safely bo asaertlld that
every jury in our land will discharge me. Will the
persecution be at an end now, when our authorities
h11v received such a lesson 1 We will see when the
supreme court sits in judgment upon the two indi(Jtmants not yet decided, the Norrkoping and Linkoping indictments, and when I reassume my Mliivity as
lecturer.
I hav now explained why for the last two months
I hav been so silent. The mental crisis I underwent
April 21st-24th and the entirely new experiences I
then passed through demanded absolute quiet and
mental rest, that I a~ain could be capable of underatanaing myself. My visit to the island of Dalarthe invigorating breeze from the sea, the mountainB
and the free nature, together with the company of
friends-has restored my nervous equilibrium and
given me new strength. And within a short time I
hope to be in full sctivity and shall then in the interest
of our cause giv to you the new and strange experiences that I hav passed through during this time.
VrKTOR E. LENNSTRA.ND.

A Contribution to the History of " Justice" in
Sweden.

Balance •....•.........•••..•.•..•...•.•...•.....•. $113 50
Hannibal, Mo.
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE SWEDISH NATION.

Brotherhood of Moralists.
Report of tlle Propaganda Committee of tlte B1·otllerllood of
Moralists, at Hannibal, Mo., for July, 1890.
SEOBETARY1S REPORT.

During the month forty. five membership certificates were
issued, making the total membership 1,109. The new mem.
hers are from Mississippi, Oregon, Kansas, Texa•, Colorado,
Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Massachusetts, and Canada.
The generosity of Brother Franklin A. Day, of Castana, I a.,
deserves Fpecial mention. The propaganda work is one in
which every member of the order should be interested, yet
many of them hav never contributed a cent to it.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
TRBASUREB'S REPORT.

Balance from last mouth .•...•.....•.•...•......•...•••....... $ 9 80
50
Wm. Cughan, N.Y ........•...........•..........•.•...........
1 00
Thos. Dugan, N. Y .••.••.....•...•...••.•.•••..••......•.....•.
25
Joseph Stidham, Tex ..............•.................•.....•..•.
1 00
E. dos Santos. Trinidad, West Indies ...••..•.......•....
50
A.. B. Klise, Ore .•.......•...•.••..............•..........•...••.•
5 00
J. H. and F. L. Handy, Mass ......•....................•..•
1 00
Wm. C. Jacobs, S. Dak ....•.........•.......•••..............
Franklin A. Day, Ia ...•.•..........•••....•.................... 100 00
20
Sale of constitutions ........•...................................
$119 25

Mailing constitutions .......•.....•.................... $3 75
Printing 1,000 membership certificate blanks. 2 00

5 75

Translated bV Gustave Nelgon.

Where- May tile Sun Get Its Heat ~

Skane-Blekinge ~ofrii.tt sentenced me to three
months' imprisonment for a lecture delivered in
Malmo, "Why am I opposed to OhriAti~~:nity ~~~ His
royal majesty sanctioned the judgment, and I was
incarcerated in Langholmen as a criminal.
Svea Hofratt sentenced me to six months' imprison·
ment for the same lecture, given in Uppskedik~ city,
Hokkufvud county, in Upland. His royal majesty
made the sentence three months. The object of
the prosecution was to imprison me and restore the
stillness of the grave in this superstition-darkened
country. Ten thousand honest Swedish men and
women became indignant over this conduct of the
authorities-treating as a criminal and imprisoning
a person who had done nothing but express scientific
truths contradicting the superstitious notions of the
Christians.
Utilitarians numbering 5,338 forwarded to his
royal majesty a protest, in which they declared that
they in every particular agreed with me in those
opinions for which I was punished, tmd demanded to
one man a similar treatment. And in the name of
religious liberty 3,821 Freethinkers urged my liberation.
I suffered brutal and rough treatment. I was twice
insulted by the superintendent; likewise by the
guard of the prison, no doubt upon order of higher
authorities. I became so excited that in the time
of April 21st-24th last I was subject to an abnor·
mal state of mind, during which time I saw in the
lonely cell small lights and beard sounds, which I
then could not explain upon natural grounds. During this intense mental f'xcitement under which I
then suffered, those hallucinations to me had objeotiv reality, although they were completely subjeotiv in character. If I had had the faintest belief

I pointed out that when a shooting-star dashes into our
atmosphere its course is attended with an evolution of light
and heat owing to its friction through the air. We were thus
able to account for the enormous quantity of heat, or what
was equivalent to heat, which existed in virtue of the rapid
motion of these little bodies. Of course, we only see these
meteors at that supreme moment of their dissolution when
they dash into our atmosphere. It is, however, impossible to
doubt that there must be uncounted shoals of meteors which
never collide with our earth. It must necessarily happen
that many of the other great glo-bes in our system must, like
our globe, absorb multitudes of meteors which they chance
to encounter in their roamings. The number of meteors
that will be gathered by a globe will be doubtless greater the
larger and more massiv the globe, and this for a double rea·
son. In the first place, the dimensions of the net w?ich the
globe extends to entrap the meteors will, of course, mcrease
with its size, but in addition the more massiv be the globe
the more vehement will be its attraction and the greater will
be the number of the meteors that are drawn into its extensiv atmosphere. Of course, this reasoning will apply in. fl.
special degree to the sun. We shall prob!l.bly be correct I?
the assertion that for every meteor that descends upon this
earth at least a million meteors will descend upon the sun.
As these objects plow their way through the sun's atmosphere light and heat will be, of course, .ev_olved.
It has been conjectured that the friCtiOn of the met~ors
which are incessantly rushing into the sun may P!"oduce hgbt
and heat in sufficient quantities to aid ln the mamtenance of
the sun's ordinary expenditure. It has been even supposed
that the quantity of energy thus gener~ted m~y supply all
that is wanted to explain the extraordmR.ry mrcumst!lnce
that from age to age no visible decline has t~ke!l place in ~he
intensity of the solar radiation. Here ae;am IS a question
which we must submit to calculation. We hav first of all to
determin the heat which could be ge~erated by a body of,
let us say, a pound in weight, falli~g mto. the sun af~er having been attracted thither from. an u;defimtly great distance.
The result is not a little startlmg; It shows us that such a
body in the course of its friction through the sun's atmosphere might generate as much heat as could be produced by
the/combustion of many times its own weight of coal under
the most favorable conditions.

From Good Words.
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The Natural Rights of Man.
That distin{!'uished American poet'and philosopher,
the venerable Dt. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in the Atlantic Monthly for July, in his charming philosophizings, "Over the Teacups," adverts to the question of the prejudice that Ohristians entertain toward
the Hebrews, particularly toward those children of
Abraham who :lwell in America.
In one place, Dr. Holmes says: "There are two
virtues which Olaristians hav found it very hard to
exemplify in practice. These are modesty and civility." Further on he says : " The Jews are with us
as a perpetual lesson to teach us modesty and
civility. The religion we [Ohristians] profess is not
self-evident. It did not convince the people to whom
it was sent. We hav no claim to take it for granted
that we are all right and they are all wrong.''
In all the persecutions which hav been visited
upon the Jews the principle of the natural rights of
man has been wantonly violated. The Hebrews hav
been insulted, outraged, abased, and ostracised in
every country of the civilized world, mainly on account of their differing religious views, customs,
and usages. "Ohristian" persecutors of the
" chosen race" seem never to hav realized that the
Jews had a natural right to re-ject the doctrin of
the divinity of Jesus and to disbelieve the story of
his miraculous conception and birth, and to reject
the doctrin of his resurrection and ascension. The
outrages and humiliations to which the Jews hav
been subjected are no doubt the natural sequel to the
hatred and malice engendered in the breasts of dogmatic and contentious Ohristians, caused by therejection by the Israelites of the divinity of Jesus, for
dogmatic Ohristians-Oatholic or Protestant...:..are
necessarily contending theologians in miniature. The
course of the argument against the Jews is thus
briefly and effectivly stated by ·our own Ralph
Waldo Emerson: "This was Jehovah come down
out of heaven. I will kill you if you say he was a
man." Although in most portions of the globe dogmatic and contentious Ohristians can no longer kill
Jews for disagreeing with them upon the subject of
religion, despisers of the Semitic race are still engaged in passing sentence of death upon all disbelieving Hebrews, the sentence to be carried out at
the expiration of the present life of the recalcitrants.
But what about this great, sublime, and noble
doctrin of the natural rights of man T The natural
rights of every creature are paramount to ecclesiastioal laws and religious doctrine and degmas. I
hav a natural right to air, water, sunshine, food and
drink, life and liberty, and an opportunity to attain
honorable distinction among the sons of men,
whether I be a disciple of Oonfucius, Zoroaster, G•utams (the Buddha), Socrates, Jesus, or Mohammed;
whether I be a worshiper of the planets, of the
sun, moon, or stars, or an adorer of images, pictures,
or statues; whether I be Agnostic, Atheist, Infidel,
Rationalist, Deist, Unitarian, Materialist, Parsee,
polytheist, pantheist, or pagan.
I agree with the doctrin of Matthew Arnold, that
"conduct is three-fourths of life." . A man should be
judged by his conduct, and not by his creed. The
natural man is amenable to the natural laws of right
and justice. The citizen of the world is amenable to
those laws which hav the natural rights of man for
their basis. The inhabitant of a free state is amenable
to those statutes which the people in their sovereign
capacity hav adopted and pledged themselvs to uphold.
_
Every Hebrew has the natural and indefeasible
right and privilege to believe as he sees fit, and no
person, lay or clerical, has a right to say that the
dissenting or assenting child of Abraham ought to
be condemned in this world or tortured in the next
for any negativ or affirmativ belief which b111 may
entertain. The Jew, the Agnostic, and the Rationalist hav certain natural and inalienable rights which
the rest of the world should be compelled to respect.
F,ree man is the glory of God. The rational enjoymente of man must add to the pleasure of the infinit.
Such a political despotism as that of Russia must
be abhorrent t~ the God of reason and rationality.
The natural rtghts of man are not respected in
Russia. The will ~f the czar is the supreme law of
the Muscovite emp1re. Government descends from
the czar to the people. In the United States it
ascends, theoretically at least, from the people to
duly elected and qualified representative. The theory
of government in Russia is that the czar reigns by
divine right, that power to rule has been delegated
to him by God. The czar is the almighty's deputy
or representativ. Practically a republic may resemble
a monarchy more nearly than we are apt to think.
Thus the United States is not a pur~ democracy, but
a representativ government. We delegate certain
powers and concede certain prerogative to the president of the U aited States d1ning the space of four
years, and delegate certain powers and concede certain prerogative to senators and representative in
Oongress during the spaces of six and two years
respectivly. It was a very wise provision which our
fathers incorporated in t.he Oonstitution when they
fixed the term of members of the lower house of
Oongress at two "years~ That is long enough for

any set of men to be intrusted with legislativ powers.\abroad, be resented by an American as an insult to
But recent events an~ tendencies hav shown that the his count~y. Do ou~ people unders.tand t~e fa~t
members of the Umted States Senate should be that practically there ~s no perso~al hberty m th~s
chosen by a direct vote of the people, in~tead of the country outside the will of the police? Yet such 1s
state leaislatures. The custom of choos~ng senators the fact. We talk about th~ common}aw, ~ut the
by the legislatures, often con~rary to the _will of the domina?t common law. of thx~ country xs police law.
people, has been fraught wxth many ev1ls, and ap- A man 1s arrested at wdl; he IS cl!lbbed at the pleasproaches too closely the idea of government by an ure of the arrester, and he lB confined when
aristocracy or caste. If senators are chosen for six 'wanted' and as long as 'ordered.'" Th_ese are
years, they should be elected by a direct vo~e. of t~e wor~s of tr~th and candor. Th_ey ought to xm~ress
people, by means of the secret ballot. Mll.liona1re us wxth _th~ l!Dportan~e of standmg up for the rights
senators are not apt to respect the natural rights ?f of _the mdx!'xdual while we . hav the po~er.. Th_e
tae industrial classes. Once chosen to .membership pohce exerCise too .much arbitrary auth~mty m th1s
in the national senate, and secure in the1r seats for a country. The natiOns of the earth wh1ch are ruled
period of six years, men of many millions are almost by despots (Russia and Tu•·key for example) ha,:v
certain to legislate in their own selfish interests and police whose powers are extraordinary and practxagainst the interests of the toiling mssses. The cally unlimited. We all know what a great pleasure
executiv and legislativ branches of our government it is to liv in Turkey and Russia, especially Russia.
ex?r~ise great power. and enjoy ~any important The _powers exercis~d by th~ police in AmFrica ~ctu
privileges and prerogatxvs. Not bemg able to vote ally mvolve the dally VIOlatiOn of the natural r1ghts
in person upon proposed laws, owing to the vast- of man; it is one of the medieval notions that bas
ness of their population and the wideness of their crept into our government, sy~>t,em. The power of
area, and owing to the expenditure of time and the police must be curtailed No inht\bitant of the
money which such a policy would entail, it is ab- republic must be illegally arrested, unjustly consolutely necessary for the people of the United S~ates fined, or unnecessarily annoyed. Personal liberty is
and of each state to empower certain representative too precious to be jeopardized by the police. The
and offiaers to legislate and administer for them. state is made for man, not man for the state. This
Hence the fact of representativ government in lieu is the American idea. Exalt the thinking individual
of a democracy pure and simple.
and you exalt the community of which be is a mewThe Supreme Oourt of the United Statef', the her. The police powers of the state should be exerjudges of which are all appointed for life, may cised only by Americans, only by persons possessing
declare any law of Oongress to be unconstitutional intelligence, judgment, and discretion, either nativand void. No enactment of Oongress or any of the born or thoroughly assimilated.
state legislatures is really "the law" until after the
It would not be a great calamity, in any event, for
Supreme Oourt of the United States has affirmed New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Ohicago, or any
the constitutionality thereof. The judges of this other city of the Union, if none but nativ Amenaugust tribunal are endowed by the people with cans-particula1'ly those who are Americans "from
great powers and important prerogative. The sov- away back "-were to be hereafter appointed as
ereign people hav virtually handed over to the policemen. We must not be oppressed or annoyed
Supreme Oourt their destinies and their liberties. by ignorant, brutal, and unthinking persons.
The judges of the Supreme Oourt are appointed by "America for Americans" is a cry that has justice,
the president and confirmed by the Senate. The mercy, and truth in it. Given authority, Americans
popular branch of Oongress (the House of Repre- are less liable, as a rule, to violate the principle of
sentativs) has nothing to do with constituting the the natural rights of man than any other nationality
personnel of the Supreme Oourt. The president represented under the sheltering wing of our
and the Senate alone determin who shall sit upon national government. Put none but discreet men
the Supreme bench. The Supreme Oourt of the on our guard, that the natural and acquired rights
United States is the most inxportant department of of all our people 1may be protectf'd and duly reour government. Its decisions affect the welfare spected.
ADELBERT BEACH.
and happiness of every citizen who live in this counChicago.
try. Its interpretation of the law on an appealed
case settles the question at issue. From its decrees Missions ·and :MiRsion Indians of Upper and
there is no appeal. Hence the inxportance of appointLower California.
Benr11 W. Henshaw in tlle .August Popular ScUnoe Monthll/.
ing only good men to positions on the Supreme
bench, and hence the importance of choosing the
Finding that all attempts to colonize the new
Se:uate, that confirms the judges, by a direct vote of country LLower Oalifornia] were· failures, the Mexithe people. As it is now, the Senators of tlie United can government turned it over to the Jesuits, who
States are elected for six years by the legiAlatures, readily undertook its subjection to ecclesiastical
and these Senators confirm the appointment of judges authority. The first settlement was made on the
who are to hold their offices for life. The power Bay of Dan Dionisio in 1697. The establishment of
that bestows power upon the judges is too far the missions prop~>r began immediately, and between
removed from the people. We hav delegated power this period and 1745 no fewer than fourteen were
to the state legislatures to elect senators, who hav established on the peninsula. It was not until1769
the power to bestow still greater power upon those that the occupancy of Upper Oalifornia was inaugumen whom they confirm as members of the all- rated by the founding of the mission of San Diego
important Supreme Oourt. Our Supreme judges by the Franciscans, who had superseded the Jesuits
hav the option of continuing to exercise the func- in charge of mission work in western Spanish Amertiona of their office during the term of their natural ica. From this date until1823 mission after mission
lives, whereas in England-a co:rastitutional moo- was established to the number of twenty-one, until
archy-the judges hold office "during the king's the entire coast a;rea of Oalifornia up to and a little
pleasure.'' The latter are removable at will. The beyond the Bay of San Francisco was under mission
former are not removable at the president's pleasure. sway. , As mission history forms one of the most
It behooves the American people to carefully interesting chapters relating to the aborigines of this
watch for and guard against aggressions of arbitrary continent, it is the purpose of the present paper to
power and despotic authority. Unless the people briefly notice the subject, with especial reference to
are watchful and vigilant, there will be a practical some of the more salient features of mission life and
aristocracy in office-holding established in the United ·its effects upon the native. . , ,
States. We are already too much governed. Ideal
Oalifornia was probably more completely occupied
government is not force. We are entitled· to the than any other part of the United States. A large
largest degree of perRonal liberty consistent with population is to be inferred from the proximity of
the maintenance of a strong government.
the missions to each other, since each one required a
If we are to bav an aristocracy in this country let populous area from which to draw its converts ; and,
it be an aristocracv of brains. Proclaim the fact finally, a large population is attested by the mission
that men shall administer, legislate, and judge by figures. which show that during the mission period,
virtue of their imperial intellects, by virtue from 1769 to 1834, some seventy-nine thousand conof their special fitness to fill certain posts of verts were baptized ; and yet this number cannot
honor, trust, and responsibility. The mental caliber by any means hav represented the total population
of statesmen should determin their standing. Many for the sixty-five years, since by no means all the
a man has been elevated to the United States Sen- Indians were converted. , . .
ate, for example, who would never hav been thought
The Spanish and Mexican authorities did not
of for the place had it not been for his money. The intend that the mission reign should be permanent.
possession of mere money secured for him a seat The approved plan of the government for the misthat should hav been given to some moneyless but sion establishments contemplated these as but a temcapable man. Senators should be chosen by the porary means to an end, and full provision was made
popular vote.
for the conversion of the missions into secular estabThe natural rights of man are violated every day lishments, qait.e independent of priestly authority,
in this country. A Kansas Oity paper of a recent and for the coLferring of cWz •nship upon the
date notes a case originating in Ohicago. It says : Indians. To this latter end it wae provided that
"We hav read nothing from the bench, or rather after ten years'· Bf'rvice in the mission an Indian
from those who occupy judicial places, with more might claim his liberty, providf'd a rf'Bpectable settler
satisfaction than the letter of Judge Tuley, of Ohi- would become responsible for his good conduct. It
cago, to the Personal Rights League. He refers to was the clearly expressed idea of the govf:'rnment
the case of a citizen arrested and confined for eight that the Indians should be rendered self. support,ing
days without being allowed to see any friend, on a as rapidly as possible, and the missions were looked
letter from an 'unknown party.' That such a thing upon as educational establishments to this end.
could be in our boasted 'free America ' would, Though not openly antagonizing these provisions,
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the fathers never yielded a hearty assent to the
policy, and from the very first sought to render the
converts totally dependent and to establish between
themselvs and their charges the relation of father
and children, in which policy they were only too
successful. It was no part of their plan to make
the Indian self-supportiug. The danger of mission
disestablishment disturbed the missionaries little, as
they openly said the Indians were incopabie of selfmaintenance.
·
When the missions were first established, the good
fathers, as a rule, experienced little difil!Julty in securing converts. Kind words, and the gifts the Indians
received in the shape of food and clothing, proved
an efficient means of conversion, and they were b~p·
tized in gratifying numbers. Converts were encouraged to visit their wild brethren at home, an.d by
1lattering accounts of mission life induced many to
return with them. As neophytes grew scarce, the
area from which they were drawn was extended, and
a greater or l-.s3 number of recruits ws.s obtained
from the distant interior tribes. Later, such means
proved unavailing, and other and more questionable
methods were resorted to. Upon one pretext or an..
other, armed soldiers and armed converts were sent
out who frequently returned with a goodly number
of captiva; and, for two reasons, these were mostly
women and children : first, because they were preferred, since the husbands frequently followed them
into captivity; and, secondly, bec11.usa iu the conflicts which preceded the capture of the wives and
children many of the men were killed and the rest
driven away. In these conflicts the wounded appear
to hav received little mercy. Beechey witnessed the
tragical issue of one of these holiday excursion" by
the neophytes of the mission of S~n Jo£6, and we are
indebted to him for the details. An armed launch
had been placed in charge of an alcalde of the mission, who while on the trip planned an attack upon
the Cosemenes of the San J oakin, either directly
for the purpose of securing converts or in revenge
for some aggression. While in camp near the village
they intended to attack, the neophyte party wa~-surprised by the Cosemenes, and thirty-four were killed
or taken captiv. In this sase apparently tha alcalde
acted without authority, and doubtless without
knowledge or connivance on the part of the priests.
However, when the news reached the mission it
was thought necessary to strike terror into the
victorious tribe, and accordingly an expedition was
sent against them. The result was that forLy men,
women, and children were captured and brought
back to the mission. Thus the loss of the converts
was more than made good, the surrounding tribes
were inspired with terror, and all with the loss of
one Christian, who was killed ~y the bursting of his
own gun. Such acts reveal the darker side of mission
history, and the attempt has been often made to free
the priests from the blame of such transactions, on
the ground that they were ignorant of the extreme
means employed. Such can hardly hav bean the case.
Even when the ostensible purpose of the visits of the
converts was peace and not war they were armed,
the boat being often provided, as Beechy tells, with
cannon and musketry. Under such circumstan(les of
superiority it would hav needed no prophet to fore-_
tell the probable action of Indian neophytes, doubtless often with old grudges to pay off and eager to
find favor in the eyes of their masters, and to claim
the reward of their zea1 in the new faith. Another
fruitful occasion for wholesale capture was the escape
of converts to neighboring tribes, and the attempt to
recapture them by armed force, to which are to be.
added, of course, the petty manifestations of hostility
on the part of the unconverted tribes. Overt acts
on their part were followed by reprisals, and these
always meant a fresh supply of converts.
Having gained possession of their subjects, the
next step was to convert them to Christianity-a
process neither very long nor tedious. Before bap·
tism it was customary to prepare the candidates-if
the term be applicable to unwilling captiva-by preliminary instruction, which the padres state never
occupied less than eight days. How clear an insight
into the mysteries of the Christian religion a pagan
Indian, fresh from the worship of his fetiches, is
likely to obtain in eight days may be imagined; but
the fathers declared that the instruction was ample.
The usual method of enlightenment is thus detailed
by Beechey: "Immediately the Indians are brought
to the mission they are placed under the tuition of
some of the most enlightened of their countrymen,
who teach them to J;epeat in Spanish the Lord's
Prayer and certain passages in the Romish litany,
and also to cross themselvs properly on entering the
church. In a few days a willing Indian becomes a
proficient in these mysteries, and suffers himself to
be baptized and duly initiated into the church. If,
however, as it not unfrequently happens, any of the
captured Indians show a repugnance to conversion,
it is the prac~ice to imprison them for a few days,
and then to allow them to brea~he a little fresh air
in a walk round the mis~ion to observe the happy
mode of life of their converted countrymen, after
which they are again shut up, and thus <Jontinue to
be incarcerated until they declara their readiness tJ

renounce the religion of their forefabhers." A remark by Beechey that he thought the teachers had
an arduous task, elicited from the priest the renly
tha~ "they had never found any difficulty; that the
Indu~ns were accustomed to change their own gods,
and· that their conversion was in a manner habitual
to tb.eoo." This was undoubtedly true, as was evi·
danced by the rapidity with which numbers apestatizad in favor of their earlier gods whenever oocaaion offered.
Disciplin among the converts was administered
~itl:t some severity. As was to be expected, desert10n and the non-performance of their religious
duties were the chief occasions of punishment. A
church service is thus describ!!d by Beechey (page
367): ."After the bell had done tolling, several
alguaz~ls went round to the buts to see if all the
lndi11na were at church, and if they found any loitering within them, they exercised with tolenble free
dom a long lash, with a broad thong at the end of
it-a disciplin which appeared the mora tyrannic~l
as the church was no~ suffi.l3iently capacious for a1l
the attendant.s, and several sat upon the steps without. Tee congregation was arranged on both
sides of the building, separated by a wide aisle passing along the center, in which were stationed several
al,quazils with whips, c&nes, and goads to preserve
silence and maintBin order; and, what seemed more
difficult; than either, to keep the congregation in
their kneeling posture. The goads were better
adapted to this purpose than the whips, as they
would reach a long way, and inflict e sharp puncture
without making any noise. The end of the church
was occupied by a guard of soldiers under arms, with
fixed bayonets-a precaution which I suppose ex perience had taught the necessity of observing." The
spectacle presented of church doors guarded by soldiers, and of attendants provided with whips and
goads to pr:ck the unwilling or ignorant into kneeling, is certainly not a very edifying spectacle according to later ideas, and savors far too much of slavery.
Indeed, the resemblance was suggested to more than
one eye-witness, and Perouae finds in the system an
unhappy resemblance to the slave plantations of
Santo Domingo. He says: "With pain we say it,
the resemblance .is so perfect that we hav seen men
and women in irons or in the stocks, and even the
sound of the lash might hav struck our ears, that
punishment being also admitted, though practiced
with little severity." . . .
Estudillo says that the friars treated the neophytes as their children, correcting them with words,
and for serious offenses with from twelve to twentyfive lashes. Subsequently the latter number was
the extreme limit fixed by authority, the implication
being that occasionally at least this number had
been exceeded. A deserter, says Langedorff, was
bastinadoed, and an iron rod a. foot or a foot and a
half long was fastened to one of his feet. . • _
With reference to the grinding of corn, Langsdorff
(1806), harning that the hand-mill which Perouse,
out of the kindness of his heart, left at the San
Oa.rlos Mission (1786), 1\>ith the view to lighten the
heavy labor of the mealing-stones, was not in existenos, and that no use had been made of it as a model
to manufacture others, records the curious fact that
in perpetuating the use of the stone-grinding process the fathers were actuated by motivs of policy.
To use his own words, " As they hav more men and
women under their care than they could keep conatantly employed the whole year, if labor were too
much facilitated, they are afraid of making them idle
by the introduction of mills." With the fathers the
important question was, not how many converts can
be well instructed, and by what method can their
progress to civilization be best facilitated, but how
many can be got together to be baptized and saved
from the devil. Not improvement but conversion
was their guiding motiv. . . .
It must be evident at once that such a system
could not but prove an absolute failure as regards
the true civilization of the Indian. . . .
From first to last of mission rule discontent was
rife among the converts, and had the mission Indian
possessed but a spark of the courage which characterizas our E iS tern tribes, mission sway would hav
been short-lived. Imagin a body of Iroquois driven
to church by the whip, or forced to kneel by being
punched with goads ! The evidences of discontent
appear in the threatened uprising at all the missions
and the actual revolts at several, by the hostil attitude of all the gentile tribes who were brought into
direct or indirect relation with the missions ; and,
above all, by the numerous yearly desertions at
every establishment. The causeil of trouble are not
far to seek. In the first place it is evident that, call
it by what name you-will, the neophytes were subjected to a state of slavery-a slavery, too, which
galled, however mild the type, but from which they
found it exceedingly difficult to escape; for, in addition to the aid of the soldiers in hunting renegades,
the priests could usually count upon the assistance
of the gentile tribes to return fugitive. The wild
Indians hated the neophytes, and the r!lle among
them was-once a neophyte always a neophyte.
How strongly linked was the chain which bound the
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neophyte appears in the provision that, even when
liberty was given him after ten years' service, a portion oi his earnings was still claimed by the church.
The crops the neophytes were compelled to sow
were sown mainly for the profit of others, the harvests they reaped were not their own. Thus the
usual incentivs of toil were absent. Though profess.edly regarded aa a child by the fathers the Indian
was virtually a slave. . . .
Possibly the most potent of all causes for discontent is to be ascribed to the fearful mortality which
from the very first raged among the mission fold a.
Its sources are somaw!u~t obscure, although it is s!l.fe
to attribute it largely to what may be termed unnatural
conditions of life. It is stated, and it may be readily
believed, that when visited by evan trifling disorders
the Indian became despondent, generally refused to
be ministered to, aud often died without apparent
adequate cause. The Indian has rarely much faith
in civilized medical methode, and when really sick
almostv invariably prefers the ministration-s of his
own shaman. Moreover, in the case of the California Indians there is reason to believe that their want
of faith in the skill of the padres was well founded;
for both Beecbey and Langsdorff, differing from
Vancouver, note the astonishing amount of sickness
among the converts, and comment upon the lack of
medicine and the ignorance of the fathers as medical advisers.
At no time would it appear that the number of the
births among ths mission converts was equal to the
deaths. According to Bandine, the governor states,
in a report for 1800, that the number of deat.hs is
almost double that of births; and again, in 1815,
the president of the missions stated that there were
three deaths to two births. It was only by perpetual
drafts upon the surrounding tribes that the missions
were su'.ltained at all. When we take into consideration the unnatural herding together of large numbers of Indians under the most unsanitary conditions,
practically without medicine and without proper
medical attendance,. the ordinary Effect of disease
being hightened by the dejection of the patients,
and then add an epidemic or two of any of the
above diseases, the probable result may easily be
foretold. The wonder is, not that the Indians died
off rapidly, but that any of them survived. . . .
As baa been stated, the original plan of colonization contemplated the Indian as a citizen in individual possession of land, each with his share of the
accumulated mission property, consisting of horses,
cattle, sheep, etc. The experiment of giving the
Indian his freedom, so long contemplated, was now
(1834) to be tried. The fathers, facing the inevitable, recommended that a partial t.rial be made first,
a.a they believed that the Indian was not ready for
the experiment; and, indeed, how was it possible
that he should be? HBd the intention from the
very first been to unfit him for independent existence, no better plan could hav been devised than the
one actually followed. Educated he was not, except
in the necessary portions of the ritual of the Oatholio church, and in so fa'l' as a certain number spoke
Spanish. Civilized he certainly was not, si.B.ce his
knowledge of the art of husbandry and of the
manual arts was only sufficient to enable him to be a
producer under taskmasters. He was, in fact, master
scarcely of the rudiments of civilization. In short,
at the end of mission rule, the Indian was really less
capable of taking care of himself than at the beginning: he was found a free man-he was left a
dependent.
·
Could the provisions of the seculariz"tion act hav
been carried out gradually and honestly by capable
offiaera and with the ccoperation of the missionaries,
even than it m~y be doubted if the intelli!Sence and
civilized attainments of the Indian would hav been
equal to the occasion. As it was, political consideration prevented a fair trial of the plau, and the final
act in the mission drama is little else but a. history
of robbery and oppression, in which the Indian, as
usual was the suffarer. The vast mission herds and
flock~ melted away; the implements which were
intended for the use of the Indian farmers were not,
as a rule, forthcoming; and, of course, without
domestic animals and without the means of tillage,
tbe land was of no use. The period from 1836 to
1842 was one of disaster in mission history. The
downward path of the nativs was rapid. Those who
obtained property sold it and convert~d the pr.oceeds
into liquor and then resorted to steahng, to fl1ght to
the wild tribes, or to return to bondage under the
guise of servants in the town or on the ranches. In
the area between the Bay of San Francisco and Los
Angeles there are to-day probably not one h?ndred
Indians. 0! the so-called mission Indians lD San
Bernardino and Los Angeles counties, the last Indian
report give a population of 4,330. ~ut very; few of
these are descendants of the miSSIOn Indians of
·
Franciscan times.
Such in brief outline, is the history of the mission
Indian~. They lived and died, and their few descendants now drag out a miserable existence in out-ofthe-way places so poor and barren as to be beyond
the covetousn~ss of the whites, or liv dependent
wards of the government,
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but, without " openly antagonizing " the project,
" sought to render the converts totally dependent,
and to establish between themselvs and their charges
the relation of father and children," just so, we
point out, do our present ecclesiastics, while assuming to :fit their charges for citizenship, in fact seek
to render them totally dependent, and to perpetuate
the relation of father and helpless children. We find
that the mission fathers took pains to keep the
Indians incapable of self-support, and then alleged
that very incapability that they had produced as the
reason why their rule should be continued; this
scheme, we see, is capable of perpetuating itself inde:finitly. And we find its counterpart in the state
of things presented to us by all churchmen of the
day-they unceasingly protest to us that the masses
must be restrained and led, that they are so blind
and rude as positivly to require some threatening
and perhaps despotic power over them, while it is
these very protesters themselvs that hav kept the
masses in this condition.
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For THE TRUTH SEEKER we return honest thanks
for the timely aid, and feel warranted in doing the
same for the other beneficiaries. If there were more
Days in the land the night of theology would be
much shorter.

Indian Missions.
The account on anothlilr page of this paper of the
administrl!'tion of the Indian missions of California
may be taken as an illustrativ specimen of Ohristian
management th~ world over, and as well of white
races as of red. We recommend that the reader of
the article take thought at eaC\lh instance of ecclesiastical misgovernment whether that case baa not its
parallel in the annals of every society dominated by
priests. Let us consider in this lighi, for example,
the following point :
" It was the clearly expressed idea of the government that
the Indians should be rendered self-supporting as rapidly as
possible, and the missions were looked upon as educational
establishments to this end. Though not openly antagoniz.
ing these provisions, the fathers never yielded a hearty
assent to the policy, and from the very first sought to render
the converts totally dependent and to establish between
themselvs and their charges the relation of father and children, in which policy they were only too succeaeful. It was
no part of their plan to make the Indian self-supporting.
The danger of mission disestablishment disturbed the mis.
sionaries little, as they openly said the Indians were incapable of self-maintenance."

Christianity exists to· day it was first established by
force. In the Roman empire its adherents were few
and obscure and persecuted until the chance of the
conversion of the emperor Constantine produced an
imperial enforcement of it throughout the domain.
This fact, that Christianity to-day owes its multitude
of believers not to its credibility but to despotic compulsion, should ever be borne in mind. The orthodox disputant is often heard to urge as proof of the
truth of his faith, its general adoption at a date near
the time of Ghrist's life and miracles, when the people
had the best opportunity to know its believableness.
To such argument it should always be replied that
those people, who had that opportunity of knowing,
did not believe it, and it was only after ages of persecution that they or their children were forced to discontinue the rites of their pagan belief and practice
those of the new. It has been likewise in all the
later European monarchies. In all of them the Christian religion is enabled to count its many followers
for no other reason than that all the kings of the past
hav suppressed every whisper of doubt by sword and
:fire. Not only does Christianity as a whole derive
its existence from such measures, but each of its sects
prevails in its respectiv nation or nations as against
the other sects, only because it chanced to :find reception, either as the truth or as the most serviceable instrument of despotism, with some monarch that happened to be reigning. The king of France listens to
a papal emissary and the consequence is that uncountable Frenchmen down to the present day are
solemnly convinced of the divineness of Roman Catholicism. They think that they really hav reasoned
about it, and would be angry if told they had not.
On the other hand, an English king falls out with the
popish legate and since his time nine Englishmen out
of ten are absolute that Oatholicism is an abomination
and that the holy truth lies in Ohurch of England or
Protestant articles. Let it, then, be replied to every
Ohristian who argues that his creed is true because
so many hund't'ed millions believe it, that the belief of
these millions counts simply as nothing, for it has its
origin not in intellectual examination and reasoned
conviction, but entirely in total absence of examination, and tyrannical suppression of the doubt of every
strong-headed man for centuries past. Since tyranny's powers havbeen curtailed, behold the weakening
of belief and the strides of Freethinking; what, then,
would be the condition of things to-day had freedom
of thought and criticism been allowed to begin ten
centuries sooner T If it has done what it has in one
or two centuries, what could it hav done in a dozen'
How much of Christianity would be remaining?
And in regard to the forcible securing of mission
proselytes noted in the above extract, let it be taken
notice of that Indians thus converted are counted
into that total of belieyers in the United States
whose numbers are continually cited to Oongress as
grounds why further Ohristian enactments should be
passed, to the oppression of us unbelievers.

In a precisely parallel manner, it will occur to the
reader, the priests hav always aimed, and still aim,
to restrain their white wards from becoming " selfsupporting." As the government in the excerpt
looked upon the missions as " educational establishmente to this end" of preparation for self-maintaining citizenship, so the governments of our cities are
to-day too much inclined to look upon parochial schools
and sectarian reformatories as serviceable training
establishments, and intrust children to them as such.
"As was to be expected, desertion and the non-performance
And as " the fathers never yielded a hearty assent" of their religious duties were the chief occasions of punishto the equipping of the Indians for independent life, ment."

"As was to be expected," indeed. Oertainly it is
the expectation of everyone who has read history
that the chief crimes in any society ever administered by ecclesiastics wUI.be desertion from the service of the priestly masters or laxity in the ceremonial which ihey command. Desertion to other service
and government, and ceremonial default-these two
offenses, heresy, and laxity of obaervance-hav ever
been the blackest crimes in the church calendar,
while murder, theft, arson, seduction, and slander hav
held but a secondary place in culpableness. While
the former were damning, the latter could always
be wiped out at no greater expense than a confession and a gift. We do not read that among these
Indians assault and robbery and falsehood were the
offenses mainly aimed against; no, " the chief occasions of punishment" were denial of the lies in Yen ted by the priests about a God aad of the assumption that they were his agents.
"The spectacle presented of church doors guarded by soldiers, and of attendants provided with whips and goads to
prick the unwilling or ignorant into kneeling, is certainly
not a very edifying spectacle according to later ideas."

Though truly not an edifying spectacle according
to later ideas, it was a highly edifying:-& holy, a
noble, R glorious spectacle according to the ideas of
the European peoples who beheld such things a few
ages ago. We hope that a few ages heBce the ecclesiastics will not hav got the people, by governmental
agency, back again in that state of mind in which
they consider such sights edifying. We hope that
the Jesuits and cardinals and Bl~irs and Wanamakers and Talmages of this land will never become
strong enough to drive our sons in at "church doors
guarded by soldiers " to the disciplin of "whips and
goads to prick the unwilling or ignorant into kneeling." Oertain it is that they would delight to do
this if they had the power. We see what these
priests told of in the excerpt did in this case where
they had the power. They will do just the same
with the white population of America to-day if they
can get the chance.
" With reference to the grinding of corn, Langsdorff (1806),
learning that the hand-mill which Perouse, out of the kindness of his heart, left at the San Carlos Mission (1796), with
the view to lighten the heavy labor of the mealing-stones,
was not in existence, and that no use had been made of it as
a model to manufacture others, records the curious fact that
in perpetuating the use of the stone-grinding procees the
fathers were actuated by motivs of policy. To use his own
words,' As theyhav more men and women under their care
than they could keep constantly employed the whole year,
if labor were too much facilitated, they are afraid of making
them idle by the introduction of mills.' "

The inquiry will naturally be made, Why, as the
desires of man are in:finit, could not the fathers hav
directed the labor of the Indians to some other useful manufacture after they had dispatched the grinding in short time by using the mills ! The reason is
that the fathers had no more branches of industry
to which to direct their wards, for they were too ignorant of mechanics or any useful art-in short, of
anything except their theology and their scheming
to operate or invent any. And as they eschewed all
training of their :flock such as might develop inquiry
and invention toward such purposes, and in every
way suppressed or misdirected all stir of intellect and
action, there was no possibility of anyone's introducing or contriving any such enterprise. This .has
been the case with every priest-ridden society. The
priests hav uniformly discouraged and repressed all
inventiv talent-hav rooted out education in physics,
mechanics, chemistry, and every natural science or
art that woald rival or discredit their own supremacy.
Thus every Oatholi0 country has remained as these
missions are described, destitute of improved machinery and varied industries, performing its labor
with the rudest tools and with but the crudest and
fewest possible kinds of labor to perform.
" With the fathers the important question was, not how
many converts can be well instructed, and by what method
can their progress to civilization be best facilitated, but
how many can be got together to be baptized and saved
from the devil. Not improvement but conversion was their
guiding motiv.''

This has been the character of the rule in every
deeply religious society. What method will best
facilitate the progress of their wards to civilization,
has never been inquired by the priests of Spain and
Portugal and Italy and Greece and Russia and
Ireland and Mexico and Oentral America and South
America. On the contrary, the priests of these
lands hav devoted their :fiercest violence to the extermination of every discoverer in science and inventor
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in mechanics and reformer in government who dared
to point the people to civilization. The thousands
of priests at the head of our schools and academies are
not inquiring what methods will best facilitate the
progress of their wards to civilization. On the contrary, these priests forbid their pupils to read those
books of advanced science which throw such 1.1o flood
of light upon the world and the human condition,
and will so greatly help us to see the way to our
ends of security and happiness. And they discourage, indirectly if not directly, the reading by the
pupils of any literature at all beyond the few
wretched productions that will feed their devotion to
their spiritual masters. And they teach their pupils,
not the moral truth that a wrong act is a crime
against men, and that it is inerasible and cannot be
undone, but the devilishly immoral falsehood that
a wrong act is a crime primarily against God, and
can be undone by absolution purchased of them.
These things do not facilitate progress to civilization. And with the Protestants it is the same. They
were not facilitating civilization when they were massacreing Oatholics and burning Servetus and drowning witches and persecuting scientists and maligning Darwin. To-day their pulpits and periodicals
are not advocating, or even investigating, or even
allowing the mention of, any of the reforms tor
which humanity is crying ; every stroke of work in
these departments has to be done in unbelieving
circles or not at all. The Protestant Sunday-school
teachers and the lecturers and the parents are not
facilitating civilization; instead, they are preaching
the paramoqnt duty of devoting all one's efforts to
those theological insanities that, when thoroughly
believed and acted on, are death to all civilization.
No, civilization has nowhere been more the aim of
religious ministers than it has in these missions.
Not how people can be civilized, but how they can
" be got together to be baptized" into a condition of
service and remunerativness to the baptizers-" not
improvement but conversion "-has been and will
be the object of clerics in all places and times.
" Even when liberty was given him after ten years' service, a portion of his earnings was still claimed by the church.
The crops the neophytes were compelled to sow were sown
mainly for the profit of others, the harvests they reaped were
not their own. Thus the usual incentive of toil were
absent."
This feature of administration is also as common
to all clerically ruled societies as are the others
descanted upon. Whenever ecclesiastics hav had
their own way they hav associated with themselvs
some monarch or some nobility, and the two classes
-church robbers by deceit and state robbers by
force-hav erected themselvs over the people's head
and extorted the greater part of their earnings.
The masses under church sway hav invariably been
compelled to sow "mainly for the profit of others"
and reap harvests "not their own." "Thus," says
thfl account, "the usual incentive of toil were absent/' And this, the absence of the natural incentive to toil, is a fatal thing. Where men receive the
fruit of their toil, the whole of it, and in amount
just proportionate to the labor they hav bestowed;
and where they can hold and enjoy it in security....:...
there will be seen an industrious, provident, inventiv, progressiv, and comparativly crimeless race. On
the other hand, where a man's produce is not his
own; where whether he labor ill or well his utmost
return can be but a sufficiency for the support of
life ; where no prospect of reward stimulates to
thrifty management and to invention-there progress
halts, hope flags, dissoluteness springs, and the activ
faculties, denied their healthful' vent, expend themselva in crime.
" Fearful mortality . . . from the very first raged among
the mission folds. . . . There is reason to believe that their
want of faith in the· skill of the padres was well founded ;
for both Beechy and Langsdorff, differing from Vancouver,
note the astonishing amount of sickness among the converts,
and comment upon the lack of medicins and the ignorance
of the fathers as medical advisers."
This characteristic of priestly administration will
readily be generalized by readers to the inclusion of
the similar state of things in all Europe during the
Middle Ages, and in the Oatholic countries up to our
day. Pagan antiquity valued and cherished health.
The Roman cities vied in the establishment of free
public baths. Antioch boasted of fourteen ; Alexandria of twelve, add Rome of twenty, some of such
magnificence and extent that their foundations hav
withstood the ravages of twenty centuries, Many

of these establishments were entirely free, and even I Here we find a comprehensiv description of the
the Thermce, or luxurious Warm Baths, of Oaracalla, Oatholic immigrant who is daily becoming a more
admitted visitors for a gate-fee of the cheapest. conspicuous and alarming figure in this country.
What such attention to health in the one point of " Educated he is not, except in the necessary perbathing alone, would hav effected among these In- tiona of the ritual of the Oatholic church "-how
diana herded together " under the most unsanitary unfit he is rendered by this ineducation to perform the
conditions," may be supposed to be considerable. functions of a voting sovereign of a free state, we
But the pagan appreciation of health no longer ex- see in the government of our O!!.tholic cities.
is ted; antiquity's baths, and athletic games, and "Oivilized he certainly is not," and until he is civil·
dawning medical science that might in a few centu- ized we all must suffer from his abuses of our instiries hav gained much of the efficacy of that of the tutions and tremble at his endangerment of our
present age, these had all been overwhelmed in the republic. The last sentence of the above extract
Ohristian neglect of nature and devotedness to chi- suggests the parallel : At the end of !'ler~cal rule the
meras that rose and filled the world. "The deadliest European pagan, found rational and manly at the
blow," says Dr. Oswald, "to the cause of health was beginning of the Ohristian era, "was really· less castruck by the anti-natural fanaticism of the Middle pable of taking care of himself than at the beginning:
Ages, the world-hating infatuation of the maniacs he was found a free man-he was left a dependent."
who depreciated every secular blessing as a curse in
" They lived and died, and their few deecendants now
disguise, and despised their own bodies as they de- drag out a miserable existence in out-of-the-way places,· so
apised nature, life, a.nd earth. The disciples of the poor and barren as to be beyond the covetousness of the
whites, or liv dependent wards of the government."
world-renouncing messiah actually welcomed disease
So, too, all the Ohristian generations of the past
as a sign of divine favor, they gloried in decrepitude lived and died, and those descendent nationalities
and ~eformity, and promoted the work of degenera- who yet remain in devoted belief " drag ou,t a misertion 'with a persevering zeal never exceeded by the
able existence in out-of the-way places," and "liv
enlightened benefactors of the human race. For a dependent wards" of the countries of Freethought.
period of fifteen hundred years the ecclesiastical history of Europe ia the history of a aystematic war
Brazil.
against the interests of the human body; the 'mortiThe much-talked-of Brazilian constitution has at
fication of the fleah' was enjoined as a cardinal duty laat been publiahed in full. The preamble sets forth
of a true believer; health-giving recreations were that congress is to meet on November 15bh, and shall
suppressed, while health-destroying vices were en- hav full power to confirm, amend, or repeal the
couraged by the example of the clergy ; domestic various articles of the constitution. The national
hygiene was utterly neglected, and the founders of congress shall consi"t of two branches-the house
some twenty-four different monastic orders vied in of representative and the senate. In no case may
the invention of new penances and systematic out- the republic enter upon a wtlr. of conquest. The
rages upon the health of the .poor convent-slaves. people shall be permitted to hold mass meetings,
Their diet was confined to the coarsest and often and the police shall not interfere with them unless
most loathsome food; they were subjected to weekly it be neceasary to maintain peace. The right of
bleedings, to profitless hardships and deprivations; petition and free speech shall also be allowed.
their sleep was broken night after night; faating was Sealed or closed correspondence shall be inviolable,
carried to a length which often avenged itself in per- and no person shaH receive punishment in place of
manent insanity, and their only compensation for a another. The galleys as a punitiv institution shall
daily repetition of health-destroying affiictions was be abolished, and persons convicted of political
the permission to indulge in spiritual vagaries and crimes shall no longer be punished with death.
spirituous poisons; the same bigots who grudged Governors of states, chiefs of poliee, clergymen,
their followera a night of unbroken rest or a mouth- officers of the army and navy, and government offiful of digestible food indulged them in quantitiea of cials cannot serve as members of congress. The
alcoholic beverages that would hav staggered the following persons will not be allowed to vote at fedconscience of a modern beer-swiller. The bodily eral or state elections : Those who liv by begging,
health of a community was held so utterly below the those who cannot read and write, and soldiers and
attention of a.Ohristian magistrate that every large clergymen. The republic will racognize only civil
city became a hotbed of contagious diseases; small- marriages, which shall always take place before the
pox and scrofula became pandemic disorders ; the religious ceremony. The cemeteries ahali be seoular
pestilence of the Black Death ravaged Europe from and shall not be controled by any religious sect.
end to end-nay, instead of trying to remove the Religion shall not be taught in the public schools,
cause of the evil, the wretched victims were advised neither shall any church receive an official subsidy.
to seek relief in prayer and self-torture, and a philos- Jesuits shall be excluded from the country, and the
opher uttering a word of protest against such illu- foundation of any new convents or monastic orders
sions would hav risked to hav his tongue torn out by is prohibited.
the roots and his body consigned to the flames of the
Brazil proposes wise laws. We wish her full sucstake."
cess in establishing and perpetuating them, in de"At no time would it appear that the number of the spite of the wily and malignant clericals whom sqe
births among the mission converts was equal to the deaths." has disseated and who are now taxing all their low
This is to be classified with the records of Euro- cunning to procure her downfall.
pean mortality under priestly rule. " Latin OhrisEditorial Notes.
tianity," says Professor Draper, " in a thousand
years could not double the population of Europe; it
JunGE McSHERRY, of Frederick, Md., has filed an opinion
did not add perceptibly to the term of indtvidual declaring that " baseball playing on Sunday by men who are
life. But, as Dr. Jarvis, in his report to the Massa- under contract for the season at stated salaries, no one being
admitted to witness the games except those who pay, can be
chusetts board of health, has atated, at the epoch of construed as nothing else than work, and therefore comes
the Reformation ' the average longevity in Geneva within the purview of the prohibitory statute." Preaching
was 21.21 years; between 1814 and 1833 it was is done on Sunday " by men who are under contract for the
40.68; as large a number of persons now liv to se&son at stated salaries, no one being admitted to witness
seventy years as lived to forty three hundred years the games except those who pay." Will Judge McSherry
now kindly construe this as "nothing else than work," and
ago.' .
The physical value of shrine cures and decide that it " therefore comes within the purview of the
ghastly remedies is measured by the death rate. prohibitory statute?"
Systems of philosophy and forms of religion
ME. GLADSTONE has been deliveriBg a protest against
find a measure of their influence on humanity in cen- woman's rights. He bases his protest characteristically on
sus returns."
theological, or perhaps religious, grounds. He is against
"The Indian was not ready for the experiment [of free. any reform which " attempts or affects to alter fundadom]; and, indeed, how was it possible that he should be? mentally the relation which the almighty himself has estabHad the intention from the very first been to unfit him for lished and the design of which he has marked out in our
independent existence, no better plan could hsv been de- constitutions and capacities, to alter that relation, to draw
vised than the one actually followed. Educated he was not, woman essentially out of her own sphere, and to expect her
except in the necessary portions of the ritual of the Catholic to exchange it for the sphere of man, or to act in both with
church, and in so far as a certain number spoke Spanish. the presumption that she can act in both one and the other
·civilized he certainly was not, since his knowledge of the with equal efficiency." Mr. Gladstone's familiarity with the
art of husbandry and of the manual arts was only sufficient designs of the almighty is an article of faith with all good
to enable him ta be a producer under taskmasters. He was, Gladstonians. But those who are not Gladstonians will
in fact, master scarcely of the rudiments of civilization. In throw his trashy deliverance on the fioor with an exclama.
short, at the end of mission rule, the Indian was really less tion of" Fudge I" and a feeling that he ought to hav died
capable of taking care of himself than at the beginning: he· before disgracing his country with any further ex11mples o!
foolishness deduced !rom divine command.
was found a free man-he was left a dependent,"
~
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should meet in convention and pass such resolutions as
would giv the legislativ and judicial departments of our
goverRment to understand, once for all, that it is not the best
thing they can do to be imprisoning such men ae Mr. Hey· UoLviLLE, KY., July 25, 1890.
wood, Harman, and Reid. Inclosed find $3, for which send
MR. EDITOR: Your earnest and constant reader of THE me the picture book, and the balance apply on father's subTRUTH SKKKKR, H. A. Beamer, died last night of heart- scription for Tru: TRUTH BEEKER and one ANNUAL. And let
disease and consumption. From the grieved and heart- me be heard on the line herein expressed.
broken daughter,
ALLIE BEAMER.
HATTIE DAY.
Yours for justice,
OswEGo, ORE., July 14, 1890.
CoNcoRD, N. C., July 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I think THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best of
MR. EDITOR: Sam Jones, the revivalist, the evangelist,
all Freethought journals, and I wish you success with the
uses coarse and crazy language in his preaching that has
pictorial arguments.
sent one young lady to meet Jesus. Miss Mattie Wilson
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
E. L. DAVIDSON.
some months since attended Sam Jones's meetings, in Charlotte, where the religious excitement unbalanced her mind,
REDLANDS, CAL., July 7, 1890.
Another victim of Sam
MR. EDITOR : Please do not fail to send me yuur pictorial with the sad result of suicide.
Jones's
preaching
is
a
Mr.
McCullough.
He lost his mind
book, and never fail to send THE TRUTH SEEKER. Giv my
regards to Watson Heston, and may your paper be doubled and is now in the asylum. Mr. McCulldugh was an industrious blacksmith, and provided well for his family until
in circulation.
C. M. BRowN.
Sam Jones came to Charlotte and put seven devils in him,
which caused him to be torn from his family and sent to
THORNTON, TEX., July 21, 1890.
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
MR. EDITOR: I was at Waco last week at our first Lib- the asylum-worse than death.
eral state meeting, and we had a good time. We organized
OMAHA, NEB., July 27, 1890.
the Liberal association of Texas. We are going to build us
MR. EDITOR : I wish to communicate a few lines to the
a fine hall at Waco.
noble Truth Finder. You expect all of your subscribers to
Yours truly in the great cause of Human Liberty,
say a little, and you can judge whether they are progressing.
HAMPTON STEELE.
I did feel glad this morning, when I read the letter, of E. H.
Baker's progress. I think I can see his countenance beamCANTON, 0., July 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $_2, for which send me your ing with joy. Oh, the villainous doctrin-born to be eter" Pictorial Text-Book" as scion as complete. It will be a nally damned I I do not like W. Hart's proposition, in the
great help to battle for Freethough~ and reform in this dis- same paper, to find how many Spiritualists there are who
trict. Wishing you a rapid success in your undertaking take the paper, it, in my opinion, being calculated to bring
on debates and finally inharmony. Let us fight the big
of enlightenment on this subject,
D. E. RowLAND.
monster, Superstition, and keep in harmony ourselvs. I
am not ashamed; for one. To me it is past all controversy.
JoPLIN, Mo., July 21, 1890.
w. L. GRAY.
MR. EDITOR: Inclcsed please find $3.50. Send me the
picture book, and apply the balance on my account. I vote
BURLINGTON, KAN., July 21, 1890.
for the pictures, also for John Peck and Wettstein. They
MR. EDITOR: Is there harm in swearing? "I don't care
are the kind of writers that suit me. But I like them all, if
a damn." This originated with the duke of Wellington. A
some of them ha v but half-way shaken off the cia ws of superdamrn is a small piece of India money. The meaning of the
stition.
Yours truly,
W. E. HUNTER.
phrase, I don't care a damn, is, I care but little. So there
is no harm in its use. The word goddam is a root word of
Moscow, IDA., July 18,1890.
MR. EDITOR: Since my name appeared in THE TRUTH the English tongue. So if you wish to giv an English
SKKKKR I hav received samples of all the other Liberal scholar high praise for his elegant language, tell him he uses
papers, and I hav taken each one for three or six months, a goddam tongue. The Greeks swore by the cabbage,
but as I am unable to support more than one outside paper, because it was a prized vegetable with them. The ancient
I will fall back on THE TRUTHI:lEEKER, which I shall take as Romans swore by their gods, and sometimes by their planets-by Jupiter and Mars, or by Castor, a god. "By jingo,"
long as I can raise the money for it. A. L. McFARLANE.
is swearing. Jingo is derived from jirwoa, a Basque god.
Barbarous nations swore by the heads of their rulers. To
CLEVBLAND, 0., July 24, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I herewith inclose you $5-three for THE swear is a way we hav to affirm a truth. There is no harm
TRUTH SEEKER and two for the new Bible when ready. I in the habit. Only it looks foolish. We need not use swearam for the pictures, not only front and back but on every ing words when we can utter nicer language.
W. C. RANDLEJUN, Phrenelogist.
page. I hav three boys and one daugh'er "grown;" it
is a grab game as to who gets the paper first to see the pictBLOOMSDALE, 0., July 14, 1890.
ures. Watson Heston, more power to your elbow!
JAMES HENDERSON.
MR. EDITOR: I hav often thought that if society or
public opinion could be educated into the idea of the proCoALPORT, PA., July 23, 1890.
priety of removing persons who hav become a burden to
MR. EDITOR: Will yon please inform me if there are any themselvs or their surroundings, either by old age or conLiberal papers or magazines printed in German in the tinued incurable disease, by the administration of chloroUnited States? A very intelligent, Liberal, old German form, opium, or any of the slower or faster methods of end.
neighbor of mine is delighted with the cartoons in THE ing life, and thereby doing away with prolonged suffering
TRUTH SEEKER, but cannot read English, and requestt:d me and misery, as well as unnecessary physicians' bills, it would
to inquire of you for the desired information. I will order certainly be a step in advance in the way of the ameliorathe picture book as soon as it is published.
Jos. RaoDY.
tion of the sufferings of humanity. A certain old lady here
[We are happy to inform your friend that his wishes will has been suffering with cancer of the breast for three years
be met in the Freidenke1·, published at 470 E. Water street, and cannot liv or die. It would be a great relief to this
Milwaukee, Wis.-ED. T. S.]
community to hear that she had ended her pain. It should
be considered legal, in case the patient so desired it (or, if
CANON CITY, CoL., July 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5.25 for THE TRUTH BEEKER unable to comprehend the situation, the relativs), that the
for one year, one copy of "The Freethinker's Pictorial Text- doctor be ordered to administer the necessary drug to obBook," and one copy of A. Jacobson's "Bible Inquirer." tain the desired result. When we hav animals in a
Tru: TRUTH SEEKER is the most effectiv and best Liberal suffering and incurable condition we almost always relieve
C. C. GERMAIN.
Freethought paper in the United States, if not in the whole them by forcible death.
world, and no Infidel to Christianity can well afford to do
Bowr&, TExAs, July 24, 290.
without it. Heston's pictures add considerably to its at.
MR. EDITOR: I notice in THE TRUTH BEKKER of July 19th
tractivness and value. Keep them up by all means.
a letter from Josiah Friend, Roanoke, Va., asking your· opinG. P. BRENK.
ion, and that of your readers, in reference to organizing a
MILLBVILLE, N. S., June 21, 1890.
secret society for mutual support and protection, referring
MR. EDITOR: I here send you $2 to keep THE TRUTH to Masons and Odd Fellows. I heartily indorse the move.
SEEKER alive as long as I liv myself, and so th!l.t it should be I hav been an Odd Fellow for several years. I love the
printed as long as a priest is to be found in the land, and order, except the God idea. It is a good institution, has rethat Heston may hav a good picture in each one. All the lieved thousands of brothers and done untold good otherpictures that are in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREE· wise. But the time has come when there is need of a soTHINKERS' ALMANAC should be put up in one book, and all ciety that will recognize the Freethought people and their
the pictures that are on the last page of THE TRUTH blEEKER views. I know, of a certainty, that good men and true hav
in a book, and then we would hav a pictorial Bible.
been rejected for no ot~ er cause than their honest convicJoHN SILLARB ARTHUR.
Yours for truth and right,
tions in regard t0 the Bible, etc. I do think that if Liberals
(Masons and Odd Fellows) would get to work they could
RACINE, Wis., July 24, 1890.
organize a secret society on the principles of Odd FellowMR. EDITOR: We admire the grand paper with all its ship (which I know to be good), that all Liberal people
noble writers. We hav taken it almost from its commence- could unite with and work with for the improvement and
ment, and cannot do without it. Heston is a brick-no, I elevation of mankind; for draw!ng them together by bonds
mean a whole foundation; a solid one that no wind can of love for the _promotion of moral culture and the suppresrock, and he sets many minds steady daily, others b:J.ilding sion of vice, seeking neither political nor ecclesiastical
up fast by the absurdity of his wonderful pictures. I sin- powers, only devoting itself steadily and earnestly to its•
cerely hope they will long continue. With the subscribers, special mission. By the bed of sickness, in the home made
we join in three cheers and a bravo for Heston.
desolate by death, and wherever its widows and orphans are
Yours for Truth, Reason, and Liberty,
found struggling with poverty, there we should be found
MRs. T. BRUDAHL.
doing our noble work. We should organize-organize on
such principles, and upon an indestructible foundation of
ELM SPRINGS, ARK-, July 25, 1890.
true friendship and love, that at its door the wealth of a
MR. EDITOR : I am only sixteen years old, but I want to Rothschild would avail naught in securing admission, and
say to all the girls that read THE TRUTH SEEKER that we yet there the poor and needy brother would knock not in

vain. No patent of nobility would alone be sufficient to se.
cure to its possessor recognition within the charmed circle
of its surroundings, and yet there the woe-burdened and
grief-stricken widow should be welcomed to sympathy and
protection. Upon its walls no blood-stained banners would
hang, but within would be found the power to protect, and
the courage to defend, the fatherless wards of our order.
Fraternally,
S. P. BENTON.
U.S. MILITARY HoME, Wis., July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In <THE TRUTH B&EKER of July 12th I read
the proceedings of the court of the church of Rome In the
case of Galileo, when it was proclaimed that the theory
which he advanced "is a most grave error, since in no way
can an opinion be probable which has been declared and defined to be contrary to holy scripture." When· the Copernican system became firmly established as a truth, and not
a probability, the" infallible" church should hav crept into
a hole and buried itself in oblivion forever.
The Romish church is, and ever has been, the friend of
ignorance, and a foe to the enlightenment of the human race.
A year or two ago a Catholic paper said: " All ·the education needed by the masses is to be able to read the catechism," and, he should hav added, count a string of beads;
that is about all the education they will receive in the
schools of that church. If the parents are satisfied to allow
their children thus to grow up and only be able to gain a
livelihood with a pick and shovel, they should prepue themselva for the damnation-to use a biblical expression-that
will surely fall upon their heads when their children a~rive
at manhood.
CHAUNCEY BROWN.
CHICAGo, July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: How often we see such phrases as "Swept
into eternity," "Blown into eternity," and the like, in our
secular newspapers, in fi11.ming headlines to attract attention
to some disastrous cyclone, fiood, fire, or other calamity
where there has been great loss of human life. One would
think that a person capable of editing such a paper as the
Chicago dally N6ws would know that such phrases are the
merest nonsense. I wish to show that, taking any view of
the case you wish, a person is never" blown," ''swept," or
otherwise sent into eternity at death. Now, what is the
meaning of the word " eternity?" Webster says, "Duration, without beginning or end." Even according to the
view of orthodox Christians, it cannot be true that a soul
commences on eternity at death according to the above definition. If man is an immortal being, he was always in
eternity, even as an individual soul. On the other hand, if,
as Secularists believe, man ceases to exist as a conscious
being when this life goes out, he, as an individual, was
"blown," "swept," "hurled," or otherwise sent into eternity at birth, and as such goes out of eternity at death. As
matter, in one form or another, we always were and always
will be in eternity.
Please send me a petition for signatures in the interest of
Moses Barman. While I am not in favor of publishing
such articles as he does, yet I see that his was a case of "the
squelching a l!.eretic."
Faithfully,
JoHN HuDsoN.
CATHLAMET, WAsH., July 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to publish the following Obituary
notice: Alvin M. Brooks died at home in Sk:amoka wa, Wash.,
June 23, 1890, aged sixty-two. He was born in New York,
came to this coast in 1857, which year and until 1861 he
spent in Montana in company with his brother Allen E.
Brooks, engaged in mining. In 1869 he came to Skamokawa
with his two brothers, Washington and Allen E., where he
has since lived. There were but two settlers in Skamokawa
prior to their coming-H. Lowell, who survives him, and
Mr. Spauldin~t,long since passed to the silent land. He was
buried on the home he redeemed from the forest and made
to blossom as the rose, on June 25th, aml there, with the
faithful heart who loved and cared for him in his last illness,
and whose first separation has come in twenty years, may
his slumber be sweet. Uncle Alvin is gone, and his place in
the hearts of those who loved him can never be filled. By
request of the relativs, S. F. Albert read the Liberal services
over his remains, and Mrs. Albert sang, "Lay Him Low :
His Work is Done." A large number of his friends met to
pay the last tribute of respect to one of whom it can well be
said, "none knew him but to love him." His life was one
of uprightness and integrity. Our heartfelt sympathy is extended to the bereaved relativs, but this thought will help
them to bear the heavy blow : " If duties well performed
bring peace, how sweet will be his rest." He was a lifelong
Freethinker, and his loss is a heavy one to our cause.
LIDA J. ALBERT.
TYN&BoRo, MAss., July 27, 290.
MR. EDITOR: "Death Ends All; or, The Mysteries of Life
and Death." Such is the title of a pamphlet by Walter
Hague, Pittsburgh, Pa. I do not know why that proposition
is not as dogmatic as the contradiction. How is one to
know whether death ends all unless he has knowledge when
he is dead, and if he has, of course he knows death has not
ended all ? The first question to settle is the one of whether
there be any death. Life is manifest in various forms of
being-the vegetable and the animal life we see continually
transformed into each other. How do we know how many
other modes there may be of living? To say that there is
. one, and make that dogma the dictum of authority because
it cannot be proved there is not, is the religious or mystical
procedure; to say that there is none because it cannot be
proved that there is, e.nd throw out as fools and frauds and
cranks all who say they believe there is-another life, or continuous, conscious individual being after death, is perhaps
more plausible on the face of appearances, but no less dictatorial and assuming in practice and logic. Life and death
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are alike mysteries and all we know of either is by natural
revelation. The natural would be incapable of understanding any supernatural,_ no matter what attempts the one might
make to impress the other. There are multitudes who state
they hav had experiences with those called dead-spoken
with their s_pirit, ghosts, or whatever it may be that survives,
and among these are_ nameable persons unexcelled in their
repute- for honesty and sagacity. Though their say-so does
not make it so, yet it is an over-assumption to say they did
not simply because we hav never had the like experience.
And if we think we hav, what can any negativ argument
amount to to us anyway? Mr. Hague's book is a short and
unpretentious summary of the usual arguments for the no
soul, no future life theory,-and contains the common inaccu.
racies of other writers on the subject. For instance, he
says: "I shall consider this positiv proof that consciousness
is a natural property of an electric current generated by the
conscious part of the nerves and brain."' Consciousness
generated by the electric current of the conscious part is too
too-too to be proved by anything. You might as well say
that capacity was generated by the wind blowing through
the capacious part of the bunghole and barrel. How did
the part become conscious? That is the question before the
senate.
JoHN P. GUILD.
GuEENWIOH VILLAGE, MASs., July 21, 1890.
Mu. EDITOU : Please send a copy of the last issue of THE
TUUTH BEEKEU to the persons named in the inclosed list. I
order THE TuUTH BEEKER sent to those persons because I
think it contains the best arguments against the Christian
superstition that I can find. I am glad you hav concluded to
publish a book of pictures, as I think they are an unanswerable argument against the theory of Christianity, showing
ridiculous and unreasonable sides. In truth, the whole system of theology is entirely opposed to reason or common
sense, and has been forced upon mankind by fire and sword,
and the intelligent Christian knows it cannot be sustained by
a~gument. Hence the Christian efforts to get God into the
Constitution and Jesus acknowledged as king of nations.
And yet the people do not seem to think our liberty is in
any danger ; do not seem to see that the priest will tell us
what the will of God is, will speak for God and act for him.
They do not see that the church will rule the nation. And
ir anyone wants to know what will happen then let him read
history and see what did happen when the church ruled, and
he may hav some idea of what will happen if the church
again gets the power.
If all those who do not believe the Christian theory would
withhold their support from the church, it would die of its
own accord il! a short time, but there are thousands of unbelievers that pay their money to support the Christian superstition, and some send their children to Christian Sundayschools, and see no harm in reading the Bible and giving
religious instruction in our public schools. Now, this is all
wrong. They ought to pay something for the advancement
of right, truth, and justice; then our liberties would be safe.
C. M. PowERs.
PoRT ToWNSEND, W A.BH., July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a constant reader of your excellent paper for more than five years, although I am not a
subscriber, as I am engaged in the theatrical business and
constantly traveling, so I get my paper through the newsdealers, and sometimes they are as much as five and six
weeks old.
I think Liberals make a mistake by not making more of
an effort to hav Liberal speakers to officiate on Decoration
day, Washingtnn's birthday, and especially the Fourth of
July, as a vast amount of good could be accomplished with
but little effort. I was at Ilwaco, Washington, on this last
Fourth as the speaker was naming over the various ones who
hav been prominent in achieving our independence. He
said, "And that greatest of all patriots, champion of liberty
and independence, Thomas Paine, the man who first spoke
those immortal words: 'These United States of America
must and ought to be free and independent.' "The speaker
was unknown to me, and as it was so unlooked-for and so
unexpected, and as the program had been opened with
prayer by the village minister, my blood mounted to my
face, and the tears to my eyes, and before I knew it I gave
one tremendous hurrah, and commenced to clap my hands
with all my might, and the entire audience of six or seven
hundred joined in, and I knew the sky-pilot could hav
crawled through a knot-hole.
The Liberals of Washington hav much to be elated over
in regard to the reading of the Bible and singing of hymns
in the public schools, as the superintendent of public instruction has informed various school boards that if they
wit:ih public moneys to defray the expenses of the school they
must desist from allowing any religious services in the
school whatever.
I think that your article headed, "The Union of Church
and State," and that by "A Missionary at Sea," headed, "The
True Inwardness of tb.e National Reform Party," in THE
TRUTH BEEKER of June 28th, ought to be published in pamphlet form and distributed broadcast over the land, as even
the senators do not real!ze how much there is of union between church and state in this country. But the theatrical
people realize it, though.
Yours for truth, liberty, and independence,
A. G. ALLEN.
ATTLEBoRo, Mus., July 12, 1890.
EDITOR: I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER of July 5th that
Mr. Jesse Maurer, of Harmony, Ind., wants to know how
our heavenly father did not make Eve at the same time that
he made Adam, and of the same material. If fr~end Maurer
will read the first two chapters of Genesis he will see that
th,e .()~~p,ti_Qll of Adam wa"' _ap ,afte,rt_!J.?Jlght with our
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heavenly father and his partner, as we read in Gen. i, 26,
that after God had got through with making the beasts and
creeping things, and so got his hand in, as it were, he said
to his partner, "Let us make man in our own image and
likeness, and let him hav dominion over the fish of the
sea," etc. "So God created man in his own image; in the
image of God created he him, male and female created he
them." Now, it is evident that this man and woman were
created about the Eame time and of the same mud. But for
some good reason it seems our heavenly father and his partner
were dissatisfied with the father's -first effort at man-making,
so these two, although made in his own image and likeness,
and blessed by him and told to multiply, were discarded and
disowned. Now, let us see what the reason was. The first
man and woman were made on the sixth day. Then came
the ~abbath, and how many more days we hav no account,
but m the fifth verse of the second chapter of the same book
we read that there was not a man to till the ground. But
as the ground must be tilled, and the man and woman
already made, being gorillas, would not work, our heavenly
father and his partner went to work and made another man,
and waited awhile to see if he would work. By the time
that God found out that this last man would work, the dust
that he had used to make him of was all gone, blown away
perhaps. So he was obliged to chloroform him, and take
out one of his ribs and make a woman of it. Now, if we
only had a photograph of this first man that would not
work we should know just how God looks, as he was made
in the image and likeness of God. But we are not informed
whether Adam was made in the !mag~ and likeness of any
God or not. However, our heavenly father and his partner
seem to hav met with fair success in the last effort to make
a breed of men that would work. Eve also, who was made
out of Adam's rib, very soon went to work gathering fruit
for herself and husband. Now, it is as plain as day to any
thinking person that the man and woman spoken of in Gen.
i, 26, were a pair of gorillas, who, of course, would not cui.
tivate the ground, hence he was obliged to make Adam and
Eve. This reasonable view of the matter also helps us to
see how Cain got his wife. He simply went over to the
land of Nod, courted the finest young gorilla maiden he
could find, married her, and set up for himself. This also
accounts for the origin of the negro race, who are the de.
scendants of Cain and his gorilla wife. In conclusion, I
would advise friend Maurer not to doubt the holy Bible
until he has studied it carefully.
.E. 0. Su.
CHIOA.Go, ILL., July 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I was born and brought up an Infidel, and
by Dature am very skeptical. Prove all things, has ever
been my motto. I hav proved to myself ~he existence of a
life beyond the grave-the immortality of the intelligence,
will power, consciousness, or mind of human individualities.
It is not a matter of belief. There is no such thing as belief
in my idea of continued life; a man must know the fact,
mu,st hav positiv proof.
I subscribe to THE TRUTH BEEKER for I believe in free,
open discussion of all subjects. I hav no fear but that the
truth will stand all the criticism that the human mind is
capable of using against it. Anything with regard to life
after what we call death, that will not stand and assert itself,
in spite of doubt, denial, and scientific investigation, is not
true.
I notice several" writers in THE TUUTH SEEKER ha v remarked that Spiritualists hav said, "Why take this belief
from us ?" I do not believe that expression ever came from
a Spiritualist. Why should we fear losing the knowledge of
a demonstrated fact? The subject cannot be argued too
much to suit me.
We view the phenomena of nature from different standpoints, no qvo alike, so a fact to me has no meaning to one
who had not been so situated or conditioned as to receive
the same truth. Arter learning the fact of a life hereafter,
as we turn back over the pages of history, the Bible, and
the writings of eminent minds, there is a new meaning to it
all. Mr. Longshore in his last article," Immortality of Man,"
says: "But in an immortal existence there can be no wear,
no waste, no decay, no end; no use for thought, for reason,
for mental or moral effort. It is simply to exist without a
purpose or a capability, without motiv or emotion. To be
obliged -to exist in this torpid, morbid, inactiv, purposeless
state, and that eternally, is a conception revolting to a conscious being, abhorrent to reason and humanity." Yes,
indeed, it is a revolting conception, and could be entertained
only by a Materialist who believes that to be the condition if
there is an existence. How easy it seems to be for some
Materialists to describe what the conditions are of a life they
kn_ow not of. I used to figure it out myself about the same
way, but when I learned the truth, I could not help but
think how silly my expressions must hav seemed to those
who had the light.
I hav no use for churches-never had. They are of no
benefit to humanity. They profit on the ignorance and hypocrisy of the people. And hand in hand with the church
is another monster that feeds upon the ignorance and fear of
the people; that is the medical profession. These two humbugs are two great curses to the world, education being the
only remedy for the evils that come from them. As people
become enlightened as to the requirements of the physical
organization and understand the effects of the different foods
used in sustaining it, and put in practice the knowledge obtained, just so fast do they do away with the professional
M.D.'s, and their pernicious practices of keeping people
under the weather for the purpose of bleeding them of all
the cold cash they think they can get. There are good peopie among them, but like the church they hav a common
purpose, and are protected by one of the worst laws against
freedom this country has ever had. The physicians of this
country are largely of the Liberal element, arid if they be-
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lieve in liberty they shnuld hav such laws repealed at once.
I believe this M.D. question should be brought before the
people as much as the question of religious freedom. They
both concern our health and happiness here.
In conclusion I will say a word in reply to :1\'Ir. Josiah
Friend regarding a secret society. I myself do not believe a
secret society can ever benefit the world. The Liberal people would make a blunder, in my judgment, to even agitate
the question. It is contrary to freedom and the principles
of our government. We do not need any secret work. The
more openly and freely we express ourselvs at all times, the
better. Stand by the Constitution. If necessary to organize,
let it be on the basis of freedom, with the Constitution of
the United States and the Declaration of Independence for
by-laws. We need no secret s1gns. Let the work be done
openly before the world.
F. E. ORMSBY.
DIXIE, WA.BH., July 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In Editorial Notes in THE TRUTH BEEKER
of July 5th you ask for a scientiac explanation of the case of
A. H. Walker, who changed, or is reported to hav changed,
his mind in regard to religion, juet before his death; he
having written to you in February indorsing your paper
and the cartoons, and about the middle of May, nccording
to Mrs. Walker, having utterly repudiated them. You state
the fact of Mrs. Walker being a Christian as a possible factor
in the solution of the problem. The lady is an entire
stranger to me, but knowing nothing to the contrary, I shall
assume that she is sincere and honest, and reported facts to
you, in her letter.
The following explanation of the case is hardly scientific,
but it may contain a ray of light. Nothing but a more
thorough knowledge of the laws of mind than we now possess, will secure a full explanation.
It is well known that in old age the mind retains most perfectly the impressions made on it in youth. The octogenarian may describe events that occurred seventy years ago,
and seem to see every face that figures in his story, remembering the slightest occurrences in their minutest details,
perfectly, while the events of the past few vears, yes, even
of yesterday, he knows nothing of. More than that ; he not
only is able more readily to call to mind the scenes of long
ago, but he takes far greater pleasure in contemplating those
mental pictures of the past than in realities of the present.
But this is not the case to any great extent until the mind
begins to lose its vigor.
A mind enfeebled by disease is often found to be in the
same condition as one weakened by age. The invalid, especially if the victim of some lingering disease, will recur with
pleasure to events of his early life, while the present has no
charms for him whatever. This becomes more marked as
death approaches.
It thus often occurs that one who, in the full possession of
his faculties, knows the Bible uninspired and full of contradictions, absurdities, and immoralities, turns when by
sickness his mental faculties are blurred, to the teachings of
his early life. If anyone can explain why aged persons take
such pleasure in, and recollect so clearly, the scenes of their
childhood, while the Intervening years are a blank, then can
the case of Mr- Walker be explained.
But some may ask, " Why does the mind of a dying man
so often revert to religion ? Why not to other teachings of
his younger days?" The answer is evident. Most persons
hs.v been taught, as I was when a child, that death is the
most important event in the earthly career of a human being ;
that when death comes we shall be able to see more clearly
than during life, the reality of religion ; that at the hour of
death we shall know what otJ.r condition in the future life
shall be; that death is the gate to eternal happiness or everlasting woe. Such teachings from their very nature must
make a deeper impression on the mind of the child than
any other. Besides these teachings, we are told that the
Bible is a true mnral guide, and that happiness comes only
from believing and obeying its precepts. With many, some
of the pleasantest hours of childhood are' spent in studying
the Bible or in listening-to Bible stories from a fond mother's
lips-and the Bible contains many beautiful, many pathetic,
many sublime stories and descriptions.
It is only in after years that we learn that the good in the
so-called word of God is more than counterbalanced by the
evil; that the idea of a heaven and a. hell is absurd; that
death is not an awakening of the mind, but a falling asleep.
It is not to be wondered at, then, that many Infidels,
children of religious parents, on their dying beds, or in their
advanced years, turn to those forcible and somewhat beautiful instructions received in early life, and renounce their Infidelity.
The writer's parents were Christians and gave him religious instruction. He attended Sunday.school and church
for several years, and became a church-member at sixteen;
but thorough examination of the Bible, without having ever
seen an Infidel publication or heard an Infidel lecture, convinced him of the impossibility of the Bible being inspired.
I know Christianity is false, and I hope the time will soon
come when it will exist only in history. I am one of the
most radical of Radicals so far as disbelief in the Bible is
concerned. But if, by sickness or age, my mental faculties
are impaired, my judgment grows obtuse, my memory returns to early years and presents those early teachings,
while the result of latter investigations is forgotten, and I
am Jed to say that Christianity is true, I hope that none of
my friends will so dishonor my memory as to say that "his
mind became clear before death," and he saw Infidelity in
its true light. It would be an insult to say that my judgment is not so good now, while in the full possession of my
mental faculties, as it will be when all are fading a way into
that dreamless and eternal sleep called death.
H.ABRY LEE.
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house :tad tenants I took the rooms of my time but still I read the letters in the Corner exactly like our straw-cutting machines, into
Methodist neighbor (I think I ha.v got as from the young friends. I don't see as many which we dare not hold our fingers, for fear
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Said the fox, al he bowed to the one that now above is most worthy. We join with the
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ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 oent'll.
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Now np and now down! Mr. Reynard, adieu !"
lk>nnd in one volume. To meet the demand
Little Tommy was entertaining one of his city.
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
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all his leotnresJ except tne latest on " Orthosister's admirers until she appeared.
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fore published, and all the famona "tributes "
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heretofore printed in various 1hapes\bnt neTer
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brought together till now, many otner gems,
know how I spent the Fourth of July? I'll tell
"What did she say?"
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ures, letters table-talks, and day-to-da:y oon·
"Well, she said you hadn't sense enough
Before the glass leaves the furnace it is
versationa of the an thor. The work is designed
boys and girls might like to hear. For several to keep your mouth shut, and 1 bet her two colored by chemicals, of which arsenic, saltfor and will be accepted by admiring friends ~s
years I hav invited the newsboys of my town big apples you had; and you hav, havn•t peter, and antimony are the principal.
a rare personal souvenir. To hell! it serve th1B
purposE!\ a fine steel portrait, with antogra:ph
(Stoneham, Mass.) to take breakfast with me you? And you'll make her stump up the
It is then ready to be drawn out into tubes.
fr.o simile, has been prepared especiall;: for 1t.
on that morning. This year my type-written apples, won't you?"
Prioe 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt baok
A glass-blower dips his iron rod into the
and sute, $2.50; in half oalf) mottle<\ edges, eleinvitations were issued on Japanese napkins
The young man did not wait to see sticky mass, then takes up a lump the size of
gant llbrary style) 4.50; m full Tnrke;y: moroooo, gilt, exquis1tly fine, 7.50; in full tree
in this form :
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an apple and rolls it on a plate to round it,
calf, hfghest possible style and finish, $9.
then taking a simple tool makes a hollow Life.
To TIIB NBWSBOYS: Fourth of July greetA Prose Poem. Printed in
ing. You are cordially invited to sn indeat the end of the ball like that at the end of
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents.
Correspondence.
pendent lunch, from 7 to 11 A.M., with your
a wine bottle. Another workman has done Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
PooAHONTAs, ILL., July 13, 1890.
friend,
C. FANNIB ALLYN.
boudoir, ft.
DBAB Miss WIXoN: It has been along time the same with another lump, and the two
I had a 1dear little maiden to assist me.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
since I hav written to the Corner, and as then press the hollowed edges of the balls
She had a red, white, and blue cap on her you were kind enough to print my other together until they adhere, and the union is
head, and a little flag on her left shoulder. letter I thought I would try it again. I am so complete that the air within cannot
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
I told you of her in rhyme like this once :
very much interested in the Corner, and love eacape. The workmen then walk with their
USE THE
the
letters
and
other
matter
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to
read
Gipsy Queen I call my Bessie,
We had a very nice rain here Saturday, and rods, in opposit directions, to a distance of
With her eyes so dark and bright.
we were very glad to see it, for we needed it a hundred yards, keeping step all the time In your meetings, to make them lively and interI couldn't afford luxuries, so we had coffee, badly. We hav had a dry spell of weather. exactly, as if they were marching. Mean- esting,
THE LIBEBAI. HYMN-BOOK oonta.ins songl
bread and butter, cookies, salmon, potted It is very warm weather here now.
the best poets, adapted to well-known tul.le".
while the red-hot glass stretches off from the by
It
ie
hill!!ly
recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
think
the
pictures
are
grandly
designed.
I
chicken and ham, cake, and ice cream. Each
balls as long as any remains, or perhaps Pari.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
boy found in his plate a bunch of firecrackers, It is nice for the writers of the Corner to cor- until it becomes cool. At the same time the and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
Address 'l\HE TBUTR BEEXBB Ooa tin horn, a Roman candle, and a motto. respond with one another. I correspond inclosed air pushes itself out of the long glass Ill cents,
with some little ladies of the Corner, and
The mottoes were, " Forget not the Brave," would like some more to correspond with. thread, and so produces a hollow tube instead
"Be True to Your Country," with others of
I like to write to them because I can of a solid rod of glass, and the future bead The Candle From Ulld r the
that nature. After breakfast the boys came learn from them about the climate, inhabit- has now received its necessary hole.
Bushel
to the parlor, and presented their mottoes in ants, and productions of the places they liv
ThEse tubes may be of various sizes, and
(Mark iv, 21); or,
exchange for a packet bearing a duplicate in. It seems rather queer when they talk of so making different-sized beads.
it being so hot when it is rather cold here.
motto. The packages contained baseballs, I guess I will close for the time. I will try
A very general home industry at Venice is 1,306 Questions to the Clergy :
neckties, games, pocket-books, and a variety to write a longer and better letter next time. the sorting of the tubes, and the breaking of
And fm the Consideration of Others.
of articles that I thought would please boys. Hoping to see this in print, I remain,
them into about three-feet lengths, making
Your Liberal friend, LIZZIB KBINNAJI£.
The boys came, and ate, and laughed, and
Instructi'De, Interesting, and Laughabld.
the large basketfuls look like the quills of a
talked, and there was no impatience of word
porcupine. The girls and women sort and
BY WILLIAM HART.
GRANT FoRK, ILL., July 28, 1890.
or deed to mar the morning. We just had a
DBAR Miss WIXON: I hav not written to weigh these, and then take them back to the
Price,
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50 cents.
''splendid time." I did, anyway. As my your great and noble paper for a very long factories, and put them into .w."chines Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings.
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Crimes and Persecutions.
8vo, 1,119pp, Oloth, $3; leather, $~; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
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Essay on Miracles.
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ESSAYS AND lECTURES
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Paper, SOOpp., 60 cents; cloth, $1.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to founcl a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SawYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen ian·
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oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
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A Key to Bible Investigation.
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Inspired Scriptures.
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Theological Presumption: An Open
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LOOKING BACKWARD
B)' Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are
free to receive new li~~:ht will fin a in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The apJt!e&l is a ways made to a man's reason.
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel•
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A BU!fgestion of a really practicable and feallble soo1al state greatly in advance of the pre1ent.
The romantic narratlV is rioh in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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of Religion.

By L. FEUERBACH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 111mo, 75pp.;
~ 0 ots.
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PluOB 1
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THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH l'BEFACE BY DB. HABDWICJ:E,

· INTBODUOTION.
Ohapter
I,._
Bible Astronomy and Evolution;
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
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ter III. Bib1e Myths and Evolution; Ohal>J;er IV,
Bible HistorY and Evolution; Ohapter V, Bible
MoralitY and Evolution; Ohapter VI, Bible Mir·
Price, 10 cents.
acles and Evolution : Obapter VII, Miracles Incredible; Oha)!ter VIU Bible Poetry and EvoluAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
tion_; Oba.pter IX, Bible Art and Evolution : Ohap..
ter .A.. Bible God and Evolution; Ohapter XI, Soul
and Future and Evolution · Ohapter XII, Heaven
FESTIVA.L OF A.SHTA.ROTH. Hereafter; Ohapter XIII, 6onolusion.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
.A. tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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and Extra-OhristianExPe•
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por- A Memoir of Ohristia.nrienoe.
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Every Liberal Should Read

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

Giordano Bruno. ROME~

With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE

New York State Bar .A88ociation, at Albany,
The Teachings of Secularism Com·
N. Y., Jan. 21, ..l890.
pared W}th Orthodox ChristianIty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
'rhe onlv Com:plete a.ud Authorized Edition.

BY NATHANIEL BAMBJ.y WATERS.
A verl' critical s.nalysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two SYStems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure lollio is capable of inflioting.-[Oritioal Beview.
Oloth, 12mo, 11. 75.
Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A OOMPBNDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which aniver·
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sk:ill.-[Literary World.
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Irving.:-[lnter-Ooean.
•
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-[l'enn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 111mo, M8pp.,l1. 75.
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opens with an extended article by Edward
Atkinson entitled, '' Common Sense applied to
the Tariff Question." It. is a discussion of the
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"Mr. Herbert Spencer's Place in Philosophy"
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The narrativ is; in the main, a history of a wa~rk162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
inll' girl's life and experience in the oityof Ohilllllg&
Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
Jail. Berinett. ............................... 10 amonJ bluft' business men, kind hearted folllts<,. $6. Best grades in si!verine case, 7 jewels, $7.50;
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman ................ 2 and disreputable hypocrite. It is lnst snoh a st0ey 9 jeWP Is. $8: 11 jewels, $9 ; t5 jewels, $tO; adinst ed,
of human life as we should expect Oolonel In~r&T- $1tl. For s ounce coin silver case, add $8.50; 4
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admirel!! ounce, $4 50; 5 onnoe, $6. In best open-face
and
appreciates is snre to be worth the a.ttentiou filled gold, dnst.proof case, 7 jewels, $16; 11 Jew.
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
, els, $17.50: 15 Jewels, $18.50; adjusted, $24.50;
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
hinged oases, $8 more; hunting oases, $6 more.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
burg, M.D ..................................... 5
, The New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
'.!Evolution: Homogt'"'llous to Het.el'oge·
All modern improvements: in si!verine, $19; 3
neous. Underwood ......................... 3
•, ounce coin silver, $22.50;4 onnoe, $23.50; 5 onnoe,
4 Litemture of the Insane. Marvin.......... fi
BY SAMUEL P PUTNAM1
I $25. BEST open-face filled •crew case. $27; hinged,
•
·
, $80: hunting, $2tl; Louis XIV style, $2 to $10 more.
5 Res:r:,onsibility ofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
SdiJNtl:wfl of thjj .Amwican S6CUlar U~ : Ladies• beet gold filled, 7 jewels. $17; 11 iewelsJ
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Price to' cents.
, $18.50; t5 jew• Is, $2!i; adjusted, $35; 14 kt eolia
'l De11th. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
A.ddre81 Tu• TBtiTD B•BUB COKPA· goJd, $!~ to $20 more. RubY and d1amond orna·
8 How M11rsupialAnim11ls Propagate.......... 2
""'
mentat10ns up to $100 extra.
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
An elegant
and drops,
.
$600, worth $900; a. magmfioent halr ornament
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson.......... -10
t
i
and
pin
and
pendant
combination,
rosette,
29
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
AND
! brilliants, $200, worth $300; one do., heart-sh11peJ
R. B. Brigham, M.D........................ IS
sapphire and rnby in center, same price ana
TwBLVB 0Tmm DIBOOURBBB OJ! RB • 80..
value. Plns, rmgs, drops, stnds, from $800 down
l! Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Btl 0. B. PROMINGH.AH.
to $tO; same proportionate discounts. All bought
Modern Symposium......................... 10
Extra oloth, tllmo, 288J,lp,, st.
before late advance.
See note at·head or eolamn.
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OTTO WE'l"l'BTEIN, Boohelle,
Addre11

Joshua Davidson:

Meets every Bnnday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.. Newark, N.J. Lectures alrd discussions on
religions and social questions. Sea.ts free and
everYbodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f
meets every SundaY in Indu~trial Hall, Broad aL d
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for Iect111res and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the a.udienoe. N.B.-'l'rnt.h
Seekervublioationsalwayson ha.nda.tohea.p rates.

Cllicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Leotnres and debates. Strangers from. abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society o:f Kent,

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Mmn. J.F.MACOl'!IllER,Pres.; LEROY BEBRIDR,Beo.

IHizur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun.
days of each month at Independent Chnroh, at
t0:30 A._M •. Free disonssilln on all Libera.lsnbjeots.
Subscnpt10ns to THE TRuTH BEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. t:!MITJI, Oor. Sec.

The Walla Walla LibHal <:lub
Meets ev,ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY
ha)l, Ma.m street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Smence Lectures.-Free Dlscussions.-Original
and Be~ected ~eadings and Poems. A large valU!!ble library 1s at the service of members and
fnends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec.
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lectnre followed
by debates. The Pnblio cordiallY invited.

Brotherhood ot l'tlorali!its,No. 903,
Prairie <:ity, Ia,,
Meets every BnndaY in the Liberal reading-room
h!tll at 2: ao P M. All Liberals are cordially inVlted. F. V. DRAPER, Cor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., FI·ecthougllt
Society
Meeb every Bnnday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is ~xtended to all. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
FlYnn Block, B.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANKLIN STEINER, PreS,
Port~mou11l,

o., §ecular Union

Meets every Sund~y at .7 P.ru:. in Grand ArmY
-Hall Lectures, dJscnssions, readings, poems,
mns10 and so_ngs. A c<;~rdialmvitaiion is extended
to all; espema~y to fnends fr~m abroad. Correspondence sollmted. J. L. TBEUTHA.BT, President.
WILLS. ANDRES, Secr~ta.l·y,

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets ~ve,rY,Bnnday at 7:30P.M. in the pnblio
school bnildmg in Port Ang~lei!, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading, Discussion invrted on all subjects. Liberal Jiter&ture distributed free.
FRANK MORSE, Sec.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
l'hjj Sole F(U,tors and JGx(U,t Ratios in the
.Aoguir~mtmt and .Apportionmtmt.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

AND

---------------------~

THE SAFEST CREE D,
4

w

for young and middle aged

DIAMONDS.

THE NEW GOD ·

~s~!~t~:~r~P~~

,.

m.

tt.oo.

Is a regularly educated
'n.nd legn.lly qun.llfled Ph.:r·
sician, and the most successful in his specialty as
his practice will pror-c.
Send 10 cts, for his "Prt•
vnte Counselor." a book

SPECIAL SALE

WATCHES

o,,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Bnndays, at 2
P.M., at the towll hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MA.BIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal <:Jub

w. s. BELL's

LIFE OF

Meets everY FridaY evening, at 8 o•clook, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East !5th street. Lectures and discussions. The pnblio cordially invited.

The Newarli Liberal League

Will Print the Moat Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.

p AltlrnLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY •

These notices atre for the benefit of Liberals
mho may be 'Disiting the places where these sodeties are located. Local Seculwr Unions and
/f reetlwught Societies meeting regula!rly can
ha'D their gatherin,qs ad'Dertised here free by forwarding the neceSBOII'lJ information.

meu. su!l"ering from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the re~utt of ~·outhful
follies, iwlcsaetions and
excesses. It sets forth nu

i;O~[~:N-~rr.~c~~i.ou.Th~
book is worth many timer

its cost. and ~hould be in
the hands of ~:.,..cuoe attiict·

cd.
.l.N

TIO~RST S'l'A'i"f.M:F.XT.

"Simill\r advertisements
ttom muelhtbte vractiti·
rners have been frequently assnilcd a~d e~posed by
che press. but Dr. FELLOWS stands forcm~st m ~~,;- l'Nf.C&·
elou, ~are t~t him:'- The Nat~tmal l 1etD'·

Address,----

Dr. R. P. FELLOWSl
Inquiries are frequently received asking what
we know abont Dr- Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. 1
First, we know that he is a reliable gentleman ox
rare professional skill, who has earned success by
good work. Second that he fulfills all has agreements to the letter. Third, that he has performed
onres of bopeless cases that in the olden time hil
skill wonld have been called mira.onlous. Fourtho
and last, we know him to be an hoB.est man and a
stanch Libera.l.-Tlle Betuw Wall,
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DID lYIAN FALI,?
STANLEY is in fair health again.
TRuE, a man cannot lift himself by his own The Location and Topography of the Gar.
den of Eden a Fact.
waistbands, because he cannot get out of
ITALIAN and negro laborers hav come into himself; but he can expand himself (which
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT?
conflict at Pomona, N.J.
is better, there being no up nor down in nat86,000 REWA. RD.
CATHoLics are cryin>r out against the "ram- ure), and so split his waistbands, being al- By ISRAEL W. GROH, Author of "Is the God
ready
within
himself.-Thoreau.
of
I~~ra.el the True God T"
pancy of Freemasonry" in Uruguay.
Paper, 10 cents.
PLUNGE
we
in
time's
tempestuous
flow,
THE Chicago city council has resolved to
Stem
we
the
rolling
surge
of
chance
I
fill 150 acres of the lake front as a fair site.
'rhere may alternate weal and woe,
A TELEscoPE lens, larger even than the Success and failure, as they can,
Lick, and able to make the moon appear Mingle and shift in changeful dance I
(Mark iv, 21); or,
only 100 miles away, is proposed.
Excitement is the sphere for man. •
1,306
Questions
to the Clergy:
The
scope
of
all
my
powers
henceforth
be
NEW YoRK and the neighboring country is
this,
And for the Consideration of Others.
suffering from a spell of heat that causes sevTo bare my breast to every pang-to know
eral deaths and many prostrations daily.
Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable.
In my heart's core all human weal an4 woe,
BY WILLIAM HART.
RAcE hatred has caused a French physi- To grasp in thought the lofty and the deep,
cian to protest against any of his countrymen Men's various fortunes on my breast to heap,
Price,
50 cents.
And thus to theirs dilate my individual mind,
taking part in the Berlin Medical Congress.
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
And share at length with them the shipwreck
To combat Socialists, the authorities of
OF
of mankind.-Goethe.
Catalonia, Spain, hav declared a state of
THE BIBLE.
SEVERAL learned men hav testified their
siege, and directed the arrest of the ringPROPOSITIONS, Theoloaioa.l, Mora.!, His·
surprise at not finding in the historian Flaleaders.
torica.l, and speculative, each proved afvius Josephus, any mention of Jesus Christ ; firmativelY and negativelY by quotations from
THERE passed over Chicago a few days ago for all men of true learning are now agreed scripture, without comment; embodying the most
a meteor looking like a ball of fire, carrying that the short passage relativ to him in that palpable and striking self-contradiction& of the
inspired word of God.
a broad trail of fire, and emitting a hissing history has been interpolated. The father of so-called
By w. H. BURR. 72 pages. Price, 15 cents.
sound.
Flavius Josephus must, however, hav been
JAY GoUTD has given a present, or bribe, witness to all the Iniraclesof Jesus. Jose- DANIEL THE DREAMER.
of land worth $9,000 to the Episcopal and phus was of the sacerdotal race, and akin to
BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Presbyterian churches of Irvington-on-the- Herod's wife, Mariamne. :S:e give us long
Price,
10 cents.
all
that
prince's
actions,
yet
says
details
of
Hudson.
not a word of the life or death of Jesus, nor Specimen of The Bible. Esther.
THERE is trouble at a New York G. A. R. does this historian, who disguises none of
BY A. HoLYOAKE.
post over the rejection ofa member's dues be- Herod's cruelties, say one word of the genPrice,
10 cents.
cause two years ago, in Savannah, he praised eral massacre of the iufants, ordered by him
Jefferson Davis.
on hearing that there was born a king of the .A.cts of The Apostles. .A. Farce~
AKoNG the states whose confederation Jews. The Greek calendar estimates the
BY A. HoLYOAKE.
number
of children murdered, on this occamakes up the German empire, there is jealPrice,
10 cents.
ousy at the excessiv influence of the chief one sion, at fourteen thousand. This is, of all
scti:ms of all tyrants, the most horrible.
of them, Prussia.
There is no example of it in the history of Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.
GuATEMALA and San Salvador are making the whole world. Yet the best writer the
BY A. HoLYOAKE.
Price,
10 cents.
desperate efforts against each other. The Jews hav ever had, the only one esteemed by
former has 40,000 men under arms at pres- the Greeks and Romans, makes n':> mention
ent; the latter. 10,000.
of an event so singular and so frightful. He LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
BY M. D: CoNWAY.
DURING the Columbian Exposition there says nothing of the appearance of a new star
the east, after the birth of our savior-a
Price
• • 5 cents
will be held at Chicago a congress of sacial in
'
·
reformers of every description, who will brilliant phenomenon, which could not escape .
the knowledge of an historian so enlightened' EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.
expound their doctrine.
as Josephus .. He is also sile~t respecting the
BY A. L. RAwsoN.
CANADIANS hav long stolen lumber from darkness whwh, on our saviOr's death, covPrice, • • 10 cents.
the northern border of Minnesota, and the ered the whole earth for three hours at Inidfederal government has dispatched an expe- day, the great number of graves that opened
THE NEW AGE.
at that moment, and the multitude of the ·
dition to suppress the practice.
just that rose again. The learned are conBY W. B. BELL.
MARBH CooK, a Republican of Marsh stantly evincing their surprise that no Roman
Price,
10 cents.
county, Miss., said that he would stand as a historian speaks of these prodigies, happencandidate if the federal election bill passed, ing in the empire of Tiberius, under the eyes
If You Take .A.way My Religion
and was shot from ambush and killed.
of a Roman governor and a Roman garrison,
What Will You Give Me Instead 1
CHINA is spending this year about $5,000,- who must hav sent to the emperor and the
BY MARTIN.
0 () in the effort to regulate its wayward senate a detailed account of the most miracuPrice, • - - 10 cents.
lous
event
that
mankind
had
ever
heard
of.
river, the Hoang Ho, which has recently
caused such terrible loss of life and prop- Rome itself must hav been plunged for three A PLEA FOR ATHEISM
hours in impenetrable darkness. Such a
erty.
prodigy would hav had a place in the annals
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
THE Prison Association of New York of Rome, and in those of every nation.- Vol-,
Price.10 cents.
meets with success in securing places so that taire.
•
ex-convicts who desire to liv honestly may
. Dialogue Between a Christian Mis·
do so; 1,600 hav secured places during the
WE know nothing certa~y of Jesus <:Jhnst.. sionary and a Chinese Mandarin
•
•
We know nothing of his infancy, nothing of 1
past year.
hls youth, and we are not sure that such a ,
Pnce, 10 cents.
ELLEN SwANToN, a sister in the Sacred person ever existed.-IngersoU.
i
Heart Convent in New York, has been taken
: Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
to the city hospital, having developed religT!!E teaching of the ~arly fathers on the .
by a Weak bnt zealous Christian.
ious insanity, imagining that she had a mis- subJect is perfectly unammous and unequiv1
Without
a
single
exception,
all
who
i
Price, 10 cents.
ocal.
sion to convert everyone.
touched upon the subject pronounced activ
GENERAL MILEs, in command of our Pacific
tc;> the establishe~ authorities to be
coast, desires fortifications for Portland and resistance
under all crrcumstances awful. If the law
1
1
1
all cities on Puget sound, as in case of war enjoined what was wrong, it should be disAnd Other Lectures.
the English from British Columbia could obeyed, but no vice and no tyranny could
demolish them with ease.
BY HELEN H. GABDENli:B, ·
justify revolt.-Lecky.
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
AT Birmingham, Ala., on the 26th ult., dif
THE right of resistance ought never to be ·
ference arose between the Republican and entirely erased from the mind of man, be. I
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
the Democratic speakers at a public meeting cause by its abolition he puts on the fetters 1 -----W--0-M--A-N--:----as to the division of the time, and a riot en- of servitude. The notion of the right of re- 1
.
sued, in which several were wounded.
sistance had been banished from. the Roman 'I Her Past and Present : Her Rights and
Wrongs.
A TBEOLOGTCAL bickering that has long community, by the general disgrace arid
BY B. F. UNDERWooD.
continued between a Jewish rabbi of Mil- infamy into which it had fallen, and it could
Price, 10 cents.
waukee and an elder has been settled by the not be regenerated from its ruins. It could
pulling out of part of the rabbi's beard and not, in my opinion, hav sprung more natur-~
ally from the principles of Christian society.
MATERIALISM:
the arraignment of the parties in court.
It is to the feudal system that we are indebted ,
·
H
1
1
BLAINE's proposal of free trade with for its reintroduction among UB.-Guizot'B. 1TB IBTORY AND TB NFLUENCE UPON
BocmTY.
American nations causes rival Republican Hist0'1'1J of Civilization.
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of " Force and
leaders to denounce him as an apostate to pr 0 .
INJUSTICE is not easily supported. The
Matter," etc.
tection. There is jealousy between Blaine,
Translated from the German.
Reed, and McKinley, all probably aspiring strong may gain despotic power for 11 time,
but the crafty only can maintain and .
Paper, lllmo, 15 cents.
to the presidential nomination.
strengtllen it. No monarchy nor aristocracy J
•
•
HARBISoN and Wanamaker are embar- can long subsi~~ by open force, but only by
rassed, after their condemnation of the specious deception. The few cannot tread
Louisiana lottery, by the exposure of Russell on the necks of the many, unless they first
BY JOHN PECK.
Harrison as having solicited advertisments of blind their eyes. And never was a bandage
Price
20
cents ; six copies for $1. ·
the lottery, and given it favorable notices in found that blindfolds so effectually, or so
the papers of-which he is part owner.
conveniently, as the bandage of religion.
Through its thick, mysterious folds, scarce a Confessional: Romish and Anglican.
THE government of the Argentine Republic ray of reason's light can penetrate, and thus
An Expose.
has suppressed the rebellion. An amnesty the political juggler can play off his legerdeBY SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
has been granted to the offenders. It main tricks without fear of challenge or deappears that the rebel cause was the just one, tection. • • • Run your eyes over the
as the government had been foully corrupt. pages of history, and say if church and state Di'd Jesus Christ Rise From the
The insurgents failed only from a blunder in hav not been inseparable allies. Bay if the
Dead 1
not securing sufficient ammunition.
sword has not planted the cross, only that
BY SALADIN.
THE farmers of Ottawa and Cloud counties, the cross might sanctify the sword. Look to
Price,
25 Oents.
Kan., are more vehement against capitalists England, look to France, look over the civilthan those of any other part of the West. Ized world. • • • Call to mind the French WIJ..LTHECOMINGMANWORSHIPGODZ
Since April, when many of them resolved in Revolution. What gave the death-blow to
By B. F. UNDERWooD.
mass meeting to refuse, after December let, despotic power and aristocratic sway, in that
Price,
.
. • 10 cents.
all taxes, coupon interest. or mortgage in- great struggle for reason and freedom I Was
debtedness unless helped to the money by it not the fall of the beneficed priest, and the For all of the above books address
government, they hav maintained an ener- loss of his influence? And who reestablished
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
that influence? Was it not the autocrat
getic agitation.
liB Lafayette Pl., New York.
Napoleon ?-Root. Dale Owen.

PIONEER
PITH.
GIST OF .f.,ECl'URES RATIONALioM.
'fnE

0::!1

Gy CAPT. R. c. ADAMS, President of Mon,rea.
Pioneer Freethought Club ; author of
"Travels in Faith from Tradition to Reason,"
and
11
Evolution-A Summary of Evidence."
A compendium of scientific and critical lore
Best handbook for introducing the genera.i
reader to the principles and data. on Which Ra.
tiona.lism iii ba.11ed.
2

1

The Can~le from Undert~e Bushel Evo~&~r; ;~ ;P·;;;~oRY
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Men Women and Gods

I
I

ChriStian Absurdi"ties.

Three lectures by PROF. THos. H. HUXLEY.
Paper, 10 cents.
Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBf.E STORIES
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
B:v D. M. BENNETT.
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents.

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION
" Jesus the Lord God, Orea.tor of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNETT a.ndREV. Mll. TEli:D.
Paper, so cents.

~fSAHT-HATCHARD· DfBAT~.
llBTWEEN
ANNIE BEBANT AND REV. A. HATCHABD
ON
Jesus of Nazareth a. Historical Chara.oter, and the
In:fluence of Christianity.
Price, 115 cents.
BIBLE BALANCED.
Oompa.ring the Bible's B~Rt Teachings and Bay
inli'S with those of PhilosoPhers who
Li'l'ed previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DABLmG.
Paper,
•
150 cents.

BmH fA~RICATiOMS REfUT~D.
By

Errors Exposed.
B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

o.

BIBLE MORALS.
TWENTY ORilliES and VICES
Sanctioned by ScriptUJ·e.
By J. E. REMSBURG.
Price, 115 cents.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.
By Ill. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
, 25 cents.

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.
By MAx MULLER, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.
By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRATION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

C~ristianitJ an~

Materialism.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME
By

o. B. WHITli'ORD, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

CHRISTIA.NITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTORICAL ST ANDPOIN'l'.
By W. N. McLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.

Chronicles o:f.-Simon Christianus.
Adventures in the Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. HooK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.

By THOMAS PAINE.
Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the army.
Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75.

CULTIVATION OF )RT

ITS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PURITANIBJ\f- AND. MoNEY-GETTING.
By A. B. Cool'ER.
Paper, 20 c.; :flexible clo., 85.

THE D.A.RWINS. A Domestic Badica.l Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., roo.; clo., 75.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Bntere~at the Poit-Olllce at lfew York, lf. Y., u lleocmd.cllullraetm.

Vol. 1.'1. No. sg. {PU.BLl~H.I!ID WEEKLI· { l)le-w York, Saturdav, August 16, 1890. } 2~_LA.FA:_YETTE PL.} 88.00 pe.l' year.

IJol~s

and flippings.

had his entire family sick for some time, and the discussion of political questions having horse-thieves, are part of the life of frontier
being a member of a Baptist church he felt been prohibited. But this restriction has civilization. Actually, in parts nf this great,
that he ought to put all he could spare into now been removed, and with it has come a rich, enlightened state the due course of law
TIIB quickest trip ever made around the his own church. The beggar said, as he contest for political supremacy.
and order is a. farce. A man's life, liberty,
earth was made some years ago by the short- stepped out of the door, "I will see to your
and pursuit of happiness is at the mercy of
· N eponse t,
•
·
TJIB Newburyport, Mass., Herald recently bands of wretches on a level with the brig· - B rt't'u h .n.merwan.
winded preacher who prayed around the t ra d e In
printed an interview with a Spiritualist, in
•
world and back again in four hours.
ands of Italy, or the outlying tribes of
IN discussing the Indian appropriation bill which he says: "A short time ago Walter E Arabia."
IT is reported that Cardinal Rampolla has in the Senate, Mr. Reagan declared himself Reid, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was arrested
by circular instructed the ·Italian bishops to opposed to any connection between church on the charge of falsely using the mails.
TJIB Protestants and Catholics of Clearfield,
inaugurate an agitation ~~:gainst Premier and state,_and to all denominational schools. Reid is known as a medium for reading Pa., are engaged in a bitter Eectarian fight.
Crispi's proposed laws regulating the city of He would hav all the Indian schools carried sealed letters; that is, he professes to be able fhe Protestants are mostly organized in the
Rome.
·
on under the control of the United States to obtain from spirits answers to sealed patriotic order of the Sons of America, and
government. As to the argument that the inquiries addressed to the latter. The prose- a British- and Scottish-American association.
TJIBRB is a conflict now going on at Bel· wor k cou ld b e done cheaper and better by cutor was ·the postmaster-general. J u dge Both are bitterly opposed to C•tholi'cs.
They
~
grade, Servia, between the government and religious denominations, he said that if that Jackson instructed the jury to find Reid hav been working together politically in the
the synod of bishops regarding the appoint- argument were to prevail it would apply guil ty of fraud. Reid protested his innocence town of Houtzdale. lloutzdale has been
ment of a new bishop. In consequence of equally well to the common schools of the and offered to prove that he was innocem strongly Catholic and Democratic, but at the
. last muni'ct'pal election the Protestants,
the dispute the minister of public worship coun try. T hat was an a d mi ss1on
.
which by rea ding sea1ed Iett ers th en and th ere 1n
threatens to resign.
ought not to be made. Seuator George open court. Judge Jackson said that Reid's through their work at the polls, defeated all
TJIB Russian minister of the interior has indorsed fully the position taken by the Sen- offer to do what he (Jackson) knew he could the Catholic Democrats and Republicans,
ordered the local authorities to prevent ator from Texas. These two were alone in not do proved to his mind that Reid must and elected a citizen's ticket composed exclu
foreign missionaries from carrying on their their secular opinions.
be a fraud. He accordingly sentenced hini to sivly of Protestants. This greatly angered
religious propaganda among the Jews to the
prison. Spiritualists think, waiving altogether the Catholics. White Hixon, editor of the
TJIB committee appointed by Right Rev. the question of whether Reid is a fraud or not, Houtzdale Observer, for attacking the Ca. thodetriment of the exclusiv right of conversion
Bishop Whitaker to make inquiry relativ to that J udge Jackson's action will be construed l'ICB 1n hi's Pa per, was threa t ene d WI'th d ea. th ,
possessed by the Orthodox church.
the charges affecting the conduct of Rev. C. to establish a precedent against mediumship, and always went armed. He was attacked
THBNewUnitedBtatesofBrazil,likethatof S. Daniel, minister in charge of St. Chrysos- and that it is a blow against personal liberty. one night, but upon displaying a revolver he
Switzerland, imitates our republic closely. tom's Protestant Episcopal church, Philadel- President Harrison will be asked to pardon was allowed to go. Hixon entered suit
The federal capitol, however, unlike the Dis- phis., hav concluded their labors, and hav Reid, and if he refuses to do so, as it is against all his assailants, and they are now
trict of Columbia, will hav the right to repre- submitted a report recommending that Mr. intimated he will, the one million Spiritual- unE!er bonds awaiting trial. At a recent
sentation in the senate a.nd house, and to Daniel be presented for trial for a misap- istic voters of America will vote against horserace a free fight between the opposit
sides was precipitated by Matt Savage,
choose presidential electors. The terms of propriation of funds and for a breach of his .S:arrison and his party in 1892_,
senators will be nine, and that of the pres!- ordination vows. According to the report of
one of the Catholic leaders, and a promdent six years.
the committee, Mr. Daniel !IBBumed charge
TJIB New York Sun says: "Modern Infidel- inent man, villifying the Protestants, beCJIUROH ushers in Boston hav apparently of St. Chrysostom's church in June, 1880, ity, by far the most radical form of Infidelity cause a Protestant constable was about
got the business down pretty fine. One of ai:td the total contributions for work among in the history of the Christian church, treats to remove him from the track where he
them the other Sunday remarked to a pretty the poor and for current expenses received faith as nothing more than superstition r-est- had no business. Savage and the other
woman who had asked him for a seat: "If by him was $21,088.91, and of this, it ing on the iniagination, and a blind accept- Catholics who were in the riot were arrested
you will allow me, madam, 1 should like to is alleged, he appropriated to his own use ance of traditional authority iitcapable ol and held for court. It looks as if the pres. 1e. W e put upward of $16,000.
scientific· demonstration. It acknowledges ence of the militia will be necessary to prflg !v you a seat on th e b roa d RIB
the handsomest ones there to decorate the
the religious instinct, as it must do, but treats vent bloodshed when the case comes to trial.
WHAT is the cause of this disease-this tt as an expression of the weakness of man It is charged that at a recent funeral a Oathchurch."
Sunday sickness, the characteristic symptcm groping after an explanation of the unex- olio priest, instead of preaching a sermon,
THB military draft in Italy in 1888 consisted of which is an indisposition to go to church? plainable mysteries of life, not as a C"pacity directed a tirade against the Protestant relaof 162,326. Of this number 89,602 could Why is it that "church-goers," by which is to perceive the final truth by divine grace. tions of the deceased who were present, and
read and write, 2,954 could only read, and 69,- meant those who consider it a duty to go to Theology and mythology are classed together knocked the hat of one off because it was put
770 could neither read nor write. Compar- church and who go sometimes, do not like to by this Infidelity as the creations of man and on before the wearer got clear outside of the
ing this proportion of educated men with go to church? Why is it not a pleasure for not of a supreme intelligence. It rejects in- church.
that of the draft of 1885, the general state of thet;n to go to church? Are they bored at spiration at the start, for it rejects all superW ALTBR PoLLARD, of the Pollard Publisheducation in Italy has advanced by 3.39 per church, and if so, why? Is it because they naturalism as undemonstrable, and without
cent within the last three years. If this are thoroughly bad and cannot endure to sit. revelation upon which to rest, what becomes ing Company, was at the Tombs policA court!
f
df h
tf t
under righteous and goodly teachings? Or -l. of theology? It goes further and strikes at on the 8th to testify that there" was nothing
th
't d
t
h t
immoral in Tolstoi's "Kreutzer Sonata " fnr
progress 8 con mue or t e nex or Y years, . . b
there will be not a man in that country with- IB It ecause e pu1pi oes no supp1Y w. a the very foundation of religion by refusing to ~~~~~~~:;-:~~~~~~~~~~---out being able to read and to write.
they need? It seems to us that if the descrtp- accept the personality of God, as beyond the selling which Capt • .McLaughlin had arrested
tion of the disease is correct, it would pay to power of man to know and to prove. The four street venders on Wednesday. Justice
THB prices previously obtained for school- study all the causes. If the pulpit t-aaches_ substance of things hoped for, the evidence White said that he did not think there was
books afiorded a reasonable profit. But a just what should be taught and in the right of things not seen, as St. Paul defines faith, anything in the bJok that was likely to hurt
trust has been formed by the leading publish- way, then there is something very wrong with are altogether outside of tbe facts of dem- anyone's morals; but tJ!at.. the Big!!!! dis- '
ing houses of A. S. Barnes & Co., D." Apple- church people who do not go to church, and onstration to which it confines belief. Ac- played by the v~s .that the book had been
ton & Co., Irwin, Blakeman & Co., Van yet they seem like honest and conscientious cordingly, there is no possibility of argument suppres~ed Qy_ the czar of Russia and the
Antwerp, Bragg & Co., and Harper Bros., and dutiful people in the ordinary walks of between theology and this modern and scien- postmaster-general of the
nited States
together with enough smaller concerns to life. If man is essentially religious and relig. title Infidelity, for they can agree on no snould be uestroyed, as they were meant 10
represent 90 per cent of that branch of busi- ion givs the highest joy, it does not seem rea- fundamental propositions. In its view all insinnate that there was something_shockin_g_
ness. Competition will be eliminated, and as sonable that he should turn from its teaching the gods of men,' savage and civilized, Chris- in the book. He discharged all the prisoners
a result, school-books will become cheaper in if it is taught according to his need. Per- tian and pagan, are man-made idols only."
and the seized, copies of the book were
returned to them. Assistant District Attorquality and dearer in price. This recent ad- haps the fault lies in the teaching.-.Milwau.
Tm: outrages committed by the White ney Bedford spent a part of the same
dition to the trust family is laueled the Amer- kee Sentinel.
lean Book Company, with headquarters at
Caps of Indiana hav been most shocking. In afternoon reading the "Kreutzer S:mata"
Philadelphia.
THB Farmers' Alliance, North and South, an official report made by the attorney-general and other books that hav been seized
seems likely to hav some considerable influ- of the state he said, speaking particularly of recently. At the close of the ex!\mhiation he
THB republic of Equador is governed by
ence in the autumn elections. Its aims, so Crawford county: "They hav repeatedly said. to a reporter: "I think the arrests of
priests. No book can be imported without far as they hav been formulated, include the flogged helpless women until life was nearly h
d·
ll'
h
k h ld
approval from the Jesuits. ThA national
t ose concerne m se mg sue wor s s ou
following: 1. The Sub-treasury bill so called, extinct.•l He made the further almost in- be made by the proper authorities only. I
receipts and expenditures are never published. The people know as little about pub- being a project for the government to take credible statement that they "hav procured don't believe in these societies setting themlie funds as the Roman laymen of America ·rarm products on. storage and advance legal the publication of their law-defying notices selvs up as censors and constituting themtender notes on the same to the producers. in the newspapers of the county." Worse selvs J'udges and jury in the matter. If I
know about their own parish finances.
This is the prevailing Alliance purpose in the still, he declared that " good citizens openly don't find anything more in the case I shall do
Quito, the capital, with two hundred thou- South. 2. Abolition of the Supreme Court, applaud the doings of the White Caps." He
th'
b t it " D G
'
B it
no mg a ou
·
r. unn 8 man r ron
sand people, is just as it was three hundred
abolition of laws for the collection of debts, showed that property had depreciated in failed to appear before the excise board to
years ago. No railroads or. telegraphs are
the seizure of railroad property in behalf of value there," since no one has that confidence press the charge of violating the excise law
allowed, and there are no schools except the
the people, and the revaluation of mortgages. in his neighbor which is essential to a good which he had made against Koster & Bial.
few taught by monks, where beads take the In Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, state of society." And all this, he said, had The complaint was therefore dismissed.
place of reading. ·Four-fifths of the people Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, then, in 1888, been going on for two years. Concert Garden Keeper@ Hermann and Peters
can neither read nor write.
and Texas the farmers, under one of the sev· The situation is quite as bad in 1890 as it received their concert licenses from Mayor
THB Roman Catholics of Neponset, Ward era! designations by which they are known, was in 1888. The Indianapolis News declares Grant. They were among the proprietors
24, Boston, are to hold a fair some tinie dur- are very activ. The farmers of the Eastern that White Cappism ''flourishes to-day as it whom the amateurs in vice repression Gunn
ing the month, for which they are making and Middle states hav not, as in other states, never did before," and it draws this really and· Britton made charges against. The
great preparations. A few d'lys ago one of taken up the agitation. The Alliance has startling picture of the situation: "Judging amateurs said that they had no complaint to
the communicants of this church called upon hardly obtained a foothold in New'York or in from its course, this infernal barbarity has make against the character of the places or
a provision dealer on Beach street, Boston, Pennsylvania. The only state in New England become a factor in life. Local opinion seems of those who frequented them, but that they
and requested, as he had traded there occa- where it has made headway i~ Connecticut. to reckon it as an influence, just as the 'sa- had evidence of violations of the excise law
sionally, that he would make a contribution 11.0' the Western states, however, the move- loon in!iuence,' the 'temperance element,' in them. The mayor held that this was a
toward the church building fand. The ment is widespread and earnest. Here, as in and such forces are reckoned, or as the matter for the excise commissioners and
dealer said that he did not feel able, having the South, it was non-political at first, even vigilantes, or society for the suppression of police magistrates to consider.
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If we will etamin, we will find that the theology of stupid, irrational, and often immoral and inhuman
decisions and decrees, which they claimed were inthe Dark Ages has given us our religion.
Much of the superstition we ·cherish, and our fallible revelations of the divine will. These revela- ·
reverence for holy things, for the holy mysteries and tiona authorized them to change the, meaning of
Onr "Holy" Faith.
miraculous occurrences recorded in our 44 holy words and to reconstruct the scriptures so as tp
The popular, modern meaning religious people scriptures," ori15inated in that bigoted, barbaric, and make them to sanction these newer but baser ideas
attach to this word holy, has a wonderful induence bloody period. It is well known by all intelligent of God and religion.
in keeping them in the dark and in spiritual bondage. clergymen and biblical scholars, and openly avowed by
The greater ,reformers. that hav appeared at
We must examin into the root and origin of the the revisillfl committee in their 4' Companion to the different periods of the church history saw and
word· and learn what it meant to those of earlier New Testament," that not only new and wrong mean- knew these abuses were being perpetrated. Some
times, who used it in connection with their religious ings hav been given to many words, but that great of them-Luther particularly distinguished himselfthoughts and teachings. We willfbid it was not changes in the text hav been made, by additions and protested against them. But the evils were so old,
understood in the present sense, but with altogether a omissions, by the Roman clergy; so much as to deep-rooted, and universal, they seemed to be in the
dHt~rent meaning from that we ascribe to it now. change and often to destroy entirely the original general estimation sanctioned and sanctified.
Because we read the ancient writings not with the sense.
The corruptions and changes iil- the scripture
11ense 'and meaning in which they were written, we
'fhere were noneeof these holy things known nor were allowed to remain to a great extent, for with
cannot understand them. With our new definitions spoken of in the days of Jesus and his apostles.
them in the record they iound enough that was gento the words, is it anything remarkaple that we
They did not know that Judea w~ts a holy land; uin to quote against the existing gross sensualities
should not agree or should not understand what the or that Olivet was a holy mountain; or that a simple and the assumptions of the church. On the testiIUJ.cients hav written! This assumption' on the part sepulcher, a hole chiseled in a stone, could be holy ; mony of these scriptures was their chief dependence
of religious teachers to enter the field of philology nor that a gibbet in the form of a crucifix was holy. for the authority to attack these corruptions and
and change the etymology of the language has led
Neither did Jesus say or think anything about a usurpations of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. With all
to controversy, quarrels, and sectarian bitterness.
"holy spirit," nor did Paul. The context of their their errors the scriptures were needed as the
The definitions and interpretations of the Bible homilies would not admit of it, without a ridiculous weapons of defense. Luther's, and other Protestant
imposed upon us to day are not those of the writers and absurd use of words, destroying the good sense. translations, were slight improvements on the
of that book. There are many important, leading
With them, it was simply the spirit, in opposition Catholic version. No determined effort or disposiwords prominent for the significance they giv to the or contrast to the letter, or the law. It was the liv- tion was manifested to restore them to their earlier
text, that hav undergone a complete transformation ing up to the principle; living right, because it was simplicity. The times were inauspicious and the
in meaning, through the arbitrary and bigoted zeal of right, and best, per se, and not living or doing right means were not at hand if the necessity had been
the church to make a religion that would support the merelybacause the letter or the law required it of the ever so obvious and apparent. So it was postponed,
and no translator or reviser since has had the coursuperstitious beliefs of a dark and idolatrous age.
believer.
The word " holy" is one of them. If we .will exSo we see they had no use for the word holy ; to age or has succeeded in any thorough revision of the
amin a lexicon or an English dictionary we will see them it would hav been worse than supet:fluous. It text. Our recognized King James's version and the
at once that we hav all been deceived, and hav been would hav weakened if not destroyed the sense; and modern <i revision " are little else than reproductions
taught to believe what is false and what the fathers shown a lack of manly dignity and common intel- of the old Catholic interpolated, abbreviated, and
never meant to teach; and that we hav never·under- ligence.
paganized version. The masses of the religious
stood the lessons they taught and interlded to leave
No; no ; no ! Wherever we find the word holy people among Protestants, priests, preachers, officers,
on record.
used in language attributed to J-esua or Paul, and laymen hav been taught that it is "holy," and
The word 44 holy" did not mean anything sacred or any other of the earlier writers, we may they blindly accept it as such on slight testimony.
, or divine; it did not refer to anything supernatural be assured that it was put there by later They want to believe it is so.
or superhuman. Then any common thing, almost scribes and copyist.s, by the orders of the
Notwithstanding these undeniable and indisputany material or physical object, was called holy; not church, after the third century, when the church able truths and the testimony of the highest biblical
because it possessed any inherent divine properties. began to reverence relics, reminiscences, and ma scholarship to sustain them, pious people, religious
It was called holy because of a special or peculiar terial objects from Jerusalem more than the lessons teachers in all sects and denominations, oppose inuse made of it, or from association or connection of truth and light .and love, which characterized all vestigation or any better knowledge on the subject.
with certain priestly acts or duties.
of the real teachings of Jesus. When virtue de- Any attempt to correct the language or sense of the
There was nothing in the word itself-no virtue, clined, then show and sound and pretense of extra text but irritates and distresses .them. They prefer
no significance; it was an adjectiv to designate uses, godliness took the place of that reality, which had these old Catholic and pagan superstitions and the
to which objects, places, persons, or 'things were become paganized and lost in superstition.
mental and moral submission they hav wrought on
put or applied.
There are no gospels in existence now that were their own minds and feelings to the freedom and
Anything which was used for religious purposes written earlier than the fifth century, and no one cheerfulness of the light and truth. Deacons, elders,
was designated from the other things that were not knows how accurately or erroneously they hav been and church officers conspire to discountenance and
so used by the word " holy." It was simply a word copied. Vast numbers and quantities of the earlier suppress any inquiry calculated to undermine the
used for the purpose of separating everything t.hat and purer manuscripts of the original writers were divine authority of these " holy " scriptures, as we
was connected with priestly services in aby way, from destroyed by the authority of the Roman church.
bav them prepared for us by the popish priests of
things that were purely secular or had nothing to do
Many of these were more rational and simple, and the dark ages of stupid barbarism..
with religion. A thing in ancient times was not easily understood. They were destroyed on that
With the same priestly tones and gasping, ghastly
necessarily any batter because it was holy, for the account. If they had been preserved and read, the facial solemnity, we must pronounce the word
adjectiv was applied to things that were good or bad people would hav gained from them such rational, "h-o-1-y" with a reverent drawl, as the priests had
or indifferent, and to very many things that had no intelligent views of religion, that they would not learned to do in order to assume the airs and attimoral qualities about them.
hav submitted so readily to the domination of the ~ude of a superhuman being, and to command the
Just as we use the adjectiv black-a black thing priesthood.
veneration and homage of the benighted multitude.
may be good or bad.
Yes, all these ghostly sights and sounds of ecclesiThey would hav resisted the changes in the text
Besides Holy Ghost, holy spirit, and holy script- and meaning of words that the clergy unscrupulously astical pageantry were worked up by a debased ~nd
ures, we hav holy temple, holy water, holy mountain, made and which Christendom so humbly accepts.
heathenish priesthood during the gloomy and barHoly Land, holy war, holy ground, holy sepulcher,
The revisers of the New Testament knew these barian period of nearly a thousand years, when the
holy cross, holy Sabbath, holy Inquisition, and many facts in regard to the text, but they pledged the pub- church lapsed into a religious despotism, subjugated
more holy things. Now, we know there is nothing lic that they would not alter them materially, before the civil power, and had the exolusiv rule of the
inherent in these things that makes them different they began their task. Merely changes of grammar people.
or better or worse than there is in the same things and a Plight improvement in the style and the subIt destroyed the Roman empire and introduced
elsewhere, that are not called "holy." There are stituting of some milder and less offensiv words barbarism and anarchy. It bequeathed us the super·
any amount of ghosts and spirits and scriptures in where needed, was about all they promised or ex- stition now called orthodox Christianity.
these times that are " holy " in the same sense the pected to do in this undertaking to improve our
These false idea& of the original meaning of the
ancients believed and called things holy, but to ancient religious literature.
words "holy" and "holiness", we inherited from
which we do not apply the word. Because we do
They knew the masses reverenced the text and them, and we hav not the courage and manliness,
not think the word applicable to them, althougli its teachings so much, notwithstanding the many not the honesty or ambition, to inquire or to care to
more deserving, or because they are modern and perversions and corruptions they contained, that the know how we came in possession of our religious
human, and do not belong to ancient and holy times. infatuated and credulous multitude would not accept literature and of much of the superstitions we call
By the chureh during the Dark Ages, when the version if the falsehoods aad interpolations our religion. They tell us it came from God ; that
not one in ten thousand could read-including many were expunged and any considerable changes were is enough, we take their testimony. They say it
of the clergy-when light and intelligence were made to restore them nearer to the original.
was good enough for our ancestors, they believed it,
almost blotted out of existence, and the people had no
The flood of light that modern scholarship is it saved them, and it is good enough .for us. We all
guide but their low animal instincts; when science, throwing on the corruptions and abuses of these admit the soundness of the ethical precepts, but it
law, literature, and civil government itself were sup- ancient scripture records is doing but little to cor- is not these that do the mischief. Nor is it these
pressed or brought in subjection to the benighted rect the false notions and impressions of religion we war against. It is what is technically called the
and corrupt church; then tbese chimges in the use the people entertain. False, misleading, ,And mis- religion or the theology of the Bible, that enslaves
of the word " holy" began. The understandings of chievous as are the induences, as much as they are the people and makes them cruel, superstitious, unthe people had become so feeble, debased, and cor- deceived and suffer from the delusion, they would charitable, and despisers of the light and truth, which
rupted, they had not the capacity to discriminate nor sooner adhere to their errors and do what they can alone should be our guides.
to appreciate, so they accepted the Bible language, to perpetuate them by persistently teaching them
In selecting thi!! word "holy" for the present critincluding this word holy, just as the darkened priest- and opposing those who teach the truth concerning icism it was not with a view of singling it out as
hood imposed it upon them.
the facts and are laboring to correct the errors. especially exceptionable or obnoxious in the uses
It was during this dark period of the church his- Such is the fondness for and attachment to tradition, that hav been made of it. There are so many sigtory that so many things became holy that were the reverence and devotion for ancient, sanctified nificant words that hav been changed so entirely in
.never called holy before-holy in the sense that we myths and long-cherished beliefs and usages, that their meaning and usee since the Bible has been
now hav them-because the priests taught the people they possess a charm over the religious emotions translated into English, that, to go no further back in
they were so. They had their holy pilgrimages and and affections that nothing in heaven or earth can our inquiry, we hav ample reason to submit the text
crusades-his "holiness" the pope and his holy break. Yes, so it is!
to rigid criticism. Unless we "prefer darkness to
saints, who conducted the holy wars, were generally
The church lapsed into this debasement, this lack light because our deeds are evil " it is our duty, and
holy men that were bestial, licentious, and corrupt; of principle and disregard of integrity, during the time should be our pleasure, if we desire the right more
men whose moral sense was so low and obtuse that it opposed thought, when it believed that learning than the wrong, to seek the truth and to welcome
it did not restrain them from any means within their and intellectual strength, investigation and criticism, the assistance others can bring us to find it. If
reach to accomplish their unscrupulous, malignant, were of the devil. It was then the pope, bishops, ignorant and misguided men hav deceived us and
or ambitious purposes in enslaving and degrading priests, and saints had their divine revelations, their led us into gross errors and mistakes, it is. no just;.
the people into abject subserviency to their own teachings direct from God, and they would not tol- excuse for us to remain there.
despotic wills.
erate any human judgment to interfere with their
That we hav been so led is the concurrent testi-
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mony of all who hav taken the pains to examin
and are qualified to hav a judgment on the question. If we hav j ustifisd ouraelvs for refusin~ to
take some portion of the record literally, what 1s to
hinder us from looking into the whole text critically,
and when we find it can be shown we are in error
abandon the falsehoods we bav been taught to
believe were sacred and infallible truths? Surrender the ridiculous habits and notlons that we hav
acquired and adopt the wiser and better course-the
truth a" far as we can find it, that it may make us
free. We cannot succeed, neither do we deserve to,
in obtaining and enjoying the good things in store
for right living while we continue willfully in the
wrong.
·
It is often urged by those who oppose inquiry, and
rest in a false faith, that ot!:lers engaged in the
search of truth and exposing the false are wantonly,
if not maliciously, tearing down and destroying, instead of sustaining and building up. This is the
wail and the cry, the last resort and reason, of those
ciinging with faith and steadfastness to ancient
error and illusion. It has been the cry of the weak
and despairing devotee of existing forms and established institutions from the Pharisees of Judea
eighteen hundred years ago dllwn to the present
hour. This class crucified Jesue, stoned Stephen,
imprisoned Paul, anathematized Luther, burnt the
martyrs, hanged and imprisoned the Q'lakers, and
denounced as Infidels and heretics thoae who dared
to disturb and disquiet them in their devotion to
their cherished delusions and inherited fallacies.
How long must fraud, fallacy, and flattery be the
spiritual instrumentalities to purify, enlighten, .redeem, and save the world ~ How long must the disgusting platitudes of ancient heathenism with all its
mythology, with its crude and senseless gibberish,
its weird and wild imaginings, its baseless visions
and speculations, be the standard of thought and
belief for us of this nineteenth century ! How long
are we to look down to the stupid, stultified, and
ignorant for our guides and instructors in the mysteries and truths of modern divine revelations T Is
there no redress T Are we to be forever a:ffiicted
with this incubus of ancient ghostology, because
bad and ignorant men hav called it '' holy'" How
long must "holy" blindness and "holy" stupidity
be on the lead and shape the fate and the destiny
of the human family!
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
Philadelphia, August, 1890.

Missionary News.
Dr. Gao. L. Pentecost, who has just returned
from a two years' evangelistic mission to Scotland,
and who has in contemplation a mission of similar
character to the Indian empire, gave in Boston, July
17th, a long account of the new :field opening to
him, from which I make these encouraging extracts
-encouraging to us Liberals and discouraging,. I
should think, to the Christian missionary :
There were in India about 5,000,000 nativs who had
attained an English education. The first people among
whom it was proposed to conduct the contemplated evangelistic work were the Englishmen there. The second element In the field consisted of the educated Anglo-Indians.
Many of these had become Infidels to the extent that they
had come to disbelieve in the truths of Brahmanism but had
not come to believe in Christianity. There were 15,000
matriculated nativ students in Calcutta alone in its institutions of learning. These people were very docil, and
Infidels from abroad had taken advantage of that very fact
to spread their teachings among them. A million copies of
one of Ingersoll's lectures had been reprinted in one of the
dialects of India. A~ain, the missionaries now there were
begging that evangelists should come out to preach the go_spel to them, saying, " We are walled in and oppressed m
spirit by paganism, and we want to hav some one to preach
to us."
'Isn't this good news? A million copies of one of
Ingersoll's lectures circulating in India! Does any
one know which lecture it is T
Speaking of the method .which it is proposed to adopt,
Mr. Pentecost said it was to be evangelistic-simply to
preach the gospel. He was not to be sent out by.any board
of missions, proud as he would be to be so sent ; he and his
co-laborers were to go out simply because of the Bible call.
They would not try to prove the gospel or to establish any
theological school. The educated Brahman was fully as
keen in argument as the educated American, and perhaps a
little more so. Nothing, lherefore, pleased him better than
to draw the Christian into an argument as to the comparatlv merits of Christianity and Brahmanism. Argument,
therefore, was not to be used, but the gospel of Christ was
simply to be preached.
" He would not try to prove the gospel." There
he shows his good sense. Past experience has convinced him there is no such thing as proving the gospel. He has found the "educated Brahman" a
"little more keen" than the Christian, and that it
" pleases" the educated Brahman to draw the Christian into an argument, confuse and confute him.
What an admission! And for this reason "argument
is not to be u!ied, but simply to preach the gospel !''
What is a gospel good for that cannot bear the
argument of a " pagan Brahman 1" Fatal admission !
Would the Christian refuse to use argument if he
could thereby overthrow the pagan ! Of course
not; and yet the whole of this discourse of Pentecost was for the sole purpose of inducing " a small

volunteer band of Christiane from this country to
join his mission party;" for he is to ''be joined in
England by a company of ladies and gentlemen of
social position and independent means, who go out
with him to assist in the mission." What a good
time they will hav in preaching and refusing to
argue, as our learned DD.'s do in this country
when they attack "Infidelity" behind their pulpit
ramparts, and then when challenged to come out in
an open, clear :fight respectfully decline, alleging
they will not debate with an Infidel alias pagan or
heathen? 0 Christianity, thou art in this nineteenth century smothered with thine own breath,
but knowest it not, for the :fires within thee are·
kindled by hypocrisy, ignorance, and mammon ! As
sure as right is right and wrong is wrong, all the
wealth being heaped up by the churches cannot save
them from the doom written upon their accursed
walls by the unerring, progressiv :finger of science,
truth, and life.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
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Does Electricity Produce Instantaneous Death~
The law of electrocution is a_ New York production. It was conceived and ratified by the New
Yorkers, and it has !ust been tried on a New York
subjeut. The current was passed through him, and
permitted to flow for eighteen second&; but this did
not kill him, and two minutes later it was pasaed
through him again for an inde:finit period, when the
froth gathered at his mouth, and it was thought his
soul had gone to see the God that made him, and incidentally, the dynamo, the executioner, and its other
accessories. The third time conquers, says an old
adage. As Mr. Kemmler still persisted in breathing,
the current was turned on once more, and allowed to
flow four minutes; then smoke issued from his
mouth ; the odor of burning flesh :filled the apartment, and the victim was adjudged dead enough for,
an autopsy; and if the current did not kill him the
autopsy did. No more will he prot;Bis to cling to his
wife "till death ;" no more will he break one commandment to keep another; no more will he reduce the
population of his nativ state jqst before the census is
taken. He has gone where the light of God illuminates the city, and dyPamos are unknown; but his murderers still enjoy mundane society. I am a professional electrician, and I hav done all that I could to
oppose tbe operation of this infamous law. Electricity can only produce death by the violence it does to
the body. An expert told me a few days ago that animals bad recovered from the effects of the strongest
artificial currents; and unless some part of the body
is fatally burnt or ruptured, the case is one of suspended animation, and the revival is only a question
of time. I conclude with an article I wrote eight
months ago, which has been refused by the leading
papers.
As the government of this state bas decided to
administer capital punishment by electricity hereafter, it is relevant to inquire if this agency can be
utilized to produce death instantaneously in all cases,
and if so, to ascertain by just what process this
" desirable end" would be accomplished. I submit
that the electric current in passing through the body
produces at least _three distinctiv but inseparable
effects, of which any, if acting alone and sufficiently
powerful, would destroy life. The most prominent
of these is the forcible contraction of the muscles,
which !DRY be drawn so tightly about the arteries as
to impede the circulation of the blood, produce congestions, and stop the action of the heart. The
calorific effect of electricity is to increase the temperature of the parts through which it passes, and
this may produce their disruption or combustion.
The current also exerts an electrolytic action on the
system. The magnitude of these effects is proportional to the energy of the electromotiv force of the
current, practically proportional to the duration of
its flow, and inversely proportional to the resistance
of its path or circuit. If their conjoint influence
"paralyzes the nerves," or produces unconsciousness
in less time than 0.03 of one second, it must act
more quickly than sensation, and produce a painless
death.
But if this period be prolonged the subject will
die an agonizing death. He will feel as though his
muscles were being lacerated and violently separated
from the bones, and also experience the acute sensations of an incipient cbmbustion which will be much
intensified at the points. of contact. I write this
from experience. The duration of consciousness
under these conditions (other things being equal) is
dependent on the electrical resistance of the individ·
ual and his powers of endurance, and he may revive
in the grave. The condition known as rigor mortis
does not follow in cases of apparent death from
electricity. I believe it is stated now on good authority that the proximity of the human body to the
earth will neutralize the effects of the strongest ourrent. Nearly all that hav been killed by artifi6lial
electricity hav called attention to their respectiv
situations, and some bav described their experience.
A superintendent of the Brush Electric Lighting
System, in Dayton, 0., received a powerful current
by accident. He walked to a place of rest several

feet distant and exclaimed, "The life has been burnt
out of me." I think he died about eight minutes
later. An instance is mentioned by Professor Thomson of some man, I do not remember whom, who received in direct circuit the electro-motiv force of
1,000 volts. We find by assuming the resistance of
this man's body and its contacts, at the hands, to hav
been 10,000 ohms, whioh is a very fair estimate, that
he received a continuous current of 0 1 of one ampere.
It is said this condition had lasted fifteen minutes
when some one discovered hie situation. If this be
true he received in that period a charge of 90. coulombs, and this did not kill him. The resisi>~>nce of
the body may be reduced to an average of shout
2000. ohms, by the proposed appliBnces with their
several connection;;.
As the normal electromotiv force of the most
powerful alternating current maohines is about 1 000
volts, the condemned will probably receive a current
of about 0.5 of an ampere, which flowing three
minutes, would amount to 90. coulombs, the quantity of continuous current electricity that was withstood by one I hav mentioned. However, an alternating current is somewhat more dangerous than a
continuous one. The electromotiv force d an ordinary flash of lightning is about 1,000 000 volts. I
am opposed to all murder-be it judicial or otherwise-and I do not believe that two wrongs make a
right. However, if these things " must be," I suggest a more humane, simple, and efficient means of
execution than the present method, or the one that
preceded it. Let the condemned be put into an airtight cell, in one part of which shall be placed a
quantity of cyanide of potassium, and directly above
it a glass vessel of hydrocyanic acid, which may be
liberated by an electric mechanism breaking the
glass. The admixture of these chemicals would
produce the moat concentrated fume;;J of prussic acid.
'fhe condemned would inhale an agreeable perfume,
resembling the odor of peach blossoms, and this, in
my judgment, would produce instant uuoonsoious,JuLIEN MARCELLA.S.
ness and eternal oblivion.
Carleton House, New York.

A Just.Jndgment.
The proof of a poet shall be sternly deferred
Till his country absorbs him as affectionately
As he has absorbed it.
-Whitman.
This is true of all who teach new and, especially,
unwelcome facts. They are condemned, ostracized,
and often martyriz9d for spsaking, writing, and publishing facts which the world will not be prepared for
for ages yet to come. Still, if the few who see clearly
are silent, the needed reform will never be pushed.
Habit, old influences, and a reverence for authority
hold back the muititude; and the few who get great
glimpses of great truths are called fools and f&natics
and cranks and lunatics. For in.,tance, see the judgments rendered against Moses Harman by a court
and jury who hav no more "absorbed" him than an
ignorant Catholic can absorb Darwin.
"Crucify him," "Crucify him," has ever been the
cry of pope, priest, and prelate, who are determined
to rule or ruin.
It is so easy to condemn where one fails to understand. The few who are radically individualized
must suffer for their farsightedness and foresighted..
ness. The tyrant anathematizes and punishes what his
small soul cannot " absorb," forgetting that " he or
she is the greatest who contributes the greatest practical example."
Friends, I hav been through the mill-I hav
"absorbed" a little of the great mass of truth that
Moses Harman has fought for. I now plead for him;
as one pleads who he.s tasted and still tastes the martyrdom of being misunderstood. I want y~u. to help
in the good work. As you know, I hav pet1twns for
Harman's release from the enormous penalty of five
years in prison for printing and mailing a simple
Latin word in a letter exposing a m1m's cruel and
brutal attack upon his sick aud helpless wife. No
one claims to be injured by the letter, and wny than
punish the publisher!
Hundreds admit beina made kinder, more tender,
and more tolerant by r~'lding the articles the ignorant condemn. Should we not then rather reward
than punish the publisher T I shall feel hc;>l!ored by
each and every application from you for pettt~on_s, and
hope you will Etend f?r them at once. Thts lB the
time when our work is needed. Take hold wherever
opportunity offers snd do your bast. As we worked
for D. M. Bennett in his time of need, let us work
for Moses Harman in his time of neRd. Every name
asked for in the signing of the petitions opens the
door for discussion and inquiry, and these two
influences are the leading ones toward knowledge
and happiness.
.
_.
I hav read Harman's paper, Lz~c1jm·, the L~ght
Bearer from its initial no.mber, and am a cleaner,
purer, batter, and happier woman to day from its
iDfluence. I hav
Read these leaves to myself in the open air,
Tried them by trees, stars, and rivers,
And found nothing to insult my soul
0 r defile my body.
- Wldtman adapted.
Snowville, Va.
ELliiiNA DRAKE SLENKER.
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That Prize Manual.
ln answer to many inquiries concerning this book,
l am happy to report progress. The manuscripts
did not all come in as soon as desired, and some very
important ones are delayed even yet. We want and
intend to hav the best we can get, and the delay of a
few weeks is nothing compared with the importance
of the subject.
There was much delay in getting a committee.
Our well·known Liberals all declined for want of
time, etc. Prof. Felix Adler, of the Ethical Culture
~Society, accepted from a profound sense of duty, and
is now in the Adirondacks, loaded down with our
manuscripts. He is a very .busy, overworked gentlE!man. Prof. Daniel G. Brinton, of the Univel'Sity of
Pennsylvania, bali! done nobly, and is very discrim·
inating in his judgment. He bas written more books
than some of us bav ever read. In undertaking to
examin our manuscripts, he bas greatly taxed his
time and strength. Prof. Frances Emily White, of
the Woman's Medical College, Philadelphia, a lady
of great ability and learning, had very unexpectedly
to go to Europe to attend the great medical conven·
tion in Berlin, but will return September 1st, and
will review what the other members of the committee
bav done; while Miss Craddock and myself hav done
a vast amount of" weeding"-she between the brick
wall.s of notoriously bot Pililadelphia, without a day's
vacation, and I in my "cottage by the sea," where I
came to work, not to rest.
We are doing the best we can and all we can, and
must ask our friends to be patient and giv !IS time to
do our work well. We hope, but do not premia, to
make the award at our congress, the latter part ot
R. B. WESTBROOK,
October.
Pres. American Secular Union.

The Army of the American Secular Union.
By permission of the writer, we print the following, from a member:
ORANGE CouNTY, lA., June 8, 1890.
Miss IDA C. CRADDOCK, Secretary American Secular
Union, Dem· Madam: I read your last communication in
Freethought and your appeal for organization in it. You
will never succeed in making an army of the different Liberals, for the simple reason that there is not a single one who
has not his own vie}VS, and has but precious little considera.
tion for anybody else's.
I would like to see how you could form an army out of
Anarchists, Secularists, terrorists, Socialists, Nationalists,
Theists, Atheists, Agnostics, Materialists, Spiritualists, etc.,
every mother's soul of whom considers his own ism as the
particular point at issue, and make them toe a line and work
in unison.
I, myself, hold Anarchistic views, and the effect of it is,
that even the idea of an army, its regiments and companies,
is repulsiv to me, which makes me a bad soldier for a commander whose tactics rest on a wrong basis, according to
my view, although my confidence in voluntary cooperation
makes me put my shoulder to the wheel, and so it is with
almost every Liberal.
If you could draw up something like a creed, which every
Liberal could indorse, your idea might succeed, but such is
manifestly impossible. And even if you achieved the im.
possible, every single one of your soldiers would insist that
his or her idea would preeminently be the only way to proceed to execution, and criticise and cavil at every order
issued by headquarters.
Guerrilla warfare seems the best ad'ipted to Liberal tactics
and if on some rare occasions Liberals seem to combine i~
offering a solid front toward the enemy, they always do so
in order to shut the stable after the horse has broken loose,
as in the late Harman case, and at the same time keep up a
continual quarrel with each other on minor points.
Without a common basis on which all agree there can be
no permanent organization.
Inclosed find a couple more dollars to help the guerrilla
along, and believe me, yours very respectfully,
(Signed)
G. A. F. LEsPINABBE, M.D.
The above hits the riail on the head. It explains
in a nutshell, just what the qifficulty is in the way of
the success of Freetbought. Liberals fail to unite in
fighting the common enemy, not because they can't,
but because they won't.
And yet we hav a common creed. One and all we
r~sent ecclesiastical tyranny; one and all, we re~og
mze the fact that freedom to promulgate our special
" ism" can never be perfectly secure so long as any
religious power can get its grip upon the throat of
the state. And this creed is nothing more nor less
than what the American Secular Uuion is contending
for. Why should not the various classes to whom
Dr. Lespinasse refers join us in this fight T
Spiritualists! Are you not, even now, planning a
political move to avenge the unfairness with which
medium Reid has been treated by a United States
court of justice? Were church and state wholly sep·
arate, think you that sueh an act of injustice would
hav been possible ?
Materialists ! You claim, and very properly, that
if you see reason to deny the existence of a God and
a future life you shall hav the right to proclaim your
belief openly. And you, Agnostics, you also claim
the right to at least question their existence, without
fear of legal ostracism., But in my own state of
Pennsylvania, any of you might, by implication of
the constitution, be disqualified to hold any office or
place of trust or profit under the commonwealth.
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Not until the affairs of the state are administered on\ of us, you know, has all he can do to ~ake care of his
a purely secular basis will such disabilities be re- own little ·crag. What, relinquish that cherished
stronghold in order to protect anybody else's crag T
moved in Pennsylvania and elsewhere.
Atheists! Of how much worth is your testimony Perish the thought !
accounted in most of our courts of justice to day?
Yonder, in the center of the plateau, rises a wide,
No matter how upright your lives, your avowed dis· very wide and lofty hill whose outlook commands all
belief in God too frequently ranks you along with these jutting crags. Upon this elevation are gathered
idiots and felons, and below women, in the eyes of a little band of soldiers, known as American Secular
the law. Hav you no interest in securing a total Unionists.. See! They are beckoning to you and to
separation of the state from church interference?
me to come up and join them. "We can overlook
Theists! When the N n.tional Reformers shall every crag," they shout. "We are strongly enbav bad their way, how long can you go on preach· trenched up here. If you will all join us, we can
ing up a deity who is the exponent of your own command every approach to the plateau of Freehighest self! Do you not understand that they thought."
intend that every knee shall bend before their Holy
But moat. of us scorn this invitation. "I am proTrinity, and before no other god T Do you not tect.ing my own little crag of an ism," we one and all
understand that such intention, supported by law, reply. And, by and by, when our own attackers,
means persecution of you and your fellows? How tired out, disappear for a moment, we point triumph·
mistaken,1hen, is your action in refusing to join the antly to our free crag, and sing a IJooan to the merits
army of the American Secular Union, which is wag~ of guerrilla warfare.
Hark ! what is that? The enemy's shouts in the
ing the only organized warfare against these
would be uniters of church and state !
rear ! Up, up our foes come along the old road
Secularists! You whose philosophy teaches you about which we· bed quito forgotten-it has been unto seek the best things, physically, mentally, and used so long-the road whose sign-board reads:
morally, of this world only, without concerning your. "God in the State." Oh, what shall we do? What
selva about the hereafter! How long, think you, shall we do 1 Do you see, through the mist, how
will you escape the persecution of the other-world many are pressing through the narrow defile? The
big-ots, when the law backs them up in their demand National Reform people are here and the Sunday
that you shall lay up treasure for heaven only T The Rest people, and the entire force of Roman CatholA.merican Secular Union is your graft upon the old icism, with its music and banners; and here and
Liberal League; buu how many of you are to-day there are sbarp·Bhootera who take fancy shots, as they
loyally tending and watering the new growth, so that go, at such trivial things as the Bland Dollar and
it may bring forth fruit for the healing of the Thanksgiving proclamations and the Sunday disemnations 1
barking of immigrants upon our shores, and who
Terrorists! You, who would carry out your rarely miss their mark; and behind these come an
schemes by means of physical force and dynamite ! endless army of the people who carry a banner
Who are the two enemies that you are fighting T inscribed with the motto: "No morality possible in
Priestcraft and statecraft, are they not! And yet you our schools without the Bible." These last will
turn your backs on the American Secular Unioniste, some day be our friends; but not now! not now.
who are doing all they can to weaken the alliance be- For this one battle, at least, they are our bitter
tween these two !
enemies; we realize that all too well, as they press
Socialists and Nationalists! You who believe in forward with vindictiv shouts along the old road of
ccoperation and in a government most truly of the "God in the State."
people, by the people,. and for the people ! Do you
Whizz ! There goes a bullet straight into the ranks
think that ecclesiastics will ever step down and of the church exemptionists yonder! And now a
out from their exclusiv leadership of the people second! It is those American Secular Unionists
until-lihe church is put on exactly the same level as from whom we hav held aloof all along who are firing.
are other private clubs? When God gets .into the See! There is commotion in the ranks of our eneConstitution of the United States, and Christ is mies; some one is bit. Good! Giv it to them hard,
made king, and Wilbur P. Crafts succeeds in mak- Secularists! You hav the post of vantage; you can
ing it a penal offense to do an honest day's work on sweep the defile with your guns, and can hold our
Sunday, will not your regime be rather a curse than enemies at bay while I run away to my individual
a blessing to mankind T Will it not open the way to crag and knock down that solitary bigot who bas just
a tyranny worse even than the present dreadful one shown his head. There, sir ! Down you shall go,
of competition in the businei'!B world? Shall we not head over heels, and for fear you get up again I will
then become a nation of religious hypocrite, our empty all my ammunition into you. Well, I hav done
promotion depending upon the favor of the only my share in the fight, havn't n
rulers not dethronable by vote-the ecclesiastics 1
Why on earth are not those American Seoular
Believe me, the one peril to Socialism and National- Unionists firing off their guns~ What! "run abort
ism lies in the failure to separate church and state, of·ammunition," eh? Dear me, they might hav some
at once an:l forever.
of mine if-if-if I hadn't wasted it all on that bigot
Anarchists! You who preach the gospel of indi- down there. Well, now for a run to the last hopevidualism, and who believe in cooperation only when the platform of the American Secular Union.
it is voluntary ! Do you not see that every refusal
Why, what a splendid outlook you American Seenof yours to help your fellows in separating church lar Union people hav up here, te be sure! Oh,
and state results only in tightening the cord around fool, fool that I was, not to bav come up when you
your own necks! Are you not to-day, because of asked me ! I could hav protected my own crag, and
the exemption of church property from taxation, two or three otbere, had I been up he.re at the first.
supporting church property by compulsion T You My intentions were excellent, I assure you. But
are continually declaiming against having to pay now it is too late-too late-for tha enemy are
taxes against your will. Help us to do away with swarming all over the plateau, and the isolated dethe exemption of church property, and you at once fenders of the crags are being mowed down one
lighten the burden of your own taxation. Moreover, after the other.
you must remember that the individu~lism which is
Liberals ! the above is not a mere fancy; it is a
your goal is not possible while the false standard of true forecast of what will come to pass if you persist
churchly authority is set up for the community to in your present dislike of cooperation. You can be
conform to. . Ecclesiasticism in the state is your very certain of at least one thing-organization is
most deadly enemy-you know it well; and only the watchword of the day in all departments of busiwhen church and state shall be forever separated will ness, and Liberalism will hav to adapt itself to this
you, or any of us, be quite free to work out an indi- new order of things, or else go to the wall.
·
'
IDA C. CRADDOcK,
vidual development without persecution.
Dear friends, why should we not all unite~ Surely
Corresponding Secretary American Secular Union.
Philadelphia, Aug. 9, 1890.
this is a creed upon which we can agree-the total
separation of church and state.
The Union's Appeal.
There is, of course, a reason for the present lack
of union among ]'reethinkers. It is due to the fact
To THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: Waitthat the habit of free and independent thought on ing two weeks for some one else to respond to the
religious matters is one that is but slowly acquired, courteous address of President Westbrook, F. 0.
a~d only amid persecutions, or. at least nagging and Mende, and Ida C. Craddock, who join in an
du1couragements from our nearest and dearest. Our "Appeal to the Liberal Lecturer," I bav concluded
early years of Freetbought are apt to be one contin- to break the ominous silence.
ual fight. with our neighbors for just a bit of room to
I cannot see how any Liberal lecturer can consistbreathe ID peace. Nobody helps us; it is a struggle ently disregard the appeal. It is true, as it asserts,
to t~e death. We are shot at on all occasions, from we are working for the same cause-the right to exbehmd fen~es of pietism, rocks of prejudice, barriers press independent thought, separation of church and
of con':entiOnt~.l propriety. Some day, if we do not state; hence, " we ought to be united into one undiperiBh ID the fight, we reach our vantage.ground, and vided army." We ought to hav "cooperation"from that lofty plateau of Freethought we can now that is the word. I, therefore, will contribute a few
short letters (rather than a long article) on this subhurl down missile on our attackers.
.Yonder on ~his same plateau stands another strug; ject.
That there is a marked coolness existing between
ghn.g Fr~tbmker. He, too, is defending himself
agamst b1gots. And as we look about us we see Liberal lecturers and the American Secular Union
that e!'ery jutting crag is occup~ed by a _fellow-being is apparent to even a cursory observer. Why is itt
who, .hk~ ourselvs, has fought h1s way smgle-handed Are the lecturers to blame! Is the Union to blame T
to this h1gh plateau of Freethought. But, dear me, Are both to blame, or neither T
why should we giv aid to other Freethinkers! Each
Let us try to discover and rectify the error if we
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can. A plain talk is necessary to a clear understanding.
Freethought is based upon the principle that each
has the right of free expression equal to all others
who may differ-in other words, that diversity of expression should be as free as diversity of thinking:
On this basis Spiritualists hav cooperMted with the
Secular Union hand in band with Materialists to keep
the church and state separate. Many Protestants
and some Catholics bav also cooperated, for they hav
perceived that the cause of the Secular Union is a
common cause. And yet this cause languishes.
There is no strong, anited pull. It is a literal fach,
as the appeal states, "Liberals hitherto bav been
but a rope of sand." Almost sadly our Secular
Uniou officers confess that the "national army of
the American Secular Union," with all their splendid
£quipments of principles, are in disgrace-beating s
disgraceful retreat before the apparently resistless
march of the " ecclesiastical party;" a party that
hate Agnostics, Spiritualists, Infidels ; a party that
will atop their blasphemous mouths by law as soon
ae " Christian " sentiment will justify its enforcement. "The eccleeiastical party gain on Liberals."
So say our Secular Union generals. This is humiliating. The worst of it is, I am inclined to think it
is true. But Judge Westbrook and his fellowofficers inform us that we "Liberals outnumber the
church party ten to one." And yet they hav us on
the run, hav they ? I will pay my respects to this
matter of numbers in a future letter.
Is it a fact that the Union bas ignored the lecturers, and the lecturers in turn ignored the Union T
That there is no cooperation between them worth
mentioning appears to be the situation. There is no
good reason why the Vnion could not be made a
powerful organization by the Liberals of America in
defense of our liberties. Hav we the good sense
and the generalship to make it a solid organization~
That is the question. Will we reform our ranks and
march to victory t
" Will you not work with us snd _fo-r us ! Will
you not apeak a good word for the national organization to your audiences !" is the language of the
appeal. Doubtless the lecturers hav been indifferent about this matter. They hav seemingly imbibed the notion, whether justly or not, that the
American Secular Union is an exclusiv body for the
benefit of a select few, caring little about the lecturers-the sctiv workers in the field, men and women
who meet foes face to face snd beard the orthodox
lion in his den, and who· should not presume to
criticise such an august assembly as the American
Secular Union.
Lecturers hav been obliged " since the beginning"
to conduct a guerrilla warfare without the
shadow of an organization to back them. If there is any way to unite the Liberal forces it
should be done.
In my next I will endeavor to point out some of
the causes of our failure-a most pitiful, shameful
failure. I do not need to argue this. The appeal
concedes it.
W. F. JAMIESON.
IJes Moines, Iowa.
THE NEXT LETTER.
Although the national organization is fourteen
years old it has never been of any practi(lal value to
the lecturer-! mean to lecturers in general. They
hav had to fight their way single- handed and alone.
That such an organization ought to hav been a help
to all Liberal lecturers is now acknowledged in this
friendly appeal, " Such cooperation, if properly
managed, would mean a gain both to the cause and
to you individually." That has the right ring.
There has been too much work exacted of the lecturers for the benefit of the cause without regard to
their welfare. They hav been expected to cope with
bigotry, sometimes mobocratic superstition, and surrounded by timid Liberals advising a cessation of
hostilities.
It is now proposed to change all this. we are al!lsured in this appeal that if the lecturers will cooperate with the Secular Union, "each lecturer in the
country would bav a regular series of appointments."
This is broad. It does not exclude the Spiritualist
lecturer. It should not. It does not bar the Materialist. The Secular Union does notask any lecturer
to lay aside- his independence. Well would it hav
been for the Secular cause if all societies claiming to
be Liberal could hav sunk their sectarianism and
grasped the meaning of liberty. The weakness in
the united efl:orts of Spiritualists and Materialists
has been a want of understanding of the breadth of
. the Liberal movement. Spiritualists in some Liberal
Leagues, which I organized years ago, bitterly opposed my engagement as a lecturer for the very
societies I had organized I Need we go to the
church for an exhibition of bigotry T I hpv known
Materialists just as bigoted and il-Liberal, who refused to listen to or help engage Spiritualist lecturers
who are doing valiant service for the Liberal cause.
This is childish. My motto all my life long has been,
"Hear the other side." How can a Liberal be Liberal who fails to practice this motto!
cannot be.

He

I remember once advocating before a Secular society,
composed almost wholly of Materialists, the idea that
we would 11ever hav a free platform until societies
!~vited spe_akers, capable of instructing or entertainmg an audience, without any reference to the speakers' views concerning this world or any other. It
raised a storm of dissent. "Pay money to men to
come here and advocate what we do not believe ?"
I know this is a complete reversal of the past and
present order of things. Secular and Spiritualist
societies, with all their condemnation of sectarianism,
are but little in advance of the church-so little that
Materialiets and Spiritualists, two wings of the Liberal army, hav never worked together heartily, notwithstanding they are more in accord about the
affairs of this world than any other great bodies of
people. Their main difference refers to the evidence
of a future life. This evidence is entirely satisfactory to all thorough Spiritualists, but does not convince the Materialist. Several years ago both aides,
on divers occasions, attempted to coalesce by an
agreement to not debate the only great difference
between them. This compromise by people who,
from their start, were unreservedly in favor of free
discussion ! A unity obtained at the cost of their
corner-stone f.rinciple made their relations strained
and unnatura, just as we might expect they would
be. Had freedom of discussion been fully adoptEd,
which both parties profess to believe in, manly avowals would hav been the order of the day instead of
ea: parte disquisitions. Protestants say they believe
in the" right of private judgment," and damn a man
for ex~rcising the right t.hey believe in! So Materialists and Spiritualists believe in free speech-and
refuse to cooperate with those who practice what
they believe!
W. F. JAMIESON.
IJes Moines, Ia.
~----~~.--------

From Mr. Heywood's Cell.

But my spatle is limited. Friends of liberty and
progress will be activ to see that wrong is righted
and justice done. I am quite well; not voluntarily
her_e, not self-imprisoned, my confinement is a part
of Freethought destiny. Those who know what is
right, and dare maintain it, will not quietly acquiesce
in " legal wrong" done. Regards to all.
Yours ever,
EzRA H. HEYWOOD.
State Prison, Charleston, Mass., Aug. 2, Y.L. 18.

Items of Foreign Freethought News.
A statue of Voltaire was unveiled by M. LeRoyer,
president of the French senate, in the market-place
of Ferney. The city of Geneva (John Calvin's city!)
sent a deputation headed by M. Richard, councillor
of state, and M. Didier, vice-president of the executiv council. M. LeRoyer, in his address, spoke of
Voltaire as the greatest master of the French tongue,
the brightest and most keenly perceptiv mind of the
eighteenth century, and in a sense the father of the
republic.
A new Freethought society has seen the light of
day in Harten, Saxony. It calla itself the " Society
for Mental Improvement." There is a great deal in
that name. Mrs. Wilhelmi gave the first lecture,
"Worship of God and Immortality." We wish the
new society a much longer life than had the Leipzig
society, and that it may bring the gospel of sci.
ence and toleration to all narrow-path walkers, and
especially to the police authorities of Saxony and
Prussia, who seem to be wandering about in medieval darkness.
It is startling, although not very wonderful, says
the Catholic Weekly Review, to find that the royal
decree nominating a prefect who is to take the place
of the dissolved municipal council of Rome, selects
for that position a notorious Freethinker and Freemason, the deputy Finocchiaro-Aprile, who holds a
high place in the supreme council of the Masonic
organization. It would be difficult to suggest a step
better calculated to offend the susceptibilities of
Catholics who treasure the ancient memories and
traditions of the papal city.

_To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1·: I asked
leave to be SAnt to Dedham again, but Judge Carpenter insi&ted on a penitentiary, not a county j~il
merely, so the United States government boards me
here this time. Since I left Brown University, in February, 1858, thirty-two years, in Antislavery, Peace,
Woman Suffrage, Temperance, Labor, and Social Reform, as lecturer, author, editor, I hav worked in
The little republic San Marino has followed the
prose. Now my thoughts flow in this strain :example set by Italy. Parochial schools are closed,
FREEDoM, ORDER.
and all religious orders hav received notification to
Liberty, the nerve and spring of power,
the effect that within two months they must deliver
The way, the truth, and lite of being's use;
to the government a complete list of all their propThe parent love in every flower,
erty, personal as well as real. The Vatican sent
The start and goal of civilizing force.
an embassador to the president, but found that
Oh! light and hope to seek and hav the best;
the latter could not be moved. Now the pope is
Be ours to sense and serve thy inmost truth.
praying in his private chapel and the cardinals are
Alert on facts to build, in ends to rest,
getting ready to write a bull of excommunicaToward which Creation moves in activ Faith.
tion of the St. Marino goverment, if t.he most holy
Who call thy habit rash, thy purpose lewd,
father's prayers should fail to be answered.
Bespeak uncouth neglect of Nature's fact
That, to hav clean order in multitude,
The Freethinkers in Holland cannot be very
Their rights, Hon:.e Rule in all must each respect.
much beloved by the "love-your-enemies" professors,
Senates benight, courts confuse, armies rage ;
judging from two series of articles which origBut morning truths, in jocund persons known,
inally appeared in a liberal-minded daily paper
Conquer collectiv wrong, from age to age;
and in another the editorial chair of which is occuLaw livs in Right discerned and duty done.
pied by a narrow-minded pulpit-pounder. The
For you, for me, and all the race alike,
discussion started over a very innocent pamphlet
It is to be to do upon their choice ;
published by our contemporary IJe IJageraad (DayWhatever path of life we chance to take
break), and which was send broadcast over the land.
Our innermost informs the outer voice.
The reverend editor uses arguments like these (they
Enriched or poor, in jail or free, Be Right;
are so handy, and need only ignorance and insolence
Affirmed in that, to you we each must come.
as backers): "A vile and shameful publication
I Am the It of life, benign in might,
. . . devilish, morality-destroying . . . the
Whereby the needs of all arrive in One.
lewdness of the pamphlet," etc. The pamphlet thus
One's right to ute, to work, and hav the fruit,
designated contains nothing but historical truths,
The right to know, the will tp serve plain need,
and endeavors to open the eyes of people to the fact
Assures another's thrift in self-support,
It Social Wit states say "Hands off " to greed,
that the clergy are dangerous guides.
Mistaken zeal reports" Suppressed." Not much.
The Prussians are drawing a fine line on blasThough Flesh lies prone, the Spirit, strong tenfold;
phemy, as we learn from the Munich correspondent
Nerves Right assailed, erect, to dare the touch,
And Thought, struck down, upsprings to rule the world. to the Sonntags-Blatt. On July 14th Frau WilI can write home sixteen times each year, includ- helmi was advertised to lecture on " Man the Proding four sheets like this, addressing four different uct of his Education," at the hall of the Free Relig:persons if I choose, but all must go in one en- ious Society. But, says the correspondent, man
velope to one person, so this will be remailed to you. proposes and government disposes, especially in PrusAll letters sent will reach me. Say to friends, please, sia the land of devotion and pious customs. The
the.t I shall be very glad to hear from them, though royal Prussian court, through the royal police head1 can reply only as above. The drift of thought quarters, issued an order for her IU'l'est, and she was
and action outside, relativ to the grave issues of taken to prison on a charge of blasphemy, where she
freedom, right, and duty pen dine, greatly interests remained twenty-four hours before being liberated
me. Are we to hav Mental Freedom, are souls to be on a bail bond of fifteen hundred marks. The correforbidden to tell bodies what to do and what not to spondent concludes his letter with these encouraging
do, in these states? is the question. Among Colonel words: "For the honor of Bavaria let it be said that
Ingersoll's telling words are these two: ''Honor in March this year, Frau Wilhelmi was not molested
bright;" truth and reason, fair dealing, are insepa- on account of her lecture ; also that immedia~ely
rable from just, useful, honorable action. Decoy, upon her liberation permission to lecture was given
falsehood, " spotting" used, " ordered" by a cabinet by the royal Bavarian police. Yet the lecture did
officer to be used to entrap innocent citizens, are not come off, not because Frau Wilhelmi lacked cournot quite the thing to be encouraged in practice age but because the friend who had gone on her
or accepted as " law" by intelligent, honest people. baii bond, and through personal influence protected
Daniel Webster said: "The true office of govern· her, asked her to remain silent that he might not be
ment is to protect persons and property from in- involved in further trouble." Subsequently, Herr
vasion ;" this view all Freethinkers accept. Statutes Spindlbauer, the president of the aoci~ty, read one of
. aJ!'ainst :fictitious "offenses," laws to make one "an Frau Wilhelmi's lectures to an audience of several
off~nder for a word," are irrational, unconstitutional, hundreds, and was not molested, though the polioe
were present.
and void.
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Resolved, That we urge the Spiritualists and Liberals of
The Uondemnation of Dr. Walter Reid.
and declared the accused "guilty prima facie and
t.he country to unite in demanding the removal of Judges
A meeting of the St.. P11ul Spiritual Alliance and of no proof required."
Jackson and Severena from the bench which they hav dis5. The law is that before a prisoner can be con- honored.
the Liberals of the city wa's called to take some action concerning the condemnation of Dr. Walter E. victed of fraud, it must be determined that he did
Resolved, That we urge the mediums of the country to orReid. The meeting was held at the pRrlors of Mr. not do as he agreed to do. The court. of J 11dges Jack- ganize a national Medium's Defense Associa,ion, for the pur.
pose of securing funds, employing counsel, and commanding
A. P. Miller. In the absence of the president of the son and Severens ruled that any evidence to deter- such
other aid as may be necessary for defense in the unjust
Alliance, Mr. A. E. Sauer was called to the chair. min this was admissible and it was so admitted ; and un-American war which bigotry and intolerance hav inThe obj-3ct of the ms<>tingwas stated, and the follow- but that, on the other band, any evidence to show augurated against them.
Resolved, That we urge the Spiritualists of the country to
that Reid did do as be agreed to, was inadmissible
ing statement was then made by Mr. Miller:
unite with the Liberals in demanding the repeal of those
In November, 1889, Dr. Walter E. R9id was tried and therefore it was not admitted.
sections of the postal laws relating to the mailing of so-called
Now as to the consequences of these unjust rul- obscene
before the United States eourt at Gr!lnd Rapids,
and fraudulent matter, under which, and through
Mich., for violating section 5 480 of the Revised Stat- ing'S should !hey become the established precedents : the abuse of which, Liberals and Spiritualists are sent to
1. If any person claims to do anything which the prison for the mere expression of opinions and the mere ex.
utes of the Ul:lited S~atll~. This sectio.u imposes a
penalty of not more than $500, or imprisonment for court believes to be absurd or impossible, testimony ercise of the highest psychic powers ; thus converting every
intq a steel trap to catch Liberals and aid bigotry
not more than eighteen months, or both, upon any will not be admitted to prove that it can be done. letter-box
in the suppression of Liberal literature.
·
The
belief
or
opinion
of
the
court
shall
govern
and
person convicted of using the United States mails to
Resolved, That, in our judgment, the time has arrived for
defraud. - It is not necessary to show that any per- shall be the law "made on the spot." Such claim Spiritualists and Liberals to unite in some political movement
son was injured by any such use of the mails, nor that shall beprimafacie evidence of fraud and no proof or action, to the end that free thought, free speech, and a
free press may not be suppressed by a code of laws more
the mails were injured or endangered, but only that will be required nor admitted. The common law rigorous
than the infamous Blue laws of our Puritan ancesrule
will
be
reversed,
the
presumption
will
be
against
a fraudulent use was made of them. The party sendtors. And as an encouragement to such political action, we
ing the mail matter and the party receiving it may the accused, the burden of proof will be upon him, cite the example of the Spiritualists of Ohio, who, to rebuke
both be benefited and both be perfectly honest in he must be prima-facie guilty, and must show his a Republican legislature which passed a law taxing mediums
$300 for exercising their gifts, united in the gubernatorial
their intentions, but the act of sending may :neverthe- innocence. Butcampaign following, and elected a Democratic governor.
2. Courts, in such cases, cannot stultify their in- The
less be construed into a crime.
rebuke so alarmed the politicians that at the next session
On the first trial the jury disagreed, but on the telligence by admitting testimony to prove a matter of the legislature, both Republicans and Democrats vied
second trial, the court allowed only one side to be which in the opinion of the court is -absurd. The with each other for the credit of repealing the obnoxious
heard and that was the side of the government, or accused must prove his innocence, but no testimony law.
Resolved, That copies of the above address and resolutions,
- the prosecution, so that the accused was necessarily will be allowed him to make such proof. He must together
with the proceedings of this meeting, be sent by
convicted, and he was thereupon sentenced to the make bricks but no straw will be allowed him.
the secretary of the alliance to the Spiritual and Liberal
3. In all casas where persons claim powers or gifts papers of the country with a request to publish the same.
Detroit House of Oorreotion for one year. The proceedings show that Dr. Reid was brought before the contrary to the knowledge, belief, or opinion of the
E. A. SAuER, Chairman.
court to be condemned snd not to be tried, since he court, such opinion must govern. The opinion of
Mns. TuTTLE, Sec. Sb. Pan1 Spiritual Alliance.
was allowed only a semi-trial, and that solely with the others, though based upon experience, observ~ion,
thorough
test,
and
actual
and
repeated
knowledge
of
view of convicting him.
The Assembly of Progress.
Tho j udgas who presided at this condemnation, it the facts, will not be admitted in evidence.
4. Persons who claim to receive communications
seems, wars one Jackson and one Severens, and thef'
Will you kindly giv me space in your esteemed
hav achieved a bad eminence and a name for preju- from departed or dis bodied spirits, or from the spirit- paper on behalf of the founders of the Assembly of
dice, bigotry, injustice, snd ignorance which certainly world, shall be considered frauds prima facie by the Progress, to correct the erroneous statements made
places them in the front ranks of the unjust judges courts, and no testimony will be admitted to prove by Mr. Reynolds, in regard to the Assembly of Progof history.
the truth of their claims or the genuinness of their ress, in your issue of July 19th?
The complaint charged that "one Walter E. Reid powers. If spirit mediums, psychics, or sensitive
Had all your readers a copy of the constitution
wrongfully and unlawfully devised a certain scheme make use of the mails in the exercise of their powers 11.nd laws of the Assembly of Progress, no notice of
and artifice to defraud," ate., and "did then and there and their vocation, they shall be fined or imprisoned this unjust attack would be necessary from me; and
knowingly snd wrongfully propose to secure com- or both by the federal courts without a hearing, for from the statements made by Mr. Reynolds I am
munications from spirit-land by and through the they are prima facie frauds and no proof is required. charitable enough to believe that he himself bas never
agency of sealed letters," etc. The indictment also If they use their powers or gins for pay, as the read a copy of the constitution and laws g'Overning
charg"d that " the said Walter E. Reid did then and priests and ministers of other religions do, they are the grand and subordinate Assemblies of Progress,
there unlawfully and feloniously profess and falsely liable to fine and imprisonment under state law for else he would not hav written what he did. But inpretend to secure communications from the spirit- obtaining money by fraud.
asmuch as constitutions and circulars hav not been
land upon the request of ~ny per~on who might deIn conclusion, a few comments :
so freely distributed as thought by Mr. Reynolds,
sire the same."
The East Indian prince, when a ID1BB1onary in- but few of your readers hav had an opportunity to
Dr. Reid had over forty witnesses to testify that formed him that he bad seen water so hard that it read the constitution and laws governing the Order
his claims were genuin; that he could and did (1) would support an elephant, at once dismissed the of the Assembly of Progress, and hav no means of
read sealed letters, and (2) receive communications missionary as a fraud, since it was contrary to the knowing the objects, purpose, and business princir from
spirit-land, or irom departed or disbodied observation of the prince that ice should form. This ples upon which it is based, and therefore may be
spirits ; that they believed he was sincere and hon- precedent Judges Jackson and Severens appear to misled by Mr. Reynolds's communication, unless his
est in his clsima and that they b;lieved the answers hav followed, only that ~..1ey were imfi.nitly more cruel, erroneous statements are corrected.
and messages received through him were genuin.
Mr. Reynolds says : " Seven hundred members at
for instead of dismissing the man who brought them
The court refused to allow these witnesses to tes- the truth, they condemned him to prison.
$6 per year, $4,200; but there is also membership
tify, the ruling by Judge Jackson being in these forever
Dr. Lardner, an authority in natural philosophy, fees, $5 from males, $3 from females, not less than
infimous words : " It is prima-facie evidence of bad just demonstrated to his class in London that $3,000 more; over $7,000, with hope of $10 000 for
fraud and requires no proof/'' and " There are some steam navigation was impossible, when a steam vessel doing business of the society the first year, $20,000
things so absurcl that this cm£rt will not stultify came sweeping into the port of Liverpool. Proud- the second year, and $100,000 a year if ever the
itself by taking testimony thereon!"
bon had shown to his class in Paris that such an membership reaches ten thousand."
Being thus unjustly and infamousiy denied a hear- animal as the giraffe did not and could not exist,
This statement is intended to lead the reader to
ing and an opportunity to prove the ganuinness of his when a caravan arrived in the city with a living believe that the officers of the grand assembly repowers and the j astness of his claims, Dr. Rsid, o:n giraffe. These learned and distinguished men were ceive for their own use fifty cents per month for each
the motion for a naw trial, offered to prove that he only dogmatic, opinionated, and mistaken, and their member, and $5 for each male and $3 for each
poaseaaed psychometric power by reading any letter conclusions were harmless, bnt Judges Jackson and female member on initiation. But this is a miswhich the judge might hav in his pocket without open- Severens, while equally dogmatic, opinionated, and take-all wrong every word of it. The fifty cents per
ing the same. The bitterly prfjudiced and unjust mistaken, hav expressed their opinion in a decision month paid by the members is what is known as the
Judge Severeu.s turned upon his greatly wronged which does unspeakable injustice and harm to a sick and funeral benefit fund, and is paid to sick
and out',.aged victim and said his " court was no fellow-man, and denounces all spirit mediums and members at the rate of $5 per week, and in case of
place for exhibitiono of the tricks of mountebanks psychics as frauds.
death is paid to the legal representative of the
and jugglers, whose tricks lie would not believe if
If these rulings did not strike too deep for levity, deceased, and not a dollar of it is applied to the use
· sworn to on a pile of Bibles !"
and if they were not too monstrous for ridicule, we or benefit of any of the officers of the grand assembly
All hope and all chance was thus cut off and the might compare these judges to tha Dutch justice (see constitution and laws of the Assembly of Progoutrage of" confirming the judgment of the trial who decided that the complainant bad bitten his own ress, pages 28-30), and the initiation fee of $5 for
court," without giving the victim a hearing, was con- nose off. The injured man undertook to show that males and $3 for females, referred to by Mr. Reysummated, and Dr. Wal~er E. Reid, denied a hear- such an act was impossible, but the court silenced nolds, is paid into the treasury of the respectiv subing, denied a new trial, denied every right accorded and overruled him with the remark that "no ting ish ordinate assemblies for their sole use and benefit, to
to the vilest criminal, waa hustled to a felon's cell imboseibel mit Gott !" If the rulings of these fed· pay their hall rents for their meetings and such other
with the brutal and outrageous insult of the judge ersl judges srt3 not equally absurd, they are equally expenses and use as may be incidental to the organistill ringing in his ears.
unjust and contrary to law, and if they excite less zation, and not a dollar of it, excep~ the charter fee,
This semi-trial, these condemnation proceedings contempt. they provoke infinitly more indignation. is ever paid to the officers of the grand assembly.
miscalled. a trial, pre~ent one of the greatest judicial
Spiritualists and Liberals should remember that
This disposes of Mr. Reynolds's $7,000 for the
outrages m all the history of so-called courts of jus- the question as to whether Dr. Reid committed fraud first year, $10,000 for. the second, and $20 000 for
tice, since not only the law but the principles of or not, whether he is a genuin and honest medium tbe third year, " for doing business of society," as
justice were violated by j11dges sworn to administer or not, does not enter into the subject. The court Mr. Reynolds is pleased to put it.
th~ la~. The _court violated the law, the principles has condemned all claims to mediumship as fraud,
Mr. Reynolds makes a serious mistake in the
of JUStiCe, and 1ts own solemn and sacred oath in the prima facie, and will not admit any testimony to amount to be paid by each member to the officers of
following particulars :
the grand assembly for the running expenses of the
show the contrary.
1. The law is that the motiv makes the act crimiThe following resolutions ware then unanimously organization. The amount to be paid by each
nal, and that motiv must be shown. The court adopted:
member to defray the necessary expenses of the
refused to allow the prisoner to show motiv.
grand assembly is a per capita tax of $1. per annum
Resol'9ed,
By
the
representative
of
the
Spiritual
Alliance
2. The l~w is ~hat the accused s_hall hav the right
of the Liberal element of St. Paul, here assembled, that for each member, instead of $6. as stated by Mr.
to prove h1a behef and honesty m what he claims. and
we adopt the paper just read as embodying our sentiments Reynolds, making a difference of $5 in $6. Mistakes
The court denied this right.
concerning the judicial outrage committed upen Dr. Walter like this would prove fatal to the banking business.
3. The law is that "the best evidence of which the E. Reid.
The fees charged by the grand assembly for charters
Resolved, That we urge upon the Spiritualists and Liberals and supplies for the formation of new assemblies is
case in its nature is susceptible must be produced."
of
the
country
the
necessity
of
some
united
action
for
the
Dr. Reid had over forty witnesses ready to furnish purpose of laying before the people the facts concerning this $100. This amount is charged for the charter and
such evidence, but the court rafused them the right flagrant wrong to an American citizen.
supplies furnished by the grand assembly, as proto teet.ify.
Resolved, That we urge all liberal and fair-minded persons vided by the constitution (see pag-e 24), imd to de4. The great common law rule is that all persons to lay aside all differences and unite in petitions to the pres- fray the expenses of organizing officers, who may be
are presum 3d to be innocent until proven guilty. ident of the United States to exercise the pardoning power either members of the grand assembly or members
restore to Dr. Reid the liberty of which he is so unjustly
The court of Jackson and Severens reversed this rule, and
of any of the respectiv subordinate assemblies depudeprived.
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"I bav beard that it was St. Cbrysostom who me lie prostrate on my face in front of my stall for
tized for that purpose by the grand prefect. Surely
Mr. Reynolds will not insist that an officer of the said : 'A monk, by the very nature of the life he a week during the night office, which lasts from 2
asl!lembly can travel, bear his own expenses, and leads, is either an angel or a devil;' and I seldom, if A M. to 3:45 A.M. Then a third penance I bad to
spend his time for nothing in the organizing of ever, knew a monk or boy, a girl or woman, who, undergo was to be deprived of my breakfast, and
assemblies, any more than a lecturer can travel, bear sooner or later, did not turn into something which thus to go without food till 12 30 PM; and, when
is far remove:} from that which is angelic, thopgh at I was permitted to eat, I remember I had to take
his own expenses, and work for nothing.
After furnishing the charter supplies, paying for their entrance in~o that name of 'Pax' they were, to my plate and kneel before each sister, and beg focd
the transportation, and paying the organizing officer, all appearances, 'perfect saints.'"
from each in turn.''
The breakage of domestic utensils in a convent
In a Church of England convent you are liable to
there is less than five per cant of the $100 charter
fees received by the grand assembly, and the only seems to be visited with a strange mixture of the hav the devil enter you, and to hav him flogged out
·
sources of revenue now provided by the constitution punitiv and the ridiculous. Quoth Sister Mary with a flail :
"One day I was coming from Nones at 2 45
and laws of the order to defray the expenses of the Agnes:
"If we broke any article, or put it to an improper PM. This 'mother' commanded me to stay where I
grand assembly are a per capita tax of :fifty cents
upon each member semi-annually, and what profit use, the penance consisted in placing the said article, was, and not to return to work, and then said :
there may be in furnishing needed supplies to the or piece of it, upon the bead. Unfortunately for 'You hav got the devil in yo~ and I am going to
subordinate assemblies, and the amount of supplies me, I was famous for breaking machine needles, and beat him out.'
"All left the sacristy but myself, the mother suneeded by the subordinate assemblies, after the consequently I had to balance them on the top of
perior, and one nun, who was ordered to be present
charter supplies hav been furnished, would be so my head, which was no easy matter.
''Again, should we carelessly leave anything out of at the casting out of the devil. I was commanded
limited that at a ten per cent profit, which is the
profit charged by the grand assembly, in all reason- its proper place, we had to wear that thing the whole :first to strip. I saw the ' disciplin,' with its seven
able probability it would not amount to more than of that day. On two or three occasions I bav been lashes of knotted whip-cord, in her hand, and I kllew
$2 to each assembly per annum. And it is a matter adorned with a pail; I bav baa a brush and dust- that one lash given (or taken by one's self) was in raof grave doubt with the officers of the grand assem- pan round my waist, and a large coil of clotbei!I-Iine ality seven. I should mention that at certain times
it was the rule to disciplin one's self.
.
bly whether the sources of revenue provided by the round my neck."
"Now, my :first thought, when commanded to
And thus the sister expresses herself, re the vow
laws of the order will be sufficient to pay the a.ctual
strip, was 'I can't;' it would not be right or modest
_
cost of printing and binding books, formulas, cir- of chastity :
" The vow of chastity is broken by allowing any to strip (it meant to the waist). Then it came into
culars, and purehasing other supplies, correeponde&ce, and the various incidental expenses attending part of the arm to be seen above the wrist ; so that, my mind that Jesus did not thus think when the
the organization for the next two years, and at that if we should be engaged in cleaning farniture, or soldiers ordered him to strip to be scourged. He
time the officers of the grand assembly are chosen scrubbing floors, or waf!biJJg clothes, we &re uot simply obeyed, and I felt eure that what he did I
from among members of the various subordinate allowed to turn up our sleeves ; and, as the under- might imitate. So I said inwardly, 'Yes, dear Lord,
garments are made of coarse serge with long sleeves, for love of thee I can.' Then I began to undress,
assemblies.
Thus it appears from the facts that the statements which are only changed once a fortnight throughout but when I came to my vest shame again overcame
and insinuations made by Mr. Reynolds of" fat jobs," summer and winter, the discomfort of this may me.
"'Take that thing oft,' said the mother superior.
" the division of spoils," etc., by the managers, as easily be imagined. However, the feet may be quite
" I repli&d : 'I cannot, reverend mother ; it is too
Mr. Reynolds is disposed to call the originators of bare all the year round, for those of us at least who
the Assembly of Progress, is without the slightest were considered strong enough, as it is quite in tight.'
" The nun who was present was told to help me
foundation, and I consider such an attack by a Lib- accordance with the vow d holy poverty to go with• to get it off. A deep feeling of shame came over
eral very unkind, in the inception of an organization out socks, stockings, or sandals.
"Sh. Benedict, in order to overcome temptations me at being half nude.
founded in the interest of the cause of Freethought
"The mother then ordered the nun to say the
and liberty, and particularly so by one who, from to break his vow of chastity, is said to hav jumped
his statements, has never read the constitution and into a bed of thorns and briars. I thought I would Miserere, and while it was recited she lashed me
be before him, and prevent evil thoughts even pre- several times with all her strength. I was deterlaws governing the order.
The business and beneficiary workings of the order senting themsalvs, so I obtained permission to sting mined not to utter a sound, but at last I could not
are based upon the same principles as those adopted myself with stinging nettles twice a week, and con- restrain a smothered grol\n, whereat she gave me
by those old and standard societies, such as the In· tinued to do so for years, though it hurt me dread- one last and cruel lash, and then ceased.
" Even three weeks after she had ' disciplined'
dependent Order of Odd Fellows, Ancient Order of fully for two days after the operation."
If you should tamper with any lass who has taken me I had a very sore back, and it hurt me greatly to
United Workmen, Royal Arcanum, and Independent
lie on it (our beds were straw, put into sacks).
Order of Foresters, and the monthly mortality the black veil look out :
" There was a looking-glass in the room I now
" Should anyone attempt to draw aside this presassessment upon deatll is :fixed upon the same basis,
occupied
(riuns do not usually hav them), and I
ent
virgin,
let
him
be
mused
in
his
rising
up
and
not taken from theory, but from the lollg and actual
experience of these societies. And while our rate sitting down, in his standing or walking, in sleeping looked to see if my back was marked, as it was sore.
of death assessment is just about the same as the or waking, in eating or drinking, etc., etc., and may Never shall I forget the shock it gave me. I turned
societies named (see table, constitution and by-laws, his flesh rot from his bones, and may he be blotted quickly away, for my back was black, blue, and green
all over.''
page 17, and compare), our initiation fee is much out of the book of life. Amen, amen, so be it."
Besides becoming the "bride of Christ" you beYou are expected to see what does not exist:
less than in any of the orders named, and our
" There is supposed to be a miraculous light over come his cinder-wench :
sources of revenue much less than those of other
"On Ash Wednesday we had nothing to eat or
orders, and yet' I hav heard of none of them wherein the ' altar,' which was pointed out to us on the first
any of the managers grew rich out of the fat jobs day of our arrival at Llantbony. I looked for a long drink until six o'clock in the evening; we stayed in
and division of spoils. But the facts are, the As· time, but failed to see anything but the sunshine. church practically the whole of the day. The floor
sembly of Progress has been organized by men who At last the reverend father said: ' Do you see it, of the church is strewn with ashes and cinders from
the grates, and we sit on the ground in the ashes inare liberal and who hav been members of other Sister Agnes ?'
"I replied, 'No, dear father, I do not see any- stead of in our stalls. The six o'clock meal is
benevolent societies, and are, therefore, somewhat
scarcely touched, as everyone is feeling too cold and
acquainted with kindred societies, and in founding thing but cobwebs and sunshine.'"
If you enter a convent (a Church of England con- ill to eat. After compline we hav to lash ourselvs
this organization they hav been actuated by none
but the best motive, with .a view -to form an organi- vent, mark you), you are liable to become a door-mat with the ' disciplin,' and then we hav to go to bad
unwashed as a penance for our sins. We are not
zation that would become general, wherein Liberals for Christ's sake:
" I must not omit to write on a very distressing even allowed to shake the ashes out of our serge
could unite together and advance the cause of truth
and freedom undisturbed by superstition and pledges subject, and that is tbe ill treatment I received fro~ habits before retiring for the night; to do so would
of faith ~o common to the orthodox creed, and the the lady prioreep. After I had been about a week be to .break solemn silence, so_ we actually sit in
· Assembly of Progress is gaining and growing, and at L\anthony she sent for me. On coming into her ashes all day and sleE>p in them all night. On Good .
will gain and grow, in numbers, notwithstanding the presence I knelt at her feet, and she gave me the Friday we go through a somew~_at similar day, but
opposition by the ~o-called religions world and the hem of her dress to kiss. It should be remembered the ashes are dispensed with. Every day, over and
that we were not usually allowed to speak to the above the divine office of prayer, continual supplicajealousies now and then of a cold L\beral.
superior without :first prostrating our faces to the tion for the conversion of sinners, and for the dead,
Los Angeles, Oal., July 30.
J. M. Voss.
ground and kissing the hem of her 'holy habit.' But are offered, each person taking an hour's watch before
I bad better giv the very word~ of the rule: 'To. re- the reserved sacrament, so that the church is not left
l~or Jesus's Sake.*
ceive the words of our superior, humbly kneeling,_ from 5 AM. tilllO or 11 P.M."
All who are interested in knowing how Anglican
Prom the Lonaon .A.unostio Journal.
with eyes :fixed on the ground.' Should we break
Miss I. M. Povey, who in Father Ignatius's little this rule the order was 'to receive any penance our Ritualism borrows the livery of the Church of England to serve the scarlet lady of the Seven Hills in
He11-upon·Earth, at Llanthony, went under the superior liked to infliot.'
" My superior on this occasion said : ' Sister should read this revelation of these latter days by
sacred burlesque of a name, "Sister Mary Agn~>s,
ex-Sister Mary Agnes, O.S.B.
O.S.B.," has, threugh the editorial medium of the Agnes, you often s"y you wish to submit to me.'
"I replied : 'Yes, dear mother.'
Rev. Lancelot Holland, M.A., vicar of All Saints,
"O.o. which she said: 'Hold your tongue and
BooKs, like convers~tion, rarely giv us any preHatcham, given us the story of her experiences as a
bride of Christ for the period of seventeen years, and listen to me, for now I am going to prove you, and cise ideas: nothing is so common as to read and
every man and woman who loves truth and right- the :first thing, before I say any more, I must ask converse unprofitably. We must here repeat what
eousness shoul.d thank her for the same. The book you to take off your scapular, for you are not fit to Locke has so strongly urged-.Define your terms.
A jurisconsult, in his criminal institute, announces
may prevent many of our sisters, animated only by l'l·.,ar it.'
·iYou, my readers, must plealile understand that to that the non-observance of Sundays and holidays is
the purest motive and feelings of the most exalted
piety, from entering a petty grave, where the wicked !;(IV up the scapular was a terrible d~s~race, and. it treason against the Divine Majesty. Treason
do not cease from troubling, and where the weary quite cut any sister cff from many prmleges wb1ch against the .Divine Majesty give an idea of the
are by no means at rest. Miss Povey tells her story sre highly prized, such as communion and recrea· most enormous of crimes, and the most dreadful of
simply, modestly, and with judicial restraint, and she i ion. She now imposed a severe penance upon me. chastisements. But what constitutes the offense T
has found a wise, discreet, and sympathetic editor I bad to become a door-mat ; that is, I had to lie To bav missed vespers. . . . In all disputes on
in the viear of Hatcham. It turns out that, if ever prostrate in front of the church door, so that nuns, liberty, one reasoner generally understands one
there was a papal wolf in episcopal sheep's clothing, girls, monks, and boys should walk over me, and I thing, and his adversary another. A third comes in
the Mr. Lynes who masquerades under the name of was not allowed to get up until the last one had who understands neither the one nor the other, nor
entered the church. I did not mind the nuns and is himself understood. In these disputes, one has
Father Ignatius is that wolf.
We shall, almo~t at random and ad aperturam girls treading upon me, but my nature ~id recoil in his head the power of acting; a second, the power
Ubri, allow Sister Mary Agnes to speak for herseif from lying down for men to walk over me.. They of willing; a third, the desire of exe'cuting. Each
as to her convent experiences. She ~peaks thus of tbemselv.s hesitated a moment, and then deliberately revolves in his own circle, and they never meet.walked over me. They were under obedience, and, Voltaire.
the morals of monks :
·
bad they refused, would hav ,incurred punishment.
. .
SEND for catalog of our pubbcat1ons. Sent free
• "Nunnery Life.in the Church of England." By Sister This penance was to last seven times a day for a
week. The uext penance ~he imposed was to make. on application.
:Mary Agnes, O.B.B. (London: Hodder &_Stouton.)
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ple educated and calculated to look after themselvs. The
people are not.civilized."

The people are not "educated," not "calculated to
look after themselvs," not " civilized;" yet they hav
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Quite of this nature hav been all the wars andrebellions in completely Christian countries. They hav
never been for an improvement, a reform. A century
ago Franc.e and America were fortunate enough to
catch a glimmering of the light of intelligence, and
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A Sensible Decision.

Onr Literary Censors.

The daily press reports a decision of the Supreme
Court of Illinois whi~h is of great interest to Infidels.
It is that a man cannot be excluded from the
witness-stand in that state by reason of his religious
disbelief.
The witness in the case under review had declared
that he believed in the existence of a God and a hereafter; he felt that if he swore f".lsely he would be
punished under the law of the state, but had never
thought seriously whether he would be punished in
this world or the next by a supreme being. In
other wordq, he did not seem to recognize his accountability to providence in this matter.
Objection was urged to his testifying on the
ground that a witness must not only believe in the existence of a deity, but also that he will punish anyone
who give false testimony.
The supreme court overrules the objection and
holds the witness competent. He would not· hav
been competent, it remarks, prior to the adoption of
the constitution of 1870. That declares that" no person shall be denied any civil or political right, privilege or capacity on account of his religiousJ>opinions."
The effect of this, the court says, is "to:abrogate
the rule which obtained in this state prior to the
constitution of 1870. There is no longer.any test or
qualification in respect to religious opinion or belief,
or want of the same, which affects the competency of
citizens to testify as witnesses in courts of justice."
When the constitution of 1870 was under consideration Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll was a resident .of
· Illinois and took part in formulating the organic law.
']:'he Infidels of that state are indebted to him for the
privilege of testifying in their courts.

A cranky old Russillll, called Count Tolstoi, who
some time ago furnished the basis for a society
"fad" by advocating a return to primitiv Christianity,
the father of nine children and husband of a wife
who takes care of him, mistaking the impotency of
old age for a new growth of virtue, has written a book
disparaging woman and inculcating celibacy, and our
Anarchist friend B. R. Tucker has translated
and published it, and our Christian postmastergeneral has forbidden it the privilege of the mail on
the ground that it is obscene. Rumor hath it, however, that the prohibition was not laid on till the
Wanamaker :firm in Philadelphia had vainly endeavored to obtain copies from Mr. Tucker at a very
low price. Be this as it may, the prohibition has
sent the sale up several thousands, and a very worthless book has been lifted into notodety.
Ol t~e book itself there is nothing good to be said.
It is the outcome of a pessimism engendered by tak
ing Christ's teaching literally, stamped into a man's
nature by a reckless use of his powers, and emphasized by a late repentance. To Tolstoi romantic love
is intemperance. The tender passion that has from
all time been the theme of the poet and the novelist
he deems a species of moral depravity, on a par with
gluttony, the smoking of opium, or indulgence in
strong drink. A person :finding himself, or herself,
in love should :fight against it as against the opium
habit or any other pernicious thing. Cupid is the
devil in his most awful guise. Felix Oswald has shown
how Christianity produces such states of mind, and
this book is pretty ·fair evidence of the truth of his
analyses of the Galilean ascetic's religion. It is rarely
that we can agree with the religious Independent,
but that journal tells the truth when it says that the
man who wrote the piece of maudlin raving must be
" a madman, or one who without conscience set himself the task of deliberately outraging decency.
From beginning to end it is a parody on Zola's
dirtiest conceits, a libel on human :nature, and an
affront to honest manhood and womanhood the world
over. There is not a ray, not a spark of the sweet
light of conscience-not a breath of tenderness, not
a throb of human love (save the brutal, beastly love
of the roue and the blackguard) in it anywhere.
Moreover it is bald, devoid of art, and without any
special reason for being." That is a pretty hard
criticism for a religious journal to pass upon a book

A Country of the Church.
On the nation of Guatemala, now engaged in a
bloody war, Dr. G. W. Bock, just arrived in the
United States from that disturbed land, givs information as follows :
"You people here hav no conception of the general state of
affairs down there. Take for instance our politics and public
officers. The .people are supposed to elect the officers and
hav something to say about the government, but they don't.
That is, the poor people don't. When a man gets into office
his only thought is to get rich at the expense of the classes,
and this they all proceed to do in a calm and determined
way."

which is as closely related to, and as directly the outcome of, its religion as a child to and of its parents,.
but it is the truth; and however false the teaching
of the book, however outrageous its views of marriage, Christianity must bear the blame. Were
Tolstoi not a Christian-and much nearer Christ than
the Independent is-the book had been less inhuman.
It is well, however, that the book is what it is, for
our pious officials hav found it obscene. The postoffice authority, to whoin was submitted a copy,
says : "After a careful examination of this publication, I am of the opinion that it is of an ' indecent
character,' hence it is forbidden circulation in the
mails by the act approved Sept. 26, 1888." But Mr.
Tucker differs from the post-office people in this.
He says "it is simply another, and this time a very
audacious step on the part of the vice , suppression
(so-called) cranks in the direction of muzzling the
freedom of the pre~s. I can assure these people of
one thing-they will never suppresl!l the book without a bitter :fight, and in this fight I believe I shall
hav the aid and sympathy of every broad-minded
literary man in the world. Objectionable as the
Comsto~k law is, I do not believe that it can be made
to cover the 'Kreutzer Sonata,' and I believe that
the official who shall try to make it cover it by his
own arbitrary act will lay himself liable to a suit for
heavy damages."
According to the Evening Post, Anthony Com·
stock has no hand in the suppression, but now that
his attention has been called to it he may see :fit in
his omnipotent omniscience to proceed against the
publisher. However, his competitor, Jo Britton,
who has learned the trade and set up for himself, has
tabn part in the suppressing business, and added
several other books to the inde~ e~purgatorius. Britton, it will be remembered, was once the right-hand
man of Comstock, but the two worthies parted because of difference of opinion. Whether this dif·
ference was :financial cr not we can only suspect.
Britton went into the diamond trade, and also in
company with Dr. R. .A. Gunn hoisted upon the
market a " microbe killer." Dr.· Gunn was, and perhaps is, a member of the Manhattan Liberal Olub;
he was for several years a subscriber to THE TBUTR
SEEKER, and might be now but that patience with
him ceased to be a virtue many moons ago. He is
now president of Britton's society. When the pious
Wanamaker's department sat down upon the
"Kreutzer Sonata," Britton saw a chance to also
acquire fame. He went round to the American News
Oompany's headquarters, and bought a dozen dif·
ferent novels. He decided that :five of them were
obscene. They were entitled, "Thou Shalt Not,"
"Speaking of Ellen," "In Stella's Shadow," "An
Actor's Wife," and "The Davil's Daughter." Britton then went before Justice Murray at the Tombs
and swore that the American News Company was
selling immoral books. He got warrants for the
arrest of the clerks who had sold him the copies, and
a search warrant to enable him to seize all immoral
books on the premises. Manager Patrick Farrelly
of the News Company is reported as being greatly
astonished when the warrants arrived, but said he
was quite ready to turn over all the books that Britton considered immoral. Mr. Farrelly was escorted
around to the police court wlth two clerks. A halfdozen employees of the News Company, by Manager
Farrelly's orders, brought out all the copies of the
books mentioned which were to be found in stock,
and stacked them in a big pile on one of the counters.
Many of the books were brought from the shipping
department, where they were packed in cases·for outof-town orders. An inventory was made, which
showed that 1,244 books were in the pile. A few
copies of the " Kreutzer Sonata" and 100 copies of
"The Clemenceau Case" were added to the others.
An Italian junk wagon was hired to cart the books
up to the Tombs, where they were stored. In the
afternoon the lawyer for the News Company said that
his clients were simply acting as booksellers and not
publishers, and that they were quite ready to stop
the sale at once of all books which could be shown
to be of an objectionable nature. Mr. Britton was
seen at his house by a Herald reporter, and he said
that " Dr. Gunn has read all of these books complained of, and they are totally unfit to be publicly sold where they can fall into the hands of innocent young people. We· hav been preparing for
this raid for some days, and intend· to follow it -up
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until the sale of such literature is suppressed in this publishers will all be at the mercy of bigots and
city."
blackmailers.
The arrest of Mr. Farrelly and his clerks is an_ _ _ _....,..__ _ __
other unkind cut at Christians. Mr. Farrelly is a
Religion a Source of Dissension.
bigoted Roman Catholic who hates Tm: TRUTH
Besides the cruel persecution of the Jews by
S:m:mxEB and does all he can to discourage its sale, going Russian Christians that is in progress; besides the
so far as to report it " dead," and refusing to :fill sectarian enmity in Canada whose smouldering from
orders for it. One of the chief employees of the time to time breaks out in :flames of personal viccompany once told us that be was sorry to see a lence; besides the periodical riots in Ireland, and besingle copy of our books sold, for they " demoralized" sidc:!S all the other current instances of religious genthe people who read them.
·
· eration of hostility that we bav no space to
The books seized by Britton are trashy :fiction, enumerate, the following cases offer themselva as
with the exception, perhaps, of "Speaking of Ellen," present examples c.f the disruptiv effect of superand it is of no consequence whether they are read or natural beliefs :
" MIDDLETOWN, CONN., July 20.-Connecticut Catholics do
not. But labeling them " obscene" is a good way to
increase their circulation, and Britton may reason- not like the Rev. Mr. Schofield, of Higganum, a country village on the Connecticut River, because, in a seething oration
ably ask the publishers for a round sum for the at the picnic of. the American Mechanics on July 4th, he
advertisment he has given them.
assailed the Catholic religion in tempestuous style. So the
The action of the post.office department and Brit- CatholiCJ=! of Rocky Hill, a neighboring village, got together
ton would ba ludicrous in these cases were it not so the other night, and burnt him in ~ffigy. They rigged up
serious a violation of the rights to which American a cloth and paper dummy, formed a procession around it,
and with cheers and hisses marched to a lonely spot in the
citizens are entitled. None of these books is obscene. suburbs and touched fire to it. It had been saturated with
The" Kreutzer Sonata" is unobjectionable in its lan- kerosene, and blazed brilliantly. Amid groans and hisses
guage, as might be expected from so :finished a the effigy went up in fhme and smoke."
scholar as Mr. Tucker. Its ideas are gross, but
Not long ago the angry devotees would hav burnt
that is due to the Christianity of its author and not not in effigy but in :flesh this man who dared to tell
to the translator. The books so tamely surrendered some truth about their religion.
by Patrick Farrelly, Roman Catholic, are like hun.
"The closing exercises of School District No. 1, in Bay
dreds of other works of :fiction ; there is no real Shore, L. I., were held on Friday ·afternoon, and Principal
obscenity in them. The danger from them is the Euo!! Wood invited the Rev. Charles H. Schultz, rector of
unwarrantable act they hav induced a professional St. Peter's Episcopal church, to open the ceremonies with a
suppressor to commit. There are vastly deeper prayer. He started to perform this service when he was informed by the board of education that out of deference to
questions involved than the circulation of these the wishes of the Rev. James E. Benbier, the pastor of St.
works, and these are : Shall the people tolerate a Patrick's Roman Catholic church, he would not be allowed
self-established literary censorship! and shall the to pray. He was requested to make a few remarks, which
freedom of the press be limited by the notions of he declined to do. As a large proportion of the taxes in the
district are paid by Episcopalians, including such men as
these self-elected censors T
Henry B. Hyde, Frank C. Lawrence, Bradish Johnson, of
There can be but one answer to these questions, Louisiana, and the estates of John I. Lawrence and Bethuel
and that a negativ one. Freedom of speech and of Phelps, this step on the part of the trustees of the district
the press are the bulwarks of American liberty. has raised a storm of indignation."
Freedom of the mails is vital to each, and an· irreBetween these contending denominations, equally
sponsible censorship ·with power to suppress books blind and equally despiteful, our public schools are
at will, destroys freedom of speech and of the press. always in danger of going down, unless upheld by
With a man like Wanamaker at the head of the post- vigilant and resolute efforts of the' enlightened poroffice and fellows like Britton and Comstock sup- tion of the Americans.
pressing books at their own discretion, the people
The list· closes with advices from Constantinople
are slaves to a censorship as despotic and damnable of con:tiicts in the neighborhood, in which Christians
as that exercised by .the officials of Ruseia.
and Mohammedans vie in demonstration of their
Perhaps the worst feature of this outrageous cen- holy rage. At a riot in a Constantinople cathedralsorship is its arbitrariness and irresponsibility. No
" Military assistance was asked for to quell the disturblegal tribunal, no authority recognized by the people, ance. A body of Turkish troops were sent for to restore
bas pronounced the books obscene. Three men hav order, but when they entered the cathedral they met with
presumed to dictate to sixty-five millions. And desperate resistance. The mob was armed with revolver<>
what self-respecting individual cares for the opinions and spiked staves and a bloody conflict ensued between them
and the troops. Four of the soldiers and three of the rioters
of Britton and Gunn ! As for Tyner, the post- were killed and others were injured before the mob was
office lawyer, what is his judgment worth! He says, driven from the building. . . .
"In Erzeroum, where recently a hundred Christians were
"I regard the 'Kreutzer Sonata' as an indecent publication," and the post-office is closed against the slain in the church, a state of panic prevails owing to the
book. If the Editor of Tm: TRUTH SEEKER were in threatening atti~ude of the Mussulman population and the
excesses of the troops. Hardly a day passes, says a correTyner's place he would say, "I regard the Holy spondent, but wounded persons are brought in from the surScriptures of the Christians as an indecent book," rounding districts. In Erzeroum itsel! persons disappear,
and out would go the Bible! A New England and no one knows whither, and dead bodies are constantly
deacon would throw out Shelley and Shakspere and found within and without the walls. . . .
Byron, and dozens of other works. A Protestant ;" The profanation of the Armenian church at the time by
the troops rankles in the minds of all the Christians. The
with the courage <?f his convictions would bar porte has threatened to proclaim martial law in Armenia.
Catholic works, and a Catholic who dared would The general opinion is that if this is done Christian Armebar the sermons of preachers like Fulton. If this nians will be mercilessly crushed and their cause irretrievably
censorship is allowed and its possibilities carried out lost. • . .
"The sultan's secretary has ordered the Armenian patriwe shall bav a :fine state of things, and liberty will
arch to send a circular to the churches advising the people
be-where T In the keeping of unread bigots and to abstain from demonstrations. The patriarch in the future
unscrupulous adventurers. The Herald warningly will be held responsible for disorders like those t.hat occurred
says, commenting on the arrest of Farrelly : " We in the cathedral, and will be considered an accomplice
hav had too much of this meddling business-rum- of the rioters. The patriarch was also ordered to address a
maging the mails for the books of a conscientious letter to the sultan asking that severe punishment be
inflicted upon the rioters who are held for trial, and expresswriter like Tolstoi, suppressing the poems of one of ing his gratitude for the aid rendered by Turkish soldiers in
the gentlest and noblest of writers, Whitman, and quelling the disturbance in the cathedral."
now taking a gentleman to the Tombs for having on
his shelves a copy of Balzac. American readers are
-A Prefigurement.
not children, idiots, or slaves. They can govern their
The Board of Regents of the New York State
reading without the advice of Mr. Comstock, Mr. University bas decided to issue ch!U'ters to :five OathWanamaker, or this new supervisor of morals olio institutions which hav applied for membership in
named Britton-a kind of spawn from Comstock, we the establishment. The law requires that academies,
are informed, and who begins his campaign for in order to become members of the state system of
notoriety by an outrage upon Mr. Farrelly."
education and to share in the distribution of the acaThis matter bas been traversed at length in demic fund of $100,000 annually, must hold a certain
these columns, and time and again hav we warned amount of property, and hav a library and certain apthe publishers that tame submission to these out- paratus: A committee of the regents considered the
. rages would lead to still greater exactions. The matter of the application of the St. John's Roman
present suppressions seem to us to be the straw Catholic Academy of Syracuse. St. John's church
which should strain the poor beast's back and induce and the Roman Catholic bishop of that see :finally
him to protest vigorously. If this is net done, the agreed to issue to the board of trustees of that school

an absolute lease of the property for fifty years. The
committee of the Board reported that the lease perfectly met all the legal conditions and requirements,
and the charter was thereupon issued. The application of :five other Roman Catholic schools in varlQUS
parts of the state was subjected to the same proced·
ure. In time, all of such schools in this state will
become members of the State University by the operation of this system.
The New York Freeman's Journal, a Roman Oatholio paper, thus comments: "What thia prefigures
is the fact that, in time, the primary parochial schools
wm be taken into the state system on an equitable
basis."
When the public school funds are divided between
the sects, and all the children by law turned over to
the various churches to be made ignorant, the orthodox Christians will be truly happy. ·
An Honest Church Corporation.
"The Jarvis Street Baptist church in Toronto, Canada,
recently adopted a resolution declaring its protest 'against
the exemption of church property from municipal taxes,
as being contrary to the principles which ought to regulate the relation of the state to all ecclesiastical bodies,'
and respectfully urging the corporation of Toronto 'to
use its influence to secure the abolition of such exemption ;' and further requesting the corporation ' to assess
the property of Jarvis Street Presbyterian church, and giv
notice of such assessment to the clerk of the church, as in
the case of other rate-payers."'
The above paragraph is taken from the Christian
Statesman, where it is followed by an argument in
favor of church exemption, the nub of which is that
" if the property is truly held and used for the public good, let it be exempted; if it is ·for private emolument or advantage, let it be taxed." OI course this
argument is fallacious, for who shall say what i11 for
the public good, and who shall hav the hardihood
to aver that churches are really used by the public T
But we desire to congratulate the Jarvis Street
Baptist church, and to blazon its honesty to the
world. We trust, moreover, that its ~epenta.nce at
this time is not from any jealousy because its Roman
Catholic rivals own more real estate in Toronto than
do the Presbyterians.
•

----~~.-------

Do Away With the Death Penalty.
The cruelty attending the execution of murderer
Kemmler by electricity and the frightful uncertainty
attending the application of that form of the death
penalty will not be without benefit to the people of
the state of New York if it shall induce our legislators to abolish the death penalty entirely and substitute imprisonment for life, or until the murderer
shall be deemed fit to again go at large.
Hanging is a barbarous method of killing a man,
and its abolition was brought about by an awakened
public sentiment against brutality. We trust it will
not again be made legal.
The object of punishment is now generally conceded to be the reformation of the criminal, not revenge for the crime be has committed. Daad men
cannot reform, and their taking off brutalizes the
community, the men who commit the legal murder,
and does not restrain others from murdering. Let
the death penalty be abolished.
A Chance for All.
A friend who w1rites not for publication, and whose
naine is therefore necessarily withheld, says :
"It does not seem necessary to Free thought to defend obscenity or polygamy. Some of your articles in THE TRUTH
S:a:EKRR are of questionable propriety on those subjects."
If this friend, or any other, will point out one
sentence written by the Editor of this paper defending obscenity or polygamy, the Editor will make him
a present of a nice new suit of clothes beside which
Joseph's garment was but a bundle of rags.
"WHAT Would Follow the Effacement of Christianity?"
by George Jacob Holyoake (10 cents; 12 copies for $1), is an
indictment of Christianity that Freethinkers should read,
and then circulate around the neighborhood.
THERE ought to be in this city a Society for the Suppres·
sion of "suppression," "prevention," and "enforcement"
societies. They are a pestiferous lot, composed of bigots
and unprincipled adventurers. The adventurers use the
bigots and line their own pockets.
ALDEN HALE is iuformed that we cannot use his manuscript,
nor return it, as he failed to attach his address to it. " Diagoras" will please forward his name and address, or his
well-written article will go into the wastebasket. Charles
Laperche will find the price-list of indulgences in D. M.
Bennett's "Champions of the Church" (page 421), taken
!rom De Cormenin's "History of the Popes," vol. ii, page 54.
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cause of truth and advancement. It is my earnest desire to I tigate all que~tions affecting his present or future welfare
do something for Freethought. All my Liberal acquaint- and decide for himself independent of popular opinion or
ances are Scotchmen, which is another objection to organiz- prejudice.
W. E. WALToN.
ing. If we make any definit arrangements we will comTYNGSBORO, MASS., July 29, 1890.
municate with you as to getting a lecturer. If you can
MR. EDITOR: Please send TI!x TRUTH SBBXER of July
giv me the names of any Liberals in this city that would
RoOHEBTBR 1 MINN., July 20, 1890.
12th, not come to hand. I want to read all the pictures.
be likely to join us I would be much obliged.
MR. EDITOR : Will you allow a few friendly criticisms ?
The "Patriarchs" are done to perfection. Why-not enlarge
Yours truly,
ANDRBW HoG G.
I was greatly interested in the last TRUTH SBBKBR7'"'firstly,
them, and print colored lithographs for framing?
by reading'' Proslavery Discussions of American Ministers,"
J.P. GuiLD.
SNOWVILLB 1 VA. 1 Aug. 71 1890.
knowing with what tenacity they sustained negro slavery.
MR. EDITOR: I hav iust read "My Religious ExThey would not patronize any antislavery papers, nor
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Aug. 3, B.M. 290.
perience," by S. P. Putnam, and I feel as if I want every
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find money for the picture
circulate them, just the same as some goody-good people
Liberal in the land to read it and lend it to his neighbor. It
book. When I sent my own and my friend's subscription
now refuse to read or look at such papers as THB TRUTH
is a vivid picture of a real religious conversion, and the
we voted for the pictures, but I did not see the votes
SBBKRR,. Investigato,r, .Lucifer, Word, etc. "The domestic
coming out of it again into the clear light of truth and
recorded in THB TRUTH SBBKBR. May THB TRUTH BBBKBR
relations of master and slaye" must not be interfered with
reason. It is as interesting as 9. novel, and as entrancing as
and its noble family and Brother Heston liv long and prosthen, any more than the domestic relations of husbands and
only such an autobiography can be. Thoughts, feelings,
per, is the prayer of this nest of ungodly Atheists.
opinions, and f~cts are thoroughly analyzed in Putnam's own wives (roaster and slaves) must be interfered with now, even
WILLHM THORPE.
clear, poetical, practical, earnest manner, and you follow when the crime of enforced maternity issues from every six
out of ten health-broken women. Now, to know that slavhim in his course as wrapped up in the narrativ as if it were
HANNIBAL, Mo., July 31, 1890.
ery
wag upheld fifty-five years ago, and then to find the very
MR. EDITOR: Death, the destroyer of all, called at the your own individual story laid bare to your view. Like his same sentiments uttered by 011-r Freethinkers to-day, seems
"Gottlieb"
or
"Love
Triumphant,"
it
fills
you
with
such
a
home of our brother July 10, 1890, at Canton, Mo.
(miraculous I Turn to the article of Mr. C. Close and extracts
Brother A. Dittwiler, at the age of seventy years, lefL this love of truth, humanity, beauty, and lofty purpose that you 'from Colonel Ingersoll. They both, evidently, throttle free
world of care. He has been during life an outspoken Free- feel enthusedly and earnestly converted to a higher life as speech and freedom of thought, by their writings, in susthinker, and his request was that his remains be laid at rest you close up the little volume, and sigh because there is not taining the Comstock law, which has jailed so many nobleELMINA DR.A.KB SLBNKBR.
under the auspices of the Brotherhood of Moralists, of which more of it.
minded workers for unpopular reforms.. I ask, must all
order he was one of the earliest members. I, as secretary of
accept as infallible what Colonel Ingersoll discerns as
JAOKBONVILLB,
FLA.,
July
30,
1890.
the order, ofll.ciated,·using the beautiful ritual of Dr. A. R
MR. EDITOR: Before I will answer any of G. A. Chapin's "literature of immorality," any more than what Comstock
Ayres. The deceased brother must hav been respected in
questions
allow me to ask kindly of G. A. Chapin what evi- or the various judges may discern as such? I, as a woman,
his town; a large following to the grave attested this.
wife, and mother, everlastingly protest against any law
Among the sorrowing friends and neighbors were six dence he can furnish that no God exists, and that any man which can silence the utterance of advanced ideas of the
has authority over another rightfully?
ministers of the cloth.
F. H. RAu.
I should also like to know why majority rule is more de- age. " Our Suffering Sisters " at home need to understand
the laws of life better, but if all who attempt to teach them
WBBTRRN BRANCH MILITARY RoMB, )
structiv than the rule of a monarch. If so, why so?
KAN., June 22, 1890.
.)
If a person holds titles to vacant land without using the are silenced by prison bars, it seems that " The Strike of a
Sex" will become a necessity, as well as a readable work of
MR. EDITOR : I see a communication in TIIB TRUTH same, if it is wrong, why so ?
fiction.
SBBKBB of the 19th inst. from Wyoming, by Dr. Boynton.
If one man, or a combination of men, monopolize the issue
Mr. Close says: "Those men [Harman, Heywood, Reid]
I think, as he does, that there are people willing to take the of money, if it is wrong, why so?
each
and all hav promulgated theories and engaged in
spiritual, as well as many other ideas, without understandI should like to know upon what ground compulsory taxpracticas contrary to law." Did not the brave Abolitionists
ing proofs. Is it not-just as likely the disease will prevent ation can be enforced on property.
persons understanding the spiritual thought as the reverse?
Are interest, rent, and profits earned by the receiver? If do the same, and time vindicated them? Did they. not disNow, after traveling thousands of miles for the purpose of not, why not ?· Is it honest to believe the collection thereof obey the Fugitiv Slave law? Did they not suffer death for
printing, writing, and talking upon slavery? But we know
studying psychical subjects, for fifty years, I hav determined to be wrong ? If so, why so ?
·
in my mind for the present that spirit or electricity in man
What good is there in a policeman's allowing a man to ·they were in the right, for tyranny is evil.
Again : "Liberals should point out the evils of existing
is the agent that moves, and givs form to the body, and is the kill another and using no force in arresting the murderer ?
laws-and there are many-and in every legitimate, proper
all. When persons leave the body they hav the same magRespectfully,
AuGUST BuxsiJSG.
manner endeavor to hav them amended, or·repealed, or betnetic power as they had before leaving, and become either
ter ones substituted." Now, in the name of E'xact truth,
gods or devils. All the evicenee that has come to man since
INDIAN GRovE, July,20, 1890.
memory began, trhat is understood, is the proof.
MR. EDIToR: John W. Dayton, of Attumway, says: "I what else hav Harman, Heywood, the Footes, and others
GBo. J. HovBY.
hav often wondered why Freethinkers thought it incum- been driving at for the last eighteen or more years? They
bent on them to defend, by influence and money, those hav tried in every legitimate, proper manner to amend, reSHIBLBY's PoiNT, Mo., July 20, 1890.
guilty of sending obscene literature through the mails." peal, or substitute better laws I And herein lies their crime.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed you will find a petition for pardon In this connection he propounds this very pertinent question: Simply because the light of investigation revealed more horof Moses Harman. I received several blanks from you, and "In advocating the principles of Liberalism is it_ necessary rid practices than was thought possible, why, these adhav succeeded in having one filled. I hav sent several to sink into the depths of obscenity?" He says, "I think vanced guards must be imprisoned as ·criminals, with the
blanks to other parties to hav fillea, and will forward them not." And so say I. In this particular I flatter myself that merest farce of a trial. What of a judge who deals out law
as soon as they are returned. I am forty years old ; was I am in perfect accord with nine-tenths of all Freethinking in such a manner? It is just such " deals " that compel perraised by Christian parents, and believed in the hocus-pocus people throughout the country. Our postal laws were sons to become Anarchists.
·
until abcrut three years ago, when I undertook to study the framed by our legal representative, and they certainly
Again : " It is not in accordance with the spirit of LiberHoly Queer for myself, when I found it to be a fraud, filled voiced the sentiments of .. their constituency when they alism to even indirectly seem to giv countenance and supwith contradictions and absurdities, so unreasonable that I declared by legal enactment that no obscene literature should port to any of the cranky ideas of Anarchists, Socialists,
could no longer believe in it, though it was like pulling my be disseminated through the United States mail. The march freelovers, or of those who hav extreme and unacceptable
eye teeth to giv it up. We hav a large sprinkling of Free- of intelligence and civilization has expunged from our ideas of sexual and depraved notions in regard to social and
thinkers in this part, and are not ashamed to let ourselvs be nomenclature the slang phraseology and the indecent, family relations."
kno?in. We hav our monthly meetings, and inVite the vulgar terms that characterized the literature of a few centNow, must we all accept this narrow, limited kind of
clergy out to criticise us, but they make themselvs scarce. uries ago. A pure, chaste literature, treating on all Liberalism which friend Close is so anxious to keep.free
We are on top, and mean to stay there. Keep Heston at subjects that interest the scientific mind, is disseminated from agitation? Certainly not. Let us investigate all subwork. Long liv THB TRUTH SBBKBR. GBo. W. SooBB.ll:.
without let or hindrance through the United States mail, jects thoughtfully and justly, and don't be afraid of new and
and
there is therefore not the slightest apology !or such men cranky ideas. A reform to be permanent must appeal to
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 3, 1890.
as
Harman,
Heywood, and company, who, in direct viola- the reason and .intellect of man, and what we " Suffering
MR. EDITOR: I can hardly avoid complimenting you upon
Sisters " at home demand of you voters is, untrammeled freethe improved appearance of THB TRUTH SBBKBR, and it is tion of statutory enactment, persist in circulating through dom to educate ourselvs. And that means that you must
the
mails
a
Glass
of
literature
that
has
a
strong
tendency
to
with considerable reluctance I allow it to go out of my posnot kill off or. jail our teachers through any such (l)a wful
session, fearful of never seeing my copy again. Y0u are corrupt and deprave that inherent love of purity and moral laws as now exist.
aware I am a Spiritualist, as also a Materialist. This fact I and intellectual refinement that is so preeminently charac.
Yours for free speech when you've something to say,
should like fully understood.
I hav been so for many teristic of the present age, and upon which to a great extent
FLoRA W. Fox.
years past. I scorn the idea ot hypocritically attempting to depends the renovation of society and the stamping out of'
vice
and
immorality
in
the
land.
There
is
not,
looking
at
ride two horses at once. Some of your readers wonder how
this can be done. It is very plain; perhaps I hav had more the subject from an unbiased standpoint, a solitary extenuating circumstance l.n the case. It is to me a humiliating and
CBNTBNNIAL STATE, July 28, 1890.
spiritual proofs than circumstances hav permitted others.
MR. EDITOR: Our hearts are filled with sorrow. Every
A Spiritual friend recently called upon me and said he much to be regretted fact that almost all newspaper expohad once been a devout, praying Methodist, and to become nents of Freethought are circulating petitions sud soliciting time when we feel consoled to hav a good sky-pilot in any
an enlightened Spiritualist one must hav had a good school- substantial aid in bahalf and in vindication of those stran~~;ely Western community to lead us along the narrow path, along
infatuated and misguided men. While we sympathize comes some ofll.cer with a star hanging on his old torn
ing in Atheism.
I like THB T&UTH S:B:BKBR because it is conservativ to no with them in their dire misfortune we remember that it is vest, and arrests qur Lord's embassadors, and swears charges
sect or party, but only to that of decorum, delicacy, and only through the experience of the ills cont.ingent on the against the workere in the holy vineyard. I am sure the
violation of the principles of justice and morality that we Lord has put a lying spirit into the mouths of the multitude,
truth.
D. B.
may become wise. Could not our brilliant R. G. Ingersoll as he said he would in holy writ, and sure nobody would
assign as plausible a reason for the discontinuance of his dare to accuse the Lord for not keeping word in the face of
CINOINN.A.TI, 0., July 31, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am a constant reader of your paper, THE patronage of those journals that are making such strenuous our gospel-building Missouri Freemasons and holy John
TRUTH S:&:&KBR, and like it very much. I get it from the efforts and such touching appeals in behalf of Harman, Wanamaker as a piratical publisher of the Encyclopedia
local agent. I am a Scotchman, and came to America only Heywood, and company as he assigned for disconnecting Britannica, unauthorized to do so except under cover of
about one year ago. I used to read the English Freethought himself with the Liberal League·? The action of promioent piracy. But see what the lying telegraph, in the mouths 'of
papers, but I believe THB TRUTH S:&:&K:&R excels them. The Freethought journals and Liberal organizations in connection multitudes, says: At Fort Worth, Tex., they arresfed
illustrations to my mind could not be surpassed. There with the Harman, Heywood, and Reid case is positivly the Rev. Brother William Mitchell, the leading gospeldoes not appear to be any Freethought society in this city ; destructiv to the cause we hold so dear. It is a retrograde pounder of the burg. Five leading banks charge br.other
at least I can discover no trace of any-which does appear movement instead of an advance one, that will cause Liber- Mitchell with forgery, when, as a matter of fact, the revstrange. I am acquainted with one or two Liberals in this alism to become a hiss and a by-word simultaneously with a erend brother meant all well-to build up the Lord's kingcity, but not sufficiently to form a society, though probably shout of allelujah and exultant triumph from the orthodox dom. Of course it takes money to make the mare go in
we may manage to get a few more together before winter. camp. The best arguments employed in defense of the church as well as on the racetrack. Not content with the
We started a Freethought society in Edinburgh, Scotland, principles advocated and defended by Liberals, emanating injury they ha v already done against the brother's character 1
just a little while before I left the country. It appears to be from the most brilliant orators and writers, hav been they are publishing little anecdotes of the Rev. William Mitchdoing well enough. There is not enough of local talent at couched in words so chaste and pure as to giv no offense ell as having been arrested before, and once caught stealpresent here to keep a society organized even if we could to the most fastidi~usly inclined, and all must reeognize ing books, when he only wanted to study the laws of Moses
get a start. Possibly other branches could help us out a their superiority in moral tone and intellectual refinement for our benefit.
little, and if we could get a good lecturer to come at the over the dirt, drivel, and filth that characterize the pages of
Now comes La Junta, Col. In'order to not be behind
start maybe we might organize, but it will depend upon holy writ. This .article will doubtless meet with adverse other growing Western towns, they arrest the.Rev. Mr. Rae,
whether we can get more Liberal acquaintances. The church criticism on account of ~ur inclination to discriminate and charge him with obtaining the paltry little. sum of
here does not appear to hav very much power, and I be- against superstition and vice, but we hold it to be the $1,800 under false pretenses. Not satisfied with such an
lieve, with a good start, we could do some good for the imperativ duty of every man to boldly and fearlessly inTes. outrage agai~st a follower of Jesus, they put the reverend
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Brother Rae into the Otero county jail, because the Lord has
put a lying spirit into the mouths of the multitude. The
very people who wanted a free pass to heaven are neg-lecting
to furnish $1,0QO bail and get ·Brother Rae out of jail to
preach the wrath to come.
At Granada, Col., the Rev. William Grooms has done a
mo.re sensible act . . When he found preaching did not pay,
own:fg to a w1cked Jacob Blumer, who circulates fifty-two
TRUTH BBEKRHB annually, he went to Holly station, and took
charge of a section on the Santa Fe railroad, and figures in
his old following, that of a section boss.
·
It pains one's heart to observe with how little respect son;e
newspapers speak of our 1holy sky-pilots. For instance,
when the Rev. Bernard Kelly preached that no resubmissionist could be a Christia!l, the Anthony, Kan., Republican
said that there is no law in Kansas prohibiting a preacher
from making a fool of himself (but it worked the reverse in
the Harman case).
The other day, or rather tvening, a Mr. Harris, near Du
Quoin, Kan., on his way home from church tumbled out of
his buggy and broke his nee~, and was as dead as a goose.
Yet preachers say no evil can befall one who is going to
church. The Mr. Harris in this case is no backslider, but
had the reputation as the leading spirit in the Presbyterian
church and all Sunday. schools, and yet the Lord must break
the poor, honest farmer's neck. Moral: Let church-going
on Sunday nights alone. Take neither the preachers' nor
the Lord's word for it, for we don't know on which side at
the moment the Lord's lying spirit may take possession.
Keep him out of politics, schools, courts, and juries, and man
will reach justice all the sooner.
Only a short time ago they arrested my old acquaintance,
W. A. SpearR, in Richardson county, Neb., and charged
Brother Spears as being insane, simply because Brother
Spears claims that he is the second Prophet Elijah, to bring
drouth and famin on earth. And sure enough drouth has
prevailed already in many parts. All our lives we are taught
how our old Bible friends used to liv, but no sooner, on
arriving at our manhood, do we try to imitate our old
friends, the Lord's anointed, and those after the Lord's own
heart, than we are dragged off to jail, and sent to the lunatic
asylum or penitentiary, all because we don't know at the
time on which side the multitude is filled with the Lord's
MUGWUMP.
lying spirit.
KEMPNER, Txx., July21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am a new subscriber to your paper, never
having heard of it until I saw your advertisment in the Independent Pulpit, of Waco, Tex., and never having seen a
copy until I received it on my trial subscription, which will
soon be run out. To say that I like t.he paper is putting it
in the mildest way I know of. I like it in every way ; find
no fault with it in any way; would know nothing to suggest
to make it better, and it is my intention to subscribe for it as
long as I can raise the yearly subscription price and as long
as THE TRUTH SEEKER maintains its vigorous way of defending and spreading the principles it now so ably advocates.
The last, but by far not the least, in my estimation, are the
letters you print of our fellow-Liberals from all parts of .the
Union, and other countries. To a man living, like myself,
among heathen Christians, they are company, next to the
writers themselvs. They make me forget the loneliness I feel
when I COB Bider that I am about the only outspoken Infidel
in this community, and feel the looking-down on me of my
faithful fellow-citizens. I am living here surrounded by the
Dark Ages, as it were, with the instruments of torture and
the Holy Inquisition left out. There are shepherds and
sheep here for whoni and with whom the earth and its progress are standing still, for if the earth was moving with such
a tremendous force as some fools want them to believe,
would not every tree and mountain be leveled down? If it
was not for the Bible a man could not tell himself from a
wild hog; or, as anothe1' preacher puts it, "If you reject
the Bible, how do you know you are not a mule ?" He says:
"If we throw away the Bible, we would soon turn our wives
and fair daughters out on the prairie and treat them like
brutes. There is more of astronomy and geology in this
chapter cannot think of the name of the chapter now] than
in all the books that were ever written taken together." If
this is not the Dark Ages reproduced in a milder state, or
rather if this is not a remnant of that eventless and dead
epoch, the Dark Ages, surely then I am sadly mistaken.
And how much more than the political power would it take
to reinstate the Blue faws of New England and by and by
the Holy Inquisition of Spain ? H we allow the fanatics to
put their holy Bible god (I refuse to put a capital G in that
name) into our glorious and well-tried Constitution, and into
our schools and school-books, as the keen point of an entering wedge, how soon would they follow with more Sunday
laws; how soon would they outlaw all unbelievers; how
soou would they commence persecuting them, and afterward
one sect the other l How soon would they rend asunder
our republic, this glorious work of unbelievers l How soon
would they hav the stream muddied and things in a chaos,
and the high priest down to the low priest wading in blood,
and to the last one of them fishing for the wealth of their
dupes!
With pleasure I see that the Liberals of Washington state
hav taken stand to repel the entering wedge, God in our
schools and in our politics. It is with pleasure I see the
Liberals of Texas trying to organize, and there is hope that
we will not only succeed in saving our country from the God
contagion, but also shake the last vestige of the Dark Ages
out of its last hiding-place in our country.
The crop of camp-meetings is a full one, as usual. It
never fails. No matter if all other crops are parched up by
the heat of the sun and the usual drouth, this·" one crop is a
.sure crop; and its accompanying gymnastic contortions of

rr

1

body and mind never miss ·either. 'Tlie crop is now in full
bloom, and ripening in the usual conversion of members of
one sect into another. I hav yet to hear of the conversion of
a real unbeliev.!lr.
Sending my best regards to all outspoken and activ Infidels through THE TRUTH BEEKER I remain
Yours truly, '
ARTr:.un ScHUBERT.
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not want their children to hav any education only just
enough to read the Bible. They call themselvs God's saints.
Each one givs an exegesis of the Bible of his or her own.
They become confused, and wrangle and\11 dispute among
themselvs, while preaching. They then pray to God (whose
will it is to answer anything they pray for) to make everything right they hav said. They then retire, feeling (each
one of them) that they hav expounded the holy scriptures
with great force and precision. Uncle believes every word
in the Bible, and claims sanctification, but does not think
MAKANDA, ILL., June 6, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: The sentence pronounced by Judge Foster one can get beyond temptation. So one evening after the
on Mr. Harman is most unreasonable, brutal, unjust, and services at the Tabernacle two of the preachers came home
infamous. It is one' that, when the prejudices of the times with uncle and me. Uncle disputed the correctness of some
hav passed away, as they are destined soon to do, will of the doctrin they had been preaching regarding temptation.
consign him, with Jeffries, to the everlasting scorn and They both undertook to argue him down, but he resorted to
contempt of all the good of earth. To inflict so severe the July 5th number of THE TRUTH BEEKER which you sent
a sentence ·on an honest, pure-minded, kind-hearted me, and taking 0. B. Reynolds's article on the Lord's prayer
friend of humanity, because in his honest zeal for the in our public schools, completely silenced both of them.
cause of an outraged, and almost defenseless, class of his Uncle, when he first examined THE TRUTH SEEKEBB, said
fellow-citizens he erred in judgment and published com- they were snakes-that he would just as leave hav snakes in
munications containing language of doubtful propriety, his house as such papers-and that they were the works of
is too gross an outrage on personal and natural rights, the devil. But he took the devil's argument to down the
and the spirit of our institutions, to be thought of in cold preachers. The snakes probably do not look quite so venblood. In passing judgment on such unjust, vindictiv, and omous as they did at first to him. The Holiness barbarous,
disgracef:1l specimens of humanity as Judge Foster and his heathenish doctrin teaches that people must throw education
jury we should, I suppose, pity rather than blame them .. away; must not recognize science; must discard the affecWe must remember that the Ethiope cannot change his skin tion and love of family for .the love of Jesus. Everything
nor the leopard his spots; the sow will wallow and snakes that is ennobling; everything that is good and grand, and
must crawl-so a born tyrant, sneak, or knave cannot mani- everything that is to the education and elevation of the peofest the essential characteristics of a true, just, and honorable ple here in this life, must be thrown aside, and people must
gentleman, whether on the bench or elsewhere. These are become fools for Christ's sake. This is the doctrin of the
the only considerations that palliate the vindictiv t.nd Holiness people. They are not loyal American citizens.
All of them that I hav talked with are in favor of God in the
cruel condugt of Judge Foster.
Yet while I speak thus of Judge Foster and his class, I Constitution, and one of them said "Bob Ingersoll" ought
deeply regret that Mr. Harman and Mr. Heywood should to hav a rope around his neck, and such papers as THE
deem it their duty to publish language so gross and disgust- TRUTH BEEKER ought not to be allowed to be printed. Libing as to shock the sense of decency of the great mass of erals, wake up l Such an element are enemies to science;
refined and really pure-minded people, both in and out of to education; to liberty, the sweetest boon of all. Just such
the ranks of Freethought. One of our serious charges an element if they should be successful in getting God estabagainst the Bible is the obscenity of many of its narrative, lished in the Constitution, and become a power in our govsayings, and laws, and if we adopt a similar style of language ernment, would crush out science, education, and liberty,
we cannot consistently press that objection. From the first, and this country would retrograde and become the home of
Comstock and his reverend henchmen hav made· obscenity barbarians. God should be let alone in the clouds, or
the principal pretext for their persecution of Freethinkers, wherever he is, and kept out of the Constitution, for his
while we know that their real war is against Freethought name will be poisonous to the page it may occupy. One of
itself. It has seemed to me that, under the circumstances, the preachers said an incendiary (the devil) burnt his store
it was preeminently the dictate of wisdom to avoid even th~ some years ago, and that it was a good thing it happenedappearance of evil in this respect. We all know that Com- it caused his soul to get saved. Then he gave God the credit
stock and his ghoulish clan of filth-loving, boasted moral for it and beat the devil out of what he deserved. He said,
scavengers are watching and waiting for a plausible pre- " The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away; blessed be
text on which to \base legal proceedings against us, well the name of the Lord." A lady said her daughter was saved
knowing that the prevailing bitter Christian prejudice a year ago, but "now she is lost again, and thank God I am
ag>~inst us and our cause will greatly aid them in the going to heaven and she can just go to hell." The girl was
consummation of their tyrannical and infamous purposes, present. Oh, how my sympathy ran out for her whose
hoping also, by their success, to check the progress of father was dead and whose mother's misguided mind had
1ost all affection and mother love. Another man in his exFreethought.
Now, it seems to me that, under the circumstances, a hortation thanked God his daughter died about two years
decent respect for the feelings, opinions, convictions, or, if ago and went to hell unsaved-" and, thank God, I am going
they will hav it so, the prejudiaes of their fellow-workers to heaven!" Some of them tell the people if they desire the
in the cause of humanity, ought to deter everyone from even prayers of God's saints to arise to their feet; then they tell
an app¥oach to the borderland of obscenity. The conduct them their prayers cannot save them, they must pray for
of Mr. Harman and Mr. Heywood, to say the least of it, is themselvs. One old sanctimonious-looking gentleman
of doubtful propriety. It puts us on the defensiv against . pointed me out the other day and said: "My friend, you
the filthy charge of obscenity, and, what is the bad feature are under conviction. Do not you think that now is the
of the case, it makes the defense difficult and doubtful. time to make a start to get converted, sanctified, and saved?
When a writer or speaker selects language unnecessarily vul- Do not you feel that you are convicted by God's holy word?
gar and disgusting in describing the vile doings of his fellow- Are you not bothered in mind?" I said: "No, sir. My
men, we logically conclude that he is not so much opposed mind is at peace, at rest. I am very well satisfied, sir."
to that which is gross and filthy as he should be, and no He wheeled on his heels as quick as a wink and said, " If
editor can publish communications in which such language God cannot convict you I cannot." The same preacher last
is used without injuring his character, and the cause he night was speaking of the sinful world, the whisky hells,
advocates, even though the motivs may be perfectly pure. the gambling-dens, and other places of vice and sin. He
Therefore, I protest against this line of conduct. Those was so clownlike in speech and gestures that some of the
pious prosecutors, however, who defend as divinely inspired boys snickered at him. He said, very sarcastically, "Some
the equally obscene passages of the Bible, and insist on hav- of you boys will get something worse than the things I hav
ing them read by our children in school, only prove them- spoken of, thank God." He then smiled, as though it would
be a beautiful spectacle to see a hell full of burning, roasting
selva to be inconsistent, contemptible hypocrite.
w. w. WALKER. souls. If they fail to get followers they seem to be in a bad
humor, and they threaten the people with eternal punishment. I appeal to the reasoning powers of every human
being in this nation, whose mind is invested with dark suMARCELINE, Mo., July 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I received THE TRUTH SEEKERS all right perstition and ignorance, to' rise above such barbarism and
which you sent me a short time ago. I read them with investigate for himself. Persons who believe that God has
interest and distributed them with greater interest. I came made his will known to man, and believe every word of the
here to Chariton county, Mo., about a month ago, from Bible is given of inspiration, and that a loving and all-wise
Bramble, Ind. My health has been poor for five months, so and all-merciful God was really guilty of all the murder and
I came here to visit my uncle in hope of gaining better bloodshed the Bible says he is-persons who believe that
health while among the Chariton hills. I had only. been God· caused his only son to be murdered as the only means
here a short time when the Holiness people pitched their of saving the lost ones of the world, and believe that God
t6nt (Tabernacle) on the west bank of Vandoozen creek, for will commit unbelievers who hav honest doubt to an endless
the purpose of carrying on a meeting. Their meeting has punishment-! say such believers, if the laws of our country
been in progress for two weeks. For the benefit of some of were such that they could enforce their Bible doctrins,
the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER that know nothing of the would punish unbelievers here. I would believe in a hell
Holiness faith (if there be any), I will giv a short history of then-the Christians would giv us a hell here on earth.
their faith, practice, and meeting here. The faction here I believe in livi!lg in the nineteenth century, not in
hav no creed, no churches, no organization. God is their the time of Moses. I believe in free thought and free
only church. Those desiring to unite with them must pro.. speech. I believe in living this life right. I believe in makfess (be converted), then sanctified. Then they travel on to ing a heaven here. I believe every preacher and priest in
a state of perfection equal with Christ. They reach a po~nt the land could do more good by giving lectures on temperwhere they are saved ; are sin-proof ; are past the point of ance, morality, science, and education-getting the people
temptation; sanctified wholly an,d saved by the blood of. the interested in- and prepared for living a peaceable and good
lamb. When one knows he is saveu then he belongs to the life here. I believe it would do more good than preaching
church of God. As soon as they are saved nearly all of them a barbarous history of a barbarous people; a heaven, hell,
go to preaching the gospel, both men and women. I hav God, and devil that they know nothing about. The barbaheard as many as seven of them at one meeting. The rous history of a barbarous people would be all right looked
greater part of them are an illite~&te .class. They accept back upon with shame, but when taught as the word of God
nothing as truth that is not in the Bible's barbarous.record, it brings shame on the one who teaches it. Above all, I beand are avowed enemies to education and scien't'rtic prin- lieve in a complete separation of church and state, and UniCHAS. A. GLENN •
ciples. I hav heard a great many of them say that they did versal Mental Liberty.
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JldiUcl bf Mlq,. Susu H. WIXo!il, FaiZ
RitM", JCIJ88., to m!om all OommunicaUonsfor
this OornM' sllould be sent.
"Between the dark and the dayligh$,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's oooupationl
Thalia known as \be Obildren'B Hour."

Only a Boy.
I am onlY a boy, with a heart light and free;
I am brimming with misohief and frolio and glee ;
I danoe with delight, and I whistle &nd sing,
And you think suoh a boy never oaresfor a thing.
But boys hav their troubles, though jolly theY
seem;
Their thoughts oan go farther than most people
deem.
Their hearts are as open to sorrow as joy,
And eaoh has his feelings, though only a boy,
Now, oft when I've worked hard at piling the
wood,

done all my errands, and tried to be good,
I think I might hav a rest or a play;
H~v

But how shall I manage 1 Oan anyone say?
star; for a stroll, it is" Keep off the street !"
If I go to the house, it is "Meroy ! what feet!"
H I take a seat, •tis " Here ! giv me that chair !"
If I lounge by a window, •tis "Don't loiter
there!"
If I ask a few questions, •tis "Don't bother me !"
Or else "Such a torment I never did s~e l"
I am soolded or cuffed if I make the least noise,
Till I think in this wide world there's no place
for boys.
At sohool theY a-re shooked if I want a good play;
At home or at ohuroh·I am so in the way ;
And it's hard, for I don't see that boys are to
blame,
And •most any boY, too, will say just the same.
Of oourse a boy can't know as muoh as a man,
But we trY to do right just as hard as we lla.n.
Hav patienoe, dear people, though oft we annoy,
For the best man on earth onoe was " OnlY a
Boy."
If I

-Aunt Luc!J, tn 0 iio <;tat.e Journal.

Corner Gospel.
THE WAY TO B& HAPPY.
Some people think that it takes a good deal
of money to be happy. They think that happiness consists in eating the costliest, wearing
the costliest, sleeping in the costliest fashion,
and so on. But it does not-no such thing.
Some of the most unhappy individuals in
this world subsist in luxury, eat, drink, and
wear the best. They hav great coffers of
wealth at their command, yet are of all men
the most miserable. Why so? Because, as
a rule, they hav concentrated their wealth
upon themselvs. They hav grown in selfishness. They hav overloaded their stomachs
in selfishness, covered their bodies in selfishness, stuffed and surfeited so that disease,
like a tiger, has sprung upon them, fastened
its fangs in their vitals, and is tearing them to
pieces. Miserable days and sleepless nights
follow them like an avenging nemesis.
Oh, but I want to be rich I you say. No;
you don't. You just want to be comfortable,
to hav the real wants satisfied, and the artificial ones banished. You know we suffer
more because ot_fancied needs than we ever
do from real desires. You require work and
enthusiasm to do it. Health, strength, cheer·fulness, are three great factors. And the surest way to be happy is to make somebody
else happy, not with that definit end of self
in Tiew, but simply the wish and the effort
to bring happiness into the life of another.
Try it.· Happiness is in right action, high
aims. People forget surroundings with a
great purpose in view.
Hugh Miller, you know, was an enthusiastic geologist. See how he describes his
abiding-place when pursuing his favorit study
early in life : " Do look around," he says in
a letter to a friend, " and see the sort of a
place in which a man can be happy. The
sun is looking in through holes in the roof,
speckling the floor with bright patches till it
resembles a piece of calico. There are two
windows in the apartment, one of them filled
up with turf and stones, the other occupied
by an old, unglazed frame. The fire Is placed
against the rough unplastered gable,· into
which we hav stuck a pin for suspending our
pot over it, the smoke finding its way out
through the holes of the roof and the window. Our meal-sack hangs by a rope from
one of the rafters, at the hight of a man's
head from the floor..:..our only means of preserving it from our thievish co-habitantsthe rats. As for our furniture, 'tis altogether
admirable. The two large stones are the
steadiest seats I ever sat on, though perhaps
a little ponderous when we hav occasion to
. shift them ; and the bed is perfectly unique.
It is formed of a pair of the miDister's har-

rows, with the spikes turned down, and covered with an old door, and a bunch of straw;
and as for culinary utensils, here is a wooden
cog and here a pot. We are a little extravagant, to be sure, in our household expenses,
for times are somewhat hard; but, meal and
salt and every other item included, none of
us ha v yet exceeded half a crown a week.
You may now boast, like a true scholar, who
looks only at the past, of Diogenes and his
tub, and the comforts of philosophy."
The man was happy, living in this way,
because devoted to a great purpose. He
ought to hav had different surroundings, but
he did not murmur. Absorbed in his work,
life was pleasure. If he could be happy
with ll.is environment, how much more happy
ought you to be with yours, so far more
comfortable.
Happiness increases as we lift others out
of misery and sorrow. It flows from and follows unselfishness.
S. H. W.

'.'That does very wen in fair weather," answered one of the teachers, " but on a cloudy
day I object to an examination in the after.
noon."
"So do 1," added another. "The children can't see to write without an effort, and
they get tired and nervous."
"Very well, then," said the principal, "in
case of a cloudy afternoon, hav that examination the day before!"- Youth's Companion.

Correspondence.

BHERMAN, MroH., Aug. 12, 1890.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: As I hav not seen any
letters from this place in the Children's
Corner I thought I would write one. My
grandpa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER a
number of years, and I always read the
Children's Corner. I hav both your books,
" The Story Hour" and "Apples of Gold."
At the last day of the school I go to I spoke
the verses entitled, "The Freethinker's Means
of Grace." At school I study grammar. writing, history, geography, spelling, and Robinson's arithmetic. I liv in the country, and
Catechism in Electricity.
am eleven years old. My father keeps
1. How strong a current is used to send a twenty.two cows, has fifteen calves and four
message over an Atlantic cable? A. Thirty horses. If I see this letter in print I will
write again.
ANNA SoUTHWICK.
cells of battery only, equal to thirty volts.
2. What is tl: e longest distance over which
A PLEASANT LETTER.
conversation by telephone is daily mainMISS S. H. WixoN: Although a stranger
tained? A. About 750 miles, from Portland, to you personally I am not a stranger to your
Maine, to Buffalo, New York.
works, having read with considerable inter3. What is the fastest time made by an est most, if not all, of your three books,
electric railway? A. A mile a minute, by a together with your various articles that ha v
from time to time in the columns
small experimental car. Twenty miles an appeared
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, including your visit to
hour on street railway system.
Philadelphia and your Sunday out, when
4. How many miles of submarine cable are Berthia, I think the name was, and yourself
there in operation? A. Over 100,000 miles, spent a portion of the sacred day among the
tombstones in the town or Warren. Literary
or enough to girdle the earth four times.
criticism may be confined to philosophy and
5. What is the maximum power generated learning,
but the expression of an honest
by an electric motor? A. Seventy-five horse opinion is undoubtedly the birthright of all ..
power. Experiments indicate that 100 horse Goldsmith says, "Never touch a romance or
novel: these paint beauty in colors more
power will soon be reached.
6. How is a break in a submarine cable charming than nature and describe happiness
located? A. By measuring the electricity that man never tastes."
I, however, notwithstanding this admonineeded to charge the remaining unbroken tion, hav read that wonderful book entitled,
part.
"All i,p. a Lifetime" with pleasure and, I
7. How many miles of telegraph wire in hope, not without profit.
The book is deeply interesting, inasmuch
operation in the United States? A. Over a
million, or enough tQ encircle the globe forty as it takes the reader through nearly all the
different phases of human life, beginning
times.
with the Yankee pedler and ending with the
8. How many messages can be transmitted miserable death of the deceitful Philip Falover a wire at one time? A. Four, by the sum, showing that the moral law, like the
physical, cannot be violated with impunity.
quadruplex system, in daily use.
9. How is telegraphing from a moving I am a nativ of Dumfriesshire, Scotland.
My boyhood and in fact some of my manhood
train accomplished ? A. Through a circuit days were spent a few miles from the village
from the car roof, inducing a current in the of Ecclefechan, the birthplace of Thomas
wire on poles along the track.
Carlyle, and when I read in "All in a Life10. What are the most widely separated time" the account of the Rev. Mr. Consalem's
points between which it is possible to send a visit to the house of Mrs. Carden it reminds
me very forcibly of my nativ home when
telegram? A. British Columbia and New the parish minister was visiting members of
Zealand, via America and Europe.
his congregation. But, unlike Regina Raw11. How many miles of telephone wire in ley, the Scotch lassies never doubted or
operation in the United States ? A. More disputed any of the doctrine advanced by
than 170,000, over which 1,055,000 messages " his reverence."
There are two chapters in the book that I
are sent daily.
very mucll admire. Thev are entitled, " A
12. What is the greatest candle power of New Gospel." and "The Voice of One Cryarc light used in a lighthouse ? A. Two ing in the Wilderness." In my opinion the
million, in the lighthouse at Honstholm, Den- contents of those two chapters show p:reat
originality of thought, and display, in a
mark.
degree, the reasoning powers of
13. Row many persons in the United States remarkable
a philoHophical mind, and although the
are engaged in business depending solely on views which they contain may not yet receive
electricity? A. Estimated 250,000.
universal acceptance it may be safely asEerted
14. How long does it take to transport a that" All in a Lifetime," "Apples of Gold."
message from San Francisco to Hong Kong ? and "The Story Hour," with its beautiful
A. About fifteen minutes, via New York, lessons and sweet, touching poetry, will be
read and admired by thousands when this
Canso, Penzance, Aden, Bombay, Madras, generation has passed away and when our
Penang, and Singapore.
bodies are mingling with the clods of the
15. What is the fastest time made by an valley.
R. 8. C.
operator sending messages by the Morse sys.
[We thank our stranger friend for the
tem? A. About forty-two words a minute. above unsolicited commendation of "All In
16. How many telephones are in use in the a Lifetime." It is pleasant to know that our
work meets with the approbation of scholars
United States? A. About 300,000.
17. What war vessel has the most complete and thinkers. An occasional letter like the
electrical plant? A. United States man. of- above givs us inspiration to go on in our
war Chicago.
chosen field o~ labor, hoping that the good
18. What is the average cost per mile of a seed dropped here and there may take root
trans-atlantic submarine cable? A. About and grow, and, after a while, blossom into full
$1,000.
flower and healthy fruitage. ·our friend will
19. How many miles of electric railway are also please accept our thanks for a thoughtthere in operation in the United States? A. ful article on the current methods of thought,
About four hundred miles, and much more and for some very beautiful poetical selecunder construction.
tions.-ED. C. C.]
20. What strength of current is dangerous
to human life? A. Five hundred volts, but
depending largely on physical conditions.
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The Candle From Under the
:Bushel
(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy
And fol the Consideration of Others.

Insflruoti'Oe, Interesting, and Laughable
BY WILLIAM HART.
Price,
50 cents.
A Liberal Romance. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Miss Wixon's Works.

By the Forelock.
In listening to the observations of a certain
sort, one finds it difficult to class the person
making them. Does he indulge in the subtlest sort of humor or is he too liberal-minded
to notice the real drift of his remarks?
It was near the end of the winter term, and
a teachers' meeting had been called to discuss the timely subject of written examina.
tions.
"I propose having one examination in the
forenoon, and one in the afternoon, every
day," said the principal.

All in a Lifetime.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.

A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 3B3pp., $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally H!Uld-

J. D. SHA.W'S PA.M:PHLETS•

aome and Interesting Book\ Without Bupersti- The Bible-What Is Itt A pam.
phlet containing eight ohapters in refutation
tiont for Ohildren and Youtn. The Only Free·
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
thinKers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large
book of pure thought, and oorreot in all its
utterances. Price, 25 oents.
type, heaVY, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224PP., boards, $1.
Studies In Theolo;;y. A clear exposiAddress THE TRU TH BEEKER 00.
tion of the biblioal story of man's oreation
and ourse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Prioe, 10 oents,
ESSENCE OF CHRISl'IA.NITY.
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
Translated from the German by George Eliot.
negativ and affirmativ stand_11oint, showin.r
wwt it is not aud wbat it is. l'rioe, IS oe:O.ts.
:Price, $3.
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WORLD~

By L. L. DAwsoN.

Is there an A/formative, Positive, Oonsflructiv~ side tq Freethought!
If not, the reason why!
If there. be, in what, in l/OWI' opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist !

PRICE 25 CEN rs.

1o cents.

Price,

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS.

Address

(Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of
Cllristia.nity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50
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Oloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
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THE RAG-PIOKER oF PARIS. By Felix Pyat.
Translated from the French by BeDj. R.
Tucker. Boston, Mass: Benj. R. Tucker,
publisher. Uloth, portrait or author, pp.
318. Price, $1.
Felix Pyat's name is well known in the roll
of French Radicals. The novel presents a
vivid panorama of the Paris of the present
century. This translation may be counted on
as unexceptionable, as coming from the ac
complished scholar Benjamin Tucker.
PROTOPLASM AND LIFE. Two Biological
Essays. By Charles Cox, M.D. New
York: N.D. C. Hodges. Limp cloth, pp
67. Price, 75 cents.
This is a treatment of a subject that is of
interest to Freethinkers, the evolution of life.
Christians conceive that the production of
life from inanimate matter must ha v re14uired
the offices of a God; Freethinkers are concerned to demonstrate that life could hav
arisen by natural processes. This question
is here treated with clear reasoning and
perspicuous language.
STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY : Historical and Practical. A Manual for the People. Bv W.
J. Colville. Boston, Mass.: Colby & Rich.
Cloth, pp. 504 .. Price, $1.50.
Theosophy is, as most of our readers are
aware, a religion or doctrin savoring somewhat of Spiritualism and somewhat of
Hindooism, wholly mystical and transcendental, and no doubt rapturous and comforting to those whose reason can be persuaded
to giv it admission. Its adherents at least
hav the merit, for our purposes, of being
available as co-antagonists of Christianity,
and we are thus disposed to treat them with
considerable of courtesy. This book is a
good exposition of the belief.
WHEELBARROW. Articles and Discussions on
the Labor Question. Including the controversy with Mr. Lyman J. Gage on the
Ethics of the Board of Trade. and the controversy with Mr. Hugh 0. Pentecost, and
others, on the Bingle Tax Question. Chicago : Open Court Publishing Co. Cloth,
portrait, pp. 388, $1.
This is a well.written book. The adop.
tion by the author of his singular cognomen,
"Wheelbarrow," l;lecomes clear after reading
the following from the publishers' preface:
"The articles of this book were written by a
man who worked for years and years, his
early childhood not excluded, as an unskilled
laborer. With pickax, shovel, and wheelbarrow he helped to lay the first foundations
of several railroads in this country. So he
knows from experience the sufferings and
hardships workingmen hav to endure. His
buoyant genius struggled against the odds,
the restrictions, the impediments of his position; and by wisely applied exertion he grew
in importance as a man, he came to the front
as a character who dared to stand up for his
ideals of freedom and equal right. Honors
were then bestowed upon him: he was
elected to represent his fellow-citizens in the
legislature of his state, and in the war he rose
to the rank of general. He worked no longer
with the wheelbarrow, but with his brains;
he was powerful as an orator, and wielded
his pen with ability and vigor. But greater
than his genius is the honesty of his aspirations, the nobility of his ideals, the broadness
of his views. While aspiring to more intellectual and higher work, his sympathies with
the laboring classes never waned."
A THoUGHTLESS YEs. By H. H. Gardener.
Price, 50 cents.
This handsome little volume, bound in
heavy, plate paper, and sold at fifty cents,
should be read by all our subscribers. It
consists of nine short stories which are pronounced protests against many of the fashionable vices and hoary evils of the hour. There
is always a strong moral purpose behind
everything Miss Gardener writes. She is not
one of that vast constituency who are guilty
of giving a thoughtless yes to wrongs because
they hav the stamp of age, or the approval of
Mrs. Grundy. It would be difficult to say
which of the admirable stories in this volume
are most to be commended. "A Splendid
Judge of a Woman," "The Boler House
Mystery," "The Lady of the Club," and
"For the Prosecution," are exceptionally
excellent. It must appear remarkable to
those accustomed to look on the church as
the conservator of moral strength and impuls.e that to. day so many of the most earnest,
able, and effectiv reformers are found in the
ranks of Liberalism. There is Miss Gardener
doing such splendid work in the way of
making men think, while she unmasks the
great wrongs of the hour. There is Colonel
Ingersoll who has recently given us the
noblest plea for justice and humanity in the
treatment of criminals which lias been made
in modem times. Edgar Fawcett's "The
Evil that Men Do," though denounced by
those who do not like their infamy unmasked,
and those who believe that the ostrich is the
wisest of creatures as evinced by its burying
its head in the sand when danger approaches,
is nevertheless a work which is bound to do
incalculable good in awakening public sentiment, and as a warning to girls who know
not the frightful temptations that will beset
them in our great cities. Prof. Jos. Rodes
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onymous journalism and its effects.-The tention to the translated preface by Mr.
immigrant's aaswer.-The eight-hour move- Schacre, and it is our intention in a separate
ment.-Our penal machinery and its victims." article, which will appear later, to examin the
-subject somewhat ourselvs. The simul.
"Er Biblen Guds Ord ?" In this book of 1taneous proposals and attempts by Liberals
130 pages the author, N. B. Johnson, subjects in different countries to formulate a system
the Bible to a critical tcxamination. He of morals for practical teaching indicate the
points out its immoralities, absurdities, and deeply felt need. Hence every proposal ought
self-contradictions; givs his readers a sketch carefully to be examined, that we may elicit
of the lives of other saviors, and concludes the truly best one, and thus not alone ha v an
by giving copious citations from pagan· answer to the Christian query, " What do
philosophers,· thus showing that a high you Infidels giv us in place of the moral
status of morality can easily be conceived teachings contained in the Bible?" but, what
and practiced even if one does not know the is far more important, hav a competent
Bible. The book we recommend as a good moral guide for the converted as well as for
Freethought ABC to hand to new Danish our children.
arrivals who yet hav found no answer to
the author's question, "Is the Bible the Word
" Die Darwin'she Theorie von der En tate"External Nature" is a paper-covered of God?" The price, we suppose, iR 75 cents. hung und Umwandlung der Lebewelt," by
book of 70 pages, in which M. B. Hall, of Published by the author at Sioux Falls, Dak. Prof. D. Ludwig Brtchner. In this book
Professer Bilchner applies the theory of DarOmaha, Neb., expresses in prose and verse
The August number of the .Arena exhibits win to man, and views it in regard to progsome Antichristian ideas.
the characteristic boldness and fearlessness ress, and in regard to its relationship to Ma" Practical Sanitary and Economic Cook- that has made the review so popular in the terialistic philosophy. This work, which must
ing, adapted to Persons of Moderate and short space of nine months. Absolute be classed with the same author's "Man lind his
Small Means," is the essay, by Mrs. Mary freedom in the discussion of all great prob- Place in Nature," appears in the form of six
Hinman Abel, that took a prize from the lems is novel in magazine literature, yet this popular lectures. The late.st results of scienAmerican Public Health Association. It is has been a characteristic of the .A1·ena. The tific research are brought to bear upon the subnow published in a cloth-bound volume of present issue contains an interesting- paper ject under discussion. We direct our readers'
190 pages. Price, 50 cents.
from Prof. N. Fl. Shaler, of Harvard Univer- attention to the fourth lecture especially, in
sity, on "The Economic Future of the New which the professor views the theory of DarA neat cloth-bound volume of 74 pages em- South," in which the ECientist notices at win in its relation to Materialistic philosophy,
bodies a mystical rhapsody in verse entitled, length the wonderful resources of the South, and givs a short history of the latter. Mate" The Finding of the Gnosis-An Interior- her natural advantages in soil, climate, and rialism is generally confounded with sensuallife Drama wherein is brought to Light the great mineral resources.
" Our Foreign ism, with "Enjoy thyself, perchanee · to.
Inmost Secret of all Veritable Religion, the Immigration; its Social Aspects," is the sub- morrow you may be dead," and yet no greater
Mystery of Divine Self." The Occult Pub- ject of an essay by a thinker who chooses to mistake could be made; for the future greatlishing Co., of Boston, publish it at 50 cents. veil his identity under a nom de plume. In ness of mankind is to be brought about
this paper are found some startling facts through the application of the principles of
"A Refutation of the Single Tax and Pun- which appeal to all thinking men and women. Materialistic science to the realization of the
gent Criticism of 'Progress and Poverty.'" "Hypnotism and its Relation to Jurispru- dreams of idealism. The price of the book,
This pamphlet of 32 pages, whose nature is dence," by Emily Kempin, LL.D., is worthy the fifth edition of which we hav here noticed,
sufficiently expressed by its title, is written the attention of all readers who are interested is $2.50.
by Alfred G. Yewen and published by the in this marvelous psychological problem,
By the same author there has been written
International Publishing Company, Sydney, which is now engrossing the attention of a short pamphlet, "Zwei Gehrcinte ~'reiden
Aus. Price, 20 cents.
leading scientists on both sides of the ker." These two crowned Freethinkers are
Atlantic. This paper treats of the strange Frederick the Guat (1740-1786) and the
The publishers of the Theosophist, !Iad- power; how people are hypnotized ; the Indian emperor Akbar (1556-1605). The
ras, India, also issue works on "_Theosophy, value of this agent in medical and surgical author views his two heroes in their capacireligion, magic, sorcery, phantoms, Spiritual- practice ; the significance of the discovery ties as regents, generals, and philosophers,
ism, thought-reading, psychometry, astrol- from a judicial point of view. Marion Har- paying particular attention to the latter. It
ogy, palmistry, hygiene, etc." Two tracts land treats of the "Domestic Infelicity of cannot be said that the work contains
on matters of the forementioned remarkable Literary Women." The ''No-Name " paper anything new to the historical student, yet we
nature hav been forwarded us. Their titles this month is. bright. It is one of the cannot consider the professor's work to hav
are "Kosmic Mind" and " Sorcery in peculiar methods of the .Arena that it been entirely in vain, for from a r;erusal of
shows up the evils of the hour in a telling this pamphlet the reader will not alone
Science."
manner. "The Coming Cataclysm of receive a good idea of these two great men,
"Sanitary Entombment, the Ideal Dispo- America and Europe," by Prof. J. Rodes but likewise accumulate a store of facts
sition of the Dead," is a pamphlet by Rev. Buchanan, is a startling article.
which might be used with profit when a
Charles R. Treat, rector of the Church of the
Christian brags of eminent men said to ha'V
"The Bible and Evolution," by our old belonged to the church; for a greater ruler
Archangel, New York. He advocates the
erection of a vast edifice in which the bodies contributor, Arthur B. Moss, is thus charac- and a better man than the pagan Akbar we
of the dead shall be interred under the action l terized :
shall not easily find-the only one we know
The Right Ron. W. E. Gladstone says : of i11 the pagan Marcus Aurelius. The book,
of a process of aeration tkat obviates the
objectionable consequences of present meth- "I thank you for your courtesy, and you which contains several passages from the
ods of burial.
may rely upon me to carefully examin the writings and letters of Frederick: II., numbers
work you hav been good enough to send."
110 pages, and can be had for 75 cents.
Axel Lundberg, the Swedish Freethought
Charles Bradlaugh, M.P., says: "The
lecturer of the West, sends us a lecture, "Om author has long won his spurs as a FreeDjefvulen, Helvetet, den Eviga Fordom-1 thought lecturer. One of his best-sustained A New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
melse Yttersta Domen," in which he in vig-~literary efforts."
orous language lets the Christian into the
The Freethinker says: "We heartily recorigin of the devil, eternal punishment, and ommend it as an excellent text-book of the
doomsday, and uses the occasion to point 1 subject. The reader is carried along on an
The downcast eyes of timid acqnie9oenoe hav
out the inhuman and cruel character ot these. easy. flowing stJeam of science, history, paid
to impudent authority the tribute of a
conceptions. The pages are 32; the price is' ethics, and common sense."
thoughtless yes.-R. G. Inuersoll.
10 cents.
Watts's Literary G1.tide says: "In a shrewd,
CONTENTS.
-· practical, common-sense way, Mr. Moss
A Splendid J ;.~dge of a Woman.
Any of our readers who are interested in exposes the weakness of biblical science and
The Lady of the Club.
the question whether the conception of' morality."
•
Under Protest.
Charles Watts says : " It bears marks of
For the Prosecution.
Christ's character and the materials of ChrisA
Rusty Link in the Chain.
tianity were derived from the character of . deep thought and extensiv research, and is
The Boler Honse Mystery.
the Indian Christna and the religion of written in a popular and dignified style."
The Time-Look of t'nr Ancestors.
Agnosco, in Secular Thought, says: "Mr.
Chrlstnaism, are recommended to a work by
Florence Cam_pbell'<l Fate.
My, Patient's Story.
John M. Robertson as an excellent one on Arthur B. Moss is well known to be one of
1
Prioe,
paper,
50 oents; oloth, $1.
the subject. The title is " Christ and 1 the leading men in the English Freethought
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Crishna," and it is issued by the Freethought • party. Whatever he writes is well worth
!18 Lafa:vette Pl., New York.
careful perusal. His latest production is no
Publishing Co., of London, Eng., at $1.
-exception to the rule, for it deals with its
"Catechism on the Science of a Universal! subject in a masteTly and !air-minded way."
RoJigion; or, What We Can and Must Do, in
The .Agnostic Journal says: ... Mr. Moss
C• operation, to Secure a True Religion and. has pre;duced if not a brilliant or epochAND
Universal Happiness." Such is the title of a j making work, at least a plain, solid, sensible
book of 118 pages by Gabriel Z. Wacht, San I effort for the enlightenment and instruction
Francisco, Cal. The doctrine of the first of those yet lingering in the shadows of the
AN EXPOB:ti:
part of the work are in regard to such deep! temples destitute of all sacredness, and from
matters as the creation of the world, eternity, which the light of inspiration has faded."
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagniftoent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
matter and spirit, etc. The propositions
The price of the volume is $1.
ohnrohes and Young Men's
next broached are that men should unite in
Christian Associasocieties cooperativ first in interchange of
"Appel aux Libres-Penseurs pour la fauntion.
knowledge and apprisal of wants, and second . dation d'un comlte d'Etudes Morales," by
By RIOH. B, WEBTBBOOX, D.D., LL.D.
in industry.
Jean-Paul Cee. This pamphlet, which numAddress THill TRUTH S!IIIIIKIIB
-bers 35 pages, contains, as the title indicates, 'Prioe $1.
It will interest any of our readers who 1.an appeal to the Freethought societies of the
travel and collect books containing informs- civilized world, each to appoint 1\ committee
tion about foreign countries, to learn that the for the purpose of forming a system of ethics
Association of Commerce and Industry has which can be easily understood by young as
published a profusely illustrated guide of well as old. The proposal contained in this '3unday and the Sabbath. "A law
regnlatin!f human oondnot on the Sabbath is
Geneva, Switzerland, which contains. a map pamphlet was laid before the late Universal
an impertmenoe." Prioe, 10 oents.
of that city and a large amount of informs- Freethought Congress, and received with
tion relativ to the Pame, and the Swiss in- unanimous favor. To the pamphlet, which The False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
?ustries and educational ine~itutions, histor- contains the opinions of eminent FreeArticles of the Christian ohnroh are thirty.
wal notes, etc. ~he ~ook Will be sent free of thinkers, French as well as foreign, the presnine poor. broken-down opinions." 10 oents.
charge upon applicatiOn to the New World ident of the French Freethought Federation,
Travel Company, tourist and excursion J. B. Schacre, has furnished an excellent The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopagents, 321 Broadway, New York.
introduction.
pers, or trying to indnoe the Deity to underBy the same author there has been pubtake a ornsade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Prioe, 10 oents.
" Live Questions" is a sensible book writ- lished ''Avant-project d'un Code des Lois
ten by John P. Altgeld, and published by Morales," a work of 185pages. In this larger Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Donohue&Henneberry,Chicago. The"live work," Advance-Project of a Code of Moral Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t
questions" treated are "Protection or non- Laws," Mr. Jean Paul Cee givs a sketch of
Prioe, 5 oents.
combatants, or compulsory arbitration of his system. He tells us first what man is Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents.
stclkes.-Pensionsforsoldiers.-Theadminis- and what the destiny of humanity. After Was Jesus lnsanet Price, 10 cents.
tration of justice in Chicago ; unanimous thus forming his basis he proceeds in a very
juries.-Theabolition of constables.-Justices attractiv and sensible way to tell what in his 1'he Pub lie Schools and the ·catholic
and their fee systems.-Protecting the ballot- opinion should be taught the child, the
Church. Price, 6 cents.
box_; Australian plan.-;-~s the worl? worse? youth, and the person of mature years. He
-Divorces.-Moral trammg.~The riCh man's tells us what is the dutv and domain of
bread and the poor; Cardinal Manning.- 1 woman in the human family. For the ideas 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL.
Slave girls of Chicago, legislation for.-An- pervading his plan we direct our readers' atPrice, 26 Cent1.
Buchanan's brilliant plea for moral, industrial,
and physical culture in his ".New Education," and his recent able paper on woman,
published ln the .Arena, are a few illustrations
among many that could be cited, in which
we find the standards of a higher civilization
being carried by Liberal thinkers. All of
which should teach the church that earnest
thinkers cannot wait her slow movement,
when the miseries of society call loudly for
immediate reform. Every story found in the
pages of "A Thoughtless Yes," conveys a
great moral lesson in a manner always vivid,
invariably forcible, sometimes startling, yet
nowhere does the strength of the narrativ
display weakness owing to the author's
moralizing.-.Arena.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
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GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
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Trllth Seeker Tracts.
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can !"or tracts, and. whert received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 1'oallow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth 1 20 oli; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2
37 Short Sermon. Rav. 1'heologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. .••.•• 2
39 The True Saint. S. I'. Putnam............. 1
43 Ohristianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
47 Cruelty&Credulityof the Human Race .••• 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. K E. Guild.......... 5
52 Marples- Underwood Del.mte. Underwood. 3
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
64 Open J,etter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Pr·oplwcies. Underwood..................... 2
62 The Jew~ and their God .••.••.•.•••.•••.••.• 10
63 The Del'il's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 Shot·tSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
'10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
'11 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
'13 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
'15 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
'16 Reply to 1~. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
'17 'l'he Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett.......... 5

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett.........
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps..........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 Brblo-Mania. Otto Cordates................
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod· Crime Papers.........................
9'1 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................
100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday....
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ••••••••
105 Decadenca of Christiau>ty. Capphro.....
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-w. s. BELL's

PAMPHLETs.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY •

T~e

Modern Science hsayist.

Ten Vents Each.
1. HEBBERT BPENaER : His life, writings, and
ll.hilosophy. BY Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAF
THOMPSON,
2. aHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and infiuence. BY Rev • .JoHN W. CHADWICK.
3. SOLAR 'AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
.t<ow suns and worlds come into being.· BY
Mr. GUR"E'r P. ~RVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
1>. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAJI[ POTTS.
&. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
ot zoological evolution. By Dr. RosSITER
RAYMOND.
7. THE DEBaENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. By Prof. E. D. aol'E.
s. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and development. BY Dr. BOBER1' G. EccLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOOIETY. B:YJAMEsA.BKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN a.
P AllSHALL.
18, EVOLUTION AS BELATED '10 RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. BY JOHN W. OHADWICK.
14. PHILOROPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB
HoYT NICHOLS.
15. THE EF.Ii'EOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
aOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THn TRUTH BEEKEB ao.,
28J,af&Yett.e Place, NewYcrk.

PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
diaocmrse•...:..JamesParton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
107 l'he Sa fa Side. H. B. Brown............... J
110 Invocation to the Universe. ;$Bennett.... 1 notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a verY
Ill Reply to 1:\cientific American. Bennett.... 1 sble paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2 A.ge.
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
ANTI PROHIBITION.
115 'I'he Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number. of heads under which you hav
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
11'1 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 divided
the concise manner in which the p01nt is ttis119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3 ou88ed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell •.•••.••••••••.••. 10 I take great pleasure ·1n recommending •• AntiProhibition "to the consideration of every :person
'!j;
'•
who is interested, not only in the cause of MDJ.per122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.••••.•••• 10 anoelput
in the principles of self..govenunent.123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob.J. J .m.oOabe.
'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
server" ........................................ 10
1124 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...••••••.•..••..••.•• 11)
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ..•••••..••.••.•.•••••••••••••••.••••••.• 10
130 Tha~Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
MODEIN llrll'l'A'riON OF C:Eli.IS'r,
137 Christian Love. C. L. James .••••..•..••..• 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tolm Jasper.......... 2 Aa to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
140 Astra-Theology................................. 5
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
:41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 Author of u A. Protest and a Plea," in Oratr or
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon.••••.••.• 10
Creatton.
l43 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkms .•••••.•.••.••• 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
:48 When Did Paul Livo? Scholasticus..... .••.• 2
:49 Age of Shams •..•.••••••.....•.•..•..•••..••... 3 8" This book wa8 ll'Upp1'Cl8&ed by t'M first .Amw·
l45 If You Take A way my Religion? What
ican publisher•
Will Yon Give Me Instead. Martin ..•• 10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
150 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
"\Vakeman •.•.••••••••..••..••••..•..••...•.... 10
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturali!t.
l5I What is th~ Bible? M. W. H............. 5
2x15 inches; snitil..ble for fra.miJig, sent postpaid,
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
for 25 cents. .A.i\dreas THE TBllTB BEEKER.
if
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
A. NINETEENTH aENTUBY NOVEL.
::.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
Preface b:v R. G. INGERSOLL:.56 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
For Her Daily Bread 1s the story ot lwo young
OF
:59 Boston Bonnett Indignation Meeting...... IS girls and a_ younger brother who were left parent·
less,
with
little
money,
fair
educatloo
and
much
1
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 courage, to make their wa:r through tll'll
world by
161 Protestmlt Persecutions...................... 3 g_oing to ahioago. ·The author is &lao the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a hislmi of a. work162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
ing girl's life and experience in theei~ of ahic&g()o
Good American Nickel Ste:cn-winders, $2.t10, $4,
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 among
bluff business men, kiniJ.Jasarted folKs,, $6. Best grades in silverine •:.sse, 7 jewels, $7.50 ;
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 and disreputable hypoorits. It is :Jn.t such a story· 9 jewPls, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 je<wels, $10; adjusted,
of human life as we should expect aolonel Inger-· $16. For 8 ounce coin silver oaae, add $3.50; 4
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires: ounce, $4.50 ; 5 onnoe, · $6.
In best open-taoe
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention. filled 1wld, dnat-proof case, 7 ;Jewels, $16; 11 lew·
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
of the rest of the world. Price 25 oents.
e!s, S17.tl0: 15 jewels, $18.50•; adjusted, $24.50;
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els•
hinged oases, $3 more; hunti'Dg oasea, $6 more.
burg, M.D .••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••• G
'l'be New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
'l Evolution; Homa~ilous to HeterogeAll modern improvemt~nts: in silverine, $19; 8
neous. Underwood......................... 3
• ounce coin silver, S22.tl0; 4 ounce. S28.tl0; 5 ounce,
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... li
· $21>. BEsT open-face filled screw ease, $27; hinged,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.,
II Rosr.onsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
$80: hunting, $26; Louis XIV style, S2 to $10 more.
BecretarJJ of t'M .AfMrican Becular Union.
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Ladies• best gold filled, 7lewela. $17; 11 Jewels,
. $18.50: 15 Jewf Is, $25; adjusted, :$35; 14 kt solid
Price 10 cents.
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
·
gold,
$10 to SliD more. Ruby and diamond ornaA.ddresl TBII 'l'BUTB BllllltiiB OOJtl'A:Rlr.
8 HowMarsupialAnlmalsPropagate..•••••••• 2
, mentations up to·$100 extra.
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.••••••••• 10
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
11
Lectures....................................... 10
1£-,
A.n
anddropa,
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson .••••••.•• 10
$6()0, worth $900~ a m~W~rnifi.oent b&U" ornament
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
' and Pin and pendant eombination. rosette, 211
AND
: brilliants, goo, worth. ssro; one do., heal1-Bhape1
R. 8. Brigham, M.D........................ II
TwBLVB
OTH:BB
DrsooUBSBS
-,
n...
•.
N~N
, sapphire !'nd ~by m center. same pnoe ana
lS Nibble· at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
0 ...,........, •·
valne. Pins, rmgs, drops, studs. from $800 down
Modern Symposium......................... 10
BIJ 0. B. I!'B.OPIIlNGH.Aif.
, to$1'0; sami!proportionatedisooulllts. A.llbought
Extra oloth, 1llmo,ll88pp,, $1.
before late advanoe.
• See note at head of col8DtL
&ddre11
THill TBUTH BDEBB C:J(i)1,
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Joshua Davidson:
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Tkese notices a;re for the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'Disiting the places wli.ere t'Mse societies are located. Local Secula;r Unions and
Freethought Bocieties meeting regula;rly can
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertised here free b1J forwa;rding the necessary information.

The l'flanhattan Liberal ()lnb, N.Y.
Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•olock, a.t German Masonic TempleL220 Ea.st 15th street. Lectures and discussions. '.l.'he Public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st.. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religious end social questions. Beats free and
venbodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:iT
meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad aL d
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 1'.111!. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social Questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trutli
Reekerpublioationsalwayaon handatohea.p ra.teP.

()hicago Secular Union
Mf:!ets every Sunday, evening at 7:80 1'.111!., at
Pnncess Opera. House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first a.nd third Sundays, at 2
at the town hall. All friend@ of human
cultivation are invited. JIIARIUS HEIGHTON, Bee.
1'.1111.,

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday a.t 7 :30 1'.111!., at 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Room~ 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Mmn. J,F.MACOMllEB,Pres.; LEROY BEBRmR,Sec,

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month a.t Independent Church, a.t
10:30 A•.M•. Free discussion on a.ll Liberal subjects.
Bubscnption.s ~o THE 'l'BUTH SEEKER a.nd Investtgator are soli01ted.
R. G. SMITH, aor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Libtral Club
Meets ev:ery Sunday at 2 l'.M. in Grand Army
ha..Jl, Ma.m street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Bcumoe Lectures.-Free Discussions.-Origin&l
a.nd Selected Beadings and Poems. A large valU!!ble library is a.t the service of members a.nd
fnends. a. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.. W. aALnER, Sec,

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 216
Grand ave., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralists, No. 903,
Prairie Cit}', Ia.,
Meets every Sunday in tJ:le Liberal reading-room
h)tll a.t 2:30 1' 1111. All L1berals a.re cordiallY inVIted. F. V. DRAl'ER, Oor. Beo.

San Franctsco, Cal., Freethought
Society
Meeto every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordia.! mvi·
ta.tion is extended to.all. Seats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templa.r Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures fol~owed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINERt Pres.

Port11mouH•,

o., Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 l'.M. in Grand Army
Ha.U. Lectures, discussions, readings, poemsJ
music and songs. A cord1almvitation is extendea
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. Oorrespandenoe solicited. J. L. TREUTHAnT, President.
WILL 8. ANDRES, Secretary.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets EverY Sunday a.t 7:80 PH. in the public
scb.ool building in Port Angelea, Wash. Leot·
u!-"es, songs, an!} select .reading. Discussion inVIted on all subJects. L1beral literature distributed free.
F.RANK MansE, aor. Beo.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Tll.e Bole Factors and Ba:act Ratios in t'M
.Acgttirement and .Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

tt.oo.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Is a regul:lrly educated
and Jegally qualified Ph]'•
slcinu, and the most sue·
cessful in his specialty aa
his practice will pron.
Seud 10 cts. for his "Prl·
Vnte Counselor." a book
for young and middle aged
rueu, suffering from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the result of youthful
follfes, indescretious and
excesses. It sets forth nn
External Application.-.>\.
POSITIVE CUR~. The

SPECIAL SALE

WATCHES AND DIAMONDS,

THE NEW GOD

_H_E_S-AF-E-ST_C_R.FJ..JU~_.._m1
.liJ'
T

elegant~~~e~~~~r~;!l

0

1

~t~ :o~~-~~~J ~~~~~l ~~mf~
the hnnds of ~'wliie amict-

ed.

AN
ST A'lF.lfEXT.
HSimilar ndvcrtisemeuU
from unreliable pra..::titi·
Jntrs ha.-e been frequent·
ly nssnilcd and exposed by
rbe press, but Dr. FELLOW"S stands foremost in his PT'I\f\11•
iliou, ~~~st bim.''-The National View.
HO~'T.ST

Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND, N.J.
lnqu\rles are freQuently received asking wt at
we know about Dr. Felrows, of Vineland, N. J.1
First, we know that he is a. reliable gentleman ox.
rare professional skill, wbo bn• ""rned success by
good work. Second tha.t he 1nl1ills all has agreements to the letter. Third, that he baa performed
cures of hopeless oases that in the olden time hia
skill wonld have been called miraculous. Fourth,
and last, we know him to be a.n hoaest man and a
stanch Liber&l.-2716 Beuer Wav,
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TwENTY doctors expound one text twenty
A STRIKE on the New York Central railroad
ways, as children make descant upon plain
is vexing passengers and delaying freight.

song.-Tyndale.

What Would Fol19w

MYTHS AND MYTH·M \KERI

THE

Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by
Comparative Mythology.
By JoHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College
Price, $2.

Effacement of Christianity?
BY GEORGE JA.OOB HOLYOA.KE.

Prioe, 10 oents a oopy; twelve copies for $1.
IN Algeria two thousand French soldiers
ONE has said and insisted that such a pasaided by twelve thousand nativs are comAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
sage meant such a. thing; another that it meant
bating a grasshopper plague.
28 LafaYette Plaoe. New York.
directly the c mtrary; and a third, that it
AT the Tenth International Medical Con- means neither one nor the other, but somegress opened at Berlin on the 4•h there were thing different from both; and this they call
WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
·
5,000 physici'\ns, of whom 500 were from understanding the Bible.-Paine.
America.
AND REFORMERS.
HERE is an incomprehensible question
On the night of the 9th a meeting of the which, f?r more tha_n sixteen hundred yea'!"S, Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Skeptic[! Innovators1 Founders of
Young People's Literary Society of the Grand ha~ f~rmshed exercise. for curiosity, for so- Teachers,
New Schools of Thought, Ennnent Scienavenue Methodist church Kansas City broke ph1shc subtlety, for ammosity, for the spirit
tists, eto. (who were not Ohristians),
up in a free fight.
'
'
of cabal, for the fury of dominion, for the
from the time of Menu to the Presrage of persecution, for blind and sanguinary
ent. svo, 1,075pp., oloth, $S;
let~other, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
REv. W. H. BooNE, a colored preacher of ) fanaticism, for barbarous credulity and
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Gordon county, Ga., put rat po.snn in the which has produced more horrors th~n the
food of a family of ten, to get possession of ambition of princes which ambition has
THE TRUTH BEEKER oo.•
their crops. Three are dead.
occasioned not a fe,;. Is Jesus the Word?
28 LafaYette Plaoe. N. Y.
If be be the Word, did he emanate from God
ON the 3d a storm dilapidated Sioux: Falls, in time or before time? If he emanated from
S. D. The cathedral just built by Mrs. John God is he co-eternal and con-substantial with
Jacob Astor, of New York, presented a. sorry him, or is he of a similar substance? Is he COD& AND Oll'RELICION8
spectacle when the lightning had finished distinct from him or is he not ? Is he made
ANCIENT AND M.ODERN TIMES.
with it.
or begotten? Cari. he beget in his turn?
Vol.
I. Givs a Full Aooount of all the Gods, in·
Has
he
paternity,
or
productiv
virtue
withA WEI!TBRN G. A. R. encampment has
olnding Jehovah, Satan, the HolY Ghost,
reached the extreme of pension demanding out paternity ? Is the Holy Ghost made? or
Jesus Ohrtst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
by this request: "We now demand a Pf!r begotten ? or produced ? or proceeding from
svo, 885'P)?. Vol. II. Describes Fnlly all
the Religions Systems of the World.
diem service pension for every man in the the father? or proceeding from the son? or
svo,957PP. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
both?
Can
he
beget
?
can
proceeding
from
service pure and simple.''
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; mohe produce? is his hypostasis con-substantial
roooo, gilt edges, $8.
AT the International Peace Congress there with the hypostasis of the father and the
BY D. M. BENNETT.
was submitted this statement of how each son? and how is it that, having the same
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
pound of England's public expenditure dur- nature-the same eseence as the father and
! ng the century has been applied: On war the son, he cannot do the same things done
and preparation for wa'l", 16s. 3~ri.; on all ex- by these persons who are himself?- Voltaire.
penses of civil government, 33. std.
To show you what great subjects occupied
OB
THE official rough count shows the popu- the attention of Calvia, it is only necessary to
ation of Chicago to be 1, 098,576 This is an state that he furiously discussed the question
DANQER AHEAD.
increase during the decade of 595,398, or as to whether the sacramental bread should
118 32 per cent. Chicago has a population be leavened or unleavened.-Ingersoll.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
of about 53,682 in excess of Philadelphia, and
FoRTITUDE is the guard and supporter of
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
is, therefore, the second city in population in the other virtues.- Locke.
this Republic.
the United States.
ONLY a. sweet and virtuous soul,
BJ' A. ;r. GROVER.
AT Pittston, Pa., Father Warnigaris, who
Like seasoned timber, never givs.
suffered removal from St. Mary's church in
-Hf!rbert.
the late quarrels, is suing for recompense for
Price, paper, 25 cents.
SLEEP even should be taken in obedience to
robbery of wine, clothes, and cash which he
&ddren TB:E TRUTH SEEKER 00.
our
will.
He
who
allows
himself
to
go
to
alleges were stolen when the St. Joseph Suciety forcibly took possession of the parsonage sleep when he does not want to, has not adequate control of himself; and if he were a
and held it against all comers.
sentinel he would be shot for unfaithfulness. IRON-OLAD AND MANNA. SERrES
THERE is a strike in Wales of 170,000 rail- There should be no accidental rest any m0re
IRON-CLAD SERIES.
road men and miners. The mails are being than accidental labor. We ought not to quit 1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.. •••• •••••• o
work
without
our
own
permission,
but
learn
dispatched along the high roads in carts,
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 6
which go under the protection of a special to get our consent to all time given to idle- 4 Influence of Christianity on Civilization.
ness,
as
well
as
to
labor.
•
•
•
We
Rhould
and strong guard. The railway lines are
Underwood ...••••....••.•.••.•••..••••••••••• 25
dotted all along with groups of men who are learn, when we know what we want to do, to 'I Bnddllist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller.•• 10
will
to
do
it.
Volition
should
be
trained
to
determined to resist and put a stop to all
of Inhumanity. F. Harrison..... 15
follow quick on judgment. To see our duty 89 Religion
traffic should any be attempted.
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10
should be to do it.-Bierbower.
10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ••.•••.•••• , ••• 10
SAN SALVADOR has beat Guatemala in six
'Tis in ourselvs that we are thus, or thus. 11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin •••.•.• 50
engagen;ents. The latter, it is said. provoked
Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, and Portrait •• 25
the war with the design to take possession of Our bodies are our gardens; to the which, 12
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e..•••.••••• 10
Salvador, and then extend her despotic sway our wills are gardeners ; so that if we will 14
Land Question. Cht.rles Bradlaugh. .••..•• 6
over Central America. Nicaraugua, Costa -plant nettles, or sow lettuce; set hyssop, and
Adam and Eve our First Parents?
Rica, and Salvador were aiming to model weed up thyme ; supply it with one gender 15 Were
Bradlaugh. ....•••..••• .••••••••.•• 5
their republics after the United States, and o! herbs, or distract it with many; either to 16 WhyCharles
do Men Starve? Chas. Bradlaugh.. fi
hav it steril with idleness, or manured with
dislike Guatemalan despotism.
industry; why, the power and corrigible 17 Logic of Life Deduced from the Principii'
of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10
Two j.udges hav taken up their stand in authority of this lies in our wills. If the balPerry county, Ky., under the protection of ance of our lives had not one scale of reason 18 A Plea for Atheism. Cha.s. Bradlaugh .••• 10
troops, and opened court to administer jus- to poise another of sensuality, the blood and 19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5
tice. The neighborhood has had countless baseness of our natures would conduct us to 20 Superstition Displayed, with a Letter of
Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake. .••••••••• 6
murders in the last few years, and ·been con- most preposterous conclusions : But we hav
vulsed by feuds. No court has been held for reason to cool our raging motions, our carnal 21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. o
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
two years, the last judge being shot and stings, our unbitted lusts.-8hakspf!re.
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
driven away. Ooe of the present judges was
THE heart has its reasons, of which judg- 24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5
shot at on the 9th.
ment so-called knows nothing.-Paacal.
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5
Two colored churches in Toronto, Can.,
AT need the heart takes the place of the 26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence
the African Episcopal Methodist church of brain. The inspired, impassioned man peneon Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 5
the United States and the British Methodist tra.tes into things; perceives the cause by the 28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 6
Episcopal church of Canada, are struggling shock which he feels from it; he embraces 29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Uniover the possession of a chureh building. aggregates by the lucidity and velocity of his
versa? Austin Holyoake. ..••.• ......... 6
One party arrives early and bars and bolts the creativ imagma.tion; he discovers the unity 30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 6
doors and windows, when the other party of a group by the unity of the emotion which 31 H;ls Man a Soul? Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5
arrives and, smashing 'them in, enters and he receives from it.-Taine.
,33 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh:..... 5
joins in the services.
VOLTAIRE had used the modern discoveries 39 Labor's Prayer. Char~es Bradlaugh....... 5
i b ·
f
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H .• 10
JUDGE ELLIOTT of the Indiana supreme n p ysws as one o the numerous weapons of 42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. watts... 5
attack
and
ridicule
directed
by
him
against
court, an eminent Republican, at a late Bar the scriptures. He found that the m,ost popu- 43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. u~
Association meeting said that the United Jar systems of. geology were accommodated 44 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
States Supreme Court " has carried the
th
d
·i
d
• Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10
doctrin of central power to the utmost verge to e sacre · writ ngs, an that much inge- 4,'7 Poverty: Its Effects on the rolitical Connuity
had
been
employed
to
make
every
fact
dl
of safety. The decision of the Court in the coincide exactly with the Mosaic account of
dition of the People. Chas. Bra augh. 6
original package case," he said, "is a strong,
MANN-' SERIES.
and with profound deference I suggest, a the creatiun and deluge. It was, therefore
with no friendly feelings that b.e contemplated · 1 Original Manua for "God's chosen."....... 6
dangerous assertion of central power." · .
the cultivators of geology in general, regard- 3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 6
TIIB society and the members of the con- ing the science as one which had been sue- 4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard.•• 20
gregation of the Italian church of Our Lady cessfully enlisted by theologians as an ally 5 200 Questions Without Answers............. 6
6 Diaiogue between a Christian Missionary
of Mt. Carmel, Wiiliamsburgh, N. Y., cele- in their cause.-Lyel!'s Geology.~ .
TowARD the close of the last century, in
and a Chinese Mandarin ••..•••....•••••••• 10
brated the feast of Our Lady of Snow on the
5th with a parade in the afternoon and a dis- England, the opponents of geology on bibli- 'I Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
by a Weak but Zealous Christian.•..••• 10
play qf fireworks in the evening. As the cal grounds seemed likely to sweep all before
processionists · were passing along North them. Cramping our sacred volume within 8 Search After Heaven and HelL A. Holy0
Sixth street they set upon a number of truck- the rules of an historical com pend, they
oak e....... ····••·••••••••••••··••·•••·•••·••·••
men who interrupted the procession by driv- showed the terrible dangers arising from the 9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5
ing through Havemeyer street. The police revelations of geology, which make the earth 10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
interfered to stop· the fight, and were them- older than the six thousand years required 11 New Life of Jacob............................... 5
elva assaulted. Policeman John Cronin was bv Archbishop Usher's interpretation of the 12 Daniel, the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake.•• 10
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoake -10
struck down with a cobblestone and Police- Old Testament.-Prof. ,.A. D. White.
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H ..•. 10
man McConegby was struck on the head.
FRoM the day when the doctrin of Anti- 15 Ludicrous AspecLs of Christianity. A. H. 10
When the reserve of police arrived they -fell
upon the fighters, and after a short struggle naturalism succeeded in superseding the 16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5
arrested the ringleaders. In the evening, lingering influence of pagan philosophy pro- 11 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
· Police Captain Short and a platoon of men gresslv industry waned.- Oswald.
IMVEDIATELY after the epocha of time, as- 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 6
attended the display of fireworks. It passed
off quietly. The feast celebrated is in com- cribed to the dawning of divine light, the 20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlaugh... 5
memoration of the Virgin, who, it is said, ap- human mind seems generally to hav suffered. 21 A Secular Prayer. Hol.l;'oake. Per doz .•• 10
peared as a figure of snow in a province near an eclipse. The arts and sciences, intelli-1 On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will
Naples to confound those who were preaching gence and virtue, were smitten with an unac- send $1.10 worth· for $1; $2.50 worth for $2;
countable pa.lsy.-Taylor.
1$5 worth for $3, and $10 worth for $5.
against her and the savior.
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Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B
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the American board in every part of heathendom. The universal appeal is for more men
and more money. The same cry is sent forth
by the missionaries of every Protestant deWHEN the Americans residing in St. Petersnomination, and it is heard as often in Engburg asked permission to celebrate the Fourth
land as in our own country. The late misof July the authorities peremptorily refused
sionary conference at Shanghai formally
them the privilege. But the Frenchmen of
M. M. TBull!liULL, " Wheelbarrow" of the called upon the Protestant world to send one
that city and Moscow were allowed to celeOpen Cowrt, exclaims : " How ·much the thoUl!and recruits to China during the next
brate the establishment of the first republic
school of divinity in which a man has been five years. The Independent exhorts the
of France on July 14th with great pomp and
educated controls his estimate of character! Congregationalists to double their ·contribupublic demonstrations.
' He was one of God's own people,' said a tions for missionary purposes, declaring that
citizen of Chicago, in grateful tribute to the "the master's business requires haste." The
THE Loyal American of Chicago give a
memory of Mr. Pat Sharkey, of New York, Rev. Mr. Farnsworth, writing from a mission
list of teachers in all the public schools of
IF anyone doubts that Canada is a day or recently deceased, ' He was one of God's in western Turkey, reports that souls are
that city and the suburbs. In thirty-four
schools of Chicago there are five hundred and two behind the age let him read this dispatch own people,' he remarked, with plaintiv " perishing for lack of a little of the Lord's
eighty.eight teachers, three hundred and from Ottawa: "For two long years residents sorrow : ' His place was a great resort for money." The Churchman is trying to raise
sixty.five of whom, or sixty-three per cent, in the vicinity of 40 Prince street, Toronto, sporting men of all kinds. Sharkey backed $1,000,000 for the Episcopal missions, home
are Roman Catholics. It has been repeatedly hav patiently stood scoldings and abuse from all the rowing men, fighters, and athletes. and foreign, and the Baptists, Methodists,
stated that the large majority of all the Mrs. fAnnie Pope, but patience has ceased He lost $2,700 on Kilrain in the Sullivan- and Presbyterians are appealing with unteachers in the public schools in all the large to be a virtue, and she has been tried by the Kilrain fight. Pat kept a saloon at the corner wonted energy for more money for heathen
police magistrate and committed for trial at of Thirteenth street, and was one of the prom- evangelization. It is evident, says the Sun,
cities are Romanists.
the assize court for being a common scold. inent men of Tammany.' In addition to that thP. purpose of this general movement
IN the government of Podol the peasants The charge is laid against her :under a very these merits it appears that Pat " maintained is to rekindle the missionary enthusiasm,
hav no scruples about selling their children. antiquated statute, which reads as follows: two households,' presided over by different which the religious discussion of the period
Instances of a very revolting nature are re- 'For being a common and turbulent brawler women, each of whom now claims to be his has undoubtedly had a tendency to cool. In
ported in a Moscow daily. One peasant sold and sower of discord among her quiet and widow. It is rather perplexing that although the first place, Canon Taylor, of the Church
his daughter, a girl of eight years, to travel- honest neighbors, so that she has become a Pat was 'one of God's own people,' his body of England, has shown j:hat the heathen and
ing mendicants for the sum of six rubles; public nuisance to her neighborhood by her was denied burial in consecrated ground by Mohammedans of Asia and Africa are inanother one brought two girls to the town scolding, quarreling, inciting strifes, contro. the clergy of the church to which he be- creasing at the annual rate of more than
of Granova, where he Pold the elder, a child versies, quarrels, and disputes among her longed ; and the reason for this is more por- eleven million, while the number of nativ
of seven years, for five rubles, and the majesty's liege people, against the peace of plexing still. Pat was not refused burial in converts made by Protestant missionaries, at
younger, three years old, for three rubles. our lady the queen, her crown, and dignity, a consecrated ground because he kept a an expense In money of $10,000,000, is not
Such instances hav occurred in many other the common nuisance of divers of her maj- resort for sporting men of all kinds, nor be- more than sixty thousand a year. The prestowns of Christian Russia.
esty•s liege subjects.' Mrs. Pope was com- cause he backed all the fighters, nor because ent missionary methods seem to him a great
THE Patterson, N. J., Press has written to mitted for llrial and her husband went bail. he was a member of Tammany, which in the practical failure, and he likens the situation
the authorities of one hundred and three of The punishment for the offense is the treat- opinion of some people ought to exclude a to " the tortoise racing with a railway train;
man from consecrated ground; nor because the longer the race continues the further the
the principal cities of the United States for ment of the ducking-stool."
information as to the regulations governing
LABT spring, Senator Vance introduced in of his Mormon practices, but because he had t0rtoise is left behind." But the drift of thethe use of their public parks on Sunday. Re- the Senate " a bill to release certain church belonged to the several orders known as ological apinion during the recent years has
plies were received from eighty-nine, and of property in the District of Columbia from Freemasons, Knights of Pythias, and Elks. exercised a more potent influence than these
these, New Orleans is the only city which taxation," which enacts, "That all taxes and Although there may be some harmless non- hard and cold statistics. Formerly the conmakes no distinction between Sunday and special assessments which may hav been sense in their ceremonials, these orders are viction was universal among orthodox beother days of the w.eek. Washington, D. C., heretofore charged against any church prop- provident and benevolent societies, to which lievers that the heathen would be doomed to
and Richmond, Va., furnish no means erty in the District of Columbia, but remained any man may innocently belong. The theol- hell and everlasting torment if they were not
converted to Christianity, and from the first
of recreation and permit no amusements unpaid, be canceled and released; provided, ogy of it all is wonderful."
that at the time such tax or speoial assesswhatever in their parks on Sunday.
ToLBToi, says the Sun, is toe much in that has been the great inspiring force in
missionary enterprise. Now the sentiment is
"THE Ne.tiona.l Leae:ue for the Protection ment ws.s levied, the property in question earnest to degrade his purpose by uncleanly
growing more and more prevalent that justice
of American Institutions, give the following was used exclusivly for church purpos~s-" suggestions. He is coarse and brutal, but
requires that the heathen should ha v a chance
as the government appropriations to Indian Thus, unquestioned, comments the Amerzcan never obscene; for he believes that he holds
salvati0n by means of a second probation
for
schools: 1886-$228,259, or which Roman~ Sentinel, would the United States govern- some sort of a spiritual commission to reform in the world to come. One of the prime obby
reducing
it
to
barbarism
and
the
world
Catholics received $118 343, or 52 per cent.~ ment recognize the demand of the church for
jects of the movement for the revision of the
1887-$363.214, of whi~h Roman Catholics this modicum of indirect support from the taking away the beauty and joy of existence. Westminster Confession is to get rid of the
received $194 636, or 62 per cent. 1888- state. As church property is untaxed, so all Such asceticism, however expressed, does dootrin of heathen damnation. The Andover
$376.264 of which Roman Catholics received other property must submit to a heavier tax- not hav a dangerous fascination for men, ·as school of Congregationalists also stand out
$221~169: or 68 per cent. 1889-$539,905, of ation in proportion, and therefore the taxes, everybody knows. Their temptations do not against a decree so terrible. Professor Briggs
whichtheRomanCatholicsreceived$347,672, which. the ~~urch property would otherwise lie in that direction, as it1! teaching is con- of the Union Theological Seminary thinks
or 70 per cent. 1890-561,950, of which the pay, are divided pro rata amon~ all tax- trary to nature, and a strong revolt against it that the theory of a second probation has not
Roman Catholics received $356,957, or 70 per payers, and consequen~ly the entrre taxable is natural. Love will continue to be the mo- received suf;ficient consideration. Young
property is assessed w1th the church taxes. tiv for marriage, as it has been from the becent.
By this indirection the churchman obtains ginning, and marriage will remain honorable men offering themselvs as candidates for misA OUEIOUS and interesting :feature of the from the non-churchgoer just so much in the eyes of all men, whatever the morbid sionary appointments are horrified at the
teaching that heathen are passing into the
Metropolitan Museum of Art on free days, toward the aggrandizement of his church,
Russian pessimist may say after years hav torments of hell at the rate of many millions
says the Sun, is the presence at noon of work- and the more worldly, wealthy, covetous, and
quenched the fires of his heart. Yet, as annually. A tendency toward Universalism
men in overalls, and bearing all the marks of miserly the church organization is, just so
Principal Donaldson showed some time since, A.ppears througl:J.Out the Christian world.
recent toil. They evidently come from the much more involuntary support and aid it
the views of Tolstoi are very similar to those The love of God is the fa vorit theme, not the
scene of building operations hard by, and draws from those who are not in sympathy
which were expounded by early Christian terrors of his justice. Modern sentiment, so
their presence shows how eagerly working- with its hoar<ling methoas.
ascetics. The opposition to marriage was tender and so sympathetic, recoils from the
men would welcome the opening of the
THE sultan of Zanzibar has decreed that strong in the second and third centuries of thought of everlasting suffering for anybody.
museums on Sundays. The Sunday closing,
the Christian era, and the invective against Hence the main motiv for heathen evangelby the way, is more and more a farce, for there shall be no more slavery throughout his
whatever tended to make the beauty of ization is passing away. If the heathen are
there is a constant increase in the number of dominions. The decree, which has been plawomen more alluring were many and bitter. not to be damned because they are heathen,
Sunday passes issued to artists and their carded under the sultan's seal in Arabic and
Virginity was exalted as the high and holy but are to be saved by angelic instruction in
English,
provides
in
detail
that
the
exchange,
friends.
state, Tertullian teaching that wives were
IT must ever be remembered that the right sale, or purchase of slaves, domestic or other- women of the second degree of modesty. the life to come, pious people hav no longer
wise,
is
absolutely
prohibited.
Houses
hiththe reason to sacrifice themselvs on their beto the mails is an essential factor in our
erto kept for thie purpose are forever closed. "Natural grace," he says elsewhere, in speak- half which they had when they believed that
freedom. H we hastily concede ~o the deing of women, "must be obliterated by conpartment the power of censorship over one All slave-brokers exercising their occupation cealment and negligence, as being dangerous the fires of hell were burning for the whole
heathen world. Artificial methods to rekindle
are
liable
to
severe
punishment
and
deportakind of publication why not over another?
to the J,tlances of the beholder's eyes." Clem- the missionary enthusiasm of the past may
tion.
Any
Arab
found
trafficking
in
slaves
There was once a postmaster-general, we beent of Alexandria declares that to a woman produce some temporary effect, but if the
lieve, who refused to transmit abolition news. will be liable to similar punishment. Any '' it brings shame to reflect of what nature
present drift toward second probation and
houses used in the future for such traffic will
pa.pers and documents. If we remember
be forfeited. On the death of their present she is." As a result of such teachings, and so Universalism continues, they will hav no lastaright, he was sustained in this by the great
owners slaves shall, ipso facto, be free, unless far as they were followed, domestic affec- ing power. How ~i:fferent was the case when
authority of Jackson. How monstrous the
the deceased leave lawful children, who may tion passed a way, and to them Principal these words of the Westminster Confession
suggestion appears now l And yet the aboliinherit them. Slaves cannot be willed away Donaldson attributes " the prevalent hard- expressed the common orthodox belief :
tion newspaper was more pernicious in the
or sold after the death of their owner. Any ness of heart" of the succeeding century. " Milch less can man, not professing the
honest eyes of Amos Kendall than the writZanzibar subject marrying or married to a But human nature rebelled, as now it revolts Christian religion, be saved in any other way
ings of Count Tolstoi to the pure mind of
person under British jurisdiction is henceforth against the assaults of Tolstoi's morbid mind whatsoever, be they never so diligent to
Mr. Tyner.-Herald.
disabled from holding slaves. All slaves of and diseased imagination. You might as frame their lives according to the light of natIT has been estimated by an employee of such persons are now declared free. No freed well tell men to put out their eyes because to ure and the law of that religion they do
profess, and to assert and maintain that
the United States bureau of labor, that there slaves are in any circumstances to possess a see the beauty of nature is a sln.
AN urgent call for more missionaries comes theY may is very pernicious and to be deare twenty-seven thousand married men in slave. Every slave is to havthe absolute right
the city of New York who are supported by henceforth to purchase his freedom at a rea- to the independent from mission stations of tested."

IJloi~s

and

~lippings.

their wives, less than seven: thousand of
whom are in menial service. The modistes
are in the majority. This includes dressmakers and milliners, many of whoni own
property, some being very wealthy and all
well-to-do. The
boarding-house-keepers
rank next in number ; the professional
women-who embrace doctors, lawyers,
dentists, aurists, writers, teachers, musicians,
lecturers, designers, painters, and embroiderers-come third. Then there are the shopkeepers, who, it is said, make the best providers.

sonable price. The sultan binds himself to
accord- special protection to such slaves and
to all slaves freed under the decree or otherwise. Every slave is to ha v the same rights
as the Arabs to· prosecute complaints and
claims in courts of justice.

·.r.tt~
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tortured, and murdered. The geocentrjc theory, in- age of science and progress which has now dawned
cludii!g a flat earth, and ol ~er similar absurd C J.ris- upon the world was retarded more than a thousand
tian nonsense, was authoritativly established. '.rhe :years by Christian ignorance, t:yranny, and bigotry,
Christian authorities, with the B:ble in one band and backed by the Bible. It seems to me, in view of
Talmage .Appealed to the Wrong Man.
the fagot in the otber, dared any man to ~peak in these facts, that· the iJ fl•1ence of the church and
ltEv. T. DE WITT TAtMAG:E,D.D., JJear Sir:. Your opposition to the established th~ory, on pain of .tort- Bible on Christendom has been exceedingly unfortkind letter is received, and carefully read and con- ure, death, !lDd damiH~tion. Ji'QJ:" bravaly uttering unate. With this conviction, the argument in favor
l!idered. You request me to procure four new sub- thoughts they could not but think, Vanim's tongue of inspiration drawn from the "internal evidence,"
scribers for the Christian Herald, and with them, was torn out, and be and Bruno burnt at the stake, seemed an entire failur~. I then e:xemined ·the
attend the dedication of your Tabernacle in Septem- and thousands of other good, truth·loviog men and external evidence with R similar 1·eeult. According
ber. You will regret to learn that my views and women were cruelly outra~ed for the same cffense. to the Rav. Wm. Brown, D D, in his wo1·k entitled
convictions on theological and religious questions Kings, nobles, and church dignitaries riot€d in wealth, "Jewish Antiquities," a standard orthodox work:
are so radicaily opposed to youre, that I c10nnot, in luxury, and debauchery, while the masses toiled in "The books of the Old Tcls~·ament were :first revised
the present state of my development, con~>iatently ignorance, :filth, penury, and rag.s .. Thea~ fac~s s1;1g· and arranged by Ezra, no. 444, the other members
comply. I am pleased to think, however, that per- gested the question, Does a belief m the msp1rahon of the Great Synagog canied on the work, and
haps this is my golden opportunity to get light; of the Bible tend to produce th~se UJ;ll\appy ;esults T Simon thf'l Just completed the canon of the Old Tea.
that your superior intellectual ability, nstiy greater There are many paasagc,s in the Bible, as there are tament by adding 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nebeoppor~unities, and more extensiv reading will enable in the sacred books of the eastern n&tions generally, miah, E~ther, and Malachi, of which 1 and 2 Ohronyou to clear up all the doubts and difficulties which tbat denounce oppresaiou, falsehood, lust, etc. So iclea, Ezra, and E Jtbcr are supposed to hav been
separate me from your position and bring me back to that those who wish to defend a pure and upright written by Ezra, and Nehemiall and Malachi by
the faith of my fath-ers. If you do so, I prom is you life from scripture texts can do so, but for them it is those whose names thPy bear." We are indebted,
twice four subscribers, and if your " O.hristian Scien- not necessary; they would do right if .there were no indeed, for a complt ta, corrected, and revised
tists " will cure me of my lameness, and enable me to such texts. But unfortunately there is a much larger edition of the Old TestJ.ment, to Ezra, the
walk, I will attend your'' Dadioation," and declare to class who, like the slaveholders and Mormons, eeek Jewish Synagog, and a Jew called Simon. The
the assembled multitude your wonderful achieve for texts of an opposit character, by which to de- authors of many of the books of the Bible are
fend their evil doingP, ar;d the great misfortune is unknown, and faw, if any, ere certainly known, but
menta.
certain p£-rsuns are supposed to b&v written them.
In western Pennsylvania, where I was born, and that they can find them in abundance.
Fifty years ago it was common to hear ministers of On the authority of Dr. Brown, a large number of
spent nearly all my life, Scotch-Irish Oalvinistic .P.res·
byterianism was the prevailiug religion. U .afortu- the gospel read from Lsviticus xxv what they called J ewe, most of whose names, even, we never beard,
nately, I was; in very early life, so £ducated and drilled their divine commis~>ior:--:-to buy, sell, and hold and of most of whose characters we know nothing,
in the creed of that religion, that I embraced it slaves, and transmit tbem to their children as a tinkered at the O~d Testament for 153 years, anq at
with all its horrible doctrine. Bsfore reaching man· ''possession" and "inb0ritance for ever." And I the close one man, who l!eemed to hav great in:fl.uhood, I had read the Bible carefully many times bav heard thein read also from Exodus xxi to prove ence, added six books on his own authority, some of
through, snd memorizod much of it, and nearly al! that the slaveholder had a divine right to whip his which, by some learned Ohristian writers, are thought
the catechism. The most honored books in my slave to death without punishment, provided he did to be apocryphal, and should not be in the canon.
father's library were, :first ab::JUt a dozen Bibles and not keep on beating until he died " under his hand," Now, I believe, no one claims that these J ewe were
hymn-books, SClott's Commentary, and then such but left off while he had su:ffi(lient vittdity ldu to liv inspired. Christ had a very poor opinion of the
works as those of Edwards, DJddridge, Baxter, etc twenty-four hours, and the reason given was, ''be- leaders of the synagog in his day, and yet, I supIn my youth I had read aU the standard replies to cause he is his money," and believing in the inepira- pose, they wera quite as good as they had been four
Paine-Leslie's "E1sy Method with the Daist," etc., tion of the scriptures the nin£-tenths cf the pre- hundred years before. These men revised their
but no Infidel works, as they were not allowed in my slavery community were satisfied that_ slavery, with scriptures just as t.hey saw fi~, adding books and
father's library. lu 1829, a "Temperance Society" all its essential abominations, was a divine institu- parts of books, and rejecting other@, according to
their whims and educational pn j :1dices, and it
was organized at New Bedford, on the total absti tion.
I hav heard orthodox ministers defend in the pul· seems to me that to say that a book got up by
nence principle. Its pledge I signed, and he.v sacredly kept, so that I never drank a glass of any pit, from the Bible, agg.-essiv war, with all its neces- a class of men noted in all those times for hypockind of intoxicating liquor in my life. This organi- ssry cruelties. They r1 ferred to Joshua's wholesale risy and wickt:daes&, was inspired by God, thus
zation was bitterly opposed and denounced by a large slaughter of the CanaaLites, Moses's butchery of the making him responsible for all the mistakes, follies,
per centsge of the Christian commtmity as an uncbris Midianites, and D.-vid's brutal extermination of the and absurdities it might contain, would be to insult,
tian, Infidel movement. They quoted the scriptures Ammonites and cruel murder of prisoners of war- rather than honor, God. Before I dare say a book
freely against it, showing that they sanctioned the men, women, and children-by putting them under is inspired, I must know that it is, else I may lie.
use of intoxicants ae a beverage-taught us to con· saws and harrows of iron, and cu~ting them with But, how ~~n I know, how can you or anyone know,
aider wine as one of God's great blessings, and their axe~, and roasting them in brick kilns! According that the authors of the Old Testament were condeprivation as one of his special curses. They showed to GJd's command (please excuse me for either troled by any other spirit than their own T Prof.
that Christ made wine, (tmd a good article at that), to honoring; worshiping, or believing in eucha God), I Moses Stuart says that 1 Sim. xvii, 54, is manifestly
be used ~y persons who had already "well drunk," hRv often heard intelligent Christians def~nd lymg a very unekilful interpolation, because it is an incorand that he drank it himself whenever the occasion from the Bible. They said by divine direction the rect historical statement-that is, a falsehood. Did
offered, until people took notice of it, and called him Israelites lied to obtain the jewels of the Egyptians. God inspire a lie' And if that verse is untrue, how
By God's direction Joshua deceived the men cf Ai. do ~e know that the next-verse is t"tue and inspired,
a "winebibber."
Next, we organized an antislavery society. This and took their city. They referred also to the con· or, indeed, any part of the book? I hav, absolutely,
was. denounced even more generally and more bitterly temptible subterfuge he directed Samuel to adopt to no proof of it. Hav you? Then I investigated
by the Christian brethren than the former had been, save his life when he went to anoint D1vid, and to the claims of the New Testament to inspiration and
our Presbyterian minister leading off, and ddending the command God gave his servant, to "go and be they seemed no better sustained than those of the
slavery from the Bible. In 1794 the Presbyterian a lying spirit in the mouth of all Ahab's prophets, so O:d. D.r. Adam Clarke, in his commentary, says
church had verbally testified very strongly against that Micaiah could say,' Now, therefPre, behold the there are three incorrect historical statements in the
slavery, declaring slaveholders to be " man-stealers," L'Jrd hath put a lying epirit in the mouth of all these ninth verse of the :first chapter c.f Matthew, which
" sinners of the first rank," " the highest kind of thy prophets.'" These and many other similar pas- means three falsehoods, and according to Chronicles,
thieves," and in 1818 she renewed her testimony in sages satisfied every Ohriatian liar that his praciice the charge is true. nid God inspire those falselanguage almost as strong. Yet, strange to say, was right. But, perhaps, the most wholesale sane- hoods! And if Matthew deliberately wrote three lies
notwithstanding these j ast and terrible denunciations tion of evil and evil-doers is found in the eleventh in one gospel, how are we to know thllt he did not
of slavery and slaveholders, these "man-stealers" chapter cf Hlilbrews. Here men and women whom write ten times as many more before he reached the
were the leaders and most honored members and our laws would i~pr13on or bang, and all decent end of it?
If a person, narrating certain events to me, s~ates
ministers of the church. The d;rect road to honor people would shun and loathe, are indorsed as God's
and preferment in that church was to defend slavery faithful friends (of whom the-'\\'ot'ld wasnotworth:y), a deliberate faleebood at the outset, he might just as
from the Bible. Its general assembly resolved that whose example we must follow if we would please well stop. I bav no more use for him or his stateneither Obrist nor his apostles bad condemned God and inherit heaven. Among these are Abraham, menta, and, if I bad any respect for God, or the truth,
slavery and they would not. The Methodist Epis- with his sister, wife, and concubines, who banished I would not say he was inspired. And when he told
copal church made a similar record. Though its his servant girl, whom he had sed!lced, with his ille- me an unreasonable stoiy, I would unhesitatingly
founder, John Wesley, bad declared slavery to be the gitimate infant son, to perish in the wilderness; reject it as a lie. If the ~:aother of Jesus, speaking
" execrable sum of all villainies," the general confer. R 1hab, the harlot; J ael, who treacherou& ly mur- of him, said, as Luke ii, 48, says she did, that Joseph
ence, in which were many slaveholders, in 1836, re- dared ber weary, sl€eping, confiding guest, whom was his father, I could believe it against the oath of
solved that they had no "right, wish, or intention " she bad promised to protect; Jephthah, who offered ten thousand Mat~hews that be WRB a ghost. Yet,
t:> interfere in behalf of the slave. And all the large up as a burnt offering his innocent and only daugh- if this unreasonable and utterly unproved ghost
churches pursued a similar course, and boldly jus· ter; David, with his multitudes of wives and concu- story is false, the whole supernatural part of your
ti:fied their pro-slavery action from the Bible. After bine!', his murderous· robber raids, etc., etc. Sach "plan of salvation" falls like the bouse built on the
much thought I came deliberately to the con"lusion teaching tends to subvert all morality. What sand. Peter told three deliberate lies, and then
that a religious organiz~tion that boastingly fellow- wonder that the Mormons are enthusiastic believers swore to them, and years afterwa,.d, when Paul met
shipped "man-stealers," and justified their infamous in, and defenders of, theinspiration of the Bible, and him at Antioch (G!l. ii, 11), be" withstood him to the
deeds, was not a church of Ohrist, but rRther, what claim to be the only church that believes and prac. face, because he was to be blamed" (verse 13), "and
William Lloyd Garrison said it was, " a synagog of tices all its teachings! Dent. xiii, 6-10, justifies the the other Jews dissembled likewise, with him
Satan " and a " brotherhood of thieves," and no :fit murder of heretics. "Thou shalt not saffar a witch [Peter], insomuch that Barnabas also was carried
association for a decent, honest man, so I left it. to liv," not only established the foolish doctrin of a way wxth their dissimulation." Here we :find him l:ying
This canduct of the churches led me to a careful in- witchcraft but made it the duty of Presbyterians in again, and leading Barnabts (a brother minister) and
vestigation of the .qnestiou: What has been the in- Scotland and elsewhere and Puritans in New Eng- a number of Christian Jews to lie with him, so that
fl 11ence of the Bible and C uistianity upon the world! land to murder them.
the apostle, and it would seem the whole Christian
According to Hallam and other reliable historians
During our Revolution, John Wesley and his church at Antioch, stood before the public as a band
their influence, as exemplified in both the Greek and Bible-believing, Tory friends, in the name of God, of convicted liars, showing that the apostle's lying,
L1tin churches, has been most disastrous. We Peter, and Paul, denounced the damnation of hell on as well as that of the early Christians, was not the
hav a modified example of the former in R11Ssia to- Washington and his compeers, because they would result of eudden and powerful temptations, but an
day and a much improved specimen of the latter in resist and not honor and submit to King George ingrained propensity. The Catholic church, that
Spain. Under their influence, moral and intellectual III. In short, the Bible has bean quoted by its moe~ unscrupulous liar, did a very appropriate thing
darkness that might be felt settled down upon the friends and authorized expounders, in defense of when she selected Peter as her patron saint. Although
Christian nations. Intelligence and virtue dis~p war, slavery, intemperance, polygamy, concubinage, Paul, on this occasion, administered a jast and severe
peared; ignorance, cruelty, lust, and treachery with lying, persecution, and nearly every immorality, as reproof to Peter, his own practice was scarcely betunbridled sway ruled Christendom. Science, which well as against the truths of astronomy, geology, ter than his. Speaking of himself, he said, " Being
is ascertained, classified facts or truths, was utterly and nearly every science that bas engaged the minds crafty I caught you with guile," and " If the truth of
ignored, and its advocates persecuted, imprisoned, of thinkers since the advent of Christianity. The . God hath abounded through my lie unto his glory,

~ommnnitalions.
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why yet am I also judged as a sinner?" (Rom. iii, 7).
Paul give a practical explanation of his meaning
in these passages, in Acts xxi, where he and the
"elders," at Jerusalem, deliberately planned and
ex1.1cuted a scheme for the avowed purpose of deceiving the brethren ("the thousands that believe"),
and making them believe a lie with regard to the teachings of Paul, and an important doctrin of the Christian faith. Now if the leading apostles and writers
of the New Testament could deliberately tell lies and
swear to them, and plot and act lies, to deceive the
brethren, might they not also write them for the
same purpose ? And how do we know that they did
not ? It wauld be W~ting in accord with their former
practice. Is it strange that their sucoessors-the
Christian fathers of the first and succeeding centuries-should be liars on principle!
So that
Mosheim, the standard church historian, could truly
write of them that they deemed it " an act of virtue
to deceive and lie " to advance religion ! That they
''flooded the world with spurious books, :filled with
pious frauds and fabulous wonders, and in order to
giv them weight forged to them the .names of important personages !" These lying fathers wrote
hundreds of books-" Gospels, Epistles, Acts, and
Revelations," eo that, as Mosheim intimates, it became a matter of extreme difficulty to separate the
true from the false. He says, concerning the time
when and the persons by whom the books of the N aw
Testament were collected into one volume, there are
various opinions, or rather conjectures, of the learned.
Dr. Lardner says that the Testament canon was not
au.thoritativly settled until the seventh century, and
when it was done it was by ignorant and utterly unreliable Catholic councils. Profells or Newman proves
that our tour gospels were not known to the early
Christians until the latter part of the second century,
at which time they were prob"bly written, and were
:first mentioned by Ireneus. Now, how can I know
that books written by such men and in such an age
are true ! Even if we were certain that the originals
had been perfect, they hav been copied and recopied, translated and re-translated, by men who
would change their truth into a lie as a religious
duty, if they thoaght by so doing they could advance th~>ir views of religion; and how can I know,
how can you or anyone know, that they did not do
soT Dr. Clarke and other eminent Christian writers
tell us that they did so. For example, 1 John v, 7,
"For three that bear record," etc., waa· thus added
to support the absurd pagan doctrin of -the trinity.
According to orthodoxy, about eighteen hundred
years ago God wanted a book written, one that would
be absolutely true and reliable, and one that all must
believe and accept as divine, or be damned to eternal
:fire. As the principal writers of this book, he employed men who had proved themselvB" capable of
writing, speaking, and acting deliberate falsehoods,
and then had them write it, not in good, hones~ Hebrew-the language of the country where the events
recorded were said to hav occurred-but in corrupt
Greek, which Campbell calls "a barbarous idiom,"
and Bishop Middleton says of it: " The scripture
Greek is utterly rude and barbarous, and abounds
with every fault that can deform a language," and
then left it to be copied, translated, and preserved
for fifteen hundred years by the Catholic churchherself the moat unscrupulous liar, forger, and perverter of truth that ever cursed the earth or disllraced
the human race. In view of which facts, even if
there were no positiv testimony on the subject, it
would still be ten thousand to one that it had been
altered and perverted. Yet orthodoxy demands that
we believe in its original and continuous absolute
divine purity on pain of eternal damnation, all of
which, to my mind, is the climax of unreasonable
absurdity. Now I do not claim infallibility. I may
be mistaken. All I seek is the truth. · Convince me
that I am in error, and I will thank you and act accordingly. But do not threaten me with hell. I am
too far on for that. Nor tell me that I hate the
truth, for the.t would be false and do neither of us
any good. Neither need you try to frighten me with
the horrors of Infidel death· beds. I hav, myself,
been down so near the gates of death that I did not
expect to get back, but I was not in the least alarmed.
I hav stood beside the death-bed of Infidels, but
there were no horrors. All was peace. And why
not! The Materialist, having spent his life in seeking after truth and trying to increase the sum of
human happiness, calmly resigns himself, as he believes, to a peaceful, restful, dreamless, eternal sleep.
The Spiritualist joins the loved ones who hav gone
before, and under much more favorable circumstances
commences anew with them a purer, higher, happier
life. The most unhappy death-bed scene I ever wit·
nessed was that of an honest, pious, Christian neighbor, who had serious doubts as to his own salvation,
and believing as he did in an intensely hot, eternal
hell, of course his situation was frightful and horrible. I can conceive of no system eo well calculated
to murder joy and happiness as the Christian system.
You will agree that it banishes happiness prdty
thoroughly out of hell, and before one can be happy
in heaven, in full view of father, moth3r, wife, and
children, or friends roasting alive in eternal fire, he
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must be dehumanized and transformed into a being
4. The church, outwardly fair and pure as a
a compound of brute and :fiend. W. W. WALKER.
whited sepulcher, but full of rottenness within, raised
the cry of "obscenity" against the once brave old
League, and the League hauled dtlwn its flag and
Our London Letter.
changed its name. But the church has stuck to its
Certain pious men, members of the cl Lord's Day ancient habit of lying for Christ's sake. It does not
Observance Society," hav once more stood up on their . matter what your name is, if you are not a Christian,
hind legs and brayed. They strenuously objeet to it is a part of Christian duty to damn you in this
the rational use and enjoyment of Sunday, and would world, as the Christian sincerely believes it is his
hav everyone driven into conventicles to listen to God's duty to damn you in the next. The Liberal
inane vaporings, only enlivened by vivid illustrations League made an ostrich of itself, buried its head in
of the future joy of the saints in witnessing the tor- . the sands of obloquy. It had a far better character
tures of th~ unregenerate in the good old-fashioned than the c~urch ever h~d, and p~r~r memb_er~ than
hell of Calvm. It is a very sore point with the elect are found In many fashiOnable rehg1ous sometieB to_
.
that people will obstinately persist in risking the day.
future welfare of their immortal souls by going to
J udg~' Westbrook and_ his co-l~b_?rers say there I~
the public parks to enjoy fresh air and fairly. good ~eeded a more syste'?ati~ advertismg of ~he ?Ruse;
instrumental music. It stands to reason that the the tendency of the time IS toward consohdat1on and
ordinary individual ~ill prefer lying on the grass iii cooperatio~." "If Liberals are to hold their own
the cool of the evenmg well in reach of the stre.ins agamst their opponents they must be welded together
of a band, in preferenc~ to roasting two hours in a into one solid organization." "The peril to our reatuffy building listening to the drivel of ·a gospel ligious liberti~s presses fast upon us:'' I believe
grinder. All the same, it is rough on the soul-saver's every word of It. Unless Liberals heed these words
business, for those who don't patronize their shops of warning there wi~l. be in this co_untry m?r.e than a
don't care about paying the shopkeepers, and so the p~aceful clas~ of. opmions. ~ am ready to JOID hands
latter are only fighting for their bread and butter of With the Umon many practical way. Twenty years
which they would not get so good a supply in ~ny Bfil'O I put my last d_?llar in the ~' ?,lergy a Sourc~ of
other walk in life. The stock excuse of the Sabba- D!lnger to the Amencan Rapubhc, now out of prmt.
tarian party is, that their great objection to the seen- Every year i_s confirming the warnings o~ that book.
lariza.tion of the Sunday is the fear that eventually it The self-satisfied assurance of many Ltberale then
will lead to a compulsory continuation of all work w.as, "Oh ! t~er~'s no dangei;,l" Some of the old solfor seven days a week; this statement has induced diers ?f the 'Ltberal arm;y, as Brother We~tbrook
a number to take this side of the question who calls It, are no longer With us. Bennett IB gone.
would otherwise not do so, but in these days of ~ea~er is gone. Danton is gone. The aged Cha~e
workers' combinations the tendency is toward lese Is Wit~ us, and P1llebury, and Hacker.. But where IB
work and more pay, so there is very little fear of FranCis. E. Abb_?tt, founder of th~ L1beral League. T
such fears being realized ; but, of course, this is only Wh~re Is Frothmgham 1 W~ere 1s Fox? Wher~ IB
an excuse, and nothing more. They dare not giv the Chamey T Some of them e.nl~sted on ~he oth~r Bide.
real reason, or their objections to rational enjoyment And t~e bl&ck cloud of Christian rule IB covenng the
would be swept away, together with themselvs, Americ~n sky.
.
. .
Permit_ me to· say to the officers, that the1r estiwhich would be a good thing for society generally,
though not, perhaps, for them individually.·
mat~: "LI?er~ls outnumber the c:hurch partY: ten_ to
Tne " Society for the Promotion of Christian one, I thmk IB a gro~s ex~ggerat10!l, and a mischieVKnowledge" hav issued a circular in reply to the ous. one; for .your qu1~t Ltberals will be led to sleep
cllarg<\ brought against them some time back by Mr. O!l-It. Who IB afraid, ~we outnumber the enemy tan
W. Besant. He accused them of the very worst kind tunes over~ If the Ltberals outn~mber the church
of sweating, and instead of refuting the charge they party ten to one, what are they d_omg! And wh~re
simply plead that they hav a perfect right to make ar? they? , By careful calculatiOns made dur1!lg
as much profit as they can. They admit making a th~rty y~ars l?cture travels, al!d !f>lmost constant miDconsiderable annual profit on their capital, but place ghn~ ~Ith Ltberals and ChriStians, I ·find ~h~t ~he
s~ainst the statement that they distribute gratis £12,- Cbrtstia~s pay dollars for the supp~rt of Christ1amty
000 worth of their publications annually. This va1ua- ~he~e Liberals pay cents. to ~us tam lectures and petion is their own, and no doubt far in excess of the nodtcals. In nearly every village there are three,
truth. I hav seen many of their publications, though four, five, and more churches. ~i.th a preacher for
never one of any value· but taking cost of material each church. If there are ten Ltberals to one of the
and labor that sum would represent a very respectable church, then we are driven to the conc:lusion th~t Liblibrary. The committee rather pride themselvs on eral~ are the greatest mora! cowards m the um~er~e;
the fact that they can get the copyright of a book for for, m. many towns, .you wd} :fin~ that .o~e Ch~tst1an
a lesser amount than can publishet-s who don't dis· can fr1~ht~n len Liberals mto 1g~omxmoua sllen~e.
tribute "Christian knowledge," and with such capa· I tav Withm the past year talked with so!De such Ltbbilities for driving a keen bargain they still appeal erals, and they ~olem_nly declared that .It wo~~d not
to the public to subscribe to the fund for the sup· d~ for them to Ident~fy themselv~ pubh.cly w1~h the
port of the society. I wonder they should hav Ltber~ moveme.nt:-tt would ~mn tbet! busmess !
taken the trouble to notice the charge, as the people That 1s, on? Christian would rum ten Liberals !
who subscribe so freAly to this and kindred societies
.Des Momes, Iowa.
W. F. JAMIESON.
would never be convinced of their disreputable ac·
.A. Relic of Harbarism.
tiona.
From th• Evwinq sun.
The bishop of Peterborough · has lately distinThe trustees of the Metropolitan museum probably do not
guished himself by introducing a bill to ParliBment realize that their course in keeping that institutioR closed to
for the purpose of abolishing infant life assurance, the public on Sundays is as distinctly a relic of barbarism as
or in the alternativ, causing the money to be paid the practice of human slavery. It is a relic of a period
when the human conscience was in a state of slavery to ecby the insurance company direct to t h e undertaker. clesiastic<l) tyranny. Dearly as they cherished political freeThis father in God has shown a good specimen of dom, the men who settled this country were fanatical and
the love. bishops bear to th.oir flocks ; this particular bigoted in their religious ideas. They we~e deten;nined men,
one fully exemplifies the charity that thinketh no. but gloo!lly and fierce. They were smgle-mm.ded and
evil which all Christians possess 80 largely. His narrow-mmded. ~hey scourged an~ burnt tb~u fellow-'_ .
creatures for consCience's sake. Their social pohty was an
opmion IB that all wealthy persons are model parents, ecclesiastical polity. Their ministers were an earnest but a
all poor persons hold infanticide as a great moral bitter lot. and ruled them with grim rigor. They invented a
necessity. His great scholarship and intellectuality Puritan Sabbath, modeled uvon that of the Jewis~ Pharinever showed him that if all children insured or the sees. The dead hands nf the Mathers are they whiCh turn
· .
.
'
· the keys of the People's picture-house to.day.
ms J ority of them, were ~Ieposed of as soon as the
The like is not now 10 be matched in Christendom. It is
policy was effected, no msurance company could an anachronism. It is a bit out of the seventeenth century.
exist a month. The great dignitaries of the church It is a cinder from the witch fires. ~t is a thong from the
are deep thinkers and powerful observers so they whip that flogged the Qua~e!s. It 1s worse, for those per' J D
formances were honest : this 1s not. Those were the acts of
say.
· ·
men who had the courage of their convictions. That was zeal :
this is hypocrisy. That stood for the law and the prophets:
this for the scribe and the Pharisee.
Failure of Secularism.
The trustees of the Metropolitan museum are not sacrificTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER1 Sir : , 1. ing to the. God of the sanctuary: they are sacrificing to its
They are not sacrificing their own substance, any
Did not the retreat of the Liberal army begin pews.
way : they are sacrificing those from whom they withhold
years ago when the Liberal congress permitted the the spiritual bread whereof they are the trustees and almochurch to frighten it away from its demand that the ners. In their faithfulness to themselvs they are faithless to
mails of the United States be absolutely free for their trust. They ought to be above makin!:l" broad the
the use of all citizens, leaving individual offenders phylacteries and posing where they can be seen of men in
an attitude of prayer. There is a cer•ain dreadful doom they
responsible for their acts !
might take to heart and ponder : " Forasmuch as ye did it
2. Supervision of the mails by the pious tools of not uvto the Ie11st of these--" The phylacteries will
the church ought to hav been condemned by Liberals not help when they come to giv account of a stewardship
everywhere. No Paul Prys of the church, or holy that is to be tritod first of all by the test, Thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself. It is not love, nor humanity, nor charPecksni:ffs, ought to hav been allowed to lay their ity,
nor any Christian grace that locks out the people from
hands on the mail service of the United Sta~es. ·
the old masters of form and color on the people's day of rest.
3. Liberals, in congress assembled, should hav de- For art in its last analysis is worship.
clared that while the Christians' standard of morals,
FoR some centuries before the introduction of
the Bible, with all its vulgarity, and, as Noah Webster said, cc many words and phrases very offensiv to Christianity, patriotism was in most countries the
delicacy, and even to decency," is circulated, no presiding moral principle, and relif?ion occupied an
other book of equal impurity should be interdicted. entirely subordinate position.-Lecky.

t[ommnnitations.
Agnosticism; as the Religion of the Future.
If I were asked the question: What are the prospects of Agnosticism at the present time? I would
bav to answer that they are very poor, although I
am a very enthusiastic Agnostic, and firmly believe
that it is destined to be the religion of the future.
Agnosticism, in its true, broad conception, does not
consist in a mere denial of the existence of
God, as an anthropomorphic deity or a metezn,
pirical supreme being. This is merely one factor, or
rather a conclusion following out of premises having
a much broader foundation. Agnostiaism, in its
broad, essentially progressiv sense, means much more
than that. It is synonymous, namely, with the
reign of rationality, of pure reason, understood not
according to Kmt's nonsensical doctrin of its twelve
categories, but as a reason pure and clear of all kinds
of prejudices and superstitions, and which would
conform itself to no other laws but the laws of it~
own logic, which are identical with the laws of nat·
ure. I am aware that, at the present time, it is almost impossible to find a mind fully answering these
requirements, even amongst the leading Agnostics.
There is nothing surprising in that, and it would be
rather an unaccountable phenomenon if such a p&rson
could be found. Ooneeived in superstitions, we
come into this world with potentialities inimical to
sound reasoning. Education, our surroundings, and
intercourse with our fellow-men, the majority of whom
are a personifieation of perverted lo~ie, stifle as a matter of course every tendency in us toward a manifestation of independence in rea-;oning. Therefore, it requires some very favorable natural propensitie!!
and unobtrusiv surroundings for a man to
ba able to shake c:ff entirely the prejudices and
superstitions which are arraying themeelvs against
him on all sides. This is also partly the cause that
Agnosticism is so slowly recognized, and that we
find but few Agnostics yet.
But, to get rid of religious prejudices of our days
is far from constituting the whole of Agnosticism.
Oar political institutions are as much of a lie and
swindle, as the religion is. Our economic conditions
are such a :fhgrant violation of natural rights and
justice, that they would hav long ago produaed a
subversion of such an order amongst bees, ants, and
all those animals who hav socialistic tendencies implanted in them by nature. Our sciences are tissues woven out of spurioas threads, in which truth
appears only sporadic, entangled into lies advanced
by unwarrantable ambitions and invented by servility,
while its object is prostHuted in every sentence for
the sake of advancing personal interests of its professors, who are nothing but contemptible traitora. In
order to be a true Agnostic, a man must be not only
an Agnostic in religion, but he ought to be just as
well "'n Agnostic in politics, an Agnostic in economic
matters, and an Agnostic in science.
The mea~ing of Agnosticism in regard to.religious
matters being so well established in our da:vs, thanks
to the efforts of .such clear-headed men as·R Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and others, it remains for me
to explain what I mean by that term applied to the
· other three spheres of human activity.
To be an Agnostic in politics means, in the first
place, not to hav any patriotism. It is the
appeal to this absurd notion that was used by political rulers and sharks whenever they wanted other
people to pull the chestnuts for them out of the fire.
It was this cry also that prompted the South to fight
for the cnnservllotion of their chattel rights in the
negroes' flesh, and which armed the Northern states
for the abolition of slavery. History, however, notwithstanding the recency of the last war has had time
enough to discloie already that there' was no more
patriotism involved in this case than there could be
discovered of a religious spirit in the Orusades.
From immemorial time this word was invented by
greedy oppreesors in order to cover up and justify
the slaughtering of human beings by each other, a
phenomenon unobserved yet amon~ the most rapacious animals. Not " Ubi bene, ubi patria," but
" Ubi bene, ibi patria," should be the motto of every
~g~ostic...In the second place, to b~ a. true Agnostic m poht1cs means to hav no affi.hat10n with any
political party, for every existing form of government, w~ether.n;tonarchical or republican, is nothing
but an 1mposlt10n, perpetuated by deception and
rude ferce. And any party or faction, no matter how
attractivly may be worded their platform, cannot be
anything else but a pack of hunters after the spoil,
who are supported by a numerous retinue of fools,
whom the leaders pull by their nose in the direction
of the expected boodle. This was the true origin
of all kinds of political states and powers. If the
political parties were not after the spoil, they would
not be political parties.
To be an Agnostic in economic matters is to
understand that every man who appropriates, traffics
and sells products of another man's labor or his serv~
ices is a swindler, a grabber, au oppressor, trying
to make a living and to get rich by robbing his fellowmen of what belongs to them individually or collect.
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ivly. The fruits of a man's work should not, namely,
belong to anybody but either the worker himself or all other human beings, considered collectivly but not individually. All economic iniquities of
our present outrageous system can be traced to the
violation of this fundamental principle.
In .regard to the Agnosticism in science, the eame
must be based on a complete emancipation from all
authorities, no matter of how high or of how old a
standing they may be. This does not present
much diffi.oulty relativly to the dead ~nes, but is attended with a considerable amount of unpleasant friction and material sacrifices of quite an inconvenient
nature, when the question comes about exposing the
spuriouenesa c:f some of the Jiving authoritie~, b~cause they never etand isolated and hav at the1r ta1l
a long line of followers, ready to support them, surrounded by numerous other authorities on their both
sidell, not less prominent, who become uneasy when
they see that one of their caste is in danger of being
knocked down.
The true Agnostic, though, must disregard all
that and zemember that there never was a scientific
man' who had not advanced some sort of nonsense
about something. The errors of judgment, how·
ever are excusable in such man like Descartes or
Ne~ton, as they are amply atoned by the great services they hav rendered to humanity in their special
fields of itq\liry. But, in the case of small scientific
fry of our days, no such circumstance can be thrown
in the scale of the opposit side. For the majority
of them, the more mixed up they make a science, the
surer they can make a living out of it.
I am very sorry that the want· of space prevents
me from enlarging upon this interesting question, as I
hav hardly room enough to say why I believe that
Agnosticism is destined to become the religion of
the future.
When the human mind has got rid {-f all that
which centuries of religious, political, economic, and
scientific swindle hav ingrafted on it what kind of
faith can it hav, but the faith in its' own ability to
reason soundly' What kind of religion can it hav,
but the religion of its own logic, always identical
with the logic of concrete and abstract realities !
And if all humanity reaches that state, there is no
doubt that Agnosticism must be the only possible
religion under the circumstances. What outward
forms it will assume, it is beyond any body's ability
to foretell, because a long time neeessarily will
elapse before it is reached, and science may, in
the mean time, discover new properties and
phenomena in nature of which the most unchecked
imagination now can hardly make a conception. This,
as a matter of course, willmodifyman'sintellectuallife
in such a manner that the sources of conflicts and
sufr~rings wi_ll be entirely removed, and a reign of
pure reason, cbupled with happiness, will be parmanently established on our poor, evil-overridden
EnwABD L. STABCK.
earth of the present day.
45 Greenwich ave., New York city.

Campaigning in Washington.
Eagle Harbor, northwest by west from Seattle,
about seven miles across the bay, is one of the most.
lovely spots for a quiet home anywhere on the sotind.
It is admirably located, forming one of the best and
safest of harbors. The land has a gentle southern
slope, and in very many places affords grand views
of the sound, the city of Seattle, Mount Rainier, the
Cascades, and the Olympian mountains. Steamers
and sail craft of every size and description can be
seen passing in and out of Elliott bay.
The adjoining peninsula, jutting into the bay to
the east, is known as Madrono Park, and is owned
by our stanch Liberal friend, D. S. Ebersold. He
has laid out several acres in home tracts. or residence
lots, which are selling very rapidly, for Madrono
Park and Eagle Harbor will soon become the most
popular of summer resorts, and the home of wealthy
merchants and professional men who desire to enjoy
all the retir"ment, quiet, and delights of country life,
while yet in easy aceess of the city.
The land of Eagle Harbor is uncommonly rich and
productiv. Apples, peac'nes, pears, plums, cherries,
prunes, berries, vegetables, :flowers, clover, and
timothy grass all grow in luxuriant perfection.
Father Ryan and his ever jolly, energetic, and estimable wife were among the early settlers. They
hav a happy, cosy home with splendid orchards and
gardens. Their house is the favorit resort for all
the young folks of the island. They all delight to
congregate in the old Infidel's home, where innocent
mirth and jovial hospitality abound.
I hav twice df'livered lectures at the little schoolhouse. Eagle Harbor is sparsely settled, no village
or anything approaching it, yet I secured eight good
and true outspoken Infidels as members of the Washington Secular Union.
At Port Blakely, the adjoining harbor, with the
great shipbuilding yard and lumber mill, I held a
discussion-at least, so it was advertised-with a
Ro:~v. Mr. Wilcox, Oongregational minister, who claims
to hav been a missionary to Africa. The discussion
was announced for four !lights. He at first agreed
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to hold the discussion at Eagle Harbor, but failed to
P?t in an appearance. Subsequently he :wrote' :me
h1s peopl~ at the ~arbor were opposed to h1s hol.dmg
a discussiOn, but If I would consent to hold It at
Bh~kely his people there were interested, a~d he
would guar!lntee a. very large .attendance. Tw1ce he
postponed 1t,.needmg Ionge~ t1me to prepare to ,~ffirm
"That Jesus Was the Silviol' of the World and
"'!-'hat There is a God." He ~.ade the most wretched
failure. It was absolutely p1t1able.. Go~ must hav
been dreadfully hard up for preachmg t1mber when
be had to nee euch refuse. The preacher declared
that before he was converted. he was a .low gsm~ler,
a. drunkard; that he reveled ul. obscemt.~ and l!cent10~eness; use? t~ go to rav1val meetwga with a
wh1sky bottle lD h1s pocket. That was the nearest
approach p.e made ~o any statement of facts. ~e
declared tna.t gambhng, drunkenn!lss, and obscen1ty
w~re Infidehty. Th~ seco~d ev.enmg he.commenced
h1s second speech w1th a B1lly tirade agamst Oolonel
Ingersoll, and two-thirds of the audience left in disg~st. The thi~d night he refused to debate, a~d
sa1d be would hsten to me and reply to what I saul
at his chnrch next Sunday. I proceeded in my lecture by reading letters from two gentlemen of Keene
Valley, N.Y., who at my last leoture st E1gle Harbor
he declared .had, with some eighteen other Seventh
D.a.y Adventists, at first kept Saturday as. Sab~ath
an~ worked Sunday, soon kept no day, and m a httle
while become all outspoken Infidels. Letters from
two, the only ones whose na~~s he. could remember,
declare~ the stateme_!lt a mahc1ous he, made of who~e
cloth, w1thout the famtest shadow of fact to sustam
it. There was n? Seventh Day.A"dventist church at
Keene alley whtle Rev. Mr. W1lcox was there. No
Adv~nt1st had turned Infi?el; least of all had they.
Thett statements were cerhfied IMl truth by the postmaster of Keene Valley, and corroborated by the
president o~ the New Yo~k conferenc~ of Seven~h
Day Advent1stt~. I g~ve ~~m. opportumty. to .expla1n
or make defense. Hts wr1thmg and equ1rmmg was
pitia~le. He had to a~ knowledge there w~s no Advenhst church thflre while he was ~here. Htl! defense
was: "You are a m~an man t~ wr1te to those gentlemen. They were ~nends of rome. If I had thought
Y?u would ha.v wr1tten to them I would never hav
g1ven you t?,elr names. Y ?U d~ ~ot do as yo~ would
be done by. And yet th1s mm1ster of Ohr1st had
from his "J!&.Cred desk," as w~ll as in c?nversation,
dep!or!ld the sp~ead of lnfi~ehty because 1t destroyed
Ohr1sban. morahtl! . ~ dehvered the letters to one of
the m?st Influent!al C1t1z~ns of Eagle Harb?r, l~st any
quest10n of iihett genmnness should ar1se lD my
absence.
.
.
.
The. lecture I delivered was hs.tened to w1th eager
attention, and many of the lead1og men of Blakely
requeet~d I would at my earliest convenience return
and dehver s courae of lectures there.
R'ev. Mr. Wilcox has expressed his intention to
try for a chance to return to his missionary work in
Africa, and I am assured no voice of Infidel or Ohristian in either Blakely or Eagle Harbor bas been
heard to protest.
I was at Montesano July 19bh and 20th. This is
the county seat of Ohehalis county, one of the largest
counties in the giant state of Washington, and also
one of the riehest in timber, agriculture, minerals,
fisheries, etc. In the matter of location the city of
Montesano is most favorably and advantageously
situated, and beyond doubt will become one of the
most important cities on the coast between the
straits of Fuca and the Columbia river. It also givs
promis of becoming the railroad center of the Harbor
basin and the Chehalis valley. The Puget Sound
and Gray's Harbor railroad has completed its line to
Montesano. The town was a good, substantial
trading cen!;Jlr long before a railroad started for the
Gray's Harbor country. The lumbermen first came;
then the farmers, in steadily increasing numbers,
taking up lands along the river and creek bottoms
where they could be easily cleared, and supplying
with their crops, beef, and dairy products the needs
of the sturdy loggers. The city of Montesano has
no boom, but a steady, legitimate growth, and the
lucky purchasers of town lots, two years ago, hav
solid financial reasons for joy. The adjacent country
has excellent conditions for general farming, dairying, and stockraieing. It is estimated that not over
a fourth of these bottom lands are now occupied.
Government surveys hav not yet reached all of them,
but will probably do so this year. Settlers who
come this year can find good claims and plenty of
work at good wages, logging, teaming, sawing, etc.
The kind of people who should come are those with
push, energy, persistent industry, S!)briety, and
economy. These are sure to do well. The young
taking up claims, on reaching midlle age are reasonably certain to hav attained a competency. But
lacking any of the attributes named, success is proportionately uncedain. Those having capital, with
exercise of ordinary care and judgment can readily
find investments in town or country property, sure
of rapid rise in value. For full particulars in regard
to Montesano and adjacent country, write to Henry
Knust, Germania Llnd Office, Montesano, Wash., or
Frank Lessman, same address•
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The local institution of which Montesano residents
are most proud is their electric light plant, owned by
the city, and costing $12,000.
The most interesting attraction for Liberals is the
fact that at the last election the Liberals decided to
break up the corrupt political ring, and nominated a
full straight Liberal ticket. The ministers all rallied,
worked, and exhorted the Christians to put forth
every effort and down the wicked Infidels. Resultthe Liberals elected fourteen of their sixteen can·
didates, and the whole community is now rejoicing
at the excellent and efficient administration that is
now in office.
On Saturday evening, July 19th, at the Opera
House, to a very large audi.,nce, I delivered a lecture
on "The Lord's Prayer in our Public Sohools." A
Campbellite reverend was present, and greatly annoyed all in his vicinity by his noisy and ungentlemanly conduct. At the conclusion of the lecture I
invited questions. He arose and expressed a desire
to reply to my lecture, and that I would meet him
and discuss the question on Monday evening. I
inquired of our lecture committee if we could hav the
Opera Honse; the owners said we could. At great
personal inconvenience Mrs. Reynolds and I stayed
over. Monday evening the expectation of the discussion brought out an immense crowd. At 8 o'clock
I took a seat upon the platform, to which, on his
arrival, I invited the reverend Campbellite, and
suggested the election by the audience of a chairman. He claimed he would behave himself without
a chairman. I doubted, and two or three parsons
were proposed by the audience, but declined.'
The reverend then deolared he wanted the whole
time-and mark his reason for such a demand. He
said I had taken all the time on Saturday night and
on Sunday afternoon; my wife had taken all the time
on Sunday evening, and now I objected to letting
him occupy all the time to-night. This was, he said,
a fair specimen of Liberals' liberality, and he commenced a tirade of nbuse and vitupPration, fiieeming
to hav a special spite against the L\berals of Libera), Mo. I insisted on appointment of a chairman
who would compel the reverend to confine himself to
the subject of debate, instead of indulging in wild
ranting and denunciation. Capt. G. W. Ball was
nominated for chairman, and he being held in high
esteem by all classes, his name called for~h enthusiastio applause. This proved a red rag to the rever·
end. He roared and pranced about the platform
like an infuriated bull, bellowing out in intensity of
impotenf rage, " Bell ! Captain Bell ! An Infidel !
A loud· mouthed In-fi-del!"
Captain Bell walked calmly to the platform r&nd in
a gentle, but earnesb, maooer delivered a scathing
rebuke to the reverend blusterer, whose only qualification for debate waq the possession e.nd reckless
use of a weapon similar to that with which Samson
slew the Philistines; and he used his as a boomerang, exciting derision and contempt of his opponents
but dealing destruction to those on his own side.
When he first stated his desire to occupy all the
time I suggested it was true Campbellite modesty to
make such a demand when the Liberals bad hired
the hail and would bav the rent to pay. He then
assured us he could raise his share of the rent.
While Captain Bell was addressing the audience,
one of the reverend's disciples sneaked out, found
the janitor and paid him the rent of the ball for the
night, and returned a11d declared he had paid the
rent and no one but Disciples had a right to speak.
While Brother Knusb, chairman of the Liberalleoture committee, was addressing the audience, the
reverend started in on another foul tirade of abuse.
The Rev. Mr. Ssmson tried to prevent, but the
audience insisted I should be heard and the reverend
collapsed. I announced that since the reverend
Campbellite had obtained the presence of the people
under false pretenses, and it was self-evident he did
not intend or desire to discuss my lecture on " 'rhe
Use of the Lord's Prayer in Our Public Schools,"
but simply wanted to giv vent to splenetic misrepre·
sentations and billingsgate, taking advantage of contemptible trickery to obtain a questionable right to
the ball for the aole purpose of preventing any
rEfutation of his willful misrepresentations, Liberals
had no further business there, and we would retire.
About two·thirds of the audience withdrew with me.
The people of Montesano were in no sense responsible lor the Campbellite reverend's conduct. In
fact, they were even more disgusted than myself.
The Waahington .Democrat, the leading paper in
the county, gave a complimentary notice of the lectures of both my wife and self, concluding with :
"Mllny church-members were present, and gave
close attention to his words. He was not abueiv in
his language, and for this gained golden opinions
in Montesano."
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Secretary Wasbingtou. Seculnr Union.
A DEBATE in Kasson, Minn., between Jamieson and Nichols, is not likely to take place as early as anticipated. Mr.
Jamieson was expecting to take steamer up the Mississippi
river to fill his lecture engagement in Princeton, Minn., the
,second week in August. Liberals· in Minnesota desiring
.courses of lectures should address him at Prin()eton, Minn.,
p.ntil further notice,
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Jones on Infidels and Society.
From, a Recent Sermon.

I'd rather be e. low-down, chain-gang negro than one of
your little Infidels. You won't be· in hell two minutes before you'll be hopping around in the fire and yelllng, "~What
a mistake I made." I hav some respect for Bob Ingersoll,
because he can get $200 a night for his lecturing. Bnt
some of these little fellows are Infidels for nothing, pay $2
to hear Ingersoll, and board themselva. I understand you
are all running "society" here pretty livP]y. Society! A
pair or seventy.five cent slippers and a $1.25 wasp bonnet
lets you into it. There is no manhood, no womanhood, in it.
The fruits of society, so called, are the dude and dudlne. If
you don't like what I'm saying, just get up on your hind
legs and sl!de out.

REPLY BY A LITTLE INFIDEL.
Such contempt for ordinary men and women, such
respect for the rich and powerful, is characteristic of
s~nsational, money-making preachers. Faith is their
vir~ue, tpeolouy their practice, and money-making
their ObJeCt. No doubt Mr. Jones despises from the
bottom of his heart the impecunious little Infidel,
for such a man give him nothing ; and he despises
the woman who wears plain clothes, for she puts a
widow's mite in the contribution-box and never subscribes to the list of wealthy men. He also despises
the negro, who sends him no tribute. And he dismisses us all with a characteristic slang phrase which
marks the degradation of his opinion.
He exaggerates, however, when he says that he
would rather be a low·down, chain-gang negro than
a little Infidel without money.
The truth is, :he would rather be a rich negro, or a
rich Chinaman, or rich anybody else, than a poor
man, let him be Infidel or believer. The main thing
with him is money. He would rather be a low-down
bigh·toned, absconding ex-cashier who stole money
from a savings bank and went into Canada. Such a
thief as that has Mr..Sam Jones's unqualified respect
He would not object to being one, especially since
they go into that gilt-edge society that has the manhood and womanhood which he admires-the manhood and womanhood that decks itself with fine
clothes, wears beautiful $10 shoes and exquisitly fine
hats. And then the odor of the sanctity arising
from tbo~e quandam Sunday.achool teachers is perfectly edifying.
Mr. Jones says " he respects Bob Ingersoll because
he makes $200 a night lecturing." No doubt be
does. No doubt he would like to swap places with
Colonel Ingersoll-for the money. He respects the
$200 a night, not Colonel Ingersoll. The reason
that he give is consistent with his practices, oharac.
teristic of his tribe ; it shows that he respects the
money and not the man. Money is his god, and not
the man. Money is his god; he worships dimes and
dollars. After saying that he respects so grPI\t a
man as Colonel Ingersoll because of the $200 a
night, he had as well admit that his own self-respect
depends, not on his honor and convictions, but on
the money that comes in from the contribution-box.
This explains why be used to be a ·drunhrd. He
made no money at law, consequently he had no respect for himself, and got drunk to forget his poverty and shame. It is impossible for him to control
a natural appetite. He tried that on cigars, and
after a big blow and boast failed.
If he expects that his base admission will gain him
the esteem or friendship of Colonel Ingersoll he deceives himself. It would profit him considerably to
read some Infidel works in order to learn that honor
is superior t.o faith, that humanity is better than
theology, and that the heathen virtues are more godlike than money-getting.
In the sixth interview on Talmage Colonel Ingersoll says: "According to Mr. Talmage I made the
mistake of preserving my manhood and losing an
offioe. If I had only been elected governor of Illinois, that is to say, if I had been a sucoessful hypocrit, I might now be basking in the sunshine of this
gentleman's respect. I preferred to tell the truthto be an honest man-and I hav never regretted the
course I hav pursued." This extract shows what
estimate an honest man places upon the professions
of a hypocrit ; how indifferent he is to the opinions
of Rev. S11m Jones, for instance. Pious frauds hunt
for rich pulpits all over the land, and hate Infidelity
because it makes credulous pockets scarce. When
men and women realize the folly of paying their substance for the consolation of delusiv hopes, and for
the expected light of the next world that bas never
fallen upon man in this, then, and not till then, will
this tribe of Lavi become extinct and their occupation gone. Hence their hatred of Infidelity.
The t·eligiori of the Infidel is free, practical, and liberal; it is too sensible to be jealous, too reasonable to
be sensitiv-good-fellowship and equal rights for all,
regardless of birth, possessions, or pretensions, respect
for men and women because they are equals ; respect
for women who wear fine clothes, for women who
wear faded clothes, and for women whose heads and
feet are bare. Jesus of Nazareth was an Infidel and
respected every class except the hypocrite ; be in turn
was despised and hated and crucified by them, and
they were men of Mr. Jones's cloth. They hated a free
gospel. They wanted sacrifices, which were meat and
money to them. We Infidels respeot Jesus as a man,
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but not as a god. We consider his mission a failure,
because he was not understood, and his church has
been the greatest persecutorand tyrant over thought·
that ever was on earth. His chief apostle killed a
poor man and h!s wife because they kept back a part
of the price of their land from his holy apostolic
clutches. And since then, ·the leaders, the chief
priests, and the sensational preachers, in every age,
bav inherited the venom, hate, and cruelty of those
scribes and high priests which crucified for blasphemy
a mild man because he preached a free gospel. The
Jews complained to the Romans that they could not
legally execute St. Paul ; and no doubt Rev. Sam
Jones complains to Jesus because be cannot kill the
little Infidels.
We reverence the names of Voltaire and Paine.
We reverence them as men, and not as gods, became
they ware the declared enemies of cruelty and of oppression; and because they made freedom possib'e
in France, and independence possible in America.
'!'heir works and _their wodb are more fully appreciated and better understood as this age of enlightenment advance", and as knowledge increases. The
same m~y be said of whatever elee is true and great
-of religion if it be true and not false.
LITTLE INFIDEL.

The Work of A. H. Wood.
Arad Hazzleton Wood, or, as be was familiarly
called, Arad Wood, passed away· early in the present
summer, at the age of nearly ninety, living out his
vitality to its full limit, never having drawn upon it
beyond its capacity to giv. Waiting for some one
to notice this old pioneer in the cause of fight, we
came to the conclusion that the latter day Materialist,
traveling on smooth ro!lds, should remember Arad
Wood, who cut and slashed right and left at the
supernatural humbug of Christian superstition, since
the early days of the present century, making it posRible for younger men to liv outside of prison walls.
Mr. Wood was born in Massachusetts, near the line
of Rhode Island, about the year 1800. At the age
of nine years he was let out as a wage·slave to a
farmar and mill-owner, working in fair weather on
the hrm, in rainy in the mill. After a period he went
to Boston and learnt the carpenter trade. In 1834
he started a weakly paper called the Reformer and
Anti-Monopolist. It did not Iiv m!lnV years, but it
left a mark on the road to freedom. T.bis was about
the time of Andrew J aok9on vetoing the charter of
the N :~.tiona! Bsnk. Had Andrew Jackson coma to
Boston at that time he would hav been shot. This
msde,Arad Wood a "Jaokson man." This was at the
time of burning the Catholic nunnery and school at
Charleston by the Protestants, when four hundred
women and children were driven out of thair home in
the dead of night. This did not maka Ao:ad Wood a
Catholie, but it made him love the weak and bate
the strong. Father Bsllou was at this time preaching
the doctrin of universal salvation at Cambridge.
The idea held out by Hosea Ballou of no hell charmed
Arad Wood, and he was a Universalist.
In the autumn of this year William Lloyd Garrison was mobbed by a crowd of ten thousand Boston merchants, clergymen, and lawyers, who dragged
him through Washington street, howling <t Hang
him!" A rope was around his neck for the.t purpose.
This made Mr: Wood a pronounced Abolitionist.
At that period the Montgomery Guards, a military
company oomposed of Irishmen, were stoned and
hooted cff of Boston Common and their charter
annulled by the state legislature then in session.
Then Arad Wood indorsed on his crest : My country
is the world, my countrymAn all mankind.
At this period Abner Kneeland was incarcerated
in Cambridge js.i.l for no~ believing in the God of the
Universalist, and ever after Arad Wood spelt his god
with two o's in it, and did reverence to nature and
nature's laws, loving the world be saw and knew,
well knowing he knew as mu11h of other worlds as
anyone (I am using Mr. Wood's own expre~sions).
I hav pictured the scenes of Arad Wood s early
life-why be was a reformer ; why his sympathies
were with the distressed. L11.ter Ezra Heywood
was sent to Dedham jail-not for crime, but simply
because he did not spell his words as other people
did. Mr. Wood sought out Mr. Heywood and was
ever after his steadfas~ friend.
Arad Wood was a Materi"list. He hated the
term Agnostic. To him it was shirking a fact. He
knew twelve inches was a foot, sixteen ounces a
pound, two pints a quart; that matter was eterna~;
that it embraced him'ilelf; that the vapors of ~his
matter would ascend, again appearing in the rams,
producing new vegetation, which in its turn produced new animal life.
Arad Wood rooTed from Boston to central Massachusets and spent the balance of his life as a
farmer-to him a congenial occupation-surrounded
by his family, consisting of four childr~n, all worthy
citizens in the beautiful and rural httle town of
Lunenburg, a purely agricultural place on the hills
of Worcester county, Mass. The grave was but a
bed to him, lntd de"th his waiting wing.
0:)':9 M. DA YENPO:!i~·
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Eminent lVomen.
count of the simultaneous creation of man and cepta the doctri_n that. theY: are the work of spirits,
LUCRETIA MOTT.-CONOLUDED.
woman in which dominion was given to both alike because there lB an mtelhgence behind them like
When, as sn enthusiastic Abolitionist, Lucretia over e;ery living thing. After Mr. :Pavia made a few unto our own. ~t is precisely in this man1;1er that
Mott crossed the ocean to take part in the World's perHnent remarks on the allegorical character o~ the men prove there IB a God who .ma~e everyth~ng, and
Antislavery Convention, the last drop in her cup of second chapter of Genesis, Mrs. :Mott followed _with a that he bad a ?urp?ae or a design m everything that
sorrow was the humiliation abe was called on to critical analysis of the prayer, and. the portton of he made. Th1.s arise~ from the fact that. our ~rat
suffer on account of sex. The vote by which this in- scripture read by her son, showmg the eter!lal knowledg.e or ImpressiOns. come from ou~ Immediate
justice was perpet.rated, was due to the overwhelm- oneness and equality of man and woman, the umon surroundmgs, and pertain more eapeclf~lly to the
ing majority of the clergy, who, with Bible in hand, of the masculin and feminin elements, like to poaitiv artificial world. We see a chair or stool. It was
swept all be~ore them. No man can fathom the and negativ magnetism, the centripetal and centrif- made by man for a purpose. We sleep in a bed. We
depths of rebellion in woman's soul when insult is ugal forces in nature pervading the animal, vegetable, hav clothes _ma~e fo~ u~. In shor~, the wowt~ of
heaped upon her sex, and this is intensified when and mineral kingdoms, the whole world of thought our early mmd IB so mtimately aaaocxated with thmga
dona under the hypocritical assumption of divine and action."
made by older people, and made for a purpose, that
authority. This fresh baptism into woman's degra·
Thus did Mrs. Mott turn the tables on the Bible· in a larger sense, when we :first begin to take cognidation impelled the current of her thoughts into 8 croakers, and prove her position by this con- zance of trees, of the W&!'drobe of nature, of the sun,
new channel, and returning home, abe, with a few glomerate volume that is " all thiDgs to all men."
moon, and stars, to hear thunder and see lightning,
friends, 88 rebellious as herself, called the :first
In speaking of theological beliefs to a priest, she we immediately associate t.hese things with a higher
woman's rights convention. To this cause she said they are "a system of speculations about the or greater power than man, and thus our God is
brought a zeal unknown before, as here she could unseen and the unknowable, which the human mind born. The more developed mind, however, can see
see the wrongs from a purely subjl'ctiv point of view. has no power to grasp, or explain, and these specula- no wisdom or plan in creation. As God is born of
"While in London a rich youDg Quaker of bigoted tiona vary with every sect, age, and type of civiliza- our ignorance, and given power, and even shape, by
tendenci<>s, who made several breakfast and tea tion. No one knows any more of what liea beyond our rude imaginations, so in like manner are spirits
parties for the American delegates, always omitted our sphere of action thau thou or I, and we know born and clothed with certain powers and attributes,
to invite Mrs. :Mott. He very politely said to her, nothing."
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
but when the test of science is applied God fails and
on one occasion when he was inviting others in her
so do the spirits fail. A man may safely bet that he
presence, • Thou must excuse me, Lucretia, for not
Some Thoughts on ~piritualism.
can get as many answers to his prayers from a stone
For many years I bav been a reader of THE image as anybody can get from a "living God." But
inviting thee with the rest, but I fear thy iD:ftuence
on my children' ! !"
TRUTH SEEKER and an occasional contributor to it.a whoever puts h1s trust in a stone image, expecting
Mt<a Fey always shunned Lucretia, and was afraid columns, but I don't think I hav ever yet touched that image to do him some favor by the exercise of
of her dangerous (!) truths. The Quakers in Eog- upon the subject of Spiritualism, although many an intelligent faculty, is on a plane with the lowest
l!Wd were afraid of her, and called her " an Infidel, times tempted to do so. I know of no publication, heathen, but be is no lower than any other individa heretic, a disturber, who had destroyed the peace which rejects the Spiritual theory, more just or fair ual who puts his trust in a "living God," and who
in the Friends' Society in Pennsylvania, and thrown to its opponents than THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am now expects that God to do fol' him that which the stone
a :firebrand into the World's Convention," and who in prompted to say somethiDg on this subject by image failed to do for his neighbor. So far as
a recent speech in London had quoted sentiments reason of the remarks made by F. E. Ormsby in science or results are concerned, there is no practifrom Mary Wollstonecroft and Thomas Paine.
Tru: TRUTH SEEKER of August 9th.
cal difference between a stone image and a" living
These, then terrible things, would now raise
He says: ''I hav proved to myself the existence God." One is as deaf and insensible as the other.
hardly a ripple of opposition among any class of of a life beyond the grave-the immortality of the And precisely so with spirits. Since the dawn of
thinkers and reformers, but they were judgments intelligence, will power, consciousness, or mind of modern Spiritualism every test that would flO to
bringing a cruel ostracism and bitter contumely in human individualities. It is not a matter of belief. prove the actual presence of an intelligence different
There is no such thing as belief in my idea of con- from or above or beyond the intelligence of mortals
their wake.
"Many anecdotes are told of Mrs. Mott's rigid tinned life; a man must know the fact, must hav has failed. We get only that which we know, o;
economy, such as sewing the smallest rags to be positiv proof." I hav heard just such talk as this which has its counterpart in the human mind somewoven into carpets, and writing letters on in:finitesi- before. Bible believers induige in it. They will where on this mundane ball. Ask the spirits what was
mal bits of paper; but it must not be inferred from say: "I know that my redeemer liveth. I realize the fate of Charley Ross and we get no truthful
this peculiarity that she was penurious, as she was his presence every hour of my waking existence. I answer, but briDg us somebody who knows and we
generous in her charities and in her support of every go to him with my troubles and he speaks comfort then may get some truthful answers. Ask a spirit
good cauEe. . . . A'fred Love, president of the to my soul. He answers my prayers, and he tells to tell ua something about the " spheres" in the
Peace Society, who frequently received letters from me the Bible is true." To a rational mind this is of other world, and we will hav them accurately deMrs. Mott, says, "The one before me is two and a no more force than as though a parrot bad given it scribed according to our best imaginations, but ask
half inches wide by two and a qu~rter inches long, utter8Ilca. I am willing to admit that all truth is him to explore the Polar sea and make for us a chart
written on both sides, and contains 141 words, and not known, and that some individuals can grasp and by which the long-looked-for passage may-be found
treats of seven distinct mattera, and disposes of them know more of truth than others. But I affirm that and our answer will be as from a stone image.
'
There hav probably been hundreds, if not thouin good order, apologizing for her apparent economy all truth, having natural laws for its base, is demonof paper and inclosing a contribution of $5 for a strable. So then, if it be true that -.man has a life sands, of specific tests arranged between individuals
benevolent object." "At one time," says Mrs. Stan- beyond the grave, and that truth has been diso0vered in life to be consummated after the death of one of
ton, " when excitement on the divorce question ran by any man or woman, that same truth is discover- the parties, sll of which hav failed. 1f the claims of
high in New York, and there was a great hue and erable by all other men or women of equal es.pacit.y, Spirituslism were true these could be demonstrated.
cry about free love on our platform, I was invited and is susceptible of being demonstrated as true, like If Mr. Ormsby shall liv after his death, and shall
to speak before the legislature on the bill then pend- other truths baaed on natural law.
bav power to appear, speak, rap, or communicate
ing, asking 'divorce for drunkenness.' . . . Mrs.
I hav much charity for a Spiritualist beoauae I with friends left behind, let him while living bury 8
Mott charged Ernestine L. Rose and myself not to know be reasons logically as far as he has knowl- box with some written instructions, and carry the
take too radical ground, in view of the .hostility to edge; and, as a rule, I must giv him credit for secret of the biding to the other world, and from
the bill, but to keep closely to the merits of the more reason and logic than sometimes characterizes there co~~unicate the matter writt~n, and the place
main question. I told her she might feel sure of hie opponent. Our ancestors reasoned logically of the h1dmg. A few well-authenticated instances
me, as I had my speech written and I would read when ·they denied that people lived on the opposit like this would scientifically establish the claims of
it to her, which I did and received her approval. side of the globe; nevertheless they were mistaken. Spiritualism, but nothing like it was ever known to
The time arrived for the bearing an!l a magnificent If I knew nothing of the principles of gas, and sup- occur, although time and e.gain hav such tests been
audience greeted us at the capital. The bill was posed air to be the lightest substance known, and a arranged.
read. I made the opening speech and Mrs. Rose man should tell me that be saw a man rise in the
But, I can imagin I will be asked bow I can
followed. We had asked for the modification of cer- air tied to a great bladder as big as a house, I should account for the phenomena which I know to occur.
tain statutes and the passage of others, making the probably deny his statement and tell him that it W!:iB My answer is that I can't account for it no more than
laws more equal for man and woman.
impossible. But when I came to see the same thing I can account for the origin of life.' But since I
"Mrs. Mott having listened attentivly to all that myself I would be obliged to modify my statement, know: that life exists, and exists only in accord with
was said, and coming to the conclusion that with but I could still claim that the principle which gov- certam laws, because I don't know its origin I am
eighteen causes for divorce .jn the different states, erned this phenomenon was discoverable and demon- not bound to believe or to accept any speculations
there might as well be no laws at all on the question, strable, and when dil':covered and demonstrated or conject~res touching its origin . or its ending;
she arose and said ' she bad not thought profoundly we would e.U exclaim, '' Why, of course, the bladder more espeCially w~en such speculatxous or conjectonthe subject, but it seemed to her no laws what- or the balloon had to ascend. It would hav been a urea refute certam well known laws or principles
ever on this relation would be better than such as miracle if it did not.''
which come under the general law ot scientific
bound pure, innocent women in bondsge to disai·
I hav never denied the facts of Spiritualism since ?emonstrstion. For instance, I am told by Spiritualpated, unprincipled men. With such various laws I became convinced of their truth, more than thirty- 1st~ that. I w:m never die, tha~ it is only my body
in the different states, would it not be better to place five years ago. I say "facts of Spiritualism," with- which Will dte, but thfl>t I w1 U continue to liv
all the states on the same basis and thus make our out meaning to admit that these facts prove a life capable of enjoying life as heretofore. There can b~
national laws homogeneous~ She was surprised on beyond this life. I once believed they did, but now eDjoyment of life without: memory, and this implies
returning to the residence of Lydia Mott, to I know they do not. I hav witnessed, I think, nearly the.t after my body is dead I will remember my
hear that her speech was altogether the moat all the phases of modern Spiritualism, from the rap- bliber and my mother, the places in which I hav
radical of the lot.
pings of the Fox sisters to the slate-writing of Slade, lived; in short, the events of my life as I shall hap.
"The bold statement of 'no laws' was, however, and the materializations of Harvey Mott and other pen to remember them at or preceding the death of
so sugar coate(J. with eulogies on good men, and the mediums. I stand upon the solid ground of admit- my body. Life is enjoyable only when the mind is
sacredness of the marriage relation, that the press ting all the phenomena usually ascribed to the agency receiving new impressions coupled with the memory
complimented the moderation of Mrs. Mott at our of disembodied spirits, but denying that in it all of them. · I know a man now past ninety years of
expense. . • . At another convention Mrs. Mott there is any proof of a life out of the- body. An en- age whose mind and memory hav been gradually
and I were sitting close together, with our beads thuaiastic Spiritualist says to me: "Why, I aaw my failing for the past ten or twelve years. Scibowed and eyes closed, listenipg to the invocation. mother, who bas been dead several years. She came ence demonatmtes that the failure is due to a
As the chaplain proceeded, he touched the garden to me just as real as you stand there now, and she we.akening or soft~ni~g of the brain. He is _past all
scene in paradise, and spoke of woman as a secondary told me of things which bad happened before and enJ~yment of ~his hfe. . Oan he ever enJoy life
creation, called into being for the especial benefit of since her death, and of which I know the medium agam' Certamly not, m the sense in which we
man, an afterthought of the creator. StraighteniDg knew nothing." A thousand testimonies of this kind understand this matter. If the spiritual theory is
up, Mrs. :Moot whispered to me, 'I csnnot bow my can be furnished, and it is uselE>ss to deny them. It true, then for this man _to enjoy life his memory
h~ad to such absurdities.' Edward :M. Dnis, in the is useless to deny that rappings are heard, that forms must be restored, and 1t becomes an interesting
audienc<l, noticed his mother's movements, knowing appear, that writings arsmyateriously produced, and question to fix a date from which it should be
what .bad struck hia mind ha.d disturbed hers also, that a palpable, powerful, and tangible physical force restored. It would be no pleasure for him to rememleft the ball, returned, Bible in hand, ascended the is brought to bear in conjunction with these phe- her himself as a helpless imbecil, refusing the kind
platform, and as the chaplain said amen, he (Davis) nomena. With the average individual, the moment offices of his nearest friends. h. fact that which we
read from the opening chapter of Genesis the ac- , be concedes these wonders the same moment he ac- _know to be inexorable law is at vari~nce with every
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animated brie-a brae. She had privileges but not
rights. She was given compliments instead cf justice. If she belonged to the poorer ciaes, abe was
the drudge of the household. Whether rich or poor
she ws.s held to be guilty of her sex. Aa wife, she
Come when thou wllt, cold anodyne,
was merged in her husband. As mother, she had no
I fear thee not.
claim upon her own offspring. As daughter, she
Let all these hopes and dreams of mine
Be lost, forgot.
was dwarfed by her brothers. As women, she was
ranked with "children and idiots." Her ~>ex excluded
Life has been too unldnd to me
These long, long years;
her from every bread-winning avocation save teachI giv her brok'en toys to thee,
ing and the needle. As all female bread-winners
Her bitter tears.
were crowded into these two callings, they were so
Quench but these tears, and still this heart,
Af"ter-'l'houghts.
overcrowded that a woman thl'own on her own exerWhat matter then P
DEDICATED TO MY MOTHER.
tions had to choose between starvation and a life of
Is it so hard a thing to part
In the depth of the dim wood, far away from the
shame.
With light and men P
busy haunts of men, in some sweet solitude peaceful
All this has been changed. The atatute books of
Life bound me hand and foot a slave,
as that life's rest, would I lay down the ashee of the
forty states hav been remodeled. The sphere of
Her fetters rust.
Better the freedom of the graveloved. With my own hands would I fashion her
woman he.s been broadened to include everything
Mix dust with dust.
last couch. Unnnnoyed by the obtrusivness of
God made her able to do-is almotJt ocextensiv with
JOHN R. CHaRLESWORTH. strangers, unaided save by the loving anJ lamenting,
man's. Even the colleges hav conceded to the sisters
I would perform the last office of respect, I would pay
of Madame de Staal and Charlotte Bronte, of Maria
The Church and Reforms.
the last tribute of affeetion to that form which soon
Mitchell and Mrs. Browning, brains enough to study
Rev. Carlos Mm·tun, D.D., in t7le Artna.
must mingle with the dust. And there would my
Greek add Latin in annexes.
Run over the catalog of recent and current reforms.
grief seek co!:t.lfort communing in silence and tran
Meanwhile, churchis.nity has been the resolute
quillity, sure that no unhallowed tread should pro- Take the antislavery cause. The fS!ential blasphemy opposer c.f every single step forward. It has flang
fl\ne that hilllow!)d earth; that no· unmoistened eye of slavery lay in this, that it broke into and desa· Pt\ul in the face of wom~n, precisely as it threw
crated the temple f'f the Holy Ghost, by dehumaniz- Onesimus in the face of the slave aud the enmple of
should laugh to scorn my heart's fidelitying a man into a chatteL It dealt in men and women J ssus in the face of temperance. Here again individThat no rude hand should tear the flowers
as a drover trades in cattle. It changed marriage ual clergym<~'n only ms.ke the exception ths.t proves
From off that purest breast,
Or disturb the calm and peaceful sleep
into prostitution, and made every plantation a nest the rule.
0! thy eternal rest.
of brothels. It herded negroes together as swine
Take the labor movement-the movement of the
Hark ! the tramp of hirelings resounds upon the herd. It sold their offspring as hogs are sold. John masses against the classes, in Glailatone's phrasefloor. They enter the house of mourning, and with Wesley, after living two years in the midst of slavery the movement of the toilers to rescue from the
ruthless bands they bear the outworn to the couch in Georgia, shook the dust from his feet against it clutches of work and wealth, shorter hours, and a
of rest. Oh, wby do not the hands that smoothed a11d sailed from Savannah to England, crying out as share in the profits. This movement, the world over,
the pillow of sickness perform this sacred duty? he left, "Slavery is the sum of all villainies." The is the latest aDd largest of miracles. From Russia
Why should the utterance of the most solemn par~ truest, tersest half dczen words ever tabled against to the United States, labor is marshBling its forces
ing be the bought and formal words of cold hearted it. Well he knew that language had no word that to day for the purpose of controliug to-morrow.
and careless strangers ! If the awed silence cf could :fitly name such a system. So, in despair of
S~raws show which way tha wind is blowing. One
grief must be broken when the earth receives back naming it, he could only define it.
of these tell-tale straws is the popul!for outcry against
her own who should speak the words of consolation
It is hardly credible to day that such a hell un- trusts, monopolies, and the protean ehapes assumed
but tho~e whose &ff.:ctions hav been already minis- capped should hav been so recently recognize!! as a by illusiv and aggreseiv capital. Another, is the
trant 1 Who should sBy the last farewell but the part of American life-the dominant element. Busi- multiplication of labor organizations, and the rapi_d
one mos~ wishful for the traveler's welfare 1 What nese, quickened by the impulse which came from the gravitation of these toward federation. Another, 1s
preventeth this! n is the world' a religion. It is gigantic traffic in cotton, stifled conscience ia order the sale within a few months of two hundred and
the world's command that human passions and to make money. Society, borrowin~ its tone from fifty thousand copies of Edward Bellamy's industrial
human thoughts shall bow down before accustomed wealth, spread its screen over human bondage. Law romance-a book which owes its phenomenal success
forms. Daarcat mother, what hav forms and cere- soon found or made .precedents and sanctions, for to no spacial charm of style, still less to s.ny novelty
monies, arbitrarily established, to be bought and did not a bt retainer jingle in its palm? The churuh, of suggestiou, but only to the universal interest in
soid, forced and o:mnterfaHed, to do with thee T of course, denounced it, did it not 1 Nay; with one the industrial question.
Alas, that the services from humanity to humanity, or two small but honorable exceptions, the nrious
Churchianity takes no interest in it, nGver discusses
which should ba rendered freely and lovingly, should denominations were the foremost apologists for, and it, knows nothing about it. The preachers are too
be in the keepiug of a den of thieves, only ~o be often the thick and thin defenders of, man-stealing. busy bombarding the Pharisees of old to tra;n their
bought when spoiled and worthleae. There 1s no The churchianity of the United States was three guns on the Pharisees of the nineteenth century.
feeling in a hired and prescribed service. The pom- thousand years behind. the Judaism of Moaee, which They only say : " Bless us ! what s. nois'd those felpous hearse and feathers, the prating of unconcerned denounced man·stealing. Individual pulpits were lows in their shirt-sleevea are making out there. Let
and white-robed offi.!lials, the crowding together of found refusing to bow the knee to American Baal. us sing the D:n:olog)'."
_
. _. .
v
sorrow and curiosity, the indecent and business-like But ss organized bodies, the denominations condoned
Henry of N a.varre wrote to }ns .nend Oulllon:
lowering of the casket, the tramping o'er the dead to the sin-when they did not defend it. In the same "We ha.v COIJquered at At'gues, et tu n'y etais pas"
disentangle ropes, the harsh grating of the work- breath, they branded the Abolitionists as fanatics, (You were not there, my Chillou). So the reformers
men's spades as they shovel the earth upon that meddling with what did not concern them, and anath- may say to chu:rchianity, "You were not wit~ ua."
once loved form, the after refreshments at the hos- ematized them as Infidels assaulting the order of Or if churchianHy WllS on the battlefield, 1t has
telry-these are the world's religious forms, or, providence. Impious parsons hid the devil behind always been in the rsuks of the enemy.
rather, insults cast at humanity, at the poetry of the the Bible, and asked: " Did not Abraham own
The slave cried : "Church of the living God, help
human heart. The law-ordained mummery is over. slaves? and did not Paul return the runaway Onesi- me to liberty !" And churchianity replied: "Be
Priests and drivers are laughing over the wages mus ?" It is shameful, but it is the fact, that only quiet. You are black. Stay where you are, for we
they hav earned. The grass is growing over the yesterday in the great republic,. the Declaration of lira tryin~ to ~;end the free colored people bsck to
grave, and though thou art C_?~fioed. within thy nar- Independence was treason, and the Golden Rule was Africa:" Temperance cries : " Christia~s, a~d us. to
medicate this cancer of drunkenness whwh lEI eatmg
row sphere do' at think the hvmg wlll forget thee! heresy.
Take temperance. Every race pas its passional out the vitals of civilization." And ehurchiauity reNay, were thou far away in the forest haunts, far
away in some secluded spot, away f~om th~se monu- tendency, its characteristic vies. Intemperance is sponds: "Did not Paul advise Timothy to take a
ments of ostentation and hypocr!sy whtch make ours. Drunkenness is in the Anglo·Sa:x:on blood. little wine for his stom~ch' s sake~" Woman cries :
burial-grounds like mason's show-rooms, I could not As we first appear in history, Tacitus paint!!! us as "I am trembiing between starvation snd the brotheL
forget ·thee. And there shall be one among. them gluttons and drunkards. In the old German forests Open to me broader avenues of occupation." And
whose record lieth BOt. It needs no epttaph. our forefathers' idea of heaven was a drunken revel. churohinnity answers, "Fie! For shame! D.:> you
Now, science invents and fetches to such a blood a want to unsex yourself~ Go home and darn stockEnough that the once-love:lform is laid there to_r?st.
There is no need of mrtrblfl monument exqumtly cheap stimulus-alcohol; so cheap t.hst a working- ings and rock a cr&dle." Labor cries : " Giv me a
and elaborately sculptured, for l~ving t~oughts are man can earn enough in a day to keep him drunk for chance. I want shorter hours, better wages, more
drooping o'er thet grave. The httle children care- a week. Ninety per cent of the crime, say the law- bread on t.he table, and part ownership in what I
lel!sly sporting among the tombs, gar as th~ flo.wers yerR, an equally excessiv proportion of the taxation, make." AGd Christianil.y whispers: " Sh! Capital
upon the green hills, seem they wtth thetr Iaght- say the statesmen, are the spawn of rum. Homes rents the pews, pays for the music, and ps,trnni~es
heartedness to profane my worship~ Stay, doth the a~e broken up, lives are wracked, perdition is popu- the parson. Wdll open a soup-house. Well. bmld
flower- bearing and buoyant spring insult. the bygone lated by this vice. For half & century, a temperance a. mission chapel on a side street and name 1t ' St.
winter? Du not the flowers bloom amtd the de~d crusade has been carried on to redeem the holy land Laz~rus.'"
leaves of lash autumn's scattering 1 See, the chll- of man's body and soul desecrated by the worse than
IN an opening speech at the a~nusl. meet_ing of the
dren hav approached the grave; their merriment is Turkish tyranny of the brandy bottle and the whisky
bushed for a moment. Wondering in the simplicity keg.- Facts hav been collected, parties hav \ileen American Baptist Missionary Umon, m Ctue!lgo, the
of inexperienced childhood they pay the last homage rallied, legislatures hav been besieged, great states president of the Uuim~, Gaorge W. Nort-hrup, D D.,
of pity. 0 thou strict religionist, whic~ is . the hav been put on the witness-stand. But where baa LL.D., who is also president of the Morgan Park
better form, the pious earnestness of the ~atd prtest, the church been~ Isolated pulpits hav stood em- Theological Seminary, made these statements regardor the promis of the little child that she wlll tend the battled among the crusaders. But the prominent ing the failure of Christianity in t_he world. ".Th~re
flowers upon the grave a!ld prevent her play~ates pulpits, the fashionable pulpits, the wealthy pulpits, are to day Q!W billion h~athen~whlle st tb~ begmmng
from injuring them¥ Prtest and devotee, be sllent, are so intently watching the pews that they cannot of the Christian era there were only SIX hu?~red
actual increase of four hundred millions
for here is a better creed than you hav ever taught or see the drunkard. Or if jogged and forced to look millions-an
after
the
lapse
of eighteen centuries. Again, during
learned. Dry thine eyes, dear child; resume_ thy at him, they advise him to be more moderate-forera of modern missions-the last_ one hundred
truthful laugh. 'Tis not the carelessness of the httle getful of Dr. Johnson's confession: "I can abstain; the
one bu~ t.he forced solemnity of the unpitying I can't be moderate." And they hav obstructed and years-the heathen population h~s mcrsassd two
continue to obstruct temperance by fl:mnting the hundred millions, while tho number oonver~ed t?
atr~nger, th11t is offensiv. Death, what is it!
example of Jesus as an argument against it. To in- Christianity from the whole heathen w:orld IS esh'Tis but the shadow of the shade,
Yet man to face it is afraid.
dividual clergymen temperance owes much. But to mp,ted at thr~>e millions. Another fact 1s that there
are three hundred million nominal Christians belong·
Afraid of what 1 Of death T Yes, ·man recoils be- churchianity it owes nothing.
Take the effort to broaden the sphere of women. ing to orge.niz>~.tions tboroug~ly corrupt and worldly,
fore an empty word. Yet there is nothing in it that
Christians only in nil.me: wh1ls, of the one hundred
should pale the cheek or fill the timid with fear. Forty years ago woman in £he land of J ffferson WRS million Protestant Christians, the great mass are, as
Death is but the penalty of life. ]'or to all who shut up in eastern seclusion. If she belonged to the we hav said, worldly, apathetic, sleeping as if drugged
bav life death must come. It comes in the evening wealthier class, she was imprisoned in a gilded cage,
of life, when the brain is weary and out\\ otn; it comes like a pet canary. She was regarded sa a piece of by some fatal opiate."

theory of continued conscious existence, and so far,
although there are many remarkable occurrences
which pas a for m!mifestationR of the li.vlng dead, yet,
so far as yet heard from, there is not a manifestation
which can be demonstrated as caused by an individual whose body lies moldering in the grave and
who once lived, breathed, and was known among men.
In a. -fnture communication, if permitted, I will
relate some of my experiences with the spirits,
together with some apr culations or conjectures as to
the aource of the mysteries.
JAMRS K. MAGIE.

as an anodyne to soothe the throbbing brow. Pa.in
and care giv place to rest and peace, and when the
last sad moment has come it brings to the traveler a
perfect tranquiliity of mind. But-
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THE book department of this office is very busily
engaged just now in mailing the hundreds of our
Pictorial Text-Book which hav been bought in advance. The books hav to be sent to the post-office
by wagon-loads.
The delay in issuing has been due to the usual
procrastination of printers, who break presses and
hav other troubles at just the wrong times. The
foreman of the press-room reports also that he had
to watch these books with unusual (lare, lest the
employees of his place-all Ohristians, by the wayshould carry them off. Their motiv in this, he said,
was to plague other good Ohristians by showing the
pictures and .asking them what they had to say about
it anyway.
On the last page of this number of THE TnuTH
SEEKER will be found an advertisment of the book
which give a good idea of its contents and arrangement; and shows, too, something of the large
amount of labor necessary to its preparation. We
think that a perusal of the advertisment will convince anyone that the work will fulfill its purpose,
and is cheap at two dollars. Having arrived at this
conclusion, we trust each reader who has not already
done so will forward his order.

The Phenomena of Conversion.
As a philosophical analysis of the phenomenon of
Ohristian conversion, the being " born again," as the
Methodists and other religious sentimentalists phrase
it, we can recommend Samuel P. Putnam's new book,
"My Religious Experience." Mr. Putnam has been
through the fire, or through that period of existence
when the heart dominates the brain, and unreasoning
sentiment takes complete possession of the mind,
holding it captiv to the feelings given by heredity,
custom, environment. He can point to the precise
moment when this occurred, when from an unreasoning unbeliever he was changed into a still more unreasoning believer. In the twinkling of an eye, every
one of his doubts was removed, overwhelming joy followed, and he " rose triumphant " over every evil by
which he was surrounded. It took him twenty years
to get out of this hole, with incidental backslidings,
and to land at last upon the solid ground of science.
Mr. Putnam is the son of a minister, but he took
little stock in Ohristianity in his early days. By
nature a poet, Shelley early led him into the path
toward sentimental Atheism. In this mood he enlisted in the army, and held what he thought were
his convictions until he caught the camp-fever.
Oamp-fever, he says, is nothing in particular, but
bad all around. Like sea-sickness, it makes the viciim wish it were fatal. Suffering from this, he was
about to giv up the duties of a soldier and go to the
hospital, when word reached his corps that Stonewall
Jackson was after them. If this news had had the
effect upon all the army that it did upon Mr. Put-

nam, the church ought to hav engaged Stonewall
as a revivalist. The victim of camp-fever had to
shoulder his musket and start toward Washington,
end it was upon this march that Jesus appeared to
him ·as did the vision to Saul of Tarsus. He wandered back to childhood and infancy as through a
living world. Home came before him with its sweet
scenes, and mingled with the pictures the teachings
he had received from father and mother-the milder
aspect of religion, not the wrath of God or the :fires
of hell, but the love of Jesus. Vividly appeared the
cross and the illustrious sufferer upon it. With
overwhelming power sounded the appeal he had _so
often heard, "Surrender to Jesus." He was looking
at the cross shining against an ineffable halo. There
was no fear in his emotions. It was simply attrac·
tion. It was the tenderness of Ohrist that charmed
him, the glorious sacrifice, the divinity coming to
earth and dying to save. " Simply to thy cross I
cling," was the unspoken song of his heart. He beheld :no flames of vengeance, only the exquisitly
beautiful vision of a lovely and noble being ready to
help. Soddenly out of his weakness, his suffering,
the pain, the weariness, and the despair, his heart
cried out, -" I surrender !" There was no reserve.
It was like taking the hand of a friend and going
with him, not because he feared him, but because he
loved him. An indescribable sweetness and delight
at once took poseession of his being. He was in a
new world apparently. He was exultant, victorious.
As if by magic, every pain went away. He was no
longer burdened, no longer weary. His step was
light. He was supremeli happy, as if a crown had
been placed upon his head.
Thus in his exquisit way he tells of the sentimental
change resulting from camp-fever and the proximity
of Stonewall Jackson. He remained many moaths
in the army, was promoted to captain, and at the
close of the war resigned his commission and went
into the minister business. In this he drifted about
from Massachusetts to Nebraska, his brain gradually
resuming its sway, until the crisis came at Omaha
where ·he was settled over a Unitarian church. He
had invited a Materialist lecturer, Mr. B. F. Underwood, to deliver one of his lectures in his pulpit.
The discourse was scientific and Materialistic, unclothed in any rhetorical garb, and its bare statements shocked Mr. Putnam's people. Our preacher,
however, agreed fully with the lecture, and it occurred to him that in :filling a Unitarian· pulpit he
was occupying a false position. The strongest part
of Mr. Putnam's nature is a hearty honesty and sincerity of conviction, and as might be expected, his
resignation, when he found that he was no longer a
Ohristian, was promptly given to his congregation.
But absolute freedom had not yet come; he was an
optimist, and his nature could not accept cold Materialism and bare facts. He was "in the cloudlands,
and the gorgeous colors of imagination did not allow
him to see things as they are." Tossed upon a sea
of uncertainty, under the impulse of feeling, he
crawled back into the Unitarian fold, and located at
N orth:field, Mass., the home of Moody the revivalist.
But, studying Moody's sermons, he found that OhriB·
tianity was dead to him. Orthodoxy became unendurable; it was a prison-house, gloomy and terrible.
While at Northfield, he seems to hav really awak
ened for the :first time since the camp-fever and
Stonewall Jackson converted him. "Looking over
the vast spaces I had traversed," he says, " I wondered. It seemed as if I could go no further away,
that I had reached the ultima thule of intellectual
wandering, and was safe at last in a realm of thought
the most beautiful and entrancing possible. Yet I
was destined to a change more deep and awful.
The dream world was shattered, and -I was carried
onward amidst the storms of thought farther from
my beautiful faith than that faith itself was from the
shadows of orthodoxy." This change f1om a conglomeration of optimism, transcendentalism, theosophy, and pantheism, which satisfied for the time his
poetic yearnings, and which he sought to cherish, was
a change to Atheism. "The utter falseness of the
philosophy of feeling was barnt in upon my soul with
agonies unutterable." The question he was obliged
to meet was the existence of God. "If there is
really a God, man must be a machine. So far as
there is a particle of liberty there is no God. Every
advance of freedom is the destruction of deity. God,
by the definition, is in:finit. If existing, he ill an
infinit despot, all-in-all. One ray of liberty, there-

fore, dethrones him, for if the despotism ceases to be
in:finit, so does t!l.e deity who makes it, and cannot,
therefore, be God; that is, the in:finit. In this sense,
therefore, there is an eternal conflict between God
and man-between deity and rights. God by his
very nature is the foe of human rights. Whatever
form he may take; however gentle and beautiful ;
however lovable; whether as a personality or no personality; whether as a conscious being or not ;
whether outside of the universe or inside of it as a
pervading soul, whatever aspect the God idea takes
it is the subtle and enormous foe of liberty. If God
is not a fact but simply an idea, that idea being
formulated out of the sentiments, and not by reason
-sentiments which, however good and sweet themselva, are blind and imperious-that idea becomes
equally tyrannical with the supposed fact, and therefore it is as necessary to the liberty of man to abolish
the belief in God as it would be to abolish God, if it
were granted that such a being was in existence.
This was the terrific and, for the time being, bewildering question that was thrust upon me. n was
no longer of the intellect and heart, but of the moral
nature and conscience. It was a question between
liberty and slavery. To vindicate liberty I must dethrone God. I must dethrone the idea, however
reverenced and entrancing. I must dethrone the
sentiments as arbiters of truth, and stand simply and
solely by the intellect. I found the sentiments to be
the most cruel of masters-cruel as the Inquisition
itself, blind and terrible, unreasoning and irresponsible."
The dream fabric of transcendentalism was swept
away, and he felt thankful for the catastrophe. The
skies were swept clear of gods and divinities. The
stars rolled on, but they no longer told of deity.
The sun no longer blazoned a supernal glory. It
was simple earth and man that he was to deal with
thereafter. And as there is more of earth and man
to the square inch in New York than anywhere else,
he came to this city-the " epitome of the world,''
where there is "Tirtue, lofty and shining, and crime
lurid, yet flashing in its tempestuous fires with a
Lucifer-like e:ffuigence." Amidst these rushing
streams and furious oppositions, mingled with all
that art and poetry and philosophy can giv of
beauty, of delight, of wisdom, Stonewall Jackson's
convert sought to build up a new faith that might
take the place of the old. How well he succeeded,
aided by Ingersoll, Andrews, Wakeman, and the
Liberal Olub, the fascinating record of his religious
experiences bears evidence. He proposes to die,
when the time unhappily comes, an Infidel.
And now, what is "conversion "-the cataclysmal
topsy-turvy which people turn under the influence
of emotion T Mr. Putnam's new birth was as sudden
as Paul's, as genuin as Bunyan's or any other saint's.
There was " the same surrender, the same wonderful
ecstasy, the same transformation of purpose, the
same change of character." It was a fact ; he was
" converted" as radically as any human being was
ever converted. Like Mary Alacoque, who in her
cataleptic attacks had visions of bleeding , saints,
Putnam saw a picture of Jesus upon the cross,
"loving me and dyinll for me." Again, like this
church saint, when, recovering from an attack of paralysis, she renounced her family and " became abso·
lutely passiv to the will of God," Mr. Putnam surrendered to Jesus and felt for him a passionate
adoration, abandoning himself without any thought
of reward "to a being whose loveliness compelled
from him all thought of his own personal welfare."
Mary Alacoque was deemed by the abbess of Paray,
to whom she dedicated some erotic verses about the
love of J esue, to be insane, and undoubtedly she
was. The Christian theologian, however, ascribes
such changes and abandonment to an ideal, directly
to the spirit of God. It is called a " miracle of
grace," an exhibition of supernatural power produced by the influence of God on the soul; a spiritual motion; a putting of God's spirit into us. Mr.
Putnam, however, appealing from Philip drunk to
Philip sober, agrees more nearly with the abbess of
Psray than with the theologians. Oonversion, he
says, is the direct offspring of unhappiness. The
experience is a rebound from human misery. If one
were perfectly happy and all his environments agreeable, there would be no " new birth." The success
of revivals is in proportion to business depression
and misfortunes in the community. The Holy
Spirit prevails along with earthquakes, floods, and
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epidemics. One is very seldom " converted" unless, metaphorically speaking, he is " fist on his
back." When one is upl'ight and prosperous he
takes very little stock in regeneration. When he is
sick and on his death- bed, or is poor and out of
work, and this world preaents a gloomy aspect,
it is thEln one begins to think of another and
a brighter world. Being stranded in time, he
begins to bank on eternity. When the pockets
are empty here the golden harp has a great
attraction. When there is no food. for the hungry
stomach the wine and grapes of the New J arusalem
make an alluring display. When the back aches, and
the heart aches, " heavenly rest " is seductiv. The
origin of the Ohristian religion, and of aU religions,
is the misery of man. Man is a religious animal
because he is an unhappy animal. The universality
of religion is based upon the universality of suffering. Take away suffering, and religion would cease
to be. The first priest was a medicin man, and every
priest to-day is a medicin man. He flourisb.es on
the ills of humanity. He is for the sick-bed, and not
for t.he mart or the bright, green fields where happiness reigns. Destroy all disease, and every church
would go by the board.
Mr. Putnam claims, also, that not only is conversion the result of unfortunate surroundings, but is an
abnormal state of the physical being. It is an exhibition of disease itself. There is something wrong
with the natural body when the "new birth"
occurs. I believe, he says, that ·clairvoyance,
mediumship, second sight, and spiritual ecstasies of
every kind are the result of ill health. Oonversions
belong to this class of phenomena. They are a
mental fever, a kind of insanity. They cannot last.
It is impossible for a human being to remain a great
while in a state of " conversion." This shows that
it is the result of extraordinary conditions of the
body. Bad livers are a fruitful source of conversions. Indigestion is frequently on the " side of
the Lord." Pain is productiv of piety. Almost
every saint is on the sick-list, and Zion is the home
of invalide.
Mr. Putnam places the 11 camp-fever" among the
antecedents of his "change of heart." Not the less
real was the change; not the less real was the faith
that resulted from it.
Again, there are not only physiological reasons
but psychological reasons as well. The influence of
the supposed spirit of God is altogether subjectiv,
says our recovered patient, and not objectiv. The
peace, the serenity, come from an absolute submission. There is always a struggle before conversion,
which is the end of the struggle. Naturally there
comes a feeling of relief. The battle is over. There
is nothing more to be done.
These physiological and psychological elements,
says Mr. Putnam, explain all the phenomena of
" conversion.'' In some cases it is no more than a
bodily excitement created by abnormal physical condjtions. In some cases it is no more than the exultation of escaping the miseries of this world by
faith in the glories of the hereafter. In its higher
forms of mental exhilaration it is simply that natural
peace and serenity which comes from the cessation
of struggle, and calm submission to an eternal fate,
or in its very highest and most radiant splendor it
is that sublime and delectable sentiment which results from the surrender of the whole mind, heart,
and soul to the grandeur of idea! goodness.
This analysis is complete, and ought be satisfactory to our Ohristian friends. But there are other
phenomena connected with tha new birth which it
does not touch. We should intensely enjoy a knowledge of why a converted colored Methodist is more
dangerous to a henroost than other men and brethren, and why a Methodist preacher, full of the holy
spirit, is more dangerous to the chastity of women
than an unconverted mortal.

The Pope's Humbug Wail.
About three times a year the pilot fish of the papal
shark sends out a proclamation that the pirate of the
religious sea will swim out of Rome. This is the
latest of such proclamations, given to the world
through the Manchester, Eng., Oourier :
''In consequence or the fierce persecution or the church,
which is the policy of Crisp!, the pope will soon issue a
maniresto to the Roman Catholics throughout the world,
giving his intention of leaving Rome, together with his court
and all his adherents. From a practical point or view this
.w.e.tUU!J!'Uin to Rome, !or with the pontiff will go the cardi-

nals, the prelates, and a vast number of persons who annually
?ome to Rome as pilgrims. In fact, commercial ruin stares
I~nkeepers and shopkeepers in the face. Still, it is lmrosBible !or any earnest Christian even now to liv in Rome,
which is fast bwoming the headquarters of Atheism and
Freethought. The shop windows are full of shocking caricatures of the deity, license is allowed for blasphemy, and
its indecency has never been surpassed in history, even during the JrreiJch year or 1793."
The proclamation is a humbug. The pope is not
persecute_d, he is only made to mind his own busi~ess,
and h~ wdl not leave Rome. He could not be dnven
out Wlth a club.
The idea in sending out such notices is to obtain
sympathy from Oatholic nations for the pope, and to
enlist foreign interference in his behalf with the
Italian government. The notices are as futil, how·
ever, as they are untruthfuJ. The days of religious
statehood are passed, and the wQrld will not again
see a sovereign pope making and unmaking kings
and ruling the world from a papal throne.

Going too Far.
Since the enactment of Jaws that made books and
papers unmailable because of their obscene, indecent,
or immoral quality or "tendency," it has often happened that the postal department has, by the advice
of its attorney-general, excluded or held back books
or papers, passing upon them as being unmailable
" under the law." So far the law has directly provided
for the prosecution only of those persons who deposit
in the mail printed matter that a jury can be found to
declare unmailable, but perhaps by implication the law
makes it possible for postal officials, if so advised by
their official attorneys, to exclude prints without jury
trial. This function has at all events been assumed by
the department in Washington, and more than once
even petty postmasters hav taken it upon themselvs to
"follow master." It is not likely that this method
of enforcing the laws has ever been thought of or intended; but it hi!'S eventuated, and practically constitutes postmasters censors of the press, so far as the
privileges of the mails are concerned.
If a citizen be in doubt as to the mailability of a
book he may submit it to the postal department for
opinion, may get an opinion, favorable or adverse, but
there is no provision of law entitling a citizen to such
an official judgmt=;D.t, and if he can obtain a favorable
decision upon any particular book he may nevertheless be prosecuted and convicted for mailing it, if a
jury happen to differ in opinion from the official decision, and Judges Foster of Ktmsas, Oarpenter of
Boston, or Benedict of New York would probably
not permit evidence as to the previous official decision
to be put in on trial to influence the jury.
On the other hand, if the post-office officials rule
against a book and on jury trial the mailer of it be acquitted, there is no provision of mail laws by which the
publisher could compel the post-office official to accept
and mail the book; though we presume he could resort to a civil suit for damages, or some expensiv
mode of injunction to restrain the official person interfering with his citizen rights to· use of mails.
It is therefore very evident that if there were an
intention to establish a United States censorship of
the press, it has been very impedectly and unfairly
done, and the whole matter needs careful consideration, and a revised action which shall enable a citizen
to know his lawful rights and the offi(lials to understand the limitations of their powers of interference
and suppression.
These thoughts are revived-for they are old no·
tions with u!l-"'-by an occurrence which has waked up
the newspaper press to the fact that a press censorship has insidiously grown like a fungus on the
post-office department, and is being exercised there
ad libitum.
The operations of this sort heretofore hav not appeared to be of sufficient importance to attract the
notice and remarks of editors of the big dailies, but
the ruling adverse ,to Tolstoi's " Kreutzer Sonata"
bas aroused them to talk of " dangerous precedents,"
" paternalism," " no power of national government to
regulate morals of American homes," " governed too
mucb," "too much of this meddling business," etc ;
and even an administration organ says distinctly that
this censorship has not public approval, and is likely
to lead to " sequences that the American people
never would permit."
This official slop-over, this error of going too far
in censorship, occurred opportunely to call forth
public sentiment on this matter at a time when even
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greater restrictions by mail laws are ready for action
in bills before Oongress.
We are of course lad that official interference
.
'
, . ' g
w1th the people s rights bas at last brought forth a
general outburst of indignant rebuke from the secular press, and a protest against this attempt at exerciae of censorship power in the United States postoffice.
Although this bas called attention to the fact that
though there is no provision in the United States Oonstitution for exercising any censorship of the press,
nor any law really enacted for the purpose, it is
nevertheless true that this ~unction has been exercised, apparently under sanction of laws limiting the
use of the mails, by officials who assume to hav the
right to pass upon the moral quality of literature
offered for mailing.
This assumption of authority is no new thing, as
in matters of less public importance it bas been
employed for nearly fifteen years against individuals
who bad not the means to cope with the United
States government as represented by officials usurping unconstitutional powers. These potty cases hav
attracted no considerable attention, and created only
indignation among a select few of those who hav
valued a:ad wished to guard and preserve the liberties of the press, as provided for in our Oonstitution;
but this attempt to curtail the privileges of liU"ge
numbers of the people by denying them the getting
of a popular book by mail has inaugurated a revolt
which may be of great service to the cause of free .
press and free mails.
It is necessary to state here as part bf the history
of this governmental assault on the " Kreutzer Sonata," that it is credibly reported from Washington
that the postmaster-general denies responsibility for
this action, and stands ready to reverse the decision
of his subordinates if anyone will take the trouble to
appeal for such· favorable action in behalf of the
book; but no one appeals, no one recognizes the
ruling-out ; even local postmasters ignore it, the fulminators of the " bull" are in general contempt, and
this department of the government in an amusing
dilemma.
If officialdom believed its decision would be
echoed by a jury of twelve men in a United States
court, there would no doubt be a prosecution of
some one somewhere to vindicate the majesty of the
government and the wisdom of its censors, but such
a prosecution, in spite of no end of offenses, is not
begun ; and the moral is that these censors should
be sure they are right before they go ahead; or
better, let this questionable function alone, that they
may be sure to commit no nuisance.
MR. A. B. CURTis uses a column and a hall or Unity to
explain "why men do not believe the Bible to-day." He
might hav cut his essay short by writing that men do not
believe the Bible because they hav found that its statements
are untrue.
THE Ntto Hampshire Sentinel reports that all the ministers
of Keene, with the exception or the Catholic priest and the
Episcopal rector, hav lert town on vacations, and says that
the laity are commenting unfavorably upon the !act. This
state of things is reully too bad; but the laity now hav an
excellent opportunity to see how easy they can get along
without the dominies, and what utterly useless parasites the
clergy are.

SoME one sends us a copy of the San Antonio, Tex.,
Express, containing a eulogy of a "Col. L. F. Copeland or

Pennsylvania," an orator who" answers" Colonel Ingersoll,
with the query on the margin, "Who is this Copeland?"
We cannot answer the question. n he is so great as the
Exp1·ess correspondent asserts he would hav been heard
from nearer the center or the country, and all would know
him. Probably the eulogy was written by himseU.
A PRESBYTERIAN preacher who writes !or a syndicate of
papers has sent this wail out in the country: "Is the
United States a Christian nation? Probably nine hundred
and ninety-nine intelligent persons out or every one thousand
would answer this question in the affirmativ; and rightly,
because a very large majority or the most intelligent
inhabitants or this country consider themselvs Christians, which very naturally causes them tit speak of the
United States as a Christian nation. But officially speaking
the United States is not a Christian nation; its Constitution,
owing to a grievous oversight on the part of our forefathers,
caused doubtless by the wave of Atheism which swept over
the civilized world about the time that the !oundation or our
present government was being laid, does not recognize the
existence or a supreme being." Exactly! But ir this is not
officially a Christian nation, and ir less than one-third or the
population are members of the Uhristie.n church, what becomes of the intelligent persons who answer the question in
the afil.rmativ? The country is civilized, dear Presbyterian
·
preacher, and therefore not Christian.

•
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in this present life will, if allowed its way, be as intolerable since Christian rascality has had existence the way has been
laid open to defraud the laborer by overtaxing him and all
as the one which has been the dread of all believers.
who labor for their own support. And who are they that
Faithfully yours,
Luov N. CoLMAN.
do not pay the just share of taxes upon the property owned
JASPER, ALA., Aug. 6, 1890.
EURKX.A, CAL., July 7, 1890.
by themselvs? It is always the pious Christians who own
MR. EDITOR : I wish to ask. Henry Rowley one or two
MR. EDITOR : Ever since the pictures commenced in THE church property. They shirk out of doing justly by making
questions:
TRUTH SKEXER I hav made it a practice to cut out those on a law to exempt their costly synagogs, cathedrals, universi1. Can there be responsibility under compulsion?
2. Must we not hav liberty (lr freedom before we can be the last page and paste them into a scrap. book. Being well ties, and other places where worship is mumbled and its
acquainted with the Bible, I csn appreciate thel!l· Is there priest is paid therefor. His life is held as sacred, and is
held responsibl.e?
Unless we hav freedom we are slaves to the power that any hope of those pictures ever being printed in book form ? supported if the laborer himself with his family arc starved
If so, I will no longer cut them out of the paper. If printed, out of their journey of life. Now, it is high time to do
prevents.
Mr. Rowley's answers to Mr. Chapin's questions are I should want several copies. As our Eureka clergymen re. simple justice. Repeal all exemption laws. Collect the
evasiv. Because Mr. Huxley or Darwin are superior does lieve me of the task of praying, they doing it for me, 1 should taxes on every kind Pf property. Do justice to the wage.
like to reciprocate the favor by sending them those Bible earners, and when this is done they can make their own
that giv them the right to make slaves or deny freedom?
pictures. The fact is, I love to worry them, and they hav holidays. All else in rankest mental slavery. With the
J. K. DE.t.RTH.
lost all courage to retaliate ; a few of them tried it and got God idea incorporated into the Constitution a class of overST. JOENS, A.Krz., July 17, 1890.
zealous men would hasten to make known the will of a
worsted, so I hav the field to myself.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 12th, under the caption
Is it not a pity that our. friends, Heywood and Harman, fabulous God, as founded on certain passages of scripture,
6f "Heywood. Harman, and Reed," is an article by Converse cannot keep out of the obscenity business? They do the and their own belief of them, which is no basis at all, for
Close which, to my mind, voices the sentiments of all fair cause more harm than good. I hav no doubt that sexual these beliefs and these faiths hav been wrangled over for
and right-minded people. For my part I hav no use for abuses exist, but it is so absurd to describe them, as that fifteen centuries without the prospect of a settlement upon
cranks, Anarchists, or immoral monstrosities, and that class cannot remedy the evil. Mrs. Heywood seems to hav a a truthful basis. What then can be done save to force man
of cattle are not martyrs in any sense, nor do they deserve prurient taste for obscene expressions. No doubt to her to accept a form of religious belief which he cannot and will
the sympathy of any good citizen, Liberal or otherwise. I they convey nothing wrong, but she ought to consider that not believe to be true? Compulsion makes man a hypoam an outspoken Liberal and one known all over the terri· few people are like her.
crit, and less trutbful, and has all the direful effects of false.
RoBERT GuNTHER.
tory as one who not only disbelieves in the Bible and its
[We shall print the Bible pictures in book form. We hood. Falsehood constitutes the basis of church organizateachings, but despises the dirty book. I had rather shake hope, also, to soon resume their publication in TEE TRUTH tion to-day, as it has in the past ages, to the exclusion of
the hand of a contemptible petty larceny thief than the SEEKER. Mr. Heston is seeking health among the mountains truth. Through this false system of teaching the people are
hand ot a hypocrit. A hypocrit is more despicable than the of Colorado ; may he find it speedily I His address is still kept in ignorance, and for such a condition are heavily
ALBKRT F. BANTA.
ordinary liar or thief.
taxed out of their substance of living. If the priests would
Carthage, Mo., as his wife will forward letters.-ED. T. S.]
let the people alone they would fare much better, but the
LosT V.ALLKY, ORE., July 25, 1890.
R:sD CANON, WYo., Aug. 4, 1890.
preposterous claim of delegated power over the race deMR. EDITOR: Find inclosed money for the book of pictMR. EDITOR: The conviction of an immortality is the pri- mands of them their earnings. We know of no power that
ures. My vote is for the pictures every time. And as for mal nucleus around which superstitions cluster.
will break the thraldom and release the people save the minhurting the Christian's feelings, there never was a time
The man who offers another a bribe is apt to be angry if istry of angels, the bright immortal spirits. They hav
when he tried to spare the feelings of him that honestly dif- his offer is refuse.d, also he who attempts to terrify another opened channels of communication with the people of earth,
fered from him ; his common cry is, " Oh, you don't believe becomes indignant if his attempt fails. We hav all heard and we believe their ministry will be permanent. Theyhav
what you say-you say so to be different from others." He Spiritualists, of• the Christian and Antichristian sorts, expati- come to stay, even though the maledictions of priests may
is not willing to acknowledge you can differ from him and ate upon their supposed paradise, and they declare that it is be loud and bitter. Man is or more importance than church
be honest in your belief. John Peck is worth one-half of a place more congenial to believers than unbelievers. In dogmas.
E. P. G.
your writers. If we had a. few more Liberals like him we short, he who accepts the proof and believes will be favored
would hav a good deal leas law against us. In Oregon we in paradise, but he who rejects it will be more or less
TYNGSBORO, MABB , Aug. 5, 290.
work Sunday or Saturday or any day we feel like it. There damned. Here is the bribe on the one hand, the attempt to
M.R. EDITOR: I propose the following answers to Mr.
is more religious freedom here than in any other place. strike terror on the other.
Chapin's questions :
Over two-thirds are Liberals, only so many do not work for
He who preaches paradise or spirit-land to impress those
Q. What evidence hav we of any God? A. None. A
the cause.
ALEx. HAlUliE.
who hear him must clothe himself with an assumed au. God who is so poor a God as not to be known to all as a
thority. Thus Gods were invented that priests might be re. God, is not worth calling a God.
CLARA, LA., Aug.l, 1890.
spected. Thus occult powers, inspiration, special comQ What evidence hav we of immortality? A. The imMR. EDITOR: I hav taken THB TRUTH SEEKER since munion with spirits, etc., hav been asserted for the same
mortals themselvs, if any. Theories and beliefs, inspiraAnthony Comstock's attack on D. M. Bennett, and hav done purpose. Where one man convinces another that he receives
tions and testimony, do not count. When you shall hav
what I could to add to its subscription list ; hav sent it authority from a God or spirits, has occult powers or is in
lived forever you will find out.
about thirty new subscribers in all, some of which are per- spired, he becomes the guardian of his convicted subject.
Q. What authority can one man rightfully hav over an.
manent members o! THB TRUTH SEEXRR family, while some The convert is the slave, he the master. The convert has
other? A. The authority to keep him off your toes and to
failed to renew when their subscription expired. I always accepted the bribe in the form of future bliss, and the holy
prevent him from pulling your nose.
giv away my papers after I hav read them, usually sending agent has one more fish in his net. Of course, as long as
Q. How is the rule of the majority any less destructiv to
them by mail to lhose who I think will read them. My some men are weak enough to be frightened by a threat or
freedom than the rule of a monarch? A. By being the rule
family all read and enjoyed THB TRUTH SEEKER. My to accept a bribe mediumistic and clerical, speculators will
of the majority instead of that of a monarch.
mother, who died last February, aged eighty-six years, sell shares in paradise and their slave trade will continue.
Q What right does man hav to what he does not earn?
always read THB TRUTH SEEKER first, though we took sev- lmmort!J.lity is the very alcohol of superstition, and the
A. What right has a baby to his breakfast? Did you earn
eral other papers.
apathy to this life which its narcotic pr6perties induce is a the sunlight? One has a right to what is given him by those
I regard the editorial management of the paper for the last condition most favorable to superstitious growth.
who earned it.
few years as jnst purfect. May the Editor liv long and
DR. c. E. BOYNTON.
Q. What right has any man to hold vacant land out of use?
prosper.
I. L. A.LLEN.
A. The right he has to hold a horse when he is not riding.
NEWARK, N.J., Aug. 9, 1890
Q. What right does one man, or combination of men, hav
WALNUT GROVE, KAN., Aug. 4, ~890.
MR. EDITOR: Last week I missed your cartoons.* Your to monopolize the issue of money ? A. The right the people
MR. EDITOR: Jenny Linn, wife of our old Liberal friend,
Jesse B. Linn, living at Caurson's Grove, Mitchell county, paper did not look natural, but if they are too expensiv hav, by their representative, to see that every fool or fraud
Kan., died August 1st, at four o'clock, at the age of thirty. I suppose your subscribers can do without them. Poor who takes a notion does not flood the country with worthfive years. She leaves a husband and several children to people cannot ·indulge in luxuries. If we can get bare less paper and bogus coin.
Q. On what grounds can compulsory taxation be enforced?
mourn her death. She was respected and loved by all who necessities we are lucky. It i6 only the rich monopolists.
knew her. She was a loving, tender mother; an affectionate officeholders, cardinals, nuncios, and Bishop Corrigan and A. On the ground of common benefits. When you are ship·
wife; a just and upright neighbor, and an honor to the com- his priests, that liv in m uble and brown-stone houses, that wrecked, and tumble in a boat with a score of other fellows,
munity in which she lived, always ready and willing to help can get luxuries, and only Tammany chiefs that can rus- and hav to row them ashore because they are too drunk or
the needy and the distressed. To know her was to admire ticate in Germany for the good of their health while the too lazy to help, you will begin to learn political economy.
Q. Are interest, rent, and profits earned by the receivers?
her. She was a true Liberal in her belief. Having been poor Catholic has to eke out a miserable existence on
brought up under strict church influence until after her the top floor of a miserable tenement house. I happened A. They are, if the receivers are printers, and hav to wear
marriage, she then commenced to think for herself and to meet a poor Catholic grieving for her husband. I out $2 worth of leather to collect $1 worth of subscription.
Q. Can they be collected without force? A.. Yes., if those
act accordingly. She maintained her right mind and was asked her where her husband was. "Dead," she answered.
sensible up to within a very short time of her death. Her "How long has he been dead?" ''Sixteen years, and I wish who owe it are honest and hav the lucre.
Q. What right has a policeman to use force ? A. The
husband asked her if she had changed her mind in regard to I was dead to-go to him." "You would never be able to
her belief, and she said that she had not. B.e then asked overtake him." "Do you mean that, every word?" right your hired man has to protect your house, your wife,
her if she wanted a preacher to preach her funeral, and she "Ma'am, you ~ee, this planet is traveling one thousand miles or·yourself. That is what a policeman is.
Q. What right has any man, or any body of men, to intersaid that she did not, but if they said anything at her an hour, twenty-four thousand in twenty.four hours; some
funeral she wanted some of our people, a Liberal if any at planets thirty.five miles a second, two thousand one hun- fere with the ab.solute freedom of the human race? A. He
dred miles a minute. Now, ma'am, I've been told a soul doesn't. They can't. The absolute is irresistible.
all.
Yours truly,
W. H. NoAE.
travels three times as fast. Now, if your husband's soul has.
JOHN P. GUILD •
..,oYRA0USB 1 N • y • A ug. 3 1890 •
been traveling thirty-five miles a second for sixteen years,
1
1
MR. EDITOR: 1 hav been absent from home several wee11:s, and nobody's soul was known to travel faster, how can you
OvERTON, GA., Aug. 5, 1890.
nearly four of which 1 spent with our good friends the ever think to overtake your husband?" She did not underMR. EDITOR : Of all the Liberal periodicals which chance
Geigers in Hudson. How is it, if one wishee to find persons stand the reckoning-and I did not either, so I bid her good- has permitted me to see, I like TEE TRUTH SEEKER best, and
who are really awake to the alarming strides which the bye and told her to read THE TRUTH SKEXER and she would as everything should hav a reason I will explain why this
church is making toward controling the government, that giv less to the priest if she continued to read it a few weeks. is the case. In the first place, you do not let your prejudices
we must go among people born in monarchial countries? She took a squint at your patriarchs, Abraham, Solomon, blind your better judgment; secondly, you do not join a
1 do not mean that an American is willing that our govern- and David, and thought that they were "quare-looking" new movement until you are satisfied that it is in the line of
ment should become ecclPsiastic, but we are 80 slow to see disciples of God Just then an Italian was overturning her progress.
danger 80 slow to use" the ounce of prevention, which is garbage-box and she drove him away, and exclaimed, ''You
I am afraid you hav but few subscribers in this section
"worth more than the pound of cure." The Geigers were damned, bloody Italian, yees ought to be driven out of the of the country. Yet, do not take it for granted that there is
born in Germany. They know the meaning of monarchy, co.untry." I answered, "And all the re~t of the Italian no Rationalism among us. The trouble is that we are not
and hence are awake to the needs of wise precaution. Hav J Insh who acknowledge and wors~ip an It_ahan as a God and organized. The Southern mind is pot, as a rule, aggressiv.
you ever been in Hudson, a little city so satisfied with itself holy father. All such people Impoverish themselvs and There is manifested nearly everywhere a laissez.faire sentithat it makes no attempt at growth? 1 remember sixty-five country, and are better dead than alive, for they are only in ment which says, "Let me alone and I'll let you alone."
years ago my father talking about the city of Hudson, and people's W ~Y· They are more dead than alive, and ought to Outside of the exemption of church property from taxation
1
saying, among other things, that they had Universalist be buried.
Respectfully,
W. W. MORRIS.
we hav hardly a grievance against the church. Again, poUt.
reaching
there.
At
that
time
Universalism
was
heresy,
A ug• ..,,
'"' 1890•
leal persecution has been waged against us by the general
P
more to be avoided than Free thought tO-day. At first
MR. EDITOR: No subterfuge of the Roman Catholic bier- government so mercilessly that we Liberals hav co.me to
thought, it seemed strange to me that, having 80 many years archy can stifle or hide from the view of the people the fact r• gard the inroads of the church as matters of slight moment.
a Liberal church in Hudson, there shonld not be a large that it is the deliberate and thoroughly organized plan of What with monopolies, protection for the rich, trusts, depleSecular League in a flourishing conditi;:,n, but perhaps it is their priests to rob them of their hard-earned wages. Ever tion of the treasury to feed pension sharks, appointmmat to
because, having destroyed the hell of Christianity, they do
office of thieving negroes by Holy John, prostitution o f
not realize that the hell which the church is preparing for us
justice by the federal courts, expulsion of legally elected
"'Bee note to Robert Gunther's letter.-ED. T. S.
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Congressmen, and, to crown all, that mfamy of infamies,
the Force bill-is it much less than a miracle that there
should be a man among us bold enough to array himself
against that giant fraud, modern Christianity? In spite of
all this, however, we hav a large skeptical element among
us, and all it needs is to be aroused. The South is very
conservativ, but all the world knows with what vim she
takes hold of a thing when once set in motion. My opinion
is thaf if the right man were to come among us giving
Liberal talks, he could, in a short time, establish a Freethought movement equal to that of any state in the Union.
By the right man I mean one well informed, a good orator,
and especially one who does not know more about us than
we know about ourselvs. That last kind of a man the
least bigoted among us cannot tolerate.
If there is one thing, Mr. Editor, against which you manifest more opposition than another, it is papacy. In this
war, I doubt not that you hav reason, but bear in mind the
old adage, " Giv the devil his due." Among the iniquities
against which you wield your potent pen, there is one which,
if my knowledge of history serves me right, was not inflicted
upon us by Catholics. I mean the Sunday laws. If I am
rightly informed, the opinion recently advanced by Cardinal Gibbons is the same that is held and acted upon by the
mass of the Cathnlic world. It is a well-known fact that in
our ultra-Catholic Southern cities the stores and theaters are
allowed to be open and unmolested on Sunday. One good
deed can sometimes atone for a mass of wrong.
There are two reforms which, I am sorry to say, hav
never been advocated to any extent in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
One of these is the holding of elections, state and national,
on Sundays. Perhaps your correspondents and yourself
think it would be a little premature to attack this question,
when we hav not yet evolved from the hi<:leous Puritan
Sabbath. Indeed, I fear that it might be dangerous to agitate
the subject in such states as New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Still, if the subject were constantly broached, it might set
the minds of some people to thinking.
The other reform I speak of is one which may not strictly
come under your domain, but it is one the very name of
which brings up before my mind the startling fossilism of
this so-called free republic. I refer to the metrical system
of weights and measures. If any of your readers should
for a moment doubt the immense advantages of this system
let them make a calculation in English money and then go
over the same in dollars and cents. With the metrical system all of our business transactions, all calculations in
weights and measures, would be fully as much simplified.
The only argument that can possibly be advanced against
this system is: " It's so hard to change." It is a standing
disgrace both to this oligarchy and to Great Britain that Catholic Spain and the South American republics hav adopted
for their- beautiful language an almost perfect orthography and hav given their citizens• a perfect system of weights
and measures, while the two English-speaking giantesses
still cling to the barbarous and anomalous orthography of
past ages and adhere to that fossilized relic, the present
system of weights and measures. .A. bas l'oppres&ion.
A. CAMPANA.
GoRDONVILLE, TEx., Aug. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: If it is not too assuming, I hope that you
will allow me a little space in the columns of your most
highly appreciated journal.
I wish to giv a few reasons why I am not, would not, and
could not be a Christian. In the first place, I would hav to
believe that the Bible is of divine authenticity. I cannot believe this, for several reasons, viz., in my estimation it is
inconsistent, unreasonable, unjust, and untrue in regard to
the manner of creation, that to my mind is totally absurd,
short-sighted, and groundless. I cannot conceive how anything can be brought into existence or annihilated. All of
my experience and observation and that of the entire world
as recorded proves that not even the least atom can be literally made or destroyed. It is a well-defined law of nature
that anything which has one end necessarily has another,
therefore if everything had a beginning everything will necessarily hav an end, God included. If one thing could
exist without a beginning, then everything could exist without a beginning.
If the Bible be true, man knew not good from evil until he
had eaten of the forbidden fruit. Then what justice can
there be in damning a man for doing evil when he knows
not good from evil? And, worse still, what justice or reason
could there be in damning thousands of men, women, and
children unborn for an act that they could not possibly avoid
or hav anything at all to do with? And besides, what harm
was there in eating of the fruit? Is it harm to become wise,
to know good from evil? And, too, did they die that day?
Preachers say that they died in trespass and in sin. Whom
did they trespass against? Did not they leave enough fruit
for God, or did he not already hav knowledge of goo~ and
evil? Was it a sin to know good from evil? Is God so
selfish that he did not wish Bnyone else to know good from
evil? Is this God's will toward his children, that they should
liv in absolute ignorance, know not good from evil? And
in many other instances what does the Bible accuse God of?
Is it just, reasonable, or right for God to harden Pharaoh's
heart to prevent his doing a certain thing and then drown
the poor Egyptians for it, and not only once but several
times; and again, to send the angel to kill the first-born
(poor little innocent babies) in every house that had not
blood sprinkled on the door-posts? And in many instances
God is made the author of the most cruel and wicked wars
that were ever known ; in one instance commanding his
men to murder all, even women and children, except the
unmarried women and maidens who had not known men by
lying with them, and use these as wives-that is, ravish
them if necessary, as their wills were not to be considered at

all. And finally they accuse him of adultery or fornication,
as he Indulged in sexual intercourse with a woman who was
married and got her with child, and practiced such a fraud
on the poor man Joseph that ·he never knew her until the
child was born. They also make the father and son only
one; and now after God had become so mad at Adam for
eating of the fruit he formed a great scheme of salvation,
that is, he should come himself and suffer and die that he
himself might forgiv his child for eating the fruit. That
reminds me of the editor who got so mad at himself that he
hired a boot- black to kick him out of his office ; or the doctor
who got so mad at himself that he went and burnt his new
hat up to spite himself.
And how is this to save a man,' simply by qelievfug on
him or his name? St. Paul says, by faith alone, not by
works, lest any man should boast. How much worse is it
to boast of works than of faith? Who will say that it is not
noble to make an earnest effort to do what you sincerely
think is right? And upon the contrary, what good is there
in faith alone. Now, what justice is there in murdering
Christ the just for man the unjust, Christ the innocent for
man the guilty? Is this the principle of a God whom we
·
wish to worship?
But now, what is essential to become a Christian or a disciple of Christ? According to the Bible, viz;, Luke xiv, 36,
we are to hate father, mother, brother, sister, wife, and
children before we can be Christians or disciples of Christ.
I am quite glad that I am not a disciple of Christ, and hav
not any desire to be.
And again, see Matt. x, 34, 35: "I came not to send peace
but the sword. For I am come to set man at variance against
his father, and the daughter against her mother, and the
daughter- in-law against her mother-in-law."
And again, we read: "To you it is given to understand
the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it is
given in parables-lest they might believe and be converted."
As for myself, I prefer to believe in and worship the great
god of justice, virtue, and truth, and to love, worship, and
obey these principles, not from fear of punishment or hope
of reward, but from principle.
I hav no war to make upon the moral teachings of any of
the churches. It is probably well enough to hav such restraints thrown around those who cannot do right from principle. But let me obey the dictates of an honest and sincere
conscience. In the language of the immortal poet :
The fear of hell's the hangman's whip
That holds the wretch in order ;
But when I feel my conscience sting,
Let this e'er be my border;
At slightest touches instant pause,
Debar all l!uch pretenses,
And resolutely keep these laws,
Unheeding consequences.
D. J. TuOJrBR, M.D.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Aug. 5, 1890.
FELLOW TRUTH SEEKERS : In my communication published in "Letters from Friends," in our noble champion,
THE TRUTH BEEKER, of July 6, 1890, I referred you to the
clause in our Constitution of the United States in which it is
expressly provided that our Union shall be perpetual. I will
now endeavor to call your attention te some of those clauses
in that great and important document which provide that
no generation shall saddle upon any subsequent generation
conditions which, to them, might be burdensome or odious.
The first clause in that solemn document which bears upon
this vital and paramount subject, is the very preamble itself.
By that word "justice," in the preamble of the Constitution of the United States, no generation is permitted to hand
down to succeeding generations any conditions of government
that, to them, might be distasteful, unpleasant, or odious.
In Sec. 10, Art. 1, of the Constitution of the United States
it is provided that no state shall emit bills of credit. Now,
the great law lexicographer Bouvier, in his Standard Law
Dictionary, says that a bill of credit is a promis to pay,
emitted by a state, bearing no interest, intended to circulate
as money, and redeemable at a future date; and Noah
Webster, in his great standard dictionary of the English
language, says that a bill of credit is a bill or note for raising
money on the mere credit of the state:
Now, fellow-citizens and trut!J. seekers, I am going to show
and point out to you wherein, and why, all bonds that hav
ever been emitted by any state in our Union, and consequently, all bonds that hav been emitted by any city, county,
or other creature of the state, to meet the principal or interest- of or on which the people must writhe under aB.
onerous and burdensome taxation (robbery), are so many outrages ; are unconstitutional, and, so soon as the people hav
awakened to a sense of the horrid situation into which the
shysters and tricksters called lawyers and judges, in
bribery, and for mammon the millionaire bondholders,
hav sunk our posterity, those bonds will be null and
void. If so, hav the people not been robbed of every
cent that they may hav, in the form of taxes, paid to pay interest or principal on state, city, or county bonds? If so,
should the people not establish an equal division of wealth,
throughout the entire country, in order to recover that of
waich they hav been robbed? By and through these robberies that hav been perpetrated against us, more than .fifty
per cent of the wealth of the entire Union is now in the possession of less than twenty-five thousand persons.
Our Revolutionary fathers gave us a Constitution which,
if we take care of it and see to it that it be not outraged,
will protect us and our posterity also. But, down to this
date, this we hav not done. Did not the aristocratic, murdering swindlers influence the shysters who, under oath,
were vested with power to discharge the functions of the
positions of judges of our Supreme Court of the United
States, to hold and decide that chattel slavery was established, fostered, and protected_by the Constitution of the
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United States, and that people were proper articles of
merchandise, while none of the words slave, slavery, negro,
black, mulatto, yellow, African, or white ever occupied
place in that great document, from the very foundation of
our government down to the time when, to sanction the
decisions of shysters of antebellum times, and after the inauguration of the slavemongers' rebellion, and in supererogation, the word slavery was placed in the thirteenth
amendment by the Republico-rebel wing of the DemocroRepublico-rebel party? I say in supererogation because,
by that word "justice" in the preamble, and that word
'-'people" in the fourth amendment, from its very begin·
ning that Constitution abolished slavery in the United States.
At the time when those great statesmen, the framers of the
Constitution of the United States, were in convention,
earnestly discussing every word and sentence of that great
sheet-anchor of our liberties (though not so unless we see to
it that its provisions be honestly and punctually executed),
it was thought by some of them that, if they were to permit
the state to emit bills of credit, " promises to pay emitted
by a state, bearing no interest, intended to circulate as
money, and redeemable at a future date," the state could,
whenever the money-changers might hav so manipulated
our currency as to hav caused ruinous stagnation in the
channels of business and starvation among the people, step
forward in her sovereign capacity, and, by emitting bills of
credit, which, though not legal tenders, might circulate as
money, and be made receivable for taxes, thus throw the
mantle of protection around the industries of her people,
and alleviate their sufferings brought on by the money
panic, and in the midst of an abundant harvest, and with
store-houses overstocked with the products of the mills.
But by others of those great and patriotic statesmen it was
thought that, if they were to permit the state to emit bills of
credit, the people might rush onward in their haste to become rich and mighty, and, in their great prosperity and
progress, heedlessly emit a great many bills of credit, which,
while they might alleviate present suffering, and for the
time afford the people protection from the villainy of the
money-sharks, might, in the form of a debt, be handed
down from generation to generation, and posterity yet unborn might come on and be compelled to writhe under an
onerous taxation for the purpose of liquidating and paying
off a debt with the creation of which they had nothing to
do. This, those great 'statesmen thought, would be a fla.
grant trespass upon the grounds of justice, morality, and
righteousness. Therefore they, as above stated, provided
in our Constitution that no state shall emit bills of credit.
Now, if, on that ground, and while recognizing the inestimable benefits that might accrue to the people by the
state emitting bills of credit, they prohibited it from doing
so, how, in the name of common sense and decency, can
that Constitution be held to imply that those great patriots
intended to grant to the States the power to emit doubled
and twisted, interest- bearing bills of credit, not intended to
circulate as money and alleviate the sufferings of the people
in times of money panic, but to be locked up in the coffers
of some shylock in Hamburg, Berlin, London, New York,
or Boston, and, on which to pay the interest, this shylock
may intensify the horrors of a money panic by levying a
withering, blighting tribute upon the already crippled industries of the state ?
.
No, fellow truth seekers, and fellow-citizens, they never
intended any such thing! All state bonds, county bonds,
and city bonds are surely utterly unconstitutional, or the
Constitution of the United States is the $reatest enemy and
curse that was ever inflicted upon mankind.
Now, fellow-citizens, is it any wonder that more than
fifty per cent of the entire wealth of this great republic is in
the possession of less than twenty-five thousand persons,
robbers, cormorants, leeches?
The average gawky seems to think that he can trust the
management of our government to the millionaires, and to
their parasites, the shysters and tricksters called lawyers and
judges. This they hav done, and are doing; and so long as
they continue so to do all the hard-earned proceeds from the
labor of the poor people will continue to be dumped into the
coffers of the millionaires.
Noah Webster says that "bribery is the paying or receiving of a reward for the performance of that which is known
to be illegal or unjust." Now, we know that for a retainer
(Webster calls it a bribe) the lawyer will stalk into our
courts, and attempt (often succeeding) to prostitute those
courts to the Tillainy of convicting a person whom he knows
to be innocent, or the acquitting of one whom he knows to
be guilty; or to that of taking property from the lawful and
equitable owner thereof and placing it in the possession of a
person who he knows has no lawful or equitable ownership
to it. In so doing, the lawyer perpetrates a villainous outrage, or is accessary after the fact, or he is a robber, and is
subsidiary to the crime; and nothing in equity can be found
to absolve.him therefrom. He is also a perjured villain; for
when he enters upon his professional career, he does so, and
rightfully too, under an oath that, throughout that career,
he will support, maintain, and defend the constitution of the
United States, and of the state in which he may practice his
profession, and the laws made pursuant thereto, and that he
will be true to the interests of his client, within the law of
course, but no further. When the lawyer takes that oath, he
does so with the intention of violating it. Hence he is a perjured villain I These old, well-practiced bribe-takers who
know how to take a bribe an:d avoid detection, are the very
men whom the gawkies elect to all the positions in which it
pays to hav a chance to practice bribery.
No lawyer should ever be elected to any position under
the flag except to that of city, county, or state attorney, or
attorney- general, and even then he should be "!lnder strict surveillance.
G. N.
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Jld.iUd bJ Miss Busu H. WIXoN, Fall
Rl•w, Ma88., to "'hom all OommunicationsjOf'
hia 0(}f"'ll>W slwu!d bf cent.
" Between ihe dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a Pause in the day•s oooupationl
That is known ~~os the Ohildren•s-Hour."

Be Something.
The Christians cry-" Oh, to be nothing!"
Of fear-inspired tears weep a flo~d ;
Whilst sins they confess unto loathing,
A.nd beg to be saved by spilt blood.
They wish to hav wings to reach heaven,
A.nd sing with a sanctified whine;
Like herds they are wheedled and driven
To creep as though dirt were divine.
Such groaning for glory's a notion
To hope giving garments of gloom;
The old gospel grace is a potion
That blights fairest fruit in the bloom.
Bo sure as the stars shine in heaven,
The form of the faith is unsound
When by its devotion is driven
Humility into the ground.
If powers enthroned in high heavenJove, Jesus, or Buddha, or Brahm"'Bhould ever to passion be given,
And at me grow angry and damn;
Then, past all logical doubting.
Their verdict's sub-warrant would be,
Because I'm incarnated nothingThe vain no salvation can free.
If my aspiration were given
To Jesus, Jove, Buddha, or BrahmThose powers enthroned in high heaven,
So wise and so strong and so calm1 own myself pious in one thing:
I'd thank them for thinking of me,
And ask their aid I might be something,
Something that's worthy to see.
JoHN PRllSOOTT GuiLD.

Paths.
[Here is a queer and amnsinl!: f11.ntaBY in the
way of a Poem in the Yanleee Blaae :]

The path that leads to a Loaf of Bread
Winds through the Swamns of Toil,
And the path that leads to Suit o! Clothes
Goes through a flowerless soil.
And the paths that lead to a L!)&f of Bread
A.nd the Suit of Clothes are hard to tread.
And the path that leads to a. House of your
Own
Climbs over the bowldered hills,
And the path that leads to a Bank Account
Is swept by the blast that kills;
But the men who start in the paths to-day
In the L!lzy Hills may go astray.
In the Lazy Hills are trees of shade
By the dreamy brooks of Sleep,
And the rollicking River of Pleasure laughs,
And gan:bols down the steep ;
·But when the blasts of winter come,
The brooks and rivers are frozen dumb.
Then woe to those in the Lazy Hills
When the blasts of winter moan,
Who strayed from· the path to a Bank Account,
And the path to a Home of their Own.
These paths are hard in the summer heat,
But in winter they lead to a snug retreat.

a

Thoughts on Reading.
No private entertainment and pastime affects the people at the present time more than
reading, and especially novel reading.
Literature is one of the fine arts, and as we
wish to cultivate a taste for good literature
we must be able to discriminate between the
good and bad-that which is wholesome and
valuable and that which is worthless. It is
not my intention to undermine novel reading
but to state that it is the kind which we must
be careful in selecting. It affects each per.
son in proportion to the indulgence and their
understanding of the subject in hand. It has
two principal effects, which differ widely
and may be plainly observed. One is exalting, elevating the reader's ideal to a point
only attainable by a few; the other low, degrading, demoralizing, lowering the individual, morally and physically, and ultimately
the remaining day of his life will be one of
misery and repentance. It is well known
that it affects different persons in dissimilar
ways. 'l'o one it may incite all that is great
and good, to others it may be a curse. Some
may read understandingly, others may not.
Can some persons not be affected at all by
novel reading? The answer is, no. They
are affected in one of the above-mentioned
directions. One raising the reader to all that
is sublime, beautiful, and good, and the other
lowering the individual.
The reading of good literature must be cultivated the same as other arts-as music,
painting, drawing, poetry. In music you
may at first appreciate the lively waltz
and quickstep, next the slow and solemn

march, and then the song, which speaks
more delicacy and refinement than all the
others, and in which the finer chords of the
heart are touched. In painting we will not
at first see those minute points and touches
in nature which make her beautiful, but by
cultivation and practice they will soon enter
into the picture and beautify it. So by cultivation and careful discrimination we may
improve ourselvs greatly in literature.
Next we will notice differences by different
persons reading the same work. One
reader of "Kenilwo5th" or English hjstory
might think Queen Elizabeth a proud,
haughty queen, who took great advantage of
her power and position, while another may
think she always did the best thing at the
right time.
One may think Carlyle a poor hypochondriac person, whose productions are not, for
that reason, to be regarded worthy, while
-others may profit by the careful reading of
them. Next we may refer to Joan of Arc,
about whom many different conclusions are
formed. Some would think her a meek
Christian heroin, who strove to do all she
could for the king and her country, while
her life could hav been one of perpetual happiness and she a joy and comfort to her
parents and a blessing to her friends, all of
whom sl::e had forsaken. But no, she forsook all to aid her country's cause. Others
think her a willful, stubborn girl who acted
rashly,-unheeded parental authority, spurned
wise advice, and rushed forward madly and
heedlessly with a manner quite unnatural
and unbecoming a wise girl.
Many in similar cases would follow the
example of Joan of Arc, while others would
deem it unwise to do so.
It is a much disputed matter as to what is
good reading and what is unfit to be read.
The question of selecting good reading matter is best decided by the good ·sense of the
reader. If we read that which will enlarge
and awaken our mind to new and better
ideas we may safely say we read that which
is pure, wholesome and stimulating to the
mind, and will be of inestimable value to us,
as well as widening the horizon of our
thoughts. It would be difficult, as well as
useless, to mention a list of good books
to be read, for those omitted in the endless list would be read the same as those in
the list.
It is well known that it is the nature
of beings to do that which is forbidden.
The inborn principle of curiosity is aroused
which craves to be satisfied. As it is a natural principle, its rightful purpose is to stimulate in us a spirit of inquiry, a desire for
knowledge.
If a child is forbidden the reading of
Paine's " Age of Reason," it may be depended
u pori he will get it.
Books ought not to be forbidden children.
It would be safe to leave them the entire
bookcase, for if there are any books denounced, they will be read first. We hav
all observed the effect of denouncing " Robert Elsmere" to the public.
It is well to read any kind of book, but
good sense must be exercised in retaining
that which is good and rejecting that which
is bad.
LEONORA 8T00KINGER.

Correspondence.
VERSAILLES, IND., Aug. 5, 1890.
DEAR Mrss WIXoN: I send an original
essay which you may hav printed in the
Corner if you think it proper and desirable.
If roy effort givs any encouragement to
the younger readers and tends to awaken in
their thoughts new ideas on the subject of
"Reading," or any other subject, I will hav
accomplished the greater part of my purpose.
I fully appreciate the efforts of the children
o! the Corner, and as I am an instructor or
children in a district school in winter, I take
much interest in all children who are trying
to succeed and learn all they can. With best
wishes to the Corner, I am,
Your friend,
LEONORA 8T00KINGER.
[Our friend will please accept our thanks
for· her instructiv essay on Reading. It is a
pleasure to know that we number among the
friends or the Corner minds as bright as that of
Miss Stockinger and others who favor our columns with their bright thoughts.-ED. C. C.]

'
about a mile from our home. My father has WORLD'S
SAGES, THINKERS,
only taken the grand TRUTH SEEKER about a
AND REFORMERS.
year and a half, but I don't think he could
do without it now. I am glad to say that I Biogra.phiea of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Bkeptiol!.t Innovl\tOl'S1 Founders of
am a Liberal ; there are a good many church Teachers,
New Bohools of 'J.'hought, Emment Boien.
members around here. but I think there are
tista, eto. (who were not Olaristians),
from the time of Menu to the presjust as many Freethinkers. This is my first
ent. Bvo, l,075pp,, olotb, $8;
letter, and I hope it won't hav to be taken to
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
the wastebasket. If it appears in the Corner
BY D. M. BENNET'!'.
I will soon write again. Hoping all the FreeTHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
thinkers success, I will close.
28 LafaYette Pla.oe, N. Y•.
Yours for truth,
ANNIE BALLHORN.
NEw YoRK. N.Y., Aug. 8. 1890.
DEAl!. M1ss WixoN: The letter I saw in CODS AND RELICIONS
Oll'
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Aug. 9, 1890, from
John Kraft, Ill., amused me very much. He ANCIENT AND .MODERN TIMES.
and I are of the same age (thirteen years) ;
I. Givs a. Full Aooount of s.ll tlia. Gods, in·
and I hav five pets, but no fox aroon.~ them. Vol.
oluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
What a strange pet to hav! I bad to laugh
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
Bvo, 885PJ?. Vol. IT. Describes Fully all
when I read that part of his letter, it was so
the Religious Systems of the World.
strange to thir;k of a boy having a fox for a pet.
avo, 957pp. Oloth, $8 per vol.; the
lhav a large white cat (I call her" Beauty;"
ll vola., $5; leather, $7; moroooo, gilt edges, $8.
she is seven years of age and was hom on
Washington's birthday), two canary birds, a
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
pretty talking parrot, and a dear little dog
whose n~me is "Governor," because he was
born in a large fiat house which my stepfather
The Candle From Under the
built last winter.
My stepfather is a Freethinker and he has
Bushel
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for seven years.
(Mark iv, 21); or,
I always read the Children's Comer, because
you make it so interesting. I will send you
my stepfather's card. I hope this letter is 1,306 Questions to .the Clergy :
not too long. From,
And fox the Consideration of Others.
Your little friend,
GERALDINE CREED.
P.S.-John Kraft, of Grant Fork, Ill., is the
Insfll·ucti'IJe, Int&resting, and Laugha,ble.
boy I refer to.
BY WILLIAM HART.

SoUTH BosQUE, TEx.. July 31, 290.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As it has been a long
time since I last entered the dear old Corner
I feel I woUld like to step in and tell you how
we are getting along. I went to hear the
good brothers talk to their flock last Sabbath.
They preached and prayed two or three days
Did not save any more souls, but carried off
a TRUTH BEEKER and " Bible Contradictions,"
given them by my father. We ha.v lots of
Liberals in this country, but some are not
brave enough to come out and acknowledge
their belief. My cousins tell me of a ten
days' meeting in Grayson county, Tex., and
not a single soul saved. It must be very discoura~ing to the poor followers of the lamb,
but I ao not see any way for them to console
themselvs unless they bend the knee to the
all-powerful one who they claim helps them
in their troubles. I hav just read a speech
delivered by George Remsburg at a Fourth
of July celebration, and I think it is splendid.
He is an intelligent young man. Long may
he liv to help lead on the good work. As
our good old workers leave our land I hope
the young may be able to take their place.
With love and good wishes to all the friends,
Very respectfully yours,
I am,
ELEANOR MARRS pARKS.

Price,
50 cents.
A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

J. D. SHA..W'S P A.MPHLETS.
The Bible-What Is IU

A pam-

phlet oontaining eight ohaptars in refutation
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and oorrect in all its
utteranoes. Prioe, 25 cents.

Studies In Tileo logy. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's oreation
and cnrse, theologioa!ly denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 oents.

J... tberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standJ!oint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
H

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, aoopp., $1.50.

Apples oi Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand-

some and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Yontb, The Only Free·
thinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever 1ssued.
66 full·PP.!'!G illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; lP.rge
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated oovera; 4to, 224pp,, boards. $1.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SNOWVILLE, VA., July 25, 290.
DEAR CHILDREN : You ha v all taken an
interest in R. M. Casey and I write now to
tell you he is in extreme need. He will
probably not Iiv many months; he says he is ESSENCE OF
CHRISTIANITY.
uever free from headache and other pains, and
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH.
unable to earn a penny ani! for a long time
Translated from the German by George Eliot.
has received no aid. He would gl&dly sleep
Price, $3.
the last sleep, but one can't sleep at will and
so he must suffer on. He needs your words
What Would Follow
of kindness as well as a few dimes to buy him
food, so I hope you will write him, each
THE
one of you, and send at least ten cents in
stamps. Address R. M. Casey, Five Forks,
S. C., or if you prefer, send your contribu- Effacement of Christianity?
tions to me and I'll forward them to him.
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.
Send now so as to be sure and not neglect it.
Price,
10 cents a oopy; twelve oopies for $1.
We shall probably all be helpless some day
if we liv long enough, so now is our time to
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
help others and earn help for ourselvs and
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
be living, loving, kindly examples to others.
Affectionately,
A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener
ELMINA DR&Klt BLENKER.
[It is distressiHg and humiliating to ask
alms; more distressing and humiliating is it
to need alms. The children and friends of
The downcast eyes of timid 1\Cquiesoenoe hav
our Corner hav, not long ago, by dime dona- paid
to impudent a.ntbo•ity the tribute of a
thoughtless
Yes.-.R. G. Tnaerso!!.
tions, purchased a cow for Mr. Casey, but
they will, no doubt, be ready to assist him
<lONTENTS.
farther. It should be r.11merobered, however,
A Splendid J adge of a Woman.
The
Lady
of
the Olub.
that children hav only small means, and it
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
requires a good many dimes to support one
A Rusty L\nk in the Chain.
man who is feeble and infirm. In the opinion
The Boler Honse Mystery.
The '.!'imP--Look of< ·ur A.noestors.
of the editor of the Comer, it would be better
Florence Oampbel!•s Fate.
for some person to make suitable inquiries
MY Patient's Story.
I'rioe,
PaPer,
~o oents; oloth, $1.
into the facts of Mr. Casey's actual condition,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
whether he has friends. and relative able to
~s Lafa.ynite Pl., New Yorll:.
assist him, and what are his wants and necessities. Then make a plain statement of
his situation in the Liberal press, and the
claims he may hav upon the Mberals of the
AND
land for support. A fund might then be
started by grown people, who could render
more efficient aid than little children.-ED.
AN EXPOS:Ii:

WoODLAND, WASH., July 10, 1890.
c. c.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This aft.ernoon I will
[P. 8.-In the mean time anyone desirous
write a letter to the Children's Corner. I go
to school, and I am in the :firth reader, third of forwarding money to Mr. Casey can follow
geography; third hygiene and spelling, the above directions.-ED. C. C.]
highest arithmetic, second history. I enjoy
In a Different Set.
my school very much. Our school was
closed the 2d of July. I am thirteen years
"Now, pray for Susie Bates," said Mrs.
old. I hav one brother older than I am and. Slmer'll to six-year-old Flossie, who was saythree broth~rs. and o~e sister younger than I\ ing her prayers; "Susie is quite sick."
am. We hv m a wide country, about two
"Why, mamma," said Flossie, "I can't
miles from a very small town named Wood. pray for her. Bhe doesn't belong to our
land. The Fourth of July was celebrated·1 crowd."-Epoeh.

A THOUGHTLEss-YES.

GIRARD'S WILL

Gb·ard College Theology.

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard•smagniiloen
beQuest to Philadelphia by the Christian
ohnrohes and Young lllen•s
Christian Association.
BY Rlo:a:. B. WEBTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Prioe $1.
Addrens TRill TRUTH SmliiKJIIR

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaninlt of this Ohar.
a.oter as desoribed in the New Testament. By MIL
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol·
ogy,,
Paper, svo. 25 oents.
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FREETHOUGHT
THE great railroad strike In Wales has been
won by the men.
BusiNESS men of New York are petitioning
against the Force bill, as it would Injure
their Southern trade.
CARDINAL NEWMAN, of England, Is dead.
He was renowned for his literary knowledge
and elegant writing of English.
SwiNBURNE, the English Radical and Freethinking poet, has published a poem crying
vehemently for the killing of the czar.
THE best recorrl between Q11eenstown,
Ireland and New York was accomplished on
the 13ch by the Teutonic in 5 days 19 hours
5 minutes.
AT Swindon, England, a beautiful young
lady named Miss Marion Ormond charges
Rev. N. E. Howe with taking liberties with
her in a wood by the church.
A UNIVERSAL Catholic Congress will be
held In Belgium next month to discuss " The
Temporal Power of the Pope," and urge
Christian governments to enforce the restoration of it.
CATHOLIOS are indignant that owing to
Brazil's deposal of the clergy from the con"
trol of cemeteries " Atheists, sensualists,
drunkards, and persecutors will hav their
resting-place along with the faithful."
BELGIAN workmen demand that universal
suffrage which is enjoyed in France and Germany, and of which they are as destitute as
the Russian peasants. They will strike September 1st unless it Is granted. Trouble is
apprehended.
THE suppression of religious guilds and
reclamation of their property will necessitate
the closing In Rome alone of twenty-eight or
more churches. Some will be turned into
cafes, theaters, factories, etc., and some will
for the present merely be razed.
CHUROH OT ENGLAND missionaries protest
against the way In which Catholic missionaries follow up the advance work of the
former in all foreign lands and get possession
of the missions. They say the conduct of
the Catholic and Protestant missionaries Is "a
scandal to Christianity," and desire the government to stop it.

IS IT

DESTRUCTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE?
A SYMPO.SIUM
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WEST:l:tooK,
CAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
E. B. FOOTE, JR.,
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WIXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
1t'IRB. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUBJEOTS OF pAPERS :
Is tlure an Ajfol-mati'oe, PoBiti'De, Oonstructi'De Bide to Freethought1
If not, the reason why!
If there be, in what, in your opinion, doeB it IXY!Uiist, and in what should it consist 1

CRlMES AGAIIST CRIMIHALS.

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CJO.

AN ADDRESS
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,
DELIVERED BEFORE THE
New York State Bar Association, at Albany,
The Teac hin;-s of Secularism CJom.
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
pared with Orthodox Christian·
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
'l'he onlv Complete a.nd Authorized Edition.
Secularism : Is It Founded on
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
Rea~on, and Is It Sufficient to
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Meet the Needs or lllankind?
28 Lafa,yette Place, New York.
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
Evening .llailq,nd Oharles Watts. With Prefa.- 1r
.& n
tor_y Letters by George Jacob Ho]yoake and u
A
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener.. 60 pages, 25 cents.
By Edward Bellamy,
A Reply to Father Lamb<Jrt's Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
•~ Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents.
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are
Poet free.
free to receive new light will fin a in it satisfaction
Christianity: Its Ori;ln, Nature, and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The appeal is a waYS made to a. man's reason.
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 1o and
to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel•
cents.
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasiThe Horrors of the Frencll Revo•
ble social state greatly in advance ·of the present.
lution : Their Causes. 24 pages. The
romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
Price. 10 cents.
aetna! possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Secularism: De!!ltructiv and CJon·
12mo, cloth, $1.00; Paver, 50c.
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
10 cents.
;
Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown
HISTORY
to be Oon tradiotory and Defeotiv as an Ethical
011' THE
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Aa-nosticism and Christian Tlleism: INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Whtcb • stile More Reasonable?
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Revised Edition-s vols-Prioe, ••··
Evolution and Special Creation. By ii'OHN WILLIAM DBAPEB, M.D .• LL.D.
AddreRI THE TRUTH SF.EKER.
10 cents.
Saints and Sinners-Which? 24
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.
The Superstition of the Christian
_ Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and JusB}' L. FEUERBACJH.
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
The Glory of Unbel ef. 22 pages in
50 ots.
cover. Price. 10 cents.
The troth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
Nature and the Supernatural; or, moral.-»xtraot.
Beli ~ f andJinowled;-e. 24 pages. Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Oo.
Price, 10 cents.
The American Secular Union ; Its
THE
Neces!'lity and the .Tustice of Its
Nine Demands, (Dedicated to ColoQSIDlall
QQ '
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 8ll pages in cover.
Price, 10 cents.
A OOLLEOTION OF
Theological Presump1ion: An Open
Letter to the B·v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax,
Original
and Selected Hymns
N. S. In this letter the following snbjeots are
(Words and .Music)
dealt with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
Toward Christianity. 3. Freethonght and
For Schools and the Home.
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism.
6. OhristiamtY and Slavery. 16 pages. Price,
COMPILED BY
5 cents.
NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUST PUBL. K. WASHBURN.
LISHED.
PRlOB,
$1.50.
Christianity: Def.-ctiv and Un·
Address
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
00.,
neces~ary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
24 pages. Pr1oe, 10 oen ts.
Address TBE TBUTH BEEXEB.
Every Liberal Should Read

Charles Watts's Work.s.

THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
THEm

Crimes and Persecutions.
svo, 1,119pp. Oloth, $3; leather, S4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Church of Practical Religion.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
ohnroh withont superstition, and its snocess.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, nses it to disonss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, pelitioal, and other·
wise. The book is written in well-chosen ian·
guage, and easilY understood. There is lnst sufli·
oient narrativ abont it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being bronght
THE strike on the New York Central rail- to his mind.
road contmues. Pinkerton men are emJ'or sale at this oftlcie. Price, S1.0D.
ployed, and at Albany on the 17th four persons were wounded by them, and a riot was
narrowly averted. The failure of the strike BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
thus far to obtain success Is due to disunion
J'or the benefit of onr readers who preserve their 11apera
between the Knights and the Locomotiv
we
offer a new style of bmderJ
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made for the p_urpose, ana
much from the presidential aspirations of the
with the heading of THE
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Tbis binder allows the openITALIAN Catholics complain that the Vat!_.
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papers
Perfectly
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of one or more papers
sovereign of the rulers of the earth" Is denied from any part of the flle without disturbing the
the privacy of his abode. Crisp!, they say, other parts.
Bent by mail.t.POStJ;l_ai~ for •1.
has surrounded his palace with spies who Address
THE TBUT.tl BEEKER,
watch every goer and comer. And" besides U
28 Lafavette Pl •• New York.
this indecent system of espionage, the Vatican Is surrounded by buildings carried up to
BIBLE INQUIRER;
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that goes on in the inclosure of the structure."
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Oontaining 148 Pro11_ositions
OF nine missionaries from Minnesota and
to the most Plain and Striking
Kansas who recently started into Africa, With References
Belf-Oontradiotions
of the so-called
three hav been murdered and the others are
Inspired Boriptnres.
In difficulty and suffering. They were adBY A. JAOOBBON.
monished of the Imprudence of their choice
Third edition, oarefnllY revised and enlarged.
of route and prep•uations, but said they were
EverY Liberal needs a copy for readY reference.
ready to sacrifice themselvs in so high a As a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
cause. The fate of these heroic but deceived the most effeotiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price onlY 25 oen ts.
men swells the great nuruber of cases of misdirected endeavor and devotion for which
Christianity Is responsible.
IN 1855 Austria agreed In a treaty with The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgethe Vatican to permit mixed marriages only
hammer Logic unsurpassed." · SVo, 833pp.,
silk cloth, $8.
when the non-Catholic party to the union
agreed that the children should be bred Cath- Spiritualism Sustained. This work
olics. In 1868 the Liberals in the Hungarian
goes not so far to snstain Spiritualism as to
ahow that Ohristians are inconsistent in denyparliament procured the substitution of a
ing the alleged troths of that philosophy.
law by which the girls shall belong to the
Oloth, 12mo, 24fipp., $1.
mother's creed and the boys to the father's
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
till they reach majority; and if there is no
Protestant minister near the priest may bapNew E411tion, Beviset &llld :Enl.areed.
tize the Protestant child in its own formula.
Protestants and Liberals were not able to enforce the law and it remained a dead letter
till now, when the minister of public worship
HELEN H. CARDENER,
requests the bishops to put it in effect.
Introduction by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
THERE seems to be no help for the millions
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
of Jews whom Russia will expel to please her
Intolerant Orthodox church and tyrannical
TM Trad8 Bu:pplied at I:Jpsdal Discounts.
government authorities. If the Porte should
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
undertake a similar persecution of Its Chris28 Lafayette Place, New York.
tian subjects In Armenia or Crete, all· the
Photo-engravings of lllis1 Gardener are for sale
great powers of Europe would remonstrate. at this office. Price. (00.; with antovaph, 50 eta.
But European diplomacy has never ventured
to claim the same right of interference with
the home affairs of a great Christian power
which It has repeatedly asserted with relation His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Porto Mohammedan countries. There is, pertrait, and Monument.
haps, just one way in which the Intended
persecution can be averted. We hav been With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
told for a generation that the great Hebrew
BY
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are the real masters of Europe, in whose GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE, THO:U:AS DAVIDSON,
hands are the keys of peace and war. If this THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
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lyze Russian credit and Russian commerDe,
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for $10; the co~plete set (12) for $I5. Bound

volume contalmng over 200 designs selected
from. the various portfolios. price $5 returnable if not satisfactory.
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R. W. STIOPPELL,
Address
Architect, 63 B'way, :New York.

BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
WITH PBEFAOE BY DB. HABDWIOXE.
INTRODUCTION.
Chapter I Bible Astronomy and Evolution;
Oha_p_ter II, Bible Biology and Evolution; Ohaoter III, Bible Myths and Evolution; Chapter IV,
Btble History and Evolution; OhaPter V, Bible
MoralitY and Evolution ; Chapter VI. Bible Miracles and Evolntion : Ohapter VII, Miracles Incredible; Chapt.er VIII, Bible Poetry and Evolution; Cl)apter IX, Bible A:ry and Evolution : Ohap.
ter X. Bible God and Evolution; Chapter XI, Soul
and Futnre and Evolution; Chapter XII, Heaven
Hereafter; OhaPter XIII, Oonolusion.
HandsomelY bonnd in cloth. Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A. COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal historY is "boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving:.-[lnter-Ooean.
Bis history has a oontinuitx, a rash~ a carrying
power..!. which reminds ns strikingly or Gibbon.[New .ttaven Palladium.
The sketch of earlY Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a stYle that reminds ns of Macaulay.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 5t3pp.,S1. 75.
Addren THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
liB LafaYette Pl., New Yor...
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D.A!~~H~~!:~v~!!~s. IMATERIALISM AID CRIME. Brain and the B1ble.

World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Seeker Around the World. I
Reformers. The Biographies oi A Truth
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate

~e

throe hundred of the most distinguished
teachers and philosophers (who were not
Christians), from the time of Menu to the
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages.
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
The Champions of the ChUI"ch; Their · Reformers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth,
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio~~:~8: leather, $4.oo; morocco, gilt edges,
graphical sketches of prominent Christians. A compacion book to "The World's
Sages," etc. By D. M. BEl>lNETr. Svo.,
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Chmch; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svo.
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $ 4· 50·

B:v B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 5 oen ts.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.

Supernatural Religion.

An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. \V. NEWliLL'<, Emeritus
Professor of the London University. l,Jl5
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat' er, $5.0G,
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

Including The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan,
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
whole r - •eded by the Life of Paine, and
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
gilt edges, $4.50.

!nalysis of Religious Belief.

An

examination of the Creeds, Rites, and
Sa!lred Writings of the world. By VrscoUNT .AMBEllLEY, son of the late Lord
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England.
1Jomplete from the London edition.. 745
-pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.0~0;

The foregoing volumes are called " The
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will b€
deducted from the price of each.
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Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

B:v A. S. de Pellegrini.
Paper,
15 cents.

Embracing In.
:fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib.
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religions Reformer; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60
cents; cloth, $1.

What Uberalism Offers in Place of
Chl'istianity. 10 cents.
Scientifle 1\iaterialism: Its ]}leaning
and 'rPndeucy. 10 cents.
Spiritua1i-.;m from a Materialistic
Standpoint. 10 cents.
Paine the Po. :.deal and Religious
Reformer. 10 cents.
WGmmn: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
IO cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts.

Scientific and Theological. '20 cents.
'

POOK.ET TI-JEOLOGY. HEBREWMYTHOLOCY
OR

Underwood-M:arples Debate. A four'

_
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Faith and Reason.

Supernatural Religion .

AMBttlL€Y'S LIFe OF

Rat1.onal Communi·sm.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,
Essays, and Lectmes. 700 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

Humphre~-Bennett Discussion.
A debate on Uhristianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETr and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neighbors. 550 pages. Price. $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. :Setwee~
D. M. BENNETr and CYRus RoMULus R.
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

The

Wb.at Objections to

Christianity~

A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and
G. M. MAm, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new not
original, being borrowed or copied from
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his missio11
in the world is nnhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by contemporaneous history.
BENNETr affirms; 1\'IAIR denies. This ia
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50.

depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full history of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustice
was perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETr.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ.
5 cents.

'

Lterrogatories to Jehovah.

Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish
Godship.upon a great variety of subjects
Paner. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First

Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church incidents and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paaloth, 75 cents.

The Bock ~f Chronicles of the Pilgrims in the Land of Yahweh:
also the EpistlG> of Bennett the Apostle tq
the S:'i~·'h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

The First Epistlf of Bennett the
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.
10 cents.

NoB~H AMERIOA.

PRO liNG
Advocates associate life and employment as a prevsntive of vice, crime, poverty, eto.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
By A CAPITALIST.
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a CentPaper, 498pp., 50 eta.: clo., $1.
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
the Christian Era.
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Full index,before
446pp.,
•
SI.50.
By A. C. LYALL.
Price, 10 cents.

Frut" ts of Philosophy.
POPULATION QUESTION.
By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlangb
and Annie Besant .
25 cents.

TRUTH. A

Poem.
ley. 10 cents.

10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate·
10 cents

'
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nights' debate l:Jetween B. F'. UNDERwooD 1 An Hour With the Devil. 10 cents.
and Rev. JOHN MARPLES. Fully reported. ' Sinful Sainti and SQnsual Shepherd&
_Paper, 35 cents· cloth, 60 centa._
lt ......

By E. N. Kings-

THEOLOGY AND .MYTHOLOGY.

AN
Inquiry into the Claims of Bibiical Inspiration
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.
By A. H. O'DoxoGIIUE.
Price,
$1.

NATH,\,NIEL V ,\,(JGII t.N.
A Radical N&vtl of Marked Ability.

t.~anse and Cure.
How the Poor M~:v Attain Comfort and Independ·
ence.
ByM.G.H.
Price,
10 cents.

AFEW WORDS ABOUT the DEVIL.

RPligion of Inhumanity.

AND
OTHER BIOGRA.PHIOA.L SKETCHES A.ND EssA.YS.

POVERTY : Its

With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity.
BY FREDERIC HARRISON.
Price, 15 cents.

BY

404 pages.

FREDERIKA MACDONALD.
Price reduced to $1.

-

RELIGION:

By CHARLIS BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp. 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.

The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Constitnted.
By George T. Bondies.
With

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

Exceptions (o the Cha-..acter of
Chrllt K~ a Gentleman.

376pp., Sl.

By W. T. Purviance.
2l oents.

By J. ALBERGER.
Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts.

POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS.

IMAGE
BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Six Lectures.
Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolera!!.~e.
Washington an Unbeliever.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Each, 5 cents; bound, pa;!., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

SABBATH BREAKINC,;
B11 JOHN E. REMSB'(TJW.

ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of Christ a.nd Vicegerents of Gl3.
Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

CASE AGAJNSl' THE CHURCH.
A Summary of the Arguments against
Christianity.
Price, cloth, 50 cants.

NEW DISPENSATION.
By D. W. HuLL (Spir.).
Price,

15

o&nts.

Price, 25 cents.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:

St. Matthew Before the Court

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus
trial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. INGALLS.
PrioP,
25 oents.

FOR THE CRIME Ol!' FORGERY.

Prioe,

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four ll,he Great Religions of the World. SEMITIC
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWooD
and Prof. 0. A. BlD;lGJ~ss, Pre~iden~ of the
Northwestern Chnstran Umversrty, Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

By MoSES Hur,L (Spir.) and
HEV. W. F. PARKER (ChriH.).
Price, paper, 50 cants; cloth, 7 5 cents.

50 cents.

PRIESTLY CELIBACY FXPOSED.

Influence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteil
Christianity and Materialism. 15
States Circuit Court upon the charge of
cents.

Oloth,

WHICH:
SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTUNITY ~

By VOLTAIRE.
Rationale of the Bible.
From Behind the Bars. A series of Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theolog- HolyThe
Scriptures Treat ofNatmal Phenomerm Only.
letters written in prison. Over 700 page!..
ical tArms.
Price, 21i cents.
By MILTON WOOLEY,M.D.
Price $1.50.
8vo, 613pp.,
$2.50.
A Trutll Seeker in Europe. A series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some !Iecount
By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A.
15 cents.
of the Intern11tional Freethinkers' ConACCOUNT OF THE
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben·
PRO AND CON OF
Christian and All Prominent Religions Boforo
nett was a delegate, followed by a deand Since Christ. Extract from Sacred
. scription of what he saw in England,
Books of tho East.
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
Price, $1.50.
By H. R. STEVENS.
from Rome alone are worth the price Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous
Religion 1
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
By E. E. GuiLD.
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.
Nature's Revelations of Character.
Paper, 20 oents; oloth, so cents.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible.
Physiognomy lllustrated.
Treating upon the gods of the Semitio
PYRAMID 0 F GIZEH.
By JosEPH SIMMs, ru: D.
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Ancient Egyptian Otvlliza.tton and Hebrew Narra- Individual traits inrlicated by the temperaments
tive in Genesis and Exodull.
the Holy Ghost, J esns Christ, the Virgin
anrl r~aturea.
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D.
Mary, anll the Bible: To the latter 230
260 woodcnts. 8\·o, G50pp .• cloth, $3; leather,
Price, 15 cents.
pages are devoted, sho'l\ing that book to
$±; morocco, gilt edges, S±.GO.
be a very inferior production for a firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov•
QUESTION SETTLED.
JtSU~
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1.
BIBLICAL &nd MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
By MosEs HuLL.
His Character and Doctrines.
Judaism, Christianity, and MohamPrice, 60 cents.
From the" Aual:ysls of Religions Belief."
medanism examined historically
By VISCOUNl' AMBERLEY.
and critically. n is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 1!0 cents.
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
THE PRESENT AI>"D FuTURE RxPUBLIO OF REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST.
Price, $1.50.

SEEKER OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures.

Crefd of Christendom.
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstrncture.
BJ' W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

lMKORTA.LITY Ol!' ITS ELIWENTB.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient The Gods and ReligiOns of Ancient PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA.o
and Modern Times. Vol. L givs
and Modern Times. Two Volumes.
By F. B. Marvin, M.D.
a full account of all the gods the nations
of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835
paO'eS, 8vo. Vol. n. describes fully all
th~ religious systems of the. world, inclu.ding Judai~m, Mohammedamsm, and Chnstlanity; the latter occupying 372 pages,
going frilly into its merits. 949 pages.
By D. 1\f. BENNETr. Written in prison at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather,
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By EDGAR C. BEALL.
Pret"ace by R. G. INGERSOL~
Price, $1.
Unanswerable.

By SEOULAl\IBT·
10 cents.

GODS .AND
BIBLE.

THE

Inclndincz: Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Holy Ghost,
Jesus Christ, Vi•gin Mary, Bible.
By D. M. BE!<NETT.
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.")
833pp., pap,, 60 o,; olo., $1.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD.
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane."
Price, 10 cents.

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
By
Price,

F. R. MA.Rvm.
II cents.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 Lafa;ve$te Pl., NewYorJI:,
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hand them around among your neighbors, or
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On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; -on two
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suffrage." This favorable report follows
closely upon the unanimous report of the
house committee on the judiciary on the same
subject:
IF the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum
honestly believe that the enjoyment of works
of art on the Sabbath is a sin, it may not be
impertinent to ask if they conceal the works
of art in their own homes from the eyes of
their innocent children. Not that we would
care to see this done, for we ha v no respect
for that brand of superiority. They are displaying such an uncalled-for amount of piety
that there is a growing distrust of the sincerity of their motivs. These superlativly good
custodians, who are willing to see the entire American public go to the demnition
bow-wows, rather than not hav their own
way, are in a position where consistency is
impossible.- Life.

lot at Fifth avenue and l12t,h street for themselva, and none of the other boys can play
there. My boy has joined the club, and you
don't know how much better he is pleased
since he went there to church.'' Who says
the churches are not progressiv?

THoMAS STBVBNB, a correspondent of the
New York World who is now traveling
through Russia, writes: "Every mile of the
way from Moscow the baleful effect of the
DR. A. Bosco, an Italian statistician, has
vodka has thrust itself into our notice, and
discovered that the greatest number of murwe asked our hosts why the Russian priests,
ders occur in Italy, Spain, and Hungary.
like the priests of other countries, didn't exert
AT the Universal Peace Congress which themselvs in the cause of temperance. The
PREMIER CRIBPI has ordered a list to be
lately met in London, G. B., Sir H. de Burgh mass of the Russian population are swayed
made of all religious houses in Rome, with a
Lawson, who occupied the chair, said: "I by the sentiments of devotion to the church
view of confiscating those that are liable to
am opposed to opening our sessions with and its precepts. Two days out of every
suppression under the law.
prayer, because the clergy do not attempt to week, the whole of the seven weeks of Lent,
IN Alpine county, Cal., near the Nevada
rebuke
the national war spirit among our three weeks in June, from the beginning of
state line, according to the ceneus-taker,
people, and consequently our cause is not, as November till Christmas, or about seven
there is no church and no minister, but four
a rule, aided by them." Commenting on this, months out of the twelve, the ignorant and
liquor-sellers and nine professio~al gamblers,·
a writer in the Workman's Advocate says: reverential moujik starves his long-suffering
and yet the jail has not had an inmate since
'' He might ha v added that there the digni- stomach at the bidding of the church. Dur1887. There is a great moral lesson sometaries
of the state church even permitted the ing all that time he denies himself even eggs
where here, if one only had time to think it
text of their authorized Bible to be garbled and milk, nor deems the conditions of his
out.
in the ninth command of their God, which is, spiritual well-being hard. But though the
IN Milan nearly two thousand bodies hav
'Thou shalt not kill.' In their prayer-book, church would rebuke him for swallowing a
been cremated during the la_st thirteen years.
MR. KENTARO KANEKO, secretary o:! the which is read to the soldiers, it is changed to glass of milk in fast time, it says not a word
To members of the Cremation Society the Japanese privy council, told a Unitarian 'Thou shalt do no murder.' It will readily
cost is only £1. In the case of strangers it is association last year that, to his thinking, be perceived that by that clerical thimblerig- against, but rather encourages, the swallowing of an inordinate quantity of the fiery and
just double that sum. Relative who oppose Unitarianism is the form Lest adapted to the _ging the original command is revoked, for in
biting vod~a. 'Why this state of affairs?'
the expressed wishes of the deceased to be Japanese mind. "Buddhism in its highest Britain's army and navy' killing' by comwe asked. And oh I the devotion of the ancremated hav been compelled .by the Italian state and Unitarianism," according to Mr. mand of Victoria or by order of her agents
swer: 'It is bad for the people to drink
tribunals to carry them into effect.
Kaneko, "are just the same," and hence the is not ruled to be 'murder.'"
vodka, but what would the czar do without
PmNos: RBGH:NT LurTPOLD, of Bavaria, has change would be in name only. Yet he would
the taxes on its consumption?' they replied.
THE
power
of
the
Catholic
Index
Expurgamade up his mind to abolish the Passion make the transformation, and for the same torius, says the ·san Francisco Freethought, It was bad for the moujiks to ruin themselvs,
Play at Ober-Ammergau because the business reason presented by Mr. Fukuzawa, because is shown in the fate of Lilian Leland's book, but for the sake of the czar all things must be
has fallen into the hands of some Viennese "Japanese religion must follow the general "A Woman's Journev Around the~ld." -endured. Undoubtedly the lower strata of
theatrical speculators and is no longer sacred. tide of civilization," and because it is easier No woi'KJ'iYa previously uiiknown author the Russian population are the drunkenest
It is a wonder that the prince regent didn't to take '' Unitarianism, which comes from the ever received a more cordial welcome from people under the sun. Looking back over
demand a percentage of the profits and insist West in the line of civilization, than to build the press of the country. If editorial com our road, as the thought occurs to me, Ireon two performances a day, with an extra up the old Buddhist doctrin it has had for a mendation could carry a literary venture member no village, save Volosovo, in which
thousand years." To him it is merely a matmatinee on Easter.
through to success this one would hav had a drunken people were not very much in eviter of policy.
tremendous sale. But it seems that the Cath- dence. At every wayside trak.lir where we
'fms is no time, says the Sun, for the
TIIE Oltmtian Inqui1·er (Baptist) says: olic church has its agents in the headq~s stayed over night the fore part of the night
Christian host to be divided into hostil
would be more or less of a pandemonium,
camps, each expending its ammunition on "The sale of the pirated edition of the En- of the News Company at New York. These
from the shouting and singing of roystering
the other. Infidelity, their common enemy, cyclopedia Britannica has occasioned a great agents discovered that Lilian Leland had
moujiks filled with vodka. I hav seen gangs
is a solid force, arrogant and aggressiv, and controversy. A wholesome fear of the law satirized the holy pictures and relics at Rome,
of gray-haired old men, Russian prototypes
has
caused
some
to
desist
from,
and
others,
and
her
book
was
condemned.
Not
only
with solidified ranks they must go forth to
of Si Seth and the rest of them in 'The Old
meet it. The war is not now between Prot- with a fuller understanding of the rights of were all the agencies throughout the country
Homestead,' see-sawing, flinging their arms
property,
to
abandon
its
sale.
It
is
rather
ordered
to
cease
handling
it,
as
soon
as
this
estant and RGman Catholic, but between
about,
and making fools of themselvs genersurprising,
therefore,
that
the
'
Baptist
Book
discovery was.made, but they were instructed
faith and reason, belief and unbelief.
Concern,' at Louisville, Ky., should be found to gather up and return all unsold copies; ally in the sight of the whole village, yet not
THE Sacred Heart Review say~: "No act of advertising this 'monarch· of cyclopedias,• the result being that a large part of the edi- attracting to themselvs so much as the curireligion_ will draw greater blessmgs upon the and offering a' phenomenal opportunity• to tion was piled back upon the publisher's ous or reproachful gaze of a single woman.
future hfe of a married ?ouple, than the cele- those who will subscribe for it. It rightly hands, and he had to pay express charges on Curious as it may sound to Americm ears,
?rati~n of ~-e ~o.~y ~acrt~ce t~e ~ass dur-: calls this the 'book sensation of the year,' the books returned. The thing was done the Russian priests are notorious boozers.
0 v~ew 0 t e ~ct, com-~- and probably before long Messrs. Black &
mg t e nup la 8 •
quietly but effectivly, and we know of no A. village priest may get drunk as often as he
menta the Loyal Anurwan, that nmety per Oo. will giv this book concern such a ' sensa- place where " A Woman's Journey Around pleases, and by so doing doeil not forfeit the
respect of his parishioners. It is no uncomcent of the drunken wife-beaters handled by tion, as will greatly enlarge its conception of the World" is for sale except at this office.
mon thing, so I am told, for a priest to drink
the I,>olice hav had ~he mass sung at_ their the meanin of that word.''
_
g
nupttals, the foregomg statement wtll be
MR. BooKER T. WASHINGTON, president·of himself into a state of beastly intoxication.
doubted by many.
IF report is to be relied on, the Chinese hav the Tuskegee Normal School, one of the A.nd the 'black clergy,' the monks who spin
still a long way to go before they will be in a
THE Christian ladies of Adamsville, Tenn., position to a vail themselvs of the benefits of most competent and cultivated colored men out an indolent existence in the five hundred
recently held a meeting and sent a notice to modern scientific progress. It is stated that in the country, has just expressed himself monasteries of the empire, drink brandy out of
Mr. Phillips to move his whisky out or town the imperial palace, by order of the young thus in the Ohri:Jtian Union: "After coming beer glasses. But don't imagin that all Rusin haste. He declined to do so. They then emperor, was fitted throughout with electric into direct contact with the colored ministers sia is shocked at this consumption of spirits
went to his shop and broke in and found lights. The imperial cabinet was called to- for eight years in the heart of the South I by its priesthood-these 'carryings-on' as we
several jugs, which they placed on the out- gether to witness the formal opening of the hav no hesitancy in asserting that three- should call it. Nothing or the kind. The
side. Mrs. Sallie Woolverton, captain of the new system of illumination. Instead, how- fourths of the Baptist ministers are unfit, relations of priest and people in Russia are
squad, took an ax and broke the jugs and ever, of their expressing admiration of the either mentally or morally, or both, to preach curious to the Protestant mind. The Russian
spilled their contents. They notified him brilliant light, they stood aghast. This the gospel to anyone or to attempt to lead is devoted to the church, aud demands of his
• The character of many of priest that he be able to perform the rituals.
that if he renewed the traffic in spirits they wonderful sheen, which ca'lne and went at anyone.
would hickory-whip him and administer a the touch of a button, could only be the off- these preachers can be judged by one, of Whether the priest is of a good moral charwhom it is said that, while he was at work acter or the reverse h11s no weight with the
coat of tar and feathers.
~pring of supernatural powers, and was probin a cotton field in the middle of July, he worshipers. To them he is merely the autoTms is from the Catholic Union and. Times: ably a machination of evil spirits. Thus in suddenly stopped, looked upward, and said, matic human machine, a necessary adjunct
It appears that a Mrs. Michael Higgins, the solemn conclave the mandarins decided, and ' 0 Lord, de work is so hard, de cotton is so to the church, to swing the censer and marry
wife of a glassblower in Tiffin, 0., recently in a few days the electrical plant was re- grassy, and de sun am so hot, I bleaTe this them, and say masses for them and bury
gave birth to her twenty-second child. Com- moved.
darkey am called to preach.' With few ex- them. He never attempts to infiuencs their
menting upon the fruitful occurrence, t.he
INVOLUNTARY listeners sometimes hear ceptions the preaching of the colored minis- moral character, and they hold him in no sort
Work:ingwoman declares that this mother strange revelations of life in the course of try is emotional in the highest degree, and of respect. As to vodka, if they trouble
" could furnish more children than all of their long trips up and down town on the minister considers himself successful in themselvs about it at all, it is to envy him his
Rev. Dr. Hall's congregation of 2,800 com- the elevated trains, reports a Sun writer. proportion as he is able to set the people in ability to purchase enough to get drunk on
municants put together-whose whole num- Two talkativ ladies sat in one of the cross all parts of the congregation to groaning, oftener than they theruselvs can affJrd to. I
ber of born babies during the past year was seats on a trip from Grand street to Har- uttering wild screams, and jumping, finally hav said more about vodk&-drinking than I
but twelve.'' Mrs. Higgins is a poor, God- lem and poured out a flood of talk into going into a trance. One of the principal intended to in this paper. The evil or it is so
fearing Irish Catholic who obeys the divine the ears of an amused gentleman sitting ends sought by most of these ministers is prominently to the fore, however, and the
command: " Thou shalt not kill."
behind them, whom they had no idea of en- their salary, and to this everything else is subject so prolific, that when once entered
SENATOR BLAIR, in behalf of the majority tertaining. "Yes," said one of the twain, made subservient.'' And the Baptut Leader, upon it is hard to get away from. That
of the woman's suffrage committee, the other " my oldest boy has left the church in 116th the organ of the colored Baptists of Alabama, vodka-drinking is at the root of three-fourths
.day reported favorably a proposed constitu- street and joined one in 109Lh street, and he says : '' The greatest object of over twa- thirds of the misery one sees in Russia I am already
tional amendment to giv woman the right of likes it ever so much better. They hav a of the Baptist ministers of Alabama is to fully persuaded. The evil is enormous, but
.suffrage. Senator Blair, in a report accom- baseball nine at the new church, and only collect their salaries. They care no more for the remedy is not so easily found. The rev,panying the bill, says: " Prejudice and cus- boys who attend there can belong to it. They the moral and intellectual training of the enues are correspondingly enormous, and the
•tom hav denied to woman the suffrage, but it called the club after Elbridge T. Gerry and people than they care for the snap of their universal adoption of temperance by the peas;is impossible to giv a reason for the exercise the minister went to see Mr. Gerry and finger. They care no more for schools, pub- antry would bankrupt the government at
.of suffrage by man which does not apply got him to giv them a new set of equip- lic enterprises han if there were no such once. The revenues from vodka pay the expenses of both army and navy.''
-;with equal or greater force in favor of woman menta. The boys ha v the use of a vacant things.''
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~ommnnieations.
Christians, Christianity, Religion.
Had I, some years ago, undertaken to define these

,,

terms, I should hav summed them up in a few
words ; but having, later on-both in a public and
private way-witnessed numerous discussions upon
Liberal subjects, I find there exists great diversity
of opinion, not only ainong Christians but also
~mong Liberal-minded people, respecting who should
and who should not be called Christisns. Henes,
the reason for this extended treatment of the subject.
The words " Christisniiy " &.nd " Christian " are,
of course, derivations of the :usme Christ, they having
to some extent been pronounced with the long
sound of the i. But notwithst:mdwg the fact that
every denomination of religious people who hav embraced the doctrine of Christ, hav laid claim to the
name Christian, and notwithstanding this fact, also,
that each one, in regular order as it came upon the
stage of action, sincerely believed that it embraced
the sum total of religious truth; yet every successiv faction virtually declared that their predecessors,
in the true sense of the term, were not Christians.
In discussions where mention has been made of the
persecutions participated in by various sects of Christian people, it has bean asserted that their religion
was not true Christianity, entirely overlooking the
fact that Christ himself absolutely tsught persecution. The Protestant insists that Catholicism is not
Christianity, and the Catholic declares that Protestantism is not Christianity. Universalists are of
opinion that Calvinism is not true Christianity, and
the Calvinists feel assured that Universalism is not
Christianity. The Baptist, too, thinks he approaches
more nearly the Christian truth than those of any
other creed; the Methodist is quite sure his doctrin
is a fulfillmen~ of the actual meaning of Christ's
teachings, and the C&mpbellites are perfectly positiv
that they are the only true Christisns, while the
" Latter Day Saint" is almost paralyzed with wonder
because everyone cannot see the true way as he
sees it.
On the part of some Liberal thinkers it is claimed
that morality, according to the scriptures, is not
necessary to salvation; that salvation is dependent
alone on faith and worship, and that ChristiaDity,
therefore, does not embrace morality, and that those
only are Christians who believe in and practice faith
and worship.
In view of this diversity in opinions, the questions:
Who are Christians, what is Cbristinnity, what are
the fundamental principles of the same, and wh!•t is
religion 1 are pertinent ones.
Here we should be careful not to switch clear off
t~ main track. Let us be honest and fair. Let us
not assert that what they (the Christians) claim as
gold is. all alloy until we hav given it a scientific
test ; and, moreover, let ua not maintain that the
amount of their alloy is greater than t.heir claimed
weight of gold.
First. Religion baing a system of faith and worship, it is claimed that it may be practiced by a
people who do not observe moral precepts. That is
true so far as one kind of morality is concerned but
here is a fact which should not be overlooked. '
Second. If faith and worship were not regarded as
moral, they would not be practiced. If they were
regarded as immoral, religion, as an institution for
good, could not exist for a day. If faith and worship ~e ,not I?l~ral they, h~wever, form only a part
of Chr1st s rehg10n, for Chr1st urged morality with as
much _zea~ as he did faith and worship; therefore
morality 1s as much a part of Christ's religion as
faith or worship, and cannot, rightly, be other than a
fundamental principle of Christianity. All Christians so understand this, and point with pride to the
Golden Rule and other sayings of Christ relativ to
morality; or, at least, what they believe to be
morality. Then, if we accept the actu!ll teachings of
Christ as a basis of Chri~tianity, sll_ of his teachings,
whether good or bad-%. e., all wh1ch pertain to the
welfare of man, or the inculcation of duty to Godform a part of Christianity. In other words all
people who are influenced by the precepts and example of Jesus-whether to make psace or war, it
matters not-are followers of Jesus ; and if followers
of Jesus, they are Christians, and their religion
therefore, Christianity. If religion and morality em~
body entirely different meanings, as has been alleged
the word " Christianity," neverthele~:~s, binds the~
int? ?ne indis~oluble compound. Christ's system of
rehg10n contams the three elements-faith, worship
and morality. The prescription reads thus: Faith'
1 part; worship, 1 part; morality, 1 part. Should
we leave out either one of these ingredients then in
a strict sense, we hav no Christianity. And b~ it
observed in this connection, that a very large pro.
portion of the drug " morality " placed on the market
by Jesus, is impure and poisonous, but since it is
his medicin, it cannot by any means be left out of
the prescription, even though when taken it produces
a moral blight among the people. If the prescrip-

tion is to be filled st all, let it be compounded from
the medicin Jesus left in stock. Here is some of it:
" Take no thought for the morrow." "A rich man
shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven."
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved,
but he that believeth not shall be damned." " But
these mine enemies which would not that I should
rule over them bring hither and slay them before
me."
'
These with the embodied biblical declaration tb~t angels, yes, heavenly angels, · are to
engsge in g11thering together and burning up wicked
human beings-delightful, rap~urous doctri~ ! these, I repeat, with many other 1mmoral teachmgs
of Christ, constitute no small part of the system
called Christianity.
Yet, although the doctrine of heavenly bliss and
eternal pain are fundamental principle11 of Christianity, they are not more so -than the principle, "Do
unto others as you would that others should do unto
you," nor more so than many of the immoral principlea which came directly from Jesus.
Chri.st evidently intended many of his teachings
as moral, the outcome of which are decidedly immoral, but the Christian is blinded and deluded to
such an extent that he deems the author of these
very teachings a model of wisdom and goodness.
But whatever is of Christ's teachings relativ to
duty toward God or man, is of his religion, and
whatever is a part of his religion-as above statedmust necessarily be a part of Christianity. And
again, whatever of his teachings, whether good or
bad-if followed and embodied into a religion by
those who accept him as the teacher of morals-can
not be other then constituent elements of Christianity, and therefore those creeds the advocates of
which hav, and do, indulge in persecutions on the
strength of Christ's teachings favoring persecution,
are undeniably Christians and their religion true
Christianity.
If we accept Christ as divine, his teachings of
courl!e form the basis of his religion. If we accept
him as a moral teacher only, they are in the same
sense the foundation of his religion, and therefore
the bulwark of Christianity.
It matters not so far as the religion of Christianity
is concerned, whether Christ was God or man;
whether the Holy Ghost was his father ; whether be
was crucified between two thieves, or whether he
actually arose from the dead. The truth or falsity
of these early Christian assumptions has no direct
bearing on the subject. The question concerns the
religion of Christ, or his teachings relativ to salvation, and to the moral good of mankind. Whether
morality is essential to salvation or not, Christ must
hav so regarded it, or at least, he considered it an indispensable auxiliary to the proper exercise of faith.
and worship, else why did he teach morality? Morality consista. of virtue, works, conduct. "For as
the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without
works is dead also "(James ii, 26). We should apply
the eame rule of criticism to "faith" and "worship"
as to the Golden Rule, or to any moral or immoral
utterance of Jesus. Indeed, every saying of Jesus,
whether appertaining to religion, faith, and worship,
or morality, should be tested by the veritable laws
of ethics. The name "Christianity," then, involves
the consideration of the moral and immoral teachings
of Jesus-this and nothing more. The name "religion" bespeaks duty to God for the good of man,
and as religion is either right or wrong, it is moral
or immoral, and we hav no means of deciding upon
the virtue of a teaching except through its effect
upon humanity, and this must be determined by the
science of ethics. Religion, however, is not confined
strictly to faith and worship, it possesses an etymological meaning (to bind together), yet it has been
asserted that the supernatural is by far tbe greater
pa1·t ; but this is not true, for every good work of all
Christians in every Christian country is due to religion in its etymological and ethical sense, and the
good works of Christians are by no means an insignificant part oftheirreligion. Let us giv the devil his
due ! Let us understand the true situation ! Is
there any gold dust adhering to the rock, that
vaunted foundation of Christianity-let the devotees
hav every grain.
The " supernatural " is the dangerous element of
religion. It is the quirksand of the emotione. It
is fickle. It has no foundation in fact, and for these
reasons death and desolation must ever follow in its
wake. And especially is this true of the supernaturalism of the Bible.
Revealed religion, Bible religion, the religion of
the New Testament, is immoral. It is immoral becsuse it teaches the recognition of an imaginary
authority superior to the enlightened reason of man.
It is immoral because man has been misguided by
these teachings and led to torture his fellow-brother.
This is a natural result of true Bible religion, and
very much of what may properly be termed Bible
morality produces the ~:~ame effect. Now, if that
which is taught as religion produces an excess on
the side of unhappiness, it is immoral; if the balance
favors the side of happiness, allowing this to be posBible, it would prove the morality of the religion.

•Then, too, if that which i~ taught as m?rality f~O
duces an excess of unhappmess, beyond 1ts equtllbriam of happiness, it is immoral; but if a surplus
of happiness is produced, it is because the teaching
is moral. From this it is plain that that which is
denominated religion, even in a supernatural sense,
is susceptible to the. moral test, and if we can weigh
it in the moral scales, it must be akin to morality.
We cannot test philology by mathematics, nor
botany by metaphysics; neither could we test
r~ligion by morality if they. were, as is claimed, e!lt1rely separate from each other. The tendency m
':it~er case is to'Yard morality or immorality._ ~f rehgt~n be_ an eVIl, the only way to prove 1t 1s by
ethical SCience.
Here is another point. Christ taught faith and
worship because he believed it right to do so, and if
he regarded their promulgation as right, be, of
course, taught them in a moral sense. Hence, they
are not immoral because of the names "faith" and
" worship," but because of some ill effect to society
as a sequence of their observan.ce. Religion, in a
supernatural sense, even, was inaugurated for the
purpose of benefiting the human race. It is taught
for that purpose now. Who will deny this ! II
these assertions be true, then it is not the idf'a which
is immoral; neither is it the pllrpose; nor yet the
name. It is simply the misconceptions of the real,
and natural, basis of right and wrong in connection
with the practice of false conceptions Nspecting the
supernatural idea, which are, in a legitimate sense,
immoral.
If belief in the supernatural were stripped of all
arbitrary infinit authority as a guiding agent toward
actions of right, it could not possibly hav a decided
immoral ~ffect.
There is, also, claim made by some, that if Jesus
is not divine, or if the Bible is prond false respecting the doctrin of hell, the whole Christian system
falls to the ground.
To this we reply-only the supernatural will fall.
Christ may and will stand as a moral teacher, providing his teachings are sufficiently good to sustain
him, and to fill the requirements of a growing enlightenment. Christ himself did not claim to be
divine; but we think he believed in hell. We are
led to this conclusion by references which were oc·
casionally made by him respecting that more than
temperate climate. He did not, however, apeak of
hell as an originator setting forth a belief unknown
to the world. He spoke of it in the light of a foregone conclusion that such a place really existed, and
that the people even then entertained such belief.
Here, again, it should not be forgotten that the
"faith" and "worship" part of Christ's religion or
any other religion is antecedent to all records, either
of stone or parchment. This kind of religion-to
hav faith in and worship God-was, as every thinker
knows, born of ignorance and was old before the
advent of Christ into the world. Christ, then, did
not create religion; neither did Buddha, Mohammed,
or Confucius. It existed prior to their time and
was handed down from generation to generation
until it reached, in turn, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus,
Mohammed, and we might add Smith, Swedenborg,
and last of all Schweinfurth. Each of these embraced
the same fundamental principles, the same religion
of faith, worship, and moral precept, differing only
in the construction of their several systems, in their
rites and ceremonies, and in some of the minor
details. Worship and morality are fundamental
principles in all. In the time of Christ the fall of
man was an established belief-he was to be forever lost. This suggested the atonement, the divine
scheme (!) of salvation, and UJ:On this ground the
various saviors of the world hav appeared and
preached and suffered and died, each one claiming
to be the true savior of mankind and each one promising eternal life to all who believed in him and
obeyed his commandments.
Jesus appears in the list with many others and
promises eternal life and complete absolution from
sin to all who accept him as the one and only true
mediator between God and man. Man, it should be
remembered, was predestined to be lost. Christ had
nothing whatever to do with establishing that pertinent truth (?) ; his religion was, substantially, to
prepare his followers for escaping the direful calamity which was to befall them, and therefore does not
consist in teaching directly that lost state which it is
said awaits the unbeliever when done with this life,
or that which it is said awaited the entire world
without a savior. It is evident from the teachings
of Ohrist that he accepted the prevalent theories of
his time concerning the existence of Goa, the creation, fall of man, etc , and his religion was that, or at
least was intended to be that, which would induce
the race of man to escape the predestined consequences of the wrath of God without an intercessor
or that which was to be the dismal fate of original
sin. From these facts it would seem that the passage, "He that believeth not shall be damnEd," in
the light of predestination is no part of Christ's religion-it is a part of the teachings imputed to hima part of Christianity, but not of his religion. TblR
passage inculcates cruelty, and cruelty does not con-
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form to religion in its legitimate sense. There is
nothing cruel in faith, neither is there in voluntary
worship, nor yet in loving God or obeying any reasonable commandfl. Hence, religion, per se, is not
and was not intended by God or conscientious man
to be cruel. Cruelty, in truth, is a product of existing religions, but the fault is not in the truq meaning of that term, but in the foundation upon which
the religion resta.
.
It ia the Bible. This book 'of holy writ basely
grants a license to persecute. It also encourages
malice, envy, hatred, and strife. But tell. me, what
do we find in the most comprehensiv meaning of the
term religion, which indicates cruelty in any sense
whatever! Nothing, simply nothing! We cannot
torture the word into !'DY such meaning; neither can
we the word morality. Yet many things hav been
taught as moral precepts which bav resulted in pain
and death to the people, and although this is true,
we cannot justly lay the blame to morality. Then,
neither can we blame religion alonP, for the evil
which emanates from Christianity. The desolation
lurks in the intolerant, debasing, polluted, and
monstrous teachings, which, on account of ignorance
and corrupt natures, hav been woven into both religion and morality, there to remain, a moral poison,
the effect of which is " man's inhumanity to man."
We favor eradicating every ves~ige of evil from both
our popular religion and prevailing morality; and if
religion in its supernatural sense contains no redeeming quality whatever, then, we say, let it perish;
but we should not vigoroualy condemn a term which
bears no significant evil meaning.
I am not, however, in favor of the word except in
a phonetic sense.
It is a beautiful word, but "religion" will ever
bear with it unpleasant memories. Its phonetic
tones will ever unfold scenes of cruel torture-will
ever cause to be painted upon the canvas of the mind
pictures of the mangled dead.
The word should become obsolete.
The ultimatum of Chris~'s religion is to induce
men to fulfill certain requirements that they may escape future punishment and be fitte:l to enjoy eternal
bliss in heaven.
Balief, of course, is one of the essential requisite.
To belie'lie in and observe his teachings is allsufficient., but even this, it will be notieed, was taught
in a moral sense-could be taught in no other.
Ch!I'ist believed it was right, and in accord with
beneficence, that a way to escape the consequences
of original sin be provided; he believed it right that
he assume the mediatorship between God and man.
He believed it right to encourage faith, and inculcate
worship.
Therefore, these were both taught in a moral sense,
and as principles of religion they cannot be separated
from the moral teachings of Christ.
The qualities which hav robed the affections in
the drapery of despair are not pure religion, but
immorality.
Religion aud morality are so interwoven with immoral teachings that the former must ever bear the
stigma of the latter. From the very nature and
meaning of the word, the religion of Ch1rist cannot
possibly consist of any teaching not intended by him
to benefit the race of man.
If he really taught the doctrin of hell, he could
not in reason hav intended it as a doctrin for the
rE>ligioua good of humanity either in this life, or the
life which he proclaimed continues beyond this vale
of te~>rB, because a hell could not be for the genuin
good of any human being. And a belief that punishment will be inflicted cannot inspire a feeling of
duty toward the inflicter. But believing in future
punishment., or hell, he referred to it as a place to
be inhabited only in consequence of a non-fulfillment
of the religious teachings set forth by him. If he
did not believs in future punishment, yet encouraged
moral action through fear of hell, he is a hypocrit.
We prefer to think that Christ taught future punishment because he so believed, and that he referred to
it as a penalty for sin, and not as a part of his religion.
Had the so-tlalled lost state of man not been predicated, and had Jesus been the first to advance such
a doctrin, then it might in justi~e. be termed hiR, or
at least a part of his religion. Again, if he taught
hell fire at all, be taught it in a moral sense. To
illuatrate-I may say to an ignorant person : "If you
violate that law you will be arrested, fined, &nd imprisoned." I impart the information because I wish
to sa\'e him this fate, and not because I am a lawgiver, or that I justify the punishment. This ie
morality. Christ said : " If you believe not, you
shall be damned." The desire to save his people
from the fate of being punished brings this declaration within the domain of the moral. There is no
religion whatever in the act of inculcating this doctrin ; but, nevertheless, it is a part of the Christian
system, and as God is the being who is to inflict the
punishment on those who do not accept the teachings of Christ., we find this doctrin inseparably
linked to the supernatural, hence the gospel for the
infliction of pain is a .supernatural, or immoral part
of Christianity. B11t the inherent motiv on the part
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of t~e teacher! to incite men to be good, or to attain facts. Morality will satisfy every essential requisit
specific ends, IB a moral one, and the very existence for the happiness and perpetuity of the race-it
of the imaginary actuality of this immoral belief builds upon a physical basis. I hav no etbieal use
excites, or augments the tendencies of the masses for religion, because it has no fixed basis of right;
toward doing good, which per se is moral. In a dif- because in its supernatural sense it abdicates reason;
ferent light still, it is certainly unnecessary for man because it accepts emotional impressions as truths;
thr?ug~ the agencies of a supernatural religion to because it rejects a natural foundation, and because
aee1gn 1Dnumerable absurdities to an imaginary be- from the sequence of these truisms the progress of
ing, or even to accept imputed supernatural author- the world has been hindered and the human race
ity when it is known to be cruel and contrary to made wretched and miserable. Science is able to
reason. The word religion does not mean authority cast off the rubbish because reason is permitted to
of God over man ; it maans duty of man to God determin, and conscience to assert, what the rubbish
without the implication of any consequences what- ia. Not so with religion. It is just what the morever as a sequence of the assumed duty not being bid imagination and pueril common sense of primrecognized.
itiv man made it. It has und<lrgone slight modifiThe consequences hav been thrown in for a vile pur- cation, of course, but the very act of modifying is an
pose. Religion, of course, is the naturs.l outgrowth insult to an omnipoted author. Religion, in a
-under certain laws and conditione-of the emo· supernatural sense, is just what the imagination of
~ional nature of wan, or more cor:;oectly speaking, it man has made it, and the more erratic the imagina1s an outgrowth of fear and is sustained by the in:du- tion the more fa·ntastic and nonsensical the religion.
ence, or through the influence, of the emot.iona. From the foregoing, it will be seen that religion
Now, if we can find no trace of evil in the constituent cannot be entirely separated from morality, i.e.,
elements of mind which participate in religion, we religion as it would be if in keeping with the nature
must then look for some particular cause outside of and meaning of the word. But religion aa it is, with
the natural functions of these elements for the wide· its multiplicity of evils such as now form the body
spread evils which in the name of religion hav of Christ~anity, is to a great extent the very opposit
td!licted the people. The religious and moral ele- of morahty. It must not be forgotten, however,
ments are veneration, conscientiousness, hope, spirit- that religion in its etymological sense is practiced,
uality, and benevolence-neither one of which bears and with good effect, too, by Christian people.
any relation whatever to cruelty or injustice. They Christianity embraces the supernatural, the etymohav the opposit tendency, and if cruelty ever ema· logical, and ethical; but without regard to terms the
nates therefrom, it is because the desire to do what is Christian mixes these all together and calla the combelieved to be right is greater than human sympa- pound religion. The correct name is Christianity.
thy. It is because the judgment is in error, and
The question arises here: Is it necessary to fulfill
because people entertain the foolish belief that under every teaching and obey every mandate of Christ in
some circumstances God approves of, and even re- order to be a Christian! We answer, no; decidedly
quires, tbe infliction of pain. And it ie a historical no. If this be required, then there is not a Christian
fact, too, that the greater the honesty and sincerity on earth; for many of Christ's teachings are contrary
of believers, the more pain they will inflict.
to nature and cannot, in a general sense, be fulfilled.
The foregoing reveals a pertinent truth, that a If such a rule was recognized by the adherents of
faculty the natural tendency of which is toward good our political, social, and industrial institutions, thoumay be instrumental in the performance of evil deeds; sands of men would be deprived of a party name,
but in such case, the mind, even in its entirety, does because, from a diversity in mental aptitudes, it is
not realize that the deeds are evil.· Hence, ignorance impossible that any political, social, moral, or religious
is the cause-education the remedy. Again, the teacher be followed by everyone to the very Jetter,
name " religion" does not imply a needed cruelty even though the fulfillment of the teaching is within
on the part cf Goa. It implies obedience ; but the the bounds of a possibility.
meaning or nature of religion does not call for that
From this it is plain that if the cardinal principles
obedience which would cause the death of innumer· be admitted, and the doctrine of a reformer be reable people. The nama also implies worship, but garded by a sect or class as the nearest approach to
although degrading, there is nothing in the meaning a definit standard of truth, then, whether his every
of the term which implies persecution either in this teaching be universally accepted or not, if sufficient
world or the world to come, as a consequence of the be embodied to form a creed, the adherents of this
non-fulfillment of this r£quirement. It is ignorance. creed may justly bear the name of the preceptor, or
It is false belief nurtured into life by motivs for ac- the religion, or doctrin, set forth by hiin. An indicomplishing corrupt ends, and then woven into vidual may embrace Spiritualism, be a Spiritualist,
religion until it has become an inseparable part of it. and yet not believe in materialization as taught by
It is this, through the medium of religion, which many of the leading Spiritualists of the day. Again,
the teachings of Christ may be and are accepted by
baa proved so disastrous to the human race.
For this reason I would not concede for a moment many people in a moral sense only. The Unitarians
that religion in a supernatural sense is not objec- accept him as a moral teacher, but not a.s divine. In
tionable ; nay, it bas been the scourge of mankind, either case, humanity may profit by his moral inand it will ever prove a curse to the world, just eo structions, and in either case the world may suffer
long as the imagination of man puts words of by his immoral teachings.
authority into the imaginary mouth of an imagiThe Unitarians sail under the suggestiv appellation
nary being. Herein is the embryo of all religious "Christian" because they accept Christ as a moral
teacher, and not because they believe him divine.
immoralities.
The supernatural admits of no definit basis from The names " Christian" and " Christianity " accord
which to reason; in fact, it chokes the breath right with both moral and religious practices, although
out of reason. This is the solution. It is uaeless devoid of a strict compliance with every teaching of
for reason to go in search of knowledge, because Christ.
Thousands of Democrats hav voted the Democratic
religion already knows I It knows because imaginary words hav been put into the mouth of an ticket who did not indorse every part of the Demoimaginary God, and when anything is positivly cratic platform. There are, to-day, many Prohibiknown, investigation is needless. When God asserts tionists who do not indorse every method for curing
a thing it is the IZt'and fiat of eternal truth-so thinks the rum curse advocated and practiced by leading
the Christian. For this reason religion is stationary. temperance people.
So with the creeds of Christendom.
It is stationary because more than two thousand
The Universalist is a Christian, even though be
years ago man emptied his entire stock of wisdom
into a weird, phantasmic infinit body I (!)-an im- does not believe in eternal pain. The Calvinist is a
aginary God-and then turned right about and said Chl'istian, although he believes in infant damnation.
that this fountain of wisdom had always existed; So the Catholic, the Campbellite, the Latter Day
that it was infinit, and that he (man) absorbed what Saint, and all others of the Christian creeds-they
little he knew from this exhaustless store of knowl· are all Christians. They may differ as to what they
edge. This being the wisdom which was to regale accept., and also as to what they reject, yet, as they
the coming man, which was preord~ined to warm the are governed by Christ's teaching£', they are Chriscockles of his heart in times of tribulation and tians and their religion Christianity.
rare distress, we can readily understand why religion
Then, as to what Christianity really is, there is but
is stationary. The stop cock of this fountain has one answer : The good and bad precepts, or the
been turned on for eighteen hundred years, the ssme moral and immoral teachings, of Christ, which hav
stale wisdom continues to flow, and they who drink been and are embodied in the creeds of Christendom
pretend that it is just a little cleaner and sweeter or set forth in the gospels of the New Testament.
than the enlightened wisdom of to-day. Again, re- In respect to who may properly be called Chrisligion is stationary because it is supposed to come tians we answer : Every individual, or sect, or
from God. God is supposed to be perfect. Ptlrfect peopie, whose conduct is shaped by these teachings.
God makes perfect Bible. Perfect Bible makes per- We believe according to our ability to grasp a truth 1
or a supposed truth; we practice according to the
fect religion. Perfect religion needs no change.
Prehistoric truth boiled down, and still palatable quantity embraced. Beyond this we ~annot go.
An individual may be a mathematician and yet nob
in the nineteenth century ! The reasoning is good
and the argument conclusiv upon its hypothetical comprehend every principle of mathematics. A mild
basis, but it is strongly suggestiv of a meager allow- temper may be accorded although the mind ia not
ance of brain tissue, and ia about on a par with- always tranquil. One may be generous and yet not
Big Injun! much mystery! man not wise I great giv to every object of charity. A.nd likewise an individual may rightly be termed a Christian if he
spirit heap smart ! ugh I
· I bav no use for: any of the prevalent religions; pragtice either the good or evil teachings of Christ.
Did one believe in the divinity of Jesus, and yet
because they deal with assumptions and not with
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regard all the teachings imputed to him as spurious,
he could not be a Christian, because there would be
no cause for action, and action of some kind is
positivly the factor needed. According to Webster
Christianity is the religion taught by Christ. A
Ohristian is a disciple of Christ, a disciple is a follower, and to be a follower is to imitate ~e one to
be followed. This denotes action, and to imitate
action calls for action on the part of the imitator.
This proves that mere belief does not constitute
one a Christian, and that they only are Christians
who practice the teachings of Christ, or who, as an
acknowledgment of the cause of Christianity, particip~te in some kind of mental action.
Further,
acts are directed by two classes of motivs-thst which
incites to the practice of original thought or precepts,
and that which incites to the practice of thoughts
and precepts set forth by others, and as action implies the existence of some rule of conduct to be followed, if such rule be a teaching-and it cannot be
otherwise-then it is the practice of Christ's teachings which constitutes Christianity, and not the mere
belief in the divinity of Jesus.
A man who believes in the divinity of Jesus, and
believes also that virtuous conduct and all rules of
right taught by Christ should be observed, yet if so
constituted that he will not follow any of the good
teachings of Christ, can we rightfully call him a
Christian ? We answer no, unless it be a fact that
his evil doings were prompted by the teachings of
Christ, in which case he would be a Christian.
Again, if- one disbelieve in faith and worship, and
disbelieve also in th.e divinity of Jesus, yet if he
accepts the moral precepts of Christ as his standard
of exceUence-and follows the same he is undeniably
a Christian. On the other hand, if he accept, in a
practical sense, the teachings of Christ relativ to faith
and worship, eatirely disregarding, and if possible
disbelieving in, the Golden Rule, together with all
kind and benevolent teachings, he is still a Christian.
Des Moines, Ia.
N. ZEDIKEB.

Ten to One.
To THE EDITOB oF THE TRUTH SEEKER) Sir : A
young lawyer a few weeks ago remarked to me in
his office, " I am with you in sentiment, but I dare
not take any activ part in the movement. I am
just getting a start, and it would ruin me in my
profession. I confess I am a moral coward." He
then gleefully quoted Colonel Ingersoll's advice, "If
your children are likely to suffer for bread by an
open declaration of your principles keep quiet. I
will do the talking for you."
I hardly think the colonel said it in just ihat way,
but I remember something like it, uttered by him in
a jocose way; at least I accepted it as a clever bit of
irony.
The Catholics claim from eight to ten millions,
Protestants from nineteen to forty millions · but
Liberals hav ten times as many as both tog~ther.
I devoutly wish I could find them in my travels.
Looking for Liberals in some towns is akfn to
hunting for the celebrated needle in the historic haystack. If Liberals are as numerous as this, then it is
my opinion that there is not enough stamina in Lib·
erals to save this republic. If Liberals outnumber
the church people ten to one I despair of the Liberal
movement. The damp of death is on its brow. I
supposed that Liberalism tended to make a man of
one; fearless, bold, outspoken, candid, and courageous, as ready to rebuke an error in his own brother
as in an implacable foe.
:rh;at ~lorious man and liv~ Liberal, J. D. Shaw,
satd m h1s Independent Pulp~t:
It is a sad commentary upon the candor and intellectual
honesty of our times when we are forced to believe that
there are in fact about ten Infidels-unbelievers-to every
Christian believer, in this state.
~rom this it will be seen that Brother Shaw also
stnkes ten. But he throws considerable light upon
the matter by adding, ''And yet not one out of
every one hundred of these Infidels is a Liberal."
Just so! If there Wa'l"e no more than five millions
of Christians in this country there ought to be
according to Westbrook, M~nde and Craddock'
fifty millions of Liberals. But ac~ording to Shaw:
yo~ cann.ot depend upon them, not one in a hundred.
Tbts sbrtvels the number to half a million. Hav we
that many? A quarter of a dollar from each Liberal
once a ,year, would send the gospel of Liberalism
into every neighborhood in the U aited St8tes. Are
there eighty public lecturers within our borders ?
It is estimated that there are eighty thousand preachers, a thousand preachers to one Liberal lecturer ·
that is, one Christian does more than ten Liberals, ~
thousan? to one,. for the support of public meetings,
than which nothmg better has been devised for coming near to the people.
When one of our religious opponents declares
that Christianity has come to stay, while Liberalism
is evanescent, and cites in corroboration what the
parties do respectivly for the support of their ideas
it is not easy to convince a popular audience that h~
is not right. T.his latest utterance by President
Westbrook and friends, that "LiberalR hav been
hitherto but a rope of sand wherever public cooper-

ghastly religious systems, who amidst their gaudy
wealth and ceaseless ostentations stand as a
stumbling· block to science and a bar to social progress, and whose half-paralyzed limbs, galvanized into
a spasmodic and unnatural activity, stand as a menace
to all our workers and reformers. Secularists, why
will you not rouse yourselvs from this state of
quiescence, from your apparent slumbers, and awake
stimulated to activ perseverance by the consciousness that posterity will do us that justice which is
denied us now! Secularism is apatheti~ just now,
and some Secularists seem to be satisfied with the
work that has been already accomplished, and while
Secularists are indulging in listless apathy, the
superstitious are by no means idle, for they are
to-day exerting themselvs with redoubled vigor; to
prove this we hav only to observe the popularity of
such shallow-brained individuals as Dr. Talmage,
and is it not a deplorable fact that places cannot be
found large enough to contain the thousands who
:flock to hear their abominable trash T
It is indeed a truth that the time has now come
when we, as a party, should adopt a systematic
propaganda. At present we bav none, and it does
seem to me a source of regret that no distinct plan
of organized action has been pursued by Liberals, as
a union, in the United States. Meanwhile are there
not ample and energetic preparations made for the
spreading of superstition! But what means do we
possess for spreading truth T Hav we as good means
for propagating truth as our opponents hav for propagating error? Nay, but I would ask, hav we any!
And, alas, the answer must be, no, we hav no system. ·
Now, just as in a battle-field, so in intellectual contests we must hav disciplin and perseverance,
and this will surely triumph over any undisciplined body, however large their numbers or
brave their courage, however great their prowess or
heroic the exertions of the individuals composing
this disorganized mass. If any proof of this is required it msy be found in the simple fact that the
exertions of individual lecturers thoughout the
country are productiv of more good to the cause of
Freethought than the whole labors of the American
Secular Union. And it is a fact to be deplored that
while many men of ability are willing to come forward on our side the national organization does not
seem capable of utilizing their services so as to be of
any real good to itself. And this is the policy that
the Union must follow, unless, as we are told by one
of its officers, "it must go to the wall." To prevent
this the Union must foliow out the course I hav suggested-a systematic propaganda. And until this is
done we shall hav spurts of zeal and dashes of daring, but no steady, continuous efforts, such as will
secure us the victory. For, after all, the lecturer is
the real worker, he is the real soldier, for upon him
falle the brunt of the battle. There are outside the
pale of the U nicin men of strength, courage, and
ability, who are ready and willing to take up our
standard. But, if we would hav good teachers, we
must pay them. If we would hav them true to us,
we must be true to them. Now, with su~h men as
these, and above all, a judicious organization, our
triumph is certain.
Freethought is languishing to-day in the United
States for the want of such an organiz"tion. The
American Secular Union, as at present constituted,
does not exercise one tithe of the legitimate influence
on society that it ought to do and might do did we
but present an united front to the enemy. For to
shatter the stolid and unreasonable creeds is the
great work for it to do for eome time to come. The
Union must not go to the wall. Something must be
done to save and to build up the national organization. And that mu:st be done decisivly and in
earnest. But perhaps more can be done, by way of
reform, inside th(:! Union than outside. In the first
place, they must insist upon the r~'moval of that
clause in the constitution, adopted at the last congress in Philadelphia, which is so obnoxious to
many of the best supporters of the Union-namely,
that which admits persons of all opinions into our
ranks upon the simple basis of the separation of
church and state. I hav pointed out -g.pon a previous
occasion the utter fallacy of adopting a policy of this
kind ; indeed, it is not sufficient even to unite all
classes of Liberals upon. Besides, the real evil lies
here-Christians and Freethinkers cannot, and will
not, work together in harness, for the good of the
one is the profoundest evil of the other. In the
next place, the Union must endeavor to promote
some sort of a systematic propaganda throughout
the country, enlist the lecturers in our ranks, so as
to utilize their gAnius to the interests of the Union.
When they do this, and the rank and file of the
party can be sure that the offitlials are composed of
earnest workers, subscriptions will flow into the
coffers of the Union from the length and breadth of
the land, to enable them to carry on the good work,
and that work must needs be for some time yet an
aggressiv, destructiv, iconoclastic work. We mui!t
seek the storm, and be prepared to meet with opposition the encroachments of ecclesiasticism. We
need not take a crooked and tortuous route, when a
broad and glorious path is before us. Let us carry

ation has been concerned," clinches the matter in
the Christian's mind, that Liberalism does not hav
the confidence of the people, while Christianity,
with all its absurdities, inconsistencies, and immoralities, is a popular and permanent institution.
Aye, the Christian goes farther, and makes capital
out of the fact that Liberals themselvs ha.v no
confidence in their own system, and instances in
proof that Liberals help support the churches, pay
money to build them, and send their children to
Sunday-schools, where they are taught that Infidels
are a dangerous class of people, lacking in intelli·
gence and good morals.
Children naturally love the approbation of their
mates, and do not wmt to be considered Infidel,
consequently hosts of children of Freethought parents end in joining the church, after which they are,
so to speak, lionized by their Christian associates.
ChristiPns understand the art of :flattery to perfection. Why should the children be censured 1 Their
elders set them that example. All fathers and mothers that say, "It will not do for us to take sriy public action in favor of Liberalism; it will injure our
business and cut us off from society," virtually teach
their children to practice hypocrisy. This is severe,
I admit, but it is true.
Those Liberals who stay out of the church to
save pew-rent; who never do any thing to advance
their own principles; who never pay a dollar toward
a course of Freethought lectures in their town;
never subscribe for a Liberal paper, are do-nothing
Liberals. Is this the material of which Judge Westbrook's Liberal army is composed ? I do not see
how he can get · ten Liberals to one of the church
party by leaving them out. Is it not bad generalship to overrate our numbers, and doubly so to
underrate those of our enemy? Are we j usti:fiable
in counting people Liberals who are not willing to
stand up and be counted for Liberalism as valiantly,
at least, as Christians stand up for Jesus' How can
any man or woman, convinced that Liberalism is
true, giv it a sickly, half-hearted support?
Let us quit counting our millions and organize our
Spartan thousands into one body of brave men and
noble women who are not afraid of the frown of the
church, nor of their neighbors. We had better
count only those who hav the grand courage of conviction. A smaller army of the right stuff is what
we need. Let these few thousands throughout the
United States unite to strengthen the Seoull!r Union.
Let them furnish not only good will and lots of
influence, but a good supply of money, r;o that the
Secular Union can send good, willing workers into
the whole country. Let the Liberals re~:oolve at once
to begin raising funds, and put $100,000 into the
hands of our Secular Union officers, and .place every
lecturer on a salary of $1,000 a year. and actual
traveling . expenses, the lecturer to solicit funds for
the Union. This is a very small salary for professional people. But small as it· is, a single year's trial
would make Christian superstition shake from turret
to foundation.
I will write one more letter on this subject, entitled, "How Shall we Do?"
W. F. JAMIESON.
Des Moines, Ia.
~----~~~-------

''What Are We

Doing~"

While following the course of our daily avocations
we naturally come in contact with persons of Liberal
tendencies, and usually a conversation upon Liberal
topics will ensue, but when we narrow down our issues
to practicality, and ask them if they would join some
Liberal organization or subscl"ibe to a Liberal paper,
we almost invariably meet with this rejoitlder, "What
are you doing !" Secularists, turn here and ask yourselva the question, "What are we doing'" and what
will your answer be1 What must it be? Now I
hav frequently expressed my regret, both upon the
platform and in TBE TBUTH SEEKEB, at the apathetic
attitude of Secularists throughout the United States,
and again I would urge upon them this simple fact,
Apathy is the curse of our party. And to day many
professing Secularists seek not so much to be instructed, but only to be amused. One great evil
which the Secular party are subject to is that as soon
as a person becomes a Freethinker, his mind naturally turns toward the solving of Socialistic or Ausrchistic problems, and perhaps, having solved them to
something like his own f.latisfaction b,e thinks he has
a right to thrust them upon the great mass of Freethinkers whether they would bav them or not. And
if no one can be found to giv him a willing ear, he at
once deserts the old party which baa made it possible
for all others to exist, in search of greener :fields and
pastures new. All this has a tendency tp bring within
our ranks side issues, which result in the formatio~ of party factions who are continually fighting
agamst each other instead of uniting themselvs to
fight the common foe. Under such conditions aa
these it is scarcely a matter of surprise that hardly
any perceptible improvement in our party is accomplished. I sometimes find myself almost giving way
to despair when I see the utter disinterestedness, the
utter indifference of many professing Freethinkers,
and this indifference seems all the more deplorable
to me when I see around us on every hand these
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on the guerilla warfare, but we can only do it by j t~e wax lights, the carpets and bouquets, of a high
union, order, regulation, and disciplin. Let us Ide ceremonial. The ladies of his circle were all
This peasant girl is logi<1al in her faith. A superrescue our principle from the unmerited sneers of f~rvent Catholics. Rosalie's indifference surprised natural cause and governor of nature being aceepted,
its enemies, and show them that it is a power, and him.
all effects of climate and season are providential and
not a mere sound. But this osn only be done bv one
" Do you never go to confession ?" he asked.
announce God's contentment or displeasure at the
method, avtl thst I e1uneatly ur~e upon all Free"No, my friend, nor yon either; that I see."
human administration of affairs. The analogy of such
a religion with the monarchy in politics is sensible,
thinkers. Unite. Unite. JoaN R. CHARLESWORTH.
"Oh! as for roe it is different."
"Why so¥"
their autocratic principle being the same; while the
God in the Constitution, and Pt·eachers in
And her bright eyes expressed a surprise so sin- pretension of republics to moro liberty at the expense
Office.
cere, so unconscious of her feminin inferiority, that of loyalty is impious. Hence the zeal of our Repubhe
found no answer and allowed her to explain her- lican statesmen to inscribe God in their Constitution,
It is olroimed by Christians that all of moralit:v,
progress, and prosperity is due to Christianity. If self. Oh, abe had no pretension to being a strong- placing their robberies under his immediate protecEDGEWORTH.
Bible and Christianity are such sure barriers against minded person, a Freethinker. Up to her seven- tion.vice, such great promoters of good, then ;t is only teenth year, at boarding-school and after, she had
Items of Foreign Freethonght News.
necessary to elect none but preachers to offitle, make observed the rites of the church with her mother, a
August 3d Viktor E. Lenootrand made his reour spiritn~l guides our temporal rulers, and wo devout Provenc;!.l.l; then one day something broke
make the United States one perfect paradise. But out in her and she declared to her parents an insur- appearance upon the lecture platform and delivered
facts are stubborn things, o.nd will not bend to mountable aversion for the confessional. Her on this sacred day of the Christi~~on11 his two "blassanction our faith or prejudice. The :following mother sought to overrule this, but her father inter- phemous" lectures, "Why I am Opposed to Christianity" and "God," lectures for which he bas served
editorial on "Pl.'e!l~hers and PoliticR " is from the posed.
"Let her be; that is the way it was with me just altogether nine months' imprisonment ..
issue of Aug. 14, 1890, of the Post-lntell-igencer, of
Seattle, Wash., the leading Republican newspaper of about her age."
Parisian, of fashionable society, and eschewing inFrom La Verite we gather the fellowing piece of
the state, and always the friend and advocate of
of bad taste, if Numa wished to go to news. V. Badios Puy11l, until of late secretary of the
dependences
Christianity :
church, she would accompany him, but without conThe pending political contest In Arkansas has brought the senting to falsehood, to the grimaces of a belief she Freethought society Monturial in Barcelona and
editor of the Liberal journal La Aura del Libreclergy to the front to an extent never before approached in
anv other state of the Union. not even excepting the good no longer entertained.
pensamento, has been obliged to seek a refuge in
He listened in amazement at this energetic self- France. A heretical article brought upon him the
old times of blue laws and Puritan rule in New England.
In Arkansas the twn leadlnp: parties seem to hav vied with assertion, which put to rout his southern ideas about wrath of that class of people especially expected to
each other in the struggle for cleric'll candidateR. On the feminin dependence.
love their enemies but who do not liv up to the comDemocratic state ticket are Hev. J. P. Eagle, Hev. W. S.
"You do not, then, believe in God!" he asked, mand.
Dunlop, R'lv. H B. Morrow, Hev. W. E. Atkinson, Hev. J.
H. Shinn, Rev. M. H. Sandels, and Hev. M. F. Locke, with pointing upward with oratorical unction.
She ar:swered with such candid spontaneity that
onlv two sinners, B B. Chism and C. B. Myers, sandwiched
Our friend Captain Otto Thom"!On has likewise apin for the sake of piquancy.
it was like an Infidel's profession of faith :
peared on the platform. July 27th he delivered at
The Union L~bor ticket, indorserl by the H~publicans,
"Is
be
possible
1"
contains the names of Hev. N. B. Fizer, Hev. 0. S. Jones,
Much less exercised about the possibility of God Markim in Upland a lecture on ''The Foolishness of
Hev. T. J. Andrews, Hev. T. M. C. Birmint:ham, Rev. C.
Prayer." After the lecture a Freethought branch
M. B. Cox. Rev. G. B. Farmer, and Hev. W. R Coody, than his conventionality, the politician fell back upon
seven ministers, and, as ln the other case, two of the irrev- the solidarity of religion with the monarchy. Those society was formed, and the captain announced he
erend, J. M. Pittman and T. P. Chambers, for the sake of ladies-the duchess, Madam D'Escarbes-all con- would speak the day following. To an audience of
about one hundred and fifty people he began speakvariety.
It has long been a moot question whether the activ par- fessed, Bnd received their oonfelilsor at home in the ing upon " The Christianity of Our Times," but was
ticipation of preachers in politics, especially as candidates evening. It would hav a bad effect were it known interrupted by the police offiGer present, who deemed
for office, were more likely to hav a purifying effect on poli- that-t.ics, or a corrupting effc,ct on the preachers. If the Little
Here he broke down. For two or three Sundays the subject too "interesting."
Rock OMistian, an influential religious organ of that state after, be attended his wife to mass, but this effort
and section, is to be credited, politics has been decidedly the
A wave of orthodoxy seems to hav stricken the
exhausted his piety. He pleaded business, and ceased officials of the German empire. From Freirigioses
stronger force in Arkansas.
That paper uses very strong langnage. " In all serious- all further Catholic manifestations-i.e., in his per- Sonntags.Blatt we g~<t,her the inf"~rmat,ion that in
ness," it declares, "the churches of Arkansas are responsible sonal behavior-though, as a politician in office, he
for the corruption in her politics. The churches of Little continued to espouse, on all oocasions, the interests Et'furt the editor of Thuringer Tribune, K. Aug.
Sahulzo3. has been sentenced to six weeks' imprisonRock are responsible for every house of ill-fame, every
saloon, and every gambling-hell in the city." The preachers of" the church against the Freethink<>rs. Madam ment for making public ridicule of the Christian
and members of the churches, it intimates, are so anxious Roumestan is not merely submissiv in this conduct. churcu in a poem whioh sppeared in his journal.
and activ in working for votes that they shut their eyes to She and her father, a chief magistrate, are, as well as
the evils which exist all around them, Jest by assailing them Roun:iestsn, of the monarchist party, and the cause Dr. Voelkel, who is, by personal experience, to be
considered an authority upon questions of this char·
they should excite the opposition at the polls of those who of Henry V. is identified with Cstholicity.
are engaged in them. And as a natural and inevHat>le reacter, declares ha oanuot find anything that deserves
Hence,
though
both
daughter
and
father
are
types
sult of the immunity thus obtained these social cancers are
punishment according to ~he law.
of conscientiousness, they side with the church in exmultiplying frightfully.
GuaTA VE NELSON.
It is not believE-d, however, that every preacher who ternals. This is conspicuous in the baptism of a
should become a candidate for office would to the extent baby Roumestan, where the skeptic magietrat"l
a-bove reported allow his moral sense and duty as a citizen
The Reid Case.
to be so completely blunted. But beyond doubt their par. stands godfather, with the devout Catholic aunt as
ticlpation in activ and imbittere~ politics, especially as seek- godmother, in a Provenc;!)l church.
The following communications, concerning the
ers for office, to the extent that It has been carried in Arkan.
They visit the academy at Ape, where N uma, when above, ware received by the editor of the Better
sas or to any considerable extent, must lessen the general a child, had the Ignorantin brothers for his schoolWay:
respect for their s!lcred calling, and impair their influence.
ExEOUTIV MANSION, WASHINGTON, D. C.
The result must be hurtful to the cause to which they are masters. He recalled with a shudder the bucket of
MR. A. F. MELOBERs, Dem· Bi1•: I am directed by the
brine under the teacher's chair in which the ferules
consecrated.
It is believed that except in rare cases of special fitness, were so'lkad to miAke the leather supple; the square president to acknowledge the receipt of your letter.of the 1st
in~t., in behalf of the pardon of Mr. Walter E. Reid, and to
and to meet an emergency, it were better that' ministers of the class where they recited on their knees, and for inform
you that it ho.s been referred to the attorney-general
should abstain from running for political offices, and in the the least fault dragged tbemselvs, extending and for attention.
Very respectfully,
0. L. PBUDB:Ill,
exceptional cases which demand their candidacy it would be
Assistant Secretary.
better that they at least temporarily abstain from ministerial withdrswhJ:j their h~uds, before the brother Bonte a
duties. Hightfully or wrongfully, in public estimation Cuire, cook as well as :fl.agellator, standing stiff
U.s. SE:NATE, WAsHINGToN, D. C .. Aug. 12, 1890.
preaching and candidacy for political office do not seem to in his rough black robe raised under the arms
My Dear Si1·: Your favor of late date is at hand. I hav
mix well.
by the effort of the blow, and the "han !'' of this interested myself in behalf of Mr. Reid, but up to the present
If Bible·reading, daily prayers, hymn-singing, dear brother, and the burning at the end of the little time without success. The department of justice has
weekly preaching, and close communion with God fingers black with ink, like 8 swarm of stinging ants. recentlv advised me that for the present, no affirmativ action
so utterly fails to preserve from vice and immorality And J\!! the brutality of such punishments revolted will be· taken in the matter of a pardon, owing to the adverse
recommendation from the district-attorney who prosecuted
the preachers, how can it be hoped the Sund~)' her, R')umest.an spoke of worse, as when they had the
case. It may be, however, that favorable ac.tion wil~ be
church services c'n insure the virtue of the laity? to lick the :floor, the dust of which, become mud, taken if the application is strongly pressed, notwtthstandmg.
I inclose you a copy of a letter just received from the deHas not Christianity proved an utter failure¥ Is it made their palates raw.
upon this case.
not full time to try 8 better and more practical code 1
"But that is frightful.
And you defend partment of justice bearing
Yours very truly,
M. S. QuAY.
Do right from love of right, because you thus insure those people!
You speak for them in the
the beli!t interests and happiness of all sround you- legislativ chamber !"
[ooPY.]
.
not from fear of hell or hope of reward. Liv lives of
In re-application for parcton of Walter E. Retd.
that is polities," replied
" Ah, my child • •
DEPAR'l'Mil:NT OF JUSTIOE,
l
purity and benevolence, making your own heaven Numa tranquilly.
WASHINGTON. D. C., Aug. 8, 1890.j
here and now, and thua avoid all need of vicarious
Catholic schools are often reproached with the
HoN. M. S. Quu, United States Senate, 8i1·: The pap~rs
atonement, saviors, popes, priests, preachers, or superficial character of t.heir instruction. Be this as in the above case hav been referred, in accordance with
churches.
0. B. REYNOLDS,
it may, in the superficialities of literature and science, dep!lrtment practice, to the United. State~ atto~ney for the
how profound the moral lessons of humility and western district of Michigan for his consideratiOn, and he
has reported adve~sely thereon, bel~g of the opinion that the
Catholic Skepticism in l!'rance.
obedience which make a l)Olitioisn shudder after the case
is not one m which executlv clemency should be
In "N uma Uouroestau," a realist novel of great lapse of thirty years! What submissiv subjects the exercised.
merit by Alphonse D .mdet, the attitude of parson- Ignorantin brothers prepare for the state !
In the absence of a counter showing, the report of the
United States attorney will be considered as disposiag of the
ages occupying high political or judicial positions
suggests interesting reflections. The pass11ges fol"Ah, " Provencal peasant's house." Roumestan case.
By direction of the attorney-general.
lowing exhibit also contrasts between thA skepticism asks, " Hav you still a vineyard here 1''
Very respectfully,
E. F. SoaOTT,
of intellectual Parisians and passionate Provencaux,
She bounded like a goat stung by an asp, aBd her
Clerk of Pardons.
representing the sou~hern race of Frf\noe, then the voi(le rose to a fury.
bigotry of peasants in the south. N uma and his
Vineyard 1. Ah, yes, out of five plots in vines
J. E. REMSBURG has returned to KansaR from a successful
wife a few months after their marriage are con- they had preserved only one, and that by keeping tour in the Northwestern states. He deliver~d flfty.four
it :flooded he.lf the year, costing them their very eyes lectures in seven weeks, speaking in the following cities and
versing:
outoftbeirbeada. And whosefaultisthis! TheReds, towns: Maysville, M.o.; Prairie City, Ia.; Newton, Ia.;
R)umeatan had the religion of his province; a those hogs, those monsters, and their republic with- Atlantic, Ia.; Boone, Ia.; Galt, Ia.; ?onrad .Grove. Ia.; ~ew
ProvenyJ.l who goes to mass about the end of it, out religion, that has let loose upon the country all Hampton, Ia.; Delavan, Minn.; Ut.wa, M~nn.; Watervt~le,
Minn.; St. Paul, Minn.; Anoka, MIDn ; R1ver !alls, Wis.;
stands near the door by the holy water with the air thlil abominations ol hell.
of papa at a child's show; never confesses, unless in
And as she spoke, her Ayes grew blacker of s mur- Hudson, Wis.; Neilsville, Wis.; St. Cloud, Mmn; Grand
a cholera season, but would endure martyrdom for derous black, her pretty face convulsed in a grimace, Forks, N. D.; Wahpeton, N. D.; Buffalo. N. D.; Valley
a faith he does not feel and which does not check bia her mouth twisted, and her. eyebrows knotted in mid- City, N.D.; Jamestown, N.D.; Huron~ S. J?; Renry, S.D.;
paesions nor pis vices. He had takeu his wife for 1\ foreheRd. yet without any intPl'ruption in her house- Estelline, S.D.; Bruce, S. D; Correcti?nville. Ia.; O~aha,
Catholic, and the curate of St. Ptoul, h.1 his discourse keeping duties, kindlinf! the firA and making coffee. Neb.; Eagle, Neb.; Loup City, Neb.~ G1bbon, Neb; Fnend,
Neb ,,
. Elk Creek, Neb.; Tecumseh, Neb.; 8alem; Neb.
upon their wedding, had an unction in proportion to She brandished lika a fury the fiRming sticks.
·
"
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Christian Idolatry.

.

Iupon
it as our support, as the heathen does on his
visible idol.

There is nothing for which a people is so sensitiv,
jealous, and tender, as for their id~ls..
.
It is no matter what form their tdolatry takes,
whether it is for external material images, or for the
more delicate and ideal form, which is embraced in
words and visions, that are supposed to hav 8 supernatural significance. Attack their idols, and they
feel it an irreverence that wounds their feelings, and
alienates their friendship. If they hav worshiped an
illusion and placed their affections on it as important
for their spiritual life, it bas all the charm and virtue
of 8 reality.
There is a constant proneness with those raised
and trained in thoughts and habits of idolatry to
form in the mind images in connection with words
used in expressing religious or theological lessons.
It is a sad and serious re:llsction that people who
hav had the advantages of an education should so
persist in teaching to the young with so much solemnity, this popular and universal faith in Christian
idolatry. No purity of life, or excellence of moral
character, or degree of intelligence, can shield the
opponent of idolatry from the persecution, enmity,
and abuse of the idolator.
If heathen idolatry is a lamentable evil and misfortune, ours is equally so; if not in grossness, it is
in its insinuating and refined subtleties, by which it
takes captiv its victim, and holds his mind and moral
nature as completely under ita control, as that of the
·
Bushman holds him to his gods.
The missionary assertion and belief, that in order to
convert the heathen their confidence and. faith in
idols must be destroyed, are correct. While the
mind and feelings are fixed and dwell on idol&J of any
kind, it is difficult to excite the individual to take
much interest in subjects beyond them, and only so
far as they C!Ul be made auxiliary or to contributeto the support of his idolatry. Whenever religion
is mads a specialty, a technicality, it becomes idolatry. The heathen bas his carved,· graven, manu.
factured, material objects to contemplate and worship, and the Christian his imaginary and ideal
ones.
It is said that Moses commanded the Jews thus:
"Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven im~ge,
nor the likeness of anything that is in heaven above,
er in the earth beneath, or in the water under the
earth. Thou shalt not bow down to them, nor wor·
ship them."
This would seem broad and general enough to be
prohibitory, but the Christian accepts it, and has
plenty of room to indulge his imagination left. Ha
finds a wide field for the range of his fancy, without
literally ,violating this command. He knows his
physical life cannot be sustained without the support
of tangible mate~ial objects. He relies wholly on
them to supply his physical wants, and feels they are
indispensable to his existence;
There is no idolatry in thie, for everything is real.
So, in cater1ng to his spiritual wants, his imagination traverses the spiritual realms or the regions of
the fanciful, to. find his spiritual supplies. He- will
not make for h1mself a Ba:.l nor a D~gon, but he has
a Y~hole vocabulary of words at h1s command to
deify.
•
• •
•
11
Words that were 10rJ?ed ongmally s1mply to eon.vey a thou~ht can e_astly be used. as symbols and
representattvs .of the 1~olatrous feehngs; and we can
clothe them with ~ur Ide~la an~ ~es:ow ?PO~ them
our homage. .If gtfted wtth a VtVId 1magmet10p, w_e
hav s much wtder field than the heathen, which 1a
confined .t? visible objee,ts. It is remarkable with
what fa?t~tty and accep.ance we avail ourselvs of
these prlVlleges.
We hav many holy words, and we can make more,
as fast as we ~an~ t~em. When they are made holy
they lose th~1r or1gmal sense and are no longer exactly definable.
.
Yfe wa~t. the!:? to repr~sent, !n some sense, a somethmg tba. IS no~ found either tn heaven or the earth
?r th? w~ters under the earth; yet be ample for our
1!118 gtnatxons to draw on, to support our spiritual
l~fe. Ever! word should. be used to convey a dis·
tmct, d~fimt, compre~ensl~le thought. If diver~ed
from thts and person!fied mto som~tbing holy, spiritual,_ or supernatural, zt becomes an Idol, or r_eprese;'lts
an Idol, and must not be used or spoken w1th levity.
It must be expressed with b~coming solemnity, reverence, and .tone, lest. we giv offense to the Holy
Gh~st, our tdol, and .1t should turn and reprove or
pu.n!sh us. Everythmg the Holy Ghost, or holy
spmt, sa;rs or does, .beco:nes sacred. . Even the
words whic~ ~xpress hts domgs lose their common
human qu~httes and become symbols of a divine or
hoi! gravtty. . Mall;Y of these words which the
anc!ent~ used tn the~r metapho!s, parables, and allegort~a, zn order to gtv express10n to their rational,
sensible thoughts, hav been seized by the church,
and are held !ls. hostages to ~o servi~e in ~he holy
:work of glo~tfytng and .honormg thetr l?ngtngs for
Idols and ObJects on whtch to bestow thetr adoration
and ~o~age. And how precious these words, and
th~ VlSion_s they repr~sent~ hav become to m~il;Y of
us· We mvoke the 1magmary P.owers, or spmtual
halo, that we fancy ever accompanies them, and lean

So long_ as we hav any idols, no l?~tter .h?'! shadowy, or w1th how much or bow httle dtvmtty we
clothe them, we are only idolators. And. they will
remain as much an obataclj:\ to our converston to the
truth as the graven images of the heathen· ~re to
his. Admit tbat we are one step beyond or m ad
vance of him, our idols will dema~d, and receive of
us, the same loyalty, and hold us Just as firm to our
allegiance as his hold him. We never can know the
t,ruth while we worship idols. They are our sover·
eigns, lords, and saviors, and our fealty is due to
them.
We bav neither time nor disposition to do anything to divide our affaction, alienate our reverence,
or lessen our confidence in them ar;d our relisnce on
t,bem, in the most trying emergencies.
When the "Tr!tth shall make you free" we will
bav no idols to serve. We will look beyond words,
visions, and ghosts. We will hav no further use for
them. The real and the true will become the objects
of our affections and researches. Their unfading
and deathless charms will ever enchant ur:?. We will
then never deceive or wish to ba deceived.
No gloss or glory, or shadowy visions of ghosts
or ghouls, or fairy visitors from the unseen or unknown will ever beguile or disturb us. Our fealty
and devotion to the absolute and true will furnish
us ample scope for our faculties, and fields for
achievement imd conquest. The world needs
redeeming from idolatry and error, yet we can do
but little for it till we know ourselvs to be free.
That our Christian idolatry is as reel, if not as
material, aa exists among the so-called heathen, is as
clear as demonstration and history can make anything. To the honest investigators of this there is
not a ~oubt.
Our Catholic ancsstors, both Roman and English,
true to the instincts and habits of idolatry inherited
from a long succession of centuries of rude, semibarbarous idol worship, must hav believed they
were making a great advance in a h;gher order, and
in what to them was a more spiritual quality of religion and worship, when they adopted the Christian
name as a substitute for the heathen name and form
of idolatry.
Not a few of the fathers openly maintained when
defending the new faith with their heathen opponents that their religion was the same as the old ; the
difference was only in name, and in the changes of
mode and times in which its rites were performed or
celebrated.
When it was introduced into England, the inhabitants of that island were divided up into semi-savsglll
hordes, under different chiefs or leaders, who we~"e
in almost constant warfare with each other. Chris·
tianity matte little or no progrese for centuries in
Britain. It was a very vague faith and but little
known till the Bible was translated into the nation's
tongue.
It was then that our present form of Christian
idolatry took definit shape and proportions.
The _Bibl~ was transla~ed in a linguistic style, with
persomfi.oattons, and wtth an external imagery in
its pictures, allegories, and metaphors that brought
the text and sentiment down to the level of thought
and conception of a crude, uncultured, semi- barbaous population.
H was translated into the language of idolatry to
adapt it to the condition of an idolatrous people.
The church and the translators knew it would be
the more readily aooepted, and the task of convert·
ing or proselyting to the new faith would be rendered
far more easy. At this time the political factions
had become united and the government more stable
under one or two monarchs or kings who ruled over
lords and serfs.
The people knew nothing about Bible thoughts
and Bible langusge, till they were transltlted into
their own vernacular. They never knew or heard of
any lords and saviors but those with whom they
were living, their masters and owners. They had
an idol they called gott, and ghosts, ghouls, specters,
and spirits, and the different forms and names for the
invisible agencies and powers, such as frequent and
haunt the habitations and hunting-grounds of all
barbarous and uncultivated races But when the
Bible brought to them an account.of those that had
existed in Judee. and in Greece and Rome, the priests
made them believe that they were holy spirits and
ghosts and lords, because holy men aaid so and had
written them down in a holy book. So they accepted
~hem as such in the place of their own lords, spirits,
and ghosts.
The class called lords were those who by inheritance or by their superior shrewdness and sagacity
had possession of the lands and of the serfs or servants that resided on them. These lords were the
masters, guides, rulers, and saviors of their serfs.
Tha serfs were expected to serve their lord and
master.
Some of these lords were kind and tender with
t~eir serfs or servants, and the servants were affectwnate. These could say "our dear lord and mas·
ter," "our blessed lord and savior/' and all the

different forms of phraseology were applied to these
lords or rulers that we now find spplied to Jesus in
the New Testament. Then the word cltrist or
christos, which had long been used and simply
meant goodness, was made by these translators to
represent a personage, and that christos or goodness
was to become their savior; th111t is, they were to be
saved by being good. Goodness, or gott-ness, called
the christos in Greek, was to be their lord and master." He, or it, was to ,be their "blessed lord," th~ir
"holy and divine lord," and they should obey tts
impulse and promp~ings, its inspirations and revela·
tiona, as they should arise in the mind and feelings
of the humble servant of this new inward spiritual
lord.
But as to the serf or servant masses, whose mental
condition and conceptions were too low to oompre·
bend principles and virtues acting directly upon the
mind and conduct, they could not think of them in
the abstract; they had to associl.lte with their idols
or some external forms, substances, pensonages, or
names.
How easy and natural it would be for them to
reverence and worship that name and title given to
him who taught and illustrated such lessons as are
recorded in the New Testament, especially when
their priests and teachers led off in their pathetic and
glowing descriptions, and their vivid pictures of his
virtues, his sufferings, and his tragic end. In contemplation of these ideas and images with the names
of Jesus Christ, the lord who once lived in Judea
and was so good and kind to his serfs or servants,
they exalted him into a character superior to any of
the English lords they knew. He was such a "good
lord " in tbejr estimatic.n they could scarcely find
words to describe their estimate of him. They called
him "the lord of glory," "the divine lord and
master," "the lord gott," "the lord of heaven and
earth," and all the endearing testimonials, oompHmenta, and honore, we find bestowed on him in the
New Testament. They had images and pictures of
him, or what tbey supposed might represent him,
both in his infancy and maturer years, which when
they beheld and associated with his name, they
bowed before in reverent homage, with more devo·
tion and obsequiousness than they had ever felt for
their own live lords under whom they were daily living in the capacity of serfs. How easy it was at
that time, when the spirit of idolatry was so universal
and none bad the capacity to see and feel beyond i~,
for Christian idolatry to become established and to
be believed as an exceptional virtue. It began then,
and as the priestR thought, from a matter of necessity,
arising from the low and unfortunate condition of
the people. Having started as part of English Christinnity, we as their English-speaking descendants
continue to cherish it as such. Our religious teachera, with few exceptions, persist in enforcing it upon
us because they hav been taught eo to do, and are
pledged to continue it by the conditions and requirement,s of their creeds. The few who hav no creedethe Friends and some other small sects-find it more
easy and congenial to fall in with the popular idolstry than to tske any trouble to inquire into its origin,
or to make any efforts to abandon it, and thus purify
themselvs of its debasing and enslaving influence.
The British, being au aggreasiv and courageous
pt~ople, when once enlisted in bebl\lf of this faith bav
not failed to do their share in pressing its claims and
propDgating it. In their. colonies they hav had their
missionaries to enforce its superiority over all other
religions. Rome introduced it to Europe, and Eogland has been ~ faithful ally in diffusing it. The
literature, the style, the sentiment, and idolatry of a
religion that was translated for and adapted to a degraded population of serfs, remains among us in this
free, intelligent, and enlightened age as a standard
for our culture, our philosophy, and faith. We are
required by it and its advocates to accept the idolatrous ideas, the personifi.catione, images, allegories,
legends, and pictures connected with it as literal
statements of facts and a record of historical truth.
In doing this we are nothing else than practical
Christian idolators. There seems to hav been a combination, a unity between all the Christian sects in
maintaining the obligations of all professing Chris- .
tians to accept the most idolatrous parts of .this
faith. They all unite in stigmatizing any doubt or
denial of it as Infidelity, ns heresy; and cooperate
or sympathize with any movement for crushing it
out. With the church, to be a Christian, it is necesae.ry to be an idolator. Not to be an idolator is to be
an Infidel. Christianity,· as taught and entertained
by almost every church organization, as a system of
faith, never was and is not now anything more than
a modified and modernized form of ancient heatbenism embellished and ornamented with literary culture, supported by wealth and luxury, an imposing
and gorgeous church architecture, and an educated
and disciplined priesthood who persist in maintaining
it as of divine origin and as the only scheme for man's
salvation. Science is disclosing the truth and daily
demonstrating the utter absurdity of this scheme and
its idolatrous pretensions. The only hope for the
world being released from this idolatry is through
, science. When the mind and judgment are sup·
lj
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ported and made "strong by scientific truth, credulity
and superstition will lose their hold, and the fai'h
and affections will be guided by the intelligence, and
not by the traditions and delusions, the habits and
thoughts, of a past darker age. The infatuation of a
religion can never be broken by persecution nor ridicule. What is seated and centered in the affections,
}.lowever false, can be dislodged only by enlarging and
strengthening the mind, in developing the reasoning
and analytical powers, in training them to bring
every question to the test of a rational, rigid, and
discriminating criticism. 011r salvation and release
from the thraldom of this spiritual bondage can only
be effected by the improvement and perfection of our
public schools and educational institt~tions. The
object and purpose of education must be to train the
young to think. Thought must come to the front in
religion as it does in science. Thought and freedom
will break every chain, banish superstition, and abolish idolatry in any special or holy guise it may present itself. Thought is constantly gaining and triumphing over feeling and faith. When the mind is
strong and free. the emotions cannot rule. Let us
strengthen our own and one another's mental grip,
that we may be redeemed and help release others
from every form and vestige of Christian idolatry.
Pldladelphia, Aug., 1890.
T. E. LONGSHORE.

The Church Triumphant.

or the seventh day, her return was looked for on the
fortieth day. She did not materialize. The bright
stars look down on her grave in silent mockery. Her
disciples next claimed that her spirit had descended
on Schweinfurth, and he went forth to preach the
everlasting doctrin of perfection.
The sect was for a short time known as Perfectionists, one peculiarity of their belief being that the
spirit of God dwells in every perfect Christian tHl it
dwelt in Christ, and that everyone may become a
perfect Christian if he will believe the Bible and fulfill ita requirements. This doctrin I hav directly
from the lips of Schweinfurth in his conversation
with me. That ie their leading doctrin as distinct
from the orthodox church. Schweinfurth succeeded
Dora admirably. He visited his churches, levied his
tithes, and prospered. He knew a good thing when
be saw it. In appearance he is slender, not tall,
with reddish whiskers and hair, with an intellectual
head and intelligent face, but with a decided trace of
sensuality in both looks and development of head.
Many deeded their property to him. On the farm of
one of these he built his pmlace, called "Heaven," a
magnificent place, elegantly furnished, a Mecca for
his followers. It is situated eight miles north of
Byron. The grounds are well kept, the land well
tilled, the residents hav tlourished in wealth. His
has been an a.ctiv life. He has labored hard: Persecution of the pen began to reach him. He was
once assaulted with decayed eggs in St. Charles,
Minn., and just now public opinion is at fever heat
regarding him, but no action will probably be taken,
as the people who do most of the talking will do
nothing else.
·
To cap the climax of absurdity, he now teaches
the doctrin of immaculate conception. Mary Weldon, a virgin, one of his disciples, brought forth a
child on Thursday, August 14th. It is said toresemble Scbweinfurth to an astonishing degree. Her
testimony given on the Sunday preceding was that
she was pure and guileless, that the presence of the
Holy Ghost o'ershadowed her, and that which was
conceived was pure and holy. The writer cannot
say whether Schweinfurth regards himself as the
whole trinity or not. Her five brothers share in her
belief, tmd express the opinion that if anything was
wrong some one would suffer. As I understand the
doctrin, it is taught that that which is conceived of
the perfect Christian is pure and holy as the concep·
tion of Ohrist was pure and holy. There are several
other cherubs around the palace with bright hai.r and
angelic features, the result no doubt of immaculate
conception. It is rumored that he deserted a wife
and several children in destitute circumstances in
Alpena, Mich. I do not know. The orthodox regard the doctrine given above as the unpardonable
sin, blasphemy against the Holy Ghost,· for which
there is no forgivness. It is a terrible travesty
indeed on the Christian faith. Said a ChTistian woman to me: "It is having its terrible influence on
the young, and is taking away the last vestige from
them of respect for the Bible."
Schweinfurth is a voluble talker and in his presence
our local ministers are silent, as he has a remarkable
knowledge of the Bible. His cash receipts, by express and money orders from the various disciples
in different parts of the United States, sre said to
exceed the receipts of any business man in Rockford,
a city of twenty-five thousand population. He said
to the writer: "My whole life has been spent in
leading men to God. I preach the Bible, the whole
Bible, and nothing but the Bible." He is not crazy,
far from it. Some regard him as a sharp, shrewd
ministerial confidence man. His disciples regard
him as the Christ and his visitation as that of his
second coming on earth. He has broken up many
families, wives leaving their husbands to join some
of the numerous colonies. The disciples wear s persecuted look, never become angry, are always on the
alert to be persecuted and abused for the cause, and
always obey their leader without question. It can
be said of them that they are exemplary citizens and
discharge their obligations punctually to the ones
with whom they hav dealings. Some regard Schweinfurth as the Man of Sia spoken of in the Bible.
Others say it is a fulfillment of prophl'lcy, where it is
said that false Christs shall arise. .I will make no
comments. · My duty is simply to relate, unbiased,
the history, so far as I can, of this strange sect, and
as many of my readers will bear of this for the first
time, be amazed, and regard this production as a
fabrication, I will say that I hav not willfully misstated one single fact.
EnwiN S. ELLIOTT.
Byron, Ill., Aug. 18, 1890.

Such is the name of a peculiar church that arose
in our midst and is flourishing to-day. I will tell the
story of its rise and growth as truthfully as I can in
the following narrativ:
In the years 1874-1877 there lived in this village
(Byron, Ill.) a Congregational minister and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Beekman by name. Mr. Beekman
was then pastor of the Congregational church and
was a much respected man. He occupied the pulpit
here for three years to the entire satisfaction of his
congregation. His wife's name was Dora, a beautiful, intelligent woman and one whom you must like
on first acquaintance. She was a model of piety and
their home was truly a happy one. She was a :fluent
spaake" and could talk for hours, and being possessed
of considerable personal magnetism, could hold an
audience almost spellbound. She was a woman pure
and witP,out guile and has never been charged with
impurity by anyone, not even the unbelieving, nor
her husband from whom she was soon to separate.
None question her private character. But from this
pleasant home in our quiet village strange happenings were to come. That quiet chamber of hers was
to be regarded by many as sacred as the manger of
Bethlehem is regarded by others. While sleeping
with her husband one night in 1877 she awoke at
midnight seized with an uncontrolable desire to pray,
and went into another room and knelt in prayer. As
she was praying a strange, unearthly light filled the
room and a voice was heard calling, "Dora! Dora !"
"Abba, Father !'' the lady replied, and the answer
came:
"Thou art much beloved of the Lord !''
Mr. Beekman, who in the mean time had awakened,
saw the light shining and beard the voice and made
inquiries as to the matter. She made a reply thst
quieted him and resumed her place by his side. In
the morning she went forth as the bride of Christ,
the lamb. As she was good, pure, beautiful, she
made converts. She visited many places. Among
the rest she visited Alpena, Mich., the home of George
J. Schweinfurth, the Christ of to-day, and the leader
Schweinfurth was at
of the Church Triumphant.
that time pastor of a Methodist Episcopal church of
that place. He fell in with her views, and they were
much together. He followed h«~r to St. Charles,
Minn., where they were frequently out riding. The
purity and goodness of her life was such that no suspicion was excited by this, and the unbelieving as
well as her disciples hold her spotless. There is a
story that her husband once knocked the Rev.
Schweinfurth down, but all WRB pacified by Dora
making arrangements so that he would see the soonto-be Christ no more. She was very activ, visited
many places, founded seven churches, as follows :
Byron, Ill.; Paw Paw, Ill.; Chicago, Ill.; St. Charles,
Minn.; Kansas City, Mo.; Buena Vista, Col., and
Alpena, Mich. Her followers were chosen from the
well-to-do in life, and were men and women of more
than ordinary intelligence, as the word is. She made
a few hundred converts, presumably two hundred.
Her activ days were soon at an end. While visiting
at Bltena Vista, Col., she sickened and died. This
was in April, 1883. Her body was sent to Byron,
via Kansas Oity aad Chicago. Her followers looked
for her to rise on the third day, and did nothing
Study Moral Ethics !*
toward embalming the body. Decomposition set in,
and on the fourth day, and before she was sent East,
In the "Advance Project of a Code of Morals,"
attempts were made to embalm the body, but were Jean Paul Cee has already formulated these thoughts
not successful. Her remains arrived in Byron, and which he develops in the present work:
were placed in Mr. Beekman's front yard ovt~r the
" The social sovereignty resides in the universal
night. He wished the coffin opened. This the dis- body of citizens."
ciples refused to do, but the trustees, headed by the
president of the village board, under threats of
*Translated by Gustave Nelson from the French preface to
legal proceedings compelled the opening. The re· Jean Paul Cee 's "Appel aux Libr6s·Penseurs pour Ia Fon.
·
' f
S
. dation d'un Comito d'Etudes Morales " (Appeal to
mama were those o Dora Beekman.
he was latd I Freethought societies for the Election of a Committee on the
at rest in Byron cemetery. Not rising on the third Study of Moral Ethics).
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" The ·moral authority resides in the universality
of consciences ;" that is to say, in the universality of
free consci~nces ; in such as hsv thrown off the yoke
of blind faith and are not inclined passivly to be
bound by a few demonstrated truths. Man is not a
moral being, an activ agent of evolution, unless he
uses his intellectual faculties. The abdication of
reason is moral suicide, annihilation of conscience.
A century has passed since the Revolution proclaimed the end of divine law and the birth of the
legal sovereignty of the people. It is the duty of our
time to proclaim, to define, to found the sovereignty
of the people in moral law-in tha law and the
manners, the whole social covenant. The hour has
come.
Science baa demonstrated the dying-out of dogmas,
the sterility of mystic symbolism, the absurdity and
danger of ~he biblical conceptions of the cosmos, as
well as the arbitrary and irrevocable character of
teachings in which the human mind is chained by the
impostors of supernatural revelation. Through anthropology, through the application of the science of
comparativ mythology, it has been proved that the
gods and religious customs of every nation hsv one
common source: the human mind. Science bas traversed every Olympus, every heaven, and yet she has
found but one god: man reflected with all his passions in the heaven of his imagination, and filling
the universe with his shadows and peopling it with
ghosts.
The reiigiona hav demonstrated their inability to
conquer evH; yes, what is more, they hav sustained
and developed evil. They claimed to bring peace on
earth through the acquiescence of blind faith, through
the servitude of conscience, through the despotic
government of priest. See the use to which they hav
put their divine mission. They hav saturated the
earth with human blood, spilt in wars where brother
stood against brother. They hav sown the seed of
enmity between nations and with satisfaction presided at their extermination. They hav organized
barbarism, consecrated social iniquities, made blind
fanaticism a law ; and mankind would hav perished
utterly in these bloody rio tinge were it not that the
instinct of self-preservation and reason had made
themselvs manifested through the mouth of thinkers
and martyt.·s to Freethought.
What would hav become of poor humanity .bad it
not rebelled sgainst the degrading doctrin of original sin, the subjection of woman, the despisal of maternity, the glorification of celibacy; against ignorance and submission, prayers and resignation~ What
would hav been the result had mankind consented to
clothe its reason in the shroud of voluntary servitude
and enter the grave alive, that it might secure bliss
and happiness in another world'
The cycle of supernaturalism is closed. Soon will
the pope's tiara great the royal crown in museums of
religious antiquities. The clergy has been despoiled
of its divine halo; the church bewails the loss of intelligent and honest believers: her only children are
those whom habit or profit has induced to remain.
Mankind has returned to earth from its reseiU'cbes
in the infinit; Bnd the seed planted in its bosom by
the sages of times past ferments amidst the ruins of
a partly destroyed world. Mankind is forever cured
of its belief in the fata morganas of a providence, it
rests now assured in the truth of a gradual, everlasting development according to natural law ; it relies
now on itself only; it . takes its own destiny in its
own hand, that it may in the valley of tears, the creation of false teaching, found a brotherhood of men
built upon the principles of justice and love.
Upon our time's church morality-a morality superficial and weak like the hypothesis on which it is
founded-will follow a clearer and more general conception of man's duty to his fellow-men, and we shall
aporoach the goal of harmony where conscious altruis~ will replace the animal selfishness, where man
will do the good simply on the impulse of his
heart.
This is no dream born of altruistic feeling. The
study of nature clearly reveals the band that ~mites
all living beings. She makes l!lelfie;hness a d1sease,
a prison; altruism, tm irresistible craving.
To work upon the development of life, upon the
perfection of humanity, upon the realization of universal peace; to destroy the boundaries of the "I,''
to let the true and good shine in all their splendor;
to feel in your veins the pulsation caused by the beating of the heart of universal life-is this not the greatest jov, the only joy Y
But to do the good it is not sufficient to will it,
one must know it. Hence the necessity of knowing
the conditions which produce and favor development,
of definino- what constitutes rights and duties, that
the rebuilding of society may be brought shout in the
spirit contained in the sublime ~rilogy of the Revolution : Liberty, Truth, and J ustzce.
"In these troublesome, but activ times," said
Benoit Malon "it is not sufficient that one aspires to
the good, one'must work for its establishment."
J. B. ScHA<JBll,
President of the United Freethought Associati9ns of
Franct~.
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A Truly Christian Utterance.
This pronouncement by the Rev. W. F. Ferguson,
of Petersburg, Ill., printed in the Cumberland
PresbyttJrian, of Nashville, Tenn., is, if truP, of great
jnterest to tihe subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER:
"Unbelief is the damning sin of the world. Other sins
are great, such ·as murder, theft, etc., but none are so great
as unbelief. Unbelief is the rejection of Christ and t.he
redemption that is in him. Persons often claim that they
are not great sinners, because they do not murder or stesl or
commit any of those outlandish acts which society everywhere condemns; And that their habits are as correct as the
habits of many that are in the church. But the question
does not tum on the correctness of one's habits, but on the
relationship he sustains to Christ. One's outward life may
be as good as any, and still he be not a Christian, because l:e
has not believed on Christ. To be a Christian and in a saved
condition, one must accept Christ as a personal savior. If
he has not done that, no matter what his outward life may
· be, he is guUty of the damning sin of the world. Sin, which
is the transgression of the law, brings man into a state of
condemnation, or under the sentence of the law; but
unbelief, or the rejection of Christ, produces da~nation."
RaY. Mr. Ferguson goes on to say further that sin
is not necessarily eternally fatal, for it can be washed
out in the blood of Jesus, but unbelievers must
suffer the wrath of God because the blood of J eeus
cannot be applied to them. "He that believeth not
the son shall pot see life, but the wrath of God
abideth on him." This cheering passage is from
John iii, 36. Mr. Ferguson takes the liberty to add
" forever " to the duration of the wrath, and this
wolild be a good word for the anti-secondprobationists to find there, but it is not so stated in
holy writ; therefore we may hope. Considering the
chances of the plain sinners, Mr. Ferguson finds that
they are all right if they do not reject Ohrist; and
then concludes from the proclamations of scripture
that " all sin centers in the raj action of Ghrist. It
is the greatest of all sins, that which damns the soul.
• . . Unbelief, or the rejection of Ohrist, is fatal."
These statements are, of course, the logical
sequence of the Presbyterian creed, and Presbyte.
rianism is the most logical of all the Christian secta. rianisms. Admit its premises and its conclusions
must follow. Mr. Ferguson has but stated plain and
straightforward· Christianity; but how revolting it
is to common sense, to kindness, to all decency !
It is in the gospel of John that we find this barbarous doctrin, stated again and again, amplified
and made plain. "And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the son of man
be lifted up ; that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but hav eternal life. For God so loved
the world that he gave his only begotten son, that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish but
hav everlasting life. For God sent not his son into
the world to condemn the world, but that the world
through him might be saved. He that believeth on
him is not condemned; but he that believeth not is
eondemned already, because he hath not believed in
the name of the only begotten son of God." " He
that believeth on the son hath everlasting life: and
he that believeth not the son, shall not Ree life; but
the wrath of God abideth on him." "Verily, verily,

I say unto you, he that heareth my word, and be· tion of other forms of religion to the supposed needs
lieveth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, of the people of more modern times. To prevent
and shall not come into condemnation, but is passed . violence to the feelings, to induce the adoption of
from death unto life. Verily, verily, I say unto you, Christianity, ceremonies and rites were changed but
the hour is coming, and now is, when the dead shall little, and often not at all-the name of the religion
hear the voice of the son of God; and they that hear only was changed. What was pagan before Conshall liv." "And shall come forth; they that hav stantine became converted was Christian afterward.
done good unto the resurrection of life; and they "The statues of Jupiter were used to represent
that hav done evil, unto the resurrection of damna- Jehovah. ·Isis and her babe were changed to Mary
tion." "And this is the will of him that sent me, and the infant Ohrist. The trinity of Egypt became
that everyone which seeth the son, end believeth on the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Christianity comhim, may hav everlasting life ; and I will raise him promised with paganism." The constructors of the
up at the last day."
Christian system went early and often to the religAil who believe that teaching must agree with Mr. ious wells of the ancients and drew freely from their
Ferguson that unbelief leads to hotter consequences depths. Mr. Bennett traces forty events, traditions,
than murder, or theft, or rape, or religious persecu- ceremonies, !Uld dogmas, now regarded as Christian,
tion. T!ley must believe that the believing murderer to preex:isting religions. These of course are the
goes to heaven, while the unbelieving murdered goes essentials of the system. Hundreds of non-essentials
to hell; that the destinations of the believing robber -metaphysical speculations and alleged philosophand the unbelieving robbed are the ssme; that the ical conclusions-are shown by numerous authors to
believing wretch who outrages a girl sits witl·l Jesus be identical.
and the unbelieving victim, dying from the conseThe confessional is to-day regarded as part and
quences of the crime, goes to her father tb.e devil ; parcel of Catholic Christianity, as one of the sacrathat Bruno, perishing in the :tlame, is now in eternal mente, and uninformed devotees, Protestant as well
torments and the priests who piled fagots around as Catholic, think it has always been such. This is
him are at this moment in eternal bliss! It is the by no means the truth. For the first three centuplain teaching of scripture, and except ye believe ye ries of Christianity [before Constantine], says the
eannot be saved.
writer on this subject in the Encylopedia Britannica,
But, practically, who does believe these things? an authority of some consequence, little or no menWhere will Mr. Ferguson find a supporter among tion is made of any such practice. Private, or auricthe educated Christians T Even the majority of the ular, confession was a development, and grew up
Presbyterians are ashamed of their creed, and want gradually. Obristian fathers like St. Cyprian, St.
to revise these things out of it. Twenty or thirty Basil, St. Gregory of NysBa, and others, recommended
years ago, about all the evangelical Christians agreed the practice, but St. Augustine paid little attention
with him; it was common for ministers to say they to it, and St. Ohrysostom declared that confession to
regarded an Infidel as the worst man in the com- God was sufficient. The practice, however, extended,
munity, though his life were blamelees, and there until at the fourth Lateran council, held under Papa
were jailbirds around in scores. But times hav Innocent III., in 1215. it was enjoined upon all memchanged. We hav serious doubts if five per cent of hers of the church of Rome once a year.
the orthodox Christians will now agree with those
Where did the practice originate 1 We answer,
old fellows who told dreadful tales about the Infidels Among the pagans and J ewe. It was one of the
and regarded Thomas Paine as the devil.
draughts made by the Christian fathers from the
What, then, does this signify 1 Only this, that ancient religious wells. The doctrins of the confesOhristianity is dying. The old, militant, aggressiv, sion and remission of sins, we are told by Judge
stern, uncompromising, logical religion is going, and Waite, author of the "History of Christianity," on
is being replaced by a humanit81'ianism which is the authority of Volney, "prevailed anciently in
modifying even to destruction the old anthropomor. India ; also among the ancient Persians and Parsees."
phie God. As a daily journal puts it, the general Voltaire tells us that confession was ·practiced in all
drift of Protestantism is toward the Unitarian uni- the mysteries of Egypt, Greece, and Samothrace.
versalism and the distinguishing demand of that When Marcus Aurelius participated in the Eleusinian
system of teaching that religion shall not be dog. mysteries, he confessed himself to the hierophant.
matic, but sh&U ba keph within the limitations of In the ancient religion of Thibet and Nepaul, among
human reason and human conceptions of justice. the other resemblances to Catholicism, is found the
Pulpit exceptions, fossils like Mr. Ferguson, only practice of confession.
emphasize this change. Three decades ago, his
The Christians, however, says Voltaire, took their
words would hav excited no comment, so generally confession from the Jewish rites, and not from the
were the same sentiments held. The world now mysteries of Isis and Oeres. But the J ewe, he also
re!\ds them and laughs, forgetting that he is really admits, borrowed a great many of their rites from
the Christian, who will laugh last, while the scorners their neighbors, and it is by no means improbable,
are the ones who will, if the gospels be true, find the therefore, that they borrowed this practice. At any
retribution he hints at. They are the ones whom rate, among the Jews it was the custom, on the
Holyoake characterizes as without candor as to facts annual feast of expiation, for the high priest to make
which they lack the sense to see, or the honesty to confession of sins to God in the name of the whole
own, or the justice to denounce, and consequeatly people. The people were also enjoined to confess
present a sentimental view of Christianity which has individually to God. In some cases, as in that of
no basis whatever. But, through them, Christianity Acban (Josh. vii, 19), acknowledgment before man
is being wounded unto death, snd our sympathies was demanded. In others, acknowledgment to the
are with the unwitting assassins of a religion which priest (Lev. iv, 5) is commanded (see Ency. Brit.,
baa done so much harm in the world, and which, if vol. vi, p. 228). In Buck's Theological Dictionary
it could be revived, would repeat ita performances.
the Jewish method of confession is thus given: On
the day of the feast, the high priest confessed the
sins of the people to God; besides this general conAuricular Confession.
fession,
the Jews were enjoined, if their sins were a
A friend residing down South drops us a postal
breach of the first table of the law, to make individcard saying:
"Article 'Confessional,' in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July ual confessions to God ; but violations of the second
26:.h, pages 472--3, column second, paragraph second, assigns table were to be acknowledged to their brethren.
this to 'Jewish and pagan beginnings.' Historical confir- The early Christians adopted this practice of open
mations of such an assertion are desirable."
penance, and it was enjoined by St. Paul (1 Oor. v,
That is an easy task our correspondent sets us. 2). It afterward appeared, says Voltaire, more conAs D. M. Bennett once expressivly put it, "to con- venient that this should be the privilege of the
vince the candid examiner that the Christian religion priests. The Miahua, which comprehends all the
is made up from religious systems which existed laws, institutions, and rules of life which besides the
many centuries prior to it ; that in every essential ancient Hebrew scriptures the J ewe thought themparticular it is a mere plagial'ism, a reconstruction of salve bound to observe, says that often in confessing
the dogmlls and superstitions of older heathen !la- the J ewe placed their hand upon a calf belonging to
tions, it is only necesaary to study the pages of his- the priest. Every culprit under sentence of death.
tory bearing upon the aubj ect." This is absolutely BRyB the same work, went and confessed himself betrue. Sl3arcely any phase of the Christian religion- fore witnesses in some private place.
no essential dogma or rite-when followed back will
Voltaire tells the method of confession of the Jews
be found to be an exception. All hav been copied. on the day of the feast of expiation, called the solemn
Christianity is by no means original ; it is an adapta- atonement. " The confessor repeated three timea
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we earnestly request pastors, church clerks, and secretaries
thirteen words of the seventy-seventh psalm, at the
Cheek.
of various ecclesiastical, ethical, or beneficial societies, to
same time giving the confessed thirty-nine stripes,
Surely the Christians of the country cannot realize use their official influence in securing action of the organizawhich· the latter returned, and they went away how cheeky. their propositions in regard to "Sab- tions they represent in favor of the great Sabbath reform
quits."
bath" observance are; but if they do, then they are movement, and forward the same to the secretaries of the
It is admitted by the Protestants that the apostles the most arrogant people in the world !
Sabbath associations of their respectiv states, or directly to
could remit sins, but they claim that Christ's eomThey talk about the "Lord's day" and the " Chris- their respectiv members of Congress, asking their personal
mission .to do this went no further, or at the most tian S&bbath " as an acknowledged period of time, and official influence in securing the passage of the Sunday
rest bill, now before Congress. Finally, that we respectfully
" to those whom a discernment of spirits was com- when the fact is, and every theologian knows it well, urge the Evangelical Alliance, now organizing in the cities
municated." The Catholics, however, claim that the that if there ever was a "Lord's day" and a "Sab- and large towns, or a Sabbath commi~tee of smaller towns,
power has been continuously given to the priests bath," Sunday is not that day at all.
to giv special prominence to the Sabbath reform, and use its
through the apostles and their ·priestly successors.
But if Sunday were the Sabbath, the cheek of the prestige and influence in securing the cooperation of denomBe thia as it may (end. the whole ceremony is an ab- church is none the less. The church· members of the inations in hastening the indorsement of the petition for the
Sunday rest bill, now before Congress, and in securing action
surd farce), confession was not generally practiced country number less than one-third of the popula- of churches and ecclesiastical bodies in measures {or assurfor centuries after Christ. In Constantine's reign, tion, and they are the only people who desire " Sab- ing a proper program for the World's Fair in 1892-3."
says Voltaire, confession was limited to publicly con- bath" observance. The other two-thirds are perThe " Sabbath " Association of Illinois is not lackfessing public offenses. In the time of the apostles fectly willing to use Sunday in a rational manner ; ing in assurance, that is certain. Why don't they
confession was not a sacrament for the sufficient yea, they are anxious to do so if the tyrannical church apply to Congress for permission to run the country
reason tha_t the word sacrament was then unknown. people will ''nly allow them to. But this one-third all the time, instead of only one-seventh T Then
In the :fifth century penitentiaries were instituted for cheekily and arrogantly assume to dictate to the they could imprison and burn the Infidels, build
the absolution Of those who become idolators. This remainder of the population what they shall do on :finer churches, and quarter the elect upon the country
confession wa~;~ abolished under the emperor Theo- Sundtly. One church-member, they assume, shall for good. There would be no more trouble about a
dosius. A woman having accused herself aloud to the rule two non-church-members ! Hear the Methodist surplus in the United States treasury, and the tariff
penitentiary of Constantinople of lying with a deacon, organ:
discussion could be stopped st once.
the indiscretion, as Voltaire calls it, caused so much
"Unless the friends of the Sabbath make such a vigorous
scandal and disturbance that the faithful were per- protest that those in charge of the Columbian Fair, to be held
Did He or Did He Not 1
mitted to approach the holy table without confession in Chicago in 1893, cannot afford to ignore it, that instituIn a letter to W. C. Reid's Spirit1tal Instruetor,
and to take communion in obedience to their con- tion will probably be kept open on Sundays. Many infiu. printed last November, Mr. Lyman C. Howe stated
entia! secular papers and foreign societies are demanding it.
sciences alone. It was to avoid such public scandals The sub-committee on the permanent organization of the that Mr. Reid was a slate-writing medium, and that
that St. Chrysostom declared against confession, say- fair has already expressed the opinion that this demand all Mr. Reid's public demonstrations were under abing : "Confess yourselvs continually to God; I do should be granted. The decision of this committee is not solutely fraud-proof conditions, and that to private
not bring you forward on a stage to discover your final, but it shows that the views of some who hav control sitters he said: "Bring your own ala tes, privately
faults to your fellow-servants; acknowledge your in the case are unfavorable to the observance of the Sabbath marked and fastened as you like, screwed, nailed, rivin connection with the great exhibition. If their sentiments
sins to God, who will not reproach you before men." should prevail, and the sacredness of the Lord's day be dis- eted, or tied as strongly as you please, and keep them
Thus it is seen that the thousands of Spanish ladies regarded on that occasion, it will be a great national calam- in your hands, and under these conditions the slates
who accused their confessors of having seduced ity.
are :filled with messages."
"To open the fair on the Sabbath would be to offer an
In the .Progressiv Thinker of August 16bh, writthem had an example in very early times. Voltaire
concl11des that the practice of confession was not gen- open indignity to all the Christian people of America.. They ing from Cassadaga, Mr. Lyman C. Howe says :
all consider the Sabbath a holy day set apart for religious
eral till the seventh century, and was :first made oblig- purposes. They consider themselvs bound to keep it holy. "I hav had sittings with . . . Walter E. Reid
. for independent slate-writing. In every
atory upon the monks by their abbots, who required They do not think themselvs insulted when those who differ
them to confess their offenses to their su-periors from them in this refuse to keep it holy also ; but if in a case it was a total failure."
We hav heard a saying that a liar ought to hav a
twice each year. The practice grew till in 1215 it was national movement, in which they hav an e~ual interest with
made a " sacrament." The consequence of this we others, and are invited and expected to participate, that day good memory, but we hesitate to quote it for Mr.
is systematically desecrated, they cannot do otherwise than
showed in a general way in the editorial referred to consider themselvs deeply wronged. To close the fair on Howe's benefit until he has had the opportunity to
by our Southern friend. The particular instances of Sunday can wrong no one nor a:ffiict the conscience of any; explain. These are his statements :
its damnably infamous working would fill volumes. but to open it on that day will do violence to the Christian
"I hav had sittings with Walter E. Reid for independent
Confession has also been, and is, pra!Jticed by the sentiment of· the whole nation, and deeply wrong every slate-writing."
"Under these conditions" [enumerated in his letter to
Calvinist Protestant sects, though they deny its Christian who may desire to participate in it."
the Spiritual Instructor] the slates were all filled with mesIt
seems
to
us
that
if
the
"
Lord's
day
"
is
of
such
sacrl\mental character; in this going further than
sages."
Luther, the precipitator of the Reformation. Lutherans supreme importance, it is at least of considerable
"In every case it was a total failure."
import
to
keep
the
right
day.
But
this
is
not
done.
still practiee it; so do the Episcopalians, and in early
We hav several times urged upon Spiri~ual and
times the Scottish Calvinistic ministers used it to Saturday is the Sabbath, if there be any Sabbath ; Material writers the desir..ability of accuracy of
disciplin their people. The Methodists of our day Sunday is only a day selected by the Catholic church; statement. At the first blush these variations of
are forced to confess, and no less an authority than selected, too, for political reasons, because that was Mr. Howe would seem to emphasize our admonition.
the Rev. Jamas M. Buckley, D.D., editor of the New the pagan " Day of the Sun" which the people would
more readily observe.
Different Methods of Obtaining Wealth.
York Christian Advocate, thus describes it in his
If the fair be open on Saturdays, as it will of
paper of August 21st, in the present year of his Lord.
Mr. Dma, of the New York Sun, in a two-line edicourse, the Jews may regard it as an indignity to
The method he prescribes is in answer to a question
torial, lays down this rule for acquiring a worldly
their holy day ; but then, the Christians do not seem
as to what a man shall do who has "backslidden,"
competence :
to care any more for Jewish feelings than they do for
but wishes to get up the hill again. Dr. Buckley
"One rule for getting rich is to mind your own business."
Jewish persons or property-and this is only to tortreplies: " It is necessary for you to confess your sins
Mr. Pentecost, of the Twentieth Century, has
ure the persons and confiscate the property. But why
in general, and in particular to God. It is necessary
found
another method. He says :
should the feelings of the Christians be taken into
to make a humble acknowledgment in the ordinary
"
When
poor people will no longer become policemen nor
account and the feelings of the other two-thirds of
soldiers, then poor people will be free; and when poor people
social meetings of the church that you hav erred and
the populstion ignored ? Hav they " not eyes, are free, they will be-no longer poor."
strayed away from t'he right path, but it is not neceshands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, pasIf the Sun! s rule is true, why are not all those who
sary for you to giv particulars of past sins unknown
sions T fed with the same food, hurt with the same do mind their own business above want; and if Mr.
to the people. It is frequently a temptation of the
wer.pons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the Pentecost's words are true, why are not all who abdevil to make a man believe that he ought to confess
same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter stain from joining the army and the police force in
the particulars, and then when he shrinks from that
and summer as a Christian is! if you prick us, do we the same condition !
·
to cause him to feel that there is no hope. 0 a the
not bleed ! if you tickle us, do we not laugh ! if you
Is
it
possible
that
both
philosophers
are wrong !
other hand, to confess the sins previously unknown
poison us, do we not die ? and if you wrong us, shall
to the people might make it impossible for them to
A POLITIOIAN named Rice, out in Kansas, is accusing the
we not revenge !"
believe in you, to giv you any opportunity to reform.
Let the Christians think of these things, and be Hon. J. K. Ingalls, of that state, of .being a blasphemer, for
Having sinned, you should be very humble, and not
less arrogant. To open the fair on Sunday can having once, in a :philosophical mood, remarked, "No
attempt to put yourself forward until a considerable
doubt that in the search for eternal truth another Christ will
time has elopaed, during which you lead a truly wrong no one ; for no one i!'l obliged to remain come, and another revelation be made." This is heresy
away from church to attend. It· cannot &:ffiict the without question, but scarcely blasphemy, as blasphemy is
consistent Christian life. Confession of particular
nowadays defined, and we do not believe it will greatly
sins is necessary to those who f!re aware of the sins, conscience of any, for Sunday is no " Sabbath" at
affect Mr. Ingalls's political chancea.
all
;
but
to
olose
it
on
that
day
and
open
it
on
Saturand to those who hav suffered by them, and also in
is to &:ffiict the consciences of all Jews and
public when the people are aware of them. Under day
MosEs HARMAN in his prison cell is becoming rather ml)nk" Seventh Day " folks who keep the only scriptural
other circumstances a general confession of sin is
lshly ascetic. In the language of the plains, he has been rounding himself up. As he puts it, he has spent much of his
suffi.llient, and the particular confession should be Sabbath.
But the Methodist organ is not the only exhibitor time in self-examination, and has instituted "a comparison
made to almighty God."
of cheek. The " Sabbath" Association of Illinois, of between the actual, the factual, the sensuous, the visible,
From the numerous lapses of the Methodists, we
which Hon. G. P. Lord, of Elgin, is secretary, in a the provisional, and the transitional M. Harman, on the one
are afrail Dr. Buckley is another St. Chrysostom, circular letter to churches, labor unions, and other hand, and the ideal, the supersensuous. the invisible, the
and fears scandal to the church in publicly confessing
spiritual, and (as I think) the permanent and the real M.
particular sins. He knows as well as did Bt. Chrys- associations of citizens, asks for the adoption of reso- Harman, on the other hand." The villainous use of the
Comstock law has compassed many hardships, and its users
ostom that " God will not reproach you before men," lutions relating to the fair, as follows:
"That we thus early urge the managers of the World's hav much to answer for, but if they drive this innocent old
but it would undoubtedly be as awkward for moat
Fair to follow the precedent of the centennial celebration at man into the "realm of the visionary, the fanciful, the
Methodists, and especially the preachers, to publicly Philadelphia, in 1876, and of the American exhibit at the nnphilosophical," their sins will be many times multiplied.
confess particular sins as it was for the woman who world's fair in Paris, in 1889, and so arrange its program as Circull\te the pet-itions for his pardon, ~d ~end them here
accused herself to the penitentisry of Oonsta:.ntinople. not unnecessarily to secularize the Christian Sabbath. That . or to Dr. Foote, 120 Lexington avenue, th1s mty.
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FrTOHVILLE, 0., Aug. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : l hav quite an assortment of Freethought
reading on hand, and will send packages of it to llnyone
that will send postage.
Mns. MARY MARTIN.
MARYVILLE, Mo., July 12, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The paper suits me. I could not do well
without it. I believe it is the duty of every man that is
loyal to this noble republic to support it, for it is undoubtedly
one of the best papers published.
R. B. KELLY.
PALISADE :MINEs, CALISTOGA, Aug. 4, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send you a renewal and a new
subscriber. I also send for the picture book. By this you
will see I am in favor of the pictures. I do not believe I
should hav subscribed for THE TRUTH SERKJIR in the first
place, as I was taking other Liberal papers, but the pictures
I said at once are worth the subscription. Besides, I find
THE TRUTH SEEKJIR a most valuable paper, and my children are always anxious to see it. Wishing you a long and
successful career, I remain,
Yours truly,
R. F. GRIGSBY.
WAGNER, ORE., July 19, 1891.
M.R. EDITOR: You may put me down for the picture book
as soon as it is ready ; also for the old TRUTH SEEKER as
long as I liv or it livs.
Mr. Putnam was with us the Fourth of July and gave us
two rousing lectures, and the oration, which was well received by all but a few would-be Christians, who did all
they could to disturb the meetings. But all went off well,
and he delivered his lectures to nearly three hundred people,
most of whom are Liberals. I tell you, Samuel Putnam is
an old war-horse, and is doing a good work. A gooa Liberal lecturer could do well to locate somewhere in eastern
Oregon.
WARREN CAESNER.

,

CHl!.WSVILLE, MD., Aug. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Clln you allow me to inquire through THE
TRUTH BEEKER for a piece of poetry entitled, " The God and
Devil of Orthodoxy?" It was published in THE TRUTH
SREKER in the year 1876, I think. I hav lost the paper that
had it in and would like very much to get another copy of
it. I will giv you a few lines :
If the story of God and the Bible be true,
Who made the old devil and taught him to talk
And deceive Mother Eve whilst taking a walk?
He curses the woman, then he curses the man ;
Oh, where is the wisdom in all of his plan ?
Will some subscriber who has a file of the paper please
send the poem or a copy to an old subscriber?
JoHN H. liARP.
GREELEY, UoL., Aug 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to say a few words in favor of
your journal, THB TRUTH B:a:EKRR. I must say' that it contains some of the most interesting articles I ever read. A
m&n can learn more from it, obtain more good, than from
the whole of the Bible. I only trust it will hav a broad field;
that every bigot may read it properly before he commences
to condemn it. I was two years ago a devout Christian. I
dreamed of heaven and hell. I made myself unhappy by
such a belief. All Liberalists must feel that they hav taken
a burden off their shoulders when they hav completely
thrown aside the Christian religion. In conclusion, I sball
do all in my power to help the sale of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours truly,
A.M. BROWNE.

" Who?" I said, " The man that did not provide for his
family." He soon had to go and see a sick man, ami he has
never been to see me since, but has left his wife with her.
father and gone East. .After he had been away a short
time he wrote to the Masonic lodge for a demit, but our
lodge thought that, if he was good enough for a minister, he
was not good enough to be a Mason. I hope the grand old
TRUTH SEEKER may liv until every man that fights potato.
BLAINE, WASH., Aug. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: We hav just had a course of three lectures bugs and takes good care of the crop, and is lucky enough
from Mr. Reynolds at the Opera House in" Blaine. The to get one to eat, will dare to eat it without first stopping to
S. H. ELLINWOODS.
house was packed to its utmost capacity each night, and the ask God to bless it.
attention given to the speaker more than proved the interest
CEDARVILLE, N.J., Aug. 4, 1890.
taken in the subjects-" Liberalism," "The Lord'·s Prayer in
MR. EDITOR : I wish that THE TRUTH BEEKER was read by
our Public Schools," and "Why the Cross above the Flag?''
A most cordial invitation was extended to the clergy of the people generally, as it would teach them more truth than
Blaine to meet him in a friendly discussion before the pub- they can get from any amount of pulpit exhortations, exlic, offering to giv anyone one-half the time, and take up a planations, and detonations. But the Christians are as shy
collection. No one accepted the challenge, and the able of anything that does not accord with what they learned at
scoffer at Christian absurdities left the field victorious. Sunday-school as a crow is of a string, and tlrere is just about
Christians would· do well to consider such challenges, as as much reason in one case as the other, as neither will inthey are given in kindly spirit. Besides, it givs the Chris- vestigate and find out the re~l danger contained in the scaretian a better chance to reach a class of citizens who hardly crow. Therefore it is very difficult to get believers to read
anything that is Liberal, and that would cause them to reaever or never go inside a church.
son or tlrink for themselvs.
Come again, Mr. Reynolds.
Hoping the day will soon come when gospel shops will
With best wishes for THE TRUTH BEEKJIR and Heston,
hav
to pay their share of taxes like other corporations and
JOHN MERRITT, JR.
individuals, and when Comstock and Wanamaker, with
their tools and emissaries, are cast out, and the glorious
PARKDALE, TORONTO, CAN., July 30, 1890.
principle
of civil and religious liberty will be a reality, and
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THK TRUTH SEEKER, I 'believe,
the whole time since its publication in New York, and I not a sham as it is now, and hoping that you may hav
hav tried hard to get subscribers for it. But 1 always lived ample support in your endeavors for the enlightenment and
among such a God-fearing people that I hav never been betterment of the human race, I remain,
Yours truly,
H. E. EMMAL.
able to get you a subscriber. They hav plenty of nioney to
Mr. and Mrs. Sheen are almost alone in their adhesion to
Freethought principles in Atlantic City, and hav had to contend with many assailants, who are compelled to acknowledge the particularly striking evidences of a successful domestic government united by a love that knows no fear.
A FRIEND.

a

giv away for error and superstition, but they hav none
for such common-sense works as THE TRUTH BEEKER, as the
sequel will show. About two years ago the Methodists
built here a new brick church, which cost about ten or
fifteen thousand dollars. But since that time the Presbyterians hav built a much larger and handsomer one, which
took the shine out of the Methodist one. But the Methodists
were determined not to be outdone as to having a big
joss-house. So they went to work and built a new one,
corner of King street and Dubb avenue, which cost,
with-as the Scotchman would say-the box of whistles,
$74,000. It was opened on the first Sunday in this
month for what they call public worship. And they imported from your great city two great joss-house priests to
draw the shekels out of the pockets of the poor dupes. Oae
was the Rev. Dr. Peck, the other the Rev. Dr. Sutherland. .And the first day of the performance they realized
$22,000 in promises. Was not that a high day for the
joss-house men, supposing the dupes toe the mark at the
appointed time? Perhaps some of your readers may wish
to know what has become of the old joss-house. Well,
it is closed, and, like the temples of old, the oracle speaks
no more.
Yours truly,
J.D. GREAVES.

JABBOESVILLB, MD., Aug. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Send me by mail the " Age of Reason," by
Thomas Paine-the high-minded, honorable, far-seeing
Thomas Paine, who gave his all, his money and intelligence
and time, to help feed and clothe Washington's army. Without the honorable Thomas Paine Washington's efforts were
useless. From what little information of Paine I hav in roy
place I find he was honored by Congress with money ; honored by the legislatures and governors of several states, an:d
given a homestead of three hundred acres, with the necessary buildings, in Massachusetts. His grave was violated,
and his bones were lakm to England, where a monument
was intended to be erected to his memory. With those
laurels bestowed upon him, I think it is advisable for our
religious ministers to let his name rest, for the great good he
has done.
GEORGE W. FISH.

MAZoMANIE, Wis., Aug. 1, 1890.
MR. EpiTOR: Aside from the more important and highly
interesting matter which we find in THE TRUTH SEEKER, to
me it is very interesting to note the various views of the
many TRUTH SEl!.KER correspondents on the various subjects
which are discussed in its columns. To note how nearly
they come to one's own views sets a person thinking which
is right. Among these, none so truly coincided with my
views of the Christian church as the sentiment and main
object of the Women's National Liberal Union. It is a
highly important truth, as expressed at the Women's National
Liberal convention, that nothing short of Christianity's entire
disintegration will mentally free its supporters, and that it
still persists in holding its supporters in profound mental
slavery. It was very gratifying to me, and should be to
every true Liberal, to see the Women's National Liberal
Union take such a decided stand in the foremost rank of
advanced Liberalism. As a general thing, woman is mentally worse enslaved than man. The general mass of women
are the greatest force against Liberalism and the great sustaining force of the c~urch. Thus we may look at it as a
very hopeful sign of our time to see the leading intelligent
women of our country occupy such an advanced position.
Again, amongst the many communications on man's
immortality, both in THB TRUTH SEEKER and many other
papers and magazines which I hav read for the last ten
years, only one person during that time came anywhere
near my views of Spiritualism, and that is La R~y Sunderland, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 5th last. But mine is
only an experience of ten years.
JOHN LEITOH.

ATLANTIO CITY, N.J., Aug. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : This day the remains of Martha Sheen,
daughter of James Sheen, were interred at the New Cemetery, Pleasantville. Before the funeral cortege left the house
a very affecting address was delivered by John W. Shaw, expresident of the Friendship Liberal League of Philadelphia, to
the parents and friends assembled to pay their last respects to
the departed; and appropriate exercises were conducted at
the tomb by the same gentleman. Mr. Sheen and his wife are
both pronounced Liberals and hav educated their children
upon the rational basis of Freethought. It was pleasing to
note the unqualified affection reciprocated between the parents and the children ; and the untiring devotion of the
mother during the protracted illness of the daughter just
passed away, was a theme upon the lips of ·an who know
them.
One person present quoted most appropriately the lines:
If they hav acted well their part
Through changing sheen and shine;
Then let me ask my erring heart,
How hast thou acted thine?

FENTONVILLE, MIOH., Aug. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find post-office order for $5, for
which please send the glorious old TRUTH SEEKER for another
year, and the pictorial book as soon as finished. I hav all
THE TRUTH SEEKERS bound since the pictures commenced,
but I want them in book form for the benefit of my Christian friends. I hav a little granddaughter. She has to see
the pictures as soon as the paper arrives. So you see I am
in favor of them. Please keep them up as long as possible.
I am in my sixtieth year, but you can couut on me as long
as I liv and hav roy liberty. I had a neighboring minister
call on me some time ago to h&v a friendly talk with me
about the other world. He found some fault with me because I worked Sunday. I told him that I was willing to
work for a living, and that if God knew one-half as
much as people claimed, he knew that it was impossible for
me to do all my work in six days, and he had no right to
ask of me a thing I could not do. In our conversation he
called me an Infidel. "Well," I said, "if the Bible is true,
there is one class of :men wotse than they,'' ij:~ sai(.\ 1

BYRON, MINN., July 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5 for one new subscriber; the balance please place to my credit. This gentleman whose name you will place on your list of readers, is,
I am happy to say, one of the best and roost successful
business men in this city. Commencing as a clerk, his
energy, integrity, and manliness won for him, as they are
bound to do for all men and individuals, success and happiness-and they are, I believe, the only key to happiness. He
is also blessed with a lovely wife and two beautiful and intelligent little girls. I am glad to hav such people identify
themselvs with our cause as leaders. The other kind will
fall in line as soon as it becomes popular, as the Christians
hav always done with all moral questions, rrever improving
until compelled by common-sense and reason, and then
crediting it to their Gods.
I cannot understand how an intelligent person can bless
an all-wise, unlimited(?) God, as the Christians call him, for
all good, and not hold him responsible for all evil, for if he
is able to produce the good, he must of necessity be able to
prevent the evil. Now I ask in all earnestness, how is it
possible to lo"ok at it in any other light ? I cannot.
I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. J. E. Remsburg at
Waterville, Minn., and attended his lectures. The audience
was delighted with the manner he handleil his subjects,
especially the Sunday question, when he offered to meet any
minister in a debate and affirm that there was not a text in
the Bible authorizing us to keep Sunday as a holy day, or as
the Sabbath. The reverends did not come to the front as
the Christians supposed they would. I suppose they were
too busy with pastoral calls to pay attention to a Freethinker. At any rate, none of them showed up. I also heard
the wonderful (?) Talmage. The difference between Mr.
Remsburg and Mr. Talmage is: the former affirmed with
facts and proofs, the latter affirmed with faith and no proofs.
Well, I suppose Mr. Talmage thinks that the Western
people should not question anything that he would say.
Well, we should not be too particular, as he was paying up a
judgment that the people of Waseca held against him. Will
you kindly send me Mr. Remsburg's lectures em "The Sunday Question,"" Bible Morals," and" Thomas Paine."
WALTER A. JoHNSON.
GORDONVILLX, TEX., Aug. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I hope that you will allow me, through the
columns of your most excellent journal, to reply to a few
remarks in your last issue, in which the man who proves
all things, F. C. Ormsby, attacks- roy profession very
fiercely. But, in the first place, I am very much surprised
to find a man who is .so much wiser than I ever thought any
man could be-that is, to know positivly and even
prove that there is a life of immortality and intelligence, willpower, consciousness, or mind of human individualities beyond the grave. I did not know that a finite being could
comprehend such Infinities. But I hope that he will allow
me to sanction the last sentence of his first paragraph -that
is, that there is no such thing as belief in his idea of continued life. Now, as he has no confidence in it, I hope
that he will allow me the same privilege ; but I do not claim
as much as he does in the following sentence. He says that
a man must know the fact, must hav positiv proof. I only
claim that I must hav some evidence, some proof, before I
believe it.
Now, as regards his assertion that the_medical profession
feeds upon the ignorance and fear of the people, it is as false
as it is groundless ; the roost intelligent and fearless people
we hav employ physicians. The other assertion, that physicians keep people under the weather, as he calls it, for the
purpose of bleeding them of all the cold cash they think they
can get, is as untrue and as unprincipled as the above.
The medical profession does not claim to be a cure-all,
but it does in many instances claim to abort disease, in
others to abbreviate, and in others to alleviate all of the
pain, suffering, and misery that we can.
lt is quite tru~ tll.at there are people so ignoraJJ.t ~a.t the_y
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think an M.D. can cure every patient as soon as he visits the
same, and in case the patient does not get up immediately,
they are so short-sighted and of so little principle themselvs
that they think that the M.D. is keeping the patient down
in order to make money out of the case. With all goodwlll and highest regards for the man personally, I would
ask how the above assertions agree with his motto in the
D. J. TuoKBR, M.D.
beginning._
RED CANON, WYo., Aug. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BBB.KBR of August 9th Mr.
Ormsby styles the medical profession a humbug on a par
with the clergy. True, there are many men professing to be
medical that are gross humbugs. This is partly due to the
reckless way in which state legislatures hav allowed the
establlshment of medical colleges of low grade. The writer
remembers several classmates who for mental incapacity and
indolence were dropped from the class ; they went the next
year to an easy-going college that granted them diplomas
several months earlier than their previous classmates ob·
talned theirs, and to-day men who did hard and honest
work are classed in the profession at large with these
drones.
When human life is reposed in the care of any man that
man should be proved competent to apply the highest
scientific skill in the case.
Before a man is allowed to run a locomotiv good engineers
should determln whether or not he is competent. Mr.
Ormsby intimates that any man ignorant of chemistry should
be allowed to prescribe medicins.
Suppose such a man should prescribe a. combination of
iodide of potassium and chlorate of potassium for one of his
family, and death from the poisonous iodate formed should
result, perhaps Mr. Ormsby's views would change somewhat.
Volumes could be written enumeratillg the deaths resulting from an unwise use of drugs, and more than this, the
tenth part of such accidents was never known.
In almost every other house there is a book called the
"Family Doctor," and it causes more sickness than it ever
cures. Not long since the writer attended a case in which
the heart sack was distended with a dropsical effusion.
Pain was felt in the stomach region. The family consulted
" Dr. Quack's" book. It recommended a half-teaspoonful
of chloroform in alcohol with water. The writer arrived
just In time to prevent the giving of this medicin, which
would hav been sufficient to hav stopped the already feeble
and crippled heart.
As long as Dr. Quack is allowed to publish and sell his
medical guides; as long as conceited old women who hav
not even a high-school education think they know it all,
physicians will be required to stand between these vampires
and their victims.
It is not alone the religions that contain all the supers titio:~~.

Nearly every old granny has a memory jammed full of
traditions that are as sacred to her as the words of the Bible,
and just as the policeman is made a necessity by the thief,
so physicians are req11ired to arrest rampant conceit wielding deadly weapons in its blindness.
DR. BoYNTON.
MILL BRoox:, CoNN., Aug. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5 to renew my subscription for
two years. I hav taken THB TRUTH SEEKER so. long that I
hav come to consider it one of the indispensables, although
you treat what I consider a sacred and all-important subject
rather unfairly, as it seems to me. I refer to Spiritualism.
It is well known that no inconsiderable number of· the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are Spiritualists. In view of
this fact, the attitude you assume toward Spiritualism seems
strange.
In your " Search for a Spirit " you were evidently looking
for something you did not wish to, and were determined not
to find. Respeet for the memory of your illustrious predecessor, D. M. Bennett-who, if not an open and avowed Spiritualist, was very favorably Inclined toward Spiritualismshould, it would seem, hav induced you much earlier to hav
looked into the matter and given it a thorough investigation
instead of waiting these many years, and then, rather reluctant, giving it only a cursory examination. And furthermore, in order to neutralize, it would seem, the effect of
McArthur's article in THE TRUTH SEBKBR of May 24th, appears, immediately following it, a very silly piece against
Spiritualism from a German paper. None so blind as those
that won't see. This may seem rather plain talk, but you
will remember that Solomon says, 11 Faithful are the wounds
of a friend, but the kisses of an enemy are deceitful" (Prov.
xxvii, 6). 11 He that rebuketh a man, afterward shall find
more favor than he that flattereth with the tongue" (Prov.
xxviii, 28).
And now, Mr. Editor, as advice is in order, and cheap in
the market, I want your advice on a difficult and nice question. I am a lawfully born citizen of these United States,
and for many years I hav peacefully hoed my garden, milked
my cow, fed my pig, paid my taxes, and so helped to sustain this glorious government. One of my neighbors is
postmaster here, and keeps the post-office in one corner of
his kitchen. I go to the office in the morning for my mail,
or to deposit letters, and before I open the door I hear a
mumbling, which I hav learned is the postmaster in the process of emitting prayer inside our post-office, and I must
wait for him to finish before I enter. Meantime tbe weeds
are growing in my garden, the pig is squealing for his breakfast, and the cow is waiting to be milked. Now, the question in my mind is, Has a postmaster any right to hold a
prayer-meeting in a government post-omce and keep me
waiting outside till the performance is over ? If nc:'t, hav I
,a right to march in and ask tor my mail?

.

The great· Washington has told us that ours is a purely
secular government; but under the Sunday-school regime
of Cheap John Wanamaker, it is becoming a question
whether the church runs the government or the govern~ent runs the church, and perhaps the department has
mstructed country postmasters to open their offices with
prayer. I suspect, however, that my pious neighbor is
unlawfully depriving me of my right to get my letters
without having to wait till they are prayed· over. Until
I hear from you, I shall refrain from violent measures,
but I wish here and now to record my protest against
being locked out of the post. office in order that the postmaster may Indulge in prayer or any other foolish habit,
and I hope that this protest will meet your hearty approval.
H. W. PINNEY.
SOLDIERS' AND BAILORS' HOME, Aug. 10, E.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR: Of late circumstances hav been so suggestiv and opportune for me to again communicate matters of
interest through our valuable Freethought organ that duty
has again influenced me to write to the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER, and the matters of interest are so varied that I fear
I shall overlook some.
The first of which I will speak Is in regard to the management of our home. There is such a prostitution of individuality, so much sycophancy, such love for domineering, such
a respect for bigoted officials, that I am astonished that the
American Revolution was a success, unless the love of liberty was more unanimous then than now. Suffice it to say
that we are under a dominion as strict as that of the czar of
Russia, and the majority I believe are afraid (I know of no
other reason) to sign a petition or rai8e a voice in protest
against such disciplin, and when one does he is pro8cribed.
So it is that we who fought for the liberties of others hav
lost our own, and a great many seem to consider it a blessing. Our superintendent even told me he did not allow us
to talk upon religion or politics, but I told him I should not
be intimidated from performing my duty. I hav been fa.
Tored of late with a sample copy of Freethought. I am circulating it throughout our camp. I think it an excellent document for missionary work. I hav also been favored with
Brother Shaw's Independent Pulpit, from Waco, Tex., and
oh, how I regret that I am not able to take it and encourage
him. Were I able I would write a book entitled, The Sin of
Belief. What an evil belief has been I
Last Sunday there was a meeting begun in Quincy in the
interest of the Prohibition party, carried on by a Rev. Mr.
Bolds, A. J. Streator, and Mrs. Lathrop, of New York. Mr·
Bolds was a man of considerable ability, and I think alto.
gether too Intelligent and Liberal to remain in the church
long unless his services are confined to districts where the
people are in a low state of evolution. He showed conclusivly that the church, pulpit, press, politics, and legislation
are all subsidized to the liquor traffic. He solicited questions.
I wrote and handed in three: 11 1. If Prohibition succeeds
will it not cause a financial crash?" He answered affirmativly, but argued that the crash would be more than justified
by the benefits resulting therefrom. 11 2. Can Prohibition be
enforced while intoxicating liquor is allowed to be sold as a
medicin ?" This was answered sophistically. 11 3. Is not
the Prohibition of intoxicating liquor a usurpation of natural
rights?" This he answered affirmativly and argued negativly, showing conclusivly he failed to comprehend the question~ Yesterday l'rlr. - - , gaining encouragement by Mr.
Bolds's expeTiment, also solicited questions, announcing
that if desired there would be an opportunity of discussion
after he was through speaking. I accordingly took my penell and made the following notes, but before he was half
through I perceived he was too vile and ill-mannered for any
use, so I did not confront him. He says : 11 1. True government consists in religious character and political action. 2.
It must be the effect of moral and religious forces." Then
he flattered us all that we were too good Christians to belong
to a party that would favor high license. I was attending
the meeting with mutual sympathy in politics, hoping that
their efforts might be crowned with success, and I yet hope
for the same, because I realize that the vulgar to whom they
appeal are touched by their sentimentality and overlook their
lack. of logic and reason. And as their object is only chimerical, and educational, and mostly temporary and finally to
be a failure only in giving the participants exercise and a
livelihood, and inasmuch as illogical reasoning and unphilosophical statements serve their purpose for their class, such
unscrupulous hypocrite who are out of employment and depending on the public are perhaps doing the best they can.
I thank them one and all because they take a delight in boycotting the preachers and one another. It may be that they
may convince some little child that it had better stay away
from the saloon or some girl that she had better BOt fall in
love with a tippler and marry him, and maybe in their zeal
they gain the sympathy of some one who will combine earnestness with logic. But as yet, if these are a sample of
their leaders, they are a disgusting lot. Well, I am glad
they giv the preachers and the church hell, and sometimes,
unavoidably and accidentally, the Bible-the enemy of man,
woman, and child, as we!l as all reform.
Ex-REv. J. N. i)lAxEY•
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Wettstein, July 26th, expends
more attention upon Spiritists than is justifiable on any
ground that we should undertake the much. needed but hopeless task of reforming them. We sometimes hear of a Christian being reclaimed and becoming a rational Freethinker,
but I hav yet to hear of a Spiritist being so fortunate. That
is an indication that Spiritism is a more bewildering delusion
thaR Christianity and its victims are more blindly bigoted
than Christiane. Their method of confuting Materialists is,
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illustrated in a wrangle I recently had with one of them in
THE TRUTH bEEX:ER, that, being apropos, 1s worth recapitulating.
In my introductory letter on matter, motion, and planetary
formation, I accepted the proposition that science is knowledge; recognizing science and knowledge to be synonyms ;
and suggested that, unless theories are the logical import of
ascertained facts, they are evidently not science, but vagaries. Judging popular theories by that definition, I lost confidence in them in early youth and hav not found it yet. I
think it should be obvious to any person of average intelligence that the last sentence cannot logically be applied to
science and knowledge, but to popular theories that are
proved by science and knowledge to be vagaries. I sub8equently presented good reasons for rejecting some of them,
and am prepared to deal with others in like manner.
At the conclusion of my letter, I incidentally suggested
some problems of vital importance to Spiritism that Bplritology involves. My letter was responded to by a Spiritist
over the signature of J. R. Perry, who, though he assumed
that Spiritism is the main question at issue, instead of endeavoring to solve the problems that Spiritology presents,
evaded the issue with the irrelevant and false charge of my
stating that I lost confidence in science in early youth and
'hav not found it yet. When subsequently forced to the
wall for a solution of the problems, he reluctantly admitted
his ignorance of the subject, but thinks himself competent
to instruct others.
In my response I noted his misquotation, and corrected
by repeating my statement verbatim, and added the suggestion that any person of average intelligence should logically
infer that I lost confidence, or never had any, in popular
theories that hav the evidence of being but vagaries. In
response, he asserts that I failed to state one misquotation ;
though I really noted several of them, and suggested that
they being evidently not the result of ignorance or accident,
we should charitably impute them to idiocy or insanity.
Mr. Perry appears to hav thought it more unbecoming " to
whip the devil around a stump" than to distinctly charge
him with willful lying, as he evidently desired me to do,
and giv him a pretense to wail like a spanked baby or howi
like a kicked cur, in the hope of prejudicing disinterested
spectators against me. That is evidently his highest trump
-card, and he plays it for all it is worth.
In Mr. Perry's last assault upon myself personally and
direct, he charges me with stating at the outset that I never
since a boy had any faith in science; and adds, " But it
seems now that he meant, and should hav stated, that he
had no faith in theories." It being obvious to my view that
Mr. Perry is either morally or intellectually, or both morally
and intellectually, incapable of makmg a truthful statement
of his own volition, I wrote you a response at that time, in
which I challenged him to name the date of your issue in
which the statement he charges me with making occurs over
my signature. I now renew that challenge.
If Mr. Perry objects to being "semi-occasionally disturbed" with unsavory compliments, he should not persistently insult others with his infamous defamatory lying and
quibbling, that is neither ridicule nor satire but vulgar
ruffianism 0f the most infamous type.
There was nothing in my introduction that could be made
to serve as a pretense for, or justification of, the ruffianly
assault that was made upon me. Perceiving that I had a
ruffian to deal with, I hav dealt with him roughly, and
shall continue to do so unto the end ; and so long as his
ruffianly assaults are repeated in THE TRUTH SEEKER I shall
insist on my right of self-defense with counter assaults and
shall not submit to being choked off like a dog, nor do I
desire that Mr. Perry should be; for, if he has an intelligent
self-respect, he should find it expedient to let go and drop off
and no longer endeavor to bolster up, or divert attention
from, an indefensible cause, with irrelevant, defamatory
lying and quibbling.
In the darll:est age of ignorance and ruffianism that disgraces the history of Europe, when to question the veracity
of a lying ruffian was a signal for mortal combP.t, lying
acquired the unmerited immunity from condemnation and
just reproof that it now enjoys on the pretense that it is unparliamentary and unbecoming a gentleman to question a
lying ruffian's veracity even indirectly. But it is not supposed to be unparliamentary nor Q.nbecoming a gentleman
of culture to lie and quibble. That is giving defamatory
lying and quibbling more advantage than it is justly entitled
to; better make it so unpopular that even Spiritualists will
be ashamed to practice it. Probably Mr. Perry will call that
another "Jesuitical fling." But it being a time-honored
church dogma that a lie well stuck to is as good as the
truth, I shall respectfully submit that he has practically
demonstrated himself to be far more Jesuitical than he has
made nie appear even by lying and quibbling.
In the foregoing I hav endeavored to avoid being personal,
but confined myself strictly to the discussion of a principle
of which Mr. Perry is a volunteer representativ and champion
-and he is well adapted to his chosen vocation. His
method of combat is beneath contempt; it has not even the
questionable merit of plausible sophistry ; and has no force
but that it derives from the defamatory lying and quibbling.
Though thoroughly disgusted with the line of defense that
his infamous method of combat has compelled me to adopt,
I shall endeavor to stay by him until he is satisfied that I can
giv as good as I get and a liberal rate of interest, except of
lying and quiboling. That is lower than I stall ''stoop to
conquer" or hav occasion to. For, in the estimation of
intelligent and fair-minded people, defamatory lying will
damage none but those who employ it; and I hav no regard
for the esteem or censure of those who think that a talent
for defamatory lying and quibbling is worth cultivating
or encouraging.
J. A. TuTTLE.
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" Between Ule da.rk a.nd the da.yHgM,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes s. pa.nse in the da.y's oooupa.tlonB
Tba.t is known a.s the Ohildren•s Hour."

.A. Proverb.
There is a. proverb in a. hea.then tongue
Which often strikes us as much more sublime
Tha.n sa.Yings which a. wiser da.Y ha.th sung,
And well to be remembered in our time.
'Tis this : All pet'sons oa.rry two huge sa.oks,
One is behind, in front the other rests;
One holds theirownfa.nlts-this is on their ba.oks;
One holds their neighbors'-this lies on their
brea.tts.
Bo they look down a.nd see ea.oh neighbor's ill,
And ory, 'tis foul, but aU the while a.re blind
To their own fa.nlta which, growing da.ily, fill
That ba.ser burden which rests on behind.

.A. Bit of Philosophy.
In the Christian world much diversity of
opinion exists as to which creed or form of
worship is most acceptable to deity, and although creeds seem to increase and multiply,
church membership is most assuredly on the
decline. Popular forms of religion are looked
upon by many as popular forms of superstition and error. Current theology no longer
satisfies the cravings of the thinking mind
Truth, being the most sacred thing in existence, is eagerly sought for by all thoughtful
people.
But, in the midst of such a multitude of
conflicting opinions, how truth is to be distinguished from error becomes the important
question. It Is a necessary or self-evident
truth that space is boundless and duration
endless, because the human mind can form no
conception of either being limited.
We cannot think of a time when there was
no time, or a place where there is no space.
It is also true that something exists in space
which the learned call matter.
Matter is of various kinds, and exists in an
almost inflnit variety of forms. It is capable
of being divided and subdivided until its
ultimate atoms are reached, when, it is said,
all further division ceases. The simple elements of matter, which are said to be between
sixty and seventy in number, are the source
of all existence, animal, vegetable, and mineral.
There is no special human element, and all
that can be said on behalf of the immortality
of the soul of man applies with equal force to
all the animal kingdom, and however much
man may pride himself on his superior
powers of intellect, the stubborn fact remains that he is related to and controled by
similar laws to every living thing beneath
him. Verymanywell-informed people claim
that mind or spirit is not matter, and some
isolated individuals maintain that the existence of matter can only be determined by the
resistance which it offers to the touch when
we attempt to grasp it. But it is an admitted
fact that the rays of light and the fragrance
of a ftower consist of small particles of matter
which offer no resistance to the touch. If,
then, the rays of light and the fragrance of a
ll:>wer be matter, surely that wonderful
power that moves and controls the body, that
feels, thinks, and remembers, that loves and
hates, must be material.
Intelligence is not something separate and
distinct from matter, but always associated
with it.
Modern philosophers tell us that matter is
eternal; that it never was created and never
can be destroyed; that it always existed in
some form or other, and always will continue
to exist; that " omnipotence itself cannot
produce something from nothing." Now we
need not believe this statement on the authority of great men unless it meets with the
approval of our own judgment. But we can
not think of a time when nothing existed, nor
can we conceive of something being produced
from nothing. If we admit the creation of
matter we destroy its eternity; creation implies a beginning, but eternity is without beginning or end.
It is self- evident that all existing forms
must hav had a beginning and all existing
forms must necessarily ha v an end, but the
matter or substance composing these forms
never could hav a beginning and never can
hav an end. Nature forms and transforms,
but never creates. The word create has no
place in the field of science, it is a term invented by theologians to sustain the theory of
a personal God. But if a personal God

exists, he, in common with other matter,
forms a part of the boundless universe, and
must of necessity be subject to its laws.
Theologians preach the doctrin that the
human race, at the period of death, enter
upon a stationary existence from which there
will be no change ; but this childish idea has
no foundation in fact or a shadow of proof to
support it. In all the economy of nature
nothing is stationary-everything is in a state
of mutation. Nature is the almighty power
that is everywhere present at the same instant
of time, and if on some occasions she appears
kind and compassionate, she at other times
seems remorseless and cruel ; if she covers
the earth with verdure and causes trees and
tiowers to bloom in profusion, she proauces
the storm and tempest that sweep over the
sea and land leaving death and destruction In
their path, bringing sorrow and suffering to
many. Her operations are not confined to
any particular locality; they pervade the
realms of boundless space, and will exist
throughout the endless ages of eternity.
Omaha, Neb.
R. S. C.
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into sheets 21x30 1-2 Inches. In the big room
of the postal-card mill are about a dozen men
and two dozen women, four large presses,
four cutters, and one extra large cutter. The
sheets are taken to the press, where they are
given to the feeders, who on the Campbell
presses feed forty-one sheets a minute, or
1, 760 postal cards. The cards are printed
from steel plates so hard that a tile could not
make an impression upon them. EaGh one
is printed from a separate plate, and eighty
plates are locked in the bed of the press. All
the plates are sent from Washington, and one
set of plates in continual use lasts about two
years. The feeders are women of experience,
and they receive 41 1-2 cents for feeding
100,000 cards, and can feed about liOO,OOO a
day.
The sheets are next taken /to the cutters,
from which they are turned out in single cards.
Three girls take the cards of each feeder.
One counts twenty-five in each package, and
the other two put on the paper binders. After
they leave this room they are put up in packages, counted out in packages of twenty, and
put into the pasteboard boxes, which by contract must be muslin-bound. Five girls put
the muslin binding on the boxes, receiving for their work fifteen cents per hundred
boxes. The boxes when filled are put into
cases ready for shipment. No order for less
than 500 cards is tilled. Orders for 10,000 or
more are packed In wooden cases, the largest
single case holding 25,000 cards.
A new machine bas recently been put into
work on postal cards that will increase the
rate of printing them and decrease the number of employees. Two of the machines are
now in operation. They print from continuous rolls at the rate of 300 per minute. A set
of knives cut them off and they drop into
little cells; a set of steel fingers tum the package over. After each twenty-five cards hav
dropped into a cell the fingers twine a band
about the package and carry it back to the
packing-room, where girls put them into
boxes.

About Postal Cards.
In 1865 the Prussian postal authorities announced their intention of issuing a correspondence card on which brief communications not under seal or in an inclosure could
be sent through the malls at greatly reduced
rates. For some reason never fully explained
the scheme hung fire and was, apparently,
abandoned. In 1869 Austria took up the
idea, and commenced the manufacture and
sale of " correspondence cards," as they are
still called on the European continent. Prussia immediately followed her, and, during the
war with France, distributed the cards free
to soldiers, and at a purely nominal price to
soldiers' relativs. American postal cards
made their appearance in }fay, 1873, since
which time the sale has grown so rapidly
that over 1,000,000,000 hav now to be manufactured every year.
The machinery used in making the postal
cards, writes a correspondent of the St. Louis What Johnny Knows about Cats, Pigs,
Globe-Democrat from Albany, N. Y., is the
Donkeys, and Cows.
usual kind of paper-making machinery, and
THB OA.T.
there are kept constantly in motion three
A cat is a domestic animal what likes to be
washing engins, four beaters, and two sets of near a fire. When cats get vexed, they oist
rollers. One set is used entirely for postal their backs like the hump of a camel, and
card work, and one for the :finer grade of their tails swell out like a foxes, and they
book-paper work for the IZOVernment. Each scratch with the splinters in their feet. Cats
day from four to seven tons of rags are used, are different to dogs. A dog wags its tail
besides a large quantity of wood pulp. The when it is pleased, a cat wags it when it is
postal cards are made almost entirely from angry, that is the reason they don't get on.
rags. The rags are carried from Castleton They hunt mice, birds, beetles, and other
on the smallest railroad in the United States. game. They do not sleep at night like any
It is a little single-track road connecting with other sensible animal, but prowl about on
the Hudson River railroad, and it runs back-yard walls, making horrid noises, and
~round the hills to the mill. One locomotiv, spitting and scratchin~~: one another. It was
one passenger car, and a postal car consti- one of these animals what led pa to throw a
tute the equipment of the miniature road.
whole chamber-service away, one still, clear,
This little train of cars carries away daily dark moonlight night. There was stillness
from the works two carloads of printed pos- all around after that. Cats are very fond of
tal cards, all of which are brought to .this grannies, auntie&, and such like. They cuicity and thence distributed, according to the tivate whiskers, but not mustaches. A cat
destination marked upon them, all over the is the only animal what has nine lives.
country, in every post-office over which
THB PIG.
Uncle Sam has jurisdiction. To load a car
The pig is a animal what speaks with a
requires between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 of grunt, and is fond of wallowing in the mire
the little cards, according to how they are Pigs do not wear hair on their backs Ilk~
packed. Three million cards make a large other animals, but bristles. Black puddings
load, as a box containing 25,000 cards wei~hs and other things what we see on the stalls on
162 pounda. A thousand cards weigh about a market day come from the pig. So does
5t pounds, or to be more exact, 1,000,000 sausage, but not German sausage. When
cards weigh about 5,225 pounds. Climbing they talk about pigs in the Bible they call
up the hill to the largest building one can them swine. Bible pigs were fed on husks,
easily follow the process by which postal but English pigs are fed on porridge and
cards are made. In a back room of the build- othP.r refuse. A pig when it is dead is called
ing can be seen a dozen girls whose sole duty bacon, and is then cured. Fried bacon is a
is to sort the rags that come in from the col- common article of food for breakfast. The
lectors. The girls cut off all buttons and fat what comes from fried bacon is good for
buckles on discarded garments and sort the children.
THB DONKEY.
rags into piles aCC(Uding to quality. The
sorted rags are put into huge chopping
A donkey is a animal what has four legs.
machines, which cut them into small pieces. It has also longer ears than the horse or and
It then whiffs them into a dust machine, other animal. The tail of a donkey is genwhere they are shaken and cleaned. From erally all meat, hair does not grow thereon.
this point they pass through a succession of They are very stupid animals, that is the
baths in chloride of lime and various other reason our schoolmasters call us little donbleaching and cleansings, with occasional keys sometimes. A donkey is very often
visits to vats and trips through rollers with like a woman-when it says it won't go, it
sharp knives on them.
won't, and they are very hard done to. Some
After passing through all the different proe- good, kind people are called donkeys, and
eases the rap:s come out in a fine white pulp that is how Jerusalem donkeys were made,
as thin as fiour paste. This is shaken over but the greatest quantity come from the seawire to ~ret the water out, and is then put side places where they earn their own living
through a score or more of rollers and a glue like any other man. Donkeys feed on combath, after which it Is rolled out into postal- mons, and other places where there is no
card paper. At the end of the long rolls that food, and thus they are termed common donhav been equeezing the paper down and put- keys. A donkey what is not a donkey, is
ting the gloss on it are the knives used for cut-. called a ass.
ting, and the long sheet passing through it is'
THB oow.
either cut into sheets four postal-cards wide \ A cow is a. animal what has four legs.
to be put into the huge automatic presses, or l Uows are made of different colors, black,

white, yellow, and crushed strawberry color.
The milk what we get in a morning comes
from the cow. The milk is fixed in between
the last two legs of a cow. I hav noticed
that a black cow givs white milk. We ge
roast beef from this animal. The boots we
wear are made from the skin of a cow. A
male cow is called a bull, but bulls do not giv
milk, as this is a law of nature. Tripe and
all those sort of luxuries como from this
animal. I like tripe. The cow, like the don
key, ha·s a meat tail with a bunch of hair at
the bottom. They do not shoe cows like they
do donkeys.
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FREETHOUGHT
IS IT
SAN SALVADOR and Guatemala are reported
to hav made peace.
AcTION on the "ForcG," or Federal Elections, bill is deferred till December.

D E S T R U C T IV E

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

A SYMPOSIUM

· IN Ireland ·where the potato crop failed the
BY
farmers are trying to avert starvation by putR. B. WESTBROOK,
CJAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
ting in cabbages or some crop that can be COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
SALADIN (W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
gathered before winter.
· E. B. FOOTE, JR.,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WIXON,
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judges, juries, and newspapers, makes a C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H; BURNHAM,
profit of $3,000,000 a year.
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
RBv. ALBERT VBDDBR, arrested In New
York city for abducting a little girl, has
served a term in prison before for ruining a
young woman of West Melton.
THB soil in Shelby county, Ind., is saturated
with naturat gas, which is a menace to several townships, the people fearing that if it
gets fired the whole region will be desolated.

IT appears from late information that the
stories of some persons beipg shut up in
insane asylums by designing relativs are not
fables, but that the thing is actually done not
unfrequently.
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Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 cents.

REASO N.
AGE OF
IJSVESTIGAT!ON OF
TRUE AND FABULOUS THEOLOGY
BV THOM.AB PAINE.

Paper. svo, H2 pages, £5 cents; 6 copies, $1.
With EXAMINATION OF THE PRoPHECIES, pap, 4.Oc.

ALAMONTADA,

LITTLE LESSONS

ECCE DIABOLUS. LITTLE FOLKS.
By Mns. E. D. SLEJSKEB.

Jehovah-Worahg,: and Devil-WorshiP Identicali.e., Bloody aorifices and Burnt Offerings.
By the Very Rev. Evan Da.vies, Arch-Drn:d of
Great .Britaiu.
Price,
25 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.

.

JOHN'S WAY.

FOR

oB, PosiTIVIST CALENDAR. Brief Exposition of
the Oomtean System.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50.
comparing the Bible's Bast Teachings and Bay.
ings with thoae of P.hilosoohers who
Li"l"ed previous to Bible
Authors.
By G. C. DARLING.
.EVOLUTION, JJARWINISM, etc.
Paper,
50 cents.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD and others •
Price, 20 cents.

.

~ CARTOON
From The Truth Beeker, July 11, 1885.
17x24 in. 6 for 30c., 12 for OOc., 25 for $1, 100 for $3,

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF EVI.DENO

PROBLE~1S-

WITH THEOLOGICAL AMENDMENT AND BTATB PEil·
SONALITY,
By Joseph E. Peck.
Pap., 25~.

THE GALLEY SLAVE
BY J, H. D. ZSCROKKB.
"A Philosophical romance.''
Paper. 2; cents.

LIFE OF JESUs.
His CHARACTER AND DocTRIN.

Being a chapter from "Analysis of Religious Belief."
BY VISCOUNT AMBBBLEY,
MA1'ERTALISTIO S1·ANDPaper, Bvo, 170pp., 25 cents •
POINT.

SP IRITU A.L I SNI

FROM A

··-

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents.

Religion Not History.

Answers to Chtis\ian Questlo ns
and Arguments-

Exa.mina tion of the Morals and HistorT of the New
By D. M.
Testa.men t.
Paper, 146pp., 25 cents.
By PBoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

RE.LIGIONoJOOMjJfON SENSE.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

MARIA MONK.

By P:rofeasor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent·.

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply toN. Y. 0).!erver.

CONVENT MYS1'ERIE8.
p,.pcr, 50 ;eLi a; cloth, 73.

GHOST OF ST. JOHN s.

R. G. INGERSOLL.

By

BENNETT.

With "ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.••
Price, 15 cents.

Soientifio Materialism :

By M. BABCOCK.

Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION OF HUMANIT y

By MAx MuLLER, M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.

By ANNIE BEBANT.
Price. 10 centP.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price,
10 cents.

GOTTLIEB: HIS LlFE.

TRACTS.
TRUfH SEEKER
(Bound.)

Price, 10 centa.

Vols. I, II, III, IV, V, 18mo, 525 pages in each vol.
Per voJ, pap., 60c.

ROARIIG liON 01 THE TRAC K.

By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price. 10 cents.

INSPIR.!TION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BUBTON.
Price, 10 cents.

ChristianitJ and Matelialism,
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.
By

o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
P1ice,19 cents.

A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell
BY B. p, PU'f'NAM.
Price, 25 oen ts.

RADICAL

RO.!IIAN(jE.

By Wnr. McDoNNELL.
500pp., paper, so cents.

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.
The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., 3Jc.; clo., 50.

Adventures in the Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. Hoox.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CRISIS.

By THOMAS PAINE.
Written during the American Revolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the armY.
Paper 1 .40 cents ; cloth, 75.

CULTIVATION OF JlRT.
ITS RELATIONS TO
_
RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING.
By A. R. COOPER.
Paper, 20 c.; flexible clo., 35.

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUCED FRO!!

THE PRINCIPLE OF FREETROUGHT.
BY G. J. HoLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents.

Seoular Resl)onsibility
By G. J. J.oLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents.

GEN"ESIS I, II:
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION
By A. R. GROTB. A.M.
PaPer, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

Godly Women of the ~1bla~

ica.lRomance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50c.; olo., 75.

A History of
ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIBL~.
.BY
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Century,
Pap., 50c.; o!o., 75.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
18 Lafayette 1'1•• New York.

l!'or all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
!18 Lafayette Pl•• New York.

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Rad-

By M. BARCOCK.

Bible Worship.
Darwinism.
Design Argument.
Evolution.
Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
2' cents.

THE

LOGIC OF DEATI-I,

better than

ETERNAL PUNISHMEN T.

Heathens of the Heath. TWELVE TRACTS.

OR,
TO DIE?
CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and WRY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR
ByJ, G.HOLYOAKE.
HISTORICAL STANDPOINT.
Price, 5 cents.
By W. N. McLAREN.
Paper, 50 cents.
THE

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

.. ITS MEANING and TENJJENOY.

TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.
TWO LIT'l'LE RED MI1.TENS.
A StorY of the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie
Butler Browne. 5 cents.

UIDERWOOD-MARPL~S D~BAT~
ON TIIB EXISTENCE OF A PERSONAL GOD AND
INsPmA'riON OF ScRIPTURES.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev, J. Marples.
Paper, 85 cents ; cloth, 60.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.

By l\L BABCOCK,
Price. 10 cents.

SUPERSTITION :
BBLIGION OF

'' BELIEVE OR BE DA.MNED-"
By M. BABCOCK.
Price, 15 cents.

W~y Don't God Kill the DevlI?
By M. BARCOCK.
Price, 25 oen ts.

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTI.M

s.

A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, 25 cents.

JESUS CHRIST:
His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERFEOTIO NS.
By W. B. BELL.
Prioe 1 ll5 cents.

RESURRECTION of JESUS:

Memoirs.
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
And Unpublished Corres~ondenoe With Mme. du
By W. B. BELL,
·
. Chate et.
Price, 1o cents.
By B. GASTINEAU,
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.
-·
FIRST EPISTLE of
W.UFS AND W ANDERING8, BENNE'l'T, AposUe, to TRUTH SEEKE RS.
A Liberal Novel.
By D. M. BENNlllTT.
By SAMUEL P. PllTNAM.
Price, 10 cents.
-Pap., 50c.; clo., $1.

BIBLE IDOLA THY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

Price, 3 cents ; per dozen, 80 cents; per 100,

'2.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl •• New York.

GODS OF SUPERSTITION
By D. M. BBNNJilTTo
Price, 8 oen ts.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH t!EEKER CO.,
18 La.fa:veUe PI.. New YOr)1:,

·.
!!'BE TRUTH SEEKER, AUGOST 30, 1f590.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Truth Seeker Traots.
NOTE._.:_Thcse tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can fot· tracts, and, when received,
hand them- around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'L'o allow much to be done in this way with
a little money tho following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth 1 20 oJI · on five dollars' worth,
40 oJI; on ten dollars' ~vorth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. !Jihe numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
35 Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
37 Short Sermon. R<lv. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ..••••
39 The 'L'rue Saint. S. r. Putnam.............
43 Chriiotianity a Bor1·owed System. Bennett.
47 Cruclty&Credulityof the Human Race ....
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild..........
52 Marples- Underwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Questions for Biblo Worshipers .............
54 Open J,etter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
58 Prophecies. Underwood.....................
62 'L'lw Je\\'B and their God .....................
63 The Dcvil's Due Bills. 'Syphers............
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.'L'heologicus, D. D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paino's Anniversary. C. A. Godman.......
7:l Found:Ltions. John. Syphers................
H Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett..........
75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett..........
76 lteply to K Ji'. Brown. Bennett............
77 TheFcarofDeath. D. M.Bennett. .........
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett.........
83 RcvivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
S·!MOOlly on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps._........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 B1blo-Mania. Otto Conl!ttes. .......... .....
91 Onr IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood.........
94 'l'he :Ne1;1 Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod Crane Papers.........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker....... .... .....
100 140th Anniversary of Paine's Birthday....
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
:o4 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
105 Decadence. of Christian;ty. Capphro.....

2

2
2
1
3
3
5
3
2
5
2
10
3
5
2
5
3
2
2
2
10
3
5
1
5
2
3
2
1
5
10
2
2
5
2
10
2

107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... ~
l!O Invocation to the Universe. ~Bennett.... l
111 Iteply to Scientific American. Bennett....
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage..........
II3 Come to Jesus. Bennett.....................
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston.
ll5 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett..........
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............
119 The New Faith. Stoddard ..................
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell ..................
~

l
2
2

1
2
2
3
3
10

""

.

122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
·126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
130 Tha l£thics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
137 Christian Love. C. L. James ............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible.•Tohn Jasper.......... 2
140 Astra-Theology................................. 5
:.41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
:42 Synopsis of All Rclig·ions. Saxon.......... 10
l43 Chang Wan Ho. Bli Perkins............... 2
148 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticns........ .• 2
:49 Age of Shams .................................. 3
145 If You 'I.'ake Away my Religion? Wha~
Will YonGivo :Me Instead. Martin .... 10
l50 Tho Liberty of Printing. I!mlbnt and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
l5l What is the Bible? M. W. H............. 5
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5
~55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:.56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting......
~60 Sabbath Observance.
Coleman............
JGl Protestn:nt Persecutions......................
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett. ...............................
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................

5
3
3

. Prof. Elsburg, M.D ..................................... G
'.l Evolution: Homo~.eous to Heterogeneous. U ndorwood. . •• .. •. •. •. •.. ... .. •• . •• 3
4 Literatur0 of the Insane. Marvin.......... 15
5 Resr.onsibility ofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 'L'he Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures. .................................. : ... 10
11 IsAmerica.NewWorld? Dawson.......... 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Ma.terialisin.
R. B. Brlgha.m, M.D ........................ IS
18 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium................ .,, ...... 10

W See note at llea4 of "1...._

These notioes (JfJ'e for the benefit of Liberals
who may be visiting the plaas where these societies are located. Local Seeul(J/J' Unions and
Freethouglit Societies meeting regul(J/J'Zy can
ha'O their gatherings advertised here free by for.
w(JfJ'ding the n(!()(Jssary information.

Publislwd every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Omnpany, at
28 Lafayette Place,

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.

NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MACDONALD, lllDITOB.

Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

0. P. SOMERBY, BuSINESS MANAGER.

DURINQ- THE UAR lS90 THE TB.UTH SEEitEB.

The Newark Liberal Lea;-ue

Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Libera1 Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
CHARLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
J. H. BURNHAM.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
JOHN PECK.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
W. F. JAMIESON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of'
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tlle People's Liberties.

") Send $3. for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORK.

LIFE oF

T" M0dern aCienco
t'
I

Joshua Davidson: uH
MODEllN IMITATION OF C:EB.IS'I',
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer of
Oreatton.

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,

• 715 Cents.
&" Thi8 book toas suppressed by the first .American publisher.;,B

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her DailY Bread 1B the story or two young
girls and ar.ounger brother who were left parent•
less, with little money, fair educatlonhand much
courage, to make their way through t e world by
going to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger.
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be wort.h the attentio11
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TBU'l'H SEEKEB.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Becr~taf'JJ

of tha .Amwioan s~cular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address 'l'KB TBtr.rll SliiBJ:D OoKl'Alfr.

r

M.eets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leag'!).e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everybodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f
meets everY Sunday in lndu~trial Hall, Broad aL d
Wood sts .• at 2:80 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
A.ble sPeakers interest the &ndience. N.B.-Trutb
Beekerpublioationsalwayscn handatoheap rates.

Chica;-o Secular Union
Meets every SundaY evening at 7:30 p.M., a~
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., a.t 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Mmn. J.F.MACOMllER,Pres.; LEROY BEBBIEB, Beo.
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sundays of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A..M.. Free disoussien on all Liberal subjects.
Bnbsonpt10ns to THE TBUTH BEEKER and Investtgator are solicited.
R. G. ~MITH, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Lib< ral Club
Meets ev:ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha.ll, Mam street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Smence Leotures.;-Free Discnssions.-Original
and Selected ~eadmgs and Poems. A large valu~~:ble library IS at the service of members and
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.. W. CALDER, Sec.

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club
I

t

rSSaJIS I

Ten Cents Each.
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
l!_hilosophy. By Mr. DANmL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
and infinenoe. BY Bev. JOHN W. CIIADWIOK.
3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
l:low suns and worlds come into being, By
Mr. GABBET P. SERVISS.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The storY of
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM POTTS.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER
RAYMOND.
7. 'l'HE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiquity, growth. BY Prof. E. D. COPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and development. BY Dr. ROBERT G. ECOLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCffiTY. BY JAMEs A. SKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z..BIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
GO.OJANFSESO.F EVOLUTION. By NELSo~ C ..
12. PR
••
PARsHALL.
13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. CHADWICK.
14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR
HoYT NICHOLS,
15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
il8 LafaYette Place, New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Holds- meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood ot Moralists, No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets everY SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
h!lll at 2:30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially inVIted. F. v. DBAPEB, Cor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society
Meets every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetin~~:s at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN BTEINEE, Pres.

Porhmoutb, 0,, Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall_. Lectures, discussions, readinJirs, poems,
music and songs. A cordial mvitation 1s extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. CorresPOndence solicited. J. L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILL B. ANDRES, Secretary.

Port Angeles Secular linton
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M. in the public
school building in Port Angelei, Wash. Lect.
ures, songs, and select reading. Discussion invited on all subjects. Liberal literature distribnted free,
FBANK MoBSE, Cor. ~ec.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Th~ Sol~

Factors and Ba:act Ratios in the
.Acquirement and .ApportionmtJnt.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
2x15 inches, snitalile for framing, sent postpaid,
for 25 cents. Address THE TBUTH SEEKER.
if

AND

TwBLVB

0THBB DISOOUBSBS Ol!' RBASON.

Extra cloth, 12mo, 288pp,, $1.
Addre11
'l'BE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKER 00.

.GIRARD'S WILL

01!'

AND DIAMONDS.

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2.50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine case, 7 jewels, $7.50;
9 jewels, S8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
$16. For 8 ounce coin silver case, add $3.50: 4
ounce, $4. 50 ; 5 ounce, $6. In best open-face
filled gold, dust-proof case, 7 jewels, $16; 11 jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50; adjusted, S24.W;
hinged oases, $8 more; hunting oases, $6 more.

AND

'I'he New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

Girard College Theology.

All modern improvements: in silverine, $19; 3

AN EXPOS:t!J
Of the perversion of Stephen Gira.rd'smagnifioent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
ohnrohes and Young Men's
Christian Association,
BY BIOK, B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Prloe $1,
Address THE TBUTK BEEKEB

ounce coin silver, $22.50; 4 ounce, $23.50; 5 ounce,

$25. BEST open-face filled POrew case. $27; hinged,
$30; hunting, $26; Louis XIV style, $2 to $10 more.

Ladies' best gold filled, 7iewels. $17; 11 jewels,
$18.50; 15 jewPls, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 more. Ruby and diamond ornamentations up to $100 extra.

DIAMONDS.

11.00.

Is a regularly educated
and legally qualified PhJ·
sicinn, and the most sue~
cessful in his specialty aa
his practice will provt~.
Send 10 cts. for his •·Prl·
vate Counselor," a book
for young and middle aged
men, sutfering from that
Life- Wasting Weakness
as the result of youthful
follies, indcscretions and
excesses. It sets forth an
External Application.-A
POSITIVE CURE. The

SPECIAL SALE

THE SAFEST CREED, WATCHES

o.,

Meets sem.i-monthlyhftrst and third Sundays, &t 2
P.M•• at the town all. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABros HEIGHTON, Beo.

Ellzur Wrl;-ht Secular Union

If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending yonr subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.
THE TRUTH SEgKER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institu·
tions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It damands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
cpposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.

BIJ 0. B. PBOTHINGH.AM.

10
2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.

LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.

Pt~0~o~~."~~J~~~fl ~~mj~

the hands of t~lie amicted.

AN
HONEST STATEMENT.
''Similar advertisements
from unreliable prnctiti·
Joers hnYe been frequent·
ly assailed and exposed by
the press, but Dr. FELLOWS stands foremost in h!s pr..Ue•·
siou, ~~~t him."- T/l.tJ ,~.Yatitmal Vtew.

Add1·ess1

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

lnqni.rias are

f~nently

received asking what
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and last, we know him to be an hos.est man and a
stanch Libera.l.-7716 Better Wall •
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Jlolts and IIlippinns.
THE Pre~byterians of Spokane recently sold
their chlll"ch to a man who at once started a
saloon in the basement, and now· there is seen
a beer sign on the corner of a fine structure
with a tall steeple on it, but the Lord sends
no lightning to destroy it.

pires as to what constitutes sin, the edicts of
popes are quite sufficient. The pope says he
does thus at the solicitation of the bishops of
many sees, who we suppose were urged on
by butchers. It is said that this is the result
of a wager of $10,000 made in September,
1888, by Phil Armour, of Chicago, that within
two years from that date Catholics would be
eating meat on Friday.-.Advance Thought.

guilty, and fined $5 and costs, whole amount
$6.90. There was a man in the same neighborhood who cut wheat with a binder, on the
same day, and worked the necessary hands
to shock it, but there was no complaint made
of his breaking the Sabbath. He was not a
church-member."
A OORREBPONDENT of the Christian Register
says: " In talking with a bright English lady
visiting Boston, I asked her how the subject
of cremation was regarded in England. She
replied with evident horror that it wa~ earnestly supported by many of the first physicians and surgeons of London, but that the
church would never regard it as anything less
than sacrilege to 1 the temple of the Holy
Ghost.' The body should be treated reverently, she said; nor could I persuade her
that the solemn consigning of the body, after
such religious services as might be desired,
tO the pure, rapid dissolution by heat was
treatment far more reverent than that now so
common, of allowing slow and abhorrent
decay, attended by grave dangers to the living, to bring about the same result. She
closed the conversation by saying, 1 I fear the
advancement of cremation must be left to the
Freethinkers.' I could not repress the thoul!'ht
that to the Freethinkers of all ages the world
owes most of the advancement of to-day."_

THE Buffalo Courier tells this story: At
the gc;spel tent meeting on Niagara street a
member had just ceased speaking about a
cure of asthma. effected by prayer when a
lank individual arose and asked for the
privilege of the floor. " If you hav any experience, you may speak, brother," said the
presiding officer. "I hav had experience.
My father was sick with the aethma for fif.
teen years, and he was finally brought to pray
for his recovery. [Intense interest manifested among hearers.] He prayed fifty
years, and [emphatically] he died of the
asthma." Hysterical laughter among urchins
on rear seats and consternation among the
11
A RROENT London dispatch says : The leaders.
exaction of tithes for the support of the
THE Independent has been gathering statisestablished church continues to excite much
opposition in Wales, and at a sale under dis- tics concerning church-membership in the
traint in Montgomeryshire a few days ago, United States; finding an aggregate of somethe chief constable was struck, and the thing over twenty.one million in a population
auctioneer repeatedly kicked by a mob. The of· slxty.three million. The Chicago Times
calls attention to these statistics in view of
OF the clergymen's determination to run
sale, however, was persisted in, and the the demand to close the Columbian Exhibi- the politics of this city the Sun says: 11 The
amount distrained for recovered."
tion on Sunday; two in three of the popula- trouble is that the clerical politician~ will
AoooRDrNG to the New York Sun, the tion not being church attendants at all, and produce discord in their churches fatal to true
growing sentiment in the Protestantism of to- nearly half of the remaining third being of religion. If the congregations are required to
day 11 demands the abolition of hell." The some liberal faith and holding very tolerant accept their political doctrine and their poUtCatholic Union and Times asks: " What views of the use of Sunday. It says, "The ical leadership as they accept their religious
then will become of the devil ; what will attempt of the Sabbatarian to enforce his teachings and pastoral authority, serious reprogressiv Protestantism do with him P r;eculiar views on this country is the attempt hellion is sure to ensue. There is no particuDrive him into the Chautauqua swine and of a relativly small minority to coerce a lar political creed enforced by the standards
of any church as a prerequisit to salvadrown him in the lake. We rather think it mighty multitude.''
tion and as a qualification for membership.
is progressiv Protestantism that will be
THE will of J. H. Wade, probated at Cleve- Hence in every flock there are wide divisions
abolished."
land, 0., last week, directs that $500 per of political opinion. Democrats, Republic.
THJl: World asks, 11 How long will the anach- year be taken by his trustees for the promo- ans, mugwumps, professional reformers,
ronism and injustice continue which com- tion of liberal religion or spiritual philosophy, Prohibitionists, and political cranks of every
pel New Yorkers to Tiolate some statute in or both, or in the purchase of books and pub- variety worship at the same altar. They are
order to get needed and innocent recreation lications in furtherance of the same, and his all sinners, but neither the more nor the less
on Sunday?'' and the American Sentinel trustees shall n?t be .responsible to anyo.ne sinful under their religious teachings bethe manner 1n which they shall exercise
'
.
. .
..
'
answers : 11 It will continue as long as the for
th' d'
r
"
'd d th t
t f cause of then opm10ns on politics. If, then,
state attempts to compel people who hav not
IS
rscre 100 • pr~Vl e • a no par 0 ::the parson sets out to separate them into
a religious regard for Sunday to act as said funds sh~ll be given, used, or spp~opri- shee'[' and goats, according as they agree or
though they had. As it stands, the law is ated for what 18 known as orthodox religiOn. disagree with his own political notions and
utterly useless; and serves only to breed con- Nor shall any of said funds be used fo~ the ambitions, and attempts to organize the
tempt for all law."
?enefit or support of any church or religion church into a club of his party, will the house
m w~ich the blasph~mous and detestable of God not be turned into a synagog of Satan?
A PGOK&T telephone has been introduced
~octrm of eternal pumshment or eternal pun- The clerical politicians will introduce a new
in Berlin. The idea on which its use is based
lBhment or eternal mi~;ry is encouraged, element of war into the church. Religion and
is that electric bells are found everywhere,
taught, or promulgated.
politics will be mixed up to the damage of
and there is no reason why they should not
LA.WRENOE
GRONLUND
denies,
but
a
Voice
each.
If the parsons stick to the political
be used for telephoning as well. The pocket
elephone is to be connected to the bell wires reporter maintains that he 11did say these business, they will hav to giv up the church;
be plain and if they would stick to the church, they
of hotels and hospitals as well as private words in a recent interview : I will
1
houses, and it is claimed that people will be and say, Nationalism is a Boston fad,' and will hav to go out of politics. Meantime the
is,
great body of citizens will remain fixed in
able to speak to distant places by simply tak- it will go the way of all 'fads.' There
1
ing their telephone out of their pockets as am sorry to say, too much of the machine' their determination that in this republic the
in the Nationalist movement. Two men separation of church and state shall be comthey would their watch.
practically control the present Nationalist plete.''
TnE "L~w and Order" fanatics of Cincin- club in Boston, and I fear they are using it to
THE myth of Tell and his adventures which
nati seem to hav failed in tbeir efforts to forward their own ends. That club in turn the Swiss government has ordered to' be exdrive people to church. A ·correspondent of controls all the other Nationalist clubs in the cised from the public school-books of s itthe Preshyte?·ian Banne1· writes concerning country.'' The Voice is a pious Prohibitio,n zerland, is interesting, and important at p:esa recent Sunday : 11 The concert in Eden paper. ~he editor adds to M~. Gronlund s ent, because it is a type of more generally acpark, one of a series instituted by the mayor, dlmial: We regret that this misunderstand- cepted myths that still receive the indorsewas attended, according to the computation lug has occurred between Mr. Gronlund and ment of many more powerful governments
of the daily papers, by at least twenty-five the ~oice reporter. The repor~er is quite than that of Switzerland. We refer, says the
thousand people. The day was passed in posit1v that he was only prohibited from San Francisco F 1·eetlwught, to the God myth
various ~musements, listening to the music quoting some names given him by Mr. Gron- and the messianic myth. Anyone who will
of the brass band, baseball, and general rol- lund, and that the interview, as printed, is ta)l:e the trouble to read the work called the
licking."
correct."
Old Testament will find there recounted the
THE world over Catholics, by order of the
R. M. KING, Seventh Day Adventist, marvelous exploits of a character called Jepope or church, refrain from eating meat on of Dyer county, Tennessee, whose case hovah, whose performances are located
Friday lest they sin. The observation of for Sunday-breaking has been appealed to farther back in antiquity and are therefore
Friday as a day for hanging murderers by the United States court, was arrested the more remarkable, and also on a larger scale,
Protestants, and as a day of fasting by Cath. third time on the 19th of last June and than those of Tell. They are likewise correolios, is due to the memory or belief that brought before the justice court. On this spondlngly unreasonable. In the New TeaChrist died on Friday. By order of Pope occasion he writes : 11 On the 15th of tament a new hero called Christ, son of tl: e
Leo X !II. all Catholics were given permission June, I went out in the morning, and hoed foregoing, is Introduced, of whom rather less
to eat meat on Friday, August 15th. With- six rows of potatoes; worked just an hour, startling adventures are recorded, but who is
out permission of the pope to thus eat meat and then went to hear the Methodist minister evidently of a similar mythological character.
is a sin ; with the permission of the pope it is preach. There w~s a state warrant taken References to these two personages still occur
a blessing. The thoughtful man may ask out for me the next day for Sabbath-break- in the text-books used in our public schools;
where God comes in, but in view of the fact ing, and I was arrested on the 19th, and and not only that, but pupils are required to
that churches rather than God are the urn. taken before Squire Barker, tried, found perform oertain incantations called prayers,
THE city council of Denison, Tex., has
forbidden the reading of the Bible or the
performance of any religious exercises in the
public. schools of that city. Mr. Murray, of
the Gazettee1• of that place, is no doubt con.
siderably to blame for this sensible and just
action.
THE "Bald Knobbers, of southern Missouri who created such a stir by whipping
and killing persons whom they did not like
hav again made their influence felt, this time
jn the political contest for county offices.
The name of the county that they infest is
" Christian.,

r

and to chant certain prophecies called hymns,
wherein the names of these fabulous characters are fnquently mentioned. Much abler
and more exhaustiv research than that employed in the Tell myth has been used to test
the truthfulness of the accounts relating to
these two legendary personages; the result
being that the intelligence of the age rejects
them as totally imaginary. No trace of
their actual existence is to be discovered
after the most patient and careful investigatiou. It is high time, therefore, that all governments maintaining a public school system
should take a lesson from Switzerland, and
exclude from all school-books published by
authority the fanciful legends drawn from tbP.
biblical narrative of oriental origin.
IN Winnebago county, Illinois, near Rockford, is a sort of heavenly hog harem, oper-.
ated by a duffer nanied Jake Schweinfurth,
who has made a number of healthy women
believe that he is the second edition of Jesus
Christ, so they hav given him land and all
else they had, says Brick Pomeroy. As one
of the results of the combine, there are already several children who are said to be due
to an exclusiv operation of the Holy Ghost,
·with three or four more women wandering
around as Virgin Marys, looking for cradles
against coming wants. Twenty-four members of the Mount Zion family (this combination) hav written a letter, each saying that
Jake is all right, and that : 11 We, as a church,
believe that Jesus of Nazareth was conceived
by the holy spirit of God; that the Virgin
Mary did not bear the seed of man, but that
the new life· was a direct impartation from
God, the invisible spirit. We also believe
that this same God still livs, and that when
he had clothed souls in robes of virgin white,
he blessed some of them in precisely the
same manner in which he blessed the holy
Virgin of yore. We, with one voice, solemnly declare before God and man, that inside the church triumphant, or in this family,
there has been no compromise of virtue and
no traversing of the civil law of this fair
country nor this our magnificent commonwealth. It is as far from us as is vice from
virtue, to foster or tolerate aught that is condemned in our civil statutes." M€anwhile,
the opponents to this new Mount Zion are
looking for tar and feathers.
THE Kansas City Times reports: "Judge
W. Henry, of the circuit court, who has just
returned from Salt Lake City, where he spent
a week, is emphatic in his disapproval of the
practical workings of the Edmunds bill,
passed two or three years ago. The bill
known as the Edmunds bill, because it was
conceived and pushed through the national
Congress by the statesman _from Vermont,
provides for disincorporating the Mormon
church and confiscating all its property except houses of worship. In its workings the
bill is arbitrary and in defiance of constitutional rights, as- viewed by Juclge Henry.
1
' Since the passage of the bill," said he yesterday," the United States government has confiscated property belonging to the Mormon
church amounting to $1,000,000 or more. It
has seized the lands of the church, sold its
farms, and even advertised its cattle for sale.
In Salt Lake City to day the president of the
Mormon church is renting the building in
which he livs from the government. It is the
president's mansion built by the church and
confiocated by the government under the
Edmunds bill. The property of the church
was acquired under a charter granted by the
territorial government of Utah and acquiesced
in by the national government. The intent
of the Edmunds bill was to crush and stamp
out Mormonism, but as, prior to its passage,
another bill had been passed prohibiting
Mormonism, and it was already in effect, it
seems to me that the passage of the latter was
an act of oppression and injustice. The Su.
preme Court of the United States has declared
It constitutional, however, so the government
may continue its confiscation of property. I
do not believe that such a course is calculated
to check Mormonism.''
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~ommnnications.
Theism, Agnosticism, and·Atheism.
The antagonism of these beliefs is not so fundamental as we hav been led to imagin by the attitude
sometimes assumed toward one another.
Notwithstanding the belligerent attitude of these
combatants, there is one fundamental point upon
which there is a remarkable agreement.
Theism has a God behind the universe which is
eternal, and fills immensity. That is, space is full of
him, as he :fills space. Agnosticism has an infinit
universe, behind which is an infinit unknowable,
which in:fi.nit unknowable is manifest in the infinit
univ~rse. This infinit unknowable is eternal-" without father or mother, beginning of days or end of
life." Atheism has an infinit universe, which fills immensity. The.t is, infinit space is full. And hence
the exclusion of an infinit God, seeing that infinit
space is full of matter, or of material, and hence no
room is left for an in.finit God, or an infinit unknowable.
The agreement between these several three is, that
each and all postulate an infinit-not only an infinit,
but infinits-an infinit universe, infinit space, and
these infinitly full. So fsr, at any rate; we hav a
fundamental agreement. There is no disagreement
which is really fundamental.
Theism has a boundless universe, which is full.
Over this universe an infinit God presides. Agnosticism has the same-a universe in:fi.nitly full, ruled
over by an infinit unknowable, as the in:linit universe
is the manifestation of that infinit unknowable, and
hence the law in the universe by which it is to be
interpreted is the manifestation of that infinit unknowable, and hence the rules of the infinit universe
are the infinit unknowable. Atheism has a universe
filled with eternal matter, or material, ruled over by
infinit or immutable law.
·
An infinit incomprehensible, an infinit unknowable,
an infinit immutable law-take your choice. If
words mean anything, wherein lies the fundamental
difference ~ In either case, postulations are made
which are impossiblv to necessary human limitations.
Theism and Atheism presume to differ in details,
however, rather than in fundamentals. In fundamentals they are alike, as all these start in an impossible thought, or in a radical contradiction. Agnosticism cannot presume to differ with Theism rationally. It declares that the infinit unknowable, or infinit cause, is unthinkable, is incomprehensible. All
agree that these infinite are incomprehensible, are
unknowable, are eternal. How, then, in the name .of
reason, we ask, can a God incomprehensible, a God
infinit, be, when an infinit number of material objects,
not God, fill space? Mind implies limit. We hav
no other knowledge of mind. Wherein lies the difference-for a limited mind to postulate an infinit.,
or an infinit unknowable, or postulate an infinit number of material objects (or, if you choose, immaterial
objects) which :fill infinit space? How does it come
to pass that a limited mind can think infinit numbers
and infinit space, and at the same time be incompetent to think infinit God, or an infinit unknowable !
And then it may be asked, by what kind of metamorphism does it come to pass that an infinit number
which is made up of units is not divisible ? And if
it is, how is it infinit ? And then again, how does it
come to pass that infinit space is full? If it is full,
what disposition has been made of its infinitude l
But a promis of relief comes from the side of Theism.
The incomprehensible God brings relief, for he has
in the fullness of time spoken in the terms of revel~·
tion, and this is. the reason why Theism can tell ua
so much about the incomprehensible. It might,
however, be well to suggest, Is it possible for a revelation of an infinit to come aa infinit, only sa it comes
in the terms of the infinit 1 And if not, how can a
revelation coming in such terms oouvey any idea to
limitation, seeing that the infinit (whatever that is)
has no meaning for the finite ? But if this infinit
God reveals himself in the terms of human limitation, how then ha.s it any more authority than the
h_uman T ~~nee a ~evelatio~ from ~he incomprehenSible God 1s 1mposstble. Tnat one mcomprehenE~ible
might communicate with another incompreheneible
is as likely to be true as false, seeing that we are en~
tirely ignorant as to the meaning of Buch a term.
An infinit God might make himself known to another
infinit God, but certainly not to a finite being. And
when the Agnostic postulates " the infinit unknowable " he certainly ought to be profoundly amazed if
he would simply inquire how it came to pass that
"the in:finit unknowable" made itself known to limitation, seeing that it is the unknowable. Its revela·
tion must hav been in the terms of the unknowable.
Then we ask, how did it transpire that limitation be·
came advised as to the meaning of the terms of the
in:fi.nit unknowable 1 Agnosticism to be rational
must bring itself within the sphere of the unknown,
and not the unknowable, the meaningless, infinit
unknowable. When the Agnostic says, I do not
know, I cannot affirm or deny, this is all true-but
it is not true when he postulates the infinit unknow-
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able, because he affirms what he denies. It is as
irrational to say that there is a God as to say there
is no God. If it is irrational to say that there is a
God, it cannot be irrational to .deny an irrational
proposition. ·n, the:n, it is irrational to say that
there is a God, certainly it is not irrational to say
that there is no God, surely so when the statement
stands as a denial of the proposition that there is a
God. Beyond this the question of rationality or
irrationality does not arise at all, simply because the
object, hypothetically or otherwise, is not an object
of thought, and hence neither affirmations or negations are admissible. It is not a question of ration·
ality or irrationality, but a question simply of limitation. To affirm that there is, or is not, an object of
thought beyond one's limits, is neither ratil}nal nor
irrational. It is not in the province of thought at
all. Neither affirmation nor negation is possible to
thought when they relate to that which is not an object of thought. This is precisely the relation which
Agnosticism presents to us. Its object of thought
does not admit of either affirmation or negation.
Agnosticism does not permit us to entertain any
opinion of the unknowable which it postulates, either
good, bad, or indifferent. This renders the idea of
the object absurd in itself. Objects of thought can
only come to consciousness under difference. But if
this is not possible, then the postulation of an infinit
unknowable is beyond all doubt the essence of all
contradiction. To say, The incomprehensible, the
in:tinit unknowable, does not involve the question of
rationality or irrationality, bu.t a w&nt of data for
either affirmation or negation. That which does not
come within the range of human possibilities is
neither rational nor irrational, and it admits of no
speech, seeing that there are no data for speech. If
it is a necessity of thought which compels us to postulate the unknowable, is it not equally a necessity
of thought to know how we can make that postula·
tion ? When we are compelled to reason under the
shadow of the incomprehensible and the unknowable,
our reasoning must be worthless. If there is an
in:fi.nit unknowable, all spemdation about it is use·
less. If there is something in the universe, or out
of it, which is impossible to representation in the
terms of quality and quantity, it must remain unexpressed. That is, we in our limitation hav no terms
in which to express it, hence it is impossible for it to
he.v any datum in consciousness. Of course we are
forced to the implication that if any such thing
does exist, without quantity and quality, and hence
inexpressible in the terms of limitation, it must be
that which is called infinit space and infinit duration.
But we cannot concede the truth of this implication,
for these terms mean nothing to rational thought.
That is, as I view it, we hav no idea of space only in
the terms of limitation. Terms not measured by
our capacity, or limitation, are necessarily meaning·
lees to us. The distance between here and the sun
is a part of space; the only term by which any metming of it is possible and by which alone we can think
and talk of it are the terms of part or parts, with, of
necessity, the implication of a whole, as all wholes
are made up of parts, and hence limited. It is true
that our limitation compels us to think of it in this
way, and it is no less true that our limitation compels us to think of it without the possibility of :fixing limits to it, but this differs widely from the
statement that space is in:fi.nit, for this is to place
it beyond any form of speech or thought possible
to us.
The other supposed implication is that of duration.
This, like the term infinit space, has no meaning.
That is, it has no meaning in terms which represent
anything in consciousness. We only think of time
or duration in the terms of part or parts, always in
the terms of limitation. In:fi.nit parts or numbers
convey no meaning. Numbers are divisible, the
same as is space. If this is possible of space or duration, then they only mean limitation to us, as we bav
no way to invent a term beyond our limits. We can
not think or talk out of ourselvs. To divide an object into equal parts or unequal parts, to these the
terms apply. Equal, unequal, more or less, are forma
of speech such as come within the limited, such as
we ar~. These supposed somethings which hav no
terms of representation, yet sre named infinit God,
the in:fi.nit unknowable, the infinit force, the infinit
energy-if they mean anything that is knowable, or
unknown, then we can readily fall into line. But
when we are informed that this something, or it, is
the unknowable, and yet it is, we hav one fact about
this unknowable that is positiv-it exists, it is not a
nonentity. And in the second place we are informed
that this it is the incomprehensible, infinit Godthis it is the infinit unknowable, infinit energy, infinit
force. It might appropriately be asked, How is it
possible to plead pure ignorance in view of so manv
affirmations~ But a very important question arises
here, How is it pos!lible for a humlln being to take in
the thought of such an existence, when he is assured
that his thoughts are in no way representativ of this
something 7 Whatever the thought is of that something, or the unknowable, it in no way bears any relation that is truthful as to what it is. If our
thoughts of this unknowable are in no wa.y truthful

as to that unknowable, how was the fact discovered
that an opinion, or a thought, agrees, or disagrees,
with the object of that thought? It certainly must
be necessary to know something about the object of
that thought, ignorance of which must necessarily
close our lips.
It is evident that we can say, the unknown, the
known, and the knowable, but that there is an infinit
God, the infinit unknowable, is the bight of contra·
diction. It affirms in one breath what it denies in
another. That Jupiter is inhabited, I know not. If
it is, I am not advised as to the nature and charactel'
of its inhabitants. But I can conceive of conditions
which would settle this matter at once. But if it is
maintained that, whether Jupiter is inhabited or not,
it is unknowable, that at once forever settles the
question, and no attempt would or could ever be
made to learn anything about Jupiter. It is unknowable. That is final. Thus we cannot conceive of
conditions that would giv us any light upon. the
question. The ultimatum is contained in the fact
that it is unknowable. That fact cuts off all inqniry.
We are par~ of a universe of which we can say that
it is known in part and in part unknown, but by no
power of speech or thought can it be said that it is
unknowable. I cannot with ratio!lal consistency say
that the universe is unknowable. We can say that it
is knowable in the presence of conceivable conditione,
but to say that it is unknowable is not in the provhice
of human speech. But if the universe is a phenom·
anon only and behind it is an infinit God, the unknowable, and if no explanation of phenomena is possible without this noumenon, or infinit God, or
unknowable, then we stand committed to an infinit
series, whatever that il", and behind this infinit God
or unknowable there must be in the nature of this
reasoning another infinit God or unknowable-which
is self-contradictory. We are a part of this universe,
and need not be hoodwinked by an assumption which
doea .violence to our rational nature. This universe
is knowable, and our constant increasing knowledge
of it is in demonstration of this fact. Time aml op·
portunity are the conditions, and these conditions
are constantly lessening the unknown and increasing
the known, and this in proportion to the forced retirement of the infinit, or the unknowable, and the
supernatural. When they are out of the way our
progress will be greatly accelerated. The displacement of these scarecrows of superstition has ever
been the measure of human progress. If we are
willing to take the universe as it is and study it in
the light of OQr limitation, seeing that no one can
think higher than his highest thoughts, we will be
relieved from the cruel monster named the unknowable, or incomprehensible.
The le1uned and the unlearned unite in one thing,
and that is in tracing religion to this source, the
unknowable. That fact alone is enough for an outraged universe to vacate the throne from whose
occupant this unmitigated curse of the centuries
comes, religion.
Had I a clear conception of the infinit and of an
infinit series I then might be competent to express
myself in the terms which are now too much for my
limitation. I cannot aspire to the dignity of such a
conception, for even if I should hav such a conception I fear it would l'rush my limitat1on. I must be
content to stand by the side of the old Greek Agnostic and plead ignorance, confessing, on bended
knees if . :ueed be, that I do not know. Theism, notwithst~nding it is logically committed to the infinit
incomprehensible, the unknowable, yet practically
forces upon itself inevitable destruction in its attempt
to practicalize the incomprehensible. It commits
suicide. It divides itself in the claim which it compels itself to make-that this incomprehensible ia
known in part. This implies necessarily discrimination between parts. The part known or comprehended must be seen in its relation to the part or
parts not known or comprehended, in order to
discriminate. The inspired penman in dividing the
incomprehensible was made acquainted with the
hind part of the incomprehensible-this, in fact, was
a necessity, as inferable from the aame inspiration
which declares that no one can see the face of the
incomprehensible and liv. A.n expert in anatomy and
physiology might determin from any one pa1·t seen
or known the nature, chara.cter, and proportions of
the parts unseen or unknown; but the result of such
an experiment, if successful, would solve the problem, and the incomprehensible would disappear-as
thia implies the fitting of part to its allied part,
which would conaummat('! the structure, and thus
bring it within the line of the limited, ascertained
quantity.
We ma:t safely conclude that all prognostications
beyond the limited are doomed. AU attempts to
bridge the gulf from the finite to the something
supposed beyond hav ever been written in the terms
of futures. Theism cannot affirm an infinit God
(whatever that ie); Atheism cannot deny. It can
deny what Theism affirms, but i.t cannot deny what
Theism cannot affirm. Limitationa deny affirmation
and negation alike, when reference is made to that
which is not limited. A logic which rigorously locka
us up within the environments that are limited, if
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fully recognized would, no doubt, hav a decided beneficial effect. It is easy to say, infinit God, infinit
space, eternity, the infinit unknowable, but when
any attempt is made to satisfy inquiry as to the
meaning of tbesa words limitation must be called in,
and then contrRdictions of the terms are rendered
necessary. Let no one imagin that in my pleadings
of ignorance I commit in thought or word anyone to
my ignorance; when I say impossible to thoughts,
not rational, it only means, to me.
We hav suggested that the universe is knowable.
I imagin that this suggestion is not utterly void of
probability, as it may seem on first thought. A.t any
rate, we are eafe in saying that it has vastly greater
credibility than the opposit hypothesis, which proclaims it unknowable. It is true that the Agnostic
does not claim that the universe is the unknowable,
}:>ut 'that the universe is the mauifestation of the un
knowable. I see no way by which discrimination
can be had so aa to separate phenomena from their
substratum. A. relation certainly must exist between
the unknowable and the phenomenal universe whicb
is its manifestation. The manifestations of the unknowable must of necessity partake of the nature of
the unknowable, whose child it is. A.nd this is no
doubt the reason why Mr. Spencer says that" we know
nothing in its ultimate eRsence." So I would be
allowed to say that Agnosticism postulates the unknowability of the univer· e. That the universe is
knowable, is the reasonable, rational hypothesis.
When we say that the universe is knowable we state
that which no one can dispute ; while in the statement that the universe is unknowable we only state
that which no one knows, and if the statement is true
the postulation is false-for to know that the universe
is unknowable is to know something about it, which
is a contradictinn.
How has it ever been discovered that there is the
unknowable, that this is the unknowable universe,
before discrimination has taken place ~ Both the
known and the unknowable must be known, as the
basis of discr•mination, without which how are discriminativ linea to be drawn betwem the known and
the unknowable! Discrimination will show on which
side of the line these objects of thought are classed.
These objects of thought are designated thus. On
this side of the line is the knowable, on the other
side the unknowable. A.nd thus the character of
each is settled, settled by an act of discrimination.
But how could this act be performed unless both were
known! To affirm the known, in distinction from the
unknowable, involves a necessary knowledge of them
both. Then what becomes of the infinit unknowable!
We say that the universe is knowable, through the
knowledge which has been attained of the universe
and the constant increase of that knowledge. We
add to these facts that we can think possible conditions which render the universe knowable. Such
knowledge with conceinble conditions renders· a
knowledge of the universe conceivable. In demling
with the universe we hav all objects of thought matter, motion, and their relations. We cannot think of
matter l\nd motion without their relations. Matter
is inconceinble without space and time relations.
We cannot think of the beginning of matter, motion,
or time relations. Hence we cannot conceive begin. ning or end to space, time, or duration. A.ll of these
things which we cannot conceive only show our limitations, under the environments in which we are compelled to do our thinking. But be it remembered,
there is no analogy between these statements of ours,
as to these objects of thought, and the statement
which places them under the protection of the unknowable. To say that matter never had a beginning, and will never hav an end, differs widely from
the saying that I clmnot conceive the beginning of
ml\tter, nor oon I conceive its end. That there is an
eternity past and an eternity to come, differs also
widely from the saying I cannot conceive the beginning of time nor can I conceive its end. To say that
there is an infinit unknowable, is quite unlike the
saying that I do not know. Science baa no ultimatum. Tho theory which I oppose is final. It is infallible. It h~s an ultimatum in the person of the
infinit unknowable.
A.t the same time, we are compelled to the conclusion that the universe to which we belong, and
of which we are a part, is, as we bav said, knowable.
If we mre a part of it, then is it possible for all of the
parts to be known, in the presence of suitable envi.
ronments. That such environmflnts will come I do
not know. But if the universe ia made up of partP,
then by a logical necessity the infinit unknowable
is excluded. Such an entity, or nonenl;ity, can hav
rio place in a.n universe made up of increments, for
that would be to establish a relation between the infinit unknowable and limitations, which is fntal.
· We arfi"l gradually conquering the infinit unknowable. Time and opportunity at•e t,he needed factors
in securing thH misaion of man on this globe. That
time and opportunit.y will lie forthooming, I cannot
say. But whether they are, or net, in no way can it
bfiCOme legitimate for creatures, limited as we are, to.
l\ffirm the infinit unknowable or deny it. In either
case we hazard mental suicide. We are informed by
an Agnostic, somewhat prominent, to·,the following
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effect. He says: "The known, including the un- to half truth alone, cannot readily comprehend a
known, and the unknowable, constitute together our consistent and connected whole, even when offered
sola environment. Such a conscioueness, such an them in all honesty." This sounds weJl on paper,
ack!lowledgment of the unknowable, ia upon the !ace coming from an Agnostic pope. We might say to
of 1t part of the scheme and plan· of life." This is this tolerant author that it is not a question of bonremarkable indeed, if it is true. "The unknowable· esty or dishonesty, but a question of truth, with
is a part of the scheme and plan of life." Hence the modern thinking men. You giv those modern thinkunknowable is immediately brought directly into the ipg men the truth and you will find them willing to
scheme and plan of lif6l-not quite so formidable as take it. But these men are unwilling to swear by
we hav been led to suppose and believe. This infinit the infinit unknowable, seeing that they know as
1 ~nknowable is right here in the soheme and plan of much, and as little, about the infinit unknowable as
l~fe. I do not see, according to thi!!, why the Agnos- the biggest apostle of this unknowable God. These
tiC of this stripe is not aa well l_jrovided for as is the modem thinking men are not able to see how a carChristian. His God enters into the scheme and tain few hav been able to discover the inscrutable,
plan of life. The Agnostic's does the same. A.nd the unthinkable, the undiscoverable, the unknowable,
llent•e the logical implication is, that intercession and talk about them so :fluently, and then say that
with the ur.knowabla may modify or change the " tbese modern thinking men cannot readily compltm of life. But the question might arise, how does prebend a consistent and connacted whole."
;t happen that this author has found out the fact that
But the following from our author is worthy of a
r.he unknowable is in the" scheme and plan of life!" place in historical literature: "Ochers go farther,
Tnia seems flippant, to talk in this famili!lr way with and contend that, bay and our knowledge and limit of
the infinit unknowable-as presumptuous as are the possible knowledge, nothing is.
. It is well
Christians. How d06lB the author know that the to be frank, but not too frank; so other thinkers,
infinit unknows.ble sustains any such. relation as he more . cautious, he v e:ffactually limifed this latter
suggests? If he knows nothing about the unknow- statement by adding to it with parenthesis a very
able how is it possible for him to imagin the existence !eminin postcript, and saying that in the above cirof a reiation between the unknowable and human be- cumstances uothing is (to us). In reality this savings? This author does not leave us here. He so,ys: ing clause (to ue) has a very considerable meaning,
"Of the hid :len meaning of th1:1 unknowable we know one which is exclusiv ~s well as incluaiv. Although
nothing." The implication is, that we do know everything within the circle of our present or poesomething of the unbidden mearing of the u:uknow- aibla knowledge is in a sense (to u~>), it is that which
able. So the unknowable, like the God of Moses, is is in itself and yet is uot (to us) which contains the
divided-a part is hidden and another part ia unbid- riddle.
. It is that which is in itself and ,Yet
den. But how are we to know which is which unless ie not (to m)." Who made the discovery T How,
we hav a chance to compare them ? This writer when, and in what place was it made? "That which
emphasizes the above quotation. He says: "We ia in itself and not to us." How did it get out of
shall only act falsely if we deny its hidden meaning." itself so that our author found it! And if he found
That is, if we deny the hidden meaning of the it then it must be to him (to us). This is an Agnostic
unknowable. This auihor must know what the hid- riddle. It is not lawful to say that a statement is
den meaning of the unknowable is. If he does not, not true to me, but it is quite Agnostic to say it is
how has he become so well posted about it~ It may that which is in itself and yet is not to me that is
be that he is the Moses of this new God-and has had trae. It is quite lswful to say, the infinit unknowa revelation from him, and this accounts for his won- able, and then talk flippantly about him, she, or it.
derful · unknowable illnminmtion. The following This is logical. But it is a very feminin postcript
sounds a little popish, a slumbering hint of thumb- to say that to us it is not true. To postulate an unscrew: "We shall ach falsely if we deny this hidden· knowable is unreasonable to me (feminin postmeaning." If we do not think as this author does we script), because it conveys no idea, an<l: if it should
are heretics, we are "false." If this is the charity of suggaAt one, I am assured that the ides, whatever it
Agnosticism, if between Christianity and A.gnos- might ba, would be false. We can, with the utmost
ticism our choice lies, we had better hke to the woods. confidence in the light of prEsent researches, postuBut this is not the whole of our Agnostic's infallible late a knowable universe. This is in harmony with
dictum. He says: "Only by an outrage of our all modern achievements, fortified by all scientific dishighest and deepest feelings can such a denial be coveries.
uttered." This certainly givs unbelievers on the
The ceaseless struugle which is now going on, in
Agnostic anxious seat ·no better chance t.hau Theism reading the lessons of the universe which are being
grants to unbelief. It is very modest in this author constantly presented to _!lll modern investigators,
to charge those who do not take kindly to hie dictum is full of hope. And then when we remember the
with outrage and falsehood. B11t we do not see why encouragements which come as the result of these
we should expect sny different treatment from a readings and achievements, we are still fortified in
priest of Agnosticism than we would from a priest of the hope that the Agnostic riddle will be solved.
the Christian religion, seeing that they both ere in Every day research comes burdened with knowledge·
the same boat. They both hav the unknowable, which enriches the human mind and human history.
the incomprehensible.
A.ll tends to emphasize the important fact that knowlDoubtless we are expecting too much of that kind ed11e ia increasing. The universe is giving up its
of Agnosticism which postulates the infinit unknow- se~ets to the intelligent being whom it has evolved,
able when we look for toleration, for in the last analy- and thus it will continua to do as long as environsis it cannot giv it. It is compelled to make every- menta are suitable for man's growth and improvething bend to the unknowable. There are wide ment. Giv him "time and opportunity and he is desdifferences represented between Theism and Agnos- tined to read the problems and enigmas of the
ticism only by the force of illegitimate reasoning. In universe. That he will bav the time and opportunity
all that is fundamental, logically determined, they to accomplish these ends, is not a hope which admits
are alike. It is true tbRt Theism offers solace to ita- of indulgence; it is more than the wiidest optimist
devotaes which Agnosticism cannot, but this differ- could hope for. But it is not .bece.u~e t~e universe
ence is only reached by false reasoning. This fact is unknowable, or that there IS an mfimt unknowof solace to its devotees is only on account of the able behind it or within it, but simply because time
fact that the unknowable of Theism bas done what and opportunity are not likely to lend their aid.
the unknowab~e of Agnosticism has not done-made
And vet the infinit unknowable is a myth. Why
a revelation in a book which reveals its unknowable- lumbar "up human speech with such absurd invenness in part. This ought to furnish Agnostics with tiona~ Why not allow us to usa words which are
a. hint to go and do likewise. This it would do if it the representations of ~~eas. ~ . Wh~n Th3i~m form:nwas as considers.te of the immaterialistic and spirit- lated its incomprehensible, 1ta mfimt God, 't commttualistic Agnostic ae Theism is of its devotees. -If ted treason against truth and human nature-as well
it would come out with a :flaming revelation from the as all of its boasted revelation in sacred books, as in
unknowable it could g&in devotees st the Ohristian incarnate gode it sought recognition at the expense
shrine. But according to our author, we are not left of what it had formulated under the name incomprein the dark. The following, though quoted by the hensible. Theism has a plan, a !!cheme, notwithauthor from one of his critics, hie comment thereon, standing its tre&son. It should hav left its incomlegitimates our hope that the author does not le~ve prehensible where Agnosticism has left its unknowus in the dark: "A wholly unknowable object of able. But now it stands charged and convicted with
Agnostic contemplation will never, we are sure, help cruel divine despotism, and it hsa stood with drawn
to make men, women, and children good." This is sword ucross every road leading to man's chosen eden.
whR.t our author quotelil- · Upon which he says: "H
It has made sn intellectu~l pauper of him through
is so9rcaly logical, we think, to libel that which is the ages. In. filth and d_egradation, in prfsons and
unknowable as inoperativ for good." The implica- in dnngeons, m dens of wild beasts and at .he stake,
tion is, that the unknowable is operativ for good. hss be been compelled, with the curse of the gods
If it is a libel upon the unknowsble, or if it is nof., upon him, to entaii his misery upor: innocent pos.terhow does this tAu thor know? I cannot imagin how ity. So it may be aaid, that the mco.mprehenstble
the author gets his information, unless he gets it h11s forced the race to bear all of th1B cruelty and
as did Moses. How can he say, or not say, what is torture on banded knee, and thus to w~ep the dreada libsl upon the capacity of the unknowable unleii!s ful centuries away. And. now, as soon as the d11wn
he has been Rdvised as to the unknowable's capacity! of day has been ushered m, ~s the result of hu~an
A.ud if be baa been advised then the unknownbleness of research, which has e. prom.ts of human emanctpathe unk,,owable has been compromised¥ 'rhis author J tion from t,he _incompre_henstble, from the suparnat.
givs us another sentence which throws light upon uml.-no sooner has thts blessed day d~wned up~n
this untbiukable and unknowable subject. He says: I human hope than a new god comes to hght, not m
"Thus it is that modem thinking men, llCcustomed I revelations written on stone by the fillgers of God,
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but as the infinit unknowable. It. is true that thie. 1battle · fJr religion as a necessity in man's social Secularism, we propose to emphasize the following
infinit unknowable god does not propose to slaugh- make-up. I cannot well imagin anything more ab· at the coming CongrflSS :
1. The equitable taxation of church property in
ter those who do not. worship him, in this unlike the surd than that seeming felt need fer some kind of
old Gods. And unlike them in another respect, he religion. Though its origin is well known, known common with other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious inst.rucbas no promis to c:ffer. He tells not of a promised .to be the cutcome of a false reading of the phenomtion
and worship in th~ public B()bools, and especially
redeemer-not of a savior to save the world. He ena which surrounded primitiv man, then to bav it
o:ff~rs no hundredfold in this life, nor does be sa1, invested with a sacredness is only to be seen as a the reading of any Bible.
3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing
"In my father's bouse are many mansions." H'e necessary outcome of the mfioit uDknowablP. It
does not say, "Call upon me in the day of trouble skipped the gulf into which it should hav fallen with a the observance of Sunday as R religious institution
and I will answer thee." No, no! he only says, the ht earth, and a thousand other interpretations of rather than an economic one, justified by physiologinscrutable, the unknowable. Perhaps this new god primitiv man. If religion came as the result of a ical and other secular reasons.
4. The cessation of all appropriations of the pubis not inclined to make promises, as other gods bav false resding of nature, why in the ·name of decency
done before him. No, this new god only speeke in should it be allowed dominion when a correct read· lic funds for educatio:ral and charitable institutions
the terms of the unknowable: " Tell it to your ing under the light of science has been made T The of a sectarian character.
The American Seculat· Union is et.rictly uneectarian
children and your children's children forever, that unknowable is re~>ponsible for the continuance of
I am that I am, the in:finit unknowable."
this tendency. If we are in need of a term to express and non.partisan in both religion and politics, but
Of what use this new god is ·to the rsoe, is not the sonial feelings and the relations of human being I", Will ·USe any and all honorable means to secure its •
mentioned. No one seems to be well advised as to do not let us force ourselvs by an assumed poverty of objects as above stated. It is not either publicly or
what he will do. He makes but one revelation, and words to continue the use of a word which stands privately committed to the advaiJcement of any systhat is the unknowable. Those who believe in bim for all of the villainies of the centuries, a word which tem of religious belief or disbelitf, but heartily welclaim that they are Agnostic. I am of the opinion pilots the murderer from the scaffold through the comes all persons, of whatever faitb, to its memberthat the great majority of the Agnostics worship dark valley of death to Abraham's bosom and sends ship, on the basis of ''no union of church and state."
not at the shrine of the unknowable. They say, not, Bruno and millions of other worthies to the stake The, word "secular" is here used in the broadest
"the unknowable," but they say, "I do not know." and an endless hell in another life. Why wrap the sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system
The unknowable means nothing to them. They b!ocdy skirts of religion around t.he social life of of religion or philosophy.
To discues the&e questions in an orderly and
frankly say, "I do not know:" They will stand by civiliz€d men, women, and children ? Why try by
that, and cherish the hope that the time is not in modern science to wash off stains from its bloody friendly manner, and to devise ways and means to
· the remote future when the rational and thoughtful :fiiJgers T Why dt>file the lips and life of innocent promote these objects, let us come together at this
class of modern thinkers will discard entirely their babyhood by learning it to lisp this foul word ? Congress as Freet.hinkers, Spiritualists, Unitarians,
new god called the unknowable and abide in the Does it make this word,. which is the synonym of all Universalist~, F.cee Religionists, Qaakere, progressiv
daylight of the clearly expressed thought. I do not deformity and depravity-does it mbke this word, Jews, and liberal Christians, and, laying aside our
know.
which in the light of its history sbculd n£:Ver pees peculiar views on religious queetion£1, unite as AmerAs I hav said, I am ready to recognize the truth of the lips of decency, any more fit for duty by placing ican citizFnB on the one broad platform of no union
Agnosticism when it stands for the unknown, but humanity after itT All that such association sug of church and state, and the complete administration
not for the unknowable. When it is made to do gests is the dEfilement and degradation of that hu- of our secular government on purely secular printhat kind of dnty, it mush cf necessity be written in manity. Religion admits of no redewption. Utter ciples.
The National Reform Asr.oci~t.ion, having for its
the terms of contradiction. It professedly rests upon extinction, with a proclamation which prohibits its
a negation. It starts with a negation. It starts resurrection, is its only desert. We hav words object the establisbmE;nt of Christianity aa the religwith a negativ, and then it turns directly around and which are competent to do service in all of the vary- ion of the state by constitutional enactment; the
says affirmativly, there is an infinit unknowable. ing conditions of social life without the use of that American Sabbath Union, working for the enforceIt never stops to inform inquiry how the unknow- word, which I would be glad never to speak again or ment, by legislation, of t:ta J awish and puritanic
able was discovered. It is as positiv as theism and heer pronounced. There are no relations conceiva· Silbbath on our free citizens; the Women's Christian
pleads the same kind of ignorance. Only the un- ble among human beings which demand the use of Temperance Union, indo!:'sing the platform and
knowable of theism comes into human life and knowl- ideas which cannot be fully stated without the use policy of both these orgeniz~~otions ; the churches,
edge through s revelation on the part of the infinit of this convict, criminal word which inspires the both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through their
ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete exemption of
incomprehensible god. It is the Agnostic'sinfinit un- bloody deeds of Christi1mity.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
church property from just taxation, SR well as the
knowable, with the addition of revelation, without
appropriation of public money for religious schools
which the object of theistic belief is the veritable unand other sectarian institutions ; all these, and many
knowable. But when Agnosticism is allowed to reothers which might be mentioned, are imperiling ou.r
main on the pleadings cf ignorance, it stands for all
constitutional liberties. Every true Liberal and
that the intellectual, B()ientifi(), and social nature of
patriot, whether man or woman, should feel called
man demands.
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
IDA C. CBADDOOK1 Cor. Secy. upon to aid in organizing an diEctiv opposition to
It is no~ a very diffiault m&tter to understand the F. C. MKNDE, Treasurer.
BOABD OF DIREOTOBB.
these nefarious schemes.
nature of the pleadings and the philosophy which in1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia.
Due notice will be given of tbe selection of emitroduced into Agnosticit>m the infinit unknowable. R. B. WKBTBBOOK,
E. B. FooTE, JB.,
. 120 Lexington ave., New York. neLt speakers from all portions of the United States
It is assumed by Mr. Spencer and others that the nat- T.
B. WAJLRMAN 1
93 Nassau st., New York.
ure of man necessarily implies religion. The word J. E. R&MSBURG,
• Oak Mills, Kansas. and Canada, and a free platform will be given to all
religion is considered essential in the life of the race. JuLIET H. S&VEBANOE, .
•
. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. persons who may bav a word to say for pure state
.
.
. 1814 Green st., Philadelphia. seculariz'ltion. All, without exception, are welcome
There I think the fundamental diffieulty lies. The F. C. MENDE,
religious nature of man, so called, is fundamental in IDA C, CRADDOCK, S. E. cor. Broad and Columbia av., Phila. to this Congress in the wide-a.w~ke little city in the
HoNORARY VroK-PRESIDENTs.
valley of the beautiful Ohio.
the life of the race-so long as this false claim
G. Ingersoll, L. K. Washburn,
E. B. Foote, Sr.,
is allowed a front seat an infinit unknowable be· Robert
R. B. W EsTnnooK, President.
Samuel P. Putnam, H. P. Mason,
Leonard Geiger,
Attest: IDA C. CaADDOCK, Sacretary.
comes a necessity as a background of religion. T. B. Wakeman, M.P. Krekel,
S. S. McLeod,
Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1890.
Herein lies the secret of the con1Lcb.
James Parton,
James Wardwell,
N.D. Goodell,
J. A. Smith,
Daniel Aerl,
And this must continue, as of old, at the expense. Charles Watts,
Wm. Redfield,
Roman Staley,
of the moral life of the race. Oilr religion, as any A. B. Bradford,
How Shalt We Do?
Otto Wettstein,
M. M. Secor,
H. L. Boyes,
student of history well knows, has ever been the Lucy N. Colman, W. L. Willis,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH S:EEKER, Sir: The
J. H. Burnham,
great enemy of human achievement and progress in W. W. Forward, G. F. A. deLespinasse, W. H Pepper
lecturers, to whom the Secular U oion made its
George E. Swan,
Almond Owerl.. appeal, might utilize their traveiing for the benefit of
every direction. Morality has been largely repressed N. F. Griswold,
by this conflict. Why, in the light of its history, it
the Union, for the benefit of all Liberal journals and
should be at this age allowed to thrust its unsavory
for their own benefit, not least because last ~en
Fourteenth
Annual
Congress.
face into modern civiliz"tion, is only underfltood by
tionad. Professions of unselfish devotion to a cs.use
The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the Ameri- are cheap and easily made. There msy be cases
skipping over an essential part in its evolution. In
this age, the drift of thought among those most com- can Secular Union has been up pointed by the board where such devotion exists, and which leaves the in~etent ~o render an. opi.nion upon the origin of reiig- of directors to meet at Portsmouth, 0., on Ftiday dividu!!l self entirely out of the question, but they
IOn, pomts to a behei In a ghost life after death or evening, Oatober 31. 1890, and to continue ita are extremely rare. Profuse profe~sions of such
a belief in the survival of the so-called soul of 'the sessions on the Saturday and Sunday following.
loyalty will be accepted with suspicion. GenThe meetings will be held in the Grand Opera uin unselfishness does not blow its own trumpet.
dead. Mr. Spencer and many other prominent
thinkers bav shown how this belief came. No doubt House, corner of Sixth and Court atreets, and the
There is no more reason, in this age of the world
the genesis of this belief came as these eminent men orchestra of the establishment has been engaged for why a lecturer should remain on the ragged edge of
hav stated. But the wonder is that, while these men the occasion. Due notice will be given of the pro- poverty than why a lawyer should. No one should
see so clearly how this belief was evolved in the proc- posed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel exp,act a lecturer to so love the cause he champions
ess of evolution, they hav not sought out the esBen- fares.
that he will cheerfully f01·ego all of the luxuries and
tial part overlooked in this evolution. While there
Portsmouth is situated on the Ohio river, one some of the necessaries of life. If the members of
is no doubt as to the truth which evolvGd this belief hundred miles east of Cincinnati and one hundred the Liberal army in private lib c1id nothing to accuit is no lees true that it was not founded in fact: miles south of Columbus, and ha~ extensiv and con- mulate wealth, there would be more show of reason
These men are ready to admit that this was a neces- ve~ient railway co~nections with the whole country. in demanding that lecturers hold tbl!lmselvs in readisity on the part of primitiv man, in his ignorance to ~t IB a port of formgn e_!ltry, and is d~stinguished for ness to be devoured daily for the sake of the cause.
att?mpt to iurnish an explanation of phenom~na, 1ts numerous and magmficent manufactories. It has The mass of Liberals do not expect any ;mch thing.
which suggested the theory which gave religion an a population exc~edin.~ fineen thousand, has twenty The:e is nothing in Liberalism requiring anybody to
existence. If a false explanation of phenomena (and churches, the Ohio Mthtary Academy, and a splendid cultivate poverty. There should be <'o:>peration all
in fact, any other was impossible) which was em- system of graded schools. The Ohio valley fair ie round. The offi~era of the Sec>1lar Union employ
braced by primitiv man introduced religion into the held there annu~lly; and several English and Ger- no such cant as that lecturers should offer themselvs
world, wbat right has it to a continued existence~ ~an pe.pers, dally and weekly, are published in the se living sacrifices on the altar of Liberalism. On
What right has it to a venerable existence, seeing City.
the contrary, they address them in a commonthat it is the child of falsehood! Why discard one
The members and friends of the American Secular sense, straightforward, business fashion, for which·
and cherish the other as a fundamental truth Union are sl!~e of a hearty welcome, not only from they deserve our esteem. They a.re not like the
When in thfl progress of the race science was gained our enterpnsmg local au:r.iliary but also from the hy_pocritical c~uro~ .which commends poverty and•
'
and the true interpretation of phenomena was ren· citizens at large.
strives to obtam mllhons of wealth upon wbic~ it redered by ecie·,'lce, why hold on to that interpretation
Thl'l object ?f the American Secular Union, as is fuses to pay a cent of taxEls. No, ~he offiaers of the·
which wa!! given in the infancy of the nee, when it well known,. IB t_o secure the total separation of Union address us ae workers in the field, advocates
is impossible that it should be otherwise than false? church and state m fact and in form to the end that of the beet principles, the most common.sen~e teachWhy take its interpretation of religion~ If modern equal rights in. religion, genuin mo;ality in politics, ings, th~ world ever heard. The cffieers of the Secuscience can demonstrate that the primitiv rending of and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established lar U nio.~, as ~uainess pe?ple, in buainesa language,.
man and his destiny was correct, then modern protec~ed, and perpetuated. While we unite o~ want cooperatiOn that w!ll be "a gain to the caus&
science can go on and do battle for the same-do what IS commonly known as the Nine Demands of and to you individually;" " a regular s12ries of ap-
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pointments ;" "more dollars in his pocket at the end
of the year;" ''a more systematic advertising of the
cause;" arousing the people to a '' sense of their
wrongs;" and a solid organiz~~otion of Liberals.
All this means work, and a great deal of it; but
we should not be dismayed at this, for it is PUctlv
what some of us hav been used to for the past
twenty. five years and more. If the activ Liberals of
the country will ceo 2erate, if even fifty thousand of
them will do something in this line, we can hav this
solid organization. To begin with :
1. Why cannot each Libel'al send the officers of
the U oion $1, not next year, but now, this week?
2 Why should not all earnest Liberals ccoperate
immediately ? Why delay? Why read this and
admit Hs truth, and then do nothing !
3. Why should not every lecturer take sample
copies of all our publications, and go from house to
house in every town visited ! · Are we too proud to
do this ? We should not be. It is honorable work
for humanity, and no one should be above his work.
4. Why should not a part of the fund subscribed
ba for these sample copies ? We do not use the
powerful printing-press a thousandth part as much
as we should.
5. Why should not lecturers procure lists of names
of all per~'~ons, including Christians, who attend Lib·
eral lectures, to which names all our publishers can
mail sample copies from time to time?
6. As the officers of the Union truly remark,
" The tendency of the time is toward consolidation
and ccoperation whera work of any magnitude is to
be undertaken." Why, then, not cooperate? Why
s~ould not every publisher send a lecturer, in any
g1ven psrt of the country, printed lists of subscrib·
ere in that state? In return, the lecturers to send
many timeo larger lists of possible subscribers. Let
the old bsd spirit of competition go. I say to every
Liberal publisher, Do not be afraid that it will injure
your business in the least to furnish well tried lecturers, who will cooperate with the American Secular
Union, lists of your subscribers in states where they
may be lecturing. '' This would mean more dollars,"
Liberal publisher, in your "pocket at the end of the
year." It is worth a trial. Liberal lectures arobse
a community as nothing else can. Liberal journals
are absolutely essential to hold the interest. I hav
observed for several years that ·those Liberals who
stop taking F.Peetbought papers grow cold in the
cause, and many of them drift into the church.
There is no more practical work than distributing
our Liberal publications. There ought to be a fund
for this purpose sustained by the Liberals of the
United States.
7. Let us take hold with renewed activity and organize a Secular society in every town where even two
or three members can be obtained. Do not wait to
organize large societies. Be content with small
beginnings where there is any prospect of growth.
Some of the weakest Liberal societies I ever organized were large ones, aeventy.five members and
upward; some of the best were less than ten.
Now, bow many working Liberals are there in this
country.· Lst ue hav a new count. Do not count
vapids, nothingarians, man-afraid-of-his-wife, or
woman-afraid of-her-neighbor. Let us get a fresh
start, with Liberals who hav conviction and backbone.
W. F. J A.MIEsoN.

.Des Moines, Iowa.
N. B. Some of my correspondents hav written me
under the impression that I am living in Des Moines.
Not so. I am "on the wing" almost constantly,
lecturing wherever called. The Das Moines poetmaster forwards my m~il.
W. F. J.
Witchcraft.
It would seem to many thinkers a great stretch of
imagination to affirm what was denounced by old
Moses in Ex. xxii, 18, "Thou shalt not suffer a
witch to liv," and our presen~ mediumsbip in all its
strange forms, to be identical ; but so it seems apparent to the writer.
Mesmer, when in Paris lecturing and givilag ex·
hibitions on his curiouE! peculiarHy, was unmercif:Illy denounced by D(. Franklin and his savans as a
shameless impostor and fraud. But let us not be
too severe with the doctor. He did the best be
knew.
No doubt what has beeu called sorcery, soothsay·
ing, necromancy, and the Delphic oracles of pagan nations of the p!\st and present had a truthful basis.
Even mesmerism was long believed to, and does yet.
account for many strange mental eccentricities of
mankind; but even mesmerism was becoming too
vulgar and common for refined thinkers ; but as our
scientists hav now dignified it with the name of
" hypnotism" it bas become a subject worth consid·
eration.
But let thinkers giv tbemselvs no unelsiness.
Mediums hip in all ita various phases is getting batter
understood in spite of all the frauds and tricks prao·
tic~d by pretended or fraudulent mediums.
To some minds the established knowledge tbat we
still continue to exist after death is .. all in all satis·
factory, while they take little heed of the

moral preparation of conduct necessary to make that
To such minds it
IB l~ke seed sown on stony ground."
W1t~out atte:np~ing. to explain in whab way the
fol~o~I~g commumcat10n was given to the writer,
whl~h, lD h.ct, was very simple, I transcribe the followmg : " My son, when you leave this earth, we
know you will surely come to us and therefore are
more interested in your moral w~lfare than the unavoidable trials incident to earth life."
D. B.
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such a time next year as may be designated by the
executiv committee.
Thus ended our first meeting, which was par&icipated in by seventy-three delegates from twentynina d::fferent counties. The meeting washarmoniors
throughout, and every delegate seemed to be eeri·
ourlly impressed with the importance of the work in
band. It now re·mains for the Liberals to unite in
pushing. forward this humble beginning to a grand
and glOriOUS BUCCeB£1.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Let eve!y?ne who can freely indorse the objects of
the AssoCiahon become a member bv sending his or
her name, with that of the post office and county,
The Liberal .Association of Texas.
to tbe secretary, J. L. Jackson, Weatherford Texas.
From the lnaevena•nt Pulvi'.
And while sending up your own name, ask y~ur Lib·
Pursuant to a call, a meetin!!' of Liberals was held er&l friends and acq•lftintances to do the same.
in Waco, Texas, July 15 and 16. 1890
At 9 o'clock A.M. of the first day, J. D. Shaw, of
CATHOLics are now forbidden in France to walk in
Waco, called the delegates to order and -stRted the
object d the meeting. T. V. Munson, of Denison procession on Corpus Christi. L' Univers says they
was then elected president, and J. L. Jackson, of may blame themselvs for it. It goes on to say, "We
'Yeatherford, secretary. Au opportunity was next are Catholics, and the vast m&jority of the French
g1ven for the delegates to band hi their names, and people are Catholics. Our God claims to show his
universal sovereignty in the streets once a year. It
forty.seven were found to be present..
The questio~ of org_a~ization being proposed, a is his right, and our right. We aek nobody to join
general expressiOn of opm1on was called for, and quite in our peaceful procession, neither the Jew who crua number responded, in brief. but interesting cified him, nor the Atheist who denies him. We re·
sp~~ches, s~owing mo.st conclus!vly that the pre- spect their liberty, but we want them also to respect
v:,alhng sentiment. was m favor of Immediate organfza. ours."
tJon, and a comm1ttee of seven was appointed to re.
Sumner's Last Wish.
port on the subj act at the next session.
From the Kansas Cii.'IJ Tim(s.
At 4:30 PM., fourteen new delegates handed in
Charles ·sumner had an intense horror of Glerical ministratheir names, and the committee appointed in the fore- tions at dying bedsides, and made no secret of his feelings in
noon ~ade a partial report.! f~vorin!!' ?rganization, this particular. He believed it to be the very refinement of
to add to the death agony by picturing to the ..dying
proposmg a name, and eubm1ttmg certam objects to cruelty
man the torments of a hell in store for sinners unle•s they
be attained.
confessed and repented. ·As an illustration of this the folAfter considerable discussion, the report was lowing story was told ·your correspondent by a gentleman
adopted and the committee reinstructed to complete who was present when the incident occurred:
"One of Mr. Sumner's most intimate friends and conits w~rk ~y including a full and complete plan of
fidants
was Congressman Hooper of .11-lassachusetts, lately
orgamz'ltiOn.
deceased. and who was always welcome at Mr. Sumner's
At 8:30 PM, the question, "Is Morality P.rogree:- house. One day at dinner the conversation turned on the
siv ~, was made the subject for general discussion, fUbject of clerical ministrations to the dying, and Mr. Sum.
and a number of speeches were made, from which it ner said: 'Hooper, I want to exact a solemn prom~s from
Promis me on your word of honor that if you survive
became manifest that the ethical spirit was the pre. you.
me you will protect my dying bedside from the presence of
vailing one, and that the moral elevation of the peo- pio"s intruders. Don't let them come near me.' The
ple was the chief object in view.
promis was given, and Mr. Sumner made a similar promis
At 9 A.M. of the sec~nd day, twelve new delegates to Mr. Hooper. Some months after Mr. Sumner was taken
ill with angina pectoris. and lay at the point of
handed in their name£1, and the committee to which seriously
death. His friend, Mr. Hooper, remained with him, and
bad been referred the plan of organization reported even when writhing with agony he reminded Hooper of his
that, for want of time, it had not been able to perfect promis.
" Finally it became evident that he could not long survive,
a full report, and requested that a general discussion
of the subject be had by th£> meeting. The request and the sad inte!ligence was communicated to the sergeant.
at-arms of the Senate, who at once advised the chaplain, the
was agreed to, and the. committee discharged.
Rev. Dr. Sunderland, and the latter repaired to Mr. Sum.
After a full and free discussion, involving several net's house to administer spiritual comfort to the dying
proposed plans, the following was adopted by a man. He was met at the door by Mr. Hooper, who, mind.
ful of his promis, invited Dr. Sunderland into the parlor
unanimous vote :
and explained the situ11tion. 'It is no disreepect to you,
Resolved, I. That we, Liberals of Texas, in convention Dr. Sunderland,' said Mr. Hooper, 'but this is Air. Sumner's
assembled, do hereby organize ourselvs into a society, to be wish, and I cam:ot permit you to see him. There is only
known as the Liberal Association of Texas.
one office· you can perform uow. Let us pray that, in the
Rtsolved, II. That the objects of this Association shall be mercy of providence, our friend may die free from pain or
as follows:
suffering.'
1. To encourage the study of man in all his relations.
"And so Dr. Sunderland and the household united in
2. To seek to realize the truth in life.
prayer, while Charles Sumner, in the upper bedchamber,
3. To aid in those movements that tend most to the im. breathed his last, as he had wished, 'free from the presence
provement of the individual and of society, and to the unity of pious intruders.' "
and freedom of mankind.
4. To facilitate the association of those who hav at heart
A Nice Book of Religious Pietnres.
and hold dear that absolute freedom of thought and expres.
F1·om the ll·onclact .Age.
sion which is the natural right of every rational being.
The Truth Seeker Company has jnst issued a book of nice
5. To inaugurate a system of positiv, tolerant thought,
ethical culture, and practical benevolence, in which all libe•al. religious pictures, accompanied with suitable commentaries.
minded people can unite and work for the moral elevation, The pictures are by Heston, and consist of illustrations that
intellectual improvement, social well-being, and consequent hav been running through THE TRUTH SEEKER for a long
time back. They are now in convenient shape for pulpits
happiness of the human race.
Resolved, III. That we welcome into this Association all per. and religious center-tables. As a companion volume for the
sons wb.o indorse these objects. regardless of their speculativ holy Bible this collection is invaluable. The book should
hav a large sale amongst clergymen and church congrega.
opinions on reli!!:ion, philosophy, or politics.
Resolved, IV. That the officers of this Association shall be a tions. The price is $2, with twenty-five <'ents additional for
president, a secretary, and a treasurer, and these officers shall postage or express charg;es if ordered from thi• office. It is
constitute an executiv committee with full power to formu. likely 1hat Freethinkers will be the chief buyers, as it seems
impossible to convince religious people that Infidel
late methods to carry out the purpose for which we are or. almost
~fforts to help them over the rough places in their theology
ganized.
•
Resolved, V. That the officers of this Association sh"-ll· hold are Eincere.
their cffices until their successors are chosen, which shall be
Two Stnies-Eaclt With a llloral for Christian Eri·
at the regular annual meetings.
deuce Societies.
Resolved, VI. That an annual fund. to defray the expenses
From the Boston Post.
of this organization, shall be raised by voluntary contributions, and that said fund shall be known as the extension
The Swiss government has officially proclaimed its unbelief
fund, and it shall be expended by the executiv committee in in the tradition that Wilhelm Tell shot the apple from his
any manner they may deem proper.
son's head, and has ordered all books which contain any
After the adoption of these resolutions, which con- reference to the episode from the schools. Is it not at .Altorf
that two statues hav been set up, one of 'fell and the other
~itute the governing principles of the Association, of his son, and Is it not recorded upon their pedestals that
the following officers were elected for the ensuing they stand upon the exact positions occupied by Tell, Sr.,
year: J.D. Shaw, of Waco, president; J. L. Jackson, and Tell, Jr., when the shooting was done? If there were
of Weatherford, secretary; T.V. Munson, of Denison, none, how came those statue~ there? Every right-minded
person will see that the Swiss government is clearly in error.
treasurer.
The afternoon session was principally devoted to a
!F1·om Colonel b•gwscll's Revw to J"dge Black.
A little while ago, in the city of Chicago, a gentleman
discussion of plans and methods for strengthening
the movement, morally, socially, and financially. The addressed a number of Sunday. school children. In his address he stated that some people "ere wicked enough to
condition of the Independent Pulpit was inquired deny
the story of the deluge; that he was a traveler; that
into, and the status of our publishing business fully he had been to the top of Mount .Ararat, and had brought
explained. The following motion was unanimously with him a stone from that sacred locality. The children
were then invited to form in procession and walk by the puladopted:
Resolved, That the executiv committee be authorized and pit, for the purpose of seeing the 'Yonderfnl ston~. Aft~r
had looked at it, the lecturer sa1d: ''Now, children, If
instructed to devote the funds of the Association, so far as is they
you ever hes.r s.nybody deny the story of the deluge, or say
available, to strengthening our base in Waco.
that the ark did not rest on Mount Ararat, you can tell them
After the adoption of the above resolution, the suh- that you know better, because you hav seen with your own
ecriotions to the extension fund were increased to eyes a stone from that very mountain."
$300.
W. F. JAMIKSON gave four lectures in Princeton, Minn.
The night session was devoted to speeches by
several of the delegates, and there being no further The debate at Kasson may COI!\!l off early in :;leptember,
business to transact, the Association adjourned to Address &t Des Moinest 1&.
!u~~r.e less remorseful and happy.
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and is utterly impracticable in a ~o~i.ety with isolated
members in every parb of the cml1zed world (page
23).
.
The breadwinner, with wife and family of httle
What Is Religion 1
children sick confined to his bed, needing medicine,
sxtra little lu~uries, cardul, constant nursing, houseIn February last I helped to organize a literary
hold expenses to be met, too often including rentsociety at Beech Oreek Baptist church. The constito such $5 a week would be lamentably insufficient;
tution of the society proscribed· the Bible and reto the ~ell-to-do a mere bagatel; to some, with bad
ligion as subjects of discussion. I thought as we
church heredity, a temptation to make " false claims."
were prohibited by the constitution from discussing
The only safe and really helpful sick benefit would
religion, we ought to find out what religion is. So
be the necessary amount to secure needed attendance
I instituted an inquiry and collected as many definiand comforts for the sick one, and provioion for the
tions of religion as- I could find, and prepared mysick member's dependent loved ones during the memself to lecture the society on " What is Religion ~"
ber's sickness and inability to attend to work or busbut the president of the society ruled out my lecture.
iness. This can be secured by loans from the soHe decided that a lecture on that subject was under
ciety's reserve fund, repayment secured by,pled~~ of
the ban of the constitution. So the lecture was not
sick member's and. two other members poh01es.
· delivered.
The time bas eome when a mutual aid society of
I hav recently received sample copies of two
papers published in Chicago, viz .. the Open Cou1·t
Liberals is possible. It has long been greatly
needed. I am much pleased to know that such men
and the Religio-Philosophical Journal. Both of
as Will S. Andres, of Portsmouth, 0., are giving
these papers declare it to be their purpose to harattention and urging prompt acLion in the matter,
monize religion with- science, and ask for aid in t.he
and most earnestly I solicit that other able Llberals,
way of subscriptions from those in sym~athy with
their purposes~ Now, before I can determm whether
in the same kindly spirit of desire to promote the
I am in sympathy with their purpose or not, I must
greatest good to our cause, will investigate, and
find what religion is, what it is that they want to harthrough t.he columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER discuss
monize with science.
this all-important matter. Let the subject, not perCOLLECTED DEFINITIONS OF RELIGION,
sons, be fully discussed, and a plan devised or
1. Religion, the recognition of God as an object
selected that will commend itself to all Liberals, a
of worship, love, and obedience; any system of faith
plan that shall afford the maximum of security at
and worship ; piety, sanctity.- Webster's Practical
minimum of cost.. And the widow and the orphan
.Dictionary.
in their bereavement and dependence, and the Liberal,
2. Pure religion and undefiled before God and the
when misfortune, reverses, or business failure leave
Los
Angeles
Assembly
of
Progress.
father, is this: To vi~ it tbe fatherless and widows
the $2 000 thus secured the one only provision for
in their afflictions, ard to· keep himself unspotted
Mr. J. M. VesEl, the grand prefect, is evidently loved ~nes, will bless all who aid in the grand and
from the world.-1'he general Epistle of James i, sincere and honest, but in his letter in THE TRuTH noble work of organizing the Freethinker's mutual
27.
.
SEEKER of August 16th fails to afford the needed evi- aid society.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
3. Religion is man's groping after God.-Rev. dence of the perfection of the Grand Assembly of
Heber Newton.
Progress scheme, and seems to mistake my motive.
Eminent Women.
4. Think constantly, 0 son, how thou ma:yest I wrote : "I hav long been intensely anxious that
please
the Liberals should hsv e mutual aid society for both
ELI z A B ET H T E x T oR .
sexes, that would make sure provision for dependent
The greatness of the sons is the exuding of the greatness
Thy father, mother, teacher-these obey.
By deep devotion seek thy debt to pay.
loved ones, in which no prayers or mummeries, relig- •
of mothers. . . .
This is thy highest duty, and religion.
ious or otherwille, would be &llowed; founded and
The female contains all qualities and tempers them,
-Manu, six hundred years be,fore the Ch~istian era. conducted on strictly business principles,· affording
She
place and
with
balance,
She isisinallherthings
dulymoves
veiled,
sheperfect
is both
passiv and
5. Let love be your religion.-1~e Liberal Hymn insurance at actual cost, and paying fair salaries for
activ. . . .
Book.
needed work done, but no sinecures, fat jobs, o·r
As I see one through a mist, one with. inexpressible com6. Humanity is the only religion.-Col. R. G. division of spoils among managers." I concluded
pleteneas, sanity, and beauty;
Inqersoll.
with the declaration, "I do not dJubt the good inI see the bent head and arms folded over the breast,
7. T.he world is my country, and to do good my tent of the Los Angeles Assembly of Progreas, but
The female 1 see.
religion.-Thomas Paine.
their scheme is not practical or reliablt>. I do hope,
Thus speaks the poet, and thus he proves it to us
Henry Ward Beecher held that religion is right however, that it will result in great good by arousing that woman is nature's masttlrpiece and "contains
action, and said: "T.he purpose of religion is not attention, discussion, and intelligent action on the all."
to insure a man against fire, b:1t to create an insur- subject, that will eventually giv us a safe, reliable,
Goethe was one of the greatest of German poets,
able interest in him."
practical, Liberal mutual aid society."
and among the most Liberal as well. The greater
Some say tbat religion is thought ; others say that
For nigh five years I bav carefully studied and bav part of his superiority was the "exuding " of the
it is feeling.
.
urged the formation of such a society, gladly receiv- mother.
Her name was Elizabeth Textor; and wherever
The Methodists say you must get religion. The ing suggestions, thankful for objections, learning
Oampbellites and Catholic.> say you must do from actual membership in three mutual ccciperativ Goethe is known and loved this woman's name
r.eligion.
insurance societies, and study of the plans of very should be known and loved, yet how few hav ever
Prof. Thomas H. Huxley, in "The Order of .Ore- msny others. And yet I am only the mote anxious fully realized be bad a mother.
ation," quotes this passage from Micha : "And what to bav some better scheme than I can devise adopted,
Professor Oottinger says of her: 11 She is one of
doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and or at least that what, after years of careful study and the most pleasing figures in German literature, standto love mercy, antl to walk humbly with thy God 1" consultation with the best actuaries of the United ing out with greater vividness than almost any other.
and remarks, "If any so m~lled religion takes away States, is self-evidently safe, economical, and practi- She was a merry, genial, and whole-souled woman, of
from this great saying of Michs, I think it wantonly cal, shall be perfected by such amendments as the moderate culture . . . one of the rare women
mutilates, while if it adds thereto I think it obscures judgment or "xperience of more able persons ·may who make the world happier by the fact of their
the perfect ideal of r"ligion. What we are pleased advise. For if Liberals organize a mutual aid society, being in it."
to call religion nowadays, i&, for the most part, Hel- it should be the very best in existence, profiting by
After a lengthened interview with hH' Nicolovius
Ienized Judaism; and not unfrequently the Hellenic the experience of all others, avoiding their mistakes, exclaimed, "Now do I understand how Goethe bas
element carries with it a mighty remnant of old- and embracing an their desirable features.
become the man he is."
world paganism, and a great infusion of the worst
I find the actual cost of $2,000 insurance on Jives · She was only eighteen when the poet was born and
and weakest parts of Greek scientific speculation ; selected with ordinary care and precaution, between they were both young together. She was fond of
while fragments of Persian and Babylonian, or the ages of twenty-one and thirty-five, is $11 per story-telling lind mirth, order and humor. In a letter
rather Acadian mythology burden tba Judaic con- year; from thirty-five to forty-five, $17; from forty- she says, "I am fond ef people and everyone feels
tribution to ·the common atock. The antagonism of five to sixty,$30.
.,
it directly, youug and old; I pass without pretenacience is not to religion, but to the heathen sur viUnder twenty-one and over sixty are extra hazard- eion through the world, and that gratifies men. I
vals and bad philosophy, under which religion her- ous, and should not be taken.
never 'bemoraliza' anyone; always seek out the good
self is often well-nigh crushed. And for my part, I
If each policy was issued for $2,222, and the $222, in them and leave what is bad. In this way I make
trust that this antagonism will never cease; but that at death of member, pe.id into the reserve fund of myself happy and comfortable."
to the end. of time true science will continue to fulfill the society, and the $2.000 to heirs of the deceased,
Thus we see the happy mother gave the genial,
one of her most beneficent functions, that of reliev- since the death average would be ten to every one kind, snd happy nature to her son, both by heredity
ing men from the burden of false science which is thousand members each year, every death would and example. "She kept open bouse for all his
imposed upon them in the name of r<>ligion."
secure $222 to the reserve fund, thus accumulating a friends, and· no one who stood in any relation to
The Rev. T. W. Smith, an American missionary in fund proportionate with increase of membership, Goethe could· pass through Frankfort without stopthe island of Tahiti, says in his article published in that affords security, and guarantees permanence of the ping to pay regards to her."
THE TRUTH SEEKER some time ago: "I should be society, combining all the security of the old line
When ba rE~turned home, in 1768, from Leipsic,
ashamed to concede that what has been claimed as system with that of the ccoperativ.
broken in health, his father showed him the cold
Christianity by the church of Rome and others ia the
Let us compare the actual cost of insurance for shoulder, for be wanted to see him further advanced
Obristianity of the New Testament. I should be $2,000, under this plan, with the cost-with no secur· in the study of jurisprudence; be did not l:lnderforced into the rankest Infidelity if I was compelled ity-of the Grand Aasembly of Progress.
stand that a poet's sphere is a different one. Mother
to believe and indorse the cruel, bigoted, bloodAge, thirty-five; actuai cost per year, $11. Cost and sisters, however, we:·e touched by ihe worn face,,
thirsty, and devilish syatem of religion that exhibited by Grand Assembly of Progress, $28.
and womanlike received him with affection, which
itself in the Inquisition, on Bartholomew's eve, and
Age, forty-five; actual cost per year, $17. Oost by compensated for his father's coldness. The father
also in England and Massachusetts, and elsewhere, Grand Assembly of Progress, $36.
was a tyrant and the "poor mother [as so many
where men and women hav been burnt, strangled,
Age, sixty; aetual cost· per Jear, $30. Oost by other mothers bav done] had a terrible time of it,.
shot, imprisoned, whipped, and exiled for the ex.er- Grand Assembly of Progresr;, $48.
trying to pacify the children and stand between them ·
cise of religious or secular views differing from the
Thia is on a basis of two thousand members. See and their father. . . . In 1808 she died, seventychurch holding the reins of government at the Hme." page 17 of the constitution of the Grand AaseJl1bly seven years old. To the last her love for her son,
Now I will ask, is not this the religion which we of ProgresP.
and his for her, bad been the glory and sustainment
citizens ofthese United States of America under the
Chart.erP,$100ee.ch(page7). Thearticlesfurnished of her happy old age. He had wished her to come
boasted civilization ~nd enlightenment _of the n!ne- fer the $l00 (see psge 24) any st.ationer could fur- and liv with him at Weimar; but the wishes of old
teenth century. are bemg P.er~ecuted ana oatra?1~ed nish for $20, and mnke more than ordinliry profit.
Frankfort friends, and the influence of old habits,
for. not ac:Jeptu~g 1 And w Jl; not .th~ se.;ne n:hgwn / . Five doli r.r" a week .sick benefit . to al~ members, I kept her iu her nstiv oit.y, wbbre sbe was venerate j
whwb the Amerwi.Ul Eeform Aasocu~tiOD lB trymg·to J nch or poor, 1e a deluswn and all 1Ment1v to fraud, , by all."

fiommnnications.

hav recognized by cur 1 n~ti.onal government and
adopted as the national rehg10n to be supported by
general taxation and protected by the secular arm of
the government T
Oan this be the religion which these _p~pers are
trying to harmonize with science~ Now Is 1t no~ an
astonishing fact that such men as · Thomas Pame,
Ingersoll, and Huxley, who.se ideas of religion are
nearest in accord with the Bible, nre called Infidels. by
the people who hold the Bible to be the Inspired
word of God'
If religion is good deeds, right actioD, as held by
St. James, .Micba, Huxley, Paine, Ingersoll! Beecher,
Bnd Manu it is not in coLilict with sCience, and
criticism 'cannot hurt it; discussion will only
strengthen it and make i.t shine the brighter;_ ~ut
Christian theoloay which 1s nowadays called rehg10n
is a system of d~ctrins which are false, irrational, and
supernatural, which cannot possibly be harmo~ized
with science, which is based upon reason, experience,
and observation. As H. W. Beacher said, the forest
of theology will hav to be ~ut down and d~s~royed
so tbst we can plant Libarahsm and the r€lhgwn of
humanity. So I say to all lov:ers of liberty and
friends of humanity, lay the ax to the root of t_~at
infamous tree of theology. Exterminate that Ill·
famous system· of religion which has been called
Christianity by the church of Rome and her Protestant dfdpring, and establish the religion of good
deeds, the religion of humanity.
.
P.M. SHUliiA.KER.
.Flat Creek, La., Aug. 10, E.liL 290.
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They who love the poet and philos0pher, the
scientist and thinker, Goethe, should love, remember,
and venerate his mother, Elizabeth Textor.
With antecedents,
With my fathers and mothers, and the accumulations of
past ages,
With all which had it not been,
I would not now be here as I am.- W~itman.
Snowville, Va.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
Prohibition.
Some time ago a correspondent of your paper,
seeking to establish the beneficence of Prohibition,
referred to Kansas as indubitable proof of his
proposition. I am in receipt of several letters asking
if the party correctly stated the case, and if not, urging me to reply.
.
For twenty years prior to Prohibition in Kansas I
was an activ Good Templar and worker in the temperance cause in Topeka, Vfllley Falls, and Troy in
this state. When the Prohibition craze struck Kansas
ten years ago there were about four hundred lodges
and organizations of various kinds in the state devoted to temperance work.
In six months they
were all dead. Prohibition killed them. Moral,
social, educational temperance work was wholly
abandoned, and compulsion, litigation, and general
hell-raising inaugurated in its stead. The infamous
spy, spotter, and informer system was adopted, and
secret, star- chamber, inquisitorial "law and order
leagues " hatched conspiracies, waged bitter and
vindictiv prosecutions, piled costs mountain-high
upon the taxpayers, and converted society into a
seething caldron of warring elements.
The golden era of sobriety was juflt beginning to
dawn in K11nsas when the pernicious contagion of
Prohibition broke out like a nging pestilence and
spread over the land, destroying temperance work
and leaving moral desolation in its path. The consumption of liquor has been increased rather than
diminished, and men hav been made worse instead of
better. Prohibition has debauched our state. The
attempted enforcement has drawn out the worst
elements of human character on both sides of the
question. Men who once had respect. for law
hav grown to bate and despise it, and their sons are
fJllowing in their fo~;>tsteps. In place of honest, oldfashioned saloons we hav drug stores, joints, clubrooms, and secret hell-boles, where vicious stuff is
sold to all who want it, old or young.
Prohibition was not sprung upon Kansas for the
purpose of promoting temperance. Far from it. It
is simply an artful scheme on the part of the church
to obtain prestige, prominence, and power; to enlarge
its field of operation and to secure the recognition of
its diviae right to rule. It is a church crusade for
empire. Nothing more, nothing less. The preachers are invariably its commissioned officers, the
deacons, elders, and class-leaders are its sergeants
and corporals, and the lay membership are its rank
and file. Their houses of worship are its barracks
and recruiting stations. They are used for caucusing, for planning campaigns, for plotting and hatching out their secret conspiracies, and for the delivery
of ranting, fanatical lecture!?, speeches, and sermons.
Since the withering blight of Prohibition cast its
dark shadow upon Kansas and Iowa, and converted
those states into moral plague-spots, the former bas
lost seventy-two thousand of its population and the
latter two hundred and ninety-five thousand, while
all surrounding states hav gained from two to six
hundred thousand each. And as many more people
would flee from the church t·ule and blue-lawism of
thoee two states if they could sell out and get away,
or if they did not hope for a change in affairs.
For one, I am not a law-worshiper. I never did
believe in padlock virtue, legal righteousness, sheriff
honor, e"J:ecution honesty, Oomstock purity, or constable temperance. I do not believe that state
guardianship of men's appetites and morals and the
rEimoval of all temptation from them is conduciv to
the best results in developing human character. I
do not believe in putting bib and diaper on a man
and shutting him up in the nursery with old gran. nies Ohurch and State for his wet and dry nurses. I
do not believe in trailing him up to the legislativ
porch like a morning glory, cultivating no power
within himself to stand alone, and sure to be cut
down by the first chill wind or autumn frost.
Temptation is as necessary a factor in the building
up of character as exercise is in the growth of a
strong, healthy body. Without temptation it is impossible to develop a vigorous manhood, capable of
resisting evil as the sturdy oak withstands the fury
of storm and tempest. Without temptation man
wt>uld be a frail bot-bouse exotic, a thing of jelly,
without bone, sinew, muscle, or vertebra. The moment temptation is removed, moral degeneration
begins. Free moral agency is essential to manhood.
No good can possibly come from the destruction of
human liberty.
To sum up the case, Prohibition is only another
name for puritanic hydrophobia. In principle it is
false, irrational, and unjust; in spirit it is aggressiv,
ferocious, and vindictiv. It is the cessation of lib·
erty, the foe of free moral agency, an<l tbe <lestroyer

of ~e~perance. . It is social);!lague, ~oral pestilen~e,
P0}ItJcal ~ontagu~n, .commerCial famm, ~n~ finenCial
r?m. It IS the duattlled essence of fa~attctsm, hy~oc"
~1sy, ~nd hatred-the bastard o:ffeprmg of pharzsa~cal b1gotry and political demagogism. It is degradmg~ enslaving, and demoralizing to a free and intelligent people. It begets disrespect for all law ; it
offers a premium upon vice and crime, and turns men
into ~neaks, spies, spotters, and perjurers. Its enactment and attempted enforcement in the states of
K~nsas and Iowa hav been an infamous outrage upon
the natural and civil rights of the people opposed to
it. It is the progenitor of discord, hatred, and bitterness, the instigator of contention, enmity, and rancor,
and the propagator of strife, dissension, and violence.
It is a base conspiracy of raving cranks, frothing
fanatics, gibbering lunatics, frenzied bigots, designing knaves, rotten demagogs, and unprincipled politicians who would apply the torch of conflagration
to the glorious temple of liberty bequeathed us by
our fathers, and d~nce in fiendish revelry around the
smoking ruin.
S. R. SHEPHERD.

Leavenworth, Kan.
The Escape of a Seventh Day Adventist.
W. H. McKee, secretary of the National Religious
L1berty Association-a '' Seventh Day" religious organjzation-reports in the organ of his society :
Mr. L. A. Oallicott, of Lanes, Dyer county, Tenn.,
was tried some time since, under the Tennessee statute forbidding Sunday labor, and found guilty, but
a new trial was ordered, which took place July 21et,
before Judge Flippin. Ool. T. E. Richardson, who
is counsel in the famous King case, which· has gone
to the United States district court, defended Mr.
Oallicott. The defendant is a Seven~h Day Adventist,
and the question was broached as to whether· the
commandment, "Six days shalt thou labor and do all
thy work," made it a sin for him to rest on Sunday.
E. E. Marvin, an elder of the Seventh Day Adventist
denomination, was put upon the witness-stand and
the following was elicited, as reported in the Review

and Herald:
Colonel Richardson: "Mr. Marvin, where do you liv ?"
Mr. Marvin: "At Trezevant, Carroll county, Tenn."
Colonel Richardson : '' Are you a minister of the Seventh
Day Adventist church?"
·Mr. Marvin: "Yes, sir."
Colonel Richardson : " What is the belief and practice of
youT chur-ch concerning the Sabbath ?"
Mr. Marvin: "We believe the seventh day is the Sabbath
or the Lord, as brought to view in Ex. xx, and keep it as
such; and with James ii, 12, we believe this to be a law of
liberty, and that we hav a heaven-born right to obey it in
any state or nation."
Colonel Richardson: 11 You regard it as a Christian duty
to keep that day holy and no other?"
Mr. Marvin: "Yes, sir."
Colonel Richardson : '' Does your church hold that the
working upon six days is as imperativ as the keeping of the
seventh?"
Mr. Marvin. 11 No, sir."
Attorney-genet>al: "Mr. Marvin, what is the position of
your people as to working six days?"
Mr. Marvin : " They hav never officially or publicly expressed any rule concerning it."
Attorney-general: "Do your people teach that· it is a sin
to rest on Sunday?"
Mr. Marvin: "We believe that when required to--"
Attorney-general: " But answer my question."
Mr. Marvin: "I will, sir, if you giv me opportunity."
Attorney-general : ' Well, go on, then."
Mr. Marvin: "We believe that when required to rest on
Sunday, by laws based upon the religious aspect or the day,
it would be wrong to obey them."
Attorney-general : ' Do laws, requiring men simply to rest,
tend to enforce religion or worship ?"
Mr. Marvin: "Yes, sir, if such laws be Sunday laws."
Attorney-general: " On what grounds?"
Mr. Marvin: "On the grounds that there is not now, or
ever was, a Sunday law, that did not hav for its basis the
religious character of the day."
Attorney-general : " But it would not interfere with your
religion to rest on Sunday?"
Mr. Marvin: "Yes, sir. Sunday-keeping is a religious
act-an act of worship; it would be conforming to an opposing religion."
The attorney-general then yielded the case, and
the judge charged the jury to bring in a verdict of
not guilty.
This testimony is worthy of note, for it brings out
the pith of the whole question of Suriday laws .
Sunday-keeping is a religious act, nothing elsenever was anything else since the Babylonians and
their ancestors established the worship of t-he sun
god, which the " venerable Day of the Sun " perpetuates to the present hour, with the added sane
tities of the Ohristian Sabbath attached in these
later times.
If any man believes that " the seventh day " is
the Sabbath of the Lord his God, to compel him
to yield a formal allegiance to the first day (the
Day of the Sun) is forcing him to conform "to an
opposing religion."
The judge in_ this case charged rightly.
1
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Gems of Thought.
A UNIVEESAL God ought to bav revealed a universal
religion. By what fatality then are there so many
religions on earth 1-Holbach.

IT must, indeed, hav been pardonable to doubt of
the divinity, when his only announcers disputed on
his nature. Nearly all the first {athers of the church
made God corporeal j and others, after them, giving
him no extent, lodged him in a part of heaven. According to some, he bad created the world in time ;
while, according to others, he bad created time itself.
Some gave him a son like to himself; others would
not grant that the son was like to the father. It was
also disputed in what way a third person proceeded
from the other two. There were disputes about his
mother, his descent into hell and into limbo; the
manner in which the body of the God-man was eaten
and the blood· of the God-man was drunk; on gra<le ;
on the aaintl", and a thousand other matters. The
confidants of the divinity were seen so much at
variance among themselvs, anathematizing one another from age to age, but all agreeing in an immoderate thirst for riches and grandeur.- Voltaire.
MAN .
trusted God was love-indeed
And love creation's final lawThough Nature, red in tooth and claw
With ravin, shrieked against his creed.
-7. ennyson.
WHo can appreciate the mercy of so making the
world that all animals devour animals ; so that every
mouth is a slaughter-house, and every stomach a
tomb ¥-Ingersoll.
THERE is not necessarily any gross and ugly facts
which may not be eradicated from the life of man.
We should endeavor practically in our lives to correct all the defects which our imagination detects.
The heavens are as deep as our aspirations are high.
So high as a tree aspires to grow, so high it will find
an atmosphere suited to it-Thoreau.
PoPULATION will mightily increase, and the earth
will be a. garden. Gov-ernments will be conducted
with the quietude and regularity of club committees.
The interest which is -now felt in politics will be
transferred to science; · the latest news from the
laboratory of the chemist, or the observatory of the
astronomer, or the experimenting room of the biologist, will be eagerly discussed. Poetry and the fine
arts will take that place in the heart which religion
now holds. Luxuries will be cheapened and made
common to all; none will be rich, and none poor.
Not only will man subdue the forces of evil that are
without; he will also subdue those that are within.
He will repress the .base instincts and.propensities
whic~ he has inherited from thG animals below ; he
will obey the laws that are written on his heart ; he
will worship the divinity within him. As our conscience forbids us to commit actions which the
conacience of the savage allows, so the moral sense
of our successors will stigmatize as crimes those
offenses against the intellect which are sanctioned by
ouraelvs. Idleness· and stupidity will be regarded
with abhorrence. Women will become the companions of men and the tutors of their children.
The whole world will be united by the same sentiment which united the primeval clan, and which
made its members think, feel, and act as one. Men
will look upon this star as their fatherland; its
progress will be their ambition; the gratitude of
others their reward. These bodies which we now
wear belong to the lower animals ; our minds bav
already outgrown them; already we look upon them
with contempt. A time will come when science will
transform them by means which we cannot conjecture, and which, even if explained to us, we could
not now understsnd, just as the savage cannot.
understand electricity, magnetism, steam. Disease
will be extirpated ; the causes of decay will be
removed ; immortality will be invented.- Winwood

Reade.
MATTER was from the beginning in God, and is
hence eternal and unending. The earth, the dust,
every created thing indeed, perishes; but we cannot
say that that perishes out of wb~c~ they ar~ cr1;1ated.
Substance abides eternally. A tmng falls mto dust,
but out of the dust is developed another. The earth,
as Pliuy says is a phenix and remains once for all.
When it becdmes old it burns itself to ashes that out
of them a young phenix may arise, the former but
rejuvenated.-Sebastian Frank.
NoTHING appears to be really durable, eternal, and
worthy of the name of a priEciple save matter only.
Matter as the Absolute includes within itself all
forms and dimensions. But the infinity of forms
under which matter appears i.s not accepted by her
from another nor as it were only in outward appearance but she brings them forth from herself and
A ''Holy Father."
bear~ them from her own womb. Where we say
Translation n·om !he l!alo-.d?nf1·tcano, New Yo!·Tc, Auo. 9, 1890.
A Jesuit priest of the name of Giuseppe (Joseph) died un- there is death there is only the outgoing toward new
expectedly in a confessional of the church o! San Luigi of life, a loosing'of one union which is the binding into
Rome whilst listening to the confession nf a young girl who a new.-Giordano Bruno.
claims to be his daughter.. She had confessed to incestuous
relations with her own brother. Not knowing of this latter
publications. Sent fref! ·
SEND for catalog of our
matter, the wretched priest was so struck with horror at it
tbl\t the apoplex,r killed hitn instantly.
· on· application,
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A. Good Book to Look at, Read, and Sell.
·WKDRON, ILL., Aug. 25, 1890.
Tm: TRUTH SKRKKR COMPANY, New York, N.Y., Gents:
"Pictorial Text-Book" received last night. Every Liberal
should hav one and should try and sell them among his neighbors. The cartoons are plain and distinct, the explanatory
reading matter lB excellent, and it is a large book for the small
price asked for it. I havhad it but a few hours and hav sold
six copies. Will giv you an order as soon as I see. the balance
of the community. Only one Liberal in the six names I got.
They liked the cartoons exposing Catholicism, and I think
after getting the book will open their eyes on their own system. I would advise Liberals, however, not to explain the
cartoons to over one Catholic at a time, as they dislike seeing themselvs as others see them.
Yours truly,
M. P. BRAFFKT.

Again Our Generous Friend.
In Tru: TRUTH SEEKER of August 9~h we gratefully acknowledged on our own part a donation of $50
from Mr. F. A. Day, of Castana, Iowa; and also $50
for the Secular Union and $100 for Mr. Reynolds to
use in making Washington a secular state. •
Mr. Day has again shown his generosity and made
another grateful acknowledgment necessary by a
gift to THE TRUTH SEEKER of $100, and the same
amount to Mr. Reynolds to help that warrior along.
We regret to learn from his sons that Mr. Day is
i"n poor health, but it pleases us to know that he can
occasionally find forgetfulness of pain in etJjoying
the contents of the Pictorial Text-Book, the first
copy of which that came from the press was mailed
to him.

Why the :State Should Not 'l'each Religion.
To the Oatholic Review must be given credit for
honest frankness, though perhaps it speaks as it
does because the Roman church thinks the times will
stand an avowal of its purpose. The Review heads
an editorial with the ql!ery, " Why Should Not the
State Pay for Religious Instruction~, and goes on
to say:

It seems to be necessary to continually remind the there a text somewhere that the poor shall inherit

priests that " morality has nothing to do with religion. Morality appeals to the experience of mankind. It cares nothing about faith, nothing about
sacred books. Morality depends upon facts, something that can be seen, something known; the product of which can be estimated. It needs no priest,
no ceremony, no mummery. The morality of the
world is not distinctivly Christian. Zoroaster, Gautama Mohammed, Confucius, Christ, and, in fact, all
founders of religions, hav said to their disciples :
You must not steal; you must not murder; you
must not bear false witness; you must discharge
your obligations. Christianity is the ordinary moral
code, plus the miraculous origin of Jesus Christ, his
crucifixion, his resurrection, his ascension, the iuspi·
ration of the Bible, the doctrin of the atonement, and
the necessity of belief. Buddhism is the ordinary
moral code, plus the miraculous illumination of
Buddha, the performance of certain ceremonies, a
belief in the transmigration of the soul, and in the
final absorption of the whole by the infinit. The
religion of Mohammed is the ordinary moral code,
plus the belief that Mohammed was the prophf:!t of
God, total abstinence from the use of intoxicating
drinks, a harem for the faithful here and hereafter,
ablutions, prayers, alme, pilgrimages, and fasts."
If we are to hav religion taught in the schools,
whose religion shall it be?
Does the Review think that it would be justice to
use a Freethinker's money to pay priests to educate
somebody's children in Catholicism~ Would it be
justice to teach an Infidel's child the Catholic
catechism T
The state should not pay for religious instruction
in the public schools for the reason that it is not
the state's business. Religion is a question for each
person to decide for himself. The public schools
are for the children of everyone, and it could not be
otherwise than a wrong inflicted upon some child to
hav religion taught therein-some Freethinker,
some Protestant, some Catholic, some Jew. And
for the State to provide schools for each sect would
be impossible. It would ruin the people to pay the
taxes to support them. There are some two hundred
sects of Christians in the world, and the United
States has samples of about all of them. Schools
would hav to be multiplied forty-fold. There is
no feasible plan to educate children in public schools
that will not work injustice except to make them
strictly secular and leave their religious education to
their parents.
The state should not teach religion for another
reason. Religion is the enemy of the state, in that
it diverts the attention of men ft"om this world to
another, and teaches them to sacrifice this world to
that other. This weakens the ties that hold families and states together, and has a tendency to
reduce society to anarchy. Which is worth the more
to the state-to civilized society-a community of
begging monks or a community of secular workers ?
Why, tpen, should the state teach religion T

The Beggars, the Soldiers, and the Preachers.
Oar Canadian contemporary, Secular Thought,
saya:

"In Brazil, under the new regime, it has been decided that
' beggars, soldiers, and clergymen ' shall be disfranchised.
This is right. The business of clergymen is to prepare men
for the next world-not for this one; and as they get exemp.
tion from almost all taxation, the rule of 'no taxation with"It seems to be taken for granted that the state should out representation' should in their case be rendered 'no taxnot pay for religious instruction. Even Catholics discussing ation, no vote.'"
the merits of the denominational plan, out of defense to
But it is not right, though it may be expedient
popular prejudice, are careful to assure our Protestant considering the character of the clergy and their
friends that they do not ask the state to pay for religious
proneness to maneuver for the aggrandizement of
instruction, but only for secular studies. But surely it is a
pertinent question, Why should not the state pay for relig- the church. Ministers should be treated the same
ious instruction in the public schools? Is there anything as men, and so should women. Giv them freedom
morally wrong in the idea? Would it necessarily involve and suffrage, treat them as though they were not deinjustice, or wrong to any class of people ? Would it hav a pende~ats, and they will come out all right in time.
deteriorating or demoralizing effect upon the pupils? In
The clergy are not wholly to blame for the anomashort, can anyone giv any good reason why the state should
refuse to pay for religious aa well as other instruction ? lous position they occupy. The people are so superWhat is the object of the state in providing for the education stitious that they let the priests bamboozle them
of the rising generation? Is it not to make good citizens? with hellfire and heaven, but then, .some of the
And what is the most important requisit for good citizen- preachers are honest and don't know any better
ehip? Is it not morality ?"
themselvs. The tax exemptions ·are the work of the

When the Review can show that morality is promoted by religion, or that we should hav no morality
without religion, or that religious people are always
moral and irreligious people always immoral, then
its questions will be answered as it desires. At
present the facts, throughout history, are against it.

people, and the clergy hav just as good right to vote
as the stupidly superstitious or knavishly dishonest
politicians who enacted the law. As for soldierswho has a better right to voto than the man who is
defending his country ? And the beggars-well,
that hits our friends the preachers again, but isn't

the earth-and when they inherit it let them rule

~t.

Ancient Men and Ancient Religions.
Another Southern subscriber has applied for information, this time for the benefit of the clergy.
Mr. :EJ. T. War.d, of Coaling, Ala., writes:
"Will you giv me the best authorities on pre-Adamic man,
and on a religion older than the Bible purports to be? I told
a minister we had evidence of men and rellgion older than
described by the Bible. He said he wanted to see it; that
he was well read in geology and history and had never seen
anything of it. He wanted the evidence to be as authentic
as the Encyclopedia Britannica."

Without making any reflections upon the reverend
gentleman's general lack of information upon a subject
he claimed to be "read in," we will note some facts and
opinions bearing on the subject; and, as he thinks the
Encyclopedia Britannica will convince him, let us
first quote that eminent authority; after premising a
few things.
The Bible account of creation we will assume to be
familiar to our clerical friend. That account givs
the beginning of the world-according to accepted
Christian chronology-as about six thousand years
ago. The human race is supposed to be descended
from a single pair-Adam and Eve-created specially
by God. If this is not so-if the earth is older ·and
has been peopled more than six thousand years; and
if the human race is not descended from Adam and
Eve, then the well-read minister is in error.
. The article on Geology in the Encyclopedia
Britannica occupies pages 189 to 324:, and it is therefore impossible, in th~ limits of an editorial, to quote
it entire. But we may, perhaps, afford our friend's
clerical friend some hints of its contents. "Geology,"
begins Professor Archibald Geikie, the writer of the
article, "is the science which investigates the earth.
Geology shows that the present races of plants and
animals are the descendants of other and very different races which once peopled the earth. It teaches
that there has been a progress of the inhabitants, as
well as one of the globe on which they dwell."
This progress of life the geologists hav divided into
periods, as follows :
''I. Arch rean Time.-The beginning, including a very long
era without life, and, finally, that in which appeared the
earliest and simplest forms of plants and animals.
"II. Silurian Age, or Age of lnvertebrates.-The animal
life consisting distinctivly of Invertebrates.
"III. Devonian Age, or Age of Fishes.-Fishes, a division
of Vertebrates (the earliest of which had appeared before
the close of the Silurian), the dominant race.
",IV. Carboniferous Age, or Age of Aerogene, and eminently also the Age of Amphibians.-Oharacterlzed by Coalplants, which were chiefly of the tribe of Aerogene, a tribe
that then had its grandest exhibition; and in animal life, by
the earlier Reptils, belonging mostly to the lower division,
Amphibians.
"V. Age of Reptils.-Reptils the dominant race.
"VI. Tertiary Age, or Age of Mammals.-Mammals the
dominant race.
"VII. Quaternary, or Age of Man."

These periods, of course, are not distinct, but overlap each other. The time of each geologists do not
pretend to giv. They call them "vast periods,"
"enormously remote epochs," " myriads of ages,"
etc., etc., which indicate millions of years. Man
began in the Vertebrate type in the prone or horizontal fishes, and completed his career, as we now
see him, in the "Recent or Human Perio~," as Geikie
calls it, known as the Quaternary (or Post-tertiary)
age. By the discovery of human bones and imple.
menta manufactured by man it has been established
that man has existed on the earth for many, many
thousands of years. Some scientists, like Sir William Thompson, say one hundred thousand; others,
like Danton, say hundreds of thousands. Most of
them prefer not to speculate on the subject. But
one thing is most positivly asserted by all-that six
thousand years is not a moment in comparison with
the years that hav elapsed. Baldwin says: " It is
now as certain as anything else in ancient history,
that Egypt existed as a civilized country not less
than five thousand years earlier than the birth of
Christ" (Prehistoric Nations, p. 32). But this is
nearly one thousand years before the creation of man,
according to Genesis ; yet Egypt was then a civilized
country. Lenormant, in his " Manual of the Ancient
History of the East," though anxious to make his readers believe that tbe Bible and history are in perfect harmony, acknowledges that ''undoubtedly, positiv facts
prove that the antiquity of man on the earth is much
greater than has been inferred from an inexact and
too narrow interpretation of tli.e biblical narrativ"
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(Manual, f• 39). He places the first dynasty of
Egyptian kings at 5004 n.o., or one thousand years
before the creation of man, according to Genesis
(Manual, p. 197). Sir Charles Lyell (Antiquity of
Man, p. 204) give us a period of more than a hundred
thousand years from the present, for the time when
the primitiv men of France lived, whose remains hav
been found in the valley of the Somme, with those
of extinct elephants, lions, bears, hyenas, ·etc.
Ansted, in his "Earth's History," says, "It would appear that the lowest human remains must be of a date
carrying us back a quarter of a million of years "
(Earth's History, p. 185). Page tells us, ''There is
the amplest evidence of man having been an inhabit·
ant of western Europe for ages preceding the popularly received chronology " (Man : Where, Whence,
and Whither? p. 183). Broca, the anthropologist,
.says," Man has left traces of his existence, marks of his
industry, and remains of his body, in geological
strata, the antiquity of which is beyond computation." He adds, "A person may easily convince him·
self that six thousand years constitute but a short
moment in the life of humanity" (Anthropological
Reyiew, 1868, p. 4 7). Lesley says, "My own b!3lief
is but the reflection of the growing sentiment. of the
whole geological world-a conviction strengthening
every day, as you may with little trouble see for
yourselvs by glancing through the magazines of
scientific literature-that our race has been ,upon the
earth for hundreds of thousands of years."
The Encyclopedia Britannica (Vol. ii, p. 102), which
our friend so greatly reverences, says : " It is no
longer necessary to discuss these chronologies [Archbishop Usher's and other theologians'], inasmuch as
new evidence has so 6hanged the aspect of the sub"
ject, that the quasi-historical schemes of the last
century would now hardly be maintained by any
competent authority of any school. Geology, notwithstanding the imperfection of its results, has
made it manifest that our earth must hav been the
seat of vegetable and animal life for an immense
period of time; while the first appearance of man,
though comparativly recent, is positivly so remote
that an estimate between twenty and a hundred
thousand years may fairly be taken as a minimum.
This geological claim for a vast antiquity of the
human race is supported by the similar claims of
prehistoric archeology and the science of culture,
the evidence of all three departments of inquiry
being intimately connected, and in perfect harmony."
We think this evidence ie sufficient. If not, our
clerical friend may ref~r to Lubbock's " Prehistoric
Races," or any. of the dozens of works on this subject. We particularly recommend Professor White's
articles in the July and September numbers of the
Popular Science Monthly, and succeeding chapters of his work on the " Warfare of Science." Also
the articles on geology and anthropology in the
Encyclopedia BritanLica.
The origin of religion-the invention of deities, the
worship of idols, gods, and God-is involved in obscurity. Savage man invented his religious abstrac·
tiona and concrete forms of worship long before he
had invented any method of leaving a record of them.
It is therefore a question not of the earliest religion,
but of the earliest records of religion. These are
found in Egypt, India, Chaldea, and later scholars
are beginning to find them in prehistoric America. The
Egyptians, says Herbert Spencer, out of their primitiv ideas of gods, brute and human, evolved spirit,
ualized ideas of gods, and finally of a god; until the
priesthoods of later times, repudiating the earlier
ideas, described them as corruptions. Religion has
been a growth. As man himself has grown from
brute to savage, from savagery to his present estate,
so religion has grown from fetichism, worship of
snakes, toads, idols, to its present forms. Man never
had a decent god till he became civilized, and the
higher the civilization the better the God. "God "
is the reflex of man.
·
The Jewish 'written records go back but a few
centuries before Christ-six or seven. ·The Egyp·
tians go back about four thousand years. The
identity of the Jewishlegends with those of Persia,
Assyria, Babylonia, and Egypt shows whence they
were derived. Especially is this true of the accounts
of the creation and deluge. The Chinese, the Hindoos, and the ancient Mexicans, too, hav legends
similar to those found in the Old Testament in the
book of Joshua. The Indian and Chinese records
and religions are many hundreds if not thousands of

ye11rs older· than the Jewish. The Egyptians were
civilized centuries before the time of Moses (alleged
to be about 1500 n.o)., and it was from them that the
J ewe obtained their monotheistic ideas. But Moses
did not make the pentateuchal record. That was
done by writers who lived centuries later. On these
facts there is no difference of opinion among biblical
scholars now, as it is quite the easiest thing in the
world to show that the records of the J ewe are later
than thosQ of other nations. And as the human race
is not descended from Adam and E.ve, but has been
on the earth tens of thousands of years, so religion
did not spring from " God's chosen people," but has
been a common phenomenon among men. The most
plausible origin ascribed is perhaps that of Herbert
Spencer in his "Principles of Sociology." An out·
line of the various religions of the last four thousand
years would require too much space for it to be here
attempted. There are similarities in all of them, and
the more modern cannot claim to be the original. If
our friend's clerical friend be really desirous to dig
into this subject, we will recommend to. him a few
books from which he will obtain the needed information.

New York's Clerical Politicians.
When the People's Municipal League was formed
in this city last June a clerical committee, composed
of thirty-four preachers and priests of all denominations, was attached. Among the names put· on this
committee was that of Mike Corrigan, a Catholic
archbishop who runs this burg politically. Commenting upon t~is appointment, THE TRUTH SEEKER
said:
" If the committee hope that Corrigan will help to overthrow the rule of Tammany Hall they show themselvs totally
unacquainted with his church and wholly unfit to take part
in any practical affairs of life. Corrigan's church gets all
that can be given it through Tammany, and has no reason to
desire a change. Neither will she divide with the Protestants. The Protestants' legislativ stronghold is Albany,
among the country Protestant members, to whom they owe
all the subsidies now enjoyed by them. Rome has got New
York, and the honor of figuring among a respectable committee of Protestant clergy will not induce Corrigan to
'divvy' the booty."

It seems that it is only recently that the Catholic
church authorities found out that Corrigan was expected to join in the moveme:at, and the vicar·
general, Mr. T. S. Preston, who represents the archbishop while that official is in Rome, promptly asked
that his name be left off the roll. Mr. Heber Newton replied to Mr. Preston, and the reply called out
this emphatic letter from the vicar-general :
"The reply of the Rev. R. Reber Newton to my letter
seems to call for a brief answer. In the first place, I do not
agree with him that a gentleman's name may be used at any
time without his expressed consent. Secondly, all letters
addressed to the archbishop during his absence from the city
hav been sent to me, and no letter asking his consent to the
use of his name by the 'Municipal League' has been received. Had such a letter been received I should at once,
in hia name, hav refused consent. The very day on which I
saw the circular of the committee I addressed my letter to
the Sun.
"Now, in conclusion, I assert that I hav full authority
from the archbishop, and as his representativ I demand that
his name shall be ' taken from the list ' of the committee of
clergymen. This I do with all politeness, but with decision,
while, as before, l make no comment up;m the purposes of
the league or the purity of its intentions. Very respectfully,
"T.Ei:OMA.B S. PRI!STON, Vicar-General.
" St. Ann's Church, New York, Aug. 25, 1890."

The committee of clergymen were very foolish to
think that the Catholic church is dissatisfied with
the present political status in this city; and if they
really did think so, it shows them to be utterly incompetent to deal with general affairs. Tammany Hall is the secular end of the Romish church,
and for Conigan to work against it would be to work
against himself. The Hall, when in power, give the
Romish church every penny it can from the public
treasury, and Tammany offitleholders contribute
every month from their private salaries to the force
which none know better than they gave them their
positions.
Nothwithstanding the defection of the archbishop,
however, we are going to hav religion in politics this
fall. The managers of the Committee of Clergymen
hav officially announced that the work of the committee "promises to be of the most practical kind." In
support of this announcement the statement is made
that "for the purpol!le of the campaign the churches
are being regarded like so many political clubs."
The members of the churches " wiH be asked to dis-
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tribute the campaign literature, which is now being
prepared for the purpose of showing in detail the corruption of the present city government. Municipal
reform clubs are being rapidly organized in different
congregations, and their &tlHvity will be utilized in •
connection with the regular work done by the committee on enrollment." About the middle of this
month, too, "a monster meeting of all the clergy of
the city, without regard to denomination, will be held.
An address, which is now being prepared by Dr.
Howard Crosby, and the committee of which he is
the chairman, will be laid before this meeting. This
address is designed to express the conviction that tbe
gross abuses of the city government imperativly
need reform, and it is a duty of the members of every
church, whatever may be their creed or shade of be·
lief, to unite in the work of correction. The address
will go forth from this meeting as an appeal on the
part of the clergy of New York to the laity to unite
with them in the endeavor to bring about municipal
reform. At this meeting it is proposed to discuss
the moral and philanthropic aspects of the campaign.
Not only are past evils to be mended, but the future
good to be done will also be considered."
Just what this participation in politics of the clergy
will do for the city it is difficult to say. A. politician
who was applied to by a reporter for his opinion was
greatly interested. "I don't know enctly what it
means," said he, " but it seems to point toward a piously paternal government under which we shall all
hav to go tci church twice every Sunday. I once heard
of a man so truly good that he opened oysters with
prayer. But that is not any worse than some of the
things that come into one's mind in considering the
good that may be done by these good people when
they get hold of the city government."
The " good" that these people would do, if they
could get hold of the city government, would be to
put their friends in offio.e, giv all the money they
could to the Protestant churches, and shut New
York up from Saturday night to Monday morning so
tight that even prayer wouldn't open it. " The
interests of God's rights " was one of the announced principles of the movement when star led;
and, as we said then, those who hav read ecclesiastical history will hav little difficulty in understanding it. " God's rights " are the clergy's rightetheir right to dictate to the people; to be supported
by the people; to hav state funds used for their own
purposes ; to be exempt from paying taxes ; and to
be generally high cockalorums in the community,
dealing out punishment to their enemies, favors to
their friends, and torture and death to Infidels and
those who scoff at their pretensions.
We cannot agree with the evening Post that the
centers of intelligence are the churches, and that if
we are ever to redeem the city from Tammany control the Protestant clergy must lead the way. We
do not want to swap one set of church thieves for
another set. There never was a time or place when
or where clergymen controled the government that
criminal corruption and intolerable tyranny did not
bear sway. And there is no reason to think that the
Protestant churches would run this city any batter
than the Romish church now does. H is true that
the average Protestant is more intelligent than the
avElrage Catholic, but intelligence used in a bad
cause makes worse results for the victims than
ignorance. Aud we hav ,never seen any indisposition on the part of Protestant churchmen to gnb all
tl!e cash and favors for themselvs they could. In
this respect they hav been behind the Romanists in
power only.
What this city needs is a secular government, honestly administered, without any reference to religion
or for the benefit of any religious sect.
THE destructiv tornado which whirled through Wilkesbarre, Pa., last week cut up many curious capers. It mowed
a swath from one to five hundred feet wide, wrecking some
three hundred buildings, and killing twenty persons.
"Providence," of course, has come in for its, or his-what
is it ?-share of praise and blame for not destroying or for
destroying. The tornado hit the leading Catholic church
and sadly battered it, and when a pious woman remarked
on the streets this morning, "How wonderful are the ways
of providence," a sharp-tongued old Irishwoman, with a
green handkerchief knotted about her shoulders, rejoined:
"Sure Oi think it was the work of the divil. Look you
there is the church spoilt intoirely, and the brewery's big
chimney with never a hurt." Recently, the more pious of
our population hav inclined to lay these atmospheric di8turbances upon God, they alleging that he is angry at the
people for not giving mo~e money and power to his ministers. Perhaps the old Irishwoman's remark will now incline them to giv the devil his due.
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MR. EDITOR: I am very much interested in the publication of the picture book, and a subscriber here will assuredly buy copies as soon as it is published. ALviN OLsEN.
MILLERSBURG, 0., Aug. 4, lf90.
MR. EDITOR: I think your paper is doing its work well.
It has won its way deep into tte hearts of its readers, and I
hope it will be read by all good citizens and Freethinkers.
THB TRUTH SEEKER has become a necessity to the Llberal
c'luse. It enlightens where the Bible darkens.
Yours truly,
D. J. SCHILLING.
S:sA.TTLE, WAsH., July 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to inform you that a certain party of
this city on the Fourth of July last raised a large number of
small American flags in front of his place of business, all
upside down but one fi'l.g, the stars at the bottom corner in.
stead of the top. This is a specimen of some of our foreignborn American citizens of this place.
THOS. WEEDEN.
OPHIR, CAL., Aug. 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please Inform me by return mail, or in the
next TRUTH SEEKER, why Heston's pictures are discontinued
in the grand old TRUTH SEEKER. The paper looks forlorn
without them; It looks as if our cause was retrograding.
Yours for truth, liberty, and pictures, LEwis KAISER.
[Evidently Mr. Kaiser has not read THE TRUTH SEEKER
very diligently, or he would know that Mr. Heston, the designer of our pictures, is sick and has gone to Colorado
seeking to regain his health. When he finds it he will resume his labors for our readers. This, we trust, will be very
soon.-ED. T. S.]
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' HOME, }
QUINCY, ILL., Aug. 9, 290.
MR. EDITOR: The catalog you sent me is going round
among, the cottages, as your papers always do. I am almost
frantic with desire and determination to do more to overthrow superstition. Oh, how it disgusts me to see so many
going to Sabbath-school to hav their pure minds corrupted.
It seems to me that if each L\beral was as thoroughly convinced as I am of the degrading influence of the Bible
doctrine, and as willing to assist in testifying and proving
• the same, and as willing to contribute according to his
means, it would only be a short time before the Nine Demands would be complied with, Ingersoll would be the
acknowledged leader of the moral, religious, And intellectual
forces of our republic, and THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator the leading organs of our press. ·
Ex-REV. JoSEPH P. MAxEY.
PtNTA. GORDA, CAL., Allg. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $5 inclosed, for which forward
to the above address THB TRUTH SEEKER for one year and
the cartoon book when ready. No cartoons in the last few
numbere. I hope nothing serious has happened to Brother
Heston to stop his work. I think THE TRUTH S:~pEKER is one
hundred per cent better with cartoons- than without them.
In the house that I reside in is a family of seven children, all
baptized into the Catholic church, the mother being a Catholic, the father an Infidel. I lay THE TRUTH SEEKERS about
and the pictures attract the attention of the children. Then
follows sometimes a reading of \he passages annexed, which
givs me an opening to explain to them, which, if the pictures
were not there, I could not very well do. They, the pictures, attract the children, and it is they we want to capture
most. I hope the pictures will not be discontinued.
H. s. BARRETTE.
SEATTLE, WAsH., Aug. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to .ask you through the columns of
THB TRUTH SEEKER if there is any law in Illinois and
New York compelling parents who through Idleness or
drunkenness are unable to provide for their offspring, on
commission by the court to giv them up to Catholic reformatories. Mother Burnard and six other sisters from St. Paul,
Minn., are about to start & place of that kind in Seattle.
She says this is the law in all large cities. Homeless girls
are picked up on the streets and.shoved into these dives, as
I call them.
THOMAS WERDEN.
[There is a law in New York, and we believe in Illinois
and many other states, allowing police magistrates to commit to 11 reformatories," 11 protectories," or " asylums," both
Catholic and Protestant, vagrant children, or the children of
drunken and pauper parents. The county of New York
pays the institutions within its limits $2 per week for boarding them. So profitabla has this religious sectarian industry
become that the institutions keep agents at the courts. In
this city the Westchester Catholic Protectory gets about
$250,000 per annum; the New York Juvenil Asylum (Protestant) nearly as much; and various smaller Institutions
sums in proportion to the business they do. What the Catholics can do in Seattle must depend on state laws and local
ordinances. The attention of the Washington State Secular
Union should be called to the proposed institutions.ED. T. S.]
GoRDONVILLE, TEx., Aug. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: !'noticed a little sketch in the last number
of your excellent journal to which I hope you will allow me
to reply, viz., a piece signed "Calvin." T:O.e man who ~Jeeps
with the Bible under his pillow, as a geper~~>l t).lin_g, likP a

man who sleeps with a weapon under his head, is one who
has done something bad or means to. In the first instance
he seems to charge you with t!J.e destini!JB of your readers.
Now, this I cannot comprehend-that i~, how one man can
be responsible for another's acts or thoughts. And · as
regards his idea of cyclones, tempests, lightning, hurricanes,
etc., I cannot see why he considers them displays of an
angry God. Do they not injure and destroy as many
rhurches as saloons and gambling-hells? Do they not
destroy as many private residences as houses of ill-fame?
Do they not injure and even kill as many innocent women
and children as cruel and wicked men? Why, then, censure
God with such Injustice as this? Does. God not know a
church from a saloon? Does God not know women anc:
children, even innocent infants, from wicked men? Now,
I hav not the slightest prejudice against the man at all, nor
am I surprised at his ideas. There are some men who em
believe anything; and I think It well to hav those restrained
through fear of punishment or Inspired through hope of
reward, who cannot do right through principle. But for
myself I prefer to do right from principle, regardless of
consequences.
D. J. TuCKER, M.D.
BYRON, MINN., Aug. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Will you kindly Inform me who it Is that
funishes the most rum for Africa? A Baptist minister of
this place asserts that it is an Infidel who is furnishing the
rum for the heathen, and that Infidel, he said, lived in
Boston.
I notice a letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 9th,_ by
Mr. S. P. Benton, of Bowie, Tex., in which he mentions the
importance of the Liberals organizing a protectiv or mutual
organization similar to the Odd Fellows, except In the God
business. I know of a good many respected citizens who
hav been kept out on the account of being obliged to tell a
lie in order to become a member of the Odd Fellows. Speak.
ing for myself, I can say that I do not belong to any order
that recognizes an infinit personal God as the ruler of nations,
etc., but would hav been in tli.e Odd Fellowship only for the
reasons before mentioned. I would be glad to see an organization composed of Liberals-and why not? as we are strong
enough, and can soon be organized if we only get to work.
I hope it will be agitated until the desired results hav been
attained.
W. A. JoHNsON.
[Rum Is sent to Africa from this and other countries. We
do not know, and do not believe the Baptist minister knows,
the creed or lack of creed of the individuals who ship it.ED. T. S.]
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I hav s.tudied carefully the protection policy, free trade
(this latter is good), and single tax, and come to the final
conclusion that Anarchism Is the best; which I shall leave
on the same day I shall find a better mode of reform.
1 hav come across people who pataded a similar opinion
of the much-abused Anarchists as Mr. Banta does. On asking what they advocate, they, the" anti-Anarchists," re.
vealed to me the aqtonlshlng fact that the Anarchists want
to kill everybody and destroy everything, use dynamite and
nitro-glycerin by the ton. I presume Mr. Banta thinks so
·too. Otherwise how cao he call men like Spencer, Phillips,
Bakunin, Krapotk\n, Most, Tucker, Pentecost., etc., cranks
and cattle? I will leave it to the readers If this Is fair or not,
if this is liberal.
When a stupid boy of seventeen years I hav done the very
same thing, and many, many times a deep feeling of shame
overcomes me when I rrcollect my doings of the pas~.
THE TRUTH BEEKER'S attitude toward the Spiritualists
should be an example of fairness to Mr. Banta and his class.
I do not term Spiritualism a fraud before I hav examined It,
before I hav done my duty, viz., to study a question before
venturing an opinion. If Mr. Banta will take advice, I
recommend him the reading of Tucker's Liberty, in Bo3ton,
Pentecost's T1oentieth OentU1'lJ, Dyer Lum's book, 11 Economics of Anarchy." After a careful perusal of such literature he may utter an opinion. But even if he dislikes the
Anarchistic method of evolution, I hope he will expre3B his
dislike in a more gentle manner.
.
A representativ Republican journal, also a first. class
illustrated weekly, Fmnk Leslie's, of New York city, brought
out an article some weeks ego entitled, 11 Objections Against
the Enactment of Nationalism [Socialism]." There you will
find the passage (I quote from memory, the meaning is
the same): 11 Most Americans hav heretofore identified
Socialism with Nihilism, viz., the s:J.estruction of everything
save the followers of Nihilism. But Socialism has no more
to do with arson, murder, or theft than Christianity has with
the Inquisition. Socialism is simply a modern theory of
reforming the present condition of public welfare."
Now, I see the time when newspapers will be forced by
public opinion, by the spreading of wisdom and knowledge,
to own that Anarchism has nothing to do with crim:, either.
Meanwhile I hope the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will
investigate for themselvs the merits of the two great political
questions of the present time, Socialism (Nationalism) and
Anarchism.
HERMAN BUCHER, JR.
KENT, 0., Aug. 20, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Catholicism reared in the world a temple of
CoLLEGE POINT, N.Y., Aug. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me the use of your columns set aside
for this purpose to say a few words to Mr. A. F. Banta, who
took the liberty to call a certain class of political economists
"cranks and cattle, fOr which he has no use and which every
Liberal citizen should despise." Mr. Banta thus classifies
the promoters of the best political and social system devised,
the Anarchists. Why I write these lines to THE TRUTH
BEEKER is, because I wish to show that among the Liberals
there are just as narrow-minded, prejudiced, and ignorant
people as among our opponents; it is a whole class, we
only a few individuals. While I deeply respect the advanced
opinions of them in regard to religious affairs, I hav only
pity-never contempt-for their isolated position toward our
present political strifes.
After reading Bennett's letters from Ludlow street jail, in
1879, when he was prosecuted by Republican ministers,
judges, cabinet officers, etc., for sending alleged obscene
writing through the United States mail; also when I think
of the imprisonment of the noble Harman, and Heywood ;
of the exclusion of the 11 Kreutzer Sonata" by the most
illustrious Republican postmaster-general; after reading so
many thousands of little incidents that clearly show the
downfall of a once great free-spirited party, now representing priestly tyranny, sectarian bigotry, corruption, and the
suppression of individual rights, I cannot understand how
a Liberal has such Ideas of the Anarchists. One should
think the present evil should at least make a Liberal think
and try to find its cause. It Is beyond my comprehension
how a Liberal can consistently vote for either the Republican
or Democratic party, especially for the first.
Mr. Banta and his class undoubtedly know that the bad
Anarchists want to overthrow the 11 holy" Constitution.of
the United States, which they deem a most fearful crime,
notwithstanding that the very same Constitution has provided for such a venture.
Mr. Banta says he despises the dirty Bible and its teaching-which I do too. He as well as I is of the opinion that
the Bible is not what it claims to be. The Bible Is not composed of teachings that the present world should or can follow, without returning to barbarism. Its doctrine, its explanations of geological, astronomical, and physical phenom.
ena, are strictly opposlt to the teachings of the science of the
present time. That the Bible is full of immoral passages, of
stupid stories, and of detrimental teachings can be proved.'
Then, we Liberals argue, the Bible teachings are not fit to
liv by now, and consequently they never hav been. No man
with common sense can expect that the present generation
should liv according to rules written down by a barbarous
race two thousand years ago.
This Is exactly the case with the Constitution of the United
States.
The Constitution has outlived its use. The enforcement
is no more connected with blessings for the people. While
I regard said document as one of the best documents of its
kind ever written, I am not so inconsistent as to ask
people over a hundred years past what we are to liv by.
Even Socialism, if enacted, probably Anarchism, will rna)}~
room fo.r a !!till )Jetter system of political economy~ · · ... · ·

such magnitude as was never before seen. So gaudy was
it, and so filthy, and so Infested with sin-pedlers, at the cloEe
of the fifteenth century, that Brother Martin Luther said of
Sin-hawker John Tetzel: 11 God helping me, I'll make a
hole in his drum." Brother Martin not only made a hole
in Tetzel's drum, but he put. a charge of dynamite In this
great temple of the church of Rome and demolished that
end of it extending into western Europe. Catholic devotees
patched up the wrecked building as best they could, while
others gathered up the most prominent fragments of the old
scattered temple and began constructing after their own
ideas of 11 improvement." Among these constructors may
be named Episcopalians and Presbyterians. If you will
examin carefully these last named you will find that the cells
are bespattered with 11 the blood of the faithful," and the
floors stained with 11 the gore of heretics," quite a quantity
of which has been shed since the reconstruction. The general structure of these edifices has very little attraction
outside of curiosity, as they are composed, evidently, from
material prepared by pagan hands. To be a worshiper in
one of these is to freeze your soul, as there is nothing ta~ht
there which fires a human heart. To dwell in one of these
temples would result in destroying your 11 mind's eye," as
the little light that might come through their imperfect
windows is excluded, such windows being hung full of the
11
cobwebs of past ages." In these days, the masses worship
not in these temples, but many hav thought it wise to gather
up some of the old lumber and build therewith 11 a house
unto the Lord their God." Such a huge pile of old trash
was there to select from that a fellow can pick out just whatever suits his make-up; for example, a 11 Hardshell Baptist"
can find the hardest kind of material; hard enough to make
partitions to exclude the noblest souls on earth; hara
enough to construct banjos and harps to be played on to
the glory of God because your mother, or sister, or infant
child is roasting in hell! As to soft lumber, you can find
anything to suit the softness of the individual, and as to
rottenness, the old lumber pile has been culled all over for
that kind, and from it hav been constructed a great variety
of miniature temples, all whitewashed without and painted
within, but underlaid with dead men's bones and all
manner of uncleanness.
To lay aside this truthful but unpleasant description of
these temples, I will remark that, for years, worshipers in
various of the foregoing temples insisted that the Lord had
designed me to be a preacher. Four" different sects kindly
offered to educate me for the ministry, i.e., each one
supposing that afterward I would minis.ter to their sect.
Yes, they really desired to furnish me with the tools.
These theological tools consist principally of a few ancient,
rusty saws (dead languages) and a variety of old theological clawhammers. It takes a fellow from four to ten years
to get the hang of· the saws (Greek, Latin, and Hebrew),
and then it takes about the third of· the rest of his life to
keep them filed up. But very few ever use these saws after
they know how, excepting professors and D.D.'s, and
these seldom ever use them for any other purpose than
to hack one another's shins. As to the clawhammers (doctrine), they :qf\v l)eeu qsed Il.IOStl,Y to kijOC~ knowledge Qllt of
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the w:orldling's head and faith into it, and to pound one
another at intervals. No, thanks; I'd rather not use such
tools nor spend my time in building useless temples out of
rotten and filthy lumber.
To lay aside jesting, my desire is to "help keep in repair
this great and glorious temple erected to the goddess of
Liberty. This grand temple, the American republic, was
erected by Paine, Jefferson, Washington, and other statesmen, by the aid of the Revolutionary army, backed by the
loyalty of the thirteen colonies. It became nece3sary for the
Union army to throw itself around this magnificent edifice
to save it from destruction planned by pope, priests, and
Protestant monarchies. But, alas l this superb and worldrenowned place of worship has bec1me infested with
money-changers, vice-propagators, and Jesuitical spies, and
you may soon be aroused by an explosion which shall blow
your fair temple into oblivion.
I hav had several calls to deliver my lecture, "The
Foreign Element and Its Dangers to the American Reoublic,"
and I am now contemplating spending the fall and winter in
that work provided patriotic friends will open the door that
1 may enter and la"bor. The expense attending this_ need be
but very little, as I wish to arrange to lecture every night or
day in the week", including Sundays. All I ask is, that my
expenses be pa!d from place to~ place and I be paid
$2 a day for my labor. Railroad facilities are such there
need not be a day lost. I hav no time for loafing;
life with me is a reality, and as all kinds of plots a'"6 laid
against the republic, I would like to do what little I cqn
for its support. I wish to strike those points where the
most foreigners are located, i.e., those who understand
English. The lecture, dealing with government as it does,
is not calculated to make the foreigne!" angry, as rudely and
unwiRely attacking his religion does, but is calculated to
open his eyes to the enslaving power which is about to· fall
on him and the nation at large. Foreigners, even Catholics,
are not so satisfied in their bondage as some Liberals
seem to think. I speak from positlv knowledge, for
twenty-five years of my early life was spent in Britain,
and I know how the foreigner feels, and am convinced that
a fearless, candid, and respectful presentation of this great
question will help in liberating many from popish thralldom,
and in starting that patriotic fire which is so necessary.
I shall probably start in northern Ohio, and move thence
into Michigan. I write this to hear an expression from
Liberals. All who think the subject suited to their neighbor.
hood will please write m,e at once, so that I can commence
mapping out my route of fall work. Yours in love of my
adopted country,
JOHN DA.VBY.
EA.u Cr.A.IRK, Wrs., Aug. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : If I did not believe the subject of this let. ter to be transcendently important there are many rea.
. sons why I should not write about it. But to my thinking
the great question of the hour for Liberals is whether
such writers as E •. H. Heywood and Moses Harman should
be vigorously encour11ged, and a profound conviction that
the Liberal cause is a· a ked upon the battle they are
fighting is what impels me to show reasons for so moment.
ous a conclusion. Let me be understood. I am neither
professing entire at;reement with the v"iews of sexual morality advanced by the writers, nor professing to know ex.
actly what their views on this great subject are, nor even
to know if they hav any in common. What they are fighting for is the right to discuss the subject. What I mean to
say is that the Liberal cause is staked on their success in
maintaining that right; and that all he.;itancy, evasion,
timidity, all talking for that right with buts and ifs and ands,
deserves at the present crisis to be regarded as either clear,
down cowardice or equally pernicious want of judgment. If
a Liberal dislikes the language some of them use, or if he
disapproves of their theories, the .time is unsuitable for say..
ing so. They are in prison for this )Jlnguage and these
theories; and the only question which concerns us as Liberals
is whether we will stick up for the right of sincere men,
pu:re in their own lives, and accused by their enemies of
nothing else than words, to advance even theories of which
we disagree even in language which we. disapprove, or
whether we want a censorship of the press. Now, I per ..
fectly understand that there can be two opinions on this
point. If. I did not know, both a priori and from experience,
that there are opponents of ecclesiastical priviiege and even
of Christianity, who think that sentiments which they conceive unfavorable to chastity expressed in terms which
offend their notions of delicacy are proper subjects for civil
penalties, I should not be writing this. My contention is
that such Liber11ls are most seriously mistaken. Observe, I
do not say they are mistaken in their views upon the nature
of either chastity or decency. The law, which i~ one thing
in Wisconsin am~ quite another in Michigan, shall be the
standard of chastity; the fashion, which is one thing now
and was quite another fifty years ago, shall be the standard
of propriety, for the purpose of this discussion. But that
Liberalism which makes any moral rule too etnphatic to be
argued, any social convention too sacred to be left unguarded
by a Comstock club, Is recreant to the great principles of
Liberalism which override all others-the principle that
truth has nothing to fear from error, and the principle that
abuse of free speech is a much less evil than the deuial of
free speech. As a punishment for this recreancy such Lib·
eralism never falls to prove a feeble, useless negation.
In Denmark about fifty years ago Liberalism was far
stronger in appearance than it is now in America. Members
of the legislature proposed to convert the churches into
scientific schools. Ministers lectured every Sunday on such
subjects as artificial manuring. All this fair promis.,passed
away. The encyclopedias state, and I can easily believe,
that Danith Liberallsm died of its own shallowness. It

I could not cope with orthodoxy because it was afraid

of subjects in which the average man is interested, while ortho..
doxy is not. Just such will be the end of American Liberalism if it proves another such a weakling. The thing resolves
itself into this-either science tends to a higher morality
than that of superstition or it does not. If it does not, then
the morality of superstition is good enough without it. If it does, then this higher morality
must be demonstrated in the only way it can
be consistently with the first principles of Liberalismthat is, by leaving every fool at liberty to ventilate his folly
and every wise man to refute it. Those Liberals, therefore,
who take pains to wash their hands of Mr. Heywood's
opinions or expressions, while neglecting to hit out for all
they are worth at his persecution on account of these
opinions or expressions, are aiding to inflict on Liberalism a
mutilation which would prove fatal. They are assisting the
movement in favor of ignorance ; a movement which ineludes God in the Constitution, Sunday laws, Jasperian
astronomy in schools supported by taxation, and which if it
could hav full sway would restore all that was narrow, provlncial, and mediocre in the Puritan regime, without reproduclng the virtues of that obsolete social state. I can 1magln nothing more monstrous, no more mermaid or centaurlike combination of all the evils of hypocrisy and all the evils
of profligacy, than the external dlsciplin of the Blue Laws
in a modern city like New York. There are other Liberals
who are stealing the livery of morality to serve the devil of
Comstockery in another way. They admit Mr. Heywood's
right to discuss questions of high moment in the manner
which he finds to giv his thought the freest utterance, but
they abuse him for making them trouble. They say he
"loads down Liberalism with unnecessary burdens." They
prophesy that his persecution will end in " a general attack
all along the line." This is exactly the kind of light which
some enthusiasts hav proposed extracting from cucumbers.
Do these timorous souls imagin that if we let the Comstock
gang alone they will let us alone? Bosh! When D. M.
Bennett was imprisoned by the gang all discussion of sexual
matters was "obscene." Now the gang dare not prosecute
on that charge except for using language which they can
represent as gross. They hav bPen forced back to a position
too illogical to be maintained, for, as Macaulay says, whether
a particular thing shall be designated by a plain noun. sub.
stantiv, or a· circumlocution is a mere matter of fashion, with
which morality has nothing whatever to do. He alone loads
down Libera~ism with unnecessary burdens who would
saddle it with the incompatible obligations of keeping step
to the music of progress and avoiding the omnibuses of
stupidity. A general attack along the line is what we want;
for it is what will teach these weak-kneed invertebrates that
they must fight or die. Nothing for years has happened
which pleased me so much as the recent attempt to exclude
Frank Leslie's Weekly from the mails as an immoral publica.
tion, because it contained one of Ella Wheeler's erotic effusions. When journals like F1·ank Leslie's begin to feel the
pressure, we shall soon bid Brother Comstock an everlasting
adieu. But as long as he only dared to persecute a few
Radical publishers, the average Yankee money.maker was
content l£1 let them suffer, not perceiving that the Puritan
bigots "'ould next be annoying himself. The average
Yankee must be t<J.ught that his own liberties are bound up
with ours l When he learns that, the fight is won. Hurrah, I say, for whoever helps to get the average Yankee once
more in a corner, where he ~!ways proves a lion, though out
of it he is only a cat.
C. L. JAMBS.

ST. JosxPH, MroH., Aug. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In the last number of THE TRUTH BEKKER
just received I find many articles and letters written for and
against our condemned brothers in Freethought, who are
now serving out the penalty for what has been adjudged a
crime against the laws of our land. It is not my purpose to
write in condemnation of either them, the law, or those who
sat in judgment to determin them either guilty or innocent.
I can see for myself the defects in these writers, and in the
law and the j~dges thai sentenced them; but as I am chockful of charity for all, I wish to giv my view of the situation·
of affairs in general, and ask that all those who see things in
a different light from what I do, will extend the same charity
of feelings to me. I take the ground that each and all are
creatures of circumstances, entirely, and just what we are
from inherent qualities, parental teachings, scholastic education, experience, thoughts that come to us uncalled and without warning, contact with others, etc., these all together being what I term education in its broadest sense. As all of
these are different in different individuals, so is each one of
us different from any other, yet may be much alike in the
main. I write this knowing that many, even of our Freethought associates, will call me crazy, and so I may be; but
if so, circumstances hav caused it, for I would not be so of
my own good will. It has taken much study and reasoning
to open my eyes to this (to me) fact. A brother interposes
and says, "Why, are you a machine, to grind by others
turning?" I answer, "Yes, if they can turn me, I am just
such a machine." But the point is, they must produce better
argument and reasoning· than what I now possess, or they
will fall to turn the machine. I hav been grinding different
kinds of grists ever since I can remember. When a child I
ground corn cob.and all to feed an orthodox God who lived
up in the sky. As I grew older I fed the same God, but
higher up in the planets millioas of miles away. I then
ground shelled corn in an astronomical mill, and as geology,
the "different branches of mathematics, etc., improved my
intellect, I was able to grind better feed, until I am now trying to use the roller precess to grind the finest of flour, to
serve to the highest god that my advanced thoughts can im-
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agin ; for I hav long since lost sight of the old two-by-four
orthodox God in the lower sky, and am searching for one in
the eternal laws of nature-one of purity, charitable in the
extreme, honest in every. particular; one that will giv to
every child of creation all that it is possible for him to obtain
from the circumstances of his control. I fail to find a God
of omniscience or omnipotence, for I see God has done and
is doing everything by natural laws and forces, and while so
doing cannot make us happy without a counteracting sorrow
-cannot giv a rose without a thorn, a day wit"b.out night,
etc.-but is doing the very best he ·can under the circumstances that control him.
So with man. I am an American, because I was born in
America. If born in Ireland, I should hav been an Irishman, with ali the brogue, the mother-wit, the love for my
mother country, the hatred for" old England;" and if born
of Catholic parents, I should probably hav been a Catholic
with a desire to kiss the pope's great toe. If I had had In.
diana for parents, I should hav been a pappoose when young
and now a gre!lt big buck Indian. But I am just what I am,
controled by the forces of desires and restraint, whichever
proves the strongest, and H I ever want money badly enongh,
and the restraining power of respect for myself and my family shall prove too weak to restrain me, I may be found-a
criminal behind the bars of a felon's cell. Such, however, I
hope will not be the case, and to my present mind it looks
far off. I might commit suicide, but my desire to liv is
much stronger than to die, consequently I am in no danger,
unless the conditions of my control are changed by some
now unseen circumstances. As this is the case, I am glad
I hav lived in an age when we dare think for ourselvs and
hav had so many good and great thinkers, with the power of
"controled !ea,.," who dared let their thoughts be known,
for thus we become educated, and learn to despise the little,
mean, low, debased creature that Moses has described as a
God, and seek one of greater and nobler attributes, who is
at least no lower than man, and as much higher as our feeble
minds can imagh:i.
Thus we find that Messrs. Harman, Heywood, Reid, and
company are men of circumstances, who hav by study and
a desire to know and think for themselvs, risen above the
meaner ones in the lower scale of thought; who hav made
no study of actual life, but who by circumstances hav been
wafted into a different channel of thought and hav adopted
the reform of the law as a profession, and imagin that none
but tbemselvs hav minds of their own, the power or right to
think or act for themselvs.
I hav in the same dish of charity enough for those of our
Liberal friends who are il-Liberal to all except those who
think as they do. In fact, I am so charitable that I can believe every minister, priest, Theist, Atheist, Spiritualist,
Materialist, Socialist, Anarchist, and all other honest persons, real men, with the same right to liv and think for
themeelvs that I hav, and I think just as much of a good
man of a different belief or opinion from my own as if he
thought as I do. And I would not turn my hand over to
convert them to my views, only as I can do so by good
argument and by showing them where they are wrong. By
such, I giv one turn to their machine and help them grind a
different kind or feed, that enables them to taste a diet that
suits me so well. We are often told that it will do to talk:
no free will to children, for they are not responsible for their
actions, but men are responsible for every act. If this is
true, please tell me just when one leaves childhood for manhood. 'Our law says we are men at twenty-one years of age.
Now, how much more do we know the day after we become
of age than we did the day before? Is it not a fact that we
never become men in the true sense of the word, but are
simply older children when fifty than at fifteeen years of
age? If this is not true, please say why we do not all know
just as much and the same at maturity? Why did not our
forefathers know as much as we, and why cannot we know
as much as those who willliv after us? .
I once joined a certain Society of Agnostic Moralists, but
dropped them as soon as I found that they thought themselva a little more pure and holy than a certain class of peo.
pie who believe that they hav found evidence of existing
spirits, disembodied, and which continue to liv hereafter.
Now, I am no Spiritualist (I wish I could see the evidence),
but I believe Spiritualists as a clas~ are just as honest and
intelligent as I am, and as I wish the right to think and
believe for myself I am willing to extend the same right to
others.
What we want, in my opinion, is honest men and women
who are willing to seek and know the truth and no; turn
from that which may seem to them absurd until they test the
same fully, and even then not condemn others for seeing or
thinking what they themselva hav failed to do. For our
thinking or wishing a thing so does not make it true. We
need sympathy tor the greatest criminals that ever lived;
not that we can sanction their doings, but that we may extend the hand of pity to them, for some cause has made them
just what they are, and if we must take their life (which I
cannot sanction) to keep them from committing more crime
and to "educate" others not to follow their examples, let us
take it the very easiest way poseible, and that not revengefully but with pity a1d a sense of sorrow that they were so
unfortunate as to become criminals to the law of justice.
Remember, no one wishes to be a criminal, neither has anyone the least desire to do wrong, but circumstances of temper,
want, lust, envy, jealousy, or some one or more of the
meaner attributes of man's nature, hav by degrees, or perchance of a sudden, overpowered his better desires and led
him to do as he otherwise would not. But I am writing too
much, and feel that many of our Liberals and Freethinkers
will point the finger of shame toward me, but I must answer:
If I hav more charity than thou, my better nature and study
hav caused it, and I am not to blame.
A. D. SwAN.
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.Hd/Ud ~ Miss SuBA.N H. WIXoN, Fall
Riter, Mass., to tbhom all Vomm.tt;nicationsfor
this CorMr should bs s~nt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

Cradles White.
The evening primrose dainty white
Grew on a branching stem,
Within whose four white satin walls
Pale moths had sheltered them;
With fragrant curtains folded round
Each loohed a dewy gem.
I counted one in every cnp
So like a life. boat small,
While tossed npon the morning breeze
No waxen shell might fall;
The south wind brought a lullaby
And fairy dreams to all.
Get up ! get up ! you sleepy sprites,
The men are in •he corn,
A-plowing down the shining rows
Where 60ng of bees is borne,
And never roses bloomed so fair
_As these this summer morn.
Come out a:cd hear the little birds.
These pretty birds of mine,
A-swaying in the willow tree
That bears a creeping vine;
And all the air is filled with song
That makes the morning fine.
Clea1•Water, Neb.

JI:IABY BAIRD FINO!l.

A. Vacation Song.
I hav closed my books and hidden my !late,
And thrown my satchel across the gate.
My school is out for a season of rest,
And now for the school-room I love the beat.
My school-room lies on the meadlilW wide,
Where under the clover the sunbeams hide;
Whera the long vines cling to the mossy bars,
And the daisies twinkle like fallen stars.
1l[y lessons are written in clouds and trees.
And no one whisPers. exoept the bret ze,
Who sometimes blows, from a secret place,
A stray, swaet blossom against my hae.
My school bell rings in the rippling stream,
Which bides itself, like a. school-boy's dream,
Under e. shadow and out of sight,
But laughing still for its own delight.
My school-mates there are the birds and bees,
And the saucy squirrel, less wise than these,
For he only learns in all the weeks
How many chestnuts will fill his oheeke.

Reasoning Faculties of Animals.
DEAR YomG FRIENDS : Reasonable principles are all that giv excellence to morality
or religion. That forgetfulness of self which
makes a patriot better than an ordinary man,
is all that dignifies our nature, or, as some
will havit, "raises us above the brute creation "-wait a moment : the devotion of all
animals to their young is one proof of the ex.
istence of that pity and tenderness which,
though so humbly displayed, is the same
which in the hearts of the humun race lies at
the foundation of all true benevolence.
Birds often .manifest friendship for each
other. A caged robin will hav many a friend
to bring its food, offered kindly, with a kind
glance and musical chirp.
With regard to business qualities, animals
are ingenious arid capable. Monkeys can use
a lever as well as a man, and elephants hav
lJeen seen propping up heavy barrels inclined
to fall. I hav often see~ dogs fling themselvs
forcibly against a gate to open it. Sir John
Lubbock saw ants throw grains of sugar from
a high place to a party below, who quickly
carried them off. Ants, seeming to be intent
on business, appear to stop as they meet for
a kiss or shake of the hand.
I was present once at an indignation meeting of honey-bees, whose anger was aroused
by a mistake of mine. I struck a humble.
bee accidentally with a pencil and caused
him to fall to the ground, where he lay senseless for a moment.
Instinct is said to be a safe guide for man
· or angel. But the human race hav the priv.
ilege of being conscious of those delicious
steps each one of which brings to our senses
a new and delightful fragrance from the fields
ALH.t.zA..
of knowledge.
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 18, 1890.
The Sacre<l Lotus.
If you hav ever seen a bright pink pond

lily then you know how the sacred lily, or
lotus, of Egypt looked. Some one who wrote
about this lovely flower many years ago
called it the " rose lily."
'rhe flowers of the sacred lotus were offered
to their gods by the Egyptians, and its lovely
form was painted and carved upon their
temples.

Agents for the Truth Seeker,
They made great use of the lotus flowers II
The Classified Boy.
at their festivals. Each guest was given a. ''You say," said Mr. Brown to his son
C.A.LII'OBNU.•
· t .as a rose b u d IB
· some t"Imes pu t m
· a.I J ack, "that Mr. p erkms
· h as a son mY
· our J.
J. C.
E. Scott,
Clark, Los
Angeles.
l ot us, JUS
Third
st., San Francisco, Cal.
22k s
finger bowl. The walls of the room where· school. How old a boy is he?"
Dr. J • L • y or
, an J ose, ca1.•
'' Oh, he's only a young kid, papa."
Estate of s. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
the feast was given were decorated with them.
Fancy one of our rooms decorated and filled
"A young kid! About how old is a
· Francisco.
with our lovely white pond lilies, then you 'young kid,' now?"
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran.
can hav some idea of the beauty of these
"About six or seven."
cisco.
C.A.N.A.D.A..
Egyptian festivals.
" What is a boy after he is done being a
G vill
H 1
T. C. Allen &Co., 124 ran e st., a ifax,
The lotus was also regarded as a symbol of ' young kid?'"
N. s.
life by the ancient Egyptians. They sowed
"Oh, then he gets to be a' kid."'
B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
it11 seed by wrapping it in clay, and then
"What after that?"
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
throwing it into the water. The beautiful
"Well, he's a 'kid' until he gets to be R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
"rose lily," or sacred lotus, is said to grow about thirteen, and then he's a' young feller,'
I'LORID.A..
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. ID.A.BO.
Bay st., Jacksonvil1e.
no longer by the Nile. But it may still be if he's pretty big."
seen carved upon its ancient temples.
"None but good-sized boys can be 'young A.. Erwin, Murray.
It was the people who lived in upper Egypt tellers,' eh ?''
ILLINOIS.
who took the lotus for their emblem. Those
"No, sir. Then they stay being young Post-office News Co., lOB Adams st., Chicago.
in lower Egypt chose the papyrus-a reed fellers until they're about nineteen, and then G. E. Wilson, 814 S. State at, and Brentano
which grows in the valley of the Nile. they're men."
Bros., Chicago.
J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., C~!cag?.
From its inner bark paper was first made.
"Indeed l But how do yon class them at
INDIA.N.A..
The lotus is still held as a Bacred flower by the other end of the line? Are they always J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
many eastern nations.- Little .Men and Wo- 'young kids' after they are babies?"
· T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunk1I:k·
men.
"Oh, no, sir. First they're' cubs.' They
IOWA.
don't get to be' young kids' until they get M. L. D. Lansing, Madrid.
LOUISIANA..
What Are Orelti<ls ~
out of dresFes."
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
What is an orchid ? A plant whose home
"But when," the father asked, growing
K.A.SS.A.CB.USBTTs.
is in the tropical forests, and yet a plant more and more curious," when is a boy sup- Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
which is not dependent for its sustenance posed to be a 'lacl ?'"
.Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
upon the earth or water in their visible forms.
"We don't hav any lads nowadays, sir. Johnson Bro's 15 N. Main st., Fall River.
It is a curiosity of the vegetable world, which, We read about 'em in books, but we don't A.. Atwood, EatonIIIOBIGA.N.
Rapids.
perched in the air, sends out its long, search- hav any. l've always wondered about how S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 4615.
ing roots and draws its nourishment from the old a' lad' was."
·
Chas. Bach'- Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave.,
atmosphere. Ethereal in its nature, so far as
"But you hav 'boys,' surely?"
Grand .ttaoids.
this characteristic is concerned, it is very
" Oh, yes, sir. They're all boys, of course, '3wan & Co .• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94.Gratiot ave., Detroit.
substantial in the valuation which its owners until they get to be men. Only these are the Horace
Haynes, Leslie.
and raisers place upon plants of rare varie- different kinds of boys."
IUSSOURI.
ties.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louia.
According to the Boston Advertiser, exE. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Correspondence.
perts in this branch of horticulture say that
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
ToURTELOTTE
P.AnK, CoL., Aug. 15, 1890.
NBW YORK.
some fine roots are well worth $5,000 each,
DEAR A.UNT SDBA.N : I now take my pen in
and some hav been held at even higher fig. hand to write another letter to THE TRUTH Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
& Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
ures. Their rarity, the difficulty with which Sx&K&R. hoping to find you and the c ·.Hdren Bumton
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grandsts., New York.
they are propagated, the exquisit delicacy, of our Corner well, as it leaves us well at H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
strange forms, and great variety of blossoms, present. I aaw my letter in the paper, and I Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
are the reasons given for these extraordinary hope to giv a better deocription of the Rocky L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
mountains in this letter. We hav no trees J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
values.
here except pine and balsam trees. We hav
New York.
--------~.-------lots of wild red currants here. We had some J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
Mr. Armour and tlie Bootblack.
strawberries, but they were small. The tim. New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
A bootblack walked into the office of Mr. ber is full of chipmunks and squirrels. We
York.
Armour. He had none of his outfit with him, are eleven thousand feet high, and in winter S. J • .King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
time
the
air
is
so
light
you
can
hardly
catch
OHIO.
but the bootblack was stamped in his face
your breath. We will soon hav snow (next
and all over him. He went to the gate where month), and we hav snow in May, so we do John Jacques, Akron.
a guard stands between his post and the not hav much summer. Snow is twenty feet N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st .. Cleveland.
greatest packer in the world.
deep in some places in winter time. The W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland.
·
" W'ere's de old man ?" asked the urchin. flowers are nearly all vanished a way. I wrote J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
to
Elda
S.
Billings,
but
never
received
an
anThe guard told the boy to get out.
Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
swer. I do not know if she got it or not.
ORBGQN.
"You tell de old man dat I want to see The air is so light that cats cannot liv up here.
him. I want to see him alone. I don't want There are only three pigs in the Park. B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
to bodder you nor de ole man. But I want Miss Emma Kraft wrote me a letter; she saw W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
to see de ole man, an' I want to see him right my letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hope
PBNNSYLV llfU..
that I may hear ~m the boys and girls. I Or.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., PhilB.
off."
hav no companions here-there are no girls George Lon~ord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
Mr. Armour at his desk overheard tll.e of my age at all. There ate a few young
ragged one's request. "Let that boy come in girls about twenty-two years of age, so there J. A. Kirk, DuBois ..
TBNNBSSBB.
here," he called to the young man at the is no enjoyment here at all, only a few dances
Wm. B. Fisher, 331 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
gat(l. There were 110 preliminary compli. every two weeks. School will be out August D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
22d. We are having very nice weather now,
menta.
T:U:.A.S.
lots of rain, but when snow comes we shall
''Say," spoke the urchin, "I took a nap not see rain till next July or August. I hav L. Andrnss, Denison.
out dere in de alley, and w'ile I was asleep no pets only a little dog, and its name is Pe l'. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
st., Fort Worth.
some o' dem kids from the board o' trade Roe. I had two kittens and they died. I H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston
UT.A.H.
come along and swiped [stole] my kit an' I'm had one Equirrel but it got out o! its cage. James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
From your friend,
RHODA MA.BON.
short. I want ter borrar a dollar to buy me
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
a kit and I'll pay you back on de 'stallment
FoRT RANDA.LL, 8. D., July 26, 1890.
Stockton.
plan. See?"
D&A.R Mrss WixoN: l hav just fioished Henry Booth,
WASHINGTON TBRBITOBY,
Mr. Armour handed the boy two silver reading your admirable story, "All in a Life..
Stlne Bros., Walla Walla.
dollars and told him to go. But the boy time.'' Allow me to express my thanks for
BNGLA.ND.
the enj0yment your excellent work afforded
handed back one of the dollars and said :
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
Probably
I
shall
never
hav
the
opporme.
"I doan' want but one. I'm goin' to pay tunity to visit the E'l.stern states, but being
London.
it back, and dere's no use o' a man goin' in somewhat of a savage I hav the audacity to C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
AUSTRALIA.
deeper'n his head. I allus keep my head request of you the acceptance of my photoabove de water."
graph and ask for it a place in your album, Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
The truth of the above story is vouched among the Freethinkers o! the E~st.
NBW ZBA.LA.ND.
Whether
on
a
hunting
expedition
in
the
for by one who saw the scene and overheard
Rocky mountains or following on the trail of A.. D- Willis, Wan~~:anui.
the conversation.-Chicago Tribune.
Geronimo's Apaches through the wilderness
of the Sierra Madre mountains in Arizona, A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
whenever the little pack-mule that followed
The Potato Game •.
us with mail arrived in our camp and I was
Select potatoes of average size and oblong so lucky as to perceive a copy of the everrather than round. Place them on the floor welcome lnves!i,qator, then the hardships of
The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav
about a foot apart in two rows three or four the campaign were all forgotten for the time paid
to impudent autbodty the tribute of a.
feet apart down the middle of the double being. Eagerly I skirmished through its col- thoughtless yes.-R. G. Ingersoll.
parlors. Hav two soup plates at one end, and umns for articles from my three favorit
writers, i.e., our late friend Seaver, Miss
CONTENTS.
two silver teaspoons in the hands of the two Wixon, and Otto We tetein.
A Splendid J o1dge of a Woma.n.
The
Lady
of
the Olub.
who are to play the game. Each of the two
About eighteen months ago, I left Arizona
Under P•oteat.
will begin by taking up the potato farthest and came as far ea9t as Kansas City. Mo., but
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Chain.
from the plate on the teaspoon, using only misse•i to go on a visit to Rochelle, Ill., and. I
The Boler liouae Mystery.
one hand, and depositing it upon the plate at fear Otto Wettstein will never forgiv me.
The TimA-Lock of • ur Ancestors.
I collected many specimens, especially among
Florence Campbell's Fa.te.
his end of the row. Then the next potato the larger mammals and numerous birds, ethMY Patient's Story.
must be taken up and deposited in like nological specimens, etc., for the National Price, paper, M cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
manner, and so on to the last. The one who Museum in Washington, D. C., during very
iS Lafa.veUe Pl •• New York.
gathers all his potatoes first has the privilege nearly fifteen years of my vagabond soldier
life on the Western frontier.
of choosing his successors in the game.
What Would Follow
The young eagle you see on the picture, I
The fun of the play is in playing it, says shot
last .summer, near Fort Assinnlboine,
THE
the Chri8tian Advocate. It takes some skill Montana. The mounting of the bird is not as
to balance a potato on a teaspoon and run ten perfect as it should hav been, on account of Effacement of Christianity?
or fifteen feet as fast as one can without insufficient time to perform tbe work propBY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE.
spilling it. Of course the two who plav erly; we had at that time in Fort Assinni-:
Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1.
boine
a
regul11r
typhoid
fever
epidemic
and
I
1
monopolize the floor, and the rest of the com- was kept real busy almost. night and day ..
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
pany are wall-flowers, sympathetic onlookers. I remain, Yours truly,
CH.As. RuBY. 1
28 Lafayette Pla.oe. New York.

I

w.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
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FREETHOUGHT
IS lT
THE city of Perugia, Italy, has been
injured by a tornado, which blew down four
churches.
IN a late criminal trial at Paris a priest was
fined for refusing .to testify what a person had
confessed to him.
ST. PATRIOK'B cathedral, New York, will
hav the heaviest chime of bells in the country, weighing 30,000 pounds, and costing
$15,000.
THE religious cant with which Stanley
larded his book has borne fruit in competition of churches to secure him to lecture as
an evangelical sensation.
CHILI, the richest and most prosperous of
the South American republics, is going to the
dogs on account of spiteful quarrels among
its leaders and tumults of its ignorant masses.
THE time fixed by some observers for a
Etuopean war Is 1892, when Russia will hav
completed the rehabilitation of her army in
which she is engaged, and be ready to attack
Germany or England.
THE youngest murderer on record is John
Noakes, of Stoke-on-Trent, Eng., four and
one-half years old. He has pushed three
children Into the river at different occasions,
the last one being drowned.

DESTRUCTIVE

OR CONSTRUCTIVE?

A SYMPOSIUM
BY
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
OAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
E. B. FOOTE, Jn.,
SALADIN(W- Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. 0. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WiXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PAHKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SuBJECTS oF P APEHB :
Is tlwre an Affirmative, Pollitive, Constructive side to Freethoughtf
If not, the reason why'!
If there be, in what, in your opinion, does it consist, and in what should it consist f

PRIQE

~5

Address
bynn ol<l rellal>leflrm

;l.,~eprofits,

WANTED quick sale>, SAMPLE FREI:. A rare
AGENTS
QP,portunity. Gco. A. Scott. 842 Broadway, N. y.
THE

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH :
TIIEIB

Cl'imes and Persecutions.

TRINITY church corporation, which owns avo, 1,11111lP. Oioth, $3; leather, $4; morocco,
$145.000,000 worth of untaxed property on
gilt edges, $4.50.
Manhattan island, is making a fierce fight
BY D. M. BENNETT.
over having to sell an old churchyard to the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
city, which asks it to create a breathing-space
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
for a crowded tenement.
THE indignation of all civilized persons
continues to increase at the edict against the
Jews framed by the czar and his Orthodox:
church. The barbarity of this legislation
has been unparalleled in European history
since the r€.vocation of the Edict of Nantes.

/

TRY•SQUA.RE:
OB 1

The ChW'ch of Practical Religion.

BY REPORTER.
•..
This Is the historY of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern. religious, pelitical, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen ls.n.
guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
A SooiA.LIBTIO conspiracy has been discovJ'or sale at this omoe. Price, Sl.oo.
ered at Rome. Bombs charged with powder
and dynamite hav been found concealed in
the houses of workmen belonging to secret BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
societies. Correspondence with foreign So6 For the benefit of our readcialists of a dangerous character and repub- ;:!~:
j'iers who preserve their J?apere
lican flags to be displayed in case of an out- ~I 1frilo<•f0.-..-.1
;we offer a new style of bmder,
break hav been sei~ed.
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Liberal Lea~ne Ball, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market
st .. Newark, .1)1, J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions. S6ats free and
everybodY welcome.

Philadclpllla Liberal League 2:J7
meets every Sunday in Indu~trial Ball, Broad aL d
Wood sts •• at 2:30 and 7:30 P.H. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers intereat the audience. N.B.-Trutli
BeekerpublioationsalwaYB on. hand atoheap rates.

Cllicago Secular linton
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers trom abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent,

Tbe J!iinncat•olis Secular linton
Meets every Bnnday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman blook, Minneapolis,
Mmn, J .F.MACOMBEB.Pres.; LEIIOY BEBBIEB, Beo.

Ellzur Wrigltt Secular linton
Of Alliance, 0 .. meets the :first and fourth Bun.
days of 6acb month at Independent Ohurcb, at
·10:30 A.M. Free disoussilln on all Liberalsubjeots.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEXEB and lnvestt·
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The Walla Walla l.lb ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha)l, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Smenoe Leotures.;-Free Discussions.-Original
and BelFcted Readmgs and Poems. A large val·
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Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club
Bolds meetin~s every Sunday .evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Ball). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of iu.oralbts, No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets ever:v SundaY in the Liberal reading.room
hall at 2:30 PM. All L·berals are cordially invited. F. v. DBAPEB, Oor. Bee.

San Francisco, Cal., Freelbou;hl
Society
JIIAet• every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des mi (lines Sec:ular Union
Bolds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7fh and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANXLIN STEINER, Pres.

Porbmouth,

o., Secular lin ion

Meets AVery Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Ball. Lectures, discussions, readings, poems,
mu8lo and songs. A cordial invitation is extended
to all; eEpecially to fri<>nds frem abroad. OorresPondenoe solicited. J, L. TBEUTHA11.T, President.
WILL B. ANDBEB, Secretary,

Port Angeles Secular linton
Meets HerY Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in the public
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading. DiBCllSsion invited on all subject8. Liberal literature distributed free.·
F&ANX MoRsE, Cor.· Bee.
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nacle building fund. It appears that there sons in power can make it profitable to instiwas not such an activ demand for them as tutions to cultivate their acquaintance. One
the church building committee anticipated. of the reasons w4y one of the old political
Out of fifty prepared, forty-nine remained on parties is so intrenched iii power, is because
WHo rules Quebec·? Mercier. Who rules
their hands, the fiftieth being in the pastor's the clergy are in favor of political corruption.
Mercier? Tachereau. Who rules Tachereau?
back parlor. Deacon Wood bases his refusal We all know the proper time to hold church
Leo XUI. Who rules Leo XIII.? The gento accept them on the ground that the mouth fairs is a month or so before election. A caneral of the Jes:~its. Does this apply to many
is too large. This is certainly a valid objec- didate for judge can lay a $10 note on a table
parts of the United States? If so, how do
tion and one that admits of neither apology at a booth, and he believes he can get votes
you like it, Americans ?-Loyal American.
nor excuse. The man vrho calls himself an for it. Not long ago a pastor announced
THE Congregationalist publishes an account.
artist, and who could deliberately and in cold from his pulpit: 'Mr. So-and-so fa gambler]
of a traveling salesman who declared that in
blood sit down and enlarge Doctor Talmage's visited our fair. Another Mr. So-and-so
traveling over six thousand miles he had been
mouth, waeguilty of an offense for which no hasn't, and we hope he will behave as handasked to drink probably more than that numordinary punishment is adequate. Mean- somely as did his opponent.' Let the clergy.
ber of times, but not once had he been asked
while, whoever gets a prize will hav to take men purify church politics, I say, before they
to go to church.
him mouth and all, just as he is, or not at all, tty their hand outside their parishes. TamA MEMBER of a certain fashionable New
and the question of what to do with the many Hall in.Tweeu.'s time was kept in power
York church~ who spoke of her pastor
forty-nine busts, the building committee now by the clergy, but of course the clergy didn't
irreverently as "the apostle to the genteels,"
hav under prayerful consideration."
know it then. They were fooled by the
remarked once after a particularly doctrinal
Tms is from the Catholic Re'Diew: " The leaders of the gang. Then there are the
sermon, that if Dr. Blank preached restitu·
account given in last week's paper of the sham parochial schools, which some people
tion instead of repentance he would preach to
House of Refuge ought to make the Catholics hav been getting up while turning a deaf ear
empty pews.
of this city blush for themselvs, but we fear to children crying for the bread of life. If
it will not cause them a moment's careless the text is to be, 'If ye did it not to the
A PYTHONESS in Wichita announces that
thought. In a city which is half Catholic·, least of these, ye did it not to me,' there will
November 19th will be positivly the last apwhose chief officer is a Catholic, a handful of be ecclesiastics who will find it as difficult to
pearance of this wicked but rather entertainbigots are allowed to destroy the faith of get into heaven as the rich man in scripture.
ing world. The Sun thinks the Kansas
Catholic children at leisure with scarcely a I've opened a vast field of inquiry for the
prophetess might hav let the old thing last
protest from the millions of Catholics in the brethren. Noyv I suppose they won't ask me
until the Friday after Thanksgiving, and is
city. This is lamentable. The officers and to join them."
inclined to think it will, anyway.
OuR legislators ca:iJ. always be relied upon trustees of the House of Refuge should be at
Tms is the way the Denison, Tex., Sunday
THE London Freethinker reports that the to make smooth the path of the pious. Beleast one-half Catholic. It should be man- Gazetteer anntmnces the opening of a revival:
Belgian Freethinkers hav, under Dr. Cesar fore the contract labor law was passed in the
aged entirely from the Catholic standpoint, "Burnett & Mulkey are billed to exhibit
de Paepe, organized a corps of lay nurses House, Saturday, an amendment was profor hospitals to prevent the often unwished- posed exempting from its provisions minis- which wou~d abolish the thing called non- with their monster unified go@pel aggregation
sectarianism, and allow the children to re. at Greenville this week, and the papers of
for ministration of Catholic nuns. They now ters of the gospel. 'l'his cm·ious legislation,
cetve the religious training of their parents. that city are full of advance ·notices of the
c1aim that there is no just reason against the as the Indianapolis Jou1·nal calls it, was
The suggestion that the corporate body now coming attraction. We hav seen this show
complete secularization of hospitals and in- necessitated by a decision of the treasury deruling the 'House of Refuge be abolished and ourselvs, and can conscientiously indorse its
firmaries.
partment that clergymen who were called its officers be appointed by the governor is a entire olio of features. Mr. Mulkey, who
THE funniest thing in periodical literature, from foreign countries to occupy pulpits in
good one, and it can be carried out if the cleans the gasoline torches, does the ushering
lately, according to the Catholic Re'Diew, the United States were to be considered under Catholic voters of New York and other cities and calls· the acts in the big show, and does
was a comparison of Cardinal Gibbons's last the law as contract laborers. Several inin the state so determin. Of course the the eccentric comedy in the concert, is a
book with the work of a German Rationalist. stances hav occurred in which churches in the
Evangelical Alliance will be stirred up, but thorough artist in his line, and acquits himIt was from the pen of a professor and United States hav been prohibited from as it is time for that eminent body to receive self in a manner that would be creditable to
appeared in the Christian Union. The most securing pastors of foreign birth. One pecu- a sound drubbing it will be no obstacle." any amusement enterprise. His startling
suggestiv paragraph was : " Looking through liar case occurred on the line between Mich- The Re'DieVJ ought to patent its remedy for equestrian acts in the large pavilion are also
the eyes of this German professor, Jesus ap- igan and Canada. The congregation on this
sect!lrian troubles.
features of merit, while his great menage act
pears as a man ; looking through the eyes side of the boundary invited a pastor in a viiTHE Christian Globe, of England, has but a with the famous studs (Belzebub, Trinne
of the archbishop, he appears as God. !age on the opposit side to come over and fill
poor opinion of" society Christians," whose Deity, Hell Fire, Eternal Punishment, PreNeither the one nor the other looks upon their pulpit. Some mischief-makers wrote a
religion'' consists principally in a more or less destination, Faith, Saving Grace, and Total
him as a divine man. It seems to us that. letter to the secretary of the treasury, calling
scrupulous observance of the outward forms of Depravity) from the stables of the early
the Roman Catholic is as far from the simple; his attention to the fact 1 and the department
religion, and in a careful avoidance of all relig. fathers, is probably unsurpassed among the
teaching of the gospel as is the Rationalist." was compelled to issue an order prohibiting
gious subjects in conversation, and of all relig- best performances of tented gospel exhibi" MAX O'RELL" asks : "Why are the bulk the ~ngagement of this pastor. But in case ous principles in daily life." It proceeds: tiona. These battle-scarred chargers are a
of French marriages far happier than the the Senate concurs in the action of the House "They say they are Christians, and would be good deal run down just now, it is true, and
bulk of English ones? In my opinion, it is Saturday, clergymen will be exempt from the insulted if you denied their right to the title; are affiicted to some extent with spBTin and ·
simply because. according to the French sys- provisions of the act.
but never in their whole lives hav they given ringbone and heaves and botts and blind
THE Russian ministry has accorded to ten minutes' thought to religious subjects. staggers, but by dint of feeding branmash
tem, a man has to win the affection of his
wife after the wedding. The French married the district assemblies of the government They are nominally Christians, because it is and antimony, and using a carpet tack under
couple begin at the first act, whereas the of Ekaterinoslov permission to open book- good form so to be, just as they would be the cent!lr girth, Mr. Mulkey succeeds in
English one has generally got through all but stores in all the villages in which there may Mohammedans or Mumbo.Jumbo worship- bringing them on with a Hvely spurt, and
the fifth by the time the wedding bells hav be a -demand for reading matter, under the ers if such were the fashion. To them puts them around the hippodrome track at a
stopped ringing. Then in come the prosaic condition that no other publications be kept Christianity is a name; its reality never quite good hickory. Mr. Mulkey also carries
cares of life and cover everything up. Out for sale than such as the secular and the relig- reaches them. Were some one to tell them a large grip filled with the latest gags that
go the lights, and, presto I the glamour is ious censors may approve. But the G·razh- what the religion of Christ really is, they are to be had out of almanacs, and makes
gone, too, and nothing remains of it all but a danin, a daily paper of St. Petersburg, takes would be astounded and incredulous, and local application of them in a manner that is
sleepy numbness and a sort of wonder that exceptions to that measure. "It is unwise," would probably consider their informant a inimitable. To this Lrilliant olio he has rethe comedy should enjoy such a world-wide says that paper, "to put dangerous weapons maniac-certainly a bore. The fact of the cently added a topical song entitled, 'We're
reputation. Yes, in matrimony there is a in the hands of the people. Bookstores once whole matter is that religion is for men only . Very Wide Awake, Jehove and 1,' on which.he
way of eating your cake and yet having it; opened for the common people will in a short a sustaining power, and these society triflers is said to receive a recall at each performance.
but you must not take your bits too large in time be turned by the Liberals into weapons are. not men. They are poor creatures' Mr. Burnett is the slugger of the combination,
the beginning. As a clever wit says : ' When against the government, and the disintegra- blighted in their growth, who hav not come, and when he puts on the gloves and comes
you are dead, it is for a lon~~: time; but when tion of the national spirit will be wrought. and ~ever ~ill come, to maturity. They _are crawling under the ropes the practiced obyou are married, it is forever.'"
Of course no other books but such as the unfimshed, tncomplete, and doomed to ltv a server may notice Satan take up another hole
SPEAKING of the statue of Voltaire a censor approves are desired at present. The life which is no life. They are more unfort- in his belt and turn to his trainer for an alcoFrench paper has unearthed a letter of 'his people need at _first only stories ~f Russian unate than the physically deformed.. They: hoi sponge bath to hide his growing pallor.
upon precisely that subject, addressed to a heroes and patr10~ warriors. But Ill a. short can hardly be called human butterflies, for Time is called, and the belted bruiser of the
Plutonion Athletic Club faces the music like
friend, and here is the lesson which the phi- time they will begm reading the _editorials of they are neither harmless nor pretty."
1
Iosopher givs: "Enjoy life while you can de- newspapers and get into the habit of reasonTo the Antipoverty Society Dr. McGlynn a little man, but he is no match for the gospel
spise all the rest. I think I hav already 'told ing about current events. Then they will said last Sunday night: "Don't believe there heavy-weight, and goes down with a Rwimyou that I am not the dignusque numismate become acquainted with Mill, Lassalle, and is not a union of church and state. It's well ming sensation in his head and his teeth full
vultus. I am no longer the possessor of what other writers of the kind. Within five or six known that favors are exchanged between offour-ounceboxing.glove. Againandagain
might be called a face. I look like a baked years the Ltberalistic propaganda will find churches and politicians. You help us and he rises at the call of ' time,' falls to avoid
apple on the top of a crane's neck. It would mean~ to distribute among them books and we'll help you. Dear brethren, hadn't you punishment, hugs the ropes and fights for
never do to carve on -that. Some little time papers of the most dangerous tendencies."
better try and make it no longer a matter of wind, but all in vain. Right an~ left h~ is
ago the duchess of Brunswick begged so hard
THE correspondent of an Eastern paper interest on either side to wink at the corrup- knocked by the strong arm of fat~h, unttl a
of the king of Prussia to send her his statue, writes from New York: "I was exceedingly tiona on the other side? Now, the church terrific left-bander lands upon his neck with a
made after the fashion of Louis XIV. in the sorry to hear that there was a serious diffi- winks at the corruptions of politics in order sickening thud and he goes down in a heap
the gr~~ stand, while the band
Place des Victoires, that his majesty was un. culty between Deacon Wood, the treasurer to get the money from the public treasury at the foot
No. Anyone who
able to refuse her. He got himself sculptured of Dr. Talmage's Tabernacle, and the sculp- into the churches' tills. There are millions plays 'Anme Laune.
in this fashion, astride on a turkey cock, and tors who prepared the life~sized effigies of the of dollars distributed to charitable institu- says Burnett ~<t Mulkey giv a bum show
instead of four slaves around the base there reverend doctor, which were to be used as tiona, and the people of New York don't speaks ignorantly or with malice afore·
were four monkeys;grinning. You will admit prizes"tor the purpose of swelling the Taber- know anything about how it is done. Per- thought. They do no such thing.

Jlolts and lflippings.

that after all it ill becomes small folks to be
v.ain. But if you wish, I will send you one
of the monkeys of that statue, and you can
put my name at the foot of it. My dear sir,
let us esteem only health and repose. All
the rest is smoke, and I ha v already spent too
much of my life in running after smoke. I
wish you a genuin happiness, if there is
such a thing."
A OORREBPONDENT of the Voice, the Prohibition organ, in Lexington, Neb., thinks
that paper is treading on dangerous ground
when it makes an exception, in prohibitory
laws, of wines used for " sacramental" purposes. He does not see '' how any Christian
Prohibitionist can propose or advocate alcoholic liquor for sacramental purposes." The
editor replies: " We do not advocate it. We
simply say that it is not the province of legislators to decide whether or not the sacramental wine should be fermented. A law which
prohibited the manufacture of fermented
wines for sacramental purposes would go beyond the proper province of law and cause
many sincere Christians either to violate the
law or to violate what they believe to be the
injunction of Christ. There is no necessity
for that." Didn't Christ say something about
woe to come to pharise·es and hypocrite?
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l woman would a shortcake. Then he got another \ bis exhibition to Moses among the rocks. Shades of

•

great mountain of nothing and wrapped it up in the Herschel! he must hav-been blessed with telescopic
covering, after the manner of an apple·dumpling. vision to see even his "-back parts."
Then be rolled it about on the table until it was
" With God all things are possible." And since
The Christian's India Rubber God.
round, and there WIU! a world. Christiana used. to "in six days he created the heavens and the earth,"
Oh, horror! oh, sbame! rank AtheisiXl, downright think that he just rolled the nothing out :fbt and left and since it is so hard to get a definit idea of space,
blasphemy, to call the creator of the heaven and the it, but later discoverers· show that he put in the I wonder why he· did not put in another day and
filling and rolled it into shape, and got a first- wall it in.
earth an India rubber God!
·
The cardinal idea obtained from the Mosaic account
Such will be the exclamations of most Christians rate job.
The sun, planets, and stars were all created with of creation is, that this earth was the central object
'\Vho read the title of tbis article. But let me appeal
reference to this earth, and the earth was created in God's mi.1d during his six day&' labor. That the
to their reason, if they hav any.
What but India rubber can be stretched out, only to become the abode of man. "Aud God set sun, moon, and stars were mere appendages upon
ahrunk up, expanded, couhacted, Equeezed, and them in the firmaruent of the heaven to giv light which was bestowed but little thought or labor.
shaped to suit any absurdity, and coincide with any upon the earth. And let them be for lights in the That the earth occupied most of his thought and
phase of religious belief, and to fit every theological firmament of the heaven to giv light on the earth" time and was the chief object of his solicitude, and
(Bible).
that man was the creature for whose benefit and
"Wrinkle 1
But the earth, aun, moon, and stars were only a accommodation the whole work was performed.
Think of a God that can be exptmd~d to fill the
Rev. Mr. Morris, who sees nothing but harmony
immensity of space, and .than shrunk up so.as to be secondary consideratio~, for God con~ta~tly kept his
around on this little earth and carve a rib out of old ey~ on ~an as the ult1matum.' and }esigned every- between science and the BiblE>, says, "The world with
All that we hav its furniture was contrived and arranged with maniAdam. A God who fills the interstellar spaces, and thmg whwh he created for him.
existed from all eternity, being born of woman and thus far surveyed," says the great harmonizer, "has fest reference to his [man's] wants and conveniences."
trotted on a mother's knee, wandering around the been fitte.d up fo~ an expecte_d ?ccupant "-man. A little knowledge of astronomy will show bow cbildcountry of Palestine, and then nailed to a tree. Why, ~.he meau~ng of this language, if 1t hav any m~an· ish both the statements in Genesis and the above
if he filled the immensity of space, what kind of trees mg at all, IB that the sun, moo~, and stars ( r.he p an- statement of Morris's are.
Whenever I enter the field of astronomy and think
must grow in Pal~stine! The tallest kind of a red· e~s ~eft ?ut, because at that t1me they c~uld not ~e
wood would be a mere twig in comparison. A God distmgmshed from the stars), a~d everytbmg on th1s of the giant.s who hav gone before, and made it poesible for me to know something about its mighty
that fashioned a mighty globe like the sun getting earth .was "arran..sed and contrived" for man.
It is evident Pliat the author of Genesis, whoever truths. I feel my littleness and "step with trembling
down to a little insect so small that five hundred
thousand of them can find ample room in a drop of he may hav been, had no conception of space, had tread.''
But let us test the truth of these statements by
water, yet each complete in all its partB. A God no idea that our earth belonged to a great family of
that presides over the destiny of unnumbered worlds worlds, but believed it to be :flat and of more conse- the standard of reason, the only standard known to
science.
•
wrestling wHb a man till daybreak. A God t.hat ex- quence than all else his eyes beheld.
isted from all eternity and can never cease to exist,
It is a curious fact that the moon, only a}?out two
Moses in his ignorance thought or knew but little
who was killed and rllmained dead for three days. thousand miles in diameter, should be so conspic· about the stars. But they hav engaged the attention
A God before whose majesty all nations should bow uously noticed, when no mention is made of Jupiter of men of the deepest scientific attainment for bunexhibiting his back parts to a man among the rocks. with its moons, Saturn with its rings, or Uranus or dreds of years. While the distance of the sun and
It is no wonder that a belief in such an India rubber Neptune, which are so many times greater.
even the far-off planets bad been accurately measured,
God should mab India rubber Christians.
It is evident that old Moses knew nothing about the stars in their dazzling beauty seemed to laugh at
This India rubber God has to be shrunk and the planets. So God did not mention them. He man's effort, and bid defiance to every attempt to
stretched, tqueezed and fa!!hioned, to suit the Chris- looked up into the heavens with the gaze of a sav· fathom their distances. Long did he watch and
tian's belief, and then the facts of science hav to he age and saw the stars as so many points of light, wait and experiment without result. On the 1st of
stretched or shrunk to correspond with the rubber and, compared with the apparent brightness of the January, eay, the position of a etar, one supposed to
God.
sun and moon, thought them of little value, and so be among the nearest, was accurately ascertained.
SDme ye~>rs ago a Chrh;tian miniBter put Nelson's a simple mention of them was sufficient-" he made Then waiting for six months until the earth had
"Cause and Cure of Infidelity" into my hand, and the stars also." The aut.bor of Genesis had no more swung around to the opposit part of its orbit, another
told me that he believed me~ to be honest, and that if idea of the magnitude and distance of the "stars," and observation was taken. Although this gave a base
I would read the bool;!:, a n,ew light would break upon the relation of the earth to a grand system of worlds, line of the diameter of the earth's orbit., or nearly
my vision, and I would sse things differently from ttan a nativ Australian. And the idea that· a God one hundred and ninety millions of miles, yet there
what I ever had before. The book was begun with of all wisdom dictated the account of the creation as was no displacement. The star appeared to be prehigh hopes and ended in disgust.
given in Genesis, is as silly as it would be for a man cisely in the same point in the heavens that it oconLater on a lawyer called my attention to" The Six to attempt to write a history of the United States, pied six months before. This experiment yielded
Days of Creation," with the assurance that the au- and make mention of Rhode Island and Connecticut only a negativ result. While the distance of the star
thor, one of the most learned men in all the world, and some important towns, and leave out all the could not be ascertained, it showed that in comparihad spent six years on the work. This lawyer hav- other states and great cities.
son to the distance of that star the base line was a
ing sat in the councils of the great Empire state, I
If Moses had possessed even & superficial knowl- mere point. That star was dropped and another
had reason to believe that the work must be one of edge of the solar system and the sidereal heavens, he taken, and another and another, with the same result.
high merit.
would not h&v represented the little ball of earth
Disappointed but never discouraged, the effort was
I began with the introduction with the intention on which we dwell as the most conspicuous object in continued until a star was found which showed disof giving the work the closest perusal. On the creation and of more importance than other rolling placement. A star had been found near enough to
second page I found this outburst of Christian worlds million of times larger.
the earth to render the longest base line that could
wisdom: "Whatever science may decltr.re, or whatThe sun, fourteen hundred thousand times larger be obtained available. The mighty chasm had been
ever new discoveries may be made, everything must than the earth, is represented as a mere attendant on spanned; man bad triumphed; the star depths had
be construed so as to harmonize with the word of the earth, and created especially for its accommoda- been sounded.
God." Well, I lost my patience, and had· no desire tion. And than our little moon, a ·mere dot in
Since that time the distances of many of the fixed
to wade through the sea of a "fool's folly."
creation, is next in importance.. To say that the stars hav been meaeured. And how shall we express
A short time ago my attention was called to planets and sun and all the sidereal hosts are mere the distances of these our !!earest neighbors ! Light,
" Science and the Bible," quite a large work, written attachments to the earth involves as great an absurd- which travels at the rate of nearly two hundred thouby the Rev. Herbert W. Morrie, A.M.
ity as to say the tatun and the load are only an sand miles per second, is nearly four years in reachI was told that this work would remove all doubt attachment to the dog under the wagon. DJee such ing us from one of the nearest star!'. • There are
"from the minds of the most skeptical; that it lit- an arrangement show adaptation of means to ends? stars eo far distant that light would be hundreds and
erally tore the h€art out of Infidelity, and was un- We overlook many mistakes in an apptenticP, but thousands of yEars in reaching us.
answerable.
for an old boss God to get the cart before the horae,
The stare are not scattered promiscuously through
Goodyear, the great India rubber m&n, is nowhere. as he does when be makes a vast globe like the sun the heavens as they probably appeared to the untuThe R9V. Herbert W. Morris, A.M., has left all com- for the accommodation of the earth, shows that he tored gaze of MoseP, but they are arranged in groups
petitors far bellind, and stands before the world as never ought to bav engaged in business on hie own and clusters of many millions each.
the boas rubber manipulato!'.
book.
All of the stars seen with the naked eye and most
According. to this erudite author, there was a time
Lat us mount & ~tep higher and find out approxi- stars seen with telescopes of ordinary power, are
when there were no earth, sun, moon, or stars, or mately how big God is. God fills the immensity of arranged in the cluster to which our sun belongs.
matter out of which to make them. For he says space, but who can comprehend that whioh is with- Many of these stars which appear single to the naked
that "they were not created out of pr€exiating out limit? It ia like a savage standing upon an eye are double when seen through a telescope. In
· matter, but out of nothing.''
island and trying to form an idea of the extent of some instances these stars mutually revolve around
Epicurus said, ''Know first of all that nothing can the ocean when the horizon bounds his vision on each other. In others one revolves around the other
spring from nonentity," and he told the truth, all every side.
as a center.
the Bibles to the contrary. notwithstanding.
We will take the computed distance of Sirius, one
Our sun is revolvivg around a distant star as a
If God did. create-bring out o! nothing-the earth hundred and twenty trillions of miles, as a unit of center. Doubtless from a far· off atar these two stars
and all the sidereal hosts, why did he not tell us in measure, and represent this distance by a rod pro- would appear single.
his great palaver-book how something can be made jected from the sun in any direction. At the end of
Many who look into the Milky Way will be astonout of nothiDg !
this rod we will place another and another, until ished to know that this bright archway which spans
It would not hav taken any longer than it did to millions of these rods shall be placed end to end on the heavens is composed entirely of at·ars so thickly
tell about an old woman turning to salt, and the in- a line and pointing in the same direction. Lat these set that they cannot be seen separately, but whose
formation would hav been worth a thousand times linus of rods be multiplied until they point from the mingled light produces the milky appearance which
more.
sun in every direction.
we observe.
From all eternity up to about six thousand years
What imagination is fertil enough to compreHerschel estimated that in the densest part of the
ago God did nothing but fill space.
bend such a sphere as would be described by Milky Way five hundred stars were ranged one behind
This shows the expansion of the rubber.
the outer ends of these rods 1 And yet such a the other, and separated by a distance equal to that
After loafing around in space for untold millions sphere would only be an infinitesimal core taken out which separates us from other stars.
of years, something put it into his head to make a of spacf!. Let these spheres be multiplied in the
It takas seventy years for light to travel from the
world.
mind until they equal the sands of the sea for num- star Capella to the earth. Aas·uming this as a
He had nothing to make a world out of. so he ber, and then only a single dip bas been taken from medium distance between the stars, and that there
made it ·out of nothing-so says Rev. Mr. Morris, the ocean of space.
are five hundred stars one behind the other in a
the great harmonizer, and that is enough to satisfy
Now do you begin to understand bow big God right line in the Milky Way, then it must take light
a Christian.
is? He fills all of this space. How did old Jacob to travel from the innermost star to the outermost
I expect he rolled up a great mountain of nothing, ever work hie courage up to the sticking-point to five hundred times seventy, or thirty-five thousand
and put it onto an almighty great table, ar:d rolled wrestle with such a God 7 No wonder he came out years.
JoaN PEaK.
it out thin with an almighty great rolling-pin, 8B 8 of the conteat with a broken thigh .. Then, think of
(To BE coNTINUED.)
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A Conversation.
Oleric : Hav you made your pe!lce with God, my
brother?
Skeptic: I don't know that I ever had a quarrel
with him.
Oleric: But you must know that by nature you
are a child of the devil, and at enmity with God.
Skeptic: I don't know anything of the kind. I
am a child of nature-the result of an infinit series
of causes. If I am at enmity with God it is no fault
of mine. I don't wish to offend him or anybody else.
Oleric: I am afraid you don't realize your true
position. The holy scriptures distinctly tell us that
the heart of man is above all things desperately
wicked.
Skeptic: I hav read many worse things than that
in the " holy scriptures," but I believe they are false.
Some men are wicked, but millions are good, honest,
&J\d true. The mej ority of men do not sin willfully.
Ignorance is the mother of crime. The schoolmaster is abroad and I bav hopes that under a more
scientific training future generations wi11 hav
''sweeter manners and purer laws."
Cleric: Yea, but what good is education without
the love of J csus Ghrist shed abroad in the heart ?
Skeptic: I don't know what the love of Jesus
Christ is. Love is a sentiment born of intimate association. It is a union of lives;
·
Oleric: Just so ; you express exactly the terms
upon which men should liv with Christ.
Skeptic: Some men say they can. As for me
Christ is merely a historical question. It interests
me just 88 Buddha, Osiris, Moses, or any other im·
aginary character dofs. I can respect a man for his
life's work or revere his memory, but I cannot love
him unless I knew him.
Oleric: But can't we love a man for what he has
done for us! Can't we love Christ for laying down
his own life for us'
Skeptic: Such a man certainly would deserve our
love, but DO man would do it unless he had been
"intimately associated" with us. Christ could not
hav died for me even though he died for all who had
lived and who were living at the time of his death.
He is said to hav died about nineteen hundred years
ago. I had done no sin unless I had sinned before
I was born. He died too soon for me. If I am to
be any gainer by such a sad event it must be performed again. I don't want such tragedies, but if
they are to be effe3tual they should be acted every
genf:lration say of thirty years.
Oleric: Oh, my friend; time does not count with
God. He is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever.
Skeptic : I don't know how God reckons time.
Men measure it. Nobody can suffer on account of
what may happen one hundred years hence.
Cleric: But don't you see that the laws of God
hs.v been violated by our first parents, and that God,
as the moral governor of the universe, must hav his
ju~tice satisfied~ He can pardon, but only when the
objecb of his mercy has complied with the conditions.
SkepLic: I only know a very little of the laws of
nat.ure ; perhaps they are the same as the laws oi
God. These laws are often violated. Suffering in
soma form inevitably follows. There is no forgivness. Fire burns, water drowns, nature makes no
allowance for igno1·ance. Ignorance ia s capital
offense. Every act is followed by consequences. If
our "fust parents" sinned, they suffered. As to a
moral governor I know nothing. Morality is a social
queslion and is independent of all governors or governments. It grows. If God is just I don't sEe
why anybody should undtrlake to do his business.
I am inclined to the opinion that it is just because
you doubt his justice that you are so solicitous for
me to l'ffEOt a compromise with him.
Cleric: Not at all. There is rio compromising
with God. He offers a full pardon on certain conditions.
Skeptic: Yes; but suppose I don't want the pardon, and suppose I object to the conditions? If
God likes to make an agreement with Christ on a
mattAr in which I am closely interested, must I fall
in with the arrangement without being consultfi"d?
Cleric: Surely you don't doubt the wisdom of
God T The plan of salvat.ion is so simple that a
child can· understand it.
.
.
Skeptic: Then why do you build your colleges,
and elect your professors to teach the " truth" and to
:make "manifest the things of God?" You mean
iPerhaps that anybody can talk about this plan of
,salvation. Now, after all this, what is the "plan of
:salvation T"
.Cleric : The redemption of men, from the condemllation of God, by the blood of Christ, shed on Calwary.
Skeptic: You mean that the murder of Christ
nineteen hundred years ago was a plan of God for
saving mankind from hell?
Cleric : I could not call it murder. "It pleased
the Lord to bruise him."
Skeptic : But if you or I h11d done it, should we
not hav been murderers~
,
·
Oleric: Undoubtedly; but,'' My ways are not your

ways, saith the Lord." We cannot see through the
ways of ~he Lord. You seem to forget that if all
these thmgs were reducible to demonstration and·
proof there would be no room for the exercise of
faith. ~y faith ye are saved, says the apostle Paul.
. Skept1c: You mean to say that unless this theory
IS accepted in faith by mankind, it is of no avail.
Oleric : I do. God offers it to you. If you don't
accept t~en the consequences be on 'your own head.
Skept1c: I see. Christ EJatisfied the justice, paid
the price of my ransom, canceled the debt which he
thought I owed God, and yet God wants something
more from me, and if I refuse Christ died in vain.
Cleric: Yes.
Skeptic : So then we hav reduced the iJhristian
religion to a scheme which occupied the divine mind
for eternity, and which can be made abortiv by man's
rejection of it. What a scheme l HENRY RoWLEY.
.Brooklyn, N. Y.
Russia : An Ode,
[The following Poem was the cause of an interpellation of the
under-aecrebry of state for foreign affairs in the English House
of_Oommons, One of the members wished to be informed whether
th1s poMem m1~ht not lead to unpleasa.nt oomplica.tiona with Russia,
and 1f r. Swmburne should not be restrained from such utterances, Toe nnde!7·Seoretary replied that he did not think Great
Br1t~1.n an d Russia together oould restrain Mr. Swinburne's out·
pourmgs.1
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Items of Foreign Freethonght News.
In Fritankaren of August let we noted with pleaeure an article by Miss Susan H. Wixon," A Few Words
Regar<ling the Status of Woman in ChrisMan Countries." The article is translated by Oaptttin Thomson, and we feel confident that ita perusal will open
the eyes of some Swedish women who are now the
blind supporters of that curse of woman, the Christian church. An article from another well-known
Liberal lady, Mrs. Matilda Joslyn. Gage, president of
the Woman's National Liberal Union, is announced
to appear in the next number.
The board of administration of the French Freethought Federation has petitioned the mayor of Paris
to enforce the decision of April 7, 1886, whereby ten
pupils are to be kept at the Pensionate-.Antaclerical1
founded by Mme. Tesaier. If the m~~oyor-what we
do not doubt-complies with the wish of our brethren, a public :::ecognition of Freethinkers' capability
to teach children to become useful and moral members of society will be given and Mme. Tessier's Anticlerical School be placed a pm·i with the public
school of France.-.Bulletin Mensuelle.

In Austria no actual religious prosecution has taken
place
lately. In spite of the combined efforts of
Out of hell a word comes hissing, dark as doom
church and state the number of Liberals is steadily
Fierce as· fire, and. foul 8S plague-polluted gloom';
increasing, and they number now, under the leaderOut of hell wherem the sinless damned endure
More than ever sin conceived of pains impure·
ship of Edward Schwella, about six thousand memMore than ever ground men's livmg souls to dust·
bers of good standing. In Austria, as here in the
~orse than madness ever dreamed of murderous lust.
Smce the world's wail first went up from lands and seas United States, the school question is causing co:asidEars hav heard not, tongues hav told not things like these. erable disturbance. According to IJer Lichtfreund,
Dante, led by love's and hate's accordant spell
the pious governmant·enacted that every child should
Down the deepest and the loathliest ways of hell,
receive religious instruction, and that this instruction
Where beyond the brook of blood the rain was fire,
Where t.he scalps were .masked with dung more deep than should be of the legal kind, and this in spite of the
law of April 18, 1890, which declares that s child is
mrre,
not in duty bound to attend religious studies against
Saw not, where the filth was foulest, and the night
Darkes~, depths whose fiends could match the Muscovite. the wishes of its parents if the latter are members
Set beside this truth, his deadliest vision seems
of the Free Religious Society.
Pale and pure and painless as a virgin's dreams.
Maidens dead beneath the clasping lash, and wives
Rent with deadlier pangs than death-for shame survives,
Naked, mad, starved, scourged, spurned, frozen, fallen,
dPflowered,
.
Souls and bodies as by fangs of bea~ts devoured,
Sounds that hell would hear not, sighs no thoughts could
shape,
L~mbs that ~eel a~ flame the ravenous grasp of rape,
Filth of ragmg cnme and shame that crime enjoys,
Age made one with youth in torture, ~iris with boys,
These, and worse, if aught be worse than these things are,
Prove thee regent, Russia-praise thy mercy, czar.

The blasphemy case· against Dr. Specht, Frau
Wilhelmi, and Dr. Voelkel was opened on the 19th of
August last, on which day several witnesses were ex·
amined. These religious proaecution11 in Germany
are get~ing so common that one would imagin they
are devised to wake up the citizens to make a stand
for their constitutional rights. To suppress unbelief
is impossible nowadays ; even in the theological desert a powerful voice bas been beard. 'D. Adolf
Harnack, one of the most prominent theologians of
Sons of man, men born of women, may we dare
Germany, declares that if the Lutheran church is not
Say they sin who dare be slain and dare not spare?
to fall in ruins altogether, she '' mus.t change her conThey who take their lives in hand and smile on death,
fession, her style of sermons, and her teachings, not
Holding life as less than sleep's most fitful breath
according to the wishes of the day, but according to
So their life perchance or death may serve and speed
Faith and hope, that die if dream become not deed?
indisputable knowledge we hav g~ined." In short, as
Naught is death and naught is life and naught is fate
Dr. Voelkel comments, ''Overboard with the old beSave for souls that love has clothed with fire of hate.
These behold them, weigh them, prove them, find them lief since no one believes in it."
naught,
Save by light of hope and fire of burning thought.
What though sun ba less than storm where these aspire,
Dawn than lightning, song than thunder, light than fire?
Help is none in heaven 1 hope sees no gentler star:
Earth is hell, and hell bows down before the czar.
All its monstrous, murderous, lecherous births acclaim
Rim whose empire live to match its fiery flame.
Nay, perchance at sight or sense of deeds here done,
Here where men may lift up eyes to greet the sun,
Hell recoils heart-stricken; horror worse than hell
Darkens earth and sickens heaven; life knows the spell,
Shudders, quails, and sinks-or, filled with fierier breath,
Rises red in arms devised of darkling death.
Pity mad with passion, anguish mad with shame,
Call aloud on justice by her darker naine;
Love grows hate for love's sake; life takes death for
guide.
Night hath none but one red star-tyrannicide.

La Verite informs us that the Freethought Society of Rheims, Fran~e, celebrated on July 6th "La
Fe'e Laique de la Jeunesse" (the Festival for the
Youths of the L!ity). At the festival, which was a
great success, there were present., besides several members from Freethought societies of neighboring cities,
members of the municipality of Rheims. We call at.
tention to this incident, common in France, to point
out that such children's festivals are held by Freethinkers ·in several European countries, including
Germany and Sweden. Why cannot .we Americans
follow the example set by our for~gn brethren ~
-The value of such festivals cannot be overestimated.
Children !lre children, no matter whether thair parents
are Freethinkers or Christians; they all enjoy a day's
amusement. Let every F.reethought society organize
God or n:sn, be swift; hope sickens with delay:
a science Sunday·school, and hav picnics, and when
Smite, and send him howling down his father's way l
the climate forbids such let concerts take their place.
Fall, 0 fire of heaven, and smite as fire from hell
Halls wherein men's torturers, crowned and cowering, A good many children now frequenting the Sundaydwell!
schools of superstition woald seek ours, and especially
These that crouch and shrink and shudder, girt with
if
each scholar attending could receive, on appropriate
powerThese that reign, and dare not trust one trembling hour- occasion, a small gift.
These omnipotent, whom terror curbg and drivesThese whose life reflects in fear their victims' livesThese whose breath sheds poison worse than plague's
thick breathThese whose reign is ruin, these whose word is death,
These whose will turns heaven to hell, and day to night,
These, if God's hand smite not, how shall man's not
smite?
So from hearts by horror withered as by fire
Surge the strains of unappeasable desire;
Sounds that bid the darkness lighten, lit for death;
Bid the lips whose breath was doom yield up their breath ;
Down the way of czars, awhile in vain deferred,
Bid the Second Alexander light the Third.
How for shame shall men rebuke them ? how may we
Blame, whose fathers died, and slew, to leave us free?
We, though all the world cry out upon them, know,
Were our strife as theirs, we could not strike but so;
Could not cower, and could not kiss the hands that smite;
Could not meet them armed in sunlit morning's light.
Dark as fear and red as hate thongh morning rise,
Life it is that conquers; death it is that dies.
A. 0. Swinburne.

TRUTH is free to all men, and every searcher for i.t
may te1l what he thinks he has found. If he Is
proved to be wrong, the discussion excited will help
to establish. the right, and his failure will be a
stepping-stone in the path of progtess.~.Adams.

It is now seven years since the clerical reaction in
Belgium set in, and what are the results ? Since Sept.
20, 1884 when the clerical school laws were enacted,
the wag~s of 3,336 teachers hav b~en considerably r~
duced and 880 teachers hav been mformed that the·r
service was not needed; 887 primary sohools, 1. 078
higher schools, and 228 kindergarten schools hav
been closed whereby 44,028 children and adults were
bereft of a ~bance to be educated. According to the
Vossischen Zeitung the teachers of Stambruges, in
Hennegau, hav inaugurated a strike because they
hav for nine months received no pay at all. But
while education suffers, ignl)rance and idle?ess :flo~r
ish. In 1846 Belgium had 137 monk clmsters w1th
2 951 inmates sud 642 nunneries wHh 9. 918 nuns;
n'ow (census 1S80) she has 200 .mon~ cloisters with
3 600 inmates and 1473 nunner1eB w1th 17,996 nuns.
Hence we see' the n~mber of cloisters has more than
doubled. In 1866 the aggregate number of cloisters
and inmates was 1191 cloisters and 3.400 lazy drones.
Such are the results of clerical government in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Ap.d yet peop!e
will not see the baneful influence of the union of
church and state. Wake up!
GusTAVE NELSoN.
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Congress as Freethinkers, Spiritualists, Unitarians,
Universalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, progressiv
J ewe, and liberal Christians, and, laying aside our
peculiar views on religious questions, unite as American citizens on the one broad platform of no union
of church and state, and the complete administration
of our secular government on purely secular prin•
ciples.
The National Reform Association, having fo:r its
object the estsblishment of Christianity as the relig·
ion of the state by constitutional enactment ' the
American Sabbath Union, working for the enforcement, by legislation, of the Jewish and puritanic
SabbatJ::l, on our free citizens; the Women's Christian Tsmperance Union, indorsing the platform and
policy of b~th these organizations ; the churches,
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through
t~eir ecclesiastical bodies upon . the complete exemp·
hon of church _pr~perty from JUSt taxation, as well
as the appropriatlOn of public money for religious
schools. and other sectarian institutions · all these
and many others which might be mentioZ:ed are im'
periling our constitutional liberties. Ev~ry true
Liberal and patriot, whether man or woman, should
feel called upon to aid in organizing an e:ffectiv op
position to these nefarious schemes.
Due notice will be given of the selection of eminent speakers from all portions of the United St.-tee
and Canada, and a free platform will be given to all
person~ w~o may hav !' word to say for pure sta~e
secul~rlzat1on. A:ll, w1thout exception, are welcome
to th1s Congress m the wide-awake little city in the
valley of the beautiful Ohio.
R. B. W ESTBRoox, Pret!ident.
Attest : InA C. CBADDOOK, Secretary.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1890.

Tolstoi and "The Kreutzer Sonata."*

Count Tolstci: is a man of genius. He is ac·
Total. ................................................ $99 09
quainted with Russian life from the highest to the
, .. -F. c. MENDE,
Treasurer Amencan Secular Union (per I. C. C.).
lowest-that is to say, from the worst to the best.
He knows the vices of the rich and the virtues of
the poor. He is a Christian, a real believer in the
Fourteenth Annual Congress.
Old and New Testaments, an ·honest follower of the
The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the American peasant of Palestine. He denounces luxury and
Secular Union has been appointed by the board of e~se, art .an~ music ; he regards a flower with suspi~ectors to meet at Portsmouth, 0., on Friday even~
Cl~n, behevmg that beneath every blossom lies a
mg, October 31, 1890, and to continue its sessions c01led serpent. He agrees with Lazarus and deon the Saturday and Sunday following.
nounces Dives and the tax-gatherers. He is opposed
The meetings will be held in the. Grand Opera not only to doctors of divinity, but of mediein.
'
House, corner of Sixth and Court streets and the
From the Mount of Olives he surveys the world.
orchestra. of the establis.hme~t has been ·en~aged forHe is ~ot •. Christian like the pope in tne Vatican,
the occas1on. Due not10e w1ll be given of the pro- or a cardmalm a palace, or a bishop with revenues
posed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel and r~tainers, or a n;aillionai7te who hires preachers
fares.
to pomt out the w1ckedness of the· poor or the
Portsmouth is situated on the Ohio river one director of a museum who closes the doors on
h~dred miles east of Cincinnati, and one hu~dred Sunday. He is a Christian something like Christ.
miles south of Columbus, and has extensiv and conTo hi~ this life is but a breathing-spell between
ve~ient railway co~nections with the whole country.
the verd1ct and the execution; the sciences are simIt lB a port of fore1gn entry, and is distinguished for P!Y sowers of the seeds of pride, of arrogance and
its numer?uB and magnificent manufactories. It has v1ce. Shocked by the cruelties and unspeakable
a populat1on exceeding fifteen thousand has twenty horrors of war, he became a non-re£1istant and averred
churches, the Ohio Milibry Academy, an'd 8 splendid that he would not defend his own body or that of
system of graded schools. The Ohio valley fair is his daughter from insult and outrage. In this he
held there ann?ally; and several English and Ger- followed the command of his master : "Resist not
~an papers, dally and weekly, are published in the
evil." He passed not simply from war to peace, but
m~
.
from one extreme to the other, and advocated a doc~he members and friends of the American Secular
U mon are sure of a hearty welcome not only from trio that would leave the basest of mankind. the
rulers of the worl~. This was and is the error of a
o?~ enterprising local auxiliary, but' also from the great
and tender soul.
CltJzens at lat;ge.
He did not accept all the teachiDilB of Christ at
The object. of the American Secular Union, aa is on~e: His progress has been, judging from his
well known, 1s to secure the total separation of
wr1tm~s~ somewhat gradual; but by accepting one
church !'nd s~ate in. f~ct and in form, to the end that propoe1t1on he prepared himself for the acceptance of
equal r1ghts m rehg~on, genuin morality in politics
sud freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established' another. He is not only a Christian, but has the
of his convictions, and goes without hesitaprote~ted, and perpetuated. While we unite o~ courroge
tion
to
the
logical conclusion. . . .
what lB. commonly known as the Nine Demands of
Count Tolstc'i, following parts of the New TestaSecular1sm1 we propose to emphasize the following
ment, regards love as esBentially impure. He seems
at the commg Congress :
1. The ~quitable taxation of church property in really to think that there iS' a love superior to human
love ; that the love of man for woman of woman for
common w1th other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction man, is, after all, a kind of glittering degradation ·
and ~orship in t~e public schools, and especially the that it is better to love God than woman · bette~
to. love the invisible phantoms of the skies than .the
readmg of any B1ble.
_
3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing chddren upon our knees-in other words, that it is
the observance of SQ.nday as a religious institution far better to love a heaven somewhere else than to
~ather than an economic one, justified by physiolog- make one here. He seems to think that women
~dorn . themselvs simply for the purpose of getting
Ulal and other secular ;t:easons.
4. The cessati~n of all appropriations of the public m theu· power the innocent and unsuspecting men.
funds .for educat1onal and charitable institutions of 8 H~ forgets that the best and purest of human
be.mgs are controled, for the most part uncon
sectar1an character.
The Ameri~an S~cular Unio.n is strictly unsectarian BC1ously, by the hidden, subtil tendencies of nature.
a~d non-part1san m both rehgion and politics, but ~e s,~ems to forget the great fact of "natural selecw1~l use any and all honora~le means to secure its tlon, and that the choice of one in preference to
obJects a11 above stated. It lB not either publicly or all othe~s i~ .the result of forces beyond the control
privately committed to the advancement of any syB- of ~he .IDdmdual. To him there seems to be no
tem of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily wel- pur1ty m love, because men are influenced by forms
comes all persons, of whatever faith to its member- by the beau~y of won:'-en; and women, knowing thi~
l'lhip, on the basis of "no union of church and state" fact, accordm~ to h1m, · act, end consequently both
The word " secular " is here used in the broade~t ~re equall! gmlty. He endeavors to show that love
sense! ~s applied. to the state, and not to any system lB I ~elUBlOD ; that at oest it can last but 8 few days •
that 1t must of necessity be succeeded by indiffer~
of relig1on or ph1losophy.
.To dis01~ss these questions in an orderly and ence, then by disgust, lastly by hatred ; that in
fnendly manner, and to devise ways and means to
"'Extracts from nn article in the Nortlt American Review of
promote these objects, let us come together at this
September ; price 50 cents ; for sale at this office.

every garden of Eden is a serpent of j aalousy and
that the brightest days end with the yawn of e~nui.
Of course he is driven to the conclusion that life
in this world is without value, that the race can be
perpetuated only by vice, and that ·the practice of
the highest virtue would leave the world without the
form of man. Strange as it may sound to' some
this is the same conclusion reached by his divin~
master : " They did eat, they drank, they married
they were given in marriage, until the day that No~
entered the ark and the flood came and destroyed
them all." "Everyone that hath forsaken houses or
brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife' or
children, or lands, for my name's sake, shall rec~ive
an hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life."
According.to. Christianity as it really .is and really
was, the Chrtstum should hav no home m this world
-at lea.st none. until the earth has been purified by
fire. H1s a:ffact10ns should be given to God · not to
~ife and children,, not to f!iends or count~y. . He
lB here but for. a t!me. on s .Journey, waiting for the
~ummons. Thu! hf~ lB a km~ of dock running out
mto the sea of etermty, on wh1cb he waits for transportation. .Nothing here is of any importance · the
joy.s of life are frivolous and corrupting, and by
!osmg these few gleams of happiness in this world
be will bask forever in the unclouded rays of infinit
joy. Why should a man risk an eternity of perfect
happiness for the sake of enjoying himself a few
days with his wife and children ? Why should he
become an eternal outcast for the sake of having 8
home and fireside here ?
The "fathers" of the church h&d the same opinion of marriage. They agreed with St. Paul and
Tolstcr agrees with them. They had the same' contempt fm· wives and mothers, and uttered the same
blasphemies against that divine passion that has
filled the world with art and song. . . .
:-...Count Tolstc'i, in " The Kreutzer Sonata" has
drawn, with a free hand, one of the vilest and basest
of men for his hero. He is suspicious, jealous cruel
infamoua. The wife is infinitly too good for ~uch ~
wild unreasoning beast, and yet the writer of this
insan'il story seems to just.ify the a~sassin. If this is
a true picture o! wedded life in Russia, no wonder
that Count Tolstci: looks forward with pleasure to
the extinction of the human race.
0! all the passions that can take possession of the
heart or brain jealousy is th_e worst. For many generations the chemists sought for the secret by which
all metals could be changed to gold and through
which the basest could become the b~st. Jealousy
seeks exactly the opposit. It endeavors to transmute the very gold of love into the dross of shame
and crime.
·
The story of "The Kreutzer Sonata" seems to
hav bee~ written for the purpose of showing that
woman 1s at fault; that she .has no right to be
attractiv, no right to be beautiful · and that she is
morally responsible for the contou'r of her throat
f?r the pose of her body,. for the symmetry of he;
hmbs, for the red of her bps, and for the dimples in
her cheeks.
The opposit of this doctrin is nearer true. It
would be far better to hold people :responsible for
their ugliness than for their beauty. It may be true
that the soul, the mind, in some wondrous way
~as~i~ns th.e body, ~nd that to that extent every
md~Vldual lB reapons1ble for his lcoks. It may be
t~at the ma~ or wom~~ thinking high thoughts will
g1v, necessarlly, a nob1hty to expression and a beauty
to outline.
It is not true that the sins of man can be laid
justly at the feet of woman. Women are better than
men ; they hav greater responsibilities ; they bear
even the burdens of joy. This is the real reason
why their faults are considered greater.
Men and women desire each other and this desire
is a condition of civilization, progress and happiness
and of everything of real value. B~t there is thi~
profound difftJrence in the sexes: in man this desire
lB the foundation of love, while in woman love is the
foundation of this desire.
Tolstor seems to be a stranger to the heart of
woman. . . .
The author of "The Kreutzer Sonata" is unconciously the enemy of mankind. He is filled with
what migh.t . be called a me.roiless pity, a sympathy
almost mah01ous. Had he hved a few centuJ."ies ago
he might ha': founded a religion ; but the most h~
can now do lB, perhaps, to create the necessity for
another asylum. . . .
And yet there are many writers busy pointing out
t e loa~haomeness of love and their own virtuep.
Only a httle while ago an article appeared in one of
the magazines in which all women who did not dress
according to the provincial prudery of the writer
were denounced as impure. Millions of refined and
v~rtuou~ wives a~d mothers were described as drippmg w1th pollut1on becauBe they enjoyed dancing
and were so .well formed that they were not obliged
to ~over th~ll arms and throats to avoid the pity of
the1r asso01ates. And yet the article itself is far
more indelicate than any dance or any dress, or even
lack of dress. What a curious opinion dried apples
hav of fruit upon the tree ! . . •
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But the worst thing in " The Kreutzer Sonata" is
the declaration that a husband can by force compel
the wife to love and obey him. Love is not the child
of fear ; it is not the result of force. No one can love
on compulsion. Even Jehovah found that it was impossible to compel the Jews to love him. He issued his
command to that effect, coupled with threats of pain
and death, but his chosen people failed to respond.
Love is the perfume of the heart; it is not subject
to the will of husbands, or kings, or God.
Count Tolsto'i would establish slavery in every
house; he would make every husband a tyrant and
every wife a trembling serf. No wonder that he regards such marriage as a failure. He is in exact harmony with the curse of Jehovah when he said unto
woman: "I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy
conception ; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children, and thy desire shall be unto thy husband, and
he shall rule over thee."
This is the destruction of the family, the pollution
of home, the crucifixion of love.
Those who are truly married are neither masters
nor servants. The idea of obedience is lost in the
desire for the happiness of each. Love is not a convict, to be detained with bolts and chains. Love is
the highest expression of liberty. Love neither commands nor obeys.
The curious thing is that the orthodox world insists that all men and women should obey tbe injunctions of Christ ; that they should take him as the
supreme example, and in all things follow his teachings. This is preached from counties!! pulpits and
has been for many centuries. And yet the man whc
does follow the savior, who insists that he will not
resist evil, who sails what he has and give to the poor,
who deserts his wife and children for the love of God,
is regarded as insane.
Tols.to11 on most subjects, appears to be in accord
with the founder of Christianity, with the apostles,
with the writers of the New Testament, and with the
fathers of the church; and yet a Christian teacher
of a Sabbath-school decides, in the capacity of
postmaster-general, that "The Kreutzer Sonata" is
unfit to be carried in the mails.
Although I disagree with nearly every sentence in
this book, regard the story as brutal and absurd, the
view of life presented as cruel, vile, and false, yet I
recognize the right of Count Tolsto'i to express his
opinions on all subje~ts, and the right of the men
and women of America to read for themselvs. . .
By comparing long periods of time, we see that,
on the whole, the race is advancing; that the world
is growing steadily, and surely, better; that each
generation enjoys more and suffers less than its predecessor. We find that our institutions hav the
faults of individuals. Nations must be composed of
men and women ; and as they hav their faults,
nations cannot be perfect. The institution of marriage is a failure to the extent, and only to the extent,
that the human race is a failure. Undoubtedly it is
the best and most important institution that has been
established by the oivilized world. If there is
unhappiness in that relation, if there is tyranny upon
one side and misery upon the other, it is not the
fault of marriage. Take homes from the world and
only wild beasts are left.
We cannot cure the evils of our day and time by a
return to savagery. :It is not necessary to become
ignorant to increase our happiness. The highway
of civilization leads to the light. The time will come
when the human race will be truly enlightened, when
labor will receive its due reward, when the last insti. tution begotten of ignorance and savagery will dis.appear. The time will come when the whole world
will say that the love of man for woman, of woman
for man, of mother for child, is the highest, the noblest, the purest, of which the heart is capable.
Love, human love, love of men and women, love of
mothers, fathers, and babes, is the perpetual and
beneficent force. Not the love of phantoms, the love
that builds cathedrals and dungeons, that trembles
and prays, that kneels and curses; but the real love,
the love that felled the forests, navigated the seas,
subdued the earth, explored continents, built countless homes, and founded nations-the love that
kindled the creativ flame and wrought the miracles
of art, that gave us all there is of music, from the
cradle song that givs to infancy its smiling sleep to
the great symphony that bears the soul away with
wings of fire-the real love, mother of every virtue
and of every joy.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.

:Moses Harman Temporarily Released.
From Luoif6l".

On Saturday, August 30th, just seventeen weeks
from the date of my incarceration in the Kansas
state prison, I was released-discharged on the
order of Judge Caldwell, of the United States circuit
court. After many delays, caused in part by absence
ot the judge and district attorney, David Overmyer
succeeded in getting an order for a new trial, on a
"writ of error," I think it is technically called. The
hearing of the case will take place at Topeka in
November next. Before the order for discharge
could take effect, a $2,500 " appearl\nce ".,bond had
to be filed in the clerk's office at Topeka, and also
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another bond of like amount binding the prisoner to -advisers will consider it expedient to postpone furprosecute said appeal " to effect," that is, to a ter- ther consideration of the policy of pardon until the
mination.
regular court proceedings shall hav been concluded.
It is now a good time to recall the fact that one
The order for my release was brought to the
prison by my son George Harman, at about 10.30 A M great reason why our opportunities for a fair hearing
The officer who brought the word to the kitchen of this case were utterly lost in the first trial was befound me broom in hand, cleaning up the litter made cause Mr. Harman was so short of ready means as
by the process of peeling and coring a barrel of to feel under the necessity of economizing when it
apples for dinner. That the command to pack my was very unsafe so to do. We do not mean to ig" traps" and follow the messenger was obeyed with nore other reasons, nor in the light of the past could
alacrity, will easily be imagined. Before 12 M. the we put forth the notion that it might hav been pesprison stripes were doffed and citizen's dress donned, sible t~ hav had a fair trial before Judge Foster with
and all necessary arrangements made to depart on any amount of financial support that it would hav
the homeward journey. But when ·about to say been possible to supply to Mr. Harman, but Judge
good-bye to the officers, Deputy Warden Higgins Caldwell is credited with possessing a judicial spirit,
said, "It is now nee.r 12 o'clock; your train will ·not and a respect for his court that will make impossible
be here till 5:50. You had better go. in to dinner, any such prostitution of it as occurred when Judge
and then make yourself comfortable till train time;'' Foster disgracefully insulted his victim while senAccepting with thanks the kind invitation, we en- tencing him to five years' imprisonment. With
joyed a hearty dinner in tb.e officer's dining hall, Judge Caldwell on the bench and Mr. Overmyer at·
then took a stroll among the flower beds and tending to Mr. Harman's and other intereats we may
ornamental shrubbery just outside the walls, then take new hope and work with fresh courage for the
spent the remainder of the waiting hours in the cause of liberty and justice.
warden's office, writing letters.
By means of personal solicitation, both directly
The ride homeward wms enjoyed with a zest that and by correspondence, a good many liberal contribucan better bs imagined than described. There had tiona to the Harman defense fund hav been obtained:
been a fine rain in the morning, the air was fresh $24:1.15 has been sent in by forty-one persons in
and delicious, all nature wore a joyous smile, as amounts from fifty cents to $25 each. Twenty-five
though sorrow and suffering were things unknown. dollars of this total has been used in paying the exFor the first time in four months I saw the sui:J. set penses of Mr. Pomeroy's trip to Washington (his
and moon rise, saw the green fields, the groves, and time and services being .his own generous contributhe running brooks.
tion). The plan of sanding out personal letters or
Arriving at Valley Falls e. little after dark, we direct appeals has served to obtain most of the
found the plafform of the station crowded with peo- above fund, but the method is expensiv and involves
pie, from many of "whom the ex-convict received a much labor. So we hope each reader of this will
hearty shake of the hand and words of earnest and consider himself individually invited to help in builddoubtless honest welcom"'. I should be glad to ing up the fund to at least $500 before the Novemrecord the names of all who met me at the station her trial, so that it may not only be possible to make
with fraternal and neighborly greeting, but owing to a complete and thorough defense, but also to hav it
lack of space and owing to the fact that in the dark- duly reported in shape to be of service hereafter for
ness it was impossible to recognize and remember all the protection of Mr. Harman if the case should hav
whose names deserve mention in such a list, I shall to be carried to the Supreme Court, or for the adbe obliged to forego the pleasure it would giv me to vantage of other defendants if the coming trial
make personal mention of all and of any. Suffice it should happily terminate the case for our side.
for the present to say that from the bottom of my Many who hav already subscribed liberally wrote &t
heart I thank all who then and since then hav by the time expressing strongly the opinion that it is of
words and deeds expressed pleasure at my deliver- great importance to fight ·this case to a finish with
ance from prison walls.
MosEs HARMAN.
all the strength that we can bring to bear for the liberty of the press ancl mail11, to determin by a fair and
Looking Backward and Forward in the Har- square test, if possible, whether the constitutional
man Case.
guarantees are really of any utility and force, whether
In Lucifer, dated August 29th, though in ftJ.ct they are facts to bank on or mere Fourth of July
printed several days later, appears an editorial by buncombe. If we hav any such rights as we hav
Mr. Moses Harman, headed, " Home Again," and an- been counting on, we must dare maintain them, and
nouncing to his friends that he was released from if we hav not, the sooner we know it from the highthe Kansas state prison on Saturday, August 30tb, est authority the better.
efter just seventeen weeks' incarceration there.
Now we hav to report $216.15 oil hand as so much
The misfortunes, mistakes, and outrages of the hard shot or reliable weapons for the coming fray ;
first trial are sufficiently fresh in the minds of readers are there enough friends of liberty to rally round
of the Liberal papers, but there are some things the flag and pile up the shot until it shall foot up
which it is now time to tell concerning the efforts of $500 and provide a substantial backing and support
Mr. Harman's friends to effect his release. Two for the actual warriors who hav our fight to make,
methods were put in operation, though they were our fate to settle? All speak at ·once, this time, if
apparently inconsistent, or at least seemed to bear you want to.
E. B. FooTE, Jn,
no relation one to the other. Petitions for pardon
Secretary National Defense Association.
120 Lexington avenue, New York.
were circulated and presented, while at the same
time Mr. Overmyer was moving the usual processes
The contributions to the fund so far, with names
of law to obtain a new trial.
we feel at liberty to print, are : Mr. Pentecost's
The mills of government grind slowly, especially Brooklyn ·society, $3.28; his New York society,
during the summer season when every official must · $8 83; Manhattan Liberal Olub, New York, $15 52;
hav his days or weeks of vacation, and to those who Mrs. J. Doane, $1 ; C. Wetzsl, $2 ; Mrs. E. J. Klopknew just what was being done it seemed a neck and fenstein, $1; J. S. Long. $1; Miss A. Leubusher,
neck race of the two plans with little choice between $1; S. Brewer, $1; E. D. Northrup, $2; Farmers'
them ; but the "writ of error" has. won, and we all Nationalist Club, Fullerton, Cal., $2; F. Schmidt,
rfjoice, as the object was not the success of any par- $5; C. P. Berylson,. $1; L. Schachtel, $6; A. B.
ticular method, but the accomplishment of the release Brown, fifty cents ; Mrs. J. Hendry, eighty-seven
of our man.
cents; J. L. Parshall, $5; P. H. Foster, $10; F.
Those who helped the petition plan will be inter- Koezly, $5; Mrs. J. Smarl, $3 ; S. Brewer, $1 ; A.
ested to know that Mr. M. M. Pomeroy obtained an Van D, $25; R. B. Westbrook, $10; L. G, $10; N.
interview with President Harrison and Attorney- F. G., $5 ; W. L. Willis, $5; J. A. Smith, $2; Wm.
General Millf)r in behalf of Mr. Harman on July 29 ~h; Smith, $10; Almond 0 wen, $5; 0. T. Dreiss a.o.d
that he then presented verbal and written arguments R. Butterfield, $10; P. Cowen, $1; W. H. Pepper,
and "brief" showing cause why Mr. Harman- had $10; J. D. Powers, $10; A. F. Neunert, $1 50;
been improperly convicted and imprisoned, together Mrs. E. Lynn, sixty-five cents; B. F. Hyland, $5;
with a petition "of the vicinage" numbering nearly A&l"On Davis, $51 and other friends, $5, $5, $15, and
three hundred names of the business men of Valley $25. About one hundred petitions hav come to
Falls ($bout five-sixths of
t cla ·and that on me from twenty-eight states and territories of the
August
, a roll o over seven thousand name Union, the largest of them being, one of 4:62 names
~o.Jmndred~was forwar e
o as mg- from Wilber, Neb.; one of 275 names of New York
ton and its receipt acK:nowledged by the department. city· 264: f.rom Vineland, N.J.; 24:2 from Marshfield,
Many petit.ions hav been sent direct, and rumor says Ore~ 216 from. Alliance, 0.; 200 from Philadelphia,
there bav been enough to occasion remark in the Pa.; '163 from·San Francisco, Cal.; 181 from Wichi~a
White House that Mr. Harman had a good many Falls, Tex.; 150 from Courtlandt, 0; 120 from Chffriends in a great many places. Quite a number of ton, K!ln.; 113 from Orange C!ty, ~a.; 11_0 from
pet1t1ons hav come to hand Since the large roll was Kansas City, Mo. :Mr. Pentecosts friends m New
sent in, so that one who is in a position to know has York and Brooklyn obtained about 1500 names on
not t.he slightest doubt that over ten thousand names several petitions.
E. B. F., Jn.
hav been signed to Harman petitions. I was about
W. s. BBLT. has just concluiled a course of s~x lect_ures at
to make up another roll when the news came of Mr.
Prineville, Ore. A Secular Union was orgamzed Wlth the
Harman's release by due process of law, and it there- following-named
gentlemen as officers : Koox Huston, presfore hardly seems to be " timely '' now to send in ident; A. C. Palmer,
secretary; and C. Rogers, treasurer.
more petitions. We may conclude either that the
W. F. JAMIESON and Elder L. T. Nichols will ~old an
two methods hav wm·ked together for good, that the eight nights' debate, commencing September 25th, m Kasdepartment of justice in Washington has favored and son, Minn., on the moral and immoral teachings of the
helped to make possible the new trial, or that now Bible. Mr. Jamieson may be addressed for lectures and
that there is to be a new trial the president and his debates at Kasson,.Minn., until further notice.
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~ommunieations.
Myth.
. Savage and semi-civilized peoples bav generally
used figurativ language to express their ideas. Th"t
a great portion of the legends and fables are but expressions of people concerning common, every-day
affairs, the ordinary events of life, has been fully
shown.
Not many years ago legends and traditions were
considered as entitled to as much credence as were
the most authentic records of history, but recent investigations of the learned hav nearly demolished the
storehouse of myth. Persons and events that the
credulous of those times assigne:l either to tbe supernatural, or to certain epochs of a long past history,
are now relegated to the department of mythical folklore. A.n enmple in point is that of Wilhelm Tell.
For ages people believed that Tell was a Swiss hero
who helped free his nativ-land from the tyranny of
the bouse of Hapsburg. Now, it is a fact that this
identical legend is given in the folk-lores of the Danes,
Norwegians, Russians, Persians, Turks, and the nations of India, in each of which Tell with his followers are represented under different names as being
nativ heroes. The Swiss historian Von Wyss says
that Tell's name does not occur in the history of the
three cantons, and that no such governor as Gessler
ever served the house of Hapsburg. The story of
Cinderella, and of Beauty and the Beast, occur in
the folk-lores of no less than a half-dozen different
people, and in each· the legends are claimed as individuai and peculiar property. The truth is that ninetenths of the folk-lore, the systems of religion, and the
nursery tales that were told us during our childhood,
hav a common origin. They, with the {?rest epics of
the olden time, can be traced to the East-to the
Aryan nations, the Indo-European people.
The story of Tell is an old A.tyan sun-myth. Tell
is the solar hero whose arrows (rays) never miss their
mark. Cinderella, s European maiden, when traced
to her birthplace becomes an Aryan daughter of the
dawn. Many of the myt.hs hav been changed, clothed
in new dresses, but the old Aryan form remains.
The succinct facts of Aryan history are that thousands of years ago there dwelt in central Asia a number of ·barbarian tribes united by the same manners
and customs, speaking different dialects of a common
tongue-the offspring of one mother family. Six
hundred years B.c. these tribes migrated; one branch
settl~d Europe and are the principal ruling nations
there to-day, while from the other branch the
Medes, Persians, and Hindoos hav sprung.
Now, wherever these tribes settled they established
there the myths of the fatherland, and, as one tribe
knew the legends and traditions of all the others, it
is evident that the folk-lore would become the common property of all and be scattered throughout the
length and breadth of the then known world. It is
not strange then that Tell, and Arthur, and Cinderella are claimed as individual and peculiar property
by so many different nations. In many instances the
legends hav been clothed in different dresses, perhaps from the peculiar story· telling faculty of the
narrator, perhaps from local surroundings, those of
time or place, perhaps from motivs of policy. But
the story is the same; the dress may be different, but
the legend itself, though clothed in many garbs,
retains its original form.
The analogies that exist between the folk-lores of
different Aryan nations are common not only to
their social and philosophical legends but to their
religious traditions and creeds. The doctrine, the
moral teachings, the wonderful legends (for miracles
are only legends) that the religious devotee believes
to be the peculiar property of his own and only inspired religion may be found in many other systems
much older than his-systems over whose temples
there bangs equally as much of the smoke;, of inspiration-whose foundationa !lre upheld by equally ai
many winged, harping ghosts. If the most bigoted
Hebrew will read carefully the "Zend A.vesta " of
the Persians, he will be compelled to_ admit that the
resemblances existing between his own Semitic system and that of the A.ryan are many and remarkable.
If the most fanatical Christian will read carefully the
Buddhist system of religion he will be compelled to
admit that the analogies are so many and so striking
as to be accounted for in no way oth~>r than that one
or the other of the systems has borrowed by the
wholesale, and when he makes this acknowle(]gment
let him remember that Buddhism is much older than
Christianity. A.n examination of the reJigions that
hav passed away will show that the same likenesses
existed to a marked degree. The Egyptian or the
Grecian who thought that certain gods were peculiar
to his own nation was frequently surprised to find
that those deities, under different names but having
the same attributes, were worshiped by other
peoplee, his neighbors. Like Cinderella, who though
clothed in many dresses was Cinderella still.
Now, some people may not be aware of the fact that
the Jews never beard of Adam and Eve, the garden
of Eden and the fall of man, until they saw the Per-

sians. Such, however, is the case. The garden of
Eden myth the Jews heard for the first time from
the lips of the Persians. So this inspired story becomes an Aryan myth: Nor is this all. At 600
B c. the Jews were carried captiv to Babylon by the
Persians. Durin~ the seventy years of their l1aptivity their religion underwent many changes. For
instance, the ideas of the Persians concerning the
immortality of the soul were accepted by the .itews
and incorporated in the Hebrew faith. 'rhe Jews
had no' devil before their captivity by the Persians.
The Persian Ahriman and his legions of devils
became the Jewish Satan and his fiends. From
what I hav said above I hav hoped to convey the
idea that the religions of the pest, as well as those of
the present, are but parts of the folk-lores of dead
and living peoples-that they hav a common origin,
and belong as much to the region of myth as do Tell,
and King Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table.
An impartial examination of any religion will find
but little that is nGt common to other systems.
The newer religions hav borrowed from the older
ones. So that if any religion is ins-pired of God, it
must be the older faiths. Cinderella wore many
dresses, the dress of tlie age in which and of the people among whom she lived, but she was Cinderella
still. The Jews thought that they owned the only
and original devil, but they stole their devil from the
Persians; besides, the devil lived in the folk-lores of
other peoplee. He was called by different names,
that is all. In Hindoo myth, he was the dragon
Vistra ; with the Greeks he was Pluto ; in Persian,
A.hriman; in Hebrew, and Christian, Satan; but he
was the devil all the same, tboqgh he bore different
names.
Man, from the earliest ages to the present, has
ever striven to explain away the mysteries of his surroundings ; and the folk-lores, legends, mythologies,
systems of religion of the past, as well as the present,
ere but expressions of opinions concerning matters
in those times mysterious and incomprehensible.
The history of all ages will show beyond dispute
that in proportion as man has understood natural
phenomena, the laws of physical science, in such a
proportion has he ceased to account for bis surroundings through supernatural agencies. Had the laws
that govern the material universe been properly
understood in the past, it is sctr.rcely probable that
the teeming storehouse of myth would ever bav
been built, that the long line of gods with the Nazarene Jesus bringing up the rear would ever hav
been born. If the old nameless savage whose birthplace is said to hav been somewhere under the
Indian ocean had any ideas of a God or any system
of religion, he bas leU no evidenee to that effect. In
his primitiv state, when his narrow cranium contained
but little more sense than those of the brutes, his
curiosity, if he had any, was easily satisfied. But
there came a time, when he arrived at a certain stage
of his journey, at which curiosity demanded an explanation of surroundings. He found no explanation except that of supernatural agencies. Had any
other solution, any rational explanation, appeared to
his weak, credulous mind, be would just as readily
hav accepted H, and the gods would never hav been
·
W. H. BEEBE. •
born.
Big Springs, Tex., Aug. 17, 1890.

Was It M.nrderl
She was so young, and yet so beautiful. Her long
raven-black tresses, in which were still entwined
some sea-weed, served to bring out in bolder relief
her white, delicately chiseled features.
I thought I detected a smile on her lips; yes,
there it is, hardly formed yet, but still there.
She smiled, probably, as she took that fatal plunge,
happy in the ·thought that now she was leaving the
persecutions, the sneers and jeers, of her more for•unate sisters ; smiled, thinking that now she was
entering that dreamless sleep from which there is
no awakening ; joyous at the prospect of rest, rest
even in the clammy arms of Death.
There was nothing to indicate who she was or
from whence she came, only the words, "Unknown,
found drowned," but yet these words spoke volumes.
They spoke of a yearning to be better, a desire to
gain a higher plane; of disappointment, despair,
and then of the abrupt ending of a miserable life.
" Peace, peace," was the cry that seemed to come
from those stony lips, and, as that peace was denied
her in this world, she rudely tore aside the great
veil and sought it beyond.
I was turning away to leave the morgue, when I
saw an old lady, dressed in widow's garb, approach.
Her forehead was deeply furrowed, in her eyes was
reflected the broken heart, while her white lips quiYered with the emotion she strove in vain to bide.
As she tottered forward to the marble slab on
which lay the body of the girl she stopped suddenly,
looked again, when, clasping her hands in her agony,
she piteously cried, " 0 God, help me now !" then
fell forward upon the stone :floor unconscious.
In a little while she came round, and, after taking
another look at the corpse, she fully proved it to be
that of her daughter, Mary Hatton, who left her

home at S-- over a year ago, and had not since
been heard of.
The story of her daughter's fall was one of (Jhristian duplicity a"'.ld woman's weakness.
It seemed that Mary, who1 !l.t the ti!ne of bel'
suicide was only seventeen years old, was a teacher
in a S~nday-school, where she made the ~cquaint
ance of an elder in the church, who oft·hmes addressed the children on a Sabbath evening.
" He was reputed to be such a good, kind Christian gentleman," said the widow, "t~at I'd almost
believe an angel from heaven could sm bdore that
man would bring dishonor on me and mine." .
Unknown to the widow, Mary often met th1s man.
A.U through the summer were those clandestin
walks taken through the shaded woodlands so much
frequented by the village swains.
At last the good people of the town, envious, no
doubt1 t\t what they thought :Mary's good fortune,
began to gossip and hint at the " brazenness
certain hussies" they knew of and wondered "d t~e
good, pious elder could not see through the vlle
minx's tacties."
Then Mary began to grow restless, the color forsook her cheeks; her head, which she carried so
queenly, was now bowed, while the great black
circles around her eyes and trembling lip bespoke
her guilt, so the good gossips said. Yet never did
her mother suspect her; she, alone, knew not of her
seeming downfall, and, as usual, people wondered.
Had she no eyes! they asked. Yes, of course, but~
then they smiled at each other in a meanin~ manner,
lifted their noses high in the air as if se~king to
breathe a purer atmosphere, and proceeded, did thos~
honest Christian folks who prayed to God every
Sunday to deal to them as they dealt to their neighbor, to circulRte stotias, in strict confidence, you
knew, that would blatiktn the pure name of· Christ.
It wall only gossip; they meant nothing, they afterward. said,. but start a snowball from a mountaintop and era it reaches the plllin it may be a deathdealing avalanche. Things harmle!!a at the start may
prove disastrous in the end.
One dismal November· evening Mary went out
ostensibly to do some shopping, but never returned.
Her mother waited in that lonely cottage far into
ihe night for her child's return, but she came not.
Unable further to endure the suspense, the widow
went out into the dismal streets to look for her.
From house to bouse she went, asking tidings of her
daughter, while the rain came down in torrents,
drenching the anxious mother to the skin. But all
in vain.
Finally, when hope was almost dead, the news
came. The agent at the railway depot bad sold a
ticket to a gentleman wto hsd then handed it to
Mary as she boarded the New York train.
"Who was he? Well, be looked very much like
Elder C--." ·
To him the mother next went and asked for her
child. But this man of God denied everything and
wondered how she could advance such a charge.
Then to her desolate home she returned, where
upon her banded knees she cried to that God whom
she bad served so faithfully for the last half-century,
to giv her back her child; but God heard not. Not
until the gray dawn was stealing through the window did she retire,· but, oh! how aged she had
grown. Her hair was white, her cheeks were furrowed and drawn in. It was a night of agony to
her, a " watch in the garden," aa it were.
Selling all the little property she had, she traveled
to New York in order to find hsr child. Days and
nights she trod the streets, searching the gilded
halls of Yice as well as its lowest haunts, but without
avail.
A.t last, when about to giv up in despair, she read
this item in the paper and found her child in the
morgue.
I assisted to convey the body home, from whence,
next day, the heart-broken mother took it for burial
to the little town where lay the husband and father.
Not long afterward, in response to a telegram
sent me by a friend of Mrs. Hatton, I repaired to
the little town of S--, just in time to catch the
widow's latest word.
All funerals are sad, but this one was even more so
than the common. There were four friends and myself, no weeping relative, no priest or minister to
mumble the last few words of Ch!ristian sympathy
over the departed, nobody but the stolid old gravedigger, who looked on with a ca!m, unimpassioned
eye, and we five.
It was pitiful. A.nd yet it was the work of a man,
an elder in the church of God. He it is who is responsible for these two deaths. For by taking away
the honor-that priceless jewel in the crown of
womanhood-of Mary Hatton, he had, in a measure,
compelled her to become an outcast from society,
and thus paved the way for her violent death. And,
as through her daughter's honor he .bad dealt a fatal
blow at the mother, he clearly, morally, murdered
those two women as much as the murderer who was
electricided in New York last week murdered his
victim.
There is no greater coward, no name which ought
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to be ~el~ mor~ accurse.d, tho~ be who with a lie
upon h1s bps rums ~he fa1r and mnocent.
Brother, speak kmdly to the unfortunate, remember they are women, although degraded.
For gently scan your brither man,
Still gentler, sister woman,
For though they gang a kennan wrang
· To step aside Is human.

Fo?·t Sill.

W. K. RoBERTSON.

A Voice from the West Indies.
In looking over the laws of Trinidad I happened
to come across the part which treats of the practice
of "obeah." It says : " The word ' obeah • shall
signify every pretended assumption of supernatural
power or knowledgA, whether for fraudulent or illicit
purposes, or for gain, etc., etc."
The "obeah man" occupies the same place among
the Africans as the " medicin man " among the In
diana, and the priest or parson amon~ other religione.
His ·position, therefore, is of some consequence
among his people, and yet he is puniehable under
the following: "Every person who, by the pnctice
of obeah, or by any occult means, or by any assumption of supernatural power or knowledge, shall intimidate or attempt to intimidate any person, or shall
obtain or endeavor to obtain any chattel, money, or
valuable security from any other person, or to restore any other person to health, and every person
who shall procure, counsel, inducE>, or persuade, or endeavor to persuade any other person to commit any
such offense shall, on convicMon before any stipendiary justice, be imprisoned with or without htnd
labor, for any term not exceeding six months, and if
a male, may be once privately whipped during the
continuance of such imprisonment." ·
From this we observe that the poor " obeah man "
is sent to prison, and even whipped, for practicing his
religion. In my opinion the Roman Catholic priest
is as much indictable under this law-in fact, priests
of all religions-as the " obeah ma'n," because their
profession comas under the head of the definition of
" obeah." The Romish and other priests pretend to
the assumption of supernatural power "Jr knowledge;
they receive money of their deluded victims for the
purpose of assuming to know of the supernatural,
an.d yet they are allowed to go scot-free, and the
. priest of the African ie liable to be imprisoned and
whipped. 0 tempora, 0 mores!
Under the bead of B!asphemv I find: " Blasphemy, writing and publishing, or printing and pub·
lisbing, any blaspemous libel. . . . In each and
every of the above cases, every such offender shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and sball suffer such
punishment by a fine or imprisonment, with or without bard labor, for such term not exceeding two
years, or by both fine and imprisonment, as the court
shall think fit and proper."
This is the notorious law under which this priestrid"den and " cloven foot " government wanted to
prosecute the pr~sent writer for blasphemy for printing and distributing tracts describing the propensities of the "Bible God." But they failed-ignominiously failed. Whilst the authorities, headed by an
inspector of police-a bigoted, fanatic!ll Irishman
who instead of attending to his duties is seen every
minute of the day either in the church or in the
company of cei tain priests, making merry over the
"ould craythur"-were taking evidence, the present
· writer defied them and still continued the dist-ribution of his tracts, to tba great annoyance of the
clergy, and with this consequenc9, that he has completely vindicated the cause of Freethougbt in his
country and bas made it very popular.
The Roman Catholic archbishop of Port-of-Spain
is as fat and rosy an archbishop as can be seen anywhere. His greatest pleasure is to drive about the
city in his carriage e.nd pair, and dressed up in his
finest cassocks, and be is quite a ''masher."
A description of the Hindoo feast of pMsing the
fire, or 'l'hini Therunal, which occurred this
month, might not be out of place. This is a sacrifice
to the deities. For som<:~ weeks before, the sacrificers
liv in the temple making invocations, etc., to the
deities. Every other day the idols are carried three
times around the temple by the sacrificers, accompanied with singing, drum- beating, dancing, Pte.
The females, with boxes filled with rice, cocoanuts,
and fruits, offer them as sacrifices to the deities. A
large pole thirty feet high, with steps, is erected in
front of the temple. On the top is a platform on
which is placed camphor, incense, cocoanuts, and
other fruits. On the day of the festival a young
Indian bedecked with fancy clothing, and with
a bow and arrow, climbs up the pole and at every
step sings a verse from the Hindoo scriptures. When
he gets to the top be lights the incense and
offers a sacrifice. On the ground a little distance
from the pole is a large pile of wood, and this is
lighted by the young Indian when he comes down
from the polo.
.
After this is to be seen a very curious sight. It
is the Indians who torture themselvs by means of
parasol wires being passed through their sides,

I

and which are being continually kept . wet with
water. The high priest bas a wire which pierces
his upper lip through the tongue to the lower
lip. TJ:um <io~es the cruel part of the performance
the offering of the goats and cecka. These poo;
llnimals and birds are d~capitated. Some .of the
gods prefer goats, some cbtckena, and others r1ce and
fr m"ta.... Abou t 3 PM. th e can d'd
t
ll L d
1 a es are co ec~e only men. They form a procession and take a
bath in the sea before passing through the fire.
Around the pile of wood, which occupies e. space
of about twenty feet square, are drains filled
with water. Now comes the critical moment.
The cBndidates come with a terrible noise and
pass through the fire three times ; they are then
whipped and sent home purified, and thus ends
the yearly feast of 'l'hini 'I henmal.
E. S.

I .

A Watchful Providence.
It would seem sacrilegious and cruel to criticise or
comment upon any incident or saying in connection
with the Qoincy, Maes., disl!oater, August 19bb, but
for the opportunity of illustrating the ignorance or
bigotry, perhaps both, with which religion binds its
devotees.
One of the passengers, in relating his experience
to !l reporter, said : "How did I escape? I hardly
know; it was a miracle ! Why I and a few others
should hav been chosen from the fifty or more to
escape so eadly, I do not know ; it must hav been a
watchful providence." Yet he goes on to tell bow by
natural means he left the car, after having called it
" a miracle," and due a " watchful providence."
Such is the stupidity and nonsense of Christian
belief that repeatedly we bear and read in this, and
similar occurrences, " Hie escapa was miraculous,"
"A providential refuge," etc.
Now, in this Q11incy disaster, providence permitted
a workman's track jllck to remain on the track, when
if he then had removed it by amiracle, there would
bav been no disaster at all, and he would bav bad no
need to work the other miraole bv which Mr. Pennell
and the few others were saved. • But no, the workmen heard the approa'3hing train and leaped from
the track to save their lives, leaving the jack behind
them, and the engin and oars striking it . were
derailed, aud twenty-two persons killed or hav since
died, and &.B msny more seriously injured or maimed
for life. God worked no miracle to lift that jack
from the road and prevent the dis!lstel'! But be
chose to save the life of Mr. Pennell and a few others
in the doomed car, and so his" watchful pro'iidence"
knocked a hole through the bottl)m of the car large
enough for him to crawl through, and a few otb~>rs,
while some fifty were dead, dying, or being suffocated
around him.
Now, God saw that jack, knew it would derail that
express train, in which were several hundred pasr:rengers, but be Paw not fit to interfere to prevent
the awful catastrophe, but let the train run on it, and
en gin, cal's, and passengers be wrecked togebher, hot,
dense steam scalding and blinding those who could
otherwise hav escaped ! But be, all indlfferent to
the many who peiished, was busy with his " watchful providence," choosing and planning how to s.ave
Mr. Pennell and a few others in that doomed car !
Three children of one family, and their mother,
and her husband's mother, taken out of the same car
dead or dying, and the only remaining little girl, ten
years old, so bruised she ia not yet out of danger,
while s "watchful providence'' is knocking a hole
fhrougb the car in order to let Mr. Pennell and the
few escape ! Surely God's wsya are not our waye,
when be bereft Mr. Fenly of his t.bree children, his
mother, and his wife, by ona stroke, and spared Mv.
Pennell in the same car by his "watchful providence."
It is not surprising that Mr. Pennell !!hould wonder
why he and s few others should hav been chosen by
a " watchful providence" when be and they, probably, were no better than those that an ~mwatchful
providence chose to bav killed or shockingly injured
or maimed.
Cannot anyone see that there was a natural cause
for the hole being knocked through tbe car as much
as for the train being derailed by the jack? Will the
derailing be laid to a " watchful providence," or will
the frightened workmen be convicted and the railroad comptmy compelled to pay damages all around?
Why not indict providence, since be creates evil as
well as good, and works a miracle to kill as well as
to save?
Oh, bow silly snob belief in the last decade of the
nineteenth century, in these United States of
America! And yet our dailies and popular papers
publish snob stuff as if they believed it true. What
a contrast from the present could we take up no
book or paper and hav our good sense offended by
such sophistry, or our reason challenged by a faith
that every thinker must perceive bas no foundation
in l'eality!
It does seem as if these bigoted onel!l might be
reached, but when I realize that it is ingrained I giv
up in hopeless despair.
ELLA E. GmsoN.
Barre, .Mass., Aug. 29, 1890.
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Gems of Thought.

·
. .
GLENDOWER.
At my nattv1ty,
The fro~t of heaven was full of fier~ shapes,
0
~ burnmg crescents; and, ~t my imth,
~h::::~k:~dc~;~:d~oundatwn of the earth
Hi. t ,..,
Wh
"t
ld h d
y, so tb
1 wou
At ~ho sffur. 9
"f
•
t havd one
B k\~am~ ~~son, your ~~ er s ,ca a b
u '1 ene ' oug yourtle_ nad ne er been orn.
Glencl. j can call spirits from the vasty. deep.

t
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Hot. Why, so can I, or so can any man,
But will they come when yori do call for them 1

Th~l~:~l. Why, I Cf!ln teach you, cousin, to command

Hot. And I can teach thee, coz, to shame the devil,
By telling truth; tell truth and shame the devil.
-Shakspere.
MAN began to suspect that the order of the universe was not constantly baing changed to assist him
because he repeated a creed.-IngersolZ.
·
WE often find philosophers dissatisfied with an explanation which is sufficient, and seeking additional
causes among data that are not given but aai:JUmed
for the purpose.-Lewes.
WE are to admit no more causes of natural things
than such as are bot~ truEJ, and suffieient to explain
the appearancas.-Sir Isaac Newton's .Rule I of
Logic.
CHRISTIANITY and the Roman empire were in the
attitude of two animals on the point of devouring
each other, without knowing what are the causes
of their hostility. When a society of men takes
such an attitude as the Christians did in the midst
of a great society, and when it becomeA in the
state a republic of itself, even were it composed
of angels, it is a scourge. It is not without reason
that they were detested, these men in appearance
so gentle and so beneficent. They "ere in reality
demolishing the Roman empire. They were drinking its strength; they ware robbing its functions,
especially the army, of the finest subjects. It is
useless to say a man is a good cit'zsn because be
pays his taxes, is charitable, sober, and settled,
when be is in reality ll: citizen of heaven, and considers the earthly fatherland simply as a prison
where he is chained up side by side with wretches .
The fatherland, one's country, is an earthly thing; a
man who wants to plsy the angel is always a poor
patriot. Religious exaltstion is dangerous for the
state.-.Renan.
WHEREVER sectarian feeling is keenly felt, it proves
stronger than patriotism.-Lecky.
IT can hardly be doubted that . . . we must,
sooner or later, substitute the more comprebensiv
view, that life is a property of all matter, and that
the classification of bodies into animate and inanimate,
or into organic and inorganic, is merely a provisional
arrangement, convenient, parhaps, for our present
purposes, but which, like aU Bimilar divisions, will
eventually be merged in a higher snd wider scheme.
-Buckle.
WE thus srrive at tha extremely important convietion that all natural bodies which are known to us
are equally animated, that the distinction which has
been m~de between s.nim!lte and inanimate bodie~:~
does not exist. When a stone is thrown into the air,
and falls to earth sccordiug to definit laws, or when
in a solution of s&lt a crystal is formed, the phenomenon is neither more nor less a mechanical manifestation of life than the growt.h and :flowering of plants,
thau the propagation of animals or the activity of
t.heir senses, than the perception or the formation of
thought in mau.-Ha.eckel.
You despise booke; you whose whole lives are
absorbed in the vanities of. ambition, the pursuit of
pleasure, or indolence; but remember that all the
known world, except only se.vage nations, is governed
by books. Ail Africa, to the limits of Ethiopia and
Nigritia, obeys the book of the Koran, after bowing
to the book of the Gospel. China is ruled by the
moral book of Confucius, and a great part of India
by the Vedab. Parsia was governed for ages by the
books of one of the Zoroastere.- Voltaire.
HITHERTO the learned in Italy bav not enjoyed
the consideration to which they were entitled.
They lived retired in their laboratories and libraries,
too happy if they could escape the notice, and consequently the persecution, of kings and priests. It is
no longer thus-there is no longer religious inquisition, nor despotic power. Thought is free in Italy.
I invite the literary and scientific persons to consult
together, and propose to me their ideas on the subject of giving new vigor and life to the fine arts and
the sciences. All who desire to visit France will be
received with distinction by the government. The
people of France bav more pride in enroling among
their citizens a skilful mathematician, a painter of
reputation, a distinguished man in aay class of literature, than in adding to their territories a large "nil
wealthy city.-Napoleon .Bonaparte,
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Mr. Wendling's Mistake.
The South, apparently, is waking up on religious
questions. We hav answered questions for two
Southern readers in the two previous issues of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and here is another inquirer for facts
from Warrensburg, Mo. He sends us a clipping
from a local journal, reporting a speech by that noted
" answerer " of Ingersoll, Hon. George R. Wendling,
with the request that our views be developed thereon.
The gist of Mr. Wendling's statement is this:
" That Christianity was the main lever in pushing civilization, art, science, commerce, and in fact everything that helps
or ennobles the human race."

•

This is by no means the first time we hav met this
assertion, and it is just as false now as it was decades
ago. But it is a lie that "is still on its travels, going from Sunday-school to Sunday·school, from pulpit to pulpit,. from hypocrit to savage-that is to say,
from missionary to Hottentot-withou t the slightest
evidence of fatigue-fresh and strong, and in its
cheeks the roses and lilies of perfect health."
The influence of Ohrietianity upon the world, instead of making for progress, instead of pushing civilization, art, science, commerce, has been conserva·
tiv and retarded all of them. Its measures are measures of hundreds of years ago, and so far as it has
abandoned them it has become no longer Christianity. The Christian church has opposed innovatioD,
progress, invention, in short, all science, as long as it
could, and when compelled to retreat from its untenable position, has turned round and claimed the
credit of championing the advance. So it was in the
abolition of slavery, the church praying the negro
into slavery and keeping him there with texts from
the Bible, hurling anathema after anathema at the
heads of the Abolitionists for wanting him free. But
when the Infidel Lincoln struck his fetters off, the
church turned round and said, Behold our work.
Proof that the church did nothing can be found in
thousands of sermons, in the fact that the aiders and
abettors of the whip-scarred slave were Infidels and
Qnakers, and further that all the prominent Abolitionists joined the ranks of the Freethinkers, lecturing and working for the emancipation of white men's
minds from a slavery no less degrading, from a thraldom no less galling, than physical slavery.
As to art, "the commandment, 'Tliou shalt not
make unto thee any llraven image, or any likeness of
anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the
earth beneath, or that is in the water under the
earth,' was the absolute death of Art, sud not till
after the destruction of Jerusalem was there a
Hebrew painter or sculptor." Christians who giv to
us the " living canvas and the breathiiJg stone" are
breaking the commandments of their God, and are
heretics. Real Christians, it would seem, ought to
keep the commandments.
As to science, which makes commerce and civilization possible, how has Christianity helped it ! The
late Professor Draper, who is one of the best authorities on the conflict, says : "The history of science is
not the mere record of isolated discoveries; it is the
narrativ of the conflict of two contending powers, the

expansiv force of the human intellect on the one side,
and the compression arising from traditionary faith
and human interests on the other." This " expansiv
force of the human intellect" is the brave heretics
which every age has produced-pioneers in clearing
the way through theological labyrinths ; the traditionary faith is the church ; the human interests the
efforts of a priesthood to enslave mankind. The
interest of the church was and is best subserved by
keeping the people ignorant. Knowledge of the
shallowness and falseness of the claims of the self·
appointed ministers is a dangerous weapon to put
into the hands of a layman, and the authorities of
the church knew it. They know it now better than
ever, and that is why we hear this persistent reitera·
tion of the service Christianity has rendered to the
world. If the priests can only make the people
believe they are or hav been of some use, they hope
to retain their sinecures. To hear the churchmen
talk one would think their establishment had done
nothing but build colleges for the spread of science,
when everyone knows that the pages of history are
red with the blood of thousands of martyrs to science.
Every man who gave birth to a new thought was
hunted down and slain, if priestly power could do it.
"As to science, she has never," as the same author
says, " sought to ally herself to civil power. She has
never attempted to throw odium or in1lict social ruin
on any human being. She has never subjected any
one to mental torment, physical torture, least of ·all
to death, for the purpose of upholding or promoting
her ideas. She presents herself unstained by cruelties and crimes. But in the Vatican-we hav only
to recall the lilquisition-the hands that are now
raised in appeals to the most merciful are crimsoned.
They hav been steeped in blood."
The church was overthrown in the conflict as to the
shApe of the earth; in her insistence that the earth is
the central and most important part of the universe;
and also in the controversy respecting the age of the
wor.ld.
Who does not remember Hypatia and Cyril-philosophy and Christian bigotry I As Cyril treated
Hypatia so has the church in all ages treated philosophy and science. The fate of the gifted woman
was intended by the church as a warning to all who
would cultivate profane learning.
Can anyone believe· that a religion that would
burn a Bruno has any sympathy with the science he
taught 1 Bruno was an Infidel. He doubted transubstantiation and the immaculate conception. He
was also a devoted student of science, and for these
things he was consigned to the flames. How the
church did love the heretic ! how she aided science !
Sacred science was confined to four propositions,
every one of which has been disproved. They were:
1. That the date of creation was not more than four
or five thousand years before Christ; 2. That the
world was made in six days from nothing ; 3. That
the deluge was universal, and the animals which survived it were preserved in the ark; 4. That Adam
was created perfect, but fell in consequence of having
been tempted to eat an apple.
All science outside of these ridiculous and unten.able propositions was of the devil, and its promulgators were given in this world a foretaste of what
their heavenly father was preparing for them in the
next. Error!'! in religion, even, were punished with
corporal tortures, and errors in this " sacred science"
were promptly followed by death.
As for philosophy, the church, Protestant and
Catholic, did all it could to discourage its study.
The Catholics murdered Hypatia, and Luther and
Melancthon, the leaders of the Reformation, were
determined to banish it from the church. "Luther
declared that the study of Aristotle is wholly useless;
his vilification of that Greek philosopher knew no
bounds. 'He is,' says Luther, 'truly a devil, a
horrid calumniator, a wicked sycophant, a prince of
darkness, a real Apollyon, a beaAt, a most horrid impostor on mankind, one in whom there is scarcely
any philosophy, a public and professed liar, a goat,
a complete epicure, this twice execrable Aristotle.'
The schoolmen were, so Luther said, ' locusts, caterpillars, frogs, lice.' These opinions were also entertained by Calvin.'' The worthies held th•t the Bible
contained the sum and substance of all knowledge
useful or possible to man. Everything in physical
science or in philosophy must lie upon the procrustean bed of the Pentateuch.
And yet the leaders of Christianity teach that to

Christianity we owe the civilization of this century
They are, indeed, blind teachers of the blind. If
there is one invention of .importance, one step for
ward in progress~ one new fact in science that has
not been fought by the church, we do not remember
it. Printing, the art that has done so much for ~he
world, was to the churchmen of the Middle Ages the
work of the devil. Steam locomotion was, according
to them, an idea .which proceeded from the same
source; the idea of sending a vessel across the ocean
propelled by steam was thought by a Christian community to be 1lying in the face of providence. God
had made the winds to fill the sails, and to use any
other power was sacrilege. The telegraph met with
pious opposition. Grave old deacons solemnly protested against putting lightning-rods upon houses
because God made the lightning and hurled the bolts
from his own hand. To thwart his will waa, to say
the least, very impious. The fanning-mill was bl'asphemy.
·
No one .dares claim that Christianity ever had a
kindly feeling for science. Tme primitiv church was
for abolishing all philosophy from within its limits.
During the hundreds of years when the church
swayed her scepter over the old world all was intellectual darkness. Scarcely a layman could be found
who could sign his own name. While the Moors and
Mohammedans were making vast strides forward
Christianity was persecuting them, burning every book
it could lay its hands on and beheading every man
who wrote one. Magnificent libraries were ruthlessly consigned to the flames. The astronomy of the
church consisted in saying the earth was flat, and the
sun, moon, and stars were lights set by God in the
firmament. Its physicians consulted the entrails of
sheep and nailed bloody tokens to the doors of
houses to influence the sex of children. AU theknowledge they got must first be measured by the
Bible.
If persecuting every student of nature, everyone
who endeavored to help mankind rise from low savagery to enlightened civilization, is retarding progreW, then the Christian church has certainly been a
bane to the world. It opposed astronomy and imprisoned the astronomers. It opposed medicin, and
burnt the doctors. It has waged a continuoul!l warfare upon science. In the fourteenth century the
church burnt alive a man of seventy years· because
he said the earth was round, and one of the greatest
painters of the time represented him as struggling
in the flames of hell. Everyone knows that Galileo
suffered for his heresy. The existence of the antipodes was denied because ''the apostles were commanded to go imto all the world .and to preach the
gospel to every creature. They did not go to any
such part of the world as the antipodes, they did not
preach to any creature there, ergo, no antipodes
exist.''
When Columbus said that by sailing west a new
continent might be discovered, he was laughed to
scorn by the learned men of the church. No such
continent was mentioned in the Bible; therefore it
did not exist. The theologians overwhelmed him
with quotations from the Psalms, from St. Paul,
from Augustine. Even after he had demonstrated
the truth of his theory of the earth's sphericity the
church, by its highest authority, again committed
itself to the theory of its flatness.
Magellan encountered the same opposition from
the Christians. Even after he sailed around the
earth the church still swore it was flat.
Can it be said that the science of geography owes
anything to the church?
For thirty-six years Copernicus did not dare publish his "Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies.'' And
when he did the church burnt his book, and had he
not died would undoubtedly hav served the author
in the same way. Martin Luther, the great apostle
of Protestant Christianity, said: "People gave ear
to an upstart astrologer, who st.rove to show that the
earth revolves, not the heavens or the firmament, the
sun and moon. Whoever wishes to appear clever
must devise some new system, which of all systems
is, of course, the very best. This fool wishes to reverse the entire science of astronomy. But sacred
scripture tells us that Joshua commanded the sun to
stand still and not the eart.h." Melancthon, another
great light of the church, said substantially the same.
And so did the whole Christian world.
The doctrin of Copernicus was denounced by the
church as "heretical" and "Atheistic.'' The Domin-
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ican f:ther Caccini said that II geometry is of the
devil, and mathematicians should be banished as the
authors of all heresies/' and for this scientific utterance he was promoted by the church. The bishop
of Fiesole screamed in rage against the system. The
archbishop of Pisa sought to deliver Galilee to the
Inquif!ition. The archbishop of Florence condemned
the doctrin as unscriptural. The whole Christian
church took up arms against the heresy,, and Galileq
was finally imprisoned by the Inquisition.
Christianity was in existence fifteen centuries before it produced an astronomer, and when one arose
the church persecuted him so that he delayed pub·
lishing his works over thirty years.
Can it be said that the science of astronomy owt>s
anything to the Christian religion?
Medicin was also opposed to the church. St. Augustine speaks of the " medical men who are called
anatomists," and says that "with a cruel zeal for
science they hav dissected the bodies of the dead,
and hav pried into the secrets of the human body to
learn the nature of disease and how it might be
cured." In the thirteenth century Pope Innocent
III. forbade surgical operations. Pope Honorius
forbade medicin to be practiced by those under his.
spiritual authority. The Dominicans banished books
on medicin. Pope Boniface VIII. interdicted dissection as sacrilege. The greatest physician of the
time was accused of sorcery, and of dealing with the
devil. The archbishop of Tarragona excommunicated him. He was driven from Paris and Montpellier, and finally every place in France was closed
against him and he became an outcast. According
to the church all the astronomers were Infidels and
Atheists, and the chemists and physicians were sorcerers and leaguers with the devil. Even inocula·
tion for the cure of small-pox, for ·which Christian
physicians contend so strenuously now, was de
nounced as of the devil ; and the use of chloroform
in obstetrical operations was opposed as avoiding
the primeval curse of woman pronounced by God in
the Garden.
Can it be said that medicin is indebted to Christianity for the progress it ha11 made?
Geology and geologists suffered the same persecutions at the hands of the churchmen. From the
first inception of this science war was waged upon
it, for the church saw in it, as it had in astronomy,
the complete overthrow of the Mosaic account of
creation. The Christian idea was that God made
everything just as we see it at the beginning, and to
say that anything had been made since was heresy.
In the sixteenth century the faculty of Paris destroyed all treatises on geology, banished the anthers
from Paris, and forbade them to liv in towns or
enter places of public resort. Iu the middle of the
eighteenth century Buffon attempted to state simple
and fundamental geological truths, when the theological faculty of the Sorbonne set upon him, forced
him to recant, and to print his recantation. And
the most bitter war upon this science was waged by
Protestants, English theologians being the most
fierce.
It can hardly be claimed that Christianity did
much for geology.
And so it has been with all sciences. Even the
rude science of agriculture was opposed by the
church. The peasants of Russia were at one time
interdicted from raising and eating potatoes. As
before ment.ioned, the use of the fanning-mill was
blasphemqus, and contrary to the text that the " wind
bloweth where it listeth ;" and in the early part of
this century such use was considered as being in league
with the devil, and suffioient excuse for excommunication from the Scotch church. The introduction of
railways into France was declared by an arphbishop
to be an evidence of divine displeasure against country tavern-keepers who had given their guests meat
on fast-days, and railroads and telegraphs were denounc.ed from hundreds of pulpits as being " heralds
of Antichrist." The discussion of the question
whether man sprung from one pair or several pairs
was in our own country but a few years ago declared
Atheistic, and the proposer of the question was
called to order and silenced by a noted Protestant
divine. At one time it was held by the church that
any map of the world that did not place Jerusalem
in the center was impious. The taking of a census
was denounced in Sweden and our country by the
church. Life insurance, too, has been regarded as
~lasphem;r. 'l'he writings of Darwin, Hu;;;ley, Lyell,
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and others hav been denounced by archbishops as I Croasdale, in a vigorous speech, which was vehemently ap
"shameful theories" and fatal to morality. A col- plauded, said the American system of government was based
. .
'
.
upon a separation of church and state, and that clergymen as
lege of medtcm ~as, but a few years ago, denounce~ such should not be represented in the single-tax movement.
because one of 1tB professors could find no soul m Dr. Thackeray's amendment was defeated by a unanimous
vo~e.
man.
Christianity, as a religion, has never done anything
THE " Kreutzer Sonata " has afforded the authorities of
for the education of humanity. Some men hav arisen Philadelphia a chance to show their ignorance. A halfin all ages, who, although Christians, could not be dozen street pedlers hav been arrested for selling the book
kept down by the church, and they hav founded by order of Police Superintendent Lamon. At the trial :Mr.
schools and advanced science. But the church has Lamon said he had read considerable about the book, and
on Friday a citizen had complained to him about its sale on
always hunted them as heretic~. Could Copernicus, the street. In the opinion of the witness the book was obGalileo, Bruno, Bacon, speak from their almost for~ scene. It was not a decent book for anybody to read. It
gotten graves they could tell how Christianity aided was on this account that the witness had interdicted it.
science in the Middle Ages. And wherever the "You hav no power to interdict," said Counselor Arundel.
church got control of a school it eith~r destroyed it The counsel then requested the witness to point out some
passages in the book which he considered obscene. The
or confined its teaching to the arithmetical problem witness picked a copy pf the book from a basketful near him,
of how to make one three and three one. It was not and turned to that part wh1ch denounced marriage as being
Christianity that founded universities, but the irre· unchristian and unchaste. He read the passage slowly, and
sistible spirit of progression which the church could when he had concluded it he said he considered it obscene.
not wholly repress. The Roman Catholic church He then read other passages. The counsel asked if he had
hated the Reformation, yet the Reformation came. read Fielding, Pope, and Shakspere. Mr. Lamon replied
that he had, and the counsel inquired if he had not found
Christians might as well claim that the church aided more obscene utterances in these works, and Mr. Lamon
that as to say Christianity aided science. The near- was not sure that he had. " Or in the Bible ?" persisted the
est approach to a perfect Christian institution was counsel. Mr. Lamon became indignant, and hotly replied:
the Inquisition, which Paramo of Sicily traces from "I won't answer that question." "So you hold that ·the
the almighty down through the patriarchs Moses, doctrin inculcated in this book is pernicious?" continued
counsel. " I do, and it has been interdicted .by the postNebuchadnezzar, and King David.
master. general." Mr. Arundel held that the work was not obThe church has been the great drag upon the scene, and asked that the men might be discharged.
world, keeping it back as long as she was able, " What!" exclaimed the magistrate, " do you mean to say
and then when anything has been accomplished that the passages just read are not obscene?" ''A perverted
in spite of her she has claimed the credit. We could mind might so construe them," was the quiet rejoinder.
The court appeared confused. Mr. Arundel said that he
multiply these instances a thousasd fold. But we had read the work, but the court asked if he would allow
hav said enough to show that to the Christian relig- the book to enter his home and be read by his daughter. 11 I •
ion the world is indebted for nothing, while to the- hav no daughter," was the reply, 11 and there is no use quibbrave, persistent efForts of heretics it owes every-" bling over this matter. No judge would hold these defendthing. Thus far science bas conquered in every case. ants, as they are merely the agents of others." Counsel
asked that the magistrate read this book before giving a
As Professor White says : " There has never been a decision, but the court ruled that the work was obscene, and
scientific theory framed from the use of scriptural held the defendants in $500 bail each, with the remark that
texts, wholly or partially, which has been made to every person caught selling the book on the street would be
stand." Every time the Bible and the church hav arrested. Counsel raised the point that the same work was
had to giv way to science and scientific methods. sold in bookstores, and the magistrate said that if complaint
was made about the sales, he would take the same action he
Religious men hav acoomplished much; the Christian had in this case. Counselor Arundel will test the matter by
religion has done nothing. It has been a tremen- a writ of habeas corpus, confident of securing the acquittal
dous obstacle to all reforms, all advancement. of his clients. Monumental jackasses is .a mild name for
But men are rapidly learning its true worth, and it these suppressors.
will not be many years ere they will laugh to scorn
Personal.
its pretensions as a civilizer, and he will be a brave
minister indeed (or idiotic) who will claim that
Our friends and Mr. Heston's friends will be delighted to
it is anything but a bundle of superstitions and learn that his health is rapidly improVing and that within a
traditions which should be laid on the same shelf short time he VI ill again be designing pictures for Tm:
TRUTH BEKKER.
as the mythology of the pagan gods.
Everybody we know will rejoice that Mr. Mendum of the
Iwoestigawr holds his own with disease and old age, and that
Quibbles.
his eighty years bid fair to lengthen into many more. He
·Our friend Burr writes concerning our gentle criti- recently suffered a severe attack of illness that alarmed his
cism of Mr. Lyman C. Howe :
friends, but the last Investigator reports him doing well.
"Your indictment of Lyman C. Howe for self-contradicMr. Bradlaugh says in the last National Rej01'mer: "When
tion will hav to be quashed. Inadvertently and unintentionally you hav garbled his language. He did not say, 1 The this reaches the reader I hope to be on Loch Long fishing,
slates were ALL filled with messages,' but, speaking generally, and to hav arrived there midday Tuesday. I shall remain
''The slates are filled.' He doubtless is well aware that there with the fishes and midges until midday Saturday, 13th
are exceptional cases when the slate is not filled at all, even September, returning to London by the night mail.
Although I hav not worked this year nearly so hard as in
after repeated trials.
"Furthermore, it appears from your own statement that any of the thirty. five previous years of my life, I hav felt
it was not Mr. Howe, but the medium Reid, who said, 'The less able than heretofore to bear any heavy strain, and I
need the rest I take."
slates are filled with messages.'
-----" This appears to be a worse blunder than when you misMr. and Mrs. Charles Watts passed through this city la;t
construed a statement of Miss Wixon, and, comparing it week on their way to their Toronto home. Th~y had been
with a private note of mine, thought you had detected in recreating at their old London home for a few weeks. Mr.
me a want of accuracy.
BURR."
Watts is looking strong and well, but his wife is betterIn indorsing Mr. Reid in his letter to the Spiritual looking than he is. The genial Canadian lectured several
Instructor Mr. Howe made Mr. Reid's statement to times to his old friends, though the London fog took away
private sitters his own, and this after having had his voice for a while, and was most heartily welcomed. He
returns to his work for Freethought invigorated and enthusisittings with him which were in every case total fail- astic. Canada, he says, will soon be a civilized country,
ures, as he now tells us. Certainly the public was where a gentleman can liv without bending a knee to the
deceived by his statement, and it is this deception preachers. Times are· changing there owing to the activ
•
which we protest against. The inadvArtent substitu- efforts of the Canadian Secularists.
tion of the words 11 were all" for 11 are" in no wise
The Boston Reoord prints this paragraph": " Mrs. Robert
changes the matter.
G. Ingersoll is the recipient of countless tracts, church prints,
We did not misconstrue a statement by Miss leafiets, and religious publications embracing every modern
Wixon. Mr. Burr made assertions regarding a creed. The senders evidently hav one shrewd point in mind
sitting the editor of our '' Children's Corner " had -believing firmly that if they can reach Mrs. Ingersoll sucwith a medium which were not borne out by the cessfully, she can be c;Iepended upon to win over the eloquent
Robert." The senders might as well spare themselvs the
statements of the editor herself. That is all.
trouble and save their postage. Mrs. Ingersoll is altogether
too kind-hearted to ever become a Christian, and too big•
brained to heed their tracts. She knows already all that the
Editorial Notes.
AT the Single Tax convention held in this city last week church can say, and she does not feel the more kindly toward
the Rev. Dr. Thackeray proposed the formation of a Single it for its persistent, scurrilous, spiteful, and idiotic abuse of
Tax Brotherhood of Religious Teachers. The idea devel- Colonel Ingersoll. When the church gets Mrs. Ingersoll
oped opposition of a character which showed that some of away from her husband, the heavens will collapse-and
the single taxers did not take much stock in religion or in there doesn't seem to be any immediate danger of that.
clergymen. One speaker had this to say : "These men
Tm: TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
[ministers] hav been talking from their pulpits for centuries,
and what hav they done? Henry George has done more in Reform, and Scientific Books wlll be mailed free to any adten years than they hav done in a thousand." W. T• dress upon application.
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HALIFAX, N. 8., Aug. 13, 1890.
MR, EDITOR: I am glad to see that the picture b:ok is in
preEs, and hope to hav it soon. I hav got a number to take
THE TRUTH BEEKER here. I should like to hav more. But
I am glad t~at Freethought is increasing here, slowly but
surely. I will write you in a few days.
W. JOHNSTON.
BusHNELL, ILL., Aug. 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I do not want to miss a number. I shall be
glad to welcome Heston back. What most disturbs my
mental equanimity is the inertia of so many who call themselva (confidentially) Freethinkers. They are not ~·reethink
. ers, or they would not be afraid to show their colors.
Yours for truth though the_heavens fall, S. L. BABBITT.
GRKKNVILL», PA., Aug. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Another hypocrit has been preaching virtue
and holiness in connection with his orthodox mythology until
he came to hav no more respect for virtue than he did for
his orthodox doctrine. The person who has had his name
addet: to the long list of hypocrite and criminals this time is
Rev. H. E. Johnson, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
church of Greenville, Pa. This humbug disciple of Jesus
has been very strict with the young people of his church
and would not hav them go to dances or theaters, or read
any works of fiction, but it has now been found out that he
has enticed a number of young ladies into his study and not
less than twenty-three charges of an immodest nature hav
been brought against him. Rev. (?) Johnson was bitterly
opposed to all "Infidels" and an ardent advocate of the doctrin of biblical infallibility and a vicarious atonement, a faCt
which no doubt accounts for his immoral crimes.
A.W.D.
MoMI!INVILLK, TENN., Aug. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Some months ago I purchased a few copies
of those " Self-CoRtradictions." I wrote a short history of.
the Bible, etc., and put in it for an introduction. I hav
handed out thousands of .circulars, and sold several "SelfContradictions." This has raised a rumpus. Yesterday
Lee Harris," the Cow-boy Preacher," formed a crowd near
my house, and sang, prayed, preached, ull in thirty minutes,
and then held up his hand, saying: " I hav here a little
tract, pamphlet, book, or whatever you choose to call it. I
hav written it in answer to that Infidel's ' One Hundred
and Forty-four Contradictions of the Bible.' I sell them for
fifteen cents." But no. one bought. He then offered tickets
to the Opera House lecture that he was going to giv about
his cowboy life and travels in Africa. Nobody bought. So
the parson was mistaken both in the place and the title of
the book, for it is: "One Hundred and Forty-four Propositions, and Hundreds of Self-Contradictions." And as he
left without lecturing, I did not see the book, but if he has
printed it as he spoke it, then I hav got him foul.
J. FLKTOH WOODWARD.
CHINA GROVE, N. C., Aug. 20, 1890.
. MR. EDITOR: We hav been blessed with the annual
Methodist revival, and a revival it was, too, consisting of
three days and one night. two sermons per diem. .I visited
every day. and was lucky to hear the pastor, man of God,
etc., the Rev. Mr. York, tell a characteristic Christian lie.
It ran as follows, in the author's own words : "Tom Paine,
the prince of Infidels, who wrote against the word of Gad
who denied the existence of hell, on his deathbed said to hi~
physici:m, 'If you save my life for two weeks I'll giv you
half of my fortune.' 'I can?ot do it,' said the physician,
'and you hav but a short time to liv.' And said Paine
'If I die now I'll go to hell.'" Hurrah for York! Can h~
be excelled at his trade ? He should bear the title, prince of
the liars, as Thomas Paine was prince of the Infidels. It
takes gospel-pounders to lie. They cannot be excelled.
But it would be unfair to close this letter without giving
the result of the revival. It was as follows: One convert,
and that a child of only ten or twelve years of age, who no
doubt was persuaded by the pastor to go up to God around
the altar of Harris Chapel, Methodist Episcopal church
South, of which the Rev. Mr. York is sky-pilot and con:
ductor of ceremonies.
A TRUTHSKKKKR.
SAN DIEGO, CAL., Aug. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I !lm a reader of and take great interest in
Tax TRUTH BEKKER. Please allow me a small place in your
valuable paper. I am rather advanced in life-ninety-four
years of age. I st!ll take ~reat int~rest in the welfare of my
country and that of humamty. ltgivs me pain to see so many
of my fellow-beings living in the bonds of superstition, bigotry, fraud, e.nd deception, perfectly satisfied to accept some
other person's sayings instead of investigating for themeelvs
no matter of what vital importance the subject may be.
'
I joined the Baptist church when I was about sixteen
years of age. I often think of the question Deacon Knapp
asked me when I related my experience to the church. This
was it_: "Lewis, do you think you love God so much or to
that extent that in case he in his infinit wisdom, justice and
love should decide it was absolutely necessary for jus tic~ that
he should send you to hell there to dwell in eternal torment
for ever and ever, you could love and praise God there in
that condition?" Thinks I, that is a choker. I said nothing.
There was a spasm above my heart. I looked about the audience. They were alllo::Jking at me. I said nothing. He
repeated his question as before. I finally said, "S•poseso,
-left off the I. I remainea in the church about forty years,
more or less a doubter. I finally withdrew. I could act the
hypocrit no longer.

But the Christian and the Christian government do not say
I was a volunteer soldier in the war of 1812, and at Plattsso. They say: ''You must come to my idols which I hav set
burg the 12th of September. Truly yours, DR. L. PosT.
up. If not, we will compel you to work for us at hard labor
for a time a~d times and half a time, just as our Christian
SALIDA, Coi.., Aug. 1, 1890.
judges see fit." Christians ought to know by this time that
MR. EDITOR: I would like to call the attention of Brother
compulsion
will not gain one true convert to their standard·
Peck and other anti-Catholics to- two vital, central facts.
they hav tried it long and hard ever since the burning of
Religious liberty has been already overthrown in this
country, and it is not the work ot Catholics, but of Protest- witches in Salem, this state, up to the incarcerating of Mr.
ants. What the Catholics may do some day if they get the Heywood in the Massachusetts prison.
power, we can judge; what the Protestants hav done and · I called last Saturday to see him, but could not. I asked
are doing is not a matter of conjecture. The Methodist ·if !could send him in a newspaper. I was asked what paper.
church is the leader in treason. If the Catholics ever set up "~t is a Radical paper, the New York TRUTH BEKKER.''
their rule in America it will be when Protestant plotters With a very distinct but gentlemanly shrug of the shoulders
hav prepared the way. And this Catholic reign, if it comes, the answer came promptly: "O.J, no, there is a list of papers
will come in good season ilnd will subeerve the interest of and magazines allowed." So Mr. Russel (warden?) handed
liberty. All dissenters will fare alike. Christians will lose me a list, whlch I will forward to you so you can see that
their liberty. Infidels hav now very little to lose. The THE TRUTH SxxKKR fails to show up. I called to see
little_ popes ~ill learn the value of freedom to others by being if there was any way in which I could serve him,
deprived of It themselvs; and if principle fail, self-interest in the matter of petitions or otherwise. I do not
will impel them to join hands with the Liberals in a com- p~rBOIIally agree with Mr. Heywood's plan of conducting
his paper, but I would fight for the right he has to conduct it
mon defense of a just, impartial government.
so, and if there is any paper to sign for his holiness the presi. The ~ropositi?n to disfranchise Catholics is absurdly
Impractical, besides being anti-American and unaecular. dent of this gloriously free United States to extend his pardoning power I will do all I can to get signers to hav him released
~hat g~in to destroy the Inquisition of Rome to set one up
from that fearful punishment, more unjust than purgatory
In Amenca? The republic asks no questions about a man's
religion, establishes no test, knows no constructiv treason. !or there the priest will get him out for a small amount of
filthy lucre.
All_ th~ c~urches build their heaven into a monarchy, hav
I hope Heston will soon get better, for THE TRUTH Sx:u:KER
t~eir livened ambassadors, and avow their allegiance to a
king. Not what a man believes, but what he does- this is looks bare, and cert!linly will be sat upon by Mr. Comstock
the American test. And tried by this rule the Pr~testants in a short time for not having its fine clothes on. I would
like the cartoon book, but must hav the new illustrated Bible
of ~merica, not the Catholics, are the rebels and traitors.
when published. I am, as ever,
Puritan New England compelled a man to join the church
Yours for free press, free mails, and free speech,
before he could vote. The Catholics of Maryland invited
l. W. AROBIDALD.
Protestants to share with them their religious liberty and
when the guests got the majority they disfranchised them.
Thea~ are the style of men who hav made liberty a name,
Nxw CAMBRIA, KAN., Aug. 24, 1890.
equal~ty a mockery. How m~ny in the long list of outrages
MR. EDITOR: It almost knocked the enthusi!\Bm out of us
compiled by you, Mr. Editor, a.re chargeable to Catholic for the People's party of Kansas upon reading the preamble
al!"gression? Steal ! or course, they'll all steal from the to their platform. Here it is : " The People's party of
public. But who make the laws that disgrace our statutes? Kansas in delegate convention assemble:l, recognize alAnd who are enforcing them against dissenters? How many mig?ty God as the rightful sovereign of nations, from whom
of our lawmakers are Catholics? It is the dominant party a~ Just powers of government are derived, and to whose
run by Protestant priests that is responsible for the treason Will all human enactments ought to conform.'' That was as
to the republic already installed and that which is brewing. much as we read until three days later. It took all that time
Bear that in mind, brethren of the Secular church.
to digest it. It fell on us like a wet blanket. We came very
.
c. M. OVERTON. near not reviving in time to vote for that party in November. But upon reading the rest of the platform we could
ALLIANOK, 0., Aug. 15, 1890.
not find anything to take exception to, and as the above was
MR. EDITOR: We hav taken the paper since Bennett's not included in the demands we looked upon it as a mere
incarcerati?n, and feel that it is worthy of support by those form (w~ich, it is needless to tell you, we did not like)
who love liberty of speech, press, or mails. I hope you will
allowed m ~r~~r to catch the Prohibition vote. The pretext
be sustained financially to l"aise your voice against injustice
of the ProhibitiOnists is Prohibition, but their real object is
wherever found. So many Liberals are illiberal, antl ever so
to get God in the Constitution. We are unable to Fay
many are indifferent to our danger. The goddess of Liberty
whether they captured the convention to that extent, or it
is stabbed upon all sides, and why do not her worshipers fly
was thrown out to them as a sop to catch their vote. Be
to her defense? If ever the times demanded true women
that as it ma!, the People's party came uear losing more
and brave men, it is now. No Freethinker is safe from perthan it will gam, because, judging by the numerous Liberals
secution. And when I think of those our brothers who are
we know who are unanimous in favor of the People's party
in " durance vile " because they dare to speak or print their or were, I will wager a new hat that they outnumber the out
honest thought hoping to benefit the race, my heart is full
and out Prohibitionist two to one. I know whereof I speak
of indignation, and I wonder how such things can be in our
having been among both elements pretty extensivly-in fact'
free country. But we are not free. While we slept, the
among all elements, as an agent-and I thought to my~
enemy has sown tares. While in fancied security we were
self, "Don't giv up the ship." And as all Liberals that
not watchful, the ecclesiastical power has fastened its venom.
know me know I hav carried the day against all opposition
ous fangs into the nation's life. How shall we be free?
when Liberals themselvs hav counseled me that there could
How shall WI) rouse the great army of lovers of liberty so
be nothing done, I think my judgment is at least entilled to
that unitedly they may strike the destroyer of their dearest
some weight. Therefore, I would counsel the brethren to
rights-so that all may hav their constitutional rights to life
stick to th~m, "if it takes all summer," for the following
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness? Strange that peopl~
reason: With the People's party we stand on neutral ground
cannot be free to hav ideas on reform, even if they should
and are not asking one another to "come over to our party ,
happen to be alone in their theory. Each of all the g;eat
but are all agreeing to go over to a new party, and the oniy
inventions which now so bless the world was once held by way we can hav any influence on parties or legislation ig to
one individual, and if before each was made practical it was
vote or act in a b?dy. And if all wlll see to it, from this on
revealed to others, why, all men would hw thought the
we can even repair much that has been lost in this campaign.
inventor insane and needing to be confined for his own good.
;r'he most of the representative and senators to the state legWe all need "room to grow," and especially should no one ~slature are to be choEen yet. And the people want to see to
be punished or confined unless it is proved that they intend It that they choose fair-minded men as delegates. So we
to injure some one, or do injure some one.
say, do not leave t_he People's party on a mere trifle, but try
Has not the obscenity law done enough violence to honest
a?d hold any religious encroachment in check. Say to them
honorable people, and is it not apparent enough that it i~
VIrtually, We do not wish to f_orce our views upon this
only used to oppress the social reformers and to crush out
party, but we would warn all whom it may concern that
Freethought literature, instead of suppressing the really they must not try and enforce theirs, so they had better heed
obscene? Is this not so evident that we should raise a pro.
the Golden Rule. In our sub-alliance the "Liberal element
test, and work for repeal of the obnoxious, unconstitutional
predominates so much that the religious pE:Ople positivly
law? I know it is a delicate subject. I should not want to refuse to furnish a chaplain, so your humble servant and an
raise the floodgate of the really obscene, and we might be
Infidel lady were competitors for that office and she was
misundeistood. But I will say that only through investielec~ed. The religious class say virtually that they are not
gation of these subjects by the noble and true reformer, by a-gomg to pray to a set of Infidels. We keep giving out
the very ones who are now persecuted as ob~cenists, will the Liberal papers and the People's party papers, all we can get
world ever reach a higher plane of life than the present. I hold of,
wish I could believe that Comstock really desires to make
We wish to notice the above preamble briefly. It says we
the world better, purer, or more-moral. Then I could pity ''recognize almighty God as the rightful sovereign of nahis mistaken zeal.
tions." When applied to a monarchy it makes him king.
Let us reformers be earnest in our work, tolerant of differ- Perhaps those nations think it very kind for a mere handful
B. S. RoOKHILt..
ences, and ever hopeful for the future.
of ~elf-righteous people of this country to select their sovereign. When applied to a republic or this .country we
CAMBRIDGIIPORT, MABB., Aug. 23, 1890.
might exclaim, "Behold, God has become as one of us·"
M_R· EDITOR: There appears to be great diversity of opin- and as_ we believe in popular sovereignty, if he will take
ion In regard to Mr. Heywood among THE TRUTH BEKKER'S his residence in one of the states and remain there a sufficient
writers, and it is natural that there should be among Liberals time to become a legal voter, we will not challenge him on
_for each. one is a god in him or herself. They are not the ground that this government was of the people, by the
molded m the same mold as the Christians are, so each people, and for the people. So when we come to think the
o?e has a perfect right to establish a e~andard of morality for matter over seriously, this was not as big an objection as we
himsdf. I hav no right to force my standard of God upon first thought it was.
you, nor you hav no right to compel me to accept your stan.
I agree with Sister Elmina and D:. Severance that before
dard of morals, or religious belief or disbelief, but each of us a person is convicted on any charge it ought to be proved
ought to hav the right to express our opinion as to the merits that he has injured somebody in person or property, and
of our god.
that folks e4oq.lcj. nc;~t le~v~ it to a modern Inquisition to as,
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sume. I hav not as good an opinion of judges as some, 1
look upon them as time-servers who cannot arise above the
ignorance of the time, as in the good old days of slavery and
\Vitbhbrllft. 1 said, ct modern lnttuisition," because when
any government allows any society to organize for the suppression of anything it can be excusable only, as you
said, Mr. Editor, 11 out on the frontier for the suppression of
horsethi~ves." And that is quite a different case altogether.
It would be a very easy matter to prove that somebody had
·been injured for every horse that was stolen.
There is quite a difference between the injured person
prosecuting a case and a self-constitnted. agent who has become hardened to the business, and has no feeling for the
victims .or their families, doing so.
Just as sure as Torquemada was an inquisitor-general, so
is Anthony Comstock. The only difference is in degree, and
not in fact. And whenever any government. allows a little
~overnment organi~ed within it for the very purpose that
the government is.organized for, it becomes an Inquisition.
And so Anthony· Comstock ought to be suppressed.
JOHN W. ABBOTT.
PORTLAND, ORR., Aug. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : My letter is on some reasons why I am not
11. Spiritualist., or the proper way to convert a 11 cold
Materialist."
First, I do not know what a spirit is, if it be an entity or
poesess an individuality, and yet is not matter, And second,
If it be matter, ot· substance, what are its chemical elements?
Or why ct:.n it not be examined the same as other substances
ate examined and tested by the same rules ? I know that
both of the above positions are taken by Spiritunlists thus:
they reply that spirit is mattet, and yet say it is immaterial.
And that is done, too, by the same Spiritualist, as the
exigencies of debate seem to demand.
Now, that appears to me to be illogical and unfair, to say
that a spirit is 11 life itself; life, or living substance, considered independently of corporeal existence ; the intelligent,
immaterial, and immortal part of man; the soul." The
above is a part of the definition given of spirit in Webster's
Practical Dictionary. I would hav given the definition in
full, but it is too lqng, and does not change it, nor is it more
contradictory. And it is the same definition I should get
from every Spiritualist that I remember to hav talked with.
And nothing that I can conceive of can be more contradiCtory than to call life a "·living substance." If it is proper to
call motion a substance, I must say it is one of those things
that sePm to me contradictory, and therefore a false premis;
bOt an axiom, whitlh Is -a selt.e~ident trUth, but a sophistry
which on close examination turns out to be an illusion hid
under a vast number of words joined with consummate
skill with the intent to deceive. And yet it seems to me that
motion bears the same relation to matter that life does to
substance or matter. 1 think I hear some one ask if I
believe life and motion to be the same. 1 reply, it is
impossible for me to conceive of life without motion, and
yet it is a question if all motion be life. Because life without volition is almost inconceivable. • And it is almost equally
absurd to say that everything thinks and wills before acting
or moving. And it appears more absurd to me to say something moves or thinks which 11 has neither body or parts"
(or is not matter); and therefore does not exist except in
imagination. Motion does not exist as an entity. So, then,
if life be motion itis not matter. But according to modern
discovery no energy is ever lost. There are so many foot
pounds st'lred or expended, but never lost; and like matter,
force is indestructible. Then how caH life or mind move or
act where there is no matter to act upon or through ? It
seems like folly to talk so·. Yet thousands do talk so,
while others see the inconsistency and take the other
horn of the dilemma and assert that spirit is matter and
therefore an entity. Now, it is rulable and reasonable to
expect those who make assertions to be willing and able to
prove them. Or in other words, on the afll.rruativ rests the
burden of proof. But so far as I hav examined they do not
prove either that, or that there ;s such a thing as a spirit.
Dut I hav had proof enough that some mediums try to
cheat you when you are trying to investigate. However, I
may be convinced that I am mistaken. At least, I hav the
assurance of a good Spiritualist that I shall be a Spiritualist
soon. And at the same time he requested that the Spirit.
ualists pray to the spirits to assist in converting me, and one
has offered to pay for a seat;ce which he is sure will convince
me that Materialism is a delusion.
Now, all ef this is quite satisfactory to me, for if Spirit·
ualism is true I want to know it, and if it is not true I am
sure prayers to the spirits-which do not exist-for them to
assist in converting me, can never be answered.
But the above are not all nor the principal reasons why I
am not a Spiritualist. And right here I wish to state that
the reason aFsigned by Spiritualists why I am not ·one was
because I am not willing to be one even if it is true. I deny
that charge and say no one is better qualified to tell what I
believe, or why I believe as I do, than I myself. And forthermore, I am not such a liar as to say I believe a thing when I
do not. But the principal reason why I am not a Spiritualist is because I hav never got a message from beyond the
grave, from any of my former friends or relative, of such a
nature as to prove Spiritualism a possibility, much less a
probability. And yet I hav thrown myself open for
evidence on all occasions, and do still, but I hav very faint
hope after many failures to get evidence. On the other
hand, I hav received messages purporting to be from spirits
which proved beyond a doubt that there was fraud. And
since telling good stories is almost the only means used to
convert me, I hope I shall be permitted to relate one or two.
I had been visiting the Spiritual meetings here abQut six
.months, and made no secret of my MaterialJ!!m! w~e!:i 0_!:1~ ?1

the mediums was answering mental questions one Sunday
about a year ago. And 1 asked (mentally) how old my
father was when he died. i received some general remarks
from the medium and I told him that did not answer my
mental question. The medium fiew in a rage in the presence
of the audience, and said I was altogether too positiv to get
a communication and I made it impossible for spirits to
communicate with me. He said this. in an angry, excited
tone. I disguised my feelings, which were somewhat excited
by his manner, and replied slowly in a low tone, 11 All right."
He seemed pacified in part and remarked that if I was not
so positiv I might get something of value from the spirits.
I was very anxious to get something of value, so I dissimulated a little and replied in as subdued a tone as I was
master of, " All right." The medium said, "'If you will
put your question in a proper spirit and not so positiv a
manner, perhaps the Epirlts will come around to you and
answer you." I replied, sotto 'VOilll, "All right." Well, the
medium ciune to me last and asked me to present my question in a proper manner. ft is wonderful what deference
those spirits require. I presented the same question in the
most approved style, with my right hand raised; as directed
by the medium. He looked at me in a dazed manner and
remarked that it appeared like a fog around me and he could
hardly make out the answer to my question, but was under
the impression the answer was 11 Yes." I amiled when he
said," Yes, that is the right answer to your question." I
waited till the medium took his seat, when I remarked for
the benefit of the audience, and spirits, if any were present,
that my question was, "How old was my father when he
died?" aJld I got for a reply, " I think the answer is yes;
yes, that is the correct answer to your question." Several in
the audie,nce showed signs of anger, especially the medium's
wife, who said, " Spirits never answer such foolish questions.'' A gentleman from California asked, why did they
try to answer this one 1
·
Another Sunday i was t!lken ttl a private sitting (they are
always the best) and had communic!UitJns purporting to be
from some spirit whose first name was William, and ltnother
from my father, and another from my mother. Now, to
make sure that it was my father's and mother's spirits that
were talking to me I asked the privilege of presenting a
half-dozen questions, which was granted, when I presented
the following : What was the name of my father? and
mother? How old was each when they died? And at what
dates did they die? The purported spirits said that the
name of my mother was Sarah, and that is the only question
of the six they tried to answer. And my mother's name is
not snd never was Sarah, and she is still alive (or was a few
weeks ago), in Connecticut.
Now, the reason I am not a Spiritualist is because I don't
get the right answers to my questions. The way to convert
me is to produce the proof, and not tell big stories of what
you saw.
G. F. ELLIOTT.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Aug. 25, 1890.
MR. E.th:TOR ! My ltttention has been called to an article in
your paper of August 9th, written by John P. Guild. I see
he has attempted to criti<iise some statements I made in my
pamphlet, "Death Ends All." By your permission, I would
like to reply to him.
He says : " I do not know why that proposition is not as
dogmatic as the contradiction." It seems Friend Guild has
not carefully read pages 5-8 ·of my pamphlet, or if he did he
did not unders~and the import. The reason why the statement, 11 Death ends all," is not dogmatic at all, is because
nature has shown me, and many others, thousands of times,
that consciousness is not eternal. My consciousness has be.
come extinct seven different times by accident and disease,
besides many thousands of times in sleep-just as dead for
short intervals of time as it was through all the eternity of
time that passed before I w-:s organized.
·
I am simply stating tt~ facts-not giving an opinion-by
which nature proves that all statements about the eternity of
consciousness are as false as they are dogmatic.
Mr. Guild says : "How is one to know whether death
ends all unless he has knowledge when he is dead?" I
answer : Just as we know when 'our consciousness has been
dead by sleep, or any other cause, and become conscious
again, and this is the very condition we hav to be in to know
anything. The very simple fact that Mr. Guild was unconscious during all that part of eternity that passed before he
was born, is all that is necessary to prove all claims of the
eternity of consciousness to be false.
If it can be proved that consciousness existed in any case
antecedent to the existence of a brain and its chemical
action, then a case is made out, not before.
When I use the word 11 consciousness,"! mean all its qualities, such as seeing, hearing, smelling;, tasting, feeling,
thinking, and knowing. These were all, not relativly or in
a degree, but absolut~ly, dead in my own case, spoken of in
my pamphlet, and my consciousness neither lived in thls or
any other world during the intervals referred to. There is
certainly nothing about me that is eternally conscious, and
if Friend Guild possesses any such attribute, he must refrain
from sleep altogether.
The brain works in parts, and one part can be out of order
while the other performs its normal functions. It is so with
the nerves. One side of a man may be paralyzed, the other
healthy. That is why the conscious part of the brain can be
asleep while the unconscious part is activ; and it is this that
restores to consciousness the former, the modus ope1'andi of
which is fully explained in my pamphlet, on pages 7 and 8.
If we possessed souls that were eternally conscious, then we
never could be unconscious for an instant ; for a thing that
is eternal can neither be created nor annihilated, and my
consciousness both begins and is annihilated every morning
and evening. How is it with Friend Guild?
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Again he says : 11 Vegetable and animal life we see con.
tinually transformed into each other. How do we know
how many other modes there may be of living?" I answer :
by watching the operations of nature. For instance, if a
lion were to eat my brain t<:i-nigl:tt, it would soon transform
the substance into lion's blpod and lion's btain, so it would
not be my brain any longer. The term brain monly used tO'
indicate a certain condition in which matter ~xistl!l, 11nd a!1
matter changes its condition of existence it changes its proP•
erties, so it could not produce conscious thought (unless it
should appear anew as conscious cerebration in the lion), for
the principle of structure and its form is in every way
changed. dr stipPo8e I eat eome sheep's brains, then I
transform their substan6e into my blood and brains, and
then my brain by chemical detidrliposttian is transformed
into my conscious thought and force ; lrut Ute !!heep's consciousness no longer exists. When the organi:ted form of.
the sheep's brain is destroyed, its consciousness and aMi!tl)'
to produce thought is annihilated, its individuality cease~.
So with us, whether we are absorbed by vegetables or other
animals. These are patent facts, knowabie and demonstrable, and what we may think to the contrary does not change
them.
When 1 asaert that the stoppage of the decomposition of
the cerebrum stops the production of consciouo thought and
force, I only report what nature has revealed to me by actual
experience.
This is not " the religious or n1ystic~t method or procedure" to which Mr. Guild refers, but ln strict aiiOOl'dan(,}e with
the scientific method.
If Friend Guild is not satisfied with ordinary sleep, 1et him
take an anesthetic and hav a surgical operation performed
while perfectly unconscious. He will then, perhaps, understand that perpetual anesthesia is eternal death. And the
fact that "death ends all" individuality is jua.t as knowable
as any other fact of nature.
A young. man in this city, an inspector of arc lights,
received an electric shock and fell some ten feet to the
ground, cutting a hole in the back of his heaol, and remaining un<lonscious for many hours. After his recovery he
said to me: 11 '!'hey can all say what they like, but death by
electricity is entirely painless. Had I never recovered, I
should never hav known anythit!g about it." Now, this
man's statement is a complete answer to Mr. ·Guild's criticism about 11 knowledge when he is dead.•• He did not, of
course, possess consclousness while he was dead, but when
consciousness returned he knew that he had been dead.
Although the man was unconscious, yet the cerebellum was
still in working order and generated an electric current,
sending it down the nerves to contract the muecles of the
heart, diaphragm, and stomach, making blood and circulating it through the cerebrum, restoring its composition and
structure, rendering it capable of responding to external impressions, which results in its decomposition and the generation of conscious thought.
The composition of the cerebrum is similar to dynamite.
Its decomposition is started by vibrations, or percussion,
and whether thoughts are exceedingly fine a toms of brain
matter possessiDg the property of consciousness while they
exist in that particular form or not, it is a positiv fact that
we hav had thousands of thoughts that we do not hav now,
all of which had both a beginning and an end-hence not
one of them is eternal.
Again I quote : 11 Life and death are alike mysteries ; all
we know of either is by natural revelation." True; that is
the only way we know anything. But just in proportion as
people do not heed nature's revelations will life and death
and everything else be "mysteries."
I do not care to discuss the testimony of " the multitudes"
referred to ·by Friend Guild further than .to say that I regard
Spiritualism as a species of emotional insanity, or another
name for Christianity, modified.
"What can any negativ argument amount to to us, anyway ?" I suppose Friend Guild believes iu the resurrection
of the body and an eternal hell, as 11 negativ evidence" does
not amount to anything.
"Hr. Hague's book is a short and unpretentious summary
of the usual arguments for the no-soul, no-future-life theory."
Excuse me. I am not dealing in 11 theories" or guess. work.
I simply state the cold facts in the case in an unpretentious
way, and if Mr. Guild cannot see their fore~ and significanoe,
it is to be hoped that others may.
As to my" inaccuracies," I shall be obliged to anyone
who will point them out.
Mr. Guild's 11 too too-too" paragraph may be witt}', but
it is neither just nor generous. My language is not only
misquoted but disconnected from its context and distorted.
I do not ask critics to be generous, but I hav a right to
demand fair treatment.
11 How did the part become conscious?
That is the question before the senate." Not the question, but only one of
the questions incidental to the main one, 11 Does deat)l end
all?" I hav answered it in detail on pages 5, 9, 10, 18, 20,
25, 26, and 28 of my pamphlet, and I will now briefly answer it
here. The part 11 becomes conscious " by the chemical decomposition and transformation of the cell substance of the
cuebrum. If Mr. Guild can prove that thought, or consciou~
ness, is evolved by any other prQcess, 11 the senate " will
listen to him.
.
In conclusion, I am ·a plain man, and wrote my book in
plain language for plain people (as stated in the preface),
and to promote the welfare of my fellow. toilers by freeing
them from the syoophantic hope of heaven and slavish fear
· of hell. But it seems that the ditletanti either cannot or will
not understand me. I hope Mr. Guild will re-read my book
with a view to get at the meat in it, and then out of a pure
sense of justice write a more correct criticism.
Yours truly,
WALTBR HAGU.B'.
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of him. As Mrs. Finch says, "Many are
made outcasts by the cry of mad dog," etc.
For our part we like "bad boys," so called.
They usually with the right kind of treatBdtud ~ Miss Bu!WI H. WIXOIII, Fail
ment, turn odt to be good men. .
Bitw, M1181i., to whom all OommunfoationBf01'
Giv all the encouragement possible. Talk
this OornW' Bhould oe smt.
•
to children. Reason with them. Show them
the right way and walk therein yourself.
Example is better than precept. S." H. W.
•• Between the dark and the da:vlla:h,,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's ooonpationl
New Books.
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
MY RELIGIOUS KXPKRIKNOK. BY 8. P. PUTNAH.
This is more interesting than some novels.
Jed.
It fascinates by its glow;ing language, its
"Je l was ba.d, thoroughlY bad ;"
bright, pithy sentences. Mr. Putnam has
That's what everyone said of the lad.
certainly had a "change of heart." Be
Bnt coming to me in trouble one day,
knows what it is to be " born again." Be
And questioning somewha.t ont of m:s: way
bas been converted as much as anybody
With neighborly manner, oa.refnllY WISe,
The kind words wrung the tears from his eyes.
ever was in this world. But this " converted
He felt "condemned in the sight of men,
Infidel" accounts for the finding of sweet
Expecting the shedff even then ;"
peace and comfort in a very philosophical
And" nobody oared, a.s they never bad,"
manner. He explains the whole thing, and
He had u alwa.ys been so h(\pelessly ba.d
A d would pay the world in its own wild strokes shows conclusivly that there is no mystery
1
W~re it not for them,' the two old folks."
or miracle about it.
"Jed was bad, wretchedlY bad;"
Philosophy, science, altruism, UniversolShould he then 11 meve on,'' starving and sad?
ogy, criticism of men and methods, are
And ont of my pity came thoughts of my own
While he talked of 11 the folks'' in a softened tone. seasonably served in this book of experiences
by the author in his own unique and pleasing
Thus I fonad the thrum of a silvery thread
Unra.v'!ing the heart of this hnma.n Jed;
style.
And saying on in a. woman's way,
Although the book has only been issued a
I begged he'd begin anew that day ;
short time, the first edition is already ·exHis mother would be of friends the friend
hausted, and many more editions will doubt(I kept fast hold of that thrum's true end) ;
Her love would last as the mighty oaks;
less follow, as everyone will want to read
He promised to stay with the" two old folks."
what the brilliant author and lecturer of the
Jed so" bad, viciously b.>d,"
Pacific has to say of his religious career.
Is the old opinion the world has had
The pages number 100, and the price is only
Ever since the morn of the race began
Moo~L
·
Of youth and maiden, woman or man,
Should they in a lnokless moment forget
WHAT WOULD l!'OLLOW ON THE l!FF!.OKMKNT
The argus-eyes of this martinet;
And summing it np the bad with the good
Ol!' CHRISTIANITY. BY GEORGE JAO(lB HOL·
Hinting to Jed of a grand sel!hood,
YOAKK.
While he in a voice trembling and low
This is fine reading. Mr. Holyoake tells
Was" sorry he'd l!l"rieved his mother so,•
He yet would onmv the world's rough jokes
in a clear, comprehensiv, and straightforAnd provide in time for the "two old folks."
ward manner just what might be expected if
Though •·· Jed was bad, heinously btld)'
superstition were blotted from the earth.
I found honor and worth in the lad
People left to the exercise of their own
When he remarked that "the way to do
reason would be reasonable, unfettered by
Was to care for those who had cared for yon ;"
the gyves and yokes of barbaroug dogmas
And it wa.s "wrong, a.'i many had done,
To hav the pa.rents stay with the son,"
and beliefs in a vindictiv deity. Men would
Bnt, turning the ta.bles, this fea.rfnl Jed
rise and soar aloft in mental liberty, would
Should soon be " staying with them instead,
And the house should be theirs," and this plea.sed become larger, nobler, truer, in every way.
A fine portrait of Mr. Holyoake adorns the
me so
I deemed it something the others should know,
outer coverin11: of this pamphlet, which is
And notwithstanding the unkind oroa.ks
publlshed by H. L. Green and is offered at
He is building a home for his "two old folks."
the low price of 10 cents per copy.
Clearwater, Neb.
J'iiAnY BAIRD FINCH.
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Little Boy Blue.
Under the haystack little Boy Blue
Sleeps with his head on his arm,
While voices of men and voices of maids
Are calling him over the farm.
Sheep in the meadows are running wild
Where the poisonous herbage grows,
Leaving white tufts of doWny fleece
•
On the thorns of the sweet wild rose.
· Out in the fields where the silken corn
Its plumed hea.d nods and blows,
Where golden pumpkins ripen below,
Trample the whitefaoed cows.
Bnt no loud blast on the shining horn
Calls back the straying sheep,
And the cows may wander in hay and corn
While the keeper lies asleep.
His roguish eyes are tightly shut,
His dimples are all at rest ;
The chubby hand. tucked under the head,
By one rosy cheek is pressed.
Wake him 1 No I Let down the bars
And gather the truant sheep;
Open the barnyard and drive in the cows,
Bnt let the little boy sleep
For year after year we oan shear the fleece,
And corn oan always be sown;
And the sleep that visits little Boy Blue
Will not com'e when the years hav flown.

Corner Gospel.
KNOOURAGK OHILDBKN.
No one was ever made better by carping,
scolding, or fault-finding. Boys are boys and
girls are girls. They are not men and women.
They hav not had experience in living. Life
is a new and untried road to them. They
inevitably make mistakes. It cannot be
helped. Be reasonable with them. Be
patient. Are they willful, wild, careless,
negligent? Try to find the cause of all shortcomings. It is oftener in the parent than
otherwise. We inherit good and bad qualities. Constant reproof does not always
mend matters. A gentle word, a smile in
place of a frown, a "try and do better next
time," often do-wonders.
A little word in kindness spoken,
A motion or a tear,
Bas often healed a heart that's broken,
And made a friend sincere.
No one is beyond redemption. Take the
story of" Jed," as noticed in another column.
Kindness and appreciation will make a man

1paws as if he were

going to stay there for
some time. The pair were getting along
very pleasantly, when a small brindle bulldog came down the street reconnoitering.
As he reached the place where the kitten
was, the fur on the latter's back was elevated
somewhat. But the kitten seemed to think
he had a protector, although the b~lldog
curled his upper lip, as he stopped gazmg at
the pair. The little girl rose to the occasion
and lisped, "Go way, doggie, don't you bodder my kitty." The dog did go on without
molesting his natural enemy, and the kitten
settled down to his comfortable seat to be
again petted by the little one. But if anyone
can tell why the usual bulldog nature did not
assert itself in this case we should like to
know the reason. Ordinarily a young bulldog would hav attempted "to make the fur
fly." · It may be that the canine was mag.
nanimous and respected the wishes of the
little girl, an4 it may be that he was h~ting
larger game. Who can tell ?-Ji'all River
T1·ibune.
[By an unfaltering instinct animals know
whom to trust and whom to fear. Some
children also posse-ss this faculty in a r~mark
able degree. The men and women shunned
by children are not those whose friendship
we should seek. Contact with the world
deadens this fine quality of selection, hence
we are often deceived by outward appear.
ances. Men and women practice deceit and
hypocrisy until the child nature, the higher
faculty of keen and correct judgment, is lost
or hidden beneath the rubbish of false appearances and mock goodness. The pharisee and the hypocrit are as much alive to-day
as When JesUS rebuked them· in SCathinglanguage two thousand years ago.
11
I am holier than thou " is written on the
faces, or expressed in action, by every fawning sycophant that bows to wealth and cringes
before a popular sentiment, while passing by
the plain, unvarnished truth as it appears in
its honest guise of simple facts.
Thoreau fied from human society and its
disgraceful shams, and found a sweet and
beautiful companionship among the animals
and insects, who neither lie nor deceive.
Looking upon communities with all the1r contemptible deceptions and falsehoods, who can
blame him?
We may all learn a lesson from the kindlynatured kitten in the little sketch above, the
brindle dog who restrained his natural inclination, and the true-hearted little waif, whose
unaffected act of kindness is like the ripple
of a silvery wave on a black and stormy ocean.
We should try to liv nearer to Nature,
nearer to the great heart of Truth and Charity.-ED. C. C.]

mad dog" and everybody's hand being
them.
I am happy to see such improvement in
the Corner and wish to thank all the writers
young and old, who help to make it entertaining. Geo. Remsburg is almost better
than a 11 chip of the old block "-he is the
block itself. I was glad to hear of his song
being set to music by an English publisher.
The older writers will hav to look well to
their laurt'ls. He is bound to make his mark
on tbe top round of the ladder of fame. Sue~
cess to him and all who try to win. Fraternally yours,
MARY B. FrNOH.
11

a~ainst

A New Book by Helen H. Gardener.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
The downcast eyes of timid acqnieBoenoe hav
paid to imPudent anthol'ity the tribute of a
thoughtless yea.-.R. G. Inae'IOSoll.
CONTENTS.

A SpleEdid J c~dgn of a Woman.
'rhe Lady of the Olul>.
Under Protest.
For the .Proseontion.
A Rusty Link in the Chain.
The Boler Honse Mystery.
The Time-Look of cnr Ancestors,
Florence Campbell's Fate.
MY Patient's Story.
Price, paper, &0 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
~s La.fi\:VottEI Pl .. New York.

What Would Follow
THE

Effacement of Christianity?
BY GEORGE JACOB IIOLYOAKE.
Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
2R LafaYette Plsoe. '~'<•• York.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
fhe Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen Of
this Republic.

B}" A.. ;J. GROVER.
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEXER CO.

ROME~

REASON

A. Memoir of Christian and Extra-OhristianExpeTHK GOD!!. BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
rienoe.
Everyone will be pleased that B. L. Green.
!Jy NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATJmB,
has put into pamphlet form Colonel IngerA very critical analysis of both Protestantism
soli's masterly oration on "The Gods." This
and Catholicism, from the vantage.gronnd of an
intimate personal experience with the two sySJiSmphlet is a household necessity. It can
tems. It deals the moat trenchant blows w.hioh
not be read t0o often. Every page gleams
pure logic is oapable of infiicting.-(Critioal Re•
view.
and glistens with the jewels of elcquent
Cloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
thought. Like all that our great leader says,
Correspondence.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
it throbs with rational philosophy.
28 Lafayette Place, New York. ·
DoRA, Mo., Aug. 25, 1890.
It sells for 20 cents, and can b3 procured,
DEAR Mres WrxoN: As I hav not seen any
together with the books menti(Jned above, at letters from this place, I thought I would
the TRUTH SEEKER cffice.-ED. C. C.
write one. ~Iy papa has taken THE TRUTH
BEKKER a number of years. I hav one of
OR, THB
vour books, "The Story Hour." At school
A. Kitten's Friendslrip.
Conflict between Beason and Superstition.
I study grammar, writing, history, geography,
An interesting sight was seen on Bedford spelling, arithmetic, and physiology. I liv
street Saturday morning which proves that in the country, and am thirteen years old.
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
CRAB. A. FISOHKR.
dumb animals know the difference between
Philadelphia, Pa.
friends and enemies, and that they can pick
SBKBMA.N,
MIDH.,
Aug.
27,
1890.
out from the younger members of the human
Price, 10 cents.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: As you published my
family those whom they are willing to meet other letter, I will write again.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
on terms of companionship. There belongs
We liv four miles from the village of Sherin one of the offices a young kitten. He is man. It is not a very large place.
The country around here is rather hilly, FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.
as black as midnight, and has not a hair on
but
it is pleasant. We liv on a rather steep .A. tale of Palestine, founded on tho destruction of
his body of any other hue. His owners think
hill-top.
the Moabitcs by the Jews.
a great deal of him, although he is not yet
I hav a mile to go to school. Our school
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
more than half-grown, and they hav provided begins thref. weeks from to-day.
him with a leather and nickel collar. In the
We hav plenty of rain this summer. It is
Price,
10 cents.
morning the young feline likes to sit on the raining now, and everything looks well.
would
like
to
ask
you
a
question
in
I
front steps enjoying the fresh air. He always
histor.v: What was !he population of the
keeps a bright lookout for dogs and hoodlum United States in 1870 [3'3,923,210]?
boys, and c~~on retreat in an excellent order to
Well, I guess I hav written enough; but I
the rear of the office at two seconds' notice. must tell you my name is not Anna, but All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.
A little girl aged about four years came Aura. My real name is Aurora, but my people
call
me
Aura
for
short.
A.pvles
of Gold. And Other Stories
strolling down the street. Her parents, evifor Boys and Girls. 12mo, 3B3pp., $1.25.
Your true friend,
AuRoRA SouTHWIOK.
dently, had hard work to make both ends
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Bandmeet, if the child's clothing was an indicasome and Interesting Book, Without Bnpersti[Perl>aps the following was intended for a
tion1 for Children and Youth. 'J'he Only Freetion. She was barefooted, and on her head private letter, but we take the liberty to print
thinKers' Children's Story-Book ever issued
was a Iii tle torn straw hat. Her clothes it for the fioe compliment to our esteemed
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type,
heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illuswere very much in need of laundrying, but friend and co-worker, Geo. J. Remsburg.trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, S1.
the little one cared not for that apparently. ED. C. C.]
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
She was happy and had nothing on her mind,
CLEARWATER, Nxs., Aug. 12, 1890.
except to enjoy herself in her childish way.
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I hav not written in
The black kitten was on the front steps, and so long a time that it seems almost like
-it caught her eye. She stopped and said, neglect, but you know how to excuse an The Bible-What Is IU A pamphlet oontaininll' eight chapters in refntati()ll.
"Hello, kitty!" The cat scrutinized his little invalid who finds a mountain of work confronting her when still unable to do much.
of the assumptiOn that the Bible is a divine
book of pure thought, and oorreot in all Its
admirer, and was evidently favorable to
I Inclose two poems for the Children's
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
the child, who sat down and patted the head
Corner. The one of "Jed" was suggested Stu_dies In ":h~olo;-y. A clear exposiof the cat, and talked to it as she would to a by a true incident. 'fhe boy now is steady
tion of the b1bhoal story of man's o:reation
and onrse, theologically denominated "the
playmate. The cat rubbed his head against and trying to get a home for the father and
fall." Price, 10 cents.
the little one's elbow, and purred very pleas- mother and little sister. He said he meant to
antly. Then he walked on her lap and sat and I encouraged him all I could when I Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
found how much he thought of his mother
negativ and affirmativ stand_I!oint, showing
down very comfortably, folding his front Many boys are made outcasts by the cry of ,
w~ft it is not and what it is. l'rioe, 5 cents.
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FREETHOUGHT
IS IT

THERE is destitution and suffering at Oklahoma.
R&v. WM. EDGELL, of Brownston, W.Va.,
has been arrested for forging pension· affidavits.
FLOODS hnv rendered destitute forty-five
thousand persons of the city of Prague,
Austria.
IT is reported from Texas that that state
. has eight hundred murders a year, while a
jury rarely has manhood enough to convict
one of the perpetrators.
HARRY FAYE, fifteen years old, who died at
Bronklyn on the 30th ult., was kept without
medical aid by his parents, who believe in
Faith Cure, till it was too late.
THE employees of the British admiralty,
war office, and post-office hav begun the
tormation of a union of government workmen for strike and other purposes.
IN view of Blaine's proposal of free trade
with all American nations that will reciprocate, it is considered that the Republican
party has modified its protection policy.

DESTRUCTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE?
A SYMPOSIUM
BY
COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
R. B. WESTBROOK,
OAPT. R. C. ADAMS,
E. B. FOOTE, Jn.,
SALADIN(W. Stewart Ross), L. K. WASHBURN,
H. O. PENTECOST,
GEO. E. MACDONALD,
SUSAN H. WIXON,
E. C. WALKER,
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
F. M. HOLLAND,
LUCY N. COLMAN,
PARKER PILLSBURY,
MRS. MATTIE P. KREKEL,
C. B. REYNOLDS,
CHARLES WATTS,
J. H. BURNHAM,
W. F. JAMIESON,
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUBJEOTB OF pAPERS :
Is there an .AjJilrmative, Positive, OonstlrwJtive side to Freethoughtf
If not, the reason why f
If there be, in what, in yowr opinion, does it eonsist, and in what shrmld it oonllist f

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Address
by~·

olol rellal>le nnu! large profi!5,

FRE£. A rare
WAN TED .qmck sales, SAMPLE
AGENTS
QP.POrtunity. Geo. A. Scott.
Broadway, N. Y.
~42

Ar St. Matthew's German Lutheran church
at Hoboken, N. J., last Sunday, 11 confiict as
to who should occupy the pulpit was waged
with barricades and other applications of
force.

THE

expects to control the next legislature, will
devote itself mainly to economizing government and reducing the taxes which it says
are ruining agriculturists.

gilt edges, 14.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

THE TRu·rH SEEKER

~0.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.

THE Rev. S. R. Shrieves has been conductBY REPORTER.
ing a big camp-meeting at Moss Run, 0., acThis is the history of a.n attempt tO found a·
companied by an alleged wife, but there has
without superstition, and its success.
appeared on the ~cene his real wife, whom church
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
he deserted six years ago with two children. his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vita.! questions
THE scheme of bridging the English Chan- of human concern, religious, pelitical, a.nd other·
nel has gone so far that plans havb~en drawn wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.n·
and soundings made, and a special commis- gua.ge, a.nd easilY understood. There is lnstsufli·
sion has been appointed by the French min- cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader a.nd
ister of public works to inquire into the hold his attention while the truth is being brought
io his mind.
project.
J'or sale at this oftlce. Price, $1.00.
THE Catholic congress at Coblentz, Germany, attended by six thousand delegates,
demands the ree3tablishment in Germany of
all the ecclesiastical orders, including the
Jesuits, and the restoration of the pope's
temporal power.

AN

ADDRESS

BJ' ROBT. G. INGERS9LI,

Charles Watts's Works.

The Tea~hings of Secularism ~om·
pared with Orthodox ~brlstlau
CHA:MPIONS OF THE CHURCH: . Uy,
96 pages. Price, 25 cents.
THEm
Secularism : Is It Founded on
Crimes and Persecutions.
Rea~ou, aud Is It Sutnclent to
Meet the Needs of' lYiankind 'l
THE Farmers' Alliance of Missouri, which 8vo, 1,119Pp. Cloth, sa; leather, St; morocco,

Ar Allegheny City, Pa., a German fiag was
carried in a Labor day parade, and EOme
American mechanics seized and destroyed it,
infiicting considerable violence on the paraders and a policeman who defended it.

CRIM~S AGAIIST CRIMIIALS.

Debate between the Editor of the Halifax
Charles Watts. With Prefatory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and
·Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents.
Eventng Mat! and

A

Reply to Father l.ambert's
"Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents.

Post free.

~hristiautty:

Its Origin, Nature,
and In:Oueuce. 32 pages. Price, 15
cents.

The Horrors of the French Revo·
lotion: Their ~a uses. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents.

Secularism: De8tructlv and ~on·
strnctiv. 22 pages in cover. Price,
lOcents.

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown

to be Contradictory and Defectiv as an Ethical
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE
New York State Bar Association, at Alban11,
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.

'l'he onlv Complete and Authorized Edition.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.

LOOKING BACKW.!RD
BJ' Edward- Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's l'rocess," etc.
It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll who a.re
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaotion
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The apJ?eal is a wa.ys ma.de to a. man's reason.
a.nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel.
fishness.-[Bostoo :Post.
A su!Igestion of a rea.lly practicable a.nd feasible soc1al state greatl;v in advance of the preaeni.
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
aotna.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

A&{nosticism and ~bristian Theism: MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
. WhlcblstheltloreReasonablel A OOMPJJJNDIUM OF UNIVJJJBS.AL .
·24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
HISTORY.
Evolution and Special ~reation.
By WINWOOD READE.
19 cents.

is really a. remarkable book, in which aniver·
Sinners-Which Y 24 sa.lIt history
is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Litera.ry World.
·The ~uperstitlon of the ~hrlstlan Ion turn over his pages with a. fascination simto that experienced in reading Washington
§on day: A Plea for 'Liberty and Jus- ilar
Irving.-[Inter-Ocea.n.

Saints and

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents.

tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents.

His history has a. continuity, a. rllsh a. carrying

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages· in !>OWer..~.which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.-

AT Mountain Springs, Tex., a Baptist
deacon recently went to the house of Mrs.
Solby and finding her family absent called
her " dear sister " and began taking liberties
with her. She defended herself, and has had
him arrested .for assault.

cover. Price, 10 cents.

Nature and the Supernatural; or,
Beli • f and Knowledge. 24 pages.
Price, 10 cents;

The American Secular Union~ Its
Neces11ity and the .Justice or Its
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo-

[New J:laven Palladium. .
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a. masterpiece of historical writing, He has a. style tha.t reminds us of Maoa.nla.y.
-[Penn MonthlY.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, 5{3pp.,$1. 75.
Addren THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
B8 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A PROPOSITION has been submitted to the
emperor of Germany to introduce the system
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover.
of phonetic orthography for the German
Price, 10 cents.
THB
BIBLE INQUIRER;
language. His Majesty has referred the matTJieologlcal
Pre
sum
pHon:
An Open
OR,
ter to the ministry of public instruction,
---Letter to the R•v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax,
with orders that the whole question shall be
A Key to Bible Investigation.
N. 8. In this letter the followinl!' subjects a.re
dealt with:· 1. Wh_y Do the Clergy Avoid
fully considered.
Containing 148 Pro11_ositions
A OOLLE<JTION OF
Debr 1f? 2. The Position of Agnosticism
With References to the most Plain a.nd Striking
THE New York Central strike has failed.
Tow
rd Christianity. s. Freethonght a.nd
Belf-Contra.dictions of the so-oa.lled
Mer of Science. 4. The Difference between
Original and Selected Hymns
Inspired Scriptures.
Train-wreckers derailed a Montreal express
Fa1 tsa.nd Opinions. 5. Christ a.nd Heroism.
BY A. JACOBSON.
(Words and Music)
near Greenbush, N.Y., on the night of the
6. hristia.nity a.nd Slavery, 16pa.ges. Price,
Third edition, carefully revised a.nd enlarged.
4th, but by luck no one was injured. The
5 rents.
For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference. NEW WORK BY MRS. WATTS. JUST PUBKnights deny that it was the work of one of
For Schools and the Home,
a. pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
them, but Manager Webb says no mere sym- As
LISHED.
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
pathizer would hav taken the pains which
Price only 25 cents.
~llrl!itlantty: Def.-ctiv
and Un·
COMPILED BY
this wrecking device displayed.
necessary. By Kate Eunice Watts.
L.
K.
WASHBURN.
24 pages. Price, 10 cents.
THE statistics of Canadian and American
PmOB,
$1.50.
Address T.EE TRUTB: BEEKER.
pilgrims to the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre,
Canada, are: 1888, lll,347; 1889, lOO,Ill'il; The Bible Analyzed. "For SledgeAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.fa.Yeiie Place, New York.
1890, January, 400; February, 350; March,
hammer Logic unsurpassed." svo, 888pp.,
Every Liberal Should Read
silk cloth, $3.
1,110; April, l'iOO; May, 1,390; June, 9,267;
July 1st to 22d, 80,690. The proportion this Spiritualism Sustained. This work THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION.
goes not so fa.r to sustain Spiritualism as ta
year is much larger than last, and the profits
BY ARTHUR B. Moss.
show that Christians a.re inconsistent in denyof this scene of miracles and divine cures are
WITH PRI!FAOE BY DR. JIABDWIOKEo
.
ing
the
alleged
truths
of
tha.t
philosophy.
attaining great magnitude.
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
INTRODUCTION.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
THE animosity between Mohammedans
Chapter 1~.- Bible Astronomy a.nd Evolution ;
and Christians in the neighborhood of Turkey
Chapter IT, J:Sible BiologLa.nd Evolution; Cha.p_.
New Edition. Bevlse§ mtd Enlar~d.
continues to be marked with 11cts of violence.
ter liT, Bible Myths and .rovolntion; Cha~er IV,
Bible History a.nd Evolution; Ch!!P_ter v, Bible
It is reported by observers that " it would be
MoralitY and Evolution; Chapter VI, Bible Mireasy to start a religious war in eastern Euaoles a.nd Evolution : ChaJlter vn, Miraoles In·
rope, where civilization is at a low ebb, and
credible; Cha.ll_ter VIII, Bible Poetry a.nd Evolu·ay HELEN H. CARDENER,
fanaticism is rampant, and where for centtion_; Chapter IX, Bible Art a.nd Evolution; ChaP·
Introduction by
ter 11., Bible God and Evolution; Chapter XI, Soul
uries all sorts of oppression for conscience's
a.nd
Future a.nd Evolution 1 Chapter xn, Heaven
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
sake hav been perpetrated."
Hereafter; Chapter XIII, uonclnsion.
If you start right.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 <lllnts.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.
The first step
MRs. MARIA WooDwORTH, a female revivalAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
TM Trade Supplied at tJpeoial Disormnu.
~~~~±!~~~
should
be 11ri exist, at her tent in St. Louis is driving many
;:
- - - - - amination of Mr.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER,
SbOPP()ll's
buildl_ng
designs-the
only
large
persons into frenzy, neglect of their every-day
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
collectiOn of des1gns that are artistic prac-·
duties, and insanity. Her uncommon powtical and reliable. The estimates are guaranPhoto-engravin,gs
of
lllis11
Gardener
a.re
for
sa.Ie
ers are thought to partake of hypnotism by a.i this otll.ce. Price, 40c.; with autona.ph, 50 ott.
teed. llfr. Shappell's publications are as
follows:
Price.
physicians, who also think that she is insane
By L. :FEUERBA~H.
*Portfolio of $1,000 Houses, 30 designs, $2 00
and should be confined. Her infiuence is
"
u
1,500
u
so u
2 00
Translated
from
the
German.
Cloth,
12mo,
75pp.
mainly over a class known to physiciuns as
,,
" 2,000
30
2 00
50 cts.
~'
" 2,500
30
2 00
neurotics, or persons peculiarly subject to,
u
31000
32
,,
2
00
The
truth-teller
is
ill-mannered,
Wlerefore
im·
mental disease.
His Life, Works, Wo1·tb, Mln•tyrdom, Porh
8,500
3!3
2 00
mora.l.-N.ctraot.
Orro LEUTH and Brocky Smith were hanged
trait, and Monument.
4.000
30
2
00
"
" " 5,000
Address THB TBUTJI BBBKEB Co.
80
2 ()()
,, " 6,000
at Columbus a few days ago. The boy Leuth With a complete list of the American subscribers
28
2 ()()
murdered little Maggie Thompson, nine years
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
" 7,500
22
2 00
HISTORY
" 10 000
21
Q ()()
old, by luring her into his house and beating
BY
"
u Stdbles
~'
19
cr
2
00
OJ' THB
her on the head With a hammer. Smith was GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE THO!lAS DAVIDSON
*The first Portfolio contnins designs that cost as
low as $500, $oOO, !jl700 and $800.
a worthless fellow who murdered an inoffen-. THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN, ' KARL BLIND
' INTELLECTuAL DEVELOPIEN'l
Any 3 of the above Portfolios for $5 · any 7
Of' Europe.
siv old lady because she refused him her'
LYDIA R. CHASE.
'
for $10; the COJ:!lplete set (12) for $15. Bound
money. Leuth was prepared for heaven by a
Reviled Edltion-2 volfl-Price, $1,
volume cont~imng over ,200 designs selected
Lutheran minister; Smith was guaranteed Single copies 16 cents i ten copies fC"T a dollar.
from the varwus port.fohos, price 55, return·
B:V irOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, !II.D., LL.D •
able if not satisfac;tory.
eternal bliss by a Catholic priest.
1
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER co.
Addrell THE TRUTH BJIIEKEB.
R. W. SHOPPELL
Address
Architect, 63 B'wa;v, New York.

-cosinian Hymn Book,

Col. Kelso's Works.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Essence of Religion.

Giordano Bruno.
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PITH. Self-Contradictmns of
~URG~SS-UMDERWOOD Df~Alf PIONEE'R
THE GIST OF LEOTUBES ON RATIONALISM.
ON CHRISTIANITY.

R. c. ADAM!Io President of Montreal
Between B. F. U:KDERWOOD and Prof. 0 A. Bnr- By CAPT.
Pioneer Freethoullht Olub ; author of
gees, Pres. of N. W. Chri11tia.n Univ.
"Travels in Faith from TraPaper, 18Bpp,, 50 eta.: clo., 8J,
dition to Reason,"
and
"Evolution-A SummarY
of E T1"dence. ,

COMMON SENSE
By THOMAS PAINE.
Written in 1776.
Price,
15 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of
Christianity.
By B, F. UNDEBWOODo
Prioe, 10 cents.

IS AMERICA THE NEW WORLm

.

ByL.L.DAWSON.
10 cents.
Price,

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS.
<Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of
Cnristianity. By D. M. BE!iNETT. P~per, 50
cents; cloth, 75.

tne ~1ble~

144 MoRAL, THEOLOGIOAL, HrsTORIOAL, AND
SPEOULA'l'IVE PROPOSITIONS. .
PricP, 15 cents.

SEPHER TOLDOTH JESHU.

A compendium of scientifl.c and critical lore. Book of the Generation of Jeans. First Trans.
from the Hebrew Original StorY ot J esns.
Best handbook for introducing the ~eneral
Price. 15 cents.
reader to t~ principles and data. on which Ra·
tiona.J.ism ill a11ed.
Paper, 1:Jmo, 100pp,, S5 cents.
SHELLEY AS A PHILOSOPHER AND
REFORMEU.,
Dy C. BOTHERAN.
Paper, Svo, 50 cents ; cloth, 75. ·
Three lectures by PRoF. Taos. H. Hu:i:LEr·
Pa.per,to cents.

EVOLUTION THEORY.

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BlBtE STORIES,
ESSAYS, and LECTURES.
B:r D.M. BENNETT.
Pap., 700pp., ?'5 cents.

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION.
11

Jeans the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and
Earth."
By D. M. BENNE"rl' and REv. MR. TEED.
Paper, 80 cents.

SHORT
LESSON IN HISTORY
FOR CHRISTIANS.

A CARTOON
li'rom The Truth Beeker, JniY 11, 1885.
17x24in. 6 for s~c., 12 for 50J., 25 for $1, 100 fm· $3,

JOHN'S WAY.

Radical Domestic

Story, 15 cents. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.

LITTLE LESSONS

~fSAHT-HATCH~RU D~~ATE. LIT\LE FOLKS.
ECCE
DIABOLUS.
BETWEEN
Jehovah-WorshJfa a.IJ,<l Devil-WorshiP IdenticalBy Mns. E. D. BLENKER.
FOR

i.e, Bloody acrifices and Burnt Offerings.
ANNIE BES!NT AND REV. A. HATOHABD
By the VerY Bev.. Evan D.l.vies, Arch-Druid of
ON
Great Bribiu.
. Jeans of Nazareth a. Historical Cbara.oier, and the
Price,
25 cents,
In:fluence of Christianity,
Price,

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM;

~5

cents.

oR, PoSITIVIST CALENDAR. Brief Exposition of
the Oomtean System.
Paper. 25 cents; clGth. 50.
Comparing the Bible's B•Rt Teachings and
ings with those of Philosophers who
Li-red previous to Bible
Authors.
Sci~ntiftc
BY G. C. DABLP!G.
.EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc.
Paper,
50 cents.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD and othere.
Price, 20 cents.

BIBLE BALANCED.

Eight

Tracts.

EPIDEMIC

DELUSIONS.

By F. R. MARVIN, M.D.
Price, 10 cents.

Essay on Miracles,
By DAVID HUJJIE.
Price, 10 cents.

ESSAYS
AND LECTURES".
BY B. F. UND'ERWOOD.
Paper, 300pp,, M cents; cloth, $1.

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
BY T. E. LoNGSHORE.
5c., 50~. per doz., 25 for $1.

Bay~

Religion Not History.

MORALS~

Examination of the Morals and History of the Ne"
Testament.
By PRoF. F. W. NEWMAN.
Price, 25 cents.

RELIGIONof OOMJ.liON SENSE.

TWENTY CRIMES and VIOES
Sanctioned by ticripture.
BY J. E. REMSBtrnG.
Price,llll cents.

.

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the
United States and Canada.

PAINE VINDICATED.
Reply toN. Y. O'Jlle1·ver.

By

.

By PRoF. JoHN FrsKE.
Price, 10 cents.

BUDDHIST NIHILISM.

Scientific Materialism:

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.

B:v MAx MULLEB., M.A.
Price, 10 cents.

GOTTLIEB: HIS LIFE.
A Romance of Ee.rth, Heaven, and Hell.
By B. p, PUTNAM.
Price, 25 cents.

By JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

Heathens of the Heath.
RADI{)AL

ROMANCE.

By WM. McDoNNELL.
600pp,, paper, 80 cents.

C~ristianitJ and Materialism.

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

The passages unfit for family reading.
Pap., 3ilc.; clo., DO.
THE

LOGIC OF DEATI-I,
OR,
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST F.E!R TO DIE?
By J. G. HoLYOAKE,
Price, t; cents.
-- -

THE

LOGIC OF LIFE,
DEDUOED FROM

ITS MEANING and TENDENCY.

GOLDEN JlEAN in Temperance
and Religion.

Godly Women of toe ~ible.
A HistorY of
A.LL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIB:<.&.
BY
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Century,
Pap., 50o.; cto., 75.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

AGE OF
REASON.
I!iVESTIGATION
OF

TRUE AND FABULOUS THEOLOGY.
Bll THOMAS PAINE.

Paper, 8vo,152 pages, 25 oents; 6 copies; $1.
With ExAMINATION o~' THE PnoPBECIES, pap. 40c.

ALAMONTADA,
THE GALLEY SLAVE.
BY J, H. D. ZsaaoxKE.
"A philosophical romance."
Paper, 2~ cents.

LIFE OF JESUS.
His CHARACTER AND DoOTRIN.

_,

l'aper, 146pp., 25 cents.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF
CONVENT MYS7'ERIES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

By 1\I. BABCOCK.
Price, 15 cents.

RELIGION OF HUMANITY
better than

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT.

TRUrH SEEKER
TRACTS.
\Bonn d.)
Vola. I, II, III, IV, V, l8mo, 5~5pa.ges in each >ol.
Per voJ, pap., 60J.

ROARING liON 01 THf TRACK.

TWELVE TRACTS.

Price, 10 cents.

BY M, BABCOOK,

SUPERSTITION:

Price, 10 cents.

By THOMAS PAINE.
Written during the American Revolutionda.nd by
order of General Washington rea.
to the army.
Paper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.

ITS RELA:TIONS TO
RELIGIOUS PuRrTA.NISM AND MoNEY-GETTING.
BY A. R. CooPER.
Paper, 20 c.; fiexible clo., a;.

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Rad·
ica.l Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker.
Pap., 50c.; clo., '15.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
18 Lafa:vette Pl. Newl'ork.

.

UIOERWOOO-M~RPlES DEBATE
ON THB ExiSTENCE oF A PERSoNAL GoD AND
INsPIRATioN OF· SCRIPTURES.
Between B. F. UNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar.
ples.
Paper, 35 cents ; cloth, 60.

-

RELIGION OF

" BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."

Price, 25 cents.

o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Chronicles of Simon Christianus.

__,_

and Arguments.
By D. M. BENNETT..

TWO HUNDRED rOETICAL RIDDLES,
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
By E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.
CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTOU.ICAL STANDPOINT I
TWO LIT'l'LE BED Mll'TENS.
By W. N. McLAREN.
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie
Paper, 50 cents.
Butler Browne. 5 cents.
By

__

Answers to Cnrls\ian Questmns

Price, 15 cents.

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.

11

Analysis of Religious Belief."
By VrsaoUNT AIIIBEliLEY,
Paper, Svo, 170pp,, 25 cents.

Jesms Not Perfect.
Uuderwood's Prayer.
By B. F. U.SDERWOOD.
2:! cents.

THE CRISIS.

GE N'ESIS I, II:

Pa.per,12mo, 105 pp,, 25 cents.
Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 cents.

BY M. BABOOCK,

Design Argument.

Seoular Res\)onsibility
BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATION
BY A. R. GROTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75.

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti•
cles on Prayer.

Price, 10 cents.

Evolution.

BY G. J, HoLYOA.B:E.
Price, 5 cents.

By G. J. :...oLYOAKE.
Price, 5 cents.

By B. F. UND:ER'I"OOD.
Price,
10 cents.

Bible Worship.
Darwinism.

Adven tnres in the Land
of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired).
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. HooK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE PRINCIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT.

The Belfast Address.
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

R. G. INGERSOLL.

With "ROMAN CATHOLIO CANARD."
Pric~, 15 cents.

By ANNIE BESANT.
·Price,.10centr.

Advancement -a Soienoe

MARIA MONK.

By Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent~.

By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

THE UNSEEN WORLD.

~

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 10 cents,

Errors Exposed.
By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 15 cents.

BY CAPT. R. c. ADAMS.
"0Be of the cheapest and best books on the sub.
ject."
Paper, ill 0ents.

Being a chapter from

FROM A MA7'ERTALISTIC S1ANDPOINT.

~l~lE fA~~ICATiOIS REfUTED.

BIBLE

SOUL PR OBLEl\1S.

WITH TnEOLOGIC.!.L. AnrENDMENT AND STATE PER•
S:>NALITY.
By Joseph E. Peck.
P.l.p,, 25J.

SP lRITU ALl Sl\1

-

.

Boards, 4) cents.

EVOLUTION:
A SUMMARY OF EVIIJENOE.

BY M. BABOOOK,

W~y Don't God Kill t~e Devil?
BY M. BABOOOB:,

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS.
A LIBERAL STORY. ByMrs.J,E. Ball.
Price, i~ cents.

JESUS CHRIST:
His LIFE,
TEACHINGS, and IMPERFECTIONS
By

w. B. BELL.

Price, ll5 cents.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE. RESURRECTION of JESUS:
-

Memoirs.
His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
A.nd Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. du
Cha.telet.
·
By B. GASTINEAV. ~
Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.

WA.IFS AND WANDERINGS,
A Liberal Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PllTNAil!.
Pap., 50c.; clo., $1.

·----BIBLE lDOLATHY.
By R. G. INGERSOLL.

Price, 8 cents; per

dozen,_8~

centR; per 100, f2.

-

For all of the above books address
THE '.rRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 L afa Yet te Pi,, New York.

CONTRADICTIONS Involved In.
B:v W. B. BELL.
Price, 10 cents.
FIRST EPISTLE of

.

BENNE'l'T, Apostle, to TU.UTH SEEKERS
B::r D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 10 cents.

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.
Price, B cents.

BY D. M. BENNETT.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH MEEKER CO.,
IB La.fa:reUe Pl., New York.

'
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Truth Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-Theso tracts are especially intended
for distribution us :l<'reethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
~·ruth Seeker, or money for books, please add
wlmlovcr yon can !'or· tracts, and. when received,
hand them around among your Jlcighbol's, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. 'l'oallow mnch to be clone in this way with
a little money the following disconnts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 ]JCr cont. off; on two
dolbirs' worth 20 off; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ton' dollars' wo1'th, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these t1·acts only. Please
order by numbers. 'l'he numbers not mentioned
are out ofpl'int.

THE TRUTH ··,SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.
PUblished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker 0ompam!JI, ca
28 Lafayette Place,

NEW YORK. CITY.
E. M. M.A.ODONALD, EDITOR.

0. P. SOMERBY, Busumss

MANAGE&

DURING 'l'HE YEAR 1890 'l'HE 'l'BV'l'H SEEKEB

Will Print the Host Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.

23 Reply to Shelton's Lotter. Bonnett........ 3
.A.mong those who have written and will write for its columns are the~e eminent men and
Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 'women known all.ovel' the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. G.A.RDENER.
35 Moving the .A.rk. Bennett................... 2
R. B. WESTBROOK, .A..M.
.A.RTHUR B. MOSS.
37 Short Sermon. Rev. 'fheologicus, D. D.... 2
P .A.RKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. W .A.SHBURN.
38 Christianity not a :Moral. X. Y. z ....... 2
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1
43 Ohristi,l.nity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3
CH.A.RLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COL1f.A.N.
47 Cruclty&Credulityof the Human Race .... 3
ROBERT C. .A.D.A.MS.
FREDERIC M.A.Y HOLLAND,
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... 6
J. H. llURNH.A.M.
JULIET H. SEVER.A.NCE.
52 :Marplos-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
JOHN PECK.
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers ............. 2
W. F. J.A.MIESON.
TH.A.DDEUS B. W .A.KEM.A.N.
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 6
58 P•·oph<•cics. Underwood .............. ;...... 2
SUS.A.N H. WIXON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
62 Tho .Jews and their God ..................... 10
.A.nd many others.
63 'fhe Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews aud magazines the latest papers of
64 Ills we l~ndme-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 6
65 ShmtSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2 such eminent writers as CHARLES BR.A.DL.A.UGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No. !!....... 6 HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
·
The Editor of THE TRUTTI SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codrnan....... 2 has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.
• 73 Foundations. John Syphers ................ 2 Tile Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freetbougllt, and is Always. on Guard
74 Daniel in the Lion's Don. Bennett.......... 2
.A.gainst the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon the People's Liberties.
75 An Hour with tho Devil. Bennett.......... 10
If
you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
76 Reply to K ]'.Brown. Bennett............ 3
77 The Fear of Death. D. }.f. Bennett.......... 6 SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE T,RUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.·
THE TRUTH SE1•1KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of .A.merican Institu·
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bonnett......... 1
83 RcvivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 6 tions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution; so far as regards religious tests,
84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2 and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3 or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
flO ll•blo-:Mania. Otto Cordatos ................ 2 opposed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1
.., Send $3 for. a Year'~ Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
94 The Xe1.r Raven. Will Cooper............. 6
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMP.A.NY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YORL
96 Ichabod Crane Papers......................... 10
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker. .•. ............ 2
100 l40th.A.nniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 6
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2
:o4 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10
106 Decadence of Chri~tian;ty. Capphro.... . 2
MODE!N IMI'l'A'l'ION OF C:S:!IST,
Ten Oenta Each.
1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
¥ohilosophy.
BY Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
~s
to
his
Life
on
Earth
a.nd
his
Communism.
l 07 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... r
HOMPBON.
110 Invocation to the Universe. g,Bennett.. ,. 1
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
2. OHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works,
and influence. BY Rev. JoHN W. OHA.DWIOK.
111 Reply to Scientific .A.merican. Bennett.... 1 .luthor of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savago .......... 2
C'reatton.
t-ow suns and worlds come into being. By
113 Co1ne to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
Mr. GARRET P. 8EBVISB.
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
4.
EVOLUTION
OF THE EARTH : The story of
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.. ........ 2 W This book waa suppressed by the first .Amer.
geology. By Dr. LEWis G. JANES.
lean publisher•./81
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett......... .. 2
·5, EVOLUTION 011' VEGETAL LIFE: How life
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
of zoological evolution. By D,, RosSITER
120 The New .A.ge. W. S. Bell .................. 10
RAYMOND
S!J;
•
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: Hia origin,a.ntiq1l.
1l
uity, growth BY Prof. E. D. Ool'E.
122 World's Great.Religions. Bennett.......... 10
8, EVOLl.TION OF MIND: Its na.tnre and de123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob.A. NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
velopment. By Dr. liOBEBT G. ECCLES.
server" ........................................ 10
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 9, EVOLUTIONOFBOCIETY. BYJ.umsA.BxiL524 Sinful Saints. Bonnett ...................... 11}
TON.
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two young
125 German Liberalism. Noymann............ 2
girls and a. younger brother who were lert parent• 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
126 Crimes and Cmelties of Christianity. UnB.urPsoN.
less, with little money, fair educatloB, and much
derwood ......................................... 10 JOura.ge, to make their way through the world by 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G.
JANES.
130 Tha Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5 going to Ohioa.go. The author is also the heroin.
134 T<Llks with the Evangelists.................. 5 rhe na.rrativ id, in the main, a history of a work· 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON 0.
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohica.go
PARSHALL.
137 Christian Love. C. L. James ............... 3 among
bln1f business men, kind-hearted folks,
.lA RELATED TO RELIGIOUS
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tolm Jasper.......... 2 and disreputable hypocrite. It is lnst snob a story 13. EVOLUTION
THOUGHT. By JOliN W. OHADWIO.K.
140 .A.stro-Theology.. .... .......... .... .. ..... ... ... 5 of h11.ma.n life as we should expect Oolonel Inger. M. FHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STA.llll
to be interested in; and whatever he admires
HoYT NICHOLS.
:.41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 ~oil
a.nd appreciates is snre to be worth the attention
:42 Synopsis of .A.ll Religions. Saxon.......... 10 of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
15. THE EFFEOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
!43 Chang Wan Ho. l~li Perkms............... 2
SAVAGE.
:48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
:49 .A.ge of Shams .................................. 3
28 Lafayette Place • .New York.
l45 If You Take .A. way my Religion? Wha'.
Will You Give Me Instead. }Iartin .... 10
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
. :;,50 The Liberty of Printing. Hmlbut uud
Wakeman ..................................... 10
Bur~t.MtJ of tM American SeculM Union,
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
l5l What is the Bible? M. W. H............. 5
2lt15 inches, snita.ble for framing, sent postpaid.
Price 10 oenia.
152 .A. Remarkable Book. Doughts............ 2
for 25 oenis. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Addre11 Tll• TBUTll B•BKJ:B 00XP.U<I1'.
u
153 Liberty and Morality. Conll'ay............ 5
:.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2
29

LIFE OF

FOR HER DAJLY BRE·AD.

THE NEW GOD.

:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting......
~60 Sabbath ObserYance. Coleman.............
161 Protestant Persecutions......................
162 Eightluind Last J,etter from Ludlow 3treet
Jail. Bennett. ...............................
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.

5
3

3
10
2

The lU anhattan Liberal Clnb, N.Y.
Meets every Friday eveninll, a.t 8 o•olook, at Ger.
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal League

M:eets every Bnnda.y afternoon a.t a o'clock at
L1bera.l League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social Questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~1

meets every Bnnda.y in Indn1trial Hall, Broad u d
Wood sts .. at 2:30 and 7 :ao P.M. for leotnrcs and
free discussions on religions and social Questions,
Able speakers interest the andienoe. N.B.-'l'rnth
BeekerPnblioationsalways on hand at cheap rates,

CJ1icago Secular IJnlon
Meets eve·r:v Bnnday evening at 7:80 P.M., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Leotnres and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

o.,

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Bnnda.ys, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of hnman
onltiva.tion are invited. Mums HEIGHTON, Beo.

TJ1e Minneapolis Secular IJnton
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
llfinn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.: LEROY BERRIER, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secutar Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnn·
days of each month a.t Independent Ohnrch, at
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscription.s j;o THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investt.
uator are soliCited.
R. G. t!liiiTH, Oar. Beo.

The Walla Walla Lib.J•al Club
Meets 6VHY Bnnda.y at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
ha)l, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington,
Scrence Lectnres.:-Free Discnssions.-Origina.l
and Selected Rea.dmgs and Poems. A large va.lu~ble librarY is at the service of members and
fne':ds. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0ALDEB, Beo.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 216
Grand ave,, (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The Pnblio cordially invited.

s
•
E •t
0 ern ClenCH SSaJIS •. ~i~~~:l,:rf.t::l!~~!~t~~e~~/~~~~,5J~ y:

Th Md

Joshua Davidson: · B

These notices are for the benefit of Liberal&
who mOIJI be 'Disiting the places where these sooie.
ties are located. Local Secular Unions. and
flreethought Societies meeting regularly can
ha!J their gathering& ad'Oertised here free by for.
warding the necessOII"// information.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Brotherhood ot J.Uoralists, No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
0

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society

Meet• every Bnnda.y evening at Union Sqna.re
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordial mvitation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des Moine!! Secular Union

Holds regular meetin2s at Good TlllJlpla.r Hall,
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Leotnres fol~owed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN BTEINEBi Pres.
Port~moUtll, 0.; ~ecnlar Union
Meets every Snnda.y at 7 P M. in Grand Army
Ha.ll. Lectures, discussions, readings, poems
mnSlO&ndsongs, Acordialinvita.tionisextended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. Oorrespondenoe solicited. J, L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILL B. ANDRES, Beor~ta.ry,

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets 6Ver:v Bnnday at 7:30 P.M. in the pnblio
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect.
nrea. songs, and select reading. Discussion invi ted on all subjects. Liberal literature distribnted free.
FBANK MoBBE, Oor. t;ec.

The West End Pro..,ressive Lib·
"'
eral Union

Of Lns Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthly, first
and third t!nnda.ys, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at Parr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. MBa. R. M. BERBA,
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Beo.

Tile Roeder Secular Union
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder sohool~house.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The
grPa.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"U niversa.l Mental Liberty." D. E. RicE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, V1oe-Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA, Sec.

SPECIAL SALE
THE SAFEST CREED, WATCHES
AND. DIAMONDS.
OF

AND
0THBB DIBOOURSBB Oil RBASON.
Btl 0. B. PROTHINGH.AM.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 28Spp,, St.
Addren
THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO

TwBLVB

GIRARD'S WILL

Prof. Elsburg, M.D ............................. :....... li
.A.ND
'.! Evolution: Homogt>-.llous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ....... ;................. 8
4 Literature of the Insane. MarYin.......... 5
AN EXPOSti:
5 Resr-onsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
6 Graduated .Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2 Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'sma.gnifioent
'l Death. Frederic R. :Marvin, M.D.......... a
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n
churches and Young Men's
8 How Marsupial.A.nimals Propagate........... 2
Christian Associa9 The U nsoen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10
tion.
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
By Rxou. B. WEBTBBoo:x; D.D., LL.D.
Lectures ....................................... 10
Address TUB: TBUTB SB:EKEll.
11 Is America New World'!' Dawsoa.......... ;.0 Price $1.
12 Evolution not .A.theism nor Materialism.
R. 8. Brigham, M.D........................ 5
The Career of Jesus Christ• ·
J.S Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium......................... 10 An Exposition of the Trne Mea.ninll of this Ohar·
aoter as described in the New Testament. B:v Mil·
ten Woolley, M.D., anthor of "Hebrew M:vthol·
... See DOW &t hea4 of Cl0l8Dlll.
OKY•"
Paper, Bvo,l5 oenta

Girard College Theology.

Good American Nickel Stem-winders, $2 50, $4,
$6. Best grades in silverine oa.se, 7 jewels, $7.50;
9 jew•ls, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 15 jewels, $10; adjusted,
$16. For 3 ounce coin silver case. add $3.50; 4
onnce, f4 50 ; 5 onnce, $6. In best open-!aoe
filled I!Old, dust-proof o~<se, 7 Jewels, $16; 11 jewels, $17.50; 15 Jewels, $18.50; adjusted, $24.50;
hinged cases, $3 more; hunting oases, $6 more.

'l'he New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
All modern improvements: in silverine, $19; 8
onnoe coin eilver, $22.50; 4 onnoe, $28.50: 5 onnee,
$25. BEST open-fare filled •crew case. $27; hinged,
$30: hunting, $26; Lonis XIV style, $2 to $10 more.
:fJadies' best gold filled, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels,
$18.50: 15 jewEls, $25; adjusted, $35; 14 kt solid
gold, $10 to $20 more. Rnby and diamond ornamentations np to $100 extra..

D&AMONDS.
An elegant 8 stone, 8kt., solitaire pin and drops,
$600, worth $900; a magnificent hair ornament
and pin and pendant combination, roBette, 29
brilliants, $200, worth $300; one do., heart-ahapeJ
sapphire and rnby in center, same Price ana
valne. Pins, rings, droPs, stnds, from $300 down
to $10; same proportionate discounts. All bought
before late advance •
OTTO WETTSTEIN, BooheUe, Ill,

AN'

HONEST STATEMENT.
''Siatila.r advertisement•
front unreliable practiti·
tners II ave been frequent·
ly assailed and exposed by
the press, but Dr. FELLOWS stands foreruoet in his p:r•a::iion, nod it is safe. t.o trust him."- Th~ .Natt"onaL View.

Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND, N.J.
Ir quiries are frequently received asking wh"t
we know a.bont Dr. Fellows, of Vinel~nd, N. J.
First, we know that he is a. reliable gentleman o!
rare professional skill, who bas e"rned ~ncoess by
good work.· Second. that he fulfills all biB agreements to the lAtter. Third, that he bas performed
cnres of hopeless oases that in the oMen t1me his
skill would ha.v been called miraculous. Fourth,
a.ad las!> we know him to be an honest man and a
stanoh ,1,iberal.-T11e Better Wall.
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The Freethinkers' .Pictorial Text·Book.
SHOWING

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTI'l'U1'ION, •
AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, S'fATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO .MAINTAIN THE
ARGUMEN'l' OF THE ARTIST.

Desieons by Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desiarner.
CONTENTS:
tTncle Sam and the Priests.

The Cl:nrclt and Tltumas Paine.

The Pests ~bat BC~ther Uncle Bam.
Thomas Paine.
Uncle Bam Bleops, but the Priests do Not.
The Preacher and the Patriot
One Work by Paine Outweighs All the Preaob·
)Wmanism with Her Mask On.
era.
TbeMas· Off.
"Submit to the Roman Pontiff as to God.''
Why Paine Was Denounced.
The Skeleton tba.t Uncle Bam may Some Day
Paine's Services and His Reward from the
find in biB Closet.
Ohurcb.
A New Laocoon.
0 nee Upon '8. Time a Donkey Kicked a Lion.
The Trail of the Serpent.
Stndies in Natural History.
Some Undesirable Immigrants.
LaY Loyalty.
A Question for Theological Etbno).ogists.
"Where Liberty Reigns the Tyrant Seeks to
Some Problems in Evolution.
Slay Her."-La Balle.
·
The Prototype of the Methodist Revival.
The Outcome of Church and State Union.
-Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute.
The God-in-tbe-Constitut10n Guerillas.-Liberty in Peril.
'I-Ite Bible and Science.
Religions Treason the Ruin of the Republic.
The Bible and Geology.
A .rransformation of the Bartboldi Bta tue
The Bible and Geography.
which may be Expected under Religious
Rule.
The Clerr,u and lhe~r Flocks.
What Uncle Sam Should Do.
Shearing Time.
The Clergy's Hold Upon the People.
The Chureh Robbin~ the People.
One of a Ve~y Numerous Class.
New York City's Annual Gift to the Churches.
Phyaiciau and the Flock.
'l'be
The Taxpa.yers and the Churches-!.
Duty to the Clergy.
u
"
"
,, •
"
-II
.
At Conference Time.
Work of &Methodist Conference in New York
Thanks~ivin~.
in I876.
Thanksgiving-!.
The Burden of the Cross.
"
-II.
The Theoloiian•s Conception of Clerical Priv·
"
-III.
iJeges.
The Ark of the Lord.
~abbath Law•.
SYmi!_athizing With their Pastor.
Sabbatarian Efforts in the National Senate.
One Triumphant Saint.
l:!nnday in a Babbatarian City.
Appearance and Fact.
The Clergy's Opportunity.
Chaplains in the Army and NavY.
As the Clergy Desire l:!unday-1.
A Desirable Bargain.
"
"

"
"

"
"

"'
"

"
"

-II.
-III.

The Children and the t:hnrch.
Two Wavs to Go.
Which Shall WA Have?
A Teacb!'r We Do Not Want.
TbA Shadow in our Schools.
A New Application of an Old Text.
The Reptiles m the Path.
Recruiting for Church Institutions.
~ Parochial School Lesson.
Products of the Parochial Schools.
The Disguise Slips Off.
A Web for the Unwary.
The Religion! ~·rap.
Bnnday.Scbool Scholars.
The Joys of the Sunday-School Boy.

Woman and the Chnrclt.
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom.
Encouragement to Go Astray.
St. Paul as a Member of the School Board.
•fbe Church's Use for Woman.
A Contrast.
Fishing.
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope.
Helpmg the Church.,
The Church's Chief Bupnort.
When Womanhood Awakes.

Piety In Onr Penitentiaries.
A Religious Procession.

The Atonement Scheme.
The Atonement Doctrine.
Practical A_pplication of the Atonement.
The GreBt Effioacy of Baptism.
How to Get a Halo ana a Harp.
Divine Beneficence.
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I.
u

"

"

"

-II.

A Few ViotimB of Divine Beneficence.

Prayer.

The Christians and the Moltam• Tile Uses oftlte Cross.
medans.
Its Evolution,
Unkind Rcftectionll Upon
Their Scientific Records Compared;
Two Samples of Christianity's
Churclt.
Work.
Decline of the Papacy in Iraly.
Romans of the Past and Present.
Peruvians Before and Since the Conquest.

lllls•lonarles

The Old Tiger and His Whelps.
The Cr.Y of the Church, ·• Don •t Hurt Our
FeelingP."
Shake, Old Man; We•re on t.be Same Lay
(Tammany ward worker to Mbtboditit ministerial delegate).

Hypocrisy of Christian Miesionary Effort-!.
u
h
u
u
••
-11.
· Obristian Missionaries in India.
Missionary Method• in the Church of E~land. Persecutions by tltc Cltnrch.
The Burning of Bruno.
A Poor Rule That Doesn'' Work Both Ways.
The Ouly Thing_on Which the Sscts Agree.
An U a welcome Pilgrimage.
The Lord's Instruments.
Wnen Christians Made the Laws.
Reli~rious Rule.
Superstition the Same in All Places and Ages.
Banishment of Roger Williams.
Bible Doctrine\! and their Results.·
CJ8.11e of Dr.ll1cGlynn-tbe Church True to Her
Biblical Temperance Statements.
Record.
.. ••
. . "
"
APJ:!lied.
Casting Pesrls Before Swine.
The CbnS!i&n Scheme from Genesis. to the
The Bigotry of Church and State.
BYDophcal Gospels, and the Practical Results.
Some Alle~orles.
M:~~~t~tA:l~~~C:.tpad.
The Genii who Preside Over the Road to
The Law and the Gospel Not the Sc1me.
Knowlerlge.
esult of Faith at Findl't{, Ohio.
The Three Graces of Infidelity.
"' b B te
t 8 Bb W B D
df
A Olerical Move •
.,.ISisbe~evi~~n,
a
e e amne or
The TrinUY that Ruled the World in the Dark
Irresponsibility of Christians-Whence they
"Lttgt~~ Ghosts Go.''
Jest?sb~~\IJ. ir'lXbere they Put their Bins.
Tne Race Betwesn America's Infidel Orator
A Candidate for Glory-An Old Binner, but a
and England's Christian Statesman.
New Saint.
The Enemy and the Friena of Liberty.
Some Tests for True Believers.
Roman Catholic Pandora's Box.
Following Obrist.
A New Rendering of AD Old Rbyme.
An Earnest Christian.
An Error in Biblical Navigation.
The World Still Moves.
A Trial of Faith.
The Faults in Christian Morality.-!.
Heaven.
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u
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-III.
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"
-IV.
-V.
"
An Incident of a Snow-storm, January, 18S9.
Another Incident of Another B11ow-storm.
On the Anxious Beat.
Different Stories of an Alleged Occurrence.

The (;hnrch and I lavery.
The Ghost iJ,l the Methodist Churchyard.

A Drouth in Cambridge, Ill., in I887.
Our Father in Heaven.

tlte

Priests In Politics.

On the Probation Plan.-Scene Outside of the
Gates of the New Jerusalem.
On tbe Probation Plan.-Bcene Inside of the
Gate3 of the New Jerusalem.
Into Heaven vta. Purgato:r:y.

Hell.
How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain.
The Glory of Elect10n.
The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven.
A Olerical Surprise Party.
'!:he Theologians and Skeptics.
The Devil's Occupation Gone.

The Colossus of New York.
The Political Cali ban and the ReligiousRogues. JD.Iscellaneons.
Ireland and the Cltnrch.
Talmage's Petrified Blasphemer-A Religious
"
"
"
-11. •
A Contribution to the Irish Question.
c,.mpaign Sron of '86.
-III.
"
The Clamor of the Creeds.
The Cburcbes in ITeland.
The FntJlity of Hitching Evolution to OrtboTbe Gospel of Peace in Ireland.
doxy;
Sustaining the Creeds.
The Creedal Fiddle.
The Trouble With Pat.
The Evolution of a Sacrament.
The Creeds of the World.
'
Id
f
Cl
·
1
tl
A
Hint
to Talmage, Bam Jones, et al.
The Ch nrc h s
ea o
vii za on.
The Women's Ohristian Temperance Union's
Christianity's Holy Family.
JannS·faced Creedalists.
The Gallows One of Christian Civilization's
Crusade.
The CreedalistB and the Government-"Our
AdJuncts.
Tools of the Clerical Trade.
God;· our Country, ~~ond an Appropriation."
What Rome Would Use to Civllize People.
The Modern Balaam.

The Creeds.

What Is Christianity 1-1.

AUTHORITIES QUOTED:
President John Adams, Robert C. Adams, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, M11tthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of
the Irish Massacre, Cardinal Baronius, Cardinal Bellani::line, Byron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher, Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant,
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's History of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of Massachusetts, Governor Brownlow of. Tennessee, J. M. B~c~ley, D.D., Charles
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lfotts and filippings.
FREDEBIOK DouGLAss states the true wisdom for both parties on the negro question
in the terse saying: " Let us alone and giv
us fair play."
CO LONE!. W ATTEBBON, Of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, is authority for the statement
that there was a time when Prohibition was
complete in Kentucky, but it was in the
very early days when the entire state was
five thousand feet under the sea.
THE World thinks the Metropolitan Museum
of Art would greatly increase its service to
the community if it were open on Sunday.
The visitors to the similar institution in Boston are twice as numerous on Sunday as on
other days, and equally orderly and interested.
WHO says the church is indifferent to the
affairs of every-day life?· In England the
clergy pointedly condemn the fashionable
tilte~-elbow style of hand-shaking, and the
bishop of Chester considers the matter of
sufficient importance to justify him in scathing the custom in a public address.
IN the French chamber of deputies, M.
Forcioli has brought forward a bill modifying
the French form of ·oath. M. Forcioli pro.
poses to omit the words, " Before God and
before men," and substitute, " On my honor
and conscience I swear." He also proposes
that all religious emblems shall be removed
from the tribunals.
THE heartsease or pansy (French, la pensee)
is used in France as the symbol of Freethought. It was used as the sign of reunion
at the International Conference at Paris last
September. We see from .La Verite that it
will be proposed to the International Federation of Freethinkers, by the French Federation, that this flower shall become the
universal emblem of Freethought.
KA.NBAB continues its efforts to be the most
virtuous community between sun-up and due
west. The police marshal of Leavenworth
threatens to arrest for gambling the persons
who play progressiv eucher. "It is believed,"
says a Leavenworth dispatch, "'that police
raids will not be attempted, but that the marshal will obtain a list of guests at eucher par. ties and serve warrants on them individually
the day following." When you once go into
the prohibition business, comments the Sun,
there is no telllng where you will bring up,
if you are logical.
"I HAV made a discovery," said Colonel
. Glenn this morning. "What's that?" "Why,
that the most terrible habit a man can hav is
the habit of having Iegular habits. I mean,
to get into the habit of doing certain things
at certain times, without variation, day in
and day out. My idea is that . the best way
for a man to do is to eat when he is hur.gry,
go to bed when he is sleepy, drink when he
is thirsty, no matter when, and so on. I hav
also found out that the habit most easily
gotten out of is that of going to church."
-Atlanta Journal.
THE other day a clergyman got on a West
Shore train at Tappan, says George Van
Wormer; one of the most popular conductors
of that road. The train was crowded, and
the clergyman refused to surrender his ticket
until he got a seat. Half-jokingly, the conductor suggested to a young lady sitting in
the vicinity to giv her seat to the dominie.
To his amazement she did so, and to his still
greater amazement the clergyman promptly
slid into it. The hissing passengers, says the
Tribune, soon provided the young lady with
a seat, and it is to be hoped that the clergy.
man felt thoroughly ashamed of himself for
his ungallant behavior.
JunAB has been officially abolished in the
island of Madeira. It has been a timehonored custom of the nativs to exhibit in
one of their numerous religious processions

an effigy of Judas, upon which the oppr:>brium of the populace was duly heaped, and
at the close of the day Judas was burnt with
vociferous expressions of triumph and joy.
Of late years it has happened that the effigy
of Judas has borne a striking resemblance to
some person upon whom the general public
had ce!lSed to smile, and thus the governor
of the island, the mayor of Funchal, and a
foreign consul hav been caricatured in the
procession and burnt in effigy. The powe-rs
thut be hav decided that the admixture of
politics and religion is not wholesome, and
so the edict has gone forth that hereafter
the people must get along without Judas.

probably worship it in some way. But to
the Atheist, worship would be illogical, as
he believes that it would be merely paid to
nature. The Agnostic pure and simple,
while he admits for scientific purposes the
truth, or assumed truth, of Materialism, rejects that Materialism for searchin~ more
deeply into nature. And therein lies one of
the chief differences between Atheism and
Agnosticism. Whereas the Atheist, as a
·Monist, believes in but one existence, the Agnostic admits that it is impossible to obtain
any certain facts upon. the subject. He does
not deny the possibility of the truth of either
Materialistic Monism (Atheism) or Spiritualistic Monism (Pantheism); but, on the other
THE three-year-old son of a certain clergyhand, neither does he deny the possibility o~
man came home from church the other Sunthere being two or more existences.
day with something puzzling his young soul,
relates a Sun writer. He was unusually silent
A GBEAT conference of Sabbatarians has
all day and it was not until next da} that he been called to meet at Chicago next month for
appealed for light and help to his elders. At the purpose of bringing pressure to bear upon
dinner on Monday he broke forth: '' Papa, the World's Fair commissioners and securing
they was two ladies sanged in the choir. a decree that the fair shall not be open to the
One lady had a wail tied back around her public on Sundays. Apart from the hurtful
head, so !illustrating], and nuther lady had prematurity of thus springing a question of
a little bonnet flat down on her ears, so administrativ detail upon the commissioners
[palms on ears]. One lady san~ed ' His three years in advance of the possible openname is King,' and nuther lady sanged, 'His ing of the fair, the movement is an effort of
name is Lord.' What is his name, papa?" intolerance to force the opinions of a part of
The choir, it appears, had " sanged " an an- t,he community upon an • nterprise that bet!fem substantially as set forth in the young longs to the whole community, says the
World. In this free country questions of reman's report.
ligious observance belong exclusivly to indiSTIFLING the Methodist conscience : " To vidual conscience and religious organizations.
hav permanent contracts with men to fur- The state and the public, as such, hav noth.
nish apples and corn for distillation we deem ing to do with them. The just rule with repernicious and objectionable i but to sell spect to such observance, in connection with
apples and corn in the market to those who a public enterprise like this World's Fair, is
come and buy them, or to sell apples and to leave every man to determin his course for
corn to those who come along with wagons himself. Under this rule those who feel that
to buy them, is an ordinary business trans- it is wrong to visit the fair on Sunday should
action. If distillers misuse the corn and remain away; those wtose consciences imapples, it is not because these thiogR are fit pose no sllch restrictions upon them will
only for the evil use they make of them; attead. There is no more justice in C()mpelthey are responsible for that. Some years ling the one class to stay away than in comago a butcher refused to sell meat to a rum pelling the other to go. And there would be
seller on the ground that the rumseller was in the gravest injustice in closing the fair on
an evil business, that he devoted all the Sunday, because there are many thousands
strength. he could o_btain. to the vigorous who can visit it on no other day and whose
prosecution of that evil busmess, the meat he right to visit it is just as good as that of anyate gave him the str~ngth, and t?erefOrP he,:; body else. The principle of right under a
as an hon~st men hatmg th_at busmess, could free government is that no man's conacience
not sell him meat by which to strengthen shall giv law to any other man.
himself to carry it on. Tr.e logic of such
persons would impeach the almighty, the
T1IB Rev. Shirley Baker, sent as a missionsource of all strength."-Cllristian .Adt~o- ary to the Tonga -islands, became at length
oate.
the ruler of the kingdom, but has recently
been deposed. The San Francisco Chronicle
ON a recent Sunday, a party of young
says: "The deportation of the Rev. Mr.
men, of the city of Washington, were playBaker from Tonga ends the career of a South
i-ng ball outside f f hearing· distance from
Sea island Bismarck who made the nativ
any dwelling, but were arreEted by the poking a puppet and ruled.with an iron hand .
lice, on the' strength of the common-law
Baker began as a modest Methodist missiondecision, recently issued by the commissionary, but his rare executiv ability soon disers, that ball playing on Sunday is cont·ary
played itself and he was made prime minister
to the Christian religion, and that the Chrisby the king. The Wesleyan mission in
tian religion is a part of the common law,
Tonga was very grasping, and secured large
and, consequently, of the Ia w of the District sums of money from the nativs in c.ontribuof Columbia. When the case was brought
tions. -This coin was not spent on the i~l
to trial, the court and prosecuting attorney ands, and no report of its disposition was
ignored the legal lore of the commissiowers,
ever furnished. Naturally the nativs oband tried the case under an ordinance pro- jected to this draining away of their rehibiting the playing of ball in streets,
sources, and it resulted in strained relations
avenues, and alleys. The counsel for the
between the king and the mission, and ultiball players argued that the law had not
mately in the fotmation of a free church.
been violated, although he attempted to plaThe missionaries at once jumped to the concate 1he court by acknowledging that the
clusion that Baker was the cause of their
young men might better hav been in church.
trouble, and they so wrought upon some of
The policeman tlwugllt that they were playthe nativs who remained faithful that these
ing on a line with the extension of Sevenattacked Baker. He had a narrow escape,
teenth street ; the judge therefore held that but his son and daughter were crippled.
they were playing in the streets, and imposed
Then began a hideous series of reprisals,
a fine of $5.
several nativs being executed and others
THE main difference between AgnostJ.cism banished, so that finally the British high
and Atheism, says 8eoular Tlwugltt, is one of commissioner decided that the only way to
philosophy. The Atheist believes in one save the island from civil war was to remove
known existence, the universe. This he as- Baker. Such is the evolution of ()hristianity
sumes to be infinit-i.e., indefinit. He re- in the South sea; yet it can be said for Baker
jects all existence beyond the known, but that he suppressed drunkenness and did
does not deny the possibility of further ad- much to improve the condition of the people.
vances in knowledge. The Pantheistic Ag- If he could hav extinguished the theologie<al
nostic, assuming that the pantheos, though rancor of his old associates he would still be
unk;nown in totality, pervades all nature, will in power." It is said the king of Tonga was

l

so overjoyed to get rid of the officious missionary that he held a jubilee, forgave all hl!!
enemies, and invited his exiled subjects to
return.
SOME rather curious results attend the attempts of pagans nominally converted by missionaries to improve upon the Christian relig.
ion. They sometimes make a strange mess
with their mixture of vague Christian notions
and pagan ideas, if a writer in the Sun is accurate. About twenty-five years ago many
of the Maori in New Zealand who were supposed to be Christians invented a new religion.
Their leaders asserted that most of the Christian religion was false, but the angel Gabriel
and the Virgin Mary were gods who inspired
their priests and gave them protection. Th&e
personages were about all they retained of the
Ohristian religion. They wanted a medium
through which they could communicate with
the angel Gabriel, and they therefore cut off
the head of an unfortunate white man, and
the priests pretended to receive inspiration
from Gabriel through this head. 8oon after
another sect arose on the northern island of
New Zealand. Tewhiti, a chief who had
grown weary of Chris~anity as it was taught
to him, set up a religion of his own, called
himself a prophet, and declared it vricked to
read any book but the Bible. He attracted a
large party and for considerable time gave
the missionaries much trouble with his peculiar teaching of their faith. In the end,
however, as he did not regard himself amenable to the law, it was necessary to deal severely with him. He was suppressed by the
government, and his religion fell with him.
Another sect arose. These people pretended to hav a great reverence for the
Bible and spiritual things, but the main purpose of the sect was to indulge in the utmost
license under the cloak of religion, and it was
necessary for the government to suppress it.
In Burma to-day is a curious admixture of
Christianity and Buddhism among one of
the Karen tribes. The religion has little semblance to Christianity, except that the Christian Sabbath is observed and services held in
imitation of those conducted by the missionaries. This form of worship has thousands of
adherents, and ignorant people are especially
inclined to accept the new teachings. In
India, a while ago, the nativs of a district
that had embraced Christianity conceived an
idea that was identical with that of our Second Adventists. They made up their minds,
nobody knows how, that the world was coming to an end on Sept. 29, 1881. It was in
vain that their missionaries remonstrated
with them. The fanatics declared that the
world was surely coming to an end, and a
large number of people left their homes and
went to the ocean shore, where they awaited
the coming of the Lord. They had sold
everything they possessed, keeping only
money enough to buy food and lodging until
the fatal day arrived. Most of their time was
spent in fasting, prayer, and exhortation, and
there was great excitement when the important day at length dawned. There they were
gathered on the beach, and waited all day for
the Lord. At nightfall, as he did not appear
they finally decided that they had been de·
ceived, and returned to the missionaries
greatly humbled and begging forgivness.
It is a curious spectacle nowadays to see in
Augola, where missionaries nominally converted thousands of the nativs to Christianity
two or three centuries ago, the poor people
telling their beads and kissing their cruci.Jixes
without the slightest idea or t~e significance
Christian people attach to these objects. The
meaning of the cross was long ago forgotten
by their fathers. A.ll that is left of the old
Roman Catholic faith among these nativs are
the beads snd crucifixes, which they regard
simply as a sort of fetich that will keep them
from bodily injury. Only this remains of the
wonderful Christianizing triumphs of the
Romish fathers, who two centuries ago were
so proud of reclaiming many thousands of
African nativs 1\'om paganism,
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The Christian's India Rubber God.
The magnitude of some of these etars is far beyond our comprehension. It is estimated that the
star Sirius has a diametFr fourteen times greater
than our eun. The star Lyra would fill the orbit of
Neptune, which is 3,600 000 000 d miles in diameter.
Bear in mind I hav only bet>D hinting at the number
and distances and magnitude of stars in a singlE'
cluster, and that the one in which our sun and solar
system is placed.
This cluster is shaped something like a huge convex lene, and may be quite well, though not exactly,
represented by placing two saucers together so that.
their concave surfaces may face each other. Now
imagin our position under the center of this cluster,
and then it will be easy to understand why we B\le so
many stars when we look in the direction r~presented
by the rima of the saucers, correspondmg to the
Milky Way, and why eo few nre seen when we look in
the direction corresponding to the sides of the ~au
cera. With these few hint:,., a little nflection will
satisfy anyone why the starry heavens present the
appeannce they do.
The most powerful telescopes shoot right through
the situs in our clustH and bring into view thousands of other clusters scattered through Bpece. The
positions of more than three thousands of clusters
hav be~n determined and the number of these islands
and continents of stars is constantly being multiplied,
as telescopic; power is increased, until there seems to
be no limit.
It is not to be expected that a full and complete
treatis on the sidereal heavens can be given in an
article of this kind. My object is to preEent to the
mind, in the easiest way, a sdlicient idea of our sidereal surroundings to show that the Mosaic account
of creation WllS written in igrorsnce, and that the
pretense that it was dictated by divine wisdom is the
veries~ sham.
Who can contemplate these myriads of shining
orbs, these suns and systems, and believe that Moses
knew anything about them'
Rev. Morris, the great harmoniz9r, says that &11 of
these globs11, some of them far transcending our sun
in brightness, and millions of times larger, were
made for man's "benefit and accommodation," and
that "they were not created out of pre-existing matter, but were made out d nothing.''
This is absurdity run mad. Bring forth all the
Munchaueenisms of the ages, and they are to be
taken as rational statements when compared to this
hotch-potch account of creation as written down in
the book of Genesis.
What would be thought of a man's sanity who
should build a temple costing ten millicns of dollars
for the accommodation of a colcny of ants? And to
say that infinit wisdom created millions of gorgeous
sidereal temples for the purpose of lighting up this
little ball of earth is a hundred times more absurd.
Think of God making such a globe as Llra out of
nothing in ten minutes without tools. For if be
"created the t eavens and the earth and all the hosts
of them" in six days, he certsinly could not hav
spent more than ten minutes on such a globe as
Lyra.
Say twice two ara ten, three times six are f ;rty;
say what you will, I defy the ingenuity of man to
invent anything more ridiculous. When Blair, Comstock, Wanamaker & Co. get the Bible introduced
into the schools, they might ss well banish the study
of aetronomy, for no one who believes the book of
Genesis to be the word of Gcd will ever credit the
facts cf astronomy. And when a knowledge of
astronomy is obtained, gocd bye to old Moses.
No one who bas learned the facts of astronomy
will ever believe the book d Genesis to be inspired.
The truth iP, God inspired Mol!ies to write·no more
than he knew, and he had no more knowledge of the
earth and solar system, and the myriads of shining
worlds scattered through space, than the times in
which he lived afforded. If God knew about these
clusters and islands of stars, he would bav Fpent
his time to much better advantage in telliDg Moses
about them than in pla_Jing bo-peep with him among
the rocks.
·
To the intelligEnt mind the account of creation as
given in Genesilil furnishes the best clew to the
ignorance of the times in which the writer lived that
could be obtained. He probably beard the braying
of an ass and thought it was the voice of God, and
therefore concluded that he was inspired. It would
seem from reading the book of Genesis that God
kept talking about that which was of the least importance to man, and withheld the knowledge that
would hav proved the moet usefuL It would hav
taken him but a moment to tell us how something
could be made out of nothing, and as he had a whole
eternity at his disposal, ·and as he took time to tell
us how sticks were turned into snakes, he must hav
thought that information of the most importance to
us.

The great harmonizer says : 11 The true character
of the sun was learned by slow and laborious steps.
The common theory was that the earth was the center of the universe, and that the sun and moo;~. and
stars revolved around it." But why should these
steps bav been so slow and laborious! Did not God
w~~ant us to know anything about the family of
worlds to which we belong? If he did not, walll it
not a grievous sin against God to endeavor to find
out about them 1 If be did want us to know, could
be not hav left out the story about Samson and his
foxes and given us just a few hints to put us on the
right track? Did God think tbat a knowledge. of
the machinery of the solar system was of less Importance to the human family than the Munchausenism of blowing down the walls of a city with ram's
horns? It must hav tickled God to see the old
Ptolemaics puzzling over their twenty-six solid transparent spheres one within another, revolving so as
to carry the sun, moon, planet&~, and fixed stars along
with t-hem at different velocities.
Just im1.1gin him sitting on his great white throne
filling the immensity of space, and enjoying his quid
of cavendish, with a broad grin and a knowing wink
of his 11 all- seeing eye," looking down upon the poor
noddillS tugging at the complex problem of the solar
system which they were unable to solvP, and saying
to himself: ''Work away, you are on the wrong trail;
these suns and systems which I hav created are full
of puzzler;, and it is just amusing to m£· to see you
trying to make a globe like the sun revolve around a
flat earth. Like monkeys you are trying to untangle
a ~kein of yarn, but the more you monkey the more
the t~~angle increases."
Now, if a knowledge of the solar system is wicked,
how greatly are all Christians who teach it sinning
sg•inst God! If right, why did God allow his children to remain in ignorance and doubt so many centuries, when a few hints in his book would havremoved all doubt and prevented much torture and
persecution, and given his chosEin people a grand
start in scientific investigation? It certainly would
bav taken no longer than it did to tell about a talking jackass.
·
11
Aud God spake to Moses." It is a curious fact
that God has always done the most of his talking to
the most ignorant people. It is no wonder that God
commanded such a bloodthirsty borde as the Jews
were to wage wars of exterminat-ion, and "rip up"
helpless mothers and butcher innocent children.
And it is no wonder that he never gave them much
useful information.
In the eastern world are true representative of the
ancient Jews whom God talked to, a)]d they know
just as much of the science of astr.onomy. or any
other science, as the author of Genesis did, and no
more. They know no more about the cauEM of an
eclipse than savages who try to drive the bad spirit
from the sun by rattling drums and uttering hideous
yells.
They are no wiser to-day than they were a thousand years ago, and a more ignorant, repuleiv, de~raded class of people are nowhere to be found. If
Heston should go there, he could giv us a perfect
picture of God in THE TRUTH SEEKER, for they were
made in the image of God, and a true picture of one
of these primitiv men with a booked nose and sloping
forehead, who traces his origin clear back to original
dirt, would doubtless giv us the best idea of God
that could be obtained, but it would be a little tough
on a civilized God.
A short time ago I read a description of those
ancient people by a traveler who had been among
them long enough to learn their habitP, customs, and
peculiarities. That night I dreamed of being among
toads and lizards and all manner of creeping rep
tils and monsters, some dead and in an advanced
state of decomposition, and the scene wars so horrible
and the odor so offensiv that I jumped out of bed
and the spell was broken. But the impre~'sion was
so vivid that it tormented me all day.
It is no wonder that such a people should be
under the direct influence of God. The wonder is
that civilized people of the nineteenth century should
be under the influence and control of such a people
and such a God. It is bad enough to eat crow, but
crow that stinke--well, my stomach fails-let us
think of something that pertains to civilization.
And worse than all, the idea that such a God
designed everything to take.place just as it does, and
that he designed it for the very best. The Christian
sees design in every blade of grass, in every opening
flower, in every animal, and throughout the universe.
The great Herbert Morris says, " From the creation
true philosophy as well as religion leads us up to a
designing creator." Yes, a great planet like Jupiter,
which he did not mention in his account of ~~'reation,
leads up to a designing creator; but turning an old
woman into salt, and covering a great country like
Egypt with frogs and lice, and turning sticks into
snakes, would lead us, philosophically, up, or down,
to a great conjuror. Considered in that light, he is
entitled to the belt, but as a great designer and
world-maker he is a great fizzle.
I hav referred to the distance of the fixed stars.
If the object in creating these atars was " to giv

light upon the earth," what object could. there hav
been in creating millions of stars so far d1stant frem
us that their feeble light can navel' reach the e.artb T
We can only know of their exi.stence because we are
obliged to i11fer that all space IS not a blank beyond
the reach of our vision. Besides, there are only comparativly few stns that are not telescopic stars.
Were all of these stare created for one out of a
million to peep at with their telescopes, and which
man would never hav known anything about had it
not been for the lu.cky invention of that instru~ent?
Does this look like intelligent design~
.
There is another view to be taken in regard to the
designs of this all-seeing God. What was· the object in creating all the huge monsters that are
known to hav existed long before man's advent upo_n
the earth T It is evident that the author of Genes1s
knew nothing about these animals which had passed
away thousands of years before the account of ·creation was written. Were these created for man ?
Could he hav 11 dominion over them~·· Did old
Adam name them? Did God "bring them before
Adam to see what be would call them!"
The Christian puts on a holy scowl, and saylll,
.
"
"'You tempt God when you ask sueb ques t 1ons.
The truth is, you always tempt God when you corDer
a Christ-ian.
The Christian will tell you t.bat God never works
without a purpose, and that his purposes all tend to
the well-being and happiness of man. When you
ask him what purpose God had in spending eo much
time and wasting so much raw mat .. rinl in creating
the great animals which inhabited both land and
water thousands of years before God played the
rib t~ick on old Adam, he looks at his rubber, and
notknowing just how to squeeze it, exclaims," Great
is the mystery of godliness." This ie called Christian philosophy.
The number of animals seen by the unaided e~eis
as nothir>g compared with the wonders revealed by
the microscope. The sands of the sea will hardly
compare with them in number. · They are sometimes
referred to as animalcules, infusoria, etc. But they
are all ~~animals, and I shall class them under the
general bead of insects, because tlie word is better
understood.
Hundre'ds of miles of the ocean's bed, and in
some places many feet deep, are covered with animals
living and dead. This may seem like a marvelous
statement, but some of them will reproduce of their
kind 170.000 000,000,000 in four days, and of some
kinds 500.000,000 may be contained in a single drop
of water.
Oceans, lakes, streams, and pools are teeming with
~~animals whi<'h we never should bav known an.}'thing
about if the microscope bad not been invented. Of
all the world's population, first and last, not one out
of every million has known anything about them.
Will some Christian tell me where God's design was
in creating them, if they were designed for man's
benEfit!
In order to understand the full force of the design
argument it will be necessary tc. go back before "the
beginning," before the creation of the earth, moon,.
sun, and stars, when God alone l'!ae.
There \\"ere neither angels, archangels, or devil£-·
just nothing and God.
He had 1111 knowledge, cons£quently he knew
when and bow everything would turn out down too
the last tick of time's old clock. He bad all power,
consequently he bad all power to prevent as well as
create. He planned and foresaw the construction of
the minutest insect as well as a world. Fiom this
~Jtandpoint it must appear that nothing could take
place contrary to his design.
When he planted the tree of forbidJen fruit in
the garden he mu~ t hav known all the consequ~>nces that would follow, or he lacked knowledge.
If he could not prevent the consequences which followed the eating of the forbidden fruit be lacked
power. Assuming that he bad almighty power and
infinit knowledge, it must follow that be was well
pleased with the whole transaction, and that it all
turned out just as he designed. Adam, the first and
most notorious sneak, whom God pronounced " very
good," laid the blame upon his wife. Christians lay
the blame on the devil, and then claim that be was a
fallen angel. This seems to let God out. If there
was an angel that would turn to a devil, God must
hav known it, and had power to prevent it, so that his
dealings with our fir.st parents and the conE"equent
fall of man must hav been a foregone conclusion from
11
the beginning."
Therefore sickness, disease, death, an!l all the dire
ca.1amities that human flesh is heir to, and bell for
nine tenths of the human family, must bav been fore-.
seen and indorsed before the earhh was formed, when·
God alone was. If this statement is not correct,.
then the devil must hav thwarted a part of God's.
plans and bad more power than be. God knew that
Bennett would found THE TRUTH SEEKER, and bad'
the power to prevent it, but did not do it, therefore·
it is reasonable to infer that he is pleased with thai;
paper. If be is a sensible God I know he is.
JOHN PEOK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.) .
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Christian Progress.
Just now some Ohristians are endeavoring to find
comfort in the fact that new churches are still being
built, and that the numbers who attend them are
said to be increasiEg rather than diminishing. They
argue that because there are more places of worship
than there were some years ago, Ohristianity is not,
as we maintain it is, gradually but surely passing out
of existence. They fail to see that every new religious body represents some former Ohristian dogma
abandoned; that every preacher who attracts an increased congregation does so by the increased liberality of his views. They do not grasp the situation
that the body which prolongs its existence by every
day amputating some of· its members must in time
be left without any member to he amputated.
I once knew a dog that thought be was a bigger
dog than he was. This dog- became associated in my
mind with Ohristianity. He imagined that be owned
the street in which be happened to be. No other
dog had any rights there. No other dog was justified in being a dog. If be presumed to be a dog he
must fight for it. This dog d1ffered from Ohristianity chiefly in one particular. He was generally victorious in his combats. But it always cost him
something. One day he would lose an eye, the next
a tooth, and so on. He would swagger and bully all
the same, but there was less dog. It was evidently
only a question of time until there would be no dog
at &11.
Now, Ohristianity is a very ngly old dog that wants
to be the only one of his race. There are a good
many other dogs that think they hav some rights
here, too. Some are great, noble fellows, and others
are mean little curs that do not amount to much anyway. But be they big or little, good or bad, Ohristianity wants to fight them. He has been fighting
them for a good many centuries, but he is not nearly
so dangerous as he used to be. He growls a good
deal, but his tee~h hav all been knocked out, and he
cannot bite worth a cent.
The Ohristian dog used to be very proud of his
tail. It was very long. It had a great many joints,
and every joint was an article of failh. L'Jok at
the miserable little stump he tries to wag now.
He used to glory in predestination and election,
in original sin, in baptismal regeneration, in verbal
inspiration, in a personal devil, in eternal hell fire
and damnation. He has lost these in his many
combats, and is yet unable to reckon one victory
to his credit.
Some years ago Bishop O:>Ienso disproved the
Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. The orthodox cried " heresy," but the authority of tke Pentateuch was ~one forever, and Oolenso retained his
bishoprick. Naw McQ•1eary denies the resurrection
and virginal maternity. The Apostles' creed and all
the other creeds declare both doctrine to be true, but
an Episcopalikn minister says they are false. And
the next generatien may not find them among the
essentials of Ohristianity.
The churches now are places where people go to
see Ohristianity dissected, to find some of its old
teachings dropped and some human principle substituted. The greater the number of professing Ohristians, the less Ohriatianity. But let us not conclude
from this that if we sit still, Ohristianity will die ~~
itself. It is becoming humanized, its preachers are
teaching some natural truths for which in the days
of its power it would hav burnt them alive, but that
is because Liberals hav knocked some of the nonsense out of it by solid argument and wholesome
ridicule, and the vacancy had to be filled with something better. Moral : Oontinue to knock, and knock
·
E. J. BowTELL.
hard.

The Sun and M.oon Stood Still.
In a recent address, Ser~no E Todd, of Orange,
N.J., said: "This representation concerning the sun
and moon standing still is also one of the imprassiv
allegories of the Bible. It is an interesting story
for children and feeble-minded adults who hav
always employed a priest to think for them~ But,
let us consider the statements and examin them in a
philosophic and scientific point of view, and we can
not fail to perceive that all this is an allegory or
fable. If we undertake to interpret the language
literally and to understand it as significant of truth
and fact, we cannot fail to see that the entire fabtic
ia only a magnificent tissue of sacerdotal nonsense.
We all know that the sun doesn't go around the world.
The sun stands still. The earth goes around the
sun, and the moon revolves around the earth. Now,
the earth has two motions, one of which is, it rolls
over and over as a ball does when it is thr-own
through the air; and the other is the motion of a
pendulum or ball when swinging in an elliptical orbit.
Now, think for a moment of the immense magnitude
of our earth ; contemplate the vast continents and
immense oceans ; picture in the mind a ball eight
thousand miles in diameter and twenty-five thousand
miles around, and going through space at the
frightful velncity of sixty-eight thousand miles per
hour (faster than a rifle-ball moves) ana we will bav
a correct idea of the motion of our earth. Now,

then, in order to produce the phenomenon of the sun
standing still, our earth mnst stop revolving from
west to east, and the moon must stop in her course.
What must they stop for ! Well, God, the great
creator of the sun, moon, and earth, happened to see
a battle raging between two armies of fleas or grass·
hoppers. (The Bible represents men as grass·
hoppers in God's sight.) As the contest was so hot
and the battle so desperate and the armies so
equally matched, that night was likely to come on
before either army had gained a victory, God em
ployed his vast power to stop the moon in her
course and to prevent the earth from revolving, in
order to make a day twice as long as usual, so tbt
these grasshoppers could hav daylight to fight by.
God had power to create those two armies, and giv
them power to hack each other to pieees; and be had
power to make the earth and the moon and to send
them whirling through space. But be couldn't anni
hilate one of those armies. He couldn't giv one
side twice as much power as the other ! He couldn't
bav struck one side with blindness in an instant I
He couldn't hav stopped the breath of one of those
armies! Ob., no! But he could stop the earth
revolving, and compel the moon to stand still.
Then, after the battle was fought and victory was
won he could set old earth and the moon to whirling
again. It must be that God had never seen a battle
before, and be was interested to see how the contest
would terminate. Ask any good astronomer or
philosopher if he ever supposed for a moment that
any such phenomenon ever occurred, in· truth or in
fact! He will tell you emphatically, no." .
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Items ot Foreign Freethonght News.
A new Freethought society bas seen the light of
day in Hlldesheim. Dr. Voelkel, of Magdeburg,
gave the first public lecture August 24oh.
The court of Mannheim, Baden, has sentenced
Dlnie1 K~ller to two months' impris1nment for blasphemy uttered in a restaurant. Mr. KaUer denied
'be existence of God and a future life, and stated
that Ohrist was a Socialist.-Freiheit.
On August 3i the Freethought e:ocieties of Selne-et·
Oise heid a public demonstration in honor of K·,ienne
D<llet, a writer and printer burnt hr heresy Aug. 3,
1583, on Moubert place. Members d the Paris muniCipality and of the chamber of deputies participated.-La Verite.
In Coin the police authorities are after the Spiritualists. A medium has been f . mnd guilty of " obtaining money on false pretenses." "In the nineteenth
century we bav neither mire.cles nor revela: ions, and
if such are insisted upon, the appanranca of them
must be demonstrated," said the court. And yet
Freethinkers are persecuted for blasphemv if they
st>eak or write against miracles, comments .Das Men·
shenthum.

A serious calamity js about to behll us Freethinkers, says .Das Menschenthum. The pope is
busy preparing an encyclical in which he will giv
the faithful some infallible m dicin wherewith to exterminate Freethought. It consists in studying the
Bible. If we remember right, another infallible pope
A Splendid ~pecimen of Theological Reasoning. once prohibited the reading of said volume of anti.
quated lore, inasmuch as it would "confound" the
JOBP'P'h. Slimes in the Melbourne Libe,.ator.
·
Mr. Gladstone is writing some most egregious readei's faith.
nonsense, in Good Words, . about Ger,esis. But he
A Protestant edition of the Holy Inquisition has
does not know what to make of it. We are glad to
find him helping to destroy the credit of the old apparently been organized in Prussia. The police
book, as every critic must do who sets about its searched the houses of several members belon~ing to
defense. Mr. Gladstone would employ his time quite the executiv committes of the Free R3ligious Society
as usefully and q!lite as successfully if he undertook to find the stenographic report of a lecture delivered
the 29,,b of June this year. They succeeded at last;
the defense of that other nursery tale,
but not satisfied therewith they began breaking the
Heigh diddle, diddle I
furniture in the society's library-room. N 1thinlllike
The cat with tile fiddle;
a union of church and state.-FreireligiosesThe cow jumped over the moon I
Sonntags,Blatt.
The little dog laughed to see such sport;
And the dish ran away with the spoon l
The priests in France are generally a very submisNow Infidels may laugh, as that profane dog did;
but can anyone in his senses deny that there is a siv lot, that make themselvs as invisible as possible,
moon! that there is a cow 1 that there is a dog? but once in a great while some one will imagin that
that there is a cat ! that there is a fiddle ? that there he livs in the sixteenth century. This was evidently
is a dish ? that there is a spoon! Let the skeptic the case with a "father" in the. city of Moulins, who
say ! Let him deny it if he dare ! And if all this is ·created quite a seuation at the funeral of a French
admitted, who shall say that the cow did noG jump Freethinker, Andre Driff.rt, by resisting the entrance
over the moon? It is true, we cannot say which cow; of the funeral procession to the cemetery and at the
divine wisdom hath not revealed that ; but we are same time uttering some " Ohristian " words about
told the cow-mark, the article is the definit ar- bell, etc. The priest was arrested.
ticle; and that shows that the cow was a well-known
one. The writer who witnessed the miracle knew
On August 17th the Stockholm Freethought Society
the cow ; and so did his first readers. He says the made an excursion to the city of W eeteras, the resicow. And note too, he speaks in the same definit dence of Bishop Billings. The W esteras Freethinkers
manner about the dog, the cat, the ·dish, the fiddle, and nearly a thousand citizens reooived the excursionthe spoon. This, my deloved brethren, shows that ists and escorted them to an open place outside the
the animals and the articles were well known. So city, where Mr. Lennstrand gave to an audience of
the writer could not be in doubt as to what he wrote. over three thousand one of his best lectures, " What
And now note the statements, the assertions, of is Preached in the Ohristian Ohurches '" The city
this divine revelation ! That a oat may be with a papers, of course, were shocked over the insult offered
fiddle is certainly not improbable. That a dog to the good name of the orthodox city.
should laugh is quite likely, for did not Btlaam's donkey converse with his master' and did not the ser·
The Oongress of Swedish Freethinkers was held on
pent converse with Eve! And who can be so unrea9~h and lO~h. After the business part of the
August
sonable as to doubt· if a dish could run away with or
without the spoon! Lat anyone try it on a table meeting was over, several topics were taken up for
canted beyond the angle of stability, and he will soon discussion, among which we must mention, "Is there
find a dish may run away with a good number of a N ecessit.y for an Anticbristian Movement!" and
spoons, and prove him to be a spoon who tries the ex· ' 0 1ght a Freethinker utider all Circumstances to
periment. This being granted, we hav now to prove Acknowledge His Belief T" Both questions were
that the cow jumped over the moon. Ao.d, by God's answered in the sfficmat,iv. Sunday eveniug was
assistance, it shall be demonstrated. 1 N .> one given over to pleasure. Mr. Lannstrand !lave some
can prove that the cow did not jump over the moon; very edtfying extracts from the '' G.Jspel of Infancy."
for (1) you know not what a cow may do. Because Poems were recited, speeches were mad q, and it was
you did not see this miracle, that can be no obj ~cdon resolved to send a resolution of thanks to Mr. J. M.
to it. You h11ov neV8r seen your own midriff. or your Wheeler, of the L'lndon Freethink11r, for the great
own brain. How dare you then deny this miracle services he bad rendered the young society.
because you forsooth ! dtd not witness it !· Who evt~r
As our readers are awa:::e, V1ktor E. Lqnnstrand
said you did! (2) Y.m do not, cannot know, where
the moon was when the C()W jumped over it, nor yet was to delivAr his first lecture since his imprisonment
where the cow was. The c"'w may hav been in on August 3 J; but the ingenious authorities found
heaven and the moon below her. . Indeed, a sc 1re of that such use of the right of free speech was contrary
situations may be thought r.f in which tt.e cow could to a cartain law paragraph, which no one ever before
perform the miracle. 2. Wilen we find a whale swal- thought could be applied to prohibit two lectures
lowing Jonah, how can we doubt the jumping of the which Swedish juries had found all right, and which
cow over the moon? 3. How can we dl,)ubt it in face had been delivered before by ROme one else. On the
of the fact that a woman was once seen with the motion. of Mr. Lennstrand there was held a public
moon under her feet (R3v. xii, 1)? Thus do we di'.lcussion of. this the latest "fad" of Swedish j •lstice,
prove the blessed truth, the comfort.ing and edifying and several hundred citizdns gave their assent to hav
revelation, respecting t.be jumping. cow, the fiddling their names affix:<~d to a remonstrance against this
cat, the laughing dog, and the kleptomaniac dish that breach of a citizen's rights. And that the minister of
justice should not t~iuk i~ wa~ without his juris~ic
went off with the spoon !
There, reader, you hav something quite as solid as tion, a copy of sa1d resoluhon was sent to h1m,
Mr. Gladstone's defense of Genesis, and q 1ally as toget.her with an open,letter from Messrs, Bel'gbell
good as any argument ever advanced in favor of the and Hellberg, who hkewise were forbUdeo t.o deliver
the lectures.
GusTAVE NELsoN.
Bible as a divine revelation.
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and other s.ectari.an institutio~s ; all th~se,
and many others wh1ch m1ght be mentiOned, artl liDperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true
Liberal and patriot, .wh.etber m~11: or woman, s~10uld
feel called upon to a1d 1n orgamztng an effechv op·
position to these nefari~us schemes.
. .
.
Due notice will be g1ven of the select1on of emlnent speakers from all portions of the United States
I tf
"ll b
·
11
and Canada, and a free p a orm Wl
e g1ven to a
persons who may hav a word to say for pure sta~e
secularization. All, without exception, are welcome
to this Congress in the wide-awake little city in the
II
f th b
t'f I Oh"
va ey o · e eau I u
10.
•
R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres1dent.
Attest: IDA C. CRADDOCK, Sscretary.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1890.
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What is Faith~
Otto Wettstein,
M. M. Secor,
H. L. Boyes,
Lucv N. Colman, W. L. Willis,
J. H. Burnham,
In
a
recent
issue
of the Sunday Sun appeared an
W. W. Forward, G. F. A.. deLespinasse, W. H Pepper,
N. F. Griswold,
George E. Swan,
Almond Owen. article from the pen of the Rev. A. Young, of the
Paulist Fathers, entitled" Faith or Reason," in which
he defines faith as " a belief in an act of the intellect
Fourtt'enth Annual Congress.
assenting to divine truth by command of the will
The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the American moved by the grace of God." This definition will
Secular Union bas been appointed by the board of doubtless do very well for those who are conteiJt to
dirEctors to meet at Portsmouth, 0., on Friday even·. accept the dogmatic authority of St. Thomas Aquinas,
ing, October 31. 1890, and to continue its sessions from whom the definition is taken_ But it will not
on the Ss.turday and Sunday following.
satisfy the honest doubter and fearless investigator,
The meetings will be held in the Grand Opera and therefore they still require an answer to the
Houee, corNr of Sixth and Court streets, and the question, "What is faith ?" an answer which shall
orchestra of the establishment has been enuaged for possess the qualification of being somewhat easier to
the occasion. Due notice will be given of the pro- be understood, and having also the merit o{ being a
posed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel little more in accordance with common sense.
I doubt very much if the Rev. Mr. Young himself
fares.
Portsmouth is situated on the Ohio river, one knew the meaning of that which be wrote, for when
hundred miles east of Cincinnati, and one hundred we find a man calling faith "a belief in an act of the
miles south of Columbull, and bas extfnsiv and con- intellect," etc., we may fairly assume that either his
venient railway connections with the whole country. pen or his mind bas been. wandering. Now, to believe
It is a port of foreign entry, and is distinguished for a thing we. must bav positiv knowledge of it, and
its numerous and m11gnificent me.nufactorieE'. It bas just in proportion as faith is based upon positiv
a population ex!'eeding fifteen thousand, bas twenty knowledge it ceases to be faith and becomes, inchurches, the Ohio Milit11ry Academy, and a splendid stead, an intellectual conviction. What then is
systEm of graded schools. The Ohio vallfly fair il!! faith? Is it an intellectual conviction? Is it to
held there annually; and several English and Gerc believe that which is evident? No. It is perfectly
man papers, daily and weekly, are published in the evident that two and two do not make any more
city.
than four, also that each of the three sides of an
The members and friends of the American Secular equilateral triangle are equal to each other. These
Union are sure of a hearty welcome, not only from are facts which rest on positiv knowledge, and
our enterprising local auxiliary, but also from the knowledge transcends faith. Faith in the theologcitizens at large_
ical sense is the believing not of that which seems
The object of the American Secular Union, as is true, but that which seems false to the under·
well known, is to secure the tots! separation of standing. Faith is the result produced , by the
church and state in fact and in form, to the end that protraction of man's intellect upon the threshold
equal rights in religion, genuin morality in politics, of the unknown ; daring not to cross into the
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established, mysterious regions beyond, be says, "I believe."
protected, and perpetu!\ted. While we unite on It is eal'ier to speak these two words than to struggle
wbat is commonly known as the Nine Demands of on in doubt, searching for the truth. Faith i" not
Secularism, we propose to emphasize the following the result of free inquiry, or the outcome of knowl·
at the coming Congress :
edge. It is not, like astronomy, or geology, a sub·
I. The equitable taxation of church property in ject which can be rendered .evident to the senses.
common with other property.
.
Faith, however, bas existed in all ages. The -poor
2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction Hindoo bad faith in the miraculous waters of the
and worship in the public schools, and especially the Ganges; the Roman Catholic, in the abstinence from
reading of any Bible.
meat on Fridays; the Jew, in the coming of meFaiah.
3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing All these and many other fallacies under the guise
the observance of Sunday as a religious institution of religion hav their votaries, their faithful.
rather tbsn an economic one, justified by physiologIt is not possible for us to hav two mf'n tal
ical and other secular reasons.
masters. Reason and faith cannot each reign in
4 The cessation of all appropriations of the public one sphere. Therefore the Secularist teaches
funds for educational and charitable institutions of a that religious faith throughout is mischievous and
sectarian cbaracter.
unreasonable. It is unreasonable, because a man's
The American Secular Union is strictly unsectarian religious faith is mainly the result of his rearand non-partisan in both religion and politics, but ing; it is mischievous, because he who uses
will use any and all honorable means to secure its faith in matters religious will be inclined to use
objects as above stated. It is not either publicly or it in matters political, thereby opposing man to
privately committed to the advancement of any sys- man, checking human progress, and marring human
tem of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily wel- happiness. Divine faith, about which so much bas
comes all perilons, of whatever faith, to its member- been said, is nothing more than mere credulity
l'!bip, on the basis of "no union of cLmch and state." brought under l'!ubjection. Men are told by their
The word "S€cnlar" is bt>re used in the broadest mental masters to believe, therefore they submit
sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system their understanding, they tremble to examin, they
of religion or philosophy.
try to avoid doubt, they shun investigation, and cry
To discuss these quePtions in an orderly and out with painful repetition, "I believe; I believe."
friendly manner, and to devise ways and means to
What is faith ? In theological parlancs it is the
promote these objects, let us come together at this annihilation of reason and the prostration of the
Congress as Freethinkers, Spirituali~ts, Unitarians, intellect. No man can believe that a virgin bore a
Universalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, progressiv child and still retained her virginity. No man can
Jews, and liberal Christians, and, laying aside our believe that men dead for ages came to life. He
peculiar views on religious questionP, unite as Amer- who says, "I do believe these things," will see beican citizens on the one broad platform of no union yond the possibility of a doubt, if he only reflects
of church and state, and the complete administratio11 for a moment on what is passing,.in his mind, that be
of our secular government on purely secular prin- cannot and does not believe them. And then it is
ciples.
truly amusing to notice bow this divine faith vanishes
The National Reform Association, having for its into 11otbingness before scientific research-before
object the establishment of Christianity as the relig- asct'lltained and demonstrable facts.
ion of the state by constitutional enactment; the
What faith said was true yesterday, is by its preachAmerican Sabbath Union, working for the enforce- ers taught as an error to-day. In the ages gone by
ment, by legislation, of the Jewish and puritanic faith occupied a castle built out of the bricks of
Sabbath on our free citizens; the Women's Chris- ignorance and superstition, but now the day of man's
tian T&mperance Union, indorsing the platform and reason is dawning. It is now rising over the hills of
policy of both these orgaoizations; the churches, progress, and the apostle of faith must take rank
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through with his brethren of every age and clime.
their ecclesiastical bodiel'! upon the complete exempA1.1 man progressed from his savage state, he
tion of church property from just ta:sation, as well mixed with his prayers the traditions of his ancesas the appropriation o1 public money for religious tors, which ultimately became creeds sanctified with

age. These creeds bav been taught by f~tber. to
son repeated by rote without thought or mqu1ry,
and if one were bold enough to think and to speak
his thoughts be was crushed, and thus faith bas
ever been like a millstone round the neck of
thought, dragging it down and. destroying man's
noblest aspirations. The "I behave" prevents the
"I think.~'
.
Faith smothers a thousand thoughts at the1r
birth, for when any fact is bl'Ciught befo~e th~ worshiper which seems to be cont~ary to b1s faith, be
prostrates his intellect before 1t! fut·ther. pro.gress
with him becomes impossible, be IS halted In b1s on·
ward course because a creed lies in his path-a creed
mcoaningless in iteelf, but one which be r~peats
thoughtlessly until it becomes a part of h1mself.
The motto to the '' Oracle of R!!ason " was in these
words: "Faith'6 empire is the world; its ~onarcb,
Gcd; its minister£~, the priests ; and its slaves, the
people." This empire h.as lasted long .enou.gh, a
change of administration 1s necessary, for In th1s age
there should be no sl"ves. However, the people's
minds are growing stronger. Scienae is taking the
place of faith. Science tells us what we are, and
bow we liv while faith only lets us guess ~·aguely at
that which 'may never be. And now the. pae.sionless
labor of science is slowly but surely dmng 1ts work
-it is undermining the power of faith. ~ere a
hoary fallacy bas been laid prostrate, there a quag·
mire bas been filled up by the sunken f?rms of a
hundred intolerances. Thus the road which before
quaked at the footsteps of a child bas been made to
tremble not at the t.read of a giant. Monstrous
superstitions bav been shivered at the roots, and
the sun toward which, as the emblem of perfection, we' are all hastening, now shines upon and glad·
dens our way_
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.

Our London Letter.
The "clergy of all denominations " who accepted
the invitation given them to witnees the play of
"Judah" at the Shaftesbury theater last month made
a large and appreciativ audience, &nd s~owed t~at
they are by no "mean11 averee to dramatic entertainmentE!, provided there is nothing to pay.' though perhaps the evening would bav been cons1~ered nearer
perfection if there had been a tea.meehng to commence the proceedings. The manager of the theater
mentioned in a speech to the audience that only eight
cut of twelve hundred clerg}men with whom he had
communicated on the subject bad condemned theatricals.
Mr. Spurgeon recently delivered. bi~self of the
opinion tllat thie was the day of th~nk~ng, but that
ten bushels of much of the thinking done was not
worth half a farthing for a man who wanted spiritual
food. I do not quite gather what is his definition of
thinking, something substantial no doubt, as it can
be measured by the bushel, but be got pretty near
hitting the mark, as it is certain the individu~l .who
rrquires what is generally understood aa spmtual
food dof,s not want anything connected with brains,
unless cooked and served in R dish. The great man
stated that ''Jesus Ohrist himself was not an original
thinker," and I believe something to this effect has
been said by sundry unbelievers, who bav been well
abused for such a suggestion, but when the blasphemous utterance of an Atheist is reproduced by a
"man of God," then it becomes a profound thought
and worthy of consideration. Mr. Spurgeon also
said that people can nevEr be saved by revivals, by
excitement, and spasms, which is quite the reverse to
what he professed to believe when he first started.in
the soul-saving business, but now his position is as·
sured, and he waxes old and lazy, he doesn't set much
store by his old methods, and objects to anyone else
taking them up to his detriment-rather a dog-in-themanger sort of feeling on his part.
The one and only Booth bas baen making some
rather sensible suggestions about the marriage question in connection with his Army, and which might
be followed with advantage by othere. He doe& not
go in for the scriptural injunction to increase •nd
multiply recklessly; it is not surprising that he requires all members to marry other Salvationists, so
that be can guarantee a pure breed of believers. It
seems rather late in the day frr him to take up the
subject of sexuality, 11nd it would appear that be
now disapproves of the promiscuous intercourse for
which his Army bad credit during the early days of
their career.
Lord Salisbury is possessed of no small amount
of gratitude, for although the papal rescript sent to
Ireland did not hav the desired effect, be considered
some return ought to be made to the pope for his
good intentions, so be kindly accredited an embassador extraordinary to the Vatican, and gave &be
pope the right to superintend marriages in the island
of Malta, those not celebrated by the Romisb church
not now bein~ legal. This is rather rough on the
Protestant party there, and it is curious that a man
posing as a stanch Church of England man should
hav done this, while Mr. Gladstone, who has been
frequently accused of leaning toward Rome, should
so strongly oppose the measure.
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The iniq:Jitous law disallowing bequests for Freethought purposes hinders the propaganda very considerably, and I hear that a committee is to be
formed to work strenuously for its repeal. Of
course there will be no end of opposition, and it
will need some stiff work and probably take a considerable time before justice is obtained. If the
Christian religion had not been so supported by
such enactments from the time of Constantine to the
present day, it would hav had a comparativly short
life, which would hav been so much better for the
J. D.
world.

Robert .Burns was a Freethinker.
BoDert A. BtaaPU tn the A gnostto Journal.

I recently purchased your [W. Stewart Ross's]
book entitled," Why I am an Agnostic," and, looking
over the advertisments at the end, I saw that one of
your miscelhmeous pamphlets had for its title,
"Robert Burns: Was he a Christian?" As I believe
I am the only man now living who can answer that
question, I write to tell you that he was a Freethinker,
and I do so on the authority of my father, who
for some years was the intimate friend and companion of Burns, and who often used to talk to me about
him. My father was the youngest son of Captain
Robert Riddell, of Carzield, Dumfries· shire, and of
Castle Gardens in the town of Dumfries. He also
had the large house near the churchyard, where he
used to reside in the winter months. When Burns
had been appointed exciseman of the Dumfries district, my grandfather invited him to his houee, and
became to him what Mre~enas was to Horace-his
patron and protector. At that time my father was
about fourteen years of age, and, although he had
never been taught to draw or engrwe, had astonished
all who knew him by his wonderful and artistic
sketches from nature, and the engravings he bad
made from his drawings of Caerlaverock Castle, New
Abbey, and other picturesque objects in that part
of the country. Burns was charmed with these products of my father's genius, and at once became his
warmest friend;· and that friendship was reciprocated
by the youthful artist, who, on his part, was flattered
at the praise bestowed on him by the poet. In short,
they were always together when circumstances would
allow. On many occasions. my f~ther used to accompany him when his duties called him away from
Dumfries into the country, and, as both went on foot,
they were sometimes compelled to sit down for a
while to rest themselvs, and perhaps take a slight
refreshment. Burns usually carried a small book in
his coat pocket, and would take it out and read while
he rested; and, of course, when my father was with
him, he read aloud. In my father's opinion-and he
wM no bad judge-Burns was the finest and most
impassioned reader of his time. In modulation and
true expression of feeling he could not be surpassed;
and he knew how to carry his hearers with him.
Tbe conversations he had with my father were mostly
on the literature and the writers of that period ; but
sometimes he would giv his opinions on religion, and
they were unquestionably those of a very decided
Freethinker. What is more, he had written a satirical
ballad on the (fabulous) incidents of the Christian
creed, and would sometimes sing it to my father, who,
when he told me about it, had unfortunately forgotten
the words of that composition. All he could recollect
of it wasLittle Jeezy, llttle Jeezy, they hung him on a pin.
I will only add that my father died in 1860, and
that I hav now reached the age of eighty-six.

Sectarian .Amenities.
F'rom the Catholic Union ana Ttmes.

Chautauqua, t.be premier scl:olastic humbug of the
continent, has just closed one of its windy annual
sessions, and the uniyerse is again permitted to do
business at the old stand. Daring the recent _lectures, the solar system, of course, held its breath to
hear what the " great obscure" had to say about
subjects of which they were entertainingly ignorant.
To contemplate the little-great men of Chautauqua
iristructing the great-little men of the same place in
the marvelous achievements of that overgrown campmeeting, one would imagin that all the worthies of
antiquity remote and near lived too soon and missed
the mightiest marvel of recorded time. In fact, how
the world came to be created before the C. L. S. 0.
(Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle) is a question that lays Darwin'e monkey hopelessly in the
shade.
What has this "great university " done, one may
ask, to justify all the ungrammatical eulogiums
which are yearly showered upon its devoted head?
Has it preached progress, learning, tolerance ! Has
it been really useful, over and above its very salient
demerits ! Let us see !
In religion it has· calmly adopted the following
platform. framed by a Western joker:
(1). The earth belongs to the saints.
(2). We are the saints.
In pursuance of this noble and tolerant pronunciamento, the eloquent speakers employed their double
back-action, patent reversible jaws in proving that
the Oatholic church and all professing that faith were

enemies of humanity and conspirators against morality and religion. This, as one correspondent ele~antly put it, was the Chautauqua process of "roastJDg Catholicism." Chautauqua's "roasting" will
doubtless come later.
·
The tendency of this age is fair play. Pers~cution,
vilification, bigotry, and intolerance belong to a time
happily long past, whose horrors and injustice can
never again impel rational beings to fly at each
other's throats because of different creeds. The
reign of religious amity bas been usht>red in, and not
even the discordant stridulations of Chautauqua can
mar, for any appreciable length of time, the " peace
on earth" which is the glory of- this Christian cent
ury.
.
As Chautauqua has belied its professions of progressiv thought, by inculcating creed proscription
and religious bigotry, so in the realm of letters it is
likewise " sounding brass and tinkling cymbal." In
less biblical language, it is a scholastic fraud ! It
professes to giv by a few tracts and by a course of
home reading all the advantages of college or university life. Nay, it will giv more, for "it is the greatest university in the world,"- and hence possesses
advantages possessed by no other institution. It
confers also diplomas and ~~rants degrees.
The utter hollowness of its pretensions are, of
course, pat~>nt to all but its enthusiasts and dupes;
for the chid benefi"t of a university course is not
"book learning," but college associations. Where
are Chautauqua's associations except a three weeks'
annual diet of windy bigotry ? In this age when
even the highest degrees of the oldest universities
exact a smile of ridicule, how uproariously absurd
appear the printed hallucinations of the Obautauqua
Literary and Scientific Circle. Verily, in the words
of the estimable P. T. Barnum, "humbug takes."
As a holy show Chautauqua is ,a euccess; but regarding its righteousness we hav our own private
opinions.
-The truth is, the place is a money-making concern.
SensatiOnalism is its stock in trade, narrow-mindedness the breath of its nostrils. Its platform iS" the
stamping ground of Rev. Waybacks from Nowhere,
and its visitors are either. critics or "jays." Longhaired men and short-haired women are among its
frequent phenomena, and between "slugging the
pope" and "advising the creator," the managers find
time to show that the Revolutionary fathers were
"dead wrong" in not consulting Dr. Vincent as to
the best methods of running the government. When
a dispassionate and philosophic observer views the
Chautauquane, he is apt to reflect on that expressiv
couplet:
To wonder now at Balaam's ass were weak;
Is there a day that asses do not speak?

Punishing Sabbath Breakers.
John Cowen tn.Aulltlron Herbert's Free Lire (Lonaon).

Every Monday morning in the town of Hull the
solicitors turn up half an hour later than usual at the
borough police court; the representative of the
press giv themselvs half an hour's grace in addition
to their customary unpunctuality ; and the witnesses
spend half an hour longer than usual over their pintpots round the corner. You see it would be such
utter waste of time to sit in court sucking one's
thumbs while the "Lord's day cases" are taken.
Nobody cares about them.
Nobody. Not even the victims. Even the
"drunk and disorderly "-that oft-repeated customer
-occasionally affords something that is interesting,
or something that is ludicrous; but tha Lord's day
case, never. Everything is cut and dried; the same
old process Monday after Monday. The stipendiary
takes his seat, the chief constable makes his bowif even he is there so early-the court is silenced,
and P. 0. Smith, C 21, steps in the box and takes
tbe oath.
" Are you sworn, constable T"
"Yes, your w'ship."
" What is it ?"
"Wm. Cavendish, tobacco on the 5th."
" Five shillings; stand down."
Then P. C. Jones: "John Grub, sweets on the
12bh, your w'ship."
"Five shillings."
P. 0. Brown : " Charles Tandstickor, matches on
the 12 h."
"Five shillings."
Farty times repeated. The same old names, same
old sins, same old smiles of recognition, and same
old echo of " Five shillings" from the same old dispenser of summar:v jurisdiction.
Forty respectable-looking tradesmen who hav
hitherto lived in peace and quietness, and in harmony
with the world in general, hav broken that celebrated
law of his late majesty Charles II., of pious memory,
known as the Lord's Day Act. They are summoned,
fined, and go back and keep open next Sunday as befor£'. They find they can make it pay to keep their
shops open on a Sunday and pay the fine. It amounts
to a regular license, payable weekly. The learned stipendiary, than whom no man is more respected in his
own sphere, and no man more admired for cleiU'ness of
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judgment, probably has his opinions, but he is there
to administer, not to criticise the law, and Charles
II. remains triumphant still.

Mr. Pentecost Agrees With M.r. Tolstoi.
From tr..e Twentieth Centurv.

In referring to my " Demand>~" one of the editorial writers of the Individualist says :
We would like to ask whether Mr. Pentecost sanctions
the existing marriage laws? His fallure to demand free love
is what Helen Gardener would call "paying the tribute of a
thoughtless yes" to existing sex slavery.
I believe in no statute laws whatever. I do not
believe there is any large person in the universe,
commonly called God, who bas relations t:> men and
women. I believe the church and the state, as organized, authoritativ institutions, are only and always
detrimental to the happiness, the we~fuE>, of the human race. Since marriage, as a religious cr civil
institution, is based on the recognition of the existence of a God or the authority of church or state, it
inevitably follows that I do not "sanction the existence of marriage laws." I believe th"-t marriage
laws result in more misery and lewdness than would
obtain without them. But I do not believe in "free
love" as that phrase is commonly understood. Men
and women should certQinly be free to arrange their
relationships to suit themselvs. If they were thus
free I think they would arrange those relationships
better than they are at present managed by the politicians and clergymen. I think they would eventually learn the wisdom of establishing them on some
other basis than that of sex. As the brain increases
the sex nature decreases. As the "union of beings"
grows, sexual love dies. The more we are men and
women the less we are animals. Why advoaa.te cor:duct of which all but beasts are ashamed 1 I commend to the editors of the Individualist and others
these words from the "Kreutzer Sonata:"
"But," said I, with astonishment, "how would the human race continue?"
"But what is the use of its continuing?" he rejoined,
vehemently.
"What l What is the use? But then we should not
exist."
"And why is it necessary that we should exist?"
"Why, to Iiv, to be sure?"
"And why liv? , . . The object of man, as of humanity, is happiness, and, to attain it, humanity has a law which
it must carry out. This law consists in the union of beings.
This union is thwarted by the passions. And that is why, if
the passions dis-appear, the union will be accomplished.
Humanity then will hav carried out the law, and will hav no
further reason to exist."
The reviewers do not understand the "Kreufzcr
Sonata." They call Posdnicbeff a lunatic; but M is
the only person who has ever spoken wisely and lucidly on the sex question. Clergymen, editors. snd
many "free lovers" alike reject his message. Is it
because it is a call to personal purity'? T!iks one
other quotation from the same wonderful psges:
The old foundation [legal marriage] is shattered; we must
build a new one, but we must not preach debauchery.
Men and women should be free to regulate their
conduct toward each other to suit themselva. The
sooner they are thus free the sooner will they learn
that they will be less miserable in the enct ratio in
which they eliminate sexual passion from the '' union
of beings."
The Metropolitan Museum Trustee.
(With Lire•s .AvolOgies to Tom Moore.)

One day outside the heavenly gate
A trustee stood disconsolate.
And looking in he saw a place
Adorned with beauty and with grace.
A :field where wondrous fioweTS grew,
Through which the birds of Eden flew,
Where, by sweet brooklets in the shade,
The souls of whilom mortals played.
Then questioned he: " What place is this?"
The answer cam~ "The realms of bliss
That man calls heaven and seeks to win."
The trustee asked : '' Can I come in?".
And then the guardian of the gate
Replied, "Not now-you'll haT to wait.
To-day is Sunday, and, you know,
'fhe gates are shut that day below."
" Bow long will Sunday last?" asked he.
The saint replied, "Eternally."
-Flavel Scott Mints.

"TBK Bible is wholly of human origin, and abounds in
contradictory, immoral, absurd, and inconsistent teachings,"
is what W. F. Jamieson will affirm for six nights in Kasson,
Minn. commencing September 25th. "The teachings of the
New Testament are all moral and elevating," Elder Nichols
will affirm two nights. The elder says he is anxious to debate these questions. Jamieson says, "Barkis is willin'."
THE American Library Association which met at.
the Fabyan House, White Mountains, last week
heard reports on the experiment of the year-Sun cay
opening. They showed uniform ~uccess: The num •
ber of librariPB opened ?n all holidays JB con11~an_tly
incl'easing. It was dec1ded to make an assocJatwn
library exhibit at the Chicago World's Fair, and ft
committee was appointed to that end.
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fommnnications.
The Beauty of Consistency.
Messrs. Micky Corrigan, T. D ·Witt Talmage,
Sam Jones, Howard Crosby, Rabbi Gottheil, Bishop
N eW!JlBn, and other well· known gentlemen, all diligently engaged in teaching what they do not 'know,
aaeisted by a host of leseer lights, who follow along
at various distances behind, are strenuously upholding a systera of theology which depends entirely
uporr the theory of a future life. However the
gentlemen named, and their respectiv followers, may
differ among themeelvs as to details, they are solidly
united and in thorough accord and harmony in
mainta1ning the not.ion of continued existence of the
soul af.er death. Without that they could not even
keep up the shadow of a pretense upon which t~ en
tice di~ciples t!.lld scoop in doliars. Their teachmgs
upon that tmbject are so positiv that they profe~P,
with great &f.'surance, to .t~ll how the poor Inh~bit
ants of this world are d1v1ded di, after death, mto
various separate states, conditions, o~ territ.orie~ of
joy or pain, as the ease may be, and JuSt what kmd
of persons, now living, are going, after their deathe,
to be parceled cff into these various territories_
They will even describe the appearance and general
features of these d;ff<:!Tent territories, and the occupation of the population of each. Some of these
gentll'men C!Ul gtv details of the pers'?nality of t~!3"'e
loc&lities, at d the manners and fashions prevailmg
the'l:'e with as much accuracy as characterizes Mt.
Jenkins's reports of social transactions at N ewpc;>rt
or Saratoga. A future spiriiual exi.stence is the
essence of all their teaching. The notion of a continu• d life of a soul after the dissolution of the
body, which that soul is alleged to hav animated in
life, is the basis of all their theology. W1thout the
means of imposing this notion d a hereafter upon
the credulity of the pecplt>, t.hese gentlemen would
be forced to put up their shutters and go out of
buPiness.
Now comes Mr. Robert G. Ingersoll, and his
friends, who Fay to Messrs. Corrigan & Co.: "Yours
is a VHY pretty tueory, but we are not entirely prepared to belitve it, because there does not seem to
be any adfquate proof that it is true. We hav no
objection to it if it be true, but we want some proof
of its truth, and, as you seem so positiv about it, it
is only fair that you should take upon you the burden of proof, and convince us that there is such a
thing as that you call soul or spirit, and that it
does liv after the body dies, and that it does
do these various thingR which you describe, in the
places you bav described, just as you hav described
them. We will joyously accapt your theories if you
will convince our reason that they are true, but in
the absence of such conviction we must decline to
·
agree with you."
The position of Messrs. Ingersoll & Co. would
seem to be reasonable enough and fair enough, and
one would think that Messrs_ Corrigan & Oo. would
hasten to prove their theoriee and to remove all
dissent and doubt_ But nothing can bs further
from this expectation than the conduct of the theo
logians, who, instead of proving what they are so
positiv about and establishing beyond the reach of
contradiction the theory which they teach with such
assumption of wisdom, berate Mr. Ingersoll and his
friends for entertaining doubts, and call them very
bad and dangerous men. Now, when we consider
the eagerness with which Messrs. Co_rrigan & Co.
reach out in all directions after proselytes, and
endeavor by all sorts of persuasion and artifice, except proof, to bring all sorts of people to accept
their views, it is very strange that they should make
no rational effort to convince the reason of Mr.
Ingersoll and his friends, and the attitude they
maintain toward the Agnostics leads fairly enough
to the auepicion that they cannot furnish the proofs
which the Agnostics insist upon having. In their
situation, one would naturally think that the theologians would rapturously welcome anyone who
could convince the Agnostics and silence their
doubting questions with convincing proofs of the
future life which is so important to the integrity of
the theological position.
What, then, is the disappointment of the disinterested spectator, who cares for nothing bot fair play,
when he sees the theologians refuse a proffl~r of the
very aid of which they seem to be sadly in need,
for, at this juncture, along comes Mr. Walter E.
Reid, the Spiritualist, who says : " Why, my dear
religions friend!!, I'm sorry for you! Can't you deal
with Mesars. Ingersoll & Co_T I'll help you. Ail
the Agnostics want is proof of a future life. They
are quite reasonable in demanding that proof. Turn
them over to me. 1'11 make good theologians out of
them after alL I'll satisfy them. I'll demonstrate
the continued existence of the soul after death. I'Jl
establish what you want proven by such incontro
vert1ble proofs that there can be no denying it.
I'll bring you all into direct communication with
the Jopirits- of dead men and that must be the end of
all Mr. Ingersoll's denials." But the theologians get
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angry with Mr. Reid than they did with Mr.
Ingersoll and they cry hurriedly : '' Go away; go
away qulck, Mr. Reid ! Indeed we don't want any
~:mch 'fellows as you I You'll ruin our business!
Don't you kno~ t~at t~e ~undam!3l!t~ls of religi~n
must rest in behef, m fmth, m gulhbihty, and not 1D
demonstration? Don't you know that credulity is
the starting- point of all religions, and that if you are
going to make a religion succeed you must repudiate all such tomfoolery as demonstration ?"
So they complained of Mr. Reid, and prosecuted
him for fraud in a funny kind of court in Michigan,
just to get him out of the way, so that his pernicious
~fftontery would :p.ot offend religious people, and be
was convicted because he was "too fresh." He
ought to bav known that the religious people to
whom he so generously offered his aid did not want
him nor his help. If he had more thoughtfully considered the evidences of their sincerity, he would
nt!ver hav c-ffered to help them, but he was too confiding, so be was convicted.
The convict.ion of Mr. R"id, if it proves anything,
proves too much. For if Mr. Reid is a fraud, what
"hall be said of the court and what shall be said of
Messrs. Corrigan &·Co_ T
The court would take no testimony not primarily
qualified by an oath. By which oath the witness inV£"•kes the supervision of a spirit and makes a kind of
bargain with the spirit whereby if the witness tells
the truth nothing especial is to come of it in this
real or pretended future life, but if the witness tells
a falsehood, the spirit is free, under the terms of the
bargain, to it.:fLct in the hereafter the most dire and
tE>rrible pFnahit~s upon the witness's soul, and to
1=·unieh that soul with even greater brutality than
judges of mundane courts show in punishing their
victims. While tbie kind of one·sided bargain did
not excite in the judge of this court any suspicion of
fraud, a mere desultory correspondence between one
of Mr_ Reid's clients and some spirit, wherein no
bargain at all is developed, is grossly shocking to hie
curiously adjusted sensibilities, and he breaks forth
into the denunciation, "It is prima facie evidence
of fraud and rfquires no proof!'' in a way that re
minds us of anotber trial where the high priest said,
"Whst further need hav we of witnesses?" (Matt.
nvi, 65). The judge manifested Ingersollian incre·
dulit.y when be said, " The court is no place for exhibitions d the tri,.ks d m·ountebanks and jugglers,
whose tricks be [the judg~'] W£1u!d ncit believe if
sworn to on a pile of Bibles." Yet he goes on administering oaths as if an oath were something else
than a mountebar k trick. If swearing to a statement on a single Bible makes that statement credible, why will not an increase in the number of Bibles
strengthen the credibility of the statement 1 The
judge's dictum shakes the foundation of all judicial
proc£du'~"e, for with all his superstition he seems not
to believe in the ffficacy of the magic power of the
oath to make true that which without the oath would
be false_ There is certainly something wrong about
the court. I hope it is not fraud. It is certainly
open to serious question whether the court has not
exceeded its functions in assuming to decide that one
class ')f dealers ·in futures is all rit{ht and another
rival class all wrong, for this is really what the Reid
case amounts to. If courts are to open up a new
line of business and undertake the protection of fools
from those who prey upon theil' gullibility, where
will it all end? Must Messrs. Corrigan & Co. go to
jail, too?
Messrs. Corrigan & Co. get thousands of dollars
for every one dollar that Mr. Reid gets. Both get
their dollars by tradin~ on the same theory of a
future life. The only difference between them seems
to be that Mr_ Reid'R business is small in comparison
to that of Corrigan & Co. Mr. Corrigan's associates
get large salaries from their constituencies for telling
about the communion of saints, the resurrection of
the body, the life everlasting, and all that sort of
thing. Can these theologians afford to hav their
whole business swept away at one fell blow by a
judicial decision that these cherished notions are in
themselvs fraudulent ! If Mr. Reid ie a fraud, are
they not all frauds, and the greater frauds in proportion a£1 their business is more extensiv and more
profitable than Mr. Reid's? Let us dismiss Messrs.
Corrigan- & Co., and end these remarks, with an appropriate quotation from Max N ordau :

Those old women who get the hard-earned money away
from servant-girls, under the pretense of giving them a lovephilter to win back the hearts of their inconstant sweethearts, are arrested and fined by the authorities, but at the
same time those men are paid fioe salaries and upheld by the
authorities, who obtain the money of the servant-girls by the
no less false pretense of getting their deceased relative out of
the fires of purgatory, by some hocus-pocus arrangement_

En. W.

0HAMBEBLAIN.

WHEN the gloom of the dreadful night was broken
by the first gleam of modern science, every torchbearer was persecuted as an incendiary. Astronomers were forced to recant their heresies on their
banded knees. Philosophers were caged like wild
beast11. R 'ligioua ek"p~ic3 were burnt at the stake,
a11 e'lemies 0f GJd and the human race.-Oawald'a

Bible, of Nature.

Ecclesiastical vs. Civil Authority.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TBUTH SEEXEB, Sir: A
second edition of the God-in-the·Constitution address is now ready, and at prices which will insure
for it ready and rapid sale as soon as known. It. ~an
be had of the author, Concord, N. H., at pr1ces ·
named on title·page, wholesale or retail.
And I shall also be glad to hav you aid in the
distribution and will try to make the price to you so
that it may 'at least be to you no disadv~~tage.
.
A very important and valu.able addition to this
second edition is made in a brief extract from one of
the presidential messages of General Grant if!- ~ela
tion to non-taxation of churches and other religious
property, clinching hard my every argument..
By giving this insertion you will greatly ~Id one
of our most important causes, and much obhge, my
dear sir,
Yours respectfully,
PARXEB PILLSJ3UBY.
Concord, N. H., Sept. 4, 1890.

Eminent Women.
SOPHIA HUGO.

One of the greatest men the world bas produced
was Victor Hugo. Another mother-made man. He
owed his life to his mother, not only through a natural birthriqht, but through the maternt~tl love that
saved that life again and again during a sickly, puny
babyhood.
When born he was " more dead than alive." He
remained so sickly that for fifteen months after his
birth "his shoulders seemed incapable of supporting
the weight of his head." But his mother gave him
the best of care, and succeeded in bringing him into
a robust and vigorous state of health.
A few years ago I was at the Eden Musee, in New
York, and one of the most striking figures there was
that representing Victor Hugo. A lar.g~, strong
man with a noble head, bent over some writmg, sat at
a table, lookiDg the picture of ~hysical, moral, ~nd
intellectual strength and manlmess. The loving
mother·care thus preserved to the race a genius than
whom none greater bas t.rod the earth.
At one time Widow Hugo livsd in a large house
in the most deserted quarter of Paris. This house
was shut in by a spacious garden. Victor in soxue of
his reminiscences says : " Here in the time of the
first empire, grew up three brothers. Together in
their work and their play, rough-hewing their lives,
regardless of destiny, they passed their time as children of the spring, mindful only of their books, of
the trees and of the clouds, listening to the tumultuous chorus of the birds, but watched over incessantly
by one sweet and loving smile-blessings on thee, 0
my mother!"
Sophia was a noble woman, gentle, kind, wellinformed, systematic, and vigilant.
She reared her children to be moral, virtuous, and
honest- Only a light trellis-work separated her
garden from that of a neighbor. This man proposed
putting up a more substantial barrier vs. the expected
depredations of the boys.
" You need not be afraid," said Sophia, " my boys
will not trespass upon your property. I hav forbidden them," and they never did. This one incident
shows how well trained the children were, and how
implicitly she trusted them, and how well she relied
on her own teachings.
At one time they were called to go to Spain, and
in six weeks she had them able to talk Spanish.
Sophia was an admirer of Voltaire, and to this
Victor owes his broad-minded, Liberal sentiments on
religion.
She was also a cousin of Volney, and therefore we
could not expect her son to be pious in belief, though
he was a Deist and not an Atheist.
But probably he outgrew all belief in all anthropomorphic gods, ere he died_
Nearly all who were Deists fifty years ago would
naturally be Atheists if living now in this age of evolution from belief in all gods and ghosts.
When sixteen years old Victor was competing for
a prize poem. His mother was sick, and the sons
took turns in sitting up at night to take care of her.
The next day was the one on which the poems were
to be banded in. Victor said he had been so busy
he had not been able to write his.
The mother rebuked him gently, but he could not
fail to notice bow disappointed she was.
The moment she fell asleep Victor set to work an~
wrote steadily all night, and " the completed ode lay
before her as a morning greeting. The manuscript
that was sent forthwith to Toulouse, went after
being first bedewed with a mother's tears."
The prize was won, and all were happy. Thus
mother-love stimulated, encouraged, and aided in
making Hugo the man we all so admire.
His " Devil Fish " is one of the moet thrilling
stories ever penned.
The " Man Who Laughs" is sad and melancholy
in its tone, but a striking and effectiv work. " Las
Miserables '' is probably his most useful book. In it
he pleads so powerfully the cause of the poor and
miser~ble as to touch all hearts. T.bis boo~ wa~
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published simultaneously in Paris Brussels 1 Leipsic
London, Milan, Madrid, Uotterd;m, Pesth, Warsaw:
and Rio Janeiro. Seven thousand copies were published in the original Paris edition, and all Bold in
two days I It is estimated that hundreds of thou·
sandil of the111 are in circulation e-rerywhere. While
admiring the successful author, let not the mother
who created him be forgotten.
All honor to Sop'.:ia Hugo.
Snowville, Va.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKEB.

A New Creed.
I trust I am not intruding if I -ask for a space in
the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER in which to offer
a few suggestions as to the proper course for Lib
erals to pursue in propagating the principles of right
and justice.
T.nere is one thing that is too often apparent in
t~~ -writifigs of Liberal people, and that is' their dispoBltJOn to attaclt and tear down the false ideas of thE:
Ohris~ians. They too often expend their force in
knocking down the shattered old hulk of theology
and kicking its rotten framework about before the
public gaze until we all get sick and disgusted not
only at the tattered ideas, but at the very force' that
is used to kick it about. I would suggest that this
stop. Reasoning men and women are ready to admit to day that theology is a failure, and that the
Bible is a fable, but they are not willing to see the
church taken away from the world without something
better to supplant it. They point to the good inflll!lnce of the church organizdions ;. they send their
ch1ldren to the Sunday-school, they recognize that
the Young Men's OhristianAssociation exerts a good
influence over the young men, and they do not like
t'l see these organiz!ltions swept away withQut something better c ft'ered them in their places. It is not
enough for U"l to say that the Bible is a fraud and
that theology is a myth ; they will answer us and
say the church is the sot>rce of good, that it checks
and ~estrains men, and they. do not care to gi-v it up,
and m a measure they are r1ght, for with all its false
doctrine, and with its infamous past history, the
church of to-day represents to some extent charity
and virtue; at least it is worked behind the worth of
these characters.
Now, what I suggest is that the thousands of Libera\s in America shall meet and form a compact
organization, that it establish itself in every community, .that it form a code of morale, or religion, if
you please, higher and purer and grander than the
teachings of any church.
Let us say to the wodd that we are opposed to
vice in every form-that while the church receives
into it11 fold the drunkard, the libertin, and the
criminal, the Liberals will require such a high stan·
dard of virtue that none of these can enter our
charmed circle. The history of the church shows
that it has fermented strife, that it has bred discord,
that it bas winked at treason and encouraged oppression in its most cruel form. Let us advocate temperance, purity, and truth. Let us promote peace, and
say to the world that we come to bring peace, and
not the sword.
.
Let us build schools and teach science. Let us
build churches and teach the grand revelations of
truth as revealed through nature, and not the faded
dogmas of the Dark Ages. Let us fill our schools
and churches with the choicest literature, and let our
lecturers preach from Thomas Paine, Darwin, and
other great lights of the world. Let us establish a
new order of th,jngs, build up a new religion, and let
the light of truth so shine that others, seeing our
good work, may glorify the great source of truth
and light..
I advocate a more thorough education of the
young. I oppose marriage until our young men and
young women understand fully the nature of the
obligations they assume as husband and wife. I do
not think a woman ought to swear eternal allegiance
to a man who may turn out to be a drunkard or a
criminal, and link her desf iny for life with a physical
wreck. La~ our people insert a proviso in every
marriage ceremony that will permit the wife or the
husband to renounce their marriage vows if either
should, by any criminal act, prove unworthy of their
love and allegiance.
I want also to teach our fathers and mothers that
they hav no natural right to inflict severe corporal
punishment upon their children. I want the man to
be ostracised who promulgates the horrid and bar·
baric idea of that infamous libertin, Solomon, that
to " spare the rod is to spoil the child." Let us hav
purer ideas of right and duty, and let us forever
bury in the oblivion of the past the vulgar and barbaric teachings of the Bible. The way for us to
effectually kill off the Ohristian religion is to estab·
lish a form of religion founded upon truth and right
and reason ; teach a purer and a higher system of
theology, and good men and good women will flock
to our organizations as weary pilgrims seek the
shade of some friendly palm in the burning sands of
the Great Sahara.
WILLIAM WELLINGTON.
Nashville, Tenn., Sept.. 2, 1890.

Our Schools.
Colonel

Inr~ersoll
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Gems of Thought.

in the Wo1·la.

SoiENOE knows that the safety of morality lies
I ~~lieve tha~ education is the only lever capable
of r1usmg mankmd. If we wish to make the future neither in the adoption of this or that philosophical
of the republic glorious we must educate the children speculation. or. this or that theological creed, but in
of the present. The greatest blessing conferred by a real and living belief in that fixed order of Nature
o.ur government is th~ free school. In importance it which sends oocial disorganizdion upon the track of
r1ses above everythmg else that t.he government immorality as surely as H sends physical disease
after physical trespasses ; and of that firm and lively
does. In its in1l11ence it is far greater.
The school-houee is infinitly m·ore important than faith it is her high mission to be the priesiess..
the church, and if all the money wasted in the build- Huxley.
ing of churches could be devoted to education we
LIBERALS are accused of lessening the restraints
would become a civilized people. 0! course, to the upon immorality by overthrowing the Bible doctrin
extent that churches disseminate thought they are of everlasting punishment; but they really are more
good, and to the extent that they provoke discus- severe toward sin than are the orthodox, for they
sion they are of value, but the real ol:j~ct should be do not encourage the sinner to believe that the conto become acquainted with nature-with the condi- s.eq_uences of lif~long crimes can be escaped by the
tions of happiness-to the end that man may take hfung of the eye to the cross. They teach unavoidadvantage of the torces of nature.
able injury from sin. Though man cease to hav
I believe in the schools for manual training, and ·the dread of eternal, hopeless torture before them,
that every child should be taught not only to think, other motive may be as serviceable. The l>erception
but to do, and that the hand should be educated of the advantage of goodness, a sense which is growwith the brain. The money expended on schools is ing in mau through the experience of ages, the
the best investment made by the government.
certainty of the human retribution of crime, which
The school-houses in New York are not sufficient. social science will yet evolve, and the perception of
Many of them. arA small, dark1 unventilated, and the inevitable natural punishment which follows all
unhealthy. They should be the finest public build wrong-doing-this hope and these fears will regenings in the city. H would be hr better for the erate the world.-Robt. G. Adams.
Episcopalians to build a university than a cathedral.
IN each generation the human race has been tortAttached to all th<>se school-houses there should be
grounds for the children-places for air and sun- tlled, that their children might profit by their woe£1.
light. They should be given the best. 'l'hey are 011r own prosperity is founded on the agonies of the
the hope of the republic and, in my judgment, of the past. Is it therefore ur just that we also should suffer
for fhe benefit of those who are to come~ A season of
world.
We need far more school-houses than we hav, and mental anguish is at hand, and through this we must
while money is being wasted in a thousand direc pass, in order that our posterity may rise.- Wintiona, thousands of children ate left to be educated wood Reade.
in the gutter. It is far cheaper to build school·
To those who wished to put the war off to some
houses than prisons, and it is much better to hav future dav, with a loftv and touching spirit of selfscholars than convicts.
sacrifice, P11ine said: "Every generous parent should
The Kindergarten system should be adopted, say, 'If there must ba war let it be in my day, that
especially for the young; attending school is then a my child may hav peace.' "-Ingersoll.
pleasure-the children do not run away from school,
IT is worth the while to liv respectably unto ourbut to school. We should educate the children not
simply in mind, but educate their eyes and hands, selva. We can possibly get alon.1 with a neighbor,
and they should be taught something that will be of even with a bed-fellow, whom we respect but very
use, that will help them to make a living, that will little; but as soon as it comes to that, that we do
giv them independence, confidence-that is to say, not re11pect ourselvs, then we do not get along at all,
no matter how rr..uch money we are paid for halting.
character.
The cost of the schools is very little, and the cost -Thoreau.
of land-giving the children, as I said before, air and
THOMAS PAINE's friends were untrue to him because
light-would amount to nothing.
There is another thing : Teachers are poorly paid. he was true to himself, and true to them. He lost
Only the best should be employed, and they should the respect of what is C!\lled society, but kept his
be well paid. Men and women of the highest char- own.-Ingersoll.
acter should hav charge of the children, because
I THINK it would puzzle ·Mr. Lilly or anyone else
there is a vas~ deal of education in association, aud to adduce convincing evidence that, at any period of
it is of the utmost importance that the children the world's history, there was a more wide-spread
should associate with real gentlemen-that is to say, sense of social duty, or a greater sense of justice, or
with real men ; and real ladies-that is to say, with of the obligation of mutual help, than in this England
of ours. Ah! but, says Mr. Lilly, these are prodreal women.
Every school-house should be inviting, clean, well ucts of our Ohristian inheritance; when Ohristian
ventilated, attractiv. The surroundings should be dogmas vanish, virtue will disappear too, and the
delightful. Ohildren forced to school learn but ancestral ape and tiger will hav fall play. B11t
little. The school-house should not be a prison nor there are a good many people who think it obvious
the teachers turnkey!!.
that Ohristiauity also inherited a good deal from
I believe that the common school is the bread of paganism and from Judaism, and that if the Stoics
life, and all sho.uld be commanded to eat of the fruit and the Jews revoked their bequest the moral
of the tree of knowledge. It would hav been far property of Ohristianity would realize very little.
better to hav e:s:;Jelled those who refused to eat.
And, if morality has survived the stripping off of
The greatest danger to the republic is ignorance. several sets of clothes which hav been found to fit
Intelligence is the foundation of free government.
badly, why should it not be able to get on very well
in the light and h&ndy garments which S(lience is
Brotherhood of Moralists.
ready to provide !-Huxley.
Report orthe Propaganda Committee of the B1·otherlwod of
MoBA.L truths hav been taught in all parts of this
Mwaliots, at Hannibal, Mo., for August, 1890.
world. They were taught in India long before
SKORKTARll'S REPORT.
During the month forty.eight membersbip certificates were Moses lived; in Egypt long before Abraham was
issued, making a total membership of 1,157. The new mem- born; in Ohina thousands of years before the flood.
bers are from Alabama, ·Massachusetts, Nova. Scotia. Idaho, It would be impossible to prove the truth of a revIndiana, Colorado, Texas, Oregon, India, North Dakota, elation simply because it contained moral truths. If
Missouri, and Michigan. The thanks of the committee are
due several friends for Liberal papers, and names of persons it taught immorality, it would bR absolutely certain
known to indorse the principles of our Brotherhood. We that it was not a revelation from an infinitly good
hope others will follow their example, and also send a mite being. If it taught morality, it would be no reason
for the expense fund.
F. H. RA.u, Secretary.
for even suspecting that it hRd a divine origin.-111TRKASURKR'S REPORT.
Balance from July report. .................................... $ 113 50 gersoll.
M. Gra.u, Mich., and B. F. Hyland, Ore., each $1...
2 00
ONE of the most obvious consequences of the docJohn Kron, Minn................................................
50 trin
of exclusiv salvation is, that it places the moral
Axel Kron, Minn................................................
25
A Friend, Mo.....................................................
50 in permanent subordination to the dogmatic side of
For constitutions.................................................
30 religion. If there be a Oatholic faith " which except
a man believe he cannot be saved," it is quite natural
•rota! ................................................ $117 05 that men should deem it "before all things" necesExpended in the work ................................. $3 GO
Stationery.................................................. 1 50
5 10 sary to hold it. If the purest moral life cannot
atone for error, while a true religion has many means
Balance ........................................... $111 95 of effacing guilt, the mind will n~tura~ly turn to the
Hannibal, Mo.
A. R. AYRKs, Treasurer.
doctrinal rather than to the pract1cal s1de.-Lecky.
THE Bible story of creation is only one of a large
number of similar stories. We find, from a study of
the Zend Avesta, that the Persian myth of creation
is in many respects like the myth in the Bible, espe·
cially in reference to the alleged fall of man through
eating of "forbidden fruit." Similar legends may
also be found in Hindoo and Greek literature; upon
the face of them all there is the stamp of a common
origin.--.-Arthur B. Moss.

No one objects to any harmless cerem~ny; but the
moment it is in11isted that a ceremony 1s necessary,
the reason of which no man can see, then the practice of the ceremony becomes hurtful, for the ~easo~
that it is maintained only at the expense of mtelh·
gence and manhood.-IngersoJl.
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Now comes the Ohrist~an Statesman with these renders God the basest and most cruel being in theJ
arrogant comments upon Senator Blackburn's words : universe. Oompared with him, the most frightful!
"When, in such services, the speakers engage in specu- deities of the most barbarous and degraded tribes:
lation on the highest themes of religion, and express opinions are miracles of goodness and mercy. There is noth-·
concerning the ground of man's acceptance with God and ing more degrading than to worship such a God.
admission to a blessed immortality, Christian men hav a Lower than this the soul can never sink. . If the docright to ask that the. faith which is accepted by the great trin of eternal damnation is true, let me share· the
majority of the people of the United States shall not be
lightly controverted or assailed. We are not questioning fate of the unconverted ; let me hav my portion in
Senator Blackburn's right to hav his own opinions on these hell, rather than in heaven with a God infamous
subjects, and on suitable occasion as a private citizen to enough to inflict eternal misery upon any of the sons
declare them. But we maintain that as a representatlv and of men."

AddT888 aZ! Oommttnica.tiom to THJI TRUTH SJIJIKJIR law-maker for a people who are overwhelmingly Christian,
Ma~ all Drafts, Cl!Mks, Post.offic6 and 11"!- he had no right in the Senate chamber to contradict the
The Death Penalty.
N&sMoney Orders payabl.s to fJHARLJIS P. SOMERB Y. teachings of that revelation which is our only authoritativ
Judging from the number of journals that hav
source of knowledge concerning spiritual and eternal
SEPTEMBER 20, 1890.
SATURDAY,
copied
our editorial pleading for the abolition of the
realities."

OOMP ANY.

Why not ! Are not Senators and other officials
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
to tell the truth once in a while at least!
entitled
Bingle subsenption in advance ............................. .
00 Must they lie about an Agnostic colleague by words
One subscriptio:a two ye~rs, in advance ..•.••.••••.•..•.. '"
'00
6 00 or by deceiving silence? Oan they not be allowed to
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
One subscription with one new subscriber; in onerebe honest even at the tomb!
~
6 00
mittance •.•.••••...•••..••••.•••.•••••••.•••...•••••••••.••••••
A
few
years
ago
a
Methodist
clergyman
took
it upon
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
700 himself to giv Oolonel Ingersoll a pieoe of friendly
advice. " Although you may disbelieve the Bible,"
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .•.•••••••••..•••••••••••••..••.•••••••••.••••••••••
8 iO said the follower of Wesley; "you ought not to say
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
so. That, you should keep to yourself."
remittance ••••••.•.••••••••••.••••••••.••.••••.••••••••••••••• 10 00
"Do you believe the Bible?" asked Oolonel
Any number over 1!.ve at the same rate, invariably
Ingersoll.
with one remittance.

Our Picture Book.

The clergyman replied, " Most assuredly."
To which Oolonel Ingersoll retorted, "Your answer conveys no information to me. You may be
following your own advice. You told me to suppress
my opinions. Of course a man who will advise
others to dissimulate will not always be particular
about telling the trutb. himself."
The Presbyterians at last hav got down to the level
of the Methodistll.
Of Senator Blackburn's description of Mr. Beck's
faith, the Statesman goes on to say :

I wisl! to speak just a few words in commendation of the
picture book.
It is a.ll and more than I anticipated-a volume calculated to impress forcibly on the mind those wrongs it wars
against, and to impr;nt them indelibly and ineffaceably upon
the memory. You can never forget a single one of them.
Written words may pas!! away, spoken words be lost, but the
pictures stay forever and forever.
My book lies on the table, and has a conspicuous and honored place among the redeemers of the age.
''All this could hav been said, for example, over the grave
of John Stuart Mill, a man who testified that he had never
All honor to THE TRuTH BEEKER and Watson Heston.
known a single religious conviction or emotion; that, eduELIDNA D. SLBNKER.
cated by an Atheist father, the religious side of his nature.
was a simple blank. Yet he spent his life in studies and
:Mr. Wanamaker and Onr Picture Book
labors which were of great benefit to his fellow-men, and.
A friend writes: "I hav two dollars in my pocket battling against some of the greatest abuses which hav
for the Picture Book when I hear that the postmaster- wronged our race. According to the teaching we hav
general will allow it to go through the mails. Why quoted, 'his soul has found eternal rest in the presence of
cannot he forbid it to be carried on the charge of its God.' But this ill not t"M tea~Jhing of t"M Ohri&tian religion.
While it enjoins and produces charity and beneficence, it
blasphemy T If he would, might it not increase its affirms
with solemn emphasis that roan owes duties to God,
sale, as prohibition did that old Russian fool Tolstoi's and that his fulfilment or neglect of these duties is taken
late book of trash?"
into his account by his judge. It teaches that in mercy God
Our friend can send along his two dollars, and he has sent his son, Jesus Christ, ' that the world through him
might be saved,' and tllat our eternal destiny depends on
will get the book.
There are some very good reasons why Holy John our acceptance or rejection of this heavenly mediator. This
fundamental tmth of the Christian religion Senator Blackcannot prevent its circulation. Firstly, it is not burn, from his place in the Senate, saw fit to deny. We
blasphemous, unless it be blasphemy to expose the m~ke no affirmation concerning the eternal destiny of the
church. Secondly, there is no federal law against departed Senator. We leave him where his colleagues
blasphemy. Thirdly, if the post-office refuses to ought reverently to ha1' left him, ill the hands of his maker
·
carry it the express companies will do so for the same and judge.''

It is pretty plain to be seen that. the Statesman
price. And we would make things as livel;}' as we
would use asbestos envelopes for letters to Senator
could for the post-office officials.
Therefore, Holy John can go to blazes for all we Beck, and address them downward. This man,
whom the Statesman admits wa1 "of upright life, of
CRl:e.
great intellectual ability, of sturdy independence of
The Teaching of the Christian Religion.
spirit, an honorable man, never stooping to mean or
The arrogance of the evangelical Ohristians is, dishonorable artificeP," is now in hell according to
seemingly, without limit.
the judgment pronoun~ed by the Ohristian God. It
When Senator Beck, of Kentucky, died recently is nothing that he was humane, honorable, benevohis brother Senators, as is customary, spoke of hiin lent; that of him, li,ke John Stuart Mill, it could be
words of eulogy to the world. Of Mr. Beck's relig- said he spent his life in stuaies and labors which
ious opinions his colleague, Senator Blackburn, were of great benefit to his fellow-men, and battling
said : " He had been no sectarian in religion. He against some of the greatest abuses which hav
had held no areed ; but he had believed that the wronged our race ; that his religion was the feeling
truest and most sublime of all faiths was that which that he whohelps humanity was doing the best postaught men to use their best endeavors for aiding sible service-all this is absolutely nothing, and be.
and elevating their fellow-men. . . . His had cause he did not believe that "in mercy God sent his
been the religion of humanity. He had believed that son Jesus, that the world through him might be
a man who helped his fellow-men was doing God saved," and that his eternal destiny depended upon
service. His life had been molded on that faith." the acceptance or rejection of that son, he is now in
And concerl!ing the eternal d3stiny of this humane hell and will remain there through endless ages,
and generous spirit the speaker declared he " had no burning yet never consumed, suffering tortures for
fear. If there were one soul at whose approach the which there is no relief, dying by inches yet forever
pearly gates of the· celestial city would offer freest living to suffer greater pain !
entrance to its eternal glories, it would certainly be
And tius is the fundamental truth of the Ohristian
to the one which, in its life on earth, strove hardest religion, designed by God and by him revealed to
to aid the weak, to shelter ~he defenseless, to lighten man in the " only authoritativ source of knowledge
the burdens of the heavy-laden, and which brought concerning spiritual and eternal realities !"
the most smiles and the fewest tears to the children
" Who can estimate the misery that has been
of the world. Let us rest in the belief that, after a caused by this most infamous doctrin of eternal punlife well spent, with its every duty faithfully per- ishment! Think of the lives it h~ blighted-of the
formed, his soul at last has found eternal rest tears it. has caused-of the agony it has produced.
among the scenes of its creation in the presence of Think of the millions who hav been driven to insanits God."
ity by this most terrible of dogmas. This doctrin

death penalty, there is a strong sentiment through,..
out the country against what is called capital punish-·
ment. From east to west, north to south, the
article has been approvingly reprinted by papers of
all shades of thought except Ohristian. We know of
no evangelical Ohristian who is not stubbornly and
sternly in favor of the eye for eye and tooth for tooth
doctrin. This indicates that, as usual, the heretics
and every-day sort of folks must lead the way in this
as in all other reforms.
There will undoubtedly be attempts when New
York's legislature next meets to repeal the law condemning murderers to death by electricity. We hope
the attempts will be successful. The effort will also
be made to reenact the statute taking the life of
homicides by the rope. This should not be accomplished. The present is a splendid time to try a
little hutnanity upon criminals. The doctors are disagreeing, and while they are fighting it out is a good
opportunity for their patients to get well.
We trust that the journals which hav taken sufficient interest in the matter to giY space to our proteat will find room to urge upon the- people the
desirability of circulating Oolonel Ingersoll's address
before the New York State BIU'A~sociation, ''Orimes
Against Oriminals." Upon this subject of legal
killing he givs facts which are conclusiv, and points
out the wickedness of· continuing the practice.
" What," he asks, " shall be done with the slayers of
their fellow. men-with murderers?" and says : " It
has been contended that the death penalty deters
others-th~At it has far more terror than imprisonment for life. What is the effect of thA example set
by a nation' Is not the tendency to harden and
degrade not only those who inflict and those who
witness, but the whole community as well ? A few
years ago a man was hanged in Alexandria, Va. One
who witnessed· the execution, on that very day,
murdered a pedlar in the Smithsonian grounds at
Washington. He was tried and executed, and one
who witnessed his hanging went home, and on the
same day murdered his wife. The tendency of the
extreme penalty is to prevent conviction. In the
presence of death it is easy for a jury to find a doubt.
Technicalities become important, and absurdities,
touched with mercy, hav the appearance for a
moment of being natural and logical. Honest and
conscientious men dread a final and irrevocable step.
If the penalty were imprisonment for life, the jury
would feel that if any mistake were made it could be
rectified ; but where the penalty is death a mistake
is fatal. A conscientious man takes into consideration the defects of human nature-the uncertainty of
test.imony, and the countless shadows that dim and
darken the understanding, and refuses to find a
verdict that, if wrong, cannot be righted. The
death penalty, iDflicted by the government, is a perpetual excuse for mobs.
"The greatest danger in a republic is a mob, and
as long as states inflict the penalty of death mobs
will follow the example. If the state does not consider life sacred, the mob, with ready rope, will
strangle the suspected. The mob will say: ' The
only difference is in the trial ; the state does the
same-we know the man is guilty-why should time
be wasted in technicalities ?' In other words, why
may not the mob do quickly that which the state
does slowly'
"Every execution tends to harden the public
heart-tends to lessen the sacredness of human life.
In many states of this Union the mob is supreme.
For certain offenses the mob is expected to lynch the
supposed criminal. It is the duty of every citizenand as it seems to me especially of every lawyer-to
do what he can to destroy the mob spirit. One
would think that men would be afraid to commit
any crime in a community where the mob is in the

ti01.
ascendancy, and yet, such are the contradictions and
subtleties of human nature, that it is exactly the
opposit. And there is another thing in this connection-the men who constitute the mob are, as a rule,
:among the worst, the lowest, and the most depraved.
A few years ago, in Illinois, a man escaped from jail,
:and, in escaping, shot the sheriff. He was pursued,
·overtaken-lynched. The man who put the rope
around his neck was then out on bail, having been
indicted for an asstmlt to murder. And after the
poor wretch was dead, another man climbed · the
tree from which he dangled and, in derision, put a
cigar in the mouth of the de&d; and this man was on
bail, having been indicted for larceny.
"Those who are the fiercest to destroy and hang
their fellow-men for having committed crimes, are,
:for the most part, at heart, criminals themselvs. As
:tong as nations meet on the fields of war-as long as
·.they sustain the relations of savages to each other:as long as they put the laurel and the oak on the
,brows of those who kill-just so long will citizens
:resort to violence, and the quarrels of individuals be
settled by dagger and revolver."
These are true statements, and it is because people are beginning to find out their truth that the
sentiment against the death penalty is so widely
spread. And is it a singular coincidence or effect
following cause that the increase of humane feeling
is noted just when the decrease of faith in evangelical Christianity is too apparent to be disputed T

kept open on Sunday for the benefit of the people.
The only objection comes from the preachers who
think that their churches will remain empty if the
people hav any other place to go. But this is no
objection; because, if the churches cannot compete
with the fair, the fault is not with the fair. And it
is against the genius of our government to use law
for the benefit of religion. Sunday is not the Sabbath of God at all. If any day is, that day is Saturday. Therefore, there can be no valid ground
against making Sunday a holiday instead of a holy
day. It is against publill policy, good government,
and human happiness, to try fto take this country
back to colonial times, when the people were under
11. theocracy and senseless Puritanism dominated in
everything. We hav outgrown those garmentP; and
to put them on again will mtAke us ridiculous. They
won't fit."
These are plain words about a class of men the
public is wont to revere, and to call attacks upon,
blasphemy, but the Syracuse Herald printed them
and lost no subscr-ibers. The New York Star said
that it believed that if a vote could be taken by the
people of the state the Sabbatarians would be
snowed under. The Baptist Evangelist, true to the
brutal instincts of pious tyrants, prQclaimed that if
the fair were kept open the penal code would be
tested on the managers. The other opponent emitted the usual cry of "Sabbath desecration," and paid
no attention to the facts in the case.
What is learned from the collection of opinion is
that
about one-half of the papers of the state favor
Sunday and the State Fair.
free Sunday, and that ·this half comprises the jourThe Sunday observance question is steadily com- nals which circulate in the most civilized portions of
ing to the front, and one incident in it in this state the state.
has been the discussion over keeping the state fair
grounds open during the Sunday occurring during
New York's Public Schools.
the exhibition (September 14th), but with what pracThe Sun says there are thousands of cases like
;tical result we hav not yet learned.
this, a.!'I described in a letter to tha1 journal, which
The question was brought up by a proposition explains itself :
;Submitted to the directors on the affirmativ side,
"To THE EnrTOR OF Tm: SUN, Sir: The heading to your
which brought out, as usual, a screech from the article on New York's schools, in the Sun of even date,
:bigots. The proposition was not acted upon, but it says:
" 'Official ignorance, indifference, and incapacity hav left
was decided to obtain an expression of public opinion,
us
far behind the times, and heavily handicapped New York
and the directors particularly wanted the editors of
children for the race of life-wrongs that call for remedies.'
the state to giv an opinion. Acting upon this hint,
"And I want to say that it is all true-too infernally true.
the Syracuse Herald sent out circulars to " all the I am a New Yorker, and hav a boy of school age. He has
secular a11d religious papers in the state," asking the been attending our city schools for four years, with the exeditors to comment on the proposition and also to ception of six months, when he attended a school down in
send the Herald a hundred-word expression of per- Maine. He learned more in those few months than he ever
learned in three and a half years of New York's schools.
sonal opinion on the subject. About one hundted Had he not been taught at home he would not now be as far
and fifty responded, of which sixty six said yes, advanced as a six-year-old boy in a country school in New
seventy-six said no, and eight, by asking for "condi- England. He did not go back to school here on the 8th.
·tions," very neatly straddled the fence. It is notice· I hav found a private school in a neighboring state-a
E. M. M.
able, though, that the papers of greatest influence much better place for him.
"New Tork, Sept. 10, 1890."
and circulation are in favor, and if they rightly repOn the day following appeared a paragraph by
:rasent their constituencies the public are rather more
:in favor of than against Sunday opening of places of one of the Sun's own writers relating a conversation
interest, education, and amusement. This is a de- overheard between two women in a street·car, running like this: "No, my Harry has not changed his
.oidedly pleasing state of affairs.
We notice that the Syracuse Herald sought edi- school. We hav moved away eleven blocks from the
·,torial opinion impartially. We find the Evangelist old school, but he says he would rather stay and
and THE TRUTH SEEXEB vigorously opposing each walk the distance. If he changed they would put
tother ; the Wesleyan Methodist and the Twentieth him bac~ two classes, just as they did once before.
•Oentury expressing diametrically opposit views; the Those women teachers are awful cranks. They hav
.Freethinker's Magazine and the Brazilian Missions their favorite, and they promote them whether they
.differing widely. We find, of course, the Jewish learn anything or not, and those whom they don't
.Messenger and Jewish ~flidings on our side of the like they snub and keep down all the time. My girl
.controversy, and
great many more of the purely was a favorit with her teacher, and was kept running
secular journals published in the lsrger cities. Mr. up and down stairs and on errands and learning nothPentecost's opinion is very brief-" Keep the fair ing, and so I took her out of school and sent her to
open on Sunday." Mr Green preached a little ser- work down town. I think it's just awful the way
these teachers do. They hav their own way, and
mon in this way :
nobody must dare question them, and they treat the
" Certainly the state fair' grounds should be kept open on
children
like ditt under their feAt. Why, there's one
Sunday. There can be no reasonable objection to it, and
there are valid reasons too numerous to mention why it big woman in the school who has a voice like a steam
should be kept open on Sunday. As will suggest itself whistle and a hand like a ham, and she soreechee at
to everyone, it should be kept open for the eepecial accom- the children so that you can hear her across the
modation of the workingmen, many of whom cannot afford etreet, and the little things are as afraid as death of
to lose a day from their labors to attend it. And not only
for the benefit of those who are specifically designated as her.' Audience and speaker rose at this point and
workingmen, but for the benefit of all classes of people who, left the car, leaving a quiet man in the corner· wonon Sunday, are free from their various avocations and, dering whether it is true that the teachers whom the
attired in their Sunday clothes, can then most conveniently people pay are tyrants to the people's children."
attend the great exhibition. If it be necessary to close the
Neither one of these writers told all that ought to
fair for a day let it be any other day than Sunday, which, of
be
said against the incompetency of our public school
all days of the week, will accommodate the most people.
As a matter of course those who hav religious scruples teachers-the fiJ:"st because the Sun would not hav
against attending the fair on Sunday will be under no obli- print,ed it, the second, possibly, because he didn't
gation to do Eo."
know it.
The fact is, our schools are a part of the spoils of
The Editor of THE TRtrTH SEEXBR looked at the
opportunity as one specially h•PPY in affording him the political profession. The politicians use them as
a chance to tell the people the truth about the places in which to pension relative. Incompetent
preachers, and he said: "The state fair.. ~bould be women and half-educated and all-inexperienced girls

a

are made teachers, and the children suffer as a consequence. Most of the teachers are appointed through
the influence of Tammany Hall workers, and
naturally are Irish-American Roman Catholics. We
printed several weeks ago the remark of one of them
that she " would not hav a boy in this class without
he went to mass." That remark shows at once the
bigotry of many of the teachers and their capability
as instructors. A J ear or so ago another teacher
told the writer of the letter to the Sun that she bad
the right to, and would, teach his child religion, anything he might say to the contrary notwithstanding.
It is hardly necessary, but it may be well to add
that she did no such thing.
There is a great deal being said thi'l fall by the
papers about the schools, and various remedies for
acknowledged defects are proposed. Bub the
starting-point of reform should be to take the
schools out of the politicians' hands, then take religion out of the schools, and finally to get more
capable teachers than half-educated daughters and
nieces and friends of Mike ·Corrigan's political
strikers.

Our Pious Politicians.
The following paragraphs appeared in the Herald
of the lOth instant :
" It was announced at the headquarters of the People's
Municipal League yesterday that ninety per cent of the
clergymen appealed to to cooperate with the movement hav
sent in replies promising hearty support.
"A curious fact, however, is that no Cat.holic clergymen
hav deemed it necessary to express an approval of the clergy
entering politics. Managers of the League hope for a conversion before election day."
There is not an editor or an editorial writer or a
reporter of any iptelligAnce upon any of the . daily
journals of this city that does not know just why
the Oatbolic clergy do not join in the opposition to
Tammany Hall. But there is not one of them that
dares to print the truth-to tell the public that the
Roman Catholic church is by hook and by crook getting hundreds of thousands of dollars annually from
the public treasury, and that Tammany officials are
the hooks and crooks which obtain the plunder for
her.
·
The Protestant clergyman are willing enough to
join the so· called citizens' movement, for they desire
the power now held by Mr. Corrigan's church to be
transferred to them. Their mOV$ment is a humbug.
What is needed is that the papers should tell the
truth and that the citizens, without regard to religion, should unite to dethrone Tammany and then
make the practical union of church and state now
existing impossible in future years.
But it is not likely to be done.
Tm: Prohibition organ, the Voice, says:
"The infidel who insisted that he conld hav improved upon this
world by making health contagious as well as disease, was
abashed to find ont that health iS contagiouS."

Colonel Ingersoll is not likely to be so much abashed at
anything as at the colossal impudence and mendacity ot the
writers for religi1us periodicals.
THEn was a queer affidavit published in the Hebrew ObCleveland, 0., recently. Mr. John Hoffman was the

Ur'ller,

relator, and his claim to fame is the fact that he was once
converted from Judaism to Christianity by the Rev. Jacob
Freshman, the son of a rabbi, who conducts the HebrewChristian church in this city. Mr. Hoffman, who resides at
96 Bowery, appears to hav been a convert for cash, for he
first Beriously con•idered the divine origin of Christianity
after Mr. Freshman had obtained for him employment in a
Murray street store. He was baptized and became a regular
attendan·t at Mr. Freshman's church. But shortly his eyes
''became opened to the peculiar methods employed by Mr.
Freshman to secure converts, and the disreputable characters of many of those who posed as his disciples." He was
alao requested by Mr. Fre•hman "from time to time to
bear testimony in public of my adherence to my adopted
creed, and was invariably paid by him fifty cents for doing
so." Mr. Hoffman likewise found-upon reflection, as he
alleges, but perhaps owing to the small wages paid for
bearing testimony-that the arguments Mr. Freshman employed to convert him could not bear ''serious scrutiny,"
and so he backslid into Judaism. Our own opinion is that
he mRy hav been helped in this by Mr. A. BenjaD:rln, a Jew,
who is waging a persistent war upon the Hebrew-Christian
church. Be this as it may, it has" now been for some time
evident" to Mr. Hoffman "that the mission is conducted
mainly for the purpose of deluding the Christian public into
the .idea that good work is being done by it so as to obtain
financial support for those who run it." Mr. Hoffman concludes his affidavit by the charitable opinion that Mr.
Freshman's "strength lies in his ability to approach young
men on the verge of despair, and by applying to their baser
feelings induce them to abjure the faith of their fathers for
·what is a pecuniary consideration." All of which we think
is queer for both parties.

TBJII TRUTH SEEK.ER,

Jttltrs Jrottt. Jlritnds.
CHARLRSTON, VT., Sept. 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much pleased with the picture
book. It is all I exp€cted and more, too.
A. F. CoLL.
MoLINE, ILL., Aug. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 for the " Freethinkers' Pictorial
Text-Book." I sometimes think the brainless heads in Oongress will giv the croaking hypocrite a patent-right to run
their heaven and hell.
Y. E. MoCLENDON.
PRxsooTT, lt..,· Sept. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is the most valuable
f'Bper that I ever read. · I cannot do without it. You can
take away my dinner if you choose, but do not take away
that which nurtures and is food for the mind.
Yours reEpectfully,
Gxo. S. FARNHAM.
SPENDER, lA., Aug. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am a great admirer of your paper and read
it each week with accumulated interest. I believe that
you are performing a grand and noble work, and that your
infiuence and efforts for freedom of opinion and thought are
even reaching the far West. THE TRUTH SEBKRR and its
principles are bound to win in the near future.
Yours truly,
R. JAOKBON.
SEATTLE, WAsH., Aug. 30, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: You will find $2 inclosed, for which please
send me one copy of your book containing Heston's cartoons.
I think it will be a good work to hav on hand to entertain
my Christian friends when they call. I believe it will be
worth ten thousand copies of the" Holy Queer," as Brother
Slocum calls the Bible. Wishing success may crown your
efforts in behalf of our grand religion, I remain, as ever,
R. J. WILBON.
Yours,
HUNTilWTON, W. VA·, Sept. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I think oil for the machinery necessary, so I
inclose $3-$2 for the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book,"
and $1 en subscription. I think the book will be one of the
grandest books to entertain our mistaken friends on ever
written by our progressiv thinkers. I send a few names of
individuals that probably might. take THE TRUTH SEEKBR,
also a few clippings out of our county paper.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
FRANK EvANs.
SELLWOOD, OnE., Aug. 31, 1890.
MR. ELITOR : There are here a large mass of both young
and old men who do not believe in anything, but they are
so sound asleep that I cannot hire them to read anything
except the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, which they look
at over and over again. Even people who belong to the
church laugh at the Bible cartoons. I inclose $20 for. books
and subscriptions. If you hav any left of the books containing the cartoons I will get one next time. I will send
for more books. The reason that people are so slow to imbibe Liberalism is that it does not scare or promis anything,
either in this world or the next-it there is a next world.
Yours respectfully,
H. L. LumOLBAF.

.
.

0SOEOLA 1 lA., Aug. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your valuable paper
so long that it seems as though I cannot do without it. By
the reading of a few numbers of TnE TRUTH SEEKER, this
new subscriber I send, and his family, six in number, all
grown, hav been converted to Liberalism. Only think what
power there is in an Infidel truth; it has as much converting
power as a thousand dollars of Christian money-as that is
the cost of every convert to the church.
•
I see occasionally some one not pleased because there has
been something admitted in your paper that is different
from his way of thinking. To me that is what makes it so
valuable. If there is anything to be held up to look at I
would say, "Turn it around so that I may see the dark
spots as well as the bright ones."
R. JONES.
BLAOK CnBEK, 0., Aug. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed money for the " Pictorial
Text-Book." I am for the pictures. I want the portrait of
the man that draws them. I would hav it in oil painting if
l was only able, and hung ln our hall that people might see
the man who deals such deaely blows at superstition. And
John Peck-! should like to see him aroulJd. He does much
good. And there is Will Andres, our Ohio man...:..we feel the
worth of him. He is always ready with a reasonable answer
to preacher, priest, or pope. I always look with anxiety to
see if our sisters Ella E. Gibson, Helen Gardener, Lucy N.
Colman, etc., are on hand. It does much good to see wo.
man scaling the Freethought bight, and there is joy unspeak.
able to the climber. I pity the woman who is a slave to the
church, willing to work to support a preacher, a parasite,
an impostor. Let us be up and doing; the work is already
begun, and it is for us to keep the ball rolling. I expect to
hav a good time when my book arrives. ELLEN THOMA B.
QrriNOY, ILL., Aug. 31, 290.
MB. EDITOR: ·Your picture book came a few days ago,
and to say I am well pleased with it is but faint praise, and
but poorly conveys my sentiments of gratitude for so much
truth that 11 the fool, though a wayfaring man," may comprehend the dark ways and plans of the priesthood.· Your
·" pictures are not caricatures, but more than gospel truths,
and I do hope that your ·book may hav as large a circulation
as Harper's Weekly had during our late unpleasantness, for
which Nast shonld hav his due share of credit. Your pictures are all to the point, so much so that it is almost impos.
·
sible to say which one .ot them should take the prize.
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Infidels, Atheists, or Agnostics did not hav anything to do
with the deed, because Christ, if he lived at all, was an
Infidel, and was put to death by the true believers in the
Jew God. They believed Christ was an impostor and they
put him to death for non-conformity to their law. 'l'Bll
TRUTH SBKKBR is educating the mlnd to ln\testigate. Many
who unce were blind now see the truths that hav long been
hidden, and Heston is picturing indelible paintings upon the
retina that will Increase in beauty with age. The electric
words that fall and hav fallen from Colonel Ingersoll's lips
hav bettered the earth, and many who once worshiped hav
said, "Fare ye well, brother manikins," and as true as the
BYRON, MINN., Aug. 29, 1890.
needle points to the pole preachers will hav to work like
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for one copy of your other people. Let facts be submitted to a candid world and
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-book." I want it to show to preachers will quit lying on credit.
C. S. RANDOLPH.
the preacher when he visits me, as it is customary to hav
WoROEBTBR, MAss., Sept. 10; 1E90.
the best when the man of God calls to see what value you
MB. EDITOR : As I seldom see a letter from old Massahav on your souL I hope Mr. Heston will soon return,
improved in health and in the best of spirits, as I am com- chueetts in your excellent paper, I thought I would let you
mencing to get lonesome without his pictorial illustrations of know that there are still a few brothers and sisters in the
our saints (?) and hell of a-oh, excuse me, I mean holy cause in this part of the country. We hav no organi~ed
book. I think with this b?ok we may be able to convert society here at present, but I hope we may hav at some
some of the heathen, and bring them into the folds of Good. future time. The 11 Pictorial Text-Book" arrived a short
Illinois is progressing in the Christ business faster than time since, and we were much pleased with it. We miss the
any other state I hav heard of lately. At Rockford, of that cartoons sadly, and hope Mr. Heston will soon be able to
state, the Holy Ghost is getting in his work in good shape. resume them. The objectors hav had a chance to see how
Three children hav been born to him, so a reverend gentle- they like the paper without them, and I imagin they will
man says who is doing a little heaven and Holy Ghost busi- look as eage1ly as any of us for them again.
A missionary that preached in church here last Sunday
ness on the side. Now, that is business; a preacher who
can run heaven and do a general Holy Ghost busineas ought told this little story, which, by the way, I don't think helped
to get a good salary. I hope he won't send a young Christ his side very much. An Indian chief was asked by a white
up here in Miimesota of a hog-drowning kind, as pork is man what bene1lts he had received by serving the Lord.
quite high, and there is material enough in our churches to The Indian said he was poorer than he WI_IB before, and that
he had received no apparent benefits, but still ke found pleasdrown all the swine we hav.
I hav completed arrangements for bringing Mr. W. F. ure in serving the Lord. I think many members will agree
Jamieson snd Rev. L. T. Nichols together in a debate to be with him in the first two statements, for they certainly
do not get rich, but I read the other day of a poor evangelist
held at Kasson, Minn.
W. A. JOHNSON.
who died worth $50,000.
LONGSTREET, GA., Aug. 27, 1890.
At the rlek of using what is considered a very unladylike
MR. EDITOR : A fine opportunity is o:ffered for everyone word, I will tell a little incident that happened here not long
who wishes to giv expression to his opinion through your ago. There was to be a meeting in which the ministers of
Liberal paper, and hence in 11 Letters from Friends" we get all denominations were to take part. They met to assl~n
the various shades of thought honestly spoken, and without the different parts, and one was asked if he wonld pray. He
fear. I presume all your readers hav read with intereEt the hesitated, and then said, "No, I don't care to. The fact is,
articles of T. E. Longshore, and especially that one on " The I can't pray worth a damn." How is that for a minister?
Immortality of Man," July 19th. I hav never read anything
Hoping that all your readers enjoy their paper as much as
from the pen of any writer, whether Dei5t, Atheist, Theist, we do, I will close.
MRs. A. J. CLARK.
Pantheist, Materialist, or orthodox Christian (so called), that
BAYNE, KAN., Aug. 18, 290.
seems to be quite so reasonable and consistent with what we
MR. EDITOR: When I read the ' 1 Letters from Friends "
know. As the mind or imagination of man can hav no pos.
sible conception of a beginning of life and things, nor of the and see how they are sending in their mites to sustain the
end of life and things, and as we know that life and things grandest cause ever projected, it makes me feel as though I
exist, we must conclude all alike are eternal, and all organ- ought to do more. A tree is known by its fruit; that is the
ized life is immortal. I think Aunt Elmina will admit this. way to judge Freethought papers and Freethinkers. For
Well, let that question rest there. Now I want to ask my part, I had rather be in hell with a man like F. A. Day,
Friend Longshore one question. When you say, "Even if of Castana, than be waltzing around the gold-paved streets
he were to become extinct, as an organized being, the forces of the New Jerusalem with Dave and Solomon and Uriah's
that constitute him a man would still exist somewhere dor. wife while old Gabe tooted hie fog-horn.
mant in nature, maintaining their immortality," do you mean
We are very hard run; not one bushel of corn shall we
to say or to admit that life force can by any possibility exist get this year off a quarter section-dried up completely. It
in a dormant state-lie dormant in nature for one~millionth has not rained in six months. But we must hav THE TRUTH
part ot a second ? If that be so, then your immortality must BEEKER if eggs are only four cents a dozen. Find inclosed
end right there. That terrible word "if" creates the trouble, $5-$2 50 on my subscription, $2 for the "Pictorial Textfor the impossible-the anti-natural-cannot be supposed to Book," balance for other books as below. Here is wha\ I
hav been thinking about: Crops hav failed here. I hav
exist.
T. N. MAsoN.
rented my farm for the next year, -and I propose to go
CENTREVILLE, UTAH, Aug. 29, 1890.
down through Texas and visit some of the Freethinkers, and
MR. EDITOR : I see by the last copy of THE TRUTH SEBK.B:R will sell the Freethinkers' Bible wherev.er I can. I hav
that you now hav ready for sale the ' 1 Freethinkers' Pic- been of the opinion for years that if a brave man would
torial Text-book," so I ask you to please send mfl the book carry the war into Africa he wonld meet with success. I
as soon as you can. I hope Mr. Heston ia getting all right was at our county seat where a S!i.lvation wagon was doling
in his health again. In going to Colorado he went to a out their slush, principally by praying. I preached to that
most wonderful country, grand and sublime.
•
wegon of eight about five minutes, and they left. I told
I was much pleased with Mr. w. W. Walker's reply to them what the Bible said about making long prayers on the
Talmage. I think Talmage had better try his hand with corners of the street, and that if they ate of the. bread of
some of his own silly ilk and let Infidels and .Freethinkers life it did not put the rose of health upon their cheeks•
alone. I think Talmage had better appeal to,.the Mormons When will that Bible be printed? I hav three others en.
for subscribers to his rascally Christian Herald.
gaged. If you will eend them to me when you send the one
I hav not the time now to say much to you, as I am get. I hav ordered, I will see that you get your pay. I intend
ting ready to go into the mines of these mountains, but I to send you a new subscriber. I hav tried hard, but failed
like the tone of THE TRUTH SKEKER, also the tone of Miss BO far.
A. BUTTERFIELD.
Wixon with her "Children's Corner." So I ·say, go ahead
and giv it to theology keen and equare from every point,
BLOOMDALE, 0., Aug. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav a few more trifles, "light as air," to
for I tell you the times now demand it. It seems to me that
Christians ought to beghi to know and understand that thev tell, that might amuse some of the readers of THE TRUTH
hav come to a strange turn in the long lane they ha·v tra-i. BEEKER, if not instruct. We hav a good Catholic staying
eled so long. And they cannot turn back. So the best they in town who on last Friday abstained from eating meat, but
can do is to thruw up the sponge and say, "By thunder, it's for breakfast he ate nine eggs and for supper eight, and for
no go!"
dinner I do not know what he had.
Long life to Heston and John Peck and all the FreeI wanted to say also that long before I was married I
thought fraternity and all you godless fellows at THE TRUTH made the remark that no priest should ever perform that
8BBKII.R office that are sending your godless literature off by ceremony for me and none but an Infidel women should
the wagon load. Yours for truth,
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.
ever be my partner, and it ie now fourteen years since I was
married and it was.done by an alderman at Big Falls, and
IPAVA, ILL., Sept. 4, 1890.
my wife is just as confirmed an lofidel as yourself. FurMR. EDITOR: Send me two co}lies of the " Freethinker's ther, I want to say ttat our three children were not baptized
Pictorial Text. Book." I shall endeavor to swell ~he list as and do not go to Sunday.school. I am forty.two years of
much as p06Bible, because it is really necessary that the light age, and hav never given one dollar to the cause of Chrisshould radiate. Talk about the pulpit saber strokes and the tianity and never will. I never go near churches and will
Young Women's Christian Temperance Union's distant can- not giv them even a seeming support.
nonaC.ing carrying the day for God. Why, the people hav
Now a few words on Spiritualism. To my mind it is a
grown tired of the preachers picturing the cross tragedy bag of wind, a something without a backbone. Of all the
Sunday after Sunday. They are asking for a change. The communications that were ever received from a pretended
pulpit thundering the bloody sacrifice no longer ac's as a other world either in Bible mention or modern times, not
stimulant to lead the credulous to throw their hard-earned one seems to be of any consequence or importance either in
money into the contribution-box where the credit depc ds reference to a future life or to the present. We are not told
upon the faith. When the preacher tells his audience that. in unequivocal terms that there is a life beyond or that we
the ungodly killed Christ, some student of history takes him should look for it and shape our actions accordingly. We
to task about it, and what is the consequence? Why, that are not told anything that could pass for definit knowledge

Has Wheeler's " Biographical Dictionary of Freethinkers "
been published on this side of the big popd? When it is I
shall want a copy of it. It might very properly be called
" The Lives of the Saints," as we Freethinkers are certainly
JoB& L. MooRE.
the saints, pneminently.
[The 11 Biographical ·Dictionary of Freethinkers " has not
been published in this country, but it contains notices of
American the same as of European Freethinkers. If you
mean, can· it be procnred in this country? we reply that we
can furnlsk the work, as we import any foreign books
·wanted.- ED. T. S.]

THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 20. 1890.
that might assure us of the reality of it. The speech of
Balaam's ass threw just as much light on the subject as all
that followed. If any single one of all the communications
received had given one ray of light to assure us in a convincing manner of the position, we might take stock in it.
Will you kindly answer this question: Is the tenement
property of Trinity church, New York city', free from
taxation? Yours, etc.,
A BuBBORIBER.
[Trinity's tenement property is taxed.-ED. T. B.]

BPBNOER, lA., Aug. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Herewith inclosed find an article published
in the Spencer ReprJ1'ter by A. C. Puterbaugh, a well-kno'Wn
writer of this county. The force and importance of the letter rests upon the fact that this county is populated by a set
of religious zealots and bigots who hav opposed our little
band of truth seekers in every way, and even deny us the
privilege of thinking for ourselvs. This letter has created
a sensation, and we think it well worthy of a repetition in
your n:.ost instructiv paper, which although not genera.Uy
subscribed for is read with great avidity. Even old churchOPEN LETTER TO MR. OHABLBS A. DANA.
members are wont to borrow it and read it on the sly, being
NBw YoRK, Sept. 5, 1890.
destitute of the manly instincts to come out openly and say
MR. DANA, F~llOVJ. Oitiun: In the New York TRUTH that the tenets which you hav so ably and tenaciously
SBBKBR of Aug. 30, 1890, page 553, you hav been said to hav espoused are right, just, and must meet the· approval of every
said that " one rule for getting rich is to mind your own llberal, candid, and honest-minded man.
R. JAOKBON.
business."
The
rellgi~us
fervor
which
induced
some
fanatic
to proseNow, what is one's "own business?" Is it not the" business " of a sovereign to manage his government ? I am a cute one of our fellow-townsmen for endeavoring to save his
crops by selecting the Sabbath to accomplish that result, has
sovereign citizen of the United States. Is it not strictly my caused quite a stir among the more Liberal-minded. The
"business" to manage, to the extent of my ability, our gov- progress of civilization has extracted the theological tiger's
ernment? Is the firm of Dana, Bennett, Pull it sir & Co. to teeth. She can bite no more. Yet sometimes we hear the
dictate to this sovereign citizen as to what is, or· is not, his hoarse growl of the enraged beast when some pioneer of Free"business?" Mr. Dana, do not be a rebel-against hu- thought ventures too near the bloodthirsty animal's den.
Some of these zealots should remember they do not liv bemanity.
neath the disgraceful reign of King Henry VIII., nor
When Jeff. Davis and his pals (rebels against all decent Charles IX., neither is King Philip II. of Spain waging
humanity) were buying and selling their own mulatto daugh- a religious war against Holland, in this age of culture and
ters and sons in slavery, and outraging the persons of their intellectulll, moral, and scientific progress. Nor are those
own pretty mulatto daughters, and those-of their neighbors, hands that were once stained with the blood of innocent
children searching for new victims, unless perhaps we see·
in servil concubinage, overriding, outraging, and misconstru- a counterpart in the pious fraud who has been instrumental
ing our Constitution of the United States, in which neither in bringing about the prosecution of one who had the courof the word~ slavery, slave, negro, African, black, yellow, age and energy to violate the Sabbath, that was only intromulatto, servant, servitude, or white ever occupied place duced by Constantine I., Qmperor of Rome, whose bloody,
till put into the XIII Amendment by the Republico.rebel heartless conduct is evidenced in perpetrating about eleven
And yet beneath Constantine's fostering care that
wing of the Democro-Republico-rebel party, at the close murders.
Sabbath first rose into prominence and favor. The writer
of the slavemongers' Rebellion, they, too, said, "Let us firmly believes that he who would destroy the sacred right
alone I" "Mind your own business I" That, Mr. Dana; is guaranteed to all beneath the stars and stripes,: a right to
the sentiment of every villainous, guilty scoundrel, "Mind worship God according to the dictates -of his or her conscience, is unworthy to be recognized as a true and loyal
your own business I"
of liberty. That liberty and freedom of thought that
The man who manages a newspaper should be a decent, friend
gave us a Constitution Without being burdened with a relighonest man.
ious obligation, is too dear. and sacred to be trampled down
The last clause of Sec. 2, Art. IV, of our Constitution of in the dust by zealots and fanatics, who imarzin the Lord will
the United States, is, at the present time, constituting a part rziv them a golden harp for standing as sentiJlels over the
of that great document, and on it the villains on our Supreme. Jewish Sabbath and preventing an industrious, hard-working
from saving his crops, when his little chilbench, and elsewhere, based· their infamous outrage called fellow-creature
dren depended on his labor for bread. A. C. PUTBRBA.UGH.
"the Fugitiv Slave law." Did Messrs. Dana, Bennett, Pull
It sir & Co. ever raise pen or voice against it ? · ·
"Mind your own business I" By that word " justice," in
GOBDONVILLB, TBX., Aug. 30, 1890.
the preamble, and that word "people," in the IV AmendMR. EDITOR : I hope that you will allow me through the
ment to that Constitution, slavery was as effectually abolished, in the minds of all honest "people," from its very columns of your excellent journal to offer a few remarks as
regards personal identity, recognition, and consciousness in
beginning, as language could be made to do it.
heaven
and in hell. To substantiate this idea the preachers
Mr. Dana, think ·a little; take THB TRUTa BBBKER and
seek the truth, and be assured that all intelligent truth quote the parable of Lazarus and the rich man (Luke xvi,
22-29), etc. _Now, they appeal to the sympathies of sinners
seekers will " mind our own business."
and disbelievers in this manner, trying to delude ~hem
Respectfully your fellow-citizen,
G. N.
that one of their sweetest thoughts and greatest sources of
pleasure is the conception of meeting their dear friends,
their mothers, their fathers, their brothers, sisters, wives,
SIGNAL, 0., Aug. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The church is the house where wolves come and children. Now, where does this idea stop? If the partogether dressed in sheep's clothes, to unite in phantasy laid able is a true one can we not· look also across the gulf and
down for them. It Is the house of the sanctified ignoramus. see our poor, unfortunate near and dear mothers, fathers, sisReligion is the narrow-mindedness of a superstitious imagi- ters, brothers, wives, and children eternally in agony and pain
nation of an undeveloped brain, which has no foundation to -hear their pitiful cries and moans? Ah, can we be so unrest on. The god which is true to nature, having the laws principled as to only care for the happy and fortunate and hav
of nature, being nature, itself is the supreme power, not only nn love or sympathy forthe poor, unfortunate, and miserable?
over the human animal, but over the whole solar system. If angels of heaven are happy under these circumstances,
The god is not a being, b\R a law. Law is power, and it is how much better are they than angels of hell? How can
the law and power of nature which is god. We hav to do any man of principle be happy and see his mother, father,
according to nature and its laws to be successful. If we go sister, brother, wife, and children in eternal, hopeless, and
against nature and the laws which are set before us, we will helpless pain and misery? Now again, we are to recognize
make ~ failure. This god is above prayer and worship. He a man in heaven whom we knew on earth, a man who was
does not need them or care for them. But he wants not an unprincipled wretch from his childhood; a man who was
only obedience, but also fulfillment of his ·laws, which is immorai, profane, untrue, dishonest, guilty of theft, murder,
honesty, love, and truthfulness toward our fellow, friend, rape, and all kinds of infamy, but who at last was taken in
and brother. This is not • church and Bible religion, but his wild career and who after seeing himself fast in the hands
god's religion, which is the religion of humanity. There is of the law called upon Christ to remember him when he
no need for a day of atonement, church, minister, singer, comes into his kingdom. Is this the kind of associates we
mediator, or an attorney of religion to plead for us, as god, are to hav in heaven? And, too, what is to become of the
which is nature, is just and honest, and he will giv us what poor man who fell a victim to this man's murder-a man
is justly due to us without a prayer, or a representativ or who had probably lived a moral and useful life until
attorney to plead for us. For honest toil, honest labor, his death but had failed to csll upon the name of the Lord ?
And another obstacle : Many men die at an early age and
comes honest pay without prayer. The blessings and curses
their wives frequently· marry again. Now, whose wives
of this world are in our power.
If we serve nature and giv it its dues, nature will serve us will these women be and hovt' are they to be reunited ?
in return and giv us our dues. Do not think that if I steal, Now, if this be true, who can be happy in heaven?
lie, murder, etc , with full orthodox faith, the day of atone
Again, how is it that God cannot save? They say there is
ment will save me. No, I must suffer for it right here on no other name given in heaven or among men whereby we
earth, which is itself hell-fire, brimstone, torture, and con- can be saved. Bow is it that we are taught' in Gen. i, 13,
demnation. Or, if I jump into a blazing fire with full faith that God tempts not any man, and in Gen. xx, 1, are
that God will save me from burning, do you think he will taught that God tempted Abraham?
do so? Study humanity if you please; you will come to the
Is a man's belief or faith subject to his will? Can a man
conclusion that death, life, health, sickness, wealth, poverty, believe a thing is true when everything proves it is false?
honesty, rascality, honor, disgrace, good and bad society, Can a man believe anything is false when everything proves
are in every man's reach.
it is true? If I giv a man a quantity of sulphate of strychMen being mortal, there is no known or unknown here- nin and think it is quinine and am quite sure that it will
after, no heaven nor hell. The Bible is untrue, and one not hurt him, does that prevent its kllling him ? Can I bechapter contradicts the other. It is contradictory to uature. lieve_that I can eat deadly poisons with impunity and they
It cannot stand criticism, as the brain of humanity has not hurt me? Then What justice can there be in damning a
developed. It is a bad book to read. We hav better mod- man for not believing a thing, whether he csn believe it or
ern books. Some of its passages should be torn out and not? Then I think that everyone should make a reasonable
burnt. It is a disgrace to read thein in front of refined ears effort to do what he thinks sincerely to be right.
of intelligent society. I, for my part, do not believe in this
D. J. TuOKBR, M.D.
superstitious book in which my sectarian ortho!lox friends
believe. The Bible is full of absurd, contradictory, superRBD CA:NON, WYo., Aug. 28, 1890.
stitious so-called miracles, which is the great drawback of
MR. EDITOR: Freethinkers, Atheists, Spiritualists, all who
civilization. I do not need a day of atonement,. nor a day
admire such thought as we see expressed each week in
for forg:ivpess of ~tn, P.CJF ~.day of fiM~t.B 8lld prayer.
THB TRUTH 1:3BBKBB, should not longer delay the plan of
E. M. GBIGBR.
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organizing a secret order. In the fight with religion we encounter no honest foe. With it we deal with ·a fiend, the
despotic extract of ages of ignorance. If the Christians corrupt our Constitution. we shall be aliens under their constitution-but not untrue to that given us by the noble Freethinkers or· Revolutionary days. The writer belongs to no
_secret societies, because there is a "God" in all of them,
and men belong to them not so much for any high purpose
which the order seeks to attain as for the greater" influence"
the order Will giv them. Liberals that speak out are boycotted in many ways through the seoret action of religious
bodies. It may be brave to stand alone, but effort can be
made more efllcient through organization. ·And the word
organization means always some setYI'~t working. A secret
order of Freethought will surely become sn educating institution. Activ minds hunger for knowledge, and k.nowledge
spreads most rapidly during vocal interchanges of thought.
The church gathers thousands yearly to her fold that only
go there for society's sake. In such a community the Freethinker must find his society as accident throws it in his
way, and though church people are ever vocsl on the subject of their dear religion, a Freethinker is re5arded as a
kind of monster who expresses his views, however modestly.
There is no question about it; the fact is, it costs a Liberal
more to express his views plainly and be known in society
as an Infidel than ii costs the church people to support their
churches and missions. The bookseller or news-dealer who
sells THB TRUTH BBBKBB and like publlcstions loses some
Christian trade by so doing. Usually the editor of a little
local paper, if he is an Infidel, cannot afford to speak out.
With other trades and professions it is the same. There is
not a saloon-keeper who would not lose custom if he decorated the bar with the cartoons of THB TRUTH BBEKBR.
A stcret order of Liberals should be so secret even that its
name should not imply its character, and orders should be
established in a town in such a way that the people at large
can no more than surmise their nature. Not only is the precept, '' Mind your own business," a good motto, but also
that of, "Keep your business to yourself," is eqiu~lly as essential to success.
. ·
Not wishing to undervalue the efforts of those who do all
they can in public conversation to promote the cause of
Freethought, every Liberal -can recall times when he has
spoken his thoughts when their only observable result was
the fact that he had made an enemy. Often that very enemy
has in subtil ways isjured him financially afterward. Suppose the words had not been spoken and the enemy had not
been made ; suppose the financial difference to the credit of
the Liberal had been used to scstter Liberal literature over
this town, would he not thus hav lent aid to those whose sole
occupation is that of diffusing knowledge versus religion ?
And also would not $100 worth of Freethought literature
spread through a town accomplish more than a tirade
against some mental fossil in the shape of hypocrit or bigot?
Those toward whose conversion the church mainly directs
her efforts are the young. Suppose some agent in the
employ of a secret order of Freethought went from town to
town distributing illustrated Freethought tracts, written in a
manner that would interest children. Of course a storm of
indignation would soon gather; but the agent would not
trBlll!gress law if he handed the tracts to the children.
Churc'b. people would want to hurt somebody, but the agent
would not be dependent upon them for his living.
About the secret order the churches would know but
little. They would be mad, so mad, and all this would ad-·
vertise the literature, to the profit of the publishers.
The csrtoons in THB TRUTH SBEKBR are mighty engine in
themselvs. All they want is the fuel in the shape of dollars
to send them flying into every house.
No matter what Christian fossils might say, those cartoons
would please the young and athletic mind. Even the fossil
himself on the ·sly will enjoy looking at them.
A secret Liberal order can do work that individuals can
not afford to do. Also it csn educate, and make the lives of
Liberals more social, thus more enjoyable. Furthermore,
it will be a protecting power when the church has enthroned
herself in the chairs of state.
Now is the time to organize, for stormy times are coming
for Liberals by and by.·
It is the organized, secret, and strategic that wins in business and warfare. They even win in church and politics.
Why should they be ignored by Liberals?
•
But some one will say that what he does or says as a Liberal is for the whole world to know. Secrecy, he says,
comes not up to his ideal of honesty. Yes, this is what reli~~:ions hav declared, what priests and preachers hav taught.
Why did they teach it? Because they wished to know all
the masses did and thought and felt; that they might better
han~le their power over them. A man's business is his own;
his thoughts his own; his acts, if not an injury to others, are
his own affairs. Secrecy is not in itself a vice or crime.
It is its own master-independent. Neither is it stamped
with dishonesty, or careless in its henesty.
The scriptural advice, "Take no thought of the morrow,"
bears close analogy to the one often quoted by honest people,
"Let your acts be known by all men." Botb. indicate improvidence, wastefulness. He who lays up no treasure on
earth, to lie consistent should keep no secrets either. There
is an extreme to honesty that is folly, as well as one to benevolence that means wastefulness.
I hope any who hav arguments to offer against the propriety of a secret Liberal order will trot their arguments out.
Friction is necessary to warm up Liberals on the subject,
and those who do not favor the ideas herein presented can
aid them somewhat by flinging their hot shot against them.
Let the question be open for debate. Will secret work do
more than public work to aid the cause of Freethought?
DB. 0. E. BoYNTON.
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generally returned as empty-handed as he to enjoy themselvs to their heart'e content. principal of which had a singularly sound
And they did. No restraint, no caution not taste in literature, and made loud reading
went away.
•
The last trip he made he was gone a year. to make a noise, but only bade to hav a good almost a hobby. Some of his boys did not
learn much besides, but very few of thimt
.llcUUd bf Miss Busu B. WIXol!l, Fall He seemed pleased to get back, and, after time and enjoy themselvs.
They played "blind man's buff," "tag," ever left him at any age without being able to
RlNr, JllWJ., to t~~llom all Oommunicatlon~fo,. dinner he began fumbling in his pockets.
"What hav you got, pa?" inquired Kate. "lift the gates high as the sky, and let King read at sight fluently, understandingly, and
Chis Oor'Mr Bllo'Uld b.s Bd1lt.
With grlm humor, he replied, " I hav got George and his troops pass by," and other agreeably. There were no parrots among
similar games. . The older people had music, them. They read well because they had
back."
"Between the dark and the dayllgbi,
been taught how to use their eyes and their
The little ones who had clustered around dancing, and conversation.
When the night is beginning io lower,
Oh, they had good times in Canada. But voices, and had learned the difference
him
with
eager
curiosity,_
drew
away
from
Oomea a. pause in the day's oooupationB
for all that Mrs. Stirling determined to re- between good and bad prose and poetry, the
his knees at this cool reply.
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
He slowly pulled from his pocket the old turn to the Old Bay State the following relations of words and ideas, and many other
things which school-books say little about.
red bandanna that was an heirloom, and summer.
The Factory Girl's Last Day.
But how was she to get back ? There was And when they went to other schools and
large enough for a shawl for Kate or Maria.
[A girl of a. T'Oor man's that I was called to visit
He also took from his pocket a pound of but one way for her and· her family. They began the detlnit work of preparing for
w&A poorly. She had worbd in a mill. I was tobacco, given him, he said, by a ·fellow- must go afoot. Disposing of the few things college; they found tasks very easy which
obliged to attend tbe obild as overeeer of f:be
poor BY and by abe went back to ~ork a!rBI!'• traveler; This man had also given him such ahe had, she made ready for the journey.
were a burden to most.
and one da.v the father came to me w1th tear• 1U
Mr•.Bruce accompanied them thirty miles
" It would be hard to exaggerate the im.
his eyel!. I aeked, "What'• th~ mat~er 1:• He a glowing picture of Canada that he had
so.id, "My little girl is dead. E!he ~Jed 1n the firmly resolved to emigrate to that country on their way, indeed, taking Mrs. Stirling portance of this matter, or to criticise too.
night. and wl1at hreaks myheart.Js th1e :_She went
to work in tbe mill in the mor~mg ; abe W!!B not with all his family. Land was cheap and and the two younger childl'en in his big team, severely teachers who neglect and parents
able to do her work, and a. htt!e boy Bald he
would as-ist if sbfl would i!lV ~1m a penny. ol! easy to work, and to Canada he was bound while Tom Bruce took Addie and Maria in who are indifferent to it. It is our deliberate
Bo.tnrdaY. I sa.id I wonld_I!"IV htm two penm•a, to go. Bo, without much deliberation, on his new buggy, the same distance.
opinion that, disregarding every other mental
but at night when the chlld. C!'me l}ome •be fell the let of April following they pulled up
When they finally parted at the end of the aptitude and acquirement, any paren~ might
eeveral t.iroe• tbrougb. exbaustton hll at len•r•h
she reached t.he door, and she never spoke and1bly stakes, and away they went and took up thirty miles it was with deep and sincere be well satisfied with a child of twelve years
afterward. She died in t.he night." Bhe was about
who was able to giv genuin pleasure to intheir abode in a little log hut close to the regret.
ten years old,-AUTROBJ
edge of a deep, dark forest. The nearest
It was a channing day. The emigrants telligent and impartial listeners by reading a
'Twas on a winter's morning,
The weather wet and wild,
neighbor lived four miles away, and, if pos- had all their worldly possessions each in a piece of good literature aloud at sight."
·Three hours before the dawning
sible, life was more dark and dubious than small bundle, and the family tramped along
The father roused his child.
ever. But wife and children were hopeful with cheerful hearts, amid green fields, purl- A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
Her daily morsel bringing,
and happy. Not so, Benjamin. In "the au- ing brooks, waving trees, wild flowers, and
The darksome room he paced,
And o•ied, "The bell is ringing,
tumn he became quite discouraged, and the song of the summer birds.
MY hapless dading, haste."
started off for a tramp to Virginia, where
At night they brought up at a Dutch
"Father, I'm up, but weary;
after a sojourn of a few months he died of a fanner's house, where they were made wel- The downcast eyes of timid aoquie&oenoe hav
I scarce can reach the door,
!laid to impudent autho~ity the tribute of a
southern fever.
come, and a bountiful meal epread for them, thoughtless yes.-R. G. Ingersoll.
And long the way, and dreary.
Well, did the wife and children lie down to which they did ample justice. The old
Oh, carry me once more.
OONTENTB.
To help us we've no mother,
and die, too, away off there in the back- fanner in the morning took the little party
A BpleBdid J11dge of a Woman.
You've no employment nigh,
woods?
The Lady of the Olub.
on their journey a short distance, and gave
']'hey killed my little brother ;
Under Protest.
No, they were brave souls, and they re- directions as to the right road to take when
For the Prosecution.
Like him I'll work and die.''
A
Rusty Link in tbe Ohain.
solved to battle for life and keep the wolf be left them.
Her wasted form seemed nothing.
The Boler Honse Myatery.
the
door
of
their
log
home.
of
starvation
from
Bo
they
went
on,
and
foot-sore
and
weary,
The
Time-Look of l'ur Ancestors.
The load was at his heart.
Florence Oampbell's Fate.
Mrs. Stirling possesssed energy, detenp.i. arrived at length at a house of a Mr. Powers,
The -Fnfferer"he kept soothing
MY Pa.tient's Story.
Till at the mill they parf.
nation, will, and great resolution. She knew who chanced to be a relativ of the old Dutch Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
The overlooker met her
how to spin and weave, and was in every farmer. The emigrants by this time were
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
As to tbe frame she crept,
·
liB L~favette Pl .. New York.
sense a plucky, wide-awake Yankee woman, beginning to be very tired, and the two
And with his thong he beat her,
and hence she soon found employment at her younger ones were complaining of sore feet.
And cursed her as aha Wept.
What Would Follow
neighbor Bruce's.
At thia house they met a tin pedler, who
Alas ! what hours of sorrnw
The way to his house was through the seemed friendly, and very kindly offered to
THE
Made up her latest days;
Those hours that brought no morrow
dense and pathless woods, the path being take the two foot-sore children along on his
Effacement
of
Christianity?
Too slowly passed away.
marked by the blazed trees.
big team. So they started on. The rest of the
It seemed as she grew weaker,
BY
GEORGE
JACOB
HOLYOAKE.
She often heard the cry of the wolf and family jogged along behind the big red cart,
The threads she often broke,
Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1.
other wild animals as she traveled backward which was loaded with brooms, pails, tin
The rapid wheels grew quicker,
And heavier !ell the stroke.
and forward. For her work in the farm- cans, and other articles of housekeeping.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
The sun had long descended,
house she received, not money, but its equivAU at' once the pedler whipped up his
28 La..fayette PIMe. New Yorlr.
But night brought no repose,
alent, such as potatoes, meal, me~t, etc.
horse, and was soon out of sight of the bewilHer day began and ended
One night in February, when ahe arose in dered mother and the older children.
As cruel tyrants chose.
Ah, what had she done? Given her darAt length a little neighbor
the morning, she found the snow level with
Twk ha)f.pennv pay
the roof of her hut, and weather cold enough lings in the keeping of an entire stranger.
All in a Lifetime. "A Liberal Romance.
To do ber last half-hour's labor,
12mo, SOOpp., $1.50.
(OONOLUDBD NBXT WBBK.)
to freeze one with less courage than she poSWhile by her frame she lay.
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
sessed. Her ax was buried under the snow
At last the engin ceasing.
for Boya and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1,25.
and she had but little wood, and that little
About Reading.
The ~sptivB homeward rushed,
Story
Hour. An Exceptionally Handwas
soon
consumed
in
keeping
up
the
fire.
She thought her strength increasingTYNGBBOBO, :Mus.
some and Interesting Book, Without Bnpersti.
'Twas hope her spirits flushed.
One by one she took the pieces of furniture
tion, for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free·
El>ITOB
CHILDBBN'B
CoBNBB:
That
was
a
She left, but oft she tarried ;
thinkers' Ohildren'B Story-Book ever Issued.
and burnt them, for her little ones must not very good essay you published from Miss
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
She fell, and rose no more
freeze and the cold was bitter and intense. Stockinger on what to read. I send you an
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns·
Till by her oomrai!es carried
irated oovera; 4to, 2\l(pp., boards, $1.
No vestal virgin of ancient days ever guarded item from a paper on how to read, that it
Bbe reached her father's door.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
altar
fires
more
sacredly.
Toward
night
All night, with tortured fselings,
would be well for all the Corner folks to profit
her courage began to fail, the fire was burn- by. I know a man who attended school in
He watched his speechless child,
J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS.
And close beside her kneeling
ing low, and the cold was fiercer than ever. Boston and London and Paris, and yet can
Bbe knew him not nor smiled.
When
hope
was
nearly
gone,
however,
she
not read aloud a single newspaper paragraph The Bible-What 18 IU A pam
Again the factory's ringing
i;lhlet containing eight chapters in refutation
heard a sound of voices. 0 joy I it was intelligently to his hearers or even himself,
Her last perceptions tried,
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
Farmer Bruce and his three stalwart sons, simply becanse he never learned to see what
When from the straw bed springing,
book of pure thought, and correct in all its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
"'Tis time!" she shrieked, and died.
with oxen, snowplows, and shovels come to the words were before he spoke them, or how
[Not milch can be thought of a father wbo
Stn"dles In Theology. A clear expos!
would permit hie little daughter to work in a mill her relief. She had kept her children in bed to pronounce them properly. There is nothtion of the biblical story of man'B creation
till abe dropped dead from exhaustion. Such a aU day that they might be warm, but now ing that is so slipshod in education as a poor
and onr&e, theologically denominated "the
man was unwort-hy to be a parent.-En C. C.l
fall," Price; 10 cents.
they were soon up and dressed.
JoHN P. GUILD.
reader.
Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
Oh, how glad they all were to see their
~• HOW OIDLDBBN BBAD.
nega.tiv and affirmativ standpoint, showing
Life in the Backwoods.
good friends, the Bruces I How they laughed
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 oenta.
The following article, from the New York
tf
'Twas fifty years ago or so, that Benjamin and frolicked I With what glee they looked
TrilYune, should arrest the attention not only
Stirling lived in the town of B - - in upon the bucket full of ox·tail soup that
of every school. teacher, but every parent as
Massachusetts. He was poor and so was bia thoughtful Mrs. Bruce had sent them, to.
well, who has children attending the public
farm. There was no depth to the soil, and the getber with preserves, ham, bread, and other
OB, THB
schools.
surface was strewn with rocks and stones. good things. The table was soon spread, and
Confilct between Beason and Superstition.
" Several correspondents of the TrilYuM
Hence, as he had no money to spend for fer- the hungry mouths filled, for they had not
hav lately called attention to the prevailing
tilizing purposes, his crops were scanty il1- broken fast for the day until then.
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE,
incapacity of public school children to read
deed. His house was poor and rickety, his
Philadelphia, Pa.
The. young men parched corn, cracked the well aloud. The indictment might hav inbarn likewise, his cattle were thin and lank, nuts that they had brought, and witty joke
cluded the pupils of private schools as justly.
his out-buildings and fences partook of the and rep~rtee were passed along like rippling
Price, 10 cents.
It is a fact of common observation that
general forlorn appearance, and passers. by music,
·
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.
almost all children read badly, and that in
did not need to be told that the owner of the
Tom Bruce laughed and chatted merrily consequence good reading among adults is
place was not prosperous, or likely to be so about Addie and Maria being such early
much rarer than it ought to be. In the latter FESTIV A.L OF A.SHTA.ROTH.
while he remained in such a poverty-stricken risers. They sang rollicking Canadian songs.
case
the defect may be largely a matter of A. tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction o
region.
Ralph and Hugh, the half. breeds that accomthe Moabites by the Jews.
In the Stirling home was a wife and four panied the Bruces, sang the same in their confirmed habit, and indicates nothing discreditable
to
the
mental
development
of
the
By A. C. MIDDLETON,
children, Addie, Maria, Kate, and Tony, own language. The Bruce lads became quite
their ages ranging from ten to sixteen years. frequent visitors. They were bright, stalwart delinquents. But in the case of children it is
Price,
•
10 cents. ·
Perhaps the general dilapidated condition of boys, and minded not the cold, the snow, or true, as a general proposition, that the ability
the farm was due, in some degree, to Mr. "the distance. Their visits broke the monot- to read well aloud is a pretty fair test of
Stirilng's irresistible desire to travel; for, ony and dullness of the long winter evenings. capacity in other directions. For this reason
the complaint brought against the schools is
often while at work in his garden, there
One time Mrs. Bruce had a quilting-bee,
of Ohristian and Extra-OhristianExpe
would come over him a strong impulse to go and invited all the Stirlings to be present. a very serious one, since it implies much A Memoir
rienoe.
·
somewhere, when he would drop his hoe, or How nimbly the fingers of the neighbors more than it alleges. A quick mind, general
intelligence,
and
command
of
the
eyes,
the
BY
NATHANIEL
RAlii:BAY WATEBB.
whatever pther implement he had in hand, flew, for all the neighborhood around were
A verl" critical analysis of both Protestantism
and off he would start, without saying a there. How they quilted, knotted, and tied voice, and the facial muscles are essential to and
Oatholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
word, or stopping at the door to bid the the comfortables I Then, of course, after good loud reading, and a child of ten years Intimate peraonal experience with the two sys
or
more
who
is
unable
to
read
agreeably
and
tems.
It deals the moat trenchant blows which
folks good- bye. After some six months, or the manner of all quilting-bees, this one was
pure lo~rio is capable of inilioting.-[Oritioal Be
a year, maybe, he would suddenly appear closed by a great frolic. The little ones were understandingly may without injustice be View.
Oloth, 12mo, S1. 75.
again. But, although he usually had some put in a big room all by themsP.lvs, with assumed to be dE:tlcient in these respects.
"We hav in mind a school in a New
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
scheme in mind to better his condition, he plenty o! cookies and apples, and dil'ection
England village, the founder, proprietor, and
28 Lafayette l'lacQ :NQW York,
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FREETHOUGHT

Clipped from Irreverent Exchanges.
P'rom Puck,

"Dm you know Wanamaker is going to
prohibit love-letters from going through the
SOUTHAMPTON, Eng., haS had a dock Strike mail?" "No; what for?" "He has heard
attended with violence.
that love is a lottery."
SPEAKER REED has been returned to ConREV- SYLVAN FLOOK (to Rev. Pownsend
gress from Maine with an increased plurality. Powndes, the noted evangeUst) : " Did you
FRANOE is desirous of putting an end to hav a successful revival at Quohosh ?" Rev.
missions and missiomuie'l in its African Pownsend Powndes: "Very I I received
four hundred and fifty dollars tor three
provinces.
weeks' work."
AT 8pokane Falls, Wash., on the 6th, a
p ARBON BLUETT : " Brother Richard Wlll
premature explosion in rock. blasting killed
please take up the qollection." Deadwood
fifteen men and injured more.
Dick (the converted road-agent, reaching for
BRAZILIAN Catholics are straining every his hip-pocket): "Throw up yer hands,
nerve to procure the defeat of the republican gents I Er-hold on-1 ·mean, be liberal,
government in the coming election.
brethren, for the good cause I"
KNIGHTS of Labor say that forty persons
FIRST deacon : " The ministe.r preached a
hav been killed or injnred on the New York fiery sermon against novel-reading last SunCentral railroad by employment of green day. I tell you it must hav had an ~ffect
hands.
upon the young ladies of the congregation
CATHOLIOB in France are enraged at the who read fiction." Second deacon : " Is that
new law compelling young men studying for so? From where did he tuke his text?"
priests in seminaries to do military service First deacon: " Oh, from one of the New
Testament parables, I believe."
like others.
A MARRIED couple at Maspeth, N.Y., hav
RUBTJOATOR: " When I was discussing
been arrested for having received as baby Science and Revelation with the Rev. Mr.
farmers scores of infants and then killed or Small to-day, he got excited and informed
me he was descended from a race of New
abandoned them.
England clergymen who .had always stood
THE census Is said to be defectiv every- out against the arrogant claims of science.
where. New York's health board givs the Were any of his people noted divines?" Old
city's population as 1,641,348, against the resident": " His grandfather was. He blew
census 1,500,000.
out the gas."
Swiss Radicals last week raised a revoluP'rom Mt. Desert Heral!l.
tion against the government, which has been
LATTER-DAY LYRIOB.
growing too clerical and conservativ. The
1 Purttanl.
rising was subdued.
Devoutly devout, and austerely a~stere,
A WRITER from France says that " the furWas Hew-Them-In-Pieces Bellew.
ther we advance the more evident it becomes A Puritan he, wi!h a capital P,
that the peace of the world n'l longer depends
0! seventeen hundred and two.
on any one will; it is at the mercy of an
Of
taking a shot at a Quaker on sight
incident in the Balkans or in Constantinople."
He made a particular boast ;
BERLIN Socialists are endeavoring to es- While, given a witch ana a barrel of pitch,
tablish a theater to be devoted to Socialistic
He'd manage an excellent roast.
and Atheistic plays. They also propose to
Could
such a one, thl.i:Jk you, hav fallen from
hold a series of meetings to induce people
grace?
to withdraw from all rellgious organizations.
Then list to this narrativ true.
IN a speech at New York on the 18th Pow- A maiden one day did the heart steal away
derly exhorted to opposition of Depew's
Of Hew-Them-In-Pieces Bellew.
poli ical aspirations, in revenge for his railroad's abme of Knights, and called him "a A stranger was she both to one and to all,'
hungry, ever-feasting spouter."
But wondrously, wondrously fair,
She gave but one look, but it brought him to
IN Gratz, Germany, a shining light of the
book,
church named Grandigger is about to be
And plunged him in utter despair.
tried for a catalog of crimes embracing wife
murder, murder for robbery, incest, three His sad-colored garments he speedily doffed,
assaults on women, and minor cases of theft
Did Hew-Them-In-Pieces Bellew,
and forgery.
For gewgaw and gaud, which he couldn't
afford,
THE bishop of Chartres, France, in obediAlthough they improved him to view.
ence to the determination of his church to
monopolize supernatural commerce, ia taking His former amusements forthwith he essevere measures to suppress the followers or
chewed,
Mathilde Marchat, who claims to hav had a
No longer the Quaker did quake,
vision of Christ.
The witches were merry, and singular, very,
Not one of them went to the stake.
BEFORE winter sets in Americans will be
asked to send at least $5,000,GOO to Ireland The scandal grew larger; •twas even averred
to help prevent the starvation of 800,000
By people who certainly knew,
persons as the result of failure of the potato That out on the green there could nightly be
crop. The people there, having sent all their
seen
money away to the pope, are left dependent.
A-dancing, good Master Bellew.
ON the night of the 14th a woman knelt in The twain to the solemn assembly were
a New York street and prayed to be forgiven
haled,
for the murder of two little children that acThe trial gave infinit sport,
companied her, which she was about to com- As one might expect from so plainly select
mit. A policeman mastered her after much
And rigidly orthodox courtstruggling, and she has been sent to the
As, All-The-Day-Roaring Pigwhistleton
asylum.
Pratt,
CHRISTIAN prejudice makes it difficult for
And Strike-The-Loud-Psaltery Snell,
Hebrew families to obtain hotel lodging at With Cherubim Cutts, and with Behemoth
summer resorts. The Bancroft House prints
Butts,
on its circulars: " We utter the sentiments
And Howl-Ye-Oh-Kadesh Bedell.
of many Christians from the cities when we
warn boarding-house keepers to beware how Grim Behemoth Butts Wl\8 for boiling in oil,
And Cutts recommended the knout,
they entertain Jews."
While death on the wheel, all the rest seemed
IN those parts of Europe, and especially
to feel,
Russia, whence Christian bigotry has expelled
Was nothing too much to giv out.
the Jews, factories hav deteriorated greatly
for want of the skill and means of that en- Then to his right mind was good Master
terprising race, and farming has become less
Bellew
Restored, quite uninjured and whole,
profitable from lack of middlemen to bring
But he couldn't forget a snare had been set
the produce into market.
For his infinitesimal soul
ON the 14th in the circuit court of Vernon,
Ala., Rev. Thos. Owen was convicted of dis- By Diabolus, the father of mischief, himself.
It tDaa a distinction as such,
turbing public worship and using obscene language to ladies. While conducting a revival But when he insisted on not being listed
For taxes, 'twas sometbing too much.
meeting he had denounced in the vilest terms a
number of ladies attending who refused to
With
arrogance swollen beyond all belief
accept his teachings and join his church.
He calmly the bailiffs defied,
As an instance of the treatment of Jews And yet what to do with presumptuous 8elin Russia, at Bialystok Dr. Granoffsky saw a
lew
Jewish boy pluck a pear from oue of the
The court couldn't really decide.
doctor's trees that overhung the road, and
dragging him in branded the word " thlef " Until, to their infinit joy and relief,
'Twas quite unexpectedly shown,
on his face in three places with nitrate of
silver, and burnt away part of the cartilage The horrible schism of Arianism
Had counted him one of its own.
of his nose and otherwise disfigured him.
AT the opening of the New York public
schools on the 8th 15,000 applicants for admission were turned away for want of room.
Last year 12,841 were turned away, but the
authorities hav notwithstanding increased the
seating capacity only 8,817. While this negligence, which has been annually repeated
for a long time, looks bad from some points
of view, 1t has the advantages of affording
more time to the politicians to attend to
their private interests, and of adding to the
attendance at the parochial schools.
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WHY

MEN

DECAY.-LIVING

Here the brute harpies make their nest.

IJloits and Uflippinns.
IN Hanover a Baptist minister has been
sentenced to imprisonment for one week because he immersed a young girl in ice-cold
water and thus caused her sickness and
death.
THE poor unfortunate in Elizabeth who
killed himself because he could not discover
the principle of perpetual motion gave up too
easily. Had he ever studied the mechanism
of the Bon. Henry W. Blair's lower jaw?
queries the Sun.
AT a Socialist meeting held in Berlin Tuesday night Herr Vogtherr, one ·Of the municipal officers, demanded that the Socialists
secede from the national church. During
the discussion a mention of Christ caused great
disorder. The meeting was forcibly dispersed by the police.
MR. HENRY I!wrNG, who recently pleaded
the cause of the South London Fine Art Gallery, has received from a friend the promis
of a donation of £1,000, in recognition of the
gallery being the only one in London perma.
nently open on Sundays. Trustees of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, in New York,
will please take notice.
Tms is from the Catlwlic Union and Times:
"What has become of THE TRUTH SEEKER's
artist? Verily, the blasphemous little sheet
is growing dull without those sublime illustrations of the genius of '·Free Thought."' If
Mr. Pat Cronin, who is 'described by Father
Dent .as a very amiable gentleman-especially

EXAMPLES

FROM

DANTE'S

INFERNO.

Men once were we, that now are rooted here.-Dante's Inferno, Canto XIII.

when traveling-will examin the first and enemies [the gendarmes] will pursue me, let
last pages of this issue of TilE TRUTH SEEKER not their feet be useful for running; neither
he will find the answer to his query.
their hands take hold of me, nor their eyes
see me. Throw them down as thou hast
THE Catholic News says : '! So far as union thrown those wno wanted to arrest thee · on
of church and state is concerl:fed, it certainly holy Thursday. Deliver me from them as
r~quires no little ass~r~nce to raise the ques- thou hast delivered Jonah from the whale's
!Ion w;e~ the comr~n~siOn~rh~f Indian affairs breast." Equally sacrilegious invocations,
IS a ro estant m n ster • IS s~cretary the says the Christian Advocate, hav been uttered
wife of a ~ro:estan~ the supen~t~nde~t ~f . by Protestants in some caseq in church feuds
Indian sc h00 sif a f rot~stant mims~e~ • his and times of great partisan excitement.
secretary t e w e o a rotestant ~nn ster;
every member of the board of Indian com"RAMBLER," in the Canadian Advance, a
mi~sioners a Protestant; and the whole Christian journal, referring to Dr. Talmage's
action of the bureau shaped by Protes~nt recent lecture at Grimsby Park, Ont., says:
missionary societies. More _com~!ete umon "An immense and sympathetic audience of
of church and state never existed.
thousands greeted him. To say that the
Is the New York Sun an Anarchist journal? great mass went home dissatisfied would be
It says : "The Bon. James G. Blaine, at the to put it mildly. He talked just one hundred
time when the commotion of the Missouri minutes and for this receiv_ed $500, or $5 per
Pacific strike of t886 had scarcely subsided, minute, and what was given in exchange for
laid down a remarkably concise form of the this money? Stories that are as old as Mefundamental law by which all labor unions lhusaleh; hoary-headed old 'chestnuts' that
and their demonstrations must be regulated. hav done service in a thousand forms, from
It was: • Ooe man's right ends where another time immemorial. He managed to Apend
man's right begins.' While that principle is about five minutes in telling the thread-bare
observed strikes represent a right at the very tale of a man so mean that he utilized a wart
root of liberty." When Messrs. Pentecost on the back of his neck as a collar button.
and Tucker preach like this they are called This five-minute story netted Dr. Talmage
Anarchists and distmbers of society.
$25. Another of his stock stories was of the
man who invited an old friend home to dinner
CunA. is infested with bandits; the most and who notified his wife through the telefamous of them signs his proclamations : " I phone of the fact that Jones would dine with
the king of the country people, and of nearly them. In the mean time Jones took his turn
the whole island of Cuba, Manuel Garcia the at the telephone and heard the indignant
First." His followers are good Christians, housewife cry, 'What are you bringing that
and think that they ward off capture by re· old fool home to dinner for ?' This story, by
peating this prayer: " 0 Lord I when my the watch, cost about $30.''

THE Living Ohurch, of Chicago, says:
"The country has been greatly agitated over
the Louisiana lottery business; and well it
may be. It is a shameful affair, a Oisgrace
not only to that fair state, but to our whole
land. It is not, however, our present purpose to say more about it. But we do call
attention to that which in this connection has
not been so much as mentioned. The seenliar papers are eloquent over the immorality
of people in Louisiana, but they cannot be
I ignorant of the lottery business carried on in
the full glare of open day in almost every
Roman Catholic parish in the land. In our
opinion it is more demoralizing than the
Louisiana lottery, because it is conducted by
a great and pt'lwerful church. Are lotteries
wrong, immoral? If they are, then the
Roman church is, in this respect, an immoral
agency." On the same subject the New
York Independent observes: "We would
like in a kindly way to call the attention of
our Catholic brethren to the fact that gambling is carried on at their fairs to a vastly
greater extent than at corresponding Protestant entertainments whose purpose is to make
money. Here is a clipping from one of the
daily papers in reference to a picnic of a
certain St. Peter's parish, where four thousand were in attendance: 'There was great
interest in the various contests for prizes.
Father Manly's blooded horse was drawn by
ticket No. 1,680. Over two thousand tickets
were sold at $1 each on the horse.' And yet
the oldest pastoral letter that has come down
to us, written in the Latin language by a
bishop of Rome, was devoted to the sin ot
gambling.''
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The Christian's India Rubber God.-Continued.
God kn<>W from the beginning that Eve would eat
the apple, and then he knew that the devil would
get old Eve, and there was one job spoiled that he
bad pronounced " very good." Then he kr.ew that
el ery child born before the birth of Christ would fall
into the bands of old Clootie.
They saw the fruit with wanton eyes,
The serpent said 'twould make them wise,
They plucked, they ate, and strange to tell,
An apple doomed mankind to hell.

God knew when the devil entered the garden, and
knew his businesf.'l, and knew "the devil would be to
pay." He knew that his plans would be thwarted,
and that he did not slap the d6vil in the face
sbowr; that he thought him the batter man and dare
not knock t.he chip off his shoulder. It is e!ABY
to see that God's design in this matter did not turn
out as he expected, for that which he pronounced
very good turned out very bad.
Christians claim that God " knew from the beginning " exactly when and where and how every event
would turn out, even to the most trivial detail.
Then he knew that every cbild born before t.he
birth of Christ would be damned, although many
good and true men were born who sacrificed their
lives for their cou:otry and their kind.
"With God all things are possible." He could
just as well hsv had the savior born the next day
after the hll as hav waited four thousand yearf.'l.
This not only shows that he is unable to carry out
his designs, but to at be is· not a first-class designer.
When these arg:uments are put to the Christian be
looks wise, givs the rubber an extra 1 q ueeze, and
says, "You are away cff in your conclusions. For
Moses and Aaron and Isaac and David and Solomon
and many mora of God's pets are twanging harps and
wearing crowns, and if these could be saved other
good men could be." Yea; and so could everybody
else. And so the salvation scheme is run into the
ground. .Tne crucifixion was not only a faiiure but a
wanton crueUy.
God designed that the gospel should be preached
to every creature. Christians hsv been trying to
carry out this design nearly two thousand years, and
bav succeeded in reaching only about one-fourth of
the creatures. God created the " heavens and the
earth and all the hosts of them" in six d"ays, and his
work was approved. But I am afraid that old age
will overtake him, and that bald spot will come on
top, and. be will ba crippling round on crutches,
before Christians will be able to fully carry out his
design at the rate they are working.
Christians will say that God did not design to hav
Guiteau kill Garfield. They say it was the devil
working through Guiteau. Was God pleased with
the murder of Garfield ? If he were possessed of
in fin it knowledge he knew it would occur; and_ having
supreme power, if he did not prevent it ba must hav
been pleased with the transaction.
·
It beats all how God's designs change as msn becomes mora civilized. In the early history of New
EDgland the chief concern of the people was to
carry out the design of God. Thsy went upon the
supposition that God had no power to do anything
without their help. And the more thPy carried out
the designs of God the worse it proved for the
people.
The devil was then a thousand times more activ
and powerful than he is to-day. When Christians
are governed less by superstition, and pay more
attention to the laws of heredity, and train the minds
of the young toinvestiga.te the laws of nature, there
will be less time spent in carrying out the designs of
God, and the devil will be retired without a pension.
If we could put a scientific thinker in the plsce of
every skulking pTeacher and a work on science in the
place of every Bible, men would outgrow such superstitions and take their places in the ranks of rational
beings.
See how this idea of God's designs will make a
man lose hie reason and lap up superstitions slabber
like a dog. To show the designs of God the Rev.
Mr. Morris fashions the rubber in this wise : "See
how admirably the l'Oots of a tree are contrived to
take hold of the ground and chain it there through
all the tempests of the year."
.
Yes, here is a display of divine skill and design.
Here is adaptation of' means to ends whicfu nothing
but.almighty power could accomplish.
But how about the top of the tree ?
Is this, too, hsbioned to withstand the shock of
the tempest? While the roots are designed to hold
the tree to the ground, the top seems to be designed
so as to bav it torn up by the tornado.
What would be' thought of a man's design who
should ballast a ahip, and then giv her spread of sail
enou1 h to capsize her the first breeze that
sprurg lip!
God fashioned the roots of trees so that the wind
could not blow thPm over. Then he arranged the
top eo that the wind could blow them over. Then

he sent a wind that did klow them over. And so by
this ingenious arrangement of the roots a'D.d the tops
of trees, and by regulating the wind, this calculating
God has managed· to cover whole ·leagues of earth
with prostrate trees.
Such a skilful designer ought to be rewarded,
and I would be in favor of tendering him a vote of
thanka.
A tree by the roots he chains to the sod,
And fashions the top so it f111ls at his nod;
Hurrah for the g1eat rubber double-geared God I

Yes, double· geared, that is what is meant. He can
came the roots of a tree to strike down into the
earth until it is impossible for the tree to blow down.
Then, by gaging the force of the wind and by the
construction of the top he makes it impossible for
the tree to stand. With God all things are possible,
therefore he can make two impossibilities possible.
Talmage says he believes certain passages of the
Bible because he cannot underetand them. Such s
man will take to Christianity as naturally as a redskin does to firewater.
.
Nobody but a Christian can see how God can move
in two opposit directions at the eame time, and no
one else can harmonize t\'f o designs diametrically opposed to each other.
See how R.,v. Mr. Morris, the great tbimblerigger,
can manipulate the little jokH, and "te!lr the heart.
out of I-:didelity" by playing the game of "Now you
see it and now you don't see it." First, he gofs on
to show what skill and design God bas shown in the
construction of certain animals to take their prey.
The tooth, claw, padded foot, suppleness of body,
and ge11eral make-up of the tiger are cited to show
how admirably God has adapted this animal to se-.
cure its prey.
" In the spider we discover designs so wise, con.
trivancea so happy, and adaptations eo successful as
plainly to prove that the blessed creator has t&ught
ee.ch the lesson of life's duties." And again, "Contrivance and design are clearly indicated in aquatic
fowls. They can as readily dive and chase their prey
along the bottoms of lakea and pools as they can
skim through the atmosphere." And then the cun·
ning of the fox is referred to, and the peculiar structure of the ear to catch the faintest sound to enable
it to keep out of h&rm's way. And also its keen
scent to enable it to find its prey when it cannot be
seen. And then the hawk that swoops down upon
its prey with a velocity even greater than that of a
falling body of equal weight.
Such arguments satisfy the Christian mind, and it
must be admitted that it would look tolerably fair
were it not for the double gear and back-action of
the design machinery. The design argument is like
the Irishman's gun-it shoots both ways-and often
the safer position is at the muzzle. While God hae
so constructed certain animals that they can entrap
their prey, and made their lives depend upon their
success, be £as so fashioned others that they can
escape.
"Put your finger toward a fly and it is off whenever you move up to a certain distance. God bas
given the fly this instinct so that it can escape the
spider."
The :fish and other animals upon which aquatic
fowls prey are so con£1tructed that they cannot be
caught. The eye is so prominent that they can see
in almost any direction, and thus are enabled to
elude the approach of the enemy. The chicken will
bide at the appearance of the hawk. "What but
direct knowledge from God can inform the chicken
that the hawk is its natural P.nemy ¥"
It requires a peculiar squeeze of the rubber to be
shaped to the condition of the fox and many other
animals. The fox is an animal of prey and is itself
preyed upon. It live upon birds and rats and chickens and other ~mall game, and it often makes a dainty
meal for the panther. And ·then the hound is never
quite as happy as when his close proximity makes it
uncomfortable. But how the design argument can
be construed so as to favor the hound and the panther, and at the same time the fox and the game
upon which it preys, nobody but a Christian can see.
"We discover," says the Rev. Herbert Morris,
" other animals practicing stratagems to elude and
escape their enemies, which all the reason and cunning of man cannot excel." Tbie argument also,
when taken by itself, looks well.
But these different and adverse arguments drive
us to the conclusion that God has formed some ani·
m!l'ls so that they can take their prey every time
w1thout .mistake, and that be has fashioned the animals upon which they prey ao that they can escape
every time.
Will the Clhristian ever be able to see how these
arguments utterly neutralize and annihilate each
other 1
It reminds me of the story about the two snakes
who swallowed each other. The first day they had
each other by the tail, the next, they had swallowed
each other about half down, the third day they had
disappeared. They bad swallowed each other. ·
God is not only a great designer, but he is a benevolent designer. Nothing can take place contrary
to God's will, but you will notice that the Clhristian

never makes a very conspicuous .display ol his great
designer in the time of a great cala~ity. ~f God
sends the rain and .the dew and the sunshme, he
also sends the simoon, the tornado, and the earthquake.
·
· The author of "Science and the Bible" says, "If we
fully m1derstood all the ends accomplished in the
economy of nature we ~hould ee.e that God. is good.;:
And again he s~>ys, " H1a me1·cy 1s over ~11 h1e works.
Every Clhristian would be shocked _lf one. should
intimate that his God was not merciful, w1se, and
good. This he bas been taug~t and. thi~ is settled
in his mind without thought or mvest1gat10n.
Waa God good and merciful when be caused an
earthquake to swallow up thirty thousand people in
South America T Was it a merciful act to send the
marble pier at Lisbon with all its precious freight of
human beings six hundred feet below the surface of
the sea 1 Was it a token of Gad's mercy and goodn.,ss t'o bury the cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum
by the belching of a volcano ? Is it an act of mercy
to inundate a territory and destroy millions of dollars'
worth of property and thousands of livesT
God is the creator of all things, and he pronounced everything which he bad created " very
good." If all that be crested was good, then the
creator must be good. If God was possessed of all
knowledge, then every act of the creator must hav
been the wi~est that infinit wisdom could devise.
Every Christian will indorse each one of these conclusions. Let us see where they lead us. And I
would bav the reader keep each one of these propositions distinctly in mind.
.
Herbert Morris says, "Previous to the advent of
the son of righteousness, the great enemy of maD,
Satan, had disturbed all the moral elements of the
world."
·Now, if God created all things, where did tl'.e
devil come from T If God did not create the devil,
there must hsv been another creator. If God did
('reate the devil, be must be "very good." If, somehow, the devil slipped into existence without the
knowledge of God, he iA not infinit in wisdom. If
the devil is equal with God in power, then God is
not supreme. If he is not £qual with God, why
does he suffer him to exist 1
According to the Christian's idea a·od did not
create the devil, there was an angel the.t turned to
a devil. But could this happen without God's
knowledge? and bad he not the power to prevent
it! Was it a mark of God's goodness to allow the
devil to come into existence in any way, when he
knew that Old Split.foot would worry and torment
him and thwart half his plans, and drag two-thirds
of the human family dow~ to a country so hot that
the boiling point would be the zero mark in a ther·
mometer graduated for that region '
Then, to show his wisdom, and to ge~ out of the
scrape, the conet:quences of which be mus~ hav foreseen, he begot himself on the person of a Jew girl,
and then killed himself to abate the intensity of hie
own wrath, and neutralize the power of a being
which he himself bad created.
The part of God born of the virgin was called
Christ-a sort of helpmate for God. And yet Christ
wae God and God was Christ. Each half was equal
to the whole and the whole only equal to the half.
Christ and God are one and yet when Christ was
killed God atill lived. Both are fighting the devil
and hav power over him, and yet he is more than a
match for the two. Such is the wisdom and power
and goodness of God. Skin the poor; wheedle t!le
last cent out of every boy and girl; send missionaries to the heathen-every skin of them .will be lost
who dies without a knowledge of this holy hotchpotch nonsense.
" God is merciful, God is wise, God is good." So
says the great Herbert Morris; so says every Christian.
Tornadoes, eartbquakeEl, volcanoes, drouths,
floods, scorpions, centipedes, tarantulas, rattlesnakes,
tigers, wolves, panthers, fleas, gnats, musketoes,
potato-bugs,. noxious and poisonous weeds and
plants, and thousands of useless and harmful things
which tffiiet and torment us and often produce
disease and death and hav never been a benefit to
anyone, according to the Christian idea must in
some mysterious way be construed so as to show the
mercy, wisdom, and goodness of God. This is what
the Christian professes to believe, but every act of
his life give the lie to his profession.
·The truth is that mankind through all time by
common consent hav agreed that noxious and
poisonous weeds and poisonous insects and reptile
and ferocious beasts are only a curse to man, and hav
waged a war of extermination against them as far as
it has been in their power to do so. And to say
that there is some unseen good in them, which we
in our shortsightedness do not understand, shows
that the Christian religion bas the power to rob
men of their manhood and make them profess to
believe what they know to be false, and .so keep up
an endless contndiction between practice and profaesion, and to turn men into snjlaka and cowards.
JOHN PEOK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Christianity-in the Beginning.
ITS PAGAN ORIGIN.
As it [nature] was in the be~inninl!, is now, and ever shall
be, world without end, amen.-Pr(J,ye1· Book.
In considering the problem of the origin and development of Ohristianity it is necessary to approach
the subject in a calm and philosophical manner, and
setting aside all preconceived ideas care.fully examin
all the evidence accessible on the subJect, and endeavor to ascertain the causes which led up to the
origin and contributed, in all its !a~ie~ stages, to the
growth of the religion called Ohmtiamty.
And first it will be acknowledged that before any
correct judgment can be arrived at concerning the
truth or falsehood of any system, we must learn
something about th~t which immediately preceded
. it and out of which It probably grew. We must see
w'bat each system bas in common; ascertain their
~points of difft~rence, and learn how much originality
there is in the later system, and finally, by critical
analysis, determin its value. Now, there can be littlll
doubt that the two most ancient creede in the world,
and to which we must look as the source of all great
religions, were nature worship and sun worship.
Oar early ancestors, there is every reason to believe,
first worshiped nature, and when ultimately the idea
of gods or epiritR behind nature arose they attributed
the varied and multifa·rioue phenomena of the universe to certain concrete beings which they, in their
ignorance, imagined to possess qualities far transcending their own. When, however, they came to
the opinion that the spirits within such objects as
wood or stone or living beings like serpents did not
rule and govern the uuiverse, they transferred their
worship to the sun-the source of light and heat,
and tne generator of all forms of life.
In. sun worflhip we get the very highest ideal of
natura wor11hip, for after all it is the generat.iv force
that is worshiped-the power by which all forms of
life are brought into being, and the warmth by which
they are sustained. Nature worship baing the germ
and sun worship the developed plant, it is not surprising to any student of ancient oriental religions
to find that they all pOBSe£lS 8 great deal in COmmon ;
that Christian symbols and ceremonies point unmistakably to the old source-in other words, to the
parent tree or eoarce from which all eastern religions
hav descended.
Not only do we find a family likeness chsrscterizing all Eistern creeds, but we find similar symbols
reappearing in all of them, such as the cross, the
trinity, and the virgin motuer and her child.
Further, we can trace similar ceremonies and sacraments, which play an imporhot part in all E lBtern
religions. But let us CoLlstder the origin of such
symbols as we hav just mentioned.
The cross, whicr.1 is regarded with reverence by
most religious persons to day, and a small one of
which is worn round the necks of· modern pious
spinsters, owes its origin to the worship of the generativ organs, bqing, in fact, emblematical of the
phallus pertaining to the god of the sky.
The straight pole represents the connecting link
between heaven and earth, and the beolmB that project from it further symbolize the conformation
of the male deity. And just here the reader should
understand that our early ancestors saw nothing
indecent in anything tllat was natural. For the
most part they went about in a nude condition, or,
at best, but very scantily attired; they wander~d
about through deserts under the scorching rays of
the sun; through forests, over hills, and through
valleys, and they never expsrienced any sense of
shame at beholding the human form, .either male or
female, in all its naked purity.
"Gross injustice is sometimes done to ancient
creeds," says Mrs. Basant in "The Freethinket's
Text-Book," part II, page 356, "by contemplating
them from a modern point of view ; in those days
every part of nature was thought divine, and most
divine of all was deemed the power of creation,
whether worshiped in the sun whose beams impregnated the earth, or in the male or female organs of
generation, the universal creators of life in the animal world; thus we find in all ancient sculptures
carvings of the phallus and the yoni expressed both
naturally and symbolically, the representations becoming more and more conventional and refined as
civilization advanct>d; of the infinit world it may be
said that it was 'naked and was not ashamed;' as
it grew older and clothed the human form, it also
draped its religious symbols, but as the body remains unaltered under its garmenta, so the idea concealed beneath the emblems remains the same."
The union of male and female is then the foundation of all religions. For as ~an marrie~ the woma1:1,
so Saturn, the sky, and the male or activ energy, ts
allegorically joined to Rues, the earth, the receptiv
or female prmciple, or mother of all.
In Pere1a the sun was worshiped under the name
of J up1ter, who was regarded as the son of· Saturn,
the god of time, who WdB also the father of P .uto,
the prince of darkness, and manager of the lower
· .
regions.
In this way the sun becomes the father of all and

is the emblem which crowns the im.ages of deity in
the church~s. The vernal equinox represents the
resurrection of the sun and the si~n in which he then
is becomes the symbol of life-producing power; thus
the bull, and afterward the ram, became · his sign of
life-giver, and the sun god was pictured as bull, or
as ram (or lamb), or else with the horns of his emblem, and the earthly animals became sacred for his
sake. Mithra, the sun god of Persia, is scuJptured
as riding on a bull; O:~iriP., the sun god of Egypt,
wears the horns of the bull, and is worshipt~d as
0 ;iris-Apis, or Serapis the sun god, in the sign of
Apia, the bull. Later, by the precession of the
equinoxes, the sun of the vernal equinox bas passed
into the sign of the ram (called in Persia the lamb),
and we find Jupiter Ammon, Jupiter with ramb'
horns, and Jesus, the lamb of God.
These symbols all denote the sun victorious over
darkness and death, giving life to the world.
The phallus is the other great symbol of the lifegiver, generating life in the woman as the sun in the
earth. Bacchus, Adonis, Dionyeius, Apollo, Hercules,
Hermes, Thummez, Jupiter, Jehovah, Jao, er Jab,
Moloch, Baal, Asher, with many another, these are
all the life giver under ddtdrent names; they are
the sun, the creator, the phalius. R jd is their ap
propriate color. When the sun or the phallus is
not drawn in its natural form it is indicated by a
symbol; the symbol must be upright:, bard or else
burning, either conical or clubbed at one end. Thus
the torch, :fltlme of fire, cone, serpent, thyreus, tri
angle, letter T, cross, crosier, scepter, caduceus,
knobbed stick, tall tree, upright stone, spire, tower,
minaret, upright pole, arrew, spear, sword, club, up·
right stump, etc., are all symbols of the generativ
force of the male enera-Y in nature of the supreme
God" (A. .,nie Besant's Freethinker's Text-Book, part
II, p. 357).
Tnus far we see that the fundamental principle
underlying the Obristian faith is to be f·•und in
paganism, and that the true source of all E :AStern
creeds is to be traced back to nature and sun
·
worship in all its manifold forms.
ABTRUB B. Moss.
The Philosopher and the Pagan.
Philosopher :
The fires belonging to the Christian hell
Are growing small; hell's fi-1ming citadel
Is tumbling; and our preach~::rs rarely yell
About the wicked Beelzebub, or dwell
Oo gnashing teeth and wailings, or the smell
or brimstone-a stone discerned in hell.
Pagan: They are magnanimous I
Philosopher :
John Calvin did teach that for Jesus's sake
The Jews, popes, pagans, and infants would make
Their beds in hell. But since reason (,an shake
Hell's. foundatl.vn, many divines forsuke
That creed-except as to the Jews, who take
Joh'l Calvm's beds, and that for Jesus's sake.
Pagan: That's ungenerous. Jesus forgave the Jews.
Philosopher:
For killing him, yesBut not for the apple that Adam ate.
Pagan: An apple? Does Jesus make a fuss about an
apple?
Philosopher:
'l'hat•s right, hence hear no creed in Jesus's name
Or you'll be damned. They tell us that he came
On earth to save from death and sin and shame,
And be a God. Whoever doubts this same
Must go below as S •tan's lawful game
And suffer all hell-fire-in J~::sns's name.
Pagan: The merciful and tender J esusl Is doubting
then a crime ?
Philosopher :
Ir you be wise you'll never hear the plan
Which saves tbe cut-throat, tbief, and charlatan,
But lights hell fire for any honest man
That seeks the way to truth as best he can.
Great Buddha's teachings are much better than
Thl~ scheme which Cnristians call "the plan."
Pagan: Buddha's? Yes, they are marvelous. And
that you call the plan ia-ah I I can say nothing more.
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Items of Foreign l!'reethought Ntws.
Freethought is booming in France. No tees than
one hundred and thirty societies hav beell added to
the Federation since last J,.nuary, and tht"y sl1 agree
in being Freethinkers in deed and not in words only;
hence we anticipate grt-at results from the nat.ional
con~rees which will be held in Paris on Sunday, October l2oh.
A German-American Freethinker. Mr. R0bed
Liebe, of Boston, Mass., died August 17th in Heidelberg. He and Mrs. Robert Liebe were on a pleaeure
trip to Germany. After the secular oba~ quiee hie
remains were cremated. Mr. Liebe was an outspcken
a_nd open-banded Freethinker, and all who knew him
will lo1.1g keep his memory green.
Mr. Paul Steinmar, president of the Free Religious
Somety in R xdorf, Garmar:y, b&s been diecbargt-d by
the second state court, to which be appf'aled after a
judgment of three months' imprisonment had been
pronounced on him by the city court. One meteor,
at least, in the da:-k night of orthodox intolerance
that prevails in Germany at present.-FreireligiosesSonntags Blatt.
At the uquest of the exfocutiv committee ~f Swedish Freethinkers, the writer hereby t:xpreFsee the
heart.y thanks of our S wedieh brethren to the American Freethinkers for tLe help rendered them during
the past, and especially to the editor and publisher of
the Boston Investigator, Mt"esrs. Washburn and
Mendnm, as w..H as to tile Editor of thiu j JUrnal,.Mr.
E M. Macdonald, for the favorable rt-ports of the
Freetbought movement in Sweden which hav appeared and do yet appear in their respectiv-papers.
In Sweden Mr. Henry V. Berghell has by the Jon.city court been sentencAd t1 thr~e montns'
imprisonment for blaevhemy. I•. is, however, to be
hoped that no~. alone Go a Hof1a\t but lik~wise the
supreme court will overrule the judgment. They
hav certainly received lessons enough of late. But
then there is the pious king Oscar, and he is not to
be depended on; hie opinion, which is the deciaiv
one, is in charge of the clergy. The sentence did
not disturb Mr. Berghell, judging from the fact that
upon his arrival ~&t Stockholm he delivered the same
lecture and the authorities did not interfere. Funny
justice they hav there in Sweden.

kor~ing

Our French contemporary La Verite, edii-~>d by
Mr 0. Oi1wa, secretary of the Frderation of F.-ench
Fceethought sooieties, has in its last number the first
of a series cf biographies, by the editor, of Freethinkers who bav devoted themeelvs to the cause of
hum~nity. Tn.e bio~raphical sketch given is that of
the FcPncb writer, D-. All-Art R"'gnsrd, who was
born inN evre, March 20,1836. He studied medicin
and took an activ part 1n tilt~ school movements during the last days of the empire. In 1865 be published
a volume, "Historical E ~say a ar d Sciem 1fic Orit.iq ues,"
in which he advocated radtcal Freethought and Atheism. After the congress at L e~e (November, 1865)
be was expelled from the university and hoep1ta.Js.
Daring the Oommune he occupied the position of
t~ecretary to the prd -ct of police, and was on the
establishment of the republic obliged to :fl~e to London, where he remained for ten yfara, publishing several worb, until the amnesty was if,,.ued by the republican government. He then re•.urned, and divided
his time between editint:r La Re,Jolution st·d publishing several original works, amoog tnem" Hiatoire de
t'Angleterre Oontemporaine." He has likewise t.raLslated into French Profdseor Eu 1hner's book, "Force
snd M,.tter." As honorary memher of the French
Freethought Association he has taken a conspicuous
p:~rt in the congresses held at Anvers and Paris.

Ftance being offi~ially a OathoJ.ic country, it is naturally cursed with several remnants of an ~ccleeiastic
past in the form of holy days. Of course 1t woeld be
ridiculous for a Freethinker to p9-rticipate in such
superstitious mummeries, hence o11r brethren in the
adminietrativ council hav decided to bav some more
sensible feasts take the place of the old ones T ne
Items.
feasts are as follow: January lilt, Festival of U niAt the last requiem mass for the repose of Oardinal versa! Brotherhood; F.-bruary 24 b, Festival of U '-li·
N ewmau's soul, Oardinal Mtinning said, "But for vereal Suff,·age, of L'\bor and Industry ; March 18 .h,
him [Newman] R<Ationalism would now reign supreme Festival in H:onor of the M~rtyrs for Liberty. Tile
in tlle national religion."
Festival of the Fathers is to succeed the Oatholic
Oardinal Gibbons has designated five Oarmelite teast <f A~cansion; the Pentecost will bav to retreat .
nuns to go to Boston and found a Oarmelite "convent, for the F ~stival of F .owers and Y mth; and God's
which is one of the most austere and retired of female feasts must abrlic:~te in favor of the F 1sti val of Sciorders in the Oatholic church.
ence. J 11ly 14 >h will be a Ftencb '' F ,.mrth of J u~y ;"
"Kemmier had learned to believe implicitly that Aullust 15th (A.ssurnption) is to becometh~ F~st1v~l
his death wou1J be painless, and that he was going of Maternity · the D 'Y of the Dead, t.be F ·stivalm
straight to paradise," so says the Boston Journal Honor of the' D-ilparted ; and lastly OnriRtmall is to
Ralph W m. Taylor, missionary, says "that tbe giv place to a Ouildren's Fe~>tival. The Freetho1;1ght
two hundred and fifty million Africans is no societies bav been urged to celebrat;e these festivals
problem at all. Giv them the gospel and they will and t'l report the re.-ult, a;d th~ program. to the
take care of tbemselvs." Indeed I that is a good PXPCutiv committee. We tbink t-h1s anexce\lent plan,
begging text. As if all gospelers took care of them well worthy imitation. We hav. not ma~y "holy"
selva I Why, the ministers who dispt:nsa the gospel days, but we could perf~m qmt~ ~ serviCe to our
are the most improvident leeches in tbe universe. descendants by inauguratiDg a rev1s1on ·of the rather
Let observation and experience testify.
antiquated and nonsensical way in which we keep
ELLA E. ~msoN. I our national days.
GusTAVE NELSON.
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J-m•titan ~ltttlar IJnion.

schools and other sectarian institutions ; all these,
~nd many others which might be mentiohed, are imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true
Liberal and patriot, whether man or woman, should
feel called upon to aid in organizing an effectiv op.
.
position to these nefari~us schemes.
Due notice will be g1ven of the selection of emlnent speakers from all portions of the United States
and Canada, and a free platform will be given to all
persons who msy hav a word to say for pure sta'e
secuiariz~iion. All, without exception, are welcome
to this Congress in the wide-awake little city in the
valley of the beautiful Ohio.
R. B. WESTBRooK, President.
Attest : InA C. CRADDOCK, Secretary.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1890.
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At the Congress of the American Secular Union,
W. W. Forward, G. F. A deLespinasse, W. H Pepper,
George E. Swan,
Almond Owen. to be held at Portsmollth, 0., Oc•. 31, Nov. 1, and
N. F. Griswold,

Fourteenth Annual Congress.
The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the American
Secular Union bas been appointed by the board of
directors to meet at Portsmouth, 0., on Friday evening, Ootober 31, 1890, and to continue its sessions
on the Saturday and Sunday following.
The meetings will be held in the Grand Opera
Hmue, corner of Sixth and Court streets, and the
orchestra of the establishment has been enusged for
the occasion. Due notice will be given of the proposed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel
fares.
Portsmouth is situated on the Ohio river, one
hundred miles east of Cincinnati, and one hundred
miles south of ColumbuB, and has extPnsiv and convenient railway connections with the whole country.
It is a port of foreign entry, and is distinguished for
its numerous and magnificent manufactories. It has
a population exceeding fifteen thousand, has twenty
churches, the Ohio Militl'ry Academy, and a splendid
system of graded schools. The Ohio valley fair is
held there annually; and several English and German papers, daily and weekly, are published in the
city.
The members and friends of the American St~cular
Union are sure of a hearty welcome, not only from
our enterprising local auxiliary, but also from the
citizens at large.
The object df the American Secular Union, as is
well known, is to secure the total separation cf
church and state in fact and in form, to the end that
equal rights in religion, genuin morality in politics,
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established,
protected, and perpetuated. While we unite on
what is commonly known as the Nine Demands of
Secularism, we propose to emphasize the following
at the coming C:mgress:
1. The equitable taxation of church property in
common with other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction
and worship in the public schools, and especially the
reading of any Bible.
3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as a religious institution
rather than an economic one, justified by physiological and other secular reasons.
4 The cessation of all appropriations of the public
funds for educational and charitable institutions of a
sectarian character.
The American Seoular Union is strictly unsectarian
and non-partisan in both religion and politics, but
will use any and all honorable means to secure its
objects as above stated. It is not either publicly or
privately committed to the advancement of any system of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily welcomes all persons, of whatever faith, to its membership, on the basis of !'no union of cturch and state."
The word " secular " is here need in the broadest
sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system
of religion or philosophy.
To discuss these questions in an orderly and
friendly manner. 11.nd to devise ways and means to
promote these objects, let us come together at this
Congress as Freethinkers, Spiritualists, Unitarians
Universalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, progressi;
Jews, and liberal Christians, and, laying aside our
peculiar views on religious questione, unite as American citizens on the one broad platform of no union
of church and state, and the complete administration
of our secular government on purely secular principles.
The National Reform Association, having fo:r its
object the establishment of Christianity as the relig.
ion of the state b:v constitutional enactment; the
American Sabbath Union, working for the enforcement, by legislation, of the Jewish and puritanic
Sabbath on our free citizens; the Women's Christian Temperance Union, indorsing the pl~tform and
policy of both these organizations; the churches,
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through
their ecclesiastical bodiee upon the complete exemption of church property from just taxation, as well
as the appropriation of public money for religious

to them satisfactorily accounted for, they are justified,
and should be commended, for having the courage
of their convictions.
The new Opera House has a seating capacity for
six hundred. It has a parquet, and two galleries,
with a good stage.
Alt-hough not yet completed, it was crowded, even
in the two unfinished gallerias, at each of the three
lectures.
I gave the usual invitation for questions, but no
minister responded. The Methodist minister after
the lecture came upon the stage and cordially invited
me to call on him at his parsonage, which 1 did. He
attended the two first lectures and expressed his regret that he could not attend the third night, as that
was his church's regular prayer- meeting night. He
was evidently sincere, and a naturally good, kind~
hearted man, and I so testifi~>d at my thh·d lecture.
I hav since learned that my indorsement of him, and
his openly avowed approval of the principles of Lib- •
eralism in so far as making a heaven for ourselvs
here and now by promoting the happiness of all
around us, has so exasperated the devoutly pious
that he bas been compelled to resign.
In my account of receipts for the defense fund of
the Washington Secular Union, the contribution of
that stanch old veteran in the cause of Liberaliem,
J. S. Martin, of Snohomish, $3, was -omitted ; also
$1 from loyal and true G. P. Brene, of Canon City,
Col.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Secretary Washington Secular Union.
2104 Sheth street, Seattle, Wash.

Nov. 2, 1890, the following amendments to the
constitut-ion will be proposed:
1. Strike out the word " constitution" wherever
it occurs (as applied to this society) and insert
"by-laws." Also make any other verbal alterations
necessary to hav the instrument conform to any
charter of incorporation that may be offered and
accepted by the Union.
2 Amend Art. IX, by adding the following: "He
or she shall deliver lectures in behalf of the Union
as occasion may require and other duties may
permit, and shall also solicit annual and life mem·
hers, and subscriptions to the funds of the associa1'o the Liberals of Or~gon.
R. B. WESTBROOK,
tion."
DEAR FRIENDS: I wish to call your attention to the
Pres. American Secular Union.
second annual Congress of the Oregon state Secular
Attest: InA C. CRADDOCK, Cor. Sec.
Union, to bo held in Portland at the New Arion Hall,
Philadelphia, Sept. 18, 1890.
corner of Second and Oak streets, on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, the lHh, 12~h, and 13th of OcCampaigning in Washington.
tober next.
The object of this meeting, and of the Oregon
Blaine, Wbatcom county, is a thriving little city
in embryo, admirably located on the extreme north- state Sacu!ar Union, is to guarantee civil and religwest corner of the !!tate, adjoining her Britannic ious liberty to the people, secure the taxation of
majesty's domain. Its residents are giving evidence church property, and oppose the union of church
of energy, pluck, and progress. They are laying out and state.
We wad this meeting to be a grand success, and
snd grading broad, handsome streets, and erecting
stately business marts and beautiful, cosy homes.
we ask every Liberal in the state to cooperate with
Bll~ine possesses many advantages-a most salu- us and aid us in making it so. Will you come forbrious climate, beautiful scenery, picturesque location, ward, one and all, and " lend a helping baud?" Anand a backing by the richest of agricultural lands, nounce the Congress through your local papers ; cirwith abundance of giant timber and inexhaustible culate <~ards. of invitation; post up notices at your
supplies of coal and iron in the vicinity; so that, post-office and country stores, in fact, do all you can
independent of its insured prosperity from the now to let everyone know of this great, important meetdense woods becoming fruitful farms, the timber, ing; that all may attend if they so desire. Write to
coal, and iron will prompt investment of capital and President Beal and let him know what you are doing
the estoblishment of foundries, machine shops, and toward aiding the Congress ; let words d cheer remanufactories, thus insuring steady employment to sound from every city, town, and village in the state.
large numbers of skilled wage-workers, who will We most cordially invite every Liberal, every person
build homes and thus increase the city limits and who is in favor Qf the total separation of church and
value of town lots. It is providing steady employ- state, to be present. The 8peakers who are to be
ment for wage-workers that insures the permanent present will be the best that hav yet been together.
growth and prosperity of a town, not speculativ
Rents are as high as they were last year, and it
booms and flaming advertisments of real estate will cost quite a sum to pay the expenses of the Confiends.
gress. We need financial aid. Let ev(lry Liberal
The Fairhaven and Southern railroad, recently who is willing and able to do so forward a few dolpurchased by the Great Northwestern, is now being lars to help defray the expenses. AU financial aid
pushed to complet-ion with great activity. The lay- will be most thsnkfully received. Send all money
ing of the track to Blaine will be completed by to Pres. C. Baal, Portland. Ore., and he will giv credit
November let, and it will be the most northern port for it in .Freethought. Do not wait until it is too
on Puget sound reached by one of the great trans- late, for now is the time we need eDcouragement.
We can make our Congress a success if we only try.
continental systems.
The drawback to Blaine is lack of good fresh If everyone will help, even a little, our meeting will
water. Artesian wells are expected to ~Ifpply this be all that we desire.
need.
We hav lately had some neat blanks printed petiMr. Paul Smith, the eloquent and able exponent tioning the legislature of Oregon for the taxation of
of Spiritualism, prepared the way for me at Blaine church property, and we would be pleased to place
by delivering & course of lectures that aroused in- copies of this petition in the hancis of every earnest
terest and started the spirit of investigation, among Liberal worker in the state for circulation. The exthe more intelligent Christians, as to the divine in- emption of ecclesiastical property from j•1st taxation
spiration of the scriptures. However much we may is a gross injustice to the people. It is unconstif.udiffer in regard to the claims of force and energy vs. tional and not in keeping with the general principle
Spiritual phenomena, we should ever be mindful of of our government, and all laws favoring this unjust
the lasting obligations we are under for the grand ex11mption should be immediately repealed.
ROOd work done, and continually being done, by our
We also hav had copies printed of t!:J.e constitution
Spiritualist friends in dissipating the awe and rev- of tl;le Oregon state Secular Union, and we aek you,
erence for the " holy Bible" that in so many minds Liberal friends, to Eend for them and circulate them·
prove an almost inseparable barrier to investigation, throughout the state, and secure as many signatures
or even discussion of its claims to divine authority. for membership as possible. There is no member·
While justly claiming that "Truth is that which in ship fee. AU that is required is the name and postthe face of all possible opposition can be shown to office address of those who are in sympathy with the
be in conformity with fact and sound reason," yet as objects of the Union and wish to become members.
Liberals we should cheerfully accord to all others We would like to hav the name of evt-ry Liberalthe same right to accept or reject any testimony that minded person in the state recorded on our memberwe claim for ourselvs. While denouncing. the big- ship book. We already hav a large number of names.
otry of Christians and deploring their lack of charity
Now, Liberals, one and all, if you think you can
toward those who differ from them, we should be secure any signaturl'R for the petition, or for the
very careful lest we betray the same spirit toward constitution of our Union, by presenting them to
our coworkers because in some points they differ your friends and nsighbors in your locality, please
from us. Paul Smith, like James Buchanan and the send for them at once, and they will be promptly
other Spiritualists of Blaine, are of the right royal forwarded to you. Blank petitions and 'copies of the
kind. They are Liberals first, last, and all the time; constitution, and also cards of invitation, are to be
yet n.ot the less Spiritualista, zealous defenders of obtained from either Preside:ut Baal or myself.
their faith, founded on what to them is satisfactory
With best wishes for the success of our Congress,
evidence of the existence of life after death. Cer- and sincerely hoping that as many as possible will
tain it is that, until the mysterious phenomena are attend our grand meeting, and join with us in help-
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ing to promote liberty, trutb, justice, and equality,
I sm,
Ever yours faithfully,
.
ELVA DAVIDSON BLACKBURN,
Assist. Sec. 0 r~>. S ~ate Secular U oion.
Oswego, Ore., Sept.·l5, ERA oF SorENOE 290.

The Canadian Secular Union Congress.
The .annual convention of the Oanadian Secular
Union was held on S"turday and Sunday, September
13hh and 14th, in Soience Hall, 35 Adelaide s"treet
east, Toronto. At a few minutes after 8, on Saturday night, as we l<~arn by Secular 7 hought, Robt.
0. Adams, of Montreal, the president, took the 0hair,
and, after reading the announcement and program
of the convention, proceeded to read his address.
Some of the things he said were :
We hav to congratulate ourselvs that the government censorship has been defeated, and that a custom-house col-"
lector can no longer trample upon the immortal writings of
Thomas Paine. We hav secured the incorporation of a
company that will be able to publish nnd circulate Secular
literature.
An oaths bill has been prepared for the Dominion Parlia.
ment and for the province of Quebec, which givs to every
witness the option of oath or affirmation, and forbids all
inquisition into religious opinion. This bill, if passed, will
place Canada in the forefront of the nations as regards toleration, and we hav the satisfaction of knowing that the bill has
received the approval of the honorable minister of justice
and will be presented and supported at the next seRsion of
Parliament by so eminent and estimable a member as Sir Donald A. Smith. Progress at Quebec will be slower, but Influential support is already promised, and the educational effect
of the discussion of the topics involved will be valuable.
The Secularists of Toronto hav a special work before
them in the redemption of their fair city from Sabbatarian
tyranny. The museum, art gallery, and library must be
opened to the workingman on his only day of leisure, and
suitable recreation and instruction must be mad·e available
for him. The men who now uphold these restrictions
while posing as friends of God, must he shown to be enemies of Good, and freedom from ecclesiastical. tyranny and
the bondage of ancient Hebrew customs must be secured.
As the blood of Jesus loses its drawing power, the ministers
of religion are looking to legal enactments to' fill their
churches, through the monopoly of Sunday. SecularijltB
everywhere can do no better work for Liberalism than by
setting the example of a sensible desecration of the Sabbath,
and by the inculcation of intelligent opinions as to the right
observance of the rest-day so as to best promote human
welfare.
The president was freely applauded, and upon motion of Mr. Oharles Watts, seconded by Mr. Duval,
was given a vote of thanks. After the reports of
the secretary and treasurer had been read, the
former, Mr. Ellis, read letters and telegrams from
friends who were not able to be present. Oolonel
Ingersoll sent this telegram :
I congratulate the Secularists of Canada on the growth
and spread of their principles; on the increasin~ civiliz;ltion
and intellectual hospitality of the people everywhere ; on
the decay of creeds that even revision can't save. I also
congratulate them on the fact that there is published in their
midst Seeular Tlwught, one of the very best journals in the
world. I sincerely regret that I cannot be with you.
R. G. INGERSOLL.
The Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER sent this, it is
unnecessary to say, by mail:
NEw YORK, Sept. 9, 1890.
MY DEAR MR. WA.TTB : I wish I could attend your Canadian Convention, but I cannot. I hope, however, that you
will not, because of this, refuse to come to our Secular
Union Congress, to be held next month.
I hope your convention will be attended by every Freethinker in Canada. I hav watched the progress of the
Dominion toward Secularism, and ca.n see that each year it
takes a step ahead. ThiR I think is largely due to your
splendid journal, Secular Tlwu,qht, and to your convincing
lectures; and a good share of the remaining credit ls due to
your gentle but vigorous president, Robert C. Adams, under
whose guidance your Union compelled the government to
admit 'l'homas Paine's vrritinii(B to a country where they are
surely needed. I hope· the Union will push the Oaths bill,
so thR.t your courts will not longer be disgraced by supersti
tious ceremonies, nor justice be denied to men who refuse
to lose their manhooa by submitting to the mummery of
superstition.
From the standpoint of an outsider, I should Fay that, religiously, the Dominion is about twenty-five years ahead of
its position some four years ago, when you located there,
and I congratulate you. Even the Roman Catholics of
Quebec are growing in Secular grace, and w1ll soon be " on
praying ground and pleading terms," as the Methodistsof whom you hav too many with you-are wont to say. A
friend of mine who was born n ar the city of Quebec, and
who was educated for the priesth0od, but left 'he. church
to become an inventor and a business. man-a true type of a
Secularist-revisited his boyhood's home recently, and when
he returned to New York he told me this story. In the
parish where liv his relative the people hav begun to criticise
their priest, and to question whether all his acts are of infinit wisdom. Among other things they wanted to know
recently was, what became of all their money. The tithes
which the law givs him he could hav, they said; but he was
constantly demanding more, and the expenditure of this
surplus it was their right to examin. So they elected two
of the boldest of the questioners to the board of trustees,
which is supposed to tmpervise the financial affairs of the
church. These embryo heretics asked for the account
books, and were refused. "The trustees," said the priest,
" hav always accep1ed my statements, and so must you."
T• e trustees insUtuted law procePdings. Th n the priest·
preached a sermon on "ingratitude," and violently denounced the two meddlers. They gave him the alternati:v
of retracting or standing a libel suit. He retracted. Then
he called upon them and told them that unless they ceased
their "persecution" he would call down upon them the
wrat,h of God, and hinted at anathemas and curses and excommunication. At this the trustees actually laughed, and
told him that he wae some years behind the times; that
God was not now the servant of the priests, nei~her was the
priest the dispenser o! heaven's displeasure. The priest

appealed t~the bish!IP· and the bishop wrote little pastoral
letters to h1s recalcitrant children. But the trustees persisted, finally obtained the books, found that the priest had
used the parish funds to build stables for his horses and for
other private purposes, and made him refund.
This happened in the vear of the Lord 1890. in French
Canada. near Quebec! What will happen in the next c":ntury, when Upper and Lower Canada may be sovereign
states in the American Union?
SPcularism. Rationallsm, is the coming philosophy of the
world. and the coming power. The next war will be between education and ignorance-reason and superstition.
In this war the Secularists and Freethinkers must bear a
noble part. In the word!! of the ~reatest and best of men,
you are layine; the foundations of the grand temple of the
future-not the temple of all the gorls. but of all the people
-wherein, with appropriate rites, will be celebrated the religion of humanity. You are doing what little you can to
has~en the comin~ of the day when society shall cease producmg millionaires and mendicants-gorged indolence and
famished industry-truth in rags and superstition robed and
crowned.
·
W:ith such aims your work cann~t be a failure. In ~he
coim11tng years, the people now mP-etmg in your conventiOn
w be looked upon as the redeemers of their country. If I
cannot be with you let me at least be 'lf vou.
'
E. M. MAonoNALn.
L
• d f
.
.
etters werA recetve rom S11.ladm ?f the Agnostl,c
Journal, G. W. Foote of the F;eetkmker, and _G. J.
Holy,?ake,_of England; W. Alg1e. James Lockte, G
A. Ktlpatn.,k, M. Brooks, J?hn Gr'?on, and W. G.
Hay, of Canada. The presJdent satd that perhaps
more good would come from the letters of tbe ab
sen tees than fro!D the speeches of _tho~e. presen~.
The letter~ eontamed some noble and mspmng sentimenta, which would be quoted by the press over the
whole. world, and woul~ become watchwords for
them 1n the future. This undoub~edly referred t,o
the Ie~ters from England, and Editor M~cdonald 8
quota~tOn from Ingersoll: Afte~ the app_omtment of
committees the conventiOn adJOurned to Sunday
morning.
When 10 A.M. Sunday arrived, the convention was
also there, and reelected Robert 0. Adams president;
Mr. Risl!er, secretary; Mr. Earsman, treasurer. Mr.
Watts submitted the three following resolution!',
which were carried unanimously :
1. Resolved, While it is a source of regret that Mr. Charles
Bradlaugh has been compelled to withdraw from the leaderRhip of the Secular ·party in England, the Secularists and
Freethinkers of Canada send their warmest congratulations
to his successor, Mr. G. W. Foote, and wish him every success aR president of the National Secular Society.
2. Resolvtd, The memb"rs of the Canadian Secular Union
assembled in convention desire to express their heartiest
svmpathy with the American Secular Union in its efforts to
destrov Puperstition and to establish mental liberty and personal freedom from all ecclesiastical despotism.
3. Re.Yolved, That this convention unanimously record
their earnest hope that Col. Robert G. Ingersoll will visit
Canada dnrine: the coming year and giv one or more lectures
in Toronto and Montreal.
A fourth resolution wall as follows:
4. R~.~olved, The delegates and friends here assembled express their great pleasure at the nrogr"BB that Secularism has
hitherto made throughout the Dominion ; ann particularly
urge upon all friends of Liberal thought in Canaila to do
their utmost in the future to further ex\end a kn'>wledge
and the practice of the principles of the Toronto Sec 11 lar society.
During the consideration of this resolut.iov, Mr.
Moff~&tt started an interesting discul!sion on the oaths
question. He thought there was not enough attent,ion paid to this practical aspect of Secnlarism, and
drew attention to a c!lse where a man in the country
had been attacked and severely injured, but who,
upon the case coming on for trial, had not been
llllowed to giv his evidence on account of being a
Secularist, and had thu!! been denied any chance of
g-ett.ing'redrees. Mr. Mc·ff:Jott had written to their
member of P~~.rliament, but had bad no reply, and
thought the U oion should make this a special p'lint
for work during the next year. Mr. Morris mentioned a case in which he had been allowed to giv his
evidence in a civil action under 11:ffhma.tion. Mr.
Middleton explained that this law only applied to
civil, not to criminal cases. The president said.
und~'-r t.he Ontario statute!!, the judge had the option
of admitting evidence in civil cases if he thought the
interests of justice demanded it, but it should not be
left to the judge to decide such a question. No inquiry into the religious belief of wi •neeses should be
allowed. Oapt. Simpson mentioned a case in which,
on the trial of a suit in which he was the plaintiff, the
judge bad decided to admit his evidence. Mr.
Duval emphasized the import.ance of writing to members of Parliament and calling their attention to the
absurdity of the present law. The resolution was
then unanimously carried.
A fifth resolution read :
5. Resolved, InaRmuch as humanity is higher than nationality, the Secularists and Freethiakers of Canada send their
warme!!t JZreetl.ngs to their Secular brothers and sisters in
every land; believing in the philosophy of the noble sentiments of Thomas Paine, " The world is my country, to do
good my rellgion."
0 ther resolutions relating t.o local work in Oanada
were also passed, and next summer the Union will
hav open-air speaking as _a re~ult. Ooneiderable tiD?-e
was also spent in considermg the best way to aid
Secularism by papers, tracts, libraries, buildings,
etc. Mr. Ellis added that he thought SAcularists
as a body should take an activ part in the discussion
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of the great and fundamental questlons which were
agitating the masses on both sides of the Atlana· ·a ]"
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lC.. b was. ecommg a qu~s .10n O n 1~1 ua IBm
agamst some system of Somal1Bm; and while he regarded the former as an impracticable attempt to
carry the crude principles of Natural Selection into
the national life the latter he looked upon as the
1 •t• t
t
' f h h
•t · •
· h
egi Ima eO~ come O ~ !!~ u_manz arl&UI~m whtc w~s
at the bas1s of all ClvilJzattOn, and wh1ch sse;ks lD
cooperation for the general good the attainment of
the highest possible individual good and happiness.
H 180 th
ht th t S u1 ·
h uld b
~ a
• oug"
a
ec ar1sm ~. O
. a some·
th~ng besides mere Freethought -for mstance,
SCience and philosophy.
Sunday evening was the closing session of the
congress and those who were fortunate enough to
.'
d"
.
eecnre either seats or stan mg-room at the evenmg
session (and a large number arrived only to find the
hall crowded) enjoyed an exceptionally good program. The music provided by Mr. Monk was of a
most recherche character (so the reporter charges)
. 1
and was loudly applauded; and Mrs. Watts's reCitation (delivered as it was with all her accustomed histrionic ability and charm of manner) was rapturously
received, as it well deserved to be. Mr. Obarles
Watts presided.
.Oaptain Ada.rus then proceeded to deliver the lecture for which he bad been announced~ His subject
was, "Hav Faith in Man," and the following is a
brief summary: The character and culture of all
persons are indicated by the motivs that impel them
to act. AU ·effort is based on the as1mrance of suecess, and two classes of motivs giv rise to this assur'lnce-tl;te supernatural and the natural. These may
be termed faith in God and faith in man, trust in
divine interposition and trust in human effort, belief
in prayer and belief in works. The intellectual
status of the man and the civilization of the race or
nation are in accord with the degree of supernatural
belief, so that the rationalistic man is the most intelligent and the skeptical nation is the most civilized. The more God the less knowledge, and the
more knowledge the less God.
Faith in God has proved a failure. It has not
secured the advance of knowledge. It was when
man invented printing, in the fifteenth century, that,
as Taine says, " men first opened their eyes and
saw." It has failed to preserve from danger. Seven
thousand earthquakes hav destroyed thirteen million Jives, and countless shipwrecks bav overwhelmed
· d f
·
Wh
•t
1
t
t
myria 8 0 praymg men. · · en we .rave • our rus
is in the pilot, the shipbuilder, and the mechanic, in
the locomotiv engineer and the switchman, in man's
knowledge and effort. The popular estimate of the
value of supernatural aid was shown by the old lady
who, when told in a storm that there was no hope
but t-rust in God, dflApairingly exclaimed," Oh, L')rd,
h:As it come to that~" From man's study of natural
forces and not from direct "revelation," has come all
sanitation, invention, discovery, political freedom,
and economic prosperity. It is Rlltionalism that in
all advancing lands has secured libHty and reform,
and it is man's knowledge of and conquest over natural forces upon which a!l progress depends. Kingcraft and priestcraH must giv place to handicraft.
Mr. Watts then made a few concluding remarks
of congratulation and encourageme!lt, which were
enthusiastically received by the aud1ence; and half
au hour or so was spent in pleasant conversation,
and r~>e:retful leave-takings brought the convention
of 1890 to a close.

Lt!ctnres and Meetings.
MR. H. 0 P&NT.lWOBT has resumed his Sunday meetings.
He speaks on Sundays at 11 o'clock A.M., in Newark, N.J.,
1'\t Liberal League Hall, Halsey street, near Market; at 3:30
p M., in Brooklyn, at Everett Assembly Rooms, Bridge
street, corner of Willoughby; and at 8 o'clock P.M., in New
York, at Grand Opera House Hall, entrance on Twenty.
third street, near Eighth avenue~
FoR a few weeks the Liberals of the East hav an oppor.
tunity of hearing a new Freethought lecturer if they so desire. Miss Ada Campbell, of Australia, is ~ojourning wit_h
us and is willing to take the platform.· Miss Campbell IB
on~ of the pioneers of Liberalism in Australia and New Zea.
Jand-a brilliant, bustling woman who penetrated new territory·and carried the gospel of freedom into the moun.tains
and cities of Australasia. The press of that extra contment
speak highly of her ability. The Press, New Zealand, says
of one of her efforts : " The stage at the Theater Royal 'Yas
occupied last night by Miss Ada Campbell, an Australian
Freethought Iecturess, who is announced ~o deliver s series
of Sunday evening discourses here, her subJect for last evening being • Sunday in the Li~ht of Reason, Its Use and
Abuse."- Miss Campbell is a fluent and forcible s~eaker, of
prepossessing appearance, and considerable dramatic power,
d has at command a fund of incident and anecdote, both
an
- d"ICIOUB
· 1Y seasons her
l!'rave and gay, with which she very JU
address, and thus irresistibly interests her hearers. The audience last night was a fairly large one, and the lecturess
received more than the ordinary share of al'plause allotted
to entertainers or perhaps, as she would rather be Etyled,
enlighteners, ;f her description, w~ile she cer~ainly ca~se~
genuin amusement by her vivactous and witty sallies.
Miss Campbell may be addressed in care of Dr. Elliott, 160
West 14th street, New York city.
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~ommunitations.

boy from that false bock. I certainly went to thf-'
man who sold my boy that book and made him return
the money. Then do you wonder that Catholics cry
•
against public scho.ols ?
Again, I learned enough about the pubhc schools
to know that there are boob, pictures, and conversation carried on there calculated to fill the mind with
impurity, and let m~ tell y.ou tb~t t~e first thought
of Oat.holic parents 1s to ra1se the1r children pure and
undefiled. A pure mind helps to make a healthy
body a healthy body begets a healthy cff~pring
one ~f the great causes of the rapid increase of
Catholics in America. I tell you that if there had
been a sufficient number of priests to watch and
administer the sacraments and preach in the right
tovgue to all the Catbolil'A who come to AmAriM. '!e
would to-dav hAv in the United States 30 000 000 1D
place of 10 000 000. I hav. traveled .eig.ht years
"mongst Southern people, .selhng Cathohc hterature.
I found them noblP, hospitable people. They came
~o Texas from all part.s of the South. Three- fourths
of them are derived from old Irish stock; they are
blood of mv blood, and though they bear such
names as O'Neal, O"Dougherty, McMahon, and hundreds of old Catholic names, they know nothing true
of the religion of their fathers, so that millions are
lost to the church. We shall at the la11t day hav to
account to God of our stewardship. Where is the
shepherd or shepherds to whom the loss of th~se
millions are charged ! I could in my poor way wnte
you for hours, for days, of the beauties of the Christian doctrin, the religion of love. Though you pub
lish horrible ideas in your paper I do not hate you.
I will pray for you that the sacred heart of Jesus
may giv you grace to see the truth. The friend who
sends you. this can, if he likes, tell you th~At I am
only a poor layman. I hav a horror of the nonbelief in Jesus Christ., a horror of the teachings of
your journal, for I find so much in it that is not
true. I want you to publish all of this, or none.
Praying that Christ may giv you the t.rua light,
CJJAS. BoYLE.
Sincerely,
San Antonio, July 7, 1890.

A. f'atbolic D£>f(>nds His Church.
To THE EmToR OF TE:u:· TRUTH BEEKER, 8i1· : On sevPral
occasie>ns I hav loaned mv TRUTH SEEKER to a Ca•holic,
who k.. eps a book~te>re. He ~aid he would like to reply
to Peck's article with regard to Catholics, owing their first
allegiance to the church .. Inclosed please find his reply.
Very respectfully,
W. J. LoOKE.
THE REPLY.
A friend handed me a copy of your pape~. It is
distressing to think there are so many who m1sunder
stand, or are so ignorant of, the teachings of the
Catholic church. The idea that I cannot be a loyal
citizen of this republic and a true Catholic at the
same time, is to me ridiculous, and I am sure no one
who has read the history of America's struggle for
independence will ever make such a charge. General
Washington warned Americans to never forget the
noble part that Catbolics took in the strue-gle for
independeuce. I always f11el proud to think of thE>
muster roll of that grand little army, for there I find
thousands of C8oth<:~lic names, Iri~h Catholic names,
not to speak of the l!'!gions of France who took part
in the glorious cause. Look at the Tory ranh.
You find no Ciitbolics there. Then again in 1812,
and in evPry war for the preservation of our gov .. rnment, I find my people in great numbers. Four
sons of my father marchFd under the s~ars and
stripes to the tune of "Rally Around the Jl'Jilg," and
I hav a good right to know the feeling of my people.
Irish American Catholics, priests and laymen, are as
true to the principles of a republican eoverpment as
any class in the republic dare be. We can march
out against any force that would dare to invade this
country for the purpose of subjugating it, or of
destroying our Oonst.itut.ion that guarantees us freedom and religious libnty. The blooi of Ireland
:flows in the veins of thirty millions of the American
.people.
Irishmen hav bad a fearful eJ:perience with kingly
a;nd qut>enly rule, and the person who would try to
set up such a rule in America would not wear his
crown twenty-four hours. In all things spiritual we
SOME FACTS ON THE SUBJECT.
humbly bow to the teaching of .the Catholic church.
Bon. Jo"n Jav in t11.e Inde;penaent.
With the pope as supreme judge, we can say, with
The national incident occurring at Washington so
the gr<>at O'ConnAll, "We will take our religion soon after the centennial celebrat.ion and the inaugufrom Rome; our politics are our own." There never ration of a Roman university, to teach the oanon law
was anything taught amongst my forefathers but in all its antagonism to the Constitution and the
the Christian dectrin. The religious practices of my common law, naturally recalls and emphasizes the
parents strengthened my love for the doctrin of bold experiment which seems to hav been accomChrist. I bav studied and practiced it from my plished without demur, of indul1ing the president to
youth. I find it the religion of pure love-love for lend to the inauguration the c:fficial sanct.ion of his
my neighbor, no matter whether he be Turk, Jew, or presence, by professions of loyalty ; and then d
Infidel. I may abhor their ideas, but must pity and placing him at the banquet, not in the se~t of honor
Ion them for Jesus's sake. I found the sacraments, to which the executiv of the republic is accustomed
covfession and communion, to giv me strength and entitled, but in a second place, as subordinate
against the passions that poor humanity is heir to, to a Roman Canadian cardinal. The act presented
in order to lead a pure, holy life, a "loving, spiritual prominently to the American people, although owing
life." Catholics must go often to confession '"nd to the regrettable reserve of the press it is neither
communion.- Confession is not a matter of ·form. known nor apprE'ciated by all Americans, the promiIn order that our sins be forgiven, we must hav a nent antagonistic fPatures of the Latin and American
hearty sorrow for our sins; we must hav a firm pur- civilizations, one of which is thus announced with
pose of amendment, or else our confessions are bad, singular clearness by the Ci1Jilta Oattolica, whose
and it would be far better not to make them at all ; papal authority is beyond q•1estion:
in fact, such confessions make people worse, and
The lRoman] church is empowered to amend and to canbring gre!t calamities on themselvs and their fam- cel the Civil laws or the sentences proceedinl!: from a secular
ilies. Tile true C<~otholic, when he goes on his knees court whenever they may be in colliRion with the spiritual
weal ; and she has the faculty to check the abuse of the exand confesses to the priest, "the visible representa- ecutiv
and of the armed forces, f'·r even to prescribe their
tiv of Cnrist," though he tells his sins to the priest, employment whenever the requirements for the protection
and the priest givs him absolution, that absolution of the Christian faith may require it. . . . Therefore,
is of no avail unless the penitent felt that he was the civil ruler of a Christian people must be In subordination
confessing t.o almighty God, telling the whole truth, to the Christian priesthood and especially to the Roman
and makiilg a firm promis never to commit such ,.ins pontiff.
again. This, you see, does away with the charge
THE RULER OF THE PRIESTS.
often made against Catholics, viz., "that they can
commit any crime, and all they hav to do is to go to The Rev. James Mcf1ol!lrw11, Roman Catholic Bishop of. Duluth.
"The lips of the p•iest shall bep knowledge and
the priest, giv hir:n som~ money, and he for~ivs them
they shall sePk the law at his mouth." The priest is
all their sins." R,diculous.
~
I tell you, if I owned the state of Texas, and I the guardian of the sacraments, and if there be for his
was to giv it to a priest on condition that he for- 11 'lck any proximate danger of sin, they are bound to
giv me a certain sin, it would avail me nothing un- warn them and prevent., if possible, the danger.
less I was heartily sorry, and if I wronged my neigh- But it must be remembered that the priest is a
member of a living church, and that he cannot, acbor I would hav to m11b reparation.
N 1w, about the public school question. All the cording to his whims and fancies, make laws; his
schooling I ever got was a few years in the public bu~iness is to act according to the laws made by the
school!". I neve~· found anything objectionable in church, and interpret and condemn as she interprets
the old Sander's readers. And if Protestants would and condemns.
stop poking false history and matters calculated to
excite prf'j •1dice into school- books, we would not bav
THE RIGHTFUL EMPEROR.
so much excitement on this q•IeAt.ion. But no father
Bttl! of Pope GreQoriJ VII.
wants his child to learn lies One day mv boy had
He (the popP) alone has the right to assume emto get a history. When I came home he said. "Pa, pire. AU nations must kiss his feet.
I hav Parley's U aiversal Historv." I wa!l almost
struck dumb. I had read so much about P11rley's
WJJAT THE PRESENT POPE THINKS ON THE SUBJECT.
vile stuff and to think that here it was put into the
EnC1Jcltcal Of Lfo Xlll. or Jan. 10, 1889.
bands of my boy as truth-it aroused all the bitter
If the laws of the state are openly at variance
feelings of my nature, for I wished my boy to be with the law of God-if they ir:-:tl;ct injury upon the
brought up loving and b!\ing loved in return by his church-if tbey clash with the dictates of religion,
schoolmates, but here was put into his hands an or set at naught the authority of Jesus Christ which
instrument -that would cause him to despise the is invested in the supreme pontiff, then, indeed, it
practices of all that his forefathers held dear. Here becomes a du~y to resist them, a sin to render obewas a book that would cause his schoolmates to dience.
. N ~~ov, it is a duty assigned by God
despise him and his psrants. I certainly went to the church to make resis~ance, if at any time the
c_Jnickly to this teacher 1:\nd forbade her to teach my· st1te does harm to religion, and to strive that the

virtue of the gospel shall in:tluence t.he laws and
institutions of peoples. . . . There is no true
and lawful authority except that which comes from
God the sovereign Lord of all, who alone has power
to giv man authori~y over his fellow-man. . ...
Now to declare what is the divine teaching is
the function of the teaching church to whom God
has intrusted the gu'ardianship and interpretation of
his words. But the highest teacher in the church is
the .Roman porit!ff. Hence, as t~e union .of min~
necessitates a perfect agreement !n _one fa1th, S? 1t
calls all wills to be perfectly subm1sslv and obed1ent
to the church and the Roman pontiff as to God.
. . . The diminution and loss of Christian faith
is shown most of all in the wrongs which are too
often done to the Oatbolic religion publicly and
before the eyes of men-wrongs which an age that
practiced religion would not suffer for a moment.

------·.

Still Quibbling.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: My
strictures on your criticism of Lyman C. Howe I
marked ad libitum and did not really expect to see
the letter printed. ' But what I write now I do expect you to print.
.
. .
.
" Quibbles" is your pohte ed1tor1al beadmg. Let
us see who is the quibbler.
You now charge Mr. Howe with having bad sittings with Mr. R~<id for slate-writing pr.ior to November' 1889, "which," you say, " ,,were 10 every case
total fa1lures, as he now tells us.
It does not appear from the quot.ation you.made
from Mr. Howe in November, 1889, that pr10r to
that time be had any sittings for slate-writing with
the medium Reid. But writing in August, 1890,
Mr. Howe says: "I bav had sittings with Walter
E. Raid for independdnt slate-writing. In every
case it was a total failure."
You now admit that you unintentionally garbled a
quotation from the medium Reid, and mistakenly
attributed it to Mr. Howe; but you in11ist that " the
inadvertent substitution of the words 1 were all' for
1 are' in no wise changes the matter."
That depends
on whether you are right in your present allegation,
that Mr. Howe's 11it.tings for slate-writing were
before November, 1889.
My criticism was based on the record produced by
yourself, and I leave it to the reader whether there
was any quibble on my part.
If I had found in the "Ooe Hundred and Fortyfour Proposition" Proved Affirmativly and Negativly
from Scripture; Without Comment," as bad a blunder
a'il yours concerning Mr. Howe's alleged self·
contradiction, I would bav felt mortified.
In regard to your other blunder in comparing a
private note of mine (which was itself an Pditorial
indiscretion) with a public letter of Miss Wixon, I
appeal to the record in THE TRUTH SEEKER for ~y
vindication, and I cannot believe that even M1ss
Wixon herself will say that the statement you
quoted from my private letter was inaccurate.
Many VPars ago there was a tilt between the editor
of the Tribune and a schoolmaster. The latter was
sccused of using b11d grammar. He, in turn, gave
Mr. Dana, the managing editor, a countercharge.
To this Mr. Dana replied pPrsonally saying that he
was not the editor of th" Tribune; and he added, "It
is another person than me."
There was grammar for you. And yet I consider
Mr. D<ina the ablest editor in the country.
Moral : It is better to teach by example than by
precE'pt.
EuRR.
A PARABLE.-There was a man once standing on
thA banks ol tbl'l Mississippi river, and in one of the
numerous eddies he saw a straw :floating up stream;
and he went straigh~way throughout the world proclaiming that the Mis~issippi river had changed its
course and ran north from the Gulf of Mexico nigh
up to tl:;e British possessions. But the world heeded
him not. It knew better -ED. T. S.

New England From 1620 to 1789.
This was the period when the so-called "blue laws"
were most rigorously enforced, not only in ConnE'cticut,
with which tradition associates them, but in· Massachusetts. In the formflr colony no food or lodging
could be given to a Q 1aker, Adamite, or other heretic. No one coufd run on the Sabbath day or walk
in his garden .or elsewhere, except reverently to and
from meeting. No one could travel, cook victuals,
make beds, sw'ePp bouse, cut hair, or shave on the
S11bbath day. No wonaan could kiss her child on
Sabbath or fasting day. Whoev~>r brought cards
into the colony paid a fine of £5. N u one could read
the Book of Common Prayer, keep Christmas or
Saints' Days, make minced pies, dance, play cards, or
play on any inst,rument of music, except the trumpet,
drum, and jewsharp. Liquor "drinking was regulated,
and the use of tobacco was tinkered incessantly. No
one under twenty-one years, nor anyone not previousl1
accustomed to it, could take tobacco without a physician's certificate. No one could take it publicly in
the streets or in the fields or woods, ex<1ept on a
journey of at least ten miles. Nor could anyone
take it in any house. in his town with more than Q~e
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other person taking it at the same time. (This last
injunction was leveled at tbe so-called "tobacco
parliaments.") About 1645 the M,ssachusetts magistrates were greatly troubled that the people would
tell lies. The general court bad already prohibited
gaming, and now added bowling and the shu fila-board
to other prohibited amusements. Plymouth Ooiony prosecuted for mixed dancing, and Massa!lhusetts
forbade it in ordinaries at weddings. In 1650 domestic manners needed refining in the colonies as well as
in the mother country. The Massachusetts ·general
court forbade husbands to strike wives ; neither was
the helpmate to lift her hand against the would- be
master of her person. Still more anxious and assid·
nons were the effuts to regulate dress, which in the
view of colonial magistrates was meant not only to
cover and protect people, but to classify them. But
the sober costume in which New England men and
women were ordered to appear constantly tended to
break out in 'xbravagance of texture, form, or color.
The doublet was common to both sexes. Gentlemen
wore it over a sleeved waistcoat, something like our
jacket. The sleeves were often slashed and embroidered, though such ornamentation was forbidden
by statute. F"lling bands at the neck were very
common, and sometimes they were embroidered. A
deep linen collar sometimes served in place of the
bands. Trunk hose. were worn and long stockings,
with shoes tied or ornamented with rosets. A bea
ver or felt bat covered the head. Embroidered
gloves were almost essential to handsome dress ;
gentlemen wore gauntlets, the wrist fhps richly
figured or fringed. Swords were often suspended
from elaborate shoulder belts. In spite of reiterated
legal prohibitions, gold and silver lace was often
seen. But the great majority dressed plainly. Any
one of less estate than two hundred pounds was held
to a strict account in the matter of clothes. The
women under this rank off.mdad especially by wearing silk and tiffany hoods ; they also wore broadbrimmed hats. Under the pointed stomacher and
gown the women wore a petticoat either of woolen
stuff or of rich silk or brocade, according to their
station. The ruff had lately given place to a broad
coUar, plain or embroidered, falling over the shoulders. Leather clothing was much worn, by laborers
especially. The taaned deerskin, which the Indians
taught the colonists to prepare, served well for
garments. Hampshire kersays were used for common wear. Monmouth caps and red Kent capes are
mentioned among the articles used by the lower
classes. A mandilion, or over jacket, was fastened
with hooks and eyes. Their shoes had wonden
heels. The so called Irish stockings of the period
were, apparently, not knit, but made of cloth.
Bright hues were not approved of in any social class.
When merchants ordered cloth from their London
correspondents they were careful to specify " sadcolored stuffs."
Pacoadilloes occupied a large pad of the time of
selectmen and county courts. In 1649 Rsading
fined three married women five shillings each for
soolding. This was a common offense, according t.n
judicial records. One MatthAw Stanley was fined £5
for winning the afl'Mtions of John Tarbox's daughtAr
without her parents' consent. Oonne~ticut, in 1636
would not allow any youn~ unmarried man to keep
house, but Windsor in 1652 permitted Isaac Shelden
and Samuel Rockwell to .keep house together, "so
they carried themselvs soberly and did not entertain
idle persons by day or night." Husking often gave
rise to a degree of festivnees that worried the magistrates. In Long Island, where the customs were
very like those of New En!lland, one James Chichester, at a corn husking in 1661, found a red ear and
said that he must kiss " Bette " Scudder. The damsel replied that she would " whip his brick." These
endearments ended in a acuffi.s, whereat Goody Scudder interposed. The result was a summons before
the town court and a fine of twelve shillings, with
costs, for James, who probably eschewed red ears
thereafter.

Colonel

In~ersoU

on Sunday ObServance.

.A Reomt rntervieto in the Mm·ntny Journal.

Ool. R Jbert G. Ingersoll reclined in his swivel
ahair yesterday afternoon looking comfortably cool
in spite of the torrid weather, when a Journal reporter called at his Wail street offioe.
His cherubic face beam~'~d with the milk of human
kindness as he extended hie hand in greeting,
sayin~:

"Now, Mr. Journal, if you hav not turned census
enumerator and want to know all about my anatomy,
I am ready to talk to you."
He settled himself for a chat, while the reporter
assured him that all he wanted to know was his views
on the workingmen's S!lbbath and bow it should be
·
kept.
"All right," said tbe colonel, genially, with a comical sigh of relief, " go ahead."
Thus invited the reporter asked:
" What do you think of the sacredness of' the
Sabbath?"
Colonel Ingersoll replied in his impressh' manner:
" ~ thin~ all days, all t~mes 1 and ~til seasons are

alike sacrad. I think the best day in a man's life is
~be day that he was truly the happiest. Every day
m which good is done to humanity is a holy day.
" If I were to make a calendar of sacred days, I
would put down the d6ys in which the greatest inventions came to the mind of genius ; the days when
Pcattertld tribes became nations; the days when good
la.ws were passed; the days when bad ones were
repealed; the days when kings were dethroned and
the people given their own.
" In other words, every day in which good has
been done; in whioh men and women hav truly
faUen in love ; days in which babes were born destined to change the civilization of the world. These
are all sacred days. Days on which men hav fought
for the right, suffered for the right, died for the
right; all d!lyS in which there were heroic actions
for ~ood. The day when slavery was abolished in
the United States is holier than any SabbBth by
reason of ' divine consecration.'
"Of course, I care nothing about the sacredness
of the S~bbath because it was hallowed in the Old
Testament, or because on that day Jehovah is said
to hav rested from hie labors. A S}:'lace of time can
not be sacred, any more than a ncuum can be
sacred, and it is rendered sacred by deeds done in it,
and not in and of itself.
"If we should finally invent some means of traveling by which ·we could go a thousand miles a day, a
man could escape Sunday all his life by traveling
west. He could start Monday, and stay in Monday sll
t.he time. Or, if he should some time get near the
North Pole, he could walk faster than the earth
turns, and thus beat Sunday all the while."
.
"Should not the museums and art galleries be
thrown open to the workingmen free on Sunday~"
asked the Journal.
"Undoubtodly. In all civilized countries this is
done, and I believe it would be done in New York,
only it is said that money has been given on condition that the museums should be kept closed on
Sunday. I hav 1\lso heard it said that large sums
will be withheld by certain old people who hav the
prospect of dying in the near future, if the museums
are opened on Sunday.
" This, however, seems to me a very poor and shallow excuse. Money should not be received under
such conditions. One of the curses of our Muntry
bee been the giving of gifts to religious colleges on
certain. conditions. As, for instance, the money given
to Andover by the original founder on the condition
that a certain creed be taught, and other large
amounts hav been given on alike condition. Now,
the result of this is that the theological professor
must teach what these donors hav indicated or go
out of the institutio:r.; or-and this last 'or' is
~eneraUy the trouble-teach what he does not
believe, endeavoring to get around it by giving new
meanings to old words.
" I think the cause of intellectual progress has
been much delayed by these conditions put in the
wills of supposed benefactors, so that after they are
dead they can rule people who hav the habit of being
alive. In my opinion a corpse is a poor ruler, and
after a man is dead he should keep quiet.
'·Of course all that he did will Iiv, and should be
allowed to hav its natural effect. If he was a great
inventor or discoverer, or if he uttered great truths,
these became the property of the world; hut he
should not endeavor, after he is dead, to rule· the
living, by conditions attached to gifts.
" All the museums and libraries should be opened,
not only to the workingmen, but to all others. If
to see great paintings, great statues, wonderful
works of art ; if to read the thoughts of the greatest men-if these things tend to the civilization of
the race, then they should be put as nearly as possible within the reach of all.
"The man who works eight or ten or twelve hours
a day has no time during the six days of labor to
visit libraries or museums. Sunday is his day of
leisure, his day of recreation, and on that day he
should bav the privilege, and he himself should
deem it a right, to visit all the public libraries and
museums, parks and gardens.
" In other words, I think the laboring man should
bav the same rights on Sunday, to say the least of
it, that wealthy people hav on other days. The man
of wealth bas leisure. He can attend these places
on any day he may desire; but necessity being the
master of tb~ poor man, Sunday is his one day for
such a purpose. For men of wealth to close the
museums and libraries on that day shows that they
hav either a mistaken idea as to the well-being of
their fellow-men, or that they care nothing about
the rights of any except the wealthy.
.
" Personally, I hav no sort of patience with the
theological snivel and drivel about the sacredness of
the Sabbath. I do not understand why they do nob
accept the words of their own Oh•ist, namely, that
'the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for
the Sabbath.'
" The hypocrite of Judea were great sticklers for
the Sabbath, and the orthodox Ohristians of New
York are exactly the same. My own opinion is that
a man who has been at work all the week, in the
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dust and heat, can hardly afford to waste his Sun·
day in bearing an orthodox sermon-a sermon that
givs him the chel:lrful intelligence that his chances
for being damned are largely in the majority.
"I think it far better for the workingman to get
acquainted with his family, to go out into the park,
into the woods, up to some Garman garden, where
he can bear the music of Wagner, or even the waltzes
of Strauss, or to take a boat and go down to the
shore of the sea. I think that in summer a few
waves of the ocean are far more refreshing than all
the orthodox sermons of the world.
·
"As a matter of fact, I believe the preachers leave
the city in the summer and let the devil do his
worst. Whether it is believed that the devil has
less power in warm weather, I do not know:_. But I
do know that, as the mercury rises, the anxiot.y about
souls decreases, and the hotter New York becomes
the cooler hell seems to be.
" I want the workingman, no matter what he
works at-whether at doctoring people or trying
lawsuits or running for office--;-to },tav a resl good
time on Sunday. He, of course, must be carefui not
to interfere with the rights of ethers. He ought not
to play draw poker on the steps of a church.
"Neither should he stone a Chinese funeral, nor
go to any excesses ; but all the week long he should
hav it in his mind: 'Next Sunday I am going to hav
a good time. My wife and I and the children are
going to hav a happy time. I am goi-ng out with the
girl I like.' Or, 'My yonng man is going to take me
to the picnic.' And this thought, and this hope, of
having a good time on Sunday-of seeing soma great
pictures up at the Metropolitan Art Gallery-together
with a good many bad oneE-Will make work easy
and lighten the burden on the shoulders of toil.
"I take a great interest, too, in the workingwomen-particularly in the working- women. I think
every working-man should see to it that every
working-woman has a good time Sunday. I am no
preacher. All I want is that everybody should' enjoy
himself in such a way that he will not, and does not,
interfere with the enjoyment of others.
"It will not do to say that we cannot trust the people. Our government is based upon the idea that
the people can be trusted, and those who say that
the workingmen cannot be trusted do not believe in
republican or democratic institutions.
.
"For one, I am perfectly willing to trust the work·
ing people of the country. I do, every day. I
trust the engineers on the cars and steamers. I ·
trust the builders of houses. I trust all laboring
men tvery day of my life, and if the laboring people
of the country were not trustworthy-if they were
malicious or dishonest-life would not be worth
living."
·
Thanking Mr. Ingersoll in the name of a million
readers, the reporter departed from the smiling
presence of the great advocate.
Helen and We Feel Bad But Thankful.
Frorn l.ibel"tll, B. R. Tucli:er's .A narohist Organ.

The editor of THE TRUTH SxxKER is not a very acute or
penetrating thinker. The subject of social reform he understands about as deeply as th!;!t other Liberal light, Helen
Gardener. Here is what he says in a recent issue: " Mr.
Dana, of the New York Sun, in a two-line editori11l, lays
down this rule for acquiring a worldly competence: ' One
rule for getting rich is to mind your own business.' Mr.
Pentecost of- the Twentieth Century has found another
method. He says : ' When poor people will no longer become policemen nor soldiers, then poor people will be free ;
and when poor people are f•ee, they will be no longer poor.'
If the Sun's rule is true, why are not all those who do mind
their own business above want; and if Mr. Pentecost's
words are true, why are not all who abstain from joining the
army and the police force in the same condition? Is it possible that both philosophers are wrong?" No, both philosophers are ril!ht. If the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER understood their meaning, he would not regard the two state.
ments as different, but would see that they both express the
same idea. Those who do mind their own business are nat
above want simply because other people interfere with them
and plunder and enslave them .. · If everybody determined to
mind his own business, there would be no involuntary poverty in the world, and this is what Mr. Dana theoret.ically
recommends, though practically he favors a thousand and
one governmental villainies. Those who abstain from joining the army and police force are not above want, because
those who do not so abstain are ready to enforce the restrictions and tyrannical demands of the meddlers and loaftr3
who wish. to liv at other people's expense. If nobody joined
the army and police force, the pretended saviors of society
could not enforce their wishes, and everybody would hav
his due.

WHAT strikes us most in considering the medieval
tortures, is not so much their diabolical barbarity,
which it is indeed impossible to exaggetate, as the
extraordinary variety, and what may be termed the
artistic skil1, they displayed. They represent a condition of thought in which men had pondered long
and carefully on all the forms of suffering, had compared and combined the different kinds of torture,
till they had become the most consu~mate ·mas! ers
of their art had expended on the subJect all theresources of the utmost ingenuity, and had pursued it
with the ardor of a passion. . . . . In e!ery pris~n
the crucifix and the rack stood s1de by s1de, and 1n
almost every country the abolition of torture was at
last effected by a movement which the church opposed, and by men whom she had cursed.-Lecky.
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What 1'hey Say About The Picture Book
Prom San Francisco Preetllau.gllt.

The . Truth Seeker Company's " Pictorial Text-Book"
comes pretty near being the greatest thing of the age. It
contains about two hundred !ull-pagA pictures and the same
number of pages or reading matter, making nearly four hundred pages in all, of the size of Freethouqht. The picture of
Watson Heston as a frontispiece does questionable justice to
the handsome Missourian, but is fine-looking, nevertheless.
What adds doubly to the value of the illustrations is the text
appearing opposit each and giving the picture fresh significance. The editor has drawn on something like two hundred
authorities to justify the artist, and in so doing brings to.
gether a formidable collection of sentiment against the Christian church and its claim to being a diviue and beneficent institution. The price of the book is two dollars, and it is
worth five.

" ' 3. The repeal of all laws enforcing the observance o_f
Sunday as a 1·eligious institution. rather than an economw
one justified by physiological and other secular reasons. .
•.', 4. The cessation of all appropriations of the public
funds for educational end charitable institutions of a secta•
·
rian order.
'' '5. The abolition of ecclesiastical chaplaincies paid out
of the public treasury.
" • 6. The discontinuance of the practice of the appointment by the president of the United States and the governors of the several states of religious festivals and fasts.
'' • 7. The substitution of a solemn affirmation, under the
pains and penalties of perjury, in the courts and in all other
departments of the government, in place of the common
form of a judicial oath.
'' ' 8. The defense through the courts of any American
citizen whose equal religious and political rights are denied,
or who is oppressed on account of any opinions he may hav
held or expressed on the subject of religion.
'• ' 9. Tbe promullration by all peaceable and orderly means,
of the great principles of religious liberty and equal rights,
devotion to truth for its own sake, and universal brotherhood on the ground of a common humanity; and the protection of the state from encroachments of the church.'
" The strength of the Secular movement is not to be
judged from the number of members in the Secular Union,
or from the slze of its conventions, any more than the
strength of our national Christianity is to be judged from
the numbers embraced in the National Reform Association.
The .Ame1·ican &ntinel represents a body of Christian people, the Seventh Day Adventists, who hav ardently espoused
the Secular theory and are propagating it with extraordinary
diligence. They hav also organized a society-the Religious
Liberty Association. Many other Christian people, including many ministers of religion, are intelligent and thoroughgoing 8ecularists in their political beliefs. Multitudes are
misled by the appeal to our written Constitution in its silence
concerning God and the Christian religion. All who advocate a purely Secular education in our public schools range
themselvs on the same side, for the school molds the nation
and is intended to do so, and the objection which avails to
rule the idea of God out of the school.ho~se will avail to
abolish chaplaincies and Thimksgiving proclamations, and
eliminate every religious idea from our national life. All
who seek to base our Sabbath laws and the Sabbath observing usages of our government on purely Secular or humanitarian considerations, without reference to the author of the
Sabbath, are arguing to the same result. The issue joined
in these discussions is simply this: Hav we as a nation any
God to whom we pray and whose law we acknowledge? It
is the gravest, deepest, farthest-reaching issue which has
ever arisen in our history. The right answer to great prac.
tical questions which are pressing on the nation depends on
the right settlement of this underlying issue, and the fact
that these practical questions hav arisen and cannot be
shoved aside indicates that the ilecision of this deeper ques.
tion c.annot be much longer poPtponPd."

As several purchasers of the " Pictorial Text-Book"
desired some blank leaves inserted therein to enable them to
make annotations or record thoughts, a small part. of the
The Seventh Day Adventists, through the Sentinel,
edition has been printed with such additions. Those who
are
good allies in working for some of our D<~mands.
desire the book with these extra pages hav only to express
But their Religious Liberty Association holds the fol·
the wish when ordering.
lowing principles :
The Secular Union's A.llies and Enemies.
"1. We bdieve in the religion taught by Jesus Christ.
By the reasoning of the God-in-the-Constitution"2. We believe in temperance, and regard the liquor
.
traffic as a curse to society.
1sts, as set forth by their organ, the Christian States" 3. We believe in supporting the civil government, and
man, the American Secular Union has innumerable submitting to its authority.
allies, the good faith of some of whom, however, we
'' 4. We deny the right of any civil government to legislate
are disposed to question. But let the Statesman on religious questions.
hav its say; its frank avowal of treason to American
"5. We believe ir. is the right, and should be the privilege,
political principles will perhaps arouse some of our of every man to worship according to the dictates or his own
conscience.
friends who are resting in security:
, , 6. We also believe it to be our duty to use every lawful
"For many years we hav published, from time to time, and ho:orable means to prevent religious legislation by the
the 'Demands of Liberalism,' as formulated by Francis E civil government; that we and our fellow-citizens may
Abbot, and held forth by the Liberal League as a declara- enjoy the inestimPble blessings of both religious and civil
tion of its principles and aims. The Liberal League ceased liberty."
to exist several years ago, but we hav used its famous • de·
mands • as a frank, explicit, and ringing statement of the
The religion of Jesus Christ is the religion which
ends toward which a portion of our citizens are steadily actuates the people who persecute the Seventh D;y
striving to carry the American people. These • demands, Adventists, and they find their justification in the
having appeared again in one of our recent issues, we hav Bible, which makes God sovel'eign of the universe,
received a note from Miss Ida C. Craddock, corresponding and Jesus to be God, who commanded, "But those
secretary of the American Secular Union, calling attention mine enem'es
·
1 • W h'lCh won Id no t th a t I eh ou ld re1gn
to the fact that this society, which is the organized repre
sentativ to-day of the same principles and tendencies, has a over them, bring hither and slay them before me."
somewhat different platform, and requesting us to publish For our p~rt, we cannot see why anybody should
it. This we very gladly do, for a chief end of the publica- believe in a religion like that.
tion of the Ohristian Statesman is to inform the American
In the third'' believe," the Adventists are a little
people concerning this well-defined secular tendency in our hypocritical. They" do not really believe in submitgovernment, and to arouse them to resist it. We recognize
that the issue between us is more accurately defined by the ting to the authority of government, for they are
new title, 'Secular Union,' than by the name, • The Liberal constantly resisting its right to imprison them for
League,' !or the latter term implies an accusation-that refusing to observe Sunday. In this, they hav our
Christianity is illiberal-which we deny. The word' Secu- hearty benediction and aid whenever such can be
lar,' on the other hand, describes a system which belongs to rendered.
this world alone, without at.y reference to another world or
a divine spirit. (National Reform Manual, page 161.) This
The re1.11ainder of their "believes" are right
purely godless, or Atheistic state-:-we use the word Atheistic eno~gh, though they might broaden the fifth by inin no o:ffensiv sense-is the system which the f:lecular Union eertmg the words " or not worship." A. very appal'is seekin11; to establish on American soil. How grave is the ent d1fferenca between the Adventists and the Securevolution which it seeks to effect can be judged from the lariats, or Freethinkers, is that we are contending
platform, which we wish all American citizens would f
h
thoughtfully ponder. As the Union is soon to hold its an- or ot ers' rights as well as for our own.
nual meeting at Portsmouth, 0., this publication or its . Of our other allies, as defined by the Statesman,
principles will be found opportune. It is as follows :
we bav grave suspicions. There may be some
" 'PLATFOBM OF THB AMKRJOAN sxouLAR uNroN.
" Chtistian people, including many ministers of re"'We advocate :-1: The equitable taxation of church ligion," who talk very f&irly about our Demands but
property in common With other property.
th
f
h
·1
'
"• 2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction and
ere are very ew w o Wll do more than talk. They
worship in the public Rchools, and especially the reading of do not attend our conventions, read our journals,
any Btble.
circulate petitions against Blair bills, giv money to
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send documents to legislatures, talk to legislativ
committees, or do any of the work necessary in this
fight for equal rights. 'l'he one or two brilliant exceptions we recollect were M. J. Savage and Dr. McGlynn at. the Union's last congress, and even they
tiptoed in, said their splendid says, and tiptoed out
again, as though a little afraid of the company they
were keeping. They were there, we thought, more
{rom good will for the Union's president than because they felt hearty sympathy with the Union's
work.
There are a good many, too, who advocate separation of church and state as a " glittering generality,"
but who look with complacency upon the employment of cbs.plains in the legislature; or, at least, we
never beard them protest egainst it. They may
hold our sentiments in a dilettant sor• of way, but
their coats are not off and sleeves rolled up for the
work of propagating them. Abstractly and intellectually they are with us; but their in1luence goes
for our opponents.
The National Reformers, however, are the logical
folk. The Adventists, in clinging to the Christian
religion and refusing to carry it into all parts of their
life-political as well as socisl....:...fall short of being
real Christians. But it is a fault much worthier of
praise thrm the National Reformers' virtues. The
N:.tironal Reform£>rs would, if they could, make us
virtual slaves to the priest.hood, for everywhere, in all
religions, the word of God means the will of the men
the people elect to explain that word. Happily, the
tendency of the times is toward Secularistic principles, and if the country could only be aroused to action upon the subject there need be little fear of the
result. But the fanatics will, ere this is accomplished,
do a vast deal of damage, and for this reason every
Freethinker with the courage of his convictions
should attend tbe Secular Union Congress and help
emphasize the protest against ecclesiastical encroachment upon our civil liberties. Let us hav a Congress
the size of which will be some indicativn of the
strength of purely Secular principles.

Idaho's Test Oath.
The Seventh Day Adventists and Baptists discern
trouble ahead for themsehs in Idaho as a result of
the test oath designed for the purpose of disfranchising Mormons. They find that the oath, when
strictly adhered to, will disfranchise them as well.
The part of the oath which voters must take, and
objected to by them, reads :
''I do swear . . . that I do not and will not, publicly
or privately, or in any manner whatever, teach, advise,
counsel, or encourage any person to commit the crime of
bigamy or polygamy, 01' any other crime defined by law, eithe1·
as a religious duty or othe1·wise."
The Seventh Day people claim that this will reach
them, inasmuch as Sabbath, or Sunday, breaking is
usually defined by law as a crime; and that they teach,
counsel, advise, and encourage S!!.turday-keeping, and
therefore Sunrll\y-breaking, as a religio!l.S duty.
Alonzo T. Jones, one of their most vigorous writers,.
givs in the American Sentinel a forcible illustration of
what they mean. "There is a strong demand being
made on all legislativ bodies, from Congress to the
legislature of Idaho, that laws shall be enacted compalling everybody to observe Sunday, and making it a
crime to do any work on that day. Now, there are
a considerable number of people in the United States,
and there are some in Idaho-Seventh Day Adventiets, and Seventh D1y Baptists-who do not recognize
Sunday as a day to be observed in any way different
from any other working day. They work on that
day. They teach that it is right to work on that
day. Yet, if the state of Idaho should enact such a
Sunday law, as is demanded by those who are working for Sunday laws everywhere, this test oath
would disfranchise every Seventh Day Adventist and
every Seventh Day Baptist in the state-not for anything that is wrong, nor for anything that injures R
soul on earth, but simply because Sunday laws make
a crime of honest work; and these people from bonest conviction would work on Sunday, even though
the law prohibited it. For nearly a year, Tennessee
has been carrying on a series of persecutions of
some of these people for committing such a
heinous crime as plowing corn and hoeing poh.toes on. Sunday. Tennessee has no such teet
oatb.as Id~ho. If she had, every Seventh DLly Adventist, every Seventh Day Baptist, and every Jaw
who stood by his honest convictions would be diei franchised. Idaho has the test oath, but we believe
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has not as yet any such Sunday law. If · Idaho
should adopt such a Sunday. law. as Tennessee,
or should Tennessee adopt such a test oath
as Idaho, then it would soon be seen that such
a test oath accomplishes a great deal more than was
contemplated when that oath was made a part of the
law. And it would be a great injustice too. To
work on Sunday is not a crime, and never can
properly be made a crime, and therefore to disfranchise whole peoples for Sunday labor would be itself
a crime against society."
All this, it sMms to uR, is true; and it occurs to
us also that the Freethinkers are in the same boat.
It is true that Infidels do not teach as a religious
duty that labor on Sunday is particularly righteous,
but they do teach that it is just as righteous as
working on ·any day. This they do from a commonsense standpoint, which would come under the
statutory description of'" otherwise" than as a religious duty. Therefore, if Idaho shall. by law define
labor on Sunday as a crime, and disfranchise all who
advise, teach, counsel, or encoursge it, the Freethinkers of the state, and they are legion, will hav to
be hypocrite or· be classed with Mormons and
deprived of their voting rights.
So it is with a great many other things which are
artificially made crimes by legislation. In some
states, like New Jersey, for instance, speaking contumeliously of Ohrist is blasphemy, and blasphemy
is a crime. Yet there sre thousands-of Freethinkers, particularly in the boundless West, who, to
destroy the superstitions cluetered around that
individual, do speak of Ohrist in just that manner,
and example is the greatest of t..ll encouragement.
But supposing Idaho should borrow New Jersey's
blasphemy law! Another artificial crime is selling
beer. Per se, there is nothing criminal in selling
beer, but it is clear that under this teat oath, and
with a prohibitory law, beer sellers would be disfranchised, and so would all anti-prohibitionists
who advised resistance to the law. Sumptuary
laws make artificial crimes, and dozens of other
legal regulations erect into crimes acts which in
themselvs are perfectly harmless.
The oath, therefore, very plainly goes too far.
If it should be rigorously administered, the voters
of Idaho w~uld be diminished to an extremely
small proportion of the population. Most people
object to some one or another of their state's
statutes, and suppose Auarchists Tucker and Pentecost, who object to all laws, should move out to
Idaho-why, two of the most intelligent and best
citizens of the state couldn't get within miles of the
polls!

Editorial Notes.
lr is remarkable, says the Denison Gazetteer, that in this

country of boasted religious liberty, Christians use the civil
courts to prosecute other Christians who insist upon obeying
the Bible by working six days and resting on the seventh.
Men hav aetually been fined and imprisoned in Arkansas
and Tennessee, by Christian judges and juries, for this.
AN insane girl· in this city stole her sister's savings,
amounting to over seven hundred dollars, and put them into
a church contribution-box. The priest refuses to refund the
cash, and the courts must be appealed to. The sister is a poor
working girl, and, considering the circumstances, the priest
must be awarded the palm as the meanest man in the city.
AT the State Fair at Syracuse, last week, Chauncey Mitchell Depew n:.ade ·a speech .to the farmers, and held their
English brother up to pity because he " first pays the
landlord, then the parson, then the government, before there
is any left for himself." As long as the farmer of this state
pays the taxes on over a hundred millions of exempt church
property we do not see where he has much the advantage of
his English peer.
THE New South Wales legislatlv assembly bas rejected, by
thirty-two votes to eleven, a motion" that in the opinion of
the House it is desirable that the business upon each sitting
day be opened with prayer." The New South Wales-Parliament is wise, says Mrs. Besant, who glvs a description of
how the prayer business works in her own country. She
says : " Anything more comically absurd than the opening
of our Commons House, as seen from the lofty eyrie of the
ladies' gallery, it would be hard to find. Half a dozen
elderly gentlemen dotted over a bare expanse of seats; one
with his face pushed into his hat, as though shortsightedly
studying the maker's name. Another balanced on his seat
on his knees, with his legs stuck straight out behind him,
the soles of his boots offering themselvs, apparently, for the
bastinado. .A thhd grasping his forehead with one hand
and hie elbow with the other, seemingly In the throes of an
overpowering headache. And then the funny. little duet between speaker and chaplain, accentuating the crying absurdHy of the whole ceremony. The colonists do wi~ely not to
begin with prayers which nobody cares for."
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THE Ponderous Mind of the Independent was last directed
to the consideration of the Important Question whether or
not Jesus ever slept. The Masterful Conclusion was: "We
hav no doubt that, being a man, and, as such, subject to the
usual laws of our common humanity, he often slept ·and
woke, and that sleep with him was just what it is with other
men. His divinity did not supersede this necessity, or make
the sleep any the less real. Like all other men, he needed
sleep for physical recuperation." The Ponderous Mind
evidently has slid back about fifteen or sixteen centuries to
the time of the 11 Christian Fathers" who used to write long
essays on Jesus's personal habits and general physical conformation.
UP here in New York the Republicans want to apply an
educational test to voters in order to disfranchise several
thousand Ignorant Irishmen who vote the Democratic ticket.
Down In Mississippi the Democrats propose to apply the same
test to keep from the polls several thousand negroes who hav
contracted the habit of voting the Republican ticket. The
joke of it is that in New York the Democrats denounce the
scheme as unconstitutional, against American principles,
and outrageous in its invasion of human rights. In Mississippi, however, they hold it to be none of these things.
The Republicans, of course, reverse the reasoning. All of
which is instructiv, though Jevons and Mill would probably
find somewhere a flaw in the logic.

THE Democrats of Kansas hav nominated ex-Governor
Chas. Robinson, whom the preachers are pelting with the
epithet, 11 Infidel," for governor. One plank of their plat.
form is as follows: "We deplore the tendency manifested
by the preacher ~olitlcians who pose as the leaders of the
RP.publica.n party in this state toward eeclesiasticism in the
management of public affairs, which would make religious
belief the test of eligibility for political preferment, and
declare our unalterable opposition thereto." Another plank
reads as follows: "We believe that prohibi,pon has brought
upon the people of the state incalculable evils, and has
tended to produce as its legitimate result perj•1ry and bribery; has corrupted the very foundations of justice by a
system of hired spies, and made at times our courts a disgrace in the administration of public justice."
IN a sermon two weeks ago, Dr. Thomas, of Chicago,
read an ext~act from a Roman Catholic journal calling the
public schools of that city" dens of vice and immorality,"
and advising that" they be allowed to go where they sprang
from-the devil." Dr. Thomas's comment upon this was,
" I wonder why so many of their young ladies are allowed
to teach in our public schools," arefiection which led a lay
brother to remark to his neighbor that fully one-thhd of all
the female teachers in Chicago were Roman Catholics. This
proportion is under rather than over the proportion in New
York, and if the schools are not redeemed from Catholic
political rule they will be broken up. We heard the other
day of a little girl sent to a public school. who returned home
declaring she would not go again, the teacher talked and
acted so. It's a nice condition the Catholics hav reduced
the city to l
THE religion-in-the-schools question is constantly coming
up, here, there, and everywhere. This time it is in Ohio.
The Cleveland World says: "When State School Commissioner Hancock returns to Columbus from his trip to Caldwell and other points in the eastern part of the state he will
be asked to decide a question of religion in the common
Fchools, which came in his mail yesterday. It comes from a
town in the Western Reserve and is propounded by a parent
who objects to having the scriptures read in the presence of
his children. The teacher to whom they are sent, he says,
persists in sevoting a portion of each day to scriptural
reading, and as his children are compelled to be present,
according to the schoolroom rule, or be reprimanded, he
demands ~-.know whether he cannot legally withdraw his
children dilring this hour. We hope Mr.HRncock will be
equal to the emergency and settle the question for that
school finally by ordering all religious exercises to be
disc on tinned."
" CHRISTIAN civiliz'l.lion " is supposed by Christians to be
in full bloom in this country. Here is a specimen of it as
developed by the Rev. Mr. L11.nsing, of Worcester, Mass.:
"Mr. Lansing read statistics showing that in 1885, out of
110,000 young girls in Massachusetts, 70,000 were working
in factories for wages which averaged from $2 10 to $4.50
per week. At the end of each instance he asked if the wages
were too low. Then he said that a gentleman of his acquaintance told him that a pretty young girl came to his
place of business one day and asked for work ae a seamstress.
The gentleman inquired what she had been getting, and she
told him, remarking that it would not pay her board. She
asked for higher wages, 'for,' sai.d she, ' must I go out on
the street and sell myself? I must do it or starve if I do not
receive larger wages.' Another gentleman," continued the
speaker, ·'told me of a girl who went to another man with
a similar request. Be told her how to make more money.
He ought to be hanged for what he told her, and he will be
eternally damned for it.''

------

THE ex-reverend Hugh 0. Penteco~t has been obliged to
take a cheaper hall in this city for his winter's lectures
because of the falling off of contributions; and there Is no
doubt, be says, that this decrease is the result of his "grow.
ing radicalism d urlng the past year.'' We are very sorry for
Mr. Pentecost, but hope he will keep on growing, notwithstanding. There is no man whose mental development we
hav watched with more interest, and if we hav sometimes
thought he was dragging his anchor and drifting beyond
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soundings, the spectacle has afforded us none the less gratification. As an example of the extremest of the extreme
· indlvidualiets he is invaluable to the world. His aggressivness is so mingled with passivness.:...at the same time a John
Brown and a Tolstoi ; his logic is so mixed up with
sentiment; his hatred of monopolies is so plainly fed by the
very individualistic arguments that support them in their
selfishness; he is so contradictory and yet so earnest, that we
doubt if even philosopher Stepken Pearl Andrews could
reconcile his teachings. But the realm of Uberty is infinit;
let him grow. One who is not an Anarchist can only stand
aside and admire; he should not attempt to criticise until
Mr. Pentecost's anchor takes hold and he fetches up.
"For he is great who fronts all shame,
And dares to name it by its name,
Yet feels biB breast burn warm for those
Hard struggling in temptation's throes."

A MR. HuToams was 11 ordained" as a preacher in Brooklyn a few days ago. At the ceremopy Dr. Armitage said
Mr. Hutchins was going to California, "among giants in
intellect, among cultured people. He should not argue
with Infidelity and the defectiv thought he might meet.
An Infidel never in the world wae converted by argument.
'Put the goldan trumpet of the gospel to your lips and blow
with all your might.'" The Brooklyn friend, Mr. Edwards
Rousseau, who sends the report of the proceeding, explains:
"My only purpose in afflicting you with it is to call your
attention to a paragraph [the above] I hav marked. You
will observe that Dr. Armitage told Mr. Hutchins that the
people of California 'were giants in intellect,' and warned
the youthful Mr. Hutchins not to ' argue with Infidelity and
the defectiv thought he might meet.' In other words, he
told Mr. Hutchins to giv George E. Macdonald and Samuel
Putnam il wide berth if he did riot wish to get knocked out.
Mr. Armitage's 'pawklness' is only equaled by his impudence in calling thought other than his own' defectiv.' But
then, Mr. Armitage is a man of God, a ' Reverend,' with a
big R, aye, even a' D.D.,' with two big D's, and of course
when he says Infidelity is defectiv thought. why, that should
settle the matter off-hand, and such intellectual infants as
Ingersoll, Bradlaugh, Macdonald, et al, should hide their
diminished heads. They hav never studied the science by
which the impossible is demonstrated, and so it is exceeding
cheeky in them to hav any thoughts of their own, even if
their thoughts are worthless and' defectiv.' In all kindness
I advise them to join the Baptist church fold, of which the
meek and modest Dr. Armitage is shepherd. His thought,.
not being defectiv, will be of almost inestimable value to
them. Kneeling at his feet and basking in the sunlight of his
intellectuality, they will be brought to see the error of their
ways and the perfection of his. But as ' an Infidel never in
the world was converted by argument,' I suppose they hav
the infinit impudence to think they know at least as much as
a reverend gentleman, who, in acquiring a· knowledge of
theology, had the major portion of his common sense educated out of him. And so I shall leave your witty brother
and his companions in sin to their fate, which I strongly
suspect will be ours also.''
Smox Senator John J. Ingalls of Kansas uttered his famous
Agnostic eulogy of a dead brother senator he has been under
pressure from the church to conceal his sentiments. His
latest eulogy, of Senator Beck, is a queer specimen of oratorical straddle- of a desire to stick to facts and at the same
time keep his political fences up in the church. The following are some of his sentences pronounced in the Sen11.te,
August 28th: "The proscription [of death] extends alike to
the individual and the type. Nations die and races expire.
Humanity itself is destined to extinction. Sooner or later it
is the Instruction of science that the energy of the earth will
be expended, and it will become incapable of supporting
life. A group of feeble and pallid survivors in some sheltered valley in the tropics will behold the sun sink below
the horizon and the pitiless stars glitter in the midnight
sky. The last man will perish, and the sun will rise upon
an earth without liD inhabitant. Its atmosphere, its seas,
its life an&. heat, will vanish. and the planet will be an idle
cinder uselessly spinning in its orbit. There is an intelligence so vast and enduring that the fi~ming intervals
between the birth and death of universes is no more than
the fiash of fireflies above the- meadows of summer; a
colossal power by which these stupendous orbs are launched
in the abyss, like bubbles blown by 11. child in the morning
sun, and whose sense of justice and reason cannot be less
potential than those immutable statutes that are the law of
being to the creatures he has made, and which compel them
to declare that if the only object of creation is destruction,
if infinity is the theater of an uninterrupted series of irreparable calamities, if the final cause of life is death, then time
is an inexplicable tragedy, and eternity an illogical and indefensible catastrophe. No, Mr. President, this obsequy is for
the quick and not Tor the dead. It is not an inconsolable
lamentation. It Is a strain of trluinph. It is an affirmation
to those who survive, that, as our departed associate, contemplating at !he close of his life the monument of good
deeds he had erected, more enduring than brass and loftier
than the pyramids of kings, might exclaim with the Roman
poet, 'Non omnis moriar,' so, turning to the silent and un.
known future, he could rely with just and reasonable confidence upon that most impressiv and momentous assurance.
ever delivered to the human race, 'Be that believeth In me,
though he were dead, yet shall he liv; _and whosoever liveth
and believeth in me shall never die.'" If the earth is to
be extinguished by natural causes, and if the future is unknown, why should a belief in Christ be looked upon as a
reasonable assurance that man will never die? As an Agnostic Christian Mr. Ingalls is not a success. He is too
much of the first to be good as the second.
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l,tlltrs Jront. t/lritnds.
AsP.BN, CoL., Aug. 30, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: We hav received the" Pictorial Text-Book"
and are much pleased with it. We do not see how it could
be got out so cheap.
J. A. Ax.BRs.
CASTANA, lA., Aug. 9, 1890.

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $6-$3 on subscription,
$2 for the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," $1 for
" The Bible, Whence and What?" by Richard B. Westbrook.
With best wishes for the future success of THE TRUTH
SEBX.BR and its cause, I am, Very truly, A. A. DAvis.

there are but very few who cannot be hypnotized by any
ordinar.v hypnotist if he calls to his aid the use. of ·alchemy,
which is a part of this branch of art-magic called religion.
And whilst the religionists are allowed the undisputed use of
alchemy and hypnotism we shall hav religion. And whilst
we hav religion we shall hav wizards and witches and they
will hav their victims, and some of their vi<;tims will undoubtedly be our nearest and dearest friends. And many of
us who would do anything possible· to protect ourselvs and
friends from the baneful influence of these vampires are their
greatest defenders, and protect them where they could not
protect themselvs, by denying the possibility of their crimes.
If it were possible for those who represent the Freethinking
press to send persons who understand the workings of hyp.
notlc infiuences and alchemy amongst those people for the
facts in this connection, what great things might be accomMARY DUFF.
plished for the truth.

NEw YORK, N. Y., Sept. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book,"
which you sent to me at Cooperstown, N. Y., waa received.
Sept. 12, 1890.
Friends and relative borrow it and find the illustrations
MR. EDITOR: I see my friend J. A. Tuttle, Esq., of
attrsctiv, to the point, and backed up by quotations and
proofs that are conclusiv, they all admit. The volume is Brooklyn, N. Y., is after me again with a sharp stick. But
unfortunately it is composed of very poor material, and does
WM. J. BRYAN.
very cheap at $2.
not hurt worth a cent. I wish to inform him that his abuSALIDA, CoL., Sept. 10, 1890.
siv letter reminds me of a tempest in a teapot. Now, we
MR. EDITOR: Why will the Liberals persistently misrepre- hav just had a cyclone in our city, and it was a very desent? The issue over Harman is one of words, not ideas. structiv one at that. It tore down and injured several hunThe right of discussion " in decent language" is fully guar- dred houses and killed sixteen people, besides crippling
anteed by Judge Foster. He alae decides that woman is the many more ; and after passing through that, how could I
equal of man in all things in Kansal!. For this he deserves be disturbed by the bluster of Mr. Tuttle? Why, its blowing
the thanks of every woman. But nowhere except in the seems like a gentle zephyr, and it simply makes me smile to
ch11rch abuse of David can a parallel be found for the gross read such trash. There is not a particle of argument or ininjustice and blaclr ingratitude exbibiteil by Liberals toward formation contained in the whole blast.
.
Foster, many of whom, including Harman, are not lawSome months ago he wrote an absurd article about Spirithonest in their treatment of women.
G. M. OVERTON.
ism, as he calls it, in which he made the statem•.nt that he
could not or would not believe his own senses on what he
ATHENS, GA., Sept. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send the" Pictorial Text.Book." I might witness of Spiritism ; that the senses could not be
hope you will put the biblical illustrations of THE TRUTH relied upon, etc.; and he referred to various facts to sustain
SuX.BR in !Jook form. If so, put my name down for a copy. his position, as the rising of the sun, etc. If my memory
I will try and sell some of the " Pictorial Text-Books" for serves me right11, this idea I completely refuted by showing
you as soon as I get mine to go prospecting with. Every- that although a partial observation of one sense might lead
body in this town ought to OWn a copy, as this is a church. astray, yet when all the senses were brought into play the
ridden place, where one can hear prayers or psalms sung truth would at last be made plain, and that then such truth
every day right in the business portions of the city, and on became knowledge ascertained, and was what we call
Sunday everybody and everything goes to church apparently, science. If we ignore the senses we hav nothing left to rest
as one can see the streets around the churches literally an argument upon or to reason from, and as he never has
crowded with horses, mules, and buggies. To-day our disputed my points, I had hoped that he considered me
horse and buggy ran away. I did not learn the cause, but right and dropped that part of the argument, for how were
Jrom the way they got down the street and out of sight I all the facts of science established but by the senses? He
am led to suppose the minister must hav got off a chestnut also asserted that weight was a property of matter, and of
which gave them offense. Hoping Mr. Heston will soon be course disputed the well.known laws of attraction of gravable to resume his labors in the pictorial department of THB itation, which no one at all versed in physics ta-day doubts.
If a piece of matter weighs one hundred pounds in one
TRUTH Sux&R, I am,
Respectfully,
C. E. MooRE.
place and eighty pounds some other place, removed from
the earth's surface, the difference must be in a law of atBusHNELL, ILL., Sept. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I want to second with all my might J. H. traction and not in the change of the matter. How simple!
Burnham, especially the pungent words in the last para- and yet this man who disputes these well-established truths
graph of his article in THE TBUTH SEEKER of September 6th,· prates about science. The fact is, I so clearly showed Mr.
on the word religion. It has no meaning in science, no rela- Tuttle by my illustrations that he did not know what he
tion to morality. Yet some good and able men sometimes was talking about that it has rankled his mind and madE~
use the word, as "true religion," "right kind of," etc. him mad, decidedly furious, and not having anything to
And even Dr. York in a late article has" false religion," as sustain his absurd doctrine and theories he pitches into me
though there was a true religion. Mr. Burnham says, "We personally, and tries to abuse me by saying I am a liar and
hav words which are competent to do service in "Rll the quibbler and ruffian, and in the same paragraph declares
varying conditions of social life without the use of that himself a bigger ruffian than I am. I objected to arguing
word." It is solely definable as a belief in the supernatural, about the facts of Spiritualism with him, as I before stated,
which has been a curse in all ages. In Shelley's burning because he said in the outset that he would not believe the
phenomena if he saw them with his own eyes, and heard
words,
with his own ears, or felt with his own ·hands. That was
Religion, • • • prolific fiend, • • •
Thou taintest all thou look'st upon.
the substance of his statement. Now, taking him at his
Every effort, and all occasions, should be employed by word, how useless a task for me to make ever so honest a
Freethinkers to broaden the line between religion and statement of what I saw, heard, or felt, for if Mr. Tuttle
could not believe his own senses how could he believe what
·
morality.
I experienced? The truth is, the man who cannot place
l inclose $2 for the "Freethinkers' Text-Book."
s. L. ~ABBITT, M.D. confidence in his own judgment or the evidence of his own
senses, is beyond the pale of reason and cannot be argued
ST. Lome, Mo., Sept. 13, 1890.
with or convinced. You might as well attempt t6 talk sense
MR. EniTOR: You do not believe in witches, do you? I to a donkey or dispute with an idiot.
wish you had accompanied me to the tent.meeting of Mrs.
Now; in regard to the facts of Spiritualism Mr. Tuttle is
Woodsworth here last Friday night, a week ago last night. a confessed know-nothing. He knows nothing about them,
A friend and myself went to see her. She is undoubtedly a and by his own showing never can, because he cannot befair hypnotist, and a bold one. She operates on the heads of lieve the evidence of his own senses, and of course no such
the victims with the old well-known motions of the public person can be brought to study the facts of Spiritualism.
(so-called) mesmerist. But she has an auxiliary called Ott He simply says to the world: I am an ignoramus and I am
who gets down at the anxious seat and operates on what is bound to remain one, because I cannot, on such an imporcalled the media nerves, beginning at the top of the thumbs. tant affair, believe my own mind, and of course I cannot beThis motion is much harder to detect, being comparativly lieve what any other mind says. That is the logic of a bigot,
unknown to the public. This makes him a much more who, while he confesses his own inability to -investigate a
dangerous operator than his superior. She has also another subject, assumes that nobody is any more capable of doing
assistant, whose busmess it seems to be to prepare the vic. so than himself. Presto, what philosophy I
time for the operators. This third one l s a lady. She passes
Some forty years ago I was brought into contact with
around the circle and raises up the hands of the intended modem Spiritualism by means of reading reports of the
victims and puts them in proper positions to be operated to Rochester knockings, and subsequently I witnessed tablethe best advantage. This is the power bY which religionists moving and the rappings. I noticed that by these raps,
are enabled to do so much damage to the ignorant and un- made at times in various parts of the room, either upon
wary, and their strongest ally is the Materialist who denies fioor, walls, or ceiling, or other parts, and on furniture, a
the possibility of the damage done by hypnotism and certain amount of intelligence was manifested. The movealchemy.
ments were independent of any person composing the circle,
Witchcraft or voodooi~m is a combination in which are aud the raps came in response to our thoughts, unexpressed
included hypnotism and alchemy, etc.-in fact, all things often, giving information known to no one present, but
which go to make up art-magic. Religion is but another which facts were afterward verified. Now, although these
name for black magic, and the priest differs in no way from simple and undignified raps were made since 1848, up to the
the common negro voodoo or the wizard of old, only in his present time, and intelligence has been imparted thereby,
pretensions, which are all false. He uses the same books all the would-be philosophers of the know-nothing Tuttle
(to wit, the sixth and. seventh books of Moses, etc.) and the stripe hav been unable to explain them to this day, and
same class of drugs used by other classes of ma,Pcians. No finally, in sheer despair, they hav come to the conclusion to
religion is without its wizud or witch, or as we say, hyp- not only close their ears to the sound thereof, but they at
notist. I supp:Be many will say, '' I cannot be mesmerized." last declare that they hav lost all faith in the human senses
Perhaps many cannot, without the presence of alchemy, and _refuse to believe "though one rose from the dead.';
which very few seem to count as. a part of the process; but What a humiliating spectacle to behold I Driven to the wall

with an avalanche of facta and manifestations, they deny the
subject by proclaiming themselvs a pack of asses, because
to admit the phenomena and the intelligence given would
be to acknowledge defeat. The fact that mountebanks hav
set up shows to gull people out of their money is no argument against Spiritualism, for in four cases out of five the
c!eceivers never were Spiritualists, and the one part in five
become tricksters because of their own worthless natures,
and because they could not control the spirits and Spiritualism to their own special benefit. Therefore trickery is
no excuse. The man who reasons, and who is guided by
reason, must be able to select the grain from the chaff, and
let the latter be carried away by the wind. But Mr. Tuttle
is unfortunate in his scientific notions, for he sets aside the
well-established law of attraction and attributes the -weight
of matter to a property within it, instead of something acting upon it from the outside, and this has convinced me
that Mr. Tuttle knows as little about matter and its laws as
he does about spirits and the laws which govern them. Of
the one error I had hopes of convincing him, of the other it
would be utterly impossible.
Mr. Tuttle says that I am a r~ffian, "and perceiving that
he had a ruffian to deal with, he acknowledges that he used
rough language, and means to let me know that he will stick
to me snd giv as good as he gets." He says, "I shall endeavor to stay by him until he is satisfied that I can giv as
good as I get and a liberal rate of interest." Now, Mr.
Tuttle, if you claim the distinction of being a greater ruffian
than I am, which your intemperate language shows, I am
already satisfied that you are entitled to that distinction,
and you need 110t write any more abusiv letters. I yield the
palm to you already, so desist !rom trying to convince the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that you are a greater ruffian
than I, as I do not tlrlnk they will be edified by you 'I' further
efforts in tllat direction. You hav amply shown your skill in
the use of abusiv epithets. I yield I But when you say
that you do not oppose science, but only the vagaries and
theories of so-called science, and in the next breath assert a
vagary on the properties of the weight of matter, which sets
aside the law of attraction and ~avitation, I think you
ael!erve the palm as the greatest quibbler I ever encountered,
and if I am wrong I wish you would write your best article
and show why weight is a property of matter, and the cause
of its motion. To that I could giv respectful attention.
J. R. PERRY.
Yours truly,
OuvE BRAJIOH, }bas., Sept. 10, 1890-E.H. 290.

MR. EDITOR: In writing this letter for your columns it is
my purpose, first to seek friendship, congeniality, and sympathy among your many intelligent readers, and then to
inform them how much a Liberal may be made to su:lfer in
a so.called religious community. Three years ago I came to
this state, young and poor, but with that all-sufficient
recommendation with Baptists, a letter of church membership in the Baptist church. Soon, and without effort upon
my part, I was drawn into society wlth them, feasted,
praised, called on to pray and talk in the dhurches, and in
every way drawn prominently to the front. Every man of
them and his neighbor said I would preach. Every man
and his wife said I was bound to make my mark., that I
should be a Spurgeon, and things of th"t sort. Well, I was
not a hypocrit. I thought that the true impuls11 of my
nature was love for God and his people, born of the suffering of Christ on the cross. I thought it was a wonder and
a pity that God did BOt convert Ingersoll and turn him into
a Baptist preacher, and I thought again sometimes that God
was usiDg hl.m as a whetstone to whet up dull Christians on.
I b.ad been told so, taught it from my cradle up, and knew
no better. I thought, and, dear· brother Liberals, I feel
safe in saying that fully half of the orthodox Christians now
think, that Ingersoll is the only man on earth that denies
the existence of a living God. Such is our Robert's fame
that he is known of even in the ranlts of superstition where
a Freethought p~per, pamplllet, or book is burnt as soon
as it falls into ortllodox hands. Well, to go on with my
narrativ, it soon began to be said of me that I was engaged
to one of the prettiest and sweetest girls in the Baptist flock,
and a~though some of the brethren said it was aqainst God's
ban for cousins to marry, the wedding took place. And
some people do say it so shocked the young and unmarried
pastor of our church when he heard that of this sister, whom
he had looked on as his, just waiting for a convenient season
to tell her of hls God-inspired love. etc., that he had to return
home without delivering the sermon- one fourth Sunday in
March, to conceal his chagrln. Meanwh\le, I myself, thinlting how easy it would be to preach, and seeing how much
the preachers were loved for God's sake, and noticing how
rich and happy they seemed when compared with their
fiocks, and thinking thereby to do much good in the world,
went to studying carefully the Bible in order to be ready for
the work. I began in Genesis and went forward. I was
shocked almost to insanity at finding evidence in every chap.
ter that the God I had been serving was the most monstrous
of all the monsters of whom I had ever heard, and the most
cruel of all tyrants that ever ruled. Then, just as I finished
the first five books, I found it there, plain and indisputable,
that this divinely inspired writer wrote up an account of his
own death and burial while he was yet alive. Well, in a
word, I laid aside the holy book and went and told my
betrothed that I found the B\ble to be a book of Jewish
mythoiogy and worth no more to liv by than Grecian
mythology or the" Arabian Nights." She was surprised 1
and shocked I Oh, yes I But I was only a Bible skeptic
then, only an infant thinker, and I told her that I did not
believe in Bible or hell, but still thought there was a loving
heavenly father, and a beautiful heaven where everybody
would go when they received punishment for their sins here,
which they would while living. Then she was not shocked
any more, and her big,' sweet, blue eyes filled with tears;
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and we were married soon after. She. had eighty acres of · His Relations." I hope I hav now been plain enough to be of ruin. With the animus of the present Prohibition party
land, and I had muscle and will-and nothing else. I bnilt understood by friend Hague. If he wants to know how I am not dealing. If it is hypocritical it is because secua two. room log-house and filled up the cracks with lime- much of a dilettant I am he may come and help me do farm- Jar temperance does not bear its standard. My point is
mortar, made it smooth with a trowel; scruhbed the floors work.
Prohibition itself, not statutes or parties, but execution, and
clean and white; moved in without any furniture except a
I will devote the remainder of this letter to another corre- we can hav it whenever temperance professors will practice
few chairs, a bed, and a cook-stove, and went to work. In spondent and 'Snother subject.·
·temperance.
a short time out-houses loomed up, cotton blossoms and
The Shepherd of Leavenworth plain attempts to take me
Those who think to pick me up on a shingle and throw
potato vine~ covered the ground, b!~~; watermelons grew thick to task in THK TRUTH SnxKR of September 6th, for having me out of the window will do well to first take heed that I
in the patches, and by winter that year the little two-room proposed Kansas ali a successful sample of Prohibition.
am not in the habit of ma]dng statements without haVing
log-house was made comfortable, neat, and cosy; and all
My argument was based upon a quoted statement of that the papers to prove them. I will tender the Shepherd of
the neighbors said, " That boy loves his wife and means to state's illustrious senator, Ingalls, whilst he, the said Shep- bleeding Kansas a few spicy· documents from people ln his
take care of her." . Meanwhile, again, I had been thinking, herd, does not advance a single voucher for his asseverations. own state, who, by their position, are best qualified to report
and had come to the logical conclusion that I was an Atheist. The presumption of this court is that he gets his misinforms- on the subject in question. If his anxious correspondents
This without ever reading a Freethought paper or knowing tion from the rum papers, as they hav been in the habit dur- wish for more of the same brand let them write to me and I
that such a paper was ever printed; One day in a crowd of ing the last decade of printing that sort of stuff. It is a little will try my' best to get them a supply :
men some one suggested that I knew a little about the queer, though, that those whose Interest, as proprietors and
PROHIBITION PROHIBITS IN KANSAS.
Bible, and thereupon one old man began at once to belabor patronizers of the liquor ~?usiness, is on the side of the largest
G 1v. John A. Martin. in his retiring message to the legisme with comments upon the wisdom of Solomon. I had sales and easiest access, are the very ones who vigorously lature in January, 1889, said:
been for months waiting for just such an opportunity to cry that Prohibition is a failure. It Is also somewhat cro.ss"Fully nine-tenths of the drinking and drunkenness prevcome out boldly on the side of truth, and quick ss thought I legged logic, like a druaken man's walk, to claim that Pro- alent in Kansas eight years ago hav been abolished, and I
let him hav it-that I did not find so much wisdom in hibition laws do not prohibit, and that people are leaving affirm with earnestness and emphasis that this state, t"-day,
is the most temperate, orderly, sober community of people
Solomon, and that really, to judge him by his actions, I the state because they cannot get their swig. But the rum- in this civillzFd world. The abolition of the saloon haq not
th'>ught him to be the biggest fool I had ever read of ocracy, like orthodox _.religion, does not hold itself bound to only promoted the personal happiness and general prosperity
Arguments followed about Noah's ark and the existence of be consistent. For my part, however, I should rather choose of our citizens, but it has enormously diminished crime, has
God and other Bible matters, and the outcome of it was that a country that the rum swine and beer-sellers had abandoned. filled thousands of homes where vice and want and wretchthe next week a committee of brethren was to see me. I A state's wealth does not consist so much in the number as edness once prevailed, with peace, plenty, "nd contentment,
and has materially increased the trade and business of those
denied to them the existence of a God, and so shocked them in the character of its citizens, and if the bad rubbish will engaged in the sale of useful and wholesome articles of merthat they asked me to kneel with them in prayer. I readily leave of its own accord it will save buying ropes to giv them chandise. Notwithstanding the fact that the population of
complied, and when that had finished I invited them to a lift.
the state is increasing, the number of criminals confined in
remain while I too offered a prayer. TlJ.en I gave them Dr.
The law is not my idol, but unless the gentle Shepherd our penitentiary is steadily decreasing. Many of our jails
Monroe's" Almiahty Man" with all the pomp and zeal of a wants all the world to be a Donnybrook fair, and his song are empty, and all show 8 marked falling off in the null!ber
.,
of prisoners confined. The dockets of our courts are no
D.D., and they left in pious rag&. Since then I hav sub- is, '.'Whack, Hurrah, for Lanigan's Balli" he will not object longer burdened wil.h long lists of criminal cases. In the
scribed for THK TRUTH S&KKKR and the Ironclad Age to a little legal suasion to secure some of the rights and a Capital district, containing a population of nearly 60,0CO,
and as fast as •I get them and read them to a finish, I start little of the liberty of sober, honest mea. That is why I not a single criminal case was on the docket when the pres- •
them away on mission work among the Christians. Find- want the law, with all other rational means, enlisted to lessen ent term began. The business of the police courts of its
ing themselvs powerless to hold me down in an argument, and erase the liquor curse. Contrary to the gospel shepherd, larger cities has dwindled to one-fourth of its former proportions, while in cities of the second and third class the occuthey hav now resorted to slander and outrage. They hav the Kansas Shepherd prays to be led into temptation. I pation of police authoritieR is practically gone."
organized a social boycott against me, and vowed that my think temptation to good behavior better than an enticeGov. Lvman U. Humphrey, in his inaugural address, Janinfluence was bad and that none .of them will ever in any ment to evil conduct. Were it not so the sta.te should put a uary, 1889, said:
way recognize me intimately. All this is hard. And what bounty .on inducements to crime, and the Shepherd should
"The growth of public sentiment in support of constituis worse, somebody has. poisoned my horse an,d my cow, the drive his sheep into the thief's inclosure for his moral good. tiona! Prohibition in Kansas is steady, healthy, and Unmis· h I h
h I d
Ever since. the first priest called the first disputer of his takable. In the last campaign, no political party had the
on1y property of my own t at
ad, and t at ha worked
temerity to demand a resubmission of the question to the
hard for the last two years. My little family is now four, divine claims and impudent assumptions an " Infidel dog," people in the face of a popular verdict that has beep repeated
and everything pulling against me makes it hard lines, and it has been found easier for falsehood and ignorance to call and emphasized every time the popular sense has been
. makes me long for congenial companionship and words of names and make faces than it is to strive to maintain a bad taken. As an issue in Kansas politics, resubmission is as
sympathy. My wife and I love and cherish each other, cause by logiC!\! inference and scientific induction. For that dead as slavery. The saloon as a factor in solitics, as a
.
B .
.
d
reason the prairie Shepherd has ranked me a "Puritan." I moral iniquity, has been outlawed, a fugitiv an a vagabond
but s h e i s stIII as big a apt1st as I am an Atheist an we
on the face of the earth, or that part of it within the terri tonever mention God or his book to each other. Now, friends, cannot recall that I hav been so termed but twice before. rial limits of Kansas."
I want a word of enco:.~.ragement from each of you, and I Once when in a military institution I insisted on a little reThe attorney-general, in his last report, just published,
want also to make to you this appeal. I am bound to be- gard for soberness and decency, and gained my point and says:
come·a lecturer for the cause of Liberalism. I am a student, the sauceboxes' apology, and once when, through Moses
"The people are beginning to see the results. The taxpayer begins to feel it. The wives and children of the re.
such a one as will learn a lesson from each object that my Hull's paper, I asked Ezra H. Heywood why his sympathies formed inebriates experience the change. Prohibition is
vision falls upon, but I need Free thought literature to fit me went out, so much more freely toward the cut-throat Mollie here to stay; it is a fixed fact. A vote of the people would
for my work. I need works on geology, evolution, philos- Maguires than what he had to bestow upon the luckless never erase it. It is depopulating our penitentiary, and
ophy, and astronomy, and I need and would Qe proud of any laborers whom they beat down for trying to earn a scanty reducing pauperism and crime to the minimum. The saloon
old book that any of you would feel that you could spare, or living. I am sorry for Heywood's bad fix. Though I think has been banished from Kansas soil, and already the result
his course inJ'udicious I do not count Ezra's error a cnme, can be appreciated. The c:mnty jails throughout the state
any old papers that you may h av on hand either. W ill not
are comparativly empty, and the number of convicts in the
·
some of the great and good Liberals help me to deal Christian- but the Christian malice that sent him to prison is not the penitentiary is growing less.
ity 8 telling stroke by aiding me in this direction? Let me fault of law but of theology. His trial I deem illegal perse"Has Prohibition driven emigration from Kansas?
say to you that I'm going to lecture-I mean it. And any cution for opinion's sake.
"Has Prohibition driven capital from Kansas?
erson who will send me 8 book can hav it returned if he so
It is very true, I am of Puritan ancestry, and of ancient
"Has Prohibition debased the morals of the .people of
P
Kansas?
desires as soon as I can read it carefully, and anyone who Salem stock at that, though none of my name are on record
"Is Prohibition a success in Kansas?
will lend a helping hand wlll, if I liv, see it do good for the as having had a hand in hanging witches. Indeed, some of
cc·we had a dram-shop law from 1874 to 1881, and during
great cause· of Liberalism. Will not some of the great my near kin to-day, had they lived in Mather's time, would that time the average annual increase in the population of
authors who reAd this send me one of their books? Address hav gone to the gibbet by that sign. Whilst 1 know what all the state waR, in round numbers, 12 000. We hav had Proas below and the postmaster here will know whom you mean, manner of mean treatment is that ignorant and hypocritical hibition in Kansas from 1881 to date, and the average annual
· godly piety can heap upon one who has brains enough to increase in the population of the state is, in round numbers,
or address as below and my real name wlll be forwarded.
82,000. In 1880 we had one city with 15,000 population.
With thanks to the Editor and good will to all,
think, tongue enough to talk, and grit enough to speak his We now hl\v six cities in Kansas with population of from
GRAY ATHEIST, Olive Branch, Miss.
mind, yet I hav found no insolence that can equal the impu- 15 000 to 45 000, and twenty-seven cities with population of
dence of dram-drinkers and liquor-sellers, both in voice and more than 2.000 each.
act. Their very claim to the rights, liberties, and respect
" In 1880 the population of the state was 996,096. In 1888
due decent and industrious people is itself the mockery of the population of the state was at least 1,650,0JO, with a votTYNGSBORO, MAss., Sept. 14, 290.
ing population of 335,000.
MR. EDITOR : Friend Hagen does me the honor to devote morals and an insult to principle. The only time that I,
•· We increased ttte area of cultivated lands in four years
a column and more to my brief notice of his brochure. He with all my Atheism, was ever troubled with law was when 6,756.873 acres. We increased the taxable value of property
unfairly accuses me of unfairness. I wlll repeat the quota- once I said, I did not care a damn for all the drunken rum- in four years $116,227,941.
"We built 1,591 school-houses in four years, worth $2,tion to show whether it was " garbled." " I shall consider. sellers on the police force, and half a dozen or so of them
this positiv proof that consciousness is a natural property of rushed out of a n!lighboring saloon, and amid the din of fire- 000,000.
"The increase in school population~ four years is 120,an electric current generat<>d by the conscious part of the alarms tore me away from my hotel. Well, they did not 760. Does this look as though people are afraid to bring
nerves and brain." Of course consciousness, or what is con- make their "blasphemy" charge work worth a damn (a their families to our state?
"Jan. 1, 1885, we had 4,543 miles o! railroad in Kansas.
scious, may develop more consciousness, but the original damn is a piece of India money), nor can the advocates of
"Jan. 1, 1889, we had 9,698 miles of railroad, an increase
consciousness of the part is as much in question as anything alcohol be more successful with theit' "Puritan" gag.
Liquor lovers should not suppose that ~rohibitionlsts hav in four years of 5,135 miles of main and side tracks. and
else. Lucidity is not gained by misuse of words. I suppose
more than was constructed in any other state in the Union
he means that a certain part of the nerves and brain become~ , hydrophobia, as the aforesaid Shepherd conjectures. The during
the same time.
conscious by the operation of an electric current. He should temperance folks usually are, like the Baptists, fond of water,
"Dec. 31, 1886, we had 898 convicts in the penitentiary.
hav said so, and not left it to be guessed at. The language but that epithet comes as near the truth as one can be ex- Jan. 1, 1887, we had 900. only two more than in 1886. Aug.
was what I criticised, and such slipshod writing is what plays pected to diagnose who sees things through liquor glasses. 17, 1888, we had only 854 convicts in the penitentiary, an
hob with "popular science" and "plain talk," in fact 1 hav occasionally seen members of the Good Templars badly actual decrease of forty-six in seven months.
•· There is not a brewery in K~~onsas.
with most alleged philosophical literature all the way out of order; indeed, so far over the bay that they had to
"There is not 8 distillery in Kansas.
through the gamut from Joe Cook to Herbert Spencer. leave the lodge. I would not presume to say whether that
"There ie not 8 barrel of bonded liquor in K'lnsas.
The very phrenologists he quotes profe~l! a belief in was the case with our whilom Kansas brother unless I knew,
"There is but one pauper to every 1,350 people in Kansas.
"Taxes in Kansas averaf?e only three and seven-tenths
Immortality. Maybe when friend Hague has been dead a but if he, when a member, was of his present opinion, he
thousand years he will wake up snd find he is no more ended must hav been initiated with his ears plugged, for that or- per cent on a valuation of property at one-third its true
value.
than he was this morning.
ganlzation is pledged to Prohibition from the word go.
"These facts hav been proclaimed by two governors to
Friend Hague should not think that I was trying to prove
As I hav repeatedly said, if ihe church is running the the Kansas legislature in January, 1889.
that death did not end all, but that I simply sought to show temperance business,. so much the worse for outsiders.
" Many of the city and county jails in Kansas are empty.
" Prohibition has come to stay in Kansas, and would be
that his dogma was not proved. His dogmatism consists in I do not know what is the matter with so-called In11.dels
calling his theory his knowledge by revelation of nature. at this period that they, so many of them, only ask liberty reaffirmed by a vote of at least 150,000 majority if resubto the people.
Nature has revealed to him no such thing, by his own show- to drink like the devi1 and- play hell generally. This fact mitted
"No man can truthfully deny these statements, no differing. He attempts to prove that death ends all by the phe- goes farther than any and all else toward establishing the ence where he comes from. The records prove them.
nomena of unconsciousness in syncope and sleep and the re- correctness of the condemning epithet. It was the '' In11."Prohibition is a success in Kansas. 8 B. BR•DI'ORD,
" Attorney-General of Kansas, 1884-88.
turn of consciousness without memory of what time had dels" who hav headed every reform in the past. Indeed,
"March 13, 1889."
passed. He is very much mistaken, also, in calling it death it was "Infidels" who started the Washingtonian moveI hope the above will be satisfactory to those who wish to
when there is only asphyxiation and life enough remaining to ment. It was "Infidels" who originated the first Prohibition
make resuscitation possible. His kind of death did not end party, with Ella E. Gibson as orator, and Wendell Phillips find the truth. To those seeking support for the cause of
all or there had been no more breath. The argument he at- as presidential candidate. And even now, Dr. Blackmer, boose the prop of a beer-soaked and rum-reeking press will
tempts is the very one assumed by the other side to show that the Christian gub,ernatorial candidate of the Massa!)husetts seem stronger than the writ of able governors and intelligent
the soul, whatever that may be supposed to be, is unaffected Prohibition party, lectures the churches to abandon their attorney-generals.
I think I hav been as explicit if not as p·oignant as my
by the conditions of the body, as he may see by reading old conservativ policy, and advance instead for the liberaJOHN P. GuiLD.
WaylapQ.'tJ " Intel~e9t-q~l f]?.i~o~ophy" or Brittan's "Man and tion of humanity from the dominion of drink and the reign critic.
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this?" "Indeed, Sir Embassador," reolied
"I want a hand in this trip from Canada to
An Appalled Guest.
Agesilaus, "thou canst not hav looked careMassachusetts," said he, "so jump in. I'm
This happened away in the backwoods of
fully. Come with me to.morrow morning
going to drive you twenty-five miles, any- Arkansas. A tourist going over the state on
and I will show you the walls of Sparta."
horseback stopped for the night at one of
.BtliWl lJf! Miss Busu H. WIXoN. ll'ail how."
Accordingly, on the following morning, the
But
for
all
the
rides
they
obtained,
they
the
popular
hotels
of
the
locality.
The
hotel
Blww, MIJ88., to t~~T&om all Gommun1Mtion8 few
king led his p;uest out upon the plain, where
still had to walk many wearisome miles, and j happened to be a log and. slab affair of three
this GOf"TT.M' sl&oultl bl! sent.
his army was drawn up in full array, a!'ld
it was several weeks before they reached 1 rooms and the same number of beds, while
pointing proudly to the patriot host, he said:
their destination in Massar.husetts. And then the proprietor was the proud parent of nine
"There thou beholdest the walls of Sparta" Between the dark and the daY!igM.
they had not a thing to commence housekeep. wild and woolly sons under twelve years of
ten thousand men, and every man a brick."
When the night is beginning to lower.
ing with. But they, with great enterprise, age. After a supper of 11 hog and hom'ny"
Comes a. pause in the daY's occupations
hired a small tenement, and the neighbors, the host said to one of the boys:
HKRK are a few amuRing blunders that
That Is known as the Obildren's Hour."
learning of the wonderful journey all the way
"Come, Billy, get the broom straws."
hav j•1st occurred in examinations in Boston
from Canada, on foot most of the time, conNine broom s•raws of uneq•1al lengths were public schools: One> little girl said that 11 in
My Doves.
tributed provisions, and enough furniture to produced by Billy. The father hid them in 1620 the Pilgrims came to Massachusetts for
begin keeping house on a small scale. One his hand in such a manner that only an end the purpose of fighting the battle of Bunker
I owned two little turtle-doves
Dressed in cl)at and gown of graY,
lady who had known Mrs. Stirling in her of each straw could be seen. Then each Hill." Another said : "In 1682 William Penn
The sunlight making rainbow tints
youthful days gave her a bed and furnishinj!'s. boy drew a strew.
explored Pennsylvania with a crew of QuaOn neck and breast, bright, not ga.Y.
This good lady lived to the age of one hun"Ha, hal" said the merry parent jovially. kers." In another paper a small boy, who had
Lo T.et/ loveY, I would saY.
dred and three years, but whether this Ion- "Bill, you an' Buck an' Lige git the short evidently heard that the English people were
Ooo oo oo, would answer theY,
gevity
was attained on account of her great ones."
fond of meats, said that of all the countries
Ooo oo oo, coo, ooo, ooo.
benevolence or not, I would not undertake to
"What does that mean?" asked the he had rather visit England, because he would
We love yon, yon, yon, yon.
say. Her numerous descendants are well amuse~ guest, whose look of amusement like to see the Thames river and the beefFour years rve listAned to their coo.
known for their intelligence and great moral faded away when his host said:
Four years I've cared for lovies.
eaters.
I've nourished, loved, and petted them
worth. Addie and Maria obtained employ"Mean? Why, that's a little way we hav
Since theY were baby dovies.
Agents for the ·rrnth ~eea.er.
ment in a cotton mill, and Mrs. Stirling hired o' settlin' which three of 'em shall sleep with
Loo vev loveY, I would sav.
OALIII'ORNU..
out as a washerwoman.
any gent that happens to stop over night with
(Joo oo oo, would answer they.
In that time a large amount of work was us. I 'spect you'll find Buck and Bill und 1. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Coo oo oo, coo, coo. coo,
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal.
exacted for a small mm of money. Mrs. Lige mighty lively bedfellers, but don't you Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
We love yon, yon, yon, yon.
Stirling
toiled
six
hours
usually
for
twentybe
afeerd
to
giv
'em
a
warmin'
up
with
your
Estate of B. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban
'l'heY never failed mA with their coo
five cents. After her day's work she and the boot or a bed slat if they git t11 trainin' too
D ~rkeRt night or brightest day;
:Francisco.
If I bnt. spoke or sang to them,
little ones would go to the woods for fagots, high. Go 'long, boys, an' pile in with this Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., Ban FranQuicklY would be hfa.rd their lay.
cisco. •
and in this way obtained all the wood she gent, and mind that you behave yourselvs."
OAN.A.D.A..
Lo v•vlovey,•I would saY.
needed. With a long pole and a hook atT. C. Allen & Co., 124 Granville st., Halifax,
Coo oo no, would at>swer they.
tached
to
it
she
broke
off
many
dead
limbs
The Kind Slle Wanted.
Coo oo oo, P.oo, coo, coo,
N. B.
from the old pine and oak trees. · When they
We love yon, yon, Yon, yon.
Katie livs in the suburbs of Boston, and W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
had collected fagots enough, or as much as her small head is not infrequently badly lames Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Bnt downward swooped a. bntcher bird
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
they could carry, they would bind stont
Not long ago, and killed one pet;
mixed upon things that relate to the differJl'LOBIDA.
cords about them and drag them home. One
Now, all alone, bis little mate
ence between the ways of the town where Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
.Her loss can never foreet.
day when thus engaged they met old Gaffer
IDAHO.
she livs and the ways of Boston. She has
Oh. in mY heart I feel a p'!.in,
Smith. Tony was tugging away like a horse,
always a great scorn, however, for having A.. Erwin, Murray.
As I Iiot, and liAt in vain,
with a monstrous load of brush in his handILLINOIS.
things different from city fashions, and this
For coo oo oo, coo, coo.
cart. Old Smith looked at the boy admirPost-oflice News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago.
We love yon, yon, yon, yon.
ghows itself in the most unexpected ways.
G. E. Wilson, 814 S. State st, snd Brentano
ingly. He said, "Madam, I think that boy
SADIE ATHENA MAGOON.
Not long ago a traveling photographerBros., Chicago.
is the flower of your family."
Station D, Los .AnoRleP 1 Cal.
'
came along and established himself not far J. W. Howe, 48 S. Halstead st., C:!:.i.::ag'>.
"·Yes, sir," was the reply, "he is the sun
INDI.u!A.
from her father's house, and ]!er mother
[son] flower."
I. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
decided
to
improve
the
opportunity
to
hav
Life in the Backwoods.- Con
When autumn came, Tony and Kate were
l'. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk,
IOWA.
sent to school. Tony's clothes were very some pictures of the children taken.
clndf'd.
"Come,
Katie,"
she
said
one
morning,
M. L. D. Lansing, Madrid.
worn and patched.
The man might be a kidnapper, and would
LOUISIANA.
"Nevel' mind, Tony," said his mother, sfter it had all been talked over before the
make all haste· to some populous city, and 11 as soon as the girls get their month's pay child, who had made no comment whatever, A.l. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
11
.IUJiSJ.OB.USJITTS.
there dispose of her children, dearer to her you shall hav a new suit."
go to nurse and get on your thiogs and
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
than her own heart's blood.
come
with
baby
and
me
to
hav
your
tintypes
11
No, mamma," said the bright boy, "you
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
They all wept bitterly, while the mother
Johnson Bra's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
buy yourself a good flannel gown and a taken."
thought she should go distracted.
But Katie drew back.
ICWffiEU.N.
shawl."
11
They had never before been separated, and
No, mamma, dear." she said, gravely; ~-Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
11
But, Tony, you will be cold," and the
·t D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
the agony and suspense was almost unendurmother gazed fondly upon her brave-hearted " if you will excuse me, I won't hav any tin- Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave.,
able. The family increased their speed, and boy.
types taken. I'll wait, if you please, till you
Grand Rapids.
when they reached the place where the pedler
"Then I'll run and get warm 1" laughed can take me to town and get a real telegraph lwan & Co .. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
had told the mother he should stop, she
!Ierman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Tony.
of me."-----~....- - - - rushed into the house in a transport of pain
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
11 I
hear, too," continued Mrs. Stirling,
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
l!liSSOUBI.
and distress.
11
that the boys make fun of you on account
But, oh, how mortified she was when she of your shabby clothes, and I do not like
Little Johnny W. is four years old, and Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Loui&.
entered the abode. There sat her Tommy that."
formerly lived in Bangor. His parents now ~- T. J ett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
and Katy on either side of the friendly pedler
NliW YORK.
" Pooh, mother I I can stand all that. reside at Augusta. The other day Johnny's
eating a huge slice of bread and butter, and You shall hav the clothes and I'll wait a natural aptitude for fun and mischief led him ~rentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
lauvhing and chatting in a very lively manner. spell longer for mine."
to commit some trifling misdemeanor, which Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
13:. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
She thanked the good pedler so roany times
So when pay.day came Mrs. Stirling had was promptly rebuked by his mother. She S:. Cohn, 820 West st., New York.
that he always thought sbe overdid the the new gown and woolen shawl, and Tony dwelt upon the fact of God's seeing us and
~orris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
always knowing what we are doing. The L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
matter.
waited another month for his new suit.
They staid at that place nearly a week to
When his noble conduct became known his idea seemed to impress Johnny forcibly, and f. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau st.,
rest, the mother working to pay for their teacher made him a preeent of a fine fur cap. for several moments he remained silent. At
New York.
11
J. VandenBroeck, 897Bleecker st., New York.
keeping.
It was some time befores the Btirlings had last be broke out with: Say, mother, does New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
One day their hostess gave the children more th~<n one chair. They were accus- God see everything in AuguRta ?" "Yes,"
some baskets and told them to go to the fields tomed to sit on the bed and qld boxes, but was the solemn reply. 11 He sees our every :;. J •York.
.King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
beyond the brook and see what they could after a year they managed to liv a little more act." Whereupon the young sinner exomo.
find there.
claimed :. '!Good gracious, mother l Let's John Jacques, Akron.
comfortably.
"1. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
They found-oh, such red, luscious straw.
The children all grew up to womanhood move back to Bangor."
r. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
berrieE.
A
little
boy
was
the
other
day
asked
if
he
and manhood. The girls married well, and
When they returned with their laden bas. Tony became a sailor. He went to a foreign did not wish that a certain lady of whom he Emory P. Robinson, Sydney.
W. Smith, 829 Superior st., Cleveland.
kets, how their bright eyes sparkled, and land and after a while accumulated ·a snug was very fond, and who had just died, could VanEpps & Co.. 259 Superior st.. ClevAland.
how red their lips were! And then such a fortune. Then he came home and surrounded come back to eee him. He thought a moment Benj. Woods, 819 Chillicothe l!treet, Portsdelicious supper! Strawberries and cream- his mother with every comfort and many and replied : 11 Well, yes ; if she can come
mouth.
ORRGOI!I.
what a feast it was! The next morning the
luxuries, so that her last days are. as happy as just like any other lady and-make a call, yes; B. F. Hyland, Corvallii.
man of the house asked them if they had
but
if
she
comes
with
her
wings
and
cannot
one might exp•ct or desire. Tony still livs
C. H. Wilcox. Portland.
ev€r seen dogs making butter.
and is a great benefactor to the poor. He sit down, I think she had better stay where W. Wedeken, Purtland, Ore.
11
Why, no, of course not," said Tony, says he has been as poor as anybody, and she is." ______...,._____
PBNNSYLVJ.NU..
laughing.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
knows just how it is.
"We'll see! We'll see!" said the honest
Hx's A BRIOK.-Very few of the thousands ieorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
The lesson of this true story is, that to lead
old farmer, harnessing the two dogs that he
who
use the above slang term know its origin . I. A. Kirk. Du Bois.
a virtuous life, to dl) good, to be respectful,
TBNNBBSKB.
owned.
.
or
its
primitiv significance, according to which Wm. B. Fisher, 881 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
tender, and self-sacrificing, to practice the
11
11
They're much like human beings, you
precepts of the wise, to be temperate, to it is a grand thing to say of a man, He's a f). P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
know," said he; 11 they alllik.e to shirk work.
TBXA.S.
shun evil and evil influences, must lead to brick." The word used in its original intent
Sometimes they will run away on churning
real and permanent happiness, even in the implies all that is brave, patriotic, and loyal. ... Andruss, Denison.
days."
Plutarch, in his life of Agesilaus, king of ". Theo. Colwick. Norse.
· MIRIAM.
backwoods.
st., Fort Worth.
He thought it showed intelligence to thus
Sparta, gin us the meaning of the quaint and 11. B. Kratz, 806 Houston
UTJ.H.
giv him the slip, for he knew by experience it Tm~:AGK t F DJSORKTION.-Thewald thought familiar expression. Oo a certain occasion ames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
was mighty hard work to churn.
it very unfair to influence a child's mind by an embassador from Epirus, on a diplomatic ~.F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
Near by this farmhouse lived a q11eer old inculcating any opinions before it should mission, was shown by the king over his ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
ady who was fond of children, and full of hav come to years of discretion, and be able capital. The embassador knew of the mon- .ienry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TKRRITOB'f.
droll stories, and she made many quaint to choose for itself. I showed him my gar- arch's fame_:.knew that, though nominally
speeches. Mrs. Stirling irquired of her her den, and told him it was my botanic garden. only king of Sparta, he was ruler of Greece- -:ltine Bros., Walla Walla.
BNSLJ.ND.
age. She said she had forgotten the year, but 11 How so?" said he, "it is covered with and he had looked to see massiv walls rear. Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
11
she believed it was in string-bean time-she weeds."
Ob," I replied, "that is because ing aloft their embattled towers for the deLondon.
had been extremely fond of them ever since. it has not yet come to its age of discretion fense of the city, but found nothmg of the C. Stocker, 211 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
.o\.USTBALIA.
After they were well rested they thought. and choice. The weeds, you see, hav taken kind. He marveled much at this, and spoke
they would !'\tart again on their journey.! the liberty to grow, and I thought it unfair of it to the king. 11 Sire," said he, "I hav Mrs. J. Hadfield, Pl\rk st., Sydney, N.S.W.
Sydney, :t'{, B. W.
T'he old farmer brought out the family chariot in me to prejudice the soil in favor of roses visited most of the priEcipal towns, and I w. Willis, 715 Haymarket,
NKW ZKALA.ND.
and two handsome horses.
1and straw!Jerries."-Coleridge.
find no walls reared for defense. Why is A. D. Willis, Wanganul.
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feas, with Uttle money, fair educa.tloJ!-1 and much
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ooura.1fe~ to make their way through me world by 11. EVOLUTION OF MOBALB.
By Dn. LEWIS
ll9inll' to Ohica.go, The author is also the heroin.
G. JANES.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN O.
inll' lrirJ'slife and experience in the city of Ohicago
, PABBBALL.
amontr ,bln1f bnsiness men, kinr·hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is nst such a story 18. EVOLUTION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. ByJo!lN W. 0BADWICX.
of human life as we ahonld expeo Oolonel In~er
aoll to be Interested in; and whatever he admires 14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By 8TABB
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
HoYT NICHOLS.
of the rest of the world. Price 115 cents.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

THE NEW GOD.
BY BA.MUEL P. PUTN.All,
tM ..d.mwican B~lar Unio'lll.

8~ of

Price 10 oentl.
Addrell 'l'JI• TBUTII BDKD 0olll'A1U'.

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at
Lib~.ral Leag_~e Hall, 177 Ha.laey st., oor. Market
st., Newark, N.J.- Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome .

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'7
meets every Bnnday in Industrial Hall, Broad u d
Wood sts •• at 2 :so and 7 :so P.ll. for lectures and
free disolll!sions on religions !lnd social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beekerpnblioationsalwayson bandatoheap rates.

Vhlca;-o Secular Union
Meets every BnndaY evening at 7:80 P.ll., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Tho Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-mo11.tbly, tlrst and third Sundays, at 2
P.ll., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. M.uros HEIGHTON, Beo.

Tbe .IDinneapolis Secular Union
1\leets every BnndaY at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Booms 12 and 14. Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J,F.l\IACOl!lllEB,Pres.: LEROY BEBBIEB, Beo,

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the tlrst and fourth BundaYS of each month at Independent Ohnrch, at
10:30 A.M. Free disolll!sion on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTB BEEKER and In'DBilt'gator are solioi ted.
R. G. l:!lliTll, Oor. Beo.

Tho Walla Walla Lib ral Vlub
1\leets every BnndaY at 2 P.ll. in Grand Arm.y
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poema. A large valuable librau is at the service of members and
friends. 0, B. REYNOLDS, Prea.; A.W. 0ALDEB, Beo.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Vlub
Holds meeti.ruts every Bnnday evening at 216
Grand ave., urraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by dEibates. The pnblio cordially invited.

Send $3 for a Year's Snbscription,·or·$1 for Four Months' Trial.

KODEI!.N IKI'l'A'l'ION or C!l!.IS'l',
Aa to his Life on Earth and his Communlsm.

Tho •t.aanhattan Liberal Vlnb,N.Y.
Meets every FridaY evenins:, at 8 o•olook, at Ger·
man Masonic Temple, 220 East •5th street. Lectures and disolll!sions. The pnblio cordiall.yinvited.

Tho Newark Liberal _Loa;-uo

DUBING 'l'!E tEAl!. 1890 'l'Hll 'l'l!.'t7'1':S: SE!IB:El!.

OF
.JoshuaLIFE
Davidson:

These notices are for t'M benefit of Liberals
tJJho mag be 'Dilliting t'M plaus where theBe societwl are located. Local. Secular Unions and
.l!reethougkt Societies muting regularly can
halo their gat'Mrings ad'IJertiBed here free by forwarding t'M necessary information.

SOCIAL WEA...LTH,

Brotherhood ot J.Uoralbts, No. 903,
Prairie VitJ. Ia.,
Meets every Bnnday in the Liberal reading:room
ball at 2:30PM. All L,berals are cordiallY invited. F. V. DBAPEB, Oor. Beo.

San Franclsco, Cal., Freethooghl
Society

MAetA every Bnnday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o'clock. A cordial invitation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des IDoines Secular Union
Holds regular meetin~rs at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Loonst streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
11broad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres,

Port11momh,

o., ~ecular Union

Meets every SundaY at 7 P M. in Grand ArmY
Hall Lectures, discussions, readings, poems1
mnsio and songs. A oord!.almvitation is extendea
to all; especiallY to friends frcm abroad. Correspondence solicited. J, L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILL 8. ANDBES. BeorPtary.

Port An;-eles Secular Union
Meets everY BnndaY at 7:80 P. H. in the pnblio
school building in Port Ang..Ieii, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading. Disclll!sion invited on all subjects. Liberal •iteratnre distrib·
nted free.
]'BANK MOBSE, Oor. Seo.

The West End Pro;;resl!live Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at Parr's
Hall. Everybndv invited. MRs. R. M. BEBBA,
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Beo.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Boeder, Wasb., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. Tile
grPatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICEoPres.;
J. W. BELL1 Vice-Pres.; 0BABLES BHEA, Beo.

F~tors and lla:act Ratios in tlu!
Acgtdr~' and ..d.~t.
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BJ I. K. INGALLS.

THE SAFEST CREED,

Prlee, CJioth,

AND

WETTSTEIN'S

Twu.n 0THBB Dmootmau o:r RBABoN.
B1i 0. B. PBO!I'HINGH.J.Jl,
Extra cloth, lllm.o, lla&pp., St.
Addre11
THE 'l'RU'l'B BEEUR CO.

GIRARD'S WILL

tl.OO.

WORlD·~BEHOWI[D WATCH~S.

Beat grades: American Stem-winders: In silver·
Tjewels,$7 110; 9Jewels, $8; 11 jswelJI, $9;
$10; ilo. adjusted. $16. In 8 onnoe coin
AND
s lver oases, ~3.~0 more ; 4 ouncel $4,110, and 5
onnoe t6 mol'te In lH!st filled 1rola oases, open
face,. dust uroof. 7 j~wels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 110; 11
Gir~d
jewels, $17.50\ 15 jewels, $18.50: do. R.tljusted,
sr4.~o. Hnnt1D.ll', s22; 122.50; $28 : r24: sao.
AN EXPOBi
Ladies•, same quality, 7 ibwels, $17; 11 jewell,
Of the perverlllon of Stephen Girard'amapUI.oent S18 ~o; 15 jewels, $ ~5. 14 karat solid &old, $10
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohri1\lan
more. The fa) nons,
churches and Yonn~r 11len•a
N'ew Kode! "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
Christian A.lsoola•
Uon.
16 jewels and all modem improvements, f3
more
than above adjusted watches. No watch
By BIOJI, Bo WESTBBOOJ:, D.D., LL.D.
in tbA world oetmpetes with it. Finer watches np
Price 11.
Address TB:B TBtrTK 8BBJ:BB. to $200. •II snob prepaid, guaranteed 1 Y•ar, and
cash refunded !if not satisfactory, All filled gold
cases warranted by - mannfaotnrera 20 re_11ra.
Beware of New York W'orza•s 10 kar11t and spnr1ons
The Career of J esns Christ.
-oases. Watohes oleant~d, beBt wor.t, $1; springs,
A.n Exposition ofthe True 1\le_aninll' of thia Char- $1, eto., a~d nturned free.
acter aa de&oribed in the New Testament. By lllil·
,
J!ST.&DLISBED 1857•
ton Woolley, M.D., 11nthor of "Hebrew Mnhol0'1"1'0 WBTTB'r.EIN• Bochelle. m.
OU•"
Paper, avo, 1111 oentl
.

College Theology.

i~'e:Cases,
1 ·jewela,

AN
HONEST STATEMENT.

••Similar advertisement•
from unreliable pracUti·
tners have been frequent·
ly assaijed and expoaed by
the press 1 but Dr. FELLOWS stands foremost in hb prefu·
ll.cn, and U.is safe to trust him."- Th• .A"ationall'iN•

Address,

•

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

VINELAND. N.J.
Inquiries are frequently reo.,ived askinll' whl't
we know abont Dr. Fellows. of Vinel...nd, N. J.
First. we know that he i• a reliable gentleman of
rare professional skill, who has eR.rned Rnooess by
r;rood work. Second. that he fulfills all biA agreements to tbe lAtter. Third, that be bas performed
onres of hopeless csses that in t.he olilen t1me his
Bllill would bav been called miraculous. Fourth,
aad laB!1 we know him to be an honest man and a
stanch J.Jiberal.-T716 Better Wall.
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AND RELICIONS woRLD's SAGES, THINKERS,

====::;:::::========'ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
CHIOAGO accuses New York of playing" a Vol. I: Giva a Fnll Acconnt of all the Gods, invile game" by trying to poison the European · clnding JehovalJ, ljlatan, the Holy ~host,
mind against the World's F i
j Jeans
Ohr1at, Vug~n Mary, !!ond the B1ble. •
a r•
svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Deacr1bea Fully all
,
the
Belilriona Systems of the Wor•<l·
.
A BUDDEN d eath at Albion, N.Y., last SunSvo,957pP. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
2 vots., $5; leatuQt. $7: moday, was not that of a blaspheming Atheist
,but of Rev. George Cain who feli dead in
rooco, gilt edgeR. oS.
tthe middle of a sentence of his sermon
BY D. M.BENNETT.
•
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
. ANOTHER electric light
lineman was killed at
New York on the 15th
while at work up the
poles.

THE

AND REFORMERS.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, BkeptiC!!J. Innova.tora, Fonndera of
New Schools of 'J.'honght, Eminent Boien·
tiats, etc. (who were not Ohriatiana),
from the time of Menn to the pres.
ent. Bvo, 11075pp,, cloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor., g. e.• $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TBUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Place, N. Y•

Brazil elections

:are in progress, and the

·-·

l'epublican party is obtaining victory over the
'Clericals and imperialists.

WE may acquiesce in the pleasing conclusion that every age of the world has increased,
and still increases, the real wealth, the happiness, the knoyvledge, anrl perhaps the virtue,
of the human race."- Gibbon.

Iit THE
condition of man, compared with what
has been, is easy and just Gui~ot.

---=---
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BosTON Catholics and
Protestants still fight
over history in schools.
A board has been appointed to hear parents'
complaints.
UPON the strike of two
hundred carpenters at
Spokane Falla, Wash.,
their places were at once
taken by indignant millionaires, bankers, merchants, etc.

THE New York Y. M.
C. A. on Sunday the 14th
listened to Rev. Thomas
Dixon, who coun2eled
government prohibition
of strikes, with military
enforcement.

IT has been the business of the cb urch for
CPnturies to extinguish·
the lamp of the mind,
and to convince the peepie that their own reason
iA utterly unteliable.-

THE police authorities
of New York city will
take a new census, and
demand that the national
census board accept it or
make a recount. Many
other cities ask recounts.
THERE are threats of
violence at Richmond,
Ky., if Schweinfurth
attempts to start a colony
there, as annou1oced. A
church there has expelled
several members for believing in his divinity.
THBEE Knights of Labor are said to hav
confessed that they with two others made the
attempt to wreck a New York Central train.
Most Knights call the confessiou a "put-up
job" of the company.
COMPLAINT is made of New York's backwardness in the institution of public libraries,
in which line she is surpassed by the most
inconsiderable cities of England. The cause
js Catholic Tammany rule.
THK mendacity of journalism is illustrated
by the communication to the press by a correspondent in Montreal of a falsehood representing Prince George as being engaged in a
street fight in that city. The reporter will be
prosecuted.

I nge1·~oll.

THE books of every
theological system narrate acts of the grossest cruelty, which are,
wit.hout hesitation, ascribed to the direct interpoRition of God.-

AT Berlin Max Goerisb, a half-witted fellow, was made frantic by Salvation Army
meetings, and believed himself sent by heaven
to clear the world of sinners. Meeting Emil
Rohnbeck, a butcher, he shot him, exclaiming, "Thus do I avenge the Lord I" Then
he shot himself.
'

Buokle.

DAVID HANKERETH FOR MORE WOMEN.

A 0 0 0 R DING to the
Bible, this good God believed in religious perse. cution; this good God
THE
believed in extermination, in polygamy, in
in human slavery; this good
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: concubinage,
God commanded murder and massacre, and
THEIE
this good God could only be mollified by the
Crimes and Persecutions.
shedding of blood. This good God wanted
Svo, 1,119pp. Oloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, a butcher for a priest. This good God
wanted husbands to kill their wives-wanted
gilt edges, $4.50.
fathers and mothers to kill their children.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
This goorl God· persecuted animals on
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
count of the crimes of their owners. This
28Lafayette Place, New York.
good God killed the common people because
!he kiT1g had disp'eased him. This good
God killed the babe even of the maid behind
BIBLE INQUIRER;
the mill, in order that be might get even with
OB,
a king. This good God committed every
A Key to Bible Investigation. poesible
crime. . • • If God did what the
Oontaining 148 Proi!_ositiona
With References to the most Plain and Buiking Bible says be did, then I insist that God is
Belf-Oontradictiona of the so-called
not good.-lngtrsoll.
Inspired Bcriptnrea.
ULTRA· BKEPTIOIBM.
BY A. JAOOBBON.
THis life we liv is a strange dream, and I
Third edition, carefnlly revised and enlarged.
Every Liberal needs a co~Y for ready reference. don't believe at all any account men giv of it.
As a pamphlet to loan to Ohriatia.n friends, it is -Thoreau.
the moat eft'ectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
SXRPTIOIBM, in philosophy, is the doctrin
which sets up, as its highest principle, doubt
or suspense of judgment In v1ew of the contradictory nature of phenomena. It infers
the impossibility of knowing truth. The
ancient skepticism is directed again~t senseperception. JEneeidemus collected Pyrrho's
arguments, as follows : Knowledge of truth
OB 1
is uncertain. becapse of the difference (1) in
The Church of Practical Religion. the organization in animals resulting in
different modes of knowledge (bow can we
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to fonnd a decide?); (2) in the human constitution in
church withont superstition, and its ancceas. tastes, feelings, desires, CRpacit!es, etc.; (3)
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established in the structure of the organs of sense, the
his pnlpit, naea it to diacnsa all the vital questions same object being white to the eye, Rweet to
of human concern. religions, pelitical, and other· the taste, rough to the touch, etc.; ( 4) in the
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian. mental 11nd physical condition at different
gnage, and easily understood. There is lust anfli· times; (5) in the position, distances, and incient narrativ abont it to interest the reader and tervals of objects; (6) in the appearance of
hold his attention while the truth is being bronght objects by res•on of their complication with
to his mind.
each other; (7) in the appearance of objects
owing to their variation in quantity, size of
For sale at this olllce. Price, 11.00.
parts, etc.; (8) in objects on account of the
general relativity of things known ; (9) in
the frequency with which objects are observed; (10) in regard to education, all cusOB1 THE
toms, habits. laws, ideas, faith, and theories
Confiict between Beason and Superstition. being derived from it. Agrippa reduced the
tropes to five: (1) the discordance of opinions
renders all uncertain ; (2) every proof rests
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
upon grounds which again need proof, and so
Philadelphia, Pa..
ad infinitum/ (3) all our ideas are relativ;
(4) all systems rest upon hypotheses; (5) the
Price, 10 cents.
vicious circ!e, demonstrating the grounds on
which the proof rests by that which is proved
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
by them. Sextus Empiricus has left us a
complete account of ancient skepticism, and
himself sums up the whole as follows:
Steel engravings of this celebrated natnraliat, Nothing is certain in itself, as is proved by
2x15 inches, anitable for framing, sent postpaid. the diversity of opinion, and nothing can be
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. made certain by proof, since it derives no
tf
certainty from itself, and if based on other
proof, leads us either to the 1"eg1'essm ad in.
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. finitum or to a vicious circle.-Professor

And David took hlm more concubines and wives out of Jerusalem.-2 Sam. v, 13.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKEB
For the beaefit of onr readers who preserve their J?apers
we offer a new style of bmder,
made for the pnrpoae, and
with the heading of THE
.
TBUTH BEEKEB printed in
g_old letters on the ontaide.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking ont and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file withont disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail_,_postpaid, for 11.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
U
28Lafavette Pl •• New York.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Ohriatian and Extra-OhriatianExpe.
JAMES BAILY, a Birmingham, Ala., voodoo
rience.
doctor, who represents himself as the high
BY
NATHANIEL
BAMBAY WATRBS.
priest of the queen of heaven, has been arrested for swindling his dupes, but says the A very critical analYSis of both Protestantism
a.nd Oa.tholicism, from the vantage.gronnd of an
queen of heaven will speedily punish all who intimate
Personal experience with the two B,YB·
dare harm her high priest.
tema. It deals the moat trenchant blows whiCh
pnre logic is capable of inflicting.-[Oritica.l BeRAILROAD trainmen ask that automatic view.
Oloth, 12mo, S1. '75.
coupling and power brakes be adopted on
freight and all trains, saying that now their
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
life is more dangerous than that of soldiers in
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
a war. In one year, they sav, 20,000 trainmen hav been injured and 2,700 killed.
Tii:E chief railroad accidents of the week
were a collision on the Rea din~~:, Pa., road on
the 19th, by which a crowded express was
·thrown in the Schuylkill river and thirty or
·forty were killed and many injured; and a
.collision at Chicago on the 21st by which fif;teen were killed.

WHENEVER the doctrin
of exclusiv salvation is
generally believed and
realized, habits of thought
will be formed around it
that are diametrically
opposed to the spirit of
inquiry and absolutely
incompatible with human
progress. An indifference to truth, a spirit of
blind and at the same
time willful credulity,
w i II be encouraged,
which will multiply fictions of every kind, will
associate inquiry with
the ideas of danger and
of guilt, will make men
esteem that impartiality
of judgment and study
which is the very soul of
truth, an unholy thing,
and will so emasculate
their faculties as to produce a general torpor on
every ~nbject.-Lecky.

Miss Wixon's Works.

All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800pp., $1.50.

S~ories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 388pp., $1.25 .

Apvles of Gold. And Other

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band-

some and Interesting Book, Withont Snperatitionl for Ohiidr!ln and Yonth. The Onlr FreethinKers' Ohildren•a Story-Book ever lBBued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 ama.Uer ; la.rge
type, heaVY, toned paper, broa.d margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS •.

A BEPORT states that the Mormon settlers
in the Canadian northwest are very thrifty. The Bible-What Is IU A pam.
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
One of the main complaints of the outsiders
of the assumption that the Bible iB a divine
is that "they never spend a cent over a bar."
book of pnre thonght, and correct in all ita
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
They say that while they regard polygamy as
scriptural, they do not practice it in this Stu_dies In ":ll~ology. A clear exposicountry and do not intend to
tiOn of the b1bhcal story of man's creation
and cnrse, thAologically denominated " the
·
:r;:rz Catholics of the Roman Catholic fall." Price, 10 cents.
Uanadian province of Quebec complain that Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and affirmativ standpoint, showing
the Protestant province of Ontario "has the
w~r it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
monopoly of licensed rowdyism." The na"
tivs of Ontario speak in the same strain of
Quebec, and protest against frequent attacks
on Protestant persons and property. In FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.
Catholic Montreal the Orangemen, who hav A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
not dared to parade on July 12Gb for several
the Moabites by the Jews.
years, announce that they will do so next
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
year, and the Catholics unblushingly avow
their intention to make trouble for them.
Price,
10 cents,

ac-

TRY•SQUARE:

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

Price. 116 Cent1.

Harris.

k'"JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORMO
, Xlltere4 at; the l'lolt-OIIIce at lhw York, H. Y., u ~ lllaa1ir.

$3.00 per vear.
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THE

Jlotts and

~Iippings.

" THE truth is," says the Catholic Monitor,
" that the Chinese take all the BibleR they can
get, then quietly cut off the covers and use
the leaves for padding the soles of Chinese
shoes, and for other more ignoble purposes."
'
A STEAMER that sailed for the Congo region
from a Belgian port the other day contained ten
thousand casks of rum. Belgium is employing such means to Christianize the heathen
as were used many years ago by New England.
THE Ohurohman, of this city, closes a careful review of the debate upon the bill to enlarge the approp~iation for the Roman Catholic bureau of education, by calling on all
Protestant societies receiving government aid,
to purge themselvs in this matter by refusing
any longer to participate, and says : "As it
is to-day, by reason of participation, eyes are
blinded and lips are dumb in the presence of
wrong, and a department of the national government made subservient to the Roman
hierarchy." But who expects the Protestant
societies to follow the Olwrohman's advice I
THE Ping King Tong Society and the
Cbee Kong Tong Society are two religious
Chinese organiz!'ltions existing in that part
of San Francisco which is called Chinatown.
La~t Sunday morning the Ping King Tongs
were conducting open-air worEhip, when
they were attacked by the Cbee Kong
Tongs, who extinguished their sacred fires

SPECTER THAT THREATENS THE

and disturbed their meeting generally. A
tight ensued, revolvers and knives were
drawn, clubs swung, and shots fired, so
that except for their color and dress the
contending parties, says Freethought, of that
city, could scarcely hav been distinguished
from two opposing Christian sects settling
a religious dispute.
•
·
WHEN Deacon Hotchkiss bought Brother
Bemis's yearling heifer, he demanded a guarantee of the animal's condition, and he asked
Brother Bemis to "swear to that guarantee be.
fore the justice of peace. Brother Bemis,
alleges Puck, was hurt by this unusual pre.
caution on the part of a lifelong friend and
neighbor. "Why, Brother Hotchkiss," he
remonstrated, " you ain't no need to be so
pesky s'picious with me. I ain't never
cheated you, hev I? You wa'n't like this before." "I wa'n't-1 wa'n't," assented
Brother Hotchkiss, cordially, "but I beam
you t' other night when you wuz on th' anxious seat at revival meetin', and I sez to myself, sez I, ' if Brother Bemis is haff the
sinner he makes himself out to be, it behooves
me to be everlastin' keerful with him Bext
caow-trade.'"

--:....
--~

(

IRISH.

mitted to go on until something was said or
done calling for the interference of the
offi.cers of the law, in which case the police
could easily hav cleared the fellows out.
The mayor has made a very serious mistake.
The way for him to recover from it is to acknowledge it, to say that he erred, to admit
that he acted hastily, and to promis that he
will not do so any more."

FoR nearly two years the question of excluding from the roll of public school teachers married women living with their husbands
has been agitated i.n the school board of Cin.
cinnati. A month ago a resolution declaring
the places of such teachers vacant was
adopted. The superintendent was authorized
to fill the vacancies. This he did by reappointing the discharged women. The question came up at Monday's meeting on approving h1s action, which, after a heated
debate, was done by a vote of seventeen to
eleven. One side has held that the retention
of married women who ought to be supported
by their husbands, has kept out ambitious
graduates of the normal school. The other
side argued the competency of the teachers,
and held that the fact that they were living
with their husbands was a guarantee of good
THE Brooklyn Eagle says: " Mayor Chapin
character and ability to direct the young.
parted company with the instincts of his
Democracy, with the principles of Thomas
PROFESSOR BRIGGS of the Presbyterian
Jefferson, with the guarantees of the Consti- Th~ological Seminary in this city is an advotution, and with those natural rights which cate of revision of the Westminster Confesare older and stronger than even constitutions sion, a believer in "second probation," and
themselvs, when he said that a meeting Elliott Fireawaywithhismouth Shepard deshould not be held because he feared the law mands his resignation in consequence thereof.
would be violated by something which might Commenting thereon the Sun says : '' The
be said there, instead of determining that the sympathy of the great mass of Presbyterians
meeting could be held and would be per- in New York is with Professor Briggs, and

they will not consent to his injury at the banda
of so emotional a person. His Presbyterianism
is the Presbyterianism that suits them, not the
old-fashioned Calvinism of the vociferous
colonel. Undoubtedly, Professor Briggs ia
teaching. new and strange doctrine. Undoubtedly, he is undermining the old orthodox belief. But that is what makes him so
popular among Presbyterians and theological
students. They themselvs hav discarded
orthodoxy, and they hail him as their champion. If he is on the straight road to Agnosticism, so also are they traveling to the same
goal, and they rej_oice in such a leader.
Colonel Shepard cannot hurt Professor
Briggs."
THE Fremont Tribune says that a good
story has leaked out on one of the ministers
who took a very activ part in the redemption
of sinners at the late Fremont camp-meeting.
It is said that at one of the meetings the customary invitation was given for all who wanted
to go to heaven to rise up. All present rose
to their feet with the exception of one young
man who sat back pretty well on the outskirts of the audience. Those who desired
to go to heaven sat down. Then all those
who wanted to go to hell were requested to
rise to their feet, and the aforesaid young
man was eyed with a great deal of interest.
Still he sat as quiet and composed as a stone.
The minister went to him and asked him why
he did not rise in either instance. "Wall,"
replied the husky son of toil, " I don't want
ter go anywhar. Fremont's good ernuit fer.
me." And the preacher wended his way
back to the altar, and sitting down on the
mourners' bench leaned over and tied his
sJ>.'le.
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~ommtmieations.
The· Christian's India Rubber God.-Continned.
Hundreds of Christians hav helped to pay, and
hav received, bounties for killing panthers, bears,
wolves, foxes, and other destructiv and dangerous
animals which hav infested the country. And in
many states men are compelled, by law, to destroy
noxious weeds.
Now, if the Christian really believed these things
to be given by a good God for a wise purpose,
would he kill and destroy them ? Here, as in other
instances, his practice belies his profession.
The Christian profession, so contrary to practice,
makes men liv out a lie, and shows them to be a class
of devil-dodgers who are willing to sacrifice their
manhood in this world for an imaginary crown in
the next.
Would the Rev. Herbert Morris spare a tarantula
which got up the leg of his pants because he believed
it to be a blessing not understood, sent by a wise
and good God T I think a big sturdy tarantula
would make the reverend gentleman shout, but it
would not be in exaltation of the goodness of God.
Would not anyone hav prevented the tornado in
the West which leveled a whole village to the earth,
if he bad the power to do soT Every Christian who
lost home and friends is forced to say that " God
sent the tornado-God is good," therefore the tornado was a blessing not understood. The truth is,
Christians regard these calamities just as In:fi~ela
do, and when they pretend anythi.IJg else they lie.
When the morning papers brought news of the
Western tornado I asked a pious snob who was laying down flooring if he believed that God sent it.
He said be did. I then asked him if he thought it
all for the best to bav property destroyed, people
killed, and wives and children made homeless. His
brow knit, a cloud seemed to pass over his mind, and
with an air of reproach be said, "To ask such questions is to tempt God. It is ours to patiently submit to whatever God sends, and to hav faith to be·
lieve that everything is ruled for our good."
Just then he struc._k his thumb a full blow with the
hammer. The bloo~ started from under the nail,
and be danced in frenzy of pain. I really pitied
the poor man, but I could not lose my opportunity.
Does God rule everything for our good T I asked.
It must hav afforded God a great deal of pleasure if
any good end was accomplished by that painful accident, for I am sure it bas done nobody any good.
Notwithstandi.IJg his profession, it was plain enough
to see that he had no desire for another such display
of God's goodness.
Notwithstanding all the Christians say s.nd profess, all thi.IJgs are not good. Many things are bad
without a mitigating circumstance. Nobody courts
the visitation of a tornado or an earthquake. Who
would not exterminate the ferocious beasts, the poisonous insects, or noxious weeds T Nobody has ever
found any good in them and never will. They_ hav
filled us with fear and dread, and vexed and tormented us in various ways, without doing any good
to anybody.
In this world f here seems to be a mixture of good
and evil. There is no class of men or animals entirely free from suffering. There is hunger, thirst,
sorrow, and disease, and ultimately death fo1· all.
From this condition of things it must follow, either
that God does not direct all the affa.irs of this world,
or that he is not entirely good.
The truth is, we liv in a world governed by inexorable
laws, which yield not to prayers or entreaties. And
instead of studying those laws so as to put ourselvs
in harmony with them, so as to avoid many troubles
Bnd dangers to which we are exposed, the mi.IJds of
men bav been diverted by designing ecclesiastics to
gods and myths which they can never know anything
"\bout, and which can never do any good.
To say that it is good to be stung and bitten by
insects and reptils, or chewed up by a tiger, or
~rushed in the folds of a constrictor, and that all
would so understand it if they could see through all
of God's plans-to use piain language, is to lie for
God's sake. But from the cradle to the grave Christians are lied to in regard to these matters, and they
!Seem to act as if they could serve God by lying to
every body else.
If Christians believed what they teach there is not
one of them that would kill a rattlesnake or dispatch
a scorpion. For they are creatures of God's creation,
and ''his goodness and mercy are over all his works,
and he; doeth all things well." But half the acts of
the Christian giv the lie to what he saye. He professes love for all mankind-but there is nothing to
be dreaded more than the bate of a Christian. He
professes to do unto others as he would h!l.v others
do unto him. Yet he wants the privilege of speaking his sentiments, and would send others first to
prison and then to hell for exercising the same privilege. He professes to believe that the old patriarchs
were special favorite of God, yet :fights the Mormons
for practices which most distinguished them.
Thus the Christian religion, instead of inducing

men to Iiv good and useful lives, prompts them to
practice all manner of deceit and acts of hypocrisy,
and to assert as a fact what every sane man must
know has 110 foundation in truth.
It would tap the jugular of a christian to tell him
that God is not kind, merciful. and good. But the
most cursory survey of the animal and vegetable
kingdom ought to satisfy every t.binking man tb~t
his mercy is not " over all his works" and that he IS
not altogether good and kind.
Was it a good and merciful arrangement to so constit,ute the animal kingdom that one half .should be
the natural food for the other half ?
If we take into consideration all the meat-eating
and insect-devouring animals it will be found that
this statement is not far from the truth.
The eagle Iivs to be a hundred years old and is
one of the most ferocious animals in the world. Jt.
preys principally upon those which are most inn?·
cent and helpless. The fawn, the lamb, the rabbit,
and helpless birds and fish are its constant food.
.
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hundred years, some animal must die. If it cannot
find tbe prey it must itself die. If one could see
all the animals gathered together t.hat an eagle kills
during its lifetime, would be say that it was a merciful arrangement to sacrifice the lives of 80 many
animals in order to sustain the life of a savoge an d
useless bird ? The e:sme is true to a greater or leas
extent of all the birds of prey.
The same argument holds true of the whole feline
family. Every time the stomach of a lion or tiger
or panther is filled some animal must be sacrificed.
They can liv in no other way. The cries of their
captured victims and their struggles to escape no
doubt produce pleasing sensations to them.
There are many birds which are not considered
birds of prey which subsist entirely upon animal
food found in the air, in the earth, on its surfacP, or
on the water. What is true of animals on la:tJd is
equally true of animals in water. It is said by some
naturalist that the right whale subsists entirely upon
small insects. If this be true, who shall compute
the millions of lives which will be taken during the
Iife of a whale, which is from :five hundred to a
thousand years'
The Rev. Mr. Morris tells of a :fish which was
caught which bad' swallowed a cod two feet long.
In the cod was another fish, and in that still
another.
Entomologists tell us that many kinds of insects
prey upon each other and are the most voracious
animals in the world. Some insects are left in a
deplorable condition. If Jhey fly in the air a bird
takes them from above. If they fall into the water,
a fish takes them from below. Now, does this wholesale destruction, which has been going on for thousands of years, and must continue for thousands of
years to come, show forth the goodness and mercy of
God? Could not God do any better than to make
the life of one animal depend upon taking the life of
anotherT
First the cod caught the young of the big :fish
that afterward swallowed it. A bird breaks and
devours the eggs of the eagle and then the esgJe
catches the bird. If the Christian can see goodness
and mercy in such an arrangement, then he can see
goodness and mercy where there is only war, robbery, ferocity, and cruelty.
The Rev. Mr. Morris says that a pike has been
known to liv two hundred and sixty-seven year!'.
God so fashioned a pike that it can only Iiv by takin~
the lives of other animals. Now, if all the :fish and
other animals which that pike devoured for nearly
three hundred years could be collected together,
what a pile of God's goodness and mercy the Christian would hav to exhibit.
The great harmonizer says in regard to these
ferocious animals that "God has not made them very
numerous." Thus he admits that God is savage, but
in extenuation claims that be is savage only to a limited degree. This is the fair interpretation of his
meaning.
To sum up the whole matter, in the human family
as well as in the animal kingdom, the weak are overpowered by the strong, and all of this palaver about
the goodness and mercy -of God is mere Christian
bosh.
In noxious weeds and plants we hav another display of God's goodness and mercy. There are many
kinds of weeds and plants which poison men and
cattle and other useful animals, which hav never done
any good, the seeds of which will germinate under
the most unfavorable circumstances, and hundreds
of years after they hav been produced. And some of
these weeds multiply at such a rate that they would
cover the whole earth in a few years if 1\llowed to
spread.
And it would appear in many cases that the more
~arm~ul and troublesome a plant ia, the greater facilIty th1s benevolent God baa furnished for the distribution of the seed. There are many hooked and
be~rded seeds which fasten to almost everything
wb1ch comes in contact with them, and are carried
mile_s away. Some w:inged and feathered seeds are
carried leagues away m the wind.

It is true. that mice and birds and other animals
may distribute the useful grains to some extent, but
in the main they fall where they grow. And then
the soil must be prepared and the grains and useful
plants carefully attended to produce a dozen fold.
And it will hold true that destructiv insects prey
upon the useful grains and plants.more than they do
upon noxious weeds. And such 1s the arran~eme~t
of a good and merciful God who looks upon bts children with a care unknown to any earthly parent.
Without any preparation of. th~ soil, the burdock
will flourish and reproduce Its kmd a hundred fold,
while the worms will eat the young corn and the
weevil will destroy the ~heat. Thus it would_ appear that this loving, tender, merciful God, who IS so
much interested in the welfare of man that he numhers the hairs of his head, is more interested in the
growth of a burdock than be is ~n ~ hill of corn.
After showing from the begmnmg tb~t God arranged everythi.IJg for the accommodatiOn of ~he
coming occupant, and that he planned everythmg
for his man's, good and welfare, and that benevo·
lence an' d goodness and mercy characterized every
design, the great harmonizer manipulates the rubber
in this wise:
Its history Lthe race's] has been, for the most part, a history of t:yranny, slavery, luRt, carnage, and devastation in
every regiOn of the globe. The bulk of mankind hav been
nothing more than a crowd of. wretches equally criminal and
unfortunate. Toll, disappOintment, disease, and sorrow
constitute the lot of man ip. his most favorable circumstPnces.

Does it not beat all into how many grotesque and
contradictory shapes the Christian's india rubber
God can be equeezed 1 If the Rev. Herbert Morris
could only bav remembered that he bad admitted
many, many times that even th~ most trivial affairs
cannot take place without God s consent, that not a
aparrow can fall without his permission, and that he
has designed everything in mercy and for man's good,
be would not make his God blow hot and cold at the
same breath.
It is no surprise that ordinary Christians, educated
to know nothing but Christ and him crucified, should
hav a God both cruel and merciful, but for a harmonizsr and expounder like the great Rev. Herbert W.
Morris, A.M., to shrink and stretch, contract and
expand the rubber in the manner he does, shows
that the Christian religion disqualifies a man for
systematic thought or makes him dishonest.
What business has an all-powerful and all-wise
God to allow such suffering, cruelty, tyranny, and
scenes of carnage as :.re above discovered to take
place 1 How does this cruelty and sufferi.IJg and
savagery comport with the idea of the benevolent
designs of a good and merciful God, who had power
to srrange flverything according to his will 1 Such
a blundering God could not be trusted to pilot a flatboat down the Mississippi.
The following is an extract from a letter of a
sewing-woman of the East to a sister in the West:
" I em dying of destitution. My children are starving, husband dead-ceaseless toil that takes all my
strength, and that for a mere sustenance of life. It
bas blighted every hope of the future. Oh, sister, is
God dead T Has humanity left the earth T This
life is too long for the misery that is in it. Why am
I kept alive with all my joy blotted out T Why the
innocent doomed to this lhgering death! But for
them I would kill myself. Sixteen hours a day to
keep this miserable life. I die of want."
Is this the best that God can do T From the
beginning God knew how this woman would suffer.
Could he make no better arrangement1 If he could
not, he lacked the power; if he would not, he is a
savage.
Then the· editor who relates this pitiful tale says :
"No, sister, God is not dead. The attention of ministers will be called to your case."
· And what will the minister do-giv her food and
clothing~ No. He will pour the wine of consolation into her bleeding heart by telling bAr that the
blood of the savior cleanses from all sin and wipes
the tears from off all faces.
It is said that when the papers of Arnold were put
into Washington's hand, he swore terribly. Even
the bumble may imitate the great in some things,
and I say damn a theology which turns the attention
of- men from such scenes of suffering to a heaven
which never can be r.eacbed, and to a God whom
they can do no good, and who never can benefit
them.
Years ago, before there was any law regulatinrz
the factory system, women were beaten and insulted
by brutal overseers, and children of tender age were
worked twelve to :fifteen hours per day. One little
girl in the state of New Jersey had her leg broken by
one of the inhuman bosses with a billet of wood.
What was God about while these cruelties were
being practiced T Was he attending to the sparrows
or numbering the hairs of our heads, or was he listening to the music of heavenly harps played by
those who hav been "jerked to Jesus T"
·
That God bas ever had anything to do with the
actions of men remains yE'It to be proved.
JoaN PEoK.
(To BE coNTINUED.)
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Aristocracy in Religion.
I liv in the heart of the large and populous Kansas Oity. dae pleasant afternoon, as I was seated
at my desk busily engaged in writing, a colored
woman rushed in abruptly, asking, "Do you know
of any minister near by'" Without waiting for an
answer, she continued, "I am nursing a lady in
there, who is dying," pointing to a well-known houge
of ill-fame, albeit a third·class, shackled old structure, owned by a wealthy church.member, " and she
wants a minister to sing and pray." When I told
her I did not know the address of any, she looked
rather incredulous, and added, "You go to church,
don't you?" I said, "Sometimes," but I really did
not know the residence of any of the pastors.
Sh~ 'Yen~ away, and I went on with my writing,
not giVlng It much thought, as I hav very little faith
in the efficacy of ministers. I am accustomed to
being applied to by the unfortunate; but this was
a new phase, to go to a notoriouS~ Freethinker for a
minister.
When I had finished my writing, it occurred to
my mind that, belonging to the class she did, she
might hav difficulty in getting anyone interested to
procure a mini<~ter. I resolved to ascertain, and if
she had not, I would take some activ steps to procure one. Not only that the woman's dying wish
might be gratified, but, I must confess, I feel a sort
of glee in driving the good folks to work among the
lowly, as I hav good reason to think they are not
anxious for such jobs. So I put on my hat and went
over the way, and learned she had no minister and
very much wished me to send one. Just then a
good Methodist friend of mine came around the
corner, and I accosted him, telling him what was
wanted and where. He said he did not know of
any near by-showed a good deal of emotion, and
said, "By all means, she ought to hav a minister."
I said I would keep on up tbe street and perhaps
find one, as a tall church spire reared its head less
than two blocks distant. He said, "There are no
churches up that way." I pointed to the spire, and
asked, "What is that!" He very contemptuously
answered, "Oh, that is Presbyterian." Evidently,
in his mind, there was no church worth applying to
except the Methodist.
I must say my heart failed me about going into
that aristocratic Presbyterian building, so I dropped
into a painter's shop, a Liberal friend of mine, who
I thought might be sble to giv me information. He
was practical and to the point. He said, " Go over
to the corner to the undertaker's-the two kinds of
business run together-and he can telephone for a
minister quickly-might officiate himself-ought to
be able to. He will get the job, probably [meaning
funeral arrangements], and it is no harm to bother
him a little." So I d1rected my steps 9fldt!he undertaker's, and made known my errand. He·waa very
sanctimonious, but he " did not know of any." He
is a good Methodist, but he did not suggest his own
pastor. At length a bright ide~ seemed to strike
him, and he said, "Go to the Young Men's Ohristian Association. Young men are there ready to go
at all times and to all kinds of casas." Presumably
he thought this was a case that would do for a
"prentice hand." So I asked him to telephone there,
and he did so.
As I came away, I again met my Methodist friend,
who inquired about my success, and remarked, "You
might hmv got one of the S~lvation Army; it would
hav been good enough for such as her."
A young man from the Young Men's Ohristian
A'lsociation came and prayed with her, but as " it is
the unexpected that generally happens " she did not
die. He left his card, saying " if she needed him
again she would know where to send !"
Inference : If she livs she would not need him,
but if she makes a success of dying, she would need
him.
Q 11ery : If a wealthy man had been reported as
dyiUg, or even had the lady been an inmate of an
imposing and richly furnished bagnio, would I hav
had to run about as I did to find a minister T
DR. L. M. H.
------~~.-------

No .l!'ancy Sketch.
My early intercourse in life with theologians begot
a fixed irreverence for all clericalassnmption, so much
so that I hav ever since avoided much intercourse with
them.
It so occurred at one time I was in attendance at
the couch of a young girl who was far gone with consumption. Sarah W. was a thoughtful, sensible girl
while in health, and qaite philosophic in sickness.
A lady friend who had called upon her with some delwacies befitting her condition, formed a sympathetic
l rio, but which was broken by the addition of her
former pa~tor, the Rev. Mr. R--. He had not seen
~aran fur many months, and expressed much sympata:v for her low condition of health.
" Ah, Sarah," he remarked, " our Sunday-school
mi.E ses your attention much. But alae, sickness will
ua!lvoidably at times intercept our best intentions."
"True," remarked Sarah; "but it is not physical
ailment alone tllat has made me a stran,ger. I hav

been looking into the philosophy of Spirjtualism."
The reverend gentleman looked around him in
awful silence and solemnly remarked " Sarah
Sarah, you are in a dangerous way, a very dangerou~
way !" and slowly glanced around in apparent
~orr?r. Oatc~in,g the personage of Mrs. P--, he
mqutred to what church she belonged. In reply
Mrs. P - - said she belonged to no church and was
in fact a Spiritualist. O!osing his eyes, he muttered
in an undertone, " Sad~ sad, sad."
~~s. ~--, feeling a privilege to speak, said
Spmtuahsm at least bad relieved her from all theological restraint and she felt free to listen to all lect.
urea tending to Liberalize the mind, scientific, Atheis tic, or Agnostic.
•: ! es, yea," t_he reverend gentleman interrupted,
smthng sarcastically, " where perhaps your flowing
ringlets might be more attractiv."
I must confess I felt a sudden shock of boldness
at this clerical barbarity. But I restrained utterance,
and, calmly as I could, only remarked, "Mr. R - ,
from whence do you obtain authority to catechise
and pass strictures upon str11ongers perhaps you h~v
never before seen 1"
He looked me steadily in the face, and drawing a
small Bible from his vest pocket and tapping it affectionately, said : " This little book, the holy Bible
which I am almost certain, aged as you seem, yo~
seldom read."
" Read," I reiterated with some warmth, '' read !
do you know, sir, I hav reaa the Bible twice throngh,
perhaps before you were born l Read! know, sir, I
was 'copy boy' of the first Bible stereotyped for the
New York Bible Society, in the year 1816."
The reverend gentleman slowly and mutely re·
turned the book to his vest pocket, and was evidently
cowed. I think here I should hav stopped, but my
" dander was up," so to speak, and I continued:
"Mr. R--, the Bible is a big book; but, sir, can
you show me a single _hero or sage between Us
covers whose character you would !place before your
•
children as a model!"
The reverend gentleman looked down and paused
a few moments, and then, on rousing, said, "Well,
there is our Lord and savior, Jesus Ohrist !"
"What?" I said, "he a model.:;_a frequenter of
grc,ggeries and an associate of lewd and abandoned
females ; one who now would be rated as a tramp or
vagrant-he a model! One who at best was rated
as a crazy fanatic; one who boasted of his mendicity-tha.t he had no place to lay his head; raised s
rebellion in Jerusalem by riding on an ass, and pro·
claimed himself king of the Jews; who--"
But here I recollected myself as I saw the reverend gentleman looking downward and silent, and
thought myself out of place ; hence, bowing to the
sick girl, I quietly withdrew.
I was uneasy until I called upon Sarah the next
day to apologize for my harsh boldness to her former pastor. She said any apology was unnecessary,
she was so glad I was there. That Mr. R - was,
as an orthodox preacher, sincare and honest; but as
a man he was inflexible and cold as an icicle. I
inquired if any remarks took place on what I had
said. She remarked, "None whatever. After a few
minutes' silence be said, ' Sarah, child, may I pray for
you?' 'If it will be any relief to you, Mr. R--,
you may,' I replied; ' but I tell you candidly it will
do me no benefit, inasmuch as I am aware of
my future condition, as I hope soon to be with
my foregone relations and friends. To.morrow, per.
haps, you may see my mute, emaciated form before
you, but you will not see your Sarah. She wlll be
realizing her warmest expectations."
It eventuated as she predicted; three days therrafter I llttended her funeral.
·
D. B.
1

Random Notes.
The question of "closer organiz:\tion and cooperation" is st present uppermost in the minds of Liberals. It is being given consideration in a spirit and
with a vim that signifies victory for the Secularist
hosts. There is no doubt in my mind that the coming year will find Liberals organized as they hav
never been before. The signs of the times indicate it.
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us be up and doing. Let us begin by making our
national order stronger. Let us fall in line under
the one emblem and on the one platform. Let us do
our fighting shoulder to shoulder. Let us establish
a mtltual aid society. Let us inaugurate the lecture
course system. Let us be as true and liberal to our
worthy president as our enemies are to their brainless and s.tupid leaders. In this way, and in no other,
can we wm.
Did it ever occur to you that there was a time in
this country when the churches were poor? When
they were almost on the verge of taking up the march
over the hill! How did they change T How did
they face about! I will tell you. Their preachers
traveled the circuit, over rugged hills, through
dreary forests and tangled swamps. -They did thit;t
I might say, free, gratis. They preached for a bar~
living and in that way made posaihle the high salaries
of our day and time. The question arises and stares us
in the face, "Will Liberal lecturers do the same?"
Will they tour the country the comiiig year at lower
rates than heretofore? Will they for once travel onder the guidance of_the American Secular Union, and
at .living and not gilt· edged prices T Will they do
tb1s for one " three hundred and sixty-five days!"
If all lecturers would agree to take the rounds at a
salary sufficient to keep the wolf from the door, and
carry on a brisk campaign for a period of one year,
they would at the end of that time hav so organized
Liberals that a larger salary would be forthcoming
and with it a surplus in the treasury of the American
Secular Union. Yes, by all means work under the
Union's management, and for prices to suit the
t_imes. Be as magnanimous and sincere as were
the preachers of fifty an :I a hundred years ago.
Every auxiliary should see to it that their meeting
hall is decoreted with the photographs of leading
Freethinkers ; in fact, there should be two divisions,
one for the portraits of the dead and another for those
of the living. Now, we hav a large surface covered
with plush, the pictures set in this, and flagging encircling the whole in the shape of a deep frame.
Another thing we intend to do is this: Hav our
local lecturers visit the different churches, take notes
of the sermon delivered, and then create a stir by
announcing " that Rev. So and So will be answered
in the Secular meeting hall next Sunday ev~ing."
Here we .hav the papers on our side. This is rare,
you know. I hav noticed all along that there is
general complaint among Liberals as to the refusal
of papers to print t.heir articles. The trouble is,
these Freethinkers who complain are too hasty; they
find fault with the editors too quickly. If refused
once they should kindly and politely receive the
same, and, after a while, try again. By treating a
journalist kindly you will lose nothing, but gain
much. By &!ld by you will win him to your side.
. We hav been mild with the reporters and editors,
and, as a result, they are with us.
Portsmouth, 0.
WILL S. ANDREs.
Christian Love Among the Mexicans.
The Ohristian sects love each other now as much
as they eve..- did. S. W. Siberts writes to the Chris·
tian Acluocate from Mexico: "Sixty-six Protestants
hav given their lives for their faith since Protestantism entered Mexico, about twenty-five years ago.
Dill'ing the last few weeks two murderous attacks
hav been made upon the Protestants by their Roman
Catholic neighbors. In our own mission the membera of a small congregation near Puebla were assaulted about midnight on April 28th, and aroused
from their sleep to find a mob of Romanists setting
fire to their houses and shooting into their humble
homes with rifles and pistols. Some were injured,
but providentially no one was killed. On April 27th
a mob of about four hundred fanatics, headed by
Anselmo Ohanez, a Roman Catholic priest, attacked
a Presbyterian congregation in El Oarro, near Zecatecas. Some of the Protestants' houses were destroyed ; the church was completely ruined; the
organ, hymn· books, Bible, and everything else inside
the church was destroyed. Three Protestants were
killed and eight others severely injured. H is well
known that the priest Chanez was the leader of the
mob. He, with about forty of the riotere, are in
prison, and the government will doubtless punish
them as they deserve."

The tendency of Liberal bodies is to get together
under one banner, t.hat is to say, unite with the
American Secular Union. And the Union, in my
opinion, will be improved in several ways. This
--------~~-------must come of necessity in order to· bring to her fold,
Christian Wars.
together under her wing,· as it were, the "chicks of
Prof. Leoni Levi, the statistician, has calculated
the entire hennery." Then what a crowing and a that since the commencement of the Christian era
cackling there will be !
there hav been 286 great wars in which Christian
The coming Congress promises to be the grandest, countries hav e-agaged. Olassified as to causes they
as follows :
the mightiest, and the best annual gathering ever are
44 wars of ambition, to obtain extension of country.
held by American Secularists. At it will meet the
22 wars of plunder, tribute, etc.
true leaders, the true patriots of our country. There
24 wars of retaliation or revenge.
8 wars to settle questions of honor or prerogativ.
thinkers will do a work that wiU bring about the re·
6 wars arising from disputed claims to some territory.
suit anticipated above. The handwriting is on tlie
41 wars arising from disputed titles to crowns.
wall, and it reads, "The Oongress is the place to do
30 wars commenced under pretense of assistmg an ally.
the work, and there it will be done."
23 wars originating in jealousy of rival greatness.
As Jamieson says, " there should be an auxiliary
in every town and hamlet." That's correct. So let

5·wars which hav grown out of commerce.
55 civil wars.
28 wars on account of religion.
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Fourteenth Annual Congress.
The Fourteenth Annual Congress of the American
Sacular Union has been appointed by the board of
directors to meet at Portsmouth, 0., on Friday even·
ing, Oatober 31, 1890, and to continue its sessions
on the Saturday and Sunday following.
The meetings will be bald in the Grand Opera
House, corner of Sixth and Court streets, and the
orchestra of the establishment bas been enuaged for
the occasion. Due notice will be given of the proposed reduction in railroad, steamboat, and hotel
fares.
Portsmouth is s:tuated on the Ohio river, one
hundred miles east of Cincinnati, and one hundred
ini!es south of Columbu<1, and has extensiv and conveni~nt railway contl.ections with the whole country.
It is a port of foreign entry, and is distinguished for
its numerous and magnificent manufactories. It has
a population exceeding fifteen thousand, has twenty
churches, the Ohio Milibry Academy, and a splendid
system of graded schools. The Ohio valley fair is
held there annually ; and several English and German papers, daily and weekly, are published in the
city.
The members and friends of the American Secular
Union are sure of a hearty welcome, not only from
our enterprising local auxiliary, but also from the
citizens at large.
The object of the American Secular Union, as is
well known, is t.o secure the total separation of
church and state in fact and in form, to the end that
equal rights in religion, ganuin morality in politics,
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established,
protected, and perpetuated. While we unite on
what is commonly known as the Nine Demands of
Secularism, we propose to emphasize the following
at the coming CJngress:
1. The equitable taxation of church property in
common with other property.
2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction
and worship in the public schools, and especially the
reading of any Bible.
3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing
the observance of Sunday as a religious institution
rather than an economic one, justified by physiological and other secular reasons.
4 The cessation of all appropriations ol the public
funds for educational and charitable institutions of a
sectarian character.
The American Set~ular Union is strictly unsectarisn
and non·parHsan in both religion and politics, but
will use any and all honorable means to Eecure its
objects as above stated. It is not either publicly or
privately committed to the advancement of any sys·
tem of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily wei·
comes all persons, of whatever faith, to its memberehip, on the basis of "no union of church and state."
The word "secular" is here used in the broadest
sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system
of religion or philosophy.
To discuss these questions in an orderly and
friendly manner, and to devise ways and means to
promote these objects, let us come together at this
Congress as Freethinkers, Spirituali~ts, Unitarians,
Universalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, progressiv
Jews, and liberal Christians, and, laying aside our
peculiar views on religious questions, unite as American citizens on the one broad platform of no union
of church and state, and the complete administration
of our secular government on purely secular principles.
The National Reform Association, having fo:r its
object the establishment of Christianity as the religion of the state by constitutional enactment ; the
American Sabbath Union, working for the enforce.
ment, by legislation, of, the Jewish and puritanic
Sabbath on our free citizens; the Women's Christian T9mperance Union, indorsing the platform and
policy of both these organizations; the churches,
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through
their ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete exemption ol church property from just taxation, as well
as the appropriation of public money for religious

schools and other sectarian institutions; all these,
and many others which might be mentioned, are imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true
Liberal and patriot, whether man or, woman, should
feel called upon to aid in organizing an effecstiv opposition to these nefa1·ious schemes.
Due notice will be given of the selection of eminent speakers from all portions of the United States
and Canada, and a free platform will be given to all
persons who may hav a word to soy for pure staw
secularization. All, without exception, are welcome
to this Congress in the wide-awake little city in the
valley of the beautiful Ohio.
R. B. WEsTBROOK, President.
Attest : IDA C. CRADDOCK, Secretary.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1, 1890.

The Coming Congress.
If indications go for anything it will be the largest
gathering of Secularists ever held. The signs of the
times point that way. The railroads and steambo:.te
will carry the delegates and visitors to and from the
Congress at reduced rates.
The national organizatior-President Westbrook
and his able corps of assistants-sre doing yeoman
service to make the Congress exceed the most san·
guin upectatione. We, the Portsmouth auxiliary,
are siding them in every way we can.
We hav a splendid m~sical program under wsy.
Friday and Saturday evenings of the Congress brass
bands and the G. A. R. drum corps will play in front
of Opera Hall pnvious to the opening of the exercises. On the inside, Abe White's superb orchestra,
Miller & Nagleisen's Spanish Students and their
orchestra of ~:<ix: pieces, will render S(l!ectione. During the afternoon d Friday and S'iturday lilies
Sarah Stevens will perform on the piano with her
sistEr, Miss Pvlly. accompanying her on the viclin.
At this time. A. G. Field, the great minstrel king,
and his famous company of artists will be preoent.
His orchestra will render difficult a'ld beautiful
selections. His world celebrated sextet will sing
popular melodies.
Lat Liberals everywhere attend. Loan your
presence and your time to this event. "Act well
your part, there all the honor lies."
Portsmouth, 0.
WILL S. ANDRES.

religious sentiment, and no citizen can be disturbed in person or property on account of religion, or religious rites or
observances.
The greater part of the community may be fully agreed
concerning some matter of conscience, but If only one among
them holds a different opinion, his or her rights of conscience
are just as sacred as those of all others, ar;d must be respected,
for our constitution guarantees ab~olute freedom of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment to every individual.
It any number of the master barbers of Seattle desire to
abstain from work on Sunday, or any other day, there is
nothing to prevent them so doing-no 1!1w or city ortlintmce
is necessary to enable them to exercise that undisputed privilege. But simply for the purpose of protecting a number
of master barbers from each otter's cupidity and lack of
faith in keeping agreement to close their shops and do no
work on Sundays, they should not seek from your honorable
body the passage of an ordinance that would deprive others
of their constitutional rights, and render honest occupation
infamous and unlawful.
George Washington declared, "Every man who conducts
himself as a good citizen is accountable alone to God for his
religious faith."
The observance of Sunday, or sun's day, is a good old
pagan custom. Its enforcement at the muzzle of a municipal
ordinance would be as obnoxious and uncalled for ns the
enforcement of church attendance or family prayers by the
same means.
We bav no established re!lgion in the state of Washington.
The Mohammedans who abstain from work on Friday, the
Jews. Sevmth Day Adventists, and Baptists who rigidly t b!
serve Saturday, the seventh day, can only be made to observe
Sunday by an infringement on their constitutional right to
their own opinions in all matters of religious sentiment and
observance.
Seattle is a city of progress, the metropolis of the most
prosperous state of the Union, and your petitioners pray that
no act of yours shall relegate us back to the days of the Inquisition or of religious dictation.
Under the constitution of the young giant state of Washington every man enjO}'B the same rights of conscience and
is responsible to no earthly tribunal for his religious fuith,
and cannot be made by fine or penalty to observe holy days,
or other religious festivals, against his hone~t convictions.
Legislativ bodies having jurisdic:ion can d£clare legill
ho!idays in which no bnsine~s can be enforced by one muu
on another, but hav no right to dictate the manner or observance of the day by the indivi,iual. One man can work,
another pray, and so on, as it mite the individual, but no
man under the constitution or Washington, nor any legislativ
body, has a rigbt to say to any individual, wheth~r barber,
butcher, or priest, "Thou shalt not work."
We therefore as individuals and as an organiz~tion protest
against your honorable bndy assuming to pass an ordinance
in violation of the constitutional rights and religious liberties
of the citizen, thereby imposing on him the txpenee of
defending himself and his constitutional rights.
Respectfully submitted,
C. B. REYNOLDS, Secret!l.ry.
R. WINSOR, President.

Washington Secular Union.

Mr. Ht-ywocd Recalls Some Notable Cases.

THE SEATTLE BARBERS1 BARBAROUS ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN A
BARBAROUS SUNDAY LAW FOR BARBERS.
The following remonstrance tells its own story.
It proved cffectiv, and the petition of the barbara
was tabled. But it was another proof that eternsl
vigilance is the price of liberty. The ordinance
asked for came very near being granted by the
council. I only discovered the attempt in the nick
of time, l!S the following extract from the proceedings of the city council will testify.
Mr. Hall said he was advised that there was nothing to prevent the council from passing an ordinance
closing the barber shops on Sundays. The judiciary
committee might as well report favorably, and the
council could do as it pleased about passing it.
The mayor remarked that he had been requested to
ask the council to defer action for the present, as a
remonstrance would be presented.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TBUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
was glad indeed to hear of Mr. Harman's release on
a writ of error, showing that there is at least one
judge out there who does not think a man should be
imprisoned Ynerely on a differenue of opinion in
matters ~I'll he happened to be ahead of some
other p<lople, in right discerned and duty done.
Garrison used to say that reforrru;rs can get out
of jail easier than they can get in ; ssnse of right
and spirit cf liberty ·win, ultimately, no matter who
or what opposes. In our cells here eaoh convict is
furnished with a Bible ; turning through it I find
many notable jail case3, the ''Acts of the Apostles"
causing as many or more arre5ts and imprisonments
as Abolitionists, Freethinkers, and Free Lovers hav
"experienced reli5ion" in, later. But the Infidels
took it philosophically, then as now :

THE REMONSTRANCE.
WASHINGTON SECULAR ONION, }
21041::liXTH ST., 8RATTLE, WASH.
To THE MAYOR AND CouNCIL oF THE CITY OF SEA'l"TLE,
Gentlemen: The Washington Secular Union, having been
organized to protect its members, and all other worthy citizens, in the absolute freedom of conscience in all matters of
religious sentiment, as guaranteed by our state constitution,
respectfully call your attention, and solicit your earnest consideration, of the following facts in connection with a peti·
tion of the master barbers of Seattle, asking your honorable
body to pass an ordinance prohibiting barbers from doing
business or work at their trade or craft on Sundays, under
penalty of a fine of $25 for the first, $35 for the second, and
$50 for the third o:ffenpe.
Such an ordinance prohibiting men from following their
honest occupations at any time under penalty of arrest and
fine is to relegate honest work to the realm of crime.
If it is wrong for barbers to work on Sunday, why is it
not equally so on Saturday or Monday ?
If you pass an ordinance and make shaving or hair.cuttiFg
an offense because done on Sunday, then the law, declaring
such acts to be illegal, is a religious law, en!l.cted for the
purpose of favoring one class of religionists. For if your
honorable body were to enact an ordinance that no shaving
or hair-cutting should be done on Wednesdays, under like
penalties, every barber in Seattle would demur.
Any law enforcing Sunday observance, or the cessation
from honest work from respect to any day as a religious or
holy day, would be unconstitutional. Our state constitution, Art. 1, Sec. ii, declares: "Absolute freedom of conscience in all matters of religious sentiment, belief, and worship shall be guaranteed to every individual, and no one shall
be disturbed in person or property on account of religion."
Hence, no person pursuing any legitimate occupation or
lawful pleasure or pastime on Sunday, any more than on
any other day of the week, can be disturbed either in person
or property because of anyone else's religious sentiment.
The constitution clearly defines and positivly states the
only conditions which can render a person liable to be disturbed in person or property, to wit, acts of licentiousness
or practices incompatible with the peace of the state.
The attention of your honorable body is especially called
to the fact that in our state constitutions not alone religious
faith and worship is assured, but absolute freedom in all

When Herod would hav brought him forth the same
night Peter was sleeping between two soldiers, bound with
two chains, and the keepers before the door kept the prison
(Acts xii, 6).

Then as now, the Radicals, "lunatics," "cranks,"
Anarchists, W crdocrats, were simply ahead of their
time in personating individual sight and strength.
Among other books in the library here I asked for
James Anthony Fronde's "Bunyan," and hav learned
much that is new to me. Like Hugh 0. Pentecost,
St£!phen Pearl Andrews's father, Rev. Elisha Andrews,
whom my father and mother, Ez~a and Dorcas Roper
Hoar, used to hear preach in Princeton, and Roger
Williams, the immortal exponent of soul liberty,
John Bunyan was a Baptist minister who took his
call to preach from God within him, not from kicg
or bishop out of him. Born in 1628, he died in 1688;
from 1658 to 1672, twelve or fourteen years, he was
in Bedford jail for free speech. The government
was very lenient with him, letting him go out on his
simple word, once as far away as, London I It was
as if Warden Russell was allowed to permit me to go
home now and then, and stay over Sunday, or come
on and hav a chat with yo11 and other N onconformistR in New York. Whfm I was in Dedham jail in
1878, H. H. Bigelow, of Worcsster, got up a bal'becue
at Lake Qainsegamond, roasted an ox in the woods
whole, had General Butler there as orator, and
offered to leave $20 000 as security with Sheriff
Wood, if he would allow him to take me to W orcester to apeak at that meeting- and return me eafe to
Hotel Dedham; but Sheriff Wood wouldn't.
Commenting on the fact that a fellow, even in such
a tight place, can be easy, if he is right, morally and
spiritually, Rev. J obn Summerfield, the celebrated
old-time New York preacher, said to sinners in your
city : " The church was praying in tears, wondering
what would become of them if their strong champion
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was taken from them. The enemies of God on earth
and the devils in hell were rejoicing that they had
Peter in their power. The angels in heaven, ever
intent on the mysteries of providence in redemption,
were bending down to see what God would do with
Pdter. When heaven and earth and hell were think·
ing of Peter, what were Pclter's thoughts! What
waa Peter doing ? Peter was asleep !''
Any time during the twelve or fourteen years' ill)prisonment Bunyan would hav been released if he
would hav promieed not to preach, publicly; indeed,
the object of letting him out on his word of parole
seemed to be to get by the case that way. But no
sooner out than in barns, woods, or wherever there
were some to bear be took to preaching. He would
not shut up, so they shut him up, but surrendered at
last. During the protracted struggle Mrs. Bunyan
went to London to plead her husband's case before
the j udges-~he distinguished jurist Sir Matthew
Hale being one cf them. They listened courteously
to her. After abe bad made her appeal Mr. Justiee
Twisden ask6d whether, if her husband were releasAd,
he would rflfrain from preaching in public in future.
She s.h once replied that he dared not leave off
preaching eo long as he could speak. The judge
a!lked if she thought her husband was to be allowed
to do as he pleased. She said be was a peaceable
person, and wished only to be restored to a position
in which he conld maintain his family. They had
four sm!lll children t.bat could not maintain themselva, one of them being blind, and they bad nothing
to liv upon so long as her husband was in prison but
the charity of friends. Hale remarked that she
looked vary young to hav four children. "I am but
mother· in-law to them," she said, "having not been
married yet two full years. I was with child when
my husband was first apprehended, but beir•g young,
I, being dismayed at the newl!l, fell into labor and so
oont.inued eight dityB. I was delivered, but my child
died." Hale waa markedly kind to her. He told her
that aa the conviction had been recorded they could
not set it aside. She might sue out B pardon or obtain a writ of error, which would be simpler and less
expensiv. She l&ft the court in tears-tears, bowever, which were not altogether the tears of suffering innocence. "It was not so mucb," she said,
'' that they were so hard-hearted toward me and my
husband, but to think what a sad account such poor
creatures would hav to giv at the coming of the
Lord." Later the policy of the government changed.
He was released M!ly 8, Hi72, the case was won, and
be was free the rest of his life.
Bunyan's work in prison was making tags for
boot laces. To his imprisonment we owe "Pilgrim's
Progress," "TLe Holy War," and an immortal example of mental freedom. Milton's great discourse,
" The Liberty of U alicensed Printing," was delivered
in Parliament in 1644. The subject of my graduating speech at Bunn University, September, 1856,
was "Milton, the Advocate of Intellectual Liberty."
Theorati<'ally, religious liberty, freedom of speech
and the press, are asserted in the federal and all our
state constitutions. Morals are a part of religion,
the greater including the less. The struggle now is
to realize the right of private judgment in morals.
As in Bunyan's ease, eo now, nobody is invaded, nobody hurt. When truth looks into a popular evil,
she gets the door slammed in her face. But, as Arnold of Rugby said," Nothing is so revolutionary as
the strain to keep things where they are in opposition to growing tendencies." "Eogland," said
Lord Brougham, '' survives because abe knows when
to bend." Comstock, Wanamaker, Carpenter, and
Fo3ter are merely Mrs. Grundy's broom trying to
turn back advancing t.ides of progress. Judge
Davons'e action as nttorney-general, advising Hayes
to release me in 1878, Judge Nelson's ruling-s in
1883, Judge Pitman's action in 1884, United States
District Attorney Geo. M. Stearns's action in 1887,
will stand as law, Carpenter and Foster to the contrary notwithstanding. As Mrs. Heywood says,
" The question is whether Congress, the legislature,
and the courts, or a few vice.aociety lice running
about over the body politic, are the government."
We stand now for the intE~grity of the human body
as well as of the human mind; for the right to print
and deliver, by mail or otherwise, to regular subscribers a newspaper having plain-spoken opinions on
morals, physiology, and language.

E.

The Revision of

H. HEYWOOD.

Creeds~

Every Christ.ian creed bas claimed to set forth the
doctrin of the Bible-that, the whole of that, and
nothing but that. It is now coming to pass, more
and more, that those making, believing, and preaching these doctrine are disbelieving many of them,
and revising them out of their church standards.
Therefore, as to the inspiration of their Bible and
the revelation of their God, out of their own mouths
they are condemned. Their only possible apology
is, that they hav mieunderst.ood the book. Where,
then, is their revelation T Could not their God of
perfection giv a perfect revelation which they could
understand ! · Having misunderstood it in the past,

having preached errors to us for many years past,
bow are we to know that they are right now 1 Hav
they had a new, an arnended revelation ! or a new
baptism of the Holy Ghost? The old. Westminster
Confession held IDy the more extensivly learned and
profound churches of our world, is now undergoing
revision to expunge its chief dogmas, the decrees of
foreordination, predestination, and election. And yet
a respectable minority in our land, and a great majority in Scotland, bold without a shadow of doubt
to these great ruling sovereign dogmas. Bei!iides,
thousands of Calvinists in other churches can never
giv them up till they giv up their Bible. The old
iron-side Baptists csn no more doubt them than they
can their religious existence. The only possibility
of getting the purposes and decrees of their God
out of their minds, is to chloroform their brains.
Now, tell us what we are to know or do about your
Christirmity T Is there anything .short of getting
your Lord to send us another revelation as to which
of these great dogma-parties is right?
Moreover, are we to be told that his son, the second person in the triune God, is wrong? Let anyone read in Luke iv, 23-29, and then say that the
principle of sovereign election is not taught, meaning
really that no language on earth can teach it. The
same must be said of a passage in Luke iv, 21.
Again, Paul is the leading inspired writer of ths
gospel. In his Eph. i, 11, he tells the disci·
pies that they were " predestinated according to him
who worketh all things after the counsel of his own
will." Likewise in Rom. viii, 28-31, the same
doctrin is distinctly taught.
And, if possible, above all, in Rom. ix, 9-21, no
language on earth, or in bee.ven, if there be any, can
set forth the doctrin of election more explicitly. It
is even stronger than that in the Calvinistic creeds.
Here is every Bible believer coDfronted positivly and palpably with predestination, and the election of a very small part of the human familyscarcely one in a million-for whom Christ died, to
take them to a heaven, the others to a hell. The
Unitarians and Universalists are unable to believe it.
Those who hav preached it are now eliminating it
from their creeds, and yet it stares them in the face,
as do many filthy passages, in their Bibles.
Moreover, professing that Bible, are the Jews, the
CatholicP, and the Protestants all antagonizing each
other. In which army of the belligerents are we to
enlist to please the God of this Bible! Besides,
from the beginning there bav been two diverse conflicting and decided theological parties-called the
Calvinistic and Arminian. How are the honest
lovers of truth to know which of these is right or
which to join 1
The New York Sun and other able secular journals
hav foreseen and foretold the end. As the creeds
crumble away the Bible must go with them, and
then the faith of those professing to believe it ; bell
will go overboard its fires quenched, and finally
the solid ground of Materialism and Atheism appear,
uniting all common sense aud science.
Jiansas City, .Mo.
W. PERKINS.

And be said, "I will go out and be a lying spirit
in the mouth of all hie prophets.''
God, delighted with the proposition, exclaimed,
"Go out and do even so.''
.And this one spirit went out of heaven and jumped
into four hundred of the Lord's prophets, and each
one told Abab to go up to battle and he should pros·
per. He went, and was slain. Please read this account for yourselvs. It will be found in 2 Chron.
xviii. Now, it looks as if God wanted these men to
di€-wanted to get them where the fever would kill
them-so when they want to him in "constant
prayer," to entice them out be pretended it would
"please" him to hav them go. He accomplished his
purpose ; they are dead. Why should the mission- ·
ary world make such a hullaballoo over it, when they
profess to believe they hav full confidence in the
Lord, and he doetb all things well~
ELLA. E. GIBSON.

Misplaced Confidence.

Colonel Ingersoll is not the only Infidel in the world, but
his happens to be the original voice which uttered the saying
quoted. It may be found in the "Gods," pages 72-73, and
runs in this wise: "A very pious friend of mine, having
heard that I had said the world was full of imperfections,
asked me if the report was true. Upon being informed that
it was, he expressed great surprise that anyone could be
guilty of such presumption. He said that, in his judgment,
it was impossible to point out an imperfection. ' Be kind
enough,' said he, 'to name even one improvement that you
could make, if you had the power ' 'Well,' srud I, 'I would
make good health catching, instead of disease.' "

Lectures and Meetings.
li'!R. W. PBRKINs, whose name is somewha-t familiar to our
readers as an able writer, desires us to announce that he is
ready to lecture on the easiest terms. His address is 1,835
Montgallavenue, Kansas City, Mo.
W. F. JA.MIKSON has accepted Judge Westbrook's invitation to attend the Secular Congress. Liberals in Ohio desiring courses of lectures can address him at Kasson, Minu.
The debate of eight nights bids fair to be largely attended,
as Elder Nichols is a very popular and original preacher,
in whom the people hav great confidence.
CHARLES WATTS will attend the American Secular Union
Congress at Portsmouth. 0., October 31st. He will also lecture in New York at the Manhattan Liberal Club, Friday,
November 7th, and for the Frien<lship Liberal League of
Philadelphia, Sunday, November 9th. While in the States
he would be pleased to make other engagements, and Secular
Unions desiring his services should address him at 334
Wellesley street, Toronto, Ontario.
J. E. RKMBBUI!G gave a course of three lectures at Sedalia,
Mo., August 30th and 31st. September 15th he Eet out on
a ten thousand mile tour through the far West. He lectured
at Humboldt, Neb., the 16th; Alexandria, Neb., 17th; Gibbon, Neb., 18th; Minden, Neb., 19th; Yuma, Col., 20th;
Boulder, Col., 21st; Canon City, Col., 22d; Aspen, Col.,
23d; Glenwood Springs, Col., 24:h; Grand Junction, Col.,
26 h. The Aapen daily Mail thus refers to his lEcture there:
"The Wheeler Opera House was comfortably fill.ed last
evening to heltr J. E. Remsburg deliver his lecture. The
subject was' The Apostle of Liberty, Thomas Paine.' The
lecturer was introduced by Judge J. W. Deane in a short
address. Mr. Remsburg in a most delightful and forcible
manner gave a history of Thomas Paine, and his efforts which
l€d to the Declaration of Independence, and charmed his
hearers by his grasp of the subject."

There is loud wailing over the death of the two
young Maine missionaries who went to Freetown,
Sierra Leone, West Africa, laet spring to carry the
gospel into the interior of the dark nation.
Mr. Gates, only twenty-three years old, writes back
to a friend in Lewiston, Me., only & week before he
was stricken with the dreadful fever that ended his
life in eight days, bow the Lord had blessed them
and supplied their every want, they were full of
faith and courage ; but that be would return at once
and not go into the interior if he thought the climate
would injure him (not much faith nor trust in that)
for he would not wish to pass an invalid's existerc~
(where was his courage?), but he bad implicit coJJfi
dence in God's keeping. He says in his letter, " It
has been a matter of constant prayer among us that
we might be led as to going on (into the interior)
and we were finally unanimous that it would please
the Lord to hav us strike on.'' And yet it "pleased
the Lord " in two weeks to strike them both dead !
He adds "I am sure God's hand is not shortened 1
'
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sure case of misplaced confiden~e in the. Lord!
How do we know but the Lord w1shed to klll these
two young men and so lured them, with false promises out into this deadly climate for that purpose!
We' hav a case in scripture euctly of this kind.
Gol wanted to kill Ahab, and he could devise no
better W{I.Y than to get him up to Ramoth Gilead
and hav him fall in battle. But how to get him up
there puzzled the Lord amazingly, that is, if be is
God. So he assembled all the hosts of heaven to
aid him with their advice. One spirit spoke after
this manner, and another after that manner, but God
did not fall in with any of their plans.
A t last one spirit came out and stood before the
Lord, who was satisfactory. He said, "I will entice
Ahab to go up to Ramoth-Gilead.''
And the Lord answered, "Wherewith?"

:But He Is the Man who Said It.
"The Prohibition orgar. the Voice, saYS :
"'The Infidel who insisted tb ..t be could bav ~mproved upon t.bis
world by making health contagions as well as dlsease, was abashed
to find out that health is contagions.'
"Colonel Ingersoll is not likely to be so mnch abashed at anything as at the colossal impudence and mendacity of the writers
for religions periodicals.-THE TRUrH SEEKER.
"Oome down. Who said anything abont Colonel Inl!'ersoll? Is
he the only Infidel the world has ever seen ?"-The Voice in Repll/.

The Influence of Woman,
[IT WAS IN A CLINTON PLAOE GKRMAN BARBER SHOP, AND
TWO OF THE BAliBKR'S WAITING OOUNTRYMI!N HAD OO!'STITUTKD
THKMSELVS INTO A. OOMMITTKE ON TEE STATE OF T!IE OOT.'NTRY ]
Fi1·st Go·man: "Vat I tell you vos dot dose ghurches
vos no goot.."
Second German: "Yah, dot is so. De wimmEn run de
ghurches, de priests run de vimmen, de .vimmea run de men,
and de gountry it vos going to de tuyvil-''
Circumstances Alter Cases.
[THERE WA.S ONLY ONE '' GUBTOMER" IN THE GKRMAN BA.R·
BER SHOP ON THE MORNI''G
., OF YoM K!PPUB , AND THE DAY
FURNrsHKD THE BA.EBER's ·rorro.]
l'he Barbe1·: "Dis vos dot tay de Jews fast till v~ve
o'glock. Dey eat noddings from yesterday since v1ve
o'glock, too. Vat tsm fools dey be!"
,,
The Gu.1tomer: " But you fast, too, don'~ you?
!'he f,arbe1·: "Dot vas only vun tay In de year, Goot
Vr!J?!Y'custome1·: "Well what's the difference then between
you and the Jews?"
'
The Barbe?·: "Ah, you vos vun o' dem Bob Ingersoll vellows."
THE F-reetl!inkers' Magazine for October contains, among
other things: "The Last Words about Protoplasm," by
T B Wakeman· "Imperativ Ideal,'' by Professor Herbert
ilio~swell.; "'Who Inspired Bim? The Cyrus Sto.g; in
the Old Testament," by ProfesEDr A. L. Rawson; a. oeR.m
by Nelly Booth Simmons, and one by Lydta
·
Chase. a fine portrait of Judge Charles B. Waite, as fro_ntispie~. with an editorial Biog;rapbical sketch ot his L·fe.
Price, 20_cents. For.sale:at,this office.
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For there is really much of that taught and urged
l tiona felt by those who entertain more intelligent
as
the only true religion. If it were possible for us
and pract.ie1d views.
to
sift the latter superstitions, miracles, and mysterIt is the bold the belief gets on the feelings and
ies out of it, and could we eliminate the idiomP, the
sentiments
that
givs
it
efficacy,
without
regard
to
its
Origin of Our Religion.
figures, allegories, metaphors, and fables out of the
truthfulness.
When we know how improbable it was that these
This is so much the case that there are multitudes text with the multitude of parables that hav been
Greek gospel writers could really bav any certain now to be found among Christians, educate~, cul.t- spoi'led, perverted, . misunderetoo~, and ruined as
knowledge of the things which they narrated, inci- ured, and intelligent, among clergy and .la.Ity-~n illustrations by meddlesome or 1gnorant do.otors,
dents which it is said occurred over one hundred and short, nearly all those who claim to be rebgioue m priests and bishops-if we could get at the Simple,
fifty years b~>fore they were recorded, we can place all sects-of that clafils who can not, dare not, or .seneibl'e thoughts that lie buried or more than half
but little confidence in their testimony. In making will not venture to examin or to inquire into t~e concealed under the verbiage of the letter, tb~ rubup their stories, they must assume most of tLis knowl- origin, authenticity, or even the reason. for th~Ir bish of ignorance and mysticism, with which xt ~as
edge and write with t.be assurance as though they belief. Whether ri~ht or wrong, to be satisfied w1th been enveloped and disguised, we would see the 1n·were eye-witnesses, or as being on the ground tore- the comfort and trust the faith brings is enough. tended good sense of the original writers. •
It was the discarding of the spirit, the sxmple ob·
ceive testimony of those who heard and saw what And this state of mind, this acquiescence and. reei~
tratlspired.
nation to the effect the faith has over the feehnge, IB jects and intentions, of the early, intelligent proseThe Chaldesne Olt' "wise men of the East" were religion. Then why question, doubt,- or cavil, or lytes, and placing all kinds of false and illusiv. dt>fi·
known to the Greeks to be star-gszere, astronomers, thh:;k, lest they should lead to unsettlement and nitions or interpretations on the corrupted, mxsun·
derstood letter, that has been the bane of believers
astrologers, imd they believed their great men uncertainty ? .
~ere born under certain, etars, which afterward
Wherever inquiry has been indulged, it bas led and the wreck of the religion as a simple code or
.
.
ruled their destiny. The Greek writers accordingly toward truth, and the growing mental freedom. of system of morals.
There is yet enough !lf sterling, exalted, unob~e~
coupled " the wiPe men of the East " and the story this age is leading all the wisest and best men from
tionable statement of Jmroutable, abstract, poeJtlv
of the star of Bethlehem with the birth of J osbua, to the church.
giv the occurre:r:ce the appearanc:e of miracle and thus
The errors, f&leehoods, and illusions hold church truth, to overshadow, eclipse, and r~nder ~ugatory
all the metaphysical and mythological dnvel t.hat
appeal to !be minds of the credulous.
·
organiMtione together.
In preparing these gospels their unknown writers
Without the cementing &nd adheeiv effect pro- pious and bigoted enthusiasts bav inserted, either
evidently bad two important points in view. The first duced by a common sympathy in the defense and from ignorance and fslse not.ions ?r fr.o~ selfish or
was to make them appear_ to be based upon the his- support of these religious follies and falsehood!!, sinister designs. To destroy t.he s1mpltcny, to make
tory, the statements, and the prophecies of the old they would crumble and disintegrate. Truth re- the text obscure, and to mystify religion was the design, that an order of priestly expounderB would be
Hebrew scriptures. The ·t~econd, to interweave quires no s<ct, neither can it create one.
needed, and mske a profitable and honorable occupathrough them enough of the Jewish ideas, of Roman
Where t.he trut~ is, there is unity.
rule, and of the peculiarities and influence of adjacent
Falsehood alone keeps the human family separated tion out of the task of elucidating to the ignorant
countries, to satisfy the credulous and uncritical of from a common bond, a common interest, and com- its deep meaning and divinely concealed but saving .
the plausibility and probability of the narrativ be- mon good.
mysteries.
·From the reign of Constantine, when t.he imporing historically relitlble. While this has been done
Science, or demonstrated truth, knows no sect. It
to some extent, it will not bear careful compari- has nothing to (lQnceal, and nothing to defend. It tance of properly exp1mnding these scriptures began
son or critical examination, without an exposure of is calm unruff:l.ed, patient, and imperturbable. to be most seriously felt, in order to secure the one
many fallacies and contrsdictions, and much to show Planted 'on tbe eternal rock, it is immovable and faith and the only one interpretation out of the
how ignorant and incompetent the writers wtre for everlasting. When tbe votaries of error want rest., writings, this letter of the manuscript; .to insure
what they attempted to do.
truth welcomes them to its eternal embrace and uniformity in one univet·ssl Catholic rehgxon, up to
It is well known to carduJ, critical readers that home. So thought and taught Joshua the prophet, the present hour there has been controversy, cavi~
thePe gospels will not besr such examination. This when he said, "Ye shall know tbe truth and the ing and quarreling over the letter-the letter falsimethod of mingling mythology and mira<'ulous oc- truth ehall mske you free "-free from the thraldom fiEd, made corrupt, unmeaning, e.eneelees, and
inexplicable, by cfficious and oonceit~d mtermedd~ers,
currences in their religious writings, was universal of slavery to error.
then. The scores of gospels and holy books written
Religion in any ceremonial or superstitio.us form writers, commentators, and copy1ets of prev1ous
at that period abounded with fabulous stories and in which it is believed and practiced, technically as cent.uries. This was done in the interests of paga~
incredible miracles, and it was on this ground that such, is a figment of the human mind, developed in ism, of pagan beliefs and theories that were popular
they were condemned and rf j acted.
and prevalent in all Christian localities.
.
the darker ages.
Greece, RoDle, Persia, Chaldea, and Africa
The story of the wise men foJJowing the star accorded
Wherever people are not susceptible of or are
so with the known Cbaldean faith that it was left beyond the reach of knowledge and cannot be led furnished those Bible makers and Bible expounders,
in the gospels because of the plausible and supernat- and governed by scientific truth, religio!l bas come these enemies to truth and to the simplicity of the
ural weight it would add to the record, in enlisting to them as a substitute. If humanity is in the dark, original, simply Christian religion.
the interest of those who were uncritical, yet relig- it demands some comfort. So it draws its solace
The contests over the t.rinity between the two
iously inclined. It appealed to their veneration, their from faith. Religion will yet long be a needed divisions of the principal sect seemed to engage
sense of the marvelous and supernaturaL
agency for the race. It is only where science sup the attention of the scholarly c!ass so far as to allow
The more succestlful gospel-writers understood the plants or supersedes its necessity, that it will or can the smaller sects to remain comparativly undiscondition of the minds of the masses and adapted be abandoned.
turbed.
their composition to what the better people would
Theee sects gradually dwindled away in signifiWhen we hav the absolute truth, it will free us
bear, and be wil!ing to beli~ve.
cance till they were practically out of the field of
from religious thraldom.
The astounding miracles, recorded as accompanyIt is reported that Joshua said on hie trial, "To combat. Yet some of the different, peculiar views
ing the crucifixion, were well calculated to arrest and this end was I born, for this cause came I into the that divided them, and separated them from tbe
startle the Greek mind. Some bold s.nd daring wr_iter world, that I should bear witness to the truth." He orthodox majority, are on record, and bav always
ventured on this experiment. Knowing what a evidently saw beyond all religions.
since been referred to as heresies and dangerous.
faith and reverence the GreekH had for their gods,
There were the Novatians. Marcionite11, ManicbeI use the word Joshua to designate the Jewish
and ·that the stories about the prophet Joshua bad prophet, because to his people, the Hebrews., it ans, Montanists, Donatiets, S~&belleane, Nestoriane,
been eo exaggerated and magnified that he bad been meant a messiah or savior. But it is evident that Cerintheane, Magians, Therapeuts, Epicureans, Esmade superhuman, and eo much power and virtue the Greek idiom was such that it was neither t>ro- seneans, and others which were classed ae Agnosbad been ascribed to biro that he had been called nounced or spelled that way in Greece. 'l'hey tics.
a God and a eon of God, as a matter of course when spelled and pronounced it a little abbreviated.
The trinitarians, or orthodox, beaded by A.thanaa god was slain some catastrophe must be visited
It was only J eshu, or J eeu, which bas nearly the eius on one side and A.rius on the other, with their
on the earth, to evidence that a great crime bad been same sound as J osbua. In Latin the s is added, followers of bishops, presbyters, and priests, their
committed against the rights and powers of the gods. making it Jesus. This may be called a corruption army of monks and adherents, kept up a long and
These miracles, in connection with Joshua, were not of the original, but it is simply the result of chang- fierce conflict.
found in the earlier copies of the gospels. So the in~ a word from one language to another.
The creed adopted at the council of Nicea was
late revisers ten us.
Jesu Christi in Greek would be Joshua the wise intended to settle this doctrinal difficulty, but it
They were doubtless inserted in after-centuries m1m in Hebrew or A.ramic.
proved an entire failure.
with the view of giving additional Efficacy to their
It seems singular to us now that a controversy
In English we bav it J esue Christ, and hav given
records, in exciting religious awe, reverence, and fear, to it a new and unwarrantable definition which should eo long rage over an idea, a figment of the
and enlisting the emotions more deeply in the in- tends more to perplex the mind and embarrass the imagination, over a vision that was entirely without
terest of a ·supernatural faith and sustaining the understanding, than to convey any clEar knowledge foundation, and over which there was not a semblance
church.
or idea of the way the Jews understood or appreci- of a shadow of reality.
It is well known by biblical scholars, that these ated him.
It was a conception originating among the religgol!lpele abound in interpolations, emendations, and
A.ll through the New Testament the writers and ious polemics of .Alexandria, and never had any part
interpretations they bav received from copyiete, com- translators giv him not only these names but many or connection with the teachings of Joshua nor
mentators, and tranPlatora, which were no part of the others which are unjustifiable, perverting and mis- wif.b the earlier proselytes.
early copies of the Greek manuscripts.
Yet it bas distracted1Chrietendom, having succeesleading from thA original names found in the early
Modern scholarship, and especially the late New Gn:Ek manuscript and intended to be given him fully deceived and deluded it for fifteen hundred
Testament revisers, hav revealed to us abundant evi- by tbe esily writers.
years. Such is the infatuation it bas produced, that
dence of these many corruptions and perversions.
This abuse Dnd liberty taken with the text, and the to deny or to doubt it, knowing as we do how it
But because they hav been so long believed and language n€cessary to harmonize with it, with the originated and was introduced into the church, is to
tolerated as genuin, they tell us, they thought it false impression conve,ed to the mind, has made be reproached lUI unsound in faith, if not stigmatized
safest and best not to disturb public faitb, so they much of the New Te11tsment &n unsolved mystery, as Infidel, and to be held in suspicion.
let them remain.
The precise point between these combatants W!l~
an incomprehensible riddle, to the eimple·minded,
It was well known then, as it has been abundantly honeat, ir:quiring reader.
bow to engraft the trinity onto the Christian religproved and demonstrated since, in the history of all
This metaphysical obscurity, this ambiguous no- ion and make the union complete and satisfactory to
religions and the experience of all religious sects, menclature, or vocabulary, furnished eager delight to the caviling pagans and simple-minded, in order to.
that it is not necessary for any faith or belief, doc- all classes of sectaries for centuries, in building up gain them over as converts to the Christian faith.
trin or theology or creed, to be true or rational, con- creeds and expoundirJg dogmas and doctrine they This word Christos, now spelled Christ, this title
sistent or possible even, to hav it believed, in order claim to hav found concealed beneath this inexPlica- given to Joshua on account of his wisdom and good·
that it may subdue the mi:rd and exercise a control- ble verbiage, then pronouncing their thEories the ness in enlightening the people and trying to eave
ing influence over the life and conduct of the in- Christian religion.
them, was to be, through some thaumaturgic or
dividual.
There i~ much evidence running through the New magical influence, converted into a divinity. It was
But rather a false, irrational, marvelous faith, Testament that many of the early Christiane or only a w~rd, but a divinity must be devised
or a belief in the miraculous, absurd, and impossible, gospel writers understood religion to be simply be- somehow out of it, or out of the supposed power
exercises more power to subjugate the believer to lieving in and living up to a correct, or intelligent which it must represent, for a third person in the
its exactions and requirements, than do the obliga- system of ethics.
trinity. These leaders could not agree just pre·

~ommnnications.
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cisely as to how this should be done. They both ence is a confirmation of this judgment. We hav the post-office, railroads, telegraphs, sugar refinhad plausible processes, but different.
!earne~ it from our parents, from the church, relig- eries, coal mines, and in time all great indus·
This contest caused Constantine much trouble. It IOus literature, from the lives of the worthy saints tries. It could discuss whether it is better for a
was his choice and desire that it should be settled. and martyrs who died for it and sealed its excellence people to buy their supplies where they can be got
He alternately cajoled and censured both leaders; and efficacy with their blood. If it was false, how cheapest and of the best· quality, or whether they
had them both deposed from their bishopricks, and, could the world hav advanced in refinement, intelli- should be restricted to the purchase of such goods
throu~h persecution and persuasion, he tried to gence, and a high civilization under its sway?
as their countrymen can make and pay the price they
bring it to an amicable adjustment. Arius bad been
All this and much more is urged in its defense as may demand. The application of common sense to
banished to the desert, but the emperor relented conclusiv evidence that it is genuin and of divine the question of capital and labor, to Sa.bbath observthrough the importunities of the court women, and origin. These are the reasons and convictions that ance and the opening of museums, libraries, art galthe edict was issued to restore him to the see at are offered by the ignorant believer, yet thev are just leries, and excursion facilities on the workingman's
Alexandria. He arrived in the city, but, while in the as applicable to any other religion, and as sound a rest-day, to religious formalities and dogmas, and to
street on his way to the church, he was taken sud- proof, where other circumstances are equal, of its all things relating to man's welfare in this life,
denly ill and died. It was hinted that the prayers genuinness. Civiliza.tion has really fought its way would result in the establishment of Secularism aa
offered by his enemies, asking that he should never onward, inch by iucb, in opposition to the church and the controling principle in human affa.irs.
be restored, were helped in their answers through its decrees.
Items of Foreign Freethought News.
poison, which had been secretly administered in his
The palmiest days of the church, when faith ruled
food or drink between his arrival and the hour for the Ohristian world, were the ages of intellectual
During the ]sst four months the pope bas been the
darkness. The first efforts to break from this gloom recipient of $250 000. Ol this sum $50 000 came'
meeting.
These heathen horrors bav haunted the church all and debasement were met by guillotin and the from ]'rancP, $63 000 from Jt.aly, $31,000 from Gerthrough the centuries. Now it is "infant damna- fagot. Luther and hie successors were proscribed, many, and $80,000 from the United States. The old
tion;" " the office of the holy spirit." Then it was anathematized, threatened, tortured, and condemned. saying, "The fool and his money are easily parted/'
Bruno (Giordano), the astronomer and scientist, seems to be true yet.-Bulletin MenBuelle.
the physical composition of a personified abstraction.
What an idea-to take a little Greek word, christos, was burnt at the stake; Galileo was forced to his
The last number of .DaB Menshenthum contains
meaning wisdom, whose mythological synonym was kne~>s with his hand on the Bible, to recant or to die
the goddess Sophia, and deify it without defining it ; for his scientific discoveries; Michael Servetus, the an announcement from Frau Wilhelmi notifying
apotheosize it by the commands of the Holy Ghost, physician, the scholar, and scientist, was burnt at her friendR that the arrest orders issued by the
then quarrel over the manner in which it came into the instigation of Oalvin, one of the great lights of courts of Kiel and Edurt hav. been withdrawn.
She has returned to Undertiirkheim, near Stuttgart.
existence, after making it to their own taste and the church, a leader of a sect.
Tens of thousands were tortured and martyred in Oan it be possible t~at a wave of self-respect hao
fancy and christening it a son of God. This son of
God was not made, and did not exist, till the fourth this Protestant, or early struggle out of the bondage struck the authorities of those cities?
and darkness, when religion instead of law ruled
century.
A new Ohrietian sect has appeared. It makes No.
There were other hard words manufactured to the state. When religion or Ohris~ianity was surepresent the terms and merits of this controversy. preme and triumphant, civilization was but an 109 or 110, we are not sure which. The founder,
Michael Baxter, the eccentric eon of a crazy Irving·
Those on one side called themselvs Homoousians ; empty name.
Our civiliz!ltion to-day is not what it should be, in ian, has -proclaimed to the citizens of Basel that on
on the other they were Homoiousians ; the difference
of one letter in a name represented the difference of many respects, because the church still exercises too March 5, 1896, at 3 A.M., the world is coming to an
much power, and restri<'~ts it by its pernicious faith-. end, and all ~re to go down to the warm place except
faith in the contesting parties.
This controversy over the body they made out of The church religion keeps the people in darkness and the 144,000 elect, who will sta-rt for their harps and
the procession of the Holy Ghost from the btber's error, puniahos them for bad conduct, tells them to a seat in Abraham's bosom.-F:reidenker.
essence into the word wisdom, or christos, was very repent and then go to heaven.
The church dreads the light and truth of a wise
Here is an example of the education imparted by
serious. Perhaps we cannot, at this period of our
history, and with the cban~ed conditions in which we civiliza.tion because it would undermine and make the church in Belgium. In the Antwerp provineial
court a bill was introduced calling for five hundred
are placed, conceive the difficulty and delicacy of the nugatory the creed.
It claims that through its portals is the passport franca to pay the expenses of sending persons bitten
task, and the nature of a genius that could crowd a
spirit or ghost into a word, and know that it was to heaven. It flouts at science and demonstrated by dogs, supposed to be hydrophobic, to Pasteur.
comfortably lodged there, swelling that word into a truth when they conflict with the faith, the creed, The clerical majority objected.. It would be to slight
the ritual, that reads people to heaven. The sub- Saint Hubertus, who for eleven hundred years had
God.
The life of one champion was ended, but the ab- stance of its teachings is, Trust to God and go to tlttended to that business. The Liberals laughed
struse question long remained without a satisfactory heaven in the dark. The tree of knowledge bears outright, but this did not l!ffect the faithful; and
solution. It was forced into the background to bitter fruit. It is safer to shun it and rely on faith the question was pu_t to vote and with an ov<arwhelmmake room for the accomplishment of other pur- in the foibles and fiendish concoctions of fifteen hun- ing mej ority it was resolved to contribute five hundred years ago, in an age when faith was forced dred franca to the Pasteur institute and Saint Huposes.
bert. This in the year 1890, July 15th.
The suppression of the Gnostics, and turbulent down the throat with the sword and cimeter.
There is not a church in the land, I care net how
--dissidents in various parte of the empire, that uniBefore long the various branc.hes ?f s~ience are
formity of faith might be established, was an impor- li~eral it is, that is not J?~isoned anq, palsied by th{:
to undergo a complele revolutiOn, JUdgmg from
tant project, and severe measures were adopted for v1rua of that old superst1t10n!
Th;_ere is no religion under the name of Ohristian- the appearance of a Roman Oatholic Society of
that purpose. Long and bloody ware ensued ; trinitarian OhrietianiLy was put to a great strain, and ity that is not an offshoot and a slave in some degree Saience, Literature, and· Art, which will endeavor
driven to desperate resources-persecutions, banish· to that ancient heathen creed. It may be but to bend the various branches of science in other
mente, suppression of all learning-and the faith was shadowy and feeble, but its track is then·, directions. "This new academy," says .Das Menlargely planted by the point of the trinitarian sword. in .the language, the tone, the phraseology, the shenthurn, "will turn its special attention to natural science, mathematics, history, and philosophy,
Every liberal and enlightened movement in schools form or sanctity of acta or words.
They ~ll cherish some of the relics, the modes and and under the leadership of its president, the
and colleges was suppressed. This initiated th!:'
brave Frbr. v. Helfert, prove ' physiologically'
period when there was not one in ten thousand io manners, of the old Roman mother.
Protestantism was started to get rid of some of the immaculate conception, 'mathematically' the
the church that could read or write.
holy trinity, 'historically' the genealogy of Ohrist,
There are but few people in the church, whether the coarsest and vilest of these.
What it has not abandoned, it retains, it cherishes, and ' philosophically' Frhr. v. Helfert's own wisdom."
from birthright or conversion, that know anything
about the history of the religion they profess. a.Ld transmits as itR heirloom from that ancient repMr. V1ktor E. Lennstrand is getting quite aggresNeither do they care to know. It is nothing to them resentation of the Ohristian faith. We sneer at the
as to how much fraud and invention of designing, Oatholica, not knowing that all we hav we inherited aiv. ne is no longer satisfied with lecturing in orambitious, and unscrupulous men bas been imposed from them. The legacy is venerable, but we hold it dinary cities, nor even with di_sturbing Bishop
Billings's :peace, but goes to Dala!o, the !ashiona.ble
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
on them. They know not whefe their religion orig- as precious on that account.
Swedish bathing resort, and delivers h1s lecture~.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 1, 1890.
inated, or how it was concocted; what intrigue and
The cl.:>rgy were dumfounded. They did not know
wicked measures were adopted to foster it and giv it
what to do, so in want of anything better they declar£d
'l'he Common Sense Club.
prominence; how it was first manufactured as a
that
Lennsband ought to be stoned. They did not
Capt.
Robt.
c
.
.Adams
at
the
To1·onto
Convention.
feeble and contemptible form of paganism, with
The chief needs of man are food, shelter, love, stone him though, but confined themselve to going
some sentiments attributed to Joshua combined with
it, and then forced with relentless energy on the leisure, and education. Mental liberty is essential around and tearing down the bills advertising the
people, who hav accepted it as the only alternativ. to their attainment. The work of Secularism is to lectures. Yet in spite of all, a large and intelliIf Christianity has any history, this is the substance secure these advantages through Freethought. It gent audience listened to our friend's exposition of
of it. It has no other history, and who knows not must not only inculcate the principles of Naturalism, Liberalism and we dare say were quite surprised
this knows nothing about the what and whence of but must apply them to the ptactical aff11irs of life. when mad~ acquainted with the real essence of Libhis religion. He is the dupe and victim of a phan- This must be done through the organization of eralism.
tl)m.
Oommon Sense Olubs, having the motto, Use OomIn the German magazine Zeitschrift fiir H.vgiene
The masses do not think it desirable to know any- mon Sense; the maxim, Natural Law Rules the
thing about it, and if they knew all about it they World; and the precepts, Be Happy, Do Good, Do George Oornet publishes an essay on "The Morttolwould not believe it. They are happier ignorant, No Harm. Emerson says, "The cure of a bad theol- ity in Oloisters," and proves conclusivly from statisand more contented to. take the faith on trust than ogy is not a new one, but common sense," and Lecky tics of the last twenty-five years that the mortality
they would be if they knew more of it. The church, says that theology " is replaced by shrewd, secular, is surprisingly large. In the order of Sisters d
the creed, and the Bible ·are made to suf3tain it, the common sense." The Oommon Sense Olub could in Mercy the average .ler::gth. of. life is o~ly thirty-six
preacher to enforce it, and they are told it is good, every village become the provider of entertainment years · in many clo1sters 1t smke to th1rty, twentydivine, from God. They take this testimony as and be the originator of plans for improvement. It eight,' and even lower. The mortality as compared
sufficient, and preferable to any history, no matter could apply common sense to all the llff!lire of life. with that outside for the age of fifteen to twenty
bow true or authentic, if it conflicts with this. They As to the home, it could consider how to relieve its years, is four times as.high; for. the age of twenty
despise truth and spurn it when offered to them to drudgeries by cooperetiv effort. As to the towD, to thirty years, three t1mes as h.1gh; for the .ag~ cf
antidote or to correct this popular and palatable it could discuss whether it is sensible to giv over the thirty to forty years, twice as .h1gh.. T~e pn~01pal
falsehood so long believed and crystallized into a supplying of all its needs to private capitalists, or cause of death is tuberculosis, wh1ch m cloisters
faith. Their fathers knew no better, neither do they whether it pays for a town to furnish its own ga~>, causes seventy-five per cent. of the deat!:J.a, while in
want to. If it served them, it will serve us. It is water, and electric light at cost, and to make its the wicked outside world 1t causes but fifteen to
safer to rely on and more acceptable than the truth. ro~ds, run its tramways, and control the service twenty per cent. This excessiv mortality, which
True or false, it brings comf01·t and confidence, and of other general needs. As to the nation, we shows how well Jehovah takes care of his own, is
that is all we want. If the truth unsettles, it is an can form opinions as to the desirability of leaving due partly to the careless way in which the nuns
evil. Let what be said that may about the hi~tory the conduct of its affairs to private enterprise move about the sick, not using any disinfectants, and
or genuinness of our religion, it has bet!n tasted for for the benefit of individuals or corporations, or partly to the unnatural life enforced by cloister rules.
centuries and given satisfaction, and our own experi- whether the people collectivly should manage -Freireligit'iseB- SonntagB-Blatt.
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What 'l'hey Say About The Picture Book.
Moses Harman in Lucifer.

Among the noteworthy books received at this offi.ce during my enforced vacation is the "Freethinker's Pictorial
Text-Book," issued by the Truth Seeker Company, New
York.
While it is doubtless true that the famous cartoons of
Watson Heston in THE TROTH SxKKl!R giv offense to the
prejudices of many readers, there can be no question that
this method of teaching useful lessons is a most effectiv one.
That Mr. Heston is one of the very best of living cartoonists, and that, as a whole, his pictures hav been and will be
the means of doing much good in the way of eliminating
old-time superstitions, I verily believe.
To be appreciated the "Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" must be Been. Each alternate page is filled with selections from well-known authors upon the subjects illustrated by the cartoons. These selections are printed in large
and clear type, and altogether the book contains a storehouse
of information, instruction, and innocent amusement that
it would be hard to find elsewhere-at least, hard to -pur.
chase elsewhere for the sum of $2. It takes a pile of
money to get out a 8ingle COJY!I of a work like this, and we
sincerely hope the orders will be sent in thick and fast, to
gladden the hearts of the publishers and to make cheerful
and happy the homes and lives of the purchasers.

The Specter that 'rhreatens the Irish.
l!'rom a Datll/ Paper.

The most trustworthy information from public and private
sources In all parts of Ireland is to the effect that the complete failure of the potato crop makes another great famln
in that most unfortunate of lands practically inevitable.
The point of actual suffering from hunger has not yet been
reached, but the days of starvation, unless help comes, are
not far off. A movement is on foot to bring to the attention
of America the appalling calamity which now threatens Ireland before actual death from hunger has claimed any vietims. Several meetings hav already been held, and organization will be so far perfected that the personnel of the
organization and its plans will be Bnnounced in a few days.
It has been decided to organize under the name of the American Committee for the Relief of Famin in Ireland. It is
proposed to make its work cover both North and South
America.
From-the Lo11a! American.

It is reported that the potato crop In Ireland is a failure;
if so, we may expect to hear an appeal ma.de to Protestants

to load ships to keep south and west Ireland from starving.
This reminds us that we remember to hav heard a gentleman
telling that he gave a $500 check to load a ship with provisIons to keep starving Irishmen alive, and subsequently read
in a Roman paper that the Irish had that year sent a very
large sum of money as " Peter's pence" to the pope. He
declared that the next time they got hungry, he proposed to
let the pope feed them.
------~~.--------

The Mormon Commission.
The U~ah Commission has forwarded a report to
Secretary of the Interior of its doings for a
year. The Commission, much to its regret, finds
that the :Mormons show no signs of relinquishing
their faith, and hav even elected some disfranchised
ex-polygamists to high offices in the church. And
the Commission believes, though it bas no proof,
that forty-one male Mormons hav taken to themselva plural wives. The Commission recommend!!
that the powers of the Commission be so enlarged
as to authorize and ennble it to issue instructions
which shall be binding upon the registrars of its
~he

ing their holy day ridiculed and desecrated. Those
who were in charge of the meeting, with a view to
allaying this storm of objections, announced that
Most's name had been taken from the list of speak·
ers, and that the Rev. H~ ~st would speak
in his place. The orthodox Jews, however, still protested, and attempted to obtain from the courts injunctions ~venting the proP!'ietors of the Lah!>r
Lyeeu!D from letting the place for suah purpo.ses.
The courts refused, ancltlie Jews, with Coroner Levy
at their head, went to Mayor Chapin yesterday
morning. The result was that an order was issued
that the Anarchist Jews were not to be allowed to
mee!}ii1he I;aoor Lyceum, and that the doors of th-=-e
h,all should 6e closed and guarded by policemen, and
that a lar_g~ of polfoe should be__oo..Jumd to
~arryJluUhe order and prevent the Jews from con--,
gregating.
What the Jews proposed to do is outlined by
their tickets, printed in Hebrew, but translated in
the Sun:
"Grand Yom Zom Kippur ball.
''With theater.
"Arranged with consent of all new rabbis of liberty.
"Koll Nydre night and day.
"In the year 6651, after the invention of the Jewish idols,
and 189LI, after the birth of the false messiah, in the Brooklyn Labor Lyceum, 61-67 Myrtle street, Brooklyn.
"The Koll Nydre will be offered by John Most.
" Music, dancing, buffet, ' Marseillaise ' and other hymns
against Satan."
" Koll Nydre," is the name of the ceremony which
plays the principal part in the celebration of Yom
Kippur. One of the Jews described the proposed
proceeding to a Sun reporter. "Our program for
to-night," he said, " was to hav a farce performed
on the stage, !!ling Russian songs, hav recitations,
and dancing, and eating. :Mr. Pentecost was to
be the only speaker, and I hav telegraphed him
now not to come over. Everything was in readiness, and we were prepared to hav a jolly time
by ourselvs. I came here, and was confronted
with the greatest outrage that could be perpetrated
in a free country. This hall had been ordered by
the mayor to be kept closed until to· morrow night.
I asked the captain on what grounds, under what
law, this was done. He didn't know; he was simply
carrying out his instructions. Do you know who
instigated this shameful thing? It was Moses :M~,
the millionajxe .b!!tcher, who wants to appear before
the poor Jews as a sincere believer in their faith so
that they will consider his meat·' kosher ' and buy it
in preference to other meat. Do you suppose the
police would hav stopped us if we were not poor and
helpless? Why don't they stop other meetings that
they are opposed to? This affair was not arranged out
of spite or with the intention of ridiculing the Jewish
Persecution of Jews by Jews.
or any other religion. We are not children. We
Tuesday, September 23d, at sundown began the wanted to enlighten our people and show them wbat a
Jewish Day of the Atonement, called Yom Kippur, true God is like and show them the God that the
for short. It is the annual period of Jewish humilia- orthodox Jews worship. We issued a circular in
tion, and on this day the year must be reviewed and which we imitated the prayer of the Jews. We
forgivness asked for all sins against Jehova~ This asked God to abolish poverty, to make us all rich
ceremony, anciently, was a sort of confessional, which, to let the people run the railroads, not a few in
with pagan additions, has developed into the Romish dividuals. Dr. Riobard Gottheil called at my bouse
confessional. The da;y brings all Hebrews to their and asked me to suppress this circular. 01 course
synagogs. Orthodox and reformers, high and low, I refused."
rich and poor, good and bad, observe the da;y with
The gist of the matter is that the meeting was
fasting and hours of prayer. No business is con- prevented by Coroner Levy, a political Jew of
ducted and all food is abstained from. Some of New York, to oblige his coreligionists, and make
their customs are still permeated with the lowest himself" solid" with them for a reelection. :Mayor
forms of superstition. The day before the Day of Chapin hal.'l been guilty of using his office to oblige
Atonement the strict, old-fashioned, orthodox He- a brother politician, for even the police could not
brews provide a cock, which they send to be killed. see where their power to stop the performance
The person whose property it is takes the fowl by came from, and as the reporters na:ively put it,
the legs, and with his uplifted hands swings it nine " seemed to sympathize with the Anarchists, and
times above the heads of himself and his family, and treated the few that gathered with more kindness
at the same time prays to God that the sins they hav and courtesy than they usually pay to people
been guilty of during the year may enter the body of whom they may club with impunity."
the chicken.
The mayor of Brooklyn bases his action, he alleges,
There are in this city, however, a few thousand upon a call printed in the Pioneer of Freedom, a
Jews who hav renounced their religion, without Hebrew journal, but as he ha<rto'"depend for knowltaking on any other superstition.. Their "prophet" edge of its contents upon a translation, obtained by
is_John Most, renowned as the Anarchist. These Coroner Levy, he had no means of knowing what it
Jews made prepalinimtrfo celebrate tlie day in· an- really contained. The translator deliberately and
other fashion. They had arranged to hire the La- mendaciously inserted_whole sentences, as was known
bor Lyceum in :Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn, in which to the n~xt day,, when a ~eliable. trans tion was made.
carry on their festivities, as they were unable to se- Here IS the Circular, w1th the 10terpolations in italic :
cure a suitable meeting-place in this city, and John I/ "This company feel it their duty to celebrate the coming
Most was to speak. This fact became known sev· atonement evening and day, namely, the eve of the 23d and
eral days before the event and there arose rot t 24th of this month, in Labor Ly~eum (a hall ~t 61 Myrtle
. .
•
. P es S street, Brooklyn), by eating, drmking, danmng, promefrom the rehg10us Jews of Brooklyn aga10st hav- adlng, and speeolwa relating to .Anarohi8m and tlte uBe of dy.
appointment in the performance of their legal duties.
The report also recommends the enactment of a law
similar to the Idaho test law, "believing that it
could do more to put an end to the teaching and
practice of polygamy than has been accomplished by
the partial enforcement of existing laws." In conclusion, the Oommisaion reports what it said in its
last report-that in this matter the government
and Congress should take no backward or even wavering steps, but should continue the activ and vigorous enforcement of the laws and the improvement of
them by the amendment of such as would make
them mo~e e:ffectiv, and by enacting such other laws
as experience may show to be Wiser and more Effi·
cacious to accomplish the desired end.
There is nothing particularly surprising in this
report. It is not a nineteenth century miracle that
persecuted fanatics should cling to their superstition, nor is it the first time in history that inquisitors
should ask for an enlargement of their powers.
Thorough work can never be done except by officers
authorized to invade houses and put the inhabitants
to torture to force them to confess every secret of
their existence.
The great trouble with the Commission and the
law from which it derives its life, is that they do
not limit their intention to stamping out polygamy,
but aim also to extinguish the religious faith which
leads to the beastly practice. Confiscation of corporate property cannot in any way affect the individual habits of the members of the corporation.
The church did not giv pecuniary support to the
polygamists; on the contrary the too-much-married
members gave the church one-tenth of their incomes.
To reduce the tithes would only allow them funds to
support more wives. And to persecute them because
they believe that polygamy is a means of saving
grace is only to make them cling more firmly to that
belief, and the more rash and fanatical among them
would surely exemplify in their lives the faith they
held, even at the risk Df prison. These are the lessona of history, a thousand times impressed upon
the race. A law against bigamy, honestly enforced,
would be better than a cumbersome lot of statutes
directed against a faith, and the injustice of which
but makes the people more and more determined in
their resistance to them.
Do the churchmen never stop to think that but
for Christiallijy we should never hav had Mormonism ; that its victims are people made superstitious,
and therefore easy dupes to preachers of supernaturalism, by the older faith ; that when Mormons become
Infidels they do not believe in polygamy; and that
the best way to suppress :Mormonism is by converting the :Mormons to Rationalism !
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namite and. powder. The prophets of old preached and sd-1 In Brooklyn the matter has been freely discussed
monished m the name of God, in whom their followers •
b th
l"t" ·
d
h
·
pretended to believe, but we openly and frankly proclaim ~mce Y e po 1 lClans, an even by them t e opm100
thst God never existed. There is no God, and God will
was expressed that the mayor had overnever be. In the name of freedom we mock the Jewish stepped his authority in prohibiting the meeting
religion. As true revolutionists we fight against religion, until such expressions from the speakers as would
the state, private and public property. These three things tend to incite trouble had been made. Tile executiv
must be -destroyed. Against religion, as well as against committee of th L b
L
A
· t"
f
public and private property, we enter an open contest-s
•
. e
l\ or
yceum
SSOCla lOD O
contest not through politics. We desire to throw off the Brooklyn, wh1ch organiz'ltion owns the L1bor
yoke of the state, under whose weight we lie, by means Lyceum, held a secret session on Yom Kippur night
of powder and dynamite, wltiohwe intend to use against 1·tligion and declared the action of Mayor Chapin arbitrary.
and public and private property. We will. hsv a ball on Although the strictest secresy was manifested reAtonement day for the purpose of ridiculmg your God. garding the proceedings, it was learned by a Herald
It your God Is deaf, if he Is sleeping, or conversing with
. .
.
.
some one let our Atonement ball aw 11ke him. Let the tones reporter that Clvtl proceedmgs are hkely to ba comof our ~usia tear Ms ears open. Let our revolutionary menced against the city. The speeches were bitter
speealtes with dynamite and powder interrupt his conversations. in their tone, and the municipal authorities were
"Last year the Jews of New York took their (Jod to denounced for not waiting to find out whether at the
the police depsrt~ent and to the coroner, but this year meeting" speeches relating to the usa of dynamite
you poor Jews wtll take your God sud religion to the
.
•
cemetery. The experience which we had in New York were made. We hope the smt Wtll be pushed and
city taught us the lesson to go to Brooklyn. The evening the Brooklyn authorities taught a lesson in religious
prayer will be: 'We will take the capitalist in the right liberty and the orthodox Jews one on the sin of
hand and religion in the left hand, and say they both bearing false witness.
shall go to the devil by means of the use of dynamite and
Ol this action of the Jews in demanding the suppowder.' The cloeing prayer will be : ' Anarchy in the
•
b 1
f th · · I" •
t
h
right hand and revolution and dynamite in the left; God preSSIOn .Y ~ aw 0
elr re 1g10us opponen s, W at
never was, is, or ever will be.'
shall be satd · It surely will not raise them in the
" A very interesting theatrical piece will be played, which estimation of decent people, DOt" will it win them
was composed expressly for Atonement day. It will begin sympathy for their own sufferings by Christian persimultaneously with the services in the synagogs."
secution. They are even now appealing for aid
The good orthodox Jews deliberately committed against the wicked decrees of the Russian governforgery, perjury, and fraud to attain their object. ment, and also crying religious persecution because
They lied, they knew they lied, and they must hav insurance companies discriminate against them in
known that soon the wodd would know that they issuing fire policies on property oocupied by them,
lied. They went ahead, depending upon the popular and because the Christian landlords of summer reprejudica against Anarchists to shield tnem.
sorts hav kicked them out of the hotels. Yet, perBut if the circular had been as fully charged with secuted and discriminated against as they are, they
dynamite and powder as alleged, the case, if it should turn around and invoke the aid of the police to perever come before the courts, will involve, says the secute their own brethren who- hav voluntarily left
Sun, the question, Has the mayor or any other pub- their religious fold!
lie offiaial the right to prevent a number of men
The action of the authorities is unwarranted. They
from holding a meeting? The law under which the hav no legal right to suppress rmything but disormayor is supposed to hav acted is as follows:
derly meetings, and this meeting had not even begun.
"Sxo. 45i. , Unlawful Assemblies.-Whenever three or
Why don't they suppress some Catholic or Protmore persons :
estant gatherings because things are said at them
"1. Assemble with intent to commit any unlawful set by which hurt the feelings of one or the other of the
force ; or
sects 1
"2. Assemble with intent to carry out any purpose in
such a manner as to disturb the public peace, or
A Humam•, Christian Gentleman.
" 3. Being assembled, attempt, or threaten any act tendBrick Pomeroy uses over a column of the latest
ing toward a breach of the peace or an injury to person or
property, or any unlawful set. Such an assembly is unlaw- issue of his paper to giv Holy John Wanamaker a
ful, and every person participating therein, by his presence, certificate of good character. Mr. Pomer'ly met the
aid, or instigation, is guilty of a misdemeanor. But this postmaster-general on his recent visit to Washington
section shall not be construed as to prevent the peaceful assembling of persons for Is wful purposes of protest or petition.'' in the interest of Moses Harman. "Mr. Wanamaker," cert:fies Mr. Pomeroy, "is a humane, Chl'isThere is no law regarding assemblies which ii; is
tian gentleman of great business capacity." Just
expected are going to be unlawful. In cases where
so. An article in the evening Sun a few days ago
there is the slightest reason to suppose that there
fully illustrates this. It is headed, "Wanamaker,
will be a violation of the law, it has always been
the F.riend of Labor," and is as follows:
custom"ry to hav a large force of police on hand to
"Pecksniff Grsdgrind W sn11msker has the following sdanticipate trouble and break up the meeting should vertisment in the Philadelphia morning papers of Thursday,
such a violation occur. But to prevent the possibil- September 18th :
ity of anything at all turning up, by simply prevent"'Here's a chemise. Oambrio, in large sizes :
21·4 yal'ds cambric at llc .............................. 25c.
ing the meeting from being held, is a step which is
1-4 yard Hamburg at 30 ................................. 8~.
2
yards Hamburg edging at 5o......................... lOc.
invasiv of Iibet"ty. Commenting upon the suppresOotton .................................................... 3J.
sion of the meeting the Sun, which is the only daily
46~.
paper denouncing the outrage, says :
•· 'That's the close, careful cost. Our price is only 50c. Would
"The Conetltutlon of the· United States guarantees the yan do the work for 4o.T'
"M\'. Grsdgrind Wanamaker is a man of facts, hard facts.
freedom of speech and the right of the people peaceably to
He invites his customers to consider whether they could
assemble.
"The constitution of the state of New York declares that make a chemise for four cents. Their time would be spent
• every citlzen may freely speak, write, and publish his sen- more usefully at their trade, or tskin~ heslthrul recreation,
timents on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of or attending the prayer-meeting. There is no profit, in
Grsdgl'ind Wanamaker's opinion, in making chemises at
that right.'
"Until the right of free speech has been abused, no crime four cents apiece. So the throngs of artisans' wives and
has been committed. No matter how unpleasant or violent clerks' wives who buy their dry goods in Wanamaker's store
or vile is the program announced f<'r a public meeting, nor are advised of the great bargains in chemises to be had there.
"At whose expense do the women of Philadelphia buy
how despicable are the people who intend to assemble, nor
how offensiv to public decency they are expected to make such bargains? Mr. Wanamaker has no longer any white
themselvs, the time for the police to interfere is when the slaves at Berlin. As a patriot he now uses only domestic
labor. He pays his seamstresses four cents, less his msrgiu
law ie broken, not before.
" The suppression of the meeting of the Infidel and An- of profit, for each chemise they make. Owing to his exerarchistic Jews of Brooklyn by the police of that city, under tions, new chemises are placed within the reach of all but
verbal orders from Mayor Chapin, after the courts had re- the very poorest members of the community. What matter
fused to prevent the meeting by injunction, was an extraor- if these very poorest be the same· women whom he employs
to make chemises in order that he may pile them up on his
dinary proceeding.
" What evidence had the mayor or the police that the an- bargain counter? No one ever studied the interests of the
nounced intention of the Anarchist Jews to talk dynamite working classes with better results than Pecksniff Grad grind
and to burlesque religion had not been abandoned at the last Wanamaker.
"If an ordinary merchant advertised his wares in this
moment? And, supposing it had been abandoned, was not
an outrage committed? Were not people of the state of fashion, one might be consoled by the thought that he was
simply lying, and that he was really understating t.lle price
New York deprived of a constitutional right?
"It implies no sympathy with dynamite talk or vile jest- of his seamstresses' labor in order to giv his bargains an ening on sacred subjects to maintain that the only duty of the hanced value in the eyes of consumers. But Pecksniff
mayor and pollee was to warn these people and to watch Grsdgrind Wanamaker is shut out from this miserable
them, and to arrest them if they violated any law.
slternstiv. He is a humble and devout Christian. He could
'To close the doors of their hall and the mouths of their not be guilty of the sin of telling lies to gain trade. To repspeakers before any law had been broken was a colossal resent the chemises as costing less for labor than the real
blunder, no matter how good the intentions of the authority amount paid for them would be equivalent to obtaining
responsible for the order to the police.''
money under false pretenses.
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"No. Pecksniff Wanamaker, who teaches little children
on Sundays to pray for their daily bread, givs bread, and
not much else, to his seamstresses on week days; the city
supplies them with the water to wash it down. Pecksniff
Wanamaker subscribes liberally out of his margin of profit
on four-cent labor to eend fisnnel waistcoats and other luxuries to the native of Central Africa. Wanamaker's smiling
Pecksniff mask is always on when his face is turned toward
the public; the grinning Grad grind skull is reserved fnr his
seamstresses and other employees. ·
"But even Wanamaker must sometimes .be caught with
his mask off. So on this occasion he lets the whole world
by a signed sdvertisment see him as he is. In a moment of
forgetfulness the Pecksniff mask is thrown off, the four-cent
labor confession escapes him, and the unmasked features of
Grsdgrind Wanamaker are exposed to view.''
We do not daubt that Mr. Wanamaker is a Christian; that he is a humane gentleman requires, in our
opinion, more thau Mr. Pomeroy's word to establish.
We like better the notions of a famous aposhle of
F.reetbought who said he would not wear a shirt for
which the poor woman that made it ha:l not received
just and full compensation.
Four cents for making a Iarge-siz1d cambric garment! Yet of sue~ as Wanamabr is the kingdom
of heaven.
Let's go to sheol.
------~HH~------

WF. record with sorrow that Wm. Holgate, of M'luston,
Wis., died September 13th. Mr. Holgate was born near
Halifax; Yorkshire, England, Oct. 30, 1S'll2 He came
to this country and landed in Boston April 18, 1848. In
1852 he moved to Chic1go, where he lived sb:Ptt two years,
then moved to Marengo, Ill., in which place he lived thirteen
years, and came to Mauston Dec. 17, 1866. and hs> been a
resident there since that time. He was married to ~Irs.
Elizabeth Rowe Sept. 1, 1855. His wife, two sons, and two
daughters survive him. His funeral was held at his late residence Monday afternoon, J. L. Potter, of Wonewoc, Spiritualistic lecturer, conducting. He read an address from the
Truth Seeker Collection, hymns_were sung by the choir,
and tbe remains were conveyed to Mauston cemetery for interment.
JunGE THAYER last week decided the esse or the street
pedlers or Philadelphia who were arrested for selling the
"Kreutzer Sonata.'' In his opinion he says the book possesses very little drs~atic interest or literary merit. In the
first he is wrong, in the second right. The book is very
dramatic, but is by no means pleasing reading. Tolstoi
has drawn his inductions as to sex union from a class or
people who are not yet civilized, who are partial animals,
with no ides of the equality of woman or or her equal
rights in marriage, and naturally he has written brutally.
The remedy, in his ~w, is the old asceticism of monkery,
which, of course. would destroy the family, and in the
end lead to the licentiousness of those times when Christianity was lived as well as preached. In his concluding
remarks, Ju-3ge Thayer said: "The work m1.y be offansiv to
our opinioas and convictions, just as others are which are
daily sold in our bookstores without objection or challenge
from anybody, but it cannot be justly said to be of au
obscene or lewd character, nor is it, either in its sentiments or language, in any degree calculated to mini~r
to corrupt or licentious practices, or to gratify lewd desires or to encourage depravity in any form. The court
was reminded upon the argument that the czar of Russia
and the po3t-office officials of the United States hsv condemned this book as an unlawful publication; that the
former has prohibited its sale within his dominions, and
the latter hsv forbidden its trsusmissioa through the mails.
Without disparaging in any degree the respect due to these
high offi::lsls within their respectiv spheres, I can only say
that neither of them has ever been recognized in this country
as a binding authority in questions of either law or literature.
The defendants hsv committed no offense against the laws,
and are therefore discharged." This is good, but there is a
paragraph in the opinion which betrays a narrowness one
would not expect after the foregoing. "Every man," he says,
"has the right under such a government as ours to discuss
such questions, either orally or ,in print, if he does so in a
proper and becoming manner, and does not in doing so violate the decencies of life. He may call in question and sr~ue
against any received doctrin of the Christian faith, if he uses
in, doing so proper and becoming language, but if one
should introduce into such a discussion blasphemous language or ideas, or obscene, lewd, or indecent thoughts or
words, or should make his description the occasion for reviling and scoffing at the most sacred things, or speaking of
them in a profane, sbusiv, or indecent manner, he would
unquestionably be liable to be indicted and punished therefor.'' Pennsylvania has a very pretty blasphemy law, and
legally Judge Thayer may be right as to penalties for blasphemous language; but will he undertake to imprison all
the scoffers at sacred things in his state? If so, the legislature will hsv to build more jails and penitentiaries. As for
indecent languaga against the Christian faith, none can be
used that would more_ justly fall under judicial displeasure
than quotations from the "sacred" book upon which that
faith is founded. But when did the Christian faith become
so allied with the state that one must be finicslly circumspect in discussing its doctrine? Judge Thayer seems to
labor under the impression that Christianity owns the world,
and that to dissent from any of its doctrine is a privilege
which it graciously grants, but which no one has the natural
right to do. About three hundred years ago that sort of
talk was more in harmony with facts than it is now.
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J.ttttrs Jrotl( Jlritnds.
CHADRoN, NKB., Sept. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: We like the paper better without the illuStrations.
M. E. SMITH &; Co.
CoUNOIL VALLKY, InA., Sept. 3, 1890.

MB. EDITOR: Please continue my subscription to THE
TRUTH 8ItXKEB. I am a. echool-tescher here. I like your
paper s_o well I cannot do without it.

J. T. TowNLKY.

Cm:wsvrLLK, Mn., Sept. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $2 for the " Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." Send the book as soon as ready.
I will inform the late inquirer that the poem entitled,
I< The God and Devil of Orthodoxy," can be found in THII:
TRUTH 8BKXKR of Oct. 22, 1881.
JNo. H. HARP.
DAYTON, 0., Sept. 15, 1890.
EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4 for two copies of the
"Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." I hsv no doubt the
book wlll hsv a very large circulation. It is only by the
free circulation of Liberal idea.s that an influence and power
is crested that saves us from the cruelties of religious perse«mtions and at the ssme time serves as an aid to evolution.
Truly yours,
J. A. WALTERS.
1\fp,

CENTRE BBLPBB, 0., Sept. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find my check, 'for which I
wish you to mail one copy of the "Freethinker's Pictorial
Text-Book." This is the second '' PJctorisl Text-Book"
I hsv ordered, and I may order more. It is grand. I subscribed for TBK TRUTH BKBKKR when it was published in
Illinois, and hsv taken it ever since. Life would scarcely
be worth living without it.
P ABXEB LKwrs.
LoNDON, ONT., Sept. 15, 290.

MB. EDITOR : Please inclosed find $5.25 for my lease of
that paper which I cannot be without, the cartoon book,
and the ANNUAL tor 1890. I will sl~o take one of the Bible
cartoon books when they are finished. There is nothing like
them to counteract the impression made on the Inlnds of
children by that fabulous book. Superstition dies hardvery slow, but sme. Hold the fort.
JosEPH ALLASTKE.
BHOWNYILLK, INn., Sept. 15, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I hsv sst down to write for the ''Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book. Designs by Watson Heston."
I hsv been a subscriber of the good old TRUTH BEKKER for
twelve or fourteen years, sod want it to be circulated. I
hsv tried to get subscribers, but many are afraid to take it
for fear that it will hurt their business. I am an Atheist of
the first water. I was reared a solid Presbyterian up to
nineteen. Infant damnation was too strong. I want Reason
and not superstition.
- JoHN A. REYNOLDS.
EMMRTTSBURG, lA., Sept. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed tind draft for $10-$6 of which is
in payment of the three " Pictorial Text-Books " already received, and $4for two more which we hsv sold to other good
men that are interested in the good cause. We think the
work is immense. What is the matter with Heston?_ We do
not like TBB TRUTH 8KBKEB quite SS well without the piCt~res. Get Heston at work as soon as possible.
Yours truly,
T. J. PROUTY AND C. E. CoHOON.
8AORAMBNTO, CAL., Sept. 11, 189G.
MR. EDITOR : The two " Pictorial Text-Books" came to
hand 0. K. You can send the other three. I will keep
one as a sample to get orders. The book must be seen to be
appreciated. All that hsv seen the book speak well of it
-even church-members, that are not hidebound. I believe
the book will hsv a good run after a little time. I will try to
get orders for the book. I prize the work highly. The
book is worth double what is charged for it. With much
regard for the success of THK TRUTH BUKER, I subscribe
myself,
Its friend and patron,
R. BUTTERFIELD.
SIGNAL, 0., Sept. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hsv given to several of my Liberal friends
to read the truth seekers' journal. They admire the same
very much. We hsv several Freethinkers in this part of the
country, ana I think if we would hsv some intellectual
speaker come and giv courage to some of us, he could
organize us.
As the most part of our Freet~inkers are cowards and are
afraid to say their view of religion, I hope some one will
come to our aid and organize us, and keep our young friends
from being dragged to the torturing hell of superstitious
ignorance.
E. M. GKrGim.
WALLA WALLA, WASH., Sept. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I take this opportunity of sckuowltidging
the receipt of my" Pictorial Text-Book," and it is a gem
and a treat. The first evening and afternoon that I received
it, I think a score of persons must hsv looked at it, and
all, some of them Cilristisns (not fanatics), were loud
in its praise. A good many took down your address, and I
am sure a great many orders will come from here. I hsv
kept for ten years the largest oyster and chop house in this
city. My place is patronized by lawyers, doctors, and business and professional men, in fact by the best class of people here, and as my place is open all night, the'' Text-Book"
was being looked at and read by these men all night. For
myself and wife's part, if you would kindly thank Mr.
Watson Heston for the picture where C. B. Reynolds's kind
and intelligent features are beaming at us in front of his tent,

throwing sway pearls indeed, you would do us a great favor. to the elevation and liberation of humanity from the slavery
Next to that is the pair of pictures, " The Illusions of Child of priestcrsft and kingcrsft.
Three· things 1 hsv lonl!: desired to cast my vote for hsv
and Manhood." But they are all good.
ALVIN OLSON.
reached and passed us-abolition of human slavery, prohibition of the rum demon, and equal suffrage. ,J believe we
SPOKANE FALLs, WASH., Sept. 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 for renewal to the grand should giv to our mothers, sisters, and daughters the same
TRUTH BKKKEB. I hsv read THK TRUTH S:&KKKR for three rights that we ask f:>r ourselvs. This S)uth Dakota will giv
years off and on, and I can safely say it is the most instructiv this fall's election. After we get that, the next on my projournal in America. I take llritankaren also. It is •a good gram is to secure for president our R. G. Ingersoll.
Yours for trv.th and humanity,
JoHN MoK&K.
paper, worthy of assistance from all Liberal-minded people.
This city is big enough for a strong Secular Union, and I
Rosi.YN', WASH., Sept. 8, 1890.
cannot see why one has not been organized. Will some
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6 85, for which send me one
subscriber here drop a card for me at the post.offi.ce, and we
could try to hsv some Liberal lecturer come here and help more copy of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text~ Book," and
use the rest of the order for books and subscription to THK
us organize.
The Washington Secular Union is cloing some good work TRUTH SEEKER as in list inclosed. Five copies of the" Freeon the other side of the Cascades. And with Mr. Reynolds thinker's Pictorial Text-Book" hsv been received, one by
at the head of the little army we ought to succeed. Wishing mail and four by express. The subscribers are more than
pleased with them.
you success, and Heston speedy return, I am,
The " Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" is exactly what
Yourli sincerely,
J ORN E. W .B:LIN.
its title indicates. There is a text in every cartoon, and it
can be understood by the greatest theological numskull at a
PooATKLLO, InA.., Sept. 19, 1890.
glance. I can say that the books that hsv been received hsv
MR. EDITOR: I received the "Pictorial Text. Book" some
already acted as fertilizers to Freethought, and they hsv
time ago. I would not take $25 for it if it could not be restrengthened those that languished for refreshment.
·
placed again. A good number hsv spoken of getting it this
Mr. Heston's portrait adorns the book. His features are
fall. I hope they will. It is a fine educator. It lies on my
those of a mental temperament, and I feel assured that Mr.
center.tsble along with the Bible, and the old and young's
Heston's work will do as much for Liberalism as our orafirst choice is the " Pictorial Text-Book."
tors. We expect to hsv Mr. Remsburg here some time in
Inclosed please find clipping from an Eastern paper which
October to giv a lecture that will giv the sunshine of peace
runs as follows :
to many minds.
Geologists assert that· if the continents and the bottom of
Two years ago when I first came here not a single copy of
the ocean were graded down to a uniform level the whole
world would be covered with water a mile deep, so much a Freethought paper came to this place, and I forget whether
greater is the depression of the ocean bed than the elevation there was a Freethought book of any kind here. Now a
number of papers come here, and books hsv been purchased
of the existing land.
and circulated. And now the climax iii to be c~pped by the
C. PAULSAN.
Is there any truth in it?
arrival
of Mr. John E. Remsburg.
HENRY BKIOHLING.
[In the esse supposed the water would cover the globe to
the depth of about one mile and a hslf.-En. T. 8.]
MARTINSBURG, W. VA., Sept. 21, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The great conflict between belief and unbeNoRFOLK, Nsn., Sept. 14, 1890.
lief is still on, and will continue as long as life lasts on this
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the " Freethinker's
earth. I am rather inclined to believe life may become exPictorial Text-Book." I hope you will get the Bible pict.
tinct, but the earth never. The strong probability is that
ures in book form. With these two books at hand a Free·
this earth, with other physical planets, probably existing,
thinker's library will be more complete.
though not positivly demonstrated, sl ways was and always
To show the means that some church people use in order
will be. Life and death are getting less mysterious than in
to rob the ignorant people of their money, for the benefit of
the dark, dreary past. What agencies must we glv credit to
the church, inclosed I send an item which was published in
·for our present enlightenment? Science and the revelstio11s
a paper here a few days ago called the Norfolk Daily .News.
of nature. Freethinkers are getting more and more enlightThey may just as well put in some gambling tables and let
ened, almost in spite of ourselvs, but unfortunately millions
the rake-oft' go to the benefit of the church. One is just as
are yet, and willliv and die, in mental slavery. It seen.;s as
honorable as the other. If it is not, I would like some one
though those millions are very well satisfied with faith. No
to tell me the difference.
C. F. W. MARQUARDT.
doubt it is a comfort to them to believe in eternal reward
The ladies' guild of Trinity church hsv secured the serv· and punishment. I would be the ls&t person to try to induce
ices of a band of nstiv imported Egyptian gypsies from persons to change the deep.rooted convictions of their life.
Morocco to tell the fortunes of the people at prices varying
I believe in the school of individualism-that every man,
according to the fortune expected, the proceeds to be for the
benefit o! the church. The vacant store-room in the Mast woman, and child existing is actually a free individual being.
block has been.secured, and there the gypsies will appear It all only realized this truth, mental liberty would neceSduring fair week.
sarily come from individual thought and bravery. I venture
to say that nine tenths of all Freethinkers hsv become such
by thinking for themselvs. What is done voluntarily is the
RtoHMOND, ILL., Sept. 9, 1890.
:MR. EDITOR: I received the pictorial book all right, and most pleasing and reliable. I do not certainly recognize a
am much pleased with it. I hsv lived here since 1846; hsv man or woman to be Freethinkers till they are avowed and
taken an sctiv part in the business of the county and neighbor- ·outspoken in the cause of ju~tice and truth. Any man or
hood; hsv taken the paper printed in this place for twenty- woman who claim to be Liberals who are afraid to express five years; hsv always supposed that it was in favor of free their own opinions in what they honestly believe or do not
press and free speech until, quite recently, I suspected that believe, and refuse to contribute what they can afford to giv
they were not all right. So I wrote a piece for them to to the cause, are not Freethinkers. The Liberal ranks are
print, and they would not print it It was entitled, " Do the pretty much like the Christian ranks, so many on both sides
church and Sunday-schools, as they are conducted at the not proving loyal and sincere to their profession of belief.
present time, hsv a tendency to do sway with crime?" It Some persons can be read like a book ; they are trustful and
hit them in a tender place, and they came out in their paper consistent, and can always be relied upon. Many others
with a long piece "giving me fits." And I hsv no way of cannot be read at all; they cannot be placed, and so they
answering them, so it leaves me in a fix. I suppose I could must remain the ignorant, indifferent, neutral, do-nothing-stanswer them through a L\bersl paper, but they would never all people that are entirely out of calculation.
I cannot see or understand how people can be neutral or
read it, and I do not think there are any taken here. I am
an old farmer, but I think I hsv as good a right to think as if indifferent in the mighty issue of life and death. No middle ground can be taken. It is not like politics. Make an
I had D.D., LL.D., attached to the end of my name.
independent stand, as all voters should, and be no more the
J. C. KILGORE.
slaves of ·partyism than of superstition. We must either die
in mental freedom, or die in mental fear of an imaginary
_
KIMBALL, DAK., Sept. 12, 1890.
hell. Of course all unbelievers are open to conviction.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed money for Helen Gar·
dener's book," Men, Women, and Gods," and for the balance They desire everlasting life as much as Christians. They
you may send me the grand old paper. It is my Bible now. are not enemies of God, if such a being exists. The Freethinkers are enlisted for the truth, the whole truth, and
It is but a short time since I evoluted by its teachings. It
is with great pleasure that I peruse the letter department. notiling but the truth. The whole issue is the truth versus
In it I find the names of some of my old friends in the East, delusion. The position of the Agnostic and Positivist is
from whence I elnlgrsted, that hsv come to their senses, as the most rational and honP.st, though millions of Christians
I hsv done in my old age (being over sixty), so you see I am believe honestly in their faith. The love of truth is the love
of justice. The evidence reveals the truth. The universe
not too old to learn yet.
does not care for our happiness or woe, our coming and goMy advancement in Liberal views and emancipation from
ing. Conditions and circumstances rule our destiny. The
superstitious traditions is due to those kind friends who
fact that no prayers are answered, that justice is not proviplaced your TRUTH BKKKKRS in my hands. I will state that
dentially sustained, let alone all the other inequalities and
after reading them I gave them to a friend to circulate in his
injustice in life, ought to prove positivly to the impartial,
neighborhood. A few days ago he told me that when he
sensible mind that there is no God to help us in our troubles
took them home his wife told him she would burn them,
and misfortunes. Poor struggling victims of cruel fatalism
but, just like Eve of olden times, she had to nibble from the
tree of knowledge, and lo! her eyes were opened, and she we are. Our only known savior is the truth. The truth we
worship, the inevitable, the inexorable.
T. J. CONNERS.
advised her husband to subscribe for it.
If ·the friends hsv snJr Liberal literature lying around
loose that they will send here, we hsv place for it.
"W_e are having a very exciting political campaign, four
parties trying to capture the reins of the state of South
D!ikots, with, I think, the Independent Alliance in the
lead. Ma_ny articles are read at these campaign meetings
snd literary gatherings at the district school-houses from
the G. 0. P. (Grand Old Paper) THK TRUTH BEKKER. Last
Vi inter I pushed to the front every article that was favorable

1

PROVIDKNOE, R. I., Sept. 22, 1890.
Mn. EDITOU: I hsv read the "Kreutzer Sonata." When
Pope Wanamaker issued his bull, registering the book in
the Index Expurgatorius, forbidding its transmission by the
mails, I at once procured a copy. On reading it, I was unable to find the indecency which was the ground of Pope
Wanamaker's order. Has it come to this, that an arbitrary
decision and order of this character shall becoma the gov-

THE TRUTH S.EE.K.ER. OCTOBER 4, 1890.
erning principle of the post-office department? Is the literature of the world to be passed upon by a postmastergeneral? And is his ipse di:dt to determin what shall be
transmitted through the mail? I bad supposed that this
official's duty covered only the administration of the postoffice, and that beyond this he was no more than an ordinary citizen. But it seems I was mistaken ; no, not mistaken, for this act was purely a usurpation, an exercise of
arbitrary power, the outcome of bigotry, the inspiration of
that despotism which is the concomitant of the church and
its religion. We cannot tell where such a stretch of power
will end. To. day "Kreutzer Sonata." is under the ban; tomorrow it may be something else, and the day after, still
another work.
Ir this meddling is unchecked, it will not be long before
the state will be subordinated to the church, and we will be
dominated by psalm-singing hypocrite and church-going
knaves. It is time this Comstockism was eliminated from
the government. •It is mischievous all through. Will citizens think the matter over-moreover, let their political
action take such a direction as shall at once crush out this
attempt to throttle the liberty of the press and the right of
the people to use the mails? In one or more congressional
districts cannot a member, or members, of Congress be
elected who will stand up and act for the right?
Indecency I What and where is the standard which shall
determin the qltestion ? After I had read Tolstoi, I took
my Bible and read the Bong of Solomon, one_ of the canonical books of the Old Testamel'l.t. I wonder If Pope
Wanamaker ever reads this precious Bong to his Sundayschool, especially the seventh chapter. The heading of this
chapter is this, "The Graces of the Church." In my Bible
I hav made a reference, and in the margin penciled this :
" The above may be very pious, but to me it reads like an
amorous ditty." So of much of the other portions, but the
c lmpilers hav, by their marginal and chapter headings, applied the bawdy stuff to the church. But these headings
do not alter the character of the Song, or make it anything more or less than the rhapsodic utterances of a man
who emphatically had women on the brain, just wha.t might
be expected of a m"n as '' muchly" married and '' muchly"
concubined as was Solomon. Yet this erotic composition is
given a place in tt.e holy Bible ; is pure, clean, and wholesome, a part of God's inspiration to the race, while " Kreutzer Sonata" is too indecent to be ~llowed transmission in
the mail. Out on s"uch hypocrisy ; away with such brazenfaced tampering with the rights of the. citizen; down with
such despotism, which ever stands ready, especially when
coupled with churchly religion, to .prevent free thought and
free discussion on such questions and topics as may enlarge
mental liberty and extirpate spiritual tyranny.
WILLIAM FOBTBB, JR.
LBXINGTON, KY., Bept.13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR·: An advance in civilization is hoped for by
those who "hope against hope." Still,· there are always
saving influences to prevent the human heart from being
corrupted to the core, corruption being a departure from the
noblest impulses of na.ture. The proclivities of life are too
sacred to be distrusted. Low in the BC!Lle of being, faults
and virtues are intensified to the verge of lunacy. The dog
has an immaterial conception of the soul of man, which he
adores with an honest madness. Your dog would die for
you. The man is more crafty. He worships his trinitymammon, himself, and Jesus. He has faith in the Jesus
who is to settle his bills and pull his chestnuts out of the fire.
He worships him with greeC.y fervor, hoping to enjoy luxuries with him to all eternity. Blessed are the poor in
spirit, who are so deftly robbed and insulted that they would
rather starve than ask a Christian for justice. Holy charity
is ostentatious, giving $50 for a church toy, refusing a poor
woman ten cent's worth of provisions (a fact).
The usual toys and mummeries of the Sabbath are not sn
precious to the masses as the contemplation and study of
works of art, those heavenly materializations of the divinest
dreams of gE>nius.
The Socialist is groping his way to the light. He will furnish an antidote to monopolism, perhaps, and giv an industrious man, a good manager in business, a chance to better
his col'ldition. Men forced into a low plane of existence will
yield to surroundings. Bepold the fate of tlie Alblgensesinfants brained, young and old murdered for their opinions,
a priest praising God for the same in a chapel near by.
What chance had they for civilization? What chance hav
the poor now, squeezed out of every habitable place to furnish the wealthy Christian with one palace' to liv in and an.
other in which to worship a fabulous God? Cannot small
portions of land be held sacred to them in the heart of a cruel,
wolfish civilization? Or shall we wait for Jesus to reform
the people, him whose life and death were scenes of bloody
contention, disaster, and mob law? Science is rather slow,
but what else can bring relief? Science is now a star. It
will not be a sun until self-sacrifice is often substituted for
self-indulgence. A vicious civilization is an exotic, which
will run back in the scale. Barbaric grandeur is all we hav
to boast of. The poor must assert themselvs and talk no
more about Jesus being the king of the land, thus confirm.
ing the bloody restrictions which strangle reason and common sense.
,Secular education is our only salvation, presenting a shield
against the dangerous and vulgar vagaries used by religion
for the purpose of entangling and capturing the public mind.
Nothing can bring about reform and create a soul under the
ribs of dea'th but the triumph of a great principle. The
burden of it is this: Our country exists fnr the benefit of the
poor as well as the rich. Dignify yourself and the divinity
will grow within you, and you will soon find yourse\vs obey·
ing no laws except those you hav helped to make.

Will you please publish the date of Mr. Bennett's trip
around the world? I am in total darkness, and know not
what to do.
ALHAZA..
[Mr. Bennett departed July 30, 1881, and returned July
30, 1882.-En. T. B.]
CoLLBGB PoiNT, N. Y., Sept. 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Although born in Switzerland and still in
connection with friends there, I read for the first time
in your Sept. 6, 1890, TRUTH BBBKBR of the fact that the
Swiss government has ordered tQ exciile the story of the
Swiss hero, William Tell, out of the school-books. I can
reverence William Tell quite as well, true or not true; still,
I prefer him to pose as a myth, as such a step is toward
progress in other fields. But from the exclusion of Tell's
heroic deeds out of the Swiss school-books to the annihilation of the Jesus Christ story, is a large step, and the last
will not be likely to occur soon, especially In the poor, priestridden Switzerland, where there is no demand, or hardly
any, for so wild a step as the separation of church and state.
The item clipped from the Boston Post is too good to be
let pass. The writer argues in such a naive way as to force
upon one the question, Is it a child that argues thus or the
editor of the Boston Post? This argument reminds me of a
Catholic friend who doubtfully asked me,_ when I pointed to
him the absurdities of the Bible, " How is it then, that,
traveling in Palestine, one finds a city Jerusalem, a village
Nazareth, a mount of Calvary, a Jordan river, etc.?" Retu!ning to the Boston Post, she is wrong in asking, How is it,
then, that in Altorf, canton Uri, there are two statues, one
of Tell, the other of his son Walther? This is untrue, a misrepresentatioa. As a Swiss-American, who has been in
Altorf very frequently, and who knows the locality well, I
can vouch for my statement. I was there last year when
traveling in Europe, and hav taken several photographic
views in Altorf, of which I inclose the most important one
of the Tell statue-the only one in Altorf. There is no
special statue for his son. The Tell statue is made of common hardened plaster of paris, and was designed by Sculptor
Siegfried, and used at the Swiss general shooting festivities
in Zurich, 1857. The committee turned it over to the Altorf
authorities, who posted the statue on the alleged plsce where
Tell is supposed to hav stood when shooting th<> apple off
his boy's head. The statue was erected there in 1861. About
one hundred and fifty paces distant stands a fountain with a
statue of Besler, a magistrate of the town, erected on the
supposed site of the lime-tree by which Tell's child stood
while awaiting his father's arrow. Johannes von Miiller,
the Swiss historian, says the tower behind said fountain is
the exact spot, but research proved that the tower was built
before Tell's adventures. The same uncertainty and contradictions are here as in all such histories, which hav been
written down by historians from hearsay, just like the Bible.
I hope the latter will share the fate of Tell.
The Tell myth would never hav come to such a fame had
not the German Shakspere, Friedrich von Schiller, written
his master. work, "William Tell." Only after his drama
was known and played, 8wiss people began to interest themselva for William Tell. This is how it came, my dear Boston
Post, that you find now nne Tell statue in Altorf, one Tell
chapel and one Tell and Schiller stone on the Lake of the
Four Cantons; and one chapel in Kussnacht.
HERMANN BUOHBR, JR.
MILWAUXBB, Wis., Sept. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I simd you herewith an extract from a Catholic paper published at Independence. Tex., called the
OolOTed Orphan and M688enger oft"M St. Peter Ola'Oer Society.
The editor is at the head of a colored orphan asylum and
school, and the extract shows the kind of instruction that
may be looked for in Catholic parochial schools :
I select one instance only out of thousands because it is
well authenticated, for it was quoted from St. Athanasius,
patriarch of Alexandria, in the seventh council, and was
listened to by the fathers with tears of compunction.
Beyrout, where this stupendous _prodigy, or rather series
of prodigies, occurred, is a city of Syria, on the confines of
Tyre and Sidon, and dependent on Antioch.
A Christian resident of this city, having taken a house
hard by the synagog, had hung over his bed a picture of
our Lord painted by Nichodemus with his own hands.
When the owner of this picture was dying, he left it to
Gamaliel, who, in his turn, passed it to Rt. James, from
whom it went to St. Simeon, who left to St. z~cheus. After
this, it had been handed down as an heirloom from father
to son until it came into the possession of the aforesaid
Christian, to whom it belonged at the time when the prodigies I hav to tell of came to pass.
This man, being obliged to move to a larger house, forgot
to take the picture with him, or rather, as St. Athanasius
observes, God s ' disposed that he should leave it behind.
His forllier residence having been, meanwhile, occupied by
a Jew, the new tenant invited his friends to dinner with
him, who, on seeing a picture so hateful to them, reproached
him sharply and bitterly, but, as he alleged for his excuse
his inadvertence, they were silenced for a time.
After dinner was ended, they laid an IICCusation against
him before the chiefs of the synagog, who, assembling tojlether a large crowd, went to the house of the culprit.
There, on seeing the picture of our savior hanging on the
wall, they were all enraged with the Jew for daring to keep
that kind of picture in his house, and after loading him with
abuse, they excommunicated him, as one guilty of an enormous crime, from the synagog. Then turning their rage and
hate against Jesus Christ, they took down the picture and,
influenced with devilish spite, tbey said to one another. '' Let
us heap upon it the same outrages as our forefathers infilcted
upon him."
They then began, with one accord, to spit In its face, to
smite it as hard as they could, to vomit forth against it the
most impious blasphemies which. they could suggest. Tbey
next drove sharp nails into the hands and feet, and having
soaked a sponge in vinegar and gall, they pressed it in
mockery and scorn upon the lips.
Finally; after many other outrages, they excl'limed: "We

are told that our forefathers pierced Christ through the
heart with a spear. We must take care then not to omit
this particular insult." And without delav, one laying hold
of a spear thrust it into the right side. Wonderful to relate,
at this stroke the blood and water began to flow so profusely
that in a few moments the whole floor was flooded. A water
jar was called for by some of the miscreants, and holding it·
to the bleeding side they awaited the result of so strange an
event. A large vessel having been procured forthvoith and
held to our savior's side, it soon filled up to the brim with
the sacred stream. What unbelief could behold so amazinp:
a prodigy ·and not confess itself worsted and ove'rcome?
Yet these wicked men were more than ever hardened, and
more than ever insulted their own savior. " Let us take
the jar," they said," into our synagog, and gather together
an the sick in the neighborhood in order to rub them with
this blood. If they are not cured forthwith, we may say
that this is another of those pretended miracles the followers
of Christ are wont to boast of." They agreed to the pro.
posal, hoping by this test to giv our savior the lie, and to
discredit-When I had copied thus far, the paper was snatched away
by a Catholic who saw what I was doing, and though I hav
'made much exertion to find a duplicate to send you, I hav
not been able to do so. The sequel, however, of the story is
substantia"lly this: All the sick who were rubbed with the
blood ·were immediately healed, and the synagog were all
converted and sent for the bishop of Antioch, were baptized,
and had their synagog dedicated as a Christian church.
The " Pictorial Text-Books" all arrived. They are magnificent.
ALMOND OwBN.
Rxn CANON, WYo., Sept. 4, 290.
MR. EDITOR : Once upon a time there was a comet. A
boy saw it. It had a tail (the comet had a tail). The boy
said he knew it had a tail, for he saw the tail. A man told
him that the tail was nothing, but the observer denied this,
saying that "nothing" was invisible, and to be visible the
tail must be a something, a real material something, just as
a donkey's tail is a real material tail. The comet moved
weatward. It went far beyond the limits of Neptune's
orbit, and all the time its tail grew smaller and smaller,
until at last it had scarcely any tail at all. Did the comet
whisk his tail away in the long journey into interstellar
space? Let us see. After a number or years th~ comet
came back again. When astronomers first saw it, it was
nearly tailless. Gradua"lly, as it came nearer to the sun, the
tail grew longer, and finally was as large as when first seen.
The boy who declared that he knew that the tail was a part
of the comet did not repeat his assertion. He had applied
himself vigorously to the study of astronomy during the
comet's long journey, and he was went to say less frequently
than before those two little words, "I know." Before, he
had deemed it highly wise to utter them, but his wisdom
led him to much thinking, much calculating. He trusted
more to his calculus of mathematical deductions than to his
eyes. He had learned that the coin that seemed lifted in the
cup of water was not lifted; that the straight stick half in
water was not bent. One day a man came to this astronomer and told him that he too was a man of science ; that he
had for twenty years devoted himself to the study of Spiritual philosophy.
" What hav you learned ?" asked the astronomer.
Said the man, " I hav learned that there is a spiritual
world beyond the natural of the common mind ; and I hav
also seen my father's ghost."
Then the astronomer asked the Spiritual philosopher if he
was certain of these things.
"Yes," said the man, "I kn()'IJ) them to be true, and when
a man knows a thing, need he question any further?"
"Ah," said the astronomer, "when as a boy I entered
this observatory I spoke as you speak. I told men that I
, kntw that this and that was thus and so. Now my hair is
gray. Only one night in twenty years hav I been away
from this observatory. Yonder are the journals of my
work "-and he pointed to a massiv pile of heavy books.
"I hav been calculating all these years in this way "-and
the astronomer handed the man a manuEcrlpt.- It embraced
a calculation by the methcd of least squares applied to finding the amount of possible error in the calculated distance of
a fixed star.
The Spiritual philosopher glanced at it hastily and said,
"In my profession I use no x's and 1/'B and z's. The questions of our research require a peculiar mind. Few hav the
gift of spiritual vision. By your method of least Equares you
hav been calculating the possible error in your observation
ana deduction. Now, I saw my father's ghost. About that
there was no error ; no need for the use of your method of
least squares there. I kn()'IJ) I saw it, and that is enough for
me. When a man is gifted with spiritual vision he reaches
the ultimatum of knowledge. lie spans all science on magic
wings of thought spirit-given. · In it there is not work, in the
character of work as done by you. The spirits guide me on;
my mind is given up to them. No such weary plodding as
you bav done compiling those vast books ; inspiration has
in one moment given me what yea~s of toil and research
could not giv. Ah, glad am I that I am not doomed to
creep with only materialistic hands and feet and brain, but
on celestial wings can fly through the vast infinities of
science, knowing that I am a medium, a mind that floats
between two worlds, the spirit world and this poor lump of
clay called earth. Ah, my friend, turn the telescope of thy
mind upward into the infinit blue of the spirit ethers. Tben
you Ehall grow wiser in an hour than by years of calculating
toil, toying with the relations of a:'s, y•s, and 2's."
But the astronomer was unmoved. He touched not the
tempting wine of thought the Spiritual philosopher had
offered him. He was a temperate man, and turning to his
calculations proceeded to determin the integral between the
extreme limits of error concerning the distance of Arcturus.
DR. c. E. BOYNTON.
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" I don't know, sir, but I think we should
work cheerfully, and do more in a day, if we
felt that we had a little more to liv on, so that
lldi~a lif MISB SuB.AB H. WIXol!l, Fa:l the wife and children needn't hav to pinch
Bi•w, MIJII8., to tl!i'lom all aommu!nlMUonsfor and go hungry."
These words were uttered in a manly and
tllis aorn~r should bll amt.
straightforward tone, and there was not a
little pathos in them, but it seemed lost upon
" Between the dark and the day!ighi,
Mr. Griffith.
When the night is beginning to lower.
" It's only sixpence more a day we ask,
Oomes a. pause in the day's occnpationl
sir," said Hugh Roberts, pleadingly.
That is known as the Children's Hour."
Mr. Griffith made a mental calculation. He
had three hundred men in his employ. He
Liv Not Alone.
found that sixpence a day in addition would
A PLEA FOR ORGANIZATION.
make a sum total, during the year, of over
Do you know what it is to liv alone
two thousand pounds. This reflection hardWhile hot suns scoroh and rise and wane,
eneC! his heart against the applica11ts.
To forever stifle th6 inward groan,
To tramPle down grief, to smile at pain 1
"No," he said," your request is unreasonable; I cannot accede to it."
See you yon child sitting listless and dull,
With p~le, wan cheek and tea.r-dimmed eye 1
"But, sir," said Hugh Roberts, "think
In some storm of gri~f this is only the lnll,
what it is to support a family on three shilShe knows not philosophY but wishes to die.
lings a day."
The youth, until now so happy and gay,
"It is hard, no doubt," said Mr. Griffith;
Whispe~slow the fond words of his heart's deep
"but I cannot afford to make the advance
devotion,
you desire."
Like a. stab in the dark is the cruel word. nay,
And he drinks to the dregs life's bitterest po" Then you refuse, sir ?"
tion.
" I do. If you can do any better, of course,
In that answer so softly and easily given
I won't prevent your bettering yourselvs."
He catches a glimpse of the weary years, .
"We can't do better, sir," said Hugh, bitHears murmnrinlt eohoes of hopes madly riven,
Feels his radiant future shadowed with fears. terly, crushing his hat between his toilThe cherished wife who with brave words has led hardened fingers. "We hav no other way
The one of her ohoioe up the steep hill of fame, ~o liv except to work for you and take what
To sleep in earth's bosom has silently fled:
you are pleased to pay."
To him night comes at n~Jn, and life's never
"Think it over, my men," said Mr. Griffith,
the same.
With thin, white locka framing a face onoe !air, more good-humoredly, for he had carried his
point, " and you will see that I can't pay
Muttering low •twixt a sigh and a moan,
Sa.t a. woman seemingly filled with care,
more than other manufacturers. I've no
Murmuring, I hav lived and loved and toiled doubt your wivGs and children will earn
alone.
something to help you along."
Oh, liV not alone while humanity's near !
The three men departed with sad faces,
To change desert to garden there's only one
looking as if life were a weary struggle, with
way,
little to cheer it.
To work, and together, each day in the Yeftor,
Our.minds always yielding to reason's kind
Scarcely had they left the room when Kate
swa.Y.
Griffith entered.
One leaf on a tree would create endless mirth,
Born when her father was comparativly late
But the one with the many form welcoming in life, she was his darling and the light of
shade,
his existence. It was for her that he wished
Showing o! united Efforts the only true worth.
Self-merged into greatness, your effort's repaid. to becom'l very rich, that he might make her
Dazzas; Tex.
.
ANNIE H. P Al!.ll:.
a match for the highest, as he was wont to
express it.
.
"They will overlook old John Griffith's
Katy's Sacrifice.
pedigree," he said to himself, "if his daughJohn Griffith, a rich English manufacturer, ter has a good hundred thousand pounds to
sat in a room in his elegant mansion one day her dowry."
in autumn. To judge by his face, his refl.ecKate entered, a bright-eyed, attractiv girl
of fifteen, of whom her father might well be
tions were of an agreeable nature.
"The prospect is," he said to himself, proud.
' that my income for the present year will
''Row are you, darling?" said her father,
reach fifteen thousand pounds. That is a smiling fondly upon her.
tidy sum for one who started as a poor boy.
"I am always well," she said lightly;
And I am not so old, either. Just turned "but, papa, who were those poor men that I
sixty l There is more than one nobleman in met on the stairs? Hav you been scolding
the kingdom that would be glad of John them?"
Griffith's income. My Katy will hav a rich
"What makes you aek, Katy ?"
dowry."
"Because they looked so sad and disHe was interrupted here by the entrance of couraged."
a servant.
"Did they?" asked Mr. Griffith, with mo" Mr. Griffith," he said, "there are three mentary compunction.
men below wh() would like to see you."
"Yes, papa; and I heard one of them
"Three men?"
sigh, as if he were tired of living."
"Yes, sir. They are not gentlemen," said
"They were men from the mill, Katie."
the servant, who understood the question.
''And what did they come for? Do you
"They are men from the mill, I'm thinking." tell them about the work?"
"Very well; show them up."
"No; the overseer does that."
It was a holiday, and the works were not
'' Then, what did they come for?"
is operation, so that the operators were off
"You are curious, my darling."
work.
"That isn't telling me, papa," said the
Then was heard the tramp of heavy boots young lady, persistently.
on the staircase, and presently entered three
''Then, if you must know, it was to ask
mrn, whose dress and appearance indicated for higher wages.•f
clearly that they belonged to the class who
"or course you gave it."
are doomed to earn their daily bread by hard
" Of course I didn't. Why should I ?"
and unremitting labor.
"B1::cause they need it. How much do
" What is your business with me, my they get now?"
men?" asked Mr. Griffith, rising and survey.
"Three shillings a day."
ing them with interest. ''Are you employed
" Only three shillings a day!" exclaimed
in the mill?"
Katy, 11 and hav to support their families out
"Yes, sir," said the foremost, Hugh Rob- of that?"
erts, "yes, Mr. Griffith, sir, we are employed
"Yes."
in the mill, and it's about that we've come to
"Oh, papa, how can you pay them such
see you about."
mean wages?"
"Very well," said John Griffith, resuming
"I pay as high wages as other manufact11
his seat, speak on, whatever you hav to say urers," said her father.
11
to me."
But they can't liv on three shillings a
• "It's this, Mr. Griffith, sir, and I hope you day, poor men. How much more did they
won't be offended at what I say. We came ask for?"
here to humbly beg that you would be pleased
"Sixpence a day."
to raise our wages."
"Only sixpence a day, and you refused,"
"To raise your wages!" exclaimed Mr. said Katy, reproachfully.
"But consider, my dear, on all my workGriffith, in a displeased tone.
,, Yes, sir. I hope you won't be offended." men it would amount to more than two thou" Don't I giv you as high wages as are sand pounds."
paid in other mills?"
"And how much do you make in a year,
''Mayhap you do, sir; but it's very hard papa?"
to get along on three-shillings a day."
; "This year," said Mr. Griffith, proudly,
"But if I should pay higher wages than "I think I shall make nearly fifteen thousand
others, they would undersell me in the 1 pounds."
market."
1 "You surely don't spend all that, papa?"

tfhildttn's

1

"No more than four thousand."
" And the rest?"
" I lay up for my Katy ."
"Then," said Kate, " as it is to be mine,
pay the men a shilling more a day. There'll
be enough left for me. I shouldn't enjoy
money that was taken from so many poor
people. Think, papa, how much good the
extra shilling would do your poor men, and
how little difference it would make to me.
I shall be as rich as I want to be. Come,
papa, you were once poor yourself. You
should pity: the poor."
At these words, Mr. Griffith recalled the
difficult struggle he had had early in life, and
the selfishness of his present treatment of his
poor operative struck him forcibly. His own
heart joined with his daughter.
"Are you in earnest, Katy, in what you
say?" he asked.
" Surely, papa."
" If I do what you ask, it will make a considerable difference in your fortune."
" But I shall feel so happy when I think
that the meri are more comfortable. Won't
you do it, papa?"
11
Yes, Katy," said ~r father, "I will do
as you say. Other manufacturers will think
I hav gone insane, but if I please my Kate, I
will not care."
"I love you better than ever now, papa,"
and the warm-hearted girl threw her arms
around her father's neck.
A servant was sent to Hugh Roberts's cottage to bid him come to the great house. lie
was sitting in moody silence in his poor
cabin, which was pervaded by a general air
of want and discomfort. He did not understand the summons, but thought he might be
going to receive his discharge in return for
his bold request. Again he was ushered into
the presence of his employer.
"I hav been thinking of your request, my
man," said Mr. Griffith in a kind tone, "and
though I doubt whether any other manufact.
urer would grant it, 1 hav made up my mind
to do it."
"Bless you, sir!" said Hugh R'lberts, his
face lighting up. "Then we Bh~>ll hav three
shillings and sixpence hereafter?"
"Four shillings !"
" Are you really in earnest, sir ?"
" Truly so. The overseer shall receive my
instructions to morrow."
The workman burst into tears, but they
were tears of joy.
"The men will bless you," he said, smiling, and the words had a pleasant sound for
Mr. Griffit,h. A hearty blessing is not to be
despised.
It was found on experiment that the profits
of the buainel!B were but little affected by the
increased wages, for the men now worked
with a hearty good will, which enabled them
to accomplish more work in a day, so that
K~ty's sacrifice will be Jess than was sup.
posed. Ev:ery day she rejoices over .the additional comforts secured by the extra shilling paid at her instigation.

Correspondence.
PORT·OF·SPAIN, TRINIDAD, Aug. 1, '290.
MIBB SusAN H. WIXON: I take great pleas.
ure in forwarding you a communication for
the Children's Corner of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
with the hope that it may find a space for its
inserlion.
As I hav before stated to you, I shall always endeavor to communicate something
which I think might be interesting and instr:lCtiv.
Wishing you health, I beg to remain,
You: a very faithfully, EM. DOB SANTOS.
[Our friend has our thanks for his kind
interest in the Corner. The interesting
articles with which he has favored us from
time to time are always read with interest.
Success and long life to him.-ED. C. C.]

~cieiut flolumn.
The Coca-nut· Palm.
The coco-nut palm (cocos nuci.fera) is one of
the most useful trees of tropical regions.
This tree must not be confounded with the
cacao tree, of which a description was given
some time ago in the Corner. All the parts
of the coco-nut palm are utilized, but its
fruit is the most important product.
There is a curious tradition, with regard to
the origin of this tree, from the East, which
says that a king, by name Kusi Raja, a strenuous worshiper of the divine unity, rejected
offerings to inferior divinities, and became
almost equal to a god, creating many grains
now known by man. Becoming ambitious,
he meditated creating a B\lperior race of men,
but after completing the head, the demi-gods,
alarmed, persuaded him to desist. The head
became a coco-nut tree, and was dedicated to
Ganesa, lord of science and protector of
learned men.
This story of the origin of the coco-nut
palm is a little funny, but I weuld advise
those who view it in a more serious light than
I do, to take it with "a little grain of salt."
Returning to our subject, and leaving our
jocular origin for serious description, I
might say that the ccco-nut palms are about
thirty to sixty ftet high, and they hav the pe.
culiarity that they never spring upright from
the ground. The butt curves, and lies almost
horizontal in scme cases, and the whole stem
up to the top is inclined to Jean as often toward the wind as from it. Their innumerable roots, long, fleshy, about the thickness of
a large string, piercing the ground in every
direction, and running down to high tide
mark-as the plantations are for the most part
on the sea-coasts-apparently enjoy t.he
salt water. In a plantation the trees are
planted about ten yards <quidistant, and
each bears on an average about two hundred
nuts per annum.
From the fruit are obtained many articles of
luxury and trade; thus, first, the husk.
A.tter the thick green external pellicle is
stripped off the shell, it is placed in the sun to
dry; this, being fibrous, is beat into a sort of
hemp, and is known by the name of" coir."
It is spun into cables, ropes, and yarn of
every dimension and size, from a ~Ingle packthread to a C!l.ble for a first-rate man. of. war,
and it is preferable for ships' use, as it is
elastic.
The albumen, or kernel, produces oil by
boiling it in water, after it has been pounded
or rasped. Grated, a sweet milk, used as a
substitute for cow's milk, is produced. By
various preparations, jelly, butter, copra,
candles, and sugar are produced, and, by
fermentation, vinegar.
The nut when it is gathered young contains
an opaline water, which is quite clear if
filtered, and iq utilized' for drinking. In
countries where potable water is not obtained
only the milk or water of the coco-nut is
drunk. It is an agreeable, nutritiv, and
healthy beverage.
E. S.

WATER OF LIFE.
This is a newly diecovtrt>d natural spring
water, introduced here for the first time to
the readers of THE TRUTH SERK&n, which
has been making many wonderful cures, by
a thorough change of the tluids of the system.
It contains chemical quMlitle3 which act upon
the kidneys, bladder, liver, stomach, and
bowels in a most favorab~e way to produce
health. It will be of advantage to any person in bad health to send to the unjerslgned
for a pamphlet gtving certificates of cures and
all necessary information concerning tllis remarkable remedy, A<idress J. R. PJ<JRRY,
34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Behind Time.
Some people go through life behind time.
If they say they will come at three, they
J. D. SHAW'S P A.MPHI4ETS.
mean half-past three; and when they finally
put in an appearance they do it leisurely and Tile Blblc-Wimt 18 lt1 A pamphlet containin~t eight chapters in refutation
good naturedly, and are mildly surprised if
of the assnmptwn t.hat the Bible is a divine
you in•inuate that you are displeased. When
book of pure thought, and correct in a.ll its
utterances. Price, 25 cents.
they die, though, their friends will be avenged,
because they will probably reach the gates of Studies lu Thcolo;;y. A clear exposition of the biblical story of man's creation
heaven ten minutes behind time-and find
and curse, theologically denominated "the
!all." Price, 10 cents.
them closed.
------~~-----Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
He Understood the Old Man.
negativ and affirmativ sta.ndjloint, showing
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents.
The little boy had pounded his finger, and
tf
immediately set up a terrible hullaballoo.
His father remonstrated with him, saying
FESTIVA.L OF A.SHTA.ROTH.
that he was no longer a baby and should act
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
like a man.
the Moabites by the Jews.
"But," said the youngster, between his
By .A.. 0. MIDDLETON.
sobs, "if I act like a man I'd swear, and
then you'd lick me!"
Price,
,
,
,
10 cents,
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The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book.
SHOWING

'l'HE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION,
AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, S'fATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO MAINTAIN THE
ARGUMEN'l' OF THE ARTIST.

Desi'l'DS by Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desie-nor.
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Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her DailY Bread Is the story or two young
girls a.nd a.r,onnger brother who were lett parentless, with little money, fair educat10J!l1 and much
ooura.ge, to make their wa.y through tne world by
going to Ohioa.go. The a.utllOriB a.lso the heroin.
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SOCIAL WEALTH,
The

Meets every Sunday afternoon a.t 3 o'clock a.t
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures a.nd discussions on
religions and sooia.l questions. Beats free a.nd
everybodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League 267
meets every Bunda.Y in lnduatria.l Hall, Broad aL d
Wood sts., a.t 2 :SO a.nd 7 :30 l'.H. for leoturos a.nci
free discussions on religions and sooia.l questions.
A.blespeakersinterestthe audience. N.B.-Truth
Beekervublioa.tionsa.lwa.ys on hand a.t ohea.v rates.

I

CJhtca;-o Secular IJnlon
Meets every Sunday evening a.t 7:80 l'.H., a.t
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures a.nd debates. Strangers from abroad
are weloome.

The Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 first a.nd third Bunda.YB. at 2
l'.M., a.t the town na.ll.
All friends of human
cultivation a.re invited. l'!IARIUS HEIGHTON, Beo.

The Dlnneapolts Secular IJnlon
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 7 :30 l'.M., a.t 412 Nicollet
a.ve .• Booms 12 and 14,Eastman blook, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MAOOlllliER,Pres.: LEROY BEBBIEB, Beo.

Ellzur Wrl;-ht Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first a.nd fourth Bundays of esoh month a.t Independent Ohuroh, a.t
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on a.ll Libera.lsnbjeots.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB a.nd Invellt'(Jator a.re solicited.
B. G. t!MITH, Oor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Llbt ral CJlub
Meets every Bunda.y a.t 2 1'.111. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington.
Science Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Origina.l
a.nd Beleoted Beadings a.nd Poems. A. large valuable library is a.t the service of members a.nd
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prea.; A.. W. 0ALDEB, Beo.".

Milwaukee, Wis.. Liberal CJlub.

Brotherhood ot l.'tloralbts, No. 90~
Prairie CJtt}'. Ia.,
Meets every Bnnda.y in the Liberal reading:room
hall at 2:30 1' M. All Liberals are cordiallY invited. F. V. DBAPER, Oor. Beo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freeihought
Society

Meet• every Bnnda.y evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordial invitation is extended to a.IJ. Beats free.
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Holds regular meetings a.t Good Templa.r Hall,
Flynn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
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FRANKL!l'l BTEil'IEBt Pres.

Portsmou1h, 0., Secular IJnion

Meets every Sunday a.t 7 l'.M. in Grand .ArmY
Hall Lectures, discussions, rea.din¥:S• poems_r
music a.nd songs. A cordial invitation 1s extendea
to all; especially to friends frcm a.broa.d. -OorresPondence solicited. J. L. TBEUT!IABT, President.
WILL B. ANDBESt BecrPta.ry,

Pol't An,;-eles Secular (Jolon
Meets everY Bnnda.y a.t 7:30 l'.H. in the public
sohool building in Port. Angelea, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading. Discussion invited on a.ll subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MOBSEt Oor. Sec.

The West End Pro;-ressive Lib·
.
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthlyl. first
and third Bnnda.ys, a.t B o'olook, l'.M., a.t t'a.rr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. MBs. B. M. BERBA1
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAMS, Beo. Seo.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first a.nd third
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, rea.din~r, a.nd poems. The
grPa.test freedom a.ooorded to a.ll. Onr motto,
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. Bro&, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; 0HABLES BH&A, Beo.
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Factors and .Ra;act Bat.ios in t'hs
Acqtdt'Mndnt and AppO'I'tionmsnt.

By I. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clotk,

aJ:
re~!f,~~~~iu~C:~
sician, and the most suecessful in his specialty u
his practice will pron.
Send IU ct.B. for his "Pri-

81.00.

vate Counselor." a book
for young and middle aged
men, suffering from that
Life • Wasting Weaknesa
as Ute result of youthful
follies, indescrettona and
excesses. It sets forth an
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Ohristia.n Association.
16 jewels and a.ll modern improvements, f3
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Price S1.
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Beware of New York W<n-la's 10 ka.ra.t a.nd spurious
The Career of Jesus Christ.
oaseP. Wa.tohes olea.ned, best t~~m·t, $1; springs,
An Exposition ofthe True Meaning of this Oha.r- $1, eto., and returned free.
a.oter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ll!aTABLISBED 1857.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MytholOTTO WETTSTEIN, Bo' elle,IH.
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Girard College Theology.

The 1Uaohattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every FridaY evening, a.t 8 o•olock, a.t German Ma.sonio Temple~-.220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. '.1'he public cordially invited.

Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 2161
Grand il.ve., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followedi
by debates. The vnblio cordially invited.

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four llon:ths' Trial.
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107 l'he Safe Side.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.

book is worth many timer
its cost, and should be in
the hands or ~ee amicted.
AN
HONEST STATEMENT.
"Similar advertiaementa
from unreliable praetlti·
Joers have been frequent·
ly assailed and exposed by
the press, but Dr- FELLOWS stands foremoat in hi• pr.CU·
sion, and it is safe to trust him."- Tile National View.

Address,

Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

.\liNELAND. N.J.
Inquiries a.re frequently received asking wha.t
we know a.bont Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.
First, we know tba.t be is a reliable gentleman or
rare professional skill. who ha.s earned RU!)oess by
good work. Beoond. that he fulfills a.ll his agreements to the lAtter. Third,tha.t he bas performed
onres of hopeless osses that in the olden time his
Skill would ha.v been oa.lled miraculous. Fonrth.a.ad last. we know him to be a.n honest man and &stanch .Libera.l.-7716 Better Wav.
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 'CODS AND RELtCIONS
AND RE}'ORMERS.
ANCIEN'f AND MODERN TIMES.

THE poiot of .dispute among the Central
American nations now, is the proposed union
of the five governments in one, which is hotly
debated for and against.
STRPSI!K, the famous Nihilistic revolutionist, will come to America in December, and
lecture, among other things, on "Count Tolstoi as Novelist and fhcis\ Re!ormer."
PoRTUGAL apprehends
a revolution.
TIPP:l:RARY had a polit~
leal riot on the 24th ult.
LlTE statistics giv the
Catholic clergy of France
SB 58,585.

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, FounderH of Vol. I. Give a Full Aooount of all the Gods, in·
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
·New Schools of Thought, Eminent ScienJesus Ohr1st, Virgin MarY, and the Bible.
tists, eto, (who were not Christians),
8vo, 885pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
from the time of Menu to the pres.
the Religious Systems of the Wor.d.
ent. 8vo, 1,075pp,, oloth, $3;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4:50,
8vo, 957PP. Oloth, $8 per vol.; the
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; moBY D. Ill. BENNETT.
roooo. gilt edges, $8.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
BY D. 111. BENNETT.
28 Lafayette Plaoe, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

f~ms ofl[bougltt.
I' BEAR a preacher announce for his text
and topic the expediency of one of the institutions of his church. Do I not know beforehand that not possibly can he say a new and
spontaneous word? Do I not know that,
with all this ostentation of examining the
grounds of the institution, he will do no such
thing? Do I not know that he Is pledged to
himself not to look but
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ted side, not as a man,
but as a parish minister?
He is a retained sttorney, and these airs of the
ben~h are the emptiest
1\ffectstion.-Emerson.

TBEY hsv, in Massachusetts, at a place called
Andover, a kind of minister factory, where each
professor takes an oath
once in five years-that
time being considered
the life of an oath-that
he has not, during the
last five years, and will
not, during the next five
years, intellectually advance. - Inge1·soll.

WA.TERBURY,
Conn.,
puritans got newsboys
arrested last Sunday.
ON the 29 h ult. a collision of freight trains
near Zinesville, 0., killed
eight persons.
THE Mormon propaganda in Switzerland
will be mppressed by
the Catholic hierarchy.

TBE chief cause which
made the fusion of the
different elements of society so imperfect was
the extreme difficulty
which our ancestors
NIHILISTS recently defound in passing from
railed a train from. St.
place to place. or all
Petersburg to W .rssw
inventions, the alphabet
which they believed carand the printing press
ried the czar.
alone excepted, those inventions which abridge
IN O.::tober and N ovem ·
distance hav done moat
ber all Methodist congrefor the civilization of our
gations will vote whether
species. Every improvewome ' shall be admitted
ment of the means of
to the general conferlocomotion benefits manences.
kind morally and intellectually as well as maTHE Gumsn nobility
terially, and not only
are exceedingly dissifacilitates the in t e rpated and corrupt, and
DAVID
DANCETH
THE
CAN
CAN.
chsnge of the various
are warned that they
productions of nature
must reform or the
And Dilvid danced before the Lord with all his might; and Dnid was girded with a linen ephod.-2 Sam. vi, 14
and art, but tends to remasEeB will raise a revomove national and prolution.
.
vincial antipathies, and
IT is said that when an officer of the British
to bind together all the branches of the great
East African Company took possession of
human fsmily.-Macaulay.
Vitu he trampled the German fhg under foot
B}'
L.
FEUERBACH.
IT is a curious and intereeting exercise to
and gave the native a portrait of Emperor
take any common article of daily ufe and
Translated from th6 German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,
William as a target.
inquire
what consequences followed its in50 eta.
troduction, and what part it plays in tbe welGRANADA., Nicsraugus, a city built at the The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
fare of man. Take J?Sper, for ins ance. It
base of the volcano Mombacho, is suffering moral.-E:ttraot.
made the art of printiDg possible. I.t made
earthquake shocks which hsv injured nearly Address THE TBUTB BEEKER Oo.
the newspaper possible, and especially the
every house in it. The volcano shows signs
daily paper. The multiplication of pictures
of eruption, and of the city's 15,000 inhabitTHB
by engraving could not he carried on withants all but 3,000 hav left.
out it, nor the modern art of photography, to
NoTWITHSTANDING Gladstone's supposed
which I shall refer again. We attach great
leaning toward the Catholic church, he has
value to a system <•f general education as one
A <JOLLE<JTION OF
not hesitated to get hin·Belf in a dispute with
of the most important agencies i.f modern
that body by csllinp: public notice to the fact
Original and Selected Hymns
civilizst.ion. But the first requisit of such a
that Pope Urban II. decreed that it is not
system lB cheap books, and for these paper is
(
Word8
and
Music)
murder to kill an excommunicated person.
the only thing we could use.-Ohauncey
For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
Smith.
SoFTENING of the brain is remarkably prev-·
For Schools and the Home.
FoRTUNATELY, another force was born into
alent among the officers of Germany's choice
the world. Whet~er "black Barthel," the
regiments, especially in one compo~ed of
<JOMPILED BY
German monk, •hscovered gunpowder, or
wealthy men. The cause is luxury and
L. K. WASHBURN.
profi'gacy. It appears that officers who hsv
whether Friar Bacon preceded him, is of
little consequence. The fourteenth century
been removed for vicious cruelty to their men
PRIOB,
$1.50.
was yet quite young when somebody found
were insane for some time before their cashAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
out that a mixture of sulphur, niter, and
iering.
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
AN ADDRESS
charcoal would deliver a heavy blow. With
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,
ANTIPA.THY to physicians, fostered by ecclehis rifle in hand the common man reclothed
siastics, yet lingers in Spain. The doctors
himself with all the rights that had been torn
DELIVERED BEFORE THE
working in infected districts in the late
from him by a thousand years of the desNettJ York State Bar Association, at Albany, potism of the Man on Horseback. The
OR
cholera epidemic were ill used by the peasN. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
ants. They were provided with military
musket has stPadily led the way and supDANCER AHEAD.
escorts, but one was stabbed in the back,
porte& every extension of the boundaries of
'I'he
onlv
Com:plete
and
Authorized
Edition.
another had his head split open by a woman The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
freedom. Without so irresistible a weapon
PRICE,
TEN
OENTS.
with a hatchet, and a third was murqered by
within reach of every man's hand, the world
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
a mob.
·
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
would still be prostrate under the hoofs of an
this Republic.
28 Lafayette Place. New York. equestrian aristocracy, whose despotism
FEAR of Catholic plots is disturbing Mexwould only be tempered by the tyranny of
By A • .J. GROVEB.
ico. President Diaz is rumored to hsv been
EveJy Liberal Should Read
kingcrsft.-MoElroy.
seduced into alliance with the Clerical party.
THE BIBLE AND EVOLUTION. Lli:T nothing come between you and the
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Mrs. Disz is a devout Catholic, and a few
light. Respect men as brothers only. When
days ago entertained the archbishop of MexBY ARTHUR B. Moss.
Address Tl'IE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
you travel to the cele~tisl city, carry no let'er
ico at the palace. It is said that in conseWITH PBI!FAOE BY DB. HABDWIOKE.
of introduction. When you knock, ask to
quence of the president's suspected intrigues
INTRODUOTION.
see God-none of the servants. In what conhe was shot at by Liberals at a late public
gathering.
Ohapter I~ Bible Astronomy and Evolution; cerns you much do not think you hsv comCha.J)ter II, mble Biology and Evolution; OhaP· panions ; know that you are alone in the
BJ Edward Bellamy,
ter III, Btble Myths and Evolution; Ohapter IV, world.-Tlwreau.
,SoME begin to concur in Lord Wolseley's
HistorY and Evolution; Ohapter V, Bible
opinion that Asia, as well as Europe, Amer- Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. Btble
To thine own self be true;
Moralitv
Evolution ; Ohapter VI, Bible MirIt
is
a
thought-breeding
book
and
all
who
are
ica, sntl Australis, are destined eventually to free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction acles andand
EvolUtion: Oha.pter VII, Miracles In· And it must follow, as the night the day,
succumb to hordes of Chinese, who are the and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
credible; Ohapt.er VIII, Bible Poetry and Evolu- Thou canst not then be false to any man.
coming race and will overrun the world as The apJ.Jeal is a ways made to a man's reason, tion_; Chapter IX, Bible Art and Evolution : Ohap-Sltak.~pere.
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel ter 11.. Bible God and Evolution; Ohapter XI, Soul
soon as some military genius rises among fishness.-[Boston
Post.
and Future !!,nd Evolution;, Ohapter XII, Heaven
them. Cains has a hold bearing toward the A BUI!'gestion of a really practicable and feasi- Hereafter; Ubapter XIII, uonolusion.
TBERE is an universal tendency among
Handsomely bound in cloth. Prioe $1.
powers lately, and seems to deem herself now ble soolalstate greatl;v in advance of the present
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would call more of you to him, and 1 should)" Persistent efforts hsv bee~ made byvs?ous/ the .c~stody _of _a child whose m?ther is a
hav more funeral services to conduct."
'denominations to evangehze the lnd1sns.\ Chnst1an SCientist. In that decisiOn he deVery few people hsv any idea of t~e failures : claresthat between the contendin2: father and
BISHOP GILMOUR, the Catholic bishop of that hav attended these attempts, as the ofli mother he should giv the child to the mother,
AT the inauguration of the statue of Joan Ohio, has excommunicated J. J. Greeves, the cisl reports of missionary societies, as a rule, but the evidence shows that the mother is a
of Arc at Nancy the other day three sermons editor of the Catholic Knight, of Cleveland, cover them up and giv publicity only to sup- devotee of Christian Science. The judge
were preached, respect\vly by the Catholic on the ground, among others, that his paper posed success. A story is in circulation in condenses the testimony thus: "The rebishop, the Protestant pastor, and the Jewish is " a falsifier of law and fact, and a cess- the press that throws some light upon the spondent is a believer, it seems, in ths~ s!srabbi. The pastor exalted Joan as an inde- pool of scandal." The judgment not onl! ! , evangelization • of the aborigines. The fol- tem of treating the sick known as Ch~stum
pendent (Jhristisn ; the bishop spoke of her covers the wretched Greeves, but all h1s lowing is from the Denver .N8'1J)s: 'A num- Science, which, as I understand, consists in
ardent piety, and assailed the memory of the correspondents, lay and clerical, and all his ber of Stony Indians hav been in and the main in prayer for the restoration of ~he
bishop and the clergy who condemned her; canvassers, agents, correspondents, and even around Donald for some time. Before they sick. The deceased child was taken Wlth
and the rabbi placed her " above all re- subscribers. They are all forbidden to work left on Monday they threw one of their spasms, which continued twenty-four hours,
ligions." He compared her to Esther and for or read the Knight. That Greeves will horses down then piled wood upon it and and until she died. The respor..dent called a
Judith, and other great women in history. get the worst of it in the encounter we hsv burnt it aliv~. It was reported to Sheriff Christian Scientist to treat her,. who, the
Which of the three was right?
no doubt. Of course, he will, if a really Redgrave about 7 o'cloek on Tuesday morn- evidence shows, sst by the child eight hours
V ARIOUB doctrine of the Roman church of hardened sinner, try a series of slashing ing. The sheriff and Officer H. Redgrsve while she was su:ffering cons~a~tly with
to-day were denounced and condemned by articles showing what a pitiful sort of eccle- proceeded to their camp, about two miles 1 spasms. N~ remedies were sdmJmstered by
the early fathers and popes. The third and sisstic the bishop is, but the bishop will from Donald and found the poor creature 'her, unless stlent prayer may be said to be a
•fourth Ecumenical councils, A.D 431 and A.D sesuredly "down" him in . the long . run. stanaing up,' burnt from shoulders to head, remedy. Af:er the child had been ~nspss~s
451, accepted the Nicene creed as final, and The staying power of Csthohc dignitsnes is flesh all charred and skin burnt and eyes eight hours, 1ts grandparents lesrmng of 1ts
anathematized those who should change it. very great. The most " ringing editorial " blind and in a horrible suffering state. Other sickness, remonstrated with the respondent
Yet it has been changed, added to, by Pius from one of their own flock glances off them lndia'ns, the Kootenays, were camping ther~, as to the manner. in which she ~~d been
}X. in 1854, and by the Vatican council in like hail off a tin roof. Few will hear of and the sheriff insisted they shoot the am- treated, and at thelr request a phystclsn was
1870 which declared respectivly that the im- Greeves's fate without wishing there were mal which they did, the offi.cer finishing its called. His remedies fs~ing to help the
mac~lste conception of the Virgin and the in- some authority like Bishop Gilmour's among mls~ry by his revolver. Later the sheriff. child, he informed the fnends that the psfallibility of the pope, speaking e:n cathedra, the heretics and Infidels, which could shut found out that the cause of their burning the tient, he thought, would die, and the, mo~er
were articles of the Roman Catholic faith.
up " the falsifiers of law and fact and the 1 horse was that one of their children was very thereupon, against the grandparents obJeC'l'ms io how a parson took leave of his pa- cesspools of scandal." The ripeness of some sick and to make it well they placed the tiona, again called the Christian Scientist, but
rishioners In a town in the far West, as re· of our editorial brethren in these parts for hor;e in misery.' These Indians figure in the child, however, died before she arrived.
lated by Vanity Fai?': "Dearly beloved, our excommunication of son•e sort on the above the records of the Episcopalian church as The facts are stated becsus? they hav ~ad
parting does not seem hard to me, for three grounds is notorious. Down in Philadelphia, , converts.' They attend church and partake some influence upon my mmd in decidmg
reasons-you do not love me, you do not love for instance, how a good rattling excommu- of the so.cslled sacrament like white church· this question. Should I sward the cust.ody
each other, and the Lord does not love you. nlcstion or two would clear the murky jour- members."
of Lucy to her mother, she would if sick,
If you loved me, you would hsv paid me for nslistic atmosphere, and make the Wane.THE Christian Scientists hsv been given a probably be treated as her sister was, s_nd I
my services during the past two years ; you maker "ads." fiy.-Evening PoHt.
hard rap by Judge Loren L. Lewis, of the think it unwise to make a person entertsming
do not love each other, otherwise I should
.d in such views of treating the sick the custodian
supreme cour t of N eW York • This he dl
Tmt
Deseret
SemiWeekl;l/
.Ne1os,
a
Mormon
llav more marriages to celebrate ; and the
rendering decision in a habeas corpus <'J\Be for of so ymmg a child as Lucy is."
J,orrl does not, love you, for othel'wise he paper published at Salt J,ake City, says:

Jloles and

~lippinns.
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The Christian's India Rubber God.-Continned.
The cruel acts of men, instead of being instigated
by the devil, hav been prompted by their inherent
brutality.
When the Sanday·schoollessons shall be exchanged
for lessons in humanity, the devil will find less to
do, and God will then be more merciful.
Christians are always calling upon God to do
something, but he never does the right thing at the
right time.
When two armies are arrayed in battle, he is expected to help both sides. But he invariably deserts
the weaker side without any regard to justice. He
must stop a drouth or make it rain whenever a Chrisiian thumbs the rubber. A God who will do just as
ilie Christian tells him to is just such a God as the
Christian believes in, and will change as 6he minds
of men vary.
A rubber idol which the Christian can shape to
suit his fancy would be just as effectiv as the God
that Christians pray to. If a man be naturally
cruel, his God is cruel. If he is benevolent and
humane, his God is more decent. Study a man
closely, and you will be able to form a just conception of his God. The Christian says his God is in
heaven, but he exists nowhere only in the .imagination of men.
" Praise God from whom all blessings flow." And
shall we praise him for all the curses, •too T If he is
the author of all the blessings, so also is he the
author of all the curses, and they are not few.
If the Christian should keep an honest account
with his God, he would be surprised at the way the
debit and credit columns would foot up. If he
sends us the rains and the dews and the sunshine,
he also sends the drouths, floods, earthquakes, and
tornadoes. If he has given us the horse, the ox, the
sheep, the camel, and other useful animals, he has
also given us the tiger, the panther, the rattlesnake,
the cobra, tarantula, scorpion, centipede, and many
poisonous insects, which terrify and torment us, and
often produce death.
We are to thank God for the variations of the
seasons, for the alternation of day and night1 for the
changes of the moon, for the genial rays of the sun
and for many other things which the Christian regards as blessings.
·
When the old chief was asked what made lightning, he replied: "Big Injun spit umfire." God has
just as much to do with producing the abovementioned phenomena as a dead Indian has with
producing lightning.
·
Does God make it freeze when the mercury runs
down to thirty-two degrees, and make water boil at
two hundred and twelve T Does God make it cold
at the poles and hot at the equator T Does God
make a stone fall to the earth when it is cast into
the air T Does God cause the shot to fall from the
tower in globular formaT
ll so, who would ever engage in the manufacture
of shot, for he might take it into his head to make
them fall in cubes, and that would ruin the businees!
The side of a hill facing the south will be bare,
and the side facing the north will be covered with
snow.
.
The south side of a roof is frequently bare when
the north side is covered with snow.
Everyone he.s noticed how the snow is affected by
these different exposures in the spring when it is being melted.
Does the Christian think God has anything to do
with this phenomenon!
·
Near the poles the rays of the sun strike obliquely
on the surface, and the same number of rays are
spread over a greater amount of space. At the
equator the sun's rays fall perpendicular to the earth
and the same number of rays cover less surface.
And this accounts mainly for the difference in heat and
cold at the equator and the poles. The reason why
the snow melts sooner on the south side of a roof
than it does on the north side, and on the side of a
hill facing the south sooner than on the side facing
to the north, is the reason why it is warmer at the
equator than at the poles. Instead of there baing a
God at work, there is simply cause and effect.
" Praise God for the variations of the seasons."
Thus the inhabitants of Jupiter may be cursing God
because they hav no variations of the seasons at all.
And the inhabitants of Venus may be finding fault
because they hav too great a variation of the seasons.
The inclination of the earth's axis, twenty-three and
a half degrees, givs us a very agreeable variety of the
seasons. Jupiter revolves upon an axis perpendicular to the plane of its orbit. Consequently there is an
equal exposure of the poles and the equator to the
sun in every part of its orbit, and therefore no
change of seasons.
Place a barrel-hoop upon faur inverted tumblers on
a table. In the center of the hoop put a low lamp to
represent the sun. Take a piece of wire and r~ it
through an orange so that the sidu shall project an
inch to either side, to represent the axis of a planet

Take hold of the wire and hold it perpendicular to
the plane of the hoop and pass it around the lamp.
If the axis be kept perpendicular to the plane of
the hoop, it will be seen that a given point on the
orange will hav an equal exposure to the lamp in
every part of the orbit.
Incline the wire about twenty-three degrees to the
plane of the hoop, keeping the wire pointing in the
same direction, say to the north, and pass it around the
lamp. In one point of the orbit the wire will point
to the lamp, corresponding to the position of the
earth in its orbit about the 20th of J nne. In the op·
posit part of the hoop or orbit, the wire will point
away from the lamp, corresponding to the earth's
position t~bout the 21st of December. Midway between those points the wire will lean sideways to
the lamp, corresponding with the position of the
earth about the 20th of March and the 20th of September, when the sun is on the equator.
Tilt the wire seventy-five degrees to the plane of
the hoop, and pass the or~mge around as before, and
it will be found that the zones overlap each other,
giving a peculiarity in the changes of the seasons
known to the planet Venus.
A few experiments, as I hav directed, with a little
reflection, will satisfy anyone how little God has to
do with the seasons. And he has just as much to
do with the rainbow and eclipses, and every celestial
movement and phenomenon, as he has with alternation of day and the regularity of the seasons.
"If a man can witness the glory and splendor of
the rising sun, and not be moved by feelings of devotion toward the great architect of the universe, he
is of the earth, earthy, and of the brute, brutal."
So says the Christian. Just turn the orange a few
times upon its axis, as above mentioned, and see that
the side next the lamp must be illuminated, while
the opposit side is in darkness, and then one will see
how much God has to do with the glory of the rising sun. There is the law of light and shade and
nothing more. The more we know about the laws
of nature, the less we shall find for God to do.
Notwithstanding all that has ever been said and
written about God, we know no more than when the
investigation first began. The reason is, we can
know nothing about what does not exist.
The untutored man sees many things which he
caDnot account for. "And he forms in his mind a
great being with power adequate to the performance
of any act, and attributes everything which he does
not understand to the act of this great imaginary
first cause. Without doubt this is the way the God
idea found a lodgment in the human mind. Ever
the -thought comes home to me that a knowledge of
the natural will do away with superstition, and banish all the gods. Will the world ever find out how
much its progress has been retarded by superstition,
which has its root mainly in the God idea T
By means of superstitious ideas instilled into the
minds of the young, a few designing men hav been
able to reduce the many to a state of mental servitude, and make them do their bidding like willing
slaves. Men CaD be led in any direction and into
any extravagance if they can first be made to believe that a certain line of action, however preposterous, is pleasing to God.
A man under the influence of superstition is like
one who is lost. He has not the power to reason,
and will not credit what he sees with his own eyes.
Though blind, he thinks he sees with the clearest
vision. Though his mind is benumbed, he thinks he
is the clearest reasoner. He will not hear the truth
because },I.e is already in the possession of it. He
does not want to change because he knows he is
right. " I hav been summoned before the prophet,"
said a Mormon to the wife whom he loved, "and he
has given me just one week to take ~mother wife, or
be cut off from the church and tumed over to the
buffetings of Satan." Which meant blood atonement, to be murdered by the Danites.
"Let us flee," said she. "We c~mnot :flee from
God," said he. " I am not afraid of those who can
only kill the body, but I am afraid of him who can
destroy both body and soul in hell. The prophet
hath spoken, and the voice of the prophet is the
voice of God. If God commands a thing we must
not question his wisdom. He knows the secrets of
our hearts, and he knows that it will cost me more
than life to obey, and he would not require such sacrifices at our hands if it were not for our good."
"In some way," she said, " there seems to be a lie
between the innermost feelings of my heart and the
will of God."
What strange spell, it may be asked, can come
over ~he _human mind, to make it. willingly outrage
every mstmct of nature T Are the mfernal regions a
reality, and are devils absolutely let loose to turn
men and women into strange and unnatural animals?
N othi~g ?f the kind. Under the power of certain
ballucmat10ns men hav torn and mangled their own
:flesh, and tortured the innocent and helpless. Jephtha murdered his daughter; Abraham showed a willingness to kill his son, and Freeman butchered his
little girl.
There is nothing so unnatural, revolting, and cruel
that men will not do it with seeming pleasure, if the

mind has been sufficiently warped. Mormonism differs neither in kind or degree from the Christian religion. The Christian and the Mormon believe in a
God. The imagination has clothed this being with
certain attributes. This God has revealed his will
to man through certain other men. These. human
instruments through whom God has made his will
known are regarded as middle-men between heaven
and earth, and are nearer to God and hav more power
with him than other men.
When these dogmas are so thoroughly instilled
into the mind that doubt never enters, the character
of the devotee will then depend upon what he conceives to be the will of God. The will of God will
depend upon the character of the human instrument
through whom the will is made known. If it be a
human butcher like old Joshua, or a polygamist like
Solomon or Brigham Young, or a wholesale robber
like David, why, then the war, or robbery, or butchery, or polygamy, which is commanded, will be the
will of God of course. " The voice of the prophet
is the voice of God." So says the Mormon, so says
the Mohammedan, so says the Jew, so says the
Christian.
Whenever one of these heavenly go-bet weens com·
mands an act of murder, it will be obeyed with as
much alacrity as the greatest act of charity, as all the
murders of the Inquisition attest. Nothing can be
wrong which God commands.
This is the clew to all the wars, 1.0urders, tortures,
cruelties, outrages, and abominations which hav ever
been committed in the name of any religion.
. A man with a mind thus imbued can never be safe
in society, any more than a man aftl.icted with any
other kind of lunacy. What further evidence of the
fact can be required than that men kill their own
children because they think it pleasing to their great
India rubber idol T If a man can be led to outrage
the woman he loves by marrying another woman,
and if a woman who regards her husband as the
apple of her eye will allow another woman to come
between her and her husband, he or she will perform
any other act however abominable if made to believe
that God requires the act at their hands. In all ages
men hav been found willing to commit the most
di!lbolical acts which ever besmeared the pages of
history, when they believed that the command had
come from the ireat India rubber whangdoodle
through one of his lieutenants on earth.
Man never bows his knee until he is robbed of his
manhood. He never crouches like a whipped
spaniel without being in fear of some man or monster whom or which he regards as master. What he
conceives to be the will of that master, that will he
do, right or wrong.
Christians fight the Mormons because they believe
them to be a class of superstitious, cruel, polygamous
wretches. Their prophets are impostors who mislead and deceive the people. But Brigham Young
was entitled to more honor and credit than tbe
prophets of old. He did not keep as many wives,
was more moral and a batter prophet, because mora
intelligent. And what could be more cruel than
whipping women, hanging witches, and the tortures
of the Inquisition, sanctioned by all Christians for
hundreds of years !
And what superstition in all Mormondom exceeds
that of eating a piece of bread and calling it the
body of a man who died two thousand years ago, or
of drinking wine and calling it his blood ! And if
their polygamous lives are to be reprobated, what
must be thought of old Solomon, the wisest man in
the eyes of all Christians who ever dwelt upon the
face of the earth ?
Yes, the Christian can see the superstition of the
Mormon, but can he, will he, see that he himself is
under the influence of a superstition equally absurd
and degrading 'f The Christian is unable to see how
Mohammedans can be imposed upon by believing
that Mohammed was sent on a divine mission, and
was gifted with supernatural powers. But it is no
absurdity to believe these things of Christ.
If supernatural powers were bestowed upon Jesus,
he lacked the principles of humanity which ought to
adorn the character of every well-meaning man.
What would hav been thought of a man last winter
who by the turning of his hand,· or by a word, or the
mere fiat of his will, could hav cured every case of
the grippe, and yet let hundreds all over the country
suffer and die !
Christ healed the leper. If he could heal one, he
could a dozen-all who were sftl.icted. Then why
allow any to suffer with this tormenting, painful diS··
ease ? He caused the blind to see. If he could do·
it in a few cases, he could do it in ail. Why allow
anyone to grope in darkness T He cured the lame.
If he had that power over a few, he h111d it over all.
Why let men cripple around on canes and crutches !
Now, my Christian friends, take your choice. If
Christ had power to cure all ard did not do it, he
lacked humanity. If he did not hav the power, he
was not God; if not God, then mere man, and that
is all he was, and all the rest is mere superstition
such as characterizes the Mormon and the Mohammedan.
J onN PEox.
(•ro DE OON'riNUED.)
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The Common Sense Club.
RaLionalistic organizations hav not achieved numerical success. The history of Liberal leagues,
Freethought cJubs, and Secular societies is a record
of an enthusiastic start, and either a quarrelsome or
a languid finish. This statement does not imply
that they are not useful, but merely declares that
the:v are no~ permanent. Two causes appear to be a
suffi.oient explanation of this fact, apart from the influence of Ohristian hostility.
The first cause arises from their foundation principlt!-freedom. All restriction upon the progress
of thought a~d upon its expression having been removed, the members, who at the beginning united
in consequence of harmonious opinion, soon diverged
in ideas. Being men and possessing·theusualamount
of 11 human nature," even their profession of freedom
fails to make them ·tolerant. It is an axiom of art
that there is more strife between the shades
than between the colors, and an illustration of this
principle is found in the remark of an eminent
veteran Liberal, that he had experienced more opposition from those near to him in thought than he had
from the orthodox. This perhaps may be explained
as the result of self-concE!it.
A person who has thought for himself and developed heresy resents the progress of others· beyond
him as an imputation that he bas not arrived at ultimate tiuth ; and his opinions being the creation of
his own mental effort be is more strenuous in maintaining them than is one who has inherited orthodoxy
and can giv no reason for wearing his grandfather's
hat, except that it was his grandfather's. Freedom
causes the differences, but finds its limits by intolerance. It is also a fact that only those of similar
ideas desire intimate association, and the agreement
upon the foundation principle of Naturalism which
animates all Freethinkers is not sufficient to prevent
antagonism upon minor differences that assume
prominence in expression and hav a bearing upon
the life of the individual.
The second cause of the failure of rationalistic
orga11izations arises from the principle of altruism.
Their main intention is the conversion of others to
similar opinions, but the missionary zeal soon flags,
and the member of the society, finding that he is
getting but little for himself, drops off in attention.
He has settled the condemnation of supernaturalism
and gets tired of reiterated argument and the flogging of a dead horse. He becomes indifferent to
Liberal literature because its ideas are so familiar ;
and as Christians are opposed to reading heresy, the
Liberal journal languishes. Those who like it do
not need it, and those who need it do not like it.
Divergence of opinion and lack of inducement are
the two chief causes of the waning membership of
Freethought societies; and the remedies are clearly
tolerance and self-interest. But the· mere preaching
of tolerance will not secure its establishment ; and
the remedies are merged in one-egoism. The
member must find a personal advantage in the organization. It must afford pleasure and profit beyond
the satisfaction arising from propagandism. To secure this the society must supply entertainment and
promote practical measures for the welfare of its
adherents and of society at large.
·
Owing to the unpopularity of professed Liberalism
it is diffi.oult to secure desirable or numerous
membership in organizations that are avowedly
rationalistic. Young and talented persons refrain
from joining them through fear of social ostracism
or business injury, and fashionable people consider
that it is not " good form " to belong to a Freethough\ club. As an escape from these difficulties
and as a means of uniting all the live people of a
plsee in secular work and play that will indirectly
lead them away from supernatural belief and otherworldliness, the Oommon Sense Club is suggested,
with the following platform:
Motto : Use common sense.
Maxim: Natural law rules the world.
Precepts : Be happy. Do good. Do no harm.
The motto certainly cannot be objected to, and
people would be rather ashamed to refuse to join a
society whose main purpose was the exercise of com·
mon sense. This faculty is the rectifier of error and
ill. Emerson says, "The cure of a bad theology is
not another, but common sense." Lacky in his
11 History of Rationalism in EuropQ" (p 95), says,
" From the publication of the essays of Montaigne,
we may date the influence of that gifted and ever
enlarging rationalistic school, which · gradually
effected the destruction of the belief in witchcraft,
not by refuting or explaining its evidence, but
simply by making men more and more sensible of
its intrinsic absurdity," so thst, as he says (p. 92),
" the old theological measure of probability has
completely disappeared, and is replaced by a shrewd,
secular common sense."
The maxim, Natural law rules the world, when
apprehended roots out supernatural belief and
shows that miracles do not happsn. Evolution is
perceived to be the order of the universe. Development through constant successions of cause-and effect,
without the interference of the arbitrary will of a
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Religion in Politics in Wisconsin.
I hav seen VElry little if anything in THE TRUTH
SEEKER concerning the church and state war now on
in Wisconsin state politics. The state legislature
two years ago, at the instigation of the Turners of
Milwaukee (German-Americans), and others passed
what has since been known as the Bennett iaw. It
took its name from a man named Bennett an IrishAmerican and a Oatholic, who introduced it and was
pas~ed without a. dissenting vote, both parties voting
for It. The law w effect enacted that all children be
taught certain rudimentary studies in the English
language, the law being aimed at certain parochial
schools where no English was taught. It was felt
that a future citizen had a right to be raised to speak
the language of the country he or she must battle
for a _living in, and that, as long as parents were careless, It was the duty of the state to step in and prevent the child from being thus handicapped. Some
time after its passage objection began to be heard to
the law. It came, significantly enough, from Lutheran and Oatholic clergymen, mostly Germans, and
at once a warm controversy arose that has grown in
intensity until the preseat time, when the two political parties are arrayed against each other over it
and it is being made the fighting-ground for the elec:
tion of a new governor. Governor Hoard, whose
sigm~.~oture made the bill a law, is stanchly defending
it, and Mayor Peck (the Peck's Bad Boy msn) of
Milwaukee is the Democratic nominee. A good
many Democrats are disgruntled because the party
took issue against the law, and a good many Lutheran Republicans hav deserted at the dictation of
the priests.
George W. Peck is known in Milwaukee as the
" assistant Baptist," he having thus called himself in
working to raise a mortgage from a Baptist church
that wanted to put up a new "natatorium." Hoard,
if anything, is a Liberal, or, at best, a thinking Christian. He has gone into the fight with the utmost
courage, and while it is hard to predict the outcome,
the Rspublicans are quite sanguin. I hav merely
sketched this brief outline of the situation because I
think nothing definit about Wisconsin's church fight
has appeared in this journal. I wish, however, to
write of a laughable phase of the contest. As is not
uncommon in state campaigns, the parties hav imported prominent speakers from Washington to do
a little stumping, and the Democrats hav just had
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas, here. Mr. Mills knows
more about tariff and the Miiis bill than he does
about the Bennett law, but he came here, a great distance, to tell the people of the state of the iniquities
of the law. He seemed to imagin that the Democratic party here had constituted· itself the especial
agent of God to protect his children from the tyranny
of a godless state, and so he made a great many very
devout speeches. Here are some choice excerpts,
and they will appeal to TRUTH SEEKER readers as the
outpouring of a heart swelled with grace and stamped
like our pennies, " In God we trust :"
And in every country where I am, as long as I am a free
man, I will do everything in my power to hav laws changed
tha.t would compel me to send my child to a school where
he could be taught there wa.s no God, no atoning sacrifice,
no sufferer. on Calvary for the redemption of the sins of the
world, and that there was no hell.
I am responsible to him alone who created me and gave
me breath, I hav got to render my account to him, and I
would a great deal rather render my account to him than
render it to the Republican legislature of Wisconsin. He
knows my faults; he knows my frailties ; he knows the
temptations to which I am subjected ; he sees the tears in
my eyes when I turn with repentance toward him. The
legislature of Wisconsin, if Republican, would never
see them in the world. He knows how to weigh all the
mitigating circumstances, and if I hav got to fall into either
human or divine hands to deal with me for my shortcomings, I say with one of old, let me fall rather into the hands
of God than into the hands of man. I would not trust the
best man that ever lived in any part of the United States,
my own state, my nativ state, your state, anybody else's
state, to determin for me my duty to my God or my duty to
myself.
You cannot answer for me, my friends. I do not care
how good you are. You may be wrong. My mind may be
).lluminated by divine truth from above. I may hav studied
these questions more than you hav. .
Suppose I am brought to the bar to answer before him
whose eye never sleeps, for something you hav commanded
me to do, when I knew that something is wrong, my conscience bas informed me, my brain has been enlightened;
you cannot answer for me then.
From these few specimens of a great deal of such
rubbish, it is apparent that Senator Blair is not alone
in his legislativ holiness.
FREDERIC HEATH.
Milwaukee, Sept. 27, 1890.
DumNn three centuries OhriatitiDity had been endeavoring to introduce into the empire the element
of religion. It was under Oonstantine that Ohristianity succeeded, not in making religion the prevailing element, but in giving it a prominent part to
perform. Monarchy here presents itself under a different aspect ; it is not of earthly origin ; the prince
is not the representativ of the sovereignty of the
public; he is the image, the representativ, the delegate of God. Power descends to him from on high.
-Guizot.
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The Secular Union's Monthly Report.
SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED SEPTEMBER, 1890.
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"
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"
" )
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·•
" '
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"
"
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R. Cole, O~kwood, Mich. (through ln'Vesti,qator) ... .
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Ida C. Craddock, Philadelphia ............................. .
Ruth Brettell, Rochester, N. Y ........................... .
l!,riends.hip Liberal Lea5uc, Philadelphia (collecR t10ns) ...................................................... .
T. . Burrows, Chatham. N. Y .......................... .
Wm. Smith, -Geneva, N. Y. (for printing 1,000
copies " Church Taxatinn ") ....................... .
Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N. Y........................... .
1\'1. Reiman. Chim1.r.;o, Ill. .................................... .
Alexander Cochran, Franklin, Pa ........................ .
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5 00

2 00
2'i 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
1 00
5 00
5 00
1 00
5 00
H 00
2 00
14 00
1 10

the above program will be subject to alterations and
emendations, should it be found necessary to transfer
any speaker or speakers from one evening to another,
etc. We hav not yet received answers to the invitations given to Dr. McGlynn and Professor Adler.
Fine musical selections, both vocal and instrumental, will be furnished at each session, throu!lh
the enterprise and liberality of our Portsmouth
friends.
We are sorry to announce that Colonel Ingersoll
will not be present. He has not delivered a lectilre
for nearly five years; and the present state of his
health, as well as his business engagements, will not
permit him to make the journey to Portsmouth.
Through the efforts of our friends in Portsmouth
and Chicago, we hav succeeded in obtaining reduced
rates on railroads running to the Congress ; and
these reductions are obtainable by all who attend the
Congress. whether members or otherwise.
. Friends leaving Chicago for the Congress will find
it to their advantage to go by the Baltimore &
Ohio, as this road charges but $14.75 for the round
trip, and does not coUlpel those purchasing tickets
at this rate to go all at the same time on one ticket,
as the other roads do, but will sell separate tickets,
so that members who may be delayed to a later train
can still hav the advantage of the reduced fare.
Those who wish to get their tickets at this reduction
should consult Mr. A.M. Freeman, 402 West Madi·
eon street, Chicago, Ill., by mail or in person.
011r Portsmouth friends inform UR that 'the Etst·
ern, Central, and Southern railroad lines (the West·
ern Passenger Association has declined to enter the
pool) will grant us a reduction of two-thirds the
regular fare on our homeward tickets, provided we

12 35
1 00 comply with the following conditions:

1. Each person desiring the reduction must pur0., for which
he will pay the regular fare ; and upon request, the
ticket agent will, at the time he buys the ticket, giv
him a printed certificate of purchase, properly filled
out and signed by said ticket agent.
2 If through tickets cannot be procured at the
starting-point, the traveler must purchase to the
most convenient point where through tickets can be
obtained, and repurchase through to Portsmouth
requesting a certificate from the ticket agent at th~
point where repurchase is made.
·
3. Tickets for the return journey will be sold, by
the ticket agent at Portsmouth, 0., at one-third the
highest limited fare, only to those holding certificates
(referred to above) signed by the ticket agent at the
point where through ticket to PortBmouth was pur·
chased, and countersigned by Ida C. Craddock, sec
retary of the American Secular Union, certifying that
the holder has been in regular attendance at the
Portsmouth Congress.
4. It is absolutely necessary that such a certificate
be procured by each traveler, as it proves that full
fare has been paid for the journey to Portsmouth
and that the purchaser is tnerefore entitled to tb~
excursion fare returning. It will also determin the
route via which the ticket for the return journey
should be issued.
5. On some of the roads, tickets for return journey
will be furnished only on certificates procured not
more than thref'. days before the meeting assembles,
nor Jater than three days after the commencement of
the meeting, and will be available for continuous
passage only; no stop-over privileges bsing allowed
on tickets sold at less than full fares. Certificates
will not be honored unless presented within three
days after the date of the adjournment of the Congrees.
6 Ticket agents will be instructed that the excursion fares will not be available unless the holders
of certificates are properly identified, as abov~ de~cribed, by Ida C. Craddock, secretary of the AmerICan Secular Union, on the certificate.
7. These certificates are not transfe,.able.
8. The .reductiot;t on return journey will apply only.
to the pomt. at which a traveler's through ticket was
purchased to Portsmouth on his way to the
Congress.
9 (Very important) NO REFUND OF FARE
WlLL BE MADE ON ANY ACCOUNT WHATEVER :BECAUSE OF FAILURE ON YOUR
PART TO OBTAIN A CERTIFIOATE. Should
Y~~ n(>glect .to obtain a certificate as the above cond1tions provide, you will be obliged to pay full fare
both ways.
10. Last, but not least, it is recommended that
those who wish to obtain certifica~es shall al'range to
?eat the ticket .office a half hour before trains start,
m order to receive proper attention from the ticket
agent.
Several hotels in Portsmouth bav red.,ee·d thei'r
"'
rates for those attending the American Secular Union
Congress. 'rhe Briggs House will charge $2 per

17 5'l
50 co chase a first-class ticket to Portsmouth,

10 00

21 00

Total. .............................................. $203 95
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer American Secular Union
Oct. 1; 1890.
·

Pltil'Ulelphia,

rJ'he American Secular Union Congress.
PROGRA;>.I.
While we are not prepared to giv an exact list of
the exercises at the coming Congress, we herewith
furnish some information that may be of interest to
our friend!.'.
The Congress will· assemble on Friday evening,
Oct. 31 1890, in the GraDd Opera House at Portsmouth, 0. President Westbrook will call tbe meeting to order, and announce certain committees. An
address of welcome will be delivered by J. L. Treuthart, president of the local Union, and an original
poem will be read by Lawyer Searl on the same
subject-to both of which President Westbrook will
make a reply. The secretary's report will then be
read, at the close of which she will deliver an address
on organization. This will be the keynote of the
Convention; 8!1d it is very desirable that our friends
be present on this occesion.
Oa S~aturday morning, at 9 o'clock, the election of
o:ffi(lera and other business will claim the attention
of the Oongress ; and on Saturday afternoon there
-vill be a general discussion of the best methods of
"lromoting the objects of the American Secular
· Jnion-1 discussion which will consist of short
speec~es. This, of course, will be open to all. Dr.
::enrietta P. Waa;,brook will read a short paper on
Common Sense.
On S10turday evening an ad~ress will be delivered by Mrs. A.M. Fre~man, on
' The Battle for Bread;" and another aJdress will
be delivered by Judge C. B. Waite, probably on
·God in the Constitution." Dr. Paul Carue, editor
of the Open Ooltrt, and L1wyer Geeting, of Chicago,
will also deliver short addresses.
On Sunday morning, addresaes will be delivered
by Rabbi David Philipson, d Cincinnati, and by the
well-known lec~urer, W. F. Jamieson. On Sunday
afternoon, PteEident Westbrook will deliver an address on ''The Bible in Public Schools," and will be
followed by the well known New York lawyer and
philosophical writer, T. B. Wakeman. On Sunday
evening, addresses will be delivered by L. K. Washburn, of the Boston Inve.~tigator, on " The Sunday
Question," and by Charles Watts, of Canada, editor
of 8ecular 'l lwug!t.t, on " The Church and the
Throne."
0 ~her addresses will he made by various speakers
whom we are not yet prepared to announce; and

day ; and several of the oth e r hotels will charge only
$1 per day.
We hope that our friends everywhere will make a
special effort to be preaent at the Portsmouth Congress. This convention will be a turning-point in
our history; and it bahoovas all good Liberals to
strengthen the hands of the Amerioan Secular Union
Congress, either in person or by representation
through delegates. With the more thorough and
widespread organiz\tion which this Congress, it is
hoped, will secure, L\beralism can accomplish wonders this coming year; without better organization
than we now hav, we may aa well resign ourselvs,
with closed eyes and folded hands, to be pushed to
the waU by the encroaching ecclesiastical party.
Which shall it be, dear friends T It aU depends
on yourselvs, whether the cause of intellectual anil
religious freedom shall be helped or hindered for the
coming year. With your aid-finaucial, personal, or
by special delegation-we can make this a red-letter
Congress in the annals of the American Secular
Union. Will you not one and all help T
·R. B. WE~TDROOK,
Pres. American Secular Union.
Attest: IDA C. CnADDOOK, Cor. Sec.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 6, 1890.

The Rights ot' the State Over the Citizen,
Parent, and Child.
The rights of the state stand preeminent. The
state possesses the right of eminent domain over the
propetty of its citizens. The citizen in undisputed
ownership of property holds absolute and unquestionable title in fee simple only until the state sees
fit to condemn it for public use, allowing a reasonable
compensation.
But this must be for the public good. Private
property cannot be condemned for churtsh purposes,
for that would be taking it for private purpo£1es, not
the public good. The church in this nation stands
upon the same footing as the theater, manufactory,
or any other private enterprise.
Though a sentiment prevails to some extent that
the church should possess greater rights than other
societies of entertainment for the people, the
church is entitled only to the right, in common with
other societies, to attend to its own aftairs and let
others alone. But it does not liv up to its natural
rights. It encroaches upon every band. •
The public school occupies a plane immeasurably
higher. than the church. It is for the public good,
not private, as the church or theater, to all who do
not pay the contribution or entrance fee.
What right would the church or t.heater hav in
demanding that· portions of the Bible or Shakspere
should be read as a prelude to instruction in arithmetic, grammar, geography, etc., or that a string of
!>Pads should be counted, crucifix kissed, an act d
" King Latu" " presented, or section of " Humpty
Dumpty ?"
It '!ould be ~uch more reas~nable for the political
party m power ID each congressiOnal district to intradu«'e in the public school room a treatis on high or
low tariff, for the political parties are of the state ·
the church or theater is not.
'
The faction of the Christian church that is Roman
in no sense American, has unconsciously done a good
work in laborin~ to exclude the Bible from the
American schools. This foreign ecclesiastical despotism deserves our hearty t.hanks in this one particular. The Bible is fast being relegated to its true
field, the church, and such homes as desire it.
The Romans' illusiv hope that the "godless publie school" would be superseded by the idolatrous
P&J!al, Met~odist .Bible-pounding, Baptist ducking,
Episcopal n1ghtsh~rt-gown, Presbyterian infanticide
Congregational what· is-it, or Mormon latest·inspira~
tion denominational schools is a travesty on American
nineteenth.century intl'llligence.
The priest in the United States, though a despi
cable creat11re, is an object of commiseration for in
his J es11itical zeal he has advanced and elevat~d the
condition Clf C"ming generations, that but for him
would be compelled to listen to that exotic of the peopie's school, th~ traditions of Moses, Goliath, Christ,
Barnabas, crazy John, and contemporary sbeeneys.
A ~undamental right and bounden duty of the
state IS to adopt such measures as will tend to per·
petuate its own eJristence.
·
In a republican form of government, intelligence
and thorough education is the bed rock and the only
foundation upon which it can reAt.
Compulsory attendance upnn the state public
school, with all parochial schools abolished, would
be of the highest advantage to this nation. The
Sunday-school is a proper and legitimate institution
the parochial school is not.
'
Secular education belongs to the state. Religious
instruction to the church.
The state possesses rights over its inhabitants at
all ages. It is the child's guardian as much as tha
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father. It is more vitally interested in the education
of the child than the father can be.
The state is evan the guardian over the father.
How can the father dispute with his guardian T
If he will not send his child to school, would not
the guardian of supreme power be derelict in its
duty, and criminally negligent to the interest of society, by not compelling the child to attend school?
The parent is the natural guardian of the child.
No other human being can occupy that position
without his consent. In a state of nature no power
on earth could, to any extent, possess a right over
the child. But civil governments were instituted,
and man surrendered to sovereignty many of his natural rights.
The citizen has gb)ined by this operation, not only
protection afforded to himself, but to his child.
The child's 1·elat1on to parent and etat,e c11.nnot bf
better illustrated than by our form of government,
or dual sovereignty, each state of the U a ion a father,
the general government the state. The father de
crees nearly all the laws and regullltiovs; the statt
but few, and they supreme when in conflict with tht
father's mandates. The father bas encroached upol!
the rights of the state ever since the formation ol
thii3 government by withholding, to some extent, education from his child.
Is it not time that the state exerted its rights to
the fullest extent T
Ia there a time more propitious than now? With all
superstition cast out of the then ungodless public
schools, the child would be endowed with all h1e
rights, and, on attaining his majority, would render
unto his superior guardian through life a return
commensur"te with t.he henefHs conferred upon him.
Lyons, Ia., Sspt. 26, 1890.
E. S. Guns.

'l,he Preachers.
Ignorant and unconventional preachers sometimes
display a candor anent " filthy lucre;" and, in my
opinion, their sordid mendicancy is preferable to the
hypocritical whining and mReked beggary of cultured
prebendaries and cllnons and bishops who accept
" calla " from the Lord to lese work and a richer
living, and cantingly milks light of the vary object
upon which their soul is set.
"Breddern," said an old colored pastor, " de chu'cb
am like a ship, an' de p~'son, which am yo' 'umble
se'vant, am like de sails dat propels de ship, an' de
ormgregasbun am like de sailors on board de ship.
Now, breddern, we'n yo' hav de ship rel\dy, an' de
sailors all in dere places, and. de s&ils all up, what
does yo' need fer to make de sail!! fill out . an'
scoot de ship right along iuto de hebbanly ha'bot" 1
Hub!"
" Wind," said old Deacon Topknot, in a low, sweet
tone.
"K'rect; jesso," shouted the pastor. " Brudder
Topknot will nlease circulate wid hie high hat, an'
rai11e de wind."
Now, this e.ddrese bas, at least, the ring of
honesty about it, which coverath ~the multitude of
its sins.
A broken-down divinity student I knew, suffering
from desperate impecuniosity, called upon s oncf
well-known Glasgow minister, and requested the gift
or the loan of five shillings. The minister's incomf
from working in the Lord's vinayl\rd was a liberal
one; but be replied, "I cannot afford so much."
The needy one abated t,he sum till it bad comf
down to sixpence. "But," said he firmly, "my self
respect has not even yet come so low that I can takt
less than sixpence."
"I cannot afford so much," q·1ohh the stingy mal!
of God.
"Then go to - - !" retorted the starving student;
and he wheeled round to depart.
"Stay, my young friend," expostulated the sUng~
man of God; "silver and gold hav I none; but J
can giv you something of inestim!:\ble va1ue-I shal
giv :vou my blessing."
"Keep your blessing to yourself," was the scornf::~
rejoinder. 11 I bad no food yesterday, and it seem·
I shall bav none to-day ; bnt I cannot take less tha1
sixpence. Your blessing muat be worth less ths1
that amount, or you wonld gi~· me the sixpence instead of the ble.asing. Keep both."
By the by, did you ever notice from their tombstones that parsons are saints to a man! Some of
them are modest, and veil the record of their virtuef
from the multitude under an epitaphic veil of morf
or less Oiceronitm Llltin. But take t.be trouble to
translate that Latin, and you at once become awarf
that you are standing over the moldering dust of a
most extraordinary person, a nerfect prodigy of learn·
ing, ability, and piety. You inwardly exclaim.
" What a pity that no such person is alive now !"
And then, bless my eyes, you discover that you
knew the very man some ten years ago. Here he is
Jacobus Muggenius ; hut you k11ew him as " old
Jamie Muggins," a snuffy drone, whoEte eermOI:lS were
dritll' than sawdus~, and whi(lb would h'-'V ,~;~ellt tbe

ve~y Sathanus himself to sleep-a person whom, not
unJustly, scandal associated too closely with Robinson's wife and one of Smith's servant-girle, and who,
it. was more than whispered, looked upon-aye, and
d1d more than look upon-the wine that was red in
the cup. And here be lies with an inscription over
him in lying Latin-an insaription which would bav
been too good for even St. Francia Xavier or Bishop
Pattison!

On a certain tombatone there is an epitaph, which,
when translated from the Spanisb, reads thus :
Here lies Juan Cabeca, chorister to our lord the king.
When he was received into the choir of angels in augmentation of their happy company, his voice was so distinguishable from the rest that even God himself listened with attention, and at last said rather severely to the angels : " Hold
your tongues, ye calves! and let Juan Cabeca, chorister to
the king of Spain, sing my praise."
Every parson is more or lees of a Juan Cabeca.
It ia too bad that, not satisfied with having spent
',heir lives in telling us lies from their pulpits, they
~eem determined to spend their deaths in telling us
'ies from their tomb1.1.-8alacli1~ in Agnostic
Journal.

The Facts of Prohibition.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TBUTH SEEKER, 8i1· : Will
John W. Abbott, of New Cambria. Kan., inform a
e;miling world why he, a supposed Liberal, supports
the People's party in that state-a party whose plat·
form contains a God-in-tbe-Constitution preamble
(as he admits), and whose nominee for governor is a
rabid Prohibitionist, while the Democratic ticket is
~eRded by that unflinching Freethinker and ~>arnest
!luti-Prohibition conference worker, Charles Robinl'lOn, the honored "war-governor" of the state, who
stands upon a platform containing an emphatic denunciation of ecalesiasticism in politics!
Permit me to say to Mr. Guild that when he
tt.ccepts the statements of politicians like the late
John A. Martin and of the Republican pr~>RS of Kansas regarding the effect of Prohibition in Kansas, he
permits himself to become a blind follower of tricksterl'l and demagogs. He does not seem to catch e.
glimpse of the truth that Prohibition in Kansas is a
party ism, that there are tens of thousands of Rapub
licane who are theoretically oppo-aed to Prohibition,
and tens of thousands of others who publicly support
it, while violating the law continually. But they all
vote for it because the party, as a party, favors it.
Oace they revolted and elected Glick, and among the
rebels was tbis John A. Martin. They will revolt
again some day. Had the people's part:v this year
not been controled in the intereRt of the Republican
party, it would hav nominated R)binson, the Dsmo·
crate would hav indorsed him, and Republican Prohibition would hav been buried in KllD 0 \S. What I
assert regarding alleged Prohibition in Ksnsas is not
based upon heareay, hut is backed by the close observation of year~. Until a man bas livEd in a etate
where the face of Prohibition is on the boarda, he
cannot in the faintest degree realize how party worship, local pridt"l, and other similar influences combine to cover up facts in regard to the open and
eovert sale of intoxicmts. As an instance of this
"conspiracy to deceive" I may me.,..+ion the indigoantly virtuous d~>nial, made in a K6nsan AUiance
{>aper, of the statement that at two or three places in a
town in the state whisky and b~>er were more or leas
1panly sold. O.n the Fourth of last July the local
'lditor of tte paper and myself counted up thirteen
olaces in that same town where such liquors could
be procured. This man is no worse t.ban thousand~
1f others who giv life service to Prohibition, and yet
finds it -pleasant, even though a member and offi~er
1f the Good Templar's lodge, to help quaff on a bot
illy a bottle of beer which be bas " chipped in " to
ouxchase. He is the child of his environment, and
10 other environment is so demor~Iizing as that of
Prohibition. It is the hotbed of hvpocrisy.
E. c. wALKER.
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Lectures and Meetings.
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association meets at Fraternity Rooms, Bedford a venue and South Second street, Brooklyn, E. D., every Sunday at 3 P.M. The lectures for theremainder of October are: Sunday, October 12th, Prof. A. L.
Hawson, subject, '' Symbolical Language in Hellgion and
Art;" Sunday, October 19th, Mr. Henry Howley, subject,
"Jesus, Mill, and Spencer;" Sunday, October 26th. Mr.
Percival Ohubbs, subject, "John Henry Newman." These
lectures are followed by discussion.
THE Manhattan Liberal Club has resumed its meetings at
German Masonic Hall, 220 East 15th street (a little east of
Third avenue), every Friday evening at 8 o'clock. The
lecture for Friday evening, October lOth, is by Voltairine de
Cleyre on ''The Moral Obligations of Freethinkera." Miss
de Cleyre is a lively and very radical speaker, and we prog·
nosticate fun at that time. October 17th, Mr. A. L. Rawson will discourse of " Symbolical Language in Religion and
Art," in his usual learned manner. October 24•.h, Dr.
George C. Stiebeling will tell of "The Struggle for Existence
in the Animal and Vegetable Worlds." October 31st, Dr. R.
A. Gunn, president of '' 'fhe Society for the Enforcement of
Criminal T.aw" will inform us " How They Do It, or Corruption in Politics." If Dr. Gunn would change the latter
part of his subject to " Corruption in Vice Societies," and
get his secretary, Joe Britton, to add his information to that
possessed by the lecturer, the discourse would be of unusual
interest.
'fH.R O!tristian Btate8man uses this as an argument against
Sunday breaking: "The county fair of Atlantic county,
New .Jersey, week before last, was held on Saturday, Sabbath [Sunday], and Monday. The attendance on the first
and last days was small, but on the Sabbath so large &B to
make the total receipts larger than the management hae had
for years." Ordinary common-sense people will, we think,
look at the matter jnst the other way.
WE received last week from the postmaster at Brocton,
I\linoia, a notice to diecontinue sending THE TRuTH
SEEKER to a man there, for the reason that "He is converted." We do not giv his name, as our books show that
he owes us =!N 75; and we call attention to the matter only
to say that our mbscriber need not hav sunk so low aa to
get converted in order to avoid paying his dues. He could
simply hav cheated us out of it. As it is, we feel somewhat
responsible for his fall, and U he will reform he can hav the
$4 75. (We'll never get it, anyway.)
TBE Gad-in-the-Constitution organ again waxes hysterical
over the proposed Sunday opening of the World's Fair at Chicago. It says : " The struggle over the opening or closing of
the World's Columbian Expositi<'n on the S•bbath. is likely to
come sooner than was tho~.e:ht. In 1871i the policy of those
who sought to open the Centennial exposition was one of delay. They strove to hush agitation. They refused to show
their hand. They sought to allay apprehensions. They
ihought to avoid agitation until the exhibition was in progress, and then decide in favor of the open gates when it
should be too late to arouse the country against their coarse.
This line of action was plainly impossible in the present case.
The Sabbath Reform work of recent years has b en too vigor.
ous, and the public mind was too alert, to allow it to be
thought of. We are to ha.v, therefore, it 5eems, an early
consideration ancl decision of the question. And there are
grave fears of a wrong decision. One leading member of the
commission, a man of imrn,ense wealth, has publicly committed himself to the Sabbath- breaking proposal, and has
eald he will spend thousands of dollars rather than see the
tJiort fail. The local influence in Chicago will be overwhelmingly on the same side. All the forces of SEcularism
will array themselvs on th11 same side. A tremendous press.
ure will be Herted by those who will sec immense chances
for gain in the gathering of the mllltitudes on the Sabbath.
The railroads will exert their powerful influence to this end.
Let no one imagin that the interests at stake can be defended
without a grave and costly struggle."

Obitnary Notice.
Dr. James A. Bliss, the well-known editor and publisher
of the Sower. passed on to the' higher life Saturday evening,
September 27ch, at II o'c1ock. Hi!! death was peaceful and
quiet although he had suffered many weeks with general
drop~y. A large n11mber of relativs and frieDllB gathered at,
his residence, 23U Fifth street, Detroit, Monday, at 2
o'clock to witness the last sad rites. Hon. L. V. Moulton,
of Gra~d RapidB, Mich:, _gave a very fitting eulogy sud
Brotlterlwod of Moralists.
timely address. The writer offered such words of consolal!epo1·t OJ' the P?•opaonwt.a. Committee aftlle Bl"othPrl,ood. of Mo1·al
tion as the inspirers dictated, and though many denomina.
ists, at Hannibal, :Jlo.,for September, 1890.
tions were represented, all were unanimous in their opinion
that our philosophy was not only a good thing to liv by, but
SEORRTAR"i'S REPORT.
During the month twenty-three membership certificates to die by.
Though foremost in the ba.ttle,
were issued. The new members are from Missouri, CaliAr·d tbi~kest in the fight,
rornla, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Texas.
HP will not be forgotten,
Now he bas said good-night.
The total number enrolled is eleven hundred and eighty.
They are scattered all over the civilized world, and good
FRI!D A. HEATH.
seed is being sown in every quarter of the globe.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
The Priests' Sisters.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
["fT WAS IN THE GERMAN BARBEU SHOP IN CLINTON PLAOK
Bal"nce from last report ...................................... $111 95 AND A HOTEL WAITER WAS IN THE OHAIR. THK SUBJROT WAS,
L. R. Titus, California.......................................
1 00
PRIRSTB 1
Max Guhlow, Sou+!, Dakota; A.. L. Post, and SamThe Waiter : "There was a priest in our place yesterday
uel Carter, of Kansas, each 50 cents..................
1 liO
Small contributions.............................................
30 with a Sixth avcn• e disreputable woman, and· I beard him
introduce her to a frienfl who carne in as hid sister."
The Barber: "Ya11, I myselluf _saw one of dose !~!lows
'fotal ................................................ $114 75
one day on a truck standing, wa•chmg the paradf. Hts arm
Mailing constitutionP. etc ........................... $4 15
Printing two thousand application blanks...... 3 00
7 15 he haf round a vooman, and his head on her should· r was.
I ask l1im was dot a vay for priests to do? He said, Yah,
Balanoe ........................................... $107 60 dot was his sister."
Chorus of Customers: "You bet; they all bav sisters.''
Hannibal, Mo.
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.
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~ommnnieations.
Individualism TS• .M.onkeyism.
Anyone who has at all observed the habits of
monkeys, whether in confinement or their nativ
haunts, cannot hav failed to notice how closely each
onoa apes (no pun intended) the actions of the other.
Let one run up a pole and soon one after another
follows suit.
There are leaders among them as in the human
race, and whatever these leaders do determine the
acMons of the others.
In this habit of imitation they in no wise differ
from their exalted relations in human form, and to
the thoughtful observer this monkeyism among human beings is a strong proof of the theory of man's
ultimate descent (ascent) from some ape-like ancestor. Let the princess of Wales, the leader of fashions and follies in the British dominions, put her
bonnet on back to front, or her jacket inside out, and
all the society monkey ladies immediately follow suit.
When the princess of Wales limped, owing to an
accident while skating, young ladies, and even those
who were no longer young, varied their usual mode
of locomotion with a very decided jerk on one foot,
known in fashionable parlance as the " Alexandria
limp." The Mesdames Astor and Vanderbilt, the
leaders of New York society, could make it the fashion
here to wear tiger-skin clothing and a ring through
the nose if they chose to set the example.
The masses of men are equally ruled by this monkeyism in human nature.
An excellent illustration of this tendency, though
of courBe not true, appeared in a short skit in some
of the leading papers. A dude had been having his
hair cut at a fashionable barber's. As his dudeship
was going out, the barber produced a bottle filled
with some solution, which he commenced to wrap up
for his customer, saying, "You had better take this
with you, sir."
"What is that 1" inquired the dude.
"A capillary eradica~or," said the knight of the
shears and razor, " warranted not to leave a hair upon
your head."
"Good gracious, I don't want that!" exclaimed the
dude.
"The prince of Wales is getting very bald, sir."
"Oh-h-h, in that case you had better giv me two,
lest one should not hav the desired effect;" and the
dude walked out with the bottles in his pocket, and
an anxious look on his inane countenance.
In savage life we see this imitativness in far
greater force than in the civilized races.
If a Feejian chief in his excursions stumbles or
falls at any particular place, his followers, though
they may number thousands, when they come to that
place stumble or fall in like manner. Were one of
them to omit doing so, he would immediately be
killed for attempting such a daring innovation of the
established custom of "imitation of his chief." So
that in the inferior races individualism is sacrificed
to monkeyism ..
As we descend in the scale of existence, we find
individuality becoming less and less. Animals possess more individuality· than birds, for among birds
one or two leaders controrthe whole flock. But at
the very base of animal existence, such as the coral
polyps, individuality has no existence. Millions are
united in one community, and the individual is
simply one of a group all working exactly as their
ancestors hav worked from time immemorial, forming their stony structures at the bottom of the sea.
So that the higher we ascend in the scale of existence the more individuality we find, until in the
highly cultured individual, the man of science, we see
the highest exemplification of selfhood. With him
reason sits upon the throne of self and the monkeyisms incidental to human nature are subject to her
sway.
A few centuries ago that decrepit old hag, the
past, bad raised a wall of superstition around the
then known world, and inscribed upon it, "The end
of the earth." But Oolumbus turned a deaf ear to
her anathemas, and after years of perseverance and
weary, patient waiting, launched his ships upon unknown seas, and for many anxious days and nights
sailed steadily on. In spite of the lowering skies
above and the tempestuous ocean around, in spite of
the cowardly entreaties and even open mutiny of
the craven crew who accompanied him, he accomplished his purpos~ and performed the most wonderful feat recorded in history by giving a new world to
the human race. The Americans are here to-day because Oolumbus, defying the interdict of the Roman
church, dared to assert his individuality.
To-day Spencer, Tyndall, Huxley, and a galaxy of
talent are through their individuality delivering the
world from ignorance and the bonds of social and
religious bigotry, enlarging the domain of human
thought, and scattering scientific truths broadcast
upon the world. The world's heroes are men who
diverge from the common types of humanity, and by
their coinmandiEg and splendid individuality leave
the impress of their minds upon the human race.

An eminent German writer of the present day says
that women are stumbling-blocks in the path of
progress, barriers to the advancement of the human
race. Why is it that so many scientific men and
eminent thinkers hold the feminin half of humanity
in such low estimation T Because of the conservatism and want of individuality in women. The training which they hav hitherto received has been such
as to turn them out like rows of pins in paper; no
very great difference except that some were long or
short stout or thin, dark or fair. In colleges even
at th~ present day, young girls are ground down to
a tiresome sameness of sample, as if they were all
turned out of the same mold.
In less civilized nations, where little or no individuality exists in women, men arguing from their
mental inferiority deny that women hav souls. And
when we contemplate the society girl of cur civilization, who live but to dress, posture, ogle, and giggle,
we begin to think there may be some truth in the
denial and wonder that any man, unless of similar
mental caliber, would hamper his life with so much
full-grown imbecility.
But these girls are not so much to be blamed as
the artificial development which has made them what
they are, creatures with the bodies of women and the
minds of children. And men sneeringly point to
their undeveloped mental powers as evidence of the
capabilities or rather incapability of women. Woman
bas been too heavily handicapped in the race of life
to be able to show for generations to come what her
capabilities really are. Physica.l force has ruled the
world in all ages, and woman being weaker than man
has not been able to take her own part in the conflict
for existence. The American boasts of equality, but
he still denies woman a good many of her rights.
Orowds cf women hinder their physical development
by fashionable attire, and dwarf their individuality
into a contemptible sameness, and crawl in the dust
at men's feet, in the hope of getting the shelter of a
home, and being promoted to the social dignity suppGsed to be embodied in the prefix " Mrs."
A few years ago if a young woman ventured at all
out of the beaten path of feminin monkeyism, 6he
was immediately pointed at by both men and women,
and warned if she valued her matrimonial chances to
keep off the grass of individuality. Nowadays a
good many of them hav dared to cultivate some
originality and a good deal of self-reliance, and hav
become daring innovators in all the walks of life
hitherto held sacred to the lords of creation, and
some of these women hav married and made good
wives and excellent mothers. And those who hav
not considered the security of single blessedness
fully worth the chances of double wretchednessthese women hav been called " eccentric" and "peculiar," if they turn with weariness and irritation from
the commonplace platitudes and silly twaddle which
constitute the current conversation of society. "EClcentric," " peculiar," these are verbal missile by
which monkeyism tries to stone out individuality in
woman's nature; they are the charges which mediocrity is always ready to bring against talent, and
which puppets of fashion bring against those who hav
the hardihood to dress according to convenience and
personal taste. When woman learns to cultivate her
selfhood, to worship men less and respect her own
self more, then she will be able to educate herself so
as to attain that high destiny for which nature intended her, her true position as the intellectual companion and helpmate of man, the educator of her
children, and holding every right that man is justified in holding. Then eminent men like Prof. Grant
Allen will not write long dissertations to show that
woman's pls.ce in nature is merely that of a reproductiv animal, and her mentality will no longer be
considered by the sterner sex as a connecting link
between the brain power of man and that of a child,
and more analogous to that of the child than the
man. But woman will never attain to this position
until she becomes less conservativ in mind and
action and cultivates individuality in herself, and
then she will be able to realize there is no complete
manhood or womanhood without.
If there is one phase of mental development more
than another in which individuality should be cultivated, it is in matters of belief. For ages the world
has been cursed and demoralized by the frantic
efforts of different sects to shape its religious thought,
each after its own particular model. And in deference to religious authority men and women hav tried
to suppress their thoughts; strangling their individuality they eagerly drank of the turbid streams of
religious superstition, thinking they were the waters
of eternal life. Their minds fed greedily upon the
theological husks which religious writers gave to
them as nutriment for their starved souls. Each one
had to suppress his individuality, for doubt was considered a greater crime than the most flagrant of
mo~al atrocities, and accept with unquestioning ereduhty the teachings of priests. The religious world
would neyer face opposition. It always preferred
the phys1ce,l force argument. It antagonized and
tried to strangle all selfhood in matters of belief
until a ghastly terrorism dominated the whole world:
Anyone who dared to utter a free thought suffered

for it. Individualism was crushed in human nature
by the cruel bonds which ignorant theologians bound
around the minds of men. But there were always
those whose individuality was greater than their fear
of punishment in this world, and eternal torture in
the next. The path of intellectual individualism is
strewn with the wrecks of defeated dogmas and the
remains of despised threats. What has been the
history of the struggle between individualism and
religious authority but the record of a long and awful tragedy, of terrible crimes committed against the
noblest portion of humanity-a history of woe, of
blood, and tears T But the selfhood innate in the
noble army of martyrs who toiled, suffered, and died
for the truths of science-that spirit of individualism which though crushed to earth maimed and
bleeding rose ever again and again to confront with
unflinching, menacing mien the soul-destroying dogmas of religious authority-when men and women
cultivate individuality upon all matters, whether
social, political, or religious, then they will possess
that freedom of thought, that fearlessness of mind,
without which no search for truth can ever be successful.
ADA 0AMPBELL.
]{e?D Yo1·k, Sept. 25, 18!!0.

Campaigning in Washington.
The consequence of persistent, earnest endeavor is
manifest at Lynden, Whatcom county. A great
change bas been wrought in the sentiment of the
community. At my first lecture, last winter, it was
impossible to induce the ladies to put in an appearance at the Opera House. The prejudice against the
Infidels was strong and bitter. Now our aims and
objects are better understood. The organization of
the Lynden Secular Union led to inquiry, and recognition of the fact that its members comprised many
of the most respected citizens of the county. The
tction of the Washington Secular Union-to which
the Lynden Union is auxiliary-in insisting on the
school board obeying the law and putting a stop to
religious exercises in the public school, impressed
all with the fact that Liberalism was not confined to
an isolated few, but was a powerful organization extending over the entire state, and press and public
now recognize the fact.
The Rev. Mr. Hilton, a Baptist minieter, arranged
·to hold discussion with me on Sunday afternoon,
August 31st, at the Opera House. The question
was of his own framing, " The Life and Teaching of
Jesus Ohrist, the Truth of God." The reverend
gentleman claimed great erudition, and experience as
a debater, and had gained some seeming advantage
over some of the Liberals by his avowed thorough
knowledge of Greek and Hebrew, always declaring
when cornered by positiv texts of scripture, "Ob,
that is an error of the translator's ; I find it does
not read so in the original." I anticipated meeting
an able and scholarly defender of his faith, but, alas!
was doomed to disappointment. The reverend
simply indulged in a Free Methodist camp.meeting
harang. He offered no proof, made no argum.ent ;
the nearest approach to it was his bald assertion that
when in scripture we read " all " it does not mean all,
but only "a fsw." I asked in vain for some evidence,
or his authority for such a statement. I called his
attention to the fact that it could hardly be the truth
of God that Ohrist was born in a manger, as declared
by Luke, if really born in a house, as declared by
Matthew; that if immediately after the visit of the
wise men, in obedience to the angel, Joseph took
Mary and the child down into Egypt, and remained
there with them till after the death of Herod, and it
was absolutely necessary to flee into Egypt because
Herod sought the child's life and went so far as to
order the murder of all the infants in Bethlehem
under two years old, in his intense desire to insure
the destruction of Jesus, then the declaration of Luke
that eight days after the visit of the wise men Joseph
and Mary took the child to the temple at Jerusalem,
and the high priest and prophets made great ado
over the child, so that general attention was called
to it, could not be " the truth of God." (Why
did not Herod then cause the death of the child,
since there could hav been no difficulty in finding him T) That Jesus could from the top of an exceeding high mountain, without even a field-glass or
telescope, see all the kingdoms of the_ earth, on a
round globe, could hardly be " the truth of God."'
That Jesus could hav come to the earth to be the
savior of the world and yet emphatically declare, " I
am not sent but to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel" (Matt. xv), cannot be "the truth of God."
That thfl savior of the world should declare he took
pains to speak in parables to the gentiles so that
although they might hear, they could not possibly
understand-that he thus studiously concealed from
all but Jews the plan of salvation "lest they should
be converted and their sins be forgiven them " (Mark
iv, 12)-does not sound like 11 the truth of God."
That Jesus should command us to 11 search the
scriptureP, for they are they which· testify of me"
(John v, 39), that he should especially indorse Isaiah
as scripture (Luke iv, 17, 21), and yet in that same
. Is~iah God the father over and over again utterly
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and most positivly repudiate the son, declare there
never had ~?.en or should be any savior besides himself (Isa. xlm, 3, 4; xlv, 5, 6), is, to say the least,
ver:y strange, an~ it must be admitted these extra?rdmary contradictions can scarcely be accepted as
' the truth of God." That Christ having come on
earth especially to die and thus p~y the penalty of
man's _ transgressions, should in the garden of
Geth_semane, three times over, so piteously pray
to h1~ father that the cup might paes from himthat lf.l, that he might not become unconscious for
less than three days, although then be should ba
restored to life and be hailed as the redeemer of
~ankind.......-that he should prefer the eternal damnatiOn of every human creature who e'\'er had lived or
ever would liv, rathe~ than, with the promis of the
father to resurrect h1m, he should risk dying is to
eay the least, a queer epecimen of the "tr~th of
~~d." ~hat, ins~ead of dying in all the triumphs of
llVlnfi fa1th, su.stam~d by trust in God, Christ should
so p1teousl~, 1~ abJect, hopeless despair, avow his
!~ss of all fa1th m God or his promises, crying aloud,
My God ! my God ! why hast thou forsaken me !"
does not seem to. b~ ".the truth of God." If the
most J?9rfect Chmt1an conceivable-if this son of
God, h1ms?lf God-thus died in abject fear and hopeless desparr, all hope or confidence in the promises
of God abandoned, that we should take such a one
as our example does not seem to be " the truth of
God." That

of the audience and elicited frequent applauie. Her lecture
on Thomas· Paine was intensely interesting showing that
aside from his religious views, his services t~ the America~
people deserved respect and gratitude, instead of scorn and
calm:n;ny. A dance and supper followed the lecture on Fri.
day mght, which both socially and financially was a grand
success. We hope in the near future to be favored with another visit from Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds.

c.

B. REYNOLDS,

......----

.~--

Franklin Augustus Day Dead.
At his home in Castana, Ia., September

18~h

died

F. A. Day. He was buried on the afternoon ~f the
ult.
The funeral service was opened by the hymn
" Then Do Right," sung by the choir. His son
Preston Da:y:, paid the first tribute to his father'~
memory, saymg:
20~h

Fdtnds and Ndghbors: Quite unexpectedly it devolves
upon me to. take a part in the services of this sad occasion.
Perhaps it IS needless to say that I am in no mood to speak
much of that which is personal of my father. It fell to my
lot to be with. him during the last trying hours of his life
and to ~lose his e:res in death. I can only say now that my
father d1ed as he lived-fearless and free. He was conscious
almost to the last moment. Hie mind was undisturbed by
rear, .unclouded by despair; there was no confusion, no un.
certamty. .He endured his protracted suffering bravely, and
del?arted with ~he s~me manly courage which bad characterized him durmg his long life. His last days reminded me
of" Thanatopsis," the famous poem of Wm Cullen Bryant
and I hav deemed it appropriate to be read ~t this time. '
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Although our subject is the son of a Baptist

de~con he has never been a member of any church,
~r !ndeed of any aociety, secret or otherwise. Rell~lously he !s, and has been, a persistent Free-

thmker. While of a domestic nature and habit
fond of ~ame~ an_d amusements, he has opposed th~
use of mtoncatmg liquors and tobacco and has
never failed to bear testimony against salo~ns and all
betting and gambling.
_Mr. Day was a member of the old Whig party.
H1s last vote as su$ was cast for W. H. Harrison in
1840. From that time until 1856 he was a Garrisonian Abolitionist and did no voting. There were
twelve votes thrown in Kanabec township on that
y~ar by himself and others, all for John C. Fremont.
Smce that eventful date he has been a warm and
devoted Republican, taking a deep interest in the
public affairs of nation, state, and county.
F. A. _Day has ~raveled the ~ough and thorny road
of a w1de expen~nce, espeCially since coming to
~onona county; ~lB present position and success in
hfe ~av been ach1eved by persistent hard knocks.
Desp1te the fact that he has been a vehement advocate, a rough an~ ready ~ont~oversialist, his oppone!l~s hav DC?t fRl_led to g1v h1m credit for honesty,
ab1hty, and smcenty. _Kanabec township, or in fact,
Monon~ county, contRlns but few citizens who are
more w1dely known or more respected and esteemed
than the gentleman of whom this annal is written.

~t the clor:;e of t~e reading of " Thanatopsis,"
Items of Foreign Freethought News.
M1ss Rogers sang "L1ttle Deeds of Kindness!' Dr.
Viktor E. Lennstrand has started his semi-weekly
J. R. :r'alboy, a~tending physician, then told of his
acquamtance mth the deceased, and the choir sang lectures on "Bible criticism," in which he explains in
the hymn "Conscience." The benediction at the a scientific and common-sense way the "fearfully and
Tha~ we are, or can be, saved only through the
grave was pronounced by Dr. Talbot-a quotation wonderfully" made contradictions and absurdities
prec10us blood of Jesus poured out on Calvary's from Colonel Ingersoll-snd thus closed tbe career of the Bible.
cross, '!h~n we yet read the declaration of the be- of one of the stanchest Freethinkers and most genloved d1_sC1ple John that Christ never poured out any erous of men within Iowa's borders. THE TRUTH
There seems to be a change of public sentiment in
blood- till after he was dead (John xix 33) does not SEEKER. has good reason to remember him, and our Sweden. Several daily papers, Faderneslandet
appear like " the truth of God." Th~t th~ blood of expressiOn of sympathy with his family is sincere
Nerik~ Alleltaande, and others, giv considerabl~
a dead man, or a dead God, not shed till he "was
From the " History of Monroe County" we. t~ke space m their columns to favorable mention of the
dead already," could atone for man's sins will hardly the following biography of. Mr. Day: Franklin Swedish Freethought movement.
pass among thinking, intelligent people as " the Augustus Day, now a resident of the village of Castruth of God."
Dr. Voelkel, Magdeburg, has been indicted for
tana, and one of the ~ioneers. of this county, is a
The reverend's ~ttempt at reply was sadly rambling. descendant of the Enghsh Pur1tans. His genealog- blasphemy by the first city court of Berlin. It
He was badly d1sconcer~ed; said he could reply, ical t~ble comme~ces with Robert Day, who was !Dakes the eighth indi_ctment against the plucky edcould prove all he had sa1d, but had not time · com- born ID England 1n 1605, and came to America in the Itor and _lecturer. Still w~ h?~e our friend will get
plained I had not replied as he expected I 'would Hopewell, Captain Burdock, from London in 1624 off as easily as usual.-Fre~relzgzosei-Sonntags-Blatt.
haT done, and then drizzled into a Salvation Army Ro~ert Day died in Ipswich, Mass., leaving a large
ex_hortation to sinners to come to Jesus. Ha utterly family. John Day, of the fourth generation from
At the coming national congress of French Freefaded to even attempt any refutation or explanation Robert, married !lis cousin, Miss Sarah Dav and re- thinkers at Paris, October 19th, a new departure in
of the facts to which I called his attention.
moved from Ipswich to Winthrop, Ml' .. in irl95, with French Freethought agitation will be discussed and
Sunday evening, my wife, Mrs. F. C. Rgynolda, a family of five sons and three daughters. Francis, inaugurated. It is proposed to drop, for a while at
delivered a lecture on "Woman, Past Pres~mt and the s~cond son of John Day, married Miss E 1;z:J.betb least, the social and political questions and combine
Future," to a large and very attentiv ~udience 'com- Hewms ; they had two children Francis Jerome and all efforts to bl"ing about a complete separation of
posed of fully one-half ladies. On Monday evening Franklin Augustus.
cl:urch and state.-Bulletin-Mensuelle.
'
her subject was "The Gospel of Humanity" deFranklin A Day was born July 9, 1809, in Kenne·
livered to a still larger attendance.
'
According to the statistics produced by Dr. Gabaro
b~c county, Me. At the district school, the DCede·
On Tuesday I delivered a short lecture on'" The m1es of Monmouth and Hallowell, and the W esh•yan of Barcelona, the maintenance of the Roman Catho:
0 rigin of Life," after which we had a grand ball and ~9minary o~ Readfield, he gaine? an excellent prac- lie religion costs the Spanish people each year
s~pper, which was. greatly enjoyed.
The festivi- tical educatiOn. He started out m life for himself a+ $69,500,000, while in Belgium the drain made by the
ties were kept up With unabated fervor till the wee t.he age of eighteen by working on his uncle's farm drones upon the produce of labor is, according to Mr.
small hours. Sociability was promoted and thus all !or $8 per month and board. Investing his wages J. Dons, $1_500 000 each year.-Report of the Combecame more interested in one another's welfare m a watch and clothing, be tau~bt a district school mittee on Statistics at the Universal Congress of
One of t~e worst mists~es of the past was the neg: the following winter. He continued to teach for Freethinkm·s, 1889.
lect of L1berals to cult1vate and provide for socia· three winters and one summer, a part of the time at
bility.
The C~tholics ~n Bohe~ia, seconded b~ t~eir
the large town school. In 1831 Mr. Day went into
While at Lynden we visited the ranch of that a general store in company with Lllban • Lincoln at brethren m Austr1a-Hungar1a proper, are agitating
kindly, genial Liberal, "Father Lauckhart." He has Hallowell, remaining about five years. During the the school question. They want the public schools
a regular little paradise of a home. His good wife next two years he was a member of the firm of Day to impart Catholic Christianity to all pupils.-.Der
has .• ~arden of super~ ~owers. The orchard is just & Jackson. The following year was spent in North Lichtfreund. By and by we will hear the same debegmnmg to bear, g1vmg them luscious fruh in Carolina, where he learned to detest that "peculiar mand formulated here in the United State£!. We
abundance. Red and white currants grow in im- institution" which John Wesley pronounced " the hav given the devil the little finger, he will soon take
mense masses on bushes t-rained against the corner sum of all villaniel!l." Returning to Hallowell be the whole hand. Let us organize.
of ~he house, from which removing two bushels of went into mercantil business agai J. Two years
According to the Danish religious paper Almindefrmt made no perceptible diminution. Peaches, later his brother, Francis J., became a membPr of the
plums, pears,. prunes, and apples are so abundant firm, assisting to carry on the business about eight lig I~irketidende, a prominent Brahman proposed at
that the b~anches ~ad to be propped to keep them years. Doring all these ten years F. A. Day served a late congress of Brahman prie!t11 that the Bible
from breakmg off with the weight of the fruit. 0 ne as collect or and treasurer of the old town of Hallo- should be added to the Hindoo collection of sacred
apple-tree had been grafted by the oldest son as an well, h~':ing been elected to that office in 1845. books, and that Christ J estis should be recognized as
experiment, and was bearing seven different kinds of After lmng one year at Middlefield; Conn., and one the last incarnation of Brahms. Good, let Christianapples.
year at Perth Amboy, N.J., he moved with all his ity return to India, whence its greater part came.
Under the care and guidance of handsome I. A. fami.ly ~.o Mot:ona county in 1855.
But what are the missionaries in India going to do!
Delander, whom even the dreary loneliness of old
F. A. Day married Miss Harriet Proctor Squire,
Joseph Hunchka was on March 12~h sentenced to
bachelorhood could not prevent from enlarge:nent who was the mother of four children, all of whom
of heart and development of benevolence we became school-teachers; all are married all are now six months' imprisonment for blasphemy by the city
bad delightful rides over the country. Hie kind' care living in Monona county, and there are t~elve grand· court of Vienna. The sentence was appealed, but
with no avail. According to the last information reand provision for our every comfort rendered our children and five great-grandchildren.
work a mere light labor of love. On Wednesday
Shortly after coming to this county our subject ceived by us, the imperial high court has confirmed
morning he took us over to Roeder, Whatcom county lo'lt the greater part of his property by going surety the judgment of the lower court. The particulars
where we stayed September 3d, 4th, and 5Lh. Here' for a friend. He fitted out at St. Charles, Ill., and attending this example of Christian forgiTness are
thanks to the self-sacrificing, indefatigable efforts of came through with six oxen and a span of horses as follow. Joseph Winter, a Freethinker, died in a
that whole-souled prince of Liberals D. E. R\ce camping on the Little Sioux river in December of hospital in Vienna, and he having no relative, the auan~ hi~ estimable wife a~d family, th~ flag of Infi: the coldest ~inter ever known in Iowa. He bravely thorities made preparation to add another dead Freedehty IB kept ever wavmg high above the cross and energetically bore the hardships and privations thinker to the Christian host. Mr. Hunchka remonThe Roeder ~ecular. U_nion h~'! purchased an orga~ of pioneer life. He was elected a member of the strated, and said, among other things, "God, what is
so all to cultivate musiCal ab1hty and practice the county b?ard of supervisors for a number of yearf!l, he T God is nothing but nature. Christ is a promi~ongs o! the "Cosmian Hymn Book," thus enliven· and by h1s honest labors earned the gratitude of tbe nent revolutionist, who has overthrown the ancient
mg _the1r weekly gatherings and adding greatly to people ; he also served as postmaster at Arcola and laws."-Private letter to1criter. GusTAVE NELSON.
the. mterest of future lectures. Mrs. F. C. Reynolds also at ~is stor~ in old Castana. His occupations
As long as abnormal and capricious phenomena
dehvered three lectures. The following extract from were var1ous untd 1878, when he bPcame a member
the Pioneer P1·ess tells the story :
of the. widely known firm of F. A. Day & Co. Five are deemed the direct acts of the deity, all attempts
The course of lectures given at Roeder by Mrs. F. C. years . ater he sold out to Wm. T. Day & Co.; since to explain them by science will be discouraged ; for
Reynolds were well received. The ladylike deportment and then he has been leading a retired life, aiming only such attempts must appear irreverent prying into
pleasant manners of the _speaker, joined to her clear logic
the divine acts.-Lecky.
and unanswerable reasonmg, comll).andcd the fixed attention to settle up his past business affairs,

There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Immanuel's veins
And sinners plunged beneath th~t flood
Lose all their guilty stains ;
'
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What 'l'hey Say .About the Picture Book.
Prom the Dentson, Te;ws, Gafletteer.

'l'he Um!etuer has received from the Truth Seeker Company, New York, a copy of a large bound volume with the
above title. It is a work of four hundred pages, with about
two hundred full-page illustrl\tions, and as many of letterpress. The illustrations, as a friend at our elbow suggests,
truthfully represent church absurdities, priestly hypocrisy,
and religious tyranny, and the degrading effects of practicing mauy of the so. called revealed commands. The book is
really an unanswerable argument of symbols; it is folly
sketched by Teason. Watson Heston, of Missouri, is the
chief artist, a name familiar to the reade~s of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. The expression of his characters is so lifelike, and
the true inwardness of the subjects selected so well shown,
that the book is enough to make even a preacher laugh.
The texts accompanying the illustrations are derived from
reliable sources, often from scripture. The book is more
than a collection of mere caricatures, it is a faithful illustration of falsehood and truths most Ingeniously wrought out,
every picture presenting an argument as convincing as it is
entertaining. The price of the book is $2, postpaid, and a
copy may be seen at this office.
l!'l·om the Banner o}' Llflht.

The pictures in this volume, nearly two hundred in number, are remarkably expressiv In their forcible presentation
of the radical truths it is their purpose to impart.

Old Testament Prophecies.
A friend from Utah writes:
"Some time ago a Jew and I were having a dispute about
prophecies, and I called his attention to the many predictions
of the Old Testament prophets which were unfulfilled. He
denied that any prophecy made by them remained unfulfilled."
If our friend's Hebrew friend will turn to Isaiah,
chap. vii, he will find, in the days of Ahaz, that the
kings of Syria and Israel went up toward Jerusalem
to war against it. The Ll)rd sent Isaiah to comfort
Ahaz and Isaiah made a prediction that a virgin
should conceive tnd that,
·
" Before the child shall know to refuse the evil and choose
the good, the land that thou abhorrest [Syria and Israel]
shall be forsaken of both her kings " (!sa. vii, 16).
Then let him turn to 2 Chronicles, and he
will find that Ahaz's God
"Delivered him into the hand of the king of Syria [and
also] into the hand of the king of Israel, who smote him with
great slaughter" (2 Chron. xxviii, 5).
Ahaz was defeated, one hundred and twenty thousand of his people killed, Jerusalem plundered, and
" of their brethren, two hundred thousand women,
sons, and daughters," carried away captiv. Paine
rather severely comments upon this savage work :
" Thus much for this lying prophet and impostor,
Is!liab."
In Jeremiah is found this prophecy :
"Therefore thus saith the Lord concerning Jehoiakim the
aon of Josiah king of Judah: They shall not lament for
him, saying, Ah, my brother! or, Ah, sister I they shall not
lament for him, saying, Ah, Lord l or, Ah, his glory! He
shall be buried with the burial of an ass, drawn and cast forth
beyond the gates of Jeruealem. . . . He shall hav none
to sit upon the throne of David: and his dead body will be
cast out in the day to the heat, and in the night to the frost"
Jer. xxii, 18, 19; xxxvi, 30).

I

That this prophecy regarding Jehoiakim was not until it is now reduced to a town of about five
thousand inhabitants. It is now known by the
literally fulfilled is evident from 2 Kings xxiv, 6:
"So Jehoak!m slept with his fathers [that is, in the royal name of Sour (or Sur)."
sepulchers] and Jehoiachin his son reigned in his)tead."
But again is Ezekiel discredited-in his prophecy
that because N ebuchadnezzar could not get Tyre heIn Ezekiel xxvi the Lord said,
" Behold I will bring upon Tyrus, Nebuchadnezzar king should hav Egypt (Ezak. xxix, 19, just quoted), and\
of Babylon, a king of kings from the north, with horses and in this Jeremiah was equally at fault, fo-: he says to.
with chariots and with horsemen and companies and much the Egyptians:
people " (v. 7).
"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel; Behold'
•' With the hoofs of his horses shall be tread down all thy I will send and take Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babystreets : he shall slay thy people by the sword, and thy strong lon, . . . and when he cometh, he shall smite the
garrisons shall go down to the ground" (v. 11).
land of Egypt, and deliver such as are for death to death;
" And I will make thee like the top of a rock : thou shalt 11nd such as are for captivity to captivity; and such as are·
be a place to spread nets upon, thou shalt be built no more: for the sword to the sword" (Jere. xllii, 10-11).
for I the Lord hath spoken it, saith t~e Lord" (v. 14).
Ezekiel said :
" I will make thee a terror and thou shalt be no more ;
"No foot of man shall pass through it, nor foot of beast:
though thou be sought for, yet shalt thou never be found
agaill, saith the Lord" (v. 21).
shall pass through it, neither~hall it be inhablted.forty years "'
This was another prophetical mistake. The pre- (Ezek. xxix, 11).
If anyone will point to any period in Egyptian'
diction was that the city was to be taken and wiped
out of existence. But religious and profane history history when this prophecy was fulfilled he will put·
the clergy, includin~ the Jewish rabbis, under great·
both contradict it. Ezek. xxix, 18, says :
"Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon caused obligations to him. Paine dismisses it with the words,
his army to serve a great service against Tyrus: every head "This is what never came to pass, sud consequently
was made bald, and every shoulder was peeled; yet had he it is fslse"-1 very natural conclusion! Dr. Arnold
no wages, nor his army, for Tyrus, for the service that he in his "Sermons on Pl'ophecy" (p. 48) fully agrees
had served against it."
with Paine, so does Greg (p. 129), and so do all
This is a plain confession that the attack failed other truthful historians.
for had it succeeded the army would not hav been in
that plight. They could hav been paid from the
Jeremiah made, also, another error in his prophecy
spoil. Their failure is further evidenced by the concerning Babylon. In his book, chapter xxv, he
statement in the next verse,
says:
" Tlumfore [because of the failure to take Tyre] thus saith
''And it shall come to pass when seventy years [of Jewthe Lord God; Behold I will giv the land of Egypt unto ish captivity] are accomplished, that I will punish the king
Nebuchadnezzar king or Babylon ; and he shall take her of Babylon, and that nation, Raith the Lord, for their Iniquity,
multitud.,, and take her spoil, and take her prey; (tnd it and the land of the Ohaldeans, and will make it perpetual
shall be the wagesfO'l' Ms army."
desolation."
So much for " sacred" history. Profane historJ
Isaiah, also, must share the responsibility of the
also evidences the failure of Ezekiel's prophecy. error, for Le said :
Greg, in his "Oreed of Christendom," cites Heeren'•
"And Babylon the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the
" Researches," vol. ii, p. 11, and Grote, vol. iii, p. 439, Chaldees' excellency, shall be as when God overthrew Sod om
and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited, neither shall it
as the "highest authorities " to shew the non
fulfillment of the prophecy. Another careful writer be dwelt in from generation to generation; neither shall the
("Ezekiel's Pr9phecy Concerning Tyre," in THE A,.abian pitch tent there ; neither shall the shepherds make
their folds there; but the wild beast of the desert shall lie
TnuTH SEEKER) cites these facts: "Joeepbu!!, who there, and satyrs shall dance there. And the wild beasts or
bad access to histories not now e:dant, never inti the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and dragons in
mates that such an event took place. Not a Greeli their pleasant palaces; and her time is near to come, and
or Roman author whose worxs hav descended to us her days shall not be prelonged" (Isa. xiii, 19-22).
makes any allusion to it. Writers in the latter part
Of this Greg says: "The captivity cannot, by any
0f the fourth century A.o. stated distinctly that therf fair calculation, be lengthened out to seventy years.
was no reference to the capture of Tyre by thF rhe chronologies of Kings and Chronicles do not
Che.ldeans in the historical writings then in exietencf quite tally; but taking that of Jeremiah himself, the·
of the Greeks and Pheniceans ; and Jerome, thf desolation began in the seventh year of N ebuchadnezChristian father, while noticing this fact, wafl unablf zar, B.o 599, was continued in B.C. 588, and concluded
to adduce any authority to disprove it. It is now in B c. 583. The exile ended some say 538, some 536i
generally conceded by historians and biblical schol The longest date that can be made out is sixty-six,
ars that there is no proof that the Chaldean monarch years, and the shor~est onlyforty·threa. To m11ke out
was successful in his siego of Tyre, but that there seventy ye!U'S fairly, we must date from B c 606, the·,
are very strong reasons for the conclusion that the first year of Nebucbadnezzar.'' The "perpetuaL
city was not captured by him. Tyre continued to desolation " which was to take place at the end of
be a large and important city for centuries from the seventy years, never occurred as predicted by thEr
time of Nebuchadnezz!U'. In the year 332 B c, it aeer, as even in its most desolate phase" a few Jews•
was besieged for seven months, and finally taken by lingered among the ruins." We will quote from:
Alexander the Great. It was then populous, wealthy Layard's "Nineveh and Babylon :" " After the defeat
and strongly fortified. Thirty thousand of its inhab of Darius and the overthrow of the Persian supremitants, we are told, were sold as slaves. It was sub acy, Babylon opened its gates to Alea;ander, who
jqct to the Macedonian kings of Syria until thE> deemed the city not unworthy to become the capital
Romans took possession of it in the year 65 B c., of his mighty empire (p. 454). The last blow to the
down to which time and afterward it continued an prosperity and even existence of Babylon was given
important and prosperous city. The accounts of by Seleucus, when he laid the foundation of his new
Strabo and Josephus leave no doubt that, in the time capital on the banks of the Tigris (n c. 322). Only a
of Augustus, it was more populous than Jerusalem. few Chaldeans continued to dwell around the ruins
Its prosperity seems to hav been uninterrupted from of their sacred edifices (p. 455). Still, however, a
the first to the fifth century A.c. According to part of the population appear to hav returned to
Jerome, who wrote about 414, the city in his time their former seats, for in the second century of the
was ' the most noble and beautiful in Phenicaa.' Christian era, we find the Padhian king Evemerus
He was perplea;ed to know how to reconcile its ea;- sending numerous families from Babylon into Media,
istence in his day-a thousand years from the al. to be sold aa slaves, and b11rning many great and
leged date of the prophecy-with the words of beautiful edifices, still standing in tlte city (p. 455).
Ezekiel, that it should be destroyed and be ' built In the time of Augustus, the city is said to hav been
no more.' During the Arabian revolution that took entirely deserted, except by a few Jews, who still
place under Mahomet, it was again the subject of lingered among the ruina (p. 455). Amid the heaps
COIIquest, but its capture by the Kbalif Omar did that marked the site of ancient Babylon herself there
not put a period to its existence. When, five hun arose, in the seventh century, the small town of
dred ye!U's later (1144), it surrendered to the Hillab (p. 455). Hillah may contain about eight
Christians, it was still a beautiful and flourishing thousand or nine thousand inhabitants. A few halfcity, and so continued down to the close of the ruined mosques and public baths are its principal
thirteenth century, or eighteen hundred years from buildings. Hs bazaar supplies the desert Arabs
the time the Hebrew prophet said it should be with articles of clothing, arms, dates, coffee, corn,
destroyed by the Babylonian king and never be and contains a few Manchester goods and English
rE<hnilt. It was recaptured by the Saracene in cutlery-around the town and above and below it
1291. Since that time, it has experienced fitful for some miles, are groves and palm-trees forroin~
revivals of prosperity, but has gradually declined, a broad belt on both sides of the river (p. 457).
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A theory, put forward first by Colonel Rawlinson,
I believe, that the ruins oround Hillah do not mark
the sight of the first Babylon, has, I presume,
been abandoned (p. 456). Hillah, like most towns
in this part of Turkey, is peopled by Arabs once
belonging to different tribes, but now forgetting
their clanships in a sedentary life. They maint~in,
however, a friendly intercourse with the Bedcuins,
and with the wild inhabitants of the marshes (p.
417). From the summit of Birs Nimroud I gazed
over a. vast marsh, for Babylon is made ' a posses·
sion for the bittern and pools of water.' In the
midst of the swamps could be faintly distinguiehed
th mat huts of the Kazail, forming villages on the
small islands. The green morass was spotted with
flocks of the black bufftdo. 7 he Arab settlements
sho'wed the activity of a hive of bees (p. 427).
Shortly after my arrival at Hillab, I visited the
Birs Nimroud, accompanied by Zaid, and a company of well·armed Agayls. Spying a parhy of the
Kazail Arabs retl.'eating from the marshes with their
tents and cattle, they fell upon them, and under my
shadow carried off a ftlW cows r.nd sheep, inflicting at
the same time some severe lalice wounds upon the
owners" (p. 422),
" Thus we see," says the writer in THE TRUTH
SEEKER referred to, " that the city which was to be
destroyed by a great army 'from the north country,'
the city whose time was near at hand, whose days
it was declared should not be prolonged, which was
to be ' perpetu~l desolation,' sfier the J a wish captivity, snd ne~er to be inhabited nor dwelt in from gen·
eration to generation, where the Arab was never to
pitch his tent even ; the city which was to ' be as
when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah '-was
a large and important city after the prophecies were
written and after the captivity of the Jewa ; that
Alexander intended to make it the seat of his great.
empire; that afterward it declined gradually like
other ancient cities, yet 'Jews still lingered among
the ruins' in the time of Augustus ; that in the
second century of the Christian era, it still contained
inhabitants and 'many great and beautiful edifices
still standing;' that at 1\ later date Hillab rose on
the site of the ancient city; that the town has now
a popul11otion of from eight thousand to nine thou
aand, and is peopled chiefly by Arabs; that other
portions of the ground on which ancient Babylon
stood are inhabited by Arabs whose settlements show
'the activity of n hive of b<:~es,' while all around the
green morass is spotted with .flocks of the black
buff!llo; and that a British traveler actually saw
Arabs with their tents retreating from the marshes,
which form a part of the site of the old city." Surely
Isaiah and Jeremiah were mistaken about the wild
beasts and the dragons in the houses and palaces.
In Gen. xlix, 10, is this prophetic assertion :
"The scepter shall not depart from Judah, not a lawgiver
from between his feet, until Shiloh come ; and unto him
shall the gathering of the people be."
This was said in the palmiest days of Judah, by
Jacob, on his death-bed, and is by the Jews regarded
as referring to the messiah. But if the Jewish messiah has not come, wh10t becomes of the prophecy, as
Judah (the Jews) hav no scepter, no kingdom, no
country, but are scattered to the " four corners of
the earth?''
Hosea was also a prophet. When he was threatening Israel with destruction for its impiety he prophesied of the tribe of Ephraim :
"They shall return to Egypt."
But chapter xi (va1·se 5) informs us that:
''He shall not return into the land of Egypt."
This is what might be called double·back-action
prophecy. It works both ways, or neither way.
Another error of Isaiah's is this:
"Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and
it sha!l be a ruinons heap" (Iss. xvii, 1).
Yet Dl.\maacus is to this day the most flourishing
city in those countries. This prophecy was alleged
to hav been made about 741 B.o,, and the city has
been in existence ever since, and has now two or
three hundred population. It is one of the sacred
cities of the Mohammedans.
Again was prophet Jeremiah mistaken-in the
prophecy he made to Zedekiah regarding that king' a

captivity, seeing the Babylonish king, and his death.
Read:
" Thus ssith the Lord, the God of Israel. Go, and speak to
Zedekiah king of Judah, and tell him ; Thus ssith the Lord,
Behold, I will giv this city into the hand of the king of
Babylon, and he shall burn it with fire. And thou shalt not
escape out of his hand, but shalt surely be taken, and delivered into his hand : and thine eyes shall behold the eyes of
the king of Babylon, and he shall speak with "thee mouth to
mouth, and thou shalt go to Bqbylon. Yet hear the word of
the Lord, 0 Zedekiah king of Judah; thus ssith the Lord of
thee, Thou shalt not die by the sword; But thou shalt die in
peace : and with the burnings of thy fathers, the former
kings which were before thee, so shall they burn odors for
thee; and they will lament thee, saying, Ah, lord I for I hsv
pronounced the word, ssith the Lord. Then Jeremiah the
prophet spske all these words unto Zedekiah king of Judah
in Jerusalem" (Jere. :xxxiv, 2-6).
But instead of Zedekiah beholding the ayes of the
king of Babylon, his own eyes were put out before
be was taken to the king, and he could not see.
Instead of dying in peace, his sons were slain before
him, before his eyesight was destroyed, and then he
was bound in chains aDd died in prison. No odors
are re<·orded as being burnt, as at the funeral of his
fathers.
Another prophecy, made by the Lord, we are told,
is fonnd in Gen. ii, 17 :
"But of !he tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou
shalt- pot est of it; for in the day that thou estest thereof
thou shalt surely die."
But Adam ate and lived on for nearly nine hundred and thirty years! and then died of old age!
And in the next chapter (Gen. iii, 14) is another
error. The Lord said to the serpent :
"Upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou est
all the days of thy life."
Who ever heard of a snake eating dust ?
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David, or any descendant of prince David, to rule
them!·
Again:
'' Moreover I will appoint a place for my people Israel, and
will plant them, that they may dwell in a place of their
own and move no more, neither shall the children of wickedness affi.ict thee any more as sforetime."
Hav the children got a place of their own! Do
they move no more? If that is true our immigration statistics need revision. Are they not sftlloted
in Europe, and bav they not always been e.fllicted
with persecution by Christians-" children of
wickedness ?"
Again:
"At that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne of the
Lord, and all nations shall be gathered unto it, to the name
of the Lord, to Jerusalem. . . . In those days the house
of Judah shall walk with the houee of Israel, and they shall
come together out of the land of the north to the land that
I hsv given for an inheritance unto your father" (Jer. iii,
17, 18).

This prediction is clearly stated, and means that
Jerusalem was to be the headquarters of the world.
Is it'

If we were to write of the prophets aa well as of
their prophecies, we should probably offend our
friend's Jewish friend. W a· will therefore only point
out that, like the pagan oracles, the Hebrew prophets
were fanatics; that the same Hebrew word signifying
" to prophesy" means also " to be mad ;" and that
among themselvs they regarded each othBl' as madmen
-an idea to which their frequent habit of going about
naked, and the performance occasionally of still more
disgusting care monies, greatly contribllted (see
Greg's Creed of Christendom, p. 127). But it is evident from the instances we hav cited that the Hebrew
prophets were not always reliable. It is, we ~hink,
capable of just as plain demonstration, that of real
prophecies none that were not in the power of miln
to foresee hav ever been fulfilled; that the very few
which seem to hav been fulfilled were written after
the events occurred ; and that, as Mr. K slao says,
whether fulfilled or not fulfilled, none hav ever been,
or ever can be, of any service to the world.

In Gen. xiii, 15, 16, the Lord prophesied :
"For all the land which thou seest, to thee will I giv it, and
to thy seed forever. And I will make thy seed as the dust
of the earth."
But Abraham and his seed did not possess that
land forever. For two thousand years they hav
possessed no land at all. And they hav never be~n
SINo& Mr. Harman's release from Lansing penitentiary on
aa the dust of the earth. Even a New York .censuea writ of error he has received the following notice :
taker of 1890 could number them at any time.
"MosES HAllMAN, EBQ., 8-ir: You are hereby notified that the
indictment found against you at the APril term of the U nitad
The Lord also said to Abraham, in Gen. xv, 18:
States Oonrt at Topeka for mailin« and causing to be mailed the
of Luctrer oonte.ining the o·N~illetter will be for trial at the
" Unto thy seed hsv I given this land, from the river of copy
October te~m of tbP United Sba~e. Oou~t. which meet• at LeavenEgypt [the Nile] unto the great river, the river Euphrates." worth on Oct. 11, 189J.
P. L SoPER, Asst. U. B. Atty."
This has the appearance of being persecution. As the
But the Jews hav never possessed land on the
writ of error is to be argued in November his enemies would
Nile! Why~
only hsv been doing the decent thing to wait the issue of
that argument before trying him on the other indictment•.
And if these are not enough failures of prophecy, Mr. Harman proposes, in the near future, to remove the pub.
by the Lord through Moses and the other prophets, lication office of Lucifer to Topeka, Ksn.
here are some more unfulfilled preuictions by the
THli: Free.thinkers of Oregon, who are holding their annual
ssme gentlemen :
state convention to. day, are circulating the following peti·
"For the Lord will hsv mercy on Jacob, and will yet tion:
"To
the
Leqislatu?·e
of
the
State
or
01'egon:
The
constitution
of
choose Israel, and set them in their own land ; and the
our state provides that 'no money shall be drawn from the treasstrangers shall be joined with them, and they shall cleave to ury
for the benefit of any religions or theological institntwn.
the house of Jacob. And the people shall take them, and The general Principle of American government is equality of all
bring them to their place, and the house of Israel shall pos- men and all property·befo~e the law; which, ss your honorable
bodJ are aware, involves the PrinmpiP, already aoknowlPrlged in
sess them in the land of the Lord, for servants and hand- theory,
of the total separation of church and state. But your
would respectfully submit that the exemption of
maids; and they shall take them captive whose captive they petitioners
church propertY from taxation is exactly equivalent to 'drawing
were; and they shall rule over their oppressors. And it money from the treasury for the support of religious and theologinst1tutions ;' since such exemption necessarily lessPns the
shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall giv thee ical
amount of money paid into the treasu~y, and the deficiency must
rest from thy sorrow, and from thy fear, and from thy hard be made up by increased taxation upon other kinds or propertY.
remit the legal obligation of an individual or an institution is
bondage wherein thou wast made to serve" (Iss. xiv, 1-3). To
to enrich the one or the other to the extent of suoh obligation,
and this is what exemption of chu•ch property amount~ to. As it
Has that come true~ Hav the people brought is manifestly unjust that one individual's tax•• should be augmented that another's may be Fednced, so it is equallY unjust that
the Jews to their place, and become their slaves? ot.her
kinds of property shouli bear increased burdens in order
tbat
church propen:v maY go free.
Hav all the Jews ever been out of their hard bond"The undersigned, citizens of Oregon, do therefore reepectful!y
and parnestly pet-ition your honorable body that instioe be done
age? Are they out of bondage, to. day, in Russia? by
an early repeal of alllsws or parts of Jaws Pxempt.ing church or
other ecclesiastical property from its equal share of taxation."
Again:
Copies of this petition may be had of C. Besl, Portland,
" Thus said the Lord God : Behold I will take the chil·
and every advocate of justice should send for some of
dren of Israel from among the heathen, whither they be Ore.,
them and obtain as many signatures thereto as possible.
gone, and will gather them on every side, and bring them
into their own land. And I will make them one nation in
MR. JosEPH BYRON, of 242 Cleveland street, East New
the land upon the mountains of Israel ; and one king shall York, called to see us last week to report one of the meanest
be king to them all, and they shall be no more two nations, acts of the season. Mr. Byron is a plasterer by trade. He
neither shall they be divided into two kingdoms any more at is also an English Secularist. The plasterers hav an organiall. And David, my servant, shall be king over them, and zation to which it is necessary to belong in order to be
they shall hsv one shepherd. They shall also walk in my allowed to work. Mr. Byron applied for admission in the
judgments, and observe my statutes and do them. And "Long Island Lodge No. 1 of Operativ Plasterers," and
they shall dwell in the land that I hsv given unto Jacob, was given a petmit to work for a week, when he was to be
taken into the fold.· At the Lodge meeting Mr. Byron was
my servant, wherein your fathers hsv dwelt, and they shall askerl
to "promis to be faithful to the rules 0f the society,
dwell therein, even they and their children, and their chil- so help me God." As an Atheist Mr. Byron objected to t.hese
dren's children forever, and my servant David shall be their latter words. Then the officers said he could not join, as
they would hsv no Atheists in the society, and the majority
prince forever;, (Ezek. xxxvii, 21 -2i).
of the members (imported Irish Catholics, Mr. Byron calls
Has the Lord done as Ezekiel prophesied ? Are them) supported the officers. SJme Americsn.born Irishthe Jews one nation ! Are they any nation at all ? men took Mr. Byron's part, but they were too few to eff~c
t\vly aid him. The cfficers sent worrl to the societies in
Do they walk in the Lord's judgments and observe New York, Jersey City, and Willismsburgh, and now the
his statutes? Do they dwell in the iand: the Lord English Secularist is debarred from laboring at his trade in
any of these cities unless he " rat.s" it, which he does not
gave to Jacob, wherein their fathers dwelt, or are .ike
to tin. The lfllestion most agitating his minrl is whether·
they scattered everywhere T Hav they a prince Lhe imported Irish Unman Catholics own the couulry i'
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HAMBURG, N.Y., Sept. 20, 1890.
-MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for the picture book. A
·well-to.do friend of :QJ.ine furnished the money. We want
to keep it in a. cigar store for the general inspectio'B. of the
public, and hope it will be the means of getting a number
of subscribers for book and paper. Yours for Universal
Mental Liberty,
JoHN NU!l:BBLK.

It is true that many of the members of the Union are sntisuperstitionists, and belong to the Brotherhood of Moralists,
which makes the overthrow of superstition one of its main
objects. It is also true that very many members of our Secular Union are exceedingly superstitious: I can go almost
any evening and find a score or more of them sitting in a
"dark circle," gripping each other's hands, watching for
ghosts to appear. Heston left this scene out of his picture
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February let, probably because so
many of the American Secular Union are in love with this
kind of superstition, and a majority of the balance let it pass
because the devotees are Liberals.
Combating the church usurpation of civil powers is good,
but eradicating superstition is the first step toward the real
elevation and liberation :Jf mankind.
A. R. AYRES.

NATIONAL HOME, Wis., Sept. 25, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I hope that among the multitude of TRUTH
SKKXKR readers there may be some who would inform me
what Burns meant by the" rye, through which Jenny drsgj!;let a' her pettie cos tie." And also who "Racer Jess" was
LKTOHER, CAL., Sept. 18, 1890.
in "The Holy Fslr ." I hs v no commentary on Burns, and
MR. EDITOR : Among other good letters from friends in the
one astounding savant here says "Racer Jess" was one of last TRUTH SEEKER was one from Mr. C. L. James which
the "twa or three" lewd women who " were blinking at the reems to me to strike the key-note of true Liberalism, and
-entt:y," and also ran foot-races.
NBLBON lluNT.
what is required of those calling themselvs Liberals. The
time has come when all who feel the wrongs caused by the
ROI!LYN, WASH., Sept. 10, 1890.
-MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $6, for which send me three false teachings of the past must come to the front and battle
'COpies of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." This for truth and freedom. True, " a general attack may take
'makes nine copies that I hsv ordered. Perhaps I can order place all along the line," but the sooner the better, that truth
more by and by. It is a book without a peer of its kind. may come uppermost and justice be done. The race can
Those cartoons should be on a continuous sheet of paper and most effectually be improved by wisely preparing good conbe revolved by clock-work in show-windowe, where they ditions for true and loving motherhood and sntenst.sl life.
Most ills and crimes can be traced to heredity, and many
would do an immense amount of missionary work.
suffer and are put to death for wrongs in:tlicted on them ere
Very truly yours,
HENRY BKIOHLING.
they ssw the light of day. To show up these wrongs and
LliXINGTON, ILL., Sept. 25, 189!1.
their causes, is what Harman and Heywood were trying to
MR. EDITOR : Please fi:ad inclosed $2, and send me the do. It seems strange to see the moral blindness as well as
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." I hsv taken your cowardice of some who claim to be reformers. They are
paper several years and intend to take it as long as I liv. ready to desert the ranks if a leader falls or is wpunded;
It expresses my views and I love to read its contents, and when it should be that moral heroism should be displayed
would giv liberally to hsv a Liberal lecture in this place. I even above the noble daring of physical warfare.
hope you will begin to hsv Mr. Heston's pictures put in the
As gunpowder when invented made the foot-soldier eqnsl
paper again. I love them very much. _ I bsv my subscrip- to the cavalry, so the press puts woman nearer on an equality
tion paid to 1892, but am ready and willing to pay more if with men. Women hsv been called inferior to men because
_the pictures are reinstated.
S. C. CooNs.
they could not fight with musket and sword, but now in the
present conflict wherein the weapons are the tongue and pen,
ANTRIM, N. H., Sept. 24, 1890.
MR. EmTOR: That Methodist clergyman that you spoke which require moral rather than physical courage to wield,
may it not be hoped that women will not be found Jacking in
of in your last paper that advised Colonel Ingersoll to tell
som\lthing different to the public from what he really be- this true courage so necessary in all prOj!;ress and reform ?
Remember, it is woman's welfare and elevation that is be·
lieved, and to keep his real thoughts to himself, was the
nearest like God of any minister that I hsv ever heard of, for ing fought for, and the men who assist her should receive
L. HUTOHINBON. God, according to the Bible, chose a lying spirit to accom- all honor and encouragement.
plish one of his hellish works, and the ministerB hsv to lie
BARRE, MAss., Sept. 27, 1890.
like hell to get their living, and their God says: "You are a
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to make a correction in John P.
good one. Go ahead and entice them." H. B. RALEIGH.
Guild's letter in THE TRUTH SKKKliR, September 27th.
Wendell Phillips was not a "presidential candidate," but
CoVKLO, CAt.., Sept. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed money order for $2. Please candidate, in 1870, for j!;OVernor of Massachusetts, heading
11. full temperance party ticket, the first ever nominated in
send me one copy of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Textthe state.
Book" by return mail, and hurry up the Freethinkers' PicWe had not gone so far, then, as to call ourselvs a "protorial Bible, designed by Watson Heston. If I had one I
hibitory
party," though our political opponents cursed us as
expect I would feel that I was ordained to preach a little
such.
gospel to the poor Christians of this place. and I believe I
Neither were we all Infidels. The editor-Rev. E. P.
could convert all that are worth saving. I keep on file back
Marvin-of
our campaign paper-the Boston Daily News~tumbers of THE TRUTH BEEKER, principally on account of
the Bible pictures, and when I receive a copy without them was a Congregational minister, and most of the officers and
I hsv a feeling of sad disappointment, although the paper is members of the Massachusetts State Alliance-to whom
'credit should be given for the origination and financial supfull of the very best of reading matter, very interesting-esport of this temperunce political party-were Christians ;
pecially your " Letters from Friends" are excellent. ·
but, as Wendell Phillips was stigmatized an Infidel for his
I am glad to hear that Brother Heston is recovering. It is
antislavery principles, it was thought detrimental to the
a pit.y we hsv not many more of his ability. Superstition is
party, and "smart," to slur it as an "Infidel movement."
old and tough, and requires chain-shot to hsv any effect.
As Mr. Guild ssw fit to introduce my name, I hope it will
It subsists on ignorance, the mother of all crimes.
not be considered too personal if I add an item or two.
IRA C. HoxrK.
Yours for truth and liberty forever;
While I do not flatter myself that I was much of an
" orator," yet, -during the last two months of the campaign,
BRONSTON, KY., Sept. 25, 1890.
I made over fifty speeches in as many different towns scatMR. EDITOR: I wish to indors0 heartily a piece in THE tered through a vast territory, beyond the Hub, over the
TRUTH BEKKER of September 20th by William Wellington, of famous Berkshire hills, and all alongshore.
Nashville, Tenn. If Liberals in every village, where they
And this was the first party attempt to put temperance
could muster as many as a dozen members or more, would into politics, or politics into temperance, to my knowledge.
rent a hall or a room, and organize on the basis of Mr. Wel- But soon, very soon, the astute theologians discovered it was
lington's new creed, and then be careful not to let the organ- too good bait not to seize for proselyte angling, therefore
ization die of the want of a little money to defray necessary church kindling-wood was srt.fully manufactured from temexpenses-I say, if we would do this we would in a very perance splinters; and as your humble servant worked for
short time astonish the world at the rapidity of our growth.
temperance for humanity's sake, not for Christ's sake, she
We would try to teach the laws of nature and the best way
fled the fraternity rather than lead dupes into superstition,
to govern society while in this world. We would let every
instead of winning victims sway from their cups.
member believe as he could. We would not fetter the
ELLA E. GIBBON.
young mind with the cruel dogma that it must believe certain things or be cast into a burning hell after this life, to
Bowm, TEx., Sept. 25, 290.
which there would be no end. We would try to teach the
MR. EDITOR : I notice in THE TRUTH BEKKER of the 20th
truth about everything. I believe a man and his wife, with inst. an open letter to Charles A. Dans, dated New York,
sons and daughters educated to be truthful, honest, just, September 6th, signed" G. N.," in which the writer uses
and true, to be the comer-stone upon which to build the the following language: "When Jeff Davis and his pals
- highest and best human society. The truth about anything were buying and selling their own mulatto daughters and
is what everybody wants, except the orthodox preachers. sons in slavery, and outraging the persons of their own
The truth would destroy their business, and I believe all of pretty mulatto daughters and those of their neighbors in
the Tslmsgisn order know it, but they will never be willing servil concubinage."
to giv up their big salaries.
J. N. BROWN.
Now, I think the writer either never Jived in the South and
has been wrongly informed, or is guilty of knowingly misHANNIBAL, Mo., Sept. 28, 1890.
representing the facts in the case. For one to read such vile
MR. EDITOR: Among the resolutions passed by the late stuff, such misrepresentation, as the foregoing is, would lead
convention of Canadian Liberals, was one expressing sympa- the young to think that perhaps their fathers or grandfathers
thy with the American Secular Union "in its efforts to de- were guilty of such conduct; the writer, whoever he is, leaves
stroy superstition."
the impression on the mind that such conduct was a. comThis indicates a misapprehension of the object of the mon affair. While I admit that, in a few instances, illegitiU aion, which is simply the separation of church and state. mate children were "horned," so there were among the whites,
The American Secular Union, as its constitution declares, north, south, east, and west. In some instances slaves were
is " non-sectarian."
sold and bought by their own fathers, but so long as they
Any person who favors the separation of church and were slaves, they certainly had the right to sell or buy them.
state, whether he be Jew or Christian, Spiritualist or Ma- The people of the South thought they had a ri~ht to buy and
t erie. list, moralist or debauchee, is welcome in its ranks, sell the negroes, which they did, and they did so so long as
just as he is in the ranks of other politic~! orgsni:r.at!ons,
they had the right, which no reasonable man can object to.

While I am no advocate ot human slavery, yet 1 d.ofliQll'·t!dnsider all who by circumstances lived and owned slaves in the
South, to be guilty of such immoral conduct as "G. N."
would lead the readers of THE TRUTH BEKKER to believe. It
grates upon the ears of every true citizen, either South or
North. Such expressions are born of hatred to the South.
The war has been over for- twenty-six years, and such vile
slander is wholly uncalled for. I doubt if the writer ever
lost an hour's sleep in defending the beautiful mulatto maids
that he imagine were so cmell:v outraged.
He also refers to the lamented and life-honored Jeff Davis,
and classes him along with the seducers. Buch words and
vile slanders should be resented by every true Liberal, North
or South.
It is certainly doing a great injustice to knowingly override, outrage, and misrepresent the people of the South, as
"G. N." has done. And I think the readers of THE TRUTH
BEKKER will be ashamed to see such vile stu:lt in print, especially when it comes from a man that claims to belong to
that grand brotherhood of Freethinkers, a brotherhood with
no b 'Undsry lines. no north, south, east, or west; no bylaws, but the unwritten code of fraternal love and friendship.
Yours for truth,
S. P. BENTON.
IPAVA, ILr.. , Sept. 30, 1800.
M1t. EDITOU: I am in receipt of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." I am surely pleased beyond expectation.
It is grand, it is amusing, it is lnstructiv, it is entertaining.
To think of the wonderful imagination of Mr. Heston is
food for the mind, and carries one almost into ecstasy, and
it is indeed pleasing to know, to realize, that some of the
finest drawings are painted from the thoughts and beautiful word-pictures of Paine, Ingersoll, and others, proving
conclusivly that man is dependent upon man, not God.
What a grand mother Mr. Hest<m must hsv (if living)surely a woman of fine artistic taste, though possibly not
developed from lack of opportunity. Such women shoulll
not be forgotten. To giv to the world such a son is worth
more than all the prayers ever offered, ber;suse there is a
reality in Mr. Heston, while there is not, and cannot be, any
in prayer. To be the doting mother of a son who is able to
paint such beautiful truths, is to be greater than a queen.
Look at the picture and you cannot help seeing the di!Ierence between the mother superior and the superior mother.
How true the painting of both; what a blessing is one,
what a curse the other; one is the home painted by our own
Ingersoll, the other is well represented by Russia's Tolstoi ;
one advances and perpetuates the human race in stature
and intellectual beauty, the other blots out everything that
points toward culture and the perpetuation of humanity;
one is life, the other death. I hsv written the following
lines on the first leaf of my " Text-Book :"
A close study of the pictures in this book, aasocisted with
your historical knowledge, will not only be a pleasure, but
a very instructiv lesson, and, instead of dstk forebodings,
you will see a new light which will enable you to see more
than you hav ever dreamed. It will strengthen morally and
giv you jud~ment that you may pity those who are blinded
by superstitiOn. For this blindness there is but one ointment that is soothing-reason.
Very truly yours,
C. S. RANDOLPH.
NKWOABTLK, WYo., Sept. 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hsv received so many inquiries from
friends in the East regarding this new paradise that I hsv
concluded to publish a succinct and reliable account of the
town and surrounding country. This is not a new country,
as many suppose, but is quite as old as Massachusetts, Hindoostsn, Indians, or Jerusalem. It is the town that is new,
and not the country, or vices and wickedness of the people,
I am now in Newcastle, and know whereof I write from
actual observation and experience. This town is due north
of Denver about two hundred and fifty miles, about twelve
miles from the S:mth Dakota line, and about sixty m\les
from the northwest corner of Nebraska, in what are known
as the famous Black Hills. These hills are immensely rich
in nearly every mineral, and the vastest coal fields in the
world, and the coal is of the finest quality. There is plenty
of gold, silver, copper, tin,· asbestos, lead, iron, etc. Newcastle is only fourteen months old and has one of the best
railroads in the world, the B. & M., thus giving the town
ana country direct connections with Omaha, Kansas City,
St. Louis, and Chicago. This is a good stock country, and
the dairy business pays immensely; also, this is a splendid
place for the poultry and egg business. Truck or vegetable
farming along the streams where irrigation can be used
would pay largely. There are about five hundred people
here, and about five hundred miners in the coal mines seven
miles from here. There is plenty of work here the year
around at good wages for all who want to work. There is
a great demand here for good girls for hotel and general
housework. Any workingman can come here and in two
years, if he attends to his business and lets drink and gambling alone, can hs v a good house of hie own and be comfortably well off. A person with a little capital can soon make
a fortune here. There is a great demand for money and
houses, and anyone who will build stores and houses here
will be sure of big returns on his investment. There is one
good hotel here, and several restaurants and boarding-houses.
A fine school-house is in course of construction, and the
city is putting in water-works and grading and paving the
whole town. There is considerable of pine and cottonwood
timber here. The climate is fine, with cool nights Rll summer. The altitude is 4,500, and it is a very healthy place,
with good water. The famous hot and mineral springs of
the Black Hills are about fifty miles from here. The B. & M.
railroad is rapidly building its lines further west and north.
This enterprising road wlll soon push their line through to
the Pacific coast, and north to Deadwood, Dak., where they
win cmmect with the F. E. & M. V. road. The B. & M. runs
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first. class trains here from Chicago with only one change,
and that is made in the Uniol'l depot at Lincoln, Neb. There
are no churches here yet, but two sects hold meetings. The
town has ten saloons and gambling hells, which are the curse
of the town and whole surrounding country. There is also
one variety theater that is an eyesore and black ulcer to the
town. Several companies are boring for oil and gas. Large
Ci{Uantities of surface petroleum hav already been found. In
fact, everything flourishes here but figs and the Damnation
Army. 'fhere are three newspapers, three doctors, three
lawyers, one photographer, seven hundred gamblers, and
two sky-pilots.
In coming here from the East, be sure to come over the
Burlington road from Chicago, as that is the only road here,
and in coming from the South take the Burlington road at
St. Louis or Kansas City. There are plenty of Liberals here,
but no organization.
DR. C. W. MoCORMIOK.
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 28, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: While I was in the village of Delhi, N.Y.,
as a summer boarder, I noticed an Episcop~l chapel costing
$38,00G-a single donation. A leading merchant wishing to
show me the local sights offered to take me into the chapel
any morning, as he had a key to the door. I replied that I
admired the architectural features of the exterior of the
chapel hut that I did not wish to inspect its interior, because,
as a Freethinker, I look on churches and chapels with dis.
favor-as being productiv of much superstitious teaching
and ceremonial nonsense.
"I think very much the same way," was his reply, that
astonished me.
His father, a senior warden of the church, had reared his
son a strict church-member, probably because he could not
afford to lose the local patronage of the Christians, but at
middle age I find the son "very much our way."
So many meh support the church and uphold religion
through selfish interests alone. It apparently helpe them
in business. Such men may be reached by Frecthought influcnce·some day, but it is easier to reach their children.
Secretly? Yes, by lending, giving, r.nd mailing copies of
THE TRUTH BEEKER and other reform literMurc to the boys,
girls, and young people. This is the way I was radically
influenced, and I am happy for every illusion that has been
dispelled, and for every new truth learned through Freetbought channels.
Secret or carefully guarded work on Freethought lines is
correct when it is a matter of honest policy. All endeavor
and work for moral reform, whethe~ it be open or secret, is
commendable, and brings to the approving conscience an intense gratification, a true reward, such as no savior or God
can bestow.
As regards public work, it is a fact that in localities
where the people are sectarian and narrow-minded it means
failure in business for a man to openly declare himself a
Freethinker.
But I would not hav reform truths introduced in any
underhand or dishonorable way, believing that our moral
ideas, in order to be effectiv, must be advanced in a moral
manner by moral persons.
THE TRUTH BEEKER and its publications are most excellent mediums for propagating reform ideas, and so are the
land and labor newspapers and magazines. A good plan
is to buy a book like the " Pictorial Text-Book," and lend
it to some member of a family. The bigoted parent, usually
thP. mother, or old maid, may frown and rave, but she
docs not dare to destroy the volume. When the book is
returned, lend it elsewhere.•
This book is well calculated to stimulate thought, excite humor, and confuse lhe super.etitious Christian till he
sees the falsity of all religion; moral truths then fill the
brains of investigation and reason.
I am pleased to see the continuation of Watson Reston's
pen-and-ink sketches in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Very truly yours,
ED, J. KIMBALL.
SILVER PLUME, CoL., Sept. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago Mr. Chapin asked the following questions in THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I hav observed that
but few hav given answers. These questions are pertinent
ones, and everyone should at least &~ik them of himself and
endeavor to find the true answers to them.
I herewith giv my answers and would like to hav the
opinion of TRUTH BEEKER readers as to how near I hav come
to the truth..
.
Question. What evidence hav we ot any God?
.Answer. We hav no evidence of S•,ny personal or Bible
God. We hav the evidence of reason ·that there is a supreme
power which controls or governs the universe. This power
may be called "God," or " nature," just as one likes. I
prefer the latter term.
CJ. What evidence hav we of immortality?
.A. ' ne.
Q. What authority can one man rightfully hav over
another?
.A. None. We were "created free and equal."
Q. How is the rule of the majority· any less destructiv. to
freedom than the rule of a monarch ?
.A. It is not. All rule is destructiv to freedom.
Q. What right does a man hav to what he does not earn ?
.A. He has no rij!;ht to what he does not earn, except what
is voluntarily given to him, or what he finds and cannot find
the owner of. If this great truth was fully recognized,
there would be an end to involuntary poverty.
Q. What right has any man to hold vacant land out
of use?
A. Most emphatically, no right whatever.
Q. What right does one man, or combination of men, hav
to monopolize the issue of money ?
.11. '!'hey lli\V no right to clo so. Under present social sya-
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tems it is expedient to hav government regulate the issue of
money.
Q. On what grounds can compulsory taxation be enforced?
A. On the grounds of force. There is nothing right
about it.
Q. Are interest, rent, and profits earned by the receivers?
A. Rent of land is never earned by those who receive it.
Rent of Improvements is; it was earned by the improver
when he made them. Interest on capital that has been
earned is earned by the receiver in the same manner. He
earned it when he earned the capital. Profits may be regarded as interest on capital, or wages, or both, and are
earned.
Q. Can they be collected without force?
.A. They generally are. Perhaps the knowledge that there
is "force," and that it can be used, has something to do
with it.
Q. What right has a policeman to use force?
A. None. It is sometimes expedient for him to do so,
though.
Q. What right has any man, or any body of men, to interfere with the absolute freedom of the human race?
.A. None whatever.
Now, Mr. Chapin, let us hav your answers.
A. B. Cr.ARK.
BT. ELMO, TENN., Sept. 28, 1890.
Mu. EDITOR: I aru very glad indeed that Mr. Heston has
caught a renewal of health. I hope he has also caught his
long-lost monkey. I hav missed that monkey more than I
can tell. I hope to see his work again soon on both pages of
THE TRUTH BEEKER,
I shall soon send for the" Text-Book," illustrated. My
album has been an educator to some and a holy terror to
others.
The Golden Rule, of Boston, asks, Shall the Chicago fair
be opened Sundays ? and then with gospel gush and pious
prattle answers in the negativ. But it certainly answers for
only a small minority. I am sure the vast majority of the
citizens of the United States would say: ''"Certainly; open
it on Sundays, and let the working men and women of the
city hav a chance to view its wonders. Of course, open it
on Sundays, the only day of the week when the brain and
brawn of the city can visit it. Yes, open it on Sunday if it
has to be closed all the rest of the week."
The fair is not for dudes and preachers, but for the benefit
of the brain and muscle of the land, for the creators of wealth
and homes, for the human levers that move, beautify, and
enrich the world.
And Sunday is the only day when the great army of toilers in workshops and factories, stores and offices, can attend,
and it should be opened to them if all others are excluded.
This is a secular nation, and the fair is a purely secular
institution, and if religious cranks and pious bigots will let
the fair alone, the fair will not interfere with them.
If a man has scruples against attending the fair Saturday,
or Sunday, or Wednesday, let him stay quietly away and
not interfere with those who wish to attend those days.
Sacred time? Why, that is sacred time when a man can
do most for himself and those dependent on him. That is
sacred time when the mind can be broadened and enlarged,
whether it be Sunday or Wednesday. If that can be done
by visiting the fair on 8unday, then by all means render
Sunday sacred, by opening it to all the sons and daughters
of toil on that day.
I can assure you God knows nothing about the fair, or
Chicago either. And if he did, according to tell he is strong
enough and old enough and ugly enough to close it up if he
wanted it closed, without any aid from his self-appointed
agents.
There is one hundred thousand persons, quiet and intelligent, in the city of Chicago who cannot attend the fair unless
it be opened for them Sundays.
I would like to see a total separation of church and state,
by a repeal of all Sunday laws.
I hold that any law that is good for Tuesday and Thursday is good and sufficient for Saturday or Sunday. A law
that is good for New Yaar's, Decoration Day, Fourth of July,
Thanksgiving, or Christmas, is good enough for Sunday.
Sunday ought to be a day for recreation and rest; for
visiting, picnics,. excursions, conventions, and elections. If
the Presbyterians receive rest and pleasure by prostrating
themselvs before an imaginary being without body, parte, or
passions-a great big hole through a little chunk of nothing
-by all means let them do so. If some one else ~ceives
rest and recreation by howling like a maniac to an imaginary
triple-headed, monstrous monstrosity, well and good, so
they do not disturb their neighbors. But thP. great mass of
people will find their rest and pleasure in refreshing their
minds and muscles, in visiting fairs, libraries, museums,
lectures, and athletic and intellectual entertainments of every
kind. The day of the Gods is past. The era of man has
arrived. Let man be glorified by a visit to the fair, especially Sunday.
And now in this connection I desire to make a suggestion.
It would be a fine thing, a paying investment, for the villages
and cities within say two hundred miles of Chicago to raise
a fund, by· subscription if possible, by tax if necessary, to
send the young men and women of their places, who are not
able to pay their own way, to the fair one or more Sundays
during its continuance.
Let the young people feel that wealth and power take an
activ interest in their welfare. I do not know of any way
in which it could be shown so cheaply, and hav its effects so
lasting, as by the plan indicated. No doubt the railroads
WO,lld make more than USUally low rates for such a purpose.
·
L. L. GooDWIN,
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E.m CLAIRE, WI.B., Sept. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Your selection from the Twentieth Century
headed, "Mr. Pentecost Agrees With Mr. Tolstoi," suggests
a thought to me. The thought is this, that the "Kreutzer
Sonata" is not a lecture but a portrait. If Emerson was
right in saying that to be great is to be misunderstood, then
Tolstoi should be the greatest man living. For he is surely
the best misunderstood. Of all Tolstoi's critics, I hav yet
to meet with one who does not assume that Posdnyschcw
speaks for Tolstoi. Now, let us consider thiE. Tolstoi was
a famous novelist before he became a famous metaphysician.
The creativ instinct in him is far stronger than the analytic.
His writings upon abstract subjects always, even in spite of
himself, ran to the poetic form. Such an author is by no
means to be identified with his characters. Posdnyschew is
a character whom Tolstoi has created. To assume that
Posdnyschew's words are Tolatoi's is the same sort of error
which it once was to abuse Mr. Pecksniff's reasonings as
Mr. Dickens's. What sort of a character is Posdnyschew?
Everyone who has read the " Kreutzer Sonata" must at once
reply that his ruling passion is self. His crime is no accident. It is a perfectly normal product of his disposition.
In all situations he is the same. Whether laying down the
law to the mixed company in the railroad carriage, pluming
himself on his morality while living the life of a sensualist,
finding out that children are a source of unhappiness, nursing his jealousy which "makes the meat it feeds on,"- murdering his wife, or telling his story, he appe!UB equally an
egotist ia the full sense of the word, equally devoted not
merely to pleasing, but to admiring, analyzing, talking
about, thinking about, himself. After the murder his m'lrbid self-consciousness takes the form of self-justification,
which is required as the motiv of his long c:>nfession. But
nothing would ever hav pleased him like a close ch11mber
and a good listener. Such a man might naturally be expected to tell some pungent truths. It is quite in harmony
with dramatic propriety that the author should put some
ideas of his own into the mouth of Posdnyschew. Goethe
has unquestionably put some of his own into the mouth of
Mephistopheles. But to assume that the whole philosophy
of a character purposely made so odious should be accepted
as the author's, is to betray a lack of critical appreciation.
Nor would it be much better to attempt sorting the murderer's sentiments into two heaps aud labeling one " Po3dnyschew" and the other '' Tolstol." The '' Kreutzer .Sonata" is not a lecture but a portrait. The moral is not to
be sought in this or that expression, but in the effect of the
picture on the reader's sensibilities. The Posdnyschew type
of man is not uncommon. It is seen in every ruffian who
murders the woman who will not marry him, every husband
who treats his wife as a Turk is supposetl to treat an odalisque, every pseudo-moralist whose idea of marriage is that
it affords a safe and respectable vent for passion, every
morbid-minded wretch who favors the public with a nauseous autobiography.
There are also female Posdnyschews. Laura Fair was;
one of them. But this is not all. As there was an angel in·
Michael Angelo's block of marble, so there is in every one
of us a Posdnyschew which we may develop, if we think.
that sort bf moral culture profitable. And it is a kind to·
which we are being invited by variou!r fashionable fallacies-notably by the hateful sentimentalism which in sundry·
countries, our own among them, has made jealousy a valid\
excuse for murder. Comstock laws, McCosh's morality,..
McFarland verdicts, are all potent Posdnyschew producers •.
The words of Hamlet come back to me with a new significance as I think of these execrable corrupters of the public·
conscience, these Belials masquerading in the stolen garb of
chastity and honor. One "films and gilds the ulcerous
place, while rank corruption mining all within infects unseen;" another " spreads the compost on the weeds to make
them rank." For these reMons I cau heartily" agree with
Mr. Tolstoi" so far as to think the purpose of the "Kreutzer
Sonata" not only moral but most timely. The Posdnyschew
type of man needed to be exhibited in all its hideousness.
The gospel of respectable, conservativ, regulated lust, with
mistresses for youth, wives for middle age, preachers to consecrate its crimes, Judge Fosters to punish those who call
them by their right names, and daggers and revolvers in
reserve, required a Tolstoi to proclaim such truths as that
its inspiring genius is sensuality, of which hate and cruelty
are merely another phase; that these base passions hav
crystallized themselvs in institutions, and degenerated into
fashions; that their normal .end is cynical asceticism; that
they degrade woman, brutalize man, and degenerate posterity. Not, of course, that this is new. Bhakspere felt it
when .he told ue that Jacques, the censurer of mankind
would do
Most mischievous foul sin in chiding sin,
For he himself had been a libertin,
As sensual as the brutish sting itself;
And all the embossed sores and headed evils,
That he with license of free foot had caught,
Would he disgorge into the general world,
Shelley felt it when he wrote :
Life may change but it can die not;
Hope may vanish, but can fly not;
Truth be veiled, but still it burneth
Love repulsed, but it returneth.
Yet were life a charnel, where
Hope lay coffined with despair;
Yet were truth a sacred lie;
Love were lust, if liberty
Lent not life her robe of light,
Hope her iris of delight,
Truth her prophet's robe to wear,
Love her power to giv and bear.
It has, however, a peculiar fitness for the present time.
And to this, even more than to Comstock, T.vner & Uo.'s
advertising, I should attribute the success of the "Kreutzer
Sonattl,"
C. L. JAMKS .
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Franklin, Jenkin, Hospitaller, Maxwell, You see if you'd only lost one leg you'd be
Agents for the Truth Seeker.
ALAllAMA.
Prescott, Schellen, Siemens, and Tyndall. thinkin' about it an' worritin' about it all the
Benjamin's " Age of Electricity" and Men- time, but now, you see, the loss of each one'll Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham.
QAL.IFOBllliA.,
serve to keep your mind o.tf'n the loss of the
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
BdiUd lJr Miss Bu£WJ H. WIXOlll, Fall denhall's "Century of Electricity" are popother. lt's a great blessin' you lost 'em both, Ball & McCatter 7 W First st., Los Angeles.
ular
manuals.
Riter, Mass., to telwm all Oommunlcationsfor
Meteorology: Abercrombie's "Weather," Tom, •stead o' only one."
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st ,st., Los
this Oornw should ~ sM..t.
Angeles.
Greely's "American Weather," Blodgett's
Max News St.and, 1st & Main sts., LosAngelos.
"Climatology," F1ammarion's
"AtmosCorrespondence.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Franclsco, Oal.
" Between the dark and ~e daylight,
phere," and valuable government works.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose.
When the night is beginning to lower,
OAK MILLS, KAN., Sept. 16, E.M. 290.
Chemistry : Bloxam, Faraday, Fresenius,
Oomes a. pause in the day's oocupations
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Kind F1·i6nd: I Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
Liebig,
Miller,
Muspratt,
Rosene,
Silliman,
Francisco.
Thai is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
once more take the pleasure of extending to
Wayner, and Watts. Roscoe and Scborlem- you and the Comerites my humble but heart- Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Francisco.
mer's "Treatis on Chemistry," now in meant greeting. Mv heart overflows with
OA.NADA..
The Boy ot Boys.
course of publication, is the fullest and latest rapturous joy when I realize the amount of
T.C .Allen&Co.,124 Granville st.,Halifax,N.S.
She sat on the porch in the sunshine
presentation. The new chemistry has been good that the Children's Comer is doing, as Mrs. W.B.Cooko, 1701-IJYongest.,Toronto.
As I went down the streetwell treated by Cooke, Eliot, Storer, and an instrument of amusement and instruction James Foster, Weiland. Ont.
in your hands. The children, who hav
A woman whose hair was silver,
Remsen. For chemical analysis the works availed themselv.s of the advantages derived Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
But whose faoe was btossom-sweetof Fresenius take high rank.
from the Corne;:, owe you a debt of endless R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Ma.lrlng me think of a garden
OOLOHADO.
Where, in spite of the fros\ and snow
Astronomy: Airy (the astronomer royal), gratitude. I cau say the above in truth, for
Of bleak November weather,
Arago, Ball, Chauvenet, Guillemin, Herschel, I hav experienced tne benefit of the Corner J. C. Uichcy, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
FLORIDA.
;Late, fragrant lilies blow.
Kepler, Laplace, Lockyer, Newcomb, Proc- myself. I hav learned much by reading it Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
it appears each week in the grand old
I heard a footstep behind me,
ter, l::iomerville, and WhewelL
Serviss's as
IDAHO.
TRUTH SEEKER.
And the sound of a merry la.ugh,
"Astronomy with an Opera Glass," and
I am now engaged in reading Mr. Putnam's A.. Erwin, Murray.
And I knew the heart it came from
ILLINOIS.
Langley's" New Astronomy," deserve high "Religious Experience," and I can say that,
Wou'd belike a comforting staff
In the time and the hour of trouble,
like all ot his other writings, it contains Post-office News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago.
praise.
G. E. Wilson, 814 S. ~tate st, and Brentano
Hopeful aud brave and strong,
Natural History: Abbott, Burroughs, Tho- many sparkling gems of thought. The style
Bros., Chicago.
One of the hearts to lean on
in which it is written is very attractiv, and
reau,
Jefferies,
and
Humboldt's
"Cosmos"
When we think all things go wrong.
cannot fail to interest anyone who desires to J. W. Howe, 4B S. Halstead st., C.!:.icag'>.
and" Views of Nature" are good in cultivat- read it. I hav always recognized in Mr. Put.
INDIANA..
I turned at the click of the ga.te-latoh,
ing the love of nature and outdoor life. nam one of the ablest. living champions of 1. R. l'lonroe, Indianapolis.
And met his manly look ;
Darwin has left record of how much these Freethought, and his labors mark an era in Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend
A face like his givs me pleasure,
KANSAS.
Like the pa~re of a pleasant book.
authors bad to do in giving him his love of the progress of the Freethought cause. Long E. D. Sharpnack, Galena,
Kan.
It told of a. steadfast purpose,
may he liv to thrust the harpoon of his logic
nature.
White's
"Natural
History
of
BelLOUIBIANAOf a brf\ve and da.Ting will ;
into the sides of old orthodoxy.
borne"
has
a
more
general
interest
than
its
A hoe with a promis in tt,
I like the poems of Mary Baird Finch, the Geo. Ellis, 11 Decat· r st., New Orleans.
That, God grant. the years fulfill.
title would indicate. Pliny, the elder, the Nebraska ]Joetess, and I wish the Truth .t\1. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st.,.New Orleans.
MAINE.
father of natural history, should not be for- Seeker Oompany would publish a volume of
He went np the pathway, singing;
I saw the woman's eYes
gotten. Agassiz's "}lethods of l::itudy in them. She is a poetess of more than ordi- N. G. Fessenden, 434 Cong~ess st., Portland.
llA.SS.A.OB.USBTTS.
Grow bright with a. wordless welcome,
Natural History" and "First Lessons in nary ability, and she merits the praise of every Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st. , Boston.
As sunshine lights the skies.
true lover of p0etry.
Natural
History,"
Darwin's
«Natural
His"Ba.ck a.ga.in, sweet-heart mother,"
So the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text- Johnson Bro•s fiN. Main st., Fall River.
tory" and " Geology of the Voyage of the Book" is ready at last! I say, Hnrrah for A. • .M. Driscoll, 78} Front st., Worcester.
He cried, and bent to kiss
MWHI6.A.N.
Tha.t loving fa.ce that was lilted
Beagle," Gosse's" Romance of Natural His- Heston l He is, as Brudder Gardner says in
For what some mothers miss.
tory," Pouchet's "Universe" and" The Ves- one of his stump-speeches, "a whole hoes A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
-l,. D. Moore, Adriau. Box 465.
That boy will do to den end on :
tiges of the Natural History of Creation," the and team, sure." I was very sorry to hear Chas. tlach, Woodbine Cottage, Uoit ave.,
of his illness, and I hav missed the cartoons
I hold tha.t this is trueauthor
of
which
since
his
death
is
known
to
Grand RanidP.
l>'rnm lads in love with. their mJthard
in THE TRUTH BEKKER very much. I hope
be Robert Chambers, are books of inte•est. that he is now on the road to recoverv.
C. I:! olton &co·.. S7 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Our bra.vest heroes grew.
Earth's grandest hearts hav been loving hearts
Geology: Dana, Agassiz, Gaikie, Miller,
In looking over a late copy of the Christian flermsu Rei!, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Sluoe time and ea.rth began ;
Murchison, Winchell, Page, Figuier, and Evan.qelist, I find an article containing the Horace Haynes, Leslie.
I£TBBOUBI.
And the boy wllo kis~ed his mother
following: "We take pleasure in cherishing
Lyell.
Is every inoh a. man !
-Eben E. Rexford,
the belief that skepticism is on the decrease Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., Bt. Loul1.
Mineralogy : Dana and Phillips and Si- in our country." And the Evangelist also E:. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
monin's "Underground Life," a very inter- says that this "is the opinion of some of the
NEBRASKA.
Philosophical Reasoning.
esting presentation.
most competent judges, who hav had the J. I. Freuha.ur, Omaha.
NB:W JB:RBBY.
D&AR YouNG F&I&NDB: The noble intuiwide~t. opportunities of observation." But
Paleontology : Owen and Nicholson.
HEdden, 207 Washi gton st., Newark.
tions of Voltaire's genius are to be resp'ected
Botany: Asa Gray, Darwin, Hooker, Lin- the E'Dangelist is mistaken. Skepticism is E.
Hossack, JJan!orth and Ocean ave.,
even at this time. He predicates mentality neus, La Maout, Decaisne, Figuier, and rapidly increasing, and some of the greatest JohnJersey
Oty.
theologians are deploring it. Rev. De Witt
of refi'lement of sensation. Herbert Spencer Bach's "Text-Book or Botany," which is the Talmage exclaimed, "Oh, we hav magnifi. Casimir Da.vis, Woodstown.
intimates that physiologic~ atoms, beyond fullest treatis.
RHW YORK.
cent church machinery in this country. We
the reach of chemical attraction, are the fitBiology, Evolution, etc.: Darwin, Wallace, bav sixty thousand American ministers; we '{rentano Bros., Union Square, Now York.
hav costly music; we hav great 8unday- Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
test for organization.
Haeckel, Huxley, and Romanes.
and yet I giv you the appalling sta- S:. Adler. COT. ERsex & Grand ats .. New York.
Bolingbroke asks, " When does matter beEthnology and Arcbrnology: Lubbock, schools,
tistics that, in the last twenty-five years, the \1r. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New Y"rk.
gin to think? What causes the force and Haeckel, Tyler, Waitz, Wood, Brace, Buch- churches
of God bav averaged less than two R. W. Turner 349 4\h ave., New Ynrk.
waste of the brain;· the power of absorb- ner, Latham, Lyell, Nott, Glidden, and conversions a year each. There has been all E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
ents, and how it is that living bodies can Prichard.
average of four or five deaths in the churches. EI. Cohn, 320 West st. New York.
How soon, at this rate, will this world be 'dorris Ash, 120 Broadway, New Yo,.lt.
secrete those substances necessary for their
Entomology: Figuier, Wood, Packard.
brought. to God? We gain two, we lose G•crge Gross, Hi93 Brcaaway . .New York.
well-being?"
Ornithology: Miller, Merriam, Ingersoll, four.
Eternal God, what will this come to?'' L. Jonas, Astor HousP. New York.
We must admit th.at the brain is an elec- Burroughs, Ridgeway, A:J.dubon, Coues,
The archbishop of York sayR, "Infidelity, J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau stR., "
trical pile, that the heat generated by this Jardine, Figuier's "Mammalia, Reptile, and which was once confined to a small class of J.Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleeckerst.,NewYork.
battery l;lrings refined atoms into working Birds."
thinkers, seems now to be spreading every- New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., "
•. J. King. 179 So. Pe!U'l st •• Albany.
order for sensation, which results in thought.
Ocean : Michelet's " The Sea," Figuier's where." Bishop Gilmore writes, "Religion E.
C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
ls fast passing away; forms and faith are
No work without beat.
"Ocean World."
OHIO.
losing their hold on the hearts of the people ;
Electricity decomposes many substances,
Zoology: Agassiz, Buckland, Buffon, On- Protestantism has run its course, and is now John Jacques, Akron.
but, in an organized body, the passage of the vier, Gosse, Huxley, and Wallace. Jardin's living on the past ; it has no future ; it is ~. Hexter, 803 Supenor street, Cleveland.
electric fluid from the positiv to the nege.tiv "Naturalist's Library" in forty volumes, like the stately tree that has reached Its end ; r. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
porti()n of the brain, give a chance for a sen- Kingsley's "Natural History," Wood's it is dying at the top or split into fragments, and Emory P. Robinson, Sidney.
sation, the next instant is stagnation, ".Popular Natural History" and "Homes it no longer controls the masses. The crowds W. Smith, 329 Au peri or st., Cleveland.
quicker than lightning another sensation. Without Hands," Packard's and Orton's that hasten to listen to a Beecher pr6aching a Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Portsmouth.
religion without Christ, and applaud an InAs Oliver Holmes observes, " Choose quickly "Zoology," are good works.
gersoll preaching bold and open Infidelity, Larwood, Bartlett & Dlly, 259 Superior st.,
which impression to detain, for they are all
neveland.
tell in words that find no contradiction
on the gallop." I would like more light on
ORBQON.
whither we are drifting." I could giv other
Looking on the Bright Side.
authorities, but the above is, I think, suffi- S. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
ALHAZA.
this subject.
Uncle Billy Dawson, who lived in the cient. Rev. Mr. Hastings, one of the great- C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
Lexington, Ky.
house where Mr. Crounze was reared, was a est of living theologians, has written a book W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore.
PBNNSYLVA.NU.
kind-hearted man, who never lost a chance to deploring the spread of skepticism and In.
Scientific Reading.
which I advise the editor of the Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden Rt., Phila.
hold out hope to the despairing and sympathy firlelity,
1eorge Lonl(ford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
A CAREFULLY BBLEOTED LIST THAT HIOLUDilS to the suffering. He was always ready with Evam,gelist to read.
I hav written a longer letter than I expected r. A. Kirk. 1>u Bois.
WOHKS ON EVERY BUBJKOT.
the proof that however hard a neighbor's lot to, so I will write no more at preeent. Wish- FI. Heyne, 10Lh and Market sts.·, Pbila.
The best scientific works are often difficult was, it might hav been many fold worse, and ing you and the readers of the Corner much Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave.,
Pittsburgh.
to obtain by the independent student and his ingenuity at finding a recompensing gain succePB, I remain, as ever,
Fraternally;
GEORGE J. RBMBBURG.
RHODE ISLAND.
interested reader. So many valuable scien- for every loss that anyone might suffer was a
S:. Carr, 947 H l!h st., Providence.
tific books are now offered the public that it matter of local wonderment.
[The appreciation of the Children's Corner J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
is often puzzling to find just what is wanted
One day somebody told Uncle Billy that by our friend inspires us to new effort in our
TENNBBBBB.
or needed. The following- list givs the best his neighbor, Thomas Darrow, had fallen chosen field of labor. To bav aided, in ever Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
books on the Rubjects stated:
under the cars and lost a leg.
so slight a degree, in the formation of prin- D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
TB:XA.B.
Physical Geography : Guizot, Marsh,
Uncle Billy stood in silence several minutes ciples of one exhibiting so high a character
Maury, Micbelet, Rectus, and Somerville.
looking at the ground. Then, raising his as George J. Remsburg is something of which C... Andruas, Denison.
Physics: Arnott, Deschanel, Ganot, and eyes, he said: "Well, I'm awful sorry for anyone may b~ proud. In making the Corner P. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
J. Jackson, Dallas.
Lardner.
poor Tom, but there's some consolation in what it is, great credit is due to our splendid
UTAH.
Forces of Nature: Faraday, Guillemin, the thought that a pair o' socks'lllast him corps of contributors, without whose helping ames Ashman, Salt Lake City.
Buchner, Stewart, and Youmans.
twice as long as they ust to, and to a man as hands we could do little. Our grateful W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
ohn A. Jost, Ogden.
Mechanics, Dynamics, and Engineering : poor as he is that•~ a good deal."
thanks are due them all, and conspicuous 'enry
Booth, Stockton.
Ball, Ewbank, Lardner, Rankin, and TodThe next day Uncle Billy called on the in- among them we number our bright, hrave J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
hunter.
jured man, and to his surprise learned. that friend Remsburg. Some time in the future,
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
Acoustics: Blaserna, Helmholtz, and Tyn. Tom had lost both legs. A little diecon- we feel confident, some one who has means 'tine Rros., Walla Walla.
dall.
certed, Uncle Billy stood by the bed in solemn will come forward and advance the necessary Geo. Pank, 009 Pllcific ave., Tacoma.
Optics : Brewster, Lockyer, and TynddL consideration. Presently, however, his face funds to enlarge our Children's Corner to a C. B. Reynolds, 2104 8~h at., Seattle.
BN&I,AND.
Spectrum Analysis: Lockyer, Roscoe, and brightened, and he said: "Well, Tom, it you Young People's Paper. We can then hav
Watts & Co., 1'7 Johnson's Court, Fleot stroet,
Schiller.
had to lose one leg it's a mighty good job more space to express and impre86 our
London.
MicroECopy: Beale. Carpenter, Frey, Gosse, that you lost two."
thoughts upon the rising generation. No one C. Stocker, 211 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
Hogg, Lankestcr, and Somerville.
AUSTRALIA.
"On, Uncle Billy," s11id 'l'om, "how can can doubt the good work that such a journal
Heat: Tyndall, Clark, and Box.
Sydney, N. 8. W.
yon say such a thing ?''
could be capable of doing. If we can save W. Willis, 715 Haymarket,
N&W Z:&l> l.ANll.
E!ectrlcity ancl Magnetism: Faraday,
" 'Cause it's true, Tom, true as gospel. the children we save the na'ion --En. C. 0:1
A.. D. Willis, WlHICmnui.
j
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2.

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book.
SHOWING

THE ABSURDI'rY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION,
AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE. FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WI'l'H COPIOUS CITA'fiONS OF J!~AC'f. HISTORY, S'fATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOIJAAS TO .MAINTAIN 'l'HE
ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIS'!'.

Desie-ns by Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desia-ner.
CONTENTS:
Uncle Sam and the Priests.

The Cburch and Thomas Paine.·

The Pesta that Bother Uncle Sam.
Thomas Paine.
Uncle Bam Ble•p!!J bnt the Priests do Not.
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:Komaaiam with .tter Mask On.
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"Rnbmit to the Roman Pontiff as to God."
Why Paine Was Denonnoed.
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Paine·R Servioea and His Reward from the
Oi'nrch.
find In his Oloset.
A New Laocoon.
Once Upon a Time a Donkey Kicked a Lion.
'.l'he Trail of the Serpent.
Studies In Natural History.
BomP Undeoirable Immigrants.
La.Y Loyalty.
A Qneation for Theological Ethnolo&iata.
"Wh.,re Liberty Reigns the Tyrant Seeks to
Some Problema in Evolntion.
Slay Her."-La Salle.
The Prototype of tht> Methodist Revival.
The Ontoome of Chnroh and st.. te Union.
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute.
The God-In-the-Constitntion Gnerillas. -Liberty In Peril.
The Bible and Science •.
Religions Treason the Bnin of the Bepnblio.
The Bible and Geolol!'Y.
A .l'ransformation of the Bartholdi Ste tne
The Bible and Geography.
which may be Expected under Religions
Bole.
The ~lergy and their Flocks.
What Uncle Bam Bhonld Do.
Shearing Time.
Tho Clerl!"v·a Hold Upon the People.
The Church Robbing the People.
One of a Very Numerona 01&aa.
New York City's Annnal Gift to the Chnrohe~.
••·be
PbYiiician and tbe Flock.
The ~l:axpayers and the Chnrohes-1.
DntY to the Clergy.
u
u
u
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u
-II
At Conference Time.
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The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav
paid to impudent authority the tribute of a
thoughtless yes.-.R. G. Ingersoll.
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LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

TM8e notices ar6 (01' th6 benefit of Liberals
!Dho mWJJ be 'Disiting th6 plaoes where tM8e societies a'l'e located. Local BecuZM UnirJni and
F'l'eethougkt Societies- rMeting 'l'egularly can
ha'IJ t"lufr gatherings ad'Dertised here f'l'te by {01'warding t'M 'M(,USOI1'1J information.

The .ltlanhaftan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets everY FridaY eveuinlt, at 8 o'olook at Ger.
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect-.
urea and disoussions, The public cordially invited ..

The Newark Liberal Lea;rue
M_eets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'olook at.
L1beral League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market:
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on,
religious and social questions. Seats free and!
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;rue

Chtca;ro Secular linton
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:80 p.x., at
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome,

The Secular Society ot' Kent,

The Minneapolis Secular linton
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.H., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14,Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J,F.MACOHBEBoPres.; LEBOY BEBBIEB, Seo.

Ellzur Wrl;rht Secular linton
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Sundays of eaoh month at Independent Church, air
10:30 A.M. Free disoussion on a.ll Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKER and Invest'j,..
gator are solicited.
R. G. 8HITH, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Llbt ral ClubMeets every Sunday at 2 P.H. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large valu~ble library is at the service of members and
fnends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. CALDEB, Seo.

Dlllwaukee, Wis.• Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates, The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralists, No. 903,
Prairie Cit}', Ia.,
Meets every Sunday in the Liberal reading-room
ha.ll at 2:30 P.H. All Liberals are cordia.lly inF. V. DBAPEB, Cor. Seo.

vite~.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethou;rht
Soclet:y

Meets every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invitation is extended to all. Seats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings &t Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANKLIN BTEINEB, Pres.

Portsmouth,

o., Secular linton

Meets every SundaY at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readings, . poems,
music and songs. A cordial invitation is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. Correspondence solicited. J. L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILL B. ANDBES, Secretary.

Port An;reles Secular linton
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 PH. in the public
school building in Port Angele11, Wash. Lectures, songs; and select reading. Discussion invited on all subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoBSE, Cor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

Or Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M .• at Parr's
Hall. Flver:rborlv invited. MBB· R. JII. BEBBA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLLUlS, Reo. Seo.

The Roeder Secular Union
or Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The
grAatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHABLEs SHEA, Seo.

Is a regularly educated
and legally qualified P~.
alcin.u, and tbe most suecessful in his specialty &II
his practice will provt.
Send lO cts. for his "Private Counselor," a book
ror young and middle aged
rueu, 8ullCriug from that
Life· Wasting Weakness
as the result or youthful
follles, indescretioua and
excesses. It sets forth an
External Application.--}_
POSITIVE CURE. The

WORLO-R~NOWH~O WATCH~S.

THE SAFEST CREED

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and third Sundays, a.t 2
P.H., at the town nail. All friends of human
Cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Seo.

WETTSTEIN'S

THE NEW GOD.

2~'T>

meeta every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad a.L <l
Wood sts., at I! :80 and 7:30 p,x, for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
A.ble apeakersinterest the audience. N.B.-Trutli
BeekerpublioationsalwaYSon hand at cheap rates.

rt~~~t:~;~~~fl ~~mf~

the hands or &,\wlie a.tllict-

ed.

AN
HONEST STATEMF:NT.
''Similar advertl,ewcnt!l
from unreliable practiti·
tners h&Yc been frequent·
ly assailed and exposed by
the pre!iS, but Dr. FELLOWS l!lta.nds forem?•t in h~s pr•~•·
sion, l\Ud it is saro to trust him."- The National l'tetD•

-----Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,

Addre.'ll!,

VINELAND, N.J.
Inquiries are frequently received asking what
we know about Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J.
First. we know that he is a reliable gentleman of
rare professional skillhwho has earned euooess by
tzood work. Second. t at he fulfills all his agreements to the letter. Third, that he bas performed
cures of hopeless O.!loSes that in the olden time his
skill would bav been called miraculous. Fourth,
and last_, we know him to be an honest man and a
stanch Liberal.-'l71B Bett81· Wall.

e
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COD& AND RELICIONS
AND -REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN 'riMES.

Biographies o! 300 of the Leading Philosophers,
Tm;: Indians of the f'iou ~ reservation in Teachers, SkE\ptios, Innovators, Founders of Vol. I. Givs a. Full Account of all the Gods, including Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
New Schools of Thought, Eminent SoienSouth Dakota are much xcited over the
Jeans Chnat, Virgin Mary, a.nd the Bible.
,tjsts, eta. (who were not Ohriatians},
claims of a venerable medidn man who is
svo, 835PJ.l· Vol. II. Describes Fully n.ll
from the time of Menu to the presdeveloping himself, accord ,n<T tO their belief :
the Rehg-ious Systems of the Wor;d.
ent. Svo, 1,075pp,, oioth, $3:
Svo,957p1J. Oloth,$3pervol.; the
leather, M; mot., g. e., $4.50.
in•o the messiah they hav so~long expected: ;
2 vola., $5; leattter, $7; moHe is over one hundred years old, and haR
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edl!'es. $8.
secured many believers. The nearness of the
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
BY D. 111. BENNETT.
winter season will, it is thought, prevent any
28 L~fa.yette Pls.ce, N.Y.
THE TRUTii SEEKER 00.
trouble.
CoRNELIUS V ANDKRlliLT
is pursuing Sundayschool work as a hobby
with great energy.
Rxv. THos. WILLIAMsoN, of Markham, Ont.,
has fied after forging
paper to the amount of
$10,000.
THE New York Central railroad announces
that it objects to its employees being Knights
of Labor.
THR managers of the
shrine
of
Lourdes,
France, hav got physicians to visit it and attest
the miraculous cures
performed there.

How you mm overrun a countrv, climb any
rampart, and carry any fortress, with an
army Of alert thoughts-thoughts that send
their bull(:ts home to heaven's door-with
which you ean take the whole world, without paying for it or robbing anybody_ See,
the conquering hero come•! You fail in
your thoughts, or you prevail In your thoughts
only_ Provided you
tltink well, the heavens
falling, or the earth gaping. will be music for you
to march by. No foe
can ever see you, or you
him ; you cannot so much
as tltink of him_ Swords
hav no edges, bullets no
penetration, for such a
contest. In your mind
must be a liquor which
will dissolve the world
whenever it is dropped
into it. There is no uni-.
versa! solvent ·but this,
and all things together
cannot saturate it. It
will hold the univerPe in
solution, and yet be as
tnmRittcent as ever_
-1'lto1'eatt.
A. DISTINOTION Wall
taken by Eplctetus and
other Stoics between
thiDgs in our r>ower anrl
things not in our power_
The things in our power
arc our opinions and notions about objects, and
all our affections, desires,
and aversions ; the things
not in our power are our
bodies, wealth, honor,
rank, authrority, etc., and
their opposits_ T h e
practical application is
this: wealth and high
rank may not be in our
power, but we hav the
power to form an idea of
these-namely, that they
are unimportant, whence
the want of them will
not grieve us. A still
more pointed application
is to death, whose force is
en irely in the idea.Bain's Moral Science.

IT is said that Dr.
Justin Fulton will go to
Montreal and there in the
jaws of the enemy continue his war on the
·Catholic church_
AT Scranton, Pa.,
Anne Husaboe has recovered $3,000 in a
breach of promis suit
against
Rev.
Peter
Roberts. He bad seduced her, refused marriage, and denied reparation-

SEVERAL Japanese editors hsv been sentenced
to four years' imprisonment for speaking disMICHAL MAKETH A FEW SARCASTIC REMARKS_
respectfully of the emThen David returned to bless his household. And Michal, the daughter of Saul, came out to meet David, and said,
peror Jimmu, who, if he
How glorious was the king of Israel ta-day, who uncovered himAelf to-nay in the eyes of the handmaids of his servants,
ever existed. lived about
as one of the vain fellows shamelessly uncovereth himself.-2 Sam_ vi, 20.
six hundred years ago.
CATHOLIOB complain of
-the fr~quency of robberies of churches at
INTKLLIGKN9K is necessary for a free govRome~ The Church of St. Andrea della 1
ernment, so that igqprsnce remains a national
Valle was recently robbed of 4,000 lire.
menace. Men must"' know their rights so as
FAILURE of crops. has caused an exodus
By L. FElJERBACH.
to maintain thfm, and to not demand more
from western Kansas of farmers, mechanics, Translated :from tli.e ~mum. {llotb, limo, 75pp.
than their rights_ The ignorant are liable,
and laborers, who hav mortgaged all they
50 ots.
on the one hand, to be oppressed by tyrants.
owned and are now abandoning it.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore im·
and on the other to be led into extravagances
mora.l--N.ttraot.
by demagogs. For self-rule there must be
AT Rome the. Catholics are enraged at the Address THE TBUTH SEEXEB Oo.
self culture ; and there should be intelligence
production at the Theater Costanzi of an
enough in the masses to lead themselvs and
"impious drams" containing an "indecent
THR
not be !ed.-BieTbO'I~e?'parody" of a. religious procession.
ONE hundred and eighty Mormon elders
00 1
D&SPOTIBM is the only form of government
and proselytes who arrived at New York from
which may with s~ety to itself neglect the
Europe on the 2d were met by Christian
A OOLLEOTION 01!'
education of its infant poor.-H01·slty
missionaries, who failed, however, to dissuade
Original
and
Selected
Hymns
any_
THE political and social conditions under
(Words and Musio)
which the people of the Roman states then
CARDINAL TABOHKREAU refused to attend
[in 1831] lived could not hav been maintained
an en•ertainmeut given Prince George of For Liberal and Ethical Societies.
anywhere in Christendom except by a governEngland during his visit to Canada, because
For Schools and the Home.
ment of priests. Only one-thirn of the soil
he could not hav a place equal or superior to
was cultivated. The people were miserably
the prince.
COMPILED BY
poor. Employment was scarce and wages
'
Rxv. Jos. BoTT, a Methodi!t minister of
L. K. WASHBURN.
small. The count1·y was overrun by brigands,
Tsnsboro, N. J., was assaulted on the night
whom government was powerless to restrain_
PRIOR,
$L50.
of the 1st by Rev. Robt. Ram pas. The latter
The press was effectivly bridleo : literature
has disappeared, and with him the beaten
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
and sciE\uce were discouraged_ Vaccination
AN ADDRESS
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
man's wife_
was not permitted. Tllere was no education
By
ROBT.
G.
INGERSOLL,
for the poor; and it was saie tbst only one
CATHOLIOS in Italy lsmentingly report to
person in a thousand could read_ Enterprise
friends here that the determined efforts of
DELIVERED BEFORE THE
their enemies are obliterating all senPe of
was repressed; men lived hop~lessly in that
New
York
State
Bar
Association,
at
Albany,
OR
religion from the minds of the younger gendegraded position to which they bad been
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
eration of their lower and operstiv class.
born. When certain capitalists propo~ed to
DANCER
AHEAD.
steam navigati<,n between Rome and
AT Rochester, N.Y., there is trouble over
The onlv Oom:plete and Authorized Edition. organize
the chief towns of the ees-coast, the papal
a young woman whose father is trying to The Reason Why s Good Roman Catholic .
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
llovernment withdrew its conseut after the
keep her from convents, and priests who inCannot be a Good Citizen of
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
ships were contracted for. The origin and
sist ~he shall enter them. The father recently
this Republic.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
perpetuation of these evils are sufficiently ex.
dragged her from a convent by force_
pls!ned by the circumstance that tbere was in
By A. ;r. GROVER,
WORBIITPKRB at st_ Paul's cathedral, LonRome one ecclesiastic for every ten fam\lies.
don, on the 28th ult., were shocked by a man
-Mackenzie's JJisto'l'y of tlte .Nineteenth OentThis
is
a
newly
discovered
natural
spring
U'l'y.
killing himself in the midst of them- He
Price, paper, 25 cents.
left a letter saying that he would commit
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. water, introduced here for the first time to
WE appeal to the natural, not to the supersuicide in the cathedral to destroy false
the readers of THE TRUTH SKKK&R, which
natural, for the sccomnlishment of our ends.
Christianity_
has been making many wonderful cures, by It
is with the modern civilization thus arising
ON Sunday the 28th ult. one of the factions
a thorough change of the fluids of the system. that C&tholicism 1 efuses to be reconciled.
in the Lutheran church at Ogden, Mich.,
It contains chemical qualities which act upon The papacy loudly proclaims its inflexible reBy Edward Bellamy,
found the building in possession of the rival
party, who had established a railing and Author of ''Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. the kidneys, bladder, liver, stomach, and pudiation of this state of affairs, and insists
picket lines, while the worshipers inside were It is a thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll who are bowels in a most favorable way to produce on a restor•tion of the meoieval condition or:
armed with guns and bayonets. The factions free to receive new light will find in it satisfa.otion health. It will be of adv!intage to any per- things.-PToj. D'l'aper.
inapiration.-fNew York Tribune.
hsv previously bad disgraceful rows over the and
The appeal is a wa.ys made to a. man's reason, son in bad health to send to the undersigned
THE ares of prayer will gradually be narpossession of three churches of the neighbor- and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel for a pamphlet giving oerUjioates of cures and rowed, as men learn to trace results to natfishness.-[Boston Post.
hood.
A BU!fgestion of a really pra.otioa.b!e a.nd feasi- all necessary information concerning tlds re. ural causes. Tbey cease to ask God for
A GREAT sensation has been caused in the ble soc1al state grea.tlr in advance of the present
things as fast as they Jearn nature's laws. No
public schools of Z!l.nesville, 0., by the re- The romantic na.rratlv i~ rich in its forMast of mMkable 'l'emedy, Aildress J_ R. PERRY one prays that the sun may rise or that the
Traveler.
34 South Main street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.
' seasons may change ; and men are ceasing to
fusal of the high school pupils to ~ing the aetna.! possibilities.-[Boston
12mo, cloth, $1. oo; paper, 50o.
"Venetian Boatman's Song," containing an
23d Ward of tbe CityofNcwYo•k: pray for rain and wiud and all other events,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,
invocation to the Holy Virgin, which is a
in proportion as they see that they are as inFOR SALE
supplement to the music book in use in the
evitable as the sunrise, or else can be directed
On Easy Terms,
HISTORY
schools. The music teacher is a Catholic,
by their own knowledge. . . . Prayer
OJ' THB
and twenty of the boys hav published a card
A 12·ROOlt.IED H01JSE
has been the resort of Jar.!ness, and has often
in the newspapers attacking her for her INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN1
With all the Modern Improvements, Electric paralyzed eJl'ort.s Pnd lost the attainment of
Bells,
Bnrg!ar
Al
..
rm,
and
>•
eated
by
Steam,
a.nd
courses. The school principal was present
desires, while the devout person was "waitOf' Europe.
about Four City Lots. Sltuated on high ground. ing
with the teacher on the 2d and compelled the
on the Lord," Instead of using his best
Chotoe fruit. OonvAnient to oar•, schools, etc Or
Revised Editlon-svols-Prloe,;a.
pupils to sing the song. A strong feeling B:v JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• ,t.L.D. WILL BE RENTED to a first-ohtsa f,.milY. efforts for himself.-Rolit. U . .lldamn.
APply to
JAMES W. PARSHALL,
has been aroused by the action.
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.PLOwiNG is better than praying.-Ingenoll,
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SUPERSTITION-GALILEO BEFORE THE CARDINAL.

JJlolts and ~lippittgs.
THE vast majority of Queen Victoria'" subjects (139,000,000) are neither Protestants nor
Catholics, but Hindoos, while the Mohammed
ans, 40,000,000 in number, are themselvs
more numerous than the Protestants of all
denominations in the empire.
THE Mail and Express wants to abolish
"the solemn declaration or affi.rmation made
by those who declare that they hav conscientious scruples against taking an oath, and hav
il<tJ simple Christian oath administend to
everyone." Would it not be a good idea to
turn the universe OYer to Shepard and let him
run it for the benefit of his religion? What's
;the use of an almighty while Elliott is alive?
STATE's ATTORNEY C. A. WORKS in his
.charge to· the grand jury, which convened for
the October term of the circuit court last
week at Rockford, Ill., referred to the
.charges made by press and people ag"inst the
·Self-styled divinity, George Jacob Schweinfurth, and asked the body to investigate
them. It is probable that an indictment will
,be found against Schweinfurth. The sheriff
·has served papers on the dwellers in
·"heaveD" to appear before the grand jury.
THE London F1·eetltinke1· is anxiously in,quiring as to the whereabouts of the Rev.
Dr. S. Wainwright, the president, and Mr.
Alexander Scott, the secretary, of a Society
for the Suppression of Blasphell).ous Literature? Shortly after Mr. Foote's trial in 1883
these gentlemen wrote to the Times: "We

propose to get up cases, as our funds will
allow, against Professor Huxley, Dr. Tyndall,
Herbert 8pencer, Swinburne, the author of
"Supernatural Religion," the publishers of
Mill's works, the publishers of Strauss's
works, Leslie Stephen, John Morley, the
editor of the J81.Dish World, Dr. Martineau,
and others, who by their writings hav sown
widespread unbelief, and, in some cases, rank
Atheism, in cultivated families." Alas! ex.
claims Mr. Foote, Messrs. Wainwright and
Scott were not supported as they should hav
been by a Christian world concerned for the
defense of its faith. Otherwi!le we might
hav by this time got rid of the Blasphemy
laws. We are not even aware that Messrs.
Wainwright and Scott ever published a first
list of subscriptions.
OF the boycott on the Oatholio Knight
reported last week, the Philadelphia North
.Ame;rioan says: ''It is rather late in the era
of civilization for any representativ ol authority, in the church or out of it, to fancy. that
he can control criticisms by using his infiu.
ence to impair, or to interfere with, the business of his critics. That sort of thing is
always a failure. So, without entering into
any discussion of the deserving or lack of deserving of the newspaper called the Oatholio
Knight, we wUl set it down as certain that
Bishop Gilmour, of Cleveland, 0., has made
a great mistake in pronouncing a comprehensiv boycott upon the editor who has offended
him. If the Knight is a readable and popular journal, it will be benefited rather than
hurt by this sort of attack:. And if it is hurt,
the yublisller ~as a miglity good chance to

recover from his reverend censor a round
sum in damages, for this is not the age when
the law will sanction the redress of private
grievance or of offense against church disciplin by any such method as has been adopted
by the eminent and holy man, who is living
a couple of centuries too late."
HOLY JOHN WANAMAKER'S city seems de.
sirous of being ranked with Delaware and
New ·Jersey. An item in the daily papers
says: "I. N. Baker, private secretary to
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, has encountered
some diffi.culties in his attempt to secure a
suitable hall in Philadelphia for the colonel's
lecture on ' Art and Morality.' The lecture is
designed to be a testimonial benefit to Walt
Whitman, and art and morality are to be discussed, with the aged poet's works as a text.
When application was made to the author.
ities of the Academy of Music, Secretary
Bonnaffon, after communicating with Alfred
G. Baker, president of the company, refused
to let the Academy for this use, on the ground
that Colonel Ingersoll could not be allowed
to speak there. Mr. Baker then applied for
the Union League Club annex, which Colonel
Weidersheim declined to place at his disposal.
Finally, Horticultural Hall was engaged and
the lecture was arranged for October 31st.
Alfred G. Baker said tO-night that in the past
few years Colonel Ingersoll's agents had made
a number of applications similar to this, and
that they had all been declined. He added
that it had been a principle. of the Academy
Company throughout his presidency that no
person should use their property tor the purpose of advocat!.ug Infidelity and Atheism."

THJ: Catholic State Central Committee of
Wisconsin has issued a secret circular in the
German and English languages, directed to
the Cath,plic clergy and such "good citizens"
as are willing to defeat slaw of the legislature
of Wisconsin favoring the free public nonsectarian schools, as follows : "Re'De;rend Dear
Sir: In view or the great importance of the .
approaching fall elections, the undersigned
Catholic Anti-Bennett Law State ·Central
Committee respectfully asks your kind assistance in effecting a,thorough organization of
the Catholic voters or this state. In addressing our reverend clergy, we deem it proper to
assure you that we are deeply convinced of
the importance or the co-action of the clergy.
We herewith again declare our firm adherence
to the famous protest of our right reverend
bishops against this unnecessary, offensiv,
and unjust law. In order to procure a repeal
of this act, it is, however, necessary, first,
that Hoard, this fanatical enemy of our
parochial schools, be defeated, and the Democratic ticket elected ; second, that a safe
majority .for us be secured in the next legislature. To this end we ask your reverence
to use your influence so that in caucuses in
your parishes or missions, only such candidates will be placed in nomination as will
pledge themselvs for the unconditional repeal
of the Bennett law. We also ask you to
furnish ·our committee with the names and
addresses of several good citizens of your
assembly district who would be willing to
distribute pamphlets issued by our committee, and generally to assist in the work
nooessary in your district for the above purposes."
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. itdooropens
which he thinks opens into the r~ght room, but
into the pantry. He is ut(Gerly confused.

In: regard to the rooms in the house he is insane.
The Christian's India Rubber God._,Concluded. Upon every other subject his mind may be clear. He
would cast up a column of :figures or count money as
There were c~elties practiced among the Mormons accurately as ever. He is only insane in regard to the
at which the most humane revolted. " Do you ac- inside arrangement cf that bouse. · ·
cept Mormonism ss a whole!" was asked them.
I know a woman who was lost in the village where
" We do."
she was born and brought up, and passed her own
" Then you accept it in all ita parts."
house twice.
This is true of the Bible. The moment it is acThe streets were all reversed, the houses on the
cepted as the word of God its cruelties, brutalities, wrong side of the streets, and with mir.d bewildered
and debg.ucheries are accepted, and pollute the clean she wsndered about until a late hour. She left a
chambers of the mind.
store and inadvertently turned in the wrong diracA loving couple bad a child born to them, and be- · tion. She walked some distance before looking up,
fore it was a year old it died. Another came to bless snd then by some strange transformtation differen\
their home and it died also. Then they began to buildings were found upon her street from those she
cast about to :find out what thP.y had done to cause had seen before. And not until she had been taken
God to visit them with such effiictions. They came back to the store which she had left, and started in
to the conclusion that they had been too ardently the right direction, could her mind be cleared of the
attached to each other, and that between their love hallucination.
for each other and their strong attachment for their
From the time the woman left the store until her
children, they bad shut out God from their hearts. mistake was made known to her, abe was insane to
And until they allowed God to reign supreme in all intents and purposes in regard to the village in
their affections, he never would allow a child of theirs which she was lost.
to liv. Thus the Obristian religion cruahes out all
The acuteness of the most subtil mathematician,
·the sweet juices of the human heart.
whose mind has been ttained to make the nicest disWhat could be more monstrous than the idea that ti Jctior:s, in such a caEe avails nothing, though he is
God would get so jealous of a mother's love that he just as able to solve the moat intricate mathematical
would kill the object of her affections? Is it any problems as ever, yet in such cases as cited above he
wonder the human mind is so bemuddlad when peo- is insane_
pie read in a book which they believe to be the word
I hav, perhaps somewhat tediously, narrated the
of God, that he commanded his chosen people to above instances of insanity occasioned by being lost,
butcher these innocents because somebody else had to show that such insanity arises from some mistake
offended him? Oh, the cruelty of the Gods ! Oh, or misconception. In the case of the Ohristian the
the cruelty of the creeds based upon every system of mistake and consequent insanity arise from a belief
supernatural religion. Every system of religion in 8 God which does not exist.
which clips the wings of thought and smothers down
In the :first place he believes in a God which is a
investigation is the cruelty of slavery in one form or spirit, that be is clothed with all power end krowlanother.
edge, and that he designed everything from the
How often is it repeated by Christians that every beginning, and that he is merciful and good, and
thing is ordered for the bes.t. When the wife and that all his requirements of men are vtritten down in
mother dies and leaves a family of small children, a book.
Starting wrong and believing himself to be right
the ~iniater tells the hu~band that he must not
question the ways of providence. That if he could like one who is lost, it is impossible for him to reason
see through all the plans of God, his seeming 1tfliic- correct~y upon any subject with which he thinks his
tion would prove a blessing in disguise, for he orders God has anything to do, and he becomes a monoeverything for the beat, and "doeth all things well." maniac. And like the woman who was lost in her
Is it any wonder t~at. the world's progress has i3een own village, there is no way to dispel the hallucinaso slow, when desigmng men can alabbu over the tion, only to conduct him back to where he made
people with such nonsensical drivel, and hav them his first mistake and show him if possible, how it
accept it as the word of God !
origmated.
'
'
~·Behold the fowls of the ~ir, for they sow not
In the :first place, if the Ohriatian could be induced
ne1ther do they reap, nor gather mto barns. Yet your to take into consideration all the different beliefs
he!'vanly iat~er feedeth . them." The mean!ng of which hav been entertained :first and last in regard
th1s passage IS that God 1a so good and considerate to his God, he would see that none other than an
to his. children that he wi_E supply all . their wants, India rubber God could be squeezed into all the· difeven 1f they ~ut forth. n~ "uorts to prov;1de for them- ferent shapes .required by these beliefs.
aelys. Practwally tb1a ~s as g.re~t a he as ever w~a
He believes that God is a spirit without body or
Wr1tte11, ~nd one more dtreful m Its consequences, If parts, and that he created everything- Also that
adhered to, was never uttered. A thorough belief in man baa an immortal spirit, and that when a man
the statement would depopulate the globe as Bt>on as dies his spirit livs on. Just imagin how the spirit of
the present supply would be consumed. The world a man after he is dead could affect a solid rock. The
ought to be thankful that all men treat it as a lie, spirit of a man could create the rock of Gibraltar as
whatever the~ n;tay profess.
. .
well as the spirit of God or any other spirit.
Ev~ry Chr1stxa~ who plows a furrow adm1ts 1t to
Again, God designed everything. Then he
be a be. Every t1me he sows ~ ~andf?l of grain, he designed the tornado as much as he did the gentle
declares before the world that It 1s a be. Whenever zephyr. Both are air in motion but God has noth'
·
he gathers a sheaf of wheat and puts it into the barn, ing to do with either.
he shows that he beli~ves it to be a lie. Ther~ is no
Heated air is lighter than cold air, and rises for
race or class of people who dare.s to treat th1s pas- the same reason that cork rises in water. When a
sage sa truth for a smgle yea_r. .
. .
. · building burna, the heated air mounts upward, and
.I am op~oae~ to the C~r1st11m rel!g10n becaus~ 1t as there is an atmospheric pressure of :fifteen pounds
will not mmd Ita own buemeas. It 1s always trymg to the inch, the cold air rushes in to :fill the place of
to make everybody do as "I 11ay." It locks men up the heated air which rises.
At the equator the air is constantly being heated,
in prison ~eca~se they bav a way of their own. Th~re
are men m pr1son to-day, not because they hav m- and the cold air from the northern and southern
j?red a~yone, but because they .did not do as Chris- regions is forced in to :fill its place. Simply cause
tians dictated. It puts power mto the hands of the and effect-God bas no mora to do in this case than
few, and makes them proacriptiv and tyrannic~!, ~nd he has witli the. :fire. The same cause produces the
~ed?cea the. many to a state of bondage. Ohristum- same effect. It IB on a grander scale, that is all.
Ity IS not Widely se.parated fro!ll. a. state ef lunacy.
Now I hav given a general idea of the course of
On every o~her subJeCt the Ohr1st1an ~a.y reason cor- wind, but the Christian may require me to explain
r~c.tly, bu~ I!! regard to matters pertammg to his re- every phenomenon in regard to it. I reply; I am unhgwn he IS msane.
.
.
able to do it. But it does not follow that God has
Whatev~r he may conce1ve to be pleasing to God, any more to do with the operations of nature which
that he will do, although he may outrage humanity. I do not understand than he has with those which I
He will visit .the severest penalty upon an individual do understand, and the help of his India rubber God
whom he beb~vea to be the enemy of God.. Women is not required on account of my ignorance.
hav been wh1pped and d;agg~d at the tall-end of · There can be no design where there is no designer.
carts, and men. bav been Impr1son~d and burnt, not The phantom of design would wholly disappear, if
fo:r .c~enaes. which. t~ey h~d com!lutted, but because Christiana would consider how their design arguOhriatians m their msa!11ty behaved they had of- menta cross and annihilate each other.
He designed the roots of a tree to hold it to the
fended God. T~e abo;nmable laws ?f New England
were not passe~ I~ the lptereat ?f soCiety, but to make earth, and then designed a wind to blow it over.
men ~o as Ohr1st1ana ~Ictated, m regar~ to what they_ He designed · certain animals to catch and devour
conceived to be the will of ~od. An~ JUdged by the certain other animals, and endowed the animals upon
chara.cter of those laws he IB a ty1anmcal II!ona~er.
which they ·prey with faculties and cunning to
It IS strange that a man ehould get lost In his own escape.
·
house, but the circumst;ance. baa occurred many times.
''God is good." Yet he causes earthquakes and
A man may .be com~ ~o ~ewildered that. not a room, volcanoes and tornadoes to destroy millions of human
a door, or wmdow IS m Its proper place. He st.arts lives.
in the night to go into·~ .~ertqin roo~- a!ld miaa.es· the -. " God- .is merciful." Yet he has constituted one·
door. He feels to th_e..t•Jght when .It I~ on hls l,eft;lbalf <;>f the animal kingdom so that they are' the natand gropes around the room, and :finally passes ural food of the 'other half.
"God is benevolent." Yet when he had the arthrough the door without knowing it. He :finds a

rangement of all things, he allowed ninety-nine hundredths of the human family to suffer tho torments
of an endless bell.
The Ohristian is always harping about doing every·
thing in the fear of God. Those men who do everything in the fear of God are the moat dangerous
men in the world.
Thousands of men hav been murdered and other
thousands tortured in the most inhuman manner by
men who acted in the fear of the Lord. Women hav
been whipped, men burnt and banished, and all
manner of outrages committed by men who feared
God. Every officer who acta in the fear of this great
indescribable nonentity will be influenced more by
what he conceives to be the will of God than by the
provisions of the Oonstitution, which he has sworn
to support.
Very recently we hav had decisions from judges
on the bench who under the influence of this hallucination hav given decisions which outraged the
principles of justice and liberty. Here is the clew
t.o the persecutions of the Jews now going on in
Russia.
Such men are outside the pale of reason. They are
sure they "ought to obey God rather than man."
What is the reason of men, they ask, compared to the
wisdom of God ! And their idea of the wisdom of
God is derived from an old book, which represents
God as commanding aom9 of the most diabolical acts
which ever darkened the pages of history.
Reason is wasted on such fanatics.. How can men
be convinced of wrong when they bav God's word
that they are right? Millions of men were slain in
holy wars because it was believed that God sanctioned the slaughter.
But I hav pursued this subject far enough to show
the cause of the Ohriatian's insanity, and to lead his
mind back, if such a thing be possible, to the startingpoint where he made his :first great mistake, which
so unbalanced his mind that he could not reason correctly.
To believe in a great God, the creator of all thingP,
who holds in his hand the destiny of unnumbered
worlds, when no such being exists, is a mistake so
great that it is no wonder tbt the minds of men are
unbalanced, and many entirely reft of their reason.
If this :first great mistake could so unhinge the
mind i)f a great man like Herbert W. Morris, A.M.,
who holds a professorship in a college, as I hav
shown, is it any wonder that the common herd should
be so far beyond the reach of reason!
'These thoughts are not thrown out so much in the
expectation of convincing Ohristians as to teach Liberals that the whole fabric of Ohrietian superstition
rests upon the God idea, and that this is the point
upon which they must train their gunl:l. And that
t},),e war will never cease until the great "Quaker gun"
of God's power is captured.
Take away the God idea and persecutions would
cease, and museums and public libraries and places
of rational entertainment and amusement will be
open on Sundays. ·
Now, I hav tried to show in this article some of
the inconsistencies of the Ohristian religion, and I
hav tried to conduct the Ohristian back to the point
where he made his great mistake and became confused, and I hope that he will not feel ungrateful for
the service which I hav rendered him. But if he
will not hearken to the voice of reason, and prefers
darkness rather than light, and lunacy rather than
reason, then he must submit to the shackles of eccle
siaetical tyranny and continue to manipulate his India
rubbr.r God, amen.
JOHN PEaK.
Naples1 N. Y.
P.S.-A.fter I had :finished the foregoing article, as I
supposed, my attention was called to a discussion
between the Boston Herald and the Rochester .Democrat and Chronicle.
The Herald, iu commenting upon the Wilkes barre
tornado and the late railroad disaster, remarked that
the former was a dispensation of providence, while
the latter was a result of 8 careless workman.
The Chronicle replied that the "careless workman
might hav been a chosen instrument in carrying out
a decree from on high."
Then Guiteau may hav been a" chosen instrument"
in canying out God's decree. That is just what
Guiteau claimed. This puts the Boston editor and
the Rochester editor on the same level with Guiteau.
The God idea makes lunatics of all alike.
The man in Wisconsin who outraged a little girl
and used a knife to accomplish his hellish design,
and then cut her throat, may hav been another of
God's instruments to carry out some unseen beaevolent design.
If these men were God's agents, then all who had
a hand in hanging them will land in that :fiery region
where the stoker sleepeth not.
It beats all how, in their heaven· sent catastrophes,
God deals out as heavy blows upon those who lisp
·his praises as he does upon the devil's intimates.
In the destruction of the ancient cities God spared
~hose only who were worthy to escape. If there ever
was'an act of providence, this must be so construed.
Old Mrs. Lot took a forbidden .back squint, and got
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I now began to be known in the nelgbb~rhood as a maker land he owned one-half of it himself. But he did not
her pay down-spot cash, salt being God's legal
of rhymes. The first of my J?Oetic offgpring that saw the liv to sse the ship with ita cargo of twenty negroes
tender.
light, was a burleEque lamentation on a quarrel between two
· b
·
N
b
:fi
· ~ ·
The angelic daughters, the special object of God's reverend
C11lvinists; both of them dramatis personm in my s~Il. a.ck mto ewport. h,ar or. o~e ne morn~~"' Ill
care, got their fmther drunk and he became at once Holy Fair. I had a notion myself that the piece had some Aprll, 1743, after the ah1p a oaptam had been murthe father and the grandfather of his daughter's merit; but to prevent the worst, I gave a copy of it to a dered on the Ooaat by the native whom he W8'3 perchildren. AU the people of the cities of the plains friend, who was very fond of sl!ch til~ngs, and ~old him I auading to acllept 'the biassing of !' gospel dispens~
could not guess who.was the autnor of 1~, ~ut tha. I thought tion.'" Oa arrival the vessel and cargo of slaves had
were destroyed, while these abandoned, drunken, in- it
pretty clever. WJth a certain descnptron of the clergy,
.,
castupus wretches were spared. No doubt a great, as well as laity, it met with a roar of applause. Holy Willie's to ~a sold; Peter Faneu1l B brother appaare~ and
good, which the world has never been able to see, Prayer made its next appearance and alarmed tne Kirk- received hxe due ahara of the proceeds sa Peters ad·
was Mcomplished, but who is able to interpret such session s.o ml!ch, that ~~ey held sev~ral meetit;~gs ~o look ministrator and heir. For these twenty negroes
over their spiritual art1l.ery, if happily any of 1t might be £1 644 in all were obtained and among the purchas·
acts of divine providence T
pointed against profane rhymers (From Burns's Autobiog'
·
"th
'
h
bl • N w
In the sweep of a tornado kind and tender motb~:,rs raphy).
era were me~ Wl
names now onora e 1n e
and innocent children are crushed by falling timbers,
England ann~.s.
A SuBSCRIBER.
----------~ ~----------------~
while drunken, vicious, gambling wretches are oHen
Items of Foreign .I!'reethonght News.
Puritanism and Slavery.
spared. A vessel goes down with all on board ;
thirty thousand people perish by an earthquake.
The Freethinkers of Garmany hBv met with a se·
Slavery in New E agland has never bsen a subj eob
Entire cities are buried by a volcano, with young, of discussion to which the modern New Eogbnder baB rioue mi~fortune in the decease of Staff Physician
old, good, bad, and indifferent, and yet these two given a cordial welcome. When he has discuest:d D1·. Heinrich Oidtmsnn. The doctor wa~ one of
great editors enter the ":listie ring" to hav a squab- it with any reasonableness at all, his proud seif· those rare individuals who deem moral honesty and
ble over the unseen ways of providence. •
satisfaction has found an easy refuge in the fact that courage of greater value than the almighty dollar.Why, such a God is not worthy to preside over the -while New England did hav slaves abe had the moral Das Iffenschenthum.
lowest den in the vilest quaders of the most aban· courage to rid herself of the inhuman institution.
doned city.
In Sweden there are employed by the state church
Much virtue has been assumed for the contrast thus
Remember, this deb~te was not between two low· offered to states in the South. The facts which Mr. 2,264 ministers, who r_eceiva in salarie3 6.000,000
down Christians, but between two great newspaper Weeden, in pis "History of New England," b:rings crowns. If we add archdeacons and bishops the
editors. It must be evident to all tha.t these men out will scarcely afford satisfaction to this pharisaical yearly budget of the church is abou~ 7,570,000
would not make such stupid blunders in discussing condition of the New E !lgland mind. He never crowrs, but besides this the church posaeases vropart.v
any other subject.
minces matters for New England's sake. He tells ue (not taxed, of course) to a taxation value of 58,720,995
According to this theory, who knows but the man, the whole truth as he has found it, and this does not crowns. The number of children attending Sunriaywhose real name I hav forgotten, but upon whose leave professions of moral motive in the matter very sohool ia 24,000. Oartainly there is need of F.:asbloody career. the story of Blue Beard was founded, stable legs to st11.nd on. With his usual remorseless- thcught and Freethinkers ih Sweden.
who was known to hav murdered a hundred and ness in the presentation of facts, he shows that moral
forty children, was an instrument in the hand of considerations did not enter into the case at all. It
His all right to teach modern science in 8 univer·
God for some unseen purpose ?
was purely economic in its beginning, its growth, and sity, but when one livs in Austria, and does not
Right on the heel of this Wilkesbarre providential its end, and almost the sole voice in early colonial know any better than to giv popular scientific !eClttornado, another providential ghost appears. The times that raised itself in behalf of a larger humanity ures on '' The Truth of N a.ture aa a Means to the
Development of Humanity" and· on "God, Hie
Thousand Island Ptt.rk House was discovered to be was the voice of Judge Sewall.
·
on fire by a lot of young fellows playing card!'.
Mr. WPeden begins his account of New England Daads and Writings Soientifica1ly Considered," then
They gave the timely alarm or all would hav per· slavery with a frank statement that it was New one deserves to share the fate dealt out to the
ished.
England's good fortune to hav a climate too harsh seventy-year-old professor, Dr. Bruhl, who has been
When lotteries and wheels of fortune and dice and and a social system too simple to engender a good indicted for blasphemy containsd in the above-named
race-horses and all manner of gambling devices economic e~ployment of black labor. The land's lectures.-.De Dagera.ad.
become instruments in the hands of God, ho, Lib- simple industrial methods "placed a natural barrier
Somebody is always annoying his holiness in tlle
eral, giv us your hand, let us all take a turn.
against an alien social system," while the blacks soon
Ia it not evident that all who believe in God as dwindled in numbers or dropped out from "a life too Vatican. First Freethinkers placed a statue of
the SUpreme rulAr Of the Universe are turned intO severe for any but the hardiest and firmest-fibered Bruno in front of his windows, and now the municicrazy cranks T From the great Gladstone down races." In all this there was no moral aversion to pality of Florance, It!lly, bas decided to turn the
through the Rav. Herbert W. Morris, A.M., and the slavery as an inhuman institution. Even the Win- Santa Oroce church into a pantheon, and a beginning
newspaper· editors, to the lowest Oatholic in the throps and other Puritans " asked and received In· has been made by pl11.cing a marble tablet bearing
ditch, they show themselvs to be lunatics whenever dian captiva for slaves as freely as any partisan for the name of the Freethinker Garibaldi and commem·
they broach the God idea.
loot or plunder," while the righteous Ootton Mather orating his deeds. These Freethinkers never care
Is it not about time that this great embodiment of himself ''employed his black servant, showing as whether or not they hurt the feelings of an infallible
nothingness, which dwells nowhere and does nothing, little regard for the rights of man as the Boston Ohristian.-Nieuws van den flag.
was retired, and all of this fool talk about providen· merchant or Nuragansett planter." That slavery
The clergy and the students of theology in Swetial dispensation "stamped out T" Has not the God remained a small factor in New England growth was
idea had its day and produced its crop of idiots and due to no awakening of conscience, but to economic den hav not yet comprehended what danger there is
in enge.aing in a public debate with an educated Free·
·lunatics~ Should not every Liberal carry a sling and laws whiah "forbade its growth."
throw one st.one at least at this Goliath of Obristian
There is no lack of proof that the slave trade in thinker~ Every now and then we read in F'J'ittinka·
superstition~
J.P.
New England began at an early period, and pre- ren oi a " would· be" debate, and of course the result
vailed generally down to the Revolution. It was im- is always the same-a defeat of the dehnder of Mr.
More About Robert Burns.
mensely forwarded bv New England rum, which, J ehova.h. While Mr. Lsnnstrll.nd is lecturing, debatTo THE EDITOR OF THE TnuTH SEEKER, Sir: In after 1723, displaced French brandies on that thirsty ing, snd organizing in east a~d central Sweden! Mr.
THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 20th, you hsv Gold Coast which eagerly accepted it in exchange for Bergh eli is doing ~ood wor.k 1n Skaane ~~d Bl~kmge,
an article-taken from the Agnostic Journal-by its own children. Having enslaved Indians wherever where, especially m the mty of Malmo, he 1s supported by the Vbaral Unitarian Society there, undfjr
Robert A. Riddell, upon the question, "R)bert they could, the New England settlers had no scruples
about enslavin~ the negro after buyinl! him with the leadership of Mr. Ax.el D 1nielson.
Burns, Was He 8 Christian?"
'
The writer thinks not, and give some pretty good rum. George Downing, a nephew of Winthrop and
According to the law of Oat. 30, 1880, lay brothers
evidence for so believing. It would seem that a a minister of tbe gospel, wrote to Winthrop from the
as well as members of religious orders are forbidden
West
Indies
:
"
If
you
go
to
Barbadoes,
you
will
see
little additional evidence might be found in some of
a flourishing island, many able men. I believe they to teach in the public schools of F.t:ance. The clerBurns's prose writings them~elvs. Let us see.
hav bought this year no less than a thousand negroes, ical party in the French chamber succeeded in addi!lg
Whatever miti~~:ates the woes, or increases the happiness
an amendment to the bill providing that the d1s ·
of others, this is my criterion of goodness; and whatever and the more they buy the bettrr able they sra to charge of clerical teachers should not be sudden; 1113·
injures society at large, or any individual in it, this is my buy, for in a year and a half they will earn (with
measure of iniquity (From Letter 194, Juue 21, 1789).
God's blessing) as much as they cost.." No voica of cordingly a provision addin!! a period of five years
before the final expulsion of the clergy was agreed
This is hardly " the language of Oainau," but conscience stepped in to help the New Englander upon. It is interesting to note that already in the
withstand
the
temptation
here
placed
before
him.
sounds rather Ingaraolliau and abreast of modern
He could see nothing wrong in exchanging rum for third division of the public schools, the elementary
Freethought. Again :
negroes, and then making the negroes his slaves. schools to children betwsen nine and ten years of
Mankind are by nature benevolent creatures, PXCept in a
aae br~nohes like ethics and " duties of a citizen"
few scoundrelly instances. I do not think that avarice of Governor Hopkins is cited as authority for the state- a~e taught. In the schools which hn dispensed
the good things we chance to ha v is born with us; but we ment that Rhoda Island, for more than thirty years
are placed here amid so much nakedness, and hunger, and before 1764, had sent to the Gold Coast every year with the sarvice of clericals the average standard of
poverty, and want, that we are under a cursed necessitv in eighteen :vessels laden with eighteen hundred hoe-s- knowledge of the !lhiidren is greater th!lon in thosa
studying selfishness in order that we may EX[ST Still, beads of rum, while the vile comm£rce afforded £40,· managed by the clergy.
there are in every age a few souls that all the wants and
woes of life cannot debase to selfishness or even to the 000 evAry year for remittance from that colony to
Two new instances of bigotry exhibited by Gernecessary alloy. of caution and prudence. If ever I am in England. Mr. -Weeden says the forefathers tried
danger of vanity, it is when I contemplate myself on this other goods than rum, but found they had slow s~le man authorities, evidently to plAase "der kaiser,"
side of my disposition and character. I am no saint. I hav on the Coast. One trader is recorded as hning said hav come to our notice. Io Preireligioses-Sonntagsa whole host of follies and sins to answer for; but if I could
Blatt Dr. Voelkel informs the raadars of his journal
-an(l I believe I do it as far as I can-I would wipe all tears he "repented a hundred times ye buying of these that be was invited by the Ftee R ~ligious Society
dry goods," since rum would hav served him so
from all eyes (Letter 215, March 2, 1790).
of E durt to inaugurate the Sunday-school meeting.
That written in the light of Christian theology T much better in making exchange for bl~~ocks.
Everything was in order, when at t~e eleventh ~our
·
Mr.
Weeden
calmly
says
the
New
Eogland
fore·
Not much! But farther:
F. Brandt, the president of t.he somety, was ,~ot1fi~d
fathers
are
not
to
be
"charged
with
any
special
pref.
All my fears and cares are of this world ; if there is
that be was liabla to a fine of $50 or four d~ys lm~rlS·
another, an honest man has nothing to fear from it. I hate erence for that civilizing instrument over all the
a man that wishes to be a deist ; but I fear every fair, un. other resources of the two continents." Their in· onmsnt if the meeting took place. C;:,mpl~mts a~amst
prejudiced inquirer must, in some degree, be a skeptic. It stincts "were neither moral nor immoral ; they were the mayor for unlawful proceedings were Immedl!ltaly
is not that there are any very sta~gering arguments against simply economic." There existed in those times a made to the chief authority, and the govarnm~nt.
the immortality of man; but, like electricity, phlogiston,
The other instance of official bigotry was at Ntenetc., the subject is so involved in darkness that we want «!ata certain respected and prosperous elder of the church burg. Here the mayor had given a permit to deliver
who had uniform success in slave-trading. He always
to go upon.
One thing frightens me much. That we are to liv forever returned thanks on the Sunday after a slaver arrived a lecture, when he suddenly, and only a few .hours
seems too qood to bB t1·ue I That we are to enter into new at Newport, that "an overruling providence had baon before the be(}'innina of the lecture, recalled h1s per·
scenes of existence, where, exempt from want and pain, we pleased to bring to this land of freedom another mission, owing to i~struction rec~ived by him from
shall enjoy ourselvs and our friends without satiety or sepahis superior. Who this latter b1got was we do not
ration, how much should I be indebted to anyone who could cargo of benighted heathens to enjoy the blessing
fully assure me that this was certain l (Letter 214, Feb. 16, of a gospel dispensation." Even Peter Faneuil, the know-a. fact much to be regretted, for the name of
1790).
rich and energetic merchant who gave Boston her every Christian who uses his offioial power to per1!~·
Small amount in this of "readin~ one's.title clear Faneuil Hall, that prospectiv .cradle of liberty, de- cute Freethinkers ought to be held up to pubho
GusTAVE NELSoN.
to mansions in th~ skies "----sure. 011ce more:
liberately planned a venture aimed at·A.frican negroes, acorn.
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~Itt Jfmtritan ltcnlar 1/nion.

vauia railroad at 5 PM; Philadelphia, 7:40 P.M; B!\1· practical union of church and state tbnt sll those
timore, 9.55 PM; w,,.;lnngton, 1L10 PM. and reaches holding the great nriety of Ollristian creede are
Portsmouth at 2 30 PM. next day. Friends may unitedly striving to accomplish~ If those Ohriatians
either carry their own lunches, or procure me~ls in who are so wide apart in opinions, about which they
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
InA C. CRADDOOK, Cor. Secy. the dining-car at $1 per meal. This is the hav d1ffered and quarreled so much and so long, can
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer.
only trsin carrying a dining-car through between unite on the main question, why will l!Ot those who
BOARD OF DrRROTORS.
R. B WRSTBR_ooK,
1707 Oxford st., Philadelphia. New York and Portsmouth without
change. profess to be more consistent and liberal in I heir
.120 Lexington ave., New York. The entire train is heated with steam, and is views, do the same, and do it with an energy and
E. B. FooTE, JR.,
T. B WAKEMAN,
93 Nassau st., New York.
J. E REMSBURG,
. Oak Mills, Kansas. lighted with electric lights, individual electric lampe hearty good will that will tell, and prevent what may
JuLIET H. Sll.VRRANOR, .
.
. Milwaukee, Wisconsin. being provided for any passenger who may desire prove in the near future a calamity to our nation and
F. C. M.RNDR,
.
.
. 1814 Green st., Philsdelphh. one at hie seat or in hie birth. The road winds the world T
InA C. CRADDOCK, S. E. cor. Rrosd and Columbia av., Phila. through some of the most picturesque scenery to be
Why stand we here idle T Why are so mt)ny apHoNORARY Vron-PRESIDRNTB.
Robert G. Ingersoll, L. K. Washburn,
E. B. Foote, Sr., bad anywhere among the Allegbanies. At 6:45 next parently indifferent in this matter, that they seem to
Samuel P. Putnam, H. P. Mason,
Leonard Geiger, morning, we arrive at White Sulphur Sprinf(B, that think of vital importance T Why remain inactiv till
·
famous aristocratic resort of the "F. F. V.'s" (first our chains are forged and riveted 1
T. B. Wakeman,
1\1. P. Krekel,
S. S. McLeod,
J11mes Parton,
James Wardwell,
N.D. Goodell, families of Virginia), situated in an undulating valley
Turn to the history of the past and see what
Charles Watts,
J. A. Smith,
Daniel Aerl,
A B. Bradford,
Wm. Redfield,
Roman Staley, surrounded by mountains. The medicinal virtues of religious fanaticism has done, and fl'om the efforts
these springs are world-renowned, and hav been now being made, learn what the future m&y hav in
Otto Wettstein,
M. M. Secor,
H. L. Boyes,
Lucy N. Colman, W. L. Willis,
J. H. Burnham, known and tested since 1788. Further on, we come store. " History repeats itself," is a .maxim that it
W. W. Forward, G. F. A. deLespinasse, W. H Pepper, into the Greenbrier nlley, where the picturesque is well to remember in this as well as many other
N. F. Griswold,
George E. Swan,
Almond Owen. stream which givs the valley its name flaws tranquilly things. What humanity has suffered in the past on
along over a bed of slate. At Kanawha Falls, which account of opinions held pertaining to religious be·
we reach about 10:30, the scenery is wild and rugged lief, should induce those who believe in perfect freeThe American Secular Union Congress.
In regard to railroad fares to the Portsmouth in the extreme. "The broad river," writes an east- dom and equality before the law, to be up and doing
Oongress we would ask our friends to note specially bound traveler, " sweeps majestically down over the to make secure and permanent the right of each and
rocks, and on both sides of you tower verdure-clad all to hold and express without fear or favor such
what we giv below.
·
We called attention last week to the fact that Mr. walls that are broken here and there with frowning opinions in regard to matters pertaining to creation,
A. M. F:eeman, of Ohicago, had succeeded in obtain- masses of rock. Past the Hawks' Nest, or under it, deity, immortality, a future life, its rewards, punishing a round trip ticket from that city for the Ports- the train rushes, carrying you into the wild, rugged ments, etc., as each individual m"y think most reasonmouth Oongress for $14 75. We understand that defiles made by the New river, as it cuts its narrow able, truthful, and best for hie or her enjoyment both
he has now succeeded in obtaining a slight further pathway through the solid rock. There is no wilder here and hereafter. Providing always, that such
reduction; and we would recommend all our or more picturesque scenery in America than that opinions, held and expressed, do not t!ilnd to make
Chicago friends, whether delegates or otherwise, to along the banks of the little stream which goes roar- those holding them law-breakers and bad citizens
apply to Mr. A. M. Freeman, 402 West Madison ing and plunging over its stony course many feet generally, llnd cause them to deny to others lfgitistreet, Ohicago, IlL, before purchasing their tickets. below you." Later on we enter the beautiful valley mate rights that they claim for themselvs.
For these as well as many other reasons too nuAs mentioned last week, the Eastern, Oentral, and . of the Ohio, with its alternating fertil farms and busy
Southern lines (the Western Passenger Association manufacturing towns, and at 2:30 in the afternoon merous to mention here and now, let all FreethinkerOJ, although they may di:ffdr radically on many
has declined to enter the pool) will grant us a reduc- we find ourselvs at Portsmouth.
While it would of course be desirable, as a matter points, respond liberally to the grand appeal for
tion of two-thirds the regular first-class fare on our
homeward tickets, provided we eomply with the fol- of social pleasure, that all our friends journey to· union and material aid, recently made by M·iso Ida
Portsmouth on the same train, it is not at all obliga- 0. Oraddock, secretary of the Secular Union, so that
lowing conditions:
tory. They can go individually on whatever train the convention at Portsmouth, 0., may be a great
1. Each person desiring the reduction must purchase a
suits
t~em best, and still be entitled to the reduc- success as to numbers attending, and also the influence
first-class ticket to Portsmouth, 0., for which he will pay
the regular fare; and upon request, the ticket agent will at tion, provided they comply with the conditions re- it will exert in promoting the cause of independent
the time he buys the ticket, giv him a printed certificst~ of garding certificates, given above. Coming home, it Freethought and cementing in bonds of fraternal
purchase, properly filled out and signed by said ticket is hoped that as many as possible will return on the brotherhood, not only all Freethinkers, but all managent.
one train, so that we may hav a fraternal jubilation kind, to the end that good words and works may
~· It through tickets cannot be procured at the starting.
pomt, the traveler must purchase to the most convenient and a good time generally-as well as more leisure predominate and all our people be willing to concede
point where through tickets can be obtained, and repurchase than is likely to obtain at the OoDgress for over· to others the right to hold opinions and beliefs of a
through to Portsmouth, requesting a certificate from the flow discussions of ways and means of extending our different nature on all matters of a political, social,
ticket agent at the point where repurchase is made.
work.
and religious nature, and be respected and protected
3. Tickets for the return joarney will be sold, by the ticket
We
trust
that
our
friends
everywhere,
and
estherein, so long as those opinions do not counsel,
agent at Portsmouth, 0., at one-third the highest limited
fare, only to those holding certificates (referred to above) pecially to the north and east of Philadelphia, can advise, or hav a tendency to lead to acts contrary to
signed by the ticket agent at the point where through ticket manage to come this way, so that we can hav a law and good order in society. Always conceding
to Portsmouth was purchased, and countersigned by Ids C. pleasant social journey homeward.
the right of ev{lryone on all matters of di:ffdrence to
Craddock, secretary or the American Secular Union certiIn
response
to
an
invitation
which
we
extended
to
appeal
to the people generally, and our law-makers
fying that the holder has been in regular attendance ~t the
the editors of the American Sentinel and to the offi.. especially, for redress of grievancaiJ in all legal and
Portsmouth Congress.
4. Ic is absolutely necessary that such a certificate be pro- cera of the National Religious Liberty Association, legitimate ways.'
CoNVERSE 0LosE.
cured by each traveler, as it proves that full fare has been we are happy to announce that we may expect to hav
Grattan, Mich., Oct. 8, 1890.
paid for the j mrnev to Portsmouth, and that the purchaser the pleasure of an address from Prof. J. 0. Oorliss
is therefore ~entitled to the excursion fare returning. It will
also determin the route via which the ticket for the return corresponding secretary of the latter. We need not
Campaigning in Washington.
journey should be issued.
remind our friends how persistently the above organ5. On some of the roads, tickets for return jour:n~v will izations are protesting against Sunday laws and in
I was at Nooksack Oity, Whatcom county, Sepbe furnished onlv on certificates procured not more' than fact, against the whole scheme of the Nati~nal
tember 6th, 7th, and 8th, The question is frEquently
three days before the meeting assembles, nor later than three
asked, " Why are t.here so many more Liberals West
days after the commencement or the meeting and will be form party. It is true that the American Sentinel
availsbl~ for continuous _Passage only; no stop.over privi- and the National Religious Liberty Association are than in the E!'st !" First, because the people who
. leges bPmg allowed on tickets sold at less than full fares swayed by different motive from ourselvs. They ob- sell out and come West leave old associations, climb·
UertificA.tes will not be honored unless presented withi~ serve Saturday as a Sabbath, although they would out of their old ruts and evolute out of fogyism,
three days after the date of the adjournment of the Congress.
Their come prepared for new sceneEl, new associations, and
S. Ticket agents will be instructed that the excursion not enforce its observance upon others.
fares will not be available unless the holders of certificates impelling motiv is to uphold their Ohristian doctrine are willing to adopt new ideas, new methods, and
are properly identified, as above described, by Ids C. Orad. while. ours is to uphold the principles of Freethought: soon fall into line and keep step witb the onward
d.ock, secretary of the American Secular Union, on the cer- But, In the matter of total separation of church and march of Liberalism and progress. Secondly, betlficate.
state, we stand shoulder to shoulder. Why should cause the ambition and effort to make the place of
7. These certificates are not tran~feralJle.
~- The re~uction on return journey will apply only to the we ~ot, therefore, join forces! . Our constitution their new home grow and p:-osper expands their
pomt at whlCh a traveler's through ticket was purchased to provides for the admission of societies auxiliary to views, enlarges alike their hearts and intellect.
Portsmouth on his way to the Congress.
the American Secular Union, where they pledge Their daily lives are filled with hope, energy, ambi9. (Very important.) NO REFUND OF FARE WTLL tbemselvs to uphold the Nine Demands and to tion; euooess affords them confidence; they find
BE MADE ON ANY ACCOUNT WBATEVER BECAUSE
OF FAILURE ON YOUR PART TO OBTAIN A CERTIF- ccoperate with us; and it leaves them perfectly free happiness in aiding, helping each other. They think
for themselvs, cast off old fables, fears, and faiths,
ICATE. Should you neglect to obtain a cert.ificste as the otherwise.
above conditions provide, you will be obliged to pay full . Wh~ther t~e National Religious Liberty Associa- become sturdily independent and acquire the cour·
fare both ways.
~I.on will see hB ws_y clear to becoming such an aux- age of their convictionP,
10. Last, but not least, it is recommended that those who duuy to the Amencan Secular Union, remains to be
. ~here are so. many things which make life worth
wish to obtain certificates shall arrange to be at the ticket
office a half. _hour before trains start, in order to receive s_een. At all events, we bespeak for Professor Oor- hving here whtch are wanting in the Eist. Eager,
proper attention from the ticket agent.
hse and for what be bas to fJay to us a cordial wel- hustling, energetic people come together; strangers
From P_hiladelpbia, the Ohesapeake and Ohio rail- come f~om all_true Li~e~als. In union is strength. take each other on trust, all willing to help each
road ( eavmg Broad stre~<t station) giv us a rata of And, smce hie assoCJatJOn and ours are working other, for all hav a common bond of union in the
$15 50 first.class fare to Portsmouth and one-third toward the same end-religious liberty-it does ardent desire to see their town rival the biggest city
returning, which will brin~ tha am~unt cf round. seem as though_ w~ ought to help each other, how- of the state. Everything has to be started from the
trip ticket within $21. From New York city the ever our respectiv Isms may differ.
groun? up-:atreets opened, bridges built, schools
IDA 0. CnADDooK, Oorr. Sec. A. S U
es.tabl_Ished. All th~ framework of modern society,
fare will be $16 going to Portsmouth, and one-third
Philadelphia, Pa., Oi.lt. 13, 1890.
· '
With Its marvelous mventions for comfort and con·
returning; and those of our friends who start from
venienc_e, must be set up, and in this work there is
New York are requested to call .at the office of the
Ohesapeake and Ohio Railway Oo., 362 Broadway, to The Convention of the American Secular Union. '!'ell·l?a!d labor for all,_ and a wid.s opening for pubprocure tickets.
lic SJ?Il'lt, pus~, enterpnse, and speculation. EveryOur friends will please bear in mind that in order . Ravin~ f~r more than fifty years been a believ11r one IS exceedmgly busy and exceedingly happy bem
the
prinCiples
of
the
American
Secular
Union
and
to secure the above reductions in fare, they' must be
cause exceedingly hopeful. The erection of ~ach
certain to provide themselvs with duly sigt~ed and an hum):>le worke~ in the ranks of Freethought, am new building, every new store, manufactory or enconstra~ned
to
wri~e
a
few
lines
to
induce
all
those
countersigned certificates, as given above. No stop~erprise, is a perso~al !Datter
interest and rejoic?Ver tick~ts will _be allowe.d for Philadelphia or other '!'h.o claim. t~ be Ltberale in matters pertaining to re- mg. The embryo mty m the midst of immense for.to
unite
in
helping
the
president,
ligiOus
opmions
mtermediate pomts. Frtends desiring to remain
est to-d~y all belie!e i~ destined to be · a great
over in Philadelphia, either going or returning, will secr~tary, and d~ectors of the Union to make the metropohs, and their wishes and will power giv
commg convent~on at Portsmouth, 0. a sucoess fruition to their hopes. The forests are cleared and
hav to pay regular fare between New York and Phil- beyond
any previOusly held.
'
converted into ranches, farms, and or(,lharq!J. Oit;Y
adelphia, and repurchase t.icket on which reduction
Is.
there
any
good
.legitimate
reason
why
all those
is to be allowed in Philadelphia.
lots are in demand. The live, :Wid~·awake newspaper.
holdmg the many d1fferent views of Liberal Free·
A vestibule train leaves New York via Pennsyl- thought should not unite in efforts to prevent the water works, sewage, electric bghts and electdo
street-cars, school-hOI.~{!~~. o.pefl} .Pouse, an~ Hterar~
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society are successfully started, and all being inter·
ested help to secure their success. This ambition.
thia spirit of hus~ling, eo characteristic of the West, is
very contagious. The "tenderfoot" ia, if of any
account, rmre to ca.tch the spirit of energy and
progress.
·Only a few monthra ago, when I visited Roeder for
the first time, I waa told there was a town site
located in the woods about three miles from there
It was on a plateau six feet above the level of the
surrounding rivers, lying between the Nooksack and
Sumatl, and they b6d named the place Nooksack City.
H wss in the midal; of virgin forest. To people of
the E~&at the wild woods, with gigantic trees six to
twenty feer. in diameter, towering rrom three to four
hundred feet .high, with dense undergrowth a!td
blown-down trees piled iu places six to ten feet deep
-the t.ransformation of this in a few short months
into a thriving, bustling tr1wn, with graded avenues,
$1 200 hotel, stores, sohool-housea, halls, etc., seems
incredible; yet all over this Pugot sound country
these magical tnnsformations are taking place.
N ookaack Oity is only one instance. Already it has
Sfcm·ed ndmirab1e railro11.d facilities. That representativ young Western hustler and sound Liberal, Joseph
E. Lender, writes me: "Our new railroad depot is
now well under way. Shreet grading has again
started. Two more large, very handsome residences
and another church are begun. The rails are being
laid on the track; everything is hustling and lively."
I deliversd three lectures at Nooksack City at tho
cost and responsibility of Joe. E. Leader. r found
there was quite a Liberal element. D. E. Rice, of
RJeder, ever ready to help in every good work,
brought a jolly big load of genuin Liberals from
R')eder, who gS;V(l zest and interest to the occasion.
The following e:xtraot from a letter of Mr. J os. E.
Leader ia the bast testimony of the results of the lectures : "I hear that the Presbyterians are starting
preparations for. a revival meeting to counteract the
effdcta of the wave of Infidelity that is sweeping
over the place. They hope by this means to counteracb the influence of your lectures, and the Liberal literature you distributed. I am satisfied that
we will bs able to organiz9 with a membership of
over ten of ou~ very best citizens by the next time
you c;>me."
.
Here are splendid opportunities for settlers. The
country surrounding N ooksMk City-in faot, nearly
the whole of Whatcom county-is unsurpassed for
farming, the average yield per acre being: hops,
2 500 pounds; barley, 100 bushels; wheat, 35
bushels; potato<>s. 400 bushels; mangel wurzele, 40
tons ; rutabagoes, 50 tons. Failure of fruit crops in
Whatcom county has never yet occurred. The bot·
tom lands provide ..bundance of richest pasture, and
milk is in demand in the trinity cities at ten cents
per quart. .
I was at Whatcom S9ptember 12;h, 13th, and
14th, the oldest of the three cities of Bellingham
bay. Sehome and Whatcom hav grown together,
and dwellings are reaching out and extending clear
to F<iirhaven. All three will be one; only the question of a name delays the union. Boomed additions
are always to be closely examined, for even in Washington there are bad spots. It does not do to take
all advertisments at par, as will be seen from the
following extract from the Wbatcom Reveille:
The indiscriminate platting of any land in the county that
will make a good showing on a map is injurious to a county.
There is an addition to Whatcom that is a howling swamp.
There is one to Fairhaven on Lake Barnish that is anechoin~
rock pile. A ·house would hav to be chained to the side of
the mountain to be situated on one addition. A man might
fall from the topmost lot and drop into the water, a quarter
of a mile below. The birds play hide.and·Beek in the clouds
that cling tu the streets. In the Whatcom swamp the
screams of the panther and the hoot of the owl make ceaseless music. The exhalatinns rise from its boulevards and
streets whenever the sun shines. To look at the property
is to wet your feet. To liv on it is to put on the white robes
of immortality. To buy lots in either addition is to lose
faith in humanity, and to question the goodness of providence.
Politics, union of the cit.ies bonding to build roads,
cities, etc., distra0t attention from Liberal work, yet
in each of the three cities there are large numbers
of Liberals. Once they could be aroused from their
apathy, and realize the need of practical organization,
a live and powerful local Secular Union could be
established.
Under that able, life-long Li.baral and successful
promoter of the interests of Whatcom, John T.
Collins, I delivered three lectures at the Opera House
to good attendance and interest, and hav the assurance of Friend Collins and his good partner, Wm.
Powell, that they will speedily garner in a goodly
number of Liberals as members of the Washington
Secular Union, and "Collins and Powell" are a firm
known all ovor the sound country as navel' failing of
success in any enterprise they undertake.
I enjoyed my visit vary much; the kindness and
hospitality of the friends at Whatcom cannot be
surpassed, and I am eager for the deli~ht of again
visiting them.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
Secretary Washington Secular Union.
2104 Sireth street, Seattle, Wash.

Rabbi Friedlander.
No wonder that the public feeling, from Dan even
unto Beersheba, has been ahocked at the Brooklyn
phenomenon-the persecution of Jews by Jews! We
would hav thought that nearly eighteen hundred
years of cruelty, practiced by the Christians upon
the Jews, on account of their religion, so severe and
so long continued as to change their national charac·
ter from an agricultural to a mercanti1, or moneymaking one, would hav rooted out all desire
to punish any man for his religious opinions. But
in the Broo~lyn case we ha.v a new and glaring
proof that the disposition of religion to persecute is
as inherent and ineradicable as the liking for blood
is in the natura of a tiger. The intenee feeling of
brotherhood among the Jews bas always bean one of
their chief and beautiful charo.cterietice. Even the
love between the sexes of the human family has not
been strong enough, except in a very few instances,
to overcome the exclusiv partiality of the Jews for
their own Abrahamitic blood, end their refusal to
marry among the gentiles. But the sentiment of
religion which the whole human race has inherited
from ancestors who lived millions of years ego, when
their jgnorance of natural phenomena was nearly as
total as that of their brutal congeners; and when
the mean feeling of fear, resulting from ignorsnee,
was wrought into the warp and woof of their charllC·
ter by the force of countless thousands of yearsI say this sentiment in the case of R10bbi Friedlander
and his backers has proved itself to ba stronger
than the attachments of blood and race. The nbbi,
no doubt, is by nature an amiable man, but his religion has transformed him into a persecutor, and that
of his own brethren. His interpolation of words
into the document he ulldertook to interpret for the
public, was a case of clear forgery and counterfeiting,
seemingly to exasperate the people, and to get up a
panic which was likely to end in murder. A Methodist minister, Rev. Mr. Ds Ford, was recently arrested and sent to jail in Milwaukee £ Jr altering a
bank bill from a low to a higher denomination.
The robbery contemplated by passing it upon· ignorant people amounted to only ten or twenty dollars,
but his punishment, if convicted, will be a term of
some years' imprisonment in the penitentiary with
hard labor. Yet here are criminal interpolations in an
important document by R:tbbi Friedlander, which
inj tire his fellow-men a thousand times more than
the Methodist did by his form of forgery and coun·
terfeiting. What could prompt him to commit such
crime and outrage? It was hi.s religion, not bia lack
of religion. It overrode all hie fiae instincts of
justice, honor, and marcy, and made him an unscrupulous knave and persecutor. If he had exer·
cised his talent for interpolation upon a five-dollar
bill, he would bav to accompany his Christian
brother, DeFord, to prison, as too dangerous a character to be turned loose upon society sgain. But
he will pl'obably not go to prison, and perhaps not
blush at his conduct; for thousands of the clergy
would do as he did, and feel that they were doing
God's service.
Now, Mr. Editor, my object in this note is to ask
the attention of your readers to this new Brooklyn
proof and illustration of the fact that, essentially,
though not in form, the sentiment called religion is
the same yesterday, to day, and forever among all
nations and races of people; and that the human
race as a whole never will be civilized until this
deadly element is completely eliminated from its
character, and men are taught to govern themselvs
by the code of natural morals, which never changes
its complexion to suit the changing times snd opin·
ions. How pitiable, then, is it to see so many peo·
ple who repudiate the dogmas and spirit of tbe
orthodox church, running after the Jack-o-Jant.erns
oE the day in search of a religion tbat wili nof
persecute ; that is to say, the " real," " pure,"
"genuin" fire that always keeps cool, and will
nevPr burn.
A. B. BRADFORD.
.Enon Valley, Pa., Ont.. 7, 1890.
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"From the window of my room I could look out
upon the backyard containing clotheslines. One day
I saw a woman banging out her wash. She had
clothespins between her teet.h, and used them to
fasten a pair of striped stockings to the line. I was
caught by a pair of striped stockings. The wind inflated the stockings, and I was insane. I was as aNew
England poet in the presence of pie. I married the
woman and saw the stockings when she had them on.
They were not as full as when inflated by the wind.
Young man, marriage is a disappointment and a
sham. All married men know this, but will not confess it.
"The honeymoon was a cheat. The nights were
too short. After we were married my wife did no
more washing ; I told her that work was necessary
to her health, but she shuffied and evaded the question by pleading that she was quite robust. When
I insisted she wiped the floor with me. Ah, the
horrible sensation·! The idea that work is necessary
to muscular dev.elopment is a lie.
"We bad children-that is, my wife did. You
may hav children ; if not, your wife may hav. The
children were a source of contention, because each of
us insisted that the other was responsible for them.
But I know that except for her I should hav been
childless.
"We quarreled and one day I struck her. She
did not scream. She looked at me a moment, and
then picked up a tomato and hit me with it in the
eye. Young man, never lift your hand to woman
eave in self· defense. Since then I hav hated tomatoes.
" Thera was a Dutch grocer on the corner, and he
kept my wife supplied w!th the fruit. Yesterday I
eaw him carrying a bundle into the house. I knew
it contained tomatoes, snd I followed him, filled with
a devouring jealousy. Q11ietly I crept up the stairs
with a club in my band. It was a desperate thing
to do, but I was a desperate man. Softly I opened
the door, and confronted them. They were eating
tomatoes from the paper bag which lay upon the
table. Upon seeing me they continued to eat.
Keeping the club concealed behind me, I advanced
toward the table, when, suddenly producing my
weapon, I struck the bag a blow which scattered its
aontents to the four winds. What excess will a man
Dot commit under the promptings of the passions !
"How can I describe what fol:iowed. That wretch,
the Dlltch grocer, arose from his seat, grasped me
by the shoulders, turned me suddenly about, and
kicked me not only out of the room, but down the
stairs and far into the street.
"That is why I am standing as I relate to you my
very horrible story."
1 Period of two years elapses, and the narrator
resumes:]
" My wife is now tending store for the Dutch
grocer, having obtained a divorce from me on account
of incompatibility of temperament. There was no
union of being between us. I shall shortly marry
again. Marriage is a humbug, but the unmarried
state is worse than the first.
" I hold it true whate'er befall! felt it when the grocer kicked'Tis better to be loved and licked
Than never to be loved at all."

Lectures and Meetings.
H. 0. PENTECOST lectures every Sunday evening at Grand
Opera House, Eighth avenue and Twenty-third street, at
8 P.M. Entrance on Twenty-third street.
THE lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fif·
teenth street, this week, Friday evening, is by A. L. Rawson on "Symbolical Language in Religion and Art."
THE Brooklyn Philosophical Association (Bedford avenue
and South Second street, E. D.) will hear Mr. Henry Rowley discourse on "Jesus, Mill, and Spencer," on Sunday,
October 19th, at 3 P.M.

J. E. REMSBURG has been lecturing to the Mormons. He
spoke at Ogden, Utah, September 28th; Almy, Wyo., September 29th; Coalville, Utah, September 30th and October
'l1he Schweitzer Tomato.
let ; Kamas, Utah, October 2d and 3d ; Logan, Utah,
George Macaonaza ill San Francisco Ir1·eet7wugn.t.
"L\sten, and I will relate ~o you my life's hie tory, October 4th.
and the horrible tale of it, for it is vary, very horrible.
ON Sunday, November 9th, Charles Watts will lecture for
You observe that I stand while speaking. When you Friendship Liberal League, Philadelphia. Hall Eighth and
hav heard my story you will not wonder that I do Vine streets. Entrance on Eighth street. Subject, 2:30P.M.,
not sit. I see that you bav recognized me. I am "Labor and Capital from a Secular Standpoint." Subject,
Podsnap.
7:30 P.M., "Mind and Matter: Whence Comes Intelligence?"
"I am the son of a wealthy m~iden lady. I was All are welcome.
born young. When I think of my extreme youth at
MR. S. P. PUTNAM proposes to invade Texas during
that time and cf my indiscretions I realize tba truth
of the words spoken nineteen hundred years ago, December and January on a lecturing tour. He has engage.
1
He that is born of woman bas experienced his first mente at Fort Worth, Burnet, Big Springs, Goldthwait, Flamisfortune.' You do not sea ihe bearing of these tonia, Forney, Sherman, and Trenton. Liberals in other
places desiring to hear him should write him at once at 838
details. Neither do I.
Howard street, San Francisco, Cal.
" I lived a bachelo1· life till the ag~ of thirty. I
believed myself mora], but I was llOt. I plsyed
W. F. JAMIESON writes: "It is with regret th~t I fl.ud my.
fifteen-ball pool for tha drinks, for which my wealth self obliged to forego the anticipated pleasure of attending
enabled me to pay when I was stuck. Oace I sat in the Secular Congress at Portsmouth, 0. My home in Coloa game of penny ante, and lost £ 1rty five cents."
rado is threatened, in our absence, by the money-lender.
IJ'he speaker paused, overcome by emotion, but My best efforts will be required to save it; and I hope that
recovering himself, resumed in a harsh, hollow voice : I can still devote my time to lecture work."
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1 thing external to matter,. but inseparable ~rom it\ pheno~ena analogous. to t~e preae~vation of a _memnevertheless, and this view is confirmed by the im- ory, which may be rehuned m the .mmd unoonsctous~y
1 mortality of both and the conservations of substance during many renewals of the bram and body. This
and energy. Th~ soul cannot be force nor matter, logic is also applica~le to a stt·eam. _I understand
1'he Idealist's Idea of Man.
nor is voluntary motion an evidence of its existence, the word stre.am a.s Simply an appellatwll: to ~enote
If a ma~ die _shall he Jiv again? All the days of my ap- for this ia consistent with an automRton. I may fill that part of a movmg malls of mmt~er wh1~h hes bepointed time will I wait tiL my change come. • . • There the :fire-box of a looomotiv with combustible sub- tween two points known respect!vly a~ 1ts sour~e
is hope of a trEe H it be cut down, that it will sprout again
and that the tender branch thereof will not cease: though stances, place amongst them the chemicals that and mouth. Do ~he ~hove. con~1derat10~s explam
ignite spontaneously, open the why we hav never 1.dent1fie~ mlell~gence With any ?f
the root thereof wax old iu the earth and the stock thereof sooner or later
die in the ground; yet through the scent of water it will bud throttle, and go my way. I lesve the eng in in a con- the manifestations of the mm~rt:el kmgdom ? Oertam
and bring forth boughs like a plant: But roan dieth and wast- dition described as "dead." Presently, a spontane- comparativly unknown elecbrwal phenomena, by apeth away; yea, he giveth up the ghos~ and where is he?_ • ous combustion occurs in the fire·box, the water be- parently disregarding cartain law~:~, seam almost to
. • As the cloud is consumed and vamsheth away, so he tnat
goeth down to the grave shall come up no more. • • • comes heated, steam 1:h'ises, the pressure increases, imply an intelligence. But this is not proved •.
I invented the theory of the irtmsformat10n of
They are destroyed from morning to evening; they perish and the engin moves-from its own volition, by
forever without any regarding it.-Select<d from tlte book of virtue of the energy of the fuel that is consumed in character to explain wh~ the N aw Y ?rkers are .more
Job.
the fire-box. If the fuel is not replenished, the loco savage than other Amer1c~ns, but th~s t.hEo~y 1a not
"ies, what is man and what constitutes his identity'? motiv may be said to stop shortly from starvation, proved. It has a bearing on the BU~Jact under conSurely this is not s material condition, f. or our senses but it may ba reg,,lated and supplied with eoal and 10ideration, but I can only allude t,o 1~ her.e; so take
do not take cogniz:mce of matter. These only app_r~se water automsticallv without reducing its speed, and it for what it is worth. Ya who beheva m mesme:rua of phenomenn, and we must therefore confllder it m&v then continua in motion without human inter- ism, and believe that its founder meSimeriz~d persons
matter a hypothetical entity. A hypothetical entity venti~n until some part of it is outworn.
"at wholesale," ~y inducing them ~o touch a tree that
is necesesrily a practic~l one. We derive from the
As it takes its course in socordance with the cans· he had mesmer1zed by a consciOU!l effort of the
earth, the air, snd the ssa the particles that compose ation of the inevitable laws of nature the same as mind, can hardly deny that the strong emotions of
our bodies. These hav resided in countless oth~r a man does, it may destroy life that g~ts in its way an individ~al may exert _unconscious!~· !' magnet.ic
organisms of which they hav at some time formed 10 by accident or otherwise; as did William Kemmler, effect on thmgs around him, and re~am mh_er~nt m
part, and had those individuals not died we could the poor wretch who was burnt to death by somo his component. n;atter Rite~· he hss d1sc_a~ded. It af:!d
not hav been born. This consideration proves thst of his states people s few days ago-or else ki:iled by passed icto obllVlon. OmlBlder the ahongmalmhabitthough matter is immortal, there can be no resur:rec· their vivisectiom;. The savages burn their victims ants of New York otate. We.re not these ~he m_ost agt on of the body and no physical immort&lity for the by an external application of caloric, but the New gressiv, brutal, and bloo~thu~t.Y of all tne tnbes of
individual, but that matter pursues its circuit through Yorkers consider this more properly an internal America' Do~s no~ their. spmt seem to hover over
t.he three kingdoms in forma of ever-changing iden- remedy, and thus they differ. There is a much the lang, to be tdenbfi?d w1th mount sud valle~, ~ock
tity which experience pain, pleasure, snd oblivion. In greater difference between inanimate matter and and tree' Is ~ot their component ma:ter 1'ev1v~fied
some cases an immaterial entity produces the aame organized life. On this difference I rest my hope ; in us? Oons1der our rulers, the Irish; cons1der
effect ns a material one, sa when one magnet acts by it I demonstrate the logical existence and immor- their history from "way back." ."Irelan~, called the
upon another magnetic body with a force propor- tality d the soul, by the following argument. An land of ire, for the confitant broils the~em for ~our
tional to ita strength, and inversely proportional to inanim;ote obj;oct is the union of its component parts, hundred years" (Lloyd's Stste Worthws. Artwle,
the Equare of its distance, irrespectiv of any surround· the person~>lity of which constitute its -identity, and The Lord Grandison). Put these considerations
ing or intervening non-magnetic substance, or of a these parts cannot be changed without destroying or togeth_ert ~nd then marvel that "N sw !l-eland" is
vacuum. In this instsnce sn immaterial agency, act- partly changing its identity. For instance, if I hav what It IS If you c~, but do not b!ame me becau~e
ing through a solid substance, draws two bodies a knife that consists simply of a blade and the I cannot do so. This theoty explams why a certam
toward each other, precisely as that material agency, -handle and I lose the former, I may replace it with knife that falls into susceptible h!mda may nccoma piece of rubber, might do if it were passed through anothe~ one, but by doing so I would partly change plish many rmic~defl! and ~by the s~me automaton
the substance intervening and attached to both. Yet the identity of the knife, and if I then lose the often works better m !~m1her than ~~ m~~e compethis force is not perceptible to our senses, and did handie and replace it with another one, I hav wholly tenb hands. Mattt?r, hke the hypot.hehosl elephant
we not observe its effects we would deny its exist- chang;d the identity of the knife; in other wo::ds, I under the earth," IUld the "God " in the Constituence. As one magnet may ae\; upon another, or the hav another knife. Now, if some one else finds the tion, and all other gods, for that matter, has no
electric current flowing through one circuit may pro- lost blade and handle and puts them together, he actual existence; the phenomena that are ascribed
duce currents in a neighboring wire by induction, so will bav the original knife, but if he destroys these to it are perceptible to on~ or mor~ of our _personal
may one mind iJJflaence another one. This power nieces, its identity will bs annihilated. Tbe identity senses, or msde so by phyawal apph!1noes; hke those
is known under many aliases, but it may be ~fan organized body, on the contrary, is not attrib- gases that only indicate. their presenc? by the space
defined as the influence that one mind may exert utable to that of its component atoms, for these are they occupy. The soul 1a :not perceptible to any o.ae
on a less positiv one by a mental E::ff,Jrb. This changed in accordance with a process of absorption of the senses; its existence can only be proved by
science seems the basis of Spiritualism, and if it be and deposition, which begins with life and ends with logic. That which is eternal has existed always, but
so the latter is probably false. It may be that in dseth, and renews the hum!W body in about seven the recollection thereof may ben question of time,
many oases the medium is able to mesmerize his sub- years.
at:d s matter of circumstance. The traveler who
jects by an effort of the will, and to place their minds
Whence this difference! If the identity of the scans the landscape from a moving train, forgets the
in such b&rmony with his own that ha can direct individual is not that of hia component matter, it past as he notes the preesnt, or only remembers
them, but this givs us no assurance of immortality. must be that of another entity-an immaterial cne- those features of spaoiBi interest which would be
Magnetism is produced by a msgn~t, electricity pro- in other words, it must be this other entity which supplanted by others as important, and be rediaceeds from B generator, and thought is 1> manifesta- appropriates matter with its inherent force and reg- covered at regular intervals in the course of time, if
tion of the brain. All phenomena are dependent on ulatea it to conform to the personality of itself the j :mrney were infinit, and the mind more finUe
material conditions, snd so far as we know no phe- (which is also tbat of tl:e individual whose personal- than its circuit. All nature moves in circuit>?, and it
nomenon can survive indefinitly the dissolution of-the ity is preserved thereby), and finally dismuds it. is said" there is nothing new under the sun." Is
condition that produces it. Man viewed from a Ma- This entity is superior to force and matter, since it man an exception? No experience can be rem emterialistic standpoint is like a stream which is sup- controls them. Therefore it can survive the diesolu- bared eternally, except it be recalled e.t intervals
plied by s spring and absorbed in the ground-he tion of material conditions, and being a primary en- forever. I cannot remember of previously living in
returns to the earth and his thoughts perish. Hav tity it ia necessarily immortal, like matter, space, and a city as badly governed as this one; of seeing so
we evidence of a future state of existence ~ I think time. I will call this entity the soul. Let me re- many Irish in power at one time (less "power to
eo-that is possible which is not disproved. I con- capitulate this argument. Inertia is a property of them"); of meeting a people identical in cussedness
jecture that an infinit number of conditions are im- matter, which consequently cannot start itself, stop with tbe Yorkers; of seeing persons actually starvperceptible to our senses, fer these only apprise us itself, or change its direction ; therefore if the molec- ing because they were too poor to buy the legal
of such phenomena as contribute to our safety or ular movements of a body be changed or the motion right to labor, and they could find no one to purfacilitate our eonvenience. There is no light to tbe of the body itself be established, accelerated, checked, chase it for them on commission; of being sasaulted
subterranean fish that hav lost their eyes, nor·is there stopped, or changed, the power doing this is external myself without provocation, nearly every week in
color to the bliJJd. There is no sound to the deaf, to matte:r, but inseparable from it nevertheless, if the year; of bearing women insulted in public places;
no love to the New Yorkers, no beauty to the vile, only manifeated by material effects; and this power of holdivg my breath as I passed decaying animals
no sensation to a stone. We are wholly d6pendant is force, because it is named so. An entity which in the streets. I do not reme:nber of a previous life
on the agency of our senses for our ideas of nsture, adapta, directs, regulates, controls, and discards of this description; but if my circuit leads through
and if each of these can deceive ns severally, they all matter with its inherent force, thereby transferring such scenes at certain periods, I can bear it, baoause
may do so collectivly, and we therefore cannot be itself from one material identity to another one in· I am obliged to; but I would forget it as soon as
r_eally rertain of anything. Again, I hav dreamc,d of definitly, as one might change his raiment entirely possible. We cannot recall an incident in a moment,
dreaming that I bad dreamed, and my dreams hav by continued patching-is the thing transferred, not and sometimes it is only by associating a more recent
been terminated sometimes by contingencies that the thing put on; a primary entity, not a secondary event with it that we recollect it at all. Life is but
wou_ld hav caused my death had they been realities, one. It is superior to the latter, because it does a momentary part of eternity, and to me it is like a
yet they seemed as real to me as the perceptions of control it. And such an entity, that which is supe- delusion, the dream of an entity that is eternal. I
my wakeful hours, and when I could liv no longer rior to mstter, is logically and analogically immortal. know nothing concerning its destiny. I know no
in dream1and I awoke. I believe that the mind is an Let us ooneider the fire. The live coals symbolize more regarding its future state; it is a mental
entity which creates ite environment in accordance the body, the heat and light the soul. These phe- entity which I b&v shown creates its environment
with external impressions and physiological iJJflu- nomena survive s succession of material entities. now, in accordance with circumsisnces that will then
enoas, but I cannot know positivly whether I am liv- This seams to impair the value of my argument, but be changed. It preserves the memory, and we often
ing in this world or dreaming in some other one. I think that it confirms its tru~h. As light and heat recollect an idea or a feeling that baa been retained
No physiological 6Xplanation can hav sny bearing on are identical phenomena, I prefer to use the latter in by the soul unthought of during many renewals of
this question, for it too may he dreamed of. More- illuetration, for it may be so colored that its identity the brain and body; and therefore could not hav
over, a hallucination is to the mind that c0nceives is cogniz~ble. Several substances may burn with been retained by force, or any materi~tlistic agei:wy.
it a fact to the extent it is acceptsd, and an error in different colors, but en.ch color ceases on the destruo- This philosophy explains why two eggs, apparently
the degree that it is discredited. How, thllD, can the tion of the substance that produced it, and other alike, and chemically the same, may produce very
individual determin the extent of his sr.&nity, or be light and heat follow the combustion of additional different chickens; and it is thn.t which is in the seed
positiv of the validity of his impressions ? No phys- aubatances. This proves that the identity of the that determine the nature of the plant. It concedes
ical explanation is admissilDle, for it, too, may be im- light ie that of the substance. Therefore one is not an immortal entity to plants and ani!Wlls, and I am
agined. Inertia is a universal property of mstter more transferable than the other. And the magni- glad of it; it concedea an immortality to the New
and a condition peculiar to sll bodies, therefore, they tude of these phenomena, other things Equal, is pro- Yorkers, and I cannot help it. I hav stated other
cannot move themselvs nor can they stop themse1vs portional to that of the substance. These premises considerations on this subject in an article entitled,
if they be put in motion. If a body cannot move wiih their deduction are quite as applicable to the "Ideal Materialism," which was published in THE
itself nor stop itself, and we define force as that effects produced by burning one substance continu- TRUTH SEEKER February 15~h. I began this article
power which does both, which moves matter and is ally, but in this c&se the individualities of the enti- with the intention of proving "Ideal Mortality,"
not manifested otherwise, then force muat be some- ties are not apparent. And there is ~thing· in these but as I wrote, I reasoned; I am seeking the truth,
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and my mind has changed. I am not sorry that it
has changed, for now, although I liv in New York, I
need not die in dtlspair. I am a young man, but I
hav lived a long time, and hope deferred has made
me heart. sick. I hav seen that life is. a season of
disappointment; a period that IDust be spent by the
masses in an unequal contest with adversity. To
these persons, Hope is ~~on. angel of light, for she
throws a· radiant effulgence on the portentous clouds
of probability; making them shine with an illusiv
splendor as uncertain as the rainbow, or aa vain as
the reflected lllo:ries of o departing sun. We trust
Hope although she deceives us; for when Reason
can offer but little to encourage UEI, the uncertain
promise"' of Hope ohear the heart and divert the
mind. Sometimes I feel that " I would not extinguish the fainteBh star of hope that has ever shone
on the night of life;" that "Hope springs eternal in
the human breast," and we must trust or perish.
" Hope has been whispering the word immortality
to Love throughout the ages." I know of nothing
better than to liv for the present ; love for eternity;
hope always. I trust that when my soul is released
from materi~~ol conditions, it will be well ; for these
t~nd to its discomfort, and they cannot contribute
much to its happiness.
JULIAN MAROELLAS.
1419 'I hi'l'd avenue, New Y orlc cit;lj.

ing in infinit variation and aggregation all the differ- long as existence may be agl.'eeable, perchance a few
ent forms of organic and inorganic life.
hundred, a thousand, or a million years, but eternally,
As infinit space and time may be logically predi- forever-though existence be a burden, a curse;
cated, so the ultimate invisible atom, though beyond then, to realize that man iB doomed, nay, damned, to
the grasp of human vision, is nevertheless an abso- liv on and on forever and ever-even through all the
lute reality. Now, as it assimilates or unites with cycles of endless time-the blessed boon of death
other atoms in indefinit number, these forms become forever denied us, this, indeed, is a fate so terrible,
vlaible, first to our aided sight, then to our normal so awe-inspiring, that an actual "Oalvinian bell"
vision.
could only be compared with it.
In further confirmation of my views I must ahortly
These forms or combinations of atoms may then
properly be called matter, and in greater aggregation present a few facts. During the carboniferous period
compose worlds, suns, systems, rocks, trees, flowers, animal life wae not possible upon earth. Now, if
and men, and to deny the existence of the substance "spirits" bav no end in the future, they could not
composing them is to deny existence, the universe- bav had a beginning in the p&Bt. What has a beall!
ginning must end, and what bas no end could not
Your correspondent's second premia is equally hav had a beginning. Well, where were the "spirfalse, namely: "Inertia is a universal property of its" or the eternal existing "immaterial entities" of
matter." This fallacy, though still taught in some those now living at the time when animal life was
of our schools, has indeed been effectually exploded. impossible on this globe? Where was Julian
There is no such thing as inertia, or dead matter. M&.rcellas's "mind-entity" or soul, then, or where
All matter is physical and chemic&! force, capable, of was it before his father and mother were born~ And
its ow~ potencies, in infinit variations, to produce if Mrs. Marcellas had married Mr. Jones, where and
every v1s1ble result. No matter can exist in depend· what would his "mind·entity" be now? Might it
ent of force, and vice ve'l'sa. Therefore all matter is not possibly hav become Susan Jones instead of the
force and all force matter.
illustrious litterateur bearing the classical name he
A rock, soil, dust, sand, a grim skeleton, all con- now calls his own !
Why do not "Spiritists" tell us something
tain within themselvs every physical and chemical
attribute to assume innumerable other forms depend- about existing "mind-entities" never born by
ent upon other forces surrounding them. These women? If space is filled with "soule," "superior
THE MATERIALIST'S IDEA OF MAN.
changes go on for ever and ever, from the homo- to force and metter," which "control existing human
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l': Your geneous to the heterogeneous, from the inorganic to beings," planning and scheming to enter one, but
correspondent's a~tempt to demonstrate the exist- the organic, from the infinitlysmall to the giant man thus to be ushered into existence a helpless infant,
ence and the immortality of the soul is, alas, like all or giant star in distant space. And these processes voluntarily assuming all its ills, pains, and grievances,
such efforts, b1sed entirely upon false premises. need no assistance or aid from any outside agent or why do not soma of these eternal-in-the vast-andF,rst, he attempts to establish idealhm, denying to " divine being" to evolve into any existing form. In future entities reveal themselvs to ms.n, make known
our senses the capacity to perceive matter. Danying fact, a God CilUSing vegetation, animal or human life, their presence, and giv us the benefit of their superior
reJ.Iity-:.\flirming a. vague hypothesis t Investing or the formation of a planet, infinitly increases exist- ~tel.'nal minds and accumulated knowledge incident
with reality phenomena which, apart from matter, bav ing mysteries, as the " divine" methods are vastly to eternal existence? 01· is it possible that these
no existence. D:vasting matter of tangibility, actual- more incomprehensible to us than the natural.
superior, transcendent "mind·entities" Bhould hav
·
ity, absolute being, etc .. and investing its outline,
Third : He bases his faith in the existence of an existed for all eternity and still be ignorant as the
form, color, or activity with such attributes.
" immaterial entity" (without defining its component baby in which they voluntarily choose to become
Idealism is philosophy gone mad, science bur- parts, however) existing independent of and surviv- incarnate? (!)
lesqued, and knowledge perverted. It insists that ing the body, upon the fact that memory and indi·
"Superior to force and matter." Indeed t This
everything is :r:othing and nothing ·everything. It vi duality survive the physical changes. taking place is something new under the sun, surely. Superior
dailies facts as plain as A B 0 and postulates theo- in the body every seven years. It is supposed our ~o everything, to all. Now let our brother define
ries as obtuse as a Latin litany. It revels in mys- bodies are "renewed" once in every seven years, but. what it is, and he will secure himself a niche in the
tery and, app:uently, refuses to accept the simple BB memory survives these changes it is concluded by temple of fame dedicated to our greatest men. He
truth bec!lusa every scbool.boy can understand it.
Spiritists in general that this is ample proof that an cannot do it. If "superior to matter," and he can
Here is a rock. If these idealists don't believe in independent "immaterial entity" (whatever that is) prove it, it will still be matter, and if " inferior to
the reality of matter composing the rock let them or" spirit" (another name without a meaning) in· matter," it will likewise be matter. If it is anything
bump their beads agsinst it. They say we do not habits the ever-changing body.
at all, it is matter, and if not matter, it is nothing.
see matter, but only its outline, color, motion, etc.
There is not even such a thing as "matter and
But here our good friends overlook the very imThese alone are real, the matter in the rock is hypo- portant fact that there is a vast difference between force." Matter is the only abstract existence-force
thetical, as if the attributes of a rook could exist a jack·knife and a man. The one is inorganic, th~> its attribute. It exists and is force. Matter divested
without matter.
other organic. Mind, consciousness, individuality. of force, or force divested of metter, is impossible,
Oonceding that we cannot sea, grasp, or compre- memory, etc., are purely ths result of living, complex and when this living, vital substance, forever preghend the ultimate atom, precisely as we are unable organic bodies which, in their perfect, living state nant, struggling to move, build, form, assimilate,
to grasp the ultimate all, the eternal and infittit, yet generate these mental processes, very much as a evolve worlds, sun!!, systems, trees, grain, mice, and
as we can trace matter (aggregated atoms) to lesser battery generates electricity. And while to sustain men, changes from inorganic matter into organic
and lesser forms until even by the aid of our strong- this animal life of the human organism food, diges- forms, and finally evolutes into the higher human
est lenses they evade our vision, so we can logically tiv, circulating, and respiratory processes, assimila- organism, then with the first bresth, when the circupostulate that matter is the only basis of all phe- tion and absorption from within, are esE~ential, and lating, respiratory, and assimilating processes, general
nomena, anJ every form but a collection of the invis- necessitating, of course, continuous "deposition" vitality, creating blood, nervous fluid, and animal magible material particles which in lesser or greater (as our friend calls it), exhalation, secretion, and e:K· netism-when the new-born man drinks deep from
aggregation shape aud constitute every phenomena cretion from without, this by no means affects the ~be fountain of life, then, and not till then, does the ·.
in the universe.
general tout ensemble of the organism, which, by its mind or mental process of mBn begin, and when
If existence is a fact, the universe real, phenom- involuntary physical processes, generates and sustains finally, at the end of lifa, these processes stop, and
ena reliable, and knowledge a correGt guide, Ma- mind independent of the chemical changes going on the machine which was necessary to originate mind
terialism is the only true philosophy and idealism in the body. It is the automatic action of the com- falls to pieces, it is but a necessary conclusion of
a ridiculous farce. Material existence in the ab- plete machinery of the body, which is not at all dis- logic to infer that mind must then necessarily end
OTTO WETTSTEIN.
stract~substance in infinit aggregation, which in turbed b:y the chemical changes going on, and which, also.
Rochelle, Ill.
ever diversified conditions is supposed to exist in being continuous from birth to death, continues all
--------~~-------and fill boundless space-3ould not possibly exist mental processes regardless of the waste and repair
No Secret Society for Liberals.
without exhibiting to the senses its several forms, processes going on.
outlines, attributes, and phenomena. To say that
I wish to protest against a secret Liberal society.
Thus the identity of the individual depends upon
because we see matter in motion, in form, of cer- the continuous action of the machine generating If we cannot win in a fair, open way, wait till we
tain color, etc., we only see the form, color, and mind, and not upon the identity of the chemical par- can. The day of secret societies bas gone by. Open
motion, is absurJ, because all forms are matter, and ticles composing it. And this assimilating and ex- doors, open lives, and open words are the watch- color, shape, etc., only concomitant or incidental creting process of the human automaton is so grad- words. Light, more and more light everywhere.
to it.
ual and delicate, so entirely different from the No more candle dips; no more oil lamps, but bright,
tat us view "L'Angelus." When Millett, bad jack-knife operation, that only those thinkers who blazing electric lights. Make clear and plain the
completed his picture, be did not create from noth- will not see, or those who are intellectually muddled path of all. As Whitman says:
ing an entity. It was simply matter in the form and dull, would make the comparison.
Unscrew the locks from the doors !
of paints and oils which his deft genius distribUnscrew the doors themselvs from the jambs.
In fact, there is no analogy in nature for the dual
uted with exquisit touch over the canvas, and which or perpetual existence of man. N ci phenomenonELMINA D. SLRNKER.
matter then existed simply in different relation world, sun, tree, flower, or man-is eternal. As all
and form thin before he commenced his work. began in time, so all must end in time. The tree
FAITH is in its nature unchangeable, stationary;
This work of art now is simply canvas, paints, cut down is dead, and if it sprouts again it is a new science is in its m~ture progressiv ; and eventually a
and oils, and nothing else. And when we examin tree that sprouts-analogous to parent and child, divergence between them, impossible to conceal,
its component parts in d"tail, if we place a micro- but not to the eternal existence of the parent. The must take place. It then becomes the duty of those
scope upon any portion of its surface, we behold fire spoken of as an argument for immortality! whose lives hav made them familiar with both modes
no picture, but simply matter in the form of paint. What folly ! Where is the fire, light, and beat when of thought, to present modestly, but firmly, their
This matter in tout ensemble represents" L' Angelus." the fuel is consumed T Gone out forever as such views ; to compare the antagonistic preten'>ions
In its constituents it is only matter.
phenomena. New fuel may burn, new fire and light calmly, impartially, philosophically. History shows
Suppose the picture were consumed by flre. If be ushered into existence-analogous to succeeding that, if ·this be not done, social misfortunes, disasidealism were true, the form of the picture baing the generations-but the new fuel will also burn out and trous and enduring, will ensue. When the old mythonly reality and matter only hypothetical, we would the new light and heat vanish, precisely as the new ological religion of Europe broke down under the
behold a case of annihilation, of something being generation will die as all those who lived before weight of its own inconsistencies, neither the Roman
transposed into nothing, a natural impossibility. On them.
emperors nor the philosophe;~ of those tim?s di~ ~ny
the contrary, it must be conceded, if every picture in
Space forbids me to further follow our despondent, thing adequat,e for the guwance of P.nbhc opunon.
the world were bu\'nt, not a single particle of the rambling brother's argument. Did I believe in They left religious affJ.irs to tske tbetr chance, and
matter composing them would be lost.
eternal individual life-which implies compulsory accordingly those affairs fe.ll iz:tto the h!'nds of igno·
If it be conced~d that existence is reality, that the existence during all eternity-!, like him, would de- rant and infuriated ecclesiastics, para~lt~EI, eunuchs,
universe is a fact and not a dream, then it absolutely spair indeed! For immortality, when conceived in and slaves. Intellectual night settled on Europe in
follows that matter is the basis of all phenomena its deceptiv reality, were indeed a terrible fate. To consequence of th~~ot great neglect of duty.-P'l'o
and life in the universe, and that it is matter;· assum- fully realize all it implies; not to liv at option as fesso'l' Draper.
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What 'J'bf>y Say About the Picture Book.
Clla1'l•s Watts in Secular Thought.

We hav just had an hour's amusement and ~nstruction in
lookiog through the cartoons of "The Freethinker's Picto.ria.l Text-Book" and in reading the valuable information
which every alternate page contains. The book is published
by. the Trnth Seeker Company in New York and deserves
to be read far and wide. The cartoons by Watson Heston
are really excellent, while the reading matter has been
selected with great ca.rea.nd taste. The two combined lifbrd
much amusement and convey a vast amount of useful infor.
ma.tion. The general " get-up" of the book is first. class,
the cartoons are clean, the paper is good, and the printing is
in large clear type. It contains one hundred and eighty-five
full. page illustrations.

In the Kentucky Constitutional Convention.
Bsfore the Kentucky Constitutional Convention
convened Mr. S. P. Herron 1:1ent us the names of the
members and by means of our Literature Fond we
were eDabled to forward them documents bearing
upon the questions of church taxation and Sunda,
laws. Two hundred and thirty-five pamphlets were
distributed among them at the small cost to the
fund of $13 94. We still hav a balance of $53 86
in the fund, &Ed should be glad to .bav it increased
so that money may be promptly available when
needed.
Tile seed sown has grown and blossomed, though
whether it will ripen is a matter of doubt. We
must not expect too much; it is a great deal that
the seed should grow, as well as it has. One of the
amendments to the taxation clauses of the new constitution is upon impartial taxation and proposes to
tax the churches. The three biggest men in the
Convention-Governor Buckner, ex-Governor Knott,
and Judge Hines-are in favor of the proposition,
and, says a report from the Oonvention, if its fate
were to be determined by the weighing of brains
instead of counting noses it would prevail.
The report of the Kentucky commissioner of agri
culture values (or rather undervalues) the ehurch
property of the state at thirteen millions of dollars.
Impartittlly taxing this would reduce the tax on useful property a little more than two per cent. The
interest in the question is, however, above this. It
is one of j ustioe. No individual should be made to
pay the bills of other people's worship in any de·
gree. A penny taken for this purpose is as great a
wrong in itself as though the amount were a hundred
dollars. It is this . side of the question, more than
the amount saved, which will influence votes, and it
is because of this that we do not strongly hope for
the adoption of the amendment. Noses are still
more numerous than weighty brains among the
people.
B!lt there is great encouragement in the fact that
two Southern states, which are peopled by a more
uniformly church-going population than northern
states, are considering the question. Maryland is
agitated by the same ideas, and its tax commission
in its last report recorded its conviction that
"church members who entertain the . • . desire
to gratify their tasta or minister to their comfort by
means of handsome or costly church property should
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The .Museums in the Park.
We do not know what reasons the World has for
making this announcement, but we hope they are not
baseless:
"There is now a. prospect that the Art and Natural History Museums in Central park will presently be open on
Sundays.
" The trustees ha.T a.t last been persuaded that there is no
greater breach of Sunday in opening the front doors to the
public than there has been in the ' side-door' opening of the
A.rt Museum to favored persons which has been in vogue for
vea.rs.
"The Museums ought to hav been open on Sunday from
the hour when they were set up on ground belonging to the
public, and began to be supported in considerable part by
public money.
" Sunday is the only day on which a very large part of
;il'ew York's people-those who really pay the ta.xes-hav
1eisure to visit museums at all.
"Experience in other cities has abundantly demonstrated
he value of Sunday openings in promoting popular culture
>1s well u.s i11. affording agreeable and profitable ways to the
oeople of passing time which would otherwise hang heavily
·1pon their hands.
" It is reported that the only matter now standing in the
"~'I!.Y of Sunday openings here is the question of additional
expense. That is not a. very serious question or one that
·>ught long to obstruct a. movement so manifestly in the right
•lirection, and of so great moment to the public."
When the secretary of the American Secular Union
md the Editor of THE TnuTH SEEKER started the
~gitation for the Sunday opening of the Museums
•hey found the trustees of the Natural History Museum a little inclined their way, but influenced by
President J.essup and the officers of the Art Museum,
who were adamant in their religious prejudices
against Sunday opening. So determined were Jes·
gup and the trustees of the Art Museum that they
~wice defeated the enactment of Jaws intended to
>vercome the expense difficulty, which they hypoorit·
ically interposed to prevent the "desecration of the
Lord's day." The Natural History Museum finally
opened its doors evenings, but the Pharisees controling the Art Museum delayed such accommodation
on pretext that the building could DOt be lighted
nntil the city put in an eleetric plant.
But the agitation begun then has been going on
aver since, and increasing like a rolling snowball
The daily papers are all in favor of. Sunday opening,
and hav been generous in using space to demand it.
The matter has, therefore, been al1owed to rest with
them and the general public, as a matter of policy by
those whose only wish in the matter is to "get there"
for the benefit of that same public. The religious
fanatics said at first that it was only the Infidels who
wanted to visit the Museums on Sunday ; now they
find that the vast majority of the population of New
York are with the Infidels. But when these buildings are opened to the people on the people's daywhich is sure to be done finally-we do not propose
to Jet them forget that once more do they owe thanks
to the heretics for obtaining a right which they were
too indifferent to maintain, and of which they had
been robbed by church conspirators.

The Mule Animal.
The editor-of t~e Seventh Day Adventist journal
has been reading Paine, and this short editorial is
the result:
"Infidels of the present day profess to believe that bigotry and intolerance are inseparable from Christianity, that
it is indeed part and pa.rcP.l of Christianity. But they
should learn better than this, even from their patron
saint, Thomas Paine. In his· ' Rights of Mfl.n,' Paine
says:
"'All religions are, in their nature, mild and benign, and united
with principles of morality. . . . How is it that they lose their
nativ mildnes•, and become morose and intolerant1 By engendering the state with the church, a sort of mule allimal, capable only
of destro~ing, and not of breeding up, is Produced, called the
church established by law. . . . The Inquisition in Spain does
not proceed from the religion originally nrofessAd, but from this
mule animal engendered between the church and state.'
" And again, of governments established by force, Paine
says:
" • Governments thus estabiished last as long as the power to
support them lasts; but that thev might avail themselvs of every
engin in their favor. they united fraud to force, and set up an idol
which they called lliuine rfallt, and whic}l, Jn imitation of the pope
who affects to besplri~ual and temporal, ana tn contrad,ctton to the

religion, tWiSted itself afterW!Il"d intO an
idol of another shaPe, called church and state.'
" Paine, Infidel though he was, knew full well, and
was man enough to acknowledge it, that the doctrin of
church and state was not Oh1istian doctrin in any-proper
sense of the word, and it would be wen if his disciples
of the present day had equal discernment, and as great
candor."
.
• .
•
First, all rel~gions are not mi~d and bemgn m their
nature. Judaism was not; neither was Mohammedanism. Judaism was simple savagery; Mohammed·
anism hagan as fanaticism wHh a sword in its hand.
Paine made his point aa a Daist-snd made a
mistake.
There are about two hundred sectarian interpretations of Ohristianity-of which Seventh D~y Adventism ia one. EaClh sect imagine itself, and so advertises, to be the only "real " Ohriatisn sect " in any
proper sense of the word." Therefore, until some
one finds out just what Christianity is, we must take
the RJman and Greek Oatholic and evangelical
Protestant churches as standing for that religion.
These hav been and are persecutors. Bigotry and
intolerance hav been a part of their practices as naturally as their worship. W a speak of Ohrililtianity
as history records it, and as we find it.
The first " mule animal " engendered by the Ohristian church was Ohristian Oommunism, in which government and religion were firmly united. The apo~
tolic Christians withdrew from the Roman state and
set up their own state-that is, they had a union of
church and state as soon as they had their church.
A.nd as soon as t.hey controled the Romsn state they
made their union on a larger scsle. Christian priests
hav always ruled their people. Ohrist taught-or is
alleged to hav taught; for no one knows much about
him-innumerable doctrine, if we take his sermonets
and parables and side remarks aa authoritat.iv, and
the "mule animal " bas him for a progenitor as well
as those who are so fond of quoting, ".Render unto
Cresar the things which are Cre1ar's, and unto God
the things which are God's." They should remember that he also commanded, "But those mine
enemies which would not that I should rule over
~hem, bring hither and slay them before me." That
text was a pretty fair motto for Inquisitors.
It would bs well if Ssventh D1y Adventists had
the candor to read all of Ghrist's sayings and to
!\"knowledge that the bad is as authoritativ and as
really Obristian as the good.

fOUnder Of t118 01ir£stian

The Mormons.
Mr. Wilford Woodruff, president of the church of
Jesus Ohrist of Latter Day Sainte, otherwise known
as Mormons, fl~tly con~radicts the report of the Utah
Oommission, made to the secretary of the interior,
in the appended manifesto, issued September 24~h:
"To WHOM IT MA.Y. CoNOKRN: Press dispatches having
been sent from Salt Lake City, which ha.v been widely
published for political purposes, to the effect that the Utah
Commission, in their recent report to the secretary of the
interior, allege that plural .marriages are still being sol-·
emnized, and that forty or more such marriages hav been·
contracted in Utah since last June or during the past:
year; also that in public di8courses the leaders of the'
church hav taught, encouraged, and urged the continuance'
of the practice of polygamy.
"I, therefore, u.s president of the church o! Jesus Christ, or
Latter Day Saints, do hereby, in the most solemn manner,
declare that the chargEs are false. We are not teaching
polygamy or plural marriage, nor permitting any person to
enter into its practice, and I deny that either forty or any
other number of plural marriages ha.v during that period
been solemnized in our temples or any other place in the
territory.
" One case bas been reported in which the parties alleged
that the marriage was performed in the endowment house in
Salt Lake City in the spring of 1889 But I hav not been
able to learn who performed the ceremony. Whatever was
done in this matter was done without my knowledf!e, In
consequence of this alleged occurrence the endowment house
was by my instructions taken down without delay.
"Inasmuch u.s laws ha.v been enacted by Congress forbidding plural marriages, which laws bav been pronounced'
constitutional by the court of last resort, I do hereby oecla.re
my intention to submit to those laws and use all my influence
with the members of the church over which I preRide, to hav·
them do likewise. There is nothing in my teaching to the'
church or in those of my associates during the time specified'.
which can reasonably be construed to inculcate or encourage
polygamy, and when any elder of the church has used language which appeared to convey such teachings he has been
p11omptly reproved ; and I now publicly declare that my advice to the Latter Day Saints is to refrain from contracting
any marriage forbiaden by the law of the land."
At a conference of the church held October 6th,
this manifesto was susf.ained by unanimous vote of
the ten thousand people present. The doctrin of
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celestial marriage," it will be recollected, was given
in a revelation to Joseph Smith, professional prophet,
and can therefore be revoked by another revelation
to a subsequent prophet, which oflhe President
Woodruff holds. When the result of the "vote sustaining this officer was announced, George Q Oannon, of the first presidency, showed that he is not a
whit behind the Protestant and Oatholic clergy in
possessing information about God's doings, f,or he
said the step was an act of God; that President
Woodruff had gone into executiv session with the
almighty, and the result of the session of prayer was
followed by the pronunciamento of September 24th.
He (Oannon) was sorry it had to be taken. He had
lived in polygamy because he believed it was right
and was an ordinance of God. Men had suffered for
it, more than eight httndred having been confined in
the penitentiary for the offense, but it was of no use
fighting sixty millions of people on the subj act. The
Lord would hold the nation responsible for depriving
citizens of the right to worship God according to the
dictates of their own conscience, and their sufferings
were recorded in heaven, and would sdme day stand
out as the noblest page in modern history. It went
against the grain for men to accept this, he said, but
he "bowed in submission to God's will." President
Woodruff followed in the same strain, and said the
decision was reached only after a long session of
prayer.
There seems to be no doubt that the Mormons hav
made up their minds to submit and practically liv up
to the twelfbh section of their Articles of Faith,, We believe in being subj act to kings, presidents,
rlllera, and msgis~ratas; in obeying, honoring, and
sustaining the law." Only about twelve thousand of
the two hundred thousand U tab Mormons hav ever
been polygamists.
We wonder what enuse the Christians will now
find for further persecuting the Mormons and confiscating their property T

on their members, and only on them, if they are silly enough
to submit.
" Justice demands laws for all days alike; that article is in
line with the Blair Sunday bill, and I hope this Congress
will dispose of this pious article and in its stead adopt:

·

"' We demand the repea.l of all Bnnda.y laws, and that no act
shall be a crime on one day of the week that is not a. crime on every
other.'"
But, it seems to us, it will be time enough to contend over the phraseology of the clause when its
enactment into law is within the bounds of possibility.

A. Pleasing Letter.
•• WooDiiTocx. "VT., Oct. 7 , 169~.
"DEAR FnrENDB oF JIIB. HESToN : It is just the time to agitate
the question, a.s Mr. Heston has returned from his journey for his
health. I see by THE TRUTH BIEKER that he has-a. picture or two
is eVidence of it. Now, to show my gratitude for his return and
entering upon his old business of fitting to be put into the paper
weekly ~uch Pictures as he thinks will please the readers, I 1end
for his use s:o.
" Mr. Editor, please receive from me also another SlO to be dis·
tribnted in whatever form or ma.nner yon think best to <L:ff«se
Freethonght amongst the ignorant and thon~~:htless.
·
JoHN D. PoWERs."
"Yonr1, etc.,
we are not, we think, exceeding our province, to thank
Mr. Powers on behalf of Mr. Heston, for his generous remembrance. And we also thank him on behalf of the
"ignorant and thoughtless, who will, through his generosity, receivP.literature which shall giv them knowledge an.d
make them think.
-----~-----

Editorial Notes.
THE Christian Statesman, quoting Ex. xxxi, 14, 16, and
referring to Isaiah's teachings, adds: "Other passages lead
to the full Sabbath idea, namely, cessation from toil in order
to hav a weekly opportunity for rest and worship and Christian work in fuller measure than on other days." Will
the Statesman be kind enough to point out B\lCh passages?
A STATUE to Horace Greeley has been unveiled before the
Tribune oftiae. The ceremonies were begun with a prayer
by Bishop Potter. It's a wonder, if spirits can make their
presence manifest, that Horace did not hit the bishop a
whack alongside his head. Think of the incongruity of
praying for the memory of the first president of the Manhattan Liberal Club I

..

THE Catholic Union and Times has the kindness to
announce that "the artistic genius of the Infidel TRUTH
------~
~------BEEKBB has returned from the woods and the devil fumes
Sunday Laws.
again at the ' illustrations' that so ridicule his organ." An
illustration ridiculing an organ is what might be called a
The Aeventh Damand of Liberalism reads :
phenomenon. A cow going backward up an apple-tree is a
•' We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
common spectacle beside it.
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed."
BP.B:AKING to a Philadelphia reporter of his refusal to rent
This was changed at the- last Oongress of the
the Academy of Music to Colonel Ingersoll for his lecture on
American Secular Union to this:
"Art and Morality" for the benefit of Walt Whitman, the
"The repeal and prevention of all laws enforcing the ob- president of that institution, Mr. Alfred Baker, said:
servance of Sunday as a religious institution rather than an
"Religion or politics do not enter into the question a.t all, but we
economic one justified by physiological and other secular draw the line a.t Atheism, and positivly refuse to rent the house to
reasons."
lecturers who disaemina.te that doctrin. ''
Mr. 0. P. Bollman, the editor of the Seventh Day
Religion does not enter into the question at all, but
Advent journal, the American Sentinel, comments Atheists are excluded II What a luminously idiotic remark
upon this change ag follows, and not, all must that is I

------

admit, without plausibility :
"Tilts we regard as quite an important difference. Bunday is, and always was, a religious institution. It was such
in the old pagan world, and it is such now in the Christian
world, and. we deny the right of the state to require its
observance upon any trrounds whate'/Jer. True, it is regarded
as a holiday by many who hav no religious regard for it, or
indeed for anything else, and they hav a perfect right to so
use that, or any other day, so far as their fellow-men are concerned; but we deny the right of one portion of the com~
munity or state to fasten upon the other portion, that is
upon the minority, no matter how small a minority it may
be, the observance of Sunday, or any other day, for any
xeason either reUqious or othe1•wise.
" We do not deny the right of the state to make any day or
sny number of days legal holidays, leaving the individual
citizen free to observe or not to observe such days just as he
sees fit, as is now the case with the Fourth of July, and
other holidays; but to require the observance of such days,.
or to forbid upon one day acts which are freely permitted on
other days, is an abuse of the power of the state. The
American Secular Union should lay the ax at the root of the
tree, and ' demand that all .laws directly or indirectly enforcing the observance of Sunday' upon any pretext be
repealed."
Why not, when we ca.n get it, hav a Sunday law
making the day a holiday simply-a day not included
in the laborer's week-1 blank space of twenty-four
hours, upon which ona can " observe" or not as he
chooses!
At the coming Secular U aion Oongress this question will probably receive attention. We cannot do
more now than to call attention to the following circular which Mr. W. L. Willis, of Kokomo, Ind., is
distributing over the country, "On the Sunday
clause of the Nine Damands:"
"Not expecting to be able to attend the coming Congress,
I will call your attention especially to the third paragraph of
the Nine Demands adopted at the last Congress. For my
part I want no Sunday laws, for religious, economic, physiologic, or any other secular reasons, enforced by church or
. state. If the churches wish, let them enforce a Biinday rest

THE Paris correspondent of the Freeman's Journal (Rom.
Oath.) reports an incident which has just taken place at the
assizes court. M. Nicolas, mayor of St. Martin-le-Buperieur,
refused to take the oath as a juryml\n, stating that as he did
not believe in God he would not be bound by his oath, and
that his conscience did not; therefore, allow him to take
one. The president, M. Taveny, having informed him that
the oath was ex!lcted by the law, he declared that his resolution was quite unchangeable, and paid a $40 fine rather than
take the oath. M. Forcioli, deputy to the French chamber,
has now proposed a law, making the form of oath "upon
my honor and conscience " instead of " before God."
BoMB of our Kansas readers will probably remember that
a few years ago a bigoted judge, named M. B. Nicholson,
after granting the use of the court-room at Minneapolis,
Kan., to friends of J. E. Remsburg for a course of lectures,
meanly closed its doors after the first lecture, when he learned
that they were Freethought lectures, and afterward boasted
about how he had squelched Infidelity in Minneapolis.
Ki.nsas Liberals will please take notice that this same petty
bigot is running for chief justice of Kansas on the Demo.
cratic ticket, and should think twice before helping to elevate
him to this important oftiae. Ron. Charles R1binson, who
is the Democratic nominee for governor, is a stanch Freethinker. Dr. Robinson was not only the first governor of
Kansas, but he was the first president of the Kansas state
Liberal League. It was Governor Robinson who first introduced Mr. Remsburg to a Liberal audience.
THE editor of the Christian A.dtJocate pins his faith to miracles. He says: "Some persons think they can harmo.
nize science and religion by trying to account for the miracles of the Bible on natural principles. This is a blunder of
the first magnitude. If there hav been no miracles, then
there is no supernatural religion, and Christianity is a "cunningly devised fable." With the scientist who admits the
possibility of a miracle for a special purpose in a special age,
there is no difficulty in believing in Christianity. With one
who takes the ground that miracles are and always hav been
impossibilities there can be no compromise. If all the mira.
olea of the Bible, except one, were explained on natural
prineiples, the gulf would be as wide between his view and
Christianity as it is now. He who believes in the incarnation
of Jesus Christ can accept implicitly anything that is an
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unq•testionable part of the inspired record. Be who disbelieves·either has no reason for believing anything of a miraoulous nature which the Bible contains. It is not the quan•
tity but the fact of miracle on which the issue finally turns.''
Exactly. Now let some Christian, no matter who or where,
prove that one single, lonely miracle was ever performedjust one-one will d o . - - - - - THE CJhristian Statesman is vehemently denouncing Phar.
isee lilhepard's Mail and Expre88 for publishing an article by
Pauline Ha11 on ballet dancers. Incidentally, and of course
to enforce its moral, the Statebman selects the raciest part of
the article to reprint. Decollete dresses also come in for a
generous share of reprobation, and the ladies who wear them
are called pretty ugly names. But in these, as in nearly all
other things, the Covenanter Christians set up arbitrary and
unnatural standards. "What is morality," asks Thoreau,
" but immemorial custom?'' Custom decides the morality
di 1
F
Bco
0
or immorality of these 8P ays.
or a
tch ovenanter
woman to brazenly put on tights or an abnormally lownecked dress and show herself among her Covenanter people, would indicate that she had become lax in her standards.
But for women who hav been accustomed to those things
from girlhood there is no immodesty. They never think of
them Eore than of the exposure of their hands or faces.
There are virtuous, and otherwise, women among the ballet
dancers, as there are amogg all other professions of women,
and it is unmitigated nonsense to shriek against tii!:hts and
decollete dresses as do the puritanical Christians. SJotch
girls do not offend in this way, but more illegitimate children
are born in Baotland than in any other country in proportion
to the population. Read Saladin's "Woman" if you want
to know what Covenanter and Presbyterian morality pro.
duced.
MR. RoGEB Q MILLB, of Texas, seem(to be something of
a demagog as well as Democrat. He has been stumping
Wisconsin in the interest of his party, where one of the
issues is the Bannett law which compels the teaching of th~
English language in the German Lutheran and Roman Catholic parochial schools. And this is how Mr. Mills distorted
the subject:
"I cannot think of anything that would ma.ke my ftash cra.wl on
my bones, or make me consumed with indigna.tion, more tha.n if I
was in a. state and wa.s compelled to send my child to be bnght by
a. man who wa.s a. blatant Inftdel. Suppose your boa.rd of supervisors should employ the learned Ingersoll; he is a. very talented
and accomplished gentleman. But Oolonellngersoll would not be
the ma.n tha.t I would wa.nt to ednca.te my child. And in every
country where I a.m, a.s long a.s I a.m a. free ma.n, I will do everything in mY power to ha.v la.ws changed tha.t would compel me to
send my child to a. school where he could be ta.nght there wa.~ no
God, no a. toning sa.criftce, no an:fferer on Oa.lva.rY for the redemption of the sins of the world: and that there was no hell. [La.ngh.
ter.J Get that doctrin into the minds of the people and the
Democratic party will be ruined. [V~nghter.J The Rspnblica.na
will ta.ke the whole country. If yon ca.n get the revised Bible into
this country, and into everybody's mind, with hell revised out of
it, we would stand no show. Now tha.t is where the Damocra.ts
ata.nd."
All of wl!.ich is unmitigated nonsense and the claptrap
spread-eagleism of an irresponsible stump-speaker. It has no
bearing on the Bennett law, and if it is meant as a rebuke to
the supreme court for its decision excluding the Bible from
the schools, it is just as Eilly. N 0 one ever proposed to teach
Atheism or Infidelity in the public schools. and if Mr. Mills
is such a fool as not to see that teaching Christianity in them
is as great a wrong to Infidels as teaching heresy is to Christians, we shall hav no hope of being able to set him right by
any statement of fact that we could make. We simply protest against his lying methods.
W:a: desire to call the attention of those who hold religion
in the schools to be a necessary part of the curriculum as
the foundation of moral teachings to these words of the Independent, which, in spite of its Congregational denominationalism, is the leading religious journal of the country :
"We believe in absolutely secular and undenominational
public schools. • • • O.tr public schools used generally
to hav Protestant exercises. That custom Jw,s greatly decreased, and the school~ are no leBB the nurseries of good m?rala.
We know that there are places where religious exercises are
still conducted after the Protestant fashion ; but we do not
approve of it, and hav for many years expressed ourselvs
clearly on the subject." It is encouraging to note also that
many clergymen are occupying the same position. In Chicago there is a "Woman's Monil and Educational Union,"
which is circulating petitions to the school board to command the reading of the Bible in the public schools of that
city. Several clergymen, Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians, hav refused to sign the document; One of them,
Dr. H. G. Jackson, Methodist, said to a News reporter:
"No, I hav not signed the petition and shall not do so. I
believe the public school is a state institution and the state
has no business with teaching religion. I take the position
that all children should be compelled to attend the public
schools, and that it is not fair to require the children of
Jews, or those of some other faith that are not Christians,
to read the scriptures-that is, the New Testament scriptures. The question arises, if you read the Bible in the
public schools: What Bible? King James's is the Protestant Bible and the DJuay Bible the Romau Catholic. Then
again, we cannot read the whole Bible. Who is to select
the portions that are to be read ? A great many of the
teachers in the schoels are not Christians and then some are
Protestants and some are Roman Catholics. I don't want
any such person to select the portions to be read. Rather
they should not be read at all. Another objection : If the
teacher reads the Bible he may fee! disposed to comment
upon it. He may ridicule it and say it is not true, and may
do a great deal of damage to the children. If you prohibit
any comment he may do it by his looks. What we call mo.
rality can be taught without the U88 of the Bible. I claim that
the state has nothing to do with religion."
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Ku:us CITY, Mo., Sept. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for the "Freetllinker's
Pictorial Text. Book." You are "a daisy I" Do it some
more. Our church-members are dead in love with you!
Respectfully yours,
JoHN LARSON.
ST. PAuL, MINN., Sept. 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am entirely Eatisfied with the paper. I
hope we shall see the pictures again soon. They are the
dash that agitates the cream. They can do no harm, and
much good. Kindest regards to your whole outfit.
JoHN MoNROE.
SAGUACHE, Cow., Sept. 29, 1°90.
MR. EDITOR: We shall be glad to see the pictures resumed.
My friend is getting to be like me-cannot do without THE
TRUTH SEEKER. The last 'from John Peck is a good one on
the eccentricities of the good Christian and his fabled Indiarubber God.
Yours truly,
W. H. MoNTGOMERY.
RIVERSIDE, CAL., Sept. 24. 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The two extra books ordered are the result
of a little missionary work. I will try to send some more
orders for I understand the other pictures will be issued in
book f~rm only on the condition that the present book suc<le€ds. I vote f >r them, and you can count me for at least
Yours truly,
C. NEwToN Roes.
one copy.

. Bra nch , Mt'ss ., and 1 would like to
our I one b ro th er a t 011ve
help him, but 1 am a poor, crippled soldier, with the mag.
nsnlmous pension of $8 per month, and cannot work at all.
But 1 know something about how he feels, for we liv in an
orthodox hell here. But tell him to continue to be good and
loving to that de&r little woman, and she may be brought to
see the right way in time. There Is notlllng that tells more
on Christianity than for an Infidel to llv an upright, good,
kind life. Tell him to let his wife read the Bible and to read
It hims~lf, but riot to argue with her about it; to teach his
children to be upright and truthful without the fear of an
orthodox G:Jd, and if I can ever see a way to help him I will
gladly do so. Cannot our Freethonght friends say amen for
Brother " Gray Atheist?" Inclosed find $2 for the " Pictorial Text-Book " with blank insertions for writing.
Yours for truth and fair play,
JoHN R. Co.o.Ts.

SEATTLE, W ABH., Sept. 25, 1590.
MR. EDITOR: You will find Inclosed $8, for which please
send me four copies of tlle "Freethinkers' Pictorial TextBJok." Since receiving mine I hsv secured the sale of the
four herewitll ordered, and expect to sell a great many more
in the near future.
Freethought is thriving In the great Northwest, and I hope
to see the grand state of Washington up with, if not actually
ahead of, her sister states in the race for mental freedom.
We shall hsv the champions of Freethought, Mr. J. E Remsburg and Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, with us for a few lectures
on or about October 20th, and expect to hav a good time.
I am glad to learn through your paper of the improved
condition of Mr. Heston's health, and hope he will liv long
to labor for the emancipation of the minds of the people from
the thralldom of superstition.
I hope to be able to send you another order next week.
Yours for the distribution of Secular literature,
R J. WILBON.

GENESEE, ILL., Sept. 2-5, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5-$3 for the grand old
TRUTH BEEKER and $2 for the picture book. I hsv taken
your paper so long, I would feel lonesome without it. As
soon as we read the papers wife sends them broadcast all
over the land to do missionary work. Good wishes to all
SouTH OIL CITY, PA., Sept. 23. 1890.
who are fighting against the accursed superstition.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 for the " Pictorial TextL. G. BARNES.
Book." I hav been trying very hard tc get you a uew subscriber, but as yet hsv failed. But I hope that through
RALEIGH, N. C., Sept. 27, 1890,
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see that' Mr. Heston has im- the influence of THE TRUTH BEKKER, which I circulate
proved in health so as to be able to resume his labors in the among my friends, I shall in time be able to get you several.
pictorial department of THE TRUTH BEEKER, hopiug he en- I do not know if I am the only one from O;J City. I hrpe
joyed his much-needed vacation. I missed the pictures not. There ought to be a great many Freethinkers here, as
greatly, but hope he will giv us some fine ones shortly. I there are firteen thousand inhsbit<:~nts in this city, with
think he fulfiila the saying about fighting the devil with his thirteen churches and only five thousand church-goers. I am
acquainted with probably half a dozen Freethinkers, and
own fire.
JNo. T. Ro?B.
some of them are afraid to express their ideas, as they think
it would hurt their business. But I hope I can open their
HENDERSoN, KY., Sept. 29, 189G.
MR. EDITOR: In order to help along tlle good cause, both eyes to see differently. THE TRUTH SEEKER looks a little
at "your house" and "our house," I inclose $2 to pay for dull at present to canvass with, as the cartoons are one-half
a copy of "The Freethinkers' Text-Book." I am beginning the help in canvassing. Inclosed you will find a list of names
to be surprised at the amount of work the Freethinkers are of persons to which I wish you would send sample copies.
doing in this country. The great number and high standing I hope Mr. Heston has regsiued his health sufficiently to
of authorities quoted in their literature are cresting a pro. resume his work. Yours in true Liberal thought,
G. E. GA.NDELOT.
found impression on new investigators, and this is quite perceptible among lawyers, physicians, journalists, etc., who
CINOINNATI, 0., s~pt. 21, 1890.
do not publicly avow their sentiments for fear of Christian
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, for which please send me
ostracism.
T. J. 8TRVENSON.
the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." The writer and
EDGEWOOD, ALA., Sapt. 24, 1890.
a large delegation of the Cincinnati "elect " will attend the
MR. EDITOR : I distribute my TRUTH SERKERB to those Convention of the Secular Union at Portsmouth next month.
that will read them, and think that another year I can get I call this convention "the communion of saints."
you some subscribers. But the people here are all hard up
Let me state a comical occurrence that occurred the other
-hsv not got over the effects of the war. Most of them are evening. A younger brother finds great sport in attending
very pious, very strict about keeping the Sabbath, but are the Salvation Army hoe-downs. This evening everybody
very anxious to get Northern people in here to develop tl:.e was getting in rounds of smens, hsllelnjahs, bless the Jambs,
country, and therefore put up with their Infidelity, which etc., from the rear seats in such force as to shake the block.
they would not do were they in better circumstances. There They started the song, "Heave along on the sbip of Z'on,"
are a good many Northern people about here, and nearly all and by the time the chorus was reached he had up one hunof them take little stock in religion. Below is a list of books dred and twenty peunds of steam and turned himself into
that I send for.
L. PuLSIFER.
a steam calliope to boom the chorus. Pandemonium
reigned as soon as the chorus was finished. The leader
NAP.O.NEE, IND., Eept. 30, 1890.
jumped, raved, screeched, and pawed the air, indulged in
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2 for the ''Text-Book." Like scathing remarks about the young heathen, pointed his
many others of your subscribers, I liv among a strait- fiuger at him and screeched that '• if God had intended that
laced and church-going people who push aside and refuse young man to be a steamboat whistle, he would hsv atto read articles written on Freethought subjEcts. Never- tached a boiler and mud-drum to him."
theleBB, light is dawning, and will surely dispel the darkThe singing of the second verse .was dispensed with and
ness of superstition and ignorance now taught in our the young heathen withdrew.
GEo. E. LIGHT.
Sabbath-schools all over the land. The churches realize
the only way to replenish and keep their numbers to the
LuRAY, VA., Sept. 29, 1890.
present standard is by educating the infants and children
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed a postal note for the
in the dogmas of their churches and repeating until the picture bJok. About three years ago I joined the Farmers'
impres~ions made are so fixed as never to be forgotten. Alliance, in which I worked honestly and earnestly with the
Some may by the aid of light and common sense reach a hope to hasten the time when such ignorance and superstihigher plane, and we firmly believe the numbers are in- tion as is known by our most intelligent of to.day would die
creasing.
JoHN HERRING.
forever. But alas, I found a majority of the members in my
sub Alliance to be a bigoted, superstitious set of hypocrite.
SNowviLLE, VA., Sept. 28, 290.
They hsv expelled me on account of my religious views.
MR. EDITOR: I hope all who can will at once write to They deny this, but I hope that I shall be able to prove it
''Gray Athei5t," O!ive Branch, Miss., and send books and true. I hsv demanded of them charges and specification~
words of cheer and encouragement. If he lectures as well written, such as were preferred against me at the time of my
as he writes, he will do good work for our cause. His letter expulsion, but from some cause I cannot get them. I supis just splendid. I only wish we could replace his cow-not pose they hav founl! that they are unconstitutional. They
as an set of charity, but as a spur to enthuse him on to suc- acknowledged at the meeting of my expulsion that my aCcess in the path he has so nobly chosen. Of course all who tions toward them had been as good as, if not better than,
write him expecting a reply will inclose a stamp or two. I those of ~<ny other member, but as I was an Infidel they felt
wish his wife would correspond with a few good Liberals, that they were doing wrong by fellowshiping me as a
and see if she would not be convinced of the better way. I brother.
shall ,send him a letter and some books to, day. Go thou
Now, dear brothers and sisters for Freethought and liberty,
and do likewise.
I feel at a loss to know what to do. I hsv a wife, with five
I am rejoiced to see the pictures again. How divine(?) boys; the boys· ages run from one to fifteen years. I do not
the scene of old David's hankerings I
feel disposed to send my boys to A'uch schools as we hav
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
here. They teach them more Christian religioa than anything else. The climate is good here and the land is medium,
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Oct. 1, 1890.
but the progress of the people is to~ slow for me. H any
MR. EDITOR I would like to say something to encourage Liberal friends will be kind enougli to inform me of any
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place where I might do better for myself and children
d lib t and1
where I can std In the cause of Freethought ~n
er y, .
shall fEel very grstefnl to them, besides psymg them fot
their kindness. Are there any o~ the readl!rB of the ~rand
'!'RUTH SEEKER that know snythmg about the relisbihty of
the K. C. C. Co. people? I would_Iove to meet wit~ a Freethought Liberal lady at least once m this the only hfe.
Sincerely,
M. V. D.o.DIBMA.N.

LESLIE, Mwrr., Sept. 20, 1890.
MR.•EDITOR: Let us say to dear friends one and all, we
as a band of honest men and women want you to investigate
for yourself. Do not be humbugged any longer by a lot of
humbugs that call themselvs clergy All they want is your
money. The same class g1t their living six thousand years
ago by deceiving people. It was very easy a few thoussnd
years ago to make people believe anything. S1me at that
time did not believe such nonsense, sud what became of
them? Their heads came off. Freethinken hav enlightened the world too much for such business to-day. Dear
friends, when your clergy tell you not to associate with
Freethinkers and investigators, remember they want your
money. Dear friend;, investigate for yourselvs, and you
will be much happier than now, and know much more than
now. It has always been the aim of the clergy to keep people in ignorance. In that way they can get their living very
easily, and not ha.v to work. They are a class of. men too
lazy to work for a living. Friends, as we hsv B!\td before,
investigate for youraelvs and you will find that this planet
has been millions of years working to be what it is to day.
Sen'd to New York to THE TRUTH BEEKER office and get
Professor Denton's works on _geology, that will prove to you
that it was millions of years ago that this plsn•t was thrown
off from the sun, just as others are thrown off to-day, and by
perpetual motion they became cooled off and became what
this is to day. Then how false is the Bible statement that
the world was crested by "God" six thousand years ago I
MR. AND MRs H. HA Y!!lE9.
TAMPA, FLA.., Sept. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please find $2 for the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." I am very anxious to see the "TextBook." I know it must be very interesting. We hsv quite
a body of Freethinking people here, and we need some one
to giv a few good lectures on this subj~ct in Tamps. As it
is now, it seems to be all on one side, and hell ownr that
side. For the more the preacher preaches up a hell of fire and
brimstone, and calls them rascals, thieves, and all sorts of
bad names, the better they like the preacher, and he can
scare the money right out of them by the dollars, and not
onlv money but land and city lots. They hsv to hsv hell,
Ch;ist, and the devil in their fraudulent business to keep it
in running order. Murderers and notorious rascals belong to
this would-be righteous class of people. Their ides is to
serve God and their god, is money, and there is no better
way of making money than to be on hand with your pitchforks and play the devil with the sinners and make them
toe tbe mark for so much, from $1 up to $100 or more. 1f
they hsv not got the money, then the preachers demand
land, horses, cattle, or anything that will satisfy their god
of Greed.
,
THE TRUTH SEEKER is a terror to this class of people, and
when they can get hold of one they tear it up and burn it,
and then mention in their prayers to GJd what a good thing
they hsv done, and wish to be rewarded with a crown of
glory in the sweet by and by. Nevertheless, THE TRUTH
SEEKER is doing a great deal of good, and people of intelligence are beginning to think for themselvs.
Yours truly,
C. W. WELLS.
EAu Cum:a:, Wis., Sept. 25, 1890.
:&fR. EDITOR: The egotistical editor of Egotism, a paper
devoted to the Utilitarian philosophy, and published at San
-Francisco, ridicules the offer of the American Secular Union
for a manual of instruction in morals free from dogmatism,
describing it as a Bible for Freethinkers to be published by
authority, and so on. If the egotistical editor of Egotism had
read the circular published by the American SPculsr Union
when this offer was made, he would know that what the
Union called for is not an ethical trestle, still less a moral
code, but a manual for teachers desigmd to illustrate the
best practical methods of teaching morality without invoking
the aid of superstition. It is difficult to see what the egotistical editor of Egotism could find to object to in that. But
the egotistical editor of Egotism is the most dogmatical person now posing as a Freethinker, always except Tucker.
To read his paper anyone would imsgin that the doctrine of
utility in their baldest shape were an original and epochmaking discovery of his own, instead of a philosophy as old
as Aristippus, from which Freethinkers so carefully educated as John Stuart Mill and Herbert Spencer hsv receded,
on the ground that it proves nothing or too much-that its
fundamental maxim, "Men seek pleasure and avoid pain,"
is not universally true, unless the word; pleasure and pain
are used In so broad a sense as to make it a mere truiAm. If
it menns only that everyone who can does as he likes, then,
indeed, it is true, but also undisputed and inconsequential.
It sheds not a ray of light on such questions as why one man
likes to shut himself in a dark cell in company with a skull
and a hymn-book, while another likes to command a schooner
of pirates; why one goes without his dinner to add twentyfive cents to $100,000, while another likes to spend his last
red cent for whisky. These and similar problems are
elucidated only by the law of evolution, which has made the
dol!'mas of Jeremy Bentham antiquated. All this the egotistical editor of E,qotism ignores, which he has a right tv do,
for there is no obj ~ction to any creature's braying, if, as the
poet would say, it is his nature to. When, however, the
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egotistical editor of EgotiBm undertakes to ridicule the ideas
Before closing I wish to return my thanks to T. E. published as standing matter in their :Ma-asacim2etts Voice,
of others, he should first know what they are.
Lc>ngshore for his able contributions. J oRN A MAYHEW.
~<nd recently smuggled into the over-indulgent TRUTH SEEKER,
c. L. JAMES.
for truth, regardless of its character, contains more infernal
lies, and bigger ones, to the square inch, than any campaign
OrrvE BRANOH, Miss., Oct. 1, 1890.
M&. EDITOR : L~st Sunday morning, as is my custom, election dodger I ever saw. Thirty-three of the most unRoANOKE, VA., Sept. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Since my letter which you kindly published while the birds were yet singing their morning carols I !ad- qualified falsehoods in the space of ten inches! I refer to
in your issue of July 19 .h, I hav noticed what seems to me . dled my horse and rode into the village of Olive Branch, Moses Harman, or any other K'lnsas Liberal, for corrob::Jrato be a growing interest in the Freethought secret society Miss , to get my mail. On arriving at my designation I tion. or course it give a few truths, such as: "There is
idea. In nearly every issue the necessity of more perfect or- found the town almost deserted, but soon hearing shouts not a distillery or brewery in operation in K!.lnsas," "the
ganization of Liberals is pointed out by one or more writers. from the dl:'pot bent my steps thence, and found nearly the people are beginning to see the results," and "the tax:Dr. C. E. Boynton's letter which you published September entire male population awaiting the arrival of an incoming payers begin to feel it." Alas, that is too true. My taxes
in this and D:>niphan counti~s are five per cent. A Wyan20~h Is to the point. I like that letter, and the man for writing excursion train. The train pulled in in a few minutes, and
it; and I wish every Freethinker in the land could and everybody present except myself, the postmaster, and the dotte paper says: "This county pays $26,000 costs for
would read and profit by it. He says very truthfully," Now depot agent embarked, with farewell shouts and jubilant liquor prosecutions last quarter. Prohibition comes high,
is the time to organize, for stormy times are coming for Lib- huzz~s. After I had got my mail and stored it in my saddle- but the Republican party will hav it." Uertainly, no
erals by and by." And I repeat my former question: Why hags, the postmaster, who was on his way to Suaday.school, whisky, beer, or wine is made in K~nsas: Our money goes
should we Liberals continually expose ourselvs in the open gave me a cordial invitation to go with him and recite in his to Missouri, Kentucky, Wisconsin, and Ctl!Uornia, for those
field while our treacherous, hypocritical enemies take advan. Bible class. I was not in a hurry, and accepted. We found important factors in clviliz!ltio:q.
That creature Bradford is the most rotten demagog and
tage of every ambush, every subterfuge, every kind of sub- on our arrival at the church about a score of old ladies and
tlety, not to convince or convert us but to damage and ruin gentlemen and three little boys, the former angrily discussing crazy Prohibition crank in Kansas. He is making a fortune
us. The difference between us now and what we would be the impiety of the young people absenting themselvs from out of the business, and is fo Prohibition what Moses was
if we were organized into a good, strong, secret society, Sabbath-school to go off on an excursion, many of them de- to the Jews, an aggressiv ripper, desp.Jiler, and boodler.
is the difference between a good well-disciplined, well- nouncing a law that would allow excursions on Sunday. Neither Martin nor Humphrey was ever governor of K~nsag
offi.cered, well-armed army and a disor~anized mob armed Well, our lesson was from. Dan. v, about Belshazzar's in fact-only in theory. They were political prostitutes, the
with sticks, stones, and bludgeons. S lme of your corre- drunken revel and the handwriting on the wall. We all read abject tools of the Prohibitionists and did their bidding.
pondents seem to fear that it will damage the American Sec- in concert, and then came the questions. When my turn The idea of putting such witneases on the stand as will put
ular Union. It appears to mi it would hav the opposit came I veutured to ask how a man's hand could write upon D11viB, Beauregard, and Saemes on the stand to prove the
a wall unless a man wrote therewith. "Oh," said the beneficence and "success" of secea>ion l When fiete3n
effect, that it would be a great help to it.
The American Secular Union is doing good·work for a teacher, "the Lord himself did the writing I" Bald I, "By hundred leading men of K~nsas once met in convention at
specific purpose. As I understand it, its aim and object is reference to the fifth verse here, you will see that the king the capitol to ask Governor Humphrey to resubmit Prohithe separation of church and state. That is good and saw the fingers of a m11n's hand writing on the wall "-and bition, their reques\ for so much a3 a conference even W33
proper, but Freethinkers want more. We want not giving them no time for interruption I proceeded to say that insultingly refused. Thirty thousand R3publicans and one
only separation of church and state, but we want -" tbe king was probably so near intoxicated that he could hundred thousand Democrats enrolled in resubmission club3
equality, sociality, education, friendship, assistance, see snakes, toads, and anything more that he in such condi- and yet the saintly liars of Prohibition, and all their tools,
and sympathy when in trouble, protection when tion was capable of conceiving in his vision; and besides, if hav the unparalleled mendacity to declare that there is no
a~salled, and justice all the time.
When we come to die we it was, as is here stated, a man's hand that did the writing, demand for resubmission, that "resubmission is as dead as
would like to h~v some one near us who we could feel was a then it cannot be otherwise than that it was written by a slavery." But slavery is not dead. The clanking of its
tried and true friend, whom we could trust to see that our last man, for all parts of the body as a whole constitute a man chains is heard ali over our land, and there are professing
wishes were respacted and faithfully carried out, that would and a hand separated from the man could not possibly in a Liberals who are aiding the church to rivet the fetters of
bondage still more tightly. Aa. to Ingalls, like Benedict
see that our loved ones were not robbed and degraded when literal sen~e be a man's hand. A ship with a mast is comArnold, he would sell out the liberties of his country for a
plete
;
then
the
mast
of
such
a
ship
would
be
a
ship's
mast,
we are past protecting them. 0.1r friend Heynoldscriticises
rather severely the Los Angeles,Assembly of Progress. I do but separated from the ship it would be only a mast. And few eighteen per cent K'l.nsas mortgages. Yet no one living
a hand separated from an arm, from a man, would be a hand h!.ls a deeper detestation for Prohibitionists than he. " The
not know much about it, but if it is simply a life-insurance and
but
not a man's hand. Then some maB. in the audience must unsexed of b:>th sexe3," "the he-women and she men,"
sick-benefit BIJCiety then it ls not in my opinion all we
hav done the writing; and in such caile where is the miracle "the obscene birds of politics," " the cap:mo and epicenes
want, although it may be an excellent society for what it was
of the matter?" There was only a few of us, no children of society," are a few of the choice ex:pressions he has hurled
intended.
except three, and while I thus addressed·them they winked at them. More bitter, stinging terms of disrespect and
Let us hav a good, strong Freethought secret society. I
at each other and seemed to hav agreed tliat they were get- derision could not be invented. More galling w:ords of conam ready to j:>in any twenty good men and start it at once
ting me into a trap. When I paused, one asked if I knew of tempt could not be uttered.
almost anywhere.
JosiAH FRIEND.
The United States collector's office in this city shows nineany language similar to the words that were then written?
"Oh, yes," said I, "'Mine! mine! tea.kettle upsettin',' is teen hundred joints in K11nsas licensed by Uncle Sam, and
OKETo, KAN., Sept. 14, 1890.
quite a similar phrase." A ripple of laughter, half sup- God only knows how many unlicensed "b::Jot-leggers,"
MR. EDITOR: While no practical organiz!.ltion exists in pressed, went through the class, and one brother asked me "coat-tailers," and "gopher-holers" there are dispensing
this part of man's heritage, Free thought principles are stead- if I had not been reading Thomas Paine's "Age of Reason." vile rotgut that makes a m~n feel, as an old Kentuckian
ily gaining ground.
"No, my friend," came the reply, "but I hav· been reading s·nrowfully told me, "as H he had a litter or kittens in his
There are several causes that lead to this conclusion. the Bible, and any man who reads the Bible understandingly belly."
Aside from the class who buy their liquor of local
This season is the first that baseball has been played on must then and there become a doubter." After my quoting
Sunday in these parts. God's folks, who never could many D.D.Il' opinions to them that the bonk of D11niel was dealers, hundreds of thousands order and receiv~ it by exendure the sight of rational er.joyment, threatened arrest on not inspired, our class retired, and the school soon after ad- press. Prohibitionists and ladies usually buy at drug stores,
all sides, but the boys kept right on, and the wind passed journed. I was given a cordial invitation to come again, to where the price is uniformly fifteen cents per pint for poor
leave my skepticism at home and recite with them as a liquor. When the stuff is called for the druggist lays a
over.
I see ln the last issue you class ministers as beggars, but believer. I declined as cordially, for I think I can find better pencil and book, the size of a check-book, on the counter
and, while he fills the order, you write your complaint in the
the old adage that " beggars may not choose " does not company with John Peck and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
blank and sign it. "Debility," "chills," "cold," "snakeATHEIST.
apply to them, as the following illustrates.
bite," etc., are the usual diseases given. SJmetin.;es
Some time ago as hard a looking pilgrim as ever bore the
LEAVENWORTH, K&.N., Oct. 1, 1890.
druggist rattles out, "You swater.that," but more often this
image of God floated into these parts and announced himself
MR. EDITOR: " One word more " on Prohibition-merely legal sacrament is omitted. A lady told me that, instead of
as the'' master's servant," and his business as that of ''saving
souls." He at once obtained the use of a school-house and an informal chat in the friends' "love feast" department. I signing, she grabs the bottle, fires the book at the druggist:s
went into " business." After preaching " salvation's free " wish to return thanks for a goodly number of letters and head, and runs. The book is never passed to a customer
for some time to half a dozen old crones and a few school- cards commending my article in No. 36. One brother avers who the druggist is satisfied will not giv him away, as he is
children, he gave them to understand that unless the "mas- that every sentence was an unanswerable, undebatable dec- taxed five cents for every Bille on the b:>ok. Behind the
ter's servant" got his hire, he would shut up shop; so the laration of self-evident truth, except possibly I might be prescription case, however, all formality is dispensed with,
hat was passed. But the amount obtained was so despicably mistaken in my figures as to loss of population. I explained the only condition being internal capacity and the ability to
small that it was concluded tQ canvass the neighborhood and to Brother Mack at the time that those figures were taken pay and walk. Our K\\nsas druggists are firm on that point
to leave the plunder obtained at the house of a certain good from the Kansas City Times, .and I could not of my own -they will not bother to hold a man up and pour liquor
sister. Shortly after, the son of the good sister waited upon personal knowledge vouch for their accuracy. But ques- into him with a funnel-they must draw the line somewhere.
Out of these nineteen hundred j::>ints, Leavenworth, the
me, and after stating his case asked what I could do in the !ions of principle, of truth, of right, hav little to do with
beautiful "metropolis of Kansas," is accredited with one
premises. Now, I happened to be in the same circumstances "ftggers."
If the 1.'imes statistician meant to giv actual decrease from hundred and fourteen. A limited number run under suffJras a man I read of in a certain old book-" gold and silver
had" I none; but being desirous of giving the "servant" population of 1885 they may possibly be too high, but if to ance at $100 per month, which the marshal puts into the
a lift, I sent him my hoe. And a very good hoe it was. show shortage in 1890 from what it ought to be according to treasury. The balance are hunted for as we b::Jys used to
But notwithstanding the usefulness of the tool, and the ratio of increase prior to hostilities in 1885, then it is infi- lmntfor chipmunks', sq,lirrels', an.d bees' nests to rob them
generous intentions of the donor, it was rejected with dis- nitly too low. For instance, our state census in 1885 gave of their treasures. If found, with liquor in sight, they must
dain, and I got no end of abuse for presuming to " monkey" this city 36,000. Our United States census in 1890 give us either " hush up" the police, or giv up the goods and fix:twith a servant of the most high. However, he needs no hoe 20,000, a loss of 16,000 in five years. Our county assessor ures, which are destroyed. The poor devil is arrested and
now, for he undertook to follow the example of the master, in his offi.cial report assigns as the cause Prohibition. If this dragged into court, then come trial, costs, <lelay, acquittal
except that he rode off one horse instead of two asses, and percentage of loss prevailed throughout Kansas and Iowa of the many and fine and imprisonment of the few. Of the
thousands of commP.rclal men who range our state, not one
he is now in the penitentiary, where anyone is liable to be then the figures given were not half high enough.
No, no, I ne'rer debate with a Prohibitionist who has reports inabilit,l" to get all he can drink anywhere in it.
who follows the teaching of the " good book" too literally.
So you see there is a distinction between beggars and minis- passed into the second or third stage of his disease. It is There is not a man in K~nsas who ever went thiraty for an
ters
No one will perhaps dispute that they are closely no use. They are past cure. Besides, it involves a sacrifice hour for lack of opportunities to qmmch his thirat. Prohiallied-belong to the same genus-but you see the acci- of self-respect that I do not feel called upon to make at my bition prohibits-on paper only. We are fighting Prohibidents that attach to one. are not common to both, and I advanced age. 'rheir first argument is, "You're a liquor tion on principle, and not, as shallow minds might suppose,
believe any naturalist who is acquainted with the "var- lover, a rum-sucker, a saloonist," etc·., and their subsequent because our rations of grog hav been shut off.
"reasoning" is like unto church fair soup. My statements
Our "star chamber," "lt~w and order league" consplramints" will agree with me in my observations.
Some time ago one of your subscribers objected to the and logic are proper subjects for criticism, but my personal tors are all blatant churchites, mostly Methodists. They empublishing of economic questions. Now I will state that habits are no concern of meddlesome, holy-horror prudes, or ploy professional informers-spies, spotters, decoys, detecI hav received a great deal of information on economic back.door-smellingsneaks. Whetherlamatea-tntaler,alight, tivs, etc., all scoundrels, sneaks, and villaius oi the deepest
and sociological questions that hav been incidentally brought a moderate, or a hard drinker, the social mud-larks, gutter- dye. Any law that is manifestly so unreasonable and unjust
up in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I am sorry that that class snipes, and innuendo-slingers of Comstockian, puritanic in its purpose, so odious and so loathsome in its provisions,
of correspondents is on the decrease, as it seems to me. Prohibition must find out for themselvs. I shall not tell. so outrageously fia~rant and proscriptiv in its violation of
Rawhidlng ghosts becomes monotonous with me, notwith- The only honest, sane temperance worker I hav heard of for human rights, and so abominably disgusting and obnoxious
stand'ing they richly deserve the severe castigations they five years is the great and good Francis Murphy, who de- to public sentiment that it will not be respected or obeyed,
are continually receiving from the doughty Freethinkers. clines that Prohibition promotes ·intemperance. He is work- and cannot be enforced ex:cept by the aid of such damnable
I am pleased to l'odmit that a very large percent of Free- ing successfully in the o!d way, and the rabble of cranks methods, had batter go unexecuted. It is more honored by
thinkers hold correct views on economic problems, but who are dying to inject Prohibition into a perishing world being trampled under foot. The remedy is a thousand times
all do not, as is evidenced by our Prohibition friend from. with squirt-guns are throwing all the obstacles they can in worse than the disease.
,.
Ill health and business labors now compel me to drop the
Massachusetts, who sees no difference between the owner- his way.
That document sent out by the Prohibitionists of Kansas, I subject indefinitly.
S. R. SHEPHERD.
ship of land and the ownership of a horse.
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THE
that time, there occurred a public holiday, little he has to liv from. He has been, like
which would make one day later in the com- mysFif, a jo!;reat sufferer from neuralgia, and CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH:
the cold affects him terribly. His little room
pletion of the work.
THEm
is only of boards, and he can scarcely keep
He wrote a letter to the person who had from freezing to death in the cold weather.
Crimes and Persecutions.
llclit«1 bf Miss Susu H. WIXoB, Fall
employed him, stating the facts and explainTo add to this, helsafilicted with insomnia, Svo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $8; leather, $•: morocco,
Rlww, MIIBI., to t11hom aU Oommun.lcatlons/or
ing the reason of delay. This man had so and to lie a wake through the long nights, alone
gilt edges, $4.50.
tMI OONUr should ~ unt.
much regard for his word that he deemed and friendless, is enough to maite a sympaBY D. M. BENNETT.
thetic
person
weep
for
such
representative
of
the explanation necessary. The act, small
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
our common humanity. I hope all who can
28Lafayette Place, New York.
in itself, showed that the man was worthy of will remember him and Mr. Casey, too. The
' Between the dark and the dayllgh\,
When the nigh\ is beginning to lower,
highest confidence, as it proved, later, he latter I hav known only through a correspondOomeli a. pause in the day's occupations
ence, begun while his wife was sick and
was.
BIBLE INQUIRER;
Thd is known as the Children's Hour."
Speak the truth. Be loyal to the truth, helpless so long. He now ls sick and ln povon,
erty,
and
disliked
for
his
Freethought
prinand you can hardly go wrong.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
ciples. Had I mnney, as many hav, I would
An error confessed is half redressed.
Containing 148 Proj2ositions
The Blue Autumn Lily
build no monument.a except those with a
to the most Plain and Siriking
"His word is as good as his bond," is a roof, for aged and indigent Liberals. My With References
Self-Oontradictions of the so-called
A lHtle blue lily that bloomed in the fall
Inspirud Scriptures.
·
fine compliment. Everyone should strive to heart aches for all the poor homeless wretches.
With scarcely a flower \\round her,
BY A. JAOOBSON.
Yours for humanity,
1r1AnY B. FnwE!.
Was scorched with the frost, the hot sun, and all, win it.
S. H. W.
Third edition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Yet lovely wherever we found ber ;
LWe sgree with our friend that the only Every Liberal needs a copy for ready reference.
She bald up her head so brave and eo sweet,
Peanuts
Transformed.
As
a pamphlet to loan to Ohristian friends, it is
worth
erecting
are
those
dedimonuments
When everything else was dea!l at our feet.
the most eft'ectiv Iconoclast ever published.
There are medium-sized, commonplace cated to humanity. When people are truly
The gray turtle-dove, her soul in her eyes,
Price only 25 cents.
peanuts, like snme of the ordinary persons enlightened they will see the folly or p~acing
Amid the box-elders sat moaning;
The Jay that caught his bright coat from the one sees every day, and out of which nothing costly marble and stone in cemeteries, while
11kies
can be made, and there are short, pudgy, men and women suffer for the necessaries of
Was in fright to hear such a crooning;
self-important looking peanuts, and round, life. Money will tben be used to aid the inWhile the lily below, with her hues like the Jay,
Bade the dove cease her siahs and be cheerful fat little peanuts that look llke the wee, wee digent and to teach the art of real living so we
and gay.
pig that couldn't get over the door silL Then, never need become the victims of ad verse cirAND
The lark, planning over her long southern flight, too, there are graceful, slender peanuts, with cumstance.
S&ng sweetly that others might follow;
Meanwhile our deserving Liberals should
elegant .figures, resembling genteel ladies
The shrike hurried by, and glad was the sight,
with their skirts tightly tied back, some not be allowed to suffer. Those inclined to
When blackbird~ came up from the hollow;
AN EXPOSE
And the lily grew bright with the song and its wearing bustles, and some wearing none. If help the two referred to above can forward
perversion of Stephen Girard'smagniftoent
cheer,
you want to turn a pile of peanuts into fanci- their contributions to the parties direct.- Of the
beQ.uest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
The last of her race all alone with us here.
ful objects, such as hunchback men, pigs, ED. C. C.]
churches and Young Men's
Ohristian AssociaThere were brown tufted ~~:rasses and vines in the babies in long clothes, and old women in
tion.
corn
WRNATOHRB, W ABH., Sept. 15, 1893.
caps, get your pen and ink, a little wax, some
BY
Rrou.
B.
WEBTBBOOK,
D.D., LL.D.
That rustled the saddest or dirges,
DRAB MISS WIXON: We hav taken THE
pins and matches, and prettily colored tissue
Pries 11.
Address THE TBUTH SERKBB.
Though glad they had waved and sung in the
TRUTH
SRBKRB
for
a
number
of
years,
almost
paper.
morn
as far back as I can remember. We always
Do you want to make a Mother Hubbard? -that is, we children-turn to the Children's
When the sun had gold in its surges ;
The Career of' Jesus Christ.
And all things mourning ihe hand of the frost.
Then select a slightly wrinkled peanut. Corner first, as it is easy to understand and a
But the lily that seemed like a child that was lost. Touch up the features of the old lady on the great deal to learn from one small page. A An Exposition of the True Mea.ninli' of this Ohar.
aoter as described in the New Testament. By Mil.
Where the rose had blushed red and scattered her bulbous end of the nut. Next sharpen two little letter from this little girl, and one from ton Woolley, M.D., an thor of "Hebrew JllytholOllY·"
l'a.per. 8vo, 25 cents
that
little
boy,
shows
you
are
impressing
the
leaves
matches, and stick these into her roly poly
To the night-winds wooing so early;
young minds and helping to build up the
body
for
legs,
then
spur
her
up
with
two
pins
Now the farmer was singing, while gathering his
minds of the future citizens of our republic.
for arms, and there she will stand before you My father Is a Freethinker, and his children
sheaves,
That summer had blessed him so fairly.
a weazen old woman, with a slightly bilious are, also. Mamma might be called a mild one
OB 1
Each useful and good, but the sweetest of all
complexion and shrunken limbs, but au old too. Papa is not one that tries to make
Was the little blue lily that bloomed in the fall.
everyone
believe
as
he
does;
he
has
his
The
Church
of
Practical
Religion.
woman capable of being improved by dress,
Cleartoater, Neb.
MARY BAIBD FINOH. as most women are. Therefore~ fashion her opinions and if anyone asks for them, he
BY REPORTER.
give them. If I hav nothing else to do, I go
a gown and bonnet out of tissue paper, and to church or Sunday school on Sunday. It This is the history of an attempt to found a
Grandma's Eyes.
as she would hardly be complete without will not harm anyone, although I don't ohnroh without superstition, and its success.
They wonder why I love her so;
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
hands
and feet, a little gum properly placed believe their religion nor do any of our his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital Questions
They marvel where the magic lies
family.
We
treat
a
preacher
with
as
much
will supply these missing members.
That knits me to h..r, theY who know
respect as if we did believe his doctrin, and of human concern, religious, pelitioal, and other.
That Gladys has her grandma's eyes!
A short, thick set peanut, provided with papa often asks them to say grace at dinner. wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanThey say she's l;mt a thoughtless tot;
arms and legs and pen-and-ink sketched feat- I wouldn't despise a person because not a guage, and easily understood. There is just snfli.
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
They say 'tis true she never tries
ures, as already directed, requires only a tall Freethinker, but feel sorry to think he should hold his attention while the truth is being brongM
To pleasure me-but try or not,
be so ignorant. I don't think any of us
She can't but please with grandma's eyes. paper cap to transform it into a Humpty Freethinkers should put ourselvs on a level to his mind.
Dumpty. With the foregoing directions, and
J'or sale at thi8 oftioe. Price, 11.00.
They say her sisters are as sweet ;
with the brawling Catholics and Protestants
the employment of a little care and attention, of the Middle Ages. We should all hav higher
It may be so, as they surmiee,
bright boys and girls can readily multiply thoughts than to quarrel with the ignorant.
But who but Gladys comes to greet
Me gayly with her ~~:randma's eyes 1
these peanut creatures into a numerous and But all the same it does me good to tell a
OB, THB
preacher that I am an Infidel-yes, a follower
She'd hav tbe moon 1 I'd giv the sun!
interesting family.
of Tom Paine. Then they ask me what I go
What wonder that my heart denies
Conflict
between
Itea.son and Superstition.
to church for. I tell them I go to study
No draft that's made on it by one
What the Mocking-Bird Said.
Who alwaYs asks with grandma's eye81
thoroughly their religion and they might reThe mocking-bird song is a series of sharp, turn the compliment by going to hear one of
BY T. C, WIDDICOMBE,
She lights up all this world of woe,
Philadelphia, Pa..
staccato notes, repeated again and again very our lecturers. But they think a Freethinker
She silences e'en sorrow's cries;
rapidly, and with an accent that makes them lecture hall is as bad a place as their purga.
She follows me, where'er I go,
Forever with her grandma's eyes.
Price, 10 cents.
very suggestiv· of human speech. One can tory, and our lecturer on a level with their
devil, to lead souls on the downward road.
Ah, who that knows what Power11 proceed
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
easily turn his whole song into words that, Oh, how prejudiced and uninvestigating they
From simple things, in what strange guise, when repeated afterward, bring up a vivid are, how conceited, to think it isn't worth
Oan doubt a little child may lead
picture of the bird with his " trillets of hu- investigation l But after all, the Bible is
An old man with her grandma'l eyes l
mor, shrewdest whistle wit," that Lanier losing ground. Now according to the census
With Gladys I grow youvg again!
enumerator there are two Freethinkers to one
tells about.
I, who am gray-so fast time fliesreal church-member. I hav never even seen
and Extra-OhristianExpe.
A mocking-bird that sang on the top of a your works, " The Story Hour" and "Apples A Memoir of Ohristianrienoe.
Am young, yet how my heart aches when
She looks at me with grandma's eyes l
bean pole in the garden uttered a medley of Gold," as it takes all my spare money to
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATRBB.
MY child wife smiles once more on me,
something like this: " Su-ky I eu-ky I su- buy books I really need to study, but I will
A
very
critical analysis of both Protestantism
G!ad tears within mine own arise,
get
spare
money
to
get
them
some
time,
I
ky I Come-be-e-e-re l Come-be-e-e-re l
and Oa.tholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
As with my grandchild on my knee
hope. Papa is always ready to buy us any Intimate personal experience with the two sys.
Mal-ory
I
Mal
ory
l
Mal-ory
!
pe-de-de-de
J
I gfUle into her grandma's eyes.
book we want. We hav books on almost all tams. It deals the most trenchant blows which
poor-bo-o-y I poor-bo-o-y I Quit I quit 1 subjects of interest, such as history, ancient pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Oritioal Be.
-Marl/ Norton Bradford tn Montreal Star.
whe-o I quI qu I qu I Chik-a-pe-tu I chik- and modern, geography,!:roductions of dif- view.
Oloth, 12mo, 11. 75.
a-pe-tu l chlk-a-pe-tu J toll gate I toll gate! ferent poets, Spiritual an Infidel works. and
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Corner Gospel.
toll gate l pr-r-r-r-r I Come get it l come even a large Bible. I like to get the B.ble
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
"NOTHING LIKE TRUTH.
get it I cup-o-tea l cup-::1-tea I cup-o-tea I and read to investigate, and at other times to
read with long-drawn tones to imitate some
'The truth will bear its weight," is an old pic-::1-lo l pic-o-lo !"
old big-nosed preacher. Well, I am taking
~OW READY.
and true saying.
Thus he would go on, half an hour at a up too much of your valuable space, so will
Stick to the truth, and it brings its recom- time, in a loud, clear voice, with mllny turns close, hoping you will giv me leave to write
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCB
pense. In order to be truthful, cultivate of his wise-looking little head, jerking his some more, some other time. I am seventeen
Oli'
years
old.
HBLE!:'I
MARGARET
PABBIBH.
memory, the fine powers of sight, touch, long tail, and lifting his beautiful wings.
[We shall always be pleased to hear from
hearing. Careful observatiQn is a fine quality,
If you want to get some notion or his utand everyone should aim to possess it.
terances, though not by any means of his you, Helen. The Corner will keep a space
OOMPILRD BY
There are pleasan~ theories, easy ways of music, you may do so by reading the above for you, so write at your convenience.-ED.
L. K. WASHBUBN.
living, that are recognized as not quite right, exactly as it is written in a sharp, quick way. C. C.]
This volume comprises some of the a blest and
best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrin2 the
yet are beautiful and attractiv.
past
forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
But no matter how lovely, they should be
WRNATOHBR, WASH., Sept. 15, 1890.
Correspondence.
cream-white paper, bound In oloth, and contains
a
fine
likeness of the venerable editor of the
put away U they are false, for they are sure
DRAB Miss WixON : I thought I would
CLRA.RWATRB, NEB., Sept. 29, 1890.
lnvesttgator. Every Liberal should hav this book
to be disastrous in the end. Truth and
DRAB Miss WixON: Thanks for "Jed" try to write my second letter for this paper. In his home. It is now ready for delivery.
virtue may not offer pleas:ue at first, but and the kind words expressed in regard to It has been real cloudy for several days, and
Price, $1.00.
is clearer this afternoon, and the wind is
nevertheless they lead to ways of pleasa11tness "bad boys." I like "bad boys" too. I always beginning to blow. It has blown a good
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
hav
spoken
and
never
fail
to
speak
kindly
to
and peace. Truth opens up oftentimes on a them. This is the only way to help them.
deal this summer. Last week there wasn't a
hard road, but it is the one thing to be deThe inclosed lines I wrote a year ago, but letter in the Corner. We hav taken Tax
TRUTH
8RRKBR ever since I can remember,
sired in business, in all matters relating to did not get them done in season to send you.
The 1lower that resembles a lily is a very Bnd I always enjoy reading the Children's His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Portrue living.
Corner. We liv f.lbout four miles from
trait, and 1\lonument.
It brings respect, esteem, confidence, and dark blue, and blooms right on after there school. My sister and I went to school. on
hav
been
ever
so
many
hard
frosts,
and
it
is
honor. He who will not ·lend himself to the very last to succumb. I admire it for the horseback. We went about six weeks. I With a complete list of the .A.merican subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
falsehood in any way, who is above bribery, brave spirit it exhibits under difficulties. · study reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic,
BY
ge~raphy,
history,
grammar,
and
hygieneis the one wanted in communities.
To those who are charitably inclined I will
He possesses the material that makes a say now, as I meant to hav done before, physiology. I will be thirteen years old next GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE1 THOMAS DAVIDSON,
1\:ARL BLIND,
that I hav held a corresoondence with December. I will close, hoping to see thh THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
good, reliable citizen of this world.
letter in print.
LYDIA R. CHASE.
our
poor
old
friend
J.
H.
Cook
for
A man had engaged to do a piece of work,
Your little Freethinker frlend,
the last fifteen years, and he has not comSingle copies 15 cents; ten copies fc:a a dollar.
and to hav it finished in ten days. During plained, till within the last few years, of how
"'
LOUISB p ABBISil.
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Price, 2~ cents.

PAINE VINDICATED.

cRIMES

OF PREACHERS in the
United States an<l Canada.

Iteply toN. Y.

By

0'$E1"1H'1",

R. G. INGERSOLL.

AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF

By DAVID _HUJJIE'.

MARIA MONK,

ESSAYS AND LECTURE s
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.

C01'1VENT .MYSTERIES.
Pa;>e1·. EO crnts; cloth,

n.

By :ll,

R~BC.CK.

With "ROMA.N CA.THOLIC OANARD."
Price, 15 cents.

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM

Scientific Materialism:

RELIGION OF HUMANITY

ITS MEANING and TENDENCY.

ETERN A.L PUNISHMENT.

OLDEN MEAN in Temperance
and Religion.
BY JOHN E. BURTON.
Price, 10 cents.

INSPIR!TION OF BIBLES.
By JNo. E. BuBTOll.
Price, 10 cents.

Christianity and Materiahm.
By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Price, 15 cents.

Jesus Not Perfect.
Underwood's Prayer.
BY B. F. U;:(DERWOOD.
2:1 csnts.

UHDfRWOOD-MARPL~S OEBAT~

RELIGION OF

"BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED."
By M. BABCOCK,
Prico, 15 cents.

WhJ Don't Goa Kill the Devil?
BY M. BABCOCK.
Price, 25 cents.

THE CLERG YliA.N'S VICTIMS.
A LIBERAL STORY. BYMrs.J.E. Ball.
Price, s~ cents. -

JESUS CHRIST:

ON THE EXISTENCE OF A PERSONAL GOD AND
His LIFE,
INsPIRATION oF SoRIPTURES.
Between B. F. UNDFRWOOD and Rev. J. Mar· TEACHINGS, and IMPERFECTIONS.
pies.
By w. B. BELL.
Paper, 35 cents ; cloth, 60.
:Price, S5 cen~s.

·-

VOLTAIRE IN lXILE. RESURRECTION of JESUS·
Memohs.
.
.

By PR!JF. JOHN FISKE.
Price, 10 cents.

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM.
By ANNIE BESANT.
Price, 10 centr.

A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and H ell.
By B. p, PUTNAM.
Price, 25 cents.

Heathens of the Heath.
RADICAL

ROlii.A.NC:E.

By WM. McDoNNELL.
500pp,, paper, 80 cents.

HOLY BUlLE ABRIDGED.
The passages unfit !or family reading,
Pap., 3Jc.; c!o., 50.
THE

LOGIC OF DEATl-I,
OR 1
WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR To Dr E?
By J. G. HOLYOAKE,
p, ice, 5 cents.
THE

LOGIC

OF LIFE,

DEDUCED FROM
THE PRINO!PLE OF FREETHOUGHT.
}3y G. J. HOLYOAK&.
Pric~, 5 cents.

Secular Resl)onsibility
By G. J . ...tOLYOAEE.
Price, 5 cents.

.

His Life and Works in France and Abroad.
And Unpublished Correspondence With Mme. d1l
· Cbatelet.
By B. GASTINE... U.
Price, paper, 75 cents: oloth, $1.

WUFS .A.ND W .A.NDERINGS,

l

A L beral Novel.
By SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
Pap., 5'c.; clo., $1.

-·--

---

icli.l Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker,
Pap., 50J.; cJo., 75.

BIBLE IDOLATHY.
By R; G.- INGERSOLL.
Price, 3 cents ; ·Per dozen, 8) cents; per too,
......f2.
_

Jl'or all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
18 Lafa:vette Pl •• New York.

For all of the above books address
THE ·rRUTH BEEKER 00,,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York,

~

BY T. E. LONGSHORE.
w:. per dt,z., 25 for $1.

5o.,

GOTTLIEB: HIS LlFE.

SUPERSTITION :

Design Argument.

CULTIVATION OF )RT.
fHE DA.RWINS. A Domestic Rad·

10 cents.

By l\I, BABCOCK.

Bib!e Worship.
Darwinism.

Chronicles of Simon Christianns.

HS RELATIONS TO
RELIGIOus PuRITANISM .AND MoNEY-GETTING•
By A. R. CooPER.
Paper, 20 c.; flexible clo., a;.

rice,

Price, 19 cents

TWO HUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES.
For the Instruction and Amusement of Youth.
BY E. D. Blakeman.
25 cents.
CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and
HISTORiCAL ST ANDP.OINT.
TWO LITi'LE RED 1\lllTENS.
BY W. N. MoLAREl!.
A Story of the Rightway Almehouse. By Jennie
Paper, 50 cents.
Butler Browne. 5 cents.

J3y THOMAS PAlNE.
Written durinll" t.he American Rsvolution, and by
order of General Washington read
to the aTmy,
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7>.

0

TWELVE TRACTS.

By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Price, 1~cents.

THE CRISIS.

better than

ROA81HG liON 01 THE .TRACK.

Evolution.

Paper, 800pp .. CO cc n:s; cloth, tl.

THE UNSEEN WORL D.

Vols. I, II, III, IV, V, :s:no. 595 Pages in each vol.
Per vot, p,.p., 60c,

CHRISTIANITY
A REWARD FOR CRIME.

Adventures in the L~tnd
of Oosmos. New Scripture \evidentlY inspirril)
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A. IToox.
Price, 25 cents.

PLice, 15 cents.

By M. BABCOCX.

TRACTS.
IRUfH SEEKER
(Bound.)

Price, 10 cen IS·

Fatlter, Son, and Holy Ghost.

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

By M. E. BILLINGS.
Price,
25 cents.

By B. F. UNDEB"I'"OOD,
Price,
10 cents.

s.

Essay on Miracles.

Paper, 146;>p., 25 c£nts.

By Professor L. Uhlich.
Price, 35 cent·.

T TVENTY CREMES and VICES
Sanctioned oy dcriptUTC.

By MAX l\IULLEJl, M.A.
Price, :o cents.

Tract s.

.EVOLUTION, DAR WINIS1ll, eto.

to Chtisllan Questmns EPIDEMIC
8mLE fAB~IC~liOHS RHUlE D. Religion Not History. Answe[s and
Arguments·
o.
By D. .M. BENNETT.
Errors Exposed.
B. WHITFORD, M.D.
Pric~, 15 cents:

PAIN~.

Written in 1776.
15 cents.
P1·ice,

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Artf.

BoardP, 4J cents.

SOUL

1
CO~IMON SENS E

Advancement~ Science

LITTLE LESSONS

WITH THEOLOGICAL AMENDMENT AND STATE PEKBJNALITY.
By Joseph E. Peck.
l'ap., 25;.

ON CHRISTIANITY.

BY CAPT. R. c. ADAMS.
Between B. F UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0 A. B ur·
gess, Pres. of N. W. Christ.ian Un1v.
"One of the cheapest and best books on the subject."
Prtper, 188pp., 50 cts.; clo., SJ.
Paper, 15 .-Jents.

BfSANT-HATCH~RO DtBATE. LIT LEFORFOLKS.
BETWEEN
By MRS. E. D. BLEI'KER.

ANNIE BES!NT AND REV. A, HATOHABD
ON
J esus of Nazareth a Historical Chara.cter, and the
Influence of Christianity.
Price, 25 cents.

~URGfSS-UNDfRWOOD Of~~

·EVOLUTION:
A. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE.

CONTRADICTIONS Involved ln.
By W. B. BELL,
Price, 10 cents.

GE ~ESIS I, II:
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATJ.ON
By A. It. GROTE, A.M.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75.

FIRST EPISTLE of

BENNE'l'T, Apostle, to TRUTJl SEEKERS.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 10 cents.

GODS OF SUPERSTITION.
By D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 8 cents.
For all of the above books address
THI!\ TRUTH MEEKER 00.,
IS Lafayette :Pl., New York.

Godly Women of tne

81ble

A History of
ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIBLX.
JlY

An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Oentur y,
Pap., 50J.; clo., 75.
For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette PJ,, New Yor k.
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Truth Seeker Tracts.
NOTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. .To allow much to be done in this way with
a little money the following discounts aro made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per cent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 oJI; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ten dollam' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. Tho nuq~bers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood~....... 5
35 Moving the A.rk. Bennett...................
37 Short Sermon. R<lv. 'l'heo!ogicus, D. D....
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ......
39 The Tme Saint. S. P. Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty&Crcdulityof tho Human Race ....
49 Sensible Conclusions. ]!]. E. Guild..........
52 Marples- Underwood Debate. Underwood.
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers .............
54 Opon Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
58 Prophecies. Underwood.....................
62 'l'ho Jell's and their God .....................
63 The Devil's Duo Bills. SJpliers............
64 Ills we Eudure-Cause and Cme. Benuett.
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A.. Codmau.......
'13 Foundations. John Syphers................
'l·i Daniel in tho Lion's Den. Bennett..........
'15 A.n Hom with the Devil. Bennett..........
'16 Reply to K F. Br0wn. ·Bennett ............
'17 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett..........

2.......

82 Christian Courtesy. D. hl. Bennett.........
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
84 .Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps. ........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson ..........
90 B1blo-hlania. Otto Cordates................
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood.........
94 The :New Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod Crane Papers .........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ................
100 140thA.nniversaryof Paine's Birthday....
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
lOa Decadence of Christian>ty, Capphro.....
l 07 l'he Safe Side.

2
2
2
1
3
3
5
3
2
5
2
10
3
5
2
5
3
2
2
2
10
3
6
1
5
2
·3
2
1
5
10
2
2
6

2
10
2

H. B. Brown............... '

l!O Invocation to the Universe. ~Bennett....

l
111 Reply to Scientific American. Bennett.. ... l

112 Sensib!eSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage..........
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett.....................
114 Where Was JesusBom? S. H. Preston.
115 The W enders of Prayer•. Bennett..........
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............
117 Constantine the Great. Prcsto1~............
119 The New Faith. Stoddard..................
120 The New .A.ge. W. S. Bell ..................
·7)

2
2
1
2
2
3
3
10

....,

122 World's Great Religions. Bennett..........
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Observer" .........................................
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ......................
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............
12G Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood .........................................
130 ThB Ethics of Religion. Clifford..........
134 Talks with the Evangelists..................
137 Christian Love. C. L. J amos...............
l38 Science of the Bible. ,Tohu Jasper..........
l40 A.stro-Theology ,................................
:41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher..................
::.42 .Synopsis of .A.ll Religious. Saxon..........
::.43 Chang Wau Ho. Bli Perkms ...............
148 When Did Pan! Live? Scholasticus... .......
:49 A.ge of Simms ..................................
145 If You Take A. way my Religion? Wha'"
Will You Give Me Instead. :Hartin.,..
~50 The Liberty of Priuting. Hmlbut aud
\Vakeman .....................................
15::. What is the Bible? M. W. II.............
152 .A. Remarkable Book. Douglas............
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............
:55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............
:.56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley..........

10
10
10
2
10
5

5
3
2
5
2
10
2
2
3

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.
Publislled evffl'1j Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seelrer Oompa:my, at
28 Lafayette Place,

NEW YORK CITY.
E. M. MA.CDON.A.L~EDHQ~
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These notices are for the benefit of Liberals
toho may be 'DiBiting the places tohere these societies are located. Looal SeiYUlar Unions and
/f reethougkt Societies meeting regularly can
luuo tlteir gatherings ad'Dertised here free by fortoarding the nece8slt!rl/ infor,mation.

The .iUanl•attan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets everY Friday evening, at. 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East ~5th street. Lectures end di~cussions. The public cordially invited.

C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS :MANaGE&.

DURING THE YEAR 1890 '.L"Hl!l 'l'B.11'l'H SEEKEB.

The Newark Liberal Lea;;-ue

Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leagne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st .. Newark, N.J. L•otures and discussions on
religious and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men a.nd
women known all over tho world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBimT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H .. GA.RDE:NER.
R. B. WESTBROOK, A..M.
ARTHUR B. M:OSS.
P A.RKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
CHARLES WATTS.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
ROBER'l' C. ADAM:S.
J. II. B URNHA.M.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
JOHN PECK.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
THADDJmS B. WAKEMAN.
W. F. JAMIESON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
A.nd many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRA.DLA.UGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, and other l~nglish Liberal writers.
'l'ho Editor of TH!fl 'l'RUTTI SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has lJeen eloctetl senior n:ember of tho School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Trutlt Seeker GiYes all the News of Freethought, aud is .Always on Guard
Against the Enctolchments of Ecclesiastics upon tl.Ie People's Liberties.
If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (oending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.
THE TRUTH SEI<;Kim is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and tho maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It demands the taxati0n of churcb property. It is uncompromisingly
opnosed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' 'rrial.
A New Book by Helen H. Gardener.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

The Modem Science tssayist.

Ten Cents Ea.oh.
The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav 1. HEBBEBT SPENCER: His life, writings, and
paid to impudent authority the tribute of a
12_hiloaophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAF
thoughtless yes.-B. (}. Ingersoll.
·
'l'B:OMP80N.
2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
CONTENTS.
and influence. BY Rev •.JoHN W. CRADWIOK.
A Splendid J adge of a Woman.
3. BOLA.B AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
The Lady of the Club.
.. ow suns and worlds come into being. By
Under Protest.
Mr. GAB:RET P. 8EBVISS.
For the Prosecution.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The story of
A Rusty Link in the Chain.
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
The Boler House Mystery.
5.
EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
The Time-Look of eur Ancestors.
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
Florence Campbell's Fate.
My Patient's Story.
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BosBITEB
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
RAYMOND
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiqIS LafayeUe Pl •• New York.
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE.
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and developme:~~t. By Dr. lloBEBT G. EccLEs.
9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BY JAMEsA.Bxn.ToN.
10. EVOLUTION O;F THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
MODERN IMITA'l'ION OF C:S:B.IS'l',
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
As to his Life on Earth :md. his Communism. 12. PROOFS
OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C.
PABSHALL.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
Author of "A Protest and a Ples," in Oraer of 13. EVOLUTION AS BELA.TED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By JOKN W. CHADWICK.
Oreatwn.
14. PHILO!'IOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
HoYT NICHOLS,
EF~<'EOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
8" This book toas suppressed by the first Amer- 15. THE
COMING OIVILIZA.TION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE,
ican publisher•..B
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

·LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
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Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., at
Princess Opera Hense, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
al.'e welcome.

The Secular §ociety of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town he,ll. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON. Bee.

The M.lnneallOlis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J ·F.MACOMBEBoPreB.: LEROY BEBBIEB, Sec.

Ellznr Wri;-ht Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of eaoh month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free disoussi9n on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKER and l'nvestt•
aator are solicited.
B. G;I::IMIT!il, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Lib• ral Club
Meets every Bnnday at 2 P.l!!. in Grand A.rn y
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Bel~oted Readings and Pqems. A large valuable librarY is at the aervil$ of members a.nd
friends. 0. B. BEYNOI,nS, Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Bee.

Brotherhood of ltloralbts,No. 903,
Prairie City, Ia.,
Meets everY SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: ao PM. All Liberals u.re cordially in·
vited. F. v. DBAPEBo Cor. Bee.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society

M~et• evPry Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A. cordial lnYi·
tation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. F1·ienda from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

Port,moutll,

o., Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 P.lll:. in Grand Army
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readings, Poems,
music and songs. A. oordialmvitat.ion is extended
to all; esp~cially to friends frcm abroad. CorresPondence solicited. J, L. T:aEUTRABT, President.
WILL B. ANDRES, Secretary.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 P M. in the public
school building in Port A.n~;teles, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select. readmg. Discussion invited on all subjects. Uberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MonsE, Cor. Bee.

The "'est End Pro;-ressivc Lib·
~ral Union
Of Los A.nl!eles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M .• at Parr's
Hall. Everyb~rlv Invited. M:as. R. ll. BEBJL\1
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Sec.

Tile Roeder Secular Union

SOCIAL WEALTH,
The Sol~ Factors ana .Rxact Ratios in
Acqttif'mlen.t ana Apportionment.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'r
.meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad u d
WOod sta •• at 2:30 and 7:80 P.M. for leoturos and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Ablespeakersintereatthe audience. N.B.-~rnth
SeekerPnblioationsalwaYSoD handatoheap rates.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meetings· @Very Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., <Fraternity Hal!). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMP.A.NY,. 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE; NEW Yorur..
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the

By J • .K. INGALLS.

For Her Daily Bread ts the St{)ry or two young
girls and a ;v:ounger brother who were lett parent· Price, Cloth,
less, with little money, fa1r educattonhand much
courage, to make their way through t e world by
:.59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 g_oing to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workgirl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
J61 Protest!tDt Persecutions...................... 3 ing
among bluff business men, kind·hearted folks,
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
and disreputable hypoorits. It is iust such a story
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 of human life as we should expect Colonel In~er
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman ................ 2 soll to be interested in; and whatever he adnures
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
Best grades American Stem-winders : Iil silv!'r·
ine·oases, 7 jewels,$7 50; 9)ewAls,$S; 11hwels,19;
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els·
15 j9wel~, flO; rlo. adjusted. $16, In 8 onuce coin
burg, M.D ..................................... li
silver ooses, f3,fi0 more; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5
2 Evolution: Homo~-.eous to Heterogeounce, t6 more. In best filled I!'Olrl case•. open
face, au~t. proof. 7j•wel•, $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11
neous. Underwood ......................... 8
BY
.SAMUEL
P.
PUTNAM,
jewelr, $17 50 i 15 jewels, $1R,50: do. ,.tljnsted,
4 Litemtur0 of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
i~4W.
Runtmg, ~2; S22.t0; $28: '24: $80.
6 Resr.onsibility ofSox. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
S~f'et.ars/ of the .A.merloan S6CUlM Union.
Ll•diPs', same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11. jewPia,
$18.t0; 15 jewels, $'5. 14 karat solid gold, $10
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
Price 10 cen,s.
more. The famous,
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
Address THE TBUTH 8EUBB OoHPAlU.
New Model "Otto Wettstein " Watch,
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
16 jlwelll and all modern improvements, f8
more than above adjusted watches. No watch
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
in t.bn world competes with it. Finer watches up
Lectures.....................·.................. 10
to $200. A II snob prepaid, guaranteed 1 yoar, and
11 IsAmerica.NewWor!d? Dawson.......... ~0
ca.sb refunded if not satisfactory, All filled !told
oases
warranted by manufacturers 20 rears.
l2 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
AND
Beware nf New York Woi·la's 10 karat and Epnrions
R. 8. Brigham, M.D ......................... 6
TWBLVB QTHBR DIBOOuRBBS 011' RBABON;
case~. Watches cleaned, beBt wo1·k, $1; sp:ings,
18 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
$1, etc, and returned free.
Btl 0. B. li'RO'l'HINGHAJl.
Modern Symposium......................... 10
JI'ST.ABLISBED 1f!57, .
..
Ext.ra cloth, 1i!mo, 28Spp,, $1.
. ·- .. . , j)Tl'O .WETTSTEIN, BQohelle, DJ •
..- See 11'te at head cobuu.
Addreal
'l'Hlll TRUTH BEEXEB 00.

Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school·house.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The
gr~atest freetlom accorded to ail. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES BaEA, Sao.
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WETTSTEIN'S

WORlD-HfNOWHfO WATCHfS.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

ot

AT THINE OWN HOllE.
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellow~, the nflted
specialist, for his "Private Conns~lor "-a valuable book for young and middle-aged men, suffering from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in
maturer years. It sets forth an External Application-A POSITIVE cu:aE, as it matters not how
long standing, how boneless or h~w many teme·dies you hav us~d The book. is worth many
times its cost, and sbonld be m the hl\nds of
t·hose seeking a >PeM!I ana 'Pfr1nanfnt CU1'6, Address the doctor at Vineland, N. J., and say where
you saw this advertisment.
A GOOD WORD.
Dr; Fellows is an outsPoken Liher.,l, a humanitarian, and & generous patron of the Freethougbt
nress. He h!\S manY testimonials to the value of
his progressive and suecessful met h<'d of treatment, and deserves patronage.-Freetlwuqi'lt.
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CODS AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS,
.

OJ'

ANCIENT A.ND .llODERN TIIES.

law which for twelve years has re.
t>ressed Socialist propaganda in Germany has
"been allowed to expire by the emperor and
parliament, against th,e judgment of Bismarck. Soclallsts are beginning to use their
new freedom of meeting and publication very
freely.
"TEE

Vol. I. Gin a J'ull Aoconni of all the Gods, in·
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Hob' Ghost,
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the BU>lo.
Bvo, 885pJ;>. Vo!. II. Describes Fully ~1
the Rehgious Systems of the Wor•d.
svo, 96'ipp, Oloth,taper vol.ahe
2 TOle., f~; _leatner, $7; moroooo, gilt edges, $8.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

I

A.ND REFORMERS.

Bi9KraPhies ot 31111 ot the Leading Philosophers.
Te~ollers1 8ketltic~Innovators, Founders of
New l.!lonools of 'J.'nonght, Eminent Solentists, eto. (who were not Ohristians),
• from the time of Menu to the present. Svo, t,075pp,, oloth, $8;
leather, $4; mor., g. e., $4.50.
. BY D l\1 BENNETT
•

•

•

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
l!S LafaYette Place, N. Y.

G&ORGK BA.NOROFr, the
American historian, has
celebrated his ninetieth
birthday.

Rxv. GBORGK BRowN,
of Cortland, N. Y., has
left for parts unknown
to avoid arrest for big.
e.m.y.
Tnx explosion of six
}>owder mills near Wilmington, DeL, on the
Vth,()aused twelve deaths
ud many injuries.
PRxsrDENT HA.RBrsoN
is traveling through the
West, where he meets
with many public recep.
tiona and attentions.
Rxv. WRBLRY BROWN
has fled from Bradford,
Ia., to escape the consequences of having engaged himself to five
girls.

f~ms of.flhottght.
WHRRR is the "unexplored land" but in
our own untried enterprises? To an advent.
urous spirit any place-London, New York,
Worcester, or his own yard-is" uu~xpTored
land " to seek which Fremont and Kane
trav~l so far. ~o a sluggish and dtfeated
spirit even the Great Basin and the Polaris
are trivial places. If they can get there
(and, indeed, they are
there now). they will
want to sleeP, and giv
it up, just as they always
do. These are the re•
gions of the Known and
. of the Unknown. What
is the use of going right
over the old track again ?
There is an adder in the
path. which your own
feet hav worn. You
must make tracks into
the Unknown. That is
what you hav your board
and clothes for. Why
do you ever mend your
clothes, unless that, wear.
ing them, yon may mend
your wa:va? Let us sing l
• • . Do not engage
to ftnd things as you
think they are. Do what
nobody else can go for
you. Omit to do any.
thing else.- Thoreau.
SuRELY there is gtand.
eur in knowing that in
the realm of thought, a~
least, you are without a
chain; that you hav the
right to explore all
bights and all depths.IngerAoU.

Rxv. MR. MOWER and
Rev. Mr. Garrett on the
10th were expelled by the
United Brethren of Penn.
sylvania. the former for
immorality and forgery
and the latter for connec.
tion with forgery.

IF the bodies of ant.
mals are e\Tolved, their
minill! muet be evolved.
likewise. Herbert
Spencer and his tollt:J\\'".
era ha'f lletln 1)lainly in.
&tt\liD.entli.l ill elucidating
this aspect of th\:1 c~se.
DAVID SPIETH BATHSHEBA.
They hav showh, b[• tney
And it came to pass in an evening-tide, that David. arose from off his bed, and walked upon the roof of the klng's house:
hav tribd to show (for I
and from the roof he saw a woman washing herself; and the woman was very beautiful to look upon.-2 Sam. x\, 2.
don't want to dogmatize
on the subject), how
THR New York Cen.
mind is gradually built
tral railroad announces that while it will in
up from the simple~t raw elements of ~ensQ
the future refuse to allow its operative to
and feeling; how emotions Mid ~ntellt!tlt
belong to the Knights, it will permit theDl to
slowly arise; how the &ct1on of the enviroiic
By
L.
FElJERB.U~H.
join any other organization.
ment on the organism begets a hervblis sys.
Translated from the German. Vloth, 12mo, '15PP.
tem of ever gteatl:r and greater complexity,
AT a funeral in Rome anticlerica.ls removed
50 ou.
culminating at last in the brain of .~ Newton,
a cross from the hearse by force, to effect The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore ima SbakB)?ere, or a Mendelssohn. Step by
conformity to the laws requiring civil funer- moreJ..-&traot.
step, nerves hav built themselvs up out of
als. The resistance of Catholics caused a Address Tlm 'l'BDTK lb:J:KB:a Oo.
the soft tissues as channels of communication
tumult.
between part and part. Sense-organs of ell:•
treme simplicity hav first been formed ofl the
THE.
THB clergy in Italy are fighting the design
outside of the body, where it tlolil.eR most
of the government to consult hygienic ends
into contact with elttern!l.l nature. Use and
by introducing cremation. They exclaim
want hav fashioned them through long ages
fiercely against " the pagan usage of cremainto organs of taste and smell and touch ;
tory OTens."
A OOLLEOTION OJ!'
pigment spo·s. senaitiv to light or shade, hav
Original and Selected Hymns
TA.MMA.NY bas renominated Hugh J. Grant
grown by infinit gradations into the human
for mayor. The combination of Republicans
eye; tremulous nerve-ends, responsiv Bl m.
(Word& and MU&it!)
and non-Tammany Democrats, headed by For Liberal and Et.klcal Societies.
pathetically to waves of sound, hav turned
Protestant clergymen, which hopes to defeat
themselvs at last into a perfect gamut in the
For Schools and tke Home,
Tammany, has nominated Francis Scott.
developed ear of men and mammals. Mean.
while corresponding percipient centers hav
COMPILED BY
PRoTl!BTA.NT women of Boston hav held a
grown up in the brain, so that the colored
meeting and passed resolutions against the
picture flashed by an external scene upon the
L. K, WASHBURN.
erection in that city of a memorial to John
eye is telegraphed from the sensitiv mirror of
PRIOB,
$1.50.
Boyle O'Reilly, the deceased editor of the
the retina, through the many-stranded cable
Catholic Pilot. They reprobate him as a
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER OO;,
of the optic nerve, strai~ht. up to the appro.
A.N ADDRESS
28 LafanUe Place. Ne" York.
" determined enemy of the public schools."
priate headquarters in the thinking brain.
By ROBT. G, INGERSOLL,
Stage by stage the continuous process has
CARDINA.L LA.VIGRRIK's address to the Anti.
DELrVERRD BEFORE THE
gone on unceasingly, from the jdly. fish with
slavery Congress claimed for the church the
NmD York State Bar Association, at Albany, its tiny black specks of eyes, through infinit
initiation of the emancipation of slaves in the
s!eps of progression, induced by ever·
OB
Roman empire, in defiance of the fact that
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
widening intercourse with the outer world,
the emancipatory movement had been grow.
DANCER
AHEAD.
'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition. to t~ final outcome in the senses and the
ing for generations before the church's birth.
emotions, the intellect and the will, of civil.
PRICE, TEN CENTS.
ized man. Mind begins as a vague con.
A BAND of students visiting Rome, on be. The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.,
Cannot
be
a
Good
Citizen
of
sciomness of touch or pressure on the part
ing denied entry to the Vatican museums and
ll8 Lafayette Place. New York.
this
Republic.
of some primitiv, shapeless, soft creature; it
galleries by the gate which they thought the
ends as an organized and co-ordinated reflec.
moat proper one, raised an uproa.,., and cried,
What
Would
Follow
By A • .J. GROVBB.
tion of the entire physic<>! and psychical
"Hurrah ror King Humbert! Hurrah for
THE
universe on the part of a great cosmical phiItaly I Down with the Vatican I Death to
losopher.-Ho11Ul Journal.
the pope I"
Price, paper, 25 cents.
Effacement
of
Christianity?
BY the doctrin of Filiation, or Descent
Addres1 THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00.
THB Catholics of New Mexico, under the
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKF.
(Evolution], we are enabled for the first time
generalship of JPsuits, hav voted down the
Price. 10 oents a oopy; twelve copies for $1.
to reduce all organic phenomena to a single
constitution under which that terrltor:v was
law, and to discover a single activ cause for
Address THE '!'RUTH BEEKER 00.,
to enter on statehood, their objection being
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
the infinitly intricate mechanism of the whole
to its provision of public in place of their
BJ Edward Bellamy,
of this rich world of. phenomena. In this
parochial schools. This keeps N~>w Mexico Author of'' Dr. Heidenhofi's Process,, etc.
JIB.. TAFT'S ASTltMALENE
respect, Darwin's theory stands quite on a
rails; send us your
out of the Union for the present.
ASTHMA-cUREDnever
level with Newton's theory of Gravitation ;
It is a thought-breeding book and all who are address. we will mail trial
DOTTLE FREE
free to receive new light will lind in it satisfaction THE DR. TAFT BROS. M. CO.,ROCHESTER,H.Y.
indeed. it even rises higher than Newton's
THR comte de Paris, the monarchist aspir~ a.nd inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune.
theory 1-Haeoktl.
ant to the sovereignty of France,. was received The ap~;>eal is a ways made to a man's reason.
New Edition, BeVIBd m~d ElllarKed.
to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel
'l'BR calamities with which the world is
by the customs collector of the New York and
ll.shness.-[Boston Post.
.
port in the name of the preeident. Jt was A Bnlj'gestion of a really Practicable and ·feasiafflicted, are the result of the ignorarce of
men, and not of the interference of God.suggested that the French legaiion at Wash- ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the Present
HELEN H, CARDENER,
Buokle.
ington might protest, and the "president ac. The romantic narrat1v is rich in ita foreQast of
actual
Possibilities.-[Boston
Traveler.
Introduction by
cordingly declined to giv the count official
PA.IN and destru<..tion are not the deliberate
12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, GOo.
reception.
BOBEBT G. INGEBBOLL.
acts of a wrathful or chastening God, who
Addres1 THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00.
Priee, Vloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llf>nts.
consciously sends them with reference to
JoHN SWTNTON, the labor agitator, was
T1u Trade SuypZkd at lipedaZ Diacuu;n,ts.
their immediate effects; but they are th11
given a reception by three thousand working.
HISTORY
necessary results of an eternal succession of
Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER,
OI'TU
men on his return from Europe. He says
causes. And we do not need to propitiate
liS La.fa.:vette Plaoe. New York.
that labor revolution is imminent in all t.he INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPIEN'I
Photo-engrayjngs of Mis11 Gardener are for sail the deity that he may not send such calamgreat nations. In England and Scotland it
OfBurope.
at this om.oe. Prtoe. 40o.; 1nth antcnaPh. 150 ota. ities, but we need to increase our knowledge
will, he says, be pea<'eful unless the army or
Revl8ed Editlon-11 voli-Prloo....
of these operations of nature, that, by coming
Bank of England or Windsor Castl<:: try to
B:v JOHN WILLIAM DBAPlllB, H. D., tL.D. THE TRUTH SEEKER A.NNUA~. into harmony with their working~. we may
stop it.
Addrea1 TBE TBUTll UEpjB.
Price,~ Centl.
avoid their evi,l results.-Robt. 0. Adams.
TBR train robber Rube
Burrows, for whose
capture high rewards
were offered by states,
railroads, and express
companies, was taken at
Myrtle, Ala., on the 7th.
He broke jail, and after
shooting two men was
shot dead.
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A PRBAOHBR and a judge returning from
the Methodist camp-meeting at Pacific Grove
near San Francisco were recently heard discussing the question, under secret advisement
among the leaders of the sect, of uniting
forces with the Catholics in order to more
easily secure such legislation as might be
desired by both Protestant and Catholic
churches.
BBoAUBB a Buffalo, N. Y., father and
mother endeavored to take their daughter
a way from a convent in Rochester, into which
she had been enticed and deludedly insisted
upon remaining, the Catholic Journal, pub-lished in that town, says they " de-serve a
term in prison." The assertion would hsv
been nearer the truth had they failed to make
the effort.
A wRITER in the Catholic Monitor thus deplores the departure of the good old days :
"Every nation, no matter how deeply sunk
in barbarity, hsv [has] considered worship of
absolute need. All things else were secondary to it. Refusing to worship was punishable by death. Were such stringent laws
enacted in our days, there would be few
1ndifferentiats and fewer Infidels."
Cor, RoBERT G. INGBRBOLL, on a Wagner
night at the Madison Square Garden, is a
picture of content and serenity which a Sun
writer declares cannot be described. The
colonel has just pitched into Tolstoi and
called him a barbarian because he decries
music. Colonel Ingersoll, at one of these
concerts, sits with his back to the orchestra.
His head is thrown up, and he seems to be

GOSPEL

taking great quaffs of the melody. He seems
to think that the music sounds a great deal
better if he does not see the performers, and
a good many people are disposed to agree
with him.
·
THB officers of the Academy of Music in
Philadelphia, who refused the hall to Colonel
Ingersoll for his lecture on " Art and Morality," which he was to giv for the benefit of
Walt Whitman, on the ground that the lecturer was an "Infidel," are, says the Boston
Globd, just the sort of bigots who would hsv
burnt him at the stake in Calvin's day on
some small metaphysical misunderstanding
in theology.
THB Kansas City Times is politically opposed
to Senator J. J. Ingalls, so it says: "Christianity and morality are insulted by the presence of John J. Ingalls in the chair of the nation's incompetent vice.president. He has
directed the jetof his poisonous sneers against
the Bible, the decslog, sEd the Golden Rule ;
he has said that the civilized world has worn
out its Christ and needs a new one; he has
laughed in his sleeve at his own politics and
changed his opinions as often as there was
anything to make."
THB Ban Francisco Fr~thought thinks that
the directors of the American Baseball Association should be encouraged. At a recent
meeting they decided to sustain the umpires
in all the fines imposed for umpiring Sunday
games, and to take up the fight of the Roch-ester club and push the matter through the
courts. In Ban Francisco there is no restriction on Sunday amusements. As a result
thousands of boys and young men spend the
day on the baseball grounds instead of, as in
Eastern cities, in saloons and pool-rooms.

TRUST.

THE OM~tian Register thus philosophizes:
"Nature is both conservstiv and progressiv.
She holds to old customs which she likes, but
she is not at all ashamed to change her forms.
Indeed, she is constantly doing so •. If BaT.
num could furnish us with a menagerie of
the pre-glacial period, it would be a very
singular collection of sniinsls. If we compared them with those of our own day, we
should be surprised to find how the fashion
in animals has changed. The same would be
true of a compsrstiv ancient and modern
botanical show. Nature has left many of her
fashion plates in the rocks, and from them
we can see a good many of the old clothes
she has cast off. They served their day and,
generation: they do not belong to ours. If
the old lizards, fishes, and monsters of the
past were to rise from their stony graves, we
should hsv to repeat the work of the original
Nimrods of the race and drive them back to
their tombs again. Indeed, in some quarters
of the globe, the first thing that is necessary
to be done for civilization is to kill and bury
the wild animals which belong to a past age,
but which do not belong to ours. So, in the
mental and moral evolution of man, he must
bury a good many of the old bsrb•ric creeds
and forms of the past which he bas clearly outgrown. There are msvtodons and pterodsc-tyls in theology and mythology which ought
to be banished from modern thought as their
material prototypes hsv been banished from
modern life. On the other hand, if there Is
anything in the old forms still fitted to ·survive, as colossal and intelligent, for instance,
as a well-trained elephant, and therefore still
of use to humanity, let us by all means keep
it alive."

AT the Baptist ministers' conference the
Rev. Dr. Robert Bruce Hull spoke of his re.
cent visit to Palestine. To Dr. Talmage the
speaker applied the saying: '' It is better not
to know so many things than to know so
many that are not so." "In one of Mr. Talmage's sermons," he said, " occurs the sen.
tence, 'The road from Joppa to Jerusalem
and all the roads leading to Nazareth and Galilee we ssw lined with processions of Jews
going to the sacred places, either on holy pi!.
grimsges or as settlers.' The preacher of the
sermon must hsv had· good eyes. Nobody
else ssw them, I am sure. As a fact, that is
not so. Of course, it is the reporter who
must hsv made the mistake. There is no
crowd of Jews there. It is true they are
coming in, but they are few in numbers, and
they are the poorer Jews for whom Rnthllchild and Montefiore hsv there built houses.
Another mistake in the sermon is where men.
tion is made that all through the journey in
Palestine fire-arms are required. He says:
'While the only weapon I had on my person
was a New Testament, we went through the
region, where I said to the dragoman, ''David,
are you armed?" and he said, "Yes;" and I
said, "Are these fifteen or twenty muleteers
and bsggsgenien and attendants armed?" and
he said "Yes," and I felt safer.' He might
hsv required arms, but we did not. Not a
muleteer in Palestine carries an arm. There
is not one that needs one. The dragoman
wears a belt in which he carries a pistol, but
it is not for use so much as it is a badge of
office, like a policeman's club. Not a mule.
teer is armed on the west side of Jordan. It
is different on the east side, but there no
traveler goes."
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Christian Morality.

ters. From pope to novitiate all ·were ·fearfully
immoral. When the life of Luther was purity itself
compared with that of Roman Oatholics of that day
one can imagin the depth to which those Ohristians
had sunk in their licentiousness.
Oardinal Bellarmin said "that if the pope commanded the practice of. vice instead of virtue the
church would bav to obey." Indeed, it would seem
as if such an order did really emanate from the V atican, to judge by the lives of the Oatholic clergy of
that period.
Under the empire it was common to see the clergy
of France going to tbe chapel with prayer and betting books under arm ready for the afternoon's
sport. Truly a fine example to their flock of wellnamed sheep.
And when in Malta, a few years ago, I never was
so much astonished as at the tales that were told me
of the monks whose lives we suppose are spent in
contemplation of God's goodnen, but who, accord
ing to a trustworthy Maltese with whom I was acquainted, spend them in an entirely different manner.
·rhey are, and bav always been in all times and
countries, a living reproach to civilization, and one
wonders how the people, by whom they exist, suffc~r
them to remain as drones in the world's llive.
But it is ever sa, men are not so happy as when
they are slaves and fools kissisg the iron band that
crushes them down I 0 that the people would
understand the nature of this vile superstition;
would only arise from their groveling attitude and
starid free and independent, guided by their own
.intelligence, as an honest God would h,av them do.
I often think that, if there be a God, he will hate
nothing more than to see mankind wallowing in the
direst superstition.
·
I could flU pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER with facts
affecting Ohristian morality, but the above, I think,
will serve to show that, instead of being the most
moral, it is one of the most immoral of any so-called
divine religions.
If impurity were an evis'Jence of divine origin, I
should undoubtedly say that its divinity was proved,
and that, since its supernatural origin is as11erted, be
must hav been a "past redemption" God indeed
who could hav created such a monster. But like
produces like. Jack is no better than his master,
and the clergy, according to the newspapers of today, do not carti to be any batter than that lecherous,
J ewisb God who spent his early days, at least the
earliest we know of, in directing his favorite where
to find their concubines.
Bah 1 down with this Ohristianity, this murderess
of biens~ance, whose once dark robe is crimsoned
with the blood of her TictimE-with that hoaryheaded tyrant, misnamed God, whose sole delight
is in the immolation of his children on his bloody
altar-and from their ruins let arise the pale, yet
beautiful figure of Freetbought flooding the world
with the light of its knowledge, making ignorance
an impossibility.
WILLIAM RoBERTSON.

It is the belief of the majority of Ohristians that
they, by divine right presumably, hav the sole monopoly of morality.
They cannot see how the life of a non-Ohristian
can be pure unless he believes in vicarious atonement
~a most immoral belief-and in J abvab, and has
wept his way from the " mourner's bench " to the
great white throne of eraca.
" We are pure as the driven snow, for the blood of
Jesus Ohrist hath cleansed us from all sin, but ye
are not, nor can ye be until you are converted to our
faith," is the cry of those latter-day Pharisees.
Not only do they claim that purity of life for
themselvs, but even they, in their ignorance, will
oUen refer~ one to the fathers for evidence as to the
purity of Christianity in its childhood.
They say, and verily it is a truism that holds good
in most cases, that the nearer the fountain-head the
purer the spring, yet the farther one travels up this
river of Ohristianity the filthier becomes the stream,
until when one does arrive at its head the stench is
so overpowering that one gladly seeks relief in other,
less divine, pastures.
In the present paper I intend bringing before the
public specimens of " Ohristian morality," taken
from various Ohristian writers.
'
In reading the life of Ohrist in the New Testament
I cannot help remarking the unnatural manner in
which Jesus oft spoke to his mother. At the
marriage supper at Oar.a when Mary told his Lord·
ship of the dearth of wine in the bouse, he turned to
her with the contemptuous remark, "Woman, what
hav I to do with thea T" which if made by a modern
son to his mother would almost freeze the blood in
her veins.
In the mouth of a God the above may sound nat·
ural, but if made by any parson civilized, it wouid
appear very unfilial.
Then~ at. the crucifixion, when the mother's heart
was yearning toward her son, the only comfort he
could giv her was prefaced by the same word,
"woman."
He could not, even in his dying hour, call her
mother, that most tender, sweet, and loving of all
names, the name which even the most hardened ruffian pronounces with :reverence, and which, bad it
bean whispered by that almighty fiend, J abveb, would
almost hav made him human-no, the oDly balm he
could pour into her broken heart commenced with,
'woman."
No wonder the Jews denounced bisreligion. For
the man who can speak harshly to or of his mother
deserves to be thrust out of the pale of society.
"Honor thy father and thy mother," and liv an
envied life.
Then what a mighty example of morality is
offered by the life of St. Simon Stylites, a worthy
father of our most holy Roman church. What
humility of spirit was it that enabled his saintsbip
Hypnotic Religion.
to mount a pillar, and, with right arm extended
The astounding revelations about the new Christ
toward heaven, hand . clenched, remain there, un- and his" heaven" in the-southern part of Winnebago
washed, a number of years, a monument of holi- county, Illinois, hav doubtless raised a question in
ness 111nd filth. He kept his arm extended so long many minds as to what could be the iLflo.ence used
that, as Kingsley tells us, it stiffened in that by Schweinfurtb in accomplishing his designs.
upright position, the nails of his fingers growing Those who hav kept themselve informed as to the
through the back of his hands, in order that God discoveries of the great French physicians in meamight be glorified the more. Mr. Stylites had, of. merism, or, as it is now called, "the science of hyp·
course, a horde of imitators who served God in notism," made within the last two or three years,
the same way. They thought that by mortifying will bav no diffioulty in agreeing with me that that
the flesh their claim on their heavenly mansion is the iidluance. For the benefit of those who are
was proved.
not posted on this subject I will state some of the
Much the same thought occurs to the Roman wonderful results wbic.ll these physicians bav accomOatholic of to-day who crawls upon his hands and plished by actual experiment.
knees over a pebbly road to a holy station or wears
Dr. Oharcot made his hypnotized subject l!ee his
a hair garment next his skiD. What idiocy and portrait on a sheet of blank paper, and for days after·
puerility must be in the brain of a man who stoops ward she could distinctly see the portrait and showed
to such degrading rites I Yet the record of early her friends what a fine likeness it was.
Obristiallity is one long series of filthy, idiotical; and
Professors Binet and Fete made a subject believe
bloody actions. Were a father of the church to that on awaking she would not see Fere, which was
appear at St. Anne's, New York, I hardly think that actually the case, and they performed many curious
Archbishop Mike would receive him with anything and amusing experiments with her, such as putting
approaching to reverence. At least the water with a bat on his head, which she declared was suspended
which Michael would wash the feet of the "father" in the air ; putting an overcoat on him, which she
could profitably be highly seasoned with lye.
said looked as if it was on a hollow dummy, etc ; and
Wandering down through the ages we come to tb~y found that such suggestions if not removed
the time when the "mysteries" or sacred plays· were would last for days and even months. In the same
acted. In those we can recognize the moral tone d way they could make her deaf to the voice of a parOhristianity, especially in that one acted in England ticular person.
some two hundred years ago, in which the third
Professor Bernheim ascertained that he could
chapter of Genesis was acted ail vitum before a make his subject commit murder or larcell!y or any
numerous assemblage of both sexes (Disraeli's Ouri- other crime, and pass through an apparent trial beosities of Literature, vol. iii). Oomment is use- fore a supposed magistrate, in which he would
leas.
declare that be committed the crimes of his own free
As regards the clergy, they were even worse than will. The professor says: "IHueions can be induced
their p1ays. Robertson, in his "History of Oharles in~tantarieously. I can produce uni· or bi-lateral
V.," tells us that tbe monasteries were no better bhndness; be may be made to see with only one
than brothels. Priests li'!ed ope~ly in _their shame. eye. A pin or a light held close to the other eye
On week- days they led their flJck m their downward does not make him wink. I can produce the various
career? and on Sundays_ unblushingly_ directed their hallucinations of sight. I involi:e visions of people
attentiOn to heaven, while they, the pnests, were con-~ he has known. I show him his son whom he has
cocting some plan to steal their wives and daugb- not seen for eight years. He recognizeS~. him and

tears flow from his eyes. I make him swallow 11alt
for sugar. He thinks it sweet. I put a pencil in
his mouth, saying it is a cigar. He blows out puffs
of imaginary smoke," etc.
Suffice lt to say that hypnotizers can at will produce any conceivable illusion, and that the subject
will vividly remember it when awake as an actual
reality, if "told to do so, otherwise he will hav no
recollection of it whatever.
He may also be told that at a particular time in
the future he is to do a certain thing, but is not to
remember that it was suggested to him to do it. In
the mean time he will hav no recollection of it, but
when the time comas round he will be seized with
an uncontrolable impulse to do that thing, and will
do it if possible, and if examined under oath will
honestly swear that he did· it of his own free will.
Of course a woman is absolutely at the mercy of her
hypnotizer. He may paralyze her so as to render
her incapable of resistance, or he may make her believe abe is with her husband or lover, or, for that
matter, with the " Holy Gho~t."
There is no difficulty in making a hypnotized person giv up money, or execute a deed, note, or other
instrument in writing, for be may be made to believe
that the transaction is one greatly to his ben~ofl~, or
a suggestion may be impressed upon him that he is
to execute and deliver such papers at a future day,
which be will comply with, forgetting the suggestion
and thinking he is acting of his own volition. The
hypnotist can also instantly change the belief of his
subject. If he is a skeptic, be can make him profoundly r~ligious, or, if r~ligious, can make hil!l a
rampant skeptic. If be IS a drunkard, an opmm
smoker, a devotee of morphine, chloral, or any other
drug, he can make him loathe the vely tboutlht of it.
Such changes will, however, usually wear df in a few
days unless renewed, consequently these physicians
hav found by experience that U is necessary to re·
new the influence about twice a week for several
months, until new habits are formed which are per·
manent.
Hypnotism bas been found to be a wonderful
curativ agent, and has, for several years past, been
extensivly used for that purpose in the great French
hol!pitals. Its most striking cures are obt~ined. in
complaints of a nervous character, such as msamty,
hypochondria, epilepsy, paralysis, etc., but surprising results are obtained in other diseases. For ex·
ample, the effects cf emetics, cathartics, opium, and
other medicine. may be obtained by simple suggestion, without giving them to the patient at all. Besides, it is usually putting a patient a long way on
the road toward recovery when you can make him
feel absolutely sure that he is, in fact, getting well.
This the hypnotist can do par ezcellence.
There· are many methods of putting people in the
hypnotic state. Some parsons naturally bav extra·
ordinary hypnotic power, while others are unusually
sensitiv to the ii:fluence; under such circumstances,
a steady gaze is frequently suffillient. It used to be
supposed that only about one person in ten was susceptible of baing hypnotized, but lately Dr. Luye,
of La Obarite Hospital in Paris, has discovered that
a little revolving mirror, used by French peasants in
charming birds, can also be used to hypnotize bu·
man beings. Here is what be says of it: "Tee advantage of my system is, that by means of it, one
single operator can fascinate, at one and the same
time, an unlimited number of patients without
trouble to himself, and with no loss of force. It bas
·also the advantage of absolute infallibility. I bav
never known it to fail, etc." (For a more complete
account of this method, .sE!e Scientific American
supplement for June 28, 1890.)
The limits of an article of this kin~ preclude anything but the briefest synopsis of so extensiv a sub·
ject as hypnotism. Those who wish to pursue it
further are referred to the writings of Mesmer, Dr.
William B. Oarpenter, Dr. James Braid,· Drs. Charcot, Binnet, Fer1e, avd Luys, of the Paris school;
Profs. Bernheim and Liebault, of Nancy; an article
by Dr. Oharcot in the Forum for April, 1890, and
particularly to an article in the Overland Monthly
for July, 1890.
.
Now, assuming that Schweinfurth is a powerful
and accomplished hypnotist, how easy would it be
for him to acquire hypnotic control over the members of his "church" during the intimacies incident
to revival and other religious excitement, and that,
too, without their being aware of the fact. The
oftener this control was exercised the easier would
be its accomplishment till a mere glance wonld be
sufficient. This once accomplished and all the rest
follows almost without an effort. He could convince
them beyond a doubt that he was the risen Ohrist.
He could giv them beatific and heavenly visions to
their heart's content. He could cure them of many
of their ailments in a, to them, miraculous manner.
He could make them think that it waa their duty ta
deed or donate their property to him, and tp come·
and wor~ for him for the g(lod of the cause and liV"
in his " heaven," where he would bav exclusiv con·
trol over them, with no one to interfere. And the·
women, how easy to make them believe while hypnotized that th~y were " overshadowed by the Holy
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Ghost," as one of them testified, and that the result
would be an "immaculate conception."
What surprises me is that he has no better sense
than to make them testify to such :nonsense, knowing, as he must, what a storm of sarcasm and obloquy it will bring upon his church and himself, and
the legal and illegal difficulties it will get them into,
when- he might hav just as easily convinced them
that their intercourse had been with some of the
male members of the church.
About thirty years ago I was present at a highpressure revival of religion, the proceedings of which
I closely watched, and I came to the conclusion that
what they called "the spirit of the Lord" on that
occasion was mesmeric (~s it was then called) in its
nature, an opinion I hav never changed. Great revivalists are in reality hypnotists of extraordinary
power. At some future time I may giv my reasons
for this belief.
In the mean time I will bring this article to a close
by saying that I am convinced that hypnotism will
be found to explain most, if not all, of the peculiar
phenomena of voodooism; the witchcraft, magic, and
devilish possession of the ancients; spiritualistic
won~ers, particularly the materialization of spirits ;
mind cure, faith cure, et id genus omne.
0. G. STAFFORD.

The Exact Science.
Slowly, but 'surely, science is drifting into the
realm of pure mathematics. Of all the sciences astronomy was the first to become a mathematical
science. Mechanics soon followed, then those other
branches of physics relating to optics and sound.
The mechanical equivalent of heat being discovered, thermodynamics became a mathematical
science, and men bke Maxwell and Thomson hav
made electricity and magnetism mathematical. A
branch of philosophy, known as molecular physics,
is fast leading chemistry through the same gateway.
Now we come to biology, the science of life, and it,
too, must foliow in the same wake. Actions that
take place in organized bodies are each day being
found to be chemical actions, 1md molecular physics
is demonstrating the mathematics of chemical actions.
The telescope sees afar off the masses of nebulre
whirled in spiral curves. The microscope revaals to
us the currents in the protoplasm of a cell, currents
whirling round and round, also in spiral curves.
Philosophy teaches us the same great class of laws
control the motions of the microscopic and the telescopic particles alike. That a million suns swing
like one mass in their mighty orbit according to
laws of motion, the counterpart of those that swing
the protoplasmic particles within the tiny cell. Evan
if the cell in question be in the gray matter of a human brain, every motion in that cell is a resultant of
the impressed force. While the currents of a thousand cells within a human brain describe their curves,
a man may think, may act, may will or move. Yet,
when he does these things, he says that he is the
master-mover of them all. Within himself he claims
to hav an ego that he can wish or pray to, and the
ego will respond and answer wish or prayer.
Some men believe that prayer sincere enough
could swing the planets from their destined paths ;
but others go less far, admitting that their wishes
cannot influence celestial spheres, yet claim that
within them there is an ego that can act by will independent of and over actions that.are occurring within
themselvs. They feel that they can or cannot at
choice act in certain ways, yet feeling has been
proved a thousand times to be an uncertain guide to
fact.
Is then our thought and action wholly due to
structure and the balancing of parts composing us ~
Or is a man to even a very limited extent the master
of even a part of himself 1
Answering the first question in the affirmativ, we
admit the universality and absolutism of natural
law.. If we answer it in the negativ we deny these.
Rtll"ely do Liberals discuss these questions. Perhaps
this is because it is so difficult to frame an argu·
ment against this absolutism of the ego which does
not contain a technical absurdity that will cause a
writer to be caught in a trap of his own words.
s~m. as physics is throughout mathematical, and
as chemistry through physics is becoming mathematical and biology is being p~"oved to be a mass of
chemical phenomena, is not the question of the absolutism of the ego asking us more loudly every day,
Does natural law fail to be absolute where the ego
begins!
We all hav a tender regard for that little ego.
Many would make us believe that all of nature was
made for its special benefit.
But as we notice the advance of science and comprehend a wider nature the ego has to take a back
seat. 0 f course this is very mortifying to the ego at
first, but history furnishes a few parallel examples.
Thus the Jews once tho~ght themselvs God's chosen
.people, but they were not. Bible science said that
the sun, moon, and stars were made for the sake of
man on the earth; moreover, the earth thtDwn in, for
man, too. This is now con11idt!red altogether too

:flattering to man. Just as though the sun had no
better business than to accommodate man 1 Just as
though the earth is :flying at the rate of sixty-eight
thousand miles per hour around the sun simply to
giv man a ride ! Man's biggishness has been muchly
diminished in the last two thousand years, and it
looks as though the limit to which it is converging is
zero. What a come-down ! Fable says, and men
believed, that man was copied from Mr. Most High,
chief engineer· of a machine called the universe, that
runs on perfect mathematical prin,.iples, where an
engineer would hav nothing to do except to do
nothing.
Now, a personage busily employed in doing nothing for so long a time as forever, would atrophy by
natural causes. Thus before a forever was over with
nature's chief engineer must hav converged to zero It>
forever ago. Thus if the· ego is an image of Mr.
Most High, quite naturally, as the equal of zero is
zero, there must be to nature relativly as much God
as there is to man absolute ego.
Also, if the gray cells of a man's brain hav over
them an extra-physical boss, is it not quite as reasonable to suppose that over nature there may be a supernatural boss ?
Here is a harmony that would please the Ohristi111n
nicely. Oall the ego the super-cerebral ; call the
Lord the supernatural; what the super-cerebral
cannot do the supernatural can, and nature gets left
out in ·the cold, but even then man cannot find an
absolute zero of temperature. Neither can he find
an absolute zero of potential. In fact, he is unable
to find an absolute anything, except it be the every·
thing. He can assume ten thousand things, &nd
find their relative. Thus, why should he not assume
an ego; assume further that the ego is absolute, and
then determin relativ relations? Poor man, ~e has
eunk from being a God's pet· to a being on a dead
level with nature. There he should remain ; he is
matter, constructed, to be sure, but relativ to nature
of not one whit more account than an equal weight
DR. BoYNTON.
of sawdust.
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not care for those who are moraliy sick and unfit to
liv in society !
All criminals ought to be obliged to work and to
earn their own living, and if they hav earned more
than their living and care amounts to, the surplus
ought to be paid to them on lea.ving the place of
restrainment. But in no instance ought the people to
be taxed to eupport a criminal who is able to earn
his own living. To giv criminals money on leavi..lg
the penitentiary, as Mr. Ingersoll proposes, would
prove a burden to the public and be no benefit to the
criminal, for in nine hundred and ninety-nine cases
out of a thousand they would snend the money in
the first twenty-four hours. The experiment is not
worth trying. Punishment hardens criminals, but
does not reform them, and in nearly all cases the
criminal leaves the penitentiary a greater villain than
when he entered it.
Our penal system ought to be reformed, but until
that ia done it is not safe to send a murderer to the
penitentiary. Barbarous and useless as a deterring
agent as capital punishment may be, it has that in its
favor that it prevents the murderer from committing
further crimes.
Some may ask here, what shall be done with men
like Harman and Heywood ! Such men never ought
to be molested, as they are not criminals. They
may be guilty of folly, but not of crime. Where no
one is injured no crime is committed, and, so far as
I know, they hu never injured anyone. If they use
language in print which the majority of people do
not approve, it is a matter between them and the
subscribers to their papers, and does not concern
anybody else, unless they force their publications on
somebody who does not want them. When will people of these United States get sense enough to abolish Comatockism ~
RoBEBT GuNTHER.
Eureka, Oal., Oat. 4, 290,
,

Irrevennt Remarks.
MaN never wants to be an angel until he has failed at about
everything else.- P-uck.
"You'RE very late in returning from church; you must
The Death Penalty.
hav had a long sermon.'' " Oh, yes; Dr. Sixthly gave us a
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 20th appears great discourse on ' The Evil of Talking Too Much.'"an article the subject of which has often occupied P'UCk.
my mind the death penalty.
LITTLE boy : "P;'lpa, when the preacher .talked about
' 1 f
I h h "d th
• • •..... t wicked people he didn't look at the congregatiOn, he looked
F or near
y orty ~ears
av a!
e opxmon. llllli 1up in the air. Why was that?" P~a : " He was probably
the death penalty IS a cruel wrong and ought to be looking at the ohoir."-New York Weekly.
abolished. Yet, when I see the workings of our
RoBBIE (with a new air rifle): "Mamma, does God count
present criminal law I find it would be still more every
sparrow that falls to the ground?" Mamma : " Yes,
cruel to abolish it. Here in California, where mur- dear." Robbie (proudly): "Well, you can bet I'll keep
ders are committed perhaps oftener th!l!n in any other him busy this afternoon, then."-Puok.
state, murderers are usually leniently dealt with.
"THIS bell," said a we!l.menning sexton, when showing
They are mostly sent to the penitentiary, pardoned by the belfry of an interesting village church to a party of visthe governor, and invariably commit new crimes as itors, " is only rung in case of a visit from the lord bi~hop
soon as they are out. Under these circumstances it of the diocese. a fire, or flood, or any other such calamities."
-London Figaro.
is due to society to hang the murderers to prevent
MoTHER: "Johnny, you said you'd been to Sunday.
them from doing further harm, and mobs are justifi..
Johnny (with a far-away look): "Yes'm."
able in lynching criminals; for people must protect school."
Mother: " Row does it happen that your hands smell
tbemselvs when the government will not protect fishy?" Johnny: "I-I carried home the Sunday-school
them.
·
paper, an'-an' th' outside pt~ge ifl all about Jonah an' th'
Every human being is b0rn with certain instincts, whale."-New York Weekly.
that is to say, they hav certain desires or inclinations
·PRoFKSSOR HuxLEY has a son-in-law who is something of
for certain pursuits which develop themselvs with- an artist, and still more a wag. A recent picture from his
represents his young wife, the professor's ~eautiful
out tuition. These instincts are the accumulated ex- studio
daughter, fast asleep in an armchair. At her feet, 1ts pages
periences and inclinations of our ancestors transferred tumbled by its fall, is a book, of which the title, ''Lay Ber.
to their offspring, and we are in no way responsible mons by Huxley," may be plainly discerned.-Exchange.
for them. These inborn tendencies will degenerate or
CoLONEL HooKs: "I hear you hav been converted, Uncle
be improved upon according to the circumstances with 'Rastus." Uncle 'Rastus: ""Yes, sah; l'se done got relig·
which we are surrounded; and since our surroundings ion, sua.h." Colonel Hooks: ''No more chicken.stealing,
are often forced upon us, and not our own choice, it eh ?" tJ ncle 'Rastus: "No, indeed, sah !" Colonel Hook6:
''And no more playing policy?' Uncle 'Rastus : " Well,
follows that, to a grest extent, we are not responsible sah,
I buys de policy slips; but I makes 'em de subjec' ob a
for our actions. Some people are born mechanics, pow'ful deal ob pra'r, sah."-P'UCk.
some mathematicians, and some are born thieves and
A oERTAIN priest was attending the death-bed of a wealthy
some murderers. Why then should we punish peo- old lady, and pricked up his ears when he. heard her sa~~
ple for what they cannot help ! It is cruel, it is bar- slowly and with diffi.cu!ty: "Father-;-l've-glven-;rou" Stay," cried be, anxious to hav WI~nesses for thlB nun<:ubarous.
pativ testament; "I'll call in the fam1!y." When the family
It is true, society must protect itself by restraining had
assembled the old lady resumed: "Father-l've-givtn
the criminals, but in our prasent uncivilized society -you-a areat-deal of trouble." And, exhausted with the
we punish the criminals according to the magnitude effort, she"'fell back and expired.-Argonaut.
of the offense they hav committed, while, if we were
THE followinl! occurred in Chandlerville, Ill., during the
enlightened or truly civilized, we would treat them civil war: Mother: "Lulu, mamma will hav to punish yo~
as moral patients and not punish them at all, since now· you hav been doing again what I forbade you to do.'
they are the victims of circumstances as much as the Lulu' Reads (four years old): "Did you see me do it,
mamma?" "I did not see you, but God saw you; he always
moat moral psople among us.
sees us." "Did God see me do it? Just God?" "Yes,
Society ought to be protected from criminals a my dear, he saw you." "Then, mamma, let him 'tend to
great deal more than it now is. Criminals ought to me."- Voioe.
be confined and treated as moral patients, and not
FIVE·YEAR-OLD RoBERT H: FROMaN, of Ghent, Ky., asked
released until they hav completely recovered. And his Aunt Caby : "Auntie, God can do everything, can't he?;;
since their. dispositions are invariably inherited by "Yes Rnb." "Then why don't he make bad men good?
their children, they ought not to be allowed to marry No adswer was given him, and he asked his mamma, after. a
pause : "Mamma, will niggers be white m
or propagate children and perpetuate moral disease. moment's
heaven?" Again, he said: " Grandma, God will soon be
But in their confinement they ought to be treated ready for you." "Why, Rob?" " Because you are so
kindly, and force ought to be resorted to only when old."- Voioe.
unavoidable.
NEw facts were discovered and therefore a new
All punishments are barbarous. Evil-doers must
be restrained, but the restrainment ought to be system of interpretation was req?ired, and men ~e
looked upon by the party restraining and by the evil- gan to apply their critical po'Yers to th~ sacred writ·
doer as a necessary precaution against evil actions. ings for the purpose of brlDglDg th~m IDto. conform•
To send a person to the penitentiary for a term of ity with opinions that had been arrived at IDdependyears is as ridiculous as to send a person to the hos- ently by the reason. Each new discovery of science
pital for a certain time on account of having a leg that bore upon any scriptural question, each .n~"!
broken, and for a Jesser time on account of having a order of tendenciet~ evoked by the advance of CIVIli·
finger jammed. When people are physically sick zation, produced a repetition of the same process.they.are cared for until they are well; why do we Lecky.
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The American Secular Union Congress.
Iu ren-ard to railro!ld fares to the Portsmouth
Congrea~ we would ask our friends to note specially
whst Wll giv below.
Aa moutioned, the Elultern, Central, and Southern
lines (the W astern Passenger Association has declined
to enter the pool) will grant us a reduction of twothirds the regular first·class fare on our h~meward
ticketa1 pl'ovided we comply with the followmg conditionr;:
·
-1. E;lCh person desiring the reduction must purchase a
first-class ticket to Portsmouth, 0., for which he will pay
the regular fare; and upon receipt the ticket agent will, at
the time he buys the ticket, giv him a printed certificate of
purchase, properly filled out and signed by said ticket agent.
2. If thr9ugh tickets cannot be procured at the start~og
point, the traveler must purchase to the moat convement
noint where through tickets can be obtained, and repurchase
through to Portsmouth, requesting a certificate from the
ticket agent at the point where repurchase is made
3. Tickets for the return journey will be sold, by the ticket
agent at Portsmouth, 0., at one-third the highest limited
fare, only to those holding certificates (referred to above)
signed by the ticket agent at the point where through ticket
to Portsmouth was purchased, and countersigned by Ida C.
Craddock, secretary of the American Secular Union, certifying that the holder has been in regular attendance at the
Portsmouth Congress.
4. It is absolutely necessary that such a certificate be procured by eaclt traveler, as it proves that full fare has been
paid for the journey to Portsmouth, and that the purchaser
is therefore entitled to the excursion fare returning. It will
also determin the route via which the ticket for the return
journey should be issued.
5. On some of the roads, tickets for return journey will
be. furnished only on certificates procured not more than
th1·ee days before the meeting assembles, nor later than three
days after the commencement of the meeting, and will be
available for continuous passage only; no stop-over privileges being allowed on tickets sold at less than full fares.
Certificates will not be honored unless presented within three
days after the date of the adjournment of the Congress.
6. Ticket agents will be instructed that the excursion
fares will not be available unless the holders of certificates
are properly identified, as above described, by Ida C. Craddock, secretary of the American Secular Union, on the certificate.
7. These certificates are not transferable.
8. The reduction on return journey will apply only to the
point at which a traveler's through ticket was purchased to
Portsmouth on his way to the Congress.
9. (Very important.) NO REFUND OF FARE WILL
BE MADE ON ANY ACCOONT WHATEVER BECAUSE
OF FAILURE ON YOUR PART TO OBTAIN A CERTIFICATE. Silould you neglect to obtain a certificate as the
above conditions provide, you will be obliged to pay full
fare both ways.
10. Last, but not least, it is recommended that those who
wish to obtain certificates shall arrange to be at the ticket
office a half-hour before trains start, in order to receive
proper attention from the ticket agent.
From Philadelphia, the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad (leaving Broad street station) giv us a rate of
$15 50 fi.rut-:;iass fare to Po:rtsmouth, and one--third
returning, which will bring the amount of roundtrip ticket within $21. From New York city, the
fare will be $16 going to Portsmouth, and one-third
returning ; and those of our friends who start from
New York are requested to call at the office of the
Chesapeake and Ohio R!lilway Co., 362 Broadway, to
procure tickets.
Friends starting from Boston can leave at 9:15
A.M , via Shore Line, arriving at Philadelphia, Broad
atreet atation, at 6:47PM. There they can join the
friends who may ba en route from New York at that
time, and leave Philadelphia from that depot at 7:40
P.M., reaching Portsmouth next day at 2:30 PM.
Tickets may ba obtained at the Pennsylvania railroad
office, 205 Washington street, Boston, and by procuring certificates (as directed above) signed by the
ticket agent from whom they purchase their tickets
through to Portsmouth, and having those tickets
countersigned by Ida C. Craddock, eecretary of the
American Secular Union, at the Congress, they can
get the benefit of the .reduced rate homeward. By
taking the above train and route, a transfer through
New York city of person and baggage is avoided.
Our friends will please bear in mind that, in order
to secure the above reductions in fare, they must be
certain to provide themselvs with duly signed and
countersigned certificates, as given above. No stopover tickets will be allowed for Philadelphia or other
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intermediate points.· Friends desiring to. rema~n
over in Philadelphia either going or returnxng, wlll
hav to pay regular f;re between New York and Philadelphia, and repuroh~se tick~t on which reduction
is to be allowed in Philadelphia.
.
1
A. vestibule train leaves New York VIS Pennsy.vania railroad at 5 PM.; Philadelphia, 7:40 PM; Baltimore, 9:55P.M.; Washington, 11:10 P.M; and reaches
Portsmouth at 2 30 P.M. next day. The usual extra
charge is made for sleeping berths. Ftom Philadelphia the Pullman charge is $4 through for a double
berth, or $2.50 to White Sulphur Springs, where
travelers may change to comfortable day coaches for
the rest of the way. Two persons may occupy
a double berth without extra charge. Friends may
either carry their own lunches, or procu.re .meals
in the dining-ear at $1 per meal. This IS the
only train carrying a dining-ear through between
New York and Portsmouth without change. The
entire train is heated with steam, and is lighted
with electric lights, individual electric lamps being
provided for any pasaenger who may desire one at
his seat or in his berth. The road winds through
some of the moat picturesque scenery to be had
anywhere among the Alleghanies. At ~:45 next
morning, we arrive at White Sulphur Sprmgs, that
famous aristocratic resort of the ''F. F. V.'s" (first
families of Virginia), situated in an undulating valley surrounded by mountains. The medicinal virtues
of these springs are world-renowned, and hav been
known and tested since 1788. Further on, we come
into the Greenbrier valley, where the picturesque
stream which givs the valley its name :flows tranquilly
along over a bed of alate. At .KBnawhs. Falls, which
we reach about 10:30, the acene:ry is wild and rugged
in the extreme. "The broad river," writes an eastbound traveler, 11 sweeps majestically down over the
rocks and on both sides of you tower verdure clad
walls' that are broken here and there with frowning
masses of :rock. Past the Hawk's Nest, or under it,
the train rushes, carrying you into the wild, rugged
defiles made by the New river, as it cuts its narrow
pathway through the solid rock. There is no wilder
or more picturesque scenery in America than that
along the banks of the little stream which goes roaring and plunging over its stony course many feet
below you.'' Later on we enter the beautiful valley
of the Ohio, with ita alternating fertil farms and busy
manufacturing towns, and at 2:30 in the afternoon
we find ourselvs at Portsmouth.
While it would of course be desirable, as a matter
of social pleasure, that all our friends journey to
Portsmouth on the same train, it is not at all obligatory. They can go individually on whatever train
suits them best, and still be entitled to the reduction, provided they comply with the conditions regarding certificates, given above. Coming home, it
is hoped that as many as possiale will return on the
one train, so that we may hav a fraternal jubilation
and a good time generally-as well as more leisure
than is likely to obtain at the Congress for overflow
discussions of ways and means of extending our
work.
. We trust that our friends everywhere, and especially to the north and east of Philadelphia, can
manage to come this way, so that we can hav a
pleasant social journey homeward.
InA C. CnAnnoaK, Corr. Sec. A. S. U.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 13, 1890.

The :Mntnal Aid Society.
The necessity for greater organization, for closer
union, is becoming more and more apparent to Freethinkers everywhere. The idea that lasting, ~ffectiv
work can be accomplished in no other way is gaining
ground. That Secular work has been done spasmod.
ically and with only transient success is manifest.
Much time, money, and energy has been wasted in
these comparativly fruitless attempts. And, too,
when in a community Freethinkers hav aroused
themselvs to a sense of their wrongs, the movement
for justice has been participated in only by the more
bold, the more brave and outspoken, while by far the
greater number hav remained inactiv through cowardice, fear of failure and loss of business, the jeers
of Christian neighbors, and the innuendoes of the
priesthood, thus often rendering ineffectual the convulsiv attempt. Not one in a hundred of the Liberals and Freethinkers throughout the country belong to any Freethought organization or society, and
many of those who do are far from zealous in the
cause. The work done by our Secular Union is of
so small an amouJJt as to be almost imperceptible to
the great mass of Liberals. What they hav done
the past year beyond the printing and distribution
of a few pamphlets and tracts I do not know. Undoubtedly they can do but little; indeed, loosely as
they are organized, their hands must be bound.
The absence of financial and moral support, and the
single and unaided efforts of the officers, must be
productiv of little telling or lasting benefit. We
must hav closer union, better and more thorough
organization. The state organizations of Washington, · Oregon, California, Texas, the local organizations all over the country! must unite, must be bound
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together in closer ties of union snd fellowship, recognizing the Amerioan Secular Union as a head, and
ready to cooperate and render .aid in every posaible
way in any attempt made by 1t to secmre. freedom
and justice, and crush tyranny and oppressiOn.
Auxiliary to this compact American Secular Union
army should be organizad Eo Mutual Aid Society similal'
to the Masone, Odd Fallowe, and other kindred fr6\ternitiea. Freethinkers need it., they demand it. It
should be organized
strong and 88 systematically
and thoroughly as any of those referred to ; nor
should its initiation fees, dues, asaesamonts, etc., be
more than is absolutely necessary to sn economical
management. Because of its fraternal features, its
material aid and secret work, its membership would
soon quadruple, yea, exceed by a hundred fold, that of
the more open and public Seculiilr Union. Thousands
would join who at heart are Freethinkers but who,
through moral cowardice, through faar of loss to
business and social position, would not. join the American Secular Union. Thousands of others would
join, mainly on account of the fraternal and insurance
features, who, while liberal in their views on religious matters, are not Liberals and Ft>eethinkers, but
who, through association with Liberals, and the reading of Liberal literature which would undoubtedly be
thrown in their way, would ultimately become Freethinkers and as zealous in tho cause as any.
That the work of Liberals and Freethinkers in secularizing our government is political in its nature we
all know, and we know also that the Mutual Aid
Society must be non-partisan in ita organization;
still, to be of aid, to be a beneficial auxiliary to the
American Secular Union, much of the work must be
political in its nature. The members of the American Secular Union to secure the adoption of any of
the Nine Demands must vote for and elect men for
public office favorable to these demands; and that by
organization, by united work and vote, such men can
be elected, is more than probable. While the Masonic lodge is non partisan it is au actual fact that at
least fifty per cent of the political 'offices in our country are held by members of that fraternity. Their
work is not done openly, but secretly. Masons attend caucuses, primaries, and nominating conventions and it is there that their work is done, and it
is right there that Secularists must do their work, and
not trust to an ineffectual, unavailing demand for
right and justice, or for proper laws, from men
chosen and elected by their avowed enemies.
That Liberals will not organize, wil! not recognize
leadership-that each demands the fullest independence and the acceptance of his or her ism-is to me
a nonsensical idea. When it is fairly presented to
their view, I firmly believe that all possessing that
grain of common sense of which Liberals so much
boast, will recognize the necessity of organization on
some broad platform, and that each will sink his or
her ism out of sight and work for the common
good.
That a grand, a noble work can be accomplished
by Liberals, I hav not the least doubt; that results
will :flow from such organiz11,tion that will surprise
the most sanguin I also believe. Let our next Congress, now about to meet at Portsmouth, 0., thoroughly canvass the matter. Let a live, energetic
committee be appointed to e:et immediately to work,
and let the new year of 1891 see the inauguration of
the strongest and moat aggressiv Liberal movement
ever started in the world.
I would that circumstances would allow me to
attend the Congress. ·
Bravo, Brothers Reynolds, Jamieson, Andres, Sister Craddock, and others, for your courageous, ringing, energetic words ! Let aU to them extend a
hand and success will crown their and our e.fforts.
RossEAU HEss.

as

Our London Letter.
The church congress at Hull has just closed its
labors, such as they were, and it is very questionable
if any good will arise from the meeting, any more
than in past years. As usual, there was a considerable divergence of opinion, which seems rather remarkable in a church claiming perfect unity of faith.
The proceedings commenced by the introduction of
two deputations, one from the Wealeyans and the
other from the Hull Nonconformist Association, with addresses of welcome and assurances of brotherly
love. Compliments were freely exchanged. The
bishop of Durham informed the Nonconformists
that, though recent inquiries into the origin of the
sacred books had caused some distress, he felt sure
that the final result of the most searching investigation would be to bring the facts of providence and
iaspiration into closer connection with human life.
It is to be hoped the Nonconformists were able to
understand this learned remark ; it is a question if
the ordinary lay mind could grasp its meaning, if it
had any. When the question of the church's attitude toward strikes and wages disputes was brought
up, the combatants waxed warm. A trades unionist
leader considered that thfil church must be with the
laborers in the forthcoming struggle, because her
" divine master" was with them, but another pious
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churchman, speaking e.s an employer, failed to see
what that had to do with it, evidently being of opinion that Chriat., not baing an employee himself,
knew nothing about the matter, and if the church
coulll not back up his side as it has hitherto done,
it had better stand neutral. If not, he will, perhaps,
withdraw bia support, and smash up the concern, eo
the church had better look out. A parson claimed
that the C!J.urch of England is the largest trades
union in existence. Another one, with an eye to the
future, thought it advisable to be on the aide of the
many, as doubtless they would gain the day, and the
church could then come in and claim a good share
of plunder, on the ground of ita valuable assistance.
0 ne Christian capitalist brought up the old stock
argument that poverty was cs.ueed chiefly through
improvidence nnd drink, though he did not explain
how the laborer, getting ten or twelve shillings per
week, could support a family and get drunk every
night On that large income. I wonder how much his
own drink costs him. A Westminster vicar practi·
cally recommended his brother clergymen first of all
to get hold of the workingmen, a thing that had
not yet been accomplished, and that is not likely to
be accomplished unless the workingman changes
very considerably.
A lady spe ..ker took a very gloomy view of the
state of the church and its small influence. In her
opinion immorality is increasing, intemperance is
growing, especially amongst women, irreligion is
gradually permeating the masses, the religious observance of Sunday is becoming obliterated, and Infidelity goes a step further than of old.
The dean of Rochester is greatly shocked at the
prevalence of gambling and betting in all classes,
although he dGfended raffias and bazars because
they produce ao much money for churchea and
schools, and if t,he church received a commission on
all the money chauging hand!! in every form of speculation, he would be as eager a champion for every
description of gambling as he is now its avowed
enemy. At•chdeacon Fturar wail very severe on the
swindles and corrnptions of trade, but as most fraudulent traders are religious men, he goes rather against
his own interests in abusing his supporters.
The Congregation"] Union went over pretty much
the same ground, but one shining light was of a
totally different opinion sa to future prospects from
the lady who spoke so sorrowfully at the revival meetings. From the Congregationalist's point of view
Christianity was spreading fast, the interference of
ministers in political aud social matters was warmly
welcomed, hostility to the gospel had died out, Secu
lariem had feiled to charm and had lost w~at little
influence it once had. From which one may gather
that this gentleman has a very good situation, and
calculates the creed he professes will last hie time.
The sum and substance of the whole matter is, it
seems, that ~ lot of p!lrsons hav had a week's holiday
at the people's expense, hev aired their croohets,
humbugged the bithful, put their tongues in their
cheeks, winked at one another, and gone for a further
holiday or to their own homes as the case may be.
A curious letter sppsared lset week in one of the
dailies from a writer signing himself " A Happy
Curate," who waB a.t the time of writing attending
the Hull congress. He says the happiest life is that
of a parson, and there is no doubt the life of a tolerably good-looking, unmarried, not too bashful, wellconnected curate, with a private income, is a very
good position to hold, but he must be a fool to advertise it and make everyone anxious to go into the
business.
J. D.

Life and Death.
In the South Kensington Museum, London, there
is an immense collect.ion of objects which, according
to taste or knowledge, attract the attention of the
multitudes who go there.· Now, however much
attention may be given to the curiosities which
abound in that place, there is one that attracts and
transfixes all classes of visitors, from princes of
roy!l.l blood and peers of every realm to the costermonger 1md lower-grade laborer. This is an exhibit
labeled, "The Ropreeentation of a Man R!leolved
into His Chemical Elements." There is a certain
amount of water in our blood and tissues, there
before you is f.\ large glaea vessel containing just so
many gallons of water; another jar shows the exact
uantit of r.arbon in UF!l. smmller bottles contain
~e iro! and phosphorus i~ the precise proporHons
•.
necessary t o our cons t 1·t uu1on,
an d th esa are surrounded by little vials which. contain the remaining
different elements too numerous to mention here, but
which show the complexity of the human physical
structure. There they lie upon a shelf ready for
some martician
gifted with the powers of life and
0
death to wsve his magic wand over the strange
assortment of chemical forces and recreate a human
being, endow him with life and make him walk the
earth experience all the vicissitudes of human existence,'and die like one of us.
Now, what strikes the cultivated observer is the
exact identity of these elements of our bodies with
those which the spectrosco.pe has r~vealed as exist·
jgg in the sun, the fltars, the uebulre, the earth.

The spectroscope, that marvelous instrument of
modern science, will analyze the most distant star or
find the slightest trace of poison in the human system. Through it the stare now write their autographic record on the pages of terrestrial science.
We hav, therefore, within our bodies samples of
the most important elements of which the universe is
composed, eo that man has well been called by ancient philosophers a microcoem-,-that is, a model or
epitome of the universe. The sun, that radiant orb
which illumine the world, is our father-" Our father
which art in heaven . . . giv us this day our
daily bread"-a Christianized version of the old
Parsea prayer to the sun. Yes, our magnificent luminary in the heavens is the father of us all, and the
earth is our mother. The solar rays f1mctify the
earth and cause it to bring forth the compounds of
which our bodies are composed. The sun's heat
and animal heat are the same. A blush on the cheek
of a maiden, and the tints on the petals of a rose,
are equally the chemical action of imprisoned sunbeams. All life is embodied sunshine, and death the
natural agent which, sooner or later, lets the pent-up
elements free to disperse in space; and then passing
through nature's laboratory, they combine into other
forms and reappear amid the world's phenomena of
life and beauty.
One of the most remarkable facts of life is the
continual change that all things undergo. Nothing
is at rest. The atoms of our bodies are continually
changing. New atoQJ.s are born, the old ones die
and are cast off. If it were not so, we could not liv.
Birth and death are continually taking place, not
only around us, but within us. The sun, the air,
food, and water supply us with fresh elements for the
nutriment of the moleculeE-these minute particles
of matter which compose our physical structure.
So that our bodies are only forme through which a
stream of matter is continually flowing. Oxygen,
the great death· dealer, is constantly passing through
every fiber of our being, consuming and destroying.
Hunger is simply waste of the system caused by the
action of oxygen. But if oxygen is continually destroying, the sun's rays are continually renewing
and building up; they resupply the system with the
elements necessary for its renewal, and bring forth
life and beauty from tbe midst of destruction, death,
and decay.
Death, that awful, mysterious bourne from which
no traveler has ever returned to tell us what is beyond the grave. Everything that livs must die, for
death is the penalty of life. The enlightened, whose
minds hav been freed from superstition, do not dread
death. They know there is no anRry God to face;
no eternal punishment to fear. There is naturally
some shrinking at the thought of physical pangs
and regrets at the thoughts of leaving those held
dearest on earlb. But the memory of a well-spent
life must be the greatest of all consolations in the
last, pad hour of human existence. Death is a refuge for the over-burdened, the weary, the forlarn,
the despairing, those who hav been blown about by
the adverse winds of fats. After all, death is only
change, and nature's changes resemble dissolving
views by which the lower is gradually merged into
the higher.
AnA CAMPBELL.
160 W: 14th st., New Ym·k, Oct. 17, 1890.

Items of Foreign Freethought News.
The Freethinkers af Berlin are about to erect a
crematory. So it is always. Mankind baa to look to
the Infidel for progrees, and when enccses attends the
undertaking the church steps in and claims it as her
doing.
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heit. A second mass-meeting called by Mr. Voghtherr was at~anded by over four thousand peop1a.Freireligi6ses Sonntags- Blatt.
In Sweden things are beginning to look brighter.
A former bitter enemy of the Freethought moveme-lt, the Rev. C. J. Eckman, has in an open letter
to .Dagens Nyheter t&ken st~nd for our brethren.
He says the state has no right to interfere with speculativ opinions and that the Freethinkers hav as
much right to publish their idaaa as the Christians
theirs.-Fritankaren. The imporlance of this step
of Mr. Eckman, who also ia a member of the Swedish
Rigsdag (congress), csnno~ be overeatim~ted. For
a voice in Rigsdugen of a prominent Ohristi!m in defense of Freethought will do more good thltu almoat
any number of Freethinkers in the same body.
There is trouble in Norwmy. Rev, Frana Bruaen
recently spoke :fiercely from his pulpit in Oo.r Savior's
church in Christiania against the secular press in
genersl and the Christiania Dagblad especially.
He said that eaid paper was deatruc~iv to h·ue religion and dangerous to "defenseless haal'ts and !iO
those not strone: in the faith." The fact that
writings from Ibsen:, Bjornson, Kielland, Dt. Olsen,
and others, all d whom are Fraethinker.s, s.ppe!l.r in
ssid paper, explains the horror end fa£:r of the reverend gentleman, whose harang had the usual result-an iucraased ea1e of the forbidden paper.
That t.he Roman Catholics of Germ11.ny s.re not
asleep, and that the priests work their sheep for all
they are worth, is evident. According to the ffirei·
religioses Sonntags-Blatt Germany is crowded with
Catholic societies, the !lggrsgate h:come of which ia
between three end four million marb'. Tb.a meet
prominent societies are : Society of Holy Childhood,
the members of which, over one million, remJ>in children until twenty-one years of age, s.nd which hgd in
1888 an income of 12,966 francs; the A.fric!l. Society
of German Catholics, which haa two hundred ::.·ad
fifty members and a.n snnu&l income of 350,000
marks. The journals of these two societies are
printed in editions aggregating 160,000 number<~.
Of the several propaganda societies four had, in 1888,
an agg:regate income of 1,896,124 marks. The St.
Canesius Society, working for the establishment of
parochial schools, has one hundred 11.nd twanby members. But besides these parbiaily cleric~l societies there e.re in Germany seven hundred end fifty
mechanica' societies, with one hundred and :fifty-two
buildings and two hundred and fifty thou~and mem·
hers, and two hundred and fifty labor societies with
a membership of sixty thousand, GusTAVE NELSON.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG gave a course of lectures at Albion, Ida.

and organized a strong Secular Union, with the foliowing
officers: A. V. Caldwell, president; Andrew Buretrom,
secretary, and Hugh Moon, treasurer.
MR. Cn.t.RLES WAT'l'S's subject before the Manhattan Liberal Club in this city November 7th is, "Religion, With and
Without Theology." We hope that all the Liberals of
the city will attenu to welcome :fi'J:r. Watts, whose voice
has not been heard in Gotham for many months.
MR. L. K. WASHBURN announces that he will be at the
Congress of the American Secular Union on Oct.ober 31st, at
Portsmouth, 0., and would like to arrange for lectures in
the vicinity of Portsmouth from November 3d to November
8th. For terms address him at the Tnvestiga!oJ' office.
A BRANCH of the American Secular Union :;vas organized
in Newark, N. J., on the 9th inst., the officers elEcted being:
President, W. G. Mayo; vice-president, John R. Charlesworth; secretary, Cora Belle Flagg; treasurer, Frank Kieb,
Sr.; secretary of finance, Mrs. J. G. Hunter. The reason
for this new organization is that the old Newark Liberal
League has been taken po,ssession of by the Anarchists.

The prominent Swedish Freethinker Dr. Knut
Wicksell has entered the ranks of the Swedish Free·
thought society. The doctor is a member, of several
years' standing, of the Universal Freethought Association. The doctor will associate himself especially
Mrss AnA CAMPBELL will lecture for the Friendship L1bwith the North Stockholm auxiliary society.
eral League, of Philadelphia, at Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood streets, Sunday, October 26t.h. Subject, 2:30 PM.,
"Sunday in the Light of Reason;" 7:30P.M., "Truth versus
New societies hav been started in S~ockholm and Christianity." The secretary of the League aeks all the
Eskiletuna by Mr. Lennstrand. But the activity of Liberals of the city to attend, as it will be the only opporour friends is not confined to this ; a Freethinkers' tunity they will hav of hearing Miss Campbell. Mr. Charles
Song-book by Mr. Hellberg and an Annual by Mr. Watts will lecture a~ the same place on November 9t.h, and
Viktor Lennstrand. are to see the light of this winter. of course the hall wrll be crowded.
_
Yes, Freethought ID ~weden h~s ~ome to stay, and
. .
'
,, ~ .
we congratulate our fri(lnds on tnexr success.
MoRALs e~h1b1t as constant a deve;~Pm~nu .. s. ~n-. - tellect· It xa .one· of
farothar
that
t tha
th most
~
h"
rrh,,. t' .acts
~~n ~
The first of a series of meetings inaugurat?d by there are certam VJr nesb a." are {<> -~j .. 7s~ ~ ~f'
the Social-Democratic party d Garmany, tendmg to and that ma.n:y _of ~hese 61ong ~xc ut~rv ~Y " 0 il. ;'-~g ~ Y
a leaving of the state church in a body, if possible by ~a vel oped CI~Ihzatwn. ';~lUS, t~~t h"n~• 1 ~=~ 0•. "rn}h
all belonging to said party, took_place October 13hh xs a virtue IS s propoal.IOn w~x~ • ~t~ ~a, s;m~ Y~
in Joel'a hall, Berlin. The meetmg was attended by ~oul? hav been probe~iy accep 6 • Wlt1> eqat ~·!'!~
about fifteen hundred pe1·sons of b?th ~exe.s. A. Mr. rxt~ IIP: ~ny a~e; but 1 we :~smm t~ ~~,~en, 0
Regelt, B.Th., took occasion to eigmfy hxs diSBpproval whteh 1t IS ~eahzed, ~e fin? 8 prv,?und d.l!~r"'~"·e. W~
of this step by saying: "If you organize for a w~r find tba\; m a~ ~ar1y ~~~tod, ~bile ~!1 1 ~he n-:,:u? 8,,~1
for mentBllibarty, then we [the powers that ~ej Will an un~ompro~memg Ii,~· ~s~~ a~e cor
r~c~"' m~~ •
likewise organize to defend Jesus Chnst, our the hxg~er v:xrtue,_ w... t~
.n 9 men · '•Ot.g,J ~ lc.va
redeemer." The e.udience greeted _this s~ntiment of co~scientwue mqmry to endeavor ~.?, pt~~•m:; ~;u
with a hearty laugh and sundry querxes, whxch woke eclectic co ursa when part~ and seftan"~1 ~ "~"lO.uB
up the polica present, who declared the meetin~ di~-~ rage_ fiercely ar~un~ thetm! IS not.~ n.y e~~~7: 1 Y uuapbanded on accouut of the llOise made,-.Der Fre~- . preou~ted, bu,t ~!!$ a mo~:~ Imposst "'·--'-'tvn,l/
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jsball pervade plain and hill, b~ca!lse .in that ~ay of
the people individual and collect1v Just1ce shall tnvest
home and forum as knowledge shaH be gathered and
diffused.
Man vs. God.
Then man shall be revered by man because of
PILLSBUI\"l1 S PREDICAMENT,
reverend manliness, and the home, sweet home, shall
And blood will continue to be lawful tender for liberty till be the holy sanctuary of love, where sincere affection
tyrants temporal and despots spiritual shall learn and lmow shall count it no sacrifice to offer the best to family
that God ruade the human soul volcanic, and woe ever to and guest, not affinities sought for abroad.
him or them who dare uncap her fires.
Then men shall seek for truth and find it., because
The above explosion is the concluding sentence of it is the mind's natural snstenance, and they will
Parker Pillsbury's otherwise lucid lecture on "Go" confer together because mutual assistance by mutual
in the Federal Constitution, Man and Woman Out." agreement is the only safe and sound policy, right
It is only to be explained as one of the incon- not needing might for its friend. (Does Mrs. Seversistencies of human nature that ,an objector to God ance catch on!)
in government should by his own book enthrone him
When the allegiance of reason shall replace the
in the constitution of mankindworship of wind, and weary knees shall bend no
If God is to be recognized as the author of man, more in profitless prayer at the altar of blind forcewhat is the matter with making him the authority in when scornful lips and sneering noses shall not
the state? Is God any worse in the Constitution of breathe contempt for the Atheist assayer whose last
a nation than he is in the character of the popula- analysis precipitates God to limbo-then, and then
tion T
for certain, the halls of science shall be the temples
If God has made man volcanic, who knows but of intelligence, and the lyceum :floor of free discusthat one of the results will be to plump God into the sion be our bloodless battle-field.
Constitution, and the final throw be to fire God out
'lyngsboro, Mass.
JoHN PBESCOTT GuiLD.
of his own universe? If man would only once get
God out of him, there might be soma show for him
No Tornado Insurance.
to settle down in peace and pursue the even tenor of
One is not required to go outside the church for
his way.
religious satire. In the peculiar activity known as
The trouble in politics is not so much God in the church-work, the devoted Ohrietian is often unconConstitution of the country, as it is theology in the sciously inconsistent, and we may stand at a respectblundering people. As long as God is supposed to ful distance and smile pityingly and derisivly. I
be somebody big enough to boss around, and thoug!:lt strolled into one of Milwaukee's churches last Sunto hav a right to dictate from having created every day after the congregation had left, and looked
thing, there can be no end to .the assumptions and respectfully at some new interior decorations that
disruptions among the godly crew who each will hav the papers bad spoken of. As I was passing out a
his own idea of God's name, nature, and notio:os, and piece of paper in one of the pews attracted my
all despise and damn those who hav sense enough attention snd I picked it up. It was one of those
to leave God out of their account, and courage to comical pronunciamentos which the blindly faithful,
say so.
buffeted between dogmtt.tic carelessness and worldly
One time I met Parker Pillsbury in a pseudo- scheming, so often put forth. They love to consider
lyceum, in Cleveland, o_ I had raised the question, the lilies and toil not on Sundays, but forget to take
What is the authority of spirits ? My gu.n was aimed no care for the morrow on week-days. At the head
at ~he claim that ghosts of one sort or other had a of the paper, which was a begging letter, was the
right to command material people. I couid not ham- photographic-eDgraving reproduction of a wrecked
mer grammar enough into the whole Spiritualistic church, and under it this appeal :
crowd to make them comprehend the linguistic funcPlymouth church of Fargo, N- D., was completely
tion of that little word "of," they all the time per- destroyed
by the storm on the morning of July 7th. It was
sisting in rendering the query, " What is the author- a mission cb.urch in the north part of the city, having a
ity for believing in spirits 1" There was much jaw large and important field and doing a splendid work. It
and small grist from several of the assembled seers, has two flourishing Sunday-schools under its care. Our
who, seeing they were getting the worst of it, called building is a total loss, as we had no tornado insurance upon
it. In our present circumstances we are utterly unable to
on thE! ancient Abolitionist to abolish my argument, rebuild.
Can you not giv us a helping hand? Send your
which he proceeded not to do by saying he would gifts to Rev. E. H. Stickney, Fargo, N.D., treasurer of the
not apply to me, because it would not be courteous, building committee. Geo. S. Bascom, pastor. B. C- Simthe Bible epigram, "The fool hath said in his heart, mons, supt. A_ H_ M. S. for North Dakota.
there is no God." He undertook to explein. howIs not this a rich one ! No tornado insurance !
ever, that it was foolish to say there is no God, be- Doubtless they thought their Lord would prosper
cause a negativ cannot be ptoved_ He forgot that it snd shield them in their "large and important fi.ald "
needs no proof to establish the axiom, the same body and the "splendid work " their church was doing.
cannot move in oppoeit directions at the same time, In the confusion and despair of their wreck they
and could not perceive that if everything must hav a overlook the implied distrust in divine aid shown by
cause, therefore there could not hav been a first their letter, and show how much more practical they
cause, which he sought to make out by the very consider human aid. In the picture of the wrecked
syllogism that disproved it.
church, which they send out, is shown a dwellingThe pretense that a God operates among men, bonae also, and it is next door to the dilapidated
volcanically or otherwise, discounts, despises, and " bouse of Goif." Is there any significance in the
disfranchises as fools or knaves all who hold to faot that the dwelling shows no signs of injury from
another. sort of boss spook or deny his godship the wind 1
FBEDEBIO HEATH.
altogether.
Milwauk~, Sept. 16, 1890.
If there were a God, it would ba necessary to
abolish him. Voltaire's shade will take notice.
An Interesting Book.
So long as the idea of God, one or more-that is to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TBUTH SEEKER,· Sir: I
say, the notion of an unapproachable seat of irresponsible authority-predominates in the mind of took so much pleasure in reading Mre. Colman's
men, so long will force be used to back up fraud, as " Rewiniscences," when contributed to your columns,
cunning continues to 'COD jure chains professed to be that I am very glad to find them in so handsome a
prophetically derived from the hollow court of fathom- volume aa that published by H. L. Green at Buffalo.
Her aocouds of the hostility of the church to the
less lias-for the profit of tha conjurer.
So long as terrestrial tribunals swear witnesses by antislavery and woman's rights reforms, and of her
the God instinct-which is all in their eye-so long own advocacy of these great movements as a lecturer,
will hypocrite and half-wits baar false witness against are extremely lively as well as instructiv. What she
their neighbors; whilst if a religious test might be says about Spiritualism ought to be read by every
rationally permitted, it should be applied to exclude Spiritualist, and especially her reason, giyen on page
31} for not giving more of the experience which has
those from privilege who profess the vulgar faith.
So long as superstition's swindlers are imposed by made her cease to believe in the " phenomena."
F. M. HoLLAND.
spear and sword, so long will powder and bullet be
needed in the stout hands of thinking men as essenAre They Knaves or Idiots l
tial means to make way for reason and justice in the
From Brick Pomeroy's Advance Thought.
earth.
When the sanctimonious scoundrels press the
The new society in this city for the suppression of
petty plea that they hav the right to believe and pro- vice, of which society Dr. Gunn is president, opens
fess what they please, and therefore to claim the its exercises by a damnable outrage on the rights of
right to bear rule by royalty from God, the proper others_ Its agent, a m11.n named Britton, as ordered
and pertinent reply is, that they hav no civil right by Dr. Gunn, swoops down upon several hundred
to insist, nor should they be gra.nted the over- books that he has not bought and has no right to,
generous privilege of either insisting on the inviola- steals them by force away from their owner, and
bility of their own nescience nor of instigating or brings the accused into court on a charge of selling
countenancing a conspiracy against a ~ecular govern- obscene lit.erature. An examination o~ the books is
ment on the earth, by the people of the earth, for made by the court or judge, they are decided to be
the people of the earth.
not obscene, and the persona so charged are liberWhen God is dead, beyond any hocua-pocJUs resur- ated. These outrages show the asinin quality of
rection, or, in other words, when ghostly and godly the nine or more ssses forming the society, not a
supnstition shall cease forever to intolerantly in:fl.u. member of whicb, as is proved by the decision of
ence the mind of man, then it will be, and it will not the court, knowing what constitutes obscene or
be till then, that smiling peace and sstiate plenty obscure literature.

~ommnnieations~
1

If Dr. Gunn, who is large enough and old enough
to possess good judgment, is really troubled in his
conscience as to what the public shall read, so long
as it does not oare to read his writings, why not
select such books as his activ brain thinks to be.
obscene present the book in proper form to a United
States ~r other grand jury, and then, if it be by such
a body declared obscene or prt<!j udicial to good
morals, then let the matter come to trial, and the
publication of the book be judicially st~pl!ed.! . Then,
if the order of a court of competent JUriSdictiOn be
disregarded, follow with the arrest of the o:ffander.
Till a book is thus judicially pronounced obscene, its
sale is no offense against the law.
In the defense of our rights as a citizen, it Mr.
Comstock or Mr. Britton or Mr. Gunn, or any other
person, enters our home, office, or place of business
to seize upon, steal, and carry away any books or
property that has not baen correctly adjudged antagonistic to the public welfare, we will kill such an
intruder or he will kill us then and there, and go to
the public for its verdict.
We are surprised that Dr. Gunn, who has good
practice as a physician and something of a good
standing among men, should thus enter the list and
head an organization of plunderers, among whom are
well-known blackmailers.
.
If Dr. Gunn is hungry for notoriety, let him apply
for the indictment of the editors and publishers of
daily papers, who swore by all the gods on their cal·
endars that they would openly break and defy the
law forbidding publication of judicial killing by electricity, and not set out under the lead of a blackmailer to steal books without knowing what he is
doing. This monkey business is bringing all law
into ridicule.
------~~.-------

Before Christianity What l
R"X Reges ill Agnostic Jow•nal.

However incredible it may seem, there are many
good and worthy people who are under the impression that, prior to the introduction of Christianity,
the world was wholly sunk in ignorance and licentiousness. No do~bt there were plenty of unhung
scoundrels; but it is also true that, long before
Christianity had a place, there were astronomers,
philosophers, moralists, and teachers in India, Persia,
China, Assyria, and Egypt. It is also true that from
Asia and Eg-ypt the arts and sciences were introduced into Greece ; and ''it was there that they
attained," says Professor Fiske, "that culture and
perfection which renders ancient history and litera·
ture so agreeable and valuable a branch of modern
knowledge. ThrOullh the Greeks the Romans afterward came into possession of the same treasure.
These two nations preeminently distinguished themselva by their merits and accomplishments in litera.
ture and the fine arts_ Hence it is that there is so
much in what pertains to Greece and Rome that is
worthy of admiration and study." It is also true
that, long anterior to the introduction of Christianity, Greece and Rome produced poets, orators, rhetoricians, grammarians, romancers, philosophers,
mathematicians, geographers, historians, biographers,
physicians, sculptors, and painters. It was the
Thracian poet, Orpheus, who, by the masterly manipulation of the lyre, " tamed the wild beast and moved
inanimate things to action." This, to be sure, is
mere allegory; but it serves to show how sweet was
his music. It was Greece that produced Homer,
Hesiod, Sappho, Anacreon (the lyric poet who sang
of rosy lips and sparkling wine), lEichylus, Pindar,
Sophocles, Euripides, and other honored names.
Her principal philosophers were Thales and Pythagoras. Thales founded what is called the Ionia
school, and Pythagoras the Italic school. From
these two schools all the subsequent sects grew.
Professor Fiske tells us that the "Ionic school
included in reality every branch of science, not only
morals and politics, but rhetoric, mathematics, astronomy, and all that is now comprehended under
natural philosophy and natural history." It was
Greece that produced Anaximenes, Anaximander,
Anaxagoras, Socrates"Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, Protagoras, and many other philosophers worthy of mention_ It was in Greece that the canvas glowed under
the pencil of Apelles ; and it was in Greece that marble took divine form under the chisels of Phidias,
Praxiteles, Alcamenes, Agoracritus, Polycletes,
Myron, and Scopas. It was Greece that produced
the orators and statesmen, Demosthenes, !socrates,
Lysias, II! reus, 1E ~chines, Antiphon, Lycurgus, Solon,
and Pericles. As historians the Greeks could boast
of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon. It is,
therefore, altogether false to say that the world was
wholly sunk in ignorance and licentiousness before
the introduction of Christianity. To many of the
names I hav mentioned the world has looked for
morality and science. Professor Fiske tells us that
" the art of gem engraving reached its highest perfection among the Greeks about the time of Alexan·
der. In this :flourishing time no graver of gems
equaled PyrgotelAa in celebrity. While Apelles
alonA was allowed by Alexander to paint his likeness,
al!d Lysippua alone to carve his st.atue, Pyrgoteles
was the only one permitted to sketch his miQil't\lrQ
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on the pr~'~cious eton£," (Manual of Classical Litera·
ture, by N. W. Fiske, p. 115).
·
It will be appropriate for me to observe that, with
respect to the private life of the Athenians, Cocker
tells us that they were "courteous, generous, and
humane. While bold and free in the expression of
~heir opinions, they paid the greatest attention to
the rules of politeness, sod were nicely delicate on
points of decorum" (Cocker's Christianity and
Greek PhiloEJophy, pp. 47, 48). So much for
Greece.
.
Lat us now glance at the poets, philosophers, historians, statesmen, and moralists of tbA Romans.
"Next to the Greeks," says Professor Fiske, "the
Romans deserve an honorable rank in the literary
history of antiquity. But in the first periods of
their republic they were too much engrossed by war,
and the prevailing taste was too much for conquest
and for the extension of their power, to allow any
considerable leisure of patronage to the arts of
peace. Subsequently, however . . . they imbibed a love for letters and the sciencea." Among
their poets and satirists the names of Virgil, Horace,
Ovid, and Juvenal will ever reflect honor on the
human race. Among their orators the names of
Cicero, Hortenaius, Antonius, Cato, and Pliny stand
prominent. Among the philosophers we hav Cicero,
Seneca, Pliny the Elder, Tacitus, Marcus Aurelius,
and Epictetus. The historians who are prominent
as historical authors were Julius Cregar, Sallustius,
Livy, Nepos, Tacitus, Suetonius, and others.
Most assuredly, sir, it is false to say that the
world was sunk in ignorance until Christianity came.
Philosophy, literature, architecture, science, art, oratory, poetry-indeed, everything that goes to make
life pleasant, existed long before Jesus Christ came
to preach his horrible dootrin of eternal torments.
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aces. Thus he hall become convinced that Nihilism und England with blood, and leads to impiety, and
is permitted to aftltct him to punish him for the finally to indifference-the source of all revolutioM
empire's laxity of fatth. He believes that his father's past and future. We must, therefore, be on oul:'
death and the attempts that hav been made upon his guard against' those who preach .it., and cherish a
own life are just so many dispensations of provi· horror· for the books which disseminate it. A.f!aiD,
dance, sent as judgments because of Russia's toler- in the "Familiar Ex:plan&tion of the Christian Docance of heretics. To suppress Nihilism and restore trin, Adapted for the Family and More Advanced
peace and security, therefore, it is only necessary to Students in Catholic Schools and Oolleges," which
stamp out heterodoxy. So he has set his face like has the approbation of Archbishop Baiiey of Baltia flint against all who do not bow the knee to the more, Lesson XII.," No salvation outside the Roman
orthodox Greek church. Upon the Jews his band Catholic church."
falls heavily, but not more so than upon the German
Q. Since the Roman Catholic church alone is the
Lutherans and upon the Old Believers. The latter true church of Jesus, can anyone who dies outside
are merely a division of the Greek church, and are the church be saved 1
distinguished for the purity and piety of their lives.
A. He cannot.
Q. Did Jesus Christ himself assure us most solBut for years past the government has been sending
them to Siberia by thousands for no other reason emnly, and in plain words, that no one can be saved
than their religious belief. In the provinces on the out of the Roman Catholic church ?
A. He did, when he said to his apostles, " Go and
Garman border there are many Germans, or descendants of Germans, who cling to the faith of Luther. teach all nations."
Q. What do the fathers of the church say about
To these the Russian government officia's address
_themselvs and attempt t:P.eir conversion by AVery the salvation of those who die out of the Roman
means of chicanery and threatening which tney hav Catholic church 1
A. They all, without exception, pronounce them
at command. Those of the colonists who cannot
resolve to abandon the faith of their fathers are sub- infallibly lost.
Q. A.re there any other reasons to show that herejected to every conceivable annoyance and debase·
ment, until, driven to distraction, they desert their tics or Protestants who die out of the Roman Catho·
homes and flee to distant lands. Durin~ the first lic church are not saved !
A. There are several. They cannot be saved beseven months of this ye"r mora than 14,000 Germans
hav thus left southern Russia, where life bas become cause: 1. They hav no divine fe.i.tb. 2. They m~ke
intolerable, and embarked at Odessa and other Rue- a liar of Jesus Christ, the Holy Ghost, and the
sian ports of the Black sea. Of these colonists, one- apostles. 3. They hav no faith in Christ. 4. They
third hav gone to settle in Roumania and the Doh· fell away from the true church. 5. They are too
rudsha, about three thousand hav migrated to the proud to submit to the pope, the vicar of Christ.
north of A.eia Minor, while the remainder hsv gone 6. They do not perform any good works whereby
to South America and the C!lpe. The emigrants hav they can obtain heaven. 7. They do not receive the
sold their farms for much below the re&l value in body and blood of Christ. 8. They die in their sins.
their eagerness to escape from so inhospitable e 9. They ridicule and blaspheme the mother of God
Persecuting RnsRian J ..ws and Other" Heretics." country.
and his saints. 10. They slander the spouse of Jesus
From a. New Yo1•1e Tribune Corresponaent.
There are, of course, many instances of so.called Ohrist-the Catholic church.
The offi<lial crusade against the Jews goes steadily "conversion." A. short time ago Count lgnati£:ff,
from had to worse. A.~ first the persecuted people the governor-general of Ki~:ff, visited the Czech
Q. Now do you think God, the father, will admit
hoped that the ukase of the czar would be only par- colony of Kwasilo.ff, in Rovno. In replying to the into heaven those who thus make liars of his son,
tially enforced, and that after a time matters would address of welcome made to him, he referred to the Jesus Christ, of the Holy Ghost, and of the
settle back in their accustomed channel. But they fact that a number of Czechs bad gone over to the apostles!
now find all such hopes a vain delusion, and their Orthodox Greek church, and intimated that the
A. No. He will let them he.v their portion with
worst fears more than realized. The decree of op- oth~rs would serve their own interests best by doing Lucifer in hell, who first rebelled against Ohrist, and
pression and exile is being enforced to the very letter, likewise, and would probably incur serious trouble if who is the father of liars.
without a single touch of mercy. True, government they did not. "God grant," said he, unctuously,
Q. Hllv Protestants any faith in Ohrist ~
diligently sends forth denials that anv persecution is "that other Czech colonists may be led to follow the
A. They never had.
in progress, and its denials are offi(Jially accepted good fXample." This had the desired effect. Almost
Q. Why notT
as truth by other European governments. The fact immediately after the general's departure the seventyA. Because there never lived such a Christ as they
is, however, that the most gloomy and tra~ic accounts four remaining Roman Catholics of the place an- imagin and believe in.
that hav ever been published of the anti-Jewish cam- nounced that thenceforth they would be communiQ. In what kind of a Christ do they believe?
paign hav failed to express the full measure of its cant!:~ of the Greek Orthodox church, by way, as a
A. In such a one of whom they can make a liar,
atrocious inhumanity. Scarcely in the days of the local paper remarked, of testifying their gratitude etc.
dragonades was a more cruel and relentless warfare for his excellency's condescension in coming out of
Q. Will such a faith in such a Chris~ save Protwaged against a helpless and unrffending people.
his way on an apostolic mission. But, as a matter of estants!
Apart from the almost incredible violence and out- fact, these unfortunates were simply persecuted into
A. No sensible man will assert such an absut·dity.
rage d~~oily practiced upon the Jews by the soldiery, submission. There hav been hundreds, aye, thou·
Q. What will Christ say to them on the day of
civil offi<lials, and the populace, a number of the most sands of cases in which R')man Catholics, Lutheran!!, judgment?
strb:igeut laws are about to be put into execution, the and Jews hav been seized bodily and dragged by
A. I know you not-because you never knew me.
effect of which will be to make ever:v Jew in Russia an maio force to the baptismal font of the Greek church,
outlaw. For example, the law of 1865, granting Jews or hav been driven there by virtue of bayonet prods
Q. A.re Protestants willing to confess their sins to
permission to liv and engage in business in the interior administered by Russian soldiers.
a Oatholic bishop or priest, who alone has power
of the empire, is to be repealed It is said that every
What Catholics Teach in Parochial Schools. from Christ to forgiv sins 1 Whose sins you shaH
provincial governor in the empire urges such action,
for~dv, they are forgiven them.
From the" Oatechum of Perseverance."
and the formal proclamation of the repeal is daily
A. No, for they generally hav an utter aversion to
Question. Who was Luther T .
looked for.- The result will be the practical extermination of at least two hundred thousand J flwish
Answer. Luther was a German religious, of the confession, and, therefore, their sins will not be for·
families. For then they will be absolutely forbidden Augustinian order, who violAted his three vows of given throughout all eternity.
Q. What follows from this t
to trade in any of the chief commodities of the coun- poverty, chastity, and obedience. He apostatized,
A. That they die in their sins and are damned.
try, such as grain, provisions, cattle, lumber, and married a nun, and commenced declaring against the
spirits. Moreover, the m&j :1rity of them who are Catholic church.
Obituaries.
settled in the villages will be driven from their homes
Q. What did he write previous to his condemnaAt
her
home
in
Salem
township, Knox county, Ill., died
and their property confiscated. This fde will befall tion T
the morning of Sept. 27, 1890, Mrs. C~arlotte Potter,
at least half a million souls. Besides these, all the
A. Previous to his condemnation he had written on
ag;ed 66 years and 3 n;tonths. She was the widow ?f Nor!llan
Polish Jews in the province of Russian Poland will to the sovereign poatiff that he would receive his z. Potter who died 1D January, 1871. Both beheved 1D a
be expelled, and the three hundred thou11and Jsws decision as an oracle from the mouth of Jesus Christ, continued existence, or spiritual life, and were beloved and
who in virtue of a ministerial order in 1880 were al- but scarcely had Leo X. condemned his errors when highly respected for their integrity, charity, benevolence,
good acts by all who intimately knew them.
lowed to settle and trade in the interior of the em- he gave vent to the most vile abuse against him, and
:h'lrs. Potter had no creed. Her religion was to do good.
pire, in the towns of Riga, Libau, Rostoff, and Kieff, against the bishops and theologians, impudently pre- Hers was a life of good deeds rather than of.professio~ She
where they enj ov a degree of municipal protection, tending that he alone was more enlightened than the performed instead of professing. She dtd not withhold
whole Christian world. He persevered in preaching relief from the needy, nor turn them empty-handed from her
will likewise be forced to leave their habitations.
While such deadly blows are struck at the Jews in error, and after having led " scandalous life, died on door. She believed in the law of compensation, and was
willing to rely upon her own acts as the basis of her future
their homes and business, other discriminations are leaving the table after having gorged himself with reward. She believed that restitution was the only. true
being made againRt them. For example, it has long wines and meats.
atonement. She believed in right doing, and she was rightbeen the law of Russia that an only son, on whom
Q. Who was Calvin!
eous in the true meaning.
The funeral services were held at the family residence, on
A. Calvin was an ecclesiastic of Noyon, but was
the family is dependent for support, is, whether Jew
Mondav
September 29th. The discourse was delivered by
or Christian, exempt from military service. But it never a priest. He went to Bourges, where he E. R. B;own,
of Elmwood. The remains we1e followe~ by
is now proposed to deprive the Jew of this and other adopted the errors of Luther, to which he added his a large concourse of neighbors and friends to the last restmg.
military exemptions when occasion arilieS for the own.- He settled iu Geneva, where he burnt to death place in the Uniontown cemetery.
completion of a given number of recruits. The rela· Michael Servetus, who had the courage to differ from
At his home In Wayland, Mich., Dr. John Graves died
tiva of Jews who escape the conscription are to be him, and finally died himself of a shameful disease. . Sep'ember
1st, of tvpho-malaria.l fever, aftPr a severe illness
Q How do you show that Protestantism, or the of about five weeks. The funeral was attended largely by
fined three hundred rubles, and it is proposed, in
every case of Jewish desertion, to levy a fine of six religion preached by Luther, Z wingler, Calvin, and many old residents and business .men, the post:oflice and .
many of the stores being closed during the obseqmes. M. B.
hundred rubles on the community to which he Henry VIII., is not the pure religion T
pronounced a eulogy. In hi~ f~mily, he said, J?r.
A. In order to show that Protestantism is a false Rawson
belongs. Thus the Jews are to be forced to defend
Graves was kind and considerate, behevmg that the family
religion, or rather no religion at all, it will be suffi- relations were the most sacred of all relationships,_ a;'ld his
with their lives the empire that outlaws them.
The question is often asked, Why does the pres- cient simply to bear in mind that it was established home was to him the dearest spot on earth. ReligiOusly,
ent czar, who is personally a good man, so cruelly by four great libertin~:~; that it owes its origi~ to tbe Dr Graves was Liberal, believing in the religi.on of humanity
persecute these people T The answer is easily given .. love of honors, covetousness of the goods of others, and jttstice. He believed that duty consisted of doing good
to n.ankind, and so far as opportunity permitted he strove
He is a religious monomaniac. He bas inherited the and the love of . s~xual pleasures-three things for- always
to be found walking in that path or duty. He was
somber fanaticism that characterized his unhappy bidden by the gospel ; that it permits you to believe neither bigoted nor arbitrary in these connections, but
mother, and added to it by brooding ov~r his perils whatever you please, and to do whatever you believe ; readily conceded to others the right claimed for bimself,
iu tbe solitary eon1ineJUeut of his bomb-proof pal- that it has deluged Germany, France, Switzerland, that of private judgment.
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What They Say About the Picture Book.
Prom the Preetl'ltntfrs' Magazine.

''The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." The Truth
Seeker Company has just brought out this extraordinary
publication. We venture the assertion that nothing like it
has ever before appeared in this country, and it is very
doubtful if another one like it will ever again be published.
The book has some 400 pages. 12x9 inches in size, an illuminated cover, and contains 185 fine full-page pictorial illustrations.
On the opposit page of each of these large illustrations is
a full-page printed explanation of what they represent.
From a Christian standpoint this may be considered the
most blasphemous book ever issued in America, and if the
crime of blasphemy had not been abolished by the constitu·
ti<in of the state of New York, we should expect to see
Anthony Comstock following up the Truth Beeker Company
with all his Christian zeal. But, after all, we think Comstock
will enjoy the pictures, although they may not be exactly
the kind he is most partial to, and we advise the Truth
Beeker Company to mall him a copy. The pictures, we
must admit, although well executed by the noted artist
Watson Heston, are not all beautiful to look upon. Some
are so hideous that they will shock sensitiv feelings, but then
they well represent the coarse and disgusting doctrine and
practices of the past and present Christian church and giv
us a pictorial history, plain to be comprehended and understood, of that great abomination that was born in the Dark
Agts of the world, when superstition and not science ruled
mankind. And whether we are favorable or unfavorable to
this kind of warfare against the church, we must admit that
artist Heston as a portrait painter and designer is a wonderful
success, and we judge from our own feelings that nearly
every Liberal in· America will desire a copy of this most
wonderful volume.
We must giv the Truth Beeker Company the credit of
putting the book in the reach of all, as the price is only $2.
At twice that sum it would hav been a cheap book.

,'l1he World's Fair on Sunday.
It is time for the Freethinkers of the country to
wake up and do something in regard to the opening
on Sundays of the World's Fair to be held in Chicago in 1893. When the interstate commission
adjourned in September decision on the subject was
postponed. Secretary Dickinson, of the local commission, has since appealed to the press to assist
him in obtaining a consensus of public opinion upon
the matter. His offi.oe, says the organ of the Sabbatarians, is daily in receipt of written protests,
appeals, and suggestions from individuals and societies representing every shade, Siibba.tarianism and
anti-Sabbatarianism. These documents the secretary
files away, considering that, as this is to be a people's fair, the people should hav a voice in so important a matter aa the Sunday question.
The American Sabbath Union is doing little besides soliciting names to petitions to close the Fair,
and obtaining memorials and resolutions from religious bodies-presbyteries, conferences, churches,
etc. It is prebable, too, that oral arguments may
be made before the commission when the matter is
finally decided. Th~ petitions being circulated by
the Sabbath Union ~sk for Sunday closing "in the
mterest of , , , reliBion~ and ln compliance with

the convictions of many millions of citizens who
keep the Lord's day, and in accordance with God's
fourth commandment of the decalog."
Considering these thiJJgs, we hav drawn up a
petition to offset the one of the Sabbath Union. It
will be found on the last page of this paper, in such
shape that it can be cut out, pasted upon foolscap
paper, and circulated ; and when all possible signa·
tures in each community hav been obtained it
should li.le returned to this office, and we will see
that they are properly placed before the commission. Furthermore, not only should these (or similar) petitions be circulated and signed, but efforts
should be made to hav all Secular Unions, L1beral
clubs, Spiritualist societies, labor unions-all organizations which will do so-adopt resolutions and memorials asking for the Sunday opening of the Fair.
These can be sent' here and will be forwarded'with
the petitions to Chicago at the proper time. We
also ask every paper, Freethought or secular, to
print this petition in such shape that it can be
detacbed and used, and also this appeal for signatures or one of their own. Every Freethought
journal will no doubt be willing to care for the
petitions; but those that do not wish to do so can
advise their readers to send them to THE TBUTH
SEEKEB. It is our tlarnest desire to show the
World's Fair commission that the people want the
Fair to be open on Sunday. We ask the aid of
every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and of every
p&per possessing sufficient backbone to deal with
the subject.
The 11 Sunday Question" has become all over the
country one of great importance and interest to the
people. The S.!lbbatarians are making frantic efforts
to bring back the national calamity of a Puritan
Sabbath-a holy day, for the benefit of the ehurch
and the church creeds. Oae who follows their
movements cannot but be impressed with their determin,tion to tyrannize over the great mass of the
people, who are too apathetic and indifferent to oppose them. The clergy fully realize that they must,
to save themselvs, save their holy day. The opening
or closing of the World's Fair on Sundays will be a
decisiv defeat or victory for them, and thy are using
their power and organizations energetically to make
it a victory. But there is no doubt that the people
are against them, if only the people will take the
trouble to be heard. A Ohicago paper, the '.Evening
.Post, is asking for votes on the subject, and two
weeks' balloting shows nearly two to one in favor of
Sunday opening. But the bigots oppose it as though
concurrently with the opening a law is to be passed
compelling them to attend ! They do not and will
not admit that oth~rs than themselvs hav any rights.
The National Commission will not settle this question for several months, possibly not until the Fair
is about to be opened. We shall, therefore, hav
plenty of time in which to roll up a big petition, and
we earnestly ask every Freethinker in the country to
circulate these petitions, and to keep them circulating.

Sunday Opening of .Museums and Libraries.
The Boston Herald givs the result of Sunday
opening of the Museum of Fine Arts in that city as
most encouraging. The average attendance on the
first day of the week has been about twelve hundred,
and Sunday before last it reached to nearly three
thousand. The Sunday spectators, it says, come
from working people, without even a minority representation from the kid-glove element. There are
men, women, and children, but the proportion of
men is much greater than on any other. day of the
week. They are workingmen, as they show plainly
enough, but they come with an evident desire to
learn something as well as to be entertained, as they
buy catalogs and study them assiduously. Sunday,
too, is particularly the day foreigners-Italians, Chinamen, and J e.pe.ness-a.re the most appreciativ, if numbers be taken as a criterion. Occasionally there are
what are called Italian days, when Italy's exiled sons
and daughters come in multitudes, many of the

women wearing their picturesque nativ costumes.
They are -chiefly interested in the sculpture halls, and
as a rule show a better knowledge of the copies of
the old-world masterpieces than does the nativ Bostonian. They are used to nude statues, and never
make a ridiculous fuss over them, as Americans some·
times do. The Japanese spectators are also intelligently apprecia.tiv, but chiefly in the direction or
their own national art. The collection of lacquers
they find in the museum is superior to any other in
the world, and even in Japan there is nothing like it
now, so they say.
Sunday is a day given to the public by the trustees
of the museum, and that it is so thoroughly appreciated must be gratifying to them. Their example
ought to make the trustees of the Museum of Art in
this eity ashamed, but it probably will not, for our
trustees are influenced by a few fanatical bigots and
care mere for religion than for the people.
Another example set " our own dear trustees," as
Life affectionately terms them, is by the trustees of
the Duluth Public Library. The Tribune of that
city p::tints this item of news : "The public library
board met last evening in the library rooms and did
some routine work, sueh as auditing bills. The sub·
ject of keeping the reading-room open on Sunday
came up for discussion, and great surprise was expressed by an. present that the public should hav got
the impression that the doors would be closed on
Sunday. No such thought has ever been entertained,
and a. notice will be prepared in a short time for publication in the newspapers, "ontradicting such rumors.
There were present at the meeting last evening seven
out of nine members of the board, and they were all
unanimous in favor of keeping open on Sunday."
New York is a great city, but some of its "prominent citizens" are a good deal smaller than their
contemporaries in other places.

Horace Seaver Fitly Honored.
The committee having charge of the work of
erecting a monument to Horace Seaver bav eom·
pleted their task and made a report thereof in the
last issue of the Investigator. On Tuesday, the
3oth ult., those of Mr. Seaver's friends who could be
present unveiled in Forest Hill Cemetery a granit
monument "in testimony of their esteem, and in
commemoration of his services in the cause of uni·
versal mental liberty and free speech."
The monument is fifteen feet high and at the
base four feet square. It is composed of base,
plinth, sub-plinth, die, and shaft. The sub-plinth
and die are elaborately molded, and the die is polished, and has inscriptions suitable to the character
and labors of Mr. Seaver on its four sides. The
inscription on the face reads :
"Horace Beaver, born Aug. 25, 1810; died Aug. 21, 1889.
Editor of the Boston In'llehtigator for 50 years, 1889-1889."

On the right side are the following quotations
from the eulogy delivered by Oolonel Robert G.
Ingersoll at the funeral of the deceased :
"Horace B~>aver lived for others." ".He always sought
for light." "He was a friend of all the world and sought to
civilize the human race." "There was no taint or touch of
malice in his blood." " He had the brain of a philosopher
and the heart of a child." "He did not ask Q,1d to forgiv
his enemies, he forgave them himself." "Sacred are the lips
from which hav issued only truth."

On the left side the following quotations from the
works of the deceAsed appear : .
"One world at a time." "The right to think freely upon
all subjects belongs to us naturally, and no government can
deprive us of it."

On the reverse side of the monument appears the
followiJJg:
"This monument is erected to the memory of Horace
Seaver by his friends, in recognition of his great services in
the cause of Universal Men tal Liberty."

The cost of the monument, including the lot and
incidentals, was $1,267.20, and was raieed by sub.
seription among the Freethinking friends of Mr.
Seaver throughout the United States. It was designed and executed by Mr. John Harrington, of
Boston, Mass., and was erected under the direction
of a committee composed of Mr. J.P. Mendum, Mr.
L. K. Washburn, Mr. Ernest Mendum, Mr. John A.
O'Malley, Mr. W. D. Rockwood, and Mr. Geo. N.

Hill.
Thus has been done what can be done by outward·
show to keep alive the memory of the man who for
fifty years as editor of a F.reethought paper labored
unceasingly for the wofld-to improve it a~c1 l]lalt~
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it freer. Bill better monument is the fact that his
efforts were not wholly unsuccessful. This country
is ·more civilized than it used to be, though in
some spots persecuting li!Upei'stition is yet powerful. But lanat,icism has receded a great deal
before the army of progress, and in that army
Mr. Seaver was a brave and able leader. Let
the granit of his monument be imperishable and·
it will still fail to exprel!ls to the unheeding world.
all it owes to him.
------------~~.----------------

The Responsibilities of the Excommunicators.
The supreme court of Massachusetts has made it
dangerous for the Romish priests to further excom·
municate, boycott, and bulldo~e their parishioners, as
they are in the habit of doing when the parishioners
do not obey them or pay them sufficiently. Hereafter
priests will hav to assume pecuniary if not penal responsibility when denouncing church·members from
the pulpit.
The complainant against the priest was a physician
and had been a parishioner of the defendant. His
wife had obtained a divorce from him and he had married again. As soon as the priest learned of this
he took occasion to speak of it in a sermon to his
congregation. He announced that the marriage of a
divorced communicant was forbidden by the church
and worked excommunication. He then notified his
congregation that he would not administer to any
one in sickness who was attended by an excommunicated physician-that 11 a priest in his sacred function o&nnot remain at the same time as an exoommunioant under the same roof.''
The complainant was not named in these remarks,
but there was no room for doubt that he was the person meant. Their effect was to deter not only many
Oatholics but also some others from employing him
as a physician. He thereupon brought an action
against the priest for defamation and professional
injury. The jury found that the course of the priest
had been malicious and for the purpose of injuring
the complainant as a physician. A verdict for damages was rendered, and an appeal taken to the
supreme court· on exceptions to the right of maintaining an action under the circumstances of this case.
The court overrules the exceptions and sustains
the verdict. The judge said~
'· These words did not merely instruct the congregation
· that the effect of a second marriage under the circumstances
which existed was to excommunicate the plaintiff from the
Catholic church, but they proceeded to impute against the
plaintiff that such marriage or such excommunication should
debar him from being employed as a physician in the parish
and that patients who employed the plaintiff as a physician
could not in their sickness hsv the ministrations of the defendant as their priest.
"But the jury might well find that the plaintiff was a suitable person to be employed there as a physician, notwithstanding his marriage and its eccle~iastical consequences.,
Hereafter priests in Massachusetts will carry their
heads a little lower in the air ; and it is pleasant to
think that there is one spot of the earth that the
Romish church does not own.

Polygamy Honestly Abandoned.
lt seems to be a c1mse of grief to some of the
religiouf.! people that the Mormons hav finally re.
nounced polygamy. Th<>se good folks, who love
their enemies, accuse the S!lints of not being honest
in their statements, and of still being inimical to the
public welfare. But it is evident that the reason for
saying this is because the abandonment of polygamy
leaves the Christiane no leg!ll excuse for further persecuting the Mormons, which is extremely unpleasant
for the good Christians. The Rev. Robert McNeice,
Presbyterian, of Salt Lake Oity, reveals this in his
communication to the Independent, when be says:
~~ There is a far greater curse to this territory than
polygamy, which they do not pretend to hav abandoned, namely, the right of priesthood government
on American soil. Polygamy is simply an o:ffihoot of
their priesthood dictation in civil efflirs. They hav
pruned off this little sprout, but hav left the upas
tree unmolested." That shows clearly enough that
now that polygamy is out of the way the Rev. Mr.
McNeice desires to pursue the Mormons for other
purposes. Perhaps he want-s to force thsm t\ll to
,ilupport him I
But that polygamy is a thing of the past with the
Mormons is believed by men well qualified to judge.
Judge Zane has recognized the acHon of the church
;as sincera ~!1!1 tina~, an~ ~e rescinded ~he rule eJ-

eluding Mormon aliens from naturalization. The
Hon. A. L. Thomas, governor of the territory, says:
" If the action taken by the Mormons was not taken
in good faith, still the result, so far as polygamy is
concerned, is the same. lt has been buried, never
to be resurrected." This may be unwelcome news to
the militant Christians, but it seems to be true news.
The manner of renouncing the doctrin of celestial
marriage is thus related by the president of the
Mormon church. It shows how deeply sunk in su·
perstition and foolish faith the Mormons are:
" At the great conference of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints, on Monday, attended by apostles,
bishops, elders, and about one thousand members, the deClaration forbidding future marriages in violation of law was
read, and the following resolution adopted by unanimous
vote, viz.: 'I move that, recop;nizing Wilford Woodruff as
the president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, and the only man on the earth, at the present time,
who holds the keys of the sealing ordinances, we consider
him fully authorized, by virtue of his position, to issue the
manifesto which has been read in our hearing, and which is
dated Sept. 24, 1890, and that as a church in general conference assembled, we accept his declaration concerning
plural marriages as suthoritstiv and binding."
Commenting upon the action of his church Mr.
Woodruff says: " This action of the conference is
conclusiv. The church has no disposition to violate
the laws or defy the government. The revelation of
God requires us to obey the constitutional laws of
the land. The Supreme Court of the United S~ates
is the legal interp:reter of the laws and the final arbitrator as to their validity. The territorial convention has also pronounced in favor of full allegiance
to the government and willing submission to its authority." The Mormons are blinded by faith and
believe Mr. Woodruff to speak " by the card," and
so will doubtless obey the new revelation. But they
are in this no worse nor better than the members of
other churches, and · time and education will remedy
the evil for them as for the Roman Catholics, Methodists, and other sects.
--------~~---------

A Dangerous Judge.
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Christianity is responsible for a vast amount of
foolishness and superstition ; for a vaat amount of
tyranny; and this Baltimore idiot is a product in
which all these qualities are harmoniously blended.
He may safely be taken as a type of a true Christian
-ignorant, at. least of law and the principles of our
government; foolish in his judgment; superstitious
in his mental attributes ; and tyrannical to the extent of his power. He is more dangerous to the
real welfare of the community of Baltimore than all
the Anarchists and Socialists in the city !

Whyl
Our Seventh Day Advent contemporary, the
American Sentinel, says:
" Both Christ and the apostles taught submission to rightful authority."
Why don't the Adventists, then, submit to the
Sunday laws of the various states instt:l""d of resorting to the courts to oppose them T Is not a state
legislature a "rightful authority 1"

Editorial Notes.
MR. HABMA.N was called into court October 16th to plead
to the indictment for m!!.iling the O'N'lil letter. The case
was continued to the November term of court. The first
issue of Lucifer published in Topeka was re!u9ed uewspaper
rates by the postmaster, who has sent to Washington for
OYders from Wanamaker as to its registration. It looks as
though there is a systematic official conspira~y to break up
Mr. Harman's business and aga~n put him in jail.
OF Mrs. Colman's "Reminiscences" (price $1) the Evening Post says : "Mrs. Colman, after her second widowhood,
became a lecturer in the antislavery and other reformatory
causes, and her excellent nsrrstiv vividly depicts the discomforts, exposures, and mob perils of such devotion. It is a fit
pendant to P!'lrker Pillsbury's ' Acts of the Antislavery Apostles.' When slavery was practically done for by the war,
Mrs. Colman naturally became a teacher of the freedmen at
the capital. She had been a confidant of John Brown, and
she give us an account of interviews with Lincoln, as well
as of her visit to Richmond after the surrender; in fact, in
many ways her 'Reminiscences' possess a genuin historical
value. They are defectiv chiefly as to date~, but there is a
steady sequence in them. The phases of American civi\iza.
tion (not yet outgrown) which they uncover cannot be
retraced without a feeling of shame, nor also without moral
profit and a sense of high respect for the author's strength
of mind and disinterested service to the outcast."

In Liberty we find the record of an incident not
previously noted. R90ently. ten persons were arrested and brought before a Baltimore justice on
the charge of creating a disturbance at a meeting of
revolutionists. The individual who addressed the
meeting denied the existence of God and urged
revolution and the abolition of private property.
His opponentP, very orthodox people, became excited
THR Rev. Charles 0. Brown, of a Congregational church
end threatened to assault the speaker and his sym- in Dubuque, Is., forwards to the Independent the following
items regarding the confiscation of public schools by Raman
pathizerP. The justice, Mr. Columbus Hobbf', ad Catholic priests: "At Key West, three miles southwest of
dressing the prisonerP, said: "It is a pity that the Dubuque, the public school is in the same yard with the
police did not bring every person in that hall to this Catholic church, and is tau!!;ht by nuns, who teach the
station. Wi~hout question that meeting was an un- Roman catechism as a regular study. At the time of the
lawful assembly. You assembled there on the Sab- writer's visit school was dismissed that the children might
'go riding with the sisters' to a neighboring convent. At
bath to discuss the questionr, ' Is there a God!' New Mallory and Prairie Creek, the Roman Catholic cateand the likt>, and Socialism, Anarchism, and so on. chism is regularly taught, the writer himself having been
I regard any assembly to dispute the existence of present at one ot the recits'ions on the observance of mass.
God as unlawful, and padicularly by a lot of unnat- At Bernard a similar state of things exists. At Wilton, near
uralized foreigners who hav no sympathy with our Asbury, three miles northwest, several years ago a priest
ordered and secured the removal of the public school from
government. Those who believe in God had no its own to a building of his selection, where he regularly
right to go there. No one had a right to go there to heard recitations in the Catholic catechism, and where he
diseuse Socialism and Anarchism. It is unlawful to was accustomed to order the whipping of different pupils.
do so, and I shall do all in my power to punish such At Holy Cro~s the public school building was sold years ago,
offenders brought before me. I do not propose to and the public school is now in a building on church propf
erty, taught by nuns. All of the above places are in Duhav a repetition of the Haymarket riot o Chicago, buque county. The following places are in Jacksou county.
and the police department, too, will prevent such a At Spring Brook a state of things very similar to that in
riot. But you had no right to go to this meeting. Holy Cross exists. At Spruce Creek, Otter Creek, Butler,
By doing so you placed yourselvs upon a level with and many other places, the catechism is taught. At L!!.
the Anarchists, if you say you are not such, and, as Motte the school is in a building next to the Catholic church,
which the former bishop, Smythe, persuaded the directors
you certainly aided in creating the disorder, I fine to erect on church land. This was done, and the house was
each $1 and costs." ·
paid for with public money. The present bishop, upon comThe comment of Liberty upon this is that " the ing into the diocese, laid claim to the property, and has since
Jist of immortal aeses on the bench is getting long." controled it. At one time a law-suit was imminent, but the
But the curse of the mat~er is far deeper than thA Catholic who dared to oppose his bishop died, and so the
matter was dropped. It is needless to add that the Roman
idiocy of a judge. It is the union of church and catechism is taught there. At the time of he writer's visit
state, the subserviency of the latter to the former, to that neighborhood, school was dismissed t.hst teacher and
that makes such incidents painful to true American~ pupils might attend 11 'mission' which priests from Chicago
and causes the hot blood of anger to start. Such were conducting. But it is reserved for Tete.de-Morte, a
officials as this in Baltimore, who make their office little village about eight miles north of Bellevue, to cap this
the tool of their relitrion, are the ones who will, if sheaf, for there the public Echool or District Nv. 2 is in a
~
four.storied nunnery, which is flanked by a Catholic church
their numbers increase, destroy this republic by and cemetery with a life-size image of the cross, in the same
making it a practical theocracy. They are precisely yard! or course, the school is taught by nuns, and, equally
the sort of ·men who did the cruel and inf14mous of course, the Roman catechism is taught. These are only
work of the Inquisition; they would do it again instances. Many more might be given. In many of these
were the Roman church or the Covenanter Reformers schools not only is the catechism taught, but Roman Catholic text-books, filled with exaggerations and perversions of
to obtain power. They hav no conception of lib American history, are in use. Ff.cts which hav more reerty; they are not Americans except by acoident of cently come to the writer persuade him that Clayton and
birth ; they are men dangerour;! tQ e~trgat with Delaware counties are also suffering from similar abuses,
power.
(]Jut to wh~t e:l(:tent h~ is not at l'resent ready ,to say."
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N&w YoRK, N. Y., Sept. 29, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: The inclosed is a. good thing, and I think it
is not much known :
.
Among the questions debated by the wise men in Israel
was one which is freely discussed at the present day, viz.: Is
life worth livin2? For full two years and a half the schools
of Shsmmsi and Hillel contended on the point whetht'r it
was better for man to hsv been crested. W'hen at last a
vote was taken, a majority declared it would hsv been better
for man not to hsv been crested. But an addition was made
to the resolution, that since man was in heine: he should be
very careful in his sctlons.-Talmud (Bchaif' and Herzog's
Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge).
H.~· P.
BosTON, MAss., Aug. 27, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The "Pictorial Text-Book" give me great
satisfaction and pleasure. I must congratulate THE TRUTH
SBKKltR on its issue. It is the most powerful club against
superstition that bas ever been invented. Mr. Heston is to
be highly complimented on his genius and skill. The book
of pictures ought to be in every household. It is admirable.
I would not part with it for $50, if no more could be had.
Ism glad the biblical pictures are coming out. I shall want
several copies.
At present please find inclosed $5, for which send me two
copies of the "Pictorial Text-Book" and one·copy of the
biblical pictures when ready.
RuFus K. NoYBs, M.D.
FINDLAY, 0., Oct. 10, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I submit the following question for enlightenment, and not for debate or other disquisition, and hope
some one will be kind enough to set me right on this point.
Do real, substantial atoms pass off in streams from a steel
magnet, which of course are beyond the cognition of any one
of our senses, and yet are capable of penetrating and passing th,.ough plates of glass inclosing between them sheets of
imporous water, and, at the same time, with such invisible and
powerful threads as to seize bars of iron thus insulated from
-the magnet and physically move them, thus producing a
corporeal result by an intangible substance? And does then,
if such real, material atoms do emanate from such a magnet
a.nd produce a physical result-! ask, does then magnetism,
or this intangible power, become an entity, a substantial
"something," slthoue:h beyond the power of our five senses
to perceive ? Hoping you will understand the query. I respectfully submit it to your care and inspect.ion,"hoping to
be rightly informed on this point.
S. H. ZIMMERMAN.
KNox, NBn., Oct. 1, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I was born in Racine county, Wis., in 1860
My father was Irish. Mv mother was born in New York
city; she was of Scotch-Irish descent. Father attended the
Catholic church, a.nd brought me up a Catholic. When I
was a boy of twelve the priest came to our house, and father
showed him some books I had. He told father to destroy
them all except a novel-he said there was no harm in reading that. We were very poor. And father signed a note
for ten dollars payable to the church. When it fell due they
sued him for the amount. This distressed us very much.
Father became sick and poor so he could not gf) to church,
and though he was a good Catholic they treated him as a
criminal, a heretic. When he died they would not come to
his funeral. I got a preacher to preach the sermon.- While
we went to the funeral some of them came to our house and
called the two children we left there hogs and other names.
I did not go to church, but I did nothing against it. They
said I was a thief and liar, and did all they could to destroy
my reputation. This is the reason I am an Infidel.
I will add the following scheme of an upright voting
system. The voters of each township shall meet and choose
by ballot one of their number to go to county convention.
When the township delegates meet they shall choose one
of their number by ballot to go to the state convention.
Then each delegate shall write his name on a blank ticket
and vote it. After all hsv voted the chairman of the convention shall mix the names and draw the county officers
from the whole number. One delegate shall go from each
county to the state convention. The state convention shall
elect by ballot one of their number to go to the national convention. Each state shall send one delegate. Each delegate
shall write his or her name on a ticket and vote. When all
hsv voted, the· chairman shall mix the names and draw a
name. The delegate whose name is drawn shall be president of the United States. This is an answer to the query
how force and fraud can be driven out of politics.
J. F. MORRIBBBY.
Oct. 7, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to your paper, but I
. occasionally see a copy and sometimes write you a few
words. I happened to see to.dsy the overwhelming responses to my letter of some months ago. Everyone who
read them must be convinced that Anarchy is very wicked,
and that J.P. GuUd is the prince of reasoners. Some of
his answers would actually make a horse laugh.
I presume Mr Guild is a very nice kind of a man, but he
evidently made up his mind that certain things were so, and
other things were not so, several years ago, and it would not
be possible for him to think in another channel. for a moment.
I am a theoretical Anarchist. I believe in freedom-in
unrestrained freedom. The only way for the great millennium to be reached is for each man to do no harm or violence
to any other man-in short, to keep the Golden Rule.
I do not believe in the monopoly of vacant land; therefore
I monopolize no vacant land; I do not believe that interest,
rent, profits, or taxes should be collected; therefore I refuse

to take advantage of laws which would giv me these gains.
I do not believe ih a government by force; consequently I
do nothing that anyone would arrest me for. I refuse all
offices or political positions, a.nd refuee even to countenance
the !l:OVernment by voting.
I do not pretend that I am a Jesus Christ or a Thomas
Paine, but if all men and women were like me we should
need no laws. As fast as men become sufficiently civilized,
they leave the throng of greedy, selfish seekers after place
and gain, and liv as do the peaceable Anarchists, independent of laws or of the government.
If a man assaults me, I would not hsv him arrested; if he
robs my purse, or does me any other injury, I feel no differently toward him than I do towsr!l the tariff collector or
the tax collector, who, like the highwayman, says; "Stand
and deliver." I would pay as liberal a tax as any other man,
in proportion to my means, even if I were not compelled to
do so. I hate compulsion. As long as we are compelled to
A. G. CHAPIN.
do anything we are slaves.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 10, 1890.
'MR. EDITOR: Your paper, THB TRUTH SBBKBB, has the
name of being the most Liberal publication printed. If so,
you may not take a few words amiss from an occasional
reader.
To commence, I feel shocked at the indifference of most
of your contributors to their condition in the eternal future,
and their expressed contempt for the holy Bible. To me the
matter is terrible. Proud in their own estimation, they
scornfully reject the holy Jesus and even exult in their boldness. They flatter themselvs they can save themselvs by
logic. Well, Mr. Editor, logic is a great thing, but Is there
not such a thing as the logic of facts? Is it not apparent
that man by nature is a sinner? Is it not apparent that without a mediator he deserves hell? I am not afraid to assert
that th1l devil is the prince of logicians, and is ever-persuasiv
save with the redeemed. Al~s, how many so-called reformers, such as Bruno, Hess, and the immortal John Rogers, in
their burnings on earth found 'to their sorrow it was only
the commencement of their eternal burnings in hell. There
are thousands vainly t:rying in their ip:norsnce to create sympathy for these daring reformers, but alas, it comes too late,
for:
There are no sets of pardon passed
In the cold grave to which we haste,
But groans and shrieks and fell despair
Dwell in eternal echo there.
0 Mr. Editor, do awaken to your responsibility as a
teacher. Alas, how many thousands are now roasting in
hell through the false tesching11 of Tom Paine, all perhaps
looking up for relief, yes, for a single blat, from the holy
lamb they had rejected.
If I was given to humor I could almost smile at John
Peck's description of his India-rubber God and Heston's
Bible pictures, but I must really sigh at Aunt Elmins in her
vain preachment on moral purity while rejecting, as it were,
gospel aid. Alas, how often is religious faith derided I
True, the world cannot exist without faith; faith is essential
in every department of life. Hence it follows that faith
with reason is far less meritorious and more carnal than faith
without reason. The carnal reasoner can well absorb and
comprehend the plain narrative of facts of the Holy Bible,
but it requires the faith of a Christian, of a Talmage, to absorb its startling' mlrscles.
Pause, heedless sinner, stop and think
Before you further go ;
Why will you dance upon the brink
Ol everlasting woe?
ELISHA.
BYRoN, MINN., Oct. 5, 1890.
MR. EoiTOB: The debate held at Kasson, Minn., for eight
nights, between Mr. Jamieson and Rt:v. L. T. Nichols, has
just clO!led, and Mr. Nichols and followers hsv returned to
their homes. Mr. Jamieson is now delivering a course of
lectures at Mantorville. When through there he will go to
Albert Lea, in response to a call from the Lord. The Rev.
Mr. Nichols was a success in debate, with three exceptions,
viz., proofs, reason, or arguments. Telling what he believed, what he thought he knew, he was a success, and I
want to giv him credit for his courage in meeting Mr. Jamie
son in a public discussion, and defending the Bible the best
I ever heard or read of being done. Mr. Jamieson drove
him out of the King James version of the holy book the first
night, and the reverend gentleman was obliged to buckle on
the armor of the Lord in the shape of the Hebrew Bible, SJid
own up that the King James version of the Bible taught
polygamy, slavery, and intempe-rance, and therefore was not
of divine origin. He was asked by Mr. Jamieson if the Hebrew Bible was divine, but his reply has not as yet reached
my ears •
The " Pictorial Text-Book" was received, and I would
not take $10 for it if I could not get another like it.
I do not wish to say the least thing that would hurt the
feelings of our Seventh Day Adventist friends, as I think
they are doing what they can to keep church and state separate, but I do not understand what they mean when they
say that it Is a sign of prophecy that it is God's desire to hav
a Sunday law passed, etc., and they at the same time petitioning Congress not to pass a Sunday Rest bill-in fact,
asking Congressmen to set contrary to the will of their God
of prophecy. All of this seems to me to be the bight of ab.
. surdity. Again, they say that they are following God's
commandments, keeping the Sabbath of the Bible, in short,
are God's chosen people, etc., and yet their own God allows
them to be persecuted, arrested, by other Chr!stisns for keeping the Sabbath that their God taught. 0 consistency, thou
art surety·a·jewel. ·
I hope tbat the Liberals wlll agitate the question of secret

I organization until it will

take a deftnit position or adoption.
Wishing your valuable paper success and its readers hsppi.
ness, I am, Fraternally yours,
WALTBR A. JoHNSON.

Em SPRINGs, ABK., Oct. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I claim to be a member of the TRUTH SsBKBR
family, and ask a small space in our paper in which, more
particularly than any other subject, to call attention to the
condition of Prof. J. H. Cook, who is seventy years old, and
helpless, poor, and alone. He livs near Columbus, Ksn.
We hsv become acquainted with him by cot·responding
through the mail. I hsv just turned my eighteenth year, and
cannot say as yet that I am competent to take care of myself
right. But the time for all the young people that read TH.B
TRUTH BBBKBR to bless old Mr. Cook is while he is living.
I hsv a slow way of getting means to help even myself, but
I shall divide with him all I can. If all of us young folks
would send him fifty cents, just think how rich in comforts
and supplies it would make him for the coming winter. I
attended the Christian camp-meeting last week here in our
neighborhood, and at the conclusion their preacher called on
the people for donations for the support of old worn·Out
preachers. And very many of them walked up with their
dollar, while others gave fifty and twenty-five cents. We
surely can reach out as earnestly and tenderly and help Mr.
·
Cook.
Remember there are not a great many worthy old workers
in our ranks who need help, so let us all speak out at once
and send him om help in the way of a few cents each. All
send your help direct to Prof. J. H. Cook, Columhus, Ksn.,
with a few kindly words to cheer him in his loneliness.
And we shall all feel that we hsv made the world richer. I
am forced to the conclusion that we must help with our
means and counsel or the cross will stay above the throne
as it is now. Practically speaking, in this country Christians,
as crude and cruel as their teachers are to them, will take
their last dollar to help them. Let me refer you to the four
Christians hanged in New York city in 1889, for murder,
and Christians murdered them in return. Turn to it again
and see how forcible Mr. Heaton made it by illustration.
"They are coming, blessed savior, open wide the pearly
gates." Father Abraham and the angels are in the picture
ready to welcome to a state of honor and felicity those who
were not considered fit to liv with crude Christians in a cruel
world like this, made so by such teachings.
Now in conclusion I want to say to all the young folks to
send for the "Pictorial Text-Book." Then you can turn
page stter page and see the practical application of th.e
atonement taught by this historical scheme of redemption.
My sister received a copy last week, and we think it is the
eye-opener.
F.&NNY DAY.
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Sept. 28, 1890.
M11. EDITOR: I never realized the bitter contempt
Christians had toward each other until recently. It is rather
amusing for an outsider to listen to remarks derogatory to
Rev. C. W. Foulk and wife and to see this "Christian"
preacher and his wife retort through the loca.l paper; the
Courant. It seems the lamb and the lion are far from being
at peace with each other.
Rev. Dr. Henry Ward Beecher has truly said, "The forest
,f theology will hsv to be cut down and destroyed so that we
can plant Liberalism and the religion of humanity." Colonel
Robert G. Ingersoll says, "Ilumsnity is the only religion."
A.nd Thomas Paine says," The world is my country, and to
do good my religion." The contrast between humanity
and Christianity is widening as the years glide by. Human.
ity is a sweet angel that will lift us into higher sims in life
than Christianity ever dreamed of. What has Christianity
done for humanity? It has robbed and killed countless thousands of the grandest men, women, and children. Christianity has caused streams of blood to ooze from the sidell of
the best reformers of this world, and I am often amazed,
when I think of what Christianity has done to retard the
progress of the race, that so many people, intelligent people
too, cling to the rotten hulk that is sinking-cling to creeds
that even revision cannot save. John Peck, " the Learned
Blacksmith," of Naples, N. Y., very truly and forcibly
writes, with a pen of steel, truths, as lasting as the stars,
about God and Christianity.
Christianity boasts that the Bible and the churches are the
safeguards of the nation, and to obliterate them would increase crime. Crime always has increased and always will
increase where the Bible and church are. Evidences of this
fact are too numerous to ment\on. It is remarkable that
Christianity is so well represented in all the jails and prisons
of America, if her influence is so ennobling. Go consult the
inmates of various prisons, ask them it they belong to any
church. They invariably will say, "Yes I" It might be un.
fair to say the Catholic church furnished the most criminals.
The Methodist church is well represented, and I know some
Methodists who are a \Yay from home when they are outside
of prison-especially Methodists who defrauded me out of
money I earned by hard work. My contempt glows like the
iron and steel I hammer when I thi.Iik of these contemptible
scoundrels. There is not a paper published in America but
some time during the year it speaks of the rascality of
preachers and church-members. Yet they hsv the impudence to claim they are perfect, and the " world's people"
are the opposit of perfect.
Womsn•s path from servitude to freedom has been a most
heroic strUggle for whs t little freedom she possesses. Still
her limbs are chained ; still her white hands are bound.
Oh, will she ever gain her anticipated release? Not until
she discountenances the claims of the church, whose willing
slave she is. Let the women of om fair land repudiate their
allegiance to this dry.goods box with a steeple on top of it,
and soon it will crumble, and from its ashes w1U spring the
blooming ftower of liberty)
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Take theology from the world, and the money wasted on
superstition will do sway with want. Be it remembered
that for thirty years Europe was one vast battle-field, and the
war was produced by the Bible. All the instruments of torture were produced by the word of God. The Bible and Christisni€y upheld slavery in the South. The Bible was the
suction-block. The first man sent to paradise by Christ was
a thief, and his fsvorit female companion was a prostitute,
while murderers, next to priests and idiots, draw fewer
blanks in the celestial lottery than any other class.
But enough of this. I hsv a dream that the future will be
populated by a better class of people; that freedom and
knowledge will be enthrdhed where now slavery and super.
stition reign supreme; that glorious woman will be honored
and that she will be coequal with man, and justice, like the
rings of Saturn, will girdle the world. And if my dream
does not prove true it will not be my fault. R. R. JONES.
LINCOLN, N&B., Oct. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hsv been a reader of your paper for several years, and hsv never been more interested than I hsv of
late on reading the several articles upon the subject of Liberal organization. I should be pleased, through the columns of your valuable paper, to add my mite in regard to
the views I hsv relstiv to this important subject. I think
every intelligent Liberal will coincide with me when I say
that we need an institution that shall be Liberal in the
broadest sense of the term. We as Liberals are constantly
crying, "Total separation of church and state," while at the
same time the orthodox Christian replies, '' Take the God
principle out of our church and state constitutions and we
hsv no foundation upon which the various creeds can successfully build and the good and wholesome laws of this
great nation be based." While we do not doubt that the
Christians' whole superstructure would be sadly endangered
by an eradication of his theoretical God from the various
creeds, we are at a loss to see how he is of such magnitude
among the lawmakers and politicians of the nineteenth
century. But the most forcible way to illustrate the
truthfulness of any profession is to practice its precepts, and
those who see the results, if they are intelligent and look
upon the matter without prejudice, will not be slow in coming to the conclusion that bonds of union depend less upon
compacts that rest on a belief in a personal God or a supreme
being who smiles approvingly on their efforts and superintends their every affair, than on the fact ef personal contact
and personal covenants accepted and agreed to mutually
with fraternal and humane objects in view.
There are a few institutions for the relief of distress and
the elevation of human character that are noble institutions,
and are doing more to alleviate the wants of suffering humanity, notwithstanding the God ides embodied in their
several rituals, than all of the many different religious orgsniz'!.tiOns combined. And in most of these fraternal ·institutions the religious cloak of the pious fraud goes no
farther than the anteroom, and even subjects of a religious
nature are generally not tolerated within their councils.
Hence all come together in unity so far as may be possible
where many are disposed to look to divine wisdom rather
than human intelligence for guidance.
I heartily indorse the ides projected by your several correspondents with regard to the organization of a Liberal
order. Let it be secret enough for protection. Let the objects be for the promotion of human interests. Let such a
constitution be adopted that even the Chi"istisn could find
no fault barring the omission of his plastic God from its
esoteric work.
There is a world-wide field for work in this direction, and
I think were the object promulgated we would hsv an institution of intelligence and progress, and one that all humanity could indorse, inasmuch as its objects would all tend to
the relief of human society, not only from the struggles incident to it, but from the superstitious fears that hsv been
inculcated by the teachings of the past.
Let us commence at once. Let everyone who favors the
organization of a Liberal benefit or protectiv society, voice
his sentiments through the columns of THK TRUTH S&KKKR,
if the Editor will allow. Let UB start the ball now and keep
it rolling until our object is sttuined, and we will not only
hsv one of the grandest organizations of the age, but prove
beyond a doubt that intelligence and sound morality are a
better foundation for such a superstructure than the strong. est belief in superstition-something made from nothing
and the vast number of absurd ideas contained in so-called
sacred writ.
Ther~fore, Mr. Editor, I move, if I am in order, that you
appoint a committee from among the intelligent Freethinkers
of the United States to prepare an outline of constitution
and by-laws to govern such a society, and submit the same
to the readers of your great paper. I may be a little previous in this, but at all everits I hope I may be the means of
stimulating some one to action who can deal more intelligently with this important matter.
J. H. GuTHRIE.

opinion, such a mental deformity, so mnch confidence in
imagination and superstition, as to render logical conclusions
almost sbortiv, and in most minds to throw the orbit of resson entirely in the shade. So when I advance from the negstiv and affirm that I know there is no God. I am charged
with bigotry, presumption, and folly, as everyone is who
extends the hospitality of the brain to a new idea. For
though people in general admire physical courage they almost
unanimously denounce mental·courage, that being in advance
of the ordinary evolution of the human race. But to come
to the point why I am not an Agnostic It would be easier
had I only to answer the intelligent Bible-reader who contends
that God, Vhrist, Jehovah, is God, and that he or such a
power is the great first Qsuse, creator, and infinit. For such
a being can soon be proved to a logical person to be an utter
impossibility, from the following facts, viz., an infinit, perfect being could not create what would result in imperfec
tions. I know some will resort to the fa1lscious arguments
of man's falL Man's fall could not possibly affect all departments of nature, and yet deformity, cruelty, and misery
infest all-not only the vicious, wicked, and cruel, but the
virtuous, innocent, and loving. And the innocent seem to
suffer most. When the orthodox, and msuy who seem to
be partly emancipated from superstition, are thus confronted.
they often reply," But there must be some overruling power
and a creator, for how did this worla come into existence?"
As to the overruling power, we may admit that with pro.
priety, but not that it is God or ~ny evidence of God's existence, but to the contrary, from the fact that as the world is
not governed in accord with the highest and best principles,
hopes, sims, judgments, and results, but imPerfectly, then
those who claim God as its author charge him falsely; and
it is better to know and say there is no God, thsn,to say
there is a God and accuse him wrongfully. As to the
hypothesis of creation, I know that reason, experience, and
observation, the holy trinity of knowledge, teach that it is
as impossible for omnipotent power to make something out
of nothing as it is for us to, and as something cannot be
changed to nothing the universe could not hsv been produced
from nothing ; and a great first cause is impossible, from
the fact that it would be without a beginning, which would
be allowing that something sprang frO!D nothing.
The charge is often made that, as we cannot offer anything
in place of orthodox creation, we are destroying without
building. 'fo which I answer: While one is an occupant of
a building or behind a wall he cannot see a palace though
it be ever so near and wt:ll furnished, so while one is in belief
of a falsehood the opposit truth is of course unseen.
In addition to the above reasons for knowing there is no
God, there are to be introduced the following. Imagination
cannot be real, and people differ in regard to this so-called
God, as regards his moat important attributes and character,
and he fails to giv them the proper knowledge when it is so
necessary for their good and his glory. And in every socalled revealed religion this being has been favored with a
mssculin gender and man has ever been his fsvorit. All this
goes to prove that man has ms~e God in his own image
Now, it really appears to me there is no hope for the orthodox unless they can prove that imagination is worth more
than reality.
Next I will state why I know there is no dev!l. We know
that in man and animals there is an evil disposition manifested. Indeed, this good and evil disposition from which
God and devil are inferred, is seen in and throughout all
nature. This is no evidence that all are actuated by two
personal spirits who are above and beyond nature. Certain
surrounding circumstances produce certain evil effects. If
a circumstance produces misery we call it evil and lay the
blame on the devil; if happiness, 'lYe call it good and credit
God with the results, thus trscin!l: the matter to an unnatural cause beyond its embryo. How much better it would be
for all parties concerned if each action was traced to its natural cause, encouraging virtue in the good, excusing or
denouncing the vicious as they really deserve, and not trying
to shift any blame or credit to an imaginary G0d or devil.
And really this is becoming the practice in litigation, notwithstanding our spurious theology.
I now come to consider why I am not an Agnostic in
regard to the immortal soul. As far as my experience goes,
and in accord with what I can learn from dictionaries, the
mind and soul are synonymous terms. And when one is
knocked senseless he is d~>prived or" his soul or mind during
the length of time he is in a senseless condition, which is due
to inaction of the brain. Then when the body dies the brain
ceases to act, the soul or mind dies with the body, and all
this talk about the immortality of the soul is imaginary.
As it· seems to me I hsv shown sufficiently that God,
devil, and soul are only imaginary and not real, it is useless
for me to attempt to delineate or deduce any proof of spirits,
witches, ghosts, etc., being of the same kind of material.
And I firmly believe that as in the cemetery of the past most
of the Gods are buried, so the remainder will hsv to go. As
Colonel Ingersoll Esys-slthough he claims, I believe, to be an
Agnostic-the great ghost must go. ·The small ones vanished
with the dawn of science, the great ones will disappear with
the perfect day. Until then the individuality of man is little
more than a dream.
Ex-REv. J. N. MAXEY.

SoLJJIERB' AND BAILORs' HoME, QUINCY, ILL., Oct. 3, 290.
Ma. EDITOR: I hsv read Mr. Wettstein on Why he is not
an Agnostic. It occurs to me that the gentleman has fallen
far short of what he might hsv done in the matter of sdducMARTINSBURG, W. VA., Oct. 6, 1890.
ing evidence, though it is the duty of orthodox who take the
MR. EDITOR: I will say a word to our Catholic friend,
afilrmstiv to prove their position. So I hsv concluded to Mr. Chss. Boyle, of Texas, whose article appeared recently
offer for your valuable paper at least some of the reasons, in TBK TRUTH S&KKKR, defending the Catholic church. I
including Mr. Wettstein's. And I wish to say that this is a am sure Freethiakers are no more the enemies of the Csthdifticult subject to treat upon, for various reasons. First, olio church than others who are not Catholic. Freethinkers
the majority of people regard the subject" as too sacred to are necessarily the most impartial, broad-minded, and
meddle with, while others hsv thought but little and know rational perseus living. They are devoted to the truth. As
nothing as to the real meaning of those terms about which I lovers of humanity they cannot be enemies of their fellowam about to treat. And lastly, there is such a div~rsity of 1men, Systems and churches are not the people, and the
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Freethinkers appreciate true individual worth wherever •
found.
My Texas friend states his individual convictions frankly
and clearly, whose sincerity I respect, for I hate hypocrisy.
He is correct in his declaration that individual Irish C~th
olics proved their loyalty to the country of th~ir adoption
when the test came. He claims that Irishmen can be loyal
to republican ideas and be true to their faith. I think this
is impossible, for Dr. McGlynn was a priest in the Catholic
church. He was compelled to surrender his liJ:Ierty as a
citizen or be excommunicated. He chose the latter, and is
now exercising his civil and political rights"agalnst wrong
and oppression so cruel, se unmercitul, and so unjust that
it appalls the hearts and minds of all who hsv a sense of
justice.
Freethinkers are not the enemies of any church as long 'lB
that church teaches and practices perfect justice to all. The
perfect right to worship God or no God cannot be questioned.
Religious liberty is the true goal. All that are opposed to
this are enemies of truth, justice, and liberty.
I am with Mr. BJyle in some things, where he sftirms
what I know to be true. I frankly admit I will not advocate
for one moment any cause that gains by misrepresenting any
doctrin of any church. Let all faiths or no faiths ~tand or
fall on their merits, for certain it is that however the truth
may be hidden it will eventually triumph over all that is
false and untrue. Mr. Boyle says no priest has power to
forgiv sins. He is right; the confessional is misunderstood.
Non-Catholics of any intelligence know, or ought to know,
that Catholics believe sincerely in a living, personal God and
the Virgin Mary, and they certainly pray and worship GJd
and not the priest; and Mr. Boyle is right when he says the
Catholic guilty of sin must repent sincerely to God alone or
lose their soul, for no priest can save them. Tn.is is true,
and all ou..-ht to view the confessional in its true light.
When we ~ome to the question of any future life after
death I h;mestly differ, though moat hearl;ily .ap_precisting
his ri~ht to ba true and loyal to the faith he believes· ia_ with
all his heart.
The free school system is a great blessing to that unfortu.
nate mass of people who are always at a disadvantage in the
unequal race of life. To the poor man e1ucation should be
as free ag the water that runa. I do not know what he
refers to in the sciJ.ool-books of history, and to state or publish lies is a wrong to man or child. I know that nothing
impure or wrong is taught in public schools. B~d actions
and impurity are learned and practiced outside of any
school. Schools are not responsible for inherited VICIOus
dispositions, and vastly more harm is done secretly than
publicly. I stand for the free school system, because it is a
system of justice. I am a positivist, Mr. BJyle a Catholic.
I for some time in my life was taught the Catholic faith, but
in the course of time I discovered that .the church was
teaching me one thing and experience another. The practical daily experience of my life did not harmonize with
what the church taught. I gradually lost faith in any
church. It is a settled fact that it is no use to pray. What
good comes to us is of wisdom and circumstances. Now,
when we hsv to liv and depend entirely on !JUrselvs, without any help from above, entirely at the mercy of cruel ignorance and the cruelty of fate, then we are not bound to
worship an alleged supreme power that does not help us,
not even the most pious with all their prayers.
I never in all my life saw, he!l.rd, or felt anything but
what was human, earthly, and natural. Legends and
traditions I pay no attention to. Ordinarily persons are
skeptical and rational enough in all other matters and subjects in life, but when it comes to subjects supernatural they
are insane, for when a person affirms what he or she cannot
prove they are non compos mentis, out of their senses. All
knowledge must come through the senses. Facts are knowledge ; faith is simply hope. Rope is nothing, for it is based
on nothing. Take nothing from nothing and nothing re.
mains to" the believer. God gave and God takes and nothing
remains for at death is dissolution. Mr. Boyle's gospel may
be the ~ne of happy delusion; mine, the one of despair.
However beautiful the ides of heaven, I hsv no assurance
that there will be rewards and punishments when we die.
No man, no church, no power on earth, can prove satisfactorily and positivly to all that there is a God, heaven, hell,
or any state of future existence, and as this cannot be proved
then it is not a fact. Then what evidence is discovered and
what may yet be discovered must be the basis of a strong
probability that Atheism is the truth, from which there is no
appeal. I know the faith and hope of Christians is powerful and comforting, thou~~:h the thought of hell they must
fear. It is too absurd to discuss the existence of hell. I hsv
found hell on this material earth. I want to be saved from
being the victim of imposition, deception, and treachery
that I find in the conditions of life, and not the hell of myth.
I find that mean, vicious, selfish, cruel, proud, vain men
and women are existing, antagonizing and warring against
those who are truly good men and women. I find by experience that I am obliged to be my own savior. Many persons hsv lost their lives simply because they were too simple and innocent in their minds. The conditions of life are
such that if we are not ever watchful, prudent, and suspecting we shall be the victims of misfortune and deception.
Let' those who believe so much in God, his love and protection, giv up self-reliance and ignore the facts that experience
and utility reveal, and pray with all their earnestness to God,
ana see how soon they would be drifting about to destruction on the great ocean of life. I am not willing by words
or example to aid the gospel of delusion. I ·see no hope for
the humlln race for !ife beyond the grave. I do not want to
be humbugged and I will not assist in humbugging others.
Let all judge for themselva and act accordingly·
.
To J, CONN.IIBBo
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.
THE SHORTEST WAY TO HEAVEN.
!light. She got OUt and aimed for the lamP,
ALABAMA..
Bishop Wilberforce was once standing on \too. There was a ring of toads undernest.h
a station platform waiting for a train, ~~en it already, waiting for the fall of moths and Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham
llALll10RNIA•
a facetious farmer, who had been dmmg the insects of night ths~ drop from the lifelltMUd br Miss SuSAN H. WIXos, ll'all rather too well at a market ordinary, accosted destroying fiame. It was a curious :>ight- 1. E. Clark, Los Anp:eles.
Riww, Al1J8B., to t~~hom all UommunfcationsjOf' him and said, laughing: " My lord, can you those creatures Equstted ill a circle, with up- Ball & McCarter. 7 W. First st., Los Angeles.
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los
thiS" aOf"'lW sliimki' bd sent.
Angeles.
tell us what's the shortest way from here to turned heads waiting for the victims to drop
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles.
heaven?" "Ob, yes, my friend," snsw~red into their m~uths.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Oal.
the bishop, "tum to the right and keep
'' B6tween the dark and the dayligM,
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose.
straight on.''
The Magic Lantern.
· When the night is beginning to lower,
Estate of B. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., San
Oomes a pause in the daY'S occupations
A ROLAND FOR AN OLIVER.
The stereopticon, or, to be plain, the magic
Francisco.
That ia known as the Ohildren's Hour."
Moore says he once heard Crocker tell the lantern, represents the most delightful man. Richardson Brps., 218 Grant ave., Ban Francisco.
following anecdote: "Fenelon, the great ner for the amateur~ to enjoy the results of
OANADJ..
divine,
who
had
often
teased
Richelieu,
his
own
work.
It's
very
easy
to
make
fairly
Remember, Boys Make Men.
the famous statesman (and ineffectually it good slides from negative by a copying T.C .Allen&Co.,124 Granville st.,Hslifax,N.S
When you see a ragged urchin
Mrs. W. B. Oooke, 170 1-2 Yongest., Toronto
would seem), for subscriptions to charitable camera or by photographing direct from it, James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
Standing wistful in the street,
undertakings, was one day telling him that and by a little practice any careful amateur Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont.
With torn hat and kneeless trousere,
Dirty faof! and bare red feet,
he had just seen his picture. ' And did you can get them up. A lantern consists of a R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Pass not by the child unheeding ;
COLORADO.
ask it for a subscription ?' said Richelieu, dark box, with a conden3ing-lens next to the
Smile upon him. Mark me, when
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville.
sneeringly.
'No,
I
ssw
there
was
no
chance,'
light;
then
a
frame
for
the
slide
and
in
front
He's grown he'll not forget it l
FLORIDA.
replied Fenelon, ' it was so like you.'"
For, remember, boys make men.
an objectiv. A lime light is not at all es- Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
sential for parlor exhibitions, and th!J display
When the buoyant, youtbfnl spirits
IDAHO.
A Little Girl's Composition.
Overflow in boyish freak,
of twenty or thirty views of one's own prep- A. Erwin, Murray.
Chide your child in gentle accents;
ILLINOIS.
The caterpillar is a crsling thing and hears aration is a cheap but decidedly pleasing way
Do not in your anger speak.
Post-offi.ce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago
all
over
his
back
and
fsnnie
found
one
down
to
take
care
of
one's
friends
for
an
evening.
Yon must sow in youthful bosoms
G. E. Wilson, 314 B. State st, and Brentano
her back and it made me crsllllke everything, A negstlv that would yield a very commonSeeds of tendu mercies; then
Bros., Chicago.
Plants willllrow and bear good fruitage,
birds est caterpillars and giv them to their looking photographic print becomes a source J.
Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., C:!:.icag'l.
When the erring boYB are men.
INDIANA.
children to est. I don't see how they can est of intense pleasure when reproduced as a
Hav you never seen a grand sire,
them, they are s11ch horrid things, they look positiv on glass and thrown on canvas. I :r. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
With his eyes aglow with joy,
so offi.y, and feel I don't know how. Cst- think the most pleasing part of amateur pho- Wm. E. Fa· r, South Bend
Bring to mind some act of kindnessKANSAS.
terpilsrs climb trees, the other day I ssw a tography is the lantern slide feature.
Something said to him, a boy?
E. D. Sharpnack, Galena, Kan.
big, big csterpilsr, and he was so horrid that
Or relate some slight or ooldt>ess,
LOUISIANA.
With a brow all clouded, when
I took a stick and kild him with it and threw
Geo. Elli~, 11 Decstnr st., New Orleans.
He said theY were too thoughtless
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baroune st., New Orleans
it away to let the swill man take it home
.To remember boys make men?
MAINE.
period caterpillars hav 1,000 or more legs, he
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland.
Let us try to add some pleasures
may not hav so many, and he may hsv more
To the ·nre of every boy;
MJ.iiSACRUBBTTS.
Bats.
the big ones hsv more than the little I gess
__ For eaoh child needs tender interest
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st •• Boston.
Well, they are the most curious creatures Johnson Bro's i'i N. Maill st., Fall River.
In ih sorrow and its joy;
that but i don't know.
Oall your boys home by its brightness;
Csterpilsrs est files and other insects, such that ever you ssw in all your lives. Birds, A.M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester.
They'll avoid a l!:loomy den
UWHIG.A.N.
as ants, miscstos and others like that. Also did you say? No, my dears, they arc not
And seek for comfort el•ewhereA. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
birds,
for
birds
hav
feathers
and
bats
hsv
fur.
they eat leaves, plum leaves and in short ~11
And remember, boys make men.
~- D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
kinds and some flowers to. Some hsv baby Birds hav no teeth and bats do. Birds feed Chss. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave.
cstterpilsrs, in short all of them. Cstter- their young ones with worms sod flies, but
Grand Ranids.
'[hree Good Doctors.
pilsrs drink water, in short everything they bats nurse their babies with their own milk, C. Holt orr &Co~. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit
The best of all the pill-box crew,
can get. Csterpilsrs, I cannot say much hence they must be animals and belong to t:Iermsn Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
Horace Haynes, Leslie.
Since ever time bega.n,
more about caterpilsrs, but one good rool is the order called msmmalia.
Are the doctors who hav most to do
JIISSOURI.
One
rainy
day
in
Boston,
I
went
into
a
never throw a cstterpilsr at a man or anybody
With the health of a hearty man.
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
for it give them such a fright. I hsv told you museum, partly in order to get out of the E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
And so I count them up again,
NEBRASKA.
all they est, drink how many legs it has and rain, and partly to see what was i.n there.
And praise them as I can· :
There's Dr. Diet, and Dr. Qniet,
the rool. A catterpi!sr can climb, you can Among other curiosities there were a couple J. I. Freuhauf, Omaha.
NEW JERSEY.
And Dr. Merryman.
not. Ms be some of you can, I cant, but of bats in a cage, and I looked at them with
E. Hedden, 207 Washi,·gton st., Newark.
a
great
deal
of
interest.
l::luch
queer
and
There's Dr. Diet, he tries my tongue;
most of the things that a ca.tterpilar can do
John Hoss!lck, Danforth and Ocean ave.,
" I know you well," says he.
we cannot, and most of the things that we odd-looking creatures! I told you bats are
Jersey City.
"Your stomach is poor, and your liver is sprnng;
animals,
and
yet
they
hav
wings,
or
a
memCasimir
Davis, Woodstown.
can do they cannot.
We must make your food agree."
.
NBW YORK.
brane from the back and breast which anAnd Dr. Quiet, he fee1s my wrist,
3rentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
swers
for
wings,
stretched
on
a
frame
of
An
Intelligent
Dog.
And he gravely shakes his head.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
" Now, now, dear ~ir, I must insist
Yesterday a great many people were at- lengthened finger bones between the four H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts., New York
That you go at ten to bed."
tracted by the intelligent actions of a little limbs, from the arm to the tail, embracing \fr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New Ynrk.
But Dr. Merryman for me,
seal-brown dog that was guiding a blind man also the leg; when extended they look like a R. W. Turner 349 4th sve.,.New York.
Of a.U tile pill-box crew!
about the streets. The dog wore a collar to part of a miniature umbrella. I wanted to E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York.
For he smiles and says, as he fobs his fee,
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
which a chain was attached, and by the pull- see the bat extend his wings and poked him ~Iorris
"Laugh on, whatever yon do."
Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
with
my
lead
pencil,
whereupon
he
showed
inl!: of that chain the blind man was able to
G'orge Grose, 1693 Brcadway. New York.
So now I eat what I ought to eat,
his teeth and made as though he would bite L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
tell when he approached a plsce of danger.
And at ten I go to bed,
And I laugh in the face of cold or heat;
At the railroad crossing on Whitehall street me if he could only get through the wires of J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., "
For thus hav the doctors said.
the dog suddenly stopped, and his master his cage. But he stretched his wings after. J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
And so I count them up again,
halted also. In a minute or two a train of ward, and I ssw that the bones of the fingers, New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., "
"'- J. Kin!!:. 179 So. Pearl st., .Albany.
And praise them as I ca.n :
cars
came rushing along, and as soon as it I suppose they may be called, were very long, E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester.
There'~ Dr. Diet,.and Dr. Quiet,
to
which
the
:flying
membrane,
or
wing,
was
passed the dog started on his rounds again.
And Dr. Merryman.
OHIO.
-D· A.
When he would come to a steep crossir g the attached, and on the quite short thumb was John Jacques, Akron.
a
strong
hook,
or
nail,
which
was
used
in
N.
Hexter,
303
Superior
street, Cleveland.
dog would warn his master, and the latter
Anecdotes.
climbing or swinging. The foot was differ- J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cillcinnsti.
would feel his way acros3.
Emory P. Robinson, Sidney.
SWRRTNRSS AND LIGHT.
It was wonderful to watch them. The dog ent and had five toes with the same strong
·Dean Swift, in his "Battle of the Books," entered every store he came to, and the mas- hook, or nail, by which they suspend the W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland.
Benj. Wood>, 319 Chillicothe street, Portsmakes Eeop's bees say, "We hsv rather ter followed, picking up a p~nny here and body when they sleep with the head down.
mouth.
chosen to fill our hives with honey and wax, there from the charitably inclined.
The ears of the bat stand up like cats' ears, Lsrwood, Bartlett & D~y. 259 Superior st.,
CleYelsnd.
thus furnishing ms11kind with the two noblest
Later in the evening another blind man and the fur of these odd animals seemed as
ORKGOliJ,
of things, which are sweetness and light."
joined them, and the faithful dog acted as a black as jet, and soft as silk. The eye~ are
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis.
:BRADY BEASON.
guide to both of them as they took in the very small, and they cannot see well in day- C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
Sydney Smith, talking once of the bad principal streets of the city.-Atlanta OonBti- light, their eyes not being used when the sun W. Wedeken, Pcrtlsnd, Ore.
shines, hence arose the expression, "As
effects of late hours, said of some distin- tution.
PBNNSYLVAISIU.•
blind as a bat," because in the day-time Dr .J .H. Rhodea, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
guished diner-out, that there would be on his
Polite.
they tumble about as if they were blind in- 9eorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phils.
tomb, "He dined late." A wit of the period,
Little Miss Rose is a person who finds it deed. But at night they can see very nicely, T. A. Kirk. Du Bois.
~utterrell, at once added, " And died early."
easy to interpret most things according to her and that is when they seek their food, hence H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila.
WHAT's IN A SYLLABLE?
R1man Staley, cor. Wood aiJd 4th ave.,
Longfellow, the poet, was being introduced own advantage. One day she sst holding the they are called night animals.
Pittsburgh.
They are such very black and hideousRHODE ISLAND,
to Mr. Longworth, when some one remarked kitten, and asking her little playmate various
on the similarity of the first syllable of the questions, to none of wh"ich had she thus far looking creatures that people used to be afraid H. Carr, 947 H j:!h st., Frovidence.
of them. and attributed all sotts of evil deeds to J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence.
names, "Yes," said the poet, but in this obtained an answer.
TRNNliSSBB.
" Who gl.vs you milk, kitty?" inquired them, such as the sucking of human blood,
case. I fear Pope's lines will apply-' Worth
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
makes·the man, the want of it the fellow.'" Rose. Kitty struggled a little to get down, or fanning their victims with their wings till D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.
but made no reply.
they died. This is not true as a rule, for bats
ABSRNT-liiiNDRDNESS.
TB%.6.8.
" Do you love me, Kitty?"
are harmless, and liv on fruit or insects. The L. Andruaa, Denison.
It is said of Dean Ogle, who was a very
No answer.
bats I ssw ill the museum had sliced apple in ·r. Theo. Colwick, Norae.
absent-mirided man, that he had been known
J; Jackson, Dallas.
" Who is the nicest little girl in the their food box.
niore than once at a strange table, where there
UTAH.
The large vampire bat of South America James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
happened not to be a very good dinner, to world?"
"Mew!"
cried
kitty,
making
a
desperate
will,
it
is
said,
destroy
poultry,
and
it
burst out with, "Dear me, what a very bad
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
pressed for food and very hungry, it will John A. Jost, Ogden.
dinner I I am so sorry not to hsv given you effort to escape.
" There, isn't she polite ?" asked Rose, tri- attack cattle, and human beings also. In the f::lem:v Booth, Stockton.
a·better," etc., thinking himself at home.
umphantly. "She said 'You I'"
winter time bats keep very close in their J. W. Wilkinson, Logan.
VERY CONSOLING l
WABHlNGTON TBRBITORY.
homes, and can liv without eating .till warm Rtine Bros.,
'l'here is astory told of a sick man stating
Walla Walla.
weather.
They
are
useful
to
the
farmer
and
The
Toads
and
the
Electric
Light.
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma.
his symptoms (which appeared to himself, of
C. B. Reynolds, 2104 8th st., Seattle.
couri!e, dreadful) to a medical friend, who at
An American lady tells how she was re- gardener in destroying slugs and insects.
IIN6LA.ND.
B. H. W.
escn new item of the disorder exclaimed, cently waiting in a carriage near an electric
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson•a Court, Fleet street,
"Charming!" "Delightful!"" Pray, go on!" lamp which had just been lighted, while her
QuESTroNs.-Tell the difference between birds
London.
and when ·he ·had finished, said, with the friend went to a neighboring shop. In the an~ bats •. T9what order do they belon~ 1 Da-. C. Stocker, 2!l Vauxhall Road, Liverpool.
1
sor~be
therr
wmgs.
Tell
how
they
aJeep.
D
HSori
be
AU91.'RAJ.IA
utmost pleasure, • Do you know, my dear dry road she saw presently a stir, and, look~heu eyes. What common expression originated W Willi 715 H
•
sir, you hav got a complaint which has been ing over the wheels, saw, hopping in all direc- from the batnaturet Wha.t istheirnatnralfood 1
•
s,
aymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
What.abont
the
vampire
bat
1 How do bats liv in 1
NEW
ZEALAND.
~upposed for !lome tim!l to be e:;tillct ?"
tions across and 3TOund, toads aiming for the the Winter' For what are they useful 1
r A. D. Willis, Wan_2anui.
~hiltlr tn' s ~.,,,.,,.

w.
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BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT 1
By R. B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D.
Price, $1.

Socialism an~ Utilitarianism.
By JOHN STUART MILL.
Price, $1.

HER AWfUL DISCLOSURES.

den of Eden r. Fact.
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT P

As TO NEw HALL OoNVENT.
And a Few Words on Auricular Oonfession.
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The Location and Topogra]JhY of the Gar-
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By ISRAEL

of Iarae! the True God T"
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A Legacy to the Friends of Free Discussion.

The Candle From Under the ~ushel

By BENJAMIN OFFEN,
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, New York.
Price, $1.

(Mark iv, 21); or,

1,306 Questions to the Clergy:
And for the Consideration of Others.

THE SABBA'fl-I.
By M. FARRINGTON.
A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the
Claims of the Sabbatarians.
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RKLlGION OF COMMON SENSE.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS
OF

THE

BIBLE.

PROPOSITIONS, Theological. Moral, His·
torical, and Speculative, each proved affirmalively and negativelY by quotations from
soripture, without comment; emb ... dymg the m~st
palpable and strikin~ self.contradictiona of WJ.e
ao-oalled inspired word of God.
BY w. H. BuRR. 7~ pages. Price, 15 cents.
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----------------------DANIEL THE DREAJJ1ER.
Price,

BY A. HoLYOAKE.
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Specimen of The Bible.

Esther.

BY A. HOLYOAKE.
·Price,
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By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICH 1 of Germany.
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Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity.

A Historical and Critical Review. With Replies
to an Objector.
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D.
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By FRANCES WRIGHT.
Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the
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BY A. HOLYOAXE.
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Price,
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~-----
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- •
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EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD.

Price,
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BY CHARLES BRADLA.UG!L
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ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIP
OF THE ANCIENTS.

Dialogue Between a Christian .MiS•
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By GILllERT VALE.
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Autobiography of Robert Cooper.

Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
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BIBLE IN INDIA.
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BIBLE MYTHS.
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An inquiry

into the reality of divine revelation. Decidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
work on the claims of supernaturalism
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus
Professor of the London Universit.y. 1,115
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morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
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tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
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The Religion of Deism, Common Sense,
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a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo.
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An
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Sacred Writings of the world. By Ym
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and 152 Marvelous Occurrences.
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Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Nations of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning.
Copious Notes and Authorities.
" Cyclopedia of Reference."
Many Illustrations.
Svo, 600pp.,
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The Great Works of Thomas Paine.

By J, A.. FROUDE.
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THE NEW AGE.
BY w. s. BELL.

Antiquity and Duration ot the World

Price,
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If Yon Take Away My Religion
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FALSE CLAIMS

BY A. L. RAWSON.
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LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels.
By ZEPA.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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POSiriVlST CALENDAR.
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Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
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BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
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Burgess-Underwood Debate. A foUl'
1
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Truth Seeker Tracts.
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On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two
dollat·s' worth, 20 off; on five dollar~' worth,
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood ........ 5
35 Mavin~ the Ark. Bennett................... 2
31 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D. D.... 2
38 Cluistianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ...... ll
39 The True Saiut. S. l'. Putnam.............. 1
43 Christianity a Bori'Owed System. Bennett. 3
41 Cruolty&Crcdulityof tho Human Race .... 3
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. K Guild.......... 5
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. B
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2
54 Opon Lettor to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2
62 The Jell'~ and their God ..................... 10
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3
64 Ills we Enduro-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5
65 ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D. 2
61 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5
'10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3
n Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2
73 Foundations. John Syphers ................ 2
'14 Daniel in tho Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2
75 An Hourwitlt the Devil. Bennett.......... 10
'16 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3
'11 The Fear of Death. D. },£.Bennett.......... 5
82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett.........
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey.
84 .Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps..........
89 Logic of Prayer'. C. Stephenson..........
90 Btblo-Mania. Otto Cordates ................
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood.........
94 The Ne1*' Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod Crane Papers .........................
91 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ................
100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday•.•.
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
!04 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........
105 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro.....

1
6
2
3
2
1
6
10
2
2
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2
10
2

107 The Safe Side. H. B. Brown •••.•.••.•...•• I
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett.... l
Ill Reply to Scientific Americab. Bennett.... l
112 Sensible Sermon. Rev.M.J.Savage....... ... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett.......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett ............ 2
111 Constantinethe Great. Preston............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell•••••.•••.••••.••• 10
~
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122 World's Great Religions. Bennett.......... 10
123 Paine. Vindicated. Ingersoll and "Ob-
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2 Evolution; Homo~eous to Heterogeounce, t6 more In best filled gala oase8. open
faoet dust Procf. 7 j•we!., $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11
neous. Underwood......................... 8
jeweJs, $17 50"l 15 jewels, S1•.5o' do. stlinst~d,
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... II
Sf4 50. Bunt ng, $22; S22. 0; $1.13: U4: $80.
6 Resr.onsibility ofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3
BetJNtarJI of tlw Aflk!f'ioan 8~~CUlM Unfcm.
LadiAs', same quality, 7 j.,weJs, $17; 11 jewf.'l&o
$18.50; 15 jewels, $ ;5. 14 karat solid gold, $10
6 Graduated Atmosphere!!'. McCari'Oll...... 2
Price 10 oen~a.
more. i'he famous,
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 8
Adclre11 i'B• i'BUTB B. .KBB Oolll'.t.KI.
New :Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
8 HowMarsupialAnima!sPropagate.••••••••• ll
9 The Unseen World. Prof.J. Fiske.......... 10
16 jewels and all modern improvements, $8
more than above adjusted watohea. No watch
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
in thA world competes with it. Finer watches up
Lectures........................................ 10
to $.1100. ·ll such prepaid, guaranteed 1 Y'ar, and
l1 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson.......... lO
cash refunded if not satisfactory. All filled gold
oases warranted by manufacturer• 20 )'ears.
l:l Evolution not Atheism nor Ma.terialism.
.t.KD
Beware of New York 1Vorl4'• 10 karat and BPUrious
R. B. Brigham, M.D ••••••.•••.••••.••••••• , II
case~. Watches cleaned, best work, $1; springs,
TwBLVB OTmm DIS0011BSB8 OJ' RIUSOlll.
18 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Orumbfor the
$11 etc., and returned free.
Btl
0. B. l'ROTHIJ(QHAI.
Modem Symposium......................... 10
J!STAJILISBED 1867.
E:dra oloth, 1lllllo.lla8Pll., S1.
_.See aote at hea4 of~~....
orro WEr.rB'I'EIN• Boohelle, IH.
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These notice8 (J/1'6 for the benefit of Liberals
who may be 'llisiting the plaas where these soc£6ties are located. Local Becula!r Unions and
~reetlwugkt Societies meeting regula!rZy can
ha'D their gatherings ad!DertU!ed here free by forW(JfJ'ding the necessary information.

The1uanhauan Liberal Club,N.Y.
Meets every FridaY evenin_g, at 8 o•olook, at German Masonic i'emple, 220 East ·5th street. Lec~
nres and discussions. The ~nblio cordi~IIYlnvited.

The Newark· Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'olook at
Liberal Leag:~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Marke~
st •• Newark. N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religiaUl! and social questions. Beats free and
everybodY welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~'7

meets every Sunday in lndnatrial Hall, Broad u d
Wood sts •• at 2 :80 and 7 :so l'.X. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seekerpublioationsalwanon hand atoheap rates.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., a\
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison stree\.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-month1Y1 1lrst and third Bnndays, at I!
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON. Beo.

The :Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14. Eastman block, Minneapolis
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB•Pres.: LEBOY BEBBIEB,Seo'

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the 1lrst and fourth BundaYs of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at
10,30 A·.M. Free disonssilln on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to i'HE i'BUTH 8EEKEB and Investigator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Cor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Lib ral Club
Meets every SundaY at 2 l'.M. in Grand Arm:r
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Boienoe Leotures~Free Discnssions.-Driginal
and BelPoted Readings and Poems. A large val·
nabla library is at the service of memben and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prei.; A. W, 0A.LDEB, Beo.

Milwaukee, W18 .. Liberal Club
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
'

Brotherhood of Morali"ts,No. 903,
· Prairie Cit). Ia.,
Meets ever:v SundaY in the Liberal readin~r:room
ha.JJ at 2: 30 P H. All L berals are cordla;llY in·
vited. F. v. DBAPEB, Oor. Beo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought
Society

MAeb enry Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'olook. A cordial Invi·
tation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Ha.JJ,
Fi:vnn Block, B.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBAN:KLIN BTEmEB, Prea.

Porbmou1h,o., '"ecular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 P M. in Grand Arm:r
Hall Lectures, disonss1ons, .re~in¥s• poems
music and song:s. A oordlalmVIt&tJOn 1s extendea1
to all; espeoia.lly to friends fr<'m abroad. OorresPandenoe solicited. J. L. TBEUTHA.BT, President.
WILLS. ANDBESo BeorPt&ry.

Po,.t Angeles Secular Union
Meets fVerv Sunday at 7.30 P lr, in the ·public
·sobool building in Port Ang.,lea, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading. Discussion in·
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MansE, Cor. Seo.

The We8t l?nd Pro;-res!live Lib·
t>ral lJniun

Of Los Angeles, Oa1., meets semi-monthlyl.. first
and third snndayd, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at t'arr•s
Hall. Everyb,dv invited, MRs R. M. BEBRA,
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLIAMs, Beo. Seo.

Tile Boeder .Secular linton
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school· house.
L~otures, discussions, reading, and poems. i'he
grP&test freeitom aooorded to all. Onr motto,
"Uoiversa.l MAn tal Liberty." D. E. RIDE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; 0HABLEB BHRA, Beo.

WETTSTEIN'S

WORLO-R[NOWH[O WATCHES.

THE NEW GOD.

THE SAFEST CREED,

AT i'HINE OWN HOME.
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the noted
speolahst, for his" Private ConnsP!or "-a valnab1A book for young and middle·aged men, suffering from a Life-wast.ing Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in
maturer yea• s. It set~ forth an External Application-A POSITIVE cuBE, as it matters not how
long standing, bow ho.11.eless or h!)W many remedies you hav nsod 'l'he book 1s worth many
times its cost, and should be in the hands of
those seeking a •vePttv ana p<>rm.anent cure. Address the doowr at Vmeland, N.J., and say where
you saw this advertisment.
A GOOD WOBD,
Dr. Fellows is an outsPoken Liberal, a humanitarian, and a. generous patron of the Freethongbt
Press. He has manY testimonials to the value of
his progressive aud sneoessful method of treatment, and deserves patronage.-..Freet1toug71t,
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICIONI
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

I

WILMINGTON, Ddl., puritans got the street
department to dPclare illegal the display of
billboards by theater managers on Sunday on
Market street, the main thoroughfare. The
next Sunday five wagon-loads were seized.
The Academy of Music has engaged counsel
and declares it will make a test.
THE Socialist congress
at Halle condemned violence and Anarchism.
Lxo XIII. has written
and published s om e
verses which show that
the forte of Uhrist's vicar
ls not poetry.
Rxv. A. B. CRUOHRT,
Presbyterian,is in trouble
at Montreal for seducing
a girl and abandoning
her and her child.
IN Jersey City, N. J.,
the Christian boys who
make a practice of stoning Jews killed one with
a stone on the 14th.
BROWN countv, S. D.,
has appealed to.Chicago
for aid, the crops there
having failed for three
years, and starvation being nigh.
THR chief of police at
New Orleans was assassinated on the 15th by the
Mafia, an Italian secret
murder society which he
had tried to cru&h.
JoHN VoTIOIL is beirg
tried at New York city
for throwing his six-yearold son out of the window.
When arrested
he announced, " I am
Uhrist."
THE Socialist red flag
was allowed to fioat beside the American over
the building in which
Socialists held a mass
meeting at New York the
other night. It is now
allowed in Germany by the emperor, a thing
Bismarck would never permit.
CANON FARRAR and the publishers of the
" Life of Christ" are disputing over the fairness of the compensation_ given the author,
each accusing the other of dishonesty.
PARTS of Nicaraugua are suffering from
and the volcano :a-rombacho is
in eruption. Processions of women convey
saints' images about, praying and singing,
imploring God for mercy.
earthquake~,

CATHOLICS continue to vent their spleen at
republicanism in Brazil, and everywhere else
where it has overturned one-man sovereignty
favorable to them. One Oatholic organ says,
"The abortions called republics in France
and Brazil are simply financial schemes to enrich a band of confidence men."
CATHOLICS complain against France's large
appropriations for education. Of the fact
that the e:xoenditure in 1876, before Radical
rule, was 39,000,000 francs, while it is now
173,COO 000, they exclaim, "134,000,000
added without visible need l Truly, Atheistic education is a costly luxury!"
WILLIAM FILLINGER and wife, of Perry,
Mich., having become half-crazed by revival
meetings, were so worried that the man's
mother, who lived with them, bad not had
baptism, that on the 18th they took water to
her room and performed the ceremony by
dashing it in her face tm she ceased to
struggle. Neighbors discovered the corpse
and arrested the pious pair
PouoE recount of New York city's population, 1, 710,715; previous count, 1,51 3 501 ;
difference, 197 214. Acting Superintendent
Childs of the census bureau at Washington
informs Mayor Grant that he will not order a
recount by the board, having full confidence
in the previous one. The mayor is angry,
and will appeal to higher authorities, if
necessary to the president or Congress.

.fltms of flhonght.

Biographies of 800. of the Leading Philosophers, , Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all tho Goda, in.
Teachers, SkeptlO!lJ. Innova.tors! Founde_rs of
eluding Jehovah Satan, the Holy Ghost,
CLOWNS on scholars as on wizards look,
Ne~ Schools of 't:honght, Emmept. So1enJesus Ohnst, Vi~gin Mary, and the Bible.
And· take a folio for a conjuring book.
t1sts, etc. (';Vho were not Obr.stlans),
svo, 885PJ;I. Vol· II. Describes Fully all
-Swift.
from the ttme of Menu to the pr~sthe Rehgious Systems of the World.
ent. Svo, !,075pp,, cloth, $3,
svo, 957pp. Olotb, $8 per vol.; the
GREAT powers the mountains bo!\st;
leather, $4, mor., g. e., $4.50.
2 vols., $5; leather, $7; moThere Nature works, omnipotently freeBY D. M. BENNETT.
roooo, gilt edges, $8.
The priest's dull mind blames it as sorcery.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
-Goethe.
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

WHEN Science is thus
commanded to surrender
her intellectual convictions, may she not ask
the ecclesiastic to re.
member the past ? The
contest respecting the
figure of the e'lrth, and
the location of heaven
and hell, ended adversely
to him. He affirmed
that the earth is an extended plane, and that
the sky is a firmament,
the floor _of heaven,
through which again and
again persons hav been
seen to ascend. The
globular form demonstrated beyond any possibility of contradiction
by astronomical facts,
and by the voyage of
Magellan's ship, he then
maintained that it is the
central body of the universe, all others being in
subordination to it, and
it the grand object of
God's regard. il'orced
from this position, he
next affirmed that it is
motionless, the sun and
the stars actually revolving, as they apparently
do, around \t. The invention of the tele·cope
proved that here ag!lin
he was in error. Tht-n
he maintained that all
the motions of the solar
system are regulated by
\
providential
intervention; the "Principia"
DAVID SENDETH AFTER BA.THSJIEBA..
of Newton demonstrated
that they are due to irreAnd David sent messengers and took her.-2 Sam. xi, 4.
sistible law He then
affirmed that the earth
and all the celestial bodies were created a bout
What Would. Follow
six thousand years ago, ana that in six days
THE
the order of nature was settled, and plants
OB
and animals in their various tribes introEffacement of Christianity?
duced. Constrained by the accumulating
DANCER AHEAD.
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE.
mass of adverse evidence, he enlarged his
Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic days into periods of indefinit length-only,
however, to find that even this device was
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.,
inadequate. The six ages, with their six
this Republic.
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New York.
special creations, could no longer be maintained, when it was discovered that species
B:v A.,~. GROVER,
slowly emerged in one age, reached a culminatinn in a second, and gradually died out in
By Edward Bellamy,
Price, paper, 25 cents.
a third; this overlapping from age to age
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's 'Process," etc.
Addren TElE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
would ROt only hav demanded creations, but
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
re-creations also. He affirmed that there had
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
THB
been a deluge, which covered the whole earth
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
above the tops of the highest mountains, and
The ap~;~eal is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel
that the waters of this flood were removed by
fi.shness.-[Boston Post.
a wind. Correct ideas respecting the dimenA suggestion of- a rea.lly practicable a.nd feasiA OOLLEOTION OF
sions of the atmosphere, and of the sea, and
ble _social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrat1v is rioh in its forecast of
of the operation of evaporation, proved how
aotual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Original and Selected Hymns
untenable these statements are. Of the pro12mo, oloth, $1.00; paper, aDo.
( Worda and Muaic)
genitors of the human race, he declared that
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00.
For Liberal and Ethical Societies. they had come from their maker's band perfect, both in body and mind, and had subseFor Schools and the Home.
HISTORY
quently experienced a fall. He is now conOl!' THB
sidering how best to dispose of the evidence
OOMPILED BY
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOP:MEN1
continually accumulating respecting the savOf Europe.
L, K. WA.SHBlJRN.
age condition of prehistoric man. Is it at all
Revised Edition-2vols-Prioe,fl,
surprising that the number of those who hold
PRIOR,
$1.50.
By .JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D,
the opinions of the church in light esteem
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Addre~li THE TRUTH BlllEKEB.
28 LafanUe Place. New York.
should so rapidly increase ?-Draptrr.

THR government of Rome announced that
the weekly market day which fell on Wednesday, September 24th, would be transferred
to Thursday, because the Jewisli feast Kipur
would absent the Hebrew dealers on Wednesday. The Catholics, who hav been unable to
get the government to recognize their feasts
lately; are angry at what they call " the
Gomineering intentions of the sons of Israel."
THE French republic is displeased at the
attentions shown the comte de Paris by
Americans during his visit here. Because he
is a friend of Catholics, however, those sectarians defend him, one New York Catholic
organ saying that the French government
hates him "for no other cause than that he
possesses a clear title to a country that is now.
painfully mismanaged by a club of radical
politicians who call themselvs a republic."

\

\
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ROMAN ISM,

LOOKING BACKWARD

Cosmian Hymn Book,

To the World's

c 0 1umbf an

E xpostt•lOB Comm1•a 81•0 n ·
1:1
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Learning that there is an organized movement amosg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
"Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
.
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
·

3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,,
tens of. thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice 11.lso to the visitors to
the Fatr, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4· F or th e publ'JC good · Th e openmg
·
h
h b
fi
1 f Ch'tcago, b u t of th e
of t e Fair on Sunday will be for t e ene t not on y o
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela~
tiona and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare.
5. H will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers
will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
restricted to atteuding church or visiting a saloon, the 11verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
b
fit th F · 't If th
1 f
· ·
't
ene
e air I se , e peop e o Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to muntCipal prospen y,
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
·
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THB Kansas City Times says: "There are at
least three men who are avowed Infidels who
are running for Congress in Kansas this year,
but that will probably cut no figure in the
election, as theology is not one of the issues
in the state just now.''
PnosTITUTBs hav always had a reputation for piety. We read that great clerical
fetes are going on in Brittany in honor of St.
Yves, and the women of the town hav vowed
to wreck vengeance on M. Renan if he should
"profane the tomb of the saint by his pres.
ence."
RELIGious enthusiasm affects some people
curiously. A devout woman in Alabama recently hurled a hymn-book at the minister,
making a Center shot, then drove the congregation from the church, and, going home,
attempted to kill her husband with an ax, as
an o.lfering to the Lord.-Kansas Oity Journal_
A POOR Italian applied for naturalization
papers in this city ·last week. In order to
find out whether he was wortay to enjoy the
privileges of a citizen some serious questions
were put. Among others was this query :
" What are men sent to the legislature in
Albany for P" The Italian fumbled with his
forelock and stared at vacancy, then blurted
out this reply: "To make money." That
Irian, says the Herald, has imbibed the true
spirit of at least one of our great American
institutions.
TBB Ironclad .Age reports that M. E. Billings, after having a second trial for the
murder of Prosecuting-attorney Kingsley and

.

WOULD

HAV

HAD IT.-COMPANION

conviction and again appealing to the supreme
court of the state of Iowa, has just had the
verdict set aside by that tribunal. So he
goes free. It was a queer case, says Dr.
Monroe. Colonel Billings will be remembered
as the author of the '' Crimes of Preachers."
When Moses Hull was in Indianapolis a few
weeks ago, he told Dr. Monroe that Billings
had gone back on his Infidelity and joined
the church. The church is welcome to him.
He belongs there.
" I AM going to introduce the bill again
during the coming session at Albany," said
General Curtis, the father of the bUl to abolish capital punishment, to a World reporter.
" I ask for the passage of the bill on practical
grounds, as I consider it will be for the good
of society. I would send a convicted murderer up for life, take away the pardoning
power, and make the convict work for the
good of the Rtate during his natural life.
There is no maudlin sympathy behind my
btll, nor hav tb.e Westinghouse people anything to do with it, as has been charged. In
the states where capital punishment has been
abolished-Michigan, Rhode Island, and
Wisconsin-murders hav decreased, while in
New York state the rate is eight per cent
higher."
IT has. been decided in London, Eng., to
form a Freethought Society of Jews. A
meeting was recently held in the Rail of
Science, the headquarters of the Secularists
of the metropolis, when about seven hundred
Jews unanimously arrived at the conclusion
to advance from the old religious restrictions
of their fathers. Mr. G. W. Foote was present, bnd made an able speech, pointing out

PICTURE

that the Christians had stolen their God and
Bible from the Jews, and had then persecuted
them. The Jews had, however, remained
steadfast under unparalleled suffering. Christianlty had also persecuted Freethought, and
the bond of sympathy between Jewish and
English Freethinkers should stimulate them
to work hand-in-hand against the enemy of
both.
THE Ohristian Register boasts of the progress of Unitarians toward more liberal religious views, and the Ohristian .Adt~ocats recalls
this fact to mind: When Theodore Pa,.ker
preached a sermon on " The Transient and
Permanent in Christianity," it was followed
by a great commotion in Unitarian circles.
Other ministers ceased to exchange with him
and when the Rev. John Sargent went so far
as to fellowship him as a brother minister he
incurred" a storm of criticism and reproach."
But marvelous advancement has been made.
According to the Ohristian Register, that sermon which when first delivered was condemned by Unitarians as dangerous heresy
now appears to them to be essentially conservativ, and its boldest utterances are accepted as truisms. This indicates progress
indeed, comments the AdfJOCate, " but to one
outside of that denomination the question occurs: Toward what does this progress tend?
Is it in the ·direction of greater reverence for
God and his son and· hia word ? How long
will it require Unitarians at this .rate of speed
to reach the position once occupied by Paine
and Voltaire? The Register says that to-day
• Parker is honored with Channing and Emerson among the prophets of Unitarianism.'
How is this P Channing believed in miracles,
in the literal resurrection of Ohrlst, in the

•

NEXT WEEK.

preexistence of Jesus, in future punishment,
in the divine and miraculous revelation of
Christianity. If Channing was a prophet,
Parker and Emerson were false prophets. If
Unitarians hav come to acknowledge Parker
and Emerson as their prophets, they hav come
to ignore miracles, to degrade Jesus to the
level of a man, to deny the existence of a
personal God. They hav abandoned Chril·
tainity and come to the borders or pantheism."
HITHERTO the church law in Quebec haa
been that every French Canadian farmer
was required to pay tithes on his grain,
every twenty-sixth bushel of grain being
given to the parish priest. There were no
tithes on hay, the result of which was that
every habitant felt it to be his duty to grow
hay, great quantities of which were sent to
the States. The bishop of Tnree Rivers has
now announced that henceforth there will be
a tithe on hay to the extent of 7! cents on
every 100, or $7 50 on every 1,000 bundles of
hay, paid in money. The Toronto .Mail saya:
"The church, it is obvious, is bound to haY
its pound of fiesh, no matter how lean the
unfortunate farmer may happen to be. s()
long as the church can keep the habitant
docil, childlike, and ignorant, she is reasonably safe in her remarkable privileges. She
understands this; hence it is that education
is one of the subjects over which she exercises supreme control. There is, however, a
limit to human endurance, and this line Ia
very closely approached when at a time that
the farmer is suffering an annual pinch at the
bands of civil government, the church adda
to his mbery by commandini him to caat
more into her already over4owini treasurJ."
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from its foundation. The idea of Jesus as a divine
being is a growth, as we shall see hereafter. Experience, however, demonstrates to us that the vast
The Mythical and Pagan Orig.in of c.hristianity. majority of Ohriatians believe in the immacu!ate
conception of the Virgin Mary, because they believe
It is the sun which under the name of Horus was born like that Jesus was a historical character.
your God in the arms of. the celestial virgin, and passed
Now there can be no longer any doubt in the
through an obscure, indigent, and destitute childhood,
answering to the season. ot cold and frost. It is the sun minds of thinking persons that the idea of a child
wh·ch under the name of O>iris, persecuted by Typhon and being born of a pure virgin is preposterous; and that
the tyrants of the air, was put to death, laid in a dark tomb, though it is within the realm of possibility that a
the emblem of the hemisphere ot winter, and which rising
d
b t d ·
d
afterward from the inferior wne to the highest point in the man named Jesus livs who went a ou omg goo
heavens awoke triumphant over giants and destTOyin"' angels and who proclaimed a new philosophy which was not
Ye pr-iests, from whom the murmnrs proceed, you wear acceptable to the Jewe, in view of all we know
yourselvs its signs all over your bodies. Your tonsure is the about ancient sun worship it is highly improbable
disk of .the sun ; your stole is the zodiac; your rosaries the that any such per eon 88 Jesus lived at all, but more
symbols of the stars and planets. Pont1ffs and prelates,
h
your miter, your crosier, your mantle, are the emblems ot likely that the whole idea was built up out of sue
Osiris; and that crucifix, of which you boast the mystery pre-existing materials as we hav indi,.._ated.. Fo~ if
.without comprehending it, is the cross of Serapis, traced b) we admit for one moment that Jesus 18 a b1stor1cal
the hands ot Egyj)Lian priests on the _Plan ot the figura~iv character, by parity of reasoning we are compelled
world, which passing through the eqmnoxes and the troptc8
O
0 · · M" h
H
became the emblem of future lite and resurrection, bect~u 8 e r,o acknowledge that llristna, SlrlB, 1t ra, erit touched the gates of ivory and hom throng~ wni<:h tile ,,ules, Esculapius, Bacchus, Apollo, and Adonis werlsonl was to paos in its way to heaven.- Volneys Rums of <AIBO historical persoLages. The outlines of the lives
Empires, p. 103.
of these alleged gods correspond with that of Jesus,
So fill I hav endeavored to show that Ohristianity, but careful examination shows that their career CRt•
in common with many otuer ancient creeds, is baseo be traced to the apparent march of the sun through
upon a mixture of sun and nature worship, and that uhe zodiacal signs.
all of the Onristian symbols and ceremonies are ol
The zodiac (see Dr. Hardwicke's "Zodiacal Myth
pagan origin.· Not only do I a:ffi(m this to be th~; ology," from '' Oreation and Evolution," p. 2)
fact and adduce evidence in support of such colitet:- .vhich is the line of the apparent annual circuit of
tion, but I. propose to point out step by step how ·,be sun, we find was in Egypt, India, Persia, and
what is known as the Ohristian religion bas, ill Greece divided into twelve portions of thirty de·
obedience to the grea~ law of evolution, undergont- ... rees each, the whole circuit consisting of three
numerous changes. so t~at the early believers would ~undred and sixty degrees; and the equivalent eignE
scarcely be able to recognize in the religion of to-da~ bore a wonderful eimilarit.y to each other. In tbltbeir own or the faith of their fathers. Lst me pro- .1ld Indian zodiac published in the "Philosophical
ceed with the proof. Next in importance to the Transactiona" of 1772 the signs are as follows, comcross as a symbol was the crucifix, or cross with tht' rn£nGing at the vernal equinoxial point: ram, bull,
figure of a human being stretched upon it. Osiris man with two shields, crab, lion, virgin, balances,
is represented by the Egyptians as stretched like a scorpion, bow and arrow, monster with goat's head
human being upon the cross; Krishna and other and fish's hindquarters, urn, fish." The Indian and
imaginary saviors of mankind are·represented in like Egyptian signs differ slightly but not materially.
Dr. Hardwicke proceeds: "Each of these sign£1
fashion. The R'"v. Robert Taylor was of opinion
that the posts which were erected along by the river corresponds with a particular portion of the year,
Nile, and which were in the form of a cross, may hav varying according to the slow movement known as
been the origin of this emblem. The river Nile was the precession of the equinc>xes, by which all the
worshiped en account of its periodical inundations signs are moved forward very slightly year by year,
which gave fertility to the land in the provinces near at the rate of one degree in 71 or 72 y<>ars, until, at
its banks. Posts w<>re erected along its course to the end of 2)52 years, a whole sign has moved forindicate the bight to which it might be expected to ward into the position previously occupied by the
rise. "These crosses," says Robert Taylor, "a:iong sign immediately preceding it. This is caused by
the banks of the river would naturally share in the the failure nf the eun to reach the same point in the
honor of the stream and be the most expressiv em- same time in his apparent circuit each year; and thus
blem of good fortune, peace, and plenty. The two it happens that in a period of less than 26,000 years
ideas could never be separated; the fe.-tilizing flood each sign will hav moved completely round the
was the waters of life, that conveyed every blessing zodiacal band. Now, by a careful calculation it has
and even existence itself to the provinces through been found that the vernal equinoxial point coinwhich it flowed. One other and most obvious hiero- cided with the first degree of Aries about 28 000
glyph completed the expressiv allegory-the demon years ago, with the first degree of Libra about 17 000
of famin, who, should the waters fail of their inunda- years ago, with the first degree of Taurus B c. 4340,
tion, or not reach the elevation indicated by the with that of Aries B c. 2188, and with that of P1sces
position of the transverse beam upon the upright, B c. 36; so that at the present time the vernal equiwould reign in all the horrors over their desolated noxial point is really occupied by the sign of the
lands. This symbolical personification was, there- fishes, although, for astronomical purposes, the sign
fore, represented as a miserable emaciated wretch of the ram is always placed in that position, and will
who had grown up 'as a tender plant and as a root for the future always be considered as the first sign
out of a dry ground, who had no form nor comeli- of thto zodiac, no matter what sign may really occupy
ness ; and when they should see him there was no that position. Thus there is now what is called a
beauty that they should desire him.' Meager were fixed zodiac, which never changes, and which is an
his looks ; sharp misery had worn him to the bone. arbitrary arrangement made for scientific purposes,
His crown of thorns indicated the sterility of the and a real zodiac whose figures move steadily and
territories over which he reigned. The reed in his slowly year by year, until at the end of rather more
band, gathered from the banks of the Nile, indicated than two thousand years the vernal equinoxial point
that it was only the mighty river, by keeping within is occupied by the sign immediately following the
its banks, and thus withholding its wonted munif- one which occupied it during that period of time.
icence, that placed an unreal scepter in his gripe. As the various astronomical figures became endowed
He was nailed to the cross in indication of bis entire by the ancients with divine honors, each of these
defeat. And the superscription of bis infamous title, signs became associated with a number of romantic
'This is the king of the Jaws,' expressivly indicated stories, until at length the struggles, victories, and
that famin, want, or poverty ruled the destinies of defeats of the gods were told in such a variety of
the most slavish, beggarly, and mean race of men ways th'lt sufficient lore existed to fill, if written
with whom thev had the honor of being acquainted" down, whole libraries. The zodiacal eigne were all
(Diegesis, p. 187. See also "Davil's Pulpit," vols. i gods of great importance; the planets were gods,
and ii).
the sun was a god, the moon was a goddess, and the
·· The dogma of the trinity in unity is very closely extra-zodiacal constellations were either gods or
connected with the notion of tbe cross, and derives heroes ; but all were not of equal importance, and
its origin from nature worship. In ancient Egypt owing to the constant changing of positions, eome
we find a trinity in unity existing under the names of were powerful and victorious at one time and weak
Osirus, Horus, and R"'form, along with Isis; while and dying at another. The chief deity, which to the
in India we find the trinity bearing the names of Aryans was Dyaus, the day father, became in later
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, in company with Devaki, times a concentrated essence of all the gods, and was
the female element being needed for the production supposed to undergo all the vicissitudes to which
of life. The worship of the sun, then, is the sour.ce they were subjected ; but inasmuch as the new-born
of all anciet:t religions; and since this great lumi- sun was the life of the world, bringing back happinary was worshiped by all the early races of mankind ness, and the vernal equinoxial sign was the one at
it is no wonder that we find also that among these wliich his iiJfluence began to be felt, these two deities
peoples the earth was adored as second only in were looked upon as god par excellence, a dual deity,
importance, under t.he names of Devaki, Isis, Ishtar, separate yet conjoined, and of equal power and auVenus, Mary. The former daily and the latter yearly thority.
""
produced the sun without B~'~Xual union, bearing the
"So, when the bull was the vernal equinoxial point,
relation of wife, mother, and daughter to that brill- the sun in Taurus was supreme god ; and when the
i~nt luminary in the same way as the Virgin Mary ram, or lamb, was the vernal equinoxial point the
!s suppos~d by orthodox Ohristians to do toward sun in Aries. was supreme god; and although it was
~Asus Ohr1st, who was the son of God the father, only in March that the sun was at the vernal equiQod the Holy Ghost, and Joseph, the carpenter.
noxial point, V"t the bull-god for two thousand yearR
The idea of the mediator comes from Persia, like prior to B a. 2188 was always supreme, and the ramthe stor.y of the fall, so that Ohristianity is mythical , god (in Egypt) or lamb-god (in Persia) after that
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date. On leaving the vernal equinoxial sign the 1un
passed into the next in order; but, although then
not actually in conjunction with the chief sign, it Wt\B
but slightly removed from it, the distance growing
larger as each fresh sign was occupied : and never
were the sun and the principal sign actually BE'plrated from each other in the zodiac, so as to pass into
opposit hemispheres, until. the autumnal eq uinoxial
point was crossed, after whtch the sun passed succes·
aivly through all the winter constellations, being separated for the space of six months from the sign of
the vernal equinox.'' Therefore, the six summer signs
were accounted specially beautiful and holy ; the sign
of the ve1·nal equinox being the bead and chief of the
six, while the s1x winter signs were .accounted less
holy, but quite as powerful for evil as the others were
for good.
" From this was formed the main drama of all sub~fquent mythological systems, the ground-work of
which was as follows: 'Tne savior sun god was born
at the winter solstice, and asceB.ded to the vernal
Pquinox where he was united with the bull, becoming
the bull god, and in after-time with the ram or lamb,
becoming the ram god or lamb god ; after crossing
the equetor at spring covenant, or coming together
at the equator and ecliptic, he ascended to the sum·
mit of the heavenP, becoming the lion god, at the
hiqht of his power, and then descending again to
the autumnal covenant., or equinox, to pass through
the winter or scorpion signs alone, and mourninll the
loss of the vernal equinoxial sign, which wae torn
from him at the autumnal equinox.' This simple
oarrativ received numerous embellishments in after
times, according to the fancy of the astrologers and
priests, who, in many cases, contrived to make out of
it a beautiful poem or sublime allegorical drama"
(Dr. Hardwicke'e Evolution and Oreation, p. 6, 7).
This zodiacal mythology forms the basis of all
E;astern religion!.', and Ohristianity itself is largely
rounded upon it. In the next chapter I shall en·
deavor to show how much of the career of Jesus is
drawn from this source; how the miraculous part of
the supposed life of the Nazarene carpenter was developed; and then we aball be able to judge this
branch of the subject in the light of evolution.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

Testimonial to Walt Whitman.
Let Us Put Wreaths on the B1·otos of the Living.
Of all the placid hours in his peaceful life, those
that Walt Whitman spent on the stage of Horticultural Hall last night must have been among the most
gratifying, says the Philadelphia Press of October
221. To a testimonial, intended to cheer his declining years, not only in a complimentary sense,
came a thousand or more people to listen to a tribute to the aged poet by Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll,
such as seldom falls to the lot of living man to hear
about himself.
0 n the stage sat many admirers of the venerable
torch-bearer of modern poetic thought, as Oolonel
Ingersoll described him, young and old, men and
women. There were white bearde, but none were so
white as that of the author of "Leaves of Grass."
He sat calm and sedate in his easy wheeled chair,
with his usual garb of gray, with his clondy white
hair falling over his white, turned-down collar that
must have been three inches wide. No burst of eloquence from the orator's lips disturbed that equanimity ; no tribute of applause moved him from his
habitual calm.
And when the lecturer, having concluded, said,
" We have met to-night to honor ourselves by honoring the author of 'Leaves of Grass,'" and the aul!lience started to leave the hall, the man they had
honored reached forward with his cane and attracted
Oolonel Ingersoll's attention.
"Do not leave yet," said Oolonel Ingersoll, "Mr •.
Whitman has a word to say.''
This is what he said, and no more characteristic
thing ever fell from the poet's lips or flowed from
his pen:
"Only a word, my friends, only a word. After all,
the main factor, my friends, is in meeting, being
face to face and meeting like this. I thought I
would like to come forward with my living voice and
thank you for coming and thank Robert Ingersoll for
speaking, and that is about all. With such brief
thanks to you and him and showing myself to bear
testimony-! think that is the Quaker term-face to
face, I bid you all hail and farewell.''
THE LECTURE.--'AUTHORIZED AND COMPLETE REPORT.
I.
In the year 1855 the American people knew but
little of books. Their id ..als, their models, were English. Young and Pollok, Addison and Watts were
regarded as great poets. Some of the more reckless
read Thomson's " Seasons" and the poems and
novels of Sir Walter Scott. A few, not quite ortho·
dox, delighted in the mechanical monotony of Pope,
and the really wicked-those lost to all religious
shame-were worsbipeli"B of Shakepere. The really
orthodox Protestant, untroubled by doubts, considered Milton the greatest poet of them all. Byron
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men and women should be p··oudly natural ; that could not be ruled by tbe Ob.urah. These declarathey need not grovel on the earth and cover their tions were in danger of being forgotten. We
faces for shame. He taught the dignity and glory needed a new voice, sonorous, loud, and clear, a new
of the father and mother; the sacredness of mater- poet for America for the new epoch, somebody to
nity.
chant the morning song of the new day.
The great man who gives a true transcript of his
Maternitv, tender and pure as the tear of pity,
holy as suffering-the crown, the 1lower, the ecstasy mind, fascinates and instructs. Most writers supof love.
press individuality. They wish to please the public.
People had been taught from bibles and from They :tlatter the stupid and pander to the prejucreeds that maternity was a kind of crime; that the dice of their readers. They write for the marketwoman should be purified by some ceremony in making books as other mechanics make shoes.
some temple built in honor of some god. This bar- They have no message-they bear no torch-they
are simply the slaves of customers. The books
barism was attacked in " L~:~aves of Grass.''
The glory of simple life was sung; a declaration they manufacture are handled by " the trade ;"
they are regarded as harmless. The pulpit does
of independence was made for each and all.
And yet t.his appeal to manhood and to woman- not objact; the young person can read the mohood was misunderstood. It waR denounced simply notonous pages without a blush-or a- thought.
because it was in harmony with the great trend of On the title·pages of these books you will find the
nature. To me, the most obscene word in our imprint of the great publishers-on the rest of the
pages, nothing. These books might be prescribed
language is celibacy.
It was not the fashion for people to speak or write for insomnia.
III.
their thoughts. We were flooded with the literature
of hypocrisy. The writers did not faithfully describe
Men of talent, men of business, touch life upon
the worlds in which they lived. They endeavored to few sides. They travel but the beaten path. The
make a fashion~~tble world. They pretended that the creative 6pirit is not in them. They regard with sus- ,
cottage or the hu~ in which they dwaH was a palace, picion a poet who touches life on every side. They
and they called the little area in which they threw have little confidence in that divine thing called
their slops their domain; their realm, their empire. sympathy, and they do not and cannot understand
They. were ashamed of the real, of what their world the man who enters into the hopes, the sima, and the
actually was. They imitated; that is to say, they feelings of all others.
told lies, and these Ues :filled the literature of most
In all genius there is the touch of chaos-a little of
lands.
the vagabond; and the successful tradesman, the
Walt Whitman defended the sacredness of love, man who buys and sella, or manages a bank, does
the purity of passion-the pasaion that builds every not care to deal with a person who has only poems
home and :fills the world with art and song.
for collaterals-they hav a little fear of such people,
They cried out : " He is a defender of passion- and regard them as the awkward country man does
he is a libertine! He lives in the mire. He lacks a sleight-of-hand performer.
spirituality !"
In every age in which books have been produced
Whoever differs with the multitudt>, especially with the governing class, the respectable, have baen
a led multitude-that is to say, with a multitude of opposed to the Wl)rks of real genius. If what are
taggers-will find out from their leaders that he has known as the best people could have their way, if the
committed an unpardonable sin. It is a crime to pulpit had been consulted-the provincial moralists
travel a road of your own, especially if you put up -the works of Shakspere would have been supguide-boards for the information of others.
pressed. Not a line would have reached our time.
Many centuries ago Epicurus, the gre"test man of And the same may be said of every dramatist of h:s
his century, and of many centuries before and after, age.
said : " Happiness is the only good ; happiness is the
If the Saotch Kirk could have decided, nothing
~upreme end." This man was temperate, frugal, would have been known of Robert Burns.
If
generous, noble-and yet through all these years the good people, the orthodox, could have had
be has been denounced by the hypocrites of the their say, not one line of Voltaire would now be
world as a mere eater end drinker.
known .. AU the plates of the French Encyclopedia
It was said that Whitman had enggerated the would have been destroyed with the thousands that
importance of love-that he had made too much of were destroyed. Nothing would have been known
this passion. Let me say that no poet-not except- of D'Alembert, Grimm, Dlderot, or any of the Titans
ing Shakspera-has had imagination enough to ex- who warred against the thrones and altars snd laid
aggerate the importance of human love-..:..a passion the foundation of modern literature not only, bu~
that con~ains all highta and all depths-ample as what is of far greater moment, universal education.
space, with a sky in which glitter aU constellations,
It is not too much to say that every book now
and that has within it all storms, all lightnings, all held in high esteem would have been destroyed, if
wrecks and ruins, all griefs, all sorrows, all shadows, those in authority could have had their wilL Every
and all the joy and sunshine of which the heart and book of modern times, that has a real value, that has
brain are capable.
enlarged the intellectual horizon of ma!lkind, that
No writer must be measured by a word or line or has developed the brain, that has furnished real food
paragraph. He is to be measured by his work-by for thought, can be found in the Index Expurgatothe tendency, not of one line, but by the tendency rius of the Papacy, and nearly every one has bean
of all.
commended to the free minds of men by the denunWhich way does the great atre11m tend! Is it for ciations of Protestants.
good or evil ! Are the motives high and noble, or
If the guardians of society, the protectors of
low and infamous ?
" young persons," could have had their way, wa
We cannot measure Shakspere by a few lines, should have known nothing of Byron or Shelley.
neither can we measure the Bible by a few cbaptera, The voices that thrill the world would now be silent.
nor "Leaves of Grass" by a few paragraphi!. In If authority could have bad its way, the world would
each there are msny things that I neither approve have been as ignorant now as it was when our ancesnor believe-but in all books you will :fiud a min- tors lived in holes or hung from dead limba by their
gling of wisdom and foolishness, M prophecies and prehensile tails.
mistakes-in other words, among the ex:cellencies
But we are not foroad to go very far back. If
there will be defects. The mine is not all gold, or all Shakspere bad been published for the first time now,
silver, or all diamonds-there are baser metals. The those divine plays-greater than continents and
trees of the forest are not all of one size. On some seas, greater even than the constellations of the
of the highest there are dead an.d useless limbs, and midnight sky-would be excluded from the m!lils by
there may be growing beneath the bushes, weeds, the decision of the present enlightened postma!lterand now and then a poisonous vine.
general.
If I were to edit the great books of the world, I
The poets have always lived in an ideal world, and
might
leave
out
some
lines
and
I
might
leave
out
the
that
ideal world has always been far better than the
II.
best. I have no right to make of my brain a sieve real world. As a consequence, th~y have forever
THE RELIGION OF THE BODY.
and say that only that which passes through belongs roused, not simply the imagination, but the energies
Walt Whitman stood, when he published his book, to the rest of the human race. I claim the right to -the enthusiasm of the human race.
where all stand to-night-on the perpetually moving choose. I give that right to all.
The great poets have been on the side of the opline where history ends and prophecy begins. He
Walt Whitman had the courage to express his pressed-of the downtrodden. They have suffdred
was full of life to the very tips of his fingers-brave, thought-the candor to tell the truth. And here let with the imprisoned and the enslaved, and whensvar
eager, candid, joyous with health. He was ac- me say it gives me joy-:. kind of perfect satisfac- and wherever man has suflel'ed for the right, wherquainted with the past. He knew something of song tion-to look above the bigoted bats, the satisfied ever the hero has been stricken down-whether on
and story, of philosophy and art-much of the owls and wrens and cb.ickadaes, and see the great field or scaffold-:'!Ome man of genius has walked by
heroic dead, of brave suffering, of the thoughts of eagle poised, circling higher and higher, unconscious his side, and some poet has given form and expresmen, the habits of the people-rich as well as poor of their existence. And it gives me joy, a kind of sion not simply to his deeds, but to his sspirations.
-familiar with labor, a friend of wind and wave, perfect satisfaction, to look above the petty passions
F~om the Greek and Roman world we still hear
touched by love and friendship-liking t!le open and jealousies of small and raspactable people-above ~he voices of a few. The poets, the philosophers,
road, enjoying the :fields and paths, the crags-friend the considerations of place and power and reputa- the artists, and the orators still speak. Countless
millions have been covered by the waves of oblivion,
of the forest-feeling that he was free-neither tion, and see a brave, intrepid man.
master nor slave-willing that all should know his
It must be remembered that the American people but the few who uttered the elemental truths, who
thoughts-open as the sky, candid as nature-and had separated from the Old World-that we had had sympathy for the whole h1,.nsn race. and who
he gave his thoughts, his dreams, his conclusions, dMlared not only the independence of colonies, but were great enough to propllesy a granuer a~y, are .as
his hopes. and his mental portrait to his fellow-men. the independence of the individual. We had done alive to-night as when they roused, by the1r bodily
Walt Whitman announced the gospel of the body. more-we had declared that the state could no longer presence, by their living voices, by their works of
He confronted the people. He denied the ~epravity be ruled by the Ohurch, and that the Ohurch could art, the enthusiasm of their fellow men.
Think of the respectable people, of the men of
of man. He insisted that love is not a crime; that not be ruled by the state, and that the . individual

and Shelley were hardly respectable-not to be read
by young persons. It was admitted on all hands
that Burns was a child of nature of whom his
mother was ashamed and proud.
In the blessed year aforesaid, candor, free and
sincere speech, were under the ban. Oreeds at that
time were entrenched behind statntes, prejudice,
custom, ignorance, stupidity, Puritanism, and
slavery; that is to say, slavery· of mind and body.
Of course it always has been, a~d forever will be,
impossible for slavery, or any kind or form of injustice, to produce a great poet. There are hundreds
of verse makers and writers on the side of wrongenemies of progress-but they are not poets, they
are not men of genius.
At this time a young man-he to whom this testi
monial is given-he upon whose head have fallen the
snows of more than seventy winters-this man,
born within the sound of the sea, gave to the
world a book, "Leaves of Grass." This book was,
and ill, the true transcript of a souL The man is
unmasked. No drapery of hypocrisy, no pretense,
no fear. The book was as original in form as in
thought. All customs were forgotten or disregarded,
all rules broken-:-nothing mechanical-no imitation
-spontaneous, running and winding like a river,
multitudinous in its thoughts as the waves of the
sea-nothing mathematical or measured. In everything a touch of chaos-lacking what is called form
as clouds lack form, but not lacking the splendor of
sunrise .or the glory of sunset. It was a marvelous
collection and aggregation of fragments, hints, rmggestions, memories and prophecies, weeds and 1lowers, clouds and clods, sights and sounds, emotions
and passions, waves, shadows, and constellations.
His book was received by many with disdain, with
horror, with indignation and protest,--by the few
as a marvelous, almost miraculouEI, message to the
world-full of thought, philosophy, poetry, and
music.
In the republic of mediocrity genius is dangerous.
A great soul appears and :fills the world with new
and m.-rvelous harmonies. In his words is the old
Promethean 1lame. The heart of nature beats and
throbs in his line. The respectable prudes and
pedagcgues sound the alarm, and cry, or rather
screech : " Is this a book for a young person!"
A poem true to life as a Greek statue-candid as
nature-fills these barren souls with fear.
Drapery about the perfect was suggested by immodesty.
The provincial prudes, and others of like mold, pretend that love is a duty rather than a passion-a
kind of self-denial-not an overmaeterin~ joy. They
preach the gospel of pretense and pantalettes. In the
presence of sincerity, of truth, they cast down their
eyes and endeavor to feel immodest. To them, the
most beautiful thing is hypocrisy adorned with a
blush.
They have no idea of an honest, pure passion,
glorying in its strength-intense, intoxicated with
the beautiful-giving even to inanimate things pulse
and motion, and tha~ transfigures, ennobles, and
idealizes the object of its adoration.
They do not walk the streets of the city of lifethey explore the sewers; they stand in the gutters
and cry " U a clean !'' Tbey pretend that beauty is
a snare; that love is a Delilah; that the highway of
joy is the broad road, lined with 1lowerq and filled
with perfume, leading to the city of eternal sorrow.
Since the year 1855 the American people have developed; th~y are somewhat acquainted with the
literature of the world. They have witnessed the
most tremendous of revolutions, not only upon the
:fields of battle, but in the world of thought. The
American citizen has concluded that it is hardly
worth while being a sovereign unless he has the right
to think for himself.
And now, from this bight, with the vantage-ground
of to-day, I propose to examine this hook and to
state, in a general way, what Walt Whitman has
done, what he has accomplished, and the place he
has won in the world of thought.
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wealth and position, those who dwelt in mansions,
children of success, who went down to the grave
voiceless, and whose names we do not know. Think
of the vaet mullitudes, the endless processions, that
entered the caverns of eternal night-leavil!lg no
thought-no truth as a legacy to mankind !
The great poets have sympathized with the people.
They have uttered in all ages the human cry. Unbought by gold, unawed by power, they have lifted
high the torch that illuminates the world.

IV.
-Walt Whitman is in the highest sense a believer
in democracy. He knowlil that there is but one ex
cuse for government-the preservation of liberty; to
the end .that man may be h~>ppy. He knows that
there is ·but one excuse for any institution, secular
and religious-the preRervation of liberty; and that
there is but one excuse for schools, for universal education, for the ascerhinmE<nt of fact,s, namely, the
preservation o~ liberty. He resents the arrogance
and cruelty of power. He bas sworn never to be
tyrant or slave. He has solemnly declared:
I speak the pnssword primeval-! give the sign of democracy,
By God l I will accept nothing which all cannot have their

counterpart of on the same terms.

This one declaration covers the entire ground. It
is a declaration of independence, and it is also a declaration of justice, that is to say, a decslaration of
the independence of the individual, and a d.;claration
that all shall be free. The man who baa this spirit
can truthfully say:
I have taken off my hat to nothing known or unknown.
I swear I am for those that have never been mastered.

There is in Whitman what he calls "The boundless impatience of restraint ''-together with that
sense of justice which compelled him to say:
"Neither a servant, nor a master, am 1."
He was wise enough to know that giviog others
the same rights that he claims for himself could not
harm him, and be was great enough to say : "As if
it were not indispensable to my own rights that
others possess the same."
He felt as ali should feel, that the liberty of no
man is safe unless the liberty of each is safe.
.
There is in our country a little of the old servile
spirit, a little of the bowing 'lnd cringing to others.
Many Americans do n()t understand that the officers
of the gov:ernment are simply the servants of the
people. Nothing is so demoralizing as the worship
of place. Whitman has reminded the peoele of this
country that they are supreme, and _be has said to
them:
The President is there in the White House for you-it is
not you who are here for him.
The Secretaries act in their bureaus for you-not you here
for them.
All doctrines, all politics and civilization exurge from you.
All sculpture and monuments e.nd anything inscribed any.
where are tallied In you.

He describes the ideal American citizen-the one
Who says, indifferently and alike, " How are you, friend?"
to the PrPsident at his levee.
·
And he says," Good day, my brother," to the slave that hoes
In the sugar field.

Long ago, when the politicians were wrong, when
the judges were subservient, when the pulpit was a
coward, Walt Whitman shouted:
Man shall not hold property in man.
The least developed person on earth is just as important and
sacred to himself or herself as the most developed
person is to himself or herself.

This is the very soul c,f true democracy.
Beauty is not all there is of poetry. It must contain the truth. It is not simply an oak, rude and
grand, neither is it simply a vine. It is. both.
Around the oak of truth runs the vine of beauty.
Walt Whitman utters the elemental truths and is
the poet of democracy. He is also the poet of indi·
viduality.

v.

INDIVIDUALITY.

In order to protect the liberties of a nation, we
must protect the individual. A d~mocracy is a
nation of free individuals. The individuals are not
to be sscrifict<d to the nation. The nation exists
only for the purpose of guarding and protecting the
individuality of men and women. Walt .Wbitman
has told us that: "The whole theory of the universe
is directed to one single individual;_namely, to you."
And he has also told us that the greatest citythe greatest natior:-:s "where the citizen is the
head and the ideal."
And that
The greatest city Is that which has the greatest man or
woman.
If it be but a few ragged huts, It Is still the greatest city in
the whole world.

By this test, maybe the greatest city on the continent to·night is Oamden.
This poet has asked of us this question:
What do you suppose will satisfy the suul, el!:cept to walk
free and own no superior?

more beautiful than the sky.
What do you suppose I have Intimated to you in a hundred and
She sits in an arm chair under the shaded porch of the
ways ·
farm house.
But that man or woman is as good as God ?
,
The sun just shines on her old, white head.
And that there is no God any more divme than yourself?
Her ample gown is of cream hued linen.
Glorying in individuality, in the fraedom of the
Her grandsons rai~ed the fiax and her granddaughters
spun it with the distaff and the wheel.
soul, he cries out :
The melodious character of the earth.
Oh, the joy of suffering l
The finished-beyond which philowphy cannot go and
To struggle against great odds;
.
does not wish to go. •
To meet enemies undaunted;
The justified mother of men.
To be entirely alone with them-to find out how much I can
Would you hear of an old-time sea fight T •
sts.nd;
To look strife, torture, pris·on, popular odium, death, face to Would you learn who won by the light of the moon and
face;
stars?
To mount the scaffold-to advance to the muzzle of guns- List to the yarn as my grandmother's father, the sailor, told
with perfect nonchalanceit to me:
·
To be indeed a god.
Our foe was no skulk In his ship, I tell you, said he.
Walt Wh1tman is willing to stand alone. He is His was the surly English pluck, and there Is no tougher or
truer, and never was and never will be.
sufficient unto himself, and be eays:
Long the lower eve he came, horribly raking us.
Henceforth I ask not good fortune-! am good fortune.
We closed with him; the yards entangled, the cannon
Str"ng and content I travel the open road.
touched.
I am one of those who look carelessly into faCES of
My captain lashed fast with his own hamls.
Presidents and Governors as to say, "Who s.re you?"
We had received some eighteen pound shots under the
water and on our lower gun deck two large pieces
And not only this, bub he has the courage to say :
had b~rst at the first fire, killing all around and blow"Nothing-not God-is greater to one than one's
ing up overhead,
self." Walt Whitman is the poet of Individuality- Fighting
at sundown; fighting at dark.
the defender of the l'ighta of each for the sake of Ten o'clock at night; the full moon well up; our leaks on
all-and his ~>ympathies are as wide as the worldi
the gain ; five feet of water reported.
He is the defender of the whole race.
: The master.at-armsloosing the prisoners confined In the hold
to give them a chance for themselves
VI.
The transit to and from the magazine is now stopped by the
.sentinels.
HUMANITY.
They see so many strange faces they do not know whom to
The great poet is intensely human-infinitely symtrust.
pathetic-sntering into the joys and griefs of otherr, Our !riga te takes fire.
bearing their burdens, knowing their sorrows~ The other asks if we demand quarter,
Brain without heart is not much; they must act If our colorR are struck and the fighting done.
iaugh content, for I hear the voice of my little Captogether. When the respectable people of the Now I tain,
Nortl>, the rich, the successful, were willing to carry. "We have not struck," he composedly cries, "we have just
out the Fugitive Slave law, Wi\lt Whitman said:
begun onr part of the fighting."
Only three gulls in use.
I am the wounded slave-! wince at the bite of the dogs.
Hell and deepair are upon me-'' Crack" and again "crack" One is .direCted by the Captain himself against the enemy's
m<>inmast.
the marksmen ;
I clutch the rails of the fence-my blood drips, thinned with Two, well served with grape and canister, slll:nces his musketry and clears his decks.
the ooze of my skin ;
The taps alone second the fire of his little battery, especially
I fall on the weeds and stones;
the maintop.
.
_
.
The riders spur their unwilling horses-haul close;
Taunt my dizzy ears and beat me with the butts of their Tt,ey hold out bravely durmg the whole nf the act1on.
Not a moment's cease,
whips.
The leaks gain fast on the pumps, the fire eats toward the
Agonies are one of my changes of garment.
powder magazine; one of the pumps has been shot
I do not a~k the wounded person how he feels. I, myself,
away; it is thought we are sinking.
become the wounded person.
Serene stands the little Captain,
I see myself in prison shaped like another man ;
He is not hurried; his voice neither high nor low.
And feel the dull unintermitted pain.
His eyes give more light to us than our battle lanterns.
For me the keepers of convicts shoulder their carbines and Toward twelve, there in the beams of the moon, they sur· keep watch.
render to us.
It is I, Jet out in the morning and barred at night.
Stretched and still lies the midnight,
Not a prisoner walks handcuffed to the j~il but I am hand- Two great hulks motionless on the breast of the darkness,
cuffed to him and walk by his side.
Our vessel riddled and slowly sinking, preparations to pass
to the one we have conquered.
Judge not as the judge judges, but as the sun falling upon a
The captain on the quarter deck coolly giving his orders
helpless thing.
through a countenance white as a sheet;
Of the very worst he had the infinite tenderness Near by, the corpse of the child that served In the cabin;
to say: ''Not until the sun excludes you will I ex- The dearl face of an old salt, with long white hair and carefully curled whiskers.
clude you."
The fiames. spite of all that can be done, flecked aloft and
In this age of greed, when bousea and lands, and
below,
stocks and bondt>, outrank human life ; when gold is The husky voices of the two officers yet fit for duty.
more of value tban blood, these words should be Formless stacks of bodies and bodies by themselves, dabs of
flesh upon the masts and spars;
read by all:
Cut of cordage, tangle of rigging, alight shock of the sooth
When the psalm sings, instead of the singer;
of waves;
When the script preaches, instead of the preacher;
Black and impassive guns, Utter of powder parcels, strong
When the pulpit descends and goes, Instead of the carver
scent.
that carvtd the supporting desk;
A few large stars overhead, silent and mournful, shining;
When I can toucn the body of books, by night or by day,
delicate sniffs of sea breeze, smells of sedge grass and
and when they touch my body back again ;
fields by the shore; death messages given in charge
When the holy vessels, or the bits of Eucharist, or lath and
to survivors.
plast procreate as tffectually as the young silver- The hiss of the surgeon's knife, the gnawing teeth of his
smiths or bakers or the masons in their overalls ;
saw,
When the university convinces like a slumbering woman Wheeze, cluck, swash of falling blood, short, wild scream,
and child convince;
long, dull, tapering groan.
When the minted gold in the vault smiles like the nightSome people say that this is not poetry-that it
watchman's daughter;
When warranty deeds loaf in chairs opposite, and are my lacks measure and rhyme.
friendly companions;
VIII.
I intend to reach tliem my hand and make as much of them
WHAT IS POETRY?
as l do of men and women like you I

VII.
The poet is also a painter, a sculptor-he, too,
deals in form and color. The great poet is of necessity a great artist. With a few words he creates
pictures, filling his canvas with living men and
women-with those who feel and speak. Have .you
ever read the account of the stage.driver's funeral?
Let me read it :
Cold dash of waves at the ferry Wh'lrf-posh of ice in the
river-half frozen mud in the street-a gray discouraged sky
overhead-short.lasting daylight of twelfth. month.
A hearse and stages -other vehicles give place-the funeral or an old Broadway stage-driver-the cortege mostly
drivers.
Steady the trot to the cemetery-duly rattles the deathbell-the gate is passed-the new. dug grave is hollowed out
-the living alight-the hearse uncloses.
The coffin is passed out-lowered and settled-the whip
is laid on tne coffin -the earth is softlv shoveled in.
The mound above is fi,.ttened with the spades.
Silence : and among them no one moves or speaks.
It is done. He Is decently laid away.
Is there anything more P
He was a good fellow-free mouthed-q~ick temperednot bad looking-able to take his own part-witty-sensitive
to a slight-ready with life or death for a friend-fond of
women-gambled-ate hearty-drank hearty-had known
what it was to be flush-grew low spirited toward the lastsickened-was helped by a contribution-died aged fortyone yea~s-and that was his funeral.

Tile m~&n who asks this question has left no impress of his lips in the dust, and has no dirt upon
Lat me read you another description-one of a
his knees.
woman:
·
He carries the idea of individuality to its utmost
Behold a woman I
_
bight:
She looks out from her Quaker cap-her face ia clearer

•
•

The whole world ie engaged in the invisible commerce of thought. That is to say, in the exchange
of thoughts by words, symbols, sounds, colors, and
forme. The motions of the siient, invisible world,
where feeling glows and tihought flames-that contains all seeds of action-are made known only by
sounds and colors, forms, "bjects, relations, uses, and
qualities-so that the visible universe is a dictionary,
an aggregation of symbols, by which and through
which is carried on the invisible commerce of thought.
Each object is capable of many meanings, or of being
used in many ways to convey ideas or states of feel·
ing or of facts that take place in the world of the
brain.
The greatest poet is the one who selects the best,
the most appropriate symbols to convey the best,
the highest, the sublimest thoughts. Each man occupies a world of his own. He is the only citizen of
his world. He is subjoct and sovereign, and the
best he can do is to g1ve the facts concerning the
world in which he lives to the citizens of othe:..worlds. No two of these worlds are alike. They
are of all kindP, from the flat, barren, and uninteresting-from the small and shriveled and worthlessto those whose rivers and mountains and seas and
constellations belittle and cheapen the visible world.
The inhabitants of these marvelous worlds have been
the singers of songs, utterers of great speech-the
creators of art.
And here lies the difference between creators and
imitators : the creator tells what passes in his own
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world-the imitator doea not. The imitator abdicatee, and by the fact of imitation falls upon his
knees. He is like one who, hearing a traveler tallr,
pretends to others that he bas traveled.
In nearly all lands, the poet bas been privilegedfor the sake of beauty, they have allowed him to speak,
and for that rea•on he has told the story of the oppressed; and bas excited the indignation of honest
men and even tbe pity of tyrants. He, above all
others, has added to the intellectual beauty of the
world. He has been the true creator of language,
and has left his impress on mankind.
What I have said is not only true of poetry-it is
true of all speech. All are compelled to use the
visible world as a dictionary. Words have been in
vented and are being invented-for the reason that
new powers·are found in the old symbols, new qualities, relationP, uses, and meanings. The growth of
language is necessary on account cf the development
of the human mind. The savage needs but few symbols-the civilized many-the poet most of all.
The old idea was, however, that the poet must be
a rhymer. Before printing was known, it was said :
the rhyme &ssists the memory. That excuse no
longer exists.
Is rhyme a nece~s"ry part of poetry T In my
judgment, rhyme is a hindrance to expression. The
rhymer is compelled to wander from his sub
ject-to say more or less than he means-to intro·
duce irrelevant matter that interferes continually
with the dramatic action and is a perpetual obstruc·
tion to sincere uttennce.
All poem!!', of necessity, must be short. The
highly and purely poetic is the sudden bursting into
blossom of a great and tender thought. The planting of the seed, the growtb, the bud and flower must
be rapid. The spring must be quick and warm-the
soil perfect, the sunshine and rain enough-every·
thing should tend to hasten, nothing to delay. In
poetry, as in wit, the crystallization must be sudden.
The greatest poems are rhythmical. While rhyme
is a hindrance, rhythm sMms to be the comrade of
the poetic. Rhythm ilas a naturalfoundation. Under
emotion, the blood rises and falls, the muscles contract and relax, and this action of the blood is as
rhythmical as the rise and fall of the sea. In the
highest form of expression, the thought should be in
harmony with this natural ebb and flow.
The highest poetic truth is expressed in rhythmicBl form. I have sometimes thought that an idea
selects its own words, chooses its own garments, and
that when the thought has possession, absolutely, of
the speaker or writer, he unconsciously allows the
thought to clothe itself.
The great poetry of the world keeps time with the
winds and the waves.
I do not mean by rhythm a recurring accent at
accurately measured intervals. Perfect time is the
death of music. There should always be room for
eager baste and delicious delay, and whatever change
there may be in the rhythm or time, the action itself
should suggest perfect freedom.
A word more about rhythm. I believe that certain feelings and passiom:-joy, grief, emulation, revenge, produce certain molecular movements in the
brain-that every thovght is accompanied by certain
physical phenomena, Now it may be that certain
sounds, colors, and forms produce the same molecular
action in the brain that accompanies certain feelings,
and that these sounds, colors, and forms produce
first, the molecular movements and these in their
turn reproduce the feelings, emotions, aad states of
mind capable of producing the same or like molecular
movements. So that what we call heroic music, preduces the same molecular action in the brain-the
same physical changes-that are produced by the
real feeling of heroism ; that the sounds we call
plaintive produce the same molecular movement in
the brain that grief, or the twilight of grief, actually produces. There may be a rhythmical molecular movement belonging to each state of miud,
that accompanies each thought or pasl!lion, and it
may be that music, or painting, or sculpture, produces the same state of mind or feeling that produces the music or painting or sculpture, by producing the same molecular movements.
All arts are born of the same spirit, and express
like thoughts in different ways-:-that is to say, they
produce like states of mind and feeling. The
sculptor, the painter, the composer, the poet, the
orator, work to the same end, with different materials. The painter expresses through form and
color and relation ; t h e sculptor t hrough f orm an d
relation. The poet also paints and chisels-his
words give form, relation, and color. His statues
and his paintings do not crumble, neither do they
f ad e, nor Wl"II t h ey as Iong as 1anguage en d urea.
The composer touches the passions, produces the
very states of feeling produced by the painter and
sculptor, the poet and orator. In all these there
must be rhythm-that is to say, proportion-that
is to say, harmony, melody.
So t.bat the greatest poet is the one who idealizal!l the common, who gives new meanivgs to old
symbols, who transfigures the ordinary things of

life. He must deal with the hopes and feara, and
with the llxperiences of the people.
The po~tic is not the exceptional. A petfect poem
is like a perfect day. It has the undefinable charm
of naturalness and ease. It must not appear to be
the result of great Jabor. We feel, in spite of ourselveP, that man does best that which he does easiest.
The great poet is the instrumentality, not always
of his time, but of the best of his time, and he must
be in unison and accord with the ideals of his race.
The sublimer he is, the simpler he is. The thoughts
of the people must be clad in the garments of feeling-the words must be known, apt, familiar. The
hight must be in the thought, in the sympathy.
In ~he olden time they used to have May day
parties, and the prettiest chilcl was crowned Queen
of May. Imagine an old blacksmith and his wife
looking at their little daughter clad in white and
crowned with roses. They would wonder while they
looked at her, how they ever came to have so beautiful a child. It is thus that thA poet clothes the intellectual children or ideals of the people. They
must not be gemmed and garlanded beyond the r.ecognition of their parents. Out from all the flowers
and betmty must look the eyes d the child they
know.
We have grown tired of gods and goddesses in art.
Milton's heavenly militia excites our laughter. Lighthouses have driven sirens from the dsrgerous coasts.
We have found that we do not depend on the imagination for wonders-there are millions of miracles
under our feet.
Nothing can be more marvelous than the common
and everyday facts cf life. The phantoms hav~ been
cast aside. Men and women are enough for men and
women. In their lives is all the tragedy and all the
comedy that they can comprehend.
The painter no longer crowds his canvas with the
winged and impossible-be paints life as he sees it,
people as he knows them, and in whom he is interested. " The Angelus," the perfection of pathos, is
nothing but two peasants bending their heads in
thankfulness as they hear the solemn sound of the
distant bell-two peasants, who have nothing to be
thankful for-nothing but weariness and want, noth·
ing but the crusts that they soften with their
tee.rs-nothing. And yet as you look at that picture
you feel that they have something b~>sides to be
thankful for-that they have life, love, and hopeand so the distant bell makes music in their simple
hearte.
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looks nd masks-on stupidity-and fear. Neither
does h reject or accept the new because it is new.
He wants the truth, and so he welcomes all until be
knows just who and what they are.

X.
PffiLOSOPHY.

Walt Whitman is a philosopher.
The more a man has thought, the more be has
studied, the more he has traveled intellectually, the
less certain he is. Only the very ignorant are perfectly satisfied that they know. To the common
man the great problems are easy. He baa no trouble
in accounting for the universe. Ha can tell you the
origin and destiny of man and the why and the
wherefore of things. A~ a rule, he is a believer in
special providence, and is egoistic enough to suppose
that everything that happens in the universe be:ppens in reference to him.
A colony of red ants lived at the foot of the Alps.
It happened one day, that an avalanche destroyed
the hill; and one of the ants was heard to remark :
" Who could have taken so much trouble to de!ltroy
our home!"
Walt Whitman walked by the side of the sea
"where the fierce old mother endlessly cries for her
castaways," and endeavored to think out, to fathom
the mystery of being; and he says:
I too, but signify, at the utmost, a little washed up drift,
Afew sands and dead leaves gathered together-merging
myself as part of the sands and drift.
Aware now, that amid all the blab whose echoes recoil
~pon me, I have not once had the least idea of who
or what I am.
But that for all my insolent poems, the real me still stands
untouched, untold, altogether unreached,
Withdrawn afar, mocking me with mock congratulatory
signs and voices,
With peals of distant ironic&! laughter at every word I have
written or shall write,
Striking me with insults as I fall helple.ss on the sal!d·
I perceive I have not understood anythmg, not a smgle
object; and that no man ever can.
There is in our language no profoundar poem than
the one entitled "Kemental Drifts."
The effort to find the origin of thingA bas ever
been, and will forever be, fruitless. Those who endeavor to find the secret of life resemble a man looking in the mirror, who thinks that if he only could be
quick enough be could grasp the image that he
sees behind the glass.
The latest word of this poet upon this subject is
as follows:
" To me this life with all its realities and functions
is
finally a mystery, the real something yet to be
IX.
evolved, and the stamp and shape and life here
The attitude of Whitman toward religion has not somehow given an important, perhaps the main,
been understood. 'l'owards all forms of worship, to- outline to something. further. Somehow this hangs
wards all creede, he bas maintained the attitude of over everything else, and stands behind it, is inside
absolute fairness. He does not believe that Nature of all facts, and the coDcrete tmd material and
has given her last message to man. He does not be- the worldly affairs of life and sense. That is the
lieve that all has been aecertained. He denies that purport and meaning behind all the other meanings,
any sect has written down the entire truth. He be- of LEAVES oF GRAss."
lieves in progress, and, so believing, be says :
As a matter of fact the questions of origin and
We can consider bibles and religions divine. I do not destiny are beyond the graap of the human mind.
say they are not divine. I say they have all grown out of us
and may grow out of us still. It is not they who give the We can see a certain distance; beyond that everything is only indistinct ; and beyond tha indistinct is
life. It is you who give the life.
the unseen. In the presence of these mysteriesM.y thoughts are hymns of the praise of things ;
and everything is a mystery so far liS origin, destiny,
In the dispute on God and eternity I am silent.
Have you thought there could be but a single Supreme? and nature are concerned-the intelligent, honest
There can be sny number.of Supremes. One does not coun- man is compelled to say, "I do not know."
tervail another any more than one eyesight countervails anIn the great midnight a few truths like atars
other.
Upon the great questions, as to the great problems, shine on forever-and from the brain of man come
he feels only the serenity of a great and well-poised a few struggling gleams of light-a few momentary
sparks.
soul.
Some have contended that everything is spirit;
No array of terms can say how much I am at peace about
others that everything is matter; and again, others
God and about death.
I hear and behold God in every object, not understanding who maintained that a part is matter and a part is
. God, not in the least.
spirit · some that spirit was first and 'llatter after;
Nor do I understand who there can be more wonderful other; that matter was first and spirit after; and
than myself.
In the faces of men and :women I see God, and in my face others that matter and spirit have existed together.
But none of theee people can by any possibility
in the glass.
I find letters from God dropped in the street and every tell what matter is, or what spirit is, or what the
one is signed by God's name.
·
difference is bet.ween spirit and matter.
The whole visible world is regarded by him as a
The materialists look npon the spiritualists as
revelation, and so is the invisible world, and with substantially crazy ; and the BJ:!iritualists rega;~ the
this feeling he writes :
materialists as low and grovelmg. These spmtualNot objecting to special revelations-considering a curl of istic people hold matter in contempt; but, after all,
smoke or a hair on the back of my hand just as curi- matter is quite a mystery. You take in your h~n~ a
ous as any revelation.
little earth-a little dust. Do you know what 1t 18 !
The. creeds do not satisfy, the old mythologies are In this dust you put a seed; the rain. falls upo~ it;
not enough ; they are too narrow at best, giving only the light strikes it; the seed grows; 1t bursts mto
hints and suggestions ; and feeling this lack in that blossom ; it produces fruit.
which bae been written and preached, Whitman says:
What is this dust-this womb? Do you understand it T Is there anything in the wide universe
Magnifying and applying come I;
Outbidding at the start the old cautious hucksters;
more wonderful than this!
Taking myself the exact dimensions of Jehovah;
Take a grain of sand, reduce it to powder, take
Lithographing Kronos, Zeus his son and Herkules his grandthe smallest possible particle, look at it with a ~icro
son.
scope, contemplate its every par.t for day1.1, and 1t reBuying drafts of Osiris, Isis, Belus, Brahm, and Buddha;
In my portfolio placing Manito alone-Alah on a leaf-the mains the citadel of a secret-an 1mpregnable fortress.
· crucifix
With
Odin aUdengraved
the hideous face of. Mexitli and every idol Bring all the theologians, philosophers, and scientists
in serried ranks against it; let them attack on every
and imagP.Taking them all for what they are worth, and not a cent side with all the arts and arms of thought and force.
The citadel does not fall. Over the battlements
more.
Whitman keeps open bouse. He is intellectuallv flo!\ts the flag and the victorious secret smiles at the
hospitable. . He extends his hand to a new idea. He ba:ffied hosts.
Walt Whitman did not and does not imagine that
does not accept a creed because it is wrinkled ·and
old and hal!! a long whit.e beard. He knows that ~by he has reached the limit-the end of the road
(Continued em paga 700.)
pocrisy has:a venerable look, and that i~ .relies..on
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fommnnieations.
The Spiritualist's Idea of Man.

in the meat, potatoes, and cabbage composing my
dinner, or does it reside in any of the organs of my
body!
Is it in the bones, tendons, muscles, or fibers, or
even in the insensate brain ! Do you not see that
the consciousness is not one thing only, but a multiplicity of feelings and desires ! In fact, the mind of
man is almost limitless in its aspirations and emotions, and does not depend but little upon what we
eat or drink, so that the health of the body is not
impaired.
To say that mind is a result of matter, especially
when we say that matter has no mind to start with,
is an assumption, and is arguing that something is
the direct result of nothing, or that mind, the most
important thing of life, comes from nothing, or out of
mindless matter. If we admit that mind is contained
in matter, then there ia no reason to argue against
its immortality, for it would not follow because a
portion of matter decays that the mind which had
bean generated from it would also cease to exist, for
the matter which produces so fine an organization
may hav produced a. much finer body or spirit in
which the mind could, under new conditions, continue
to liv and manifest its acquired intE~lligence. To
ergue that when the body dies the spirit must also
die, would be equivalent to saying that when the
mother dies the child must die also. We see, however, that the child is a distinct individuality produced by the mother, but being no longer dependent
upon her body and mind for life, will continue to liv
on when she dies.
The Materialist argues that as a spirit it must hav
always lived, must bav always been an entity, or having had a beginning it must hav an end.
Why such an inference ! The child did not liv
before its mother. In truth and probability, the
child inherited all its mind from its parents ; it had
no existence as a mind until the physical and mental
forces of its parents were brought together, and yet
when either or both of its progenitors died the child
remained strollg and healthy, because by the laws of
being it hRd set up an independent existence and
there was no necessity for its death becauee the
parents died ; so with the spirit of man, when it has
attained to all the intelligence and life it can obtain
from the organization of matter, it will bav developed
from the finer elements of matter a spiritual body in
which to liv on in a more purely mental sphere than
this life is fitted for, and there is no more reason why
it should not continue to liv than there is why it
should bav lived before its mother. Such ideas are
simply absurd. ·
To say that because a thing has a beginning it
must of a necessity hav an end amounts to nothing
when we consider the constant and everlasting change
of matter and things. You might with the same
propriety argue that a child could never grow into a
man. As matter is eternal and indestructible, why
may not mind be also ~
It will be seen then, that for proofs of immortality
we must seek in the realm of the epiritual forces,
and by a careful observation of the phenomena
of the later developments cf Spiritualism can
they be established, and in no other way. We may
argue as we please, the id;alist may idealize and
the Materialist may materialize, so to speak, but the
only way to settle the question is to observe the
manifestations of intelligence given through independent elate-writing, rapping, table-tipping, and
the movement of physical objects which appeal to
the intelligence of the man and identify his spirit
from knowledge which no one else could impart;
and if the spirit can materialize, all the better. The
fact that so many hav cheated and defrauded for the
sake of getting a living out of that desire, is bad
enough, and no wonder that so many bav become
disgusted with the subject; but if anyone is really
anxious to ·Obtain some evidence of a future life, and
will go alone, and sincerely desires a knowledge oi
the spirit world, there is no doubt in my mind he
can be satisfied of the truth, but he or she will hav
to test the subject by an unbiased and, as far as possible, an unprejudiced mind.
The spirits, who can read your minds, will permit
no egotistic nonsense in the matter, and you will be
most likely to draw to yourselvs just such a class of
spirits as agree with your own feelings and desires.
Otto infers that because during the carboniferous
ages no organic life (animals) could hav existed on
this earth, therefore no spirits could hav existed.
Why not? The atmosphere a thousand feet or so
abov~ the mounta_ins may hav been alive with spiritus! hfe. In fact, xt has been thought that all organic
bemgs, from the infusoria to man, originated in those
l'!calities,. away from ..the earth in those higher regions wh1ch were firs~ cooled off. In the upper air
these sprites began to develop, and when the earth
was cool enough, they began to descend and filled
the lands and seas. The chalk beds of England,
three thousand feet thick, are but the cast-off
shells of these uncountable billions of organic beings,
and they all came down from the upper air-first one
kind, then another, and, finally, why may not all
organic life hav descended in the same way, becom-

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of 0Dtober 18th I find a
somewhat lengthy dissertation by Julian M&rcellas
on the "Ideslist's Idea of Man," followed up by our
friend Otto Wettstein with the "Materialist's Idea of
Man." And I think that a fitting topic to follow
should be the "Spiritualist's Idea of Man."
The idealist argues his hope of immortality based
on the difference of inorganic and organic matter;
the inorganic being under control of and subject to
the chemical laws of nature, while organized life is
to a great extent under the control of a force or
entity-an intelligent force we may say-which
resides within its confines, and controls its move.mente, etc. Matter as such is inert; not that the
particles of a mass of matter are dead, as Otto
pleases to state we infer, but no mass of inorganic
matter has any power to move its bulk from place to
place. The motions of any mass of inorganic matter
sre purely chemical or molecular. There is no consciousness of the forces exerted upon it by the laws
of chemistry. The mass does not know when it
moves, but it simply obeys the laws of nature or the
propelling force, hence is inert. So when put in
motion the mass has no power or choice to stop, but
would go on eternally if not met and overcome or
its direction changed or stopped. Therefore when
Otto declares that matter is not inert and argues
against the law of inertia on the ground of molecular
action, he simply shows that he misapprehends the
subject under discussion. Now, on the contrary,
when a mass of matter is moved about, as is shown
by organized being~?, it also shows that su<~h mass
contains a force, an intelligently acting power, which
can move a m~ss of organized matter on a plane
much higher than that of inorganic materials.
Don't you see, Otto T The idealist is therefore right
wh10n he affirms that the matter so moving about
and manifesting intelligence must contain something
more than mere chemical or molecular life. And
when friend Otto asserts that the idea of inertia as
applied to matter is becoming exploded, he greatly
errs. No scientist will so affirm. Oan he point me
out the man who from a scientific standpoint does
so affii'm! No, sir. The law of inertia is as firm
and true as nature itself, and those who say differently do not bav any grounds upon which to make
such statement. The man who does not comprehend
the difference between a man who moves and a cart
wheel which rolls is a poor materialistic philosopher.
The same laws which pertain to matter-that is,
chemical force-act both on or in organic and inorganic matter, and from the peculiar combination of
organic matter thay act with even greater force and
action than on the maas of inorganic matter. And
yet above. all this there is an intelligent, ennobling
force, wh1ch has hopes, fears, desire!!, and impulses,
grand beyond description. The Materialist, bent on
pulling this grand idea down, and holding man's
aspirations down in the bog and mud, will not allow
him to soar upward, and at last tear himself away
from gross materiality, but when he does so escape
declares him dead.
My friend Otto, you can depend on this, matter
unorganized hes no power to move itself, nor any
power to stop itself. If you do not wind one of
y~ur ~atch~s it wil~ run down, ~nd bas no power to
wmd xtself xnto motxon, though m time the chemical
effects of oxygen and hydrogen will eat it up and
make its particles fine enough to be cast about by
the air. Not so with a man ; h-s knows how to wind
himself up, how to supply his wants and maintain
his phvsical and mental well-being.
The M~teri~list insists that all this life, intelligencE>,
and motxon xs the result of the secret chemical
forces resident in matter.· That is, he attributes the
pro:perties of intellig~nce to inorganic mat~er. !norgame matter he thmks can organize itself into an
intelligent organic being. He admits that matter per
se is not intelligent, no single atom can change itself
into anything else. An atom of gold can never
become an atom of silver or of anything else it must
!orever r~ma~ gold and nothing else; as 'an atom
xt has no mtelhgence. But, he argues when it combines with millions of other atom!!, eq~ally unintelli~ent,. they form en ?rg!-nized being manifesting
mtelhgence. Now, th1s 1s the bight of absurdity!
He tries to show by electricity, which is caused by
friction, and is a form of heat, an effect analogous to
mind. Why so! Electricity is simply heat evolved
which was contained in the matter from which
was taken. T~~re is no. mere relation or similarity
between electnc1ty and mmd than between mind and
a piece of rock. He saye, " Mind, consciousness
i!l~ividuality, memor:t:, etc.,. are purely the result of
livmg, complex orgamc bodies which in their perfect
living state generate these mental forces or processes, very much as a battery generates electricity."
Now please obEerve that electricity is analogous to
latent heat, has simply been evolved, was beforehand
contained in the battery; but mind, intelligence love
wit or humor, desire, memory, etc.-was th~t cont~ined ing mo:re !lind more J.n~te:ri~I
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of solidity corresponding to the state of the globe
was brought about 1 Otto objects that force can be
superior to matter. He insists that matter is the
thing and force only an attribute. Now, for instance,
the cart and the horse is a sample, the cart is everything and the horse which moves it only an attribute.
Or a man and a rock; when the man takes a crowbar
and moves the rock to some desirable pl~~oca the force
of the man was merely an attribute of the rock and
the crowbar, the rock and the bar were the essential
thing!!, the force and the man, or his mind, mere
attributes. This is the kind of sophistical reasoning
of the Materialist. The mind is nothing, the ma·
terial which it moves is everything. So the man
who forces his body about manifesting life is a mere
attribute of his own body. In fact, it is the body
which is bosF, and "kerflummuxes" his mind about.
as its chemical and molecular changes compel. He
goes on to say, "There is no such thing as force and
matter; matter is the only abstract existence, force
its attribute. Matter divested of force, or force
divested of matter; is impossible." Now, in my opinion this is just as absurd as the Ohristisn Scientist's
claim that nothing exists but mind. Otto asserts
that nothing exists but matter. Such generalizations lead ntberwise clear minds into the most
irrational absurdities. To say that there is nothing
in tae world but mind and matter, and in the next
breath sty that all is matter, or mind, is rqually
nonsensical. To see a mass of matter being moved
by some independent force or forces, and call it an
attribute of the thing moved, is too absurd to con·
template, and no language or illustrations can be
ridiculous enough to meet the assertion. To admit
this philoeophy for a moment, is to assert that the
lowest form of inorganic matter, or that farthest re·
moved from mind and force, is the most superior
form of it. Now we hav always been led to believe
that the highest forms of matter, and those nearest
the properties of force and thought, were the more
excellent, but it seems this is to be ignored lllnd the
undeveloped condition made the more important, or
at least the equal of any. To look at all the vast
productions of the intellect of man upon land and
sea, to see his mechanical achievements, his mental
qualifications, and his ability to move nations by the
superior results of thought alone, and without the
motion of a muscle, and then put him down ss a
mere automaton, is belittling humanity and degrading the most magnificent things to the level of a
mud pile.
Ob, no! The world is progressing, mind is ad·
vancing, and the time is coming when the ability to
govern and control matter will be enhanced a thousand fold over the present. Now we handle electricity and some of the higher forms of matter and
force; then the present achievements will seem as
but the alphabet of nature's vast volumes. This
will happen when man will not be considered a mere
automaton, but a mental and moral force.
Wilkes Bm-re, Pa.
J. R. PEBBY.

The Cause in Washington.

The present sta11ding of work as to religious exercises in public schools is as follows: While a carefully prepared presentation cf the law and factP,
backed by arguments and appeals to one's sense of
justice, hav resulted in the cessation of religious exercises in most of our public schools, yet there are
a number of places in the state where the school
boards are willful, stubborn, defiant, and in some districts the teachers hav resorted to every mean, petty
persecution of the children of those parents who hav
made protests against the injustice of forcing their
children to daily repeat the Lord's prayer.
To end this throughout the state, a case must be
d~cided of sufficient moment to be generally commented on by the press throughout the state. Fail·
ing in this, a test case before the courts is an absolute
necessity.
The directors of the Washington Seoular Union
hav decided that an appeal shall be made to the
school board of this city (Seattle), as we bav discovered that one of the teachers compels the cbil·
dren to recite the Lord's prayer in concert. 'Ve desire to resort to every laudable means to, if possible,
avoid litigation. If this city school board refuse our
request, then we hav no resource but the courts.
But we are hopeful of their compliance with right,
justice, and the law; and that the publicity we can
giv their decision will induce all the law-defying
school boards and teachers to reform.
Sunday law reform is progressing, but against opposition. Rev. Wilbur Orafts, the able, fanatical
secretary of the National Sabbath Union (with
abundance of funds, for the fanatics back up their
opinions with their cash), bas been in the state, making his headquarters in Tacoma. He is very subtle,
and sends out instructions to his emissaries ,to all
the cities of the state how to use underhand schemes
to favor their designs. Realizing it is contrary
alike to the letter and spirit of our constitution to
make religious laws, they make catspaws of the bar·
bers and store clerks. The cry is: Ob, dear, no; it
is not a religious movement. Religion bas nothing
t!t~ pre~~;~Qt form tq do witl:t jt, It ie werely to insurE! tQ ~be voo:~;
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tired workers the needed rest on the Lord's day.
We a.,e now in the midst of a big fight. The barbers, finding they could not obtain the passage of
an ordinance by the city council to enforce Sunday
closing, fell baclr, at dictation of Orafts emissaries,
on an old territorial statute. They arrested three
barbers for keeping open shop on Sunday. Two of
them were scared into paying $25 and costs. Mr.
Sa.muel Christopher, a Liberal and member of the
Washington Secular Union, fought the iasue, and as
in duty bound the Union resolved to defend him in
his constitutional rights. Our president and Mr.
McDivitt appeared before J uatice Miller, changed
venue to Justice Rivers, and entered demurrer and
motion to discharge the prisoner-first, because under the complaint he had not committed any offense
against the law; second, that the statute undet'
which the complaint was made was repealed by the
adoption of the constitution, which guarantees "absolute freedom of religious sentiment, belief, and
worship to every individual, and no one shall be disturbed in person or property on account of religion."
On Thursday the case was argued, Mr. Richard
Winsor making a most ablP, eloquent, and convincing speech. On Monday Judge Rivers, who had
reserved his decision, gave judgment in our favor
and Mr. Christopher was discharged, it being decided
that the wording of the statute did not apply to a
person following their trade, craft, or avocation, but
only to opening places of bu~iness for trade-that is,
sale or barter. Rage filled the hearts of the goodygoody, pious bigots. On Monday the members of
~hree leading clothing firms were arrestPd. O.ne of
them, H. Hershberg, is a member of our Union. All
declare intention to fight the case. We hav the
three most able and eloquent lawye:..-s of the city
retained for the defense, Richard Winsor, James H.
L9Wil', and Gan. J. B. Metcalf. They moved to dismiss the complaint on three groundE-first, because
the Sunday-closing law is contrary to the spirit of
the constitution; second, because it is contrary to a
clause of the constitution which expressly excepts
this law from being in force; third, because cases of
this kind must be founded on an information filed
by the prosecuting attorney, the same as if they were
before a grand jury. Judge Miller set the hearing
of the case for Friday at 3 P M. There is a very
great interest manifested in the case. We hav law,
reason, right, common sense, and justice all on our
side, but we hav the bitter prejudice and fanatical
z3al of Sunday devotees in opposition. They are
united, well organized, and hav pledged ample
means and generous support to the district attorney
in conducting the prosecution (persecution), and hav
provided, at their own cost, able associate counsel to
.assist him.
We are repelling the malignant onslaughts of the
enemy, not in behalf of individuals only, but principles; not alone to secure fr!Je exercise of our constitutional rights in this city, but of all the people
throughout the state.
Never was the necessity of earnest cooperation
and efficient organization of Liberals made more
apparent. .What are you going to do about it?
0. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union.
2)04 Si~th st., Seattle. Wash.

Sunday Rt>flections.

I read from their so-called inspired book of
Psalms, viii, 4: 41 What is man that thou art mindful
of him !" Again, from Job viii, 17 : " What is man
that 'thou shouldest magnify him; and that thou
shouldest set thy heart upon him 1" Which he answers in this emphatic way: "For there is hope of
a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout again.
Though the root thereof wax old in the earth, and
the stock thereof die in the ground, yet through the
scent of water it will bud and bring boughs like a
plant. But man dieth and wasteth away. So man
lieth down, and riseth not; till the heavens be no
more, they shall not awake, nor be raised out of their
sleep."
Again I return to the moldering dead, and try to
make a comparison between the doctor's reading and
the logic of Job. There is none. The one is a
demonstration, logically proved. The other an assumption without proof. Not that alone, but common observation and nature's laws prove it an impos.
sibility.
·
Again, is there anything, any substance or matter,
having form or outlinF, endowed with life, that can
be when dead resurrected ! Or can it .be prove(\
that life can exist independent of matter !
Among the most profound of mysteries, is that
of life and death. I use th.e word life, while at the
same time I do not know what life is. I do not
know that anyone does.
And can thought exist independent of matter T I
believe it will be in a general way admitted that
animal structure would be inert, incapable of action
or force, but for that invisible propelling power
called mind. The mind directs the hand holding the
pen to write out the thought. Would the limbs
move, or the body be carried along, if the mind did
not say soT
I can hardly think this will be-disputed.
Then what do we know of mind? Only that it is
an invisible force that acts under conditions. And
does it continue on in an endless round of progression! Is it something or nothing T If something~
it is immortal, like all existing things, and cannot be
annihilated. Does anyone know! We hav the statements of some of the ablest men and women that
they do know. How! By experimental test and
observation. These men and women hav been in
their investigations severe, clear in their perceptions,
snd logical in their conclusions. Many names might
be called ; I will only name three-Juliet H. Severance, M.D., Chas. McArthur, and W. H. Burr.
Shall we accept their testimony as conclusiv? I
think we are bound to do so by all the rules that
govern testimony in law. All accept many things as
truth that bav not come within the range of our observation. · How then can we do otherwise than believe that tht~y do know, until we find one competent
to prove that they do not ! It needs more than a
simple denial, or personal invectiv, which no gentleman will resort to in debate.
Milwaukee, Wis.
J. VAN DENBURGH.

Would a Writ of Error Release Mr. Heywood t
John 01·vis in Dr. Poow•s Health

Mont~zu.

I wish to report to you, as the secretary of the
National Defense AsSilciation, that in company with
another gentleman, by invitation of Flora and Jose·
pbine Tilton, I accompanied them on a visit to Ezra
H. Heywood.
I was surprised to find how splendidly Mr. Heywood looks, and how nobly he bears himself under his
duress. His health has actually improved during
his confinement. I was struck with the simplicity
and sweetness of his whole bearing. No railing,
no fault-finding, no crimination escaped his lips ;
but while speaking with the deepest earnestness of
the absolute necessity of standing for the liberty
of speech, writing, and printing as the vary palladium of public safety, though his eye softened
with emotion, his bearing was that of a teacher of
conquering hosts. Mr. Heywood spoke most feelingly of f.he absolute necessity that the people should
be roused to secure the recognition of the great
rights fer which he contends and suffers. What
hope is there, he asked, for labor on the advance
of social reform if anybody, or any power under
heaven, may interfere with these fundamental rights
of citizenship T
•
It is believed, not without good grounds for It,
that Mr. Heywood might, with comparativly little
effort, be released on a writ of error. In such an
effort it is of the first importance to secure good
legal talent and experience. What C!'n the National
Defense Association do about it? I am myself too
invalided to do more than put in a " lick" here and
there, as in writing this report of my visit. Mr.
Heywood will outliv his enemies and persecutors.

Nature's mighty miracle ia still over and around us; and
hence our wonder and reverence remain to be the inheritance of humanity.-John G. Whittie1·.
After reading Mr. Longshore's essay on immortality in THE TnuTH SEEKER of July 19th, which in its
range was too f<ll"-reacbing or vague for my full comprehension, I took an hour's walk, during which
some questions presented themselvs which I found
not easy to answer. Within an easy hour's ride, and
only a few miles from the greatest summer resort in
the United States, Saratoga, during certain hours on
the main road out may be seen hundreds of equipages,
and thousands of gaily dressed ladies and gentlemen,
attended by coachmen and servants in livery. And
in sight of that thoroughfare which so many pass and
repass, is a deseded burial-place, on a barren sand
knoll covered with stunted pines and other trees,
some of them of twenty years' growth, some standing
oa the 2raves aod others fallen. The standing monuments designate about a dozen buried, the last date
some forty years ago. I asked myself, when another
forty years is past h~w !Dan~ of t~o.se d~ily rolling ~Y
seeking pleasure, enJoymg life, killing time, etc., will
remain T And will any traces of this barren and deserted sand knoll be visible T Will the stunted
shrubbery, the moss-adorned monuments, remain to
mark the site of the bones moldering beneath~ His
only a question of time when the places. that know
t.bem now will know them no more forever.
On my return I heard a surpliced doctor of divinity read from a book he called the only infallible
guide : "I believe in the resurrection of the body, When the Shoe Pinrhes Them They Cry Ont.
and the life immortal." That is, the life immortal
From the weelau constitution, Atlanta, G,'t.
of that resurrected body. My thoughts went back to
the neglected sand knoll' and the forgotten bones
The freedom of American institutions, the liberty
Where would they go! What will they doT Spec- of the press, are great and glorious things. We are
ulation is uet~dless 1 beo~use it is a pal!lab1e impoesi-1 supposed to enjoy them at home and to boast of
bilit7.
them abroad•. But iD spite Qf this, tbNe are teDdeD-
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cies in our government that giv grave cause for
alarm-tendencies that threaten to usurp the rights
of the citizen and to undermine our free institutions,
among the greatest of which is the liberty of the
press.
The political party now in power is occupying
advanced ground on this line and in many respects
is establishing dangerous precedents. With the high
government officials, every man appears to be a law
unto himself; in other words, he interprets the law
to suit his prejudices, places his own construction
upon it, and issues his edicts as though he were the
head and fountain of all law, the judge and censor
of all people ..
Here, for instance, is a postmaster-general who
occupies this advanced and unheard-of position ;
who constitutes himself. the censor of the press, and
issues his orders to a host of underlings, to be executed at their discretion-according to whatever
construction they may place upon them. We see
him issuing these arbitrary decrees and exceeding
the. authority vested in him ; his pnjudicee are
great; his judgment weak. An author writes a
book; the postm11ster-general is a book agent; he
wants to selJ the book; he writes the author to that
effect For some reason-this is the case of the
"Kreutzer Sonata "-the books are not forwarded.
Then the postmaster-general declares that the book
is obscene and issues his decree: It shall not pass
through the mails !
We are not taking the part of this particular author and his book; it is the principle of tha thing
that we are after, it is the dangerous precedent thus
established. According to the postmaster-general's
strict rules of official propriety, this prohibition must
be wholesale; it mnst reach a million books which
are now being issued in this country, and which, to
him, may com.e under this head of " obscene ;" it is
an attack upon Shakspere and other standard works ;
it is an attack upon the liberty of the press of the
United States, for scarcely a newspaper is published
which does not contain one or more columns that
may offend the acute moral sensibilities of the
postmaster-general and move him to exercise this
tyrannical prohibition.
.
He is carrying the thing too far. To bring it
nearer home, there ere one hundred and seventeen
post-offices in Georgia. Under the precedent estab·
lished by Mr~ Wanamaker each postmaster is a judge
of what is mailable and unmailable matter. This
would be right to a certain extent; but are they not
likely, also, to exceed their authority, place their own
construction on the law, and carry matters too far!
Assuredly. An editor may print soma art.icle in his
paper which would rend~r the whole edition liable
to seizure, and the business of the paper and its
patrons might be seri,ously affected in consequence.
The postmaster and his clerks, placing their own
construction on such an aJcticle, could muzzle the
press and hav the man at their mercy.
When the lottery law went into effect the Constitution struck all lottery advertisments from its columns, both from its city and mail editions. It has
been the custom of the weekly Constitution, in
return for services rendered, to distribute gifts
among its subscribers. It was not thought that the
lottery law would be as far-reaching as this, and so
it continued to cffer inducements to subscribers as
of old. After the law went into effect two edHions
of the paper were mailed and went safely to their
destination. Tke post-office authorities must hav
known that these editions contained the usual inducements to subacriberF, but no complaint was
made. It was not until the third edition, in the
third week after the passage of the lottery law,
reached the post-office, that anything was said.
Then, after the edition had been prepared for mailing, the Constitution was. tardily notified that it
could not pass through the ma.ils-st what loss to
the paper and its subscribers may be readily imagined.
We submit that this was wrong, and that the law
which makes it possible is wrong. Every newspaper
in the country will be affected by it ; the business of
each will be crippled and the liberty of the press restricted. We do not believe that it is the true spirit
of the law, or that the law was intended to cover the
legitimate buein~ss of ne'!'epapers. Encourag~d and
snstained there IS no telhng to what lengths It may
lead. U ~der its working we can no longer boast of
the liberty of the pres!', for the press will hav no
liberty; it will find a cens.or in eve_ry postma.ster and
government detectiv, and, m many mstances, Ignorant
and prejudiced men will hav it in their power to
suppress the free speech and actions of its shackled
editors.
In this connection, it is not going too far to say
that the freedom, not of the press, bub cf the people
of the whole country, is in danger. When tbe greatest engin of civilizati~n can be stol?ped ~t ~ill •. its
actions censured and Its products se1zed, It IS hme
to call a halt •. With the power t.hus acquired there
is no knowing to what it, may lead. Great consequences may follow and exercise a fatal iilfluenoe
upoP. our tree ip.~t~t1ltions.
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What They Say About the Picture Book:.
ll'rom

the

Bostcm Investigator.

This book contains over three hundred and sixty pages of

pictorial and literary arguments against the absurd claims
and doctrins of Christianity. The pictures, of which there
are nearly two hundred, were designed by W~tson Heston,
and were published in THB TRuTH BBBKXB, during the years
1886-1889, and are in themselvs powerful aids in showing up
tlle foolish pretensions of religion and in .exposing the designs of priestcraft. Mr. Heston deserves to be called the
artist-hero of Liberalism. He has dedicated his genius to
Freethought, and· has done faithful and noble work for the
cause of right and truth. But the pictures do not make up
the whole of this volume. There are nearly two hundred
pages of reading matter that serve first as explanations of
the illustrations, and secondly as texts to prove the utter
falsity of the church's professions and the hypocrisy of those
who uphold them. Altogether the book is one of the best
weapons against Christianity and the church that has ever
been put in the hands of Freethinkers.

The Testimonial to Walt Whitman.
By the kindne1s of Colonel Ingersoll we are enabled to furnish the readers of TaB Tnum SEEltBB
with a complete report of his' address at the Testimonial to Walt Whitman. No other paper contains
it, up to date, and those who read it here can conBider themselvs favored mortals.
The beauty and truth of the address are no Jess
great than the generosity which prompted the testimoniaL By it Colonel Ingersoll has laid at the feet
of the aged poet wealth sufficient to make a great
many of his last days more cheerful, and at the same
time he has again made the· world his debtor for
clothing the noblest ideas in garb so brilliant that
even the thoughtless will remember them. Poetry
as well as the poet has been enriched.
After reading this address, think of the value of a
religion which caused the managers of a public hall
in Philadelphia to refuse it utterance within the
walls they own I

one to another with brotherly love ; in honor preferring one
Mother ; not slothful in busineas ; fervent in spirit; serving
the Lord; rejoicing in hope ; patient in tribulation ; continu.
ing instant In praver ; distributing to the necessity of paints:
given to hospitality. Bless them which persecute you:
bless, and curse not. Rejoice with them that. do rejoice,
and weep with them that weep. Be of the same mind one
toward another. Mind not high things, but condescend to
men of low estate. Be not wise in your own conceits.
Recompense to no man evil tor evil. Provide things honest
in the sight of all men. If it be possible, as much as lieth
in you, Uv peaceably with all men. Dearly beloved, avenge
not yourselvs; but rather giv place unto wrath; for it is
written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.
Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst,
giv him drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of firfl
on his head. Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with
good."
By the terms of the assertion we are debarred
from going outside of the Bible to show whether or
not this is Teal Christianity, and of course no Chris·
tianity can be found in the Old Testament. But if
because this chapter is in the Bible it is Christian
teaching, so must the doctrine taught in the follow·
ing passages, which are also from the Bible and
therefore as really " practical Bible Christianity " as
is Paul's good-natured homily.
·
We are told (2 Thess. ii, 11) tha\
"God llhall send them strong delusion, that they should
believe a lie."
We do not assert that this refers to the chapter
above cited, but when we compare the teaching of
that chapter with the acts of Christians-their
deceptions, their thefts and robberies, their cruelties,
their ostentatious professions, their wars, their
unmerciful conduct toward opponents, their persecu·
tiona, their hatreds of each other, their coldness to
strangers in their churches, their revengeful spirit,
their rancorous differences of opinion, their contempt
for men of low estate and esteem for " high things,''
their arrogance, their dishonesty-it certainly appears
plausible that anyone who thinks that the chapter is
an .epitome of Christian doctrin is one to whom God
has sent strong delusion, that he should believe a
lie. For if that chapter be Christianity, where
shall we look for, and whenever should we hav
found, any Christians!
In chapter twelve of the epistle to the Romans
Paul recommends honesty (v. 17); but in the third
chapter he says :
" For if the truth of God hath more abounded through
my lie unto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?"

Perhaps Paul was trying to make the truth of
God abound when he recommended the providing of
honest things, for he admits to the Corinthians that
he aaught tbem with guile (2 Cor. xii, 16). That,
we suppose, is " practical Bible Christianity," as the
vote buying, slandering of opponente, and deception
of the people nowadays by Christian statesmen is
"practical politics."
Here is another Christian dt>atrin given by Christ
himself, and we earnestly desire to know whether it
is practiced by Christians. Jesus said:
"Of him that taketh away thy goods ask them not again."
When Jesus said that did he meaD, ask a policeman to recover the goods, or, let the thief hav
them! Again :
"Submit yourselvs to every ordinance of man, . . .
whether it be to kings as supreme ; or unto governors" (1
Peter ii, 13). "Let every soul be subject unto higher
------~~-----powers. For there is no power but of God. Whosoever
"Practical Bible Christianity."
The editor of a religious journal says that we therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God·
and they that resist shall receive to themselvs damnation,:
" should read the twelfth chapter of Paul's epistle to (Rom. xiii, 1, 2).
the Romans, and learn what practical Bible Chris"And these sentiments were uttered when a Nero
tianity is."
sat
upon the throne-when ·Palestine was being
The ahapter is as follows :
arnshed
beneath the iron heel of despotism-when
"I beseech you, therefore, brethren, b.v the mercies of
God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, brave and patriotic men were struggling for freedom.
acceptable, unto God, which is your reasonable service. The Bible has ever been the bulwark of tyranny.
And be not conformed to this world : but be ye transformed When the oppressed millions of Franae were endeavby the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is oring to throw off their yoke-when the Washingthat good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God. For I
11y, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is tons, the Franklins, the Painee, and the Jefferson&
among you, not to think of himself more highly than he were contendin&r for American liberty-craven priests
ought to think ; but to think soberly, according as God hath stood up in the pulpit, opened this book, and
dealt to every man the measure of faith. For as we hav gravely read: 'The powers that be are ordained of
many members in one body, and all members hav not the God; they that resist shall receive to themselvs
11me omce; so we, being many, are one body in Christ, and damnation.'" Is that practical Bible Christianity T
nery one members one of another. Having then gifts difThen here is some more Bible Christianity painfering according to the grace that is given to us, whether
'
prophecy, let us prophesy according to the proportion of fully practical:
faith; or ministry, let us walt on our ministering; or. he that
" He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he
teacbeth, on teaching; or he that exhorteth, on exhortation: that believeth not shall be damned " (Mark xvi, 16).
he that giveth, let him do it with simplicity; he that ruleth,
" Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire " (Matt.
witb diligence; he that ahoweth mercy, with cheerfulneea. xxv, 41).
Let love be without dissimulation. Abhor that which is
" These shall go away into everlasting punishment "(Matt.
evU s cleave to that wh,ch good. Be kindly a1fectioned uv,46).

"Cast Into hell, into the fire that never shall be quenched"
(Mark ix, 41J).
" If there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrln,
receive him not into your house" (2 John i, 10).
In this famous twelfth chapter Paul exhorts the
brethren to be of the same mind. How he would
accomplish this he tells in another epistle :
" If any man preach any other gospel· unto you than that
ye hav received, let him be accursed" (Gal. 1, 9).
" I would they were even cut o:lf which trouble you"
(Gal. v, 12).
Paul had warrant for this practical teaching in
the teaching of Jesus :
" But those mine enemies, which would not that I should
reign over them, bring hither and slay them before me"
(Luke xix, 27).
Jesus made his parables a medium through whiah
to teach practical Bible Christianity; and we will
do the Christians the justice to say that they hav
followed the doctrin as faithfully as their opportu·
nities allowed. " We see earth covered with the yellow bones of murdered heretics and scholars; we
see the persecutions and butcheries of Constantine,
of Theodosius, of Olovis, of Justinian, and of Charlemagne; we see the Crueades, in which nearly twenty
millions perish ; we see the followers of Godfrey in
Jerusalem-see the indiscriminate massacre of men,
women, and children-see the mosques piled seven
deep with murdered Saracens-the Jews burnt in
their synagogs ; we see Coour de Lion slaughter in
cold blood thousands of captiv Infidels ; we see the
Franks in Constantinople, plundering, ravishing,
murdering; we see the Moors expelled from Spain ;
we see the murder of the Huguenots aud W aldenses
-the slaughter of German pea11ants-the desolation
of Ireland-Holland covered with blood; we witness
Smithfield and Bartholomew; we see the Inquisition
with its countless instruments of fiendish cruelty ;
we see the Auto-da-fe, where heretics clad in mockery are led to torture and to death ; we see men
stretched upon the rack, disjointed, and torn limb
from limb ; we see them 1layed alive-their bleeding
bodies seared with red-hot irons ; we see them covered with pit.ch and oil and set on fire ; we see them
hurled headlong from towers to the stony street
below; we see them buried alive ; we see them
hanged and quartered; we see their eyes bored out
with heated augers-their tongues torn out-their
bones broken with hammers-their bodies pieraed
with a thousand needles; we see aged women tied
to the heels of fiery steeds-see their mangled and
bleeding bodies dragged over the frozen earth; we
see babes 1lung into the 1lames to perish with their
mothers, or with their mother sewed in sacks and
sunk in the sea ; in short, on every hand, we see
hate, torture, death I"
That was practicalBible Christianity I
A good Christian doctrin taught by J ohli is this:
" Except ye eat the flesh of the son of man and drink his
blood, ye hav no life in you" (John vi, 53).
The practical side of this teaching was a few years
ago found to be illustrated in Russia. "We hear,"
said a writer in Harper's Weekly, "of horrid sects
at present in Russia, practicing cannibal and human
sacrifices with rites almost more devilish than any
r~corded in history. ' The communism of the 1lesh
of the lamb,' and 'the communism of the blood of
the lamb,' really seem to hav been invented by the
lowest demons of the bottomless pit. The subjeat
is too revolting to be pursued in detail ; it is enpugh
to say that an infant seven days old is bandaged over
the eyes, stretched over a dish, and a silver spoon
thrust into the side so as to pierce the heart I The
elect suck the child's blood-that is • the blood of
the lamb!' The body is left to dry up in another
dish full of sage, then crushed into powder and eaten
-that is 'the 1lesh of the lamb !' "
Another bit of practical Bible Christianity is the
New Testament utterances which particularly concern the ladies. We hav space to quote but a few:
"Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule
over thee " (Gen. iii, 16).
"Wives submit yourselvs to your own husbands" (Col.
iii, 18).

.

"As the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be
to their own husbaBds in everything" (Eph. v, 24).
''Let your women keep silence in the churches, for it is
not permitted unto them to speak; bat they are commanded
to be under obedience, as also saith the law. And if they
will learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home ;
for it is a shame for a woman to speak in the church " (1
Cor. xiv, 84, 85).
"Ye wives, be in subjection to your own husbands. .
. For after this manner in the ol<l tl~ll the holf W<?~~~~

\
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also, who trusted in God, adorned themselvs, being in subjection to their ow;n husbands; even as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calllng him lord" (1 Peter ill, 1-6).
"Let woman learn in silence with all subjection. But I
sufrer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the
man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed, then
Eve. And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived ,was in the transgression" (1 Tim. ll, 11-14).
Practical Bible Ohristianity, too, is well presented
in 'hese extracts from a writer called Matthewalthough he didn't write it, and no one knows who did.
They are rules for Ohristians to liv by, and are more
authoritativ than the letters of Paul, for they were
drawn up by Jesus Ohrist:
· " Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or
what ye shull drink; nor yet for your body what ye shall
put on. . . . Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow
not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns. . . .
And why take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies
of the field, how they grow ; they toll not, neither do they
spin. . . . Therefore take no thought, saying, What
shall we eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal
shall we be clothed ? • . . The morrow shall take
thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is
the evil thereof " (Matt. vi, 25-34).
We trust that our religious contemporary will be
kind enough to say whether it approves, of the practical Bible Ohristi-m,ity outlined in the passages we
hav quoted; and if it does not to say why. They
are just al!l authoritativ as any other passages, are as
much a part of sGripture, and if the church does not
approve them we desire to know what the reason is
-whether she has received a new revelation or
whether fallible men set their reaso:ra and human feeliDgs above the word of God 1
At any rate millions of Ohristians follow the teachings inculcated in them where one obeys the comprehensible commands of the twelfth chapter of the
epistle to the _!t_o_m_a_n_s_.- - - - - - -

"Sabbath Prosecutions in Washington."

cross-eyed reform is to be the watchword of the
hour, the Journal desires to say that it would like
to see the authority by which these hair-splitting
distinctions are drawn. Who gave itT· Where did
it come from T Does the consMtution of the state of
Washington vest the power in any clique or faction
to declare that a Sunday bath in a public house is a
moral institution, while a Sunday shave in the same
shop is an agency of the devil ! Such ridiculous and
arbitrary and fanatical decrees are as much out of
place in Seattle to-day as a polar bear in the orange
groves of Florida. We believe in law and order and
a decent respect to the honest convictions of every
class, but the disposition of some folks to recognize
no class as honest and conscientious but themselvs
is a spMies of slavery which no liberal citizen can
indorse."
But the Washington Secular Union is still alive,
and its secretary announces its determination to hav
something to say Bbout this blackmailer's style of
enforcing laws. Two sections of t:he Supday law
read as follows:
" Sec. 2,069. And it shall be the duty of any and all
public officers in this territory, knowing of any violation of,
this chapter, to make complaint under oath, to the nearest
justice of peace from where the offense was committed.
''Sec. 2,070. Any public officer who shall refuse or willfully neglect to inform against and prosecute offenders
against this chapter shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction shall be punished by a fine of not
less than $25 nor more than $100, and the court before
which such officer shall be tried shall declare the office or
appointment held by such officer vacant for the balance of
his term."
After a test in the courts as to the constitutionality
of the Sunday law, if the decision shall be adverse to
the Secular Union's claim, the Union will see that
the law is impartially enforced, with a view .to its
repeal. Mr. Reynolds declares : "Since the best
way to insure the repeal of a bad law is to rigidly
enforce it-let it be known there can be no more
open stores, no more sales by the publishers of new~:
papers on Sunday, nor can the necessary work be
done on Sunday to get out the Monday morning
edition-no more business of any kind that comes
within the scope of this law."
The statute (§2,070) provides a means of doing
tbie, for any offiGer refusing to inform and prosecute
is liable to fine and deposition from office, and the
Washington Secular Union can put the machinery of
law into motion. The statute was made for the use
of the " Sabbath" fanatics, but it cuts both ways.
Let everybody observe the law or none.
It is significant thll$f; the first man singled out by
the " Sabbath" fanatics for prosecution is a member
of the Secular Union. It is encouraging to add that
the Union promptly retained counsel to defend him.
The fight is on ; let it proceed !

The "Sabbath" fanatics of Seattle, Wash , having
been thwarted by the Washington Secular Union in
their attempt to hav enacted a municipal ordinance
closing barber shops on Sundays, hav now fallen
back upon the state Sunday law to gain their end.
That statute is as follows :
"Section 2,067. It shall be unlawful for any person or
persons of this territory, to open on Sunday for the purposes
of trade, or sale of goods, wares and merchandise, any shop,
store, or building, or place of business whatever: Provided,
That this chapter shall apply to hotels only in so far as the
sale of intoxicating liquors are concerned, and shall not
apply to drug stores, livery stables, and undertakers.
" Sec. 2,068. Any person or persi)ns violating the foregoing section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on convic
tion thereof be fined in s.ny sum not less than twenty-five
nor more than one hundred dollars.''
The "emissaries of the National Sabbath Union,"
as Mr. Reynolds designates them, propose however
to make some exceptions in enforcing the law upon
barbers. At one of their meetings, " after considerM.oralifJ and Religion.
able discussion, it was decided not to interfere with
the proprietors of barber shops who should keep
The American Se1ttinel quotes this from THE
their baths open on Sunday." That is to say, the TRUTH SEEKER:
clique of " Sabbath" fanatics propose to dictate to
" It seems to be necessary to continually remind the
business men as to who shall and who shall not priests that morality has nothing to do with religion. Mo. t th S d 1
The ossibilities of black- rality appeals to the ?xperience of mankind. It cares nothno.1a ? e un ay aws.
P
.
. inJ! about faith, nothmg about sacred books. Morality demail In such a scheme .are large, and ~f they .are pends upon facts, something that can be seen, something
allowed to carry out their program, their orgamza- known, the product of which can be estimated."
tion, or at least the executiv officers, will probably
And thus comments upon it:
wax riob. The absurdity of the distinction is well
"But morality has much to do with religion, and we
depicted by the Seattle Morning Journal. " It doubt not that even THB TRUTH SBEKBR admits it practiaeems" it says "that the carefully balanced moral- cally, even if it does not as a theory. We hav known THB
· t
h'
t
f
th'
· th'
· hb h d TRUTH SBBKBR to remark upon the immorality of professed
_Is II W O wan ?re orm mgs In Is neig or 0
Christians as somethinp: not in accordance with their profeshav .made a review of the barl}er-shop controversy, sion. Why, if morality has nothing to do with religion?
and they decree that it will not be wise to make war THE TRUTH BEKKER certainly knows better."
on such shops as hav a bath-room annex. These
S~ill we are not convinced that we were wrong,
can open on Sunday with perfect propriety, because and do not practically admit what we deny in theory.
cleanliness is next to godliness, and it will never do The reason that we sometimes refer to the moral
to orush any agency that will put a man in a more delinquencies of the preachers is becaus,e the Ohrismoral frame of mind. To a personage up a tree, tians claim that their religion makes people more
~owever, it looks as if this thing has reduced itself moral. If this be so, then the teachers of that religto a question of anatomy. If a man's piety is to be ion ought certainly to be moral. We find, however,
encouraged on Sunday by a bath-if he can take a as a matter of fact, that they are not so; indeed, it
dip without offending the religion~ sense of the com- is the reverse, for what class of professional men are
munity, he certainly should hav the right to clean so often detected in immorality as the ministers?
hia nails, cut his hair, and· keep his chin in repair, This fact disposes practically of the claim that Chrisfor all these things contribute to good citizenship tianity of itself-the possession of religion, a "new
and prepare him for communion with his Ohristian birth," a "change of heart "-makes men better.
brethren. The right to hav the stomach keyed up And that is the answer to the Sentinel!s question
to concert pitch on Sunday keeps the restaurants why we refer to these things if we do not think that
sacred from the pious crusade of reformers, but this morality has anything to do with re1igion.
delicate distinction between the sinful qualities of a
Morality is an elastic thing, and, like blasphemy,
bath-tub and a razor is rather too rich for .our Lib- changes with the country one is in. Immemorial
wal bl904-" ~pe Journal ~dds : "If this sort of . custom, Thoreau oalh,l it, with good reason. Ameri-
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can morality on marriage customs, for iastanoe, is not
he same as the Turkish, though the practice is very
similar. · Yet the 'rurks are fully as religious as the
Americans. There are dozens of acts called immoral
by one people which are not at all immoral to other
nations. Drinking wine is called very immoral by
the Mohammedans; but it is not so regarded by
Ohristians.
" The pope he is a happy man,
IDs palace is the Vatican.
And there he sits and drains his can;
The pope he is a happy man.
I often say when I'm at home
I'd like to be the pope of Rome.
" And then there's Sultan Saladin,
That Turkish soldan full of sin;
He has a hundred wives at least,
By whi~h his pleasure is increased.
I've often wished, I hope no sin,
That I were Sultan Saladin.
" But no, the pope no wife may choose,
And so I would not wear his shoes.
No wine may drink the proud paynim,
And so I'd rather not be him.
My wife, my wine, I love, I hope,
And would be neither Turk nor pope."
The commandments of Buddha, as transcribed by
the writers of the Old Testament, are supposed to
be an epitome of religious morality, but they are
not all such by any means ; they are simply a few
rules found by the race to conduce to human happiness. The religious part of them is not morality at all.
''Religious morality "is what one must observe for
the welfare of religion-like, "Believe or be damned."
That is a religious "moral" commandment. The
first commandment is, " Thou shalt hav no other gods
before me." That certainly has nothing to do with
morality. It is perfectly moral to worship any God
one chooses to. The second, against idolatry, also is
not a moral but a religious commandment. So is the
·third, against what is called profanity, or blasphemy.
The fourth, against Sabbath--breaking, the Adventists
themselvs deny with all the strength they possess.
The fifth, against irreverence toward parents, is the
first moral commandment, and proceeds from no religion, but purely from human love. The sixth,
against murder, needs no religion to make it moral;
it is the rasult of a human desire to liv. The seventh,
against adultery, is also a human rule, springing
from human love of wife and husband. The eightb,
against ste~:oling, was probably made by the first man
who succeeded in getting one meal ahead of his
hunger. So with the ninth, against false witness;
any man who hates to be lied about would say that.
The tenth, against covetousness, is a human rule
made by the rich for the exclusiv benefit of the poor.
Thus we see in these commandments that whatever is "moral " is that which conduces to human
earthly welfare. The rest are religious commandments, which it is not practically immoral to break,
because no one is injured thereby. Any act is moral
which injures no one, but conduces to happiness.
Four of these commandments are religious, and
were evidently made by the priests of early times for
their own benefit. The others are the sum of human
experience as to what benefits the people. They are
moral, not religioull', and need no religion to sustain
them. They depend for their authority ''upon facte,
so!]l-athing that can be seeJ?, something known, the
product of which can be estimated."
The Ohristians hav been taught by their priests
that their religion is the foundation o! everything
good, and they do :aot take the trouble to go to the
root of these questions and find out the truth. Anyone who accepts the Bible as infallible, or as an authority in morals-or anything else-will be found
sadly lacking in true knowledge.
OwiNG to pressure of work consequent on the forthcoming
Congress at Portsmouth, the corresponding secretary, Ida
C. Craddock, finds it impossible to answer many quite important letters until after her return from the Congress.
She hopes that those who are wondering why they hav reP.eived no answer to their letters for the past week or two
will make allowances for her unavoidable delay in replying.

THB Portsmouth~ 0., Blade thus welcomes the heretics to
that city: "The Secular Unionists meet here next week.
Noted ml'n and women of letters belong to it. We may not
see as they see, we may not be in accord with their views,
but we can show them what hospitality is. That belongs to
humanity. It is not bounded by beliefs. It is as broad and
as endless as space. lt is the noblest attribute of the hun:.an
heart. Where it is not there is no Christianity. Where it is
not there is no love. Where it is not there is no soul. Let
us make it pleasant for these strangers. If they preach
strange gods, go into the temple as did Paul and dispute with
tkem. If they desire to giv reason for the faith that is in
them, giv them respectful audience-hear them for their
cause. No faith as we see it is worth the having whose
bulwarks cannot withstand the most searching scrutiny.
To run away from, to ignore argument from whatever source
or in whatever disguise the alleged devil may come, ie a confession of weakness not creditable to the faitllful."
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want more than anything else is to reason, think, and act
for themselvs. By so doing their vision will become brighter,
and all that they see around them and those that they come
In contact with will help them to be happier. Now, they
Sioux FALLS, S.D., Oct. 6, 1890.
wlll soon learn that if they violate the law of nature they
MR. EDITOR: The " Pictorial Text-l!!l&ok " at last came to must suffer; and I know of no other law, morally speaking,
hand. I hav waited long for it, and it is a jewel, worth that we are responsible to.
F. L. W.ABNER.
waiting for. It is worth its price multiplied by ten. It is
a remarkably good Sunday-school text-book, and I shall use
D&s MoiNEs, !.A., Oct. 6, 1890.
it as such in my family.
N. S. JOHNSON.
M:a. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the book of pictures.
I would not say that THE TRUTH BBBKBR without Heston
RosLYN, WAsH., Oct. 7, 1890.
was the play of Hamlet with Hamlet left out, for the paper
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed find $6, for which send me three
is of intrinsic value per BtJ; but I may say that Heston is a
more copies of the " Freethinker'!! Text-Book." 'fhls valuable "condiment" in spicing the paper. What can be
makes twelve copies that I hav ordered. I wish to show
more realistic than his last, " The specter that threatens
Mr. Heston my appreciation of his work, and make converts
Ireland ?"-what more truthful than his depleted cause,
for Liberalism and bones of the holy groans.
Catholicism lugging off on its back the llfe'e-blood of IreVery truly yours,
HB~BY BBWHLING.
land, Peter's pence ? The naked truth is, Ireland is so utterly
besotted with priestcraft that to lend a helping hand to save
WxsT UNION, !A., Oct. 9, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : I am anxious to get the book that one can her from starvation is like giving money to a famishing ineread as fast as one can turn the leaves. I hope that Heston briate, who will spend his last cent for liquor. Still, benevmay liv forever-which means fifty years or more. To pray olent America. wlll BOt see Ireland starve ; it will contribute
is heathenish and to giv thanks is a mockery. The $2 munificently, and Ireland wlll buy some food and the pope
inclosed is for our picture book, and I hope that I may get the lion's share. Protestant Ireland seems to be all
right. My observation is that Chlnlquy'e book," The Priest,
J. F. S.
be able to sell a few this winter.
the Woman, and the Confessional," is better calculated to
deal a death-blow to Catholicism than anything of the kind
OAK.Woon, S.D., Sept. 27, 1890.
JI.Ix. EDITOR: My brother takes your valuable paper, and yet given to the public. It is aH eye. opener pa-1· euelltJnoe.
Yours truly,
V. C. TAYLOR.
we are very anxious to hav Mr. Heston return, for we miss
the cartoons so. We went to hear one of Mr. Remsburg's
HuBBARD, Oct. 14, 1890.
lectures, and thought it just grand. It was " The Sunday
MR. EDITOR: In THll: TRUTH S&BKBB of October 11th I
Question." Elder R - - was there, and he thinks Mr.
see Nelson Hunt w&Hts to know what Burns meant by the
Rellll!burg a gentleman in every respect. BBLLB CROSBY.
'' rye through which Jenny dragglt a' her petticoatie," and
BOZEMAN, MONT., Oct. 1, 1890.
also who" Racer Jess" was in ''The Holy Fair." Now, I
Mn. EDITOR : I should like to inquire through your paper spent some of my boyhood's days in Scotland, in the land of
if any of its readers know H. L. Burk. My brother, Henley Bums, and heard the song, "Coming Through the Rye,"
Lybrook Burk, left his home in the state of Michigan many sung many times, and was informed that the meaning was
years ago, since which time not a word has been heard from that there is a small stream in Ayrshire ca.lled the Rye, and
him. We conjecture that he is somewhere in the West. that there was no bridge, but st2pplng-stones, as they were
Any information as to where he may be would be most called, and people crossing had to step or jump from one
TBos. Bunx.
thankfully received.
stone to another, and. when the water was a little high these
stones were covered, and that was how Jenny '' dragglt a'
AusTIN, ILL., Oct. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $6, for which mail three her petticoatie " coming through the Rye. Now, of Racer
"Pictorial Text-Books." Do not abandon the illustrations. Jess my edition of Burns has this foot-note : " The following
We like the paper better with them. I cannot understand notice of 'Racer Jess' appeared in the newspapers of Febwhy people do not find them beneficial in showing the ruary, 1818: 'Died at Mauchllne a few weeks since, Janet
absurdities of the Bible history. Let us hav them in plain Gibson, Gonslgned to immortality by Bums in his "Holy
figures, and on front and back pages. Long llv Heston. Fair," under the turf appellation of Racer Jess. She was
the daughter of "Poosie Nancy," who figures in the "Jolly
PABKBB WINBMAN.
His pictures will never die.
Beggars." 8he was remarkable for her pedestrian powers,
and sometimes ran long distances for a wager.'"
HABWIOH, MAss., Oct. 13, 290.
MR. EDITOR : Find $2 inclosed for the "FreethinkADAM AROBIB.ALD.
er's Pictorial Text-Book." I am surprised and pleased
GRAND Fonxs, Oct. 4, 1890.
with the ability of the editorials and communications in THB
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6 for the old TRUTH
TRUTH BBBKBB, and look eagerly for its weekly advent
among us. More and more do I see the abominable fruits r-f BBBKBR and the" Pictorial Text-Book," and other books as
the huge blasphemy called Christianity. Speed the day per bill. I think the old TRUTH BBBKBB, which 1 call my
Bible, all right with or without the pictures, but the pictures
when it shall hav been swept from the face of the earth.
put on the finishing touch, like paint on a lady's cheek, so I
.
B. F. ROBBINS.
a'm for the pictures, and I will giv fifty cents toward paying
BRAYTON, N. Y., Oct. 6, 1890.
Brother Heston for making one showing some of our great,
Mn. EDITOR : I hereby send my thanks to John Peck for great statesmen on their knees before a priest confessing
his hard pecking of the old copperheads of the orthodox that they had eaten meat on Friday, contrary to the rules of
churches. I hope he will keep on pecking their old flinty our sacred church, and the priest making them do penance
heads until they surrender up their fort and glv their dupes by walking around the church on their bare knees on a
fair play. I hereby thank Mr. T. E. Longshore for writing gravel walk, reading the Holy Rosary and counting their
out my principle of the immortality of the soul. Death with beads. If some of them won't hav to do it, their children
me ends all. He expresses my views of another life better will, if they keep selling us to the pope and churches as they
than I could myself. There is no proof in all nature of hav for the last few years. It is not that which goeth into
another life. All the flowers of the field, all the trees of the mouth which defileth the man, but that which cometh
the wood, all animals, all fowls of the air, all fish o~ the sea, out. Also I wish a picture of Holy John and some of the
and man not excepted, die, decay, and waste away, and Woman's Christian Temperance Union ladles driving the
make a little earth. Here is the end of man, for the God of cockerels in the coop on Saturday night and marking the
nature has decreed it so to be, and no one can pass her door, " No admittance. Selah."
bounds, for nature is the highest law known, and from her
Yours for truth,
LEVI B.ANOROFT.
decisions there can be no appeal. Her judgments are final.
Au W. BRAYTON.
NEW HAVEN, 0., Oct. 13, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I write with a depressed feeling of sorrow
C&NTBR, ALA., Oct. 10, 1890.
for the loss of one of the best friends that a man can hav.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read somewhere-! think in THE His name was John M. Bhult. He became a subscriber to
TRUTH BBBKBB-where it was against the law for a man to your paper, I think, about July 1, 1890. About Au~tust
kiss his wire on Sunday. I think it was in Connecticut. It 21st he went to Chicago, Ill., to make some investments
was an offense only in the streets, or in public, or going or in real estate, expecting to be gone about six weeks. He
coming from preaching. The editor of the Albany LaUJ made arrangements with the postmaster at Plymouth that I
Journal ridicules the idea that such ever was against the should hav THE TRUTH S&&Kl!:B whilst gone, and to giv it to
law. See the number of Oct. 4, 189(), 261. Giv me refer- no other person. I hav got the papers and hav read them;
ence to the law and a copy of it if it can be had. I am the but now comes the saddest part of the affair. On last WednesC. DANIEL.
correspondent referred to.
day, October 8th, his body was shipped home, supposed
[The law nearest to the one you mention, that we recollect, to hav been murdered and thrown into the lake, where it
is this given by Rev. Samuel Peters as a Blue law of Con- was found floating. Other than this we know nothing of it,
necticut in his ''General History of Connecticut:" "No but it is thought that his havln~ considerable money caused
woman shall kiss her child on the Sabbath or fasting-day." an assault. His death must hav been caused by some violent
The genulnness of this citation of the "Rev. Samuel Peters means, as his body bore marks of assault. He was a bright
has been impugned, but not, we believe, with succeas.-ED. and shining light-a well-educated, well-informed young
T. B.]
man. I can look at it only as a great loss to us Freethought
people.
DB WITT, lA., Oct. 11, 1890.
I wish I was able to be a subscriber to your valuable paper,
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5. Continue THE
but
I am a poor broken-down: soldier, not having done a day's
TRUTH BBBKBB and also send the " Pictorial Text-Book." I
think your paper worthy the support of all Liberal and fair- work in over two years on account of heart disease, for
minded people. Yonr contributors arll men and women that which I am only receiving twelve dollars per month, so you
think and study themselvs. They do not let priests and may know that after keeping my family I hav no money
preachers influence their thoughts, but are fearless and out- left, but whilst my good friend was living he supplied me
spoken in what they hav to say. In this country-if it is a with reading matter. And may he ever be remembered by
Tnos. B. CHARITY.
free one, as the majority claim-we hav the right to our the good, is my fervent wish.

I cago

"religlo-philosophlcal" paper to express its open
hatred ·to the workingmen's cause in general, and to labor
organizations in particular. By currying the favor of the
capitalists and tyrannical employers they gain support for
themselvs and their tottering churches. I extract the .following from the Chicago Oh1•istian OunosurtJ: •
The carpenters' strike begun with so much eoldt in this
city last week, was over almost before it began. • • •
Many of the union men had no complaint, and did not obey
the bosses. · Let these manufacturers and employers use
a little of their profl. •s to instruct the men against the seductions of secret societies and seou1·tJ their suppression by !~Zw,
as approved by Daniel Webster, Joseph Cook, the New
York Mail and ExprtJss, etc., and they will find the labor
problem very easy of solution.
That these utterances should find their way into ,a
"Christian" paper is no wonder, considering the deeds and
records of the church in the past ageS'. Always on the side
of power, and herself (the Roman church) being for over
a thousand years (from Constantine to the Reformation) the
greatest hierarchy in the world, she h&s yet to show her
sympathy for the toiling masses or her love for mankind.
And this applies equally to her numerous offspring and all
supernatural religions. The countless murders and wholesale butcheries committed under the cloak of " Christianity "
are too well known by every intelligent reader. Founded by
a few f&Hatics in a superstitious age, and her whole claim to
belief resting on a collection of nonsensical books and more
foolish miracles, she still counts her dupes by the mllllons.
It is sad indeed that so large a number of the human family
is still in the grasp of this fiery dragtfn of oppression-religion.
Religion has nothing in common with the poor. As soon
as the masses become more educated, and knowledge becomes universal, they will turn their backs on their oppress- ·
ors. Under its banner slavery &Hd oppression hav flourished
long enough; the day is not far distant when &Bother banner, Liberty and Brotherhood of Man, will lead man.
kind. Then will men know where their rights end and
others' begin ; and human kindness and good wlll toward
m&H will be the religion of civilized men and women.
J. G. GREENWOOD.

LExiNGTON, KY., Oct. 6, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav perused with pleasure Mr. Putterbaugh's letter, and devoutly wish that all intelllgent people
would summon courage to investigate the claims of the Bible
to that belief and reverence which amounts to idolatry. Con.
pared with the 8haster and Veddas of India, it is a modem
book. Its se11.suous, warlike. and energetic character is what
might be expected from the disposition of those who held it
sacred. As a work of fiction it is inferior to the "Arabian
Nights' Entertainments," "Gil Bias," or Fielding's novels.
It is far inferior to the Veddas in language and philosophical tone, betraying its modern origin by the weak, diluted
oharacter of its moral sentiments. All that is robust and
healthy was borrowed from the Stoics, whose philosophy is
now the true religion of the world-all that saves the human
mind from shipwreck. The Jews borrowed their literature
in some measure from the sacred books of Assyria and Persia, to which it is inferior in every respent. How can the
Jewish books compete with the Veddas in antiquity, when
internal evidence proves that they were written when the
nation had just migrated from their Aryan home, and were
living, a pastoral people, on the borders of Indla-s11cred
India, the Holy Land of Asia? That the Jews were not a
people of much dignity, is known by the fact that Josephus
speaks of their troops as the most inferior in Xerxes's army.
How could they be called ancient, when they went to Egypt
as shepherds and found there a nation with a venerable an.
tlquity? Instead of teaching religion, they learned to worship one god from learned men in that region. Even the
Stoics allude to one god as a deity known and worshiped
by many. The sacred books of an ancient nation comprised
their whole literature. Every age added some refinement of
thought or some new trut.h. The Jewish philosophy was
, meager at first, but as time rolls on doctrine multiply
and
sacred
books grow voluminous. And on
such unhealthy food the human mind has been fed
for centuries, absorbing money and treasure to
satisfy the wishes of the learned, ambitious, or licentious
prelate. The Jews could not be very ancient, for the Hebrew or Phceaiclan languages left no trace even in Asia
Minor, where the Phrygian was spoken, a compounded
tongue, a mixture of Persian, Assyrian, and Ionian. Ionia
preserved the Hellenic tongue or parent of the Greek. Barbarous tongues also were spoken there.
The Jews were mostly distinguished for their marvelous
tales, the Bible being merely a heap of such fables, vulgar
and sllly, told around the woodland fires to entertain the
passing f tranger. The grand ruins which we should look
for in Palestine are wanting, or are left by Persians or other
outside nations. Why does not Herodotus make mention
of their antiquities, or why does not Sesostrls, who traversed ·
Asia as a successful general?
ALHAZ.A.

BoB.ANTON, P.A.,
}
Oct. 15, lN THE YBAB OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, HOLY
GHOST & Co., LIMITED CONTRAOTOBB, 1~90.
Mn. EDITOR: The reason I send stamps is, I think it safer,
as the letter will go through the hands of so many of W ana.
maker's lambs and if any of them should feel the dime they
would crack the letter for an eye-opener, or chip it in to their
pet lamb God. I also inclose some reading that I would
like you to insert in THE TRUTH S&BKBR. I also mall you an
Elmira Telegram giving an account of some holy doings of
a sky-pilot in this city. Oh, what a holy howl those pious
frauds would set up if it had been a bad Intldel. They
honest convictions, which are reason and common sense,
PITTSBURGH, P.A., Oct. 13, 1890.
would never hav got over a•o~king and groaning over it.
and we should hav the same privilege as those that differ
Mn. EDITOR : The rancorous hatred of all religious bodies But as it is on their side they are doing their best to smother
w!tb U!! lJl e~re~J6ill~ them. 1'fh~t tbe peopl~ of tbis country to !1e~Jr{)t !lociet!ee ie well ~~ow!l i but i~ r~l!l§it!ed tor a Chi. tt lJP tor their {Ill~ (}~~~~t·~ ~~k;e fe~rtn~ t!l,ef D:\ay Bf!O\li;Jrood
1

THE TRUTI-I SEEKER, NOVEMBER i, i890.
now it's coming on hatching time. If the scrape had hap.
pened in the Salvation Army there would be some excuse
for the sky-pilot, but a high-toned Plymouth sheep-pen as It
Is, it is a bad exposure for the soul-braking business. I also
mall a Salvation paper to brace you up. Ita heading Is
blood and tire. No wonder they take that for a trademark,
for all religion is founded on it.
A city rough happening into a missionary meeting when
the subject under discussion was" The Jews Killing Jesus "
listened a short time and the Injustice of the act warmi~g
up his righteous indignation and puglllstic powers, he suddenly got up from his seat, rushed out, and struck the first
Jew he met 11quare on the eye. The astonished Jew asked
him the reason of his treating him In such a manner. Bursting with indignation, the wronged gentile screamed out,
1
•
Damn you, you kllled our Jesus." "Oh," the Jew replied, "but that was four thousand years or more ago."
"I don't glv a damn," replied the other, "it's only twenty
minutes ago dnce I heard it."
A bear which a traveling showman is exhibiting about the
suburbs took a fancy that while his master went to the
public-house he would go to chapel. He selected a Nonconformist place ef worship on the high road between Barnes
and Mortlake. Service was proceeding ; but, so far from
welcoming the new proselyte, the congregation manifested a
general desire to occupy the pulpit. The minister, who
happened to be IJreachlng on the text, 11 Be not afraid,"
abruptly suspendeil his discourse, while the intruder who
caused all the commotion unostentatiously made his way to
what we suppose were the best seats In the chapel-the
11
empty choir stalls "-and there lay peaceably down. It Is
to be feared that an edifying discourse on the text " Be not
afraid" would hav been left altogether Incomplete bad not
the owner of the bear happily appeared and dragged bruin
away.
A missionary going through the backwoods and coming
rather unexpectc;,dly on a lonely cabin, stopped and rapped
at the door. A woman answering his knock, he found himself rather at a loss to know what he should say, but plung.
ing into his subject he said, "Mlssus, I am gathering in the
lost sheep." 11 Well," replied the party addressed as missus,
not quite taking in the spiritual meaning of the words, ' 1 I
saw an old buck and an old ewe gain' by here the other day
and I jest wondered who the hell owned them. The missionary, as in duty bound by his sacred calling, and shocked
by the woman's words, made a further attempt to improve
the occasion by sayln~r, "0 woman, you're In darkness l"
" There 'tis again," said she. "I told Jake ter put a winder
in that ere back kitchen six months ago. By God, he hain't
done it yet I"
W. CAMBRON.

•

Nxw YoRK, N.Y., Oct. 19, 1890.
MB. EniTOB : Tennyson says :
I hold it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping-s,ones
Of their dead selva to higher things.
I believe that love is better than annihilation, and consider
progression preferable to oblivion. I think an eternity can
not be burdensome if it be well employed, and that this brief
life is too long to be spent otherwise. I know not if the
path of the soul be a straight line, or a circle, or an eternal
spiral tending upward. I defined the soul in my recent
article but did not state its " component parts," and I know
not if it haT any. Can my brother define the "component
parts" of a homogeneous entity? I can define the parts of
the soul, abstractly, as love, labor, and cussedness. I can
not tell my brother what would hav happened had my
maternal ancestor married a Mr. Jones, but the marriage of
my parents was Inevitably a link in that chain of causation
and sequence which extends from out of the eternal past to
the transient preeent to be prolonged throughout the everlasting future, and he might ask me with equal propriety,
what gases oxygen could be divided into if it were not an
elementary substance? Can he answer these questions from
a Materialistic standpoint?
I cannot now inform him where I was before my parents
existed, .but this knowledge may come to me later as a recollection. My learned brother disparages idealism, which he
claims " postulates theories as abstruse as a Latin litany~·
I understand idealism in its simplicity to be the science of
perception, the philosophy without a hypothesis or a theory.
The idealists realize that the senses can only take cognizance
of immaterial phenomena, which inevitably follow certain
other phenomena, and they can predict that as this has oc.
curred invariably in the past it must always come to pass in
the future, as illustrated by the burnt picture ; but knowing
no more, they consider theories but figurativ explanations
which are adapted to one's comprehension. The Materialists found their philosophy on idealism, and without any evidence whatever they ascribe phenomena to matter, and on
· this basis " postulate theories " that are as truly absurd as
the " Latin litany;" and some of them ascribe the existence
of matter to the work of a god, but these indiTiduals seldom
go farther, and all Materialists are bound to stick fast somewhere in the mud of sophistry. If my brother can tell me
what matter is but the total of such immaterial perceptions
as always "go together," and such special ones as pertain
to any object under consideration-in other words, if he can
show that materiality exists-he may hav the niche that he
has so kindly reserved for me in the temple of fame, for I
do not want it, anyway, and I belieV'e that there are New
Yorkers who are aggressiv enough to assault a statue. I do
not think he can do this, and " if he does it " " it will still
be 11 pMnomena, " and if not" pMnomena " it wlll be nothing." I concurred with my critic regarding the fire, and
mentioned the coals in the grate simply as an illustration of
a paradox that I thought required a physical explauation to
prove a metaphysical point. It matters not, so far as my
argument is concerned, whether force is identical with matter, or inertia a property of matter or not. These ideas were
taught twenty years ago in the village schools .of Illinois,
and I will not abandon ihem until I can see for myself that
~!ler ~~v ~e~~ ~xplo{le(l 1
princi~al ar~uD..l~l.ltS are bM~I!

Mr

on the scientific statement that the body Is renewed periodically, and I would defend this premia if It were assailed.
My brother has mentioned the point I· made regarding a
memory existing In the mind unthought of during many
renewals of the brain and body ; but as he has answered me
in this respect, I cannot answer him. I claim that a man'
and a jackknife are comparable as material entitles, but
there is truly a great difference between them and between
all organized bodies and organic ones. I stated so in my
previous article, and showed just what this difference is.
Yours truly,
JULIAN MAROBLLAS.
BowiE, TBx., Oct. 12, 290.
Me. EDITOR : I wish again to drop a few random thoughts
regarding a secret order composed of Liberals. I think the
Liberals should organize similarly to the Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, having three degrees, and floor work, also
unwritten secret work ; charging a stipulated amount for the
Initiation and degrees, each member to pay into the tr{'asury.
or general fund so much as monthly dues; and say ten per
cent of all moneys received, to be known as the Widows'
and Orph~ns' Fund, to go to pay a certain amoant to the
widow of a deceased brother for funeral benefit, thus to
make it compulsory on the lodge and Its members to educate
the orphans of deceased brothers when left in destitute circumstances, and to visit the sick and relieve the distressed.
Let the qualifications for membership be that there shall be
admitted 11 white, male persons of the al!'e of eighteen yearP,
of good moral character." Allow each member so much as
sick benefits for each week's sickness, to be paid out of the
general funds of the lodge. When the membership has
reached a sufficient number they shall hav power to elect
delegates from each society to meet together and organize a
grand or sovereign lodge, by electing its executiv ·officers
and transacting such other business as shall be brought before it and for the general welfare of the subordinate
lodges under its sovereign jurisdiction. Also, when the
membership in any state or territory reaches a certain number they shall hav the power to organize into a subordinate
grand body, to hav control of alL subordinate lodges in their
jurisdiction, the same not conflicting with the sovereign
lodge. Atid when the society shall attain to a sufficient
number In all the jurisdictions, the sovereign lodge shall devise plans to allow an assessment on the death of a brother
in good standing, of sufficient amount to pay as benefit not
less than $1,000, the assessment to be equal on every member of the entire brotherhood.
Now, friends, while it is an easy matter to picture out the
future on paper, some may say, Can we accomplish the
above? Well, for an illustration I will giv you a brief history of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. On April
26, 1819, there assembled in a small room in an obscure tavern in Baltimore, Md., five h~mble progenitors. Then and
there they formally and solemnly organized Washington
Lodge No. 1, Illdependent Order of Odd Fellows. The tallow dips shed their dim light on the bronzed faces of the
entire brotherhood then assembled to establish an organization that was destined to startle the world. The wildest
dreams of that humble five could not hav pictured to them
the results to be obtained by organizing-that in lees than
three-quarters of a century that little band of five would
foot up the grand total of 1,635,381 initiated members, with
634,335 members in good standing in 1889, giving relief to
1,460.331 brothers, relieving 183,601 widowed families, and
burying 143.504 members, footing up the enormous sum of
$51,258 391.26 for relief. The above are facts. Now, Liberals, can we not do likewise? We should be able to do
more now, in this enlightened age when electric lights hav
taken the place of tallow dips, when the earth has been
girdled with an electric chain by means of which the records
of to-day's transactions wlll be whirled across the continent
and read before to-morrow's sun shall hav opened and
drawn aside " the curtains of his eastern couch."
The investigations of the scientist hav brought to light
many of the hidden secrets of nature. The inve11tigations of
philosophers, like Paine, Voltaire, Humboldt, Darwin, Huxley, and Fr11nklin, hav brought to light and exposed many
of the dogmas and impositions taught by priests. The continent has be~n spanned by the iron railway, whereby a four
months' dangerous, tiresome journey overland from ocean
to ocean has been reduced to a holiday excursion of but a
few days. Now, with all these advantages, certainly we
can organize. Separated as we are, we are like a bundle of
sticks. Separate them and the strength of a child could
break them, but bind them together and the strength of a
giant would be exhausted. So with the Liberals. Separated,
the strength of a few weak-minded soul-carpenters could
break us asunder, but bom.d together by the bonds of universal love, welded in the fires of Universal Mental Liberty,
the combined strength and influence of heaven and hell,
gods and devils, spooks and spirits, could not loosen the
cords that bind us together as brotllers. We would march
triumphantly onward and upward-not heavenward-until
the whole world would feel the soothing influence. Love
would exert its gentle influence over all. Truth would appear in all we say and do. With fraternity as an eccentric
the whole world would move in unison with the dictates of
the highest and grandest of principles, the brotherhood of
man. We should all labor for the Interest of humanity. It
is a cause that is worthy of the noblest efforts of man ; one
which it is not only our duty to advocate but which it should
be our plea~ure to pursue ; a cause which recognizes the
true mission of man to be fraternity; which unites men everywhere as brothers, bound together not only by common sym8. P. BENTON.
pathy but by commou w&nts,
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words to thank John P. Guild, of Tyngsboro, Mass., for
writing, and you for publishing, his humorous but noble and
spirited defense of Prohibition and his splendid array of
statistical evidences that proves its great success in Kansas
and Iowa.
It is both amusing and vexing to hear the rum and beer
advocates tell such infernal lies about the failure of Prohlb'tion in the states which hav tried it. They say the exper!ment in Iowa and Kansas is a total failure; that more liquor
is drank under the Prohibition reg'l:rM than before ; that the
people are disappointed and dissatisfied, and are now urging
the resubmission of the amendment to the people, all of
which is false. I am sorry to see· so many Liberals joining
in the cry. I understand .Liberalism to mean emanclpa tlon
from superstition, ignorance, and vice. Is not liquor-selling
a vice? Is U not the duty of Liberals to prohibit vice in auy
form if they can? Why then should Liberals oppose the
reform which it is their special duty to advocate? To
oppose Prohibition is to favor intemperance.
Is Liberalism opposed to the laws which prohibit theft,
arson, robbery, felony, defamation, and innumerable other
crimes? No, of course not. Then why say that it is
opposed to Prohibition of the liquor traffic, which is more
destructiv of the good order of society, and the welfare aLd
happiness of the people, than any other crime, and is the
cause of a majority of all other crimes?
It Is a source of constant regret and sorrow to me that so
many Liberal papers and magazines decry Prohibition and
scold the Prohibitionists. If it is the peculiar province of
Liberals to elevate humanity, it seems to me they, before all
others, should teach and propagate temperance, and help,
by their influence, to enact and enforce Prohibition. Every
sane mind must know that legal restraint, that Is, Prohibition, is the only possible remedy for the prevalliB.g, almost
unlhnited, drunkenness. And we know that this is the
remedy; al!l Mr. Guild so abundantly proves, and as has been
proved in Maine for more than thirty years, where true and
genuln " personal liberty" has been more fully enjoyed than
in any community where liquor-drinking Is permitted and
practiced. Then why not adopt the remedy ?
Some Liberals say, "Liberalism and Prohibition hav nothing to do with each other."
Some 11 cannot see how a consistent Liberal can be a
Prohibitionist."
One says, " Liberalism covers all moral and economic
questions; Prohibition only one.''
One says that "Liberalism and Prohibition are radically
opposed, that Liberalism is jealous of all interference with
personal liberty."
One says, " Prohibitionists are mostly orthodox.''
Some say, 11 Liberalism has largely to do with temperance,
but nothing to do with Prohibition.''
One says, 11 To yield to another the rights and privileges
we take for ourselvs is the opposit of Prohibition, which
says distinctly, 1 Thou shalt not' do thus and so.''
"Prohibition is a church movement, bound inseparably
to the Sunday movement-the God-in-the-Constitution
movement."
One says, "The relation which Liberalism bears to Prohibition is the relation that truth bears to falsehood, that liberty bears to despotism, the relation of complete opposits.''
Such are some of the views expressed by certain Liberals.
Now, I confess that the societies organized as secular,
ethical, and anti-religious orders hav in their organizations
nothing special to do with any theories of reform except
those embraced in the Nine Demands, but the gist of that
excellent creed Is condensed into a few words-Emancipation
from ignorance, superstition, and vice. And all consistent
Liberals will do all in their power to dispel ignorance and
superstition, and prohibit vice. The eighth Demand of our
creed requires "that all laws shall be conformed to the
requirements of natural morality, equal rights, and impartial liberty.'' It seems to me that a law which shall prohibit
the selling of liquor for a b~verage, and which shall close up
the saloons, will conform to all three of the above requirements, and specially to natural morality, so that Prohibition,
instead of being opposed to Liberalism, Is In harmony with
and comprises part of it. Mrs. E. D. Blenker says 11 a generous prohibition of all evils is best." Miss Susan H. Wixon
says, ' 1 As all laws are necessa!ilY prohibitory, Prohibition
might in a certain higher form of ethics be regarded as sustaining harmonious relations to Liberalism." I agree with
both these ladies; and that form of ethics embraced in the
creed of Liberalism is the highest form, requiring human
emancipation from superstition, ignorance, and vice. I
understand Prohibition is in harmony with and !orms a part
of Liberalism. That the orthodox religionists and the
churches are assuming to control and manage the great
reform, is no argument against it, though those who urge
that fact are, unconsciously perhaps, complimenting the
churches and the orthodox. Will Liberals, by and by when
the churches adopt, and claim to hav originated, the Nine
Demands, deny them and repudiate them ? For my part, I
am perfeatly willing to let the churches and orthodoxy teach
temperance, Freethought, liberty, and any other true reform, but let us not take a back seat of our own accord, and
let the orthodox and the churches run the true and real
reforms just yet.
It is as truly the province of Liberalism, and the duty of
Liberals, to suppress vice, as it is to dispel ignorance and
encourage intellectual culture; and I propo~e that the Liberals organize and take the lead in every true and rational
measure for the elevation of human character, and ceaBe
opposing real reforms because some of the bigots in church
organizations advocate the same.
The truth is, the Nine Demands comprise all reforms, and
Prohibition iii o:g{l of ~hem 1 aud :UibtJrale b~v !;!O right to
oppose it,

:a.
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I But most of all, the song of the bird translated -of all people. He is the poet of the body and

soul. He has sounded the note of Individuality. He
has given the pass-word primeval. He is the Poet of
TBE OHANT FOR DEATH,
Humanity-of Intellectual' Hospitality. He has
voiced the aspirations of America-and, above all, he
Come lovely and soothing death,
Undulate 'round the world, serenely arriving, arriving,
is the poet of Love and Daath.
In the day, in the night, to all, to each,
How grandly how bravely he has given his
Sooner or later delicate death.
thought, and ho~ superb is his farewell-his leave.
Praised be the fathomless universe,
taking:
For life and joy and for objects and knowledge cunous,
After the snpper and talk ; after the day is done.
And tor love s~eet love-but praise I pra'se I praise I
XI.
As a friend from friends his final withdrawal prolonging.
For the sure 'enwindlng arms of cool enfolding death.
THE TWO POEMS.
Good-bye and g9od-bye with emotlont~.llips repeating.
mother always gliding near with soft feet,
So hard for his hand to release those handE-no more wlll
There are two of these poems to which I have time Dark
Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest welcome P
they meetto call special attentitln. Tb.e first is entitled, "A Then I chant it for thee, I glorify thee a~ove all,
No more for communion of sorrow and joy of old and
Word Out of the Sea."
I bring thee a song that when thou must mdeed come, come
. young,
.
unfalteringly.
A far-stretching journey awaits him to return no more.
The boy, coming out of the rocked cradle, wande~
Shunning postpon!nqj severance, seeking to ward off the lt~.et
ing over the sands and fields, up from the myst1c AJ>proach, strong deliveress,
.
. word ever so little,
play of shadows, out of the :patches. of briers and When it is so when thou hast taken them I joyously smg Even
at the exit door turning-charges superfluous calllng
blackberries-from the memones of b1rde-from the
the dead,
back-even as he descends the steps,
thousand responaes of his heart-goes back to the Lost in the loving floating ocean of thee,
Something to eke out a minute additional-shadows of nightLaved in the flood ot thy bliss, 0 death.
fall deepening,
sea and his childhood, and sings a reminiscence.
Farewell messages lessening, dimmer the· forth goer's visage
Two guests from Alabama-two birds-build their From me to thee glad serenades,
form,
nest and there were four light green eggs, spotted Dances for thee I propose saluting thee, adornments and Soon toand
be lost for aye in the darkness; loth, oh, so loth to
feastings
for
thee,
with brown, and the two birds sang for joy :
depart I
And the sights of the open landscape and the high-spread
Shine, shine,
sky are fitting
And is this all T Will the forthgoer be lost, and
Pour down your warmth together, great sun I
And life and the fields, and the bright and thoughtful night.
While we bask, we two together.
forever! Is death the end T 0 ver the grave bends
Two togetherThe night in silence under many a star,
Love sobbing, and by her side stands Hope and
Winds blow south, or winds blow north,
The ocean shore and the husky whispering wave whose whispers:
Day come white, or night come black,
voice I know,
We shall meet again. ·Before all life is death, and
Home, or rivers and mountains from home,
And the soul turning to thee, 0 vast and well-veiled death,
Singing all time, minding no time,
after all death is life. The falling leaf, touched with
And the body gratefully nestling close to thee,
It we two but keep together.
the hect.ic flush, th•t testifies off au~umn's death, is,
Over the tree-tops I float thee a song,
In a little while one of the birds is missed and Over the rising and sinking waves, over the myriad fields in a subtler sense, a prophecy o sprmg.
Walt Whitman has dreamed great dreams, told
and the prairies wide,
never appeared again, and all through the summer
the mate, the solitary guest, was singing of the lost: Over the dense-packed cities all-and the teeming wharves great truths and uttered sublime thoughts. He has
and waves,
held aloft the torah and bravely led the way.
Blow, blow,
I float this carol to thee, with joy to thee, 0 death.
As you read the marvelous book, or the person,
Blow up, sea winds, along Paumanok's shore;
I wait and I wait till you blow my mate to me.
This poem, in memory of " the sweetest, wisest called " Leaves of Grass," you feel the freedom of
And the hoy that night, blending himself with the soul of all our days and lands," and for whose sake the antique world; you hear the voices of the mornshadows, with bare feet, went down to the sea, where lilac and star and bird were entwined, will last as ing of the first great singers-voices element.al as
tho~e of sea and storm. The horizon enlarges, the
he white arms out in the breakers were tirelessly long as the memory of Lincoln.
heavens grow ample, limitations are _forgoUen-the
tossing ; listening to the songs and translating the
XII.
realizat-ion of the will, the accomplishment of the
notes.
OLD AGE.
ideal seem to be within your power. Obstructions
And the singing bird called loud and high for
beco:ne petty and disappear. The chains and bars
Walt
Whitman
is
not
only
the
poet
of
childhood,
the mate, wondal'ing what the dusky spot was in the
brown and yellow, seeing the mate whichever way of youth, of manhood, but, above aU, of. old age. ?e are broken, and the distinctions of caste are lost.
The soul is in the open air, under the blue and
he looked, piercing the woods and the earth with his has not been soured by slander or petrlii3d by pnJU•
song, hoping that ~he mate might hear his err; dice; neither calumny no;r :fhttery bas made him re- stare-the flag of Nature. ~reeds, theor.ies, and
stopping that he m1ght not lose her answer; wait- vengeful or arrogant. Now sitting by the fireside, philosophies aek to be exammttd, contradicted, reconstructed. Prejudices disappear, superstitions
ing and then crying again: "Here I am !" And this in the winter of life,
vanish, and custom abdicates. The sacred places
gentle call is for you. Dv not be deceived by the
His jocund heart still beating in his breast,
become highways, duties and desires clasp hands
whistle of the wind ; those are the shadows; and at he is just as brave and calm and kind as in his man- and become comrades and friends. Authority drops
last crying:
hood's proudest days, when roses blossomed in his the scepter, the pr!est _the miter, and the purple falls
0 past, 0 joy I
He has taken life's seven steps. Now, as from kings. The man1mate becomes articulate, the
cheeks.
In the air, in the woods, over fields,
the gamester might say, e~ on velvet." He is eiJj1y- meanest and humblest things utter speech, and the
Loved I loved I loved I
ing "old age expanded, broad, with the haughty dumb and voiceless burst into song. A feeling of
Loved-but no more with meWe two together no more.
breadth of the universe; old age, flowing free, with independt-nce tllkes possession of tbe soul, the body
And than the boy, understanding the song that the delicious, near-by freedom of death; old age, expands, the b}ood flJws full an_d free, superi_ors
had awakened in his 'breast a thousand songs clearer superbly rising, welcoming the ineffable aggregation vanish, fl~ttery 1s a lost art, and hfe becomes rich,
royal, and superb. The world bec~mes a personal
and louder and more sorrowful than the bird's, of dying days."
He is taking the "loftiest look at last," and before possession, and the ocaanP, the contments, and conknowing that the cry of unsatisfied love would never
again be absent irom him; thinking then of the he goes he utters thsnks "for health, the midday etellations belong to you. You are in the center,
destiny of all, and asking of the sea the final word, ann, the impalpable air-for life, mere life ; for everything radiates from you, and in your veins
and the sea auawering, delaying not and hurrying precious ever lingering memories of mother, father, beats and throbs the pulse of all life. You become
not, spoke the low delicious word " Death !" " ever brothers, sisters, friends; for all his days, for gentle a rover, careless and free. You wander by the
words, csresses, gifts from foreign lands, for shelter, shores of all eeas and hear the eternal psalm. You
Death!"
The nexb poem, one that wili live as long as our wine and meat, for sweet appreciation, for beings, feel the silence of the wide forest, and stand beneath
language, entitled : " When Lilacs Last in the Door- groups, love, deeds, words, books; for colors, forms; tbs intertwined and over arching boughs, entranced
for all the brave, strong men _who forward sprung in with symphonies of winds and woods. You are
yard Bloomed," ia on the death of Lincoln.
freedom's help-all years-;-m all lands ; t~e ~an- borne on the tides of eager and swift rivers, hear the
The sweetest, wisest soul of all my days and lands.
noneers of song and thougut--the great artillerists, rush and roar of cataracts as they fall beneath the
On0 who reads this will never forget the odor of the foremost leaderP, captains of the soul."
seven-hued arch, and watch the eagles a3 they
the lilac, " the lustrous western star" and " the greyIt is a ~rea_t thing t~ preach _philosophy-far .circling soar. You traverse gorges. dark and dim,
brown bird singing in the pines and cedars."
greater to hve 1t. The h1ghest philosophy accepts and climb the scarred and threatenmg cliffi!. You
In this poem the dramatic unities are perfectly pre- the inevitable with a smile, and greets it as though stand in orchards where the blossoms fall like
served, the atmosphere and climate in harmony with it were desired.
snow, where the birds nest and s~ng, and painted
every event.
To be satiEfied: This is wealth-success.
moths make aimless journeys through the happy air.
N"ver will he forget the solemn journey of the
The real philosopher knows that everything has You live the lives of those who till the earth, and walk
coffin through day and night, with the greah cloud happened that could have happened-consrquently amid the perfumed fields, hear the reapers' song, and
darkening toe land, nor the pomp of inlooped flags, he accepts. He is glad that he has lived-glad that feel the breadth and scope of earth and sky. You
the procession long and winding, the flambeau!! of he has had his moment on the stage. In this apirit are in the great cities, in the midst of multitudes, of
night, the torches' flames, the silent sea of faces, the Whitman has accepted life.
the endless processions. You are on the wide plains
unbared heads, the thousand voices rising s~rong I shall go forth;
-the prairies-with hunter and trapper, with savage
and solemn, the dirges, the shuddering organs, the I shall traverse these states, but I cannot tell whither or how and pioneer, and you feel the soft grass yielding u&tolling belle-and the sprig of lilac.
Perha~~n~~on, some day or night, while 1 am singing, my dar your ~eet. You sail in many ship1:1, and breathe
And then for a moment they will hear the greyvoice will suddenly cease
the free atr of the sea. You travel many roads, and
brown bird singing in the cedars, bashful and tender, 0 soul!
'
countless paths. You visit palaces and prisons,
while the lustrous star lingers in the West, and they Then all may arrive but to this:
hospitals and courts ; you pity kings and convicts,
will remember the pictures hung on the chamber The glances of my eyes ~hat swept the daylight,
and your sympathy goes out to all the suffering and
walls to adorn the burial house-pictures of spring ~~ej~~:If~a~aeb~ep~<;!i! Interchanged with women,
insane, the oppressed and enslaved, and even to the
and farms and homes and the grey smoke, lucid and My walks in the Mannahatta,
infamous. Yo11 hear the din of labor, all sounds of
bright, and the :floods of yellow gold-of the gor. The con!inual good will rhave met,
factory, field, and forest, of all tools, instruments,
geous indolent sinking sun-the sweet herbage un- The curw';ls attachments of young m~n to me,
and machines. You become hmiliar with men and
f ll
ants trades and professionsder foot-the green leaves of the trees prolific-the My reflections alone-:the absorptir>n mto me from the land.
sca.pe, stars, animals, thunder, rain, and snow in my W?me~ O a emp1~ym . •
. •
breast of the river with the wind-dapple here and
interviews alone ;
w1th b1rth and bur1al, w1th weddmg feast and funeral
there, and the varied and ample land-and the most The words of my mouth-rude, ignorant-my many faults chant. You aee the cloud and :flame of war, and you
excellent sun so calm and haughty-the violet and
enjoy the int:ffable perfect days of peace.
.
. and derelictions;
purple morn with just.felt breezes. The gentle soft The hght touches 0n my lips of the lips of my comrades at
I n th, 1·s one book. , in these wondrous
"Leaves of
parting,
.
born measureless light-the miracle spreading, bath- The tracks which I leave on the sidewalks and fieldsGrass,' you find hmts. and ~uggest10~s, touches and
ing all-the fulfilled noon-the coming eve delicious May all arrive at but this beginning or me.
fragments, of all there IS of hfe, that hes between the
and the welcome night and the stars.
This beginning or m~-:-and yet it is enough, 0, soul!
babe, whose ro:unded cheeks dimple beneath his
And then again they will hear the song of the 0, soul, we have positively appeared; that is enough.
mother's laughing, loving eyes, and the old man,
grey-brown bird in the limitless dusk amid the cedars
Yes, Walt Whitman has appeared. He has his snow-crowned, who, with a smile, extends his hand
and nines. Again they will remember the star and place upon the stage. The drdma ie not ended. to death. And we have met to.night to honor ouragaili the odor of the lilac.
His voice is still heard. He is the Poet of Demooracy selves by honoring the author of " Leaves of Grass."

traveled by the human race. He knows that every
victory over nature is but the preparation for another
battle. This truth was in hie mind when he said :
"Understand me well; it is provided in the essence
of things, that from any fruition of success, no matter
what, shall come forth something to make a greater
struggle necessary."
This is the generalization of all history.

and becoming the

c~ant

for death :
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better than
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Philadelphia Liberal Lea(,fne
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meets every Sunday in lndn~trial Hall, Broad u d
Wood sts •• at 2 :~0 and 7:80 P.M. for lectnrf!os and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the ~ndienoe. N.D.-Trnth
Seekertmblioationealwanon he.ndatoheaprates.

t::htca;-o Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30 P.lll., e.t
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and df!bates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHToN, Sec.

The :Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every SundaY at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Booms12and 14, E~tstman block, MinneaPOlir,
Minn. J.F.MAcoMDEB,Pres.: LERoY BEBBmB,Ser.

Ellzur Wrl;;-ht Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0 •• meets the first and fourth Snn·
daYS of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free disoussi9n on all Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH SEEKER and Invest{•
aator are solicited.
R. G. I>MITH, Cor. Sea.

The Walla Walla Lib ral Club
Meets everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm:r
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discnssions.-Origi.nal
and SelPcted Beadings and Poems. A large valuable librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS• Pres.; A.W. CALDER, Seo.

Milwaukee, Wls .. Liberal Club
Holds meetings everY Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Jftoralbts,No. 903,
Prairie t::ity, Ia.,
Meets everY SnndaY in the Liberal reading-room
ball at 2: 30 P M. All Liberals are cordially invited. F. v. DBAPEB• Cor. Sec.

San Franclsl'o, Cal., Freetlton;;-ht
Society

MAetq every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordiR.l mvitation is extended to ali. Seats free.

Des Moines Secular 1Tuton
Holds regular meetina-s at Good TemPlar Hall,
Flynn Block\ S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets •
Lectures followed by diacnssion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FliANKLIN STEINER, PreB.

Port!rmou1h, 0., Secular Union

Meets everY Sunday at 7 P M. in Grand ArmY
Ha.ll Lectures, discussions, readings, poems,
music and songs. A cordial invitation is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. CorresPondence solicited. J. L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILL s. ANDRES, SecrPtarY.

PoFt An;;-eles Secular Union

The Roeder §acular UultHl
or Roeder, Wash., meets every first ani third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school hon•e.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The
grPatest freeilom accorded to a.tl. Our motto,
"Universal MAnta! Liberty." D. E RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Sao.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A. NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prof. Els•
burg, M.D ..................................... 6
2 Evolution: Homop;t>-eous to Hct.er·oge·
neous. Underwood......................... 8
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... II
fi Resr:.onsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... a
6 Graduated .Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... a
8 How Marsupial Animals Propngate.......... 2
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
::.o The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
:n Is AmericaNew World Y Dawson .••••••••• ·w
12 Evolution not .!.theism nor Materialism.
R. B• .Rrigham, M.D ........................ 5
l8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
:Modern Symposium......................... 10

Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal LeaJZne Hall, 177 Halsey at., cor. Market
st •• Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religious and social questions.· Seats free anci
everybody welcome.
,

New Hodel "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

10
10

The <uanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Masts everY FridaY evening, at 8 o'clock, at German Masonic Temple, 220 East ;5th street. LectureR and dii!Cnssions. The public cordia.llyinvited.

Meets everY SundaY at 7.30 P ll!. in the public
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect15 jewel.e and all modern improvements, tS ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion inmore than above adjuated watches. No watch vited on all subjects. Liberal Jitera.tnre distribBY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
tbe world competes with it. Finer watches up uted free.
FBANK MOBBE, Oar. Bee.
Author of "A Protest and a Plea." in Order or in
to $200. - • II such prepaid, guaranteed 1 y•ar, and
Oreatton.
cash refnuded ir not satisfactory. All filled gold
oases warranted by manufaotnrers 20 years. The 'Ve!it End Pro;;-resdve Lib·
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
Beware of New York Woi·Za's 10 karat and spurious
«:raJ Union
W Th~ book waa 8Uppresud by t'M first Am<!t'- casea. Watches cleaned, best worlc, $1; springs, Or L'Js Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
$1, etc., and returned free.
and third Sundays, at B o'clock, P.M., at Parr's
ican publ~her•.e
Hall. Everyb~dv invited. Mas. R. M. BEBBA,
EST!BLIBBED 1857.
Pres.; J, H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Soc.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Be chelle. IH,

For Her Daily Bread IS the st.ory or two young
girls and a_ younger brother who were lert parent•
less, with little money, falr educat1o~ 1 and much
courage, to make their waY through roe world by
:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 6 going to Ohioago. The antnoris also the heroin.
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 The narrativ is. in the main, a history of a work~~:irl'slife and experience in the oityof Obioago
J6l Protestant Persecutions...................... 3 in~~:
amons bln:II business men, kind hearted folks,
]62 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lnat snob a storY
Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 of human life as we ahonld.expeot Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admire&
164 Bible Impeac!J.ed. Chapman................ 2 and
appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of 1ihe rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.- See aote at heacl•t eel....

SOCIAL WEALTH,
The Bole Factors and Bzact Ratios in t'M

By J.
The downcast eyes of timid acqnieaoeuoe hav
paid to impudent antho~ity the tribute of a
thoughtless yes.-R. G. Inaersoll.
Price, Cloth,

These notices are for the benefit of Liberals
who mOIJJ be 'Disiting the places where these societies are locate4. Local Secular Unions and
}{reethought Societies meeting regularly can
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertilled here free by forwarding the necessary information.

'Ihe Newark Liberal Lea;;-ne

Will Print the Boat Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
Papers of any Liberal Journal.

MODE:BN IMITA 'l'ION OF C:S::BIS'l',
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THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8eore~ of t'M AmM'ioan Secular Union.
l"rioe 10 oen,l.
Addre11 THB TliUTH SJ:.Bltllll OOIIPAK'f.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND

TwBLVB 0TBBB DIBOOUBSBB OJ' RBAIIOI!T.

Btl 0. B. l'ROTHINGHJ..Jl.
Exira cloth, liiJno, USpp., Sl •
'l'BII '.rB"D'l'B BEEKER 00.
.Ad4rell

American Secular Union, Ne"'ark
Brancll.

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the n'lted
sp.,olali"', for his'' Private OonnsAlor ''-a valnabl" book for young and middle-aged men. sn:IIering from a Life-wa.sting Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, a.nd exBesees in
maturer years. H seh forth an Ext.ernal Application-A POBITIVB OUBE. as it matters not how
lone standing, how hooeleas or how manY remedial yon hav used The book is worth many
times its cost. and should be in the hands of
those eeeking a lpBP<II/ an<l 'PI'rmamnt cure. Address the doctor at Vineland, N. J , and say where
:von sa'W this advertismen t.

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday
evaning at 7 30. Leo•nre·, debates, and di·cnssions on all imPortant secn1ar subjects. President, HENRY BIRD; SecretarY, OoBA. BELLE
FLAGG.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
A.n Exposition of the True Meaning of this Oharacter as described in the New Testament. By Mil·
ton Woolley. M.D., an thor of "Hebrew M:vtholnllY· ''
PaPer. Bvo. 25 oents

TRY•SQUARE:
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.
A GOOD WOBD.
BY REPORTER.
Dr. Fellows ia an outsPoken Li.ber~<l, a humanItarian, a.nd & generous patron of the Freethongbt
This 11 the history of an attempt to fonnd a
Press. He has manY testimonials to the value of
his progressive and suecessfnl method of treat- ohuroh without superstition, and its snooess.
ment, and deserVAI patronage.-.ll'reetl\oual'lt.
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, nsea it to discuss a.ll the vital questions
FESTIV.A.L OF ASHTAROTH. of human concern, religious. Pelitioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen lanA. tale of Palestine, founded on the destmcti.on of guage, and easilY understood. There is just suftl..
the Moabites by the Jews.
olent narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention whUe the truth is being brought
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
to bi1mind.
J'or 1a1e ali 1ihl1 om.oe. Price, s1.00 •
Price,
10 cents .
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CODS AND RELICION8 WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, I
~~ms of flholtght.
ol!'
ERN TIMES
AND ·REFORMERS.
===========

ANCIENT AND M.OD

• Biographies of soo of the Leading Philosophers,

Vol.· I. Givs a Full Acoonnt of all the Gods, }n·
.
R
b
clnding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghos.,
IT is said that the prestde!lt and t~e epu ·
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin llbry, ~j.nd the Bible.·
svo, 885PJ.l·. Vol. II. De~ortbes FollY all
lican party dislike the anti-Catholic articles j
'
chCol.Elliott
ShepardprintsinhisNew
theReltgtonsBraterosoftheVfohr.d.
Whl
.1
d
svo,957PP. Olotb.$3pervo!.,t e
M
York Republican organ, the . at ~n I'
2 vola., $5; leatuer, $7; moExpress, and will procure their dtscontiOurocco, gilt edges, ss.
ance or start another R~publican evening
BY D. M. BENNETT.
paper here.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Teachers, Bkeptic!IJ. Innova.torsl Founders of
New Schools of ·~·hooght, Em nent Scien·
Usta, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
from the time of Menu to the pres.
ent. Svo, l,075pp., cloth, ss;
leather,$4;mor.,g.e.,,4.50.
NNETT
BY D. M. BE
•
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
llB Lafayette Place, N.Y.
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GNORANoa: 8 e pr nc pa cause o cr me,
as wen· as of misrule. 'fhe untrained person
Is not likely to hav his morals developed, any
more than his Intelligence. With a good
d
.
d
t 1 hi
. t b t
€ ucat10nonecan ono ony
sprtvae u
his public work better, and so be in a
condition to be ruled as well as to rule.Bier bower.

IF we are to change
Rs:v. MARTIN L.
the conduct of men, we
FRITOH, of Reading, Pa.,
must change their con.
has been j ~iled three
ditions. Extreme povmonths for stealing.
erty and crime go hand
In band.-Inger8olZ.
IN the cominl! election
in Great Britain Scotsmen
}GNORA.NOE and serviwill endeavor to disestabtnde are calculated to
lish the Church of Scotmake men wicked and
land.
unhappy. Knowledge,
THE archbishops and
reason, and liberty cau
bishops of Ireland hav
alone reform them, and
issued a pastoral letter
make them happler.calling on Parliament to
D'Hotbaclt.
avert the starvation
Evs:RY expansion of
threatening the Irish.
intelligence has proved
TH.s: Russian governof advantage to society.
ment has placed in all
-Guizot.
the telegraph stations in
the province of Finland,
Tas: destruction of
------,--which is largely ProtChris~lanity Is essential
estant, images of the
to the Interests of clvllsaints of the Greek Cathlz~tion.-Reade.
olic church.
CHHIBTIANITY set itself
THB Italian govern.
against all popular ad.
ment bas clmed a school
vancement, against all
at Smyrna because it
civil and social progress,
raised the pontifical
trgainst all Improvement
escutcheon instead of
in the condition of the
that of Italy. The Siemasses. It viewed every
ters of Charity who ran
change with distrust, it
the school hav been diemet every Innovation
missed, and a secular
with opposition. WD!le
school bas been eet up in
it reigned supreme, Euplace of the old one.
rope lay In chains, and
THE trouble between
even into the new world
the Central American reIt carried the fetters of
publics Is the attempt to
the old.-.Annk! Besant.
effect union.
Apprehensions of the unjust
How can that be reaggrandiz&tion of one
ceived as a trustworthy
nation in the union
guide in the Invisible,
cause the countries, as
which falls into so many
" AH THERE I"
says a dispatch, to " tear
errors in the vWble ?
one another like tigers."
How can that giv confidence in the moral, the
THE Russian au perinspiritual, which has so signally failed in the
tendent of police is receiving many petitions
. What
Follow
physical?-Draper.
to change names of Jewish lawyers to names
that will not betray Hebraic origin, so that
LET us see what the church, within a few
the petitioners will not suffer avoidance in
years, has been compelled substantially to
Effacement
of
Christianity?
j
DANCER
AHEAD.
·
abandon-that is to say, what It Is now
patronage.
BY GEORGE JA.OOB HOLYOA.KE.
.
-almost ashamed to defend. First, the astronCARDINAL TABOHEREAU1Bdemand for precePrice, 10 cents a. coPY; twelve copies for $1.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic omy of the sacred scriptures ; second, the
dence at the visit of Prince Geor~e has given
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
·
geology; third, the account given of the
an additional fillip to religious dissensions in
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
this Republic
origin of man ; fourth, the dot;trin or original
28 Lafayette Plaae. New York•
•
Canada.
sin the fall of the human l'l'Ce ; fifth, the
RELIGIOUS objections to truths in public
B;v A.,~. GROVER,
mathematical contradic ion known as the
school books are Inducing more and more
trinity· sixth, the atonement-because It was
expurgation. It is reported that "the classonly o~ the ground that man is accountable
Price, paper, 25 cents.
B)' Edward Bellamy,
books will soon become more celebrated for
Address TilE TRUTH BEEKER 00. for the sin of another. that he could be justitheir negations aRd omissions than for the Author of " Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc;
fied by reason of the righteousness of another;
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
positiv information they contain."
seventh, that the miraculous Is either the
THB
free to receive new light will :find in it satisfaction
misunderstood or the Impossible ; eighth, that
EMPBROR WILLIAM of Germany is said to and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
the Bible is not Inspired In its morality, for
be irritated against Russia's keeping 450,000 The appeal ill- a ways made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
the reason that slavery is not moral, that
men out of a peace standard of 850,000 :fl.shnesa.-[Boston
Post.
polygamy Is not good. that wars of extermimobilized on the frontier. But for this A BU!fgestion of a really practicable and feasiA COLLECTION OF
nation are not merciful, and that nothing C8Jl
standing menace of Russia France would ble aoctal state greatly in advance of the present
The romantic na.rrat1v is rich in its forecast of
be more immoral than to punish the innocent
disarm, it is said, and Germany and Austria actual
Original and Selected Hymns
poaaibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
on account of the sins of the guilty; and,
would follow suit.
(Words and Music)
12mo1 cloth, $1.00; paper, 500.
THE lamentations of Uathollcs In Italy are
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 09.
For Liberal and Ethical Societies. ninth, the divinity of Christ.-IngersoU.
MAN will never attain his full powers as a
now swelled by the wailings of some scores
For Schools and the Home.
of priests who are thrown out of snug berths
moral being until he has ceased to believe In
ASTHMA_!JR.
TAF~~v~~a~~!~~:;
into poverty by the closing of churches,
a personal God and in the immortality of the
COMPILED BY
we will mail trial CUREDBOTTLR FREE
chapels, and oratories connected with the address.
soul.-Reade.
THE DR. TAFT BROS. M. CO.,ROCHESTER,H.Y.
charitable guilds and confraternities. The
L. K. WA.SHB1JRN.
WE are convinced that It Is contrary to all
closing proceeds from the assumption by the
PRIOB,
•
•
•
$1.50.
moral Ideas to teach that the guilty may be
state of the administration of the charitable THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
pardoned, because the Innocent hav suffered.
Price, 25 Cent11.
funds.
28 LafaYette Pla.oe, New York.
-Robt. 0. Adams.
THERE is much feeling against the Mafia
societies, or societies for the commission of
private murder in revenge of wrong or fancied wrong, In New Orleans The sanctified
Learning that there is an organized movement amoag the more conservative church people-manipulated by I
Italian Catholics swear alibis for everyone
suspected, so that It is difficult to convict. "Sabbath" organization-to i~duce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Mayor Shakespeare of New Orleans says, Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter pehition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
"No community can exist with murder each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
societies in Its midst; these societies must
1.' That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
perish or the society Itself must perish."
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral placas to which men may
CATHOLIOB in Italy are angry that the gov- resort when no moral amusements are available.
ernment accounts the V &tican art treasures as
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
public property-in the words of the Riforma,
holds that "all the works of art contained In tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to
the palace of St. Peter are national patri- the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
mony, and that it Is but just that Italian stu4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefH not only of Ohicago, but of the
dents be empowered to consult them at will, whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
without being subjected to the formalities
and humiliating Inquiries necessary now to do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human relations and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welhre.
open to such the Vatican doors."
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
IN the German parliament there has been
condemnation of the maintenance of large receipts.
6. To the obj3ction that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
cavalry forces, wb!ch hav been decried as
antiquated inheritances of chivalry. But would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
Von Moltke in an elabo•ate article in the its pleasures and instructions, the mora difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers
Kreuuitung cites Instances In the American
civil war to prove the value of large masses will ever have the power to transfer it from its preaent position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
of cavalry. "Both the Northern and the restricted to atte!lding church or vieitiog a saloon, the 11verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
Southern armies," says the article, "had
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
only a few mounted troops at the outset of benefit the Fair itself, the people of Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
the operations, but their leaders soon learned individu!lrl education, public morality, and the development and good of tbe whole country.
that it was Impossible to .do without
cavalry, and Lee confessed that lack of cav- ========-=.N,~a:=n=te=:=.=======:;========;;T,;;oo==w=n=.======="T"=========;,s,;;;t:=a::;te=.========
airy lost Gettysburg."
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LAOK of knowledge as to the powers of
civil government is leading our country into
grave and compromising positions. Leave
religion alone, is the spirit of our Oonstitu.
tion-a motto that comes down to us in blood
and tlame from the past agee.-MoraZ and
Bcientifio Companion.

GLADSTONE has addressed this letter to the
JfiiJJish Chronicle: "I hav read with pain

and horror the various published statements
respecting the sufferings of the Jews in
Russia. The only recommendation I can
make is that the activ exertions of the press
should be invited to sift reports and establish
facts, and when this is done to rouse the
conscience of Russia and Europe with regard
to them."
A CHATTANOOGA dispatch says: "So far
this week J. F. Conyer, a colored minister in
this city, who runs a saloon as a side issue,
has had a lively record. Sunday morning he
preached ; Sunday afternoon he had his
whisky mill in full blast ; Sunday night his
barkeeper knocked a man in the head in his
presence; Monday afternoon he broke a
heavy teacup over his wife's head; Monday
night there was a lively row in his house;
Tuesday he fired at a man, and Wednesday
he was before the recorder."
To a reporter in St. Louis who asked his
views regarding the presidency in 1892 Colonel Ingersoll replied : "I think it is between
Blaine aad Reed. That is, as the situation

stands to-day. Reed is growing in popularity wonderfully. I would like to see my
friend, Judge Gresham, nominated for the
presidency. But it makes no dilference who
is nominated; the Republicans will win any.
way. The McKinley bill is sure to increase
the Republican vote. The Democratic party
is like a man riding backward on a train,
who never sees anything until he has passed
it, but the Republican party rides with its
face to the engin and knows a good thinl!'
when it sees it, and sees it as soon as it gets
in sight."
As an indication of the attitude of the
church in the Wisconsin campaign over pub.
lie or sectarian schools may be quoted a circular issued in German by the leading Polish
priest of Green Lake county, which is almost
entirely peopled with German and Polish
Roman Catholics. This treasonable circular
is literally translated in these words : "To
the faithful-The time is not far, when the
Roman Catholics, by order of the pope, will
refuse to pay the school taxes, and sooner
than to pay the agent or collector, will put a
bullet through his breast. This order may
come at any time from Rome, and it will
come as suddenly aa pulling the trigger of a
gun, and of course this order will be obeyed,
as it comes from God almighty,"
A N&w YoRK&B who is friendly with Ingersoll, while repudiating Ingersollism, talks in
this way : " It seems surprising to many
people that Colonel Bob Ingersoll, with his
large practice at the bar, his many legal
duties, and his application to the business of
his otll.oe, is able to find time for literary
work, and lecturing, and benevolent service

of many kinds, and banqueteering and club
life and sociability in .his household. He left
his practice here the other day to deliver a
eulogy upon Walt Whitman in Philadelphia;
a short while ago he delivered a discourse
entitled, 'Crimes Against Criminals,' and it
would take time to tell of all his other operattons outside of the bar th!s year. Here is a
pointer for you : He can do his hard work
because he is a hard worker, and because he
does it when it ought to be done. There is
no nonsense abnut him when he has work to
do; he goes at it with all his brains and mus.
cles ; and thus he gets through more in a
week than other men scrapple over for a
month."-Bun.
AN important case that may seriously damage religious orders, says a Canada dispatch
to the Bun, is before Judge Andrews in the
superior court, Quebec, with a brilliant array
of legal talent on both sides. Two cloistered
nUDs hav been under examination as witnesses,.this being the first ins~nce, it is said,_
of nuns of a cloistered order appearing before
Quebec courts of justice. The suit is theresuit of effort by the nuns of the Sacred Heart
convent to break or repudiate a contract of
sale by which they purchased from the widow
of the late J B. Renaud valuable property
at Beau port, near the city, paying $25,000 on
account of its price, and since then taking
large quantities of stone from its quarries.
Finding, however, that their bargain is not
so profitable as they expected, they are now
asking the court to cancel, on the pretext
that the contract is null because, according
to the rules of the institution, the whole com.
munity was not consqlted about the purchase

and Cardinal Taschereau did not ratify it,
though the deed was signed by the lady
superior and five other DUDS composing her
advisory council. The action has aroused
considerable feelin11: among Roman Catholics,
who deplore the proceedings.
THB pope's latest encyclical is addressed to
the bishops of Italy. Its contents hav nnly
just been made known to the public. The
holy father refers to the many attacks which
hav been made on the church of late years
and draws special attention to the homage
which has been paid to the Agnostic, Giordano Bruno. Then, speaking of the dangers
of Socialism, he says that, owing to the
strength of its organization, it can only be
successfully opposed by a thorough union of
all the conservativ elements of society, and
that true·religl.on is the best rampart against
the fury of lawless mobs. "Enmity toward
the holy see," he continues, "is fraught with
the ·greatest dangers for Italy. The result
..,ill be a lack of harmony between the Italian
otll.cials and the true Italian Catholics. From
this discord will ensue a prolonged religious
war, which is bound to prove hurtful to the
public weal. Moreover, this contlict will not
only deprive Italy of the prestige which she
has acqaired through her pacific relations
with the pontificate, but it will also alienate
from her the Catholics of the entire world.
Nay, it may at any moment giv her enemies
a pretext to take up arms." The pope coneludes by saying that two governments are
impo!sible at Rome, and that Rome ought to
be given back to the pope if the world wishes
the holy see to exercise as heretofore its intluence for good.
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tfommunications.
What Are Tht-y Driving At!
Can anyone tell whai; the National Reform Aasc. ciation is aiming at, when it states in the second
· article of its constitution that "The object of this
society shall be to m~>intsin "'xisting Christian feat·
urea in the American ~overnment, . . . and to
secure such an amendment to the Constitutiou of the
United States ss will deehilli the nation's sllt!gi&nce
to Jesus Christ snd its acceptance of the mo:rellswe
of the Christian re!iaion; and eo indicate that this is
a Chrietian nation," and to p1Gce all the Christi11n
law.-, inat.it.ut.ioDs, snd usages of our government on
an undeniable legal basis in the fundamentE~l law of
the land!"
We will pass over, for want of space, any ~eference
to "existing Christian f£aturr,s in the Amencan government" whatever they may br, snd call the read·
er's atte~tion to the proposed smendment, which i&
to "declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ
and its scaeptsnce of the moral laws of the Christian
religion," i.e., that the nation shall "declare its sccep!snce of the moral isws of the Ohriatian n;ligion."
Now, what are the moral laws here referred to 1
Evidently the Ten Commsndment!l-or rather I
should say the 1atter six of the ten-for it will hardly
be contended that the first four, whi"h relate to the
worship, reverence, and honor of God, can be called
moral laws; for t.hey are more pro~erly religious
principles or laws. But these parties doubtless me&u
to include th!' whole ten, under the head of moral
laws of the ChriBtian religion. But these morai laws,
as we will contend for the argum~m.t's sske, are to be
"placed upon sn undeniable legal ba~h•," i e., are to
be made "the iundament11l law of the l&nd." N uw,
we will understand that law r~quires penalty, otherwise it would not be law, but counBel or advrce.
Blackstone ssaerts that "Where rewards are proposed, as wsll as punishments threatened, t.he obligation of tbe isw seems chiefly to consist in the penalty; for rewards in their nature can only persuade
and allure. Nf}tbing is compulsory but punishment."
Now, we all know ths.t it is the nature or the true
character of law to be compulsory. And without
punishment law cannot exist-th~t if!, it is not law,
but advice or recommendation. Now, one of the
moral laws is 8!1 operation of the mind only. And
bow the executors of tbe moral law, or "the fundamental law of the land," are going to discover the
violators of that itr,m of law, wiil bA a touab question
to settle. They will require a faculty that they
claim is one of the attributes of the deity-that is,
the power to discern the thoughts of the heart. I
refer to the law which s:l.ys, "Thou shalt not covet."
But I may ba answered that covetousness can be
discovered by the act of ths one who aovets, in stealing the thing coveted, or getting unlawful poss9BBion
of it in some wsy ; a.s, for instance, a man covets
another man's horse, which he finally steal<!. But he
then breaks !mother law, which says, "Thou shalt
not steal," and the law of the land in every state
already forbids thst, and thus far has already adopted
the moral law. Or if the covetous man desires his
neighbor's wife and succeeds in seducing her,
be breaks another law of the land, which says, as
does the moral law, '' Thou shalt not commit tt.duJtery." But for the thought of the heart, wheraiv
eovetousneF~s finds its seat, who can dh;cover the
transgressor snd punish him! The moral law Eavs,
''Thou shalt not commit adultery," but Ohrist adds
to that law, and makes a part of it, this sentiment,
namely, ''He that lusts after a woman commits adultery." Will not our law executors be kept busy in
detecting the sinnerg in this direction' And may
not the blow fall in unexpected quarters? May it
not reach many of the le.w-mskere T Hatred is added
by Christ to the original moral ste.t,ute against mur.
der. Mormon haters, Jew haters, Infidel haters,
among Protesiamts and CatholicB, must be punif!hed,
but who among the clergy can caHt the first stone at
tb .. sinner in this direGtion? And Protestants hate
Catholica-st le~st mul1itudes do, as do multitudes
of Cittholics bate P.cotestants.
Bat is it the idea to enforce these moral principles
so much as it is to compel the acknowledgment of
"allegiance to Jesus Christ!" This is emphatically
declal"ed to be the intention of the amendment. But
can anyone declare sllegiance to Jesus Ohrist and
not submit to his lsws, observe his institutions and
ordinances, and practice the usages that be hae
appointed, ~~ond which his discipiE<s of former days
obeyed, or honored, or observed T Now, Christian
laws, institutions, and usages are those which belong
exclusiv1y to the Christian religion, or those that are
particularly and excluaivly a part of Ohrietianity.
To say that these "laws, institutions, and usages"
refer to those which were pecuJip,r to the Mosaic
economy, such as circumcision, sacrificial offerings of
bulls, goats, lsmb~, etc,, and divers washings, etc.
will be denied most energetically by these N 11tional
Reformers, for to a man they declare t.hat these are
all "done away," "blotted out," "nailed to the
crosP," eto. They cannot call the moral law or Ten

Commandments "Christian !awe, institutions, and
usages" for two reasons: 1. There is but one of the
ten t.h~t could be calltd an ''institution" ( vven if that
could properly be so c~llt·d), and that is the Fourth
Commandment relating to the Sabqath day. Aod
no''ussges" are found iu the "moral law" so called. 2.
If they were Ohrietisn law, etc., then these National
Reform8rs must admit that Obri'ltianity began with
Moses on Mount Sinai, and not with Ghrist in Galilee. But they stoutly affirm t.hat Chl'isti&nity begsn
with Christ (a.nd they must say so to tell the truth).
And if so, then "Cbrist.ian laws, imtitutione, and
usages " are those that belong particularly and peculiarly to Ohristianity or the rsligion established by
Cbritlt. Is not this logical and fair ! Is it not the
~impla trut.h 1 No one ~;an deuy it. What theu ~
Why, that t.bt; ''laws, institution!', and usag~~"
referred to that are to be " placed upon an undel!iable legal bal"is in the fundBmental law of the land"
are such laws and institutions and usoges as J esns
Obrist enacted, instituted, and practiced. Now, I
cannot take Epace to rdar to sll the lsws that he
gave, so I will refer to one only, but a prominent,
one, howev .. r. He commanded thus : "Go ye into
all the world :.md preach tlle gospel to every creature." This command affects a certain class oulythst ie, the minietry.
It res.ds in ?.>noth€r place ihus : "Go, and teach all
nations "~i.e., teMh the gol'lpel-"baptizing them in
the name of the Father, end of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost." Now, right here we must stop and
ask a. pertinent qu;;stion. It .is this, Must they bspttze the peopie against i heir will, or baptize only
those who are willing? The whole question at ieeufO
hangs on the answer. If against their will, wil! it
be by ming physical forcP, or by t.he thre!ltening of
fiue or imprisonn:wnt, or stripes, or confhcation of
property, or disfrnncbisement, or some ot.ba form
of punishment' If by phyaieal cr brute force, csn
G"d accept such bspti~o1m 1 Never. Wouid not
Christianity be abhorred by £-Very free end thoughtful mind 1 Would it not be resisted unto death in &
mult.itude of cases~ H men and women are baptized through pee3uni&ry losB, or physical pain, or
loss of citizenship, would not their act be l:.yp:::critical, unlees performed under prot eat 1 And in either
case it would be unacceptable to God. But on the
other hand-now mark it-if only thoae who are
wiliing are baptized, and thus freedom of will and
action and freedom of con!icienca iii allowed on this
queetion, or as regards this lsw, which is so important, as all who prvfess to bt'lieve tbe Bible must
admit, and if God approves of this liberty of conscience, will, snd action, tb£\D it must be allowed by
man, and will be allowed of God in regard to other
laws, less directly !lonnected with a m!in's salvation;
and particuiarly ought liberty be allowed on the
S:.bbath queetion, as the observance of this day of
rest seems to concern a me.n's physical well-baing
more than his spiritual neoessities. Bnt admitting
thst force is used, or people are coerced through
fear of physical suffering or paounia.ry loep, or loas
of civil rights, etc., to be baptized, whl'lt form of
baptism shall be the one adopted? Now, here will
come a homa que;;tion-and if Infidels shall suffer, so
shall either one of two classes of religiomats be
made to violrite their conncience-Shall Congre!ls
decide that sprinkling s drop cr two of water on th;,
head is baptism, snd shall be the mode adopted ?
Whet will the two million (11t le,st) of believers in
immersien alone, ss the trne baptism, doT They
will hav to submit, or suffer the penalty, whatever it
may be. If they submit through fear of punishment, tbey are cowr.rds or hypocrits; if they are
physic!!lly forced to submit, they oan quiet their conscience, but will they &ver consider themselvs baptized by en act which, in their very souls, they believe is in no tJenEJa bRptiem? It will not be so bad
on the other roide, i e., if immersion is made the
national mode, for &b'}Ut all sprinklers concede immersion to be valid baptiam, but they will demur
when called upou to be immersed, for they think
that they he.v been blt.ptizsd by an equaliy valid form,
i e., by sprinkling. Now, baptism is one of tice acknowledged" Christian institutions," and must be made
obligatory upon all citizens and inhabitants of the
iand, and H will be so declllrP.d when this religion!!
amendment is adopted. And some mode must be
made the national form of administering the ordi-nance or institution. And Congrees will hsv a fine
time in settling a question tbat the reli:gioue world
hav been disputing about for the past three hundred
years at least, and upon which they bav divided into
sects, and because of wliich they will not fellowship
each other, or, at leaBt, some will not eat the sacrament with those not immersed. Can s Oongress be
elected_ that can aehle this question? Not until the
Cathohcs are atrong enough to aid the sprinklers in
every Congressional district to elect those who will
vote for sprinkling. But the idea of an arm of a
sec?lar gove~nment deciding upon a disputed thaolOtzlC!!tl questiOn !
Bu~ ~auld it be a secular government, when that
and s1mllar steps are tsken? Of course it would not
be, but it would be a religio political government, if
net really a theocracy, snd therefore no longer " re-

public. And when it becomes a theocracy, Infidels
will b3 disfnmchised. That this is contemplated, we
will now prove. Firat, I will quote from the Christian Statesnwn, the organ of the. NB~tional Reform
party, Oct. 2, 1884, "Giv all men to understand that
this is a Christian nation; and that believing that
without Cbristianity wo periob, we must mr.intain by
a11 right mesne our Christian character. Ius1:1rt this
character in OU1' Constit.ution." Again, ''Enforce
upon all who come among UB t.htl laws of Oh1·istian
morality." Now, what does enforce meanT It .
m>lRDB to force; to coostl'ai.n; to compel; to execute
with vigor. And now wLRt shall be the penalty to
be ir::fitcted upon the disobedient, that is, t.hoae who
refuae to obey the laws of "Ohrisdau morality "-not
Musaic laws of moralit.y, be~r i;J mind, but the
Ohristi&n laws, instit.utions, and usages, that is, baptit~m, the Lord's Supper, or euchtujBt, pnblic wort:lhip, prayers, etc., and such of the Ten Commandments as are by them incorporated into the Christian
faith T And these commandments that would be incorporated would be those thRt ere not 1:1lreedy in force
in every stste and terl'itory in the Unior, ~uch as
the laws sgsinst stealing, perjmy, murdf!r, and adultery. They would be, of courae, thc!!e not already
enacted in statutes by the statfts or gt>neral government, such ns th!3 commandment requirivg the acknowledgment of God or Jehovah; the law against
making and bowing down to imag€s; the laws
against profsDs swearing; against Sabb~th breaking,
and dishonoring of parent.s. But I insist., and insist
in moat emph11tic terms, thtt.t the Oh1·istisu laws and
institutions and mages are such as acknowled~ing
Jesus Christ ss king; faith in him as the son of
God, as the savim· of t.he world, t>fl the ouly mediator, etc. Rspentance, baptism, t.he ptirh~king of the
sacraruent, attendance at churoh, nnd support of the
minist.ry, etc., these tll'e all conti-mplated, snd are included in the" Ohristian !sw!l, institutions, snd USiiges"
to be enforced; and I a~k again, what, is the penalty
for disobE<dience! In the Christian Statesman of
Nov. 1, 1883, this sentiment is found, viz, " What
effec_t would the adoption of the Ohristian amendment, togethEr with the proposEd changeB ju the
Constitution, hs.v upon those who deny that. God is
the sovereign, Ohriet the ruler, and the Btble the
l&w ¥ This brlngs up the conscieuec quast,ion at once.
. The classes who "~>OU~d obj'3ct are, as THE
TRUTH SEEKER has ssid, Je~es, Infidels, Atheists, and
others. These classes are pHfectly satisfied with the
Constitution ras it is. How would they stand toward
it if it recr·gnized the authority of our Lord Jesus
Christ! To be perfectly plair>, I believe thtt.t the existence of a Christian Const.itut,ion would diefranchiso
every logically consistent Infidel." There you hav it,
Mr. Infidel. These people propose and deliberately
intend to deprive you, and not only yon but J;;ws and
others, yea, all otherR who diseent to their proposed
laws, institutions, tmd usage~, of the iuest.imable
boon of citiz~nship in this glorious (~t present) republic; to Pave which from destruction many thousands of dissenters, Jews, and bfidds-snd Atheists
even-risked theit lives, and los!', or many of them
did, legs and al:'ms and health ; 1\nd for the salvation
of which repubiic the hul!btmds, fathers, brothers,
and sons of thousands of Freethinking and dissenting women lost their lives ; and to eave which
countless millions of dollara were freely spent. This
boon for which our forefathers fought and bled, and
for which msny died, is to be snatched from us, by
these blinded reli15ious zaalots, because we may object to soma or all of their so called Ohriatian laws,
institutions, and usagee, many of which cannot be
sustained by the Bible, which they pretend to ao
much reverence. I am a Christian minister; I
believe in tbs onll living and true God; I acknowledge Jesus Christ as the ouly begott.on son of God,
and the savim: of the wm·ld, and as the only mediator
between God end man; I beiieve in the gospel of
faith, repentance, bapt.ism by immeraion; I believe
in the holy spirit ~;s a comfm·ter and guide; I believe
in the rljaurre(Jtion of the dead and in eternal judgmant (but not in eternal suffering), but I do not, I
cannot, and I will not, sa help me God, sccapt the
SO··Called orthodox idea of the godhead, nor of their
popish doctrin of infant spri>:Jk!ing, absurdly called
baptism, nor their dogma of eternal torment and
other unsoriptural theories; for judging from the
nsmee of most of the chief men of this N atioDill Rsform party and the churches which are most prominently l'epreBanted in it, and knowing what the
creeds of these men and churches are, I know that
I cannot cons(Jient.iously indorse many of their definitions of "Christ,i"'n laws, institutions, and usages,"
because, simply, I am confident that they are unscriptural, and mrmy of them illogical.
Do these fanatiofl suppoae tbl\t we who are more
coneiatent and firmer believers in Bible Christianity
than most of them are, will tamely submit to be deprived of citizenship because we "annot agree with
thsir dogmas? My ancestors fought under WJAshington at Germantown, Brandywine, and elsewhere, and
endured with him the ri!wra of the winter at Valley
F.arge. PhyFJic~l disqualifi<lations prevented me in
three different attempts from taking activ p1:1d in the
war for the Union, and I do not propose to be de.
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prived of citizenah!p without a struggle, and I think i ship, etc.! Wha~ then! Is it n~t lying T Is it not
there are several .uundred thousand mom who hav hypocrisy y IsH ot bl
h.
' 1 ·~ t · ·
the same d }
. ,.
If
t
1 f
. il d
n
asp emy . s h no smnmg
. .
.e.srmmar.wn. . . a B rugg e or mv an against the Holy Ghost! These Reformers will all
religiOus hberty oo~es, 1t_ w,;n be l!o ba~tle forced on aay that if the above declarations are made falsely,
Jews, Infidola, and others, t.md we b..,long. to that and knowingly so, it would be all that. Yet
clas~, for we are not Je~s! !nfidels, Athe!sts, nor they propo~e to compel people to thus lie and act
Natwnal,Reformertl. Bu .. !e• us hope o~ these Re- the bypocr1t, snd to thus blaspheme and sin, by
formers. tna_t the eyes o~ their_ understandmg !Day be requiring them to be baptized (as they would call it),
opened m ttme t.o seo wtter~ ~11e current of their mad- and by requiring them to openly profess faith in
nes.s and folly HI fast dr1ftmg them, . e~en to the Christ, repental:lce, remission of sine birth of the
wh~rlpool of a fi~~ce an.d relentless o;vil war from Holy Sl?irit, change of heart, etc., bei~re they could
wh1ch Prot~s~~ntu;~ wtll emerge Clrestfalle? and be bapi 1zad. The next. thing after baptism would
c~ushed, reud~xad eo ~alples,s thBt Rome, wno h~s be rece~tion into the church by the right band of
Simply look~~ ou. a~ mteres.,ed yet _unsymp"'tbetlC fellnwah!p being given to the caudidate. The next
spect~tor, wul quxetly assume the ~ems of govern- thing would be the continual or regular attendance
ment m the'ttwhole
country,
l'!it church · Th""" ne x•" Lh'
t'
d • th
j and findmg the Oonstitu·
.
• mg wouJd· be tb e regu1ar
10%_1 oomm1 , e vO. e ~n orcema-';lt ?f the l.a;ys, ms~i- systematic giving of money for the support of the
tutlOn.a, and usages or the Ctmstum reltgwn, Will minister and for 6 ign missions and to ·build new
speedilY: c~aogA .t~Hm to suit her interpretR~ion of and costly edifices, etc. A.tJd 'now, may it not be
the Chr1stlan ra~lgiOn, S~nd .t~en ~rotestan~e will bav asked if the real object of all this effort to make
t~ swallow than· own medwm, bitter as It may and this a Christian nation, by compelling everybody to
WI~ be.
. .
.
make an open profession of Christianity, is not to
ow, why IS It tbi\t the Oathol_Ic c~urcb looks on fill up the churches and make the minister's salary
so compl~cently, and even offers 1ts s1d ~nd .sympa- surra T Are not selfish, sordid, merctlnary motive at
thy to th1s mo~en:aent to .a~end ,the Oo~Bt1tutton and the bottom of all this attempt to Christianize this
make . the Cnr:Bt!!An r*lhgiOn tae national spouse, nation? Is not pride Jove of ea~e tmd love of
w~en 1t knows thl\t some of her cherished tradi_ti_?ne power, love of popuisrity and love of money,
Will .b~ struck at and some of her ussges por:!ltlvly the true foundation of this religious amendment
pr?hiblted ~ Now I cfln tell your readers JUBt why movement T If not with the masses, is it not the
It IS.. But let me say fir at, do
be deceived with ease with the leaders, or many. of t.hem, at least!
the 1d~a that Re>me bas chang-=~ and has become But they will be grievously mistaken_:they will
mora hber~J "?d t_olerant. That 18 all bosh and the neither fill their churchee nor their purses by this
country Will fi!id 1t so. It cannot be so under. the method. They will however depiete both 'n the
rule_rship o~ an Ite.l~sn pops and~ Jeeuit. It ~ig~t end. They are eoV:ing to th~ wind, they
reap
be 1f Cardmal G1bi:lonH wall chosen ~ope, :Vh1ch IS the whirlwind. Inetead of a harvest of souls and
not p~o~able. No; the true rea~on wny th1~ move- greenbacks they will gather dragon's teeth in the
ment 1s mdorsed by that _ehurch 1s, because ~t firm~y terrible by and by. We think the answer to our
and n_ot ~nreaaonably ~eheves t.hat by .t~e "t1me this question, "What are they driving at~·· is, they are
constitutiOnal change 1s m~~e a~d. decision ~eac~ed aiming at the destruction of the liberty, the peace,
~y Congress as .~o what Cbnstum laws, lnstltu the prosperity, and continuity of the republic, and
.
t1ons, ~nd usages sball be ~ade legal and enforce~, that for purely selfish sud ignoble purposes.
T. W. SMITH, American missionary.
they (•,he_church o~ R1me) will be _strong enough m
Papeete, 7 ahito.
numbers m the U ax ted S ~a tee to e1ther prevent Con~ressmen from being chosen who wJl be inimical to
---------Romish interests, or they will in all quarr.ers choose
Items
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men who will incorporate positiv Romish laws, instiIn our last weP.k's Freethought News it wss stated
tutions, and usages into the fundamental laws of the
land. The sacred coliege of c11rdinals at Rome are through a typographical error that the income of the
smiling broadly, and rubbing their hands with glee, Society of Holy Childhood w&B in 1888. 12 966 francs.
at the sight of the Protestants playing so unwit- It should hav been 912,966 francs. Lat. us giv the
tingly into their hands. Why should they not S(larlet lady her due.
.
rejoice, when they know that their church can never
.
be pushed to the front and made the nation's faith,
The Federation of French Freethought Societies is
or receive especial governmental aid, so long as. the stea-dily growing. During the month of September
Constitution remains as it is? Therefore, if it can be ·two new societies were added, besides several indialtered by others in such a way that it can be em- vidual membere, am one: whom there were three Parisplayed after a while to the great and sole advantage ian aldermen.-Bulletin Mensuelle.
of their church, without exciting suspicion and alarm
In Frankfurt a. M. the Social Democratic editor
at their intentione, they can well afford to giv the
National Reform movement their sympathy and aid, Hoch has been arrested for offense given to the
knowing at the same time that theAe Reformers really majesty and God.-FreihP.it. Some German authormean to pu~ the brakes on them as well as on Jews ities must hav ;;e~ncEs with their God; bow can
and Infidels and "6t.hers ;" but they expect to "turn they otherwise know that his feelings hav been hurt ?
the tables" on the Reformers after a wbile, and they
The agitation tending to a leaving of the state
surely will. And what need Jaws, Iufidels, Atheists,
and othere care, for they will receive as muuh mercy church in a body is spreading over Germany. Dr.
at the bands of the Catholic church as they will at Ruger has delivered lectures in several cities and
the hands of the National R9form party, if not more? thereby created a great scare among the" shepherds,"
The church of RJme of course wants the Constitu- who are causing circulars to be distributed calling
tion changed, so thai; it will permit an establishment upon the sheep to org~~tniza "men-societies Lwomen
of reiigion, or the establishment of a national re· cannot be intrusted with such matters] for tbe presligion, but it well knows that it would not do to ervation of the religious snd woridly peace of
undertake to advocate the change in the interest of society."-Freireligioses Sonntags Blatt. Even the
that church, for then Protestants would heartily thoroughgomg Freethinker loves peace, but not the
unite with " Jews, Iofidele, Atheists, and others," to peace of slavery. Break the chains !
keep the Constitution as it is, but if they can quietly
aid these Reformers to do their work, and use them
A clerical reaction, or, less dreadful, a fishing for
as cats-paws to pull their chestnuts out of the fire, orthodox votes at the coming election, bas induced
they of course will cheerfully do it, but keepin~ in President Oarnot, who is a Freethinker, to start a
mind all the time the one sole object-the interests small flirtation with the holy mother church. He
of the church of Rome, no matter at whst cost (to hse restored the mummery called the Mass of the
others especially). But we hav not done with Chris· Cardinals at the National Lyceum, which his predetian laws and institutions. There is another insti- cessor prohibited. Benedictines, Oapucines, nuns
tution called the Lord's Supper which will ba con- of various ordt<rs-all these clerical loafers hav re
tended for, and this the NationRl R9formers and ~urned, to bsgin anew their conspiracies against the
Catholics cannot at all agree upon, but they can republic.-La Verite. What will the shade of Paul
compromise for awhile.
Bert say T It behooves the French Freethinkers to
But the point I wish to make is, that b!iptism and be on the alert now. Orgsnize I
the Lord's Supper may form a" mark"-one, that
of sprinkling, being on the foreh<>ad; the other, takIn the smaller cities of Belgium the climate is very
ing of the bread and wine, will be a "mark" in the unhealthy not alone for Fraethinkers, but even for orright hand, with the hand of fellowship given at the dinary individuals possessing a grain of common
same time. Another and a most important point is, sense. A pnliceman in tl::e city of Meenin was care
that these "institutions" will bav to be observed by less enough to state, in a restaurant, that Virgin
all. But here comes a grand difficulty, and it is Mary was mother to divers other youngsters besides
this, viz : These Reformers will not permit baptism Jesus, and wh~n contradiGted he backed up his st.ateto be performed or the Lord's Supper to be partaken ment with Bible quotations. That was too much for
of except upon a public profession of faith in Christ \he priest- ridden city fathers, and on instigat.ion of
and an open statement on t.he part of. the applicant the clergy ten striking arguments were applied upon
for these <lhurch favors that he has reMived "remission the heretic's back with a whip. The forcible charac1 f sins" and the "baptism of the Holy Spirit" and ter of th~:> clerical arguments no doubt convinced
IS a " child of God" and a " truly converted" person. the sinnPr that tPP-Cbing theology was not his voGaHe must make some such confession or declaration. tion.-.De Voorwacht.
If it is an honest, genuin statement, all right. Brit
suppose it is made under restraint, or made through
Our Swedish friends are, in Ppite of a section 13,
fear of punishment, loss of property, loss of citizen-. not idle. Mr. Berghell's sentence of three months'
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imprisonment for blasphemy bv the Jookoping city
court has bsen sustained by Gota Hofriitt, but as there
is a supreme court and a king left, we hope he will
escape. Although the Swedish Freethinkers hav
contributed freely and largely to bia dllfenoe, yet the
defense fund was not very great, and in Sweden as
everywhere else money is required. Let us help our
brethren. There are plenty of Scandinavians here in
the U nlted States who cannot read Engl.ish; send
them F1·itankaren for & year. It will giv their orthodoxy a good shaking, and at the same time help our
transatlantic friends. It is but $1 a yAar. AddrAsB
your latter to Captain Thomson, Bryggaregatan 25,
Stockholm.
.
The Roman Catholic paper El Bandere Catolico,
published at Madrid, rejoices over the attitude of
Prtosident Carnot and the defeat of the Liberal party
in Spain. The quantity of editorial gush being rather
gre8t, we will confine ourselvs to the following
quite characteristic, extract: "Thanks be to God, w~
are returning to the times when those who promulgate f~lsa, heretical opinions are exemplarily punished. The re-establishment of the Inquisition appears in the near fu~.ure. Let her actions be more
shining and ~eeming in results than thlily were in years
of the past! Our Catholic heart is ovetflowing with
faith .and zeal; the in. mense joy felt b~ U!! from contemplating the results of our actual campaign surpasses all imsgination. Whe.t a tre~t will it not be
for us to behold our enemies writhing in the flames
of the Inquisition !'' If we in the year of the world's
curse 1890 are tre:&ted to such sentiments, what must
the lovmg spirit d Christianity bav been when she
stood at the pinnRcle of her power?
Wh~>n the Swedish authorities framed section 13
in the law for "preservation of order in the cities of
the iand," they evidently intended to produce a
modern illustration of the infe.moue "peace reigns at
Warsaw." According to section 13, it is prohibited
Miss Hilda EkeJol to start a meeting where eubjPcts
like, The Bible is a Divinely Inspired Book, Morality
depends upon Christianity, were to be dt:feuded. A
Aocial gathering in Hel£~ingborg is contrary to section
13, when a man like Vwtor Lennstrand is to particIpate ; section 13 prohibits lectures by Lennstrand on
subjects unknown to the authorities; it prohibits
the reading of a chapter of the Bible without comments; it punishes the man who finishes a lecture at
7 A.M. in place of 8 A.M. as be bad notified tb"' V•sby
aut.bo:rities he would; in E~kildstuna and V1sby it
prohibits lectures, no ms.t.ter what the subjeGt may be;
it condemns a man to a fine of five crowns for not informing the authorities in time that be intends to
lecture (in two ins!snces the announcement wae given
eight.y hours bsfore tbA meeting was held); in Stockholm it fines a man fifty crowns for daring to accept
an invitation to spend sn evening, without informing
the police, with friends in the private home of one of
them; it prohibita the public reading of a lecture
deemed blssphemous by aky pilots and a bigoted
little king and his creatures, and yet the same lecture
is pronounced all right by & jury and is for sale in
most bcokstoree. We would like to know wherein
consists the right of free speech snd mfel ing in
Sweden.
.
GusTAVE NELSON.

THoUGH not without a bitter resistance on the pad
of the clergy, men began to think that pestilences
are not puniW.ments inflicted by God on society for
its religious Bhortcomings, but the physicai consequences of filth and wretchedness ; that the proper
mode of avoiding them is not by praying to the
s&ints, but by insuring personal and municipal cleanliness. In the twelfth century it was found necessary to pave t.he streets of Paris, the stench in them
was so dreadful. At once dysenteries and spotted
f0ver diminiahed; a sanitary condition approaching
that of the Moorish cities of Spsin, which had been
paved for centuries, was attained. In that now
beautiful metropolis it was forbidden to keep swine,
au ordinance resented by the monks of the abbey of
St. Anthony, who demanded thst the pigs of that
saint should go where they chose; the government
was obliged to compromise the m*tter by uquiring
thah bells should be fastened to the animals' necks.
King Philip, the son of Louis the Fat, had been
kilied by his horse stumbling over a sow. Prohibitions were publiBhPd against throwing slops out of
the windows. In 1870 an eye-w:tness, the aut.hor of
this book, st the clo~e of the pontifical rulfl in Rome,
f,mnd that, in walking the ordure· defiled streets of
that city, it was more necessary to inspect the earth
then to contempiate the heavens, in order to preserve p9rsonal purity.-Protessor .Draper.
THE conception of witchcraft, 'vbicb had existed in
Eqgland from the earliest ·period, assumed for the
first time a certsin prominenC" amid the religious
terrorism of tbe Reforwstion; its importanlle gradually increased as the trials sud executions directed
publia attention to the subject; a ... d it, at last,
reached its clim~>x under the gloomy theology of the
Puritans.-Lecky.
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in behalf of this great principle of religious liberty, even
ular Union could be taken at once into full connec- though we work from different mot! vs-they from the desire to
tion. In responl!e to the compliments paid his city uphold their special Christian doct.rln, we to uphold the prinbe referred to Girard College, and said the case ciples of Freethought. Dear friends, can we not bring !\bout
against
the Christians who are perve~ting that mag- an alliance in this d lrectlon also ?
R. B. WESTBROOK. President.
But my great concern is: How shall we reach the young?
tnfi<Jent
charity is under way. The s1xteen hundred How
.f:loARD OF DIRE01'0R8.
shall we save them from falling into that religious suB. '8. WESTB"OOK, PrestdenL. . 305 2.1 ave,, A.sbury Park, N J, orphans there were DOt getting the kind of educa- perstition which puts the cross higher than their moral duty
E. B. FooTE J" . V1Ce-Prt~•tdPnt.l20 L• xwgton av~ •• "'~"'York city. t.ion G1rard int.ended they should.
They were to as good citizens, and which teaches them to consider "!bat
T B. •" AKEMAN. Vtoe· Prestdent, 9~ N><dsan street. New Yorll. city.
T M• RBIS PAl<OT, Vtee·Pre~inent, •
•
•
Pbuad• •pbta, Pa. be taught the princi~les of the purest ~or!"lity, but the church sneeringly calls "mere morality" as of httlo
J:
0 BKNTLEY. V;; &-President, ,
•
•
, Pllilsdp]piJtB, Pa.
IDA 0 0hll>DoQK. s.. <lretary,
•
•
•
.
Philadell)bta. Pa. instead were indoctrJDated by Jay Ohr1st1ans who account in the sight of the deity whom they worship? How
shall we fire them with the desire to make a heroic stand
F. 0. 1\il!:NDE. l'r!'Banrar,
. •
•
•
• Phil,.delnhilh Pa. went there to pruch. The Secular Union was en
QoBBE!<PO~DING ~EOBE•A><Y. Ida 0. Crsddook. Broad and Oommb1a
against the iniquhous union of church and state? How
avf',, Puiiade1nhia, Pa.
gaged in preparing a Manual of Morals, and the sha'l we Jlt U1em to take the vacant pla,es in the Liberal
TREASURER, F. O. Mende, , 1814 Greene strept, Philadelphia, Pa.
t bousand dollars prize for the best book on the sub- ranks-places left vacant almost monthly by the death of
our gray-haired veterans?
.
ject would probably be awarded about Obristmas.
One means of reaching the yonnl!', it seems to me, is
The
Congress
had
not
n1et
to
discuss
theology,
The Fourteenth A.nn~al CongrPRS of The Amer·
through our Liberal papers. TB& TRUTH l::l&&K&R has already
but to protest again11t the union of church and state made a move in this direction, with its bright and pleasant
ican Secular Union.
Tbe Union had a great variety of membership- ·• Children's Corner," so ably conducted by Miss Susan
The FreethinkE-rs of Portsmouth, Ohio, dfserve a Spiritualists, Materialists, Agnostics, Deists, Athe- Wixon. I hav noticed in this department more than nne
great deal of credit for their ffforts fer the four- ists, but all united in opposing the connection be crude childish letter, evidently written In an outgush of
Liberalism, which has received, in a footnote by
teenth annual Congress of tba American Secu;ar t.ween the government and the church. He thanked youthful
Miss Wixon, a few judicious and kindly comments which
Union. The Portsmouth Secular Union is young, the Secular Union, the press, and the people of Ports· cannot fail to strengthen the chain between the child's heart
but its c;nergy bss been fully demonstrated. Its mouth for their hospitality.
and the Liberal cause. The ln'Destl'gatw, too, has a warm
secretary, W. S. Andres, is what th~ Westerners call
Four manly young fellows-Messrs. Miller, Rice, spot In its heart for the children, and never fails to remember
a hustler and aided by the president, Mr. J. L. Kennedy, and AdamE-with guitars hung to their them with well.cbosen and effectiv selections. But even
these with some BC!Ittered efforts by nther papers, are not
Treuthart he g~ve the speakHs the l&rgest audiences necks by red ribbons, then rendered " The Spanish sufficient.
They are a beginning; but we need more.
that ever ~ttended a Secular Union congress, except Students," and tried to retire, but the audience ob
Another means- which at first may seem insignificant-is
the audiences that greeted Colonel Ingersoll when- jected and compelled t-hem to repeat. When the) the adoption of a universal badge by all Liberals, old and
ever he was able to be present. The Opera Houst> finally got away, Miss Ida Oraddoclr, secretary of tht- young-a badge which shall be simple, inexpensiv, easily
obtained, and which can be made as conspicuous or ss modin which the sessions were held is a llU'ge building Union, read her addres!', from which we take a few est
as the taste of the wearer may dictate. The Freethinkers
and a thousand people barely fill it. At the e':ening paragraphs. Her ideas are worthy to be practical- of France hav already adopted the pansy as a symbol of
sessions, when speeches were on the program, 1t was ized, and her recommendation of the pansy as a dis· Freethought, and they propose to recommend this at a com,crowded, as it was all day Sunday. The stage was tinct but unobtrusiv badge, following the example of Ing international conft"rence of Freethinkers. The word
prettily decorated with .fl. ~gs and banners and por- our brethren of FraucP, has reason in it. She said: "pansy," as you are dnubtless aware, comes from the Frel'Ch
word "pensee," which means "thought," and there thus
traits of prominent men-Grant, Ga1·field, and others
MR, PRESIDENT, MEMBERS OF THE AMElliO.lN SECULAR seems a fitness in its adoption as B symbol of Free1hought.
-a portrait of Colonel Ingersoll occupying the cen· UNION, AND Fnnmns: I hav been asked to speak to you t<>- It is a fiower which Is easily raised In pots or window-boxes;
ter position. The music w&s e:Kcellent. and the local night on methods of extending our work. I will, therefore, it occurs in a variety of colors; it is effectlv as a decoration
press were respectfully friendly, the Blade warmly not occupy your time with any discussion of our Nine De- on ribbons or banners; and last, but not least, it has been
and the 1 imes discreetly so. With the exception of mands; nor will I make any special appeal to you on the duplicated in all sorts of tiny and inexpensiv pins, suitable
necessity for union among Liberals. We hav done that for ~en\lemen's badge-pins- some of them retailing as low
the ministers; and th£1 proprietor c.f the Biggs House, already by circular. Be~ides, I know that you hope for as three cents in the trlmmin~ stores. Were the pansy
where the visitors made their headquarters, who gave more thorough organization, or you would not be here to- adopred by Freethinkers as a unlnrsal badge, there is no
reaPon why •he poorest of us might not display the Free·the delegates more spiritual than material food, the night.
l want to take this opportunity of thanking my fellow- thought symbol at all times in a suitable and modest way.
citizens of Portsmouth greeted the Secularists vtry
for their uniform kindness and patience with me Think what it would mean to our ecclesiastical opponents to
cordially, though they d1du't quite understand what members
during this year of my apprenticeship and especially for the meet the pansy at every turn, as they certainly ~ould, for
the heretica were driving at. However, they found many encouraging letters sent me as I began to grow up to the people in the United States who do not really believe In
that out before the Congress closed.
the work. Dear frienrls, you who hav dropped in just a the church, and who do really believe in freedom of thought,
When the Congress opened on Friday ~;vening, word or two nf sympathv, of counsel or encouragement, in vastly outnumber the church people. Do you doubt it?
besides the life memb~rs and delegates present thne your letters, you will never know how often you bav light- Here are some figures by churchmen themselvs:
ened the labor of the wnole day for me by your friendly
Rev. Dr. T. P Stevenson, editor of the Ohribtian St'lte8.were visiting Liberals from many pointe. S W. interest.
man, in an ~ddress this summer at Lakeside, 0., stated that
Devenbaugh, of Brimfield, Ind., and John Downs,
Before entering on the business of my address, I had Christians had every reason to congratulate tbemselvs, as
of Steubenville, Ohio, were on band, as they hav hoped to say something to those of our Liberal friends who far as numbers go. He stated, as an encouragement to his
been for many consecutiv congressea. Voltairine de are so interested in the labor question as to feel that even hearers, that " one person in every five professes the •ellgion
the cause of the American Secular Union is dwarfed before of Jesus." Remember that this is the estimate of one of our
Oleyre and Paul Carn~>, editor of the Open Court, it.
I had hoped to show them ~be importance of our work as leading opponents, a gentleman every way qualified to speak
came from Chicago. D H. Smith and R. G. Smith, a means to the end of industrial reform. I had ..hoped to with authority on the subject, and remember also that he
of AlliancP, Ohio, were present to take L K. Wash- show them that, before industrial reform of any sort can be was turning the fair side to London when he made that reburn in tow and keep him busy lect.urillg for a week accompli~bed on a sure basis-whether Socialistic or indi· mark. It is but right to add that he felt justified in assumwhPn the Congre~s cloePd. G. B Van Eas dropped viduallstic, or, asIa most likely, on a compromise of the two ing a larger proportion of those attached to the church,
-we must make it impossible for any churchly power to get were the relativs and dependants taken Into account.
in from Mechanicsburg, Ohio, to psv up hiR subecrip- its grip on the throat of the state. But. our president has And, after roughly estimating these at forty-five millions, he
tion and 11ee the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER S.M. warned me to contl.ne mysdf strictly to methods of organlza.. adds. exultingly : "Imperfect as is the organization of the
Bower came down from N ort.h Baltimore, and there tlon tG-night.
church on account of her sectarian divisions, the remaining
At this time the American Secular Union is confronted twenty millions hav no organization to compare with it.
were also Mrs. Ames, of Chic~ go, W. W. Wilson and
with two distinct 1 neB of policy from which to choose. One Nor hav they," he goes on still more exultingiy, ''Intel'daughter, of Spiceland, Ind.; J M Shank, of Hurri- la
the policy wb1ch it has stt•adily maintained during the llgence or social infiuence, or the capacity for united effort,
cane, W Va.; S. S. D an, Mrs F. D. Dean, and Miss past year, of st ict non-partisanship In religious matters, or any other element of social preponderance at all in equal
A. M. Dean, who came a long di11tance to see Mr. and open-handed hospitality to all who believe in total sepa. measure with the followers of Christ." But we hav more
.Washburn; Rilph Taylor; Gl->o. E Light, president ration of <;burch and state, whether the applicant for mem- definit figures from others•
In a little pamphlet entitled, "Dying at the Top," comof the Eureka Heating and Ventilating Co., with a bership be Deist or Atheist, Freethinker or churchman.
The other policy looks further than the mere sep~ratlon of piled by the Rev. Dr. Joseph Waddell Clokey, Presbyterian
friend whl) looks at Heston's pictures every week; church and state It demands perpetual and unfl.lnching pastor in New Albany, Ind , I note the following:
S.D. MoorP, of Adrian, Mich.; Mrs. L:vndall, and a host1llty to the Christian rel1gion, and an aggressiv warfare
"At the first convention of Christian Workers, held in
whose aim is fi11ally to cripple the church, if not to kill it off Chicago, June, 1886, Rev. J. W. Weddell gave statistics
great many others.
showing the population of each of the wards in Chicago, and
The first thing on the program Friday evening entirely.
One important means of extending our work has been agi- the number of churches in each ward • • • Of the
was music by Miss Sa,.ah Stevens, a young lady of tated
considerably in the Liberal papers of late-the forma- whole city be sa_ys: • I simply get 650,000 population and
beauty and skill, and Messrs. White and Miller, who' tion of a lecture bureau.
151 churches. In this population one in ten is a Christian,
pos~essed the same attributes with variation!!.
Another matter which I hope to hear discussed to-morrow, and we hav 65 000 Christians.' • • • Dr. Strong • • •
Throughout the Oongress they made harmony for and to whlch I can spare but a brief passing 11otice, is the quotes Dr. Dorchester as saying, that though the evangelical
the delegates, and lilOmetimes it was badly needed. idee of a mutual aid society among Liberals,- under the aus- cburch membership in the countrv at large numbered in
pices and fostering care of the American Secul'ar Union, and 1880 one in every five of the population of the United States,
The ball was well filled to bf'ar their townsman. J. pledged In tum to spread our principles everywhere, to clr- yet In Colorado It numbered but one in twenty; in Montana,
L. Treuthart, welcome his fellow-Freethinker!!. He culate our literature, and to win fresh recruits to our ranks. but one in thirty-!ix; in Nevada, one in fortv-slx; in
began by paying complimPnts to the p esident of Such a society, if properly managed, could be made a power- Wyoming, one In eighty-one; In Utah, one in 224; in New
Mexico, one in 657; and In Arizona, one in 685. From such
the Union, and the president's home city, and rF- ful Pngin for the ~ood cauFe
Another method of extending our work is by securing alii- statistics as the above, which might be multiplied indefinitly,
ferred to the secre·ary in a gracPful way, as became
ances with organizations which are striving for religious lib- it is plain that the estimate which allows five young men out
both parties. The Portsmouth Uoior:>, be said, wel- erty; and this ls something in which all Liberals should of every hundred for membership in the church Is not too
comed the Congress as a child receiveR a vhdt of a help, no matter how those other orl!anlzations may differ low. • • • Said the assistant secretary of the Young
parent. Ther~> was also a large public l!entiment. from us in the matter of greater conservat.lsm or greater Men's Christian Association, in a city of 2011,000 population:
favoring the obj'lcts of the Union, forPmoRt in pro- radicalism. Our constitution provides a welcome for all 'We hav 452 actlv and associate members in our association,
who will accPpt the Nine Demands, no matter yet we cannot, mus•er ten consecrated workers out of them
moting which were the newspaper men. Thi~ senti· anxlllaries
what princ1ples they may bold In addition. Among"others, all.' Here, then, we hav seventy-five out of every hundred
ment was on indication of tbe progrt-fiS of the sge. there occur to me two societies whom I should like to see our young men in this country who do not attend church;
when newspapfols can &ff 'rd to tell t; a truth. The allieR. One i• the Wrman's National LlbPral Union. Its nivety.five out of every hundred who do not belong to the
bu--inei'!B men of the town also resliz~>d that Port~o plstfNm,. which denounces the church as "that ever most church, and at least ninety-seven out of every hundred who
1
n out-h was outgrowing the narrown~ss that mi~ht Ul BCrupnl<>us Pnemy of freedom," is far more radical than are carrying no cross and bearing no bttrden for the redeemourR, wblr-h RtricrJy bold~ to non. partisanship in religious ing of t.he world to Christ • . • The young man of our
}u,v been once cbargE>d to it. He also welcomed tbto matterP; and yet tbHP is every reason why a union of that day Is substantially fi!l:ured out as a factor In Chri.stlan evanU oion on behalf of t.he school· children who were RI•ciety with ours would be of advantage to botb-e~pecially gelizatlon, and, were tb.e whole population to come to his
entitled to know that f»cts nevfol c···ntradict trut.b. whpn it is remembered that the American Secular Union standard, the church would almost. be figured out as a factor
Fur two thousand yPars tbe &strouom~re bad bf'eT• r~qnlres of its auxll!arl~s nothing but C' operation In the wo• k In the molding infiuences of this great land. From the
m~>kir g almaDIICF, nr d c:~alculating eclipsPs and otbfor PO de r to us all, and t.bat it leaves them perfect.lv free in Christian standpoint., this state of things is simply astoundother matters. The Woman's National Liberal Union Is a lng, and will stagger the most hopeful for a speedy evangelWhat would noble movement.; and I trust that the day will come when lzat.ion of our country."
movt>ments of the bE>avenly bndies
become of a~;~t.rovr>my, be a~kfld. if some J,;sbu& that. sooiet.y will Bt!!ond forem,.st. in the ranks of the great
When Liberals can present something like an organized,
united body to the world. we shall be surprised to see how
could take hold of the E>pokea of the wheel of timf- army of the American Secular Union.
Another Roclety whose ~(;operation, it occurs to me would the lnfiuential men of business will hasten to ally them selva
8lld stop the revolution of t.he Parth 1
be" a good thing, is the National Religious Liberty Assoola- with us. And, as one means to a common open testimony
At tloP ~ODC 1 nsion c.f Mr TrPutbart's addre11s, tion of the Seventh Day Adventists. These people, like onr- of our principles, I recommend the adoption o( this badge
Judgfl F
arl, of PortRDV'Ut.h, read a poem selva. protest against the bigotry which would compel us all which I am wearing te-nlght, the pansy. I hope the time
The jung ... is a pevtb,.istic&l DPiFt, ar d hi~> poem to observe Sunday In a religious way. and which already will come when the seal of the American Secular Union,
expres~E-d hir:~ Sf'Dtimt-nts.
It is )oT•g. but. we will makes it a penal offense, In many places, to do an honest which is now stamped on a gilt paper cut to resemble that
work or to indulj!'e In such innocent recreation as ball- old Christianized pagan symbol. the sun, shall be stamped,
print it ~ l ortly. WbPn lof,. b&d finifll><>d Predder.t dav's
playing ?n that day. Unhke ourselvs, thPy protest because instead, upon the background of a huge golden pansy, and
Westhook t.br.r,k~d thP Portprnoutb Udon for itE> tnPy bei1Pve In k11eplng Haturday aa a Sabbath-although amxed to all charters issued to our auxiliaries. The great
pnlendid welcome. WhPn be r~.fl.-cted tbat the local they hav never vet ac1vooated enforcing ita obaervance on seal of a corporation which upholds total separation of
Union was ordy ~ix montrs old bP was est.onil>bfld at. other pe<>ple. Unlike ourselvs, their declaration of princl- church and state, backed by the symbol of Freethoughtit" energy. In Mfotbodism ntow convPrts were plecE>d ples contains a religious bias. But upo. n the work of totall that would indeed be something to be proud of I
s~paratlon of church and state we stand shoulder to ahoulI come back now to the little people whom I
on probatiov, but he thought the Portsmouth Sec- der; and it does aeem a pity that we should not join forces had in mind when I began ·this subject. Personally,
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I should like to see established throughout the
country Freethought SuTtday-schuols, where children could
be saved on Sunday from the allureru..nts of the church.
We may be quite sure that, if we don't look out for our
children ou that day, the church will draw them in. The
greatest latitude should be allowed as to what ism these
schools shall teach, according to the belief of the special set
of people who are controling any special school. But upon
three thin~s all Freethought Sunday-schools should be
united: 1. Tbey should unite on the rl~~:ht of every human
being to freedom in seeking the truth. 2. In order to secure
that right, they should unite upon a total separation of
church and statet. 3. The American Secular Union should
be held up to the children on every possible occasion as the
great army which is contending for these things, and in
which they should all be encouraged to enlist. The Nine
Demands, In their modified form, should be as familiar to
the Freethinker's child as are the creed and the so-called
Lord's prayer to the churchman's; ar,d the pansy (should
we adopt this as our symbol) a~ familiar to the youthful
Freethinker as is the cross to the young Christian.
I should like to hear songs sung at those Freethought
Sunday echools, elevating in tone, inspiring in their music,
and joined in by all the childtcn with a will, such songs,
tor fnstance, as we fiud In the" Cosmlan Hymn-Book,"
compiled by Mr. L. K. Washburn. Believe me, Liberals
take the emotional side of our nature too little Into account.
In their pas~ionate reverence tor reason, reason, reason,
pure and simple, they too frequently ignore the value of
emotional culture to the growing soul. When I was a very
llttle girl I had the good fortune to occasionally attend a
Spiritualist lyceum under the superintendency of Mr. and
Mrs. Dyott, of Philadelphia. I was too young to understand much of the doctrin taught; but the music-ah, how
beautiful that was I How I used to enter into those songs
with all my heart I And how many, many times during
later years they hav come back to me in hours of despair or
temptation, and, in spite of me, hav sung themselvs into my
brain until the mists were cleared away I And I believe
that I hav that Spiritualist Sunday. school to thank to-day
tor my being sufficiently radleal to be admitted among you
as one of your executiv officers.
And now, to briefiv recapitulate possible methods which
suggest themselvs to your secretary for extending our work:
We hav then, before all, the work of reaching the young.
As means to this end, I hav suggested the establishment of
Freethought Sunrlay-schools, supplemented by plenty of
stirring music and by a series of international lessons; and,
as another means of reaching the youn11:, attractiv stories
and essays inculcating the principles of Freethought, to be
published in a special department in our Liberal newspapers;
and last, and most important of all, the Freethought lyceum
tor girls and boys In their teens. So much tor the work
among the young. A second means tor extending our work
would be a mutual aid society for Liberals which shall at the
same time be a missionary society for Freethought and a
recruiting ground for the American Secular Union. Third,
the establishrrent of a lecture bureau under the auspices of
the American Secular Union. Fourth, overtures to secure
alliances with other organizations who are working along
the same line as ourselvs, i.e., tntal separation of church and
state, even though they may be more radical or more conservativ than ourselvs. Fifth, and finally, the adoption of the
symbol recommended by the Ffeethlnkers of France, the
pansy, as the universal symbol of Freethought and of the
American Secular Union as well.
After more music the committee on credentials
was appointed-Leonard Geiger, Lucy N. OolmaD,
E. M. Macdonald. Then V oltairine de Oleyre recited
a poem which would hav been considered incendiary
in any other than poetic form. Then four jubilee
singers, varying in color from oliv brown to midnight
darkness, sang t.beir peculiar melodies, and the audience with difficulty refrained from patting time.
SATURDAY MORNING.
The first thing Saturday morning was the report
of the corresponding secretary, which Miss Oraddock read as follows :
MR. PRESIDENT, FELLOW-MBMBERB, AND FRIENDS: The
corresponding secretary of the American Secular Union sub
mlts herewith a brief summary of the work during the past
year:
·
At the beginnin~~: of this term, the executiv committee, by
order of the board of director!!, announced that the first three
of the "Nine Demands "-i.e., taxation of church property, seculariz'ltiOn of the public schools, nnd no Sabbatarian
laws-would be especially emphasized this year by pamphlets
and otherwise, and they called upon our members everywhere to sustain this work. Many of our people hav
responded nobly; but a large proportion hav remained unaccountably deaf to all appeals, whether by circular or
through the newspapers. This ie perhaps due in great part
to our not having the correct addresses of many of our mem·
bers. When the secretary entered upon her duties last November, there was no address book whatever In the possession
of the society, save a tragmeEtary list which the president
(while Miss Craddock was en route overland from California)
had compiled as best he could from the backs of envelopes,
torn bits of paper, and floating memoranda of various sorts.
The secretary is gradually revising and uddlng to that list;
but it is st.ill tar from being complete. We hav appealed by
circular and through the papers to our members to send us
their names and addresses; but this appeal has been heeded
by very few. This ract has greatly hampered us in our work
during the past year, and we hope that those members who
hav not heard from us during this term will understand the
cause.
. The first of the points intended to be emphasized this year
-the taxation of church property-has been met by the publication of a pamphlet on "Church Taxation" by Dr. R. B
Westbrook. This pamphlet is now in Its third thousand ;
but this represents but a small part of its circulation, as several newspapers hav publi~hed it entire (among them, one of
the Philadelphia Jaw magazines), so that its readers hav
reached up into the tens of thousands. It has been well
received everywhere, not only by Liberals but by many
orthodox Protestants; and in many cases within the secretary's personal knowledge it has proved to be an entering
wedge tor the promulgation of our principles. Through the
generosity of William Smith of Geneva, N Y., we were
enabled to print the third edition ; but this edition ia nearly
exhausted, and we shall soon need more. We hope that
some other friend will be equally generous in providing for
the fourth edition of this moet valuable missionary pa..nphlet.
Tbe &e(lond point-tbe secularization of tbe putilio BOhool

-will be probably met by the publication or a pamphlet,
also by Dr. Westbrook. We hav not attempted to deal with
the question of Sabbatarian laws ehis y€ar, owing to lack of
funds.
The manuscripts for the prize Manual are all In, and are
being examined by a committee consisting of Dr. R. B. West~rook, cbalrman, Dr. D. G. Brinton, Professor Felix Adler,
~'C. Frances Emlly White, and Ida C. Craddock. Owing to
the scattered condition of the committee during the summer,
and the tact that one of them Is not expected back from
Europe until this week, we shall be unable to mak1l the award
until about Christmas at the earliest. Among the many excellent manuscripts sent In, we hav already found several of
an exceptionally. high order; and we feel that the American
Secular Union may congratulate itself upon being able to Jay
before the public a book which shall show beyond a doubt
how morality can be taught In the public schools without
religious dogma, and without the slightest irritation of either
Christian or Agnostic sensltivness.
Owing to he scattered condition of the directors of the
American Secular Union, It has been Impossible, except
once, to get even a quorum together, although we hav made
several attempts. 'rhe executiv committee hav therefore
been obliged, very much against their expectations, not only
to execute, but to plan, nearly the entire policy tor this past
year. The responsibility on onr shoulders has been great;
and we trust that our friends will make due allowance.
The policy of strict non-sectarianism in religion, which we
hav zealously striven to maintain during the past year, Is
already bearing good fruit, notwithstanding- the gloomy
prophecies of some few of our more radical friends through
out the country. By adopting a moderate and persuasiv
tone, we hav succeeded in getting our principles advertised
prominently In several of the leading Christian papers of the
country, thus bringing our ideas before thousands of church
people who would not otherwise hav known how very reasonable are the demands we make; and we hav some more
work of the same sort In hand now, of which we are not at
liberty to speak.
We also may congratulate ourselvs on the presence at this
Cong!ess, by Invitation, of the correspondbig Aecretary of
the National Religious Liberty Association, Prof. J 0. Corliss. Whether the organization which this gentleman represents-an organization of the Seventh Day Adventists-will
feel that they can consistently join us, remains to be seen ;
but. at least we can rejoice In this evidence of good teelin~~:
between their organization and ours, working as we both are
tor religious liberty, even though it be from different moth·s
-they from devotion to Christianity, we from devotion to
Freethought. We are all in the same boat, after all; we are
all liable to the same persecution from Sunday bigots ; and it
benooves us to help one another In making a stand against
the common enemy.
The lack of funds has hampered us seriously during the
past year. Three separate months hav seen a deficit In the
treasury. My brethrt:n, these things ought not so to be.
There should be a guarantee fund of $2.000 raised at the
beginning of each fiscal year, to meet expense-s of office
rent, secretary's salary, publication of missionary pamphlets
and the principal outlay of the next Congress, so that w~
may not be compelled to trespass unduly on the generosity
of the city which invites us, as delighted as they may be to
do everything in their power tor us. With such a guaranty
fund, t~e American Secul~r Union could move forward along
somt:thing like a definit hne of work; and the stray dimes
and dollars that come in during the year would do twice as
much good as they dn by the prese.at skimping, hand-temouth way of providing for our current expenses.
We feel that we cannot close this report without a passing
tribute to the generous hospitality of the city within whose
gates we are now gathered, and especially to the untirin~~:
zeal of the local auxiliary here which has made this Congress
po~sible. If this Congress be not only a success In the or.
dinary acceptation of the term, but a veritable turning-point
in the history of ourcauee, the prai!!e will be due before all to
the litt.le band of Portsmouth Secular Unionists who so nobly
came forward with their pledge of $500 without waiting to
know whether other Secularists throughout the country would
help financially or not. At a time when the financial resources of the National Society were at the lowest ebb, they
bravely tlung tllemselvs into the breach; and it is the uplifted standard of the Portsmouth Secular Union under which
the disheartened forces of our people are to-day rallying to
victory. And 110 I close this report by saying, ''All hall to the
banner auxiliary of the Unit~d States, the Portsmouth Secular Union I"
Respectfully submitted.
Portmwuth, 0., Nov. 1, 1890.
President Westbrook said the secretary had been
t9o modest. She was, he said, a most capable young
womaD, and half of what abe bad done did not appear in the report. Most of her time in the preceding fall and early winter had been occupied in finding out where the Union's friends were, bot abe had
now a good list of the Liberals wbo supported the
Union. They were paying only $100 a year office
rent. All financial matters were kept in the moat
orderly manner, and Miss Craddock conducted the
correspondence with distinguished ability.
Treasurer Mende's wife, Dr. Westbrook reported,
was very ilJ, consequently the treasurer was not
present, but his report was, whieh Miss Oraddoak
read:
TRBASUBBR'S

FOR THB FISOAL YEAR, NOVEMBER
1889, TO NOVBMBBR 1, 1890.
Dr.
Nov. 1, 1889, balance on hand......... :................ . $176
Contributions for November, 1889 ..................... .
139
"
" December, " ..................... .
122
December 8, balance received from Cbas. Eckhard, ex-treasurer ................................... .
34
Contributions tor January, 1890........................ .
70
"
" February, " ........................ .
241
"
" March,
" ........................ .
17
March 31st, Rent of office as polling place election
day ....................................................... .
2
Contributions for April, 1890 ........................... .
76
"
" May, " ........................... .
150
"
" June
" ........................... .
92
"
" July,' " ........................... .
139
''
'' Auguat, '' •.....•..•.•••••••••••.•...•
99
203
u
" September, 1890~····················
"
" October,
" .................... .
209
RBPORT

1,
68

00
67
92
00
lfO

75

50
80
50

75

84
09
9ti
31

Total ••.•......•..........••........•............ $1..'777 26

,.

1889-'90, salary corresponding secretary Novembtr 15, 1889, until November 1, 1890......... .
Office furniture, carpet, etc .............................. .
Rent, November 25, 1889, to October 31, 1890: ... ..
Printing ......................................................... .
Traveling expenses, secretary, to New York, Dec.;
Asbury Park, N.J., August ................... ..
Subscriptions to newsparers ............................. .
Expressage "'Prize Manual" manuscripts.......... .
Postage, envelopes, and postals ....................... ..
Cbarterexpensea ............................................ ..
Miscellaneous expenses ................................... ..
Miss Craddock's overland expenses from Calitornia ................................................... .
Balance ......................................................... .

709
Cr.
958 34
88 85
115 68
135 i5

13 £7
9 50
2 38
53 87
93 80
164 03
100 00
41 94

Total............................................ $1 777 26
Dr. W esthrook said that wishing to giv the Liberals of the country due credit for their generosity
he had made inquiries of the various Liberal editors
a.nd others, and bad received replies from all but the
Washington U 11ion. Besides the money sent the
Union he found that the Freethinkers had given
uver seven thousand dollars to various public enterprises. Judge Waite and Mr. Treuthart were appointed an auditi.J!g committee.
President Westbrook said be bad no report of the
board of directors. Virtually, there was no board,
as they had been unable to hold regular meetin~a.
With the exception of Dr. Severance, who hsd met
with an accident, the directors had met once on the
occasion of Mr. Ramsburg's visit to New York, but
at that meeting they did little or nothing except get
out a pronunciamento of thA principles of the Union.
They wanted, he said, to appoint a traveling secretary, but Mr. Remsburg did not favor it, as the lecturers in the field had difficulty in finding sufficient
support. The appointment, therefore, was not made.
It was supreme folly to elect a board scattered so
widely as at present. Mr. Ramsburg was a comet
which could not be caught ; Dr Severance was unable to get East ; Dr. Foote was tremendously busy ;
Mr. Wakeman dtt.to, and therefore the boud as a
board was of little account. The president and secretary did the business, which had received the · approbation of all. The board, he said, ought to
reside in one place.
As to the Prize Manual, though some folks might
think him slow, he bad got it well along. The
money was on deposit, drawing two and a half per
cent interest, and the award would be made shortly.
It was too great a work to be done in a few weeki.>.
He bad over a hundred manuscripts by college professors and presidents, eupt:rlDtf>ndents c;,f schools,
and others. It was hard to get a competent committee of examination. He had asked J amee. Parton,
but Mr. PartOn could not serve, and other wellknown Linerals were equally unobbinable. He got
Professox: Adler, and that gentleman went cff to the
Adirondacks; Dr. Emily White accepted, and sailed
for Europe. But Dr. Brmton of the U uiversity of
P~Dllsylvania had proved a most judiCious and discriminating reader. He himself and Miss Craddock
bad read all the manuscripts, and he was aston1sbed
at the ability shown by the writelS. They hav f:X!;Jausted the subject and the problem is finally solved
of how to teacn the purest principles of morality
with no reference to religion. The former secretary,
Mr. E. A. Stevens, had rendered very importaut servICe to the project by collect,ing the funds.
Another thing he had done, Dr. Westbrook said,"
was to obtain a charter for the American Secular
Union, so that donations could be ltgally heid and
used. One friend of the Union, Mr. J. Sedgebeer,
of Painesville, 0 , had desired to leave the organization a thousand dollars, but while methods were being devised to accept his generosity Mr. Sedgebeer
had passed away and the money was lost to the
Union. Pennsylvania corporation laws, he said,
were the most liberal of any state, but no court
would incorporate a society tbe business of which
was done beyond the borders of the state. He had,
therefore, obtained a charter in that state, and by
changing the Union's constitution to by·laws the
work could be c!U"ried on. Officers, however, must
be elected in Pennsylvania, but that could be arranged by a system of proxies. The East, he said,
contributed the greater part of the funds of the
Union, New York and Pennsylvania leading in the
order named. Oregon, however, gave more tban
Massachusetts or Illinois or Indiana.
Leonard
Geiger, of Hudson, N. Y., and Wm. Smith, of
Geneva, N. Y., were royal friends who res~onded
magnificently when called upon, and N. F. Gnswold,
of Connecticut, was another large contributor. Last
year, Dr. Westbrook said, be did not w~mt to .t~e
the presidency of the Union, because he was wr1tmg
a book to be called " Skeleton Keys to Theological
Closets," but it was well along now. He, perhaps,
bad been slow about tte Girard College contest, bot
he had that campaign all blocked out; and, besides,
his failure to move was largely because of the enforced delay in the matter of the Prize Manual.
When that was out he could show the officers of the
college how to do what G1rard wanted doDe. He:
would then draw the papers in the cue and eDgase
able CCJUDBel to prosecute.
(Oon#nu¢ on pag~ 712.
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the gild«?d cross on a neighboring spire, and thought afterwnrd the number th"t comes out to hear him is
of the large black one that marked the location of Jess and not unfrequently grows less on each sucthe more distant cemetery, and my mind was im- ces~iv trip. There are many reasons for this falling
pressed by the " eternal fitness" of some things- off. In the first place, there are thousands of people
A.. Rail at Things in General.
especially colore. I watched the busy attendants as outside of the church who are not Freethinkers-in
I send you the following " open letter" for pub- they performed their duties at the Locks, showing fact, tbey are not thinkers of any kind. I am astonlication. It is addressed to a liidy whose name is good will to all, and courtesy to those that addressed ished almost every d!ly of my life to find these peothem. They worked for the government, and, life ple cll!saed 89 Freethinkers. Such people do not
withheld.
The Democratic party reminds me of a rattlesnake. went well with them. At my side a small group of subscribe for any of the Liberal papers or rt!ad any
I venerate its principles but abhor its personali~y. New Yorkers was begging its way back to the E!!ost. Libersl books or support the lecturers. They are
Its principles must be preservtrd, and therefore I These men were in the prime of manhood, but life :uot free from the stupidity and narrowness of the
am B Democrat at the pollEJ ; but the prevailing went poorly with them. The fire had faded from creeds. Again, there are many who cannot be classed
party which givs suffrage to the New Yorker and their eyes, and energy seemed eliminated frbm their with these who are wretchedly penurious, and hav
the negro denies it to your sex on the ground that, spirit!!!. They looked as though the inherent cussed- no enthusiasm of liberty and truth. With them
you do not know enough to use it intelligently; and ness of their nature had been knocked out of them nothing is so large and grand as a dollar, except it
I do not understand how you can be a Democrat- by adversity, and they could appreciate rest in Lake be another dollBr.
There is a different claii1S from these, constituted
or even a free woman. Hav you a voice in formu- Superior whose icy waters never giv up the dead.
lating the l11.ws that govern you, or in selecting those rfhe laws of their nativ state declare that Sllicide is of public and professional men, as lawyerE', doctors,
who make or enforce them ! If you marry you s crime. The laws of the various states declare that teachers, merchants, and polit-icians, who fear public
become the slave of your husband by the Jaws of it is a crime to be without visible means of support, opinion, snd hence dare not openly support the FreeGod and man, and the Bible assures ue that what or to b~g or steal the means of subsistence, Ol' to thought lecturer. In private they denounce the
the Christians bind on ei\rth shall be bound in violBte the restrictions they impose on labor which wickedness of the Chrietil\n people and the demoral·
heaven (See Matt. xviii, 15-19). Therefore it seems make it impossible for men like these to produce izing tendency of the dogma, and the superstitions
that go with it, but in mttny cases they do not put
beet to employ an IzdideJ to conduct the ma:rriag~ tbfl necessaries of life.
ceremony ; or to do it "oneselvs" by executing a
Under our present system they who hav means their hands into their pockets to help us. I am free
civil contract somewhat like the following : '' In own those who hav no means. The latter must im to confess that it is often impolitic for such public
pursuance with the laws of the state of Naw York, oortune the former for permission to worlr, to create men to make themeelvs conspicuous in our meetinge,
we, the undersigned, become husband mnd wife by the wealth that must support the creator, that ought but they could help us financially, and t.hf>t is just
mutual consent on signing this article."
to enrich him and revert to society. For this privi- where we need help the most. I remember that
Do not tell anyone else thmt you srs a Democrat, lege the laborer is robbed systematically in behalf of once I went to a certain town in Illinois and was inbut do what you can fer the cause of equal righte, t.he capitalist, the church, and government. The first troduced to a dentist., who greeted nie killdiy and
and leave the uncleanly work of fertilizing the field demand!! a share of the value created for allowing said, "Now, Brother Bell, I can't go around town
of politics to those who are permitted to use that. the workman to create it; the last imposes a tsx on with you to get a hall for you, and to introduce you
electoral pitchfork, the b!lllot. U aless you do this the value he produces, on the goods he sells, on those to our Liberal friends. Brother Bla!lk will do that.
I may be tempted to say to you what Moses is said that he must buy; the church pays no taxes. And this Here are ten dollars to help you, and if this is not
to hav told his superior-that the course in question laborer pays all taxes. If he obj acts to working un- enough do not hesitate to come back and Jet me help
will injure your reputation and you had better re- der these conditions be may starve ; in some cases he you out." Such men, however, are hard to find.
pent of it-and I fear you would not accept this ad- does so. I know of no law against starvation, nor When the time comes that Liberal ideas are popular,
vice as gracefully as God did (See Ex. xxxii, 9 15). do I know of any that can benefit a man who has not then these lawyers, doctors, teachers, merchants, and
It ought not to compromiae you to say, "I respect su:ffit3ient means to employ counsel or· pay other leg~l politicians will stand in the front ranks and boastDemocratic principles and Prohibition morals," or, expenses. I looked towsrd the Wee~. The north- ingly point out the fact how " Betsey and I killed
" I think the Democrats are as much superior to the ern peninsula of Michigan lay before me. It is the bear."
I read with not a little surprise in a recent issue
Republicans in national principles as they are inferior mainly a wilderness; and a large portion, perhaps
to them in personal morality," but if I were you I t.he greater part of it, is owned by "land company. of THE TBUTH SEEKER, an article entitled, " Random
would not say anything unless some one asked me Som<~ years ago, this company built a short railroad, Notes," by our e;~teemed friend Will S. Andres, of
about it. I always try to explain under these cir- and in consideration on this received a large grant Portsmonth, 0. I will quot.e but a sentence or two.
cumstances that I am not a Democrat because it is of land from the government which exempted it Ha seeks to persuade the Liberal lecturers to make
the party of an outgrown, outworn, and patched up from taxation for_a term of yeal"s. T:Uen this com- more moderate dem~nds upon the Liberal public for
constitution, nor bec~use it is synonymous with pany sold its railroad to parties who extended it at their services. He pleads with us to travel as the
rum, Romanism, and rebellion, and Italy, Ireland, each end and made it a part of a great system. The itinerant preachers did in early times, for the sake of
and ignorance. I am not a D,;mocrat because six- company still retains the land and is holding it for a the cause. He aakE', " Will they tour the country
tenths of the constituents of that party owe 111 greater rise. The available land of the West is being rapidly the coming year at lower rates than heretofore T
allegiance to the churoh of Rome than to the land tsken up ; perhaps within ten years it will all be ap- Will they for once travel under the guidanc;; of the
of their nativity or adoption, nor because every N aw propriated. Then the tidal wave of immigration will American Secular Union and at living and not giltYorker or Irishman that ever assaulted me belongs hreak on the Rocky mountains and be diverted to the edged prices ?" I ca'l. only answer for myself, and
to it. I am not a Damocrat because they belonged North and the South, where a considerable amount of will ssy, Yes; I will travel under the guidance of
to this party who enslaved their species, outrageJ cultivable land now lies ignored. Then this land will the American Secular Union at very moderate prices.
the soul and violated the body; who sold their own be valuable &Tid its owners will realize their antici- But if I am to put myself under t.he direction of the
flesh ioto bondage, opposed its emancipation with pated profits which are made possible by the protec- Uu.ion, I shall look to it for my moderate support.
bullets and scripture, and put into the tres.sury of tion of a government that keeps thousands idle to en- Will the Union guarantee me such support T If
· the church "money that was the price of blood." I rich a few-one whose emblem is a bird of prey, and not, with what show of reason should it seek to giv
am not a Democrat because of any of these things, whose colore are suggestiv of the injustice of its Jaws. direction to my labors!
One material fact that escaped the attention of
but I am one in spite of all of them. I believe that. Let the government redeem the la~d, for it cannot
negro slavery is a thing of the past and monopolistic confiscate it, and is bound to protect the right of our good brother Andres is, that the Liberal lectand social slavery will continue so long as al! or any those who hav purchased it with their money or urers are not getting "gilt-edged" prices for their
of the present political parties can perpetuate them. la"hlor. "The land for the people." Let our govern- work. In fact, their pay is not only meager, but
As the Republican party was organiz""d to free the ment purchase it at its actual worth by a tax levied very meager pay for their time and expenses. We
blacks, Socialism is designed to free the laborer, and on a~tual values and make its use free to . those who make the poorest kind of a Jiving out of it. The
truth ie, I hav to work outside of the lecture busithis generation will not. pass away until its mission will utilize it. Please think of this.
ness in order to support myself. I read proof, sell
is fulfilled. I am a DBmocrat because I consider
JuLIAN MABCELLAB.
Democratic principles better than Rapublican ones,
books, and do what else I can find to do. To talk
Carleton House, New York.
and realize that one psrty must prevail. I believe
about "gilt-edged" prices is nonsense, when one
in the motto of my nat.iv state, " State sovereignty
has to liv more in common with Lazarus than with
Lecturing.
in national union." I believe in the reducfion of
Dives. And what is still worse is that the lecture
I hav just returned from a lecture trip through business is p•ying lese every succeeding year, while
the tariff, and think the.t the sooner it is reduced to
nothing the better I believe in th& Democracy of Oregon· and parts of Washington. It was an ~n the amount of work is increasing. Like all. other
individuals in protecting the rights of all, and in summer's campaign. Riding over dusty, mountain- work, the demand is, more labor and leas pay. I
doing the greatest good to the largest number. ous roads in the burning heat was a trying ordeal, hav had during the past summer more to do, more
Therefore I am a Democrat. My father was one especially when it was almost of daily occurrence expenses to pay, more roughing to endure, and less
before me. I also believe in many principles that during most of the summer. There are many good remuneration than hav fallen to my lot any season
are not indorsed by my party. I believe in the Liberals throughout these states, but they are not in during the past fifteen ye!l.ra that I hav been in the
maxims : " All for each and each for all," " No many cases well "bunched," that is, they do not liv lecture field. Mr. Andres is not acquainted with the
rent, no interest, no profit, the cost is the price." near each other; hence the lecturer has to travel lecture business. He was, however, aware of the
I believe in free land, free trade, free men, and long distances between appointments. I had to ride filch that ha was writing "Random Notes." The
free women. I believe in free love, and I am four hundred miles on buckboards and stages in painful truth is they were entirely too random.
personally a stronger monogamist than any New eastern Oregon, giving fifty lectures. Ore~on and One more year in Oregon and Washington of such
Yorker that I ever set my eyes on. I hav obse.rved Washington are on the boom. Thousands of people bard work and poor pay will cause some of us to
the evils of our present systems in various ways and from the East and South are flocking thither. L11.nd bunt for better pasture.
many places. A short time ago I stood on the speculation leads all other interests. Everywhere
Let Mr. Andres change about front, and exhort
Locks at Sault Ste. Marie and watched the laden new towns are springing up and great efforts are· the peop'e to sustain us wherever we go. Let him
vessels pass by me on their way to· Lllke Superior. made to boom the towns already in existence. I am persuade the rich Freethinkers to do something for
One was surmounted by carvings of the cross and well aware of the fact that. Richard Grant White Freethought. We hav rich Liberals in the country
crown. Those, thought I, fitly symbolize those would frown the word "boom" out of use, but in who are doing comparativly nothing for the cause of
other figureheads whose votaries hav exerted the the West the word baa come to stay. Among other liberty, equality, and fraternity. Our Liberal papers
most potent influences. that hav cursed humanity. words it bas a boom of its own. ·
should all receive generous support from those who
With religion they constrain the body by enslaving
In most of these new towns one finds but little hav the means to aid.
the mind; with authority they restrict the mind by interest in Freethougbt lectnres. The people are
0 11r wealthy men and women might do a vast
enslaving the body. They hav conspired against too full of excitement over their business to giv much amount of good if they would leave something for
mankind for general plunder, and cooperated with t.ime or thought to the Nine Dam&nds of Liberalism. the papers after they hav got through with it. They
each other for mutual help and protection. Like It is only here and there that the lecturer gets good, seldom do. I should greatly rej ()ice to know that a
the late Siamese twins, they derive vitality from the attentiv audiences. It .is astonishing the vast amount handsome bequest was ruade to THE TRUTH BEEKER.
same source; must exist under the same conditione, of indifference t.here is manifested everywhere on the And why should not our Liberal institut-ions, such
and when one dies the other will not survive long. questions of Freethought by those who hav no re- as the papers are, receive aid in this way? See how
The boat passed northward to sink in the waters of ligious convicr.ious, but who hav some anticreligious the Christians dying leave vast sums of money tq
the lake, but the reflections it suggested liv in my sentiments. T'1e first time the Freethought lecturer support what they regard as good and desirabl~!
wemor1. ' looked around me. I saw W. the south coiQes along he ge11erally gets a good audience, but It does seem to me that as Libe:rale we ftl'<l t\WftJ b~
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hind in thia matter. Our well-off Liberals can do d Ingersoll B~rugge~ his shoulders, drew his head
This "So help you God" is printed on the card
mora. and it is ~ ah~me th1~t they do not.
t~~-~n,
;nd Bard slowly: "I d~n't think there is any- furaished by t.he bureau o~ ragtatration, in heavy
Oa1cland1 Oal.
W. S .. BELL.
' hi~ g u nny ~bo?t ~eath. It a so sort of cold, so black capital letters, and is inclosed in quotation
w tte; 1 don t h~e 1t."
marke.
'Ya.t nodded h~s head slowly. There was a. pause,
Mr. F. S. Luce, a p11ointer by occupation, residing
After t.he Lecture.
M . ~f he we~e trymg to make a connection between at 321 Oa np street, applied to the board in the
F1·om the Worla.
Around _the table in the dining-room cf the Lafay- de.':lh ~nd W~&t he _w!'s about to s!l.y. At last he Fourteenth of the Forty-fifth for registration, but
ti bsheve ~.ehgion haa done more good to the when the oath wa9 repeated to him he declined to
ette Hot.el, Phil!tdalphia, Wrilt Whitman, the aged sal
.
take it on the ground that it was a religious obligapoet, and Ool. Robe~:t G. Ingersoll, discussed relig- wor . h&n h~rm.
ThiB unchamed the du"log that followed. Inger- tion. He, however, expressed a willingness to
IOn and death.
. The clock struck midnight while they were talk- sol~, k~ho ad~re~aed the group more than the poet, sffirm. The board thereupon unanimously refused
qu;~ Y r_ephsd :
to receive his name. A dialog something like the
mg.
It m1ght . ha~ d~ne so bad it only stuck to the following then occurred:
It was Tuesday night, after Oolonel Ingersoll's
Inspl!c'tor: "Where were you born~"
address in Horticultural Hall for the benefit of good. It ~tdn t; 1.t ta?ght what ~~s mean and
cruel. It puts me m mwd of my visit to a church
Applicant: "In Texas."
Whitmsn.
·
Inspector: "Is there no God in Tens'"
With a deal of care and tenderness the crippled when I was a boy. It_ was a Preebytel"ian church,
and
the
preacher
WBS In a high box over my head.
Applicant: "I never saw any during my reaidence
poet, who cannot st~nd upright, and who must be
handled ns carefully as the dmintiest glass, was re- I fell asleep, snd at last rolled cff the seat which in that state."
Ohorus of Entire Board: "No roan who does not
moved from the platform of the hall baek to the awoke me. I a wok~ juat in time to hear the p~eacher
~ell the st~ry ~f Dr~e,s and Lazarus. He dwelt on believe in God can register or vote in this country."
hotel.
Mr. Lues left the boar~ and applied to the editor
He was put into bia invalid-chair on descending >;Very detall Wlt~ VlVI~ness. I, was filled_ with an
of Freetl~ought for adv1cs. From the editor he
at th~ ~otvl Mtd rollAd through the long corridor to awful fear ~s I h~ard btm speak.
the dmmg-room, wnare he was to partake of some . In~e1·soll s ~a01al play hera was superb. E:JfpresE- was referred to R. Guy McOielltm, Esq., Rttorney at
mg his fe.~r, h.Is eye gradually widened, and he half l~w, 33~ Montg?mery street. Mr. McOiellan gave
light refreshment.
h1m an mtroduct10n to the chairman of the RepubA dcz~n or the poet's friends, who hMrd that rose, peettng mto the darkness.
1
"
I
can
re~emb_er,"
he
went
on,
'
how
I
looked
up
lican central committee, who heard Mr. Luce's comOolonel Ingersoll w~a to cb.at with him while he ate
accompsmiod him to the dining-room. As the littl~ at the pulpit With an ever-growing fear as the plaint with a good deal of indignation, and sent him
procession followed the ohsir tht·ough the corridor preacher told of how Dives suff~red the tortures of to ~9gi~ter Smiley. Mr. Smiley characterized the
1t had a funeral look. The old poet, suffering from hall a?J-d how he.was ~ocked wxth the cry that he registratiOn board of the Fourteenth of the Fortythe reaction after the excitement of the ovation he ?ad his g~od thmgs m this world and must suffer fifth RB a board of ignoramuses, and gave an order
had received at the h~ll, looked thirty years older m the nex<. I hated tb~t G?d t~en, arid when I to Mr. Luce directing them to register his nama.
than his seventy-::me yeRrs. Some &Rid he was the came to be a man and reahzed that m the two thou- Thus, after spending a day's time in the vindication
oldest-looking man they hsd aver seen. He realized sand ye~rs God had never sent Laz\\ruB o~t of of h_is principles and the· rights of conscience, the
one's i~eal of. the_ Old Man of the Sa&-1ong, white Abrahams bosom to p~t a dr0p of water on D1ves's apphcant returned to the precinct board and again
beard breakmg m veuerable flJod upon his breast" to~g~e--;-bah.! If rehg10n had kept to the good for presented himself for registration. In a very surly
manner the inspector directed him to remov9 his hat.
unkempt locks as whits as snow tumbling over e~r th1s h!e It m1ght hav ?one much leas harm."
Whitman:
''Sometimes
it
is
better
to
soar."
Mr. Luoe declined, and an order to "hold up your
and temple, and half-dimmed, mild eyes looking out
.
Ingersoll:
"No,_
the
reason
why
I
like
you,
Walt,
hand" met with a similar refusal. The board was in
beneath frosty eaves, bands thin and trembling as
IS tha~ you ha': 'Yr1tte_n for people here and now."
a quandary, but having been ones rebuked the memthey lay upon the arms of the chair.
bony
hand
in
air):
"I
think
I
bars did not care to risk a further st.retch of authorWhitma:u..(ralBlng
hts
h the dining-room Walt was drawn up to a table
hav soared 10 the clouds a great deal, and--"
ity, and Mr. Luce was registered with hat on and
w~ereon. was placed. a glass of champagne. Into
Ingersoll
(interrupting):
''Yes,
but
you
hav
taken
hands down.
·
thts, durn~g the evenmg, the poet dipped pieces of
lots, o_f dirt up with you."
. The matter has been passed over in complete
bread, whtch he munched with diffi<lulty.
Thts sally brought a burst of laughter from the silence by the prasE', and an opportunity baa thus
Oolonel Ingersoll sat beside him in a light over•
.
been lost to giv a little new light to those public
coat, his high silk hQt laid aside. Walt's broad- group.
Walt
only
ratsed
h1s
bushy
brows
and
shook
his
officers
who are required to administer oaths. The
brimmed felt partially covered his long hair. The
head.
He
saw
he
could
not
make
front
against
a
trouble
ought not to occur again. It is the plain
colonel had a glass of apollin9ria before him.
duty of the registrar's office to instruct its employees
The conversation was fragmentary for half an man whose repartee came like flashes.
Inger~oll : "My grandfather was the sort of man that an affirmation is as good as an oath in all caseP,
hour. The large dining-room was half dark except
w_ho behaved all the world would be damned except and that nothing more than a simple promis to
where, here and there, a late diner was seated.
htmself. He was sorry for it, but couldn't help it. speak the truth can be required of sny who object to
Suddenly Walt's right hand flllttered feebly into
My grandmother thought all would be saved except the religious formula. '!'.be rsmoval of the hat is
his right pocket and he drew forth a m·umpled wellherself,
and-here Ingeri!oll half rose from his chair optional and a matter of comfort or taste· the eievaworn piece of paper. He opened the sheet ~nd a
and extended his h•nd aloft-she was as much tion of the hand is a species of invooati~n of some
look of surprise lighted up his pallid face.
~hove the ~~n as the stars are above a duck's tracks h!gher power than truth and has only a superstitious
" I found this in my coat," he said. " I don't m
the mud.
significance.
often put on this coat. This poem is a translation
Whitman : "Do you believe in all I hav written!"
Mr. Luce deserves the thanks of all Secularists for
of mine from the French of Henri Murger. I'll read
~ngersoll =. "No; . far ~rom it. Much you hav claiming his rights as a citizen and for taking the
it to you."
wrttten I do not behave 1n, but you hav made men trouble and expense of vindicating them.
This he said with diffieulty and with much hesitaand women stronger, and I like you for it. There is
tion. All through the evening he seemed to be mak- only one thing I hav against you, Walt."
Mr. Henry Winehard's Gift.
ing an effod to pull his great mental forces together.
Ingersoll took hold of the old man's sleeve.
The sight was sad.
The
Oregon
State
Secular Union thankfully acknowledges
Those who had heard Ingersoll say in t.he lecture the receipt of a check
for $75 from Mr. He:ruy Wineha.rd,
R!lising his voica he began to read in a childish
treble. The soat.tered diners left their seats and th11t '' the most indecent word in our language is proprietor of new Arion Hall, the meeting place of the last
celibacy," half expected what followed.
state convention.
flJcked about the loDg table at the head of which sat
Mr. Winehard thus effectivly indorses the grand principles
"
I
hav
only
one
thin~ against you, and that is
the two gray-haired men.
promulgated by the Union.
that
you
didn't
marry.
You
ought
to
hav
got
a
girl
The room was dark save where one chandelier Walt."
is such aid as this that enables us to successfully thwart
' theItpernicious
organizations which are threatening our glorithrew a patch of light upon the reader's yellow
The old poet looked at him puzzled, as if he had ous principles of liberty.
KATIE I{EHM,
paper.
Assistant t:lecretary Oregon State Secular Union.
The waiters in their white aprons flitted n.bout on long since forgotten the meaning of the word girl.
"The 1eligion I bow to," went on Ingarsoll, u is
the edge of the listening group like semi-ghosts.
the one that teaches men to love their wives more
The words whistled through the poet's thick beard
GEOLOGY has oonciusivly disproved what was once
tenderly, to hold their children on their knees s little
as they came in aspiJ:ate pu:tl~ from his thin lips. tighter. As to worship and prayer, if I saw a savage the un1versal br>lief concerning the origin of death.
Seyer~! ladies l.,oked around at the clii:rkness, and,
kneel before a stuffed snake praying that wife or That this fearful calamity appeared in the universe
shtvermg, moved up ·closer to the pa,tch of light.
child
miRht be given back to him, I would kneel and on MCount of the transgression of man, that every
Here are the linea he read :
pray with him, but that cruel God in heaven I cannot pang that convulses the frsme of any created bfling,
every passion or instinct or necessity that contributes
TIIE MIDNIGHT VISITOR.
pray to, I hate him."
" Whose steps are those ? Who con:.es so late ?"
The old poet's bread had absorbed all the cham- to the infliction of suffaring, is but the fruit of the
" Let me come in, the door unlock."
pagne aud he began to look fst.igued. The party disobedience in parailige, was long believed with un" 'Tis midnight now; my lonely gate
gathered
around him to say good- bye, probably the faltering assurance, and is even now heid by many
I open to no stranger's knock.
last one. Tears were in the eyes of some as they who C&nnot be regarded as altogsther uneducated.
And this general proposition ·became a great arche" Who art thou? Speak I" "Men call me Fame·
watched the poet utter his feeble good- bve.
To immorta.Jlty I lead."
'
When Ingersoll's turn came to llO " he tapped type, -a center around which countless congenial
" Pass, idle phantom of a name."
Walt's
hand and said, cheerily: "I hope you'Jl liv beliefs were formed, a first principle or measure of
" Listen again, and now take heed.
probability guiding the predispositions of men in all
many a year yet."
their inquiries. If all death and all pain resulted
'' 'Twas false. My names are Song, Love, Art.
To
t.his
Walt
replied:
"
You
might
wish
me
someMy poet, now unbar the door."
from the sin of Adam, it was natural to giv every
thing
better
than
that."
" Art's dead, Song cannot touch my heart,
particular instance of death or pain a special signifiMy once love's name I chant no more."
He Registered with His Hat on and Hands cation; and if these the greatest of terrestrial im"Open then now, for, see, I stand,
.
perfections were connected with the history of man,
Uiches my name, with endless gold,
· Down.
it was natural to believe that all minor evils were no
Gold, and your wish in either hand."
Prom san Fmnotsoo J:l'reetl>ought.
less so. But geology has now proved decisivly that
" Too late-my youth you stlll withhold."
The members of the board of registration for the a profound error lurks in these conclusions. It has
" Then
if itshut,
mustmy
be, last
sincetrue
thename
door to know,
F ?urteenth pr~cinct of the Forty-fifth assembly dis- proved that countle!:lS ages before man trod this
Stands
Men call me Death. Delay no more;
tr1ct for the mty and county of San Francisco hav earth death raged and reveled among its occupants;
I bring the cure or every woe."
been taught a lesson which it is hoped will ba useful that it so entered into the original constitution of
The donr flies wide. " Ah, guest so wan,
to them hereafter. The board met at the corner of things, that the agony and the infirmit-y it implies
Ninet~:~erith and Howard streets to register the were known as at present when the mastodon and
Forgiv the poor place where I dwell;
An ice-cold hearth, a heart, sick man,
names of such voters as had not been recorded at the dinotherium were the ruler(! of the world. To
Stand here to welcome thee full well."
the city hall, and the cha\rma.n was instructed to deny this is now impossible; to admit it is to aban·
Not a sound had disturbed the reading. When administer the following oath to all applicants:
don one of the root-doctrine of the psat.-Lecky.
he had finished Whitman looked up at Ingersoll,
Yo'!- do solell!n1y swear tha~ YO!:! wlll truly answer alii
·
who had never t&ken his e es off the old man 8 0 d questiOns touchmg your quahflcllttons to register as an
. .
"tb
1. .=~ · t! t" Y
, I ', b t f
'
elector in the city and county of s~n Francisco. "so HELP
SEND for catalog of our pubhcat1one. Sent free
sa1 Wl a crac-~'-e'+ 111 ec 10n: ' -. sn t t a U;Jny !" YOU GOD."
on application.
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The next thing on the program was the election
of () fficers.
The committee on credentials reported the following authorized voters present :
Life Members.-Lucy N. Colman; Leonard Geiger; Mrs.
Leonard Geiger ; Dr. De Lespinasse ; Mrs. De Lesplnasse;
E. A. Stevens · E. M. Macdonald.
Friendship Liberal League.-R. B. Westbrook; Mrs. R.
B. Westbrook; Ida C. Craddock.
Newark.-John R Charlesworth.
Portsmouth Secular Union.-J. L. Treuthart; W. B.
Andres; Benjamin Wood; Alex. L'ross; James Feurt.
Chicago Secular Union.-E. B. Waite; Mrs. M. A. Freeman; E. M. Greer; Joeeph Greer.
Manhattan Liberal Club.-T. B. Wakeman.
Ingersoll Secular Union.-L. K. Washburn.
Judge Waite, of Ohicago, moved that Dr. Westbrook be unanimously neleeted The motion
was carried. It was also moved that the secretary·
ship be disposed of by making Miss Oraddock
the unanimous selection. · Mrs. Oolman seconded
the motion. She was glad, she- said, that the Union
had the good sense last year to elect a womanglory to God !-and she had no objection to the same
woman for another year. If she, Mrs. Oolman, were
only young, she would see who would be secr.,tary,
for she would run against her. She had been a
member of the Secular Union for many years-had
been in all its quarrels, home the burden of the day,
and would bear five thousand times as much to bring
the Union up to its present efficient status. She
would always vote for the extreme side. ~here were
more gray hairs to be seen before her than black, but
the gray hairs must teach the black. One of these
days the American Secular U Rion could face the
Women's Ohristian Temperance Union and say,
stand back. If one wanted to sin as the Bible eommands, let him sin. He would learn in time that sin
is its own avenger. She would, she said, make a
speech on this, but had to stop to elect a secretary.
Mr. John R. Oharlesworth asked that the rules be
followed and the secretN"y chosen in the regular way.
He desired to discuss the last year's work of the
Union, and had some criticisms to offer. He could
commend Miss Oraddock fllr the manner in which
her report was prepared, but he saw no practical
work accomplished. One of the first things the
administration had done was to quarrel with Mrs.
Gage and the Women's National Liberal Union.
The Manual manuscripts had not been submitted to
the board of directors. The Union ought to hav a
Liberal at its head who could go into the field. One
of the points it ought to press is the rationalization
of Sunday. What, he asked, had the Union done?
Had it not been for the Editor of TBE TBUTH
SEEKER nothing would hav been done by the Liberals
in the matter of the World's Fair. He wanted some
organizing done. He would move, therefore, for
the adoption of the secretary's report as the regular
order of business.
Mr. Wakeman was asked to take the chair. That
gentleman said he had first a few words to say about
the ch·uacterization of the present board of directors
as useless. Personally he was always ready to act
when called upon, and there was no difficulty in acting together. The incorporation of the Union ought
to hav been submitted to the board. The president,
however, had assumed that all the officers did would
be ratified by the board, as had been done. Dr.
Foote and himself would do anything for the Union.
Aa to Mr. Remsburg and Dr. SeTerance, it was understood they could not personally attend to the
business of the U oion ; neither were they req aired to
do so. The executiv officers were the ones to transact the business of the Union; the others were only
advisory.
·
Miss Oraddock said she aereed with Mr. Wakeman
as to the loyalty to the Union of himself and Dr.
Foote. But they could not, it seemed, attend meetings of the board. She had tried to get them to
Asbury Park, when the incorporation would hav been
submitted, but they could not attend. They were
too busy men. No one, she added, wanted to assume
authority.
President Westbrook also disclaimed any intention, direct or indirect, to reflect harshly upon any
one.
Judge Waite explained that when he moved to
suspend the rules and elect the officerQ by acclamation, he only moved to do what be had seen done
hundreds of times in all sorts of societies.
E A. Stevens seconded the motion to adopt the
secretary's report. The chaotic state of the records
were no fault of his, but the secretary had done
well in reducing them to order. It is a great work
for a new secretary to get into hamsss. He could
wish though that more aggressiv work had bl'len undertaken, as the people who sustain the Union liked
that sort.
Mrs. M. A. F.-eeman rose to say that she hoped
that the secretary would long continue to fill the
office.
Judge Waite moved to reconsider the vote to elect
the president.
· W. S Andres opposed the motion, Md it was lost
Miss Oraddoc.k said she deaired tQ be voted for by

secret ballot. She believed in the Australian system. There were delegates there opposed to her,
and she wanted them to hav a chance to vote against
her. They might be unwilling, she thought, to publicly record their opposition.
Mr. Mitchell, of Portsmouth, who was not a delegate, said that it was important to make progress.
If the officers were Efficient rEelect them. He was
in favor of the present officers.
A motion to elect the secretary viva voce was
made and carried, and Miss Oraddock was the unanimous choice. She thanked the Oongress for its
vote of confidence. She wanted all Liberals to
write her, so that the Union would be in touch with
all its friends. She was prepared to do more
aggressiv work if she had the assistance of the
people.
Mrs. Oolman advised the secretary to do as she
thought right ; for she couldn't expect to please
everyone, and must first please herself. She, the
speaker, had been talked to till she, the speaker, was
sore, but always did as she pleased. Let the secretary hav time.
Mr. Oharlesworth moved the reelection of the
former board of directors. Mr. Wakeman said he
did not care to serve, but desired a board which
could get together often. Dr. Foote's devotion was
well attested, and no better man than he could be
found.
Messrs. Stevens and Oharlesworth protested
against the resignation of Mr. Wakeman.
President Westbrook said that as the workings of
the board must be somewhat different under t.he
charter than formerly, it might be well to consider
the charter first. He moved that the election of
directors be postponed and taken up when a treasurer was chosen. The motion prevailed. Dr. Westb.-ook read the charter, adding that if the Union
didn't want it he would pay the bill ($94:) for getting
it himself.
Mr. Sharpless-not a delegate-moved the acceptance of the charter. To get it before the house Mr.
Oharlesworth seconded the motion. Mrs. Oolman
moved that the charter be referred to a committee.
The motion was adopted, and Judge Waite, E. A.
Stevens, T. B. Wakeman, L. K. Washburn, Dr.
Greer, J. L. Treuthart, and Mrs. Oolman were
appointed a committee.
Mrs. Oolman rose to a question of privilege. She
had a little book-forty-seven of them in fact-which
she wanted to sell and otherwise dispose of for ready
cash. Mr. Geiger had brought them to the Oongress,
but positivly refused to carry them away, and when
she was dead the folks who purchased them would
consider that the most virtuous act of their lives.
The book was her " Reminiscences," price one dollar, for sale by all Liberal publishers. She also proposed to print other remmiscences in Mr. Green's
Magazine, but the Editor of TBE TBtrTH S:oKEB
needn't get offended, as she still considered his journal the paper of all papers. The best thing Oolonel
Ingersoll ever did was to write " Orimes Against
Oriminals," and she proposed to supplement it by an
article on " Orimes Against Witnellses," as she had
recently been a witness in a divorce case.
The fifth subject on the program for the morning
was then taken up-discussion of methods for promoting the efficiency of the American Secular Union.
The secretary's address was the text, and in that
she advised affiliation with other organizations working for the same purposes. Mrs. Ames, of Obicago,
said she was opposed to all affiliation. The Union
could not agree with them, and she did not want the
Union to lose its identity. Miss Oraddock agreed
with the latter remark, but thought that all societies
working for the separation of church and state could
unite on that basis. Auxiliary societies could take
charters if that was one ol their objects, no matter
what else they believed. Th(l more lines out, the
more fish would be caught.
Dr. Lespinasse asked the secretary how many
state Unions there were. The secretary could not
say. There were only a few auxilia.-ies formed the
past year, chiefly organized by Mr. Remsburg, as
follows:
Wheeling, W. Va., Secular Union.-President, D. G.
Crow; secretary, Allen Noe; treasurer, F. A. Morris; vicepresidents, 0. C. Mtller, Chris Beck, J. 0. Brosius; executiv,
H. B. Bogaley, M.D., John Hutchings.
Ashland Secular Union, Oregon.-President, H. B. Evans.
Organized by Mattie P. Krekel.
Portsmouth Secular Union, Ohio.-President, J. L. Treuthart; secretary, W. S. andres. Organized by W. !:!.
Andres.
Newark Secular Union.-President, Henry Bird; vicepresident, John R. Charlesworth; secretary, Cora B. Flagg;
treasurer, Francis Kieb. John R. Charlesworth, organizer.
Rogers Secular Union, Rogers, Ark.-President, Mayor
E. R. Morgan; secretary, Q N. Bixler; treasurer, H. M.
Gaughey. Organized by J. E Remsburg.
Flatonia Secular Union, Texas.-President, Henry W.
Yeager: vice-president, J E. Faires; secretary and treasurer, T. E. Tanner. Organized by J E. Remsburg.
Ban Antonio Secular Union, Texas.-Presldent, Charles
L. Bauer; secretary, Otto Praep:er; treasurer, Benj. J.
Mauermann. Organized by J. E. Remsburg.
Columbus Secular Union, Texas.-President, A. C.
Zamalt; vlce.president, R. W. Putney; secretary, W. A.
Matthews; treasurer, Louis Weete. Organized by J. E.
Remsburg.

Cuero Secular Union, Texas.-President, Wm. Westhoff
secretary, August Holzapfel. Organized by J. E. Rems
burg.
McKinney Secular Union, Texas.-Presldent, H. C.
Smith; vice-president, E. W. Kirkpatrick; secretary, F. c.
Thompson; treasurer, M. B. Rexrole. Organized by J. E.
Remsburg.
A good many of the auxiliary societies, said Miss
Oraddock, were dead or asleep. Dr. Lespinasse said
that it seemed that the Pacific coast Liberals were
doing all the work. He thought each state should
hav an organization. Miss Oraddock agreed with
him. Judge Waite asked for statistics on organization. VoUairine de Oleyre wanted to know what
the secretary meant by cooperation. Mrs. Lyndall
desired information as to bow the Union pr6J?osed
to build up. She represented two or three soCieties
in favor of the Nine Demands, but could not vote in
the Oongress because the societies had no charter.
Miss De Oleyre rose again, and was called to the
platform. When she concluded the debate was
energetically resumed by nearly all present, but the
girls carried off the honors.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.
Saturday afternoon Miss Sarah Stevens sought to
soothe the disturbed spirits by her harmonies, and
Dr. Henrietta P. Westbrook read a short and excel·
lent discourse on " Oommon Sense." Dr. Paul
Oarus, of the Open Oourt, briEfly commended the
work of the Union, followed by Mrs. Oolman, who
thanked her stars that she knew enough to join the
Secular Union away back when it was the National
Liberal League. Some of the people were a long
while coming in. The Union had had trouble, but
she was satisfied with what the Union had accomplished. Despised once, poor, quarrelsome-she had
done her share of the quarreling, too-the Union
had at last become something of which to be proud.
Lately she had done a very foolish thing-again
read the Bible through from Genesis to ReTelation,
to refresh her memory as to whether it is fit to be
read in the publia schools. She had in her life read
all English literature condemned as erotic, but everything paled before the filth of the Bible. When she
was a school-teacher and a boy from the slums used
such language as is found in holy writ, she made
him wash his month.
Mrs. Oolman was followed by Samuel D. Moore,
of Adrian, Mich., who wanted to say something be·
cause he was older than Mrs. Oolman. He had
taken her in his buggy scores of miles in antislavery
days to appointments to speak. Mr. Moore went
away back to the days of the Revolution; then coming back to the Abolition times added several interesting chapters to Mrs. Oolman's reminiscences.
The president cut him otT to hear the report of
the auditing committee, which was favorable to th&
treasurer.
The committee on charter was also ready to report,
after a somewhat stormy session in the parlors of
the hotel. The report was unfavorable. The lawyers of the committee found legal objections, and
ihe others did not lavor it because it did li.Ot sufficiently set forth the objects of the Union. The
committee desired to sustain the president in his
work in Philadelphia, but did not see how the
charter could be utilized by the national society.
President West brook recalled that an eminent
lawyer of England once said that no body of legislators could enact a statute through which the lawyers could not drive a co•ah and four. The committee had driven the coach and four through his
charter, but he bowed most submissivly to their decision and hoped the report would be adopted,
·
which it was.
Mr. F. 0, Mendes was then rEelected treasurer.
W. S. Andres said he hoped that in selecting directors those who would work would be chosen.
T. B. Wakeman was nominated. He declined.
Mrs. Oolman said she had worked with Mr. Wakeman ·for fourteen years. He never neglected his
duty, and he should not be removed. Miss Orad·
dock said no censure of Mr. Wakeman had been intended, but that now to vote for Mr. Wakeman
would be to tlensure the president and secretary.
Mrs. Oolman made another passionate speech, and
endeavored to put the question to a vote, but Mr.
Wakeman, who was in the chair, would not permit it.
He would not accept office, he said, after what had
been said by the officers, and Mrs. Oolman made a
third appeal to him to accept and the Oongress to
elect him. Dr. Westbrook again said that Mr. Wakeman had misunderstood hill (Dr. Westbrook's) remarks, and had no cause to be sensitiv. Mr. Wakeman retorted that he had been ignored in procuring
the charter, while Ohicago Liberals were consulted.
He would hav left any business he had to attend to
the Union's affairs had he been notified. He therefore thought it better to put in new men who could
meet with the board ·in Philadelphia. Mrs. Oolman
rose again, still insisting upon the reelection of Mr.
Wakeman, and this time put the motion to the
Oongress, and it was carried. The secretary
aeked that it be done over again and done regularly.
Mrs. Ames queried why Ohicago wae
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consulted and not the board of directors. Dr. De
Lespinasse insisted on transacting business, and the
secretary still insisted upon her motion for regularity. Dr. Westbrook called for the nominations of
four men for the board.. Dr. Foote, Jr., T. B. Wakeman, J. 0. Bentley, and T. Morris Parot were named.
Mr. Wakeman said that in deference to Mrs. Colman
and the wishes of the audience he would swallow all
personal feeling and accept. The board was then
elected unanimously, after which Dr. Westbrook said
he was pleased that it was so, and hearMly welcomed
Mr. Wakeman to office.
The Congress then disposed of the following business in rapid order. John R. Charlesworth was
recommended by the Congress for appointment by
the board as field secretary. W. S. Andres declined
a similar honor. The board was instructed to select
for vice-presidents men who would help the organization. A motion was passed to call through the
Liberal papers for a guarantee fund of five thousand dollars to push the work of the Union. All
societies were invited to become auxiliary which are
in sympathy with its work. A vote of thanks to
the Secular Union and to the press and people of
Portsmouth was passed. The board of directors
were instructed to publish protests against the closing of the World's Fair on Sundays.
SATURDAY EVENING.
After music by Miss Stevens and Professor White,
Mr. Wakeman, in a felicitous speech in which he
announGed the burial of all heartburninlls, introduclild President Westbrook, who was to answer the
question, " Shall the Bible Be Read in the Public
Schools?" Dr. Westbrook said in part:
The reading of the Bible as a religious exercise in
our common schools is exciting universal interest,
and has become one of the live questions of the day.
Multitudes of earnest religious people are deeply
concerned at the. thought of excluding the Bible
from the state schools, as a religious authority, to
be read every day to the pupils, and deem such a
proposition as little less than religious treason.
Other multitudes are equally strong in the conviction that such reading of the Bible is highly improper, and they insist in the most determined manner that the state schools shall be conducted on
strictly secular principles, without any religious exerGises whatever. . . •
Now let us formulate our objections to the reading
of these sixty-six little tracts, known as the Christian Bible, in our state schools.
We object:
I; Because there is no common agreement as to
what constitutes the Bible.
The Jews come forward with their thirty-nine
little leaflets, mostly written by nobody knows whom
and nobody knows when or where, and say that
these, bound together into one book, are the Bible.
Orthodox Christians respond in chorus: "Not so;
these little pamphlets are only part of the Bible, and
while they contain the substance and promis of
sacred things, we hav the fulfillment and realization
in the New Testament. You must accept our twentyseven little leaflets [mostly anonymous and without
date] before you claim to hav the whole Bible."
Then come the Catholics, and with a tone of authority exclaim, "You are both wrong. You hav
omitted fo~trteen other little books, and hav dubbed
them 'apocryphal,' and we insist that the Bible is
not complete without these. Moreover, the Bible
was never intended to be read by the common people, as it cannot be understood without an authorized
interpreter, and the church is such an interpreter,
and we [priests] are the church, and you, the people,
only belong to tile church. You must bring in the
writings of the fathers of the church, and also tradition. We do not want even the Douay Bible read
in our schools without giving the church a chance
to interpret it." • • .
Modern critics make sad havoc with the canon
(which means list) of both the Old and New Testament books. Only four of the fourteen epistles ascribed to Paul are now admitted to hav been certainly written by him, and several of the epistles
(the Acts, Revelation, and all of the gospels) are regarded as anonymous. Now, we respectfully submit
that, until we certainly know what constitutes the
Bible, we should cease to clamor for its reading in
the public schools. The canon (list) of neither the
Old nor the N~w Testamimt bt?oks was generally accepted, accordmg to Dr. Lardner, until about 556
years after the Christian era. The epistle to the
Hebrews, the Acts, the epistle of James, the second
epistle of Peter, the second and third epistles of
John, the epistle of Jude, and Revelation, hav all
been doubted as canonical scripture, and by many
eminent Christian scholars hav been entirely rejected. . . .
The canon of the New Testament is equally defectiv. The councils that accepted four gospels and
s~venteen epistles as canonical, rejected more than
fifty other gospels and nearly one hundred other
epistles that claimed to be inspired. Be3ides the
f'!!l~~~cl'l ~d apocryphll bc>o]f;s u.ow ox.tant there

are sixty-eight N aw Testament books mentioned or
quoted by the Christian fathers of the first four
centuries, which are now not known to be in existence. More than fifty other books written by twenty
d.ifferent ~uthora in the second century hav mysteriOusly dteappeared. Now, we respectfully submit
that if only one inspired book is lost, or only one is
added without authority, suspicion is thrown upon
the whole. What shall we say, then, of the scores,
and even hundreds, that are not now extant ! . . .
We object further to the reading of the Bible in
our state schools :
II. Because _there is no common agreement as to
what parts are historical and what parts are allegorical.
Plato said that he would not hav the poems of
Homer read in the schools of his republic, because
the children could not properly judge between hiEtory and allegory. Then, it should be remembered
that the Bible is to be read in our state schools
"without note or comment." Suppose that the
teacher reads the first and second chapters of Genesis. Here we hav two distinct accounts of creation,
contradicting each other in six partiGulars, and each
of these accounts is absolutely inconsistent with what
science teaches in our school-books. Suppose we
read of the fall of Adam and Eve and inquire, is this
a fact or a fiction? Philo and Maimonidea, celebrated Jewish writere, say fiction-while the early
Christian fathers say the same. • • •
But we object to the reading of the Bible in our
state schools :
III. Because there is no common agreement as to
what doctrins are taught in the Bible.
For about fourteen hundred years we hav had
these little tracts called the Bible, and men are today more uncertain as to what to believe than ever.
We hav about two hundred different sects, each declaring that its particular doctrine are drawn from
the Bible, and each quotes pages of proof-texts in
support of its dogmas. At the same time Calvinists
denounce Armini~tns as holding doctrine tha.t are
" delusiv, dangerous, and destructiv" of human
souls. Arminians retort that the Calvinists' God is
worse than the devil, and say that they would rather
be Atheists than Calviniats. . . .
Now, we submit that a book which produces such
a medley of opinions should not be read as a religious authority in our state schools. • • •
But we object to reading the Bible in our state
schools:
IV. Because it contains so much that is cruel and
obscene.
The Bible begins with a cruel murder and a bitter
curse-Cain and Abel. The flood of Noah, involving
multitudes of innocent children, was a most cruel
and desperate device. The raining of fire and brimstone on Sodom was a most despotic act, involving
the innocent with the guilty, and no wonder that the
patriarch expostulated with Jehovah against it. The
fate of Lot's wife, when she cast a last lingering
look at her home, was cruel in the extreme. Aohan
and his sons and daughters (and all his dumb animals) were commanded by Jehovah to be stoned because Achan had stolen the wedge of gold. Jehovah
is made to sanction the hanging of Saul's seven sons
and grandsons bl3C!luse Saul, a long time before, had
done wrong to the Gibeonites, after which Jehovah
stopped the pestilence ! God approved of the cutting off the heads (by Jehu) of the seventy sons of
Ahab. He destroyed 70 000 by pestilence because
David did what Jehovah told him to do. He
directed Moses to exterminate the Midianites, men,
women, and children-except the 32,000 virgins kept
for the purpose of gratifying their lusts. He slew
20,000 Israelites for flirting with the daughters of
Moab, and mercilessly killed 50,000 men because
they peeped in a little wooden box, called the ark of
the coven11nt. But time would fail us to tell of all
the cruel and barbarous acts ascribed to Jehovah in
the Old Testament. We hav not time to speak of
the savage wars, and the merciless murder of thousands upon thousands of men by their brothers. It
is enough to say that the Bible contains the most
disgustingly detailed accounts of cruel and atrocious
crimes of any book extant, and it is not fit to be
read in the hearing of children.
It is diffi.Gult to speak to ears polite in a promiscuous audience of the obscenity of the Bible. There
are more than one hundred passages of the most
coarse and vulgar description; To print these in a
book and send it through the United States mails
would put a man in the penitentiary. There are
entire chapters that reek with obscenity from beginning to end. I will not specify them, lest I assist
the young and vicious in finding them. " Leaves of
Grass," by Walt Whitman, and the" Kreutzer Sonata" of Tolstoi, are immaculate purity by the side
of these passages ! Early editions of Shakspere
hav been revised and purified, but~ though Noah
Webster undertook to expurgate the Bible, Christians were so prejudiced in favor of the old book
that they could not giv up its nastiness. I cannot
tell you about Onan, and Tamar, and Lot and his
two daughters, and scores of other obscene matters.
There are passages even in the New Tes~ment, such
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as are found in 1 Cor. vii, that cansot be mentioned
in the presence of a virtuous woman. If these indecent tales should not be perused by mature persons, should innocent childhood-mere boys and
girls in our state schools-be polluted by them!
When I enter a lady's parlor, and see the richly
gilded Bible upon the center-table, I shudder when
I remember the obscenity that is contained between
its costly lids. When I see maiden purity tripping
along our streets, Bible in hand, I wonder if she
knows that flhe carries more obscenity than Byron
ever wrote, than Shelley ever dreamed of, than the
vilest French novelist ever dared to print' Shan·
the children in our state schools be made familiar
with all forms of licentiousness and uncleanliness ?
But it is said teachers will skip these passages.
Yet children will be sure to find them, and will
laugh at their guides when they blunder on them by
mistake. This matter of skipping oft'ensiv parts
calls to view the fact that only extracts are, in
fact, read from the Bible in our schools. If it is
infallible inspiration why not read it a!l right out ?
What right has a teacher to suppress God's word!
Are not Solomon's Song, and Ruth, and Esther, just
as sacred as the Psalms or epistles1 If only extracts are to be read to childr~>n, let us hav an expurgated Bible, and let not the extracts be made
only from tha Jewish and Christian Bibles, but let
them be made also from pagan sacred books, in
which many things are found as good and pure as
anything found in the Hebrew and ChriBtian Bible,
and let us thus hav a Sacred Anthology, which
shall be pure, chaste, and beautiful.
We should not read the Bible in our state schools:
V. Because the moral is so mi:l!ed up with the
immoral that there is great danger of contamination
by contact.
Some portions of the Old Testament contain beautiful stories and sound moral maxims, but right in
the same connection wa often hav (without condemnation) stories of uncleanliness, fornications, adulteries, and incests that the Police Gazette would not
dare publish. Jael meanly murders Sisera, and is
praised for it, while the deceit and treachery of Rahab are commended in the New Testament. The
story of Boaz and Ruth is only fit for a dime novel.
Solomon's Song is full of lasciviousness. Abram
lies. Moses ~eta mad. David commits adultery,
and murders Uriah. Jacob is deceitful, and a trickster-and so on to the end. Polygamy is shown to
hav been the rule, and not the exception, among Jeho·
vsh's favorite. War is everywhere tacitly justified,
and slavery is practiced, and not an abolitionist opens
his mouth. We go to the New Testament, and he
who is called the "perfect one" curses a fig-tree for
not bearing fruit out of season, drives out with small
cords men engaged in legitiml\te business, upsets
their tables, and uses the most violent and reproachful
language toward them. Ha shows want of respect
for his mother, and is ambiguous and evasiv in conversation with the woman of Canaan; says he does
not know whether he is going to the feast at J ernsalem or not, and then straightway sets ou~ for the
holy city and makes believe by his actions that he is
going to one place when he is actually going to another.
VI. We might just as well go one step further and
say that we object to the reading of the Bible in our
state schools because of its detectiv nw1·ality. We
are asked, is there anything defectiv in the morality
cfthe Sermon on the Mount? . • .
The Sermon on the Mount, in its composition and
construction, shows that it is not a connected discourse, but that it is a compilation of well·known
and familiar maxims in common use in that day.
In many· of those sayings, we see nothing wise or
moral. "Lay not up for yourself treasures on earth,"
is not good advice and has never been practiced.
"Take no thought for to· morrow," is improvident,
even with the unauthorized interpolation of the word
"anxious." Turning the other cheek to the smiter,
the lending to every borrower, and absolute nonresistance is about as foolish as indiscriminate almsgiving; and could only be uttered by one who believed that the end of the world was at hand and
would surely come with that generation. Only a
partial keeping of the commands of the Sermon on
the Mount would upset every industry, and torn
the people into a crowd of tramps and vagabonds.
We want something for our state schools that is
more practical, and better adapted to this commercial age. We want a higher morality. than is taught
in the New Testament. We want higher and more
noble conceptions than are given in the parable of
the "Unjust Judge," and more just and Equitable
principles than are taught in tile parable of the
"Unjust Steward," or the "Laborers in the Vineyard'' or tbe "Ten Talents." We want a morality
that 'relates to this life rather than to the next. We
do not want the possession of property held up as a
crime, and poverty represented ~s a virtue, entitling
one to a seat in the future kiDgdom. We want
good homes to liv in now, rather than "mansions in
the skies." We do not want a morality that appeals
to selfishness only, that discriminates in favor of oeli(Continued on page 716.)
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supposed he was of the oyster kind, neither one nor the
other, or both. I hope that by continuing to take THB:
TRUTH BEEK!i:R I may be able as she grows older to giv her
some definit knowledge on the subject.
STEPHEN HUTCHINSON.

CAMPBRLL, lA., Oct. 16, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading so much about the "gem
CORTLAND, 0., Oct. 16, 1890.
of a book" called the "Fl'eethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book,"
MR. EDITOR: Please send Heston's picture book. I shall
that you may send the undersigned subscriber to TRE TRUTH
try and do a little missionary work here In this priest-ridden
BEEKER for about fifteen years a copy of said book.
and church-taxed village. I shall try to get orders for the
Yours for the cause,
L. T. WoMAOKs.
book .named. I hav always admired the pictures and conDEL NoRTE, CoL., Oct. 15, 1890.
sidered them as deadly weapons against religious superstiMR. EDITOR: The "Pictorial Text-Book" was received by tion, our foe.
express, and it fills my expect!ltions completely. I am
By the way, about six: weeks ago we had a fair here of
very sorry the ANNUAL for 1890 is out of print, as I h~v all horae-trotting. The day was somewhat • rainy. Some
the numbers before it on file. I will pay double pnce or Christians here who opposed the fair said that God was
more !or one if any person having one to spare will send it on their side a:~d h!\d sent the rain at their request, but on
to me. Piease send me the next out when issued.
the !olio wing morning, to their chagrin and mortification, it
ETHAN A. GATES.
was discovered th!\t G )d glorious had sent a stroke of light.
nlng demolishing the spire to the Methodist church.
CANFIELD, CoL., Oct. 8, 1890.
I. H. SP.&LMA.N.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $2, for which please send picture
book. To TEE TRUTH SEEK.l!R readers I wish to say that at
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Oct. 20, 1890.
the last meeting of the Longmont Secular Union by a ~nan
MR. EDITOR: I rise to inform Mr. E. C. Walker why I
imous vote the name of the society was changed to Friend~ support the Piople's party of Kansas. Besides the reasons
of Progress. Lecturers and othe.rs desiri~g t~ correspond ~)ready given in the letter he refers to, I will add the followwith our society should address Miss Georgie Rtce, secretary ing: 1. Charles Robinson ran in the People's party convenFriends of Progress, Longmont, Col.
GBo. X. YoUNG.
tion and was defeated by J. F. Willits for governor, therefore
b.e is a bo'ter, and that ~ught to condemn him. He should
XENIA, 0., Oct. 10, 1890.
b.av stood by the nominee, this Mr. Walker admits. 2. J. F
MR. EDITOR : Every Liberal should pay his debts, and Willits is also a Liberal. He was born of Quaker parents,
that promptly. Inclosed find check for $5-$3 for THE and has been called a blaspheming blackgmud, which has not
TRUTH SEEKER sud $2 for the picture book.
been denied by his most intimate friends. 3. "The ques.
This town contains about eight thousand inhabitants, six- tion [in Kansa~J is not whether a man shall get drunk or
teen churches, twenty priests, one Young Men's Christian not, but whether he will hav a home to go to drunk or sober."
Association, thirty missionary and mite societies, and yet 4. Prohibition and resubmission is not an issue in the Peotimes are herd. I expect to hav a picnic among my neigh- ple's party. We hav four cardinal points from which we
bors with the picture book.
HENRY FISHERING.
work, viz : labor, land, transportation, and fina.nce. 5. The
chances are just in proportion that there are more E. C.
TYKGsBoRo, Mus., Oct. 18, 1890.
1
MR. EDITOR: Miss Gibson has my thanks for her cor- Walkers in the Liberal ranks than there are John P. Gui ds,
that
J.
F.
Willits
Is
a
resubmissionist.
And
the
People's
rection of my inadvertence about Candidate Phillips.
S!!.y to Mr. Walker I am quite well aware there are scamps party is a-going to carry the state," and don't you forget it."
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
and shams in the Prohibitionist, Republican, Democratic,
and other parties, but that no more condemns a principle
DRs MoiNEs, lA.., Oct. 15, 1890.
than a rascally schoolmaster vitiates the multiplication table.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send $5 for renewal and the pictIn the matter of hearsay I select the best testimony of the
professors of right before that of the doers of wrong and ure book. }ly parents were conservativ Unitarians of the
old school. They believed that Jesus Christ was a kind of a
advocates of iniquity.
'
J. P. GuiLD.
one-horse God, and worketl the miracles recorded in the
WxsT 8DP.l!RIOR, Wis., Oct. 13, 1890.
Christian mythology. But I suppose I must be a natural-born
MR. EDITOR: Forward THE TRUTH BEEKER. I hav been skeptic, for I was turned out of Sunday-school when I W>'S
getting it here through a news agent, but he seems to hav nine years old for unbelief, which was fifty-eight years ago,
euddenly awakened to the heinousness of his crime In hand- and I hav been an Agnostic ever since. I pity these Chris.
ling such a paper, and refuses longer to procure it for us. I tians. Thev believe in a hell and they are so afraid to die
could almost wish the powers he does homage to might put for fear th~y will go there. But times hav changed since
their Sunday screws unto him and his business, as he keeps my youthfo.~l days. At that time neoarly all the orthodox
open all day SundBy, and if he says any prayers It must be aky-pllotB preached damnation. Now many of them are actwith one hand on his cash-box and his eyes on customers. ually preaching salvation, and quite il. number of them
0 ye bypccrits and generation of vipers! We cannot do preach the doctrins of their different creeds for the same
without your paper and the company of your fellow-voyagers. reason that was given by an elderly gospel-pounder who
when suspected of preaching what he did not believe and
M. M. RosECRANs.
being questioned in regard to it, acknowledged the charge
ANTRIM, N.H., Oct. 15, 1890.
and eaid he had seven reas:ms for doing so, having a wife
MR. EDITOR: I now send to you to get the Pictorial Bible, and six children. But why should you expect more from a
aRd I also want the book to use at burials.
·
sky-pilot than from a lawyer, who will advocate his client's
1 was thinking the other evening while I was reading about cause when he knows the law and the facts are both against
the church-members trying to control the World's Fair as him, for the money that Is in it? Both must liv, and human
regards keeping it open on the seventh day of the week. Now nature is the same the world over.
M. D. PRIESTLEY.
my advice to them is this, that they come out of the world,
hav nothing to do with the world, for they are not or this
BRADFORD, 0., Oct. 19, 1890.
world but of a place called heaven. That is what they hav
MR. EDITOR: Will you be so kind as to allow me to hav a
been preaching ever since I was a boy and went to their say in your paper of right and justice, THE TRUTH BEEKER?
Sunday-schools, and if everybody was as willing as I am they It is needless to say that I am a Liberal, one of the uncomwould all be dead long ago and be up in their home promising lot. I hav noticed several letters from friends
along with that infernal-looking Image that is so plainly de- who seem to think it is time for Liberals to form a secret
scribed in their old law-book.
H. B. RALEIGH.
order where all could worship without bowing to an imaginary being. I will say to Liberals of the world that on
LoNGli10NT, CoL., Oct. 12, 290.
June 8, 1890, five Liberals of this place, after due conMR. EDITOR : Will you or some one of your many learned sideration, formed themselvs into a society known as
readers please giv a truth seeker " the truth, the whole the Independent Order of Freemen, and since that time
truth, and nothing but the truth," in answer to the follow- hav been adding strength. We now number fifteen mem.
ing questions?
hers. The order is founded on purely benevolent and
1. Did any Christian sect, before the Quakers, ever oppose moral principles and progressiv In character. The object of
the order Is to elevate mankind to a higher plaJ!e of civilizachattel slavery?
2. When, and by what authority, was polygamy abolished tion, that truth, virtue, and honor may become the leading
characteristics of the human soul. Vis, unita, jortio1·ia, Is
among the Jews?
3. When-if at all-and by what authority, was polygamy our motto. All Liberals the world over who wieh to learn
first prohibited among the Christians as such?
more of us will do well by corresponding with Dr. B. G.
4. When, and by what authority, was a priestly ceremony Inman, secretary of the Independent Order of Freemen,
first required among the Christians, as such, in the forming Bradford, 0.
Has not some one of the Liberal publishers a book .that
of the marriage relation?
JoHN R. KELso.
would be suitable as a family record? If there Is not such a
SAURIRs, ORE., Oct. 4,1890.
publication, there should be one, that all could accept.
MB. EDITOR: Incloeed find $5-$3 to go on subscription
J. w. SMITH.
and $2 for the " Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." Be as[The "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" is furnished
sured if my means were in proportion to my good wishes for with blank interleaves when requested, and will meet your
the Freethought movement there would be few larger con- desires.-Eo. T. S.]
tribution3 than IDine.
1 ha v been negligent in instructing my four-year. old daughFINDLAY, 0., Oct. 25, 1890.
ter on who was the architect of her bodily structure, conseMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for a copy of the
quently a female relativ told her that God made her. My "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." This book is a great
little girl commenced to que3tion me ab011t it. I had to tell "hit," and by your hearty indorsers one cannot but feel out
her that I did not remember of having any acquaintance with of the ring not to hav one also. I am sure I can get other
the perwn alluded to and never had received any Informa- subscribers for the work by showing the copy to them.
tion from him on the subject. .~he then asked me who made Being a new subscriber, but, however, an old sympathizer
God. On that question I referred her to the person that told at heart, I feared my recent query would not see the light of
her that God made her. Next she wanted to know which day in your paper ; but I am glad to know It has, and ex.
was God, a man or woman. To this I could only say tho.t pect a reply in your next issue.
I hs,d never h.eard ot but oue sex: of the Jehovah kind. I
For the sake of & modest l>ut mtelligent lady here, I beg

leave te lead her to the light by having a couple of queries
answered for her through your paper. She says, " I hear
so much that matter Is Inert; that it has no power inherent
to move Itself, and It this is so, how do the nebulre or any
other particles of matter obtain the original ,notion that sets
them revolving so swiftly, and from whose rarefactions and
condensations our planets, stars, etc., are said to be produced
or evolved?" Also: " Hav our spirit principles existed
from eternity, since according to Spiritualism we w111 continue to liv in spirit land after death forever, and where
were their abodes before entering our bodies; or, In succinct
form, where Is this spirit land the Spiritualists prate over so
much, for surely entitles require spaoe, and especially so
many millions of them?" These niay be oft asked and
answered queries, and hence sound stale. But so much the
better-then they will be so much easier answered.
I hav the desire for the success of. Freethought at heart,
and always put In my little mite for dispersing superstition
from the minds of those about me. Wishing you abundant
success in this recent and very popular work, and promising
my aid and patronage for the success of future works, I
await reply, hoping soon to receive both the "Picture
Book." and also the answers by some of your readers to the
above queries.
S. H. ZIMMERMAN.
EAU CLAIRB:, Wis., Oct. 17, 1800.
MR. EDITOR: I Infer from what Dr. Ayres has lately said
in THB TRuTB BKEKKR that he does not think much of the
Amerlc:~u f?ecular Union. It Is not select enough. A man
may belong to It and believe In ghosts. He may also be " a
debauchee," whatever that is. No one will be likely toretort these charges against the Brotherhood of Agnostic
Moralists. That organization Is 'Oery select. Ingersoll once
remarked that a Presbyterian minister had to swear annually
that he had got no new ideas on the ghost question during
the year. If he ever did get any, he was fit for a Presbyterian minister no longer. The Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists " sees" the Presbyterian minister and goes one better.
A Brother of that order must be ready to swes.r that he
never will get an}r'new ideas on the ghost qnestion. This
makes It 'D8T1J select intellectually, for while many will confess present Ignorance about ghosts, few probably would
like to promis future ignorance. The Brotherhood of
Agnostic Moralists is as particular about the morals of Its
members as their Agnosticism. They muat declare themselva opposed to "polygamy, Anarchy, freelovelsm, and
such like evils." Here again the excluslvness of the Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists beats that of the churches. I
never heard of but one church (the English) which required
even ministers to swear to an et cetera. It once did require
them to swear that they would support the government of
the church by "bishops, pr ests, etc." But the Puritans
ridiculed the idea of swearing to et cet(ra so mercilessly that
the term was soon dropped. The Brotherhood of Agnostic
Moralists is no place for the man who cannot swear et cttera.
He might faithfully renounce "polygamy, Anarchy, and
freeloveism," but unless he Is clear about suchlike, he would
not do for an Agnostic Moralist. On the whole It seems to
me the Agnostic Moralists would do well to substitute a
S!lxon term for a Greek one, and call themselvs knownothC. L. JAMES.
ings.
RED CANON, WYo., Oct. 14, 290.
M&. EDITOR: In THK TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 11, 290, Mr.
Benton, of the Lone Star state, deals quite fiercely with the
remarks of G. N., contained in THK TRUTH 8EB:KEH of
September 20th. G. N. did very wrong to speak the truth
so plainly in regard to how and why the negro population
of the South hav.become so suspiciously white since they
!eft their homes In Africa only two to four g'lneratlons ago.
Do not mulatto faces silently declare the truth of G. N.'s
words? The South In slavery days obeyed the teachings of
the holy book quite as faithfully perhaps a~ some of God's
pets who held high oflice among his chosen people. The
Mormons are said to do the same G. N. has, no doubt,
reasoned from these facts. He ha9 seen mulattoes from the
South. He has read the Bible. He is aware that the Bible
was slavery's bulwark, and that Southern slaveholders entertained deep reverence for the book. Then he re !Ches the
conclusion that his words express. What could be more
logical?
But Mr. Benton accuses G. N. of entertaining hatred for
the South. Perhaps he does not know that this Individual
has already scarcely lived In America long enough to become
Imbued with sectional animosities.
A leading divine once made the remark In slavery days
that if Jesus Christ was on earth to.day, he would quite
likely be a slaveholder.
Mr. Benton Is quite well aware of the" spotlessness" of
divines in general, and why should not slaveholders hav
been like them under propitious circumstances ?
It is the old, old mistake that some Southern people ever
make by which Mr. Benton discerns a hatred for the South
In G. N.'s remark. The fact is, If you hit a hobby of a
Southern man, ten to one he thinks you hit him. The writer
once came near having a personal combat with a Southern
gentleman just because he remarked that the Bible was an
obscene book, both Immoral and untrustworthy. To-day
Mr. Benton will admit that it would not be safe to repeat
the words of G. N. in an assembly of Texan people. Yet In
New York a man can blow the city government sky-high
and even advocate slavery, 1\nd no one will get very angry
about it. Once there was a place called the Holy Land, and
woe to the man who In the Dark Ages dared to speak
slightingly of it. Even In America to-day there are people
who seem to regard certain areas as slightly Holy. Evils
and abuses for which certain places hav become notorious
&t'e daily spoken of, bl.lt design~t() t~e :plac~ as f?o~tb. a~d
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the short period of existence here. Any oRe who reasons. 1 has been ca11ed Satan, devil, prince of darknes9, etc. Did
cannot think it justice to punish beyond the realm of crime God put iniqni'yinto his heart? No. This baing was" the
that has been committed. Eternal punishment when treated sum full of wisdom," .and chose to rebel against God rather
by reason confi' t
ith
k
d
f . .
Th
than ~ove and serve him. Man was created a perfect being,
tc s w
our now1e ge o JUStice.
ere- and life and death set before him ('' the tree of l!fe, and the
f~re no deep-thinking person that thinks and reasons for tree of knowledge of good and evil"). Bnt man obeyed
himself will want to punish beyond the realm of crime. Satan rather than God, he chose darkness rather than light,
And those who do are in most cases people who do not rea- he chose death rather than life; He saw the truth, he heard
son, but rely upon the preachers or priests who are either the truth, but w_ould not perceive or unders\and, because he
.
•
allowed the devil to sow untruth in his heart. There stood
d~ceived or are deceivmg others. Those who rely upon the the tree of life. All Adam had to do was to stretch forth
Brble, and what preachers and priests tell them, most gen- hl.s hand and eat. God had given him free access to it, and
erally lose that seEBe of justice which thinkers hav, and so he does to-day. Jesus Christ is the tree of life. He is
after they lose that sense of justice they are to be pitied. the mystery ke_Pt secret from. the. foundati.ons of the wc;>rld.
They some of them b c
d
WI· th B'bl Whosoever ~eheveth that Christ IS come In the tl8ah, Is of
•
• e ome mur erers..
uy, . e. I e. God. God IS no respecter of persons. Whosoever will may
doctrl.n, I firmly tfelieve, has made hundreds of crimmals; come and drin~ o! the water of life freely.
bas stirred up wars and caused the death and bloodshed of .. If J:OU say this IS hard ~o believe,_ I answ;er that if you bethousands of good and noble people. I believe if every heve 10 a supreme being In whom IB all wisdom, all power,
lawyer when called upon for counsel would urge the people and all glory, then with one sp~rk of faith you ca? believe
to settle their difficulties by bit at'o
th th
b
that he fr~med t~e worlds by hi~ word (Jesus Chnst); that
.
.
ar ,r I n ra er an Y 1aw- he sent biB son mto the world, 10 the likeness of flesh, besmts (and I believe they could in most cases be settled with gotten by a virgin, and that he died and that God raised him
far less expense by arbitration), a better feeling would exist from the dead, and that belief in him saves our souls alive.
between the people after they were settled. But so to do If you do not believe in this supreme being, then you are not
would injure the lawyer's profession. I believe everything oonsiste!'-t, for you know that matter exists, you knO\V that
possible should be done to get people to reasoning fo th _ matter IS an effect, you know that there ca~ be no effect
.
r em without a cause, so in that very cans3 I pomt you to the
selva; If. all the people would reason for themselvs instead everlasting, all-wise, all-powerful God. So I conclude that
of listenmg to and believing the teaching of the Bible, peo- man is personally responsible to G•)d for b.is every apt, every
pie I believe would grow better, crime and murder would word, every thought, and for receiving or rejecting the word
decrease, and the world would become better.
of truth and Jesus Christ as his savior,
Yours for liberty of every kind that will be to the elevaRespectfully yours,
R. N. ADAMS.
tion of mankind,
CHAS. A. GLENN.
DBLAVAN, MINN., Aug. 26, 1820.
R.N. ADAMs, Minneapolis, Minn., Sir: According to the
DELAVAN, MINN., Oct. 23, 1890.
article in the Chicago Blade of August 16th, I hav no right
MR. EDITOR: If it will not consume too much of your to answer your letter, but as they arranged this affair
valuable space, will you kindly insert the following article, without my consent I claim the right to b3 heard before
to show the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER how our brothers judgment is passed, as it leaves me in a defenseless position.
As an entering wedge to your article you use Freemasonry
d
an sisters of the faith look at some things? The accom- as an illustration. I will also make an illustration. ·
panying article, clipped from the Chicago Saturday Blade
We advertise that we are preparing for a grand mass meetis self-explanatory, and I will therefore add it in full.
' ing, and that good speakers will be in attendance, and above
A few weeks ago an editorial appeared in the Blade under all others we emphasize that the Hon. John Lind will speak
the head of ''Jonah and the big fish." The object of it was to the people upon the beauties and benefits to be derived
apparent to ever~ Bible student; and that it a'lswered the from the McKinley bill. A few perhaps hav heard Mr. Lind
purpose intended we hav no doubt. We hav before us now speak upon this subject, but the great majoritv hav never
a friendly criticism of the article from the gifted pen of w. heard a word from him or of hiq subject. Mr. Lind comes
L: Horton, of Delavan, Minn. We acknowledge the same before the people, talks to them for an hour or so, and instead
With many thanks and would gladly publish it were it not or talking to them in plain English he talks in Latin, or
for the fact that it would lead to extended di•cnssions ·t.hat "speaks in parables." Even his own chosen followers do
might be dry reading to the vast majority of the Blade's not understand him. And when asked why he thus talked,
many_ patrons, most of whom are already well up on Bible he expldns that he did not want to enlighten the people, he
questions.
did not want them to understand, and he did not want them
In closing his interesting communication Mr. Horton asks to know the merits of the bill, lest they should know as
the religious editor to be kind enough to explain to him the much as he (or words to that effect). I ask you, what
beautiful lessons that were inculcated by Christ's sermon would you think of Mr. Lind?
where it is said: "And when he was alone, they that were
I can see no explanation in your answer, and I reiterate
about him, with the twelve, asked of him the puab1e, and my former query, "If that multiGude were afterward pun.
he said unto them: "Unto you it is given to know the mys- ished, who was to blame for that punishment?" Remember
tery of the king~om of God. But to them that are without I am talking of the very identical horde of people who list"ll these things are done in parables, that seeing, they may ened to Jesus that day, and not to what or who listened to
see and not perceive, and hearing they may hear and not him after his parable had been explained to them. Tbese
understand, lest at any time they should be converted and people showed their willingness to learn the word of God,
thdr sins shonld be forgiven them."
·
'
or they would not hav been pre.sen~ at this meeting, and then
And Mr. Horton further asks, "If that multitude were as now would they not hav left disgusted and refused to
afterward punished for disbelieving, who was to blame accept the meaning when made plain to them, as we certainly
for it?"
would do in the case of the political speaker? Your asserNow the religious editor has decided views relativ to the tion not only will not hold water, but farther shows that the
matter, and would very cheerfully express them, but fear- godhead you mention was completely at the mercy of the
ing they are not in accord with·those· of the questioner, who imp of darkness, as you style his satanic majesty. "Is not
possibly seeks argument rather than light, he would be God wiser than man?" After careful perusal of his book I
pleased to hav the explanation made and the questions am forced to answer in the negativ, and I base my decision
answered by any or all of the Bible students who read the upon facts. If God is as wi•e as man, why do our thcologBlade. They may address Mr. Horton by letter, and the ical scholars continually keep revising and changing the
explanation and answer that he deems the most satisfactory inspired word of God, who is so much wiser than they?
of those he receives the Blade will most gladly publish. it You cannot deny but that the Bible is continually underwill also giv the name of- the successful person, as well as going repairs at the hands of men.
the names of all others who attempt to satisfactorily explain
"And will he allow a wicked man, as a spy, in his C!l.mp
and answer. Address,
L. Horton, Delavan, Minn.
to draw a map of its mysteries and carry it to the devil?"
God's camp should be so run that there would be no need of
As it would consume so much time and valuable space that spying. Here you admit that God was afraid of the devil.
might much better be used for nobler purposes, I will not
Yo.u say" God never made a mistake." Why, my dear
ask for a review of the whole of my different tiffs with the sir, did not the flood furnish a receipt in full for his first
faithful protectors of "divine" law, etc., but will take a fatal error? And did he not repent his making man?
·
" God created the covering cherub, who was perfect in
s10g1e communication and my reply.
beauty, who was full of wisdom-, and who was without sin,
· . DRooRAH, lA., Aug. 24, 1890.
who was in the garden of Eden, and the iniquity was found
W. L. HORTON, Delavan, Minn., Dear Sir: I noticed in him." Your one assertion severely belies the other.
your question in the Saturday Blad6 of late date where you How could a being without sin be full of iniquity? And
quote Mark iv, 11, 12, viz., '• And he said unto them, Unto now answer me, if God hall the power to cast Satan to the
you it is given to know the mystery of the kingdom of God. ground, why did he not keep him there and not allow him
but unto them that are without all these things are don~ for ages to drag nine-tenths of the human race down to perdiin parables; that seeing they may see and not perceive and tion? You claim God is all-powerful, yet you acknowledge
hearing they may hear and not understand, lest at any'time his utter defeat at the hands of the devil.
they should be converted and their sins should be forgiven
You claim that if I believe in a RUpreme being in whom.
them." Then you ask, If they are lost, whose fault iq it? all wisdom, all power, and all glory are embodied, then with
I answer, their own and Satan's fault. See verse 15: "But one spark of. faith I cannot but help believe he framed the
these are they by the wayside, where the word is sown· but worlds by his word "Jesus Christ." I believe a part and a
when they hav heard the word, S~tan cometh immediately part I do not believe. Allow me to explain.
and taketh away the word that was sown in their hearts."
My God is Nature pure and simple, stern and exacting.
Notice, They see, they hear, but will not understand "the She made this world all by herself without the aid of anyone,
mystery of the kingdom of God," for the mystery is only and she can run it without the aid of anyone. Faith I hav
revealed to those who will gladly receive the word. Observe none; I believe in demonstrated facts. And I am confident
that they may see, they mav hear, also observe the word that the God of nature is not revengeful, and will punish no
was sown, but they allowed Satan to take it away ere it one for what they are not blamable for. My God will not
could convert them. If you are not a member of the order put a tempter in my path and then punish me if I be
of Freemasons, you know they hav mysterious signs in their tempted, and I am just as confident that the cause I became
order that you do not understand. You may see their ritual the effect of, and which placed me here helpless and took
even stand by when they identify each other by their mvs~ care of me in my helplessness, will never allow me to go to
terious signs, but do you perceive, do you understand? No. some other world without providing for me there. I furBut if you gladly accept that word and with your heart allow ther believe my God will never punish me only as I punish
the seed to take root, then is revealed the mystery. Is not myselr. It I stick my finger in the fire, nature recoils and I
God as wise as man? Will he allow a wicked man as a spy am punished fur my rashness, so I am confident that if I
to come into his camp and after drawing a map of the mys. obey the laws of nature she will ever be kind to me. I base
terles of God's plan and his kingdom, go and deliver it to mv belief on demonstrated facts, and nothing more.
Now for some more of your questions. Yes, sir, I know
the devil? "Be not deceived, God is not mocked." The
Freemasons deliver to you the mystery of their order when that matter exists and has so existed for hundreds of thouthey know positivlv that you are worthy, and will cherish it sands of years, and not a paltry six thousand, as the manwhile life lasts. Just so with God, only he never makes a made Bible would hav us believe.
mistake, for he knows the motivs and interests of the heart.
These are all legitimate questions and should hav careful
~ea, he knows more, "he knows his own" from the begin- and con~iderate study, and as a searcher after Truth I proDing. He knows whom you will serve, God or the devil. pou11d them in all the candor at my command.
Nevertheless, we hav the choosing, for he says, "Choose
Yours searching for Truth,
W. L. HoRToN.
this day whom ye will serve." God created ''the covering
It is unnecessary to add that Mr. Adams is carefully con.
cherub" who was "the sum full of wisdom" and ''perfect
in beauty," who "was in the Eden of God" and without sidering these questions yet, and I think that it will be some
sin t!ll "iniquity was found in him." Then he" was cast time before he makes up his mind to reply.
W.J;J.~.
to the groqn\1" (E~e~. x.~viii 1 H-1~). ~l!d since tht\t time
Yours truly,

some one will be sure to warn you to keep off Holy Ground.j
We hope that Mr. Benton will take no offense at this, for
surely he, being a Liberal, cannot defend the book that was
the defense of the slaveholder in the days when G. N.'s
d
.
wor s, however unwise, were true. DR. C. E. BoYNToN.
S·.r. JosEPH, Mo., Oct. 12, 290.
MR. EDITOR : I had our bookseller here procure me a copy
of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." It is No. 1.
Keep up the pictures. They are more expressiv than words.
I had the inclosed slip published in a local newspaper,
but hav not had any answer yet. ·Please publish the same,
as I would like to hear from some of my Bpiritual friends in
explanation of it.
Yours,
P. V. WISE.
WHAT WAB THIB ?
About the 20th day of September, 1847, while walkin~r
through the lane between the barn and the dwelling-house
on my father's farm, Siener's Creek in Grant county, Wis., I
saw two persons driving a herd of about fifteen head of
cattle on the road leading from Patterson's furnace and the
post-office in Potosi, about five miles distant from the location where I was walking. I immediately recognized the
two young men as being William Oldham and Thomas McQueen, and the cattle as belonging to some farmers residing
in the valley of Boise creek.
When about half-way between Patterson's and Potosi
there was a by-road leading to the right, down the ridge t~
a cattle yard. McQueen called to his companion and directed him to turn the cattle to the right into this road and
put them into the cattle yard, and that he would go on to
Potosi. I distinctly heard a voice spe'lk to me and· declare
that McQueen was the guiltier of the tW<', and was the one
that induced William to take a part in the stealing of the
cattle, but by the act would escape conviction. William
drove the cattle on and put them in the cattle yard, shut the
gate and went down the hill by a path and sold the cattle to
a butcher in Potosi and receivcrl part payment therefor.
Afterwards on the trial McQ11een was acquitted on the
ground that he did not hav the cattle in his possession, and
had not received any money from the butcher for them.
How do you account for this ?
By what means were the visual and auricular organs so
enlarged that the transaction could be distinctly seen just
as clearly as if the material body of the person stood by the
roadside and looked on the deed as it was enacted before
him, and the words were spoken by a person within a few
feet of the listener?
In this there was no pre-arrangement, no fixing up of the
details beforehand, for no such event had ever been anticipated by anyone, mucli less by myself.
Nothing could hav been more of a surprise to me. I did
not believe in anything supernatural. Knew nothing of
what some claimed to be the spiritual. The most singular
part of the affair was that I saw it at the very moment the
deed was being transacted, as was afterward prnved on the
trial in court. Though it made a lasting impression upon
my mind, yet it did not of anything more than that I saw
the whole transaction as clearly as I'hav ever seen and comprehended any other actual scene or transaction durin"' my
natural lifetime. I was fully awake and walking as usual
from t~e barn to the house. Can words be pronounced in
an ordinary conversational tone without a material person
of body and organs? If anyone can explain this affair in
accordance with natural, or any other real l!\ws. I will be
thankful to him or her for doing so.
P. V. WrsE.
MARoELINR, Mo., Oct. 18, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I will once more contribute something that
will probably benefit humanity. While I hav much pity for
the misguided people of this earth, I can find no other resource than to fight them with reason. When I hear men
and women who claim to be good Christians say that " if
there is no hell there ought to be, to burn some people in,"
it only too truly proves to me that they possess a mean,
malicious spirit of hatred toward their fellow-creatures of
earth, and if it was within the limit of their power they
would create ·a hell in which to roast the souls of those
whom they dislike, and commit them to the everlasting punishment. amid the brimstone flames, to remain throughout
the never-ending ages of eternity. I do not infer that all
Christiane make such remarks. They do not. But all I hav
heard make use of such language are firm believers in the
Bible and the Christian faith and doctrius. Then right in
the face of some of Christ's teachings, " Love your enemies,
bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you,
and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute
you" (Matt. v, 44), they say their enemies, and unbelievers,
ought to be roasted. If this communication should fall under the eyes of any Christian believers who think if there is
no hell there ought to be to puniBh some people in after
death, I would hav them know why I do not sympathize
with them: 1. Because they hav no feelings of mercy and
would make a place to punish people in after death. 2. Because one who has no pity for one in endless agony, would
without much consideration inflict pain and even death on
people in this life. 3. Because they believe in capital punishment, which is in my opinion the most degrading scheme
that humanity has devised. The death penalty has sown
the seeds of murder in the hearts of countless hundreds.
Many Christians of to-day say the death penalty is right because the Bible says, "If :man sheds man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed.". I would hav the Christian know
that I do not believe in a hell of punishment· after death;
and that I do not believe the Bible to be the word of God,
and as soon as I began to disbelieve these l.hings I became
more merciful. As long as man believes the Bible, that God
has done all it says he has, and that he will commit his
enemies to an endless punishment, just that long, for man
to be Bible-God-like he must believe in punishment by
death, and all other kinds of punishment. I believe the
death penalty ought to be banished from the earth. And
people should be taught to be merciful for humanity's sake.
Once get the disposition to fight and kill educated out of the
minds of the people, and I believe we will hav a better
people. If there be a God, it is not probable that be would
oomm.~~ ~~~':'~~s a!!-cl. unbelievers ~o eternal pqll~sP,ment tor
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(Continued from page 713.)
bacy, and that only tolerates marriage as a remedy
f?Jr h!-st, as taught in the seventh chapter of 1 Cormthians. I repeat, that we want a higher morality
than the morality of the N sw Testament.
The Bible should not be read in our common
schools:

VI!. Because the teachers can so manipulate it in
readmg as to favor their own particular views.
Now suppose we submit to the reading of the
Hebrew and Christian Bibles in state sohools, " with
out note or comment." Catholic teachers will read
those chapters which speak of Peter as the rock upon
which the church is founded, and of priests of whom
it is said, "Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall
be bound in hfaven," and many similar passages
which seem to favor the claims of the Romish hierarchy. Calvinistic teachers will giv prominence to
the eighth and ninth chapters of the epistle to the
Romane, and many other passages which teach
election and reprob~~>tiou, and eternal damnation for
a majority of mankind. Orthodox teachers generall,
will bav no trouble in :fiuding chapters which teach
total depravity and vicarious atonement. MethodistB
will hav no trouble in finding ''free grace and dying
love" chapters. Universalists t'Bn fairly revel in
universal salvation selections, while the Unitarians
and Hicksite Quakers will hav no difficulty in finding passages going to show that Jesus was a mere
man, and not a God. The Bible is very accommodating. You can find authority for anything in it!
I knew a very conscientious Trinitarian teacher who
told me tta.t she read to her pupils a certain chapter
in which occur the words, "There are three that
bear rBCord in heaven, the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost, and these three ere bne." This passsge she always read over twice every day with emphasis, tbat her p,,pils might bav no doubt about
the trinit.v. She afterward found out that orthodox
schole.rs admit that that passage is an interpolation,
and for this and other reasons she hal! become a :firstclass U oitsrilm, with a strong leaning toward Freethought.
.
The Bible should not be read in the publio
schools:

NOVE~1BER

$1,238.786 to the Catholics within four years, and $761.588

to all the other denominations coml,>ined. And the Senators,
the people's representative, debating this question, dare not
oppose the demand, because of the political power of the
churches, and especially the Catholic church. The protest
against the appropriations came from the Protestant sects,
not because they had any scruples of conscience In regard to
stealing from the people, but for the reason that the Catholics
bad secured a greater amount of boodle than tbemselvs.
They demanded a larger share of the spoils. Is it not time
that every American citizen should arouse to the gravity of
the situation? • . •
In Chicago two Sisters of Charity offered to a real estate
dealer two hundred lots near the city limits. Their price
was $24,000. He regarded it as too high. We will get that,
they said, or we will not sell. We do not hav to pay taxes
and can afford to.keep them until we secure our price. The
church cannot grow richer without leaving the people poorer.
Every stone, every pillar of gleaming marble, every illumi
nated temple window, every statue of saint that remains
untaxed, rests a dishonest burden on the home of the
toiler. . • .
The American Secular Union opposes all Sunday laws.
Neither church nor state can justly deprive the people of
their inalienable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The limit of that liberty is reached when it infringes
on another's right. It does not reach that limit in the Sunday opening of parks, the theaters, the museums, or !l.ny
legitimate place of public resort. It also opposes the reading of the Bible in the public schools. The people 'Ire taxed
to support the schools, Protestant, Catholic, Jew. and gen.
tile. No preference, then, can morally or constitutionally
be given to any religion. There are other and grave objec.
tions to the reading of this old book. The doctrin of the
divine right of kings is not healthy reading; for future American citizens. It is not in accordance with the true spirit of
democracy. Servants, obey your masters, is not the teaching
requisit to the development of heroes ever ready to struggle
for liberty. I am opposed to the reading of the Bible in the
public schools, because it indorses the inferiority, the sub.
jcction, the enslavement of woman. Man needs no super.
natural stimulus to sustain him in his egotistical claim to
superiority. He inherits that instinct abundantly from his
savage ancestor, who, taking adTantage of the belplessn•ss
of his companion, relegated her to tbe position of slave.
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

In the afternoon, Mr. Washburn and Mr. Wake.
man were down for speeches, but they shortened
them up a little to giv Mr. Charlesworth an oppor-.
tunity to be beard. Mr. Washburn's subject was
•' The Sunday Quest.ion :"

•

The ground of sacredness upon which all holy days rest,
he said, is religious ground. Most people see nc.tbh;g sacred In man or man'a work, but to them God is holy and all
that is done in God's 11ame is sacred. The only sacredness
that is worth a ceB.t, is that which surrounds man's life,
man·s home, man's rights. We hold, a day that is devoted
to work or recreation is boiler than one consecrated to worship. We hold that the man who labors on Monday for his
wife and babes is doing a more sacred act than be does on
Sunday when be goes to praise God. We bold that deed to
be holiest that most benefits the human race.
We cannot protect the Sabbath with a Bible text. Men
and women bav found that the pulpit bas deceived them.
They were once made to believe that God was a Sunday policeman who arrested everybody that did not pass the Sabbath in orthodox fa8blon, but they can Hot be fooled again.
When a man bas staid away from church all day Sunday
and found him~elf alone at night, he begins to think that
somebody bas lied to him, and is ready for a greater Indulgence the next Sabbath. Human experience is at variance
with the church's warning.
Man bas found that he was just as safe on the beach or in
the woods as he was in a church on the Sabbath, and that
no God molested him or made him afraid. Take the word
God out of the Sunday qufstion, and it resolves itself into
what is right and good for man. In discussing this question
only one object should be kept in view-the good of mankind. The exaltation of what is human Is the chief characteristic of this age. Let our motto be, "Sunday for man,
not for God."
A Sunday law is the last weapon of ecclesiast.ical tyranny.
The American people ought to be great enough and sensible
enough and tolerant enough to bav no Sabbath. They
should liv as tbou~b one clay was as good as another. Iu
this age there ought to be no chance for a SFt of men to
stand up and claim one day in seven for their particular use.
Why should Christians say every Sunday morning: This
day is ours; and we will punish anyone who does differently
from what we do on this day? The battle between the ministers and the people for the po8sesslon of Sunday, is still
going on. It is a struggle on the one side for a private prerogativ, and on the other, for human rights. Before the
dawn of the next century, it will probably be decided who
owns Sunday-the Christian church or the world. I favor
the abolition of an ecclesiastical Sabbath. I would take
this word from the brow of Sunday. I woulC: emancipate
man from the idea that one day is holy and another day unholy. I am in favor of throwing open the whole universe
to man, alike on all days, holding tim responsible at all
times for his behavior. What man wants to do now is, to
kill every Sunday law on our statute books; be wants to redeem Sunday from superstition, take it out of the bands of
the priest and minister and dedicate it to humanity.
Mr. Charlesworth followed Mr. Washburn. In
introducing him President Westbrook Eaid: '' During the present Congre8S it has been uJJanimously
recommended that Mr. John R. Charlesworth, of New
York, should be appointed a :field lecturer and organlZer, and it is desirBble that be should be beard by
the members of the Union and its friends. I hav
great ple8eure in introducing him." Mr. CharleEworth said:
A fact which to-day no one can deny with impunity, a
fact which must be apparent to even the most casual observer, a fac•. which is thoroughly established and clearly
recognized by the whole intellectual world, is that the preEent age is a period of theological decay. Throughout the
whole theological world constant internal dissensions and
changes are taking place. Old faiths and the old traditional
beliefs, forme~ly indnlged iD; with so much pertinacity, are
now surely bemg replaced with new ideas. They are surely
and irrecoverAbly passing away into a museum of superstitious. The burning question to-day is not whether the
essentials of faith are true, but what course of conduct is
most conduciv to human happiness. Moral causation or
motive to righteousneEB, are not of supernatural origin 'but
they exist in human nature itself, and they exist Independently of any theological belief. They are to be determined
solely by human reasnn and human experience, or tAe common nature and the common wants of mankind. The only
true definit.ion of Secularism is to say that it is the moral
condu<:t of man drawn from considerations purely natural
as dtstmgulsbed from the supernatural. Secularism bids in
lsbor for mankind, to promote human progress, to increase
hun:an happiness, and declareq that this is the only possible
means of effecting the true and complete emancipation of
the human race, the only courBe of conduct capable of upllftl!lg a downtrodden humanity, and placing them on the
road toward perfecting the practical attainment of that
earthly paradise upon which many writers and speakers are
~o!l~ to dwell. Se~ularism, while !!.fJ;lrming man's respon.
stbthty to man, demes man's responsibility to God, and it
even goes further, declaring that if man is really and truly
God-made, then God should be held responsible to man for
man's imperfections, that is, he should be held responsible
for his own imperfect work, and not presume to mete out
purisbment upon those who are his creat.nres aud who bad
no control over their own being. Bfcularism also declares
that prayer to the unknown and unknowable Is worse than
a mockery. for it is a useless abasement of the intellect
Human supplication to an imaginary God bas for age~
stormed the citadels of heaven, but it bas ever gone unheard ; if not unhe!ird, then It has been unheeded.
What hope, what light,
. Falls from the farthest, starriest way
On you that pray? Can ye beat
B!!.ck one wave with prayer? Can
Ye move mountains, or bid a flower
Tare flight and turn to a bird in the air?

shalt
not covet
thy neighbor's
w\fe."herItneighbor's
does not
anything
about
the woman
not coveting
say"Thou
husband. The woman bad no possession, no property, in a
busband. The man might buy one wife or two, ss Jacob
served seven yeare for Rachel, and in the end was deceived
into accepting Leah; then he served another seven years,
and as probably there were no more girls in old Laban's
family to be provided with husbands, be got the one be
wanted-or like ·solomon be may hav a thousand wives.
VIII. Becau.se it u;ould not secure the object con- And if these do not piease him, do not find favor in his lordtemplated.
ship's sight, be may write them a bill of divorce and send
Th d ffi. lt ·
them away. The woman, the wife, bad no power to send
e i au Y IS that the mere reading of the the husband away. She wrote no bill of divorce. As well
Bible, in promiscuous selections, teaches neither expect the donkey to sell his m!l.ster. She was his posses.
!Dorality no~ religion; it amounts to nothing ; it sion, his property, and be disposed of her at his will and
IS a " soundmg braas and a tinkling cymbal·" and pleasure. However low the man may hav been crushed in
this is why the Catholics very wisely ObJ"ect 'to it, his battle for bread, there always remained the wretched,
degraded, helpless woman of whom be was the owner. He
and propose to hav parochial schools where they can bas never been redu~ed to so absolute a servitude but that
teach religion. They hav a perfect right to do this, beneath him woman bas not cringed, the slave of a slave.
so long as they pay for them oat of their own My Christian friends, in conclusion permit me to assure you
pockets, and do not ask the state to furnish the that I hav not wished to say anything that might seem to
mo.ney, not even by asking exemption from J"ust tax- you sacrilegious, but if your religion iP a reality, If your
God is a God of justice, might we not expect to find someatiOn. Let all _the sects who want to teach religion thing of this in your work~? When we behold you indifferdo the ssme thmg. • . •
ent and the people starving, we question if you are the fo!The Bible should not be read in our state schools: lowers of him who Fnjoined that the hungry should be fed
IX B
and the naked clothed. If you wish to assure us of your
· ecause it is a violation of the secular .prin· honesty, you can best do it by being honest. If you wish
ciple of the Constitution of the United States and to demonstrate to us that your God is a reality, you can do
of the constitutions of the several states, which for- this by conduct in conformity to what a just God would
bids the teachin,q of sectarianism at the public ea:- demand of you. If we do not find this justice, this honesty,
in your acts, it proves an alibi for your God I
pe;~· U t
If you are sincere you will not permit the people to asa ni ad States government is a purely secular sume one penny of your just burdens. There is not a eingle
institution. Everybody knows that and nobody industry ex~'mpt from tsxation-from the consolidated
knows it better than the people wh~ want to put trusts, the wealthy manufacturer, down to the wretched
God and Christ and the Bible into the Constitution child selling matches in the street, each ar:d all pay tribute
-which would be absurd if they are already there. to the government. And that just proport•on, my Christian
friends, which you do not pay on your temples, is added to
S everal state courts hav decided that sectarianism the people's burden as a tithe. Is there any good reason why
cannot be taught in our public schools and that no Trinity church, a wealthy Christian corporation owning
~eligious exercises should be held, and that the read- millions of dollars' worth of property, should be exempt,
mg of the Bible is a religious exercise and that and the poor man compelled to assume the burden by an
" "th t
t
'
additional tax levied on his home? And in possession of
eve~ WI ou no e or comment" the Bible is a sec- this corporation is to be found wretched, ill kept, ill ventitartan book. .The danger is not that holy water lated tenement houses, where the human rats and the fourand the countmg of beads will be introdnced into footed rodents tumble in together.
our state schools, or that the Westminster Catechism
"Let the reformer bitch his wagon to a star," said Emerwill become a text-book, but that Roman Catholics son. Secularism, more daring than thiR, bas bitched Its
Pr. eabyte_rian_s, Episcopalians, and other sectarians' wagon to a galaxy of stars. An old fli>g flung to the breeze
11
t
a hundred years ago. blown hither and thither by many adWI
um e 1D the hue and cry against "godless verse winds, blood-,.ed at first, then chang_lng from crimson
schools," and g~ on organizing parochial or church to red, white, and blue, tattered and torn, rising and falling
schools, and ultimately demand a per capita division amid shot and shell on many a battlefield-that flag waves
of ~be state school funds, and thus cripple, if not over the peaceful tents of the Secularist's encampment
?nt1rely d_estro~, our common school system. This · to-day.
IS t~e maiD pomt we should consider; and we hav
no time to lose. The question is now upon us and
SUNDAY MORNING.
the promia of votes for demagogs already thre~tens
A large share of this morning was given up to the
success. Our only safety is in a general amendment
church champions who also advocate the reforms of
of the federal Constitution, so as to make a division
the American Secular Union. The first was R!lbbi
~f money raised by t~xation for eJucational purposes
Phillipson, of Cincinnati, an eloq11ent and pleasing
In the several states Impossible.
speaker who defended tbe Jewish faith and the JewDr. W e~tbrook was followed by Mrs. Freeman, ish peoplE', and then ardently advocated the Nine
whose subJect was "The Battle for Bread." Some Demands. He was followed by Judge Waite of
of the many bright things she said were :
Chicago, who brought forward the facts which
In Chicago a voung Catholic priest in the excitement of urgently demand the support and multiplication of
deb.ate said: "You Secularists will never succeed in the Secular Unions~ In a subsequent issue we intend to
taxtng of church property, for we control the money we print his address entire. The judge was succeeded
contro.l the power, and we control the votes."
'
Durmg the month of July, in the United States Senate a by Professor Corliss, the secretary of the N ationsl
The president, interrupting: "Is that the Nine
debate arose on the Indian appropriation bill. There w~re Religi_ons_Liberty Assooiation, a Seventh D1y Advent
two or three bills demanding money from the government orgsmnt10n. Professor Corliss also defended the Demands ? What hae that to do with them 1"
for the support of Catholic AChools. These bad pa•eed the Bible, and made several bad historical slips in so doMr. Charlesworth (evidently annoyed): "I am
House. In the debate that en~ued It tr!ln@pired that Congress
had been making appropriations to the various religious ing, but madq amends by describing the work of his sorry if my remarks are not pleasing to the presidenominations-Catholic, Episcopal, Presbyterian, and Meth- sociAty and how it has opposed the iniquitous legis- dent, and I think I should retire."
odist-until the donations had reached the enormous sum of lation of the ohurob.
~. Qh~l~eworth retired, but the audience ud
·
-
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members on the stage were plainly astonished and' of the National Religious Liberty Association, d~
dissatisfied.
li"Vered before us this very morning addresses in
The president proceeded to introduCle the next support of our main objects so able and fffectiv that
speaker, Mr. T. B. Wakeman, of New York, a!'l one I can hardly imagin bow anything could be more
of the former presidents of the Secular Union, a useful to our cause. Yet both of these friends
lawyer of prominence, and candidate for a judicis! spoke with no little feeling about comments which
office at the pending election.
seemed to them wanton attacks upon things, to
A large portion of the audience arose and began to them, moat sacred, which bad been made by myself
leave the bouse.
and others on this platform last evening. Therefore,
Mr. Wakeman: "The unpleasant incident which before this large and miscellaneous audience to·day,
has just occurred evidently calls for an explanation, it seemed to me that our young advocate might, to
and then for a square statement as to the nature of advantage, forbear a general attack upon what, to
this CongresP, its relation to the local Unions and many who act with us, is still a cherished expression
other oreanizations represented in it and the topics of religious feeling. So I ventured to intimate this
discussed in them. Let those who are leaving to to our younger lecturer in an undertone, so t.hat he
take a train do so quietly, and 1st all others return might explain the relation of the topic to the Nine
and be seated, and all will come out right. But Damands. My motiv was to extend, rather than to
before going on with any further statement let me hmit, his range and freedom of speech, and I know
say that I am quite l!iure that our venerable presi- it was the furthest possible from any thought of
dent, probably owing to a partial deafness, bas mis- an insult. I sincerely regret that the speaker took
apprehended the remarks of the last speaker, which my suggestion in that unfortunate way. We hav
seemed to be in order if properly understood. I no more time to spend over it, and I ask the next
move, therefore, that Mr. Charlesworth be requested speaker to proceed with his addrees."
to return and finish his address, including that bit
Mr. Wakeman eaid:
of poetry about prayer."
The incident which a few minutes ago seemed so unfortuThe burst of applause which greeted this motion
nate furnishes a happy, may I not say a necessary, occasion
from both stag-e and house showed that the audi- for a short explanation of the history and nature of the
ence was with Mr. Charlesworth, and the president American Secular Union-its Congress, Its auxiliaries or
at once invited him to go on with his address, which local societies, and their relation to other bodies and to Secularization in its full meaning and application.
he did in this wise :
The American Secular Union is the successor to the
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: 1 Certainly must thank this large National Liberal League which was organized at Philadeland enthusiastic audience for their kindness toward me, phia July 4th, in the centennial year, 1876, by many of the
also for their appreciation of what I hav said, and for show- most distinguished Liberals of .the United States, for the main
Ing by their action that they demand for me my right to object of r;ecurlng the. total separation of church and state.
freedom of speech, but nevertheless I could only take the The purpose of its founders was to establish many auxiliary
questions and interruption by our president as a direct insult sociEties, whose delegates should, together with life and
to myself. [When the audience became reseated Mr. annual members, constitute the succeeding annual conCharlesworth continued:] I was about to show by the few gresses. Congresses of this character hav been held annually
remarks which I had made upon prayer that Secularism de- ever since, of which the present is the last. At the congress
nies the possibility of an arbitrary special providence, and held at Cassadaga Lake, N Y., in 1887, the name was
affirms that science Is the only providence of man ; that changed from the National Liberal League to the American
science and a conformity with its teachings is the only lever Secular Union, and its mode and purpose of organization
which cRn upraise mankind. Morality is a natural growth, were sought to be made more effectiv. This was found to
It Is not a supernatural Impulse. It is distinct and separable be necessary chiefly from the fact that besides the original
from theology, therefore the Idea that our sense or concep- object of national and state Secularization other objects, such
tions of morality hav had a supernatural origin has been rel- as universal education, universal suffrage, opposition to
egated to the realm of speculation and superstition. An Comstockism, and several others, had been by resolutions or
earnest consideration of human wants and a deep sympathy otherwise added to Its simple purpose of separation of
with human needs must be the best and truest guidance of church and state embodied in the Nine Demands. Many
human conduct. For a person who can be influenced to do believed these additions to be sources of division and weakgood, or restrained from doing evil, by the bribe of a heaven ness. In addition to this fact Charles Watts bad then come
or the base fear of hell can only be actuated by personal and to America and was about to settle in Canada as the represelfish motivs. Such a cause would to my mind hav a de- sentativ of the Secular societies of England, which he
cided tendency to make mankind worse instead of better. I designed to hav imitated as the basis of Liberal or Secular
am warned that there are other speakers to come after me, organization in America. It was, therefore, determined to
therefore I must be brief. We are frequently denounced and drop the old form of the Liberal League which tried to do
condemned for our attacks upon the orthodox creed, but too many things, and to adopt the plan of the United States
when we look around us and see these ghastly religious sys- federal government, which might also annex and include
tems with their g~ndy wealth, and who by their numbers the Canada societies if they should wish. Thus the Secular
and Influence would consign us to oblivion, who can deny societies of all America were to be federated. The societies
us the right to oppose the popular creed? When we see or unions should hav power to add to their objects beyond
them stealing places of power, bribing the press, usurping a the Nine Demands as they should see fit, hut the Congress
fictitious supervision over the education of our children, who to be composed of delegates and special lire or other memcan deny us the right to oppose the popular creed? When bers should be a representativ body limited to the purpose
we see them opposing reforms inteDded for the improvement of the separation of church and state as Pmbodied in the
and the advancement of our race, when we see them dealing Nine Demands. The local unions were to be adapted to
with supernaturalism and mythology as though they were home wants and duties, unlimited and unrestricted as to
actual facts, when we see them trying to deprive us of the their subjects and modes of procedure, and for them the
right to spend our Sunday rationally, leaving us no slterna- central or national body should In no wise be responsible as
tiv but the church and the liquor store, when we witness to their "acts or utterances." In addition to these local
these outrages and injustices perpetrated upon mankind by auxiliaries other Liberal Christian and Hebrew societies
a superstitious and arrogant priesthood, who, I ask, and accepting our general purpose of state Seculari~ation are
this time with more emphasis, who can deny us the right to invited to send delegates or speakers to our national Conoppose the popular creed? Our intention then Is to oppose gress; and as our president has told you, many of our most
it in the future as we hav opposed it in the past, so as to useful advocates are thus obtained.
make Impossible a return to those dismal and oppresslv
The national body, or Congress, is limited to Secularizatimes known as the Dark Ages-a period of priestly power tion In the broadest sense as applied to the state, and not to
and intolerance, a period which never would hav been had "any system of religion or philosophy." This you will see in
man but known
the third and twelfth articles of our constitution. This
'Twas not for him to look on high
simple imitation of our federal or United States ConstituFor Eden's fabled glow,
tion, by which we hav unlimited home rule and expansion
But to clear away the weeds and make
of state and local bodies, with union and concentration of
A paradise below.
the strength of all for the general and common purpose of
To make this world e'er better,
all, is the best plan possible, as all Americans know, but It
More noble and more true,
has, with its advantages, some diAadvantages. For Instance,
A fitter world to liv in
the chief of these Is the necessity of Inviting those of exThan ever his fathers knew.
tremely divergent views on every other topic except political
Had man but placed his heaven
Secularization, to take part in our Congresses held for that
On earth instead of sky,
purpose. We must try to get over this difficulty by mutual
Had he but discarded Gods,
intellect:Ial and ~plritual hospitality, and by cultivating a
For man to liv and die;
toughness of cuticle among ourselvs and our Invited friends
With noble impulse in his heart,
as to its apparent Infractions. I say apparent Infractions,
High grandeur on his brow,
for they bav been, and seldom will be, real. For as long as
He might himself, poor dreamer,
our theological fellow-citizens will insist upon the infraction
Been godlike long ere now.
of Secular government by forcing the Bible into our public
THE PRESIDENT: "Now, you will certainly, and in schools, chaplains into public bodies, and the exemption of
a spirit of faxrne~s, be willing to hear a few words churches from tsxatlon, all at our cost, certainly we are
bound to Inquire, what are their Bible, their prayers, and
from me. Ftrst, let me say, that no one is more in- their churches worth ? If our Liberal Christian, Hebrew,
clined to favor and to maintain freedom of speech and Spiritual friends do not like to hav this done fearlessly,
than I, and that I personally entertain substantially let them not, for that reason, abandon their plain duty to
the same views in regard to prayer which I believe cooperate with us for state Secularization, but let them go
to their orthodox brethren and Induce them to withdraw
the speaker expressed. But, then, as I heard them, their
sacred affairs from that public support which makes
they seemed liable to be construed by many as out- public, secular, scientific, and hostil criticism of them absoside of the objects of our Congress as expressly lutely necessary. The Nine Demands cover every one of
embodied in our constitution. Those objects are these topics, and our venerable president, in his lecture last
was within Secular pohtics and the Nine Demands
the total separation of church and state, and the evening,
when he proved that the Bible Is now one of the chief danNine Demands which are set forth in detmil as neces- gers of our country, because It Is the pretense and wedge by
sary to accomplish that result. Now, to aid in this which our common sch'JOl system, the real cornerstone of
accomplishment, we hav invited very many other so- our republic, Is being overturned. So also was our young
cieties and sects, or distinguished speakers belonging friend Mr. Charlesworth In order to-day in showing the utter
futility and danger of prayer-of the praying system ofleglsto them, who agree with us as to the necessity of the latlon which we havconstantly to pay for at Washington, and
separation of church and state, but who would not In nearly every legislature in our country.
Mr. Washburn has just been in order In grandly exposing
at all agree with the 1.-st speaker, or with many of
us, about the nature of prayer, or many other relig- Sunday, because of Sunday legislation. Nay, I claim that
I shall be In order when I try to show, this afternoon, that
ious observances. They will say, Are such expres- all
the churches and their supernatural systems of theology
sions Secularism T For instance, the Hebrew rabbi, ar~J no longer worth exempting from taxation, because scienDr. Phillipson, and Prof. J. 0. Corliss, secretary tific Secularization has been extended so as to secure a

sounder, safer, and in every way a better system of philosophy, religion, morals, and practical and emotional life than
theologians hav Inherited from their barbarous predecessors.
Now it is verv properly one of the objects or many of our
local Secular Unions (as of the one at NC>wark, N. J., represented here by Mr. Charlesworth, for example) to displace
the churches by a practical introduction and use of ibis S2cular faith according to knowledge. It is certainly not beet
to repress these radical and complete Secularists and Liberals for fear of offending, without real cause, those wao
hav only begun to exceptionally apply Seculari$m to the
state and In politics. Let them brace up and learn that what
is so good In politics Is equally good in religion, and in every
other domain of human nature and endeavor. We never
complain of what they say in reply, we take our punishment like men, but to expose the whole supernatural business is a duty from which we cannot escape as long as it Is
run at our expense and forced upon us by law. Without
further apology, or rather justification, I shall proceed to
lay before you the outline of my lecture on '' The Three
8avinp: Words of the New, the Secular Era, Commencing
A.D. 1600, Era of Man 290-and Which Words Are Liberty,
Science, and Humanity, or in Practice: Liberate, Educaie,
Consecrate."
SUNDAY EVENING.
The closing session of the Congress was given to
Mr. Watts and Voltairine de Cleyre. The unpleasant eflects of the afternoon episode had passed away,
and again the house was crowded to the roof. Mr.
Watts was announced to speak on" The Church and
the Throne," but at the request of several he changed
his subject in order to giv the people of Ports·
mouth an idea of what Freethougbt principles are.
Had he given his lecture as firet announced, he
would, he said, hav dealt with three fundamental errors connected with church and state-that the alliance of church and state is necessary for the good of
society ; that the church is neceeeary for the welfare
of the state; that it is the duty of the siate to ren·
der special service to the church. After briEfly speaking upon these points Mr. Watts began his exposition of Secularism, and for an hour the audienoe paid
him the closest attention. The lecture was just
what was needed, and gave the Portsmouth Secularists great satisfaction. As to alliance with religious
societies, Mr. Watts said that the Union must, to be
successful, recognize the discussion of theological
subjects. The greatest obstacle to the Nine Demands is orthodoxy. Therefore its influence must
be destroyed. It is a mistake to rely on the religious world for aid.
Mr. Watts was followed by Voltairine de Cleyre,
who enlightened the people upon the standards of
morality which men and women hav who do not
recognize a supreme authority. Her discourse was
mainly metaphysical, but able, and greatly pleased
the editor of the Open Oourt, who is something of a
metaphysician himself.
Tbis was the last session of the Congress, which
was marked by some unpleasant occurrences, but in
the main the delegates and visitors thought it was
good to be there, taking leave of each other regretfully and expressing hopes to meet again next year.
THIB Issue of THB TRUTH SEEKER, owing to Tuesday's
elections and the distance of the Secular Union Congress
from New York, is thirty.six hours late.

Lectures and Meetings.
AT the Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth street, next Sunday evening, Charles Watts will lecture on "Religion, With
and Without Theology "-a rare opportunity for Liberals of
this city.
Mn. LoNGFoRD, of the Philadelphia Friendship League,
writes : " It give me very great pleasure to inform you and
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that we had two splendid audiences October 26ch to hear the celebrated Australian
lectmess, Miss Ada Campbell. The only misfortune was
taat the hall proved to be too small to seat all the people, as
the alsleways and doorways were completely blocked with
eager listeners to hear the gifted a_nd talented Ingersollian of
the colonies. She held the audience spellbound for two
hours with her eloquence, argument, and wit. I would advise all Liberal societies that could procure her services, to
do so at once, as I learn that she is only making a short
stay In this country. Her terms are reasonable, and I am
sure she will fill the bill as a propagandist for Freethought
wherever she goes. It grieves me to think that such talent
and ability should be idle for want of employment. In her
reply to her critics, she reminds me of Charles Watts, by her
dealing out such sledgehammer blows, that entirely disarm
her opponents. I will say In conclusion that we expect to
secure her services for two or more lectures the Sunday following Mr. Watts, if possible."

What 'l,hey Say About the Picture Book.
J,

D. Shaw in the Inctevenaent Pulpit.

This Is a wonderful book and will do effectiv work in
showing the absurdity and untrutbful~ess of the church's
claim to be a divine and beneficent Institution, and In forecasting the abuses of union of church and state. It is a book
of 400 pages, 12x9 inches, bound in boards, with Illuminated
cover and contains 185 full. page illustra•ions by t.he artist,
Wats~n Heston, with copious citations of fact, history, statistics, and opinions of scholars to maintain the arguments
of the artist. It Is published by the Truth Seeker Company,
28 Lafayette place, New York. Price : $2.
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of science'sla~est finds, and also thoroughly book and Parker Pillsbury's " Acts of the
conversant w1th the collection of ancient Anti-Slavery Apostles" should be widely cirlegends and incomplete history known as the culated, that the truth muy be known. And
---------·-··~Bible. The subjects dealt with in this val- another reason-wh!ch Mrs. Colman may not
Unless otlurun:<e ~pecijied. all publications ume are, The Potency of Science, The Bible thank U!i for mentioning, but which the Libnoticed lure can be had of THE TRUTH SEEKER au~ _Science, The Bible and Creation, The erals ought to know-is that as J\llrs. Colman is
COMPaNY, at the. prices named.
Ongm of Man, Creation: Time and Material, not possessed of too many dollaro, the purThe Bible Account of the Origin of Death, chase will help her to be a little more comThe B1ble Deluge, The Mosaic Account of fortable for the few (would th~y could be a
L. Fidelia Wooley Gillette has collected a the Flood: Scientific Objections. Mr. Watts thousand!) years she is with us. Our gatherlot of what she considers her brightest say- h.as ?:oug:ht f~rward a large n:nmber of au- ings will sorely miss the Mother of Liberalings, and F0wler & Wells bav put them into, tnont1es lD sCience to con!.rad1ct the Bible, iem, as she is !lfffCtionately called when age
a little sq:Ia~e p!>mpblet, wh\ch is dear enough !!n~ he arrays ~hen;t methodiCally au~ reasons and infirmity shall keep her at h~me. Buy
at twenty-five cen\s, called "Editorlul and logically (as IS his wont) 10 convmce his her book, read and keep it, aud cherish the
Other \V!l.ifs." F<Jwler & Wells no doubt readers (many of whom we hope will be author for her m11gnificent services to freedom
published the book ~t the expense of the ~hurchmen) that the Christian's sacred book of body and mind !
author.
Is by no means reliable in statement; that is
to say, the relation does not correspond in its
"Sex Slaver-y," for 5 cents, is s. rhspsod- subjectiv order of thought with objectiv pheical and rt~ther carelessly written defense nomena as now known to science, and this His Life, Works, Wortll, Martyrdom, Porof Mose~ H'lrm'ln It purports to be a lect· fault, we believe, constitutes falsehood. The
trait, and Mommtent.
ure before the ' 1 U ntty Congregation " of pamphlet should be well circulated among
With a complete list of the American subscribers
Philadelphia. (whatever that organization believers in the Old Testament.
may be) by Voltairine de Cleyre, and is pub.
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
" One l\Ian's Struggle" is a book by the
lished by Lucifer. The text of the Fermon is
BY
that the earth is a prison, the marriage-bed a Rev. G. W. Gallagher, once a minister of
JACOB HOLYOAKE 1 THOMAS DAVIDSON.
AN ADDRESS
cell, women the prisonecs, and men the un- Keene, N. H., now located at 1\lont.pelier GEORGE
KARL BLIND,
,
regenerate and much- to- be- con6emned Vermont. It is a record of his fight to put THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN,
.By
ROBT.
G. INGERSOLL,
LYDIA
R.
CHASE.
do;vn Iiqnor.selli.ng in Keene, thinly diskeepers.
gmsed by the novel form. As a story it is Single copies 16 cents; ten copies fn a dollar.
DEI,IVERED BEFORE THE
"Human Magnetism," by H. S. Drayton, worthless and uninteresting; as such record
A.ddreee THE TRUTH HEEK~R 00.
NtM Ym·k State Bar Association, at .Albany,
M.D., is published' by Fowler & Wells Co. only has it a place in liters.ture. It shows
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890.
what
one
man
can
do,
helped
by
ls.w
and
It considers the latest phases of the subject,
~OW READY.
The onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition.
including its nsture, physiolo:;;y, and psychol- ohariseeism. What he did for the city of
ogy, with its uses as 11 remedial agent, in Keene we know from our own knowledge.
PRIOE, TEN OENTS.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS
moral and inteiiectual improvement, etc. It He shut up the principal hotel in town· drove
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
OF
liquor-selling
to
the
shanties
in
the
dark
is a work that ill likely to attract a good deal
28 Laf•-~·Atte Fiace, New York.
of attention, and its value to purchasers de- streets on the outskirts of the town and to a
SEAVER~
bawrly
house
on
Beech
Hill;
enriched
the
pends upon whether one's bump of credulity
OOMPIIJID BY
is sufficiently developed t.o believe the mar- drug stores and some liquor dealers in Boston, who supply the peoole in bottles· made
velous tales it contains. Price, $1.
L. K. WASHBURN.
the city uncomfortable for commerci~l travUy L. F~lJERBACII.
Thia volume comprises some of the R blest and
Mr. Green says that the Fruthinkers' Mag- elers and the general public who don't get beat editoriRiB written by Jlfr. Seaver dnring the ·~'rauslated from the Germ~tn. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.
drunk;
and
finally
had
to
leave
town
himself
~ast fortJ;:five years.
It Js neatly printed on
a~ine for November contains much valuable
50 eta.
paper, bonnd ln cloth, and contains
matter. A fine portrait of Dr. Joseph Rodes because of the opposition his crusade excited avream-whrte
fine likeness of the venerable editor of thP
'l'he truth-teller fa ill-mannered, therefore imBut
he
did
not
lessen
the
consumption
of
Buchanan constitutes its frontispiece, and its
lnve~ttgatQr, Ev_erY Liberal should hav this book ,,o~al.-E:twact.
pages contain a sketch of his life. The lead- alcoholic drinks. Those who want Medford m hiS home. It IS now ready for delivery.
Address THE TRUTH 8EP:KER 00.
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~lippings.

IT is a bare matter of fact to say that Voltaire never knew what a vacant moment was.
Planning, writing, revising, or directing the
performance of a play ; composing some
pamphlet which, read by every cultivated
person in Europe, would furnish fertil food
for many an hour's conversation in courts
and ~teries; penning or dictating letters, of
which the series is so inexhaustible that
Charles Nadler is reported to hav said,
" What I more unpublished letters of Voltaire I The only end to them will be the end
of the world 1"-The Gentleman's Magatine.
THOBE orthodox Jleople who flatter themselvs by supposing that the position of women
is superior in Christian countries to what it
has been in any other nation, should read the
paper given at the Women's Congress by Miss
Georgia Louise Leonard, of Washington,
upon "Women in Ancient Egypt." She
describes how the influence and authority of
woml)n then extended through all the spheres
of life. In fact, women held in almost every
aspect a position equal to that of men. To
the recognition of female rights may be attributed the prosperity of the great Egyptian
empire.
THBRR are lots of distilleries in Peoria, Ill. 1
aays the Hastings, Mich., Plaindealer, but
a few day11 aiO the Lord passed them all
carefully by and burnt up the Presbyterian
church, and to hav his amusement more
interesting and funny the time choaen was

~

FOR CHRISTIANS TO

when the edifice was filled with people. The
first intimation of impending danger was the
falling of a portion of the roof, when a stampede occurred, numbers of men, women, and
children jumping out of the high windows.
Our opinion is that such sport is really more
harmful than numbering hairs and counting
sparrows.
THR American Spectator says: "A writer
in a society journal calls attention to the fact
that, 'counting all persons who hav some
religious faith and attend regularly some
place of worship, Christian or Jewish, there
still remain fifteen million grown persons in
this country who never go inside any church
at all.' He further observes that the Methodist and Baptist churches combined hav a
membership of about one million more than
the Roman Catholic; while these three denominations contain four-fifths of the churchgoing people. It would be manifestly unjust to allow the fifteen millions of nonchurchgoers to interfere or prohibit the rest
or any portion of the religious element from
spending Sunday 'as they see fit, providing
that in so doing they are not infringing on
the rights of others. It would be equally
unjust for the religious bodies to attempt to
close the museums, picture galleries, or in
any other way to seek to interfere with the
innocent amusement of any portion of the
fifteen million people who never go inside a
church. (By innocent amusement we mean
any amusement, recreation, or exercise which
society encourages during the week.) This
is a fact which many people will not see ; for
it is hard to rise-above prejudice and be just;
yet justice and toleration are the watchwarda ::Jf pro&resa."

MR. GLADSTONE, we are now told on the
authority of his chief London organ, has
once more entered the field against Professor
Huxley. A great part of his forthcoming
book, " The Impregnable Rock of Holy
Scripture "-a reprint of recent magazine
articles-is a challenge to Professor Huxley.
"With the assistance of an expert in hydraulics," says this unconsciously humorous
organ, "Mr. Gladstone has even criticised
·those calculations respecting the subsidence
of the waters upon which Professor Huxley
has impugned the narrativ of the deluge."
And with or without the assistance of an expert in spiritual hydraulics, the great home
ruler has also given his reasons for supposing
that the Gadarene pig-owners were Jews unlawfully possessed of the swine possessed by
devils. If they were, Professor Huxley's
argument against miracles, because employed
in this case for the wanton destruetion of
other people's property, is supposed to be
shattered in pieces. A reply from Professor
Huxley on these and other points is expected.
Mr. Gladstone's opponents, says the Tribune,
remembering the fate which befell him in his
earlier, yet still recent, controversy with
Professor Huxley, expect it joyfully. But
Mr. G:adstomi•s pJwer of seeing only what
he wants to see is just as remarkable in
theology as in politics, and in both his courage
is perfectly splendid.
A DISPATOH to the daily papers from
Leavenworth, Kan., says: " Postmaster
Ritchie again threw the mail edition of the
Leavenworth TirMs out of the mail this
morning because it reprinted the list of the
Catholic fair raffias. In giving an account of
the postmaster's action, Postmaater-General
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Wanamaker sustains Postmaster Ritchie, and
in reply to his telegram of inquiry simply
wired,' Unmailable.' Suit has been filed by
the Times against Postmaster Ritchie for
$10,000 damnges. The claim is made that
no law can forbid an American newspapllr to
print the news." Commenting upon this case
the Herald of this city says : " There is just
a little danger that we are being governed
too much. We read that an Indiana postmaster has thrown out of the mails the entire
edition of the Fort Wayne Daily Journal,
because the paper published an account of a
Catholic church fair which contained a list of
members who had drawn prizes. Another
journal was also stopped because it contained
a short item regarding the rafillng of a sofa
pillow for the benefit of a poor family.
President Harrison is a. sensible man and
should make an example of this postmaster.
His interpretation of the law is that any
postmaster may constitute himself a censor
over the newspapers that come to his care,
examin them as rigorously as a Russian censor, and, iC he pleases, throw them out of
the malls. No law was ever passed by Congress giving such power. We approved of
the president's course against lotteries and of
legal action toward the suppression of the
Louisiana lottery. But it is one thing to suppress a lottery and another to interfere with
the liberties of the citizen. To throw out of
the malls the entire edition of a newspaper
because it contained an item regarding the
rsfile of a sofa pillow for the benefit of a poor
family is an outrage. It only shows to what
extent this beautiful paternal government is
going-that it is really government by going
to the devil."
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l[ommunitations.
Is There a

God~

I.

'"Canst tho\1 by searching find out God?" (Job

Xi,:,7).

It is now ages since the above question was asked,
and it has not yet been answered. It was regarded
as a pertinent question then, and it remains a pertinent_ question still. The· question of the being of a
God is one to which the greatest and best of human
intellects hav been directed and will be directed. It
is a question which has an influence over the thoughtful portion of society, as a question of duty, and it
has an influence over the unthoughtful portion of
society, by the te.achings of the priesthood, that is
truly disastrous and sometimes painful to witness.
The existence of God is not only assumed, but even
dogmatized upon, and human happiDess is marred
and human progress prevented by this dogmatism.
It has been among the highest functi"ons of human
intelligence to seek a solution to this absorbing
question, and when it is approached with earnestness
and sincerity it will command the attention and
respect of tte thoughtful portion of mankind, for
the sincere and honest pains a man takes to discover
truth are a better measure of his intellectual worth
than any fancied possession of things revealed.
Many methods and argumeds hav been employed
by persons endeavoring to solve this much vexed
problem, but as yet all efforts hav been without success. Every known property or quantity in nature
has not only been deified itself, but has been presented to men as emanating directly from their God
or gods. The sun was the universal supreme god
of ancient times. It was regarded as the great life.
giver and producer-a belief which closely approaches
the scientific teaching of to-day-and popular tradition deified it, and then thousands and tens of thousands of animated beings were sacrificed upon the
sun's altars, and even human beings died by the
hand ol the sacred executioner in order to assuage
the wrath of that orb or turn aside the fury of its
vengeance, when it was as inoffensiv and as free from
either as the pure light it sheds through the wide
expanse of the heavens.
OI the two principal arguments which hav bee&
adduced to prove the existence of a God, the first is
that of design, an argument which proceeds purely
from inference, and being capable only of inferring,
it implies an amount of facts which are incapable of
solution.. The second is an argument derived from
consciousness. Consciousness is simply the aggregate feelings of the human mind, a kind of analysis
which, unable to reason boldly, reviews all that one
knows, and from this, incomplete as it is, sums up a
decision. The consciousness of an Atheist can never
form the existence of a God, for if he was not an
Atheist, he would not be convinced, and the arguments in its favor, and his prior knowledge,· would
be to him the consciousness that there was not on£.
Of all arguments consciousness is the most weak, for
is it not a gl'owth, an educator, the conviction of a
life' To use it as an objectiv argument for the existence of a God is to exalt man's feelings in the
place 'of his judgment, and then, having divested
himself of his perception, he is left to his fancy
whether he sees or not. If we would revere and
worship a being whom we are to regard as the
author of nature, and therefore infinitly superior to
ourselvs, we should clearly understand who and
what that being was. And if there was such a being,
and he intended us to worship him truly, he would
without doubt hav manifested his presence or told
us of his nature. He would hav written his name in
grand and unmistakable characters upon all his
works. This, however, has never heen done, and
the Atheist is justified in his denial as a means of
in~tituting an inquiry whether such a being really
ensts. No evidence, not even the traditions of men,
will tend to prove this existence, and bring us
nearer to the solution of the question Is there a
God?
'
What is God ! Is he something or nothing 1 Is
he a world' Is he an animal, a vegetable, or a min-.
eral ? What is he? What are his phenomena, his
power, and his location? Where is he? We know
not, and neither hav we met anyone who did know.
We hav made over and over again various appeals
to those professing a knowledge of him, for the
foundations of iheir present knowledge. But we
can get no satisfactory answer.
We are often asked by the religious people, If
there is no God, where did the first grain of corn
come from ?-a question bearing upon the argument
of design. To this the Atheist is silent. Neither
can the Christian answer it; neither is he aided by a
critical dissertation upon the· power and wisdom
shown in a single grain of wheat. The Deist says
that it could not hav sprung fortuitously from the
ground without design. The same with vegetables
and animals. These are advanced as of supernatural
contrivance and undoubted design. But the question remains, Are they? A grain of wheat may show

evidence of being constructed for a purpose, yet it is
thoroughly useless until it i_s place? in the ground _to
fructify and grow. The sod then IS necessary for_1ts
completion. So here we hav proof from the des1gn
argument that the dust of the earth is on an equality
with the organized grain of corn. In every case design is a proof of imperfection, because it is subj act
to growth and improvement. No designer can design anything unless he knows the adapt11bility of
each part of the material he has to work with, and
this knowledge can be gained only by long years of
experience and patient contrivance. Yet are we to
imagin that before God made the world he must hav
repeated attempts and failed each time until he succeeded T Why, the very argument itself is ridiculous, and not one present day theologian Wt?uld hav
the temerity to use it. The complexity of the human
structure is frequently adduced in favor of the·design
argument. But I fail to see wherein design shows
itself. We hav five fingers on each hand, but is
there any necessity for absolutely any more or less
than five T Suppose we had only four, the design
argument could be illustrated in precisely the same
way. Nay, but take away our hands, arms, legs, and
shoulders, and the design argument might be taken
from the rest of our bodies. Let us go further
still, and suppose there were no human beings or
animals upon the face of the earth, nothing upon the
surface of the globe except an old bull-frog, eloquent
treatises and essays might be written upon the won·
d,erful adaptation of his limbs to the sphere in which
he moved or upon the wisdom of the almighty. We
are asked to grant that the arm is adapted to the
shoulder, and this to every part of the human
frame. We are pointed to the mechanical world
for an illustration of intelligence, to the economy of
the world for wisdom, and to the many enjoyments
of life for goodness. These, being duly considered,
are introduced as proofs that the original parents
cf all these various functions had a beginning-that
somebody created them, and that somebody embodied
the attributes of intelligence, power, wisdom, and
goodness, with a second edition of attributes called
omnipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience, and
we are asked to believe that this great verb is God.
Such is the rapid tergiversation of logomachy by
which Theists seek to be convinced of a mere "word"
and not a thing. It is genuin metaphysics and not
science to discuss an idea of a supposed idea instead
of a representation of a visible semblance. In fact,
the eternity of matter does away with the necessity
of a God; the laws of analogy oppose in every step
the design argument; the design argument is cumu
lativ in error and self-contradictory. Theists hav
never manufactured a God by it complete, for they
can never comprehend what they are talking about.
All ideas of God are proofs of human ignorance.
For the idea always corresponds to the state of education and the training of the individual holding
such tenets. The deity of the New Zealander is a
tattooed image, the Malay god is a cruel symbol,
the Brahmans' god is typical of their extravagant
ideas, the Mohammedan God is as lascivious as his
prophet, while the popular idea of the Christian God
is that of a great man sitting upon a golden throne,
with long white robes and a flowing besrCJ, having
at his side Jesus and the Virgin Mary. Every age
has had its Gods and men hav worshiped them and
sacrificed unto them. But as men grow in knowledge
and wisdom so their ideas of God will change. The
orthodox idea of God came from a very low and barbarous age. It is totally unfit for the present race
of mankind. Revengeful, cruel, ignorant, and revolting, there was the greatest inconsistency between
his assumed attributes and his assumed conduct,
which is sufficient to prove the falsity of all.
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Christianity and Evolution.
OHAPTER III.

Another important part of the Christian reli~ion,
viz., the doctrin of the "logos," or the ''word of
God," is clearly traceable to pre· Christian times ;
on the one hand to the Greek Plato, who lived 400
B.a., and on the other to the Jewish Philo. It will
be remembered that John i opens with the declaration: "In the beginning was the word. and t.he
word was with God, and the word was God. The
same was in the beginning with God. All things
were made by him, and without him was not anything
made that was made. In him was life, and the life
was the light of men."
Philo, describing the logos, says : " The logos is
the son of God the father, the first begotten of God,
the most ancient of all beings," and so on, and identifies Christ with the logos in a multitude of particulars (see De Profugis, De Somniis, De Monarch).
The Rev. J. W. Lake, in a pamphlet entitled,
"Plato, Philo, and Paul," give numerous illustra"tions of • the resemblance between gospel teachings
and the logos (these are quoted at length by Mrs.
Besant, Freethinkers' Text-Book, Part II).
The logos, then, is the source from whence. we get
the idea of Christ as the word of God. And as this
idea was formulated before the alleged birth of the
Jesus of the gospels by four hundred years, it is

easy to understand how it may hav been incorpo
rated in the gospels when, years after the alleged
death of Jesus, these books were first compiled.
.Nor did the idea of the immortality of the soul originate with Christianity, though from a study of the
Old Testament it is quite clear that the earlier Jewish writers had no notion ·of the personal continuance of ml\n in a world beyond the grave.
If Solomon was the writer of the book of Ecclesiastes, be certainly was opposAd to the doctrin of the
immortality of the soul. '' I saw in mine heart concerning the estate of the sons of men, that God
might manifest them, that they might see that they
themselvs are beasts. For that which befalleth the
sons of men befalleth beasts; even one thing befalleth them ; as the one dieth so dieth the other ; vea,
they hav all o:.1e breath; so that man has no preeminence above a beast-all is vanity" (Eccles. iii,
18, 19).
Jesus appears to hav believed in the resurrection
of the body (John xi, 44), consequently he called the
decayed corpse of Lazarus from the tomb and himself appeared bodily to some of his disciples after
the resurrection (John xx, 27).
O.a the other hand, Plato and Socrates inclined to
the view of Pythagoras, that the souls of men at
death took possession of higher or lower animals
aocording as the man's life had been either noble or
base, virtuous or vicious.
Th~ Egyptians certainly entertained a belief in the
immortality of the soul and incorporated these teachings into their funeral ritual (Egyptian Mythology,
Sharpe, p. 52).
The Indians also had an idea of the immortality
of the soul at least two centuries b11fore Christ
(see Religious and Moral Sentiments from Indian
Writers, by J. Muir, p. 22; also Inman's Ancient
Faiths, vol. ii, p. 820). "The doctrin of the " unity
of God," and many of the ceremonies of Christianity,
such as baptisiQ, confirmation, etc., were also of
pagan origin (see Christian Records, by Rev. Dr.
Giles, p. 12fl; and Diegesis, Rev. Robert Taylor, p.
219).
Even the idea of angels and devils was borrowed from
Egypt by the Jews, and lastly the great doctrins of the destruction of the world by fire and punishment of the wicked
are drawn from a pagan snnrce (see Justin Martyr, Apologv,
1, chap. viii; Sharpe's Egyptian Mythology, pp. 49 52;
also see Dr. KaUsch's Historical and Critical Commentary on
the Old Testament, p. 318).

Indeed, Mrs. Besant ably sums up this branch of
the subject as follows :
Thus' we hav seen that the cardinal doctrins and ceremonies of Christianity are of purely pagan origin, and that
" Christianity " was in existence long ages before Christ.
Christianity is only, as we hav said, a patchwork compored pf old materials. From the later Jews comes " the
unity of God;" from India and Egypt the "trinity in unity;"
from India and Egypt the crucified redeemer; from India,
Egypt, Greece, and Rome the virgin mother and the divine
son; from Egypt its priests and its ritual; from the Essenes
and the Therapeuts its asceticism ; from Persia, India, and
Egypt its sacraments; from Persia and Babylonia its angels
and its devils; from Alexandria the blending into one of
many lines of thought. There is nothing original in this
crPed save its special appeal to the ignorant and to babes.
"Not many wise men after the flesh" are among its adherents. It is an appeal to the darkness of the world, not to its
light; to superstition, not to knowledge ; to faith, not to
reason.

Having thus discovered the various sources from
which the Christians hav collected the materials out
of which they hav built up their religion, I will endeavor in the next chapter to trace the evolution of
these ideas during the early ages of the Christian
church.
EARLY OHRISTIANITY.-OHAPTER IV.

Although there is no evidence of the existence of
the Jesus of the gospels, whether considered as a
God or man, it is quite within the realm of possibility that a person may hav lived named Jesus, or
Joshua-or, for the matter of that, a dozen such persons-who procl111imed some unpopular doctrine. to
the Jews, and who, as a consequence, was persecuted
by them, and ultimately put to death either by c~uci
fixion, or by stoning, as declared by Josephus.
It seems quite clear, however, whether such a
person lived or not, that between thirty and :fifty
years after his alleged death a number of persons
appeared who called themselvs followers of Jesus, and
went from place to place proclaiming teachings which,
while they bore a wonderful likeness to the doc"ins
of the Essenes, appeared to possess an originality of
their own, and were probably proclaimed with an enthusiasm which only those who were suffering from
perse:>cution could impart. In the midst of this persecuted and excited rabble stood one Pau], an able
and learned man, who· had once been an opponent of
Christianity, but who, having been smitten by sunstroke (Acts xxvi), lost the even balance of his mind,
and became just as ardent an apostle of " Christ
and him crucified" as before he had been an enemy.
It must be remembered that Paul never saw Jesus,
and therefore, however zsalously he may hav advocated Christianity, it cannot be said that he was a
witness, in the strict sense of the term, of the reality
of Christ. Now, for nearly a hundred years these
Christians carried on their propaganda, referring to
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tradition respecting the teachings of their so called 1' ~aitb, and was ~mbodied in the Athanasian creed and of Liber~ls in most of the large towns to form a
social society equal to the best church society of
master. •
Is read to-day 1n all the churches of Christendom.
the place. To get them interested, and to entertain
~arly tn the second century some gospels and
ARTHUR B. Moss.
them after they are interested, is al! that is necessary;
epistl~s were written bodying forth the alleged
. .
teachmgs of Jesus. These are alleged to hav been
OrgamzatiOn.
i.e., the interest must be of that degree which will
written in Hebrew, although the gospels, as we now
Without attempting a full statement of facts relE.- overbalance all opposing interests. But this cannot .
hmv them, are in Greek. What became of the orig- tiv to the mental forces which tend to destroy Lit- be excited without private work, and that, too, of,
inals nobody knows; no trace of their existence csn era! organiz~t.tions, I will proceed at once to giv my the most influential kind.
·
views relativ to how we should effect and maintsin
now be discovered.
Individuals are directed and improved by the operNow, the early beliefs of Christians differ in them. Our success in this direction depends mainly ation of their own mental fct.culties, and these faculmany material points from the Christianity of to- upon the observance of one fundamental precept- ties are stimulated into action (1) by natural existing
day, and I will endeavor, in this and succeeding increase the desire to maintain Liberal organizations influences, such as social communion, and (2) by selchapters, to indicate some of the points of differ- until it outweighs the resisting forces which tend fish or religious influences, the latter being excited
ence, and how they arose and developed. In the to ~estroy them. How "'hall we accomplish thiE ~ both by real and imaginary ext~rnal motiv forces,
first place, I think it can be satisfactorily demon1. By holding before Liberals the mirror of the which cause the individual to move in a particular
strated that the early Christians beli~ ved that Jesus world's .evils caused by religion. By observin!'!' the way, which way is always in harmony with the nature.
was merely a man, and rested their beliefs upon the evils of the past. As like causes produce like effacts, of the circumstances by which be is controled. In
teachings of the apostles ~nd of the ~ospels as they they can p~edict the dangers of the future. This view of this truth Liberals should endeavor to
increase by stimulation the inactiv elements of their
understood them (Acts x1, 22). C'.mstians were di· calls for act10n.
vided, not only into several sects, but there were
2. They must be influenced to see more clearly brethren. Earnest, persistent effort in the way of
Jewish Christians as well as gentile Christians. that, according to. the fundamenhl principles cf this private ir:fluence, together with a judicious use of
The _J_ewish Christians were in a wretchedly poor religion, wholes&le murder. is re~arded as ~ei~g trachr, bookE', papers, etc., will effect the end desired.
conditlOn, so much so that they earned the unenvi- moral, and that the great evil of th1s system lies m We want propagandists who are awake to the trutbs
able appel~ation of Ebionites, which signifies poor the f~ct that reli~ious people believe that a Go_d in human nature and who bav special talent f<r
and mean, m the same manner as many of the earlv I eanct10ns persecution, and that as they accopt this organiz;ng. The outcome of organizations formEd
reformers from popery were called Begbards, as
B~lpposed autb~rity as sup~eme, ~hey, of courSE', jus- by local talent alone is usually uncertain. In small
term of reproach (see Dr. Priestley's Corruptions of t1fy themselvs m any practice which a supposed God towns where Liberals are not able to support a
spe:abr societies may be maintained by local talent ;
sanctions.
Christianity, p. 3).
Peter and Paul always spoke of Jesus as a man. : 3. They must be made to see that human suffering but they would, doubtless, be more successful if the
In 1 Tim. xi, 5, Paul expresses his belief thus: is the fruit of this religion; that its fundamental evil organization could be effected by the special talent
" There is one God and one mediator between God I should and must ba destroyed, and that Freathought mentioned.
An indispensable requisit to our cause is conf·
and men. the man Christ Jesus" (Voltaire: P.i:J.ilo- 'is the only instrument which will effectually destroy
sopbical Dictionary). In fact, the idea of Jesus be- ~it, a~d Liberals th_e only class of people fitted to dance-confidence in each other, confidence in ot r
motive, and confidence in the success of any laiC •
ing God does not appear to hav develope~ into lead m th~ accomphs~ment of the work.
a portion of the Christian creed until the end of
We behave the right effect can be produced, out work. And moreover we need a greater rec'-.
the sixteenth century.
because every emotion of the mind can ba warmed pro city of feeling and unity of action. Whenev< r
Jewish Christians were treated with studied into increased activity by stimulation, by exercise. every part of the American Secular Union constitt:cruelty by gentile Christians; they were also held But a negativ poli~y will not do. "Milk and-water" t.ion shall be approved by a msjority of intelligevt
in the greatest abhorrence by the religious Jews who arguments are fruitless. Nothing but positiv, deter- Liberals, whenever its objects and aims shall be
cursed them solemnly wbenevel' they met the~ for · mined, energetic effact will prove effectual. There unanimously indorsed, and whenever it is made clear
having departed from the faith of their fathers. !1 is a way. We believe that every Liberal can be to the Liberals of this conntry that any object fer
These Jewish Christians were sometimes called[: reached. ·We believe the sleep of apathy can be which it is laboring is essential and that it can be
Nazarene11, but more often were referred to as Ebi-ll broken, a~d the sleepers, one and all, aroused to obtaineq. I bav faith that money will fl')W into the
onite£1. Epiphanius, in his account of the Nazuenes, I :full consciousness, Wide awake an? full ':,>f ~nergy. Secular Union treasury. Whilst without this rec'makes no mention of them believing in the divinity But we . want men who_ are espeCially qualified to procity, witnout this confidence and unity, without
of Christ. (Epipbanii Op6ra. 1682 (H::er 29), pp. 1 effect this grand _awak~mn~. ~ow much of an. e_ff~rt an implicit faith that the work of the Union, to an
124); while Trypho the Jew in his dialog with has been. made m thts ;JirectlOn ~ In my vimmty extent at least, can be attained, little or nothing
N. ZEDIKER.
Jus tin says:
none. Liberal speakers nav been here, but they hav will be accomplished.
.JJes ~~Moines, Ia., Sept. 1, 1890.
They who think that Jesus was a man, and being chosen :not entreated the peopTle to rally in support of the
of God was anointed Christ, appeaT to me to advance a more .grandest cause known to the world. Their work
probable opinion than yours. For all of us expect that .has been confined almlst exclusivly to education,
Suicides.
Christ will be born a man from men, and that Elias will ·"to the expounding of Liberal principles.
come to anoint him. If he, therefoTe, be Christ, he must
A
11 th L'b 1
I h
The attention of the readers of the daily papera
mong a
e 1 era lecturers
av ever heard,
by all means be a man born of man (Dialog, Edit. Thirlley,
p. 238-4).
no one bas urged the people to organize and to is struck by the increasing numbers of suicides; and
This view was also taken by Eusebius, bishop of labor assiduously for the support of their organiza- what is iltrange, the victims coma from no particultr
Creaarea, "Ecclesiastical History," book 1, chap. ix, tion. The utility of organizations as equilibrious class, rich, poor, healthy, or physically wretcher.
and by Tertullian in his " Discourses A17 ainst fo~ces poised against Chl."istian societies bas not been Religious belief has no restraint when the resolution
Praxeas."·
o
pomted out. True, thtlse men bav done earnest is once taken.
The gratification arising from wealth in the millNot only is it t~ue that it. t_o~k many centuties to work and ~o:.:e it Will~. But not this kind of work,
ionaire,
the piety of Christianity and the sanctity
develop the doctrm of the dmmty of Christ, but this . 1&ltho~gh xt IB the kmd most n~ed~d. Now to the
doctrin, which appears to bav bS~Bn entertained by a , questxon, ~ow shall locsl orgaDizatlOns be efiected of the priesthood and its surroundings, act as no
determent to "jump the life to come."
small minority till the council of Nice, was fiercely and sustam~d ?_ We snswer_:
..
In the physically miserable, made so by cbroni~
resisted for centuries, especially by the poor and
1.. Orgamz~t10ns fc,rme~ m large Cities should be
and hopeless diseases, or in men in noverty, suicide
unsophisticated among the Christians, who thought . presided o~er weekly_ b~ Ltberal lecturers.
that it savored of polytheism and was an attempt of
2. All L!b~ral socx£J~xes s~oul~ b~ formed by men to us would not seem wonderful. Human law hall
the learned to foist upon them something in the . :and women wJ:ose busmeas IB this kmd of work, and tried to stop its perpstratiov, if the offender is
detected in the act, by the exaction of a petty pe!!.nature of a metaphysical puzzle.
who bav espeCial t_alents for the same...
Tertullian expressed the hostility of the m!losses to
3. ~heae orgamzer_s should be furnished by the alty and incarceration.
The Boman Catholic church forbids it, and withthe doctrin of the trinity in the following terms:
AmeriCan Secular Um~m.
.
.
4. Each propagandist Bhf>uld _giV pubbc ~ectures holds from the victim church burial. And in
The simple, the ignorant, and the unleal.:ned, who are
alwaysthegreaterpartofthebodyofChristians since the rule every Sunday and devote his entue time durmg the Catholic countries the remains of the victim are
of faith itself transfers their worship of many g~ds to the one . week to canvassing the town and doing private work buried in a public cross.road, and vindictivly, as it
true God, not understanding that the unity_ of God is to. be . until the organization is thoroughly co.mpleted. were, a wooden st&ke is driven through the remains !
maii?tained, bu~ with the econcmyu d~~d this eco~01;ny, .1m- ' By rightly laying the cause the situation and the
It is true we, with all Agnostics, knew nothing Of
aglmng that th1s number and d1spos1t10n of .a trm1ty 1s a
d f th b
b f
· '
• ' •
·
division of the unity. They therefore will h.av it that we nee B O . e our e ore Ltberal p_eople lD. thts pn· the future after death ; still, we bav as a general
are worshipers of the two and even of three Gods. We, vate way, mtereat would be exmted, Which, with thing a universal hope of immortality.
There are those, however, who are pleased with
they say, hold the monarchy. Even the Latins; hav learned proper influence, could be maintained. In connecto bawl out for monarchy. ar.d the Greek them!lelv~ will not tion with this method of ptocedure, pamphlets and the conception of Atheism.
understand the economy (Praxeam, Sec. III, P· 502).
tracts of a nature to excite interest and enthusiasm
A real Atheist, if such oan be found, seldom or
No doubt a great deal of the confusion of thought in the cause should be freely distributed.
never commits suicide, knowing full well that when
among the early Christians arose throur:h the fre5. The business of this organizer would further done their pipe is out. They patiently ~;~ndure the ill
qu~~t ~ccurrence of ~be term "Holy Ghot1t" or Holy be, to raise funds by subscriptiom, etc., to pay a of life, be it hopeless gnawing cancers, blindness,.
Spmt m the synoptic as well as the apoo1~yphal gos- public speaker for one year's service in lecturing deafneBE', the decrepitude of age, and the "ten thoupels. These terms were probably figurativ and did before the said orga.uization; and when this is sand ills that flesh is heir to." They are heroes
not rsfer to what Dr. Parkhurst facetioUisly termed accomplished the American Secolar Union shall send and heroine.
Looking at suicide from a worldly standpoint, we
"t~~ foggy member of ~he trini~:t·"
The ~oly a speak_er to fill this position for the stipulated time;
Spmt probably meant the smcere spmt of 1 mthusxssm and tbts man shall prepare the field, make provision cannot but justify the act when our mise:;,-ies become
by which men's conduct was stirred to acti:vity in any either for himself or another lecturer for the year to unbearable, for none of us by any conception of juspraiseworthy cause. In this sense St. Ptml writes in follow-the organizer to be sent by the American tice cau be held responsible for a physical organizaCor. ii, 11: "What man knoweth ~;'he tb;ine-s of a Seoular Union into a new field of labor.
tion over which we had no choice. I repeat that I
man save the spirit of man that is in him! Even so
6. The local speaker should, from time to time, justify the act of suicide wholly from a worldly
the things of God knoweth no man, but the spirit of fill engagements in the neighboring towns and other standpoint, but not so as a Spiritualist, for by doing
God."
accessible fields where arrangements can be made so one may be doing himself a serious wrong.
Among the many communications I bav at times
Having by persis~ent advocacy and fr£quent vo~es for lectures or debates, and one-half of the proceeds
at councils established the doctrin of the trinity, it from said lectures and debates shall be forwarded to received, I giv the following from my old acquaintbecame in time part and parcel of the teac.rhing of the the American Secular Union; the rem 'linin a half ance, Mr. Chades C. Wright, the noted die sinker of
church. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuri~, the shall be given the local speaker as remunerati~n for New York: '' 0.:~ being released from my old wornCatholic being the only Christian church, the doctrin extra work.
out body, I found my earthly speculations on Spiritof the trinity was incorporated as a. part. of the auThe Secular Union would, doubtless, realize from ualism were in the main correct. I found it neces·
tborized creed, and when ultir;D&t&ly tb~rough the each lecturer, yearly, more than enough to pay the sery, yes, very necessary, to lay up all the knowledge
nolygamous character of that pious monall.'ch Henry organizer for the time spent in effecting the organi- you Cl\n while in your sphere, for it will be essential
to you here. The spirit world is, as I expected,
VIII. the pope ceased to be the l'tlignin1¥; religious zation.
bead of Europe, and the Catholic church took a back
The great drawback is the diEcauragement of progressiv."
Hence, viewed from a Spiritual standpoint, I must
seat in favor of a new organization whit'h is now those who are willing to balp support an organizaknown as the Protestant church, tb<" doct."l'in of the tion by reason of the smallnesR of the number of object to a wholesale approval of suicide as long as
D. B.
trinity was still retained and became :pa:rt of the new those who patronize the ol'der. Yet there are plenty we can add to our stock of knowledge.
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The American Secnlar Uuion.
The following communications were. :received by
the late Congress of the American Secular Union.
Laok of space prevented their appearance in the
report:
MoNTREAL, CANADA, Oct. 27, 1890.
To TirE PRESIDENT AND MKMBBRS OF THE AMRRIOA.N SIIOU·
LAE UNioN, Fmnds_: I feel it to be a privilege to send a
word of greeting to your convention,, and to. express the
Wish that its deliberations ma.y result In effectiv action and
its gathering together of co-workers may tend to the increase
of good.fellowship and the growth of enthusiasm for the
principles of Secularism. As example is catching, we look:
with interest to your progress in securing needed reforms,
believin~~: that Canada will be greatly influenced by the results. The evils that we combat are common to the whole
·continent, and Canada and the United States can join in an
American 8ecular Union which will be uninfluenced by political divisions and may be a happy presage of their future
obliteration. With hearty congratulations upon your effectiv
organization and its prospects for usefulness, I am,
RoBT. C. ADAMs,
1 Cordially and fraternally yours,
·~
President Canadian Secular Union.
FALL Rrv1m, MAss., Oct. 29, 1890.
To THB AMBRIOA.N SEoULAR UNION IN CoNyRNTIOl'l AssEMBLED HoN. R B. WR9TBROOK, PR.H:BIDJ:NT, My Dear Friends.
I hoped to hav had the pleasure of meeting wittJ. you in the
beautiful valley of tiJe Oo.io, and clasping hands with the
earnest men and women whose words and acts in this Congress will be written in undying language upon the .Pages of
impartial history. But circumstances hav ordered otherwise, and it is only in thought and mind that I can be
present.
Never before in the history of progressiv thought has
there been greater need of living exemplification of the glori·
ous principles and precepts of the American Secular Union
than at the present time.
The votaries of superstition are making a great fight.
Bigotry is silently marshaling its forces, and ecclesiasticism
holds its tyrant lash over the heads of the timid and shrinkin~~:
Now is the day and the hour when the forces of truth and
science are to rally, to make a firm, unwavering stand for
the right to reason. It has seemed to me sometimes that the
enthusia•m, the strong and willing, the helpful, working
hands, are in the West, that we in the E9.st must catch the
inspiration to be up and doing from our stalwart brothers
and brave sisters who sit in convention to.day ..
Tb.e demand of the times is for greS~.t hearts and strong,
unflinching minds, for valiant soldiers who will stand
shoulder to shoulder in this battle for justice.
' May this Congress be a great gathering of brave men and
true women. May it be characterized by calm, judicious
legislation, by wise counsel, by careful and earnest decisions,
and may it be a stepping.stone from a dead past on to a
noble and activ future, a future throbbing with quick
instincts, alive with new and grand endeavors, fiush!ld with
the light of the morning and bright with the promis of a
glowing and brilliant day.
With kindest regards to all friends, I am,
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, SusAN H. WJXON.
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falls short, as he is most likely to, f01· he has an ideal,
be tries unwearyingly to do better. He has no
dread of punishment here or hereafter: his conecience
is his guide, his self-esteem his . approv~l. He
1
2 oo regards fear as. a miserable, degradmg, sJav1sh pas1 00 sion with which genuin manhood has no concern.
16 He 'totally rejects the expression, 'God-fearing,'
~
even in the mouth of the orthodox, and asks: 'Why
10 oo should any honest man fear God!' He ~eeks .no
5 00 reward temporal or eternal, beyond satisfactiOn
25 00 with himself and the respect of his fellows. He
2 00 live for this world, hoping, perhaps, that there may
be another, but neither knowing, nor pretending to
2 00 know, anything about it. The eupe~na.tural tr~ubles
3 oo him not : be is conscious that It IS mconcetvable.
Nature is enough for him here, so long as he is here;
1 00
he sees that we are constantly drawing out her secrets for the good of humanity. What is behind
nature is to him, as it is to all of us, an impenetra~le
mystery, which may be revealed when we are riJ?e
5 50 for the revelation. This world and nature afford, lD
1 00
his eyes, ample scope for the fullest and ,~ighest disTotal ............................................... $209 31 charge of duty to ourselvs an~ oufr racfe.h
t
t
Religion, thereforE', is a dally
F. c. MRNm:, Treasurer American Secular Union.
t lir e . o . t ones y, no
Philadelphia, Oct. 31, 1890.
one day in seven; but mos re tgionis s wr~p up
their religion with their Sunday clothes and thmk l!o
more about it till next Sunday. What we want IS
Mr. Watts at the Liberal Club.
commercial honuty, a seven-days-a-week religion.
The largest audience of the season assembled at Darwin said that it is a law of nature to " ea' and be
the Libel'61 Club ball to hear Charles Watts talk eaten"
and Christians had made another, "cheat
1
about "Religion With and Without Theology." and be cheated," and that is their commercial
.
They were well repaid, for Mr. Watts. was in~ pecu_l· religion.
No theological religion bad ever been p~ogressiv
iarly good-humored mood, and besides dowg his
subject ample justice, laid a lot of traps for the or experimental, for progreseion postulates tmp~r~ec
critics, into which they unwarily stepped, thus afford· tion, and religion claimed to be perfect. Rehgton
ing him opportunity for a bit of a lark at their ex cannot experiment, because experiment postulates
penee. The latter part of the evening '_Vas very knowlfldge, and when you know the supernatural, it
lively, and the stock critics o~ the club will P~~b· ceases to be the supernatural. Reason, experience,
ably be more cautious next time Mr. Watts VISits result, are the guides of tLe Secularist. They teach
the city.
the what, the why, the how of all action. It can be
The object of the lecture, said ~r. Watts! _was proved from Christian history that theological retwofold: tiret, to get at the meaumg of rehgwn ; ligion fails to ma~s men b~tter. Cultivate~ ~nd
second, to show that theological reli~ion is inferior intelligent nature ts the basts of the new rehgwn,
to Sscmlar religion. The term religion, went on the but the theological religion takes from the worst part
lecturer, does not represent merely one phase of of nature. The first religion was phenomena warthought:, though this is the common error of relig. ship-every phenomenon not understood by man's
ionists, who look upon all religion that does not bear ancestors was regarded in fear and wonder; and so
their stamp as spurious. In countries where there religion was born of ignorance, and fostered by a
is a state church, the members regard all other re- corrupt priesthood. Christianity could not originat.e
ligiona as spurious, becausl3 the government stamp to-day, for the people are too shrewd and too practiis not p 'aced thereon. So with all orthodox cal. Christ would be received by the officers of the
churches: they think they alone possess genuin re· Jaw and be transported at once to a prison or a
ligion.
. .
lunatic asylum. If religion was born in Palestine, it
Religion, however, has no necess&ry assoCiatiOn was the only thing which originated there ;· certainly
with any phase of theol1!>gy, as Max Miitler has education, science, philosophy, were not born there.
pointed out. It can exist without faith in a supreme But man is not necessarily a theologian. The docbeing or in a future life. There sre true and false trin of innate ideas is no longer believed in. Our
conceptions of religion, and the church never con- ideas are obtained through the senses, and the theefines itself to the etymological meaning of the word, logical idea is by no means universal. There a~e
bnt adds ecclesiastical mea:nings. Christians hav no tribes numbering millions who hav no theology m
idea that inspiration exists apart from the scriptures, their nature and no concept.ion of it. Neither are
yet in the etymological sense of the word Secularists such people the lowest type of humanity. Atheists
are as greatly inspired as the "holy word." Homer, bav no theology, and they belong to the highest
Shelley, Virgil, Shakspere, we:re all inspired and left types of the race. If man could always bav had
behind them a legacy of inspiration. No one book, what be wanted, no supernatural, says Strauss,
no one religion, no one age, no one nationality, bas a would bav been invented, and this is a key to much
of the mystery of religion. Veneration, gratitude,
monopoly of this attribute.
Everyone believes in sacred things-the only fear, wonder, hope, dependency, constitute the requestion is, What is sacred 1 To the Secularist, aU ligious sentiment of. man. Non-self-reliance is also
beauty is sacred because it elevates the human race. another cause for religion. People who cannot
Man is his own consecrate~, and where all is good- guide themselvs must wake the minister up to tell
in church, at home, at tba theater-there alone is them what to think. Ignorant people, says Buckle,
sanctification.
will always incline to religion.
Theological religion is based on fear and emotions ;
Theological religion, went on Mr. Watts, is infenon-thllological religion on love and reality. A point rior to Secular religion, and bad been always a foe to
for the debaters to bear in mind (11nd the lecturer's liberty. Wherever it has dominated, liberty bas been
eyes twinkled as he said it) is that a man may pos- suppressed. Catholics do not believe in liberty.
sese all the virtues and still fall short of being a re- Protestants claim to, but their conception of ·liberty
ligioue man. The thing lacking, and constituting was the right to think and worship as they please
theoloA:ical religion, is a body of doctrine. A man and make others do the same. They were more
falls short of baing religious unless he bas faith. dangerous than Catholics, for the latter are open opPlato said that religion was crucified between two ponents of freedom, while the Protestants giv you
rocks-impiety and superstition. Nowadays religion the right hand of fellowship and then rob you of
is held between the two rocks of indifference and your right. Private judgment with them means to
extravagance; and the religion of the churches is think as they do, but not to go further. The essence
now an out and. out fraud-the most gigantic delu- of all theology is despotic. The religion of Seculareion of the age-propagated by the priesthood to ism, or cultivated theology, is the true method. The
keep the people in subjection.
religion of humanity bas a basis we can test. True
Etymologically, as every scholar knows, religion religion, said Kingsley, is justice for man, love for
means to tie fast-to bind back. Practically, it is to woman, solicitude for children. And I prefer my
liv a good life, for men's standards of morality practi- religion, concluded the lecturer, because it includes
cally form their. religion. Modern scholars base re- all the good of all religions. Secularists are free
ligion upon Agnosticism, and religion now is not traders in truth, gathering it from all sources, and
what you believe, but what you think is right to do. cultivate an immortality born of deeds not creeds.
As J uniue Henri Browne said in the Arena, "it is
At the conclusion of the address, which was resimply and solely the highest morality and the rule ceived with much applause, Vice-President Chamberof life: it was activ, a principle of humanity, and lain, in a neat little speech, introduced Deacons
potent for good, ages befora theology bad been in- Foote and Kidney with aupplicat.iv hate, after which
vented. . . . Religion has no dependence on Professor Perrin rose to say that Mr. Watts was befaith or1 belief of the sacerdotal sort: The idea that bind the times in still pounding at the doors of the
it has & the bane of all theology. Religion is prac- churches, when the Liberal Club had broken through
tical, not in any manner theoretic. It may hav an into the holy of holies and was competing for the
ideal standard to help and stimulate it; but it is admiration of the world. Christianity was a religion
o~cupied with deeds and facta. The religious man of love, and bad been such for two thousand yearsalms to be pure, temperate, truthful, honest, sympa· that is why it spread throughout the Roman empire.
thetic, humane, above all charitable. In whatever he . Error, proclaimed Mr. Perrin, had done much good
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in the world, paradoxical as the statement seemed.
Professor EGcles said that the lecture was an unusual one, and the lecturer evidently knew what he
was talking about. But it was special pleading.
He left a great many knotty points unconsidered.
How would the lecturer justify heroism, if to do
good was all there is of .religion T Reason says a
hero is a fool. Theology said it was the will of God.
Men started without moral nat,ures, which had to
be impressed psychically upon their souls. If one
man cheats another as much as the first man cheats
him, isn't justice done T In fact, the only men who
do strict justice are the ones who cheat. The Liberal Olub eats and is eaten, cheats and is cheated
every Friday night.
'
Dr. Gunn, who has side whiskers and looks like
Anthony Comstock, as becomes a president of a vice
society, next attempted criticism of the lecture. It
would, he said, hav been niore appropriate in Dr.
Crosby's or Dr. Hllll's church than in the club, which
plowed that ground many ye..rs ago. Christianity
was not a fraud, but a part of evolution's force, and
had brought civilization up . to its present high
status. Dr. Gunn bad been taught religion by his
parents, and could not dishonor them by rejecting it
now. The Liberal Club did not need such lectures,
and if Christ should come back Archbishop Corrigan
would make him mayor of New York. Only tour years
ago a Spiritualist had come here, personating Christ,
and found his followers and financial backers in the
Liberal Club.
Mrs. Dunleavy 11aid that Mr. Watts's remarks
about Palestine were unkind. Greece could be put
into one of our Western states, and yet Greece had
done much for the world. If you should meet
Ralph Waldo Emerson under a tree in a shower you
would know he was more than an ordinary man.
Mr. Chamberlain said he heard a theologian say
that Courthndt Palmer was a typical Christian.
When Mr. Watts rose to reply he was evidently
astonished at the few things in the critics' speeches
that he could lay hold of. But he made the best of
his opportunities, and showed the audience how easy
it was for a man who knew what he was talking
about to discomfit the idols of the Club, especially
Professor Encles. The critics, he said, had been
very inconsistent in dRnouncing his lecture, ~or they
ought to be glad that he had given them an opportunity to show their debating powers. They bad,
however, been guilty of the theological sin of omission-they had not touched the question at issue,
which was, Which is the superior, theological or
secular religion T No speaker, not even Professor
Eecles, with his vast learning, had spoken to the
question. Where their points came in was, like the
peace of God, passing all understanding. It was evident they knew better than to attempt answering his
remarks, when they could amuse themselvs making
speeches. But as they had wandered far away from
the subject, he ·was justified in following them. Taking
up their remarks sentence by sentence, and paying
particular attention to the learned professor, Mr.
Watts then treated the audience to an exhibition of
debating power. It was evident he was doing it for
his own amusement, for the criticisms were very inconsequential, and he made his point so goodnaturedly yet sharply that the listeners laughed with
him at his opponents and applauded his skill in
straightening out plausible erroneous statements,
and ·when he had finished, there was very little left
of the learned Christian professor and the Comstockian doctor. The next lecture at the club will be by
Emma Beckwith, on "Everybody's Business."

A. Funeral Address.
[Remarks made by Hon. A. Schell &t the funeral of Mrs.
Jerusha Jennings, at Oukdale, Cal., Oct. 24, 1890.] ·
Remorseless death I
Fierce spirit of the glass and scythe, what power
Can stay him in his silent course, or melt
His iron heart to pity? On, still on,
He presses, and forever
Death, the tomb-builder, holds his fierce career,
Dark, stern, all-pitiless, and pauses not
Amid the mighty wrecks that strew his path,
To sit and muse, like other conquerors,
Upon the fearful ruin he has wrought.
FRIENDS AND. RELATIONS: We hav come hither to
perform the last rites of the dead. Within the
deep, still chambers of our hearts, we will cherish
the individuality, independence, and womanly virtues
of our deceased friend. Society is· in a transitional
state, for we behold here to-day a funeral without
the pres.snce of a clergyman or priest. The deceased
desired none of them to say prayers or mass over
her. She had no need of their assistance in the hour
of dissolution. There was no specter, no ghost, in
. the air, or anywhere else to haunt her in her last moments of dissolution. She was not afraid to die.
Death to her was etemal rest; it was but the philosophy of nature.
Deceased was seventy-two years cf age at. the time
of her death. She was honest, industrious, and virtuous. She respected the rights of her fellow-me11
and did unto others as she would that others do
unto her, and thus secured the confidence and good
will of all who knew her. These were her last passports at the portals of death.

"If a man die shall he liv again?" is a question
asked by J ob1 but he never answered it. As to the
future, who is there to reply? Out of the wide seabed of death no voices ever speak. Over the wild
waste of carnage, Death, the tomb-builder, holds his
fierce career. Across the. line separating this world
from the next no traveler has ever returned. No
beacon light across the border on the far-distant
shore illumine the unknowable.
What we believe cannot affect our future condition. As we came into this world under circumstances over which we hav no control, and as man is
the creature of habit and experience, and all knowledge is derived through the chann~>ls of experience,
man is simply the creature of circumstances.
In all casas tb.e believer is iDfiuenced by geographical facts, over which he has no control, and therefore cannot be held responsible for his belief.
But in comparison with what was supposed ·to
be known and believed of God, the important fact
has come t.o the front, that we hav learned some
grand and glorious things that hav revolutionized our
opinions and beliefs, and that we need not believe
any longer in such a God as the clergy hav preached
to us, and that no inquisitorial guillotin awaits our
want of belief. We can now bravely and unhesitatingly believe that he is not what the church says he
is. He is not a selfish £>gotist, planning for our fall
and ruin "for his own glory."
Nay, further, we feel confident we are dealing with
reguliu, orderly universal forces, whose laws we can
study, and whose movements we can calculate, so
that our position and belief founded on experience
is unspeakably better and more comforting than all
the knowledge of the old creeds.
·
It is said that " death entered the world by sin."
This cannot be, for death is an inherent principle of
all organized matter. Many species of animals came
upon this earth, lived their appointed time, died,
and became extinct, a long time before man made
his appearance upon eartb-a long time before sin be·
gao. Daath is the result of law. Life is a mystery;
death is a mystery. By virtue of natural law, life
came; by virtue of the same law, death followed.
Whence did man comeT Has he always been man,
or is he developed from some lower forms of life T
What is life? • How long has life been on this
planet!
All these are questions men still discuss, and upon
which they are divided. Whatever the truth may be
in regard to these subjects, one thing is apparent
and needs no argument to prove, that an instantaneous adult or man is a physiological impossibility.
Man attains his majority by the slow process of
growth or development; and that he primarily·
descended from lower forms of life is now the paramount belief of the age.
But whatever our ignorance may be, we hav
wrought out by experience a knowledge of right and
wrong, of how to liv so as to attain something of
good and happiness. After all, we can say upon
these things, " how blessed " is this ignorance, as
compared with what we thought we knew before the
light of Liberalism and Freeth ought illumined ·our
superstitious minds! At least this we know: We
are no longer mere subjects for the "fires of perdition" throughout an endless eternity.
It was once believed that our sickness and death
were judgments on our sins and punishments for
our wickedness-perhaps for loving our children and
friends too well-to weaken our attachments to this
life and make us willing to die, and that this death was
the reBillt of original sin committed in the garden
of Eder.
We know now that pain and sickness and effiictions are the result of broken law, and that death is
the seed planted in the body at the beginning of
life. If we are wise, we will not attribute death to
any supernatural agency or to the wonderful and
mysterious ways of an overruling providence.
We learn to recognize the fact that life, pain, and
death are all under natural law. We ought to learn
these laws and to regulate our conduct so as to make
the forces in nature help as much a,nd hurt as little
ae possible. We know many times the best often
sutTer the most because of inherited ills, or from circumstances over which they hav no controL
People no longer believe in the "fall of man."
Early Christendom believed, without the shadow of a
doubt, in the historical fact of the " fall of man."
This doctrin has been preached by orthodox churches
for the last eighteen hundred years, and for the sole
purpose of saving man from the "supposed effects of
t.he supposed fall."
Why do the churches bav so slight a hold upon
the faith and reverence of men and women! Why do
so many thousand neglect them! Why do so many
of t.be best men and women feel that they are no
longer essential to their highest and noblest life ?
Why is this funeral here to-day without the presence
of a priest or clergyman T We might as well face the
fact-the churches might as well face the fact-it i~
because free-minded, well-informed people no
longer believe in any "fall of man." Our deceased
sister did not believe it, for she r£>quested that her
funeral should be conducted by Liberals.
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It is demonstrated, beyond all intelligent questicm,
that no such fact as the fall of man ever occurred in
the history of man.
What follows T Why, this follows ss inevitably as
day iollows night, that if a man is not "fallen," then
he is not " lost," and, in that case, he does not need
to be "saved." Take away the fall of man, and there
ia no need of the " scheme of redemption," no need
of a supernaturally inspired revelation, no need of an
incamation, no nl!led of a supernatural or infallible
church, no need of a trinity, no need of an old-time
heaven for the chosen few-no endless hell for the
doomed many. All these doctrine found their reason
in the supposed fall, and with it they pass away.
In conclusion let me quote the beautiful language
of Colonel Ingersoll :
'' There is aUer all," he saye, "something tenderly
appropriate in the serene death of the old. Nothing is more touching than the death of the young
and beautiful. But when the duties of life hav been
nobly done; when the sun touches the horizon;
when the purple twilight falls upon the present, the
past, and the future ; when memory with dim eyes
can scarcely spell the records of the vanished days,
then, surrounded by friends, death comes like a
strain of music-it is a welcome relief. The day has
been long, the road weary, and we gladly stop at the
inn."
The duties of our deceased friend hav been nobly
done. Her sun on earth touched the horizon at
mature age, and although the day may not hav been
very long, the road has been weary. She stopped
at the wayside inn to which we are all traveling.
And now let the remains of our deceased sister,
all that is mortal of her on earth, be taken te her
last resting-place, where she can lie and be forever
at rest-no one to molest or disturb her remains.
Man is taken from the general mass of matter
which surrounds him, at death to that general mass
of matter he is again restored ; therefore matter
unto matter and dust unto dust-we consign all that
is mortal of her on earth to her last resting-place,
and there let her hav eternal rest.

Items of Foreign Freethought News.
Freireligioses Sonntags-Blatt, Nos. 43 and 44,
contain an excellent translation of Col. Robert Ingersoll's "The Divided Household of Faith." The
translator is our friend Dr. Voelkel, who has already
done s.everal translations from English into German,
among them Paine's "Age of Reason."
Our friend Leon Furnemont, advocate of the court
of appeals in Belgium and editor of the Fieethought
journal La Raison, asks us in his last letter why
Chicago would not be a good place for the International Freethought Congress of 1892. Yes, why noli T
What do the American Freethinkers say!
The last number of Fritankaren contains, among
other good things, a portrait and a short biographical sketch of Col. R. G. IDgereoll. And in a private
letter Captain Thomson informs us that Freethooght
is spreading at a good rate in Sweden. New branches
are formed almost every week. The Bible lectures
by Victor Lennstrand are a decided success. At the
last two meetings even standing-room was not to be
obtained. Our friends deserve success, as they hav
invested all their time and money.
That the French authorities are flirting with the
church is evide&t from the fact that the highest
court of France has issued an" opinion," signed by
the president, prohibiting the church from receiving
directly or indirectly through priestly inflaenee
legacies by testament. This decision baa already
been enforced in the case of the archbishop of Paris,
who was willed ten thousand francs, which, however, the government has now restored to the relative. A bitter pill for the church to take !
The Freireligious Association of Berlin, Prussia,
bas been baptized anew. Because of the infinitesimal amount of Christian religion in the creed of said
society, and a fear lest some one might from the
name conclude that the members were "doxys ".;....
which of course would be su insult-the society has
t.aken the title of the " Free Society of Berlin.''
What about the rest of the " Freireligioaen !"
They might just as well follow suit. Everyone of
intelligence knows that at best they are Agnostics,
if not Atheists.
GusTAVE NELSON.
J. E. REMSBURG has been lecturing in Oregon. He
at Forest Grove October 21st and 28d; Greenville,
22d ; Silverton, 24th and 26th ; Coburg, 27th.
~poke

AN entertainment ror the benefit of the Radical Library
of Philadelphia will be held at Lucien's A.cademy, 810
Spring Garden street. Friday evening, November 28th, at
8 p M. Mr. Pentecost will speak and Mrs. Pentecost will
sing and there will be other literary and musical features.
Tickets may be obtained at the meeting_ of Unity Society,
814 Girard avenue; L beral League, Broad and Wood
streets, and at the news-stand on the corner of Tenth u4
Market streets.
1
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tion to lecture before the Oregon Secular trn~on next year.
Resol?Jed That this convention urge upon Liberals the fact
that they ~ust rally to the support of a)l Liberal p~peTs, for
we deiJCnd upon them for the propagation of o~r Ideas an~
,,':··.=·
the publication of our proceedings; and espeCially does It
The Oregon Convention.
urge upon the Liberals of this coast the necessity or mote
The Oregon state Secular Union met in _conv_en- generously supporting Freethought.

~ommunieations.

===========

, tion at Arion Hall, Saturday, Oct. 11, 1890, 1t bemg
'.'" the seeond annual congress held in t:be state. There
·'.'was a large and enthusiastic audience to greet ?ur
· "speakers, t)le loca'i U nic,ns throughout the state bemg
·well represented. Some of the delegates. traveled
three hundred miles to attend the conventiOn.
e
'were addressed on Saturday morn}ng by Miss Katie
' · Kehm of New Era, Ore., who 1s an earnest and
. . strong reasoner, and we think will make her mark as
' an eloquent Liberal speaker. Professor Bell also
gave us a short address in the forenoon. In thA
. ' afternoon Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel gave us one of her
most eloquent lectures. She must be heard to be
·: appreciated. We are proud and glad to know that
' she is to remove her family to Portland and become
; a citizen of Oregon. As we hav elected her field
· secretary for the coming year we expact some grand
: work for the cause of Liberalism, and we hope eve~y
· :. vice-president in the state will .take the matter 1n
·· •· band and assist her all they poss1bly car.
' · In the evening we were addresEed by John E.
Remsburg who has been rightly named the ' Ingersoll of the' West." We are glad to add such names
· to our list of noble workers in the Liberal cause.
On Sunday morning we were addressed ·by Moses
Hull, of Ohicago, in a very fine discourse on "Sec
· ularism."
The afternoon session was given to E'der Alonzo
T. Jones, of New Yor~ city, '!bo _delivere_d an able
address on ecclesiastiCal legtslatlOn. H1s address
·.showed much research and a thorough knowledge of
. the subject under discussion ..
· In the evening the convention was addressf'd by
the noted Liberal lecturer, Wm. Jackson Arm~trong,
of Washington D. 0. The large hall wms \Vithout
·standing-room, 'and the speaker was listened to with
the deepest attention and frequently applauded.
We also had the pleasure of listening t? Sa~uel P.
Putnam, the champion of Fteethoughi; m th1s state,
and who has done more than any other one man for
the aause of Liberalism in this northwest country.
Monday the 13Gb was a working day \\iGh Secu!arists and business began at 9.30 AM., tne most Important business being the election d officere, appointing of committees, etc.
· The officers elected for the ensuing year were :
President Oornelius Beal, Portland. One hundred
and twenty vice-presidents. Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel,
field secretary. Miss Katie Kehm, assistant secretary. Mr. Reuben Wright, of Molalla, treasurer.
· Legislativ committee: Mr. 0. Baal, Portland;. Roll.
·Lee Laughlin, North Yamhill; Mrs. Matt1e P.
·. Krekel, Portland·; J. Henry Schroeder, Arago; Dr.
J. W. McOlure, Silverton; Mr. John Long, Ooburg;
Mrs. D. A. Baylor, East Portland; Mrs. S. C.
Todd, Forest Grove.
.
. .
.
Their work will be to Circulate and rece1ve petz, tiona for the repeal of all laws exempting church
property from taxation; to attend the next session
· of the state legislature and see that those petitions
1
are read and acted upon, and not a.s usual " laid
' on the table." The following resolutions were read
' and adopted :

W:

A vote of ·thanks was also passed to President
0 Beal for his excellent management of the conven·
ti~n, and to all o~hers who epok:e and participated
in the proceedings..
.
The ball in the evening was well attended, a~d
the ligb.t fantastic was tripped until a late hour m
the night. Socially, it was a pronounced success,
.
as all appeared to fully enjoy themselve.
And so endeth the second annual convention of
the Oregon state SeGular Union.
There was a sharp little ftght in the afternoon
over a certain resolution which Mme of us thought
was rather an indoreetne!1t t>f some parties who take
especial paine to 'Violate the laws in the vilest a!ld
most obscene manner. Our best speak~rs were w1th
us, however, and the resolution was modified until
it was accepted as it now stands-the fifth resolution.
.
We as a state organizg,tion, are determmed to go
on re~ord as openly denouncing all vile and ob>cene
literature, no matter who publishes or sells. it. We
want none of it, and we hav no sympathy wlth those
who revel in it.
SAR.A.tt 0. Ttlnn,
Secretary W. S. S. U.

••c:r

'

Battle for Constitutional Rights in Washington.
In the caee of :M:r. Samuel ~bristoph~t, member
of the Washinaton Secular Uniob; who keeps a
barber~shop in Seattle, Police Justice ltivers decided
that the Sanday-closlng statutt:l under which arres.ts
were msde for vida~ioh of Sunday sacredness d1d
not apply to trade in the sense of work at mechat:ical labor or hr.rdicraft, but the word trade \\BS
used only in its legal sensE-that is, trade, bartH,
sale of goods or merchandise. The brillia() t argument of our president, Richard Winsor, so full~
sustained by means of legalauthori_ties, call~d fcrtb
the compliments of the court for 1ts learmng am]
research. So far the constitutionality of the statute
was not paFsed on. But undf'r the ruling of the
court our demurrer was sustained.· The court decided that the statute did not apply to working at
lawful handicraft or mechanical work. The prisoner
was discharged, and last Sunday nearly all the barbershops were kept open.
The animus of the fanatical bigots and underhand
work of the National Sabbath Unitlbl is manifest in
the fact that the wealthy clothing merchants, who
were arrested for actually sel1ing goods and merchandise on Sunday, although keeping open and doing big business were not IX' olested. Since we
obtained change of venue the whole matter . has
slumbered, no action been taken. But Mr. Obristopher, the hard-working citi~e~, becaus~ a L~b.eral
has been singled out as the VICtim o~ the1r mahc1ous
persecution. He was arrested agarn last Wednes
day. No other barber was complained of. In. the
same building, the very next door to Mr. Obristopher's bath-house and barber-shop, is the Ranier
Notion store, for sale of notions and gents' furnishing goods, open all day long ~very Sunday, yet no
co:nplaint was made. Mr. Christopher was arrested
and taken before Judge Humes of the superior
court to answer for an offense for which he bad
already been arrested. His case was argued, and he
was discharged as having committed no offense
against the law. Our counsel were out of llihe city.
He called the attention of the court to his previous
arrest and discharge. Nevertheless, he was compelled to furnish cash bail. The case is set down
for next Thursday.
We shall fight the old purit~nical relic of barbarism they call the Sunday-closmg statute, by eve~y
possible legitimate means, to the very end. It 1s
just as well the matter has bEen-even thoug~ unjustly and illegally-brought before the higher
courts. We shall now force decision of the questi~n
as tc the constitutionality of the statute. We will
carry the war into Africa, witho11;t ~ea~ or favor. If
the superior court, swayed o~ mt1m1dated by. the
fanatics, t.he pagan sun-worshipers, of the N~t1onal
Sabbath Union, decides against us, the Washmgton
Secular Union will enforce the law rigidly. We will
make no attack on the poor, the weak, or the defenseless, but cause the arrest of and press to conviction
every newspaper publisher who sells newspapers on
Sunday, and all editors and employees who do necessary work on Sunday to get out a Monday morning edition. If all work and business is prohibited,
it shall not be enforced againRt Liberals or members
of the Washington Secular Union alone. Work in
the power houses of cable and electric cars must
stop. No more street-cars can run on Sunday. All
restaurants must close. We will keep a sharp lookout for the mayor, cbi~f of police, and all other high
public officers. The statute reads:

. Resolved, That the recognition of the rights and dignity of
labor are necessary to the perpetuity of the American repub.
lie and this convent'on recognizes the importance of all refor'ms the purposes of which al'll for the ac1vancement of the
working people. The power of the government cannot be
. made conduciv to the success of these measures until all
· ecclesiastical usurpationil in the state are successfully resisted,
· ·: arid civil and religiou!'l liberty are secured to all.
Re8olved, That this convention urges upon Liberals the
. importance of organizing local societies for the purpose of
disseminating Secular principles involving natural morality,
· equal rights, and impartial liberty.
• Resolved, That while this convention recognizes the impor. tance of working for all the demands of state secularization,
it would advise that special efforts be made to secure the
, taxation of church property, and instructs the board of
directors to provide, from the funds of this Union, petitions
to be circulated among the peop'e of Oregon for their signa.
tures, asking the legislature of Oregon to repeal the Jaw ex.
empting church property from taxation.
WHEREAS, We hav invited the whole world, Christians,
Jews, and pagans alike, to our Columbian Exposition; and,
whereas, there are millions of poor people whose duties and
poverty will prevent their attending the Exposition on any
other day exce]ilt Sundays; and, whereas, we believe it no
· less than a swindle on that portion of the public who desire
to attend the Exposition on Sunday to close it against the
public on that day for the benefit of the churches and min.
isters, who claim a monopoly of the amusement and instruc.
tion to be afforded on that day, therefore,
:Re8olved,. That we enter our most earnest protest against
the attempts to close the World's Fair on Sunday.
Re8ol?Jed, That this convention demands the repeal or
modification of all laws which can be used to interfere with
the just freedom of the malls.
WBRRRAB, During the past year our Liberal brother
and life-member of the Oregon Secular Union has passed
'from life in the order of nature,
Re8ol?Jed, That we express our painful regrets; and fur.
ther, that we hereby extend to his bereaved family our pro: found sympathy and condolence.
· Re8ol?Jed, That we return our sincere thanks to Elder A. T.
Sec. 2,070. Any public officer who shall refuse or willfully
· Jones for his kindness in coming so f.lr to attend our con- neglect to inform against and prosecute offenders against
:, vention, and for his very able lecture.
this!chapter shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
. ~.· ,fleaol'lle4, That we Cl~end to Elder Jones a cordial !.nvit3. on con viqtio!l. slJ,aU be :puntslJ,ed by a Ji~e o~ pqt J!l~s thiPl
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$25 nor more than $100, and the court before which such
uffi~er shall be tried sball declare the office or appointment
held by such officer vacant for the balange of his term.

:By the time th@ cllol'le reache!l _the supreme court,
the legil:'!lt~,ture will hlv been dr1fen to repeal the
obnotiofis statute, .
.
A case ot a Mr. :Boreman, propr~etor of the Be~
hive store at Spokane F~~olle, was tr1ed last week .1n
that city. The jury quickly agreed on a verd1ct
acquitting the prisoner.
. .
.
We are delayed in preventing rehglOUB exerCises
in one of the public schools in this city (Seattle), on
account d change of the school board.. The el_ection will be held Saturday. We must watt the aahon
of the new board before going into eonrt:
, .• ·
We hav another cal!e.of compu1sbty :fiiblecread_mg
and recitation of the Lord's prayer, at Oo~pevdle,
Island county. The school:teacher pubhshed a
bombastic rejection of the wr1ttt>n and oral r_equests
d cit'zsns for its discontinuance. I hav Just returned from delivering l~ctures there, an~ h~v
written the county supermtendent and awa1t h1s
reply.
· all on the s1'de of r~g
· ht, b u t
The law of the state 1s
the arrogant asBumption and the law-breakmg proclivities of priests and parsons render neces.sary an
appeal to the higher courts to enforGe o~ed1enae to
its just·requirements. No other remedy 1s left ua.
Once we obtain a decision
the s';lpre!l'-e cou~t
and aU religious exercises and mstruction 1n public
schools in Washington will cease forever. And l!lO
with ri~id Sunday observance laws, only th~ fight
may be fiercer.
. · ·
1 h
The Knights of Labor (all the asaelilbhes (} t e
3 it ) hav, under the sectet manipiilat_ions. of tlie
erJssaries of the N~tional Se.bbatb UDion, 1ssued a
manifesto proclaimmg tbemselvs advocates of tha
Sunday law. For ways that are dark and schemes
f deep craft commend me to the Rev. M~. Orafts,
~f the N!\tio~al S'bbath hnaticr .. But th1s m~kes
our work harder, the contest fiercer, Yet r1ght

o!

. · ·
t' 'f
shall -wir.
The necessity of organizatiOn IS 1mpera 1v, 1. we
wou;d not become the slaves of church an? prles_tcraft. That Liberal of Washington w~o fa1~s to gxv
and support
lD th1s fierce
earnes t , au"'t1·..• symna.tbv
.I:' · J
•
~h
f
contet!t for right and liberty 1s unwor y o recognition by those who actually d~fen? tho gr~nd
principles of Liberali11m and pract1ce 1ts ennoblmg
. I! •
.
o. B. REYNOLDS,
t each 1ng
n ·
SeGretary Washingto_n Secu1ar "'DlOD.
2104: Si:ttit street, Seattle, Wash.
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Another Letter from Mr. Heywood.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TBUTB SEEKER, Sir;' T~enty
years ago I wrote relativ to woman s rights,
"Through John Baptist or Herod, Brutus or Cm'!ar,
OromweJl or Stuart, Lincoln or BuGhanan, the
moral sense often stifled or perverted, but never
conquered, here and there gets into creed, deed. or
positiv law, and makes the epooh memorable. One
evolves a truth and is re,iled, starved, or murdered
outright for it; the truth eurvivee, ?verrules_ l_aw
and custom, and men grow famous m ~ulog1zmg
what they killed the diecoverer for announc1~g. The
king's arm baing too short to re~ch _the cmmmfe~·
ence of his realm, he delegatee b1s will_ to subordinate executors, on whom, in turn, ~e lB . somewhat
dependent. Thus all government!!, 1n thetr way, are
representativ and rest on ~onse~t; though they
differ in the width of tbe Circle, m the nurobe~ of
nobles taken into royal confidence. But despotism
makes the will of mone.rchy its ulti';Date ~pp~al,
while Liberty, aGcepti.ng as final nothmg th1s B1~e
of Natural Right defers to popular reason, and lS
served or cheated by that democratic being, the
average man, the majorit;y. ~n that marvel _to
monarchs all citizens are kings m so far as they Incarnate equity" (Uncivil Liberty, p. 3).
Carlyle said "Democracy is anarchy plus the
constable;'' rather, as I understand it, democracy is
anarchy transcending the constable. In Webster's
wordP 'c The true office of government is to protect
' and property from mva~10n.
·
· " Ad
persons
n •wh erever
liberty is invaded, Webster agam speaks 1n memorably insurllent tone, u The riaht of revolution _always exists." When proslavery greed was maklDg
chattel-bondage nation~l,_ the Unio~ u a her~ of
etlltes hunting slaves," Citizen, anarchical consCience
enacted personal liberty bills, built u underground
railroads" to protect blaGk rebels.
Ex-Mayor
Oharles G. Reed of Worcester, Mass., points to the
spot on Front street where the people surged past
intent on killing a.slave-hunter, but Senator Geo. F.
Hoar, then a young lawy~r, mounted a ~ry-g~ods
box pleaded with his infunated, law-breakmg ne1ghbor~ to keep the. Southerner's pro_perty, the negro,
but let his hunter ~o alive and 1D peace. T. W.
Higginson then ·a Theodore Parker preacher in
Worcester' and S~.ephen S. Foster-the Isaiah, as
Pillsbury ~as the Ezekiel, of Abolitionist!f-went on
either side of the Southerner and got him to the
depot and off without bloodshed. In May, 1860,
there was a great Abolition meeting in Music Hall,
:aoston, thre~ tbou.s~nd people preee:Qt ; Lydia Maria
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Child, Father Taylor, and his son-in-law, Rev. Mr.
Barnes, now chaplain of this prison, aQ.d ot}1er notabl? persons were on the platform. ~en~ell Phillips
recited a case where a young slave and his _lady love,
also a slave, had escaped and reached Baltimore, but
4ared not travel t~gether farther North; so he coneluded to put her m a dry-goods box and send her
to Philadelphia _as freight, he catching a rid~ ~s ~est
he could. Arrived there he sought Abohtiomsts
who went with him to the freight depot to get the precious goods; but, to their amazement, they found
•he box standing on its head I They conveyed it to a
place of safety and opened it ; the girl was unconscious, but not dead; she revived and lived ! Painting this tragic case, in his own matchless style, he
paused, and in tones of deep solemnity exclaimed,
" When that girl steps on the sacred soil of the Old
Bay state, what you call law hurls her back to
bondage. God damn the commonwealth of Massaahusetts I" The great audience heaved with excitement; hisses and cheers contended for mastery, till,
at last, the oratoric anathema got enthusiastic, unquestioned, overwhelming approval. Mrs. Child
spatted so vigorously that ll!he broke her finger-ring.
Telling Mr. Phillips of it the next morning in the
'Antislavery offi(le, he said, "Mrs. Child, I shall get
that ring mended for you." I was present; and
curiously enougb, Chaplain Barnes, July· 27th, my
first Sunday here, referred to the case in the chapel,
but did not quite giv Phillips's "plain English."
Mr. Harman's cases in Kansas and ours here in
Massachusetts are personal liberty and state rights
at the front again. But, instead of its open-faced
assertion by Southerners, tyranny now " in ways
that are dark" and tricks that are damnable assails
right; instigated b7 "instructions from Washington," assassins of freedom hit you in the dark;
dragged into a blind alley you are brained for alleged indelicacy. Instead of the heroic truth which
in the persons of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego
waR cast into the burning, fiery furnace (Dan. iii,
10-23), and in the person of Daniel was thrown among
savage lions (Ibid vi, 8-16), in the person of John
Baptist was beheaded, and in Peter, Paul, and the
rest was imprisoned, we now hav skulking deceit,
pervading in Sunday show-business called "religion."
The original exponent of Christian efibtus naturally
became the leading fact in its historic martyrdoms.
"And while he yet spake to Judas, one of the twelve
came and with him a great multitude with swords
and staves from the chief priests and elders of the
people. Now he that betrayed him gave them a
sign, saying, Whomsoever I shall kiss, that .same is
he; hold him fast. And forthwith he came to
Jesus, and said, Hail master. and kissed him. Then
came they and laid hands on Jesus and took him.
. . . And they stripped him and put on a scarlet
robe, and a crown of thorns ; they mocked him, spit
upon him, and led him out to be crucified" (Matt.
xxvi, 27).
In these days the church is reprepented by
"decoys" and "spotters." The alleged evidence vs.
me in five cases, since Nov. 2, 1877, was obtained by
lying. By overdoing the decoy business Comstock
is under a cloud of execration. In the case which
cages me here the complainant was impersonal,
though Comstock and Wanamaker were the insti~rating spirits. Obsessed by them, Dr. Josiah D.
Gregory, the Princeton postmaster, "kissed" me in
concrete lies. This trinity of deceit, Comstock,
Wanamaker, and Gregory, are the three-headed
Judas running the present crucifixion business.
For the first time in our history we hav a cabinet
officer " ordering" a local postmaster to lie to a
citizen in order to imprison him for difference of
opinion.
Sad indeed it is that liberty, hitherto, has come
mainly through martyrdom, that " by the light of
burning heretics" we track the bleeding feet of
progress-civilization advancing from prison to
prison, from scaffold to scaffold, from stake to stake.
But truth suppressed to-day rules to-morrow. The
stone rejected by the builders becomes the head of
the corner. Wind, tide, all element forceP, help navigators who know natural law.
Paul and Silas in their prison
Bang of Christ, the Lord arisen,
And an earthquake's arm of might
Broke the dungeon gates at night.

Twelve years ago the war on my book, " Cupid's
Yokes," was fierce, but soon over. Myself, Mr.
Bennett, Mr. Bell, Miss Tilton, Abbie Dike, Dr.
Floyd, all came out victorious, and citizen's rights
assailed gained immensely. Your great city, which
at a distance seemed only Comstockville, was personally canvassed by Miss Tilton, thousands of the
"suppressed " books sold there, citizens' right to
select their· own reading matter vindicated, and New
York was herself again. Outside of Freethinkers,
free traderp, and free lovers, very few Americans yet
realize the extent to which suppression of opinions
and censorship of the press and of morals has been
imposed on these stateE'. In 1878 it was my opinions
more than style of expression that were assailed. I
moved amendments to social conditions. It was my
rigbt__ to do so. Tha ;p~~l~r~t~QJl C?~ ~gdepeDdenc~

j asserts the right of

the people to "alter or abolish"
the government itself. We are not so near the millennium that morals are not subject to improvement.
N ~w the question of style is in issue; not yours or
mme merely, but the right of women especially to
protest as best they can against sex abuse. Why
should they not speak explicitly 1 Repression is
to? crushing. Evils are so flagrant, women and
chddren suffer so intensely, that they hav not time or
breath to " palter in a double sense " or "patch
fig-leaves for the naked truth." Nob~dy is asked
to agree with Mr. Harman, Mr. Heywood, Mrs.
Slenker, me, or others. Shall those who wish to
listen to or read opinions relating to physiology
or language be permitted to do so! "The idea
that we should hav had to contend, in Massachu· setts, thirteen years for the right to be honestly
intelligent in mcrals and yet liv on the outside of
prisons !" What Mr. Harman; I, and others hav
done is sanctioned by the Massachusetts bill of
rights, and the guarantees of religious liberty and
freedom of the press in the federal and all. the
state constitutions. What the Abolitionists asserted
for negro rights we now claim for human rights.
Again and again hav clear-headed judges conceded
-Nelson, Devens, Pitman, Paul, Treat~hav recognized our right to pursue our educational reformatory work· unmolested. The rulings of Foster
and CarpentEr, Comstock's interpretation of the
statutes, the rude hand of violence, are not law
in any enlightened court. Some who were awake
and outspoken years ago seem to be asleep and He
dumb now. They took in but a part of the great
issue ; a pint measure will not hold a quart, mechanically or intellectually. But intelligence breaks out
in many new quarters. Thought gains, though here
and there a thinker may be silenced by violence for
a time. I was glad indeed to see Dr. Foote here
September 11th, and to learn from him of the
activity of tbe '' old guard" for free speech. The
resolute persistency with which he stands by those
assaulted in the way of their duty, many living. ob-servers feel grateful for, and history will not forget
the brave and timely service which he and his coworkers liav done and are doing for right invaded.
Who is a citizen T-who stands for human rights,
not merely for the rights of a person, a sect, a ''eyetem," an ism T is the question. Is there intelligent
strength, personal character, enough in these states
to assert and maintain one's right to mind his own
business! Freedom is a mockery, liberty mere pretense, if a few Vice Society pimps are, in this matter,
to giv law to eighty million people.
Ezru. H. HEYWOOD.
State Prison, P. 0. Box 100, Charleston, Mass.,
Oct. 20, Y.L. 18.
_ _ _ _......,_ _ __

Ou;r Christian Era.
Prom the Aroonaw.

The six great military powers of the European
continent are suffering under the crushing weight of
financial burdens, imposed upon them, year after
year, in the shape of military and naval expenditures.
France, Germany, and England can support the immense taxation that is beiDg placed upon their people, but to Austrians, Italians, and Russians the
taxation is very burdensome, and to such a degree
that it is difficult to endure. Austria is crippled
financially and impoverished in all her agricultural
and industrial pursuits tbrough the munificence of
her expenditure upon her standing army and reserves.
Russia maintains on a war footing three millions of
fighting men. Italy is suffering more painfully than
any of the nations referred to-is, in fact, stifling in
her war harness, while her peasantry are wasting
from lack of nourishing food. In United Italy,
real estate pays forty per cent of its income-tax, and
brigandage is becoming the only alternativ to starvation. Great is the suffering and oppression which
Europe groans under in the endeavor to protect her
countries from probable war-from scientific, mechanical, and merciless war. This is almost more
terrible than actual hostilities, while preparation for
peace that is maintained at such an expense is more
unendurable than a conflict of arms.
Yet this is a Christian era and an age of transcendent civilization. The Salvation Army, with a military organization vast in numbers, tramps with banners and drums and instruments of brass and
rendezvouses in military barracks. Religious revivals
increase throughout all civilized lands. Christians
are more numerous than sailors and soldielB ; great
multitudes are worshiping the son of God, the
meek and lowly Jesus, whose mission on earth was
peace and good-will to men, who enjoined the duty
of non-resistance, taught the doctrin of forgivness
to enemies, and when smitten on one cheek to turn
the other also. This is the faith of the Christian
doctrin and Christian world. We never weary of
contrasting the Christian religion with the barbarism
and cruelty of the pagan age. God gave his only
begotten son, delivered bim over to a Roman governor and lsraelitish mob, that he might be murdered on the cross as an atonement for the sins of
m!':Pkind, He was betrayed by ope apostle, dellied
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by another, doubted, and deserted, till on the hill
of Calvary he drained the cup of sorrow and died
an ignominious death.
His cross is the emblem of peace. Under this
sacred device a political, money-making civil . and
religious organization has grown and strengthened
till it has imperiled the world, and has embroiled it in
interminable, relentless, bloody wars. Religious
wars hav been the terror of the earth. They hav
been fought for ambition, empire, power ; and every
device that human ingenuity can conceive has been
employed to strengthen the marvelous organization
of the church. In the name of the Christ, and to
compel humanity to imitate his example and to follow
his preceptP, there has been poured out more human
blood than characterized the wildest lusts of barbaric rule.' The cruel tortures of the Spanish lnqu~
sition, the brutal measures of Torquemada, the relentless ferocity of the duke of Alva, the fearful massacre
of the Huguenots, are mile-stones and monuments
along the line of Christian pilgrimage from the time
when the babe of the manger imbibed his mother's
milk and the breath of kine in the stable of Bethlehem. History is a bloody path along which the
Christian church has· dragged the bruised and bleeding body of the martyred son of God. All this has
been accomplished in the name of Christianity, till
the intellectual world has grown rebellious that the
pretense of saving souls should be used as a mantle
to cover the deformities of this ghastly spectacle.
The apostle who denied his master holds the key
that opens to eternal happiness the only realm where
escape is possible from eternal torment, and the only
sesame that unlocks the adamantin gate is paid in
toll. of gold to priests who make prayers in Latin for
the ignorant and erring soul plodding through the
maze of a troublous life. Yet with such a Christian
organization dominating the world, we hav ten millions of trained soldiers and of sailors with arms of
precision and smokeless powder engaged in mimic
war and interchange of hypocritical and meaningless civilities on the deck of war-ships, with mighty
guns and armored with plates of steel, preparing for
actual war.
Her majesty of England-empress of conquered
millions in India, and of unconquered thousands in
Ireland, on her British farms, in her shops, and
along her commercial docks-is an ideal dragoon, at
the head of the German troop of cavalry. William
of Hohenzollern is honorary admiral of a British
fleet, while in his heart he wishes he could sink the
British navy. Citizens of Toulon welcome ancient
enemies, who once trod their streets as conquerors,
and l!alute the flag that once floated in triumph over
their Hotel de Ville.. The people of Italy, where
God has given authority to a vicegerent, languish
for want of food, while plowmen and harvesters are
preparing, by mimic war, for aatual hostilities in
alliance with Germany and Austria to embroil
Europe in a desolating, useless, and bloody conflict.
This sa11guinary divinity permits his infallible vicegerent to allew his servant, William of Germany,
to increase his army and the taxes of his people, by
adding to his war forces and war budget. May we
not ask. ourselvs whether it would not be better for
the human race if this Christian church should be
destroyed, and its infallible representativ of the
divine power made a prisoner for life in his bastile
of the Vatican' Would it not be better for mankind and man that all his priests and co-conspirators
should be incarcerated with him, where his conduct
has rightly placed him? Would it not be better for
humanity and man that all this bad religious dream
could be wiped out, and in its place science, morality,
and reason be made supreme, in the hope that peace
and not war might prevail, and the ·earth enjoy a
return to the blissful era of barbarous paganism !
Or what is better, in the place of an ambitious hierarchy, let us hav an era of sense and philosophy in
which the world may be ruled by common sense and
right reason.
IN the vast majority of cases the tendency of the
doctrin of eternal punishment will be to indurate
the character, to diffuse abroad a callousness and insensibility to the suffering of others that will profoundly debase humanity. If you make the detailed
and exquisit torments of multitudes the habitual
object of the· thoughts and imaginations of men, you
wi1l necessarily produce in most of them a gradual
indifference to human suffering, and in some of them
a disposition to regard it with positiv delight. If
you further assure men that these sufferings form an
integral part of a revelation which they are bound to
regard as a message of good tidings, you will induce
them to stifle every feeling of pity, and almost to
encourage their insensibility as a virtue. If you end
your teaching by telling them that tl!.e being who is
the ideal of their lives confines his affection to the
members of a single church, that he will torture forever all who are not found within its pale, and ·that
his children will forever contemplate those tortures
in a state of unalloyed felicity, you will prepare the
way for every form of persecution that can be
direoted against thoee wbo are witbout.-Leckv.
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the wife chastised the children, and insulted over
'
the servants,
in the houees of the greatest men. ~
The theory was, that 11 ministers and elders must be
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submitted unto as fathers" (Shield's Enquiry into
Ohurch Oommunion, 2d edit., Edinburgh, 1747, p.
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66). In the middle of the seventeenth century, one of
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They Want to be God Himself.
PUBLISBl!ID BY
The congregation of St. Paul's Episcopal church, the most famous of the Scotch preachers openly as·
THE ~BU~H SEEKEB OOMPANY Charlottetown, Prince Edward's Island, Oanada, re- serted the right of his pro!ession to interfere in
28 LA.li'AYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK.
cently succeeded in unseating their rector, having family matters, on the ground11 that such was the cuB·
tom in the time of Joshua.
The ministers of God's
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT .8.00 PER YEAR. taken a dislike to his domineering and high church house hav not only the ministry of holy things, as
methods. The bishop, however, is decidedly opword and sacraments, committed to their charge, but
.AdM-888 aU Communications to THH TRUTH BHHKHR posed to any such manifestations of a will of their
OOMP ANY. Makd all Drafts, ~kB, Post.o.:lf/a and ll0- own on the part of his flocks. So he recompensed also the power of ecclesiastical government to take
'l'N88 Monsy OrdBrs payable to GH.ARLHB P. BOMHRB Y.
and advanced the rector by making him an arch· order with scandalous offenses within the family;
SATURDA"i,
NOVEMBER 15, 1890 deaeon. Then he preached to the presumptuous both these are here promised to Joshua and the
congregation upon the sinfulness of differing with priests" (Hutcheson's Exposition of the Minor
him or those whom he chose to set over them. This Prophets, vol. iii, p. 72, London, 1674). In 1603,
SUBSCRIPTION BATES.
the presbytery of Aberdeen took upon themselvs to
Bingle subscription in advance ............................ .. •• 00 Bishop Oourtney of Nova Scotia, formerly of Boston,
order that every master of a house should keep a rod,
{)Jle subsoriptioa two yevs, in advance................ .. 6 00 said:
600
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
"It is not the people's place to watch if their rector that his family, including his servants, might be
01J,e subscription with one new subscriber, in onereteaches orthodox doctrins or to criticise his preaching as if beaten if they used improper language" (Selections
6 00 they were the shepherds and not the sheep. They should be from the Records of the Kirk Session, P~esbytei'y,
mittance...................................................... .
011e subscription with two new subscribers, in one
willing to learn from their minister. They should receive and Synod of Aberdeen). It also appears that, in
7 00 him as Jesus Christ. When they meet him on the street or
remittance ...................................... ~ ............ .
1674, the clergyman was expected to exercise superOJte subscription with three new subscribers, in one
h.~vite him to their homes they should feel that Christ was
remittance ................................................... .
8 60 meeting or supping with them. Then would you dare to criti- vision over all visitors to private houses ; since he
0J;le subscription with four new subscribers, in 9ne
ought to be informed, " iff ther be anie persone recise Jesus Christ-?"
1'eJJlittance ................................................... . 10 00
ceaved
in the familie without testimoniall presented
This is merely a fresh exemplification of the dispoA,ny number over five at the same rate, invariably
to
the
minister."
sition of clerics of all times to approximate themselvs
with one remittance.
Besides their own action in supervision, these
and their office to God himself and his authority.
preachers
had minions, called elders, everywhere;
Wh~re devotion and submission hav been lessened
What They Say About the Picture Book.
they
divided
each parish into several quarters, and
by a skeptical atmosphere, the clerics are reduced to
H. o. Pentecost in Twentieth Centurv.
allotted
to
each
q11ar~er an elder to pry into every·
The "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," showing the figure merely as human beings, through whom the
thing
done
there.
Besides these elders, additional
absurdity and untruthfulness of the church's claiming to be almighty's word is to be explained, and scarcely
a diviDe and beneficent institution, and revealing the abuses superior to the rest of humanity around them. B11t spies were appointed, that no act might escape. One
of a union of church and state. with copious citations of whenever skepticism has been absent and the people of the dutie~s of these clerical agents was to compel
fact, history, statistics, and opinions of scholars to maintain
hav been willing to allow ecclesiastical claims to the attendance at church. They not only were to whip
the argument of the artist, Watson Heston, is published by
in to the churches whomsoever they found in the
the Truth Beeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York, utmost, preachers and priests hav invariably proand sold for $2 a copy. The book contains a large number claimed themselvs creatures half-divine, invested streets, but were also to ransack private dwellings
of wood-cuts which appeared in THE TRUTH BEKKER during with the terrors of supreme judgeship to be used at to see that no one there withheld from the preacher
the years 1886 and 1889 inclusiv. Some of the subjects of their discretion. They hav not in such periods sub- his presence and coin. " It is thocht expedient that
these pictures are as follows: "Uncle Sam and the Priests,"
mitted to counsel and influence by their congrega· ane baillie with tua of the sessioun pas throw the
"The Church Robbing the People," "Thanksgiving,"
tions,
as they now are obliged to in most Protestant towne everie ·S.1bboth day, and nott fllic as thay find
"Sabbath Laws," "The Children and the Church,"
"Women and the Church," "The Church and Thomas localities ; but instead they hav haughtily held them- absent fra the sermones ather afoir or efter none;
Paine,"" The Clergy and Their Flocks,"" The Church and selva above suasion or suggestion, and thundered and for that effiact that thay pas and sersche sic houss
as thay think maist meit, and pas athort the
Slavery," "Persecutions by the Church," "Heaven and forth their will in the style of godhood itself.
Hell," etc. Besides these pictures, there are a great number
In this assumption of the office of the divinity the streittis" (Seleotions from the Records of the Kirk
of pertinent quotations from great authors, living and dead,
Roman
Oatholic church is eminent beyond the Prot· Session, Presbytery, and Synod of Aberdeen, p. 26).
including Garibaldi, Professor Draper, Robert G. Ingersoll,
eatant.
The pope furnishes the crowning instance. "To pas throw the towne to cans the people resort
President Dwight, Prof. Felix L. Oswald, Guizot, Lecky,
Thomas Jefferson, Macaulay, Lafayette, George Washing- He unblushingly declares himself to be God on earth. to the bering of the sermones" (p. 59). "Ganging
ton, Walt Whitman, Benjamin Franklin, and many others He insists that his utterances be received as unques- throw the towne on the ordinar preiching dayes in
of equal fame and learning, embracing the realms of his- tioningly as though they were breathed from the the weik, als weill as on the Saboth day, to cans the
tory, science, poetry, and theology. These quotations from
people resort to the sermones" (p. 77 ; see also p.
great authors are, in themselvs, worth the price of the book, heavens in sheets of flame. His priests are not far
94; and Wodrow's Collections, vol. ii, part ii, p. 37:
behind
him.
They
represent
themselvs
not
merely
and are sufficient to furnish a liberal education on the sub·
jects of which they treat. The pictures are in Watson Hes- as expounders of God's revelation, but as legates " The Session allons the searchers to go into houses
ton's well-known style; not particularly good in drawing, fully empowered to pardon and admit to paradise or and apprehend absents from the kirk."). Strangers
but graphic and easy to understand. The artist does not to refuse forgivness and consign to perdition.
were forced to attend chnrch or depart.
work in the best style of art, but he never fails to make his
A person could not even engage himself as a
And while Protestants on the whole hav not made
meaning understood, and the book is calculated to shock,
startle, persuade, and teach. It will be a pleasure to those an equally striking exhibition of impudence of this domestic servant or a field laborer without the conwko are familiar with the persistent work of THE TRUTH nature, it is only because their existence has lain in sent of the preacher and his little court. 11 Another
SBBUR against auperstition and mental slavery on religious an age when Infidelity ha.s been in operation, and peculiarity was the supervision wielded over the
questions, and a profit to those who are prepared to read it they hav not succeeded in bringing the people into movements of people to such a degree that they
and calmly reflect on its facts and teachings.
a state of humbleness that would allow of their carry- could neither obtain lodging nor employment except
ing their pretensions to the pitch prompted by their by a license from the kirk session, or, by defying
· A Fable for Christians.
blown desires. In every case wherein they could this police court, expose themselvs to fine and im·
A Freethin~ing Elephant, while roaming in quest obtain sufficient meekness and ignorance in their prisonment" (Lawson's Book of Perth, p. 37).
of his own proper food, chanced to disturb some parishioners, they hav advanced their claims to a
If anyone raised the spite of a preacher, the man
Jesuitical Hyenas and Puritanical Buzz!U'ds disput- level as near that of Rome's proud prelates as they of God would require the servants of the offending
ing over the carcass of a Dead Ass. The foul odor were able to attain.
gentleman to appear before him and reveal on oath
of the decaying thing naturally repelled the clean
Indeed, in one case where the Protestant preachers any events which they had witnessed in the houseand healthy tastes of the Elephant, and he instinc- did achieve exceptional ascendency over men's minds, hold of the delinquent, of such a nature that they
tivly turned aside to l!!eek a purer atmosphere. · The we find them putting forth precisely the same claims could be twisted into matter of prosecution. In
Hyenas and Buzzuds, thinking that all animals as the Oatholic clergy. This was in Scotland. It is 1652, Sir Alexander Irvine indignantly writes that
must hav appetites as depraved as their own, invited well known that Scotland is the country which of all the presbytery of Aberdeen, ''when they had tried
the Elephant to come and partake of a feast with Protestant ones fell most completely under religious wayes, bot in vaine, to mak probable this their vaine
them.
obscuration and clerical control, and to this day its imaginatione, they, at lenthe, when all other meanes
"No, thank yon," replied the Elephant, 11 such native are remarked wherever they may be for the failed thame, by ane unparalelled barbaritie, enforced
food may be very agreeable to you who hav been singular combination which they present, paralleled my serwandis to reweall upon oathe what they sawe,
raised that way, but for me it would be not only nowhere else, of the keenest, shrewdest sagacity in herd, or knewe done within my house, beyond which
nauseating, but poisonous ; and, altogether, I prefer to many of the relations of life, along with total blind- no Turkische inquisitione could pase" (The Miscelliv on clean things." At this the unclean brutes and ness and fatuity on subjects of religion. Over this lany of the Spalding Olub, vol. iii, p. 206).
birds became greatly enraged ; the Hyenas howled, deluded people the Scottish clergy of the seventeenth
Speaking of a preacher without reverence was
and the Buzzards croaked, and after heaping all sorts and eighteenth centuries ruled as despotically as visited with sharp penalties. In 1656, a servant was
of abuse upon the Elephant, and calling him a ever did a Oatholic priest over his besotted conti- ordered to be brought before the kirk session of
" heretic" and a wicked " Infidel," they boasted that nental flock.
Aberdeen "for her rayleing against Mr. Andrew
when he came to die he would repent and return to
" The clergy," says the historian Buckle in de· Oant, minister, in saying that becans the said Mr.
the dead ass to be comforted,· and he might even be scribing Scotland, "interfered in every man's private Andrew spak against Yuill, he spak lyke ane old
glad, yet, to get a Hyena or a Buzzard to shrive him. concerns, ordered how he should govern his family, fool" (Selections from the Records of the Kirk SesBut the Elephant, knowing how utterly absurd and and often took upon themselvs person.al control of sion, Presbytery, and Synod of Aberdeen, p. 138).
foolish their assertions were, calmly went Oil his way his household." Olarendon, under the year 1640, In 1642, the presbytery of Lanark had up a certain
regarding his assailants with mingled feelings of emphatically says (History of the Rebellion, p. 67), James Baillie, because he stated the extremely probpity and contempt.
"The preacher reprehended the husband, governed able circumstance " that two fooles mett togither
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MonAL.-Becauae you Christians love a dead creed,
don't abuse others who hav purer and more wholesi:>me tastes than you hav, for you only worry yourselva and do the skeptics no harm.
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when the minister and his sone mett togither •'
(Selections from the Registers of the Presbytery of
Lanark, p. 30).
Just as our Canadian bishop deems that we should
meet him on the street with feelings as though
Christ were meeting us, so did. the Scotch ministers
consider that they should be met at every turn with
marks of adoraMon. To pass a Scotch preacher on
the streets without saluting him_was punished as a
crime.
To dissent from one of the clergymen in point of
doctrin, was as culpable as we see Bishop Courtnel'
of Nova Scotia here in 1890 holding it to be. "In
1607, Mr. William Cowper, minister, complained upon
Robert Keir that he had disdainfully spoken of hi~
doctrin. Tl:!e (kirk) session ordained him to be
warned to the morrow" (L<J.wson's Book of
Perth, p. 24 7). ''It was generally believed," say~
Buckle's History, " that whoever gainsaid the clerg)
would be visited, not only with temporal penalties, but
also spiritual ones. For such a crime, there was punishment here, and there was punishment hereafter.
The preachers willingly fostered a delusion by which
they benefited. They told their hearers that what
was spoken in the pulpit was binding upon all believers, and was to be regarded as immediately proceeding from the deity. This proposition being established, other propositions naturally followed.
The clergy believed that they alone were privy to the
counsels of the almighty, and that, by virtue of this
knowledge, they could determin what any man's
future state would be. Going still further, they
claimed the power, not only of foretelling his future
state, but also of controling it; and they did not
scruple to affirm that, by their censures, they could
open and shut the kingclom of heaven. As if this
were not enough, they also gave out that a word of
theirs could hasten the moment of death, and by
cutting o:ff the sinner in his prime, could bring
him at once before the judgement-seat of God."
This, we see, was the same pretension assumed by
the Roman Catholic priesthood-that of binding or
loosing, ordaining to heaven or to hell.
No theme better suited these preachers in their
pulpi~s than themselvs and their powers and glories.
They exhausted, says Bu~kle, " the choicest epithets
of praise on themselvs, and on their own pursuits.
When one of them got into the pulpit, or took a pen
in his hand, he seemed as if he could not find words
strong enough to express his sense of the surpassing
importance of that class of which he was himself a
member. They alone knew the truth; they alone
were able to inform and enlighten mankind. They
had their instruction direct from heaven; they were,
in fact, the ambassadors of Christ ; from him they
received their appointment, and since no one else
could reward them, so no one else had a right to
rule them. As they were messengers sent by the
almighty, they were rightly termed angels, and it
was the duty of the people to listen to their minister,
as if he really were an angel who had descended
upon earth."
How these Scotch clergymen suppressed free and
progressiv thought, and indeed well-nigh rooted out
all tendency or desire toward it forever ; how they
paralleled the atrocit.ies of the Roman Catholic Inquisition in torture of resistants; how they s.urpl\ssed the papal church in witch persecution, and
how they brought ruin to their charges in a score of
ways, we cannot now detail. We hav said enough
to serve our purpose-to show that the clergy of
every time and place ask only the opportunity
afforded by abjectness in their flocks and they will
run into inconceivable excesses of arrogance, exalt
themselvs into semi-divine beinga, and rule over
their slaves with vainglory and cruelty unmatched
in earth's entire records of any other class. Protestants would fain hav us believe that these arrogances are chargeable only to the Roman Catholics,
but the instance of Scotland givs contrary evidence,
and the New Eo gland clergy when allowed well-nigh
equaled their Scottish brethren, and we know that
they would be the same to-day if we would but giv
them the . power. The position of the Episcopal
bishop of Nova Scotia is a sample of what the church
of that designation would hav if it could. They are
all alike-Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and Protestant
all swell and burn and fume with craving to play
God on earth, and will do it to-day or any day on
wbio)J we giv them the opportunity.

The Christian .Mafia.
Our readers hav been given the news of the assassination of Chief of Police Hennessey of New Orleans
by one of the societies, the Mafia and the Stopaliagieri, which he was collecting evidence against. The
crime is the latest in 8 series of crimea which hav
caused many deaths. In June a gang of Italian
bravos lay at wait at midnight for another party of
Italians, Matiangas, who had offended them hi some
way or other, and riddled the entire p&rty of six with
bullets. The authorities determined to put an end
to this vendetta business, which was getting too frequent among the Italians of New Orleans, and hae
resulted in forty or more murders and assassinations,
and vigorous Efforts were made to track and capture
the criminals. Six men were arrested for the crime
and tried. During the trial one of the principal witnesses, an Italian, was assassinated. The trial remlted in a conviction, but there was so much perjury
by the pious oath-takers that the judge granted a new
trial, which is yet to come oft'. Chief of Police Hen·
nessey, who was a witness in the first case, set to
work. He promised such developments as would
break up the vendetta in New Orleans forever. Hennessey well understood the risk he was running. He
was a man of courage and fearlessness, but hP
deemed it prudent, from the many threats he received,
to guard himself, and never went without one or
more officers as escort. Unfortunately he dismissed
his body guard, and fell a victim. We want it understood by the people of the country who are
shocked and indignant at this work, that what they
are witnessing is an institution that is peculiar to the
most Christian races of the earth, and prevails
among those races either strongly or in little force
just in proportion as they are thoroughly imbued
with Christianity or partly freed of it. The lands
that hav been most infested with this custom of the
vendetta, by which the least fancied insult, or tradi·
tion of ancestral wrong and family feud, is cause for
murder and this again for retaliation endlessly, are
the countries of Sicily, Corsica, and Italy. Sicily is
8 devout Roman Catholic country, where brigands
used to carry with them priests to furnish absolution
for their outrages. It is the place from whence all
the men arrested on suspicion of the present murder
came. The men arrested are reported to be of a very
ignorant typP, and to hav arrived from Sicily very
lately. Corsica possesses, like Sicily, infinit devoutness and no Freethought. These two islands
hav always been worse, in respect of the crime that
we are considering, than Italy. That land, however,
was considerably infected with customs of revenge
and bloodthirst at the time when the papacy's rule
was unbroken. Since Freethought, and consequently
all the agencies of civilization, hav entered, the vendetta has of course abated along with brigsndage
and all like savageries.
Let Americsns view Sicily, and Corsica, and Italy,
and Spain, and Mexico, and Central America, countries where the saturation of the people by Christianity is the most complete, and let them try what explanation they can giv of the coexistence there of
Christianity along with the savagest vendetta, brigandage, and lawlessness in its every variety.

State and Church United.
Assistant Secretary Bussey has rendered decision
at Washington in the pension case of William R.
Johnson, the late corporal of Company K, Eightieth
Indiana Volunteers, in which is given a more liberal
construction of the law relating to " line of duty "
than heretofore. On April 1, 1863, Johnson, with
the first sergeant of his company, obtained a pass to
attend church across the Green river, at Mumfordville, Ky., at which point his command were guarding a bridge. While crossing ~he river on a log
Johnson fell, fracturing his left knee. The case
was originally reje6ted on the ground that the
soldier, at the tim!f of accident, was not in the
line of duty. Assistant Secretary Bussey takes a
contrary view, and allows the pension sought. He
says : ''If the claimant had, by authority of his
superior officer, been crossing the river for the purpose of obtaining necessary physical sustenance, he
would certainly hav baen in line of duty, it being a
necessary incident to the service. To hold that a
similar mission for spiritual sustenance, which is also
presumed to hav been necessary, placed him out of
line of duty, would be depriving our soldiery of
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Christian teaching, and th~refore in con:6.ict with
military law, which recognizes the necessity or at
least the propriety of it." How can such a decision·
be given consistently with the constitutional prevision that the government shall establish no particular religion? Would the soldier's attendance of a
Freethought or scientific gathering hav been accounted in line of duty? If not, is not the discrimination against Freethought or science and for Christianity a favor to that particular religion, an aid . to
it, a furtherance of it? And what is favor, aid,
furtherance, but "establishment T" Or, what is establishment if it be not a number of acts of this
nature T

Editorial Notes.
THB Denison Sunda1J Gazetteer says: " That phenomenal
newspaper ass. Col. E. F. Shepard, editor of the New
York Mail and Express, has been expelled from the Union
League Club for conduct unbecoming a gentleman." There
is an error here which our esteemed Texas contemporary
will allow us to correct. Mr. Shepard was not expelled,
only suspended for tcn_d_a.::.y_s.:_._ __
IN a letter from Mr. Bradlau~th received a few days since
he asks us to convey through .THE TRUTH SEEKER his thanks
to many Americans for kindly words sent him since his illness-and to whom he has been unable to reply individually
-and to ask them to accepfgrateful acknowledgment thro~gh
its columns. Mr. Bradlaugh is hard at work again, though
not physically so strong as he hopes soon to be, lecturing,
writing, and preparing for parliamentary work for the benefit of his constituents and the people of England.
J. E. REMSBUBG's address at the Portland congress was on
the Sunday question, a.nd was pronounced one of the most
logical and convincing arguments on that question ever lie.
tened to. At the close of his discourse an enthusiastic
Adventist leaped upon the stage, grasped his hand, and said :
"I want to make the acquaintance of Elder Jones," the great
Adventist leader having been advertised to address the congress. From Portland Mr. Remsburg went to Washington,
speaking at Tacoma October 13th; Buckley, 14th; Slaughter,
15th; Seattle, 19th, and at Tacoma again the 20th. October
16th and 17th he lectured in Victoria, the capital of British
Columbia.
Tru: Age, Boulder, Montana, says: "The Prohibition
platform for Montana has some very good ideas in it, but it
starts out in its first plank with the statement that 'We
recognize almighty God as the source of all rightful authority,' a proposition which certainly Cr"lnfiicts with the Declaration of Independence, which says that governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed.
The idea embraced in the Prohibition platform has been the
excuse for all the religious persecution in all sges and all
countries, and with the light of experience to guide them,
the people of Montana and of the United States will not yet
consent to a theocracy_."_ _,____
A DISPATCH to the Herald of this city says that the will of
the late Photius Fisk is to be contested in the Massachusetts
supreme court. When Mr. Fisk died about a year ago, he
left some thirty thousand dollars to be invested and held as
a permanent fund, to be called the "Fisk Relief Fund," the
income to be used for the relief of the poor, especial attention being paid to the needs of worthy colored persons.
The will provides that no minister or person of the Roman
Catholic faith shall ever hold the office of trustee. The contest is by the next of kin, residents of Hydra, and their representativ is J. M. Rodocanachi, the Greek consul. The claim
is that Mr. Fisk was unduly influenced by Lyman T. Hodge,
who was his attendant during the last years of his life. The
dispatch also says that "the question whethllr a Freethinker
can legally make a will is also likely to be raised before thll
trial ends." We do not know of course what a Massachusetts court may do, but the opinion is pretty generally held
elsewhere that the question of a man's religious opinions
does not enter into· his testamentary abilities.
THE Rockford, Ill., grand jury had the inmates of
Schweinfurth's " Heaven" before them week before last,
trying to lind evidence on which to indict them. Mr. Weldon, father of Mary Weldon, who recently gave birth to a
child, expressed his belief in her immaculate conception.
He was satisfied, he said, that what had been done in the past
could be done now, and he had not the slightest doubt that
immaculate conce:f)tion had taken place under his roof. He
was as sure of it as that he was alive. Mary, when questioned, was found to be as firm a believer in immaculate conception as her father was. Her child came without sin and
she was supremely happy to know that she had been called
upon to giv it birth. The other members of the family gave
expression to the same belief and the grand jury, the papers
state, felt somewhat discouraged. They were impressed,
however, by the seeming sincerity of the witnesses.
They were intelllgent appearing, too, and yet they
claimed to firmly believe in the t~'>achings of Schweinfurth.
When the examination was concluded a number of the jurors
said that thev believed the Weldona to be honest in their
views. The Buron Express, whose editor recently described
the Schweinfurth colony for THB TRUTH SEEKER, thinks it
more than evident that nothing can be done with the flock,
which result might be expected. There is no reason why
imm~:culate conceptions should not occur now if they ever
did, and those who believe in ancient happenings are not log·
ical in disbelieving modem occurrences. It is well, too, to
bav a living illustrativ witness to Christianity's claims. It
may cause the people to reason upon them, and he who be.
gins to reason wlll surely end by denying them.
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and hold dear that absolute freedom of thought and expressilin which is the natural right of every rational being.
5. To inaugurate a system of positiv, tolerant thought,
ethical culture, and practical benevolence, in which all
liberal-minded people can unite and work in harmony for
ARMENIA, 0., Nov. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $2 for the "Freethink- the moral education, intellectual improvement; social wellbeing, and consequent happiness of the human race.
ers' Pictorial Text-Book." I do not think I can die happy
H. BAYLEY.
:until I get that book. I am in my seventy-sixth year.
R. C. KNOWLES.
STA.PLES, MINN., Oct. 20, 1890.
MR• .EDITOR : I hav been promised some new subscribers,
MAS!!ILLON, 0., Nov. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I do not often write testimonials, but I must and hav been waiting for them to send with me. But I
say in all candor that I heartily indorse the good work of failed to get them. I will try again in a couple of months
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I inclose $2 for the " Freethinker's and may hav better success. I think that once a subscriber
to Tm: TRUTH SEEKER is to always be a subscriber.
Pictorial Text-Book."
WM. S. MOKE.
A few words for John Peck. He is to orthodoxy what
VoLO, ILL., Oct. 25, 1890.
Sullivan is in the :flstlc 11-rena-the champion. He strikes
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $5 for THE TRUTH from the shoulder, and every blow counts. He seldom inBEKKER and "Pictorial Text-Book." I hav failed to get any dulges in repetitions. On the contrary, he has something
D. C. JENKINS.
subscribers this time. I hav delayed remitting to you on original each time.
this account; hope I shall get some yet. I hav taken THE
TRUTH SBEKER ever since it was published.
PIKE, TEx., Oct. 13, 1890.
Yours truly,
WM. C. HowARD.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5 for two " Freethinker's
Pictorial Text-Books," and giv me credit for the balance. I
OsHKOSH, Wrs., Oct. 22, 1890.
will try for some subscribers. I see two letters from my
MR. EDITOR : I am a Spiritualist, but like the paper for uncle, Jesse Maurer, of Harmony, Ind. I think he has been
its Impartiality. It is to be deplored that some Liberals a lifelong Liberal, and! want him to hear of one relativ that
should be so bigoted in their strictures on Spiritualisn::, has passed from ignorance to the light of reason. That
about which they seem to know so little, lacking the evi- Adam and Eve business is too musty to touch, but
dence and accounting all as deception. Why can we not the Christian man of straw must be knocked down. The
tolerate one another when we all see the main issues of life cry of every good Liberal is, "Unite."
about the same?
Yours truly,
JoHN CHALLONEB.
Yours for the great cause,
E. M. YINGLINQ.
CLEBURNE, KAN., Oct. 14, 1890.

MR. EDITOR : I hav been taking your paper for the last
four months, and it seems as though I could not get along
without it. The illustrations aTe worth more than the price
asked for the paper. I was trying to get some subscribers
for the paper, but could not get them, as most of the people
here are Roman Catholics, and of course they do not care
for a paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER. Wishing you success,
I am,
Yours truly,
JoHN SwANOARA.

OGDEN, UTAH, Oct. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : The picture books are received. I am trying to get them out. The bookstores and stands will not do
anything with them. So I got some small bills printed, and
am circulating them at proper times and places. I hope to
get some more.
JoHN A. JosT.
THE FREETHINKER'S PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK,
Containing 185 Page-Size Illustrations,
And Citations of Facts of H1story, Statistics, and Opinions
of Scholars.
The book is 9x12 inches, with 375 pages.
Can be seen at
JOHN A. J OST's,
581 Twenty-Second street.
Come and Get a Copy.

GETTYSBURG, PA., Oct. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am very glad that Heston is about again.
I hav tried my best to get you some more subscribers, but it
is uphill business in a place like this where they manufacture
sky-pilots, but I am still doing a little in the way of distributing my Freethought papers that I get, and will do the best
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Oct. 30, 1890.
I can for the cause. With good wishes for all the Liberals
MR. EDITOR: A few evenings since I was storm-staid in a
in the world, and a God bless you for the balance when they neighboring village, and had, much against my inclination,
find God, I remain,
Yours respectfully,
to accept of my friend's mansion for the night. It was the
w. H. KITZMILLER. more repugnant to me, inasmuch as my friend was a devout,
prayerful Christian, and I was known to be an Agnostic.
HUNTINGDON, Oct. 31, 1890.
But as chance would hav it, I was not pressed to mingle
MR. EDITOR: We received the "Pictorial Text.Book" with them in the parlor. And yet I could not but hear their
some time ago, and hav been amused and instructed with it fervid app:lals heavenward, and they became the more franever since. I would not part with it for any money if there tic as the pioas gathering warmed up to its work. The
was not another copy to be procured. It now takes the general sinfulness of the world was pressed upon the Lord's
place formerly occupied by the Bible, and is a" holy terror" attention, and his grace implored, which was responded to
to the bigoted Christians of this community. Some of them by hearty amens. By chance I heard Mr. Ingersoll's name
refuse to look at it. I am much in love with your paper, mentioned. In listening I caught the following: " 0 God
but like it much better with than without the pictures. almighty, there is a Colonel Ingersoll, a carnal speaker who
Long life and he!!lth to Mr. Heston. GEORGE CA.LD~ELL.
is tending mightily to disturb and unsettle the minds of thy
redeemed, both in the enforcement of moral deportment and
MELVIN VILLAGE, N.H., Oct. 13, 29G.
in the cunning and subtlety of language. Now, 0 Lord, in
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2 for the" Freethink- thy divine scheme of salvation, yea, or if there is any way
ers' Pictorial Text-Book." I regret very much my inability short:of blood he can be suppressed, 0 heavenly father, for
·to get subscribers for your valuable paper. I tried hard, Christ's sake let it be done, and giv thy sorrowing saints
but without success. Indeed, it will not do to show a Free- grace to approve of thy almighty justice." Heavy chest
thought paper, as people here cannot be induced to read one. groans preceded the amens. You may well imagln your
So that I feel discouraged at times. But I know that in writer was astonished. At the close of the meeting and as
time the trnth must prevail. I will send for some books these saints filed out I was anxious to behold this fervid,
and tracts won for missionary work.
prayerful saint, but I failed. It was not Dr. Talmage, for I
MRS. MARY A. HORN&.
hav seen him, nor was it exactly his style. A SUBSORlBER.
FARMDALE, 0., Nov. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Last evening the Farmdale people were
favored by a very able address by Charles Watts, editor of
BeculaT Tlwught. The attendance was good, and gave strict
attention to the subject of Secularism throughout. At the
close of the discourse a vote of thanks was tendered the
speaker, which was met by a proper response. During his
stav in Farmdale Mr. Watts was entertained by Mr. and Mrs.
H."W. Root. The best of wishes go with him.
Secularly yours,
DEWITT T. RooT.
MrLAN, Mo., Oct. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you a petition of our citizens to keep
open the World's Fair on Sunday. I could get two thousand names if I had a little time to devote to it. Only three
business men refused to sign it. One was a Presbyterian
who thought Sunday should be obEerved, and he takes care
to observe it by selling groceries at any time after and before
divine service; another a Baptist, who sells toup:h beefsteak
en1y day in the week Sunday not excepted, and the express
agent whose mental capacity is just sufficient to be a
Presbyterian.
Yours truly,
H. T. KNIGHT.
AusTIN, TEx., Oct. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me the picture book. We hav
formed a " Liberal Association of Austin, Tex.," and I inclose its platform :
1. To encourage the study of man in all his relations.
2. To seek to realize the truth in life.
3. To aid in those movements that tend most to the improvement of the individual and society, and to the unity
and freedom of mankind.
4. To facilitate the association of those who hav at heart

WELLAND, ONT., Oct. 25, 1S90.
MR. EDITOR : The person whose mind has become enlightened by a knowledge of the truth of things, as made
known by a study of the sciences, knows that the laws of
nature are the same in all countries and at all times-that
nature never violates her own laws to work a miracle. It is
only in the minds of the ignorant and credulous that miracles
are made to appear. If we go back thirteen hundred years,.
when the people were in a state of darkened ignorance and
unacquainted with the laws and forces by which the world
is governed, it was natural they should form theories of
their own according to such knowledge and ablllties as they
possessed. If a poor fellow became subject to fits or an.v
malady they were unable to account for, they attributed his
case to his being possessed of a devil or devils. Or if some
one was affected in some unaccountable way, they were suspected of having been bewitched. Hence the necessity for
devils and witches, a creation of the imagination of ignorance. And that creation is yet retained in the minds of
that class of people to this day. As people become more
intelligent devils and witches will disappear, with many
othPr equally unfounded imaginings.
Seventy-two years ago, when I was twelve years old, the
Primitiv Methodists, or Ranters as they were then called,
had sprung up, and reached my nativ village, Ruby, in
Yorkshire, England. My father's house was headquarters
for their preachers. There happened at that time to be living in the village an old lady, Elizabeth Skelton, who thought
or believed she was possessed of a devil, and as one of the
preachers, John Oxterby, was said to be a man of great
faith, she asked my father if he thought Oxterby could cast
the devil out of her. My father told her that on a certain
day OJ~:terby aud anotb.er preacher, Verity, would be there;

~~0.

that she should come and see what could be done. She
came on the day appointed. I remember the whole circumstance as well as if it had occurred only yesterday. We all
knelt down-the two preachers, my father, myself, and
others of our family-and Oxterby went to praying. After
stating the case to the Lord, he prayed fervently to the Lord
to cast the devil out of this old woman, but happeninlt to
turn his face toward Verity saw him laughing. He then
said, "And, 0 Lord, do thou cast this laughing devil out of
Verity." But as there was no appearance of any response
in either case, we arose ftom our knees and left the case
with the Lord. The old lady died a few years later without,
as I know, having been delivered of a devil. Now, I believe
at that time we all had more or less faith in the casting-outdevil business. And where did we get it but from the Bible,
which tells us of the existence of devils and witches, the
former to be cast out and the latter we are commanded to
kill. This command came within our ablllty, and we killed
a few thousands before we discovered the mistake. The
devils we hav not been able to deal with further than to lose
faith in their personality and existence-except the most
Ignorant of our race, who still stick to the myths and teachings of an ignorant people who lived eighteen hundred years
ago.
JoHN RAY.
VINELAND, N. J., June 14, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: You published a~ article of mine in which!
suggested that we hav new names for the Churches, and not
disgrace Christ by naming them after him. If Christ was
only a myth, I am willing to receive instruction from him
where I can, and think it as wrong to misrepresent, falsify,
disgrace, or belle a myth as it is to do the same to a living
man, and that is why I suggested that we hav new names
for the Church, for each and all should bear his own disgrace
and not pile it upon another. But in your issue of July 5th
E. Van Buskirk, M.D., comes down upon me thus: "Mr.
Editor, I see that Brother Hacker is a little muddled about
the meaning of Christian and Christianity. I do not know
what kind of instruments of torture Christ used himself, or
whether any, but he says: 'Bring hither those mine enemies
that would not that I should rule over them, and slay them
before me ' (see Luke xix, 20). To hav this order fulfilled
would require the use of some kind of instruments, whether
it be the gibbet, shotgun, or wheel. Now, this order was
given by Christ, so that the order given by him would be
called ' Christian,' and the fulfillment of the order would be
called ' Christianity,' " etc.
I am not acquainted with Dr. E. Van Buskirk, M.D., but
if he makes such monstrous blunders in medicin as he has
in this criticism, I would be the last man to swallow his pills
uuless I was in a great hurry to "kick the bucket." I hav
noticed for several years past that some who call themselvs
Liberals hav manifested the same blind, bigoted prejudice
against Christ that the clergy do agamst Paine, thereby exposing their own ignorance and disgracing the cauee they
pretend to advocate in the minds of all who hav learned to
think enough to understand what they read. And I hav
long desired to correct the error, and will commence now if
you will kindly allow me the space. I hav seen Christ
accused in the Liberal papers of coming to bring war, of
stealing corn, of stealing an ass, and of doing some other
wrong things, every one of which I can prove to be false and
founded on the ignorance and thoughtlessness of the writers.
And it is only two or three weeks, I think, since one of your
correspondents tried to poke fun at Christ by saying he rode
into Jerusalem on two asses-another blunder caused by the
thoughtless ignorance of the writer. I hav for seventy years
considered the clergy the blindest blunderers over the scriptures of any class that read them, because they form creeds
and then twist the scriptures to support them ; but in this
criticism the doctor has proved himself as blind as the blindest of them, not a "little" but very much " muddled."
, I hav no positiv proof that such a man as Christ ever
lived; if he ever did, he had a natural father and mother
like the rest of us, and was a very great improvement on the
wholesale murderer, Moses, and a great and good reformer
for the dark age in which he lived; but if he never lived
and all that was said about him was but myth, there are
many good things from which I am wllling to receive instruction; and I am decidedly opposed to having even a myth
disgraced by its name being given to an organization so corrUpt as our modern churches. The doctor in his " muddle"
accuses Christ of commanding hill enemies to be brought
and slain before him, when there is not the shadow of a
reason in the Bible for such an accusation. Christ had no
money to let, and if he had, he would not hav permitted his
servants to take ten pounds of it for the use of one, which
would hav been ten hundred per cent. In the very chapter
the doctor refers to Christ said, "I come to seek and to save
the lost." Would any sane man after saying that command
even his enemies to be slain ? How then does the doctor's
"muddle" come in? Why, Christ told a story of a certain
nobleman that commanded his enemies to be slain, and the
doctor, who appears never to hav learned to think enough
to understand what he reads, turns the command of the
nobleman over to Christ and makes him the murderer. How
thoughtless, careless, or stupid! According to the doctor's
logic, if I hear of a murder and tell of it, I become the mur.
derer! " Whew I whew I whew I What shallow thinkers
we hav I" as Father Richard used to say to the Methodist
circuit preachers when I was a boy. Amen! Selah!
J. liAOKER,
OLIVE BRANOH, Mrss., Oct. 19, E.M. 21!0.
MR. EDITOR : I bep: leave to again tax: your columns with
a chat to my new-made friends. In response to my recent
appeal published in the September 27th number there has
come quite a number of kind letters, and I cannot master
sufflrcient lan~a~e to e~presa ~Y appreciat\ou of t)Je ldn!l
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words and good cheer they brought with them, and at a for his children." Oh, how.many hearts there are in cold
So, my friends, you can see that I am not idle, if I am in
time, too, when it seemed that I was hated by nearly all my solitude to-night; how many eyes, tear~stained windows of the Soldiers' Home. Wherever I can get the ears of anyone
former friends. They came like' perfumed zephyrs, and like the soul, of beautiful girls; how many women are lonely in who is intelligent enough to listen to reason and honest
balm to a wounded spirit. Indeed, I feel that if for truth's garrets without fire or food this cold, cold night. Oh, cold, enough to follow convictions, I am sure to do good. And
l.lake I must lose the friendship of any, I can well afford the cruel, and miserable life l Oh, how long will women be how trying it is to find so many who are perfectly oblivious
loss or a Ohristian, for a good stanch Liberal. But little has compelled to make shirts for thirtv-seven and one-half cents to science and truth and are ready to heap all sorts of epibeen sent me in the way of books, but the ones which did per dozen? How long will little 'children, tender blossoms' thets and obloquy upon any sincere investigator. And yet
come were such as I can truly appreciate. One of the first of the soul, be obliged to shiver and freeze to death? How is not every man a cringing coward who keeps his Ups
to respond was Dr. Brown, of Rockford, Ill. He sent his long will man be forced to submit to the injustice of the closed? Think of the sacrifice of Bruno, of Voltaire, of
"Researches in Oriental History," and since having read it heartless? These questions are more easy to ask than an- Paine. Think of the immortal leader we hav to champion
I must say that it is the most valuable book of its kind that swer. I am aware of that, but I think they will be an. our cause. Then what cowards we are contrasted with the
I hav ever seen. In my preparation for the lecture field it swered-yes, answered by streams of blood l Justice must Infidels of a century ago.
will be to me an invaluable auxiliary. I mean to use it as a be done. A Thanksgiving proclamation from President
Now unto all who love liberty and truth, science and
text-book, and by studying it carefully I can become master Harrison will soon proclaim the progress and happiness of truth, reason and truth, I send greeting.
of what otherwise would hav cost me a life of labor, and our American people, telling of the goodness of God during
Yours for humanity,
Ex-Rxv. Jos&PH N. MAxEY.
accesB to more historical works than any man of moderate the year. But how little the president knows about the
mean!! could aftord. lt conta~ns unimpeachable facts, and joys or sorrows of the outside world. 11 No work, no fuel,
Los ANG&L&B, CAL., Oct. 30, 1890.
reduces the Bible to Jewish mythology. I hav received also no food," is the bitter wail that will ascend from countless
MR. EDITOR : Will you kindly grant me space in your
a copy of 11 The Science of the Bible," by the late Dr. Wool- thousands of human hearts this cold winter. Who is reley, and would be glad to learn who the kind donor is, as sponsible? In many cases, men of wealth, " Christians," esteemed paper to answer two communications which apno word of reference has come to me by which I could tell whose hearts hav no sympathy for the poor-" Christians" peared in your columns a short while ago? One was from
who sent the book. Then, after that pame 11 Antichrist," who hav wealth but lack souls. Seventy-five per cent of Mr. Will B. Andres, and one from Mr. C. B. Reynolds, reand a number of lectures and pamphlets, for which I hav America's population are poor people. See to it, by your garding the Assembly of Progress. First. Mr. Andres
already written in acknowledgment to the kind friends who votes, that you redeem ynur lost estate. See to it that rob- draws the conclusion that the Assembly of Progress is in opsent them. But I will use this opportunity to thank each bers be dethroned from office. Bee to it that the men you position to the national Secular Union. This is a wrong
or you again. Many who wrote to me seemed to think that vote for are honest men. Lastly, vote for men and prhaci- conclusion. The Assembly of Progress has no war upon the
it was my aim to begin lecturing at once. To all such I ples that will better your condition in life, that will assist national Secular Union or any other Freethought organizawould reply that you were mistaken. A man could easily you to gain your rights in your heroic struggle from slavery tion, but upon the contrary is in harmony with every proper
movement that will advance the cause of Liberals, and
succeed as a preacher with the knowledge which I hav at unto liberty.
will lend its influence to assist in building up the great
hand, but not as a lecturer. Remember, friends, that it has
Brothers and sisters, I appeal to you all to-night to never
not been long that my mind has been emancipated from falter, never giv up by the wayside. Be brave! At last cause of freedom sought to be obtained by the Liberals, and
Christian darkness and slavery, and I should hav had to we will win the crown-not the crown of beaTen, but the is entirely free from jealousies of other societies and willing
learn at a rapid rate to be fit to lecture thus soon. I hav a crown that illuminates the sou,l here on earth, the conscious- to stand upon its own merits, undisturbed by the suspicions
of any other society, Liberal or Christian. Aside from this,
good common school education, and added to that a toler- ness of having done our duty.
R. R. JoN&B.
the
insurance feature is the only objection made to the Asable knowledge of both Latin and Greek ; know mathematsembly of Progress which I deem it necessary to consider in
Ics to trigonometry, and know a great deal of church hisSOLDIERS' AND BAILORS' HoM&, QurNoY, ILL., Oct. 1, 290.
this letter, and in answer to this objection I will say the. t the
tory and the Bible. But to succeed as a Liberal lecturer
MR.
EDITOR:
As
I
hav
just
returned
from
furlough
with
insurance
feature is at the pleasure of its members. No
there is yet much hard study before me, and I am bound to
succeed. If I should fail once, or even a score of times, I my head full of thoughts I hope to giv your readers some- member is compelled to take the relief degree (the insurance).
would study again and try it over, but I do not mean to fail thing of interest and. profit. The last TRUTH S&&KER I read See constitution, page 16, sec. 2, and page 37, sec. 9. And
at all, and to avoid failure I must be ready to fight when I contained an article from the secretary of the Secular Union, since no member is obliged to carry the insurance .or bear
enter the battle. I think that by close application I can Miss Craddock, urging for money. I wrote to her over a year any of the expenses of those who do, certainly no one should
ago requesting her to remit me a lot of missionary works that 1 object to those taking the relief degree who desire to do so.
lecture some in the winter of 1891.
Acting upon the advice of my friends I shall drop the lat- might distribute. What a pity that the Secular Union can But Mr. Reynolds seems to be of the opinion that the
ter portion of my former nom de guerre and henceforth sign not furnish such literature. Freeth ought has lost one of the. mortality assessments are too high, and bases his opinion upon
myself "Gray," instead of "Gray Atheist." I hope my most propitious opportunities, as I hav not only been on the statements of actuaries. With this opinion I differ, and
friends will note the change. And now, in conclusion, may boat and car, discussing with preachers, gathering crowds, base my judgment upon the actual practical experience of
I not hope that some of the authors who read this will send but I was also at large political gatherings where from three such societies as the Royal Arca!J.um, A.. 0. U. W., and I.
me copies of their works and thus help me to fit myself for to four thousand people were assembled. What a grand op- 0. F., which hav stood the test of years and hav proved by
portunity had I only been furnished with the proper kind of actual experience that Mr. Reynolds's estimate is below the
a cause that is dear to us all ? And will not others who may
literature.
On my return home I found a book .entitled, real cost of insurance with risks selected with ordinary c~re,
see this do likewise? I shall not ask you again. Address
as below, or address as below and my signature will be sent "The Candle from under the Bushel," by Mr. Hart; for and as I am quite familiar with the above orders and parwhich I feel very grateful, although I hav had the pleasure ticularly with the R. A. and I. 0. F. and hav found them
you at once.
"GRAY," Olive Branch, Miss.
of reading it before. I know of no more scathing impeach- 11. success and gaining in numbers and their members well
ment of the truth of the Bible.
satisfied, we hav made our mortality assessme!lt substan1 called upon many while on furlough who hav become tially the same, and believe it to be as low as it can be made
much more Liberal within a few years, but was badly mis. consistent with a substantial organization. But as the inEAsT RANDOLPH, N. Y., Oct. 31, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The " Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book " treated by one of my old acquaintances, who although not a surance department is strictly mutual and the constitution
was received to-day. This is a noble book. Its contents member of any church and not holding to the Bible being in- subject to amendment, should the table of assessment prove
arc deeply appreciated. It reflects truths like stars-truths spired yet opposes Liberalism, skepticism, and Freeth ought too high or too low it could readily be adjusted by the intelrepugnant to superstition, to all Christian criminals, to relig- in others. He reminds me of the dog in the manger. I do ligence and experience of its members, and while there is no
ious fiends who deplore to hav their deviltry exposed and hope, should I liv until the next presidential election, to re- obligation upon the members to take the relief degree, yet I
their true character brought to light. The clergy will be- peat my visit full-handed, when I hope to be able to dis- find that almost all the members desire the relief degree.
And I am also in receipt of many letters from different-parts
wail their fate at your .hands ; but oh, their oppressed vic- tribute liberally, aided by the 8ecular Union.
timp, the church-members, standing betwixt gloom and
I am anxious to know if the $1,000 Manuol of Morals is of the country heartily indorsing the Assembly of Progress
light, will, or at least should, bless your untiring, unrequited ready, and if so, what is the number and size of pages and in the most complimentary terms. Among the many indorselabors in their behalf, to redeem them from bondage and the what is its price.
menta, I quote a few suggestions made in numerous letters
fear of endless misery in the imagined 11 hot hear. after." I
I hav many experiences in argument, etc., on the streets, as follows:
hav had many Sunday-school scholars looking over the in Sabbath-schools, etc., which, should I itemize them,
" The Assembly of Progress has long been needed. How
11
inhumanity to man" so forcibly exhibited in this peerless might prove disgusting even to many who read TH& TRUTH can I join it ?" " The best move yet." 11 It is the best method
book. To-day about fifty people hav seen this book, and S&&K&R, as I was last Sabbath odious to the owner and su. yet suggested. to organize the Liberals." "I am astonished
despite the fact that they were mostly Christians and I am pervisor of a Spiritual hall. After. she had read Victor that any Liberal should oppose the move." "I am just in
not, they admitted the history a correct one about their mis- Hugo's eulogy on Voltaire and spoken in high sentiments of receipt of constitution. Please send me a few more constitutakes in the p~st.. But, says Mr. N. G. Otis, a Catholic: encomium of Paine and other Infidels, I took the floor Bnd tiona." "All the Liberals who hav seen the constitution are
11
Rob, outside of our church none can be saved. Join our addressed the audience thus: "Ladies and Gentlemen: I well pleased with it."
church, be a good Catholic, and you'll reach heaven and admire the Spiritualists, because they are free and honest.
I could giv a large list of letters from Liberals indorsing
won't be a wandering outcast, a vagrant in the realm of They invite discussion, which none of the orthodox will, the system of organization of the Assembly of Progress, but
thought. As it is now your mind is as unstable as the and these or~hodox will never occupy an honest attitude consider it would be asking too much space in the already
clouds. You mean all right, Rob, but you must be a Catho- until they~o this." I then remarked that I had drawn up a well-filled columns of your paper, therefore I content myself
lic in order to be saved." I replied: 11 Mr. Otis, 1 You mean list of what Christ had done and said, which I then read : with the few brief quotations above made to show the
all right,' but like countless thousands of other good people, 11 Title: Mistakes, Follies, and Crimes of Jesus. 1. Treating encouragement we are meeting with.
you are led. You willingly obey, and follow your supersti- his parents with disrespect when they returned from JeruI believe Mr. Andres has raised some objections to the
tious masters-masters who are as ignorant about the future salem. 2. Fasting forty days. 3. Turning water into wine. word "white" in the constitution; and seems to think that
as the poor unlettered barbarian weeping above his dead. 4. Keeping company with the devil. 5. Teaching that the the word " white" should be stricken out. With this view
Don't you know that, no matter how intelligent the person Jews were better than other folks. 6. Teaching that it was I differ. I am fully in favor of granting to the colored peais, he can't look beyond the bights? No, sir! Don't in- right to imprison a man for debt. 7. Encouraging a bad ple all their legal rights equal to the whites, but the social
vest your hard-earned dollars in this celestial lottery busi- custom of a man who was plowing in the field, to wait on privileges are entirely different, and I am of the opinion that
ness, for there is no knowing but yours will be a blank. the table. 8. Not correcting Peter when Peter said, "Thou the intermingling of the races in society is a doubtful and
No preacher, no D.D. or LL.D., can warrant you a harp or art Christ the son of the living God." 9. Saying, 11 Blessed dangerous proceeding, tending to engender race prejudices
crown. They should be honest, and tell you they don't are the poor in spirit." 10. Requiring us to cut off an offend- and productiv of no beneficial results.
know. Who can reasonably tell what isn't known? I am ing hand and pluck out an offending eye. 11. Teaching to
The Assembly of Progress is continuing to grow and
inclined to believe at this writing that six feet of earth take no thought for to-morrow. 12. Commanding to let the increase in membersh}p, and will continue to gain and grow,
make all of one size." In reviewing the horrible deeds per- dead bury the dead. So on until I swelled the list to twenty- and when its objects and great advantages for the advancepetrated in the name of religion, it seems the world at one five charges, and wound up by saying : 11 Christ is said to be ment of Freeth ought and the total separation of church and
period was insane, and I do not think it. is wholly sane at our savior, God, father; now, if I was the father of a large state are generally known, it is my opinion it will contain
family, I should not manufacture a lot of riddles and then the largest number of noble men and women of any other
present upon religion.
.
Patrick Henry, that great American orator, said : 11 Guard save those who happened to guess right and damn those who benevolent society in existence.
with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect everyone guessed wron,g, and I hav no use for any suc4 a savior, any
The Liberals need a benevolent organization as a bond
who approaches that jewel." Are we doinl!; it? If not, such salvation, or any such a God." Of course, this filled of cohesion to unite them in one solid, compact body in order
commence now, this vl)ry moment l For "where liberty some with consternation, and even Mrs. Merlck, the owner that their noble thoughts of freedom and their numbers may
reigns the tvrant seeks to slay her" (L~ Salle). Remember, of the hall, after calling upon us to cheer VIctor Hugo's hav their proper influence upon society for the arlvancement
11
the price of liberty is eternal vigilance." There is $1.500,- eulogy of Voltaire, seemed indignant. An old gentleman of science and a higher standard of civilization. This oppor000,000 worth of untaxed church property in the United who is in the habit of speaking every Sabbath arose and tunity is presented by the Assembly of Progress~ Tl:le faunStates, yet the sheriff sells a poor farmer's horse for taxes. showed great agitation, saying he would not exchange his dation having been laid, whatever imperfections there are
The wife weeps, the children are starving, but they hav no hopes in the Nazarene for ten thousand worlds like this. in the constitution can soon be remedied.
This demonstrates the truth of what our immortal darling
I do not daim perfection for the constitution, and the
redress. This is unspeakable cruelty.
Men, women, and children suffer and die from sheer neg. Bob says, i.e , even in the 1;11inds of the most liberal Chris- Assembly of Progress is only too glad to hav intelligent suglect in this world. About seven hundred million people will tians there is a vague fear of what t~e Gods might do, and 1 gestion for its improvement; b~t I. do claim that it is the
true and proper system of organizatiOn,
J. M. Voss.
die this generation, yet we say, 11 God is love," 11 He cares the safe side is consiqered t4!l beet Side.
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But where and how did the flrst party produce the goods? Did they not come from the
hand of the laborer?
Did you, children, who never saw the inlldit.M br Miss SuiWll H. Wrxo:s, Jl'rJil side of a coal-mine, ever think while you were
Rltw, /LQBIJ., to tal&om rJil aommunwtionsfor sitting by your comfortable firesides i~
0&18 GOf"'TlW should ~ unt.
your cosy homes enjoying life, how much It
cost the poor miner to obtain the coal that
warms your room? Did you think of the
" Between ihe dark and ihe daylight.
When ihe night is beginning to lower,
hard labor performed, of the privations unOomea a pause in ihe day's ooonpationl
dergone, by that class of men who toil in
Thai is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
the depth of .the earth in darkness and dust?
Does society owe them anything-even re[FOB RECITATION.]
spect? In fact, is it honorable to labor?
Let me tell you who never saw a coal-mine
Speak Thy Thought.
how it is done. First there is an entr&nce made
Shame upon thee, craven spirit 1
in the hill about eight or nine feet wide.
Is it manly, just, or brave,
Then rooms are turned off that entrance and
If a truth hav shone within thee,
To oonoeal the light it gave T
often they are driven about eighteen feet; they
Oa.t>tiv of the world's opinionare widened out to about twenty-one feet;
Free to speak, bnt yet a slave T
posts are cut to suit the bight of the vein of
All oonviotion should be valiotnt.
coal, and small thin caps are made to drive
Tell thy truth, if truth it be ;
over the top of posts to keep the slate from
Never seek to stem its cnrrentThon;rhts, like rivers, find the sea:
falling in on the miner. And notwithstand.
It will fit the widening oirole
ing all caution they can use, every now and
Of eternal verity.
then some of them get killed or crippled by
Speak thy thought, if than believ•st it,
falling slate.
Let it jostle whom it may,
The miner has a cap made to fit his head
E'en although the foolish scorn it,
very tight.. It has no rim, and on the front
Or the obstinate gainsaypart of it is a small piece of leather on which
Every seed that grows to-morrow
Lies beneath the o!od to-day.
he hangs his lamp-a lamp that will hnld
about one-fourth of a gill of oil. The light
If onr sires, the noble-hearted
Pioneers of things to come,
that this little lamp givs is all he can get;
Had, like thee, been weak and timid,
He uses a pick shaped similarly to that of a
Traitors to themselvs, and dumb,
stone mason, only not near so big. When
Wherewonld be onr present knowledge T
the blacksmith sharpens it he brings it to a
Where the hoped millennium T
keen four-square point, and the last lick he
Where would be triumphant science,
givs it is one on the end, without which it
Searching with far-reaching eyes,
would be of no use to the miner. The miner
Through the infinit creation
For the soul that nnderliesgenerally sits down till he has mined under
Sonl of beauty, son! of goodness,
the face of the coal about two feet; then he
Wisdom of the earth and skies T
is compelled to lie down flat on one side till
Where would be all gre\l.t inventions,
he cuts under the face or front of coal about
Ea.oh from bygone fa.ncies born,
two more feet, which makes four feet. Then
Issued first in doubt and darkness,
he has to drill two holes with an auger, each
Launched 'mid apathy and scorn T
How should noontide ever light us
to the depth of nearly four feet, over the coal
B11t for dawnings of the morn T
which he has undermined. Next he takes
some paper which he wraps around a rounded
Where would be our free opinion,
Where the right to speak at all,
stick and makes a hollow cartridge, into
If our sires, like thee, mistrustful,
which he pours as much powder as he thinks
Had been deaf to duty's oa.ll,
is necessary to blow down the coal. He then
And oonoea.led the thon~hts within them,
sticks a sharp iron needle, which is generally
Lying down for fear to fall T
about six feet long and made tapering, into
Though an honest thought outspoken
the cartridge, and pushes the powder, needle,
Lead thee into chains or d9ath;
What is life compared to virtue T
and all into the hole. The needle is kept in
Shalt thou not survive thy breath 1
this p'osition until dirt is pounded very tightly
Hark ! The future age invites thee!
around it-until the hole is entirely filled.
Listen, trembler, what it saith!
Then the needle is withdrawn, which leaves
It demands thy thought in instice,
a very small hole. Then a little round squib
Debt, not tribute of the free;
about four inches lnng and the size of a
Hav not ages long departed
Groaned and toiled and bled for thee T
wheat straw, filled with powder, is put in the
If the past hav lent thee wisdom,
mouth of the hole. Then the miner touches
PaY it to futuritY.
-CommonwtaW>.
his lamp to it and runs away. When the
pap~r burns up to the powder in the squib
The Owl and the Pussy Cat.
then it shoots back in the little hole lett by
The owl and the pussy oat went to sea,
the needle to the large cartridge, anu the
In a. beautiful pea-green boat ;
powder explodes, blowing the coal down in a
They took some honey and plenty of money
pile.
Wrapped in a five pound note.
The old adage, "One-half of the world
The owl looked up to the stars 9.bove
does not know how the other half livs,"
And sang to a small guita.r :
is true. However, I hope that the world
"0 lovely pnisy, 0 pussy, my love,
What a beautiful pussy yon a.re."
will some day learn that true education con!lists in the knowledge of knowing how to do
Pussy said to the· owl: "Yon elegant fowl,
How charmingly sweet yon sing !
something useful.
Oh! let us be married, too long we hav tarried;
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
But what shall we do for a ring T"
B. P. HERRON.
They sailed away for a year and a day,
[Thanks for the above interesting article,
To the la.nd where the bong tree grows ;
and we would be pleased to hear from our
And there in a wood a piggy-wig stood,
friend again.- ED. C. C.]
With a ring at the end of his nose.

fhildtln~• ~otnlt.

"Pig, are you willing to sell for a shilling
Your ring?" Said the pig," I will."
So they took it away, and were married next day
By the turkey that livs on the hill.
They dined on minoa and slices of quince,
Whioh they ate with a rnnoible spoon;
And ha.nd in hand, on the edge of the sand,
They danced by the light of the moon.

Coal Mining.
DEAR CHILDREN OF THE TRUTH BEEKER :
I hope you are all seeking after trb.th and
knowledge for the good it may do you and
others in time to come.
There is an old adage which says, " Knowledge is power." We all know by experience
that that is true to a certain extent. The
most useful knowledge that the human family
has obtained, is that which they hav got
through experience. And it consists in a
knowledge of how to do things-to utilize
the material given them by nature and bring
forth the things necessary for the sustenance, comfort, and pleasure of life.
There are very few young people who hav
been raised in luxury and ease that ever
think, even once, of how the good things of
life are produced. True, they know their
parents obtain the money that buys them.

Cardinal G•bbons's God.
DEAR YouNG FRIENDS: Cardinal Gibbons,
who is said to wield an angelic pen, shows
us how even an angel can wander from true
logic and common sense. He undertakes to
prove the being of a God by mere assertions
which hav not the merit of novelty or originality. The cardinal supposes that the works
of nature bear the most grand and unmistak.
able imprint of the hand of the creator, the
conscience being a natural monitor, designed
to make plain to us the difference between
right and wrong. On the contrary, I should
suppose that impressions and powers belong.
ing to the mind could only be the fruit of
heredity or the effect of surroundings, existing thus and admitted into the constitution
by virtue of the strong capacities and powers
of our peculiar organism. These powers are
perfected by experience and prompted further
by the healthful and delightful exercise of
the nativ growing and increasing energies of
the human soul. Jewish writers of the present day, whose flowing style and ei\Se of composition know no superiors, consider every
house of worship as a " demonstration of
man's ideality." But this ideal of perfection
has assailable points, and is less likely to be

faultless than pure nature, which is a stupendous monument of the relation existing between cause and effect. For fancy must be
prope~ly pruned and corrected, its strength
kept up, to produce the finest fruits.
If the weakness of faith sets in, instead of
reason microbes of disease will soon infest all
that is precious and valuable which belongs
to our mentality. We hear that Uhrist is the
modern God, though there are learned persons who doubt that he ever existed. It
seems, theu, that the God idea is not flrmly
seated in the human mind. The flrst and
greateat exploit of the Holy Ghost was, I
think, discreditable in the extreme. Was it
right to enter the family of poor Joseph to
alienate the affections of Mary and destroy
the peace and sacredness of home? The
struggles of her mind, it is supposed, were
quieted by divine power. Priestesses and
prophets were drugged in those days, but
strong persuasions or narcotics are never
used by honorable persons to subdue the
freedom of a mind and will which happens
to be in our power.
ALHAZA..
Lexington, Ky, Oct. 14, 1890.

Tile Stars and Stripes.
It is related that the flag which was raised
at Cambridge Jan. 2, 1876, by Washington,
was composed of thirteen red and white
stripes, with the crosses of St. George and
St. Andrew emblazoned on the blue canton
in place of the stars. This flag was also carried by the fleet under command of Commander Esek Hopkins when it Railed from
the Delaware capes, Feb. 17, 1776. In the
following year, June 14,1777. the Continental
Congress passed a resolution "That the flag
of the United States be thirteen strip'.ls, alternate red and white; that the Union be
thirteen stars, white on a blue fleld, repre.
senting a new constellation." How or by
whom the idea of the star was first suggested
is uncertain, although there are some who
ascribe it to John Adams, while others claim
the entire flag was borrowed from the coat of
arms of the Washington family.
In this flag the stars were arranged in a
circle, although no form was officially prescribed. It is supposed that the first display
of the national flag at a military post was at
Fort Schuyler, on the site of the village of
Rome, Oneida county, N.Y. The fort was
besieged early in the month of August, 1777,
and the garrison were without a fiag. So
they made one according to .the prescription
of Congress by cutting up sheets to form the
white stripes, bits of scarlet cloth for the red
stripes, and the blue ground of the stars was
composed of portions of a cloth cloak belonging to Capt. Abraham Swarthout, of
Duchess county, N. Y., and the flag was
unfurled Aug. 3, 1777.

A.rtifi'lial Ivory.
As manufacturers abroad claim that the
supply of ivory is too small to meet the deQlands of industry and art, an extensiv industry has arisen in France to supply an ar.
tificial substitute for natural ivory. Until
recently the substitute used has been ob.
tained by injecting white wood with chloride
of lime under strong pressure. Within a
short time, however, it has been established
that a substitute may be prepared with the
bones of sheep and waste pieces of deer and
kid skins. The :pones are for this purpose
macerated and u!'eached for two weeks in
chloride of lime, then heated by steam along
with the skin, so as to form a fluid mass, to
which are added a few hundreds of alum.
The mass is then filtered, dried in the air, and
caused to harden in a bath of alum, the re.
sult being white tough plate•, which are
more easily worked than natural ivory.

J eweh·y in Ancient Times.
It is som<>what curious to find, says the
Horological Re'l!iew, that about BOO B o false
or cheap jewelry was worn at Cyprus as com.
monly as it is in the present day by a certain
class of people. Several examples of brace.
lets, earrings, and rings were found while
excavating on that island which are of bronze
or copper, covered with a thin leaf of gold.
With the passion possessed by these people
to symbolize everything, all personal orna.
ments signified more than their outward ap.
pearance suggested. Finger rings indicated
power, because they were usually signets;
the earrings meant servitude, bracelets recalled bondage, while the necklace, reminding one of a wreath of flowers thrown about
the neck, tended rather toward an honorable
distinction. Among the necklaces discovered
·in the treasure chamber at Cierium, on the
island of Cyprus, is one which represents
lotus flowers.
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40 Poverty: It.~ Cause and Cure. M. G. H .. 10
,12 Science and Bible Atitagonistic. Watts... 5
' 43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5
4.4 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the
10
0
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dition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. IJ
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1 Original Manna for" God's chosen."....... 5
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... ll
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard... 20
· 5 200 Questions Wichout Answers............. fi
6 Dialogue between 1' Christian Missionary
and a Chinese M:.utdarin ................... 10
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8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy1
oake............................................ 5
9 New I,ife of ,Touah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... u
10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5
1 11 New Life of .Taco b .. · ...........................
6
12 Daniel, the Drearnet. Austin Holyoake... 10
1 13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther.
Holyoake 10
14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10
15 Ludicrous ,Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... o
1 17 Who Was Jesus Christ?
C. Brudlaugh... 5
The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos18 What Did Jesus 1'each? C. Bradlaugh.... 5
ophy of !I{DO"O,nC~ ; anr1
The Essential Nature of Religion. By
Chas. Bradlaugh. o
1 19 New Life of Abmham.
J, A.llansron Picton. 2 books in 1 val.
.75: 20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradlan.gh... 5
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21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per .~oz ... 10
Science and Poetry, with other Essays.
1 On orders for Iron C!acl anu Manna we will
Bv Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
2 books in 1 vol.
• • •
7r' send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.!i0 worth for $2
• · $!i worth for $3, anu $10 worth tor $5.
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Chica;-o Secular Union
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., a\
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Ma.dison street.
Lectures and deba.tes. Strangers from a.broe.d
are welcome.

The Secular Soelety of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthlyh11.rst and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town all. All ·friends of human
cnltiva.tion are invited. l'tiABrusHEIGHToN,Seo.

The Minneapolis Seeular Union
MeetR every Bnnda.y a.t 7 :30 P.M .• a.t 412 Nicollet
av:e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastma.n block, Minneapolir,
Minn. J.F.MACOMllEB,Pres.: LEROY BEBBIEB, Sec.

Ellznr Wrl;-ht Secular Union
Of Allia.nee, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun·
daYS of ea.oh month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A..M, Free disoussilm on all Liberal subjects.
Subsoriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and lnveBtt·
aator a.re solioited.
a' 8.,:~TH, Oor Sea.
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The Walla Walla l.lb ral Club
Meets ev,ery Sunday at 2 P.M. in ·Grand ArmY
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M<~et• ev~ry

WETTSTEIN'S

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
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tl.OO. San Franelsco, Cal., Freethou;;llt

Joshua Davidson:

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Philadelphia Liberal Leape

meets every Bunda.y in Industria.l Ha.ll, Broa.d aL d
Wood sts •• at l! :80 a.nd 7 :80 P.H. for 1eotnros and
free discussions on religious a.nd sooia.l questions.
A.blespea.kersinterest the andienoe. N.B.-Trnth
Seekerpnblioationsa.lwa.yson hand atohea.p rates.

Milwaukee, Wis •• Llbtral ()lub

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Th~ Bol~

Meets everY Sunday afternoon a.t 3 o'clock a.t
Libera.! League Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Ma.rket
st .. Newa.rk, N.J. Lectures and discussions on ·
religious and social questions. Sea.ts free a.nd
everybodY welcome.
·

Holds meetings everY Sunday evening at 216
Grand 11ove., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.
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Soelety

Bnnda.y evening a.t Union Squa.re
Hap, 4~1 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A oordi~~ol mvi·
ta.t10n lB extended to a.ll. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular linton
Holds regnla.r meetings at Good Templar Ha.ll
FJynn Block, S.E Qorner 7th a.nd Locnst atreeta.
Lectures fol~owed by discussion, Friends from
a.broad heartily welcome.
J!'B.U!ItLIN BTEINEB, l're1.

PortMmon1h,

o., Seeular Union

Meets Avery Snnda.Y at 7 P M. in Grand A.rmY
Ha.ll. Lectures, discussions, readin~ts, poems.
music and songs. A cordlalmvita.tion is extended
to all; e~peci,ai.Jy to friends frC'm a.broa.d. Oorrea.
pondenoe sol!Olted. J, L. TBEtTTJUBT, President.
WILL S. ANDRES, Secretary.

Port An;-eles Secular Union

Meets every Bunda.y a.t 7:30 P H. in the pnblio
school building in Po.rt Angeles, Wa.sh. Lect16 jewell! and all modern improvements, $3 U):'es. song_s, and select rea.ding. Pisoussiou in·
more tha.n above a.djnated watches. No watch Vlted on a.ll subJects. Libera.! literature distribin t.be world competes with it. Finer watches up uted free.
F.BANll: MoBilE, Oor. Beo.
to $200. &11 snob prepa.id, guaranteed 1 y~ar, and
oa.sh refnndedif not sa.tisfa.otory. All filled gold The We11t End Pro;-ressive Lib·
ca.ses wa.rra.nted by ma.nufaoturers 20 years.
eral Union
Beware of New York Worl4's 10 ka.ra.t and spurious
ease~. Wa.tohes olea.ned, beat work, $1; springs, Ot Los Angeles, Ca.!., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Snnda.ys, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M., at 'Parr'i
$1 1 etc., and returned free.
Ha.ll. Jilveryboilv invited. MBs. :a. M. Blll.aB41
FBTABLISBED 1~7.
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAll!s, Reo. SeQ.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. IH.

New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,

Tile Roeder Secular Union
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, a.t the Roeder school-house
Lectures, discussions, reading, a.nd poems. Tha
grPatest fre~~dom accorded to 'loll. Onr motto,
"Universil.l MAf!ta.l Liberty." D. E; RICE, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, V1oe-l'res.: CHABLEil SHEA, Sec.

American Secular Union, Newark
Brancll.
124 Market st.reet.. Assembles every Snnday
evening at 7 30. Lecture., deba.tes, and di•onson all IW'POrtant seoula.r subJects. Pres•<lent, HENBY BIBD; Seoreta.ry, CoRA BELLE
FLAGG.
~lons

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Bend 1G cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nnted
The Career of Jesus Christ.
speola.list, for his "l'rivate Counselor "-a va.lna.ble book for young a.nd middle·a.ged men, suffer- A.n Exposition of the True Meanin11: of thil Ohal'ing from a. Life-wasting Disea.se, a.s the resnlt a.oter as described in the New Teste.w.ent. By Mil·
of youthfnl follies, indiscretion, and excesses in ton
Woolley, ~.D., a.uthor of "Hebrew lll:rihol•
maturer yea.rs .. It sets forth a.n Externa.l A.ppli- OII:Y•"
P~per, svo, U o&nta
oa.tion-A POSITIVE CUREt &S it ma.tters not hOW
long standing, how. hop_e1ess or how ma.ny remedies yon ha.v used The book is worth manY
times its cost, a.nd should be in the ha.nds of
those seeking a tpeP/1.11 ana Pl'rmanent cure. Address the do.otor at Vinela.nd, N. J., a.nd sa.y where
OB 1
yon saw this a.dvertisment.

TRY•SQUARE~

The Church of Practical Religion.

A GOOD WOBD.
BY REPORTER.
Dr. Fellows is a.n outspoken Liber,.l, a hnma.n·
ita.ria.n, a.nd a. generous pa.tron of the FreethOUfl'bt
This ie the history of a.n attempt to found
·nress. He ha.s ma.ny testimonials to the value of church
without superstition, and its success.
his progressive and sneoessfnl method of treatUncle Job Ba.wyer, the pa.stor, ha.ving esta.blished
ment, a.nd deserves pa.tronage.-.Freetllouullt.
his pulpit. uses it to disonss a.ll the vita.l Questions
of human concern, religious, P~litioil.l, a.nd otherFESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. wise.
The book is· written in well-chosen la.nA tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of gna.ge, a.nd easilY understood. There is Just sufl\,
Qient na.rrativ a.bont it io interest the rea.d~f a.\1<1
the Moabites by the Jews.
hold his a.ttention while the truth is being broug~
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
to hie mind.
J'or eil.le a~ ~hie o!fto!J. l'fioe, •~·1!1!•
10 cents.
Price,
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COD8 AND RELICION8

ANCIENT -A.·ND <:ODERN Tnn:~s.
J1L

.1..111..n

Vol. I. Givs a. Fall Aooount of all the Gods, in·
eluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the Hol:v ·<,'thost,
Jelitls OhriSt, Virgin Mar;v, ~nd the Bible.
avo, S85p);l. Vol. II. DesonbesFull:v all
the Religious Systems of the Wor~d.
avo,957PP. Oloth,$8pervol.; the
8 vols., $5; lea tiler, $7; moroooo, gilt edges, ss.
BY D. M. B.ENNE'l"l'.
'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H BEEKER 00.

WORLD'~

SA.GES1 THINKERS,
A.ND RE.IfORHERS.

ftms of

~[bought.

Biogra.phioil of soo of the Leading Philosophers,
'l'ea.ohers1 Bkeptio!t,Innova.tors1 Founders of
New Bonools of ·~·nought, Emment Boientists, eto. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the Present. avo, 1,075pp., oloth, ss;
leather, 14; mor., g. e.,$4.50.
BY D M BENNE'l''l'
· ·
·
'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H BEEKER 00.,
~8 Lafa.:vette Place, N. Y.

THE invention of printing was a severe
blow to Catholicism, which bad, previously,
enjoyed the inappreciable advantap:e of . a
monopoly of intercommunication. From Its
central seat, orders could be disseminated
through all the ecclesiastical ranks, and fulminated through the pulpits. This monopoly
and the amazing power it conferred were
· destroyed by the press.
In modern times, the influence of the pulpit has
become insignificant.
The pulpit has been
thoroughly supplanted
by the newspaper. Yet,
Catholicism did not yield
its ancient advantage
without a struggle. As
soon as the Inevitable
tendency of the new art
was detected, a restraint
upon it, under the form
or a censorship, was attempted. It was made
necessary to hav a permit, in order to print a
book. For this, it was
needful that the work
should bav been read,
examined, and approved
.bY the clerp;y. There
must be a certificate
that it was a godly and
orthodox book. A bull
of excommunication was
issued In loOl, by Alexander VI., against printers who should publish
pernicious doctrine. In
lol5 the Lateran council
ordered that no books
should be printed but
such as had been inspected by the ecclesiastical censors, under pain
of excommunication and
fine; the censors being
directed " to take the
utmost care that nothing
should be printed contrary to the orthodox
faith." There was thus
DAVID SENDETH FOR URlAH.
a dread of religiouE disAnd David sent to Joab, saying, Send me Uriah the Hittite. And Joab sent Uriah to David.-2 Sam. xi, 6.
cussion ; a terror lest
truth should emerge.Draptr.

THB Christian spirit of the Kenwood Methodist church, Chicago, has proved unable to
allay the members' quarrels and avert the use
of force. On a late Sunday the chu~h was
fastened tight and one faction worshiped_ in
a storeroom while another held no serviCe
at all.
"A FEDERATION Of all
the English-speaking
peoples of the world" is
among the projects of the
times in Great Britain.
TmRTY·TWO bishopS
hav sent a petition to the
queen of Spain asking
her to interfere in the
matter of the unjust
treatment of the pope.
P&OFRBSOR KooH, of
Berlin, claims to hav discovered a cure for consumption, in the shape
of a lymph that kills the
bacillus which produces
the disease.
LIBERALS in the canton
of Ticino, Switzerlan~,
hav broken out agam
against Conservativ rule.
The Radicals are armed,
and hav had conflicts
with the military.
THE population of the
United States is published by Census Superintendent Porter as 62,4SO 540 these figures
bel~g subject to slight
change on further revisal.
THE Spanish passenger
steamship Vizcaya,
bound from New York
to Cuba, was sunk on
the 30th ult. off Barnegat N. J., by collision
with an American coal
schooner. Her sixteen
passengers and fiftytwo of her crew of
sixty-nine were lost.
8
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clergy were no longer the sole or
Liberty in Literature. chiefTHEdepositories
of knowledge. The invention of printing had furnished the assailants
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A NEW NOVEL,
THBEE hundred Poles, resolving to leave
Russia and emigrate to Brazil, came to the
By ROBT. G. INGER~OLL,
boundary line, where they were ordered to
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
return. They refused, and the guard fired,
__
killing six men, two women, and one child.
Address at the Testimonial to Walt
ON the festival at Rome 'rece..,tly a band " The shame itself doth call for imtant
Whitman.
of students saluted every priest they met
rEmedy."
with the shout, "Viva Giordano Bruno I"
Catholics decry this proceeding, but hav no
blame for their own Propaganda students
Price, 25 cents; cloth, oO cents. Pubwho replied with "llurra for the pope I"
A Fascinating Story. of Radical Truths on liahed at this office.
DEMOOBA.TB of extreme sentiments say they
Religion and Social Matters.
hav discovered, and will soon prove, an ex.
tended conspiracy by which the national
c:!Iotb, $1; paper, GO cents.
census was so falsified as to make it difficult
Address 'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKER 00.,
for their party to elect a president. Moderate Democrats doubt the story, and say there
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
was but little perversion.
12mo, SOOpp,, Sl.
THE mayor of New York city and governor
What Would Follow
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories
of the state are pressing the national census
'l'HE
for Bo:vs and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., Sl.25.
superintendent to accept the count made by
.
.
.
Story
Hour. An Exceptionally Handthe city police, or order a recount. Repub- Effacement of ChrlStlaUlty?
some and Interesting Book~ Without Buperstilicans think the previous count correct, and
tion, for Children and Youtn. The Onlf Free.
0
Yo
KE
BY GEORGE JACOB H L A •
'thinkers' Children's Stor:v-Book ever 1ssued
attribute the surplus of the police enumeraPrioe, 10 oents a oo:py; twelve oopies for St.
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large
tion to return of summer excursionists, and
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusAddress 'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKER 00.,
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, Sl.
perhaps to deliberate " padding" by Demo28 LafaYette Place, New York.
Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
crats to obtain an extra Congressman.
A NEw Yonx man named Orr, who has
always
church
attendant and
activ Y.been
M. ac.faithful
A. worker,
trie~ for a long

Miss Wixon's Works.

of the church with a mighty weapon which
had been wanting to their predecessors.
Macaulay.
DxoAPITA.TED saints were believed to hav
emerged from their tombs and paid their
respects to a newly appointed bishop; flying
dragons descended through the air to !natch
the bodies of unbelievers and disappeared
with screams that frightened orthodox neigh
bore to take refuge in their cellar.holes;
swarms of angels carried bones, crosses, and
whole buildings from Bethlehem to Loretto i
King Philip the Second paid a thousana
doubloons for a skeleton of St. Laurentius,
and having been informed that a complete
skeleton of the same saint was for sale in the
south of Italy, he at once ratified the bargain
and blessed heaven for having favored him
with a duplicate of the precious relic. Thou
sands of unfortunates were tried and executed
on a charge of having taken an rerial excur
sion on a broomstick or a black he-goat; of
having caused a gale by churning a potful of
froth and water; of having turned themselvs
into foxes, wolves, and tomcats. The instinct
of recognizing the absurdity of even the most
glaring superstitions seems to hav become
wholly extinct.-Oswald.

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission :

Laarning that there is an organized movement amoBg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
time to get his sane aunt put m an insane
asylum. Once securing her commitment " Sabbath " organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
!or examination, during the three days that Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
elapsed before she was examined and each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons :
found
sane ofheher
soldproperty.
her furniture
took
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
possession
Now and
he is
in
jail himself.
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
THE election resulted in gains for Demo- reaort when no moral amusements are available.
crate in several states, sufficient to giv them
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
a majority of about forty in the next House. tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to
Among the New
states Hampshire,
that went Democratic
were the Fair, whose time
may be limited,
are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
Minnesota,
and ~ennsylva.
bl' or means
d
Th
.
f thandF who
• certainly
S
nia-the gaining of the latter, prev~ously Re4. For the pu IC goo •
e openmg o
e Air on unday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the
publican, bein~ thought a great tnumph by whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happinesa of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
Democrats. Kansas was carried by the do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a questiqn of human relaFarmers· Alliance and Democrats. Wiscon~ tiona and human welfare, and, therefor~; the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare.
sin
electedand
the Lutherans,
Demonraticand
candidates
the
5. It will benefit the Fair, aUractmg a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
Catholics
they willofprobably repeal the Bennett law which attempts receipts.
to keep the schools English aad out of
6. To the obj action that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
priestly bands. The Farmers' Alliance will would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
hav
or twentyofmen
in Congress.
Lodgefifteen
the introducer
the "Force
bill," its pleasures and
th instructions,
t t thef mo.re
t fdiffi.cl?-lt
t it will 1;be to•t•change its character, the less danger there is that employers
was r~elected in Massachusetts. McKinley, will ever have e power o rans er 1 rom 1 s presen pos1 Ion to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
of Ohio was dtfeated. New York city gave restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the ~t.verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
Grant 'Tammany, about 114,233; Scott,
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
Municipal League of8 Republicans benefit the Fair itself, the people of Obicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
and·
non-Tammahny
Protestant
preac ers. Dbemo
a uotcrat • ~etdcl~b~!
,
, individual education, public morality, and the development and good o.f the whole country.
S3cialist, about 3.830; Demorest, Prohibi-j
Narne.
Town.
State.
tion, and
Redpath,each.
Commonwealtb. l a b o r , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - . . . . : . - - - - - - - . ! . . . . . - - - - - - - - = = = - - - - - - about
one thousand
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OVER THE DESTRUCTION OF

IJloi~s and flippinns.

thorities of his own accord and confessed to
be an exile from the district which the government had assigned for his dwelling. In
view of the palliating circumstances, the
judge reduced his punishment to only seven
days' confinement in prison, after the expiration of which he will be delivered to the government authorities to be sent back to the
place of his exile. "In this wise," says a St.
Petersburg paper, exultingly, "mercy and
justice meet in holy Russia!"

ONE curious product of the new relations
between the church and science is the lecturing charlatan who knows little theology and
less science, but goes about pretending to
harmonize the two in great swelling words
of vanity. This type reached its consummate
flower about ten years ago in the person of
Joseph Cook, who has since been steadily
sinking into the depths to join his own
A wRITER in the New York Examiner en"Bathybius," much to the relief of all who ters a plea for greater discrimination in
love quiet.-Evening Post.
the conferring of such degrees as D.D.,
THE holy synod has adopted a resolution and enforces his argument with a horrible exto enact stringent measures against the spread ample. He says that he knows a clergyman
of the Baptist in southern Russia. The Bap- who was lately honored with the degree by
tist confession was introduced during the "one of our Baptist colleges." Of the fitness
reign of Alexander II. A certain Pashkoff of the doctor of divinity for such a decoration
and Baron Corfa were among the earliest the reader may judge from the following list
Baptist missionaries. They were banished of misspelled words which were found in a
from Russia, and since that time their fellow- " brief communication" written by him and
believers hav withdrawn to the districts on "presented as a public document," being
the Donau and the Caucasus. Of late, how- " prepared, presumably, with special care:"
ever, their propaganda has been revived, and " Menchin, persude, metheods (2), perminthe Orthodox (Greek Catholic) church finds ant, aranged, resorces, cas, acording, menit necessary to enforce the stringent measures chined, prepair, buisness (3), onely (3), inwhich were devised on their first appearance crese, increas, begining, hardely, wer, strenth
(2), indebtness, remaning, arrisen, easely, sufin Huasia.
flcent, vacent, possibilites, guarenty, safty,
A SIBERIAN exile, Constantine Ponottazenko comunity, .pararie, slue, kneed, disgussed,
by name, having a strong desire to see his opinon, enterd, famiely, enroled, vigerous,
wife and children in St. Petersburg, absented planing, realy, convenshion, hed."
himself from hie place of exile and made his
way on foot from Tobolsk to the capital of
STANLEY told a friend the other day a story
the empire, a distance of more than two thou- which illustrates the African's quickness of
sand miles. He found his family well, and retort. " I was talking with one of the
lived with them a few weeks. His desire Ugangas," said Stanley, "while a monkey
thus satisfied, he presented himself to the au- the nativ had tamed was jumping from limb

to limb of a tree near by. In a spirit of fun
I said, 'You are not so very much unlike
monkeys. You U gangas speak to each other
after a fashion, and the monkeys make signs
to each other. They understand each other,
and that's all you can do when you talk.
Neither you nor the monkeys know anything
that is going on outside of these great forests.'
The Uganga man thought for a moment, and
then ran up to the monkey, that had perched
on a low limb near us. Bending over the
monkey, the man blew on the monkey's back,
separating the fur as a furrier does in exhibiting a skin to a purchaser. Then he turned
to me and pointed with a triumphant gesture
to the monkey, saying, 'Monkey skin white.
Uganga man's black.'"
CoMMENTING upon the execution of a murderer in Canada last week the evening Sun
has this to say : " Birchall was not deterred
[by the fear of hanging] even though he was
not moved by an overmastering impulse of
passion. lie killed his man for gain. Has
society no means, then, of protecting its
members against homicide? The death penalty, at least, has failed. Must society therefore sit down, resigning itself to the evil as to
an affliction of God ? That is the way it used
to deal with the plague, and small-pox, and
cholera, and rabies, yellow fever, and insanity. Society cures insanity now; it used to
chain it and beat it till it died, Society has
made all its advances by experiment. Italy,
Switzerland (seventeen cantons), Holland,
Saxony, Portugal, abolished the death penalty, but it has practically ceased in Belgium,
Prussia, Bavaria, Denmark, and Sweden also.
In all of those countries the abandonment· of
the penalty has been accompanied with a

HER IDOLS.
.marked diminution of homicide. In no one
of them would a proposal for its revival be
entertained. In all of them a real numerical
relation has been discovered between homicide and the abolition of the death penalty."
Tm: Greek church, in its warfare with the
porte, has just borrowed from the West and
put into pernicious activity, says the E'Dening
Post, an ecclesiastical weapon which has
been obsolete since medieval times. It has
declared a general interdict upon the Ottoman
empire. An interdict may be defined as a
general ecclesiastical strike. While it lasts,
the churches are shut, the altars stripped, the
bells silent; no offices are said, no sacraments
are celebrated save baptism, the dead are not
buried, and the whole country (so far as it is
sensitiv to ecclesiastical censures) is made to
feel that it lies under the wrath of God; It
was a terrible weapon in its day, as Robert
found it to be in France and Stephen and
John in England; and if Henry VIII. and
Elizabeth found little terror in it, it was because its day was past even in their time.
But, besides the grave fault of anachronism,
the Holy Orthodox synod has, it would seem,
fatally miscalculated its chances in another
way. Turkey, from the religious point of
view, resembles as little as possible the uniformly Catholic France of the Middle Age.
The Gia.ours of the Ottoman empire constitute, all told, not more than a third of its population; and of this number only a thirdthat is, one-ninth of the whole populationare faithful orthodox. One can imagin how
the caliph, the vicar of Mohammed, the commander of the True Believers, looks upon
this Infidel minority, and with what consideration he is likely to treat it.
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' ancestors of Europe accepted the literature and wisdom of the Greeks as the very highest authority for
intelligence in the mysteries of divine truth. To
them it was oracular, a sort of divine revelation, and
The Hnman Soul.
they hav strenuously labored to impress on society
Most of the controversy, prejudice, and persecu- and all posterity their own est_im~te of its subli_me
tiona among religionists grows out of disagreements authenticity, and the unquestiOning, unreasoning
or misunderstanding upon the meaning of words.
multitude, priests and people, hav meekly and credIn ancient times there was more indifference and ulously accepted it, and in their turn are doing what
.
unconcern, more disregard of accuracy and less inter- they can to transmit it to their successors.
est to know the precise definition of words than now.
Our religion, or theory of God, the soul and Its
Our religious literature written so long ago is very salvation, is based on the ancient systems of astronvague and uncertain in what it teaches, or in convey- omy and geography. They were the foundation of
ing to the mind of the reader any assurance of what our religion; now that these systems are exploded
the writer thought or wished to express. The same and demolished, our religion is a superstructure
substantiv is used by the same writer in a variety of without foundation. It had a kind of a literal or
connections and to express diverse meanings, leaving nominal basis once, but now that it is destroyed it
the reader forever in doubt as to the real thought.
remains a theory suspended in the air, with nothing
When this uncritical, reckless habit of writing and to rest upon or to support it-as the visionary
speaking is once established, it is ~opied and repeated structure it is-but the imagination and the devotill it becomes so popular and umversal, that no one tion men bestowed upon it when they thought it was
is expected to always understand an author.
a reality.
It is all conjecture, supposition, and belief. And
The Hebrews and Ohaldeans had their starry
to raise a question or demand the origin and pre- heavens, the abode of their heavenly father; and
cise meaning of words, exposes one to ~he ch~rge of their bottomless pit-their volcanic crater-as the
skepticism. Take the word psyche, With which our abode of the enemy, or evil one, or devil.
The Greeks had their Olympus and their hades
Bible translators hav indulged in the unwarranted
. freedom of making several different English words as the abode of their gods and demons, their Jupiter
from it, with distinct thoughts.
and Vulcan. Their songs of the amours and hero·
They use it indiscriminately for mind, life, soul, ism of the demons of the departed, helped to make
and spirit. They had inherited the vague pagan our theories of the soul and its salvation.
ideas, and they gave the various meanings to the
The phrase, "salvation of the soul," means what
original, to represent those superstitious concep- you please to make it, or it means nothing, just as
tiona.
·
you like it. So that it is without force, worth, or
Tiley stood at the head of the church, and of lit- significance. The late revisers of the New Testaerature, and had it all their own way. The people ment illustrate this in changing one verse, in order
sought no redress, for they knew no better.
to make sense of what had been doubtful or withWe hear everybody now talking flippantly about out meaning-" For what is a man profited if he
the mind, the sou:!, the life, and the spirit, as though shall gain the whole world and lose his own life f'
they think they know what they are saying, or what -not soul. This is a very appropriate question to
they mean. Some will attempt to define precisely ask the man who is killing himself to accumulate
what each word means, a thing which the inventors wealth, and dies with the exhaustion of amassing it,
themselvs never cou:ld agree upon, or were able What profit does he gain! In the common version
to do.
it reads, "and lose his own souL" If soul means
These words, in reality, formerly only represented something different from "life," then the text is
the different phases of the same and but one thing. quite obscure, or is without meaning-has no lesson
The soul simply means the life, and the mind is in it, has no application, and is without value. If
but the cultured development of that life ; and the the translators designed, by using the word " soul,"
spirit means the earnestness and fervor of the life. to frighten and restrain people who were trying to
Yet theologians will build up fanciful theories out " gain the whole world," with the belief that when
of the different meanings they violently force into they should die the soul, or their other self,
them, on which the superstructure of their religion might be lost in endless perdition, then they used
is built.
the word soul in a false or fraudulent sense, with the
And the people are required to say amen to them, motiv and design of deceiving their readers. They
unless they are willing to risk the loss of this soul put a new and fearful meaning of their own making
or spirit.
to it, to accomplish their sinister purposes-to sub·
Words as the vehicle of thought hav a vast and jsct the people and get control over them through
terrific influence for good or evil over human jugglery and dishonest means, As all these words,
destiny.
mind, soul, spirit, life, mean but the one and same
Through them we express what we think, feel, and thing, wherever the translators hav used the word
intend-our motive, desires, designs, our hopes and soul to mean something different than simply the
wishes, not only in relation to ourselvs, but in ·regard life, they hav either purposely, or ignorantly, miato others. Whether truly or erroneously expressed, represented the facts and truth-hav misled and
whether understood or otherwise, is of the most deceived the reader.
" The soul that sinneth it shall die" simply means,
serious moment to us all.
Immeasurable evils hav grown out of our mis- the man that liveth and commits the sin is the one
understandings, our heedlessness or incapacity, when who shall be punished, and if the law defines his
we speak, in not saying what we mean. Or, by this sin as worbhy of death, he must die, and not some
loof!eness in language, the uncritical and unsuspect- one else die for him. The revisers in the New Vering are by the villain or hypoorit purposely deceived, sion hav changed the word soul to life in other texts.
imposed upon, and outraged. In civil diplomacy In some passages, to please the bigoted reader, they
this duplicity has led to frightful wars and upheavals leave it optional whether soul or life be used, by inin society.
serting in the margin, "Or life," for soul, in the text.
In religion, it has invented the guillotin, the rack In other places the construction of the sentence was
and gibbet.
' such as not to admit the change of soul for life, and
In social life it has given rise to vituperation these they hav let alone rather than change the
scandal, and gossip; in the family to domestic ill~ structure ef the sentence and violate a promis they
and miseries incalculable. With the very best had made to alter the text as little as possible in reunderstanding and use of words, false impressions vising it. The revisers evidently felt embarrassed
and apprehensions are often impossible.
between their obligations of fidelity to the sense and
How important it is for those engaged in philo- meaning of the originals and to their pledges to
logical studies and work to be precise and definit in make as few changes as possible, and only when the
preparing and interpreting a language for a people ! sense demanded or required them. But the changes
Misuse, perversions, and corruptions will neces- in the word soul were all in the direction of making
eerily, un~~ovoidably, and almost insensibly become it mean simply " life," and to read 80 in the text,
fastened on to a language, and our interests should showing that the more modern and popular defini.
impel us to the utmost care to guard against them. tion of the clergy-that it is a part of the human
In tracing this word psyche or its synonyms being which will survive after death, and be subject
back to the use made of it by the Greeks in connec- to joy or misery-was not the teaching of the origtion with their mythology and to the use made of it ina! scripture, and where the text seems to teach such
by the Hellenic or Grecian Jews, we can get a better ~ ~elief,_ it is the ~ork of the copyist or translator;
estimate of its objects then, and contrast them with It IS an mterpolat1on or a false construction.
its present multiform uses.
In connection with the priestly, pagan doctrin of
Our religious literature as found in the New Tes- the soul being an entity of eternal duration, much of
tament is mainly a compound of the Ohaldean, As- the context of the New Testament had to be changed
syrian, Hebrew, and the Greek Ohristian faith. to correspond. The words" eternal " "everlasting"
Modern scholars and students of religion admit thie, were introduced to express the te~ms of the ne~
but not a few of them seem blind or insensible to fai_t~. Biblical scholars tell us they did not mean
the vast control these ancient mythologies and theol- or1gmally the sense we ascribe to them. They did
ogies exercise over modern religious thought. How not an_d should not now mean endless duration.
dependent our creeds and. metaphysical speculations, Tbey simply meant the full term or complete life of
all our ideas of religion, of God, of the soul, and man; the whole, full, entire life, as long as ever it
fatur~ rewards and p_uniehment~, are on the crud_e should last, means everlasting.
vagaries and theolog1c speculatiOns of these semi·
This theologic or church definition of the word
barbaric, unscientific, romantic, and visi~n~r:r. an- soul, introduced and enforced by the semi-pagan
cients. Our mythologic, Roman, and semi·Civiliz9d . clergy of the early Ohristian ages, was gradually as-
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sented to and adopted by religious teachers and
writers till it finally received general approval, and
became popular in religious literature.
During the Dark Ages, when intellectual culture
was not simply neglected for the people, but was
condemned and forbidden, and the clergy themselvs
were so illiterate that many of them could neither
read or write, the spirit of inquiry and criticism was
almost extinct. The Roman church then dictated
religion to nearly all Europe. Its edicts and decrees
were easily enforced on the credulous, ignorant
masses. Its definitions, doctrine, and dogmas were
implicitly accepted as the unquestioned revelations
of the divine will made to the church.
During these thousand years of mental darkness
and unreasoning faith, the interpretations of the
church were the only umpire and criterion of truth.
How natural, easy, and irresistible it would be for
any definition or meaning to become permanently
fixed and to remain so to the general public in all
subsequent ages. There would seem to be no alternativ. Science or philological criticism might detect
and expose the imposition, but it would be to little
purpose, for the multitude, long addicted to the
error, with all their literature and traditions, their
prejudices and religious feelings, in its favor, would
much prefer to continue in it than to consent to hav
it corrected.
If we could be induced to surrender the erroneous
opinions thus fastened on us through the darkest
period of the Roman church and return to the earlier meaning of the word soul, as the late revisers of
the New Testament hav done, in thus substituting
"life" for it wherever they could-that is, return to
use it in its more original and primitiv true sensewhat a burden of error and misery would be lifted
from the religious world ! What a load of expenditl1re, waste, and grief it has inflicted upon us ! If
what has been sacrificed and expended to save the
souls of men had been wisely devoted to properly
saving and cherishing their "life," their whole lives
in the broadest, fullest sense, the world might be a
paradise.
The salvation of the moral and spiritual lives of
men in this world was the great concern, the work
and mission, of J esua. "For he shall save his people
from their sins." Such was the conviction of the
writers of the gospels that this was his mission,
that they represent him as restoring people from all
kinds of maladies and even raising the dead to
life. All he meant by saving the soul, was confined
to saving the people in its best sense iil this life.
The only way to do it is to enlighten them. It is
from a want of this light that so many souls or lives
are blighted, blasted, and lost now among us, in the
same sense and in the same way they were lost then.
We are spending a vast amount of means to save
our souls, in an orthodox sense, from a volcanic and
for an Olympic abode. We hav left the religion of
the ancient prophets and of Jesus, hav adopted the
Babylonish astrology and the Greek mythology, because our earlier teachers of religion had inherited
and believed them, taught them, and transmitted to
us through their writings their blind, childish superstitions, their senseless theories, their vague and
visionary specu:lations, that were prevalent and popular among the heathen and themselvs at that darker
period of the world's history. These ancient views
prevail throughout Ohristendom now, and they hav
designedly been perpetuated by mistranslation and
misapplication of the few words that it was necessary
to change for that special purpose.
It is well known that all the barbarian provinces,
kingdoms, and peoples composing the Roman empire
had their separate gods or divinities, and they attributed the phenomena and unaccountable, frightful
occurrences and mysteries that were transpiring to
invisible agencies-the gnomes, lares, manes, and to
their supernal or infernal deities, and their idol worship in connection with their faiths.
After the civil and ecclesiastical power became
united under Oonstantine the Great, the fury and
rage of the church was to flood the empire with missionaries, to proselyte these heathen. To make it a
success the ghost or soul theory, then popular with
these heathen, with their miracles and pagan mysteries, were adopted by the missionaries, so that it
really required but little change for a heathen to
become a Ohristian. In this way Ohristianity became
paganized-a superstition.
There is nothing more clear in history, church
and civil, than these unabated and enthusiastic efforts
to convert the heathen, or rather, to enroll them in
.the church was the ambition and hope of the missionary. The Ohristian religion, then, to these
saints was anything or nothing; its advocates and
propagandists were gracious, pliant, and obligingw~re literally " all things to all men," to gain some,
and they h11.v given us a religion and Bible manufact·
ured, manipulated, and constructed to entrap the
barbarian Infidel from the heathen to the Obristian
idolatry. These relics of 11ncient barbarism hav
come down to us to accept as representing a faith
and a religion we must implicitly adopt, at the peril
of the divine wrath and the salvation of our " souls."
I insist, on the authority of the late revisers of the
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New Testament-who were evidently the most capa·
ble of all expounders and interpreters of the Greek
text-that the earlier copies of the Greek scriptures
were comparativly clear of the anomalies, absurdities,
of our present English version. They tell us the
miracles, or thaumaturgic acts, there recorded were
not in one instance associated with the name of
Joshua or Jesus in these early copies; that the
words Lord and God should not hav been in the
Bible ; that the Lord should be teacher; God, Elohim ; and the proper meaning of Satan was worthlessness, and not the prince of hell.
The word. " damnation " in the Bible, they tell us,
is a forgery. It should hav been "judgment."
The word " Ohrist " should hav been " anointed."
While fidelity required that many more important
changes should be made, they were pledged by their
" rules " not to make them.
If the devotion of the church to the authorized
copy with all its errors and ambiguities and superstitions had not been forbidden, the revised edition would
hav been in harmony with the early Greek manuscripts, more rational, consistent, and more in accord
with science and advanced modern thought.
The revision was commenced with the view not of
perfecting the text, but for weakening that implicit
faith in its present perfection, and in its coming to us
as the 11 word of God," that the way might be paved
for an entire new translation, which Philip Schaff,
D. D., chairman of the 11 American committee on
revision," declared at a public meeting in the Oooper
Institute, New York, the people would be prepared
for before fifty years hence.
It is in the light of these revelations I maintain
that these early teachers and writers were really
wiser and better men than our version of the New
Testament represents them in many of these corrupted paganized passages.
Atheists and Infidels are either dishonest or uninformed when they overlook the radical and ultra
moral lessons and philosophic, ethical truths they
taught, and see only the absurdities and errors that
copyists hav forged, to quote, for the purpose of
commenting on them to the disparagement both of
the teachers and their lessons, to prejudice the
ignorant masses and to embitter them against those
who read and see many gems of thought in this
ancient literature.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 1, 1890.

The Maiden Smiled.
He certainly used most remarkable gestures, and
used them with a freedom that very much surprised
young Mr. Leonard, until that youth happened to
haltingly think that a Ohinaman was an oriental and
that the orientals are born gesture-makers.
He was unusually tall for a Ohinaman, and unusually gaunt, too, and as he threw up his long arms to
emphasize some particular statement, the heavy jade
bangles slipped down over his elbows; while, when
he lowered his arms again, he had to spread out his
fingers to keep the stone bracelets from falling to
the floor. Now he would poise his left hand, palm
up, in the air, and would dart his right hand in and
out of this, the fingers all bunched to a point, as
though it were some bird of prey swooping down on
its quarry. At another time, he would drop both
these nervous hands to the farthest limits of arm'sreach, scoop up an invisible something, and then,
lifting this head-high, would scatter it to the four
winds, with a tornado motion of body and limbs
that was very effectiv.
The play of his facial features was quite as remarkable. Like so many of his countrymen, he was
deeply pitted with small-pox, but, unlike most of his
countrymen, his eyes were large, though obliquely
set, and full of fire. His neck was long and pliant
as a snake, and indeed, when he threw back his head,
opened his mouth until the corners ran up to the
cheek-bones, and shot out a flash of light from under
his half-shut lids, there was something quite ophid. ian in his appearance.
That young Mr. Leonard .in his little surreptitious
ramble through Ohinatown was at first attracted by
the gestures and Boanergian voice of the Ohinaman,
there is no doubt, but after a few moments had
passed, his attention was drawn to another of the
group of which the orator was the center. There
were six of them in this group, sprawled about the
little gloomy store, in which nothing particular
seemed to be sold. Five of them were men and the
sixth was a woman, or girl, or child, young Mr.
Leonard could not exactly say which. Anyway,
whatever her age may hav been, she was as pretty
as a peach-or rathe1· as a nectarine, for, like that
fruit, she was small and round and plump and juicy;
like it, her skin was smooth and yellowish brown,
with red splashes here and there ; and she-still like
the fruit-no doubt looked to be a good deal better
than she really was. Her hair was starched out on
each side of her head like a black butterfly's wings,
and was twisted into a bar behind that looked like
the handle of a black teapot. This general gl!)ominess of head-gear was, however, relieved by sundry
little paper chrysanthemums stuck here and there,

while in the thickness of the tea-pot handle there
were two gold skewers, set up like a St. Andrew's
cross. Her hair was drawn back in front from a low
but intelligent forehead, underneath which glittered
a pair of mischievous eyes. The nose was a snub,
the mouth was quite pretty and provoking, and chin
and cheeks and neck were smooth and round. Down
below her trousers-dark purple, like her blouseshowed two plump ankles covered with fine white
socks; and beneath these were two tiny feet-naturally tiny-incased in shoes of light apple. green, with
high, white soles running down to a point from toe
and heel like the lines of a sampan.
The trick of finding out that a young man is looking at her is not confined to the Oaucasian girl, and
two minutes had not passed before little Quang Loo
began to preen and perk.
She accepted a conical cigaret which one of the
Ohinamen offered her, throwing out a deprecatory
glance at young Mr. Leonard as she did so, as
though asking excuse for the mannish custom, and
pulling back her loose sleeves-there seemed to be
five or six of them-showed a dimpled arm that was
altogether feminin. There followed coy looks in
the shelter of a big red-silk handkerchief ; roguish
smiles half hidden by a veil of very queer-smelling
tobacco· smoke, until, almost before he knew it, young
Mr. Leonard was deep in the midst of a first-class
flirtation with a third-class heathen.
The experience was one that made young Mr.
Leonard tingle clear down to the tips of his brilliant
yellow gloves and that made him flush so that his
spectacles actually got dewy. It was the first time
he had ever done such a thing, and he trembled with
a delicious fever of joyful fright to think of what he
would do if ever his mamma should find out what he
was about.
He and his mamma were Boston people, quite rich
and undoubtedly superior. She was a widow and
this was her only son, her 11 mother's boy." He had
been brought up like a pet lamb, and like that festiv
young creature was very innocent and· very weakand he looked it. Though now nearly twenty, his
mamma still called him Baby, and so did nearly
everybody else for the matter of that. She would
hav kept him in knickerbockers if she could possibly
hav done so, but even young Mr. Leonard's mild
spirit rebelled at this and he insisted on clothing his
fl11ccid little self in the rig of the ultra-anglomaniacs.
On those rare occasions on which mamma allowed
him to stray from under her maternal eye, her parting injunction invariably was, "Now, Baby, be sure
you don't get into mischief," and here he was getting
into the very worst description of that article.
He had passed the. handkerchief phase and had
arrived at that desperate state where he was slyly
feeling in his pocket for a visiting-card, when in one
of the gestureful Chinaman's comprehensiv sweeps
of arms and vision, the celestial saw what was going
on. For a moment his hands hung suspended, then
they dropped with a thwack on two bony knees,
while he shot out a few gutturals to his companions.
These looked quickly and sharply out of the little
store-window and up and down the street, and then,
at some more gutturals from the tall Ohinaman, they
slipped out and closed swiftly around the sta!'tled
youth. Before he knew what had happened, young
Mr. Leonard found himself inside the store, sitting
down beside the little Ohinese girl-much closer
than he had ever dared to imagin, and the six Obinamen so thickly grouped about him that he was hidden behind them as by a wall-a little wall of Ohina,
in fact. With childlike confidence and affection the
maiden put her right arm around his waist and kept
it there with a vigor that was quite surprising, while
she brought her left hand, holding the big red-silk
handkerchief, so closely up to young Mr. Leonard's
mouth that he could only talk in a sort of mumbled
undertone. Immediately in front of him towered
the tall Ohinaman, and in the Chinaman's hand was
a huge revolver.
"You wan' buy that Jill gel T" inquired this mon·
ster, working the revolver around until its muzzle
looked like a revolving disk in an experiment in
hypnotism.
"Good gwacious, no!" young Mr.. Leonard was
understood to stammer.
"Wha' for then you tly mashee heh !"
" Good gwacious !" stammered the youth again,
and there stuck, feeling very much as if he would
like to cry.
" Lookee heah, you dam fellah," said the Ohinaman, throwing open his mouth as though he was
going to swallow his victim ; " me, Quong Ah Wok,
baddest highbindeh San Flancisco. Sixteen man-boy
like you "-ticking them off on his fingers with the
pistol-barrel-" I kill already this week. Now I kill
you, too, 'less you buy this Jill gel or giv me hund'ed
dollah."
"I havn't got as much money with me," moaned
young Mr. Leonard.
" How much you got T" persisted Ah Wok.
"Only about fifty-three dollars and some odd
cents, don't-cher-know," chattered the victim behind
the red· silk handkerchief.
11
Lemme hav all you got-dam quick," slid the
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terrible Ah Wok, playfully poking the revolver in his
victim's vest-pocket.
Young Mr. Leonard lost no time in handing over
his coin and bills, though the operation left his purse
as limp as his legs.
" Now, then," said Ah Wok, with a combined
movement of the head, body, and arms that· made
him look like a gigantic crane about to take flight" now, then, young fellah, you skippee heap fi.fi;
and, lookee heah, you no say no word anyone, or I
come-we all come-kill you in your Jill bed."
Young Mr. Leonard wanted no further permission,
and the encircling arm of the maiden being released,
he tottered out and did not stop tottering until he
had reached the hotel. There he half . frightened
mamma to death by his ghastliness, but he attributed
it to "climbing so many bweastly hills," and after
lying down for an hour or two, with a bottle of
smelling-salts to his nose, he was again able to stand
on his feet and face the wicked world.
The next day waE Sunday, and young Mr. Leonard
and his mamma went to the First Bapterian church,
that baing the sect of which the Leonarda had
always been strong supporters. Mrs. Leonard's
devotions were considerably interfered witli by the
haunting suspicion that she knew the bonnet in front
of her, and sure enough when its wearer happened
to turn round to see the singers, who should it be
but Mrs. Todhunter, also of Boston.
" Stay after service, my dear," whispered Mrs.
Todhunter, duririg one of the hymns; " we're going
to hav a treat-converted Ohinese."
All the missionar1 zeal of the New Englander
was stirred at this hmt, and they stayed. The first
part in the appendix to the service was a Ohinese
Sunday-school, and young Mr. Leonard did not seem
to be half as charmed by the services as his mother
had expected him to be ; indeed, it was all he could
do to keep from sneaking out of the pew, or lying
down in it under plea of being poorly.
He heard the devout heathen singing some hor·
rible travesty of dear old "Rousseau's Dream" with
all the vigor and tunefulness of a blacksmith's bellows, and then he heard a resonant, crackly voice, at
sound of which his heart melted like wax within
him. He glanced fearfully up. There was no mistaking that ophidian head and those free gestures
-it was Quong Ah Wok, the prince of bighbindere.
He was telling the story of his conversion, of his
being brought out of the darkness and confusion of
ancient Confucianism into the perfect clearness of
new Bapterianism, and telling it with a redundancy
of picturesque action which young Mr. Leonard
knew only too well.
"And now me cl-lean !" cried the convert with a
fountain-like movement of the hands from the chest
upward and outward; "all same cl-lean like snow,
while you, pool sinnels, black like Melican man's
shoe. Oome be clean, come be white, then all go
heaven, sing, sing, sing fo-levah-amen."
To say that young Mr. Leonard was amazed is
but faintly to express his condition. He was simply
stupefied, and it was in this stupor that he somehow
knew his mamma was taking him by the arm and lead·
ing him up to the pulpit platform to shake hands
with the converted Ah Wok.
"So charmed," he heard his mamma say, and then
he felt his hand seized in a bony paw; a few quick,
low gutturals were spoken, and then there was a
thin giggle.
He looked up perforce, and there, sitting in sweet
demureness, was the little Ohinese maiden.
"This my niece, also one O!istian gel," said A:h
Wok, with a fearful working of his mobil jaws and
lowering of his lids ; " you please shake hands wif
I ill Olis tian gel."
Young Mr. Leonard put ou~ a moist, quivering
hand and felt it gently tickled in the palm. He
ventured a timid glance from the corner of his eyes
and met one as full of mischief as is a monkey. He
thought of celestial wile, of his fifty-three dollars,
and sighed;
And tae maiden smiled.- 'I homas J. Vivian in
the Argonaut.
Brotherhood of Moralists.
Repo1·t of the Propaqanda Committee Of the Brotllerr,ood of Moral·
ists, at Hannibal, Mo., for October, 1890.
SKORKTAR1t 1S REPORT.

During the month eighteen membership certificates were
issued, making a total of 1,198 members. The new members are from Ohio, California, Missou~! New York, Virginia, Indian Territory, Scotland, and Tr1n1dad Island, W. I.
F. H. RAU, Secretary.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Balance from September report ............................ $107
W. C. Jacobs, S.D.............................................
1
Mrs. S. Richerter, Kan........................................
Jacob Miller,
For constitutions.................................................

111.................................................

60
~0

,.,5

1 00

20

Total. ............................................... $110 05
Expended .................................................. $4 25 -~
Balance ........................................... $105 SO
Hannibal, Mo.
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.
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Special Call for Guarantee Fund.
The Congress of the American Secular Union, recently held at Portsmouth, 0., directed the officers to
make, through the Liberal papers, a call upon our
friends for the pledge of $5,000 to enlarge and carry
forward the work of the soGiety. This money is
needed to sustain the business of the general office
in Philadelphia, and to pay the salaries and traveling
expenses of at least two field secretaries, who shall
go out to organize auxiliary societies and otherwise
labor to promote the cause.
That this is an important movement in the right
direction, must be obvious to all. Never wa~ a time
when the work of our society was so much in demand; and our one need is the money to carry on
that work. Will our friends respond to this call liberally and at once, that we may know what to depend

up~~! president, besides his gratuitous daily work in.
behalf of the society, offers to be one of twenty to
contribute $100 each for this object. Will nineteen
others respond to this proposition at once?
How many can pledge $50, $25, $10, $5, $1?
Let every friend of the cause inform us as soon as
possible what he or she is willing to pledge.
Let all Liberal societies, whether auxiliary or not,
take up this matter promptly, and inform us what
they are willing to do.
The pledges will be published in THE TnuTB
SEEKER, Investigator, F1·eethought, and Secular
Thought, each month. It is understood that the
subscriptions may be paid during the coming year at
the convenience of the subscribers, and, if desired,
in instalments. All responses to this call ehquld be
addressed to the corresponding secretary.
We see no reason why the sum named should not
be secured by pledges within thirty dayf.'l.
R. B. WESTBRooK, President.
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer.
InA C. CnADDooK, Corr. Sec.
Office S. E. cor. Broad m•d Columbia avenue,
Philadelphia, Nov. 11, 1890.
Where Shall We Hay the Next Congress l
The Portsmouth Co:ngress of the American Secu·
lar Union was a success in every sense of the word.
Prominent Liberal speakers, first-class music and
plenty of it, furnished without cost to us ·by the
local auxiliary, and a large attendance, both of Liberals and of outsiders, not only from Portsmouth
but also from the surrounding country and from the
cities of Columbus, Cincinnati, Chicago, etc., made
this assemblage of our people one long to be remembered.
The excellent music rendered at all our meetings,
through the kindly foresight of the Portsmouth Secular Union, deserves our special thanks. Official
"thrones might totter," Secular discussion wax
wrathful or wane to s. peaceful sunset, but the talented pianist, Miss Sarah Stevens, WRS sure to be on
hand to soothe with her harmonies. Then there
wal! the welcome trio of guitarists, Messrs. Adams,
Rice, and Kennedy, with the mandolinist Charles
Miller and the violinist Abe White, who were certain
of an encore; snd the well-trained colored jubilee
singers, Messrs. Shumake, Haley, Woods, and Robinson. But the field d::.y o1 the Congress (a "Field"
day in more sensei:! than one) was Sunday, when AI. G.
Field, with his minstrel troupe, entertained us with
music in the interv&ls of the speaking. During the
afternoon and evening the house was packed, not
only with the Portsmouth people, but also with
visitors brought thither by excursion trains, so that
our Secularist friends werG glad to avail themseivs
of the invitation to occupy seats on the stage, while
listening to the speakers and to the splendid music
given us by Mr. Field's band.
We can congratulate ourselvs on having made so
good an impression upon the paople of Portsmouth
that the local auxiliary bav ~already applied to ha;
us next year. But, when. we reflect upon the noble
work which this little band of Secularists hav already
done in raising the $500 which they pledged toward
the expenses, and upon their many kindnesses to us
in other directions, it seems unfair to trespass upon
the hospitality of these generous people two years
in succession. We think it is time for some other
city to invite us.
What auxiliary will step forward and pledge an
equal amount ($500) for the expenses of next year's
congress in their city 1 If this young, six-monthsold auxiliary of Portsmouth can do as splendidly as

ought to do' at least as well, if not better. Come,
friends, what do you say? Auxiliaries to the front,
and let us hear from you promptly !
InA C. ORAnnoos:, Oorr. Sec. A. S. U.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 17, 1890.

The War is On.
Our late Congress left me sore and tired. But at
this writing I am in prime condition and again in the
harness that I love so well to wear.
The fanatics of the community are all torn up, and
are engaged in the business that suits them. best,
viz. flying dirty lies. There is not much use m atten:pting to kill these traveling falsehoods, for if you
succeed in carrying one of them to the tomb, a thousand others come to the burial.
The first things that came after the Congress were
a Christian newspaper writer hurling arrows of malice at Miss Voltairine de Cleyre, an orthodox minister inferring in a sermon that Secularists were brutes,
and a ·deaf "doctor" propounding questions to
Charles Watts. I met these things in this way:
EmTOB BLADB: One of your reporters has seen fit to throw
an arrow at the reputation of Miss Voltairlne de Cleyre. He
wrote like one who has a curbstone, cold and feelingless,
beating in his bosom, instead of a heart filled with sympathy
and love. The fact is, he threw his arrow without knowing
the story of her life. He did not even Inquire about it. Had
he known she was raised in sad surroundings, that she had
suffered untold cruelties and unwritten horrors-in fact, had
he known all the suffering she had experienced, the item he
wrote would hav withered in his hand. In my opinion, Miss
de Cleyre deserves credit, and lots of it. She is an orphan,
and as auch has educated herself. and is making an honest
living by the magic of her brain and voice.
Dr. J, B. Carter has rushed into print with a question to
Chas. Watts. As everybody knows, the doctor is hard of
hearing; that accounts for his asking the questions he does.
Watts answered it, and so did several others. I will notrepeat. If Mr. Watts sees fit he can.

The next move made by the fanatics was to secure
the locking of the doors of our meeting-hall against
us. The local auxiliary met all the same and passed
ringing resolutions. The Portsmouth Blade spoke
of the affair and the resolutions as follows :

these certain ones I do not intend to pass; I leave that for
the people and to the people. Our Union, having heard of
the threats being made, decided to proceed in an orderly and
peaceable manner. The program was to meet 1!1 G. A. R.
Hall Sunday evening, November 9th, for the last t1me. I-hd
we been allowed the privilege of so assembling we would
hav said in resolutions prepared: "Rather than shatter the
harmony that exists in the ranks of the post and the relief
corps, rather than cause dissension and strife, we will, like
the Arab of the desert, 'fold our tents and quietly move
away. •" But we were not allowed this privilege, owing to
the arbitrary action of Adjutant Ricker and Commander
Whitney.
.
Now the people who scandalize and traduce us we ptly.
They know not what they do. But we are their friends.
We shall ever applaud the good they do and keep on fighting for the liberty of themselvs and their posterity. We
condemn not a soul nor harbor a hard feeling. We stand
on humanity's bro~d platform working for the protection
and maintenance of the rights of soldier and citizen, fri8lld
and foe. In the Grand Army of the Republic and the Ladles'
Relief Corps, as organizations, we recognize two of the main
supports of the grand fabric of the American government.
" With thankfulness we remember every sacrifice made by
this nation for liberty, every sacrifice made by every patriotic
man and woman, and we shall ever in patriotic memory sit
by the grave of every soldier and every brave army nurse,
and crown them again and again with the crown of everlas!ing honor."

William F. Whitney, commander of Bailey post,
G. A. R , came next, through the columns of the
Blade, in this wise :
EDITOR BLADB : I notice in your Issue of the lOth a copy
of certain resolutions passed by the Portsmouth branch of
the American Secular Union at their meeting Sunday evening, condemning the action. of myself and my adjutant, Mr.
James W. Ricker, In refusmg to allow G. A. R. Hall to be
opened for their meeting on that cvcn\ng.
In reply I hav only to say the resolutions arc not based
upon facts. Were such the case I should not answer them,
and would leave the matter for the approval or disapproval
of the post at its next meeting. In the first place I wish to
say that the notice to the janitor was written by mv order,
the adjutant having no authority to issue an order of any
kind except by my direction, and I assume the entire responsibility in that respect.
In the second place the resolutions say the Union had
"obtained from the trustees of Bailey pnst, G. A. R., their
consent to hold a meeting in Grand Army Hall." This I deny.
No consent was ever, to my knowledge, given for any meeting either at that time or any other. I admit that the consent of two of the trustees had been obtained, but that is
insufficient. Section 5, Article vii, by.laws of Bailey post,
reads as follows: "Tte commander, adjutant, and three
trustees, chosen at the annual meeting, shall constitute a
board of trustees for the post. They shall investig&te and
approve or disapprove the bond of the quartermaster; make
contracts for rent of hall, subject to confirmation of the
post," etc.
Now, no contract had ever been agreed upon by the tntstees, and no action had ever been taken by the post in the
matter. The Union had been permitted the use of the hall
by two members of the board of trustees, under promis that
the attention of the post would be called to it, but it has
never been done, and last week, when I was informnl
by the adjutant that another series of meetings was to beg'n
Sunda:y evening, I instructed him to notify the janitor of the
post not to open the hall, and as commander of the post I
felt justified in making the order. But not desiring to be
arbitrary about the matter I called upon the janitor Saturdt y
·evening, and advised him that if three members of the board
should consent to the meeting I would revoke my order,
and giv him authority to open, notwithstanding I was opposed to the organization. I think as a matter of courtesy
all the members of the board of trustees should hav been
consulted before consent of any kind was given for the use
of the hall. As one of its members I was not, and as to Mr.
Ricker, I am not. advised.
Yery truly yours,
WM. F. WHIT~BY,
Commander Bailey Post.

Grand Army Hall was closed against the Portsmouth Secular Union last night. This did not seem to dampen their
ardor or their energy in any respect, for they held an enthusiastic meeting in the store-room of J. L. Treuthart, passing
resolutions relativ to the hall matter and transacting other
business of minor importance. The resolutions as adopted
are:
WmmBAs, The Portsmouth branch of tbe American Secular Union obtained from the trustees of Bailey post, G. A.
R., their consent to hold a meeting of their said branch in
Grand Army Hall on the evening of Sunday, November 9th;
and,
WnBRBAS, The adjutant of the post, James Ricker, and
its commander, William Whitney, without any action on the
part of Bailey post or its officers, other than themselvs, refused to permit the said branch to occupy the hall, as had
been previously agreed upon, be it therefore
Resolved, That we respectfully call the attention of Bailey
post to this matter and ask its consideration thereofwhether they approve or disapprove of the same.
Resolved, That we consider the action of the adjutant who
wrote the order and signed the commander's name thereto,
as an act of discourtesy, which we cannot pass without
notice. Having the highest regard for the Grand Army-a
patriotic body of old soldiers and good citizens-we wish it
understood that we ask nothing of them that will in any
way injure them or their cause; but having heretofore been
shown by them courtesy and kindness, we were not preI answaecl Mr. Whitney in the same paper, thus :
pared for the disappointment to which we were subjected.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be submitted to
1: ou say our TesolutiOns " condemn the action of yourself
Bailey post for its future consideration.
and Adjutant Ricker." If tiJat is true why do we submit
In order to show that the local Secularists are not the matter to Bailey post? Then you say "the resolutions
are not based on facts," and In the very next line deny this
such bad, bad men, I wrote the appended article for bv
writing, " were such the case I should not answer them "
the Blade:
Do you not see that you affirm and deny at the same time.
EDITOR BLADE : The hand of oppression is raised against Looked at in one way your words infer that you will not
the Portsmouth Secular Union. Its members are accused by allow the resolutions to come before the post for considerapeople and by press with being Anarchists and the vilest of tion ; in another way, that you will.
the vile. At our reputation filth is being thrown, and those
In regard to the order served on the janitor I will say to
engaged therein seem as " sewers into which hav been you that In the form It is, the way It is written, and the way
emptied all the slops of hell." And yet what has been said it is signed, it proves that the adjuta11t assumed the authority,
by voice and print I applaud, for the reason that It echoes whlch you admit he does not hav, and issued the same.
free speech and free press. I take it for what it is worth, Your assuming the "responsibility" does not tend In the
and no more.
least to lift the matter from the shoulders of Mr. Ricker.
As a fact, the members of the Portsmouth Secular Union
You deny in toto that we obtained from the trustees of
are American citizens, aiming to do that which is right and Bailey post their consent to hold a meeting in G. A. R. Hall.
just, not only to themselvs but to others. We are not An- Then you say no consent was ever given, so far as }OU know,
archists, and do not favor Anarchy. The Secular Union is and then again you admit that the consent of two of the
not given to any particular belief or unbelief. It advocates trustees had been obtained. You quote part, and part only,
nine propositions-propositions strictly American, and ring- of Section 5, Article vii, of Bailey post's by-laws, of which
ing with common sense.
this only Is material: "They (the trustees) shall make conNow a few words regarding G. A. R. Hall. When first tracts for rent of ball, subject to confirmation of the post."
we organized we secured that hall for our meeting-place. You argue "that no contract bas ever been agreed upon by
There were other and cheaper halls on the market, but we the trustees, and no action had ever been taken by the post
unanimously chose Grand Army Hall. And for these in the matter." Did not Benj. Woods, a member of the
reasons:
Secular Union, and also a member of your post, brl"g the
First, It Is a temple sacred to the principles for which we matter up at a post meeting? Did I not talk to you about it
contend, that is to say, principles fundamental with our gov- previous to Mr. Woods's application to rent? Will you deny
ernment.
that Captain Millsteacl, M!lton Barber, and Isaac Woodruff,
Secondly, We desired to place money in the treasury of an hav been talked to on the same subject? How will :vou go
organization similar in so many respects to our own-an ahout to disprove that the hall was not let to us ? Did we
organization contending for the same principles and admir- not occupy it for a considerable length of tlme? Did '\\e
Ing the same men.
not pay $2 per week rent? Did not your collecting officer
Thirdly, we wished to show respect to the soldiers of our collect the same? Does not this payment of money and
organization. They are the leaders of the same, and most of the receipts therefor tend to establish a contract? And
them members of Bailey post. Others of our members were then if Section 5, Article vii, was being ..-lolated, how does
identified with the Abolition movement and covered them- It come you were so long in finding it out? In fact, hav you
selvs with honor and glory.
not violated this section yourself by letting the hall on
The opposition that has sprung up in the ranks of Bailey your own responsibility?
post and the Bailey Relief Corps is of recent birth, and
Now, there can be no doubt that a contract was made
comes from only a few. Certain members of the post between the trustees of Bailey post and Benjamin Woods.
threatened to do this and do that, and ladles of the Relief The latter gentleman so reported to our body and the minCorps, it is said, threatened to pass resolutions of indignation utes of the same show it. The contract, being made, waR
and vacate the hall if the Portsmouth Secular Union were then "subject to confirmation by the post;" that is, If they
allowed to longer meet therein. A verdict on the action of (the trustees) deemed it optional, they could present it to
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the members ot the post tor their approval C?r rejection. If ' to carry out promptly were there not at work con-I ister fo bade the Turners to attend the funeral.
not so presented and the contract entered mto effect-the ·d r
'f I
r
.
· ·
hall being occupied and the rent being paid-the very fact BI era IO?S more po~er u ·
.
.
Some of them did, however, aud t~e Freethmkmg
ot the members ot Bailey nost acquiescing stood as prima
You, Sir, are president of a conspicuous soCiety member who carried the flig deposited a wreath on
facie evidence of confirmation. The part of Section 5, Arti- which has adopted the high-sounding, but, I lear, the coffin with these worde : " The honor which
cle vii, which you fa_lled to quote, re_qulres the trustees-and misleading name of "The Society for the Prevention others hav denied you we will giv you." The court
you are one ew otflow-" to report Immediately to the post of Cr'me" y
· t
f
t
k
t
d f
d th
·
Lb. k
·1t
d th
all bills audited, and to make a monthly report of all other
I ·
our so~Ie Y pro esses o see ou .an
oun
e humane "}!'rae. m er gUI y an
us anew
business transacted by them." Did their monthly reports procure the pro~ecutlon of law-breakers. It decides confirmed the marriage bstween church and state.
contain the statement that your hall was rented by the m secret upon Its measures, and is not accountable
Portsmouth Secular Union? That said Union was prompt to the people in any way. It is a private inquisition
That Freethought is sadly needed in Austria is
in payln~ t.he rent <:barged them ?
of a most dangerous and threatening character a evident. A miracle-doetor named Waw.rzel was a
Your v1s1t to Jamtor George on the Saturday evening you 0 8 t t
t
br
· t•t t•
Th'
mention, and what you told him you would do, was detri- ? ~· an_ menace 0 repu Ican ms I ~ IOns.
ere short time ago indicted for body·stealing. During
mental to the stand you had taken. You were "to see IS lD thiS country no reason for the existence of such the trial it was found that he used ashes from dead
three of the trustees, and If they gave consent you would s society. But the reason most strongly and piau- men's bones as a cure for typhoid fever. Yet not in
let George know!' Did you see them,; Did you make any sibly urged for its establishment wall that the police, all cases, only when the disease wa'i! what he called
attempt ~o see them?. You say you are opposed to our upon whom pronerly devolves the work with which "Jewish fever;" if "Oatholic typhoid fever," a
organization." That IS your right and privilege, but this
.
. ....
does not exempt you from honorable dealing man with man your SOCiety InSists upon meddhng, could not be couple dozen "Our Father's" would drive. out the
does It?
'
' m!\de to execute the laws. Police ineffioiency, venal- evil spirit; The doctor had many patients, who inAdjutant Ricker, on being seen Monday morning, gave a ity, and corruption were the reasons given why the variably died if the disease actually was s&id fever.
different" reason why"from what you hav given. Loyalty people should entrust the enforcement of laws to The miracle-worker got five months in the panitentiwas the essence of his cry. He said "the G. A. R. must
· t
· f
d t th t'
f th
· f
be loyal ; that the red flag of Anarchy had been waved at prJva e soci~ Ies, an a
e une o
e organJza IOn ary.-IJer Freidenker.
our congress· and that somebody had to do something." of your soCiety, those reasons seemed very cogent.
lie was then' asked : " Do you regard any member of the Your society, usurping police powers as it does, is a
It is to be regretted that the Social Democratic
Secular U nlon· a~. an An~rchlst ?" '' There Is not an Anarch- standing reproach to the police, a standing protest party, at the head of which stands Axel Danielsen
!at among th~m, was hts.reply. And he ended the conver- that the police do not execute the laws. If the po- and which numbers several Freethinkers in ita ranks,
.
.
sation by saymg the " ladtes" were warmed up and pushing .
things, or something to that effect.
h?a did execute the. laws there ":ould be no raMon has chosen to be hoatii toward the Freethought
In conclusion, I desire to quote one of the objects to be d etre for your soCiety. The existence of your so- movement. The Social Democrats hav perfect libaccomplished by the G. A. R. I take It from your by-laws. ciety, therefore, is an indorsement and confirmation erty to expresa their ideas, but we ca~not see the
It is: "To enc~mrage the spread of universal liberty, equal of my belief in the existence of- corrupt practices justice ef their wishing to compel others to accept
.
rights, and justice to all men." On that plank stand firmly
the same. The principal objects of the Swedish Freeand steadfastly, and the Secular Union will never complain. among the po1ICe.
•
• •
•
•
We so stand for you. Will you tor us?
Now, my purpose m writmg IS to say that, With thought society are the total separation of church
The evidence as given above, pro and oon, will be the experience of y~ur society, the kno~ledg.e it I!ro- and state and perfect religious liberty; this they hav
presented to Bailey post at their regular meeting, fesses to hav acquire~ and the machif!ery I~ claims in common with the Socialists, and we don't see why
Monday night, Nov. 17, 1890.
·
to ha!' perfected dun~g th~ years of Its .existenc~, they cannot work together on this platform ; this so
There is fun ahead. In the mean time we will and With .the powers With.w~Ic~ ~too confi~g .pubhc much the more as economical liberty cannot be
meet in the rooms of veterans' Temple, a three-story has prodigally endo'!ed It~ if It IS ~ver to Justify the gained unless mental liberty is secured.
structure with janitor and all conveniences. The alleged purpose .of Its. extsten~e, lt &~ould ~ow ~e
From Las IJominicales, one of our Spanish exfathers, don't you see, locked us out and the sons able to prov~ pohce dehnqu~ncies. E1ther ~his, or It
took us in. Therefore sing praises unto the sons, should be d!sbanded and driven out ~f busmess. I changes, we gather the following piece of news, which
and a slice, now and then, unto the "dads."
am not unmmdful of the fact that, smc~ the expos- shows the extent of power yet resting in the Spanures made by the New York newspapers m February, ish clergy. To the honor of the secular press of
In conclusion, I desire to call attention to J. E. 1880, your society has labored under disadvantages, Spain it must be said that the incident brought
Valjean, the brave Rnd fearless editor of the Ports- but notwithstanding that, I believe that if you will forth strong denunciations, and, we do not doubt,
mouth Blade. I say brave, because he expressas his employ the machinery of your society for the holy increased the sentiment in favor of a total separation
honest thoughts. He is not owned, and the blood purpose of purifying the police you will gain the of church and state. In Aranjuez is situated a miliof the caterer to popular things because they are applause and gratitude of many worthy citizens tary school similar to that at West Point, N. Y.
popular, does not course his veins. He is for us and whose distrust of your society is as great as their The school, which is supported by the state, receives
pupils from
age of seven years until sixteen.
with us in the main. He givs the space of his paper distrust of the police.
Oome, Mr. Crosby, giv up sham. No one is de- Some time ago the entire school was ordered to
to· arguments for and against our principles, snd frequently speaks editorially, and favorably so, of us. ceived in these matters, and the urgent need of the partake in the cannibalistic feast wherein is served
I like him, and so do all who know him. At a future day is common honesty. Why not use your society the flesh of '' our savior." A little fellow, nine years
time I will describe a scene in which he was the to enforce honesty upon the police, ana use it in of age, observed that some of the consecrated wafer
principal aotor, taking the part of Secularism elo- such a way that people will hav some confidence stuck to his lips. To touch it with his imnure hands
that it is really in earnest in what it is doing, and would be a sacrilege, and, full of fear, he brought
quently and superbly.
WILLS. ANDBES.
not making a mere hypocritical outcry to attract at- down his military cap and with it shoved the wafer
tention away from some underhand deviltry ! In in his mouth. A priest, however, observed this and
Are the Police Blackmailers t
the name of consistency, I ask you to do this, or lodged a complaint with the echo~l authorities, the
REv. HowABD OnosBY, Dear Sir: The statement else add to your equivocal denial the confession that result of which was a sentence of nine days' imprisrelativ to police blackmailing, recently attributed to whatever you may hav said about the police was onment on bread and water. The sentence being
you, loses none of its importance by your equivocal merely the vaporiDg of the man who, in apparent served, the entire school, offioere, teachers, sky-pilots,
disclaimer printed in last Sunday's papers. What- approval of one of the most atrocious pieces of ju- and pupils, met in the school-yard, where a square
ever you really said is of little consequence, but it is dicial rascality ever perpetrated in this country, said, was formed. The culprit, with his hands tied behind
of immense consEquence that public attention is from the platform of the Young Men's Ohristian his back, was marehed in to the tune· of a funeral
called pointedly by some emphatic assertion to the Association, "I believe in deceit."
march. A regular tribunal of the infamous Inquisisubject-matter of your alleged remarks.
I hav put this in the form of an open letter be- t!on was created; the military insignia were torn
It has been common rumor, an open secret, under- cause it concerns the general public quite as much off the delinquent, he was expelled from the school,
stood by all men about town for years, that the as it does either yau or
and excommunication followed. Then the priest
police derived illicit revenue from prostitutes, liquor
Yours truly,
ED. W. 0HAMBEBLAIN.
spoke, the clergy sang the hymn for the dead, and
dealers, and ·gamblers. I heard such rumors when
10 Wall street, New York, Nov. 11, 1890.
the unlucky military cap was placed on a post,
a schoolboy, thirty years ago, and hav heard them
wood piled around, and the fire lit. Most cheerfully
from time to time since. During the Henry George
would the priest hav allowed the boy to take the
Items
of
Foreign
Freethought
News.
campaign, speakers from the platform frequently
cap's place but alas, even Spain was not priestThe editor of El .Radical, M. Odon de Buen, pro- ridden en~ugh to allow this. Certainly Ramon
denounced the police as " pPnsioners of the prostitutes." With no means of poeitiv proof I hav al- fessor at the university of Barcelona, has started a Ohies and Da.msfilo, the editors of our Freethought
ways believed that the police levy contributions movement tending to combine the various Free- contemporary, need noh worry themselvs for fear of
upon these classes, and I am certain that that belief thought associations of Spain in a federatipn similar having no abuses or intolerance to correct.
is very general among the citizens of New York. to that of France.
GusTAVE NELSON.
My belief finds confirmation in the faot that with
almost unlimited legal nnd usurped powers to enThe size of the audiences commanded by Viktor E.
Lectures and Meetings.
force the laws against these classes, if there were Lennstrand is now so great that he has been obliged
W. F. JAMIESON desires lecture engagements In Iowa, Misany honest disposition to enforce the laws, the pros- to hire a much larger hall. November 2d, he lectured souri, and Kansas. Address at Des Moines, Ia.
titutes, liquor deale1·s, and gamblers are still a very on "Is the Fteethought Movement in Sweden U nnecAT the Liberal Club, Friday evening, November 21st, Mr.
large and thriving part of our population.
essary and is the Educational Work of Freethinkers Wakeman will speak on" Some Essentials that Mr. PenteMy belief also finds confirmation in the spasmodic Dastructiv T"
cost Overlooks."
brutal attacks which the police make, from time to
Tmc lecture to-morrow, the 23d, at the Brooklyn Philotime, upon the friendless women, arresting them for
In Austria the authorities hav prohibited tbe pub- sophical Association, Bedford avenue and South Second
street walking, as if women had no right to walk in lication of the Niederosterreichische Sohulzeitung street, Brooklyn, E. D., will be by Professor Thomas Davidthe streets. While scores of unfortunate women and the Burgerschule, two educational papers, be- son. Subject, "S9.vonarola." Time of meeting, 3 P.M.
walk the streets nightly, police zeal is sometimes so cause they reprinted the " blasphemous " speech of
Miss ADA CAMPBELL will lecture twice Sunday, November
excessiv that we hav reports of virtuous women hav- Herr Ditte on the Berlin school congre~s, demanding 23d at Broad and Wood streets, Philadelphia. Subject, at
ing been arrested and imprisoned upon this frivo- that religion should not be taught in the schools.- 2:30P.M.: "Heredity; the Transmission of Anc~stral Traits;
lous charge. I hav procured drinks enough in New IJas Mensohenthum.
or How to Improve the Human Race Physically, Mentally,
York bar-rooms during Sundays, and forbidden
and Morally." At 7:30 P.M.: "Freethought versus Chrishours, to hav very decided convictions upon the
The bureau of statistics of the city of Paris has tianity; or, Which Has Done the Most Good for the Hueffioiency and honesty of police supervision of liquor published its annual for 1889, from which it appears man Race."
sellers, and I see that, notwithstanding occasional that the number of secular funerals is strongly inTHE following are B. P. Putnam's lecture appointments in
terrific raids upon gamblers, there are always plenty creasing. The number of burials during said year was Texas. A few days are lett vacant along this route. Those
left over to make the victims of new raids, and 56,773, out of which 10,580 were secular. Further- who desire lectures for the dates not included in this list will
that, while a great cry goes forth that gambling is more, in the arrondissement of Oharonne 38 of every please communicate with S. P. Putnam at El Paso, Tex.,
suppressed, houses, generally reputed to be 100 were secular, in Poppincourt and Berey 25 of where he will be November 30~h. E! Paso, November 30;
gambling-houses, and which certain evidences con- every 100, in Opera and Passy 8 and 9 of every 100.- Burnett, December 3, 4, 5; Goldthwaite, 6, 7; Norse and
vince me are such, hav existed for years in the La .Raison.
Clitton, 8, !) ; Walnut Springs, 10, 11, 12; Stephens ville,
neighborhood of the large hotels.
13, 14; Alvarado, 15, 16, 17 ; Fort Worth, 18, 1!) ; Su~et,
Furthermore, my belief is confirmed by seeing the
A Freethinker was the other day sentenced to a 20, 21; Gainesville, 23, 24, 25; Trenton, 27, 28; Damson,
efforts of the police commissioners to defeat the law month's imprisonment by the police court of Leipzig 29 30. Forney 31 and January 1, 2; Reagan and Martin,
providing for matrons in police stations, a law which because of " disturbance of a religious service." A 3. '4, 5'; Columbus,' 8, 9, 10; Flatonia, 11, 12; San Antonio,
the ordin111ry dictates of humanity would move them Turner had committed suicide and the society's min- 13, 14, 15.
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fommnnieations.
Our London Letter.
The 1 ~ Agnostic Annual," edited by 0. A. Watts,
has again made its appearance, and as usual contains
a number of well-written and interesting articles. I
understand the circulation increases year by year,
and I see that a firm of booksellers who up to the
present hav strenuously refused to stock it, hav now,
in consequence of numerous inquiries from customers who are more liberal-minded than themselvs,
thought it advisable to help in its distribution. This
little work has no doubt been of great assistance in
disseminating the views of Agnostics, much to the
dismay· and disgust of many of the clerical party,
though Amos Waters's a?Ucle on Agnosticism and
the Ohurch of England should ·allay much of their
displeasure. It is to be hoped that not many Freethinkers will fall in with his suggestion for a "fusion
of reasonable and devout Agnostics with the Liberal
party of breadth and progress in the Ohurch of England," thou~h it is quite possible that a certain section of the Agnostic party, who are really Theists in
principle, may be of like mind with Mr. Waters. If
there is to be a fusion, let the liberal-minded clergy
honestly come out of the church and join the Agnostics. It looks somewhat as though there was a craving for the loaves and fishes of the establishment.
It is refreshin~ to turn from this article to that written by Mr. Holyoake entitletJ, " The Iron Rand
Under the Velvet Glove," a careful perusal of which
will not tend to induce the reader to fraternize
with the paid supporters and teachers of Ohristianity.
The recent suicide in St. Paul's cathedral has
apparently caused much consternation in the minds
of the devout, and a "reconciliation service" bas
been held, no one knows why, for although this
particular house of God has been the scene of many
suicides, no such service has been thought necessary.
Anyhow, it was a new effect, and called some little
attention to the . cathedral-acting in a certain
measure as an advertisment.
The greatest showman of modern times " General" Booth, has certainly discovered a hith~rto unr?cor~ed device fo~ o~t~ning money. It is a questiOn. if any othe~ mdiVIdual would hav originated
the 1dea of cartmg the body of his wife all over
a large cit~ f~r such a purpose, and strange to
say, the maJo~ty of people can see nothing indecorous about 1t. I am rather surprised he buried
the body when he might hav made a considerable
sum by having it cut up into small fragments and
sold as relics. This little performance of his was
merely a preliminary to the publication of his great
work,." In Darkest England and the Way Out" a
very hvely concoction, the ehief point in it being his
modest demand for a million pounds sterling to
~ma~l~ him to carry o?t his. scheme. He may get
It, It IS by no means Impossible and if be can do
the ~ood he promises, so much 'the better; if not,
he will only be so much more ·money in pocket
and t~e ~~Is who h.av s'!-bscribed to the fund may a~
":ell g1v 1t ~ th~t duect10n as to foreign missionseither way 1t "!'Ill be wasted, and the givers would
not best~w t~eir money for any useful purpose. The
most O~JectiOn,!'bl~ part of Booth's scheme is the
proselyt1~m wh1c~ IS bound to follow, for if he does
succeed 1n rescumg and reclaiming " the homeless
the out-of-workers, the drunkards the harlots " th~
p~or wretehes, if they hav any s~nse of gratitude
will feel bound to believe anything and everything
the saviors may please to say. I wish him every
s~ccess, but the more successful he is the quicker
will be ~e downfall of the whole edifice. Built u
of s~~h mcongruous elements, it will hav no mor~
stabiht}' t~an a huge snow-man which will topple
over With 1ts own weight, or speedily melt away the
result of ~hich will be pretty much the same a~ the
sudden d1~b~ndment o~ a large army of mercenaries.
IJ;owever, 1f 1~ lasts h1s time, it will not matter to
him, for .he will ~av acquired sufficient money to well
endow h1s posterity for some time to come, providing
they are a~ ~areful as the founder of the family.
The spmt of. the Ohurch of England was well
sh~wn _by the bishop of Peterborough, who recently
mam~amed that the first duty of the church was to
contnbute t~ the glory of the Lord, its function also
was to contribute to the happiness of man but this
latter ~as secondary and subsidiary. N;turallv, a
collectiOn followed and realized the sum of £569
to":ard the restoration of Peterborough cathedral.
It 1s to be hoped the Lord was pleased with the result, .and feels all t~e happier for having his house
put m proper repa1r now the wet weather is commg on.
J.D.

The,;.Lectnre Field.
I left San Francisco on the steamboat October
29th for Stockton, and then to Knight's Ferry by
rail and stage. Near the latter place 1 found the
home of Bon. A. Schell, where I was most cordially
welcomed and kindly entertained by Mr. A. Schell
and family and also by Mr. Herrick Schell and family,.
all residing under the same roof and feasting at the
same table. The guest at this house is treated in
fine style and everything is done to make him
happy. I was sorry.when the time came for me to
leave. But perhaps 1t is well as it was for if 1 had
stayed longer and fared so s~mptuou~ly every day,
where the land teems with wme honey and cream
not to speak of grapes, peaches (November 2d) and
other good things, I fear that when 1 return~d to
Oakland and had to come down to skim-milk and
water-Oakland water invigorated with sand-1
should hav been a very badly disgruntled man.
Mr. A. Schell, as many readers of this paper
know, has been a very activ man-a Liberal in senti·
ment and a patriot in politics. Everyone who knows
anyLhing at all about him knows that he is a Freethinker and a Republican.
A few weeks since a very estimable woman died at
Oakdale, twelve miles from Mr. Schell's. He was
invited to deliver the funeral discourse which he did
in a manner that won praises even f;om those who
are still professed Ohristians. It was the first time
in their lives that many who gathered around the
coffin on that occasion had ever heard such appropriate and thoughtful remarks made at a funeral.
l;fine was the first Liberal lecture ever given at
Kmght's Ferry. To my surprise and to the great
gratification of all our Liberal friends we had a very
good and an exceedingly attentiv audience.
On my way home I stopped one night at Oakdale
and lectured in the Independent church and 80 great
was the enthusiasm over the first Iectu:e that 1 was
cordially invited to return, which I shall do at my
earliest convenience.
Our good friend A. Schell read aloud to me the
paragraph in Freethought relating to Mr. Jamieson's
financial embarrassment. He became interested in
the lecturer's troubles and said to me "Brother
Bell, I wish you would say through the Liberal
papers to the Freethinkers of the country that 1 am
rea~y to help~· Jamieson. I will lend him $250
at stx per cent if several others will loan him the
$500. This way of raising it will save time and
relieve of much worriment."
'
This offer was made spontaneously and magnanimously, and I hope there are others in our Liberal
ranks who will promptly join with Mr. Schell in
doing this much-needed favor.
There will be no risk, as ample security will be
given.
The address of A. Schell is Knight's Ferry, Stanislaue county, Oal.
Mr. W. F. Jamieson's address is Box 336 Des
'
Moines, Ia.
! shall l>e happy to render Mr. Jamieson all the
aid· I can, and to facilitate matters, I will promptly
answer any letters addressed to me.
Bore 109, Oaklanil, Oal.
W. s. BELL.

The Lecture Field in Washington.
Willapa, P~fic county, i~ about forty miles due
west .of Ohehal1s. Not havmg ·been in the saddle
for mgh twenty-fi~e years, it was a novel experience
to travel fort~ miles on horseback, with my usual
large and weighty budget of Liberal literature
packed in a couple of potato sacks and strapped on
the back part of the saddle. The greater part of
the way ·was through dense woods over hill and
dale, gulch, cree_k, and river•. Over ~ight miles was
the ~rude~t, roughest trail, through a dense forest
of gitfantJc firs five to twenty ·feet in diameter,
to"!'e!lng sky!ard three to four hundred feet. The
soil 1s exceedlll;g rich and the growth of underbrush
ran~ and luxuriant. That trail is twenty miles from
a railroad, yet I am assured every acre of it has been
take~ up for all of two miles each side of the trail ;
and 1ts fortunate possessors, by converting it into
farms or cash, will realize handsome returns for already engineers' and contractors' camps hav become
lan~marks. The road-bed is surveyed, and being
r~p1dly graded.. Soon the whistle of the Iocomotiv
will ~ell of rap1d transformation to good market for
th? 1mmen~e crops of grain, fruit, and vegetables
th1s now wild woods will produce.
I took a train from Seattle to Ohehalis where I
chartered a foundered old jade warranted a good
roa~ster, •~~: easy-going saddle-horse. If long expenance, gamed by a gait that afforded ample time
&f!d opportunity to "view the landscape o'er" and
leisurely test the quality of the grass and shr~bbery
by ~he way, filled the bill, then certainly that ancient
equme pera11;1bulator was fully up to its owner's
recommendation. It was a long, lonely weariness of
Right.
the :flesh and rattle. of the bones, a rough and rugged
In ID;Y humble judgment there is much more road. As the evenmg shades gathered around me 1
poetry m Colonel Ingersoll's testimonial to Walt ma~e spasmodic efforts to induce my gallant knacker
Whitman, than in the latter's " Leaves of Grass."
to mcr~ase of speed. I felt woefully tired, and yet
BURR.
each mile I rode decreMed my desire to sit down,

Dark clouds threatened rain. The dense foliage
made the path like a tunnel, the darkness so black it
could be felt. The way was interspersed with deep
gu.lches, creeks, and. rivers, ~nd when they were
br1dged ~t all th~ br1dge consisted of lo{{B or loose
slabs, With nothmg to prevent one gomg off on
either side into un~nown depths ~elow. Numerous
holes, to say. nothm~ of an occasiOnal absent slab,
made traps mto wh1ch should the horse step the
r~der would be likely to cha?ge his II~;Ode of locomotu~n. and :fly ov~r the. horses neck w1th e!ery pro~?
ab1hty of breaking h1s own. Then, too, 1f an acCI·
d~nt happened no help was nigh7~o house within .
miles, and travelers, like angel VISits, few and far
between. Although I was very weary, all disposition
to sleep was checked by the necessities of the occasion, which kept the rider very wide awake. I was
told I s~ould hav to ford. the r!ver, .and I didforded r1,:vers and creeks m~h thirty t1.m~s. About
~en at r;nght; •!ter descendmg a pr~c~p1tous bank
mto a Wide, ragmg torrent, and on gammg the other
side groping about in the inky darkness for half an
hour ere I found the track leading to the road, half
a mile on I found a ranch, and, oh, so gladly, put
up for the 1;'-ight, pref~rring to continue my equestrian
pleasure tr1p by daybght.
·
But on arrival at the hospitable ranch of that
astute phrenologist and jolliest of kind-hearted
bachelors, Jacob Drissler, all sense of weariness was
quickly dispelled. He has a beautiful farm, cleared
by himself, a splendid orchard of plums, prunes,
apples, and pears, wit~ a choice and extensiv vegetable ga!den, an~ r~ses very large crops of hay
and gram. He 1s JUst the man for those to
write to who desire to know all about how to insure
~_goo~ home and remunerativ labor by farming in
Washington.
H. A. Townes, whose ranch fronts that of Mr.
Drissler's (they are located about eight miles from
the village of Willapa), is one of the noble pioneers
of Liberalism in this section. His wife and family
are each and all stanch and true to the cause, and as
in the case of Jacob Drissler, heart, home, and purse
are ever open to the Liberal messengers. The
Townes mansion was a free hotel for all who desired
~o attend the lectures. Fri~nd Townes was suffe~
mg from a severe attack of su'lkness that rendered 1t
i~possibl~ for him to endure the jolt of eight mil?s'
r1de to Willapa, where the lectures were to be delivered. But as many in his neighborhood were interested, it was deemed advisable to hav at least one
lecture at the adjacent school-house. I had only
Saturday and Sunday to devote to the work there.
Pressing duties pertaining to the Washington Seenlar Union demanded my return to Seattle. Besides,
I had chartered my noble charger only until Toesday. To make the most of the time possible, I
arrange,d to lecture at Willapa Saturday afternoon
at 4 o clock·; at Townes's school-house Saturday
evening at 7:30 and Sunday morning at 11; at Willapa Sunday afternoon at 3, and at Townes's schoolhouse Sunday evening at 7:30. As the places were
eight miles apart, this program necessitated some
hard riding, and prevented growing stiff or rusty
for want of exercise. Saturday afternoon seemed
the most unpromising time to obtain an audience,
but I was agreeably disappointed. I had good
attendance, and the interest manifested gave promis
of good results. At the Townes's school-house the
attendance increased at each lecture. There is good
prospect of, arranging for lectures every alternate
month. So long as Jacob Dlissler and H. A.
Townes are the standard-bearers there will be no
lack of generous support. Eight stanch and true
Liberals were enrolled in the Washington Seeular
Union, and there _is every reason to expect triple
that number on my next visit.
0. B. REYNOLDS,
2104 Sireth st., Seattle. Sec. Wash. Sec. U.oion.

The Political Revolution.
Liberals should come together, in order that they may
make themselvs felt in the reconstruction of parties.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TBUTH SEEXEB, Sir: In
days bygone I was somewhat activ in efforts to draw
out and concentrate the Liberal sentiment of the
state. I hav for some years remitted all effort in
that behalf, for the reason that results did not seem
equal to the expenditure. I hav long felt, however
that the Liberalists of the country should show ~
more united front in order that they may make themsel!s felt in the reconstruction of parties, which I
believe must come. The result of the late elections
is prophetic of this pending reconstruction. The
election on Tuesday was not of itself a political
revolution. It was simply the precursor of the revolution that is to come. It really settles nothing as
between the old parties. I doubt if very many of
those who voted had any intelligent conception of
what their vote was to determin. There is an element of political revolution in the air, of which th~
vote of Tuesday was simply the surface indication.
In the reconstruction of parties, the church peo.
ple will flaturally seek to introduce the religious element. If the Liberals are organized the.Y can not
only prevent this, but they can be in:tluential i~t,
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engrafting Liberal principles upon the new political
chart.
There is a tendency to the formation of an antiCatholic party. But those in the movement proceed
upon the idea that Catholicism must be put down
that Protestantism may be put up. Liberals could
hav no stake in such a program. They reject the
dogmas· of both, and would :aot promote the one at
the expense of the other. They combat both and
yet they would favor state interference with neither,
but rather that the state shall cut loose from both.
And yet where either wing of the church becomes
dangerous as a political factor, it would be the duty
of the state to limit its power.
.
But I did not design to write an essay nor enter
upon a discussion, but only to say that I shall be
glad to correspond with Liberals in Michigan with
a view of cooperation on the lines indicated.
· .lJetroit, Nov. 6, 1890.
L. B. McCRACKEN.

Was It a Tragedy 7
We are told by writers on the history of law that
the original mode of selecting a jury was different
from· the present. Instead of selecting disinterested
persons who knew nothing of the case to listen to
the testimony and decide between litigants, the court
selected for jurors those who did know about the
case-that is, the witnesses and the jurors were the
same persons. Taking the most favorable view of
the ~retended evidence of the crucifixion of Jesus,
the Jury was selected in this way. Now, without
considering the authenticity of the gospels, paying
no attention to the fact that they were written long
subsequent to the alleged occurrence of the events,
when, where, or by whom is wholly a matter of conjecture, we will take the statements made by the imaginary witnesses, introduced by the writers of the·
gospel!!', just as if they were real testimony, and see
how the case would stand, tested by modern rules of
evidence, under the charge of a modern intelligent
judge, and before an intelligent jury. Let us concede, then, all that can be claimed, that Jesus was
crucified, was actually ascertained to be dead, and
was placed in a room which had been prepared for a
sepulcher. Then let us consider the fact that the
person who is thus proved to hav been killed appears
before this jury alive and well. What, we ask, in such
a case would be the charge of a modern judge, and
what the verdict of a modern jury!
Suppose for instance that in the late Cronin
murder case, after the body of the murdered man
had been identified, the fact that he had been murdered established, and the parties who committed
the murder duly convicted, Dr. Cronin had presented
himself before the jury alive and weiJ, would not the
verdict hav been acquittal! Would any sane judge
listen for a moment .to the plea that the murdered
man though alive and well to-day was dead yesterday! Is not the fact that a man is alive and well
now, with appetite unimpaired, good and sufficient
proof, regardle~:~s of all testimony to the contrary,
that the man has not been dead T In every case
where persons hav been convicted and executed for
murder, and afterward the parties proved to hav
been murdered hav turned up alive, has it not been
universally agreed that an injustice has been done,
and that the convicted parties were innocent! Yet
we hav one hundred and three thousand preachers
and priests in this country, making a living on the
strength of au alleged murder of a man some nineteen centuries ago, which man, according to their
own record, was seen alive and well only a few days
after the murder. And not only identified in one
case by eleven of the twelve original jurors, and in
another case by twelve of the eleven, but also by
more than five hundred witnesses at once.
How many thousands of Jews and gentiles hav
the Christians killed on account of this alleged murder, and every one of them has remained dead until
this day. And, by the way, this is the great objection most of us hav to being killed. We know that
we shall remain dead. That is what makes the tragedy of death. Our dear ones never come back.
Our aching eyes peer into the darkness in vain until
they are blinded with tears. Our ears hav vainly
listened to catch the faintest sound that might come
back to us out of the eternal silence, until we are
persuaded that Job was right when he declared:
11 They shall never awaken out of their sleep till the
heavens be no more."
Let us shed no tears over Gods or men who can
be killed and then get up again in a day or two, as
little harmed as if just awakened out of a peaceful
sleep. If I could be sure of coming to life again, I
would not only be willing to die to save the world,
but would die a thousand such deaths to giv eternal
happiness to one human being.
ln giving an account of the crucifixion, the gospel
writers made every effort to make it an effectiv tragedy.. Jesus is presented to us in abject terror in anticipation of death. He came into the world for the
express purpose of dying upon the cross, and realb.:ing that such death was absolutely necessary in
order that any of the inhabitants of the world might
be saved from eternal agonies; yet, when it comes

to th~ test, he prays God to release him from performmg the task which he had been appointed to
perform from the foundation of the world. In anticipation of death, in his abject terror, he sweat, as it
were, great drops of blood, and cried out on the
cross, " My God ! my God ! why hast thou forsaken
me!" Yet what was such a holy ter-ror in anticipation amounted to but very little when he came to
realize it. In a few hours he was around again alive
and well, with appetite unimpaired, exhibiting the
ver1 wounds which it was claimed were mortal, and
askmg people to stick their fingers into tho prints of
the nails in his hands and feet, and to thrust their
hands into· his side and prod around among his
vitals, and satisfy themselvs that this was the very
wound inflicted by the Roman soldier to make certain that he was dead.
Shakspere knew how to write a tragedy in accordance with the fitness of things. In the climax of the
tragedy of "Julius Creaar," the corpse of Creaar had
the good taste to remain quiet while Mark Antony displayed the wounds made by his cruel assassins. If
there be a case in the world where the very nature
of things requires a division of labor it is this. But,
in the tragedy of the crucifixion, the corpse ~ranees
around and displays its own wounds. This IS not a
tragedy but a· farce. Yet, in the presence of their
own dead, who never come back, the whole world,
for over eighteen centuries, hav been called upon to
shed their choicest tears on account of the death of
a man who, it is claimed, only staid dead one day
and a part of two nights.
D. PRIESTLEY.
Milwaukee, Ore.
-

Ecclesiastical Censorship.

/

From the Westmtnst6r Revuw.

From the introduction of printing down to the
close of the sixteenth century the action of the
church in the matter of press censorship was local.
Although Sixtus issued orders from Rome, they were
not general orders, but applicable only to such narrow jurisdictions as that of Cologne University.
The popes had not yet acted in their capacity as
heads of the universal church. But after the opening of the sixteenth century a change took place.
The popes began to take universal action in the matter of press censorship. In the year 1501 Alexander
VIII. published his bull, "Inter Multiplices." The
most reJllarkable points in this bull are, first, the confirmation of the doetrin that an ecclesiastical imprimatur is necessary. · Archbishops, especially
those of Cologne, Magdeburg, Trier, and Mainz, are
to see that no books are printed in their provinces
without their imprimatur, which is to be granted
gratis. Second, the censorial powers of the archbishops may be delegt\ted to vicars-general, and to
experts. Third, the scope of the censorship is confined to questions of what is orthodore fidei con·
trarium / questions of public or private morality are
not apparently included; the jurisdiction is to extend
over corporations, universities,· and colleges; the
penal powers include ecclesiastical censure, destruction of books, and fines, for the enforcement of which
the censors are to seek the aid of the secular arm.
The next important step in the growth of the
ecclesiastical press censorship is marked by the
Lateran council. Leo X., in 1515, published his
bull, "Inter Solicitudines," by which the machinery
of the imp1·imat~~r was still further organized.
The necessity for an imprimatur is enforced, but it
is provided now, for the first time, that in Rome
they shall be obtained from the apostolic vicar and
the magister sacri Palatii, the official who continued
to be the responsible censor of books in the papal
states ; outside Rome the ordinary or his delegates
are the proper sources of imprimatura. The penalties remain, as in "Inter Multiplices," fines and
destruction of books. In Rome the pecuniary penalties are designed to the building fund of the Prince
of the Apostles. Neither in the bull of Alexandsr
nor in that of Leo is there any mention of the inquisitor who subsequently played such an important
part as censor of the press. The IDquisition which
then existed was the old Dominican Inquisition.
The new Inquisition, devised by Caraffa, had not yet
been thought of. The papal attack on Lu~her and
Lutheran writings became more definit in 1520,
when Leo published his bull " Exurge," condemning
as heretical forty-one propositions, and entailing excommunication, latm aententim, on all who taught or
defended them. And Luther's name was alided to
the commination list of the In Orona .Domini, by
Hadrian VI., in 1524.
--------~~-------

Saints and Martyrs.

At the beginning of the present century large
numbers of unthinking Christians, following in the
wake of the popular teachings of Paley's "·Evidences," professed to believe that large numbers of
early Christians died " in attestation of the accounts
which they delivered." And it is also claimed, on
behalf of these supposed early martyrs to the Christian faith, that they were " original witnesses of the
Christian miracles." But some Infidels pointed out
that martyrdom only proves the sincerity of the in. dividual martyr, and not the truth of the " accounts
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which they delivered." Every religion has had its
martyrs, and if Christianity is true on account of its
martyrs, then every other creed is true on account of
its martyrs ! But as the truth of one creed proves
the others untrue, it follows that the vast majority
hav rued in vain. But the living representative of
every creed are quite sure their martyrs hav died for
truth, and not b~ief ; that their martyrs were honest
and sincere in their belief; and they are quite certain their creed is the true one. This is evidently
the opinion of a writer of a series of articles in the
Newbery House Magazine. For all his martyrs are
men and women of his own creed, and all are
"saints" in the Christian church. - 01 some of the
11 saints " whose names are given, their very existence
is most doubtful. This writer, when dealing with
S. Cecilia, admits that very little is known of her,
and that a plentiful supply of legend has gathered
around her name. It is also admitted that even the
very dates vary according to the different accounts.
But that is a small matter. If martyrs are in demand, and are not forthcoming, then numbers might
be manufactured for the glory of God. Mrs. BeEant, speaking of Christianity in the ninth century,
says: 11 We note during this century a remarkable
growth of saints. Everyone wanted a saint through
whom to approach God, and supply kept pace with
the demand. This preposterous multiplication of
saints was a new source of abuses and frauds. It
was thought necessary to write the lives of these
celestial patrone, in order ta procure for· them the
veneration and confidence of a deluded. multitude ;
and hence lying wonders were invented, an~ all the
resources of forgery and fable exhausted to celebrate exploits which had never been performed, and
to perpetuate the memory of holy persons who had
never existed" (Freethinkers' Text-Book, p. 449).
For hundreds of years Christians hav preached
doctrine of love and mercy, but what hav their practices been! Their practices hav belied even the best_
portions of their teachings, and the long roll of
their murdered. martyrs stands as a monument of
Christian love and mercy. Their love has been hate;
and their mercy has deluged the world in blood.
How true are Byron's lines when applied to the
Christians of yesterday :
Thy love is lust, thy friendship all a cheat,
Thy smiles hypocrisy, thy words deceit I
By nature vile, ennobled but by name,
Each kindred brute might "bid thee blush for shame.
11 By their fruits," said Christ, 11 ye shall know .
them." We accept the test, and apply it to those
who profess his creed. Some of the fruits of Ohristianity are seen in her saints and martyrs.
.
Nottingham, England.
RoBT. J. MuRRAY.

A Good :Man and a Freethhi.ker Gone.
DIED.~ At

his home in Eaton Rapids, Mich., Aug. 31, 1890,
Aldro Atwood, after an illness of several months.
Deceased was born in Watertown, N.Y., Dec. 22, 1820,
and had been a resident of Eaton county since 1842, when
he came to Eaton Rapids, where he lived six years, after
which he moved to a farm in Brookfield, remaining there
until1882, when he moved with his family to Eaton Rapids,
where he lived to the time of his death. He was well known
in the county and highly esteemed by all who knew him.
Not a word of suspicion or dishonor was ever breathed
against his character. His name was a synonym for honesty
and purity and he will be missed by many outside of immediate friends. He leaves a wife and two young lady daughters to mourn the loss of a noble husband and father.
The funeral was held at the house on Wednesday. At his
request none but Freethinkers presidea at the funeral.
Appropriate remarks regarding his life and character were
made by his warm personal friend, Mr. Homer Potter, of
Eaton Rapids, and at the request of the oldest daughter Mr.
J. H. Burnham, of Saglrlaw, Mich., gave an address.
The address of L. K. Washburn, in the Boston ln'Dtstigator
of November 5th, to the memory of Horace Seaver, was just
as appropriate to the memory of Aldro Atwood, not a word
too much in praise. "He was sound mentally and morally,
and could not be made to see right in wrong," Mr. Washburn says.
For years he was an agent for THE TRUTH SEEKER, having
met Mr. D. M. Bennett at Jackson, Mich., in his trip around
the world. He was glad to extend what help he could in
raising the monument to D. M. Bennett, in the advancement
of the sheet that he started.
The monument to the memory of the deceased is the good
works and deeds left behind.
-------4~.-------

MUBT not men be .animated by a great princip~e
who successfully transform the primeval American
solitudes into an abode of civilization, who are not
dismayed by gloomy forests, or rivers, or mountains,
orfrightfuhleserts, who push their conquering way in
the course of a century across a continent, and hold
it in subjection! Let us contrast with this the results of the invasion of Mexico and Peru by the
Spaniards, who in those countries overth!9W a wor;aderful civilization in many respects superior to theu
own-a civilizatidn that had been accomplished without iron and gunpowder. The Spaniards ruined all
that the aboriginal children of America had accomplished. Millions of those unfortunates were de·
stroyed by their cruelty. Nations that for many
centuries had been living in contentme~t aJ?-d prosperity, under institutions shown b'l their history to
be suitable to them, were plunged mto anarchy; the
people fell into a baneful superstition, and a great.er
part of their landed and other property found 1ts
way into the possession of the Roman church.-Profesaor .Draper.
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What They Say About the Picture Book.
From ihe Milwaukee Fretd.enker.

It is a splendid work that the Truth Seeker Company here
has given us. Never were the foolishness, the cruelty, and
the evil done by the church and her dogmatic scheme better
illustrated than by these pictures. Several of them are very
comical and must provoke the laughter even of the most
firm believer in Christianity, while others br·ing forward a
graver or tragic scene. All the pictures are tasteful and
well executed. The book contains three hundred and sixtyseven pages, and is made up in the following manner : On
every second page is a picture, while upon the opposit page
are printed citations frem the works of eminent thinkers,
scientists, and writers, as well as statistics, all of which are
related to the picture and explain the same. For instance,
the picture on page 35 represents the change that the Barthold! statue will possibly undergo when we are governed
by the Catholic church. The left half of the picture shows
us a true copy of the statue of Liberty on Bedloe's island, in
the port of New York. Under this picture stand the words:
"The price of liberty is eternal vigilance." The right half
of the picture shOWS US the transformation Of the statue to a
monument of the pope. In the place of the goddess of Liberty we see the figure of the Roman pontiff, who in his
right hand holds up the cross, while in his left is placed a
prayer-book. Night and darkness cover the surrounding
country; the base of the masonry is converted into dungeons
for heretics. Under this picture stand the words: "The
price of popery is eternal slavery." On the opposit -page we
find quotations from Dr. Thomas Cooper, Shakspere, Robert
G. Ingersoll, and Walt Whitman. The quotation from
Cooper is : " If the people do not keep the clergy under
control, they will bring the people into abject slavery and
keep them there. In every nation upon earth they hav done
so ; what should change their character here?" Among the
quotations from Ingersoll we mention the following : "What
light is to the eyes, what love is to the heart, liberty is to
the soul of man. . . • Liberty is the condition of prog.
ress. Without liberty, there can be no civilization. • • •
Without liberty of thought, no human being has the right to
form a judgment. • • • Without liberty there can be no
such thing as conscience, no such word as justice."

The Picture Book, Bound in Cloth, $2.50.
Many purchasers of the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text.
Book " having expressed a desire for a cloth binding for it,
we hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an additional fifty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and black
lettering. In either style of binding it is the cheapest book
for the money among Freethought publications. It is also
one of the very best.

------~~--------

The Crying Need of Separating Church and
State.
The proposition made in the Kentucky constitutional convention to tax all property led the Louisville Courier-Journal to figure out how it would
affect that city. It found that exempted property
of one kind and another equaled in value the taxed
property, and that if impartial taxation were en·
forced the tax rate could be reduced from $1.98 to
.98, and the burden distributed more equally upon
the people. The church property paying no share
of tax amounts to about one-seventh of the whole.
From the list given we extract the following :
Baptist churches ............................................... $ 493,146
"
schools................................................. 229,097
''
orphans' homes.....................................
68,854
Catholic churches ............................................. 1,186,970
convents and schools............................ 357,809
"

tian scheme of religion true, there is nothing sacred
or divine about Sanday. .
But a good result of the publication of the clerical
·program was that it served to bring out the daily
papers on the side condemnatory of the clerical utterance. 01 Dr. Elmendorf's definition of what the
"Sabbath " should be according to scripture, the
World said : "It would puzzle Dr. Elmendorf to
144,UOO find the passage in scripture in which Sunday is
95,604
541.612 designated as a Sabbath or even as a day of rest, or
37.999 in which there is the remotest suggestion of obliga664 732 tion to observe the day as such, while if the obliga79 510
30.780 tion be inferred from the Old Testament command
90.4'i0 to observe Saturday in that way it is difficult to see
19,191
15 040 why the other ceremonial observances of Old Testa·
15,163 ment prescription are not equally binding." And to
Total ....................................... $5,811,649 the other points of the clerical program the World
was equally opposed. Our republic, it said, " is a
This same question of the practical union of purely secular state, which has nothing whatever to
church and state, though in another form, is also do with Sabbaths and holy days except to protect
agitating the people of California. A journal in every citiz.;n in his right to observe such of t~em as
San Francisco has taken the trouble to compile the his faith requires, in the way his conscience comamounts of money given to private church institu- mands. Beyond that, under our system, the state
tions by that state since 1850. It has for the past has neither obligation nor right to go. As to Dr.
fifteen years been a steadily increasing sum, and the Elmendorf's right to regard Sunday as a Sabbath
number of church institutions has also steadily in- which men are under divine command to observe
creased. Beginning in 1850 with the modest amount with great strictness, there is not one word to be
of $8,387.30, it rose to $489,980.37 in 1889. Of this said. That is his right as an American citizen.
amount Roman Oatholic institutions absorb about But there are many American citizens who do not
seven-tenths. In 1891 the amount of money neces- at all accept that view. Are not their rights as
sary to cover the " perpetual " provision for these sacred as his ! Would it be fair for him and those
institutions will, according to the Standard's esti- who agree with him, even if they were in the mamate, be $975,000.
jority, to compel all the rest of their fellow-citizens
Such figures show more eloquently than words to be bound b;y conscientious scruples not their
the need of a system of impartial taxation, and of own! Is that the liberty of which St. Paul speaks?
separating church and state. Ae it is now the poor Is it just, or right, or tolerant! The whole spirit
hav to bear the burden, paying higher rents, higher of our institutions, at any rate, forbids. With Sunprices for food, and more for clothing, because own- day as a legal holid.ay the law rightfully concerns
ers of productiv property hav to pay all the taxes to itself, as it does with other legal holidays. It propprotect the churches and support the inmatee of erly secures every citizen in his right to observe the
their institutions, and necessarily add it to the·prices day as his conscience may direct. Further than that
of houses to liv in and stores in which goods are the law cannot go without flagrant violation of the
sold.
fundamental principle of equal right and liberty.
Human selfishness and greed make great trouble In certain particulars the Sunday laws actually vioin this world; but in none are they so inconsistent late that principle. They are survivals from an inwith profession as in the hypocritical followers of a toler.ant earlier time when liberty was very imperreligious enthusiast who had no home to go to and fectly understood, and the Sunday law reform needed
not much respect for persons who had.
in our time is the repeal of all laws on the subject
which are out of harmony with right and justice
and personal liberty."
A Loss and a Gain.
These are bold and tl'ue words, and show that
It is said that there is no great loss without some
the
Sabbatarians are not to hav things all their own
small gain, and this may be the result of Tammany
way.
And though it seems an anomaly that the
Hall's recent triumph in this city. As our readers
Oatholic
church, which has been the greatest enemy
know, the People's Municipal League-a combination
of Oounty Democrats, Republicans, and Mugwumps of liberty, should now stand as its champion against
-which opposed Tllmmany, had a clerical co~mittee its rival sect, it is easily explained by another saying
attachment wllich it seems expected to run the city that when rogues fall out honest men get their due.
had the combination been successful. One of these Tammany represents all that is vile in politics, but
clericals expressed his sentiments to a World reporter the clericals of the People's Municipal League
just previous to election, and among the " reforms " would hav been no great improvement.
which the minister expected to inaugurate was "Sab" A Startling Fact.''
bath" observance. c: The Sabbath," said this clerical
politiciiUI, "should be what it was intended it should
About the middle of last month Morris Stein, a
be when the Lord designated it as a day of rest. It Hebrew, married Annie Eichert, a Oatho1ic, at Oamshould be on earth a type of the eternal Sabbath to den, N.J. After the marriage the woman's parish
come, and nothing should be permitted which would priest interfered, drove her from her husband, and
in any way interfere with the contemplation of the declared that the marriage was not legal and would
life hereafter." Further, he said, he should want all not be recognized by the church. The husband
trains taken off on Sunday, no post-office open, no brought suit in a Philadelphia court to recover his
Sunday newspaper, "in short, everything that is in wife.
any way likely to turn attention from religious
"Marriage in this state," said Judge Hare, in postthoughts and disturb the absolute quiet and peace of poning his decision, "cannot be annulled by any
the Lord's day should be stopped by the law."
church, and before I decide this case I want to hav
This was a large program that the clericals had that priest here and learn if he has used such lanlaid out for themselvs and its publication fully justi· guage toward this young woman as would induce
fies what we said last summer, that the "good" these her to leave her husband."
people would do, if they could get hold of the city
The Philadelphia .Daily News, commenting upon
government, would be to put their friends in office, the case, says : "It is a startling fact that the Oath·
giv all the money they could to the Protestant olic church does not recognize the law either in this.
churches, and shut New York up from Saturday state or in New Jersey, and that it deludes many of
night to Monday morning so tight that even prayer its members into the false and ridiculous belief that
wouldn't open it.
a legal marriage is not a legal marriage. When it
Whatever sins Tammany Hall has-and they are comes to ignoring the law1 any ' church ' deserves
so numerous that we hav not space to enumerate heavy censure and punishment. And any priest will
them-" Sabbath " observance is not one of them. get both punishment and censure-if justice is done
The Oatholic church, of which Tammany Hall is the -who in these United States attempts to override
political expression, is not in favor of rigid Sunday the Constitution and the statutes."
keeping. If it were, it would lose many more of its
Ol course it is startling, but nevertheless it is a
victims, and the church knows it. Besides, the fact known to everyone who takes the pains to in.
church knows that it alone made the day to be used quire into the devilt1·y constantly being perpetrated
for its own advantage, and that even were the Ohris- by the Roman Oatholic church, that that organiza.
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orphans' homes....................................
"Christian" churches.......................................
"
orphans' homes...............................
"
schools.........................................
Episcopal churches...........................................
"
orphans' homes..................................
"
hospitals...........................................
"
schools..............................................
German Evangelical churches........ :...................
"
Protestant orphans' home......................
Hebrew synagogs ........... ;..................................
Lutheran churches............................................
Methodist "
............................................
"
orphans' homes............................. ... .
Presbyterian churches.......................................
"
orphans' homes..............................
"
schools.........................................
Unitarian church..............................................
Union Gospel Mission........................................
Women's Christian Association...........................
Young Men's Christian Association.....................

247,050
55,300
185.136
24,540
47,431
548,965
100 184
204,881
77 500
308 305
61,400
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tion considers itself superior to the state in dealing
with its members. It is not so very long ago that a
priest in New Jersey married a girl, was deposed
from his church, then lefli his wife and was received
back, his marriage " annulled " by the ecclesiastical
authorities, and after some months spent in "re. treat " the absconding scoundrel was declared again
a priest and a celibate I

School Children Turned Away.
We intend to continue to call attention to the
glaring wrong done the children of New York city,
and through them done ae well to civilization, by the
failure to giv them accommodation in the public
schools. The provisions for them hav fallen short
every year for a long time, to a degree that excludes
on the average fifteen thousand applicants. This
continues despite annual protests of all the citizens
of intelligence and foresight ; and those who perpetuate it are the politiciane, in great part Irish Roman
Catholic and not in part but entirely subservient to
Roman Catholic desires. Of the children excluded,
Some turn to parochial school@ and some enter none.
The public school is universally acknowledged to be
one of the greatest safeguards of society not only
through its furnishing youth with information but
also through its keeping them from idleness and the
vicious habits to which idleness in cities almost irresistibly tends. It is in the most densely populated
quarters of New York that crime and vice moat
abound, and it is just here that the schools are kept
so inadequate. The action of the citizens in leaving
open the avenues of crime and closing those of education and self-help, is in part to be censured as
extraordinary stupidity and lack of foresight, and in
part to be execrated as one feature of that opposition to the public school system which is writing
Roman Catholics into the pages of our history as
traitorous and infamoue.

statement of premises is essential to a right under- contains the names of Mrs. H. 0. Pentecost, Mrs. James
Redpath, Miss Leubuscher, and T. B. Wakeman. Commustanding of the argument.

An Erroneous Conclusion.
The Sun says : " The American Baptist Congress
is in session in New Haven; the Episcopal Church
Congress is in sassion in Philadelphia; the InterState Congress of the Salvationists is in session in
this city, and we hav recently had reports of other
religious congresses. The spirit displayed by these
representativ bodies, and the work done by them,
do not giv encouragement to the anti-religionists."
The Sun is in error in its last stateme~t. The
. "anti-religionists" hav been greatly encouraged by
the numerous Christian conventions and congresses
and conferences of the past year, as almost without
an exception they hav been occupied in eliminating
the foolishly absurd and false dogmas of their creeds,
thereby reducing the amount of religion in the
world.
Take the absurd, the foolish, lhe impossible, the
false from the Christian scheme, and what is there
left? · Nothing but an imperfect system of ethics
for which the anti-religionists can easily provide a
better substitute.

Editorial Notes.
THll: Canadian government officials of Napanee ha v seized
a copy of 11 The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Eook" sent to a
Liberal of that town. What the allegation against it is we
hav not yet learned, but we suppose it to be Blasphemy I
A RESIDENT of New Mexico writes ue that the defeat of
the proposed new constitution of that would-be state was due
to its partial provisions for taxation. It exempted church
property and taxed the gross output of the mines, thus plac.
ing heavy burdens upon the industry of the territory and
taking them from idle and useless property. But the people
wouldn't hav it I

Tm: Ministerial Association of Toronto has been discussing the exemption from taxation of the churches. Only
three ministers were in favor of doing justice, and Secular
Tlwught says that if the citizens desire justice they will hav
The Rev. Mr. T. P. Stevenson.
to force it by their own strength, rather than wait till the
At a National Reform convention in Columbia clericals see fit to obey their supposed-to-be master's order to
county, Pa., the Rsv. T. P. Stevenson spoke upon 11 Render unto C::eaar the things that be C::esar•s."

" The Secular Theory of Education." This theory he
characterized as on-American, unphilosophical, and
unfair. It is un·American becausP, he said, it would
put the school out of harmony with American institutions. As long as we hav Christian laws on our
statute- books, such as our Sabbath laws and the
laws against blasphemy, the schools should train
the rising citizens to obey these laws; as long as the
oath is an essential in out government, the school
should teach the citizen to reverence an oath. The
Secular theory is unphilosophical because the education it would furnish would be partial and incomplete. It would provide no education for the moral
faculties, which are the most important faculties of
the human mind, because they are the regulativ faculties. And this theory, though advocated on the
ground of fairness, is unfair, because the neutrality
which it proposes in matters of religion is impossible. The prohibition of the Bible from the schoolroom discredits the Bible. The refusal to teach any
religious idea discredits these ideas as being untrue,
or uncertain, or of no value for the purposes of the
·. state.
The Rev. T. P. Stevenson should recollect a few
things which he appears to hav forgotten.
He should remember that " this government is in
no sense founded on the Christian religion."
He should remember that Sunday laws and blasphemy laws are the on-American part of our legisla·
tion, and they must be repealed instead of the children being educated to obey them.
He should remember that oaths are not essential
to government, as affirmation is just as good, and for
that no reverence is necessary.
He should remember that it is no part of the
state's duty to teach any religion, and that if religion
is necessary to a complete education it is the parent's
duty to supply it.
.
He should remember that religion is no part of
morality, which should be and is taught without inculcating religious dogmas.
He should remember that if religion is discredited
when the Bible is not read in schools, it is also
discredited when anything else is done without reference to it; and that it is no more the business of the
state to accredit Christianity than it is to accredit
Mohammedanism or Atheism.
And finally, he should r.emember that honesty of
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MR. CH.A.RLES WATTS evidently thinks the ·eight-hour question one of great importance, for he is reprinting in Secular
Thought the debate on the subject between H. M. Hyndman, Socialist, and Charles Bradlaugh, Secularist, which
took place in London last summer. As both gentlemen are
extraordinarily able men, the advocates of socialism and individualism will find in this discussion the best to be said
on both sides.
IN his lecture in this city last week, African Explorer
Stanley said that the native he met in Africa might be described as big people and little people, tall people and pigmies. They evidently did not belong to Mr. Stanley's
church, for he calls them the lowest of the human race-as
they had no idea of a God. Mr. Stanley will probably be
taken to task by his Christian friends for saying this, as it is
one of the Theist's assertions that no people, however low,
ever existed who had not some idea of a supreme ruler.
MR. LYMAN C. HowB seems to be as awry in his reasoning
upon evolution as in his statements regarding media. In his
spiritual speech at Adelphi Hall last Sunday night he said
that Nature started out to perfect the universe as a man
goes into the woods, ax on shoulder, to build a house; that
law alone did not suffice, but must be guided by 11 intelligent
energy," as a man plans to achieve objects. This intelligent
energy, said Mr. Howe, shaped things 11 out of the primeval
pools of chaos," and made man from 11 preexisting man or
spirit of man." No wonder Mr. Howe places the responsibility for his utterances upon spirits and speaks in a trance !
IT is cheering to know that Birchall, who committed a
peculiarly atrocious murder last summer and was hanged
for it last week in Woodstock, Ont., experienced religion,
and that the Rev. Mr. Wade, his 11 spiritual adviser," was
heard to express the opinion that he was perfectly satisfied
as to Birchall's sincerity. There was another scamp hanged
somewhere in the Southwest the week before who also went
directly to Jesus because of the atonement. Probably
Birchall has met him by this time, and perhaps they are
plotting to kill a few angels for the feathers in their wings.
The Christian scheme is a beautiful and most satisfactory
one for scoundrels !
THB Radical Club of this city has formed a " Vera Sassulitsh Aid Committee " to assist a Russian young lady of that
name who is in distress. The committee say : 11 An appeal
that should leave no freedom-loving heart untouched, reaches
us from across the sea. Vera Sassulitsh, the Russian heroin
of liberty, is seriously ill and destitute in her exile. Her
physicians advise her a sojourn on the seashore in a sunny
climate, but the unselfish and indefatigable worker for the
cause of tbe Russian people is too poor to bear the expense,
and her friends in Europe are equally poor. We now ask
generous Americans to come to the rescue, by subscribing,
according to their means, on behalf of the noblest of Russian
soldiers of liberty." The sub-committee solicitipg this aid

nications should be addressed to Moses Oppenheimer, 9 St.
Mark's place, New York city.

------

AN item of the last election only now brought to our
notice was thus graphically told by the Herald:
"Isaac Isa.a.os, who resides a.t No.309 West 134thstreet, attemPted
to register a.t No. 2,555 Eighth a.venne, the sixty-third election

district of the nineteenth assemblY district, on October 25th, but
he did not succeed. He declined to take off his ha.t, maintaining
that he believed in the Jewish religion, which does not require the
uncovering of t11e head while taking the oath. The inspectors of
election refused to accept his name. Judge Ingraham granted a.
ma.nda.mns requiring the board to regiater Mr. Isa.aos.n

Not only are the Jews exempt from making any superstitious movements in performing what is only a civil duty,
but so are all other people, if they will insist upon affirming.
The Editor ot THE TRUTH SEEKER registered this year with
hat on and hands down, and the registration officers said not
a word.
THE clergy of Omaha, Nebraska, met with disaster in
their attempt to supervise the voting in that city on the 4th
instant. The Neb1·aska Ohristian Ad'l!ocate reports that " the
Rev. A. W. Clark, of the Calvary Baptist church, was rottenegged at the fourth precinct of the sixth ward. Rev. 03trohom, of the Swedish Lutheran church, was pelted with rot..
ten eggs and driven from the third precinct of the eighth
ward, and threatened with his life if he returned. At the
second precinct_ of the same ward Rev. H. A. Crane, of
Seward street Methodist Episcopal church, was attacked by
a ruffian named Herold in the presence of the police and ballots tom from his hand, the police refusing to arrest. Rev.
J. Q. Shinn, of the Universalist church, was knocked dowll
and beaten. Ministers were insulted on every hand." We
are not told what the ministers had done to d€serve such
treatment, but the probable cause of it was that they endeav.
ored to run the election in favor of Prohibition. The Ad'lJo.
caw now thinks it plain 11 to all students of political economy
that in this country, and especially with our larger cities,
municipal government is a failure." But we will wager a
small sum that every one of those eggs was thrown by a
Christian.
BEFORE the election in Wisconsin we had occasion to rebuke Congressman Mills of Texas for his intemperate abuse
of Colonel Ingersoll in a speech against the Bennett law. We
are glad to print, even thus late, that there are Democrats
who were equally disgusted with his bathos over the public
schools. In a speech on the same subject delivered in Milwaukee, the Hon. Charles W. Felker rebuked Mr. Mills in
these words : 11 And so the pious soul of Apostle Mills revolts at the bare thought that his child be taught 1 reading,
writing, arithmetic, and United States history' for twelve
weeks in a year by Colonel Ingersoll. Colonel Ingersoll,
who is as far his superior in intellect and scholarship as civilization is superior to barbarism. Colonel Ingersoll, whose
great heart goes out to the oppressed and downtrodden of
every nation as a great river goes to the sea. Colonel Ingersoll, whose burning words for the liberty of mankind hav
made angels pause, while cherubim and seraphim played
sweet accompaniment to his golden speech on golden harps.
And yet, according to the Mills plan of education, this cultured, brainy man, with a heart as tender as a woman's, is
not fit to hear the Mills family recite the multiplication table.
Thank God, I liv in a state where such a spirit of bigotry
and intolerance does not prevail, where men and women are
not ostracised and outlawed because of a religious belief,
where teachers are not compelled to submit to examination
in the Mills theory of education."
THB way the opp:>nents of the Bennett law won in Wisconsin is thus described by a Western paper : Catholic
priests, noticeably the Poles, busied thems~;lvs in directing
their countrymen and co-religionists how to vote. In the
sixth ward of Milwaukee twenty-three Capuchin monks,
headed by a father guardian, directed the members of their
congregations how to cast their ballots. By some curious
political legerdemain, Catholic and Lutheran clergymenDutch, Irish, and Poles-had busied themselvs in endeavoring to defeat the Bennett School law, because it is endeavoring to enforce free non-sectarian education in the public
schools. Political meetings hav been held in both Lutheran
and Romish churches for the purpose of instructing their
members how to vote, and so ignorant were the voters that
for security they were directed to hav nothing to do with
ticket-peddlers, and while they would accept votes, they
would use none of them as ballots, except such as were pro.
vided by their pastors. At nearly every polling-place a
Lutheran school-teacher was stationed to see that their peo.
ple did not allow themselvs to be persuaded to accept tickets
from Republican peddlers. In Chicago, on the other hand,
the Catholic element was defeated. A Mrs. Mulligan was
nominated by the Democracy for superintendent of schools.
Mrs. Mulligan is a Catholic, and her opponent, Albert B.
Lane, a Protestant. The public school question as against
the parochial school question, was the political issue ; Mrs.
Mulligan was in favor of parochial schools; Mr. Lane
favored non-sectarian free schools, and the issue created
great interest and brought forth a large vote. It is stated
that in no election for years hav so many members of the
richer classes and prominent business men voted as on this
occasion. The Patriotic Sons of America turned out en
masse, party politics were discarded, and the ticket composed
in equal parts of Democrats and Republicans. The result
· was a defeat for the parochial system of education. And if
the Bijl;ns of the times are not very misleading a great many
more elections will be decided by the school issue within
the next few years."
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0xBT0 1 KAN., Nov. 4, 290.
MR. EDITOR : I received the " Pictorial Text.Book " today, and am highly pleased with it. I am soliciting subscribers for it. To-day is election day here, and I find a
great many think it superb, etc.
JAMBS BIGHAM.
MoNTGOMERY, ALA., Nov. 3, 1890.
· MR. EDITOR : I need Tmi: TRUTH S:a:EKBB for missionary
work in this strictly orthodox community. The reverend
blackguard Sam Jones has just terminated a ten days' tussle
with Satan under a big tent seating five thousand saints and
sinners, with no tangible results except carrying off $2,000
of " filthy lucre." In that direction he is a great success.
Yours tiuly,
J:a:ss:a: Hooun.
GLEN CITY, PA., Nov. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I hav considerable fun showing the " Freethinker's Text-Book." One day as I had the book there
came a. Catholic woman and asked me, "What book is
that?" I showed it to her, and she did not look at many
pictures until she got raving mad and told me that the
editor of that book ought to be torn to pieces, and if
she had the power she would hang every Intldel in the
world. I told her, " When you giv a dog a kick he
will yelp."
G. B. DRBISBAOH.
FonT WoBTil1 T:a:x;, Nov. 4, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : I am doing all I can to procure subscribers
for your paper. If ever a town needed a free distribution of
Freethought literature or the presence of a good lecturer,
this is the town. It is overrun badly with incubators of superstition, and spook-houses, etc., called churches. But
school-houses are sadly neglected. I forwarded to you a few
copies of Fort Worth papers which will glv you some idea
of the workings of the temples of superstition at this place.
Wishing your paper success, I am,
Yours for liberty,
lsAAO E. CnUM.
CLBABWATEB, Nxn., Nov. 1, :a:.M. 290.
MR. EDITOR : I am truly glad to see in the " Letters from
Friends" a kind and considerate word from Fanny Day on
behalf of that friend of humanity, Prof. J. H. Cook, of Columbus, Kan. The world is swinging along in the right
direction when the new recruits come to the fore in this
matter of taking care of the veterans. It is better than to
listen to pretty stories of storks helping and feeding the old
and disabled parents. My best thanks are due Fanny Day,
and I know many will echo this sentiment. Let the young
people, and the old folks too, remember poor old R. M~
Casey, of Flve Forks, S. C. Both of these Freethought
soldiers need help now that winter approaches.
MARY BAIRD FINOH.
ROSLYN, WASH., Oct. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3. 75, for which send books
to the party addressed in list inclosed. Mr. Remsburg, who
was expected here, has treated the Liberals here to a huge
iceberg of disappointment by sending me a notice on the 15th
inst. from Slaughter, Wash., stating that it would be impossible to reach us thi.s trip, as it would require him to
make a special trip of two hundred miles. If Mr. Remsburg had given me a timely notice and asked to giv a course
of lectures, it would hav been accepted ; and I believe that
I could hav sent you an ordllr of about $25 for books and
subscribers to THB TRUTH S:a::a:x:a:n, and it would not hav
taken much harping to do it. But as it is the attempt to go
marching down through Georgia has not been accomplished,
and as I do ROt intend to stay here much longer, I shall not
make any further attempt.
HENRY B:a:IOHLING •.
RIDGEWAY, N. Y., Nov. 9, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR: I write to giv a hearty second to the motion
of J. H. Guthrie, in his letter dated October lOth, viz.:
"That you appoint a committee from among the intelligent
Freethinkers of the United States to prepare an outline of
constitution. and by-laws to govern such a society [viz., a
Liberal organization], and submit the same to the readers of
your paper." I am only a new subscriber to your paper,
and am much interested in the advancing strides of Liberal
thought. It seems that the times are ripe for organized
effort by Liberals in carrying forward their efforts to enlighten a superstition-ridden world. Let us rally and mass
together, form in line and attack the defenses of error and
superstition and carry them by assault. As many as are in
favor of .Mr. Guthrie's motion, say aye. Communicate your
answer by postal to THE TRUTH S:a::a:KRB by next mail.
G:a:o. L. PnA.TT.
N:a:wABx, N. J., Nov. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In looking over THB TRUTH B:a::a:x:a:n of last
week, I saw a letter from Mr. Longford, of Friendship
League, Philadelphia, giving an account of the lectures delivered before that body by Miss Ada Campbell, of Australia. My object in writing to you to-day is to add my testimony to that of Mr. Longford, in favor of Miss Campbell,
who spoke before this League this afternoon to a crowded
house, and who, if we can judge by the enthusiastic applause
of the audience, has certainly demonstrated her great ability as an orator. Perhaps if I should say that we are endeavoring to secure Miss Campbell again for next Sunday, it
would seem sufficient evidence that we all appreciated her
talent and ability. I hope you will publish this, so that
other societies will not fall to avail themselvs of the oppor•.
tunity to listen to this talented lady. With best regards,
CHARLES C. SoHMITT1 Secretary Newark Liberal League.

LExiNGTON, ILL., Oct. 30, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : I received the picture book, and I think it
is werth double the amount paid for it, and so I am trying
·to sell a few for you. Please find inclosed $2 for another
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." I will giv you the
names of a few people here who are nearly if not altogether
Freethinkers in principle, and I think if you would send
them a sample copy of your paper they might be induced to
take it and thereby great good be the result. I love your
paper very much. And also I would like to be able to
attend some lectures, but there do not seem to be any very
near me. I would contribute considerable to hav a lecture
in this city this winter. There has been quite an awakening
going on here, and several hav left the churches and declared
in favor of intellectual freedom.
I am getting names to the petition to hav the World's
Fair open on Sundays. Sunday is the only day I can go, as
I am a telegraph operator, and work every day from 9 A.M.
to 2 P.M.
Hoping I may see a society of Freethinkers in this place,
I am,
·
Respectfully,
H. CooNs.

lish their wishes and views, also that Brother Heston will
get up the record if we des~ CAPr. T. J. KENNEDY.

JoPLIN, Mo., Nov. 8, 1890.
Mn. EDITOR : It is a matter of great satisfaction to me, as
it must be to every true, Uberty-loving citizen of the United
States, that the results of the present election will cause
Mr. Blair, of Sunday Rest bill notoriety, to pac~ up his goa.
pel traps and decamp from the halls of the national leglala.
ture. May he never return to dlagrace them any more. We
bid Mr. Blair a hearty departure. May he lubricate the
axles of his gospel cart with salvation oil, aad fill his lamps
well with Christian grace, that they be a lamp to his path
and a light to his feet while he travels the dark and hideous
road of priestcraft and superstition, that will surely carry
him far away from humanity and civlllzation. May he be
eminently successful in loading up his gospel garbage.
May he be triumphanU, successful in barreling up his old
coagulated Jesus blood, and load it upon a theological ship
and sail far, far away never more to return to engage in a
diabol!.cal scheme to try to undermine aad sap the foundation of the free and independent United States of America,
as secured to us by the life-blood of our forefathers of '76.
NoRTH BENTON, 0., Nov. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot do without THB TRUTH SBBXBR. May the time speedily come when the Christian heaven will
The first paper inquired for is THB TRUTH BBBXBB, and the be looked upon as a reward for crime and their hell as a
pictures are the first things looked at. They are a valuable scarecrow for intellectual cowards and idlots.
Yours fraternally,
DR. F. D. OwEN.
addition to the paper, and should be printed in book form.
I show them to my Presbyterian brethren. We liv in a
EvANSVILLE, MINN., Oct. 25, 1890.
fiduciary neighborhood of Presbyterians who depend for
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3.50-$2 for the "Free.
salvation on faith without works, for their works would thinker's Pictorial Text-Book," and $1.50 for the grand
damn them. Their preachers and some of their members, paper.
with their elastic religion and elastic testimony, excuse one ·· Here is a story about a Lutheran farmer and a Lutheraa
of their members for putting his property in his father's preacher. Some of us Liberals had a Unitarian, Rev.
name and running away, and leaving an invalid wife and Kristofer Janson, of Minneapolis, to speak here. He spoke
minor chi.idren without the necessaries .of life on the cold here September 26th twice, first over the Bible and second
charities of the world. They hav to be suppl)rted by the over the Gods. A few days before he came, this farmer
charities of those neighbors who are not Christians by pro- came in one evening (he knew I was one on the committee),
fession. But it is no wonder when we think where they get and said to me that I was the most miserable man on earth,
their teachings from-the Bible, interpreted by John Calvin. who could allow such a bad man and Freethinker to come
And as for Calvin, the story of Michael Servetus is enough into town. He jumped on his legs and clapped his hands
to stamp the arch would-be reformer with infamy. It and swore over me, and said he should do all the harm he
makes the blood chill to think of the cruelties committed in could to destroy me. Next day the preacher himself came,
the name of Christianity.
CHBI!TBB BBDBLL.
called on my principal, and wanted him to stop Mr. Janson
from coming. He said, " This is my bread, and if he comes
PORTSMOUTH, 0., Nov. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : In thinking over the proceedings of the he wtll destroy it for me." My principal said he could not
Secular Union at Portsmouth and noting the highly moral and would not stop him. On Sunday in his church he
tone of all the speakers, I began to think that tlie word preached agai.Dst him, thus warning his sheep not to go and
" Secular " hardly indicated the true character of the society, listen to him. On September 26th people from all surroundand it struck me forcibly that Secular Moralists would be a ing districts came into town and heard Mr. Jamieson, and
better name and indicate the true character of the society many orthodox were made skeptics. Mr. Jamieson is a
much better. The word " 2 ecular" may be made to stand grand speaker. On November 1st he speaks here again.
for almost anything, and givs our enemies a good chance to Good wishes to all who are fighting the monster we call
MARTIN Gnu.
misrepresent us, buf with " Moralist" added it would be superstition.
different. When we were represented as immoral people,
GowBB, Mo., Oct. 27, 1890.
the people would talr.e it with a great deal of allowance, and
MR. EDITOR: Governor Ingles is a prominent lawyer of
would wonder that an immoral society should take the name Plattsburg, Mo., and I will tell you how I got him as a
of" Moralists," and they would inquire into the facts. To subscriber. He was in Gower, where I liv, on legal busi"Secular" might be added Anarchists, llbertins, devils, or ness, and I had just got THB TRUTH Sun~ out of the
any other evil name, and it would not be a contradiction of office and had read John Peck's conclusion of'· The Chris·
terms. This idea forced itself on me the morning after the tian's India Rubber God," when I met with Colonel A.lgalr
convention adjourned, and I place it on record for the con- and Governor Ingles. After the usual salutations, I told
sideration of the officers and members of the Secular Union,
them to listen while I read the postscript of John Peck con.
to be acted upon at the next meeting of the Congress if you
cerning the Christian's india rubber God. They gave audiplease to publish it.
JoHN DoWNEs.
ence, and when I was through reading Governor Ingles was
captured as a subscriber. Long may Brother Peck liv to
PoBTVILLB, N.Y., Nov. 6, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The picture book came all right, and it is a wield his brainy pen.
I hav been battling as a Liberal and Secularist in the town
good one. I hav set it on mission work amongst the heathens
of Gower, solitary and alone, for the last ten years. But
already.
I am not discouraged, for our cause is of too much imporHere is a bit of news from the Oswego Valley Mail:
Rev. E. B. Wilcox, formerly pastor of the Methodist tance for us to grow weary in well-doing. What a shame
Episcopal church at Shingle Houee, Potter county, Pa., h.as that in this the nineteenth century, when thought is speeding
quit preaching and is engaged in taking care of saws in one its way like electricity through the heavens, it should be
of McKeon Co.'s big Inills. There is considerable difference necessary for us to stand upon the walls of liberty and warn
between preaching for $400 per year and filing saws for the citizens of this republic of the destructiv approach of
$1,GOO per year.
the orthodox wolves of our land. But how true the expresI was well acquainted with Mr. Wilcox, and only a few
sion, "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." How I
years ago he left a job of ffiing for $3 per day to work for
long for the prison doors of the mind to fly wide open. and
the Lord. But it appears that the Lord went back on him.
let the intellectual star range co.extensiv with the universe I
Well, I hope he has seen the error of his ways.
Oh, the grandeur of Reason, walled by the frontal, parietal,
He could not be a Talmage
and occipital bones, and lit by the great intellectual star
And roam o'er holy land.
that pervades the universe I
J. W. HUTomsoN, M.D.
He could not be a Moody
And with the people stand.
CANON CITY, CoL, Nov. 3, 1890.
He could not be a Sam Jones
MB. EDITOR : I write mainly to indorse the idea of forming
To rave, to rear, and spout.
He could not be a Bam Small
a Freethinkers' mutual aid and protection association, and I
To make thefolks shell out.
agree with Mr. Hess's idea that this society should hav a
Yours for truth,
JoHN R. CoATS.
political character-not by forming a new party, but by each
member working in his own party, for the nomination and
Dxs MoiNES, lA., Oct. 28, 1890.
election of officials who he knows will favor the complete
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $4-$2 to apply on separation of the church from the state. More effectiv work
subscription, and for the other $2 please send the picture can be done in this line than perhaps by any other plan.
book with blank leaves. I am well pleased with the paper, The exclusivly educational method now being followed up is
and especially with Heston's pictures. They are superb. the foundation of success, but final success cannot be attained
If there is anything that does knock the superstition out of except through the law-making and executiv powers of the
the blind bigots, it is to read THE TRUTH BRRKRB and then land ; and we ought to begin work to secure at least our
look at the pictures before going to bed. With two or .three share of these powers in all electiv bodies· from district
doses I warrant a sure cure. The sky-pilots need but to look schoordirectors up to president.
at King David's pictures to know how it is themselvs. I
Now, I want to ask if there is anything published suitable
wish you would prevail on Heston to get us up a family for a Liberal or scientific Sunday-school-something adapted
record. I know he can do- it. We want one we could frame to children particularly. If any of your readers know of
and hang in our parlor. Let it hav say Bruno's picture at such books, papers, or tracts, or of the existence of any
the head margin, Bennett's at the bottom, Ingersoll's and such Sunday-school as this, I would like to hear from them.
Macdonald's at the sides. This would suit me. It certainly This is another line of work which we ought to inaugurate
would be the most valuable piece of furniture that could be at once. If there is no line of books and papers for this
placed in our homes, and the money for it would be the best- work, some Liberal of means ought to get one up at as low
spent money that a man ever spent, rich or poor. Let us a price as possible. A course something like this would be
hav the record by all means. I would like an expression suitable : History of events showing the effects of the con.
from all Liberals. I am sure TI:JB 'l'.IIUTH B:s:a:un will pub. nection of caurch and state i ~otp.parativ teli~ion i QoUection
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of sclentiflc and historical facts showing up the errors of
Bibles, and a code of natural morals. This, with tracts and
papers containing entertaining stories connected with the
work ln hand, or containing a moral lesson, would, I think,
be about what is needed. It would be so much better to
teach our children such things as these than to allow them,
as nearly all Liberals do, to go to a church Sunday-school
and there get stu1fed with a little truth mixed up with a
great deal of error and superstition. If the children are
taken care of. ln this respect, they will help wonderfully ln
the next generation.
G. P. BBBNB.
DAYTON, 0., Nov. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOB: As I hav been traveling over the world for
over fifty years, I hav never had time to become a Christian
ln the common acceptation of the term. It is true I joined
one church here and another there, because lt was fashionable. I had no time to think of cllllse and eifect. Indeed,
until I got hold of THB TBuTH SBBKBB, that great and noble
paper, which led me to think and seek the truth, I was satisfied to go to church to hear the music and see the girls, and
I am compelled to tell the truth, I never once ln my life
thought of salvation, but only of love to the female sex.
Of late I hav been bothered to death by an Ignorant Meth- ·
odist member by the name of Holden, and on every visit he
would ask me, " Do you want to be saved?" Being thus
provoked by this Ignorant man, I replied finally ln these
words : "If the dogs and wolves and bears would eat me
after death, according to your doctrin my spirit would walk
out and go across the river Styx. Now, I believe this ls the
only world where we can enjoy life, and I do not care where
my splrlt goes. They tell me spirits are fiylng about, and
that they hav been seen ln the blg Chicago fire dancing and
playing all sorts of tricks ; that they fly about one's room ;
that they slt listening to what we say; that they can read
and write; that they enjoy their freedom; that if you send
for them ln America and they are fn Europe they will come;
that they know your thoughts and mlnd; and that they are
ln every church ln the world at the same time like the
triune God, Christ, Mary, and all the angels. But I do not
believe In one of them." In fact, I got so sick and tired of
this fool that I begged him to go and read THB TRUTH
SBBKBB, and inwardly digest it, and if this would not open
his mlnd to conviction, I advised him to go to the Insane
asylum, where he would find lots of Christians llke himself
who had lost their senses trying to understand the Bible and
its silly, Incomprehensible doctrins. On my giving him
these words, so ably and so richly supported ln THB TBtrTH
SnuB, he picked up his hat and flung his body out of my
room, and the last words I heard from him were, " The
devil!"
Now, I hav only a few words more to say_;'hat I am
poor, old, and unable to take THB TBUTH SBBKBB, but if I
had millions I would send one to the sixty millions of people
in the United States and one to every Christian ln the world.
FBBD RoBKBTBON.
IUBOBLINB, Ho., Oct. 31, 1890.
MR. EDITOB: I hav been listening to some more balderdash to-day, and every time I hear it I feel a kind of Inspiration urging me to write my opinions, 80 that others than
those whom I come ln contact with may read them. It is
just as reasonable for me to belleve that everything else
has always existed ln some form as it is to believe that God
has always existed. The Christians hav been urging me to
believe that God created eTerything that exists ln six days,
and that God himself haa existed throughout all past time
and before there was a time; that he was without beginning
or ending. When I ask them where God was during this
eternity before the beginning, and what he was doing, they
cannot tell me. When I ask them what he is doing now
they cannot tell me. And when I Intimate that some law or
force governing nature is probably all the God there is, they
rant and laugh, and ask, "Do you think everything came
by chance?" They cannot believe that the earth, sun, moon,
and stan, and everything else ln nature, hall always existed
ln some form, but they believe a God has existed always ln
the past, and that after countless ages of dwelling alone (no
one knows where) he jumped up and created the world, sun,
moon, and stars, and everything that is, in six days, out of
nothing. It may be that my reasoning faculties are poor,
for I cannot explain how something could be created from
nothing. Neither can I tell why the Christians hav not the
knowledge to tell me. If Christians know so much of God,
Jesus, and the devil, why can they not answer these hard
problems ? Like the Agnostic, they are necessarily forced to
say, "I don't know." Christians detest the works of Voltaire, of Paine, of Ingersoll, and all other books that oppose
Christianity. They tell me all books opposed to the Christian belief are untrue, unreasonable. They 'believe ln one
book, the Bible, and disbelieve a score of others. They
claim their Bible was given of inspiration. They prove it by
the book itself, which is the very poorest source to look to
for evidence. If the Bible be false, would it not tell a falsehood to establish itself? And if it be true ln all respects,
would there not be evidence sufficient outside of itself to
prove its purity and to convert all the Infidels ln the land?
Tlle proof does not exist outside the Bible to prove all it
says, therefore I cannot believe it to be God's own word. If
the fact of the existence of a personal God was established
I could not think the Bible his word. And as the fact is not
established, I hav no desire to force the belief upon myself.
I do not know; how can I know? And to be honest with
myself I should not say I know when I do not know. I hav
never seen God, neither hav I met any who hav seen hlni.
Therefore is it not more reasonable to say the sun, moon,
earth, and stars hav always existed in some form without a
God, than to say that there somewhere exists a G,pd when
nobody ~~Q\V~ where he is? And if he existed from everlast-

lng to everlasting without being made or created, ls lt not more
unreasonable to believe God has always existed ? We never
hav seen hlm, but we do behold things existing ln nature.
And if God could exist without being created, why, the sun,
moon, stars, and everything we behold ln nature could hav
always existed without a creator or God. For lt ls certain
that they do exist, and lt is not certain that there ls a God.
Chrmtlans hang their faith on the teachings of the Bible
but when I read it it becomes 10 terribly absurd ; and if it
was true God himself for the most of the time is represented
as a relentless demon. If I were fully convinced that there
is a God, I would honestly be ashamed to accuse him of
what the Bible does. Let all L"hristiaBa ask themselvs this
question, who made God? If he always was, may it not be
that all things else hav always been, and therefore did not
need a creator? And that would do away with the God
idea. Christians, if there is a God, say so-then prove it.
If, like me, you do not know, be honest with·yourselvs and
say you do not know.
Yours for liberty and Investigation,
Clus. A. GLBNN.
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all this to be? Why is this thus ?" When this happens
they will only hav themselvs to blame.
In the last TBUTH SBBKBB I noticed your urgent appealln
behalf of the World's Fair Sunday opening. I am very busy
now, but after J11nuary 1st I will hav more leisure, and
shall start a petition in this city, using the blank you hav
prepared, and see how many signers I can get for Sunday
opening. Though in an orthodox and pious city, I believe
I can roll up a petition that will be astonishing. We will
petition everybody decent, respectable, and intelligent,
being Jew, Christian, Infidel, or pagan, layman or clergyman. We think we will send you a petition that will be
commendable.
L. DBWrrT GRISWOLD.

MoNTPBLIEB, IND., Nov. 9, 1890.
MB. EDITOB : C. E. Boynton and others are advocating a
secret order of Liberals, an institution that I hope may be
constructed to meet a pressing want at the present time. We
can see cases of modem religious persecution, from the time
of Abner Kneeland to the present, and they are on the
Increase. Therefore we as reformers need to combine and
PHILA.DBLPHIA., PA., Nov. 10, 1890.
organize ourselvs to meet the common enemy, the superstiMR. EDITOB : I am very highly pleased to report that our tious tyranny of the Christian church. Webster defines
League had the good fortune to hear yesterday two splendid superstition, false religion; and the Liberals pronounce the
lectures from that Intellectual giant, Charles Watta, who in Adam story, the fall of man, and the atonement all false,
my judgment is the best expounder of Freethought ln this and a superstition, therefore our persecution.
country. We had two magniflcent audiences at both lectEngland has its declaration of rights, adopted in 1689,
ures ; ln fact, the spacious hall proved entirely too small to which says : " It was therefore declared, the power of susaccommodate the evening audience, as many could not obtain pending and of dispensing with laws by regal authority is
entrance, but had to be contented to stand outside to hear, illegal, that the commissioners for ecclesiastical cause, and
which they did for two fnll hours. The subject of Mr. all commissions and courts of the like, are illegal." The
Watts's discourse ln the afternoon was" Labor and Capital French passed their Rights of Man bill in 1789, and ln 1776
from a Secular Standpoint." The lecturer proved to the the United States adopted their Declaration that " to secure
satisfaction of the vast audience, judging from the frequent these rights governments are Instituted among men, deriving
applause, that the salvation of the working classes· rested their just powers from the consent of the ·governed," all
with themselvs. At the close of the lecture an Anarchist embracing the primary principles of human liberty-which
and a Socialist criticised the lecture. The former thought always hav been and still are Invaded by religious bigotry
that while the lecture was good it was not very profound, and Intolerance. Our present political outlook Inlght be
and the latter thought that the lecturer was behind the age. compared to a great cavern, an.d the farther we look within
To those who hav heard Mr. Watts ln his closing reply to the darker it is. But we can see the Republican party", conhis critics, it will not be difficult to imagin how easily he de- troled by the evangelical churches and the whlsky ring.
molished them. In fact, as I said before, judging from the And the Democratic party, controled by the Catholic church,
frequent applause, the sophistry of Anarchy was never bet- or the pope and whisky ring. Both parties extend their
ter exposed before to a PhilAdelphia audience. The Social- whole Influence to support the moneyed monopolies of the
ist fared a little better, but nevertheless he came ln for his world, expecting to receive the patronage of the money
share of a good thrashing, as the lecturer showed to the power In return. The situation of the Prohibition party Is
satisfaction of the audience that he, the Socialist, was behind aptly described by Parker Pillsbury in the Fruthinktr's
the age, and not the age behind him. The evening's dis- .Magazi'M, where he says, " When it married the church and
course was, "Mind and Matter-Whence comes lntel- took the name of Christian, with the pompous W. C. T. U.
lfgence ?" Well, to tell you the truth, words cannot express like. the A. B. C. F. M. of one of the missionary organizaour appreciation of this grand philosophical and scientific tions, I feared for it. But now that it has polygamously
discourse, as he left not a shred of ground for the Spiritual- wedded itself to the God-in-the-Constitution conspiracy it
ist and Materialist to base an argument upon. While listen- has been my despair." I look for the new party organized
Ing to it, I could not but help thinkbig of Baron D'Holbach's at St. Louis September, 1890, through the alliance of the
" System of Nature," that I read some years ago, and which various labor factions and some of the Prohibitionists, and
made me a Materialist, although the lecturer was far ln ad- what do I find ? The convention was opened with prayer,
vance of the time ln which that work was written, as all and the preamble to the platform commences with, " We
know that hav heard Mr.·Watts or read his lectures. As recognize the allnlghty law-giver who decreed the universal
the lecturer expected a lively debate to follow, he curtailed brotherhood of man," etc. And then they named it the
his lecture somewhat ln order to giv his opponents an oppor- National Reform party, which has been the name of the
tunity to reply, as the Spiritualists turned out ln great num- God-ln-the.Constitution party for the last fifteen years. I
bers to hear a scholar who they knew was not favorable to take it that the party is sold to the church. Now that your
their doctrin scientifically speaking. The debate that· fol- eyes hav become somewhat accommodated to the darkness,
lowed was an utter disappointment to the lecturer. Apart look farther ln the cavern and see the evangelical Christians
from the statement that tables could go around and giv raps as far as possible taking control of the public schools, and
when asked to do so, and other similar testimony, it left the demanding that there shall be religious instruction and even
speaker without anything to reply to. I will conclude by cateehising of the religious belief of the children. The
giving the Leugue's sincere thanks to all those who contrib- Catholics use this as a subterfuge for parochial schools.
uted toward these lectures, thereby making it possible for us Look farther in and you will see the cavern strewn with the
relics of the ·Inquisition, martyrdoms, and wars of exterto enjoy these Intellectual treats.
GB!>. LoNGFORD, Bee.
Inlnation.
We do not want the old story repeated. We need to orELMIRA., N. Y., Oct. 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOB : Please find Inclosed relnlttance which pays ganize ln a way to get all the strength possible. And I feel
for the best, largest, and greatest Liberal educator ln the sure that a secret order is what we need. And we need it
world to Jan. 1, 1892. I also Inclose $1 for the Liberal not only destructiv but constructiv. It takes hard work to
Llteratute Fund, and if I could afford it, I would send you tear down the old building and clear away the old dirty
$100 for this very purpose, for never was it so absolutely rubbish. But it takes a great deal more work to erect the
11ecessary as now to disseminate the teachings of Liberalism. grand new structure. But if we will build on strictly scienIt is astonishing to find by talking with nearly all classes tific principles the structure will endure perpetually. All
how very uninformed they are upon the great questions of our civilization is the result of strictly scientific developthe present relativ to state and church. They seem to think ment, though it has been badly retarded by unscientific
that the state and nation are both subservient and must bow effort. Mathematical kno:wledge is necessary in measuring
in humble submission to the rulings of the church, and that the earth or dividing chelnlcal equivalents. We must measnot to acquiesce to her mandates is to commit a terrible ure and weigh ln developing machinery, tilling the soil, or
crime. They do not seem to be at all cognizant of the fact building and running manufacturing establishments. Asthat the church is marshaling her forces to completely set tronomy, geography, and navigation must be understood
to naught the liberties of this country. Only a few weeks before merchants can transport and distribute the manufactago a person said to me, "We should be wllling to leave it ures to feed and clothe mankind. The sciences are not ento the church and her clergy to make our laws, do our tirely developed, and new discoveries will be made. Rethinking, and prescribe to us what Is right or wrong." When vealing nature's laws to man Is scientific labor. Living ln
such utterances as these, and much worse, are spoken and harmony with the laws of nature is the true moral code.
believed in, it reminds us of the very great work :ret to be The best Interest of mankind as social beings condemns a
done by the Liberals of this country to awaken thought few monopolizing the necessities and comforts of life, and
upon these questions, and the only way to do this is to lay the many consequently suffering. It condemns licentiousbefore the great uninformed masses Liberal literature by ness, and the use of whisky, tobacco, and poison drugs even
which the people can leam of the wily machinations of the when used as medicln ; and we as philanthropists will not
church being made upon the rights and Uberties which we curse posterity by entailing on them such evil practices.
I would favor naming our order Patrons of Science, and
yet enjoy.
tt is somewhat discouraging, I say, to behold how very making ourselvs truly such. Be bold and Independent Freeoblivious the people are concerning the results arising from thinkers; but hav the order so secret that if necessary a
a practical union of church and state. Almost every day pe~;son Inlght belong and no one hav a knowledge of the
can any beholder see disappearing our personal rights, fact except members of the order. I would that the women
liberties, and privileges, and not one voice is raised for their should be encouraged to joln, and that they should be eligiretention, and unleBB the people arouse to action and assert ble to any omce ln the order. Ignorant, superstitious women
their Individual rights and bid "Hands off," they will wake are the mainstay to the church, and the remedy is to educate
up some momlng to find themselvs bound hand and foot and enlighten them. Let those that are enlightened apply
with chains of church tyranny. That will set them to themselvs to the task. Let the children be well cared for.
Yours for Patrons of Science,
W:r.r. AtLBN.
asking, " When and how did this all happen? How came
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ancient times command fancy prices, while
the more common kinds are used for making
a certain kind of varnish and even in medicin.
The world's supply of the two, amber and
!ldiucl 1Jf MISs SuiW'f H. WIXOI!I, Fall ambergris, does not wholly depend upon
l-llww, Ma88., to whom ail aommumcati'onsfor what may be aecidentally found. Dredging
aornw should b~ s~t.
for amber is now systematically carried on by
regularly organized companies, and all
spermaceti
whales killed by whalemen are
" Between the dark and 'he daYlight,
subjected to a pretty thorough post-mortem
When the night is beginning 'o lower,
Oomes a. pause in the daY's ooonpatlons
examination, the find of ambergris in the
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
monster's interior often being vastly more
valuable than the oil extracted from his blubber
overcoat.
The Bright Side.

·this

If one looks upon the bright side
It is sure to be the right sideAt lea.st that's how I've found it as I've journeyed
through eaoh day.
And it's queer how shadows vanish,
And how easy •tis to banish
From a bright side sort of nature everY doleful
thing awaY.
There are two sides to a question,
As we know; so the suggestion
Of the side whioh holds the sunlight seems most
reasonable to me.
And, yon know, we oan't be merry,
And make onr surroundings oheerY,
If we will persist in ooddling everY gloomy thing
we see.
There's a sensible quotation
Whieh will fit in everY stationWe all know it : "As the twig is bent, so is the
tree inclined."
And the twigs of thought we're bsnding,
If to ways of gloom we're tending,
Will be pretty sure to twist and dwarf and quite
d6form the mind.
There's a waY of searching over
The wide skies till we disoover
Whether storms are on the way, or the weather
that we love ;
And the blue maY fast be hiding
Back of olonds whioh swift are rising,
Yet we know the blue is shining still, and spread·
ing far above.

Evolution of the Voice.

Darwin seems inclined to believe that as
women hav sweeter voices than men they
were the first to acquire musical powers in
order to attract the other sex, by which I
suppose he means that the feminin voice
owes its greater sweetness to more persevering culture for purposes of flirtation. I dh
not know whether the ladies of the present
day will own this soft impeachment, or
whether they will be flattered by the sugges·
tion that their remote ancestresses lived in a
perpetuallea11 year of courtship.
Other emotions, however, besides the master passion of love had to be expressed; joy,
anger, fear, and pain had all to find utterance, and the nervous centers excited by
these various stimuli threw the whole muscular system into violent contractions, which
in the case of the muscles moving the chest
and the vocal cords naturally produced
sound-that is to say, voice. These movements, at first accidental and purposeless, in
time became inseparably associated with the
emotional state giving rise to them, so as to
coincide with it, and thus serve as an h:.dex
or expression thereof. From this to the voluntary emission of vocal sounds is an easy
And while that will last forever
<For the true blue fadeth never),
step, and it is probable enough that the
The dark olonds must soon or later be dispersed character of those sounds was primarily due
and fade awaY;
to the "imitation and modification of differAnd the sweet, "bright side" still shining
ent natural sounds, the voices of other aniWill meet the eyes inolining
To watoh for it and welcome it, however dark the mals, and men's own instinctiv cries."
daY.
Boys Who Do Not Play.
Bo, mY friends, let's ohoose the bright side,
Just the happy, glorious right side,
An Englishman traveling in Germany
Whioh will giv ns health and spirits just as long writes: "German boys never play. They
as life shall last ;
hav no games, no sports. Life is to them a
And the sorrows that roll o'er ns
serious business. During a year's residence
Shall not alwaYs go before ns,
If we keep a watoh for blue skies, and will hold its in a German town-where were a university,
sunshine fast.
-Marv D. Brine.
a gymnasium, a real schule, people's schools,
and various private schools, and where, havWillie's Tears.
ing two boys of my own in echo.ol, I had
Last night 'mid te!l.rB, a sorry shower,
good opportunity to learn of boys' life-!
Before the peaoefnl twilight hour,
never saw or heard, with the exception of one
Was willful Willie pnt to bedgame of hide and seek, a single game. Once,
" A bad, bad boy," so mamma said,
in crossing a large court, I saw a company of
Bnt lo I this morning, like the sky
Unolonded shone his olear blue eye.
boys .choosing sides for a game of ball. I
watched with interest a spectacle 110 unAnd when upon his happy view
usual, wishing to see how a German boy
The meadows gleamed, all teared with dew,
He olapped his tiny palms and cri<d,
would look when actually engaged in a game;
His plump, pink oheeks !}glow with pride,
but I was disappointed, as the company soon
"Last night, last night, 0 lnamma. see,
broke up in a fight. I was not surprised, for
The angel-boys were bad like me !"
fighting, not in anger or hot blood, but easilv
-Clinton Sco!lara in Santa Clau~.
and naturally, is the amusement of the Ger.
man boy. Not that he is more pugnacious
What Ambergris Is.
than other boys; but the military disclplin
Ambergris, which is used as a basis for
that curbs him in school and the sight of solnearly all standard perfumery, was first found
diers whenever he steps into the street keep
. an unattractiv mass floating on the surface of
constantly before him the idea and almost
the sea or lodged upon the shore. How so
the necessity of fighting. This lack of healthunlikely a substance ever suggested itself as
a perfume is unknown, but it has been in use ful sport seriously affects the boy, depriving
for centuries, and it is only until comparativly him of much enjoyment and making him aid
before he is mature."
recent times that its origin has become known.
It is nothing more than the morbid secretion
Plain Enough.
of the liver or a sick spermaceti whale. It is
No thing is made for nothing. Every part
described as a fatty, waxy substance, dis- of even the smallest animal's structure is, or
agreeable to sight or touch, but even in its has been, of use to him. Otherwise it never
crude state exhaling a pleasant odor. The would hav been developed.
crude substance is subjected to chemical
"Can you tell me, my friend," said an
action to extract the activ principle, called elderly gentleman to the keeper of the menag.
amberine. It was recently reported that a erie, " what the hump on that animal's back
Maine fisherman picked up a mass of the sub- is for?"
stance which nearly filled a barrel and is
"What's it for?"
worth $25,000. This is probably an exag"Yes. Or what value is it?"
geration both as to size and priCe, for the
"Well, it's lots of value. De camel
largest piece on record was found at the wouldn't be no good widout it."
Windward islands, weighing one hundred
"Why not?"
and thirty pounds. This was sold for about
"Why not? Yer don't suppose people 'ud
$2,600.
pay twenty-five cents to see a camel widout
Amber was also first found on the shores any hump on him, do yer?"
of the sea after severe storms. For a time its
origin was unknown, but it was early put to
A Monster Locomotiv.
use and regarded with a superstitious awe by
The largPst locomotiv in the world has
the ancient Greeks and Romans, its peculiar just been placed on the Big Four road. It
electrical qualities being noted by them. It is sixty.fi ve feet in length, and weighs
is now thought to be the gum of forest trees 130,000 pounds. It has two boilers, between
which perished ages and ages ago, the lands which the cab is placed, which is as large as
upon which they flourished having become a small house. On the pilot twenty people
the ocean's bed. Amber has no fixed value, can be seated. It requires two firemen and
the price being regulated wholly by size, one engineer, and its inventor claims it can
quality, and other considerations. Drops of under favorable conditions, make ninet;
amber in which are imbedded insects of those miles an hour.

rHenry writes a pleasant. letter. We hope
Correspondence.
to hear from him soon again. Thanks for
RooKVILLK, IDA., Oct. 18, 1890.
DRAB Miss WrxoN: I thought I would the pretty picture, Henry.-ED. C. C.]
write to the Comer, because I do not see
many letters in it. This is my first letter.
Father has taken THR TRUTH 8KKKKR for
about six years. We hav twelve pet sheep,
three calves, and eleven little pigs. I am
in a Lifetime. A Liberal :Romance.
going to school now. I study arithmetic, All12mo,
300pp., $1.
grammar, geography, reading, and writing.
!.poles of· Gold. And Other Stories
I will close for this time.
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 388pp., $1.211.
Your little Freethinker,
LAURA M. CARLTON.
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handsome and Interesting Book, Without Bnperstition1 for Children and Yonth. The Only FreeSNowviLLE, VA., Nov. 10, 1890.
thinkers•
Children'S StorY-Book ever issued.
DEAR SusiE : Seeinj!: the appeal of our be·
66 full-page illustrations and .25 smaller; large
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illnsloved poetess, Mary Baird Finch, for Cook
'rated oovers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1.
and Casey, in the Comer, I notice no adAddress THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
dresses are given, and I feel so anxious that
these two helpleas old veterans of Liberalism
should be helped, I hasten to send their addresses: R. M. Casey, Five Forks, S. C.
Prof. J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kan. I would
also say that anyone writing me and wishin~
FOR 1891.
to help them can inclose the needful, and I
Edited by CHARLES A. WA'lTS.
will gladly forward it.
CONTENTS.
Thine for true kindliness,
An Agnoatio View of the Bible ..... Samuel LaiDfl.
ELMINA D. SLKNKKR.
Fundamental Theses of Ag__nostioiam.
B. Bithell, B.Bo., Ph.D.
Agnostioism and the Churoh of England.
DALEVILLE, IND., Dct. 26, 1890.
Amos Waters.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Dea?· F1·iend: As Avatar, Come I A Poem.
I hav not written for a long time, I will try
Saladin (W. Stewart Rosa).
and write again. There are three Sunday- The InstabilitY of Faiths.Hon. C. K. Tnokerman.
Glove.
·
schools here every Sunday. There was a The Iron Band Under the Velvet G.
J. Hol}'!lake.
man preached here, not long ago, and ~aid Praotioal Reli~tion .................. Charles
WaUs.
that R. G. Ingersoll was dead, but had .re- The Cinerary Urn. A Bonnet.
An thor of" Cwaar in Enp,."
pented on his death-bed. I told him that I
New Anglioanism ................... B. Bussell.
did not want to dispute his word, but Mr. The
Androgynous Gods.
Ingersoll was not dead, and I was happy
H. J. Hardwioke, M.D., F.B.C.B,
that I knew it. He wanted to know if I was Is Agnostioism Bound ? ....•....••.•.•• Paul Carns.
"Is
Agnoatioism
Bound?"
an InfideL I told him I was. He wanted
Saladin (W. Stewar' Boss).
to know, then, if I ever knew an Infidel to The Poems of Joseph Ellis ...... Mirabean Brown.
go to heaven. I told him I had never been
Prioe, 25 oents. For sale at this o1!l.oe.
there to see, and nobody else that I ever
heard tell of. We take THE TRUTH BKKKKR,
New Edition, ReTI881 road Enlarnd.
and could not do without it. The town looks
dead, for all that the church bells are clattering. It is very cold. Well, as I am makiog my letter too long, I will close. Hoping
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
to see this in print, I remain,
Introd notioJJ. by
Your Infidel Friend,
RoSA RRMSBUBG.
BOBEBT G. INGEBSOLL.
PriQS, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 150 011nta.
BALLsTON SPA, Oct. 20, 1890.
TM Tmdd Suppli«l at ~l DiMJou,f1U.
DEAR Miss WixON: I thought I would
write to you, as I did not see any little girl's
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
letter in the Corner to-day. Well, I will say,
my little friends hav gone to Sunday~ school Phot.ographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at
to hear some more slush and Bible lies, but I this offioe. Price, 50 oents.
thought I would stay at home and tell you
about my sister, who livs in Jersey City.
She has a big bouncing girl, born two weeks
ago, and its name is Maud Ingersoll Frayer; His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Porher hair is as white as silver, and her eyes a
trait, and Monument.
deep blue. She has lifted her little head
alone from the day she was born. I hav a With a complete list of the American subscribers
to the fund for the erection of the monument.
little black skye terrier, and I call him Robert
Ingersoll, and I hav lots of fun with him.
BY
Mamma wishes the Freethinkers would hold GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE, THOlU.S DA.VIDSON,
another convention at Saratoga or at the ·rHADDKUB B. WAKEMAN,
KARL BLIND,
White Sulphur Springs. Ha, ha, haLYDIA R. CJUSE.
wouldn't we hav a nice time singing and
swinging? I wish we had a Liberal Sunday- Single copies 15 cents; ten copies rna dollar.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKl!:B 00.
school. I think I am taking too much space
in the Comer, so good-bye.
Yours for love and truth,
PlOW READY.
HATTm JANE THORPE.
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINGS
QuKNKMO, KAN., Oct. 21, K.M. 290.
o:r
DEAR MIES WIXON : It has been a long
time since I hav written to the Children's
Corner, and I am glad I can truthfully say it
OOllPILBD BY
has progressed wonderfully since last I wrote,
under the able management of Miss Wixon.
L. K. W.ASHBUBN.
Success to her and many others that are workThis volume oomprises some of the a bles' and
ing for the ever-prevailing truth. In my esti- best
editorials wriUen by Mr. Beaver dnrinr;r the
mation the Corner is improving and the read- past forty.flve years. It is neatly printed on
oream-white
paper, bound in oloth, and oontaina
ers as well.
flne likeness of the venerable editor of 'he
I always watch for a letter from George aInvestt9ator.
Every Liberal shonld hav this book
Remsburg. Oh, that there were many more in his home. It is now readY for delive17.
such Liberals as he I
Prlee, $1.00.
We hav taken THE TRUTH BKKKKR for
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
about twelve years, and think it one of the
grandest Freethought papers ever published.
One day one of our Christian friends came
to our house and happened to see THE TRUTH
OR 1 TIUI:
BKKKKR and looked at the pictures, and happened to look at the name of the paper and
Conflict
between
Ieason and Superstition.
saw it was THE TRuTH BEKKER. She threw
it upon the floor, but she got so she would
look at the pictures but would never read
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE,
Philadelphia, Pa.
any. But they, no doubt, set her to thinking
upon the subject of Freethought.
My folks are personally acquainted with
Price, 10 cents.
Prof. J. H. Cook and hav been to his home.
Address
THE '!'BUTH BEEKER CO.
They say that he is in very destitute circumstances.
I agree with Mary B. Finch about building
monuments over the dead. If they would
take the money spent upon building them
By Edward Bellamy,
and build roofed monuments, and build them
Author
of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
for the living and helpless Freethinkers, it
would do a great deal more good. And that It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
is what we want to work for-do all the ~tood free to reoeive new lir;rht will flnd in it satisfaoUon
inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
for the human family that we can. Do all and
The appeal is a ways made to a man'S reason.
the good we can in this world, and the best and to his noblest sentiments: never 'o his ael,
flshness.-[Boston Post.
we can in the next (if there be a next).
BU!fgestion of a really praotioable and feasiThat is something like the story of the man bleA soo1alata.te
r;rreatly in advance of the presen*·
that wanted to pray and did not know The romantio narrativ is rioh in its foreoas' of
aotual
possibilities.-[Boston
Traveler.
whether there was a God to pray to or not.
12mo, oloth, S1.00; paper, ~00.
He said : " 0 God I if there is a God, save
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER co:
my soul, if I hav a soul, from hell, if there is
a hell." And I think that is the way with a
good many of them. They are rather uncer- FESTIVAL OF ASHTA.ROTH.
tain if there is a God.
I would like to correspond with some of A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
the Liberal girls and boys of the Corner. I
the Moabites by the Jews.
am fifteen years of age.
By A. 0. MIDDLETON.
YourS for Universal Mental Liberty,
.
:URNR"\!" :R, WATKINS.
Price,
•
10 cents.

Miss Wixon's Works.

The Agn,Jstio Annual

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Giordano Bruno.

HORACE SEAVER.

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION,

LOOKING BA.CKWARB
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The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book.
SHOWING

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.IM. 'TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION,
AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, S'rATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO .MAINTAIN THE
ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST.

Desia"ns by Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desia-ner.
CONTENTS:
lJncle Sam and the Priests.

Tltc. Cburclt and Thomas Paine.

Thomas Paine.
The Pesta that Bother Unole Bam.
The Preacher and the Patriot.
Unole Bam Ble"P!! but the Priests do Not.
Romaniam with 11er Mask On.
One Work by Paine Outweighs All the Preach·
The Mas\ Off.
ers.
Why Paine Was Denounced.
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff as to God."
The Skeleton tha.t Unole Bam may Some Day
Paine's Services and His Reward from the
find in his Oioaet.
Oburoh.
A New Laoooon.
Onoe Upon a Time a Donkey Kicked a Lion.
The Trail of the Serpent.
Studies ln Natural Hifi;tory.
Some Undeairable ImmiKranta.
LM: Loyalty.
A Questiou for Theological Ethnologists.
"Where Liberty Reigns the Tyrant Beeks to
Some Problems in Evolution.
Slay Her."-La Balle.
The Prototype of the Methodist Revival.
The Outoome of Ohnroh and State Union.
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute.
The God-in-the-Oonatitntion Gnerillaa.-Liberty in Peril.
The Bible and Science.
Religions Treason the Ruin of the Republic.
The Bible and Geology.
A .rranaformation of the Barthold! Bta tue
The Bible and Geography.
whioh may be Expected under Religious
Rule.
Tlte Clergy and their Flocks.
What Unole Bam Should Do.
Shearing Time.
The Olergy'B Hold Upon the People.
The <:burch Robbing the People.
One of a Very Numerous Olass.
New York Oity's Annual Gift to the Ohurohes.
'rhe PhYiioian and the Flook.
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrohes-1.
Duty to the Olergy.
"
"'
u
"
"
-II
At Oon!erence Time.
Work of a Methodist Conference in New York
Thanksgiving.
in 1876.
Thanksgiving-!.
The
Burden of the Oross.
..
-n.
The Theologian's Oonoeption of O!erioal Priv·
-III.
ileges.
The Ark of the Lord.
Sabbath Law11.
Symp_athizing With their Pastor.
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate.
One Triumphant Saint.
Sunday in 11, Babbatarian Oity.
Appearance and Faot.
·
The Olergy's Opportunity.
Ohaplains in the Army and NaVY.
As the Olergy Desire l:!nnday-1.
A Desirable Bargain.
u

"

u

u

"

"

"

"

"

"

-II.
-III.

The Children and the Church·.
Two Ways to Go.
Whioh Shall We Haver
A Teacher We Do Not Want.
The Shadow in Our Bohoo!s.
A New Application of an Old Text.
The Bellti..Les in the Path.
Reoruith'lg for Ohnroh Institutions.
A Parochial Bohool Lesson.
Products of the Parochial Bohools.
The Dis_guiae Blips Off.
A Web for the Unwary.
The Religious Trap.
Bnnday-Sohool Boholars.
The Joys of the Bnnday-Bohool Boy.

Woman and the Church.
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom.
Encouragement to Go Astray.
Bt. Paul as a Member of the Bohool Board.
:fhe Ohnroh's Use for Woman.
A Oontraat.
Fishing.
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope.
Helping the Ohnroh.
·
The Oburoh•s Ohief Bnpnort.
When Woma.nhood Awakes.

The Christians and the llloham• The lJses of the <:ross.
medans.
Its Evolution.
'lJnklnd Retlectlons lJpon
Their Boientifto Records Oompared.
Two Samples of" <:hrlstlanlt}"'s
Church.
Work.
Decline of the PaPam' in Italy.
Romans of the Past and Present.
Peruvians Before and Binoe the Oonquest.

111lslllonarles

Hypocrisy of Ohristian Missionary Effort-I.
"

"

n

"

"

-II.

tht

The Old Tiger and His Whelps.
The Ory of the Ohurch, ·• Don't Hur' Our
Feelings."
Shake, Old Man; We're on the Same Lal'
STall!many ward worker to Methodist min·
1ster1al delegate).

Obristian Missionaries in India.
Pe rsecnti ons b Y th e ..-...
MisaionaryMethodsintheOhnrohofErudand.
'-'u.urc h •
A Poor Rule That Doesn't Work Both Ways.
The Burning of Bruno.
The Only Thing on Whioh the Beets Agree.
·
The Lord's Instruments.
An Unwelcome Pilgrimage.
·
B
When Christians Made the Laws.
ReliglOUB nle.
Superstition the Same in All Places and Ages.
Bible Doctrines and their Results.
Banishment of Boger Williams.
Biblical Temperance Statements.
Case of Dr. MoGlynn-the Ohuroh True to Her
••
..
..
Applied.
Record.
Casting Pearls Before Swine.
The Ohristian Boheme from Genesis to the
Bynoptioal Gospels, and the Practical BeThe Bigotry o! Ohnrch and State •.
The8l~~horityof the Footpad.
Some Allegories.
The Wisdom of Solomon.
The Genii who Preside Over the Road to
Knowledge,
The Law and the Gospel Not the Same.
Result of Faith at Findlay, Ohio.
The Three Graces of Infidelity.
A Olerical Move.
Which Statements Shall We Be Damned for
Disbelieving 1
The TrinitY that Ruled the World in the Do, rJr
Irresponsibility of Ohristians-Whenoe they
Ages.
Obta.in and Where they Put their Bins.
"Let the Ghosts Go."
Jesus Paid It All.
The Baoe Betwesn America's Imidai Ur!l.Dr
A Candidate for Glory-An Old Binner, but a
and England's Ohriatian Statesman.
New Saint.
The Enemy and the Friend of Liberty.
Some Tests !or True Believerll'.
Boman Oatholio Pandora's Box.
Following Ohrist.
A New Renderin~f of an Old Rhyme.
An Earnest Ohristian.
An Error in Bibhcal Navigation.
Piety ln Our Penitentiaries.
·
A Trial of Faith.
The World Still Moves.
A Religions Procession.
The
Faults
in
Ohristian
Morality.-!.
Heaven.
••
..
u
••
..
ll
The Atonement 8cheme.
" " " "
·• =ui.
On the Probation Plan.-Bcene Outside of the
The Atonement Doctrine.
"
"
"
"
"
-IV.
Gates of the New Jerusalem.
Pra.otioal Application of the Atonement.
-V.
On the Probation PlaB.-Scene Inside of the
The Great Efficacy of Ba.ptism.
An
Incident
of
a
Snow-storm,
January,
1889.
Ga\es of the New Jerusalem.
How to Get a Halo ana a Harp,
Another Incident of Another Snow-storm.
Into Heaven !Ita. Purgatory.
Divine Benefioenoe.
On
the
Anxious
Beat.
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I.
Different Stories of an Alleged Ooourrenoe.
Dell.
"
"
..
" -II.
How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain.
A Few Viatims of Divine Benefioenoe.
The Church and Slavery.
Tbe Glory of Election.
Prayer.
The Ghost in the Methodist Ohnrobyard.
The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven.
A Ole rica! Surprise Party.
A Drouth in Oambridge, Ill., in 1887.
Priests ln ·Polltlcs.
The Theolol!'ians and Bkeptios.
Our Father in Heaven.
The Ooloasus of New York.
The Devil'& Occupation Gone.
Tlte €reeds.
The Political Oa!iba.n and the BeligiousBognes • .Mlscellan eo us.
What Is Christianity 1-1.
Ireland and the Church.
T Image's Petrified BlasPhemer-A Rei· ·
"
u
"
-11.1
A Oontributio~ to the Irish Question.
a Oampaign Btor:Y of '86.
llrlOUS
" "
"
-In.
The Olamor of the Oreeds.
The Ohnrohes 1n Irel!'nd.
The FutilitY of Hitching Evolution to Ortho·
The .Gospel of Peaoe m Ireland.
doXY.
Sustaining the Oreeds.
The Oreedal Fiddle.
The Trouble With Pat.
The Evolution of a Sacrament.
The Oreeds of the World.
Th
..,hu'
h'
Idea
of"
..-.1
"11
tl
A
Hint
to Talmage, Sam Jones, et a!.
Christianity's Holy Family.
e '"' rc s
·
'"' VI za on.
The Women's Ohristian Temperance Union's
Janus-faoed Oreedalists.
Ornsade.
The Gallows One of Ohristian Oivilization's
The Oreedalists and the Government-"Our
Adjuncts.
Tools of the O!erioal Trade.
God, Our Oonntry, and an Appropriation."
What Rome Would Use to Oivilize People.
The Mod11rn Balaam.
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teachers and philosophers (who were not
• Christians), from the time of Menu to the
POPULAR SCIENCE.
present. By D. M. BENNE'l'l'. 1,075 pages, 1
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc·
Science for Leisure Hours.
co, gilt edges, $4.50.
1 No. 1. Light
A series of familiar essays on astronom·
icaland other natural phenomena. By
TheChampionsofthe Church; Their
Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S.
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio- No. 2. Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers.
graphical sketches of prominent Chris·
Ice and Glaciers. V9 illustrations). By
John Tyndall,F.R.S.
·
tians. A. companion book to "The World's
1
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNET!'. 8vo.,
No. 3. Physics and Politics. An application
of the principles of Natural Science to
1,119 page~. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot,
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
~
author of "The English Constitution."
Place in Nature, (with numerow;
The Gods- and Religions of Ancient No. 4. Man's
illustrations). By Thomas H. Huxley,
and Modern Times. Vol. I. ~Jivs:
F.R.S.
a full account of all the gods the natwns
No. 5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and
of the earth hav worshiped, including '
Physical. By Herbert Spencer.
Jehovah Satan the Holy Ghost, Jesus
No.
6.
Town
Geology. With Appendix on
Chris~
Mary and the Bible. 835
Coral and Coral Ree!s. By Rev. Charles
pages,' 8vo. Vol.
describes ~lly all
Kingsley.
the religious systems of the. world, mcl11;dNo, 7• The ·conservation of Energy, (IIlith
ingJudaism Moha=edawsm, and Chnsnumeroois illustratiom). By Balfour Stewart, LL.D.
tianity; the' latter occupying 372 pages,
going fully into its m~rits•. 949 _pages.
No. s. The Study of Languages, brought back
to iLs true principles. By C. Marcel.
By D. M . .BENNET!'. Wntten m pnson at
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or
No. 9. The Data of Ethics. By Hebert Spencer.
Theory of Sound in its Relation
~:~; ~~ ~~:o:~~ Jf~e:;, i~.~ather, No. 10. The
to Music, (oomerotlS illw;tratiom), By
Prof. Pietro Bllo.serna.
Snpernatm·al Religion. An inquiry 1 No.
The Naturalist on the River Amainto the reality of divine revelation. Dezons. A record of 11 years of travel.
No. 12.
By Henry ·Walter Bates, F.L.S. (.\"ol
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv
•old
separately).
work on the claims of supernaturalism
everwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Emeritus
No. 13. Mind and Body. The theories or their
relations. By Alex. Jlain, LL.D.
Professor of the London Universit.y. 1,115
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4:00; leat! er, $5.0G;
No. 14. The Wonders of the Heavens, (thirtytwoillustrati(mS). By Ca.mille Flammarion.
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
15 Longevity. The means of prolonging
The Great Works of Thomas Paine. No. • life after middle age. By John Gardner,
M.D.
Including The Age of Reason, Examina- ~
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of
N0. 16. The Origin of Species. By Thomas H.
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay:
Huxley, F.R.s.
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 1 No.l7. Progress: ·Its Law and Canse•. With
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, !
other disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer.
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the
No. 18. Lessons in Electricity, (sizty illmtrawhole r· ~.,~ded by the Life of Paine, and I
tWn.s). By John Tyndall, F.R.S.
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo. 1 :No. 19. Familiar Essays on Scientific SubCloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco;
jects. By Richard A. Proctor.
gilt edges, $4;50.
I :No. 20. The Romance of Astronomy. By R.
I
Kalley Miller, M.A.
Analysis of Religions Belief. An
The
Physical Basis of Life, with other
21
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and :No. • essays.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
Sacred Writings of the world. By VISand Thinking. By William
COUNT AMBEliLEY, son of the late Lord No. 22· Seeing
Kingdon Cli1ford, F.R.S.
Tohn Russell,·twice Premier of England.'
Complete from the London edition. 745 No. 23. Scientific Sophisms. A review of current theories concernin~ Atoms, Apes
11ages, ~~~~::cloth, $3:.~;
:No. . and Men. By Samuel Wamwright, D.D.
24 Popular lScu,at.tic Lectur..s, (Ulus!Tt
ted). By Prof. H. Helmholtz.
The foregoing volumes are called " The
25
The
Origin of Nations. By Prof. Geo
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered toNo. ·
Rawli11•on, C'uord Uuiversity.
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be
No. 26 . The E:iolutionist at Large. By Gran'
deducted from the price of each.
Allen.
No. 27. The History of Landho: ding in Eng
land. By Joseph Fisher, F.R.H.S.
No. 28. Fashion in Deformity, as illustrated

Virgin

I

ri.

11.1

I

·1

i

in the customs of Barbarous and Civil·
ize~ Races. (numerous illuslration.s). By

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS.
FO:B SALE AT THE T.Bt!Tll 1!EEKEB OFFICE,

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In.
fluence of Christianity on Civilization;
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib<
eralism offers in Place of Christianity
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual·
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine
the Political and Religious Refonner; Materialism and Crime; Will the Coming
Man Worship God? Criines and Cruelties
of Christianity; the Authority of the
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits;
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60
cents; cloth, $1.

In1lnence of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15
cents.

What Liberalism Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning
and Tendency. 10 cents.
Spiritualism from a Materialistic
Standpoint. · 10 cents.
Paine the Po~-:..dcal and Religions
Reformer. 10 cents.
W Glman: Her Past and Present: Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man Worship God 1
10 cents.

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.
10 cents.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-:
logical.

20 cents.

Bnr~ess-Underwood

:

Debate. .A. four

days' debate between B. F. UNDEBWOOD
and Prof. 0. A.. BURGESs, President of the
Northwestern Christian University, In:
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reponed.
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents.

Underwood·M~les

Debate. .A. four'

nights' debate lietween B. F. UNDEliWOOD
and Rev. JoHN M..uu>LE:s. Fully reported.,
_Paper,_~oent.;_oloth._!O~nti.!J'.
•

William Hem·y Flower, F.R.S.
No. 29. · Facts ·and Fictions of Zoology, (nu
memU. iltmtrations). By Andrew Wilson,
Ph.D"'
No. 80.} Tbe;S'!iiJdy of ·words.
No. 31.
By Ri~hard CheneviX Trench.
No. 32. Hereditary Traits and otller Essays.
By Richard A. Proctor.
No. 33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant
Alleu.
No. 34. The Philosophy of Style. By Herbert
Spencer.
No. 35. Oriental Religions. ·By John Caird,
Pres. Uuiv. Glasgow, and Others.
No. 36. Lectures on Evolution. (/tlzutraled).'
By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
No. 37. Six Lectures on Light. (Illustrated!.
,By-Prof. John Tyndall.
No. 38.} Ueological Sketches. By Archibald
No. 39.
Geiltie, F.R.S.
No. ~0. The Evidence of Organic·Evolntion.
,.
By George J. Romanes, F.R.S.
No. 41. Current Discussions in ~cience. By
W. M. Williams, F.C.S.
No. 42. History of the Science of Politics.
By Frederick Pollock.
No. 43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Prof.
Huxley, Prof. Agassiz, and ot.hers.
No. 44.} The Dawn ofHistory. ByC.F.Keary,
No. 45.
of the British Museum.
No. 46. The Diseases of Memory. By Th.
Ribot. Translated from the French by
J. Fitzgerald, M.A.
No. 47. Tile Cblldhood of Religion, By
Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S.
No. 48. Life in Nature. (Illustrated). By James
Hinton.
No. 49. The Sun; its Constitution, its Phenomena,
its Condition. By Judge Nathan T. Carr,
Columbus, Ind.
No. 50. } ]}Ioney and the Mechanism of ExNo. 51.
change. By Prof. W. Stanley Jevous,
F.R.S.
No. 52. The Diseases of the Will. By Th.
Ribot. Translated from the French by
J. Fitzgerald.
No. 53. Animal A ntomatism, and other Essays,
By Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.
No. 54. The Birth and Growth of Myth. By
I""'"VM<i Clodd, F.R.A.S.
No. 55. The Scientuic Basis of ]}lorals, and
other Essays. By William Kingdon Clifi
ford, F.R.S.

~~:

:.J:}

IDnslons. By James Bully.
No. 58.\ The Origin of Species.} Two Double
No. 59.
By Charles Darwin.
Nos.
No. 60. The Childhood of the World. By
E<lward Clodd.
c3
No. 61. J\liscellaneons Essays. By Richard A.
Procto1·.
No. 62. The Religions of the Ancient World.
By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson, Univ. of Oxford. (Doublo number).
:No. 63. Progressive ]}{orality. By Thomas
Fowler, LL.D., President of Cor1ms
Christi Coil., Oxford.
No. 64. The Dish·ibntion of Animals an<l
Plants. By A. Russell Wallace and W.
T. Thiselton Dye1·.
No. 65. Conditions ofl\lental Develop_ment:
and other essays. By Wm. Kingdon
Cli1ford.
Technic.i.l
Education: and other essays.
No. 00.
By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S.
No. 67. The Black Death. An account of the
Great Pestilence of the Uth Ueutury.
By J. F. C. Hecker, M.D.
No. 6S. Three Essays. By Herbert Spencer.
Special Number.
:No. 69. Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropology e.ud the History of Religion. By
Fritz Schult..<e, Ph.D. Double number.
No. 70. Essays SJ>ecnlative and Pra~tical.
By Herbert Speucer.
__
No. 71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wilson, Ph.
D. With Appendix on Archmology. By
E. B. Tylor, F.R.S.
No. 72. The Dan_cing J\lania of the Middle
Ages. By J. F. C. Hecker, M.D. _
No. 73. Evolution in History, LanguQ,ge and
Science. Four Addresses delivered at
the London Crystal Palace School of Art,
Science aud Literature.
No. 74.}The Descent of Man, and Selection in
No. 75.
Relatiou to Sex. ("Yumerous /Uustrllti<>ns)
No. 76.
By Charles Darwin. Nos. 74, 75, 76 are
No. 77.
•ingleNos.; No. 77. is a <Wub/e No. ·
No. 78. Historical Sketch of the Distribution of Land in England. By Wil·
liam Lloyd llirkbeck, M.A.
No. 79. Scientific Aspect of some Familiar
Things. By W. M. Willia.ms.
No. SO. Charles Darwin. His Life aud Work"
By Grant Allen. (Double number).
No. 81. The Mystery of Matter, and the
Philosophy of Ignorance. Two Essays by J . .Allanson Picton.
No. 82. Dlnsions of the Senses: and otherE&
says. By Richard A. Proctor.
No. 83. Profit-Sharing Between Capital and
Labor. Six Essays. By Sedley Taylor,
M.A.
No. 8.1. Studies of Animated Nature. Four
Essays on Natnral History. By W. S.
Dallas, F .L.S.
:No. 85. The Essential Nature of ReUg:lon.
By J . .Allanson Picton.

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS.
ADDliESS THE

TBU'l'II SEEKER Ol!'l!'IOI!.

A Truth Seeker Around the World.

Four large volumss. With a steel-plate
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and
each volume illustrated with forty-seven
cuts: Handsomely bound in red cloth,
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in morocco, gilt edges, $10.50.

1

The World's Sages Thinkers, and
Reformers. l,07'i!pages,8vo. Cloth,
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges,
$4.50.

IThe Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. · 8vo.

1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
·

The Gods and Religions of Ancient
and Modern Times.. Two Volumes.
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges,
$8.00.

From Behind the Bars. .A. series of
letters written in prison.
Price $1.50.

Over 700 pages.
,

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series
of letters written during a visit of ten
weeks in Europe. Giving some account
of the International Freethinkers' Congress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben•
nett was a delegate, followed by a de·
scription of what he saw in England,
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters
from Rome alone are worth the price
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50.

The Semitic Gods and the Bible.'
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic
nations, including A.llah, Jehovah, Satan,
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230
pages are devoted, showin~ that book to
be a very inferior productiOn for a :firstclass God. 333 large pages. Paper cov•
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham·
medanism examined historically

I
IThirty

and critically. It is thought to be the
most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

Discussions, Bible Stories.
Essays, and Lectures. 7~0 pages.
Paper covers, 75 cents;

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.
No. 86. The Vnseen Uruverse, and the Philosu
phy of the Pure Sciences. By Prof. Wm.
Kingdon Cli1ford, F.R.S.
No. 87. The Morphine Habit. By Dr. B. Ba.U,
of the Paris Faculty of Medicine.
No. 88. Science and Crime and other Essays.
By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
No. 89. The Genesis of Science. By Herbert
Spencer.
No. 90. Notes on Earthquakes: with Fourteen
Miscellaneous Essays. By Richard A.
Proctor.
No. 91. The Rise of Universities. :By S. B·
Laurie, LL.D. (Double number).
No. 92. The Formation of Vegetable Mould
throngll the Action of Earth
Worms. By Charles Darwin, LL.D.
F.R.S. (Double number).
No. 93. Scientific Methods of Capital PWlishment. By J. Mount Bleyer, M.D.
(Special number).
No. 94. The Factors of Organic Evolution.
By Herbert SQencer.
No. 95. The Diseases of Personality. By Th.
Ribot. Translated from the French by
J. Fitzgerald, M.A.
No. 96. A Half-Century of Science. By Prof.
Thomas H. Huxley, and Grant Allen.
No.·97. The Pleasures of Life. By Sir JohD
Lubbock, Bart.
No. 98. Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teach·
ings of Science. By William Kingdou
•
Clifford. (Special number).
No. 99. Nature Studies. By Prof. F. R. Eaton
Lowe; Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.; Geo.
G. Chisholm, F.R.G.S., and James Dallas, F.L.S.
No. 100. Science and Poetry, with other Essays. By Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E.
No. 101• .iEsthetics; Dreams and Association
of Ideas. By Jas. Bully and Geo.
Croom Robertson.
No. 102. Ultimate Finance; A True Theory
of Co-operation. By William Nelson
Black.
No. 103. The Corning Slavery; The Sins of
Legislators; The Great Political
Superstition. By Herbert Spencer.
No. 104. Tropical Africa. By Henry Drummond, F.R.S.
No. 105. Freedom in Science and Teaching.
By Ernst Ha.eckel, of the University of
Jena. With a Prefatory Note by l'l.·of.
Huxley.
No. 106. Force an<l Energy. A Theory of
Dynamics. By Grant Allen.
No. 107. Ultimate Finance. A True Theory
of Wealth, By William Nelson
Black.
No. 108. English, Past and Present. Part. J.
By Richard Chenevlx Trench, (Double
number).
No. 109. En&"lish, Past and Present. Part IJ.
By Richard Chenevix Trench.
No. 110. The Story of Creation. A Plain Account of Evolution. By Edward
Clodd. (Double uumber).

Single Nos. 16 cents; Double Nos. 30 cents.
Nos.1 to 111 inclusive, cloth, plain edges..:..upMateZy w together-1 vola., $2 per TOl
Also same in cloth, extra, red edges, gold baek-in aeta cm.ly-13 vols., $1.7 6 per vol.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., liS Lafayette Pl., New York.

A. debate on Christianity and Infidelity,
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H.
HUMPHRli:Y. This book has had a very
large sale, and is a splendid work for
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh.
bora. 550 P&aes. Price. Sl.

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweel\
D. M. BENNE'l'l' and Onus RoKULus R.

'I'Elm.

Jesus the Lord God Creator of
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents;

. ....

'

What ObjectioBS to Christianity t

A. discussion between D. M. Bl100111:'1':r and
G. M. Mml, divided into the following
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor
origiBal, being borrowed or copied from .
much older systems of religion.
2. Miracles and supernatural aohieve.
menta hav been as fully and truly ascribed
to other teachers and founders of religion
as to Jesus.
3. The storr of Jesus and his missio~t
in the world IS unhistorical; it is not cor.
roborated by eonte].f~:;!'neous history.
BENNETI' affinns;
denies. This iB
an exhaust.iv discussion. Price, $1.50.

Trial of D. :M. Bennett in the Unitecl
States Circuit Court. upon the charge of
depositing prohibited matter in the mail.
This givs a full hisrory of this celebrated
case, and shows what monstrous injustics
was perpetrated upon MB. BENNETI'.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

A.n Open Letter to J esns Christ.
5 cents.

'

wterrogatories to Jehovah. Being
3,000 questions propounded to his Jewis:6
Godship upon a great variety of subjects,
FaDer. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv•
ing many church incidents and his evolu.
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Paoloth, 76 oents.

The Book Qf Chronicles of the Pil·
mms in the Land of Yahweh:
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq
the 'l'rl.l~ Seekers. Cloth, $1.00

',):he First Epistlf of Bennett the

Apostle to the Truth Seekers.

10 cents.

The Great Religions of the World.
10 cents.

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.
10 cent&.

A.n Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.
: linfu1 Saint& and Sentual Shepherd~.
lfHMI.

:,
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Truth Seeker Traots.
NOTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them ·around among your neighbors, or
leave thorn in hotels, places of public assembly,
etc. To allow much to be dene in this way with
a little money the following discounts are made.
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth,
40 off; on ten dol!ar3 1 worth, 60 off. This rate
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned
are out of print.
23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett....... , a
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5
a5 Moving the Ark. Bennett...................
a7 Short Sermon. R~v. Theologicus, D. D....
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. z .......
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.............
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett.
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race....
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild..........
62 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood.
63 QuC~stions for Bible Worshipers.............
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett....
58 Prophecies. Underwood.....................
62 The Jews and their God .....................
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett.
65 ShortSermoiL No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2.......
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon..........
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman.......
73 Foundations. John Syphers................
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett..........
75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett..........
'76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett..........

2
2
2

1
a
3
5
3
2
5
2
10
3
5
2
5
3
2
2
2
10
3
5

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... I
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5
84 Moody on HelL Rev. J.P. Hopps..........
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson..........
90 Biblo-Mania. Otto Cordates. ...............
91 OurideasofGod. B. F. Underwood .........
94 The Ne\lf Raven. Will Cooper............
96 Ichabod Crane Papers.........................
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell..........
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker ................
100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday....
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell..........
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson........
105 Decadence of Christian;ty, Capphro.....

2
3
2
1
5
10
2
2
·5
2
10
2

The Safu Side. H. B. Brown ............... f
Invocation to the Universe. ~Bennett.... l
Reply to Scientific .A.meri~. Bennett.... l
SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... ·2
114 Where Was Jesus Born 'l S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett. ......... 2
116 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantinethe Great. Pre2ton............ 3
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10

107
110
111
112

~
122 World's Great Religions.

'
Bennett.......... 10

123 Paine Vindicated. ·Ingersoll and " Observer" ........................................ 10
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Underwood ......................................... 10
.130 Tha Ethics of ReligioiL Clifford.......... 6
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5
131 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3
138 Science ofthe Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2
140 Astro-Theology ,.................... ............ 6
i4l Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2
142 Synop2is of All Religions. _Saxon .......... 10
143 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkms............... 2
148 WhenDidPauiLive? Scholasticus.......... 2
-;:49 Age of Shams ..........................
3
145 If You Take A way my Religion? What
Will You Give Me Instead. Martin.... 10
150 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and
Wakeman ..................................... 10
llil What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5
lli2 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2
153 Liberty and Morality, Conway............ 5
lli5 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2
:i.56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2

1.......

:i.59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting......
:so Sabbath Observance. Coleman............
161 Protestant Persecutions......................
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street
Jail. Bennett. ...............................
164. Bible Impeached. Chapman ................

5
3
3
10
2

SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prot: Els•
burg, :M.D ......... : ............... ;........... 6
2 Evolution: Homogeuous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ......................... 8
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5
5 Resr.onsibility ofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 8
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... ll
t Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 8
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... ll
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske.......... 10
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
lllsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson.......... 10
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. 8. Brigham, M.D .................... ;... 6
l8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
Modern Symposium......................... 10

.-See ..teat Ja..a of ool....
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN
THE WORLD.

Theu noticu 011'6 f01' tM lJeneftt of Liberals

tDho tnOIJJ be 'lliliting the pllwls tDhere tMse societies are located. Local SeeulO!J' Unions and
Fruthought Societies meeting regularly can
ha'O their gatherings ad!DertiBed here free by f01'-

P'IJ])lished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Omnpany, at tDOIJ'ding tM netAJ88011'1J injfJ'I"'nation.
28 Lafayette Place,
The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Frida.y evenin~r, a.t 8 o'Clock, a.t GerNEW YORK CITY.
ma.n Masonic Temple, 220 Ea.st 15th street. LeotE. M. MACDONALD, EDITOB.

0. P. SOMERBY, Busnmss MAlrAGBB.

DtmiNG THI Y!A.B 1890 TliE 'l'BU'rlt SEBEB

Wlll Print the Jlost Varied and Entertaining Selection of Orlginal
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELENH.GARDENE~
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. REMSBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
LUCY N. COLllfAN.
CHARLES WATTS.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
J. H. BURNHAM.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
JOHN PECK.
W. F. JAMIESON.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAU~H, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC
HARRISON, and other English Liber&l writers.
The Editor of THE TRUTTI SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON,
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon the People's Liberties.
If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other pape! in the world. .
.
THE TRUTH SEmKER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of Amencan Institutions ana the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human ri()'hts. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It de~ands the taxation of church prol?erty.. It is unc?mpromisingly
opoosed to anything tending toward a unioa of church and state, e1ther m name or m fact.

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four .Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YoRK.

MAGIC LANTERNS

AND STEREOPTICONS

afford the best and cheapest means of objeet teaching
Cor Colleeeo. Schools and Sunday Schools. Our

:fi:[:ne:;do~:;;;:~; =~r:!!~g~~~tii::eA~!:!::~:

PAY WELL

ment and Parlor Entertainment, etc., notlUug can be foUDd u instructive or amusing, while «;Jhurch Ent~r·
tatnmeota. Public E::;o:An ~8trum~nt. 1tYtlh
hlbltlons and Popular
a cJunce seleetton of
Illutdrated Lecture8 e Viewsrnakeaasplen.
did Holiday present We are the largest manufacturers and dealers, and ship to all parts of
the world. Ir you wi'sh to know how to order. bow,.to conduct Parlor Entertainments for plea·
sure, or Publlc Exhibitions, ~t.c., tor MAKING M.ONEY, send us your nr:une and ad·

~~~:~~,:~J~i!£~~ 208 PACE BOOK FREE.MeALLisTER. Manuf'aet'g Optician, 49 Nassau St., N.Y. City,

LIFE OF

Joshua Davidson:
KOD!IIN ll!IT.A.'l'ION OF CllBIST,
As t.o hla Ll.fe on Earth and hla Comm'lllllsm.

WETTSTEIN'S

WORLO-REROWMEO WATCHES.

Best gra.des American Stem-winders : In silver.
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
ine oases, 7 iewels,$7.50; 9 jewels, $8; llhwels, $9;
Anthor of "A Protest a.nd a. Plea.," in Oraer of 15
jewels, $10; do. aditlSted, $16. In 8 ounce coin
creatwn,
silver oa.ses, l3.50 more : 4 ounce, $4.50, a.nd 5
onnoe,
f6 more. In best filled gold oa.ses, open
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
- 75 Cents.
fa.oe dust proof, 7 jewels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11
ieweis,
$17 50i 15 jewels, $18.50: do. adiusted,
W This book tDaB supprU3ed by the frrat .Amer$24.110. Huntmg, $22; 122 fO; $23; S24: $80.
ioan ptt1Jli8her....
Ladies•, same qna.lity, '1 jewels, $17; 11 jewels,
$18 50; 15 jewels, $:5. 14 ka.ra.t solid gold, $10
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
more. The fa.motlS,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Da.l.ly Brea.d 1s the story or two young
lrirls and a._:vounger brother who were lett parent•
feu, with little money, fair educatlOJ?-1 and much
ooura.ee, to ma.ke their wa.y through me world by
g<~ing to Ohicago. The author is a.lao the heroin.
The na.rra.tiv is, in the ma.in, a. history of a. workina: girl'I! life and e:q~erienoe in the oitYof Ohioa.go
a.monJ bluft' business men, ldnd·hea.rted folks,
a.nd disrepnta.ble h.yworits. It is iust such a. story
of hmna.n life a.s we should expect Oolonel In~er
soll to be interested in ; a.nd wha.tever he a.dmires
a.nd a.ppreoia.tes ia snre io be worth the a.ttentiOD
of the reat of the world. l'rioe 25 cents.
Address THETBUTH SEEXEB.

New Model "Otto Wettstein " Watch,
16 jewels and a.ll modern improvements, $3
more tha.n a.bove a.djusted wa.tohes. No watch
in the world competes with it. Finer wa.tohes up
to $200. all such prepa.id, gua.ra.nteed 1 Yea.r, a.nd
oa.sh refnnded if not sa.tisfa.otory. All1llled gold
oases wa.rra.nted by ma.nnfa.oturers 20 :vea.rs.
BeWMe.Qf New York Wot•za•s 10 ka.ra.t a.nd spnrions
oases. Wa.tohes olea.ned, lJes& wor.t, $1; sPrings,
$1 1 eto., and returned free.
JrSTABLISHED 1857.
Ol'TO WETTSTEIN, Boohalle, m.

"
Prloe 10 cents.
Al'ldrell Tu• 'l'BUTB BUKU OOIIPAD,

~6'2'

Chicago Secular linton
Meets every Sunda:v evening a.t '1:30 P.M., a.\
Princess Opera. HotlSe, 558 West Ma.dison street.
Lectures a.nd deba.tes. Btra.ngers from a.broa.d
a.re welcome.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 1lrst a.nd third Bnnda.YB, at 2
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of huma.n
onltiva.tion a.re invited. M.uuus HEIGHTON, Bee.

The Minneapolis Secular linton
Meets every Bunda.y a.t 7:30P.M., a.t 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Booms 12 a.nd 14, Ea.stma.n block, Minnea.polie,
Minn. J.F.MAcolllliEB.Pres.: LEROY BEBBIEB,Bec.

Ellzur Wright Secular lJnlon
Of Allia.noe, 0., meets the 1lrst a.nd fourth Bnnda.YB of ea.oh month a.t Independent Ohuroh, a.t
10:30 A.M. Free disotlSsion on a.ll Libera.l snbjeots.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER a.nd InveBtf·
gatar a.re solicited.
B. G. BMITll, Oor. Bee.

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 2 P.lll. in Gra.nd Army
ha.ll, Ma.in street, Wa.lla. Wa.lla., Wa.sbington.
Science Leotures.-Free Disonssions.-Orilrina.l
a.nd Selected Beadings a.nd Poems. A la.rge va.lua.ble libra.ry is a.t the service of members a.nd
friends. o. B. BEY!IoLDs, Prea.; A.W. 0ALDER, Bee.

Milwaukee, Wls,. Liberal Club
Holds meetings everY Bnnda.y evening a.t 216
Gra.nd ave., <Fraternity Ha.ll). Lecture followed
bY debates. The public oordia.l].y invited.

Brotherhood of Morall8ts, No. P03,
Prairie City, Ia,,
Meets every Bnnda.Y in the Libera.l rea.ding.room
ba.ll a.t 2:30 P.M. All Libera.ls are oordia.lly invited.· F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Sec.

San Francisco, Cal.t Freethought
Society

Meet& every Bnnda.y evening a.t Union Bqna.re
Ha.ll, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A oordia.l invita.tion is extended to a.ll. Bea.ts free.

Des l!ioines Secular lJnion
Holds regnla.r meetin~r~ a.t Go.od Templa.r Ha.ll,
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th a.nd Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion, Friends from
a.broa.d heartilY welcome.
FBANKLIN STEINER, Pres.

Portsmouth,

o.,. Secular linton

Meets every Bunda.Y at '1 P.lll. in Gra.nd Army
Hall. Lectures, dilloussions, rea.dings, poems,
mtlSio a.nd songs. A cordia.l invitation is extended
to a.ll; espeoia.llY to friends from a.broa.d. Corres~ndenoe solicited. J, L. TBEUTBABT, President.
WILL B. ANDREs, Beoreta.ry.

Port Angeles Secular linton
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 7:30 P M. in the pnblio
school bnilding in Port Angela&, Wa.sh. Lecturesl song_s, a.nd select rea.ding. DiBOtlSBion in"vitea on a.ll snbjeots. Liber~ literature distributed free.
FBANB: MoRSE, Oor. Bee.

The West End Pr9gressive Liberal linton

Of Los Angeles, Ca. I.,_ meets semi·monthly, ftrat
a.nd third Bunda.:vs, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M .• a.t Pa.rr'B
Ha.ll. Ever:vbodv invited. MRs. B. M. BEBBA1
Pres.; J, H. McWILLIAMS, Bee. Sec.

The Roeder Secular linton
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first a.nd third
Snnda.y in the month, a.t the Boeder sehool-house.
Lectures, diBOtlSBions, rea.dina:, a.nd Poems. The
grea.test freedom a.ocorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BICE1 Pres.;
J, w. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA, Sec.

Brookl}'n Philosophical Association

Meets a.t Fra.temitY rooms, Bedford a.venne and
Bonth 2d street, Brookl:yn, E. D., a.t 3 P.M., everY
Bunda.Y. Leo\nres followed by disonssion. Pla.tform free. Oha.rles Monholla.nd, seoreta.ry, 248
Broa.dwa.Y, Brookl:vn, E. D.

The downcast eyes of timid a.oquieaoenoe ha.v
p_a.id to imPudent authority the tribnte of a.
thouehtlesa Yes.-B. G. Ingerson.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
BHNtarr of the Amwican Secular Union.

Philadelphia Liberal League

meets every Snnda.y in Indul!tria.l Hall, Broa.d ll.L d
Wood sts •• a.t 2:80 a.nd '1 :80 P.M. for leotnros a.nd
free discussions on religions and sooia.l Questions.
Able apea.kers interest the andienoe. N.B.-Trnth
BeekerPublioa.tionsalwa.ys on ha.nd a.tohea.p ra.tes.

124 Ma.rket street. Assembles every Bunda.y
evening a.t 7.30. LeotureP, deba.tes, and discussions on a.ll imPorta.nt seotlla.r snbjeots. Pres-.
ident, HENBY BIRD; Becreta.ry, OoBA BELLE
FLAGG.
·

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

THE NEW GOD.

The Newark Liberal League

Meets every Sunda.y afternoon a.t a o'clock a.t
Libera.l Lea.g_1Je Ha.ll, 177 Ha.lsey st., cor, Ma.rket
st., Newa.rk, N.J. Lectures a.nd discussions on
religiotlS a.nd sooia.l questions. Sea.ts free a.nd
everybodY welcome.

American Secular linton, Newark
Branch.

A.. New Book by Helen H. Gardener.

CONTENTS.
A Splendid Jodge of a. Woma.n.
The La.dy of the Olnb.
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Oha.in.
The Boler Honse M:vsterY.
The Time-Look of Our Ancestors.
Florence Oa.uwbell's Fate.
MY Patient's Story,
Price, pa.per, liO cents; oloth, $1.
THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00.,
18 LafaYette Pl •• New York.

nres and discussions. The public cordia.llyinvited.

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R, P. Fellow!, the nl}ted
speola.liHtt for his "Priva.te Oounselor "-a. va.lua.ble book tor young a.nd middle-a.ged men, suffering from a. Life-wa.sting Disea.se, a.s the resnlt
of yonthfnl follies, indiscretion, a.nd excesses in
OB1
ma.turer yea.rs. It sets forth a.n Externa.l ApPii·
O&tion-A POSITIVE CUBE, &B it matters not how The Church of Practical Religion.
lone standing, how ho!!_eless or how many remedies you ha.v used. The book ill worth many
BY REPORTER.
times its cost, a.nd shonld be in the ha.nds of
This is the history of a.n a.ttemPt to fonnd a.
those seeking a BJ1681ll/ ana permanent cure. Ad·
dress the dootor a.t Vineland, N. J, a.nd sa.y where ohuroh without mperstition, a.nd its suooess.
you sa.w this advertisment.
Uncle Job Ba.WYer, the pa.stor, ha.ving established
his pnlpit, mes it to disotlSS a.ll the vita.l questions
A GOOD WORD.
Dr. Fellows is a.n outspoken Libera.!, a. hums.n- of huma.n oonoem, relilriotlS, P8litioa.l, and otherita.ria.n, a.nd a generous pa.tron of the Freethonght wise. The bOOk is written in well-ohosen l.&npress He has manY testimonia.ls to the va.lue of gua.ge, a.nd ea.sl.ly understood. There is just &11111·
his progressive a.nd sneoessfnl method of treat- oient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
ment, a.nd deservee pa.tronage.-Freetl'lOU(Jht.
hold his attention while the trnth is beine bronahi
1
to his mind.

TRY•SQUARE:

AGENTS WANTED ~~~'k ·~~~::;: s~rlP'u VREPA'::.~

QPPOrtunliY. Qeo. A; S<lott, 1142 B...,adwQ, N. Yo

l'or erole at We omae. Price, n.oo •

'!'ltE TRU'TH SE:EIK.ER, NOVEMBEH 22, i890.

=================

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND lrRELICION8
0
ANl) REFORMERS~
A.NOIENT A.ND MODERN TI:MES.

!

Biographies of soo.of the Leading Philosophers, Vol. 1. Givs a Full Acoonn' of all the Gods, in·
THB authorities of Naples recently de- T'k'::e~h?o~pc!ic~~~~~~n~~n3~~~-of · eluding . Jehovalj, lilatan, 'he Holy Ghost,
manded ·admittance to a convent to examln
tists, etc. (who were not Ohristians),
· JeC:, ~JA~~· Vf~1~¥1~If::or't~a ~~~~~fe·
into reported cases of maltreatment of nuns,
from the time of Menu 0gge ~~~s~
the Religious Systems of the Wor1d.
but their request was refused as insolent and
e~t. tb:0 ;4 ~·:~~P·g. ~ u•50 •
svo,957pp. Oloth,$3pervol.: the
ea
• '
·• • ·• · ·
l! vola., $5: .leather, $7: mo.
exorbitant They called a blacksmith and
· •
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gllt edges, $8.
broke In by fo~~e, which act is stigm~tized
TH TR TH SEEKER OO.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
by Catholics as a monstrous outrage.
I
E U
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 LafayeUe Place. N.Y.

r

THE cholera just subsided In Japan caused
nearly thirty thousand
deaths.
IN return of the visit of
our naval squadron to
Brazil last summer, a
Brazilian fleet is on its
way here to salute us.
CATHOLIOS report 15,000 children In the parochial schools of Cincinnati, 21,000 In Cleveland,
aRd 40,000 In Chicago.
ANN ARBoR, Mich.,
University students had
a fight with militia on the
12th, In which three of
the former were killed.
THE British torpedo
cruiser Serpent foundered off Spain on the
night of the lOth, and
only 3 out of 250 persons
escaped.
MT. ETNA In Sicily Is
displaying symptoms of
eruption similar to those
of :&It. Vesuvius previous
to its destruction of Pompeii A.D. 79.

PRAOTIOAL experiments had demonstrated
such facts as the failing of springs on treeless
slopes, and the violence of winter floods In
districts unprotected by rain-absorbing forests and tree culture was practiced as a reg-.
ula~ branch of rational husbandry. But with
the triumph of the Galilean church came the
millennium of unnaturallsm. Rational agriculture became a tradition of the past; the
culture of secular science
was fiercely denounced
from thousands of pulpits;
improvidence,
" unworldliness," an d
superstitious reliance on
the efficacy of prayer
were systematically Inculcated as supreme virtues. • • • Millione
of acres of fine forest
lands passed into the
hands of ignorant priests,
who, in their greed for
immediate gain, and
their reckless Indifference to the secular welfare of posterity, doomed
their trees to the ax, entailing barrenness on
regions favored by every
natural advantage of soil
and climate.-Oswald.
THE fairest and frultfnlest provinces of the
Roman empire, precisely
that portion of terrestrial surface, In short,
which about the commencement of the Christian era was endowed
with the greatest superiority of soil, climate, and
position, which had been
carried to the highest
pitch of physical improvement-is now completely exhausted of Its
fertility.
A territory
larger than all Europe,
the abundance of which
sustained in bygone centuri e B a population
scarcely inferior to that
of the whole Christian
world at the present day, has been entirely
withdrawn from human use, or, at best, Is
thinly Inhabited. • • • There are regions,
where the operation of causes, set In action
by man, has brought the face of the earth to
a state of desolation almost as complete as
that of the moon ; and though within that
brief space of time which we call the historIcal period, they are known to hav been covered with luxuriant woods, verdant pastures,
and fertil meadows, they are now too far deteriorated to be reclaimable by man, nor can
they become again fitted for his use except
through great geological changes or other·
agencies, over which we hav no control.
• • Another era of equal improvidence
would reduce this earth to such a condition
of Impoverished productivness as to threaten
the depravation, barbarism, and, perhaps,
even the extinction of the human species.ProfesBo1· Ma;rslt.
Lo l the world is rich in blessings;
Earth and ocean, flame and wind,
Hav unnumbered secrets still,
To be ransacked when you will,
For the service of mankind.
Science Is a child as yet,
But her power snd scope shall grow,
And her triumphs in the future
Shall diminish toll and woe,
Shall extend the bounds of pleasure
With an ever-widening ken.-Anon.

ONE of the latest respondents to " green
goods " circulars was a
Kentucky woman who
came to New York with
\
a revolver about her,
~nd $300 for which ehe
DAVID REMINDS URIAH OF HIS FEET.
wanted $3,000 counterfelt. She was, ehe said
And Da.vid said to Uriah, Go down to thy house and wash thy feet.-2 Sam. xi, 8.
In court, " a truthful
I
Christian Bible-reader."
THE czar 18 carrying out his maintenance
of the Greek Catholic church bv closing the
R::Jman Catholic churches of Volhynia and
Hodolia, and the Dominican· monastery of
Ostrog.
A NEW NOV.EL,
By ROBT. G. INGER§OLL.
LmuT-COL. VoN EGIDY of the Dresden
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
Hussars has been asked to resign on account
of publishing a book called " Serious
Thoughts," In which he advises people to
J'estimonial to Walt
leave the church, which he declares to be an " The shame itself doth call for instant Address at the
Whitman.
antiquated Institution, and not in accordance
remedy."
with modern science.
SITTING Bm is inciting_ the Indians about
Stan:ding Rock agency, N. D., to a rising.
Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. PubHe is seconded by Kicking Horse, the Sioux A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on lished at this office.
prophet, who says he has been to heaven and
Religion and Social Matters.
learned that the whites will soon be visited
by the Great Spirit with failure to remember
<:Iotb, $1; paper, SO cents.
how to make gunpowder, and be destroyed.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
AND
" I wANT a pair of white satin burial slip28 Lafayette Place, New York.
pers for myself," said Mrs. Quimby, of
Wichita, Kan., to an undertaker on the 13th.
What Would Follow
She prophesied that that day would witness
.AN EXPOS~
the end of the world and Christ's coming.
THE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
She and her daughter, to avoid the falling
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
buildings, waited all day in a tent, sur- Effacement of Christianity?
churches and Young Men's
rounded by curious crowds
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.
Ohristian Associa.
tipn.
Price, 10 cents a. COJlY; twelve copies for $1.
PROFBBBOR Koon says that he wishes no
By RICH. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
recompense for his discovery of a cure for
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKIIB.
consumption, and will In a few days explain
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
it to the world. The cure is said to consist
of inoculation with a lymph which expels the
tubercular bacillii. It cures all tubercular
affections of the skin, joints, and bones, but
•
t d b
Learning that there is an organized movement· among the more conservative church people-mampula e
Ya
consumption of the lungs In the first stages
only.
"Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
STANLEY charges the officers of one division Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
of his Emln relief expedition with mismanage- eac4 Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons :
ment, and they countercharge him with neg1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
Ject and other wrongs. Of his officers one,
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
Jameson, is now said to hav bought a slave resort when no moral amusements are available.
girl and presented her to cannibals that he
1
might see her eaten. He died of fever.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possib e,
Another, Barttelot, Is said to hav been In- tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to
sane and cruel. He was killed by a nativ the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
whose wife he was beating
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the
AT St. Peter's Catholic church at Saratoga, whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
N.Y., on Sunday the 9th, the priest behaved do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human relain
a way thus described
a member
of .the
the tiona and h uman weIfare, and , th eref ore, th e on1y s t an d ard b y which you can decide is that o f t h e publ"IC welf are.
congregation:
He went by
down
through
aisle abusing the people, and "attempted to
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
enter the pew and take my wife out. I receipts.
_
pushed him back and said: 'Hold on there!'
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
If he had not desisted, I should hav struck would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
him, or any other living man, if I had known
d • t
•
th
d"ffi
•
• h
1
I would die In five minutes. He stepped its pleasures an ms ructiOns, e more 1 cult It will be to change its character, the less danger there IS t at emp oyers
back, when my daughter said: 'That's my will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
mother.' The priest then said: 'Why didn't restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the ~Average workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
you say that before and not be so pigheaded?'
7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
1 then said to him: 'Go Into the house and
h F • •t If th
1 f Oh"1cago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to mumcipal
•
"t
sleep it off.' He knew what I meant as well benefit t e au I ae , e peop eo
prosper1 y,
as you do. Tlle priest then went to another individual education, _public morality, and the development and good Qf the whole country.
part of the church and continued his abusiv \ =======~~========:;=========~=::::::=======:::;:::-=======;:;=========
talk, until his servant, Frank Jones, came in
Name.
J'own.
State.
and took him out of the church."
:

IS THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature.

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission :
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THE holy synod of the Russian or Greek
church has just issued a decree imposing a
religious penance from three to five years in
length upon all widows and widowers who
are wicked enough to attempt matrimony for
the third time ; and for all widows of sixty
who are found guilty of the second offense a
rigid penance of two years' duration is prescribed.
THE emoluments and the jobbery of the
Church of England are alike libels on religion. The dean of Windsor had £2,000 a
year, with large perquisite and a luxurious
residence. Canon Farrar has just been
elected chaplain to the House of Commons.
He alrt;.ady draws the emoluments of two
other offices..:..st. Margaret's vicarage, £500,
and a canonry of Westminster, £1,000. What
with the archbishop of Canterbury's £15,000
a year, a palace, perquisite, etc., and a host
of his colleagues' enormous draining, the
clergy of the church may indeed literally be
poor in spirit, but, excepting the curates (the
position of thousands of whom is as financially deplorable as that of the dockers), they
are certainly not poor in pocket.
OF the recent conference on the subject of
moral instruction in the public schools, the
Oatltolic Herald says : " Among other specific questions are: 'What doea expediency
dictate as to religious exe· ciees in public
schools?' 'How far does expediency dictate
that state-supported schools should inculcate
the principles and morals of religion ?' and
' What should be the ground and character

FORWARD.

of iu.structlon In morals in our public
schools?' If our Presbyterian brethren really
wish to solve these three f!.Uestions in the
manner most conduclv to religion and morality, they will adopt the teaching of the
Catholic church and condemn all godless education as.the most dangerous invention of
the devil."
A nrsPATOH from Pittsburgh says: " At
the meeting of the National Sabbath Association in this city this week a radical program
was mapped out. In connection with Captain Wishart of the Law and Order Society,
they propose to revive the Blue laws of 1794.
Their first attack is to be on the Pittsburgh
Sunday newspapers, and then on those of
Philadelphia. Pittsburgh Sunday papers hav
an aggregate of one hundred and fifty thousand subscribers. These wlll be stopped
from selllng, and the carriers and newsboys
wlll be arrested and fined for distribution.
The Rev. Mr. McCrary says it will be just as
easy as falllng off a log to stop all the Sunday editions of papers in Pennsylvania.
Lawyers who hav been interviewed say that
they can stop every form of employment on
Sunday, unless the Blue laws of 1794 are
modified or repealed."
A PEOULIAR sect, calllng themselvs the
"Slaves of Christ," has been discovered in
the district of Dunllovo, government of Vlad.
lmlrsk. The adherents of the sect believe
that if one dies by the" red death," his soul
goes directly to the abode of the saints. One
who makes up his mind to die like a saint
gets baptizPd and partakes of the holy communion. He then lies down on the fhor
with his feet to the door. There, from beneath the floor or from a cavity made es-

peclally for the purpose, creeps a man
dressed in red clothes with a large red pillow in his hands. The attending worshipers begin to sing a dirge, while the red
man throws the pillow over the doomed
man's face, and holds it there until the
man is suffocated. If the man who dooms
himself to the "red death" is stroBg, he
is bound to the floor with ropes, so that
in his struggles at the last moment he may
not be able to overpower the "slave of
Christ " who executes the horrible ceremony at his request.
THE Christian .Adt~ocate walls : " Consider
the history of Sabbath la!'I"B and customs.
Two hundred years ago, in Scotland and
New England, tbe laws for the observance of
the Sabbath were so stringent that the Jews,
in their strictest periods, had not surpassed
them, except in the more frequent use of the
death penalty. Naturally and justly a reaction arose against such an extreme of rigor.
A 'great populwr c·urrent and mO'VerMnt of the
ages' has taken place; and with what result?
The Sabbath is almost destroyed in this country. Little by little, with the consent and
supported by the practices of many Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists, and Congrega.
tionallsts, the land has been filled with railroad excursions on the Sabhath, and the
streams, adjacent seas, and lakes filled with
steamboat excursions; and the rural districts
during the summer hegira are covl'red wlt.h
city and town Christians, of whom most hav
left their Sabb!\th behind them, sucb as it
was. In many of the chies theaters are
opened, and little or nothing is done to preserve the sanctity of the day. It is yet uncertain whether the World's Fair in Chicago will

not be opened on the Lord's day, with the
probablllty that the popular current will determin that it shall be opened, and thus remove- the last visible difference between the
continental Sabbath and that of thla country."
SINoR August last all eyes hav turned toward Berlin in anxiety to learn more of the
reported discovery by the great bacteriolo.
gist of a cure for the widespread and dreaded
disease, consumption. Dr. Koch's ofliclal
medical communication is new given to the
world, and it is noteworthy that of all persons who hav written on the subject of this
important discovery Dr. Koch himself is the
most dlflident, most modest, and most anxious that the world should not. believe too
much. This is the best assurance of good
results from his discoveries that can possibly
be given to the world. When, in 1882, Dr.
Koch made his brilliant discovery, the tubercle bacillue, he expressed a belief that the
means would one day be found to check its
ravages. After working untiringly to diecover this means for eight years, he now believes himself on the high road to success.
More than this he does not say, unless it be
that he believes that what he hopes will
prove a remedy for tubercular disease wlll in
any case be the means of detecting its existence. One piece of advice may well be given
to readers here. It is, do not rush to Berlin.
The hotels, hospitals, and homes of private
clients are full there already. while as yet no
possible means exist of treating one tithe of
the sufferers who are already there. Victims
of tubercular disease who hurry to Berlin
just now are certain to incur risks far more
serious than any remedy yet discovered can
possibly mitigate.
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Is There a God !

II.
The God that Christians worship, is not the God for me.
He hath no parts nor body, he cannot hear nor see.
In all known ages and climes ·men hav occupied
much time in searching for their origin, and, in all
known ages and climes, they hav utterly biled to
discover any origin, but the result of their researches
has been to set up "a power 1md a principle" and
call it the maker of heaven and earth and all
that therein is. The failure of man to discover
any creativ power, has ended in the imaginstion
inventing one; and as each person, in the absence of
any facts to guide him, assumes the privilege of taking his own view of this question, the result has
baen that the deities of all ages and all countries hav
been as numerous, as paradoxical, and as whimsical
as the fancies that created them, and they hav been
just as hideous and as cruel as the passions of their
authors; and these gods, the inventions of man's
imagination, hav been banded qown from age to age.
What is God 1 I must confess that if I had been
compelled to commence this article by giving a definition of the word " God," I should not perhaps bav
undertaken it, for the very word presents such a
· vague and undecided idea, that I cannot comprehend what is meant by it; and to add to the difficulty,
those professing & knowledge of the subject arbitrarily fix different meanings to the word, so that it is
impossible for me to form anything like a correct
idea. In fact, men can hav no idea of God. The
most they CIUl think of is a great man, and so God
. has always been fashioned after his maker-man.
From the earliest ages of man's existence, he found
himself confronted by a double problem, " the
world" and "himself." The origin of both was, to
him, a mystery, and the easiest way out of the diffi·
culty was to invent a god, and " God knows" with
what terrible results, and what prodigious obstinacy,
he has clung to his invention. He has turned it snd
twisted it, he has explained it in a thous~nd differ·
ent fashions, and all this without having yet satisfied
himself.
With ihe primitiv people, as it must necessarily
be with the savage tribes of our own day, aa be.
lieved that they saw God in what they did not understand. The winds, the tempest, the thunder, and the
lightning they regarded aa menaces or punishments
for their fsults, and not being able to battle with the
elements, in their rude and savage state, which
acted upon them despite their resistance, they therefore attached to them ideas of power, and worshiped
them. But, as man progressed, learning to profit by
the lessons of experience, becoming less fearful, he
abandoned these gods, and began to worship those
objects and a.nimals which were useful or agreeable
to him. Later still he worshiped the sun, the moon,
1md the stars, and then, in the course of his·upward
growth, he became dissatisfied with these and began
to worship an idea. And it is thus that, since the
first periods of the world's history, man believed he
saw God in all he did not understand, in everything
that filled him with wonder and fear, in all that
struck him with astonishment. But since these ancient times the idea of God has become proportionately modified to come up with the intellectual progress of the people. And now, to-day, there is almost
an unlimited free trade in the supply of gods. I
say gods, for there are gods of all sizes, shapes, and
colors. You cannot purchase two gods exactly similar. But if you desire a God, you hav only to
search the Christian warehouse, and there you will
find an exteneiv variety of every shape, style, and
fashion adapted to your taste. The only requirement with them to-day is, that you shall use
the name of God, it being of very slight consequence
whether you believe it or not.
It has,. at all time.s, been a fa~orit move among
the eky·pdots to pomt to the mighty sky with its
myriads of glowing stars, and the calmiy serene
moon, and turning to the " pitied skeptic " ask
" Who made and governs all these !" 0 ur semil~~
being turned to a wonderful and inspiring sight we
yield to the in:tluence of awe, natural to the br~ast
of man, nnd our imagination, clouded in a veil of
mystery, lulls us into a paseiv belief. We cannot
explain the phenomena we see, but the divines undertake to tell us they can explain everything, and
tell us God made all. But this is an unfair mode
of dee.ling with the matter, for I might answer, and
with as much right to be believed, that if God made
the sun, the moon, and the stare, then the devil
sent the comets, the nebulm, the meteors, and
others not mentioned in the account of the creation. But nevertheless, I can watch in the stilly
silence of midnight for hours the stars rise and set ·
I can pierce the vaults of heaven and muse on th~
firmaments with pleasure; I can rise with the dawn
and see the sun in all its grandeur, in the beauty of
its majesty, breaking the clouds in the east with its
piercing rays, but still I am brought no nearer to
a solution of the problem-" Is there a God T" On

and seeing that the movement might be made an
adjunct and auxiliary to the church, they stepped in
and took the reins of government into their own
hands. The first thing they did was to teach from
the pulpit, and in the temperance meetings, that a
drunkard could not reform, and giv up the suicidal
habit of drinking, until he first became converted to
religion and joined the church. Even Murphy, now,
who is a linesl descendant, but a small pattern, of
the old Washingtonians, instead of teaching a drunkard to stand upon his own legs, and be too much of
a man to be a slave to a damned vice like drunkenness, cocks him up on stilts and makes him promis
that, relying on the grace of God, and the everpresent sufficiency of Jesus, to prevent him from
falling, he will henceforth keep sober. Ol course,
the poor fallow is only reformed while the religious
excitement lasts, but when he associates agaln with
his old cronies, and the odors of whisky and tobacco
smoke salute his olfactories, he waits a little to see
if God's promised grace, and the help of Jesus, do
not come to rescue him from temptation, and finding
that no such miracle is wrought, he, too, forgets his
promis, and thinks he may indulge just this once;
and down he goes into the gutter, stilts and all.
Now, just look at what clerical domintr.tion has
done for the temperance cause in our day I It has
converted a moral reform movement into a religious,
politico Prohibition party, which aims to regulate by
law, not only the personal habits of the people, but
their religious opinions. They wish to abolish the
manufacture, sale, and usE>, not only of ardent spirits,
but fermented liquors of all sorts-wine, beer, and
even cider; for, unless cider is used the same day it
is expressed from the apple it becomes "fermented"
liquor and goes under the ban. It has played upon
the sensitiv and sympathetic nature of women and
enlisted them in the political movement, so that it
has controled the politics of states, and is training
np a set of people of both sexes skilled in all
sorts of lying and fraudulent practices. In the
very first plank of its political platform it proclaims
the treasonable heresy that civil government derives
its authority, not from the people, as the national
Constitution declares, but from God; and that, the
Bible being a complete and final expression of his
will, and the clergy being the sole authorized 1md
rec.ognized interpreters of that will, the state must
look to these interpreters as their guides in legislation. To this end the clergy, through the Prohibitic,n party, are straining every effort to Sabbatize the
nation by law. They publish forged documents.
They circulate known falsehoods, and make their
ignor1mt 1md confiding dupeP believe the great lie,
that it is a sin against God to do any manner of
work on the first day of the week, which they, with·
out the least authority of scripture, but in face of its
clear teachings, call the "Sabbath," the observance of
which is enjoined in the deca!og-the national constitution of e. he.ndful of people called Jews.
Having been an eye-witness to the things I hav
narrated, and seeing that the clerical touch is death
to any organization that promises to do good on a
large scale, I was not surprised, but angered, to see
that, in the late single tax convention which met in
New York city to organize a political league for the
purpose of reforming our present unrighteous system
of taxation, the clergy, though in small numbers,
The Dangerous Obtrusivness of the Clergy.· appeared among the members and asked to be recogI fear the Greeks although they come bearing gifts.- nized, not as citizgns, like the rest of us, but more
Laocoon.
than citizens-as clergymen, ambassadors of Jesus
I was s temperance man in 1829, and resident in Ghrist, authorized by God himself to be the teachers
a county in which there were more than a hundred and guides of men, in morale and politics as well as
distilleries. At that time the temperance cause was in religion. Considering where the seventy odd
as unpopular in the church as the antislavery cause thousand of the clergy of this country stand on
afterward wae, when it began its career under the moral and humane questions, tHs handful of gentlelead of Garrison and Lundy. In the Pennsylvania men are entitled to a world of credit for having IUlY
town where I lived, consisting of two thousand in- bowels of compassion at !!rll for the millions of our
habitants, the only person besides myself that pro- countrymen who are robbed of so much of their hard
fessed to be a temperance man was a class·leader of earnings by the iniquitous character of our state aBd
the Methodist church, whose only son was a drunk- national methods of tontion. But like the rest of
ard. This good old man, who was in both senses a the cloth called "reverend," because they feel themmainstay of the church, nevertheless passed under a selva entitled to the fear and reverence of their
cloud of reproach for his so.called wild and unscript. fellow. men as persons invested with supernatural
ural principles, from the darkness of which he never authority by the powers of the unseen world, they
emerged till he died. For, not only was every seemed tenacious of that recognition, even as memfarmer who bad a spring on his place a distiller of hers of a political association. When a. clergyman
whisky, but the churches of all denominations re- in this country is either appointed or chosen to a
garded a temperance man as a crank, whose in:tlaence political office of trust under tho national Oonstituwas pernicious.
tion, the moment he receives his oommission and
Then began what was called the Washingtonian enters upon the performance of his duties, he lays
movement, which wtts conducted with great vigor down all his claims as a divinely authorized embasand progressed wonderfully. Lecturers, who under- sador and teacher of morals, and is recognized at
~toad anatomy and physiology, had plates represent- home or abroad li!Olely as a citizen of the United
mg the human brain and stomach in large size, and States, intrusted with matters which concern this
I hav heard them address an audience of two thou· world alone. The single tax conference was also a
sand people, in the open air, showing the deadly purely secular association, having nothing to do
effects produced upon these vital fanctions of the with religion, either for or against, but confined in
body by the use of liquors, proving that they were its object and functions to the affairs of this world,
well called "ardent," or burning. But, in process of as much so as a board of railroad directors or a Wall
time, after the Washingtonians had made temperance street board of tnde. Why, therefore, the reverend
meetings and practices popular among the better gentlemen should so insist, as they did, on being
classes of society, the clergy quit their ridicule and recognized as clergymen, seemed strange.
I noticed that this pertin&city arrested the attenab.use of the reformers, a~~:d, uplifted with the conC~lt that they were, exclus1vly, the divinely autho- tion of that eagle-eyed and broad-minded statesman,
r1zed leaders and teachers of the people in morals ; Mr. Oroasdale1 who, with a firmness and courtesy

the eternity of the universe the philosophic mind,
free from the degrading servility of superstitious
fears, rests, as upon the rock of ages, past, present,
and future, whilst the vulgar mind, enfeebled by
credulity, rolls to and fro, drunk with imaginary
fears of burning worlds and of the human race being
swept away by a deluge of waters. Whilst the latter looks up to heaven, to a frowning, vindictiv, inexorable deity, the former beholds nothing but light,
beauty, order, and harmony. The one sees through
the eyes of faith the heavens rolled up like a sct:oll,
and the stars falling like lightning ; the other contemplates the rising sun with emotions of delight,
as that splendid luminary · sheds over the earth a
:flood of light and paints her in her richest garments
and gayest colors, and givs life and vigor to the
millions of beings that dwell upon her surface.
0 ye religionists, wh:ch is the b~tter way to worship, fear and tremble before a vengeful and wrathful deity, or contemplate nature and adore her
beauty?
"The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God,"
says the believer, but my answer is that the fool in
his folly hath tried to conceive an inconceivable God
and to explain t,he inexplicabl'i!.
"Is t!J.ere a God~" is a question many might ask
with good reason to justify the inquiry. The patriot
struggling for freedom fails in his effort; he is torn
from his home, his wife, his children, and his friend3;
he lies languishing in prison, while the usurper, the
tyrant, rules in luxury. He may well ask, "Is there
m God~" The pcor unfortunate girl, now an outcast,
a street-walker, who perforce must liv by her shame,
&nd who is now hunted end shunned by her own
Christian sisters, will cry out with plaintiv voice, " Is
there a God!" The man who by our present cruel
system finds himself swindled out of his rights with
out any hope of redress, when lying faint and exhausted from want of food, while the robber still
enjoys the luxuries of fashionable life, might. well
cry out in tones of bitter anguish, "Is there a God!''
0 ver the past bangs a cloud of gloomy and obscuring infatuation and folly. Only worship a God,
whe\her it be a dunghill :fly or that which animates
the ferocious crocodile or the grotesque monkey, and
you sre certain of heaven and the rewards of devo
tion and piety. But act justly, appreciate truth,
and above all d~re to utter it, and you are threatened
with an awful responsibility in a future state of
existence. Worship a deformity, an idol, a nonan·
tity, and your faith is a passport through society,
and heaven smiles upon your docility, your submissiv humility. Throw off the !lacred yokP, dare to be
mentally free, and you are a doomed msn, you will
ba shunned as a pestilence, an evil to be avoided.
If you were to liv in all the purity of an tmgel of
light, you would be clothed in the garments of dark·
ness. The finger of scorn would be pointed at you,
and you will be condemned as devoid of s~mctity.
But in the midst of all this, supported by the calm
dignity of reason and internal consciousness of
truth, neither the scorn of men nor the threatening
dungeons of tyrants-not even the approach of death
-can disturb the peace of mind of that man who,
discarding Gods, contemplates the universe as one
indivisible and indestructible whole!
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
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beautifully blended, led tho conference to settle the that seems to justify it. But with all.the reverence and&r- 'to cb;:;arva any time fo;: lW~ye;.·s, if!.::!GFJ, i0aats, or warpolicy of the single tax movement, on the right dor of my s_oul, with the deep convict10n of the fatherhoo~ ship. Hence any proclamation by the >rovarnor of tha
·nci'p'le of welcoml'ng all perso n 8 to ou r platfo rm, of
wh1ch
Mr. George's
writings
hav made
me a d1- state, or any other_ ~ove:rnmeJGo'· offi (l.:<J!
.-~"'
vineGod,
reality,
I long
to see women
in this
great to
movement,
of a d ay t o b e
tri
ut simply and alone in their high character as rising above the narrow ruts o! a perfunctory observance of devoted to worBhip or "H.mnkegrvmg to an al·
American citizens. Mr. Croasdale has not forgotten religious ceremonial.
mighty God," or any procl!!lmati.on for any holiday in
the legend of the Trojan horse. He sees also what
The tenderness of woman's heart; and the zeal and which ci:~izan!l are &_dvised to assemble in places of
a set of howling dervishes, intoxicated with the faithfulness with which she carries out her convic- worship, or in which referm:wa or allusion is made to
fumes of their own fanaticism, the clergy hav made tiona of duty-attributes for which men love, and religion or religious worship, i~> an act of official iraof the old temperance cause, leading their followers trust, and worship her, are the very features of her pertinence, an act of spiritual intolerance and oppresinto organized treason; and to believe the colossal natural character out of which the priesthood often- sion, and a gross viol~tion of our state constitution.
and blasphemous absurdity that the laws of a human times convert her into a unnatural, reckless, irre- It is not 11,\one an unrigh~aous atreteh or power, but a
legislature, in matters of reform, can do what the sponsible, religious fanatic. When a woman, either pandering to a class of fan<%tic~al religioD.i.sts-who
laws of God hav never yet been able to accomplish; from a sense of duty, or interest., enters into business acknowledge their religion ie of hurrum origin, withand he has no idea of throwing away the hard labor relations, or politics, let her come 88 a person claim- out hope or expecb!.tim: oj any diYh'le lwlp or support,
of years by allowing religious fanaticism to hav any ing no right on the score of being a woman, en- or i.t would not need to be bolstered up by acta of the
share in promoting the movement of tax reform. dowed with personal charms, or a religionist, ani- secular gove?nmm:-.t, ignoring the constitutional
The reverend gentlemen whom I am criticising are mated with fiery zeal as a propagandist. There ia rights of othe::a. For to ~ppeal to, or accept aid
all excellent men, and would be shocked at the idea ao danger of men, who are men, failing to treat such from, Hld Baoular power, is to r:dmit they doubt, nay,
of becoming Sinons to the cause of single tax, and 'woman with profound respect. But she must not •u·e well convhwad, thfl\t ali divine aid would be withbetraying it into the hands of the clergy as a ruling forsake her gender, and become mannish, coarse, and held, or ~t bast prove inEfficient.
class. But when this cause, on account of its pop- tmperativ. She must not undertake to descend to
The W asbington Seculal.' U z::ion m~kes no protest
ularity, may become a mighty instrument for doing 'practical politics," and fight with beasts at Ephe- against the appointment by the executiv of any day
things, and the plutocrats and monopolists become aus. In short, she should model her character after as a fl6Cul:!.r holid~;y. If any perr.son or persona
· alarmed at its power, who knows how many of the: &he Grimpkes, the Lucretia Motts, the Lydia Maria choose to spend the entire twenty-four hours cf any
clergy they may bribe to come in, and either swamp Ohilds, the Abby Kelley Fosters, the Susan B. An- public holiday, or any part ther:sof, in t!unksgiving,
or pervert the movement T The wealthy classes are ~honys, and the rest of the antislavery women who prayer, praise, or worship, we would. defend their
now the dangerous classes, and the fearful thing in formed that brilliant constellation in our American right to do so. We b.t>v no desire to encroach on
excessiv wealth is that, as a general rule with some nistory which will shine in history forever.
the rights of others; we simply desire to secure our
exceptions, it can do as it pleases with men, women,
Now, in concluding what I hav to say on this sub- own, as gus:ranteed by the constitution. Any baliand legislatures state and nationaL Three hundred j act,. since the sent~ent c!'lled religious draws its day is sl.l right i~ ~ppoit'.t:cd without r~fm:euae! or
thousand dollars, we are told by a California editor, mot1vs to human act1on chiefly from th~ hopes l\nd ar;y ~l.luswn, to rehgwn; al~ wrong wh~D; mterfermg,
is the price a millionaire has to pay for a seat in the fears of another and future state of existence, con- dtetatmg, or even suggestmg any rellgtous obaervU nited States Senate. In other states it is not so earning which we know so little, however much we s,ncea, aocirina, or &XSl'ciseg.
much, but as a rule offioe and legislation are as pur- may believe; and since the history of religion proves
It is claimed "Tha.nkagiving proclamations do not
chasable as pig iron and cotton bales. The history it to hav been, in all past ages, a~ well as in the pres p~e~cribe, but only re~om?J-endi a day ~f Thank~~
of the temperance cause, and the mutations through ent, a meddlesome and destructlv sgencv in the af- g-tvmg, and bav no bmdmg iO!'ae or mfl.uence.
which it has ~as~e~, from g'!o~ to bad and fr~m bad fairs of this world, ~ocial, political, and "scientific, I, ~han t~ey sh?~ld m.os~, c?rtainly be. dispensed wit~,
to worse, until ~t IS now a1mmg .to Sabbat1ze the for one, protest aga~st the very idea of the single smce tn.ey dlsom:b, ll.'l:I_tate, and o.u~rsge the. aa~t:
country and brmg abou.t the un1on of state and tax movement becommg a contingent, or mere wincr, mente of a large number of good and wortny c1t1·
church, should warn the smgle taxers against the first under the control of either Miss Willard the sblea;d zsns.
step toward an alliance with the church and clergy._. accomplished head of the Prohibition~SabbatarianBut sines they do hav force and influence, we aak,
Mr. Garrison, of Boston, during the debate in the God-in-the-Constitution party, or, of General Booth, why should one clsse of ci.tizsns be f~-vored above all
conference on a platform of principles, expressed his the commander-in-chief of the Salvation Army, wi.th others, and their religious bslief bs p~udered to by
regret at the absence of able women in our ranks, its drums, trumpets, and h&.llelujah lassies. Let us the government, and the be1i.e! i:md sentiments oi
and wished that we had so good an organizer and so be guided by the spirit of the national Constitution, other squally good and worthy c~tizens be snubbed
activ a reformer as Miss F.rances Willard, the leader which, while it protects• every person in the belief or ignored~
of the women in the Nationd Women's Christian and propagation of his own form of religion, as 8
Our state. coustitution in its prailimble reads:
Temperance Union, and of the men in the Prohibi- secular· and political government, neither sffi.rms ncr "Gr8!teful to the supreme ruler of the universe."
tion-God·in-the-Constitution party. But if the past denies any statements of creeds and ceremonies, but Force and matter a:·e rega~'ded by many hundreds
R. S.D.
of intelligent citizens as the supreme rulers of the
has any lessons of wisdom to teach the present, it totally ignores the whole of them.
would not be a year before this prolific mother of
03tober 20, 1890.
universe, &nd it muet be admitted tt.st if gravity,
associations and expedients would make the single
electricity, m~gnetisro, and chemical ::ffir1ity are real
tax movement a mere branch of the religious and
Mockery of Thanksgiving.
forces, eternally inhersnt in matter, tb.er.< of neceseity
revolutionary propaganda at the head of which' she
the Gods, Jupiter, Brshm<i, Joss, 03iria, Thor,
The following is a copy of a letter from the Mithra, Juggernaut, and Jeb.:rv11,h, must one !lnd all
stands.
Let us remind the reader that there is no resem- secretary of the Washington Secular Union to Gov- be imaginary beings; ~t;nd we suggest it is not in the
blance between Miss Willard and her fiery cohorts ernor Ferry of Washington:
province of the chief executiv of the st:tte to decide
WASHINGTON SEcULAR UNION,
}
which oi these supreme rulers shall be thanked,
on the one hand, and the antislavery women of fifty
years ago on the other. The grand women who
2104 SIXTH sT • SEATTLE, WAsH., Nov. 1, 1890.
since ab:solute freedom of ccnseience in sll matters
stood by their fathers, husbands, and brothers, in
To ELISHA P. FERRY, Governor state of Washing- of religious seutimeut, hith, i1lld worship is guaranthat righteous contention for justice to the enslaved, ton, Dear Sir: As the time is approaching for tsed to every indivi.duai.
were not religious women. The religious women issuing the annual Thanksgiving proclamat-ion, the
And further, if any citizen has e~pacial cause for
were all in the churches, and like their preachers, Washington Secular Union(withamembsrship com- gratitude to sny God or Gods, it is ~u inauit to the
were the scornful and bitter foes of the Abolitionists. posed of good and worthy citizens in nearly every intelligence of sul:lh oitiz;:n f:rr Bny gover~ment
Ae the churches were organized bodies, extending all election district of the stat~>, alike east and. west of offi!lial (serv~nt of the people) to issue inskuctions
over the country, and had the mighty advantage of the Cascades) would respectfully call your especial as to when, and to which of the "supreme rulers,"
organization, in carrying out a moral reform, without attention to Art i, Sec. 2, of our state constitution, the citizen sh~ll say " Thank you."
involving a conflict between the sects about religion "Absolute freedom of conscience in all mattsrs of
J effartlon said: "The go512rume2t h;o,s no right to
and theology; and as they all professed to believe in religious sentiment, belief, and worship shBll be indirectlv assume an rmthoritv over religious exerthe Ten Commandments, one of which said: ,, Thou guaranteed to every individual," and earnestly en- cises, whieb. ths Com~titution has directly precluded
shalt not steal," either human bodies, or the wages treat that your forthcoming proclamation may be in it from." "I do not \)elieve it is for the interest of
of their labor; Garrison implored them to lead the accord and compliance with that gusrantae. The religion to invite the ci?il ml'lgietr.ate to direct its
movement for the peaceable abolition of slavery as a officers and members of the Washington Secular exercises, or that the ge~1eral government should be
moral evil. But he might as well hav preached to Union claim that under our state constitution each invested with oower to effe~t nuy uniformity of time
the generations of the dead, sleeping in the grave· and every good citizen possesses equal right to or matter amoi3g them. Ft!fjting and pri!.yer ere reyards of the country ; for the clergy taught, in nearly believe and profess, or to reject and ignore, any re- ligious exe:rci;lefl, t-he enjobbg tl.J.em an act of discievery pulpit, that slavery was a divine institution; ligious system, however wrong or erroneous their plin. Evel'y religious ;woiety b&E> a right to dete~min
and instead of warring against it, they attacked the so doing may seem to others. That each and &11 for itself the time for tl::esa exeroises, end this right
Abolitionists, and called them godless rebels against good citizens hav the right to believe or disbelieve can never be ssfer th!m in their own h&nds, where the
the divine authority of the Bible. The antislavery in the existenGe of any God ; to worship, praise, or Constitution hr..e deposited it."
women, like the men, did not deny the charge of be- pray to, or refuse to praise, pray to, or worship any
Madison declared : "The brosdest principles of
ing Infidels, for, if human slavery was a Bible institu- God, just as they sovereignly please, always pro- ~he Constitution would ent.1re1y praclude the chief
tion, as the clergy claimed it to be, they were Infidels vided that in the exercise of such right they shall exeeutiv from thus iuterferbg in tb.s religious affairs
to such a cursed religion. But they put the question not interfere in or prevent the exercise of the same of the nation." "N otwithstr.nd!ng the general progof slavery on moral and economical grounds. They rights by others. That no individual, nor any num- ress, there remein9 1'1 stronr- bins tow~;rd the old error
declared that slavery was injustice to the slave, a her of persons, whether self-associated or delegated that without some sort of alli!mN, or coalition bewithering curse to the soil, to the master, and to his by others ; no majority, howevet' large or over- twsen govermnent r.nd religion neither mm be duly
family, an eating, deadly cancer in the bosom of the whelming, possess any right to use coerciv means snppor.ted. Such indet>d is the tendency to such a
republic, and demanded its immediate destruction. to restrain any persons from the full enjoyment of coalition, and such its oorrup£bg iufluence on both
They were careful not to invoke the aid of religion any religious sentiment, belief, or worship, or to in- the p!l.rties, thnt the daugar e:onuot be too carefully
per se, for they well knew that its natural place duce them to profess any religious faith, or ac- gu!l.rdad ~l]a.inst!'
always had been on the side of power, and against knowledge any God, or perform any worship, or
Gmnt said: "Le$Ve tbe miltt.er of religion to the
the interest of the masses.
observe any feast, fast, prayer, or other holy d11.ys, family R.Har, t.he church, aild the pl'iv~te school supI am glad to see that so impartial and judicious a or contribute any means to support any religion, ported by pdvat.e cont:db:l~:on, but kaep the state
woman as Frances M. Milne, of California, in an and much less any which they do not conscientiously 11 nd ob.m·ch for<'lver sep~rf/:e."
article on "Woman and the Single Tax," in the hold to be true. And therefore that any official act
No possible wrong: loEs. or injury ctln result to
Standard of October 15hb, with the fidelity and either of the executiv, the legislativ, or judiciary de- any eitiztm. from yon<' c~I.'::>~\•1 exclusion from your
foresight of the Trojan patriot, says:
partments, enforcing any religious or sectarian prochm;;otion of eny holi.d.::.7 ali mention, reference,
And just here I would like to say one word with all ten- doctrin, dogma, rite, ceremony, or observance, or 1 or el!usion to religio:n or rcligiou9 duties or observderness and sympathy for religious feeling. In the conduct which shall be intended directly or indirectly to ances.
of such a society as a woman's single tax union, there is, effect such a purpose, is in fact a union of church
We confidently re'y on your u&ing every endeavor
I fear, a great danger of warping it from a broad and prac- and state, an attempt to hoist the cross above the to inrmre to e<sch snd ,.u :::iti~-ons of the st.ate "absotical enthusiasm that finds its expression in action, to a nsr- fla~r.
lute frefl{lom of c 8nsois•>.0':1 in all matters of religious
row formula of piety that finds its goal in a routine of prayer
Our government is civil, not ecclesiastical,· has no sentiment, belief, sr.d worship."
and semi-sermon. I am not impugning the sincerity of
I' ·
d th f
those who follow such methods. I only question:' its wis- re Ig1on, an
ere ore no authority to issue procltunaYours rc:npectfully,
dom, though such a cause may draw a following for a time tiona calling on citizens to acknowledge any God, or
B. RE>NOLDB1 S>2C. Wr..sb. Sec. Union.
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Mr. Wakeman on the Fallacies of Anarchism.

Society cannot exist without cuoperation. It is
like a great machine. Stop the running of some of
An audience even la1~er than that which honored its parts and all will come to a standstill." Lst a cer·
Mr. Watts November 15th, assembled last Fri.day · tain proportion of society n:fuse t~ c O.>er~te .a~d
night at the Liberal Olub to listen to T. B. Wake- society will come to a_n en~. ~.be will.of the I~div~d
man's discussion of "Some Essentials that Mr. Pen- nsl is nothing; only In sohdtmty can It make Its In·
tecoat Overlooks." The chairman of the evening, fL.1ence felt. The grandest idea ever conceived by
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., before introducing the speaker, man is the one of continuity, and if we compare manannounced that a petition to President Harrison, kind to a cross, it is the suet.aining part, the base,
asking for the pardon of Mr. Heywood, now in while the horizontal part, the arms, are solidarity,
Charleston state prison, was b~ing circulated, and representing the individual tfforta. Tbe head of ~be
that those of the audience present who had scme cross is the ideal, and the center, where the vertical
sympathy, if not with Mr. Heywood at least with and the horizontal lines cross each other, is human"
his unfortunate family, would find copies awaiting ity. It is from the base, from the idea of continuity,
their signature in the rear of the hall. s~veral PH" that we draw our strength; from it, as from tht>
sons present affixed their names at the close of the roots d a tree, we derive, tbrough inheritanct', our
lecture, and in all about twenty-five signatures were growth.
.
We descend, Professor Huxley tells us, from
got. Mr. Foote then introduced Mr. Wakeman, who
spoke in substanoe as follows:
group of social animalP, and their social instil.Jct
The intellectual part of the community has during never died out. , As far bark as our knowledge goal!
the latter years witnessed three important convul- it can be traced, and side by eide with it an eve1
sions in the religious world of the United States, in growing sentiment of cc operation. But a Cl oo~erativ
the dissent and consfquent assumption of interesting state is possible only when each iLdividual, as well
positions of three orthodox cler({ymen: Pcofea.sor as the aggregation of individuals, is protecttod and
Felix Adler, the leader of the E-hical movemRnt; governed. Government of some kir.d or other i~>
Dr. MlGlynn, of Aatipoverty fame, and Hugh P.,n- a necessity, and although I admit that in the current
tecost, now one l f the foremost Anarchists d the sense d the word it is in most inst-ances nothin~or but
country. Professor Adler has done some good, but, tyranl!y, it was not so in the past., and will not be so
aside from other shortcomings, be has reached cr,r in the fut.ure. To govern meant then to guide, to usb
tain individuals only, owing to the narrowness of his a helm. And a government as a guide and protector
platform. Then Dr. McGiynn-his great heart went of Pach as wt:ll as of all, we cannot J:e without.
out to the people, he saw the suff"'ring and the dieWhen a government is bad we bav a right to de.
tress of the masses, which the church did nothing to stroy, to abolish it., but upon the condition only that
alleviate. He now commands large and enthusiastic we institute a new and better one. But the Anarch·
audiences, and his followers love him as a father. ists want no government, even for protection. The3
But what practical good bas he done! We can fiLd consider rents, pre fits, 81 d taxes robbtry. Ylt taxt-s
no trace of the influence of his teachings either in are necessary, thty sustain the government. Mr.
the family or in the municipality. What meai'ures Pentecost t!links Grover ClevE-land is a murderer,
has his party laid before the legislature? None. because he, whfn a sheriff in Eri~ county, cut thE>
L1st election he promised to follow the Oommon- rope a~ an execution. But this is not so. It was
wealth party, but in the last minute m;,mories of his not the man Cleveland, it was the sher ff c.f Erie
clerical past made him desert and he and all his fol- county, that did the act. He did li'O in the name of
lowers vote for the clerical combination party, the the people, for the protection of the people.
Tlle Anarchist aims at liberty. But be will never
People's Municipal L3ague.
But we will not concern ourselvs with those men get. it. On the contrarr, he removes us farther and
and their platforms to-night; we will turn our at ten- farther from it. T6ke Illinoit -tl'e liberties of t.l.e
tion to Mr. Pentecost. He was a Protestant min- citizens are taken away by Am;rch;J ; law after law
ister, hence somewhat nearer to us Fteetbinkers. against frf'edom is enalltt•d, and more will yet be
Both my family and I highly respect Mr. Pentecost. added. . S Jciety must defend itself egainst those
. We watched him when he threw Qff his clerical garb, who attempt its very lif , and fJrce will be USEd so
we noticed his intellectual growth and supported long as force is necessary. Individuali~m is opposed
him, and, to some extent, we do yet. What bas Mr. to freedov ; liberty can be gained by ccoperation
Pentecost done? During the later years nothing only. Soci111iem at:d N ~tionalism, which are in the
but harm. He has placed himself outside society, line of evolution, hav a future bdore them. They
has declared war upon society, and induced, by his aim at emanllipalion from nature and monopoly; they
writing and speeches, others to follow him. A leader are ecientific. But Allarchiem, that tells man to
of a movement cannot be reached by the voice of tb.e separate himself from his fellow. men, is unscientific,
people. Ohhers, outsiders, must speak the word of is unmitigated nonsense. If Mr. Pentecost wishes
warning and correction. The Anarchist movement, t,o be a teacher for the gocd of mankind he must
like any other, when attaining a certain stage cf de- first study a little sociology.
At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Wakeman
velopment cannot be directed. The leaders become
leaders in name, not in fact ; they themselvs are car- was vigorously applauded, and Dr. Foote, after call"
. ried along with the progressiv current of the move- ing attention anew to the Heywood petition, said
meilt. So also to some extent with l\Ir. Pentecost. that tte floor was open now for the critics, and thtlt
Yet that is not all. Mr. Pentecost, like Felix Adler he hoped Mr. PentecoPt was present, as he had been
and Dr. McGlynn, is a c1ergyman. And the intel- most cordially invited both by Mr. Wakeman and by
lectual vision of a clergyman is necessarily limited; the club, and a default to appear would cause conhis station in society, his one-sided education, make siderable dieappointment. But as Mr. Pentecost
it impossible to be otherwise. To a clergyman there was conspicuous by his absRnce oiJly, one of the
exist but two essential factors in the universe-the club's stock critics, Professor Eccles, took the stand.
individual, who has a soul to be saved, and God, for The professor stated that be did not think Mr.
whom the soul is to be eaved. The clergyman looks Wakeman bad done justice to Mr. Pentecost. In
upward, and hence his mistake. We must not look fact, he said, they do11't disagree nry n.ucb. The
upward, but forward. If the minister did so, he greater part of the wsy they go hand in hand. Both
would perceive that between him and his God stands agree in belie~ing that poverty is t,he seed from
the third factor, the most important one, humanih. which most crimes spring, and that the woJ kingThis is perceived by all the great philosophers ~f man's wag""' are l!tolen by his Fmployer. Both bemodern times, by Spencer, Bain, Mill, and Auguste lieve in cc o,.>eratior, but Mr. W~okeman says we can
Oomte, who in his Positiv philosophy npressl:v not cc operate without the uistence of government,
states, " Between man and God we hav humanity.;, while Mr. Pentecost says we can. It is all nonRen~e
Mr. Pentecost has no use for a God, but as he is predictiiJg future happiness here on earth. We can
·looking upward just the same, he, like his former not know anyth ng beyond our nose. It is not safe
brethren, fails to perceive humanity. To him there to belong either to the Liberal, prC'gressiv part~, or
is bat one factor, the ego/ before it was God and I to the orthodox. Yet the former is the bfl!t. But
but now it is I only-the I has frcm a part be: how many of those belonging to it are right! The
come a totality. If in possession but of the slightest only safe party is the third party. We protest, be
' smattering of the science d sociology, he would continued, we fight them all, and when we see vic
... know that society is an orgrmiem and human life an tory, when ont.'s rights are allotted to one, we ap. organic action, there·fore subject to laws greater than plaud it and adopt the discovery. Then the pro·. the will of the individual. Humanity growP, and it i~ feasor, who evidently was the only right man in the
'the duty of each generation to bequeath to the future ripbt party, toC:k his seat.
·.;'!'better race and bettE-r conditione. The b1queatbHe was succeeded by Mr. Robertsov, an Anarchist,
, mg of tbe latter, the better conditioiJs, is iiJdorsed who wastfd most of his time in pleal'lantries, rematks
by Mr. Pentecost. But his way of doing it is rathtr on the late police interfuence in Ntw JE>refy, aiJd
ridiculous. He attempts nothing le~s tl au a diacox:~ generalitiu.a. He eaid at last that the A_ arcbiet
tinuance of the human race, and a destruction of so does rot Jrotest against goveriJment, but against
, ciety. He says, I am endowed with a free will so the gcvernment, against ~;ucb artificial bond11 of society has no right to command mE>, and gonrn~ent c·ety as the Pmptror of Russia and the E 'glish
· ' · of any kind is brutality. He hates the sight of a Parliament. By at:d by we shall all come toj.letht~r
.: . policeman, and bas no rl'spect for any ore that votfs, withc•ut harming each other, 1u~d what use then of
.;'·:I will protest, he says. And he and his felkw- government! Man has 8 right to srcedt~, and to be
· "Anarc!.ists do uotest, and, not E~a!i~fifd tberP't"itl-.. told, Yen shall belong to Moiety, is an 11 ct of oppres'refuse to b.ke BIIY part in the 1Jff1irs of the cr mmu. Rioo, as it is to compel him to P'Y tnes to 11 ustain
nity. But wl:Jat is this but an Bttfmpt to destroy I he institutions be dou 11•t like. Mr. Wiikeman bad
organic action of society ~ It is high treason against mistaken egoism for egotism, but they are widely
the organic life of society.
d;fferent.

Another gentleman then took the stand. He said
he agreed almost entirely with Mr. Wakeman. 'rhe
Anarchists did not understand the value of organization. They could not see that in society a sum is
greater than the aggregate of its parts ; that the
organized, directed effort of society must of necessity
be greater than the sum of the efforts of the same
parts when not organized. He then pointed out the
difference between individuality and individualism.
The former is all right, but the latter is nonsense,
and Anarchism is individualism ad absurdum. Selfdependency belongs to the lower orderi!I·Of animal
lifl'l, and altruism to the higher. And for the special
ben£<fit of Mr. Wakeman he added that there is no
~>uch thing as an individual thing, and that liberty
·dces not exist.
He was followed by Professor Gunton, who was
very lively, speaking as he did with both arms and
feet. He said Mr. Wakeman's argument was good.
Anarchism, which is war on everything and everybody, is dangerous to society, and causes it to turn
&gainst that doctrin in self-defense. To Professor
Eoclts he stated that science is science only because
by it and through it we can predict the future, and
that we learn not by success only, but even more by
mistakes made. Individualism leads not to independence, but to slavery. Every atom above the
mere stomach is social. Not individualism, not in"
dependence, but interdependence, is what we need.
Mr. Wakeman now rose to answer his critics.
Aud P10feseor Eccles was his first victim. He wondered, be said, if man could learn nothing by experieiJce, what the professor continued to come to the
club for. And as for this third party, to which
everything was right, and everything wrong, he
conld not see the good it was to the world. It
recuced everything to zero, but zero is nothing; and
indeEd he was not surprised that the professor belonged to this nothing party that night, as always
Professor Eccles had said nothing. As for Mr. Robertson, his statements were unmitigated nonsense.
Vv e are born into society and we can't get out of it.
Would Robinson Orusoe, as he designated Mr. Robertf!on, swim across the river to get over to Brooklyn ?
He thought not, yet that was the only way he could
get over there without the ccoperation of society.
Secede? Nonsense! We can't secede. And it
won't do to fly in the face of society. He, the
speaker, had always been in favor of free speech,
and the hanging of the Anarchists he deemed but
judicial murder. The Anarchists were but over·
grown children ; they needed a guardian, and he
proposed to be one himsell. As for artificial bonds,
everything in social life is artificial, but not therefore
unnatural. To the third speaker he answered that
liberty does exist, yet not in the popular sense, only
in the meaning of right of choice, and as such it is a
growing end. To Professor Gunton he said that
although mankind had made many mistakes, yet, as
the professor could see from history, the mistakes
were in the minority. The past is not all wrong.
If it was, where would the professor be now? Individuality can be realized, and it is not each for each
and all for all and the devil take the hindmost-and
they are almost all hindmost-but it is, Each for All
and All for Each. Here the professor interrupted,
stating he had never said so, to which Mr. Wakeman
retorted, "Don't interrupt a man in his prayers," a
remark which w&s greeted with a hearty laugh by
the audience.
GusTAVE NELSON.

Religions Hypnotism.
I read with great interest Mr. Spofford's article in
THE TRuTH SEEKER entitled as above. I can fully
understand it under its more ancient name, mesmerism, or impressible psychology. This phase of
philosophy now under its more modern name is
e:qually wonderful, but it is one and the same thing.
Mesmerism, or impressible psychology, is far from
being a new discovery. It was lectured upon by
Professor Britton, Dr. Bovee Dods, Professor
B~nton, and many others iu New York city and
Brooklyn in the years 1851-2, but under its original
name.
Its prevailing influence in healing the sick and
all<iviating pain both mental and physica1, before
large audiences, was remarkable, and its singular
antire were much the same as describsd by Mr.
Sp< fford.
It would be well was mesmerism better understood
among our savans. If so, it would account for many
now inexplicl'-ble occurrences frequently transpiring
io 1be human family, among animals and reptile,
which are now known under the general term of faseinatiorr. I hav said better understood, but I must
q 1alify this rmggestion by saying hypnotism or mesmerism is a dangerous knowledge in the hands of
unnrincipled people.
0 ;r great Doctor Franklin was in Paris when M.
Mesmer was giving exhibitions of this peculiar quality in t.hat place, and because the doctor and his
leerned associates could not be affected or influ~nced,
they unitedly published and denounced Mesmer as
~>n unblushing charlatan and fraud (vide Franklin's
L..,ttere). However, we can now afford to excuse
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the doctor; it w111s to him something so perfectly
new.
The immortal Thomas Paine, some years subsequent, perhaps paying more and greater attention
to the subject under more favorable auspices, decided more favorably as to its existence.
He thought the frantic outbreaks at revival meetings and Methodist outpc.urings could be solved
upon their strange, unreasoning element. Mr. Paine
himself was also conscious of a prompting influence
pervading his own mind at times, when he was writ
ing; and he confessetl that it was an inspiration of
these promptings he was inaebted to for all that he
knew. Read Paine's" Age of Reason."
Being an Spiritualist, it may be supposed I write
from a Spiritual standpoint of observation. I think
I can assert with confidence that all .our advanced
Spiritual thinkers rate mind as matter, but matter in
an inconceivable state of sublimity, or attnuation;
and assert too tbat henceforth our individualit)
never dies.
D. B.

Divine Vengeance from HeaveJJ.
Who oan hereafter say that God is a respec~er of
persons and does not slay the righteous with tbto
wicked T Read :
The village of St. Mahlen, near Rlldesheim, bas bern vis.
!ted recently by severe hail storms which hav do··e a rzna•
deal of damage To. day the people gathered in a caurch to
pray for a cessation of the storms. While the servicPS wtre
in progress a thunder storm came up and the cburch was
struck by lightning. Four persons were instantly killed and
twenty were injured, four being rendered complett-ly blind
The people were panic. stricken, and in the rush fur tli.e door'!
two children were crushed to death.

What was it that so offended the almighty! W a!'
be angry because his children assembled to pray f01
a cassation of ruinous storms! How could be bP,
when he bas promised that whatever is asked F,ba!J
be received? Did their sin lie in dictating to tbe
almighty maker and ruler of heaven and earth T No,
no, not that, since every prayer is an intervention.
Where, then, was the trouble T The prayer of tb~
wicked is an abomination in the sight of the LJrd.
Were these people then exceedingly wicked, and did
their intercessions exasperate their heavenly father
beyond all endurance? Why, be smote them as if
they bad been in a vile dancebouse engaged in a
bacchanalian revelry, cursing and swearing, instead
of in the house of God in solemn prayers of faith,
penitence, and distress ! If he thus smites his faithful followers, bow can the ungodly sinner escape T
Can the Infidel and scoffer fare much worse! Does
the Christian serve his God for naught 1 So it
would appear as far as this world is concerned.
Why did not God swoop down upon some wickild
Infidel gathering, knock Robert Ingersoll sky-high,
and scatter his blasphemous audience pellmell, and
let his own children alone when they are worshiping
him in fear and truth! I am amazed and puzzled by
this great mystery of godliness. ELLA. E. GxBSON.

The Jews and Christianity.
The common sense of the Jews bas seen the follies and frauds of Christianity, and their courage
has withstood its aggressions, even to the enduring
of its abominable persecutions. Were the system
founded in fact or sustained by reason, there could
ba neither motiv or reason to persecute. · Having
neither of these to start or sustain it, its votaries
are driven to force, tortures, and the most fiendish
murders to keep it alive. Absurd as much of the
Old Testament is, it seems not to hav made its believers so intolerable as are the believers of the New.
• While it bas bad its sacrifices, it bas kept free of a
divine son from a virgin, put to death too by his
own father. This is the center, the heart, ths soul
and life of Christianity. From such a fountain of
bloody murder, what can be expected of the streams!
Let the Spanish Inquisition, the St. Bartholomew's
massacre, the burning of witches, answer. Should
Protestants in their two hundred conflicting sects
try to escape by denying Christianity to the Catholics, the answer is ready and overwhelming. Tbe
Catholic is the church, and the only churcb, their
divine savior founded. To Peter, it is written, he
gave the keys, and upon him, that rock, is his church
built. By his successors are the keys yet c,nried,
and will be so long as his church and his kingdom
shall stand. Protestants are crumbling, Citbolics
strengthening.
·
. But compared with Christians in all their numerous divisions and sects, the Jews are the bdtter sort
of people. Tested in all respects, they shand, S.-lul
like, head and shoulders above the so-call~d N 3W
Testament order. They are one, united, aod tberefore stand, while the Chl'istians professing to follow
Christ are divided. and must gradually fall. BJaides,
the Jews are the better friends of science, the more
industrious; frugal, and less extravagant. Instead
of being paupers or defaulters, they are genet-ally
independent, honestly meeting their contracta ana
debts. The notion bas prevailed that they would
not work, but gain their living exclusivly by trada.
Such, however, is not the fact. Undertaking, a.s many
do, a handicraft, they stick to it till it is wen learned

and i~dependenoe ~cquired. S:> of agricuUure,
gardeniDg, and horticulture. N ar Vineland. N J,
~ l~rge a~ea d land, some years ago, was purchased
ID 1t~ nat1v forest, settled by the Jews, clearecJ, im·
proved, ~n.d cult~vated to this day most sucGessfnlly.
B.stter Cit;zens 10 that nor any otbPr region Naw
J ~~l!ey has not nor ever will hn. Even Q iakers,
bemg the most honest Cbrietian sect, .klav not
quite equaled this colony. Besides the orthodox
Q lflkers are slumping down to the ~rthodc x sects
"'"'ing nearly all their reform has gained, while th~
J~ws are rising and advancing to leFs silly ceremony
and above the absurdities of the Christian scheme.
Progressing in Freetbougbt., they are becoming
more and more t keptiaal of their Bible. Its worst
passages are boing niecarded, its best util'zed in
their lives. The ii:flllenca of their scriptures has
k:Apt them hack from the front rank in science, since
Genesis and fZeoloa"', revelation and evolution, must
.;~vfor antagor ·z •. N 1vertheless, as revel.otion secedes
frorn. their mentality the Jews progress in nature
lllid 1n her scient<es. Io this proflressiv city they
~"e among the more reliable and intelli~ent cit'z'lns.
U lhampered by parties, sects, or prfj\tdices, t.hey
oonver~e, investigate, and act with hop~ful frer-d }m,
tolt>rat1ng error~ so long tas reason is Iff~ free to
Mmbat them. Hence we find encouragement in the
proepPct of their gradual reinforcement of our Lib
eral Freetbougbt platoons, conquering our fellows
the world over by the power of truth. kindness, and
pu,.~ lon•.
W. PFR<riNS
K.msas City, lJfo., Nov. 8. 1890.
·
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Wants Only True Liberals.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Read·
ing carefully tbe proceedings of the Secular Union's
fourteenth anniversary at Portsmouth, 0., I find that
a good many things hav been said, but in my opinion, and probably thousands of men's, the end
lncked f.,.,,. has not been accomplished. · Why ? The
Secular U .ion is :t:eady to take as members Christiane, J <~WB, an.d gentiles if they are willing to
"!lY they arf> Liberals and eubscribe to the Nine
DJmande. Nvw, the question is this, Are men
and women. if they olj ,ct to the teachings of the
Bible. true L:berala1 I say no. Why? Because a
true Liberal in the acceptation of the term must be
a moral man or woman-one that will stand up
and Jiv an honorable life and induce their fallowmen to do the ssme. If that is aGcon>plisbed we may
hope that freedom nf thought and the maxims of
Thomas Paine and R >bert Ingersoll will be reached
and the end of AgnostiGism fully accompli!;hed.
All I bav to say to the workers of the S.ocular Union
is, be careful who subFcribee! Test the character of
men aud women. By so doing you may do a good
wo:i k, tbRt. will be b"t>f'fiP.i!\1 p.nfl lasting.
Hannibal, Mo , Nov. 10 1890
F. H. RA.u.

L<etures and ll.et-tingR.
Miss ADA. CAMPBELL haq been r• e1gaged to lecture next
Bund•ly, Novemb·r 30 h, for Friendship Liberal League,
in Philadelphia. The surjects of the lectures hav not yet
been announced. The h!ill at her lecture last Sunday
evening was crowded to suffocation.
AT the Brookly'l Pailosophic'l.l Association, Fraternity

0 1tobe:r 23 I the C!ll'e for blasphemy expre,;s£d in rnoma, Bedf·~rd avepue and S.mth Second street, Sunday,
!It fuLeral or111tion by Dr. V ,>elkel was overruled by the Novem'ler 30 h, at· 3 PM: Prof. A. L. Rawson. Subject,
court in N tum burg; but to make ur, two new indict- "Sex Worship-Ancient and Modern."
ments for twelve blasphemous expressions bav b-:en
Christians Want to Boycott the World's Fair.
brou!l'l:tt against him in the courts d Mii. lhausen
The 0-tmberland Presbyterian (Nashville) says: "We
and N .enburg.-Freireligii.l3es 8onntags Blatt.
The German shte cburGh is fast losing her. members. A'most ev,ry G3rm!t.n papar a'lnounces that
some families bav left the Gb\troh; the last. instance
brought to cur notice is in SJboenber~ 0-L, where
fifty families left in ~ body "Tld formed a freereligious so'3iety, for which D:. Voalkel lect11red the
last weE:k of 0Jtobe-r.
The trouble in the camp of the Swedish Fteethinktr3 is more serious than we thou~ht, and can
but burt the progress of the cau3e. We should not
be at all surprie~>d to find that the society bas in the
person of Mr. Berghell found another Axel Lindquist. We hav received q11ite a bu1 ky package of
papers and letters, and will in the next TBUTH
SEEKER giv our readers a correct statement of the
affair.
To giv our readers an idea of the branches taught
and subjects discussed in R )::nan C"tholic echools
for young ladies, we know no better way tha!J. to giv
the topics treated in an edu~a~ional journal, Angelica
Blatte, published by t.he U tsula nuns in Austria:
"Do witches exist at the present timeT Cin Gert11in
prayers and gifts procure absolute forgivness of sins T
Ought we to revarenM the holy ros.-ry more than we
doT Can the situation of bell be geographically
determined? Are wicked tJeople act.ually roasted
there over a brimstone fire T Will G.)d smile upon
and bless the persJn who procurl>s a new subsedber
for Angelica Rlalte '!"- Der Freidenkcr. And it
is this kind of wholesome teaching that we may
E'Xpeot our children to get in the by and by, when
the church gets the grip a little closer on our repub
lie. L-1t us org,nizs to tff.lc~ an actual and total
c~paration of church and state.
The Catholic churc':t taken as a whole is a dangerous institution, but more dangerous than the rsst
is the J asuit order, which never scruples to lis for
the glory of G::~d sud the holy mother church. In
ths repub'ic of Brszil the imperialistic and the cleric\1 "P"rty bav combined to eave 11aid counlry from
'·It fi l"'l government and unbelief," but. t!ole necessary
holy entbusiali'm has been wantin~. T" remedy this
"te!Mram, said to be from Pope L9o XU., was produced by the J asuits. Tne holy father sent in it hie
beat wishes and the 11posto1io bleesin~ to his dt>ar
children of the N aw C &tho lie party. H work~d worders. The clericals violated laws and defied t.he government, and at last t.be latter resolved to put a stop
to tbe papal machinations, ard through its emba11ndor
in R1me prot,.<~tad to the pope against his meddliug
in Brazilian t ff .in B.)th the pope and his ~;ecretary
declared that no telegram was sent by the former to
Brszil and thab on the contrary be was on the best
terms with the republican government, whjch he
wished all possible success, and tha~ he had no desire
to encDurage the" Catholic party." W.ben a pope
says that he is on the best terroR with a republican gov
ernment, be must be badly off, and we trust the Brez\lian government takes his sxprePsions at their aGtual value, and !C'oks out for furthtor t~leric"l mllcbi
nations.-.Das Menschenthum.
GuETAVE NILSON,

heartily j •in in the protest against the proposition to keep
open the coming world's fair at Chicago on Sundays. It
may be tl:;at these protests and petitions can be made emphatic and overwhelmin~ enough to prevent this contemplated insult to the Chnstian religion, this formal abolition
of the Sabbath, for it will amount to that. Those who are
to decide the matter are supposed to be Christian men, and
they may respect the united voice of Christian people. But
to make our protests certainly effectiv they should carry
with them something more than words. Make it certain
that a Sabbath-breaking exposition will not pay and the exposition will not dare to braak the Sabbath. Some stronger
leverage than words and entreaties should be brought to
bear on the managers. These managers must make the fair
a financial success. The financial question with them is the
tender nerve. The protest that touches that will be effectiv.
If Christians cry out against Sabbath desecration, and yet
pay their money, and send their exhibits, their crif'S will
probably mean or effect little. Suppose every Christian in
America should pledge himself to stay·away from a Sabbathbreaking fair, and keep his money and goods away, would
not that at once decide the question ? But if Christian
patronage is certain in either case, and if there is hope of a
large addition to the income from Sabbath-breaking patren.
age, will not the directors be tempted to yield to the antiRabbath demand? It is certain that the fair cannot succeed
without the presence and patronage of Christian men and
women. No board of managers will dare take any step
which will cause this to be withheld. Therefore the Christian people of this country hold the decision of this matter
In their own hands. If we believe in the Sabbath strongly
enough to demand its preservation, to boycott a fair that
refuses to preserve it, it will be preserved."

An Open Letter of lmportauee.
From -"an F'ranctsco F'reetllought.

'l'o 'E. M. 'M' ODONALD, Editor of THE TRuTH Suu:R, My
Dmr Brot~er: You will remember that about a dozen years
RI!O you b!id the goodness to make an uncle of me, and that
I promised vou at the ti~e to return the court.esy at the earliest av~Hiib e opportumty. I now take pen m hand to appri•e you that the dl b~ is discharged, the obligation fulfilled,
and th" promis kPpt. The subject. of these remarks became
a rrsidt-nt. of Califnnla on the e1gbth day of the present
month of N0vember. aud. I am informed, favors its father in
the matter of •<>x. He was too late for election this year, but
will vo•e in 191·~. pr·>vided he I~ nZ't himself a candidate for
acme hi!rh r ffic:e. Tnis N·Hiv, Fhn of the Golden West was
recn"'n:zed at once ag !'eugene Leland .Macdonald, although
he J:i~s so far declinPd to acknowledg;e his Id~ntity .. The
motbu is happie,. 'hlln she ever "'ll'l. b~fore. Sne IS also 10 her
right mind. Rnd I won~d that I c"~nld s'ly 'l.a much for the
fathPr, wh'l has be~>n in a 11tate of wi 1d rx 1ltcment since the
eighth In scquirinl! a son I fear t.hat. I h<~v lost many cherished friend-< amorg my m'l.le arqnlltntaoce~ on acc~mnt: of my
inclinatinn to thmst i•,f,>rma•ioo upon them ab.mt ~arrl son.
When they see me c ,min~ n0..vadwa they make hllste to get
over on the oppn•it Ride of the ~~~re~t nr t.o. c >ncelll themselva where I canuo~ find them. E 1e' mv lrten•l B·trgman,
the tailor, wi!h whom f•·r many months I ha.v been accustom! rl to exch!!.uge thensopcdc thought, nnw tt1rns upon !Re
a cr:ld Par and a d~>af !lhoulder, sa.v~< good-bye, and skips
around the corner at my app•oac':\. p.,tn'\m h•Jorayed as I
did"' first. but he ha• now rlep11r ed r.~r 1'Pns, and. the time
is near at band wh~>o I sho>ll hav tn howl a one or btre somebody to ~b<'nt with me. I •ha'l he pl~!!.-<P~I if ynn or au¥ of
the boys in Tml: TRUTH S1t'B'K1tR · tH ·e will kmdly m>lke a httle
noiFe on my account. Wnen yon ~ee (J,1uoselor Rherman
a~d Harry Thomas, convey tbe tiding'~. to tbem. We were
yonrg to~~:ethH ere w ves nnrl hmllws harl set their seal
uprm our bNWS. W~en we all h'!.V ~c·mt whire soap-locks
above our Pars we will m"et RI!:Rin. l\rHl refer casually to the
halcyon cass ofyon:h Wt•h >1o pp,·ernll a•pect, G&oEGE.
Wmm anvone te to mfl tha,·, be saw a dead man .restored
to !iftJ 1 immecHa.'e'y c msider wi'h myself w)lether It ~ould
he ml)re pnh1b'e rnat this per;on should either deceive or
be d~cdverl. or t'Ht. '"" fs.cr. which he relates should really
hav happene:i -DJiD.'d _ll um9.
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however ·we manipulate th~ contents. ?f that
basket we can only make out of It superstitiOn and
policy. Let us take another example. Suppose No.
5 contemplates committing a murder. Anot~er felChrh;tianiiy ~md Evolution.
low has cut him out in respect to his best girl, a:t;~d
h_e is mad, but h~ has th~ee reasons for not ~o~mi~
CHAPTER V.
bng the murder m quest1on: 1. ~~ fears his rivals
THE DOCTRIN OF ORIC!INAL SIN,
ghost and other ghosts-superstition. 2. He conNext to the dochin concerning the divinity of
eiders that if he kills his rival th~ res~ of tbe human
Christ, probably Uw 01,e whi61J b~s engeged the
race will hunt hi~ down an.d kill b1m as they do
largest amount uf attEn~ion and be:m fmught with
other dang~rous ammals-pohcy. 3. I~ always m~de
the most se:dcus consEqut:?.l\leS is w:Uei; is known as
him feel fam~ to loo~ a~ blood, an~ ~IB sympathies
the doctrin of original :'lin.
further restramed h1m from committmg the deedFor, Riter Rll, tllis dor:~!'!u ia She root cf tho Chrissympathy.
.
.
tian tree. Abolish origin;;;! siD, and Chl.'istianity has
Taking up other examples of morality, 1n every
no raison d' 6tre.
case we will find it made. ?P of o.ne or more of the
What is t.his doctrin 1
three components, superstitiOn, policy, !'nd sympat~y.
Briefly pur., it i::; this.
Now, why should the word morality as applied
About six thous!iind )'E::l!l'B i:lgO God created man
versus t~eft. command any mor~ respect than the
perfect.
.
_ .,
word pohcy 1n the_ s.ame connection~ Ah.! we r~c
But although pe:doet, i)a w~.~;s eudoWSll wnh wh~t
ognize the superstitious element which. g1vs policy
Christians term " 11: frea wiH ;" and by the exercise
its sanctity, and lo, it is no more policy but moof this powJr the pBrfeBt mom showed himself to bs
rality I
most imperfect, and on 'lite very first day d tis _exEven Liberals bow the ~ead and al~ost bend ~he
istence went in:;:;trieva:bly wro:wg by disobeying ~;he
knee when before the shrme of morality, but policy
command of deity.
they profess to scorn.
From th13t momGnt. ms:n became a shme1:, with the
Find a man ~hat clea~ly ~easons o~t why h.e does
germs of hurrum de_pJ:t•;vity 'lOw~d deeply in the hunot steal and hiS reasomng IB the logic of J?Olicy.
man heart. Miin could do nDthing good oi himself,
Ask him why he does not murder and ammal symnot even thi_n~ 8 goo.~ ~h_o_ug~t All good deeds
pathy also has its piece to speak.
were accornplxsued by <:il-3 me cr God.
~olicy is of . man'_s reason?ng par.ts, sympathy
Man being ;;;, sirme:r, ha 't-!':uted. a S<>Yier. That
sprmgs from his ammal bram. ~obey cultive.tes
savior he found in J esl~S Ohrid. Such b!'kfly was
sympathy, and t~e two make ":hat. IB call~d hu~an
the belief of the early Ghr':rs~i.-.ns. In courae of time,
ity. Tea~h a ~hild to nee P?licy m all his actiOn£',
however, two ot·i:.-sr d.:Jctri:Jfi get ~it:ached to this o!le
and he will thmk out what his conduct had best be,
of original Ein, viz., the c~oetriD. of grace and preand if his po!icy is far: sighted and wise, he '!fill fi.nd
destin!l.tio:n, nnd b:ev br,on :f;;r ce:uturiss aasoeiated
that morality s rec?rd IB not bar~ to beat; ~1s pohcy
therewith.
will be the best--;-m fa~t, the rational ~o_rality-~ld
By rmmy relig;oui&ts iJ.lH9 dodrill£ sre so ine:xfashioned mouhty bemg only sup~rstiti!>UB pohcy.
tricably mixed up that i:tey not only confuse the
Religion's contempt for earth~y thmgs lB a part of
minds of bslie\'as, bnt clear thld:e;:s h~v some
her p~ofe~sed contempt for pohcy.
.
.
diffieuU:v in seu~;;atln::;- bnn flO ibat their v~iue ma.y
Pohcy IB useful, but not ornamental, like !!'-orality.
be tesh:·a.
~
"'
Morality glitters with the badges ?f her high pe~Calvinieis C?::!'!'J' the dcrhin oi niginal sin to i:b
igree. ~he is the child of consm.ence, . that still
extent of eniJJe- tblt !be whDle n,ee cf m&n!!iTid was
small VOice, that ghostly, unsubstantial whisper, that
so sffect€d b"-' Adam'n dn ibat the whole of his posas children we used to hear when we were bent on
terity ruuet ~r::ffa th<' corHque:r.cuJ cf it In dter
stealing pie. Yes, morality has the glitter, lots of
words, that God was w exfiEpa!>ied at !he ~Jight of
it, but policy is the gold.
Adam disregHding hiti1 ~o:m:usnd that nothing would
Freethought has dug the graves of Gods and
appellEe .hia wrath until he .tee: nsvenge.
devils-has sho.w!1 that heav.en, hell, and small hereArd eo Cb:iEti:ms r2alr..taJr,~d tht all :msnkind
afters pay n? dividends of t1me to ~an.
.
deserved d~mn~;;tio:L-but th~t God in his i:di.nit
But one httle ghost, called consCience, still hangs
marcy Eent a part of himself dow:11 to die in order
round some very Liberal brains. 'Jlhat l~ttle ghost
that by the aacd:fiee of inncce:ut blood the si::1s of
has never been guilty of one quality (vutue) that
mankind shcu!d be washed f.-\WilJ'•
policy could not match. That little ghost prompted
Aithcugh Christ came to CiiB <\nd uctue.Uy d.id die
every persecution of a pious past. Therefore let
Policy vs. Morality.
to save ma:r.khld) Ch::iBtla;:s ~;·dll beiif,~e t.bat nobody
us make a little grave for him beside his heavenly
would be sr;,ved i.mlcgg GGd h:~d given them gr!lce
It is a. frequent remark of Liberals that they father's grave. And let the divine aristocracy, from
and predestined cmlv11.tion fer them b3fore the fom.1- do right for the sake of right. And doing right great Jehovah down to the ' 1 still small voice," rest
dation of the world.
for this sake is called morality.
now and forevermore. Amen.
Now comes the question, Is man apt to do
And yet notwithst~nding this dodrin of pwJ.eo:Dn. C. E BoYNTON.
tination-whicb me<:n3 -~bt God has mapped out things for the mere sake of doing them, or for
the COUl'Ss cf me:o:'s Eveo item the ve?y beginning- the effects, results, or consequences of doing them T
The Vagaries of Spiritism.
they nevertheless talk of "fi.'ee will," whkh is the
Every rational mind prior to a meditated action
vary tmtithesis of a1.wh fl doctrin.
forms a. mental forect~st, more or less correct, of
There is one very imp_ortant fact our SpiritisUc
It is interesting to leam how men first reconeiied its consequences; otherwise it follows blindJy an friends entirely ignore, viz., that consciousness and
in their own mh2d8 :meh conk'actietory ideas, but ac- unanalyzed conviction that ia a prompting of con· mind are always and solely concomitant with form or
- cording to s good 11utbc::riJy (Dr. PrieBUey : ''Cor- science.
organized living bodieP, and not otherwise.
Suppose men No. 1 and No. 2 refrain from stealruptions of Christianity," p. 94) the ea:dy Christi.. nB
But these being absolutely finite in duration, limfirst got their milJdn uos:e:osect in favor ci some ing bread when they are hungry.
ited in time, ever beginning and ending, it is evident
of th~ese ideas i'i.He~· ·fl VGl'J he3ted controversy,
The only reason that No. 1 can giv is that it is not that, originating and co-existent with and dependent
and the red; WlW grr.duitlly h:!trodueed by tb.e right to steal. No. 2 thinks to himself in this way: upon them, the mind must end when the forms are_
more mbtle-minded 1niests csnturi.es after. Tc- " If I steal that bread it may prove to be a very ex- no more.
ward the end oi the iom'th cenhu'y ther!l occurred ps;csiv meal, and in the course of time my fellowThe theory of the intelligence of atoms, like the
a great controversy called the Pelagian-in which men will regard me much as the farmer regards the sexuality of atoms, must be consigned to the realms of
the iibove-maned docb:bs were ficrr:tely (h;batec'l. , crow that steals his corn. I am no crow or rat, and absurdity, because both ignore the important fact
Before thia time, howeve1·: very litHe h1id been j befm:a I hook that bread I will try to strike a job that sex as well as mind necessitates form, or comheard re<:pscti~g them, but dter thi<J time they ~nd make 1!1 dollar." Now, it is evident that No. 2 plex aggregation of atoms, to produce these various
developed rapidly eno':'gh _&!ld ultimdely bemn.ue is quite a philosopher, and he proposes to try the results.
importan~ Ciogm~s of tno chilrch.
easiest methods of obtaining the bread :first before
The ultimate atom can no more be termed a form,
Most of the ea;;:ly rt?.ihc;'c d )~s church seam to he hazs.rds the consequences of stealing it. Of than one- stone can be termed a building which it
hav held the opir!ion th1:1t Gsd w~s prepe1ed to eave eourse No. 2 is acting the part of the policy man, requires thousands to construct. Now, all forms
ail if man wouid but l'6fJ~c;t !lTd fo:rsr<ke b~s 6Vil but all that No. 1 can say is that his conscience says being finite, all atoms, by virtue of their physical and
ways. Even J usUn Mr.rtyr cod d. not ~ccept the he must not. Conscience is something that No. 1 chemical attributes seeking their affinities, contindoctrin of p:redesth_1&ticn. 1' God," he Sf\id, "has has had ever since he was a small boy. It consti- ually construct and compound forms, which, hownot me.d_e :man Hk~ ·~r€es r~::);-1 ,quadmped!l,.who can tutes several pages of his individual ancient history, ever, when evolved to a certain degree of perfection,
do notbmg from cnowe ana Jnagmf:l1t j lor ne would which pages hav now become a sacred volume to by the immutable order of nature are destined to
not be worthy of nwp,;:d_ or praise if he ;did not him. He reads them over often but he does not :final disintegration, destructiv of their several forms
l
~
~
.:l
'f h
'
ch oms~ wna~
wn_n,goo~, 0';10 ·~as :rm1?~ goov;, nor I . e get down on his mental all fours and dig out their of organic and inorganic life.
Therefore it seems
was wwked couJG be be r.:;sby pums.usd, !:',B :oct hev- phi!oeophv, if they hav any· the fact is he never unreasonable to insist that one form of life is exempt
ing been sue? o! hh:uG~I~, but only wiwt he hmdbeen goes behi~d the returns in regard to anything.
from this universal order of nature, namely, man's
mnde" (ApoJ. 1, Ed. T.lm-lly, page 65).
Now, any Christian would be satisfied with No. mind, supposed to be incarnate as an "immortal
Clemens Alexanddnu!l bslieved in free will andre- 1'e morality while No. 2'a morality seems quite sat- spirit," and, as such, qualified to exist in eternal
pudh,ted the doctrin uf predm;tin:l,tio:a. Austin put isfactory to 'the Infidel writer while quite a number atat·u quo forever.
the case ~ven more strGrJf3}Y wh~p- _he s~ld: "~oman of Liberals occupy the inter~ening space between
" Spirit," if real, must possess form. If formless
csn be JUstly conden::me,, for aomg th~,t w.n;.eh he the Infidel and the Christian.
it cannot exist, much less be a " spirit " and all it
was not able to rc;oi;;t."
Now, we will throw the motivs of No. 1 and No. 2 implies. If possessed of form it cannot be eternal.
O~igen haHeved_ in the f:r~edom c_f. the w~ll, !md into the same basket and call the basketful morality. There is absolutely no analogy in nature for eternal,
consxde:re~ ~hat _e,ll ~::;n cmud b~ YE'tllons ;£ they
Along comes No. 3 who won't steal and No. 4, and infinit forms. There is only one thing" eternal-the
chose, and tn&t t.i:le nmou:l wotB tuosa who ilU:ffered we likewise pile their motive into our basket. No. 3 ultimate atom, composing in infinit aggregation tbe
the consequen(3es of t\.10 a\:mt:e of free wHL
combines the motive of No. 1 and No. 2, while No. universe. In its tout e.naemble, in its universal whole
Ea:Iy in th? i:Ht~. century, .~Gon n!ter Psl~gius, an 4 is not hungry, thus he has no motive at all either -the infinit all-this alone is eternal.
Enghah mona:, ha•J.. m~de bn:nself ramous oyer the way, but we put them into the baeket all the same.
In its detail, in its innumerable parts, the universe
Now,. in examining the basketful of motive we can ever changes forme, evolves vegetable and animal
discussion f!bovc-nsmed, r, number of minor queationa
cam~ up for eon~.id:r~tion. ~ne_ ~mJ th<G efficacy of pat the reverend superstition on the right hand with life-rocks, worlds, suns, stars, and systems-all of
ba!?t1sm, nome Cruwtmrw m.Qmtammg that by hap- the l~mbs 1 the volicy on the left band with the goats. which, however, after certain periods of e:dstence "'\'~
1

0

'

.,

tism men's sins could be washed away. Pelagius
opposed this superstition and suggested the washing
of babies who were sinless and maintained further
~he good Secular doctrin' that good works alone
~ere acceptable in the sight of God.
Pslagians, then, were the heretics of the fourth
and fifth century, and they carried their heresy as
far as affirming that they neither believed ia the doctrin of predestination nor in that of internal grace.
They slso declared their belief that man does not
die on account of the sin of Adam, but by the necessity of his nature.
These ideas made some progress during the next
two centuries, but e.t various councils' meetings they
were generally condemned.
In the ninth century some of these heresies were
revived by a monk named Godeschalchua, who denied the efficacy of baptism, but contended that God
had predestinated mankind-the majority to damnaUon; while the few would be saved through the efficacy of Christ's blood.
This latter doctrin met with opposition from one
Rt>b~nus Maurus, who was condemned ~y the ceuncil of Mayence and died in prison.
From the ninth to the sixteenth century, however,
the doctrine of predestination, original sin, and
grace grew considerably, and at the Reformation
seemed to hav been adopted by Luther and his
:followers.
Calvin held these doctrine, and maintained them
with such zeal and vigor that he got his name identified with them. Afterward the church abandoned
some of them, and those Christians who clung tenaciously to them ware known by the name of Calvinists.
Thus we see that the doctrine of the church hav
not always been the same; that they are subject to
the law of growth and decay. To-day it is doubtful
whs.t the opinions of the representative ot the
churoh on these subjects really are. Of some it may
be said that they maintain a mixture of both; they
s&y that on the one hand God has predestined
man's salvation from the beginning, but that man
nevertheless possesses a free will-which is like saying man is free in the same sense as a bird in a
cage. That he can mo\e-put that his movements
Bre circumscribed within certain limits. Man's will,
however, is either free, or it is not; man's career
is either mapped out for him by God, or it is not;
and the uncertainty of Christians respecting the
answer to these questions, shows that Christianity
ia not a de:finit, coherent system-but that every
num ie free to make his own creed so long as he
still calls .b.imEelf by the name of Christian.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

j But
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destined to. de~truction, disintegration, deatb, and I Without circulation there is no organic life in by Ohristians. The Jews, too, are among those who
absolute extinction as such forms. Orudely we may plant, tree, beast, or man. What causes life within are most interested in the public schools, and every
compare the universe to a huge kaleidoscope com- the spirit body ? What circulates in it to make year we find the Jewish pupils t&king the lead in
posed of countless million parts. We behold ever life possible ? And in what does it circulate ? Is a profieiency and good conduct.
chan~ing. views and forms, yet the huge cosmic living body thinkable without blood, veins, arteries,
Why we.s this conference of Tuesday participated
machine IS forever the same.
etc., or are these thinkable in " spirit form!"
in by Protestants only if the religious teaching it
. And, upon this eternal evo~~tion an~ invol!lti_?n,
Life nece~sitates lungs. "What does not breathe asked for would be satisfactory to the whole body of
b1rth and death, growth and disintegration, bmldmg does not bv," is a maxim of science. But the Christians themselvs ? The Roman Oatholics were
up and tearing down, formation. a.nd destructi?n, ab· lungs of man, are also laid away in the grave. not represented, though the chief obstacle in the way
solutely depends the eternal actiVIty of the universe. How can a sp1rit man or woman breathe without has been the inability of Protestants and Oatholics to
W_er!l all forms not destined to resol~a. back into their lungs, or if possessed of breathing apparatus, come to an agreement as to what the essential prac~ngmal element£~, tpe!e 'Yould pos~t1vly be no mo- ~hat is it. made of and ~by does it weigh not a tical truths are.
t10n, life, or potentiality 1n the umverse now. All smgle gram and be invisible to our senses~
Meantime the parents, who seek for the instruction
would be exhausted, completed, arrived at conditions
In short., a spirit resembling a human being neces- of their children at the public cost, are not concern?f universal st~ndstill, even an eternity ago. For sitates flesh, blood, bones, lungs, heart, stomach, ing themselvs about the matter. The trouble with
1f but one particle of matter were abst:;:acted from brain, and all. Without all these I insist; a " spirit " thousands of them ia rsther to find room for their
its infinit whole every million of years to build up, resembling a human · form, is ~tterly unthinkabl~. children in the sehools. The applications for admieconstruct, or evolve a single eternal form, a "spirit" Bnt, in the alleged "spirit," all these are positivly sion increase with the growth of the popul11.tion,
exempt from the Jaw of decay and death, and this absent. Nothing tangible is substituted to take ita while in this town the school accommodations do not
process continued during all the ages of beginning- place. How can man then continue to exist when all keep pace with it, but are insufficient, notwithstandless time, there would, indeed, be no universe now, that is necessary to make a man exists in another ing the multiplication of private, charitable, and parobut solely an infinit aggregation of such indestruc- form?
chial sohools.
Those parents know very well that the instruction
tible forms or " immortal spirits."
The idea of spirit existence is the giant delusion of
Therefore, it is self-evident to thinking mind!l-to the world. Its source is ignorance, egotism, and de- must be wholly secular or wholly religious. The
. men and women of brains who can, and are willing caption. Ignorant of the actual processes of the demand of religion is not that it shall be recognized
to, think-that the very existence of the universe de- complex human form generating mind and sensation, in education as a desirable auxiliary, but the.t it shall
pends upon the non-immortality of every form of they hav divested it of all powers of sensation and ahnpe and control the whole as the moat essential
life and the destructibi!it.y of all minor phenomen&, volition and invested an invisible, unknowable, un- object of pursuit. It is false to itself if it does not
the matter composing human forms being needed thinkable " spirit" form, or nothing, with powers to so demand and subordinate the eternal to the terein its constituent elements to perpetuate the endless think. Not knowing how man thinks, they hav from poral. If it is true; education without it is vain. If
chain of eternal cosmic life.
nothing built up a nothing, of which, however, they it enters into the school at all1 it must come as tha
Has the "immortal part of man" form! Spirit- know absolutely nothing, and which is nothing, but master and not as the servant. The state must bow
ists must, and do, concede it has. Then let them which, they insist, can do all the thinking and rea- in subordination to the church. State schools must
define its character, and expl~in by virtue of what soning which the material man cannot do. " How be abolished, and church schools must be substilaw of nature it is exempt !rom the universal order foolish," they say, "to assert that dead matt~r can tuted.
In other words, the introduction of religion into
of nature which decrees that all forms must end.
think;" entirely ignoring the fact that, though the
As stated, "spirit" necessitates form, form neces- mental process evolved from the human body may the schools means the overthrow of the whole public
sitates constituents, constituents neaessitate sub- not be fully understood, yet in man we behold the school system. They cannot be state schools unless
stance-matter. What are these constituents~ Are Qlimax of nature's achievements, the crowning work they are purely secular, and they cannot be religious
they something or nothing? If something, they are of nature, whose capabilities physically and mentally schools without becoming purely church schools.
The practicable way of overcom.ing the. religious
material and subject to the laws of all material; if are-indeed not yet fully revealed to himself, but that
nothing, there are no "spirits."
to divest him of his powers of volition and invest Qpposition is to make the state Instruction of the
"Spirita," then, are either material forme or noth- an unknown nothing or sn airy nothing with such most elementary kind only, leaving the church and
ing. If matel"ial, they must .possess weight, consis- capabilities is, to say the least, unreasonable. And private enterprise to provide whatever else is desjred
tency, form, color, occupy apace, and be subject to postulating an invisible m!Pl within visible man to do by individuals. It is also the only way consistent
with our theory of government. The trouble has
the laws governing all material forms, paramount the thinking, is greatly complicating the problem.
of which is-that all forms must end. But if real,
But they are blinded by their delusion. Like the- come from the state's undedaking to do more than
why can '' spirit " matter not be defined, produced ists, who postulate an unknown nothing to create it has the authority to do.
in our sc3ools of science, weighed, analyzed, seen, and govern the universe when they do not know
and grasped by our understanding ?
bow it governs itself, they hav solved the problem to
Functions of Public Schools.
But furtnermore, if real, " spirits" must possess their entire satisfaction and insist, " our immortal
From tli.e Worla.
organic form. This self-evident proposition q.uiets spirits do it all." But how our "spirits" do it all
A
strong
and
influential
ecclesiastical body in this
forever all arguments intending to define "spirit" they sadly fail to make cle11r.. Is volition, mind, etc.,
state
has
addressed
itself
to
like bodies representing
as forces or flnids similar to electricity, air, ether, any less of a mystery after positing a spirit body inmagnetism, etc., all of which may be to a certain ex- side the physical body ? How does this body other denominations in an effort to secure some
tent incomprehensible to man. But such inorganic think ! I transpose their exclamation : "How foolish agreement among the several churches upon a simforces or flnids, and organic beings, as "spirits" nee- to assert that this spirit body can think and reason!" ple scheme of instruction in the fundament&! do~
essarily must be, hav nothing in common. No one "There must be another invisible spirit within this trins of religion which all can urge for adoptxon 1n
. •
.
claims that these are intelligent. But to resemble body, and another in this, ad infinitum!" Are we the public schools.
The
Baptist
Ministers'
Asso01atxon
has
dechned
to
or to be a human being, possessing all the attributes any nearer a _solution to existing problems by posit:
and form of such a behlg during all eternity, neces- ing an unknown God as the ruler of the universe or join in the mo!ement upon t~e perfec.tly sound
ground tbat it 1s not · the busmes~ of tne state .to
eitates a form similar to a human being, or we surely an unseen " spirit" as the ruler of man?
are confronted with a miracle. And it must be sn
Egotism has blinded our friends, blunted their per- teach religion at all or in any form m sch'!ols mamorganic form. But organic form necessitates a~- ception and made them unreasonable. Invented in tained by taxation. Thus, at the outset, an nnportant
atomic form, for without anatomy there is no orgamc the dark ages by a cunning priesthood, to make their denomination declines to &coapt the proposal, and
life. The leaf, flower, tree, infusori&, and all species services valuable and to rob men of their money, even if all the churches were agreed concerning it
there would still be a large body of citizens and taxof animal and vegetable life possess an anatomy as these ideas hav gained in strength in the course of payers to whom th~ proposal would be obnoxious,
real as that of a horse, ox, or man. The difference ages from the fact that they promised conditions of
is one of degree only. But anatomy is not thinkable continuous happiness never attainable on earth. It and these hav rights equal to any others.
Any scheme of the kind would be attends~ by
without matter-actus], real, visible substance. It flattered their vanity and pleased their egotism. The
serious
danger to the schools, and probabl~ by .b1tt~r
may require a pretty strong microscope, but if it ?X- wish gave strength to their faith and millions were controversies.
But the fundamental ObJeCtion IS
ists, it is visible to man. This anatomy then, hke lured into accepting it as a fact, simply because they that the teaching of religion in a republic ~hich
man's, must be composed of constituents-lime, wished it to be true. And this is the source of its
sulphateP, oxygen, nitrogen, etc. But every grain of strength now, in spite of its unreasonableness and emphasizes the separation of church and state IS not
and can never be a function proper to the state..
this matter composing man, at death is laid away impossibility.
The same objection applies m ~.less but ~tdl a
under the sod. If man, when he draws his last
The more we endeavor to grasp the idea the more considerable
degree to the alterna.xv _suggestion of
breath, weighs one hundred and fifty pound£~, si:r: effectually it vanishes. We hav an idea, but when
the
Baptist
ministers
that. the school shall teach
ounces, and fifteen grains, he still, after "his spirit we apply reason, it explodes. When we reach out morale. If by this no more
JS meant than that theft,
has escaped," will weigh one hundred and fifty our hand we clasp one of flesh and blood or none. lying, etc., shall be shown to be wrong and shameful,
pounds, six ounces, and fifteen grains.
When we think of our loved ones we bav lost we that is done already both by precept and ~y the
It is absolute then that man's "spirit" does not must think of them as invested with the physical ordinary disciplin of all the schools. BlJ:t 1f the
weigh a grain. What then is this "spirit!" What form, or, alas ! they are creatures of fancy, hallucina- proposal means that some form of systematic .morals
oonstitutes his form! What shapes his spiritual tion-nothing!
OTTo WETTSTEIN.
shall be taught the question at once ar1ses of
anatomy? What material is if:, unknown to science,
Rochelle, Ill., Nov. 16, 1890.
the " sanction" of morals. Upon what shall the
that can organize itself into a living human formsystem to be taught be founded? ~f upon the
that can assume the shRpe of a beautiful woman,
Bible, the teaching becom~s theolo~l(lal a~ o~ce,
State Schools or Church Schools.
with rosy cheeks, ivory teeth, golden hair, etc.-yet
involving·not only the question of scripturalJ~SpJra
Prom the Sun.
not occupy spaoe, not weigh a grain, indestructible
tion and authority, but a hundred other questions. of
in its organic form, and exist beyond reach of microThe conference of Protestant ministers and lay- interpretation. If it is founded upon any authority
acope, telescope, scalpel, crucible, and evade the men which discussed the subject of religion in the outside of the Bible or the church, _that verr fact
search of a vast majority of the ablest minds in schools at the university building on Tuesday, ended would make the teaching obnoxious m the h!ghest
by adopting a report sustaining the principle of the degree to all those who regard such teachiD~ of
existence T
Human hair is composed of certain constituents. separation of church and state,.and yet demanding morals as directly antagonistic to religion. In e1ther
These constituents are absent in the "spirit"- that " the practical truths of religion shall be inculcase wrong would be done.
.
buried. What is spiritual hair composed of? What cated in the public school system."
Olearly the right thing is to confi~e the P~~hc
constitutes spirit teeth, eyes, flesh, blood, and
What are the practical traths of religion which are schools rigidly to their proper functiOn. of gn:ng
bones ? Are not the substances producing teeth, so far beyond the domain of controversy that they secular education, leaving the ma~ter of mstruct1n~
flesh, blood, and bones originally in the body, an niay be inculcated without stirring up partisan relig- children in religion and systematic morals to thell'
absolute necessity to their existence ! Then how in ious opposition ~ Even all the ethical teachings of parents, pastors, Sunday-school teach~rs, and others
the name of reason can spirit teeth, etc. (and all Ohristianity are not accepted universally as sound and specially charged with that duty. With suoh teach" spirits" hav teeth), exist without this substance? salutary. A distinguished Jewish writer assails the ing the state has nothing whatever to do, and propWhat produces the brilliancy of the eye, the Ohristian doctrin of non-resistance as subversiv of
warmth of flesh and breath, the circulation of the the dignity and manliness essential to a character erly can hav nothing to do.
life fluid, in the absence of all the essen.tial ele- deserving of respect. Human progress, he contends,
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
would be impossible if the command to take blows
ments necessary to their existence T
JJife neoessit~tes blood or circulating :tluide. and insults without resentment were actually obeyed on application.
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I Judaism, and all other isms must bav equal opportunity at the children.
The religious instruction which the Presbyterians
and those who agree with them desire to be taught
in our schools is comprised in these assertions :
The existence of a personal God.
The responsibility of each soul to God.
The immortality of the soul.
The reality of a future state of rewards and punishments.
The authority of the Ten Commandments and of
the Sermon on the Mount.
These are considered common Ohristian tenets
and their teaching would be considered unsectarian.
To this end, the synod Bilks for a law '' suitably pro"iding for the incorporation with the school curricumm, as an essential part ofit, of these theistic truths."
Raman Catholics were also invited to this confer. ncfl, but. they also took no part in it. AwBy back
m 1885, V1car.Genpral Preston, replying for Arch
bishop Corrigan to a similar invitation, set fortl:
that church's views as follows:

SUBSCRIPTIO~ BATES.
Single subscription in advance............................. . fl Ut•
One subacriptios two ye.ve, in advance ................ .. 6 00
Two new subscribers ...................................•....... 6 00
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one re.
mittance...........•........................................... 6 Oil
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
"The most reverend archbishop desires me in his name to
remittance .................................................. . 7 00
say, in response to your letter, that the Catholic church has
One sub8Cription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 iO always insisted, and must always insist, npon the teaching
of religion with education. For this reason we cannot patOne subscription with four new subsoribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 ronize the public schools, and are forced to establish our
own parochial schools. The question, where there are many
Any number over 1!.ve at the same rate, invariably
different denominations, each with its own creed, is a diffiwith one remittance.
cult one to settle. We could be satisfied with nothing less
than the teaching of our whole faith. Protestant denominations, if they value their own creeds, ought to feel as we
The Picture Book, Bound in Cloth, $2.50.
do. Denominational schools are to our mind the only soluMany purchasers of the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text·
tion of the question. This }Jian should satisfy everyone,
Book" having expressed a desire for a cloth binding for it, and would save the state a vast outlay of expense.
we hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an addi"The points you propose, while- better than none, would
tional fifty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and black never satisfy us, and we think they ought not to satisfy many
lettering. In either style of binding it is the cheapest book of the Protestant churches; while the Infidels, who are now
for the money among Freethought publications. It is also very numerous, would certainly reject them.
"We believe that the country will yet see the ruinous
one of the very best.
effects of an education from which religion has been
excluded."
The Protestant Attack Upon Ou.r Schools.
There were many speeches made at this conferFive years ago the Presbyterian synod appointed ence, and the drift of the affair may be gathered
a committee to work to get the Bible and the Chris- from the subjects under discussion-" How Far
tian religion into all the schools of the state. What Does Expediency Dictate that State-supported
this committee bad accomplished up to last year was Schools Should Inculcate the Principles of Morals
printed in THE TBUTH SEEKER. This year public w-ork and Religion !" "What Should Be the Ground and
of the oomrmttee culminated in an invitation to all Character of the Instruction in Morals in Ollr Pubother denominations besides the Presbyterian to lic Schools!" " What Should this Conference Do to
aend delegates to a conference to be held in this Carry Ollt Its Views Upon This Subject T" and
city Monday and Tuesday of last week. Of the others of the same nature. The most dangerously
fourteen denominations to which the invitation was revolutionary and Anarchistic address was by Willextended, the Disciples of Christ, Congregationalists, iam Allen Butler, his subject being, ''What Do Our
Episcopalians, Independents, Lutherans, Methodists, Constitution and Laws Hold as to Religious TeachPresbyterians, Reformed Dutch, Reformed ~pieco ing in the Public Schools?" Our public schools, be
palians, and Reformed Presbyterians replied that said, are a part of the general system of government
they would send delegates; the Unitarians, United in this state; and their management constitutes a
Presbyterians, and Universalists made no reply, and department which must be admmistered in the same
the Btptists, through their New York State Pastors' manner as every other department of the governConference, held at Lockport on Olltober 28th and ment, in view of the Constitution and the law of the
29•h, unanimously decided by a rising vote not to land governing all the relations of the people to
take any part in the movement. Their reasons for AllCh other as members of society. With this posideclining to take part in the conference are worth tion as a base, Mr. Butler went on :
giving, and the sect deserves credit for its abstention
"Viewed in this light, we find that while there is in this
on such legitimate grounds. These reasons are set
state an absolute divorce of church and state and a control.
forth in the following resolutions :
ing mandate against interference by the state with the free"We believe that it is a manifest injustice to tax those dom of religious opinion and worship. there is not, and
who do not believe in relrgion for the maintenance of schools never bss been, any divorce between Christianity and the
in which are taught religious principles which they do not sta•e, or between the statA government in its administration
Wi8h their children to learn; and further, that the inaugura- and the Christian religion as revealed in the scriptures. Or•
tion of such a system of religious teaching in our public the contrary, it w&R settled long ago, and cannot, now be diPschools forms a val d argument for the division of the sr.h~ol puled, that Christianity Is a part of the common Jaw of thi>
funt1a with those who might not relish ~uch tPaching. thus state as it was a part of the common law of E'li!:land at tb•
resulting eventually in state fnpport of FCbools ln which the time w' en New Y.•rk ceaRed to be a colony of Great Britai•
creed of A~~:nosticism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Judaism, and became a sovereign state. • . .
'' Cnstom, which iR largely the source of law and the inter
or R'lmanism might be taught.
"We believe thllt the state ought not to teach religion, preter of its intent. makes the Christian rellgion a part of the
beeau~e this would m~>an, in our sge, religious instruction bv orderly conduct uf afl'>iirs in the administration of the gov
unregenerate penoos w~o do not know what true religion is. ernment. The daily eesP!ons of our state legislature are
and whose inst•ucrion would in a large degree be mark~d opened with prayer offered bv Christian ministers, a recng"iby hypocrisy, formali•m, irreverence, a··d error. We do not tion by the Jegialatlv department of the government, which
w;sh such persons to ins•ruct our children religiously. 'rhe most. nearly represents the people, of Christianity as the
state 11hould teach only that on which all are agreed, and relie:ion of the people, and, as already remarked, a sound
should not invHde matters of conscience or religious opinion. pnblic opinion upholrls in many parts of the state religious
If the state may teach rellglon in scbonls the state may tl'aCh exercises in the sr.hools.
"This being the caRe, it seems pi alE that in the admlniereligion in churches of her own establishment. It is only on
this broad ~rround that we can oppose thope who would sub trat.ion of that department of the government which relates
tly instil Romanism or the creed of Agnosticism into our to public instruct.ion regard must be had to the existence of
the Christian religion as a part of the general law and to its
public inAtruction."
practical operation as a chief factor in the order and wellWithout stopping to ask t.he Baptists what the being of society, as well as to the proper safeguards against
"creed" of Agnosticism i~-• question they would interference with freedom of opinion as to all matters of rehav difficulty in answering-we hasten to aBAure ligious belief, faith, or practice.
" This recognition of the Christian religion as a part of
them that they are on the right road. All people
must hav fqual pr•vileges in institutions which all the law is a wholly different thing from setting up or inculcating opinions, creeds, or doctrine based on hnman intersupport, and if evangelical Pro•estantiem is to be pretation of the scriptures, or on any human authority.
~ugbt in the schools, then Atheism, Romanism, There is certainly nothing in the constitution or laws of this

state which prevents such a recognition or which debars the
department of public instruction from giving it p1·actical
effect in the daily exercise of the schools so far as to sanction the reading of the scriptures without note or comment,
the use of the Lord's prayer, and, under proper safeguards,
the inculcation, without admixture of human doctrin, of
Christian morals, i.e., the precepts of the deca.log as perpetuated by Christianity.
"If, as the courts bav held, the Christian religion is in
fact a part of the law under which we llv, then,
although we hav no established church, we hav an eetablished religion based on a divine revelation, any malicious aspersion of which, or of its divine· author and
founder, constitutes a crime against society. The institutions
of this religion are protected and enforced by law. On the
plainest principles of public policy in a state thus maintaining and enforcing the Christian religion as a part of its customary and declared legal organizat.ion, public instruction
ought to be Christian and the Christian religion should be
recognized and made manifest, not by way of doctrin deduced from its scriptures or interpretation of their meaning,
but in attestation or the fact of its supremacy as a constituent psrt of the law of the land.
" The legal status of the public schools in this state, therefore, includes the existence and controllng power of the
Christian religion, not as a doctrin, but as a fact. Opinions
about religion, or the authority of the scriptures, in whole
or in part, or t.he proper trans'ation or interpretation of their
original text, hav nothing to do with this established fact,
which inheres in the social organization and government of
the state, and which in every department of that government should hav due recognition. It is conceded that good
morals should and do necessarily go hand in band with good
education, but it is not conceded by all. and it is denied by
many, that any positiv assertion of the binding force of the
Christian religion, or its precepts, can be admitted in the
public schools. . . .
''If the views above expressed are correct, the question
to which they relate may properly be answered by the statement that the constitution and law of this state authorize
religious teaching in the public schools so far as to secure a
recognition, in the administration of that part of the state
government to which the care of the schools is confided, of
the Christian religion as revealed in the holy scriptures, as
part of the actual law of the land, binding upon all our citizens.
" This will warrant the reading of the· scriptures without
note and comment, the use of the Lord's prayer, and such
inculcation of Christian morals, free from any instruction as
to religious doctrins or opinions, as shall serve to impress
upon the minds of the pupils the difference between right
and wrong in human conduct and affairs, and the rules which
should govern the dealings and intercourse of men in a community where the Christian religion is a constituent part of
the established law."

n will be seen from these remarks that Mr. Butler is a reactionist of a very dangerous type, and
that the organization which supports his position is
one not helpful to freedom and liberty of expression.
Time was when his statements would hav been held
tenable and true, but that time has pasEed. The count~y has outgrown the colonial period of its existence,
when it took its all from England ; and though the old
common Jaw is too often quoted in our courts, happily
on thie one point the people hav decided that it does
not apply. Fossilized judges sometimes quote it,
it is true, but they are in the minority. The people
are making a new "common law," and that is that religion of any sort bas nothing to do with the state.
There is, however, one statement in Mr. Butler's
address of peculiar significance. n is this : " If, as
the courts hav held, the- Ohristian religion is in fact
a part of the law under which we liv, then, although
we hav no established church, we hav an established
religion based on a divine revelation, any malicious
(J.spersion of which, or of its divine author and
founder, constitutes a crirne against society." Here
we hav the foundation for blasphemy Jaws, the foundation for dungeons for heretics, the kindling of the
t.tuto-dd-fe. It seems strange in these days to hear
this votce from the tombs crying that the state
'ihould punish tha heretic, and enforce the instit.utions
,.., Christianity ! H!\s Mr. Butler been asleep for two
hundred years and just woke up! Wbat manner of
men are these Presbyterians T
Of the E>fforts of these sects to get their peQnliar
doctrine firmly established by law in our schools we
hav oft.en spoken. The ~ff.Jrts are not without dnnge\" to the people, though the tendency of t.he times is
toward fart.ber separation of church and state rather
than toward closer union. The Ca.t,holics are a fMtor
to be reckoned with, and no compromise with them
seems possible. By emd by, perhaps, in return for
state money for Catholic parochial schools, the Romaniste may be willing to turn the public schools over
to the Protestants ; but as this means the deshuction
of the schools, the public, which is in neither bouse,
will then be beard. We de not believe the American
people will ever surrender the schools in such fashion.
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The Picture Book in Canada.
When Watson Heston designed the pictures
which hav illumined the first page of THE TRUTH
SEEKER for the past four or .five years, he had no
idea that he was doing an immoral act.
The photo-engraving establishment which completed them would undoubtedly disclaim the
charge.
And when we printed them in the paper and
then arranged them in book form it certainly
never flitted through the editorial mind that anything immoral was being done.
Mr. John Herring, manufacturer of agricultural
implements, at N spanee, Ont., liked the pictures
so well that he ordered, paying cash therefor,
two copies of the book. In doing this, he also bad
no thought of baing immoral and infracting the
Oanadian law.
Bat it seel"'ls we were all wrong, according to
the collector of c11stoms at N apanee, as per the
following, adliressed to Mr. Harring, but by implicllotion mlloking confederates in crime of the
other parties :
"CusToMs DRPARTMRNT, }
"OTTAWA, November 3, 1890.
"SrR: The Collector of Customs, PJrt of Napanee, Ont.,
having reported to me that a seizure has been made from
you on the 31st day of October, 1890, of the following, viz.:
2 Copies of a printPd and bound Book entitled ' The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book,' for an infraction of the Cuetom Laws of Canada, the said book being of an immoral
character and therefore prohibited from importation into
Canada ; Wherefore take notice that if such 1:3eizure be
maintained, the said book or moneys i! accepted on deposit
in lieu thereof, become liable to forfeiture, and each party
concerned in such infraction of the law subject to penalties
under the provisions thereof."
·
Mr. Herring w·aa given thirty days to make
reply to this formidable charge, which he has
done as hereunto subjoined, both to the commissioner at Ottawa and to the public in an open
letter printed in a journal at Napanee:
" DBA.R SrR : I see by the papers that a seizure of immoral
literature by our argus-eyed customs collector, G. M. Elliott,
has been pretty well advertised throughout the country, and
as many who read the notice might think there was a foundation for the statement, and my name having been given
in connection with it, allow me to request the publication of
the following letter in reply to the notice and oblige :
''To THB CoMMISSIONBR OF CusTOMs, Ottawa, Dear Sir:
I am in receipt by mall of the notice sent me of the action of
G. M. Elliott, collector of customs at Napanee, of the seizure of what is termed the ' Freethinkers' Pictorial TextBook.'
" I ordered a copy from THB TRUTH BBEKBR office, New
York, but as I hav not liad the pleasure of perusing it, I
cannot say as to its contents.
" I fall however to see in the title anything to warrant
the collector of customs showing the iron hand by seizure
and dubbing the work 'immoral, seditious, treasonable.'
I am judging from appearance now when I say I believe it
is as much of one as the other and nothing of either. My
judgment of its contents comes from the heading as advertised, and I feel convinced that the book does not contain
matter beyond the Bible quotations, that any unprejudiced
reader wlll take exceptlons to as ' immoral, seditious,
treasonable.'
"I am not a newsdealer, but a private gentleman, and
purchased the volume for my own information with no expectation of anything of this sort following.
"I appreciate Mr. Elllott's desire to malntaln morality,
but must apply the scripture passage of 'straining at a gnat
and swallowing a camel.'
"I quite understand your duties to report upon the merits
of the seizure and evidence in rebuttal in your report to the
minister of customs, and shall be quite willing to yield to
his decision. I cannot for a moment think the narrow view
taken by the official here wlll influence that decision. All
men in Canada cannot be clothed in black or their garments
made from the same pattern. Upon the subject of church
and. state it is desirable or at least permissible to become inf•)rmed.
"The large number of authors quoted in this volume who
ha:v achiev~d reputations so gr1md as to be taken as guides
by millions of men cannot in truth be classed as making
'immoral, treasonable, and s~ditious' statemente.
" If this selzure is to be made a test case, it will assume
an importance beyond its deserts.
"In any event I hav confirlence that the heads of the department wllllook at it as statesmen representing th6 nation
yielding freedom without stint in the matter of opinion, not
in the narrow groove of sects or bigots, but rather in the
broad light of intelligent freedom.
• " I am, dear eir,
"Yours respectfully,
JoHN HERRING."
Mr. Herring, being a citizen of Oanada, constrained
himself to write more respectfully of the N apanfle customs authorities than we oan, for having edited the book
and knowing what it contains, there seems to us no
name for the collector who calls it immoral so fit and
perfectly applicable as Perfect, Absolute, and Hopsless Idiot. Had we been disposed to quote from the
Bible we could hav made the book of such a character as to come under the collector's definition;
but some of the language of holy writ will never
defile pages of ours. Therein are we !;'Way up in
the top branches of the tree while the aolleotor is

wallowing in the mud at the roots. There is not
in the book, from first page to last, a word or a
picture that tends to immorality. The whole tendency of the work, on the contrary, is to warn people away from the paths trod by such men as Solomon-in the matter of collateral wives-and to
also warn the parsons away from the alluring baits
dangled before them by their enemy the devil.
The book also shows the evil effects of Bible " temperance" and other teachings, the abuses of the
union of church and state, the absurdity of theology,
and the untruthfulness of the church's claim to be a
divine and beneficent institution. The authorities
quoted are all good men and women, most of them
eminent ae historians and philosophers. And for
anyone to say the book is immoral is to write himself down an ass.
Mr. Herring does not propose to submit to the
narrow and prejudiced decision of the Napanee collector, but will defend his right to select his own
books. It seema impossible that the Ottawa authorities will sustain the Nspanee subordinate, but
as ridiculous things hav happened in Oanada. That,
however, will not prevent Oanadians from reading
the book if they so desire.
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upon the people, along in the forMes, many of the
victims gave away their property, in most instances
to the preachers of their very faith, and these
preachers not oDly took it bnt kept it when the
Lord failed to keep his appointment with them.
But the people know more now than they did then,
especially about Christianity; and the experience
has not been valueless. The pre-millennialists m11y
rave over their religion as loudly as a Methodist exhorter at a revival, but they will hang on to their
worldly possessions as tightly as a parson clings to
the contribution· box !

--------..

~-------

Testing the Sunday Laws.
The Seventh D~y Adventists hav engaged Don M.
Dickenson, of Wisconsin, who was postmastergeneral under Cleveland's administration, to test the
constitutionality of Sunday laws in the United Sha.tee
Supreme Oourt. The teat case will be that of R. M.
King, of Obion county, Tenn., who was arrested on
a charge of violating ths "Sabbath Day" by plowing
in hie .field. He was tried in the state circuit court
and convicted; he then appealed to the state supreme
court, which susbinP.d the lower court, and he was
sent to jail.
Mr. King has now been relessed on a writ of
h~beas corpus, issued by Judge Hsmmond of the
federal court. The patitillD stated that he was
illegally imprisoned in the county jlloi.l of Obion
county, by virtue of an alleged mittimus issued by
the circuit court clark of Obion. He claimed that
he was falsely imprisoned and deprived of his liberty
contrary to the fourteenth Amendment to the Oonetitution of the United States. The case was to
come up on the 24~h instant. Through this case
Mr. Dickenson proposes to enmin into the matter of
the prosecution of the Seventh :bav Adventists for
Sabbath-breaking throughout the co~ntry. He will,
if possible, devise some means of testing the validity of conviction in states especially where the prosecutions hav savored of religious persecution. The
case of Mr. King ie to be made a teat case, and, no
matter what the decision of Judge Hammond may
be, an appeal will be taken to the United States Supreme Oourt.
The Adnnt claim is that the Sunday laws of the
various states are unconsti~utional, ae abridging the
privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States, and depriving persons of liberty and property, and denying th_.em equal protection of the laws,
inasmuch as discrimination is made between the
keepers of the seventh day and the observers of the
first. At first flush, this would seem to be a valid
claim, and that so eminent a lawyer as Mr. DickenBOn has gone int9 the case is some evidence that
lawyers so regard it.
If the Adventists win it will be worse for the
Ohristians than the "original package" decision was
for the Prohibitionists. It is of course impossible
to say how a court will twist around a subject, but
if it shall declare that Sunday laws are not enforcible
upon those who hold S!l<lred a different day from the
mejority, it seems hard to believe that it will not
necessarily hold such laws non-enforcible also upon
those who hav no sacred day at all. The outcome
of this- case will be watched with absorbing interest
by every Freethinker in the country.

The Pre-M.illennialists.

A daily paper of this city double-leads a column
of editorial consideration of the pre-millennium
views of many evangelical Ohristians, which views,
it asserts, are very common now, as shown by a Baptist convention recently held in Brooklyn to discuss
the subject. · The program of the second coming of
Ohrist is thns outlined by the journal aforesaid:
" This expectation is very different from the confi.
dence which led Miller to predict the precisa date
of the second coming fifty years ago. The present
millennialists do not undertake to cipher out from
the prophecies of scripture the exact day of the reappearance of the Lord. They merely interpret the
signs and portents of this particular period as inaicating that the beginning of his earthly reign approachee. They look for it in this century, perhaps,
.more certainly in the early part of the next century.
The prevailing opinion among them, too, is that the
coming . of the Lord will precede the millennium,
and not follow it. They are pre-millennialists, as
contradistinguished from the post-millennialists,
who believe that the second advent will follow the
thousand years of peace snd happiness, during
which all mankind will be brought into the way of
truth and godliness. Their argument is that sin
and iniquity were never more powerful than now,
though Ohristian activity is greater than ever, and
that the time has come when the Lord must appear
in person to gather out from the prevailing wickedness his hard-pr~ssed and sorely tempted followers,
and to take them up with him into the air. The
dead in Ohrist will be translated first, and then the
living saints."
Of course, holding this belief, the second adventists, or millennialists, believe that they are occupying themselvs with the only subject which is of any
importance to mankind. Thus thinking, it is a matter of astonishment to the daily paper that the premillennialists are "going about their way as usual,
selling and buying, eating and drinking, and drawing their salaries with promptness, though the awful
THB Rev. J. B. Converse, of Morristown, Tenn., publishes
event is so near at hsnd. We cannot understand it. the Chrutian Patriot for the purpose of convincing the
They are straining their ears to hear the notes of the world that the Bible settles all political as well as spiritual
matters. To find out if other people think as h~ does, he
awful trump, and yet in their worldly affairs they prints in his paper seven questions-Does the Bible illumin
mre proceeding like the rest of the people, who ex- questions of public policy? Can what it eays be learned
pact to liv and die in the old way."
without prayer and study? Should Americans pray to God
To this the popular small boy would say: ''Huh! to teach them how to vote? and so on. The Editor of THE
it's easy enough !'' And we agree with the small TRUTH SEEKER answered them, but evidently not to Mr.
boy; it is an easy thiug to remove the wonder from Converse's satisfaction, for he prefaced the publication of the
answers with this comment : " Mr. E. M. Macdonld, editor
the occurrence. The pre-millennialists do not really of THE TRUTH SEBKRR, 'a journal of Freethought and nbelieve what they profess to believe. To really ba- form,' has very kindly sent us an answer to 'the seven ques .
lieve in the literal eecond coming requires the tiona.' We wlll venture the assertion that Mr. Macdonald
scriptural test, which no Christian in the world ever has not read through the Bible-about which he epeaks so
t d
h
dogmatically-in the last five years. If he will read it
could s an -If ya av faith as big as a grftin of through carefully, marking on the margin every lJassage
mustard seed, you c~~on remove mountains. No Ohrie that rPfers to labor, to government, and to wages (consulttians really believe the whole of the New Testament, ing the commentaries when he is in doubt as to the meaning
of any text), we will giv him a silk hat; and that hat will
which is plainly seen in their avoidftllCe cf !:lerpents contain more sense than any hat he ever wore." This is inand deadly things. And the pre-millennialists are deed a generous offer, but we would like to transfer it to
Mro. Colman. At the American Secular Union Congress she
like other Ohristians. They profess t,o believe, will confessed that she had just re11d the Bible through, verse
dispute and argue over texts, and make great fuss by verse, and she incideotally remarked that it is the worst
.
book she ever read. Let Mr. Convetse send her the best
and pl'etemuons, bnt when it comes down to honest bonnet she ever wore and we will guarantee that it will go
faith they posses1 it not.
on a head already containing more sense thsn any bead holds
Another thing. Experience bas made the second which imagine that a book written from twenty-~ve to ~b:.
.
. .
teen hundred years ago mm be a moral or economical gmde
adventists cautiOus. When the M1llertte crsze was for the people of a republic in this age.

l
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ELLIS, TKx., Nov. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $6 75, for which send the
picture book and the paper as directed. Three cheers for
free thought, free press, and free speech concerning the
"unknown God."
J. C. WHITELY.

my part, further than to secure for myself the advantage of
congenial associations and .surroundings, and furnish to a
£core of Liberal families a matchless opportunity to establish
themselvs in a friendly climate abounding in every facility
and advantage of comfortable, pleasant, and healthful homes.
Persons who may wish to investigate my standing for honesty
and integrity, are referred to E. B. Stahlman, president N. &
L. R. R.; Hon. D. A. Nunn, United States collector; A. W.
Wills, postmaster; Mr. Allen, comptroller state treasury,
all of Nashville, Tenn.; also Gen. W. W. Murray, of Huntingdon, Tenn.; Hon. S. w. Hawkins, of Memphis, Tenn.,
and others. Address me at Dahlonega, Ga.
WARREN SMITH.

PITTSBURGH, PA., Nov. 9, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Charles Stowater, one of the most convinced
and outspoken Freethinkers, quit life at 4 o'clock A.M. on
November 7th last, at the age of seventy-six years. Mr.
Stowater was born in Freiberg,_ Saxony, of very poor mining
parents. His love of books caused the education he got.
He became a clerk and traveling agent for a large mercantll
business house. In 1848 he took his part in the overthrow of existing governmental abuse, which failed and
made him an exile. In this country he experienced various
trials, but the evening of his life was made pleasant by the
grandchildren of his wife (who passed before him), by
keeping house for him one after the other as they married
away. He was freight and ticket agent on the Allegheny
Valley railroad. He founded a good home. He was respected by all, especially those who had dealings with him.
He gloried in universal freedom, and was a warm .admirer
of our most beloved deliverer of mental slavery, along with
the hosts of others who work for the same cause. He was
a man of great and reflecting mind ; would pick up hints
and ideas wherever he found them, and comment over them
for hours. He wishes to express his sincere feeling of gratitude to his beloved and estimable housekeepers who made
the evening of his declining years so happy through their
many virtues.
C. R. L.

Los ANGELKB, CAL., Nov. 8, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Your" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book"
has arrived all right. I was so afraid that Wanamaker had
captured it. I herewith thank Mr. Heston with my whole
being for his noble work for humanity, and will ask all the
SMKDLBY, PA., Nov. 10, 1890.
radicaZ Infidels to write me, or communicate through THK
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$2 for the " PicTRUTH BKKKRR, and help me to form some kind of a national torial Text-Book," and $3 for which please renew my
society to exterminate the sacramental wine curse.
brother's, J. V. Prim's, subscription. My brother was
SYLVANUS TODD.
drowned on the 17th of August, while bathing in the Cumberland river, Kentucky. Brother and I and a friend were
.
AvERY, 0., Nov. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : You will find inclosed orser for $9- $5 to in bathing together. We all started for the shore, when he
pay up the old score and $4 for two copies of the "Pictorial was seized with the cramp. He called to me and we went
Text-Book." These are times which try men's, and women's to his ass stance, but were unable to save him. He died
souls too, here in the West, with about a sixty per cent crop, bravely and without struggling, his last act· being to shake
and the advance on goods caused by the McKinley tariff bill my hand as he sank beneath the rapid current. He was an
passed. We can hardly see our way clear for the next unbeliever, being an admirer of Ingersoll, Paine, and all
STRASBURG, ILL., Nov. 18, 1890.
twelve months. We had hoped to send you a subscriber, but men who fight for the liberty of man. He was brave, never
fearing to speak his honest opinion. I was at Pineville,
MR. EDITOR: I see by the report that the last congress
cannot just yet. Success to THK Tll:UTH SEKKBR.
Ky., and my brother came to see me. He had intended to was a grand success, persons traveling long distances and
MRs. E. WILLcox.
stay there with me, and intended to hav his subscription spending good money to advance a cause that they believe
BRUNBWIOK, Mo., Nov. 13, 1890.
renewed. He was twenty-two years old, being three years to be right. I do not believe that there was one Liberal
MR. EDITOR: I write to tell you that another stanch Lib- older than myself. He was bu\"ied without any clergyman there that had a doubt about the justice of our cause. Now 1
eral has left the ranks. On Wednesday, thP. 5th of Novem- being present, and without any religious service. Wishing if we are honest-and I thick we are-is it not about time to
ber, William Tyler, aged 78 years 7 months and 5 days, THE TRUTH BEEKER and Mr. Heston much success, I am,
stop building castles in the air and build a few more on
died at his home near Brunswick. He died as he had lived,
Yours respectfully,
JA.M:KB N. PRIM.
earth? We hav been talking" Organize" for the last ten
a Liberal to the last, although all the Christians around here
years, and are still playing a lone hand. or course, if we
WAVERLY,
WASH,
Nov.
4,
1890
thought he would repent when it was too. late. His body
win it will count four, but how can we win when the majar.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose in addition to my sul.tscription $1
was taken to St. Louis and cremated, according to his wish,
ity of players say we lose and count the game for us? Sup.
by his wife and lawyer. He leaves a wife and two married for the pictures. Whether they are beautiful or pleasing to pose we stop talking and try a little work. Everybody liftdaughters to mourn his loss. He was a loving father and the sight or not, they speak volumes of truth-that is, the " He-oh-he I" Let us try a state organization, $2 admls.
ones on the front page of the paper. I expect to be a sub- sion, good for five years. The state society can divide with
husb&nd, and a stanch friend to all who were in distress.
scriber to your paper as long as it is used to wage a warfare the national. If we get five members, that makes $10 for
A FRIEND.
on superstition and injustice. I never hope or wish to see
the good of a ~ood cause; and shoula we get more we are
WILRKR, NKR., Nov. 14, 1890.
anything favoring freeloveism in it, as, for my part, I hav
not out anything, and hav given the Liberals a chance. · Let
MR. EDITOR : Herewith I send $2 for the " Pictorial no use tor freelovers. But many Christians look upon InText-Book." I want the "Text-Book" to show my Chris- fidels as such. About three years ago I attended a religious us do something. It we try to organize by state and fall,
tian friends Heston's handwriting on the wall of this repub- meeting where the preacher enlightened his congregation by we hav made a success, for every little boost that trutli gets
lic that they may see portrayed the possible condition of telling them what depraved, low-down freelovers Robert G. helps. And in this state the preachers are on the "run.
their children after Rome takes possession of all the chest- Ingersoll and D. M. Bennett were. No, Mr. Editor, let our They are actually scared, and all they want is some organinuts that the Woman's Christian Temperance Union is burn- homea be homes of virtue, beauty, and kindness. Let not zation to surrender to. I bel\eve that the time has come
ing its fingers to rake out of the fire. They tell me I will such a blighting curse as free love ever enter them. If we when a state organization Is a public necessity to prevent
A. YoRx.
certainly be set over and counted with the goats in the do, we shall hav something worse than Roman Catholicism preachers from committing suicide.
sweet by and by. So be it; I tell them perhaps if Porter or the dram-shop either, I think. Ingersoll has said someWALLA WALLA, WJ.BH., Nov. 12, 1890.
enumerates, some of the sheep may get left.
where that the mainstay of our country lies in her free.
MR. EDITOR : The subject of a secret Liberal organization
ALEx. Moo:sBBBY.
homes. If it is so, let it always be so, aud let truth, purity, being, apparently, the one that is uppermost in the minds of
and morality be the religion to be taught in them. With many in your army of intelligent correspondents, I will conLUM:sBRVILLB, PA., Nov.18, 1890.
respect to the TRuTH SKBKBR family, I remain,
tribute my mite to the rapidly accumulating "testimony"
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $8.50 for the
Yours truly,
B. F. DASHIELL.
of the brethren. That such an organization can be made a
picture book and other works. Although I am too well
success,
numerically, and that it can accomplish ends of
supplied with daily and weekly papers, so much so that all
CmoAGO, Nov. 16, 1890.
my time is devoted to the current news of the day, to the
MR. EDITOR: You did well to giv Watson Heston a fair vast importance, seems not to be questioned. The only
great neglect of many interesting books that I should read, chance for artistic fame, in reproducing his cartoons in the questions are, What shall be the scope of its work, and what
still, being an earnest Liberal, I must do my part to "Pictorial Text-Book." Now the pictures-printed with the qualifications for membership?
Mr. S. P. Benton, in a recent article, a11swered both these
sustain Tm: TRUTH BEEKER, and thereby aid in the advance- care and on finer paper-show to vastly greater advantage
ment of Freethought. If our pioneers are not supported, than when appeariug in the hurried production of the paper. questions, but I cannot conceive why he makes the qualifi.
the rear guard will never be brougl;lt up to the point of Perhaps these may mollify some whose esthetic tastes hav cations for membership " white, male persons," etc.
We Liberals often boal!t of the part that was taken by
attack, and that point is the brazen front of religious in- undergone a strain to accept the crt~de production. With
tolerance. Send catalog of your books.
their conception no Freethinker can find fault. They are Freethinkers in the emancipation of the colored race in the
Yours for advance,
WATSON KKNDKRDINE.
vivid and powerful appeals to both imagination and reason, Southern states ; we grow ind!gnsmt, and justly so, when
full of satirical force. An artist is not one who merely recalling the utterances of the churches in support of the
PRINOETON, KY., Oct. 27, 1890.
draws, but one who possesses the creativ power. Certainly divine institution, slavery ; we hurl invective against a reMR. EDITOR: I hav made a great deal of effort to get one Mr. Heston has this, for there was no field from which to ligion that taught one "image of God" to rivet the chains
or more additional subscribers to Tm: TRUTH SKKKBR, but I copy, and he has done nobly to devote what genius he poe of bondage upon another " image of God" in ebony. And
cannot do it. There are two or three men here who are seSEes to the promulgation of radical thought. Even in yet we are not to use the most powerful instrument within
Liberal In their views but are so timid that they dare not great paintings we can find points for criticism, and doub!- our reach to strike from the same unfortunate race the
read a Freethought paper.
less if we were fully aware of the unfavorable conditions shackles of superstition. Admit to the order colored
I Inclose also a newspaper clipping relativ to the " loca- under which they were made we would marvel more that men who hav already emerged into the light of truth, and
tion of the soul" which is very remarkable, and new to me. he could do them as well. If the remuneration were larger then eend them among their own people in the South, and
I should like to hav your opinion or that of some readers on the pictures could be finished much finer, as THK TRuTH the " race problem" will be half sol Ted. It is a well-known
the subject of the location of the soul, expressed in THE BEKKER could then secure better prese-work and paper. In fact that the great body of negroes are extremely superstiTRUTH SEKKKR.
this form the pictures are decidedly an improvement, and tious. Being so, they cannot be good citizens. One needs
I also inclose under separate cover a statement of the un- are well worth the price.
only to observe how much power a self-constituted
E. A. BTKVKNB.
taxed property (ltemized) in the city of Louisville, Ky.
"prophet" has over these deluded people, and how little
This furnishes further evidence of the great unfairness of
they care for civil or ·even moral law when undergoing the
CoLUMBus, 0., Nov. 8, 1890.
exempting church property from taxation.
}lB. EDITOR : I had the good fortune in a conversation I excitement incident to "revival," to be convinced that reRespectfully yours,
0. P. ELDRED.
had with a barber, a few evenings ago, to say that I had ligion Is a great factor in the problem. Let colored men,
sent to England for the Fruthinker, edited by G. Foote, as educated in the Liberal order, go among their kinsmen and
I could not get anything of the sort here, when he said, lift from their minds this veil of darkness, and all mankind
BuTTE, MoNT., Oct. 2:8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been doing my mite for Freethought "Why, I can giv you the address of a house in New York will be placed under a debt of gratitude.
Can Mr. Benton assign any reason for debarring women
here. I will send you a copy of the Boulder ~ge. Mr. Will where you can get anything you want." You will find $5
Kennedy, editor and proprietor, is a friend of mine. I hav inclosed-$3 for one year's TRUTH 8KEKKR and $2 for the from membership? If the order is not to be a fit place for
marked two pieces to draw your attention, and hope you pictorial arguments against the church. I would like to say ladles, let us never· talk more about tne elevating influence
wi).l giv them an editorial or notice. Mr. Kennedy is the that I am an Englhhman; hav been out here about two of Liberalism? And surely no order would be otherwise
father of our Australian system of voting in Montana, served years. I was brought up with a.. sect called the Plymouth than honored by the presence of that most intelligent and
two terms in the state legislature, and is now a candidate for Brethren, a sect that is more blgeted than Quakers, and I lady.like lecturer, Helen Gardener; or that writer whbse
state senator. I should like to see you exchange papers fully believed in them.. I was always told to believe what every utterance is an embodiment of purity and womanly
with him. I hav sent him a copy of THK TRuTH BKEKKR at the Bible said and nothing else, but I accidentally came kindness, Miss Wixon; or our mothers and daughters-if
different times, and if he will exchange papers with you I across some of Darwin's works, which set me thinking, and these •cannot enroll their names as equals of the sterner sex,
HARRY LBB.
think he will get more interested, and would be a good, live I soon came to the conclusion the Bible was wrong. And let the order go to thunder.
worker for our cause. We had a labor movement here, and not only that-! believe it to be one of the most obscene
the Rev. Mr. Livingston, of Bozeman, helped to kill it for books in existence. It is not fit to be in anybody's hands.
NEw CAMBRIA, KA.N., Nov. 8, 290.
this campaign. I will send you a copy of the Western Stair My parents always said the Lord would make a missionary
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Morris McAuliff, chairman, and Rev,
which tells the story.
C. A. LINDSAY.
out of me. If he does, it will not be to help prop up the A. C. Pattee, editor of the oftlclal organ, the Salina. Union,
old musty notions that are in the Bible. I am doing my best were the two great moguls of the People's party of Salina
DAHLONEGA, GA., Nov. 2, 1890.
to upset the old superstitious notions I can. Hoping I shall county. At the present time I am probably the best-known
MR. EDITOR : I would be pleased to open correspondence get the paper and book as quick as possible, as I am eager to worker for Liberalism in the county, and I liv With a little
with a number of Liberal families-Infidel or Spiritualist- see them, I remain,
woman who is known by some as the author of the articles
who are tired of the exigencies of Northern winters and wish
Yours in the faith of the brotherhood of man and the in the official organ of the state for the Alliance, the .Adiloto move South. I can giv to such, information that will be doing away with everything that keeps lazy loafers around cate, over the signature of" An Alliance Woman." Mr. W.
ot advantage to them. No speculation is contemplated on, to preach once in a while,
J, H. WHITB.
J. Boggs ~s~ed ~h(l ceDtr!'l!lomml~t~t> wh;r Mr~. 4-b'QQ~t bad

a
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not been sent out as a speaker. "Mr. J. C. Lloyd said it was
on account of her religious opinions. But when Golden
Belt Alllance passed resolutions that she be sent there, they·
succumbed, to the extent of notifying her privately that she
had been requested to speak there, and we were also notified
privately to go to Glendale Alllance, and by public notice
under the following cover, "For Saline V-alley Alliance,
Abbott" and others. Is it not plain they were ashamed of
us? And why? "On account of our religious opinions."
Is that doing unto others as you would like to be done by?
Are you not following Ingalls's advice-" endeavoring to
ascertain what is popular rather than what is right ?" Are
you not setting an example for class legislation while proclaiming so loudly against it? If you recognized us at all,
why did you not come up like gentlemen and giv ua public
notice, as you did the rest of the speakers? Did you not
know that every reform movement, including the revolution
of this country in its inception, was carried to a successful
culmination by Infidels? For proof of this assertion I will
refer you to the " Bennett and Humphrey Discussion " between D. M. Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SBBKBR,
and Rev. G. H. Humphrey, Presbyterian minister of New
York city. There you hav both sides, and there you wlll
undoubtedly find that all the great reforms that hav taken
place were led by Infidels, and such weak-kneed fellows as
you are were seeking for what was popular rather than what
was right. All we ask is, as Ex-President Grant eaid, " Keep
church and state forever separate." We are asking no favor
for Liberalism, so the church people need not be alarmed.
All we ask is that a Liberal receives the same recognition
that a Christian does. And we do not hav to ask their leave.
It all rests with ourselvs whether even a Liberal lecturer
leaves the lecture field or not and takes the stump in the
time of a political campaign. All we hav got to do is to demand his services, and I wlll guarantee he wlll be heard just
the same as the dominie who leaves his pulpit for the same
purpose. And rest assured that no political party of the
preeent day wlll dare to disregard your demands, because
Liberals are becoming too numerous to be slighted in such
JOHN W. ABBOTT.
manner.
SoLDIBRB' AND SuLORB' HoME, QmNoY, ILL., Oct. 26, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I hav recently been the happy recipient of a
great number of copie11 of the New ideal, Mr. Hart's
"Candle From Under the Bushel," "Pioneer Pith," and a
number of other publications of advanced reform ideas, and
though I am satisfied that never before was there such an
awakening on moral, social, and political, not to say religious questions, yet I cannot share the complacency of Mr.
Bellamy, nor the fond dream of Mr. 'Ingersoll, i.e., that the
dream of the poet and prophet, the mlllemrlum, is so near.
And my best reason for not agreeing with them is the fact
that Liberals are so much divided among themselvs, not
only as to the means but. as to the time for propagating
truth and opposing superstition and falsehood. I find many
who are utterly opposed to convincing people that there is
no truth in the orthodox ideas of inspiration, of hell and the
atonement, etc., fqr fear that society, mOlality, and law will
not survive the shock. They insist that men who are imbued with an uncommonly stron~~: desire to benefit humanity
wlll maintain their moral equilibrium, but that the great
majority are restrained from becoming outlaws and deeper.
adoes through fear, although we are aware of the fact that
our prisoners, convicts, and criminals are mostly of the
believing class, and that even the murderer almost invariably has a hope of heaven-which is only born of that selfish, soul. corrupting doctrln of the atonement. Persons who
stlll uphold the Bible as a preventiv for crime are as inconsistent as the man who. contends that drunkenness is the
only security for good behavior and sanity. Make a man
drunk on faith in the following matters, and what moral demeanor can we expect from him ?-viz.: "If any man come
to me, and hate not father and mother, wife and children,
brothers and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my· disciple;" the example of God sending out lying spirits
to deceive his own prophets ; together with the apostle Paul,
who acknowledged himself to be both a fool and a liar; and
the many crimes upheld, and the encouragement that I!Jl
shall be forgiven except the sin against the Holy Ghost (and
no one knows what that is).
I am astonished that among so many able arid enthusiastic
writers there is little said- upon that science upon which, it
appears to me, accomplishment of all social and moral reforms rests, viz., phrenology. For it is adnrltted by all who
hav studied the subject and accepted it as a true science,
that through a rigid practice of the same the highest state
of evolution can be obtained. Let us suppose, for example,
an island to be peopled by a few persons under control as
regards marriage of a most skilful phrenologist, so that
every child would be born with a perfectly organized brain
-with Ingersollic mind, so that superstition could hav no
lodgment. This appears to me to be the short line to fol.
low. And yet it may be necessary to work upon longer
lines to attain means to reach the phrenological line. Under
the existing state of society, as much as we boast of our civlllzation and intellectual development and moral courage,
the major part of the laboring class hav far too much reverence for aristocracy, too little individaality, to appreciate
anything of a reform nature, on account of mental deformity.
What a wonderful saving the rigid practice of phrenological selection would bring about I
Yours for humanity,
Ex-REv. JoSEPH N. MAXEY.
IPAVA, ILL., Nov. 5, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I was at church a few days since, and it hap.
pened to be the day set apart or sanctified for the Lord's
supper. As the preacher discoursed upon the sutject per~.alning to that feast I wondered wh"t must be the thoughts

of men and women who kav a good quantity of the " milk
of human kindness n flowing out from their hearts, who acknowledge a creativ power, a natural cause that give life
and force to everything, when they read the Exodus of the
Jews, after the Lord had hardened Pharaoh's heart that he
migh~ hav a good opportunity to punish him with lice,
frogs, rain, hail, locusts, etc. Then he said (the Lord,
mind): "Yet will I bring one plague more upon Pharaoh
that my wonders may be increased in the land of
Egypt. • • • Take a lamb • • • without blemish.
The congregation of Israel shall kill it and eat it in
the evening, and they shall take the blood and strike it on
the two side posts and on the upper door posts of the house
wherein they shall eat it. • • • For I [the Lord] will
pass through the land of Egypt this night and will smite all
the first-born in the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and
against all the gods of Egypt I will execute judgment. I am
the Lord. • • • And it shall come to pass when your
children shall say unto you, what mean ye by this service?"
How shrewd, how Jew-like. He knew the children would
ask many questions about such a service, and he knew the
real cause must be hidden from them or the child wo.uld
learn to abhor what the parents gloried ln. A thoughtful
child naturally would ask why God passed over the land of
Egypt and killed all the first. born of those who did not hav
lamb's blood smeared upon their door posts. If I had a
boy or girl, or both, I would feel proud of them if they
would question such absurdities.
Think of killing all the first-born. What had they done ?
What did God want all the innocent killed for ? Does he
love blood still ? Is he so much like a wild beast that he
craves the blood of the innocent? Why should a God want
his wonders ~creased? Reader, think a moment. Would
it not be more natural, more reasonable, taking the condition of the Jews at that time into consideration, making
Moses their Lord, to suppose the whole thing was a scheme,
a deeply laid plot, hatched by the Jews to deter the Egyp.
tians? They, the Jews, were about to take exodus with all
they could borrow (steal) from the Egyptians, and they desired
to do something to throw Pharaoh's army into confusion so
they could escape with their plunder. Now the Lord's
supper, Christ's supper, was made in commemoration of
that event. That is, J. Christ made a feast that he and his
followers might celebrate and rejoice exceedingly that God
in the past had kllled little babes by the thousands, that a
wicked, lustruJ., thieving people might escape with their
stolen property, led by a murderer, whose sayings hav
caused the earth to run red with blood and bound millions
of human beings in chains.
The preachers and the priests would lead the people to
believe this Jew-God, who delighted in magnifying his wonders in the land of Egypt, has the power to damn all who
will not subscribe to their ideas and contribute to their support. Surely the intelligent people who eat at this feast in
1890 must be a misguided, or else a very cruel, selfish people. Think of all the church people throughout the land
eating the broken body and drinking the life-blood of man" This do in remembrance of me," but really in remem.
brance of one of the· most heinous and inhuman deeds
that has ever darkened the pages of history. When I see
the people eating this supper-good people, among whom
are many of my friends, honest in purpose, and desirous
that I join with them-! pinch myself to find out whether
I am dreanrlng. No, it is not a dream, but a sad reality.
When men and women are so blinded by their early teachings that they cannot see their own condition, it is indeed
sad. Could they realize, for one moment, the awfulness of
accusing the designer, the creator, of doing that which any
man or woman, with one grain of humanity, would shudder
and refuse to do, the change would be wonderfut
God, creator, cause, life, force, or nature, call it what you
may, is inexorable, and has no pets, no elect. The word is
that which we see on every hand. It is beautifully grand; the
more we know the nearer we can approach the cause. This
word cannot be translated. It needs no revision. Men and
women are their own helpers. They hav in the past helped
man more than woman. Knowledge teaches that women
are men's equal, while God-that is, the Jew God-teaches
that women are subject to men. Let men help women more
than they do, and let men and women who are honest and
hav a purpose at heart, who are anxious for the advancement and the perpetuation of humanity, who desire to see
men progress and women become their equal or superior in
everything honorable, write their true sentiments, and the
world wlll grow better in spite of foolish creeds and parasites
who liv in the creeds as worms do in decaying bodies. It is
high time for all Liberals to be on the alert, for God's own
elect are at work day and night. They are very joyful over
the passage, "There will be weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth." When will that time come? Why, it will
come when we submit ourselvs to the powers of the pope,
the caste, and become slaves to their imaginary God.
C. S. RANDOLPH.
Yours for humanity,
JoPLIN, Mo., Nov. 10, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber to your paper and
rarely see a copy o! it, but to-day a copy of the number for
October 25th came to my hand and my eye fell upon an
article by Robert "Gunther, of Eureka, Cal., headed "The
Death Penalty." I read it and it refreshed a fiood of
thoughts that hav at times during the last few yeara surged
through my mind. And it occurred to me that you might
giv me space in your paper for a brief expression of them.
For I think that it is only through a medium which has
been freed from the shackles of a blind following after
things which are orthodox and hoary with age, that such
thoughts can be made public.
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I am evidently not so old a man as Mr. Gunther, and advancing years may bring about a radical change in my views
on this question, but as I view it to-day, his advocacy of
capital puniehment after forty years' condemnation of it looks
to me like progressing backward. True, he only advocates
it as a measure of public protection, because the government
(he had better hav said the mismanagers of the government)
fails to protect. But would he not better help to bring about
the final reform he hopes for by continuing to array himself
with those who are working for this reform, rather than to
number himself with those who hinder reform by advocating the old methods? That our penal system is all wrong,
I think no liberal mind will deny. It is founded wholly
upon the Mosaic law, and it is an astonishing fact that every
so-called Christian nation has followed Moses in their treatment of their criminal classes, rather than the higher humanity of the gentle Nazarene. The most striking characteristlc of the Old Testament God is his desire for revenge
and his rigid application of punishment for wrong done.
And these attributes of the Jewish Jehovah hav been the
models held up by the priests for the guidance of legislators
in framing penal statutes. It is astounding to me that they
hav been so universally followed-followed even by our
humanity-loving, tyrant-hating forefathers when they established the laws of our own loved country. So far as I can
see, this adoption of the Mosaic penal code is about the only
reason the church can adduce for calling this a Christian
nation.
Not only must the criminal be punished because correc,
tion is good for him and may make him fearful of being
again caught in wrong-doing, but he must be made to suffer
in order that the outraged majesty of the law may be revenged and appeased. (In Africa they would call it a fetich
and chop the offender's head off to keep it from getting
mad at the rest of them.) So argue the Christian legislators,
and the "Liberal" legislators vote yea and excuse themselva by saying that society must protect itself from these
depredators. Well, I guess that is tn1e. Society must be
protected as long as mankind is animated by the Methodist
doctrin of a hope of reward and avoidance of the wrath to
come. But it seems astonishing to me that they never seem
to stop to inquire whether society could not be better protected in some other way-whether, indeed, society is prOtected at all. A man, smarting under the provocation of a
ruined honor, kills the worthless ravager. For the murder
he is imprisoned or hanged. What protection has society
received? Does his. punishment protect other families
from such soulless marauders ? Does it not, on the contrary,
encourage them by rendering honest men fearful of defending their honor where the law will not defend them?
A thief steals a tine span of horses. The owner of the horses
spends hundreds of dollars in hunting the thief. At last
he is caught and sent to the penitentiary for a term of years.
Who !s protected ? The owner of the horses ? He has spent
several .times the worth of the team to get them back and
catch the thief. Does the imprisonment of the thief pay him
back his expended money? The thief cannot steal while he
is in the prison, but is there anything in prison life that assures society he will not steal again when he gets out?
And his family, what of them? Will anyone employ and
trust the son of a convicted thief ? What remains for him
but to steal also, or starve? Is that protection to society
which Includes the family of the criminal in his punishment
and forces them by depriving them of support and by social
ostracism, into the by-ways of crime? Does hanging the
murderer protect the murdered man's family from the pangs
of want, the wretchedness of begging, or the misery of the
public almshouse, usually but little better than a prison?
Is it a protection to society to compel them to pay taxes to
support a prison fllltd with a horde of idle prisoners, or
worse than idle, farmed out for less than their keeping
as slaves to some avaricious contractor?
It seems to me it is about time to consider this criminal
question from a business standpoint, and drop the theolog:
ical and sentimental twaddle which has heretofore characterized its discussion. Let the penitentiary be a manufactory conducted by the state, its capacity limited only by the
number of hands to be employed. Let the labor to be performed be the most ennobling in its kind, instead of, as
now, quarrying stone and making shoe pegs. Let the
prisoner, if he has a trade, follqw it, and if he has none,
let him be taught one; and if he won't work, let him be
kept on bread and water till he does. Let the term of imprisonment be determined, not by arbitrary lines, based on
the enormity of the offense committed, but by the question
of restitution, i.e., the value of stolen property be restored
to its owner, the loss of time in cases of bodily injury be
made good ; the family of a murdered man be supported
by the labor of the murderer until they become selfsupporting, etc. Let the convict workingman nceive the
same wages for the same work that the free workman receives-nay, the state might set a good example by paying
better wages than the average. manufacturing corporation.
Let his wages be put into three funds : OBe to pay for his
keep, another to make restitution, and the third to support
his family. If he has no family, let it be set aside to start
him in life again when his term expires. And in order that
convict labor shall not ruinously compete with free labor,
let the manufactured goods be put upon the market at the
highest market price. Let the comforts of a home, rather
than the horrors of a prison cell, surround the convict; let
his time be occupied by the ennobling infiuence of honest
and skill-engendering labor, books, music, and recreation ;
and let him learn by his experience that he must make
restitution for the wrong he does; and then the reformation of the criminal class wlll become something more than
a cant phrase to furnish preachers occupation for their idle
E. C. H. SqmBB, M.D.
hours.
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!ldit«l ~ Miss SuB.A.N H. WIXol!l, Fall
lHew, Mass., to fAilwm all UommtJ;n.lMtions.ftw
this aornw sl&ould be sent.

yet he was immovable. Just then I was
called away for over h~lf an hour, but on returning found the toad In grave dignity still
holding the fort by most masterly inactivity.

Instinct in Common Pigeons.

few books to read on the Catholic religion ;
I read them, and showed her some of the mistakes, and when I got to argue with her, at
last her only argument was: "You will find
out when you are dead." Well, I don't think
I shall find out anything after I am dead once.
Because I am like that fellow that was sitting
up with a corpse overnight. The corpse
was lying on tke table, and something happened to shake it off the table. The man
went and picked the corpse up and slammed
it on the table and said: "H~re, lie there,
dead, dead I" And \hat is the way. !think if
a man wants to find out anything, he had better find it out before he is dead. Hoping
that in the future the Children's Corner will
hav more letters, I remain,
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
NIOHOLAB J. KRAFT.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE

lllJDSON TUTTLE.
The common pigeon is not generally
thought to hav a great share of intelligence,
A Historical and Critical Review of the Reli!lion
" Between tho dark and the daylight,
but the following story related by a sportsof Man.
Whon the night is beginning to lower,
man is an instance of a wonderful instinct at
CoNTENTS
:What
is
Religion T Fetichism. Pbal
Oomes a. pause in the day's ooonpations
least. Our object, he says, was to shoot a
lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependen
That is known as the Children's Honr."
on His Intelleotnal Growth. The Great Tbeolog
rabbit, but the evening was dry and windy,
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian
and the grass not toothsome enough to suit
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position
Spangler's Spring.
bunny's dainty palate. So looking around I
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Re
espied
a
flock
of
pigeons-blue
rocks.
One
sponsibility
of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
Here, in the dim and unknown past,
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government
BY nature's laws your lot was oast,
was pied, having white feathers in its wing.
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis
Where spreading oaks their branches :tl.ing
Getting fairly within gunshot I fired, and the
BuFFALO, N.Y., Nov. 2, 1890.
dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations
To shade and guard yon, crystal spring.
rest of the flock flew away. The pigeon lay
DEAR Miss WixON: Papa has renewed his of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of
Wben prehistoric man here dwelt,
motionless while I reloaded and walked to- subscription to THB TRUTH BEBKBR, and I Booiety. Ri!lhts of Government. Duties of So
Perbapa some swarthy form here knelt,
welcomed with usual warmth the Children's oiety to CriminaiF. Duty of Self Culture. Mar
ward it to pick it up.
Some oaptiv slave or savage king,
Judge of my surprise when two pigeons Corner. I read George Remsburg's interest- riage. Cloth; prioe, $1.50.
And drank from yon, olear, bubbling spring.
ing letter, but was more interested in your
swept past me, touched it on either wing, reply. I sincerely wish your hopes may maTHE
Here no doubt were Indian braves,
and
it
flew
rapidly
away
in
company
with
its
terialize and we shall hav a Liberal young
Who slumber now in unknown graves,
preservers, settling on the roof of a barn a people's paper. I will do all in my power to
Perhaps they beard your waters sing
A solemn dirge for them, dear ~Pring.
quarter of a mile distant. The explanation bring it about and help you all I can. I think
was probably this: The poor bird's legs were it would be an excellent thing. "As the
The red dPer often crossed your stream,
twig is bent the tree is Inclined." I think
of Unwritten Hiatory That Tell of a
And here was hea1·d the panther's eoream;
doubtless broken, Sl) that it could not rise every Liberal that is interested in the welfare Leaves
Heroic Endeavor and a Lost OpportuThe wild bird with his flashing wivg
without assistance. The companions must of his children ought to contribute to its supnity to Throw Off England's Yoke.
Has dashed your spray, olear, sparkling spring. hav seen this by a sidelong glance as they
port. I wrote my first letter to the Corner By VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF
And when war· a maddening hosts bad come,
flew away, and swept round again on their when I was eight years old. And now I hav
With a map and numerous illustrations by well
passed my fourteenth birthday. I see many
W1tb clash of arms and beat of drum,
errand of mercy.
known artists. Handsomely bound in ailk olotb
Whose echoes made the valleys ring,
of the " old familiar faces" in THE TRUTH Ink
and gold aide stamps. Prioe, $1.50.
Yon freely gave, bright, welcome spring.
SEEKER, and I shall take pleasure in occasion- The
Pussy's Reply.
present volume is an effort to reaone from
contributing
a
little
essay,
if
you
think
it
ally
comparative
oblivion one of ~he. many extraordi
For many on this battle.gronnd,
" With four such soft and lovely paws,
nary
episodes
of the great Frenob revolntionu.ry
worthy
a
place
in
the
Corner.
Hoping
that
With fevered brow and bleeding wound,
war.
•
•
.
It points a moral that amidst repnb
You never ought to show your claws,
you will push the project of a child's paper, lioan institution•
Your cooling waters eased the sting
like ours, will uot fail to receive
I remain,
You naughty puss," said Belle.
a.ppreoiation. 1t shows, on one band, the elevatOf glorious death, 0 noble spring.
Your
friend,
as
of
old,
IDA
A.
BALLOU.
ing
influence
of
newly
acquired ambition, . . .
" That your red lips, without a doubt,
and on the other the deba.sing effsots of Religions
Here, pilgrims on life's weary way,
991 Exchange street, Buffalo.
Were
made
to
kiss
and
not
to
pout,"
and Political intolerance both on the tyrant and
'l'be old and young, the grave and gay,
[A greeting to you, Ida, and we are the victim. Contains a heretofore nn_pnblisbed
Said pu~s, "you know quite well!"
Will to your shrine a tribute bring,
letter of Thomas Paine to the Frenob Directory.
pleased to hear again from you. Thanks for
A smile for yon, bright, sparkling spring.
your
interest
in
the
project
of
a
paper
all
for
He
Is
Going
to
Stick
to
Him,
Too.
The scholar here in pensiv mood
May fo't' his mind bav ample food,
Matron: "You appear to be very fond of young people. It will come some time, perReflecting bow poor mortals cling
your little playmate. It is pleasant to see haps sooner than we think. Yes, write as
To life's skort day, olear, gushing spring.
often as convenient. We are desirous that
such love among children."
And so 'twill be when we are goneThe bigger one: "Yes'm; he's got er penny all who read the Corner may contribute to its Was Jesus Snpe?'lwtnmlly Conceived,
Your purling stream will still flow on,
columns occasionally. Think, and write
to spend."
The wild birds here will obirp and sing.
------~~.------your thoughts. It is development. We
and Did He Risej1·om
Farewell, farewell, bright crystal spring.
Correspondence.
note a marked improvement in Ida's letter
CON BAD W ALDSMITH.
the Dead?
over the one writteR wlien she was a wee girl
106 S!erUng Court, Aleron, o.
LEwisTowN, Mo"NT., Oct. 23, 1890.
DBAR Miss WIXoN: I never see any letter of eight.-ED. C. C.]
in the Children's Corner from around here, so
Why the Leaves Turn.
$100 Reward.
I thought I would write one.
LANSING, MloH., Nov. 2, 1890.
I stay in town and go to school. I liv with
Probably not. one person in a thousand
DEARMieS WIXoN: This is my first attempt
knows why leaves change their color in the my brother ; he is an Infidel, and takes the to write to the Corner.
Paper, 10 oentF.
For Bale at This Office.
gTand old TRUTH SEEKER. I like to read the
fall. The common idea is that the red and Children's
For some time my parents hav wanted me
Corner and look at the pictures.
golden glory of the autumn is caused.by frost,
I go to school and study history, geography, to write, but I hav lacked the subject.
COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S
My former home was in Montezuma, Cabut a little reflection will convince anyone grammar, arithmetic, and spelling, but I
yuga county, N. Y., and you will no doubt
that the common idea is wrong. Sumach never go to Sunday-school or church.
As this is my first letter, I won't write a remember me the better when you recall that
and many trees change in September, long
memorable occasion of Messrs. Remsburg
Ever yours,
before frost comes, so we must look else- very long one.
and Reynolds's visit to that place.
MINNIE JAOKSON.
where for the cause.
Nearly two years ago we came to Michigan.
Divested of scientific terms the cause has
AKRoN, 0., Oct. 29, 1890.
Before the Senate and Assembly of New
I hav been attending school ever since,
Miss SusAN H. WixoN: I wish to thank
been explained thU8 : The green matter in
York.
and
I
am
now
in
the
eighth
grade.
you
for
the
good
work
you
are
doing
in
imhe tissue of a leaf is composed of two colors,
Our echool, otherwise excellent, has, like
truth
on
the
minds
of
the
rising
pressing
the
WW& Pine SIR.el Eng1•aving of Senator Conkling.
red and blue. When the sap ceases to flow
generation, and showing up superstition in many others, still coupled witb. its managem the fall, and the natural growth of the tree its various forms.
ment more or less superstition, such as singBound in black olotb, silver side stamP.
ceases, oxidation of the tissue takes place.
I herewith send you some lines I hav writ- ing so-called sacred music and reciting the
Priot, 75 oentP.
Under certain conditions the green of the ten ori " Span~ler's Spring," after a recent Lord's prayer, much to my dislike.
A few days ago my teacher wished all of
Address THE TRUrH BEEKER CO.
leaf changes to red; under different condi- visit to the famous field of Gettysburg,
her pupils to be prepared to giv a quotation
tions it takes on a yellow or brown tint. where twenty-seven years ago I tried to do snd the name of the author.
my humble duty. Perhaps these lines may
This difference in color is due to the differ- interest some of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers.
This was my opportunity to make my
ence in combination of the original constitu- If you deem them worthy of publication I schoolmates acquainted with Ingersoll and
ents of the green tissue, and to the varying shall feel very thankful. Wishing that you some of his eloquent words, also to jog the
conditions of climate, exposure, and soil. A may meet with success in all your under- orthodox mind somewhat and yet be in harmony with the disciplin of the school.
dry, cold climate produces more brilliant takings, I remain,
At the call of my name to giv my quotaYour friend,
CoNRAD W ALDSMITH.
foliage than one that is damp and warm.
tion I arose and in loud accent gave these
There are several things about leaves that
words: " Why should man be afraid to Don't write to me when taking the first bottle
CALISTOGA., CAL., Oct. 25, 1890.
even science cannot explain. For instance,
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: Not long ago you think, and why should he fear to express of my MEDICAL Drscov.B:BY. I know bow it makes
why one of two trees growing side by side, had a Jist of valuable books in THE TRUTH his thoughts?" (Ingersoll). "Splendid!" ex- yon feel, but it's all right. There are certain
oases where the DiscovERY takes bold sharp, but
of the same age and having the same ex- BEEKER. I would like to know where to get claimed my teacher.
A girl schoolmate of mine, tlfe daughter of it is the diseased spot in yon it bas taken bold of,
some
of
them
and
the
price,
or,
if
you
posure, should take on a brilliant red in the
hav any second-hand ones of the following a very superstitious gentleman, had no quo- and that's what yon want. 'l'be DISCOVERY bas a
search warrant for every humor, from baokaobe
fall and the other should turn yellow, or why subjects, I would buy them off vou : one on tation, and came to me for one.
one branch of a tree should be highly colored microscopy; one on chemistry (Frecenius's) ·
I had on my tongue's end the eloquent to silrofnla, inside and outside, and of oonrse it
makes a disturbance in your poor body, but the
and the rest of the tree hav only a yellow Langley's "New Astronomy·" mineralogy: words of that most wonderful thinker, fight is short, yon are better by the second bottle;
tint, are questions that are as impossible to "Uuderground Life," and one ~n arcbreology: Thomas Paine, "The world is my country, if not, then tell me about it, and I will adviee. I
and to do good my religion."
will, however, in the future, as in the past, answer
answer :<\S why one member of a family If you do not hav them, please inform me
She copied them, and when her name was any
where I can get them ordered. I inclose a
letter from a nursing mother.
should be perfectly healthy and another few stamps.
called she arose and repeated those words.
Yours respectfully,
Sincerely yours,
sickly. Maples and oaks hav the brightest
With the exclamatory remarks of my teacher,
JoHN DUMBAOHER.
DONALD KENNEDY,
''That is splendid," my schoolmate sat, and
colors.
RoXBURY, MASS.
[We hav no second-hand books treating of this ended a happy little episode in the pubthose topics. Should any of our readers pos- lic schools of Lansing, which may yet bear
The Intelligence of 'foads.
sess the books referred to, and be willing to fruit.
I think my teacher was so much pleased
Toads, In the pr~sence of snakes, usually dispose of them, they can write to the adremain perfectly still. In this is their only dress above. Scientific books (new) can be with those most beautiful words from those
FOR 1891.
two eloquent men that she spoke without
safety. For did they make the least move- ordered through the Truth Seeker Company. considering the authors to be '' Agnostics,"
Edited by CHARLES A. WA'l'TS.
ment they would be immeaiately caught. I -Eo. C. C.]
and bestowed a "thoughtless" compliment
CONTENTS.
hav known a hungry snake to lie waiting for
-on them.
An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Samuel Lainfl.
GRANTFORK, lr.r>., Nov. 5, 290.
I hope this may be the cause of develop- Fundamental Theses of Ag_nostioism.
over an hour for a frog to move, and even
R. Bitbell, B.So., Ph.D.
Miss WIXON : As I hav not written ing in the school a desire to read the works Agnosticism and the Cbnroh
push him with the nose to stir him up. This to DEAR
of England.
the Children's Corner for a good while I f b th th
d th
d ill
b
thought
it
would
not
hurt
to
wri"te
a
fe'w
o
o
au
ors,
an
us
goo
w
hav
een
has been called "snake-charming," and inAvatar, Come l A Poem.
Amos Waters.
done, and my object attained.
Saladin (W. Stewart Ross).
deed it looks like it, but the toad is the lines. What is the matter with the Children's
Your friend,
ANNA J. Ross.
C.
K.
Tuckerman.
The
Instability
of
Fo.itbs.Hon.
charmer and the snake the charmed. I re- Corner ? The two last numbers of the ChilGlove.
dren's Co.rner did not hav a Jetter in them.
[We are proud of our brave friend Anna. The Iron Band Under the Velvet G.
J.
Hol:vr&ke.
member one day I dropped a toad in the Are the fnends of the Children's Corner losing No more eloquent words can be found in any
Praoti!)al Reli~~:ion .................. Charles Wh tts.
midst of a pit of snakes I had in my back enthusiasm? Winter evenings are coming language than those uttered by the leaders of The Cmerary Urn. A Bonnet.
Author of" Cmsar in Egypt·"
yard. He at once became perfectly still, when everybody has time to write but it Freethougt t. And they are true. Quote
The New Anglicanism ................... B. Rnsse11.
though surrounded by more than a dozen seelll:s they forget the Children's Oorn~r. We
Androgynous Gods.
H. J. Hardwioke, M.D., F.R.C.B,
hungry snakes. ·There was a circle of fierce hav JUSt undergone a siege of the Catholic them often, fix them in the memory, treasure 18 Agnostio~SJ?l Bound?
................ Paul Carns.
heads and glaring eyes around him, but he missionaries; they stayed here a week and them, liv up to them, and we shall hav "Is AgnosttoJsm Bound?''
never made a solitary convert. I was in three eventually a country redeemed from the
Saladin
Stewart Ross).
. would not move. The circle narrowed until nights, but am as bad a heathen as before, if thralldom of bigotry and superstition.- The Poems of Joseph Ellis ......(W.
Mirabean Brown.
the protruding tongues almost touched him, not worse. A lady friend of mine gave me a. En. c. C ]
Prioe, 211 oents. For sale at this oft!oe ..

french lnvaslon of Ireland in '98

HowCan We be Saved?

Memorial Address to Rosooe
Conkling,

DONALD KENNEDY

Of Roxbury, Mass., says

The Agn'JStio Annual
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NO¥! READY.--PRICE. $2 AND $2.50.

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book.
SHOWING

THE ABSURDITY A.ND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A. DIDNE A.ND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION,
A.ND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, S'fJ.TJSTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO .MA.INTA.IN:THE
ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST.

Desia-ns by Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desia'Der.
CONTENTS:
lJncle Sam and the Priests.

Tlte Church and Thomas Paine.

The Pests that Bother Uncle Bam.
Thomas Paine.
Uncle Bam Ble~P!J but the Priests do Not.
The Preacher and the Patriot.
Rom"nism with J:t.er Mask On.
One Work by Paine Outweighs All the PreachThe Mas~ Off.
ers.
"Submit to the Roman Pontiff as to God."
Why Paine Was Denounced.
The Skeleton that Uncle Bam may Some Day
Paine's Services and His Reward from the
find m his Oloset.
Oburch.
A New Laocoon.
Once Upon a Time a DonkeY Kicked a Lion.
The Trail of the Ben>ent.
Studies in Natural Hl1tory.
Some Undesirable Immigrants.
L~ Loyalty.
A Question for Theological Ethnologists.
"Where LibertY Reigns the TYrant Beeks to
Some Problems in Evolution.
SlaY Her."-La Balle.
The PrototYJl_e of the Methodist Revival.
The Ontoome of Ohuroh and Bt"te Union.
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute.
The God-in-the·Oonstitution Gnerillas.-Lib·
ertY in Peril.
The Bible and Science,
Religions Treason the Ruin of the RePublic.
The Bible and Geology.
A .rransformation of the Bartholdi Statue
The Bible and Geography.
which may be Expected under Religious
Rule.
The Clergy and their Flocks.
What Uncle Bam Should Do.
Shearing Time.
The Oiergy•s Hold Upon the People.
The Church Robbing the People.
One of a VerY Numerous Ol&ss.
New York Oity•s Annual Gift to the Ohurohes.
'rhe Phylioian and the Flook.
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrohes-1.
DutY to the OieJ:gY.
u
u.
u
••
"
-II
At Oonferenoe Time.
Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New York
Tltanksglvlng.
in 1876.
Thanksgiving-!.
The
Burden of the Cross.
..
-11.
The Theologian'S Oonoeption of Olerioal Priv"
-III.
ileges.
The Ark of the Lord.
Sabbath Laws.
Bymp_athizing With their Pastor.
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate.
One Triumphant Saint.
SundaY in a Babbatarian Oity.
Appearance and Fact.
The Olergy's OpportunitY.
Obaplains in the Army and Nau.
As the Oiergy Desire BnndaY-1.
A Desirable Bargain.
u ,,
u
"
u
-II

" "

,.

,,

"

-ift.

Tbe Children and the Cbnrclt.
Two Ways to Go.
Which Shall We Have 1
A Teacher We Do Not Want.
The Shadow in Our Schools.
A New Application of an Old Text.
The Reptiles in the Path.
Recruiting for Oburoh Institutions.
A Parochial Bohool Lesson.
Products of the Paronhial Schools.
The DisJrttise Blips Off.
A Web for the Unwary.
The Reliltious Trap.
BnndaY·Bohool Boholars.
The Joys of the BnndaY-Bohool Boy.

Woman and \he Cltnrch,
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom.
Encouragement to Go Astray.
St. Paul as a Member of the Bohool Board.
1'he Ohnroh's Use for Woman.
AOontrast.
Fishing.
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope.
Helptng the Ohuroh.
The Ohnroh•s Ohief Bupnort.
When WomiUihood Awakes.

Piety In Our Penltentlarlell,
A Religious Procession.

The Atonement !cheme.
The Atonement Doctrine.
,
Practical AJlplioation of the Atonement.
The Gre"t Effinaoy of Baptism.
How to Get a Halo and a Harp.
Divine Beneficence.
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I.
u

"

"

"

-II.

A Few Vi0timB of Divine Beneficence.

Prayer.

The C::hristlans and the Moham• The lJses o1 the Cross.
me dans.
Its Evolution.
lJnklnd Reftectlons 1Jpou
Their Boientifio Reoo~ds OomPared.
Two Samples of" Christianity's
Church.
Work.
Decline of the Papacy in Italy.
Romans of the Past and Present.
Peruvians Before and Binoe the Oonquest.

lllls•ionarles

The Old Tiger and His Whelps.
The Ory of the Ohnrch, ·• Don't Hurt On1
Feelings."
Shake, Old Man; We're on the Same Lay
~Ta~anY ward worker to M~thodist min·
1sterlal delegate).

Hypocrisy of Ohristian Missionary Effort-1.
"
"
"
"
" -11.
Ol:iristian Missionaries in India.
p
t"
b tl Ch nrch,
Missionary Methods in the Ohurch ofE~land. ersecn Ions Y te
A Poor Rule That Doesn't Work Both Ways.
The Burning of Bruno.
·
The OnlY Thing_on Which the Beets Agree.
The Lord's Instruments.
An Unwelobme Pilg~image.
Reli ions R 1
When Christians Made the Laws.
g
n e.
SuPerstition the Same in All Places and Ages.
Bible Doctrines and their Results.
Banishment of Roger Williams.
Biblical Temperance Statements.
Oasll of Dr· M.cGlYDn-the Ohuroh True to Her
.,
"
..
Applied.
~ecord.
.
The Ohristi&n Boheme from Genesis to the
Oastmg Pearls Before BW!De.
Bynop~ioal Gospels, and the Practical Re·
The B1gotry of Ohuroh and State.

Thesr~fi:tority of the Footpad.
Some AJI~gorles ..
The Wisdom of Solomon.
The Gemi who Pres1de Over the Road to
The Law and the Gospel Not the Same.
Knowledge.
Result of Faith at Findlay, Ohio.
The TJ:lree Graces of Infidelity.
A Olen!'aJ Move.
.
Which Statements Shall We Be Damned for
Disbelieving 1
The Tnmty that Ruled the World in the Do.r.lr
Irresponsibility of Christians-Whence they
Ages.
Obta~n and Where they Put their Bins.
"Let the Ghosts Go."
. _
_. ,
Jesus Pa1d It All.
The Race Betwesn Amenoa·~ lnnae1. Ora~or
A Oandidate for Glory-An Old Binner, but a
and England's Ohristian Statesman.
New Saint.
The Enemy and the Friend of Liberty.
Some Tests for True Believers.
Roman Oatho!Jo Pandora's Box.
Following Ohrist.
A NewRendenng of ,._n-Old Rhyme.
An Earnest Ohristian.
An Error in Biblical Navigation.·
A Tria.l of Faith.
The World Still Moves.
The Faults in Ohristian Morality.-!.
"
• ''
''

"'
"

"
"

·•
"
"

"
.,
"

-II.
-III.
-IV.

"Incident
""
"Jan-;ia;;y,
v 1889.
An
of "
a Snow-storm,
Another Incident of Another Snow-storm.
On the Anxious Beat.
DiffereDt Stories of an Alleged Ooourrenoe.

The C::hurch and Slavery.
The Ghost in the Methodist Ohurohyard.

A Drouth In Oambridge, Ill., in 1887.
Our Father in Heaven.

th(

Prlest!l In Politics.

Heaven.

On the Probation Plan~Boene Outside of the
Gates of the New Jerusalem.
On the Probation Plan.-Bcene Inside of th
Gates of the New Jerusalem.
Into Heaven vta. Purgatory.

Hell.
How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain.
The Glory of Election.
The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven.
A Olerioal Surprise Party.
The Theol01rians and SkePtics.
The Devil's Occupation Gone.

The Oolossus of New York.
The Political Oaliban and the ReligiousRogues. J!Uscellan eons.
Wllat Is Christianity 1-I.
Ireland. a11:d the C~urch..
Talmage's Petrified Blasphemer-A Religious
" "
"
-n.,
A Oontr1bnt10~ to the Insh Question.
Oampaign Story of '86.
" "
"
-IU.
The Olamor of the Oreeds.
The Ohurohes 1n Irel!ond.
The Futility of Hitching Evolution to OrthoThe Gospel of ~eaoe m Ire~and.
doxy.
Sustaining the Oreeds.
The Oreedal Fiddle.
The 1.'rouble With Pat.
The Evolution of a B"orament.
The Oreeds of the World.
The Church's Idea
o4'CI
"liz a ti on.
A Hint to Talmage, Bam Jones, et al.
OhriatianitY's Holy FamilY.
·
-"
VI
The Women's Ohristian Temperance Union's
Janus-faced Oreeda.lists.
The Gallows One of Ohristian Civilization's
Orusade.
The Oreeda.llsts and· the Govemment-"Our
AdJuncts.
Tools of the Olerioa.l Tra.de.
God, Our Oountry, and an Appropriation."
What Rome Would Use to Oivilize People.
The Mod~>rn Balaam.

The Creeds.

AUTHORITIES QUOTED:
President John Adams, Robert C. Adams, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, J,.ord Amberley, Account of
the Irish Massacre, Cardinal Baronius, Cardinal Bellarmine, Byron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant,
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's History of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of Massachusetts, Governor 'Brownlow of Tennessee, J. M. Buckley, D.D., Charles
Bradlaugl;t, Professor Buchner, Beauchamp, Prof. James Bryce, M.P., Edward Beecher, Bible Myths, A. Bierbower, M. Babcock, Council of Constance, Christian Stat8aman, Dr.
Thomas Cooper, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Dr. Carpenter. Christian Advocate, Catholio RtJ'Diew, Catholio World, Chiniquy's Fifty Years in the Church of Rome, Rev. Moncure D.
Conway, Thomas Carlyle, Presbyterian Confession of Faith, TM Chroniole of Perth, Jesus Christ, Congregational Creed, Prof.
K. Clifford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobbett
on the English Church, Catholio Union and Times, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius Clay, Prof. Theodore Dwight, Darwin, William Denton, Dana's Manual of Geology, Prof. Van
Buren Denslow, Durham's Commentarie Upon the Book of Revelation, DowliJ!g'S History of Romanism, Diderot, Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, Draper's Conflict
Between Religion and Science, Chauncey M. Depew, Edward Everett, Emmo~'s Volume of Sermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, San Francisco Freetlurught, Jas. Anthony
Froude, Garibaldi, Guizot (French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, President U.S. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boston Globe, Gamble, Hele11 H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn
Gage, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbons, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President
Newton Theological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo~ Dexter A._ Hawkins, Ernst Haeckel, HecB:.er's Dancing 1\'lania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxley, Hutchinson's Exposition of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes, Harper's W&!kly, Hallam's History of the Middle Ages, Ingersoll, President. Thomas Jefferson, c. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; 0. D.
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MYTHS AND MYTH·M .\KERS.I Brain

Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by
.
Comparative Mythology.
By JOHN FISKE, M.A.., LL.B., of Harvard College.
Price, $2.

and the Bible. MAT-ERIALISM AID CRIM~I

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology.
By HDGAR C. BE.U.L.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD,
Price, II cents.

Prc:facc by R. G, INGERSOLL.
Unanswerable.

BEYOND THE VEIL.

Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B.
Randolph, aided by Swedeuborg, through
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs.
.
Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.)
Price, $1.50.
Steel Engraving of Randolph.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

Price, $1.

By W. B. BELL.

Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure.
By W. R. GREG.
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50.

Paper, 12mo, 211 cents.

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
IMMORTALITY OF ITB ELEMENTS.
By A. S. de Pellegrini.
Pa.Per.
15 cents.

WHICH:

A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham.
med, to which is added the Life of Moham·
rued, or the History of that Doctrine
which was begun and carried
on by him in Arabia.
SALE'S edition.
Price, $1.50.

CHRISTIANITY~
By MoSES HULL (Spir.) and
REY. W. F. PARKER (Chris.).
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM
AND TREATMB:NT OF MEDIOMANIA.
By F. R. Marvin, M.D.
Cloth,
110 cent&.

.ETHICS OF POSITIVISM

IF 0,1•th and Reason. PRIES~~y~~~~~~~o!, ~~~OSED.
cents.
ACCOUNT OF THE

By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678),
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity.·
Portrait.
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1.

· 111

PRO

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred
Books of tile East.
Man's Nature and Development.
By H. R. STEVENS.
Price, $1.50.
By HEliRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARRIET; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MARTINEAU.
Nature's Revelations of Character.
Price,
$1.50.
Physiognomy illustrated.
Infidel's or Inquirer's Text· Book.
By JosEPH SmlWl, M.D.
· teen L ec t ures on th e B'bl
Individual traits a.nd
indicated
by the temperaments
Tlur
1 e.
features.
By RoB'T COOPER.
Price, $1.
260 woodcuts. Svo, 65?pp., cloth, $3; leather,
$4; morocco, g1lt edges, $4.50.
·

A.~D

CON OF

Supernatural Religion.
Ha.ve We a. Supernatural, Inspired, Mira.cnlons
Religion r
By E. E. GuiLD.
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

I

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
With Explanatory Observations on his Writings. ,

Authorized translation from sixth German edition
by Mathilde Blind.
$1.50.
Price,

HEALTH HINTS TO WOMEN.

PYRAMID 0 F GIZEH.

The Legends of the Patriarchs and
Prophets.

By MosES HuLL.
Price, 60 cents.

Rational Communism.

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST.

A Confession.

By DAYID FmEDE!l.ICII S·rnAuss.

Ancient Egyptian OlvilizalilOn and Hebrew Narrative in Genesis a.nd Exodn11.
By VAN BUREN D.li:N!ILOW, LL.D.
Price, 15 cents.

BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
His Character and Doctrines.
From the" Analysts of Beligions Belief."
By VISCOUNl' AMBERLEY.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.

Imporkmt Information for All, and " Danish
Cure." With Portrait.
Price, $l.ii0.
By MME. W. ScHOTT.

QUESTION SETTLED.
Price, $1.

- SCRIP TUllE SPECULATIONS.

A Critical Study and Survey of the :Moral
Philosophy of the Present Centmy.
By GIACOMO BARZELLOT'rl,
By VOLTAIRE.
Terse, witty, and sa.roa.stic definitions of theolog. Prof. of Philosophy at tho Liceo Dante, J!'lorence
ical terms.
Price, $1.50.
Price, ll~ cents.

Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia.
The Rationale of the Bible.
logues on :Natural Religion.
Holy Scriptures Treat ofN at ural Phenomena Only.
By DAVID HmiE.
Price, $1.50.
By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D.
Svo, 613pp.,
$2.50.

By MORRIS EINSTEL.'<.

A Compendium·or Univers!~l History.
By WINWOOD READE.
$1.'15.
Sixth edition, 5Hpp.,

POCKET THEOLOGY.

HEBREW Mo!,THOLOCY;

SUP.ERS riTION IN ALL AGES.

-

With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive :Man
Judaism.
419pp., $1.50.
By H. R. S·mnNS.

SPIRITUALISll OR

HUME'S ESSAYS.

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century
Exposed.
By GEORGE REDER.
Price, $2.
12mo, 400pp.,

French Revolution MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
ITS CAUSES :AND RESULTS.

Creed of Christendom.

THE KORAN.

Christ of Paul ; or, the Enigmas of
Christianity.

RADICAL PULPIT.
Discourses of A,h·anceJ Thoi1ght.

FUTURE REPUBLIO OF
NoR~H A.MlmwA.
Ad voca.tes a.ssocia.te life a.nd employment a.s a. preA. BUSINESS Ml.N'S SOCI!l.L AND
PROVING
v:mtive of vice, crime, poverty, etc.
RELIGIOUS VIEWS.
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of
By A OA.PITALIST.
p 'ce $ 1 ,
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a CentFrom a Poor Man's Standpoint.
:Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.; clo., $1.
rl ' · · 1
ury before, and Peter and Paul died
K-:-.N_E_E_L_A_N_D_'_S_N_A_T_I_O_N_A._L_H_l'_M_N_S ·
before the Christian Era.
Relation of Witchcraft to Religion.
Full index, 446pp.,
$1.50.
By A. O. LYALL.
Price, cloth, 35 cents.
Prica, 10 cents. ·

ZNSTITUTION of MARRIAGE.

;!:~~~~gai~~ Re!~u~ ~!{u~:es., Inq~~[ tL~tSu~~~n~~~~~:;l~!!~~~~l i~~&f~~~ion Pr~;:UL~!Io!~!l?T~~Rhy'

The Contrast: Evangelie.alism and
Spiritualigm Compared.

By GILBERT VALE.

Price, $1.

f

THE

PBBSKNT

By S. BARING-GOULD.
Will be seized with avidity by all students of tho
Bible.-[Congregationalist.
Price, $1.50.

AND

'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY.

A

NATHl.NIEL VAIJGH\.N.
A· Radic!LZ NGvcZ of Marked Ability.

\TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-

PERSONAL IMJ.WORTALITY

FREDERIKA. MAcnoNA.LD.
404 pages.
Price reduced to $1.

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure.

AXD 0'riiER PAPERS.
Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality
Price, 75 cer.ts
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM.

Price,

$1.

IDtimating in the Religion of Science.
By HunsoN TuTTLE. [Spir.]
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents.

I

LIFE OF PAINE.

! AFEW WORDS ABOUT the DEVIL.

~

By J. E. REMSBURG.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 eents.

I

-------------------------- I

BY

AND

Ormm

BIOGBA.PHlOAL BXBTOHBB AND EssAYs.

By CHARL~S BRADWlUGH.

Mortality of 1be Soul and the Im,
With Portrait and Anto~iogra.phy.
· Extra cloth, gold ba.ck and Bide stamp, 12mo,
mur t a llt}' o t ,It s El cmen t s.
260PP.,$1.25.
1

By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI.
15 cents.

Price,

JEHOVAH UNVEILED .
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated.
Price, 35 cents.

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY.·
A Treatise on the Population Question.
By R. D. OWEN.
Price,
35 cents.

_ A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL.
Price,

BY D. }.1(. BKNBRTT.
10 cents.

IF, THEN, AND WHEN.
4Jhureb Doetrlnes.
By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.J

Price, 10 cents.

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply.
Priee. 10 cent1.

c.

B. REYNOLDS.

Price, II cents.

For a.ll of the above books address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
18 La.fa.yette Pl., NewYort,
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How the Poor May Attain Comfort a.nd Independ
ence.
Price,

By M.G. H.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE.

10 cents.

Religion of Inhumanity.

By KERSEY GRAVES.
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents.

RELIGION:

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms,
Hymns, and Recitations.

With a. Glance a.t the Religion of Humanity,
BY FBEDERIO HARRISON.
Price, 15 cents.

The Gibra.lta.r of the World, a.s Now Oonstitnted.
By George T. Bandies.
With

By J. ALBERGER.
Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 15 cts.

Execpttons to. tbe 4Jbal"aeter of
4Jbrht a~ a Gentleman.

:l7Gpp., $1.

POP E8 AND THEIR DOINGS.
ACCOUNT OF

Vicars of

Chris~

a.nd Vicegerents of GJd.

Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75 cents.

CASE AGA.JNSr THE CHURCH.
A Summary of the Arguments against
Christianity.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

NEW DISPENSATION.
By D. W. HULL {9pir.).
Price,

15 cmts.

ByW. T. Purviance.
23 cents.

IMAGE BREAKER.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.

Six Lectures.
Decline of Faith.
Protestant Intolera!?.~.
W ashlngton an Unbeliever.
Jefferson an Unbeliever.
Paine and Wesley.
Christian Sabbath.
Ea.ch, 5 cent.; bound, pa,;~., 25 cents; per doz., 40.

SABBATH BREAKINC,;
Bu JOHN E. REMBB[lllG.

ECONOMIC EQUITIES:

Price, 25 cents.

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Industrial Production and Exchange.
By J. K. INGALLS.

St. Matthew Oafora the Court

PricE>,

25 cents.

"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest
plane."
Price, 10 cents.

BLASPHEMY AND THE BmLE. LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.
BY

j

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR
POLITICAL INTRIGUES.

ICHA.BOD CRANE PA.FERS. THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD.
Daringly witty a.nd inexpressibly la.ngha.ble
onslaughts on Christianity.
Price, 10 cents.

-

By MoSES HuLL.
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

By A. H. O'DOXOGHUE.
$1.

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS.

_-\.nd Remarkable Divorce Cases.
By PIIILANTHROPUS.
.
.
Price, $1.
446pp.

By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oha.rles Bra.dlangb
a.nd Annie Besant.
25 cents.

By BARON D'HOLBACH.
Price,

By 0. B. FROTIIIXGHAM and FELIX 1\ DLER.
Price, $1.

By

Price,

F. R.

MARVIN.

5 cents.

For all of the above books address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 La.fanlie J.>l,, NewYort.

FoB THE CRIME OF FoRGERY.
By SEOULARIBTo
Price,
10 cents.

SEMITIC

GODS AND
BIBLE.

For Organizing Societies; for ?!hrria.ges, Faner ·
a.ls, Naming of Infant•• Obituaries, EpitaphB, etc. Also 525 Liberal and
Spiritualistic H:vmns for
So~ial a.nd Various
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Truth Seeker Tracts.
NOTE.-These tracts are especially intended
for distribution as Freethought missionary documents. When sending subscriptions for your
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add
whatever yoil can for tracts, and, when received,
hand them around among your neighbors, or
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly,
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order by numbers. 'l'he numbers not mentioned
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C. P. SOMERBY1 BUSDlEI38 MAlrAGER.

Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original
·
Papers of any Liberal Journal.
Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these emlnent men and
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty:
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
HELEN H. GARDENER.
R. B. WgSTBROOK,A:M.
ARTHUR B. MOSS.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN E. RE1£SBURG.
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS.
CHARLES W A.TTS.
LUCY N. COLMAN.
ROBERT C. ADAMS.
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND.
J. H. BURNHAM.
JULIET H. SEVERANCE.
MATTIE P. KREKEL.
JOHN PECK.
W. F. JAMIESON.
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN.
H. 0. PENTECOST.
SUSAN H. WIXON.
And many others.
THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of
snch eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY FREDERIC
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers.
'
The Editor of THE TRUTll SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass.
'

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard
Against tlte Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon the People's Liberties.
If yon have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH
SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know ofthem. THE TRUTH SEEKER
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world.
THE TRUTH SEgKER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institutions, and the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests,
and the maintenance of human rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly
opoosed to anything tending ·toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact.

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' Trial.
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28

LAFAYETTE

LIFE OF

J"oshua Davidson:
KODEllN IKITA'l'ION 0!' C!B.IS'l',

FOR HER DAILY .BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread 1S the story ot two young
girls and a r.ounger brother who were lett parent·
less, with little money, fair educat1oJ,~1 and much
courage, to make their way through me world by
g_oing to Ohioago, The a.utnoris also the heroin.
The J)o&rrativ is, in the main, a history of a. working gll'l'slife and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a. story
of human life a.s we should expect Colonel Jngersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
191-d appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
6f the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
Th 9 dOWnOaSt eyes Of timid aoqn i980enoe haV
paid to impudent authority the tribute of a.
thoughtless yes.-B. G. Ingersoll.
CONTENTS,
A Splendid Judge of a Woman.
The Lady of the Olnb.
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
A Busty Link in tbe Chain.
The Boler Honse Mystery.
The Time-Look of enr ~stors.
Florence Oa.mJlbell's Fate.
MY l'atient's Story.
l'rioe, Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
18 Lafa:veUe l'l•• New York.

1 Hereditary Transmission.
Prot: Elsburg, M.D ..................................... G
2 Evolution: Homo~eous to Heterogeneous. Underwood ......................... 8
BJ' L. FElJERBACH.
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... II
II Resr.onsibilityofSex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 8 Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,
6 Graduated .Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2
50 ots.
I Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3
The truth-teller is ill-mannered. therefore lm·
8 How Marsupial.A.nimalsPropagate.......... 11 moral.-B:t:tt'aot.
9 The Unseen World. Prot: J. Fiske.......... 10
Address THlll TBUTB Slllllll:lliB Oo.
10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three
Lectures....................................... 10
11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson......... , lO
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism.
R. 8. Brigham, M.D........................ II
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
l8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the
BecretarJj of the At7k!rloan S~lar Union.
Modem Symposium......................... 10
l'rioe 10 oenta.
• See Mte at Jatat of GO!....
Addre11 Tu• TBUTH S~:u:u OoKPAK~.

Essence of

THE NEW GOD.

PLACE, NEW YoRK.

o!BE!HE

cHAMPioNs
cHURcH:
Crimes and Persecutions.
avo, 1,11Dpp, Oloth, sa; leather, S4; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50. ·
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

WETTSTEIN'S

WORLO-RfHOWHfO WATCHfS,
Best grades American Stem-winders: In silver·
ine oases, 7 jewels, $7 50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9;
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16, In 3 onnoe coin
silver oases, f3.50 more; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5
ounce, f6 more In best filled gold case•. open
face, duet proof. 7 j~wels, $16: 9 jswels, $16 50; 11
jewels, $17 50; 15 jewels, S1R50: do. adjusted,
$24.50. Hunting, $22; S22 f.O; $23: f24: $80.
Ladies', siUII.e quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels.
$18 50; 15 jewels, S :5. 14 karat solid gold, $10
more. The famous,

New Hodel "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
16 jewels and all modern imProvements, f3
more than above adjusted watches. · No watch
in the world competes with it. Finer watches np
to $200. "ll such prepaid, guaranteed 1 YAar, and
cash refunded if not satisfactory. All filled gold
oases warranted by mannfaotnrers 20 years.
Beware of New York Worla's 10 karat and spnrions
oases. Watches cleaned, best WD'I"k, $1; sPrings,
$1, etc., and returned free.
J!'STjBLISBRD 1857.
Ol'TO WETTSTEIN, Bel chelle, Dl,
100 PER CENT. profit,

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y.
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook. at German Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The pnblio cordially invited.
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on
religions and social questions. Beats free and
everybody welcome.

Philadelphia Liberal League

2~7

.meets everY Sunday in Industrial Hall. Broad aL d
Wood sts .• a.t 2 :so and 7 :30 P.M:. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seekerpublioationsa.lwayson ha.nda.toheapra.tes.

«Jhlcago Secular Union
Meets everY Bnnday evening at 7:80 P.M:., a.1
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

The Secular Society of' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M:., at the town nail. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MA.Rros HEIGHTON, Bee.

The lDinneapolls Secular linton
Meets every Sunday at 7 :30 P.M., a. t 412 Nicollet
a.ve.,Booms12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapoli@,
Minn. J,F,MAOOMBEB,Pres.: LEBOY BEBBmn,Bec.

Ellznr Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnn·
days of each month at Independent Ohurch, a.t
10:80 A.M. Free disonssign on all Liberalsnbjeots.
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKEB and Invest•·
gator are solicited.
B. G. 8mTH, Oor. Beo.

The Walla Walla Lib· ral Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington.
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Original
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large valnabla librarY is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNoLDs, Pres.; A.W. OALDEB, Beo.

lDilwankee, Wis •• Liberal Club
Holds meeti!!&'S every Sunday evening a.t 216
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited.

Brotherhood of Moralbts, No. P03,
Prairie «Jity, Ia.,

THE

make

These notice8 are for the benefit of Liberals
fiJho may be 'llisiting the places where these societiee are located. Local Secular Unions and
FreetltO'Ught Societies meeting regula!rly can
ltafl their gatherings ad:oertised here free by forwarding the neeeBSary information.

The Newark Liberal League

DURING 'r:EE VEAB 1890 'r:EE 'ri't7'r:E SEEKEB

107 rhe Safu Side. H. B. Brown............... ~ Aa to his Life on Earth and h!.s Communism.
llO Invocation to the Universe. 1'. Bennett.... 1
BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON,
111 Reply to Scientific America\\, Bennett.... 1 Author of "A Protest and a. Plea." in Oraer or
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2
QreatWli.
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp.,
• 75 Cents.
114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1
115 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett. ......... 2 W This book tDaB 8'UpJJ'T'esud by th6 first Amer.
ican publiBM!r·.B
116 The Sunday Ques.tion. Bennett............ 2
117 Constantinethe Great. Pre:;;ton ............ 3
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
119 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3
120 The New .Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10

on
122 World's Great Religions.
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on my Corset,

Belts, Brushes, Curlers and novelties. SampleS
AGENTS
FIIEE. Write now. Dr. Bridgman, 373 Broadway, N.Y.

Meets every SundaY in the Liberal reading-room
hall a.t 2: 30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially in·
vited. F. v. DBAPEB, Oor. Seo.

San Francisco, Cal., Freethonght
Society

Meets everY Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at s o'clock. A cordial invi·tation is extended to all. Beats free.

Des Moines Secular Union
Holds regular meetin~s at Good Templar Hall,
Flynn Block. S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANKLIN BTEil'I'EB, Pres,

Porbmouth,

o., Secular Union

Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readings, poems
music and songs, A cordialmvitation is extended
to all; especially to friends frcm abroad. Correa.
pondenoe solicited. J. L. TBEUTHA.RT. Presidimt.
WILLS. ANDBES, 8ecrPtarY.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday at 7:80 P 111:. in the public
school building in Port Ang.,les, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading. Discussion invited on all snbjeots. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRsE, Oor. Bee.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union
Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first
a.nd third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at Parr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. Mns. R. M. BEBBA,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Seo.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poel{IS. The
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RIOE, Pres.;
J, W. BELL, Vioe:Pres.; CHARLES SHEA, Seo.

American Secular Union, Newark
Branch.
Market street. Assembles everY Sunday
evening at 7.30. Lecture•, debates, and di•cussions on all important secntal." subjects. Presii!ent, HENRY BIRD i Secretary, OOBA BELLE
FLAGG,
124

BrooklJn Philosophical Associa·
tlon

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Send 1G cents to Dr. B. P. Fellows, the noted
specialist l for his " Private Counselor "-a. valuable book for ~oung and middle-aged men, suffering from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and exoesses in
maturer years. It sets forth an External Application-A POSITIVE ouBE, as it matters not how
long standing, how hoPeless Ol' how many remedies yon hav ns,d. The book is worth many
times its cost, and should be in the hands of
those seeking a ~P6Pilll ana vermanwt cure. Address the doctor a.t Vineland, N. J, and say where
you saw this a.dvertisment.
A GOOD WORD,
Dr. Fellows is an outsPoken Liberal, a humanitarian, and a. generous patron of the Freethongbt
press. He has many testimonials to the value of
his progressive and sneoessfnl method of treatment, and deserves patronage.-Ji'l'eethougllt.
by~·

old ,..noble ftrm 1large profits,

WANTED ,qmck salos, SAMPLE FRE£, A raro
AGENTS
qpportunity, 4ileo. A. 8cott. S42 Bro..dWIQ' :N. Yo
1

Meets at FraternitY rooms, Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D .. a.t 8 P.M., every
Sunday. Lectures follo'lled by discussion. P;atform free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
ohnroh without superstition, and its snooess.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human oonoern, religions, P<'>litioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just snffi.·
oient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to hiamind.
l'or Bale at thi1 omoe. l'rloe, $1.00.
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ICODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, 'l'HINKERS,
AND REFORMERS.

01!'

of l[honght.

ANCIENT AND MODERN riM:ES. Biographies of aoo of the Leading Philosophers,

TH:n: Chinese, who hav always excelled all

other races as saving and successful farm~rs,
are now instituting manufacture~ and ~aymg
rail ways. It is feared that their unrivaled
industry and economy will giv them power
to supplant the Caucasian race throughout
the world.

Vol I Givs a Full A.ooount of all tho Gods, inciiiding Jehovnh, Satan, the Holy (!host,
Jesus Ohr1st, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
svo, 885P)?. Vol. IT. Describes Fully all
the Religions Systems of the World.
svo, 957pp. Oloth, $3 per vol.; the
l! vols., $5; leather, $7 ; morocco, gilt ed<!es. $8,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THB banditti of Italy hav great confidence
In these things [charms], and whenever they
start upon an expedition of theft and plunder,
they take images and pictures of saints with
them such as hav been blest by a vriest or
pope: They pray sincerely to the Virgin, to
!J;iV them luck, and see not the slightest inconsistency in appealing to all the saints in
=,_,.~~·~:.
the calendar to assist
--~=:-=.-::.:~-=c -- :==-:_,,
them in robbing honest
_.:._-=~-::..~--:=
people.-Ingersoll.

Teachers, Bkeptio~Innov&tors 1 Founders of
New Schools of '.l"nought, Emment Scientists, eto. (who were not Christians),
from the time of Menu to the pres.
ent. 8vo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8;
leather, M; mor., g. e., $4.50.
BY D. M. BENNETl'.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
28 Lafayette Place. N. Y.

GuAT.XMALA and San
Salvador hav signed
peace.
A OOMET that will be .
visible to the nak-ed eye
is approaching.
THREE Nihilists, two
male and one female,
hav been sentenced to be
hanged for plotting the
czar's death.
A FINANOIAL panic has
just spread through Europe and this country,
and seems now subsiding. ::leveral banks and
mercantil houses hav
failed.
AT Vienna, Austria,
the other Sunday, angry
factions of a congrega
tion engaged in a fight !n
church, in which BIX
were killed and sixteen
injured.
THE Farmers' Alliance
claim that they will hav
more men in the next
Congress than outsiders
hav supposed-as many
as four Senators and fifty
Representative.

__

,_

No candid person who
is acquainted with history can fail to perceive
the difference between
the amount of reverence
bestowed in the present
day, by the great majority of men, upon mere
speculativ doctrine or
ritualistic observances,
and that which was once
general. If we examin
the church in the fourth
and fifth centuries, we
find it almost exclnsivly
occupied with minute
qu<>stions concerning the
manner of the co-existence of the two natures
in Christ. If we examin
it in the Middle Ages,
we find it absorbed in
ritualism and pilgrimages. If we examin it
at the Reformation, we
find it just emerging beneath the pr€ssure of
civilization from this
condition ; yet still the
main speculativ test was
the doctrin concerning
the sacrament, which
had no relation to
morals ; and the main
practical test on the
Continent, at least, was
the eatiog of meat on
Fridays. In the present
day, with the great body
of laymen at least, such
mat• ers appear simply
pueril, because they hav
no relation to morals.Lecky.

-~

FREDERIOK LEOTUS, assistant of a Protestant
pastor has been sentenced to two months'
impri•onment and loss of
his office. by tt;e court
URIAH DELIVERING HIS DEATH WARRANT.
of Riga, Russia, for converting a girl from the
And it came to pass in the morning, that David wrote a letter to Joab, and senti~ by the hand .of Uriah. And he
Greek Catholic faith to
wrote in the letter, saying, Set ye Uriah in the fore-front of the hottest battle, and retire ye from him, that he may be
his own.
smitten, and die -2 Sam. xi, 14, Hi.
To the bishops who petitioned the Spanish sovI AM nae-body's lord,
1
ereign to restrain Italy from oppressing the
I'll be slave to nae-body;
pope, Queen Christina ~as .replied: "In the
I hae a guid braid sword,
fulfillment of my const1tut10nal duties I hav
I'll tak dunts frae nae-body.
· placed your petitions in the hands of my reI'll be merry and free,
sponsible ministers, recommending them to
A NEW NOVEL,
I'll be sad for nae-body ;
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL.
giv them their best attention."
If nae-body care for me,
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
A N:S:W prophet has risen in Edwin WoodI'll care for nae-body. -Bur1UI.
ring, at Allentown, Pe.. He wears a crown
PuRSUE,
up with, circle round and
of thorns, and says the Lord has sent him to
Address at the Testimonial~to Walt round yourkeep
life, as a dog doPe his master's
convert the world.
" The shame itself doth call for inot'int
Whitman.
chaise. Do what you love. Know your own
DoM PEDRO is traveling in France and
remedy."
bone: gnaw at it, bury it, unearth it, and
England. He has given up hope of returngnaw it stlll. Do not be too moral. You
ing to Brazil, believing that monarchy will
Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- may cheat yourself out of much life so. Aim
not be restored there.
above morality. Be not simply good; be
Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on lished at this office.
good for something.- Thoreau.
THE device tried in Australia to keep out A
Religion and Social Matters.
Chinamen, by imposing on each Chinese imA GREAT problem faces us, the improvemigrant a tax of $100, does not suffice, as
ment of the world.-Adams.
(Jletb, $1; paper, ~0 cents.
many still arrive there.
IT is Science who has bestowed upon our
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
STATISTIOS from Austria show that mortalAND
race all the benefits by which man has be28 Lafayette Place, New York.
ity is regularly decreasing there, the same as
come "the paragon of animals." It is she
in the other nations under the rising power
who has placed in our hands the chain of
of Rationalism and decline of church reign.
cause and effect by which, as with a bridle,
What Would Follow
AN EXPOSt
we guide the powers of nature for our use,
MR. GLA.DSTONE approves Mr. Andrew CarTHE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagni1l.oent or save ourselvs from injury by their action.
negie's "Gospel of Wealth," and proposes
beques~i~~~:~~~~~u~gtife~~8ristian
Electricity, which under the form of light.
a revival of Lord Carlisle's Universal Benefi- Effacement of Christianity?
Christian Associaning is, in the absence of science, a source of
1
BY GEORGE JA.OOB HOLYOAKE.
cence Society, whose members bound themtion.
1 terror and death, becomes in her presence
selva to giv away a fixed proportion of their
Prioe, 10 cents a ooJ>y; twelve copies for $1.
BY BlaH. B, WESTBBOOX, D.D., LL.D.
not only perfdectly harmlef s, but a gentle
incomes.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address THE TBUTH BEEXBB. Arield tehngaaget in.=czarrying our messages
Price Sl.
AT a swearing-in of recruits on the 20th,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
roun
e e r h.- "i son.
the German emperor said that though the
outlook abroad is peaceful, they must grapple with an internal foe who can be overcome
only with the aid of Christianity-meaning
Learning that there is an organized movement amol'.lg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
the Socialists. He added that no one could
be a good soldier without being also a good " S11bbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Christian, and therefore recruits who take Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
the oath of allegiance to their earthly master each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
should also and above all things prove them1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
selva true to their heavenly Lord.
2. Tbat public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
Tn& Sioux and Cheyennes around Pine resort when no moral amusements are available.
Ridge agency, S. D., continue in a state
3. As a matter of J'ustice also to the neople
of Chicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
of religious excitement·, and threaten war.
t"
•
They maintain a "ghost dance," a:ed say tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only of! a general holiday; and as a matter of Justice also to the visitors to
they will continue it till the coming of their the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
messiah, though that be not till spring. It is
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of the
reported that they hav killed seven whites whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
near Lebeau. Troops are held ready at all
h
1
stations, and eight hundred cavalry, with do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian quesHon, a question of uman re aartillery, hav started thence from St. LouiB. tiona and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare.
The settlers are alarmed, and wish more
5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting s much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
protection.
receipts.
BERLIN is in as much excitement over Pro6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
feasor Koch's suppo•ed cure tor consumption would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful von make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
as it would be if in a st»te of war. One of
l
d .
•
J
1
the first acts of the Reichstag, or German its p easures an matruct10ns, the mor~ difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that emp oyers
parliament when it meets, will be the thank- will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
ing of Koch in the name of the nation. Sev- restricted to atteuding church or visiting a saloon, the ~~overage workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
era! physicians hav been ~elegated to inocu- i
7. Ftnally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
l!'te withthtbet lbymrcpuhla"ruabffJeeccttsioonfs ca~ndsuthmepl·r-' benefit t,he Fair itself, the people of Chioago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
tiOn
or 0 are
er ubesieged
e
'
· d'1v1'd usI e d tHl&t,IOD,
·
d t.h e d evelnpment and ~oorl of the whole country.
quarters
by sufferers.
The m
pn bl.JC moral't
1 ,y, su
composition of the lymph bas not been re·vealed. American ho~p1tals hav sent physi-,
Narne.
:i'own.
State.
clans to Berlin to investigate.
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THE Bun bas news from a correspondent
in St. Petersburg that the czar is Rbout to
promulgate a decree providing for the aboliWALTER CAMPBELL, a paroled prisoner of tion of the corporal punishment of women
the Ohio state prison, returRed to the prison who are living in banishment in Siberia. All
the other morning, broke open a desk; and ; the world bas beard of the terrors of the
stole $75. The parole

IJlolts and

:~stee~p!~i:e~.me~~~::

on it will no doubt be
modified so that when a
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taken against his breaking into the prison again.
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knout, the use of which is to be prohibited i C.i.NON TAYLOR of the Church of England
hereafter by the Russian autocrat. The news bas shown by incontrovertible statistics that
'from St. Petersburg will be of especial inter- with all the tffort and expense laid out on
est to the members of the American society Christian missions, the increase in Christian
which is procuring signatures to a petition to converts is only a trifling part of· the mere
the czar for clemency to Siberian exiles.
natural increase of the heathen. Meantime
the spread of belief in
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IN the criminal court
of Susquehanna -couuty,
==- --====: ___ ~~
at Montrose, Pa., on the
-::::=:==-18th ult., the case of Paul
Hill agt. Olive Brown
and her husband, Phi~
""'--~~ _:_:_;_; -=---:::..
lander Brown, Spiritual_-=-- ""'
.--===-ists, was concluded. The
Browns represented that
they were in communication with the spirit
world, that Jesus Christ
was ln need of money,
and that Hill must fur
nlsb some to be forwarded ; also tliat Hill's first
wife, now in the spirit
land, needed money for
new clothing, et~. ·Hill
from time to time fur. nisbed money, which
was placed in a Bible in
the presence of the trio.
During the night the
money would vanish,
and Hill believed that it
went to the spirit laud.
In all be supplied $3,00G.
While on the witnessstand Hill told of the
manner in which the
spirits instructed him
and his second wife to
do various things, and
of hearing the spirits
singing, " I am so glad
that Jesus loves me."
They also beard railway
trains running in heaven
and saw mills turning
out lumber with which
to build the heavenly
city. Mrs. Hill often
conferred with St. Peter
and St. Paul, and with
Mr. Hill's first wife.
After a long deliberation
the jury found the prisoners guilty.
HELEN H. GARDENER,
says the American Sptc- _
tato1·, is doing much
good in wHting stories
and stating facts well
calculated to make men
and women think. In a
recent paper she calls attention to the fact that
Kemmler's father and
mother were butchers
by trade, while the same
was also true of the parents of Jesse Pomeroy,
the youthful Boston
murderer, who from inTHE DAWN OF DELIVERANCE.
fancy took such fiendish
delight in torturing and
killing animals. How little heed is paid· to ; tensivly into the manufacture of wine at religious interest among the farming populatbe law of heredity and the atmosphere in Conesus Lake. He bas erected a wine cellat tion of the North. Dr. Dunning says that
which a child live while his taste and habits of: with walls seventy-two feet high, inclosing there are ninety-five towns in Maine where
thought are taking expression. It is a long ' six tloors and the vaults, and with a capacity no religious services are held, and there are
way from barbari~m to true civilization. i of flfty thousand gallons. This sea~on the more country villages in Illinois without the
When mankind grows great enough to be~ bishop will press fifteen thousand gallons.
gospel than in any other state in the Union.
1
tender, considerate, and just, we shall bav ~ SAYs" Bill Arp ".in tke Louisville Hom~ Just think of that! The great state of Illiless murders by individuals and none by the : and Farm: " And this reminds me of what nois, that has two counties that make more
state.
hav just read 1n the .AndOfJer R~tJiew for grain than all Georgia. This great state that
BisHOP MoQuAID, bishop of the Rochester 1November. It is the organ of New England stands flftb in the scale of education, and
diocese of the Catholic church, bas gone ex- orthodoxy. It is now lamenting the decay of fortieth in the grade of Christian religion."
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and even among the orthodox, Universalism is
. replacing the old belief
in the terrors of bell.
The sensitiv modern philanthropy recoils from

~~~;~:c~~~ ;!:~e~nr~

everlasting suffering. It
cannot bearTo ·lookon a
dog ill -pain; and the
goodne8B and lovingkindness of God seem to
it so totally inconsistent
with the torments of-bell
that it refuses-to believe
thelrinfiicticin- possible.
A spirit of humanity bas
been generated as a substitute for the old religion
of law and penalty, eternal rewards and eternal
punishments. An implacable God seems to
it a hideous monster.
The creation of men predestinated to bell from
before the beginning of
time outrages its sense
of· justice as diabolic
sport with helpless mort a 1s . This sentiment,
once denounced as the
expression of Infidelity
and impiety, is now
prevalent among Con. gregationaliets, _Episcopalians--;-and-Presbyte..
rians, and it affects,
though to a less extent,
the Baptists tbemselvs.
It is undoubtedly bringing about a complete tbeo 1o g i c a 1 revolution,
which must radically
transform the motive
and methods of religi o u s effort. Philanthropic exertion for the
amelioration of the conditioilof11Umanity is-totally different from religious enthusiasm for the
salvation of souls and
their rescue from the
tlames of hell. It destroys the animating
force upon which Cbrist_i_!Ulity bas so long' relied.
A GENTLE Materialist:
Bigotry still survives
even among certain professed Freethinkers. In
a recent issue we published a review of " The
Perfect Way," and our
" v u 1gar imbecility"
bas brought us this
choice epistle: "S'r: Don't dare to send me
any more of your damned Spiritualistic
vaporings, or by ' God' I'll do my level best
to send you to jail for twelve months!' The
author of this note is one" Rex Reges," an
occasional contributor to the Agnostio Journal. This amiable evangelist, a year or two
back, pestered us with violently bitter attacks
on Mr. G. J. Holyoake, though it is only fair
to say that be subsequently apologized for
his reckless charges.- Watts's Litera'1'1J Guide.
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pope about a woman and the character of tha~
Iwoman
not the best, for she was ~he mistress of
Henry.. Catherine of Aragon, the widow of the de-

. ceased brother of Henry, was the wife of Henry, and
Henry wished for a dispe~sation from the pope th~t
It is usual for church people to think there is ab· he might divorce Catherine, so he could mar!y ~Is
aoluteiy only one side of the question in regard to mistress Anne Boleyn ; but the pope not grant1ng 1t.,
the church and that is their side, and anyone hold- Henry divorced Catherine without the permission of
ing differently from them, i.e., the opposit sid~ of. the the pope, and, to be revenge_d on the pol'e, Henry
question, must be a person of a very depraved mlDd; gave the Bible to the public, and estabhshed the
one not worthy of any consideration and not fit t.o Church of England in place of the Catholic chur.ch
be_ associated with; one who has no check on his which bad, hitherto, been the state church of Eng·
passions ; one who is always ready to giv unchecked land. On the death of Henry VIII. his son Edward
rein to his desires and rush headlong into any excess VI. succeeded to the throne and he, during his occuthat may present itself to him, not thinking that the pancy of the throne, declared his two sisters illegitiperson of whom they hold such gross considerations mate (Mary, daughter of Catherine, and Elizabeth,
may be an educated and honorable person, who is daughter of Anne Boleyn, born before the divorce of
hon~st and true in all respects, not because of any Catherine was promulgated). On his death he sethope of reward in future life in. another world, ~f tled the crown on Lady Jane Grey, but Mary, having
which he, nor anyone, knows nothmg, but because It more influence with the people and the army, h~d Lady
is right and }or the good of society. It is, perhape, Jane Grey and her husband, Lord Guilford Dudley,
not so much to be wondered at that church peopie errested for treason and executed. Then Mary tried
.hold such opinione, when one considers that the to restore England to the Catholic church, and in doohureh was adopted as a state institution many years ing so she executed numbers of those who were inago by one of the greatest empires of the then strumental in divorcing her father from her mother
known world, and anyone holding opinions adverse and in establishing the ChUl'ch of England, and in
to the church was deprived of the rights of citizen- doing so she obtained the title of Bloody Mary. After
ship and perhaps of property or even life. And such about five years' occupancy of the throne Mary died
laws and regulations were held until quite recently, and she was succeeded by Elizabeth, who again disreaching even into our own country and nearly, if not placed the Catholic church in England, and reestabquite, into our own times. This intolerance of the lished the Church of England, for her legitimacy be- church people is because of the lack of knowledge, fore the world depended on the success of the church
which is and has been withheld from them for inter- whieh her father had established, and which had legalested purposes of those in power, and the priests ized his divorce from Catherine.
and preachers, who m11.y or may not know the history
The action of Henry VIII. in giving the Bible to
of the church and who may or may not be able to the public necessitated the calling of the council of
discriminate as to the truth in regard to it. OI Trent, 1545, to decide what books the Bibl~ should
those who know the history and the truth in the contain and thus decide the canon of the Bible. It
ease, it can only be said, as the least, that they are is well known that in the councils the decisions were
not honorable men, and of the other class, who may made by voting, so here we hav the spectacle of men
be, and generally are, the most zealous, they are like declaring and deciding what is the word of God by
. the blind leaders of the blind, and in either ease net votes, and the book of Luke stands as the word of
:6.t to be leaders or teachers of the people. Also the God on one vote majority, while the book of Barnapeople, with such teaching as the church give, do not bas was decided not to be the word of God by three
dare to hav any doubts of its teaching for fear of votes. When it is understood that the Bible has
committing the unpardonable sin which once com- come through fifteen hundred years in the bands of
mitted forever shuts them out af heaven, and than one church, and all we bav of it and know of it, and
. only hell and its tortures c~Jnfronts them. With its entire canonicity, comes from and depends on that
)hese circumstances in view, once having been one one church, on the votes of its priests in council, the
of the church people, I wieh to show how the sub- inspiration with ·which it has been clothed drops
ject looks to me now after having investigated some- from it as a cloak from a skeleton, and it stands bewhat its basis as shown in history. It is impossible fora us as a man-made book, the production of the
to review the church in history without investigating church for the purpose of upholding it in its aggransomething in regard to the Bible-which many regard dizem.ent and power by befogging the minds o' the
....as the basis of the church, while the truth of the people. Then why should we longer accept that
: imatter is, the chureh made the Bible. The idea ia book as the arbiter and rule of life which rests on
''prevalent with many that the o:d Testament has authority that cannot make good its teachings?
:.come down the steps of time from almost untold Such authority is no authority at all, and all the
.",ages, that Moses wrote the opening books and the councils and all the votes in the world cannot clothe·
, other books were written and added in the later it with the infallibility that has been ascribed to it
..7years until the time of Christ. If Moses wrote any and has been claimed for it. On this book, the
.;:books, or if the Jews had any sacred writings, they Bible, rests the whole Christian scheme of salvation·::~were destroyed about 540 B.a., when Jerusalem was the God who created the earth and all that inhabits
_;:,oaptured and the sacred temple burnt and the rem- it, the Christ who died for the atonement of the sins
~'~nant of the J ewieh nation taken in captivity to of the people, the heaven which is to reward the
.~Babylon. But after seventy years of captivity they faithful-and this book rests on one church, its
·,were allowed to return and rebuild Jerusalem, and councils and the votes of its priests, and that only a
then Ezra, the high priest, with his associate priests, little more than three hundred years ago.
-~ wrote the traditions of the J ewe, to which were
Oh, pitiful spectacle, such a foundation for snob a
·.·added some history and some poetry, which was the grand scheme; and that foundation is crumbling
.nucleus of the 0 ~d Testament, but who are the away before the enlightenment of the people, and
writers of most of the books is urJmown.
eventually the superatructure with its God, its
Since the times of Christ there has been what is Christ, and heaven will topple over and become lost
oalled a new dispensation, and books hav been writ- in oblivion.
. ten to meet the changed circumstances, and from
The council of Trent was the nineteenth ecumenthem bas been formed the New Testament. Many ical council of the Catholic church. Some of the prebooks were written, but only those were chosen by ceding councils took action on the Bible, some ac. the church which would serve its purpose as a basis cepting and others rejecting books of which it is
.. upon which they could found their dogmas. It is composed, but the council of Trent is the one that
· not known who are the writers of most of the books took the final action on it and decided what books
· of the N aw Testament, consequently they are anon- should be canonical, in 1545, three hundred and
ymous, which is the c"se with the four principal forty-five years ago.
books called the gospels; also the precise time when
The first ecumenical council of the Catholic
they, the gospels, were written, is not known. But ehurch was held at Nice in 325, and is memorable as
as far back as they can be traced is to the time of having elected divinity to Christ. We hav here the
Irenwus, who was the first to speak of them, and he spectacle of the person who WliS claimed to be the
, wrote 180-200. Also the gospels did not bear the son of God, and coequal with God, and was God
. names they do now until in the sixth or seventh himself, consequently divinity itself, brought to elec·
· century, when the names they now bear were affixed tion to decide his divinity three hundred years after
;: for the purpose of giving more weight and influence he was said to hav been dead. Christ is a character
.· to them.
described in the gospels of the New Testament, and
· It is not precisely known when the books form- no other book give any history of him, although, if
; ing the Bible WPre brought together. They were there was such a person, he must hav been a notable
•· in the possession of the Roman Catholic church, which character, and contemporaneous historjans could not
~. was founded early in the time of the new dispense.- hav given a true history of the times without having
. tion, and that church took action on the books in its something of him in their books, but as no contem·. various couDcils, but the canon of the Bible, as it now poraneous historian has anything to say of Christ,
, stands, was not fixed until the council of Trent in and, as noted before in this article, the gospels,
·. 1545.
which tell of Christ, were not known until 180 to
,. The Bible was a book of the cloisters in 200, which was one hundred and fifty years after the
· .: the Catholic church for fifteen hundred years, time when Christ was said to hav bean crucified, and
. ; and none but priests were allowed to read as the writers of those gospels are not known, as a
·: it ; to any other who looked into it the pen- consequence they stand as anonymous works, they
.: alty was death. The Bible was not brought out hav no weight as authority in regard to any asser. publicly until the time of Henry VIII. of England, tion made in them, consequently there is great doubt
and then in a quarrel between Henry V!II. and the if any such person as Christ ever lived. It would
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seem the veriest r.uock;ery to elect divinity to a man
three hundred years af,ter be was dead. If such a
person as Christ ever lived, it is evident that he did
not know that h~ was divine, for if be and others
knew that he was d,ivine, why elect divinity to him
long after his death 1
Also at the council of Nice it was elected that
11
Three persons in godhead are declared a fundamental article of faith."
At the council of Laodicea in 364, the first day of
the week, Sunday, was declared to be the day for
worship, and those who held to the seventh day,
Saturday, should be anathema.
The reason of changing the day of worship from
the seventh day of the week to the first day of the
week, as given, is that Christ, having been crucified
on Friday, rose from the grave on the first day of
the week, or Sunday.
The Roman emperor, Constantine, had previously
issued an edict (321) ordering that the first day of
the week, Sunday, should be the day of worship instead of the seventh day, Saturday, but it was not
generally observed until the council of Laodicea took
action on it. There is no scriptural reason given for
the change of worship from one day to the other,
but the Catholic church took arbitrary power upon
itself and made the change.
It is probable that a plainer reason for the change
of worship from Saturday to Sunday can be given in
astra-theology, viz., the earliest worship was the worship of the planet11, and the planet Saturn as the
one then known that was farthest from the sun, and
took the longest time to make the circuit of its revolution, is called the father of time, or the father of
heaven, and as such Saturn is represented as Pn aged
man with forelock, hour-glass, and scythe. The Arabic name of Saturn is Abram-Ab, father, and ram,
elevation, that is, elevated father, or father of elevation. The Phrenician name of Saturn is Israel, by
some nations called Azrel, or Esrael, the angel of
death, because time mows down all. The planet
Saturn was worshiped as 11 our father who art in
heaven," and this worship was made or given on the
seventh day, Saturn's day, or Saturday, the day on
which the creator rested irom his labors; but when
the worship was changed from Saturn to the sun,
the day of worship was changed from the seventh
day of the week to the first day of the week, or Sunday. That the present worship is the worship of
the sun, there is much testimony to prove, consequently it is appropriate that Sunday is the proper
day of worship if one worship at all. The twelve
signs of the zodiac represent the twelve gates of the
heavenly city, in the midst of which is the great
white throne on which sits the lamb-the sun. In
every church in the land, and many times in eaoh
service, is the name of the sun invoked, though
perhaps unwittipgly. It is invoked under its
title amen, which is generally supposed to mean so
let it be / but it is only a transformation, made in
the course of time, of the word Ammon, the ancient
Ammonian title of the SliD; the transformation or
changes in pronunciation being : Ammon, Amon,
Omen, Aumen, Amen, and under the last pronunciation it is used to end prayers, benedictions, etc., also
as giving assent to the subject of discourse. So an
ending of prayer which closes, '' Through our Lord
Jesus Christ, Amen," or AmmoD, is really as follows
Through our Lord Jesus Christ, the sun, or ever~
lasting fire. Rev. R. Taylor says: "Easter is never
on any other day than Sunday, because it is the sun
and the sun alone, who is our Lord and savior."
'
Sir Bulwer-Lytton says: "Before the Christian
era the Sunday was called the Lord's day, i.e., the
day of the Lord, the sun."
I quote as follows from Dr. Wooley's discourse on
the word God: 11 Nobody, nothing-not even the
Bible, that most abused of books-teache~:~, or can
teach, as I shall presently show, the E!xistence of a
man-shaped, immaterial God. If such a God does
exist, where is he and who made him, fqr the term
implies a maker? Show him to us, that we may see
him and believe on him, and know him. You cannot
do it, 0 Christian ! neither will he show himself.
Therefore he does not exist except in the believer's
illogical brain. He is an unwat'ranted assumption
of false theologians. I say false theologians because the true meaning of the term theology' was
lost sight of and forgotten many centuries ago.
Originally it doubtless had a known and determinate
significancy assigned it, like astrology and geology
the former being a discourse about aster, or th~
star, the sun, and thence, by extension of meaning a
discourse about the stars and planets in general; ihe
latter a discourse about ge, or the earth. But what
does theology, or a discourse about theos, meanT
Who can tell, who can answer this great question
upon which the weal or woe of uncounted millions of
human beings depends T Self styled theologians,
can you, can you tell us 1 If so, why hav you not
told us long ago T Why keep the precious information all to yourself? 0 h, but you answer, 'It is a
discourse about God,' ' the science of God.' Ah
indeed! but who is God! I ask again, for th~
answer is unsatisfactory, being a mere shift, to avoid
the show of ignorance. You answer again: God is
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named because of his. goodness (Webster). Admitted. But 11till this is evasiv and does not help
your case a bit. The question again comes up,
Who is God? 'In Greek he was called Theos.'
Evasiv again. Thus you seek to make 7 heos
and God synonymous, which they are not. That the
two hav. been confounded I admit. The question
then recurs once more, wbo, or what, was, or is,
Theos? If not God, or good, you cannot answer!
Very well. You are in darkness, then, and must be
brought to see the light. Liddell and SBott, a very
good authority, tell us in their Greek lexicon that
theos is derived from theein, the infinitiv of the verb
theo, 'I run.' As a noun, then, theo8 must signify a
runner-The Runner, in fact, or the sun, as being the
largest and most conspicuous of the seven heavenly
orbs called planets, i.e., wanderers or runners, by
the ancient astrologers. In fact, the authors above
named tell us, under this word theos, that 'the first
Gods were the sun, moon, etc.' Hence these authors
as usual confound the word good with the word
bad, making them synonymous, which is plainly not
the case, since there may be a bad runner as well as
a good runner-the summer sun follows the winter
sun.
L. L. DAWSON.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Who Made God~
Who made God ! and " Oanst thou by searching
find out God" (Job x~ 7)? are the questions
answered in this essay.
The vowel sounds as now used in all spoken or
written languages, were derived from and represent
the primitiv, audible explosions, in the first simple
elementary state of sounds, made by the breath
forced outward through the glottis, in the various
degrees of contraction and dilatation and of the force
or vehemence of the current of the passing air.
When animals discovered that they had the power
to use the trachea and rudimentary lingual organs
to produce sound and that they could. modify or
vary this sound to some extent at pleasure, it became an important function or factor to aid them
in expressing their conditions and feelings to one
another.
Of course the evolution of the lingual organs,
and the capacity to use them, was very slow and
indefinit, and limited to the expression of the
more prominent em~tions or states of consciousness of the animal. T.he gentler, affectionate, or
soothing sounds were made by less effort, indicating less disturbance of the nerves and violence of
the feeling that produced them. While intense
feeling resulting from pain, or the sudden sense
of fear, or danger of prospectiv suffering or death
being inflicted, would intensify the feelings, the
refiex of which on the muscular tiber of. the glottis
would contract the aperture so that the rapid motion of the compressed air through it would produce a shrill and startling scream.
Animals using these different sounds among
their own species soon learn in a certain though
vague sense what they represent. T.he first sounds
made by a gentle and less emphatic use of the
vocal organs, are represented by the vowel letters
o and u, with their modifications.
And we, civilized human beings, use these
vowels now for the same purposes that our
animal and anthropoid ancestors did, and for the
same objects for which they are used by a number of our domestic animals. The horse, cow,
and swine, kindly treated and carefully fed by
their attendant, will at the accustomed periods
call for their rations in tones or sounds which
we express by o and u, indicating a state of
joy or hope they feel of immediately gratifying
th~ir wants and relieving their sense of hunger.
Animals that hav no voices hav no capacity to giv
vocal expression to any sense or feeling they hav of
gutt or good ~ consequently they must ev~r re!D_!'in
as a apecies without any knowledge of or dispositiOn
to worahip any God. Human beings, preeminently
endowed with powers of vocal utterance, hav used
these exceptional gifts to giv expression to and to
magnify a multiplicity of gutts, goods, or Gods ; on
this account they must ever stand at the head as
God-worshipers.
The undeveloped savage has fewer gutts or gods
than the civilized mmn who worships. The civilized
man concentrates his minor gutts into one supreme
good God, whom he claims to exist in multitudinous
form~ of manifestation, assuming that all his good
things of life originate from the one source, which
he worships and calls God.
The development of the vocal organs and the
varied uses we can make of these sounds in their
modifications, and combinations with the conson!'nts,
are not special gifts or endowments, as the anCients
supposed, given to distinguish man from the brute
creation at the beginning of his existence; but they
are the acquisitions, unavoidable and obligatory, from
his environments. Many savages yet are in a rudimentary and transitional state in their vocal powers,
yet those vowel sounds are used to represent their
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feelings; of course less definitly, but in the same as they do the evil or bad things we encounter in the
way as they do with us.
world.
Their good things are so extremely limited in
Pain, anguish, danger, agony, awful, madnesP~
number compared with ours, that the few words or sad, damn, satan, demon, bad, baleful, evil,
sounds they utter are chie1ly those which express distress, grief, misery, mean, meager, all these and
their physical condition as affected by what we call many more words may be included in one general
good and evil.
·
term, as expressing evil. These priestly ordera, then,
Max. Muller, in his" Origin and Analysis of Lan- in attempting to expound thei.r theories of metaphys·
guage," says : "The chief distinction between man ics, hav ample pretext here for making a divinity, an
and animals consists in men beginning millions of invisible agency, to preside over and i111lict evil, and
years ago to develop language, and in time becoming personify it as the do-evil, now contracted to devil.
able to h!'nd down to suooeeding•generations the
A late writer on ancient religions says : "Plato
accumulatiOns of labor of countless generations in conceived of the Highest as the Good; and either
the sacred shrine of language. We hav not made from the prevalence of Platonism, or from some more
our language ourselvs, we hav received it." Our lan- ancient source, whence Platonism itself came, the word
guages hav been elaborated by the incessant labors God is probably derived. In the Saxon, Swedish, and
of millions of millions of those who came before us. Danish languages, good is written god/ in Dutch,
Whether those ancestors before us were hairy, goed / German, gut, pronounced goot ; in Persian,
whether they had tails, whether they walked on all chod. In Saxon and Dutch, the name for deity is
foure, or whether they climbed trees, what does that God/ in Swedish and Danish, Gud,; in German,
matter to us ?
·
Gott / in Persian, Ohoda, or Goda. It seems likely
We are beasts, and wild beasts. Take away lan- that the title of God and the devil (d'evil) applied to
guage and man is lower than the dumb animals of the great contending powers supposed to sway the
the fields and forests.
universe, originated in the old Persian ideas concernModern philologists say that savage man never ing Ormuzd, the prince of the Good, and Arimanes,
attached enough importance to these vowel sounds, of Evil.''
,.,
.
represented by u and o, to worship a divinity or the
In the genesis of life, after the brain was developed
unseen power that bestowed upon them the organs so as to retain impressions and recur to past events,
and the ability to use them. They sought, desired, it would soon follow as a result that in motions of the
and cherished the gute, gode, clwd, or good, but larynx, tongue, lips, and teeth during utterance of
they never abbreviated the sound, and could not sounds, a variety of tones and modulations could
write or express it with a capital G/ so with them it be produced at will. At the point of these abrupt
is not a symbol of their conceptions of a creator.
changes in the voice, a sudden break in the sounds
Civilized man with his fertil imagination, his enabled the speaker to make and use what we call
boundless resources in the realms of the mysterious the consonants, and so diversify his utterances as to
and his inventiv genius in the ideal, could alone express a varied and wider range of his thought and
transfer the origin of these gute or good things of feelings. Out of these early, crude efforts of primitiY
life from the natural and earthly to the supernat- man, language in all its perfection has grown, and
ural and invisible, and worship them with the name lifted him to the pre-eminence he now occupies in nature as a moral and intellectual being. It was by
God.
Little do the pious worshipers know, in their using the consonants g and d with o he made god.
From being able at first to express his emotions
fiippant use of this term, of its origin and how they
came to hav it in their vocabulary. If the glottis, and feelings, his capacity to impart his thoughts and
in its function to protect the trachea and lungs from reasonings followed. The phenomena of nature exirritating foreign matter, had taken a different cited him to inquiry and research to account for the
shape in the process of evolution, and had not been cosmoa, to trace its existence to a cause. In these
capable of emitting these vowel sounds as we now feeble speculations, not finding in matter itself what
express them, we would ha.v been without them and could be an adequate force according t9 his conception, in directing his vision upward he was imconsequently without a God.
with the existence of an unexplored and imAs Max Muller says, millions of years elapsed pressed
penetrable realm where he intuitivly located the
with our ancestors merely uttering these sounds, to power
that created and controls the universe.
indicate the state of animal feelings. It was all
his faith in the God he has made, and
they knew then. As language was millions of years hisThis,
hope
future of a home in the heavens
growing, so also were the ideas and thoughts which above, nearinhisthecreator
forever, is the outcome of his
language expresses.
selfishness,
as
the
only
exceptional
creature for God's
When the time had arrived for the priestly order
favors.
to appear, these vowel sounds which had long been
In the growth of language from a few simple
but the expression of the emotions, furnished a sounds
uttered in monosyllables, we hav a complex
happy idea to the priesthood, in virtue of their divine vernacular
derived from many toDgues, in which is
office, to make of them a gude or good divinity, a lost, by changes
spelling and pronouncing, the
God, and add it to the list of their objects of wor- original tones thatofserved
to divide these primitiY
ship-one that would be popular with all classes vowels
into
the
two
classes,
expressing good and
that enjoyed good and wished to see it promoted in evil. The consequence is, words
that served this
society.
purpose
once,
which
retain
the
original
meaning, can
So they hav given us a God, a name and an object
be recognized by the vowels they contain or in
that excites our reverence, our gratitude, and trust not
pronunciation as expressing either the good
so far that science, light, and logic ar~ not able their
or
evil
feelings we experience.
to dislodge it from our aftections. To attempt such
The objection that the mass of words we use cona task, would be to forfeit our right to inherit the taining these vowels hav no reference to our good or
kingdom over which God presides.
evil feelings, is met by the artificial and complex
In process of time, as the lingual organs developed, changes that hav largely destroyed the original simby the aid of the consonanls men found out they ple purposes that prompted the primitiv utterance of
were able from these original vowels to express these sounds.
themselvs in· diversified forms, in various shades of
As Max Muller says, our language, this use of
thought and feeling, and built up a language, the words, .is a legacy from our ancestors in their
roots of which can be traced to these vowels.
struggles up through centuries · from their anthroWe hav a class of English words containing these poid progenitors. All through that period these
primitiv sounds which from their meanings suggest primitiv sounds of the species hav been preserved
their derivativ ancestry; all expressing in some sense and hav become embalmed and treasured as the imor form what belongs to a list of good things-i.e., mortal emblems of human experience upward from
love, joy, hope, comfort, home, order, honor, unity, zero to our present civilization.
duty, purity, just.
In our impatient vehemence and sternness of deThese words, and many more, are formed by em- nunciation and contempt for the legacy of these
bracing as their root these good, or godly, sounds, past ages, let us not forget our humble origin and
indicating the idea and sense of comfort meant by deny that charity and forbearance are any longer
the utterer.
virtues, and say that no mercy should be shown to the
In carrying this basic theory of language further, relics still lingering among us of what is esteemed
we will find that three or four of the most prominent an inheritance from those ancient divinities.
vocal tones now in use, a_nswered for prim~val
All systems of religion, metaphysical theorieP, and
man, and these can be classified to come under a spe- theological dogmas that ever racked the human
cific vowel. As o and u indicate joy, comfort, good, so brain, are the outgrowt.h or product of attempts. at
a, e, and i represent anguish and evil. When men reasoning . and speculatiOn, prompted by the e~mta·.
and domestic animals, from pain, or fright, or a sense tion of the nervous system. Pleasure and pam, or
of danger, become excited, the reaction on the system the good and evil, to which man was subjected in
will generally intensify muscular contraction, to the infancy of the race, engaged his feeble mental
which the glottis will respond, with the impulse and faeulties and he endeavored to account for them by
effort to shriek, or scream, in tones to startle the list- the aid of such light as existed in his limited horizon.
ener, to 1lee from the danger, or to come to the rescue. From that early day to this, he has been wrestling
Something bad or evil is at hand, and the sounds of with the problem to little purpose.
the vowels a and e are uttered in the shrill tones of
The gods or demon~ to which. the ancients !'Salarm.
cribed their authorshtp, are still popular With
So we find a class of words in which these vowels the church. The prayer of Zoroaster to the Persian
are used, the meanings of which are opposit to many Ormuzd the author and source of good, was to be
of those containing o and u, and which expreas an delivered from Arimanes and the Dav, who torture
opposit state of the mind and feelings, representing and punish with evil.

'l.,HE TI~UTH SEEKER,
The Greeks had their thirty thousand demons
good and evil, a separate demon for each vice or virtue, but Christians, accepting the Hebrew theology
of one Jehovah as the basis of their faith, group all
influences in the world which they esteem as the
good into one category, and name the demon or
divinity, the invisible power from whence they all
come, the good or God, and what we feel and believe
are of the evil class or group they ascribe to the instigation of the one evil power, which has different
names but is best known as the devil. Our first
religious literature was written in Greek, by authors
developed among myths and demons, which accounts
for the uncertainty of its teachings, and for the various interpretations given to it by the teachers or
priests of the different sects.
. · The late revisers of the Bible, who are the very
highest authority, and knowing God originated as
here set forth, tell us in their Companion to the
revised copy that the word of God should never hav
been put in that volume; but the Hebrew Jehovah
should hav been retained. Jehovah was not always
good or Gott, therefore he was not entitled to that
;name. By thisfalse translation the Saxon Gott, who
was the author of g~d only and not of evil, was
made the author of bOth good and evil, the same as
.Jehovab, as recorded in the text. This gross misrepresentation of Gott, in making it or him the
:author of evil, bas given it or him a character that
,jastly exposes him to all the criticisms, the gibes,
.zmd caricatures of the Infidel and scoffer. The re.visers saw the mistake of translation, felt the pre~dicament, but in their dilemma they dare not brave
,public opinion and venture to rectify it. Vo::z: pop-
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F. C.

"Is This Your :Son, My Lo.rd l"

poses. It is a powerful protest against tho degradacf women. It tells tbat the time he.a come
when the true relation of the sexes shall be estab·
liahed. n is s frank, fearless, ringing plea for a
higher civilization, a wider knowledge and 'better
conditions of life. Above all, it. teaches, in a way that
no theologian has ever been able to teach, and in a
sense that no ecclesisstic has ever been able to comprehend, that. "the wsgsa of sin is death."
The char&cters are types. They are familiar to us
all. Mr. Mansfield, deacon, school trustee, selectman, etc., giving his son 11o Oomatockian training,
whereby his life is blighted, and dying before .that
training fructifies in his son's ruin. Preston, the son,
possessing the possibilities of a noble life but swept
on by the il.Lfl.uences of his father's training until,
after awakening to a keen sense of the wrong by
which he has been defrauded of hia manhood, he
meets a tragic fate. Harvey B:1ll, an honest, outspoken searcher after truth, ready to follow wherever
l'SIH!On mliy lead. l!'red Harmon, the typical collegebred youth whose rowdyiam must conform to the
most approved style-such a kind of young man as
DBturally develops into Judge Oarpenters, making
frantic efforts to appear respectable by the condemnation of Heywoods, and with neither brains nor
common honesty enough to see that the price paid
for such sham respectability, even though the pAyment be extorted from others, is grossly in excess of
its value.
This book will unsettle the foundations of the
church more than any book that has appeared for a
long time, for it will compel honest thought upon
vital subjecta. That honest thought is what the
church most dreads, and those subjects the church
cannot afford to hav thought about. It is not the
attacks upon orthodoxy which crop out at frequent
intervals throughout the book that will hav this
effect, but the fact that the author atrikes directly at
the root of a monstrous evil upon which the vsry
existence of the church depends. Stubbornly blind
to what the world might be if ruled by science and
love instead of by ignorance and brutality, the only
teaching of the chureh concerning the origin of life
ia that we are "born in sin and conceived in iniquity,"
which is tantamount to s~tyivg that our fathers were
old Turks and our mothHa should hav been ashamed
of themselvs. Such teaching not merely ignores the
boundless love that leads women to pass through
the valley of the shadow in testimony of their devotion to men, but it stands as a direct insult to every
human being, and it is high time that the fact were
proclaimed as bravely as the author proclaims it
by the publication of this book, that in so far as this
teaching is true it is direc•ly the fault of the church,
snd that hnmaDity dem!!nds something different.
The inexonble fact of human life is that effect follows cause. The' church has always tried to ignore
this, and to keep back the knowledge of it, but the
world ia being awakened with a tel'rible awakening,
and it will reproach the church with the bitter ~ry of
Preston Mansfield ovt>r his father's grave-" Damn
him ! He has robbed me of myself !"
ED. w. CHAMBERLAIN.

uo tion

In 1885 the Freethinkers of New York state held
This word or sound which we symbolize with three a notable convention in the staid and orthodox eity
letters, G-o-d, we see owes its existence to a-remote of Albany.
and humble source. It has been pronounced with
Many things interesting and memorable happanad
reverence, glorified and honored, till by its extensiv at that convention, things which I cannot help
recognition and acceptance it has expanded into regarding as important steps in the progress of a
something beyond human comprehension, embracing great evoiution. Seward Mitchell was there, ~nd
:the invisible worlds, and become a name for the distributed copies of his paper, the World's Beideal, the unknown first cause. What cannot man former. Some blackguards connected with the
.accomplish in the line of inventien and discovery, by Young Men's Christian Association, eager to display
,indulging his imagination, when he can make a God, their zeal, and anxious to grasp at any pretext for
.a creator, out of a sound he produces, or his primeval making an outcry against the Freethillkers, caused
·ancestors produced, in giving vent to their feelings Mitchell to be arrested on a charge of circulating
by explosions of air through the glottis-a method obscene matter. The falsity of the charge was ae.
they adopted to communicate, in this vague way, manifest as. the wickedness of the ~ffort to scandalize
. with one another'
the Freethinkers, and being readily exposed, Mitchell
This purposely or stupidly misleading translation was honorably discharged, but the incident gave rise
of the Bible, the chief literatul'e of priests and peo- to a good deal of warm discussion among the Freepie for centuries, not only in respect to the use that thinkers concerning their rights and their policy in
. has been made of the word gott in substituting it Bll<lh matters.
f?r Jehovah, with a capital G, and making it responAt this convention I :first met Helen Gardener,
s1ble for the abominations and brutalities on record, and coming thence on the boat to New York I en. and sanctifying them as of divine origin, has kept ioyed- the charm of her conversatic,n almost all tht~
.believers in a worse than mental and mor.al vassalage. way. The discussion provoked by the Seward
.It. has . ~elped to make and keep them ignorant, Mitchell incident was taken up by us, and many
snperstitaous, savage, and vengeful. ~ny · o~ the ·golden thoughts came frfJm her that dsy by which I
more e_nlightened clergy know this, but their craft knew she was as earnest in the hope of a better hu-·
has deified the record as a holy book. and the wor-d · manity as Seward Mitchell himself. She then prom-·
of God, till their. deluded followers hav this infatua- ised me that she would write a book in which she
tion so confidently established that they: will not would say things that we agreed needed to be s~roid.
consent nor suffer it to bf! disparaged. or corrected by I looked for the fulfillment of that promis for many
any human judg~ent or :finite authority.
a long expectant day, for I knew that she was amply
Plenty of Christs.
As humble and unheralded as this God has come, caj:~able and fully equipped to do just what she·
.ll'rom the Times.
to us, mal!y g~od people accept the _word: as a sym- 'promised, and I knew of no one else t(l do the needed
The Indian is not alone in his expectation of an
bol of an mfunt, eternal cause. Is 1t wise then to work. Then came" Men, Women, an.d Gods." Not early appearance of a new messiah, as numerous insho~ an~ repel with horror all such by open warfm:e That was not the book I expected. Powerful as it stances are on record where, within the last two
on hiS ex1st.e~ce, or by denying aU right or. authority , was, and welcome as it was, it was not the book she· or three years, the more civilized and betterfor such a bemg'
had promised me, and I was disappointed. Then. educated white men and black men of America hav
The tnass~s ue honest in their faith. Is it not . the world was startled with" Sex and Brain," and professed to hav received revelations, and in some
much the wxser and better way not to repudiate, :women were taught that they might not, after all,. cases to be the Ohrist himself.
d~ny, and scott; but leave them with thJlir cherished be so ir,ferior as Paul said. But this was not the'
It was only in the summet· of 1888 that one Patter.f81th and explatn to them its history, ita origin, and promist>Jd book. Then, "A Thoughtless Yes." Not eon, of Tennessee, went around preaching that a
source 1 Gtv the~ the facts and unfold to them the yet the book she promised. I had begun to think wonderful thing was to happen; and when he thought
- processes by wh1ch we hav. been. d~p!:'ived of the that promis would never be redeemed, and I had the times were ripe he declared that the second adwhole ~ruth, and ther~by hav been d~ceived and led already begun to deplore the loss which F.he failure' vent of Ohrist had come, in the person of A. J.
· astray m on~ conceptiOns of, theology, religion, and would entail, when, behold! "Ia This Your Son,. Brown, who had served RS Patterson's assistant.
du~y. Oonvmc~ them ~h~~ our desire a~d aim is to My Lord?" In this book I realized the ample ful- These two fanatics secured a large following as
enlighten t~em 1n what 1s nght and true, to hold on :fillment of a noble promis.
.
they went forth preaching their new doctrin, promisto all tha~ IS ~ood or Gp_d, and to purify ourselvs of
No novel "written for a purpose" was ever mOrEl . ing to forgiv sins and heal all diseases. It was
all that IS evil or false, lD thought or deed, in faith bright, sprightly, and interesting. It is marvelously finally announced that Brown must go up into the
an~;~r~s.l .
T. E, LoNGSHORE.
true to the life, showing on the part of its gifted au- mountains and fast for forty days and nights in
, ~a. e'Phza, O~t., 1~90.
thor not only a wonderful knowledge of human nat- order that he might be fittingly prepared for the
ure but the photographic fidelity of a real artist in· mission intrusted to his hands. He suddenly disTh~ :Secular Union;s Monthly Report.
delillieation. One great merit of the book is that the· appeared, and nothing was seen of him for many
m?rallessons it is intended to inculcate are conveyed days. Whan the prescribed period had passed, on
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colored people, where one man after another pro- water ; and her leadership was gone, even though tion. At a recent session of one of these courts,
claimed himself aa the Ohrist, promised miracles her faith remained.
·
held at Standing Rock, the principal Sioux agency,
drew crowds of excited men and women from thei~ . A brother and sister named Boland at High Prai- some aixty miles south of Bismarck, N. D., the prelabors, and created consternation in those portions rie, Kan., became so excited at a religious revival cise character of the superstition was revealed in the
of the South where their· performances were carried that they went home and built a fire on the :floor of testimony of Wal-tit-a-win, who claims to be the
on. In one case a msn nearly white, who gave his their house, danced around it, and would hav been mother of the Indian messiah. She said that her
name as Bell, went among the negroes who lived burnt to death had not tha neighbors come to the son was a divine being ; that he was now on the
along the Savannah river and procl~imed himself rescue. John Kuhni, a quiet laborer in a Wisconsin earth preparing for its regeneration ; that the Indians
as the ·returned Ohrist, crying out that those who cheese factory, cauld not convert his room-mate and were his chosen people, and that the whole western
hoped to be saved must giv up everything and eo he killed him, because he would be better dead continent was to be given over to them; the white
follow him. Hundreds believed him, left the cotton than alive ; cut out his heart to see if it was black, man was to be driven from the land, and simultanefields, the sawmills, and the turpentine stills and and buried it r;eparately from the rest of the body ously the Indians who now sleep were to be resurfollowed Bell, obeying his lightest word and ~eady that it might not cause the whole body to go to hen: rected and forever confirmed in the happy and peaceto fall down at !lis feet in worship. So great was The people of a certain portion of North Oarolina ful possession of their ancient dominions.
the disturbance that the authorities were led to :were greatly stirred up early this year by the preachIt is not to be denied that this belief has taken a
arrest Bell, and when he was taken his followers mg of a number of Baptist ministers that the world firm
hold upon thousands of the brav.est and most
would hav torn his captors to. pieces and rescued would come to sn end before the close of the year. dangerous Indians, men to whom the evidence of
him had he given the word. He told them to be In Alabama certain churches of the Shermanite their own senses will be no . argument against the
patient, declaring that an angel would co:rne to him denomination had the end eet for a certain day in advisability of warlike enterprisea in support of the
and break his prison doors by night, and that he February, and when it arrived they met at various messiah's mission. The situation is ominous. It
could not be harmed. As he had FJOmc money in his pisces of worship and spent the forenoon in singing portends an. Indian war upon a scale far surpassing
possession he was not held for v11grancy, and al· and praying, e.nd only went home when sunset such outbreaks as in past years hav been caused by
though thought not to be in his right mind was r3bowed them that some one had made a serious mis- ordinary discontent. It needs to be handled with
soon dischr.rged from custody. He then continued cl!!.lculation in the date.
the. utmost delicacy-and all the more because of the
his preaching, followed by evan greater crowds
E!\rly i:n 1888 one Silas Wilcox made his appear. analogy which can be drawn between the Ohristian
than before; announced that the world would snce in western Missouri, preaching but one doctrin religion and the prophecies of Wal-tit-a-win. We
come to an end on August 16th ; that all white -the care of the sick. Of course, he soon gathered must remember that · these prophecies are only a
men would then turn bluck 1md all black men a little band around him, tbe members of which took combination of the teachings of our own missionwhite, and that he could eupp!y all · who wished unto themselvs the name Samaritans. As his influ- aries with an ancient Indian belief concerning the
to ascend on the last day with wings at $5 a pair. ence extended his creed expanded, and he finally de- coming of a Great Spirit, in whose wake will tread
When Bell was finally sent to his proper plsce clared that the dtinking of blood would heal all man- the vast army of the Indian dead. The return of
-an insane asylum-Edward J ameB, a colored ner of diseases, because the Bible decl&red that the the ghosts is an Indian superstition much older than
justice of the peace in the same neighborhood, blood was the life. In many cases children were the American government. It was undoubtedly deannounced h!mself as the messiah and proceeded found who bad been bled that the elders might be rived from intercourse with the whites. The ento put forward clmims as extravagant ao those of restored, and the strong arm of the law had to be tirety of this new religion is of Saxon origin. B11t
Bell. He repeate1l the declar~~otion of Bell tbat evoked before the practice wae suppreesed. Before the Indians hav lost sight of that, and in the ages
the end of the world was corning August 16th, the Rev. Stephen Nolan of K9ntucky died, in Janu- that hav gone since they first knew of the white
preached that money was no longer of any use ary last, he declared that he ho.d had thrfle bodily usurper they hav come to believe in this notion and
in the world, and prevented the employers of visitations from Ohrist. In Indiana, in April, Clyde that of an Indian New Jerusalem as a peculiar faith of
labor in th&t section from obtaining needed help. Long, a boy of seventeen, declared that he was tbeir.own.
James was finally arrested and sent to the state Christ, an.d must be crucified. He erected a croas
The nature and Extent of our embarrassment in
insane asylum at Milledgeville. Yet another negro and begged to be nailed upon it, and when refused, any effort we may make to undeceive the Indians are
appeared in Oherokee couuty with the same pre- took a knife and cut himself in a fearful manner.
well shown in a conversation recently reported betensions; another in Camden, and a woman in
Another instance was that remarkable exodus from tween Gall and a white visitor. Gall, if not the
Brunswick attempted the performance of miracles. Oaklsnd, Cal., last April, when Mrs. Woodworth ablest, ie by hr the most powerful personage of the
In each of these c3ses the excitement was short· prophesied that many cities would be buried by Sioux tribes. Around him is all the glamour of a
lived, but fanatic&l ignorance was provided in suffi- eart};qullkes and tidal waves on the 14th, and many romantic career, the impressivness of a noble phycient portions to make trouble while it lasted.
persons became so impressed that they packed their sique, the strangth of a great orator, and the renown
A very marked example of· imposition upon the. goods into wagons and :fled to the hills, where they of a brave and successful warrior. He is in every
one side and blind credulity upon the other, the eat down to wait for the destruction that never came. way a man of distinction and ability, and without
btsis being a claim of the visible Chrlsthood in the Patriek Gorman set out to starve himself in a Oon- pol!eeseing anything in the nature of supreme auflesh, is furnished in the career of George J. nect.icut jail because, he said, God had ordered him thority, for the Sioux are the most communistic of
Schweinfurth at Rockford, Ill. In the casas above so to do, and for many days kept it resolutely up. Indians, he bas still a vast influence among his peocited the claimants were obscure and ignorant men, William 'rhompson, of Ksneae, attended Adventist ple. Fortunately for us, since his return from the
while the dupes were of the lowliest among the meetings in El Dorado to such purpose that he went O&nadian exile into which the Ouster massacre carfreedmen, who were guided only by their emotions home and attempted to put his family out of the ried him, he has been friendly to the American govand had no help from culture and education either world a little before the end that he believed was ernment. He has traveled extensivly throughout
in themsolvs or in the community around them. near; but was overpowered and kept under restraint the United States, visiting all our great cities, and
Vastly different was the Rockford delusion, spring- until the excitement wore away. James Baily was becoming acquainted with our num~ri~al stre~gth
ing up in the most intelligent section of the West, arrested in Alabama only three months ago for ob- and our immeasurable resources. It IS m the highat the behest of the wife of a Congregational minis- taining money from the colored people upon the est degree significant, therefore, when thi~ Indian
ter, who preached that in her own parson were the pretense ·that he was high priest of the queen of thoughtfully observes that he sees no more Improbaattributes of the risen Lord. It is some sixteen heaven and could cure any ill by a touch. Mrs. Sul- bility in the story of Wal-tit-a-win than in the religyears since Mrs. Dora Beekman advanced this claim, livan, of Springfield, 0., became exceedingly devout, ion the white man asks him to believe. "I listen,"
and her followers were at first few in number, but sat up at night and read her BiblP, talked and he says. " I sit and listen and wonder. When they
they were strong in faith, and they located their thought of nothing but religion, and finally con- say the buffalo will come back and the dead will
church at Byron, near Rockford, and went zealously structed an altar in her house, upon which she pre- breathe again, I wonder and doubt. But then I think
to work. Mr. Beekm&n, not believing in the new pared to sscrifi.ce her six-months-old babe. She of the strange things the white man believes in _his
doctrin, was torn by conflicting doctrine until finally stripped it naked, placed it upon the altar, and religion, and that makes me wonder more. For if I
reached for a knife, when the opportune entrance of say my people are crazy now, I must say that the
he found relief in insanity and an asylum.
other
psraons saved its life.
white man has always been crazy, too. I hav seen
Among the converts finally came Schweinfurth,
In Oatober the newspapers told the fearful story and felt many things that before I would not hav
a young Methodist minister of pleasing address and
appearance and of some mental power. He waa of that religion-ere zed eon and daughter in Michigan thought could be."·
soon installed as bishop and sent forth upon mission who determined that their bedridden mother needed
labor. After a time, as in the case of Ann Lee, the to be baptized, and poured· water over her until abe
Lectures and Meetings.
founder of Shakerism, Mrs. Beekman's claim of im- died. Mrs. Wood worth, who was responsible for the
Tm: lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th
O&kland
exodus,
moved
her
tent
to
St.
Louis
and
for
mortal life was disproved by her death, and the
street, on Friday evening, December 5th, is by Reymond S.
shrewd bishop stepped into the breach, deolaring weeks kept up a scene of religious frenzy; scores fall- Perrin; subject, "Scientific Basis of Morals."
that the divine spirit had passed from their former ing unconscious each evening, seeing visions, receivcommunications from the dead, and being cured
leader to himself. The claim was allowed, and to- ing
w. F. JAMIESON has a call to Arkansas, to which state he
day he is worshiped by hundreds, not merely as the of physical evils.
may go this winter some time. He desires to visit Missouri,
None
of
these
events-and
scores
of
like
character
Ohrist returned to the flesh, but as the maker and
might be added-bears testimony against true and Iowa, and Kansas first. Address at Des Moines, Ia.
ruler of the earth ss well.
These claims, made in the open light of the nine· reasonable religion, but they plainly show what bu-. To-MoRROW, Sunday, December 7th, Helen H. Gardener
teenth century and allowed by people who hav the man belief can be led to, and the harm that can be will relate her experience on "A Day in Court," to the
means of finding the truth by a little investigation, done by unscrupulous or misguided men and women. Brooklyn Philosophical Association, Bedford avenue and
show that men are about what they always hav been, The recent Indian craze is .only a portion of that south Second street, Brooklyn, E.D., at 3 P.M.
and furnish an excuse for the wonderfal spiritu~l mysterious wave that has swept over the human emoON Sunday evening, Dec. 7, 1890, Leo Miller will address
impostures of the past. The various performances tions from the beginning of time-the Indian showChicagl) Secular Union at Princess Opera House, 558
of the fait.h curists might also be cited as illustra- ing that he is neither stronger nor we&.ker than his the
West Madison street. Subject, "Tariff Laws and !'aws_of
brother
of
other
hues.
tion of the same point.
Trade Considered from a Social, Moral, and Economic Pomt
The impositions and vagaries above mentioned
of View." Seats free. Music at 7:45P.M.; lecture at 8 P.M.
Responsibility
t'~·
the
Indian
Craze.
hav been the performances of !\ class, and to enumerFrom
the
Tl·ibune.
ate all the religious fanaticisms and delusions of individuals recorded in Ameriea even in the last two
To what extent the Indians are accountable for
TuE normal effect of a certain class of realizations
years would demand an unreasonable expansion of the superstition that is now raging so fiercely among [those of eternal torment] _up~n the character would
space. One noted instance was that of Mrs. Pauline them is a problem. One of the recent reforms in- ue to produce an absolute mddference to the sufferKing, the colored woman of Oakridge Park, Ill., who augurated by the Indian bureau in its effort to teach ings of those who were external to ~the churc~, a~d
advertiaed that, as she bad fastad forty days, she the red people self-government according to our consequently to remove that reluc.a~ca to I~:fltct
would publicly turn water into wine as had been ideas, is a police court composed of Indian judges. pain which is one of the chief preservative of aoc1ety.
done at the marriage feast at Onna of Galilee. Its inferior officers are also Indians. Its processes -Lecky.
When the people hsd gatherl'ld on the appointed are served by Indian clerks and ita decrees enforced
day she bad a jar filled with water from a neighbor- by Indian policemen. These officials are selected by
SEND for catalog of our publicationP. Sent free
ing well; led in a hymn and prayer, and then tested the white man in control of the agency, who pos.
on
application.
tha contents of the jar and found nothing but sasses an appellate and a general supervisory func-
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. perfection under the insulted names of truth and I find in .the heart and the deeds of the Russian pop
holiness. What reliance can we hav on tme faithful- no chord of sympathy. The P~P rar~ly preaches
ness of such a· being ? If it be consistent with his sermons, and he takes no part m charitable works
nature to punish by substitution, what security is nor bothers himself a~out the moral welf~re of the
Christianity and Evolution.
there that he will not reward vicariously! All must people. . His interest ~n t~e bene~ce to which he ~as
CHAPTER VI.
be loose and unsettled the sentiments of reverence been assigned on ordinatiOn begms and ends w•t.h
TilE DOOTRIN OF THE ATONEMENT.
confused, the perceptions of conscience indistinct, the. a~ount of money h~ is able to squeez~ out of h1s
What meaning was attached to the doctrin of the where the terms expressiv of those great moral qual- parishiOners. As hene1the~ pretends n~r IS e~pected
atonement when first propagated is extremely doubt- ities which render God himself most venerable are to make any pretense ~o a Ide of morahty, h1s mathode of adding to his income are often strangely at
ful at this late date of the world's history. The So- thus sported with and profaned."
Further this learned author affirms that " The variance with our ideas of what pertains to the office
cinians, however, maintained that Jesus did not suffer
.
.
to make satisfaction for the sins of men ; that he died same extr~ordinary departure from all intelligible and function.s o~ a priest.
In some du~tr1cts the pops receive small salaries
rather to demonstrate his divine mission-which was, meaning of words is apparent, when the charge of
to teach the doctrin of a resurrection to a future im- vindictivness against the doctrin of sacrifice is re- from t.he goyernment ·~~ m others. grants of ~and,
mortal life, t~e truth of which he desired to show by pelled as 8 slander. If the rigorous refusal of par- oft" which, w1th the addition of bapt1s~al, marruage,
his own death and resurrection. Certain it is that don till the whole penalty has been inflicted (when burial, and other fees, they are required to m~ke
there has been great disagreement among the various indeed it is no pardon at all) be not vindictiv, we their living. Shor~ of stealing and robbery with
sects as to what Jesus meant to teach in reference to may ask to be furnished with some better d~fi.ni- violence, the more unscrup~lous of the clergy re~ort
his alleged "atonement.'' If he meant that by his tion." The church, having adopted the doctrm of to any method o.f extortion and money-~ettm,.
death he would obliterate the sins of mankind, some the atonement in all its inconsistency, cannot poe- Their most notorious methods are to act m their
of hie utterances are extremely misleading. Fur- sibly escape the consequences attendant upon its parishes as agents for the sale of certain brands of
ther, if this interpretation is to be put upon the adoption. The more logical-minded representative yo~ka, a_nd by their own ex~ple and aH !Danner of
words of Jesus, some of the leading sentiments of the of the church hav long seen that the doctrin of the msmuatmg measures promote 1ts consumption among
Old Testament are altogether out of harmony with "fall" and that of the atonement stand or fall to- the peasants.
gether; and though a large number of the more
The imperial govern~ent lo?ks with indulgent eye
such teaching.
The Old Testament proclaimed that the "Lord liberal-minded among the clergy sometimes vaf?uely on the dru~ke~ness .of Its subJects, and r~sents tamGod was merciful and gracious, long-suffering and suggest that the alleged fall is "probably myth1caJ," perance agitatiOn With. almost as much Jealousy as
abundant in goodness and truth, keeping mercy they do not go the length of admitting that the political, the reason bemg that the gre~ter part of
for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression doctrin of atonement is "probably mythical" also. Its. revenue .comes from t~e tax on liquor. T~e
The teaching of evolution in reference to these doc- priests, whom other count~1es are ever fo;emost ~
ud sin."
But if the church doctrine respecting the atonement trios is very plain. It goes to the root of them. It checking . the growth of mtemperance, ~n Buss1a
were· true, how could God be said to be forgiving if shows, first of all, that man is not a fallen being, b~t promote It by ~very means sh?rt of _pourmg Yod~a
he required the death of the innocent as an atone- a rising one; that the history of the human race IS d_own the. people a throats. With. a v1ew to co.mmisone of constant struggle toward higher and better s10ns on 1t~ ~ale, the ~ope enuse Its consun;tption by
ment for the sins of the guilty !
The Jews certainly had no idea of such a doctrin. things and that man to-day is better than he ever the too wllhng mouJtk on the most speciOus preThey expected a triumphant messiah, not a suffer- has be~n in the past. It demonstrates also that man tenses. He will .even quote ~criptu~e to them ~o
can never sin against God ; that if God were all- prov~ that t~ere IS. no ~~m m gett1!lg drunk,_ hi&
ing one.
Jesus himself said many things which were opposed powerful he could prevent man from doing anything favor1t quotation bemg : Not t~at which goeth u~to
to the idea that God would require the death ·of the that was calculated to offend him; man being inca- the mouth of a man defi.leth h1m; but that which
innocent. In the Lord's prayer he bade his fol- pable of injuring God, he can never sin against him. cometh ~>nt."
.
.
lowers to forgiv others aei they expected to be for- And if he has never sinned against deity he does not
T~e s1ze of the pop'~ 1~come depends ~s much ~n
given; ruso when Jesus was asked how often a man need some one to atone for him. Consequently both the Ignorance, superstition, and credulity of his
should forgiv his brother, he replied by saying, Not doctrine-the doetrin of original sin and its necgs- parishio!lers, coupled "!ith his own .shrewd~ess, ~s
seven times but seventy times seven (Luke xvii, 4). sary corollary, the doctrin of the atone~ent-are ?n the s1ze and population of the parish. H1s legitThat there are other statements in the Old and New alike false, and are but an evidence of past Ignorance 1mate f~e~ among the peasantry are tb~ ro~bles
Testament that contradict these, I know full well, and superstition which it requires only an age of for offiCiaLmg at a fune.ral, one ro'!ble at christenmgs,
and one rouble for a pnvate mornmg mass. At wedbut that only shows that the Bible is not an infallible knowledge and science to remove forever.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
dings he receives anything up to ten roubles, and at
guide either in sentiment or doctrin. History dem----~---betrothals a bottle of red wine. In addition to
onstrates most clearly that the doctrin of the atonement has undergone numerous transitions and that Clergymen Who Liv to Fleece the People these, however, he manages in one way or another
Under Their Charge.
to lay the moujiks under contribution to the extent
after many changes it finally developed into what
From the New York Worla.
of cultivating his land.
is now known as the accepted doctrin of the church,
A pop deems it no disgrace to get drunk, nor does
On the streets of every city, every town, and in
and indeed of all the Christian sects, except the Uni·
tarians. Let us, however, calmly examin this doctrin every village, from one end of Russia to another, the he by loose living lose caste in the estimation of his
in the shining light of reason and common sense, and foreign traveler passes men whose habit is sufficiently parishioners so long as his looseness a:ffeets nobody's
judge it at the bar of justice and humanity. Viewed distinct from those in other countries to attract pocket but his own. In fact, in Russia as elsewhere,
in this light, what shall we :find! We shall find the attention. The habit in question consists of a long and among pops no less than among other people,
idea presented of a God who makes a man so imper- cloth gown that reaches to the ankles, a soft felt the man of convivial habits is apt to be at the botfeet that his ve:ry first actions are sinful ; a God who billy cock hat, and heavy top boots. The gown tom a generous soul.
As a class the pops are cordially hated and despised
is so revengeful that nothing can appease his wrath usually is black, but is sometimes blue, and is
but the merciless sacrifice of human life. For four girdled snugly about the waist. Whether you meet by the Russian people. The peasantry regards
thousand years this God nursed his wrath ; then we one of these odd figures on the most fashionable them not as spiritual fathers, but as corrupt agents
are assured that he mercifully decided to sacrifice a street in St. Petersburg or in a remote village of a of the church, just as the police and the hordes of
part of himeelf in order to appease the vengeful distant province, the dress, figure, and deportment officials who prey upon them are corrupt agents of
sp1rit of the other pad.
the government. One set are disreputable tools of
are identically the same.
In the second place, the Rationalist objects that if
These gentlemen are the pops, or "white clergy," the church, the others of the czar. Both church and
Jesus were God he could not die-that the eternal of holy Russia. The long gown and severely simple czar they reverence, but they expect nothing but excould neither begin nor end ; and, therefore, that attire are supposed to be in imitation of the savior tortion and corrupt practices from the minions of
either Jesus was not God, or his alleged death was a when on earth, though not more than one pop in a either. Among the peasants the worst-hated minmockery. And thirdly, that upon no princfple3 of hundred knows it, and the likeness is increased by ions of the civil government are the uriadniks, a
justice could the death of the innocent be allowed, wearing long hair. The eye of the World corre- horde of nearly six thousand rural police, who, in
-and it would not effect its object if it were.
spondent has probably rested with more or less 1878, were let loose among them, with almost unIn what sense could the death of the innocent blot searching scrutiny on a hundred of these orthodox bridled powers of petty persecution. The uriadnik
out the sins of the guilty 1 The past cannot be re· Russian priests during the horseback ride from has become a by-word among the people, and on a
voked. A deed once done cannot be undone ; and Moscow to the Crimea, and the result is that I hav par with him, in the estimation of the moujiks, is
the death of the innocent, therefore, would only add decided to spell them without an e.
what is known among them as the " merchant pop."
another crime to those already committed.
For a drunken, dissolute clergyman the moujiks
By the Russians they are called both "pops " and
In one of Mr. Henry Arthur Jones's plays, "The " popes." Having so far failed to discover in the hav no special aversion, because in their eyes drunkSilver King," thi.s author makes his hero appeal to face of a single one of them an expression of benev- enness, even in a priest, is no sin, and, as before
God to '' put back the dial of time and giv him back olence or a glimmer of the light of that righteous- stated, they trouble themselvs little about what does
his yesterday." Even an omnipotent deity could ness of soul that we are accustomed· to associate not affect their own pockets. It is because the pracnot do this. Existence cannot be and not be at the with the title of pope, it is in no wanton spirit of tices of the "merchant pop' ' do affect their pockets
same time. And once an event happens in the uni- irreverence that I choose to call them " pops." Nor that they hold him in special abhorrence . above
verse nothing on earth or in heaven can undo it. is there the slightest fear of exciting resentment in others of the cloth.
Dr. Martineau makes some excellent comments upon the minds of any Russian outside the clergy, by so
The "merchant pop" is a priest who is forever
the immorality and the injustice of this doctrin. He denominating these pastors.
scheming to extort money from his parishioners.
says (Studies from Christianity, page 97), " Now I
From the standpoint of an outsider the Russian His ways of reaohing their pockets are multifarious,
.would note, in passing, that this announcement 'to pop cuts a comieal, not to say contemptible, figure and his ingenuity is exercised in preying on the
Adam of an eternal punishment impending over his on the world's stage. Viewing him from a plane credulity, the fanaticism, and the superstition of the
first sin is simply a fiction, for the warning to him beyond his sphere of influence, you feel like laugh- wooden-headed moujik. The "merchant pop" not
is stated thus : 'In the day that thou eatest thereof ing him oft" the boards, but install yourself among only acts as agent for the sale of vodka, for the
thou shalt surely die,' from which our progenito; the people who are forced'o hav dealings with him, greater consumption of which he multiplies the holimust hav been ingenious as a theologian to extract and he changes from a comical to a serious character, days and merry-makings in his district, but he also
the idea of endless life in hell. But to say no more whose deserts would be hootings and carrots rather concerns himself in the sale of icons, or holy images,
of this, what notion of veracity hav we here? When than merriment. But because the pop is born into and by granting bogus certificates of communion.
a sentence is proclaimed against crime, is it indiffer- his position and inherits his characteristics from
Every orthodox Russian is required by law to proent to judicial truth upon whom it falls? Personally many generations of sires and grandsires, every one vide himself with a certificate, showing that he has
addressed to the guilty, may it descend without a lie of whom was as incongruous and out of place in the partaken of the holy communion within the year.
upon the guiltless? Provided there is suffering is it garb of Christ as he, it behooves us not to be too To backslide from the church is a penal offense for
no ·matter where? Is this the sense in which God is uncharitable in our judgment.
which thousands of Russians hav been transported
no respecter of persons! Ob, what deplorable reThe Russian priest occupies a unique and unenvi· to Siberia, and a subject of the czar known to hav
flection of human artifice is this, that heaven is too able position in the society of his own country as been born in the orthodox faith, found by the police
veracious to abandon its proclamation of menace well as among the spiritual representative of the without a eucharistical certificate from his priest,
against transgressors, yet is content to vent it on earth. The Romish priest and the Protestant pastor, would find himself in trouble. Under the surface
goodnesa the most perfect! No darker deed can be who take the initiativ in works of charity and keep a dissent is rife; and it is in districts where dissatisfacimagined than is thus ascribed to the source of all sharp eye on the morals of their parishioners, would tion with the senseless rituals of the established
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church abounds that the commercial pop flourishes
and grows rich the easiest. For the heretics who
come to him, roubles in hand, he makes out bogus
certificates of communion, and those who think to escape notice he ferrets out and levies upon.
The commercial pop bargains and chaffers over the
fees for baptisms, weddings, and burials, and every
religious service required of him by his people is a
financial speculation. For roubles he will officially
condone all offenses, and grant absolution for all
manner of evil-doing. Without pay he will neither
pray for rain to revive the crops nor burn candles
before the icon of St. Nicholas, the moujiks' favorit saint. Much as they desj)ise bim, the moujiks believe him to be the medium through which
the blessings or the curses of the church and the
saints affect them and their interests, and of this
belief the commercial pop takes every advantage
to transfer from their lean pockets to his own
their hard-earned kopecks. Perhaps it was studying at close range the ungodly transactions of the
commercial pop that brought Count Tolstoi to the
conclusion that the primary duty of every minister
of the gospel is to earn his own living as a · husbandman.
To the foreigner who has been accustomed to regard the wearers of the cloth with something akin
to the same reverence that he feels for the church,
the Russian pop and the place he occnpies in the
minds of the people is something of an enigma. In
the Russian mind the pop seems to hav no conneciion with the church beyond a financial interest in
its forme and ceremonies. The government has appointed him official purveyor of baptismal forms,
marriage rites, holy water, and masses, for which he
receives fees, and by means of which he mak~'~s capital out of the superstition and ignorance of the
peasantry.
The ohurch they reverence; but the pop, who
stands between it and the people and acts the middleman in dispensing or withholding its blessings,
is the butt of the national satire and figures largely
in popular songs and stories as a charlatan and a
despicable fellow generally. The Russian who has
committed some grievous sin, and is prepared to go
to "ny ruinous length in regaining the favor of the
saints, approaches the pop on the subject of special
masses for the purpose in much. the same spirit as
he would approach a rascally dAaler in spavined and
broken-winded horses. He broaches the subject
cautiously and in a roundabout manner, lest by appearing too eager he betray to the pop the fact that
his services are urgently required ; a piece of indiscretion which he knows only too well would result
in an immediate in1htion of that gentleman's fees.
O.n his part the pop, by means of long practice
and a hereditary insight into the workings of the
Russian conscience, has ac:q uired such an expertness
in: detecting the very things that these would-be
cheapeners of the holy functions try to conceal that
he invariably gets the better of the bargain. It is
this prostitution of the holy office to a bargaining
and haggling over roubles and kopecks that is the
secret of the pop's unenviable position. All business
in Russia is transacted on a low moral basis. Every
Russian merchant cheats and overreaches, as a matter of course, nor do customers expect anything better of them. The moujik feels no resentment against
the man who tries to overreach him in a bargain for
a red shirt; because if he fails in his bargaining
with one merchant he goes to another. But with
the dealer in masses and sacraments he is deprived of
this freedom by the government, which has practically given the pop of his parish a monopoly. If
the mass merchant refuses to chant and bu:..-n candles
for him, save at exorbitant rates, which he very often
does, the extortionate ra_tes hav to be paid.
Russians will tell you that cases are common in
the villages of pops refusing to bury the dead and
administer the sacrament to the dying ootil the
prices they demanded were forthcoming. Thus i~
has come to be a common saying among the people
that " the pop takes money both from the living and
the dead." Ftom what the World correspondent
has seen and experienced among the Russians, how·
• e"ter, I am far from taking a one-sided view of the
matter between pops and people. Take the popa as
they are, without any pretense to a higher degree of
commercial morality than their parishioners, and it is
a fair battle of wits between them. It the pops
overreach the people in charging for their SArvices,
there is, on the other hand, not a communicant among
their flock who would not, if he could, bamboozle
the pop into praying for him and administering the
s~crament to him for nothing. There are no people
in the world so intent on getting something from
some one else for nothing as the subjects of the
c•ar.
In addition to being hated and despised by tile
p•ople the two orders of clergy in Russia-the black
clergy or monks, and the white clergy or pops-hate
and despise one another. The pops hate the monks
because it is from their ranks that all the higher
dignitaries of the church are chosen, an~ because
the monastic orders attract nearly all the d~ath-bed
bequests of the wealthy, which they think might
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otherwise come their own way. This abhorrence is
repaid with interest by the monks, who affect to
despise the pops as being the " small rogues of the
ehurch," and responsible for the scant esteem in
which both orders are held by the people.
One day, during the ride from Moscow to the
Crimea, we met a pop on ·the road. A pady of
moujik tramps who were ahee.d of us met him first,
and after they had passed him tl!ey, without any
visible notice, wheeled round and walked straight
across to the opposit side of the road. In explanation of this my companion informed me that it is
considered bad luck to meet a pop on the road, and,
by crossing his trail at right angles, thereby forming
a cross behind him, the moujiks ·hoped to avert any
calamity that would ·otherwise overtake them as a
consequence of having met him.
Many of the pops are men of fair education, but
others are wofully ignorant, particularly of the
scriptures. Sacba told me of a village pop who
knew only one passage of scripture, and this he used
to repeat over and over again as a regular order of
service. .The congregation used to respond with the
same. The passage was: "And Christ went down
to Jerusalem."
One day the pop was thrown into consternation
by hearing that a nobleman who owned an estate in
the district was coming from St. Petersburg and
would attend mass next Sunday. It would never do
to betray to the nobleman the fact that he knew but
one passage of scripture. He consulted a brother
pop in the adjoining parish. This gentleman did not
know any scripture at all, but advised him as the
easiest plan to substitute Bethlehem for Jerusalem
for the occasion of the nobleman's visit.
This was an easy thing for a man of education like
the pop, but when it came to the responses the thickheaded moujiks forgot their pastor's instructions
about Bethlehem and bawled out the word they had
from long usa!le grown accustomed to. The pop
was furioue. Forgetting the presence of the nobleman he shouted out:
"You wooden heads, it isn't Jerusalem to-day; I
told you it was to be Bethlehem !"
Priests of this class are known to the Russians as
" one-mass pops."
THoMAs STEVENS.
What Was the Physical Cause of the Death
of Jesus Christ!
From the Mectieal Record.

This question, the discussion of which has lately
been revived in t:he British Medical Journal (?), and
participated in in various other quarters, would seem
to hav been a puzzle both to the faculties of theology
and medical science ever since biblical criticism has
had a voice. And yet, if handled with frankness, it
would not seem difficult of solution.
In the first pla'le, it seems to be admitted on all
hands that Jesus did not die from the immediate and
natural, or ordinary, effect of his suspension on the
cross. This method of punishment was very common among the Romans, Jews, and other nations of
antiquity, and it is abundantly substantiated as a
fac~, in addition to its consistency with the established laws of human enduranc£>, that the subject of
it, when of ordinary health and strength, would survive his torture for from two to four or even five
days. But Jesus was suspended but about as many
hours, or not above six at. the most. Accordingly it
was that when at the ninth hour, or 6 o'clock PM,
Pilate was asked for his body, "be marveled if he
were already dead" (Mark xv, 4:4).
Nevertheless it has been the par~, as it has been
indeed the necessity, of orthodoxy to hold that when
taken down from the cross by Joseph of Arimathea
and laid away in the sepulcher .(or recess in the
rocky hillside), he was as veritably dead as the
soldiers who were sent to break the legs of the crucified supposed him to be ; and many ingenious explanat.ions hav been devised and argued to account
for what, to those who stood by, must hav been so
strange and unexpected.
Without undertaking the task of setting forth and
controverting these, and bearing in mind tbat the
death of Jesus is nowhere represented by the evangelists or elsewhere as miraculous or other than natural1 let us examin the gospel narrativ with an unprejudiced eye and see what honest inferences may
be ~rawn therefrom.
And let us bear in mind, too, that the accounts
there found are not only alLthat we hav from which
to make deductions, but tlllt they are, at least excepting their miraculous or supernatural features, of
unquestionable credibility in all essential particulars,
differences of detail even lending support to the
main story ; the capture, the trial, the crucifixion,
the interment, and the reappearance of Jesus among
the living, are facts as assured to my mind as the
taking of Jerusalem by Titus. No sufficient reason
can be imagined for the invention of any of them,
save only the resurrection, and that that really occurred so unexpectedly to all the discip,es, the immediate and rapid spread of Christianity thsreafter
is alone sufficient evidence, since it !s impossible to
account for it in any other way. It. was the 11 immortality [believed to be] brought to light through
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the gospel " that alone gave that gospel its enduring
and conquering vitality, and is still both its chief
support and the great stumbling-block of unbelievers.
What is spoken of by all the evangelists as the
"giving up the ghost" by Jesus-it is uncertain how
long before he was taken down from the cross-was
undonbtedly partial or entire syncope from exhauetion, aided perhaps by the desolation that he felt
when he found, or thought he found, himself fo:.-saken by his God (Mark xv, 34:); or it might be even
that he affected a condition of insensibility in order
to escape such further cruelties as the supplying his
thirst ·with vinegar.
However this may be, we can well believe that
when the soldiers came to finish the barbarous work,
by breaking the legs of the victims, they found him
in a condition which men even less ignorant, stupid,
and careless than they most likely were, would easily
and naturally take for actual death. For Jesus, it
must be remembered, was already worn nigh to exhaustion with fasting and anxiety, to say nothing of
his undoubted highly sensitiv organization.
Here we come, in the gospel according to John
(xix, 32-37, and xx, 27), to a plain solution of the
whole great mystery. Soldiers were sent by Pilate,
at the request of the Jews, to break the legs of
Jesus and the two thieves, in order that the ensuing
" day of Preparation" might not be desecrated by
their still hangiug from the cross, and that they
might be effectually disabled from escaping death.
They practiced this horrible feat of cruelty on the
companions in misery of Jesus, but when they came
to him they found, or supposed that they found,
him to be already dead, and accordingly neglected
to complete what anatomists know must hav been a
somewhat difficult job.
"But one of the soldiers with a spear pierced hia
side, and forthwith came thereout blood and water."
Now, there is but one part of the human anatomy,
it need not to be argued, where the thrust of a spear
would naturally be followed by such a phenomenon
as this, and that is in the region of the urinary
bladder.
Moreover, while a wound like that would not immediately destroy life, and might even easily permit
the sufferer to go or be conveyed about, and show
himsalf from time to time for a few days, it would
not, nevertheless, in view of the poor surgery of
those times, and of the uncertain care, or even neglect, that a refugee would inevitably suffer, fail before any long time to prove mortal.
This, then, is the true story of the reappearance
or resurrection of Jesus after his supposed death on
the cross. Removed to the cool tomb by the tender
hands of his friends, and placed in a horizontal position, he recovered, probably after some hours, from
his state of syncope or collapse, and easily made his
way to some selected refuge, leaving behind him the
garniture of the grave which Mary, but not Simon
Peter, took for angels clad in white raiment. Then
be lingered out his few remaining days, securely
concealed from his enemies, but revealed to we know
not .how many (in the disagreements of the evangelists) of his mos~ trusted followers.
Oswego, N. Y.
C. C. P. CLARK, :M.D.
THE use of science is to enable us during our passage through life, on the one hand, to escape hurtful
collision with the forces of nature which surround
us ; and, on the other hand, to gain their aid. As
we may see from savage life, man, dependent upon
his own personal powers, is a miserable crellture.
Every step he has risen from that low estate -to the
level of Newton, Spencer, Darwin, Wa,t, or Faraday,
he owes to the aid of the forcss of nature. For that
aid and addition to his powers he is indebted to his
knowledge and faith-knowledge of the unvarying
order of facts and faith in its persistence. For
long ages this' knowledge and faith were exercised,
so to speak unconsciously. It is only in very recent
times that 'man has become conscious of the fac~
that the universe is a cosmos-that in his knowledge
of this universal order, and in his faith in its eternal
stability, lie the only means of his ad~~nce fro~
lower to higher on the road of evolution; Th1s
knowledae and this faith is what we call science.John Wilson, M.A.

I HEAR it was charged against me that I sought to
destroy institutions,
.
. . .
But really I am neither for vor aga10st mstitutions,
(What indeed hav I in common with them! or what
with the destruction of them ¥)
Only I will establish in the Mannahatta and in every
city of these states inland and seaboard,
And in the fields and woods, and above every keel
little or large that dents the water,
Without edifices or rules or trustees or any argument,
The institution of the dear love of comrades.
-Walt Whitman.
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The Picture Book, Bound in Cloth, $2.50.
Many purchasers of the " Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook" having expressed a desire for a cloth binding for it,
we hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an additional fifty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and black
lettering. In either style of binding it is the cheapest book
for the money among Freethought publications. It is also
one of the very best.

The Evil of Religion.
Religion unaccompanied with intelligence to know
that it is not true is a bad thing to possess.
This is made too plain to dispute by the religious
foolishness of the Indians on the Northwestern res
ervations. They hav got religion, do not know any
better than to believe it literally, aud consequently
are in the deepest trouble.
When a man like Schweinfurth sets himself up all
a 11 messiah " among civilized people they laugh at
him and go about their busin(\BB undisturbed by
his claims. Nineteen hundred years ago the world
was ignorant enough to believe that sort of thing.
It knows better now.
Messiahs hav been coming and going for several
thousand years. Only a few are left, and they are
worshiped chiefly because their advents and takings
off occurred so long ago. Some p"eople believe an
old lie who are quick to detect a modern one. Most
of these messiahs hav made trouble in the world.
T.btl people who are the greatest sufferers at present
from the messiahahip craze are the Indians of this
country, who hav learned just enough Christianity
to be bothered by it. They are pre millennialists so
far as their understanding goes. An officer of the
U aited States army, a body of men now activly employed in discrediting religion, tells the story of the
origin of the diffi~ulty. The story of the officer is
as follows: •· Last spring an Indian called and said
he would like to speak to the commanding general.
The messeneer introduced him to me, and I turned
him over to another officer for that purpose. But in
a few moments he was turned over to me again. 1
took him in the room, and he gave a history of himself. He said his name waa Johnson Sides; that he
was known as the Peacemaker among all Indians
and the whites of Nevada, where he lived.
"To substantiate his statement he showed me 8
medal which he carried around his neck, on which
was a legen~ to the effect that the medal was presented to h1m by some Christian society for his
-efforts toward doing good to his fellow-men, whether
white or red. He could talk very good English .
was dressed like an ordinary laborer but had th~
Indian's way of wearing his hair. H~ told me ha
read or knew the Bible; that he was desirous of
making peace with everyone, and that was why he
was named Peacemaker. He said that Indians had
come from afar to see him, and he pulled out a pipe,
such as are made by the Northern Indiana, which
was recognized as having come from either Montana
or Dakota.
~· Johnson Sides said that it came from Dakota;,
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that the kind of clay of which it was made could I "Since writing the above I hav been up to
not be found in Nevada, and that the stem was of a Sitting Bull's, and the dance is in full blast. It
peculiar wood not found in Nevada or California. is a most terrible thing-the old sun dance with a
He mentioned the names of the Indians who had new name. They dance facing the sun as long as
visited him and the tribes they belonged to, and also possible, and fall down, moan, groan, and whoop,
gave the time they had called.
and foam at the mouth like mad dogs, singing a
1
' I firmly believe that this is the good-natured
slow chant, 1 ah-tay-he·e-lo' being all the words
Indian who has caused all this trouble; that he has used. They do not yet cut the bodies, but that
taught the members of his tribe the story of Christ will soon be added; The men all dress in war dress
or the messiah, and the time when he will once more and paint and feathers ; and the women also take
visit this earth, as it has been taught him by the part and paint and wear feathers, which is a new
Christian people interested in his welfare. He has feature. Sitting Bull stayed in a sacred tent, and
told these visiting Indians of the paradise in store everyone entering the dance for the first time went
for all people when the son shall once more visit this into the tent to be made 1 wakan' and be painted
earth, and the Indian's paradise is whatever his with blue crescents on the forehead, cheeks, and
imagination may lead him to believe, the same as a chin, and a cross on the nose and between the eyes."
white man."
One need not ransack his memory very far to re·
Another story is told by an Arrapahoe lndiaD, a call prototypes innumerable of Sitting Bull and his
veritable Saul of Tarsus. While hunting alone near victims. They are all over the world, in all ages,
the Shoshone mountains he became lost, and for a and some exist to-day. Instead, therefore, of inlong time wa11dered ebout aimlessly. Finally a structing ignorant Indians in theology the governstrange feeling came over him and he involuntarily ment should send all the missionaries East and go
began to follow a certain star, which moved before to work and aivilizs the red men. And if those inhim and led him many miles out into the mountains. habitants of this " Christian country" who imagin
Just at daybreak the star became stationary over a they are already civilized will closely atudy this rebeautiful mountain valley, and he sank to rest on a ligious phase, digging deep into its significance, it
couch of moss. While he rested a strange vision may help to rid them of a theology which has noappeared before him. He saw a great spirit dance, doubtedly led the Indians into this foolishness.
and the participants were dead Arraphoe warriors led These Indians had an infinitly more sensible religion
by the dead chiefs of the past. In the distance were before they ever beard of Christianity.
dances by the departed of all other tribes, and the
The Power of the Priests.
hills and mountains all about were alive with buffalo,
deer, and other game. Suddenly he was awakened
A good sample of the manner in which Roman
by a strange voice, wpich asked whether Sitting Bull Catholics are ruled by their priests was given in
would like to see all the dead braves return to Little Falls, N. Y., two Sundays ago. The t.rouble
earth again and hav the buffalo and deer abound on between the priest and hil'l parishioners arose over
the plainl!l. Replying in the affirmativ Sitting Bull the conduct of a fair held by the church. The manarose and saw before him a strange being dressed in aging committee claimed the right to alone issue
a blanket of pure white, and with flowing hair and passes, and when the priest issued passes they
beard of the same color, while about his head shone refused to honor them and wrote their pastor that he
a strange light. The strange being said that he was was "an intolerable nuisance."
the same Christ who was upon the earth nineteen
The priest remained silent until he got into his
hundred years ago to save the white men, and that pulpit, and then he took his innings. Holding up
he would soon return to save the red men. They the letter in which he was told to mind his own
must prepare for his coming, for he would bring business, the priest read the names of the signers.
with him all of the dead Indians, and the land would They were, he said, rebellious Catholics, and ignored
again be alive with buffalo and other game. The the authority of the church. He had been insulted
whites who had so long persecuted and robbed the by them, he said, and he proposed to make them
Indians would be driven out of the land across the make amends. Then he went on :
sea, nevsr to return ag&in. All day the messiah con"The first name on this paper is that of Daniel F. Herversed with Sitting Bull, revealing to him many leby. If he has a glimmer of sense his name would never
things, also showing him the scars of nails in his be found attaehed to such a paper as this; but what can you
hands and feet and the wound in his side. When expect from a selfish old bachelor, whose whole life has been
spent \n breaking girls' hearts? If he '\<'ere not past all
night came on the messiah disappeared, and Sitting shame he would blush for what he has done. Here we see
Ball was led from the mountains by the bright star the name of Mr. Curry, who is a supervisor of the town of
of the previous night.
Manheim. He hasn't sense enough to get s clean shave.
Having warped this teaching to fit their under- Probably he never took a bath in his life. And Mr. Eagan.
standing-that is, made a theology of it, as has Think of this man. Everybody knows his head never fitted
often been done by others-the Indians began their him, but why should he advertise himself as a monstrosity?" ·
The priest went through the list, and each man
ghost dance, face to the sun, to await the coming of
was
called such names as "monkey," "ass," fool."
their messiah, imitating to a degree the actions of
When
he had finished his abuse of the individuals,
the Millerite& who, some fifty years ago, held the
he
said,
speaking with extreme earnestness and layadvent of their messiah to ba close at hand. And as
all religious fanaticis are dangerous to other people, ing special stress on the last words, "Now, if
Uncle Sam has had to prepare to pr()tect the lives of everyone doesn't come to me during the week and
the people likely to be assaulted by the devotees of beg my pardon and forgivness I will call down next
Sunday morning the curses of heaven and hell upon
the new theol()gy.
One of th~ teachers of this theology is Sitting each one who fails to do it."
Within two hours after the service all but sixof
Bull, a gentleman who on several occasions has
the
vituperated men had rushed to the parochial
caueed trouble. He is now a full-fledged theologian,
and though not a graduate of Andover is as com- residence and apologized I And the obdurate half
petent to make mischief as any of the products of dozen will follow the example or be excommunicated,
that institution. That he works just like other which to a devout Catholic is spiritual and temporal
medicin-men and priests, and that his people are the damnation, for a boycott goes with the anathema.
"The only reformation of which the Roman Cathaverage dupes, is evident from these two paragraphs
olic
church, or any orthodox church, is capable, is
from a letter from the scene of trouble : "Sitting
Bull has told his people to pay no attention to the destruction."
orders of the agent or of the president, and that he
would bewitch the ammunition of the soldiers so
that the guns would n!t kill. The very elements
seem to hav united with him to deceive the people.
He told them when he returned from the agency
that he would make it rain, and yesterday it rained
all the morning. Of course, we all knew it could
not rain long at this season of the year ; and he said
to them: 'Now I will lift up this white cloth and
rain will cease.' Soon it did stop ; and he is shrewd
enough to use suoh means to impress the people.
He i11 thoroughly and hopelessly bad, and I hope
the government will remove him for good from
the reservation,

How Do 'rhey Like It 1
Postmaster-General Wanamaker probably felt the
need of making some explanation of his remarkable
exclusion from the mails of Tolstoi's remarkable,
Christian book, and this is the way he does i~ in his
annual report of the doings of his department : .
"It does not matter whether or not a given publication
presented for mailing appears, by complaint or otherwise,
to a postmnster to be 'obscene, lewd, or lascivious.' If it
does appear to be 'indecent,' he Is obliged, in order not to
become a law-breaker, to refer the questionable point to the
proper department official. It does not matter when the
referee considers the question whether the given publication
is merely 'obscene, lewd, or lascivious.' If it is simply indecent, he inust exclude it or break the law. A tran~Iation
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of a questionable book was, as a matter of fact, presented
some months shice· at the post"office in a Western city for
transmission in the mails; It was held and referred to this
department. The assistant attorney,general, finding it indecent under any definition of the word, issued an order excluding it. To exclude the book was the simple duty <,f
the department. For myself I never discuss the policy or
wisdom of breaking the law, and the officials of the postoffice department do not."
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The Breckinridge Bill.

The Sabbath Union fanatics will make strong
efforts to bav the "Breckinridge Sunday Rest Bill "
passed at this session of Oongress. The bill is now
in the hands of a sub-committee of the House of Representative committee on the District of Oolumbia,
and the attempt will be made to take it from them
It seems from this thl\t Oomstock has at last and pass it. The bill is as follows :
got the word "indecent " into his law. Therefore, "A bill to prevent persons from being forced to labor on
people will now beware l Things which can be de- Sunday. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representati'VB of the United States oj America in Congress assembled
scribed as follows are unmailable. Anything
That it shall be unlawful for any person or corporation U:
Unbecoming.
the District of Columbia, to perform any secular labor or
Indecorous.
bu!!iness, or cause the same to be performed by any person
in their employment on Sunday, except works of necessity
Indelicate.
or mercy; nor shall it be lawful for any person or corporaUnseemly.
tion to receive pay for labor or services performed or renImmodest.
dered in violation of this act.
An offense against delicacy.
" Any person or corporation, or employee of any person
Offensiv to modesty.
or corporation in the District of Columbia, who shall violate
the provision.~ of this act, shall, upon conviction thereof be
L'cking in modesty or good manners.
punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars' for
In a manner to offend modesty and delicacy.
such offense : Pr011ifled, lt01JJIYIJ£r, That the provisions
The thing lacking in this inquisition, however, is every
of this act shall not be construed to apply to any person or
a proclamation letting the people know whose mod- persons who conscientiously believe in and observe any
esty,
. delicacy, idea of good manners, and so forth , it other day of the week than Sunday as a day of rest."
IS that must be shocked by printed matter in order
We hope that every reader of THE TRUTH SEEXEB
to make that matter unmailable. Is it always the will at once write to the two Senators from his state
assistant attorney-general, or is it sometimes the and the Representativ from his district protesting
postmaster-general himself?
against the enactment of any Sunday laws. The
How do the people of the country like the notion God-in-the-Oonstitution party and the Sabbath Union
that because some reading matter required by them are asking all their supporters to write in favor of
appears unseemly to a postmaster it shall be ex- the bill, because, says Mr. Orafts, the best petitions
cluded from the mails until a nincompoop at Wash- of all are individual letters from the people as stockington can pass upon it ?
holders in the corporation known as the Nation and
--------~.-------the State to their directors, the legislators, who selRome Reviving.
dom
dare to refuse any just wish that is expressed
Visitors to Rome are surprised Rt the new growth
with
sufficient earnestness by a majority of their
of the city and the advancement generally in endeavor
but there is no reason why the oppoconstituents;
and progress and hope. New buildings are rising
throughout the city, for purposes both of business nents of the bill should not avail themselvs of this
and of residence. There has been an astonishing epistolary influence. Therefore, write a letter to
increase in the value of land within the walls, and your Oongressmlln and your Senators, and write it
territory outside the walls is receiving attention and now. Tae commissioners of the District, and the
improvement unknown since the time of Augustus president, and Wanamaker, and a lot more of our
Omsar. A great bridge over the Tiber, called the Presbyterian government, favor the bill, and it will
Garibaldi bridge, after the famous liberator of Italy require hard work to defeat it. Therefore write out
and bater of priests, draws admiration. A hospital your protest against Oongress establishing the Ohril!of splendid proportions is being constructed. The tian religion by recognizing its holy day and send it
Regulation Plan office is kept unrestingly occupied to Washington.
------~~.-------with proposed improvements of every kind. Fine
Editorial Notes.
architectural taste is exhibited, and the edifices are
DR. LYMAN ABBOTT is credited with saying: "We run up
no less remarkable for their classical and elaborate the Puritan flag, and emblazon on it the motto of a modern
adornment than for their -durable massivness. Ad- and modified Puritanism I A state Christian but not ecclemirable specimens of the sculptor's art adorn the siastical; with faith but no creed; reverence but no ritual;
facadee, and the personages represented are not as a recognized religion but no established church." A writer
of old the fabulous saints and impossible chimeras of in the .A.d'Vent RIJ'IJitw and Herald says of this : "The less
flags are run up the better. For the state to be ChrisCatholicism, but are the great men of modern Italy such
tian, or profess to be, to hav faith, reverence, and a recog.
and pagan Rome-scientists, poets, artists, and other nized religion, is nothing short of its being ecclesiastical
helpers of man and beautifiers of the world.
having a creed, a ritual, and an established church; fo;
There is in addition a great increase of interest ecclesiastical means simply, 'pertaining to the church;'
shown by the people in the great works of art in the the definition of the faith is the creed; the manner in which
museums and other buildinge, and the artistic spirit reverence is to be manifested is the ritual; and the religion
recogniz~d by the state is the estabiished church."
is undeniably reviving. The remains and monuments
THERE is a first-class chance somewhere between New
of former ages, of all kinds, that are to be seen in
different parts of the city, are receiving increasing York and Omaha, Neb., for Holy John Wanalllaker to insome reforms in his postal service. Several copies
attention, and serve as aids in the historical inquiries troduce
of the " Freethinker's Pictorial Te:xt:-Book" were recently
to which Italians are awakening. Literary interest sent by mail to John A. Jost, of the latter city, and upon
and activity manifest a corr~sponding quickening.
their arrival one of them was found to hav been opened, and
The distressed pope complains that one of the on the front fly-leaf, in large penciled letters, was written a
towering buildings erected looks over into his remark of a nature which under the Comstock statutes made
grounds for daily exercise, so that espionage from it the book unmailable. It was so indecent that we cannot indicate its nature. Under the postal regulations third-class
has compelled him to forego his daily walks. We matter may be examined to see that no laws are broken by
wish to use t.bis as an illustration of the forces at the mailing, but we never knew that postal clerks were per
work that are causing all the other changes named mitted to defile printed matter with language used only by
above. It is similarly because edifices of knowledge the vilest toughs. Holy John might well neglect his Sunday.
hav newly risen, from which the populace look with school for a day to investigate the character of some of his
government employees~
_superiority down upon clerical doings, that they are
beginning to scorn their prayer-books and initiate
MR. R. M. KrNG, the Adventist who has been in jail at
production of their own literature. It is because Troy, Tenn., tor several weeks because be plowed on Sun.
Freethinkers bav at last provided the people with a day, doesn't seem to be regarded by his Christian jailers as
a very bad man, for in a letter to an elder of his denomina.
vantage-ground of historical information as to the tion Mr. King says: "I hal got along splendidly so far.
glory of pagan Rome and the ruinous operation of The jailer and his wife hav been as kind to me as they could
papacy on· that city, from which they may perceive be, and seem to place a great deal of conftdence in me, as
their true. situation and interests, that they are they let me hav the keys to go in and out of jail when I
turning their attention to records of the past and its please, and giv me a nice room to sleep in all to myself."
When this is read by the Christians who want the " Sabbetter rules and beliefs. It is because they hav been bath" kept they will probably get out a round robin to the
:led to bights of thought whence supernatural hopes jailer, demanding that Mr. King be placed in a dungeon and
are seen in their littlE!ness and the true hopes of the fed on bread and water. Further along in hls Jetter the
race-utilitarian, ecientific; and artistic-are seen in pri_soner for conscience's sake indulges in these reflections:
·their truth and beRuty, that they ere forsaking "I do not know how long I shall hav to stay here. I guess
I will get out before long. It seems strange to me that I
. Ohristianity's stagnant impotence and advancing in hav to lie in jail for working on Sunday, when I can look
··ali. the. paths of Rt;\tional developmen·t _and glory. out from here on Sunday and see people at work close
·L~<>k .to
of the. new . . . .
enough by to halloo at, and noth~ng said about .it. Last
. .the
. -- Romans
.

Sunday they hauled wood here to a brick kiln, four or five
men working all day: But, of course, they were not Adventists."
THE Kentucky constitutional convention-a very procras.
tlnating body of legislators-has agreed upon a new Bill of
Rights to be submitted with the new constitution. It refers
to an unknown person whom it designates as Almighty God,
but Kentuckians are not obliged to believe in him in order
to get office, for the instrument further provides that " the
civil rights, privileges, or capacities of no person shall be
taken away, or in anywise diminished or enlarged, on account
of his belief or disbelief of any religious tenet, dogma, or
teaching whatsoever, and no human authority shall in any
case control or interfere with the rights of conscience."
Whether the new constitution will exempt church property
from taxation is not decided. If it shall, the legislature can
at any time tax it without a new constitution being neces~
sary, the bill providing on the subject of taxation that "no·
property shall be exempt from taxation except as provided in_
this constitution, and every grant of a franchise, privilege,
or exemption shall remain subject to revocation, alteration,
or amendment." ARother provision in the document is that
"all power is inhP.rent in the people," which seems to make
the reference to Almighty God as the giver of ci.,il, religious, and political liberty an empty compliment.
RETURNING from the American Secular Union Congregs
Mr. L. K. ·Washburn stopped to lecture at Alliance, 0.
There he learned of an attempt to preserve the " Sabbath"
holy by persecuting a Freethinker. Mr. P. L. Dattlebaum,
in common with other dealers, has kept his cigar store open
on Sundays for years. He carries, in connection with cigars
and tobacco, a line of gents' furnishing goods. His Sunday ·
trade, however, has been mostly of cigars. One Sunday in
October he sold a linen collar, and was notifted the next
morning by the police authorities to close hh place of business on the following Sabbath. He did so, but noticed that
every other cigar-dealer kept open store the same as usual.
Not thinking all were treated alike, Mr. Dil.ttlebaum opened
his doors when the next Sunday came around and was arrested on Monday morning. He was again arrested in two
weeks for the same offense. He appealed his case, and we
shall await with interest the decision of the higher court.
What makes this case look like persecution is that not another person has been ordered to close his cigar st'lre or has
been arrested for selling his goods on Sunday. Mr. Dattlebaum is an outspoken Freethinker, and thinks that religious
prejudice has prompted the action against him. But imagin
the authorities of a city or town giving a license to sell tobacco, cigars, etc., on Sunday, and prosecuting a man for
selling a linen collar on that day, exclaims Mr. Washburn.
It seems that cleanliness is not next to godliness in the opinion of some people. We are at a loss to understand how a
Christian can strain at a linen collar and swallow a plug of
tobacco or a cigar on his Sabbath day. It would seem as
though a man with a clean collar would make a better appearance on and do greater honor to the Sabbath, than a
man with a cigar in his mouth, but evidently the Christian
conscience is more wounded by the sale of clean linen on the
Sabbath than by the sale of a filthy weed. The In'llesttgatt>r
hopes that Mr. Dattlebaum will win his case, to which we
say amen.
THE Rev. Russell H. Conwell, of Philadelphia., based a
recent sermon on the words of the prophet, Micah v~ 1, 6:
"Gather thyself in troop, 0 daughter of troops; thus shall
he deliver us from the Assyrian." The speaker closed by
saylng: " Once, nearly all schools in the Christian lands
were religious schools where the redeemer's name was reverenced and Bible principles prominently taught. The
church ruled over the most important realms, and religion
ana education were almost synonymous in many communities. But now, given over to the world, with Christ poeitivly shut out of it by law, the public schools multiply the
enemies of the church every year. Oh, what a disgraceful
day was that for the church of Christ when they capitulated
to Satan and took the Bible out of the schools. This awful
defeat can only be retrieved by a united demand for the
restoration of the scriptures or by the establishment of a
mighty system of private Christian schools. Once, the
Christian church held under its predominating influence the
reins of government. By its teachings and associations, the
fearless words of its preachers·, and the education of the
young, the legislator felt the strong hand upon him and tried
to make laws to acco'rd with the teachings of the Btble.
Now the church has so far destroyed its own power in political affairs by extreme doctrine of the separation of church
and state that the last Congress is said to hav greeted a religious petition with sneers and laughter, and the visit of
the great Baptist National Convention to the House of Representativs two years ago, was made the occasion for rib3ld
speeches and low jokes in their presence on the floor of
Congress. All Christian men should attend the primary
meetings and invariably vote and be open in the expression
of religious convictions in connection with political matters.
The legislatures and the church must be allies. To secure
that, Christians must gather into troops. The churches of
all sects must attempt to act together in all matters upon
which they are in theory agreed. The earth is the Lord's,
and Jet us claim all the an::usements, all the business, all the
legislation, for the benefit of his. human family, and allow no
power of evil to use them against our master." The Rev.
Russell H. Conwell seems to be something of an extremist
both in his statements of what has occurred to the church
and what she ought to do and hav. It is a fact to be regretted that the Bible has not yet be!!n taken out of the schools,
and another that the church and state are not nearly so wide
apart as he alleges. .
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EURBKA, CAL., Oct. 15, 1890.
I am
more than pleased with it. It is so much better than I bad
expected. Be sure I shall advertise it well.
MAEous PRTBBBBN.
Yours in the cause,
MB. EDITOR: Picture book arrived in good order.

JAMXSTOWN 1 N.Y., Nov. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : On account of a statement read in this city
yesterday, by a Rev. Mr. Ellis, to the effect that Christian.
ity is on the increase and Freethought on the decline, I write
to ask you if you are in posseBSion of any statistics, or any
other reliable information, showing the increase or decrease
of church.membership, or general church attendance, relativly to the population. If you hav any, hav you any objection to publishing them? They would be very useful to
THoMAs·HINDLB.
Freethinkers.
[We hav no statistics on this matter. Has anyone ?-En.
T. S.]
DoROHBBTBR, NRB., Nov. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 for the " Pictorial TextBook." I hav been a reader of THB TRUTH SBBKER for sev-

.DECEl\l:BEH

ure, action, life. We can conceive that such a change may,
or may not, be going on continually, abstracting or ad~ing
to the size, weight, energy, and other qualities of the thmgs
that we know and may in a sense call ours, and if this abstraction or addition did affect proportion slightly it might
be so slightly as not to affect practically the well-being of
any form of life, so that there would neither be aggrandize.
ment nor robbery brought about by such process to any individual of the said universe. The universe itself would
lose material, but that energy which could take the material
in such a way must already own what it takes and what it
takes from. We see then that in the transaction each has
his own, the doer and the done by; and perfect justice
reigns; and we could not justly complain if our universe
were reduced until it occupied a space which to our present
sense would seem insignificant, or likewise if it were increased. The energy which would giv and take material in
this sense could not be called the giver and taker as we apply that term to God (although it would be the act of God),
because, leaving the structure proportionally intact, from
whom does he giv or take? who suffers gain or loss? who
knows of the transaction? Not man nor any creature.
However, if what we call our universe was as a whole a
cognizant being aware of other similar or dissimilar beings,
it would be aware of loss or gain, but if the other beings
suffered (if the term may be used) proportional loss or gain,
the transaction would still remain unknown. If of this material so taken God formed one or a myriad other universes
like or unlike ours, tbese when they became aware must call
God the giver, and if so, likewise this universe as a whole
must call God the giver and cannot call him the taker away
on account of any downfall of structure within itself, that
being the result of the permanent action of the structure as
a whole. If it be taken away wholly it has but changed its
habitation, and if it be utterly destroyed what remains to
say it has suffered loss ? So every structure as a whole
must regard its maker as the giver, not being in existence to
perceive him as the taker.
N. SALTONSTALL.

6, i 890.

eral years, and I would not do without it for ten times the
price. We hav a priest-ridden town with some five hundred iEhabitants and three churches, but their jealousy of
each other give a Freethinker a chance to breathe. There
seems to be a weakneBB of the Holy Ghost's power here at
present. The Methodists hav been having a revival the past
two weeks and only a few of the faithful attend, and they
are so weak they cannot get up a shout, although the pastor
is an old...style groaner and preacher. The devil, as usual,
seems to be ahead. There are a number here of Liberal
mind, but only three or four that dare to speak out. As for
myself, the sands of life are nearly run, and I expect to be
able to get enough to eat and speak my mind, for I expect to
take a long sleep soon and must do what I can in the little
time I hav. Long Jife to Heston. I hope he has regained
HALSTEAD, KAN., Nov. 25, 1890.
his health, and may THE TRUTH SBBKBR become so popular
MB. EDITOR: "When I was a child I spa.ke as a child, I
that you never will hav to think of giving up the pictures. thought as a child, but when I became a man I put away
lam,
childish things" (St. Paul). The great apostle evidently
JBSBIB JOHNSON.
Yours for truth and justice for all,
deems some things adapted to childhood tha\ would not be
appropriate to mature years, and in this many not BO wise
RBNo, ILL., Nov. 20, 1890.
as he will coincide. It is the purpose of this writing to con.
MR. EDITOR : I am a stranger to your columns, but shall eider some of the things that are peculiarly childish and
never get acquainted by keeping still, so, truth seeker.s, should be put away when we reach maturity. F.rst is an
Freethinkers, and all conservativ men, shake l I want to unreasoning terror, a fear of ghosts, "bugaboos" and
ask your contributors to deal gP.ntly with the erring ones, "bugamans," etc. Even a shadow may frighten a chlld
for I hav just succeeded in freeing my reasonln' faculties illto convulsions. This seems sad ~;ven when the r.:ffiiction is
from the power of habit and prejudice, woven illto the limited to childhood's earliest years, but when the years hav
threads of my Jife from earliest infancy up to manhood, and paaaed that should bring wisdom and maturity without givI tell you it is a desperate undertaking. Through the kind- ing the ability to put away childish things, the last condition
ness of a friend, Brother Peter Plog, I was enabled a ye&r is far worse than the first. Unhappily tl.is inability to put
ago to read your paper, which he loaned me. Also Paille's away childish tllings seems to cling to many people through
"Age of Reason," which first staggered me seriously, and all the years allotted to this life, even down to old age.
knocked my faith into smithereens. Your comments, Peck's They are frightened not merely at shadows, but at the bare
pickings, and Ingersoll's erudite writings hav completely mention of a word the full meaning of which they do not
changed the views of a lifetime. But it was hard to giv comprehend. I lately heard a man boasting in public of
them up. Yet I thought if "God" became angry at me for the numbers he had frightened out of the use of their readoing so he could not be a just God, because he is respon. son by ringing the changes on one little word, "Eternity!"
sible for' my existence, for my every attTibute, and if. he is and they were not babies but full-grown men and women.
all-wise, he would know I was a hypocrit if I now pretended One ill particular was a ripe railroad conductor weighing
otherwise. Besides, the old fellow must improve his temper two hundred pounds avoirdupois-was a big man in every
or a great many must roast anyway, so if I hav to roast, it sense of the word excepting the childish terror. The dreadwill be as an honest, free man.
H. L. HAOHBTTB.
ful word has no doubt quite an extensiv meaning, but as
every son and daughter of Adam has about an equal chance
C"LIFTON, KAN., Nov. 9, 1890.
of learning exactly what it does mean, it seems foolish; to
MB. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper for many years, and say the least, to allow one man's interpretation of the word
expect to continue while here ill life. I commenced ta.ldng to worry us or cause a ripple on the. placid surface of our
it soon after D. M. Bennett moved it from Illinois to New lives. If with Paul we hav put away childish things, no
York city. I circulated a petition for Bennett, and obtained word, however terrible, could cause us to tremble or swerve
between one and two hundred names for his release, when one hair's breadth from the line of truth that should be the
I lived in Oregon, Wis., also for Heywood and obtained guide of our lives. No fear of punishment or hope of reward
over one hundred names. Of late I got one hundred and furnishes the motiv power. No promis of golden harp or
twelve names for Harman, editor of Lucifer, and my crown is needed to induce the true man to deal justly and
daughter, Ella, one hundred and one on a petition for release love mercy. The duties of the day, the ever-present, eternal
from prison. I hav been working with the Farmers' Alli- nO'IJJ, round out and fill the life of a well-developed, full-grown
ance for a change in finance, money, transportation, and all man or woman who has put away childish things. "Here
the bad class laws that hav cursed our country for the last and now is duty done," speaks in every heart throb, in every
twenty-five years. The election returns from Kansas will beat of the pendulum of time, to every rational mind, to
show you whether the ·farmers are becoming educated or .every tender heart that loves truth and humanity more than
not. Agitation and exchange of thought mean education, dreams and traditions, and cares more to improve opportuni·
and education means individualization, and the two com- ties for doing and getting good than to s"tudy how he will
bined mean organization. I was opposed some to secret so- spend a far-off, impossible eternity.
R. J. HuNT.
cieties until this movement, but I find it is the only way to
hold farmers together, for as a general thing they are so
ELBA, 0., Nov. 18, 1890.
isolated they cannot understand each other, and their prejMR. EDITOR : Mrs. M. A. Freeman delivered lectures at
udices hold them apart until organized in a secret order. Lower Salem, 0., November 4th and 5th, and one here the
I speak from experience, for I hav been a member of the 6th. As a Liberal lecturer Mrs. Freeman has few equals,
open Farmers' Alliance for about four years, and some of and we were all well pleaeed with her. The lectures were a
the time president and one of the directors, and all we could success in every respect. At Elba the hall was full of people
do for the betterment of the farmer was in shipping grain as and it was difficult for all to get in, which was more than we
a joint stock organization at points on the railroads where expected.
the elevator men or graill buyers had pooled.
Secular principles are rapidly growing in public favor in
I shall be seventy-one years old this month, and am work- this community. Only a few years ago there was no one to
illg for the benefit ot·the laboring classes, to enlighten and be found here who would or could successfully defend Seceducate the masses that they may vote intelligently and bet. ular philosophy, while now the orthodox people cannot be
ter their condition financial, moral, and intellectual.
induced to publicly or privately discuss the questions at issue
JoHN C. HANAN.
Yours for universal emancipation,
with an opponent. They seem to be aware that their barba.
roue doctrine will not bear discussion and investigation, ~nd
Nov. 20, 1890.
wisely leave the whole matter to their paid attorney, and he
:MR. EDlTOR : It has been said that if our universe was re. is discreet enough to take Talmage's advice. It is very
duced to the size of a finger ring, every part being changed, strange that people of any intelligence will refuse to listen to
but every proportion remaining intact, we should not be or tolerate any criticism of their religious belief, as some of
aware of the change, because the permanency of all that is our Christians do.
depends wholly and forever upon proportion alone-structThe churches of our community contaiD a few respectable

people of average intelligence, but the great majority of such
do not belong to the churches, do not believe their doctrine,
and are practically Secularists ill moat respects ; yet many
of them are moral cowards and hav J!.Ot the courage to
antagonize orthodox creeds. I admire a person who zeal.
ously upholds and defends his religious, political, or any
other principles, so long as he treats an opponent courteously
and fairly and grants to others the same rights he claims for
himself. But he who bas not the courage to oppose and
expose what he believes to be an erroneous idea is not a
person iB whom to place the fullest confidence.
In this day and age of the world there can be no excuse for
not having decided opinions upon religious questions. If
you believe in church doctrine and are not a member of a
church your moral sense is certainly not very acute, and if
you believe Christian doctrine are false is it not your plain
duty to endeavor to destroy them? We hav people right
among us who hav no more faith nor belief in Christianity
than I hav, yet they do not seem to understand that to teach
false doctrine is necessarily injurious.
The churches here hav little power to abridge our rightful
liberties, and many unbelievers do not understand the dangers of church supremacy. They do not consider that the
liberty of thought and action they enjoy has been won from
the church by the labor of others, and that bigotry only
needs an opportunity to be oppressiv. Christian societies
are aiming to make our government Christian in all its
functions, and if they succeed in this, all that will not subscribe to their creeds will speedily be disfranchised. The
Puritan!! who came to this country to escape persecution
and to persecute all who did not agree with them, established
a model Obristian government, and it is the boast of church
dignitaries that they will be successful in establishing a sim·
Uar one again. Because we, in this place, are not perse.
outed, some of us assume that the former spirit of the church
is dead and that it will never resume its intolerant altitude.
The history of churches does not warrant this assumption,
and it behooves us to destroy doctrine that teach total depravity. If we. are not regenerated we are logically considered by Christians as the worst enemies o! the state and society, and worthy of any punishment they may inflict. Christianity teaches tllat an unbeliever has no rights a Christian is
bound to respect, and to this we object. We believe we hav
an equal right with the Christian to life, liberty, and the pur.
suit of happineBB, and we demand these privileges.
W. J. DUTTON. _
HANNffiAL 1 Mo., Nov. 19, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Your correspondent, C. L. James, is off the
track in assuming that I am not in sympathy with the Secular Union. I hav been a worker for Secular principles from
my youth, as the recorda of the old Liberal League show;
and while I do not indorse the policy of the Secular Union
I still work for the Nine Demands, ill harmony with all advocates of Secular government. Mr. James is down on the
Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists, as he c11lls it. He seems
not to be aware that the term Agnostic was dropped from
the name of our order nearly three years ago, because there
are so many people who, like him, are laboring under a false
impression as to the meaning of the word. But he is down
on the Moralists, anyhow, because they do not believe ill
ghosts, and do exclude Anarchists, polygamists, and free
lovers. Does he mean to say that a Liberal has no right to
oppose these evils because 11ome Liberals sanction them ?
If I am denied the right to oppose whateoer I believe to be
false and pernicious, " I'd rather be a dog and bay the
moon."
Notwithstanding the opposition of the above-named
classes, the Brotherhood of Moralists has spread rapidly
over the United States, and is attractiog the attention of
some of the most earnest and intelligent Liberals of the Old
World.
Mr. James labors hard to make it appear that the Brotherhood of Moralists ie a bigoted sect; but such is not the case,
for the very first section of our Bond of Union (which is
part of the constitution) declares "we hold it to be selfevident that enlightened human reason untrammeled by
prejudice is the highest tribunal known to man, and that
every rational being has an· inalienable right to investigate
and decide for himself all questions pertaining to his present or future welfare." We fully concede the right of others
to differ from us, and would not coerce them if we could.
Any member of our order has the right to go hunting for
virgin mothers, and Holy Ghosts, and other kinds of ghosts;
and if he finds any, and is seized with a desire to get onto a
"higher plane," we are always ready, cheerfully and with·
out the slightest unkind feeling, to giv him or her an honorable discharge and a hearty good wish. The objects of
our order are to promote good government and rational morality, and to eradicate superstition. Of course we want no
members who cannot work for these objects. Thus far we
are exclusiv, because no organization can be constructiv
without being exclusiv to this extent; but, so far as I know,
our members are all genuin Liberals. ·Our constitution
makes provision for such changes and amendments as may;
from time to time, be deemed advisable. There is nothing
cast-iron or sectarian about it, and no " et cetera&" in it.
I hope all of your readers will send to the secretary of
the propaganda committee, F. H. Rau, Hannibal, Mo., for a
free copy of the constitution, and " investigate and decide
A. R. An~~s.
for themselvs."
TYNGSBORo, MAss., Nov, 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to hav the following cracks at my
critics.
1. One of my KaJ,Jsas critical friends guesses that there
are but few J. P, Guilds. I know of but one, and he is
happily able to pr~erve h!e individuality and ma~e war on
both religious superstition and alcoholic intemperance.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
2. Those who hav been indulged by the long-suffering
Editor in permitting their scurrilous language to appear in
his otherwise fajr paper, should not intimate that he exceeds impartiality when he prints respectable letters written
in the interest of decency and soberness.
3. That one man's liberty ends where another man's right
commences, is a statement like the axiom in arithmetic that
one-haifa cheese equals the other half. The question rema\ns, Where does the other man's right commence? Is it
where the first man's liberty leaves off? What if they do.
not agree as to the terminus of each other's liberties and
rights ? What if their respectiv claims and possessions
overlap? What if one or both persons are careless of the
other's rights and liberties? Then it is the business of law
to decide and enforce its decision in the matter.
4. My Anarchistic brother thinks my answer to his queries
funny enough to make a horse laugh. He thereby shows
that he has at least the humor of a horse. If he had horsesense as regards his own questions, he would know that
justice and peace hav no show much farther than as those
who own anything are able to hold it down, either alone or
by aid of their allies. He need not hav said that he is
neither Jesus Christ nor Thomas Paine, for the teaching of
the first was to " turn the other cheek also," which he would
hardly be willing to do, and the second was the instigator
and encourager of the American Revolution.
5. If anybody pretends to suppose that I do not know the
difference between a horse and an acre of land, it is plain he
lies. What I do not know is the difference beiween two
vacancitos. If ownership is vitiated by vacation in one case,
why not also in the other? It may be questioned if land be
more justly subject to ownership than water or air, as all
three are essential to life ; but if rightfully ownable at all,
it may be held for prospectiv as well as present use, like the
plow that cultivates it ; and the plow, the land, and the
money that will buy them may alike be rented to others or
taxed on account of public services ta the owner.
6. Anarchy, as applied to a peaceful state of society, is a
misnomer. Anarchy, as defiaed by usage, means resistance
to rule. One who Is willing to obey, without being forced,
a command which he dislikes, is not an Anarchist, but a
submissionist. When everyone knows what is right and
best for each and all and none refuse to bear their part in the
public welfare, it will be time enough for the miscalled theoretical Anarchy to get in its practical work.
7. Will my appreciativ Brother B., down in Texas, plesse
send me his name and address ? Also, I shall be glad to get
a note from whoever of my readers, liking my notions, will
take time to write to me.
J. P. GuiLD.
NKoLA, lA., Nov. 22, 1890.
MR. EDIToR : I should like to make a few remarks in reply
to B., of Fort Worth, Texas, on Prohibition. He says the
assertion of the beer advocates that Prohibition in Iowa and
Kansas is a failure, Is all false. I should like to ask Mr. B.
how he knows it Is false. I judge from the tone of his letter
that he has heard some minister say it was and concludes it
is so. But I can testify to the contrary. I liv in Iowa, in a
town of nine hundred inhabitants, and it is free whiskyfive saloons running regularly just as openly as they do in
Nebraska, and no revenue whatever from it; drunkenness
more frequent than I ever saw in Nebraska during the twentythree years there, all because of the Liberal element that
exists here. All true Liberals are inclined to let everybody
do as they please as long as they do not interfere with the
right-s of others. Wherever you find ·Prohibition enforced
you will find the Sunday laws enforced the same. It is the
result of a strong Christian element disposed to enforce
everyone to conform to their ideas of conduct and morality.
According to censuses of 1880 and 1890 the population of Iowa
has fallen off some thousands-! do not remember just how
much-and there can be no other reason for it except Prohibition. Kansas has fallen Q.ff in all except a few of the
large cities. Nearly every town in the country has about
one-third vacant houses, while in Nebraska you will see
nothing of the kind at all. She has increased in population
since the Prohibition law went into effect in Kansas and
Iowa as she never did before, while Kansas was increasing in
population, before she passed Prohibition, faster than any
other state in the Union, and Prohibition is the only reason
why she should not hav continued to increase. I hav been in
nearly all the Western states and territories, and I can truthfully say there is no finer land in the United States, take the
whole state together. And no one will ever know the
amount of money that has been spent in Iowa to try to enforce Prohibition, but it is utterly impossible; and in most
places, like Neola, the people that feel the most interest in
the welfare of the state hav concluded it best to not try to
enforce it.
Why do you not try to prohibit the manufacture of firearms to kill each other with and commit suicide with?
How a man can claim to be Liberal and favor Prohibition, is
what beats me. I consider the two as foreign to each other
as black and white. I will forever oppose any measure that
will deny any man the free and unlimited right to make and
sell anything that is in demand. For the restrictions
put upon the use of liquor hav, in my opinion, been the main
source of more manias for liquor than all other causes combined, and the only true way to do away with the evil effects
of liquor is to make it 1ust as free as vinegar. Let any man
make it or any man sell it that wants to, and any man drink
it that wants to. Then we shall hav good, pure liquor, and
then men will stop to consider what is for their own interest.
You cannot make men moral by law. If the Christian
churches had been satisfied With teaching their beliefs and
not tried to force their views- upon the people, they would
n!lver bav met with the opposition they hav. · Now their
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measures hav set neighbors and friends at variance with
one another, and instilled in the minds of their believers
that God would uphold them and even assist them in seeking
satisfaction for their imaginary :wrongs. Look at the Indian uprising at the present time up in Dakota._ Who is responsible for this? It is my candid opinion that if the government had never allowed a missionary or Chtistian school
to be started among these Indians thia messiah craze would
never ha v occurred. I do not think so little of my views that
I am ashamed to sign my name in full.
· Yours ever for freedom,
D. w. WHITNEY.
DKNVKR, CoL., Nov. 20, 1890.
MR. EDIToR: One W. Fritts, amateur astronomer, and
Freethinker, and free expresser of his thoughts, when passbig my office kindly handed me for perusal- a copy of THK
TRUTH SKKKKR, which held me spell-bound for over an hour.
Among other things, I noticed P. V. W se's experience while
walking on his father's farm in Grant county; Wis., who
saw two persons driving a herd of cattle. He recognized
the cattle and the two young men as being Wm. Oldham
and Thomas McQueen. I distinctly heard, he says, a voice
speak to me and declare that McQueen was the guiltier of
the two, and was the one that induced William to take a
part in the stealing of the cattle, but by the act would escape conviction. William sold the cattle to a butcher in
Potosi, and received part payment therefor. On the trial
McQueen was acquitted on the ground that he did not receive any money from the butcher for them. How do you
account for this ? By what means was the visual organ so
enlarged that the phenomena could be distinctly seen, just
as clearly as if the material body of the person stood by the
roadside and the words were spoken by him-no prearrangement, says the narrator. I did not believe in anything supernatural (superhuman is a better word; all things
are natural, all the way to deity). How do you account
for it?
Well, let us see. In the first place, P. V. Wise has latent
powers of clairvoyance (clear seeing), also latent powers of
clairaudience (clear hearing). He can be psychologized into
either state by the invisible, and when in a clairvoyant state
look backward through the laws of psychological retrospect, and look forward through the laws of s.vmpathy inside and foretell future eventa, when the things foretold lie
within the channel of some plain immutable laws of connection. The most singular part of the affair Is where he saw
Mr. Wise at the very moment the deed was being transacted,
as was afterward proven on the trial in court. This is also
possible; past, present, and future are eternally the same.
The scientific facts are, neither Mr. Wise nor anyone else
sees or hears anythil)g with material eyes and ears. Light,
wh~ch is force, photographs a minute inverted image on the
bottom of the eye, on the retina, which acting on the brain
produces consciousness of an object. All that is known to
us is mental conception. The reality of which our conception is composed is force. The invisible spirit can photograph
the images referred to by Mr. Wise on his brain as plain as
he ever saw objects with his so. called material eyes, and far
less delusiv, as it is of the soul aud not the body. Sound
reaches the auditory nerve of the ear through sympathetic
vibrations imparted to the ether atmosphere of space. Behind the eye is the perceiver; behind the ear Is the spirit or
intelligence which recognizes the sound. And all through
the fading and feeble organs. There are other substances,
and there would be no conceptions of life if not for the
spirit that pervades them.
Science has rendered null two of the five senses, to wit,
seeing and feeling, but she has kindly substituted two more
-intuition and common sense. An intuition is not an impression. Intuition is an attribute of the soul, while an impression is an impress made upon our mind through the
effiuence of some other mind that may be at that moment in
our sphere of life. We should be guided by intuition and
reason, and not lly blind impulses.
Mr. Wise asks, Can words be pronounced in an ordinary
conversational tone without a material person of body and
organs? I answer yes. The atmosphere holds in solution
everything you can name or mention in the world, hence it
contains the necessary elements to materialize a thorax and
other organs of sound. You know the glottis and the epiglottis are of very simple construction, and the spirit chemist
can make semblances of them under certain conditions and
by this artificial glottis cause the spirit voice.
Remember that all the mightiest forces of nature are invisible, but not supernatural. Raise the eyelids of the mind
and look up toward realities, and learn to be wise by nature
as well as by name. With a little effort you can develop
your clairvoyant powers.
A spirit purporting to be Bennett controled my hand to
write an article for THK TRUTH BKKKKR two or three years
ago, but I neglected sending it because it was not verified
satisfactorily. I tried to invoke him· to-day, but do not
DB. T. GILK.
succeed.
Nll:wAGGo, MIOH., Nov. 16, _1890.
MR. EDITOR : Will you tell me through the columns of
your most excellent paper the difference in the creeds of the
Roinan Catholics and Episcopals? I was talking with a
good sister, a member of the last-named church, and told
her that my ideas were that they were mugwump Catholics.
She· djsputed it, and said she had no love· for the Catholics.
I told her I could convince her. But alas,·! know nothing
of their creed, and write to you for information. Please
answer at your earliest convenience and oblige a reader ~f
·
· ·
- .
· - · -MRS.- _D. L. CoLK.
your invaluable paper.
· [If Mrs. Lake will procure her Episcopalian frien~'s Book
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of Common Prayer, she will find therein the Articles of Religion of the Episcopal church in this country, also the
Apostle's Creed. The Episcopalians also believe in the
Nicene Creed, as follows :
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of all
things, both visible and invisible; and in one. Lord, Jesus
Christ, the Son of God, begotten of the Father, and Light of
Light, very God of very God, begotten. not made, being of
one substance with the Father, by whom all_ things were
made; who for us men and for our salvation, came down
and was made fiesh, made man, suffered and rose again on
the third day, went up into the heavens, and is to come
again to judge the quick and the dead. I believe in tke
Holy Ghost, the Lord arid Giver of Life, who proceeded
from the Father and the Bon, who with the Father and Son
are worshiped and glorified, who spoke by the .prophets.
And I believe one Catholic and Apostolic church. I
acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins. And I
look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the
world to come.
This creed has undergone several changes since it was
first publishPd, but this, we believe, is the popular form.
The Catholics also add the Athanasian to the Apostle's and
Nicene Creeds, and the substance of their doctrine is thus
given by Prof. Philip Schaff :
The dc>ctrins of the Roman Catholic church are laid down
in the ecumenical creeds, the acts of nineteen or twenty
ecumenical councils, the bulls of the popes, and especially
the Tridentine and Vatican standards. The principal authorities are the canons and decrees of the council of Trent
(1563), the Profession of the Tridentine Faith, commonly
called the Creed of Pius IV. (1564), the Roman Catechism
(1566), the decree of the Immaculate Conception (1854), and
the Vatican decrees on the Catholic faith and the infallibility
of the pope (1870). The best summary of the leading
articles of the Roman faith is contained in the Creed of Pope
Pius IV., which is binding upon all priests and public
teachers, and which must be confessed by all c:>nverta. It
conElsts of the Nicene Creed and the following eleven
articles:
1. 1,--, with a firm faith believe and profess all and
every one of the things contained in that creed which the
holy Roman church makes use of :
I believe in one God, the Father Almighty, etc. [Here
follows the Nicene Creed.]
2. I most steadfastly admit and embrace apostolic and
ecclesiastic traditions, and all other observances and constitutions of the same church.
3. I also admit the holy scriptures, according to that sense
which our holy mother church haa held and does hold, to
which it belongs to judge of the true sense and interpretation of the scriptures ; neither will I ever take and interpret
.them otherwise than according to the unanimous consent of
the Fathers.
4 I also profess that there are truly and properly seven
sacraments of the new law,· instituted by Jesus Christ our
Lord, and necessary for the salvation of mankind, though
not all for every one, to wit: baptism, confirmation, the
eucharist, penance, extreme unction, holy orders, and matrimony; and that thev confer grace; and that of these, baptism, confirmation,· and ordination cannot be reiterated
without sacrilege. I also receive and admit the received
and approved ceremonies of the Catholic church, used in the
solemn administration of the aforesaid sacraments.
5. I embrace and receive all and every o!le of the things
which hav been defined and declared in the holy council of
Trent concerning origin_al sin and justification. ·
. 6. I profess, likewise, that in the mass there is offered to
God a true, proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living
and the dead ; and that in the most holy sacrament of the
eucharist there is truly, really, and substantially, the body
and blood, together with the soul and divinity, of our Lord
Jesus Christ; and that there is made a change of the whole
essence of the bread into the body, and of the whole essence
of the wine into the blood; which change the Catholic
church calls transubstantiation.
7. I also confess that under either kind alone Christ is
received whole and entire, and a true sacrament.
8. I firmly hold that there is a purgatory, and that the
souls therein detained are helped by the suffrages of the
faithful. Likewise, that the saints· reigning with Christ are
to be-honored and invoked, and that they offer up prayers
to God for us, and that their relics are to be had in veneration.
9. I most firmly assert that the images of Christ, and of
the perpetual Virgin the Mother of God, and also of other
saints, ought to be had and retained, and that due honor
and veneration are to be given them. I also a:Hlrm that the
power of indulgences was left by Christ in the church, and
that the use of them Is most wholesome to Christian people.
10. I acknowledge the holy Catholic Apostolic Roman
church for the mother and mistreBS of all churches ; and I
promis and swear true obedience to the bishop of Rome,
successor to St. Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and Vicar of
Jesus Christ.
11. I likewise undoubtingly receive and profess ail other
things delivered, defined, !lnd declared by the Sacred Canons
and General Councils, and particularly by the holy Council
of Trent; and I condemn, reject, and anathematize all things
contrary thereto, and all heresies which the church has condemned, rejected, and anathematized.
·
12 I do, at this present, freely profess and truly hold thia
true Catholic faith, without which no one can be saved; and
I promis most constantly to retain and confess the same
entire and inviolate, with God's assistance, to the end of my
life. And I will take care, as far as in me lies, that it shall
.be held, taught, and preached by my subjects, or by those
the cate of whom shall appertain to me in my office. This
I,--, promis, vow, and swear, so help me God, and these
holy gospels of God.
To ·complete the doctrinal system two more articles of
faith must be added, which hav been defined in these words:
( 1) That" the blessed Virgin Mary, by a singular grace and
privilege of Almighty God, in view of the merits of Christ
Jesus the Savior of mankind, has been preserved free from
all stain of original sin" (in other words, that Mary was
absolutely sinless, and hence in no need of redemption);
ai.td (2) that" the Roman pontiff, when he speaks ei1Jcathedra
-that is, in discharge of the office of pastor and doctor of
all Christians by virtue of his supreme apostolic authority,
he defines a doctrin regarding faith or morals-is possessed
of that infallibility with which the di<tine Redeemer willed
·that his church should be endowed, an d that therefore such
definitions of the Roman pontiff are 1rreformable of themselva, and_ not from the consent of the church."
..
-ED. T. S,]
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!lcliUd 0, Miss Sus.&.N H. WIXoN, Fall
Hiww, .)[~.,to ul&om oll OommunfeationBftw
U.iB Oomw should ~ smt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Cinque, the Hero of Armistad.

hold, or how deep and pure the child's love
was for them and little Gracie.
One day Mr. and Mrs. Chester went for a
drive, and it happened to be on a Thankegiving day-just one year since she found
Edith.
They returned at nightfall, and as they
.neared Mr. Chester's broad acres Mrs. Chester
noticed how red the sky looked in the direction of their home. And she fancied she
could hear shouts, as if the people were
strangely excited.
"There is a fire, and not far from our
house I Drive faster, Will!" she exclaimed.
Never did a ride seem longer to poor Mrs.
Chester.
As they neared their home. a sudden turn
brought them iu full view of their lovely
house enveloped in flames.
Poor Mrs. Chester, at the thought of little
Gracie, fell back in a dead faint.
When she recovered she was in a neighbor's house with her hu~band beside her.
Her first thought was Gracie. She asked
for her and Mr. Chester brought the little
child in, crying.
" Why, what is the matter, Gracie?" she
asked.
"Oh, mamma," sobbed the little child,
"Edie is asleep, and I tan't wake her."
Mrs. Chester's eyes eought her husband's.
"Will," she murmured, brokenly.
"Come, dear," he said, takiDg little Gracie
in his arms and beckoning for his wife to follow. Mrs. Chester turned white as death as
she obediently followed him down-stairs
to the parlor.
Into the still, darkened parlor they went.
"She died to save our little Gracie," said
.&Ir. Chester as he paused reverently on the
threshold.
In a lovely casket lined with pure white
lilies they looked their last on their "little
Thanksgiving gem."
IDA A. BALLOU.

[A.n excellent painting of Cinque, th!l snbje<:t of
this poem, hanlls in Mr. Robert PurVIS's Blttlnll·
room shove his writinll desk, at his home, 1621
Mount Vernon street, Philadelphia. The ~tory lB
well known to many of t-he old·time Abolitionists.
Spain, in violation of her treatY with other conntries for the suppression of the slave trade, contracted clandestiniY to supply her iBland of Cuba
"With slaves from the African coast. A.s the Cubans
'Worked their slaves about eighteen hours each
day. they only lived on an average sevAn Years;
so the price was high and the demand great. In
1840, about fift.y years ago, Cinque was, with aboy.t
thirty. four other negro men and three wom~n, m
'all thirty eight, landed a+. Havana and sold as
·slaves to two planters, Montez and Don Pedr_o,
and while sttempting to convey them in lrons m
the small boat called the Armistad. wbJch they
iointly owned, to their plantations on the Island of
Principe, the slaves mutinied, killing and diapers
ing captain and <'rew of three or four men. and
took possession of the vessel, and Otnque, as commander, compelled Montez, one of the would·be
masters, to agree to navigate the ve~sel back to
African Bhores; but he deceivPd them and brought
the vessel to our shores at New London, Oonn.,
where !bey were landed under t.l>e guns of our
marine, imPrisoned, and after much diplomaoY
hetween Spain and this country, were tried in
Uniteil Btate11 courts and by the aid of the president. John Quincy A.dams, who' pleaded their case,
acquitted sud set at liberty.]
Under A.fric•s burning sky,
From the womb of sa valle mother
- Didst thon spring with freedom's ory,
Swarthy hero, valiant brother.
In that far-oft" land of Mendi,
With thy warriors by thy side,
I am with thee, truly send I
Martial greeting OB that ride.
If not khig, then kingly scion,
Best of blood the veins mnst fill;
Buffalo, N. Y.
Eye of fire and heart of lion,
Spartan courage, steadfast will.
Tile Devil's Marriage.
True Napoleon, who betrayed thee 1
Was it one thy heart bad loved 1
According to a tradition, which I believe
Or in jungle, who W'l.Ylaid thee,
must be taken with a little grain of salt, the
Ere thY valor had been proved?
devil happened to contract matrimony once.
Tnrn•d thee over to a m<tster,
His empire is very large, and though there
Sold thee for a tithe of gold;
Even then thy blood ran faster,
is no deficiency there of beautiful and amiFreely into Freedom's mold.
able young ladies, who could make enjoyable
Spanish gold and Cuban greed,
partners to his Fatanic majesty, none of them
Try your hand, and if yon can,
were to his taste.
'l'o a seven-year ~lave life lead
Convinced that he would not meet there a
Armistad's brave llero man.
bride, he resolved to apply to our planet.
Blood shall fi ?W and freedom fiourieh,
Behold, now, actually following the ancient
Truth and right firm foothold gain;
proverb of the Holy Queer, "Seek and ye
God shall triumph, wrong shall perish,
Joy be born of grief and pain.
1shall find," Satan met his companion
Oome, my lordly Ouban master,
amongst the daughters of men. The fortu.
Who to God ne'er bent a knee,
nate who gave her hand to the prince of the
Yon shall :ttow than lightning faster
infernal regions was called Miss Impiety.
Ohange to slave, wMle he is free.
For many years the couple lived in comAh, the fetters forged for him,
plete happiness. One day, stimulated by an
Woe, that yon should wear;
Lost to heaven, on earth you win
inordinate desire to return to his nativ counHell's deep, dark deat.'air.
try, Satan decided to abandon the earth and
Fagle eye now watches near thee,
return to his fatherland. As a loving father,
Not in Satan's name;
he did not wish to leave without locating .his
But in Freedom's. Montez, hear me,
daughters
(there were twelve) in the manner
Wilt thou wed thy life to shame?
following:
0 my country, oft and long
Ambition, his eldest daughter, he gave
Defending slavery's stain;
away in marriage to a rich nobleman.
I send thee wildest strains of song,
Thanks once in Freedom'~ name.
Avarice, to a usurer.
Rest, soul, aglow with freedom's fire,
Brutality, to a fanatie.
In Freedom's' cause you wrought:
"Envy, to a coachman.
Go on, from deeds so high, still higherHypocrisy, to priests and parsons of all
Outrun my own poor thought.
denominations.
Out of the watches of the night
Madness, to a soldier.
Shall come the music of the day;
Poverty was the wife of a schoolmaster.
Out of the darkneijll come the light,
Break !orth a dazzling ray.
Waste was matched to a young man who
fell heir to a large fortune.
When shall a true word spoken rest 1
When brave blow cea11e for Freedom given?
Vanity and Vengeance he left to the fair
Not till their ringing chimes be Pressed
sex, because he could not get husbands for
On every ear in court of heaven.
-D. H Kent, P/liladPlpMa, Pa.

A Thanksgiving Gem.

them.
Up to to.day, none of the daughters of
Satan hav abandoned their husbands.
E. S.
[i'he above is a very ingenious little story,
but some of our readers will be likely to take
exceptions to" Vanity and Vengeance" being left ta the " fair sex" alone. The unfair
sex would seem to possess a monopoly of
those ungracious factors.-En. C. C.]

It was on Thanksgiving ·day-they found
her a poor, homeless, friendless little waif,
numbed and senseless, by the doorsteps.
And it wa'! bright, cheery little Mrs.
Chester that brought her in the warm sittingroom and took the friendless orphan to her
heart and home. A long illness followed
the child's recovery, brought on, the doctor
Uorrespondence.
said, by cold and exposure. Mrs. Chester
WoonLA.ND, Wrs., Oct. 29, 1890.
discovered the name of her protegee to be
DEAR Mrss WJXo1<1': This is my second letter
Edith Dale.
to the Corner, but I hope !shall soon be able
Edith was very fond of Mr. and Mrs. to correspond with grown folks. There does
Chester, and passionately attached to Mrs. not seem to be ~ 0 many children wriling to
the Corner as there used to be, but I hope
Chester's little baby girl, Gracie.
the Liberal will succeed, and hope, when I
Edith was so cheerful, so comforting, so get grown, that I can get up and speak as
helpful in so many ways, that the grateful the great Liberal men and women ot the
lady called Edith her "little Thanksgiving United Sta~ee do. We only hav three months
,
; of school Ill the year, and tl~en we hav to
gem.
.
1walk over a mile up one hill and the other
But the good people little ~new what "an , and school being hi June, July, and August:
angel unawares" they had m their house- I we sometimes hav two weeks' vacation.
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I am glad the pictures were continued. I
hav not been to any Liberal meeting since
last winter. Mrs. Krekel spoke at the
Woodland school-house; I was present; she
was as good a speaker as ever graced Woodland. I received a letter from the assistant
secretary of the Oregon Secular Union saying
that they were going to meet in Portland,
Ore., the 11th, 12th, and 13th, and would like
to hav the Liberals of our neighborhood attend. There were many of the Liberals of
Woodland going to attend, put they could
not get ready before the last day, when we
went. But the speaking had closed; there
was only a ball on the 13th, and so we did not
hear the speaking, and, not caring for the
ball, we went to the Mechanics' Fair. But I
hope I soon shall be able to go to a meeting
again. We must keep the Liberal ball roll.
ing. I will stop, or my letter will go to the
waste-basket; and wishing the Liberals success, I remain,
Yours for liberty and truth,
ANNIE BALLHORN.
[May Annie realize her desire to become a
public speaker, which she can do by study,
reflection, and practice. It would be a good
idea to form a neighborhood club for the purpose of learning the art of public speaking.
Try it.-En. C. C.]
VERSAILLEs, INn., Nov. 3, 1890.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Not having written
for so long a time, I thought perhaps you all
would begin to think that I had deserted
the Corner and become converted to the
Christian faith. That is not it. I hav been
reading, and will always continue to read, the
valuable paper, each week with increasing interest, and am striving (as I think is every
true Liberal's duty) to spread the gospel of
Freethought. H each and all of my Liberal
friends would endeavor to convince at least
one of their church.goin~ friends of the inconsistency of their religiOn and their Bible,
we should hav many more persons to enter the
ranks of Liberalism. Besides, we should feel
that we had done something in our lifetime
for the important cause.
0! course, there are many with whom it is
utterly useless to reason, in consequence of
their total ignorance upon any subject, but
those who do admit of a mild and kind explanation are the ones upon whom our labors
will not be lost.
I hav been reading "Men, Women, and
Gods," and hav liked it so well that I concluded not to be so selfish as to retain it for my
own special benefit, but to giv it to my friends,
for the purpose of discovering that woman is
the slave cf religion-in fact, that she is and
always was the unconscious tool of the Bible,
which for that one particular reason Elhould
be abhorred by her as the greatest encroachment on her right and privileges.
I will try and write an essay for the " Science Column" before long, as I am greatly
interested in that part.
I should like very much to correspond with
a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER who writes the
Pitman system of phonography. It would
be a great aid to us, and especially to myself.
Please let me know soon.
Well, I will close this letter now, lest it
will become too long.
I send you love from us all.
Your friend,
ANNIE H. STOOKINGER.

siastic patriotism without a single row
Considering the revolutionary tendency of
the people, and the despotic government
which preceded that of Rajas P., this is a
remarkable proof. of the influence for good
which can be exerted by a well-meaning and
capable man ot sense over a people who do
not acknowledge fear as part of their currie
ulum •
The Guiana question is still uppermost in
the minds of the Venezuelans, and I am
hopeful that the day is not far distant when
England will of necessity be obliged to yield
to the earnest and patriotic endeavors of
Bolivar's countrymen.
· The English hav shamefully ignored the
principles of the Monroe doctrin, and if we
allow them to proceed as hitherto, we shall
some day hav cause to repent our neglect of
a-sacred duty.
With hope of sending more from Trinidad
I remain,
Yours in friendship,
G. S. NEwToN.

An Honest Offer.
In another colu!Wl will be found the ad
vertisment of the great firm of J • .l). Larkin
& Co., of Buffalo. This firm is quoted in the
commercial agencies as being worth $100,
000. They hav been in business a great
many years, and their Sweet Home soap and
toilet articles are well known throughout the
United States. Much pleasure is taken in
calling the attention of the public to this
firm's advertisment. 'fhe firm shows its
reliability in the !act that it is willing to let
anybody hav its goods on thirty days' trial.

Ad'!Jertisment.

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 800pp., $1.

Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888pp., $1.25,

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Bandsome and Interesting Book~ Without Superstition for Ohildren and Yontn. The Onlf Freethinkers• Children's Story-Book ever taaned.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heav:v, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; tto, 22tpp •• boards, $1.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00,

New Edition, Revlsef l1D.d EnlarJred.

MEN, WO.MEN & GODS.
.y HELEN H. CARDENER,

Introdnotio:u by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Priae, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oanta.
'.I'M T~ Supplied at iip6dal Discountl.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
98 Lafa:Y!Jtte Place, New York.
Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at .
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arrived after a very pleasant voyage of seven
days at the island of Curacao, one of the
Dutch West Indian ·possessions.
There were fourteen passengers on board,
for the greater part Venezuelans, and their
sociability and refinement were a source of
pleasure during the whole voyage.
By G. W. FOOTE.
. The officers also are a jolly set, and without exception fine samples of the American " IDLE TALES OF DYING
gentleman.
HORRORS."
From Curacao I proceeded to Maracaibo,
and from there to Porto Cabello and Valen.
cia. On arriving here in Caracas, I found New Edition, Revised and Enla1·ged.
that in the six months that I hav been absent
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of
lit le or nothing has occurred to disturb the Bruno, Buckle, Comte, Helvetins, Hugo, Hume,
inhabitants.
Owen, Paine, Strauss, Volney, Voltaire, and
This, to you, may seem quite common- nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers.
place, but in these countries there is, as a
Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office.
rule, so much tyranny that revolutions are
more the rule than the exception.
~OW READY.
Venezuela, however, bas been remarkably
fortunate in the choice of her last two presidents, with the natural result th<J.t there is
A VOLUME OF THE WRITINGS
peace and contentment throughout the entire
Oli'
republic.
From here I will proceed to Ciudad Bolivar on the Orinoco, passing through BarceOOMPILBD BY
lona, Carupano, Cumana, and Trinidad.
The other day they felt an earthquake
L. K. WASHBUBN.
shock here in Caracns, and although the laws This volume com11rises some of the ablest and
of the country prohibit religious processions best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrinJr the
in public, the priests paraded around the past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on
paper, bound in cloth, and contains·
plaza praying for a suspension in the earth- cream-white
a fine likenel!§. of the venerable editor of the
quake line. Their prayers must hav been Investtgator. Every Liberal should hav this book
in his home. It is now readY for delivery,
heard, for there was only one shock.
.Caracal!!, as I said in my last, lies in a dePrice, $1.00.
lightful valley, and is blessed with a fine
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climate. Its society is of the best, its ladies
are extraordinarily pretty, and I do not exaggerate in saying that its m~m hav retained FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH.
all the noble attributes of their Spanish ancestors to the exclusion of nearly all their A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction.of
the Moabites by the .Jews.
bad ones.
•ro.day is a national fete day. The streets
By A. C. MIDDLETON;
are crowded with soldiers and other classes,
Price,
all anxious to make a display of their enthu10 cents.
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The Modern Science hsaJist
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HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and
l!_hiloPOllhY. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF
THOMPSON.
2 OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works,
·
and influence. BY Rev ..JoHN W. 0HADWIOK.
8
BOLA.B AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION:
•
.i-<ow suns and worlds come into being. BY
Mr. GARRET P. SERVISs.
.
4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of
. geologY. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES.
5 EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life
•
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS.
6 EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order
• of zoological evolution. By Dr. RoSSITER
RAYMOND
7 THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq•
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OOPE.
s. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and development. By Dr. l:IOBERT G. EooLES.
9. EVOLUTION OF BOOIETY. BY JAMEs A. SKILToN.
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY
SAMPSON.
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS
G. JANES.
12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O.
1.

PAli.BILlLL.

13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. OBADWIOK.
14. PHILO!tOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABR
HOYT NICHOLS.
15 THE EFII'EOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE
• OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J.
SAVAGE.
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THIS BOY LAUGHS
because the Great "Christmas" Box has arrived
and it will make 10o,ooo boys, girls, men and
women, old and young, happy ; because it contains the greatest lot of Christmas Presents
eve1· seen for the money. Beautiful things 1
Col. Kelso's Works.
Something for everyone in the family, father
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-mother-all
of the boys and girls-the baby
hammer Logic unsurpassed." avo, 833pp.,
silk cloth, $8.
.
·-and hired girl. Such fun opening the box
Spiritualism Sustained. This work i(ID you never heard of. It is a great surprise to
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
ahow that Ohristians are inconsistent in deny.
all who get it. It contains so many of the
ing the alleged truths of that philosophY.
Olotho 12mo, 245PP., $1.
very things everyone wishes to receive.. NoAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
w here can such liberality be found.
We do not ask you to remit in advance, nor run any
J. D. SHAW'S P A:MPID,ETS.
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A pam-

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
of the assumption t.hat the Bible i~ a divi~e
book of pure thouRht, and correct m all 1tB
utterances. Price, 25 cents.

Studies tn 'l'lleolor.;y. A clear exp<!si-

tion of the biblical story of man's creatiOn
and curse, theologically denominated "the
fall." Price, 10 ce11ts.

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a
negativ and aflirmativ. s~and_poj.nt, showing
wha.t it ia not and what 1t 18. l'rtce, 5 cents.

u

The Candle From Under the
Bushel

nsks, nor take any chances. We merely ask permission to ship to you a box of these goods, and if after
30 days' trial you are fully convinced that the soap is
all we claim, and the extras all we advertise, you can
then pay the bill. But if you are not satisfied in every
way, no charge will be made for what you have used.
How can we do more ?

To Get the Box

simply write your name and address on a postal card and mail
to us and we will ship you the goods on 30 day's trial, and you
are under no obligations to keep the box if it· does not in every way
meet your expectations. 'Ve know the great value of our
articles, and are willing to put them to the severest kind of a
test, hence will send you the box on 30 day's trial and if not
satisfactory ~'·ill remove it.

(Mark iv, 21); or,
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.Instruoti'Ds, Interesting, and Laughabl6.
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tics, Magic, Ventriloquism. etc., etc.
Ad·

P~bJJ~h~~~,H~~gs~:'33'"H~~';street, N. Y.

Some people pref'er to send cash 'With order-we do not ask it, but if' readers of' this paper renlit in advance we 'viii place in the box ht addi·
tion to all the other extras a valuable present
for the lady of the house. Articles that are
nearanddeartotheheartof'every-wontau,aud
that She 'Vill be proud of for years to Conte.
Where boxes are paid for in advance, weshilp
!~~31;!?1 :t:!:fr ~e~~~:!.vt~~~•. An other orders
PersoltS remitti~tg i1t adVflllCe can lta1Je their money re-
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F ami·1 y Soap lS
·
an extra fine pure SOap, made from refined f!:ll
tallow and vegetable oils. On account of its m
firmness and purity, each cake will do double
jtmded wit!tottt m-gmJzeltt or comme11t if t!te box does llot
prove all they expect. Price of bo.-.: complete $6.oo.
the work of the common cheap soaps usually
1
1 1 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • sold from groceries.
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THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION,
AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH A.ND STATE.

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS.
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO MAINTAIN THE
ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST.
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THEBE wm shortly be no more plicate, I say
i
ki d
the r wor B one,
Death is· without emergencies here, -but ·life
is perpetual emergencies hflre.
-Walt Whitman.

THB aim of life should be to assist in the
subjection of the laws of nature to man's
;;2:=:~~~':'~~~~~~~~
me, and to improve the
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to convert men to a belief in theories which
wlll make them happy in
a hereafter, of which we
know nothing and which
men through the aJ:t;eB
hav conceived of differently, according to their
own temperaments, we
should aid the progress,
which history shows bas
slowly but surely been
goin!!: on, of making
man the master of this
world.-Adams.

. --- -.: _ .~2
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TH:s: subscriptions to
the scheme of General
·Booth ef the Salvation
·A:rmy for reclaiming
"Darkest England,"
come to £38,000.

-------=-

A LIBERAL member of
' the congress of Mexico
recently denounced the
· archbishop of that country, aad introduced a bill
to expel from Mexican
·soil all priests not native
by birth.
ON the 29th ult., on a
train to Annapolis, a
young man unwittingly
Pat down on the hat of
Rev. Mr. Brown, and the
preacher blacked his
eyes and broke his nose.
to the indignation of all
passengers.

VERY few indeed ever
trouble themselvs about
whether there is any
truth in the Bible story,
or any reason in the
Christian faith, bein~~:
quite satisfied to jog
along in the old faith of
their fathers. The Christian religion, they declare, was good enough
for
their ancPstors, and
A PBoTBSTANT clergy.
therefore ought to be
man in Vienna, feeling
good enough for them,
himself called upnn to
little considering the
stem the public esteem
awkward admission inof Professor Koch, revolved in the statement.
minded his coPgregj\tion
They quite lose sight of
that whatever Koch .
the fact that it was a
might still discover and
pure matter of chance
invent, and whatever
that
they were born in
methods of death he
Christian England inmight do away with, he
stead of in Mohamnever could drive death
URIAH IS BLAIN.
medan Turkey. Accordout of the world, and
ing to their argument,
And it came to pass, when Joab observed the city, that he assigned Uriah unto a place where he knew that valiant
that religion had lost
they are guilty of great
men were. And the men of the city went out and fought wit.h Joab~ and there fell some of the people of the servants
none of its importance
wickedness in contributof David; and Uriah the Hittite died also.-2 Sam. xi, 16, 17.
by the advance of sciing toward the expense
ence.
of sending out missionaries to try to convert foreigners from the
REv. C. C. HEMBRE, near Guthrie, Okla
faith of their fathers. It must be as right for
homa, for disreputable conduct had his pula Turk to Pmbrace the religion of Mohampit transferred to Rev. J. Anghey, but conmed, for a Hindoo to embrace Brahmanism,
fronted the latter, when he came to claim it,
R- Chinese Fohism or Confucianism, a Parsec
A NEW NOVEL,
with a revolver. 8heriff Lyttle disarmed and
Zoroastrianism, a Thibetan Buddhism. and
arrested him.
By ROBT, G •• NGER~OLL.
an African fetichism, as for P.. European to
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
CARDINAL GIBBONS has brought suit for
embrace Christ-ianism.-Dr. Hardwicke.
·libel against a Roman Catholic author, H. A.
Walt
You never can honor your father by going
Rlngrose, for dedicating his book, "The Poor
Address at the Testimonial to
around swearing to his mistakes. You never
Man's Priest," which is the life and indorse- " The shame itself doth call for instant
Whitman.
, can honor your mother by saying that ignoment of Dr. McGlynn, to the cardinal withr6rnedy."
, ranee is blessed because she did not know
out his consent.
everything. I want to honor my harents by
AT the conference of the National Liberal
Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- finding out more than they did.- ngersoll.
Federation in London a platform was adopted
in favor of free education, reform in land A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on lished at this office.
/ THB true Christian not only feels no need
laws, disestablishment and disendowment of
of culture, because this is a worldly principle
Religion and Social Matters.
the Church of Scotland, local option, formaand opposed to feeling ; he has also no need
Cloth, $1; paper, :iO cents.
tion of district and parish councils, and
of (natural) love. God supplies to him the
mending or ending of the House of Lords.
want of culture, and in like manner God supAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER oo.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York:.
AND
plies to him the want of love, of a wHe, of 11
CATHOLIOB purpose having a Catholic exfamily.-F'etu?·baclt.
hibit at the World's Fair, showing works of
0
l MIBOBlEVOUB is the following teaching :
- their members in practical and fine arts, litWhat Would Follow
erature, etc. They will show " the way in
AN EXPOSi
; " Take no thought for your life, what ye
THE
-which the church preserved letters and arts"
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagniJl.cen~ shall eat or what ye shall drink : nor yet for
in the few accidental cases in which that inbequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristi&n
your body what ye shall put on. Behold the
stitution did so, but will not .present the Effacement of Christianity?
churches a.nd Young Men's
fowls of the air," etc. (Matt. vi, 25). The
BY GEORGE JA.COB HOLYOA.KE.
Ohristil!on Associ&poor man who takes no thought for the mornumberless instances in which it destroyed
Price, 10 cents a. co~:v; twelve copies for $1.
tlOn.
row in modern times soon finds himself an
them •.
BY RICH. B. WESTBBoo:s:, D.D., LL.D.
Jnmate either of the workhouse or of the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
APROPOS of Ward McAllister's book," SoPrice n.
Address 'l'HB TBUTH SBIBI:EB. jail.- ArtltU1' B. Moss.
28
Lafa.:vette
Place,
New
York.
ciety as I Hav Found It," Dr. McGlynn Jectm:ed last Sunday night on" Society as I H~v
Found It," saying that" society" as MeAl· lister describes it can exist only by dishonest
0
8
or
S
0 um an
XpOS lOD
ommlSSlOD :
accumulation of weal til, by bribery and legisLearning that there is an organized movement amo:eg the more conservative church people-manipulated· by a
lativ corruption. In one century, he said, "Sabbath"_ organization_.;.to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
America. has nearly reached the condition
, which Rome after many centuries arrived at Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
·before her fall.
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons :
PBoFBssoB KooH's lymph seems to be more
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
effectiv in external diseases, like lupus, etc.,
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
than in consumption. Piteous appeals for it resort when no moral amusements are available.
.
,
come from this country and all others, out3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
all all
possibility
of arriving
gratifying.
Phy- t ens o f thousand s o f w h om can vi Sl't the F 1ur
· on l y on a generaI b o I'd
• t'1ce a I so t o th e VlSI
· 't ors to
_ stripping
sicians from
nations are
at Berlin
1 ay; an d as a ma tt er o f JUS
to investigate. A limited quantity of the the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your bands.
-lymph has been forwarded to American hos4:. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the
-pitsls. The German government has placed whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
at Koch's disposal funds to enable him to do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human relacontinue his inquiries and produce the •
d h
If
d h
f
h
h
f
~lymph:. It is intended soon to place the man- t10ns an
uman we are, an , t ere ore, t e only standard by w ich you can decide is that of the public wel are.
ufacture of the lymph in the hands of the
.5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
government, and security will be felt by all recexpts.
.people when they can obtain it under the seal
6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
of Germany, instead of from divers money- would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful vou make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
making manufacturers and counterfeiters.
"
English physicians are_ displeased at Koch's its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers
intention to keep the formula secret a long will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
; time, and say their College of Physicians will restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the ~Average workingman would choose to keep on laboring•
. !~ro:o~~~~hi~hd~ -:'i!~c~e~~m~~ tlr_~~~~~~;
7. Finally: Opening the World' a Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will
·it is one of the most powerful agents dis- ~ell:e~t the Fair i~self, the.people ?f Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
covered, and cannot be applied too cau- mdtvidual educatxon. pubhc morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
; tiously, for if it were placed without reserve
in the hands of all practitioners it would kill
Town.
State.
more than consumption.
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SOME APPENDAGES TO THE PAPAL KITE.

IJolts and

~lippinns.

THR marquis of Queensbury, of prize-ring
fame, approves "General" Booth's scheme
for Darkest London, and givs him $500. He
describes himself as a '' reverent Agnostic."
THE Catholic Union and Times says: " It
looks as if the Methodists were going to hav
a woman bishop. We congratulate. Miss
Frances Willard. She has downed St. Paul.
May' her episcopal cackle be loud and long."
THR ballot in regard to closing the World's
Fair on Sunday, which was carried on in the
Chicago Evening Post for about six weeks,
closed November 18th, with the result standing thus: For opening on Sunday, 10,316;
against opening on Sunday, 5,192.
THE Canadian Baptist of Nov. 6, 1890,
says : "The appropriation of public moneys
to sectarian uses by state legislatures is exciting much and increasing discussion in the
United States. Thoughtful and far.sceing
citizens in the· different states are coming to
see more and more clearly that such use of
the public funds is wrong in principle and
pernicious in practice."
Tms is from the Denison Sunday Gazettee-r:
"Sam Jones, the leather-lunged exponent of
slang and vulgarity, otherwise known as the
'great evangelist,' is converting Texans by
hundreds and ra1dug in the dollars by thousands. · .The collection at Palestine, Tex.,
last Sunday, amounted to $2,200. We hav
been assured that men preach the gospel for
love, and that the Holy Spirit is the medium
through which conversions are made, and
men only the instruments to create an awak-

ening, but we confess our ignorance in view
of the statements publicly made that 'Sam
Jones converted five hundred souls,' and 'a
collection of $2,200 was raised f<,r Sam Jones
at the close of the meeting.' 'What fools we
mortals be I'"
THE ancient and ghostly ceremony of the
religious brotherhood known as '' Of the
Souls in Purgatory," in the republic of Marino, was performed for the last time last
month. The brotherhood, dressed in black,
with masks and torches, carry a skeleton
stretched on a white sheet on a bier about the
town, winding up with a sort of Danse Maca.
bre. The bisho~s and the civil authorities,
with, it is said, the sanction of the pope, hav
ordered that the dance shall never be held
again.
THE Farmers' Alliance, in session at Ocala,
Fla., unanimously passed this resolution:
''We, the national Farmers' Alliance of
America, believing that obedience and veneration for the laws of God are the conserving
a~:d saving force of human government, do
hereby respectfully request that the directors
of the great national fair, to be held in 1892,
do not desecrate the American Sabbath by
keeping open the gates to the same on the
Lord's day." The AIUance might hav spoken
with more wisdom." '
TowARD the close of the late meeting of
the World's Columbian Commissi'.>n at Chicago the Sunday question came up briefly,
the secretary reporting· the receipt of numerous communications, and .was disposed of by
theadoption of the following resolution offered
by General St. Clair: '' Resolved, That the
communication of· the secretary be received
and filed, and the secretary is hereby directed

to reply to the communications therein referred to, and such like communications as
he may hereafter receive, statillg that they
will be considered at some future meeting of
the commission after the Chicago directory
has submitted its rules and regulations governing the rate of entrance," etc.
A DISPATOH to the World asks: ".What
will Wanamaker say when he learns that the
sacred precincts of Rochester's new postoffice building hav been invaded by a lottery
concern? The building has been in course
of erection for nearly eight years and has just
received the finishing touches. The ladies
having in charge the annual donation for the
city hospital, the greatest charity of the city,
secured it for a grand bszar and supper.
Among the attractions is a flower room,
where for from ten to twenty.five cents, bouquets are sold containing prizes ranging from
a trinket of no value to $1 in cash. The lottery is being liberally patronized. The
churches are all interested, and none of the
pastors· hav as yet said anything against the
lottery."
. THE French minister of trade has just collected a lot of interestP1g opinions concerning
the labor question from all classes of men in
the French mercantil world. Question blanks
to the number of 150,000 were sent out,
and 35,0GO were returned with ·au answers.
All boarcls of trade througkout France protested against the interference ot the state in
the solution of labor problems. The industrial courts spoke for the nine-ten hour day;
the trade societies for the eight-hour day.
All French chambers of commerce declared
that the introduction of the eight-hour day
would result in the decrease of production.

A somewhat unexpected result of the investigation was the discovery that an unusually
large number of Swiss and German workingmen hav been crowding into French factorleB
of late years.
THUs the Catholic Re'IJUW on the late election in Massachusetts : " The Democrats of
the country must not forget that the tidal
wave which had put William E. Russell in
the governor's chair of Massachusetts sent
John W. Corcoran, candidate on the same
ticket for lieutenant-governor, to the bottom
of the sea. States may go Republican or
Democratic by immense majorities, but the
Catholic candidate is never elected where the
Protestant can prevent it. The entire scheme
of American constitutional government, so
fair in securing every man his rights, is nullified whenever Protestants hav the power of
nullifying it with regard to Catholics. And
it is not to be doubted that there never
would hav been any American Constitution
had the Protestant colonies foreseen the success of Catholicity under its fair spirit.
There is a necessity in this country for a
Catholic organization which may neutralize
this bad Protestant spirit on occasions. For
instance, since it must hav been guessed that
Corcoran would lose heavily in the election
because of his Catholicity, every Catholic
vote in the state should hav been placed to
his credit. This is the rule for the Catholic
voter in present conditions: when a Catholic
candidate is on a ticket and his opponent is
a non-Catholic, let the Catholic candidate
hav the vote no matter what he represents.
A strong medicin of this kind administered
annually will tone the nervous system of the
bigot and the politician."
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. For hundreds of years it has been the practice of
the ·church to choke down every new thought which
it considered unorthodox. And J1early every scientific.thought has be~ so considered.
Christianity Before the Court.
· Chiistians hav ever claimed the right to· express
09MMON SENSE ON THE W()OLSAOK.
their . thoughts but hav persistently denied that
From the earliest dawn of history man has perse- right to other~. Has this proved to be the best
cuted his brother for a difference of opinion. Soc- course for the world at large T
rates was compelled to drain the cup of hemlock beYou, my Christian friends, doubtless know many
cause he tried to supplant the old pagan gods and things which I do not know, and for you to choke
introduce more rational ideas of deity, and for cor- down my thoughts, and for others to choke down
rupting the Athenian youth. The truth is, his offense your thoughts, is to say that all are satisfied with
was the promulgation of ideas which the people of what they already know and are willing to hold the
his time were unable to appreciate. How much the world at a standstilL But with a free interchange
world has lost by the Ulltimely murder of Socrates of ideas each becomes master of all the others know,
cannot be determined at the present day.
and the world moves forward.
The great work of Copernicus on "The RevoluIn the realm of thought there should be no mastion of the Celestial Orbs" was not published for
thirty years after it was written for fear of persecu- ters, no slaves. It is as wicked to strangle a newtion. At that time the earth was believed to be the born thought as to strangle a new-born babe. Has
center of the solar system, and the pious noddies the curse of the world been too many thinkers T If
could not brook ideas in science which did not cor- so, would it not be a great blessing to hav men born
respond with what the priests had told them. In without brains T The most valuable thoughts to the
other words, it was a crime to disseminate ideas, world hav come from those whom the world has
however important to the world, in advance of an most persecuted. The world will never start on the
direct road to the highest civilization until it bids
ignorant priesthood and a more ignorant church.
In his old days Galileo was summoned before the welcome to every new thought, and if it finds it worthy
lllquisition for promulgating the truths enunciated adopts it as the common property of all.
Now, my Christian friends, the thoughts which I
by Copernicus. · And on bended knees, with his
hand on the holy gospels, he was made to renounce shall present for consideration are, according to my
the theory of the solar system. He was finally belief and judgment, founded in truth. If they are
thrown into prison, without books, pen, or paper, not approved by your reason you are not bound to
and his last days rendered as miserable as intoler- believe them, but l pray you not to reject them withant fanaticism eould make them. Bruno, for teach- out a due exercise of your judgment.
The Mormon comes to you with a book and he says
ing philosophy and astronomy, was burnt at Rome
it is the word of God. The Mohammedan presents a
less than three hundred years ago.
I do not mention these facts because I think they book and claims it was written by the divine ruler in
will be new to the student in history, but to call heaven. The Scandinavian has two books for which
hi~ attention to the lying claim of the church that he claims divine authority. The Persian has a book
she has always been the promoter of science and the which he knows was written by a man whose hand
was guided by divine inspiration. And the Buddhfriend of learning.
For a period of more _than a thousand years, ist has some sacred writings which he believes far
known as the Dark Ages, every independent transcend anything which could be produced by
thinker was tortured or condemned to death. The mortal man. And yet the Brahman comes with a
rack, the thumbscrew, the ripping-knife, the iron book written in anc!ient Sanscrit, which he believes
boot, and many other instruments of torture were to be heavenly, pure, written by the great Brahma.
invented to punish those whose brain had origi- And so, if there is any reliance to be placed on hisnated new thoughts and who had the manly courage tory, there are more than twenty books which hav
been, or are to-day, considered sacred.
to step aside from the old beaten track.
Did God write all of these books, or did men
They seemed to go upon the supposition that
if a new idea was promulgated, the plutonian write a part of them! If God did not write them
regions would be uncapped and all the angels of all,- which did he write! If men had an object in
destruction would be let loose and pandemonium writing a part of them, might they not hav had an
would reign.
object in writing all of them! The Buddhist will
These intolerant and superstitious ideas plowed tell you that all so-called sacred writings are spurisuch deep furrows in the human brain that they ous but his. The Persian will tell you the same
hav been transmitted from generation to genera- in regard to his sacred book, and so of all the rest.
A careful examination of these books will satisfy
tion, and with a thousand forked curses, prompt
men to acts of persecution and cruelty even at any unprejudiced mind that not one of them contains
th~resent day.
.
anything above what man could produce. There is
We look upon the murder of Bruno and hun- much in these books which is good and much which
dreds of others, and upon the tortures of rack is bad, and nothing whieh is inspired. And as men
and flame, with feelings of horror, and wonder hav always been writing books, both good and bad,
that men should be so brutally treated because and as we never knew God to write books of either
they had given birth to a new idea.
description, we are driven to the reasonable concluBut we should examin ourselvs and see if we do sion that he never has had much experience either as
not cherish the same spirit in our own breasts. If a book publisher or book writer.
an idea be advanced in keeping with our own beBut the Christian comes forward with the claim
lief, how readily we accept it, and how kindly we that his inspired book is an exception to all the rest.
feel toward the one who advances it. But how He believes it to be the only perfect book ever writdifferent the feeling when a truth is advanced con- ten. But, my Christian friend, do you realize that
trary to our former belief.
the believers in each of the other so-called revealed
Thus we too often make the force of the truth wills of God entertain the same belief in regard to
depend upon our former belief.
its sanctity ? And do you realize that if you bad
This partiality for our own opinions and belief been brought up among the Mohammedans you
has had a tendency to keep generation after · gen- would hav the same reverence for the Koran that you
eration in the same old mental ruts. Nearly now hav for the Bible-that the matter of religious
every man who has come before the world with a belief depends entirely upon geographical lines T In
new thought has been compelled to run the one country you are a religious pig, in another a religgauntlet.
ious puppy, but never a religious man. For manWho shall aay ho~ much this unholy warfare hood depends upon no system of supernatural religion.
against new and unwelcome truths has kept back
You call a man an Infidel, and hold him up to the
the civilization of the world? An unwelcome truth 1 reprobation of the world, who does not believe in
What a misnomer ! Should any truth be unwel- the sanctity of your Bible. But did you ever realize
come? Will the time ever come when truth shall how near you come to agreeing with him 1 You betriumph over prejudice ? Will manhood ever assert lieve that these books are all man-made except the
itself, so that we shall hold our beliefs and prejudices one you venerate.
under subjection to the truth? Has not the time
He believes that God never had anything to do
yet come when the world can be trusted with new with any of them. There is only a difference of one
thoughts? If not, what man, or class of men, is to book between you. And since there are some twenty
be the world's guardian? Who is to act as censor of these so-called sacred volumes, and as you reject
for the nineteenth century, and say this thought nineteen of them, you must be nineteen-twentieths
you may accept, t}!at you must reject? Is some man of an Infidel.
to forbid me to scale the loftiest bights or to descend
Again. · Did it ever occur to your mind, my Christo the lowest depths, or range ocean, earth, and tian friend, that the Infidel has the same right to
heaven in search of knowledge T
differ from you that you hav to di:fter from him T
Is it a crime in anyone to try to make the acquaintWould you like to be punished because you differ
ance of those who stand in the front ranks of sci- from another in opinion T But Christians hav been
ence, and ask them to giv him their best ideas, their punishing those who differed from them in opinion
newest thoughts, and their latest discoveries T
through nearly all the Christian centuries.
Is it wicked for me to write down the thoughts
You do not seem to be satisfied with the privilege
manufactured by the machinery of my brain or to of spending Sunday in the most agreeable manner
receive the thoughts of another? I did not make to yourself, but you seem determined to make others
the machine, neither can I control it. If the machin- spend their Sundays just as you do without any reery of my brain does not turn out thoughts to suit gard to their feelings or convenience.
.
the <Jhristian1 let him blame the maker.
If Christianity had infused a little manhood into

you, instead ormaking you stone-blind, you would
see the monstrous injustice of such requirement.
You no doubt think that all men should observe
Sunday because you regard that day as holy time.
And you pass laws to punish those who do not. bow
to your doctrin. You say that acts, which are right
on Saturday are wrong if performed on Sunday.
Did it ever 'occur to you that a man cannot sin
against time 7 That the question of right and wrong
depends upon the nature of the act, and not upon
the time when it is performed T Is it not the bight
of folly to say that an act is proper if performed at
11 o'clock on Saturday night, but criminal if performed at 1 o'clock Sunday morning! Must a. man
keep his eye on the clock dial to ·know whether he is
committing a crime or not T
Moreover, if you were living in a Mohammedan
country would you like to be fined or imprisoned because you do not observe Friday when you hav no
particular regard for that day T Will you do unto
others what you would not like to hav done to you!
Hav not the Jews and Mohammedans and Persians
the same right to observe their holy days that you
hav to observe yours T There is no day in the week
which has not been kept as holY. time by some sect
of worshipers. What would be "the consequence if
all these different sects were living in one community, and e~ch sect should impose fines or other penalties for the violation of their respectiv days T
Would it not be far better to allow each sect to observe its own particular day in its own. way, without
being molested by the others !
And should not every man be allowed the full
enjoyment of his opinion in regard to the observance
or inobservance of any particular day, so long as he
does not infringe the rights of others T What better right has a Christian to control a Jew, than a
Jew has to control a Christian'? And why should·
·not an Infidel enjoy rights equal to all T
Some Christians claim that this is a <Jhristian
government, and that it should be run in the interest
of Christianity. If any Christian will point his
finger to any clause in the Constitution upon which
such a claim can be based he will confer a great
favor upon many very intelligent citizens. If there
be any constitutional law in regard to the matter it
is plainly on the other side. For it positivly declares ·
that <Jongress shall pass no law establishing any
system of religion.
The reason why I find fault with Christianity is
because it will not mind its own business, and is not
satisfied with the full enjoyment of itl!l rights, but
seeks to trample down the rights of others.
By what rule of right do Christians make Liberals
pay taxes on their church property T Is not this
clearly an usurpation !
Is it not wielding the strong arm of the law in favor
of Christianity, and in violation of the fundamental
law of the land T
If Christians were compelled to pay taxes on
Mohammedan mosques, Buddhistic temples, and
Chinese Joss-houses, I am inclined to think they
would begin to appreciate the outrage of compelling
Liberals to pay taxes on property owned by others,
and protected at public expense, and in which they
hav no interest.
If Christians want to build churches, they hav the
right to do so, and every true Liberal will unflinchingly 11upport them in the exercise of that right.
Let them be never so costly, let their spires run
heaven-high, no Liberal will find fault. But when
they build churches and cathedrals for their own
accommodation and amusement, and compel those
to pay taxes on them who hav no interest in them,
the usurpation and outrage are so glaring that all
should be ashamed of it who hav a just appreciation
of true manhood.
There is another just cause of complaint against
Christians in this country, because it is the result of
Christian leg~slation. I refer to the rule applied to
witnesses in courts of justice in many states.
The oath of a drunkard or rum-seller, gambler,
bully, or debauchee, Jew or Mohammedan, will be
taken in this country without hesitation. If I
hav been correctly informed, the courts will depart
from the ordinary practice, and cut .off a rooster's
head in the courtroom and swear a Chinaman in the
most approved manner. ·
But let an Atheist or Agnostic be brought before
the court, no matter what his character for truth
and veracity may be, and " presto, change I" He is
not a competent witness. In many states in the
Union one might be robbed, or even hav his dearest
friends murdered, before ~is eyes, and his oath would
not be allowed to bring a villain to justice.
If Atheists and Agnostics would lie and say they
believe in a God, when they know nothing about it,
their oath would be allowed. Thus a man must be
a perjurer in his own heart to be believed by a
Christian. Justice would require that every law
which makes a distinction in favor of a Christian, on
account of his religion, should be stricken from the
statute-book. The competency of a witness should
depend upon his veracity and not upon his religious
belief. When a man is robbed of his rights, he is a
slave. If I am to be reduced to a state of slavery, I
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would as soon be a slave to Mohammedans as Christians.
There is another question to which the attention
of Christians should be called, and that is their determination to force religious teaching in the common
schools. Christians manifest a disposition to hav
others observe the Golden !l,ule, but they are not al·
ways particular about applying it to their own con·
duct.
.
Would the Ohristian like to send his children to
schools where Mormonism or Mohammedanism is
taught? Would a Jew like to hav the New Testament read and Ohristian prayer made in schools where
he sends his children? Would Protestants like to
send their children to Oatholic schools, or would Oatholios be satisfied with Protestant teaching T And
would it not be an outrage on Liberals to be compelled
to send their children to school where any system
of supernatural religion is taught T Would any
fair-minded man, who is willing to concede to others
as much as he asks of them, be willing to impose
upon other children what be would not like to hav
imposed upon his own? No system of religion can
be taught in our public schools without giving offense
to some one. Justice to each is justice to ·an. Let
the schools be kept free from religious taint. No
other course can insure justice to all.
If it is true that Christianity inspires men with a
love of justice and fills them with the loftiest sentiments and makes them merciful and forgiving, as is
claimed, then Christians ought to be the most magnanimous people in the world. But they insist on
many practices which ill comport with their claim to
magnanimity. They insist upon prayers and religious
exercises in the prisons, in the army and navy, and in
the legislatures both state and national. In the first
place, I do not believe that a prayer eVGr altered a
circumstance or condition so much as the breadth
of one hair.
Yet if a man wants to pray he must enjoy that
privilege undisturbed. At the same time, he must not
impose his prayers upon those who do not want to
bear them. Much less should he· force his prayers
and religious ceremonies upon those who are not interested in them.
Would a Ohristian be very much pleased with a
law which would compel him to pay a Mohammedan
for entering our prisons and legislativ halls and praying five times a day! Christians are just as much
interested in Mohammedan prayers as thousands ef
Liberals in this country are in theirs. If Christians
would not like to hav Mohammedms pray for them,
why should they try to force their prayers upon
others who are not interested in them?
But the Ohristian says that he is guided by the
Bible, which was written by the finger of God, and
that God and he make a majority. Though Christians often fight among themselvs, each faction
always believe that God is on their side, thus giving
to each party a clear Ohristian majority. This Christian majority, or "God on our side," has brought
the most terrible calamities upon the children of
men. It has been the power behind the throne of
every Ohristian tyrant. It is even now persecuting
and banishing the Jews in and from Russia. This
God majority spoke the Inquisition into being.
For more than a thousand years all Europe was
ruled by this majority, and what was the condition
of the people 1 Not one out of a hundred could
read or write his name. The common people lived
in hovels, without floors, chimneys, or doors. Our
domestic animals to-day are better housed than they.
Their food consisted of black bread, a few vegetables, and such roots as they could dig. Their clothing was hides, skins, and oftentimes straw tied around
them with thongs or bark from trees. The people
were all enthusiastic Christians but not high hvers.
JoHN PECK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Bible Lotteries.
Since newspapers containing any news respecting
prizes drawn at lotteries, whether of the ungodly
sort such as the Louisiana lottery, or of the godly
kind such as the Oatholic fair rBftlee, are " unmailable," why is not the Bible put under the same ban
for the same reason T
The word lottery is derived from lot, which means
"chance, hazard, fortune" (Webster).
It seems to hav been a common thing in the olden
times to play the lottery business. It was sacred
then, but it is profane now.
So they cast lots, and the lot fell upon Jonah (Jonah l,
7).

It seems that he drew a whale. But that was an
unlucky throw of the dice for him, as upon the
second 11 throw" he was thrown into the sea.
And Saul said, Cast lots between me and Jonathan, my
son, and Jonathan was taken (1 Sam. xiv, 41).
And they gave forth their lots ; and the lot fell upon
Matthias (Acts i, 26).
And when they had crucified him, they parted his gar.
menta, casting lots upon th~m (Mark xv, 24).
~
If Oatholic fair raffles come strictly under 'the law,
then the ancient raffia for Jesus's clothes comes
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under the same law. Honor bright. Let Bible raffles be kept out of the mails.
W.·S. BELL.
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Keep Religion Out of the Schools.
Prom the InileVenaent.

We giv an account elsewhere of a conference held
in this city, called by a PreBbyterian synodical comItems of Foreign Freethought News.
mittee, to· advocate the definit elementary teaching
The Federation of French Freethought Societies of religion and morals in our public schools. The
contains at the present time over one hundred auxil- control of the conference represented the views of
iary bodies, all in good standing and full of enthu- those who believe that the Bible (Protestmt version)
siasm.-La Raison. This leaves us Americans away should be read in public schools, and that children
behind.
should there be taught elementary Ohristian morals,
based on the doctrin of God and the awards of the
November, 1890, will always be remembered by the future world. A very activ Presbyterian committee,
clergy of France, for in that month, for the first time devoted to this object, visited the various denominasince 1798, students for clerical offices were com- tional meetings of the state, and secured delegates
pelled by law to pay at least one of the duties of a from many of them to attend their conference.
French citizen, namely, to serve in the army as com- Some failed or refused to respond; but an interestmon soldiers.-.Das Menschenthum.
ing meeting was held, in which most of the speakers
were in full sympathy with the purpose of the or·
Vienna, Austria, must be an earthly paradise for ganizers.
.
orthodox bigots. Last month a musician, a FreeWe do not believe in the purpose aimed flt by this
thinker, was sentenced to six days' imprisonment for conference. We do not believe in putting either renot removing the cigar from his mouth when a relig- ligion or sectarianism in the public schools. Their
ious procession passed by.-.Der Freidenker. Evi~ purpose is secular, as we hav shown very fully, and
dently the authorities believed he would hav plenty in a long series of articles by Dr. Spear which we
of time to 11 smoke" in the hereafter.
published some years ago. We can trust the church
to teach religion ; we cannot trust the state.
November 4th the Society for the Di:iiusion of
It may be considered as practically settled, whatMoral Teachings Without Any Theological or Super- ever this conference of belated and excellent gentlenatural Infusion, held its first meeting. M. Jean- men may say, that religion is not to be taught in the
Paul . Oee, the originator of the movement, and public schools; that it is not the purpose of the
author of two works on "Morals," was elected presi· public schools to teach religion; that the public
dent. The plan is excellent an<J deserves abundant schools are in their primary intention purely secular,
success.-Oirculaire au comite d'etudes morales.
as much so as a shoe shop or a woolen factory. . It
is settled by the American people th"t religion is
The pope has got left again. His :fierce encyc- left to the family and to the church, left wholly and
lical letter against the Italian government did not utterly and finally. We may talk otherwise, but it
serve its purpose. On the eontrary, the people in- is mere academic talking. The question is already
dorsed at the polls the government's attitude toward settled, and settled right. The American people
the pope, by electing several new anticlerical mem- will not trust the state to teach religion ; that is a
bers. Prime Minister Orispi was elected in four dif- matter between the individual and his God. If there
ferent oities.-Freireligioses-Sonntags-Blatt. That. are certain children who are not taught religion in
is the way to do the business.
their homes, the state does not assume to teach
them; it leaves that wisely to the church to bring
The movement started by THE TRUTH Smm:EB in what influence it can to bear upon those children.
giving from time to time biographical sketches of That is the safest way and the only truly effectiv way.
foreign Freethinkers of eminence, has been taken
The question of teaching morals is quite another
up by several of our European contemporaries. one. Now, morals and religion are two different
Fritankaren in its last number has a portrait and things. Religion has to do with one's relation to
biographical sketch of Dr. Phil. Knut Wicksell, and God; morals hav to do with one's relation to his
La Verite presents to its readers an illustrated bio- fellow-men. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
graphical sketch of G. W. Foote, president of the with all thy heart " is religion ; " Thou shalt love
thy neighbor as thyself " is morals. Religion may
National Secular Society of England.
depend upon morals, and mu~h more morals may deA few months ago the emperor and empress of pend upon religion ; but they are not inseparable.
Now, it is for the interest of the state to hav good
Russia honored the Poganoff cloister with a visit,
and remained there for lunch. Among the dishes morals. If it has no real relation to religion, it does
served was soup. The emperor thought the soup hav a real relation to character ; but morals must be
tasted rather thin and made a remark about it to kept distinct and separate from the religion. It is
the prior. The latter perked up as much as etiquet not any part of the duty of the state to teach religion
permitted, and in a tone of pride and satisfaction under the pretense of teaching morals.
Should, then, morals be taught in the public
over having done a good deed, said: "Yes, your
majesty, father of all orthodox Russians, we hav for schools ! The proper province of the public school
your sake committed a sin, I fear"; the soup your is to teach secular learning-reading and writing and
majesty has been eating was made from the bones of arithmetic-and to make intelligent citizens. If it
holy Job, which are kept here." The ·imperial does more than this, if in addition to intellectual it
visitors did not call for a second plate.-Fri- also give moral instruction, this is to be done not as
a primary object, but incidentally. It is impossible
tankaren.
to teach reading or writing or arithmetic well with·
The day of the supernatural has not yet passed. out giving some moral training. Attention and self·
In Tyrol, a province belonging to Austria, the holy restraint and diligence are part of the disciplin of
mamma, Virgin Mary, has for two months daily ap- study, and they at least are taught to every good
peared on the top of a spruce-tree ·in a forest to a pupil. It is not that the teacher's object is first to
twelve-years-old peatsant girl, whom she instructed to secure these virtues, but the virtues come incidentinform all true believers of her most holy wishes. ally, but necessarily. We do not sufficiently appreThe news spread through all Austro-Hungary, and ciate the immense value which sdhools posseS} in the
great crowds of pious fools came to bear what Mary culture of the moral nature, by the habits of dilhad to say. A small altar illuminated with tallow igence and application which they inculcate. It is a
candles was placed at the fo,ot of the tree, and from fact which has been proved abundantly by statistics,
it the girl announced the celestial news on Sundays and will be supported by inquiry, that an educated
to as many as three Utousand people. It is unneces- community is more moral than an uneducated one,
sary to. state, I suppose, that the child suffering Ulat the percentage of morals falls as the percentunder hallucination is the only one that can see age of illiteracy goes up. A boy who has learned to
the heavenly visitor. Oertainly there is need of work in school is more likely to earn a living honestly when he grows up. He has learned to apply
Freethought in Austria.-.Der Lichtfreund.
himself. He has learned obedience and self-control.
He has learned to look. forward and be provident,
The trouble in Sweden is now somewhat lessened. and to work with a view to what he expects to se·
Henry Berghall, the Freethought Brutus, has joined cure. While it is true that intelligent crimes can
his friends the Socialists, and intends to stad a only be performed by intelligent people, it is also
Socialistic-Infidel movement. We are glad he has true that the bulk of crimes, those of violence and
left. It is best for all parties. Freethought seldom rapiD and lust, are not intelligent crimes, and that
pays its disciple and exponent hard cash, and espe- non-intelligent people are more likely to be guilty of
cially not in the beginning. And Mr. Berghell, be- them, and statistics bear out this conclusion.
sides being (judging from his traveling expenses
And this is only a small part of the moral instruccharged to the society) very extravagant, virtually tion which cannot help being given incidentally, but
did much harm to the cause by his unnecessarily constantly, in a good public school, which keeps
offensiv attitude toward the Christians. A Free- good order, and has good, moral teachers, but which
thought lecturer must before EJverything be a gentle- professes only to giv secular instruction.
man, and a Liberal. Mean·while, Fteethought is
spreading, and has even entev:ed Upsala University,
IT may be that, in the course of time, some really
h
· k d f 11
h
k d "Wh t · th I pious souls, deceived by their enthusiasm, hav bew ere a Wlc e e ow w en as e '
a IS eo .
ogy !" answered, "Unfour,ded suppositions syste- lieved that they had received from an intimate commatically arranged."
GuSTAVE NELsON.
munication with God that which they owed only to
...... _ _ __
their inflamed imaginations. In such cases, lthere
SEND for catalog of ou~: publications~ Sent free is need of the advice of an honest man, and espe·
cially of a good physician.- Voltaire.
on application.
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Victory of the Washington Secular Union.
what hav these thiDgs to do With the ''two
great commandments" of love to God and love to
In the case of Mr. Samuel Christopher, of Seattle,
one's neighbor, which are the sum and _su_bstance of rearrested for keeping open a barber-shop, and
every true religion, pagan ~s well as Chrn:t1an T You shaving and cutting hair, on Sunday, and taken
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
seem to object to my anxt~tr to prevent. t.he you_ng before the superior court, the Sunday fanatics reBoARD OF DIRECTORS.
.
.
R. B. WESTB1lOOK. President. • 170~' Oxford street, Phtladelpl?ta.. "from falling into that religiOus superstltmn wh1ch tained the most able counsel they could procu~:e.
E. B. FooTE. Jn., Viae-President, 120 Lexington ave., New tork C!~Y·
T. B. WAKEliiAN. Viae-President, 93 Nassau streflt. New OhJ:k CIPY· puts the cross higher than their moral ~uty as good No expense was spared. Every effort was put forth
J. 0 BENTLEY, Vice-President, •
•
•
• Pbi.Jade1P ht.A., p a. citizens, and which teaches them to co~st~er what. the to secure conviction. After argument on a demurrer
IDA 0 O&ADDOCK. Seareta.ry,
•
• • •
Phtla.de1ph~a, pa.
1 ta, a. church sneeringly calla 'mere morahty as of httle entered by our counsel, Mr. Richard Winsor, the
F. 0. 'MENDE. 1'rMsnt·er.
• •
•
•
• Philads_o
OoBBESPONDmG SECRETARY, Ida. a. Craddock, Broad and Oolnmbta account in the eight of the deity whom they worcourt decided that the demurrer was sustained ; the
.
.
ave., Pniladelohia., Pa.
TBEABUBEB, F. 0. Mends. • 1814 Greene stt·eet. Pblladelphta, Pa. ship." Can it be that you would place church superior court had no original jurisdiction in such
observances above your duty to the truth and to cases, but they must be taken before a justice of the
your fellow-men! Not so, gentlemen; the moral peace. The prisoner was discharged.
Special Call for Guarantee Fund.
tone of the American Sentinel forbids even the sugIn the case of the clothing merchante, after long
delays, the case of our member, Mr. Hershburgb,
The Congress of the American Secular UJJ.ion, re- gestion of such a thing.
I did, however, recommend Freethought Sunday- was made a test case before the jury in the justice's
cently held at Portsmouth, 0., directed the offiaers
to make, through the Liberal papers, a call upon our schools for children, and Freetbougbt lyceums for court. Col. J as. H. Lewis and General Metcalf apfriends for the pledge of $5,000 to enlarge and carry young people. But what does '' Freetbougbt" peared for the defense. The jury promptly renforward the work of the society. This money is mean! Simply the right to freedom of thought- dered a verdict of acquittal. All the prisoners were
needed to sustain the business of the general o:ffi!le the right to seek truth wherever we can find it. Is discharged.
in Philadelphia, and to pay the salaries and traveling that irreligious! So much the worse then for that
Thus we gained victory for the Washington Secuexpenses of at least two field secretaries, who shall sort of religion, I should say; and I think you lar Union, and complete defeat of the Sunday fanatgo out to org11.niza auxiliary societies and otherwise would agree with me. In regard to the methods ics in their endeavor to enforce rigid Sunday observlabor to promote the cause.
which I advocated, I was careful to advance them as ance by revival of territorial Sunday law that is !n
That this is an important movement in the right my personal views, not as my official utterance, as direct coDflict with the state constitution, alike In
direction, must be obvious to all. Never was a time you will see if you read my speech throughout; and letter and spirit.
·
when the work of our society was so much in de- in delivering these parts of my address I emphll-'
As matters now stand, a police judge has decided
mtnd; and our one need is the money to carry on sized the personal pronoun. I took the liberty of that the word " trade" in the Sunday law statute
that work. Will our friends respond to this call lib- advancing these more radical views of my own, be- does not apply to handicraft, mechanical labor, or
erally and at once, that we may know what to depend cause I knew that the majority of the delegates ordinary lawful work or occupation, but to sale or
upon!
would expect me to outline work for the most ultra barter of goods and merchandise. The superior
The president, besides his gratuitous daily work in among ua as well as for the most conservativ. court has decided it has no jurisdiction in such cases,
behalf of the society, offers to be one of twenty to Moreover, our people are different from yours. but complaint must be made and proceedings bad
contribute $100 each for this object. Will nineteen They are, many of them, impatient of working in before a justice of the peace. In trials before a jury
others respond to this proposition at once 1
harness; they can do their best as scouts, as guerril- in the justice's court, bert>, as at Spokane Falls, the
How many can pledge $50, $25, $10, 85, 81 ? las. That I, a~ secretary, should not take into con- jury promptly acquit.
Let every friend of the cause inform us as soon as sideration thi 1 class of our members, which comThus our victory is complete and the fanatics
possible what he or she is wining to pledge.
prises many of our most activ workers, would iJ;ld~ed &re utterly routed. We should bav preferred that
• Let all Liberal societies, whether auxiliary or not, ha.v been auoftbial blunder. But, as for committing a case should hav been carried to the supreme court
take up this matter promptly, and infO!:m us what our society to any ism, even the ism of denouncing and deeided, but we can well afford to rest content.
they are willing to do.
the church, which is the bulwark of the National Re- Fanatics in some parts of the state may annoy by
The pledges will be published in THE TRUTH formers, I hav never done so; l'Or, as far as I know, causing arrest for work or business done on SunSEEKER, Investigator, fireetlwught, and Secular am I likely to do so while I remain secretary. Un- day, but all such arrests will inevitably result in
Thought, each month. It is understood that the o:ffi.Jially, I shall probably continue to protest against prompt acquittal. Not many such persecutions will
subscriptions may be paid during the coming year at some dogmas which perhaps you and othsrs believe be attempted.
the convenienee of the subscribers, and, if deslred, in, as I do not intend to allow even our non-sectarian
Thus justice will triumph. Those who think it
in instalments. All responses to this call should be society to shut off my right of free speech. I trust, wrong to keep places of business open on Sunday
addressed to the corresponding secretary.
however, that I shall never be Jacking in the parlia- can carefully keep tlieirs closed. Those who think it
We see no reason why the sum named should not mentary courtesy .due to the opinions of those w~o wrong to buy and sell on Sunday can keep away
be seearad by pledges within thh·ty daye.
differ with me. I trust that I shall always remain from open stores. To the pretense that Christians
R B. WEsTBROoK, President.
broad-minded en'Jugh to giv intelkctual hospitality are disturbed and cannot enjoy their religious worF. C. ThhNDK Treasurer.
to every earnest' seeker after truth, be he churchman ship on Sunday because some are quietly following
InA C. CRADDOCK, Corr. Sac.
business or amusement, we return that Jews,
or radical.
Office S. E. cor. Broad and Columbia avenue,
Y JU are quite right in s:.ying that the truth or fal Seventh Day Adventists, and Seventh Day Baptists
Philadelphia, Nov. 11, 1890.
sity of the uhrietian religion has nothing to do with always worship on Saturday-the only true Sabbath
the question of separating church and state. Never- of God, Christ, and the Bible-and this is the very
theless,
mankind has usually been swayed by likes busiest day of all the week, yet they find no difficulty
Guarantee Fund of $5,000.
and dislikes, rather than by simple justice. In the in enjoying their worship.
Amount pledged to December 1, 1890 ................... $215 00 case of your own organization, while your paper
The Washington Secular Union can now giv undiW. F. Lerich, Houtzdale, Pa. (additional) paid...... 10 00
Anton J. Kraft, Grantfork, lll. (paid)....................
5 00 firmly maintains its unsectarian stand, are not most of vided attention to religious exercises in the public
B. E. Price, Clinton, Mo ....................................... · 10 00 your people upheld in the struggles against persecu- schools. There bav been many vexatious delays in
Rosseau Hess, Fort Custer, Mont.......................... 10 00 tion by a feeling of devotion to their Master! In getting a test case before the courts. No mandamus
George Larson, Levan, Utah.................................
5 00 our own organization, numbering among its member- can be obtained until proof is furnished of the appliBamos Parsons, San Jose, Cal............................... 10 00
A. K. and M. J. Olds, McMinnville, Ore................ 100 00 ship so many Freethinkers, Atheists, and Individual- cant for relief having made appeal to the school
John E. Wellin, Spokane Falls, Wash...................
3 00 ist!", can it be wondered that the impelling motiv of board and been refused. Our president, Mr. Richard
G. P. Brene, Canon City, Col...............................
5 00 the mejority should be one of bos~ility to e church Winsor, and I, hav attended school boards only to
A. I. Rosenberg, Canon City, Col.........................
5 00 which they blame for being a hindrance to progress? find no quorum, or a rush of business, so that we
A Friend in Virginia...........................................
25 00
T. S. Frisbie, Vhicago..........................................
5 00 Moreover, as Mr. T. B. Wakeman said at our con- could not be heard. In this city, after several vain
gress: "As long as our theological fellow-citizens efforts, we thought we had secured a hearing, when
Total amount of pledges to December 8th ......• $408 00 will insist upon the infraction of secular governmer t some member's time expired, an election had to be
by forcing the Bible into our public schools, chap- held and a new board organized. We are hopeful of
F. C. MBNDB, Treasurer American Secular Union.
Philadelphia, Dac. 8, 1890.
lains into public bodies, and the exemption of securing a hearing before the school board of this
churches from taxation, certainly we are bound to city on next Monday evening.
The annual congress of the Washington Secular
inquire, what are their Bibles, their prayer, and their
"Freethought" and Free 'fbought.
churches worth~" He also refers to the disadvan- Union, at which the election of officers for the ensuThe following letter from the American Sentinel tage under which we labor, in having to invite ing year will be held, is appointed for Feb. 22, 1891,
explains itself :
" those of extremely divergent views on every other Washington's birthday, on account of January 29th
PHILADELPHIA., Nov. 20, 1890.
topic except political secularization, to take part in being usually very disagreeable weather. All memEditors American Sentinel: Your issue of No- our congresses held for that purpose," and he adds : bers will please take dde notice and govern themvember 20th contains some criticisms upon my atti- "We must try to get over that diffi~ulty by mutual selva accordingly.
C. B. REYNOLDS,
tude at the Portsmouth congress of the American intellectual and spiritual hospiblity."
Sec. Washington Secular Union.
Secular Union-criticisms which, despite their kindly
2,104 6th st., Seattle, Wash.
Although your organization and ours are working
tone (for which I thank you) call for some reply for the total separation of church and state from en·
upon my part.
tirely diffarent motive, the obj act of our struggles is
A Battle and a Victory at Montreal.
You quote from my speech on "Methods of Ex- ~he same, and I trust that tlle day will come when
From Secular Tl!ought.
tending 0 ur Work," and charge me with committing we shall cooperate effectivly as allies, without any
The Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club, under
our society officially to a sectarian stand in favor of s&crifice by either of us of our impelling motive.
the able and activ leadership of its president, Capt.
Infidelity.
We were glad to hav Prof. J. 0. Corliss, of the Robert C. Adame, has had a great fight with the
Allow me to say, before aU, that I detest the word National Religious Liberty Association, with us at orthodox forces, and has gained a very decided vic·
"Infidelity," in whichever of three meanings it be the congress. His ringing speech hit the nail on the tory. The melee arose out of the leasing by the
taken-i.e., (1) unfaithful, (2) without faith, (3) op- head, and pleased our people generally, even where Freethought Club of the Victoria Rifle Army Assoposed to the _prevailing faith .of the community. they did not agree with him from a ·religious stand- ciation's hall for a series of winter Sunday evening
The first meanmg, no one who IS at all acquainted point. I earnestly hope that your people will be lectures. It is satisfactory to know that this lease
with me will ever apply to me ; the second, I deny represented at next year's congress also. Mean- was agreed to by the o:ffi!lers of the regiment, though
emphatically, as I am a Liberal Unitarian, with a while, let us hold out a helping hand to one another they were fully aware of the opinions and intentions
very well-defiaed belief; and the third, I maintain, in the good work wherever we can, even though we of the gentlemen at the bead of the Freethought
cannot with justice be applied to any moderate non- be not ready to become formal allies. And last, but (llub; but it shows how social convenances "rule the
Trinitarian Liberal, since those who really uphold not least, please remember that the o:ffi!lsrs of the roast," and to what subterfuges liberal-minded men
orthodox Christianity are in the minority in this American Secular Union, whatever their private or are reduced by present theological surroundingP,
country. (See statistics in my speech.)
personal views, commit themselvs and the society when we find these gallant officers willing to put
· As for my "declaration of war on religion," I fail offici&lly to the promulgation of no ism whatever.
forward an excuse for their efforts to break the
to find such in a single sentence of my speech. I
With best wishes for the success of the American lease which, to say the least of it, is capable of being
did, however, recommend that children be taught to Sentinel in its noble work, I am,
supplemented by a far more substantial and forcible
realize " the evil that priestcraft and religious superYours very truly,
one.
fltition hav been from the days of savagery down.'•
InA C. CRAnnooK1 Corr. Sec. A. S. U.
Colonel Henshaw of the Victorias, in giving his

THE TRU~f·H SE.EKER,
version of the affair tells us that " Gentlemen who
occupy a high social position, Mr. H. R. Molson,
Roswell lnsher Captain Adams, and otheu, went to
Major Radiger and offered to lease the armory for
Sunday lectureFJ. As Major Ridiger knew these
gentlemen to be of the highest respectability individually, and without being conversant with thei1·
aims or. objects (the italics are mine), he thought
they would be good tenants, and the lease was
drawn up. As soon as it was brought to my notice
that the leasing of the armory for Freethought lectures was an unpopular move, and was likely to giv
offense to many warm friends of the regiment, I at
once set to work to cancel the lease if possible."
The colonel's lawyer, however, told him that the
lease could not be canceled without the consent of
the Freethought Club; and as the latter insisted on
its rights, the officers, although as they say, they
could ill afford it, offered the club a sum equal to
the rent it had agreed to pay ($400) in order to induce it to giv up the ball. This offer the club rejected. It was a matter of principle, not moneymaking.
'
The points to which I wish to draw attention in
this explanation are: 1. That the colonel. in acknowledging the "individual respectability" of the
Freethought gentlemen (a point it would be absurd
of him to dispute), seems to imply that as a Freetbou~ht organization they were not respectable;
and 2. That in order to excuse the officers for giving
the lease, be professes to hav been unaware of the
"aims and objects" of the Freethought Club. In
regard to tha seBond point, the letter of Captain
Adams shows conclusivly (as on other grounds it
might reasonably be concluded) that these objects
were fully discussed before the lease was granted;
and this carries us to a natural conclusion, in regard
to the first point, that the offiBers were not only
acquainted with the Freethought gentlemen and their
opinions but knew and acknowledged the Freethought
organiz,tion and objects to be respectable and unobjectionable also, even if they did not sympathize with
them. What their real motive were in acting as they
hav done we may perhaps see further on ; but in the
mean time I will giv Captain Adams's letter to the
Witness, which spesks for itself:
Sm: Your article on the question of the lease of the Victoria Rifles armory for Freethought lectures states that the
lease was " inadvertently granted" and that "the officers
did not know what the nature of the lectures would be."
These statements are likely to' convey the impression that
the lease was obtained by subterfuge; and in justice to the
Freethought Club I will ask you to allow me to state that
the nat)lre of the lectures was most fully explained to the
official representativ of the Armory Association at the very
commencement of the negotiations, and that two lectures
were given before a lease was applied for. Full discussion
or the principle or toleration took place, and we were assured then and since that the hall was available to any
respectable body of people irrespectiv of their opinions. In
all the subsequent discussion, the canceling of the lease was
asked for merely on the ground of expediency, because
some supporters, chiefly ladies, had refused t'l lend their
aid to the bazar on account of this lease. The directors of
the association are intelllgent and Liberal gentlemen, who
never would hav raised this question themselvs; and on
behalf or the club I desire to say that we entertain kindly
feelings toward them, and regret exceedingly that any action
of ours should even indirectly cause the association any
financial injury. We trust that this will not be the case; but
that the bazar will prove a satisfactory success. To those
who object to our use of the hall, we wish to say that its
platform is open to any reputable minister or layman who
desires to discuss the momentous questions of the day. Instead of sending anonymous letters and seeking to cancel
business engagements, let these people hav the courage to
oppose us openly and endeavor to prove to us that our
opinions are false.
Ron&RT C. ADAMS,
President of the Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club.
Under the heading," A Q lleer Dllemma," the editot
of the Ottawa Evening Journal, on Nevember 25th,
gave an acBOunt of the affair which appears to contain the real facts :
The Freethought Club, which is composed of a limited
number of apparently respectable people. appears to hav
been allowed a peaceable lease of the Armory hall on Sunday evenings, until recently a project was set on foot for a
grand bazar in aid· of the battalion funds of the justly popular Vies. Preparations for the bazar were fully under
way when, it is stated, some of the ladies who were taking
a prominent part in them discovered that the armory was
the scene weekly of the unhallowed orations of the Free
thought Club. When this appalling fact was realized, these
good ladies, we are informed, promptly intimated that unless the Sunday lease of the hall to the Freethinkers was
canceled, they would withdraw their countenance from the
bazar. Thus originated the trouble. As the defection
under such circumstances of some of the ladies would hav
surelv caused a stampede of all connected with the bazar,
the Vies were much alarmed. They approached the Freethought Club with the polite suggestion that the club should
abandon its lease and get a Sunday hall elsewhere. The
Freethought Club with equal politeness intimated its intention to stay where it was on Sundays. The Vies, we understand, finally offered a handsome consideration to the club
($400, it is said) to giv up the lease. But the Freethinkers,
whose hair was being brushed up the wrong way in the
press, probably felt that ten timeR that amount could not
move them. So the matter stands, and what the ladies propose to do we hav not. heard.
It will be seen that the ladies are the prime movers
in the opposition to the Fteethought Club; and that
the orthodox sheep are led by a "belle," if not, like
their four-footed namesakes, by 1 bell-wether.
The editor caustically continues :
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The Freethinkers appear to be very inconsiderate. They
are standing in the way of the success of a carefully planned.
elaborate, gigantic nineteenth_ century scheme. We all
know what these big bazars usually are. We hav all JZRmbled at them ; our dollars hav gone for " throws" for handpa~nted monstrosities; we hav raffled for ghastly placques at
rumous expense; many of us hav smoked bad cigars at
twenty-five cents apiece in alleged Turkish kiosks; others of
us hav voted early and often, at the solicitation of sweet
voices and sparkling eyes, at half a dollar a vote, for ''the
most popular citizen," generally somebody we cordially
hate. Men who hav gone through these things, as delightful
almost as the pleasures of Stanley in the African forests,
must feel a special indignation at the idea of a mere gang of
Freethinkers, who hav some crazy idea about going to their
own kind of church on Sundays, standing in the way or the
entire success of one of the biggest bazars ever projected in
this country. We understand the Vies expect to make several thousand dollars at least out of their bazar. Imagin
the colossal intimidation and ruthless extorti0n which such
profit from a bazar of the usual character inculcates I The
activ indignation of the good people who contemplate this
intimidation and extortion, at the carelessness of the Vies in
renting Sunday room to such people as Fuethinkers, will,
no doubt, meet the general approval of the thinking public
The "thinking public" may perhaps sympathize
with the Vies in their possible loss of profits from
their big money grab; bvt they can hardly refrain
from condemning the bi~ntrv of people who appear
to be willing to ''cut off their noses" to spite a
society of honorable men whose only crime is that
they are endeavoring to advocate views which seem
to them necessary for the progress and well-being of
society.
0 ne of the funniest items in the whole business is
that in which Colonel Henshaw tells u.s that ''they
certainly would not renew the lease, and they could
giv the rent to the hospital or some charitable institution." If this does not "fetch" the orthodox
ladies, they must be made of unusually stern stuff.
But if, like Judas Iscariot's blood money, this Free·
thought rent is not respectable enough to mix with
other current coin of the realm, why should the hospital or any other charitable institution be plagued
with itT Why touch the filthy stuff at all! They
cannot get out of letting the Freethinkers preach
in the hall, but there is no necessity for defiling
themselvs by taking money for it. I would suggest
to them that they refuse to take the rent at all, and
thus save themselvs from any further risk of contamination.

Helen H. Gardener on Our Conrts of Justice.
Sunday, December 7th, the author of "Is This
Your Son, My Lord?" delivered for the Brooklyn
Philosophical Association a lecture on the subject,
"A ;Day in Court." The large hall was filled to its
utmost capacity with a very intelligent-looking
audience, who with evident pleasure listened to Miss
Gardener's nmrrativ. The lecture proved its author
was in possession of powers of observation and reflection seldom found in the fair sex, But our readers are, or ought to be, acquainted with the lecturer's
good qualifties, which are so conspicuous in her'' Men,
Women, and Gods," and we will therefore turn our
attention to the Sunday's lecture-which, by the
way, some time ogo appeared in one of our magazines, and hence makes an entering into all the particulars unnecessary.
The first point to which Miss Gardener directed
the audience's attention was the lack of dignity in
our court proceedings. Even when the question involved is one of life or death, there is nothiug that
indicates solemnity. The lawyers chaff, joke, poke
one another in the ribs during the recess or when the
jury is out, and, of course, the audience, most of
whom either hav served their time or are youths
from sixteen to eighteen years of age, _naturally follow the example set by the lawyers.
The attorneys conducting the case seek all possible means to influence the jury's opinion. Misconstruction of sentences, twisting of words, etc., are
excesaivly used, and even by the attorney for the
people. In faot, the question of guilt or no guilt is
entirely a secondary matter; it is an intellectual contest, a matter of legal pride. The defendant is
lost sight of in the attempt to satisfy personal vanity. It is not for this that the people elect e. state
attorney; he is there to see that legal justice is accorded. But does he! No. In the case in point
he did his best to deprive the defendant of his life.
Among the twelve jury members, Miss Gardener
stated, seven affirmed; yet this seemed not to attract
any attention; a circumstance which, with the growing sentiment for abolition of capital punishment,
seemed to indicate that a great moral and intellectual change had come over the country. And she
thought that there possibly might be some connection between the increase in the number of men who
refused to take the oath and the growing of altruistic sentiment.
With regard to the oath-taking, Miss Gardener
said that only two prisoners kissed the Bible and
both committed perjury. The others, none of
whom could hav understood anything of the oath
formula except the last sentence, lifted the Bible up
to the neighborhood of their right ear. The way
the oath was administered, very carelessly and hurriedly, was disgraceful, considering that bohh the
person who administered the oath and those who
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took it at J, as' professed a belief in the divine character of the Bible and the sacrednees of the oath.
In fact, the whole proceeding was a farce.
The lecturer likewis-a called attention to the offhand way in which several police judges treated·
cases before them. There seemed to be a kind of
mutual understanding, a chum-relationship, between
judge and policeman, and the latter would frequently
enter his complaint in an inaudible voicP, thus leaving the prisoner entirely unacquainted with the
charge against him, and of the nature of which he
could judge only by the justice's "$10 or ten days,"
or whatever the sentence might be.
Miss Gtudener received at the covclusion of the
lecture well-merited applause. Sbverai persons took
the stand, and treated Lhe audience to every conceivable subject except the ones discussed by the lecturer-spirits inside of man ; ghosts, holy and otherwisE>, outside of man ; temperance; hermeneutic
philosophy, or an attempt at it at least; woman suffrsga, brotherhood of man, and last but not least
the fatherhood of God. H is surprising that
people will get up on the platform of a Liberal club
and advise us to seek refuge and comfort in the
fatherhood of God. The gentleman overhead has
been given six thousand years (Bible chronology) to
show us the beneficial result of his ps:ternal care and
has made a fearful and wonderful failure, and we
think it is about time to giv him a dishonorable discharge. The critic who gave this admirable advice, and who likewise spoke very softly of Jesus
Christ as a Samaritan, said he came from a rural district. We do not doubt it, and we suppose a ministerial incubator, or theological seminary, is situated
in that district. The speaker, who was very eloquent
and fluent, should adopt the profession of a Metl.oclist minister; he can command after a short time
at least $3 000.
Before closing I take the liberty to attempt to
do what the critics forgot to do-say a few words on
the criminal question. I think that a partial solution of the question can be gained by a reformation
in our prison system, and by treating the criminals
in a manner different from the one now used. Our
prisons ought not alone to be reformatories, which
they are not now, but tbey ought to be conducted
in a way which will make a prisoner wish himself
anywhere but inside their walls. We must not baby a
.criminaL Giv him coarse but wholesome food, and
work him for all he is worth, and let the proceeds of
hia labors, above the cost of his keeping, become his.
While confined the individual must be taught ethics,
sscular morality. Inform him that he is not past
redemption, that he is not depraved, and that upon
him, and him alone, depends his salvation from
social ostracism, from social death. Appeal to the
prisoner's honor, to his or her self-respect, and if he
or she is devoid of this. attempt to plant and cultivate the seed of it. Lst a prisoner not know
how long he is to be confined. Let the length of
his time depend upon his conduct, and when he is
released giv him a ticket to a distant pad of the
country, where he is known by no one, and let him
t.here report his srrival to the police authority.
Such persons as violate the law (criminal law) a
second time, send them to a penal colony, where
they may be bpt under supervision and prohibited
from propagating their kind. I believe these are
the measures advocated by modern and true philanthropy.
GusTAVE NELsoN.

Lectures and Meetings.
FRIDAY evening, December 12ch, 1tliss Ada Campbell, the
Australian lecturess, speaks at the Manhattan Liberal Club
on "Heredity." At Philadelphia and Newark, where Miss
Campbell has spoken, the people value her highly, both for
the matter of her discourse and the manner of its deliverance. In dealing with her Christian critics she treats them
tenderly, but slays them effectually. Dr. Eccles will do
well to make funeral arrangements.
J_ E. REMSBURG has delivered twenty-five lectures in California. He spoke at Colma October 30th; Michigan Bluff,
November let and 2d; Santa Rosa, 5th; Ukiah, 6th; San
Francisco, 7th; San Miguel, 8th and _9th; Monterey, lOth;
Merced 12th · Snelling, 13t.h ; Hormtos, 14th ; Lemoore,
15th and 16th: Hanford, 17th and 18rh; Tulare City, 19th;
Los Angeles, 2oth; Santa Ana. 21st; San Diego, 23d; Norwalk, 24th; San Bernardino, 25th and 26th.
JOHN R. CHARLl!SWORTH is a young Englishman, residing
now in New York. He is a good speaker and ready debater,
and appears to thoroughly understand Secular philosophy.
Judging from his able address at the congress, he is inclined
more to the destructiv than to the constructiv aspect of our
movement. He was recommended by the congress as the
lecturer and organizer of the Union, a p'lsition which no
doubt he would admirably fill--Secular TMught.
w. F. JAMIESON acknowledges the following loans toward
paying the mortgage on his farm : Mrs. Portia Gage, Vineland, N.J., $100; J. S. Silepard, Vineland, N. J., $5; Elmina D. Blenker. Snowville, Va., $5; W. H. Burr, W~sh
lngton, D. C-. $10; Dr. E B. Foote, Jr., New York City,
$25 · Dr E B Foote Sr New York city, $25. Mr.Jamieson ~ave; "i: h~v full ~onfldence that my Liberal friends will
help me save our home, and the words I re~ive, wi;h these
loans cause me to rejoice in the word Liberal. I am.
therefore, eendlng these sums forward to cancel the debt of
$750. As soon as paid, I can contract for the cultivation of
my farm, which will only yield me $60, it is true, in 1891 ;
but $220 in 1892. This will enable me to pay my interest on
time."
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A Review of the Chnrch.-Conclnded.
I Apollo of the Greek and Roman mythology; and he ent generation is eonversant with it and its style of
.
was pleased to be represented with the symbols of proceedings, and as a consequence those outside of
"The order," contin~es Dr. Wooley," in wh1ch t~e the god of light ·and poetry. . . . The altars of the Oatholic church do not accept its dictum as to
planets are arranged m b_ooks .on astrology (a .dis- Apollo were crowned with the·votiv offerings of Con- the infallibility of the pope. And h~re is w:_here. a
course about the stars) IS thiS: Saturn, Jupiter, stantine. and the credulous multitudes were taught great inconsistency occurs, for there IB notbmg 1n
M.ars, the sun, Venus, M.e~cury, mo:>n. The ~un, b~- to believ~ that the emperor was permitted to behold Protestant countries on which to base any Christian
ca~se ~he largest and brightest, ' Is. pl~ced I_n their with mortal eyes the visible majesty of their tutelar doctrin or dogma other than bas been given by the
midst, says Clemens. of Alexandria, to dispense deity. . . • The sun was universally celebrated as Catholic church through its various councils, and if
light to those above .h1m .and to thos~ below-to t~e the invincible guide and protector of Constantine" the infallibility of the pope is rejected, t~en must
s~~erior and to ~he mferi?r-:-accordmg to a certam (Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap. xx). the divinity of Christ, the canon of the B1ble, and
dmne harmony. Thus It IB foun~ that theology
The council of Constantine, 381, elected the Holy the various other doctrine and dogmas promulgated
and astrology are synonyms-the Idea of God or Ghost as an orthodox dogma of the church. The by the Catholic church through its various councils
good, which may be traced back t~ro~gb many Ian- council of Cbalcedon, 451, asserted the Catholic do.c- be rejected, for no one can say that the Catholic
guages to the Hebrew; never entermg mto the com- trin of two distinct natures in one person united m church bas not now as much power and right to
position of either term."
Christ without any change, mixture, or confusion. enact and decree doctrine and dogmas as it ever had.
Rev. R. Taylor says (D. Pulpit, page 30) : " Our A cou~cil in Constantinople, 553, reviewed the doings Then if the divinity of Christ is accepted the infalliwords God, and the sun, are really, the one a Hebrew, of the preceding councils and their decrees were bility of the pope must be accepted also. Cardinal
the other an old Coptic _word; both si~nifying ~be fully acknowledged. At ~nother council at Const~n Gibbons says : " The course pursued by the church
same thin~; but both al1~e adopted Witb.out bemg tinople, 680, the creed wb1eh. teache~ that two w!lls regarding the infallibility of the pope was practiced
inquired mto, and naturalized Without bemg under- and two operations were existent m Je.sus Chnst, by her in reference to the divinity of Jesus Christ,
stood. God, or Gad, being the never- translated was finally determined. At the council of Con stan- which was formally defined at t!.:J.e council of Nicea
name, in the ancient Tsabaism, or star-worship, of the tinople 692, the feast of the annunciation of the in the fourth century" (The Faith of Our Fathers,
constellation of the Ram, or Lamb of God, as I hav Virgin' M.ary was instituted. Also, this council pro- page 151).
·
explained to you, the Rama, the great, the elevated, hibited the representation of Christ on the cross
It wilf be seen by this review that the principal
that is, the first of the signs of the zodiac; that is, under the symbol of a lamb. Also in regard to this things that go to make up the church, such as the
by metonymy of the sun,_ in that s~gn Aries, or council, I quote from "Astra-Theology:" " ~he divinity of Christ, the canonicity of the Bible, and
Lamb of God (As the Latm word Ar1es, the Ram, cross bas been an emblem of the church ever since the various doctrine and dogmas, etc., all rest on the
was derived from the Egyptian wor~ Arez, the s~n; its organization, and the form on the cross was that votes of priests in the councils of the Catholic
as that word is found compound w1tb JJo?.ts, !fb.uili of a lamb. But in the year 680 of Ot;Jr era, u~der church, some voted on separately and then collecis the same as JJeus, God, the ~hole word BJg~ymg the reign of Constantine Paganatus, 1n the siXth tivly, .as in voting certain books of the Bible to be
God-the sun; the same mentioned by Tertulhan as Constantinopolitan council, held under Pope Agatbus, canonical. In this latter way I may say God, heaven,
JJysares, the God of all the Arabian nations.), whose in the eighty-second decree of that council, it was bell, etc., were elected to office and location respecastronomical name, Yes, is the root of our Jesus, the decreed and the decree subsequently ratified by tivly, for in voting a book to be canonical all the
lamb of God, as our English words sun and day are Pope Adlian I. that instead of Christ's being repre- characters, places, and conditions described in that
found in the first primitive, not of a particular lan- sented in the f~rm of a crucified Iamb, which had up book are elected to office, etc., and imbued with the
guage, but of the most ancient and universal ever to that time been the only emblem of the crucifixion, same sanctity as is elected to the book. .
uttered by man. San, pronounced zan, zon, son, he should be represented in the form of a crucified
But the question to be considered is, Do the votes
and zun, that is, with every vowel and every mode man." In explanation of why a lamb was used on of priests imbue the characters and books voted on
· of uttering the initial that the tongue could com- the cross I continue to quote from" Astro-Theology :" with divinity "nd sanctity ! I think no one of unpass, like Gad, Gid, Ged, God! and Gud, was, like "After passing through the zodiacal sign, ~he sun biased mind will admit that the votes of an:vone,
that word, the common Ammon1an name for the sun, goes into the sign Aries, the Ram. The Latm word whether priest or not, can imbue any character or
and Jupiter, as is witnessed by that old i~scription, Aries, the Ram, was derived from the Egyptian book with any sanctity whatever. No votes of
quoted by Bryant, on the tomb of Jupiter; who, word Arez the sun and 1890 years ago, about the priests could make Christ divine, whether living or
like Herod, Hercules, Bacchus, Mitbra, Apollo, time Ohrist was said to hav been born, after passing dead, and it was useless to elect divinity to him
Cbristna, Vishnu, and all the other allegorized nearly through the sign, it crossed the equinoctial three hundred years after he was dead. No votes of
types of the su':l, '.was conceived by the Holy Gh~st, line and spring began. With the showers attendant priests or others can make immortality a fact. We
born of the Vugm Mary, suffered under Pontms on the sun crossing the line, and the stronger beat can go with our friends to the line that divides the
Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried.' Here was of the sun on account of its greater ascendancy in living from the dead, but as to what is beyond that
buried the great sun, whom they call God. When the heavens and on account of which the days were line no one knows. No one can know. No reasont~e fi~st a.ttempt w~s made to repr.esent the sun in of greater I~ngth, vegetatio~ ~egan to ~pring up and ing, no anaiogy, no anything, can reach beyond the
pictorial hieroglyphics, a mere straight stroke, as a grow and seed-time came giVmg prom1s of harvests dead line. All beyond is a mystery, which can only
picture of the finger of the priest pointing to the that would save the people from starvation; hence be solved by each one entering for himself, and then
sun, gave the letter I, or J if part of the hsnd be the sun on crossing the line in the spring or ve~nal if he knows anything he will know for himself. But
seen with it, while the circ~e of the sun's disk formed equinox was bailed by the people as the savior of the so far as we know he cannot impart any information
the 0; and thus the radical of all languages, I 0, world and was called the lamb of God for the salva- to the living. The same is true of all characters,
running through the theology of all nations and of tion df the world because it was in the sign of the places, conditions, doctrine, and dogmas, as those
all ages, harder or softer in Ai-o (Ja-o), Za-o, Jabs- Lamb that vegetation sprang up into newness of last cited which hav been passed on by the councils
vah, J ehovs, J eve, J uve, J ova, all betray that the life with the hope of future plenty and happiness, of the Catholic church, which could not elevate anys~n, and the sun alone, was the primordial si~nifica- aft~r having passed through long fasting and prayer thing to a position of sanctity unless it bad sanctity
t10n of the terms for God and Jesus, and brmg us in the wilderness of winter when much of the crops inherent in itself. It is futil for the church to rant
to an absolute demonstration of the truth be- and provisions of the past season had been consumed. and roar, to issue bulls or decrees, thinking to contrayed to us by the unguarded father Tertullian, This zodiacal Lamb was called the head of the trol or govern the people, when the people underthat man_r ~bink that the. sun is our God, and ref~r church; and if anyone will look at the zodi~cal si~ns stand its style of proceedings and its lack of authorto the relJgwn of the Persians (Apologet., chap. XVI), in any almanac it will be seen that the s1gn Aries ity or power to enforce or make good what it elects
and to the still more explicit acknowledgment in represents the head. The zodiacal signs represented or teaches. The enlightenment of the age, with libHeb. xii, 29: ' Our God is a consuming fire.'"
the twelve tribes of Israel, and the Lamb repre- erty of thought, speech, and investigation, will disFrom Inman's "Pagan and Modern Christian Sym- sen ted the tribe of Gad, so the lamb of Gad, or pel the mists and fogs that bav been and still are
·holism," page 19 : "In examining ancient Jewish, easily written God, became very appropriately a being cast over the doings of the church in its
Phoonician, and other Shemitic cognomens, I found scriptural phrase or name.'' Josephus's "Antiqui- own councils. The strength of the church lies in
that they consisted of a divine name and some at- ties" states that the signs of the zodiac, with the the ignorance of the people, and in matters re·
tribute of the deity, and that the last was generally names of the twelve tribes, were engraved on the garding the church that institution is trying to
referrible equally to the Supreme, to the sun, as a stones in the breastplate of the high priest. "Also, keep them in ignorance. But when the people
God, and the mascuiin emblem. If the deity was a the signs of the zodiac are in use in the churches of become enlightened as to the foundations on which
female the name of her votary contained a reference the present day, and are to be seen on the flat, the church reate, then in proportion as that ento the moon and the beauties or functions of women. painted roof of Waltham Abbey church, and also in lightenment increases will that establishment deThe higher ideas of the creator were held only by a the restored tesselated pavement in the Lady chapel cline.
few; the many adopted a lower and more debased of Chichester cathedral in England" (Frank Leslie's
To epitomize: 1. The church is intolerant. 2.
view. In this manner the sun became a chief God, Sunday Magazine, April, 1877, page 511).
The church is not based on the Bible, but the church
and the moon his partner ; and tha former being
The Nicene fathers in 787 qecided the doctrin of made the Bible, consequently the Bible is not an insupposed to be male and the latter female, both be- transubstantiation in the eucharist, in which was spired book. 3. The Bible bas been open to the
came. aasoc.iated with the ideas which all bav of ter- not the image of Christ, but his very body and blood. public only 345 years. 4. The God of the Bible and
restrial ammals. Consequently the solar deity was The council of Constantinople, 879, approved, con- of the church is the sun, and is worshiped on Sunday.
associated in symbolism with masculin and the moon firmed and renewed the Nicene decrees. In the 5. The existence of such a person as Christ is very
with feminin emblems." On page 57: "In Hindoo- ninth ~entury the procession of the Holy Spirit from doubtful. 6. The divinity of Christ rests on the
stan, the sun is always represented as a God.'' the father and son was added to the creed. The votes of priests in council, which is not good authorAgain, on p~ge 111: "Sun-worship was spread all fourth council of Lateran passed a decree in 1215 ity for divinity, consequently be was 11ot divine. 7.
over the anmed world. It mingled with other faiths obliging the faithful to confess their sins at least All the doctrine and dogmas of the church rest on
and as~umed many forms. We ~ay poi!lt out that once a year. The council of Lyons, 1274, decreed the votes of priests, consequently they bav not a founaccordmg to all the gospels, Ohr1st expired toward the procession of the Holy Ghost from the father dation. Conclusion : When the people become ensunset, and t~e sun became eclipsed as be was dying. and the son. The council of Lateran, 1513, decreed lightened in regard to the church and its assumptions,
He rose agam exactly at daybreak.'' Again, page that the immortality of the soul be an article of the church will decline.
113 : " The sun, being the activ fructifying cause in faith. Previous to this time immortality was not
I close with a quotation from John Wesley, the
nat~re, wa~ generally r~garded as male. T~us in the universally believed in by the church. The council founder of M1lthodism, from a letter on the trial of
Jew!sh scr1ptur~s be IS con:pared .to a 'bridegroom of Trent, 1545, not only decided the canon of the Hetherington for blasphemy, court of quean's bench,
comJDg o:;-t of _his ch~mber (Ps. XIX, 5)."
Bible as before spoken of, but it passed decrees on Dec. 8, 1840, Winchester, England ("Eye Opener,"
From Anment H1story of the East," page 197: the fall of man, justification, and the dogma of the page 167) ~ " Another cause that will operate more
"The sun was the source as well as the sign of life, eucharist ; defined the sacraments; settled the com- powerfully and effectually than any of the preceding
the vivifier of the world, the universal father, and, as munion under one or two kinds · also gave enuncia- is the rays of philosophy, which begin now to peri~ shines in the fir!D~ment ab?ve, superior to all other tiona ~n indulgences, purgat~ry, invocation and vade all ranks, rapidly dispelling the mists of ignolights of heaven, 1t 1s the universal lord."
veneration of saints and the respect to be paid to rance, which bav been long, in a great degree, the
I quote ~rom " Hiatory of the Sabbath," page 257 : their relics and images, etc. The council of Rome, mother of devotion, of slavish prejudice, and the en"Constantme was a wors~iper of Apollo or the sun, convoked by Pope Pius IX. in 1869, decreed in July, thusiastic bigotry of religious opinion. The decline
a fact that sheds much hght on his edict enjoining 1870, the personal infallibility of the pope in matters of the papal power is owing to the same irremen to observe the venerable day of the Sun.'' Thus of faith and morals to be a dogma of the church.
sistible cause; nor can it :be supposed that Method~
Gibbon testifies: " Tlie devotion of Constantine was
This, the last grand, or ecumenical, council of the ism can stand the ground when brought to the tes~
p}ore peculiarly directed to the genius of the sun, the Oll!tbolic cborcb, is of J~uob recent date th~t the prea- of tr"!ltb, reaaon, and pbiloso:pby." . L. ~. D4wso~.
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tiona do not exist, that women are morbid and
no hope of proving. Mr. Tuttle knows how
When Helen Gardener fights what she erotic.
I don't believe that theY know the meanto do this brilliantly and attractivly, but a calls social or religious outrages, she does not ing
nnselfisbness. Every act of their lives is
good portion of his book is only words, words, nip around the edges and leave the root as for of
tbemselvs. TheY howl abont wanting their
words. The best chapters are those in which vigorous as ever, she says, but slashes away families to be bap_py; bnt it is all beoanse it
be less comfortable for tbemselva if theY
Unless otlterwise specified, all publications he deals with religi;i., and they are worth into the center of the evil and splaRhes blood would
were not."
noticed here can be had of THB TRUTH SBBKBR the price of the book,. :
all around. Her book, 11 Is This Your Son,
These views are the basis of the book, and
CoM.PANY,··at the prices named.
My Lord?" seems to be one of these slashing
Mr. H. L. Green has obtained permission splashes. People who ha v worked them- the evils to which they naturally lead are the
to print in pamphlet form Colonel Ingersoll's selvs into the belief that woman is a poor, roots Miss Gardener is cutting at. It seems
11
us that she is wasting much effort. The
MY UNOL!t BENJAMIN. By Claude Tillier. A1·ena article on God in the Constitution " hunted creature whose chief object in life is to
are not there.
Translated from the French by B. R. and it can now be had for 10 cents. it to keep out of the reanh of man, and that roots
From the foregoing it will be seen that Miss
should be circulated by the million copies for man's whole thought for woman is to make
Tucker. Price, $1.
the good it will do aside from the pleasure her his domestic slave and sexual plaything, Gardener's attempt to paint the lives of men
This book is alleged to be a humorous, Freethinkers will find. in perusing it.
is not regarded by UB as a great suceess. The
wlll like this book. Others won't. The reason is not that she has not the skill to say
satirical, and philosophical novel, and Mr.
11
same
criticism
lies
a!Zainst
it
that
lies
against
Tucker in his preface says of it that it has
what she means, but that she is writing of
Those who like Mr. John Preecott Guild's
no equivalent in the literature of this cent- vigorous condemnations of all ideas dissim- Tolstol's " Kreutzer Sonata "-it is the work something of which apparently she knows
of
prejudice
and
one-sided
education.
In
ury." Certainly in unearthing the work of ilar to his own should send him, at Tyngsalmost nothing. The jokes in the papers
an obscure French genius Mr. Tucker has boro, Mass., 10 cents for his Grand Armv Tolstoi's book, the author is plainly under about women are all written by men. As
the
influence
of
his
religion,
and
he
draws
a
found a very amusing book, and one with a address on 11 The Flag We Float." Mr.
psychological studies of the female sex they
half or whole truth underlying its every satire Guild never lets his reader go to sleep, nortrait of the race which is hideous and un- show great stupidity, and a man who should
like.
Helen
Gardener
has
written
apparently
and pessimistic utterance. No class of peo- though he occasionally arouses angry pasform his opinion of women from them would
under the influence of the " Alphaites" and get left in practical dealing with them. So
ple escapes its shafts of ridicule, and the sions.
the
"
Dianaites,"
and
other
hysterical
people
with the lessons of Miss Gardener's book.
book makes it apparent that each class
who somehow think, and claim to ha v evideserves all it gets. There is enough of the
Monists, if there be any such people, will, dence to back up their thought, that woman Female readers of inexperience are warned
that men are a great deal better than she
novel about it to lead the reader along, but we presume, find the quarterly magazine, the
the meat of the book can only be found by Monist, established by the Open Court Pub- is a ravaged class and a victim of man, who paints them-or rather, a great deal less rasalways
vile.
If
one-half
be
true
that
the
is
cally. Like the brutes Lucifer rakes up from
going over it slowly, and then reading it lishing Co., a valuable production. Every.
11
-Bgain. And it will pay for the trouble in fun day folks, just ordinarily interested in science two ites" mentioned claim, there ought to the muck of humanity, Miss Gardener's vilwar
for
the
emancipation
of
a
sex.
be
another
lains are so exceptional that they horrify
and philosophy, though its social cynicism- and the various new theories and discoveries
The tendency of the times is toward the even though existing only in the imagiessentially French and not at all healthy- therein, will also be pleased with it. Since
say
the
erotic,
in
literature,
and
odd,
not
to
shonld not be taken too seriously.
the establishment of the quarterly the Open as the author of this book is a literary person nation, and if she could only make them flesh
Court has been reduced in size, and one must I!.B well as a reformer, it is not impossible and blood men she would hav a right to write
such a worlr.
LIFB. A Novel. By William W. Wheeler. now subecribe for both to get what he that the opening chapter of this book-which,
formPrly obtained in one. Price of the Mo- if Helen Gardener had not written it, we 11 Now for Miss Gardener's side of the story.
Paper, 50 cents.
Is This Your Son, My Lord?" -is written
niot, 50 cents single copy; $2 per year.
should call offensiv-was not without a pur- for a purpose, which is, to quote from the
Another story with a moral, or an endeavor
pose other than that of the surgeon cutting advertisment, 11 to expose the respectable
to make people read curious l.deas by tangling
Until the TRUTH SBBKBR ANNUAL AND deep in order to heal. Be this as it may, it frauds, the hypocrisies, an,d the essential
them up with a love story. A man goes into
1
seems to us that she could safely hav let
a cataleptic state ; people suppose him dead; FRBBTHINKBR B ALMANAC for 1891 is issued some of the suggestions remain between the rottenness of society," and therefore its littwo best annuals for next year are the
erary finish and value as a product of the
his sister denies it, and refuses to bury the
11
Freidenker Almanac," published in German covers of holy writ. But this is not the most novelist's art are of secondary consideration.
him ; the townspeople intend to arrest her
Company at Milwaukee, serious fault of the book. She has drawn a The main idea is to reform the men. The
as insane ; a friend legally marries her so by the Freidenker
11
portrait of man, in delineating one of her
they can't, though the marriage is of con- Wis., and the National Secular Society's characters-the heavy villain-that she w!ll characters represented 11are types of good,
Fred Harmon, the
venience and not for keeps; a doctor is Almanac for 1891," edited by G. W. Foote find difficulty in duplicating in real life, and bad, and mixed men.
called-he cannot resuscitate the patient by and J. M. Wheeler, and published by Robert yet she must duplicate him or the 11 moral" conventional, fashionable, polished hypocrit,
any physical means-tries hypnotism-suc- Forder, London. This last book contains of the novel falls to the ground. And on a the product of a false civilization, a blightwithin the comceeds. Then the doctor and the patient articles by C. Bradlaugh, Messrs. Foote, premia which we do not think exists she has ing cursA to all who come
Moss, Wheeler, Forder, Standring, and
pass of his influence; 1 an echo of an echo,'
and the friend discuss hypnotism, Spiritual- others,
with much information useful to made man out to be a brute. This, no and something far worse. -Preston Mansism, Agnosticism, Christianity. Two more
and a calendar useful to all doubt, is due to the influence of those views field, naturally high-minded, with manly imgirls appear on the scene-church-members, Englishmen,
There are quite a number of of life which it is Lucifer's purpose to pro- pnlses, possessing the foundation of a worthy
and the three pair off, get jealous, make Freethinkers.
mistakes regarding American Freethinkers, mulgate. The conversations by which man i.f not a brilliant manhood, swept by outside
love ; two Pairs get married-the third girl but
not nearly so many as are usually found is thus revealed are unnatural and artificial. influences into the vortex of vice until,
sticks to her church and Bible and deEnglish periodicals about America in gen. Read this : Mr. Mansfield's son has been sweeping others with himself, he meets a
nounces the heretics. The book is pleasant in
and not more probably than we should e:uilty of an unmanly vice; a doctor, who is tragic fate. Harvey Ball, noble, frank, outto read, has a great many unprovable and era!,
if we wrote about England without telling the story, informs his father, and that spoken, real, a man who makes one renew
preposterous theories, makes for Spiritualism make
consulting our Englieh friends, of whom amiable individual suggPsts that the boy be his faith in mankind; a type of the honestand against the church, and will be liked hap}?ily we hav a good supply over here. taken to New York. He says to the physi- hearted,
fearless investigator, in error in
best by Infidel Spiritualists who are not par- But, on the whole, the publication has suf- cian:
some of his views as we think, but it is the
ticnlar as to the plots and finish of their fered none from the change of officers of the
" Close np Yonr offioe for a few weeks and take error of an honest soul who wonld follow a
novels. The author is evidently a fairand has, we think, improved in the boy off on a lark. Paint things red. Go to truth wherever she may lead him, and such
minded man, but not trained in scientific Society,
details. We shall tranPfer some of its New York. Bee the elephant. Ob, yon'll know error is not to be feared. Such are the types
methods of proving deductions or theorizing some
bow to pick ont a good dove, bang it! Yon which appeal most strongly to the parental
information to our own publication, which understand."
from proven inductions.
11
will be on sale about at the close of the year.
reader." Thus the advertisment. Then
But I do not understand,, Mr. Mansfield."
The price of the almanac is 25 cents. The He sat down opposit, crossed his lellB. drew his we hav Mrs. Harmon, fit inother to Fred; a
11
eyei!
to
a
lone:
narrow
line,
and
looked
tbrongh
Freidenker's Almanac" is of course useful the slit af. me for a moment, with infinit disgust. practical man with a Maudie-girl daughter
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHIOB OF SOIBNOB.
who finally marries the good Agnostic young
By Hudson Tuttle. M. L. Holbrook, pub- only to those who read German, but to such '!'ben he said slowly:
it will be found vastly entertaining, as its "What is the use iorYon to pretend not to know man-in the real con-ventional Elminalisher ; price, $1.50.
what
I
want
of
yon
in
this
case
1
Yon
are
no
stabbed-the-count style; and a few other
corps of contributors is extensiv and able
You've lived long enongh to know that men character
Mr. Tuttle sums up the results of religious and the editor has gathered much ~ood fool.
pegs upon which to hang moral
are
all
alike.
What
makes
me
mad
is
that
the
postulates and resnlting dependent proposi- poetry and statistical knowledge to fill its little idiot. that boy, bas come near rnining his garments. The story is kept along in a skill11
tions as superstition, a priesthood, big- pages. An article interesting to Wisconsin health and mind jnst for tb" need of some good, ful manner to interest the reader, though in
otry, persecution, suppression of knowledge, Germans is 11 School, State, and Church," by ijOJid advice and a chance. Now I don't care to one or two places the transition from action
him nn his first round with the doves. He'd
and the arrogance of infallibllity." On the Hermann Boppe. Other contributors known take
be-well, I snnpose I might be a sort of a restraint to narrativ is too abrupt, and there are some
other hand he finds the results from the post- to our readers are Hugo Andriessen, F. on the little donkey; and if be goes by himself- lines which George Eliot would hav omitted.
ulate of science to be 11 man, not God, the Schumann-Pott, and Dr. Paul Carus. The well, :vou know, he'd mo•t likely get into tronble. But everybody will, we think, be glad to hav
He'd fall into the bands of some low woman,
divine center, nobility of life, highest ideal price of the almanac is 25 cents.
who'd bleed him, or worse. Now if yon go with and read the book, because it has a lot of
aspiration for perfection, calm reliance in the
him, yon can arrange for him to meet a cha-rmer good heresy in it, and because Helen, beloved
that is as green as be is. d.:m•t yon see-and
presence of universal and omnipotent forces,
During the past year the Humboldt Li- -one
he took a sort of romantic fancy to her, all the of all, wrote it. Besides these reasons, a
all-embracing charity and philanthropy, brary has been increased from number 121 to if
better, for a while." He stooped to take breath great many think it superior to any of her
earnest endeavor to actuallze the ideal per- 134, and nearly all of the added numbers are " And then," I asked, "when the romantic previous books-though how it can be comfect life rendered possible by his organization books which Freethinkers desire to possess. fancv is over ?"
pared with 11 Men, Women, and Gods," is not
"What do Yon mean 111 be replied in astonish- very
in this world, as the best preparation for the Especially is this true of No. 121-J. S. Mill's ment.
plain! Mr. Chamberlain last week
next; and for the Religion of Pain, the sub 11 Utilitarianism," reprinted from thP ninth "What is to become of the girl after Yon hav· praised it highly-but then he is a student of
made
an
ontcast
of
her.
and
of
yonr
son
after
yon
stitution of the Religion of Joy." The gist London edition of that work. Utilitarianism
Alphaism-and now Captain Adams, presimade a libertin of him?" I began, bnt he dent of the Canadian Secular Union, says of
of the work is, leaving aside the enigmatical as a basis for morals, or acts which affect hav
broke in impatiently:
"divine center," that the past haR been the others, has never been so thoroughly studied "Ob, nlagne t.o.ke the stirI ! What do I care it : 11 The best book of the age. The only
age of foolishness, especially in religions, by the people of this country as by those of what becomes of her 1 'Becomes of her 1' What writer who has had the skill to do what only
becomes of •em 1 TheY can look ont fo,.
but that the future will see more wisdom England, and this reprint opens the way for always
themselvs. Libertin 1 I don't care bow mnch of a very few hav dared to try to do-compose
shown in this as in all other regards. The all, as the price is only 15 cents. Another a libertin Pres. is; but what I won't stand-what a well-constructed story expressing honest
book goes over about all the ground from the volume which students of enlightened and makes me road-is for him to be a blamed little opinions to the full and speaking what everybeginning to the end of things, and finally progressiv politics wlll want to read. whether fool :11 and Mr. Mansfield took np his bai, strode body is thinking of and nobody thinks it polite
of mY office, and slammed the door viciously
lands man in an earthly paradise and a spirit- they agree with the authors or not, is No.125- out
to mention. It delights me to find the things
behind him.
ua.l heaven when he is through with the par- " Darwinism and Politics" and 11 Administrathat I am constantly thinking and saying
adise. A good idea of the volume can be tiv Nihilism," by Professor Huxley, price15
Now, if. men generally hold such senti- blurted out so boldly and with such exquisit
obtained from its chapter headings: PART L cents. No. 124 is 11 Quintessence of SQcial- menta as this heavy vlllain expresses, then wit and simile that the old ideas hav the
-The Religion of Man: What is Relilrion? ism," by Professor A. t:lcbi:iffle, which appeals this book is timely and has a place in litera- charm of new acquaintances." It is evident
Fetichism; Phalllc Worship; Man's Moral to the same class, and·iB printed at the same ture. If men do not, then the basing of a that Captain Adams, like the other critics of
Progress Dependent. on his Intellectual price. Professor Toynbee's Popular Ad- ·sermon in novel form on such a text is a libel the race, is 11 up " in the race's vicious ways.
Growth; The Great Theological Prnblems- dresses, Notes, and other Fragments, on on the masculin sex. But as if that were not We wonder why. And there are others who
the Origin of Evil, the Nature of God. and "The Industrial Revolution of the Eighteenth enongh, in another chapter are added two think as Captain Adams does. The Woman's
the Future State; Man's Fall, and the Chris- Century," are printed in two !louble parts, rapes-the description of which we cannot T1-ibune says 11 It is a novel which has to do
tian Scheme for his Redemption ; Man's Po- price 60 cents. 11 The Law of Private print-a deserted blackmailing woman, two with the moral understratum of fashionable
sition-Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Neces- Right," by George H. Smith, is also a double illegitimate children. all in the regular course, life, whose evils and sham it mercilessly exsity, Responsibility; Duties and Obligations number; price 30 cents. Mr. Smith holds as if they were the most common occurrences poses. The first pages giv a glimpse into
of Man to God and to Himself. PART !I.- the opinion that the law of private right as in the world, and one of the characters does that black pit of moral iniquity from which,
The Ethic~ of lJciencs: The Individual ; The administered in this country is fundamentally his sex the hol).or to ta.Ik like this about men covered over by the garlands of fashionable
Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; The Law erroneous, owing to inaccurate text-books and women :
religion and conventionality, there yet rise
of Moral Government; The Appetites; Sel- and loose judicial decisions. Books that are
the noxious vapors that poison the whole
"
I
try
to
protect
my
sisters
from
other
fellows
;
fish Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Wisdom for students of science in her various other fellows are trying to shield theirs from •a.ch social atmosphere. If one can ha v confidence
-the Will; Charter of Rights ; Duties and branches are 11 Physiognomy and Expres- other. If it were a manly desire, bonestlv felt, to enough in Miss Gardener's. purpos~, as all
Obligations of the Individual; Duty and Obli- sion," by Senator Paolo Mantegazza, director protect the helpless Bnd innocent or inexPeri- can who know the s•ncenty, punty, and
if it were from a sense of fairness; if it
gations of Society; Rights of Government ; of the National Museum of Anthronology at enced;
were innate honor: if it were becanse we believe courage of her writings, to trust her through
Duties of• Society to Criminals; the Duty of France, in two parts, 60 cents; 11 Upon the that we hav no right to allow the rnin of the life the opening chapters, one finds that in this
Self-Culture; Marriage.
Origin of Alpine and Itali!\n Lakes ; and of another being whom it is in onr power to sad story of human experience, duplicated
why, don't yon see, doctor, we wouldn't
Mr. Tuttle is a brilliant but not an original Upon Glacial Erosion," by several noted shield,
bav to watch each other at all 1 Onr sisters wonld daily in the large cities and aped in the
or accurate writer. This book goes over the English, Swiss, and American geologists-in all
be
safe;
becanse everY man wonld do his level smaller the most profound lessons are taught.
ground of his own 11 Career of Religious two parts price 45 cents : " The Origin of best to see that even girl had a fair chance to It is an' elaboration in fiction of the profound
llrow
up
and
make her own cboic!l of her own scripture, 1 There is a way that seemeth right
Ideas,"" Origin and Development of Man," the Organs," by Dr. Isaac Taylor, also in two life when she wa.tl
enough to understand; but
Bierbower's "Ethics," and Professor Oawald's double-number part~, price 60 cents; and yon know that it old
isn't so. Yon know that nine- unto a man, but the end thereof is death.'
11
Bible of Nature," and is not always a good 11 The Evolution of Sex," by Professors Ged- tenths of the girls that go wrong are tricked or Still it is always the novel and never the
into it, in the first place, by some scoun- homily. It is scientific in its methods and
parallel to them even in those matters of mor- des and Thomson-two double-number parts, bullied
who knows perfectly well what be is ahont..
als and fact commonly regarded as settled. price 60 cents. Purchasing these volumes drel
What does be care for her mined life? What disdains to appeal to any emotion or sentiThis may not be the author's fault, for anyone is absolutely the cheapest method of keeping does be care for jnstice or honor toward the bolp ment to enforce its high code of honor for
hampered with a G<'~d to reconcile with actual up with scientific discoveries of the day, and Jess 1 She Isn't his sister. It won•t react on him men and genuinn'ess for society. Every
she Is di~graced. I tell You, doctor, men are a
things and a varied assortment of supernat- the price certainly places them within the if
ba<~ lot. You know perfectly well that there Is a page breathes sincerity and high purpose."
ural theories like reincarnation, must of reach of all. They may be ordered from tacit understanding amonll them not to giv each This being the case we suppose all our readnecessity depart from strict scientific meth- thi!\, office, as may all the books noticed in other away. TheY all watch women and shield ers will send $1 for a copy in cloth, or 50
each other. TheY don't even want a woman to
ods, and assume a good deal that he cl\n htw these columns.
tell tile truth in books. They pretend the oondi · cents for the paper-covered edition.
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determined to hav the school at any cost. So he
laid his plans, and soon the. lumber dealers began to
miss scantling, timbers, and boards, and carpenters
had their tools stolen. No one could detect the
thief or thieves, and the matter was a mystery until
one day a lumber dealer in riding across country
happened onto Johnson Sides's school-house. He
examiDed the marks on the rough timber and recognized it as having been stolen from him, and he returned to the city to tell the other dealers of his
find. They went to the scene and found the schoolhouse well on toward completion, and near it enough
lumber to· finish the buil~ing. The dealers compelled Johnson Sides to return all the stuff, and

DECEMBER 13, 1890. then in disgust he exclaimed, 'Huh ! Christ!ans make
Jesus pay one bit one foot for him cross.'"
Such eccentric disregard of the difference between
SUBSCBIPTION RATES.
Single subscription in advance.......................•.....• ,. 00 meum and teum is not peculiar to this alleged mesOne subscriptioB two yee.rs, in advance.................• 600 siah alone. We recollect of another son of God,
Two new subscribers ..........................................• 600 mentioned in sacred mythology, who broke the SabOne subscription with one new subscriber, in onerebath by going through a cornfield, plucking ears of
mittance......................................................• 609
corn
to eat, and who when he wanted to journey to
One subscription with: two new subscriberl, in one
remittance ....................................... ············ · 700 a city, hopped upon the first donkey he found feedOne subscription with three new subscriben, in one
ing by the roadside.
remittance ........................................... ·•······· 810
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
The National Reformers.
remittance .........................................•..•.... ··• 10 00
Any number over tlve at the same rate, in~bly
And now the National Reformers, the God-in-the·
with one remittance.
Constitution folk, are angry at President Harrison
for not recognizing Jesus Christ in his recent
What They Say About the Picture Book.
Thanksgiving proclamation. The Presbyterian
PomennJ's Aavance Thought.
Journal sorrowfully explains:
Brick Pomeroy is a strong Prohibitionist, and we
'' The political entanglements are such that not a few even
do not quite understand how he came to write the of our best men do not hold them, or are trammeled in actfollowing ; but it goes : ·
ing up to them; even our Presbyterian elder president re"The Truth Seeker Company, New York city, has lately fused, though specially asked, to recognize Christ in his
issued a very curious curiosity book of religions pictures, by Thanksgiving proclamation."
Watson Heston, from the characters mentione(l in the Bible.
But the Rev. D. W. Carson, in the United PresThese pictures do not disturb the ocean of spirituality that
the Bible points to, but they bring out a number of charac- byterian, waxes angry in earnest, and thus berates
ters mentioned in the biblical narrativ (Bible signifying a Elder Harrison:
book of narrations), according to the character each poE" Only think of it. The president of this Christian nation,
sassed, judgillg from the narration as printed. The book himself a member and an officer in the church of Christ,
contains about two hundred pictures. Prioo for the large professing to direct us how to obtain It gracious acceptance
volume, $2. Many of the pictures are very forcible, and of our praise, recommends us to go to work and endeavor to
are worthy of very serious thought. The first shows Uncle merit it by remembering the poor I Does he think that we
Sam attacked by pests that come swarming from Ireland and hav forgotten the story of Cain and Abel and their respectiv
European slums. They are represented as bugs and !lying offerings, in the vety beginning of our history as a race,
vermin, labeled, Pinkerton Thug, Anarchist, Sunday Bores, with its primary lesson on this ver} subject in which he
Rouse Chaplain, Army Chaplain, Whisky Blow Fly, The offers to be our teacher? Or does he expect us, standing in
Pope's Irish, Postal Regulations, God-in-the-state, etc.
the full noonday light of a complete revelation, to try to
" Some of the pictures are lacking in sense and born only please God by spitting in the face of the beloved, his and
of prejudice, while others are bright as day. The one ours? Merit, indeed I What a time was this, when the
showing Uncle Sam and Education as struggling in the story of Calvary is being told in all the Sabbath-schools of
embrace of serpents called Sectarianism and Priestcraft is the land, di1fusing its sweet-smelling odor, which has already
not correct. The serpents should be named Usury and filled heaven with its fragrance, all around us I What a
Monopoly. Many of the pictures offend without poi!J.ting time was this to ask us to perfume our thank-offerings to
to a betterment, while others are strongly and usefully sug- God with such merit as we can distill from our paltry, congei tiv. The idea that nearly two thousand millions of dollars' temptible gifts to the poor !"
worth of church property is entirely exempt from taxation,
It's really too bad ! but when one reads these
and, when sold, goes into the pockets of the survivors of
rebukes
to our chief executiv, he is moved to ask,
church organization, is worthy of general thought and attention. The pictures representing the demand that no work what do these folks want ! If Harrison is not pious
shall be done on Sunday, are far~fetched and not true to the enough for them, where will they find a man, outside
letter or spirit of the legal law or public sentiment. The of their own fanatical ranks, who is ? Christ himpicture, The Atonement Doctrin, is very forcible and about self would never hav suited them.
right. Clamor of the Creeds is one of the best of the series.
Mr. Wanamaker-Holy John !-is also belabored
Janue-faced Credalists is also a correct satire on all who
by
his fellow-fanatics, for permitting any Sunday
oppose Mormonism, or rather polygamous marriages. The
book is full of food for thought-and thinking is what a mail service at all, and he is held up as a fitting oblarge portion of those who profess religion entirely forget. ject for disciplinary treatment. The Rev. Mr.
It contains nearly 400 pages, and 185 full-page illustrations. George, of Beaver Falls, addressed the Sabbath
It is 12x9 inches ; bound in boards and sent for $2. Truth
Association of Western Pennsylvania recently, and
Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York city.
said of Mr. Wanamaker:
The Petition to the World's Fair Commission. "We all know tkat the Sunday newspaper is a great evil,
and that its publishers and those who sell it, as well as those
Cut this petition out, place it at the head of a sheet of who advertise in it, are in many cases prominently identified
paper, and ask your neighbors to sign it. When filled, for- with church work. Such persons should be subjected to
ward it to TH11: TRUTH SBEXEB office. Get everybody in the most rigid church disciplin. But let us not overlook an
town to sigD.
evil which, to my mind, is far more gigantic than the
Sunday newJ!paper. I refer to the United States mail servProfessional Messiahs.
ice, which is carried on openly on the Sabbath. At the
The papers are now telling interesting stories head of this service is a man who has long been identified
about Johnson Sides, the Indian 1nessiah. Captain with church work, as the teacher of a Bible class, and who
York, on a visit to this town from Nevada Oity, is looked upon as a conscientious and consistent Christian;
yet this man, an elder or deacon in a Presbyterian church,
knows the dusky anointed well, and relates this anec- lends his official indorsement to a most fiagrant violation of
dote to show that he is not less eccentric than other the laws of-God and man. Let the church begin by subjectmediators between heaven and earth. "I remem- ing this man to disciplin. Let the members of his church
ber," said the captain to a World reporter,." that or his pastor go to him, and tell him he will either hav to
about four years ago Johnson Sides became imbued withdraw from the church whose sacramental vows he is
clearly breaking, or issue a proclamation putting a stop to
with a strong desire to Christianize and educate the
work in the government mail service on the Sabbath. Mr.
members of his tribe, and to that end made a battle Wauamaker knows he is not acting consistently ; as a Presfor a schoo!~house. A dug- out or a log-cabin would byterian elder, he cannot help knowing it."
not do. He had to hav a school~house properly
In the Ohristian Statesman of last week, a conframed and built. He was then near Virginia City, tributor makes a suggestion which entitles him to a
and it was on the outskirts of the city he wanted to reward as the most zealous of the Reformers. It is,
build the school-house. He had no money and the that all our eo~rts should be opened with prayer !
tribe wall poor. Neither did he hav credit, but he To the possible objection that there is no one in
SATURDAY,

13, 1890.
court to do the praying, he makes three answering
suggestions as to appointing the leader of the cere·
mony:
"1. The pious judge. What a solemn, affecting, though
novel sight that would be: Judge White, or Ewing,
or Stowe, or other well-known Christian judges in Allegheny county, opening court by calling on all to join in
prayer for a blessing on their work ? With what solemnity
would the venerable Judge Miller, of the United
States Supreme Court, hav sought the favor of God at the
opening of court? Hundreds, thousands of other j:J.dges
throughout our country, equally good, would gladly and most
fittingly perform this appropriate service. Or .
" 2. Let the service be performed by the various ministers
of the gospel in the place. They would gladly do it, taking
it in turn. It would be both a pleasure and a benefit to
them. Or
" 3. In our more important places where courts sit a large
portion of the time, let the regular chaplains be employed.
Why not? It would be a saving of time. Business would
be more promptly dispatched. The general appearance, the
p6'rsonnel of court-room crowds would be greatly improved.
All parti~s would be the gainers, and the public expense
would be decreased. Then why not employ chaplains for
our court. rooms as well as, nay, more than, in our prisons
and workhouses ?"
To this the editor of the Statesman. adds :
"The foregoing suggestion is of the utmost practical value.
We are glad to inform our readers that the courts in Massachusetts-we do not know how generally or whether invariably-are opened with prayer. Our lamented brother, the
Rev. David McFall, rendered this service for some time in
the courts of East Cambridge, and once when the present
writer was his guest he asked us to take his place, but we
were unable to accept the invitation. We ask information
from our readers as to whether this custom prevails in other
states, and how widely it prevails in Massachusetts."
If the Sabbath Union succeeds in its object, these
National Reformers may hope to succeed in theirs,
and put Christ into our Constitution, laws, and
courts. And what a high old time the parsons will
hav then!

Two Sources of Authority.
Replying to our question why the Seventh Day
Adventists resist the Sunday laws when they assert
that they -follow· Ohrist and the apostles, who
"taught submission to rightful authority," the
American Sentinel says:
"They oppose, not rightful authority, but a most unwarranted usurpation by the state of power that belongs alone
to GJd. They' render to Cresar the things that are Cresar's,
and to God the things that are God's,' and refuse to obey the
state only when, like the magistrates referred to in Acts iv,
5-19, it commands that which involves the violation of the
law of God. We utterly repudiate the pagan theory to
which THB TRUTH HBBKBR seems to be wedded, namely, that
the state is supreme in all things."
Euctly. But who is to say what things are
Oa:tsar's and what things are God's? How do we
know what power belongs alone to God? How do
. we know when magistrates are violating the law of
God!
The Bible answers those questions, does the Sen·
tinel say? .A.h, who knows what the Bible means ?
Who shall interpret it definitivly ! Think of the
scores of sects, each interpreting differently ! If ~he
Bible is the authority, then we must hav an inspired
and divinely authorized interpreter-as the Catholic
church claims to be. No one has more clearly shown
the folly of trying to authoritativly outline Christianity than the Sentinel people in their resistance
to Blair's EducBtional amendment. And all they
say as to that applies to the Bible in this case.
Again, when the Adventists think the Bible com·
mands one thing and the state clearly commands
another the Adventists propose to obey the Biblein other words, their rights of conscience, as they
conceive them to be. What is this but the Catholic
position of the church above the state-the pope
above the president, the priest above the l~gislator !
And it must necessarily be the position of any true
Christian church, or of any church or religion founded
upon alleged supernatural events or authority. Are
the Adventists that sort of folks !
THE TRUTH SEEKER is very much misconstrued if it
is thought to maintain the state's supremacy. It
does no such thing. It maintains man's supremacy.
Back of the state, and higher than it, back of all
constitutions and courts and legislators and governors and presidents, is Man. He is supreme. The
state is but the expreEision of his wish-the method
he takes to accomplish his will. This is the American doctrin also-the People are the supreme au·
thority-and not " God."
The difference between the Freethinkers and the
Adventists in their contention for church and state

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
separation is thot the Adventists imagin that some
imaginary God calls for it, while the Freethinkers
declareit to be for the benefit of the people. One
wants it. for God's and man's sake, the 'other fc.r
man's sake alone. The Adventists must, in their
advocacy, make their logic straddle both positions.
God and Omaar will never get together, for there is
no one to survey the bound&ries of their respectiv
dominions. Therefore, as God makes no disturbance
over whatever man does, and as Omsar does, we can
for practical purposes reckon only with Omsar, ignoring the other's claims. For whenever ambitious
man attempts to sit upon two stools he falls to the
ground. Work, then, for justice and human happiness in this world; let God take care of himself with
the aid of his omnipotence.

':f.lhe Beneficent Comstock Law.
One of the beautiful possibilities of the Oomstock
postal statute which we hav forgotten until now to
mention, but which is again rendered timely by Mr.
Wanamaker's post-offi!le report, is thus shown by the
Evening Post. The incident oc!lurred during the
recent campaign. With the politics of the story we
hav nothing to do :
"The postmaster-one Fiedler-at Bellefonte, Pa., has
come to hiS aid by excluding the World's story of Quay's
criminal career from the mails at that place as 'obscene literature.' The Wo•rld's supplement containing the story was
folded in the issue of a local Democratic paper, the Centre
Democ?·at, and Fiedler took upon himself to refuse to deliver
the Democrat unless the supplement was taken out of it, on
the old Southern plan. We question if there is any remedy
for this if Wanamaker chooses to stand by Fiedler, as he
doubtless will. But of course all this uproar over the
charge helps to spread the story of Quay's dishonesty, or, in
other words, helps the Independents. Nothing so stimulates
curiosity to see a book or pamphlet as its exclusion from the
malls on any ground, and especially on the ground of
'obscenity.' The effect of Fiedler's exploit is hightened,
too, by the fact that he himself edits a Republican sheet
called the Keystone (}azette, and is, therefore, one of the
goodly company of the muzzled.''

Mr. Qllay may or may not be guilty of the charges
made against him. But, either way, the postmaster
was strictly right if the law be right. The supplement was undoubtedly lacking in modesty and good
manners, for it is very ungentlemanly to constantly
remind people of their faults, and also, it undoubtedly offended Mr. Quay's sense of delicaDy. To him
and his friends it was unbecoming, indecorous, unseemly. Being so, it was indecent, and therefore
unmailable according to ~he new Oomstock statute.
To exclude the supplement 11 was the simple duty of
the'' Bellefonte postmaster, who of course could
"never discuss the policy or wisdom of breaking the
law."
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It is said that the Adventists are closer students
of the Bible, and more literal believers therein, than
any other Ohristiau sect. We suggest, •herefore, in
order to avert murder, that their Publiahing Association get out an edition of the Bible from which all
reference to sacrifice is omitted. For (as Freethought says) ever since Abraham imposed upon his
superstitious tribe the story that God demanded the
sacrifice of Isaac, people of weak mind hav believed
in sacrifices and many hav made them. The cru!lifi.xion of Ohrist, with the doctrin of vicarious sacrifice attached to it, increased the evil. The doctrin
therefore is pernicious in practice, besideil being unjust in theory. Let the Adventists take heed, learn
wisdom, and expurgate their Bible before their sect
is responsible for any mo:.;e insane men.

where in humanity of a stock of grace, wisdom, and un.
derstanding, and of legislativ and administrativ talent,
which the world has not yet drawn on. Who is competent to draft such a law, and where are the saints
who are to execute it so ae to make this earthly paradise? Even Mr. Bellamy, perfect as his arrangements are, does not provide a general superintendent
or board of control for his phalanstery. Tbree years
ago there was a widespread notion that somehow the
Knights of Lt~tbor had been specially consecrated
for the work of regenerating at least American society, but in a very. few months Satan was as busy
among them with his varied assortment of de~iltries
as among the rest of mankind. The chiefs lied and
stole, and quarreled and failed, just like capitalists
and brokers. The notion which some of the clergy
are helping to spread, that human society can be
Still a Good Christian.
improved independently of improvements in bu.
Two weeks ago Albert H. Smith, of Brooklyn, man character, has just as much promis and
was convicted of forgery and sentenced to prison for potency of social mischief in it as the invasion of
the barbarians in the fifth century. It may overseventeen years.
The regular monthly business meeting of Plymouth throw what we hav, but it will take now, as it took
church, the late Henry Ward Beecher's charge, was then, a thousand years to put something decent and
held Friday evening, December 5th. Deacon B. F. bearable in its place."
Blair presided, and the routine business was quickly
We cannot agree at all with the Post that, " hu.
settled. Then the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbett, now manly speaking," this spread of skepticism is " depastor of the church and editor of the Christian plorable," though no one can deny that the race is
Union, arose, and claimed the attention of the gath- not, by many years, fi~ted for such cooperativ life as
ering. He alluded first to the fact that Albert H. Socialism or Anarchism presents. There is too
Smith, the forger, was a member of Plymouth church. much of the savage in us yet. But the very fact
He then sketched the career of the forger and his that the people hav quit thinking about an imaginary
crime. Dr. Abbott told of his interview with Smith, heaven and gone to thinking about improving their
and said that he firmly believed that the criminal condition on earth is, if it be really a fact, the most
had repented. He then read a letter from Smith as hopeful sign of the age. As long as people would
accept the promis of a heaven hereafter as payment
follows:
"D&. LYMA.N ABBOTT, My Dear Pastor: Will you kindly in full for slavery he7e; but little progress in solving
advise me of my present position as an unworthy member economic puzzles could be made. But let the world
of Plymouth church-what my duty is toward the brethren? seriously turn its attention to devising and practicing
I can, at the least, but express my bitter sorrow and sincere filchemes whereby every man shall be enabled to conrepentance for the crime I hav committed, and ask you to
make expression of this to the proper officers of the church. sume the full £quivalent of what he produces, and the
"My daily prayer is for God's forgivness and for grace to result will be felt in less than a thousand years. At
bear my deserved punishment and humiliation. I feel that any rate, there is no use in s~anding still because first
he has brought my heart back; to himself. He saw me slip- steps may hav to be retraced and a new path sought.

ping away from my professions to the world of a desire to
lead a ChristiaB life, and has taken this means of saving me.
Editorial Notes.
I see in this ce.l.l. to bear this heavy cross and shame .that I
hav yet an opportunity to serve him and try tQ do his will.
THE editor of the In'Destigator asks this curious question:
I trust I hav set my face in the right direction, and ask for
"Is Balfour a greater enemy to Ireland than Mrs. O'Shea 7"
your prayers and forgivness.
Why Mrs. O'Shea? Is it always to be Adam's answer,
"Very sincerely yours,
ALBERT H. SMITH.
She did it?
"Dec. 1, 1890."
The letter was written from the Tombs. " My
THIS is a Methodist opinion of " Fa.ther" Huntington,
dear pastor'' then offered the following resolution : from the Oh?'istian Advocate: " Protestant monkhoods merit
"Resol'Ded, That this church, fully recognizing the sin of only contempt, being the monkeyish imitations of Rome."
Albert H. Smith in the act for which he is now suffering the Alliterativ and accurate I
legal penalty, retain his name upon the rolls, in the faith
THE Oh?istian Statesman says :
that no man more needs the watch and care of a Christian
"THE TRUTH SEEKER is a journal Published in New York and dechurch than one who has fallen into sin, but has sincerely
vot£d to the secular theory of government, or the utter divorce of
To the Seventh Day Adventists.
repented of his sin, and desires to return to the W!loY of right- civil government from religion. Here is its estimate of the Pro hi,
and life. Our message to our brother is that God bition movement : 'It is a base conspiracy of raving cranks, frothWe respectfully call the attention of the Advent eousness
pardoneth and absolveth all those that truly repent and ing fanatics,gibberin2" lunatics; frenzied bigots, designing knaves,
.Review and Herald and the American Sentinel to unfeignedly believe in his holy gospel, and we commend him rotten i!emagogs, and unprincipled Politicians, who would &PPlY
the torch of conflagration to the glorious temple of libertY bethis oDcurren!le. R!llph Avery, who lived near Dal- to the prayers of the members of our church and to such queathed
us by our fathers, and dance in fiendish revelry around
special
offices
of
spiritual
aid
as
it may be possible for the thll smoking ruin.'"
zura, a place not far from San Diego, Oal., was an
When did THB TRUTH SEEKER ever say that?
industrious man, fifty years of age, highly esteemed, pastors or other officers of this church to render to him."

aud possessed of more than ordinary intelligence.
Not long ago he became a convert to the Seventh
Day Advent faith, and talked religion until everybody
was bored. Then, his halluDination increasing, he
began to fast, and imagined that the mantle of the
prophets was about to fall upon him from heaven.
On Thursday of last week he came to the house
where his wife and child were, shouting frantically
that he was the second Ohrist. The wife rightly
judged that he was insane, and, taking her child in
her arms, started to run for a neighbor's. The
fanatic overtook her, and demanded his son, declaring that he was commanded by heaven to spill the
boy's blood as a sacrifice. The child was rescued
and placed in other hands, and the neighbors took
Avery in charge. Upon his person was found a
knife which he had sharpened agreeably to the supposed divine command to cut his son's heart out and
burn it as an offering to God. Except for the interference of others he would doubtless hav followed
directions and killed the child.. Another hallucination of Avery's was the belief that a ray of light
had entered him, giving him a subjectiv illumination,
together with unbounded wisdom.
When Prof. J. 0. Oorliss next goes into the mission field, spreading the third angel's message, we
hope he will be careful whom he converts. It is better
that folks like Avery should " die in their sins '' than
that they should be aaved at the cost of innocent lives.

The resolution was unanimously adopted, and so
when forger Smith returns from Sing Sing he will PRBSBYTBRIANIBM is progressing. The First Presbyterian
resume his place among the brethren as a member of church of Spokane Falls, Wash., held a foot sociable last
week. A heavy curtain was hung, and on one side were the
the church in good and regular standing !

Not So Very Deplorable. ,
The _]j}vening Post has discovered a mare's nest
in Western Europe. IIi is that the Oatholic church
is rapidly drifting into Socialism, citing Oardinal
Manning's letter to a convention at Liege in proof.
The cardinal said : 11 It will never be possible to
establish peaceful relations between employers and
workingmen in an effectiv and lasting manner, until
there shall be enacted a just and proper law regulating profits and wages-a law by which all free contracts between capital and labor shall be governed.'•
All the churches, adds the Post, are drifting more or
less rapidly into the same position, and for the reason
that the people, having found out that heaven is a
myth, are demanding their paradise here on· earth.
11
They used to acDept the promili of a heaven .hereafter as a solution for their earthly p;riyations; but they
refuse to do so any longer, and the clergy are forced,
in order to hav an influence with .them or get a hearing from them, to promis them a heaven on earth, for
that is what Socialism offers.''
Of .course the Post thinks this tendency most deplorable. " The plan of ' a just and· proper' law regulating wages and profits,' assumes the existence some-

ladies," on the other the gentlemen. The ladies had to exhibit one foot from under the curtain, and the gents took
their choice of which foot carried the fairest owner, and
brought her to supper in consideration of fifteen cents for
the privilege of choosing.

Mxssoum is a pious state, and has a good Sunday law,
based so entirely upon religion that it exempts from penalties
" any person who is a member of a religious society by
whom any other than the first day of the week is observed
as a Sabbath, so that he observes such Sabbath." But notwithstanding this, so bloodthirsty are the evangelical Christians of the sta~e that two Seventh Day Adventists, William
Fritz and Robert Gibb, living in Howard county, near Armstrong, hav been indicted and arrested for performing common labor on their farms on Sunday. The cases were docketed for trial in the circuit court at Fayette, Tuesday, Dec.
2, 1890, but no further particulars hav reached the headquarters of the sect at :Battle Creek, 1\'Iicb.

The Picture Book, Bound in Cloth, $2.50.
Many purchasers of the " Freethinker's Pictorial TextBook." having expressed a desire for a cloth binding for it,
we. hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an additional fifty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and black
lettering. In either style of binding it is the cheapest book
.for the money among Freethought publications. It is also
one of the very best. •
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FINDLAY, 0., Nov. 25, 1890.
MB. EDITOR :·This post!U is the result of a call in the last
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I heartily indorse the motion
of Mr. Guthrie, as seconded by Geo. L. Pratt in the November 22d issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Also I am in for a
family record as suggested by Capt. T. J. Kennedy, and for
having the. pictures engraved of the worthies he named;
and if ·Mr. Heston so kindly sees fit to push it I will pledge
myself for a copy unless the cost is too much.
SAML. H. ZIMMERMAN.
HEBER CITY, UTAH, Nov. 15, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: The present inclosure is for one year's sub-

scription and one copy of the picture book. I should like
to be able to help the cause more than I do. But I do the
very best I can. Can every other truth seeker say the same
and tell the truth ? If they can, you hav a hard row to hoe.
But I think you hav the courage to face it. And I for one
will pledge myself to help you all I can. Hoping you will
liv long to fight the good fight, I remain,
Yours for the truth,
ANDREW LINDSAY.
HEBER CITY, UTAH, Nov. 17, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Your article on the failure of the fulfillment
of prophecy as published in your paper of October 11th, is
in my poor judgment unanswerable. Hence I inclose $1
for two or three copies, and desire to keep that record. Hav
you any pamphlets in print on that subject? If so, I should
like to get some if I knew how. If any, send me a copy,
and I will remit and may order more.
Your sincere well-wisher in the struggle of Right against
JOHN DUNoAN.
the tyrant Might,
SNOWVILLE, VA., Dec. 1, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: The mother is the real head of the family,
yet Captain Kennedy propo8es a family record surrounded
on all sides by men. He forgets men are only what mothers
make them. He forgets how much woman has done and is
still doing for freedom and Liberalism. But it is to be hoped
the record makers will remember to at least alternate the
picture of each man with the picture of some good woman.
Ernestine L. Rose, Harriet Martineau, Susie H. Wixon,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Matilda Joslyn Gage, Susan B.
Anthony, and hundreds of others are on the roll to be selected from. The only trouble will be that so many grand,
good women must be left out.
The wife, and ehe is not one jot less than the husband;
The daughter, and she is just as good as the son;
The mother, and she is every bit as much as the father.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
HENDERSON, KY., Nov. 25, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Ihav to acknowledge that the" Freethinkers'

Text-Book" contains many powerful facts from the highest
authorities contradicting and completely setting aside many
of the follies and wicked features of the churches, and, with
the powerful assistance of the illustrations, throwing discredit on even the most respectable doctrine and practices.
I hav found very little in the pictures to condemn, but
a great deal that deserves a hearty amen. I ihi~k the
Decline of the Papacy in Italy is the best, and the Race
between Ingersoll and Gladstone is second; but the least of
them is still magnificent. I do not know how much toil and
perspiration are expended in the production of one of these
inimitable sketches, but I must say: Heston, you are a mae.
ter. Everybody should hav the book, and I am willing to
help pay for a copy to be sent to Mr. Gladstone and one to
the pope.
T. J. STEVENSON.
HAMBURG, IA., Nov. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Will you please giv the names of the twentyseven Bibles as given by Kersey Graves's work, through the
medium of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and also to whom the revelations were supposed to hav been made?
If any of the subscribers hav any back numbers they do
not want, they can make good use of them and help the
cause by sending them to August Wagner, of this place, who
will highly appreciate the favors and use them to the best
E. DALBEY.
advantage.
Yours truly,·
[The chief among the Bibles enumerated by Mr. Graves
are: Rig Veda, Yojur Veda, Sama Veda, Atharva Veda,
Institutes of Menu, Ramayana, Mahabarat, Barta Shastra,
Hermas, Zend Avesta, Sadder, Desatur, G. Javidan, Sophi
Ibrahim, Ta-Heo, Chung Yung, Book of Mang, Shoo King,
She King, Chun Tsen, Tao-te King, Musnavi, Bour Desch
Kaliwakim, Saga, Kaliocbam, Athenian Testament, Yohar,
Koran, Book of Mormon, Shaker Divine Roll, Talmud, Old
and New Testaments. These number upward of twentyseven. Mr. Graves giva the alleged recipients of the revelations only in the most important cases. The names of the
recipients will be found, so far as known at all, in various
works on religions.-ED. T. S.]
CmoAGO, ILL., Nov. 25, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: On Sunday evening, November 23d, Mrs. M.
A. Freeman gave her new lecture, ''The Battle for Bread,"
before the Chicago Secular Union, Pdncess Opera House,
to an appreciativ and magnificent audience. The house was
filled to overflowing. Many prominent citizens were pres.
ent, and the occasion was one long to be remembered. An
elegant basket of flowers was presented to the lecturer by
Mrs. J. H. Greer. A recitation was given by Mrs. Hannah,
a former member of the Milwaukee Liberal League. Mrs.
Freeman's lecture, the "Battle for Bread," was delivered at
tll recent congress at Portsmouth-thl,\t is, in part, as she
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was allowed only forty-five minutes on that occasion. The
.
following is from the Chicago daily Globe:
Mrs. Freeman delivered a lecture on "The Battle for
Bread" last evening, before the Secular Union, at the Princess Opera House, West Madison street. Mrs. Freeman
attracted the largest audience that has ever attended the
Union's meeting. She is a pleasant speaker and her address
contained many salient points and much good advice.
And the evening Journal says:
The Chicago Secular Union had its largest audience of the
season Sunday evening at Princess Opera House to hear
Mrs. M. A. Freeman's lecture, "The Battle for Bread," in
which she held her hearers enraptured for an hour with her
expressions of practical ideas mingled with poetic sentiment
sustaining her high reputation as a lecturer. Mrs. M. J.
Weeks's singing was much appreciated by the audience and
there was instrumental music by Mrs. Reece, Bertha Piper,
and J. Greer.
It is said that a prophet is without honor in his own country, but the large and appreciativ audience upon this occasion was an eloquent tribute of the people's enthusiasm for
Mrs. Freeman's ten years' work in the Chicago Secular
Union, to which she has unfiinchillgly devoted her time and
talents. She has resided in Chicago for twenty. two years,
and it only needs to be announced that she will speak to fill
the house to overflowing.
J. H. GREER.
SEWARD, NEB., Nov. 25, 290.
MR. EDITOR: Will you favor me by inserting the inclosed
obituary in THE TRUTH SuxER? If you will please send
me seven or eight extra copies, I will remit to you when I
send for my historical cartoon book. Ours was the first
funeral exercise of the kind in Seward, which has over
two thousand inhabitants with a dozen churches.
H. L. BOYES.
OBITUARY.
Gone to that undiscovered country from whose bourne no trav·
eler returns.

Bous.-At her residence in Seward on Monday, Oct. 13,
1890, Mrs. Esther L. Boyes, aged 75 years and 18 days.
Mrs. Boyes was the daughter of Col. Arunah Hibbard and
Esther Hibbard. Her father, Colonel Hibbard, served in
the war of 1812. The deceased was born in Erie county, N.
Y., Sept. 25, 1815, and was married to Hiram L. Boyes, Oct.
20, 1836. She was one of the oldest settlers of Seward,
Neb., having removed here with her husband more than
twenty-three years ago. She was respected and loved by
all who knew her, and was noted for her genial disposition
and kindness to all, especially to those in adversity. She
leaves her husband, five sons, and two daughters to mourn
the loss of a devoted wife and loving mother. The funeral
services were held at thl:l residence of the deceased, and
were simple yet very impressiv. Many friends gathered to
pay their last sad tribute of respect to the dead friend and
neighbor. After an appropriale selection of vocal music,
with organ accompaniment, had been rendered by Mr. Merriam, Mr. Bain, Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mrs. Reichman, and
Miss Jolley, Judge Lawley read that exquisit poem, "Why
Should the Spirit or Mortal be Proud ?" in his own good
style. Mrs. D. C. McKillip then read an extract from Edwin
Arnold's "Light of Asia " with an impressiv manner.
Another selection of music was rendered, and the corpse
was taken to the north cemetery and laid to rest surrounded
by a large circle of sorrowing friends.
A OARD.
We offer, as far as words can, our grateful thanks to the
neighbors and friends who, for so many months, and especially in these last sad days, hav assisted so much in the care
of our sick ; and after her death, to those who assisted in
the last sad rites, do we especially express our gratitude.
H. L. BOYES AND FAMILY.
BEE, NEB., Nov. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: With your permission, I desire an answer,
through the columns of your enlightening journal, to the
following:
As the brain of man is the seat of his intellect and emotions, it includes his UEderstanding, his affections, fancy,
and imaginations; and as the spirit is an immaterial, intelligent, and immortal substance in man which distinguishes
him from brutes, that part of man which enables him to
think and reason ; and as the fact of progress has been fully
demonstrated, in that life began in the simple sea-plant, rising
through millions of successiv differentiations and survivals
of the fittest, and a continuous and almost unbroken chain
of upward gradation through diatoms and crinoids, animalcules and crustaceans, and through all the lower orders of
vegetable and animal life, until through the continuation of
natural selection the climax of upward gradation is reached
in man; and as this truth is acknowledged by the most intelligent supernaturalists of the day, they will confer a great
favor on myself and others by fully explaining at what
period during the evoJution of man from a lower order of
animals a " spirit" or " soul" was· imparted to or inserted
in man, and denied or not given to the lower order of animals from which mankind were derived. And further, as
the brain is the seat of intellect and emotions, of fancy,
affections, aEd imaginations, it must be the cause of the
animation or propelling force in the spiritual gradations of a
future existence, or there is no sensitiv, sensible, or reasonable guide to the immaterial, intelligent being, or substance,
called a spirit. And as the brain dies and decays with the
body, returning its mite of matter to our common parent
the earth, from which it derived its subsistence and former
existence, does it not necessarily and naturally leave the
theoretically constructed spirit of theologists to take an aimless and crazy flight through nature's illimitable space, devoid
of intP.llect, of fancy, affections, or imaginations, and without the knowledge or emotion to materialize in a Spiritualistic seance in response to queries of the living, or to twang
a harp on the golden streets of an orthodox heaven?
The lack of knowledge of the history of priest craft makes
women the soul of the church, and a mystic faith without
reason makes man a passiv subject in the antique mold of
superstition. His lot is cast in occasionally filling a vacant
pew and the purse of the parson w)lo preaches prehistoric

paganism to a pathetic penitential party of plutocrats, including the trinity of polytheism, and then, if scientifically educated, he goes homeward laughing in his sleeve at the unalloyed and contagious ignorance of mortal man.
INQUISITOR.
GRAY, KY., Nov. 28, 290.
MR. EDITOR: I was pleasurably surprised when I arrived
at this place to find out a day or two after that I had got into
a Freethinking community. Our postmaster, W. R. Barton,
made an inquiry about me and soon sent me word that he
would like to see me. As I was a stranger in the community,
I at once came to the conclusion that he was a Freethinker
and had been reading THE TRUTH BEEKER. So I called on
him and made myself known. He then told me he had been
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER and was pleased to see my article on the constitutional convention. At once there was a
mutual good feeling at work with us. I was next made acquainted with the genial gentleman C. C. Gray, who is a subscriber to THE TRUTH SBEKEn and the man whom the village
and post.oflice are·named in honor of. Be has a son named
in honor of Colonel Ingersoll. I hav also made the acqualntunce of B. F. Gray, a merchant of this place and a fearless
Freethinker. F. M. Reese is the public school teacher, and
it is but just to suppose that nothing but a secular education
will be taught in his school, as he is a Freethinker. I hav
also made the acquaintance of D. W. Conger, a jovial gentleman who is clerking for the North Jellico Coal Co. And
I must not forget to say I hav met Mr. Wm. Robinson, a late subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKBR. There are
other Freethinkers here whom I hav not met; D. F. Martin,
C. C. Farris, and S F. Widener are among them. In fact, I
am always glad to meet a Freethinker and reader of your
grand old paper. I think it advisable for all Freethinkers to
weal" a Freethinker's breast. pin, so that they can be known
ainong their friends. When I get able I am going to ha v one
of Brother Wettstein's breast-pins so that I can show the
Christians my colors and my Freethinking friends may
know who I am without introduction.
I am in favor of a closer union of our forces, and the establishment of a mutual benefit society. It can be done, and it
ought to be done.
Well, our constitutional convention has done it at last.
They got God into the constitution; and preachers-and of
course priests-are eligible to the governorship. So you see
we are something as Artemus Ward's Army of the Potomac
were when they got their shoes on the wrong way-progressing backward. We ought to hav better sense than our forefathers had, since we hav their experience and history to
teach us. But these gentlemen of the constitutional conven·
tion hav gone backward a hundred years. I hope the people will reject their work entirely and giv the bigots a just
set-back. I do not think a Catholic priest in the governor's
chair would sit well with the people of Kentucky. If a
preacher Is eligible, why not a priest?
B. P. HERRON.
FORT JONES, CAL., Nov. 5, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: This is the frontier, a term synonymous

with backwardness and ignorance, but I can venture the
assertion that miners as a class are the greatest readers in
the world. They are observers of nature, and their observations lead them to conclusions directly in accordance with
nature's laws. There is no question more discussed than
the combined subject of politics and religion. I say combined advisedly, because we all hav been watching the trend
of American politics lately, and we hav come to the conclusion that a uniting of church and state is one of the direct
aims of a certain party in the United States. We are opposed to it. We believe that the American flag, which has
protected all nationalities, creeds, and peoples for one hundred years without recognizing a constitutional theocracy, is
still capable of floating without acknowledging a Christian
God, is still capable of ruling the destinies of sixty.five million people. There never has been a country where a triumphant church, worldly in all its aims and ends, has ruled a
people, that that nation has not been corrupt, rotten, filthy
in its political history. France, ruled by a priestly caste,
brought on its head the awful river of blood of the French
Revolution. Greece, Rome, Italy of the ancients, Bpaia,
Austria, Mexico of the moderns, are priest-ridden, and as a
result ignorance, poverty, and degradation are the outcome
to the people. True, a certain class are refined and elevated,
but the great maases are confined in their liberties and methods of acquiring intelllgence. Spain shows that the church,
no matter of what denomination, will crush the intellectual
spirit, if given a chance.
Within its iron clasp there are hidden the iron spikes that,
like the statue of old, will crush the spirit from man and
leave him a hopeless intellectual wreck, whose only attribute
is mental idiocy. But we need not leave the United States
to find these (;)_ualities. Go to the polls on any election day
and you can find examples.
How many men are there to. day who cannot wlite their
own ballots? One out of every seven. What is the nationality and religion of these men ? From the sunny shores of
fair Italy, and the vine.clad hills of Spain and Portugal,
they come. And they regularly attend confession, receiving
holy absolution at the hands of men whose only recommendation is duplicity and dishonesty.
These are live questions, and we believe that you can giv
them wide circulation. Thoughtful men will recognize
these questions, and will prepare themselvs for the issue.
"As for me I hope that when my eyes close at the sunset of
life they may still behold " a country free from all entangling alliances of state and church, and that the declining years of my life may be cheered by the spectacle of a
free flag, free religion, and free ballot, untrammeled by any
influence of party, sect, division, or organization of men
wb.ose only purpose Is the destru<;tion of our liberties and

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
the enactment of laws that shall bind us hi any way, ehape,
form, or manner in the exercise of the grandest privilege
ever bestowed on the citizen of any government or state of
JUNIUS.
ancient or modern times.
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era of the Inquisition, wherein our very thoughts were analyzed and the life squeezed out of honest inquiry, and now
at this late day Prohibition, the pretended savior, with dictatorial arrogance insists we shall return to our first love,
water. For argument's sake let us suppose Prohibition has
prohibited in the United States all liquors alcoholic. Most
Liberals, I presume, will admit that one of the worst evils
which atll.ict the human family is either superstition or
priestcraft, or both. Shall we then, believing ourselvs secure in the knowledge of such injurious beliefs, trespass
upon the rights of those who differ from us, and when in
the majority prohibit religious worship, pious gatherings,
and protracted meetings, because we think such practices
strengthen superstition, weaken the intellect, befog the
brain, and tend to insanity ? Rather let us follow this line
of argument and see where it will land us. Prohibition
of tobaeco is said to be the next move on the Prohibition
checkerboard. Then come tea and coffee, spices, and the
usual condiments for seasoning our food. Without going
further you will perceive that when this much is accomplished :we shall hav retrograded back beyond our histl)rical
starting-point, when brute force ani:! majorityism reigned
supreme.
A wave of superstition and intolerance seems-nay, has
overspread a large portion of the United States. Said malady, like the measles, being infectious must hav its run, and
has I think about run its course. The religious craze, together with the Prohibition racket, is somewhat on the
wane, the Republicans of Kansas having divided and split
up on the resubmission question and being now politically
out in the cold. Thousands of dollars from this state were
by the Women's Christian Temperance Union collected and
sent into Nebraska to swell the fanatical ranks of Prohibition in that state; prayers were sent up ; the preachers invoked the aid of the most high-but God seems to hav
turned a deaf ear to their prayers and scoffed at their pious·
offerings of gold, having showered his favors among the
Democrats, the party who in this case are advocating individual liberty. And now that the mother of the God-in-theConstitution party has suffered them to be snowed under, I
hope, for the general good of sunny Kansas, they may hav a
blissful, permanent repose.
En. BUTLBB.
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stars, each of which, like our sun, is probably the center of
a. planetary system like our own, the absurdity and silliness
of the .Bible and John .Jasper idea, that all revolve around
this earth, and were created to be tributaries to it, are apparent. The smallest micro£copic atom is larger, when
MELROSE, MABs, Nov. 30, 1890.
compared with this ·earth, than this earth is when compared
MR. EDITOR : Occasionally I get a chance to read, and
with the universe with which it is connected. Now, the
when I do I sometimes get suddenly enlightened. I passed
Bible and orthodoxy teach us that the inflnit God, who made
Thanksgiving with a good Baptist sister, and between meals
and governs this grand aggregation of suns and systems,
took up an "Encyclopedia of Human Nature," by Prof. A.
had his throne above Palestine, and so near that he could be
E. Willis. If any of your readers hav not enjoyed it, they
seen sitting on it (1 Kings xxii; lea. vi). On .one occasion
can do so and save the money from the dime museum. A
Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, seventy elders, and the nobles
part of it equals that institution. They, like myself, will
of the children of Israel, " saw the God of Israel " (Ex.
become enlightened on Colonel Ingersoll and Infidels. Under
xxiv). These, and many other similar statements, Chrisa poor picture of the Priest of Reason, Common Sense, and
tians believe, notwithstanding Christ positivly declares them
Truth, the professor (?) says of Ingersoll: "He is much
all to be false, where he says, "No man hath seen God at
better adapted for a politician than a theologian. He is
any time" (John i, 18). Think of the infinit. invisible, omdeficient in spiritual nature, and mental imitation "-though
nipresent God, "without bodily parts or passions," covering ·
he admits that the colonel "possesses a good degree of venMoses with his hand till he "passed by," then removing his
eration." He enlightens us by saying that " a. Christian imhand and showing him his "back parts." Think also of the
itates and conforms to the life of Jesus Christ." I wonder
unchangeable God, " without passions," getting " angry
if it is really true that the colonel is so unregenerate that he
every day," swearing in his wrath against his weak, erring
would not " imitate" the " everlaeting punishment" senticreatures, vexing them in his sore displeasure, or " hot
ments of Jesus. Couldn't he be persuaded to commend the
rage,"-as Rouse has it, raining snares, fire, and brimstone
adoring Mary, and criticise the working Martha? Could he
and a horrible tempest on them, and then laughing at their
not "imitate" the calling non-believers "fools," "liars,"
calamity and mocking at their fear. Not only is he repre"hypocrite," etc.? Is he really so impenitent that he would
sented as being local and limited in his presence, and posnot curse a fig-tree (an apple-tree might do) for not bearing
sessed of human passions, but he has bodily parts also,
fruit out of season? And if he could just sandwich in a
hands, feet, eyes, arms, etc.
little judicious damning, ala Jesus, as reported by Mark, he
Neither is the conduct attributed to him consistent with
might be excused from further imitation on account of the
the ·character of a God of infinit wisdom and goodness.
deficiency of his " spiritual nature." The professor also
Think of an infinitly wise God puzzled with the question
charges that the colonel " is always willing to hav a heaven,
how to persuade Ahab to fight, so that he might be killed,
but dislikes the idea of a hell," and insists that this is a
and in order to get light so as to solve the mighty problem,
weakness of" poor, selfish human nature." How terrible this
calling together all the hosts of heaven, and after full disis, that a mJln is not willing to hav a hell for those who
cussion adopting a course of falsehood and treachery at last
believe differently from him, and for those who deny him.
(1 Kings xxii). Why, any of our saloon-keepers, with a
It is truly soul-saddening. But the professor rises to his
supply of our modern "fighting whisky," <Jould hav solved
grandest when he arraigns the" Infidels." He relates many
the problem in a minute. In Job i, we hav another illustraincidents that are valueless, but laughable to any reasoner.
tion of our subject. 6-od and his sons were holding a family
He claims to ha v " staggered " one skeptic by finally saying
reunion, and Satan stepped in among them. God received
to him : " You are conceited, and want to bring the almighty
him cordially and seemed anxious to know where he had
down to your standard of reason and judgment.". This was
been and what he had been up to. And after Satan had inso unanswerable and so convincing that the Infidel never
formed him in that regard, he asked him if he was acquainted
MAKANDA, ILL., Nov. 11, 290.
troubled him again. I suppose the Infidel was so disgusted
MR. EDITOR : I had proposed to write an article on astron- with his servant Job, who God said was a "perfect man,"
with the arrogance and conceit of the man that he despaired omy with a view pf contrasting its truths wlth the ignorant "none like him on the earth." Satan said Job served God
of ever teaching him how to reason and argue, and so left and absurd teachings of the Bible on that subject, but I am because he had made him rich. " Touch all that he bath
him to his faith and ignorance. I need quote but one more glad Mr. Peck has undertaken it: I suspect your printer and he will curse thee to thy face." God told him, " All
Christian sentence from this pious brother. Listen now and has made him say "Neptune" instead of Uranus. The that he hath is in thy power," but forbade him to injure his
tremble, you wretched skeptics and Infidels. He says of figures he give as the diameter of the orbit of Neptune person. Then follows a series of outrages scarcely paralthese, that "they are God-forsaken, lawless spiritual out- (3,600,000,000) are correct when applied to Uranus, while leled in history. All Job's children are murdered in cold
casts, and are just as miserable as the outcasts of business the diameter ef the orbit of Neptune is 5,700,000,000 of miles. blood. Bandits are stirred up who murder his servants and
and social society." There I And the title-page of this I wish Brother Peck had given his authority for the state- carry off all his four or five thousand camels, oxen, and
book states that he is going to tell " the truth, the whole ment that the star Lyra would fill the orbit of Neptune asses. An avalanche of fire from heaven burnt up his se-ven
truth, and nothing but the truth," and so there is no chance (Uranus). This would require it to be billions of times thousand sheep and their shepherds. Still Job maintained
for anyone to think there may be a mistake. There was larger than cur sun, and many thousands of times larger his integrity. Then Satan came again into God's family
more in the same grand, logical style, from which I recov- than Sirius the great Dog-star, which has been considered circle, and God, speaking to him of Job, said: "Thou
ered in time enough to hav a good appetite for my Thanskgiv- one of the largest, if not the very largest, star belonging to movedst me against him to destroy him without cause!"
ing supper, and to be thankful that most of the world is our stellar system. Dimensions so great seem contrary to Here God tells us that he had been influenced by Satan to
growing beyond such petty nonsense. Let us be glad that all known analogies, and should be supported by first-class perpetrate all these cruel outrages against his best friend
our Liberal papers and literature are doing such valiant proof. I wish L\berals would more generally study astron- without the shadow of justification-" without cause." Nor
work in spreading the gospel of Freethought, and let us all omy. Except possibly geology, no science demonstrates is this all; Satan, though defeated, insists that H God
resolve to sustain them all we can.
the ignorance of the Bible writers so conclusivly as does would " touch his bone and his flesh, he would curse him to
By the way, I do not want to close without making two that of astronomy. Had its truths been known to the masses his face." And what did God do ? Did he drive him out
more quotations. Reading an article on Switzerland and in Bible times, our Bible would never hav been written nor of heaven, and refuse to permit further outrages upon his
her ways, these sentences made me think. The writer as- would the Jewish and Christian religions hav humbugged faithful, trusting friend? Nothing of the kind. Job, in the
sumes that the Swiss are the best-educated people in the the world. In urging that our people study astronomy, I days of his prosperity and power, had "fed the hungry,
world, and proves it in a two-column article, intensely inter- do not mean that they all should master it so thoroughly as clothed the naked," protected the stranger and the weak;
esting. "Compulsory education, free schools, and almost to be able to calculate eclipses, transits, occultations, etc., had been" eyes to the blind, feet to the lame," and" made
free text-books are fundamental principles of the Swiss but they should hav a general knowledge of the real and ap- the widow's heart to sing for joy." Now, by the cruel coneducational system. The schools stand at the head of every- parent movements, dimensions, and distanoos of the heav- spiracy of God and Satan, he is stripped of everything, and
thing; even the army costs less than their schools do." enly bodies, so that a glance at the stars would enable them reduced to penury, disgrace, and utter wretchedness. God
The next· striking sentence is : " The preachers hav an up. to tell, approximately, the time of night at any time or place. sees him still true and faithful, but bowed under his load of
hill row of it, for hundreds of the Swiss teachers are Infi- This knowledge is within the reach of the ordinary student, unutterable sorrow-penniless, childless, forsaken, and
dels." Two and two are four in everything but theological and is often the source of much satisfaction. In my youth, broken-hearted-yet still trusting in God I In view of all
and when thoroughly orthodox, it used to seem strange to which it would seem that even a fiend ought to be satisfied,
arithmetic, and so .we can well afford to rejoice.
me, in view of the comparativ insignificance of our little and say, " It is enough." But not so God. He says to
C. FANNIE ALLYN.
Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
planet, that it 11nd its inhabitants should engross and monop- Satan, Behold, he is in thy hand, but save his life-that is,
olize the attention of the infinit creator of the universe. torture him to the very verge of life, but do not kill him.
LYoNs, KAN., Nov. 25, 1890.
MR. EDIToR : In the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER I Compared with the sun, and most of the other planets of our And so they did. Thus Jehovah treated his most faithful ·
perceive the letter in relation to Prohibition in Kansas by solar system, our earth is a very small affair, not much and trusting friend, the best man on earth. Who can love,
Friend Shep'ard, of Leavenworth, has been answered by two larger than one of the four moons of Jupiter. The Bible trust, honor, or worship such a Gpd? Such an ignorant,
non-residents of the state, one from Massachusetts and the writers seem to hav been entir!lly ignorant of the facts of the local, limited, cruel God could never hav been the author of
other from Texas. Both of the latter gentlemen are perhaps case. They thought that this little planet was the grandest this infinit universe. And had not the people been ignorant
fair reasoners from their standpoint, but are lacking in stat- work of their God, requiring such an immense expenditure his worship could never hav been introduced. And I am
ing the solid truths as to the practical workings of Prohibi- of energy that he became so weary that for a whole day he sorry to say this ignorance is by no means yet banished from
tion, such as I hav experienced since Kansas started on the "rested and was refreshed," while the creation of the stars the Christian world. For example, a few years ago a mincold-water craze. Whether there is more or less liquor was comparativly nothing, and seemed to occupy but a few ister at New Bedford, in a sermon on astronomy, speaking
drunk in this state since the ProhibitioJI era or not, is a ques- minutes Wednesday morning, and was deserving of only the of the immense distance of Neptune, told his congregation,
tion of some doubt, but I am strongly inclined to the belief brief notice contained in the words, " He made the stars many of whom regarded him as a prodigy of wisdom, that
(wishing to be fair) that the quantity is less. But the man- also." All this was done about six thousand years ago. to get to that planet we would hav to pass through the Milky
ner in which that less quantity is obtailled is too pusillani- Had the Bible writers understood the subject they would Way; while the tplth is that Alpha Cyqul, believed to be the
mously loathsome to state in detail, from the fact that the hav known, as we now know, that some of the stars or neb- nearest fixed star in the Milky Way, or in the heavens, is
law has made moral cowards of most of the thousands who ulm visible to the naked eye are quadrillions of miles distant, seven thousand times more distant than Neptune. A few
continue to imbibe when an opportunity presents itself. and must hav been created at least sixty thousand years years ago, while conversing '!ith a minister, one cool May
This sly back-alley bottle-drinking hinted at will be con- ago, or they would not be visible, as their light, though it morning, with regard to the probability of frost, he told me
strued by some as one of the strongest reasons why the travels more than 11,000,000 of miles in a minute, would not that there was no danger of frost, for the sign had been in
traffic should be suppressed. The same argument applies to yet hav reached us. While many of the other four or five the Steer in the light of the moon in April. After a moment's
the secret underground .meetings of religious devotees in thousand nebulm, invisible to the naked eye but revealed to bewilderment, I asked him if he didn't mean Taurus the
former years, who hav been hunted from cellar to garret for us by our powerful modern telescopes, are vastly more dis- Bull. He said he believed some people did call him a bull,
worshiping the God or Gods they believed in. Of course tant. So far are some of them removed that it is estimated but he called him a steer. After a few words explanatory
my Liberal friends will admit the injustice of persecuting that light would require millions of years to pass from them of the signs, and appropriate to his ignorance, I left him,
the human family for their religious convictions, because it to us. Thill. distance is so immense as to be about as incon- thinking that if he knew no more about the " spiritual
is plainly an invasion of private rights and a thrust at indi- ceivable as infinity itself, yet were we removed to one of things," concerning which he preached, than he did about
vidual liberty, at the same time showing the despotism of a these far distant nebul::c, we would, no doubt, see thousands the natural sciences, he was another example of the blind
of other stars and nebul m as far beyond them as they are dis- leading the blind, and that they would soon all be in the
narrow-minded, illiberal majorit.y.
Let me ask right here whether we hav any individual tant from us, and so on and on forever, or until lost in the ditch. I hav noticed that, generally, those persons who
rights. If we hav, I should be pleased to know of what inflnit. Then, when we reflect that each of these nebulre know all about God, heaven, hell, etc., know little or nothW. W, WA~E~.
~}ley consiet. Wr> at·e B1lp:pose~ to llav passed through the representB &n immense stelll\r f!ystem contl\ining millions of ing about anything else.
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ner ?"] No, we were never even told not ta
TOMMY PRESTON'S SPEKOH.
think if they feed me I will not hunt, when
" My Friends : I was given the freedom of touch them. We kaew they were pets the
I would hav so much more strength and courage to do so if well fed. (Emphatic ayes the house. I could sleep on the bed, or in same as ourselvs, and how could we wish to
from the audience.) Nothing is gained in my mistress's work-box. I always had a destroy what our dear master or mistress
!ldiUd br Miss BuiWI H. WIXoN, Fall that way by siarving us. Two months ago I dish of milk under the kitchen sink, and wish to keep? No, we like them ourselvs
BINr, JltJ88. 1 to tol&om all Oommu:nfMUonsfor had six little babies. Oh, they were such could lap it when I chose. They never fed because they do, and would protect them in
Mia OONUt' sAould ~ un~.
beauties I One morning I was very hungry me other things, or petted me, and the little stead."
TOM GRAY'S OONOLUDING SPEEOR. ·
and went out to hunt. I succeeded, after a boy often handled me quite roughly, yet I
" My Dear Friends All : I am well ac
long time, in finding a small mouse and two felt that I was much better off than the gen"Between Ule dark and Ule daylight,
When ilie night iB beginning to lower,
grasshoppers. I then returned to my babes; erality of my kind. But they moved away, quainted with Puss and Pattie's owners
Oomes a panse in Ule day's oooupaUonl
but, alas l only one remained to me. Know- and left me to my fate, which has been hard They hav befriended me often. They write
That iB lmown &S ilie Children'S Hour."
ing that people often kill all the kittens but and cruel so far. 1 Take Tommy,' said the for the press, and as their big mistress under
one, I concluded they had killed mine, and, little boy. 1 No,' replied his mother, 1 there stands cat language, I propose that Puss re
as I was to lose them, I felt that per- are cats enough where we are going, and it late to her our experiences, which she wil
grieved
The Silver Lining.
haps
it
was
best, as I knew, with the small is a bad sign to move a cat.' I could see no write and send to some editor for publication
A fisherman sat at his door one daY
amount of game I could find, that when reason or philosophy in that. Instead, which may be the means of helping us by cans
Watching the clouds that, heavy and gray,
they were large enough to require food I although I am only a cat, it looked primitiv ing people to feel more kindly toward us."
Obscured the sunlight's shining ;
And he said to Bright Fyes at his knee,
could ill supply it. So I tried to be recon- and barbarous, and so superstitious. As if
As there was no dissenting voice to this
" Look yonder in the west and see
ciled. But the worst remains to be told. I it could be a bad sign to move a cat, and proposal, Puss has done as requested. I hav
The cloud with a silver lining."
was hunting one day in the grass, when, not to move a dog, parrot, or canary bird I not written half of the speeches, as I thought
I think when our skies are cold and gray,
what did I find ? My little ones! All ·were
"The house was empty for a long time, and it unnecessary. I assure the editor, and
. And we vainly seek to find the way,
dead except one, which was moaning and I used to lie on the porch and sun myself in every reader, that their stories are true. I
'
Somewhere the light is shining.
gasping in its last agonies. I talked to it, I the door-yard. But now there is a family know from actual observation with one ex
If we bravely resolve to do our part,
And bear onr grief• with a patient heart,
lapped it, and tried to warm it with my living there who hav a bad boy and dog who ception. I did not see the little kittens dy
And free from all repining,
body. It was too far gone to take nourish- would kill me if they could, for they hav ing and dead in the grass, but was told of the
We shall be led to a higher way,
ment and soon died. My babes had been tried to do so several times, and I dare not fact by an eye-witness. SADIE A. MAGOON.
To a better work than we do to. day,
thrown out there alive to perish by hunger go there any more. Oh, it is so heartless and
MoOoy Station, Loa .Angeles, Oat.
And find love's sunlight shining;
and cold. ("Terrible!" " Horrible!" "Mon- cruel to move away and leave a poor cat
For truth of apirit and strength of soul
Will make the darkest cloud unroll,
strous l" was heard from every side.)
Notes on New Books.
alone, unprotected, and uncared for."
And show its silver lining.
"Euripides and the Gods," by T. Bush, is
BUFF'S SPEXOH.
KITTY DOLEN'S SPEEOH.
a reprint of an article originally a ppcar!ng in
"Dear Brothers and Sisters : I am owned
"Dear Friends: The family who owns me
by a family who are very kind to me. I am (I speak of the grown members) are not un- the independent Pulpit. It is a consideration
The Cats' Convention.
of Greek philosophy and religion, with more
The oats had a convention. At the risk of well fed, as you will at once perceive, and kind to me, and occasionally giv m'd a little than incidental comparisons with, and reJlec
limb and life Gray Tom, or Tom Gray, made petted by them all. I hav the freedom of the milk or a plate of food, I suppose when they tiona upon, Christianity. It is pleasantly
nocturnal visits from house to house, to no- house. I am extremely fond of music, and think of it ; but, oh, the three children are written. Price, 10 cents.
tify any cat or cats belonging to it to meet on when my young mistress plays the piano I extremely cruel to me. You notice that I am
Those interested in the welfare of the
a certain night under a certain large barn, sit on top of it and listen, and when my very small in size, a half-grown kitten, but I Quakers,
or Friends, and desirous of know
young
master
practices
on
his
violin
I
lie
on
where it was impossible for a dog to creep,
am a year old, nevertheless. The treatment ing what one of them thinks to be the reason
except one of very small size, which could his shoulder. And when my b!g master reads to which I hav been subjected has kept ~e why the sect is declining so fast, should send
the evening paper I curl up in his lap for a from growing larger. They fight over me, 25 cents to the Friend!!' Book Association
easily be frightened away.
11
They were at last assembled, and 'fom nice nap. My big mistress talks to me, but and I oftel!l receive the blows intended for 15th and Race streets, Philadelphia, for Rit
ualism
and
Dogmatic
Theology,"
by
Thomas
Gray, mounting a small, inverted wooden as she has a young babe she cannot hold me. each other. One will often take me by the H. Speakman. The prominent idea of the
box, which chanced, for some unknown rea- But best of all I love my little mistress. Her fore legs, and another wanting me at the same pamphlet is that the Friends hav got too
son, to be ln the center of this place, thus name is Lily, and she has golden curls. She time will grab me by the hind legs and try to much theology.
never hurts me, but hugs ~nd kisses me, and pull me away. I am frequently obliged to
addressed them :
A curious view of Burns is taken by Alex" My Brother and Sister Cats: Do you holds me, and lets me lie on her doll's bed, kick and scratch for my life, and run and
Webster in a little 75-cent book called
know that we are the most maligned, perse- and always divides with me whatever she hide to escape a severe whipping for doing ander
"Burns and the Kirk." It is that Burns was
cuted, and cruelly treated beings on this has to ea.t. I hav no kittens, being, as you so. They used to tie a string around my a religious reformer, playing to Calvinism the
see, of the male half of cat, and I giv all my neck and pull me around by it, but a lady part of a Luther to Catholiclsm-a re-maker
globe?"
"Meou! meou !" was the re11ponse from game to Lily. Sometimes I bring her as passing one day threatened to co.niplaln of of Scottish religion, and a deeply religious
all sides, which translated would read, many as four gophers in a day, and several them to the officers of the Humane Society, man himself. The book is sufficiently appre
mice, besides a rat or two, and the greatest and they hav not done that since. They ciativ of Burns, but the arguments do not
Ayel aye!
convince us that the poet was what Mr. Web"I hav appointed this meeting for a pur- trouble I hav is because she cannot eat them. kick me, throw water on me, toss me in the ster thinks him to hav been.
I
never
catch
birds,
knowing
she
does
not
pose which! will make known later on. We
air, and sometimes against the house. I
are made as we are, whether good, kind, like me to do so. How I wish you all had as might thus continue to relate my sufferings,
There are two good articles in the .A1•ena
for this month-M. J. Savage's 11 Then and
faithful, and trusty, or the reverse, by human good a home and owners as I ha v."
but I believe I hav done so sufficiently."
Now," showing the changes in men's acts and
TOM J.A.OKSON'S SPEEOR.
beings. Those that make us the former
Here a large tri-colored cat, yellow, Maltese,
ante-bellum days; and Helen
" Brothers and Sistera : I was nearly but and white, accompanied by her daughter opinions since
I find to be humanitarians and reformers
Gardener's 11 Thrown in with the City Dead,"
not
quite
as
well
treated
as
our
Brother
Buff
and just in all their dealings, while the latter
Pattie, a beautiful tortoise-shell, half-grown a description of Potter's field on Hart's island
in the Sound. Lyman Abbott give his opinion
are sel:fieh, mercenary, and hav all the primi. for a long time. But one day a dog caught, kitten, mounted the platform.
of" What Is Christianity," but he and John
tiv traits of character. We are slandered by and nearly shook the life out of me; indeed
PUSSY RAY'S SPEEOH.
Calvin would decidedly disagree.
them, kicked, clubbed, stoned, starved, and he lett me for dead. I only partially reco-v" My Dear Brothers and Sisters : We ha v a
by their children pinched, choked, pulled, ered, and hav since been able to hunt but good home with plenty to eat, and any
thrown, whipped, and also dogged, and very li~tle. Since my accident they will not amount of petting. There is one small, white,
something must be done. I propose now allow me in the house, and never feed or giv curly dog who shares all with us, and we are
that a few, or all of us, relate a part of our me any attention outside. I hav a lame back, great friends. He likes to chase pigs that
experience, whether good or bad. Will our a broken leg, and am weak, hungry, and are in mischief, but never ill-treats cats, beMalteee friend on my right please take the miserable. Could I hav my leg bound up, cause he has been taught better. A great
and be fed and cared for awhile, I would complaint I hav to make is of the worthless
stand, and others follow?"
soon recover. Right here I wish to express curs belonging to the neighbors coming onto Don't write to me when taking the first bottle
SPEROH OF MALTESE.
of my MEDICAL DIECOVEBY. I know hOW it make&
" Dear Brothers and Sisters : My first rec- my surprise that people wllt lreep, feed, and our land when we are hunting, and chasing you feel, but it's all right. There are certain
ollection ls of playing on a green lawn with love a worthless dog, and despise and abuse me and a few other cats and destroying our oases where the DrsoovEBY takea hold sharp, but
my mother, after first eating a mouse which a good cat, who, it fed and cared for, will children, until there are not enough of us in it is the diseased spot in you it has taken hold of,
and that's what you want. The DzsoovEBY has a
she had brought me, when a large dog hav strength and courage to hunt the vermin, number to capture the gophers, which are so searoh warrant for every humor, from baokaohe
rushed into the yard, and almost before she and no desire to catch or meddle with young numerous and destructiv where I liv, and our to s.:lrofula, inside and outside, and of course it
saw him caught and killed her. The family poultry, or pets. There is still another thing neighbors in consequence resort to poison. makes a disturbance in youf poor body, but the
rushed from the house, drove away the dog, that surprises me. You know when we kill One of my sons has recently died a terrible fight is short, you are better by the second bottle;
not, then tell me about it, and I will adviae. I
and carried me in. They hav a little boy anything it is because we are hungry and death by eating one of these poisoned go- if
will, however, in the future, as in the past, answer
need
it
to
eat
;
but
with
a
dog
it
looks
as
if
and girl who are very kind to me, and none
phers. Oh, he was so intelligent and beau- any letter from a nursing mother.
SincerelY yours,
of the family abuse me, although none of the he did so just because he liked to take life tiful ! His brother, another bright and promDONALD KENNEDY,
others pet me. I hav only one complaint to and it hurt him to sec anything liv except ising boy, is very ill from the same cause.
RoxiiUBY, liiABB.
make, and that is, they feed me only on himself and his kind. Why, I heard of a few People say that dogs are more faithful to
milk. I know one can liv on milk alone, dogs attacking a man in this city one evening man than cats. I deny it emphatically. If
when
he
was
walking
along
about
his
busibut, oh, how he will long for something to
cats were treated in every respect as kindly
AND
masticate! I would not mind so much if ness in a rather unfrequented street, and he as dogs, they would be just as faithful. We
there was plenty of game near by, but I hav barely escaped with his life. A dog never will go anywhere with our mistress where it ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
caught it all; and as the neighborhood swarms eats his game, but after depriving it of life is safe. I hav traveled with my master,
BY
with destructiv dogs, it is unsafe to hunt for leaves it and goes about in search of other mistress, and young mistress three hundred
II UDSON TUTTLE.
victims.
If
a
cat
should
do
a
few
of
theee
it far away. I will close by making this remiles, riding on the seat or back part of the
mark : The dog who killed my mother was things he would be exterminated as soon as wagon with them, the same as the dog. When A Historical and Or~;o~a!~view of the Beliaion
utterly useless and worthless. He ate the possible; but little is said in disparagement of the horses were unhitched at noon or night I OoN'rENTB: What is Religion' Fetichism. Phal·
bread and meat from the children, and dogs, whatever they do."
would get down on the ground and hunt and lie Worship. Man's Mora.! Progress Dependent
would not even stay by to protect or play
SPEXOH OF KITTY PERRY.
play and hav a fine time, and when I saw the on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog.
with them, and never guarded the premises
"Dear Friends: My owners are all very horses were harnessed and being hitched to ical Problem. Man's ·Fall, and the Ohrfstlan
by day or night. He roamed· the streets by kind to me, although they do not pet me the wagon again, and heard my young mis- Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position,
Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Reday (only he was sure to be around at meal much. Rover, the dog, and I were raised tress say, 1 All aboard, Puss,' I would scrab- Fate.
sponsibility of the Individual. Geneais and Evo.
times), and slept in his kennel at night, while together from a puppy and a kitten. He is ble in. Now, we only move occasionally lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government.
my mother was a worker, keeping the prem- a good dog. He guards and watches every- short distances, and my mistress puts me in The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis·
dom. Oharter of Rights. Duties and Oblhrations
ises free from vermin and even those of our thing by day and night-the poultry, the pet
the large cage with t h e li tt1e bi r d8 • W e hav of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of
near neighbors, and was never known to do lamb, Lulu, and myself. He will permit no never moved since my children were born. society. Rights of Government. Duties of So·
mischief."
\
other dog to approach me. He was taught Do you think we would catch their young oietY to OriminalP. Dnt:y of Self Oulture. Mar·
KITTY MABON'S BPEli:OH.
to destroy nothing; and to allow nothing de. poultry, pigeons, rabbits, white mice, or any riage, Oloth; price, $1.50.
"Dear Friends : I am, as you can see by strayed. We are fed together on the same of their pets P Why, my friends, I refuse to FESTIV.A.L OF .A.SHT.A.ROTH.
my looks, a cat who is never fed. My people plate, but he knows that on account of his eat them if they get accidentally killed and
.
i
to
1 0 ce nursed a young A tale of Palestine, f?unded on the destruction of
hav a dog as useless as ihe one mentioned by large size he eats faster and more than I do,
are g ven
me.
n
.
ilie Moab1tes by the Jews.
our friend Maltese. He is fed regularly and and always waits for me to eat first. We rabbit with my kittens, and the two white \
abundantly, but will snap and snarl at me if play together and sleep together. I love him rats eat and run around with us. [From the
By A. C. MIDDLETON.
I ask for even a mouthful. They seem to and he loves me."
audience, "You were trained in this man· j Price,
10 cents,

DONALD KENNEDY

Of Roxbury, Mass., says
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20 Superstition Displayed, with a Letter of
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2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. The Scientific .Basis of Morals, and
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21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5
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to other teachers and founders of religion Conditions of Mental De1·elopment, and
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5
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23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5
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ScienceP.
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25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watt<J. 5
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26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence
of
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books
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3 books in 1 vol.
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8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy.
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Modern Symposium............... , ......... 10 nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers.
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l'aper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office.

Meets every Sunday in the Liberal rea.din~~::room
hall at 2:80 P.M. All Liberals are cordiallY invited. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Sao.
.

Before tile Senate and Assembly of New
York.
Tbe 'Minneapolis Secular 1Jnlon
Wtth Pine Steel Engmvinu of Senator Conlcltng.

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp.
Price, '1'5 cents.
Address THE TRUrH SEEKER CO.

WETTSTEIN'S

WORLD-RENOWNED. WATCHES.
Best grades American Stem-winders: In silverina oases, 7 jewels,$7.50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jawels, J9;
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 3 ounce coin
silver oases, t3.50 more ; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5
ounce, $6 more In best filled gold cases, open
face, dnst proof. 7 jAwels, $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11
jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50.: do. adjusted,
524.50. Hunting, $22; $22 fO; $23 : !24: $80.
Ladies', same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels,
$18 50; 15 jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10
more. The famous,

New Model "Otto Wettstein " Watch,
16 jewels and all modern improvements, $3
more than above adjusted watches. No watch
in the world competes with it. Finer watches np
to $200. '11 snoh prepaid, guaranteed 1 Y~ar, and
cash refunded if not satisfactory. All filled gold
oases warranted by mauufaotnrers 20 years.
Beware of New York Worza•s 10 karat and spurious
oasee. Watches oleaned, best t/J07"k, $1; springs,
$1, etc., and returned free.
.
J!'BTABLISBED 1857.
OTTO WETI'STEIN, Rochelle, IH.
make

100 PER CENT, profit, on my

Corse~>.

. Belts, Brushes, C::urlers and no\·elties. Samples
AGENTS
FREE. Wnte uow. Dr. Bmlgman,
Bro..;dway,
Y.
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Meets every Snnday at 7 :30P.lll., at 412 Nicollet
av.e.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman blook~..,Minneapolis,
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres.; LEBOY JSEBBIEB,Seo.

Des 'Moines Secular 1Jnion
Holds regular meetings at Good Templai' Hall,
Flynn Block, S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Leotnres followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FBANK!.m BTEINEB, Pres •

San Francisco, Cal., Freetbougbl
Society

MAetR every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invitation is extended to all. Seats free.

Port Angeles Secular 1Jnlon
Meets every SundaY at 7:80 P.M. in the publio
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures, songs, and select reading .. Discussion invited on all subjects. Liberal litera.tnre distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Oor. Sec.

Tbe West End Progressive Lib·
eral 1Jnion

Of Los Anlleles, Oal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M.• at Parr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. MBB. R. M. BEBBA,
Pres.: J. H. MoWrLLIAMS, Reo. Sec.

The Walla Walla Lib· ral (Jiub
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Original
and Selected Readings a.nd Poems. A large valuable library is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. O.!LDEB, Sec.

Tile Roeder Secular 1Jnion
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse.
Lectures, disonasions, reading, and poems. The
gr6atest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto,
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BrcE, Pres.;
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA, Sec.

Portsmoutll,

o., Secular 1Jnion

Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand ArmY
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readinfls, poemsJ
music and songs. A cordial invitation IS extendea
to all; eepecially to friends frcm abroad. Corres~ndenoe solicited. J, L. TBEUTHABT, President.
WILLS. ANDRES, Secretary,
AT THINE OWN HOME.
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the not~d
speotalist, for his "Private Counselor "-a valuable book for young and middle-aged men, suffering from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in
maturer years. It sets forth ap. External Application-A POSITIVE CUBE• as itmatters not how
long standing, how hoPeless or hc;>w many remedies yon hav UB(!d. The book IS worth many
times its oost, and should be in the hands of
those seeking a speP.t%!1 ana pe7•manent cUJ'e, Address the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where
yon saw this advertisment.
A GOOD WOIID.
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a humanitarian, and a generous patron of the Free thought
Press. He has many testimonials to the value of
his progressive and snecessfnl method of treatment, and deserves patronage.-FreetliOUlll'lt.
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This ia the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to disonss all the vital questions
of human oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brougM
'o his mind.
J'or sale •' 'hla omoe. l'rloe, tl.oo.
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AND R~LICIONI .WORLD's sAGEs, THINKERS,

o•· · · · ·
'
,
AND .REFORMERS. .
. ANCIENT ·AND MODERN TID~• inogra_phies of aoo· of tho Leading Phnosopheu,

"- international copyright bill has passed Voll, dil, GivsJa..hFn_?.:. Aosootunt othf aUHto~! ·GoGhdso'sfn• . Teachers, Skeptio@i Innov~tors, Founders of
AL'<
o u. ng e ov~, . a an, e · . ,z · •
•• .
New BOJlools of. ·rhought, Euunent Solenthe Rouse.
Jesus Ohrist, Vu!dn Mary, ~bnd ·tFullhe·Bib1e. ·
. .tists,. etc. (who were not Ohristians),
.
t
svo, 885P).l. • Vol. II. Desor1 es
Ya11
from the time of Menu to the presPRBMIRR CRisPI says that the governmen
the Religious Systems of the 'Yorld.
ti:nt. avo, 1o075pp,, cloth, $8;
bas conquered for Italy a peace among the
svo,957pp, ~loth,$8perv?l., the
leather, $4; mor., g. e,,$4.50.
7
5
2
nations, and bas accomplished many internal
r~~~~·. ' gi\~at~~~'e:, '$r:_oBY D. M. BENNETT.
reforms, and it n!:!W devolves upon the people j
BY D. M. BENNETT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
to pronounce their verdict on this c~urse.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
llB Lafayette Place, N. Y.
BusTNBBS associations
ask the establishment of
one-cent postage.
STANI.EY is lecturing in
America, and has been
entertained at the White
House.
THB plea of New York
city for a census recount
is before a House committee.
A PAN·BBPUBLIO congress, in which all the
republics of the world
shall be represented, is
talked of.

To "the States 'or any on.e of thein, 9r any city
of the States, 'Resillt muoh; 'obev'little,
Once unquestioning obedience; once fully enslaved,
,
Once fully enslaved, no nation, state, city of
this earth, ever afterward resumes its
liberty.
-Walt Wltitman.
WHAT we want to.day
is"what our fathers wrote
down. They did not attain to their ideal ; we
approach it nearer, but
hav not reached it yet.
. We want, not oply the
independence of a state,
not only the Independence of a nation, but
something far more glorious-the absolute independence of the individual.-IngerBoU.
Grv me matter and
motion, and out of them
I will build the universe.
-IJ~soartes.

THB bill for federal
supervision of national
elections, called the
" Force " bill, is again
up in Congress.

Giv me matter, I will
show you how a world
shall be evolved thence.
-Kant.

Tn.s: pope will create a
commission of cardinals
of all nationalities to investigate the Socialist
problem and advise the
course to be taken.
AT Dallas, Tex., Wm.
Miller, who had come
and set up there as a
preacher, was arrested at
the end of a sermon and
taken to the Indian Territory for horse-stealing.

IT is quite intelligible
that those who believe
in a vengeful God, and
an everlasting hell,
should tremble on "the
brink of eternity;" and
it is natural that they
should ascribe to others
the same tl'epidation.G. W. Foote.

THB Christian rel!gioli
fails to produce the results claimed for it. An
in te 11 ig en t physician
states that he has wit.
PABNBLL 1 S adultery
nessed
more fear of death
with Mrs. O'Shea is
and more distress upon
causing the rejection of
_-\3~~t~
the death-bed among
hinl as a leader by a secBATHSHEBA MOURNETH.
Christians than among
tion of the Irish parliaunbelievers.
He says he
mentary party, who hav
And when the wife of Uriah heard that Uriah her husband w:as dead, she mourned for her husband.-2 Sam. xi, 26.
has never witnessed a
chosen Justin McCarthy
painful death of an un
instead.
believer. His explana
tion is that Christians contemplate the end of
Tm: emperor of Germany ordered prayers
life and a future state more frequent!¥, and
in the churches, beginning on the 8th, for
the proofs are not strong enougJ;l. to allay the
the safe accouchement of the P.mpress Autears ·that th~e meditations arouse. '"Every
-- -·gusta, which is expected in J~nu11ryL ..
one can recall aged " saints" who hav lived
A NEW NOVEL,
excellent lives and hav always been devout
LAsT Sunday Rev. Lester Dorman died
By ROBT. G. INGERgOLL.
ail.d prayerful, yet who close their lives in
suddenly in Holy Trinity church,· Brooklyn,
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
gloom and despondency. . . . The Ra
just before s~rvices ; and in the Warren
tionalist has superior grounds for a glad and
street Methodist church, of the same city,
Address at the Testimonial to Walt hopeful spirit.-Adams.
Ti-ustee Wm. Perry fell dead while in the act
" The shame itself doth call f0'1' instant
Whitman.
of "giving testimony."
INDRBTRUOTJBILITY Of force, indestructibil
1·emedy."
ity of matter, ceaseless change of motion,
E.c'<lPB~OB WILLIAM of Germany in a speech
work, and velocity-such is the general result
on the 4th condemned classical education
, Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- of our present physical science.-Buchner.
and said that the youth must break with the
medieval and monkish habit of mumbling A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on l!shed at this office.
LIKB as the waves make toward the pebbled
away at Latin and Greek, and turn to modem
Religion and Social Matters.
shore,
and useful things. He also complained that
Cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents.
So do our minutes hasten to their end;
certain physical ills, especially shortsightedEach changing place with that which goes
ness, are increasing alarmingly owing to long
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
before,
hours and bad ventilation in school-rooms.
AND
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
In sequent toil all forwards do contend.
AT the election in Spokane county, Wash.,
.;.ard
Nativity, once in the main of light,
.u.
~
BrJ• Crawls to maturity, wherewith being crowned
November 4th, the United Labor party
What
Would
Follow
AN EXPOS!
ICrooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight,
elected a superior judge, county auditor, and
THE
two. county commissioners. Another o! its
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagni1loent And Time, that gave, doth now his gif
candidates, for county commissioner, has Effacement of Christianity?
1
confound,
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
churches and Young Men's
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth
entered a contest alleging miscount, and the
BY
GEORGE
JACOB
HOLYOAKE.
Ohristian AssooiaAnd delves the parallels in beauty's brow,
party hopes to hav hinl in too. The remarkPrice, 10 cents a. copy; twelve copies for $1.
tion.
Feeds on the rari1ies of nature's truth,
ableness of the case is that the party was
BY RICK. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
And nothing stands but for his scythe to
organized only about four weeks before the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Address THE TBUTK SEEJ:BB.
mow.
-8hakspere.
Price $1.
election.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature.
~

GIRARD'S WILL

G

PRoFBSBoB KooH will decline the proposed
national testimonial in the form or money.
Egteem of his lymph is declining. The
violence of its effects on the system has
caused several deaths, while it has performed
only one undoubted cure, which was of
lupus. Medical men now think it good in
lupus, doubtful in bone diseases, and, as far
as proved, of no efficacy in co11sumption.
Nevertheless, consumptive still flock to
Berlin.
V.s:RY large supplies of troops and firearms hav been given the endangered Indian
country. Buffalo Bill, who has been dispatched there, says the Indians hav been
forced intofor
insubordination
by robbery
and
starvation,
which the agents
are guilty.
He does not look for an outbreak soon, but
thinks the military will hav to be kept in
strength till the religious craze subsides, or
in the saring there will be depredations likely
to bree war.
THB p:esiderat's message recommends the
passage of a law instituting federal super-

College Theolowv

To the World's Volum.bfan Exposition Commission :

Learning that there is an organized movement amosg the more conservative church people~manipnlated by a
"Sabbath " organizstion-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
h S d
f 't
t'
W
k
f
f
•
eac
un ay o 1 s con tnnance.
e as this or the ollowmg reasons :
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
2. That public morality may be snbserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
resort when no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Chicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be. for the benefU not only of Chicago, but of the
• hts of no one are m
· f rmge
·
d ' th e h appmess
·
· h t o a tt en d can
wh oIe conn t ry. The rig
of no one d'Istnr b e d . Those wh o wts
d,o so ; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
ttons and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which yon can decide is that of the public welfare.
_5. It will benefit the Filir, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
recetpts.
· 6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful yon make Sunday the more attractive, the more noble and varied in
its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change it~ character, the less danger there is that ~mployers
~~i:e~!a:~~~~~~-" ~~et\~cr~~~~d c~{~ will ~ver have the p_ower .to transf~r .i~ from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sun~ay occupation
overlooked that the doctrin or belief of the restrtcted to attendmg church or VISttmg a saloon, the ~Average workingman would choose to keep on labormg.
church that polygamous marriages are right7. Finally: O_eening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the ktlepers of immoral places, while it wil
ful and supported by divine revelation re- ~e~~;e~t the Fairi~self, the_people ?f Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
mains unchanged. President Woodruff does 1 md1v1dnal educatton, pu bhc morahty and the development and good of the whole country.
not renounce the doctria, but refrains from ======="0ii~=:=:======='==;======~=~:=~=======;:===~===:;;=========
teaching it, and advises against the practice I.
Name
I
Town.
State.
of it because the law is against it."
.
- - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - . ! .________;:_::=:::__ _ _ _ _ _.!...._ _ _ _ _ __.:.:.::.::.:..:.:,__ _ _ _ __
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THE fEMALES

TH lOS£ A:N'IMALS

}(AVE BEEN JMPORTED FROM

Oj1 YJ.<IS GENUS, LOVE TO
DRESS UP IN MONKEY DUPS
~NO.MASQUERAP.E ~S·
Jo(UNS, SISTERS oy CHAR.I'rY
1

THEIR NAYIVE SOG.S

Or ERIN.

IN NEW YORK CITY, CHICAGO,
AND OTJ.IER PLACES, THEY ,frRE

SO NlfME:Rous AND MEDDLE50ME
T+t:AT LIKE THE
S.ACRED MONKEYS of JNDIA-,
nn:y HAYE BECOME A COMMON
NUISANCE. THEY ARE GRJ:GARI·
OUS A-No QUARRE1.30.ME JN

NURSES, VIRGINSt ETC.
THEY ARE NOTED fOR I-HEIR
F:ANA-TtCAl. ,.S.Nn SLAVISH
. OEIEOIENCE 10 /HEIR.
OWNER, LEO XIII. -

THEIR HABITS, AND ARE CLEVER
CARICATURE~ ON MUM:Al>l BE/MGS.

IHEYARE THE PRIV-ATE PRO
OF MR. PECCI.
.

AN

IJiol~s

and

ITALIAN

~lippings.

FouB thousand " cheap manuscript sermons" are advertised in a London journal.
Over here, says the World, cheap sermons
superabound.
THB Russian government has forbidden
the newspapers to publish a petition drawn
up by the Jews asking that they be placed on
a"civil tquallty with other classes in Russia.
An edict of the ministry of lands directs that
no work in connection with the government
ehall be j~;lven to Jews outside of the territorial limits assigned to them.
TBB- Hebrew Standard says : " Nehemiah
essayed to stop traffic and trading on the
S!l.bbath, and with a marked degree of success. H some modern Nehemiah would call
upon our thoughtless Jewish ladies and point
out to them the inconsistency of S!l.bbath
shopping, the community would be benefited
by it." Bow like the talk of the Christian
Sabbath Union this sounds, and yet the
.I:JtandMd means Saturday.
THB religious Kans~s City Star says that
every convict in the state penitentiary is furnished with a Bible and they are always found
to. be in an excellent state of pre~ervation.
The KansAs Blade suggests tbat they be furnished each a copy of the "Arabian Nights,"
and at the end of the year see which give evidence of the most ·use. Both are ancient
books and abnund in marvelous tales. The
Star says the convicts don't care "much for
the revealed word," but devour everything in
the newspapers, even to the advertlsinents.

ORGAN-GRINDER AND SOME OF

HIS

PETS.

Tm: newspapers of Constantinople an- tian morals and its maintenance of religious with Dr. Noss in regard to religion in the
nounce that the government intends to send exercises. We must ask the members of the schools. He said that if intense religious inMohammedan missionaries into the Turkish conference what consistency lies in their· struction would produce a nation of Infidels
possessions in Africa with the purpose of position.
like the Germans, he did not wiult religious
instruction. in American schools. It was impreserving the followers of the prophet from
A OOBRBSI'ONDBNT sends the Ohristian Reg- possible, he said, to glv secular and religious
the eeductions of European missionaries, who
hav gone into those parts to spread the Cath- illter the following incident : Mrs. A. and her instruction in the public schools.
olic faith. The propagandists will giv a very five-year.old daughter recently had a Jewish
TH:s: San Francisco Argonaut says: "Thos.
practical direction to their enterprise, and, neighbor die, leaving a pretty boy-baby orbesides inculcatln~ the true faith, will found phan dependent on public sympathy. His O'Brien, an Irish Roman Catholic, was
many schools and establish asylums where condition appealed very strongly to little Miss elected over A. B. Maguire, an Irish Roman
the poor may get shelter and food without A., and she tried to convince her mother of Catholic, for tax. collector, because he was
the advantages it would be to the baby to loyal and sends his children to the public
pay.
hav them for mother and sister. Mrs. A., scboo~s, while his opponent is credited with
ON a recent Sunday evening a prominent
with the idea of settling the matter, said, being a Jesuit, and the Jesuit branch of the
Sabbath Union orator was holding forth to a
"But, Mabel, he is a Jew; and you wouldn't church was playing its tricks with a stiletto
small audience in a church in this city; on
hav a Jew for a brother, would you?" and by stabbing with secret circulars. John
the opposit corner Gilmore's band was disMabel thought for a moment and then said, Swett was elected over his opponent, J. C.
coursinjl; sweet music to a crowded house.
•· No, mamma; but couldn't you spank Ruodock, by over seven thousand majority
The situation was not to the orator's liking,
him and make him believe in Christ?" for superintendent of £chools in San Franand, in the bitterness of his soul, casting a
This little girl, says the Regillter, was simply ciFco; both being capable. ·swett was New
sad lnok upon his handfnl of hearers, he reputting into childish phrase the spirit and England born, and favored free, non-sectarian
marked, "If you would close up that synagog of Satan over there, you would hav more method of coercion illustrated again and schools Ruddock wae of Irish extraction
people in here." And that desire-the wish again in the history of the Christian church •.. and a member of the papal church. A Mr.
James W. Anderson was nominated by the
to fill the churches-says the Anurican Ben.
AT a recent teacher's institute in Pittsburgh, Republican convention for state superintendtinel, accounts for the milk in the American Pa., the subject of religion in the publ1c ent. of schools ; the Democracy nominated a
Sabbath Union cocoanut.
schools was discussed. "Dr. Noes," says Mr. Henry C. Hall, formerly of Virginia.
OuR bretbl'en outside the fold, says the the Pittsburgh Dispatch," paid a high tribute He favored parochial schools, because he had
Catholic Ref!kto, meaning the Protestants, hav to the German system, which .he said culti- become a convert to the church of Rome.
a hard time with the separation of church vated the pupil's thinking powers, physical Anderson was a Protestant and from the
and state. With the right hand they are powers, and moral powers. He did not North, and he was elected by a decisiv and
doing all in t.heir power to sustain their own think tbat the Protestant teachers should be overwhelming majority. The issue was the
privileges in all public institutions, and with greatly offended when their Catholic contem. public school question, and Rome was bP.aten.
the left they are doing their utmost to pull poraries speak of the godlessne~s of the public Not one of the twelve school directors of the
these privileges down. The recent school schools. He was of the opinion that religion city and county of San Francisco is a Romanconference in New York illustrates this point should go hand in hand with secular training, let, and there could not hav been elected a
admirably. It declared for an utter divorce and that the result would be that the moral· single member of the board of education if he
of church and state one moment, and the next education of children would be greatly fur. bad been suspected of loyalty to the pope of
it p"'aised this state for its teaching of Chris- thered." Superintendent Luckey took issue Rome."
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Yet these were all pagans, and lived long before
the Christian religion was introduced, and could not
therefore owe either their greatness or goodness to
·
the iDfluence of its teaching.
Christianity Before the _court. =ffuntinoed.
If these great and good men could be produced
, In Europe while the ohtiroh ruled the roads were independently of the Christian religion, can it be
infested with thieves and robbers, and oftentimes the said that the great and good men of our own time
victim was made to say his prayers before having his are the outgrowth of that religion T When such
throat cut, in order to ha.v him die like a Christian. men as.Inge~soll, Drap~r, Qgwal~, Proctor, Huxiey,
Mexico, South America, and some other countries Jefferson Keats, Shelley, and scores of others,
ranks-of poets, orators, historians,
are little better to-day. The cross marked every stand hi-the
church and grave and bouse, and nearly every gar- statesmen, and scientists, and stand before the
ment wom by the people. Such was the result of world with oharaeters aa pure as snow, does it look
the God majority in Europe for more than a thou- as if that particular system of religion was necessary
sand years.
to produce great and good men!
How did this majority work in our own country'
The truth is that great and good men are not now,
In 1620 a company landed on our eastern shore who and never hav been, the outgrowth of, or psouliar to,
llad left home and friends and country to encounter any system of supernatural religion: It depends on
a rigorous climate, an unbroken forest, wild beasts, the dearee of civilization, and that upon the climate,
and savages, for the privilege of worshiping God ace
d
t
t
cording to the dictates of conscience. They believed. the soil, and environment, an no upon any sys em
God wall on their side, and that whichever side God of religion.
was on constituted a majority. If there ever was a
When the heat was on for the acquisition cf Ouba,
people whom we should expect to be tolerant, con- a member of Oongress asked Mr. Ingersoll what he
siderate magnanimous, and humane, who would deal thought about obtaining Ouba. "We don't want it,"
out equ~ justice and be governed by the strictest promptly replied the colonel. "Why," s.aid the Conmoral code, and regard every human being as a gressman, " it has one of the finest climates ever
brother, ed grant to every mao the fullest freedom, spread out under heaven, and the most produotiv
it would be the Pilgrim fathers, as they were called, soil of any country on earth; why don't we want it!"
driven to these inhospitable shores, as they claimed, "rn tell you," said the colonel. "You may take
for the purpose of enjoying full and perfect freedom. twenty sons of professors in colleges, and twenty
Notwithstanding the fact that the rules for the gov- eons of ministers, and send them over there, and the
ernment of their society were taken almost exelusivly second generation will be found riding on mules
from the Bible, and notwithstanding the fact that with hay halters, barefoot, their hair sticking out of
they looked to God for counsel and believed that he the crowns of their bats, with a rooster under each
san0tioned every act, they were the most bigoted, arm, going to a cook fight. It is not a good place ~o
intolerant, and tyrannical people in the world, and raise first-class American citizenf!. I tell you, Sir,
committed some of the most brutal acts recorded on we don't want it.'' With the soil, the climate, and
the page of history. They whipped women and surroundings there is probably no systfm of religion
dragged them through the streets at the tail end of in the world which would prevent that result. He
ou-ts. They hanged helpless old women as witches. furth£r said that this world was better adapted to
They banished Qaaker£1, who found more hospitable fish culture than man culture-that there was only a
quarters among savages than among Ohristians. narrow belt around the earth which produces firstThey imprisoned men and women for not attending class men ; and that ia true in spite of all religions.
church on Sunday. Their punishment for differing
And this is just bow Christianity holds its grip on
from them in religious opinions was barbarous and the people. There are thousands who pay pew-rent
cruel. In some states their inhuman penalties are and uphold the ministers who take no stock in their
still standing upon the statute boob-such as brand- platitud 9S, yet encourage the wife and the children to
ing, cropping of ears, slitting of noses, boring the attend o'mrch, because after all they think it exerts
tongue with a hot iron, etc. These terrible penalties a moral infl!lence, or in any event can do no harm.
were inflicted for such offenses 88 ridiculing the But deceptbn never did and never can promote good
Bible, denying the holy trinity or the existence of morals; the ministers who teach it fall into more pitGod. And for a repetition of some of those offenses. holes than any other class of men according to their
the death penalty was inflicted.
numbers.
Did Infidels ever behave worse than that? Such
Christians claim that all our ideas of morality are
hav been the consequences of Christian fanaticism derived from the Bible, and that they oau come trom
and cruelty when God bas been on the side of Ohris- no other source. Here is where Ohristianity and
tians. Oh, there is nothing so much to be dreaded Liberalism,Part company. Let us quote a few lessons
as this God majority and Ohristian cruelty!
from this great fountain-head of morality, and see if
To-day, November 19th, while I am writing this the practice of the commandments would tend to
article on my knee, I am passing my seventy-first elevate the people to a high plane of morality.
mile-post. At the best I hav only a few years lQnger
"Ye shaH eat the flash of your sons and the :flesh
to stay. Will some young Liberal pledge himself to of your daughters" (Lev. xxvi, ·29).
take my place when I am gone 1 And will all young
"Thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the
Liberals remember these facts as I hav related them T flesh of thy sons and thy daughters " (Deut. xxviii,
And when some ignorant or lying minister-as one 53).
•' The fathers shall eat the sons, and the sons shall
has recently done in Naples-stands up and tells the
.
·people that Ohrhtianity has produced all the great eat the fathers" (Ez?k. v, 19).
men and built all the institutions of learning, and
"I will cause them to eat, every one the flash of his
carried with it the highest civilization wherever it friend" (Jer. xix, 9)
has been introduced, refe!!' him to these facts, and
Now, I ask those who support the ministers and
hll him they are interwoven into the history of the pay pew rant, and send their children to church for
country and cannot be denied. If he is too ignorant the good influence, if they want 'their children
to know these facts, he is too ignorant to be a turned into cannibals.
teacher. If he is dishones~ enough to cover them
I am aware that this kind of moralny will never be
up, let him meet that scorn and contempt which taught in the church. Indeed, the utmost care will be
he so justly deserves.
taken to keep the attention of the people away from·
I refer to these matters not because I wish to the filth and barbarity of much of the Bible. But it
injure the feelings of Christians, but because the is there, and it would be ruinous to the church for
truth ought to be known. When the people are the people at large to know all the abominations
more generally informed in regard to these facts, tke which the holy cess-pool contains. Does the story of
·theological stool-pigeons will no longer be able to David and Bathsheba contain a good moral lesson for
the young 1 Does the sto_ry in which Lot is reprelure the masses into their ecclesiastical gull traps.
The people are generaUy made to believe that the sen ted as bsing warned by divine interposition to dee
Christian religion exerts a healthy moral inflllence from the destruction of the city of the plains and as
wherever taught.
becoming at once the father and the grandfather of
This I deem a false impression, and the people his daughters' children, prnve bracing to good merought to be disabused in regard to the matter. als 1 Does the privilege granted in the Bible of sellChristianity has not been the promoter of good ing tainted meats hav a tendency to make men
morals in many countries where it bears sway- honest in their dealings T Does the story of drunken
nota~ly in Russia, Abyss!nia, Italy, Spain, Portugal, old Noah in~uce men to practice temperate habits?
·
The attention of a Ohristian was called to some of
Mexico, and South America.
Neither is it true, as sometimes stated, that aU these passages not long ago and he denied that any
great and good men hav beGn Ohristians. In the such stuff could be found in the Bible. When the
arts and sciences, in literature and morals, as great passages were read to him he became furious, and
and good men hav been produced outside of Ohris- said if he had suah a Bible he would burn it. And
tianity as Christianity could ever boast of. Has I agree with him ; such teaching ought to be burnt
Christianity ever produced greater philosophers or out or kicked out. .It is a disgrace to the civilization
more moral men than Plato and Socrates ? Has it of the nineteenth century. To teach that such
ever produced a greater or wiser lawgiver than loathsome savagery is the word of God is to spit in
Solon! A greater orator than Demosthenes? A the face of common sense, and outrage the soul of
greater general than Alexander the Great t Greater decency.
poets than Euripides, Sophocles, Virgil, and Homer?
Teaching the people to hav faith in an old book
And it is claimed by many that the ancient painters filled with absurdity and obscenity, and in a system
and sculptors hav never been equaled up to the of revealed religion, instead of teaching the prinoipresent time.
plea of a lofty manhood, fills the world with unscru-
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tront

pulous hypocrite, and makes them liv out an ugly lie
eve1•y day of their lives.
·
• There is a protracted meeting now in full. blast in
Naples. The minds of many are worked up to a
white heat. By command of the church all places of
business are closed after 7.30 o'clock every evening.
All the windows are placarded to that effect. One
man who has crawled on his belly and licked up the
ecclesiastical spittle, said they might ' 1fife and whistle,
·
but it did not prove their stuff to be true."
Another man who has had much to say about the
bad influence which my teaching exerts in society,
and sings in the choir and sits with bowed head and
looks very sanctimonious, went home the other day
and told a particular friend that he did not believe
a " damned word of it." And that is what this religious teaching does for men ; it makes them very
dishonest, and induces them to make pretenses before the world which they abhor in their souls. It
does BOt promote morality, it does not make people
better. Its tendency is directly in the opposit direc·
tion, and I go on to prove it.
Everyone knows that no outspoken Infidel could
be· elected to any important office in the United
States. All the successful politicians are impliedly
Ohristians. Every four years vast sums of money ·
are raised to carry on the political campaigns.
Wanamocker gave $10,000 to go into the corruption
funds when Harrison was elected. The Democrats
applied all the money they could raise for a similar
purpose. H is an open ·secret that this money is
used to buy votes, and win in the political contest
by any means foul or fair.
Ingalls is a great politician and a great Obristiall.
He said the Sermon on the Mount, and the decalog,
bad nothing to do in politics. In a sp~ech at .Topeka he said : " The old R Jmans had a saying, 'Money
does not stink however acquired.' ' Votes do not
smell badly after they are cast and counted,' no
matter how procured. Numbers, not quality, obtain the certificate of election.'' Here is set forth
the honesty of a great Obristian.
Neal Dow said that politicians would lie, cheat,
perjure tbemselvs, ·bribe voters, miscount vote£1,
stuff ballot-boxes, falsify voting lists, or any other
thing which they think advantageous to their party.
And be does not forget to say that many of them
are church members in good standing. Such is a
fair specimen of church influence and church morals.
From the politician to the criminal the transition
is easy and natural. Both furnish lessons of instruction. All who read tht papara know that nearly
everyone who takes tbtT rope route to escape the
evils of this world is attended by a priest or minister
or spiritual adviser, and Ohrist and God and heaven
are his last words before starting for his celestial
home.
Guiteau, the murderer of Garfield, sung and
talked about heaven while standing on the gallows.
O~to, who murdered his wife and was hanged in
Buffalo, regretted that his wife had died unrepentant, and could never meet him in beaTen, where he
should quickly appear. Herri, an Italian who has paid much attention
ho crimes and criminals, says that crime is closely
related with religion or superstition. Among two
hundred murderers be did not find one who was
irreligious.
Oassenova, himself a great criminal, says all
those who liv by unlawful means confide in the
help of God.
In the city of Naples there are sixteen murderers to every one hundred thousand inhabitants.
Naples is one of the most religious cities in Europe.
"No other city," says Caropalo, who bas made·
special study of the Neapolitan crimina}; "is so
close an observer of the practices of the church.
But the murderer, still stained with the blood he
has just shed, devoutly fasts, even while he is
meditating a fresh assassination. The vilest woman
places the image of the Virgin near · her bed and
devoutly prays before it."
Out of five hundred criminals Marro found fortysix per cent regular attendants at church. A man
imprisoned for rape reprimanded the prisoners when
he ~eard them use irreverent language. " I do not
imitate them," said be; "morning and evening I say
my prayers.'' In one prison a convict turned evangelist and held regular services every day, and seemed
just as enthusiastic as Sam Jones when he conducts
a protracted meeting at two hundred dollars a week.
It is found that the strictest observers of church
ceremonies bav the largest representation on the
criminal list, while those who are considered the most
lax, viz., Quakers and Universalists, hav the smallest, while the few Infidels who hav been imprisoned
hav been convicted in almost every instance, not for
crimes committed against society, but for crimes
··
against the church.
That the Ohristian religion shou:id tend to produce
criminals is not to be wondered at. When they read
in a book which they hav been taught to regard as
sacred that God's chosen people borrowed without
any intention of paying, and were commanded to do
so by God himself ; when they read that binooent
people can be sacrificed, as Jephthah's daughter;
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that innocent babes were murdered by God's .com·
mand and mothers ripped up alive and girls torn
from their parents and given ·over to a brutalized
soldiery; that men could rob and plunder and wage
wars of extermination, and keep women enough
around. them as wives or concubines to shame a Turkish harem ; that they could sell tainted meat with
God's approval-is it any wonder, I say, that people,
with such belief, should swell the criminal list "in
any country where such belief is entertained ! There
are many passages of scripture which seem to license
men to walk in crooked ways.
For instance, God hardened ·Pharaoh's heart so
that he could not let the Israelites go, and then
brought the most terrible curses upon the whole
people because he did not. A meaner act was never
recorded for either God or man. Would not such
acts on the pad of God naturally lead one to think
that· any mean act performed in the name of God
would be justifiable?
There are other passages which are not well l'alculated to provoke me11 to good works, such as the
following, viz.: " God shall send them strong delusions that they may believe a lie." " Being crafty I
caught them with guile." "For if the truth of God
hath more abounded through my lie unto his glory,
why yet am I also j 1dged as a sinner ?"
Now, I do not quote these passages for the purpose of giving the Obristians a_ raking down-far
from it. I call attention to them out of a good motiv. Because I believe they exert a bad influence
over the minds of men. While I believe there are
portions of the Bible which are grand and sublime,
and calculated to exert a good influence over the
mind, yet to teach that such passages as I hav
quoted are the words of God is a wickedness, it
seems to me, that no well-meaning man would be
guilty of.
There are other passages of scripture weB calculated to produce disastrous eftacts, both mental and
moral.
A few years ago a man, under religious excitement,
read the acc'lunt of Jephtha's daughter, and became
impressed with the idea that he ought to sacrifice
his dauRhter. Twice he attempted to burn her on
a pile of wood, and twice, by mere accident, she was
rescued. In the last attempt he burnt her clothes
nearly off, and blistered her limbs fearfully. A
woman held the hands of her little boy upon a hot
stove to giv him a foretaste of what he would hav
to suffar if he was wicked and went to hell.
The father of a little bo~was quite sure that God
had commanded him to offdr " little Benny " as a
sacrifice, as Abraha~ was commanded to offer up
his son Isaac. He plunged a large knife into little
Benny's body_ splitting through his breastbone,
and inflicting a mortal wound. Benny did not die
immediately, and asked his mother to put him in
his little bed. When the fever raged and his throat
became parched he asked for water, which was refused him for fear it would make God angry to
relieve his suffering. The mother said she supposed
it was the will of God, but it seemed hard. When
the authorities disinterred little Benny, the father
put him upon his knees, and held him in position
while he showed how he thrust the knife into him.
Years ago a minister whipped his little boy to death
in a cellar because be could not spell a word. He
had read and believed if he " spared the rod " he
would "spoil the child."
The story of Freeman and his daughter is familiar to all. His little girl was sleeping when be
plunged a long knife to her heart. She opened her
eyes and said, "Papa!'' and all was over.
JoHN PECK.
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)

Let Us Return Thanks.
Why should we return thanks T I never feel like
thanking any. persons unless they hav put me· under
obligations to them. For instance, I never feel like
running across the street to thank a stranger that I
never saw, unable to tell him why I was thanking or what for. Yet there are people in this
country who run after a strange God to thank him
at least once a year, according to the commands of
their high priests and governors. But do they return thanks T In my opinion there is as little reverence for the day and the God they pretend to worship as I hav-and that is none. It is a mere form
with the presidents and governors that they issue
those Thanksgiving edicts. It is only a sop thrown
to the bigots, who pretend to think the people want
to suspend work in order to " thank God " for the
kindness shown them during the year. The evidence
of the hypocrisy is shown by the indifference to the
command. The people as a general thing pay no
attention to it. And why should they T
At this place on Thanksgiving day a poor miner was
mashed almost to death by falling slate in. the mine.
The thought occurred to me as I heard it : What ~as
that poor fellow got to thank G-a-u-d for! 0 hber
men are feasting and making merry, while this poor
fellow and his class are crawling in the m~nes like
worms in the dust and darkness, tor a pittance to liv
:,
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upon. Yet they are commanded to thank the Lord
by the president and governor. They will not do it,
because they hav neither time nor inclination to
thank him who shows so little concern about their
welfare. This God has brought them into a world
without their asking or consent, where they are made
to slave like culprits, and then, if they should break
."the least of his commands, they are guilty of the
whole." Yet his commands are so many that it is
almost impossible to keep them; in other words, the
devil's mortgage means a foreclosure. How men find
it in their hearts to worship such an exa~ting God,
and one with so little concern about their welfare, I
_cannot tell. Had they been born in hell they could
with as muc!J. consistency hav thanked Satan for the
occupancy of one corner of his sooty majesty's cavern
as thank God for the privilege to occupy such an unwholeJJome place as the mines of America. Hereafter
.I hope that presidents and governOJ:'B of this ''free "
country will withhold their messages. They ue
nauseating to common-sense people.
Every large city throughout this broad land has
charitable institutions in it-insane asylums, asylums
for the deaf and dumb, institutes for the blind, wid·
owe' and orphans' homes-all of them built, and
their inmates kept, by the labors of men-by a taxyet I hav the tlrst instance to hear of where man
complained of such a tax. Then let us return thanks
to whom thanks are due-to man for his generosity.
Gray, Ky., Nov. 25, 1890.
S. P. HERRON.

Is There a God!
A ven~~:eful, pitiless, almighty fiend,
Whose mercy is a nickname for the rage
.
Ol tameless tigers hungering for blood.-BkeUey.
Long, long ages ago, millions Of years before man
came upon the earth, the laws of nature (as they are
to-day recognized) were in vogue, had been in uninterrupted operation, thus proving .their uniformitv,
also that no supernatural interference could divert
.them from their regular course. There is not, and
never has been, one single instance on record, that
can be pointed out, of any irregularity in their
career or of any violation whatever. Upon the immutability of their order depend the calculations of
the astronomer, and by such calculations he is able
to predict the exact moment of an eclipse, the return
of a comet, the transit of Mercury or Venus across
the sun's disk, the time of high and low tides, and the
exact place .where a solar body can be found at a
given time. And the accuracy with which these calculations are given is unanswerable proof of the immutability and uniformity of the laws of nature.
But once we admit the existence of a God, and
thereby introduce spasmodic action into the machinery of the universe, which would be the case if such a
God could supersede or interfere with the regularity
of these universal laws, and the result must be
instant chaos, disorder, and confusion. Newton's
" Principia" would never hav been published, the
three laws of Kepler would hav b~n an abortion, and
La Place's "Mechanique Oeleste" would hav been
written in vain; legitimate sunrise and sunset would
be uncertain; the mariner and the agriculturist, the
philosopher and the scientist, would be daily ba:tlled
at the uncertainty and the reeling of nature's throne.
Happily, however, such is not the case, such has
never been the case, and such never will be the case.
The past systematic succession of events is sufficient
proof of-this. Now, if I were told that somebody or
something called God, an abstraction, made or
created both nature and its lawe, and that he who
made them can alae unmake them, change or suspend them, I should reply by saying that it is simply an assertion that is incapable of verification by
experience. And I should first require to be shown
beyond the possibility of doubt that there is really a
God, and seoond, that he did make nature's laws. I
should require to be demonstrated (as we would
demonstrate a problem in arithmetic) the existence
of a being superior to and outside or independent of
the rest of nature, and then how, after establishing detlnit and physical laws, he ·could do physical impossibilities. If such a being exists, let him
demonstrate his existence to his credulous children
in such characters as cannot be mistaken or misunderstood. It;, easy for a privileged cla~s to speak
upon this subl,ct in vague and general language, but
I ask for one positiv fact: If your God is superior to
nature's laws, let him make the sun rise in the west
and set in the east. Let him cause it to remain stationary or r_etrograde half a day. Let him make
water freeze at 212° Fahrenheit, or vapor rise at 32°.
Let him cause gravitation to be suspended or the
rotation of the earth to cease. The opposit of these
are nature's laws, fixed, definit, and unalterable, and
the more we know of them, the less we know of that
which is called supernatural.
But, says the Theist, arguing from a necessitarian
standpoint, there must hav been a beginning to all
thls, or, properly speaking, a "first cause." I reply
by asking, How, where, when, or what is the "first
ciuae f" The question itself is unthinkable ; . we
cannot imagin a first cause or beginning. The whole
of nature is one long, continuous line of cause and
e:lfeot, eaoh cause being but an effect, and each eft'ect
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To conceive a beginning, or tlrst cause, we must break the line somewhere, and by so doing we should annihilate existence, which is impossible. Neither can we imagin
an uncaused cause, nor can a cause cause itself, for
then it would cease to be a cause (except in relation
to what followed) and would become an effect.. And
therefore it is impossible for man to conceive an ongin in nature, i.e., a first cause, i.e., a beginning.
Hence, the conclusion to which we are driven is, first,
that material existences could not be created from
nonentity, for not one single atom of matter exists
but what is an activ or passiv agent, or both ; second, that action and reaction are reciprocal, death
giving rise to life and life eventuating in death;
this ring of changes is eternal, withont commencement or termination ; third, tbat this belies creation or a beginning, there being no beginning or creation. There could not be. In fact, there is no need
for a beginner, or creator, or God. It may be argued,
if there is no God, or creator, how came existence 1 If so, I could only reply that "existence"
came not at all, but that "existence" always was, is
now, and ever will be, world without end, amen.
Men prate about the insufficiency of nature to produce what we see around us, but in so doing they
seem to forget, or rather they do not know, that they
are making their own ignorance the measure of nature's power. "Do men know all that nature can do
and how she does it!" What right hav they got to
demand from me a belief in the supernatural until
they hav mastered the natural! What right hav
they to dogmatize, and fix limits to the powers of
the material world, and ascribe what are as yet
secrets in nature to something out of nature! Not
only is such a course paradoxical and presumptuous,
but it is fatal to all demonstration, for under it
reason must be abandoned, facts ignored, and inquiry
itself an incongruity. Here, indeed, lies the grand
fallacy of all religions, the groundwork of all superstitions. And while " man " has been watching for
a " God" who may never come, the priest is watching his opportunity to plunder the poor watcher of
his good here, and not until men are modest enough
to confess the truth, and honest enough to avow it,
will priestly despotism and intolerance be deprived
of its power. The name of God has ever been a
black, dark cloud across the intellectual atmosphere
of man. It has ever been a mighty and effectiv
weapon in the hands of the priests, by which they
hav been enabled to dominate and subjagate mankind. It does seem surprising to me that men
should hav been swayed by motive so cowardly
and so unworthy of them. The priest by pointing
to the future has blinded msn to the stern duties
and realities of life, to be awakened only by the
clanking of their chains, to find themselvs the
slaves of a king. And the king to show his gratitude has shared his power with the church, and
between these inhuman parasites with the
ferocity of brigands and robbers, pity finding no
place in their cruel hearts, man has been kept in
subjection and servitude-in subjection to the one
by the awe-inspired dread of the other. In conchision I could not do better than to quote Shelley
in answering the question asked by my title, who,
in speaking of the burning of an Atheist, says :
I wept.
Weep not, child, cried my mother, for that man
Hath said, There is no God.
There is no God ;
Nature confirms the faith his death groan sealed :
Let heaven and earth, let man's revolving race,
His ceaseless generations, tell their tale.
Let every part depending on the chain that links
It to the whole, point to the hand that grasps its term.
Let every seed that falls in ~llent eloquence unfold
Its store of argument. Infinity within,
·
Infinity without, belie creation ..
JOHN R. 0HABLESWOBTH.
Brotherhood of Moralists.
Report of tTie Propaf]antla Committee Of tTie Brot11er1.ooa of Moral·
ists, at Hannibal, Mo., for Novernbe1·, 1890.
Sl!.ORBTARY 1S RBPORT.

During the month forty membership certificates were
issued, making a total of 1,238 members. The new members are from Kansas, Washington, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad
Island, Washington, D. C., Ohio, California, Missouri, Texas,
Michigan, Ala'6ama, Georgia, North Carolina, Idaho. and
New York.
F. H. RAU, Sec.
TR.l!.ASURBR1S R.l!.PORT.

Balance from October report................................ $105
From G. P. Driesbach, Pa.................................... 1
Charles Lambert, Mo...........................................
1
W. D. Mackenzie, Washington, D. c.....................
S. A. Roach, Trinidad Island...............................
C. A. Meltz,
"
" ...............................
J, A. Crichlow, "
" ...............................
L. R. T. and E. M., each ten cents........................

80

00
00

25
25
25
25
20

•rotal. ............................................... $109 00
Mailing constitutions, etc ............................ $4 05
Appropriations to aid Ella. E. Gibson in her
effort to start a Brotherhood paper ...... 35 00
39 05

Balance ........................................... $69 95
A. R. AYRES, Treasurer.

Hannibal, Mo.
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THE TRUTH SEEK.EH.,
Our London Letter.

. Th~ great ~ooth boom is being well advertised, but
m sp1te of th1s the money is not coming in at the
rate the I:~?moter of t~e scheme evidently anticipated;
the condmonal prom1ses of substantial sums will not
come to much, _ju~g~ng by present p1ospects, and
those generous mdmduals who will pay £1,000 if so
many others will subscribe a like amount in a certain
ti~e, wil_l most probably not be called upon to part
w1t~ thetr money. This method of giving is simply
la;yu;tg your own odds against the scheme being
~arned through, w~ile the general public at once
JUmps to the conclus10n that the promiser is supporting the &ffair. The religious sectaries were at first
loud in their praises, but after reflecting over the
matter are now beginning to fight rather shy of
Booth and his works. The editor of the .1Jreethinke1·
has trented the scheme exhauetivly, and shows its
ut~er ab.surdity, and what small probability there is
of 1ts bemg worked out on the lines laid down. Other
papers hav taken a retrospectiv view of the Salvation
Army, and pointed out that there are no appreciable
good results after all the time it has existed, and the
thousands of pounds sterling that hav been collected.
All this money has practically gone to the aggrandizement of the promoter and his family and immediate frien?s, and if it were not that the crop of fools
never fails, he would hav come to the end of his
tether. Socialism is sneered at and decried by the
very people who now support the man who has some
muddled ideas on the subject, and fancies he can
turn the wastrels into first-class citizens. All those
he cannot possibly lick into shape are to be exported for some other nation to take in hand, but
he does not yet say what country is to be the
recipient of his bounty.
. The Parnell business is causing great excitement
JUSt _now, a~d great efforts are being made by
certam parties to oust the chief actor from his
po_sit!on of leade~ C?f the Irish pady. It is evident
~his 1s some poht1cal dodge, and the divorce suit
IS merely a handle to wield the weapon. If it was
really a question of immorality we should hear of
a similar outcry in the case of' many of the members _of the house of landlords. The Connemara
case IS far worse, and yet this most ''noble " individual was not kicked out of his post immediately his
foul deeds were divulged to the public. It is noth·
ing but. gross J::y~ocrisy on the part of the eminent
professmg Ohr1stians in expressing their horror of
such "awful depravity." Christ is not reported to
hav thought adultery so very heinous, as he is said
to hav _tol~ those who wished to punish the woman
t~ken. m .tne act tbl'l!t the ones among them without
am might cast the :first stone.
Tha_t eminent ~nd humble follower of the Lord,
Dr. L1dden, camed out his master's injunction to lay
not up treasure on earth almost to the letter for his
personal estate wsa only valued li.t the small' sum of
£4:7,_226: It is.interesting .to know that by the terms
of h1s yaH he kmdly comm1ts his soul into the hands
of ahmghty God, who will no doubt be highly gratified by the bequest, and probably has by this time
sent !:l special company of angels to guard the treasure to the New Jerusalem.
. An article in the current number of the National
Eeforme?·, by the editor, on "The Present Outlook
for ~r~ethou~~t in England," is a capital sketch,
contammg as 1!: does a great deal of information in
a very small space, and as the writer knows as much
aboat the subjact as any man living, it is worthy of
careful and repeated perusa1, and might be reproduced with. advantage in THE TRUTH SEEKER and
other A::nencan Freet~ought papere, as a correctiv
to some maccurate vers1ons that it seems hav already
appeared.
. It ~ :rath~r i~explicable that two professed Agnostics, l:>amue. Lamg and the marquis of Queensberry
should each h"v sent £100 to the Booth scheme fo;
~he great B_ooth is nothing if not profoundly r~lig
Ious, ~nd lus two helpers say they hav no faith in
anythmg of the sort, and are totally opposed to the
very creed Booth preaches so loudly. The working
J. D.
of the humlln mind is a great mystery.

A Query Answered.
In your article, "Been at Church," in THx TRUTH SEEKER
of _May 10,_1890, yo~ speak of Josephus's speaking of Christ
bem~,an InterpolatiOn by Eusebius, and you say Dr. Lardner, "dlshop Warburton, Faber, and other ancient writers
'
cons! er 1~ so. What I wish to ask is this can you ·
refere~ce~ where t? find these f,acts, of tho~e writers~~~e~t~
ing. this InterpolatiOn by Eusebms or the proof of it b~in
an mterpolatlon?
'
W-- g

~n reply to the, above question, I would refer inqmrers to Taylors "Dlegesis," a book that contains
more matter for argument against Christianity than
an~ other half-dozen ~ooks I know of. It is a perftc, mass of proof, Just such as all investigators
need. It g_oes b_ack to the beginning of Christi~nity
and sweeps It enti;ely away-Christ and all. Its facts
a~e so weJI classified, too, and literally heaped and
piled ~P· 0 n page 386 Taylor says of the famous passage m ~osepbus : " The passage was first quoted
by En:e?me, w~o ex~lts over it as if he had found
a prod1gwua pr1za, h1s exultation itself only serving
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to awaken suspicion in every critical mind that the
passage is but another added to the long list cf his
own most audacious forgeries, as he immediately
subjoins, 'Wherefore since this Hebrew historian
hath of old delivered these things in his own writing,
answering our savior, what evasion can save those
who invent arguments against these things, from
standing convicted of downright impudence!' Yet,
for all this terrible defiance, the most unquestionably
orthodox and best learned of the whole Christian
world hav invented arguments against the validity
of this passage, and hav shown, to absolute demonstration, the certainty t.hat Josephus did not write
the passage, and the probability that Eusebius himself did." Gibbon says : " The passage concerning
Jesus Christ was inserted into the text of Josephus,
between the time of O.rigen and that of Eusebius,
and may furnish us with an example of no vulgRr
forgery." Taylor continues: "Conviction has thus
far forced itself upon the mind of the highest authority which Christians themselvs can appeal to.
Their own all-deciding Dr. Lardner has pronounced
this passage to be an interpolation. It is rejected
by Ittigius, Blondel, LeOlerc, Vandale, Bishop Warburton, and Faber. '.rhis latter author suspects that
Eusebius himself was the author of the interpolation.
What, then, must we think of Eusebius T He is the
sheet-anchor of reliance for all we know of the three
first centuries of the Christian history."
Lardner says of the passage, "It was never quoted
by any of our Christian ancestors before Eusebius.
It interrupts the narrativ. It is not quoted by
Chrysostom, though he often refers to Josephus,
and could not hav omitted quoting it had it berm in
the text." On page 363 Rev. Robert Taylor says: "If
the testimony to Jesus as the Christ had been from
the beginning in Josephus's works, it is strange that
it should never hav been quoted by ancient apologists
for Christianity, and now in the beginning of the
fourth century be thought so important as to be
quoted by our author in two of his works still remaining"- that is to say, surely Eusebius forged it
himself, for the purpose of quoting his own forgery.
There was never an advocate of the Christia11 evidences yet whose conscience would hav any hesitation to such services in so good a cause.
ELMINA DBAKE SLENKER.

A New Christmas Story.
In the long years ago the people lived without any
written calendar to keep the years and months and
days. And many milliens of revolving years passed
away before they knew what made or constituted a
year, or to even count the changes of the moon upon
their fingers. But after many tribes and wandering
n&tions had grown up and passed from human eight
away, the laws of evolution at length' brought forth
a class of better; and a tri:B.a wiser, men.
A certain few of these men commenced to study
the stars and to build pyramids and costly temples,
and establish a worship of the golden sun.
As the people grew more proud and grand in physical things, they commenced to make to themselvs
priests and ruling things. And these, in turn, il'.stituted many silly rites and mock ceremonies to deceive the people and induce a worship of themselvs.
But soon these "holy lords " became too numerous
and jealous of each other, and divisions and quarrels
ensued.
And the p.;ople, too, were having too many Gods,
and too many kings and priests to support. Hence
tyranny and blood for a season bore rule.
At this period most nations were taught that this
world was the only world, and that it always existed,
while others thought it had a beginning.
At length there arose another nation with many
kings and priests, and they had great authority
over the people.
The people of this nation were called Jews.
The priests taught this nation that a great invisible personal king who lived somewhere above
the "firmament" made this " big" world in just
six days out of a stick of candy, having nothing
else to begin with. And that he bad three or
four nice days to work in before there was any sun.
From this time onward the Jews kapt a kind
of memorandum of the age of the world, in lunar
menths and years as they rolled by.
The Jewish priesthood soon became a popular
and a paying businese.
But one golden calf was not quite aufficient for
them all.
..Hence .many seceded from Jewish authority, and
JOined w1th other nations for the establishment of
a new era, by the making of a visible " God " in
the form of man.
So these priests told the people that · a mangod would soon be born, the fact having been
sean in a dream.
The purport of the dream seems to be this, that
a gust of holy wind, or a personal ghost, would
soon make love to a modest young " virgin," and
she would become the mother of a beautiful child
'
and his name should be Christna.
·Of course the " invisible God " would be his father
and he would be " his only begotten son."
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But, as the story is told, it seems the cruel father
neglected to look after, or care for, this prospectiv
mother. She was left to shift, and support berself,
as best she oculd.
,
In due time ominous signs appeared. The "wise
world" commenced to \Vhisper the words of slander.
Oh! poor neglected and deserted Mary! BJame
her, not the ghost, nor the gods.
She needed friendship. She sought for and found
one (who hsd been recommended by the prietJthood)
by the nama of J oeeph.
It may be sad to relate, but ih is ~aid that this
lonely vh·gin-deserted by her seducer-was comp~lled, by a ~ecree from the king, to walk in company
":1th her frxend Jose~h many long miles to a great
mty to be taxed. Th1s ci~y was called Bethlehem.
It is loc~ted, agreeably to our modern maps, in rather
a cold climate-forty degrees north latitude.
Upon reaching this city, both weary and footsore,
she found the tax-payers, to support the priesthood,
so numerous that no warm fire, or :-!pare room, was
left for her.
But necessity bec&me the mother of invention for
' .
a ''God" was soon to be born. Her good friend,.
J osepb. soon found a lonely hovel where beasts were
fed. Fjnding a few sticks and a little straw he made
a nest, or bed, in its cold manger, on the 25th of
Dscember, year 1 (new st.yle), while the thermometer
registered from thirty to forty below zero.
Just think of it! Talmage says it was right here
where the "Great Jehovah" permitted his "only
begotten son to be born.''
Oh, poor child! freEzing, freezing, and his father
above the clouds, and his poor mother in a swoon
unconecioue, half dead. . But to be charitable it i~
presumed that some anti-Jew, or some outside sinner, had compassion on him and his mother, and
they lived. For so says the " Christian system;"
To perpetuate this miserable superstition, every
25th of Dacember some half-civilized wiseacre or
some Salvatio? Army tramr, !Dust be dressed in :ags
and parade h1mself before httle children under the
name " Santa Olaus.'' And when the tramp is not
at hand, then put a few beechnuts and a baby doll
in an old stocking and hang it on a nail in the chimney corner on the night of the 24th, and then in the
morning of the 25 &h call up your children and begin
to tell them a whopper by saying that old Santa
Claus, or the good old devil, brought them down hhe
chimney during the night.
" Ou~ of t~~ fore~oing !llYth came the day called
Chns~mas.
It Is accepted· as true only by a
few natiOns, and not by the well informed in those.
And thus ends our present Christmas story in the
bogus year of a bogus Lord, Dec. 25, 1890.
But let us be merry and joyful on the 4th of July
and also on the birthday of as many "Lord Gods,;
as our knowledge and clear conscience will permit.
E. B. WHEELOCK.

Items of }"oreign Freethonght News.
The clergy of the city of Altona, Holstein is working for all H is worth to secure the passaa~ of a law
compelling all children to attend church r~gularly.
IJas Menschenthum .
In the town of Bordee, Yonne, there has never been
a single religious ceremony, either baptism marriage
or funeraL-La Verite. That is the w~y to ha;
things. Would that we Yankees could say the like.
The im_Perial. government of Garmany is at present
engaged m takmg a census. Among questions to be
ans.wered is one as to the religious or non-religious
behef of each person. Considering tbe recent religious disturbances in Germany, we expect a showing
as favorabl0u.s that of Englaud.
Our friends in Belgium are wide awake. December 14hh the Liberals had a great demonstration on
occasion of the unvailing of a monument in honor of
Deaire Lesaffer at Oudenburg.-La Raison. We
hope, in a future number of THE TRUTH SEEXEB to
giv our readers the particulars.
'
Owing to_ the Jesuitical machinations of Henry V.
BerQ'hell, Mr. Lennstrand and several of the most
prominent Swedish Freethinkers bav left the society.
Mr.. Lennstrand will, however, continue his battle
against superstition by delivering lectures and holding Bible-class meetings.-Fritanlcaren. We will
giv the particulars next week.
At the recent congress of the Federation of French
Freethought Societies Mr. Sebacre was reelected as
president. . Tlie co~gress, w~ic~ was attended by the
representat1vs of e1ghty soc1eties, resolved to bring
about a complete se~aration of church and state and
to establish a comm1ttee to be charged with th~ distribution of Freethought literature.-Bulletin MensueZ.
Mr. Vogtherr, president of the Free Religious Asii'

s?ci~tion of Berlin, has b~e~ sentenced by the pr~

V1nc1al court of Potsdam to s1x weeks' im.prisonmenl•.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
He had in a lec~ure used the following expression :
"The nursery tale of six days' creation, and a God
p'untom, are hindrances to mental prog:zess." A
minor court had sentenced . him to six months' imprisonment, but, your readers remember, he appealed
to higher aut~ority.-:- Freireligi<Jses-Sonntags-Blatt.
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from time to time, and there is every reason to ples persisted in down to a comparativly late date in
believe that the date of their appearance was made history.
to accord by learned priests with certain astronomical
Bnt by the mutation ("nodding") of the earth's
periods of about six hundred years each. In short, axia-a movement which resembles the "wobbling "
these ancient messiahs are usue!ly sun-gods, and of a top that is running down, but which, in the caae
while the story of their doings varied with the of the earth, requires twenty-five thousand years to
locality they bore a well-marked general semblance describe a single complete circle in the heavens-a
Tb.at' our readers may know what to expect when to each other.
phenomenon called the precession of the equinoxes
the recognition of Christ as the ruler of all nations
The sun-god in all mythologies is usually born on takes place. The time came when, by this preceshas been: embodied in our laws, we present the fol- December 24th to 25th, three days after the winter sion, the vernal equinox had slipped back into the
lowing piece of news taken from Freiheit. A few solstic,., when, the southward retreat of the sun sign of Aries, the Ram or Lamb. Then this last
weeks ago a young man was persuaded to enter, the being checked, the days begin to lengthen, so that animal became the chosen symbol of the messiah,
village church of Naumburg, Garmany. His friends, in a very real sense, the sun may be said then to be and both Horus, the Egyptian god, and Christna, were
who were to lunch on our sc.vlor's ilash and blood, reborn into the world. We must remember that this called 11 the g9od shepherd." Many of the beautiful
sucaeeded in getting him up to the altar, but he re- is the reason why Chri~t's birthday is kept by the similes of the New Testament which deal with sheep,
sisted most effectually any attempt to make-him church upon that date-not because it is definitly lambs, and shepherds hav their origin in the pagsn
kneel down. The city authorities sentenced him to known to be the birth-time of Jesus-for among the worship of the sun when in the constellation Ariee,
eight days' imprisonment for blaephemons c.onduct. early Christian fathers there were good authorities and they were undoubtedly adopted by the apostl~a
for every month in the year-but because the com- and other early Christians, because only in this wny
The clergy of Bohemia is vety tolerant indeed. mon people were too wedded to the old festival of could the new religion be grafted upon the superstiSome time ago the widow ·of Dr. Braener died in the sun to giv it up. The church, therefore, wisely tious observances of the common people. Indeed,
it is manifest to every deep student of mythology,
Paris and wa11, according to her own wishes, creme. ted. grafted the new anniversary upon the old.
Bat the evil powers of winter and darkness at that only by this apparent sanction of the older worThe ashes were sent to Prague, but the clergy denied
to receive them in the ohurcb, to sprinkle the box con- onpe seek the life of the sun-child ; and the reigning ship can any new belief ever gain a foothold in the
.
taining the remains, and to pray for her soul. An ap- king·( winter personified) issues an edict to destroy affections of the populace.
Just previous to Christ's birth the whole civilized
paal was made to the archbishop, but he sustained by frost all the young growing creatures in the connthe aotion taken by his subordinate3. It is to ba re- try. This "massacre of the innocents," whose tra- world was on tiptoe with anticipation of a new mesmembered that "Mrs. Brauner had while alive con- dition is so pathetically preserved by St. Matthew in siah-the messiah of the sign Pisces, the Fishes, and
tributed several thousand dollars to various religious his beautif11l stories of the Christ-child, was sculpt- we read of many" false Cbriats ''who are said to
institutions. But all this was forgotten because of ured on the rock temples of India many centuries hv asserted themselvs at t!lat time, both before and
.the "Atheistic" disposal of her ramains.-Der bdore the Christian era, and was undoubtedly first after the appearance of Jesus himself. And now the related of Ohristna, if not of some earlier deity. time is at hr.nd when, by the precession of the equiLicktfrtJurul.
The young sun god, however, slips away unharmed noxes, the sun, at the spring equinox, is about to
Considerable excitement exists in the ranks of the through the constellations, and grows in favor daily slip back into still another sign-that of Aquarius,
the Water Bearer, and we may confidently expect an
Liberal party in Spain. Since the last C-'tholic con- wHh God and man.
At the feast of the vernal equinox, of which the eruption of messiahs for some little time to come
gress at Sa1'agossa, where the clergy called upon the
queen-regent to assist the holy father in .the Vatican Saxon festival to tbe goddess E:~stre (compare our among the savages or among the illiterate of our
against the Atheistic Italian government, the queen Easter) was a survival, the solar deity appears as a own people who faithfully preserve in their housebas pardoned two Basque priests who were by the radiant youth who emerges from the wintry under- hold customs and folk-lore, without definitly knowcourt of Bilbao sentenced to five years and seven world of death, bringing life and gladness to all ing why, the memorials which warn them when a
months' imprisonment for treason against the Span. creation-plants, beasts, and men. For at the new messiah is at hand. El Mahdi, the Arabic
ish government. It is a bad sign, and considering spring equinox the days which hav ever since .the sun prophet, was perhaps the first of these nineteenth
the moral cowardice of the greater part of the Span- god was born at Christmas been lengthening, finally century reincarnations of the solar messiah, although
ish people, as exhibited by concealing their true be- gain upon the nights, so that the powers of light may be posed rather as human, acting under divine guidlief-or better, disbelief-s severe clerical reactiQn be now said to triumph over darkness. From this ance; Schweinfurth, with his following of singularly
time he mounts higher and higher in the heavens, deluded and hypnotized women, is a second of these
is looked for.-Las .Dominicales.
until he reaches the zenith at the time of the summer messiahs; and now the subject of this craze among
A little volume of "Moral Instruction for Chil- solstice (June 21st), when he is received in a blaze of the Indians of the Northwest is a third. But the
dren" has recently been introduced in the schools of glory into the arms of that ineffable sky father of the end is not yet; there are mora to follow from the
Bavaria. The plan is quite novel, and as a means to blue expanse who was called in Sanskrit Dyaus-Pitar, ranks of ignorant enthusiasts in the near future, for
the time of the astronomical change whose memorial
destroy moral purity and innocence in children it in Greek Z 9US Pater, and in Latin Jupiter.
Some
mythologies
were
content
to
leave
the
sun
the folk-lore of the common people has preserved in
bas not its equal. I will take but one example, and
add that the rest of the book is worse, and decidedly god at this glorious consummation of his life, but a hundred and one unobtrusiv ways is at hand; and
so. On page 8 of this "moral" instructor it says: most of the folk-lore tales preserve the traditions of moreover, we are at the end of the regular six"Fonrt.h commandment: Thou shalt honor thy a false friend who steadily creeps upon the solar hero hundred-year period when, after a certain conjuncfather and mother. Rs1lactions. 1. I hav wished in and wounds him from behind, or in some way drags tion of the sun and moon, the new solar messiah is
all earnestness evil to befall my parents (grandpar- him down to the under-world of winter and death at likely to be born.
It is greatly to be. deplored that the government
ents), guardianP, teachers, . . . times (- . . the autumnal equinox, when the nights begin to
during the week), (. . . during the month)" lengthen over the days. Thus was the solar hero, has not made a point of sending some good com·
The blank spaces are to be filled out by the children Siegfried, of the Nibelungen Lied, stabbed in the parativ mythologists out in the field to study up this
at the end of each week and month. If nine-tenths back, where the treacherous red cross marked his Indian ghost dance. It is an opportunity which has
of the children using this book do not become moral vulnerable part ; thus was Baldur, the beautiful, slain probably never occurred before to the American
lepers, liars, or hypoarits it is not the fault of the by the mistletoe of the evil Loki in Norseland; thus people, and which will probably never occur agair,
was Achilles wounded in the heel, and thus was King of studying, at the fountain-head, memorials of sunclergy who originated this move.
Arthur betrayed by his trusted friend Launcelot and myths banded down from a prehistoric past. When
kinsman Modred.
the occasion which called forth the present messiah
In the Russian province of Wiatha a new Chrie- hisBut,
although the sun god sinks to the under-world craze shall bav passed, many of the priceless folk-lore
tinn sect has seen the light of day. These Chris- in the autumn, no evil thing can permanently harm
tians believe only in God, but not in Christ Jesus him. He possesses, even in hades itself, the revivify- memorials which could now be so easily obtained will
bav slipped out of sight of the white rlice, to be
or. the Holy Ghost. During the summer months
the members meet in the woods, during winter time ing power of the sun, and, as he passes through the tucked away in the memories of their Indian owners,
abode of the dead, the souls of the departed gather and only to be gotten at by white folk-lore students
in isolated houses, and always at night and in e.bout him to ba redeemed and led up to the new life with bard dig~ing.-Iaa 0. Oradaock in Philadeldarkness. Among their peculiar notions is one in the spring. The Christian feast of AU Souls, and
phia Sunday Times.
which prohibits them from smoking and drinking
------~~-----for a term of twelve years. As a result of this they the Hallowe'en, or nut-crack night, which precedes
Lectures and .Meetings.
are very much in demand as l"borers. The govern- it, are in reality festivals of the autumnal equinox,
hBv gotten belated with the lapse of centuries
"CREEDS and Morals" will be Starr H. Nichols's subject at
!llent does not interfere with them, only so far as it which
through imperfections and changes in the calendar.
tries to prevent them from beating into insensibility And the ghost dance among our Indians of the the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th street, Friday
evening, December 19th.
th~ drunken clergy, the pops. Some time ago, it is
Northwest is evidently the survival of the ancient
uid, the Kuger-Sarba, as is the name of the sect, pagan festi.val of AU Soule, a survival which shows
TRE Brooklyn Philosophical Association, Bedford avenue
found a pop on the road in a state of glorious intox- internal evidence of having been banded down in the and South Second street, Brooklyn, E.D., will listen to Mr.
ication. They fastened sn old door to the top of s
E. L. Starck on " Logic in Language," Sunday afternoon, at
high 1lag-pole, and placed the reverend gentleman Indian folk-lore and not transmitted through Chris- 3 P.M., December 21st.
on it, and kept him there for a term of five days on tianity.
W. F. JAMmsoN will probably deliver a lecture before the
Can we wonder at t.he persistency of our Indian
bread and water.-.Der Freidenker.
Chicago Secular Union on "What Freethinkers Believe and
tribes
in
keeping
up
their
ghost
dance
at
this
season
GusTAVE NELSON.
of the year T Can we wonder at the positivness with Disbelieve." The Liberals of Chicago would like to hav a------~~-----which they declare that the messiah, who is to save debate, if a clergyman could be found to meet Jamieson.
A Period for Messiahs.
them, will come in the spring ! N nr can we wonder
"RltMINIBOBNOEB," by Lucy N. Colman, ($1) is the stor~_of
In what is to be found the real origin of the Indian at the action of that Indian who, seizing the arm of a life
spent in the interests of truth and freedom, and par,Icmessiah craze ? Why do the Indians persist on in Mr. Stewart, the agency saddler at Standing Rock ularly in support of the antislavery agitation and in furtherstraight
at
the
blazing
agency,
forced
him
to
look
their ·curious "ghost dance'"
ance or the abolition of "woman's wrongs." as expresse~ by
The popular explanat.ion hitherto has been that sun, exclaiming : " See, there is the Indian messiah Mrs. Colman. The "Reminiscences" are _full ~f cunous
experiences, not the least of which was the mter'!Jew o! the
the messiah idea, at any rat£>, is borrowed from now!"
authoress with President Lincoln, who avowed t.~at he was
Bnt why should their messiah come all of a sudden not
Christian teachings. But this is probably a mistake.
an Abolitionist and would not free the slaves If he could
H is more likely to be a survival of folk-lore tradi- this special year' To giv the probable reason-a save the Union i~ any other way. "He believed in the
tions which ..ntedate Christianity by thousands of reason which is not invalidated by the possible use white rae~, not in the colored, and did not want them put on
years. Such traditions are universal among the made of it by designing whites and crafty medicin an equality." The book contains excellent portral!s of_Mrs.
and of her friend Mrs. Amy Post. a shoro nohce of
savage peoples of our entire globe, as every compar- men-we shall hav to again refer to the ancient Colman
whose activ life concludes the volume.-Tm·rytman Record
at.iv mythologist knows, and they hav been pre- p~gan beliefs.
At one epoch in the world's history the messiah of of the Times.
served, chiefly by word of mouth, not only among
CHRISTIANITY, when consistently interpreted, assures its
aavages, but among peasants and the uneducated the spring equinox appeared when the sun was in followers
of tribulation in this world, and the hopelessness of
classes generally, with the most startling fidelity. the zodiacal sign of Taurus, the Bnll. At that time all efforts to advance the moral welfare of t~e. h~1man r; ce.
Our knowledge of this fact, however, is comparativly t.be bull was the symbol of the sun god and was The teachings of Jesus and Paul are pessJmJstJc.. Things
sacred to him. In Persia we read of the Mitbraic are to wax worse and worse till the coming of Christ to d~
recent.
A.e far back as we can peer through ,tbe dim twi- hull ; in Egypt of the bull of A.pis, and the sacrifice stroy the world out of which he saves his chosen few. It IS
lisbt ot ll)noient paganism w~ aee messiahs appearing of bulls on the altars of the Romans 1Ul4 other peo- th~ Christian the~ w.jlO is wit!J.out hope in the world.-.Adams.
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~ommnnieaflons.
A.. Rf'jected Article.
· [In the Des Moines daily Ne'UJs, of November 11th, we

read an account of the formation of a " Sunday Rest Association," and a brief synopsis of its platform. Thinking
that the readers of that journal would like to hear the other
side of the question, I sat down and wrote a reply to the
principles of the associatioB, and mailed it to the editor.
Several days passed, but the article did not appear. Determining to know the cause of this, I called upon the editor of
the N e'UJB in his sanctum. That gentleman received me very
courteously, and when I made known my business he said
that he had not read the entire article, but from what he had
read of it he had decided to withhold its publication for fear
that it would raise theological rancor. I replied that my
object in writing was to merely state facts, though I knew
they were facts that the majority of the people were ignorant
of, and that those who did know of them as a rule did their
best to keep the public ignorant of them. He then answered
that be would reconsider the piece, and if he decided not to
print it, would preserve the manuscript. I waited several
days longer, and as it still did not appear, I called again and
received the manuscript. I would not say an unkind word
against the editor of the News. He has done, not only myself, but the Secular Union of this city many a favor that I
shall long remember, and I am positiv that had he been able
to conform to his own wishes he would hav published my
article. But there is a class of men in every community
whose business it is to suppress all discussion upon religious
subjects. They hate the truth, and they hate a man who
speaks it, and they also hate a newspaper that publishes it.
This class of persons, it is to be regretted, exercise a power
by which they can boycott a journal that will publish an article
setting forth their evil doings, and especially their unblushing hypocrisy upon the Sunday question; and unless a paper
is so tirmly established that these small Goliaths of superstition cannot assail it, it is in many cases compelled to succumb to its authority. There are hundreds of editors who
are in hearty sympathy with Freethought and Secularism
who dare not express their opinions for fear of the ruining
of their business by Christian bigots. One editor that I
know of was once heard to remark that the entire religious
business is the meanest thing that a newspaper has to contend with. With these words in explanation, I submit the
rejected article to the readers of Tmc TRUTH 8BEKER, that
they may form for tbemselvs an opinion of a cause that will
not permit such facts as are here presented to be placed
before the public.-F. S.]

EDITOB oF THE NEWs : In the issue of your paper
for November_ 11th, we find an account of the formation of a "Sabbath Rest Association," and a synopsis
of its principles. As the News professes to be an
independent paper, no apology need be made for
criticising either the association or its principles in
these columns. After speaking of the history of the
organization, the News proceeds to state, " The main
object of the work is to presern and promote Sunday as a day of religious worship.'' But when Rev.
Wilbur F. Orafts, the high priest of the Sunday
movement, was in Des Moines in August, he distinctly asserted, and reiterated the assertion many
times, that the new Sunday law, proposed by the
American Sabbath Union, is based "upon civil and
not on religious grounds. The difference is, that the
Sabbath Association of Dee Moines is more honest
than the socieLy of wbich Mr. Orafts is searet~y.
It wants the government to recognize Sunday as a
day of religious worship, and has the ca:r;tdor to say
so, while the national Sunday organization desires
the same thing, but knowing that the people will
O'ferwhelmingly crush such a measure if they understand its true nature, just aa Oongress crushed the
first Sunday bill brought before it, they hypocritically profess to advocate a civil Sabbath. To add to
the absurdity of this profession, we may say that we
already hav a civil Sabbath in the majority of the
states, and hence the talk of a new law to bring
about what we already hav is the sheerest nonsense.
As these gentlemen claim that the object of their
association is to promote the observance of Sunday
as a day of religious worship, which includes the
total abstinence from all secular work on that day, we
certainly hav the right to inquire of them their authority for so ·doing. When we ask this question
we are most invariably referred to the commandment, " Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy,
• • • for in six days the Lord made heaven and
earth, the sea and all that in them is, and rested on
the seventh day, wherefore the Lord blessed the
seventh day and hallowed it" (Ex. xx, 8-11). But
if this injunction is :binding, is not the following
equally so? "And six years shalt thou sow thy land
and gather in the fruits thereof; but the seventh
year shalt thou let it rest and lie still, that the poor
of thy people may eat, and what they leave the
beasts of the field shall eat. In a like manner shalt
thou deal with thy vineyard and with thy oliv yard"
(Ex. xxili, 10, 11). H the proposed law is enacted,
a penalty for its violation must accompany it. Why
not be consistent and adopt the Bible penalty?
" While the children of Is:;:ael were in the wilderness,
they found a man gathering sticks on the Sabbath
day, and they that found him gathering sticks
brought him unto Moses and Aaron, and unto all the
aongregation. And they put him in ward, because
it was not declared what should be done to him.
And the Lord said unto Moses, The man shall surely
be put to death; all the congregation shall stone
him with stones without the camp '' (N am. xv, 3236).
But in Ex. xx:xi, 12, we find anoth.er reason
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given for regarding the day as sacred, entirely different from the first one. "And the Lord spake unto
Moses saying, Verily, my Sabbaths ye shall keep, fo. r
it is a sign between me and you throughout. y~ur
generations." As we see, there are two confltctlng
reasons given, and the question arises, Which is the
correct one 1 As to the first, it is opposed to the
leading fact of geology, which is emphatic in stating
that the " heavens and the earth, ~md all that in them
iE' " were not created in six days. In regard to the
s~oond, it is binding only upon the Jews and can hav
reference to no other nation. Ooming down to the
time of Ohrist, we will see whether he or the apostles
enjoined or encouraged the observance of the Sabbath
as advocated by modern sticklers for that day.
We may state to begin with, that nowhere within
the lids of the New Testament is the idea hinted at.
When the Sabbatarian fanatics denounaed Ohrist
for healing on the Sabbath, he in turn denounced
them as hypocrite (Luke xii~ 15-17), and at another
place he said, " The Sabbath was made for man, not
man for the Sabbath" (Mark ii, 27). Paul says :
"Let no man therefore judge you in meat, or in
drink, or of the new moon, or of the Sabbath day"
(Ool. ii, 16). In Rom. xiv, 5, he again says: "One
man esteemeth one day above another, another
esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully
persuaded in his own mind." More ~ban this, for
more than three hundred years the Ohristian church
did not keep the Sabbath. They ridiculed the
thought. Justin Martyr, one of the ablest of the
Ohristian fathen, in his controversy with Typho the
Jew said: "You, because you are idle for one day,
suppose you are pious. Our God is not pleased with
such observances. You see that the heavens are not
idle, nor do they observe the Sabbath. Oontinue as
you are born. For before Abraham, there was no
need of circumcision, nor of Sabbaths, nor of feasts,
nor of offerings before Moses, so now, in a like manner, there is no need of them since Jesus Ohrist."
Ire:t reus, another Ohristian father, who wrote about
the year A D. 180, said in his work against heretics,
~<These things, therefore, which were given them for
bondage, and for a sign to them, he [Ohrist] canceled
by a new cavenant of liberty." Eusebius, the
"father of ecclesiastical history," says, " They [the
patriarchs] did not, therefore, obsene the Sabbath,
neither do we." Another fact to be remembered is
that the Jewish Sabbath was Saturday, while the
Christian Sabbath is Sunday. Who had any authority to change the day 1 John E. Remsburg, of Oak
Mills, Kan., has a standing reward of $100 to anyone who will show him one passage of scripture to
justify this assumption.
.
_We will close witb a few quotations from some of
the most eminent of Christian scholars and divines.
Martin Luther said: "As regards the Sabbath, or
Sunday, there is no necessity for keeping it. The
Sabbath in no way pertained to the gentiles. It
was not commanded to them nor observed by them.
Paul and the apostles, after the gospel began to be
preached and spread over the world, clearly released
the people from. the observance of the Sabbath"
(Works, vol. iii, page 73).
" It is meet, therefore, that the keeping of the
Sabbath giv place to the commodity and comfort of
man" (Erasmus).
" Since the Sabbath was originally an ordinance of
the Mosaic law, sinae it was given to distinguish
them from other nations, it follows that if those who
Iiv under the gospel are emancipated from the law
in general, least of all can they be bound by the Sabbath" (John Milton).
" The observance of Sunday is no more a natural
duty than circumaision" (Bishop Warburton).
William Paley, from whose works ministers draw
their stock-in-trade arguments in defense of their
religion, has said : " If. the command by which the
Sabbath was instituted be binding among Christians,
it must be binding as to the day, the duties, and the
penalty, in none of which is it received. The observance of Sunday was not one the articles enjoined
by the apostles."
Jeremy Taylor, the learned divine of the Ohurch of
England, said: " The Lord's day did not succeed in
place of the Sabbath, but the Sabbath was wholly
abrogated."
We think we hav given enough evidence to show
that there can be no Bible authority for the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath Association of Des
Moines would hav it, and if they can giv any to refute it, they should proceed to do so.
·
IJes Moines, Ia.
FRANKLIN STEINEB.

Spiritualism.
The people of Portland hav been entertained for
the last few weeks by the discourses of Moses Hull,
whose political and economic ideas are very lofty
and admirable, and for whom I entertain the most
kindly feelings and respect. But his ghost stories
to me seem very amusing, not to say absurd. That
absurd or illogical stories or theories should be
given greater credit or accepted because of coming
from Mr. HuiJ, is not in accord with our modern
ideas. The time is past when theories, or even state-

menta of so.aalled facts, must be aacepted or given
credence merely on authority or because of coming
from some eminent source. Nothing should be aacepted, no matter from what source it may come,
unless it can stand the test of reason and fulflll the
requirements of practical demonstration. Disregarding, then, the sourae of ~heory or story, we only. ask,
but decidedly ask, for reasonable proof, for evidence
tbt will stand the test of criticism and conform t9
the rules of testimony. Every system of supernaturalism with which I am acquainted endeavors to
establish its authenticity "nd make converts by the
reciting of stories. That great systemof supernaturalism known as the Ohristiau religion or chu:rah
has for over a thousand years been telling snake and
fish stories in proof of its divine origin. A great
deal of the success of the Methodist church is no
doubt due to its constant rehearsal of graveyard ·
stories. And now comes modern Spiritualism, claiming superiority to all other systems of supernaturalism-claiming freedom of thought and the breaking
of mental chains-seeking to establish itself by
ghost stories. Snake and fish story tellers hav, to
say the least, a foundation for their tales. Not so
with the ghoatites. Snakes we hav seen, and fish;
ghosts, never. And before our good friends, the
Spiritualists, aan expect us to believe stories concern·
ing the spirits, they mush establish the fact that spirits exist. The telling of stories concerning the spirits, and what they do to prove their existence, is too
much like wearing a pair of boots awhile in order to
make them large enough to pull on.
We hav seen snakes and we hav seen fish, and
when a man tells something unreasonable about
either we can only question his veraaity, the acuteness of his observations, or the reliability of his source
of information. But when a story is told aboat
ghosts-1 use the word ghosts in preference to spirits, as I know that there are such things as spirits
and some of the uses to which they are put-my
first question is, What is a ghost? just as I would
demand to see the fish that weighs five hundred
pounds and swallows steamers. Show me the ghost.
That "ib is the immortal part of man" is no answer.
Is there no immortal part to the other animals inhabiting this globe T But aonceding it to be the immortal part of man, whence came it 1 Anything that has
a beginning must of ceaessity hav an end. Immortal means never ending, deathless. If the ghost of
man canuot die, then of necessity it never began to
liv. Where were all the countless millions of ghosts
during all the eons of ages that had elapsed before
man's appearan~e in the arena of exis~nce1 Before
"almighty God" had established this little "workshop for the manufacture of man," where were the
countless ghosts that were to animate these men and
what were they doing 1 A blissful state of i~nO
rance they must hav enjoyed, for we know that all
our knowledge is gathered from the experience of
the race since its evolution from lower types. And
if it is claimed that the ghost part of man has not
always existed, the question arises, When does the
ghost part of man begin to exist, and how 1 When
does the ghost part enter the physical man and from
whence comes itT If a ghost is an aggregatii)D of
particles of matter, then, in common with all other
material forms, it must come to an end.
And Spiritualists should bear in mind that it is
absolutely necessary to show that this is merely a
continu~tion of a former immortal existence, before
it can be established that there is a future immortal
continuation of this existence. Taking as I do the
negativ, it is not in my province to prove, but to
ask for and examin the proofs and evidences on
which Spiritualism rests. These evidences I find to
be principally ghost stories, and are consequently of
but little value until the existence of the ghosts has
been proved. But let us look at one or two and see
how reasonable or logical they may be. Mr. Hull
said he had argued with disembodied ghosts to
prove to them that they no longer continued to exist
in a corporal or physical body, and found it difficult
to convince them. I greatly wondered how the
ghosts conld possibly be ignorant of their decease,
and got no clue to the solution of the problem until
one night at the Salvation Army meeting I heard a
poor man tell how he had loafed around, had no
special object in life and no particular place to stay.
He would fish a little and sell the fish in Ohinatown,
and dodge his creditors, thus avoiding the payment
of board and supplying himself with liquor. Suppose he had died T His ghost might hav been loafing around the docks and selling fish to Ohinamen
(provided the fish would bite at a phantom worm on
an immaterial hook and the immaterial line wonld
hav pulled it out), receiving joss paper therefor.
This would explain how the Obinamen can afford to
sell :fish so cheap, and what they do with so much
joss paper. For my part, I could not be out of this
body many minutes without knowing it (provided I
knew anything), for when I met friends on the street
and they did not answer when I spoke to them, I
would try and find out why they did not speak. Or
when Saturday came and I could not find any dollars
and cents, cold, hard silver, in my pockets, if I had
an:y pockets, with whioh to pay my boarding-madam,
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and she would not take the phantom money I offered, ligent being, and about what did he think during
How and When Did Jesus Die~
or pay any attention, I would surely think it so that period prior to the creation, in which, and during
The
notion
that Jesus did not die on the cross
queer that l would try and discover a cause for suoh which, there was nothing in existence about w!lich was entertained
by the late La Roy S:underland as
a strange state of a:flairs. It is beyond the power of to think T
far back as 1863, when he wanted to print an article
my mind to conceive of anyone going out of these
It is evident, thev, that, in order that God could on the subject in the Herald of Progress, but did
present conditions and out of this body without hav existed from eternity as an intelligent or not get it in.
knowing it or soon finding it out, provided his con- thinking being, something must hav existed from
And now a Dr. Olark, in the Medical Review,
sciousness continued as before. But we hav no eternity about which to think. Now, if something thinks he has shown pretty conclu!!ivly that Je~us
scientific or satisfactory evidence that there is any existed from eternity (which w~ see it did) in order revived in the cool tomb, made his escape, and lmthought or consciousness separate from brain action. to constitute God eternally a thinking being, it must gered out his few remaining days among his trusted
In fact, all the evidences oq this subject stronuly be evident. to the dullest comprehension that God friend e.
point the other way. Everyone has noticed that a did not make that something. Who, then, did make
This ingenious solution of the mystery of .the res·
blow on the head stupefies the person struck, and a it? Oould it hav been made at all ? Since, then, urrection is based ·on whs.t Dr. Clark considers as
heavy enough blow will cause absolute cessation of something certainly did exist to some extent, and the unquestionable credibility, in all essential parthought; the reason being that the concuseion of which God did not make-since something certainly ticularp of the trial, crucifixion, interment, and rethe blow on the skull causes a weakening. or total did exist at least to a finite extent-why may not appearance
'
. d"
of Jesus-" facts as assured to my mm
,
suspension of the brain action, indicating that thought something hav existed to an infinit extent? Why says the dGctor, "as the taking of Jerusalem by
is dependent upon brain action for its existence. may not all the matter composing the boundless Titus."
When the skull is broken and pressed down on the universe hav existed from eternity ! To whatever
The siege of Jerusalem is .too well at teste~ to ~e
brain, thus interfering with its action, the thought is extent that something may hav existed, whether to doubted. The details are g1ven by the Jewish hisbroken, incoherent, and uncertain, which fact points a finite or infinit extent, it is reasonable to suppose torian Josephus. But neither he nor any other conunmistakably to the conclusion that without free and that it must hav been possessed of some qualities or temporary Jewish or pagan writer has recorded a
unimpaired brain action the thought cannot be free of some properties. Since, then, what we call force word about the life and death of Jesus.
or reliable. Diseases of the brain cause imbecility, is inconceivable apart from matter, how do we
Furthermore, it is impos11ible to ascertain the lear
insanity, and idiocy. This plainly shows that with- know ,hat force is not a property of matter and co- of the alleged crucifixion. Several years ago Judge
out a healthy brain there can be no healtlily thought. existent with it! How do we know, then. that the Joseph P. Bradley, of the United States Supreme
In fact, upon the condition of the brain depends the process of formation, of dissolution, and reformation, Court, endeavored to solve the problem by astronomforce and quality of the thought. A year or so ago is not an eternal process 1 The less we assume and ical calculation, and his conclusion was as follows:
I read of au ex United States soldier who had been the more we prove in an argument, the better it is
There were only three years from A.D. 27 to A.D. 36 into all appearances hopelessly insane since struck on for the argument. Now, let ur:i see. The Materialin which the let of Nisan, and consfquently the 15th
the head by a piece of :flying bomb. But upon a ist lays his foundation in matter, the existence of clusiv,
of Nisan, happened on Friday, and these were A.D. 27, 30,
surgeon, who knew his business, lifting the depressed which is not disputed. He sees matter and he and
33, the last of which is very doubtful. But the crucifixskull from his brain, he immediately regained con· knows that it exists. He also sees that it is inde- ion could not hav hapnened before A.D. 28. and probably not
scioueness, bui' had no recollection whatever of the structible by any known precess, and he therefore later than A.D. 31. Therefore the year 30 is the only one
inte"ening time, although more than twenty ye&rs logically assumes that it is eternal. Thus he is able which satieties all the conditions of the problem. It does
them, because it give opportunity for Jesus to teach
had elapsed. Where had his ghost been, and what to demonstrate the existence of matter; and logically satisfy
publicly for about three years and ~o atte~d three passovers
had it been thinking of, all the years, that it should infers, and hence assumes, its eternity. But how is during his ministry, or four, accordmg as 1t commenced behav no recollection of what had happened T Perhaps, it with the Theist ? · Not being able to demonstrate fore or after April 3 A D. 27. Now, since in A D. 3') the 1st
with Rip Van Winkle, it had been sleeping in the his basis, not being able. to prove the existence of of Nisan fell on Friday, the 24th of March, the 15th fell on
Oatskills. Ourious coincidence that it should wake his GocJ, he is driven to assume his existence, and Friday, the 7th of April, which was the day of the crucifixion.
and call around just a& the J:lrain again became able then to assume that he, aU out of nothing, created
Accepting the truth of the statement that. the
·
the boundless universe, than which there could not passover full moon in the year 30 fell on Fnday,
to operate I
A similar incident occurred during the bombard- be a greater absurdity.
_
April 7 &h, and carrying out the calculati~ns for the
One of the moat specious though fallacious argu- five succeeding years, we hav the followmg table of
ment of Alexandria. A man in the rigging of an
English man-of-war was asked a question and began ments presented by theologians is that founded upon passovers :
.
to reply, "Just ahead," but at this juncture a piece the theory of design. The point Mgued is that the
A.D. 30, April 7, Friday.
of shell struck him in the forehead, and he very nat- qualities of beauty, order, harmony, etc., existing in
" 31, March 27, Monday.
orally quit speaking. He was tak~n to England, the affairs of nature beer evidences of design, and
" 32,-April 15,
"
where the shell was removed from his brain, where- that therefore nature must hav had an intelligent
" 33, "
6. Saturday.
upon he immediately finished his reply, "Sir, a little, author; Now, since nature possesses these qualities,
" 34, " 23. Friday.
a little to the port, sir," thus clearly showing that, and if nature therefore bad an intelligent author, it
" 35
" 13, Wednesday.
although the thought had been formed, it could not is reasonable to suppose that that author would
The ea;ly fathers are unanimous in placing t~e
be expressed without brain action, and that the necessarily hav to be possesseEI of these qualities to crucifixion ·in the year 29. But they were all IDISbrain commenced its work of forming and express- an equally great if not infinitly greater degree than taken. If the passover full moon was on Friday,
ing thought exactly where it had left it off by in- that of the workp of his hands. Now, if it is the April 7, AD. 30 then in the preceding year it was on
ability to act. These evidences, I contend, point un- beauty, harmony, etc., existing in nature that proves Sunday, April 17th, or Monday, April 18&h. If we
mistakably to the conclusion that there is no thought that nature had an intelligent author, must not had the exact hour of the full moon April 7, A D.• 30,
without brain action. Without thought there can that infinitly greater beauty, order, harmony, etc., we could ascertain to a certainty the paEsover a~ys
be no intelligence, and as the brain is material, ma- possessed by nature's author still more dffinitly in all the other years, remelll:bering that the J ew1~h
terial is necessary to intelligence. How, then, can prove that nature's author must hav had an ante- day began at sunset. As it Is, there may be a vanaan immaterial something, ghost or spirit, be intelli- cedent !
tion of a day in any of the above calculations.
g ent'
And so that antecedent hf', or it, if you please,
But when it is demonstrated that the only year
. as k"mg S pm
. "t ua I"IS t s t o must hav been prece ded by a s t i11 more remo t e. when the crucifixion could hav occurred was AD 30,
We. close, t.hen, b y agam
prove the existence of spirits, and, when that is done, cause, and so on ad infinitum.
let it be known that the Jewish passover was never
by telling from whence these spirits come; when and
Thus if we admit one God to account for car- celebrated on Friday, and that no culprit was ever
how they enter the body; how they hav employed tain qualities existing in nature, we are bound to tried or executed on the great passover day.
the past ages, and how those unembodied will em- admit another to account for the existence of
Therefore there was no Ohrist crucifiEd under
ploy the ages to come before they enter some hum~n these qualities in nature's author. Thus if we hav Pontius Pilate, but a hundred years before there was
form and how they can think without a matenal a million gods, or a hundred millionEI, we would a Jesus stoned snd hanged on the day before the
br.U:. Then Materialists might listen respectfully. always be entitled to one more to bring our last passover or the Sabbath, and that was the Jesus
to their ghos~ stories, if it was not so much like the god into existence and to endow him with these preached by Paul in Damascus prior to 62 B o., when
two men who went to dig clams, but found that t~e qualities.
Aretas king of Arabia Petrea, held the ~overnment
Is it not far more plausible, then, to suppose of th~t city. The governor under King Aretas
tide was in, when one remarked to the other that It
was against the law to ·dig clams while the tide was that nature is self-existent and automatic ; that sought to apprehend Paul as a disturber of the
in. 41 How is that !'' said the other. " Tfue law of matter is eternal, and posseeses the inherent peace and he escaped by being let down through a
nature, of course," replied the first one. And so it powers of its own operations, rather than assume wind~w by the wall in a basket (2 Cor. :xi. 32).
seems to us very much against the law to RO to the the existence of that of which, should it really
The Rev John W. Chadwick has recently
dead for information or knowledge. And it is abso- exist we could hav no conception T I do not deny attempted t~ fix the date of the crucifixion about
lutely useless to tell ghost· stories until the existence the ~xistence of a God, but I do deny the exist- mid-April in the year 35. That would be Wednesday,
of the ghost is first established.
HENBY ADDis.
ence of any plausible evidence to be deduced from April 13th when the passover occurred in that year.
Portland, Ore.
nature proving the existence of such a being. But if ev~r Jesus wa~ crucified, as described in the
Why, the very description given of him sinks him gospels, it was on _Friday. So therefore the year 35
into nothintzness-" without body, parts, or pas- is out of the question.
·
Godology.
Mr. Ohadwick truly says that the whole career or
sions, boundless, formless, shadowless,:" etc.; ~e
It is common to hear professed Ohristians boasting prives him of all entity and renders him a bemg ministry of Jesus was comprised within the limit.s of
of the consistency of their religion, and insisting of the imagination alone. Persons who profess to a year, as described by the first three evangebsts,
that its teachings are so plain that the " wayfaring know the most about " gods " usually possess a and that John's statements to the contrary c~n'?t
man though a fool, could not err therein." It is the very limited knowledge of nature. But we are be harmonized with the other gospels. But th1s IS
obje~t of this article to present a few thoughts touch- happy in the thought that knowledge is every day not the worst contradiction of. tb~ four gosp~ls.
ing the prime factor in their philosophy, "godology," gaining ground, and will ere long supersede the The first three descr1be the cruCifixiOn as ocmrrmg
and to ascertain, if poesible, whether the claims held darkness of superstition. Science will dispel t~e on the great passover day, while John distinctly
by its devoted aspirants are in accord with the dem- gloom and illuminate the world, the gods will fixes the event on the day before the passovl'r and
onstrabed truths of science, or whether they agree retire and man will be free.
ANTICHRIST.
the Sabbath..
P. H. MoOnosKY.
with the known principles of reason or common
sense. It is assumed that a God possessed of infinit
This is to certify that Brother P. H. McCrosky, of
I HA v just been reading Draper's ': Oon:flict "Beintelligence has existed from eternity, and that at Degraff., Logan county, 0., has this day been appointed ~d
some time in the past he brought into existence all licensed by the Society of Moralists at Hannibal, Mo., w1th tween Religion and Science," and, upon the whole,
whom he holds his membership, to lecture in behalf of the I like the modesty of Science as agains~ the sole!Dn
else that exists. Now the first question I wish to order
of Brotherhood of Morsllsts, and to organize branch arrogance of Religion. ~he. one, while knowmg
ask is, in what does intelligence consist T D?es it societies thereof.
A. R. AYRl!B. Superintendent.
mucl>, modestly confesses 1ts Ignorance; the ~ther,
not necessarily consist of thought, in a reflection of
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
knowing nothing, professes to know everythmg,the mind upon something T Oan you conceive of any
Freclerick JJouglas.
such thing as intelligence without thought t And
can you think of any such thing as thought without I MAKE !ihort account of neuters and geldings, and
favor men and women fulJy !lquipt,
an objecf or subject-without something .~o excite
SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free
thought or think about! Since this is logically im- And beat the gong of revolt, and stop with fugitive
application.
on
and theiQ ·that plot and conspire.- Whitman.
possible I would ask, What constituted God an intel-
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the error that all reformers do who cater to Ohristianity. They ought to know by this time that however reform and the Christian religion may be forced
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mittance...................................................... . li 00
Adler is without faith in a personal God or in immor••
First:
A
department
of
economics
and
social
reforms,
- .One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ......•..................................•••.•....•. 7 00 in which instruction shall be given on such subjects as the tality. He is essentially what may be called a philhistory of cci5peration abroad and in the United States; anthropic Secularist, who is not at all occupied -with
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ....................................•............... 8 60 history of poor laws, the tramp question, workingmen's thoughts of the kingdom of Ohrist or of God, but
homes, with an account of French, English, German, and
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
finding himself in the universe tries to make the
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 American experiments in improving them ; history of the situation of things as tolerable as possible. Evantemperance movement, an account of state Socialism as it is
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
gelical clergymen would do well to study social prob·
being applied at present In Germany, etc.
with one remittance.
"Second : A department of ethics proper, in which special lems as citizens. The Christiau method of elevating
attention shall be given to the subject of the moral instruc- manktnd is first to bring men into the kingdom of
IN THE
tion of the young. In this department a normal class shall God; when that is done and they are properly
be formed for the training of teachers of morality. Also,
lectures shall be given on the development of ethical thought instructed, they will become honest, frugal, philanthropic, intelligent, patriotic, and will be sustained
and the history of ethical systems.
WILL BE AN ARTICLE ON
"Third: A department of comparativ religion. In this in all these qualities by the hope of securing the
department lectures shall be given on the history and approbation of Christ, doing good to their fellowptiloeophy of all the grt~at religions of the world; also spe. men, and laying up treasures in heaven."
cial efforts shall be made to include In the staff of lecturers
The human view of things hken by Professor
leading representative of the Catholic, Protestant, and JewBy ID l. C. CRADDOCK,
ish theology, in order that these systems may be fully and Adler does not suit the church, -which must elevate
Corresponding Secretary of the American Secular Union, fairly set forth by those who are convinced of their truth.
the supernatural above man or lose its grip upon the
who spent several months in Alaska studying
It is a weakness of the present methods of theological train. people. In the autumn festival of the Workingthe country and its inhabitants.
iag that the views of opponents are exhibited through the
man's school, witnessed by the delegates to the conIn renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker colored glass of sectarian prepossession. The proposed vention, the central l!cene was a tableau by girls
department
of
comparativ
religion
is
a
sincere
attempt
to
inclose -~.!) cents and the Annual will be forwarded as
expand the horizon of the religious teacher by enabling him clothed in the colors of different nations rendering
soon as issued.
to study the various systems of religious belief as expounded homage to the Genius of Humanity. Snob humaniby the believers in them, and thus to create an opportunity tarian views do not and cannot suit the cnurches, for
The Petition to the World's Fair Commission. for every shade and mode of religious faith to reveal itself
they ignore the very basis of Christianity-the superCut this petition out, place it at the head of a sheet of in its strength and weakness before the earnest and imparnatural.
As Dr. Lyman Beechel' said when asked to
paper, and ask your neighbors to sign it. When filled, for. tial seeker after truth.
"Resolved, That the executiv committee of the Union of pray at an antislavery meeting where the speaker was
ward it t.o THE TRUTH S&EKBR office. Get everybody in
Ethical Societies be empowered to raise the sum. of $4,000 noted for his hostility to Ohristianity, 11 He does not
town to sign.
for the support of the summer school during a period of one worship my God, he will not trust in my savior, he
year.
The Ethical Societies Convention.
"Resolved, That the executiv committee of the Union of spurns with contempt my Bible, and looks with disThe fourth annual convention of the societies Ethical Societies be instructed to hand over the management dain upon my whole ministerial life. I will listen to
for ethical culture was held in this city, beginning of the projected school to a committee of nine, of which him upon a secular platform, but will not invest it
Dacember 5hb, in the Workingman's school, on three shall be members of the Fraternity of Ethical Lect- with unwelcome religious eanctions." And how can
Fifty-fourth street. Thirty- eight· delegates were urers."
the Ethical societies expect a different reply now to
present, twenty-two of whom reside in this city.
The discussion upon these points shows that, out- their overtures! It is not surprising that the religThe sc.cieties represented were those of New side of New York, the societies are still partly Chris- ious journal quoted adds: "Let the Infidels work out
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, ST.. Louis, London, tian, with a most tender regard for the church. The their schemes if they can. The Christian minister
and Cornell University; The Naw York society St. Louis society "instructs" its young members by should pr~ach and practice the gospel ecclesiaetically,
numbers six hundred members, and owns the telling them stories from the Old Testa~ent, and doctrinally, practically, devotionally, and emotionally.
building in which the delegates met. Reports Mr. Williams, of Philadelphia, thought the societies, If he ccoperates with Infidels, as he may hav occawere made of the work of the various societies, neither individually nor as a whole, should do any- sion to do, in promoting temperance and philanthropy,
which is chiefly to instil ethical teaching in schools thing to antagonize unnecessarily the church, as the be should do it as a citizen, and never as a religand churches. The report from the ChicBgo society defiant declarations of principles of some do at the ionist, lest the people should infer that be regards
was that it is doing " what it can to enlighten the very start. He went so far as to say that the ethical as of minor importance the spiritual revelation which
thought of the pulpit."
societies ought not to meet on Sunday because their be believes is the sole source of that godliness which
The interest in the convention centered upon the services conflicted with those of the church. The has the premia of the life which now is, as well as of
recommendations_ of Professor Adler upon various other speakers, among whom were Dr. Abbott of that which is to come."
topics, one of which was the relations of the ebhical Plymouth church and Heber Newton, favored the
This, we think, will be the reply of all the Christian
societies to the church. On this subject the pro- summer school principally, it appeared, because the sects to overtures from the heretics. We do not befessor said : " In how far can we, do we, take the clergy could go there and learn something about lieve that even the western Unitarians would cci:ipplace of the church in regard to the more external ethics.
erate with Infidels, though politically they may agree
acts of the consecration of marriage and burial of
Professor Adler, however, had more confidence identieally with them, and in their theories regarding
the dead T Especially of the former, hav not some in ethics than his brethren. He protested particu- the present and future very closely. There is an exof our societies been lax in claiming their right from larly against the utterances of the Philadelphia rep- clusivness, an l-am-holier-than-thou air, to the
the respectiv states in which they are located! resentativ, saying the Ethical Society takes the place Christian secta, no mBtter how "liberal" their theolShould not they be prodded by us to take action so of the church for those who are churchless, so that ogy ia, that prevents practical union. A Freetheir leaders and teachers may be enabled to dis- there was no question of the services conflicting. thought speaker will invariably offend the Christian
charge this beautiful and solemn function T Every Cont~nuing he said that, on the idea that the society membenhip of any euoh temporary union, and a
church has a ritual partly fixed, partly variable. was a substitute for the church, he bad culled ethical Christian speaker disgusts the Freethinking memberCan we not hav an ethical ritual, the objects of passages from the "Imitation of Christ," and from ship by talking what to them is silly nonsense. It
which mi~ht be to remind us of those principles the writings of Epictetus and Seneca, to serve for was so at the Secular Union congress: Professor
which we believe in, of those duties which we agree public and private devotional reading. Acting on Corliss and Rabbi Phillipson were aggrieved by conin r(!'garding as most binding and sacred T Such this idea, he moved that the Fraternity of Lecturers temptuous refarenoes to the :Bible, and they in turn
weekly reminders, coming into our lives like the be instructed to consider the subject of an ethical wearied the Freethinkers by their defense of that
sounds of a bell, would surely be of assistance, and ritual, and prepare a specimen of ope for the consider- volume. Any such union, to suit either party, must
would increase the value end add to the dignity of ation of the next convention. The motion prevailed be too one-sided to suit the other.
our Sunday exercises." "In conclusion," said Pro- with the amendment that the sample be prepared at
RPcurring to this rmhjAct. upon his arrival home
fessor Adler, toward the end c f his addree:s, •• I feg} least two months bt>fore the convention meet, so
from tbe congrPss Mr. WRtte said in his paper that
like pronouncirg the words of 11n orthodox bf'-DE>dic- tba~ the delegatE'S might get arquainted with it.
bA thought the croo~>r11t.ion of each party could be
t~on, • Hay the Holy Spirit l!le with us in our deliber~
The ethical societies, i~ eeel'llll to us, &t"e making secured witho~t ~aQri~ci11g th~ w.ain ;vrinoipl~
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ations.' We are met here for a holy object. Let us
address ourselvs to this object in a sacred spirit.
Let us keep our eyes steadily fixed on the main problems. Let us rtfrain from enlarging on matters
irrelevant or of minor importance. Let us coDfirm
among ourselvs the sense of unity of brotherhood,
that we may go forth at the end of this convention,
each to his sepiU'ate field of work, rich in new thought
and new impulse, with larger courage and deeper
devotion to the common cause in which we all are
alike enlisted."
Another important subject was the establishment
of a Summer St~hool of Ethics. Upon this Professor
Adler offered some resolutienP, which were adopted,
as follows:
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either, and promised to tell U'l how. Perhaps there
is wisdom enough i~ Canad~ t? evolve a sufficient
plan,but we doubt zf there zs m·the Statee. And
until our Toronto friend shows us Ohristians and Infidel& ccoperating without friction in the Canadian
Secular _Union we shall continue to doubt the practicability of the scheme. And we shall also watch the
establishment of the Ethical Summer School, and its
. endeavor to get the preachers t.herein, with interest,
confident that the attempt will fail but ready to
herald its success as one of those triumphs commonly
r.egarded as impossible to all persons but the one in
whose existence the members of Professor Adler's
society do not generally believe.

The Legal Suppression of Profanity.
The mayor of Williamsport, Pa , has undertaken
to eto{' public profRnity in that city by ordering the
policemen to arrest every person who uaes profane
or obscene lanRuage in the streets. So l!ays the
Philadelphia Inquirer.
The statute of Pennsylvania against profanity is a
curiosity from ancient dey1:1, as follows :.
"If any person or the age or sixteen ·years or upwards
shall profanely curse or swear by the name or God, Christ
Jesus, or the Holy Ghost, every perBon so offending, being
thereof convicted, shall forfeit and pay the sum of sixtyseven cents for every such profane curse or oath; and in
case he or she shall refuse er neglect to pay the said forfeiture, or goods and chattels cannot be found whereof to
levy the same by distress, he or she shall be ctmmitted to
the houee of correction of the proper county not exceeding
twenty. four hours for every such offense of which such peraon shall be convicted. Ana whosoever of the age of sixteen years or upwards shall curse or swear by any other
name or thing than as aforesaid, 11nd shall be convicted
thereof, shall forfeit and pay the sum of forty cents for every
such curse or oath; and in case such offender shall neglect
or refuse to satisfy such forfeiture, or no goods or chattels
can be found whereof to levy the same hy distress, he or she
shall be committed to the house of correction of the proper
county, not exceeding twelve hours, for every such offense."

The Christian Statesman, in its ignorance, con·
founds this section of the blasphemy laws with the
one aimed at blasphemy as an offens~ against Ohristianity, punishable by a fine of $100 and three
months' imprisonment, and says : " Profanity, therefore, is not mere1y a personal vice. It has i,mportant
bearings on the public welfare. The state has a
right to suppress it as a public evil. The failure to
do so brings guilt on the ne.tion, exposing it to the
inevitable judgments of God. It is matter both for
astonishment and for alarm, that the laws against
blasphemy are to eo large an extent a dead letter on
our statute books. Judicious €:fforts for the enforcement of these !awe, preceded by whatever enlightenment of the public mind and appeals to the public
conscience might be thought proper in each community, were among the measures commended to
the local Nstional R<>form committees, recently
formed in Oolumbia, Montour, and Northumberland
countiee, in this state." If every Pennsylvania Ohristian who uses profane language were to be .imprisoned for the offanre they would hav to be taken on
the instal1ment plan, for there are not enough houses
of correction in the state to hold a thousandth part
at one time. And "the inevitable judgment of
God" must be very slow in arriving or the state
would long ago hav been condemned.

Christianity, Mohammedanism, Buddhism.
A fact· that keen obPervers and calculators hav
pretty well impressed on candid an·d reading Ohristians of late, is tbat the religion of the latter is being so outstripp~d in mi~sionary propagation by
Mohammedanism that it bids fair to dwindle into
insignificant proportions.
. In the first place, Mohammedan missionaries hav
made large conversions of negro tribes in Afl·ica,
against exceedingly email conquests by the Ohristian
agents. In thirty years ten thousand of the former
hav been dispatched to preach the Koran, and many
tribes h~v acceded to their gospel.
And in the second place, leaving the question of
proselytes from other religions to Ohristianity or to
Buddhism, and considering the number of the Christians themselvs who hav been converted to Mohammedanism and against them the Mohammedans who
hav been converted to Obristi~t-nity, we find a yet
great~r prE>pondersnce of lbe f~ith d A'lah
F.1r
while thPrfl has not. bfen durinfi!' the pr':;&en'· cent.ury
a sinBle M:·Jharorp!ldtul co_nv~!:'t to .~hdj!H,~.~~ty, ~any
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Itribes of Christians in Africa bav become worshipers
of the Arabian prophet.
In the great religion of India too-Buddhismthere is growth of a movement t~ send out mission1\ries, who will probably hav success l'qual to that
of:the other rival of Ohristianity above mentioned.
It is, indeed, intended to send many of these !atter to Europe and America to enlighten the Ohristian
hea•·hen of those countries. This design interests
us considerably, and we would willingly see it joined
in also by the faith first spoken of above. For there
are good features both in the doctrin of Mohammed
and in that of Buddha which are Jacking in that of
this land, and their exhibition here would help in
the work of showing our pietists how defectiv and
condemnable is their system. " The Moh~mmedan
is surprised to find societies for the protection of
animals in this Ohristian country, and lifts up his
eyebrows and says that no one dreams of being
cruel to a brute in his land, because the Koran forbids it." Likewise is he shocked at the drunkenness of the followers of Ohrist. His own creeJ forbids the use of liquor. The contrast between the
effect of his doctrin and that of Ohriatianity is well
seen in the comparativ prosperity of African tribes
who hav become converted to the former and tribes
who hav given allegiance to the latter. The Ohristian tribE'S hav been almost ruined by liquor-drinking.
They hav fallen from whatever habits of industry
and order they before possessed, to hopeless sloth
and vagabondage. On the other hand, the districts
where Mohammedanism has been embraced show
sobriety, endeavor, and surprising advance. Neighborhoods which under Ohristian permission of
drink had almost sunk into bestial anarchy h~>v
been reclaimed to rule and prosperity by the
intervention of Mohammedanism. These superior
merits of Mohammedanism, &nd others, could be
held up to the view of chagrined Ohristians by Islamitic missionaries, to the good of both. And the
Buddhist propagandists can lay b£>fore us equal superiorities, and do equal benefit. ·Also, their agitation would doubtless draw into discussion yet
further than at present, the question whether Ohris
tianity was not copied A-om their faith.
And then, t.oo, it is well, while we hav any religion at all in the United States, to hav it of as many
kinds as possible. One religion does not receive
much contradiction, while many are perpetually counterspeakwg and exposing one another. 0 ne religion can get control of the state and hsv its oaths
and holidays and tax exemptions established, @ut if
half the Ohrietians in America. could be exchanged
for Mohammedans and Buddhists and a few more
breeds of delueioniats, Infidels might mske up with
them a sufficient number of dissenters to topple
Ohristian intolerance from its throne.

Editorial Notes.
A CHRISTIAN paper says-Chaplain McCabe sent the following
letter to Colonel Ingersoll :
"DEAR CoLoNEL; Ten years ago you made the following predic.
tion: 'Ten :rears from this time two theaters will be built for one
church.' The time is up. The Methodists are now building four
cbnrcheR every daY-one everY six hours. Please venture upon an·
other prediction for the year 19UO u
The Ladies' News comments thuswise:
"We do not suppose he will venture a11other pr<,diction. He bas
seen the power of those who put their stren~tb in the Lord. The
Philistines may bring forth Goliatbs, but there are Davids to-day
who are strong and able to slay the enemies of God and the
church. To do this, they must march boldlY, trusting in his
strength, and bearing ilonstant!Y the words, • Lo, I am with yon
alwaYs.'"
The substance of Chaplain McC~be's alleged letter was
published in the Chicago Inter-Ocean. Colonel Ingersoll
wrote to the editor of that paper :
"A ·clipping was shown me to-day from yonr paper, in which it
is stated:
"1. That ten years ago I made a prediction tbat ten years from
tba.t time two theaters would he built for one church; aRd
" 2. That Chaplain McCabe bad written me a letter calling my
11.ttention to the prediction, and stating that the Methodists were
building four churches a day.
"There are two mistakes in this article: First, I never made the
prediction; and second, I never receiv~d any Jetter from Chaplain
MoCabe on the subjatt. With these exceptions the article is
correct
R. G. INGERSOLL."
Thus is the " truth of history" again illustrated l
HENRY M. TABER, a prominent merchant of this city, has
forwarded the subjoined letter to Senator Frank Hiscock
protesting against the enactment of the Breckinridge Sunday Rest blll into law. We hope that a great many more
New Yorkers will follow the example, not forgetting Senator William M. Evarts and the representative from the
various districts of the state. Good representative from this
city to write to are Amos J. Cummings and Roswell P.
Flower, who are men of lnfiuence:
"Den. 10, '890.
•' HoN. FI!A'.K Hrs<r oK. DPar Sir: i h11.v bPen aRked to wrtttl to
you with Dl1 opiuloll (Which is important only as au integral part

•

of tbe six millions of people wbtob :ron are representing) of what
is known aM the Breckinridge Sunday R5st bill.
"I am opposed to it, for the reason that it is not in conformity
with that principle of jnstice, which inheres in the politice.l postulate-• no union of church and state '-which, though theorettcanv
acknowledged throughout the countrY, ia, I regret to say, far
from being practice!%.
"I maintain that Congress baa no right to pass any law, in the
interest of any religion, which makes it a penal offense for you or
me to attend to any business that we mav choose to attend to on
an11 day. Pass laws making Sunday a 11.oztaa11, if yon will (s>.me as
January 1st, or Jnly 4th), leaving it optional with citizens to emploY the hoUri of such days as their own consciences may dictate.
Bnt there is not only evident a Kreat injnstice in any law of Congress which makes any d"'Y a holll day, but it certainly contravenes
not only tbe spirit, but the Jetter, of the Constitution.
"The language of the bill in question is my warrant for saying
that Congress is a•ked to pass a bill making the observance of a
certain day a religious duty. True, the Phrases used are so ingeniouslY wrought as not to make use of the words 'holy' or • religions,' but the intent is, of course, apparent enough in the sen•ence
• consciP.ntiousw believe in ana observe • • • as a daY of reBt.'
"Anyone who is familiar with the last fifteen hundred years of
historY of the intolerance, the bigotry, the bickerings, the persecutlonP, the cruelties, the untold millons of martYrs, whoRe ashes
were scattered over, or whose blood has saturated, almost everY
portion of the soil of F,urope-because the church persisted in
fastening itself upon the state-cannot fail, it soems to me, to
exert every effort possible to prevent f-Vm a semblance of cbnroh
control in the affairs of state in this countrY.
"Yours truly,
HENRY M. TABER."
A WBU!H monk called Father Ignatius is at present making Christianity ridiculous in this city by conducting a revival in various halls and churches. In one of his sermons he
revealed the depth of his religion by thundering forth : " God
has a perfect right to cast me into eternal hell and to torture
me with the ftames forever i! I do not accept the mercy he
hath extended toward me. It would not be inconsistent
with his justice to torture me. There must be a hell if a
being endowed with a free will makes use of his freedom to
trample the love of his savior under his feet, crucify him
afresh, and put him to an open shame. My conscience tells
me that hellls not bad enough for one who can do this; and
the Holy Spirit who convinces me of this, of my guilt and of
the justice of hell, convinces me of the infinit love of God in
offering the perfect righteousness of his son for our redemption." In another eern:.on he showed his appreciation of the
intelligence of his audience by telling this time- worn, mossgrown, worm.eat~n, threadbare yarn : "I must tell you of
the miracle which was performed through God's mercy in
Chickering Hall on Sunday night. One of the congregation
was an Infidel, a blasphemer, who had lived for twerty-one
years in blasphemy and vice; be had often dared Gr)d to
strike him dead. You remember how beautifully the Holy
Ghost was poured out upon us that night. How we saw
that the same almighty hand which guided the planets in
their courses, tinged the violet and taught the bird now to
seek its food; how we saw God everywhere and saw how he
rendered all his creatures happy except the man who mie.
used his free will to refuse the happin~ss offered him. Well,
this man, who was the worst man I ever heard ; whose sins
I could not mention here they are so vilfl, this blasphemer
for twenty-one years, found himself convinced of his enormous guilt, and, although that night he felt only that he
would be damned forever, on Monday the walls of his despair and unbelief and sin fJll down like those of Jericho,
and he accepted Jesus. This desperate, blaspheming Infidel and debauchee, who for twenty-one years was dead in
sin, has now the life of Jesus in his soul. This Lazarus has
been resurrected from a moral death of twenty-one years,
although he wa.s stinldng with sin."
THE American Sabbath Union congress, held in Philadelphia last week, was not a very harmonious body. Mr.
Wilbur F. Crafts, the field secretary, was the disturbing element, and in the language of the politiciaBS, he had it in for
Elliott F. Shepard, the president of the orgSlnization. At
the opening of the congress the delegates possessed circulars issued by Mr. Crafts headed, "First Pure, then Peaceable." The circular did not quote Mr. Vanderbilt's opinion
of Mr. Shepard, but it opposed his reelection as president,
declarhtg that because he was rich and generous was not
reason enough why he should hav a third term. It charged
him with being too intensely identified with party politics,
he having sent advertisments of his partiean papers and
dodgers of the Grant monument fund throughout the South,
thus killing the work of the Sabbath Union in the South. It
protested against giving to the Mail and E;rpress a monopoly
of the publication of the literature of the union, but if the
Mail and Express must be the o1gan of the society, then it
should be free from such incongruities as liquor advertiaments and racing "tips." Further indictments against Colonel Shepard as a president were " antagonism to the legislation of the last convention," " serious discourtesy to the
convention in session, by inc::>rporating the union in New
York state within a month, and after notice had been sent
that important changes in management would be proposed;"
"that the general secretaries now in office hav acted with
the president and linked themselvs in whatever mistakes be
has made; that the executiv committee, whose attendance
is seldom more than eight and often less, are most of them
selected by the president and secretaries, and hav always
seconded his wishes; that he [M:r. Crafts] was driven ou'. of
the American Sabbath Union because he would not submit
to private ends." This circular had no effect whatever upon
the aggregation of condemned idiots which the president is
alleged to represent in his single person, for be went blithely
on and packed the committees with his friends, winning all
hls points, but at the price of an alienation of the Western
workers, who will now cease contribwing to the society and
lab ,r inclepeni!entlv of it. The t.rea~urer reported that Mr.
·
i
Shepard gave $7.500 to tbe unlOn th s year •
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WALLA WALLA, WAsH., Nov. 21, 1890.

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a clipping from the
Portland Oregonian, which I hope you will find room for in
our noble TRUTH SEEKER. I think if all our newspapers
were to come out and print their true opinions on these subjects regardless of Mrs. Grundy, the reign of priestcraft
would be very short. The Oregonian is setting a good example to the rest. Success to it. I remain,
ARTHUR VENN.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
BUTLER, PA., Nov. 23, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2, for which you will
send me one more copy of Heston's holy pictures. One of
my neighbors borrowed mine for a few days, and when I
sent after it he thought he could not do without one, and so
he gave me $2 to purchase one for him. Oh, if we could
only hav one of those books in every school~room for the
children to see l It would soon redeem the world from superstition. I know of no work that would be more prolific of
human happiness than the selling of this" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book." Advertise for agents, and let this work
be sold by the carload, that the dust and dirt of. eighteen
centuries may be washed from the eyes of Christendom.
My peu weeps a word of cheer for the artist, the Editor, and
all the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
SIMEON NIXoN.
0DRSBA, Nov. 22, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I am under lifelong obligations to you for
sending me the good old paper. It is the chief comfort of
my life. Wherever and whenever I could I hav been sowing the seeds of Freethought, and though I am living in a
very orthodox country, where the glorious sun of general
literature and of science has attained only to a low point in
the intellectual eky, where ignorance and superstition may
be said still to brood over the people as a hen broodeth over
her chickens, I hav the consolation of having good reason to
believe that I hav sown a goodly quantity of seed in ground
where it will eventually grow and bear fruit. I hav lately
moved; my address now is Holden, Johnson Co., Mo. The
folks at my new home are all unbelievers, but not readers.
The father says he was born above the absurdities and superstitions of the Bible. I expect to find more Liberalism in
Johnson county than I found in Lafayette, the county I hav
moved from. All the old slave states I perceive are still
courting Catholic favor, still ready to adopt any policy of the
kind that will hav a tendency to keep alive old Southern
principles. I hav been voting the Democratic ticket lately
on account of the tariff issue, but I could not go the
Democratic nominee for Congress in this district this fall, on
account of his being a Catholic. I hav resolved that I will
not vote for a man who belongs to a church which claims
that the head of the-church is above the head of the nation,
or that its peculiar God is the rightful head of nations.
.
WM. L. WoBLJl:Y.
BLOOMDALE, 0., Nov. 29, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Of late I see numerous letters in your good
paper calling on Liberals and Freethinkers to form in!o
secret societies having some form of insurance or protectiv
scheme embodied in them, and to connect them directly or
indirectly with the American Secular Union. To all such
propositions I would retort, Hands off the American Secular
Union. Let the Nine Demands and any schemes which bear
directly upon them be pushed to the utmost in the direction
indicated by C. B. Reynolds, W. F. Jamieson, and Ida Craddock, as well as others, and success will yet perch on our
banners without any outside or additional help. Secret
societies, churches, creeds, and the like I view as relics of
times when humanity was far down in the stageli of knowledge, while the American Secular Union is a plant of but
·recent growth; and a right lusty plant it is, but it should
not therefore be incumbered with ancient mold and musty
clothes. When I see the ark of the covenant in the lodgerooms, and the badges, In Hoc St"gno Vinces, the motto of
Constantine the Great (murderer) when he rode out on pred.
a tory excursions flourishing the banner of the cross and said,
"In you I shall conquer "-when I see these it grinds me and
I could cry out every time, " Oh, dense foolishness!" I belong to no secret society. I could not be induced to join
should I hav to subscribe to such barbarisms. Besides,
I hav too much individuality and independence in my makeup to crave the support of institutions, for to me they are all
got up for power and profit, like their prototype, the church.
It would be like uniting church and state, and that all know
would be pernicious. Forever leave the American Eecular
Union free from all ancient incumbrances.
C. C. GERMANN.
Yours,
NEWARK, N.J., Dec. 1,1890.

:MB. EDITOR: For nearly two thousand years priests hav
preached that God occasionally gets crazy or mad at his
children for their sinfulness, and to punish them sends
plagues and disease to kill them; and that he offered up his
son to be crucified to save sinners. Well, God has had a
great deal of trouble with his ungrateful wretches. I think
he has acted very strangely for the giver of all that is good
and the father of all that is bad, for according to my way
of thinking he could just as easily hav created us all perfect as imperfect. And of course God is the only one to
blame for all·our failings.· He sends the storms, cyclones,
and earthquakes. He poisons the very air to kill his children. He has created a demon with horns, tail, pitchfork,
and cloven foot to torture two-thirds of his fallen offspring
for their failings, and priests still assert that if we fail to
pray to such a God we will surely be <lamned. Jack Short
in his poem answers those priests that he will be damned if
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he will pray to such a God. So of course poor Jack is a
gone sucker sure, and millions more like poor Jack. And
then again, there are Pentecost and Father McGlynn, who o.
few years ago stood so very near God, but they too. hav
wandered far, far away from such a righteous and loving
master lately. But as long as they stood by their blessed
Lord he provided plenty of money for them. They were
well clothed and fed, as the majority of priestly wolves are
who liv off the earnings of the poor laboring man and woman. But there is a rumor going that Father McGlynn is
to be restored. If so, the power will be again given him to
locate and fumigate souls. It is a power wortb. haTing, for
it brings in clean cash without any labor or strain of muscle.
But where is the man or woman that would wish to keep
company, or go to heaven to liv in idleness, with a lot of
vagabonds, thieves, libertine, murderers, and hypocrite,
who lived lives of debauchery on earth and whose spirits
would be equally bad notwithstanding they had paid their
price· to the priests for fumigating their corrupted carcasses P
I answer, no Freethinker would want to enter. But I suppose there are more heavens than one, for there is mention
of a seventh heaven. There is where the aristocrats will go
-the Astors, Vanderbilts, Goulds, and Rothschilds. Poor
Jim Fisk of course will not go so high. H be gets to
horse heaven he is lucky. The Anarchists are all booked
for dog heaven, for of course they hav souls and gizzards, if
they hav no hearts. And the Freethinkers will hav a
heaven of their own and the great God of Nature for their
king.
Respectfully,
W. W. MoRRIS.
LINooLN, NEB., Nov. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I am more than interested in the articles
upon secret Liberal organization, and I hope that all who
favor the idea will at once take hold of the matter with such
zeal and earnestness that success will be assured. I was
favorably impressed with the ideas of BrotherS. P. Benton,
of Bowie, Tex., who in his communic~tion to THE TRUTH
SEEKER of November 1st give his views upon this same subject, and also some interesting data from which it might be
well to draw some inferences. I do not think anyone who
is at all liberal-minded can object to an organization similarly
established, with' moral teachings drawn not from tlie Bible
but from the history of the lives of the thousands who hav
been martyrs in the cause of mental freedom, except he be
one of those two-sided specimens of humanity who are
always endeavoring to ride upon two horses at once, hypo.
crlts in general. In conversation recently with a prominent
member of one of the largest secret organizations, I ventured
the remark that if there were a few changes in the ritual of
his beloved order, I thought I knew men who would not
hav to curb their conscientiousness to indorse the plat·
orm. When asked what changes I would suggest, I replied,
" The expunging of the personal God idea totally and in its
place the substitution of eulogies of men who through their
liberal views and their regard for the welfare of their fellowmen made the order in its beginning." But his reply was
only in accordance with many others whose conscience is so
elastic that it can accommodate itself to any and all citcum.
stances. Said he: '' That is the only tblng that holds it up.
Take the word ' God' out of our ritual and the order could
never survive." But every intellilzent person knows that
the order is self-sustaining; that among its numbers maybe
counted some of the best business men of the world, and
among them are financiers who know that the fundamental
principles underlying success are dependent more upon
their strict business worth than all the interpolations of
Gods and supreme beings which generally are thought to be
the cause of such great success.
Let us not be discouraged. Let us continue to agitate
this matter. Let us work and J;tever be content until we as
Liberals will hav started into existence one of the grandest
institutions the world has ever known. As to name, Brother
Brott suggests, Patrons of Science. Let me suggest. the
name of" Free Men and Women of the World," and let its
rituals contain nothing but what would absolutely teach
freedom in its grand meaning. Let the women be required
to possess the same qualifications to be ellgible to member.
ship as the men, and let the principles inculcated within
each new member be such as will cause him to realize the
real import of the name of the institution.
Yours for absolute freedom,
J. H. GUTHRIE.
BRoOKLYN, N. Y., Dec. 3, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: My response to Mr. Perry's last letter in THE
TRUTH BEEKER, about two months ago, having evidently
been consigned to your waste. basket, I will try again; and,
being of the opinion that defamatory lying and quibbling in
debate should be mercilessly defamed, Mr. Perry and his
sympathizers notwithstanding, if THic- TRUTH BEEKBR has
come to the rescue of defamatory lying and quibbling, it
·will be an unwelcome visitor at my residence and very likely
be kicked out. Moreover, I hav promised that I ehall endeavor to stay by Mr. Perry until he is satisfied that I can
giv as good as I get and a liberal rate of interest, except of
his lying and quibbling, which is lower than I shall "stoop
to conquer,'' or hav occasion to, etc-. Lying and quibbling
appears to be his main reliance and principal stock in trade;
if eliminated, nothing will remain that is worth combating.
If I combat it and challenge him to name the date of your
issue in which the statements he charges me with are published over my signature, he charges me with pitching into
himself, personally, and trying to abuse him by saying that
he is a liar, quibbler, und ruffian, to which he adds more ly.
ing and quibbling. I think he should know, if he knows
anything at all, that nothing is more personal, insulting, and
abusiv, than his defamatory lying and quibbling. And it is
no more ab:usiv of those who practice lying and quibbling
to call them liars, qulbblera, and ruffians, than of a dog to
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call him a dog. I hav given much better than I hav received
and more of it, yet he persistently comes for more. King
Solomon would probably suspect him of being a brother to
the horse-leeches' daughters •.
He dashed at me on his outset like an infuriated bull a~ a
red rag, and fastened upon me with defa~atory lying and
quibbling, and sticks tighter than a leech. I indulged a hope
that he had some self-respect and would find it expedient
to let go and drop off; but I now think it doubtful if a mule
can kick hard enough to kick him off. I am sure that I can
not, for I hav tried my" level best" to do so, and must, reluctantly and regretfully, acknowledge defeat on th~t point;
for my defeat is anything but a reputable gain'for Mr. Perry.
It was evident to my view that he provoked a wrangle .with
me for the especial purpose of exhibiting his talent for defamatory lying and quibbling in debate; I hav obligingly
given hlm rope, and he has hanged hlmself-1 hope to his
entire satisfaction, and that he will not offer to annoy me
with any more of his absurd nonsense. For nothing is more
absurd and nonsensical than undertaking to combat truth
with defamatory lying and quibbling.
He affects not to hav intelligence enough to comprehend
the import or importance of provisos and exceptions, and
takes no note of them, therefore it were as unreasonable to
expect him to make an entire!y truthful statement as to
make two elevations without a depression between. He
has given us good ~eason to suspect that if he were a Christian and should, through carelessness, ignorance, or accident,
make an entirely truthful statement and become aware of
it, he would go down upon his knees and waste an hour or
two in earnest prayer for God to !orgiv him; but would not
be likely to hav frequent occasion to waste his time in that
way on account of such delinquency.
I applied the term rutlbnism to his defamatory lying and
quibbling_that none but a ruffian should practice; and pos.
itivly ass~ted that I shall not practice it. He affects to
misunderstand that to imply that I am a bigger ruffi~n than
he is. I callllot account for such an absurd misund~rstanding
except on the presumption that he has been readmg up in
tbe Proverbs, and fancies that I hav answered a fool according to his folly and made myself appear somewhat like
him; and, having an instinctiv proclivity to exaggerating, he
endeavors to persuade us that I am more like the fool than
the fool is like himself. To a careless and superficial ob•erver, the foregoing will probably appear somewhat pPrsonal · but the logical investigator will perceive that I hav
confided myself strictly to the discussion of an ethical, or
unethical, principle of which Mr. Perry appears to be a voluntary representativ and champion, and takes to the voca.
tion like a duck to water. And, as an act of simple justice,
I hav obllgingly taken occasion to giv him a character that
he has fairly earned by his special talent and persevering
industry, for which favor I shall expect him to be duly
grateful.
J. A. TUTTLE.
ST. ELMo, TENN., Dec. 2, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: It is no wonder that"the Republicans were so
overwhelmingly defeated in the late election when we consider the passage of the anti-lottery law and its villainous en.
forcement. That is the most outrageous and contemptible
law since the passage of the fugitiv slave law, which reduced
every liberty-loving man to the condition of a bloodhound, to
hmit down and return a fugitiv to his unpaid toil. The
United States obscenity law was bad enough in that it al.
lowed irresponsible parties to invade the mails and destroy
private correspondence. That was a stroke at the liberty of
the individual-an outrage on the private citizen. But this
anti-lottery law is a stroke at public liberty, at the right of
free speech, at the liberty of the press. And every citizen
that cares for the right, that cares for his country, that cares
for the liberty of himself and his fellows, ought to denounce
the law with all the force he is mas'er of.
It is infamous to declare a thing a crime that has been in
existence from prehistoric time, without giving the people
some limit of time to conform to the law. A party that will
enact such a Ia w, and then make indecent haste to execute it,
ought to be hurled down to eternal forgetfulness.
There is no one perhaps more opposed to the lottery than
myself. I oppose it from its inception in the church-its wet
nurse, its dry nurse, and its nursery-where a penny whistle
is rallied for a dime, where young ladies dispose of kisses for
twenty-five cents each, to be decided by the dice-box, and
where no doubt more delicious favors could be had for a little
higher price. I oppose it on its route through the state lotteries, up to booming towns and territories, and electing con.
stables and presidents.
If the lottery is wrong, suppress the lottery, but let the
newspaper alone. If the lottery is wrong and it advertises
in a paper, that puts the bloodhounds of the law ou its track,
so as to b.arry it down.
What! Buppretls a newspaper for publishing the locality
of an outlaw? No, but rather giv it material aid, a bonus in
cash for detecting the criminal.
When a people will tamely submit to hav their newspapers
confiscated for that which has never been a crime, they are
ready to occept any other infamy.
I am astonished at the apathy with which almost the entire'
press of the country let this phase of the law pass by. They
ought to make it so red-hot for the country that President
Harrison would ask Wanamaker to step down and out for
his pusillanimous action in enforcing this odious enactment.
When a party will attempt to overthrow the. liberty of the
press, it is ready to overthrow the government; it is time
the party was downed.
•
If the United States can find a pretext to disestablish the
Mormon church and oonfiscate ita property, without confiscating the newspapers, it can surely find some reason to
break up the lottery without disturbing the newspapers.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
This idea of making every petty postmaster a censor of
the press, is revolting to the American mind, and a direct
insult to every citizen in the land. What does America
want of a censor anyway? Is not every man and woman a
"consensus of the competent" to choose for themselvs what
they want? Go to, then, with the censor of the press and
the mails.
- If the postmaster-general is going to find wit for the witless in lottery matters, how long before he will be trying to
find it for them in the other avenues of life? How long before he will order bis deputies to cast out of the mails all
11ewspapers opposed to his party politics? it is only
another step to furnish the stu1Ilng, political and religious,
that shall enter the papers at all. Down with the scheme.
DJwn with the dictator. Down with the censor.
L. L. GooDWIN.
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more good than you hav? If you bad taught that every
triUlBgression of moral and scientific law would be followed
with its sure penalty right here, not over yonder, it would
hav had better effect. We Infidels believe that when a black
thought or a dirty act has once crossed the brain, even
the blood of a God couid not efface it. Remember the
fable of the young man and his cat ; though she was traneformed into a beautiful woman, when she lfeard the mouse
H. J. WARD.
she waa out of his arms and after it.
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little of the New Testament did he retain. The Jews think
they can prove that the Pentateuch has never been altered.
Perhaps it would be a better work if the pious men of the
Middle Ages had tampered with it, as they did with the New
Testament. In standard encyclopedias you will find the cool
statement that Tertullian wrote the book of Thessalonians.
Eusebius condemned the epistles of Peter in toto, the epistle
to the Hebrews, Acts, and other inspired works. The Hebrew was a dead language in the time of Christ, who spoke
Syrian Greell:, and Hallam remarks that a Syrian grammar
Ea.u CLAIBB, Wis., Dec. 1, 1890.. was not written until the seventh century.
No doubt correct Hebrew manuscripts are in existence, but
MR. EDITOR: I hav read w:th much attention Mr. Wakeman's criticism on Mr. Pentecost and Anarchists in general. they are of no use to the humble scaolar or reader. The
Mr. Pentecost is doubtless able to defend himself, if he thinks modern Jew uses the Christian Bible; Jewish children long
it worth while, but possibly what he says may never appear ago were not permitted to read the sacred books until twentyin your columns. Hence "the spirit moveth me."· Mr. five years of age, according to Josephus. When Origen
Wakeman affects what seems to me an unbecoming con- offered a translation of the Bible he used the works of TheoAN OPBN LBTTBR TO RBV. JOB HARBAL, KURODA, MISS.
tempt for the assuD}ed ignorance of Anarchbts-" if they dotian and other Asiatic scholars, not attempting a construcCoALING, Au., Nov. 24, 1890.
knew a little about sociology, etc." Does Mr. Wakeman tion of his own. Mr. Longshore suggests the name of EloDea;r Sir: Your letter in the November Pulpit emboldens know more about sociology than such Anarchists .as Karl him instead of God, which would read, " The Gods said, let
me to address you through the columns of TIIB TRUTH Marx and Elisee Reclus? The question, though provoked, there be light." If we advance backward, no doubt Siv<l
SBBXBB. I do not propose to meddle in yours and Mr. Shaw's is, I fear, unkind; for to say yes would convict him of will soon be worshiped by a respectable congregation.
discussion, but you seem to be frank and honest, and withal enormous egotism, and to say no, of gross (probably uninWho will tell us something of the " Comp~mion" to the
generous ; and as I am desirous of knowing all I can, it is tentional) misrepresentation. So it may remain unanswered. revised edition?With regard to the gentleman who could hear five miles:
possible I can learn something from you. I was once a If the ignorant Anarchist had " the smallest smattering of
Baptist in faith, and thought all other sects were deluded or the science of sociology, he would know that society is an Our natural capabilities are sometimes greatly enlarged,
hypocrite. In some of your letters to Mr. Lawrence you organism." Well, now, it is just possible that the ignorant which is only the faint dawn of that which the coming mn
said you would sooner be an Infidel than believe that those Anarchist may hav heard this observation, and deliberately shall certainly be under favorable circumstances. Perfect
were Christians that committed all the persecutions that hav labeled it " one of the many fallacies of Herbert Spencer"- holiness and the study of pure science will conduct the
come down to us through history. You now say in your a fanciful metaphysical writer whose relation to positiv human race to a sphere where theae great powers will be
letter to Mr. Shaw, Christianity is a different thing. I turn science is little higher than that of a mere popularizer. daily exercised.
to a lexicon and find It means a follower of, a believer in, Society is not an organism. An organism is an individual
On a late Sunday I found all in confusion in the post-office,
Christ. All those said they were and did follow Christ. I exhibiting during a part of its existence the phenomena of an hour not sufficient for business. Two gentlemen walked
was talking to a Baptist not long ago. He said I could talk life, among which the most remarkable is this, that the toward th~ money order office, but it was closed. Is this a
to him, but if he was to catch me talking to his ch.U.dren he parts cannot exist without the whole, or at best can only free country?
Mr. Mills was a disappointment here. He seems to be
would kill me. A Baptist preacher said in the pul.;ft an In- become similar wholes, while the whole is comparatlvly
fidel was a fit subject for the asylum, a fit subject for hell, little injured by the amputation of a part. This is the stumping round the country as a professor of the black art
and ought to be run out of society. Would not these Bap- reverse of what we see in society. All the progress and evo- of Christian m\gic, which infurhteg its victims, and they
tists do all these cut-throat deeds if they had the power ? lution of·society is due to the infiuence of superior individ. murder as Abraham did, and lie and cr>mmlt any crime with
And does not your definition narrow it down very fine, so uals. Society, with all that blind stupidity which belongs a good desil!;n. Perhaps his eloquence and the old tirade
fine that it might be termed a failure ? You believe there not to organisms but inert masses, perpetually squeezes these called orthodoxy, with the idea of the "only begotten son of
are two powers, one for good and the other for evil•. Now superior individuals b.eneath its Juggernaut wheels. If God," would convert the Jews. Milton said" the oracles
the power for good is being outgeneraled in every detail. they fail to upset it and are forced out by it, like the Jews are dumb," but the ravings of a priestess drunk with nepenChrist said the few would be saved and the many lost. and Arabs from that society which is called Spain, the the, catnip, ivy, or henbane, could not equal what we learn
Would not a general be cashiered if he should make such society itself begins to decay forthwith. But the individuals from pulpits and Bibles, quite unlike the ordinary philosoblunders? Mr. Harral, is not the Christiall'B faith based on in such cases do not perish. They become the founders of phy taught in schools, where they hav not yet run coma wrong premia ? Will you tell me where your soul or better societies. Society, otherwise called the multitude pletely crazy. And then such f3cts ! A huge bedstead, a
spirit was before you were born ? At what time did it enter and the mob, consists of monkeys not so much improved hueless, dead, Egyptian dolphin, to the disgust of Byron; a
your body? Did you receive it conjointly from each par- but what they are still governed by the imitativ instinct. It good assortment of pitchers and rams' horns, jawbones,
ent? It so, what becomes of the half-souls that are never does not make the superior individuals, but they make it all foxes, mandrakes, and cucumbers; talk about these human
developed? Or if you receive it with the first breath, why it is beyond a troop of hairy, howling troglodytes. And as beings created suddenly in a garden, a man marrying his
has not the puppy the same advantage? Will you please society deserves no credit for its own improvement, so the own sister, a woman turned to salt; miracles by the dozen,
tell me why Christ made the mistake in placing the senso- poor thing deserves no blame for its own backwardness. It in which the dead are full ot life and twice as natural; so
rium in the heart instead of the head? Will you tell me cannot help being barbarous and stupid. There is not a easy to obtain bread and fish and the frying-pan too. It is
where heaven and hell are? Do not you know there is no more immoral cant than that which lays the blame of cus- fearful to think of the " gospel preached to the poor" when
such thing as up and down, only as apparent terms ? In tomary bad actions on its impersonal shoulders. Whatever not one of them is present in the gilded church. But I had
answering these questions, do not expand and contract Mr. Wakeman may say, it was Grover Cleveland and not forgotten Sapphira, the wife of Ananias, Communists.
language and reason, but giv both a showing. You know Erie county who hanged that man. The worst that min be She was so harshly reproved that she scarcely knew her own
the Greeks were warring with Syracuse to no effect, and said of Erie county is that it was too much of a monkey to hash-dish, that emblem of eternity, for what was left from
they sought the advice of the oracle ; it was, they were to stop the individual simian called Cleveland when he set about to-day I heard she cooked with to-morrow's supply. Where
be crowned with victory only when the ocean washed the doing what the anthropidm always had done in such cases. she is now, she makes it of many horned things, and seasons
feet of the temple. You know how reason was expanded. Mr. Wakeman admits that government "in the current it with brimstone and turpentine. F11nnels can be placed in
Galen said, " We cannot bring the sea here, but we can ded- sense of the word is in most instances nothing but tyranny " cheerful boarders' mouths, and they will not be allowed to
Icate all the land to the sea." Now, this is just the kind of -a large admission, surely. But " it was not so in the past, refuse this delicacy. Black art indeed, when the hearts of
logic the Christian uses to make the God idea agree with and will not be so in the future." Now will Mr. Wakeman converted Christians are crossed over with strings of steel.
reason. You know your Christ said, " These are the signs please giv an instance of a government which was ever any- And if the soul is created jet-black by a wise God, will he
that shall follow them that believe : In my name they shall thing else than a tyranny? We ignorant Anarchists hope a justly hold them responsible for what they do? He hears
cast out devils, heal the sick, and if they drink any deadly man who knows something of sociology will not let us burst their hard words; their coarse contempt for the poor they
thing it shall not hurt them, or if bitten by a serpent it shall in ignorance. We are hungering and thirsting for an ex- hav robbed he sees with indifference. Clothe a man with
not hurt them." You say, Oh, well, we can't do that now, ample of a government which was a " guide " instead of power, let him nearll' ride upon the whirl wind as his chariot,
but away back yonder people were much better, more holy being altogether behind the age, a " protector" instead of place three crowns upon his head, with a king each side to
-they could. According to your logic we are yet going an enslaver. Mr. Wakeman refera to the atrocious laws of hold his stirrup, and then ask him to be modest, humble,
downhill, when it is just the reverse. You_ask to be pointed Illinois in proof that Anarchism will bring slavery instead of moderate, unselfish, and jmt!
But if religion is not a black art, but a healthful disciplin,
to an Infidel nation. All nations were Infidels, only the liberty. Surely Mr. Wakeman knows enough of sociology
Jews and nations that hav been proselyted since .A.D., and to he aware that tyranny always rallies against every advance what is the grand result of the ages under its tuition?
as history is only made of a few individuals let me refer you in freedom, and the fight between these opposite grows hot- What has it produced? A wave of desolation, crime, and
to a few. Can you refer me to a better man than Socrates? ter, with the external advantage in favor of the former, till corruption is passing over the world, unchecked by religion
Not outside of Bob Ingersoll. Can you giv me the name of the tyrant overleaps the great simian law of following prec- or morality, tainted by the same. The church has plunged
a Christian that is peer to Cicero? These people were In- edent, so that the very monkeys rise against him. Some the masses in a bloody sectarian strife for power.
fidels. Pagan religion is just as good as Christian, and I contributors to the paper founded by D. M. Bennett spoke a
The love of the church for power and money is at the root
think better. Was not the Prometheus myth better than the word for the personal liberty of women, and lo I the Com- of every evil. The public schools, which ought to be sacred
Christ? The former was willing to suffer for all time to ben- stock law I Will Mr. Wakeman so stultify his record as to to science, are corrupted by the lying history whose artful,
efit the whole human family, the latter shrank to just die for say the remedy is to plead for '' our suffering sisters " never- malicious assertions awaken all the fury of the human heart.
a short time. Mr. Harral, I fail to see any great sacrifice more? "Government of some kind or other is a necessity," The fingers of the church, coated with deadly p::>ison, greedChrist · made. Men, women, and childre~ die for one an- says Mr. Wakeman. This is very dogmatical language to ily clutch every enterprise, till all business meetings are opened
other, and know they can never come back; and they do come from a cultivator· of the science of sociology; but with the withering, stilling prayer.
that every day in the year somewhere. And then to save dogmatism is the whole stock in trade of all who believe in
The Freethinkera need a Masonic association, which
only a few and lose the many-what an admission I· Let us government. Mr. WakemaB is honorably distinguished as can receive the most timid within its borders. Millions will
look at that Tens murder law. Phrenology teaches that an opponent of wooden gods and ghost gods. May he con- 1lock thither if one thing is done. Entrance money must
traits of character are stamped before birth and that the per•. tinue to the end. But he is going the wrong way now. be according to a person's ability, so that something can be
son is about as responsible for them as tor birthmarks. And His actual " society" is a helpless wooden god, his coming drawn at once in the way of interest. What fraternal band
just so long as a state or commonwealth says . there are "nation" an impossible ghost god. He is entirely Inlataken could be stronger? The poorest will be helped a little.
Go to, ye pious rich, who are vultures preying upon the
crimes that deserve death, just so long we will hav murder. in saying that Nationalism has a future. A thing of yesterYou know tyrannical parents raise tyra~mical children, only day, the creature of a novel, ii is already withering like the heart of society-a gang of banditti whose wealth would dry
as atavism interferes. It is just as much harm for twelve prophet's gourd. Anarchism, a tree of some fifty years' up if the blood of the poor was exhausted. Outlaws and
men or a thousand to murder one man, as it is for one. Two growth, has never been eradicated from any soil in which it robbers who make a virtue of what was always called a
once took root. Converted Socialists are numberless. There crime, ~nd snatch the morsel from the poor to fill yourselvs
_
wrongs never made one right.
with luxuries, without shame, decency, or sense of honor!
C. L. JAMBS.
Mr. Harral, do not you think a God that would multiply never was a converted Anarchist.
They must be your natural enemies who are crowded twelve
the sorrows of woman in the most holy function of motherin a room. Arise and giv them a better home. Dot the
hood, would be a devil? Would you do it? His.iltatue ought
LExiNGTON, KY., Dec. 1, 1890.
to be set up at every cross-road with that text, and " ExecraMR. EDITOR; It is well known that Luther condemned the land with sacred portions of soil for their benefit, and thus
·ble I" written against it. How was the anatomy of woman book of Esther, remarking that it should be cheerfully avert a storm which may now be gathering.
In some way I receive kind and friendly letters from very
changed to produce that Effect, and did the curse extend to thrown into the Elbe. The book of Job is evidently a work
all mammals? If not, why do they suffer? Do not you of fiction, perhaps of Persian or Indian origin. Many other wealthy gentlemen frequently who eay that I am writing for
know that woman is better than man in every detail, not- books are alluded to, casually, in the O:d Testament, which their benefit. Something sent to Mr. Macdonald would soon
withstanding that unlioly curse? Mr. Hamil, do not you are lost. Marcion, who was reverenced as a holy man by reach me. He has been a kind friend and never forgets me
think if you ha<l filled your pulpit as a moral and ocie~titlc all C)lristians, set aside the whole of the Old Testament, as in poverty. A registered letter is best in this post-oftl.ce.
ALHAZA.
teacher instead of as a· divine, you would hav done much being too bloody and fierce for him and his disciples. Very
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To prove the above statement I shall giv
tia,• too; how the Christians killed.her. be- ping and stamping and looking as if they
cause she taught philosophy and arithmetic in meant every echo of praise, Gertie's papa, an extract from the report of Professor Hartwell, who was especially delegated by the
Rome and would not believe as they did. who sat by her, whispered:
"Havwe shouted the truth loud enough?" government of the United States to report on
And the Crusades to the Holy Land, as they
the General Turnfest at Dresden in 1885 .
.:.'Jd~ or Miss Su!W!I H. W:rxos, J!'all called it, to kill the Turks. And the war of
and Gertie said "Yes I" with sparkling eyes. He says: "There exists a general, but erroUitw, JliJ811., to tohom all OommunfMtionB for the Refnrmation, with the massacres of SmithRome was not built in a day, and of neous,opinion among foreigners that German
this 0ot"1ur' should b~ B~nt.
field and the St. Bartholomew's eve. Ever course the town did not become liberal- children do not play, though the history of
since Christ was born the Christians hav been thoughted and forget Its creeds and its prej. the kindergarten system and of school turnquarreling and killing, and that Christian 1Idices all in one night. Some people even ing affords abundant evidence to the contrary.
Between ihe dark aDd the daylight,
Not only hav the Germans a great variety of
carol about' peace and good will' isn't true." said that the lecture was " shocking I" They national games for children and youth, but,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupation!
How Gertie's eyes flashed I How earnest were the ones who did not hear It.
in many cases, theyhavmadevigorous efforts
That is known a.s ihe Children's Hour."
Those who did remembered it and reasoned to introduce and acclimatize foreign games,
she was in her eager array of facts I
"Well, what shall we do about it?" asked over It, and grew broader and wiser through like cricket and foot-ball. Baseball and lacrosse are apparently unknown to them. In
Mr. Parton, looking grave and earnest too, it, an d with GertIe•8 h e1P a " s h out for t ruth n some
A Boy's Soliloquy.
cities, and notably in Berlin, Dresden,
though
he
smiled
at
the
little
girl's
impetuwas
given
forth
that
Christmas
eve
whose
and
Frankfort, special efforts are made by
Now here is my new che~t of tools,
osity.
And there's to be six long weeks' vacation.
echoes are widening and deepening and will ~he school authorities, and various private
I'm just 1roing to make something in that time
" 0 papa I can't we do anything? Must never be silenced.
M. A. W. I associations, to secure public playgrounds
That will aston\sh all creation.
for the children of all classes, and much has
they go on singing and preaching and writ·
1 J'isn't going to be any slow-coach either,
Cllats witll Correspondents.
been accomplished in this direction. No one
ing what isn't true, just because they don't
But @Om~tning that wiU go like fun,
.
· ·
could witness the play of sixteen hundred
think or are afraid to think ?
And when I get. it started once
JULIA. B.-Christmas is a pagan institution school-girls, and twelve hundred school-boys,
It won't stop till it's had its run.
" The churches can't hav· inquisitions and fixed up and celebrated as a Christian festival. under the lead of the teachers, on the Dreskill people any more, because it is against As observed by the pagans, it had some rea- den Festplatz, and deny that German chllBut no! I mns~ fix it so a.s to manage it,
the law, and they would be punish1ld for it, sonable signiftcance, but regarded as the dren are gamesome as well as tractable. The
S'l I ca.n stop or turn aboutShan't alwaYs want to go straight ahead,
but they want to send everybody to hell for- birthda of Christ it is of no importance girls played at catch, running races, ball,
But take a. different route.
etc., and the boys engaged in
ever
and ever after they die, if they don't be- since noYone knows• when he was born, an skipping-rope,
foot-ball, bat and ball, tug-of-war, and the
Can't tell what I shall call it yetlieve
as
the
churches
do,
no
matter
how
gciod
Engin,la.ndsbip, or velocipede,
many hav grave doubts whether such a being like. As a rule, the German school and city
and kind they may hav been. 0! course they was ever born at all. The birth of American authorities provide more generously and InBut one thing I've deaided on,
It shan't be beat for speed.
don't know there is such an awful place and Independence has far more significance, and telligently for the recreation of the chllrlren
it is all a frightening story, but some people Is In every sense more worthy of commem- · under their charp;e, than is the case in Great
I'll scoot up by the Widow Green·s,
•
•
Britain or America."
And show her smart son Chris
believe it and feel bad about it.
oration. In ~egard to spending Christmas,
Hoping you will giv the children of the
That his old dOlr·oa.rt he bragged over
"Little children who died without being read the sens1ble story in another column.
Corner a correct Idea about German boys
Is nothing compared to this.
baptized or believing would go into the burnJ. A. F.-Always ask yourself before under- and girls, I remain, with best wishes for your
And father will not hav it to sl\y again
ing lake, they said at the revival meeting last taking any new thing, Is this right? Shall success,
That everything I begin,
Yours for truth,
A. RoLLE.
After all my big calonlations,
winter, when Carrie Langdon's little sister I be benefited or injured on its account ?
lit
hardly seemed credible when we read
DJesn•t amount to a single pin.
went into a fit and old Peter Jenkins got re- Will my action bring happiness to others, or the statement that German children did not
I hav been thinking how I will start it,
ligion, because he thought he was going to misery and trouble? Never be altaid of play games like boys and girls of other usWith wind or steam or powderdie with the rheumatism, and then, as soon reason and calm judgment.
tionalities, and we thank the writer· of the
Powder h forbid, though, since my bombshell
as he got well, went to drinking again.
HBNRY.-Sunday is as good as any other foregoing for aetting us right on the question.
burst,
"When at school we hav to read the day. It is well to hav one day set apart for Nature compels activity in childhood, and
And blew the old teakettle to chowder.
I had lots of fun with that old thing
Bible about miracles and visions, and it rest and recre~tion. We do not regard it this means growth and development. We
Until the cover split,
teaches the children to believe in ghosts and wrong to play on Sunday, provided no one is would say to all healthy children, play, with
And half csme whizzing close to my kead,
all sorts of nonsense about the world being injured thereby. In fact, Sunday, which is all the strength and energy possible, activ
Almost taking that along with it.
made in seven days, when it took centuries of human origin, should be kept as a boll- out-door games, and then apply yourselvs to
I should hav trembled in my boots
and
centuries--" Gertie had not finished day. The mistake is in making of it a holy study with the same force and earnestness.
U I'd happened to ha.v them on,
her pleading, but she was out of breath.
But as I went barefoot~d those warm da.ys~
day, instead. We t>hould do no wrong on Thus will you become good scholars.-Eo.
I only just out and run.
" Then you want to be a missionary to any day.
C. C.]
When father h'l.d come home that night
educate these church-going ' heathens • in sciKATY R.-Mystery is but another name for
And saw the wreck I'd made,
RED CLoun, NBB., Nov. 21, 1590.
ence and history and peace and good will?" ignorance. As soon as we understand a
It wasn't snah a very soft grip he had,
DEAR Miss WIXON: It has been a long
interrogated her father with another smile, thing the mystery vanishes. Seek knowledge.
Or snob very soft words he said.
time
since
I wrote to the Children's Corner.
but just as much in earnest as before.
Science Is the real savior of the race.
He told me if I ever ns!!'d powder again,
I am living in the town of Red Cloud, and
" 0 papa ! you know I don't mean to be
In any shape or way,
A little boy wants to know, if " a fellow attend school when I am well enough. I am
He would shut me up and keep me there
bold or to think I could teach grown people, strikes " him, should he " hit back." Most dtsapp• •inted when there are no letters in the
·Until my hair was gray.
because I don't begin to know enough even boys will do that, but it is hard to tell what Children's Corner. I want the little FreeMercy! there goes the dinner bell,
to be sure I am right in so many thiBgs. But is the better thing to do without knowing thinkers to wake up and tell us what they
And rve not done a thin!l',
I Phould like to hear somebody shout out the the provocation of the first blow. It seems are doing. I hav been to Sunday.school
Only to sa.w this boud in two,
twice this past summer. The children nearly
And bend this wire for a spring.
truth as loud and strong as they sing the to us one would feel better DOt to strike all attend the Sunday-school. There are four
Christmas carol at Carrie Langdon's church." back. Blows are often dangerous and lead or five Sunday.schools in town, and no
Beats all how fast the hours fly,
Four of them gone so soon,
That was what Gertie said.
to serious consequences. Our hands and churches. The children are taught that
And I promised to go a.-fishing
Then her father had a big thought, and arms are not fighting clubs, but are intended they must love Jesus, that they are made of
The whole of this afternoon.
when he told it to the little philosopher she for useful employment. Disarm an angry dust, and God made everything. A minister
Guess l'il put away this" going-to-be" machine
called and gave us a very polite invitation to
clapped her hands and then threw them foe by kind words and pleasant smiles.
Until I shall ha.v more time,
come to hear him preach. He asked if the
When I'll get my things together again,
around his neck in an old-fashioned hug.
little girl went to Sunday-school; he fnund
. Finish it a.nd make it climb.
"But it will coRt money. How much will
out all about it. We prefer taking a ride in
Correspondence.
MEB. L. A. BUELL.
the country when the weather is pleasant. I
you help shout?" asked her father.
PmLADELPHIA., PA., Nov. 23, 1890.
had a party on my tenth birthday, and re" Whatever you were going to spend on
DEAR MISs WIXON: As I hav never written ceived presents too numerous to mention. I
my Christmas present, and the $2 in my to you before, I thought I would now take
How Gertie Helped Shout.
am taking music lessons. I will close, with
bank," replied Gertie. Perhaps you think the opportunity. My sister has taken THE love to the editor of the Corner.
A O!IRISTMAS STORY.
Gertie Parton was a thirteen-year-old phi- that was a queer answer, but her father TRUTH SBBXER for seven months. We think
Respectfully yours, MAUD A. 0LMBTBD.
losopher with a bright head on her shoulders, thought it a very wise and generous one, for it the best paper of the kind and we see we
[The editor of the Corner thanks Maud for
cannot
do
without
it.
The
picture
in
the
last
he went down the street and told it, and his
and several opinions of her own.
paper makes me think of my teacher in the the pretty motto picture inclosed, and hopes
It was one of her father's maxims that big thought, to half a dozen large.minded public school reading of David reminding she will write again. May she and all our
" Children should learn to think for them- gentlemen, and they promised to " help Uriah of his feet, and telling him to go down correspondents be faithful to the truth as it
to his house to wash them. As this is being is revealed in nature.-Eo. C. C.]
selva." That Gertie should learn to think shout," too.
Then he sent a telegram, and when the read the boys tum up their noses(just as
reasonably and wisely he encouraged her to
read sensible books, to ask sensible questions, answer came he hurried off to the printers. boys would do. Such things ought not to be
spoken of in public schools; it makes me In.
to reason her faults into shamefacedness and The next day it was in the newspapers, big, dignant every time I hear them.
to be honest with herself and the world. yellow posters about it decorated the sides of
I will close my letter, thinking I hav taken
That WllB the way Gertie became a philosO- buildings, fences, and store windows, all enough of the Corner. I remain,
Your friend,
JOHN F. L. SoHULzR.
pher; because people who look at the world over town, and everybody was talking of It.
[We are of John's opinion, that the public Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived,
with honest, thoughtful eyes find so much in- And this is what it was :
schools should not be insulted by anyone
teresting and inspiring that ordinary people
" FBEKTHOUGHT LKOTURB.
reading in them such filthy matter as related
:and Did He Rise from:
do not see, that they generally become philosFmm To ALL.
above.· Never mind. Our splendid corps of
ophers-for philosophy, you know, is love of
COME."
the Dead?~
young Liberals, of which John is one, will
wisdom, desire for truth.
And they did come. On Christmas eve
This little philosopher who had several they flocked to the town hall, the Browns, right some wrongs by and by. Study, think,
opinions of her own, came home from school the Jones, and the Robinsons ; Carrie Lang. reflect, and write to the Corner, John, as
$100 Reward.
the Friday night before Christmas with a big don•s father and Gertie's school-teacher, and often as inclination prompts.-En. C. C.]
thought in her head, and somehow, after sup.
a great many more people that Gertie knew
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov. 27, 1890.
Paper, 10 cents.
For Sa.le a.t This Office.
per, around the evening lamp, the big thought
and did not know, and when aU the s~ts
DBAR MisS WIXON: As I am very mucn injumped into words :
were filled and Squire Ellery, the most looked- terested in the success .of the Children's Cor.
" Papa, Carrie Langdon in our class is go up-to, learned, and influential man in town, ner, I wish to correct a mistaken idea of an
ing to hav a Christmas-tree at her church and Introduced the lecturer and quoted what Englishman about" Boys who do not play"
in your issue of .November 22d.
she is learning a carol (a song, you know),
My experience ·as a German, raised in a
Ingersoll has written about In.tellectual hosabout:
pitality, and welcoming new thoughts, not boarding school, was quite different. As
" Since Christ was born the ages thrill
like tramps to set the dogs on, but like soon as we were through with our afternoon
With pea;:e on earth, good will, good will.'• guests to be entertained, and if they. prove lessons we were permitted to go into the
Then Gertie hesitated and her father looked true and helpful, to be made friends of- yard, where we amused ourselvswith games,
I ha.v kept a SOR.I.P BooK for a. good many Years
such as ball, foot-ball, bat and ball, "catch, of letters received from pa.tients; some are long,
at her questioningly and saw that she was very when all this happened and the lecturer black
man,"" hide and seek," and numerous too lonll' to publish, some are short and good.
sober-faced.
really began to " shout the truth out loud " other games.
·
Ba.iny daYS I sit down and .read them, and ha.v
" It isn't tnie," said Gertie. "All the chil- and the audience applauded, Gertie W&ll the
In summer time the teacher would take us learned a. II'OOd deal about the hnma.n body from
dren are going to sing it and it isn't true ! happiest and proudest girl in all the world, to the country once a week, where we played some poor, sickly woman or overstrained man.
games all the afternoon.
Here Is one of them. I ca.ll it a. good letter :
Just as if the man who wrote it ever read hisshe thought.
At the age of ten. I went to the public
t~ry I Because since Christ was born everyTBENToll', TEx., Sept. 28, 1886.
Over at Carrie Langdon's church they were school and found there a similar arrangeTo Kennedy of the Medica.! Discovery; Roxbury,
body haa been fighting everybody else about singing the Christmas carol, but not a word ment. Twice a week we had gymnastic exeverybody's religion. And you know, Con- of it was heard by the people in the town ercises and games, while we amused ourselvs Mass. I a.m so proud of my recovery as to express
my feelings in thanks to yon. The RHEUMAstantine the Great got converted and fought hall and they heard something t
d ·with games every dav during recess.
. TISM has made m~ four legged fo,. ~ix years. At
ruer an. 1 In almost every German household you last I ba.v traded o:ff two of them to Bell-druggist
•
aU over E1rope and killed everybody that
better and wiser, instead ; and when the can find <:llildren, t:rom. two- yw.s \l{>, playing -for fmu bottles of Kennedy's Discovery, I am.
wouldn't be a Christian. l hav :ead 'Hypa- ~CQtJ»"I} Will eD!leA a:Q!). everypodf w,.s f;h~p. . g&JDeO,
• · ··
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117 Constantine tho Great. Preston............ 3
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122 World's Great Religions. Bennett..........
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1 Hereditary Transmission.
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28 Lafayette Place,
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These rwticmi Me for the benefit of Liberals
UJho may be 'Disiting the places where these soeie.
ties are loeated. Local 8eeul((ll' Unions ana
Bruthought Societies meeting regulalrly can
ha'O their gatherings acl'Dertised here fru by forUJMding tluJ neussary information.
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Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and aiscnssions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
everybody welcome.

American Secular Union, Newark
Branch.
124 Market street. Assembles every SundaY
evening at 7 .30. Lectnre•, debates, and diFcnssions on all imPortant seomar subjects. Pres·
iilent, HENRY BmD; .Secretary, OoBA BELLE

FLAG~G~·-------=~~----------~------

Brookl}'D Phllosophical Assocla·
tlon
Meets at Fraternity rooms.~-.Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, .w. D .. at 8 P.M., every

Sunday. Lectures folloved by discussion. Plat·
form free. Oharles Mooholland, secretary, 248
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D.

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:iT
meets every Sunday in Indnetrial Hall, Broad a~; d
Wood sts •• at 2 :so and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Seekerpnblioationsalwe.YBon hand at cheap rates.

The Secular Society of Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthly1 1lrst and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. IIIABros HEIGHTON, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secular Union
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bundays of each month at Independent Ohuroh, at
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on li.ll Liberal subjects.
Subscriptions to· Tim TRUTH BEEKER and Invest~gator are solicited.
R. G. SMITH, Oor. Sec.

Chicago Secular Union
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30''P,H., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal <Jlnb

AND STEREOPTICONS

Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public cordially invited.

assortment ot Views, illustrating art, science, hisrory,
religion a.ud travel, is immense. For Home Amuee ...
me:ot aud Parlor E~~=~~~\i!H~nE~~ng can be round as instructive or amusing, w~: ~:=:!r!~fh

Brotherheod of Moralbts, No. P03,
Prairie <:tty. Ia.,

MAGIC LANTERNS

afford the best and cheapest means or object teachiDg
Cor <Jolleares. Schools and Suttday Schools. Our

P 'Y WELL

hlbltlons a.nd Povular
A
a choW aelection of
Illustrated Lectures~
• Viewsm.akesasplen.
did Holidayfresent, We are the largest manufacturers and dealers, and sJ:ip to all pa.rt.s or
the world. "1 lou wi:Jb to know how to order, bow ro condt1ct Parlor Entertamments for plea·
~~~3 ~~ ~~st:f r~ht:!:1~;~h~!~., for MAKING
send us your name and ad~
paper),andwewillmailrou our

MONEY,

208 PACE BOOK FREE.

McALLISTER, Manufact'g Optician, 49 Nassau St., N.Y. City.
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Best grades American Stem-winders: In silverina oases, 7 jewels,$7.50; 9 jewels, $8: 11 jewels, $9;
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 3 onnoe coin
silver oases, $3.50 more ; 4 ounce, $4,50, and 5
New EdHion, Revised and Enlarged. ounce,
$6 more In best filled gold oases, open
face,
dust proof. 7 jAwels, $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11
Oontains a Sketch of the Life and Death of jewels,
$17 50 i 15 jewels, $1R.50: do. adjusted,
Bruno, Buckle, Oomte, Helvetins, Hngo, Hume, $24.50. HnntlDg, $22; S22 50; $23; 124: $80.
Owen, Paine, Strauss, Volney, Voltaire, and Ladies•, s~e quality, 7. jewels, $17.: 11 jewels,
$18 50; 15 Jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10
nearly ninet:v other prominent Freethinkers.
more. The famous,
Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office.
New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch,
16 jewels and all modern imProvements, $8
more than above adjusted watches. No watch
in the world competes with it. Finer watches np
to $200. "ll snoh prepaid, guaranteed 1 yaar, and
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
cash refunded if not satisfactory. All tilled gold
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL· oases warranted by manufacturers 20 years.
For Her Daily Bread IS the story or two young Beware of New York W07'!4'B 10 karat and spnrions
girls and a_ younger brother who were left parent· oases. Watches cleaned, best worlc, $1; springs,
fess, with little money, fair edncatto~1 and much $1, etc., and returned free.
oouraa:e, to make their way through we world by
J!'BTABLISBED 1857.
~toing to Ohioago. The ant.lloris all!o the heroin.
O'l'TO WETTSTEIN, Bcoh9lle, nt.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
ina: girl•slife and experience in the city of Ohioago
DR. ~AFT'S ASTHMALENE
among bluff business men, kind·hearted folks, ASTHMA -CUREDncver
fails; send us your
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just snoh a story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel In~er i~1osli: tAR~Ro~~ ~~t"bo.,RDCHEst'fR,Ii~F R
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioD
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HORRORS."

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

EE

A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener.
The downcast eyes of timid aoqniesoenoe hav
paid to imPudent antho\'ity the tribute of a
thoughtless ns.-R. G. Ingerso!!.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

B'or'tMII of tluJ At'/Wt'lcan S~lar Union.
Price 10 oenta.
·
Addrtll TBII 'l'BUTB BIIIIII::U OoJrPAlU.

The Minneapolis Secular Union
Meets every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, MinneapoliP,
Minn. J.F.MA.OOMBEB,Pres.:· LEROY BEBBIEB, See.

Des 1Dolnes Secular 1Jnion
Holds regular meetin~ts at Good TemPlar Ha.ll,
Flynn Block. S.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FRANKLIN BTEINEB, Pres.

San Francisco, ~al., Freethonght
Society

MAet& every Sunday evening at Union Square
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o•olook. A cordial invi•
tation is extended to all. Beats free.

Port Angeles Secular Union
Meets ever:v Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in the public
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lectures. song_s, and select reading. Discussion invited on all subjects. Liberal literature distributed free.
FRANK MoRSE, Oor. Sec.

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral Union

Of Los Anlleles, Oal., meets semi-monthly, first
and third Sundays, at 8 o•clook, P.M., at Parr's
Ha.ll. Everybodv invited. MRS· R. M. BERRA,
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAMs, Bee. Sec.

The Walla Walla I.lb· raJ Club
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Science Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Oriltinal
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val·
nabla librazy is at the service of members and
friends. Q, B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0A.LDEBt Sec.

The Roeder Secular Union
Of Boeder, Wash., meets everY first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house.
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The
~rreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto.
"Universal M!l...ntal Liberty." D. E. BIOE, Pres.:
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA, Sec.

Portsmon1h,

A THOUGHTLESS YES.
CONTENTS.
A Splendid Judge of a Woman.
The Lady of the Olnb.
Under Protest.
For the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Ohain.
The Boler Honse M:vster:v.
The Time-Look of (.'Ur Ancestors.
Florence Oa~pbell's Fate.
My Patient's Story.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
as Lafayette PI •• New York.

Meets every Sunday in the Liberal reading-room
hall at 2: 30 P M. All Liberals are oordililly invited. F. V. DRAPER, Oor. Sec.

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Send 10 oents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nnte,d
specialist, for his" Private Oonnselor "-a valuable book for young and middle-aged men~osnffer
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in
maturer years. It sets forth an External Application-A POSITIVE OUBE, as it matters not how
long standing, how ho~eless or how many remedies yon hav ns,d. The book is worth' many
times its cost, and should be in the hands of
those seeking a spem%11 ana Pll1"1nanent cure. Address the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where
:von saw this advertisment.
A GOOD WORD.
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a humanitarian, and a generous patron of the Freethonght
Press. He has many testimonials to the valne of
his progressive and sneoessfnl method of treatment, and deserves patronage.-JI'reetllougllt.
by •• old nllable ftrm1 la!K." profits,

WANTED quick sales, SAMPLE FRH. A raro
AGENTS
qpportunlty. Qeo. A,. Scott, 842 Broadway, N. Yo

o., Secular Union

Meets every SundaY at 7 P.M. in Grand Army
Hall Lectures, discussions, readinl,l"s, poemsJ
mnsio and songs. A cordial invitation 1s extendea
to a.11; especially to friends frcm abroad, Oorresp_gndenoe solicited. J. L. TREUTHABT• President.
WILL S. ANDRES, SecretarY.
.

OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This 11 the history of an attempt to found a
ahnroh without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Saw:ver, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vital questions
of human concern, religions, P0litioal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just snfll·
oient narrativ about it ~o interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brona:ht
~o hlsmlnd.
l'or 1ale a$ $his omoe. Prloe, 11.00.
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Biographies o! suo. of the Leadini' Puiloso;,hers, Vol I Givs a. Full Aocouni of rul the Gods in
!T Chambersbur~, ~&.,on ·he lO·.h, Polk Tes.oller~. Skept1o~ Innovaturst ,Founde_,·> of
oliJ.dfng Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
Wit BOn was sent to Jail by Justice Have>n"-n
Ne:;v Sollools of Thought, E~:,eP 1 • Scl<Hl•
Jesus Ohnst, Virgin M&ry, and bhe Bible.
tl~~~n:t~;e w·~~ o'!A-Kft'nn;\o ~[~H.~~~~~l·
svo, 885pp•. Vol. ~I. DeHCriben Fully all
for eighty day~ unde,. the Pennsyh:ania Biue:
laws acts of 1794 for swearin"' eighty pro- ·
, sv 0· 1 075pp olot'1 f8"
the Religious S>stem~ of th~ World,
·
·
.
';
.
.
eu..
.
·•
··'
•
svo,957PP.
Cloth,$8per vol.; the
• •'
!'Jat!ler. $4 • mor., g. a., $4.50
2 vola .• $5; leatt•• r, $7; mo.
fane oaths. Tue penalty f,.r ptofane Bwea.r.
ing is sixty-seven cents ror each oath, or, m
BY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco. gilt edf(es. sa.
default or payment, one day in jail for each
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
oath.
28 La!a:;.. tt~ P!Me, N.Y.
THE TRUTH SF.EREH 00.
CHRISTIANS and Mo.
hammedans in Armenia
hav perpetual conflicts.
A LARGE meeting in
London has petitioned
the czar to remit persecution of the Jews.

,,ms of f[honfhl.

--==========
CAN it he said that the conformation of animals it~ according to their necessities? What
are those neeesRiti<'B? self-preservation and
propa!Zation. Now, is it astonishing that, of
the inftnit combina1lons prodiiCfd by chance,
Ulose "nly hav subsisted which had organs
adapted fvl' their nourishment and the continuation of their species? Must not all
others necessarily hav
perished ?-Lucretius.
TH.B: modification of
plants and animals in the
course of generations is
a fact. It happens even
in the same external circumstances; while under
alteration of circumstances, the changes beeo me . vastly greater.
Now, if any means can
be assigned whereby
some of the modified
forms are kept alive
while all the others perish, the deviations are
r e 19. de red permanent.
Mr. Darwin pr· vtdes an
instrumentality of this
nat.ure ln what he calls
Natural Selection, or >he
preservation of the fittest in the struggle of
life. It has been his endeavor to accumulate a
vast multitude of facts
showing the principle in
operation, many of them
inexplicable on any othtr
supposition. H~rbert
Spencer, Huxley, Hooker, Wallacl', and Others,
hav contributed to the
support and elucidation
of the hypothesis. • . •
Properly speaking there
is no rival hypothesis.
'f he Special Creation
view is a phrase that
merely expresses our
ignorance. -Bain's
Logic.

TH.B: comte de Paris,
the pretender to . the
French throne, has given
20,000 francs to Peter's
Pence.
VIENNA police hsv dissolved the Democratic
Association, because one
of its objects is universal
suffrage.
SP.IIIN, whose Catholic
bias long prevented_r!lcognition of the Brazthsn
republic. has at last acknowledged that nation.
Rxv EuoLID RoG.B:RB,
of Bnrlin!!:ton, Is , is in
trouble for what is
called ·'a long continued
series of brutal acts and
indignities."
IT !P proposed to unite
New Y.-.rk city. Brooklyn, Staten Island, Jeney
City, and environs, into
one city to be called
Manhattan.
IN the canton of Ticino, Switzerland, where
Radicals lately rebelled,
the government h a B
fffected a compromise,
but Catholics will retain
the power.

NATB.AN TELLb DAVlD ABOUr THE EWE LAi'llB
And Dwid's anger was greatly kindled agaimt the man, etc.

And Nathan said, Thou art the man f-:-2 Sam. xii, 3-7.

IS THIS YOUR SOU, MY LDHD ·1 Liberty in Literature.

W:s: want the inevitable news, be it sad or
cheering, wherefore and
by what means they are extant this new day.
If they are well, let them whistle and dance;
if they are d~ ~peptic, it is their duty to complain, that s0 they may in any case be entertaini.,;g.- Tho1·eau.

GIRARD'S WILL

As I lay with my head in your lap camerado,
The confes~ion I made I resume, what I said
to you and the open air I resume,
I know I am restiess and make others so,
I know my words are weapons full of danger,
full of death,
For I contront peace, security, and all the
settled laws, to unsettle them,
I am more resolute because all hav denied
me than I could ever hav been had all
accepted me,
I heed not and hav never heeded either experience, cautions, majorities nor ridicule,
And the threat of what is called hell is little
or nothing to me,
And the lure of what is called heaven is little
or nothing to me ;
Dear camerado I I confess I hav urged you
onward with me, and still urge you,
without the least idea what is our destination,
Or whether we shall be victorious, or utterly
quelled and defeated.- Walt Whitman.

REv. P ABOAL STRONG, at Millstone, N. J.,
while preaching on ~unday.~he 7th on sudden
death in sin, fell, stncken With paralysis, and
died in a few hours.
A NEW NOVEL,
CANADA disp~tches report the suicide of
By ROBT. G. INGER~OLL.
M.. F. Gillou, committEd to avoid arrest for
By HELEN H. GARDENER.
swindling an old lady out of $20,000 by the
aid of tffusiv religious pretensions.
Address at tlte Testimonial to Walt
THE Ca'tholic church in Germany is push· " Tli.e Bhanne
itself doth call for instant
Whitman.
ing its cami>aign against Socialism. Some
re'TTUd'!J."
bishops hav di.recte~ thei~ clergr to attend all
Socialist meetings m then parishes and oppose the views.
Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. PubAT Ta Chu Hsein, China, the Lee Huy Sea A Fascinating Story of Radical rfruths on lished at this office.
Society recently consulted their gods as to
Religion and Social Matters.
whether it would be well to kill some Chinese
Christians, and receiving encouragement,
Clatb, $1; paper, 50 cent§.
massacred twenty.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
RBv. :MATBIAB Yon-nus. of St. Georj!:e's
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
AND
Roman Catholic church, Brooklyn, on December 11th was accused of spiriting away
What Would Follow
the wife of one of his parishioners, and fired
a pistol either at his accusers or, as he claims,
THE
AN EXPOS:t
into the 11:round.
the perversion of Ste.Phen Girard'smagniftcent
bequest to PhiladelPhia by the Ohristian
Koon's discoveries hav stimulated English Effacement of Chris tianity?
churches and Young Men's
medical men to establish what they will call
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.
Ohristian Association.
the British Institute of Preventiy Medicin,
Price, 10 cents a COflY; twelve copias for $1.
to make a special study of bacteriOlogy. In
BY RIOB. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
00.,
France there is growing feeling against t1:e
Price 11.
Address THE TBUTB BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
lymph as eight treated with it hav died soon
after, ~nd none has been cured by it. National prejudice,
kep~York
France
averse
to it from indeed,
the first.hasNew
ex-

Girard College Theology.

ror

To the World's Columbian Expositi•on Commission:

periments duplicate Berlin results, lupus being apparently cured.
THE Farmers' Alliance national convention
demanded the supplanting of national banks
by two
government
sub-treasuries
lending
at
per cent on
non-perishable
farmmoney
products and other securities; prohibition of alien
ownership of land, and reclamation of land
now wrongly held by corporations; removal
of tariff on necessaries; a gra.d!lated income
tax· just government superviSion of means
of t~ansportation, or if this fails, government
ownership.
KING HuMB.B:BT of Italy proclaims that he
has guaranteed religion its rights, but has
not permitted it to invade his province of
sovereign as the civil is superior to thereligious r~le. Catholics deny this, saying:
, , The king who robbed the charities of Italy,
destroyed the church properties,,prohibited
church processions, prevented b1shops and
priests from performing their duties, cut off
·the poor from th~ sacraments, ~nd p~t the
clergy below
in the
dispensmg
of
'justice,
• • crimmals
. can hardly
hav
had enough
respect for the rights of the ch~rch t? h~v
·secured them properly. There 1s nothmg m
King Humbert's character or in the party
which
to prevent
tion
of supports
St. Peter'shim
to. morrow
and the
thedest~ucbamsbment or imprisonment of the prelates of
Italy."

Learning that there is an organized movement amo1:1g the more conservative church people-manipulateil by a

"SJ~.bbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in

Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the F~ir may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
h
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to w ich men may
resort whan no moral amusements are available.
3. As a matter of j uatice also to the people of Chicago who have given of their means to make tbe F&ir possible,
tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday,· and as a mat.ter of justice also to the visitors to
th F .
h
•
I
··
t
h d
e au, w ose time or means may be imited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration a your an s.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of the
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
~o so; those who do not can otht~rwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human relationa and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare.
•5. It will benefit the Fair, at.tracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
receipts.
.
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6· O eo Jec 10n a un ay opemng of the Fair will destroy the day as a reat-doy, we affi rm t h at th e t endency
~ould be exactly ~he opp?site. The mor~ beaut.iful.you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more no.ble and varied in
Its pleasures and mstruct10ns, the mora ddlicult It will be to change its character, the less danger there IS that employer&
will ~ver have the P.ower to transfe_r _i~ from its present position to the d~ys of toil. With choice of Sun~ay occupation
restricted
church or vtsitmg a aaloon, tho ~:~overage workingman would choose to keep on labormg. h
F tollattendmg
O
7. ina Y: pening the Worid's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, w ile it will
benefit the Fair itself, the people of Chicago, and the visitors to the Fair thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
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THE Minneapolis Jou1•nal reports a dispatch
from Winnipel!', Manitoba, which says: "The
most important judgment ever given in Manitoba was delivered by Judge Killam, November 24th, in the celebrated appeal of the Roman
Catholics against an act passed by the last
legislature abolishing separate schools. The
decision is against the Catholics, but the case
will be appealed to England, as the Catholics
will not be satisfied until a decision is obtained
there."
'fuu: difference between " the aBcient
preacher" and his modern followers is thus
stated by the Ensign, Uncasville, Conn.:
"The ancient preacher said, 'Woe unto you
that are rich.' The modern preacher fulminates against the little boys that smoke. The
ancient preacher said, 'Judge not, that ye be
not judged.' The modern preacher says,
' Ihte those th&t we hate and vote as we direct or be called rummies and drunkard
makers.' The ancient preacher was the
fri(lnd of those he tried to save. The modern
preacher stan 'is aloof and calls them hard
names. With the ancient preacher salary
was nothing. With the modern preacher
salary is everything and he sees the finger of
providence pointing only where the pay is
biggest."
A GENTLEMAN, of Alabama, recently wrote
to the Albany Law Journal asking: "What
legally-constituted tribunal ever decided that
one day in the week was more ' holy ' than
another? lf so, on what authority?" The
question was called out by the remark of the
Journal that a man who shaves on Banday
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" cheats the Lord out of his time." The
JoU1·nal responded: " We really are not
competent to answer the inquiry, and we
turn the inquirer over to the Independent,
which is much better informed on the point
than we are. The idea of the ' Lord's time '
is simply a notion which we hold in common
with a good many other superstitious peo·
ple." The lndepeniUnt also evidently felt
unequal to the task of answering the «[Uestion, for instead of discussing the query, it
launched out upon a long justification of Sunday laws upon so-called civil grounds. Why
not answer the question and tell the Alabama man where, when, and how Sunday
was made holy ?

POLLUTING OUR ATMOSPHERE.
sary to abolish taxes altogether in order to
get secular property on anything like ari
equal footing with that owned by ecclesiastical organizations. This method would be
in a line with my scheme for doing away with
corruption in office, namely, abolish the office
and let the corrupt incumbent earn a living
in the sweat of such relative and friends as
are willing to voluntarily contribute to his
maintenance."
OF the trial of the Reformed Presbyterian
preachers held recently the Freeman's Journal, Roman Catholic, says : "But it now appears that seven of their clergymen in Pennsylvania became so interested in the recent
contest there that they actually voted despite
the fact that the synod in May voted 129 to
17 against such a course. For this the seven
clergymen are to be hauled over the coals. It
looks like silly business for intelligent men to
be engaged in, but there is no telling to what
extremes man's mind will go when submitted
to all the winds of perverse· doctrin. These
ministers hav apparently paid as little attention to the history of the instrument known
as the Constitution of the United States as
hav the Infidel followers of Colonel Ingersoll,
who chippingly made the same assertion.
But there is a clause in that Conetitution
guaranteeing freedom and protection to all
forms of religion-With no such guarantee for
irreligion-and that is tantamount to a declaration of a belief in God, since all religions
center in a creator."

GEORGE MAODONALD thus discusses the
of church taxation in California:
" I am informed that church property in
California is subject to taxation. The
churches announce 'special collections to
pay taxes;' the colored Baptist church on
Powell street gave a Thanksgiving dinner for
the benefit of the tax fund, and this office
has several times been visited by sisters from
the Convent of Unsatisfied Yearnings, who
were taking contributions to meet the state's
demand on Catholic church property. I do
not know where the money they collected
went to. As I gave them nothing I had no
right to inquire, but it is generally understood that the city hall clerks got it. The
assessors in San Francisco are to a certain
extent Single-Taxers when church property
is under consideration; that is, they assess
the land, though usually at about half what
SAYS the Okrutian at Work: "We cannot as
it would sell for, and exempt the buildings a people too strongly insist that religion in
on a.ccount of their moral and religious worth the public schools shall not be taught against
to the community. It mayyet become neces- the opposition of those who support the
qu~stion

schools. We indeed hear not a little-and
the plea went in the conference-about teaching 'non-sectarian Christianity,' as being
the common law of the land. Touching. this
we remark, first, there is no such thing as
non-sectarian Christianity; and secondly,
Christianity is not the common law of the
land. As to the first, reading a Protestant
version of the Bible is sectarian as against
the Douay or Roman Catholic version. As
to the second, even in England, whence the
common-law theory is derived and applied
to this country by its advocates, Lord Coke
declared ' the common law adapted itself to
the religion of the country just 80 far as was
necessary for the peace and safety of civil
institutions, and only where by their inevitable effects they became offenses against man
and his temporal security.' In like tenor was
the decision of the Massachusetts supreme
court [Commonwealth vs. Kneeland]; ot
Justice Clayton of Delaware [State vs.
Chandler]; while the supreme court of Ohio
[Bloom vs. Richards] declares, 'Neither
Christianity nor any other system of religion
is a part of the law of this state.' We could
quote at greater length, but hav not the
space. To conclude: We hav religion, but
the state may not teach it. • . • We must
keep our public schools as they are-that is,
keep them from sectarian te!lching. In this
way alone will the state preserve the school
against the assaults of the Ruman Catholics
who would disestablish the system if they
could. It will be an evil day for the state
that sees the downfall of the public school
system through the machinations of the
Roman Catholics, and that is the way its
downfall will be compassed, if, indeed, it
ever is, which God forbid."
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fommunitations.
Christianity Before the Conrt.-Conclnded.
When aU the atrocities recorded in the Bible are
considered, is it any wonder that cranks and crazy
enthusiasts should abound, when they hav been
taught from their youth up that. these cruel and unnatural acts were commanded of God?
Oh, I tell you, my friends, that somebody is wickedly responsible for teaching lessons which hav produced such fearful results! Jonathan Edwa"ds said
that he would glory in seeing his dearest friends in
hell if it was the will of GJd. No man will harbor
such faelings, or giv expression to such a sentiment,
until the last vestige of manhood has been eradicated
by the belief in a savsge religion. Men who entertain such sentiments are the ones who persecute, torture, banish, or burn those who differ from them.
It was a fiendish Ohristian mob, imbued with tms
spirit., who set fire to the buildings of Dt. Priestley.
Concealed a little wsy from the house, he saw his
apparatus and vsluable books snd papers, the wo~k
of a lifetime, go up in fl sme. And what was b1s
offense? He had published some books which Obristians did not think were orthodox.
Following are some passages of scripture which
put this spirit of heliish ·hatred into the minds of
men: "Thus saith the L'lrd God of Israel, Put every
man his sword by his side and go in and out from
gate to gate, and slay every man his brother, and
every man hie companion, and every man hie neighbor." "Kill every male among the little ones, and
kill every woman who hath known man by lying with
him.'' "And he put thf.'m under saws and under
harrows of iron, and made them pass through the
brick-kiln." "Siay both man and woman, infant and
suckling.'' "Slay utterly old and young, both maids
and little children.''
Did God write that T Did he ever giv utterance
to such savage commands! Did God ever command
the killing of helpless children T If God gave these
commands, what kind of a God do you WC'rship, my
Ohristian friend T Somebody has told you that the
Bible is the word of God, and you hav believed it
without thought or reflection. Oan you believe that
God is good and full of loving-kindness, and that his
mercy endureth forever, and at the same time believe
that he is guilty of such diabolical aots T
Is it any wonder that men hav been intolerant,
and waged bloody wars and murdered their own
children, when they believed that G1d commanded
- the murder of mothers and babes T S:1ch ·belief fully
entertained is calculated to turn the highest civiliz!ltion back to a state of savagery and set men to worrying and devouring eaoh other. In what light will
these bloody command3 appear wh<~n compared' with
- the goodness and mercy of God!
The truth ie, God never g1ve such commands, and
every sensible man ought to know it. The people
were savage, and they plundered each other and
waged wars of extermination, and when their leaders
wanted to urge on their bounds of destruction they
commanded them in the name of GJd. It is all reasonable that military chieftains bent on murder and
plunder should giv such commands; but to charge
God with the butchery of little children ought to
shame a savage. Muandina military monsters like
Dn'id and J oahua gave their orders, and told their
-ignorant, bloodthirsty cohorts that the commands
came from God, and they believed it, and that ie all
there is about it.
Some Ohristians claim that the 0 :a Testament
was given in differen~ times, for a diffarent purpose,
and to a p_eople dlff.mng .from m in thought, habit,
and praot1ca; and that 1t was well suited to their
wants and condition; but the N 3W Testament is the
rule of our faith and practicP, suited exactly to our
- spiritual wants, and strictly followed will lead us up
to the highest state of civiliz1tion and develop the
loftiest manhood. That is to say, that God had becom~ more civilized when he wrote the New Testament than when he wrote the O'd.
But the New Testament is by no means the best
nor yet the most perfect book which has ever been
written. For in U is found a warrant for all the
perseoutions s.nd wars which hav so much disgrac9d
Christianity for hundreds of years, as the following
passages will show : "I came not to send peace but
a sword.'' "Suppose ye that I came to giv peace on
earth! I tell you nay.'' "The brother shall deliver
up the brother to death, the father the child and the
. children shall rise up against their parents, a~d cause
them to be put to death." "He that hath no sword
, let him sell his garments and buy one.'' "If any
man come unto me and hate not his father and
~other an~ wife and children and brothers, yea, and
h1s own hfe also, he csnnot be my disciple.'' "If
any man preach any other gospel unto you than that
ye hav reoeived, let him be accursed.''
This is all New Testament doctrin, and everybody
knows, the clo3er it is followed the worse it will be
for the race.
Ohrist said he came to set parents against childr.en and children against parents, and the father-
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in-law against the mother-in-law, and a man's enemies should be those of his own household. Is such
doctrin calculated to bring peace on earth and good
will to men ! It is such teaching which has whetted
the sword of persecution, and kindled the fires which
hav crept over the q aivering flesh of roasting heretics. This doctrin of hellish hate has caused the
most bloody wars that ever stained ~he ~a~es of
history, and giv~n m.en the sa~age d1spo~t~lon to
tear helpless victims bmL from hmb, and VISit every
trembling nerve with an instr~ment of torture, an~
to practice acts of cruelty wh1ch a well-bred devll
would be ashamed of.
What we want is a decent regard for the rights
and feelings. of others, good-fellowship, fraternity,
equality, and the spirit of old-fashioned democracy
wbicb felt hurt when the humblest indi~idual was
-injured. More care for the welfare of onr living
bodies and the present life, and less anxiety about.
the soul and the hereafter. Daes anyone know that
one will be happy and another eternally miserable
after death, or that they will exist at aU!_ Why
worry about that which nobody knows anything
about! This life is an actuality, our wants must be
supplied, and to trifle with this life and turn all our
attention to a visionary future is not a work of wisdom.
The Ohristian says, " Search the scriptures if you
want light on any subject.'' Well, I wanted light
on the subject of a future existence, and I did search
the scripture and here is my finding :
''The dead know not anything, for there is no work,
nor device, nor knowlerlgt>, nor wisdom in the grave
whither thou goest. For that which befalleth the
sons of men bdalleth the beasts, as the one dieth so
dieth the other. Yea. they hav all one brest~, so
that man hath no prt e:ninf.'nce over a be sst. As a
tree falleth so it lieth ;-all go to one pl ce.'' If a man
hath no prf e ninence over the be ist, why all this
anxiety about the hereafter T If all go to one place,
bow will the Ohristian fare better than the Infidel !
Yet, with these passages of scripture staring him in
the f.t.ce, the Ohristian affects to b3 wonderfully f.'X·
ercised about the condition of the unbeliever. He
is so fi!led with love and charity for tbe sinner that
he weeps over his condition night and day. It ie
barely possible that the Ohristian is honest, but if
so his honesty is made of very stretchy m 'lterial.
He would hav the world think that his love and
charity, like a great mantle, would cover the whole
human race. But let him get after an Infidel and
his mantle contains a thousand scorpions.
I suppose when Ohristians burnt heretics and
poured hot lead in their eus and bored out eyes,
cropped ears and slit noses and whipped women,
they did it all in the fear of God and with love and
charity. To the Ohristians heaven is a delightful
abode, hell an awful place, and it is such a terrible
thing to incur the wrath of God. But let a man
put himself in antagonism to the church, and the
wrath of God is not fierce enough, hell is too far ~ff;
they are only too anxious to see the smoke of his tor·
ment. And although it is to ascend up forever and
ever, yet they cannot wait, they want it to begin to
ascend up now.
The promises of the New Testament are so precious
to the Ohristian. He is to hav a crown and a harp
and a white robe, and spend most of his time in a
holy wallz over the golden pavements of the New Je·
rusalem. This is to be the portion of the Christian
if he is only faithful to the end. Faith is a great
thing. With "a full supply constantly on band"
nothing is to be impossible to the Ohristian. He is
even to be given the power to remove mountains.
N JW, I would like to engage the services of one of
these gospel mountain heavers. And to any holy
heaver who can bring good references I will giv one
hundred dollars a month with steady employment.
The political campaign is over. To-day in the village of Naples a religious campaign is to be opened
against the devil and his doings. These gospel bummers are to keep open shop here, at great expense,
for two or three weeks, marshaling their forces
against the devil and his brimstone country.
Now, if some one could send me a Ohristian who is
a good hand at casting out devils-and all genuin
Christians are promised that power-it would not take
him long to cast out the few devils lurking around
N 1ples, and then these holy evangelists could depart
to other fields to blow the gospel trump, and save
thereby a great deal of wind.
I am getting advanced in years, and I want to do
a great deal of good before ~ die. I am ambitious to
found a hospital. I want another Ohristian who can
!&Y hand~ on the sick and hav them recover. Money
1s no obJect. To anyone who can make it a success
I will guarantee a salary of one thousand dollars per
month.
We hav quite a German element in our vicinity,
and many are desirous to learn the German language.
A few are driving away at French, others are study·
ing Greek and Latin, and if some Ohristian who can
"speak with new tongu11s" would come here, he
would find an open field with no opposition, and he
would be well rewarded.
Then, for variety and a special entertainment, a

few -Ohristians who can handle snakes and drink
deadly poisons rmd not be hurt would create quite a
furor. Besides, they would do more to convince
men of the truth of the Ohristian religion than all
the revivalists who ever disgraced the rules of common sense by lying in the name of God..
I learn from a universal geography that there are
about three hundred and eighty million Ohristians
in the world. 0 11t of this vast number can one be
found who can perform the miracles mentioned
above!
Raad carefully Mark xvi, 16-19, then Matt. xvii,
20. If they cannot remove mountains, and perform
all manner of impossible things, cast out devils,
speak with new tongues, handle serpents, drink
deadly poisonP, lay hands on the sick and hav them
rec:->vf.'r, they are to be damned to a man, and there
is no escape.
.
After all the agonizing and howling and groaning; ·
after all the tears and wars end tortures and bloodshed, after all the prayers and prostrations, selfdenials and expostulmtions, not one New Testament
Ohristian in all the earth I Oh, my Ohristian friend,
this is a sorry showing, but it is according to your
heavenly guidebook and nails you as dead as a herring. You are only bn a par with the poor Infidel
whom you hsv so long hated and despised. Paine,
Voltaire, Ingersoll, all whom you hav so much traduced and lied about., are on the same level with yourse!vP. Thev cannot perform these miracler, neither
can yon. Yon hav no "pnem:nence" over them,
nor yet " over the beasts"-·' as one dieth so dieth
the other" (Eccl. ix, 5-10; iii, 19, 20).
"Whom the gods would destr'ly they first make
mad." According to this legend, the destruction of
the Ohristian must be near at hand, for no reason
can reach him. He is mad with his own folly.
And after reading this article I expect be will become furioue, so I will administer a little spiritual
soothing syrup, just as they giv small doses of
brandy to one on the verge of delirium tremens.
The drippings from one of Sam Jones's sermons one
would think would quiet the mind of a Ohristian like
pouring oil on the troubled waters. I shail only giv
extractl!-to administer them in their full strength
wouid prove dangerous. "A home ehould be blessed
with plenty of children. When God gave a man
·nothing but a pale little wife and a csnary bird, he
hadn't done much for him. Whenever I see an old
maid; I think some man hain't done his duty.''
"High license preachers won't be in hell five minutes before the devil will hav them saddled and
bridled and be trotting them around.'' "Ingersoll is
about the worst man of the nineteenth century. My
idea of an Infidel is a great big blabbing mouth. I
hav seen on o~e of Barnum's posters an animal with
a mouth six feet wide sod a bil three inches longa good picture of en Infidel.'' "Some people don't
like my slang, but it is the only thing I hav got a
patent-right on.'' "Some women say they don't
believe there is any harm in theaters. You're a fool.
You say your pastor don't objact. Then he isn't fit
to be pastor of a litter of puppies" "Only one
thing that he.s ever been said abcut me has hurt.
Some jack-leg editor, after taking a drink from his
demijohn, eat down on one ear and fanned himself
with the other, and said I was ill-bred. It's a lie.''
"If you women will hold while I akin, we'll make
hide fly." "I de~pise a man who is so narrowminded that a fly c~n stand on his nose and paw out
one eye and kick out the other-a man who can look
through a keyhole with both eyes at once." "I
would rather be a liberal gambler than a stingy
Methodist." " If I had as much money and as little
religion as some of you fellows, I would bring my
knitting and sit up with this meeting.'' "It takes
an expert to tell a man is dead, but when a woman
stops talkir;g you may know !!he's gone.''
1\ly friend, if you are not far gone with Ohristian
rabies, I would like to ask you if you believe that
God ever-called such ra mental stinkbug to preach T
Will this theological loafer ever be permitted to
belch his holy slush over the golden pavements of
the New Jerusalem 1 Does anybody believe that
this hypocritical lickspittle was thinking about J esns
or heaven or lost sinnerP, or anything except two
hundred dollars per week, when he uttered that language T It is evident enough to any clear-sighted
man that this soul-hustler would roll in slime and.
dirt for filthy lucre.
Oh, my deluded Ohristian friend, why will you not
see that these heavenly brokers are selling you drafts
on the world to come for cash down ? How much
solid cash do you want to pay for spiritual robes and
crowns and harps ? As long as these heavenly skylarks can sing songs and make prayers and wring
from you your hard-earned money for golden blocks
of pavement in the New Jerusalem, so long will they
ply their dirty work. Remember, my Obrietian
friends, you are all the time paying down, while yon
take their promises on trust. Would anybody but a
lunatic transact business in that way! You always
trust the minister, but never realize anything from
his promises-he asks you to pay down. You read
in your Bibles how Samson caught three hundred
foxes and yoked them together by their tails, and
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how he tore a lion as easily as a Frenchman could a
frog. DJ you believe that? What a lion-tamer he
would hav made, and he could bav collected a whole
menagerie in a couple of days.
Then you read about blowing down solid walls of
masonry with rams' horns. I think such rams' horns
might hav been utilized and the breastworks and
fortifications of the enemy blown to smithereens in
time of the late "on pleasantness."
You read about a lot of holy bummers having a
high old time and drinking up all the wine, and then
~urning water into wine and keeping right on with
the jamboree.
.
How a man found a cosy retreat in a big fi3h's
belly, and got in out of the wet.
How some Hebrew children danced a double rigadoon in a fiery furnace and didn't raise a sweat.
How some sleight-of-hand performers over in Egypt
turned all the water into blood, and out of every
grain of sand made a louse.
How a vast muHitude commenced a feast without
provisions enough for one course, but the more they
stuffad the more the store incr~ased.
How a man went under training with the devil
among the tombs, and developed his muscle until no
chains cou~d hold him.
How a man was brought to life after he began to
stink.
. How GJd msde a woman out of a man's rib and
turJ;Jed out a fancy job.
How a lot of men j 11mped out of their graves and
rattled their dry bones for the edification of the people.
How a girl got to fooling with a ghost and
"brought one more into the family for the old man
"
to support. .
. .
How men, m defi:mce of the law of grav1tat10n,
mounted up among the clouds ; bow a wife and
mother was turned to salt for looking back at the
old home ; how old Lot got boosy and sustained
the double re~ation of father ~nd grandfather to his
d~ugh~er'a children; how D~hlah got S_amson w~e~e
ht.s hair was shor.t; how ~avtd appropriated l!riah s
wife! an. d then ktlled Ur1ah to prevent a foss m the
famdy
'
Wi mair o' horrible and awful,
Which ev'n to name wa.d be unlawful.
Oh, my Ohristisn friends, will you continue to hav
such balderdash rammed down your throats ·as the
word of God by a lot of scheming ministers who
h~v no other obJ" set than to get your money, and Iiv
up:>n you~ uno. 11d toil! If you hav the courage of
men throw off the ecclesiastical yoke, and bring
Your spina\ columns to a perpendicular. Siy to the
seventy thousand theological drones in this country,
" If you want to teach others to be honest, first be
honest youraelvs and earn your own bread. Sat an
example before the world which will make the world
the better by being followed. Stop fooling with
fature soap bubbles, and angels, and saviors, and
turn your attention to the bast methods of improving the human race." And may the Great WhangJoHN PEcK.
doodle add. his blessing. Amen.
Naples, N. Y.

"Accuracy of Statement," vs. "Qrtibbles."
In THE TRUTH SEEKER for Aug. 30, 1890, appeared
an editorial criticism which needs fixing. It was
suffioiently answered in September 13 ;hand 27 Gh, by
Burr. But as he was not conversant with all the
facts, and as I am the parson under editorial indictment, some of my friends think I ought to be heard
in my own defense. I care nothing for self in the
matter ; but I do care for the truth, and I agree
with the Ed.itor in his expressed desire for" accuracy
of statement."
The first line in this edihorial criticism contains
an inaccuracy. I challenge the Editor to find any
such letter of mine "to W. E. Raid's Spiritual Instructor." This inaccuracy is repeated in the
editorial reply to Burr, September 13 ~h, and there
made uae of to hold me responsible for words q noted
from Mr. Reid! Thus, "In indorsing Mr. Raid in
his letter to the Spiritual Instructor, Mr. Howe
made Mr. R lid's statement to private sitters his
own."
Since I never wrote anysuch letter to the Spiritual Instructor, the responsibility is changed. In
writing of Mr. R9id to the Better Way I quoted hiA
words, and they were copied into the Spiritual
Instructor, and cradited to that paper. THE TRUTH
SEEKER's transposition of my quoted and misquoted
words is also misleading. Assuming what no
statement of mine justifies, the Editor so transposes and misquotes my words as to make it appear that I had claimed in November, 1889, that I
had received personal messages in private sittings
with W. E. Reed. Whereas, I had nowhere stated
that I had even had a sitting with him until my
Jetter appeared in the Progressiv Thinki1r in
August, 1890. The firat and only published letter
in which I ever referred to my sittings with Reid
was the one of Aug. 1G, 1890, in which I stated
they were all total failures. But my failure to
get messages in no way disqualified the testimony
of others, which had been ao corroborated by
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Iobserved facts as to satisfy me that Mr. Rsid was

the greatest organizers of the past hav been, and
a re.markable medium. Q110ting from my quota. those of the present are, the poorest orQtors. The
tion, the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER misquotes in true organizer lays the foundation, builds the pedes·
a way to mislead his readers by clearly implying that tal, as it were, upon which the orator, great in eloI bad reported a personal experience with Reid in quence and wit, stands and proclaims his sentiments
1889, and that "the slates were all filled with and his thoughts.
writing."
.
With Wisconsin thoroughly organized, and by the
In his original criticism the Editor politely aug- efforts of " the right man in the right place," Madigests that "a liar onght to hav a· good memory." son or Milwaukee will in 1892 open wide its gates
This may express TRUTH SEEKER etiquet; but as the and bid our sixteenth congress welcome. Whether
only evidence of lying in this C!ise is found in the in- the state is thus organized or not, I think there are
accuracies, misquotations, transpositions, and un- several strong reasons of a political nature why in
warranted assumptions of my critic, I would mildly 1892 our annual gathering should go to Wisconsin,
suggest for the sake of" accuracy of statement" that w.bich reasons space forbids me to mention at this
F.reethought editors" ought to hav a good memory" writing. In 1893, the year of the World's Fair, a
or else consult the records before publishing suc!J. grand international congress should be arranged.
charges and inferentially branding a Spiritualist as This, of course, should be held in the wonderful city
a liar with a poor memory. The editorial error in of Ohicago. All nations and climes could be reprethe first line of his criticism is twice repeated with- sented ; Freethinkers even from the " isles of the
out correction.
sea" would be· present. Oan anyone fail to see the
When called to account by Burr for substituting strength arising !rom such an affair T Oould the
"were all" for" are" the Editor claims it" in no wise value to the world of such a gathering be overestichanges the matter." This seems to me an unfortu- mated ! By taking time by the forelock, this and the
nate assumption coming from an Editor who empba other things I bav mentioned can be accomplished.
sizes the importance of "accuracy of statement."
So let's all join hands and dance to the tune, "We
It must be clear to any critical reader that the are the people ! we are bound to get there r•
Portsmouth, 0.
WILL S. ANDRES.
change of the one word " are" to "were" and interpolating "all," and then ascribing the language to
me, which was quoted from Reid, and marked e.s a
A.t D. M. Bennett's GraTe.
quotation, entirely changes the significance, and if
On one of those lovely days of last summer I
·• the public was deceived," these misrepresentations paid a visit to the quiet retreats and sylvan shades of
are responsible for the deception.
Greenwood cemetery. During my stroll among the
I find nothing in my letter to the Better Way,
from which these quotations ware takan, to retract grand old trees and rich foliage which border the
or correct. I hav never claimed to hav received little winding foot-paths, I came upon the monu1
· d
d t 1 t
··
· ment erected to the memory of that martyr to Freeperso~a. mes~ages or In epen. en s.a e·wr1h~ga m thou ht D. M B
tt A d
·
• "tanned·
any s1ttmg with Walter E. Reid. The only evidence
~ ,
n • as your ·:Oafaz~:e
0
1
0
of any inaccuracy or self contradiction in my pub-. num era am ng s rea ers s.o many recrm s
e
lished statements is to be found in the loose and ~o:~:;:~~~!rr~eeth:,o~~ht, 1ft t~~curred to ~e th~~
garbled extracts and editorial " quibbles" and mis- e e .
. escrip Ion
IS monu~en wou
0
rep~e~entations of my letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER ~~e:sedni~~~:t;~;cr~~U~~~u:;re
~~~ es~~~~bl~~ a~~
criticism. Yours for "accuracy of statement,"
free from cant and superstition, :h~t a perus~l of
LYMAN 0. HowE.
them cannot fail to hav an inspiring effect upon the
mind. The monument is easily found, being the
A. Bird's-Eye View.
T kin
b" d'
.
f th S I fi. ld
first on the leit from the Fourth avenue entrance.
a g a Ir s-eye VIew 0
e eou ar e we It is inclosed in a neat little plot, thickly covered
are led to the conclusion that the past has not baen with velvety grass, which on the day when I saw it was
foug ht tn
· vam,
· th at th e Pr esen t pres"nts
"'
n ew open - in its brightest and loveliest livery ofgreen. An orna·mgs, and th at th e f u ture rem ....m
· s to r eve.."1 golden mental iron fence encircles the plot, while a bench of
an d unh ope d-f or successes. Proud .."ra we of the the same material has been placed invitingly inside.
pas t an d con fid en t of th e f u t ure·
The monument, which ·is composed of granit, highly
Th e 1as t co ngres s d"d
1 " good wor k · It struck polished, stands about fifteen feet high. On the
• d · tc f' s re blow• whx"ch wz"ll front, across the shaft, in large, raised capital letters,
supers t"t"
I ton .. n pries ra • a eve
· co mmg
·
year s i fr om wb1"ch• x"n faat
"' • full is the following inscription: "Erected by one thouresoun d m
and complete recov:ery cannot be expected. The sand friends." Below is a bronze bust of Mr. Benh old"mg of th e congr eas .... t Po"Lsmo
•~
u th w"s
· .. .." step 1"n nett in bas-relief. Jt; shows a prominent forehead
th e rig
· ht d"Ire"t"o
d
..
t
the
r1"gbt
t1"me
u I n an
..
· It opened and a kindly fat~e. Farther below, in deeply cut
up th e great centr.."1 re g1"ou• set the people rest"dent capital letters, is the following :
therein to reading their Bibles as they never did bllD. M. Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER: the
fore, and also to giving serious thought and reflecdefender of libetty, and its martyr; the editor, tireless and
tion to the fundamental principles of our government fearless
; the enemy of superstition and of ignorance, its
and how to maintain them.
mother; the teache.r of multitudes ; the friend, faithful and
The next congress (in 1891) can do a better work kinrl ; the man, honest and true, rests here. Though dead,
if held in the right place. That place, by great he still speaks to·us, and asks that we continue the work he
left unfinished. When the innocent is convicted the court is
odds, is Daa M:oines, Ia. Fra.nkiin Steiner, the ener· condemned.
getic president of the Secular Union of that city,
On the remaining three sides, below the heading,
writes that he is working for it. "nd that already Dr. "His Words," are the following quotations:
Lespinasse has subscribed $100. With such a start
I believe in the eternal powers of nature, in th~ superias that and almost a year to go on, the necessary ority
of good lives, in acts o! kindness toward our fellowcapital to clear expenses can be stated as "assured." beings, and in efforts to spread the light of truth over the dark
For these reasons the Portsmouth Secular Union has spots of the earth. Fach person must be responsible for the
withdrawn its llpplication and gratuitous offar to good or ill he does. Here is our duty; here is our allegiance,
and not in the sky above us. We must make our heaven on
again entertain the congress, in f&vor of the beautiful the
earth, and not in the air. The object of our lives should
city of lows. There are m&ny re!leons why our be to make this world as beautiful, and ourselvs and our felannual gatherings should be held for the next three lows as happy, as is in our power. I can hardly yield my
years in the West, and strontr ones indeed why it consent that this is the last of our individuality, and I f01:dly
think that Father and Mother Nature are able to accqmplish
should go to Das Moines in 1891.
the best, greatest, and most desirable of all problems-a conIn the mean time the state of Wisconsin should tinued existence. But I am borrowing no trouble about it.
not be lost sight of. That is the state we should Demonstrated science may be regarded as the only true scicapture in whole and not in part. It presents a ence of knowledge. What is called revelation is a snare, a
splendid opening and no time should bs lost in tak delusion, a falsehood. Those who claim to speak for the
simply speak their own thought. The gods do not
ing advantage of the same. The result of the late gods
speak; they are dumb as the· rocks; they are as speechless
election there, how it was brought about, etc., speaks as the grave. With nature it is not so ; to know her is to
no uncertain sound. ShaH we heed it 1 Shall we get know the truth, and to study her is t'J be wise.
to work before it is too late-while "the gates are
Oa the footRtone the following is cut: "Born,
yet ajar!" Of course our national Iead~>rs can do DacAmber 23, 1818; died, December 8. 1882." It is
bu~ little when there is little to do with. What unadorned wiih crosses, angels, "beautiful gates
they need is to be backed up with the " $5 000 Guar- ajar," or other relics of barbarism, but atands forth
ante3 Fund" authorized at the late congress, recently in its bold, grand, sublime simplicity, a fit tribute to
published, and to which only a few as yet hav sub- the noble and fearless thinker to whose memory it
scribed. The full $5 000 should be raised without was erected.-.H. J. Olark in Twentieth Century.
delay, and with that amount in the treasury a warfare can be carried on that will win us Wisconsin and
0HRif!TIAN persecuted Ohristian, often for differgiv us an option of the remainder of the great Northwest. By putting a "field" secretary into Wiscon- ences all but imperceptible, except to the faithsin, equipped w!th circulars,. pamphlets, and other opened eyes of religious lunatics. A keen an~ ranSecular paraphernalia, auxiliaries could be organized corous dispute raged for years as to whether 1t was
in almost every city, town, and. village of said state. Iawfal to baptize with sand, instead of water; and
But this "field" secretary should be a picked indi- to the learned and devout such problems were ever
vidual-that is to say, should possess certain ch&r· presenting themselvs as the double procession of the
acteristics and qualities; should be possessed of wis- Holy Ghost, the exact nature of the transfiguration
dom, of goodness, and of power ; should be boiling light upon Mount Tabor, and the existence in Oh~ist
over with energy, mild and calm in disposition, win- of two coincident but perfectly independent wills.
ning and captivating in manners, and logical aP..d fore· Want of soundness on such insane subtleties was
ible in conversation. It is not necessary to be an sufficient to hav the unsound one burnt to a cinder.
orator in order to be an organizer-in fact, I think -Saladin.
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his high standard. Ptiul could not keep the.psople -s~>id that the persecution only made them the
in the narrow path thBt Josue kept them m, and stronger, and made whiter the persecuted. What
It was my fortune, whether good or bad, to listen sinca his death ther,1 hall been a gr:tdu~l drifting will be the outcome of all this I know r.ot. Saying
to a funeral discourse by Gee. J. Schweinfurth, the away from that standl\rd, until to-day, iuste.ad .of the nothing of motivs, we hav here in this enlightened
messi8h of the nineteenth century, on Saturday last. world baing in the churoh, the church IS Ill the oommuniliy, enacted under our eyes, all the scenes,
The m:m over whom the remarks were made was J. world. The world has c~ptured the church." He save onl', of nineteen hundred years ago. The one
P. Smith, an old settler of Byron township, a good then went on to lay the whip of small cords on t.be exception is the crucifixion and resurrection. He
man snd an honored citizen. He was a man of backs of modern mankind, ~~os his Grrmd Example seems to entirely ignore that point, and perhaps
whom it might be said that the world was better did nearly ninetesn hu11dred years ago. He said thiDka it a useless act in the dramc.
By1·on, Ill., Oct. 15, 1890. EnwrN S. ELLIOTT.
for his having lived. His was the home at which all that the ''generation of vipers," and a great many
other
vile
names,
described
modern
man
very
well.
were WBlcome, he a man that lived to do good. He
Curious ~Iessianic Parallels.
died on Ftiday, D.Jcamber 12th, and tho services " The great trouble with reform~rs is that they try
to
reach
the
great
mssses
cf
men,
instead
of
preachTo
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : It givs
were held the next afternoon, Saturday, at 1
o'clock. At that hour I started for the residence ing the perfection of morality, and livh1g up to that me great pleasure to see the Libenl stand your pa·
at which the services were to be held. The de- high, perfect standard, be it oply one or two. Prit;- per has lately taken. When, some years ago, the
ceased had form!\lly been of the Methodist pz,rsua- ciple is sacrificed for popularity. The Church Tr1- ·late D. M. Bennett published "Ecce Dlabolus" in
sion, and quite a few uncomplimentary remarlra were umphant has not made this mistak~-it sta~ted rig~t. THE TnuTH SEEKER, he was taken to task (for publishmade by our citizens on allowing the address to be It started weak snd small, but w1th the r1ght prm- ing accounts of dead and gone superstitions) by
some of the intolerant Freethinkers who were satismade by this blasphemous man, as he is called. On ciples, and to- day God has ble"sed it."
Again, he said, "If I were to mention the great re- fied with a simple denial of everything that pertained
my arrival there I was received by a young man, a
member of the Ohurch Triumph~nt, and 11. brother formers that hav made the world better, that to religions and creeds of the past. They did not
of Mary of ''Immaculate Conception" famo, and hav illuminated this dark wol'ld with gleams of think it worth while to analyze the basic ideals from
received very polite attention. I was ushered into righteousness, I would me11tion Joseph, Abra- whioh these creeds sprung, or to detect the gross
a cosy sitting room and given a good seat. I was ham, Isaac, and Daniel." In thet cata!og he for- perversions of thsse ideals which are peddled out to
not surprised at the company &round me. 011ly got to place Ohrist, and it seemed to me that away humanity as infallible religion-by which all may be
two or three persons besides members of their down in the darkest depths of his hideous, mesmeric saved from the wrath to come. I am glad to see
church were there. I looked at the company care- heart there was a secret jealousy of the one that he that the Infidels are less intolerant than they used
fully. There they sat-many with gray hairs stream- now attempts to supersede, his elder brother. His to be.
I read with pleasure an article in this week's issue,
ina down to their shoulders, with sad, earnest faces; discourse was rambling from this time on. Still the
others in the very prime of life with the frsme of audience kept their eyes fastened on him as a bird ''A Period for Messiahs," by Ida C. Craddock, and
health and strength, with physique unmark"d by keeps its eyes on the snake that destroys it. Among would like to add a few remarks to it. While stress
passion or sensuality. They sat in silenee. No grief other things he said, "Anyone that lovea right loves is l!lid upon particular periods by the medicin men,
was visible on their faces; their faith w11s ton strong the Church Triumphant. Anyone that h!lttes wrong or n:.agicians, of the natural religion, some ~r~ more
to permit emotions of sorrow. Perhaps :fifty per- is in sympathy with us. No one l.>'ut a lover of sin significant than others. Ages ago the med1c1D men
sons were present, and in the C!)nter of the group, need be afraid of the Church Triumphant. No one learned to read the great astronomical cloclr, and to
near where the folding doors opened from one room but a retainer of infernal goods u-nd ideas need trem- be able to foretell, by constantly recurring coincidencet>, what to expect at certain periods. These
to another, sat the m!iln of them all-The Perfect ble."
In conclusion he said, "And now may sU praise facts hav been preserved in the folk-lore of the
Man, The Oae who has been, who was, and now is,
the man with ell the attributes of God, the only and honor be sscribed throughout sll lands under tribes, and it is not in the colleges nor among the
and inimitable Geo. J. S~hweinfurtb. His whole the sun, to him that has been, that was, and now is wise and learned that the messiah periods hav been
appearance was perfect-the large, brainy head, with again, throughout sll time, amen." His manner brought forth, but among the wild tribes who study
its strong animal development ; the dark hair care seemed plainly to say, "I mean myself.'' His dis- nature's books.
The Indisns, Arabs, and negroes, who rise belore
fully combed; the m~gnetic eyes; the gold-colored ciples and apostles evidently agreed with him here,
whiskers carefully cared for; the small, white hand; as evinced by their reverential groans and hearty the dawn to gaze on the eastern horizon, read the
the perfect fitting clothes of the clerical cut, while amana. He then spoke of the deceased, told how he signs in the constellations, not from the almanacs
the whole carriage and demeanor of the man bespoke had bsen brought up in ''the church of tbe world, where a zodiacal sign is an arbitrary division of the
the gentleman. His self-control is remarkabl9, and the church that teaches falsehood, that tells liel', terrestrial ecliptic, and not a constellation of stars
the man is always cool and in possession of his fac- whose doctrine are those of hell." He told how tbe which hav a definit meaning to the savage star-gazer.
It is lamentable to think that the wise and learned
ulties. But the services open; the choir, an excel- man had held out against hie power at first, influenced
lent one, sings a gospel hymn with remarkable sweet- by his early teachings. He spoke of the gradual lean- echoolmen c!ln giv no better religious ideal to the
ness, and the great Impersonator rises to speak. ing toward the new religion-that be wa3leas hoatil people than the crude fetichiilm of savages who read
He reads a few extracts from the Bible, and another and bitter in his attitude to it, until he WftS quite from nature's book-children in thought preserving
song is sung, and his prayer follows. He prays friendly to the new belief. S11id thst tha deceased the childish ideas by which they solved the motions
direct to God and does not ask Jesus's intercession. had been a warm friend of his for the last five yEars, and actions of the sun, moon, stars, and earth, and
This finished, he again turns to the Bible, and says, during which time he partially accepted the new faith. the laws of sex. The sexual relation, birth and
" 0.1 such an occasion as this a great many thoughts He spoke of a vjsit to him two months before his deeth, were familar phenomena to them, and these
canter in the mind." A few thoughts centered in death, when his mind was still clear and he was yet were to them the solution of the laws that governed
my mind also. I thought of the deceased years quick to perceive an argument, but that "memory the heavenly host. The sun died at the winter solago when this cursed hallucination had not been had so failed him that he could hold to no one stice, and was born again on the third day. The
started. I saw the happy family, and they were in- thought longer than five minutes." He told of his moon was the queen of heaven. The sun was a Bull
deed a happy one. I saw their bright young last visit with :him and that the man took his hand or a R~m at the vernal equinox, and at that time
daughter just home from school, and the happy, and with tears in his eyes thanked hirt;~ for showing mftrried the earth, and made her fruitful, and Virgo
lovjng wife, the pleasant, genial husband, and their him the light. I cotdd not but think of a devil of de- (the constellation) at that t.ime was setting in the
many friends. I thought of the present desolation- struction boasting of his work, a broken home and west and receiving the benefit of his radiance, or
wife joining the Ohurch Triumphant, leaving home to shattered minds, and the words of my friend, "No spirit, or Holy Ghost. When she came to the east
join the colony in" Heaven,'' of her death. I tho-ught corner of heii is too deep or dark for him who breaks at dawn-the sun going to bed at the west at the
of that intelligent young daughter ; of her accept- up the home of a fellow-man."
same time-she came with her cornucopia full of the
ance of the vile creed, of re~tson partially dethroned,
The language of the address was eloquent through- fruits of the soil. Nine months from the vernal
and "of her sad death the past summer. I thought out and he held his audience with the closest atten- equinox-the period of human gestation-the new
of the father holding out against this home-breaking, tion. He spoke in low, quiet tones, with e. remarkable sun was born for next year, and so on inde:finitJy.
blasphemous creed ; of the anguish of his mind self-possession. I hsv not done the address justice.
Now as to solar periods. Thirty-three years is the
when he saw his home broken up end himself left It is batter-for its kind-than here sketched. The first period-one-third of a century. When Jesus
desolate, and then the succumbing of this strong services at the houlle were closed by singing, " Watch- was about thirty years old he began to preach, at
mind to grief, its gradual breaking, end then the man, tell me of the morning," and the procession thirty. three he had finished his mission. The astral
entire surrender to this m&gnetic, mesmeric minis- moved to the beautiful Byron cemetery, where the law holds that this is a critica:i period in every man's
terial shark. My heart ached, but I listened and exercises were short, but impressiv. Thus ends the life, during which some great change or conviction
our attention was called to the third chapter of 'Gen- sacrilege. The new messiah rides away in s fine car- takes place.
esis. The fable of the serpent and the woman was dage, behind blooded horses, foJZ "Heaven," and the
The vernal colure fell in Aquarius in 1839 or
hken up and explained to them in a new light. mourners go about the street.
thereabouts, thirty-three years after the papacy was
"And it shall bruise thy heel, 1.md thou shalt crush
AU is quiet in "Heaven" now, no rumors disturb deprived of its temporal power.
ita head," was explained as not to be taken in a. literal ita inmates. A sister of his now resides there and
The next period is fifty-two years, 1-480ih part of
sense, but symbolical of the warfare waged between takes down her brother's utterances with a view of the great precessional cycle and the basic ideal of
vHe, sensual, imperious man and weaker woman in preparing a new and better Bible, for they sadly feel the troy ounce of 480 grains.
which man was the serpent, and finally the wo~an its need. She is an expert stenographer, and an inThis period applies particularly in the calendar of
shall crush its head and achieve her complete victor't-. telligent, attraotiv little le.dy, and evidently admires the Aztecs and nativ nomads of this country; and
He told the story of the young betrothed that her brother. The messiah baa another brother in all through the land the Inca, Aztec, Indian, and
dreamed of seeing a dreadful. serpent, disgusting 0 hio-Findlay, I think-a saloon- keeper. He wishes voodoo are expecting the new messiah. Where is he
loathsome, and in place of the head of the serpent Jake to giv up this angel racket, as he terms it, and to come from T The Hindoo me_ssiahs are indigenous
were the features of her lover. Not being suparsti. come to him and earn an honest living. As to the to the soil. The Arab avatars are born in the neightious, she regarded it not, but found after marriage effects of the doctrin here, I can say that it drove borhood of the Red sea. But at the present time
·that her husband was a veritable monster and that one woman insane, and confined her in the Elgin we are more interested with the Indian messiah and
the dream was a timely warning of a kind providence asylum for the insane. It seized an old settler here the reasons underlying the movement.
and not to be disregarded. The dream perhaps and he mistook himself for John the Baptist, and
Centuries ago a band of white-robed priests of the
might hav been of himself, for all we know, and with begged the neighbors to behead him. The chief astro-theological or bardic order landed at Palenque,
propriety. Taken altogether, it was the most plau- priests and scribes of the new faith were brought up in Yucatan. They brought civilization with them
sible apology for free love that I ever he~rd expressed. b_efore the Winn~bago county grand jury, a short and taught the arts and aciences to the people,
Again, he said, " There is no animal that wallows in time. a~o, and~ hke Paul before Agrippa, made a built temples and cities, and generally improved the
the mire so depraved as man, be it hog, glutton, or strong Impre~slOn on the honest jurors, who, however conditions of life to the native (see America, Enc.
any other vile creature. He is dressed, perfumed much they wtshed to convict, could not on account Britannica). The chief of this band was Cukulcan,
to cover his ugliness, and is a veritable wolf in sheep'~ of t~e natur~ of the. evidence. Mary, the mother of or as he was called later, Quetzalcohuatl. After a
clothing. And women, like the children of old, are the mfant chlld, testified to her sinlesa condition and while he sailed away to the east to the land he came
as ready to worship any image that he sets up, as gloried in it. The said infant child is now at from, but promised to return again•. The Aztecs
·they did the image that Nebuchadnezz!lr erected." " Heaven," and is growing in gr11ce and in stature hav been expecting him at every great six-hundredAgain, he says, "Jesua was all right, he taught a pure and in favor with the faithful.
year period or cycle of the zodiac. He was repredoctrin, he taught the perfect man, but at tbe time
The whole affair has quieted over here and the sented as clad in armor, with a crest of feathers like
of his death there was a gradual drifting away from great Impersonator-he impersonates a great man the Indian war bonnet. Montezuma made the great

Jesus Talk'! Agl\in.

:l'HE '.l'.l{UTR ~EEKEH,
mistake ot believing hhat the armor clad Spaniards
were dukulcan and his retinue coming back to
Mexico to inaugurate the golden age. Now, this
being the fifty-second solstice since 1839, the minds
of the Indians, Aztecs, and others are excited by the
medicin men with expectation. Sitting Bull has
been the leader in this excitement and has been summariiy put down and out of existence. Whether
this will stop it or inflame it ia a question. In the
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church. Mr.
Bull is the first martyr.
By a series of very curious coincidences he bacomes
hhe Clentrt\1 tlgure of a first"class solar myth, which
will grow and enwrap his pet•sonality with a halo of
divinity, as the story is told in the folk-lore of the
tribes in future time.
•As tl~e Bl~ck SAturn, he was fJlain just a.bout the
wmter solstice.
As the decapitated sun, Red Tomahawk had a hand
in the killing.
As the bald shorn Samson devoted to the infernal
powers, Shave He11d assisted and died with him.
For a Lat.in soldier in command we ha.v Mi-les instead of Pontius Pilate.
He was slain by his own people, the (Sioux) Shuee
(Jews), upon the principle that it was batter that one
man should die then that the whole nation should
suffer.
His Indian name was Satanta Tatanka. By referring to the article " Celtic Literature," we find that
Cuchullin, the Celtic sole.r hero, came to this country
and returned to Ireland again. In the " Foray of
Queen Meane " we find one of his names is Satanta,
and be is the cbRmpion or representativ of a famous
Bull Tatanka.
When these incidents are related in future years
it is not improbable that Sitting Bull will figure
as a savior, and be canonized as the red man
who comes from Edom, all his garments stained
with blood, victorious over his enemies, whom he
had trodden out in the winepress of his wrath, but
was at lost slain by his own people.
Mr. Editor, it is high time that the people should
be taught to read the astronomical clock for themselva, and not be led by the nose any longer by
magicians, medicin men, or priestly jugglers whose
sole aim and end is to cultivate a God and devil
fearing majl)rity, so that they, an Infidel, immoral
minority, may thrive and fatten on the labor of said
simple-minded majority.
IwAN MoRION,
Author of "E~ce Diabolus."

DECEJ\.fBEl\-

27, 1890"

that bsst will convey the history of that world to
you.
"Fvr the consolation of our poor selva let ua aay
that those who cannot write poetry c&n act it. Every
self-denying act adds to the poetry of tho world.
What hav the poets done~ They hav always been
in favor of liberty. There never was a decent poem
written in favor of caste or slavery. The poets b&v
sowed the saeds of liberty in every age. More than
that, they hav been great civilizers through the
beauty they ha.V" taught us. I believe the time is
coming when the whole world will be filled with joy,
and if that time comas it means that we shall .l:lav
realizsd the dreams of the poets."
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church, hospital, and private school
valuation
property.
D Jring sessions of our state constitutionf!ll convention he had photographs made of THE TRUTH
SEEKER's cartoon, "Taxation of Church Property,"
and a copy placed on the desk of every delegate.
0.1 the assembling of the legislature at Olympia,
at his sole expense he engaged Watson Heaton to
design an original cartoon on" Exemption of Church
Property from Taxation." He had five thousand
copies printed and accompanied by a sharp, telling
statement of facts, and had them mailed to Liberals
in all parte of the state with requests that Liberals
"send copies, and personal letters urging tantion of
church property, to their members of the legislature
Tlte Hermit•
in both houses.
When the question came up in committee of the
The pipe of the quail from tangle and hill,
Hughes revenue bill, containing a clause exempting
The russet hills of those autumn days,
And the drowsy murmur of sleepy rill,
&Jl church property from taution, it was through
And the mountains dim in their purple haze,
Geo. M. Boman's influence and means that ahle and
Invite us, wenry of dusty ways,
influential advocates appeared before the committee
And the noise of the streets, and the clamor of men,
and the exemption olause was stricken out, and the
To the peace that dwells in the grove and glen.
present just and equitable law substituted.
And what could be better, it seems to me,
In opposition to enforcement of Sunday laws and
Than a cabin well shaded by mighty trees ;
Somewhere, not remote from the voice of the eeas,
religious exercises in our public schools, he bas
Which should mingle at night with the voice of the proved a wise counselor, a fearless, consistent, outbreeze,
aprkan Liberal, ever opposing all union of church and
And sing the hermit's lullaby?
state, ever self-aacrificingly doing battle to keep our
Stream, and woodland, and ocean tide,
flag above the cross.
Some orchard trees and patch of grain,
I am doing what little I can to help his nurses in
The hermit's table would well provide;
their nightly cares for his comfort. All that the lovA tiny vineyard, for not without wine
Would I havmy true philosopher dine.
ing devotion of his wife and affectionate friends can
do to alleviate his sufferings, is being done. Ddapite
No records of war should disturb his rest,
No annals of murder his soul distress,
the dark, almost hopeless outlook, there is no dimiAs close to beneficent Nature's heart
nution of watchful care. Until the issue is decided,
(His love for that mother his life confeseed)
I Clion only entreat indulgence for seeming neglect of
He nestles in perfect peacefulness.
other duties.
C. B. REYNOLDs,
Love and ambition, anger and hate,
Sec. W aehington Secular Union.
Would never pass through my hermit's gate,
2,104 6th st., Seattle, Wash.
But the birds of the forest would feed from his hand,
And the demon o! murder should ne'er assail
The spirit of love in the hermit's vale.
Professor Tyndall on General Booth's Scheme.
In the sough of the wind, in the sob of the seas,
Professor Tyndall has ·addressed the following
Purged of all passion, he'd clearly read
letter to the editor of the Llangollen Advertiser
Grand lessons of wonderful mysteries ;
with reference to a series of articles in that journal
The tale of the tree and the tale of the seed,
on " Darkest England:"
And why the flower, and why the weed,
And the nuptials made by the patient breeze,
HINDHI!.AD HousE, HASLEMERE, December 4th.
Who to the wild rose desolate
DEAR SIR: I am very much obliged to you for the newsOn his pinions carries the love of her mate.
paper which you hav been good enough to send me. and I
hav read your account of your visit to the slums cf London.
Would not this be better than making life,
Your description, being that of an eye. witness, is particularly
Life which was mEant for enjoyment and good,
vivid and interesting. I hav no doubt that what you say
One endless struggle, one noisy strife ?
regarding the present action of the Salvation Army is a perAnd for what ? !or shelter, for clothing and food.
fectly accurate record of what you witnessed, but the per-Ban Francisco News Lette1·.
manence of· the action cannot be ascertained or deduced
What Is Poetry ~
from a flving visit of a few hours. During the lifetime of
At the dinner of the Goethe Society, last week,
General Booth matters may move smoothly, but there is not
Washington Secular Union.
the slightest guarantee that they will continue so to move
Colonel Ingersoll w-as introduced as " the prose poet
I solicit the patience and kind forbearance of after he is gone. The engin he has evoked might, in the
of Americs," to respond to " What the Poet Has
hands of less scrupulous successors, prove to be a curse inDone." Ag 8 sentiment he was given these words of friends and correspondents, for my seeming neglect stead of a blessing to humanity. Two or three days ago
by
failure
to
answer
letters
and
aVend
to
my
multi
two letters 'appeared in the Times criticising the scheme of
Shakspere:
farious duties as secretary of the Washington Secu- General Booth. The one was from Professor Huxley, the
And, as imagination bodies forth
other from Mr. Loch, secretary to the Charity Organization
lar Union.
The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Mr. George M. Boman, of Seattle, residen<le L11ke Society. Those letters ought, in my opinion, to make any
Turns them to shapes, and give to airy nothings
man pause before committing himself to 1he scheme
A local habitation and a name.
Union, a. director and the treasurer of the Washing- sensible
of General Booth. I end as I began, thanking you for your
With this sentiment Colonel Ingersoll took issue, ton Secular Union; as earnest, zealoue, and irdl.uen- friendly remembrance of, yours faithfully,
JoHN TYNDALL.
saying : " I don't know that I agree with Shakspere tial a. Libenl as ran be found on the Pacific coast ;
in his definition of poetry. I don't think the poet one of our most loved and reliable counselors and
Lectures and .Meetings.
give to airy nothings a local habitation. The real co-workere, whose time, means, and rn:fluence hav
"TEE Evils· of Trusts" will be Henry Nichols's subject at
poet does not make something out of nothing. He never been asked in vain or grudgingly bestowed,
makes more out of everything that he finds. He is has been confined to his bad for eight weeks, the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th street, Friday evennot one who live in the world of fancy. The real bearing the most severe suffering with heroic forti- in"' December 26th. Miss Ada Campbell will lecture at the
poet livs in the world of absolute fact. Only fools tude. For six weeks he was the victim of ignorance Lib,eral Club on Friday evening, January 9th, on" Heredliv in the world of fancy. It is the stupid man who and malpractice on the part of regular physicianP. ity." Miss Campbell is regarded by the Newark and PhilThree of them, after several examinations snd solemn adelphia Freethought Societies as one of the ablest and most
thinks he can create something better than exists.
" What is poetry 1 This thing that you and I consultations, confessed ignorance of the cause or entertaining speakers ever before them, and tho3e who go to
speak of as 'I' is an invisible inhabitant of its own seat of his malady, yet drugged him to salivation. the Club that night will be well repaid.
individual world. Each of our lives is a separate It was only the unceasing skilful nursing and gentle
MR. CHARLES WATTS will lecture in Hamburg, lows,
little existence, and none of us can penetrate into ministrst.ions cf his most devoted wife and loving Thursday evening, January let; in Ottumwa, Iowa, on Sunthis individual existence of the others. All these friends that saved him from the icy clutch of the fell day, Jan. 4, 1891, and in D3s Moines, Iowa, on Sunday, Jan.
separate invisible lives form a constellation that we des trover.
11th. Friends wishing lectures ·from Mr. Watts on week
Dr. Reinhart, of Ballard, who is now attending him, nights, between the above dates, will please write to Frankcall humanity. Now, the individual eitizen of one
world tries to convey to the individual citizens of at once pronounced the case abscess of the liver.
lin Steiner, box 882, Des Moines, Iowa.
The most earnest sympathy and interest is maniother worlds something of what is transpiring in
Secular Union Guarantee Fund of 85,000.
his world. The man who can do that the best, the fested in his recovery by all classes from the poorest
man who has the greatest picture gallery in his mind, to the most wealthv. The tremulous voice and the Amount pledged to Dec. 8, 1890........................... $408 00
2 00
is the greateet poet. The greatest poet is the one tearful eye at learning how small is our hope of his P. B. Mackey, Bridgeport, Conn...........................
F. J. Porter, Adrian, Minn.................................. 25 00
who live in the greatest world and is able to convey recovery testify how he is belove~. His loss would Thomas
Goddard, St. Johns, Ill............................
5 00
by the most apt symbols to people of othflr worlds be keenly felt in Seattle and vicinity, for his public Mrs. Chris. Schofield, San Jme, Cal......................
5 00
what transpires in his own world.
· spirit, energy, and enterprise hav done much to ad- John Wolr, Mt. Morris, Ill (paid),........................
5 00
" What is the real and the true poetry T It is the vance the prosperity of Seattle and its suburbs. His Seaborn Kitchens, Sr .. Gibson, Ga. (pledges himself to be one of 600 @ $5 to raise $3 000 of
poetry born of experience. Let a man who has sterling integrity, cleRr judgment, and liberal dealthe Gnarantee Fund)..................................
5 00
never lost a child, who has never dropped tears on ing hav placed him in the front rank of Seattle's A. Schell, Knhrht's Ferry, Cal.............................. 100 00
the earth eovering a loved one, read a poem written most successful business men. The sole architect Wm. Jensen, Kansas City, Mo..............................
5 00
by a man who has never known bereavement, and he of his own fortune, we:.lth bas only developed and Aurrustus L. Hanson, Rome, Ga........................... 10 00
3 00
will think it a good poem, but when he shall lo!!e a given opportunity for more ~xtended exercise of his J. P. Lowell. Nowata, Indian Terr........................
George N. llill, Boston........................................
3 00
·
child or a dear one, that poem will not satisfy him. benevolent nature.
Robert Phillips, Gaylord, Mich ............................_~
His
wife,
who
is
in
every
sense
his
most
loyal
and
r. . et him read a poem then written by one who has
Total amount of pledges to Dec. 22, 1890 ...... :S?Sl 00
suffered as lle has suffered, and he will come to a full e:ffil'liant helpmate, rf'j oices with him in quiet acts of
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer American Secular Umon.
benevolence, and they both evince such a spirit of
realization of what poetry is.
"You hav to tell of the happenings in this invisible sympathy with the unfortunate or sorrowing that the Philadelphia, Dec. 22, 1890.
world by appenling to something in the visible world. recipients of their bounty are impressed that it is
The man wlio knows how to giv you his thought, Mr. and Mrs. Boman who are the gratified ones. The Picture Book, Boards, 82; Cloth, $2.50.
Many purchasers of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Textand who makes a vehicle of thought of the sky, the Few e~re ao highly respected, none more genuinly
Book" having expressed a desire for a cloth binding for it,
changes of se11sons, and all those things of nature, is loved.
we hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an addiTo the Liboral mmss Mr. Boman's loss would be a tional tUty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and black
the man who ~iva yon the best understanding of
dire
calamity,
for
to
his
in:flae:uoe,
tact,
and
persistlettering.
Illuminated board covers, $2. In either style of
what is going on in hia life. The idea is that the
greatest poet is the one who live in the greatest ent efforts, more tbtm to the merits of any other one binding it is the cheapest book for the money among Freeworld 1.\Jld who b~@ ~bg; ingenuity to take the symbols man, we are indebted for the state law taxing at full tlJ,ought ptlblications. It is also one of the very best.
------~~._
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THE TRUTH SEE.I~ER,

fommnnitation:s.
The Nine Demands; What Do They Imply 1
The rapid progress within the last few years of
Secular principles on thi_!! continent makes it more
than ever necessary that those engaged in the public
advocacy of our views shoul" hav a clear and intelligent oonception of the policy to be adopted in
their work. The question reqUiring serious consideration now is, how far is an aggressiv policy desirable? While not in any way disapproving of destructiv eff0rt, the early exponents of Secularism
did not make that their primary aim. Ol course,
every new truth taught must destroy the error which
it seeks to supplant; but it is one thing to replace
error with truth, and quite another to crush the
error and les.ve the spot which it occupied a blank.
Many persons think that the time has arrived when
the conditions are favorable for the existence
of an organization more positiv and more practical
in its operations than was possible in the past.
In C;~m,da the question of propagandist policy
has been settled for the present by the acceptance
of six Saaular principles (printed in another column)
as the basis of and guide in our advocacy. In the
United States, however, such a settlement appears
not to hav been reached. In connection with the
American Secular Union there are two principal lines
of policy advocated by its members. The one is
that the work of the Union shall be confined to the
effort of securing the entire separation of church
and state, or in more explicit language, the Secularization of the state. The other policy suggested is,
that allied with the above e:ffJrt an aggressiv warfare
should be carried on against theology in general.
Now, the question is, which of the two policies is
the better T And further, is it not possible to blend
the two so as to realize the advantage of each without having the drawbacks which are alleged to be
associated with both! Frankly, I do not personally
regard the two as being necessarily antagonistic, so
far as the operations of the Union are concerned.
The idea that they are so has doubtless arisen
'through a misconception as to their mutual relations.
The basis of the Union's operations is Rcknowledged to be the Nine Demands. Let us, therefore,
ascertain what these logically imply. Consistent
adherence to the teaching of these Demands requires that it should be shown : 1. That the church
has exceeded its legitimate function, made itself an
unjust burden to the state, and an incubus upon the
people. 2. That public education is fettered with
· theological teachings and marred in its nature
through the false ide• that the Bible is a necessity
in our schools. 3. That Sunday is not a divine institution and that its observance should not be enforced by law. 4. That it is wrong for the public
funds to be used for religious purposes. 5. That
fast days and religious festivals should hav no official
sanction from the government. 6. That affirmation
should be substituted for judicial oaths, and that a
person's belief or disbelief should be no impediment
. to his or her liberty in the exercise of political and
social rights.
Such, briefly, in my opinion, is what the Nine
Demands fairly imply, and the work they provide for
those who undertake their promulgation. Now, I
am forced to admit that I fail to see how such work
can be properly and efficiently done without dealinP"
in some way with the claims of theology. Fo~
instance, to justify the Demands from a reasonable
standpoint, it must be demonstrated that the church
is not a necessity to the state ; that the Bible is not
a suitable book to be taught in the public schools;
that Sunday has no other than an ecclesiastical sanction; that morality is possible without theology;
and that the obligl'l.tion to do right is not confined to
a supernatural religion. Will it not be apparent
even to the ordinary mind that to take the course
here indicated makes a resort to the anti-theological
po1icy a logical necessity?
But, then, it should be remembered that to condemn theological encroachments need not mean a
reckless onslaught on the truth of religion in general
which is a question that the Union has nothing to d~
with. To expound the Nine Demands does not render it necessary to allege that all religion is false, or
that Materialism is superior to supernaturalism, and
that Christian doctrine are absurd. It may or may
not be so, but to decide whether or not it is, does
not, at least in my opinion, come within the province
of the exponent of the Nine Demands. The common
ground for the advocates of the Union to take is to
protest against the church interfering in secular
matters and the enforcement of religious forms upon
any member of the community. Mental liberty is
our watchword, sad to demand that it should be
faithfully carried out in all sections-religious and
non-religious-of society is tbe duty of the Union.
01 course it is right to welcome the cooperation
of "advanced believers." They constitute a very
numerous class, and, if we do not utilize their efforts,
we shall prove our11elvs guilty of a great want of
wisdom. For, so far as all positiv work is concerned

DECE}.l:BEU
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says to parson, priest, and parasite, "Thy will, not
mine, be done." I~ is the e~sy way tJ paoify tham,
and their will is d:me.
The cast-off garment of the deputed spirit, the
vacant tenement of the arisen souJ, is dressed for
exhibition; the house is thrown open to the public
and :filled with people, some of whom come dutifully
as an evidence of respect, the rest for the reasons
above stated. And after a season of vacant staring
at each other in the house, or flippant gossip in the
yard outside, the minister, in a voice that is meant
to be impressiv and to seem as if issuing from the
portals of the tomb, prays and preaches to them. in
the manner of his sect, regardless uf the past opinions of the deceased. There is no great variety in
these funeral sermons. Like songs of a n1\tion they
are pitched in one key and move in one mood-,.
wretched key and an unhealthy, because dispiriting,
mood. They are not songs of liberty, light, and
love; they are moans from the ''dark valley of the
shadow of death." The preachers tell the peo{lle
how God in his inflnit wisdom has seen :fit to 6ffi ct
this household; he labors to convict his deity of
crimes which would and should send any man to the
gallows, and thanks Jehovah for his "tender mercies;" he rambles about in the field of physical resurrection, sometimes seeming to believe in the body,
sometimes in the soul, but never failing to advertise
the business of his craft. He talks about God and
God's purposes with a familiarity born ol ignorance
and impudence; he mouths the cant phrases of his
profession, scattering over the throng the ashes of
his burnt-out theology. And he never forgets to
warn everybody to prepare for death-" preparation
for death" being his euphemism for " Come to my
meeting-house and help support the parson."
After the preaching comes the second &cb of ·the
drama, calculated to relieve the legs of the listeners,
but in no other way to be commended. By an
arrangement of open doors which enables the people
to follow each other leisurely around the chimney
and get themselvs out of the house without injury
to the furniture or themselvs, the corpse is exposed
to the gaze of the rabble. The friends are invited
to "view the remains," i.e., to pass in procesai ')n by
the coffin and feast their eyes on its pallid occupant.
It suits the purpose of those who thrivs on theology
and terror to bav people carry with them through
life memories, not of the lighted living face of him
who is prostrate before them, not of beauty, vigor,
grace, or strength, but of deatl•, the grave, and the
awful impotence of that pulseless clay; of salvation,
eternal Sabbaths, lantern-jawed piety, God, and other
hideous things.
The third act :finishes the performance wHh a sort
of circus parade in which the strictest rites of precedence prevail. It would send ~ cold shudder
down the spine of respectability if the second cousins
of the corpee were to ride or walk in advance of the
:first cousins in this procession. After the gravedigger, with the towering indifference of a professional, has performed his perfunctory part of the
ceremony by three times rattling some stones over
the bones (ashes to ashes, earth to earth, dust to
dust), after the graveyard has been ransacked for
quaint epitaphs to be covered with comments ad
libitum, after the last straggler has satiE:fied his
curiosity and gone his way, Mrs. Grundy pulls back
the drapery from her sallow face and consoles herself with the reflection that this stronghold of her
supremacy (the funeral) is yet unsbekev, and that
she has given the dead a Christian burial.
0HARLES WATTS.
My purpose in writing is to herald the fact that
here in Connecticut custom has been defied, the
Funerals.
parson and his tribe hav been kept at bay, and burial
How to perform the last offiCles of affection over has taken place without any of the indignities of
the dead; how to lay them ~way tenderly, respect- Christian burial. An aged lady, lov~;d for her graces
fully, decently, without vulgar show or vain parade, of mind and person, a benevolent woman of wealth
without csnt and drivel or the mock solemnity of a and high social standing, died a short time since in
superstitious ceremony, is a question which many the village of Winsted, near which place I liv. She
hav asked and few hav answered. The parsons and was a member in good standing of the Congregapriests hav long had their way in this matter; they tional church, and died unshaken in her faith in the
hav made merchandise of our mi•eries-made death borrowed ethics of Christianity, though not in the
serve them as a means of advertising their business fundamental principles of the Christian religionand sanctifying ~heir ignorant assumptions. When principles like the fall of man, ~;alvation by vicarious
the "black angel" enters the household he leaves sacrifice, the sulphurous pit., personal devil, personal
the door open to a company of harpies who gather· God, and so on. But her :fine appreciation of the
like buzzards wherever there is a corpse, and they :fitness of things and her instinctiv delicacy long ago
commonly :find the strong ahorn of their strength by revealed to her the hollowness, hypocrisy, and bad
weariness and grief and the weak utterly prostrated. taste of our mortuary conventionalities and the horA man is not in a mood to war with custom or its ror of the charnel-bouse exhibitions which seem to be
creatures over the open grave of one whom he has inseparable from Christian burial. She therefore
loved and lost.
left special instructions with her son regarding her
The multitude who love to look at fr<Bsh wounds; funeral, and he was charged to protect her from
the neighborly women whose tears are always on tap; outrage at the hands of the graveyard gentry. A
people who wish to air their vanity with their clothes stalwart Freethinker, free doer, free speaker, and free
by proclaiming an assumed intimacy with the family writer, a cosmopolitan in mind and manners, and
of the deceased ; the faBhionable relative ; the good personal associate of America's best thinkers, writers,
and pious old folks; the idle tattlers, and that vile and reformers, he might hav driven off the harpies
tribe who fatten on melancholy as other folk on without other prompting than that of hia own conmirth-these people, backed by the church and the victions, but the wishes of a mother who was idolized
iron-bound customs of all Christendom, will hav a by him as he by her fortified him against every pos"holy show," whatever the outrage on the dead or sible temptation of indolence, acquiescent good
insult to the living. The man who in his normal nature, or public applause. He nipped in the bud
state protests yields now to this horde, feeling him- all plans lor a public invasion of his premises by
self above the hollowness that pleases them. He printiDg in the local paper on the day following his

in resisting the authori~y of .th~ chu~ch, most ~f th_em
are at one with us, hav1ng s1mda.r atms, and d1ffermg
but slightly, if at all, as to the methods by which
the results sought for should be a~ta!ned. ~ith
these we desire to :find a common bas1s of actiOn,
and our united efforts will certainly do more to oust
the general foe from his position than either they or
we could accomplish single-handed. The churches
are honeycombed with men who hav long ceased to
believe in the traditions of their bith. They remain
in the fold, not because the mental atmosphere is
congenial to their taste, but because they are the victjms either of cmEJtom, of fashion, or of necessity, or
of the three combined. Let the principles of the
American Secular Union become more thoroughly
understood and its exchequer be well :filled, and then
an exodus from the churches will in all probability be witnessed the equsl of which has not been
seen daring the present generation. It is necessary,
however, to distinguish between these "advanced
believers" and the old orthodox theologians, with
whom we can hav no part; they are our avowed enemies, and to coquet with them would be worse than
a :r,nistake-it would be s crime against the ancestral
glories of our cause. My experience, however, forbids me to expect much assistance from any Christian
or:zanization as a body, let it proclaim itself ever so
liberal. The aid gained from such a source will be
more individually than collectivly, and this I think
c~n be secured by a judicious and dignified advocacy
upon the part of the exponents of the Nine Demand.s.
It can bs proved thst the attitude of the church m
rels.ti.cn to the state snd the people is wrong without
indulging in extrangant invective against all religious teachings. To plead for a free Sunday does not
require th&t all Sunday observances should be destroyed. To understand the correct method of conducting a conflict is an important element in securing
a victory. No one can question the nsefulness of
destructiv hbor; but, serviceable as it has been, it
could only prepare the way for something better.
Each worker who thought of future results must
hav foreseen that the time would arrive, sooner
or later, when the conductors of these scattered
forces would feel the necessity of uniting togethel',
taking as a basis for their operations some point or
points upon which they were all agreed, and thus
presenting s bold front to the common enemy.
Thus, in response to an invitation to giv my opinion upon the two methods of advocacy contended
for by the Liberals of the United States, I hav stated
how I think it possible for both parties to work together. The most persistent opponent of theology
can help the Union because it seeks to resist e.xtravagant and unjust theological claim£~, while all who
deserve the Dame of Liberals can support an organization whose object is to secure a just and an
equally balanced national taxation ; to insist that
tho~e who require religious instruction shall be alone
responsible for the expense of its tes.ching; to abolish all government patronage of any and all religious
forms; to substitute affirmation in our legal practice
for the present abaurd custom of swearing; to obtain the repeal of all laws that interfere with the free
and intellectual use of Sunday; to show that hightoned morality is not confined to the church or to
any faith, but that it is allied with the humanity of
man; and :finally, to protest against advantages being shown to a professor of religion that are denied
to a Secularist. This is a platform sufficiently broad
for all who are willing to do good practical work.
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mobher's death a notice to the eff~ct that only those
who received individual invitations would be expected
to attend the funeral. Thus disturbed in his ancient,
spli-tary reign, the chronic funeral follower, like the
owl. in the elegy, did to the moon complain, but the
notices preserved the peace and quiet of the bereaved
houaehold: The four friends selected as pall-':Jearers
were notified of the precise hour on the day of burial
at which a carriage would call for them at their
homes, and punctually the carriage called, conveying
them to the home of the deceased. They found four
persons there to receive them-the son above mentioned, two ladies, and a young granddaughter.
They sat together for a few moments until the undertaker in another room had finished all preparations,
and then the casket was placed in the hearse and
taken to th~ cemetery, followed by the "procession"
of two carrutgee. The grave was lined with white
m_uslin, and the body was gently lowered to its place
w1thout blasphemy of prayer or preaching. No word
was spoken. Silence hath voice beyond the power
of utterance. A moment thus, and the son, stepping
forward from the ladies, addressed the bearers :
''Gentlemen, I thank you gratefully for your kindly
services." The party then left the grounds as quietly
as it had entered them. This was the sweet and
simple burial of one who, lacking neither wealth,
high social standing, nor the good will of the people,
could bav had half the town following her, with a
tremendous flatter of millinery and all the fatuous.
formalities of her church.
The clergy hav made the burial of the dead a
means to magnify the importance of their (iffice, and
make their support seem a necessity. Trading on
the miseries of mankind they hav made the unwritten law by which funerals add terrors to death,
deplete the purses of the poor, put monstrous profits into the hands of as cold- blooded a class of mercenaries (the undeftakerE) as ever walked the earth
and bring fresh victims into the steeple-topped temples where theologians make market of their worthless wares and fasten the fetters of humbug on the
human mind. People who profess to believe that
the spirit is permanent and the body but an instrument for temporary use, and laid aside at death for
something better, make sorry practice of their professions iri the sepulchral farrago of Christian burial. They mean to be respectful, but are painfully
conscious that at any point, by slight accident in speech
or act, the mock sublimity may become ridiculous.
The sigh of relief when it is over, the thankfulness
if, in the perilous complications of coming and going,
sitting, standing, crying, and posturing, all has gone
smoothly and well-this sigh and thanksgiving are
significant.
I do not deal in unmeasured censure of the people. I am one of the people. If blame there is,·it
rests with their religious teachers and leaders, the
preachers of old theology, but even these preachers
are victims largely of their own evil education, and
the wretched position in which they are publicly
placed. Their conduct is not consistent with their
professed belief in conscious immortality of the
spirit; it is the outcome of a greed shameless enough
to make a business of advertising the rags and old
junk of the church at a friend's funeral! Death
should not be made doleful by the glamour of artificial gloom, and memories of the departed should
no~ be memories of graves and ghastly ceremonials.
We should be impressed with thoughts of the living
as they lived, rather than of the dead as they died.
And
Why should memory, veiled in gloom,
And like a sorrowing mourner craped,
Sit weeping o'er an empty tomb
Whose captiva hav escaped?

Thousands who hav outgrown the old superstitious
fear of death, gods, devils, and preachers, and who,
therefore, feel an aversion to the common funeral
rites, follow in the beaten track because they do not
well know how to lead elsewhere. For them especially I write.
HARVEY W. PINNEY.
Mill Brook, Conn., December, 1890.

Professor Huxley on M.r. Booth's Scheme.
From tile LonflOii 'Times.

Sm: A short time ago a generous and philanthropic friend wrote to me, placing at my disposal a
large sum of money for the furtherance of the vast
scheme which the general of the Salvation Army has
propounded, if I thought it worthy of support. The
responsibility of advising my benevolent correspondent has weighed heavily upon me; but I felt that
it would be cowardly, as well as ungracious, to refuse
to accept it. I hav, therefore, studied Mr. Booth's
book with some care, for the purpose of separating
the essential from the accessory features of his project, and I hav based my judgment-! am sorry to
say an unfavorable one-upon the data thus obtained. Before communicating my conclusions to
my friend, however, I am desirous to know what
there may be to be said in arrest of that judgment ;
and the matter is of such vast public importance that
I trust you will aid me by publishing this letter,
notwithstanding its length.
There are one or two points upon which I imagin
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all thinking men bav arrived at the same convictions ment. F<.Jr two centuries the Jesuits hav been the
as those from which Mr. Booth starts. It is certain hope of the enemies of the papacy, for whenever H
that there is an immense amount of remediable mis- becomes too prospErous they are sure to bring about
ery among us; that, in addition to the poverty, dis- a catastrophe by their corrupt use of the political
ease, and degradation which are the consequences of and social iLflaence which their organiz~>tion and
c&uses beyond human control, there is a vast, prob. th~>ir wealth secure. With these examples of that
ably a very much larger, quantity of misery which is which may happen to institutions founded by nob:e
H.e result of individual ignorance or misconduct and .men, with high aims, in the bands of successors of a
of faulty social arrangements. Further, I think it is different stamp, armed with despotic authority, benot to be doubted that, unless this remediable misery fore me, common prudence surely requires that, beis effectually dealt with, the hordes of vice and pau- fore advising the banding over of a large sum cf
perism will destroy modern civilization as effectually money to the general of a new order of mendicants,
as uncivilized tribes of another kind destroyed the I should a"k what guarantee there is that, thirty
great socia.l organization which preceded · ours. years hence; the "general" who then autocratically
Moreover, I think all will agree that no reforms and controls the action, say, of 100 000 cfficers pledged
improvements will go to the root of the evil unless to blind obedience, distributed through the whole
they attack it in its ultimate source-namely, ,be length and breadth of the poorer classes, and each
motive of the individual man. Honest, industrious, with his finger on th~ trigger of a mine charged with
and self-restraining men will make a very bad social discontent and religious fanaticism; with the absoorganiz:\tion prosper; while vicious, idle, and reck- lute control, say, of eight or ten millions sterling of
less cit:zens will bring to ruin tibe best that ever was, capital, and as many of income ; with barracks in
every town, with estates scattered over the country,
or ever will be invented.
The leading propositions which are peculiar to and with settlements in the colonies-will exercise
his enormous powers, not merely honestly, but
Mr. Booth I take to be these :
(1) ThBt the only adequate means to such refor- wisely! What shadow of security is there that the
mation of the individual man is the adoption of that person who wields thia uncontroled authority over
form of somewha.t corybantic Christianity of which many thousands of men shall uE!e it solely for those
the soldiers of the Salvation ATmy are the militant philanthropic and religious objects which, I do not
missionaries. This implies tha belief that the excite- doubt, are alone in the mind of Mr. Booth! Who
ment of the religious emotions {largely by processes iA to eay that the Silvation Army, in the year of
described by their employers as "rousing" and "con- 1920, shall not be a replica of what the FrancisCl!r.n
vivial") is a desirable and trustworthy method of order had become in the year 1260 ?
The personal cbaractH and the intentions of the
permanently amending the conduct of maukind.
I demur to these propositions. I am of opinion founders of such organizations aa we are considering
that the testimony of history, no less than ·the cool count for very little in the formation of a forecast of
observation of that which lies within the persoaal their future, and, if they did, it. is no disrespect to
Mr. Booth to say that he is not the peer of Francis
experience of many of uP, is wholly adverse to it.
of Assisi; but, if Francis's judgment of men was so
(2) That the appropriate instrument for the prop. imperfect as to permit him to appoint an ambitious
agation and maintenance of this peculiar sacramental intriguer of the stamp of Brother Elias his successor,
enthusiasm is the Salvation Army-a body of devo- we bav no right to be sanguin about the perspicacity
tee~, drilled and disciplined as a military organizaof Mr. Booth in a like matter.
tion, and provided with a numerous hierarchy of
Adding to all these ·cGnsiderations the fact that
officers, every one of whom is pledged to blind and Mr. Llewelyn Davies, the warmth of whose philllil11
unhesitating obedience to the general," who frankly thropy is beyond question, and in whose competency
tells us that the first condition of the service is ''im- and fairness I, for one, place implicit reliance, fl:~tly
plicit, unquestionin~ obedience." 11 A telegram from denies the boasted success of the Salvation Army in
me will send any of them to the uttermost parts of its professed mission, I hav arrived at the conclusion
the earth;" every one 11 has taken service on the ex- that, as at present advised, I cannot be the instrupress condition that he or she will obey. without ment of carrying out my friend's proposal.
questioning or gainsaying, the orders from headMr. Booth has pithily characterized benevolent
quarters" (In D.t.rkest England, psge 243).
schemes as doing sixpennyworth of good and a
This proposition seems to me to be indisputable. shilling's worth of harm. I grieve to say that, in
History ~onfirms it. Francis of Assisi and Ignatius my opiniov, the definition exactly fits his own projLoyola made their great experiments on the same ect. Few social evils are of greater magnitude than
principle. Nothing is more certain than that a body uninstructed and unchastened religious .fanaticism ;
of religious enthusiasts (perb'-PB we may even say no personal habit more surely degrades the confanatics) pledged to blind obedience to their chief is science and the intellect than blind and unhesitating
one of the most efficient instruments for effecting any obedience to unlimited authority. Undoubtedly,
purpose that the wit of man has yet succeeded in de- harlotry and intemperance are sore evils, and starvavising. And I can but admire the insight into tion is bard to bear, or even to know of ; but the
human nature which has led Mr. Booth to leave his· prostitution of the mind, the soddening of the conunquestioning and unhesitating instruments un- science, the dwarfing of manhood, are worse calambound by vows. A volunteer slave is worth ten ities. It is a greater evil to hav the intellect of a
sworn bondsmen.
·
nation put down by organized fanaticism, to see its
(3) '!'hat the success of the Salvation Army, with political and industrial affairs at the mercy of a desits present force of 9 416 officers " wholly engaged. pot whose chief thought is to make that fanaticism
in the work," its capital of three· quarters of a million, prevail ; to watch the dagradation of men, who
its income of the same amount, its 1,375 corps at should feel themselvs individually responsible for
home and 1,499 in the colonies and foreign countries their own and their country's fates, to mere brute
(Appendix, pages 3, 4), is a proof that divine assist- instruments ready to the hand of a master for any
ance has been vouchsafed to its efforts.
use to which he may put them.
Here I am not able to agree with the sanauin
But that is the end to which, in my opinion, all
commander-in-chief of the new model, whose labors such organizations as that to which kindly people,
in creating it hav probably interfered with his ac- who do not look to the consequences of their acts,
quisition of information respecting the fate of pre- are now giving their thousands, inevitably tend.
vious enterprises of like kind.
Unless clear proof that I am wrong is furnished,
It does not appear to me that his success is in any another thousand shall not be .added by my instrudegree more remarkable than that of Francis of mentality.
I am, sir, your obedient eervtmt,
Assisi, or that of Ignatius Loyola, than that of
Eastbourne, November 27Gb.
T. H. HUXLEY.
George Fox, or even than that of the Mormons, in
our own time. When I observe the discrepancies of
IT cannot be denied that the modern Abolition
the doctrinal foundations from which each of these
great movements set out, I find it difficult to sup- movement received very little sympathy from the
pose that supernatural aid has been given to all of church and clergy of this country as a whole. It is
them ; still more that Mr. Booth's smaller measure a pregnant and striking fact that American slavery
of success is evidence that it has been granted to was never afraid of American religion. The solemn
meeting could be held in safety in the neighborhood
him.
B1Jt what became of the Franciscan experiment! of a slave-auction. Neither had any quarr<>l with the
If there was one rule rather than another on which other. They werE>, in fact, upon friendly terms, for
the founder laid stress, it was that his army of friars men were sold to build churches, and babes to buy
should be absolute mendicants, keeping themselvs Bibles, and women to support missionaries; and few
sternly apart from all worldly entanglements. Yet refused the price of blood when it was offered at the
even before the death of Francis, in 1226, a strong treasury of the sanctuary. In fact, a man so careful
party, beaded by Elias of Oortona, the deputy of his and so religious as was the late James G. Birney,
own appoint.ment, began to hanker after these very himself a repentant slaveholder, and who at great
things ; and within thirty years of that time the sacrifice emancipated his slaves, was compelled to
Franciscans had become one of the most powerful, admit. that the American church was the bulwark of
wel\lthy, and worldly corporations in Obristendom, American slavery. It opposed the antislavery movewith their fingers in every sink of polmcal and social ment by silence, aDd by holding aloof from it at the
corruption, if so be profit for the order could be North and by open and direct advocacy of slavery
fished out of it, their principal interest being to fight at the'south. Books were, however, written, printed,
their rivals, the Dominicans, and to persecute such and circulated by eminent divines both North and
of their own brethren as were honest enough to try South, to prove slavery to be, like the ~burch i~s~lf,
a divine institution, Rnd denouncing all oppot:ntwn
to carry out their founder's plainest injuncti9ns.
We also know what bas become of JJoyola's e:s:peri- to it as Infidelity.-Frederick JJouglas.
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Adventist) is also working for the open fair, and
claims the credit for the Post's cooperation. In his
report for the year the corresponding secretary of
that organization says:
"During the discussion of the site of the World's Fair in
Chicago the question of opening tlie Exposition on Sunday
has been agitating religious circ!es throughout the country,
but especially the clergy of Chicago. The association, deeming this an excellent opportunity to do good work in behalf
of true principles, sent the assistant secretary, about the first
of October last, to that city to engage in the work there.
They also associated with him Mr. Allen Moon, of Minnesota. The work done there, through these representative of
the association, has been most highly gratifying to the executiv committee. They succeeded in interesting the editors of
a number of the dailies on the subject, until one of the
papers (the Evening Post) opened a department, in which
everyone who wished could vote his preference on the subject of the Sunday closing of the Fair. A circular letter was
then sent to the leading workers of the association in the
various states, urging them to subscribe for that paper for
one month, which would giv them an opportunity, as readers
of the paper, to write short articles in behalf of religious
liberty. This plan was very successful, and in looking over
the articles in that department, it was found that the majority of them were written by members of the National Religious Liberty Association."

SUBSCRII'TION RATES.
Sfngle subscription in advance............................. . , , 00
One subscriptioB two yee.rs, in advance •••••••••••••••••• 6 00
Two new subscribers•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 600
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 08
One subscription with two new subscribera, in one
700
remittance ••••••• ••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
One subscription with three new subscriben, in one
remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 iO
Oar brotherly contemporary, Freethought, of San
·One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
Francisco, is activly pushing the petition, and reports
remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 00
good lists. We should like to see the Investigator,
Any number over 1lve at the same rate, invariably
Independent Pulpit, :I wentieth Century, and the
with one remittance.
IN THE

Truth Seeker Annual for 1891
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In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker
inclose ~6 cents and the Annual will be forwarded as
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Work for Liberals.
We hope THE TRUTH SEEKER readers hav all written to their national Senators and Representative at
Washington protesting against the enactment of the
Breckinridge Sunday Best bill. If any hav not
already done eo, they should lose no time in doing
it now.
Then, when that is done, they should write another
letter to the same lawmakers 11bout the World's
Fair. December 19th bills were introduced in both
houses of Congress at the instigation of the Sab·
batarians providing that no exhibition for which a
. national appropriation is made shall be kept open on
Sunday. Write at once, and write emphatically,
against these bills.
This question of whether the Fair shall be kept
open or not on Sundays promises to be a very prominent one, and at the present writi.Dg the AntiSabbatarians are ahead. The president is required
by law to satisfy himself before issuing the proclamation that the city of Chicago is legally bound for
the payment of a fund of $10 000,000. This sum
has been subscribed, $5,000,000 by the city council
of Chicago, secured by the bonds of the World's
Fair commissioners, and $5,000,000 in small sub.
scription& to stock by the citizens. The bulk of the
smaller subscribers, however, who hav pledged themselva, though without paying up, is composed of the
German and foreign element, who threaten to with·
hold their subscriptions if the plan now proposed to
close the Fair on Sunday is carried out. As long as
this contingency exists the president cannot issue
his proclamation, and it is being wi,hheld in consequence.
,
The longest petition we hav yet received for the
opening of the Fair was procured by Wm. Ulrich,
of Waumandee, Wis., and contains one hundred and
fifty-seven names. We want everyone to procure
as long a list as possible, to influence the Commission. There are several forces at work in this direction, and the prospect of success is by no means dim.
Besides the Germans of Chicago, who threaten to
withhold their subscriptions if the Fair be not
opened, the press of the city is on the same side, and
has afforded the citizens an opportunity to express
their opinions. The Evening Post'8 ballot resulted
in a two to one choice for an open Fair. The Na. tional Religious Liberty AssociatioJl (Seventh Day

Ironclad Age do likewise ; and Secular Thought
also might weii ask its readers in the States to circulate the petition, as might the Spiritualist journals
without doing violence to their principle.s. Let the
Liberals of the country do something practical for
their Cause.
And do not forget to write at c.nce to your national
senators and representative protesting against the
bills refusing national aid to exhibitions which may
be kept open on Sundays.

'fhe American Secnlar Union's Policy,
With that lucidity which always distinguishes his
utterances, Mr. Charles Watts tells us this week
what, in his opinion, the Nine Demands of Liberalism imply. He has taken a good look at both sides
of the shield, and, like the accurate advocate he is,
has made no statement which by itself is not most
reasonable. • Still, he has left his readers encircled
by a haze which renders clear seeing on the main
question exceedingly difficult. That main question
is, Shall the American Secular Union pitch into
the Christian religion or not ? We say Christian
religion and not Christian theology advisedly, for
without its messiah craze back of its theology Christian theology would be soon recognized as a string
of untenable, unreasonable, and impossible propositions. It is the firm belief in a God, a messiah and
the supernatural, which give Christianity its vitality.
So for all practical purposes there is no need of distinguishing between Christian religion and Christian
theology.
The principles of the Canadian Secular Union to
which Mr. Watts refers, adopted as the propagandist
policy of that Union, show that the two Unions are
not working on parallel lines. The Oanadian Union's
principles are but abstract statements, the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union are concrete
-that is, one is a statement of general principles of
opinion, the other a formulation of some political
demands. The Oanadian Secular Union says :
" 1. That the present life being the only one of which we
hav any knowledge, its concerns claim our earnest attention.
"2. That reason, aided by experience, is the best guide
for human conduct.
" 3. That to endeavor to promote the individual and general well-being of society to the best of our ability, is our
highest and immediate duty.
"4. That the only means upon which we can rely for the
accomplishment of this object is human e:ffort, based upon
knowledge and justice.
"5. We judge conduct by its results only-what conduces
to the general well-being is right; what has the opposit tendency is wrong.
" 6. That science and its application is our providence or
provider, and upon it we rely in preference to aught else in
time of need."

The American Secular Union says: Tax the
churches; abolish public chaplaincies; repeal Sunday laws ; take religion out of the schools ; giv no
public funds to religious institutions ; appoint no
fast days or days of religious observance j abolish
religious oaths; take no cognizance of a person's
faith or unfaith in performing public duties. It will
be seen frOlJ! this, then, that the two Unions hav dif-
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ferent sets of principles, and what is good for one
may not be good for the other. To accomplish its
work the Canadian Union ought to oppose Christianity sturdily-far its principles are contradic- ·
tiona of that system-while the American Union
need not oppose it at all. There are Christians who
accept every one of the Nine Demands and yet are
Christians still. Bat no one can accept the principles of the Canadian Union and remain a Christian.
So on this question of the American Union's opposing or not opposing Christianity the Secular philos·
ophy must be left out:
To get back to the main issue then. The American Secular Union is formed to accomplish certain
purposes. Logically there is not the slightest need
for any reference to religion in their advocacy. But,
and this but is a mighty big one, practically how can
these purposes ba achieved 1 and by whom ? The·
How? is of course by the will of the people. What
people! That's the question ! An orthodox, or
evangelical, Christian, replies to an advocate of the
Demands that the present system is all right, that
the churcqes and chaplains and religious institutions
and holy days are moral agencies, and should ba fostered by the state. So he will not help. A "Liberal Christian" says some of the Demands are well
enough; others are too radical-they about balance,
and he doesn't quite know if the church isn't a good
thing-and so he won't help. The Freethinker says
Yes, confound them! they ought to be square and
pay their taxes and quit stealing public money to run
their institutions and pay their preachers; and he
says Go ahead ! to the American Secular Union, and
chips in, and attends congresses, and distributes the
Union's literature.
Now, if this view of the matter be correct, what
does it imply? Clearly that the Freethinker is the
only man with a sense of justice suffi liently keen to
urge political measures to insure that justice.
Then what does common sense say the Union should
do ? It's plain enough-make more Freethinkers I
How! Why, show up the absurdity of Christianity
....:..its unhistorical character; its wrong moral basis,
its false assumptions, its idiotic theology (the Athanasian creed for enmple), the cruelty it has committed in propagating its doctrine, its unprovable supernatural theorieP, and so on. D.r. Westbrook, the
president, took a good course in his lecture against
the Bible in the schools. The effect of the lecture
was to convince people that the Bible is unworthy of
belief. This conviction makes Freethinkers and so
helps the Union.
·
Mr. Watts's experience that Christian bodies will
do very little to aid such organizations as the American s·ecular Union is paralleled by the experience of
about all reformers. It is exceedingly difficult to get
a Christian to be just. This is not surprising, as the
Christian scheme is founded on injustice; and a man
who accepts it wholly must almost necessarily be deficient in the ability to comprehend fairness and justice. If he is willing that Christ should pay his
debt of sin, he naturally is willing that some one
else should pay his debts for procuring that salvation. Probably there isn't a Methodist in Toronto
who can see the injustice of forcing Mr. Watts to
pay part of the tax necessary to protect the Methodist churches.
We believe in the policy adopted by Dr. West brook
at the Portsmouth Congress. Pitch into the Bible,
make Freethinkers, and so obtain a constituency to
support the Secular Union. Any other policy would
soon see the Union stranded on a lee shore.

Acquiring Knowledge.
The police of this city do not take kindly to Dr.
Gunn's 11 Society for the Enforcement of Criminal
Law," and consequently the agent, Mr. Joseph Britton, is getting into trouble. When we first called.
attention to this society it was in a case of attempted
suppression of some literature published by a news
company of this city-a close imitation of Comstock's methods-and we remarked that if the publishers did not oppose the society they would all be
at the mercy of bigots and blackmailers. But that
raid did not turn out well, and Britton, Dr. Gunn's
agent, turned his attention to the liquor saloons and
disreputable resorts. In these he has found just as
much opposition, and has besides found his society
branded as a blackmailing scheme in the affidavit of
a police justice. It came about through the attempt
of an agent of the society to obtain warrfll\~11. ~'iO~
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Judge Hogan to raid an alleged disorderly house.
The judge refused to giv him a warrant until he
knew what the society was, and the society's counsel
thereupon sought to obtain a mandamus compelling
the issuance of the warrants. At the hearing before
the judge from whom the mandamus was sought,
Judge Hogan, as respondent, submitted this affidavit:
" The respondent, upon information and belief, avers that
said Society for the Prevention of Crime is a device of one
Britton and others, claiming to act as agents of said alleged
society, to enable them to extort money from divers persons
by threatening them with the terrors of criminal prosecu.
tion, and that they hav, as a matter of fact, on numerous
occasions, made use of the process of the criminal courts
for the purpose of extortion."

Justice Hogan further set forth that before the
society's agent made applicl\tion for the warrants he
had been led to believe that the society and its
alleged agents were in the habit of using processes
out of the criminal courts in unlawful ways for extortion and blackmail; that Justice Duffy and court
O.ffi(lars of the Tomb3 had recently told him that
Britton and his men had failed to support a similar
charge made against a disorderly house because the
court Offi(lar, Sargaanb C.-hill, who hail the warrant
issued on affidavits of the " ageu.ts," had refused to
let Britton and his men precede the police to the
house and be there when the warrant should be
served.
Besides these charges against the agents employed by the society there were others, equally in·
teresting, made by various persons. Their affidavits,
condensed, are like this :
"The affidavits of William Martin and Detectiv Mullane
set forth that Churchley [agent of the society] is the man
who ask,ed them to help him recover some money which he
said he had been robbed of while drunk in a disorderly
house he visited.
"Simon Steingul swears that John Fink, an 'agent o! the
society,' told him that he could make $20,000 a year as its
agent.
"Dr. Marcus Markiewics swears that Fink is the man
who professed to obtain for the doctor practice in houses of
ill fame if the doctor would divide the fees with him.
'Charles Krumm, saloon-keeper, of 167 Chrystie street,
swears that James E. McGinness, who calls himself ·an agent
of the society, demanded $25 of him to suppress an alleged
complaint for violation of the excise law.
"Albon Wiborn, of 29 Bowery, sweaTs that he paid one
Chris Miller $100 on October 7th last (Miller claiming to
represent Britton), to square an excise complaint.
"Frank Whittacker, of 108 Christie street, swears that
Agent Fink said to him: ' I had 102 Canal street pulled. I
did it out of revenge, and I will hav revenge for the money
that Julius Whittacker beat me out or, and I will make him
spend $100 for each dollar he beat me out of in the commission on the sale of a house.'
"Julius Whittacker, of 102 Canal street, swore that his
brother Frank was sent to state prison for three years for
grand larceny; that Seidner offered to get Frank out in
thirty days for $500, that the witness put up $450 with
William Ward, and paid Seidner $fi0 on account; that Seidner did not get Frank out, and refused to giv back the $50
until he had been pressed several times, when he said : 'By
--,I'll get even with you for that if it takes me ten years;'
that Seidner, afterward appearing as counsel for Britton's society, accused Whittacker of keeping a disorderly house, and
that Justice Dnffy dismissed the complaint. William Ward
corroborates the stakeholding part of this affidavit.
"Bernard Wintemeyer, of 15 Bowery, makes affidavit that
a complaint against him was lodged with the excise board,
and that when he went to see Britton abont it (Britton and
he being members of Zerubbabel Chapter, R. A.M.), Britton
said to him: 'Barney, I didn't know that it was your place,
or I would not hav made any complaint against it. l am
going to make a complaint at the police court, and eHher
you or your barkeeper will be arrested. Ask to be tried at
special sessions, but nothing will come of it.' Deponent
asked Britton if there was anything to pay, and Britton
said: 'No; you are a member of my lodge. I hav my
agents going around attending to that part of the business
tot me.'"

We regret to say that the president of the society
employing agents with characters as above alleged
is Dr. R. A. Gunn, a member of the Manhattan Liberal Club, and it seems to us he ought to leave the
society or the club. Private societies like this, modeled as it is upon Comstock's, and as agent of which
Britton learned the trade, can only produce evil and
injustice. Their charters ought to be taken away
and the law under which they were obtained ougM
to be repealed. We are glad that the courts are acquiring some new views in this matter, and if they
can squelch Dr. Gunn's society and cauld then destroy Comstock's organization public morals and
personal justice would be strongly conserved. ·-Britton was the same kind of a man when he was Com-
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stock's and Colgate's chief fuglemaa that he is now tion; of two hundred and fifty women convicts at
as chief agent of his own society of which Dr. Gunn Sherburne, ::seven-tenths were Roman Catholics; at
Deer Island, seventy-five per cent; at Cambridge
is president.
House of Correction, ninety per cent were foreigners,
Romanism and the Public Welfare.
nearly all of whom were Roman Catholics. MassaThat the Catholics are ready to proceed to extrem- chusetts parochial schools are not so numerous as
ities in their fight for a share of the public school the church will yet make them, but they seem to be
funds becomes more apparent daily. East and West, doing pretty well considering.
in almost every shte--in every one ih which a fair
But the Roman church in Canada is not merely &
percentage of the people are victims of· their church system of religion ; it is a political despotism as well,
--they are working with all their great power to and a despotism possible to be continued only by the
this end; Separate schools, run by the secte, and complete control_ of the votera by the church. In the
aU supported by the government-that is the scheme November Forum, W. Blackburn Harte, a newspaper
which the American people hav to oppose !
writer of Canada, has an article on " French Canada
The latest place to feel the Catholic influence in and the Dominion," in which some surprising, not to
thia is New Haveu, Conn. Two years ago the city say stat·tling, statements are made relativ to the
voted to supply free books to scnool-ehildren. The attitude of the French Catholics toward the Dominsum of $30,000 was appropriated, and H was under- ion government. The avowed purpose of the French
stood then that about $10,000 annually would be Catholic leaders, including the clergy, says the arMcle,
needed to continue the practice. That sum was is to establish a Catholic FL"ench state within the
appropriated last year without trouble, but the vot- Dominion boundaries that will be independent of the
ing upon it this year at a special town meeting civil government. To such an extent has this sentiwas conducted a'llid violent animosities and rioting. ment developed that a race war is impending in the
The priests of St. John's and St. Francie's Roman province of Q11ebec.
Catholic churches demanded that the children in
The Roman Catholic church in Canada, says Mr.
the parochial schools connected with their churches Harte, is only nominally a religious institution. Its
be furnished with free text-books, the same as chil- chief function appears to be political, and while the
dren attending the public schools. These two clergy· English-speaking Canadians h~v no quarrel with the
men had addressed their congregations from the Catholic church as a religious body, they demand
aUar on Sunday, arguing that though the parochial that it shall not become a militant system of politics.
schools were under the supervision of the church If the French Catholics were loyal to the government.,
they were just as public as the secular schools, in- and worked in harmony with the inhabitants of the
asmuch as all who desired could attend them; that other provinces for the general good, the existing
the Oatholics of the town were paying taxes to bad feeling between the races would not hav been
support the schools and they should reap some of engendered. But, says Mr. Harte, the French Canathe benefits which they were paying for. · A~ a re- diana are entirely ignorant of their duty to the
suit, over one thousand men crowded the place _of commonwealth. In this respect, he says, they hav
meeting on the 16 hh instant. The opposition re- no principle whatever. The church dictates in what
torted that an appropriation to the parochial schools -direction they shall vote, and they vote with the
was expressly prohibited in the state constitution, Lib<:>rals in the provincial elections, and with the
which declares that •" no preference shall be given Conservative in the DJminion elections. The exto a.ny Christian sect or mode of worship." They tent to which clerical influence is exercised was
claimed that the Catholic schools were not public shown in 1889, when the question of granting $400,schools in the general acceptance of the word, be- 000 to the Jesuits was before parliament. M. Mercause they were not under the· control of the board cier, the premier, publicly threatened the Roman
Catholic members of the legislature with the pains
of education.
The Prote~1tants had the chairman of the meeting and penalties of the church if they should refuse to
with them, and when the motion to include the paro- vote for the measure.
In the province of Q'lebec, Mr. Harte say!!, there
chial sahools in the appropriation was made he
promptly declared it out of order. Then the Catho- are a few thousanda more than a million of Catholics,
lies pitched in. " Gray-haired men," say the re- yet there are seven thousand five hundred. persons,
portE', "struggled to gain the attention of the chair, not including bishops, engaged in the service of the
while the younger ones crowded· them into seats in church, and the church property of the province has
the most unceremonious manner. ·Hats were knocked a value of $120,000,000. Thus there is one clergyoff and clothing torn in the frantic effort to gain a man to every one hundred and thirty Catholics, and
hearing. The priests made themselvs heard in pas- the ch'urch holds untaxed property to the amount of
sionate speeches, while the Protestants shouted that $120 for each Catholic. "The state collects the
the people were priest-:l:'idden and that the Catholic church's tithes and assessments," says Mr. Harte,
pastors should be put out. By a division of the "allows her to handle directly and indirectly about
house it was decided that the amendment was lost, one-fifth of the provincial revenue, and givs her the
and the question came up on the original motion. absolute control of public education, but is not perA division was again called for, and the chairm'&n de- mitted to inquire into her financial concerns, or to
cided that the motion had been carried. A detail of interfere in the conduct of the schools."
These are facts about the church that is endeavorpolicemen finally quieted what promised to be a riot.
Friends of the parochial schools are very angry, and ing to gain control of this cluntry which should be
pondered over by the people. It is easy to say there
intend to protest against the decision."
Undoubtedly the Catholics are angry at their de- is no danger of Romanism gaining its object, but it
feat, and of course they will try it again. They will would not be easy to prove such assertion. O.a the
keep up the fight and they will win in those places contrary, the Roman church is making steady progwhere ·they hav the votes. That is what they are ress, and feals now so confident in herself that she
here for.
no longer conceals her policy. In scores of towns
Because of this attempt to establish here the sys- and counties she has already closed public schools
tem prevailing in other countries where Catholics and established her own, and for one defeat suffered
control the education of children, it is not amiss to by her· she can record at least twenty victories.
cite the results of such sectarian education as seen In Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska,
in the number of graduates from these schools in- and in the larger cities like Chicago and New York,
caroerated in jails. A writer in a Canadian journal she is doing remarkably well. Ten years from now
furnishes this information for O.atario for last year, Romanism will be a dangerous menace to the prosas follows:
parity and peace of the whole country.
" Prisoners committed : Roman Catholics, 4,544, 1 in 70 ;
Church of England, 3,876, 1 in 94 ; Presbyterians, 1,610, 1
in 254; Methodists, 1,682, 1 in 350.
"'fhe committals in 1889 to the Centralprison (Ontario),
were 242 Church of England in a population of 366,539; 263
Roman Catholics in a population of 321),000 (in this number
were over 100,000 French, of whom very few were committed); 87 Presbyterians in a population of 417,747; and
·
100 Methodists in a population of nearly 600,000."

In Maas_achusetts, a recent report by a chaplain of
the state prison shows that of five hundred and sixty
convicts there four hundred were Roman Catholics,
chiefly Il'ish, more than five times their dpe propor-

Liberty Threatened in Oregon.
We hope the Freethinkers of Oregon will look out
for the interest of the cause in that state. A letter
from Salem to the American Sentinel says that Mr.
Crafts, field secretary of the American Sabbath
Union, has arranged to hav a Sunday bill introduced
into the legislature of that state at its next session,
which begins Jan. 12, 1891.
The Oregon Secular Union has a chance now to do
some effectiv practical work in defeAting the bill.
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easily at the head of the whole list of Liberal literature with
which I am acquainted, both in the matter and manner of
illustration, and the merciless lnclslvness of the text devoted
to the destruction of the dragon of Christian Religious
Superstition. No Liberal's library Is more than half complete without it; and If I had the means, I would try to
place it in every public library, lyceum, and reading-room
in this country. Long liv Heston I His cartoons in THE
TRUTH BBBKBR cover the whale ground. He pierces the
bubbles of humbug as fast as the clergy can Inflate them.
The pictures appeal to the eye, induce Investigation, open
the mind, as it were, to the reception of the seeds of truth.
I vote for the pictures every time.
W. H. M.

GOLDBN, lA., Nov. 18, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3 from two new converts to
the principles of Fr£ethought, whose names I inclose. I
trust that If you lead them six months on the broad, bright
road of truth and right, they will renew the subscription
and be firm friends of the radical TRUTH SBBKBB.
Respectfully yours,
R. N. HowB.
lnAHO BPR!NGB, CoL., Dec. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $2 50 for the " Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-B:>ok" in cloth. We all read THB
TRUTH BBBKBR. It is our family Bible. Its topics are discussed morning, noon, and night. I am In love with your
paper; but like it much better with than without the pictures. God bless Heston and the pictures-if there is a God.
H. MoGowAN.
F.ENTONVILLB, Nov. 30, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Pleaee find inclosed $1, for which send me
the new book," A Thoughtless Yes," by Helen H. Gardener.
I received the picture book. I think it is fine. I take a great
pleasure in showing it to all my friends. I hav taken THB
TRUTH SBBKBB for a long time, and I think now that I shall
continue as long as I liv. I hav never said anything about
the pictures, but please continue them as long as possible.
s. H. ELLINWOOD.
WBBT BUPBR•OR, Wrs., Dec. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Our book came at last. It Is simply immense. The pictures are full of original, thought-provoking
spirit, whose subtleties elude the most deep or learned
writer. The quotations, references, etc., are a whole library
In themselvs. I inclose $1, for which send "Common
Sense" and the" Age of Reason," by Paine; "Orthodoxy,"
by Ingersoll, and others as per list.
M. M. RosBOBANS.
URBANA, 0., Dec. 3, 1890.
ME. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $6. Two dollars send
to Heston, the man that makes Irish· angels for THB TRUTH
BBBKBB. Glv us more of them. Three dollars is to continue
the paper; one dollar to the American Secular Union. The
signs of the times look more favorable for our cause. I am
in favor of the Bible pictures. I think they are as near the
right thing as anyone can get. I like Heston's way of
W. N. BAXTBB.
putting an expression.
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POOATBLLO, IDA.., .Dec. 9, 1890.
MB. EDITOR : I hav had the pictorial book some months.
My friends, who are many, hav had the privilege to louk at
it and comment on it. I am satisfied with the result, but
some of my friends are not. I cannot help it. They come
here and show me the Bible, open the leaves and read to me
from the same. How they do get left when they undert&ke
to show me religion out of that book I It I was to pen the
words I read out of the Bible to & few of my male friends
last night you would not publieh it, and If you did I hav no
doubt but you would get five years for blasphemy, and I say
you ought to get it. I am no writer, but I am a t&lker from
away back. I hav never had a chance-work, work, all the
time, no time for schooling, no education, but work. And
what do I work forP To make m lllons for others and nothing but crusts for myself and my family. It we did not hav
to work so many hours, and got a little more for the time we
do work, we could hav time to read and hav something to
buy literature for and educate ourselvs. The Union Pacific
Railway C.Jmpany has reduced the working hours. but the
pay accordingly. Hence there Is hardly enough to pay living
expenses, let alone buying a book. All of my Scandinavian
brothers and sisters hav their old Bible. I would advise
them to read it from first to last chapter, and I vouch they
will hav a different opinion of God than they hav now.
Kindest wishes for your venture, in the name of liberty, jusC. PAULSON.
tice, and humanity.

LAOBYviLlB, PA., Dec. 15, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : The stigma of church ignorance Is apparent
from the fact that the hardshell Baptists of this place will
not consent to let the citizens occupy their " house of God"
for Bible readings, inasmuch as it might upset their version of the dogma. The dominie, let it be remembered,
was not the last man to denounce it, but frcm him the most
glaring deceptions emanated to his blind followers' stifled
Intellect. He declared to the world, "We must hav ignorance with which to save mankind "-the true translation of
C. A. DABBow.
which_reads, "to rob mankind."
NATIONAL BoLDIBRB' HouB, WIS., Nov. 28, A.a. 290.
MR. EDITOR: I will match the "india-rubber God" with_
an india-rubber school-teacher. About the close of the late
war, while strolling through the wilds of Texas I fell in with
a school-teacher, hunting a job, he saltl. At the next settlement they wanted a teacher, and he was asked how he
would teach regarding the earth's form, round or flat.
" Why, fia.t, of course," said he, " according to divine astronomy laid down in the Bible." The Interrogator shook
his head. "Hold on tharl" cried the teacher," If you unbelievin' folks want round, rve l'arnt to teach that too,
though it may come a trl.fl.e higher."
NBLSON HuNT.
Dec. 7, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: I received your ANNuALS by msll, and your
" Text-Book" by the American Express, in good order. To
tell you that I am pleased with it would be a very limited
way of expressing myself, and thanking you and all concerned In the publication for your grand effort In support of
Freethought and reform. I can tell you that it creates a
great deal of comment among my fellow-workmen, a goodly
part of whom are Catholics and hav me doomed to a far
warmer clime than Michigan In the sweet by and by. But
with a little cool-headedneas, and the aid of your "TextBook," and reason, I am able to cope with all of them; And
now I must close, wishing yon and sll connected with THB
. TRUTH BBBKBB long lite and happiness.
ALBBBT BROOK.
Los ANGBLBB, CAL., Nov. 21, 1890.
MB. EDITOR: Hon. J. E. Remsburg lectured here last
night at the hall of the Assembly of Progress, to a large and
enthusiastic audience, mostly composed of Freethinkers. I
doubt very much It there were ~my sinners (Christians)
present, as the enthusiasm a,_d applause over the salient
points made by the lecturer were so general among the
audience that there appeared to be no dissenting voices, and
I concluded therefore th~t the ancient-minded orthodox
were conspicuously absent. Mr. Remsburg's clear, cool,
logical manner of presenting historical facts showing the
absurdity of the false claims of the orthodox churches, was
so sound and convincing as to reach the mind of the most
stupid bigot. Mr. Remsburg is now lecturing through
other parts of southern California, but we hope he will soon
visit our coast again, and remain with us longer.
J. M. VoBS.

KBlUTIN, ONT., Nov. 24, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $9, for which you will please send
two" Pictorial Text-Books," and apply the remainder on subscription. Now, dear Editor, I liv in a country where
Freethinkers are like angels' visits, and In arguments with
Christians I often hav cast at me the old arguments that Infidels never die In unbelief. Of course' I always adduce every
argument I can to the contrary, but I hav no posltiv proof
but the columns of your paper; but they will not accept
such proof. Now, I am confident that many who are almost
convinced that Christianity is false, are led to stop by the
above false argument. We know that when our loved ones
are at death's door we do n::Jt want the lnqulsltiv to gaze on
the sorrowful scene, but I think it would be a good idea,
when the dying one is willing, to call In one or more skypilots, who would be honest enough not to lie about it, to
wimess the death of Infidels who do not recant; and at the
same time, In order that they be compelled to tell the truth
about the event, the addition of two or more good moral
men or women who are not professing Christians would do
no harm. Then hav the death published not only In the
Freethought papers but In the local papers where the death
took place, and If possible obtain the signatures of all present that the death occurred as represented. I am sure every
one will agree with me that this assertion of all Freethinkers
recanting before death Is as powerful as it is false, and all
fair means should be taken to refute it as soon as pos1,1lble
I should like to hear from some of the friends on the subject.
Yours fraternally,
I. T. JoHNSON. .
BAB.RB, MABB, Nov. 26, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: C. L. James does himself great Injustice In
THB TRUTH BBBKBR of November 8th, where he assumes
that " present ignorance about ghosts " is the prime cause
of unbelief. It by " ghosts" he means modern Spiritualism,
I shall not " confess present ignorance," nor " promls future ignorance," and- yet I am an unbeliever. I hav been
under this influence, or that bas been Instructing me, for
thlrty.elght years, yes, all my lite, seventy years, and yet I
do not believe the phenomena caused by "ghosts" or spirits.
Of course, I am speaking of the genuln psychic power, not
the false that is a98umed or produced by trickery; for much
of this kind is known. to be the result of preconceived and
predetermined effort and deception on the part of the selfstyled mediums •
But there is an intelligent force equivalent to that which
has evoluted all things from all things, possessed by some of
us, who do not deny its presence and usefulness when
properly directed, but who deny the agency of spirits In
producing and controling it,
We are. not as ignorant as our accusers suppose, we who
hav been conversant with this mysterious power all our
lives, greatly to our benefit and our consolation.
Let me say to those who fancy they " hav broader and
more humane views" than myself, because they are "Spirit
uallsts," that nearly forty years ago I was where they are
now, and think I " hav broader and more humane views"
now than then; but this Is only a matter of opinion.
I hav endeavored in this brief letter to qualify and define
what I hav written, and hope no one will attempt to misrepresent it to their, or my, disadvantage. ELLA E. GIBBON.

RANDOLPH, N. Y., Dec. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR: Being recently in the village of Youngsville,
Warren county, Pa., I was asked by some local Freethinkers
PAINT RooK, TBNN., Nov. 17, 1890.
to remain over the Sunday and glv them two lectures. I
MB. EDITOR : The " Freethinker's Pictorial Text.Book 11 very gladly consented to do so. The proprietor of the Opera
is aU tllat can be desired. In fact, it is unique, and stands House at first consented to let that building for the purpose,
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but on the B!\turday night informed me that he had reconsidered the matter, and found that it might injure his business
with his God·fearlng neighbors. On the Sunday several
Liberal thinkers who had been invited to hear a little speak·lng on behalf of the cause arrived in the town, some ladies
driving over nine miles to be present. The loss of the Opera
House did not prevent my addressing them, as a stanch old
Liberal, Mr. Green, who owns a bUllard hall, kindly gave
the use of it for the purpose. Some Christians had prt'vlously promised opposition, one particularly declaring that
no Infidel could talk before him for twenty minutes. .I spoke
In his presence and that of other Theists for some sixty minutes In the afternoon, but my appeal for speakers on the
other side remained unanswered. In the evening I spoke
again Ia the same place, but on that occasion there were, so
far as I could discover, no Christians present. Mr. Green
thought they had heard too much truth in the afternoon. At.
the conclusion of the lecture I received three unsolicited promises of subscriptions to THB TRUTH BBBKBR. Others told me
that they had formerly been subscribers but had bec'~me too
poor to continue. It the promises materialize I may hope
that the little seeds of thonght I sowed that day may receive
sufficient watering to bear good fruit. So, to change the
simile, I cast my bread upon the waters; and hope THB
TRUTH BBBKBB may find it before many days.
'
E. J. BOWTBLL.
BANQUOIT, N.Y., Dec. 8, 1890.
MR. EDITOR : I profess no religion in the popular sense of
the word. But I hav learned from the stern realities of life
that fire will burn me It I come into close contact with it,
hence it pays me to obey a physical law of my being and
keep out of the fire, whether there is a hereafter or not. Ali
Glorious Bob says, "Oae world at a time." I will do the
best I can under the present almighty controling circumstances, or environments, for this is my religion. Now,
brother, I do want that "Pictorial Text-Book." I shall try
hard to get some subscribers for your pa.per and books.
By the way, there is a big revival just now among the
Methodists. I was in at a·prayer-meeting. A revival gu'l
was ranged on myself. The minister asked me It I did not
want salvation. I replied, "No, I am not aware of being
lost." " Well," said he, "you are lost in sin I" "Very
well," said I, " then all the saviug I need is to stop sinning,
or cease to trespass on the laws, or law of my being-physical, Intellectual, social, moral, and spiritual. And, In my
case at least, there is nothing for your blessed Jesus to do,
for I carry the key to the kingdom of heaven in my own nat.
ure, and it I fall to enter the fault is not in the kingdom
but In myself. Remove the cause and the effect will disappear, or cease to do evil and learn to do well and I am saved
from the sequence of sin in the future. As for being saved
from the legitimate consequence of wrong acts already done,
there is no truth In th'Lt doctrln, from the fact (as in the
burning of fire) that the principle of punishment is incorporated in our very natures. Hence there can be no forgivness of sins already committed, through the loophole of repentance, faith, and belief In blessed Jesus, or any other
priestly salvation trick. Cause and consequence exist In the
eternal order of prol[l"esslon of mind and matter."
Yours respectfully,
JoBBPH PLUM BMITH.
OuvB BBANOH, Mrss., Dec. 14, B.K. 290.
MB. EDITOR : Christmas will hav come and gone, and
Christians will hav again shown their barbaric origin by
drunken revelry In honor of their slleged savior's birth.
Perhaps another year will hav been laid aside as a vesture
well worn and numbered with those of the misty past, and a
new year, with a new hope and a new resolution, been ushered
ln. So then, while yet it is not too late, standing alone In a
whole county In this King Cotton's kingdom, I lltt my voice
to the lovers of mental liberty from Maine to Calltornla, yes,
from Alaska to Mexico, and send an honest ringing shout to
all. "Happy New Year" to those who hav me indebted to
them in their kind attention to my plea for books. Foremost
of these is Mr. A. Gaijin, of Wisconsin; then Mr. Archibald,
of Massachusetts; Mrs. Finch, of Nebraska; Mrs. Tillotson,
of New Jersey; Mrs. Blenker, of Virginia; Colonel Kelso,
of Colorado ; Mr. Elliot, of Illinois. Many others responded in less degree, but for each I hav equal gratefulness. Last week two holy Baptist deacons on their
rounds for money hunted me up and wanted me to help
on the mbilster's salary. "Well, gentlemen," said I, "out
in Kansas is a dear old brother Freethinker in needy circumstances, whom I should like to help, but hav thus far been
unable. He is a good and worthy man. Will you not each
of you glv me fifty cents to send blm? You cannot imagln
--" " For an Infidel P No, not we I" they cried, and in
a rage rode away from me. As they turned to go I said,
"Professor Cook [for him I meant] will be cared for without
your aid, my friends. I only wished to test Christian charity.
I hav done so, and found it won't stand the test."
In a trial in my town a short while ago I was summoned as
a juror. When my time came to swear and kiss the book, I
stood up and addressing the court said: ''Your honor, I am
an Atheist. I believe a dead man is as dead as a dead horse.
I believe ihat. the book you ask me to swear by contains
more falsehoods and fables than any book of its size in the
world; that the God you call on me to acknowledge is a
man-made myth rocked in the cradle of ignorant credulity,
and wafted to the shores of clvlllzation on seas of human
gore." I concluded among mingled hisses and cheers, and
the court said I might affirm. B•1t when he eame to the
words, " So help me God," I arose and said, " Will the court
pardon my bluntness- in saying that I do not need·any God to
help me tell the truth?" So I got on that jury scot-free of
any Christian oath. But my language shocked one of
the lawy!irs so much that he objected to and excused me,
much to my own gratification. The papers ~nd pamphlets l
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hav been circulating are telling. The preachers hav commenced to howl about the dead heroes, Paine and Voltaire,
from the same pulpits where eight months ago I heard them
say they supposed there was not a skeptic under the sound
of their voices. I hav by my own effort in the last six
months converted three men and two young ladies ·to outspoken skepticism, while many privately agree with me.
"GBAY."
And I will continue to storm the fort.
INDIAN CBBEK, KA.N., Dec. 10, 1890.
MB. EDITOB : I send this obituary notice : Died, at his
home on Indian Creek, Kan., Oct. 21, 1890, Prof. Pleasant
Van Hyatt. He was born in Randolph county, Ind., April
16, 1880, of Quaker parentage. He grew up in the faith,
and became a minister of note in the church. Being of an
inquiring and Liberal mind, he frequently caused the fathere
in the society some anxiety. He came to Kansas about 1867.
From there he went to California, where he fell in with the
Liberal minds there, among them John R Kelso, for whom
he formed a warm friendship. They debated, they wrote,
and criticised each other's thoughts. Returning to Indisna
in 1875, he turned his mind to scientific investigation ; spent
one year in traveling and lecturing before Liberal societies,
wrote and had published in pamphlet form "Man before
Adam," and " Christ a Myth." He was also the author of
several other works, "Ancient Geography," and "Earthquakes." He at dl.:(ferent times contributed largely to the
Ironclad Age, the Independent Pulpit, and Tm: TBUTH
BBBKBB. He was known wherever the English language is
spoken. Returning to Kansas in the autumn of 1876, he
turned his attention to teaching-which takes us back to his
early life. He entered the profession of teaching at the age
of eighteen; was elected county superintendent, which office
he filled for seven years. Coming to Kaneas in 1867 he
organized and held at Eudora, Douglas county, Kan., the
first Teachers' Normal Institute held in Kansas. He followed teaching for about thirty-five years. One year ago
his health failed. In January he had congestion of the
right lung, or la grippe, which settled in his head. He partially recovered, was able to ride out ; delivereg an oration
at Fall River on the Fourth of July. It proved to be his
last. A few days after, he was taken with severe pains in
his back and head. He was confined to his bed for three
months before death released him from his suffering. He
lived and died an Agnostic. He had no fear of death. He
called in his friend, Samuel Clogston, and requested him to
deliver an oration over his body. He leaves a wife, one son,
and three daughters to mourn his loss.
A MoUBl!IBB.
BtNGHAMTON, N.Y., Dec. 7, B.M. 290.
liB. EDITOB : Could you send me a few sample copies to
be used for soliciting subscription!! with? I think I can get
one or two subscribers. I keep all my papers, for there is
excellent reading in them that I wish to preserve, therefore
I cannot use them to canvass wfth. I hav a continuous file
from the first number I read until the last date.
This is a city of thirty.fl.ve thousand inhabitants, and we
hav about thirteen or fourteen churches, with two Young
Men's Christian Associations, to say nothing of three or four
Catholic aldermen, and a Catholic recorder in the person of
Frank W. Downs. Liberals are very scarce here. The
board of supervisors of Brown county are in session here.
They paid $156 of the people's money for religious services
at the county-house for the past year. When their report
is ready for distribution I will send you one, if you wisli, to
show you how much the county is compelled to pay to the
St. Mary's Rome for educating young Catholics. They
do not pay the Susquehanna Valley Home as much as they
do the St. Mary's. The Susquehanna Valley Home is not
Catholic. Inclosed find a clipping from the Binghamton
Daav H"ald, describing the supervisors' visit to the St.
Mary's Home. How they flatter the Catholics I
The members of the board of supervisors paid their
annual visit to the St. Mary's Orphan's Home yesterday
afternoon. They were accompanied by Judge Downs,
Overseer of the Poor Dodge, George F O'Neil, Chief of Police Mead, School Commissioner Lusk, and the members of
the press. Rev. Fathers Hourrlgan and Quinn were also
present. Upon arrival they were escorted into a commodious and handsomely furnishAd parlor. Cigars and a brand
of cider of the vintage of 1890 were served. • • • Upon
the opposit side of the hall from the reception room is the
chapel. It is an impressivly appointed room, cont3inlng
figures of the Virgin and saints. The rooms on the second
floor at the north end are divided into sleeping apartments
which are occupied by the sisters. • • • After inspecting
the building a choice lunch was served. Judge Downs was
called upon for remarks and he reaponded by giving a brief
history or the institution. The property, which includes the
building and about thirteen acres of land, was purchased a
few years ago for $28,000, and the property to-day is worth
$75,000. There are sixteen attendants, all of whom are Sisters, who do not receive any compensation for their services.
Remarks were made by the 'venerable Rev. Father Hourrlgan, in which he took occasion to thank the board for
what they had done for the institution in the past. Each
member also made remarks eulogistic of the institution and
Father Hourrlgan. The occasion was the source of much
pleasure to those who attended. The institution is a model
of its kind, and it is conducted on thoroughly business principles. The Catholic church and our citizens generally may
well feel proud of the Bt. Mary's Orphan's Home.
I should like to hav you send me the names of all your
subscribers in this city, that I might try and induce them to
form an association or Liberal league. I think that in time
we could hav a good strong league here in Binghamton.
Yours truly for Universal Mental Liberty,
FBBD. F. SLA.TBB.
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meetings ; second, our dangerous position in the Home, and
third, the books published at Tm: Tmml BBBKBR office. At
Merick's Hall In Quincy is held each Sabbath or Lord's day
a Spiritual meeting, presided over by a widow, the owner of
the building, who does not claim to be a· medium, but claims
to believe in spirits and claims to be an lnlldel. She will
sometlme11 read from some Radical Spiritual paper foolish
and extravagant accounts of materialization of spirits, and
then read Victor Hugo's "Eulogy on Voltaire," talk in favor
of Paine, etc. Then others will be controled and glv lengthy
haranga as orthodox as ever were heard from any s"ky-pilot.
So we hav the benefit each Sabbath of both tweedledum and
tweedledee. I hav recently aroused the animosity of both
orthodox and ignorant Catholics by asserting that the
Bible is an enemy of our government. The assertion
elicited the condemnation of a Protestant. He said I
"had no right to talk so;" that a man could be religious
and not believe as I did, with other like illogical, insignificant statements, to whicb. I answered: "Talk to the point.
What I said rn stick to;" and repeated my first statement,
telling him he set up a man of straw and commenced to fight
it, instead of attacking my proposition. Then said I,
" There is not a word in the Bible about a republican government." He said, "Yes, it speaks of sinners and repub·licans." I offered to bet a V and he assented, but when I
drew my pocket-book he drew back. But, he said, if· he
only had a Bible he'd show me. I handed him one, urging
him to stake the money. He declined. I told him I could
find the words he had reference to. He said he would hunt
it up that evening. ·So I gave him the book, but he soon
laid it down and went away, and I did not see him until
bed-time. I took the book and found two places where
publicans were spoken of in the Bible. So next morning I
pointed him to them. He acknowledged his error, and thus
ended that.
The next morning, I think it was, I made a statement
about the priest and his ~onfessional, which raised the holy
anger of comJade Austerhouse, who said I should not talk
so ; if I did not want to be religious I should keep my mouth
shut ; and he would report me to the commanding officer.
I told him I should be glad if he would, and that I had a
right to tell what I knew. Bald I, "You'd like to burn people, would you, as you used to?" The aforesaid orthodox
took sidea with the Catholic, as hypocrite invariably do, but
I was more than a match for both of them. Then after
about an hour one of my comrades who had previously
shown marked respect for me called me and said he wished
to giv me good advice, and I said, "All right, sir." He
said, "You must keep still or you will hav to leave, for they
will report you sure." He had been put out once, and he
knew how it was to be discharged from the Home. I said,
"If that is the advice you .kav, it was not worth while to
trouble about it." I am yet in the Home. Whether I was
reported or not I know not. I almost wish I could be
brought before the commanding officer to test the result of
free speech, as it is questioned whether we hav a righi to it
or not.
I hav recently read" The Godly Women of the Bible, by
An Ungodly Woman." It is superb. I am now engaged on
"The Eye-Opener." It is masterly, thorough, and convincing. The Truth Beeker Company is a world-saving institution.
Ex-REv. J. N. MAxEY.

Ml.xANDA, ILL., Dec. 20, 1890.
MR. EDITOB: I hav received quite a number of sample
copies of papers and magazines, and many circulars, for
which, through your columns, I should be glad to return my
thanks. I had not supposed that the Lone Star state could
support so able and radical a paper as is Brother Shaw's
Independent Pulpit. I am not surprised, but very glad, that
the West supports Freethought. The many other more or
less Radical papers that publish Freethought literature, with
the apparent approval of their patrons, show a cheering
aspect of the signs of the times. We are evidently nearing
the" impending crisis." The threats, outrages, and constant
aggression of the religious big<lts, both Catholic and Protestant, will, I hope, arouse the Liberal element of our country,
and press them into a combination that will successfully
meet these pious enemies of liberty and frustrate their wicked
plots. and schemes.
I hav received from friends several copies of the constitution of the Brotherhood of Moralists, with an invitation to
become a member of that order. This request I cannot
comply with. It requires its members " to eradicate from
the minds of as many as possible all belief in so-called spirit
manifestations as vain delusions of superstition," etc. This
I cannot consistently do. I am not fully convinced of the
truth of Spiritualism. I am an Agnostic on that subject. I
do not know. I wait for the light. I haT repeatedly, in
my own home, when only my daughter and another lady
were present with me, seen a table tip and move over the
floor and stop at a designated spot on the carpet, in apparently intelligent response to requests and questions both
oral and mental, and I know positivly that the movement
was not produced by any of the persons present, but by
soin.e invisible power. The easiest, most plausible, and
apparently the most logical explanation Of the phenomena,
was to attribute them to spirit agency, as it was claimed to
be, but still some other force may poesibly be found to
account for it, though so far it has not been found. One of
our party believed it to be the work of spirits, and I certa\nly did not think it a demoralizing faith, neither could I
say it was a "vain delusion," or "superstition," or "source
SoLDIERS' AliT» BAILOBB' HoME, QuiNCY, ILL.,}
of sectarian hatred," without assumption, and illogically
Dec. 1, 1890.
MB. EDITOB : I wish to announce through your valuable begging the question. As Mr. William Lloyd Garrison said,
paper some interesting phenomena : First, our Spiritual Spiritualismis a_ question to be settled by e_vldenc~~ testi-
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mony, and while some seekers hav, like Prof. Wm. Denton
and many others with whom I hav conversed, obtained evi!}ence so satisfactory that they could say they " know that
there is an after-life," others, like yourself and Mrs. Blenker,
saw nothing but what seemed humbug. That these manifestations do take place it would seem impossible to doubt.
Thousands of living, truthful, intelligent, unimpeachable
witnesses, testify that they hav personally witnessed them,
just as I can testify that I saw the table move, when, to
allow it to reach the spot designated on the carpet, two or
three feet distant, I had to move out of the way. It was no
more a delusion or superstition than is the present movement
of my pen. These manifestations-excluding the many
frauds and bogus performances-are actual facts, and the
only rational and scientific way of treating the subject is to
recognize them as such, and then account for them. They
cannot be jeered down or ignored. They indicate something.
And science and common sense ask, what is it? That, so
far as this question is concerned, is the important matter.
Fifty years ago we were in the midst of an era that " tried
men's souls." Under the lead of religious and political
bullies and demagogs, mob law as against the Abolitionists
was the order of the day, with its usual infamous outrages.
Lovejoy wal! murdered at Alton, and his and other printingpresses demolished. A mob of " Christian gentlemen, of
property and standing," led Garrison with a rope around his
neck through the streets of BostQn, then he was thrown into
prison by the mayor. A similar mob burnt Penmylvania
Hall at Philadelphia, and others mobbed Pillsbury, Foster,
and others, in New England, and their antislavery coadjutors
elsewhere, all over the country, without regard to station,
age, or sex. I remember with pleasure that I took an activ
part in those trying scenes. My father's house was a union
depot on the underground railroad, and I was conductor,
and I hav ridden many hundreds of miles, in the dead of the
darkest nights, conveying fugitlv slaves toward liberty,
knowing that if detected I was liable to a fine of $500, and
imprisonment for six months ; and though they tried to
wreck my trains, I ne;ver lost a passenger. Being in full
sympathy with the leaders of the antislavery movement, and
knowing the sacrifices they were constantly and cheerfully
making, I came to think, as I stU! do, that they were among
the best, purest, and noblest characters in human history.
Now, this Brotherhood of Moralists repudiates such of these
immortal moral heroes as Wm. Lloyd Garrison and H. C.
Wright among the dead, and P~rker Pillsbury and A. B.
Bradford among the living, as unworthy of membership in
their moral order, because they happen to hav evidence
su1ti.cient to satisfy them of the truth of the after-life. I
hav nothing to say against the morality of any of the members of the Brotherhood. I trust they are all as pure as they
profess to be, and they me.y feel that their assumption of
superior morality to such men as I hav named is all right,
but to me it seems like an absurd and ridiculous assumption
of superiority_
It is. claimed that the order has a right to call itself by.
what name, and exclude from its membership whom, it
pleases. Certainly it has. But for an association of professed moralists and Liberals to exclude from fellowship men
and women who are at least their equals in morals, intellect,
devotion to truth and human advancement, and everything
else desirable, and say to them, "Stand off, I am holler than
thou," and all for a difference of opinion as to the duration
of human existence, is absurd and silly.
Some years ago, T. Winter, in one of his characteristic
letters In THB TBUTB S&EKBB, said,
There is no life beyond the grave,
And none will preach it but a knave.
Now, every intelligent person knows that that statement
was untrue, and a gross slander on many of the best and
purest men and women, both living and dead, our race has
produced. So grossly untrue and slanderous was the statement, that I was surprised to see it in my favorit paper, and
I waited for some of your Materialistic, moral correspondents to rebuke the writer, but I waited in vain. On the
contrary, several wrote and said they "liked the spirit of
T. Winter." If of such is the kingdom of the Brotherhood
of Moralists, I am decidedly unadapted to the association.·
It is no time now to quarrel about trifles, and pull apart like
Ul-grained oxen, instead of pulling unitedly at the load. The
land trembles under the tread of the trained and united hosts
of superstition and tyranny. Tbey hav already stolen
mUlions of our money, and in many places overthrown our
free schools, and threaten the total destruction of our liberties, and we are stupidly quarreling over tweedledum and
tweedledee. The church is pursuing the directly opposit
course. Instead of magnifying trifling differences, as in
former times, and disintegrating and dividing her forces,
she is consolidating them for the final struggle against us.
Some years ago, three or four of the small Calvinistic Presbyterian churches~ having very similar creeds, yet who often
opposed each other with much warmth, concluded to glv up
their quarrel and unite their forces in one church, and now
in their stead we hav the United Presbyterian church. It
teaches that if you sing God's praise in any other psalms
or hymns than those written by that pious, lecherous miscreant David, you wUI be damned. It believes in the ple•
nary inspiration of the entire Bible, and of course is a tyrant.
It thinks it a duty to compel everyone to honor its creed,
and conform their lives to its code of morals. That church
furnishes the leaders and many of the rank and file of the
God-in-the-Constitution party, and by union and persistence
in her infamous projects has become, next to the Catholics,
the most dangerous enemy of liberty on this continent. Let
us learn from our enemies.
I received the "Pictorial Text-Book" all right, and am
much pleased with it. I think it may be made a powerful
aid to our cause.
W. W. WALKI!.R.
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gihildrtn~ s ~tltlttt.

DECE~1:BE-I{

THE SANTA OLAUS FIOTION.
Thousands and thousands of children will
.!Ia~ bf Miss Bu!Wi H. WIXoN, Fan go to sleep on the night of the 24th of DeHi'H!t', .M~JBB., to whom all Oommunfoatior.s jOf' cember believing a lie-a _lie told them _by
their parents, friends, and guardians. They
this Oonaw should lJ~ smt.
will .be told that some time during the night
Old Santa Claus, a big red-faced man with
Between the dark and ~he dayJigh$,
snow-white beard and hair, will come riding
When the night is beginning to lower,
through the air in a team loaded down with
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupation!
toys and candy, th!it his back will be burTha~ is known as $he Children's Hour."
dened and his pockets bulging with dolls,
toy horses, engine, carts, locomotive, sets of
East and West.
dishes, books, slates, skates, bicyles, and
Though in the East the ann may rise,
everything else that delights the hearts of
Thence take its course along the skies,
boys and girls-that this burly man will
And to the West then make its way
creep cautiously down the chimney, and fill
To belt the world with circling day,
· th
ith
.
Yet not the East should proudly boast
the innocent stock mgs In e_corne_r w_... 8
The thronement of the shining host,
number of these good things, and then mysOr strive to sit in judgment on
'I teriously disappear up the chimney~ and away
The doings of the West·s late oae.
to some other house, where he will go through
Where'er the ann may throw its beam,
·the same performances.
At morn or noon or evening gleam,
But if the children be bad, he will leave,
That spot is gloried by the ray
And equal shares the orb of daY;
instead, a bundle of sticks and a club. Hence
While everY place in honor lies
the children are pretty sure to be very good
Which does good work beneath the skies,
for a few days, at least, before the 25th of
And by that sign abides each one
December.
Lit by the ann as it rolls on.
Now, these fancy tales about Santa Claus
If in the East first flashed the mind .
are unmitigated falsehoods, and everyone
Which lit a path for human kind,
who tells the same to a child who sits in
And to the West his feet made way
To gird the earth with civil day,
wide-mouthed wonder, is g)lilty of blacken-.
Then to the West is dna fnll claim
ing his lips wit.h lies, and blighting the mind
For bearing high the guiding flame,
of the child with falsehood.
.
And to his praise sing loudest song
. ocent falsehood? No. There are
An mn
Who swiftest bears Truth's torch along.

GLENS FALLs, N.Y., Nov:·17, 18\JO.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I will try my firRt let~
ter for the Corner. I am thirteen years old,
and my father has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
for twelve years. He thinks it an excellent
paper, and I like the Corner. Our school is
Ideated in the center of the village. It is a
beautiful Union school. My studies are geograpty, arithmetic, grammar, spelling, drawing, history, and reading. To-morrow we
will hav examinatiop in spelling. The teachers from all the states meet h«;:re during the
vacation months. It is a very beautiful
place.
·
.
I hav three brothers. My letter is getting
tiresome, so I will bring it to a close. I send
my regards to all the Freethinker friends.
Your Liberal friend, BELLE LEwis.

LisBoN, lA., Nov. 24, 1890.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write a few lines to you this evening.
I g9 to Lisboll, high school and. am in the
A gr_ade. I expect.to graduate next June. I
study algebra, geometry, physics, and. bookke~!~f; two and a half miles from town. I
walk back and forth night and morning. I
Iilre THE TRUTH SEEKER and Boston In'DelJti.
gato·r very much, especially Heston's pictures.
We had a debate in school two weeks ago, in
which a girl and I were affirmativ. Question:
"Resolved, that Women Should Hav the
Right of Suffrage.". The affirmativ gained
the day.
.
Lisbon is a town of one thousand inhabitants and six churches. There are not many
Liberals here. As I think I now ought to
commence studying my lesson for to-morrow,
I muat soon close.
no innocent falsehoods when we know their
Your friend,
EnwiN A. SAILOR.
When all the circles of the globe
nature.
P. S.-1 would like to correspond with
The spreading light shall gaily robe,
The Eve shall to the Morning say, ·
The children are pleased with the fanciful some of the girls and boys of the Corner. I
"I am the better half of Day;"
.
E. A. S.
tale, it is urged. Much more would they be am sixteen yea,rs of age;
The West a new-made East shines on,
delighted with the simple truth.
The Ea9t beaomes the We3tern one.
GRAND MouNn, lA., Oct. 14, 1890.
No child likes a make-believe story. How
So round the earth the truth and light
DEAR M1ss WixoN: I thought I would
Dispel the phantoms of the night.
often do children inquire when listening to write again and send a little piece to you. I
JoHN P. GuiLD. recitals by their elders, 11 Is it a truly story?" thought maybe that some of the readers of
And does it enh•:mce the value of gifts and the Corner wonld like it. This is a very little
A. Story of Christmas Night.
good will to think that they come from letter but I guess it will do, and so I will
Your little friend,
close as,
It was Christmas night. The snow blew some strange and unfamiliar source ? How
GoLDIE MAY DuTToN.
and drifted in heaps on the doorsteps. No- much rather would a child prefer presents
THE ANOIENT KRIBS KRINGLE.
body ventured out unless obliged to do so. from papa and mamma, uncle and auntie,
ancient Kriss Kringle
And as pedestrians hurried along past a brill- than from some mythical nobody represented The
Was wondering one night,
iantly lighted mansion the words of a beauti- as prowling about only in night time.
What he could get for the boys and girls
ful song reached their ears, "the sweet old
Girts may be unexpected, or be made to
To fill them with delight.
song of long ago." They who were fortu- appear suddenly in the night-time, but it is
His reindeers were hitched up,
nate enough to hav lighted hearths of their wrong, unkind, and wicked to impose upon
And then off he went,
own would hurry along with a heartfelt the credulity of the recipient, to deceive by A-frisking and a-jumping,
To his mirth to giv vent.
thanksgiving. A little beggar girl sank down illusion and fraud, but a child or grown peron a marble doorstep. 'She was not a hand- son will value the gift far more knowing He peeped down many chimneys that· night,
some child-no, far from that~but her large \ from whence and from whom it came, as the · Each stocking he filled that hung on the
wall,
dark eyes and her face, though emaciated, , following well illustrates:
expressed nobility of character. Presently [ A party of gentlemen were discussing Kris And he looked in each bed where the little
ones slept;
she rose, and going to the back door, she Kringle and the day's events at the AuditoHe kissed each little cheek, he kissed one
asked for something to eat. But the cook rium dispensary. Allorl!earlyall were relatand all.
'
was cross and on the point of ordering her ing e~periences of .the mght before or that
.
mornmg with the little folks. "Boys," said But soon it would be bright daylight now,
away when the housemaid appeared.
one of the party a big furniture man on WaAnd to his northern home he must speed,
" Kate," she said to the cook, "Miss bash avenue, "i want to tell you what my So good-bye to the children, they .will hav
Evelyn wants more ices."
little youngster said wben he saw the Christhappy hours,
By the kindness and good of his deeds.
" Miss Evelyn," grumbled the cook, mas tree. He is the b~by of the ho!!Be and
11
thinks no one has anything to do but wait has taken a most absorbm~ f.ancyto his papa.
·
.
,
.
I seem to be to his babyish fancy the be-ali
EnGEWATER, CmoAGo, ILL,) Dec. 1, 1890.
on her. Go ~way, girl. I_havn,t anythmg andend-allofhumanity. Mywifeandlfixed
DEAR Miss WixoN: We are three little
to giv you. Sure, I'm nothmg but a beggar up the tree last night, and this morning we brothers who are "persecuted for opinio:q's
myself, or worse, a slave."
opened her up just a little after daylight. sake " for we are known in our school as the
Thus dismissed, the poor, hungry, tired Three pair of eyes were all ablaze, but the: only 111 horrid Infidels" in attendance. One
child walked away and rested on the doorstep fourth little pair }leemed to be missing some- of our scboolmates ran to her teacher, ex~
c more "I feel 88 though I'm going t thing. The little ories of course understood citedly exclaiming, '' Oh, Miss L., Leon
on e
•
that Santa Claus had brought everything, and doesn't believe in a God I" and from thence
11
die," she murmured, and I suppose I might as Santa Claus had been very liberal older this little maid has proved to even little boys
as well. No one love3 me."
heads .marveled somewhat at the indiffer- that the spirit of the Inquisition is still perDown down in the anow she sank, lured ence of the baby boy to his gifts. Pretty petuated. We just commenced our attendto that f~tal sleep by Miss Evel.vn's beautiful soo!l the little fellow lsi~ his toys ~way with ance at this school this year, and we deter·
11 Co
a kmd of bored expression, and climbing on mined to keep perfectly quiet regarding our
8i
8 II
voice ngmg,
me unto me, • ye that my knee he lisped, 'Papa, did Thanta Claus misfortune, i.e., our inability to "believe"
labor and are he~vy laden, and I Will giv ye bring dose sings?' I said, 1 Yes, dear,' re- without evidence, but now that the cat is
rest."
peating the conventional lie. The little chap out of the bag, we are going to trim our
"I will giv ye rest," she murmured sleep. put his mouth to my ear and whispered, lamps and let our light shine, especially if
ily. "1-will-giv-you-rest."
'Papa, I don't care for Thanta Claus-what is you will help us., We hav thought you
oo do in' to div me?' Boys, maybe I didn't go would bees use you are so helpful to so many
Next morning, when the coachman, John, off and buy that baby something, and giv it boys and girls in the Corner. We hav a
was clearing the doorsteps of the drifts, he to him out of my own hand. Sometimes I question- box-that is, the teacher has-into
think the Santa Claus fable ought to be rele- which we, the pupils, put eight or ten ques.
was horrified on discovering the dead body gated to the top sheU, That little boy cared tiona each week, and then answer them on
of a child. The master of the mansion, 1\liss nothing for Santa Claus or for his gifts. He Friday. Now we want you· to giv us some
Evelyn's father, notified the coroner, and the did love his papa and wanted him to remem- tell!ng Secular questions and their answers in
your Children's Corner, if you can convencook identified her as the beggar of the night ber him."-Ohicago Herald.
In closing, we would say: Let us avoid fie- iently. Our last question was, When and by
before. And Miss Evelyn, the beautiful
was the Golden Rule first written ?
singer, was horrified. "Why, the idea!" tion in dealing with children, or any body else. whom
Your loving and grateful friends,
she exclaimed to her father, " of that child If we tell something not absolutely true to
, RoY, LEoN, AND CnARLill: STILES
dying on our doorsteps! How terrible!" illustrate a point, we should be sure to state
(Aged respectivly, 12; 10, ~nd 7 ·years).
And almost unconsciously she hummed the the fact.
REMA~Ks.-We all deeply sympathize with
tune of the night before, "Come unto me, all
Truth Is incomparably rich~r and grander these three little boys, Roy, Leon, and
ye that labor, and are heavy laden,_ and I than aught else. It is the solid gold. It is Charley. We know w·hatit is to be frowned
will giv ye rest." And a peaceful smile illu- the real beauty and the highest wi~dom.
upon for our opinions., 'Some may think it
mined her face as she arranged the silken
As to giving gift~, th~, time for themsh.ould of little consequence th!lt!l child is made to
folds of the curtain.
InA A! BALLou.
not be marked by the calendar or clock, but suffer for its candid opinions. But it'is hard
Buffalo, N. Y.
whenever we feel like it. Do not hold back. and cruel for a child to· be hurt.· The trials
good things till" Christma,s tin:.e," ihat has of children are very real, as we know from
An Inspiring Little Mind.
no more real meaning thari · has "Santa experience. Roy, ·Leo~,. and Charley ·must
A quaint speech was that made one day by Claus." The friend you love and wish tore- be brave, not aggressi:Y-::-that is, they must
the little daughter or Lord Roseberry. Her member may be dead and gone before that not try to prO'Dolce ill feelings, but· they inust
nurse told her that if she would think less in time. The poor you intend to make happy stand firm in that which ~hey hav reason to
the day, she would dream less in the night. may be starving now. You yourself maybe believe ·is right.'· We know they will ·'be
"But I can't help thinking," answered my: stricken ere the close .. of the year. So \t is truthful, kind, and gent~e.,toward thos_e who
lady, '' for you know I can't make my mind best to do that yotl hav to do whiie iiie hour deride or disdain tHem. They will· show
sit down."
is passing.
· s. H.
·by their conduct 'that'they are little gentle-
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w.

men, with honest hearts and g.ood !ntentii:mll.
Some day these same bright boys will show
the world the value of real men, wM ltnow
how. to think properly for themselvs, and
who Will make the great world better by
their ba ving lived in it.
" Infidel" is a proud title. It has been
borne by some of the greatest and noblest
men and women that ever lived.
Here are a few questions for the questionbox : What is the age or our earth? Its age
is unknown.' It is probably more than a
hundred thousand years old. :boea the Gen•
esis account of creation agree with the gei:J•
logical history l' No. Which shall we believe, Genesis or geology? Geology, because it brings proof of all its assertions,
while Genesis does not. Which is the better
guide, reason or revelation? Reason, because reason insists upon evidence, revelation does not. Who burnt a man at the
stake for not believing in three Gods? John
Calvin (Servetus). How many leading religions are there in the world? Ten. Which re.
ligion has caused most suffering, wars, mur.
ders, and ills to mankind? The Christian religion. Who said, "The world is my country;
to do good my religion ?" Thomas Paine, an
Infidel. Who said, "Man can hold no property
in man ?" Thomas Paine, an Infidel. Who
said, "H ever you find yoursel! in any difficulty, and doubt how to extricate yourself,
do what is right, and you will find it the
easiest way out of the di!IIcult.y ?" 'fhomas
Jefferson, an Infidel. To whom is tlie world
indebted for its various reforms and progres.
siv ways? To Infidels. What happened to
Giordano Bruno for establishing a new era of
science? He was ournt to death by Christians.-En. C. C ]
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I hav kept a ScRAP Boox for a good manY years
of letters received from p!dients; some are lonll,
too_lonll: to publish, some are short and good.
Bamy days I sit down and read them, and hav
lt>&rned a good deal about the human body from
some _poor, sickly woman or overstrained man.
Here IS one of them. I call it a good letter :
·
TBE~To~, TEx., Se11t. 28, 1886.
To Kennedy <!f the Medical Discovery, Roxbury,
Msss. I am eo Proud of my recovery as to express
my feelings in thanks to yon. The BHEUMATIB!\1 has made mq four le~r~red for six years. At
last I hav traded off two of them to Ball-drnglffst
-for four bottles of KennedY'S Discovery. I am
yours. gratefnlly and unsolicited.
J. B. IVY.

The pre~ent voll!me is an Rffort to rescue from
oompa~t1ve obliviOn one of the manY extraordinary episodes of the great French revolutionary
W&Y', • • • • It points a moral that a.midst republican iJ?.St!tnt!ons like ours, will not fail to receive
appreo.ation. U shows, on one hand, the elevating influence of newlY acquired ambition,
J.D •. SHAW'S PAJlPHLETS.
and on the oth.er the debasing effacta of Beltgiou8
Wh
and Political mtolerance both on the tyrant and Th Blbl
e
eat Is It 'I A. pam.
the victim. Contains a herett>fore Un_llublished
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory.
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine
~We~a':c~~re~g.:!~tci~~- correct in all ita

LOOKING BACKWARD

Studies In ~heolornr. A. clear e'YlV\aition of the biblical story of man'S cr;~ii~n

and curse, theologioallY denominated "th
fall." Prioe.tooenls.
e
Liberalism. Treating the subjeet from 8 .
negativ and affirmativ standllOint showtn
U is a thought-breeding book and all who are
wfft it is not and what it is. Price: 11 cents. ll
free to r~!Qeive new li~rht will find in it satisfaotioll
and iniiPJration.-[New York Tribune.
The ap\)eal is alwaYS made to a man's reason.
and to his noblest sentiments: neYer to his sel
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lshness.-[Boston Post.
A suggestion of a reallY practicable and feali· A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of
ble social state greatly in advance of the Preen\
the Moabites by the .Tews.
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aomai Possibillties.-£Boston Traveler.
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WORLD-REIOWIED WATCHES.

A THOUGHTLESS YES.

make 100 PEl CENT. profit. on my CotS&
Belts, Brushes, Curlers and novelties. SampleS
AGENTS
FREE .. Write now. Dr. Bridgman, 373 Broadway. N.Y.

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday
evening at 7.SO. Lecture•, debates, and dbonssions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres·
iitent, H&NRY BmD; Secretary, OoRA BELLE
FLAGG.

BrooklfD Philosophical A.ssocia•
tlon

Meets at J!'raternit:r rooms.t..Bedford avenue and
Routh 2d atreet, Brooklyn, .l!l. D., at 3 P.M., every
SundaY. Lectures follo10 ed by discussion. Platform free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248
Broadway, Brookl:rn, E. D.

Philadelphia Liberal League 267
meets every SundaY in Indnatrial Hall. Broad a:.; d
Wood sts., at 2:10 and 7 :30 P.H. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
.lble apeakerstnterest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
qeekerPnblioationsalwanon handatoheaprates.

The Secular Soclet}' ot' Kent,

o.,

Meets semi-monthl:r1 1irat a,nd third Sundays, a.t 2
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human
oultivatiOB are invited. !IABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec.

Ellzur Wright Secnlar 1Jnlon
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun.
days of each month at Independent Church, at
10:30 A.M. Free disonsshm on all Liberal snbJectl.
Subscriptions to Tim TBUTE BEEXEB and Inuutfgator are solicited.
R. G. BHIT:a:, Oor. Sec.

Vhicago Secular 1Jnlon
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., at
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison •'reet.
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad
are welcome.

Mllwankee, Wis •• Liberal Vlub
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216
Grand ave., (J!'re.ternity Hall). Lecture followed
by debates. The public oordiall:r invited.

Brotherhood of Morall!its, No. 903,
Prairie Vltf. Ia .•
Meets ever:r Sunday in the Liberal r4~.!ii;oom
hall at 2: 30 P H. All Liberals a.re cor ·
in·
vited. F. v. DBAPERo Oor. Sec.

The lftlnneapolls Secular 1Jnlon
Meets every Sunday at 7 :SO P.M., at 412 Nicollet
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis,
Minn. J.J!'.liiAco:m~:u,Pres.: LERoY BE!lBIBB,Sec.

Des lllolp.es Secular Unton
Holds regular meetin~rs at Good Templar Hall,
F!:rnn Block. B.E corner 7th and Locust streets.
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from
abroad heartily welcome.
FliAma.m STEINER, Pres.

San Francisco, Cat •• Freethonghl
Soclet}'

The West End Progressive Lib·
eral 1Jnion

Of Los An1zeles, Oal., meets semi-monthlyl..fint
and third Sundays, at 8 o'o\ook, P.M., at l'arr's
Hall. Everybodv invited. MRS· R. M. Buu,
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Bee.

The Walla Walla Lib, rat vtub
llleets evsry SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand Army
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington.
Schmoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Oriirinal
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val·
nabla library is at the service of members and
friends. 0. B. REYNoLDs, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDBR, Sec.

The Roeder Secular lJnion
Of Boeder, Waah., meets every first and third
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool.honse.
Lectures, dillonssions, reading, and poems. The
Kreatest freedom aooorded to all. Our motto,
Universallllental Liberty." D. E. BwB, Pres.;
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; O:a:ARLEB B:a:EA., See.

Porbmonth.

AT THINE OWN HOME.
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nn~ll
s~lalist, for his "Priva\e Oonnaelor .._
valuable book for :r.onng and middle-aged men, an1fetPrioe 10 cents.
ing from a Life-waa\ing Disease, ae the result
of· youthful folliea, indiscretion, and excesses in
Addren Ts• TBtiTB BUUB OoiD'U"I.
maturer years. h aets forth an External Applioa,ion-A POSITIVB oUBE, aa it matters not how
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The Bible Analyzed. " For Sled«e- those,seeking a I.Jl6Rdtl aml ~nent cure. Adhammer Lo~rio unsnrpaaaed." svo, 838pp., dresa.the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where
silk cloth, ts.
yon saw this advertisment.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8~ of tM Amwican 8«N.lar Union.

Col. Kelso's Works.
gces not so far to sustain Spiritualism aa to
1how that Ohristians are inconsillten t in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
moth, 1!1Jno, B45pp., $1.
Addrels THE TRUTH B:UKEB 00.

The Newark Liberal League
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st!l' cor. Marke'
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and aisonesions on
religions and social questions. Seats free and
ever:rbod:F welcome.

o., Secular 1Jnion

Meets every SundaY at 7 P H. in Grand Army
Hall Lectures, discussions, readinp, poemsJ
music and songs. A oordial invitation 1s extendea
to all; especially to friends from abroad. Oorres~ndenoe solicited. J. L. TBBUTEIART, Preaident.
WILL S. ANDRES. Secretary.

THE NEW GOD.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger.
man lllaaonio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lectures and discussions. The public cordially invited •

every Sunday evening at Union &quare
Best ~nailes American Stem-wiilders : In silver- Mllet4
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi·
ina .oases. 7 jewels, $7.50; 9 iewels, $8; 11 Jewels, $9; t&tion
is
extended to all. Beats free.
·
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $t6. In 3 ounce coin
silver oases, $3.50 more ; 4 onnoet $4.50, and 5
Port Angeles Secular 1Jnlon
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facet dust proof. 7 J..wels, $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 Meets everv Sunday at 7:30 PH. in the public
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FRANK liiORSE, Oor. Sec.
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_girls and a_:rounger brother who were lett parent·
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1r9ing to Ob,icago. The ant.llorill )Wio the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a hilltory of a workinll Jrirl'B life and exPerience in the oit:rof Ohioago
amonJ bln1f bnainess men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable h:rPoorits. It is Just such a story
of human life as we should 8XJitlO\ Oolonel ln$"erNew Kodel u otto Wettstein" Watch,
toll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates ill sure to be worth the attention 16 jewels and all modern improvements, $8
of the rest of the world. Price 115 cents.
more than above adjusted watchel. No watch
Address THETBUTHSEEXEB. in ibA world competes with it. J!'iner watches up
to $liDO. •ll such prepaid, guaranteed 1 J:"ar, and
oa8h refunded if not satillfaotory. All filled &old
A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. oases warranted by mannfaotnrers 20 :rears.
Beware of New York Wor!a'B 10 karat and spurious
cases. Wat.ohes cleaned, best wor.t, $1; springs,
$1, eto., and returned free.
J!'STABLISBED 1857.
The downcast eyea .of timid aoquieaoenoe hav
Ol'TO WETTSTEIN, Bcohalle. m.
paid to tmpndent antho>"it:r the tribute of a
thonghtlesa :res.-R. 9. Ingersoll.
OONTBNTS.
A Splendid J11dge of a Woman.
The Lady of the Olnb.
Under Protest.
J!'or the Prosecution.
A Rusty Link in the Ohain.
The Boler Honse Mystery.
The Time-Look of l·nr Ancestors.
Florence Oam_pbell'B Fate.
M:r Patient's Story.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
iS L&fa:veue Pl.,l!few Yor.t.

The JDanhattan Liberal Vlub,N.Y.

A GOOD WOBD.

Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a humanitarian, and a generous patron of the Freellion&M
pr88s. He has many testimonials to the value of
his pro~rressive and sneoessful method of treatment, and deserve~~ patronage.-Preet11oU1711t.

TRY•SQUARE:
OB,

The Chnreh of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
Tble 11 the history of an a.ttempt to found a
church without superstition, and its snooe11.
Uncle .Job Saw:rer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses n to discuss all the vital question•
of human concern, religions, pelitioal, and o'herwise. The book ill written in well-chosen lan·
guage, and easil:r understood. There ill just sn11J..
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth ill being brollirht
to hill mind.
:tor IAle at thll otlloe. l'rioe, •1.011.
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICIONS
0
AND REFORMERS.
ANCIENT AND ; MODERN TIMES

of aoo of the Leading Founders
Philosopher&,
· • of a1I t he Gods, i n·
ON the night of the 16th a woman dressed Biographies
Teachers. Bkeptio\!.t_lnnovators,
of Vol. I. Givs a Full· A.ooonn.
New Bohools of "J."nonght, Eminent Boienolnding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
all in white entered St. Patrick's cathedral,
tists, e,ta. (who were not Christians),
Jeans Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible.
New York City. To the inquiries evoked by
from the time of Menu to the presBvo, 835P)?. Vol. II. Describes Fully all
her attire she said : " I hav been ~ent by the
ent. svo, 1,075pP., cloth, $3;
the Religions SYstems of the World.
••
Bvo,957pP.
Oloth,$3pervol.; the
Lord to. preach a new religion. I am a JewI eatb er, !4; mor., g. e., ..-..50.
2 vo!s., $5; leather, $7; moish Catholic, and I want all Jews to be bapBY D. M. BENNETT.
rocco, gilt edges, fB.
tized In the Catholic church." She was comTHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
BY D. M. BENNETT.
mitted to the police as insane.
28 LafaYette Place. N. Y.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
MBxroo has prohibited
bull-fighting.
A NBW plot to kill the
czar has been discovered.
TilE Toronto city council has forbid Sunday
street-cars.
PBBSBYTERJAN
and
Methodist churches of
Ontario ask Prohibition.
TBl!: czar is indignant
at the London meeting
protesting against his persecution of the Jews.
NBAR Dung en e s s,
Wash., thirteen Chinamen stealing into the
United States resisted arrest, and one was killed.
IN February M i s s
Drexel will take the vows
of the Sisters of the Most
Holy Sacrament, a
Roman Catholic society
of her own founding, and
donate to tt her fortur e

-'co.=cc~=q:o:C:::=·-~~~

of $7,000,000.
AT

Argentine, Mo .• on

the night of the 14th,

Engineer Neal returned
home unexpectedly and
found G. W. Simmons, a
pillar of the church, in
his wife's room, wherrupon he shot and killed
J;rlm,

NoT only physical but also psychical energies inhere in matter, and the latter always
become manifest wherever the necessary conditions are found; or wherever matter is arranged in a certain manner and moved in a
certain way in the brain or the nervous system, the phenomena of sensation and thougpt
are produced, in similar fashion as those of.
attraction and repulsion
are under other conditions. "It matter can
fall to the ground, then
it can also think " (Schopenhauer). In the form
of a stone it falls to the
ground; in the form of
muscle it contracts; in
the form of living nervesubstance it becomes
capable of feeling and
of thinking, or rises into
self- con sciou sne ss.
-Buchne1•.
To-DAY, we know with
as much certainty as we
need to know anything,
that force is not independent of matter, and
that the activities or manitestations of brain substance, which we call
mind, are not only inseparable from the brain,
but modified by every
varying shade of developml3nt or susceptibility in
the cerebral organization.
All this is more than
proved by phrenology ;
hence it follows that the
laws of organic matter
are as invariable as those
of inorganic matter, and
that mental phenomena
are but links in the eternal chain of cause and
effect, which are as mechanically necessary as
the expressions of the
ll ross est substance.Edgar 0. Beall.

ARTHUR DAY, who
murdered his wife by
STRIKING THE WRONG PERSON.
pushing her over a cliff
And Nathan departed unto his house. And the Lord struck the child that Uriah's wife bare unto David, and it
at Niagara Falls, was
was very sick.-2 Sam. xii, 15.
hane:ed at Wellaud, Ont.,
IN the last forty years,
on tho 18th, after he
criminal convictions ia
had accompanied ll\s
England hav decreased
,11pirltual adviser in feJve1t religious exerfully one-half, while church attendance has
cises.
declined. It is therefore not religion that
has wrought the reform.-Robt. C• .Adams.
RBv. JAB. CA~rPBRLL, Methodist, of ColumMAN has found that those who are the most
bus, Ind., has been sentenced to three years'
.A NEW NOVEL,
religious are not always the kindest, and that
imprisonment for performing an unlawf?l
By ROBT. G. I~GERSOLL.
those who hav been and are the worshipers
operation on Annie Huntman, a domestic m
By HELEN H. G4RDENER.
of God enslave their fellow men. He has
his family.
found that there is no necessary connection
AT Omaha on the 15 h C. J. Warbington
between religion and morality. Morality
Address
at
the
Testimonial
to
Walt
struck with a chair an $18,000 picture by " The shame itself doth call · for instant
needs no supernatural assistance-needs
Bougereau in the art rooms, making two
Whitman.
neither miracle nor pretense. It has nothing
remedy."
large rents. He was arrested. He claims to
to do with awe, reverence, credulity, or blind,
hav acted from religious motivs.
unreasoning faith. Morality is the highway
PoSTMASTER-GENERAL W ANAMAKRR at the
Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- perceived by the soul, the direct road, leading to success, honor, and happiness. The
request of Bishop Foley of Detroit will ex- A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on lished at this office.
best thing to do under the circumstances is
amin into the manner in which F"ther KoReligion and Social Matters.
moral. The highest possible standard is hulasinski, the suspended Polish priest, got
man. We put ourselvs in the places of others.
possession of a registered letter from Cardinal
Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.
We are made happy by the kindness of
Bimeoni.
others, and we feel that a fair exchange of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
NEw YoRK hospitals report cures of lupus
good actions is the wisest and best commerce.
28 Lafayette Place, New York:.
AND
with Koch's lymph. But Pasteur says:
We know that others can make us miserable
"There has not b€en a single authenticated
by acts of hatred and Injustice, and we shrink
cure, even of lupus," anywhere. ·• The medicfrom inflicting the pain upon others that WE'
What Would Follow
ament," he adds, "is of unheard-of virulence,
hav felt ourselvs : this is the foundation or
AN
EXPOS~
and the reactions it brings on are terrible."
conscience. If man could not suffer, the
THE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent words right and wrong could never hav been
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
IRELAND is convulsed with the struggles of Effacement of Christianity?
spoken. The Agnostic, the Infidel, clearly
ohnrohes a.nd Young Men•s
the parties for and against P"rnell. At a poperceives the true ba~is of morals, and so
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE.
Ohristian
Associalitical meeting on the 16th there was thrown
perceiving, he knows that the religious man,
tion.
Price, 10 cents a coi3Y; twelve copies Jor $1.
In Parnell's eyes what he says was lime but
• • •• caring more for God than for his felBYBidJI.
B.
WESTBBOox,
D.D.,
LL.D.
Address
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
00,,
what his opponents plead was only mud. He
Prioe S1.
Address THE TBUTll BEE][J:B. lows, will sacrifice his fellows at the sup28 Lafayette Plaoe, Ne,r Yorll:.
was temporarily blinded, and his sight still
posed command of his God.-lngeraoll.
suffers.
THE Reformed Presbyterian church, which
does not allow its preachers to vote because
the United States Constitution is Agnos lc
Learning that there is an organized movement amoEg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a
in omitting mention of God, has expelled five "Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in
ministers for voting. Resentment is aroused
against what is called ''an unpatriotic Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons:
mandate"
1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained.
ON the 14•.h a posse of police entered Sit2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may
ting Bull's camp and arrested him, when his
followers opened fire, and the police followed resort when no moral amusements are available.
suit. Sitting Bull and about ten braves were
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible,
shot dead, and his twelve-year-old son was tens of thousands of whom can visit :the Fair on~y on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to
wounded. Seven police were killed and
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands •.
three wounded.
4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the
A NEGRO at Kansas City, Mo., named Reu- whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one; disturbed. Those who wish to attend can
ben Carter, is heading a religious craze pat. do so; those who do. not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a quest.ion of human relaterned after the Indian one. He claims to be
a messiah of his race, and says the white race tiona and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare.
will be destroyed next spring. He urges his
· .5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger at~endance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its
kind to leave the whites or they wlll perish rece1pts.
·
J:~~h\~~~io,;~rst~~ <f:1~f~!:.s!1i~~~s~~~
·6 To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency
promised land, and he will then exhibit mi- would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make ~unday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied jn
raculous power. Cities will rise in a night it~ pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers
for his follo~ers. He de:cribe~ these cities, wtll ~ver have the P.ower to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation
and they are 1n detail like the cities of Revela- reetnctf'd to attendmg church or visiting a saloon ·the 11verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring.
tion. Carter has gone into retirement until
7· F"tna11 Y. .• •0 penmg
· the W orld' s F.a1r
•
'
•
k
f •
1 1
h'l •t '11
New Year's day and some of his disciples
on Sunday wdl harm no one but the eepers o 1mmora paces, w 1 e 1 WI
say he w!ll then ~ppear with signs and mira- ~en.f~t the F~1r 1~self, the.people ~f Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity,
cles. His converts hold nightly "ghost, tndlvtduiiol educat10n, pubbc morality, and the development and good of the whole country.
dances" and orgies, and are growing so wild
1
that trouble is feared.
-Name.
Town.
State.
----------------------~=-------~~~-------L--------~~---------
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